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INTRODUCTION

Brief Chronology/Timeline of the Use of Soybean Plants
as Forage

During the soybean’s first 80+ years in the United States it
was used primarily as a forage plant that was fed to animals.
Forage applications include grazing, pasturing, silage, and
soiling.
510 C.E. – The Mingyi Bielu [Informal Records of Famous
Physicians] by Tao Hongjing states that (in China) the leaves
of soybean plants can be used to feed livestock. The pods
can be used to feed cattle and horses.
1853 Feb. 12 – The earliest known article to mention the
soybean (actually the Japan Pea) as a feed for hogs appears
in Moore’s Rural New Yorker.
1880 April 1 – The earliest known article to mention
the use of soybeans (with green corn plants) as silage
appears in France in an article by E.-A. Carrière in Journal
d’Agriculture Pratique. Silage plants are layered in a silo,
allowed to ferment until tender and juicy, then fed to dairy
cows during the winter. Adding soybeans to the traditional
corn improves the quality of the silage by adding protein;
cows give more milk.
The first silos were underground pits. American
innovation in the 1870s led to the first above-ground
structures. The first two English-language documents that
mention “silo” or “silos” in connection with soybeans
appeared in 1889. Silos became popular in America in
1890s.

them loose in a field of green soybean plants who seeds are
full or almost full size.
1911 – An estimated 500,000 to 750,000 silos exist in the
United States today (Modern Silage Methods, 8th ed., p. 14546).
1914 March 21 – The earliest known article to mention
“lambing off” soybeans appears in Country Gentleman.
Lambing off is the equivalent of “hogging down” but using
lambs.
1917 July 25 – The earliest article seen that mentions “soft
pork” in connection with soybeans appears in The Poland
China Journal. Soft pork has a low melting temperature. A
note of caution begins to appear. By April 1926 the USDA is
conducting “soft-pork investigations.”
1920 March 19 – The earliest known article to mention
“sheeping down” soybeans appears in Hoard’s Dairyman.
Sheeping down is the equivalent of “hogging down” but
using sheep.
1941 – Prior to this year more than half of the soybean
acreage in the USA was used to grow soybeans for forage
rather than for seed. But many U.S. supplies of oil and fat
were cut off by World War II. So soybeans were grown for
seed to be crushed, yielding oil and meal.

1882 – The earliest known article to mention “soiling” (or
“soilage”) in connection with the soya bean is by William
R. Lazenby in the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report for the year 1882 (p. 95-96).
In “soiling,” green crops are cut and fed to confined
animals.
1898 April 23 – The term “pasturing off” is first used in
connection with soy beans by C.C. Georgeson in Prairie
Farmer.
1903 April – The earliest known article to mention “hogging
down” soybeans appears in Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station, Circular No. 69, by Dwight S. Dalbey. “Hogging
down” refers to letting hogs harvest soybeans by turning
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ABOUT THIS BOOK
This is the most comprehensive book ever published about
the history of the use of soybean plants as forage. It has
been compiled, one record at a time over a period of 42
years, in an attempt to document the history of this ancient
and interesting subject. It is also the single most current and
useful source of information on this subject.
This is one of more than 100 books compiled by William
Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi, and published by the Soyinfo
Center. It is based on historical principles, listing all known
documents and commercial products in chronological order.
It features detailed information on:

•

52 different document types, both published and
unpublished.

•

3289 published documents - extensively annotated
bibliography. Every known publication on the subject in
every language.

•
•

248 unpublished archival documents.

•

18 original Soyinfo Center interviews and overviews
never before published, except perhaps in our books.
1 commercial soy product.

Thus, it is a powerful tool for understanding the development
of this subject from its earliest beginnings to the present.
Each bibliographic record in this book contains (in
addition to the typical author, date, title, volume and pages
information) the author’s address, number of references
cited, original title of all non-English language publications
together with an English translation of the title, month and
issue of publication, and the first author’s first name (if
given). For most books, we state if it is illustrated, whether
or not it has an index, and the height in centimeters.
All of the graphics (labels, ads, leaflets, etc) displayed in this
book are on file, organized by subject, chronologically, in the
Soyinfo Center’s Graphics Collection.
For commercial soy products (CSP), each record includes
(if possible) the product name, date of introduction,
manufacturer’s name, address and phone number, and (in
many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging and price,
storage requirements, nutritional composition, and a
description of the label. Sources of additional information on
each product (such as advertisements, articles, patents, etc.)
are also given.
A complete subject/geographical index is also included.
Copyright © 2021 by Soyinfo Center
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS BOOK
A&M = Agricultural and Mechanical
Agric. = Agricultural or Agriculture
Agric. Exp. Station = Agricultural Experiment Station
ARS = Agricultural Research Service
ASA = American Soybean Association
Assoc. = Association, Associate
Asst. = Assistant
Aug. = August
Ave. = Avenue
Blvd. = Boulevard
bu = bushel(s)
ca. = about (circa)
cc = cubic centimeter(s)
Chap. = Chapter
cm = centimeter(s)
Co. = company
Corp. = Corporation
Dec. = December
Dep. or Dept. = Department
Depts. = Departments
Div. = Division
Dr. = Drive
E. = East
ed. = edition or editor
e.g. = for example
Exp. = Experiment
Feb. = February
fl oz = fluid ounce(s)
ft = foot or feet
gm = gram(s)
ha = hectare(s)
i.e. = in other words
Inc. = Incorporated
incl. = including
Illust. = Illustrated or Illustration(s)
Inst. = Institute
J. = Journal
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Soc. = Journal of the
American Oil Chemists’ Society
Jan. = January
kg = kilogram(s)
km = kilometer(s)
Lab. = Laboratory
Labs. = Laboratories
lb = pound(s)
Ltd. = Limited
mcg = microgram(s)
mg = milligram(s)
ml = milliliter(s)

mm = millimeter(s)
N. = North
No. = number or North
Nov. = November
Oct. = October
oz = ounce(s)
p. = page(s)
photo(s) = photograph(s)
P.O. Box = Post Office Box
Prof. = Professor
psi = pounds per square inch
R&D = Research and Development
Rd. = Road
Rev. = Revised
RPM = revolutions per minute
S. = South
SANA = Soyfoods Association of North America
Sept. = September
St. = Street
tonnes = metric tons
trans. = translator(s)
Univ. = University
USB = United Soybean Board
USDA = United States Department of Agriculture
Vol. = volume
V.P. = Vice President
vs. = versus
W. = West
°C = degrees Celsius (Centigrade)
°F = degrees Fahrenheit
> = greater than, more than
< = less than
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HOW TO MAKE THE BEST USE OF THIS DIGITAL BOOK - THREE KEYS

1. Read the Introduction and Chronology/Timeline
located near the beginning of the book; it contains
highlights and a summary of the book.
2. Search the book. The KEY to using this digital book,
which is in PDF format, is to SEARCH IT using Adobe
Acrobat Reader: For those few who do not have it, Google:
Acrobat Reader - then select the free download for your
type of computer.
Click on the link to this book and wait for the book
to load completely and the hourglass by the cursor to
disappear (4-6 minutes).
Type [Ctrl+F] to “Find.” A white search box will appear
near the top right of your screen.
Type in your search term, such as silage or hogging
down.
You will be told how many times this term appears, then
the first one will be highlighted.
To go to the next occurrence, click the down arrow, etc.
3. Use the indexes, located at the end of the book. Suppose
you are looking for all records about tofu. These can appear
in the text under a variety of different names: bean curd,
tahu, doufu, to-fu, etc. Yet all of these will appear (by record
number) under the word “Tofu” in the index. See “How to
Use the Index,” below. Also:
Chronological Order: The publications and products in this
book are listed with the earliest first and the most recent last.
Within each year, references are sorted alphabetically by
author. If you are interested in only current information, start
reading at the back, just before the indexes.
A Reference Book: Like an encyclopedia or any other
reference book, this work is meant to be searched first - to
find exactly the information you are looking for - and then to
be read.
How to Use the Index: A subject and country index is
located at the back of this book. It will help you to go
directly to the specific information that interests you. Browse
through it briefly to familiarize yourself with its contents and
format.
Each record in the book has been assigned a sequential
number, starting with 1 for the first/earliest reference. It
is this number, not the page number, to which the indexes
refer. A publication will typically be listed in each index in

more than one place, and major documents may have 30-40
subject index entries. Thus a publication about the nutritional
value of tofu and soymilk in India would be indexed under
at least four headings in the subject and country index:
Nutrition, Tofu, Soymilk, and Asia, South: India.
Note the extensive use of cross references to help you:
e.g. “Bean curd. See Tofu.”
Countries and States/Provinces: Every record contains
a country keyword. Most USA and Canadian records also
contain a state or province keyword, indexed at “U.S. States”
or “Canadian Provinces and Territories” respectively. All
countries are indexed under their region or continent. Thus
for Egypt, look under Africa: Egypt, and not under Egypt.
For Brazil, see the entry at Latin America, South America:
Brazil. For India, see Asia, South: India. For Australia see
Oceania: Australia.
Most Important Documents: Look in the Index under
“Important Documents -.”
Organizations: Many of the larger, more innovative, or
pioneering soy-related companies appear in the subject
index – companies like ADM / Archer Daniels Midland Co.,
AGP, Cargill, DuPont, Kikkoman, Monsanto, Tofutti, etc.
Worldwide, we index many major soybean crushers, tofu
makers, soymilk and soymilk equipment manufacturers,
soyfoods companies with various products, Seventh-day
Adventist food companies, soy protein makers (including
pioneers), soy sauce manufacturers, soy ice cream, tempeh,
soynut, soy flour companies, etc.
Other key organizations include Society for
Acclimatization (from 1855 in France), American Soybean
Association, National Oilseed/Soybean Processors
Association, Research & Development Centers (Peoria,
Cornell), Meals for Millions Foundation, and International
Soybean Programs (INTSOY, AVRDC, IITA, International
Inst. of Agriculture, and United Nations). Pioneer soy protein
companies include Borden, Drackett, Glidden, Griffith Labs.,
Gunther, Laucks, Protein Technologies International, and
Rich Products.
Soyfoods: Look under the most common name: Tofu, Miso,
Soymilk, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Cheese, Soy Yogurt, Soy
Flour, Green Vegetable Soybeans, or Whole Dry Soybeans.
But note: Soy Proteins: Isolates, Soy Proteins: Textured
Products, etc.
Industrial (Non-Food) Uses of Soybeans: Look under
“Industrial Uses ...” for more than 17 subject headings.

Copyright © 2021 by Soyinfo Center
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Pioneers - Individuals: Laszlo Berczeller, Henry Ford,
Friedrich Haberlandt, Artemy A. Horvath, Englebert
Kaempfer, Mildred Lager, William J. Morse, etc. SoyRelated Movements: Soyfoods Movement, Vegetarianism,
Health and Dietary Reform Movements (esp. 1830-1930s),
Health Foods Movement (1920s-1960s), Animal Welfare/
Rights. These are indexed under the person’s last name or
movement name.
Nutrition: All subjects related to soybean nutrition (protein
quality, minerals, antinutritional factors, etc.) are indexed
under Nutrition, in one of more than 70 subcategories.
Soybean Production: All subjects related to growing,
marketing, and trading soybeans are indexed under Soybean
Production, e.g., Soybean Production: Nitrogen Fixation,
or Soybean Production: Plant Protection, or Soybean
Production: Variety Development.
Other Special Index Headings: Browsing through the
subject index will show you many more interesting subject
headings, such as Industry and Market Statistics, Information
(incl. computers, databases, libraries), Standards,
Bibliographies (works containing more than 50 references),
and History (soy-related).
Commercial Soy Products (CSP): See “About This Book.”
SoyaScan Notes: This is a term we have created exclusively
for use with this database. A SoyaScan Notes Interview
contains all the important material in short interviews
conducted and transcribed by William Shurtleff. This
material has not been published in any other source. Longer
interviews are designated as such, and listed as unpublished
manuscripts. A transcript of each can be ordered from
Soyinfo Center Library. A SoyaScan Notes Summary is a
summary by William Shurtleff of existing information on
one subject.

[23* ref] means that most of these references are not about
soybeans or soyfoods.
Documents Owned by Soyinfo Center: Lack of an *
(asterisk) at the end of a reference indicates that the Soyinfo
Center Library owns all or part of that document. We own
roughly three fourths of the documents listed. Photocopies of
hard-to-find documents or those without copyright protection
can be ordered for a fee. Please contact us for details.
Document Types: The SoyaScan database contains 135+
different types of documents, both published (books,
journal articles, patents, annual reports, theses, catalogs,
news releases, videos, etc.) and unpublished (interviews,
unpublished manuscripts, letters, summaries, etc.).
Customized Database Searches: This book was printed
from SoyaScan, a large computerized database produced
by the Soyinfo Center. Customized/personalized reports
are “The Perfect Book,” containing exactly the information
you need on any subject you can define, and they are now
just a phone call away. For example: Current statistics on
tofu and soymilk production and sales in England, France,
and Germany. Or soybean varietal development and genetic
research in Third World countries before 1970. Or details on
all tofu cheesecakes and dressings ever made. You name it,
we’ve got it. For fast results, call us now!
BIBLIO: The software program used to produce this book
and the SoyaScan database, and to computerize the Soyinfo
Center Library is named BIBLIO. Based on Advanced
Revelation, it was developed by Soyinfo Center, Tony
Cooper and John Ladd.
History of Soybeans and Soyfoods: Many of our digital
books have a corresponding chapter in our forthcoming
scholarly work titled History of Soybeans and Soyfoods
(4 volumes). Manuscript chapters from that book are now
available, free of charge, on our website, www.soyinfocenter.
com and many finished chapters are available free of charge
in PDF format on our website and on Google Books.

“Note:” When this term is used in a record’s summary, it
indicates that the information which follows it has been
added by the producer of this database.

About the Soyinfo Center: An overview of our
publications, computerized databases, services, and history is
given on our website.

Asterisks at End of Individual References:
1. An asterisk (*) at the end of a record means that
Soyinfo Center does not own that document. Lack of an
asterisk means that Soyinfo Center owns all or part of the
document.
2. An asterisk after eng (eng*) means that Soyinfo Center
has done a partial or complete translation into English of that
document.
3. An asterisk in a listing of the number of references

Soyinfo Center
P.O. Box 234,
Lafayette, CA 94549 USA
Phone: 925-283-2991
Fax: 925-283-9091
www.soyinfocenter.com
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HISTORY OF THE USE OF SOYBEAN PLANTS AS FORAGE
FOR LIVESTOCK (510 CE to 2021)

1. Tao Hongjing. 510 CE. Mingyi bielu [Informal records of
famous physicians]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N.
Li 1958 #293, p. 215-16. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Ming I Pieh Lu, by T’ao
Hung-Ching. Northern and Southern Dynasties. This is a
typical pharmacopoeia entry. Raw soybeans (sheng dadou)
have a flavor that is sweet and neutral [i.e., their energy {qi}
is neutral; it is not heating or cooling]. They grow in the area
of Tai Shan [a famous, sacred mountain in Shandong, near
Confucius’ birthplace] and in the plains [of north China; the
Yellow River basin]. They are harvested in the ninth month.
Black soybeans (heidadou) are used to make sprouts
(nie or “sprouted grains;” the same character means both
“sprouts” and “malt”). When the sprout is five inches (cun)
long, you dry it; it is called “yellow curls” (huangjuan). After
you cook it, it can be eaten.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that uses the term heidadou to refer to black soybeans.
The leaves can be used to feed livestock. The pods can
be used to feed cattle and horses. The stems can be used as
fuel to cook food (from Sannongji, 1760).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
stating that soybean pods can be used as feed for livestock,
specifically cattle and horses, or that soybean leaves can be
fed to livestock. Dr. Huang adds: The passage concerning
the sprouts is very interesting. Usually in the pharmacopoeia,
the sprout is very short, typically less than an inch, when it
is used to make “yellow curls.” The sprouts here are much
longer. Moreover, it is unusual at this early date to see soy
sprouts used as food, as well as the traditional medicine. The
word nie may suggest food use. When the sprout has reached
five inches, very little bean will be left; the ratio of sprout to
bean will have increased greatly. This indicates that it was
probably used by some people as food, but not yet used this
way popularly.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that recommends letting soybean sprouts grow to a length of
five inches.
The first entry for hyacinth bean (biandou; Lablab
purpureus, formerly Dolichos lablab) states: The flavor is
sweet and the nature is slightly warm. It dispels / alleviates
the middle and lower gases [in the human digestive tract].
The second entry notes: Plant hyacinth beans by the fence
[because it’s a climber]. Steam the pods. They are good to
eat. (See Li 1958 #535).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)

that mentions the hyacinth bean together with the soybean.
(Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Jan. 2003).
Huang (2000, p. 296) states that “soybean sprouts”
(dadou huangjuan or “yellow curls”) are mentioned in this
standard pharmacopoeia. Fermented black soybeans (shi)
are listed as a middle-class drug; they are “bitter in taste,
cold, and non-toxic” (p. 337). Jiang is listed as a lower-class
drug, which is “salty, sour, and cold. It dispels heat, restrains
anxiety, and counteracts the toxic side-effects of drugs,
heated soups, and fire.” Malt sugar (yitang) is first mentioned
in this book (p. 460). Two types of sea vegetables are given
as cures for goiter (p. 575).
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (April 2019)
that mentions sea vegetables.
Hagerty (1917, p. 4) says that the Pieh lu (Ming i
pieh lu, a Materia medica by Tao Hung-ching, 452-536
CE) states: “The Shêng ta tou [gives 3 Chinese characters
= 3 Cc], or Fresh soy bean, is useful as a remedy for the
following diseases: Dropsical affections, gastric fever,
paralysis, difficulty in passing urine, bladder trouble,
improper circulation of the blood, catarrh or improper
flowing of the fluids of the vital organs, heart, liver, kidneys,
stomach and bowels, chills, and poisoning from eating
Aconite [a dried tuberous root of the monkshood, Aconitum
napellus, formerly used as a sedative and anodyne]. If the
Pai ta tou [Baidadou; white soy bean] is eaten for a long
period it will cause the body to become heavy. When cooked
in a powder or meal-like form, it tastes good and sweet
and is a good remedy for the following diseases: gastritis,
fever, tumorous swellings, paralysis, inability to digest grain
foods, and abdominal dropsy. This bean is grown in the level
marshy land in the vicinity of Tai-shan mountain, and is
harvested in the ninth month.”
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2019)
that mentions whole soy flour (yellow soybeans “cooked in a
powder or meal-like form”).
Note 7. Tai Shan mountain (5,048 feet high) in
Shandong province, is 32 miles south of Jinan (W.-G.
Tsinan). Considered as sacred for several thousand years,
it was formerly an important place of pilgrimage. Many
temples are along the road up and on the top.
Note 8. Talk with H.T. Huang, PhD, expert on the
history of Chinese foods. 2001. July 3. Looking at the
Chinese-language edition of this book, he is fairly sure (but
not certain) that the Chinese characters sheng dadou refer
here to raw, uncooked mature soybeans and not to green
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vegetable soybeans or to “Fresh soy beans” (as Hagerty
translates the term). This is clear because they are listed
under and as a subset of soybean sprouts (“yellow curls”),
which is the main item. These raw soybeans are called sheng
dadou rather than simply dadou (“soybeans”) to more clearly
differentiate them from soybean sprouts. It is understood that
these raw soybeans must be cooked for a long time before
they can be eaten or used medicinally.
Hagerty (1917, p. 9): “It [the white {yellow} soy bean]
is not poisonous and is a specific remedy for improper
functioning of the heart, liver, kidneys, stomach and bowels.
It is also used as a remedy for constipation, as a stimulant for
the lungs, eradication of poison, improving the complexion
by cleaning the skin of various impurities, and stimulating
the growth and appearance of the hair.”
Hagerty (1917, p. 29): T’ao Shih, in giving directions
for his medical prescriptions, says: “If using the Hu tou bean,
use two ‘Ta ma chun,’ or measures, of beans, while if using
the Hsiao tou, or Small bean [azuki bean] use three ‘Ta ma
chun,’ The Hu tou, or Foreign bean, which compared with
the Hsiao tou is very small, is identical with the Yeh wan tou,
or Wild wan tou, and the stem of the Yeh wan tou is called
Wei [1 Cc].
Hagerty (1917, p. 76-77): “Shih: The Shih [1 Cc],
or Bean relish [fermented black soybeans] has an acrid
bitter taste, and a cold effect upon the system, but it is not
poisonous. It is used as a remedy for the following diseases:
Injury from cold, headaches, chills and fever, malaria,
serious poisoning, and other diseases. T’ao Yin-chü says that
the Shih, or Bean relish, can be made a constant article of
diet. But in the spring and summer season, when the weather
is disagreeable, it is to be boiled or fried, and only that which
has been steeped in wine should be used. This is extremely
good.” The following is according to Kang Po’s method:
“Use vinegar and wine and steeped bean relish, boil until
the beans are dry and parched, mix together with some ‘Ma
yu,’ or hemp seed oil, and again boil, cooking three times
in all. Add some ground pepper and dried ginger. When all
are mixed together it is ready to serve and is very good. At
the present time this is given the name of Oily bean relish.
People having foot disease frequently take this and steep it
in wine and use the dregs to apply to the feet, which will be
cured. The good quality, being fragrant, mellow, and of rich
strong decoction, is found in the Hsiang-yang district, in a
town called Ch’ien-t’ang. That which is in the middle part of
the vessel has a stronger effect.”
Hagerty (1917, p. 81): “Chiang [1 Cc], or Soy Sauce
[Chinese miso]: The Chiang has a salty sour taste, and has
a cold effect upon the human system. It is a remedy for the
following diseases:” [Hagerty omits the medical text].
Bretschneider (1882, part III, p. 2): Enlargement of the
Shen Nung Pên Ts’ao Ching, adding 365 more drugs used
during Han and Wei periods. An independent treatise. T’ao, a
T’ang dynasty Buddhist monk, lived 452-536 CE.

Note 9. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions hemp seed oil.
2. Xiao Zixian. 537 CE. Nan qishu [History of the Southern
Qi kingdom]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li
1958 #65, p. 66. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Nan Ch’i Shu, by
Hsiao Tzuhsien. Southern Dynasties–Liang. According
to Wilkinson (2000, p. 503, 736, 810), the compiler, Xiao
Zixian, lived 489-537 CE. The book covers the entire Qi
kingdom (479-502 CE). It was compiled or presented in 537
CE. The Weilu are the only non-Han or “foreign” people are
discussed in the work.
The “Biography of Liu Shanming” mentions that
soybean leaves (huo) are used to make stew or soup. The
“Biography of Xu Xiaosi” mentions soybeans (shu) as a
crop.
The “Biography of Fu Yan” contains the following story.
Two peasants each claim that a particular chicken is his.
A judge asks each one: “What did you feed the chicken?”
The first peasant says “millet.” The second says “soybeans
(dou).” They kill the chicken, examine its entrails, and find
that they are filled with millet, proving that the chicken
belonged to the first peasant. Note: This is the 2nd earliest
document seen (July 2021) that discusses the possible use of
soybeans as a feed for livestock or poultry. However, there
is no evidence that soybeans were actually fed. Dr. Huang
adds: “Everything used as human food in China could have
been used as animal feed.”
The “Biography of Gu Huan” states that the supply of
soybeans (shu) in storage was very low. (Translated by H.T.
Huang, PhD, May 2002).
3. Jia Sixie. 544 CE. Qimin yaoshu [Important arts for the
people’s welfare]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li
1958 #66, p. 66-67, and #295, p. 216-20. Translated by Shih
Sheng-han 1958, 1962. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Ch’i Min Yao Shu
(QMYS) by Chia Ssu-hsieh. Northern dynasties–Northern
Wei (386-534 CE; established by nomadic people from the
northern steppes). This is the world’s earliest encyclopedia
of agriculture. H.T. Huang (2002) adds: “This is the most
important book on agriculture or food technology ever
published in China. At a remarkably early date it gives
both general information and great detail about agriculture
and food processing.” The QMYS is divided into 10
books / fascicles (juan), and subdivided into more than 91
consecutive parts.
In his Preface, Jia Sixie states that the material in his
book comes from four sources: (1) The Chinese classics;
(2) Contemporary books, proverbs, and folk songs; (3)
Information gathered from experts; and (4) His personal
experience (“original material”).
A partial English-language translation of the “original
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material” and commentary by Shih Shêng-han was published
in 1958 (2nd ed. 1962). The numbered text below is based on
the 1962 translation titled “A preliminary survey of the book
Ch’i Min Yao Shu: An agricultural encyclopaedia of the 6th
century.” 2nd ed. Peking, China: Science (Kexue) Press. x +
107 p.
Book 2. General comments. The best time to plant
soybeans (dadou) and oilseed hemp (youma) depends on the
climate and soil condition. “Realization of the importance
of proper choice of season and soil.” These two factors are
the key to agricultural success. A table (p. 33) shows: Best,
medium, and latest time for various operations: Planting
spring soybeans: Best time–First ten days of the 2nd month.
Medium–First ten days of the 3rd month. Latest time–First
ten days of the 4th month. Also gives such times for azuki
beans, male and female hemp, and sesame seeds. For making
jiang: Best time–12th and 1st month. Medium–2nd month.
Latest–3rd month. Making shi (fermented black soybeans):
Best–4th and 5th month. Medium–20th day of 7th month
until 8th month. Latest–None. In addition: Large dark-red
beans (da chidou) should be planted in the 3rd lunar month,
and harvested in the 6th month (See Li 1958 #385).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen that uses the
verb “harvest” as a verb in connection with soybeans.
Note 2. The scientific- and common name of dark-red
beans is unclear; it may well be another name for azuki
beans.
Chapter 4. Millets. It is best to plant millets on new
fields (without a previous crop), or on a field where the
previous crop was soybeans. Best, medium, and least suitable
soil / ground for planting various crops. Spiked millet: Least
suitable–Following turnips or soybeans. Panicled millets–
Medium soil–Following soybeans. 1.3 Amount of seeds to
be sown at different seasons: Soybeans: Best time–8 sheng/
mou (= 220 ml/508 square meters). Medium time–10. Latest
time–12.
Chapter 6, “Soybeans” (dadou):
Note 3. The first third (approximately) of this
section is quotations from four early Chinese works and
commentaries on them: (1) The Erya (Literary expositor)
(ca. 150 BCE) says: “rongshu is the same as renshu.” Sun
Yan’s commentary on the Erya explains that rongshu is the
soybean (dadou).
(2) According to the Guangya by Zhang Yi (Ancient
dictionary: Enlargement of the Erya) (230 CE), soybeans
(dadou) are called shu; azuki beans (xiaodou) are also called
da. Hudou is jiangdou. Dr. Huang adds: The true identity of
hudou is unknown.
(3) The Guangzhi by Guo Yigong (Extensive records of
remarkable things) (390 CE) says: When you plant the azuki
bean (xiaodou), you can get three crops a year. The flavor
is good. Baidou (“white bean”) is coarse, large, and edible.
Cidou (“prickly bean”) is also edible. Judou (“millet bean”)
has a seedling which is like that of the azuki bean (xiaodou).

The flowers are purple. It can be used for flour (mian). It
is grown in a place called Zhuti within Jianin (in today’s
Sichuan). Of soybeans (dadou), we have the yellow luodou
(“drop bean”), the yudou (“imperial bean,” in which the bean
is elongated), the yangdou (“poplar bean”), whose leaves
are edible, and the hudou (“foreign bean”), which comes in
green (qingdou) and yellow (huangdou) varieties.
(4) According to the Bencao (probably Shennong
Bencao Jing; Benjing) (Classical pharmacopoeia of
Shennong, the Heavenly Husbandman) (100 CE), when
Zhang Qian (W.-G. Chang Ch’ien) traveled to foreign lands,
he brought hudou (“foreign bean”) seeds back to China.
Note 4. Zhang went west along what is now called the
Silk Road during the Former / Western Han dynasty, was
gone for 11 years, and returned to China in 126 BCE. The
hudou is now generally thought not to be a soybean.
The Qimin Yaoshu then begins: So now (i.e., Later
Wei), we have two kinds of soybeans (dadou), black and
white, as well as changshao (“long tip”) and niujian (“cow
path”) varieties. There are three kinds of azuki beans
(xiaodou): The green (ludou), the red (chixiaodou), and
the white (baixiaodou) varieties. There are also the yellow
Korean bean (huang gaolidou), the black Korean bean (hei
gaolidou), the yandou (“swallow bean”) and the bidou; all
are varieties of soybeans (dadou). Then there are wandou,
jiangdou, and laodou; all are varieties of azuki beans
(xiaodou).
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (May 2021)
that mentions Korea in connection with soybeans.
Note 6. This is the earliest Chinese-language document
seen (May 2021) that uses the word baixiaodou to refer to
white azuki beans.
Spring soybeans (dadou): Plant them at the same time
as the early grains; the middle of the 2nd lunar month is best.
Use 8 sheng of seeds per mou. The second best planting time
is the first third of the 3rd lunar month; use 10 sheng per
mou. The latest you can plant them is the first third of the
4th lunar month; use 12 sheng per mou. If you meet with late
germinating weather, you can plant in the 5th or 6th lunar
month, but you must increase the amount of seed used.
The soil should not be overly fertile. After land has
been harvested in the previous autumn, it can be planted
sparsely. If the soil is too rich, you may get luxuriant growth
but fewer pods. Harvest the crop late. The pods do not drop.
If you harvest too early, the seeds will not be full. Use a
drill to plant, so the seeds will be placed deep in the soil.
The seedlings will be sturdy and have deep roots to reach
the moisture in the soil. Pierce (?) once, plow once, and hoe
several times.
Mow / cut when all the leaves have fallen. When some
leaves are left, it is harder to cut the stems. After mowing,
quickly plow stubs under the soil. The soybean stubs dry out
easily. If you do not plow them under, the soil will not retain
moisture.
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To produce [soybeans] for animal feed (jiao), use a
wheat field as a base, and plant 3 sheng of seeds per mou.
Broadcast the seeds and use a plow to form a narrow and
shallow channel; level it plane. If the weather is dry, the
stems will be coarse and sturdy, and the leaves sparse. If
there are too few seeds, the seedlings will not grow tall; if
the seeds are placed too deep, the seedlings will not be able
to emerge from the soil.
If the soil is too damp, first plow deeply, then broadcast
the seeds away from the plowed furrows and level the soil.
Do not do this if the soil is not too damp.
In the 9th month, if you see leaves close to the ground
turning yellow and about to fall, immediately harvest the
crop. Even if the leaves do not turn yellow, they can easily
start to rot. If you do not harvest, the wind will quickly strip
the leaves, and the rain will rot the stem. The crop will be
ruined.
Book 2, “Cultivating cereal grains.” The best way
to improve the soil is to plow under green beans (lüdou,
probably Dolichos species rather than mung beans or green
gram). Azuki beans or sesame seeds (huma) are next (Note
7. Sesame seeds are not a legume and do not enrich the soil).
It’s best to broadcast these densely in the 5th or 6th month,
then plow them under [as green manure] in the 7th or 8th or
eighth month. In the yield of spiked millet planted the next
spring should be 10 sheng per mou. The effect is as good
as adding the excreta of silk worms or well-rotted compost.
Varieties of crops. The Chinese and English names of 7
cereal crops and the number of varieties of each recorded in
the QMYS are given; soybeans are not in this list. Fertilizing
the ground: Succession of crops. This table is similar to a
previous one but: For soybeans: Most favorable forerunner–
Spiked millet. For azuki beans the best forerunner is spiked
millet or wheat. The QMYS was the first book to state
that using green manure is “the best thing to do.” The best
preceding crops for plowing under as green manure are
Dolichos beans (lüdou) or azuki beans. The next best crops
are hemp, foxtail millet (su; Setaria italica), or sesame seeds.
The least desirable are rapeseed / colza (wujing) or soybeans
(dadou).
Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
worldwide that mentions rapeseed.
Harvesting and storing crops. Soybeans: In the 9th
month, when the lower leaves become yellow and fall, reap
quickly. Different harvest dates are given for azuki beans and
sesame seeds.
Chapter 8 (Li 1958, p. 217)–Hemp: Be careful not to
plant soybeans (dadou) mixed with hemp.
Chapter 10–Barley or wheat: Upland (high) fields are
good for cultivating cereal grains or beans.
Note 9. This is the earliest document seen (May 2021)
that gives basic formulas for fermented soyfoods or soy
condiments such as jiang, soy sauce, etc.

4. Jia Sixie. 544 CE. Qimin yaoshu [Important arts for
the people’s welfare (Continued)]. China. Passage on soy
reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #66, p. 66-67, and #295, p. 216-20.
Translated by Shih Sheng-han 1958, 1962. [Chi]
• Summary: Continued: Book 3, “Culinary vegetables.”
Chapter 14 (3.2.31 Li 1958, p. 217)–To plant melons, make
a pit as big as a bowl. Place 4 melon seeds and 3 soybean
seeds in the sunny side of the pit. After several leaves
have expanded on the melon vine, pinch off the soybean
seedlings. (Melon seedlings are too weak to break through
the ground, so one should take advantage of the pushing
force of germinating beans. Yet if the soybeans were allowed
to grow, they would shadow the melon vine to disadvantage.
Bean stalks when pinched give off a sap that moistens the
soil. Never pull out the bean stalks, lest the ground become
loosened and dry).
Method #2 for growing melons (from Li 1958 #66): Use
the raised fields method with raised rows. After the rains in
the 6th month (July), plant Dolichos beans. In the 8th month,
plow them under. Plow again in the 10th month, then start
to plant melons. Every two steps, make a small pit the size
of a plate with a mouth about 5 inches in diameter and a
flat bottom. Then plant melon and soybean (dadou) seeds,
ten seeds each, in the pit. Add manure and soil, and cover it
gently. Tamp it down with your feet. Pull out the beans and
thin the melons as usual. When the spring grasses appear,
the melons will come up and the leaves will grow quickly. In
the 5th month (June) the melons will be ripe and their leaves
luxuriant. They are not harmed by drought.
Note 1. We are not told when to pull out the soybeans.
3.4 Preservation of garden vegetables. 3.4.2. Perishable
vegetables can be half-dried then conserved in jiang; they are
called jiangcai. The QMYS recommends 6 vegetables to be
preserved in this way.
6.1 Fiber crops. The only plant discussed is hemp.
Female hemp plants are cultivated mainly for their oil-rich
seeds, are cropped for both their fiber and their function in
pollination. Use of wild kuzu (Pueraria) is mentioned in
passing. 6.2 Tinctorial plants include indigo. Note 2. This is
the earliest document seen (Aug. 2017) that mentions kuzu /
kudzu.
Book 7, “Animal husbandry,” discusses domesticated
animals including horses, cattle, donkeys, mules, sheep,
goats, pigs, geese, Chinese ducks, and other fowl.
Chapter 45–On mulberry: Mentions azuki beans.
Chapter 58 (7.3)–On rearing baby pigs: For feeding
baby pigs, nursing is the best. If you must feed them some
other way, using artificial feeds, they may not grow fat, so
leave the baby pig with its mother in the same pen. Using
foxtail millet (su) and soybeans (dou) may not be sufficient.
Bury some cartwheels (vertically) in the pen to form a
feeding enclosure, enabling you to separate the baby pig
from its mother. Scatter foxtail millet (su) and soybeans
(dou) therein. The piglets will be able to go in and out freely
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and get enough to eat, so they will grow quickly. But the
mother pig will not be able to reach the feed. Note 3. This
is the earliest document seen (May 2014) concerning the
feeding of soybeans or soybean products to pigs.
Chapter 17, titled “Planting mallows,” advises to plant
lüdou in the 5th or 6th month, and to plow it under [for use
as a green manure] in the 7th or 8th month. Chapter 21, titled
“Planting onions” (cong) recommends planting plant lüdou
in spring and plowing it under in the 5th month. (See Li
1958, #416).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions lüdou.
Chapter 57–Raising sheep. If you raise 1,000 sheep,
within 3-4 months you should plant a batch beans [to help
feed them].
Chapter 60–Raising geese and ducks: Take the female
ducks (hens) and do not mix them with the males (drakes).
Feed the female ducks with foxtail millet (su) and soybeans
(dou) until they are satiated. You should get 100 eggs from
each female duck. Dr. Huang notes: They are raising the
ducks for the eggs, not the meat. Note 5. This is the earliest
document seen (May 2014) which mentions that ducks (or
geese) are fed or eat soybeans.
5. Li Baiyao. 636 CE. Bei Qishu [History of the Northern Qi
dynasty]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958
#71, p. 69. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Pei Ch’i Shu, by Li PaiYao. The biography of Mu Rongyan states that, during a time
of famine, his wife set out some soybean cakes (doubing) as
a food for people. It was winter and a celebration or festival
was taking place. Mu Rongyan asked how she had managed
to get these cakes. She answered that she was able to get
some of the soybeans from the ration given to the horses.
He was very angry, and he punished the person who was in
charge of feeding the horses. (Translated by H.T. Huang,
PhD, June 2002). Dr. Huang adds: The character bing refers
to a cake that can be made by pounding or is shaped from
a dough. Apparently Mu Rongyan valued his horses more
than people, perhaps because they were needed for battle
and he was responsible for keeping them healthy. He seems
to have had an obligation to someone above him in rank,
so he may well have been a general or high military officer.
The people of this dynasty were a nomadic people from the
northern steppes. Each of these different Northern Dynasties
was started by a different nomadic tribe, had an emperor, and
had its capital in a different place. But all of the Southern
Dynasties (420-579 CE) were Chinese dynasties.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May
2014) that contains the term soybean cakes (doubing). The
character bing is the same as the Japanese character for
mochi, meaning “rice cakes” made of steamed, then pounded
glutinous rice.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (May

2014) that mentions the feeding of soybeans to horses. The
earliest document concerning consumption of soybeans by
horses is the Mozi [The book of Master Mo] (400 BCE).
Wilkinson (2000, p. 504, 811) states that this standard
history was written / compiled by Li Delin (lived 530-90)
and Li Boyao (565-648). It was compiled during the years
627-636 and presented / printed in 636 CE, during the Tang
dynasty (618-906). The Northern Qi dynasty, one of the
Northern Dynasties, existed from 550-577; this book covers
that entire period.
6. Wei Zheng. 636 CE. Suishu [History of the Sui dynasty].
China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #77, p. 72.
[Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Sui Shu, by Wei Chêngchang, et al. The record of Gaozu (the founding emperor),
part II, states that during a famine they collected the small
leftover soybean pieces or grits (douxie), mixed them with
the bran of cereal grains, then cooked the mixture in water
to assuage hunger. Dr. Huang adds: It is not clear how these
leftover pieces were created. They may have been the result
of trying to grind or to dehull soybeans. These are the least
desirable parts of the beans and cereal grains. Normally they
would be fed to animals.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2012)
that contains the term douxie.
The record of rites and ceremonies (Liyiji) tells what
kinds of grains are used in the ceremony: You plant red
millet (chiliang), white grain (baigu), soybeans (dadou),
red panicum millet (chishu), adzuki beans (xiaodou), black
millet (heiji), hemp seed (mazi), wheat (xiaomai).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that uses the characters xiaomai to refer to wheat.
Note 3. This may be the earliest non-reconstructed
document seen (May 2014) that uses the characters xiaodou
to refer to azuki beans; see also Guangzhi (390 CE).
The record of the five elements, part I, states that
soybeans (shu) and setaria millet (su) are left over in the
horses’ stables in someone’s palace. Dr. Huang adds:
Apparently soybeans and millet are used together as a feed
for horses.
The record of the five elements, part II, states that during
this year, a heavy frost killed the rice (dao) and soybeans
(shu).
The biography of Tu Guhun says that in his region they
grow barley (damai), setaria millet (su), and soybeans (dou).
The biography of Gui Zi notes that in his country (also
named Gui Zi) they grow rice (dao), millet (su), soybeans
(shu), and wheat (mai). (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD,
July 2002).
Wilkinson (2000, p. 504, 736, 819) states that this
standard history was written/compiled by Wei Zheng (lived
580-643 CE) et al. It was compiled during the years 629-636
and presented/printed in 636 CE, during the Tang dynasty
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(618-906). The Sui Dynasty existed from 581-618; this book
covers the years 581-617. Non-Han foreigners mentioned:
Xiyu, Nanman Beidi, and Dongyi.
7. Li Yanshou. 659 CE. Nanshi [History of the Southern
dynasties]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958
#75, p. 71. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Nan Shih, by Li YenShou. The biography of Renfang states that it was a time
of famine. Soybeans (“grains of soy,” midou) were used to
make congee (zhou); it kept 3,000 people alive.
Note 1. Boiling a small amount of grain in plenty of
water for a long time is a good way to stretch it in times of
famine.
The biography of Fu Zai states that he was a prisoner at
the time. He was very annoyed after finding that soybeans
(shu) and setaria millet (su) in the horse stables were left
over and being wasted. Note 2. No details are given.
The biography of Xunli states that soybeans (shu) and
setaria millet (su), used to feed dogs and horses, were left
over. (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, June 2002). Dr.
Huang adds: Xunli can be interpreted as “officials that follow
orders.” He may have been upset that so much good food
was being used to feed dogs and horses. Note 3. This is the
earliest document seen (May 2014) which states that dogs
are fed or eat soybeans.
Wilkinson (2000, p. 504, 811) states that this standard
history was written / compiled by Li Yanshou (flourished
618-76 CE). It was compiled during the years 630-650 and
presented / printed in 659 CE, during the Tang dynasty
(618-906). The Southern Dynasties existed from 420-589;
this book covers that entire period. Non-Han foreigners
mentioned: Yimo.
Bray (1984, p. 627): History of the Southern Dynasties
[Nan Pei Ch’ao period, 420 to 589 CE]. Tang dynasty. ca.
670 CE. For translations of passages, see the index of H.H.
Frankel (1957).
8. Su Song; et al. 1061. Bencao tujing [Illustrated
pharmacopoeia: Or, Illustrated treatise of pharmaceutical
natural history]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li
1958 #299, p. 220-21, and #331, p. 234. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Pên Ts’ao T’u Jing,
by Su Sung, et al. Song dynasty. Li (1958, p. 220-21)
cites this as Tujing Bencao (1061 CE) however Needham
(1986) has convinced us to cite it as shown above. This is a
noteworthy work, however the original has been lost. The
following passage has come down to us in the Zhenglei
Bencao (Reorganized pharmacopoeia) (1082 CE), Chapter
25. Dried soybean sprouts (dadou huangjuan; “yellow
curls”) and mature raw soybeans (sheng dadou). They grow
in the plains near Taishan (the famous mountain near the
birthplace of Confucius). You find them everywhere. Dried
soybean sprouts are derived from the fresh soy sprouts. After

it has sprouted, you dry it and use it. Alchemical treatises
call it “yellow curls” (huangjuan). There are two kinds
of soybeans: Black and white. The black ones are used in
medicine, the white ones are not. The very small ones are the
male beans (dou); they are particularly good for medical use.
The young plants (doumiao) grow to a height of 1-2 feet.
The leaves are round with a pointed tip. The color is green.
They are slightly hairy. The stem divides into branches. In
the fall, they bear small, white or purple flowers in clusters.
They form pods (jia) more than one inch (cun) long, which
may contains 3-4 seeds / beans. Small pods may contain only
1-2 seeds / beans. The seeds fill the pods. When the leaves
and the stems are full, then the beans are ready for harvest.
There are early, medium, and late varieties. The shapes are
large, small, round, or flat. The colors are yellow, white, red,
black, spotted / speckled / striped (ban), and dark brown.
Soybeans are used to make jiang, fermented black soybeans
(shi), tofu (fu), or soy sprouts (ya). They can be pressed to
give soy oil (you), or they can be parched / fried (chao, with
or without oil, probably without in this case) to give soynuts
(guo, literally “fruit”). They can also be used to make soy
flour candy (tangmo). So the soybean has many uses. The
pods are called jia, the leaves are called huo, the stems are
called qi, and the seeds are called dou.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
stating that doumiao grow to a height of several feet. The
term doumiao is used elsewhere to refer to long soy sprouts
which were typically much smaller and more tender.
Note 2. This is the earliest Chinese-language document
seen (May 2014) that mentions soynuts, which it calls guo.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions brown or dark brown soybeans.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
which states that there are early, medium, and late varieties
of soybeans.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2016)
that mentions soybean oil for what appears (from the
context) to be food or therapeutic use. It is also the earliest
Chinese-language document seen that uses the word you (a
general term for all oil) to refer to soybean oil.
Red azuki beans (chixiaodou) are also mentioned in this
book. (See Li 1958 #387).
And there is an entire section titled “Cowpeas”
(jiangdou, Vigna sinensis) which says that it was widely
cultivated in the northwestern provinces of China. (See Li
1958 #476).
And a section titled “Hyacinth beans” (biandou) with a
long description. (See Li 1958 #537).
There is also a section titled “Broad beans” (candou,
Vicia faba) with six lines of description, including the
statements that it can be boiled, stir-fried, or made into
flour (fen). When these beans are fed to cows or horses, the
animals grow well. The seedlings fertilize the fields. The
stems can be used for fuel, and the leaves used for feed. The
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pods are shaped like silkworms–which is why they are called
“silkworm beans” (candou). (See Li 1958 #641). Note 6.
This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) that mentions
broad beans (candou; Vicia faba) together with soybeans.
(Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Jan. and May 2003).
Note 7. The above text now exists only in the Sannongji
(Records of the three departments of agriculture) (1760), by
Zhang Zongfa.
Needham (1986, p. 581, 281n) cites this as shown above
noting: “Now preserved only in numerous quotations in
the later pandects of pharmaceutical natural history.” On p.
588 Needham has a second explanatory reference for: “T’u
Ching (Pên Ts’ao). Illustrated Treatise (of Pharmaceutical
Natural History). See Pên Ts’ao T’u Ching. He explains
that the term T’u Ching originally applied to one of the two
illustrated parts (the other one was a Yao T’u) of the Hsin
Hsiu Pên Ts’ao of 659 CE. But by the middle of the 11th
century CE these had become lost, so the Pên Ts’ao T’u
Ching, by Su Sung was prepared as a replacement. The title
“T’u Ching Pên Ts’ao was often later applied to Su Sung’s
work, but wrongly–according to evidence in the Sung Shih
bibliographies. Needham (1986) states that this was the
first document to mention flax in China (p. 174). Su Sung,
also called Su Tzu-Jung, was a statesman and outstanding
scientific thinker (p. 252, 281).
Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions soybeans whose color is spotted / speckled /
mottled / striped (ban).
Note 9. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014)
that mentions flax.
9. Su Sung [or Kou Tsung-shih]. 1061. Tu jing bencao
[Illustrated pharmacopoeia, or Pharmaceutical natural
history]. China. [Chi]*
• Summary: Wade Giles reference: T’u Ching Pen-Tsao. In
“Translations Concerning the Pai Ta Tou (Soy bean) from
the Chih Wu Ming Shih T’u K’ao,” Hagerty (1917, p. 6-8)
notes that the T’u ching (T’u ching pên ts’ao), states: “The
Ta tou huang chüan (gives Chinese characters = Yellow
soybean + roll or coil), or Bean sprouts, and Shêng ta tou,
or Fresh [Raw] soy beans, are grown in the marshy land in
the vicinity of Tai-shan mountain. At present they are grown
everywhere. The Huang chüan, or Bean sprouts, are grown
from the Shêng tou (Fresh bean) and also are called Nieh
[character; fresh sprouts (see p. 35)]. When these sprouts
are grown they should be dried in the sun and preserved in
this manner. The name used by the Fang Shu, or Medical
Prescription books, is Huang chüan p’i [characters]. At
present the sprouts are generally given to women after
childbirth to purify their milk and increase their strength.
“The Da dou, or Soy bean, has two varieties, white and
black. These black beans are used medicinally, but the white
variety is not. The very small variety is called the Hsiung tou
[characters] (Male bean), and is considered to have excellent

medicinal virtues, and may be made a constant article of diet
without any bad effects upon the system. It is also employed
medicinally in many ways. The fluid made from this bean is
very cooling to the human system, and is good for the cure
of cinnibar [cinnabar, mercuric sulfide, HgS] poisoning and
all forms of poisoning from eating herbs, etc. When made
into Fu [character], or Bean curd, it has a cold effect upon
the human system and excites the temper. If it is fried and
eaten, it has a heating effect. If they are soaked in wine they
make a good remedy for the cure of colds. When made into
Shih [character], or Bean relish [fermented black soybeans],
it is very cooling to the system. The Huang chüan, or Bean
sprouts, and Chiang [character; Chinese miso], or Soy sauce,
both have a uniform or even effect upon the system.
“If bean food is eaten by oxen, it has a warm effect
upon their systems, but if eaten by horses, the effect upon
them is cooling. Although one article of food, it produces
different effects. Generally speaking, it is also suitable
to use medicinally. As a cure for poison from eating Wu
t’ou (Aconite), it is better than the ‘Hsien fang,’ or Fairies’
prescription. If the Huang, or yellow variety [of soy bean],
is ground into a powder and eaten, it will satisfy the hunger
during the time of famine. If these bean foods are eaten too
freely during a short period, the body will become heavy, but
if eaten for a long period you will feel as usual.
“The ancient prescription books had a purple soup
which was a good remedy for purifying the blood, curing
colds, relieving general oppressiveness of the body, etc.
This remedy will have good effect if taken two days after
childbirth. Another prescription is made as follows: Take five
‘Shêng,’ or pints, of selected Wu tou [characters], or Black
[soy] beans, wash clean and soak in one and one-half ‘tou,’
or peck measures, of wine. Fry the beans and wait until the
smoke is gone and dip the whole in wine. When the wine has
turned into a red-purplish color then remove the beans. The
measure of the dose which may be taken can be regulated
according to your needs. The ordinary dose is three ‘chan,’ or
cups, during the day and night.
“N.B.–Balance (about six rows of characters) of Fu
fang, or Medical Prescriptions, is omitted.”
Huang (2000, p. 296-97). This work “states that the
‘white sprouts from the mung bean, lüdou, are considered
a delicacy among vegetables’” (Footnote: C.N. Li 1958, p.
272), suggesting that they were superior to soybean sprouts.
Letter from Dr. H.T. Huang, expert on the history of
Chinese food and agriculture. 1996. Sept. 29. “The earliest
document with an illustration of the soybean is probably
the illustrated Hsin Hsiu Pên Ts’ao (New, Improved
Pharmacopoeia), 659 CE. Illustrations to this work are now
lost, but some are preserved in the T’u Ching Pên Ts’ao of
1061 CE and later in the Ch’ung Hsiu Cheng-Ho ChingShih Cheng-Lei Pei-Yung Pên Ts’ao, generally known as
Cheng Lei Pên Ts’ao (CLPT), 1249 CE (final version), which
remains available today. The entry on soybean (Dadou) in
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the CLPT includes a picture of the plant. A copy is attached.”
Joseph Needham. 1986. Science & Civilisation in
China. Vol. 6, Part 1, p. 281. The “emperor Jen Tsung,
ordained in 1057 CE another pandectal treatise, entrusting
its preparation” to four highly qualified men, including “the
outstanding scientific thinker and statesman Su Sung... A
new procedure was now adopted, an imperial rescript being
sent to all the prefectures and hsien cities of the empire
instructing governors and magistrates to have drawings
made of the most important drug plants of their regions.
In due course, more than a thousand of these reached the
capital.” This measure was intended to improve the drawings
of the previous century and restore the lost iconography
of the Thang [T’ang] dynasty. “But the upshot was two
treatises rather than one.” The first compilation by Chang
Yü-Hsi was published in 1060 CE. “Su Sung in his turn
brought out in 1061 CE the Pên Ts’ao T’u Ching (Illustrated
Pharmacopoeia, or Pharmaceutical Natural History), not all
pictures but containing much text different from Chang’s, as
we know from the later pandects, which always quote them
separately. Both these works were greatly appreciated–and
not in China only.” Footnote e: The title of this work “was
often afterwards quoted inverted as Thu Ching Pên Ts’ao,
even by high authorities, but wrongly according to evidence
from the Sung bibliographies.”
10. Chen Fu. 1149. Nongshu [Agricultural treatise]. China.
Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #101, p. 78-79.
[Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Nung Shu, by Ch’en
Fu. This famous agricultural treatise of the Southern
Song dynasty is difficult to understand. In the chapter on
“Preparing the land,” section 3 discusses various crops,
including soybeans (dou). In the chapter on “Time of
planting,” section 5 mentions planting soybeans (dou) in the
fourth month (probably May). In the chapter on “Harvesting
for use as feed,” section 1 states: When the old grass starts
to decay and the new grass has not yet emerged, take some
fresh hay and cut it fine. Mix it with wheat bran, or other
kinds of brans, or some soybeans (dou). Wet the mixture,
place it in the trough, and feed it to the animals. If the bean is
broken, it can still be used.
The hay should be sun-dried so that it will not decay. If
the weather is too cold, it should be placed in a warm spot
[indoors]. You can also cook some grain to make congee, and
feed it. That will strengthen [the animals]. You can also use
of the stems of soybeans (dou) as well as the leaves, or the
leaves that have fallen. And you can pound them together.
When the weather is cold, you can use the chaff and the bran
from the grain. Mix them all up, then use as feed.
In antiquity / ancient times, when it was cold, they
covered the oxen / cows (niu) [as with woven straw or cloth]
to keep them warm until morning. If you feed the oxen /
cows, they will become fat. If the oxen / cows are thin, you

should feed them with soybeans (shu) and setaria millet (su).
Cover them with a woven fiber covering and feed them with
soybeans (shu) and setaria millet (su).
Why do the ancients treat the livestock with such care?
Because they are the root of our livelihood [providing
clothing and food]. (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Aug.
2002).
Wilkinson (2000, p. 629) cites this as Cheng Fu. 1149.
Nongshu (Agricultural Treatise). “Based on paddy rice
farming and sericulture in southern China.” The author, Chen
Fu, lived 1076-1154.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
concerning soybean straw.
Bray (1984, p. 628): “Agricultural treatise.” Song
dynasty. 1149.
11. Zhao Xigu. 1250? Tiaoxie leibian [Compilation of
harmonious variations]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in
C.N. Li 1958 #117, p. 85. Undated. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: T’iao Hsieh Lei Pien,
by Chao Hsi-ku. Date is estimated as 13th century–probably
Southern Song dynasty. The section titled “Grain foods”
states: The soybean (dadou) is black, white, green (qing),
yellow, dark brown, and spotted / speckled (ban) in color. Its
nature is neutral [not warming or cooling]. If you fry it, its
nature becomes hot. If you boil it, its nature becomes cool.
If you use make a soup of it, its nature becomes very cold.
If you ferment it to make jiang [a thick, chunky sauce], its
nature becomes neutral. When cattle eat it, it is warming.
But when horses eat it, it is cooling. So even though it is one
food, it has different effects. It contradicts the five kinds of
seng (ginseng is one type of seng) and the dragon’s spleen
(lungdan). (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Aug. 2002). Dr.
Huang adds: The meaning of the last sentence is not clear.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) that
mentions green (qing) mature soybeans.
12. Hanshi zhishuo [Master Han’s straight talk (on
agriculture)]. 1273? China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N.
Li 1958 #124, p. 88-89. Undated. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Han Shih Chih Shuo, by
Mr. Han. Year of publication: Unknown–perhaps Southern
Song dynasty. This work has been lost, but is collected in
the Fundamentals of Agriculture and Sericulture (Nongsang
Jiyao) (1273). Li (1958) quotes three paragraphs; the first
two are about planting. The first mentions the soybean (dou)
as one of the crops planted. The second mentions soybeans
and azuki beans (daxiaodou). The third paragraph is about
feeding cattle–probably bullocks for use as draft animals.
Soybeans (dou) is one of the crops fed. (Translated by H.T.
Huang, PhD, Sept. 2002).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2019)
concerning the feeding of soy products to cattle.
Bray (1984, p. 624): “Master Han’s plain words [on
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agriculture].” Probably Jin or early Yuan (Mongol) dynasty.
Author unknown. No longer extant except in quotations.
13. Wu Zimu. 1275. Mengliang lu [Dreams of the former
capital]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958
#121, p. 86. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Mêng Liang Lu, by Wu
Tzu-Mu. Southern Song dynasty. This important work is a
description of Huangzhou, the capital, towards the end of
the Southern Song dynasty. The “Different bureaus” section
states that they have fields of rice, wheat, and soybeans (dou)
used [perhaps as forage] mainly to feed horses belonging to
the various government agencies.
The “Street vendors on mats” section describes foods
they are selling in Hangzhou–capital of the Southern Song
dynasty, including bean-flavored water (douershui) and
sweet soybean soup (gandoutang), honeyed jujubes, fruits,
and cooked meats.
The “Market that sells things at dawn” section states
that in the summer they sell various things including young
soybean congee (douzizhou). Note 1. Young soybeans might
refer to green vegetable soybeans.
The “Miscellaneous products” section states that
children are selling different kinds of foods, including two
unknown varieties of soybeans (qidou and fadou, “law +
bean”), brownish-green soybeans (geqingdou), salted young
soybeans (yandouer, maybe green vegetable soybeans), and
sugared yellow young soybeans (douer huangtang), and
cooked soybeans ground to make a cake (doutuan).
The section on “Noodle shops” says that these shops sell
different kinds of soups and dishes, including pan-fried tofu
(doufu), fried fish, cooked vegetables, fried eggplant. These
are shops where the common people get an inexpensive
meal.
The section on “Produce” mentions grains but
concentrates on beans, starting with soybeans of different
colors: black (doudahei), purple (dazi), white (dabai), yellow
(dahuang), and green (daqing). Also mentions various nonsoy beans including white (flat) beans, black (flat) beans,
white azuki beans (baixiao), red azuki beans (chixiao), mung
beans (lüdou), and many others. (Translated by H.T. Huang,
PhD, Sept. 2002). Dr. Huang adds: The word “former”
in the title indicates that author apparently moved away
from Southern Song territory, perhaps northward into that
controlled by the Yuan (Mongol) dynasty, which began in
1260. Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that uses the term doudahei (“bean large black”) to refer to
black soybeans, or the term dabai (“large white”) to refer to
white soybeans.
Huang (2000): In Lin An (present-day Hangzhou, capital
of the Southern Song dynasty), “tofu soup and grilled tofu
[pinyin: jian doufu; W.-G. chien toufu] were sold in a wine
shop, and a food stall specializing in vegetarian stews also
sold grilled tofu” (p. 301). Fermented black soybeans (shi)

are mentioned (p. 341). A full-page table (Huang, p. 372)
shows the “Usage of soy condiments in food recipes from the
Han to the Qing dynasties.” In this book, jiang (fermented
soybean paste) is used in two recipes and fermented black
soybean sauce (shizhi) is used in one recipe.
This book also “states that ‘things that people cannot
do without every day are firewood, rice, oil, salt, soybean
paste (jiang), vinegar, and tea.’ It is clear that by the time of
the Song, edible oil had advanced to the position as one of
the proverbial ‘seven necessities’ of life” (Huang p. 436).
Vegetable “oil pressing establishments were seen in the
southern capital of Hangzhou” (p. 441). Northerners loved to
use hemp oil for frying food. Wheat gluten (fu) was widely
served during the Southern Song; names of four dishes
served in a pasta restaurant are given (p. 500).
Wilkinson (2000, p. 854) cites this as Record of the
splendors of the capital city, by Wu Zimu (no date given).
These are reminiscences of the Southern Song capital of
Lin’an (Huangzhou) modeled after Menghualu.
Talk with H.T. Huang. 1995. Dec. 28. The chiang
mentioned by this work would definitely have been soybean
chiang; that is what the word meant, starting a century or two
before the beginning of the Christian era.
Letter from H.T. Huang. 1994 April 12, followed by
talk of 1995 Dec. 28. The “seven necessities” of life are first
mentioned in this book, in chapter 16, p. 136 in the 1982
edition. They are: firewood, rice, oil, salt, chiang, vinegar,
and tea.” Yet according to another respected source, the
original version of the book mentioned eight necessities,
the eighth being wine, which was widely used both for
drinking and as a condiment in cooking. Today, however,
all the modern editions of this book include only seven
necessities, omitting wine. Later the list was standardized
seven (see Chai Hao 1771), and the term “seven necessities
of life” became popular in China during the Yuan dynasty
(1279-1368). In the Yuan dynasty there were several famous
dramas; this period saw the start of Chinese dramatic
literature. The words were put together in rhymes of seven
characters, and at least one of these mentioned the “seven
necessities.” They couldn’t accommodate eight necessities in
the rhyme, so since the Yuan it has always been standardized
at seven.
Letter from H.T. Huang, PhD, expert on the history of
Chinese food and agriculture. 1993. June 5. This book (1982
edition, p. 136) lists fu (gluten) with lamb casserole, dragon
(shrimp) fu, parched fu in five flavors, and grilled fu. At this
time, fu (gluten), used as a synonym for mien chin, seems to
be widespread in the Southern Sung, China.
Note 3. This work was re-issued in 1982 by Commerce
Publishers, Beijing. It is part of a series titled “Culinary
Classics of Ancient China.”
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions grilled tofu. It is also the earliest Chineselanguage document seen (April 2013) that mentions Chinese-
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style grilled tofu, which it calls jian doufu.
Yan-Kit So. 1992. Classic Food of China (p. 18).
The book Mengliang Lu or Dreaming of the Capital, is by
Wu Zimu, a Southern Song dynasty writer. It “contains
reminiscences about the picturesque and urbane social and
commercial life in Hangzhou in the 13th century...” An
important source of information for that period, it mentions
Mrs. Song’s fish soup by name.
14. Wang Zhen. 1313. Wangzhen nongshu [Wang Zhen’s
agricultural treatise]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in
C.N. Li 1958 #131, p. 92-93, and #307, p. 222-23. Illust.
Also published in 1956 by Zhonghua Press, Beijing. (Pinyin:
Wang Zhen. Nongshu). [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Wang Chên Nung Shu,
by Wang Chên. The title of this illustrated Yuan (Mongol)
dynasty book is also given as simply Nongshu, since Wang
Zhen is the author. There are three numbered sections titled
“Principles of agriculture and sericulture;” soy is mentioned
in each.
No. 1. The subsection titled “Annual agricultural
activities” states: In the second month, plant soybeans. In
the eighth month, mow the soybean stems (yi doujiao; i.e.,
harvest the soybeans). In the ninth month, when you might
get frost, it is time to harvest soybeans (dadou).
No. 2. The subsection titled “Methods of planting #6”
lists all the common seeds that can be planted in a field; these
include panicum millet, setaria millet, paddy rice, hemp,
barley, wheat, soybeans (dadou), and azuki beans (xiaodou).
It then describes four different planting methods: (1)
Broadcasting (manzhong), drill planting in rows (louzhong),
guazhong, and planting in difficult places ouzhong. For
broadcasting: Carry a container of 2,000 cc (2 dou) capacity
containing the seed grain under your left arm. Using your
right hand, take a handful of seed from the container as
you walk and, every three steps, scatter it over the prepared
field, trying to get even distribution, so that the young plants
will be neither too crowded nor too sparse. This was the
method used in northern China during the Qin, Han, and
Jin dynasties (221 BCE to 420 CE). Another method more
often used in northern China was drill planting in rows,
which is described in the Qimin Yaoshu (544 CE). A special
machine (perhaps pulled by oxen) was used to compact the
earth, while drilling holes in it. A person walked behind and
stamped the holes with his feet. Today (1313 CE) they use
a seed-drill (see Bray 1984, p. 256-57) which automatically
plants the seeds in rows. “One man is needed to lead the ox
and one to hold the drill, shaking it as he walks so the seed
falls by itself.” The ouzhong method is used near the hilly
areas, where there are steep rocky hillsides or city walls. You
apply fertilizer and irrigate [by hand].
No. 3. The subsection titled “Organic fertilizers #8”
quotes the Qimin Yaoshu: To enrich the field, mung beans
(lüdou) are best. Next best are azuki beans (xiaodou) and

sesame seeds (huma). It’s best to plant in the 5th to 6th
months. In the 7th to 8th months you kill them [probably by
plowing under as green manure]. In the spring, if you plant
cereals [after the legumes], you will get 10 piculs per mou.
It’s as good as using the droppings of silkworms, as well as
other excreta [from both farm animals and humans]. Note 1.
Shows Chinese awareness of growing legumes before cereal
grains to increase the yield of the cereals. (Translated by H.T.
Huang, PhD, Sept. 2002).
The section titled “Soybeans” (dadou, also called bidou)
states: There are three kinds of soybeans (dadou): white,
black, and yellow. The Guangya (230 CE) says the soybean
(dadou) is shu. The Erya (200 BCE) says that “rongshu is
the same as renshu.” Then comes a long quotation about
when to plant soybeans. Black soybeans are good for
relieving hunger and also as a reserve against famine years.
In years of abundance you can use them as fodder / feed
(liaoshi) for cattle and horses. Yellow soybeans (huangdou)
can be used to make tofu (doufu), and to make jiang and
related materials [perhaps such as fermented black soybeans
and soy sauce]. White soybean congee (baidouzhou) can be
used as a supplemental food. The three soybean varieties
(sandou) have different colors and different uses, but they
are all beneficial grains.
Huang (2000, p. 441-57) states that this is the earliest
Chinese document seen which contains a description of an
oil press (youzha; used to press oil from seeds–in this case
sesame seeds). He translates the long passage describing the
wedge press, notes that the illustration which accompanies
it bears no relationship to the description, then examines
why the oil press was developed so much later in China than
it was in Mediterranean civilizations–where olive oil was
being pressed by the 6th century BCE. The most common
wedge press was made from large tree trunks, slotted and
hollowed out. The seeds were roasted in a large pan over a
stove, crushed, then pressed, using wedges hit by a hammer
or mallet. A photo (p. 449, from Hommell 1937, p. 91)
shows a wedge press. Note 2. This is the earliest document
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions a wedge press–but not in
connection with soybeans.
Bray (1984, p. 628) cites this as Nung Shu (Agricultural
Treatise). Published in Yuan, 1313 CE. By Wang Chên.
Textual references are to the 27 chüan Palace ed. of 1783,
prefaced 1774. However it is indexed under Wang Chên
Nung Shu and refers to many ingenious early Chinese
agricultural implements. Concerning woodblock printing (p.
49): The development of printing during the Song dynasty
enabled the Chinese government to disseminate both old
and newly commissioned agricultural works. Thus, the
number of agricultural works published in China increased
exponentially from the Song on. Woodblock printing also
made possible the use of illustrations, yet relatively few
Chinese agronomists used this new technology. The great
pioneer in this field was Wang Chên, author of this book
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in 1313. Sadly, “most subsequent authors were content
to simply crib their illustrations, if any,” from this book.
The book devotes a special section to the preparation and
weaving of hemp (p. 535).
Concerning soybeans (Bray 1984, p. 514): “Black
soybeans are a food for times of dearth; they can supplement
[cereals] in poor years, and in good years they can be used
as fodder for cattle and horses.” Of the various kinds of
soybeans, “although some were thought to be fit only for
fodder except in times of famine, others were considered to
make wholesome porridges and gruels.”
Concerning kaoliang, Bray says (p. 449) that the
word kao liang (literally “tall millet”) first appears in this
document, but the plant was more commonly known in premodern times as shu shu (“Szechwan millet”).
Bo (1982): This work states, “Soybeans are the grain
that helps the world. Tofu and chiang ryo? are made from
them. The latter product, used in the recipes in the book,
must be soy sauce.”
Bray (1981): A practical handbook on the essentials of
agriculture and sericulture in south China. With the Qimin
Yaoshu perhaps the most fundamental work. The text (except
for capitalization and commas) is identical to that in Hagerty
1917.
Perkins (1969): Beancake is not mentioned in the 1313
edition of this book.
Needham (1965), in Science and civilisation in China.
Vol. 4, Physics. Part II: Mechanical engineering, in the
section on oil mills (p. 206-10), states that Wang Zhen first
describes the horizontal wedge press used for pressing
oil from Chinese oilseeds. However soybeans are not
specifically mentioned.
Hagerty (1917, p. 17): Cited as “Nung Shu (Treatise on
Husbandry), by Wang Cheng.” “The Ta tou bean includes
three varieties, Pai, or White, Hei, or Black, and Huang, or
Yellow. The Pai tou, or White bean, is utilized for making
congees or gruels, but all kinds may be mixed and used for
food” (See: Bretschneider, E. 1882. Botanicon Sinicum.
1:81).
15. Lu Mingshan. ed. 1314. Nongsang yishi cuoyao
[Selected essentials of agriculture, sericulture, clothing and
food]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #132,
p. 93, and #308, p. 223. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Nung Sang I Shih
Ts’o Yao, by Lu Ming-Shan. Title sometimes shortened to
Nongsang Cuoyao. Yuan (Mongol) dynasty. The section
titled “In the third month plant soybeans” (dadou) states:
When apricot tree flowers bloom profusely, its a good time
to plant soybeans. Plant sparsely in fertile soil and densely
in poor soil. Note: This is the earliest document seen (May
2014) that contains the planting advice given in the previous
sentence. It will be repeated often in later documents.
The section titled “In the ninth month collect soybean

stems” (dougan) says: In the winter, use them to feed cattle
and horses.
The section titled “Planting black soybeans” states:
When you plant black soybeans (heidou), the plowed land
should be ripe (shu) and level. Hold the seeds in one hand;
each time you take a step, broadcast the seeds. The beans
(dou) will be good for making jiang, or for feeding horses.
The stems can be used as fuel. (Translated by H.T. Huang,
PhD, Oct. 2002; Jan. 2003).
Huang (2000). Red ferment (Red rice koji; Jap: Benikoji), made with a species of the red Monascus mold, is cited
as an ingredient in the preparation of rice vinegar (p. 194).
In the first stage of the process for making shi (fermented
black soybeans), cooked soybeans are usually incubated
(without additives) in the air, however in some cases they
are mixed with wheat flour. The earliest description of the
use of wheat flour is found in this book (see Huang 2000,
p. 342): Clean black soybeans and cook thoroughly. Drain
the beans, mix evenly with some flour, and spread on a mat
until cool. Then cover with paper mulberry leaves to make
huangzi (yellow molded seeds [soybean koji]). When beans
are completely covered with a yellow coat [mycelium], dry
them in the sun. The second stage of the fermentation takes
place in the sixth month as follows: Take 2 catties of sliced
melon and eggplant. For each catty of vegetables, add 1 oz of
clean salt and suitable amounts of finely cut ginger, orange
skin, perilla, cumin, pepper, and licorice. Mix them together
and allow to stand overnight. The next day, winnow molded
beans to remove free mycelium. Mix beans and vegetables in
an urn and blend in any free vegetable juice. Top with a layer
of bamboo leaves. Press with a brick or stone. Seal mouth
of vessel with paper and mud, and allow to stand in the sun
for a month. Then remove beans, melon and eggplant from
vessel, and expose to the sun until dry. Collect and store.
Huang also reports (p. 352) that the Nongsang Yishi
Cuoyao contains a detailed recipe for making jiang; the
following is based on his complete translation: Starting
with one tan (100 catties) of soybeans, stir-fry (chao) until
cooked. Mill to remove hulls, boil until soft, and drain off
water. While beans are still hot, mix them evenly with 60
catties of white wheat flour. Completely line a low table with
bamboo leaves. Spread bean-flour mixture on leaves to a
height equivalent to the thickness of two fingers. When cool,
cover with mulberry leaves or cocklebur. Wait until a yellow
coat [mycelium] forms around the particles. Remove leaves
and cool for a day. The next day sun the material [jiang
substrate] until dry. Break up any chunks and winnow until
clean.
Blend [jiang substrate] with about 40 catties of salt
and 2 tan of rain water. If mash is too thin, stir-fry some
white wheat flour, cool, and add an appropriate amount (to
attain desired consistency). On the night of a ‘fire’ day, load
ingredients (in an urn) for incubation with the aid of light
from a lamp. This will discourage the development of grubs.
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Add cumin, anise, licorice, scallion and pepper. The product
will be fragrant and rich in flavour.
Huang then comments (p. 352) on the above: We
may note several innovations introduced in this process.
First, the beans are stir-fried and milled to remove the
hulls. This should facilitate microbial growth during the
first fermentation. Second, spices are added to the second
fermentation to enhance the flavor of the finished jiang. But
the author gives no detailed instructions on how the second
fermentation should be carried out. We can only surmise that
the conditions are similar to those described in the Qimin
Yaoshu and the Sishi Zuanyao cited earlier. Based on these
assumptions, we can construct a flow diagram of the process
as shown (See p. 353, Fig. 79).
Wilkinson (2000, p. 630). The Essentials of Agriculture,
Sericulture, Clothing, and Food was “compiled by a Uighur
official, Liu Mingshan. Important because written as an
actual handbook for magistrates in their role as agricultural
instructors. Arranged in agricultural calendar style.”
Bray (1984, p. 628): Title. Yuan, c. 1314 CE. Ed. Lu
Ming-Shan (Uighur).
Bo (1982): Mentions a type of chiang.
Fukushima (1979, p. 4-5): “The first record indicating
use of all the raw materials to prepare koji for soybean
chiang appeared in the Nung-sung I-shin Ts’o-yao (NosoIshoku-Satsuyo in Japanese) by Lu Ming-Shan (Ro Meizen
in Japanese), published in the Yuan (Gen in Japanese)
dynasty (1271-1368 CE). The flow sheet of this soybean
chiang is shown in Fig. 3.” In this process, soybeans are
roasted, dehulled, cooked, then mixed with wheat flour and
spontaneously molded to form koji. The koji is dried in the
shade, winnowed, and pounded, then mixed with spices and
salt water to form a mash, which is insulated and aged to
make the soybean chiang.
16. Wang Xiangjin. ed. 1621. Qunfang pu [The assembly
of perfumes, or Monographs on cultivated plants]. China.
Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #154, p. 99, and
#315, p. 227-28. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Ch’ün Fang P’u, by
Wang Hsiang-Chin. Li (1958) and Bray (1984) give the date
as 1621; Needham (1986) and Huang (2000) give the date as
1630. Ming dynasty. “Heavenly perfumes:” During the 8th
month rains, it rained soybean flowers (douhua).
In the part titled “Assembly of cereals,” section No. 1
is about fertilizing the soil. Green beans are the best; azuki
beans and sesame seeds are next best. It is advantageous to
plant them before planting cereals. In the 7th or 8th month,
plow them under. They are as effective as the droppings
of silk worms or fresh manure, and are especially good for
planting wheat.
Note 1. This passage describing green manuring is found
in the Nongsang Cuoyao (Selected essentials of agriculture,
sericulture, clothing and food) (1314), and even earlier in the

Qimin Yaoshu (Essential techniques for the subsistence of
common people) (544 CE).
Section No. 3 titled “Black soybeans” (heidou) states:
Dou is the general name for beans in the pod. The large ones
are called shu. The little ones are called ta. The leaves are
called huo.
Third lunar month: Plant black soybeans (heidou) and
regular soybeans (dadou). Fifth lunar month: Plant the late
varieties of regular soybeans, black soybeans, and yellow
soybeans (huangdou). Ninth lunar month: Harvest the
various mature soybeans.
Black soybeans (heidou): They are widely grown and
the young plants (miao) grow to a height of 3-4 feet. The
pods are several inches long, and may contain 5 or 6 beans.
Some pods contain only 1-2 beans. They mature by the time
of the first frost. The smaller ones are used medicinally. The
larger ones can be eaten; they are used for making fermented
black soybeans (doushi) or feeding animals. The flavor is
raw (sheng) and neutral. When fried, it is considered to be a
“hot” (re, or “heating”) food, but when boiled it is considered
to be a “cold” (han, or “cooling”) food. It can be used several
ways. Children 10 years old or younger should not eat the
fried beans together with pork; they might suffocate and die.
Do not eat hemp seeds together with fried black soybeans.
The leaves are called huo [and can be eaten]. Planting: A
good time to plant soybeans is when the locust trees are free
from insects. Plant sparsely in fertile soil and densely in poor
soil.
Yellow soybeans: There are two varieties–large and
small. You can harvest the seedlings (miao), the leaves, and
the pods–just like the black soybeans mentioned above.
The leaves are slightly lighter in color and the pods are a
little fatter than those of black soybeans. The beans can be
eaten as whole soybeans (dou), or they can be made into
jiang (fermented soybean paste), fermented black soybeans
(doushi), soy oil (douyou), or tofu (doufu). The residue (zhi,
Jap: okara) from the tofu can be used to feed pigs. In times
of famine, people also eat this residue. The presscake (zhi,
“residue”) that remains after pressing out the oil (you) can
be used as a fertilizer. The stems can be burned for fuel. The
leaves are called huo, and when these leaves are young, they
can be eaten. (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD, Nov. 2002).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
concerning the use of soybean presscake (or cake–the residue
from pressing the oil from whole crushed soybeans) as a
fertilizer.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions okara, the residue of dietary fiber that is a
by-product of making soymilk or tofu, which it calls zhi
(meaning “residue”).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
concerning the use of okara (residue from tofu) as a feed for
pigs or other animals.
Talk with H.T. Huang, PhD, expert on the history of
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Chinese food and agriculture. 2001. July 10. What is the
difference between eating (doumiao) and (huo)? In antiquity
in China, soybean leaves (hou) were sometimes used to
make soup. These leaves were typically picked when the
plant was still green but fairly large and mature; the plant
was probably not uprooted, but continued to grow. On the
other hand, the soybean seedlings (doumiao) were uprooted
when they were still quite young, and the leaves were more
tender. These tender leaves were prepared differently and
eaten as a succulent vegetable. (Doumiao) is served today
as a dish in Chinese restaurants, yet Dr. Huang has never
seen it mentioned for use as a vegetable the early Chinese
food literature–say before the year 1500. By contrast, Dr.
Huang has never seen soybean leaves (huo) served as a dish
in Chinese restaurants but they are mentioned in the earliest
Chinese literature (Book of Odes / Shih Ching, 7th to 10th
century BCE).
H.T. Huang (2000, p. 456n) states that the sunflower
(xiangri kui) originated in North America and was introduced
to Europe in about 1510. In China, it first appeared in this
1621 book.
Wang Lianzheng (1987, p. 246) states that the sunflower
is first mentioned in China in this book, where it is called
wenju (“gentle chrysanthemum”) and ying yang hua (“facing
sunlight flower”). Today, sunflowers are an important oil
crop in northern China.
17. Song Yingxing. 1637. Tiangong kaiwu [Exploitation of
the works of nature]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N.
Li 1958 #160, p. 103-08. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: T’ien Kung K’ai Wu,
by Sung Ying-Hsing. Ming dynasty. For English-language
translations of the entire book see: (1) E.-Z. Sun and S.-C.
Sun (1966), and (2) Li Chiao-P’ing et al. (1980).
In the section titled “General names” the soybean (shu)
is mentioned as one of the “five grains.”
The long section titled “legumes” (shu) notes that one of
the many types of Chinese legumes is the soybean (dadou)
of which there are two colors: black (heidou) and yellow
(huangdou). Different varieties, their time of planting and
harvest, and uses are discussed. North of the Huai River,
black soybeans are fed to horses and mules that are used
on long journeys. All types of jiang, sauce, and curds [tofu]
made from beans are made from the soybean.
The chapter on “Vegetable oils and fats” notes that the
oil of yellow soybeans is one of the best for eating; from
each tan of yellow soybeans, 9 catties of oil is obtained.
In Jiangsu (W.-G. Kiangsu) soybean oil is used as food for
humans, and the meal cakes are fed to pigs. For more details,
see the two English-language translations cited above.
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Aug.
2016) that mentions soybean cake or meal.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2016)
that describes the feeding of defatted soybean cakes to

livestock–in this case pigs.
Huang (2000, p. 197-200, 444-45, 447, 450-52) cites
and quotes from this book. See also Bray (1984, p. 513n,
518, 631, 707).
In Huang 2000 (p. 197-203) the section titled
“Preparation of red ferment in the T’ien Kung K’ai Wu,” uses
the term dan qu to refer to this cinnabar / red koji, which is
prepared with regular (non-glutinous rice) and is twice as
expensive as regular koji. A detailed translation is given with
three illustrations and two photos. The photos show grains
of red rice koji from Foochow. The illustrations show: (1)
Two men, each carrying two baskets filled with regular rice
to a stream using a shoulder pole. (2) Inoculated steamed rice
piled on a mat and spread on round woven bamboo trays in
wooden racks. (3) Mixing cinnabar / red koji into a pile of
steamed rice on a mat to inoculate it.
Note 3. These are the earliest illustrations seen (May
2014) that show clearly the koji-making process for regular
or red koji. The new koji is used not so much for its ability
to turn foods red, but for its ability to keep them from
spoiling. The passage in this book on making cinnabar koji
begins: The process for making cinnabar / red koji is a recent
innovation. It works by extracting wondrous powers out of
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the rank and putrid, and by transforming and distilling the
essences [of grains]. When spread thinly on fish or meat–the
foods that spoil most easily–the red koji will enable them to
retain their freshness even at the height of summer. No flies
will come near them for up to 10 days, and their color and
flavor will remain as fresh as before. It is indeed a marvelous
medicament (Huang 2000, p. 197).
Other illustrations show: (4) A winnowing machine at
work, separating seeds from hulls and chaff. (5) Oil seeds
being steamed (left) and roasted (right).
Letter from H.T. Huang, PhD, expert on the history of
Chinese food and agriculture. 1994. May 10. This famous
work on Chinese technology is one of the few post-Han
Chinese documents that contains information about Li, the
early Chinese forerunner of Japanese amazake. It states in
Chapter 17, “Yeasts”: “In ancient times, qu (rice koji) was
used for making wine (jiu) and nie (malt) for making sweet
wine (li). In later times the manufacture of sweet wine was
discontinued because its flavor was thought to be too weak,
and the art of using malt [to make li] was consequently lost.”
(Dr. Huang’s translation).
Perkins (1969) says in a footnote on p. 71: “Beancake is
not mentioned in the Nung shu (1313 ed.). The first reference
of which I am aware is referred to in the Ch’en Tsu-kuei
(1958, p. 99). It is also mentioned in Hsu Kuang-ch’i, 1628,
and in the T’ien-kung k’ai-wu [p. 216 of 1966 ed.] both
seventeenth-century publications.”
E.-Z. Sun and S.-C. Sun, trans. and ed. (1966). T’ienKung K’ai-Wu, Chinese Technology in the Seventeenth
Century. University Park & London: Pennsylvania State
University Press. Chapter 12, titled “Vegetable oils and
fats” states (p. 215-16): “For eating, the oils of sesame
seeds, turnip seeds, yellow soy beans, and cabbage... seeds
are the best.” Next in quality come perilla and rape-seed
oil. The yield of oil (in catties per tan) is given for many
Chinese oilseeds. The two oilseeds with the lowest / worst
yields of oil are: cotton seeds 7, and yellow soy beans 9. By
contrast, sesame, castor, and camphor seeds yield 40 and
rape seeds yield 30-40. Some of the illustrations shows here
are also found in this 1966 edition as follows: (a) “Washing
fermented rice in a mountain stream” (p. 291). (b-c) “Using
air to ferment steamed rice in bamboo trays” (p. 293).
Platt (1956, p. 835) notes: The second volume of this
1637 work “is devoted to oils and fats. From this work it
may be deduced (according to information supplied by Dr.
G.D. Lu) that the soya bean was grown for its oil as early as
the third century CE. The yield of oil reported at this time
was 9 catties per picul of oil seeds; since a picul is a hundred
catties it means that, using a simple press, 9% of oil was
extracted. [Note 4. 1 picul = 133.3 pounds weight. This is
about as much as one man with a yoke can carry]. It may be
of interest to those concerned with animal nutrition that the
press cake at that time was fed to pigs, or used as fertilizer...
The fighting horses and donkeys had to be fed with the black

soya bean in order to increase their endurance and muscular
power.”
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (July 2016)
that mentions cotton seed oil.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that mentions both rapeseed (or rapeseed oil, chaiyou) and
soybean oil. See also Huang 2000 (p. 447-53, 456).
18. Song Yingxing. 1637. Tiangong kaiwu [Exploitation of
the works of nature]. China. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: T’ien Kung K’ai Wu, by
Sung Ying-Hsing. Ming dynasty. The following translation
is by M.J, Hagerty from the section on “The beans” in the
Imperial Encyclopedia (T’u shu shih ch’eng. Published,
1728). See p. 10-17 in Hagerty. See also Bretschneider.
Botanicon Sinicum 1:198. “(Second edition published in
1637). Under the heading of Shu, or Beans, says: ‘In the
Shu class of grains there are as many varieties as there are
among the T’ao, or Rice, and Shu, or Millet. The Shu may
be planted and harvested in all four seasons, and is a real
substantial grain which may be utilized as a food and drink
without satiation. There is one variety called the Ta tou, or
Large bean [soybean], which grows in two colors–black and
yellow. Those black and yellow beans must be planted about
the time of the ch’ing ming season (April 5-19). The yellow
been includes three kinds, as follows: Wu yueh huang tou,
or Fifth month yellow bean, Liu yueh pao, or Sixth month
bean, and Tung huang tou (3 Cc = 3 Chinese characters
given), or Winter yellow bean. The Wu yueh hung tou, or
Fifth month yellow bean, yields few grains in its pods,
while the Tung huang tou, or Winter yellow bean, yields
at least double those of the preceding. The Hei, or Black
variety [of soybean], is harvested in the eighth month. It is
customary when taking a long journey north of the Huai
river, to feed the horse with black beans in order to make it
strong. The abundance or scarcity of the Ta tou [soybean]
crop depends, first, upon the fertility of the soil, second,
upon diligent weeding and cultivation, and third, upon
sufficient rain and dew for moisture. Shih, or Bean relish,
Chiang, or Bean sauce, and Fu, or Bean curd, are all made
of the Ta tou, or Large beans, as they contain the elements
necessary (?). Kiang-nan also has the Kao chiao huang tou,
or High foot yellow bean. This is planted in the sixth month
in a field from which an early crop of Tao, or Rice, has been
harvested, and is harvested in the ninth or tenth month. The
people of Chi-chun, a locality of Kiangsi province, practice
a very good method in cultivating these beans. This consists
of using the fields from which a harvest of rice has been
gathered, and instead of plowing the land a hole is scraped
out of each clump of the rice stalks with the finger, and in
this hole is planted three or four seeds. When the dew falls
upon the stumps of the rice plant, it will flow down to the
seeds, nourishing them. Owing to the nature of the bean, it
is very easy to grow, and when the stumps or roots of the
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rice plant are thoroughly saturated with moisture, they rot
and act as fertilizer to the bean plant. If after the seeds send
forth their shoots, there is no fall of rain to provide moisture,
thereby producing a droughty condition, water should be
drawn from a well and the field irrigated, using one sheng
or pint to each plant. The field should now be cultivated
in order to assure a very large harvest. When the Ta tou,
or Large beans, have been planted and do not send forth
shoots in the proper season, care must be taken in order to
prevent injury by pigeons and swallows (eating the seed?).
One variety which is called the Lu tou (2 Cc), or Green bean
[mung bean], is a round, small variety shaped like a pearl.
The Lu tou bean must be planted during the Hsiao shu, or
slight heat season (July 7-22), if it is planted before that time,
the sprouts will creep along the ground, extending a number
of chih, or feet, and the pods will be very few. If planted after
the Hsiao shu season at any time up to the Ch’u shu, or Limit
of heat season (August 23- September 7), the plants will
blossom in proper season and while pods will form, they will
contain few seeds or grains. This plant includes two varieties,
one of which is called Chai lu chia tou, or Pick green pods
bean. These are picked as fast as they mature and may be
gathered from day to day. Another is called Pa lu tou, or Pull
green Beans. When these are old and sufficiently matured,
the whole field is harvested once only. The Lu tou, or green
beans [mung beans], are ground, washed to purify the grain
and then dried in the sun, after which they are made into
flour. This flour is used to make tang pien, a thin sheet-like
cake, and Ts’o su, a somewhat similar preparation but made
into strips which are narrow and thick. The people regard
these articles of food as luxuries and they are considered
valuable. Even the water which was used to wash the bean
grains may be spread upon the fields, making the soil fertile.
To preserve the seeds of the Lu tou, they are mixed with ti
hui (2 Cc), or Earth lime (?)Shih hui (2 Cc) or stone lime
(?),Ma liao (2 Cc), or Pologonum (the straw, chaff, etc. (?)),
or huang tu (2 Cc) or yellow earth (clay? loess?). If this is
done, there need be no fear of damage by worms around the
fourth or fifth months. If a period of dryness should ensue,
causing a drought, the plants will also be free from worms
or bugs. When the Tao, or rice crop has been harvested,
either in the summer or winter, the earth, in the fields which
are to be planted with Lu tou beans, should be broken up
fine, using a long club like an axehandle for this purpose.
If there should be a heavy rain within one day after the Lu
tou has been planted, which causes the earth to become hard
and solid, thereby preventing the beans from growing, steps
should be taken to prevent too much water coming onto
the fields, and to provide an outlet for the surplus water.
Cultivate the Lu tou and Ta tou beans [soybeans] with plow
and spade, but this cultivation should be shallow, as the plant
does not benefit by deep cultivation and the roots should be
short and the stalks straight. If the soil is plowed deeply, the
loose earth will cover the beans and half of them will not

grow. Deep plowing or cultivation is not suitable for plants
of the Shu class [legumes], but the farmers of ancient times
were not aware of this.
“’One variety, called the Wan tou, has beans which are
black and speckled in color and round in form like the Lu
tou, but larger. This variety is planted in the tenth month, and
in the fifth month of the following year, the crop is harvested.
These beans may also be planted under deciduous trees,
the foliage of which, is of slow growth (thereby allowing
moisture to penetrate to the bean plants). One variety, which
is called Tsan tou, or Silkworm bean, has a pod which is
similar in form to a silkworm. The bean seeds are larger
than those of the Ta tou, or Large bean. These are planted in
the eighth month, and in the fourth month of the following
year they are harvested. These beans are found in Chekiang
province, and are usually planted around the Sang, or
Mulberry tree. If the foliage of the mulberry tree is so dense
that it covers the growing bean plants, thereby intercepting
the dew, they will not grow. At the time when the Tsan tou
and Wan tou have very bushy stalks and dense foliage, the
pods of the other varieties have already formed and are filled
with ripe mature beans. The region around the upper part of
the Hsiang and Han rivers (in Hupeh) produce very many
of these beans. They are also cheap and are regarded as
satisfactory an article of food as Shu, or Glutinous millet, and
Chi, or Non-glutinous millet.
“’One variety which is called Hsiao tou, or Small
bean [azuki], or Chih hsiao tou, or scarlet bean, is utilized
medicinally and has remarkable merit. The Pai hsiao tou,
or Small white bean, also known as the Fan tou (2 Cc), is
suitable to eat and is a very good nourishing grain. This bean
should be planted after the Hsia chih, or summer solstice
(June 21 to July 6) and is harvested in the ninth month.
This variety is found growing abundantly in the region of
Yang and Huai (usually means region of Kiangsu and Anhui
province). One variety which is called Lu tou (2 Cc) was
found growing wild in all the fields in ancient times and
at present is extensively grown in the northern section of
China. For the manufacture of bean curd, the bean rivals the
Lu tou (2 Cc). This preparation was sold daily by peddlers
in Peking, and was commonly called Lu tou p’i (3 Cc).
Judging from this statement there must have been many
of these beans produced. One variety, which is called the
Pai pien tou, or White flat bean, is a creeping kind which
grows around fences. It is also called O mei tou, or Beautiful
eyebrow bean. Others of this class are the Chiang tou (2
Cc) (Dolichos sinensis), Hu pan tou (3 Cc), or Tiger’s stripe
bean, Tao tou (2 Cc), or String bean, and the Ta tou (2 Cc),
or Large bean [soybean]. All are classified into either greenskinned or gray-colored classes. There are many varieties
found growing profusely, only in certain localities, which
are too numerous to describe here. All beans may be used
as a vegetable or as a substitute for ku, or grain, and provide
all the people with food. The naturalist must not neglect the
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study of these kinds of beans.
“’When the beans which are harvested are few, it is
customary to use a flail to separate the grains from the
chaff, and in this way save the strength of the farmer. The
usual method is to spread them on the surface of the field
(thrashing floor?), letting them dry in the sun, and having an
ox draw a heavy stone over the surface of the bean stalks, the
pressure causing the bean grains to fall out of the pods. It is
also customary to beat the bean plants with a flail, the handle
of which, is made of stout bamboo, having at the end a crank
or swivel-like arrangement with a ring, to which is attached
a wand more than three feet in length. The beans to be flailed
are spread upon the ground and beaten with this implement.
After the beans are separated by beating, they are shaken in
the wind, which blows away the pods and leaves, after which
they are sifted in order to remove everything but the good
bean grains, and finally they are removed to the granary.
The Ch’ung mo (2 Cc), or pestle and mortar (?), is not used
in grinding Ma, or hemp seeds, and the Wei nien (2 Cc), or
millstone (?), is not used for grinding the Shu, or bean.’”
Bretschneider 1882 (Vol. 1, p. 198). “885. (4 Cc). T’ien
kung k’ai wu. A treatise on Technology by (3 Cc) Sung Ying
sing. Second edition in 1637.–Stanislas Julien has translated
many articles from this work.”
19. Chen Migong. 1692? Zhifu quanshu [Complete way to
wealth]. China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958
#182, p. 117, and #324, p. 231. Undated. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Chih Fu Ch’üan Shu,
by Ch’ên Mi-Kung. Qing dynasty. Late 17th century. An
obscure book. The section titled “Beans” (dou) mentions
the growing of black, white, yellow, and green ones, and the
feeding of beans (probably soybeans) to livestock. Dadou
(soybeans) and xiaodou (azuki beans) are mentioned.
The section titled “Monthly activities” states: In the 4th
lunar month, plant soybeans (dadou). (Translated by H.T.
Huang, PhD, Dec. 2002).
Bray (1984, p. 622-23): “The complete way to wealth.”
Late Ming or early Qing, 17th century CE. “Attributed to
Ch’en Mei-Kung with additions by the Recluse of Bell
Mountain, but in fact probably a bookseller’s compilation.”
20. Kaempfer, Engelbert. 1727. The history of Japan, giving
an account of the ancient and present state and government
of that empire;... Its metals, minerals, trees, plants, animals,
birds and fishes;... Together with a description of the
Kingdom of Siam 1690-1692. (translated by J.G. Scheuchzer
from the original edition of April 1727. 2 vols.). London:
Printed for the translator. See vol. I, book I, chapter IX, p.
121-22. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: In Chapter IX, “Of the fertility of the country as
to plants,” the section titled Gokokf [Goku-fu] (“five grains,”
p. 121-22) states: “The chief produce of the Fields, which
contributes most to the sustenance of Life, is by the Japanese

comprehended under the name of Gokokf, that is, the five
Fruits of the Fields. ‘Tis by their good or bad growth they
estimate the value of the Ground, the fruitfulness of the Year,
and the wealth of the Possessor. They make up the chief
dishes at their meals, and make good the want there is of
Flesh-meat, which Custom and Religion forbid them to eat.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2014) that mentions the Goku-fu or “five grains”
and includes the soybean among them.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2017) that uses the term “Flesh-meat” to refer to
meat.
The five grains (Gokokf) are: (1) Kome or Rice (from
which “they brew a sort of strong fat Beer, call’d Sacki...”).
(2) Oomugi or Barley. “They feed their Cattle and Horses
with it: Some dress their Victuals with the Flower [Flour],
and make Cakes of it.” (3) Koomuggi or Wheat. (4) Daidsu
or Daidbeans. (5) “Adsuki [azuki] or Sodsu [shôzu, shôdzu =
small + bean] that is Sobeans” [azuki].
Concerning soybeans: “4. Daidsu, that is, Daidbeans,
is a certain sort of Beans, about the bigness of Turkish
Pease, growing after the manner of Lupins. They are next
to the Rice in use and esteem. Of the Meal of these Beans is
made what they call Midsu, a mealy Pap, which they dress
their Victuals withal, as we do with Butter. What they call
Soeju, is also made of it, which is a sort of an Embamma, as
they call it, which they eat at meals to get a good Stomach
[appetite]. This Soeju is exported by the Dutch, and brought
even into Holland. I have describ’d their way of making it
in my Amoenitates Exoticae. p. 839. where the Plant it self
bearing these Beans is figur’d and describ’d.”
Note 3. Midsu clearly refers to miso, and Soeju to
shoyu. This is the earliest English-language document seen
(April 2021) that mentions miso, or miso in connection with
Japan. It is also the earliest English-language document seen
(March 2009) that compares miso with butter. Midsu has
almost the same pronunciation (phonetics), and the same
etymology and meaning as the today’s word “miso.” Since
spelling did not become fixed until the 18th century, this
could be considered the earliest occurrence of “miso” in an
English-language document.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the word Soeju to refer to soy
sauce. It is clearly Kaempfer’s spelling of the Japanese word
shoyu.
The author continues (p. 121-22): “5. Adsuki or Sodsu,
that is Sobeans. They grow likewise after the manner of
Lupins, and are black, not unlike Lentils, or the Indian
Cajan. The flower [flour] is bak’d with sugar into Mansje
[Manju] and other Cakes.”
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2016) that clearly mentions azuki beans. It is also
the earliest English-language document seen (April 2016)
that uses the word “Adsuki” or the word “Sodsu” to refer to
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azuki beans. Cooked and mashed or ground dry into flour,
asuki are mixed with sugar to make an or “sweetened azuki
bean paste.” This is used as a filling for the popular steamed
Japanese sweet bun named manju. Azuki beans, though
usually red, also occasionally have black or white seedcoats.
“Besides the several sorts of Gokokf just mentioned,
the following Plants are comprehended under the same
name: Awa, Indian Corn, (Panicum Indicum Tabern), Kibi,
or Milium vulgare nostras, Millet: Fije, or Panicum vulgare
juba minore semine nigricante: And in general all sorts of
Corn and Mami [Mamé = beans], that is pease and pulse.”
In the Introduction to this book, the translator explains
that it was first published in English, after Dr. Kæmpfer’s
death in 1716, thanks to Sir Hans Sloane, who purchased all
of Kæmpfer’s plates, drawings, and manuscript memoirs as
they were about “to be disposed of.” Sloane added them to
his library, which the translator believes is “the completest of
its kind in Europe,” with an extensive collection of Books of
Physik, Natural History and Travels.” “This History of Japan
was by the Author divided into five Books.”
Note 6. Kaempfer, born in what is today Germany
(Germany was not a country until 1871), lived 16511716. John Gaspar Scheuchzer lived 1702-1729. His first
translation was this one, in 1727. The title page states that
the original was “Written in High-Dutch by Engelberus
Kaempfer, M.D., Physician to the Dutch Embassy to
the Emperor’s Court; and translated from his Original
Manuscript, never before printed, by J.G. Scheuchzer, F.R.S.
and a member of the College of Physicians, London. With
the Life of the Author, and an Introduction. Illustrated with
many copper plates.”
Note 7. In 1986 a 3 volume edition was published in
Glasgow, Scotland by James Maclehose and Sons. This book
contains no mention of soybeans in Siam (Thailand).
Note 8. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2007) that mentions Lupins (or “lupin” or
“lupine” or “lupines”).
Note 9. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2008) that mentions lentils; it compares them with
adsuki [azuki] beans. Address: M.D., Physician to the Dutch
Embassy to the Emperor’s Court [in Japan].
21. Zhang Zongfa. 1760. Sannongji [Records of the three
departments of agriculture]. China. Passage on soy reprinted
in C.N. Li 1958 #299, p. 221, and #331, p. 234-35. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: San Nung Chi, by Chang
Tsung-Fa. Qing dynasty. Contains a passage on soybean
seedlings (doumiao) from the Zhenglei bencao (Reorganized
pharmacopoeia) (1082 CE; which see). The section titled
“The spring” states: Plant black soybeans (heidou). Note 1.
The last month of spring in the Chinese lunar calendar, which
is the 3rd month, would be quite early to plant soybeans in
northern China but not so early in southern China.
The section titled “Beans” (dou) begins with a long

quotation from the Bencao Tujin (Illustrated pharmacopoeia)
(1061, which see).
The next section begins with a brief quotation from the
Shiming (Expositor of names) (150 CE): Shu (the simplified
character) means soybeans (shu, the early, more complex
character). Then Zhang Zongfa (author of this book,
Sannongji) comments: Shu (the complex character) is the
general name for legumes (jiagu, “pod grain”). Note 2. Dr.
Huang has never seen these two characters used to refer to
legumes. Moreover, throughout early Chinese history, the
complex character shu almost always referred specifically to
soybeans, not to legumes in general. So this is Zhang’s new
interpretation of the meaning of shu.
Zhang Zongfa continues: In the ancient “seal characters”
(zhuanwen), the three strokes at the bottom in shu (the
simplified character) looks like pods dangling from the stem.
The character for dou (bean) looks like seeds (i.e., beans) in
the pod. Note 3. Hu Daojing (1963) proposed that the three
dots represent the nodules on the roots of the soybean plant.
According to the Guangya (Ancient dictionary:
Enlargement of the Erya) (230 CE): Soybeans (dadou) were
also called shu; azuki beans (xiaodou) were also called da.
According to the Mingyi Bielu (Informal records of
famous physicians) (510 CE): The leaves can be used to feed
livestock. The pods can be used to feed cattle and horses.
The stems can be used as fuel to cook food.
The next paragraphs, which repeat material about
soybeans from earlier documents, discuss: (2) Storage. (3)
Planting. (4) Cultivation and weeding. (5) Harvesting. (6)
Storage of the harvested soybeans.
The next-to-last paragraph states: Character (benxin)
of the soybean. The flavor is sweet and the nature (qi) is
warm. Benefits the qi and blends to the middle; evens the
temperament. Prolonged ingestion makes the body heavy.
You can cook it by parching, or you can boil it. Its nature is
cooling. If you make fermented black soybeans (shi), then
it becomes cold. If you make jiang or raw sprouts, then its
nature is neutral. When the cattle eat it, it is warming. But
when the horses eat it, it is cooling. So, although it is one
substance, its nature changes. If you parch the beans and eat
them with pork, you may die of suffocation. Small children
should avoid it, but after they are 10 years old they may eat
it. If you eat hempseeds (mazi) or acorns? (hobu) you should
not eat parched soybeans; if you do, you will have scars.
The section titled “sweet melon” notes: Plant sweet
melon together with soybeans. After the soybean seedlings
emerge to a height of 4-5 inches (cun), pinch them off. After
several leaves appear on the melon plants, then you pinch off
the soybean seedlings (doumiao).
The section titled “Season of spring. Agricultural time.
Plant seasonal beans” (dou) states that the common bean
(later called caidou; Phaseolus vulgaris) was called “four
seasons bean” (shijidou). The passage describes what it looks
like, explains that it is a legume (shu), and tells when to plant
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and when to harvest. Its nature (qi) is warm and its flavor
is sweet. See Li 1958 #580. Note 4. The term caidou is not
mentioned. These are the most widely used beans throughout
Latin America and the American Southwest–where they are
known as frijoles. However, they are not widely cultivated
nor used as food in China. (Translated by H.T. Huang, PhD,
Jan. 2003, May 2003).
Bray (1984, p. 451, 629): “Records of the three
departments of agriculture.” Qing dynasty. Preface 1760.
Citing this work from Szechuan, Bray notes that it gives
the first detailed Chinese account of sorghum cultivation
techniques, which are very similar to those for millets.
22. Yonge, Henry. 1766. Re: Certificate to the Society for
the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce,
London. Letter to Dr. Peter Templeman, Secretary to the
Society, London, Dec. 23. 1 p. Printed in Gentleman’s
Magazine (London). May 1767, p. 253.
• Summary: “This is to certify, that the peas or vetches
lately introduced by Mr. Samuel Bowen in this province
from China, were planted by me the last year at Mr. Bowen’s
request, and did yield three crops: and had the frost kept off
one week longer, I should have had a fourth crop, which is
a very extraordinary increase, and must, if attended to and
encouraged, be of great utility and advantage to this and his
Majesty’s other southern American provinces.
“Given under my hand the day and year above written,
Henry Yonge.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that clearly mentions Samuel Bowen in connection with the
cultivation of soybeans (vetches).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) that used the word “vetches” to refer to soybeans or
in connection with Samuel Bowen. On the same page of this
magazine is an article titled “An account of the Luk Taw, or
Chinese vetches, introduced into Georgia from China by Mr.
Samuel Bowen,...” which shows clearly that Chinese Vetches
are, in fact, soybeans.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that clearly refers to soybeans in Georgia, or the thirteen
colonies (which become the United States of America in
1776), or the cultivation of soybeans in Georgia, or the USA.
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Georgia, or the thirteen colonies (which later became the
United States of America), or the cultivation of soybeans in
Georgia, or the USA (about May 1765). The source of these
soybeans was China, whence Samuel Bowen brought them
to Georgia. Yonge must have planted these soybeans in the
early spring of 1765 for them to have had time to yield three
(and almost four) crops of forage, and for Bowen’s first soy
sauce to have been ready to export by May 1766.
Note 4. Talk with Prof. Ted Hymowitz of the University
of Illinois. 1999. April 13. Ted has a print from a microfilm
of the actual letter which is very similar (with minor

changes) to the statement printed in Gentleman’s Magazine,
as cited above. However, Ted’s letter was written by
Templeman to John Campbell, a lawyer in London. Ted has
seen this letter reprinted in 10-12 different places, mostly in
British periodicals, including small regional magazines as
from Scotland.
Note: This is the earliest published letter seen (March
2021) that mentions soy. Address: [Surveyor-General,
province of Georgia], Savannah, Georgia.
23. Bowen, Samuel. 1767. An account of the Luk Taw, or
Chinese vetches, introduced into Georgia from China by Mr.
Samuel Bowen, as appears by a certificate* to the Society
of Arts, &c. from Henry Yonge, Esq; Surveyor General of
Georgia. Gentleman’s Magazine (London) 37:253. May.
Reprinted in Lloyds Evening Post & British Chronicle. May
8-11, 1767. 20:443. And in The London Evening-Post, May
5-7, 1767, p. 1, col. 1. And in Royal Magazine, 6 May 1767,
p. 276-77. And in Universal Magazine, May 1767, p. 266.
• Summary: “The Chinese use these vetches for the
following purposes–From them they prepare an excellent
kind of vermicelli, esteemed by some preferable to the
Italian; nothing keeps better at sea, not being subject to be
destroyed by the weevel [weevil].
“In Canton and other cities of China, they are used for
sallad, and also boiled like greens, or stewed in soup, after
they have been prepared in the following manner: They put
about two quarts of the vetches into a coarse bag, or haircloth bag, that will hold about a peck [2 gallons], and after
keeping them in it a little time in warm water, they lay the
bag on [a] flat grating, or a wooden lattice, placed about half
way down a tub; then every four hours they pour water on
them, and in about 36 or 40 hours they will have sprouted
about 3 inches in length; they are then taken out and dressed
with oil and vinegar, or boiled as other vegetables.
“At sea, where fresh water is valuable, they place a cock
in the bottom of the tub, and draw off the water that drains
from them to moisten them again, so that none is lost.
“Mr. [James] Flint and Mr. Bowen having found them
an excellent antiscorbutic prepared in this manner, was a
principal reason for his introducing them into America, as
it would be a most valuable remedy to prevent or cure the
scurvy amongst the seamen on board his majesty’s ships.
“These vetches are also of great use in warm countries
where grass is scarce, as you may soon raise most excellent
fodder for your cattle, which may be given to them either
green or made into hay, and not thrashed.
“In warm climates they yield four crops a year, each
crop will ripen in 6 weeks; they grow erect in tufts from 18
inches to two feet high.”
Note 1. The certificate referred to in the title appears as a
sidebar below the article and is cited separately as letter from
Henry Yonge to Dr. Templeman dated 23 Dec. 1766. Note
that Yonge is Surveyor-General of Georgia.
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See also the separate record for the letter from Peter
Templeman to Samuel Bowen in thanks for the sample of
Chinese Vetches.
Note 2. This is the second earliest document seen (Jan.
2014; one of two documents) that clearly refers to soybeans
(Chinese vetches) in Georgia, or the thirteen colonies (which
became the United States of America in July 1776), or
the cultivation of soybeans in Georgia, or the USA. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Georgia, or the thirteen colonies (which later became the
United States of America), or the cultivation of soybeans in
Georgia, or the USA (1765). The source of these soybeans
was China, whence Samuel Bowen brought them to Georgia.
Note 3. This is also the second earliest document seen
(Sept. 2014) that mentions cultivation of soybeans in the
Western world (including Europe).
Note 4. If Bowen brought 1 pound of soybeans from
China and if Yonge planted at the rate of 1 bushel (60 lb) to
the acre, he would have needed only one-sixtieth of an acre
to grow the first generation of seed. Since one acre contains
43,560 square feet, Yonge would have needed only 726
square feet, or a square plot about 26 feet on a side. If he got
a yield of 21 bushels/acre (a reasonable estimate), and saved
one bushel to plant the next generation, he would be able
to multiply his original seed 20-fold with each generation.
Thus, 20 lb after 1 generation, 400 lb after 2 generations, and
8,000 lb after 3 generations–which would have been enough
to start making soy sauce in the late fall–an excellent time of
year.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014;
one of two documents) that uses the term “Chinese vetches
to refer to soybeans. It is also the earliest document seen
(July 2014) with the term “Chinese vetches” in the title. The
typical vetch plant, a forage legume, looks neither like a
soybean or a mung bean; it usually has many leaflets per leaf.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
that uses the term “Luk Taw” to refer to soybeans. Talk
with Dr. Eugene Anderson (Prof. of Anthropology at Univ.
of California, Riverside, California), an expert on food in
China. 2003. July 8. The term “Luk Taw” means “green
bean(s)” in Cantonese; in Mandarin (pinyin) the term would
be lüdou. It probably refers to the mung bean. The four most
popular ways of using mung beans today in southern China
(in descending order of popularity) are: As sprouts (served in
many ways), as a source of starch to make thin transparent
noodles / vermicelli known as beanstarch or peastarch
noodles (fensi), boiled with water until they form a thick
gruel which is served as a “cooling” soup, and (rare) made
into a curd somewhat like tofu (Dr. Anderson has heard of
but never seen mung bean curd). Dr. Anderson thinks that
this article clearly seems to be talking about mung beans
rather than soybeans. The first two paragraphs of the article
describe how Luk Taw are used to make vermicelli and
sprouts–a perfect fit with mung beans but not with soybeans.

It is also surprising that soy sauce is not mentioned as a
way of using this crop–since that was the main use to which
Samuel Bowen later put his soybeans. Talk with Dr. Wang,
Head of the Chinese Section, Library of Congress. 2003. July
8. Dr. Wang agrees with everything said by Dr. Anderson.
Talk with Prof. Ted Hymowitz, who first cited this
article in connection with soybeans or with Samuel Bowen
(12 Nov. 2008). Samuel Bowen brought soybeans back from
China, but he clearly didn’t know what the correct name
of these seeds or of the plant they came from. He didn’t
know the difference between a soybean and a mung bean,
or between their respective plants. But the seeds he sent to
the American Philosophical Society were clearly soybeans.
When talking to Henry Yonge he called the plant “Luk Taw,
or Chinese vetches,” but after that he stopped using the term
“Luk Taw” and settled on “Chinese vetches,” a term which
he apparently coined.
Note 7. If this article refers to sprouted soy beans (as we
think it does), this would be the earliest English-language
document seen and the earliest document seen (Nov. 2008)
in the Western world that mentions sprouted soy beans or
soy bean sprouts; it says that the vetches “will have sprouted
about 3 inches in length...” It would also be the earliest
document seen (Dec. 2020) that refers to the antiscorbutic
property of soy bean sprouts–later called vitamin C, or that
mentions what were later called “vitamins” in connection
with soybeans. Both soy-bean sprouts and mung bean
sprouts are good sources of essential vitamins; however
mung bean sprouts contain about 80% more ascorbic acid
per 100 gm (18 mg vs. 10 mg) than soybean sprouts (Duke,
James A. 1981. Handbook of Legumes of World Economic
Importance). Moreover, the word “sallad” meant the same
thing in Bowen’s day that “salad” means today–fresh greens
and vegetables topped with a little oil, etc.
Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
stating that soybeans can be made into hay.
Note 9. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2000)
that mentions James Flint, who was a British interpreter
in China and a close friend of Samuel Bowen. Flint was
imprisoned by the Chinese at Macao from Dec. 1759 to Nov.
1762, then banished forever from China by the Emperor
Ch’ien-lung. Bowen named his first son Samuel Flint Bowen
and his second son James Flint Bowen. They were born in
Savannah, Georgia, in 1769 and 1770 respectively.
Note 10. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2002) that uses the term “erect” to describe the
soybean plant.
Note 11. This is the earliest document seen (Jan.
2003) that mentions the word “fodder” in connection with
soybeans.
Note 12. It seems to be an astonishing coincidence that
two writers used the term “Chinese vetches” first the first
time in the same issue of this London Magazine. Address:
Surveyor-General, province of Georgia, Savannah, Georgia.
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24. Dossie, Robert. 1768. Memoirs of agriculture and other
oeconomical arts. Vol. 1 of 3. London: Printed for J. Nourse.
xxviii + vi + 455 + [17] p. See p. 26, 60, 303. Index.
• Summary: In the section titled “Premiums related to trade
and colonies” (p. 24+) we read, under the year 1766 (p.
26): “For his useful observations in China, and industrious
application of them in Georgia, Mr. Sam Bowen, of Georgia,
a gold medal.”
Page 60: The Society is searching for a more reliable
source of hay or dry fodder for feeding cattle. “The
sentiments, likewise, of the most able persons at home
were given on this subject: and the turnep cabbage, brocole,
white Chinese vetch [soybean], Siberian medicago, furze,
and some others, were recommended, as plants that would
answer this end.”
In Section VI, “Of improvements relating to trade with
the British colonies,” a subsection (p. 303) that discusses
trade with Britain’s colonies states: “There is, in this class,
only one instance of an encouragement given in the way
of a bounty, for any matter where the society have not
advertised premiums relating to the general object. This was
for the applying in America, the knowledge, acquired in
China, of making a preparation of the root of a vegetable,
which may be used as a substitute for Sago. Specimens of
this production were produced to the Society; and approval
of; and a gold medal was given to the gentleman [Samuel
Bowen] who possest [sic, possessed] this secret, on his
declaring it to be his intention, to carry this matter into actual
practice.”
Note 1. A corrected 2nd edition was printed in 1769. The
exact same text as shown above appears on page 67.
Note 2. Published by the Society for the Encouragement
of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, London. The
corporate author is the Society of Arts (Great Britain). Robert
Dossie died in 1777.
Note 3. Page 277: “The cultivation of hemp in our
American dominions was, likewise, thought to be a fit object
of the Society’s encouragement. The same reasons which
have been advanced for the cultivation of hemp in Great
Britain, hold equally good for it in the colonies.”
25. Romans, Bernard. 1775. A concise natural history of East
and West Florida. New York, NY: Printed for the author. 342
p. See p. 122, 130-31. No index. 19 cm. (1) Facsimile edition
reprinted in 1962 by University of Florida Press (Gainesville,
Florida).
• Summary: The subtitle reads: “Containing an account
of the natural produce of all the southern part of British
America, in the three kingdoms of nature, particularly the
animal and vegetable. Likewise, the artificial produce now
raised, or possible to be raised, and manufactured there, with
some commercial and political observations in that part of
the world; and a chorographical account of the same.” Note

1. Webster’s Dictionary defines chorography (derived from
the Greek choros = place, and first used in 1559) as “the art
of describing or mapping a region or district.”
On pages 130-31 Captain Romans discusses various new
crops, and notes that Samuel Bowen’s Chinese vetches were
a species of Dolichos. “6thly, A species of Dolichos lately
introduced into Georgia from China although not properly
a grass, yet it thrives to admiration there and yields four or
five crops per annum, i think it not improper to recommend,
as deserving cultivation for feeding cattle, the more so as all
kinds are fond of it.”
“X. Sago might be here produced as well as in Georgia,
for the tree from which the basis of this drug is taken
abounds particularly in East Florida; every body knows of
what a vast use it is.
“XI. Sesamen or oily grain, This was introduced by
some of the Negroes from the coast of Africa, into Carolina,
and is the best thing yet known for extracting a fine esculent
oil; it will grow in any sandy ground, even luxuriantly, and
yields more oil than any thing we have as yet knowledge
of: Capt. P. M’Kay of Sunbury in Georgia, told me that a
quantity of this seed sent to Philadelphia [Pennsylvania],
yielded him twelve quarts per bushel; incredible as this may
appear, i have the greatest reason to believe him; the first
run of this oil is always transparent, the second expression,
which is procured by the addition of hot water, is muddy,
but on standing it will deposit a white sediment, and become
as limpid as the first; this oil is at first of a slightly pungent
taste, but soon loses that and will never grow rancid even if
left exposed to the air; the Negroes use it as food, either raw,
toasted, or boiled in their soups and are very fond of it, they
call it Benni.
“All the culture it requires is to be sown in drills about
eighteen inches apart and by frequent hoeings to be kept
clean.”
Next (p. 131) Romans claims that slaves introduced the
ground nut [peanut] into South Carolina: “XII. The ground
nut also introduced by the Blacks from Guinea, is next after
this [sesamen = sesame seeds] for its easy cultivation, a good
kind of oil that does not soon grow rancid, and the great
quantity in yields; but the earth does not produce the seed
in such plenty as the last, and it takes up more room.” Many
other crops, including buckwheat, sweet potatoes, peas,
Guinea corn, etc. are also discussed.
This book is dedicated to John Ellis of London. Among
the subscribers to the book was John Fothergill (MD, F.R.S.,
London). The author, Bernard Romans, lived 1720-1784.
Born in the Netherlands, he migrated as a youth to England,
then to North America in 1757. He may have arrived in
Florida as early as 1760. He worked as a surveyor in Florida
and Georgia, and acquired land in both states.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet
in) Florida.
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Note 3. This is the third earliest English-language
document seen (March 2021) that refers to sesame seeds,
which it calls “Sesamen or oily grain.” It is the earliest
English-language document seen (March 2021) that uses the
word “Benni” to refer to sesame seeds. Address: Florida.
26. Staunton, George Thomas. comp. 1797. An historical
account of the embassy to the Emperor of China, undertaken
by order of the King of Great Britain;... London: Printed for
John Stockdale. xv + 475 p. Illust.
• Summary: In Chapter 9, “Embassy lands near Tongchoo-foo. Proceeds through Pekin to a Palace in the
neighborhood...” states (p. 269): “The lands, as on the
other side of Tiensing [Tientsin / Tianjin], were many of
them covered with millet, which with rice, and some corn,
are the principal objects of cultivation; yet the, people
have experienced the dreadful effects of famine from
the destruction of locusts, or the fall of torrents from the
mountains. In some spots were seen growing a species of the
dolichos, not very dissimilar to the kidney bean; in others
fields of beans, and various kinds of pulse; and likewise
sesamum, and other plants whose seeds produce oil.”
In the same chapter, page 294 states: “The enclosures
were few; and but few cattle to enclose; pasturage ground
was rare; the animals for food and tillage being foddered and
fed chiefly in stalls. Straw cut small and mixed with beans
[probably black soybeans] was the food for horses.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021) that
mentions the use of straw as a feed for animals.
Note 2. George Leonard Staunton (1737-1801), was a
diplomatist and Orientalist.
Note 3. OCLC / WorldCat says this 1797 work by
Staunton is owned by 73 libraries worldwide. It lists another
author as George Macartney. Address: Sir, Bart, England.
27. A complete view of the Chinese empire: Exhibited in
a geographical description of that country, a dissertation
on its antiquity, and a genuine and copious account of Earl
Macartney’s Embassy from the King of Great Britain to the
Emperor of China. 1798. London: Printed and published by
G. Cawthorn, British Library,... lxxii + 456 p.
• Summary: In Chapter 11, “Progress along the Pei-Ho river
to Pekin” [Peking]... we read (p. 279, about the area near
Tientsin / Tianjin): “The millet was often planted in parallel
lines, having between them rows of a lesser grain and lower
stems, either the panicum italicum, or panicum crusgalli,
which is sheltered by the millet, and when that is cut down,
it ripens in its turn, and is cut down also. In small vacancies
was planted a species of dolichos [soybeans], somewhat
similar to the kidney-bean. In some places fields of beans
were seen, and several of sesamum, and other plants, whose
seeds yield oil used in cookery. All the fields were carefully
weeded, and each looked as neat as a garden. The present
crop of corn and pulse was the second produce of the year.

In dry situations wheat flourished best, and in moist the rice.”
Note 1. These soybeans, planted in small vacancies, may
have been harvested as green vegetable soybeans.
Chapter 12, “Embassy disembarks near Tong-choo-foo.
Goes to Pekin...” describes the area near Peking and states
(p. 308): “The autumn crop at this place consisted of Indian
corn and small millet. As there were but few cattle, there
were not many inclosures. Scarcely any fields were seen
in pasturage. The animals, as well for food as labour, were
mostly fed in stalls, and fodder gathered for them. The horses
chiefly subsisted on beans [probably black soybeans], and
the finest straw cut small.”
Note: George Leonard Staunton (1737-1801), was a
diplomatist and Orientalist. Address: Sir, Bart [Baronet],
England.
28. Buconjic, Andrija. 1804. Monografija Dubrovnika
1800-1810 godina [Monograph of Dubrovnik, 1800-1810].
Dubrovnik. See p. 126-28. Handwritten. Unpublished
manuscript. [Scc]*
• Summary: Prof. Ted Hymowitz of the University of
Illinois reads the following (20 Dec. 1994) from a translation
he had made of this undated hand-written unpublished
manuscript written in Cyrillic characters. It was sent to
him by Bogdan Belic (a real scholar) who found it in the
library of a monastery. The scene takes place in Dubrovnik:
“Sister Lucia was in charge of providing victuals for the
Holy Church. Each day she would go the marketplace
accompanied by Sister Angela and they would bring in foods
that we did not grow in our garden. One day she brought
yellow beans that were different from those we had. The next
day I went with Sister Lucia to the marketplace to hear with
my own ears of the qualities of the yellow beans. We soon
found Donna Maria and talked to her. She told me she had
grown yellow beans for years, and she served them every
Friday when the entire family fasted and on church holidays.
She instructed me to fry or boil the yellow beans, mix them
with barley or corn grain, and feed the mixture to chickens.
They would then lay those beautiful eggs, even two a day,
like those from her basket.”
Donna Maria then told friar Bucojnic: “I was given
the seeds by captain Luca, our neighbor in the village of
Konavlje, and he had brought the seeds from a long journey
to a far-away country called China. Ask captain Luca; he will
tell you more. He calls the seeds ‘soybeans’ and in Konavlje
we call them ‘yellow beans.’ So the next day the friar visited
captain Luca, who said: “These seeds are called soybeans
in China. I brought some in 1804 and planted them in my
garden, the way my friends from China advised me. I gave
a handful of seeds to my marriage witness, who lives in the
town of Capljina, and he planted them in his garden the same
year. ‘In 3 months the plants grew that high,’ said captain
Luca with pride.
“In the year of our Lord 1805 I [captain Luca] brought
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three sacks of soybean seeds from China, yellow, black, and
red, and gave them to my friends in Konavlje, Ploce, and
Capljina. They planted them after my instructions and fed
them to chickens and other poultry belonging to members of
their households. In 4 years the people multiplied soybeans
and traded one oki [an old unit of volume] for 3 okis of
barley, and 3½ to 4 okis of corn. In the year of our Lord 1808
there was enough soybean seed to plant the entire Konavlje
field, spoke captain Luca exaltingly.”
“The captain’s house was full of various seeds from all
over the world, because on his travels he would collect any
seeds he could get. I took for myself and my church garden
several kinds seeds, including 3 soybeans, black, yellow,
and reddish. I planted them right away and attended them
strictly as captain Luca had instructed me. I watered the
soybeans the way I used to water common beans, tended and
cared for them, and around the time of Assumption [August
15, observed in commemoration of the Assumption of the
Virgin Mary] I noticed very nice flowers of white and pink
on the plants. The black-seeded kind, the one that captain
Luca called fajolla, was the first to flower, followed by the
yellow kind, and finally the reddish one [these could be azuki
beans].
“The Holy Father, Dominic, took notice of my frequent
goings to the garden. And when I explained to him the
reason why, he said that it was a gift of God to this world,
and that I should preach from the altar and direct the people
to plant soybeans and teach them how to use them. I acted
accordingly, and in the first week of October I prepared
an hour-long lecture to explain to the people how to tend
soybeans. I also informed the village chiefs of that novelty
and bid them to teach their people about soybeans. They
accepted and spread the word of the gift of God. Captain
Luca instructed the villagers enthusiastically how to tend
these seeds because it was on his own merit that now our
chickens lay two eggs a day instead of one, as they used to.”
Note 1. I. Kolak et al. of Zagreb (1992, p. 76) state
the following about this document: “Soybean seed was
introduced from China by sailors from Dubrovnik for
the first time in 1800 and, the same year it was planted
in Dubrovnik, Konavle, Slano and Ston under the name
“Chinese yellow beans.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
concerning soybeans in Croatia or Eastern Europe, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Croatia or Eastern Europe. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Croatia or Eastern Europe, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Croatia or Eastern Europe (1800). The source of these
soybeans was China.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
concerning the feeding of soybeans or soy products to
chickens.
Note 4. Dubrovnik, a center of art and literature in the
Middle Ages, is the site of a 15th century palace and a 17th

century cathedral. It was an independent republic until it was
conquered by Napoleon in 1808. It was part of Napoleon’s
Illyrian Provinces from 1809-1813, then passed to Austria
in 1814. Croatia helped Austria put down a Hungarian
Revolution in 1848-48 and as a result Croatia was set up
with Slavonia as a separate Austrian crownland named
Croatia and Slavonia, which was reunited to Hungary as part
of Ausgleich in 1867 and set up as a Hungarian crownland.
In 1918, with the collapse of Austria-Hungary, it became part
of the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. In 1931
the name was officially changed to Yugoslavia. In June 1991
Dubrovnik became part of Croatia, when Croatia declared
independence from Yugoslavia. Address: Friar, Church of St.
Luka Marunic, Dubrovnik.
29. Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India,
Proceedings and Report (Calcutta). 1844. Presentations to
the gardens and museums. 3(Part 2):170. Meeting of Aug.
14.
• Summary: These “Monthly Proceedings of the Society”
are bound in the back of: Journal of the Agricultural &
Horticultural Society of India, Vol. 3.
“1. A small assortment of Chinese seeds, consisting of
peas, beans, maize, cypress, &c. Presented by H. Torrens on
behalf of Capt. H. Bigge.
“In this communication, forwarding these seeds,
Capt. Bigge makes the following remarks in regard to one
description of Pea: “Of the esculents the large White Pea is deserving of this
notoriety, that it forms the staple of the trade of Changhair
[probably Shanghai] or nearly so, to the astonishing amount
of 10 millions of Dollars, or 2½ millions sterling. This I give
on the authority of the Rev. Mr. Medhurst, of Changhair and
Mr. Thom, H.M. Consul at Ningpo.
“The peas are ground in a mill and then pressed, in a
somewhat complicated, though as usual in China, a most
efficient press, by means of wedges driven under the outer
part of the frame-work with mallets. No description would
suffice without a drawing [no drawing is shown]. The oil is
used both for eating and burning [in lamps for illumination],
more for the latter purpose however, and the cake–packed
like large Gloucester cheeses, or small grindstones in circular
shape–is distributed throughout China in every direction both
as food for pigs and buffaloes, as also for manure.”
Note 1. The “large White pea” is clearly the soybean.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2016) that mentions the soybean as a source of
oil–”used both for eating and burning.”
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
concerning the use of soy bean oil in lamps for illumination
or lighting.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2016) that describes the traditional Chinese wedge
press.
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Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2002)
that mentions soybeans as a feed for pigs.
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions soybean cake which it calls
“the cake.” Its appearance and uses are described.
Note 7. Rev. W.H. Medhurst wrote a Chinese and
English Dictionary published in 1842-43 and 1847.
30. Moore’s Rural New Yorker. 1853. The Japan pea. 4(7):54.
Feb. 12.
• Summary: “The attention of horticulturists has been
directed to a new pea, which, on account of the source from
which it was received, is called the Japan pea. Samples of
them have been sent to the Massachusetts Horticultural
Society, by Mr. A.H. Ernst, who has grown them in his
garden, near Cincinnati, Ohio, the past season.
“The account of their transmission into American hands
is, that a Japan vessel in distress was encountered by an
American vessel, which took off the crew and some of the
stores, landing them at San Francisco, California. Among
other things were some of these peas, which falling into
the hands of Dr. [Benjamin Franklin] Edwards, of Alton,
Illinois, he handed them over to J.H. Sadd, a distinguished
horticulturist, by whom they were placed at the disposal
of the Horticultural Society of Cincinnati. Mr. Ernst, who
has successfully cultivated them, speaks of their being a
peculiar plant, of an upright, stiff form, branching much,–the
leaves large, light green and downy beneath. The flower is
small, lilac-colored, the seed pods numerous, small, and
wooly, grow in clusters, and are very productive. Its bearing
propensities are large, the plant attaining good size, which
it is believed will adapt it for field culture. They mature
fully on the Ohio River, and it is believed that they may be
introduced into general cultivation.
“Mr. J.E. Teschemacher, the botanist at the Mass. Hort.
Society furnishes the following information which will be
found interesting:
“The plant alluded to by Mr. Ernst is Cajanus bicolor,
a native of the East Indies, Amboyna, Japan, &c.; flowers
small, interior yellow, vexillum purple, erect shrub,
pubescent [hairy], nearest in alliance to the Lupinus. The
seeds are good to eat and, when young, very delicate. On
soaking the round seeds for an hour in moderately hot water,
they take exactly the form and appearance of the common
white bean, become quite tender, and have a pure and
delicious nutty and oily flavor. The whole plant, with the
seed, is excellent for fattening hogs and cattle.
“There is one other species, Cajanus flavus, common in
South America and the West Indies, where it is sometimes
used for a fence to sugar plantations. In Jamaica, this species
is much used for feeding pigeons, and is there called the
Pigeon-pea. In Martinique the seed is much esteemed for the
table.
“Being a tropical plant, it would hardly stand our

winters. Yet, from the observations of Mr. Ernst, it is not
improbable that our climate might admit of an annual harvest
of the seed, which seems to be so abundantly produced as to
make an experiment highly interesting.”
In summary, Dr. Benjamin Franklin Edwards, in San
Francisco, probably examined quarantined Japanese on the
barque Auckland and received soybeans, called Japan peas,
as a gift. This is the key document describing how soybeans
got to California, and then to the Midwest.
First cited by Hymowitz. 1987. Introduction of the
Soybean to Illinois. Economic Botany 41(1):28-32.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Ohio (one of two
documents).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in California (one of two documents).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Illinois (one of two documents).
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) with the term “Japan pea” in the title. It
clearly explains the origin of the term. At least seven other
documents published in 1853, after this one, also mention the
Japan pea.
Note 5. Mr. Teschemacher’s identification of this plant
seems to be mistaken. Prof. Ted Hymowitz notes (personal
communication, 18 Oct. 1991): “The descriptions by
Teschemacher and others of the Japan Pea clearly point to
the soybean. Cajanus bicolor DC is a synonym for Cajanus
cajan (L.) Millsp., the common pigeon pea cultivated
throughout the tropics. Obviously Mr. Teschemacher has
confused the pigeon pea with the soybean. The pigeon pea
could not possibly produce seed in Ohio, Massachusetts, etc.
In addition, the plant that Teschemacher saw is described
as reaching a height of 2 to 4 feet–typical heights for
the soybean. Pigeon peas (except for recently developed
dwarf types) reach a height of from 6 to 10 feet or more.
In sum, no one pays much attention to Mr. Teschemacher’s
identification. Thus it is not mentioned in the modern
literature.”
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the word “pubescent” in
connection with the soybean.
Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that contains the term “Pigeon-pea”
(or “Pigeon-peas” or “Pigeon pea”)–even though the
identification is mistaken.
Note 8. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021), published in the USA, which states that
whole soybeans are good to eat.
Note 9. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2021) that mentions soybeans as a feed for
“hogs.” A hog is a domestic pig or swine which weighs more
than 120 pounds. Address: Rochester, New York.
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31. Teschemacher, J.E. 1853. Japan pea. J. of the New-York
State Agricultural Society 3(12):100. April. [1 ref]
• Summary: “’Japan Pea,’ received from A.H. Ernst,
Esq., Cincinnati [Ohio], and noticed in our last number.
Prof. Teschemacher, the Botanist of the Massachusetts
Horticultural Society, gives the following account of it,
which has been kindly furnished us by Eben Wight, Esq.,
Secretary of the Society: ‘My Dear Sir–The plant alluded to
by Mr. Ernst, is Cajanus bicolor, a native of the East Indies,
Amboyna, Japan, &c.; flower small, interior yellow, vexillum
purple, erect shrub, pubescent, nearest in alliance to Lupinus.
The seeds are good to eat, and, when young, very delicate.
On soaking the round seeds for an hour in moderately hot
water, they take exactly the form and appearance of the
common white bean, become quite tender, and have a pure
and delicious nutty and oily flavor. The whole plant, with the
seed, is excellent for fattening hogs and cattle.
“’There is one other species, Cajanus flavus, common
in South America and the West Indies, where it is sometimes
used for a fence to sugar plantations. In Jamaica this species
is much used for feeding pigeons, and is there called the
Pigeon-pea. In Martinique the seed is much esteemed for the
table.
“’Being a tropical plant, it would hardly stand our
winters. Yet, from the observations of Mr. Ernst, it is not
improbable that our climate might admit of an annual harvest
of the seed, which seems to be so abundantly produced as to
make an experiment highly interesting. Most truly yours, J.E.
Teschemacher. Boston, 19th Jan., 1853.’” Address: Botanist
of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston.
32. Briggs, J.W. 1853. Letters received [by B.P. Johnson,
Corresponding Secretary, concerning the Japan Pea]. J. of the
New-York State Agricultural Society 4(7):59. Nov.
• Summary: Letter is undated. “Hon. B.P. Johnson: Dear
Sir–I ought, ere this, to have written you, in relation to the
seeds you were so kind as to send me last spring.
“1st. The ‘Japan Pea,’ (or more properly a bean,) I have
found to be very prolific, requiring a long season to mature,
producing over a thousand fold; they are not yet sufficiently
dry, though I think ripe enough for seed. I did not plant as
early as I might have done with safety by about two weeks.”
Note: This is one of the earliest documents seen (June
2007) concerning cultivation of soybeans in New York.
Address: West Macedon, New York.
33. Jackson, J.R. 1854. The Japan bean. Prairie Farmer
14(111):120. March.
• Summary: “Mr. Editor:–I have seen various notices in
different agricultural journals respecting the Japan bean, and
as we should all try to enlighten one another, I will contribute
my mite. I have raised two crops of them and find them very
productive. I began with three beans, and the first year I got
nearly a pint, which I planted in May, and I have now got

about two bushels.
“I have tried them for table use, but I cannot say that
I consider that they are a great acquisition there. They are
tender after being boiled for a long time but will not break
to pieces. They resemble peas in flavor, which will be a
recommendation to some persons. Perhaps if we knew how
to cook them they would be better; but as far as I have tried
them either for soup or baking, they are far behind the small
white beans.
“I think that they will be profitable to cultivate for cattle,
that is if they possess fattening qualities. My cattle eat the
small stalks, and seem to be quite fond of them.
“I found them difficult to thresh and clean, but they do
shatter out in hauling. They will stand wet after being cut
much better than other beans. Part of my crop was out in
enough wet to have spoiled white beans entirely.
“I planted mine in a field of drilled corn, and tended
them the same way, with hoe and plow. The drills were about
five feet apart and the plant three to six inches in the drill.
Many of them were over three feet high and so strong that
I found a shingling hatchet the best tool to cut them with. I
intend to sow some broadcast next spring and try to mow
them for fodder before they are quite ripe.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Iowa, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Iowa. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Iowa, of the cultivation of soybeans in Iowa
(probably about May 1852, in Davenport, Iowa).
Note 2. When did the author plant his first soybeans?
He is writing in March 1854, at the end of winter. He clearly
planted his second crop in May 1853, probably at Davenport,
Iowa. He probably planted his first crop of 3 beans in the
spring of 1852. This date fits with the account by Hymowitz
(1987) in “The Introduction of the Soybean to Illinois,”
who notes that Dr. Benjamin Franklin Edwards of Alton,
Illinois, “gave the soybean seeds [that he had brought from
San Francisco, California, where he obtained them from
shipwrecked Japanese] to Mr. John H. Lea of Alton, who
planted them in his garden in the summer of 1851. After
harvesting his soybean seeds, Lea distributed them to various
places. For example, Mr. J.R. Jackson of Davenport, Iowa,
grew soybeans in 1852 and 1853. Thus Jackson is the first
person to report growing soybeans in Iowa, now a major
soybean producing state.”
Note 3. This is earliest document seen (June 2021) that
uses the term “Japan bean” to refer to the soybean.
Note 4. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2021) which states that someone in the USA ate whole
soybeans that had been cooked (boiled for a long time); he
was not much impressed.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that uses the word “shatter” (or “shattered,” “shattering,” or
“shatters”) in connection with soybeans (“they do shatter out
in hauling”).
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First cited by Hymowitz. 1987. Introduction of the
Soybean to Illinois. Economic Botany 41(1):28-32. Address:
Davenport, Iowa.
34. Ernst, A.H. 1854. The Japan pea. Report of the
Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. p. 224-25. For the
year 1853.
• Summary: “The Japan Pea, in which so much interest has
been manifested in this country for a year or two past, from
its hardihood to resist drought and frost, together with its
enormous yield, appears to be highly worthy of the attention
of agriculturists.
“This plant is stated to be of Japan origin, having been
brought to San Francisco about three years since, and thence
into Illinois and Ohio. Its habit of growth is bushy, upright,
woody, and stiff, branching near the ground, and attaining a
height of three or four feet. The leaflets are large, resembling
those of an ordinary bean, occurring in sets of three, with
long quadrangular stems. The flowers, which are small and
white, but rather inconspicuous, sometimes having purple
centres, grow in thick clusters, nearly covering the principal
branches of the plant, are succeeded by downy pods, from an
inch to an inch and a half in length, each containing from one
to three compressed oval beans, when green, but unmarked,
and of a buff color, resembling peas when dry. The stalks
appear to be too woody for fodder in a dried state, though
they may be used as such, together with the large thick
leaves, when green. The excellency of the seed, at maturity,
when properly cooked, for winter food, both for man and
animals, has been fully tested, notwithstanding contradictory
statements have been made.
“This product will grow well on moderately fertile,
as well as on rich soils, and may be planted in the latitude
of Washington [probably D.C.], one seed in a place, at the
distance of three feet apart, from the last of April to the first
of July. It seems to be well adapted to plant, as an after-crop,
on land which has been cultivated with early potatoes or
peas, or to supply the vacancies in a corn-field caused by
birds or worms.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2003) that uses the term “habit of growth” (or
“growth habit”) in connection with soybeans. Note that the
habit of growth was described as “bushy, upright, woody,
and stiff,...” rather than viny.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2002)
that uses the term “bushy” to describe the soybean plant.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2007) indicating that soybeans are a droughtresistant plant. Address: Cincinnati, Hamilton County, Ohio.
35. Simmonds, Peter Lund. 1854. The commercial products
of the vegetable kingdom, considered in their various uses to
man and their relation to the arts and manufactures; forming
a practical treatise & handbook of reference for the colonist,

manufacturer, merchant, and consumer... London: T.F.A.
Day. xix + 668 p. See p. 313. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Pulse” we read (p. 313).
“The well known sauce, Soy, is made in some parts of the
East, from a species of the Dolichos bean (Soja hispida),
which grows in China and Japan. In Java it is procured
from the Phaseolus radiatus. The beans are boiled soft,
with wheat or barley of equal quantities, and left for three
months to ferment; salt and water are then added, when the
liquor is pressed and strained. Good soy is agreeable when
a few years old; the Japan soy is superior to the Chinese.
Large quantities are shipped for England and America. The
Dolichos bean is much cultivated in Japan, where various
culinary articles are prepared from it; but the principal are a
sort of butter, termed mico [miso] and a pickle called sooja
[shoyu].
“1,108 piculs of soy were shipped from Canton in 1844,
for London, British India, and Singapore. 100 jars, or about
50 gallons of soy, were received at Liverpool in 1850. The
price is about 6s. per gallon in the London market.”
One page earlier, the section on “Pulse” states (p. 312):
Of leguminous grains there are various species cultivated
and used by the Asiatics, as the Phaseolus Mungo [mung
bean], P. Max [soya bean], and P. radiatus [probably azuki
bean], which contains much alimentary matter; the earth-nut
(Arachis hypogaea), which buries its pods under ground after
flowering.”
“Captain H. Biggs [sic, Bigge], in a communication to
the Agri.-Hort Soc. [Agricultural & Horticultural Society] of
India, in 1845 [sic, Aug. 1844], states that of the esculents
a large white pea forms the staple of the trade of Shanghae
[Shanghai], or nearly so, to the astonishing amount of two
and a-half millions sterling. This he gives on the authority
of the Rev. Mr. Medhurst, of Shanghae, and Mr. Thoms [sic,
Thom], British Consul at Ningpo. These peas are ground in
a mill and then pressed, in a somewhat complicated, though,
as usual in China, a most efficient press, by means of wedges
driven under the outer parts of the framework with mallets.
The oil is used both for eating and burning, more for the
latter purpose, however, and the cake, like large Gloucester
cheese, or small grindstones in circular shape, is distributed
about China in every direction, both as food for pigs and
buffaloes, as also for manure.”
Note 1. The “large white pea” is clearly the soybean.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014)
that uses the spelling “Shanghae.”
In the chapter titled “Oleaginous plants” we read (p.
512): “In Japan a kind of butter, called mijo, [sic, miso] is
obtained from a species of the Dolichos bean (Dolichos
soja).
Also discusses: Almonds and almond oil (p. 510, 533).
Wheat gluten (221, 234, 264). Hemp and hemp oil (p. 510).
Sesame or teel, sesame oil, black til, and gingelie oil (p. 511,
533-34). “The export of linseed and rapeseed cakes from
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Stettin” (p. 564).
Note 3. Peter L. Simmonds lived 1814-1897.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2003) that uses the words “gingelie” or “teel” to
refer to “sesame.”
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2016) that uses the word “Oleaginous” or the
term “Oleaginous plants” in connection with the soybean.
Oil derived from the soybean is also mentioned. Address:
England.
36. T.V.P. [T.V. Peticolas]. 1855. Japan pea. Country
Gentleman 5(15):232. April 12. Whole no. 119. Also
published in The Cultivator 3(5):159. May. Series 3.
• Summary: “... on the subject of the Japan Pea, or rather
Bean. I have cultivated it for the last three years, and
have disseminated it from Canada to Texas. It produces
abundantly in common corn ground, planted six inches apart
in the row, and the rows from 18 inches to two feet apart–
wide enough to hoe or use a small cultivator. When eaten
a few times they are pleasant enough, but have very little
flavor–better when mixed with other beans. Before cooking,
they must be soaked at least twenty-four hours. They are
inconvenient to use green, being so difficult to hull. Chickens
are very fond of them, and hogs devour them with great
gusto. I think they would do for a field crop sown broadcast
in good soil.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Canada or in Texas. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Canada or
Texas (April 1855). These soybeans may well have been
grown in Canada and/or in Texas, but we cannot be certain of
that.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (March 2021) that mentions green vegetable
soybeans; it notes “They are inconvenient to use green, being
so difficult to hull.”
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning the feeding of soybeans or soy products to
chickens in the United States.
Note 4. Letter from Ted Hymowitz. 1994. May 18. He
says this man’s full name is T.V. Peticolas. He probably
received his soybean seeds from A.H. Ernst. His evaluation
of soybeans as a potential new crop was amazingly astute
(Hymowitz 1987, p. 31). Address: Mount Carmel, [Clermont
Co.], Ohio.
37. T.V.P. 1855. Japan pea. Cultivator (The) 3(5):159. May.
Third Series.
• Summary: Reprinted from The Country Gentleman.
1855. April 12. p. 32. “... on the subject of the Japan Pea,
or rather Bean. I have cultivated it for the last three years,
and have disseminated it from Canada to Texas. It produces
abundantly in common corn ground, planted six inches apart

in the row, and the rows from 18 inches to two feet apart–
wide enough to hoe or use a small cultivator. When eaten
a few times they are pleasant enough, but have very little
flavor–better when mixed with other beans. Before cooking,
they must be soaked at least twenty-four hours. They are
inconvenient to use green, being so difficult to hull. Chickens
are very fond of them, and hogs devour them with great
gusto. I think they would do for a field crop sown broadcast
in good soil.” Address: Mount Carmel, Ohio.
38. Herndon, Jno. [John] B. 1855. To the editors of the
Louisville Bulletin: The Japan pea. Louisville Bulletin
(Kentucky). Nov. Letter dated 1 Nov. 1855.
• Summary: “Gentlemen: I obtained from the Commissioner
of Patents last spring two seeds of this fruitful vegetable
(reported to be a native of Japan), from the product of which
we raised this season one gallon of peas–or one thousand
pods, containing aggregately three thousand seeds. Its habit
of growth is bushy, upright, woody, and stiff, branching
near the ground, and attaining a height of three or four feet.
The leaflets are large, resembling those of an ordinary bean,
occurring in sets of three, with long, quadrangular stems. The
flowers, which are small and white, but rather inconspicuous,
sometimes having purple centers, grow in thick clusters,
nearly covering the principal branches of the plant, and are
succeeded by downy pods, from an inch to an inch and a
half in length, each containing from one to three compressed
oval beans, when green, but unmarked and of a buff color,
resembling peas when dry. The stalks appear to be too
woody for fodder in a dried state, though they may be used
as such, together with the large thick beans, when green. The
excellency of the seed at maturity, when properly cooked, for
winter food, both for man and animals, has been fully tested.
“This product may be planted in this latitude, one seed
in a place, at the distance of three feet apart, from the last of
April to the first of July.
“In short, taking this plant altogether, it is one of the
finest productions I ever saw; and I am satisfied, from its
hardihood to resist drought and frost, together with its
enormous yield, that it will prove a great acquisition to the
farmers of the Valley of the Mississippi.
“Jno B. Herndon, Mayslick, Ky., Nov. 1, 1855.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Kentucky, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Kentucky. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Kentucky, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Kentucky (spring 1855, at Mayslick).
Note 2. Talk with Heather Pritchard, Library Technician,
Periodicals and Microforms, William T. Young Library,
University of Kentucky at Lexington. 2004. Jan. 14. This is
a rare newspaper, published once daily except Sundays. The
official title printed on each issue is the Louisville Evening
Bulletin, but almost all letters to the editor are addressed
to the Louisville Bulletin. During the 1980s the Kentucky
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Newspaper Project made every effort to locate as many
issues as possible; when they could find no more, in Dec.
1985, they created a microfilm of the surviving ones. About
half of all issues in 1855 have been lost. Each issue in 1855
consisted of 6 pages, of which 3 were advertisements, with
only a few letters to the editor in each issue. Today Heather
looked very carefully, twice, through every non-ad page
of every existing issue in November and December 1855,
paying special attention to the letters to the editor. The issues
for Nov. 1, 3, 6, 8, 13, 14, etc. are missing. She could not find
the original published letter. Fortunately Soyfoods Center
has a photocopy of the original that still exists at the National
Archives in a letter that Herndon wrote to the Agricultural
Div. of the Patent Office in 1856.
Location of that letter: Letters and Reports of the
Agricultural Division of the Patent Office, 1839-60. Vol. 10.
p. 779-80. Feb. 14, 1856. Address: Mayslick, Kentucky.
39. F.D. 1856. Japan pea. Country Gentleman 7(9):144. Feb.
28. Reprinted in Cultivator, Series 3, 3:125-26. April.
• Summary: “Perhaps you or some of your many
correspondents, can inform me whether any reliable
experiments have been made with the Japan pea, to
determine its value as a food for stock? Hogs seem to be
very fond of it, and I observe cattle eat the hulls with a good
relish, but how far it possesses any value as a nutritious
and economical food for any kind of stock, is the question I
shall be glad to have answered. It is easy of cultivation, very
prolific, and from the density of its shade, keeps the ground
clean of weeds, advantages which would render it a desirable
plant to the farmer provided it contains the elements of a
good food for stock.” Address: New Richmond, Ohio.
40. American Farmer. 1856. The Japan pea. 11:283. March.
• Summary: “The editors of the Philadelphia Ledger have
recently seen a plant from one of these peas, raised by W.L.
Shaffer, Esq., the Cashier of the Girard Bank [Philadelphia?],
which had upon its branches about four hundred and fifty
pods, the largest portion of which contained from two
to three peas each, or yielding about one thousand per
cent. This from a single pea from a single year’s growth,
is something worthy of notice. If each pea possessed the
qualities of reproduction in the same degree, we should have
in the second year’s growth nearly half a million pods and a
million of peas.”
41. Southern Cultivator. 1856. Japan pea (Letter to the
editor). 14(3):99. March.
• Summary: From: Pittsburg Western Horticulturist:
“Several years ago we received this bean (wrongly called
a pea,) from a correspondent in Europe, who spoke of it as
something new in the leguminous way. Since then it has been
distributed by the Patent Office, and highly recommended
for domestic use and as food for stock. This season we

have grown it in sufficient quantity to test its value for
either purpose. Unless it possesses hidden virtues it is not
worth cultivating, and may be classed with the number of
horticultural humbugs lately imposed upon the public desire
for novelty.”
A description of the plant and its beans (the size and
shape of a “Tom Thumb Pea”) is given. In Pittsburg “our
seasons are too short for its growth. It is totally unfit for
food while green, and not superior to the common pea when
ripe. Animals have no relish for the stalks, especially after
the fruit is ripe; and when we consider that it is a great
impoverisher of the soil, it is an injury to cultivate it as a
crop.”
42. A.C. 1856. Japan and Oregon peas–Vineyards, etc (Letter
to the editor). Southern Cultivator 14(4):116. April.
• Summary: “Editors Southern Cultivator–Did you plant any
of those Japan peas? If you have not, take my advice and
leave them alone. A friend made me a present of a half pint
last spring, and I planted them very carefully; they grew very
luxuriantly, bore a fine crop of hairy pods, each containing
two peas, which, by the way, are very difficult to shell out.
I was induced to try a dish of them. When they came on the
table each pea was like a buck-shot. I have since tried them
by boiling from breakfast until dinner, with very little better
success; in flavor they are no better than our common cow
pea. As fodder they will not compare with that valuable
plant; for the stems are like young hickories, and the pods
like sheet iron with wool over it. The pea is not unlike the
ordinary marrow-fat pea; the pods grow thickly and closely
along the main stem.
“With the Oregon Pea I am well pleased.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in South Carolina, or the cultivation
of soybeans in South Carolina. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in South Carolina, or the
cultivation of soybeans in South Carolina (April 1856). The
source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: Woodward,
South Carolina.
43. F.D. 1856. Inquiries and answers: Japan pea. Cultivator
(The) 4(4):125-26. April. Third Series.
• Summary: First printed in Country Gentleman, 28 Feb.
1856, p. 144–which see. Address: New Richmond, Ohio.
44. American Farmer (The) (Baltimore, Maryland). 1856. To
correspondents [Japan pea]. 11(11):339. May.
• Summary: “We cannot at present answer his question
whether the Japan Pea ‘is fit for table use, or only intended
for stock and green fallow’–perhaps some of our readers can.
We have seen a warning against it, as being worthless for the
table, and not as good as other varieties for stock.”
45. Richmond Daily Whig (Virginia). 1856. The Japan pea.
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Dec. 27. p. 3, col. 1.
• Summary: “The Japan pea is much recommended by Mr.
Thomas Maslin, of Moorefield, Hardy county, Virginia. He
says that from six Japanese peas sent to him in 1854, which
were not cultivated in a way to give much hope of success,
the product first season was 7,350, or an average of 1,225
to each stalk. The next year he planted two ounces of the
beans, many of which were destroyed in their growth by the
cut-worm, but the product was about five bushels, after the
family had used what had been wanted in the green state. He
further remarks:
“They grow up in a stiff stalk about the size of a man’s
finger, and throw out branches from the ground up, and every
branch is completely covered with pods, which contain three
or four peas, and form a bush nearly as large as a flour barrel.
When green, they are about the size and shape of a corn
bean. I counted some stalks this fall that had 2,500 to 3,000
peas, and have seen as much as one hundred pods upon
branches not a foot long. I have no doubt that they will yield
five times as much per acre as any other grain or vegetable
I have ever seen. They are fine for table use, either green or
dry, but particularly so when dry, and have no doubt but they
will be valuable for stock, as my fowls and the rats eat them
in preference to corn.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that uses the term “Japanese peas” (or “Japanese pea”) to
refer to soybeans. This term seems to have been derived from
“Japan pea” (see start of article).
46. L. 1856. Japan peas. Cultivator (The) 4:376. Dec. Third
Series.
• Summary: The writer asks how to cultivate the Japan peas
that he received from the Patent Office. “The Japan pea is
a bushy, upright plant, growing 3 or more feet in height,
and branching near the ground. To secure large and showy
plants, the seed should be planted one in a hill at a distance
of about 3 feet. It will not probably ripen its seed as far north
as Ulster, but if it does, you may cook it for your own use, if
fond of peas, or feed it to your pigs.” Address: Ulster County,
New York.
47. Danforth, John. 1856. The Japan pea: Condensed
correspondence. Report of the Commissioner of Patents,
Agriculture. p. 256. For the year 1855.
• Summary: “In April last, I planted thirteen hundred and
seventy-six Japan peas, from which I raised 4 quarts of seed.
Some of the pea-vines I used as green fodder for my cattle.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2016) that uses the term “green fodder”
(regardless of hyphenation). Address: New London, New
London County, Connecticut.
48. Lindsley, W.D. 1856. The Japan pea: Condensed
correspondence. Report of the Commissioner of Patents,

Agriculture. p. 257. For the year 1855.
• Summary: “On the 15th of May last, I planted a parcel of
Japan peas in a rich, loose, sandy soil; but they did not all
ripen before we were visited by frost. I planted others on
the 31st of May and again on the 15th of June. It is almost
needless to say that none of the latter matured their pods.
They should be planted in hills or drills, 4 feet by 3 feet
apart, and one stalk in a place.
“This pea is one of the most productive I have met with,
and is well adapted for field-culture, as it has but one stalk,
which sends forth numerous branches, every part of which
are covered with pods well filled. It is not good for culinary
use; but is excellent for domestic fowls and for stock. Poultry
are remarkably fond of it, and fatten much more rapidly than
when fed on corn.” Address: Sandusky City, Erie County,
Ohio.
49. Weaver, Abram. 1856. The Japan pea: Condensed
correspondence. Report of the Commissioner of Patents,
Agriculture. p. 256-57. For the year 1855.
• Summary: “I planted twenty-three of the Japan peas, I
received from the Patent Office, of which number eighteen
grew. They were cultivated in my garden, on the 20th of
May, and ripened say from the 15th of August to the 15th
of September. I planted them 3 feet apart, two peas in a hill,
and when fully grown, the branches were touching, the main
stalk attaining about 3.5 feet in height. The summer was
unusually dry. They were kept clear of weeds, but were not
watered, except by rain, while growing. I am fully satisfied
that, in an ordinary season, they would attain a height of 4 or
5 feet. I think more bushels of these peas can be raised to the
acre than of corn. I had some of them cooked, while green,
at their largest size, and found them delicious. I am of the
opinion that a few acres, grown for the purpose of turning
hogs in, to feed on them, before commencing to give them
corn, would be a valuable crop. The stalk will stand as firmly
as corn.”
Note 1. This is the 4th earliest English-language
document seen (June 2009) that mentions green vegetable
soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that describes the cultivation of green vegetable soybeans in
a home garden, and also the first in which the author states
that he likes them. Address: Bloomfield, Davis County, Iowa.
50. American Agriculturist. 1857. The Japan pea. 16(1):10.
Jan. 7.
• Summary: “This we have not yet tried as our first
impressions were not greatly in its favor. We first saw them
cooked, upon the table of a friend, and were not especially
pleased with the flavor. As we have seen them growing, the
large spreading branches, the hard woody character of the
stalks, which unfit them for feeding, and the small number
of peas in the pods, seem to be against their adaptedness to
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general cultivation. Others are better pleased with them. Mr.
Thos. R. Joynes of Accomac, Virginia, writes as follows:
‘On the 9th of April I planted a row of about 20 yards in
length, the seed about 3 inches apart in the row... They
were gathered about Oct. 1st, and yielded about 6 quarts of
beautiful plump, rich, yellow or cream-colored peas. I think
they would have yielded more had they not been sown so
thickly...
“’As to their eating qualities, I can only say that I have
just risen from the table at which I made my first trial of
them, and I want nothing better. They make a rich and most
excellent dish–inferior to no bean or pea I have ever seen.’
“We think, on further trial, Mr. Joynes will be less
pleased with their eating qualities–at least such has been the
experience of most of those who have attempted to use them
for culinary purposes... We first saw them cooked, upon the
table of a friend, and were not specially pleased with the
flavor.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2004) that uses the word “cream” or the term
“cream-colored” to describe the color of soybean seeds.
Note 2. It is not clear whether the soybeans were
consumed as green vegetable soybeans or whole dry
soybeans.
Note 3. This periodical was published (in Jan. 1857) by
Orange Judd, 191 Water-st., New York. Terms: One dollar a
year in advance.
51. Lindsley, W.D. 1857. [Japan peas]. Letters and Reports
of the Agricultural Division of the Patent Office, 1839-60.
Vol. 15. p. 1045-46. Feb. 28.
• Summary: “On the first day of May last, I planted one
acre with the Jappan [sic] Pea, the product of a parcel of
peas I received from the Patent Office in 1856... The pea,
though planted on the same day, and in the same field [as
the corn], came up in good order, but grew slowly owing
to the backwardness of the season and drouth. In fact they
did not all ripen? before the fall of frost, but the yield was
abundant. I harvested 2 square rods & procured sixty lbs.
The yield per acre 4,800 lbs. I planted the peas with my corn
drill in rows 2? ft apart & gave them the same attention I do
my corn. After the pea had become dry, I allowed my hogs
to harvest them at their leisure. I was surprised at the avidity
they ate them. I then turned in my sheep, & finally my cattle
& horses, & all ate them with a relish, that satisfied me, that
it is one of the most valuable plants the farmer can raise. The
main stalk grows from 3 to 4 ft high & remains? erect? for
months after the pea is ripe & not a pea? is lost when sheep
& hogs do the harvesting. The pod does not open like other
peas when ripe, or frosted. I believe them to be superior to
corn for fattening sheep, & equally as good for hogs. I shall
raise acres? the coming season? for my stock to feed upon
the coming winter. Respectfully...”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2002)

concerning the feeding of soybeans or soy products to sheep.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2019)
in the Western world concerning the feeding of soybeans to
cattle, but it is not clear whether these were dairy cows or
beef cattle.
Note 3. First cited by Graff 1949. Address: Sandusky,
Ohio.
52. American Farmer. 1857. Japan pea. 12:272. March.
• Summary: “This Pea we hear of as being very productive,
but we cannot find that its value as a table esculent or as
a food for stock has made an impression. It is a beautiful
round, yellow pea, and grows upon an upright branching
stalk, which makes no vine, and seems to have no value as
forage. We shall be glad to learn more of its character from
those who have tried it.”
Note 1. The writer has apparently not yet grown the
Japan pea (soybean). Note 2. This is the earliest Englishlanguage document seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the word
“forage” in connection with soybeans. Address: Baltimore,
Maryland.
53. Jefferson, -. 1857. Chinese sugar cane (Letter to the
editor). American Cotton Planter and Soil of the South
(Montgomery, Alabama) 1(9):264. Sept.
• Summary: A letter to the agricultural editor and proprietor,
N.B. Cloud. M.D. “Dr. Cloud–Dear Sir: I here send you my
experience in regard to the cultivation, and the value, as a
field crop, of the following forage plants, recently introduced
among us, to-wit: Chinese Sugar Cane, Chinese Japan Pea,
and Peabody’s Prolific Corn. All of these I have planted this
year, and it is gratifying to me to say that they were all what
they were recommended to be. The Chinese cane though, I
think is far superior to the others as a field crop...”
“As regards to the Japan Pea, I can say that they are
superior to any that I have yet seen.–They are very prolific
and will make more food off one acre than any other Pea will
take off two.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Mississippi, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Mississippi. Since Mr. Jefferson refers to
soybeans as “Japan Peas” he may have obtained them from
the Agricultural Division of the Patent Office.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
stating that the soybean is a good forage crop.
Note 3. This journal was formed by the merger of two
others. Volume 1 of this journal equals Vol. 5 of Cotton
Planter and Vol. 7 of Soil of the South. Address: Hamburg,
Mississippi.
54. E.T. 1857. The Japan pea, chufa, &c. Moore’s Rural
New-Yorker 8(44):351. Oct. 31.
• Summary: “Last spring among my garden seeds I obtained
the Japan Pea Bush Squash and Chufa or Earth Almonds.
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Planted on a loamy soil, the peas grow vigorously but show
no signs of blossoms. When will they bear, and how are they
cooked?”
Remarks: “The Japan Pea is a Bean, and has ripened in
many parts of this State and also in the Eastern States. When
the soil is very rich it makes a strong growth and ripens late.
It is recommended as being valuable for food for animals
when cooked, as also for man; but we have no experience
with it.” Address: Winchester, Ohio.
55. Annales de la Société d’horticulture de la HauteGaronne. 1858. Seance du 4 juillet 1858 [Meeting of 4 July
1858]. 5:37. Dr. D. Clos presiding. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Clos speaks to the assembly about the
soybean (Pois oleagineux de la Chine) whose seeds were
distributed by the Society for Acclimatization. It is a species
of bean, the Soja hispida. It gives an excellent vegetable,
which one eats like the others, and also produces a good
forage. Address: Haute-Garonne, Toulouse, France.
56. Lachaume, J. 1859. Avantages du Pois oléagineux de la
Chine [Advantages of “Chinese oil peas” (soybeans)]. Revue
Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture Pratique (Paris) 8(8):22224. April 16. Series 4. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: In the Revue Horticole (16 Nov. 1857, p.
568) we have given information about the soybean (Pois
oléagineux de la Chine; Soja hispida, Moench) and about the
type of cultivation that suits it.
New experiments, conducted in 1858, have shown us
that this legume can be very well acclimatized in France.
Thus, on 18 April 1858, some seeds were sown in Vitry-surSeine, a locality whose soil is clay–calcium carbonate and
naturally cold... Until Aug. 1, the time when the plants had
attained 70 cm of height and were showing their first flowers,
the care of the plants was limited to hoeing and weeding.
The rest of the seeds were sown the same day in a nursery
on a flat-band exposed to noonday sun. On April 26, the
cotyledons came up; two weeks later, we replanted them in
lines with the same spacing as before, without watering them
and without the plants becoming fatigued.
On June 16, at a temperature of 30ºC, we planted a third
lot of these beans in a square.
The first beans sown on April 18 and those that were
replanted, bore the drought without any water other than that
which fell from the sky; they came to maturity around Oct.
15.
This success permits us to place in commerce, for
1859, the quantity of seeds that we have harvested, with the
requirement to keep some for the horticultural societies that
will ask for them.
The beautiful tests that M. Vilmorin did in Feb. 1858
to determine the quantity of oil contained in his seeds, will
encourage amateurs to introduce this new bean into their
gardens and farms. According M. Vilmorin, a first test

showed that the seeds contained 21.32% oil, and a second
21.16%.
Besides the advantage of yielding oil, these beans can
furnish an excellent cheese (fromage; [tofu]) that the Chinese
make by boiling and then crushing the seeds in a mortar. A
very white liquid [sic, curds] is produced that thickens if one
applies pressure to it. One next places the paste in molds,
adding salt in the French manner. The cheeses thus obtained
provide an important source of nourishment for the working
class.
There are numerous varieties of Soja hispida; we have
cultivated some of them experimentally.
To summarize, soybeans from China would be a good
acquisition from many points of view: 1. As an oilseed; 2.
As an edible plant, because the fresh seeds [edamamé] are
easy to cook and furnish a pleasant (agréable) food, such
as the samples from Sept. 1858 have proven; 3. As a forage
plant which can yield a large harvest, when one possesses a
sufficient quantity of seeds to operate on a large scale; 4. As
a plant whose seeds can be used to make cheese [fermented
tofu], a test that M. Vilmorin did not hesitate to make.
Address: Arboriculteur at Vitry-sur-Seine.
57. Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation. 1860. Extraits
des procés-verbaux des séances générales de la société.
Séance du 6 Mars 1860 [Excerpts of verbal proceedings from
general meetings of the society. Meeting of 6 March 1860].
7:164-65. March. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Aimé Laurence, of the department of Sarthe
in northwest France, has harvested entire fields of American
cotton this year, each plant growing to a height of at least
180 cm. He writes that some of the soybean plants he has
grown in these fields have been attacked by a stray cow,
which devoured them all, but without grave consequences
for the plants; they continued to grow from the base of the
stem and after three weeks the stems had grown to the same
height as one plant that had not been eaten. Mr. Lawrence
thinks, therefore, that this plant could be utilized as forage,
and could give two harvests per year.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
concerning the use of soybeans for pasture or grazing.
However the soybeans were apparently not planted for that
purpose. Note also that there is no evidence of soybeans
being used for pasture or grazing animals throughout their
long history in Asia (China, Japan, etc.). Address: France.
58. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1864. Prix courant général de
graines, 1864-65 [General current prices seeds, 1864-1865].
Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. 13 p. See p. 12. Dec. 18.
[Fre]
• Summary: This is the second earliest catalog of VilmorinAndrieux & Co. in which the soybean appears; the first was
published one month earlier in English. It is listed here on
page 12 under the subheading Pois (peas) in section 3 of the
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catalog titled Fourrages non Graminées, Racines-Fourrages
et Plantes Économiques (Non-grain forages, forage roots,
and economic plants). The entry for soybean reads: “Pois
oléagineux de Chine. Soja hispida. hectog. 1 20. kilog. 10.
Thus the price is 1.2 French francs for 100 gm and 10 francs
for 1 kilogram. An asterisk (*) in front of the entry indicates
that this is the first time this plant or its seeds have appeared
in the Vilmorin-Andrieux catalog.
Note 1. This is also the third earliest document seen
showing soybeans being sold in any commercial seed catalog
in the Western world.
Note 2. Thanks to Ingrid Jansen (of the Export Division
of Vilmorin s.a. in La Menitre, France; Dec. 1996) for doing
the detective work necessary to find this early entry in a
Vilmorin catalog.
Note 3. Among the many other interesting plants
in section 3 of the catalog are: Astragalus galegiformis,
betterave (beets), chanvre (hemp; 3 varieties), colza
(rapeseed), lentillon, lin (linseed), lupin (white or yellow),
psyllium, sainfoin, sarrazin (buckwheat), serradelle, sésame,
soleil (tournesol, hélianthe annual; sunflower seed), tabac
(tobacco), trèfle (trefle), and vesce (vetch).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (June
2004) that mentions psyllium. An edition of this catalog
containing wholesale prices was also published in French.
Both editions were also published in English and German in
1864. Address: Quai de la Mégisserie, 4 (ancien 30) [Paris,
France].
59. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1870. Prix courant général
de graines, 1870-1871 [General current prices seeds, 18701871]. Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. See p. 25. Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section titled “Non-grain forages, forage
roots, and economic plants (Fourrages non graminées,
racines-fourrages et plantes économiques), the soy bean is
listed on page 25 under the subheading Pois (peas) The entry
reads: “Pois oléagineux de Chine. Soja hispida. hectog. 0.60.
kilog. 5. Thus the price is 0.6 French francs for 100 gm and 5
francs for 1 kilogram.
Note: The soybean is not listed in the catalog for 187576. Address: Quai de la Mégisserie, 4 (ancien 30) [Paris,
France].
60. Slowgo. 1872. Japan pea. Southern Cultivator 30(1):6364. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Editors Southern Cultivator:–’The Japan Pea
is a native of the East Indies and also of Japan, as implied
by the name. The plant makes a strong erect growth, with
numerous spreading branches; the leaves are large, light
green and downy beneath; flowers small, yellow at the
centre–the upper petal purple; the seed pods are small and
downy, and are produced in profuse abundance, growing in
clusters over the entire plant; the seeds are small roundish,
and of a cream yellow color when ripe. It is raised from

seed, which as the plant requires the entire season for
development, should be sown as soon as the ground is warm
and settled. Make drills at 20 inches, and plant at 10 or 12
inches, covering ½ to 3/4 inches. The seeds will be suitable
for use in a green state, from * * * until destroyed by frost–
the crop being seldom fully perfected in the Northern States.
The seeds while young are tender and delicate. The ripe
seeds if soaked for an hour in moderately hot water, take the
form and appearance of the common white bean, become
quite soft and tender, and have a pleasant, melting and oily
flavor. The whole plant with its seeds, is also used for raising
stock.’
“I send the above extract from Burr’s Field & Garden
Vegetables of America [probably 1865], thinking it may
interest some of your readers.
“A gentleman who has tried the pea, writes me that it is
to be planted after the spring fully opens–that the peas are
fine for hogs–especially for stock; and that the bush or vine
is fine for forage, and should be cut when the fruit is in its
last dough state. The pea grows erect, heavy and spreading–
stalk erect and heavy and spreading–foliage thick, leaves
large for the stem, bush growing 3 to 4 feet high.” [Signed,
Slowgo, Port Gibson, Mississippi].
The Editors of Southern Cultivator [which at this time
was published in Athens, Georgia] add: “We are inclined
to think, from trial on a small scale, that the Japan pea
is a valuable plant as a stock pea and for making hay. It
withstands drought well, and is easily cut with a scythe or
mowing machine.” Note: This is also the earliest document
seen (March 2021) that mentions the use of a “machine” or
“mowing machine” in connection with soybean production.
Address: Port Gibson, Mississippi.
61. Stoeckhardt, Adolph; Senff, Emanuel. 1872.
Untersuchung von chinesischen Oelbohnen [Investigation of
Chinese oilbeans (soybeans)]. Chemische Ackersmann (Der)
18:122-25. [Ger]
• Summary: On a trip to England, Mr. Berndt, a
manufacturer of velvet in Deuben [in Saxony], made the
acquaintance of an English seaman, who told him many
things about Manchuria, in China, where he had often been.
He explained, among other things, that in northern China
several varieties of beans are cultivated, and from them is
obtained an oil (ein fettes Oel) which, like our cottonseed
oil, is used as a food oil (Speiseöl), and also a type of cheese
(eine Art Käse) [tofu], which is widely used as food. Finally,
from this bean, one can make a type of soy sauce (eine
Art Soya), which can also be used with foods. Later Mr.
Berndt shared with me two small samples of these beans,
which were sent to him by post from Hongkong through the
arrangement of Mr. C. Eckardt; one was yellowish white
and one black. The former, egg-shaped, had somewhat the
size and color of small, pale peas; the latter was significantly
smaller, shiny black, and of somewhat flattened, egg-shaped
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form. Both belong to the genus (Gattung) Phaseolus.
Note 1. This is the earliest German-language document
(March 2021) seen that uses Käse, the German word for
“cheese,” to refer to tofu.
Note 2. This is an early document showing that soybeans
were in Hongkong by 1872.
A table (p. 122) gives a laboratory analysis, conducted
by Assistant Senff, of the two beans. It showed the following
percentage composition (Yellowish white / black): Crude
oil (ether extract, Aetherauszug) 20.53 / 16.88. Nitrogencontaining substances (stickstoffhaltige Substanzen) 38.54
/ 38.04. Nitrogen-free extract (stickstofffreie Extractstoffe)
24.61 / 27.79. Cellulose (Rohfaser = crude fiber) 5.13 / 5.53.
Minerals (ash) 4.50 / 4.62. Water 6.69 / 7.14. Note 3. This
document gives the best analysis seen (Dec. 2019) of the
nutritional composition of the soybean.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) that mentions the term “nitrogen-free extract,” which
includes starch, sugar, gums, and the like. It does not include
crude fiber or dietary fiber. The nitrogen-free extract and
fiber soon came to be classed together under the name
of carbohydrates. This is also the earliest document seen
(March 2021) that clearly mentions fiber in soybeans, or the
fiber content of soybeans.
The composition of these beans is actually of
surprisingly high grade, in part because of the high content
of oil which takes the place of starch, and also because of
the high nitrogen content. The chemical composition of
lupin seeds (Lupinensamen) has already provoked lively
astonishment, since in these, unlike the seeds of other known
legumes, we find no starch, but rather a large amount of oil
and protein (eine reichlichere Menge von fettem Oel und
Proteinstoffen). So we are confronted with the Chinese
oilbeans (chinesischen Oelbohnen = soybeans) in which the
unique characteristic of the lupin seeds seem to be expressed
in a higher potency, as shown in the following comparison.
A table (p. 123) shows that most beans and peas contain
30-35% starch, 1.5-3% oil, and 24-26% protein. Lupin seeds
contain no starch, 5-8% oil, and 30-35% protein. But the
seeds of the Chinese oilbeans [soybeans] contain no starch,
16-20% oil, and 38-39% protein (Proteinstoffe). The oilbeans
are thus shown to be the most protein-rich livestock fodder;
they also have a high respiration value (Respirationswerth).
They seem even more important because these two main
components are also suited for the human diet. The use of
the oil as food oil (die Verwendung des Oels als Speiseöl) is
confirmed, and the use of the proteins is not unlikely, since
they consist largely of plant casein (Pflanzencasein), through
the application of salt and aromatic plants and subsequent
fermentation, may well produce a tasty cheese, like that
made from milk casein.
Note 5. This is earliest document seen (March 2021)
that clearly mentions starch in soybeans, and states that they
contain none.

Note 6. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (March 2021) which refers to soybeans as Öelbohnen =
oilbeans or as chinesischen Öelbohnen = “Chinese oilbeans.”
The high nitrogen content of the beans may also be
confirmed through an analysis of their cake (Kuchen)
(presscake?) (Presskuchen). Upon inquiry to professor
Völcker [Voelcker] in London I received the answer that
he could not state for sure that the beans could be used to
make a type of cheese, however he has investigated the
oilcake (Oelkuchen) (‘Chinese Oilbean Cake’) and found
the following percentage composition compared to rapeseed
cake.
A table (p. 124) contains two columns titled (1) These
oilcakes contained (Diese Oelkuchen enthielten), and (2)
Rapseed cake contains about. The values are: oil 5.32 / 8-9.
Nitrogen-containing substances 45.93 / 27-28. Nitrogen-free
extract 24.52 / 32-25. Cellulose 5.71 / 15-16. Minerals (ash)
5.70 / 6-7. Water 12.82 / 12-15.
Concerning the preparation of soy sauce (Soya), this
indispensable table seasoning among the people of India and
seafarers, a trusted friend who is very familiar with Oriental
trade conditions, informs me that ‘according to tradition,
certain fungi, fruits, and parts of fish (especially also parts of
the crablike sea-spider) are added to it, in a very complicated
and long process that lasts several months.’ From another
source I learned the following: ‘Soy sauce (Soya) is prepared
from an oil-rich bean that grows in China. During the process
it is mixed with other ingredients. Thereby a significant
percentage of good-tasting oil is obtained and the residue is
used as an excellent fodder for cows. Can any of my valued
readers provide more specific information on the above?
Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
containing mention of soybean cake in the western world. It
refers to this cake by three different names: Kuchen (cake),
Presskuchen (presscake), and Oelkuchen (oilcakes). It also
the earliest document seen (March 2021) containing an
analysis of soybean cake.
Note 8. Mr. Carl Berndt of Saxony, is mentioned
several times by Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt in his classic
Die Sojabohne (1878). In part 1, page 4, Haberlandt states
that Carl Berndt, a velvet manufacturer at HainsbergDeuben in Saxony, was one of the first people in Germany
who attempted to cultivate soybeans. He had no success.
“He wrote me about his efforts as follows: ‘I had received
8 piculs of those beans [a picul is a Chinese unit of weight
= 133.33 pounds] (some green and some yellow), which I
obtained through an official order of Governor (des MinisterPräsidenten) Dr. Weinlich of Shanghai via our local consul.
I sent samples of those all over with the request that the
recipient inform me of the results of his agronomic trials.
Unfortunately I have waited in vain and I assume that the
outcome was as unfavorable as it had been in my case and in
my neighborhood. Although some gardeners and I managed
to raise a few plants and harvest a few seeds, they rotted
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after being replanted and therefore could not germinate.’”
Pages 10-11 of Haberlandt note that the first analysis of
the composition of soybean seeds that became known
in Germany was carried out by (Mr.) Senff using seeds
obtained directly from Japan by Mr. Berndt. The results
of this analysis were first published in 1872 in the journal
Chemischer Ackersmann (“Chemical Farmer,” p. 123). The
tests showed soybeans to contain on average 38.29% protein
and 18.71% oil. Page 14 of Haberlandt describes a letter
that Carl Berndt wrote to Prof. Haberlandt. And in part 4,
page 79 of Haberlandt states that Carl Berndt conducted
soybean trials in 1877 in Deuben with 300 seeds; these trials
succeeded beyond all expectations.
Note 9. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) that mentions the use of ether or any other solvent
for extracting soybean oil. The extraction was on a
laboratory scale. Ether is a light, volatile, flammable liquid
(hydrocarbon), also used as an anesthetic.
Note 10. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (March 2021) that mentions soybean oil, which it calls
ein fettes Oel.
Note 11. This is the earliest German-language
document seen (March 20201 that uses the term
Stickstoffhaltige Bestandtheile to refer to nitrogen-containing
constituents / protein in connection with soybeans, or
the word Proteinstoffe to refer to “proteins,” or the word
Pflanzencasein to refer to “plant casein.”
Note 12. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (March 2021) with the word Ölbohnen or the term
chinesische Ölbohnen in the title. Address: Acad. Laborat
Tharand.
62. Deutsche Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. 1872. Einiges
Neue zur Familie der Huelsenfruechte [Some new
information on the legume family]. 15(76):1. June 25. [Ger]
• Summary: F. Toples, secretary of the departments for India,
announces a new species of legume, which he recommends
as a fodder for domesticated animals, and he provides a
composition of the plant, comparing it with the best known
plants of its type. A table gives the nutritional composition of
the following plants: Soybean or black booth-bean (?) (Soja
hispida oder schwarze Booth-Bohne), common blue lupin
(die blaue Lupine; Blaue Lupinen), lablab beans (Lablab
vulgaris; gewöhnliche Booth-Bohne), linseed, Indian chickpeas (indische Kichererbse; Cicer arietinum), pigeon peas
(Taubenerbse), and Indian corn (indische Mais; Zea mais).
Soya has by far the highest content of both nitrogen
(protein) and fat. It contains 10.4% water, 41.54% nitrogenrich constituents (Stickstoffreiche Bestandtheile, protein),
30.82% starches (Stärke), 12.31% fat, and 4.93% minerals
(Mineralische Bestandtheile). Blue lupins have the second
highest protein content with 32.72%.
Toples mentions that Soja hispida sells for a high price
in northeastern India, and at times is used for human food,

but usually serves as a fodder for livestock. The various
linseed species are valued less than soya (die Soja) as a
livestock fodder.
Note 1. This figure for the starch content of soybeans
(30.82%) seems much too high!
Note 2. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Jan. 2016) that uses the term Stickstoffreiche
Bestandtheile to refer to nitrogen-rich constituents / protein
in connection with soybeans. Address: Secretary of the
Departments for India.
63. Toples, F. 1872. Einiges Neue zur Familie der
Huelsenfruechte [Something new about the legume family].
Biedermann’s Central-Blatt fuer Agrikulturchemie 1(2):9396. Aug. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a summary of the author’s 1872 article
published in Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung 15(76):1.
June 25. Address: Secretary of the Departments for India.
64. Wilmington Morning Star (The) (Wilmington, North
Carolina). 1873. Field and fireside. Japan peas. Jan. 16. p. 3,
col. 3.
• Summary: “The Mobile Register says: ‘We claim the honor
of having started this new interest in the Japan peas, and
we are really proud of it for the Japan pea is undoubtedly
one of the best things climatically secured to the South. It
is easily raised, will grow on almost any character of soil,
yields enormously and is entirely exempt from attack by
either the pea or bean weevil. As a food for man we think
it has no equal in the pea or bean line, and it makes a stock
feed almost equal to corn. Hogs relish it and fatten upon it,
and poultry of all kinds seem to want nothing better. Sown
thickly upon the land it makes the very best of hay, and as a
green feed stock will eat it in preference to anything else.’”
Note: Also appeared in The Livingston Journal
(Livingston, Sumter County, Alabama) (14 Feb. 1873, p. 4)
with a short paragraph added on the end: “We understand
the above-mentioned Pea has been tested in the vicinity of
Gaston, in this county, and that it is highly esteemed.”
Note: As of Nov. 2020 we are unable to find any place
named Gaston in Alabama or Mobile County or Sumter
County. Yet an earlier article dated 20 Dec. 1872 also
mentions Japan peas [soybeans] in Gaston.
65. American Agriculturist. 1874. The Japan pea. 33(2):6364. Feb. With one engraving.
• Summary: “The Southern seedsmen have advertised and
southern journals have had articles in relation to the Japan
Pea... we last spring obtained from Mark W. Johnson, dealer
in seeds and agricultural implements, Atlanta, Ga. [Georgia],
a sample of these peas... This fall we have received a
sample of the same pea from L.L. Osment, Cleveland, Tenn.
[Tennessee], who says they are ‘unsurpassed for table use.’
“The plant grows to a height of three or four feet,
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and is hairy in all its parts... Mr. Johnson, who sent us the
seed, wrote ‘not desirable for table use.’ Remembering to
have seen the same thing some years ago in the garden of
a friend near Boston we wrote him for his experience. He
writes: ‘They may be delicious to the celestial palate, but
my wife found them hard to cook and I found them hard to
eat–never getting soft no matter how long they were boiled.’
Thus far we think the weight of evidence is against their
utility as a table vegetable. As an agricultural crop, they are
highly promising, at least in localities where the seasons
are sufficiently long to mature them. Mr. Johnson speaks
highly of the wonderfully prolific character of the pea, and
its excellence as a food for stock. It is so much esteemed
in some quarters that it has received the rather extravagant
name of ‘Southern Relief Pea.’ Mr. Osment claims it to have
produced 200 bushels to the acre. From the manner in which
the pods set upon ours we should judge the yield would be
very large. This pea is deserving the attention of cultivators
as a fodder crop and for plowing in as a fertilizer. As to
what the pea is botanically we are not quite sure; it does
not belong to the proper Pea (Pisum), but is very near the
Chinese Soy Pea, and is probably a form of that or a closely
related species. The Soy Pea (formerly Soja hispida, but now
Glycine Soja) is cultivated in China, Japan, and other parts of
the east, and is used to make the sauce called Soy, which was

formerly more used than at present.”
A handsome illustration (engraving; p. 64) shows “The
Japan Pea” by J.W. Fasel. Note 1. This document contains
the earliest illustration seen (March 2021) of the soybean in
the USA.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in
Tennessee. This document contains the earliest date seen for
the cultivation of soybeans in Tennessee (summer 1873).
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the terms “Soy Pea” or “Chinese
Soy Pea” or “Southern Relief Pea” to refer to the soybean.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) which states that the scientific name of
the Japan pea is probably Glycine Soja, previously Soja
hispida–that is, the soybean.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
stating that a seed dealer in the USA (Mark W. Johnson in
Atlanta, Georgia) is selling soybeans for seed use. Line 1
implies that earlier advertisements exist.
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that describes “plowing in” soybean
plants in the USA for use as a fertilizer [green manure] to
improve the soil.
Note 7. This is the earliest English language document
seen (March 2021) that contains the term “fertilizer” in
connection with soybeans.
Note 8. Starting with this article, and continuing until
after World War II, some writers incorrectly referred to the
scientific name of the cultivated soybean as Glycine soja,
whereas that is actually the scientific name of the wild
soybean.
Note 9. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) that uses the word “promising” in connection with the
soybean as an agricultural crop–in any country worldwide.
66. Stribling, J.N. 1874. The Japan pea. American
Agriculturist 33(5):169. Cols. 2-3. May.
• Summary: “In reference to this pea, which was described
in the Feb. No., 1874, Mr. J. Niel Stribling, Anderson Co.,
S.C. [South Carolina], writes:–I raise the Japan pea as a field
crop; the yield is much larger than that of any other pea. I cut
the stalks for forage and grain, just before they are entirely
ripe, in order to get the best feed, and thrash in a thrasher.
The finer part I take for hay–my cows are very fond of it. To
save seed, the top of the plant is taken as it ripens first, and
it must be stored in an airy place immediately after cutting,
else the sun will pop open the pods. Cultivation, soil, etc., are
the same as for cotton. Its maturity is the same as that of the
cotton plant. It is a good table pea if soaked twelve hours in
salt water before cooking.”
First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography of early,
previously uncited publications on soybeans in the United
States. 2 p. Unpublished.
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Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (May
2016) concerning soybeans in South Carolina, or the
cultivation of soybeans in South Carolina. This document
contains the 2nd earliest date seen for soybeans in South
Carolina, or the cultivation of soybeans in South Carolina
(May 1874).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that mentions the use of a thrasher for soybean production.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the use of machinery or implements for
soybean production.
Note 4. This is the earliest Western document seen (June
2020) concerning storage of soybeans. Address: Anderson
County, South Carolina.
67. American Agriculturist. 1875. Egyptian corn, and Japan
pea. 34(4):158. April. New Series–No. 339.
• Summary: “Both these articles are advertised so
extensively, and in such an extravagant manner, that we do
not wonder that many write to ask whether or not they are
humbugs.” He assumes the “Egyptian corn” is “not a variety
of Indian corn, but a sorghum...”
“The Japan Pea, as stated last year, promises well
as a fodder plant; it is a tall, bushy, hairy plant, does not
run or climb, and bears a great profusion of small, fewseeded, hairy pods. Having had no description of its
character, we planted the seeds too close, and the plant did
not develop properly; but we should judge that the yield
would, under favorable circumstances, be very large. As a
plant to plow under, or to grow for fodder, it is worthy of
attention, especially in the southern states; it is a mistake to
recommend this as a table pea.”
First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography of early,
previously uncited publications on soybeans in the United
States. 2 p. Unpublished. \
68. Graf H. Attems’sche Samenkulturstation St.
Peter bei Graz. 1876. Culturversuch mit Soja hispida
[Agronomic trial with the soybean (Soja hispida)]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 26(48):552-53. Nov.
25. [Ger]
• Summary: Through the goodness of Prof. Haberlandt,
in early 1876, the station obtained 200 soybean seeds,
in 2 varieties–brown seeds from China and yellow seeds
from Mongolia. These seeds came from the Vienna World
Exhibition. The seeds were planted at the station on May 18.
On 11 October 40 plants of the yellow-seeded variety were
harvested, on 16 October 15 plants of the brown-seeded
variety and on 24 Oct. 18 more of the brown-seeded variety
(total 33 plants) were harvested. Many of these were still
green. Yield: Of the brown variety, 870 gm of ripe seeds and
187 gm of unripe and still soft seeds (only the former can be
counted in the yield). Of the yellow variety, 642 gm of ripe
seeds.

Quality of the harvest: The weight of the seeds harvested
was less than the weight of those planted. 1,000 harvested
seeds of the brown variety weigh 161.7 gm, and 1,000 seeds
of the yellow variety weigh 111.25 gm. As for the planted
seeds, based on the weight of 50 seeds, 1,000 planted seeds
of the brown variety weigh 277.7 gm, and 1,000 seeds of
the yellow variety weigh 234.4 gm. Of the dark brown seeds
that were planted, less than half were dark brown when
harvested; the rest were lighter in color.
On the whole, these oil beans (Oelbohne [soybeans]) do
not seem to be more delicate / sensitive than the well known
and widely planted varieties. They distinguish themselves
by their high yield, especially on our trial plots when planted
with other legumes. Only yellow and blue lupins gave higher
seed yields. Calculated per 100 square meters (Ar, a square
10 meters on a side) or per Joch (an old unit of land area
equal to about 5,750 square meters), the yield of soybeans
was equivalent to a very good yield of peas: Comparing
soybeans to peas, they yield respectively 16 and 21 kg per
100 square meters (Ar) or 920 and 1,207 kg per Joch. We
are convinced that this bean [the soybean] has a future as a
fodder plant (Futterpflanze). An analysis of its nutritional
value and general usefulness will appear soon.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning quantitative research conducted on soybean
cultivation in Europe, and the second earliest such document
seen worldwide. The data collected are the most extensive
and most interesting seen to date.
Note 2. Graz is the capital of Styria, Austria, on the left
bank of the Mur River, 87 miles south-southwest of Vienna.
Note 3. Count Heinrich Attems is the owner of the a
seed testing station (Samenculturstation) in St. Peter near
Graz.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Mongolia, or (probably) the
cultivation of soybeans in Mongolia (one of two documents).
It is possible, but unlikely, that these soybeans came from the
nation that since 1911 has been called Mongolia (formally
Mongolian People’s Republic, also called Outer Mongolia).
It is more likely that they came from what is today called
Inner Mongolia, which is part of China, an autonomous
region in northern China bounded on the north by Mongolia.
Address: [St. Peter near Graz, Steiermark [Styria], Austria].
69. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt
(Vienna). 1876. Sojabohne, eine neue Culturpflanze
[Soybean, a new crop plant]. 2(52):622. Dec. 23. [Ger]
• Summary: At the last meeting of the Farmers’ Club (Club
der Landwirte) on December 21, Prof. F. Haberlandt gave
a very interesting lecture that was approvingly received
on the agronomic trials with a new cultivated plant, the
coarse-haired soy or soybean (Soja hispida Mönch). From
a multitude of soy samples that originated from the Vienna
World Exhibition, the aforementioned researcher was
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successful in discovering one variety which matured in
five months and therefore will find certain progress in our
climatic conditions. Its value, which continued to climb even
more in the first and second generations, is best elucidated
from the following analyses in comparison with the analysis
of peas:
100 parts of air-dried substance contain:
A table follows with the column headings: Seeds,
Crude Protein, Fat, Nitrogen-free Extract Substances, Crude
Fiber, and Ash, and with the rows: Peas, Original soy, First
generation soy, Second generation soy, and then the column
heading Straw with the rows Peas and Soy.
The original soybean contained 30.6% crude protein,
whereas the 1st generation soybean contained 34.4%, and the
2nd generation contained 35.0% crude protein.
The original soybean contained 15.8% fat [vegetable
oil], whereas the 1st generation soybean contained 18.2%,
and the 2nd generation contained 18.4% fat.
Pea straw contained 7.6% crude protein compared with
soybean straw, which contained 9.4% [i.e., 23% more].
Prof. Haberlandt is of the view that in a few years, every
farmer will bring the soybean into cultivation to an extent of
today’s grain, potatoes, etc., since with respect to its nutrient
content, the seeds and straw are not surpassed by any other
cultivated plant, with the possible exception of the lupine.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
70. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1877. Der Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Sojabohne [The culture of the coarse-haired soybean: Tables
(Continued–Document part III)]. Landwirthschaftlichen
Versuchs-Stationen 20:247-72. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Tables show: (1–p. 260) The weight in grams
of 1,000 original seeds compared with the first progeny
in 1875 and the second progeny in 1876. Yellow soybean
from Mongolia: 81.5, 126.0, and 163.6. Note the significant
increase in seed weight. Yellow soybean from China: 92.5,
148.0, 143.0. Reddish brown soybean from China: 105.0,
154.5, 141.8. Black soybean from China: 101.6, 110.6,–(no
value given).
(2–a full-page table, p. 261) Prof. Haberlandt’s results
in testing 7 different types of soybeans in 1876: Yellow
from Mongolia (progeny), yellow from China (progeny),
reddish-brown from China (progeny), black from China (one
original, one progeny), black from Mongolia (original), and
black from Japan (original). For each variety is given: Size
of the trial plot in square meters (range 4.0 to 11.0), planting
date (April 25 to May 5), successful emergence of sprouts
(May 19 to June 2), first flowering (June 20 to July 3), start
of ripening (Aug. 25 to Oct. 24), date of harvesting (Sept. 26
to Nov. 6), number of plants harvested (52 to 339), weight of
the harvested seeds in grams (570 for black from Mongolia
to 3,710 for yellow from China), weight of the air-dry straw
in grams (1,920 for black #1 from China to 7,270 for yellow

from China), calculation of weight of seeds per hectare (in
kg) (1,111.1 for black from Japan to 3864.6 for yellow from
China), calculation of weight of straw per hectare (in kg)
(4,062.5 for black #1 from China to 6,025 for black from
Mongolia), number of seeds per plant (40.5 to 124.4 for
black #1 from China), weight of 100 air-dry seeds in grams
(101.6 from black #1 from China to 163.6 for yellow from
Mongolia).
(3–p. 265-66) Seeds grown in 1876 contained 8.73%
water. The ash content of these seeds was 2.87% in their airdried condition and 3.14% when dried at 100ºC. The various
minerals as a percentage of the total ash were:
Potash (Kali) 44.56%
Soda (Natron) 0.96%
Lime (Kalk) 5.32%
Magnesia / magnesium oxide (Magnesia) 8.92%
Iron oxide and clay (Eisenoxyd & Thonerode) Traces
Phosphoric acid (Phosphorsäure) 36.89%
Sulfuric acid (Schwefelsäure) 2.70%
Chlorine (Chlor) 0.27%
Silica (Kieselsäure) Traces
Thus, the two main minerals in soybeans are potash and
phosphoric acid. Prof. Haberlandt then compares the ash of
soybeans with the ash of peas, horse beans and garden beans.
(5–p. 266) A. Stua gives a nutritional analysis of
the straw of the recent harvest of soybeans, showing the
percentage of each nutrient when the straw is in the air-dried
condition (with 12.44% water) and when it has been dried
at 100ºC until it contains no water. For example, the ash
content is 10.14% and 11.59% respectively.
(6–p. 267) Gives as an analysis of the pure ash with the
same minerals as in table 4. However the results are very
different:
Potash (Kali) 15.41%
Soda (Natron) 2.18%
Lime (Kalk) 44.77%
Magnesia / magnesium oxide (Magnesia) 15.42%
Iron oxide and clay (Eisenoxyd & Thonerode) 0.75%
Phosphoric acid (Phosphorsäure) 9.32%
Sulfuric acid (Schwefelsäure) 6.37%
Chlorine (Chlor) 0.16%
Silica (Kieselsäure) 5.41%
Prof. Haberlandt then compares the ash of soybean straw
with the ash of peas, horse beans and garden beans. He adds:
In almost all cases, the straw of the soybean is more valuable
than that of other legumes mentioned above. This is all the
more important when it is consumed by cows and cattle
with great eagerness. The green soybean plants are preferred
by rabbits to all other leguminous plants (as was found in
the cultural trials in Hungarian Altenburg). And, in feeding
trials, cows eat even the coarse and woody stems, as well
as the empty, tough-as-parchment pods with relish, leaving
behind only the woodiest main stem. This clearly shows the
nutritional value of the plant as well as the seeds.
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(7–p. 268) The total heat units (Wärmesummen) required
for 7 different types of soybeans in 1876 to the start of
ripening and to harvest:
Yellow from Mongolia (progeny) 1824ºC, 2230ºC.
Yellow from China (progeny) 1887ºC, 2253ºC.
Reddish brown from China (progeny) 1699ºC, 2293ºC.
Black from China (original) 2844ºC, 3175ºC.
Black from China (progeny) 2661ºC, 3175ºC.
Black from Mongolia (original) 2905ºC, 3175ºC.
Black from Japan (original) 2954ºC, 3175ºC.
Note that the yellow varieties (the first two) required the
fewest heat units, while the black varieties required the most.
(8–p. 270). This table (2 pages wide) shows reported
temperatures at various places in Austria-Hungary at
different times of year. The places are Vienna, Graz,
Tetschen-Liebwerd, and Proskau. Across the top is the north
latitude of each of these places (between 47º4’ at Graz and
50º2’ at Proskau), the altitude, and the temperature each
month from December to November, and in each of the 4
seasons at each of the 4 places.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013),
worldwide, that contains information on the weight of
soybean seeds. Haberlandt measured the weight in grams of
1,000 soybean seeds.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
that clearly mentions soybean straw, which is the stems,
leaves, and empty pods left after the plants have been
threshed for seed. Soybean hay is the whole dry plants with
the beans left in the pods, cut at any time from the setting of
seed until the leaves begin to turn yellow.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (April
2020) that contains the word Wärmesummen (“heat units”).
Address: Mittheilungen aus dem landwirthschaftlichen
Laboratorium und Versuchsgarten der k.k. Hochschule fuer
Bodencultur in Wien [Vienna].
71. Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta. 1877. Iz inostrannykh gazet i
zhurnalov [From foreign newspapers and journals]. No. 6. p.
89-92. Feb. 5. See p. 89. [Rus]
• Summary: This article is about various crops. A paragraph
(p. 79) about the soybean states: Soja hispida, a newly
cultivated plant. At the Vienna Agriculturists’ Club, Prof.
Haberlandt presented a very interesting report about
cultivation experiments with a newly cultivated plant–the socalled coarse-haired Soja hispida Mönch. Haberlandt found
that one variety of Soja, from the many present at the Vienna
World Exhibition, ripens in 5 months, and then reliably
grows in our climate. Its value, which increased during the
two subsequent years of cultivation, can best be seen in
comparison with the composition of peas:
A table shows the percentage of air-dried substance.
The columns are substances, crude protein, fat, nitrogenfree extract, crude fiber, and ash. The substances are both
seeds and straw: Seeds: Peas, initial Soja, Soja after 1 year

cultivation, soja after 2 years cultivation. Straw: Peas, Soja.
Concerning crude protein: Pea seeds had 23.2% vs. 30.6%,
34.4%, and 35.0% for soybean seeds during three years of
cultivation. Concerning fat: Pea seeds had 1.8% vs. 15.8%,
18.2%, and 18.4% for soybean seeds during three years of
cultivation. Soybean seeds also contained almost twice as
much ash and only 77% as much crude fiber.
Soybean straw contained about 24% more protein and
19% more fat that pea straw, plus 2½ times as much ash and
only 86% as much crude fiber.
Prof. Haberlandt believes that in the near future, every
agriculturist will cultivate Soja hispida in the same quantity
that they now cultivate bread [sic, wheat], potatoes, etc.,
since soya (soya) has the highest nutritional value in its seeds
and straw compared with other plants–the only exception
being lupins.
Translated by Olga Kochan.
Note: This is the earliest Russian-language document
seen (May 2020) that mentions the soybean–which it calls
Soja hispida and Soja.
72. R. 1877. A soja takarmanynovenyrol [About soybean as
a forage crop]. Foldmivelesi Erdekeink (Our Agricultural
Interest; Budapest) 5(9):73. Feb. 26. [Hun]
• Summary: We have already discussed this new crop
once before; it was heartily recommended by Professor
Haberlandt. We would now like to publish the details which
the Professor discussed in a recent lecture held for the
farmer’s union in Vienna.
In case of plants we wish to introduce to Hungary, we
have to be sure of having positive answers to two questions.
The first: is the plant in question capable of suitably ripening
in our climate? The second: is both the quantity and quality
of yield such that cultivation of the plant is advantageous? At
the international trade fair [Vienna World Exhibition] held
recently in Vienna, soybean (sója-bab) from China, Japan,
and Turkestan was presented to the Viennese agricultural
college. Professor Haberlandt distributed these seeds to a
number of persons and, based on the results of experiments
conducted in Moravia (in today’s Czech Republic), Hungary,
Bukovina (in today’s Romania and Ukraine), and Vienna,
provided the following replies to the above two questions.
Under the climatic conditions in Hungary, the plant ripens
fully and quickly. Just as in Vienna, the soybean (sója) was
harvested in the first half of September in Mosonmagyaróvár
(in today’s Hungary), here in Hungary. In Nagybecskerek
(in today’s Serbia), where soybean (sója-bab) was sowed
by the landowner Mr. Stojics, the harvest was in midSeptember. The head gardener of the agricultural academy
in Mosonmagyaróvár informed Professor Haberlandt that
rabbits had chewed off the germinated soybean (sója), which
quickly tillered. For now, I will forego listing the results of
the experiments achieved in other countries.
As regards the yield results, the small experiment
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Professor Haberlandt conducted in Vienna yielded 52
vámmázsa (equal to 2,600 kg or 5,732 lbs) per hectare.
This year, the yield was equal to 47 vámmázsa (equal to
2,350 kg or 5,181 lbs) per hectare. The resulting straw yield
amounted to 104 quintals [10,400 kg], which is an important
result considering its notable nutritional value, which
will be discussed later on. The experiments conducted in
Mosonmagyaróvár and Nagybecskerek cannot be considered
representative as regards quantity of yield, as seeds were
too sparsely sowed. However, the results of production
experiments conducted in 6 different locations in Bukovina
are that much more important, the average of which shows
that the soybean (sója-bab) yielded 188 seeds, which would
be equal to 88 vámmázsa (equal to 4,400 kg or 9,700 lbs)
per hectare. The plant is prone to tillering, grows 80-100 cm
high, branches off immediately at ground level, and develops
numerous pods–about 40-50–on each plant. In fact, there was
an average of 99 pods and 190 beans on each stalk on Prince
Rohan’s estate in Swijau, Bohemia. This is a good example
of the excellent yield results of soybean (sója).
As regards the nutritional value of this plant, chemical
analysis is the best method for use as a starting point. To
obtain more information, we will compare the chemical
constituents of the soybean (sója-bab) with the pea as a
source of protein-rich nutrients. Rounded to the nearest
whole number, water content: 8% (pea: 11%). Protein or
materials containing nitrogen: 30-34% (pea: 23%). Fats: 1518% (pea: 1.8%). Extracts without nitrogen-fixation related
materials: 28-33% (pea: 52%). Crude fiber: 4.5% (pea: close
to 6%). Potash: 4.75-5% (pea: 2.5%). In the case of the
experiments conducted in Europe, the interesting conclusion
has been drawn that the soybean (sója) grown from seeds
produced in Europe was richer in valuable nutrients than in
its place of origin. The studies pertaining to the nutritional
value of its straw shows that in this regard, soybean (sójabab) straw surpasses pea straw. The small-scale experiments
also showed that animals readily ate the green soybean
(sója) stalk and leaves, as well. From the above, Professor
Haberlandt is right to conclude that soybean (sója-bab) will
soon be generally widespread. We have been informed that
as long as his limited supplies last, Professor Haberlandt is
happy to provide anyone interested in the plant with a small
sample for the purposes of experimentation (1).
(1) We have been informed that at the academy in
Mosonmagyaróvár, head gardener Mr. Köhler produced 1.5
kg of seed by planting 100 seeds, a part of which has been
handed over to the institution in question and to Dr. Mihály
Farkas for the purposes of production.
Note 1. Translated by Peter Gergay of San Francisco,
Aug. 2018.
Note 2. This is one of the earliest documents seen
(Aug. 2018) concerning soybeans in today’s Hungary, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Hungary.
Note 3.

Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2020)
concerning soybeans in Serbia, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Serbia. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Serbia, or the cultivation of soybeans in Serbia
(spring 1876). The source of these soybeans was Prof. F.
Haberlandt in Vienna. Address: Hungary.
73. M. 1877. Neue Culturpflanzen [New crop plants]. Neue
Freie Presse (Vienna) No. 4526. April 3. p. 4, col. 1. Evening
edition. [Ger]
• Summary: Even though, as we presented in a first article
(no. 4505 [Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung] of the Neue Freie
Presse), out of twenty newly recommended crops we hardly
arrived at one single result worthy of mention, nevertheless
sometimes one such crop comes up which is completely
worth the many futile attempts and failures. So among the
worthless desert of seed novelties, that is how it was with
one species that has recently become known which deserves
the greatest attention. That is Soja hispida, the hairy runner
bean or Dolichos (rauhe Schmink- oder Heilbohne) from the
line with many branches of the East Asian Dolichos species.
The credit for having introduced this worthy useful plant to
the Occident is due to Professor F. Haberlandt at the College
of Agriculture (Hochschule für Bodencultur) in Vienna. He
found this among the Japanese seeds at the World Exposition
(Weltausstellung) of 1873, cultivated them in complete
secrecy, and has now come forward with the results of his
trials.
Next to rice, the Dolichos or soy beans (Dolichos- oder
Soja-Bohnen) form the main source of nutrition for the
population of the two largest East Asian empires, but they are
also cultivated in countless varieties in all of India, on Java,
Borneo, Sumatra, and all islands of the Indian archipelago
and are treasured as a daily food. Along with chickpeas
(Cicer arietinus), they are among the most nitrogen-rich
of all pulses, which means of all vegetable products, and
thus their extraordinary nutritional value, especially for
the working classes. In Japan, there are four varieties of
runner beans (Schminkbohnen) that are preferably planted
for their nutrition: Dolichos (or Soja) unguiculatus, in
Japanese jaenari, green; D. soja, Japanese daidsu; a black
variety kuromame, and a red one, kintoki [sic, kintoki refers
to a variety of azuki beans]. They are all eaten. One of the
most favorite without which a Japanese could hardly live is
the bean aspic (Bohnensulze) “miso” (“Mieso”), prepared
from the daidsu bean with wheat and barley flour together
with some salt. The seasoning that is expressly called “soy”
(“Soja”)–in Japanese siyau [sic, shoyu], in Chinese sohi yu
or tsiang yu, in English soy–is a fermented soup [sic, sauce]
that is prepared from soybeans (Sona-Bohnen) with different
additions that is served as sauces and forms an important
article of trade. In China, Dolichos sinensis (under which
is certainly also to be included many other species) is the
preferred food after rice; the plant is cultivated everywhere.
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According to Scherzer, entire populations are employed there
with the preparation of cakes and preserved foods made from
bean meal for food. Just like with other pulses, the skins
of the beans, after being carefully separated from the meal,
are pressed into cake form in iron wheels and dried. They
are a precious fertilizer, as are the oil cakes, and it has an
extraordinary value on the market; Shanghai alone ships over
a million pieces of it every year, including to the southern
[Chinese] sugar plantations.
On Java, the soybean is preferably called katjang, that
is, “vegetable” (according to Junghuhn). And next to rice,
padi, and corn, djagong (which has only been cultivated for
one and a half centuries), and the roots of yams and potatoes
called ubi, it is the food which is cultivated the most. These
Javanese soybeans, especially the white ones, are regarded
as the best and are sought after as ship’s provisions. Their
botanical name, Dolichos catjang, still originates back from
the old ship’s hull (Rumpf). In East India, the perennial
runner bean, D. lignosus, a climbing shrub (Kletterstrauch)
is very common, along with D. lablab, gladiatus, bulbosus,
tetragonolobus, and many other species. The Egyptian
fellah grows D. lubia; in the West Indies and Brazil, D.
tuberosus provides not just edible pods and beans, but also
a farinaceous (mehlhaltig) root as food that tastes similar
to turnips (rübenartig schmeckend) and can weigh up to a
pound. It is also known that there is a species of Phaseolus
with edible tubers.
In Europe, too, although only in the southern lands of
this part of the world, in Turkey, Greece, Sicily, the Iberian
peninsula, and specifically in Provence in France (where they
are called banettes or mongettes and have a delicate flavor),
runner beans have long been cultivated, and specifically
preferably D. unguiculatus. They require a light, warm soil,
but aside from that they are specifically treated and used
just like other edible beans (Speisebohnen). They go beyond
the tastiness and nutritional value of the latter, but on the
contrary they have the disadvantage of being afflicted by
insects (weevils) which, as is well known, is not the case
with the Phaseolus beans.
Soja (or Dolichos) hispida, which Professor Haberlandt
has successfully acclimatized, appears to be one of the most
preferred species of its family. It has withstood the climate
very well, even at high degrees of latitude, it has developed
completely in average soils, and it has produced seeds
extremely richly and brought them to maturity at the same
time as with other pulses. Its use seems to be a versatile
one. The seeds provided an extremely pleasant-tasting food
which, when prepared in different ways as with other pulses,
not only did not fall short of them but even exceeded them
in their fineness. When coarsely ground, the beans were also
immediately accepted by animals, which is not the case with
the usual edible beans; those are accepted only by pigs and
in fact only when cooked or when mixed with other fodders.
We do not know whether the green pods can be used as a

vegetable. But the pods that have been dried after the seeds
have been removed as well as the straw–and of course also
the green plant–have proven themselves as an excellent
fodder that is consumed immediately by every type of
livestock with great desire.
Professor Haberlandt very liberally made available the
quantity of seeds of Soja hispida that had been grown the
previous year to a number of farmers who were amenable
to progress in all areas and climates of Austria, so that we
will soon have more and larger agronomic trials about
which to report. In any case, the eagerly researching and
valiant representative of plant cultivation at our College of
Agriculture is due thanks for his successful efforts regarding
the acclimatization and introduction of a new species to what
thus far has been the rather closed series of our crops.
Dr. M.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the word daidsu (the Japanese word for “soybean”).
This word appears in 5 different issues of these newspapers
from 1877 to 1924.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Soja-Bohnen (Soybeans)–spelled
with a hyphen. This word appears in 60 different issues of
these newspapers from 1877 to 1947. Address: PhD.
74. Koehler, W. 1877. Miscellen: Sojabohne [Miscellaneous:
Soybean]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches
Wochenblatt (Vienna) 3(15):174. April 14. [Ger]
• Summary: The agronomic trials with the coarse-haired
soybean (Rauhhaarinen Sojabohne) (Soja hispida) last
summer in the garden of the Agricultural Academy
(Landwirtschaftliche Akademie) provided such favorable
results that the cultivation will be continued this year on
the experimental fields to a greater extent. Last spring, I
received one hundred seeds from Prof. Ferd. [sic, Friedrich]
Haberlandt, and specifically fifty of the variety with brown
seeds originating from China and fifty with yellow seeds
from Mongolia. The cultivation took place at the beginning
of May on five square meters (fifty square feet) in shallow
terraces. All of the seeds were germinable (keimfähig). Once
the plants had reached a height of ten cm., they were for the
most part chewed down in one night by rabbits. Fortunately,
the plants recovered again very soon, and even a more
abundant tillering (Bestockung) was noticeable.
The upright stems with thick foliage reached a height
of 75 to 80 cm., and they only bent with the extraordinary
formulation of pods, as is not to be noticed with any
species of green beans. Complete maturity occurred in midSeptember. The yield from five square meters was 1.6 kilos
of completely well-formed seeds. Consequently, out of all of
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the trials, the highest yield was achieved here and thus the
proof was provided that with local conditions, the cultivation
of the soybean has a good future. In order to get genuinely
broad trials up and running in the country, I have provided
twenty portions of seeds for the aforementioned purpose
to the High Hungarian Ministry of Agriculture (das hohe
ungarnische Ackerbau-Ministerium), but I have provided
the larger lots for the obtaining of seeds to the heads of the
experimental field. According to the analyses that have been
provided so far, the straw but especially also the soybeans
have high nutritional value, and they may be excellently used
not only as fodder, but also for human nutrition.
Note: Ungarisch-Altenburg is part of today’s
Mosonmagyaróvár, Hungary.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Head gardener (Obergaertner),
Hungarian-Altenburg.
75. Landwirth (Der): Allgemeine Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung (Breslau). 1877. Die rauhhaarigen Sojabohnen [The
coarse-haired soybeans]. 13(48):261. June 15. [Ger]
• Summary: At the Vienna World Exhibition of 1873,
many varieties of soybeans from Mongolia, China, and
Japan were represented. They are widely cultivated in those
countries. Subsequently, at the Royal School of Agriculture
in Vienna, trials were made to study the growth and yield of
the plant. The results from the year 1876, according to Prof.
Haberlandt–as reported in the Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung–lead to the conclusion that the soybean can only
mature seeds where the medium level of summer warmth is a
little over 140 R. and where neither grape tendrils nor maize
(Mais; corn) are able to ripen more.
Note: The meaning of “140 R.” is unclear. German
Translator Philip Isenberg writes (Oct. 2014): “It cannot be
either Réaumur, Rankine, or Roemer/Romer. Those would be
either above boiling or below freezing. I actually think that
it refers to some kind of abbreviation for degree-days rather
than a unit of temperature, but I haven’t been able to figure it
out. I will ask my botanist colleagues in Europe.” But none
of them were able to figure it out either.
In Austria-Hungary, early-ripening soybeans can be
cultivated. The small number of trials seem to indicate
that large-scale cultivation would produce good yields.
The experimenters noted the remarkable fruitfulness of the
soybean. In Bukowina [Bukovina or Bucovina, a former
Austrian crownland, now divided among Ukraine and
Romania], each seed yielded 188 seeds. Moreover, analyses
show that the seeds are of great nutritional worth, and the
progeny of the original seeds have more protein and fat than
their forbears. The straw also has high value as a feed, and
feeding trials show that cows like not only the green plants
but also the straw. Since soybeans are widely used for food
among the people of East Asia, Prof. Haberlandt hopes that
this plant, because of its great fruitfulness, will become

widely cultivated in Europe within a few years, and will
been seen as competing in importance with the various cereal
grains, potatoes, and corn.
Note: Breslau (see Journal name; the German name for
Wroclaw [pronounced vrot-SLAF]) came under the control
of Prussia in 1741, and remained part of Germany until 1945,
when it was assigned to Poland by the Potsdam Conference.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
76. Mittheilungen ueber Gegenstaende der Land, Forst-, und Hauswirtschaft (Organ der k.k.
Landwirthschaftgesellschaft fuer Kaernten). 1877. “Die
rauhaarige Sojabohne” (Soja hispida Moench) [The coarsehaired soybean]. 34(22):173-75. Nov. 15. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (Die Sojabohne) is for us a
new crop plant, insofar as prior to 1875, no one had heard
anything about it. However it is very well known as an
agricultural plant in China, Mongolia, and Japan, where it
is widely cultivated. It is also indigenous to the Malaysian
islands, on Java, and in the Dutch East Indies, where various
varieties are widely disseminated.
The soybean grows stiffly upright with abundantly
branching stems, somewhat like the lupin. It reaches a height
of 0.6 to 1 meter. The leaves come in groups of three–like
our Feuerbohne [scarlet runner] and Stangenbohne [string
bean or runner bean], but larger than the leaves of the latter.
The numerous flowers, the spring from the angle of the
leaves, sit on shortly branched bases (Steilchen), and are
white, yellow or violet in color, according to the type of
plant, and are, on the whole, not particularly good-looking.
The soybean carries its seeds in pods, and there are
many on each plant; there are 2 to 5 seeds in each pod. The
seeds, themselves are spherical or egg-shaped and they
look very much like the seeds of the French (or green)
bean (Fisole). Their color is reddish-brown with a white
protruding hilum (Nabel) or pale yellow with brownish-red
bordered hilum. The entire plant itself, including the hulls, is
covered with brownish or rust-reddish short, tiny stiff hairs.
For this reason the plant is called “hairy” (rauhaarig).
Also discusses the varieties on display at the Vienna
World Exhibition of 1873 (Wiener Weltausstellung 1873).
Acclimatization trials were conducted in the experimental
garden (Versuchsgarten) of the Royal College of Agriculture
in Vienna (k.k. Hochschule für Bodenkultur in Wien). In
these trials the soybeans came to maturity completely.
The results of these trials proved that some varieties of
the soybean came to complete maturity during the first half
of the month of September and could be harvested; these are
now known as the early-ripening varieties; they are native
to northern Asia. However there are other varieties that
bloomed in these trials but did not set seeds, and yet others
that did not even reach this stage.
In the year 1876 these acclimatization trial were
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repeated, not only in Vienna but in various other places
in the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, in order to study
the development of this plant under various conditions
(Verhältnisse). The results will be discussed in detail by Prof.
Haberlandt, who is in charge of these experiments.
Tables show: (1) The composition of three kinds of
seeds: Pea seeds, the original soybean seeds, acclimatized
soybean seeds. The nitrogen-containing substances (protein)
are, respectively 23.18%, 30.56%, and 34.37%. (2) A
nutritional comparison of pea straw vs. soybean straw.
The protein content is, respectively 7.36% and 9.43%.
The essential components of the ash are potassium and
phosphoric acid.
Professor Friedrich Haberlandt expresses the hope that
soybeans will be recognized as a superior plant, widely
tested, and within a few years recognized as being on a level
of importance with the various cereal grains, the potato, and
maize / corn.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2014)
that contains the term Vienna World Exhibition of 1873
(Wiener Weltausstellung 1873).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2014)
that contains the term Royal College of Agriculture in Vienna
(k.k. Hochschule für Bodenkultur in Wien)
Note 3. Kaernten (Kaernthen or Kärnten) [also
called Carinthia] was an Austrian crownland; now a state
of southern Austria, bordering on Italy and Yugoslavia.
Address: Austria.
77. Schollmayer, Franz. 1877. Die rauhaarige Soja oder
Sojabohne (Soja hispida Moench) [The rough-haired
soybean]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches
Wochenblatt (Vienna) 3(47):533. Nov. 24. [Ger]
• Summary: The author obtained soybean seeds from Prof.
Haberlandt of the Imperial-Royal College of Agriculture
in Vienna (k.k. = kaiserlich-königliche Hochschule für
Bodencultur in Wien). A nutritional analysis of Haberlandt’s
seeds and straw (several generations) is given and compared
with that of peas. The author obtained 200 brown-seeded
soybeans from China, 200 black-seeded soybeans from
China, and 200 yellow-seeded soybeans from Mongolia.
He planted the seeds on 16 May 1877 about 26 cm apart in
a grid pattern at the experimental farm in Ljubljana. After
several days, all of the seeds germinated and emerged well
(In wenigen Tagen schossen die jungen Pflänzchen... in die
Höhe). By the end of May about 90% of the plants (180 of
each variety) were up and growing well, the rest having been
consumed by moles and field mice. They grew well during
the summer, attaining an average height of 65 cm. The plant
tops soon formed a canopy so that few weeds could grow.
The stems becoming very sturdy and the pods filling nicely
with seed. The lower pods on the plants ripened in midSeptember and the higher pods in mid-October. The 180
brown-seeded plants yielded 6,660 seeds (37-fold increase)

weighing 1,061½ gm. The 180 black-seeded plants yielded
7,814 seeds (43.41-fold increase) weighing 816½ gm. And
the 180 yellow-seeded plants yielded 16,371 seeds (90.95fold increase) weighing 1,925½ gm. These increases are
so much larger than can be obtained from regular Austrian
runner or French beans, that the soybean (especially the
yellow variety) must be urgently recommended for expanded
cultivation. Moreover, the nutritional value of the seeds
and the hay is greatly superior. The yellow is also better for
cooking, since the black variety makes an unappetizing black
soup. “To the untiring researcher, Prof. Haberlandt, goes our
greatest thanks for this new crop plant, which I also, as his
former student, express to him with full conviction.”
Note: Laibach is the German name for Ljubljana (also
Lyublyana), a city which is presently (early 1993) the capital
of Slovenia, located on the Sava River. According to the
Columbia-Lippincott Gazetteer (1880), in 1877 Laybach
(also spelled Laibach) was a town in Austria. It had been
the capital of the kingdom of Illyria from 1816-1849. Also
called Ljubljana, it became part of Yugoslavia in 1918. In
ancient times it was named Æmona or Emona. Address:
Versuchshof-Administration in Laibach [Austria; today’s
Slovenia].
78. Mittheilungen ueber Gegenstaende der Land, Forst-, und Hauswirtschaft (Organ der k.k.
Landwirthschaftgesellschaft fuer Kaernten). 1877. Zur
Sojabohne [The soybean]. 34(23):183-84. Dec. 1. [Ger]
• Summary: Upon his request, the Inspector of the
Experimental Farm in Ljubljana (Laibach), Mr. Franz
Schollmayr, received in the spring from Prof. Haberlandt 200
seeds of brown soybeans and 200 seeds of black soybeans
from China, and 200 seeds of coarse yellow soybeans
originating from Mongolia, all for experimental cultivation.
These were planted on May 16 in such a way that the
seeds were spaced 10 inches (Zoll) from each other and
approximately 1½ inches deep in rather thin, ordinary
topsoil (diluvial gravel / rubble, Dilluvialschotter) that had
been lightly fertilized with barnyard manure and that had
previously been prepared to be completely even and ready.
In a few days, the young, dark green baby plants shot up
quite superbly without a seed having remained. By the end
of May, approximately 10% of the plants had fallen to the
ground because of voles and moles, and thus approximately
180 plants of each of the aforementioned varieties remained.
During the summer, these plants were cultivated once. Since
the growth of the firm stems with thick foliage is rapid, this
planting soon filled in, adequately shaded the ground, and
allowed few weeds to come up. The plants achieved a height
of 25 inches (65 cm) and were more stocky (full stemmed)
than elongated. They were covered with abundant pods. The
lower pods matured in mid-September, followed by those
further up in mid-October.
After precise counting and weighing, the yield of these
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three varieties is as follows: 180 beans of the brown soybean
from China yielded 6,660 seeds weighing 1,061½ grams. 180
beans of the black soybean from China yielded 7,814 seeds
weighing 816½ grams. And 180 beans of the yellow soybean
from Mongolia yielded of 16,731 seeds weighing 1,925½
grams.
In comparison with the yield of our native varieties of
green beans (Fisolenarten), the brown soybean in Ljubljana
yielded 37 times as much; the black soybean yielded 43.41
times as much, and the yellow soybean yielded 90.95 times
as much. This is therefore so high that the soybean must be
very highly recommended for the most extensive cultivation,
all the more so since, upon chemical analysis, the nutritional
value of the beans and the straw comes to light as being
significant.
As for the yield of straw, the brown soybean weighed 2
Viennese pounds (2 Wiener Pfund), the black and the yellow
soybean also yielded 2 Viennese pounds of air-dried straw.
Mr. Schollmayr is of the opinion that the yellow soybean
is first and foremost to be preferred, followed by the brown
variety, and then the black. He arrives at this conclusion
not only as a result of the yields of the yellow and brown
soybeans, but also because of their preferred colors in
commerce, the full roundness of the beans, and the pleasant
shape of both varieties mentioned.
The black soybean is elongated and flattened, and
furthermore the black color is not desirable in commerce for
the reason that when they are boiled, the beans impart an
unappetizing black color to the soup.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Austria.
79. Graefl. H. Attems’sche Gemuesebau- und
Samenkulturstation in St. Peter. 1877. Zweiter Culturversuch
mit der chinesischen Oelbohne in St. Peter bei Graz [Second
agronomic trial with the Chinese oilbean (Soybean) in St.
Peter near Graz]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 27(49):557. Dec. 8. [Ger]
• Summary: From the preceding year’s harvest of soybeans
(Soja), which was described in issue no. 48 of the Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung of 1876 [Nov. 25, p. 552-53]
and which was attained at Count Attems’ Seed Multiplication
Station (Graf Attems’sche Samenkulturstation) in St. Peter
near Graz, the healthiest seeds were selected for planting in
1877. In doing this with 1,000 seeds, and increase in weight
was achieved amounting to 5 gm with the yellow variety and
8 gm with the brown variety. Note: A Samenkulturstation
(seed multiplication station) exists to sell this seed to
neighbors; it is usually not involved with seed breeding, nor
is it a commercial seed company.
The seeds were planted on May 18 in 32 centimeter
squares on terraces. Exactly 2 seeds were planted per
sowing area, and therefore the quantity of seed per are (1
are = 100 square meters) was 236 gm for the yellow variety

and 260 gm for the brown variety. The field was in its third
planting. The first planting was with cabbage, the second
with winter wheat, then it had been drained in the fall of
1876. The soil consisted of 7 meters of potent, sandy loam
that is deposited upon diluvial debris, and whose topsoil is
rather humus-like. The climate is generally damp. According
to the meteorological observation station in Graz, the
number of heat units (Wärmemenge) from May 1 until the
end of September of the same year amounted to 2,658; the
amount of rain was 611 millimeters. The average monthly
temperature in May, June, and July was from 1 to 2ºC. above
normal. On the other hand, as early as September 17, an
early frost of -2ºC arrived, and was followed by lasting cool
weather until the end of September.
The development of the plants was vigorous as early as
their juvenile period. They closed over to form a canopy as
early as the beginning of July, and therefore the land could
be hoed twice and kept loose and clean thereafter. Flowering
began in the middle of July and continued until the middle
of August. As in the previous year, pod-setting was also
unusually abundant this year. At the time of the early frost,
the beans in the pods were still juicy and beginning to lose
their color. Effects of frost were not noticeable upon them,
except that the uppermost leaves were damaged. Because of
the continuation of the cold weather, the harvest was carried
out at the end of September, and the plants that were still
somewhat succulent were spread out in a ventilated room to
finish ripening. By the middle of November, the beans were
completely ripened and could be threshed.
The yield of good, picked-over seeds amounted to 13
kg of the yellow and 14 kg of the brown variety. The waste
from each type amounted to over 3 kg. The results per are
(1 are = 100 square meters) are similar to those from a very
good harvest of peas. Mr. Pittoni of Gorizia (Görz) has
reported to us that he achieved a 63-fold yield with soybeans
(Oelbohne) there. In the development of its beans, the always
later-ripening brown variety remained far behind that of the
planted seed; 1,000 seeds at harvest weighed only 113 gm.
On the other hand, the yellow variety achieved precisely
the quality [weight] of the selected seed for planting, 116
gm per 1,000 seeds. The soybean straw was eaten by cows
and fattened sheep with great eagerness. Even this year the
soybean (Sojabohne) showed itself to be no more delicate
than the long-cultivated Phaseolus varieties, which is why it
can be expected with certainty that because of its enormous
fertility and richness in nutrients, which in the meantime
Prof. Haberlandt has proven through several analyses, it will
soon be universally accepted among our useful plants.
According to the analyses mentioned, the air-dried seeds
contain (table): 31% proteinaceous materials, 16.6% fat,
32.2% nitrogen-free nutrients, 4.8% crude fiber, 4.9% ash,
and 10% water.
The composition of the straw should be similar to that
of peas. Besides the yellow and brown varieties, we also
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brought a black-seeded variety for planting this year–for
which we are also grateful to Prof. Haberlandt for his kind
participation. Under the same conditions, with simultaneous
planting, they only flowered in the first third of August and
remained unripe at the time of the early frosts. A greenseeded variety, which we had received as the “Japanese
bush bean” (Japanische Buschbohne) from another source,
did not flower at all. We therefore consider the yellow and
brown soybeans (Oelbohne) to be a definite achievement and
include them with our estimable plants for cultivation.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: St. Peter bei Graz, Steiermark
[Styria, Austria].
80. Landwirth (Der): Allgemeine Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung (Breslau). 1877. S. Domslau, 17. December.
[Vereinssitzung.] [S. Domslau, Dec. 17. Meeting of the
Society]. 13(102):535-36. Dec. 21. [Ger]
• Summary: Yesterday the Domslau agricultural rural society
held its last meeting of the year. Events of the year were
summarized. The men who had planted soybeans earlier
in the year were asked to report on their results. Inspector
Scholtz from Linz [the capital of Upper Austria on the
Danube River, 95 miles west of Vienna] became aware of
this new plant, imported from the south, through articles in
issues no. 2 and no. 48 [15 June 1877] of this periodical, Der
Landwirth. Through the good offices of Prof. Haberlandt
in Vienna, who is himself interested in the acclimatization
of this plant, the Domslau society was able to obtain 200
soybeans. Since the soybean, as the analyses in issue no. 48
of this periodical show, has great value as a livestock fodder,
everyone in the society wanted to learn how to grow and use
it. So 150 of Prof. Haberlandt’s seeds were divided among
various members of the society and Mr. Scholtz kept 50 for
himself. Ten seeds were planted on May 1, and more were
planted on May 28. A frost in early September hurt their
development. The harvest on Sept. 17, yielded 530 welldeveloped seeds and 342 gm of dry straw.
Note 1. In 1878 the town of Domslau was located
in Prussia, about 5 miles south of Breslau. As of 1994
Domslaw, now spelled Domaslaw, is in Poland. Breslau (the
German name for Wroclaw [pronounced vrot-SLAF]) came
under the control of Prussia in 1741, and remained part of
Germany until 1945, when it was assigned to Poland by the
Potsdam Conference.
Note 2. This is the second earliest document seen (June
2015) concerning soybeans in Poland, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Poland. This document contains the second
earliest date seen for soybeans in Poland, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Poland (1 May 1877). The source of these
soybeans was Prof. Haberlandt in Vienna.
81. Moreschi, B. 1877. Nuove ricerche sulla coltivazione
della Soja hispida o sul valore alimentare dei suoi semi e

della sua paglia, del prof. Federico Haberlandt [New research
on the cultivation of the soybean {Soja hispida} or on the
food value of its seeds and its straw, by Prof. Friedrich
Haberlandt]. Giornale di Agricoltura, Industria e Commercio
del Regno d’Italia 27:183-84. 14th year. [1 ref. Ita]
• Summary: See Wiener landwirthschaftliche Zeitung,
27(4):32-35, 27 Jan. 1877. An Italian-language summary of
Haberlandt’s early research on soybeans.
Soja hispida Moench, called Dolichos soja by Linnaeus,
is a legume which appears as one of the most important
plants in all of India and East Asia that provide food to
humans. Among the legumes, it without a doubt occupies
first place. With the seeds of this plant, the Japanese prepare
a sauce that is called “soy” (soja) from which, perhaps,
its name is derived. In France, it was introduced by Mr.
De Matrigny [sic, de Montigny], who obtained it from
China. According to Heuzé, they cultivate it a little in the
départements of Ariége and Haute-Garonne, where they call
it pois oléagineux [oil peas]. The acclimatization of this plant
has been attempted various times, including in Germany: in
Hohenheim, for example, and by Dr. Rauch in Bamberg, who
had the seeds of several varieties sent directly from Japan,
utilizing his friend Colonel von Siebold for the purpose. At
Hohenheim, the plants never got beyond blossoming. Dr.
Rauch, on the other hand, observed that some plants did not
even manage to reach that. The few plants that blossomed
showed their blossoms only in September, in a manner such
that there was not even any thought that they could mature
into fruit.
The most erudite Prof. Federico Haberlandt, who
teaches at the College of Agriculture (Hochschule für
Bodencultur) in Vienna, has continued the studies regarding
the acclimatization of this plant, and he profited from
an extremely rich collection of its seeds. It appeared at
the World Exposition of 1873 and came to be donated to
that school. There were seeds of different varieties and
the most varied of origins: Mongolia, China, Japan, etc.
The agronomic trials (prove culturali) were carried out
in 1875 only at the school’s experimental field. In 1876,
they were greatly extended by distributing seeds to many
agriculturalists who had made a request for them. Now, at
a conference that was held in Vienna at the agriculturalists’
and silvicuturalists’ club in Vienna, Prof. Haberlandt has
explained the results that he has obtained which, he says,
provide the proof that Soja hispida may be spread far beyond
the borders of its countries of origin, that it can find the
conditions to flourish in Austria, and that as a result of the
many products that it provides and its nutritional value, it
should have great prospects.
He explained above all else the absence of success
in the first attempts in Hohenheim and in Bamberg with
the fact that the seeds that were used were from Japan,
from the south of China, and from India and thus were
seeds of varieties that were very demanding with regard to
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temperature. In contrast, the seeds that originated from the
countries of Central Asia, such as Mongolia and the north of
China, which had been transported to Europe had to provide
good results, and that was because they originated from
countries with a continental climate in which the duration
of the vegetative period was limited to five or six months.
In those places, it is in fact the earliest varieties of soybeans
(soja) that are cultivated, those that are less demanding, and
those that can also mature in Europe, the way that they did in
fact mature, even in those locations where the most modest
varieties of corn for seeds do not hold up.
Given that, this author then proposed the following two
questions: first, can soybeans achieve perfect and regular
maturation? And second, is the product that it provides at the
level both in quantity and quality such that the cultivation
can be considered suitable?
With regard to the first question, after having discussed
the results that were obtained in trials by him and by others
that were repeated in Vienna, in Altenburg (Hungary)
[today’s Mosonmagyaróvár, Hungary], in Gross-Becskerek
[sic–Grosbetschkerek] (idem) [today’s Zrenjanin, Serbia],
in Napagedl [sic, Napajedl] (Moravia) [today’s Napajedla,
Czech Republic], in Bukovina [a region divided between
today’s Romania and Ukraine], in Proskau in Silesia [today’s
Prószków, Poland], in Graz in Styria, etc. he answered with
more or less these words: soybeans may mature even in
areas where the mean summer temperature barely exceeds
14º R. [probably degrees on the Réamur scale, equal to
17.5º Celsius] and where neither grapevines nor corn
reach maturity. He then added that in general, the climatic
conditions of a large part of Austria not only permit this plant
to grow and mature, they are even so favorable as to assure
the product from them.
With regard, then, to the first part of the second question,
here are the results obtained from Haberlandt himself, the
results of which were confirmed to him by nearly all of the
other trials. In 1875, he harvested from 67 plants, which
occupied three square meters, 782.6 grams of seeds, which
would give a harvest of 26.09 metric hundredweight (1
metric hundredweight = 100 kg and thus 2,609 kilograms)
per hectare. In the following year, the trial was repeated
over a space of 52.1 square meters. There were 1,324 plants
and a product of seeds of 121.4 kilograms, or 2,354.5
kilograms per hectare. With regard to straw, there was
5,326.1 kilograms, which is very important if its rather
high nutritional value is taken into consideration. In order
to then demonstrate the great prolific property of this plant,
it is necessary to think back to two causes. Above all else,
the extraordinary quantity of blossoms on the axil of the
leaf (often six pods for every leaf axil); secondarily, the
existence of the hermaphroditic flowers which better assure
fertilization, as with wheat and barley. Count H. Attems of
Graz, who also carried out agronomic trials with it, was able
to count 180 pods on a single plant.

Soybeans may be damaged by insects only during the
first period of life. In Altemburgo in Hungary [Altenburg,
today’s Mosonmagyaróvár, Hungary], hares ate the green
plants in the spring, but they matured anyway. The mole
crickets can also cause a little damage.
The chemical analysis of the seeds and of the straw
carried out by Prof. Schwackhöfer indicates how high the
nutritional value of this plant is, especially the seeds. The
figures that follow refer only to the yellow variety, even
though the analyses were also carried out on the others. The
varieties that were cultivated were: the early yellow variety
from Mongolia, the reddish-brown variety from China, a
brown variety of unknown origin, and another black variety
[of unknown origin].
Table 1, titled: Seeds: 100 parts by weight, air dried–
goes here. It compares the chemical composition of peas and
soybeans.
One important thing to be noted is that the reproduced
seeds are richer in nitrogenous substances and in fat than
the original seeds from Mongolia and China. On the basis
of that, it can be concluded that this plant is to be classified
among those which have great nutritional value, and that
with respect to their nutritional value, its seeds do not find
any equal in the products of our cultivated plants.
As with the seeds, the chemical composition of the
straw, gathered from the analyses carried out by the same
Prof. Schwakhöfer [sic, Schwackhöfer], compared with that
of the straw from peas, would be as follows.
One hundred parts by weight of straw, air-dried, contain:
Table 2 goes here.
Since the nutritional value of the straw from soybeans
appears to be greater than that of the straw from peas,
then it must cause no wonder that the animals feed upon it
with fondness. Dr. Kulisz says that cows are pleased to eat
the plant in its green state. And the experiences that were
found in Vienna in a barn of dairy cows have furthermore
demonstrated that they also feed very well on the stems and
leaves of the plants that had already matured, and likewise
on the empty pods that had hardened. Even though the
analyses of the ash have not yet been completed, just from
the results that have been obtained up to now, it seems that
it can be concluded that it consists primarily of potash and
of phosphoric acid, and that even the ash from the straw
contains them in rather large quantities.
From all of this, the eminent scientist concluded, it can
easily be deduced what and how much attention a plant this
precious would deserve on the part of the farmer.
The fact, then, that it has served to feed a large
population since time immemorial also has to exclude any
doubt that some cause that has perhaps escaped chemical
research could in some way have a damaging effect upon its
nutritional value. In what way the populations of East Asia
prepare it has not yet been specified exactly with sufficient
precision. That which is certain in any case is that soy sauce
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(salsa di soja), which is manufactured in England and which
is also sold on the continent, cannot be a food prepared with
the seeds of this plant. And that is because a great deal of
sugar is found in it [soy sauce], and its flavor is quite far
removed from that which is really the flavor of soybean
seeds that have been subjected to cooking.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: PhD, Italy.
82. Illustrierte Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Leipzig,
Prussia). 1877. Die Sojabohne [The soybean]. 39(31):258. [1
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Issue No. 29 (1876) of this periodical
called attention to the soybean. According the Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung, during the year 1876, cultural
trials with this plant have been conducted in Hungary,
Mähren [Moravia], Bukovina [a crown land in Austria],
Steiermark [Styria], Böhmen [Bohemia], and Proskau
in Upper Silesia (Oberschlesien) [probably in Prussia,
Germany]. It was found that, on average, in Austria-Hungary
and in southern Germany, the beans ripened / matured
completely. Haberlandt obtained 2,354 kg/ha of seeds and
5,236 kg/ha of straw, which has high value as a fodder.
Note: In 1945 the region of Bukovina was divided
between what is today (2020) southern Ukraine and northern
Romania. It is impossible to tell from this 1877 publication
in which of those two countries the soybeans were cultivated.
Moravia is in the Czech Republic. Styria is a state in Austria;
its capital is Graz. Bohemia is part of the Czech Republic; its
capital is Prague. Proskau (Proskowetz, now Proszkow), is in
today’s SW Poland.
Today Leipzig is in Saxony, Germany.
83. Mach, E. 1878. Culturversuch mit Soja hispida an der
landw. [landwirthschaftliche] Landesanstalt in St. Michele
[Agronomic trial with soybeans at the agricultural institute in
St. Michele (in Tyrol, Austria)]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung (Vienna) 28(1):5. Jan. 5. [Ger]
• Summary: Through the kindness of Professor Haberlandt
we received seeds of the Soja hispida [soybean] at the
beginning of this year. There was a yellow, a brown, and a
black variety.
These seeds, which together weighed about 200 gm,
were planted on April 30 by the teacher, Mr. Samek, in one
of our organization’s experimental fields, in a clayish loam

(lehmig), freshly manured, still somewhat raw soil. The
seeds were planted 16 cm apart in rows which were 25 cm
apart. The plants developed with very luxuriant growth (sehr
üppig). The yellow variety stood stiff and upright, as did the
brown. The black variety grew so tall it lodged (fell over),
and required support. The vegetation was not damaged by
insects.
The yellow variety was harvested in full maturity on
Oct. 1. The brown and black were harvested on Oct. 18, and
only some seeds were completely mature, while some seeds
of the black soya (der schwarzen Soja) were still soft and
unripe.
Looking at the climatic conditions, the “heat units”
(Wärmesumme; “warm temperature summation”) from May
1 to Oct. 1 was 3030ºC, and there were 559.2 millimeters of
rain.
The quantitative results of the harvest were excellent.
252 plants of the yellow and brown varieties (about 40 grams
of seeds) gave a harvest of 3.2 kg of seeds, thus an 80-fold
yield. 504 plants of the black soya yielded 6.7 kg of seed. Per
hectare, this was the equivalent of 3,888 kg of the yellow and
brown varieties, and 3,333 kg of the black.
The qualitative results were also very favorable, in
ways better than those of Prof. Haberlandt or the Attems
seed station. The following table shows the composition of
our 3 soybean varieties, based on analyses by the assistant,
Mr. C. Portele, of our station. For example–Yellow soybean:
Specific weight: 1.279. Weight of 1 hectoliter: 76 kg.
Weight of 1,000 seeds: 124.1 gm. Water 8.1%. Ash 5.4%.
Nitrogenous materials: 36.8%. Fat 17.6%. Crude fiber 4.8%.
Corresponding values are given for the brown soybean and
the black soybean.
The yellow variety contains an extraordinarily high level
of protein.
In order to evaluate the suitability of the soybean (der
Sojabohne) for use as food, we tried preparing them in
various ways. We must confess that especially the yellow
and brown varieties (but also the black after dehulling), were
easily cooked and used whole or as a purée, with vinegar
and oil as a salad, were extremely tasty, almost better than
peas or lentils. The black variety with the hulls on gave a
deep, dark sauce or gravy. We must note that long cooking is
required before the beans become soft.
It is interesting to note that the soybean (die Soja), and
especially the brown variety, has long been known under
the name “Coffee Bean” (Kaffeebohne) in South Tyrol,
and is cultivated here and there in small amounts, to
be roasted for use as a coffee substitute. A table shows
the composition of a locally grown soya “Coffee Bean”
(38.1% protein).
Also concerning the native soybean, the coffee bean,
samples were subjected to chemical examination and
gave by far the most favorable results, regarding both
the weight of the seeds and their protein content. The
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seeds of the native soybean had a specific gravity of 1.274;
the weight per hectoliter was 74.7 kilograms. 1,000 seeds
weighed 193.1 grams. Their chemical composition was as
follows:
Water 10.1%
Ash [minerals] 5.2%
Proteinaceous substances 38.1%
Fat [oil] 17.8%
These results show us that this plant allows itself to be
acclimatized with many advantages, and that agronomic
trials should be widely conducted, especially in our southern
provinces. In terms of the soybean’s composition, which in
many ways approaches that of the best oilcakes (Oelkuchen),
it should be regarded as a concentrated feed (Kraftfutter),
especially for calves or heifers. Early in the coming year, we
plan to expand our cultivation of soybeans, and we are ready
to share a small quantity of soybean seeds with farmers who
wish to make their own trials.
Note 1. Translated largely by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT),
Long Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2020)
that contains the word Wäermesumme (“heat units”). This
German word was used as early as 1826 in connection with
other crops. Address: Director, Public Institute of Agriculture
(landw. Landeslehranstalt) at St. Michele [on the Etsch river
in Tirol, Austria].
84. Marc, Franz. 1878. Az indiai szojabab [The Indian
soybean]. Foldmuvelesi Erdekeink (Our Agricultural
Interest; Budapest) 6(1):9. Jan. 7. [Hun]
• Summary: “This year, there is much to be happy about
regarding the introduction of new plants to Hungary, as a
plant has been naturalized that is due to play an important
role in the near future in Hungary both in agriculture and
in industry. This plant is the soybean (soja-bab), native to
the Indies and China, and also widely grown in Japan. It is
used for food and also to prepare a (spicy) dip. The latter
is an important export product and is especially popular
in England, whither it is transported in airtight tin boxes.
The numerous varieties of soybean that can be found from
the Indies to the northern regions of China, as well as in
Mongolia, are proof of just how valuable this plant is and
that it has been cultivated since ancient times.
Soja hispida Mönch belongs to the legume family
(Leguminosae); it is an annual plant that shows exceptionally
robust and quick growth; its growing period is short; and its
seed can be yellow (Mongolian variety) or reddish-brown
(northern Chinese variety). It is characterized by excellent
nutritional contents. The entire plant is covered with velvety
soft hairs, with pods clustered in the leaf axils.
The experiments conducted by the author in the
Budapest Zoo and other field tests conducted not only in
Hungary but in other regions in the Austrian Kingdom and
Europe all prove that soybean provides excellent results in

the climate of Central Europe and wherever the bush bean
(Buschbohne) can be grown.
Despite the fact that the soil is only mediocre and its
orientation is hardly exceptional, the plant grew and tillered
exceptionally quickly in the Budapest Zoo. It flowered in the
beginning of July and had fully ripened by the end of August.
Moreover, the plant continuously grew and flowered. The
yield obtained by the author was equal to 80-100 seeds.
Baron Jeno Nyáry harvested 15 liters of soybean
from an area of 16 square meters (1.6 ares) (equal to
approximately 172 square feet) on deep, sandy, productive
soil rich in humus, which amount is equal to 94 hectoliters
per hectare (87.8 pozsonyi méro per cadastral jugerum) (one
pozsonyi méro equals approximately 62.5 liters and one
cadastral jugerum equals about 1.4 acres).
Some plants grew 0.8 meters high and had total
diameters of 0.5 meters. It is self-evident that these excellent
yields are not sufficient to be used as the basis of large-scale
production, but there is no doubt that the results can be used
to draw conclusions regarding the importance of this crop in
Hungary.
Károly Fazékas sent a soybean (soja) plant from the
vicinity of Fegyvernek (in today’s Hungary) to the Royal
Ministry for Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce. We were
fortunate enough to count 180 pods on this plant which, if we
assume only 2 beans per pod, equals 360 beans.
Dr. Haberlandt, a Professor at the College of Economy
in Vienna, was kind enough to share the chemical
composition of soybeans (soja-bab) with me, which is as
follows, in comparison with that of the pea. A table shows:
Moisture: 8.62% for soya vs. 11.01% for pea
Protein: 34.37% vs. 23.18
Fats [oil]: 18.25% vs. 1.85
Extracts not including nitrogen: 28.32 vs. 52.73
Crude fiber: 4.30 vs. 5.94
Potash: 4.46 vs. 2.57
Note: The composition of potash is potassium 15.41 and
sodium 2.18.
A table shows the composition of soybean straw at airdry humidity:
Moisture: 12.44 Protein: 9.43
Fats 2.51
Extracts not including nitrogen: 36.03
Crude fiber: 29.45
Potash: 10.45 This chemical breakdown is suitable
for showing the large quantities of protein and fat that
soybean (soja-bab) contains, and just how much it is in
the interest of Hungarian farmers to introduce and start the
large-scale cultivation of soybean. Even though soybean
might not be used as a stew because of new, or in certain
respects unpleasant, after-taste, it will play a that much
more important role in providing feed for dairy and beef
cattle. It is also excellent as a source of a coffee replacement
(surrogate), as it provides a similar taste to coffee beans
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when roasted.
Because of its high fat content, soybean might even be
suited to replace the peanut (Arachis hypogaea), which is
processed, especially in Marseille [France], for use as soap.
When mixed with sugar, it is also used to manufacture a
chocolate replacement.
We therefore recommend this plant for our farmer
readers and are more than happy to provide any information
regarding its production.
Note: Translated by Peter Gergay of San Francisco, Aug.
2018. Address: Plant Propagator, Hungary.
85. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Ernteergebnisse der
Sojabohne im Jahre 1877 [Results of soybean harvests in the
year 1877]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna)
28(2):13. Jan. 12. [Ger]
• Summary: If in my report that was published in this journal
last year about the agronomic trials with the soybean in 1875
and 1876, I just expressed the apparently daring view that
this newly introduced food plant would in a few years be a
plant that was known and appreciated by every farmer, then
in fact as a result of the results that have been achieved in the
past year, even the most broad-reaching expectations have
been exceeded.
Thanks to the efforts of numerous farmers and friends
of plant culture, there are available to me no fewer than 134
reports about the 1877 results which contain an abundance of
the most interesting material on valuable observations. It is
impossible to even begin to approach presenting this material
in one article which, in accordance with its extent, could be
accommodated in this journal, and thus I have decided upon
the publication of a separate, larger work which will still be
published during the course of this winter by Carl Gerold’s
Sohn in Vienna and can still be found in the hands of the
farmers before the beginning of spring 1878.
I shall only remark here that at very few locations, the
1877 agronomic trials with the soybean were unsuccessful,
in part because of sowing that was too late, unfavorable
weather in the summer, early frosts in the first half of
September, as a result of sowing that was too dense, and
because of being eaten by rabbits. More than 75% of the
cultivation experiments were completely successful, and I
will content myself here with the listing of a small number of
the most striking results.
In Therasburg in Lower Austria, the bailiff Mr. Kaudelka
harvested from 300 yellow soybeans 3.8 kilos of seeds and
11 kilos of leaves and stems.
In Osterburg in Lower Austria, the tenant farmer Mr. E.
Rauch harvested from 200 yellow soybeans 3 kilos of seeds,
and from 200 brownish-red soybeans 5.4 kilos of seeds.
In Münchendorf in Lower Austria, the priest Mr. Richl
harvested from 100 yellow soybeans 2.38 kilos of seeds.
In Eibenschitz in Moravia [sic–Eibenschütz, today’s
Ivancice, Czech Republic], the director of the agricultural

school Mr. Brba harvested from 300 seeds of the yellow
variety 3.045 kilos of seeds.
In Kwassitz in Moravia [today’s Kvasice, Czech
Republic], Sir E. von Prostowetz harvested from 700 yellow
soybeans 6.75 kilos of seeds and 11.5 kilos of straw.
In Rabensburg in Moravia [today’s Rabensburg, Lower
Austria], the stewardship of the Principality of Liechtenstein
(fürstl. Liechtenstein’sche Gutsverwaltung) harvested from
700 seeds no less than 41.6 kilos of seeds and 30 kilos of
chaff and straw.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2015)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Liechtenstein.
In the Münchengrätz monastery in Bohemia [today’s
Mnichovo Hradiste, Czech Republic], the bailiff Mr. F.
Marousek harvested from 200 yellow soybeans 2.5 kilos of
seeds.
In Chrudim in Bohemia [in today’s Czech Republic], the
director of the agricultural school Mr. Eckert obtained from
200 seeds 1.75 kilos.
In Zubcza near Lemberg in Galicia (Zubcza bei Lemberg
in Galizien) [probably today’s Zubzha near Lviv, Ukraine],
the forest warden Mr. Braun harvested from 50 seeds of the
yellow variety 0.54 kilos and from 50 seeds of the brownishred variety 0.57 kilos of seeds.
In Luka czestie in Bukovina [sic–Lukaczestie, today’s
Lucaciul, Romania], the landowner Mr. K. Botkouski
received from 160 seeds of the yellow variety 1.36 kilos of
seeds.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
concerning soybeans in Romania, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Romania. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Romania, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Romania (1878). The source of these soybeans
was Friedrich Haberlandt at the Royal College of Agriculture
(Hochschule für Bodencultur) in Vienna, Austria.
In Ritzlhof in Upper Austria, the agricultural school,
with a planting of 100 seeds, received a seed harvest of 0.8
kilos.
In Salzburg, the Imperial-Royal Major von Kempf
harvested from 50 soybeans no less than 1.978 kilos.
In Planta near Meran in South Tyrol [also known as
Merano, in today’s Alto Adige, Italy], Captain Erttel obtained
from 100 seeds of the yellow variety 1.886 kilos of seeds,
from 100 seeds of the brownish-red variety 2.003 kilos of
seeds, and from 100 seeds of the black-seeded variety 2.240
kilos of seeds.
In St. Michele in South Tyrol [sic–probably San Michele
all’Adige in Trentino, Italy, the site of the agricultural
institute founded in 1874, rather than St. Michael Eppan/
San Michele Appiano in today’s South Tyrol/Alto Adige,
Italy], the seed harvest which the director of the agricultural
educational institution, Dr. Mach, achieved from 252 plants
of the yellow and brownish-red varieties amounted to 3.9
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kilos and from 504 plants of the black variety amounted to
6.7 kilos.
In St. Johann bei Bettau in Styria [today’s Starse,
Slovenia], Count Hans Haller harvested from 50 yellow and
50 brownish-red seeds no less than 2 kilos of seeds.
In Marburg in Styria [today’s Maribor, Slovenia],
the Fruitgrowing and Winegrowing School (Obst- und
Weinbauschule) harvested from 345 seeds of the yellow
variety 3.2 kilos, and from 100 seeds of the brownish-red
variety 1.26 kilos.
In Friesach in Carinthia, in spite of the fact that the
location lies at 2,012 feet (around 700 meters) above sea
level and the half-mature seeds were covered with snow,
the mayor Mr. Fiala received from 300 seeds of the yellow
soybean 1.75 kilos of seeds.
In Klagenfurt, Mr. C. Schütz, Secretary of the
Agricultural Society (Landwirthschaftsgesellschaft) achieved
from 20 soybeans 1.1 kilos of seeds.
In Capo d’Istria in Istria [sic–Capodistria, today’s Koper,
Slovenia], the middle school teacher Mr. Kristan harvested
from 100 seeds of the yellow variety 0.855 kilos, from 100
seeds of the brownish-red variety 2.00 kilos, and from 100
seeds of the black variety 3.21 kilos. On individual plants he
counted 200 to 300 pods with mature seeds and, on top of
that, 100 to 400 empty ones.
In Kubbia near Gorica [today’s Rubije, Slovenia], Baron
von. Bianchi harvested from 50 grams of seeds of the black
variety 7.9 kilos of seeds, and so on, and so on.
The trial results from Hungary are extraordinarily
favorable. I will cite just one example. Baron Eugen von
Nyári grew in his garden in the Neograd Comitat [a former
county now divided between modern-day Slovakia and
Hungary] on 16 square meters no less than 15 liters of seeds,
which per hectare would provide the fantastic yield of 94
hectoliters.
From Germany, too, the reports turn out to be favorable
beyond expectations. I wish to cite just one single example.
Mr. Dotzauer in Schlanz, in the governmental district of
Breslau [the modern-day Krzyzowice in the district of
Wroclaw, Poland], planted 4 soybeans that weighed 0.2
grams which he planted after May 20 and received 136, that
is to say one hundred thirty-six grams of beans, of which
2/3 were twice the size of the beans planted. That means
that assuming the beans of the same size as those beans that
were planted would have yielded from 4 beans planted 2,720
beans harvested!
Because it was impossible for me to directly thank
all of the gentlemen who made reports for their kind
sending, I do so in advance at this preferred place, and
since currently, because of the reference to soybeans,
requests are reaching me so frequently, I am at the same
time making known to broader circles that larger tests of
seeds of the aforementioned early varieties of soybeans may
probably be carried out by the Royal Hungarian Agricultural

Academy in Hungarian-Altenburg (Königliche Ungarische
Landwirthschaftliche Akademie in Ungarisch-Altenburg)
[today’s Mosonmagyaróvár, Hungary] and furthermore also
by the Seed Culture Station of Count H. Attems in St. Peter
near Graz.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2020)
concerning soybeans in what is today Slovakia (though
it was not officially created until 1 Jan. 1993), or the
cultivation of soybeans in Slovakia.
Note 4. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Prof.
86. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Die Sojabohne: Ergebnisse
der Studien und Versuche ueber die Anbauwuerdigkeit dieser
neu einzufuehrenden Culturpflanze [The soybean: Results
of studies and trials on the suitability for cultivation of this
newly introduced crop plant]. Vienna, Austria-Hungary: Carl
Gerold’s Sohn. ii + 119 p. 28 cm. [30 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is the world’s first book written entirely
about soybeans. An extremely important, classic work, it
discusses the introduction of soybeans to Europe, by many
cooperators.
Contents: Foreword. Part 1 (p. 1-15). Introduction:
The possibility of increasing the number of our cultivated
plants from the legume family. Prospects opened to us by the
cultivation of soybeans. Previous soybean agronomic trials
in Hohenheim, Bamberg (by Dr. A. Rauch using seeds from
Japan supplied by Siebold), Hainsberg-Deuben in Saxony
(Sachsen) (by Carl Berndt, a velvet manufacturer), and
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Coswig bei Messen (in 1872) in Germany. Acclimatization
of the soybean in France. Sporadic, heretofore unnoticed
occurrences of soybeans in South Tyrol (also spelled Tirol),
Istria (or Istrian Peninsula; now in Slovenia), Dalmatia [now
mostly in Croatia; see Note below], and Italy. The collection
of soybeans, obtained at the Vienna World Exhibition
(Wiener Weltausstellung) of 1873 from China, Japan,
Mongolia, Transcaucasia, and Tunis [North Africa], and their
use in wider agronomic trials. Enumeration of authors who
have cited (anführen) the soybean under different names and
planned for its dissemination. Characteristics of the soybean
plant. Description of the seeds and their anatomical structure.
Their high nutritional value in comparison with ordinary
legumes. Their use in Japan, according to Kaempfer.
Obtaining oil and cake (Oelkuchen) from the soybean.
Part 2. Agronomic trials in the years 1875 and 1876 (p.
16-35; see Document part for details). Source of the supply
of the various soybean varieties used in the original trials.
Trials at the Royal College of Agriculture (Hochschule für
Bodencultur) in Vienna in 1875. Results from 1876 from
Hungarian Altenburg and Gross-Becskerek in Hungary,

in St. Peter bei Graz in Steiermark [Styria], in Napagedl
in Mähren [Moravia; in the Czech Republic as of April
2020], in Sichrow, Swijan, Darenic, Tetschen-Liebwerd in
Böhmen [Bohemia], in Bukowina [Bukovina or Bucovina,
a former Austrian crownland, as of 1994 divided among
Ukraine and Romania], in Proskau [now Proszkow in today’s
Poland] in Preussisch-Schlesien [Prussian Silesia], and in
the experimental garden at the Royal School of Agriculture.
Comparison of the resulting seeds with the original seeds.
Chemical analysis of the seeds and straw. Evidence of
the “heat units” (Wärmesummen; “warm temperature
summation” or “warm sum,” similar to U.S. maturity groups)
which the soybean was able to use for their development in
Vienna, St. Peter, Tetschen-Liebwerd, and Proskau.
Part 3. Agronomic trials in the year 1877 (p. 36-86).
Results of the soybean agronomic trials in Austria-Hungary,
Germany, etc. in 1877. Extracts from 14 reports of various
trial locations in lower Austria, and 11 trial locations in
Mähren [Moravia]. Extracts from 19 reports from Bohemia,
10 from Austrian Silesia (Oesterr.-Schlesien), Galizien
[Galicia; a former Austrian crownland; after World War II
the western half was made part of Poland and the eastern half
was made part of the Ukranian S.S.R. in the Soviet Union],
Bukowina, and Congress Poland (Russisch-Polen [which is
in today’s Poland]), 6 reports from upper Austria, Salzburg,
and Tirol, 11 reports from Steiermark, Krain [Carniola; now
mostly in Slovenia], and Kärnthen [Kaernten or Carinthia,
an Austrian crownland; now a state of southern Austria,
bordering on Italy and Yugoslavia], 12 from Istria, Dalmatia,
and the Grafschaft [county and earldom] of Görz, 40 from
Hungary and Croatia [formerly part of Yugoslavia], 23 from
Germany, 1 from Switzerland, and 1 from Holland.
Part 4 (p. 87-113). Comparison of the value of the three
different colors of soybeans (yellow, reddish-brown, and
black) used in the trials. Time of planting. Ability of hydrated
seeds to withstand freezing. Width of planting. Condition and
care of the soil. Requirements for light and warmth. Need
for moisture. Time that the harvests took place and general
remarks on the weather in 1877. The quantity of planted
and harvested soybeans in 1877 and the yields. Animals
[incl. insects, especially the so-called Drahtwurm, the larva
of Agriotes segetis] and parasites that damage soybeans.
Chemical composition of the soybeans [by Dr. Mach and
asst. Portele in S. Michele {South Tirol}, and by Caplan in
Vienna]. Feeding trials with the straw and preparation of the
seeds as a food for humans. Retrospective and conclusion.
Note 1. Austria-Hungary is a former “dual monarchy”
in central Europe formed in 1867. It included what is
now Austria and Hungary, Bohemia, Moravia, Bukovina,
Transylvania [now in northwestern and central Romania],
Carniola, Kustenland, Dalmatia, Croatia, Fiume [later named
Rijeka in Croatia], and Galicia. After the treaty of Berlin in
1878, it administered the Turkish provinces of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, which it annexed in 1908. It was a member
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of the triple alliance with Germany and Italy from 1882
to 1914. It collapsed as a result of defeat in World War I.
In 1918 it was divided into many independent republics,
including Austria, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia.
Note 2. Dalmatia, a former Austrian crownland, is
a region on the Adriatic Sea, largely in today’s Croatia.
It extends from Zadar on the north to near the border of
Montenegro, and contains a small southern portion of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (Jan. 1993). It is mountainous and contains
many island and good harbors.
Note 3. Carniola (German: Krain) is a region that lies in
today’s Slovenia. The chief town is Ljubljana. It is bounded
on the west by the Julian Alps and on the northwest by
east end of the Carnic Alps. It was a duchy of Austria until
1849, then an Austrian crownland from 1849 to 1918. It was
divided after World War I with 80% of the area going to
Yugoslavia and 20% going to Italy. A 1947 treaty placed it
entirely within Yugoslavia.
Note 4. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Hungary, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Hungary (April 1876) (one of two documents). The source of
these soybeans was Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt in Vienna.
Note 5. Details on parts I and IV are given in separate
1878 “Document Part” records in this database.
Note 6. This book, surprisingly and unfortunately,
contains no illustrations.
Note 7. A portrait of Dr. Haberlandt (oil painting) is
owned by the University of Mosomagyarovar in Hungary.
Soyfoods Center owns a black-and-white photo of the
painting.
Note 8. The Vienna World Exhibition opened on 1 May
1873 and closed on 1 November 1873. So it lasted for 6
months.
Note 9. It is now clear how Haberlandt got soybeans in
1873. He probably obtained all of them from the Japanese
exposition; Heinrich von Siebold, son of Phillip Franz
von Siebold, had advised the Japanese to take soybeans to
Vienna and he accompanied them to Vienna as an interpreter
(J. Vollmann, 2 March 2010, personal communication).
Address: Hochschule fuer Bodencultur [Royal College of
Agriculture], Vienna, Austria.
87. Lehmann, Julius. 1878. Ueber den Anbau der
rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [On the culture of the coarse-haired
soybean]. Zeitschrift des Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in
Bayern 68:61-64. Feb. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: For an English-language translation of this
article, see: Cook, G.H. 1879. “The soja bean; a new forage
plant.” Rutgers Scientific School (New Jersey), Annual
Report 15:54-58.
This document contains three analyses of soybeans by
Schwackhöfer of Vienna; they were original seeds, seeds
from the first harvest, and seeds from the second harvest–
plus soybean straw. Address: Landwirtschaftliche Central-

Versuchsstation fuer Bayern.
88. Mittheilungen der Section fuer Acclimatisation des
Landwirthschaftlichen Central-Vereins des Herzogthums
Braunschweig. 1878. Die Soya-Bohne [The soybean].
2(1):31-32. Feb. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Note: Braunschweig (English: Brunswick) is
a former duchy and capital city in north-central Germany,
about 35 miles east of Hannover (English: Hanover), now
part of Lower Saxony.
This new crop plant, with the botanical name Soya
hispida (literally the hairy soya-bean), creates to an unusual
degree, the interest and the participation of farmers. Prof.
Haberlandt obtained the first seeds from the Vienna World
Exhibition and was the first to plant them. He found there
were a number of different varieties, which flourish in our
climate and bring their seeds to maturity. The high value
of soybeans shows itself in the its high nutrient content.
The seeds contain, on average, 38% protein, 18% fat, and
26% nitrogen-free nutrients [which includes starch, sugar,
gums, etc.]. The seeds also have a much higher content of
nutrients than our other legumes. In its homeland, all of
East Asia, the soybean is widely used as a beloved human
food, according to Leunis [1847, 1877, 1883] it tastes good
and is used in the preparation of a piquant brown sauce
[soy sauce], which in India [sic], China and Japan is used to
season almost all foods. And also in Europe, especially in
England, is sold commercially*. (Footnote: *The fat content
of the soybean is significant; the oil can be pressed out of it
and this oil is almost as good as oil from the 2nd pressing
of olives (Provenceröl). A work just published by Prof. Fr.
Haberlandt, titled The Soybean (Die Sojabohne), gives the
results of cultural trials using this newly introduced plant;
it was published in Vienna by Carl Gerold’s Sohn in 1877.
The price is 2.80 marks. It gives a good overview of this
interesting plant).
Soy sauce is used to improve gravies and as a sauce for
roasted or deep-fried foods.
The soy sauce sold in Germany is not the real thing;
most of the varieties are prepared from mushrooms. Soy
sauce is most widely used in Japan. Whole soybeans, cooked
until they are soft, are then mixed with one part pulverized
wheat or barley and set to ferment with two parts water in
a warm place. The mass is stirred / agitated daily. After 2-3
months (the longer the better) the rather thick liquid is kept
in wooden vats.
One cultural trial with the soybean was conducted by the
head man (Hauptmann) C. Rambousek of Zborow [Austria];
his report follows: “The soybean (Soyabohne) seeds were
of two varieties: Brown seeded (from China) and yellow
seeded (from Mongolia); both came originally from the
Vienna World Exhibition (Wiener Weltausstellung) [of 1873].
On 2 May [1877] I obtained 60 brown and 60 yellow seeds
of Soya hispida, which were planted immediately in rows
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spaced 40 cm apart, with 21 cm. between seeds in each row,
in a sandy clay soil relatively rich in humus, over detritus /
diluvium. The climate was quite wet.
“All the seeds sprouted, and the plants developed
quickly and powerfully. Without needing any support, they
grew to a height of 82 cm. Flowering began at the end of
June and seemed to continue without end. The initial stage of
seed-bearing is enormously rich, an often on branches there
were 4-5 pods, with usually 2-3 seeds per pod. The seeds
began to ripen in mid-September, and the plants were cut
toward the end of October. They yielded 1,759 completely
hard brown seed weighing 281 gm, and 2,805 yellow seeds
weighing 536 gm. These seeds were the same size and color
as those that were planted.
“Because of the high nutritional value of the seeds, as
well as the high fodder value of the stems, I am convinced
that this oilseed has a solid future as a forage plant.”
89. Rambousek, C. 1878. Kulturversuch mit Soja hispida
(Rauhharige Sojabohne) [Agronomic trials with soybeans].
Milch-Zeitung No. 10. p. 134-35. March 6. [Ger]
• Summary: The seeds of the soybean (Sojabohne), which
came from the World Exposition in Vienna, consist of two
varieties: brown (from China), and yellow seeded (from
Mongolia). On May 2 of last year I received 60 brown and
60 yellow seeds of Soja hispida which I immediately planted
in rows 40 cm apart with 21 cm between seeds, in rather
humus, sandy, clay soil, over a layer of diluvial soil.
The weather was rather moist. All the seeds sprouted
and the plants developed quickly and grew strong. Without
needing any support, they reached the height of 82 cm.
Blooming began at the end of June and never ended. The
initial stages of pod-filling (Fruchtansatz) were enormously
rich; at each leaf-node (Blattwinkel), there were often 4-5
pods with usually 2-3 seeds in each pod.
They began to ripen and mature in mid-September.
The stems (Stöcke) were [cut and] taken away near the
end of October. The brown ones yielded 1,759 completely
hard seeds weighing 281 gm, the yellow ones 2,805 seeds
weighing 536 gm. The harvested seeds were just as big as
those that were planted, and retained the same color; they
remained completely constant.
Because of the extremely high nutritional value of the
seeds, as well as the value of the stems for fodder, I am
convinced that this oilseed (Oelbohne) will find a secure
future as a fodder plant.
Bohemia (Böhmen)–C. Rambousek. Note: As of 2014,
Bohemia (whose capital is Prague) is part of the Czech
Republic.
Long excerpts are then quoted from two other
German-language articles: (1) Lehmann, Julius. 1878.
“Ueber den Anbau der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [On the
culture of the coarse-haired soybean”]. Zeitschrift des
Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern 68:61-64. Feb.–

including a table by Schwackhöfer showing the chemical
composition of soybeans and soybean straw.
(2) Thausing, Jul. 1878. Anbauversuch der Sojabohne
am “Francisco Josephinum” in Moedling 1877 [Cultural
trial with the soybean at the “Francisco Josephinum” in
Moedling, 1877]. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches
Wochenblatt 4(8):76-77. Feb. 23. Address: Bohemia
(Böhmen).
90. Boetticher, Emil. 1878. Culturversuch mit der Sojabohne
auf erzherzoglichen Domaine Seelowitz [Culture trials with
soybeans in the archducal domain of Seelowitz]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 28(14):162-63. April
6. [Ger]
• Summary: The author planted 100 gm of yellow-seeded
soybeans on April 7 and 9, 1877 in humus soil of medium
heaviness / richness (mittelschweren). Three beds were laid
out; the first was 6, the second likewise 6, the third only 3
square meters in size.
On the 1st bed, the distance between rows was 32 cm,
and the distance between seeds in each row was 16 cm.
On the 2nd bed, the distance between rows was 32 cm,
and the distance between seeds in each row was 10 cm.
On the 3rd bed, the distance between rows was 24 cm,
and the distance between seeds in each row was 5 cm.
The germination period took place under unfavorable
conditions. Uninterrupted cold weather delayed the
development of the seeds, so that the sprouts appeared on
May 10-17. Through vermin, wireworms, and centipedes
were the sprouting seeds severely damaged; 30% of the
seeds initially planted were completely destroyed. Through
the devastating appearance of these pests the entire planting
was considered to be worthless.
After the warmth and its influence, the plants grew
rapidly and nicely upwards. Around July 2 they began to
bloom; blooming came to an end around Aug. 2. The average
length of the stems was 68 cm. The harvest followed on Sept.
20 and yielded as follows:
Bed no. 1, 3.75 kg of seed, 5 kg straw, equivalent per
hectare to 5,000 kg seed and 7692 kg straw.
Bed no. 2, 2.25 kg of seed, 5 kg straw, equivalent per
hectare to 3,400 kg seed and 6153 kg straw.
Bed no. 3, 1.5 kg of seed, 2 kg straw, equivalent per
hectare to 5,000 kg seed and 6666 kg straw.
The seed on the first bed ripened the latest and
developed the most beautifully; there were 3-4 seeds per pod.
On the 3rd bed, the seeds remained small, surely because of
the thickness of the stand.
In the future on larger fields, I plan to use the spacings
between rows and seeds used on the first bed. I plan to drill
the seeds. A wide distance between rows makes it easier for
large storms and heavy rains to knock down the plants and
inflict heavy damage.
The harvest of seeds, according to the measure of this
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first trial, is the main point; the value of the straw is very
small.
Note: According to the Columbia-Lippincott Gazetteer,
Seelowitz (formerly also spelled Selowitz) is the German
name for a town in Moravia [in the Czech Republic as of
Feb. 2005], currently known as Zidlochovice, and formerly
(1898) also spelled Zidlockowice. Located on the Svratka
River (spelled Zwittawa in 1880), about 11 miles south of
Brno, it has a population of about 2,500. In 1849 Moravia
(Czech = Morava, German = Mähren) became a separate
crownland of Austria, with its capital at Brno. In 1918 it
was organized as a province of Czechoslovakia. Address:
Distriktsverwalter in Schabschitz, Domaine Seelowitz.
91. Steirische Landbote (Der) (Graz). 1878.
Kundmachungen des Central-Ausschusses. Vertheilung
von Samen der Soja-Bohne an der Landes- Obst- und
Weinbauschule bei Marburg [Announcements from the
Central Committee. Distribution of soybean seeds]. 11(8):57.
April 11. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The use of the soybean as a fodder plant, as well
as its use for the production of a coffee substitute, make it
appear desirable to implement the cultivation of this bean on
large areas and with processing on a field scale.
The undersigned Central Committee has purchased
a large amount of these soybeans for this purpose and is
prepared to provide them free of charge in lots of 15 kg
to farmers in the Midlands and Lowlands (the Highlands
are not suitable for their cultivation) provided that those
concerned be obligated to plant all of the seeds received and,
in the event of the success of this agronomic trial, to return
the amount of seeds received to us free of charge after the
harvest has taken place and to give a report on the results of
the agronomic trial.
We therefore invite all farmers in the Midlands and
Lowlands who are willing and in the position to dedicate
a large field area to the experimental cultivation of the
soybean to apply in this case to the Secretariat of the Society,
Schmiedgasse 25, all the more so since the planting of this
bean ought to be finished by the middle of May.
With regard to the cultivation, the treatment, and the
assessment of the soybean, we refer to the report contained
in this issue about the cultivation of this plant at the Styrian
Provincial College of Fruiticulture and Viticulture (steirische
Landes- Obst- und Weinbauschule).
Graz, April 1, 1978.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Graz, Austria.
92. Wolfes, -. 1878. Mittheilungen vom Versuchsfelde der
Ackerbauschule zu Dargun: Die Sojabohne [Reports from
the experimental fields of Dargun Agricultural College,
Mecklenburg, Germany: The soybean]. Landwirthschaftliche
Annallen des Mecklenburgischen Patriotischen Vereins

17(16):127-28. April 19. New Series. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: With the numerous complaints from farmers
that the peas in their fields were no longer flourishing, the
reports from Professor Haberlandt in Vienna about the
agronomic trials carried out by him with the soybean (Soja
hispida) were absolutely of the greatest interest, particularly
since with it the hope could be cherished that it very soon
could and would supplant and in some way replace the
field pea (Felderbse = Pisum sativum arvense) that is so
unreliable in many locations. Upon my request made for
that reason, through the kindness of Professor Haberlandt, I
came into the possession of soybeans which I planted at this
experimental field on May 9. The soil was humusy, sandy,
rather damp loam with good resilience. All of the seeds
sprouted very evenly and quickly, and the plants reached an
average height of 1 to 1.25 meters. The first flowers appeared
on August 11 and formed from 60 to 90 pods on every plant
on which each had 2-3 beans. Since, however, the entire
period from the end of July through the end of October
was just a nearly uninterrupted rainy period during which
the temperature remained significantly below the average
that otherwise prevails here, the beans were only mature
to a slight degree and had to be harvested in the middle of
October whether mature or not. Even though the beans still
after-ripened quite extraordinarily after the harvest, it is
nevertheless not entirely possible to give details about the
results of the harvest with the beans. With regard to the dried
straw, the 50 plants yielded 2.57 kg which was eagerly eaten
by both cows and sheep.
Professor Haberlandt makes the merits of cultivating
each of the cultivated plants dependent upon the two
questions: “Is the plant capable of achieving complete
maturity in average years?” and “Are the products of the
harvest of such a nature both quantitatively and qualitatively
that its cultivation appears to be worthwhile?” At first glance,
the results that have been achieved here with the cultivation
of the soybean have turned out to be less than favorable. One
must take into consideration, though, that with respect to the
weather, the past year must in no way be considered normal
but rather as abnormal to the highest degree. Both the pole
beans (Stangenbohnen) and the bush beans (Buschbohnen)
planted on the experimental field that otherwise mature in
time every year also likewise did not achieve maturity this
year. Moreover, an additional 140 agronomic trials that were
experimenting with the soybean at other locations, some of
which were located significantly further north, have provided
a result that is very favorable in every respect. Thus, after
the failure of this single agronomic trial, one may not pass
judgment about the merits or demerits of the soybean for our
area without taking into consideration the abnormal weather
of last summer. If, through several years of trials, it should
turn out that it achieves maturity with us in average years,
then it would absolutely be of great value for our agriculture
because, on the one hand, it promises to provide a very large
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yield in beans and straw, as mentioned above, and, on the
other hand, the beans, just like the straw that is heartily eaten
by cows and sheep, have an extremely high nutritional value,
as can be gathered from the following analyses published by
Professor Haberlandt.
Tables compare the nutritional composition (as
percentages) of: (1) Peas and soybeans (Sojasamen)–
including: Nitrogen-containing substances [protein] 23.18 vs.
34.37. Fat 1.85 vs. 18.25. Crude fiber 5.94 vs. 4.30. Ash 2.59
vs. 4.76. (2) Pea straw and soybean straw (Sojabohnenstroh).
Proteins 7.56 vs. 9.43. Fat 2.17 vs. 2.51. Crude fiber 42.47
vs. 29.45. Ash 4.13 vs. 10.14.
Whether the soybean will incidentally be in the position
to supplant and reduce our field pea, which we highly respect
primarily as a previous crop to the winter rye, may appear
to be more than doubtful since its maturation at the various
locations experimenting with the agronomic trials fell
between the middle of September and the end of October,
that is, even in the most favorable case too late for the field
to still be properly left to a winter rye.
Through the kindness of Professor Haberlandt, a large
number of soybeans was recently sent to me for additional
agronomic trials. I will cultivate these on our experimental
field next summer and provide a report about the results in
these pages at that time.*
* Footnote: After the report of Mr. Wolfes, an article by
Prof. J. Lehmann in Munich about the significance of the
soybean will follow in one of the next issues of the annals.
Editor.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Vorsteher, Versuchsfeldes der
Ackerbauschule zu Dargun in Mecklenburg, Germany.
93. Marouschek, F. 1878. Die rauhaarige Sojabohne (Soja
hispida) [The rough-haired soybean (Soja hispida)]. Prager
Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt (Prague, AustroHungarian Empire) 9(17):181-82. April 27. [Ger]
• Summary: (Original) We farmers are especially flooded
these days, both verbally and in writing, with a host of claims
about the most varied sort of innovations and varieties of
agricultural plants for cultivation, of which each is extolled
as the “absolute most perfect” or “absolutely most profitable
and most worth growing” (the most beautiful woodcut
convinces us of that right away).
Seeds, tubers, and roots are then bought more often–a
few kilos at an expensive price–and then planted in joyous
hope. And wonder of wonders–they don’t come up! This
makes us cautious. We then receive the exaggerated praise
for the next novelties with reservation and with more apathy.
With regard to the value of the soybean (Sojabohne)
though, and its desirable introduction as a plant for
agricultural cultivation in Central Europe, numerous
economists and shrewd experts have already expressed
themselves. From many agronomic experiments, it may

be established that the northern boundary of the soybean’s
distribution ranges further than that of the corn plant.
The greatest contribution to the acclimatization of
this early-maturing soybean (Soja) in Austria-Hungary
is indisputably due to the researcher who is especially
tireless and of great merit in the area of plant cultivation,
Friedrich Haberlandt, Professor at Imperial-Royal College
of Agriculture in Vienna (k.k. Hochschule für Bodencultur in
Wien). In the spring of 1877, I received 200 seeds of yellowseed soybeans sent by this gentleman.
Since correct analyses are available about the high
nutritional value of the seeds and the straw and about the
excellent fodder value of the green plant, which ought
to allow this bean to take the top position among native
legumes, the purpose of these lines shall only be to report
about the agronomic trial carried out last year in Mnichovo
Hradistì (Kloster-Münchengrätz).
On May 8, I planted 200 seeds of the soybean over an
area of 13 square miles. The field occupied a sufficiently
protected location without incline, and it consisted of alluvial
soil with a permeable gravelly subsoil. Its capillarity was an
advantage because of the proximity of a stream.
In 1876, the field had been planted with sugar beets
[Rübe–generally called Zuckerrübe], and barn manure had
been used for their fertilizer. During the winter, molasses
residue was worked into the soil that was left in rough
furrows.
The seeds began to break ground on May 24 and
received their first cultivation on June 5 and second
cultivation on July 16 without the soil being heaped up.
Their formation and that of the pods were astonishingly
large, the branching from the stem was extremely abundant,
and the average plant height was 60 cm. The plant thickness
developed very densely and the planted area soon appeared
covered with the plants standing upright. New shoots, new
flowers, and new pods were constantly being formed, the soil
was naturally completely shaded, and no weeds emerged. No
damage to the plants from insects was ever observed.
Unfortunately, the frost on September 19 of -2.5ºC
(-2ºR. = -2º Réaumur) caused considerable damage on many
still immature pods and substantially affected the abundance
of the leaves of the plants (which still had many delicate
leaves).
The Phaseolus beans located on the adjoining plot were,
however, more damaged by this frost and suffered far more
with precisely the same soil conditions.
The harvest took place on October 4. In spite of
significant consumption by mice, I received 2.5 kg of beans
and 27 kg of straw. Losses as a result of the ripe beans
falling out of the pods did not take place, nor was a bursting /
shattering of the pods observed.
The straw, which was produced at a low level of quality
because of the frost and subsequent rainy weather and as
a result of the prolonged drying over a frame, was eaten
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immediately by the livestock.
Since this experiment cannot be characterized as
completely successful–in part as a result of the somewhat
tardy planting and in part because of the calamities that
have already been mentioned–although the beans that were
produced possess their complete ability to germinate, I will
repeat the cultivation experiment this year with the quantity
that was gained (erfechsneten [sic] = erfechteten?) and will
then take the liberty of reporting about the result at that time.
For the time being, though, the following conclusions
may nevertheless be drawn from the experiment that was
carried out:
1. The yellow-seed early-ripening soybean (Soja)
reaches maturity with us under normal climactic conditions.
2. The soybean demonstrates a greater ability to resist frost
than the French (or green) bean (Fisole). 3. The soybean
far surpasses other native legumes in the yield of both
beans and straw. 4. The soybean has a soil-improving effect
through fully shading the field and keeping it free of weeds
(Reinhaultung). 5. The soybean requires a lower expenditure
in seeds and cultivation costs. Kloster, March 10, 1878,
Administrator Marouschek.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen that mentions
Prague in connection with soybeans. Is Prague in AustriaHungary? Phil Isenberg replies (Oct. 2019): From the
sixteenth and seventeenth century until the creation of
Czechoslovakia in 1918, Prague and Bohemia were under
Habsburg control. But I would draw a distinction between
actually calling it “Austria-Hungary” which had defined
political and linguistic borders. I would say “Prague, AustroHungarian Empire” or “Prague, Bohemia, Austro-Hungarian
Empire”. Address: Kloster-Muenchengraetz, Bohemia
(Boehmen).
94. Gospodarski List (Farmer’s Newspaper, Zagreb,
Croatia). 1878. Socivica soja [Soy beans]. 26(9):65. May 1.
[Cro]
• Summary: “Having reported about soybeans twice already,
we had not known that a smart and diligent husbandman
had already conducted his own soybean experiments in
Croatia. Recently we received the following letter from Mr.
[Dragutin] Strazimir of Zelina:
“’The esteemed editors mentioned and recommended
in issue No. 8 of this newspaper the legume soybean, which
has been grown due to its high yields and advantages. I
conducted an experiment last year sowing this legume.
After reading in the agricultural journal from Vienna the
recommendation for soybeans, I asked the secretary of
our agricultural society to provide me with some seeds for
the trial. After I had received 19 seeds of each of the three
varieties (yellow, brown, and black) I got the following
results, indicating the plant’s great productivity.

“’At the end of April I planted each variety separately in
three test plots in the garden, at a sufficient distance from one
another. In 10-14 days all the seeds germinated, except for
one of the brown seeds and two of the black ones.
“’So final emergence resulted in plants from 19 yellow,
18 brown, and 17 black seeds. During the season, due to
severe drought in two places, 2 yellow, 3 brown, and 3 black
plants failed to develop, so there remained 17 plants from
yellow soybeans, 15 from brown soybeans, and 14 from
black soybeans. After I noticed the impact of drought on
the development of the plants, I started irrigating up to the
end of August–but not every day. Some plants were very
vigorous and no pests were observed. On only one morning
did I notice some leaflets being damaged by a parasite, which
I could not find. On about September 25, all the plants were
ripe and I got 2,527 healthy seeds weighing over 247 gm
(actually weighing 14.125 lots; 1 lot = 17.5 gm) from 17
plants from the yellow soybeans, 1107 seeds weighing 157.5
gm from the brown soybeans, and seeds weighing about
100 gm from the 14 black soybeans (I forgot to count these
seeds). The brown variety gave very large, healthy seeds, the
yellow variety gave seeds with a lower test weight and some
seeds were wrinkled, perhaps become some plants were
lodging, but in general the seeds were well developed. The
black variety gave oblong depressed seeds–I don’t like this
variety.
“’You can now calculate soybean yields on say a quarter
or half of a jutro [an old unit of area; 1 jutro = 5,755 square
meters]. This trial of mine indicates that the soybean has a
future in our country, so it could be sown here with great
success.* (Footnote: *”’I must mention that the plants in the
southern part of my garden did not develop as vigorously
due to drought and high temperatures. The 3 plants of each
variety grown in the northern shady part of the garden
yielded more than all the other plants in the southern part
of the garden. If all plants had developed like those in the
northern shady part of the garden, the yield might have
doubled.)
“’I hoed my plants three times and, as already
mentioned, I irrigated since the drought last year was too
severe. This spring, I plan to sow all three varieties again,
selecting the largest and healthiest seeds. After this first trial,
I can recommend that everyone grow soybeans, especially
the yellow and brown varieties. It has been reported that
cattle like the soybean straw, but I did not manage to make a
trial. So much for my first trial; maybe some will be able to
make use of this report.’”
“We thank Mr. Strazimir for this letter, which is really a
surprise, since it describes results which were not obtained in
other trials in Europe. Prof. Haberlandt collected a lot of data
about soybean trials and calculated that in Germany one seed
yielded a mean of 34 seeds, and in Hungary 73 seeds, yet we
may calculate that each of Mr. Strazimir’s seeds in Croatia
yielded over 140 seeds.
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“In this way we are repeatedly pleased. Our society has
succeeded in obtaining from Mr. Auchman [who imported
soybeans from Japan] enough soybean seeds, which will
arrive in all society branch offices in at least 8 days. We
may point out to everybody intending to grow soybeans that
they should be planted as single seeds, and whoever does
not plant but sows them will have to thin the plants after
emergence and replant double plants, since replanting could
be successful. The soils should not be heavy and cold, but
they should be inclined toward the sun; in other respects
soybeans are not demanding.”
Translated by Dr. Joze Spanring of Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Note: This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Croatia, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Croatia (May 1878). The source of these soybeans was Prof.
Haberlandt in Vienna. Address: Zagreb (Zelina), Croatia.
95. Haberlandt, Friedrich; Kaudelka, C.; Rauch, A.; et al.
1878. Weitere Mittheilungen ueber Anbauversuche mit der
rauhaarigen Sojabohne (Soja hispida) und deren Erfolge
[Further communications on agronomic trials with the
coarse-haired soybean (Soja hispida) and its successes].
Biedermann’s Central-Blatt fuer Agrikulturchemie 7:594610. Aug. [20 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a summary of various reports on
soybean cultivation in central Europe during the past 2
years. Friedrich Haberlandt obtained soybeans at the World
Exposition at Vienna in 1873. He first conducted his own
agronomic trials in Vienna and grew out a fairly large
quantity of seeds. Then he sent samples of soybean seeds to
many other agriculturists in Central Europe, who also tested
the seeds. Each of the men whose names are listed below is
also listed below the title of this article as a co-author.
In Therasburg in Lower Austria (Niederösterreich), the
farmer [Oekonom] Kaudelka harvested from 300 yellow
soybeans 3.8 kg of seeds and 11 kg of leaves and stems.
In Osterburg in Lower Austria, the tenant farmer
(Gutspächter) C. Rauch harvested from 200 yellow soybeans
3 kg of seeds, and from 200 brownish-red soybeans 5.4 kg of
seeds.
In Muenchendorf in Lower Austria the priest Father
(Pfarrer) Richl harvested from 100 yellow soybeans 2.38 kg
of seeds.
In Eibenschitz in Moravia (Mähren) [in the Czech
Republic as of Dec. 2020], the agricultural school director
Wrba harvested from 300 yellow soybeans 3.045 kg of seeds
(see also p. 604).
In Kwassitz in Moravia, Sir Emanuel von Proskowetz
obtained from 700 yellow soybeans 6.75 kg of seeds and
11.5 kg of straw.
In Rabensburg in Moravia [sic, Lower Austria] [in
Lower Austria, west of the Thaya River as of Dec. 2020],
the Principality of Liechtenstein’s estate management (fürstl.
Liechtenstein’sche Gutsverwaltung) obtained from 700

soybeans not less than 41.6 kg seeds and 30 kg chaff and
straw.
In Kloster-Münchengrätz in Bömen [sic, Böhmen;
Klaster Hradiste nad Jizerou, Bohemia; in the Czech
Republic as of Dec. 2020], the farmer F. Marousek harvested
from 200 yellow soybeans 2.5 kg of seeds.
In Chrudim in Bömen the agricultural school director
Eckert obtained from 200 soybeans, 1.75 kg of seeds.
In Zubeza bei Lemberg [near Lviv, Ukraine as of Dec.
2020] in Galicia (Galizien), the forester Praun (Förster
Praun) harvested from 50 yellow soybeans 0.54 kg of seeds,
and from 50 brownish-red soybeans 0.57 kg of seeds.
In Luka czestie [Lukaczestie] in Bukovina [Bukowina
or Bucovina, a former Austrian crownland, now divided
between Ukraine and Romania], the landowner Kl.
Botkouski obtained from 160 yellow soybeans 1.36
kg of seeds (p. 596). Note: Lukaczestie is a village in
today’s (2020) Bucovina, Romania, 16.5 km east of Gura
Humorului.
In Ritzlhof in Upper Austria (Ober-Oesterreich), the
agricultural school obtained from 100 soybeans 0.8 kg of
seeds.
In Salzburg, k.k. [kaiserlich-königliche] Major von
Kempf harvested from 50 soybeans not less than 1.978 kg of
seeds.
In Planta bei Meran in South Tyrol (Südtirol), Captain
(Hauptmann) Erttel obtained from 100 yellow soybeans
1.886 kg of seeds, from 100 brownish-red soybeans 2.003
kg of seeds, and from 100 black-seeded soybeans 2.240 kg
seeds.
In San Michele (St. Michele) in South Tyrol (Südtirol),
the director of the agricultural school (landw. Lehranstalt)
Dr. E. Mach obtained from 252 plants grown from yellow
and brownish-red soybeans 3.9 kg of seeds, and from 504
plants grown from black soybeans 6.7 kg of seeds.
In St. Johann bei Pettau in Steiermark, Hans Graf Haller
harvested from 50 yellow and 50 brownish-red soybeans not
less than 2 kg of seeds.
In Marburg in Steiermark, the Fruit- and Wine-Growing
School (Obst- und Weinbauschule) harvested from 345
yellow soybeans 3.2 kg of seeds and from 100 brownish-red
soybeans 1.25 kg of seeds.
In Friesach in Kaernthen (Kaernten or Kärnten) [also
called Carinthia], the mayor (Bürgermeister) Fiala obtained
from 300 yellow soybeans 1.75 kg of seeds–despite the fact
that he planted them at 2,012 meters above sea level (versus
the typical 700 meters) and the half-ripe standing crops were
covered with snow.
In Klagenfurt [the capital of Carinthia in Austria near
the Slovenian border], C. Schütz, secretary of the agricultural
society (Landwirthschaftsgesellschaft) obtained from 20
soybeans 1 kg of seed.
In Capro d’Istria [Capodistria, called Koper in Slovenia
in Dec. 2020], in Istria the intermediate school teacher
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(Hauptschullehrer) Kristan harvested from 100 yellow
soybeans 0.835 kg of seeds, from 100 brownish-red soybeans
2.00 kg of seeds, and from 100 black soybeans 3.21 kg
of seeds. On single plants he counted 200 to 300 pods
containing ripe seeds and another 100 to 400 empty pods.
In Rubbia near Gorizia (Rubbia bei Görz; a city in Italy
in Dec. 2020), Freiherr von Bianchi harvested from 50 gm of
black soybeans 7.9 kg of seeds, etc.
Haberlandt also reported on the favorable results of
soybean trials in Hungary and Germany, as follows.
In the Neograder Comitat in Hungary, Eugen, Freiherr
von Nyári, obtained (erbaute) from 16 square meters of land
not less than 15 liters of soybean seeds, which would be
equivalent to the amazing yield of 9,400 liters (94 Hektoliter)
per hectare.
In Schlanz, in the administrative districts of Breslau
(Regierungsbezirke Breslau), Dotzauer obtained from only 4
soybeans, which weighed 0.2 gm and which he planted after
May 20, 136 gm of soybeans, two-thirds of which were twice
as large as the seeds he planted; that is to say, if the harvested
seeds had been the same size as those planted, he would have
harvested 2,720 seeds.
There follows a report on soybean trials from Franz
Schollmayer, Administrator of the experimental farm at
Laibach [Ljubljana] in Austria [since 1991 the capital of
Slovenia].
Then another report from the Count (Graf) H. Attems
Vegetable and Seed Multiplication Station (Gräfl. H.
Attems’schen Gemüsebau- und Samenkulturstation) at St.
Peter by Graz [Graz is the capital of Styria, Austria, on the
left bank of the Mur River, 87 miles south-southwest of
Vienna]. This report includes information from Mr. Pittoni in
Gorizia (Görz).
Then comes a predominantly chemical-analytical report
from C. Caplan, an assistant working under the direction of
Prof. J. Moser at the Royal Chemical Research Station in
Vienna (k.k. chemischen Versuchsstation in Wien).
E. Mach at St. Michel in Tyrol (mentioned above),
received yellow, brown, and black soybean varieties in
early 1877 from Prof. Haberlandt. These seeds, weighing
about 200 gm, were grown out by a teacher (Lehrer) named
Samek. The results were very favorable: 252 plants of the
brown and yellow varieties (from about 40 gm of seeds)
yielded about 3.2 kg of seeds (an 80-fold return), and 524
plants from black soybeans yielded 6.7 kg of seeds. The
respective yields were 3,888 kg/ha for the brown and yellow
varieties and 3,333 kg/ha for the black. A table by K. Portele
gives a nutritional analysis of these seeds and the weight of
1,000 seeds. The brown seeds were the largest (1,000 seeds
weighed 179.1 gm), and the black seeds the smallest (1,000
seeds weighed 106.2 gm). In Tyrol the soybean is called
the Coffee Bean (Kaffebohne) and used to prepare a coffee
substitute. [Question: When, how, and from where did these
soybeans arrive in Tyrol?]

In 1877 soybean trials were conducted at the
steiermärkischen Landesobst- und Weinbauschule at
Marburg. Two excellent reports summarized the results of
these trials, a lengthy one by Julius Hansel, an assistant, and
a shorter one by H. Göthe [Goethe], the director (p. 603).
Emil Bötticher, district administrator in Schabschitz,
reported on soybean trials in the archducal domain of
Seelowitz (p. 605).
Rambousek, the head man (Hauptmann) at Zborow in
Austria (Oesterreich), reported on the results of his trials,
as did administrator Marousek in Kloster Münchengrätz in
Böhmen, and Wolfes, head of the experimental fields at the
agricultural school at Dargun in Mecklenburg.
And an excellent, detailed report was submitted by
Dr. Eugen Wild [sic, Wildt], director of the agricultural
experiment station at Posen (p. 608-09).
Finally, a report on unfavorable results with soybeans
was submitted by Dr. Dreisch, who conducted trials in 1877
at the agricultural academy of Proskau in Schlesien (p. 609).
Address: 1. Vienna, Austria.
96. Wein, Ernst. 1878. Ueber den Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Sojabohne in Bayern. I. Ernteresultate der auf der
Versuchstation angestellten Culturversuche [On the
cultivation of the coarse-haired soja bean in Bavaria. I.
Harvest results from culture trials in agricultural experiment
stations]. Zeitschrift des Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in
Bayern 68:469-74. Dec. [Ger]
• Summary: Professor Haberlandt, who died earlier this year
in Vienna, had successes with acclimatization trials using
the hairy / hirsute soybean in the various crownlands of the
Austrian-Hungarian monarchy. These became the stimulus
for the cultural trials with this plant conducted by Prof. Dr. J.
Lehmann in all the administrative districts of the Kingdom of
Bavaria. Some 69 farmers took part in these trials and most
of them reported their results.
Here the writer would like to report the results of the
cultural trials conducted at the experiment station. Most of
the seeds for these trials came from the Austrian trials, but
a small portion were original seeds from Japan. Planting
took place on April 30, with 10 seeds planted 3 cm deep
per square meter. These were transplanted into 21 square
meters of humus-rich soil in the garden. Two varieties of
seeds were planted, one light-yellow (white) and one brown.
These were of various sizes, so each variety was divided into
small and large seeds. On parcel I were planted 720 small
yellow (white) seeds weighing 94.7 gm. On parcel II were
planted 560 large yellow seeds weighing 93 gm. On parcel
III were planted 420 small brown seeds weighing 47.9 gm.
On parcel IV were planted 412 large brown seeds weighing
75.5 gm. On parcel V were planted 500 yellow original seeds
weighing 69.2 gm. The plants broke ground (emerged) on
May 6. Flowering on the first 4 parcels lasted from July 24
to Aug. 4, which the 5th parcel first bloomed in October.
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The plants developed slowly at first due to the cold, moist
weather, but later they developed and grew well.
The average temperature from May 1 to Oct. 1 was
16ºC. The plants showed early on that they had been planted
too densely. Results of the harvest are given for each
parcel. For example: Parcel I. Small yellow variety. Date
of harvest: Oct. 17. Number of plants harvested: 629 (629
seeds weighed 82.7 gm). Number of seeds harvested: 23,498.
Average number of seeds per plant: 37. Weight of the seeds:
2,758 gm. Weight of the pods: 1,212 gm. Weight of the straw
9,142 gm. Total weight harvested: 13,112 gm. One thousand
seeds weighed 117 gm.

A table (p. 473) summarizes the main figures for parcels
I-IV, based on 1000 plants. For each parcel it shows: Number
of seeds. Weight of the seeds. Weight of the pods. Weight of
the straw. Total weight harvested.
Parcel IV gave the best results, yielding 49,429 seeds
which weighed 6,846 gm, etc.
Note: In 1878 the Kingdom of Bavaria was ruled by
Ludwig II (lived 1845-1886; reigned 1864-1886), who
built the beautiful fairy-tale castle Neuschwanstein, was
close friends with Richard Wagner, and was declared mad
and deposed in 1886. Address: Dr., Central Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bavaria, Germany.
97. Commission Imperiale à l’Exposition Universelle de
Paris, 1878. 1878. Le Japon à l’Exposition Universelle de
1878 [Japan at the Universal Exposition of 1878]. Paris:
Publiè sous la Direction de la Commission Impériale de
Japon. 2 volumes in one. 26 cm. Preface by M. Matsugata.
Facsimile edition (preservation photocopy) reprinted in 1998
by BookLab, Inc. [Fre]
• Summary: Part I (159 p.) is about the geography and
history of Japan. Part II (192 p.) is about art, education and
teaching, industry, production, agriculture, and horticulture
in Japan. The Preface is by M. Matsugata, Head of the
Imperial Department of Agriculture and President of the
Japanese Commission to the Universal Exposition of 1878.
In Part II, the section on “Fermented beverages–
Condiments” contains a long section on “Shoyu” (p. 124-

25). It gives a brief description and discusses the ingredients
(equal parts dehulled wheat, soybeans, and salt; the best salt
comes from Ako in the province of Harima), purifying the
salt by dissolving then heating it in water, and stirring the
mash (2 or 3 times a day from June to September), aging for
15, 20, or sometimes 30 months to obtain shoyu. The mash
in then pressed in cotton sacks, and the resulting liquid is
boiled, cooled, allowed to settle, then stored in small wooden
tubs. The residue from the first pressing can be used to
make a second-grade shoyu, which can be mixed in varying
proportions into different grades of shoyu.
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term
shoyu to refer to soy sauce.
In the section on
“Agriculture,” the subsection on
“Cereal grains” (p. 133) discusses
both soybeans and azuki beans
(Phaseolus radiatus). “The soybean
(Le Mame) or Soja Hispida is
comprised of several varieties: The
green soybean (l’Awo mame), the
white soybean (le Shiro mame),
the black soybean (le Kuro-mame),
the yellow soybean (le Ki mame),
Konrinza mame, Ichia mame, and the
saddled soybean (Kurakake mame). Some of these different
varieties are early maturing and some are late.
The soybean finds numerous uses, for it can be eaten
cooked, ground into flour [kinako / roasted soy flour], or
used for the manufacture of shoyu, miso, or tofu. The bean,
its seed coat, pod, leaves, and stem serve as feed for horses.
Lately it has been used on a trial basis to feed sheep, and the
results proved that it was the best feed that one could give to
them.
Tofu is made with two kinds of boiled soybeans: White
and yellow. After being pressed and hardened, it will last for
a long time. Yuba is a somewhat similar product, made with
the same ingredients. Note 2. This is the earliest Frenchlanguage document seen (March 2004) that contains the
word Tofu.
The black soybean speckled with white (Gan Kui mame
[Gankui]) is one of the best varieties to eat.
The azuki (L’Azuki ou Phaseolus radiatus) includes
the early and late types, and comes in several varieties such
as the Hine no Azuki, the Dainagon Azuki (le Dai Nagon
Azuki), the White Azuki (Shiro Azuki), etc. Sweet azuki bean
paste (L’An), is widely used in confectionery, is made by
mixing the Azuki and sugar. One cake made from it is called
Yokan. Azuki flour (farine de l’Azuki) is used to remove
greasy stains from fabric / cloth. The Yaye Nari, a green bean
(haricot), is used in the same ways as the azuki bean (p.
135). Note 3. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Jan. 2005) that uses the word “Azuki.”
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Also discusses: Sea vegetables (many individual types
with both Japanese and scientific names, p. 127-29). Kudzu
(Pueraria thumbergiana [sic, thunbergiana], starch from
the roots and fodder from the leaves, p. 139; fibers used to
make cloth, p. 153). Hemp seeds (p. 139). Sesame seeds and
sesame oil (Goma, p. 145). Peanuts and peanut oil (Tojin
mame, p. 145). Hemp as a fiber plant (p. 151). Address:
Paris, France.
98. Corroy, M. 1878. Alimentation des chevaux et mulets
importés en Cochinchine [The feeding of horses and mules
imported into Cochin China]. Bulletin du Comite Agricole
et Industriel de la Cochinchine 1:449-58. For the year 1877.
Series 2. See p. 456-58. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Section 7 (p. 456-58), titled Pois noirs (Glycine
soja) [Black beans], is undoubtedly referring to black
soybeans. It was observed that they are fed to animals in
northern China, but only as a supplement to their rations. It
was found they made a better feed if they were first cooked.
M. Pierre, director of the botanical garden and of the
Mares Farm in Cochin China, found in comparing the
soybean cultivated in India and Java, and a black variety
from China, sufficient differences to justify the distinction
made by Miquel for a Soja angustifolia. The variety from
China had, in effect, a less pronounced hispid character,
with oval folioles, more often very little acuminate, and with
fruits (seeds) being larger and more flattened, less long and
more falcate or falciform.
“To sum up, we would like to see the ration of horses
imported to Cochin China established on the basis of the
chemical analysis we have given above, and that we have
borrowed, for the most part, from the book titled l’Hygiène
vétérinaire appliquée [Applied veterinary Hygiene], by Mr.
Magne.
Note: Webster’s Dictionary defines these botanical terms
as follows: (1) hispid (derived from the Latin hispidus;
probably akin to the Latin horrere, and first used in 1646) as
“rough or covered with bristles, stiff hairs, or minute spines.”
The soybean has hispid leaves.
(2) foliole (derived from the French, from the Late Latin
foliolum, diminutive of folium leaf–more at blade) as “1:
Leaflet 2: a small leaf-shaped organ or a part resembling a
leaf.”
(3) acuminate (first used in 1646) as “tapering to a
slender point.”
(4) falcate (derived from the Latin falcatus from falc-,
falx sickle, scythe, and first used in about 1726) as “hooked
or curved like a sickle.” Address: Vétérinaire en premier,
Directeur du jardin botanique et de la ferme des Mares (Head
veterinarian, and director of the botanical garden in Saigon,
and of the Mares Farm).
99. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Vierte Abtheilung.
9. Chemische Zusammensetzung der Sojabohne,

Fuetterungsversuche mit dem Stroh und Zubereitung der
Samen als Nahrungsmittel fuer den Menschen [Part 4,
Section 9. Chemical composition of the soybean, feeding
trials with the straw, and preparation of the seeds as human
food (Document part)]. In: F. Haberlandt. 1878. Die
Sojabohne [The Soybean]. Vienna: Carl Gerold’s Sohn. ii +
119 p. See p. 87-110. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A table (p. 95, continued from p. 84, and
reproduced in part in Piper & Morse. 1923. The Soybean.
p. 156) shows that Haberlandt planted seeds of one variety
at Vienna at intervals of one week for 11 even weeks
throughout the season (from March 31 to June 9) and
attempted to correlate the number of days to maturity (life
periods) with the number of heat units (Wärmesumme
/ Wärmesummen, in ºC; he used both words, p. 95)
required for three different stages of growth: germination,
blossoming, and maturity. The life period ranged from 182
days for the seeds planted first to 138 days to the seeds
planted next to last. The seeds planted first (March 31)
required the most heat units to come to maturity (2,972ºC)
whereas those planted last (June 9) required the fewest heat
units (2,322).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
concerning the scientific study of soybean germination, or
the relationship between heat units and germination.
In 1877 several new analyses of the soybean were
conducted, to add to those from past years. One was
communicated by Mr. A. Tomasek in Napagedl [in Mähren
/ Moravia, a region in today’s central Czech Republic], the
other by Dr. Eduard Mach in St. Michele [San Michele,
in today’s Trentino region of South Tyrol]. The first was
conducted by the sugar factory chemist, Mr. Schröder, in
Napagedl (p. 103). For air-dried reddish-brown (rothbraun)
and yellow soybeans he found the following: Protein:
36.12% / 35.87%. Nitrogen: 5.78% / 5.74%. Fat: 17.50% /
18.25%.
Dr. Mach had his analysis conducted in the agricultural
education center by his assistant C. Portele. He examined 3
varieties (yellow, reddish-brown, and black) obtained from
Haberlandt and grown out in San Michele, and a fourth
reddish-brown variety, which is grown in southern Tyrol
(Tirol) as the Coffee Bean, has been acclimatized there for
a long time, and until now has remained entirely unknown
and unrecognized. The composition of the four is as follows:
Water: 8.1 / 9.4 / 9.9 / 10.1%. Ash: 5.4 / 5.1 / 4.8 / 5.2%.
Protein: 36.8 / 31.6 / 31.2 / 38.1%. Fat: 17.6 / 17.4 / 18.1 /
17.8%. Crude fiber: 4.8 / 4.3 / 4.2 / ?%. (p. 103-04).
Also Mr. C. Caplan (p. 104), assistant at the agricultural
chemistry research station in Vienna, conducted analyses of
the seeds, their pods, and the leaves and stem. His results
were published in 1878 in the Oesterreichisches landw.
Wochenblatt (No. 3, p. 26): Water: 14.0 / 14.0 / 14.0%.
Protein: 32.32 / 4.64 / 6.08%. Fat: 16.76 / 1.29 / 2.03%.
Nitrogen-free extract: 26.56 / 41.87 / 37.12%. Crude fiber:
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5.57 / 30.45 / 22.79%. Ash: 4.76 / 7.79 / 9.31%.
It is unnecessary to emphasize the importance of the
soybean as a food for man and his animals. Not only is there
high nutritional value in the beans and straw, they also have a
flavor such that eating them takes no special effort.
A considerable number of taste experiments have been
made and it can be stated that nobody’s sense of taste has
revolted against food uses of soybeans.
Dr. F. Leithner complains that they are not easily cooked
until soft enough. ‘I tasted them with oil and vinegar, sort
of baked bean style, and as a soup. In oil and vinegar they
seemed to have a slightly sweet aftertaste, like sweet peas.
Also as soup they reminded me of regular bean soup with
a slightly sweet flavor. One of my guests liked them very
much.’
Mr. Alfred Erttel, captain of the royal-imperial army in
Planta near Meran wrote: ‘Cooking experiments were highly
satisfactory; the soybean is finer and has a better flavor than
French (or green) beans (Fisole).’
Director A. Baumgartner in Grotenhof had them
prepared as a salad and as a green vegetable. He found them
to be very much like regular beans.
Director D.E. Mach commented about the taste
experiment he conducted: ‘In order to come to a valid
opinion about the savoriness of the soybean and its value as
a food, we tried to have them prepared in various ways. We
must admit that they were very tasty cooked whole or as a
puree, as well as with oil and vinegar, yes, even finer than
peas or lentils. It must be mentioned however that soybeans
take a long time to cook soft.’
By adding that no negative opinion about the soybean
has come to my attention, I would also like to state:
I believe that the seeds of the soybean by themselves
are too concentrated a food and they would be best mixed
with other foods, which are less concentrated and contain
mostly carbohydrates. The Chinese and Japanese have
instinctively been led toward that. They add their ‘miso’ or
soy mush (Sojabrei) to most of their other dishes in a certain
ratio without eating soy by itself. Kaempfer describes a way
that the Chinese and Japanese prepare miso which is very
complicated; the cooking takes a lot of time and money. So
it would seem simplest to use soybeans in the kitchen in a
finely ground form. I had soy grits (Sojaschrot) of that kind
added to various potato dishes, for example mashed potatoes
and rice. I mixed soy grits with wheat grits, cooked with
milk or water, and I had soy grits added to mashed potatoes
to make a dish resembling Polenta. This might be called
Sojenta (p. 107). My family also experimented with adding
soy grits (Sojaschrot) to wheat flour to make bread, with and
without the addition of milk, and in all cases we were highly
pleased with the results. This opinion about the taste of soy
was shared by others, who shared in the tasting (p. 107).
Note 2. At this point (p. 107-08) Haberlandt adds a
lengthy footnote from his friend and colleague Professor W.

Hecke who followed with great interest the progress of soy
culture in Austria and who had conducted taste tests with soy
grits (Sojabohnenschrot). Hecke encouraged the use of soy
with potatoes to make a nutritionally balanced, inexpensive,
tasty, and easily accepted basic dish. One part of soy flour
or grits (Sojamehl oder Schrot) and two parts fresh potatoes
were cooked separately, then mixed into a fairly stiff mush
/ porridge. Salt and fried onions were added as seasonings.
The milk and fat, ordinarily added to mashed potato dishes
could be omitted.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions Sojenta (Polenta made by adding soy grits to
mashed potatoes).
Note 4. This is the earliest German-language
document seen (Nov. 2020) that mentions Sojaschrot or
Sojabohnenschrot (soy grits, whole soybeans cracked into
pieces).
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that describes a cereal-soy blend, or the use of soy flour to
make bread.
Haberlandt then continues (p. 108): If used in this way,
the soybean will someday play a major role in the diets
of the poor. It will be more than salt for potatoes. With its
fat (Fett, i.e., oil) it will replace lard [Note 6. Soybean oil
was later used to make lard compounds, lard substitutes,
and shortening] and with its protein it will supply strength.
Appropriate mixtures will be easily developed according to
the other ingredients used.
As grits or as fine meal (Als Gries oder als feines
Mehl; i.e., flour) it will also move into the palaces of the
rich, in whose kitchens from India and China it is already a
common item. It will only be a question of finding suitable
ways of preparing them. The flavor of half-cooked soy grits
resembles that of poppy seeds or almonds, and should be
suitable as an addition to the finest foods otherwise made
from meals (flour).
The soybean could be of major importance in the
provisioning of forts and ships and in supplies for armies.
It could justly be used as a better substitute for peas in ‘Pea
Sausage’ [Erbstwurst, a cooked food containing pea meal
fixed with fat pork and salt]. It will compete effectively
as a coffee substitute with other plant products now used
for this purpose. Soy coffee is already produced in South
Tyrol [Austria] and Istria [now a peninsula in Croatia
and Slovenia]. Mr. Franz Mark of Budapest [Hungary]
pointed out the possibility of using soybeans as a chocolate
substitute, for which it would undoubtedly serve better than
the peanut, which, in Marseilles [port in southern France],
is mixed with sugar to make an inexpensive chocolate
substitute.
Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2002) concerning the use of soy as a meat extender (in Pea
Sausage).
Note 8. This is the 2nd earliest German-language
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document seen (Nov. 2020) that mentions the word
Wärmesumme or the word Wärmesummen (heat units)
in connection with soybeans. Address: Hochschule fuer
Bodencultur, Vienna, Austria.
100. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Zweite Abtheilung.
Anbauversuche im Jahre 1875 und 1876 [Part 2: Agronomic
trials in the years 1875 and 1876 (Document part)]. In: F.
Haberlandt. 1878. Die Sojabohne [The Soybean]. Vienna:
Carl Gerold’s Sohn. ii + 119 p. See p. 16-35. [30 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents of Part II: Source of the supply of
the various soybean varieties used in the original trials.
Trials at the Royal College of Agriculture (Hochschule für
Bodencultur) in Vienna in 1875. Results from 1876 from
Hungarian Altenburg and Gross-Becskerek in Hungary, in
St. Peter bei Graz in Steiermark [Styria], in Napagedl in
Mähren [Moravia; in the Czech Republic as of April 2020],
in Sichrow, Swijan, and Darenic [Czechoslovakia], TetschenLiebwerd in Böhmen [Bohemia; in the Czech Republic as of
April 2020], in Bukovina [Bukowina or Bucovina, a former
Austrian crownland, as of 2005 divided among Ukraine
and Romania; by Dr. Nik. Dimittrievicz], in Proskau [now
Proszkow, in southwest Poland] in Preussisch-Schlesien
[Prussian Silesia], and in the experimental garden at the
Royal School of Agriculture. Comparison of the resulting
seeds with the original seeds. Chemical analysis of the seeds
and straw. Evidence of the “degree days” or “heat units”
(Wärmesummen; “warm temperature summation” or “warm
sum,” similar to U.S. maturity groups) which the soybeans
needed for their development in Vienna, St. Peter, TetschenLiebwerd, and Proskau.

In 1875 Prof. Haberlandt conducted the first agronomic
trials with the 19 soybeans he obtained at the Vienna World
Exhibition (Wiener Weltausstellung) of 1873. On 2 May
1875 he planted three varieties of seeds at the Royal School
of Agriculture in Vienna. The brownish-red variety (plot
#1) from China blossomed on June 28, the light-yellow
variety (plot #2) from China blossomed on July 1, and the
light-yellow variety (plot #3) from Mongolia blossomed on
June 29. The seeds of all three varieties ripened on Sept. 11.
On plot #1 grew 27 plants, that yielded 249.2 gm of seeds
(equivalent to 2,769 kg/hectare). On plot #2 grew 25 plants,
that yielded 336.5 gm of seeds (equivalent to 3,739 kg/
hectare). On plot #3 grew 15 plants, that yielded 196.9 gm of
seeds (equivalent to 2,177 kg/hectare).
Prof. Haberlandt then sent samples of seeds to seven
cooperators in central Europe, who planted and tested
the seeds in the spring of 1876, with good or fairly good
results in each case. These men reported the details of their
agronomic trials to Haberlandt, who quoted from their
reports. For details see: F. Haberlandt. 1877. “Der Anbau der
rauhhaarigen Sojabohne.” Landwirthschaftlichen VersuchsStationen 20:247-72.
In addition, on April 25 and May 5 Prof. Haberlandt
planted 7 varieties (some original seeds, some reproductions;
4 black, 2 yellow, and 1 brownish-red [braunrothe]) in the
experimental garden at the Royal School of Agriculture.
A table (p. 26; below) gives his detailed results.
Comparison of the resulting seeds with the original seeds
showed that individual seeds in each new generation
generally weighed more than those in the previous
generation.
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Page 29 shows a chemical analysis of the seeds and
straw. Haberlandt then calculated (p. 33) the “degree
days” or “heat units” (Wärmesummen; “warm temperature
summation” or “warm sum,” similar to U.S. maturity groups)
which his different soybean varieties needed for their
development. For the seeds to begin to ripen they seem to
need a total of 1824 to 5924 heat units (ºC), and to be ready
for harvest 2230 to 3174 heat units. The minimum need at
Proskau was 2246.9. The soybean can be grown as a green
fodder plant at locations with less heat units. A table on p.
34 shows the mean temperature for each month, the northern
latitude, and the elevation (meters above sea level) at Vienna,
Graz, Tetschen-Liebwerd, and Proskau. Graz had the lowest
latitude (47º4’) and Tetschen-Liebwerd the highest (50º44’).
Vienna and Graz had the warmest temperatures in May, June,
and July. Address: Hochschule fuer Bodencultur, Vienna,
Austria.
101. Oesterreichisches Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt
(Vienna). 1879. Resultate eines zweijaehrigen
Culturversuches mit der Sojabohne [Results of a two-year
culture trial with soybeans]. 5(4):36-37. Jan. 25. [Ger]
• Summary: In Kwassitz in Moravia, Sir Emanuel von
Proskowetz planted the seeds on 9 April 1877, and later on
12 April 1878. He obtained from 700 yellow soybeans 6.75
kg of seeds and 11.5 kg of straw.
102. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1879. Iz zametok po
opytam kul’tury novovvodimykh v Novorossiyskom krae
rastenii. D. Kormovaia trava [Notes on experiments of newly
cultivated plants in the Novorossiysk region of southern
Russia. IV. Crops cultivated for use as livestock feed].
Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta. No. 7. p. 103-04. Feb. 17. [Rus]
• Summary: The writer begins by listing 8 fodder plants that
are of potential interest in Russia.
I planted the following fodder plants:
1. Alfalfa
lucerne–Medicago sativa
2. Common sainfoin–Onobrychis sativa
3. Common kidneyvetch–Anthyllis vulneraria.
4. Sanguisorba minor–Poterium sanguisorba
5. Red clover–Trifolium pratense
6. Crimson clover or italian clover–Trifolium
incarnatum
7. Seradella–ornthopus spp.
Spergula arvensis–Spergula maxima
He then briefly discusses 6 other such plants, including
the soybean (p. 104): Soja hispida is an eastern plant, which
has an exceptional capacity to endure drought. But–most
importantly–it has the highest crop capacity and its seeds the
best nutritional value compared to our bean plants.
Also discusses Lallemantia iberica.
Note: Translated by Shelley Fairweather-Vega, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Tavricheskaya Governorate, Russia [in

Crimea and parts of Southern Ukraine as of 2020].
103. Wein, Ernst. 1879. Ueber den Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Sojabohne in Bayern. II. [On the cultivation of the
coarse-haired soja bean in Bavaria. II.]. Zeitschrift des
Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern 69:64-68. Feb.
[Ger]
• Summary: The author gives detailed nutritional analyses
of yellow and brown soybeans, including the seeds (protein,
fat, ash, nitrogen-free extract including crude fiber, and
water), pods, and straw. He compares the soybean with fava
beans (Vicia Faba, die Saubohne) and with common peas
(Erbsen) in terms of nutritional composition, total yield, and
yield of protein and fat. “Fava beans produce, on average,
2,000 kg of seeds per acre, yielding 497 kg of protein and
33.4 kg of fat. Peas produce, on average, 1,920 kg of seeds
per acre, yielding 436.224 kg of protein and 38.392 kg of
fat. The soybean produces, on average, 3,210 kg of seeds per
hectare [107 bushels/acre!], yielding 1,120.29 kg of protein
and 587.109 kg of fat.” He concludes that the soybean has
the potential to produce a much larger quantity of nutrients
than fava beans or peas. Address: Dr., Central Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bavaria, Germany.
104. Hecke, W. 1879. Die Sojabohne im Jahre 1878. I. [The
soybean in the year 1878. I.]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung (Vienna) 29(9):84. March 1. [Ger]

• Summary: The first report of soybean cultural trials
conducted by Prof. F. Haberlandt in the year 1875 appeared
in the Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (No. 9, 1876).
Results of the 1876 trials were published in this same
periodical (No. 4, 1877). These communications concerning
the yield of the soybean and its outstanding chemical
composition did not fail to arouse the attention of farmers,
and by the year 1877 numerous cultural trials in the various
districts of Austria-Hungary and Germany were already
underway. In his monograph The Soybean (1878, Vienna,
Carl Gerold’s Sohn), Prof. Haberlandt was able to confirm
that the acclimatization of early-maturing soybeans had
already completely succeeded. The yellow variety, which
ripened the earliest, could be cultivated successfully as far
north as the northernmost limit for maize.
At the invitation found in issue No. 6 of this periodical,
a large number of reports from the various districts were
submitted–for which Prof. Hecke sends his deepest thanks.
He then summarizes these.
Analysis of the nutritional value of soybeans was
conducted by Prof. F. Schwackhoefer (Prof. of chemical
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technology at the Royal College of Agriculture in Vienna
(Hochschule für Bodencultur in Wien)). A table shows results
for seeds grown in Munich (yellow vs. brown) and in Vienna
from 1876 (yellow #1 and #2, brown).
A second table shows results for hulls and straw grown
in Munich (yellow vs. brown) and Vienna.
We see that soybeans are exceptionally high in protein,
about a third higher than peas, lentils, dry beans (Phaseolus),
or fava beans (Pferdebohne = Vicia faba = “horse beans”).
Moreover, they contain six to seven times as much oil as
most legumes, and about the same amount as most oilseeds.
And the plants bear seeds in great abundance.
Note 1. The word “soybean plant” (Sojapflanze) is used
3 times in this article. The first example: The reproduction
of seeds in the harvest is, however, a very important one in
the case of the soya plant (Sojapflanze), and the report on the
cultivation trials of the year 1877 leads to a lot of examples
of incomparable fertility.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojapflanze (soybean plant). This
word appears in 19 different issues of these newspapers from
1879 to 1947. Address: Prof. [Vienna].
105. Hecke, W. 1879. Preussische Provinz Schlesien:
Proskau [Prussian Province of Silesia: Proskau]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 29(10):98. March 8.
[Ger]
• Summary: Klein-Tinz bei Domslau (Breslau District)
(today’s Tyniec Maly near Domaslaw, county of Wroclaw,
Poland). Agricultural Inspector (Oekonomieinspector)
Th. Scholtz reports in Landwirth, 1879, no. 3 that the s.
[soybean?] has proven itself to be thoroughly well suited to
the climatic conditions there. Sown at different times from
April 20 to May 20, the first sowings did not perceivably
suffer from frost that occurred, while in comparison, beans
that had been planted froze.
Proskau (today’s Prószków, Poland). The agricultural
councilor [Oekonomierath] Mr. F. Schnorrenpfeil,
administrator of the imperial Domaine Proskau, reports
(Der Landwirth, 1879, no. 16) that with seeds of yellow
and brown S. [Soybeans?] which were obtained from
Prof. Haberlandt in 1876 and since that time have been
reproduced, a trial was already set up there in the open
field, and in Proskau, 3.53 ares with a dry, low in humus,
coarse-grained gravel soil and in Schimnitz (today’s Zimnice
Wielkie or Zimnice Male, Poland), 2.27 ares on Oder alluvial
soil with soil of the best kind, one seed was sown with a seed
drill at each planting site at both locations at 47 centimeters
and 15 centimeters, which for Proskau was at best a proper
growing space but for Schimnitz was a growing space that
was around half too small. The sowing in Proskau was on
April 15 and in Schimnitz on April 28. During the night of
May 9 to 10, it got down to -2.5º C. Potatoes in Proskau

froze all the way to the ground. But the soybean plants
(Sojapflanzen) stayed green and continued to grow. Later on,
they also withstood intense drought on that small amount of
land. Rabbits and mice loved the plant, and the sheep also
insisted upon nibbling on the green leaves. Cutting with a
sickle began around September 14 and was ended on the
25th. The S. [soybeans?] stood in sheaves (Puppen) until
October 1, on which day they were reaped. Proskau delivered
72.5 kilograms of seeds, and therefore 20.53 Meterzentner
[2,053 kg] per hectare, and Schimnitz 50 kilograms, and
therefore 22.02 Meterzentner [2,202 kg] per hectare. The
weight per hectoliter rose with respect to the seeds that had
been obtained from Vienna, as it amounted to 76 kg, as
did the weight of the individual seed, which weighed 238
milligrams on average (2.5 times more than the original
Chinese seeds and 1.6 times more than the seeds from
Vienna). The protein content and fat content also increased in
1878, since Dr. Weiske found, admittedly with a lower water
content than with the aforementioned analyses:
A table follows with the three columns: protein, fat
(including an entry “Not yet determined”) and water. The
four rows are: Brown in Proskau, Brown in Schimnitz,
Yellow in Proskau, and Yellow in Schimnitz.
The brown soybeans in Proskau contained 35.44%
protein, 20.16% fat and 3.81% water.
The yellow soybeans in Proskau contained 41.44%
protein, 18.84% fat and 4.54% water.
The straw and the pods were fed to the sheep and
everything was gladly consumed with the exception of the
strongest parts of the stems. In 1879, 6 hectares are to be
planted with the S. [soybean?], with 1 seed every 0.1 square
meter, and thus 20 to 24 kilos per hectare.
Prof. W. Hecke
Note 1. Proskau is German for Proszkow, a town in
Opole County in southwestern Poland. The town is located
in the historic Upper Silesia region, about 10 km (6.2 mi)
south of Opole. Schlesien is German for Silesia. From 1742
to 1945 it was in the eastern part of Germany and was a
Prussian province. Today its capital is Warsaw (Wroclaw).
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (March 2020)
in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojapflanzen (Soybean plants).
This word appears in 9 issues of these newspapers from 1879
to 1971.
Note 3. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Prof. [Vienna].
106. Hecke, W. 1879. Die Sojabohne im Jahre 1878. III.
[The soybean in the year 1878. III (Continued–Document
part III)]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna)
29(11):109. March 15. [Ger]
• Summary: Continued: The reports for 1878 have proven
that soybeans were used as feed for cows and poultry, that
the green plants were chosen by sheep, and that the straw
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was gladly eaten by cattle and sheep, that “Master Hare”
loves them so much, and that for the mice in Carinthia, they
are a favorite dish, which certainly also only speaks for the
good quality of the soy plant (Sojapflanze) as fodder. But it
is precisely as fodder that the soybean ought to find broad
application in the shortest time. People have to first get used
to the new food, and this is a pulse that is in fact not very
beloved in our latitudes. But with the use as livestock fodder,
this misgiving no longer applies. Animals gladly accept
the soybeans, and the great quantities which are soon to be
produced will make it possible to immediately count on
sales, since the protein substances and fat which the soybean
contains to such a high degree are in fact those which are
usually lacking and need to be looked after in the feeding of
domesticated animals and which specifically are not to be
obtained with us in sufficient quantities through oil cakes
(Oelkuchen). In one of the regions, it is significant quantities
of straw which, through the additional feeding of soybeans,
can find a useful exploitation and utilization; elsewhere,
with the use of low-protein and low-fat waste from sugar
production or with the more broad reaching feeding of
roots, they will help to bring the feed rations into the correct
proportion with regard to the proteins and fats that are so
usually lacking and difficult to procure.
And so may this new plant confidently follow its path
this year! It will already cover entire fields at numerous
estates, and thousands of farmers will cultivate it on a small
scale. The localities that accept it will establish themselves
more and more. The growing space that is adequate for every
region and every soil with which the yields per hectare turn
out to be as large as possible will certainly already be found
out this year through trials. And since the harvest this year
will certainly deliver far more than one million kilos of
soybeans, it will also be possible to carry out broad reaching
trials on the use in all those directions for which this
unsurpassable bean is capable. But the name of those who
discovered the new, promising crop with a wise choice and
spoke up for its successful spread with rare enthusiasm shall
remain in lasting, grateful memory.
Footnote at end of column 3, lines 3-17: I would recall
here a combination of soy grits (Sojaschrot) and potatoes
which I had prepared last year and which tastes very good in
the proportion of ingredients of 1:4 (see Die Sojabohne [by
F. Haberlandt], p. 107).
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Prof. [Vienna].
107. Wein, Ernst. 1879. Ueber den Anbau der rauhhaarigen
Sojabohne in Bayern. III. [On the cultivation of the
coarse-haired soja bean in Bavaria. III.]. Zeitschrift des
Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern 69:98-113. March.
[Ger]
• Summary: The author gives details of soybean agronomic
trials by 70 agriculturists and farmers in Bavaria. Of

these, 11 were conducted in Oberbayern (Upper Bavaria),
25 in Niederbayern (Lower Bavaria), 3 in Rheinpfalz, 5
in Oberpfalz, 4 in Oberfranken, 5 in Mittelfranken, 6 in
Unterfranken, and 11 in Schwaben (Swabia). Each of those
participating in the trials received 55 gm of soybean seed,
which was equivalent to about 420-450 soybeans. Of the 70
participants, 63 sent back reports, which are summarized
herein. Of these 63, only 51 were carried through to a
successful conclusion, and most of these 51 gave good
results. The average yield was 2,400 kg/ha of seed and 7,500
kg/ha of straw. Address: Dr., Central Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bavaria, Germany.
108. Neuigkeits Welt-Blatt (Vienna). 1879. Fuer Landwirthe:
eine neue Huelsenfrucht–die chinesische Sojabohne [For
farmers: a new legume–the Chinese soybean]. No. 35. April
12. p. 14, col. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: Agricultural circles have most recently become
enormously interested in the new, extremely important
legume–the Chinese soybean (Soja), which contains
significantly more nutrients and nearly ten time as many fatty
substances as our peas or lentils and which was imported
approximately three years ago from China to Austria. At
the suggestion of the late Prof. Haberlandt, agronomic trials
were carried out with the soybean in different regions of
Austria. They yielded very favorable results and showed that
this crop thrives in warmer Central Europe in any soil, and
even in light sandy soils, providing such enormous, nearly
unbelievable yields that none of our legumes is capable
of matching them. The soybean (Sojabohne) easily adapts
to all climatic and soil conditions and as a result of this,
it becomes a real blessing not only for flat lands, but also
for rough mountain regions in which no legume that is so
nutritious will flourish. It withstands frost far better than corn
and green beans, its seeds do not freeze, and planting can
already be carried out as early as the second half of April.
The soybean is capable of withstanding the heat of the sun
to a higher degree than the other legumes. Sowing requires a
small requisite of seeds. Only one seed is planted at distances
of 40 to 50 centimeters. The care of the plants is a very easy
one: hoeing the young plants one time per year is completely
sufficient. The soybean is a bush plant, it blossoms
abundantly, has an average of 150 pods, and matures early.
Finally, if the circumstance is taken into consideration that
the plant does not allow any weeds to come up and that it
has proven itself to be completely immune to both fungi
and attacks by insects, then it will be easily appreciated
what great importance the soybean (Soja) will achieve, and
all the more so when it is enjoyed not just as a puree, like
peas, porridge a la polenta, etc., but can also be used as a
tasty and nutritious bread when mixed with potato flour. The
green plants as well as their straw are an excellent livestock
fodder. Secretary E. Melis in Veska near Sezemic (Bohemia)
[today’s Veská near Sezemice, Czech Republic] has been
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convinced of the valuable properties of the soybean, and out
the goodness of his heart, he will let any estate that wants
to carry out trials have 20 dekagrams (200 g) at 1 AustroHungarian gulden, as long as his supplies last.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
109. Societe des Sciences, Agriculture et Arts de la BasseAlsace, Bulletin Trimestriel. 1879. Communìcation de M.
Wagner sur la fève Soya [Mr. Wagner’s communication on
the soybean]. 13(2):183-84. [Fre]
• Summary: Concerning various communications, Mr.
Wagner submits to the Society some soybeans (fèves soya)
that he harvested last year in his garden. This plant, that
the Botanical Garden of Strasbourg (Jardin botanique du
Strasbourg) has possessed for almost 50 years, is of Chinese
origin, has been known as a forage plant in Europe only
since the Vienna Exposition of 1873, when Dr. Haberlandt
first cultivated it and obtained some unexpected results. The
tests made on a large and small scale rapidly yielded such
favorable results that the newspapers in Austria could not
recommend enough the cultivation of this plant. Here are the
advantages that are found in this new legume, whose seeds
are smaller than ordinary peas but resemble them, except for
the color, which is quite variable: some are yellowish green,
some red (des rouges), some white, and some even black.
Their yield is superior to that of all other legumes;
they bear up to 200 pods per stem, and each contains 2 or
3 beans. The beans, the hay, and even the straw distinguish
themselves by an extraordinary richness in nourishing
principles. They resist the drought of summer as well as
frosts; they succeed in all soils, but do better in light soils
than in clay, and recommend themselves because of this to
relatively poor terrains. One must especially avoid freshly
manured soil. By its beans as by its stem and leaves, the
soybean promises a forage of the first order. It should be
sown from April 15-20, in rows spaced 40-50 cm apart
with 40-50 cm between beans in each row. One lone bean
would suffice, but it is more prudent to plant two. Bury
them about 4 cm deep; there is no need for support, the stalk
being strong and rigid. It ripens in the end of August and
September. According to an agricultural journal of Breslau,
here is the chemical composition of the soybean, that,
compared to other legumes, shows an extraordinary richness
in protein and fat: A table compares soybeans, lentils,
vetches, lupins, and peas according to their content of water,
nitrogenous materials (Matières azotées, protein), fat, starchy
material [carbohydrates], cellulose, and ash.
Mr. Buchinger wonders if this legume, of Indian rather
than Chinese origin, is really suited for our climate in Alsace.
Mr. Wagner makes the observation that up to now
the soybean has succeeded well in Austria, and that in
1878 he was unable to plant his seed until mid-May and it
nevertheless ripened completely.

After this communication, Mr. Wagner distributes to
various members a certain quantity of this bean, the product
of his last year’s harvest, so that each can try some.
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Dec. 2002) with the word “Soya” in the title.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the term Matières azotées to
refer to nitrogenous materials / proteins in connection with
soybeans.
Note 3. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that mentions red soybeans.
Note 4. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Dec. 2014) that mentions the work of Dr. Friedrich
Haberlandt with soybeans.
Note 5. In 1871 Prussia annexed Alsace and Lorraine
from France as it formed the new Unified German Empire.
Nevertheless, this document (in 1879) was published in
French. Address: Alsace.
110. Weiske, H.; Dehmel, B.; Schulze, B. 1879.
Futterausnutzungsversuche mit Sojabohnen-Stroh und
Schalen, ausgefuehrt auf der Versuchs-Station Proskau
[Fodder utilization trials with soybean straw, and hulls,
carried out at the Proskau Agricultural Experiment Station].
Journal fuer Landwirtschaft 27(4):511-20. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Speaker: H. Weiske.
The soybean (Sojabohne) that was imported by
Haberland [sic–Haberlandt] in 1875 from Japan and China
to Europe has in recent times, according to various trends,
been the subject of in-depth trials and discussions. Numerous
reports about its growing, its yields, and about other
observations that have been made with its cultivation may
be found published in the various agricultural journals. On
the other hand, experiments about the fodder value and the
digestibility of this plant are thus far not yet present.
And therefore, also according to this trend to research
the value of the soybean plant (Sojabohnenpflanze), the
following feed utilization trials were carried out at this
experiment station:
Two normal, fully-grown wethers [castrated rams] of the
Southdown-Merino cross served as experimental animals.
They were located in the chutes (Zwangsställen) [apparently
very narrow enclosures usually used for slaughtering
purposes, thus allowing the animal very little freedom
of motion] that have already been repeatedly described
earlier and received as feed exclusively soybean pods
(Sojabohnenschalen) in a first trial period and exclusively
soybean straw (Sojabohnenstroh) in a second trial period.
For the fodder material concerned, we are grateful to the
estate of the Distinguished Agriculturalist (Oekonomierath)
Mr. Schnorrenpfeil, which in 1878 had planted yellow and
brown-seeded varieties of soybeans (Sojabohnenvarietäten)
at the Proskau Manor (Dominium Proskau) and the
Schimnitz Outlying Estate (Vorwerk Schimnitz) [in today’s
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Zimnice Wielkie, Poland] and made the observations thereby
that have already been reported other places. (Footnote: Der
Landwirth [The Farmer], published by Korn, 1879, No. 16.).
The Proskau plants were grown on a dry, low-humus, largegrained gravel soil which for approximately twenty years had
belonged to a pasture that had been planted with fruit trees
and had been turned over [i.e. plowed] in March 1878. The
Schimnitz plants, on the other hand, originated from a plot of
land of upper alluvium which, with regard to mixture, depth,
and cultivation, represents a soil with the best conditions.
With the feed utilization trials with soybean pods (Period
I), the pods from both the Proskau plants and the Schimnitz
plants were fed, both of them mixed together in equal parts,
while in the subsequent second period (feed with soybean
straw), only the Schimnitz plants arrived at being used,
as their leaves had kept well and only the pods had been
removed from them. his fodder, when analyzed according to
the usual methods, yielded the following composition in a
dry state:

[Translator’s note: “ether extract” here and below refers
to crude fat.]
Aside from these soybean pods (Sojabohnen-Schalen)
and straw that were fed in Periods I and II, analyses were
also made of entire soybean plants (Sojabohnenpflanzen), the
seeds of which had not achieved maturity (Footnote: Which
had grown in the Botanical Garden of the Proskau Academy
(Botanischer Garten der Academie Proskau)) (soybean hay)

(Sojabohnenheu), and furthermore analyses were carried
out of the soybean stems (Sojabohnen-Stengel), leaves, and
seeds, and within that context the following results were
achieved:
See below: According to the observations by the
Distinguished Agriculturalist Mr. Schnorrenpfeil, one brownseeded soybean plant bore 4 pods with three seeds, 40 pods
with two seeds, and 32 pods with a single seed, and thus
all together 76 pods with 124 mature seeds. Prof. Wilhelm
(footnote: Wiener landwirthschaftliche Zeitung [Vienna
Agricultural Journal], 1879, no. 15) furthermore reports that
one yellow-seeded soybean plant that was cultivated by him
which weighed 84.814 g in an air-dried state possessed 108
pods with 208 seeds. The individual parts of this plant were
present in the following proportions: the weight of the roots
amounted to 3.32%, that of the stem and the leaves 41.65%,
that of the pods 13.51%, and that of the seeds 41.52%.
Period I: from January 8 to 23, 1879. Fodder per day
and per head with 1,000 g air-dried = 831.70 g dried soybean
pods [translator’s note: it appears
that with this measurement
and those that follow in the
tables below, the samples were
first air-dried, weighed, and a
percentage was applied with
respect to an oven-dried sample
with zero moisture, thus giving
one figure for “air-dried” and
another figure for “dried”]. Both
experimental animals ate the
pods that were presented to them immediately and visibly
did so gladly, without ever leaving anything left over. The
days from January 8 to 15 served as a pretrial, while those
from January 16 to 23 served as the actual trial period.
The intestinal excrement of each one of the wethers was
collected quantitatively daily, was weighed, was mixed in
equivalent amounts, and was subjected in the usual way to
dry substance determination and analysis.
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The quantity of the feces amounted as follows:
[A table follows with the daily weights of the feces that
were fresh, air-dried, and dried of each of the two wethers for
each day from January 16 to 23 and the averages per day.]
The moisture-free substance of these feces had the
following contents:
According to this, the daily intake and outflow of
the two experimental animals can be calculated for the
purpose of the determination of the digestion coefficients
(Verdauungscoëfficienten) for the soybean pods as follows:
[Two tables follow, each comparing the digestion coefficients
of each of the wethers for the seven constituent components
of the fodder by comparing their content in grams in the
soybean pods and subtracting their content in grams in the
feces to arrive at both the content in grams that was digested
and the percentage of the fodder that was digested.] On
average, what was digested from the soybean pods was
consequently: 61.83% of the dry substance, 62.63% of the
organic substance, 44.37% of the nitrogenous nutrients,
57.19% of the ether extract, 50.74% of the crude fiber,
73.06% of the nitrogen-free extracts, and 54.02% of the
mineral substances.
The digestibility of these pods was therefore not
unfavorable. With the exception of the nitrogenous nutrients,
all of the components of it were utilized at a rate of more
than 50%, such that the composition of the digestible
components of this fodder, and therefore the actual nutrients,
is composed as follows:
(Continued). Address: Proskau.
111. Weiske, H.; Dehmel, B.; Schulze, B. 1879.
Futterausnutzungsversuche mit Sojabohnen-Stroh und
Schalen, ausgefuehrt auf der Versuchs-Station Proskau
[Fodder utilization trials with soybean straw, and hulls,
carried out at the Proskau Agricultural Experiment Station
(Continued–Document part II)]. Journal fuer Landwirtschaft
27(4):511-20. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: (Continued):
Period II: from January 24 to February 15. Fodder per
day and per head with 1,000 g air-dried = 805.40 g dried
soybean straw.
This fodder, too, was also very gladly accepted by the
experimental animals, and in fact they visibly preferred it
even more than the pods. The administering of the soybean

straw took place in the cut state as chaff in order to make
it easier for the animals to take in the feed and in order to
provide a better mixture of the stems with the leaves. The
result of this was that at the same time, the feed that was
provided was always completely consumed and nothing was
ever left over, in spite of the fact that the lower parts of the
stem of the plants had already greatly lignified (verholzt) [i.e.
become woody and hard]. (Footnote: In contrast to this, the
Distinguished Agriculturalist Mr. Schnorrenpfeil (op. cit.)
reports that the soybean straw that he had fed to sheep for a
long time in the uncut state was in fact likewise gladly eaten,
but that the lower, thicker parts of the stems from it remained
left over.) One hundred of these soybean plants which had
been cut with a sickle approximately one to two inches above
the ground and from which the pods had been removed
weighed 2,582.4 g in their dry state and contained 1,494.6 g
or 58% dried leaves and 1,087.8 g or 42% dried stem with
the composition that was already provided above.
The days from January 24 to February 7 served once
again as a pretrial, in comparison with February 8 to 15
which served as the actual trial period. The solid excrement
of both of the experimental animals was quantitatively
collected and was processed in the usual way.
The weight of these feces amounted to the following:
[A table follows with the daily weights of the feces that
were fresh, air-dried, and dried of each of the two wethers for
each day from January 8 to 15 and the averages per day.]
In the dried state, these feces contained:
See next page: 8.38%
According to this, from the daily average intake and
outflow of the two experimental animals, the following
digestion coefficients can be calculated for the soybean
straw:
[Two tables follow, each comparing the digestion
coefficients of each of the wethers for the seven constituent
components of the fodder by comparing their content in
grams in the soybean straw and subtracting their content
in grams in the feces to arrive at both the content in grams
that was digested and the percentage of the fodder that was
digested.]
On average, what therefore arrived from the soybean
straw for digestion was: 54.93% of the dry substance,
57.95% of the organic substance, 60.81% of the nitrogenous
nutrients, 62.21% of the ether extract, 33.60% of the crude
fiber, 69.02% of the nitrogenfree extracts, and 36.32% of
the mineral substances. From
these figures, it emerges that
this fodder was digested even
far better than the previous one.
In spite of the presence of the
tough stem, the digestibility is as
favorable as we come across in
good hay made from clover or
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meadow hay. Only with the crude fiber does proportionately
get less dissolved, a circumstance that presumably is to be
traced back to this soybean straw’s content of at times greatly
lignified stems. The quantity of digestible components, and
therefore of the actual nutrients which are contained in this
fodder, was calculated on the basis of the trials indicated
above as follows:

Nitrogenous nutrients 5.81%]
From these feed utilization trials, the main point that
emerges without a doubt is that with the feeding of our
ruminant agricultural domesticated animals, both the pods
and the straw of the soybean are to be used with advantage,
and that in particular the latter represents a valuable fodder
that is nearly equivalent to normal hay made from clover and
meadow hay.
With regard to the yield of dry fodder substance, the
following may be worthy of mention: with the soybeans
that were planted in Poskau [sic, Proskau] and Schimnitz,
the Distinguished Agriculturalist Mr. Schnorrenpfeil (op.
cit.) calculates that on the area of one Prussian morgen
[approximately 0.26 hectares or 0.63 acres], there stood
34,560 plants. Since according to the figures indicated above,
one hundred plants then correspond to 2.58 kilos of dry straw
excluding pods, it can then be further calculated that 892
kilos of dry straw would be harvested per Prussian morgen,
a volume of fodder that in any case is very much worthy of
attention.
[A series of tables follows, with the titles and very brief
summaries indicated here.]
Analytical Data
A.
1. Fodder Determination of nitrogen content through
extraction with sodium hydroxide solution of the pods, straw,
hay, yellow seeds, brown seeds, stems, and leaves.
2. Determination of Ether Extractions: Determination
of ether extractions of pods, straw, hay, yellow seeds, brown
seeds, stems, and leaves.
3. Determination of Crude Fiber: Determination of crude
fiber of pods, straw, hay, yellow seeds, brown seeds, stems,
and leaves.
4. Determination of Pure Ash: Determination of pure ash
of pods, straw, hay, yellow seeds, brown seeds, stems, and
leaves.
B. Feces
1. Determination of Nitrogen Content: Determination of

nitrogen content through extraction with sodium hydroxide
solution for each of the two time periods and each of the two
animals.
2. Determination of Ether Extractions: Determination of
ether extractions for each of the two time periods and each of
the two animals.
3. Determination of Crude Fiber: Determination of crude
fiber for each of the two time periods and each of the two
animals.
4. Determination of Pure Fiber: Determination of pure
fiber for each of the two time periods and each of the two
animals.
Proskau Experiment Station, July 1879
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2020)
describing soybean feeding trials. Address: Proskau.
112. Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation. 1879. IV.
Bibliographie. II. Journaux et revues. 1879. 3e fascicule.–Le
Soja hispida [IV. Bibliography. II. Journals and Revues.
1879. 3rd volume of Le Soja hispida]. 26:666-71. Nov. [Fre]
• Summary: This section contains a summary of the main
articles from other periodicals that are connected with the
work of the Society for Acclimatization. In the Bulletin de la
Société des Sciences de la Basse-Alsace (1879, Vol. 3) is an
article titled Le Soja hispida.
“In the meeting of 3 Sept. 1897, Mr. Fuehrer read the
report of a scientific treatise published recently by M. Hecke
on the agronomic trials conducted in Austria, Bavaria, and
Silesia [Part of Austria-Hungary in 1879; part of Poland
after 1945] of a legume which would have been introduced
following the Vienna World Exhibition of Vienna, the Soja
hispida, and from the seeds of which is made, in Japan, a
type of sauce that is served as a condiment.
“According to this work, soy sauce (la sauce du Soja)
was well known in Europe, and it would have even been
stylish, at the beginning of this century, in London and
Paris, but no-one possessed the plant. It was only after the
Vienna Exposition that the attention of some agriculturists,
and especially that of Professor Haberlandt, were called to
this legume. Some cultural trials were conducted; it was
quickly recognized that the varieties originating in Japan
and northern China could be best adapted to the climate of
central Europe, and the yellow variety was recognized as
preferable to all others. The good yields produced by the
soybean led to its good acceptance by farmers; even more,
chemical tests showed that this legume contained one-third
more protein than other protein-rich indigenous legumes.
And it contained 6 to 10 times more oil. It could even be
classified as an oilseed. The author believes that it should
be introduced as a food. He took as an example the diet of
a family of workers from Silesia, and he concluded that by
replacing 3 kg of potatoes (of 9 consumed per day) and 1
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kg of rye flour (of 2.21 kg consumed) with only one kg of
soybeans, this family would find itself adequately nourished.
“Let’s add again, to analyze this treatise, that in 1878 the
plant was attacked by the fungus Septoria sojina, and by the
caterpillars of the Belle-Dame (Vanessa carduci) and well as
by the nocturnal moth (Acroncyta rumicis; Noctuelle de la
Patience). Rabbits searched avidly for soybeans, chickens
like the soaked seeds, and sheep are very fond of the straw,
which has 203 times the nutritive value of the straw of peas.
“However, we must note, the introduction of this plant
into Europe is not as recent as was thought in Vienna. In
April 1854, Mr. de Montigny, the French consul at Shanghai,
sent back the first seeds to the Society for Acclimatization in
France, and they arrived under the name ‘oil peas of China’
(Pois oléagineux de la Chine). This plant belonged to the
legume family and to the genus Soja (Moench), a relative
of Dolichos; its species was Soja hispida. Let us add that
in the report that had preceded the creation of the Jardin du
Bois at Bologne, read at the meeting of 7 May 1858, Mr. F.
Jacquemart verified that the naturalization of this legume was
complete.
“At this time, in effect, the plant was imported and its
cultivation had succeeded. It had been reproduced from seeds
produced in France. The role of acclimatization was finished.
Now it was up to agriculture and industry to see what role
it could play, to study whether it could be used in place of
peas, lentils, and haricot beans, or whether it could render
services other than those of these similar legumes. Each
introduction takes a long time, and many obstacles must be
overcome before a newly discovered plant can be claimed
a success. We will watch with pleasure as the horticulturists
occupy themselves anew with Soja hispida. We should add
that if Mr. Quihou declares to have tried the cultivation
of this legume many times without success (this Bulletin,
1873, p. 489), Mr. Blavet verifies that it has been cultivated
for three years at Étampes (Seine-et-Oise) (Footnote: Seeds
harvested at the Garden of Hyères and sent by the Society for
Acclimatization to the Horticultural Society of Étampes on
29 Nov. 1874). It is found there growing very rustically and
giving extraordinary yields; the pods are very easily threshed
with a flail, and the pea weevil (la Bruche des Poids) has not
yet attacked it (Bulletin de la Société d’Horticulture d’Eureet-Loire, 25 Feb. 1879). Note: Eure-et-Loire is a department
in north-central France.
“We would not need to return to the
numerous studies published on the subject of
soya in our Bulletin, especially from 1855 on;
but since much more will be said about this
new plant, perhaps we owe it to our colleagues
to save them some research.
“The soybean (Le Soja) is an essential
oilseed, but one which is also used for food.
“This bean is cultivated on a large scale
in the fields of north China, where the climate

is quite similar to that of our colder provinces, and much
commerce is based on the products made from it:
“1. The oil, which is preferable to colza- and to rapeseed oil (de Colza et de Navette). However it has a taste of
dry legumes and leaves an aftertaste of beans or peas. Yet,
with the addition of a small proportion of lard, it becomes
quite similar to commercial second-grade olive oils.
“2. The residues from making soybean oil, which
form cakes (tourteaux), used by the Chinese to fatten their
livestock and fertilize their fields.
“3. A food for the poor, quite similar to fresh white
cheese, called fromage à la pie (quark) in France, which is
generally fried in oil–including soybean oil.
“4. A seasoning (assaisonnement) much appreciated by
the rich. In this case, the paté of soybeans (la pâte de Pois)
[tofu] is subjected to fermentation, after the following have
been added to it: pepper, salt, powdered bay/laurel leaves,
and powdered thyme and other aromatic substances. During
the fermentation, the producer sprinkles soybean oil on the
paté. After several days of fermentation, the preparation
is ready. It (fermented tofu) is a powerful digestive (aid to
digestion) and an aperitif, which no one can resist because it
is extremely tasty (Report by Baron de Montgaudry, Bulletin,
1855, p. 16)” (Continued). Address: France.
113. Cook, George H. 1879. The soja bean; a new forage
plant. Report of Rutgers Scientific School, the State College,
for the Benefit of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts 15:5458. [1 ref]
• Summary: “When in Munich last year, I saw the soja
bean in cultivation, as a new crop, and probably a desirable
addition to our forage products. It was seen in the grounds
of the Bavarian Agricultural Experiment Station, and was
in very vigorous growth. The gentleman in charge gave
me a few seeds; and seeds of several other varieties of the
same plant were procured at Vienna by my friend Mr. James
Neilson. We have planted them, and gathered crops of the
different kinds this year. The following is a translation of
the paper sent out from the Bavarian Experiment Station
to those who were growing and testing the capabilities of
the plant.” Note 1. See: Lehmann, Julius. 1878. “Ueber
den Anbau der rauhhaarigen Sojabohne. Zeitschrift des
Landwirthschaftlichen Vereins in Bayern 68:61-64. Feb.
“On the Cultivation of the Hairy Soja Bean.”–”The
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exertions made in the last decade to naturalize foreign useful
plants in Germany, and by their cultivation to increase the
income from farm lands, have so far been without result.
This has been the case with sorghum, ramie, Siberian fodder,
water rice, &c., for each of which great hopes have been
excited; but nothing now remains but the remembrance and
the proof of the difficulties in the way of our agriculture.
“Fortunately the success of this pursuit depends less on
such attempts, than on increasing the quantity of our wellknown crops, by good cultivation and heavy manuring–by
careful selection of seed and proper care of the plant. All
farmers taking these precautions, and using discoveries in
these directions, will surely gain satisfactory profits even
without new plants.
“Yet the progressive farmer will be interested and make
personal experiments, of these attempts at acclimating, if the
plant promises to fill some want. We now seem to have such
a one for our increasing cattle raising. We need a fodder for
young cattle, for milk cows and for bullocks, whose seeds
contain, in proper amount, albumen and fat, with a pleasant
taste. In cereals and their brans, and also in leguminous
seeds, we have fodder containing albumen but not fat
enough. The addition of oil-cake is not entirely satisfactory,
because the proportion of fat in it varies, and its cost is too
great.
“Two years ago Prof. Haberlandt, of Vienna, an untiring
botanical experimenter, introduced to us a plant whose
pleasant-tasting seeds are rich in albumen and fat, in very
digestible forms. This plant is the hairy soja bean (Soja
hispida, Mönch.) Prof. Haberlandt found samples of the seed
at the Vienna Exposition among the agricultural products of
China, Japan, Mongolia, Transcaucasia and India. He says
this plant has been cultivated from early ages. It grows wild
in the Malay Archipelago, Java and the East Indies, and is
cultivated extensively in China and Japan. Its seeds, boiled
or roasted, have a pleasant taste, and form an almost daily
part of the food in India, China and Japan. The soja is an
annual leguminous plant.”
“In 1876, twenty experiments were made in various
parts of Bohemia, Moravia [both in the Czech Republic as
of Jan. 1993], Southern Austria, Styria [a state in Austria,

called Steiermark in German], Hungary, and
Upper Silesia [a region mostly in southwest
Poland]. From the well-ripened seeds of these
crops, one hundred and thirty-five trials were
made the next year under various climatic
influences. Prof. Haberlandt has written us
that only twelve of the experiments failed,
and most of the results were unusually good.
“According to Professor Haberlandt there
are several varieties of the soja, which vary
much in their time of ripening. For the
climate of Middle Europe the early kind is
best. Sown early in May the seeds mature
at the end of September or October. Its time
of growth is like that of the horse bean. (This is the Vicia
faba, the horse bean or Windsor bean of Europe, which
is cultivated there for feeding domestic animals, and, like
it, ripens after harvest.) It differs from this bean in its
productiveness and its non-liability to harm from insects. It
has harvested from thirty-three to fifty-five bushels of seed,
and two and one-third tons of very nutritious straw to the
acre.”
“Prof. Schwackerhofer of Vienna, has analyzed the
original and harvested seed [two crops], and the soja straw,
with the following results.”
A table (p. 56) shows that the original seed contained
30.56% albuminoids and 15.81% fat. The first and second
crops contained and average of 34.56% albuminoids and
18.32% fat–both much higher. The soja straw contained
4.43% albuminoids and 2.51% fat.
A second table (p. 58) compares the composition
and comparative value per 100 pounds of 12 feed and
fodder crops. Soja beans were found to contain 4.8% ash,
34.7% albuminoids (second highest value after cottonseed cake (decorticated)), 18.3% fat (the highest), 28.3%
carbohydrates, and a comparative value of 2.55 (the highest,
with clover hay taken as 1.0).
“In this table the soja bean is shown to have the highest
value of any of the substances named, and by mixing it
with oat straw or cured corn-fodder, it will make a rich and
healthful fodder for cattle, and one which can be afforded in
greater quantity and at less expense than first quality timothy
or clover hay. It would form, too, a proper crop to be in the
rotation between corn and wheat, instead of oats or potatoes,
as now practiced. It is not subject to the same difficulties
in curing as our common field bean, as the beans do not
easily shell out, and coarser stalks enable it to be cured [to
make hay] like Indian corn. And being a sowed crop, it is
cultivated with the minimum of labor.”
Note 2. Prof. George Hammell Cook was instrumental
in establishing the New Jersey State Board of Agriculture at
Rutgers on 7 April 1872; he was appointed its first secretary.
Rutgers thus become one of the early state institutions that
conducted agricultural research. On 10 March 1880 the
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New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station was established
at Rutgers College (New Brunswick)–with state funding
only (no federal aid). On 2 March 1887 the Hatch Act
created state agricultural experiment stations with federal
grants. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005)
concerning soybean research by a state research institution or
agricultural experiment station.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in New Jersey. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in New Jersey (1879). The
source of these soybeans was Bavaria, Germany, and Vienna,
Austria.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
by a U.S. land-grant institution or experiment station that
mentions the soybean. Note that this station has not yet
conducted any soybean trials or experiments.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that uses the word “albuminoids” (or “albuminoid”) in
connection with soy (one of two documents).
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that refers to soynuts. Discussing the
soybean, it says: “Its seeds, boiled or roasted, have a pleasant
taste, and form an almost daily part of the food in India,
China and Japan.” It is also the earliest document seen
(March 2021) concerning the etymology of soynuts.
Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that uses the term “hairy soja bean” to refer to the soybean.
Note 8. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) with the word “soja bean” (or “soja
beans”) in the title.
Note 9. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) related to soybeans that uses the word
“forage” in the title.
Note 10. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) that mentions Mr. James Neilson who, in 1878,
obtained several soybean varieties in Vienna, Austria,
brought them back to the United States, and planted them at
Rutgers University in New Brunswick, New Jersey, in 1879.
Note 11. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the word “rotation” or discusses
crop rotation in connection with soybeans.
Note 12. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that mentions the word “carbohydrates”
in connection with soybeans.
Note 13. This is the earliest annual report seen (March
2021) that mentions soy.
Note 14. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) that mentions feeding soybean fodder to milk cows,
however none has yet been fed.
Note 15. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) that contains the word “decorticated” in connection
with cotton-seed cake or meal.
Note 16. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the word “cured” in connection

with making soybean hay. Address: New Brunswick, New
Jersey.
114. Eugling, Wilhelm. 1879. Bericht ueber die Thaetigkeit
der landwirthschaftlich-chemischen Versuchsstattion des
Landes Vorarlberg, 1879 [Report on the activities of the
agricultural-chemical research station of Vorarlberg, 1879].
Bregenz, Austria: Published by the author. 29 p. See p. 2426. No index. 22 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The section titled “Cultivation of soybeans”
(Cultur von Sojabohnen) (p. 24-26) states:
The soybeans that were newly introduced by the late
Professor Haberlandt, which were received on all sides
with great approval, were also enthusiastically welcomed
in Vorarlberg and have been grown for three years in the
station’s experimental area. Unfortunately, the success turned
out to not be as favorable as was to be expected after the
final results from the other side.
The condition of the soil certainly could not have formed
any obstacle, since the best cultures had been achieved on
calcareous types of soil [those with high lime content], but
on the other hand, our climatic conditions destroyed the
hopes that were entertained. Samples were given to farmers
in the spring of 1878 and 1879 in all districts of the province
and planted as experiments. The details of these experiments
do not concur among each other, in that some of them report
about poor sprouting, others record poor yields, and yet
others are very satisfied. Precise numerical details were not
kept.
Therefore, what follows are the results of the
experiments that were arranged by the Experiment Station.
One major defect that remains with soybeans is that
in their young state, they are very soft and especially not
capable of withstanding continuous wet weather, which they
appear to tolerate with the greatest difficulty. Later wetness
and in fact even slight overnight frost damage the somewhat
older plants less, since they very soon receive a strong,
resistant exterior. A warm, dry germination period seems to
be essential to the beans, which fit best into the climate of
wine and corn.
Even though in Vorarlberg, the two aforementioned
plant cultures do in fact flourish, the quantities of rain that
fall in the province are indeed more significant than those,
for example, in Vienna and Graz, and especially currently,
stronger downpours fall here, where the cultivation of
soybeans is becoming necessary, after which mostly cold
nights occur. In the three experiment years, the quantity of
rain that fell amounted to 1,600 to 1,800 mm of rain.
The brown variety appears to be especially sensitive. In
every year in which it was cultivated, it decreased both in
the size of the seeds and in the yield and the sprouted plants
that developed. Although the yellow variety is indeed also
sensitive in its early youth, it is in fact somewhat tougher
against harsh weather than the former.
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Soybeans, which enjoy high esteem everywhere because
of their workability and their high content of nutrients,
unfortunately did not deliver the results in our province
during the three years of cultivation according to which they
could be continuously recommended as suitable. But some
things are not good for everyone. The yields do not reach
those of the dwarf or bush beans, and the harvest of them
under our climatic conditions is not as secure as those of
these other legumes.
The soybeans that were cultivated on the experimental
field came from Count Attems’ Seed Culture Station
(Gräflich Attems’sche Samenculturstation) in St. Peter. They
were the yellow and brown varieties.
The experimental plots were five square meters in the
first year and ten square meters in the two later years. The
soil–a heavy, loamy calcareous soil, which was fertilized in
the autumn before the first cultivation with cow manure–
was fertilized in the subsequent years with Peru guano, 500
grams per plot. Their location is sunny and protected, and the
plots were carefully worked as garden land. Twenty beans
were planted on every square meter at a depth of three to
four centimeters on May 1 of each year. Those that did not
sprout were replaced. The foliage developed very well, the
replaced beans lagged behind somewhat in growth. Damage
to the plants as a result of external influences never took
place, and an average of two formed seeds were found in one
pod.
One hundred beans at planting and at harvest weighed:
A table shows, for the years 1877-79, for both yellow
and brown soybeans, the weight of one hundred beans
planted each year, the weight of one hundred beans harvested
[Note 1. unit of weight not indicated–if it was grams, it
seems like they were tiny beans if one hundred soybeans
weighed 13.6 grams], and the germination rates.
The harvests in the various years were carried out when
the leaves turned yellow and began to die off. The weight
of one hundred plants was determined by the plants as they
stood being cut off just above the roots, being hung up to dry,
shelled, the plants being counted, and the seeds and straw
weighed, and being calculated at the unit of one hundred
plants.
The yields turned out as follows:
A 2nd table shows for the years 1877-79, for yellow
soybeans, for yellow soybeans as a rotation crop between
corn, and brown soybeans, the weight in grams of both seeds
and straw for one hundred plants.
The harvests were carried out on October 5, 1877,
October 12, 1878, and October 22, 1879. From the yields,
it is apparent that the workability of soybeans here lies far
behind the harvest results that [can be achieved] at other
locations.
A 3rd table (p. 26) gives the chemical composition of
yellow soybeans, brown soybeans, soybean straw, and the
average composition of broad beans (Vicia faba, Mittlere

Zusammensetzung der Ackerbohne).
Note 2. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 3. As of April 2020 Vorarlberg is the westernmost
federal state (Land) of Austria. It is very mountainous and
its capital is Bregenz. Address: PhD, Bregenz [AustriaHungary].
115. Jahresbericht über die Fortschritte auf dem
Gesamtgebiete der Agrikultur-Chemie (Begründet von Dr. R.
Hoffman). 1879. III. Thierproduction: Analyses von Futterund Nahrungsmittel [III. Animal production: Analyses of
Feeds and Foodstuffs]. 22:325-53. See p. 339. [1 soy ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Contents of Part I: Analyses of fodders
(Analyses von Futtermitteln): Hay and Straw. Green fodder.
Seeds and fruits. Root crops (Wurzelgewächse). Commercial
waste (Gewerbliche Abfaelle).
Page 339: In the section on Seeds and fruits: Gives the
nutritional composition of four Brown-seeded soybeans by
H. Weiske, B. Dehmel, and R. Schulz. Footnote 3 says that
these first appeared in the “Jour. f. Landw.” [Journal für
Landwirtschaft]. 1879. p. 511.
116. Herzberger (Konr.). 1880. Die Soja-Bohne [The
soybean (Ad)]. Feldkircher Zeitung (Vorarlberg, AustriaHungary) 20(9):3, col. 2. Jan. 31. [Ger]
• Summary: This variety of bean which is recommended by
Professor Haberland [sic–Haberlandt] and which originates
from China surpasses every other type of bean in that the
beans possess a very high content of nutrients and have a
very pleasant flavor. They also deliver a very high yield,
since the bushes provide an average of approximately
two hundred pods with two to three seeds each. The straw
also contains a high level of nutrients and is very greedily
consumed by livestock.
Furthermore, it is resistant against drought and late
frosts, and it thrives even better in light soils than in rich
ones. The requirement for sowing seeds is very low, since
only one seed needs to be planted at a distance of fifty
centimeters. It also requires little work, since after hoeing a
single time, no more weeds come up under the plants since
they spread out very quickly.
The undersigned will provide seeds of this as long as
supplies last for a half kilo per kilo at 65 Austro-Hungarian
kreuzer [sic–65 kreuzer per half kilo?], 100 grams at 30
kreuzer.
Konrad Herzberger
Seed Dealer and Retail Nursery
in Dornbirn an den Sägen [Dornbirn at the Sawmills,
today’s Dornbirn, Austria]
At the same time, I would like to recommend my
extensive stock of flower seeds, vegetable seeds, and
agricultural seeds, as well as clover and grass seeds, with
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genuineness and germination guaranteed. With best regards,
The Aforementioned
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT),
Long Beach, California. Address: Samenhandlung &
Handelsgaertnerei in Dornbirn a.d. Saegen.
117. Huettig, O. 1880. Bericht ueber Kulturen aus den
vom Verein zur Befoerderung des Gartenbaues gelieferten
Samen [Report on crops grown from seeds obtained from
the Society for the Promotion of Gardening]. Monatsschrift
des Vereines zur Befoerderung des Gartenbaues in den
Koeniglich Preussischen Staaten und der Gesellschaft der
Gartenfreunde Berlins 23(1):24-26. Jan. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Section 1, “Vegetables,” the first entry is for:
150. Soja hispida. The soybean, planted at the end of April,
completely rotted. It was planted again in mid-May but
did not ripen. Each plant, on a 60 by 60 cm plot of ground,
produced two stems and 200 seeds on average; this is small
compared with other beans, and on a plot 3 times as large.
The taste of the unripe, cooked soybeans was, compared
with other beans (such as the Yellow Princess Bean), greatly
inferior. The latter are grown in Holland on a large scale
and exported by the shipload to northern Europe, despite the
fact that they usually (but not always!) still ripen in central
Sweden. I definitely prefer the taste of this Yellow Princess
Bean to that of the soybean. Address: Garten-Direktor emer.,
Charlottenberg, Berlinerstr. 12 [very near Berlin, Germany].
118. New-York Tribune. 1880. A new vegetable from China.
Feb. 8. p. 4.
• Summary: From The Globe: “Some experiments carried
on by two or three Austrian and German horticulturists
[including Friedrich Haberlandt of Vienna] have brought
into notice an almost forgotten plant which was introduced
into Europe from China nearly thirty years ago, but whose
existence, and whose products have been undeservedly lost
sight of. This is the Soja hispida, a species of leguminous
plant, somewhat resembling in habit and appearance the
well-known pea. Unlike the latter, however, it has two
distinct uses–industrial as well as alimentary. It is highly
prized in China and Japan, and is said, indeed, to take its
scientific title [Soja] from the Japanese name of the sauce–
sooja–which is made from its seeds.”
“The peas are boiled for about twenty minutes, and
furnish a dish which is highly relished, not only by the
Celestials [Chinese], but by the Europeans who have tasted
it. It is said to resemble in flavor the green pea, but lacks its
sweet taste. The boiled soja is also prepared as a cake and
as a sauce, being fermented for the latter purpose, and salt,
pepper, etc., being added. The sauce has a high reputation
among the Chinese and Japanese, not merely as a condiment,
but as a medicinal agent.
“Chemical analysis of the seeds show them to be very
rich in proteine. The oil is available for many purposes–

for burning in lamps or even as a substitute for olive oil.
Being somewhat of a siccative nature it is not adapted for
a lubricant, but is for that reason useful as a substitute for
linseed oil in the manufacture of paints and in other similar
industrial arts. Finally, to complete the list of virtues of this
Celestial pea, the haulm gives an excellent fodder for cattle
and horses.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2021) that
uses the term “Celestial pea” to refer to the soy bean (Soja
hispida).
119. Herzberger (Konrad). 1880. Die Sojabohne (Soja
hispida) [The soybean (Ad)]. Vorarlberger Volks-Blatt
(Bregenz, Vorarlberg, Austria-Hungary) 12:91. Feb. 10.
[Ger]
• Summary: An ad by the proprietor of a local seed store
which praises the value of soybeans and gives instructions
for planting.
The very promising soybean (Soyabohne), which has
been accepted in Germany and in America with the greatest
approval, will very soon stand equally at the side of corn,
potatoes, and broad beans (Feldbohnen), and even outshine
the latter, because they contain more protein and fat than
the usual broad beans, and along those lines is also harder
and richer in extract than the latter. Their culture is similar
to that of bush beans, they are cultivated in the field and
without poles, but they love light and sun and within that
context they withstand dryness rather well. The seeds are to
be planted in mid-April individually and at a distance of 54
to 50 cm. [sic, 44 to 50 cm.?] from each other, and within ten
days the plants will emerge. These are also not sensitive to
late frosts, and they thrive better on light soils than on heavy
ones. Maturity arrives in late September until early October,
and the straw is also very eagerly eaten by livestock, so a
great future therefore lies before it as a fodder plant.
The undersigned has seeds of these available as long
as supplies last. Half kilo at 65 crowns, 100 grams at 30
crowns.
At the same time, I recommend my abundant [word
missing–business?] of flowers, vegetables, and crop seeds,
as well as clover and grass seeds, with the genuineness and
germination guaranteed.
With best regards,
Konrad Herzberger,
Seed store and garden shop in Dornbirn.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. As of April 2019, Vorarlberg is the westernmost
federal state (Bundesland) of Austria; the capital is Bregenz.
Address: Dornbirn, Vorarlberg, Austria (Samenhandlung und
Handelsgärtnerei in Dornbirn).
120. Znaimer Wochenblatt (Znaim, Austria-Hungary). 1880.
Tagesneuigkeiten [News of the day]. 31(7).4-5. Feb. 14. p. 5,
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cols. 1-2. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (Soja-Bohne): This variety of
bean that is recommended by Prof. Haberlandt and which
originated in China exceeds every other type of bean in that
the beans possess a very high content of nutrients and have
a very pleasant flavor. They also deliver a very high yield,
since the bushes provide on average around 200 pods with
2 to 3 seeds each. The straw also contains a high degree of
nutrients and is very eagerly eaten by livestock. Furthermore,
it is resistant to drought and late frost and even thrives in
light soils better than in rich (fett) ones. The requirement for
sowing seeds is very low, since only one bean needs to be
planted at a distance of 50 cm. It also requires little work,
since after hoeing a single time, no more weeds come up
under the plants since they spread out very quickly.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. Znaim is the German name for Znojmo which
today is a major town in the South Moravian Region
of the Czech Republic, the administrative capital of the
Znojmo District. It is the historical and cultural centre of
southwestern Moravia. A city in the south-central Czech
republic, on the Dyje River, southwest of Brno, it is near the
Austrian border.
121. Postelt, A. 1880. Dalji pokusaji “sojom”* [Further
attempts with soybeans]. Gospodarski List (Farmer’s
Newspaper, Zagreb, Croatia) 28(4):26-27. Feb. 20. [Cro]
• Summary: A footnote (p. 26) referring to the title states:
“In accordance with the statement we have repeated so often,
that soybean trials need to be continued, we are publishing
this report of soybean trials kindly received from Mr. Postelt,
who also sent several nice treatises to the German journals.”
“In 1875 the late professor Haberlandt proved with trials
in the experimental fields of the agricultural faculty [Vienna],
that soya (soja [the soybean]), the most important legume in
East Asia due to its good yields and high nutritional value,
also has in our climatic environment, the required minimum
conditions for good growth.
“From that year onward, soybeans began to be planted
in all Austro-Hungarian crown lands, demonstrating that
Haberlandt was not unrealistic in hoping that soya would
establish itself and maybe become one of the leading
agricultural crops in our country.
“Also this report of successful trials with soya in
our country hopefully will be of interest to the readers of
Gospodarsky List and stimulate further testing.
Trials included in this report are from the years 1878
and 1879. These two years, during which there were
extremely different weather conditions, are very appropriate
to demonstrate how this crop adapted itself to cold, moist
weather on the one hand, and to hot, dry conditions on the
other.
“In the spring of 1878 I received soybean seed samples

from 3 donors. First, 100 seeds of an early Mongolian variety
from Prof. Haberlandt, who has regretfully passed away.
Second, 100 seeds of the same kind from a seminary at St.
Peter near Graz. And third, 100 brown seeds of Chinese
origin sent by a friend in Lower Austria; these were seeds
from his own harvest from a sample he had obtained a year
earlier from Prof. Haberlandt.
“Due to the small number of seeds, I decided to start
the trial in our own garden in a place which had not recently
received manure, but still had good fertility power. The
texture of this alluvial soil on undrained subsoil belongs to
heavy loamy clay. In the fall before sowing I cultivated the
plot and the next spring, in March, I leveled it. On 1 April
1878 soybean seeds were planted, one seed at a time, 35 cm
apart, so that the yellow soybeans covered 25 square meters
and the brown soybeans 12 square meters.
“Almost every seed emerged after 3 weeks; young
plants were hoed twice, carefully surveyed, and all weeds
eliminated. The plants were growing exceptionally well,
reaching a height of 1 meter. (Editor: Nowhere else in
Croatia were plants so tall.) By mid-June some flowers
started to appear at each stem node. But due to quick growth,
rainy weather, and too narrow a stand, lodging started, and
the lower part of the foliage started turning yellow, so I cut
strait branches and supported each plant, as is done with
peas.
“By mid-August the yellow variety started ripening,
although the foliage was still completely green. The brown
variety lagged behind by about a fortnight. When all the
plants were ripe, they were harvested, roots and all, dried,
and then threshed.
“The yield was outstanding. The yellow variety yielded
12 kg, which is equivalent to 4,900 kg/ha, and the brown
one yielded 7 kg, which is equivalent to 5,800 kg/ha. The
rest of the plant was given to the cows, which eagerly ate all
parts but the stems, even though they were on good green
forage at that time. Aware that such a small trial could not be
compared with field production, I decided to plant soybeans
next year on an arable field which had the same soil type but
was very poor in nutrients.
The spring of 1879 was extremely wet; water in the
fields with undrained subsoil stagnated in the furrows until
June, which prevented preparation of the soil in time to plant
soybeans. I almost decided to stop the trial on this field that
year, but the desire to see how the new legume would grow
under such bad conditions led me to plant soybean seeds on
June 10th in a roughly prepared seed bed; 200 square meters
were planted with each variety–this time in holes in a grid
pattern 45 cm apart in each direction, with 3 seeds in each
hole.
“Immediately after the soybeans were planted, the
weather switched dramatically from extremely wet to
extremely dry. Not a drop of rain fell, so I guessed that
the crop would fail. Emergence of the plants was uneven,
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and especially in the brown variety very poor. The cracked
soil surface did not allow good cultivation, but I barely
managed to hoe half of each plot, leaving the rest unhoed for
comparison to see how the plants would compete.
“The height of the plants reached about 25 cm, but
despite the bad conditions, flowers and pods were abundant,
as if somebody had clustered them on the stems.
“The yellow variety was ripe on Sept. 20, and the brown
on Oct. 3. The seed was so dry that no additional drying was
required for storage. The yellow variety yielded 45 kg, which
is equivalent to 2,250 kg/ha, and the brown one yielded 15
kg, which is equivalent to 750 kg/ha.
“These yields could not be considered normal since the
soils were poor, the planting time late, and weather so bad
that it could not be worse. This is particularly true for the
brown variety due to poor emergence in such bad soil.
“Taking into account all circumstances of these two
years of trials, I would conclude, regarding the final yield,
that the trials to introduce soya into Croatia have succeeded
completely. Soybeans will tolerate a high degree of excess
moisture as well as extreme drought, while outyielding
all other legumes and being at the same time of higher
nutritional value than all the others. Thanks to an abundance
of proteins and fats, soybean seeds, which are also tasteful,
represent a good source of food for humans and feed for
animals, especially for fattening cattle, swine, and poultry.
Also soybean straw is very good, and better accepted by
other animals than the straw of other legumes.
“Regarding the soil, this crop is not demanding; fresh
manure may be avoided, the number of seeds required
is moderate, and there are no difficulties in fertilization.
Diseases are absent, and the plant is not frequented by
harmful insects. The only enemy is game, especially rabbits,
which are abundant here in Croatia, but against which we are
able to protect the plants. All of these soybean traits support
the conclusion that it pays not to disregard the soybean.
Indeed, more and more of our advanced peasants and farmers
should start to grow it.”
Translated by Dr. Joze Spanring of Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Address: Demerje.
122. Schell, Baron. 1880. Sprechsaal #91: Cultur der
Sojabohne [Questions and answers #91: Answer to
question 81 on soybean cultivation]. Oesterreichisches
Landwirthschaftliches Wochenblatt (Vienna) 6(8):64. Feb.
21. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is the answer to question #81 in issue No. 7
(Feb. 14). The question was: Would someone please tell me
exactly how to cultivate the soybean (Soja hispida), bearing
in mind the harsh climate of Galicia. For soil, I have a fertile
humus, with a base of silt.
Answer: In this publication you will find, under the title
of Miscellaneous, a description of soybean cultivation. It
is often said that this type of bean does well on poor soils,

however I would advise you to plant it in good soil, dug deep
in the fall, for under these conditions the soybean grows
faster and more abundantly, and consequently arrives earlier
at flowering and maturity. The vegetative phase lasts about 5
months.
In any case, the horse bean will provide a more nutrientrich fodder (Futter) than the soybean.
Note 1. Nutritional analyses demonstrate the opposite.
The horse bean contains 30% protein and 2% fat, whereas
the soybean contains 35% protein and 16% fat.
Note. Concerning Galicia: After World War II, the
western half became part of Poland, and the eastern half
became part of the Ukranian SSR. It is not clear where in
Galicia the Baron Schell was located. Address: Kalladey,
Bohème [Bohemia].
123. G.P. 1880. I opet povoljan izvjestaj o “soji” [Once
again, a favorable report on “soybeans”]. Gospodarski List
(Farmer’s Newspaper, Zagreb, Croatia) 28(6):46. March 20.
[Cro]
• Summary: Reading the German agricultural journals and
our Farmer’s Newspaper (Gospodarsky List) last year, I
thought the legume soya (soja) would very soon take roots
and start growing everywhere, thus giving humans as well
as our domestic animals good food and feeds. But our
Farmer’s Newspaper published in this year’s issue No. 2
that soya in our country has been alas quickly disapproved,
has no future, and so future testing and dissemination should
be disregarded–even though in all other Austro-Hungarian
crown lands it is planted and spreading, even in German
Bavaria and Saxony. Since, over the last two years, I have
carefully followed articles at home and abroad about soya,
and made trials myself, I should not like to miss the chance
to report to you about this excellent legume.
In 1878 I got from the Agricultural Society at Zagreb
1 kg of a Japanese soybean variety, imported from Japan
by Mr. Auchman. Interested growers and some advanced
farmers received two-thirds of the lot, and one-third was
sown from May 9 to 13 on the experimental field of the
school. Although in this cold month some common beans
were damaged by frost, the soybean has not been affected.
Flowering started on Aug. 14, at a height of between 2 and
3 feet, and they were harvested on Oct. 31. After 10 days
of drying shelled, they gave 6 kg of pure seeds. Other trials
yielded less and with some growers did not ripen at all, since
they were planted too late (at the end of May). These growers
disapproved of soya, declaring that it was not suitable for our
climate and soils. This Japanese soybean variety from Mr.
Auchman is the main reason that soybeans have so quickly
gotten so much disapproval from so many growers in our
country. In the report of trials from Count Attems in Graz,
and in the agricultural journal from Vienna, all agree that
Auchman’s soybean variety is too late and cannot compete
with the Chinese varieties, which ripen in our country at the
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same time as some varieties of common beans. I was pleased
to understand the problem. So last year in March, I got 500
gm each of yellow, brown, and black Chinese varieties from
Count Attems in Graz to use for my own trials.
On 15 May 1879 I planted one plot with Chinese
varieties, and another with the Japanese variety. The Chinese
varieties started to flower on July 15, after only 2 months,
but the Japanese variety didn’t flower until August 15,
a month later and 3 months after sowing. In the second
half of September, the Chinese varieties were ready to be
harvested, but the Japanese variety was still green, and on
Oct. 16 it was covered with snow. About 10 days later it was
harvested; after being dried for 15 days in the barn and being
shelled, it gave only 6 kg of seeds. Only a few pods were
ripe, about half of them developed soft seeds, and the rest
remained green. The test weight was much lower than with
the Chinese varieties, but there was no difference in the taste.
According to this trial, the Japanese variety should be grown
where early sowing (at the beginning of April) is possible,
and where moisture and frosts in October are absent. It has a
much better growth habit and dry-matter weight of the total
plants than the Chinese varieties, so it could give a higher
yield of fodder for our animals.
The rest of the Chinese soybean varieties were divided
among 3 farmers, and half of that sample was sown in
time. They did not expect such results, especially after this
summer’s extreme drought, which killed all common beans–
but the soybean remained green and yielded well. They were
surprised that some plants, damaged in one place by sheep,
and in another trial by an ox, still gave some seeds. Some
plants had between 180 and 200 pods containing 300 to 400
seeds.
I harvested 10 kg of yellow, 4 kg of brownish-red, and 4
kg of black Chinese varieties with the aim of distributing all
seeds among farmers, amateurs, and schools in this [Ogulin]
district so as to spread this excellent legume as quickly as
possible.
Even though this newspaper has published a lot about
planting the soybean, I would like to add my opinion that
it should be sown more densely, about 20 cm apart, if
only every third seed emerged [and survived]. It could be
sown also in rows of thin corn since ripening together, and
cultivation is almost the same, only soybeans should not be
hilled, since many pods are very close to the soil surface and
they may start spoiling due to the high moisture of the hills.
And in regard to nutritional value, no other of our legumes
could compete with the soybean, since as soon as one tastes
the soybean he decides to plant it in his own garden. It can be
consumed without any spices, and what is most important, it
is easily digested, its coat being so thin that it is not a bother
in the mouth, compared with the coats of our beans which
remain undigested even in a stronger stomach. Soybean soup
is also excellent, so it can surpass expensive fasting soup on
many bourgeois tables.

I send you this report with that wish that soya should
take root in our country as soon as possible. I will try to
repeat it also in the coming season and will not forget to
report again after harvest about the new results. (Editor: We
are looking forward to that as soon as possible).
Translated by Dr. Joze Spanring of Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Address: Teacher, Ogulin, Croatia.
124. Newbernian (The) (New Bern, North Carolina). 1880. A
Chinese vegetable. March 20. p. 4.
• Summary: “Some experiments recently carried on by two
or three Austrian and German horticulturists have brought
into notice an almost forgotten plant which was introduced
into Europe from China nearly thirty years ago, but whose
existence and whose products have been undeservedly lost
sight of. This is the soja hispida, a species of leguminous
plant, somewhat resembling in habit and appearance the
well-known pea. Unlike the latter, however, it has two
distinct uses–industrial as well as alimentary.
“It is highly prized in China and Japan, and is said,
indeed, to take its scientific title from the Japanese name
of a sauce sooja–which is made from its seeds. The seeds
are very similar to a ‘marrow-fat’ pea, but contain a large
quantity of oil, which is either pressed out of them or boiled
out in process of cooking the seeds for the table, which is
effected by simply throwing them into hot water, when the
outer skin bursts and floats to the surface, together with a
quantity of oil, both the oil and the husk being skimmed off
together. These may be either used as cattle food, or the oil
may be separated and employed for various purposes, while
the husks are still valuable as a feeding stuff or as a manure.
The peas are boiled for about twenty minutes, and furnish a
dish which is highly relished, not only by the Celestials, but
by the Europeans who have tasted it.
“It is said to resemble in flavor the green pea, but lacks
its sweet taste. The boiled soja is also prepared as a cake and
as a sauce, being fermented for the latter purpose, and salt,
pepper, etc., being added. The sauce has a high reputation
among the Chinese and Japanese, not merely as a condiment,
but as a medicinal agent. Chemical analysis of the seeds
shows them to be very rich in proteine.
“The oil is available for many uses–for burning in lamps
or even as a substitute for olive oil. Being somewhat of a
siccative [drying] nature, it is not adapted for a lubricant, but
it is for that reason useful as a substitute for linseed oil in
the manufacture of paints and in other similar industrial arts.
Finally, to complete the list of virtues of this Celestial pea,
the haulm gives an excellent fodder for cattle and horses.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
that mentions the use of soybean oil in paints (or varnishes or
enamels).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
concerning the use of soybean oil as a lubricant–for which
use it is not suitable.
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125. Carrière, E.-A. 1880. Le soja hispida [The soybean
(Soja hispida)]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 44(14):47983. April 1. [Fre]
• Summary: Page 480 notes that in 1874 the Jardin
d’Acclimatation in France received soybeans from Mexico
and distributed them to various societies.
Illustrations show: (1) A plant, pod, and seed of Pois
oléagineux de la Chine (soybean; Fig. 35, by L. Rouyer).
(2) A plant and pods of Soja hispida (soybean) with many
pods clustered around the stem, and a cluster of 7 pods to the
upper left of the plant (Fig. 36, by Thiebault). (3) A cluster of
three leaves of Soja hispida d’Etámpes one-fourth its natural
size (Fig. 37).
(4) Two large pods and one seed of Soja hispida
d’Etámpes (full size; Fig. 38).
(5) A dry plant of Soja hispida d’Etámpes with pods on
the stems, one-ninth its natural size (Fig. 39).
A table (p. 482) compares the composition of different
seeds as analyzed by various chemists. The soybean was
analyzed by Levallois of l’Institut agronomique.
Pages 482-83: A quotation from Amoenitatum
exoticarum by Engelbert Kaempfer (1712) mentions miso,
soy sauce, koji, and sake.
Page 483 states: “Today the soybean is cultivated in
Hungary and probably in Austria. One farmer, Mr. JulesRobert of Seelowitz, in Moravia [a separate crownland of
Austria, but after 1945 part of Czechoslovakia], cultivates
it on a very large scale (30 hectares or more each year). He
lets some of the plants ripen / mature for harvest as seeds
(soybeans); he cuts the others before they mature and mixes
them with corn (maïs), then ensiles the mixture in a semidry state.” Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June
2021) that mentions silage or ensilage in connection with
soybeans. It is also the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the use of corn and soybeans together to make
silage. All of the early research on the use of soybeans in
silage was done in France.
The last paragraph states: “Soybean seeds can be
ordered from MM. Vilmorin et Cie, 4, quai de la Mégisserie,
Paris.”
Note 2. Note 2. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Mexico (1874). It is not clear whether
or not these soybeans were cultivated in Mexico (they may
well have been) or where they came from (they may well
have come from China on a Manila galleon as part of the
China trade).
Note 3. Theodore Hymowitz, Prof. of Plant Genetics,
Univ. of Illinois, referring to this reference and to the
reference from the year 1651 by Francisco Hernandez
mentioning the mung bean, writes (8 May 1989): “The
existence of soybeans or mungbeans or even the knowledge
of these crops in Mexico at that time is of course no surprise
to me. From about 1565 and for the next 250 years ships left

Acapulco for Manila (Philippines) and returned. All sorts of
goods were moved West to the East and vice versa across
the Pacific Ocean. Hernán Cortés [Cortes] (1485-1547,
the Spanish explorer and conqueror of the Aztec empire in
Mexico) started a plant introduction garden in Mexico City
in 1621 and requested that seed be sent to him.” Hymowitz
added by phone (27 May 1989): “There is no log of what
was grown in that garden, but there is the account of Cortés’
friend, which is at the University of Illinois rare book room.
It is in old Spanish, handwritten.”
Note 4. The illustrations in this article were reproduced
in many later books and articles by other authors. Address:
France.
126. Bulletin de la Societe d’Horticulture et de Viticulture
d’Eure-et-Loir (Chartres). 1880. Procés-verbaux des
séances. Séance du 4 avril 1880 [Verbal proceedings of the
meetings. Meeting of 4 April 1880]. 11:321-22. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This meeting was held in the pavilion of the
Society’s Garden. It was presided over by Mr. de SaintLaumer. Mr. Barois substituted as secretary.
On the table were deposited the following objects,
represented by: Mr. Samson, jardiner for Mme. Bonnet,
at Mousseau, commune of Lèves, a certain quantity of
seeds of Soja hispida. These seeds, which promise to be a
useful substitute for starchy seeds, such as lentils, would be
remarkably fruitful, for seven seeds have yielded 760 seeds.
The plant will be, thanks to the coarse hairs with which it
is covered–from which it gets the name hispida–respected
by slugs; moreover, we know of no parasites that ravage
its seeds, such as the broad bean beetle (bruche [Bruchus
rufimanus]), which often leaves no lentil seeds intact. This
beetle caused a whole region, the area around Gallardon, to
give up the cultivation of the lentil, which once prospered
there.
Footnote: The seven seeds, which have been multiplied
100-fold, under the cultural care of Mr. Samson, had been
entrusted to him at the meeting of 2 Feb. 1879. They
originated from a shipment by Mr. Blavet, president of the
Horticultural Society of Etampes. This shipment has made
it possible to distribute soybean seeds (graines de Soja
hispida) to the members who were present at said meeting.
They were entrusted to Mr. E. Paille of the Society’s garden,
and to Messrs. Garousse, Mathoré, Eugène Hurtault, Gabriel,
Vassort and Samson, who are now engaged in preparing a
report of the results obtained from the cultural trials of this
plant. Mr. Samson has fulfilled his obligation by presenting
the 760 seeds.
Almost all the agricultural and horticultural publications
have spoken of the Soja hispida as a food for humans and a
forage for animals.
127. Monatsschrift des Vereines zur Befoerderung des
Gartenbaues in den Koeniglich Preussischen Staaten und der
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Gesellschaft der Gartenfreunde Berlins. 1880. Versammlung
des Vereins zur Befoerderung des Gartenbaues in den
koenigl. Preussischen Staaten [Meeting of the Society for
Promotion of Horticulture in the royal Prussian states].
23(4):162-66. April. Meeting of Feb. 25. [Ger]
• Summary: In section XII (p. 165) we read that Mr.
Moisken in Frankfurt an der Oder has sent information by
letter that the “Glory of Kassel” (“Ruhm von Kassel”) peas
that were received from the Society last year have provided
completely extraordinary yields on loamy soil. Mr. L. Groth,
Secretary of the Horticultural Society (Gartenbau-Verein) in
Guben likewise reported that in contrast to the unfavorable
report by Mr. O. Hüttig (1880 this journal, p. 24), the
soybeans in Guben have arrived at complete maturity on
light soil for two years, even in the wet year of 1879, and
likewise in Neuzelle, although incidentally, Mr. Hüttig is
correct that if there are otherwise no advantages, the common
beans have to be assessed higher. Mr. Wittmack remarked
that the advantage of the soybean lies in the greater protein
content (nitrogenous substance content) and in the high fat
content. While peas and beans only have approximately 23%
protein, the soybean possesses up to 33% and consequently
arrives rather at the same level as the yellow lupin, but it
exceeds this as a result of its high fat content (18%), while
the lupin hardly has 5%. In addition, it does not contain any
bitter compounds as lupins do. The soybean should not be a
garden plant, but rather an agricultural crop, a fodder plant.
Livestock gladly eat the seeds and straw; for the human
tongue, white beans are more pleasant. In general, soybeans
seem to really be getting more acclimatized. In the garden of
the Agricultural Museum, they have already matured well for
many years on light, unfertilized soil, and likewise in 1879
on a large area owned by the Dippe brothers in Quedlinburg.
Mr. O. Neumann: The small pods sit so densely that the
soybean may well be suitable as a fodder plant. The plants
can probably be pulled up when half mature and the seeds
will then subsequently mature, as with lupins. With the latter,
it was also earlier believed that it was necessary to have
mature seeds in the field, but experience has taught that halfmature seeds subsequently mature very well and are capable
of germinating.
Mr. O. Huettig and Mr. Perring feel that the soybean has
little potential.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Bavaria, Germany.
128. K. 1880. The soja or Asiatic bean (Letter to the editor).
Charlotte Democrat (The) (Charlotte, North Carolina). May
7. p. 4.
• Summary: “Editor Charlotte Democrat:–I send you a
small sample of an Asiatic Bean, the Soja Hispida, a plant
which has for ages constituted a chief article of food for man
and beast throughout the great continent of Asia, from the
Caucasus to Japan. Notwithstanding its prominence in the

agriculture of so large a part of the human race for a great
part of its history, it had failed to be adopted, or investigated,
or acclimated in Europe, until the great Exposition at Vienna.
A large number of its varieties were exhibited there, both
from Japan and several Asiatic Continental States. Prof.
Haberlandt of Vienna obtained and distributed specimens of
the several varieties throughout the different States of the
Empire and carried on experiments through a series of years
to ascertain its relations to the climate and soil and modes
of cultivation of Europe. In 1878 he published an account
of these experiments and his conclusions. As these results
are likely to be of great value to us, I give you the most
important of them briefly.
“1. This Bean (the Soja) is more hardy than any other
species of bean or pea cultivated in Europe, and is less liable
to attacks of insects.
“2. It adapts itself to any kind of soil but produces the
best results in a sandy loam.
“3. It has about the same range of climatic adaptation
as Indian Corn, but is less liable to injury from frost–even
freezing does not destroy it.
“4. It withstands the drouth of Summer better than all
other legumes (beans and peas).
“5. It produces very largely, both seeds and vines, and
excells all our other green fodder plants, being eagerly eaten
by all farm animals.
“6. Both seeds and straw have an extraordinarily high
nutritive value.
“7. It does not degenerate in the climates of Europe,
but even improves in yield and quality. So that, it is a most
important acquisition to the agriculture of Europe.
“The Soja yields 35 to 55 bushels of seed and two tons
and upwards of straw to the acre.
“The analysis, of the Soja Bean, compared with the
horse bean, cow pea, garden pea, wheat and corn, shows
that it far surpasses them all in the two most important food
constituents, viz: albuminoids and fat; and justifies the high
place it has so long held among the Eastern nations as food
for man and beast.
“From analysis it appears that only clover surpasses the
value of the Soja vines as ‘roughness,’ and that by a smaller
amount than it exceeds timothy hay, and the Soja is far better
than the cow pea; and in this last respect it has this further
very great advantage, that it does not shatter in the ripening
or curing.
“And lastly, the Soja furnishes a better green crop for the
improvement of the soil than the cow pea, (the most valuable
plant we now have for this purpose,) because its ash shows a
larger percentage of potash, phosphoric acid and ammonia.
Some twenty varieties of this plant are known in Asia, and
Prof. Haberlandt procured and experimented with them all.
He finds two, designated as the ‘yellow’ and the ‘red brown’
to be, on the whole, the most valuable.
“I have procured a half gallon of these acclimated
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varieties from Vienna, and distributed them to some twentyfive localities, covering the whole State, and all its varieties
of soil and climate, with the request to report the result in
the Fall. From one of the parties I got the answer that he has
been cultivating it for five years, and ‘finds them superior
to all other kinds of peas for stock, especially cows,’ and
he says he is sure ‘he can raise 100 bushels to the acre.’ He
adds: ‘They do well planted among corn, like cow peas, or
sown broadcast.’ This is valuable testimony from a very
intelligent and successful farmer in the Eastern section of the
State, where the cow pea is so important a crop.”
129. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1880.
Die Sojabohne, Etwas ueber deren Kultur. Verwendbarkeit
und Werth as Futtermittel [The soybean, something about its
cultivation, usefulness and value as fodder]. 30(39):310, col.
2. May 15. [Ger]
• Summary: This is a review / discussion of a brochure /
booklet by Edmund von Basklovics, assistant at the Royal
Hungarian Academy in Ungarisch Altenburg (today’s
Mosonmagyaróvár, Hungary) (königliche ungarische
Akademie zu Ungarisch Altenburg), Octavo. 24 pages and
one table as a folio. Vienna: Commissionsverlag von Carl
Gerold’s Sohn, 1880.
This brochure deals with the agronomic and fodder
trials with the soybean (Sojabohne) which were carried out
in 1879 on the Ungarisch Altenburg estate (Domaine). The
cultivation has already been carried out this year on a large
scale. In total, more than 93 yokes (Joch) (approximately
54 hectares) were planted with soybeans, which was in
fact the largest area that was planted on an estate with
soybeans (Soja) last year. The yield per yoke (0.57 hectares)
was on average 919.1 seeds and 822 kg of straw, whereby
the harvest from the Lehndorf [family name?] estate area
(Gutsverwaltung) of (137.1 seeds and 144 kg of straw per
yoke) that was entirely unsuccessful because of the wetness
of the subsoil was included in the calculation of the average.
The maximum yield per yoke amounted to 1,875.1
seeds. The fodder trials extended to trials with soy seed
fodder (Sojakörnerfütterung) with dairy cows and fattened
oxen. With regard to the details of these trials, we have to
refer the reader to the summary tables of this brochure. We
thus wish to be content here with listing the most important
results of both the agronomic and fodder trials.
The ability to cultivate soybeans has been conclusively
established even under the unfavorable climatic and
soil conditions of Ungarisch Altenburg (diluvial and
alluvial soils, then tertiary gravel {Tertiärschotter} with
little strength {Mächtigkeit} to the topsoil {Krume}
throughout). Planting is recommended by machine with
the rows spaced 48 cm apart, and specifically in mid-May.
In normal years, the soybean may be used in the fallow
period. The cultivation of soybeans appears to be indicated
anywhere that the economical procurement of fortifying

fodder (Kraftfuttermittel) that is rich in nitrogen and fat is
impractical. The usability of soybean seeds as fodder was
established through the fodder trials that were carried out. It
turned out that the soybean is to be preferred as a fortifying
fodder over malt sprouts (Malzkeimen) for dairy cows; its
value with the feeding of fattened livestock turns out to be
less favorable, with malt sprouts being put to better use.
With cattle, the straw from soybeans is as good as nothing,
but when the leaves and pods are mixed with liquid fodder
(Saftfutter), it simply is gladly accepted. Seeds that are not
ground, soaked in a weak salt solution for twelve hours,
and mixed in with the fodder are gladly accepted by the
livestock, and only very few seeds went undigested.
Those are the most noteworthy results of the Ungarisch
Altenburg trials of 1879. This year, the cultivation of
soybeans will take place at an even more extensive scale,
and the fodder trials will also be continued. This will in any
case contribute to the general acceptance of the soybean
in the agricultural cultivation in Austria-Hungary and, in
so doing, the Ungarisch Altenburg estate will make an
indubitable contribution. This valuable acquisition from Prof.
Haberlandt, who unfortunately died far too soon, that has
been paid such special care certainly deserves the greatest
attention of all farmers.
t. [the reviewer].
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
130. Sempolowski, A. 1880. Zur Kultur und Verwerthung
der Sojabohne (Soja hispida Mönch.) [On the culture and
use of the soybean]. Fuehlings Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung
29(5):278-81. May. [Ger]
• Summary: It is well known that Prof. Dr. Fr. Haberlandt,
who obtained soybeans in 1873 at the Vienna Exposition
(and unfortunately died at too young an age), conducted
many soybean trials in order to find varieties that yielded
well in Austria and bordering countries. The best varieties
proved to be the yellow-seeded ones that originated in
Mongolia. Later, in other areas many more trials were
conducted.
“I conducted my first trials with soybeans two years
ago [i.e., in 1878] at 53-53º north latitude. The yield was
satisfactory, however I had to let the harvested plants finish
ripening indoors.” Further trials were conducted in former
years in several places in Posen [Poznan; a very old city
and province in west central Poland, part of Prussia 17931918]. A table (p. 279) shows where soybeans were grown
(at Oswiezem, Twno, Zabikowo, Prusinowo, and Zabikowo),
the number of seeds planted, the dates of planting (April 24May 15) and harvest (Oct. 4-16), the seed spacing, yield (in
kilograms and number of seeds), seeds harvested per seed
planted (maximum 146 to 1, minimum 22 to 1), and quality
of the harvested seed. This table shows the extraordinary
fruitfulness of the soybean.
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“In China and Japan, soybean seeds are used as food.
Almost daily they are enjoyed as vegetables, like our beans
(beinahe tagtäglich als Gemüse, gleich unseren Bohnen,
genossen wird), or they can be used to prepare various
sauces, which are known as tasty and digestion-promoting
additions to the other dishes and which have been shipped
to Europe.” The process for making soy sauce is described.
Soybeans are used as a source of oil, especially in the
provinces of Newchwang and Cheefo, where there are many
oil mills. The method for pressing out the oil is still very
primitive (see a report on the agricultural part of the Paris
Exhibition of 1878; Berlin 1879, page 57). Soybean cake
is used as fertilizer on sugar plantations. Cooked soybeans
are also tasty, as in a salad with oil and vinegar, or in soup.
It must be noted that it takes a long time to cook soybeans
until they are soft–at least 24 to 48 hours. A table shows the
nutritional composition of soybeans:
9.23% water
33.35% protein
18.18% fat
30.01% nitrogen free extract
4.29% crude fiber
4.9% ash
Because the leaves and hulls are also quite nourishing,
the soybean has a great future as a fodder plant. Address: Dr.
131. Morin, F. 1880. Chronique horticole et viticole: Sur
le Soja hispida [Horticultural and viticultural chronicle:
Soja hispida]. Bulletin de la Societe d’Horticulture et de
Viticulture d’Eure-et-Loir (Chartres) 11:341-44. [Fre]
• Summary: In 1879 the Horticultural Society of Eure-etLoir received from Mr. Blavet, president of the Horticultural
Society of Etampes (Seine-et-Oise), a packet containing
seeds of Soja hispida, known today in the horticultural world
under the name Soja hispida d’Etampes (The soybean of
Etampes).
Last year we also received from Mr. J. Courtois, vicepresident of the Society of Horticulture, 10 seeds of this
precious vegetable.
The harvest of 1879 was relatively abundant,
considering the harshness of the season. We were then able to
confirm with our own eyes this plant’s abundant productivity.
Of 10 seeds planted, only 9 came up / germinated; and these
9 plants of Soja hispida yielded 367 seeds, or on average,
about 41 seeds per plant.
The Chinese and Japanese consume large amounts [of
these seeds] of this plant. It is from Mexico that soybean
seeds (les graines de Soja) seem to have [first] been imported
to France.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Sept. 2014) that uses the term graines de Soja
(regardless of capitalization) to refer to soybeans.
The cultivation of this plant in our region could be
of great benefit, because an analysis of its composition

proves its food and nutritional value. The scientist (savant)
Mr. Levallois, of the Agronomic Institute (l’Institute
agronomique) [May 1880] found in the Soja hispida: 35%
nitrogenous materials [protein], 13.6% fats, 19.4% starch,
dextrin and sugar, 4.40% cellulose, 10.5% pectic bodies
and nitrogen-free extract [non-fiber carbohydrates, “nonmeasured substances”], 4.2% mineral salts and ash, and
12.88% water. Since the seeds of this plant contain a larger
percentage of nitrogenous materials than any of the six other
nutrients, it is clearly a rich food plant. The relative quantity
of oil that can be extracted from it fully justifies the name
“oil peas” (Pois oléagineux), which has sometimes been
given to it.
The Soja hispida is cultivated on a large scale, especially
in Hungary; certain farmers (cultivateurs) of these regions
have ensiled it like maize to feed livestock during the winter.
In our country [France], early varieties would be preferable
everywhere, in order to ensure that they mature.
Footnote: Previous articles about Soja hispida appear on
pages 27, 34, 66, 75, and 321 of this volume.
132. Southern Farmers’ Monthly (The). 1880. A Chinese
vegetable. 3(6):170. June.
• Summary: “Some experiments recently carried on by two
or three Austrian and German horticulturists, have brought
into notice an almost forgotten plant which was introduced
into Europe from China, nearly thirty years ago, but whose
existence and whose products have been undeservedly lost
sight of. This is the Soja hispida, a species of luguminous
[sic, leguminous] plant, somewhat resembling in habit and
appearance the well-known pea. Unlike the latter, however,
it has two distinct uses–industrial as well as alimentary. It is
highly prized in China and Japan, and is said, indeed, to take
its scientific title from the Japanese name of a sauce sooja–
which is made from its seeds... The peas are boiled for about
20 minutes, and furnish a dish which is highly relished, not
only by the Celestials, but by Europeans who have tasted
it. It is said to resemble in flavor the green pea, but lacks
its sweet taste... The sauce has a high reputation among the
Chinese and Japanese, not merely as a condiment, but as a
medicinal agent. Chemical analysis of the seeds show [sic,
shows] them to be very rich in proteine.
“The oil is available for many uses–for burning in lamps
or even as a substitute for olive oil. Being somewhat of a
siccative [drying] nature, it is not adapted for a lubricant,
but is for that reason useful as a substitute for linseed oil in
the manufacture of paints and in other similar industrial arts.
Finally, to complete the list of virtues of this Celestial pea,
the haulm [stem or stalk] gives an excellent fodder for cattle
and horses.”
Note: The editor of this periodical in 1880 was L.C.
Bryan.
Talk with Ted Hymowitz. 1991. Sept. 16. After 2½
weeks of searching he has just found that this “Dr. Emerson”
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was Dr. Gouvenneur Emerson (lived 4 Aug. 1795–8 July
1874), a surgeon on the ship “Superior” that went to
China. He received his M.D. degree from the University
of Pennsylvania, and was a member of the American
Philosophical Society, and of the convention which resulted
in the formation of the American Medical Association. He
never married. The source of this information is: Who Was
Who in America: Historical Volume, 1607-1896. Rev. ed.
1967. Published by Marquis Who’s Who Inc., Chicago,
Illinois. 689 p. See p. 239. Address: Editor, Savannah,
Georgia.
133. Wiener Allgemeine Zeitung. 1880. Die Sojabohne [The
soybean]. No. 135. p. 11, col. 3. July 15. Morning edition.
[Ger]
• Summary: Some five years have passed since Professor
F. Haberlandt carried out the first agronomic trials with
this legume. The abundant yields and the excellent
chemical composition of this new crop have not failed to
attract the attention of farmers such that already in 1877,
numerous agronomic trials were carried out in the most
varied regions of Austria-Hungary and Germany, and this
year, the harvest will already deliver far more than one
million kilos of soybeans (Sojabohnen). In the monograph
Die Sojabohne. Ergebnisse der Studien und Versuche
über die Anbauwürdigkeit dieser neu einzuführenden
Culturpflanze [The Soybean: Results of Studies and Trials
on the Suitability for Cultivation of this Newly Introduced
Crop Plant] (Vienna, Karl Gerold’s Sohn, 1878), Professor
Haberlandt was able to establish with satisfaction that
that the acclimatization of the early-maturing soybeans in
Central Europe can be designated as completely successful.
He also established that the yellow variety, as the one that
is the earliest to mature, noticeably exceeds the northern
boundary of distribution for the corn plant and at the very
least rivals the earliest maturing corn varieties with respect to
its capability for distribution. The results of the latest surveys
were published in the Wiener landwirthschaftliche Zeitung.
They were continued out of the duty of a friend by Professor
Hecke after the demise of Professor Haberlandt. Even though
it emerges from them that the soybean (Sojabohne) has thus
far found use as a food only to a very limited degree, this
plant on the other hand is enjoying general popularity as
fodder. The livestock gladly accept the soybean, and even
large quantities, as are already to be produced soon, can
immediately be reckoned upon as sales. This is because
protein substances and fat, which the soybean contains
to such a high degree, are in fact that which are usually
lacking in the feed of livestock and which specifically are
not to be obtained by us to a sufficient degree with oil cakes
(Oelkuchen). In one area, it is substantial quantities of straw
which, with the additional feeding of soybeans, can find
effective use and exploitation. Elsewhere, with the use of
low protein, low fat residues from sugar production or with

the extensive feeding of root systems (Wurzelwerk), they
can help to bring the feed ratios into the correct proportion
with regard to the protein substances and fat substances that
are usually lacking and difficult to procure. Specifically in
Austria, this new crop may be assured a future because with
the reliance upon the three field system (Dreifelder-System)
which is still greatly predominant and the transition to crop
rotation agriculture (Fruchtwechselwirthschaft) with the
extensive cultivation of fodder, the most certain means is
present for the improvement of the agricultural industry.
Note 1. The article then goes on to discuss Caucasian
comfrey.
Note 2. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 3. This is actually page 3 of an insert that was
included with an eight page edition of the WAZ, which is
why it appears as page 11 on the website.
134. Vavin, Eugène. 1880. Note sur le Soja hispida ou Pois
oléagineux [Note on the soybean or oil pea]. Journal de la
Societe Centrale d’Horticulture de France 2:429-33. Third
Series. [5 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Presented as a paper at the meeting of this
society on 22 April 1880. Although it generally takes a long
time for new products to spread and be recognized for their
qualities, this was not the case for the soybean, also known
as the small bean from Japan (petit Dolique du Japon). A
few years after our Society for Acclimatization (Société
d’Acclimatation) had one of its members test this crop,
the soybean was common only in the area in and around
Étampes, when the owner of the Brunehaut estate (domaine
de Brunehaut) helped me develop an appreciation for its
culinary qualities. In June of 1879, I hastened to spread the
word about this excellent product among all farmers and
horticulturists. I am extremely glad that I did, because many
heeded my call, and it seems to me that the soybean (Soja) is
now rightly recognized for its potential in human and animal
consumption. I was honored to join with the president of the
Society of Étampes (Société d’Étampes) to respond to the
solicitude of our dear society, which finds it so gratifying
when the products of the seeds it receives and entrusts to its
members live up to its expectations.
Before I expand upon the recognized qualities of the
soybean as a forage crop, which I would also like to call
attention to, I must recall how the Japanese use this bean, and
the culinary resources which it offers us. In his remarkable
work titled Amoenitatum exoticarum... Vol. V, published in
1712, Kaempfer explores the culinary uses of the soybean
(Daidsu), which the Japanese also call Mame. However, the
details he provides on this subject were already printed in the
minutes from the meeting on November 13, 1879 (see this
Journal, 3rd series, I, p. 687).
The soybean grows in Japan, India and the Maluku
Islands [in today’s Indonesia].
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Since the beginning of the century, it has been featured
in all botanical gardens, where it seeds very well. A Japanese
book given to me by Dr. Baillon states that there are almost
thirty varieties. The soybean’s stem is straight, 0.5 meters
tall, ribbed on its upper section, and covered profusely
with reddish-brown hairs. Its leaves are hairy and trifoliate,
with ovate leaflets at obtuse angles, supported on common
petioles that are also hairy and ribbed. Its flowers are small
and purplish, located in the leaf axils in straight clusters. The
pods are hairy, 4.5 centimeters long, and they hang down.
They are somewhat tightly packed, pointed, and contain two
seeds.
Cultivation: The soybean is planted between April 15
and May 15, in rows, with 0.15 meters between each plant,
and 0.5 meters between each row, in soil that is neither too
moist nor too dry, but on the dry side; it requires the same
conditions as the haricot bean (Haricot). Three seeds are
placed in each hole, and planted in staggered rows. During
normal years, the seeds can be eaten starting in late August
until October 15, before they are fully mature. Once the pods
are dry, they are beaten with a flail.
When the temperature drops to 3ºC above freezing,
only the leaves are damaged. The pods remain closed during
these cold spells, thus protecting the seeds from any harm.
Under these same conditions, haricot beans are completely
destroyed.
Another noteworthy advantage is that the soybean is left
totally untouched by weevils (Bruche), which cause much
damage to peas, haricot beans, lentils, etc.
Something else remarkable: this plant suffers little from
the absence of light. It grows just as well under the shadows
of trees or neighboring plants.
In 1877, 5,870 kg of seeds were sown in different
locations where professor Haberlandt, from the Royal
College of Agriculture in Vienna (Institut agronomique de
Vienne), was carrying out research on this precious plant.
That same year, over 400,000 kg of seeds were harvested.
The introduction of this plant to central Europe can therefore
be considered complete. The origins of this vegetable are not
certain–it was introduced into Europe around 1790.
The seed is almost round when dried, and is the size
of a small pea. However, when the seed is soaked in water
for several hours, as is done for dried vegetables prior to
cooking, its volume increases to twice the size or larger; its
shape then becomes that of a small, nicely shaped haricot
bean. With this substantial expansion, the seed’s skin
becomes relatively non-existent, and because this skin is
often very unpleasant in certain legumes, this is a significant
advantage. The seeds of the yellow variety become mature
even farther north than the northern limit for maize (Maïs).
Even better, it resists the low temperatures that corn and
haricot beans cannot tolerate. This variety produces many
flowers that set very well, and the pods do not let any seeds
fall to the ground.

Mr. Blavet, president of the Horticultural Society of
Étampes (Société d’Horticulture d’Étampes) noted that of
all the different varieties of this legume, three were of higher
quality than the others. He has informed me that he just
gave the Vilmorin company (maison Vilmorin) 9 liters of
soybeans, which he called the “edible soybean of Etampes”
(Soja comestible d’Étampes) to distinguish it from the fodder
varieties. He also sent soybeans to several departments,
as well as abroad. He has added that he received the first
seeds from the Society for Acclimatization in 1874, and
that he would be glad if this excellent vegetable received
the popularity it deserves. Meat is certainly delicious, but it
is costly, and not necessary for sustaining life or muscular
strength. The population in Alsace is clearly very strong,
even though the lumberjacks only rarely eat meat. I am
among those who believe that a plant-based [vegan] diet
allows for a freer mind.
The learned chemist Payen, who is unquestionably a
leading authority on the matter, showed that for the same
weight, beans (Fèves), peas and other similar vegetables
contain more protein than boneless meat.
Now that we have explored the use and nutritional
qualities of the soybean as a food product, I will present data
from relevant experts in order to show what can be achieved
by using soybean leaf stems (fanes) and pods as animal feed.
A study was published recently on using soybeans as animal
feed, based on observations made at the Proskau agronomic
station (Station agronomique de Proskau), by Messrs.
Weiske, Dehmel and Schulze. The following is a summary
the results. In the first period, from January 8 to 15, and then
January 16 to 23, 1879, two sheep were fed 1,000 grams of
air-dried soybean pods. Numerous analyses determined that
these two sheep digested on average:
61.83 percent of the dry matter
62.63 percent of the organic matter
44.37 percent of the protein
57.19 percent of the fat
50.74 percent of the cellulose
73.06 percent of the nitrogen-free extract
54.02 percent of the minerals
These figures show that this feed is highly digestible by
sheep. Continued. Address: Etampes, France.
135. Vavin, Eugène. 1880. Note sur le Soja hispida ou Pois
oléagineux [Note on the soybean or oil pea (Continued–
Document part II)]. Journal de la Societe Centrale
d’Horticulture de France 2:429-33. Third Series. [5 ref. Fre]
• Summary: (Continued): In the second period, from January
24 through February 15, each sheep received 1,000 grams
daily of air-dried soybean leaf stems (fanes). The stems were
eaten more readily than the pods, although the sheep did not
leave any of the pods, either. The stems were finely chopped,
and the sheep ate them all, except for some of the ends
that were far too woody. New analyses showed that in this
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experiment, the sheep digested:
54.93 percent of the dry matter
57.95 percent of the organic matter
60.84 percent of the protein
62.21 percent of the fat
33.60 percent of the cellulose
69.02 percent of the nitrogen-free extract
36.32 percent of the minerals
These results show that soybean straw is more easily
digested than the plant’s pods, because protein and fat
(matières azotées et les matières grasses) are particularly
difficult to produce, and must be utilized as much as possible
in feeds.
If these numbers are compared with ones from studies
on other animal feeds, we can see that soybean leaf stems
provide similar nutritional value to that of hay, clover and
meadow hay.
This topic is promising enough to enlist our farmers
to grow this legume, because it provides a twofold benefit:
the seed provides an excellent meal [flour], as well as good
forage, for sheep in particular.
Haberlandt compared the composition of this bean
with several other seeds that are known for their nutritional
content.
Here is a table showing his results:
The six columns are: Soybean, haricot bean, pea, lentil,
bean (fève) and yellow lupin.
The six rows are: Water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free
extract, cellulose and ash.
The soybean seed is therefore the most nutritious,
because it contains the most protein and fat.
Note 1. Blavet (1880) states: “Mr. E. Vavin, to whom
we also owe one of the most instructive and detailed notices
on this subject, inserted in the Journal of the central Society
of Horticulture of France (3rd series, Vol. II, 1880) receives
also the expression of our humble recognition.”
Note 2. The soybean (Soja hispida) is also mentioned in
this volume on pages 29, 106, 197, 204, 474-475, and 615.
Note 3. This article may have also been published as
a brochure in 1880 with the same author and title by E.
Donnaud. Address: Etampes, France.
136. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1880.
Briefkasten: Enthuelsen der Sojabohne [Mailbox: Threshing
soybeans]. 30(71):543-44. Sept. 4. [Ger]
• Summary: Answer No. 371 to question No. 271 from
Mr. J.G. in D.S. bei B. (Hungary). Soybeans can be
threshed without difficulty using a threshing machine
(Dreschmachine) however one should leave only 4 baffles
(Schlagleisten) open on the threshing drum (Dreschtrommel)
and not feed in (einlegen) the plants to strongly / quickly (or
feed it too full). The process is described in a good brochure,
published by Carl Gerold’s Sohn in Vienna: The soybean: Its
Culture, Utilization, and Worth as Fodder (Die Sojabohne.

Etwas ueber deren Cultur, Verwendbarkeit und Werth als
Futtermittel), by Edmund v. Blaskovics of HungarianAltenburg.
137. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages [The soybean,
its chemical composition, varieties, culture and uses].
Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation 27:414-71. Sept.;
27:538-96. Oct. 28 cm. [73 ref. Fre]
• Summary: One of the most important and original of the
early publications on soy in Europe. Its in-text bibliography
on soya was the largest of any published up to that time.
Contents: Part I: Introduction and extracts on soybeans
and soyfoods from 30 articles published previously in the
Bulletin of the Society for Acclimatization from 1855 to 1880
(pages 414-430. Note 1. Each of these articles has a separate
record in this database).
1. Soybean botany (p. 430-31). 2. The soybean in
Japan (p. 431-42): Engelbert Kaempfer and his writings
on miso and shoyu, information on soya from a document
titled Japan at the World Exposition of 1878 (Le Japon á
l’Exposition universelle de 1878, written in French by a
Japanese, p. 29-33), recipe for making shoyu in France, tofu.
3. Soya in Cochinchine (French Indochina, p. 442-46): Black
soybeans. 4. Soya in China (p. 446-51): Soy oil (Huile de
Soya), fermented tofu (le fromage de soya, teou-fou), soy
sauce (tsiang-yeou; In London, England, it is sold under the
name of “India Soy” at Cross & Blackwell, Soho-Square {p.
451}).
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term fromage de soya (p.
449) to refer to tofu. 5. Soya in Austria-Hungary (p. 452-71):
Starting with soybeans at the World Exposition of Vienna
in 1873, includes a long, in-depth discussion (with many
excerpts) of Prof. F. Haberlandt’s book Le Soja, published in
Vienna in 1878.
Tables in Part I show: (1) The chemical composition (in
both their normal and dry states) of Chinese soybeans (pois
de Chine), tofu (fromage de pois), and tofu curds (p. 427). (2)
The yield of tofu. 120 gm of soybeans yields 184 gm of tofu
(p. 427). (3) The weight and nitrogen content of the different
components when tofu is made from soybeans (p. 428). (4)
The Japanese names of 23 soybean (mame) varieties and a
very brief description of their characteristics (p. 435-36; e.g.,
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1. Go-guwatsu no mame {5th month bean}. 2. Use mame
[sic, Wase mame] {early}. 3. Nakate mame {half season}. 3a.
Okute mame {late}. 4. Maru mame {round}. 5. Shiro teppo
mame {white, like a pistol bullet} 6. Kuro mame {black}.
7. Kuro teppo mame {black, like a pistol bullet} 8. Koishi
mame {small stone}. 9. Awo mame {Ao, green}. 10. Kage
mame {shade, shadow}. 11-15. Aka mame {red; 1 of same
species, two of different species}. 16-18. Tsya mame {Cha,
tea colored}. 19. Kuro Kura Kake mame {black saddled}.
20. Aka Kura Kake mame {red saddled}. 21-23. Fu iri mame
{striped, variegated, mottled; see Uzura mame = speckled
like quail eggs}). This nomenclature was taken from a
Japanese work titled: “Explanation, with figures, of trees and
plants recently determined / identified.”
(5) The romanized Chinese names of six types of
soybeans and a French translation of each (e.g., Houangteou = Soya jaune) (p. 447). (6) Two analyses of soybean
seeds, reprinted from Chemischer Ackersmann, 1872 (p.
458). (7) The chemical composition of three soybean
varieties, including Yellow of Mongolia, Yellow of China,
and Reddish-Brown of China; the composition of the original
seeds and the first generation seed is given for each type (p.
460-61). (8) The chemical composition of reddish-brown,
yellow, and black varieties of soybeans (p. 469-70; data
from M. Schroeder, Mach, and Caplan, published by F.
Haberlandt). (9) Weight of 1,000 seeds for four generations
grown out in Vienna. Original seeds: 81.5 to 105 gm. First
generation: 110.5 to 154.5 gm. Second generation: 141.8 to
163.6 gm. Third generation: 116.0 to 151.0 gm.
Contents (continued), Part II. 6. The Soybean, by Count
Heinrich Attems (p. 538-60): Soybean cultivation, time of
planting, spacing of seeds, quantity of seeds, harvest, uses,
and food preparations made from whole soybeans. Practical
soybean culture trials on a grand scale, in the domain of the
archduke Albert, an extract from a booklet by Edmond de
Blaskovics titled “The Soybean, Its Culture, Use, and Value
as Forage” (Vienna, 1880). Excerpts of six articles on soya
from the Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Viennese
Agricultural Journal) (Jan. 1879 to June 1880) (p. 548-54).
Excerpts of ten articles on soya from the Oesterreichisches
Landwirtschaftliches Wochenblatt (Austrian Agricultural
Weekly) (March 1879 to Feb. 1880) (p. 554-59).
7. The soybean in France (p. 561-76): History (starting
with Buffon, who became director of the Jardin des Plantes
[Royal Garden, also called Jardin du Roi] in 1739), varieties
grown, cultivation, utilization (mainly as forage plant for
livestock and as an oilseed for oil and meal), accessory uses
(miso, Japanese-style soy sauce {shoyu}, Chinese-style soy
sauce {tsiang-yeou}, Japanese-style tofu {tô-fu}, Chinesestyle tofu {téou-fou}, fermented black soybeans {téouche}, and soy coffee {café de Soja}, white fermented tofu
{fromage blanc}, red fermented tofu {fromage rouge}, green
vegetable soybeans {des graines fraîches, écossées encores
vertes, comme le Haricot flageolet}, whole dry soybeans {les

graines sèches comme le Haricot blanc ordinare}).
8. Conclusion and tables showing French analyses of
soybeans (p. 576-78). Appendixes (p. 579-96): Summaries of
letters to the Society describing 27 cultural experiments with
soybeans conducted during late 1880 at various locations
in France, Switzerland and Algeria. (Note 3. Though the
publication date of this appendix is given as Oct. 1880, some
of the letters are dated as late as 21 Nov. 1880). Reprint of a
2-page letter from Eugene Simon, former French consul in
China, on soybean farming in China (p. 591-93). Reprint of
a description by Eugene Simon, based on the description of a
Chinese, of how tofu is made in China (p. 593-94). A French
translation of a 1781 article by Isaac Titsingh on preparation
of soy sauce in the Dutch East Indies [today’s Indonesia]
(p. 594-95). And some information about soybeans from
the ancient Chinese herbal Pên Ts’ao Kang Mu (p. 595).
Reprints of 2 letters from Eugene Simon in China, on soya
and tofu in China. French translation of a 1781 article by
Isaac Titsingh on preparation of soy sauce.

Note 4. We find it surprising that this superb work
contains no illustrations of a soybean plant, or of any part
of the plant, or of any foods made from soybeans; the only
illustration (p. 569) is a cross section of an empty pit into
which one could put a mixed silage that contained 20%
soybean plants. The distance a-b is 3 meters; f-g is 2 meters;
e-f is 0.5 meters; a-e is 1 meter; i-h is 0.4 meters.
Note 5. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Nov. 2016) that uses the term Huile de Soya to refer to
soybean oil.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (March
2001) that has a bibliography of more than 50 references
concerning soybeans.
Note 7. This is the earliest European-language document
seen (Sept. 2004) that mentions the Japanese soybean types
Nakata-mame or Okute mame.
Note 8. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term tsiang-yeou to refer to
Chinese-style soy sauce. Address: France.
138. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages [The
soybean, its chemical composition, varieties, culture and
uses (Continued–Document part I)]. Bulletin de la Societe
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d’Acclimatation 27:414-49. Sept. 28 cm. [73 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Introduction (p. 414): At the moment, when
according to all appearances, a precious plant is going to take
the place in our culture to which it has the right, we consider
it our duty to bring back to light the previous efforts of the
Society for Acclimatization, to introduce and propagate this
plant in France. We will publish, therefore, word for word
excerpts of everything soya in the records, reports with
articles, letters and notes published in the bulletins of our
society during the past 25 years. Our study, it seems to us,
cannot be proceeded by an introduction more interesting than
this.
From 1855 until the present (1880), the Society has
not ceased to receive and distribute soybean seeds, and to
make known its cultivation and utilization. It has rewarded
successful trials by recognition and publication, and
described the production processes of the industries that use
soybeans.
We might have tried to refer the reader to past bulletins
of the Society, but not everyone has access to these old
documents, and besides looking up these articles on soy
takes time and care. These motives led to our decision.
The question of soy has been dormant for a long time.
But it awakens today with cultural experiments, which have
been carried out for seven years in Etampes, using seeds
given by the Society, with tests of tofu making which have
been conducted in Marseilles; it was finally highlighted with
the introduction of the plant in Austria-Hungary, in Bavaria,
in Italy, etc. The question is ripe for a solution.
We do not know, whatever our own hopes may be, what
the future holds for soy, but if its cultivation may render one
day great service to the country, all the honor would belong
to the Society, which, during a quarter century, has not
ceased to facilitate and to encourage it.
Written on the 25th anniversary of Society’s work with
soy. We will divide this work into 6 chapters, starting with
excerpts from past bulletins of the Society.
Chapter 1. Linnaeus gave our plant (Le Soya) the name
Dolichos Soja (Species plantarum, 1621). Jacquin mentioned
it later in his Icones plantarum rariorum, p. 143. Moench
gave it the name Soja hispida. Moench gave it the name
Soja hispidia [sic, hispida] (Method plant. hort. bot. et agri
Marburgensis, 1794, p. 153).
Messrs. Bentham and Hooker have not admitted this
genre; for them the plant is nothing but a veritable Glycine.
This is also the opinion of almost all modern botanists.
Miquel affirms that there are two species of Soja in Japan,
Prolusio florae Japonicae. These are: (1) Glycine hispida
(Soja hispida, Moench). (2) Glycine Soja, Sieb. et Zucc.
Note 1. In 1880 Paillieux called it Soja Hispidia.
Chapter 2. The soybean (Le Soya) in Japan. Begins with
the full story of Englebert Kaempfer [see our chapter on
Kaempfer], including translations into French of his writings
on miso and shoyu.

There follows a list of Japanese soybean varieties of
which they possess the names, 19 names, 22 species (see
previous record, table, p. 435), with nomenclature taken
from a Japanese work entitled Explications, with figures,
of trees and plants newly determined, with the last 3 names
taken from a work entitled Japan at the World’s Fair of
1878, written in French by a Japanese. (Note that only in
1880 did Paillieux change the name of soybean to Le Soya).
Then come descriptions of the characteristics of some of the
various beans. “In short we can say that the various types
of Mame can be used to make miso, shoyu, or to-fu.” The
Japanese do not make soybean oil (huile de Soja). They use
sesame oil for cooking and rapeseed oil to burn in lamps...
Soybean straw is given to animals. In Satsuma, in the far
south of Japan, horses are given soybeans (graines de
Daizu) at the end of their rations and it is claimed that this
is good nourishment and not as expensive as naked barley.
(Confusion about Mame and Daizu). Here is what is said
about soybeans in the work entitled Japan at the World’s
Fair of 1978: The Mame serves numerous usages; it can be
cooked, ground [after being dry roasted] to a meal or flour,
and used to make shoyu, miso, and tofu. The soybean, its
pods, its leaves, and its stalks serve to nourish horses and
sheep; tests show that this is the best nourishment available...
Shoyu, after being filtered, is boiled, then cooled. The lees
/ dregs are then removed and it is stored in small kegs. The
reside of first grade shoyu is used as follows. One takes 5
to of this residue and one ads one to of water. It is mixed,
pressed, and boiled, Then one ads 2 to of salt, lets it rest
and decants it. This second product is then added in larger
or smaller quantities to various qualities of shoyu (p. 440).
There follows a detailed practical recipe for making shoyu
in France by an unnamed correspondent. He recommends
substituting peas for soybeans in France. He uses the word
Daizu for soybean (1½ page description). Here is the recipe
for the sauce I have learned in Japan. He made it in France,
using 2 parts by volume of naked barley and 3 parts of
soybeans (Daizu).
Page 441: In Japan, there is no village, no matter how
small, that does not have a shoyu maker. It is also made in
private homes. The correspondent says: During my stay in
Japan, the price of shoyu varied, according to the quality,
from 8 to 12 sen, 40 to 60 centimes per masu, that is to say
per 1.8 liters. To-fu (Fromage de Daizu). Note that they now
call soybean Daizu. This is a detailed description of how tofu
is made in Japan.
Page 442: Key points. Cold extraction of the slurry. The
residue is used as fodder for livestock–from beef to rabbits.
Soymilk (which he calls “the albuminous liquid” {Le liquide
albumineux}) is put on the fire. Coagulate it with nigari (eau
de mere) which contains magnesium chloride. Put the tofu
in a basin of running water. To-fu is usually eaten fresh (he
says To-fu for Japanese tofu and Teou-fou for Chinese). It is
very frequently cooked with shoyu and dried fish, sometimes
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fried, more often grilled. Sometimes during the winter it is
frozen, then dried to give it a spongelike consistency. In this
state it lasts a long time and is cooked / prepared in various
ways. In its fresh state, this vegetal cheese (fromage végétal)
has a very delicate consistency, but it has a certain taste of
raw beans that is not pleasant / agreeable.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2013) that mentions dried frozen tofu.
Chapter 3. Le Soya in Cochin China (p. 442). France
has long been involved in Indochina as a Colonial power.
There follows a report from the Committee on Agriculture
and Industry in Cochin China. Siebold et Zuccarini. There
is a long excerpt (Corroy 1878) from an article about
“The feeding of horses and mules imported into Cochin
China” from Bulletin du Comite Agricole et Industriel de la
Cochinchine 1:449-58. For the year 1877. Series 2. See p.
456-58. It is about using black soybeans (Glycine Soja) as
feed.
Glycine soja is cultivated in India up to the Himalayas
and down to Ceylon, in Philippines, Java, etc. The seeds,
boiled or lightly roasted are agreeable to the taste and to
the stomach. Soy sauce is used to stimulate the appetite.
The people also make a white pâté resembling coagulated
milk, called Teu hu or Tau hu by the Chinese, which is for
them a food more widely used than any other and which,
though bland by itself, when served with seasonings and
condiments, is a pleasant and healthy dish.
Chapter 4. Le Soya in China (p. 446). The generic name
of the soybean is Yeou-Teou. Yellow soybeans are huang-tou.
He-tou is black soybeans. Certain varieties are selected for
each of the various food uses; not just any varieties are used.
Soybeans are used to make fermented spirits and artificial
wines called Teou-che.
Soy oil (p. 448). This oil is very widely used. It is of the
first grade among the 15 or 20 oils possessed by the Chinese.
Europeans find that it has a disagreeable aftertaste of raw
beans. Except for this, it is of excellent quality. It was written
in the introduction that M. Fremy analyzed the seeds / grains
of Soya and that they contained 18% oil. Three samples
analyzed by the German chemist Senff contained an average
of 18.71% lipids. The analysis of Mr. Pellet of 3 samples of
yellow Soya from China, Hungary, and Etampes, that we
furnished him, gave about the same result.
Tofu (Le fromage de Soya, p. 449): Only the Tartars,
scattered throughout the Empire, have continued to use milk.
The Chinese do not use it. For them the soya takes its place.
From the soybean they extract and filter a milk, a true milk
(lait) usable like the milk of the cow, goat, or ewe (female
sheep).
We are reporting in the chapter entitled Soya in France
what type of tests we have done personally and those which
have been done by the Society of Horticulture of Marseille.
We have but to mention here the immense consumption of
soymilk (lait de Soya) in China, as such or in form of cheese

[tofu]. The Introduction contains reports on tofu by Baron
Montgaudry and M. Champion, so there is no need for us to
say any more about tofu here. (Continued). Address: France.
139. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages [The
soybean, its chemical composition, varieties, culture and
uses (Continued–Document part II)]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 27:450-60. Sept. 28 cm. [73 ref. Fre]
• Summary: (Continued): We will limit ourselves in
reproducing here a report by the Society of Horticulture
of Marseilles about two types of Chinese cheese (fromage
chinois) and their manufacture. We will suppress the
recipe for the preparation of the curds, which requires
modifications... At the end of this time, one obtains a solid
mass that is cut into small pieces. These are placed in a jar or
in a bottle, to which one adds salt. The whole is then basted
with rice spirits (distilled San-Cho; rice brandy), then one
hermetically seals the container, and lets it stand for at least
3 weeks. The cheese is done. The brandy may be replaced by
any other similar substance.
It is useful to verify the state of the cheese that we
present to you so that you can compare it later with those that
we will make.
We have two stoneware pots (terrines) covered with
brownish enamel; one contains white cheese [white
fermented tofu], one red.
White cheese (p. 450): This food is in the form of small
morsels cut unequally to a thickness of 2-3 cm. There is a
species of visible white mold on the crust / rind. The interior
of this cheese is creamy / moist; yellowish gray in color; the
body of the cheese is coarse, although rather easily blended.
We notice that this terrine was opened before being received.
Some people compare the flavor of this cheese with that of
a Maroilles [pronounced mar-wahl; a kind of soft fermented
cow’s-milk cheese from northern France], a little advanced
or overripe. We have asked a large number of French people
to taste this cheese, without telling them of the source [the
French, of course, have a great national interest in cheese];
the great majority liked it and don’t hesitate to think that it
will be accepted by the public.
Red cheese [red fermented tofu]: This terrine was
properly closed. On being opened, it gives off a special odor,
resembling that of a strawberry sprinkled with spirits or
brandy, Each piece is about 2 by 4 cm. It is covered with a
red dye [sic, made with red rice koji], and lightly tinctured
with carmine. On breaking open these pieces of cheese, one
finds the red coloring penetrates to a thickness of 1 mm;
the center is yellow and the body is very fine grained, and
in every way very dissimilar to that of the white cheese. As
for the flavor, it is different, saltier and without any known
counterpart.
Opinions are split as to which of the two cheeses (the
red or the white) are preferred; Some prefer the white over
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the red that, at first, has a brandy like flavor. Actually, both
cheeses have qualities and tastes that cannot be compared.
Tastings done among more than one hundred persons
of all age groups and all backgrounds lead us to believe that
these cheeses will earn their citizenship in France when they
can be produced locally (p. 451).
Soy sauce (tsiang-yeou) (p. 451). Describes how it is
made in China.
Chapter VI: The soybean in Austria-Hungary (p. 45271). Begins with a history of the soybean in this country,
starting in 1873 with the Universal Exposition in Vienna.
Then quickly proceeds to a chapter by chapter summary (in
French) of The Soybean, by Professor Friedrich Haberlandt
(Vienna: Carl Gerold’s Sohn). Note: An English-language
book about the life and work of Prof. Haberlandt has been
published by Soyinfo Center; it includes a detailed summary
and translation of this classic 1878 book.
On page 456 is a section from Haberlandt’s book and
its mention of soy coffee, which we have given a separate
record in this database.
Part II, by M.A. Paillieux (p. 538). The soybean (Le
Soja), by Count Henry Attems.
Note: Why are so many French noblemen interested in
botany, plant introduction, gardening and acclimatization.
Louis XIV said that the French nobility and gentry cannot
earn a living. Therefore they have a great deal of leisure
time. Most of them own land (landed gentry), so they can
easily pursue interested related to plants, agriculture, and
gardening.
We have already written and printed much about soy.
Nevertheless, many questions present themselves anew. How
to cultivate it, to eat it, for what uses it is suited? Those who
want to study the subject in depth, I refer to the writings of
the late Prof. Haberlandt. But those who are content with less
may read my brief outline concerning plant culture, usage,
and preparation.
Usage (p. 540): You are equally wrong if you think that
soy is only a good pasture, or if you believe it is only delicate
fare for the tables of the rich. These two extreme ways
of thinking are now popular in praising soy. However we
need a sounder basis. The soybean (Le Soja) has also been
discovered by a large class of less affluent consumers, by
peasants, and by workers and although it is an ancient plant
from Asia, the generations to come will make a big thing out
of it and hold it in high regard. Out of recognition, they may
even call it the Haberlandt Bean (Haricot Haberlandt).
It will soon be on a par with potatoes, maize, and broad
beans. It could be that it will surpass the latter, for it contains
30% more protein, and at least 6 times as much fat as the
common bean, and because it is more hardy and productive
than them.
Preparation (p. 540): For human food, soy (Le Soja)
is prepared as follows. Simply boil it and season it like
green beans, or use it in salads. Soybeans do not soften

easily unless soaked for 24 hours before cooking. Various
people, notably the society of agriculture of Chernivtsi [also
spelled Chernovtsy, Chernowitz, or Czernowitz; a town in
Austria-Hungary, after 1944 in Ukraine] have brought to
my attention that one cannot make them tender by cooking.
I passed this problem on to my cook, and I can assure you
that only tender soybeans appear at my table. It lends itself
particularly to the preparation of a puree, resembling a puree
of peas. According to my experience, one could also mix this
paste, which the Japanese call miso, with other ingredients to
keep them during the winter (miso pickles) in barrels, for use
in the army, on ships, etc.
Once these secrets as to how to properly prepare these
preserved foods become known, they could play a large role
in feeding our workers in our fields and our forests, for our
army, for our marine, etc.
It goes without saying that a big future is open to Soja,
as animal feed, once it will have been multiplied sufficiently
so that the seed would no longer be too expensive and thus
could be used to that end. No other vegetable with pods
[legume] is as productive, nor as rich in protein or in fats
and thus, consequently, is as nourishing. The Lupin is not,
nor is the Faba bean, nor the Vetch. The dried stems can be
used for sheep or for litter. For (green/fresh) forage, I do not
recommend its use as we have better options, but it can be
used in that fashion.
And here it is, in brief, the essential thing that needs to
be said about the Haberlandt bean [le Haricot Haberlandt],
the famous Soja.
May this precious conquest spread further and further,
for the benefit of humanity. Such innovations are a blessing
for agriculture and for the people (p. 541).
There follow many pages (p. 541-60) concerning the
cultivation of soybeans on a large scale in the domain of
the Archduke Albert, from a brochure / booklet titled Die
Sojabohne. Etwas ueber deren Cultur, Verwendbarkeit und
Werth als Futtermittel [The soybean: Its culture, utilization,
and worth as fodder], by Edmund von Blaskovics (Vienna,
Austria-Hungary: Carl Gerold’s Sohn, 25 pages).
The soybean (Le Soja) in France (p. 561-76): See
separate record in this database. Address: France.
140. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1880.
Vegetabilisches Fleisch [Feature: Vegetable / vegetarian
meat]. 30(82):617-18. Oct. 13. [Ger]
• Summary: The words above strike fear in the hearts of
portly butchers; joy is reflected in the countenance of so
many of those who believe in another era, another way of
eating that will be heralded in the advanced century by the
aforementioned inscription.
Is that really the case?–Yes, there is vegetarian meat, and
it has already been around for millennia. And because it is a
genuine blessing for mankind, it appears to be appropriate to
discuss somewhat in detail in this broadly distributed journal
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that cultivates all that is good about that plant which has
been equated with meat in its nutritional value by the first
chemists and by the most famous physicians. It is the French
(or green) beans (Fisole).
Note 1. The article goes on at length to discuss the
history of beans from the ancient Egyptians and the various
varieties grown in Europe. It then continues:
The yields of green beans are recognized as very large.
Their multiplying is often virtually astounding: thus, for
example, out of many trials with the soybean (Sojabohne)
that were carried out in all areas of Austria in 1877,
Haberlandt calculates that in 1877, with a total use of 5,398
kg, no less than 390,855 kg of seeds were harvested, which
equals a harvest of nearly 73-fold. Even if the soybean
specifically exceeds the yield of all others, the average yields
of usual varieties are in fact completely sufficient, whereby
depending upon the quality of the soil and the prevailing
weather, 10 to 22 hl [1 hl = 1 hectoliter = 100 liters] of
seeds and 10 to 16 Metr. [perhaps Meterzentner = 100 kg]
of straw per hectare could be obtained. The significance of
this great quantity of straw for agriculture becomes clear
if its great nutritional value (16.3 parts per thousand of
nitrogen) and the important mineral components (Footnote:
the straw of green beans {Gartenbohne}, for example,
contains in parts per thousand 12.8 potassium, 11.1 calcium,
and 3.9 phosphoric acid.) are taken into consideration, with
the substances that originate from the subsoil through the
fertilizer leading to new, important substances in the field
that can be assimilated. Therein lies a greater advantage for
agriculture with respect to the cultivation of seeds, where
every year, a large amount of phosphoric acid is removed
from the soil and is no longer replaced; and furthermore
with respect to the cultivation of potatoes, through which
the top soil is so quickly drained, and also with respect to
the cultivation of beets, with which the most valuable salts
of the earth are lost through the production of molasses and
potash.–In addition to that, the cultivation of green beans
(Fisolenbau) provides the favorable circumstance that the
cultivation and the care up to the harvest demands very little
work, except that once the removal of weeds and hoeing has
occurred, they make no further demands for care right up to
the harvest.
One condition for sowing is that the temperature
of the soil (Bodenwärme) is already rather high, since
the germination minimum with green beans of the most
frequent varieties amounts to 9.5º C. and that for the act of
germination, in addition to sufficient heat, sufficient soil
moisture also has to be present.
Soybean plants (Sojapflanzen) demand from 2030
to 2500ºC as heat units (als Wärmesumme) to become
completely ripe / mature.
Note 2. The article then goes on to discuss beans in
general and their cultivation requirements.
Note 3. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long

Beach, California.
141. Kinch, Edward. 1880. Contributions to the agricultural
chemistry of Japan. Transactions of the Asiatic Society of
Japan 8(Part 3):369-415. Oct. See p. 392-93, 398-401, 41315. Reprinted in March 1907 as a monograph. [29 ref]
• Summary: “Of vegetable manure the principal are seaweed, the residues from different manufactures, e.g. rape
cake, sesamum cake, cotton cake and other oil residues, as
from camellia seeds, the residues from the manufacture of
shôyu, ame [rice syrup], sake, shôchu, indigo etc.” (p. 392).
[Note that soybean cake is not mentioned].
“The oil cakes, ame kasu (malt dust, the residue from
the manufacture of ame from rice, millet and malt of wheat
or barley) and shôyu kasu [The residue from the manufacture
of shoyu] are the most valuable. These manures should not
be applied in quantity at the seed time in an unmixed state,
owing to their fermenting and also attracting and harbouring
insects, which attack the seeds and young plants.” Rape
cake (Abura kasu) and Sesamum cake (Goma kasu) are also
mentioned.
There are original analyses (p. 393) of 6 samples
of “Soy [sauce] residues, Shôyu kasu Residue from the
manufacture of Shôyu from beans and wheat.” These vary
over an extremely wide range. Nitrogen content ranges from
1.27% to 5.20%, and ash is 0.57% to 11.53%.
“Soy bean, sometimes called Japan pea, Glycine hispida
(Moench) also known as Soja hispida: of this many varieties
of different colour and size, etc. are met with, but as far as is
known, they differ but little in composition. They are known
collectively as Daidzu or O-mame; a common white round
variety is known as Miso-mame and Shiro-mame; other
names of varieties are Awo-mame, Kuro-mame, Ki-mame,
Ichiya-mame, Kurakake-mame and Korinza (p. 398).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2008) which states clearly that the present
scientific name of the Japan pea is Glycine hispida
(Moench)–that is, the soybean. Actually, however, the
correct scientific name since 1873 had been Glycine hispida
(Maxim.)
“This bean approaches more nearly in its proximate
chemical composition to animal food than any other
vegetable known. It contains about one-fifth of its weight
of fat and nearly two-fifths of nitrogenous matter. It is
extensively cultivated in the north of China and also grows
in the Himalayas. In China it is compressed for the sake
of its oil, and the residual cake is used for food and also
extensively as a manure. In Japan it is used in the preparation
of Shôyu, Tôfu, Miso and also of Yuba, and in these various
forms enters to a considerable extent into the food of the
nation, to which it is a most valuable contribution, supplying
as it does the alimentary principles–albuminoids and fat–in
which the staple food, rice, is deficient: it also contains a
much larger percentage of the necessary mineral matters
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than does rice. Of late years this bean has been grown
experimentally in different parts of Germany, with success.
The haulm and leaves which furnish a valuable fodder, and a
variety is cultivated specially for that purpose and known as
Kari-mame.
“The composition of a sample of the white round variety
known as Miso-mame was found to be: Water 11.32%, ash
3.86%, fat 20.89%, albuminoids 37.75%, fibre 2.00%, starch
etc. 24.08%. Total: 100%” (p. 398). Note 2. This and each of
the following nutritional analyses appear to be original, not
cited from earlier sources.
A table then contains an analysis of each of the
following 4 products: Shiro-miso from Osaka, aka-miso from
Osaka, to-fu [tofu], and kori to-fu [tofu]. The composition of
aka-miso was found to be: Water 50.40%, ash 12.50% (incl.
11.00% common salt), sugar 0.61%, nitrogenous matter
10.08%, fibre 8.25%, soluble carbohydrates 18.16%. Total:
100%.
The composition of to-fu was found to be: Water
89.29%, ash 0.48%, fat 3.32%, nitrogenous matter 4.87%,
fibre -, soluble carbohydrates 2.04%. Total: 100%.
The composition of kori to-fu was found to be: Water
18.75%, ash 1.60%, fat 28.80%, nitrogenous matter 48.80%,
fibre -, soluble carbohydrates 2.05%. Total: 100%.
There follows a discussion (p. 398-400) of foods that
can be made the soy bean (miso, kôji, tôfu, kôri-dôfu, and
shôyu or soy), and a description of how each is made. “Miso
is made by mixing the boiled beans with Kôji (rice ferment
used in sake brewing) in various proportions, and with more
or less salt, and keeping the mixture in tubs in a cool place
for about a month. It will be noticed [from the table above]
that one variety contains much sugar, derived from the Kôji,
and little salt, and the other much salt and little sugar.
“Tôfu is made by pounding the soy beans after soaking
in water, then straining through a sieve and boiling in water.
The solution is filtered through cotton cloth and the residue
pressed; the strained liquor, containing vegetable casein
or legumin, is precipitated by brine. Nigari, formed by the
deliquescence of common salt. The precipitate pressed and
cut into cakes is tôfu.”
Note 3. This is one of the earliest English-language
documents seen (Jan. 2004) that uses the word “tofu.” This
is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2004) that uses the word
“cakes” in connection with tofu.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that mentions “vegetable casein” in
connection with soybeans or tofu, or that equates “vegetable
casein” with “legumin” (the word Kinch used in 1879), the
water soluble protein in soybeans that can be precipitated to
make tofu.
“Kôri-dôfu is prepared from the above by freezing it
and afterwards exposing to the sun, when, in the process
of thawing, the greater quantity of the water is removed,
leaving a horny spongy residue.

Note 5. This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (April 2013) that mentions dried-frozen
tofu, which it calls “kori to-fu” or kôri-dôfu. This is also
the earliest document seen (April 2013) that uses the word
“spongy” to describe the texture of dried-frozen tofu.
“An example of shôyu or soy was found to have a
specific gravity of 1.199 and to contain per litre: Total solid
residue 359.88 grms., ash 195.16 grms., sugar 31.03 grms.,
nitrogenous matters 41.00 grms., free acid, expressed as
acetic acid 6.20 grms. The ash is chiefly common salt, but
contains a quantity of phosphates derived from the mineral
matter of the beans and kept in solution by the acetic acid
formed.”
“The [shoyu] mashings are removed to large vats and
there kept for many months, usually twenty, and frequently
for 3 or 5 years. The better qualities of shoyu are kept the
longer times. It is found that the best soy is produced by
mixing that kept for five years with that kept for three years.
After it has been kept a sufficiently long time, it is strained
through thick cotton bags and the residue pressed. Before
filtering, honey is sometimes added in the proportion of 10
kin to 1 koku of moromi or crude soy, in order to give it a
sweet taste. Occasionally a sweet sake, ama-sake, prepared
by taking, 1 koku of koji to 7 to of water and 1 to of steamed
rice, mixing them together and steaming for two hours is
added instead of honey. The residue obtained on pressing
moromi is usually again mixed with salt and water, and
pressed; this yields an inferior shoyu. Sometimes water is
added to this second residue and it is again pressed. The
residue first obtained is sometimes used as food and the last
residue as manure.
“The Shoyu after straining is allow[ed] to settle for two
days in large tanks, then drawn off and filtered; before sale
it is heated to incipient ebullition, otherwise it quickly goes
bad.
“The quantity of nitrogenous matter in solution in shoyu
appears to increase with the length of time elapsing before
filtering the moromi.”
Note 6. Webster’s Dictionary defines ebullition as “the
act, process, or state of boiling or bubbling up.”
Also contains detailed information on and chemical
composition of adzuki beans or shôdzu (Phaseolus radiatus),
daikon, sea-weeds (incl. three types of Asakusa nori
(Porphyra vulgaris), kobu (Laminaria saccharina) [konbu,
which Thunberg and Kaempfer also discussed], wakame,
arame or kokusai, awo-nori or ohashi-nori, hijiki, Irish
moss or carrageen, tokoroten-gusa or agar agar, kanten or
tokoroten, and funori), and sake.
At the end of the article is the summary of a discussion.
Professor Atkinson made some remarks about shôyu. He
said that Mr. Isono, a graduate of the University of Tôkiyô,
had made analyses of shôyu moromi at various periods (after
3, 10, and 20 months), which are printed in full, together
with an analysis of Kikkoman shoyu. “It was interesting to
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observe the disappearance of the glucose, and the gradual
increase of the soluble nitrogen from the first sample to the
last. The greatest change took place between the third and
the tenth months. but, after the removal of the greater part
of the glucose and dextrin, converted into alcohol and lost
by evaporation, very little alteration occurred, except in the
color of the liquid, which became darker.”
Note 7. This is one of the earliest English-language
documents seen (May 1999) that contains an accurate
description of miso; it also contains very early information
on the composition of different types of miso.
Note 8. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2003) that uses the term “sesamum cake” to refer
to sesame cake.
Note 9. This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (April 2012) that uses the term “shôyu” to
refer to soy sauce.
Note 10. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2001) that contains the word “fibre” in connection
with soy beans. The fibre content of one variety of soy bean
and one miso variety are given.
Note 11. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2003) that uses the Japanese word “Goma” to
refer to “sesame.”
Note 12. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that contains the word “Kikkoman.”
Note 13. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2012) that contains the term shôyu kasu (in
italics, with diacritics) which it defines as “Residue from the
manufacture of Shôyu from beans and wheat.” Address: Prof.
of Chemistry, Imperial College of Agriculture, Komaba,
Tôkiyô.
142. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages: Conclusion.
Les analyses Françaises [The soybean, its chemical
composition, varieties, culture and uses: Conclusion and
French analyses (Document part)]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 27:576-78. Oct. [Fre]
• Summary: Starting in 1880 (see the Comptes rendus de
l’Academie des sciences {Paris}, 17 May 1880) M. H. Pellet,
chemist of the Compagnie de Fives-Lille, sent the academy
of sciences the following analyses of the soybeans that we
had furnished him. We sent him 3 seeds, one from China,
one from Austria-Hungary, and one from Etampes.
This section continues with several tables that give
chemical / nutritional analyses of soybean seeds: (1) Detailed
analyses of three soybean seeds and their ash by Mr. H.
Pellet (p. 577). (2) An analysis conducted in the agricultural
chemistry laboratory of Mr. P. Olivier Lecq, at Templeuve
(Nord). These soybeans were harvested in Sept. 1879 by Mr.
Jules Robert of Séclowitz [Seelowitz, Seclowitz], Moravia.
The weight of 100 liters of seed was 75.5 kg (p. 578). (3) The
composition of six other legumes according to Boussingault

(p. 578). They are: White haricot (Haricot blanc), yellow pea
(Pois jaune), lentil (Lentille), broad bean (Fève de marais),
horse bean or dried kidney bean (Féverole), and vetch
(Vesce).
The section closes with these thoughts: “If we were
agronomists, we would preach by example, cultivating soya
on a large scale. If we were chemists, we would be able to
demonstrate scientifically the superiority of these seeds and
their forage for human food and livestock. But we are neither
agronomists nor chemists. And we know nothing but what
we have learned in practice and from the science of others.
We are nothing but simple collectors of documents and
information, but these documents, this information, and our
modest personal experience have formed and fortified our
opinion.
“We believe in soya.”
Appendix (p. 584)–See separate record: Titsing, Isaac.
1824. Bereiding van de Soija [Preparation of soy sauce].
Verhandelingen van het Bataviaasch Genootschap van
Kunsten en Wetenschappen 3:159-60. Address: France.
143. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages: Le soja en
France [The soybean, its chemical composition, varieties,
culture and uses: the soybean in France (Document part)].
Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation 27:561-76. Oct. [Fre]
• Summary: Page 561: “Historical–Buffon [GeorgesLouis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, lived 1707-1778] became
director of the Jardin des Plantes [Royal Garden, also called
Jardin du Roi] in 1739. Shortly thereafter French [Catholic]
missionaries in China sent him specimens and seeds of
most of the important plants of that country. Soybeans or
their seeds were almost certainly among their shipments,
and without being able to prove it, we have no doubt on
this subject. Be that as it may, we have recovered from
the Museum [of Natural History] a sachet which, in 1779,
contained soybean seeds. It bears the following dates of
harvest: 1834, 1836 to 1841, 1843, 1844, 1846, 1847, 1849,
and 1850 to 1855 inclusive. Then 1857 to 1859, 1862, 1865
to 1867, 1870, 1871, 1873, 1874, 1877.
“In fact, soybeans have been cultivated at the Museum
very probably since 1740, certainly in 1779, and more
recently from 1834 to 1880 without interruption. The plant
has always germinated and borne fruit as desired, cultivated
like haricot beans (French green beans), without any
particular problems. It has proved its hardiness and the small
influence which changes in atmospheric conditions have on
it.
“Since 1855, the abundant distribution of soybean seeds
ceaselessly by the Society for Acclimatization, has allowed
soybean agronomic trials to be conducted throughout France.
But it is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain information
about trials made before 1855.
Mr. Blavet, president of the Horticultural Society
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of Etampes, has uncovered an interesting document in a
brochure titled Seance publique de la Societe d’Agriculture
de l’arrondissement d’Etampes (Public session of the
Agricultural Society of Etampes), for the year 1832, page
84. One chapter bears the title “Report by Mr. C. Brun of
Beaumes, member of the Agricultural Society of Etampes,
chevalier of Saint-Louis, doctor on the faculty of sciences
of France, of some agronomic trials conducted by him in
1821, on various species of cereal grains, on his property
of Champ-Rond, near Etampes [Seine-et-Oise], France.”
A final note says: The heat of the summer of 1821 was so
favorable to exotic plants that I saw the following plants bear
fruit abundantly in my outdoor garden at Champ-Rond, near
Etampes: the Dolichos of China (le Dolichos de la Chine;
perhaps wistaria), the soybean (Dolichos Soja), and Dolichos
Lablab (also called hyacinth bean). The Niouelle (?) of
Senegal showed here for the first time its long pods (épis),
etc.” Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that describes the 1821 soybean experiment by Mr. C. Brun
of Beaumes.
“The duty of the Museum, as a public-interest
organization is to distribute seeds, either as a pure gift
or as part of an exchange, to persons who request them.
Undoubtedly, therefore, trials have been made at various
early dates, but we have no record of them.
“Starting in 1855 a large number of participants received
seeds from the Société d’Acclimatation and experimented
with them. Most of these people did not report the results of
their trials, as they were obliged to. Others, however, did,
including Messrs. Vilmorin, Delisse, Lachaume, etc. But
their cultivation did not lead to any progress, so the soybean
was not established a permanent crop in France.
“In 1868 Mr. Chauvin, vice-president of the Society of
Horticulture at Côte-d’Or [a department in eastern France],
cultivated several soybean varieties there, and the culture has
continued there to this day.
“In 1874 the Society of horticulture of Etampes received
soybean seeds from the Society for Acclimatization, and
began experiments that continued until 1880. One can find
them mentioned in the Introduction to the Etampes livestock
reports. Their cultivation is directed with great zeal by Mr.
Blavet, president of the horticultural society of that area.
During the same period, one Dr. H... brought the best
soybean varieties from Japan and cultivated them. He failed
in this trial because his soybeans were late-maturing types.
He then restricted himself to cultivating yellow soybeans
from China. He encountered no more difficulties and he
made Sho [perhaps shoyu, or Japanese-style soy sauce] by
himself for use in his home.
“In 1878 we received seeds of two soybean varieties.
One, from Japan, had white flowers and very pale yellow
seeds with a greenish hue. The other, from China, was yellow
and belonged to the Houang-téou [“yellow soybean”] series;
they were among the seeds received from Mr. Montigny and

other donors, and have been cultivated at the Museum, at
Etampes, at Marseilles, and a little bit all over. (Footnote:
These varieties look a little different on the outside, but their
chemical composition, usage, and cultivation are the same).
“The seeds from Japan give us nice green foliage, but
the plants do not mature their seeds. The Chinese variety
succeeds in France as it does anywhere else.”
In 1879 a yellow variety received directly from China
matured well and was harvested at Marseilles. In 1880
Vilmorin-Andrieux & Company introduced into France one
of the varieties tested by Haberlandt in Austria, which variety
has proven well adapted to French conditions.
On pages 564-65 the author attempts a sober appraisal
as to why a plant with such obvious merits, that has been
known in France for over 140 years, is still virtually
unknown. Established institutions such as the Museum of
Natural History and the government had taken exasperatingly
little interest in aiding the private efforts of the Society to
introduce new plants. Chemical analyses, demonstrating the
nutritional superiority of the soybean, had been lacking until
about 1855, when Mr. Frémy [Fremy] confirmed that the
soybean contained oil. Messrs. Champion and Lhôte have
given an incomplete analysis [published in 1869]. But the
classical books on agricultural chemistry, the works of our
professors, which make known the chemical composition
of the seeds of our typical legumes, omit information on the
soybean. There was a general resistance, especially on the
part of the establishment, to growing new crops and using
new foods. And finally the basic approach of the Society in
introducing soya first and foremost as a human food was
questioned.
“Our point of departure has not been successful. Soya
has been presented simply as a new legume. But it is more
difficult to cook than other legumes. The flavor is good,
but not superior. Fresh, it takes lots of time to shell. Dry, it
requires pre-soaking for 24 hours in water that is not hard.
If one is ignorant of its nutritive properties, there would be
little incentive to grow it, and one would keep growing the
traditional legumes instead.
“The people of Austria-Hungary have been wiser.
Having already acquired incontestable proof of the value
of soya for livestock fodder, they have no other objectives.
They seem at the very least to have considered as secondary
the utilization of soya for human nutrition. Therefore as soon
as they had enough seed, they cultivated large areas, while
we were still cultivating the furrows between the rows in the
kitchen garden for use as food.
“The seeds will soon be found in all the good markets
of southern Germany. The small farmer will then find them
(soybeans) all around him at low prices. In eating them, he
will find himself strengthened. Then he, in turn, will plant
them himself.”
Varieties (p. 565-66): In 1878, Japan, China, and the
Dutch East Indies presented all their varieties of soybeans
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at our Universal Exposition in Vienna. We think that there
are more than 30 varieties of soybeans. Let the Society for
Acclimatization and Messrs. Vilmorin, Andrieux, etc. get us
seeds and we will plant them all. Then we will find among
them, perhaps, some early varieties, to add to those we know.
Cultivation (p. 566-56).
Utilization (p. 567-71): We believe it has already been
demonstrated that the cultivation of soybeans is easy, that
its fecundity is great, and that its chemical composition is
superior. Then why have they not been cultivated for the past
10 years?
We tried to introduce soya as a food plant for the garden
rather than as a fodder and oilseed. We started where we
should have finished. If we persist in this direction we shall
fail. Soya will fall back into oblivion, while in southern
Germany, the Danube provinces, central Russia, and Italy, it
will soon be widely grown and serve as a source of riches.
Accessory uses (p. 571): The soybean is used to make
miso (le miso), shoyu (le shoyu), Chinese-style soy sauce (le
tsiang-yeou [jiangyou]), the tofu (le tô-fu) of the Japanese,
the tofu (le téou-fou) of the Chinese, fermented black
soybeans (le téou-che [douchi]), and soy coffee (le café de
Soja). We have always said that the shoyu of the Japanese is
excellent, whereas the soy sauce of the Chinese is inferior (p.
571).
In the middle of page 571 and near the bottom of page
572 the term fromage de soja is used to refer to tofu.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term fromage de soja to
refer to tofu.
Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in France, or the cultivation of soybeans in
France (very probably in 1740, certainly in 1779). The
source of these soybeans was French missionaries in China.
(Continued). Address: France.
144. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages: M.P. Olivier
Lecq nous adress une lettre... [The soybean, its chemical
composition, varieties, culture and uses: Letter from Mr.
P. Olivier Lecq (Document part)]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 27:567-71. Oct. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The writer believes that the main use for
soybeans in France will be as fodder and as a source of oil,
with the straw being fed to livestock. When soy is widely
cultivated, it will be widely researched.
Its accessory uses will come later, in due time. We will
make the Shoyu of Japan, which is excellent and which
supplements the juice from meats. We shall make tofu (téoufou), a cheese whose flavor does not appeal to Europeans but
that children will eat in its fresh state and will go on eating as
they grow into adults.
Mr. Olivier Lecq (p. 568), the writer, is an agronomic
engineer from Templeuve, in the department of Nord, located

in the far north of France, about 209 km (130 miles) northnortheast of Paris on the border with Belgium. Templeuve is
a tiny town about 15 km (9 miles) west of Lille (the capital
of Nord) and about midway between Tournai and Roubaix.
Mr. Paillieux notes that this letter which he received is of
great importance.
Mr. Lecq writes: “As I have already had the honor to tell
you, I have pursued the cultivation of the soybean (du Soja)
only from the viewpoint of feed for animals. Cultivating
this plant for the first year, I was unable to conduct trials,
and I believe I must rely on the trials made at Séclowitz
[Seelowitz], in Moravia. Here is what Mr. Jules Robert told
me about the soybean.”
“’In 1879 the soybean (le Soja) gave me, at maturity,
1,873 kg of beans per hectare and 400 kg of straw. Another
part, cut before maturity, gave me 10,500 kg of half-dry hay,
ready to be ensiled. (This harvest was relatively poor.) This
hay, of which I send you a sample, was mixed with maize
and millet... The soya constitutes one-fifth of this mixture,
in order to enrich the mass with nitrogenous materials. It
is important that the pods be well developed. All the plants
must have lost at least 50% of their weight while being dried
for hay. When the mass has been well compacted by humans,
and if possible by horses, and has been completely covered
with 40 cm of soil, it will begin to generate its own heat,
turn brown, and again sink down to about half its volume–
at which point it will have the appearance and odor of the
sample you have.
“It is important that the piling up be done layer by layer,
if these plants, which have such a large mass, are to obtain
the desired high temperature.
“If the silo is dug down into the earth to a depth of 1
meter, it is a good idea to have the pile rise 1.5 meters above
ground level, so that the total mass, after settling, barely rises
above ground level, as if to form a rounded roof.
The best dirt in which to dig a sunken silo is clay with a
plastic quality. It would be appropriate to pat the sides with
the back of a spade that has been wetted if the weather is dry
in order to polish the surface, and to prevent the action of air
and the passage of water.
An illustration (p. 569) shows the shape and dimensions
of the excavated silo, and the soil covering the silage. The
circular pit is 3 meters in diameter at the top and 2 meters in
diameter at the bottom, 1 meter below ground level.
A table (p. 569) gives the composition of the forage:
Water 8.6%, fatty materials 2.33%, cellulose 43.94%,
proteinaceous substances 8.75%, ash 8.80%, and other
27.56% (“extractive substances” or substances extractives,
probably starch).
This analysis was made at the agricultural laboratory of
the prince of Schwarzenberg, at Lobositz (Bohemia).
I am unable to give you the loss in weight which results
following the end of the fermentation. I will determine that at
the time of my ensilage (mes ensilages) of 1880. Thirty oxen
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which were being fattened were nourished from this mixture
whose composition was shown above. A second table (p.
570) shows the average weight of each ox: On Feb. 1, 633
kg each. On March 1, 654 kg. And on April 1 690 kg. A third
table (p. 570) shows the ration of six ingredients given to
each animal during February, March, and April. In February
it was: Natural hay 3 kg. Brown hay (foin brun = silage) 5
kg. Corn flour (farine de maïs) 1 kg. Peelings of beetroots
(cossettes de betteraves = mangel-wurzel). Chopped straw 6
kg. And salt 80 gm.
Olivier Lecq continues: In a letter of Sept. 10, Mr.
Robert told me: ‘I am recognizing more and more the great
nutritive value of the forage conserved in silos in which the
soybean constitutes about 20%. I increasingly appreciate
the importance of this plant from the viewpoint of feeding
animals, as we wait for it to be used in human nutrition.’
More nourishing than hay, less exposed to the falling
rain and the attacks of insects, the soybean (le Soja) in its
green state but with pods formed, gave me a harvest of
30,000 kg. I mixed it with green alfalfa (luzerne), grass, and
maize. I wouldn’t dare to give the soybean by itself; I would
be afraid of over-exciting the animals with a feed that would
be too concentrated.’
One hectare would, therefore, suffice to feed 100 steers
for 30 days. 10 kg of this concentrated forage have produced
the same effect as 5 kg of maize flour. These 10 kg cost 25
centimes, whereas the 5 kg of maize flour cost at least 1
franc [100 centimes, or 4 times as much].
This, sir, is the information I can give you on soybeans
cultivated for the purpose of feeding animals.
I cannot yet give you information on my own crop. I
don’t yet have much of it, about 3 ares [1 are = 100 square
meters], since it did not come up as well as desired. I have
some very strong plants and others that are weaker because I
had to fill in the gaps by replanting during the drought.
I believe one can compare the soybean with the grape
vine for the heat that is necessary for its maturation. I believe
that soya requires even less heat–if I can judge by what
happened in my case.
One cannot be sure of being able to harvest the beans
each year in the department of Nord, but 90% of the time one
should be able to.
This crop should, therefore, be encouraged, because
even in when it doesn’t mature, the soybean will still provide
an abundance of very nutritious and beneficial forage, and
it will leave the soil in excellent condition for the following
crop. Address: France.
145. Mene, Édouard. 1880. Des productions végétales du
Japon [The vegetable products of Japan]. Bulletin de la
Societe d’Acclimatation 27:644-66. Nov. [3 soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is part of a longer article, published
in several issues, which is an excellent review of earlier
publications and work. This part begins with a section on

legumes. Among the legumes discussed are Vicia Faba
(sora mame, otafuku mame, okakura mame), Dolichos
unguiculatus (sasaghe [sasage, present name: Vigna
unguiculata (L.) Walp. subsp. unguiculata], incl. Jin-roku
Sasaghe, Yuhuté Sasaghe, Heritori-yu- roku-Sasaghe),
Canavalia (nata-mame = C. incurva [sword bean], shironata mame = C. lineata), Haricot (Phaseolus vulgaris,
incl. Ingen mame and azuki {Phaseolus radiatus var.
subtrilobata}), sesame, etc. The author saw samples on
display at the Japanese Ministry of Agriculture and at the
Exposition at Champ-de-Mars in France.
“Soy sauce (Le Shoyu) (p. 648-49): This condiment,
so appreciated by the Japanese, had samples displayed is
the class of fermented beverages. It is often made with
wheat flour and beans (haricots), but more often with boiled
soybeans (pois).
“Chinese Soye or Soya (Le Soye ou Soya chinois) is the
same condiment, but more especially made with red beans
(haricots rouges). Note 1. Clearly the author did not realize
that soy sauce is made from soybeans (not from haricot
beans or peas, nor from azuki beans).
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the words Le Soye or Soya
Chinois to refer to soy sauce.
“In Canton, it is made in the following way: the red
beans are cooked in water for one hour; thrown in a sieve
and drained; next the beans are sprinkled with wheat flour
and carefully spread out on a wood plank that is put in
a warm and humid place that favors the development of
considerable mold; after four or five days the mold is taken
off and the beans, after having been dried in the sun for 24
or 48 hours, are washed in cold water; salt and water are
added, and the mixture is exposed to the sun for two weeks.
It is then boiled for half an hour, adding for flavor a bit of
star anise, regular anise, and orange peel; the mixture is then
filtered through a basket and finally bottled as Soya.”
There follows a short section titled “Peas” (Pois, Pisum
sativum), including Endo mame. Next comes a detailed but
somewhat confused discussion of soybeans (Pois oléagineux,
Soja hispida) and a listing (often repetitive) of many
different types and colors, as follows (p. 649-50): “There was
also a variety of soybeans (Pois oléagineux, Soja hispida), an
early soybean (mamé), one with large hanging pods covered
with red hairs, and one with large, yellowish-white seeds.
“The principal varieties of Soja and Soja hispida
indicated in the watercolors of the Tokyo Bureau of
agriculture were: 1. Soja with white flowers, a yellowishwhite bean of medium size with white pods. 2. Early green
Soja, a large yellowish-white bean with large pods covered
with red hairs. 3. Soja blanc, with large yellowish-white
seeds. 4. Grand Soja blanc, a large, yellowish-white bean
with rather long greenish pods. 5. Green Soja, a yellowishwhite bean of medium size with little green pods and the
stem scattered with brown hairs. 6. Kinoshita-mame, a small
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yellow bean with little hairy pods. 7. Red Soja, a red bean
of medium size with green, velvety leaves and red flowers.
8. Black Soja, a black medium-sized bean. 9. Kouro-hiro
mame, a large black oval bean [kouro = kuro = black]. There
are also varieties called: 10. Awo-mame, a large, greenishwhite bean [awo = ao = green]. 11. Shiro-mame, Kuromame, Kuro-kake mame, Kinname (Glycine soja), Kouringa,
and Ichia-mame.
“In the collection of beans at the Exposition of Champ
de Mars the following soybeans were found: 12. Daizu (Soja
hispida), a round yellowish bean of medium size. 13. Shirodaizu, a large yellowish bean [shiro = white]. 14. Oshirodaizu, a very large yellowish bean, twice the size of Shirodaizu. 15. Akayendo, a medium-sized yellowish bean. 16.
Awo-mame, a large, greenish-white bean (variety of Glycine).
17. Aokuro-daizu, a large greenish bean speckled with black.
18. Thya-iro-mame, a large, reddish-brown bean (variety of
Glycine) [Thya-iro = cha-iro = brown]. 19. Shiro-mame, a
white bean speckled with grey (variety of Glycine). 20. Akadaizu, a large red bean [aka = red]... 21. Kouro-daizu, a large
black bean.”
Near the end of this subsection we read (p. 651): “In
China, an oil is extracted (on extrait) from soybeans (pois
oléagineux, literally ‘oil peas’); it is used for both cooking
and illumination. The green or black peas are often used
to color rice wine. Mixed with beans (haricots) and wheat,
they form the base for the manufacture of soy sauce and of
tofu (this latter condiment is composed of two species of
boiled beans). With soybean seeds (Avec les graines de Soja)
the Japanese also prepare a sort of pap (bouillie) which for
them takes the place of butter and which they call Miso. The
leaves and branches of the soybean serve to nourish goats
and sheep.” Address: France.
146. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1880. Prix courant général
de graines, 1880-1881 [General current prices seeds, 18801881]. Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. See p. 30, 35. Dec.
[Fre]
• Summary: On page 30, a large (non-original) illustration
by Thiebault at the bottom of the page shows a soybean plant
(Soja hispida) with many pods clustered around the stem,
and a cluster of 7 pods to the upper left of the plant. Under
“Soja hispida” we are told to see p. 45 for more information.
Note: This illustration appeared earlier in Carrière 1880
(April 1).
In the section the titled “Non-grain forages, forage roots,
etc. (Fourrages non graminées, racines-fourrages, etc.”),
the soy bean is listed on page 45 as follows: “Soja hispida.
Pois oléagineux. (Nouv.) (V. Suppt. 1879-1880).” Meaning:
Soybean (New) (See Supplement to 1879-80 catalog). Price:
70 francs per 100 kg, or 0.80 francs per kg. Address: Quai de
la Mégisserie, 4 (ancien 30) [Paris, France].
147. Anderegg, F. 1880. Verschiedene Mittheilungen:

Soja-Bohne [Various communications: The soybean].
Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift (“Die
Gruene”) 8(1):100-01. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “The undersigned received in the year 1877
from Prof. Haberlandt in Vienna the pleasant assignment,
to establish in our local canton’s experimental nursery,
the first cultivation station in Switzerland for the soybean,
which Prof. Haberlandt had acclimatized from Japan and
China. Subsequently, in the first year, the yields exceeded
all expectations, and the results of other experiment stations
in Austria, Hungary, Steiermark, etc. showed themselves
to be equally favorable. In 1878, in the interest of this new
crop plant and its dissemination, he [Haberlandt] gave
some private individuals and various canton governments
[in Switzerland] small quantities of seeds for experimental
planting in 1879, in places such as: Zurich, Bern, Lucerne,
Glarus, Solothurn, St. Gallen, Thurgau, Aargau, BaselLand (Baselland), Vaud (Waadt), Tessin (Ticino, canton in
Switzerland), and Genf (Geneva).
“In order to establish very definite guiding principles
in the cultivation and profitability, the undersigned [Prof.
Anderegg] would be very grateful if you would send him of
the results of your cultivation for a report [that he intends to
write].
“The plant seems increasingly to be gaining ground,
and is already planted to good advantage in large quantities
in other countries for use as a food- and fodder plant. Thus
it is all the more necessary, based on these local results,
to recommend the general introduction of this plant to our
farmers.
Thur, 16 Jan. 1880, Prof. F. Anderegg. Address: Thur
[Chur], Switzerland.
148. Schneebeli, H. 1880. Die Soja-Bohne [The soybean].
Schweizerische Landwirthschaftliche Zeitschrift (“Die
Gruene”) 8(1):74-82. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: As the reader of this journal will recall, in the
February 1897 issue of this publication Prof. Krämer offered
to the employees of the journal at that time to send seeds of
this new crop plant that he had bred, without profit and free
of cost, so that they could plant and test them. He hoped to
be able to write a short report concerning the results.
Use was made of this offer to a rather broad extent, and
several reports were sent in. The purpose of this paper is to
compile their contents, and provide a short conclusion and
resume.
1. Mr. A. Kraft in Schaffhausen [in the far north of
Switzerland] made the first planting of his soybeans in midApril, and the second at the beginning of May. Details of the
planting are given.
The black variety became rank (bekam Ranken), grew
tendrils and had to be raised off the ground with twigs. In
mid-October they began to ripen, and at the end of October
the plants were pulled from the ground, roots and all, and
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placed in the loft or attic to dry. The yellow variety gave
the best yield of seeds, returning 200-220 seeds for each
one planted. Next came the brown variety, with a 180200-fold return, while the black variety gave a much lower
yield because it did not ripen completely. There were no
significant differences to be observed between the second
and third generations of seeds planted in Switzerland,
although the yields of the latter were slightly larger. After the
pods were removed, there was extensive damage from mice.
Concerning use of the beans, Mr. Kraft soaked them for 12
hours in warm water then cooked them for about 2 hours
until they were completely soft; they made a very delicious
dish. But he placed great value upon it as a coffee substitute;
the taste of the coffee that was made from it was supposed
to be really pleasant. The report closed with the words, “The
cultivation of this plant cannot be recommended highly
enough.”
2. Mr. Seiler-Barth, high school teacher in Stein am
Rhein (canton of Schaffhausen, Switzerland), planted seeds
(which he had obtained from Mr. J. Hansel in Marburg
[Steiermark, Austria]) on April 30. 3. Mr. Heinrich Abt in
Buenzen (canton of Aargau) planted yellow, brown, and
black seeds on May 16. A table shows his yields of seed
and straw for each variety. 4. Mr. D. Eggenberger, a teacher
in Werdenberg (canton of St. Gallen [in far northeast
Switzerland]) planted his yellow and brown soybeans
(Sojabohne) on 23 April and 13 May intercropped with
potatoes and corn (pflanzte die Sojabohne als Zwischenkultur
in Kartoffeln und Mais), and some alone. Yields are given.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2020) that
mentions the use of soybeans for intercropping, in this case
with potatoes and corn.
5. Mr. H. Näff of Felsegg bei Niederuzwyl (canton of St.
Gallen) planted black, yellow, and brown varieties on May
20.
6. Mr. Brunner, a gardener in Niederuzwyl (St. Gallen)
planted yellow soybeans on May 6. 7. Mr. Leon de Werra
in Leuk (canton of Wallis / Valais [southwest Switzerland])
planted soybeans on April 24 and May 12. 8. The Bernese
E-correspondent of this journal (compare with no. 1 d. F.)
remarked on the fruitfulness of the yellow variety, which
gave a 120-150-fold yield. He recommended this plant
highly. The article concludes with a 2-page summary of the
results. Address: Landwirtschaftslehrer im Strickhof (Zurich)
[Instructor in Agriculture].
149. Weiske, H.; Dehmel, B.; Schulze, B. 1880.
Futterausnutzungsversuche mit Sojabohnen-Stroh und
Schalen [Fodder utilization trials with soybean straw
and hulls]. Jahresbericht ueber die Fortschritte auf dem
Gesammtgebiete der Agricultur-Chemie (Berlin) 2:339, 44344. For the year 1879. New series. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a summary of an article by the same
authors with the same title published in 1879 in: Journal für

Landwirtschaft 27(4):511-20. Address: Proskau.
150. Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation. 1881. Le Haéteou ou Hei-teou. Graine chinoise nouvellement importee en
France--Projets d’essais de son acclimatation [The soybean.
New Chinese grain imported into France. Trials for its
acclimatization]. 28:173-83. Meeting of Jan. 26. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. To whom we owe
the discovery and sending of two sacks of black soybeans.
2. Latitude and temperature of Chihli province (TchéLy)–Its production, almost the same as ours. 3. Description
of black soybeans.–Its chemical composition.–Its use. 4.
Cultivation and sowing of black soybeans.–How to care
for it as a seedling.–Harvest. 5. Preparation that the beans
ought to receive before being given to horses. 6. High-level
agreements supporting our efforts to do acclimatization
testing. 7. Our sending of the seed and this notice.–Some
recommendations.
Introduction: We have tried to prove in a preceding
article that it was an error to believe that oats were the
only grain suitable to feed horses, and we have cited some
striking examples of its partial and even total replacement
by corn (maïs) and barley. But our true goal was to speak of
a Chinese seed appearing much richer in nutrients than oats
and used in the feed of Chinese horses, two sacks of which
we imported from China itself to test its cultivation and
acclimatization in France. Upon the arrival of the awaited
two sacks, we will publish information about this seed
entirely new to France, and we will distribute the information
and seed after having taken out some beforehand for the
Minister of Agriculture, Minister of War, the prefects (French
government officials) of Saône-et-Loire and of l’Ain, and the
Omnibus Company of Paris, to whom we had offered some
[seeds], and who eagerly accepted our offer. Even further,
we will reproduce the response that we have received from
the Minister of Agriculture and a part of our correspondence
with the Omnibus Company of Paris.
1. In reading a book on Chili published last year by
R.P. Leboucq, a French Jesuit missionary in the region, we
learned of the existence and usage of black soybeans by
the Chinese. We wrote to R.P. Leboucq, who had recently
returned to France for health reasons, to obtain sacks of this
black soybean, and he immediately wrote to his colleague
R.P. de Becquevort in China who purchased two sacks of
choice seed after the last harvest. He sent us these, along
with information on the cultivation and use of the seed
learned from an able Chinese farmer.
2. The latitude of Chihli differs little from Spain’s, but
its terrain is not the same, being an immense plain with sand
dunes. It is colder in winter (-15 to -20ºC) and warmer in
summer (38 to 40ºC). The province, the poorest in China,
produces cereals, exactly the same ones as in Europe,
legumes, vegetables, and fruits.
3. R.P. Leboucq writes in his book that black soybeans
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promptly energize domesticated animals and make them
slow to fatigue. He adds: A ration of black soybeans,
provided that they have been lightly steamed beforehand,
suffices to galvanize the least vigorous horse. He further
recommends it for the feed of army horses and for Norman
breeders since it is less expensive and more nutritious than
oats.
Excerpts from the letters of R.P. Leboucq and R.P. de
Becquevort continue: The nutritious qualities of the black
soybean make the Chinese regard it as the best feed for
horses. It replaces oats for them and appears to produce the
same effect. Horses fed these beans have a shiny coat and a
healthy and vigorous aspect.
The Chinese mix the ration of beans with the cut straw
that fills the horses’ manger; they do the same when they
give [wheat] bran and other grains to their other animals.
The addition of white or red sorghum has no other point than
to augment the ration of black soybeans without raising the
price too much. Red sorghum is less expensive than white:
that’s the only reason it is preferred.
Black soybeans are also used, before complete maturity,
to feed the Chinese, who, in addition, make oil for burning
in lamps (l’huile à brûler) from it. R.P. Leboucq adds: ‘This
black soybean has almost the virtue of coffee; many times
I have grilled and ground some of it. The bitterness alone
prevented me from using it, but I could convince myself of
its stimulating effects. In addition, it is restorative.’
Finally, black soybeans are also used in the feed of oxen.
While in China, R.P. Leboucq himself tested the
preference of horses for black soybeans, presenting some
imported English horses with both a ration of oats and of
soybeans. The horses ate the soybeans and left the oats.
Two tables (p. 177) from a report from 1879 by
Grandeau and Leclerc show the nutritional composition of
oats and establish a rational price for them, based on their
composition, in centimes/kg. Address: France.
151. Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation. 1881. Le Haéteou ou Hei-teou. Graine chinoise nouvellement importee en
France--Projets d’essais de son acclimatation [The soybean.
New Chinese grain imported into France. Trials for its
acclimatization]. 28:173-83. Jan. 26. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Continued: 5. Describes how to cook the
soybeans before giving them to horses and to oxen. R.P. de
Becquevort makes a few suggestions to improve this process,
such as steaming rather than boiling the beans and mixing
them with straw while still warm to make a more palatable
feed.
6. Contains two letters, the first from the Minister of
Agriculture and Commerce, P. Tirard, wherein he readily
accepts the soybean samples offered by the Society for
Acclimatization and agrees to grow them. The second letter
states that the General Omnibus Company of Paris, service
of the cavalry and of forage, will do tests of the soybean

in the middle, east, and west of France and also at the
Company’s own farm.
7. “We will send free the seed and some copies of this
journal not only to our friends and acquaintances, at least
to those whose zeal and specialization we can count on, but
still as a testament of our feelings of recognition about the
administration of the Cultivateur, some lots of seed to its
subscribers who, as such, will take the trouble to write us
at our address: ‘Faivre, banquier, à Beaume (Côté d’Or).’
In any case, we desire that we are not constrained to give
receipts [of each letter]; we hold besides that our subscribers
not occupy themselves whatsoever with our little expenses
that we intend to bear alone.”
The Society then makes recommendations to plant the
beans in many spots in a garden, during different times of the
year, using fecal fertilizer.
In exchange for its generosity, the Society asks that
each person receiving seeds write after the next harvest with
his/her results and observations which it will collect and
publish next February before the full-field trials of soybeans.
Address: France.
152. Wiener Hausfrauen-Zeitung (Vienna). 1881.
Fragekasten [Readers’ questions]. 7(5):34-35, col. 2. Jan. 30.
[Ger]
• Summary: Regarding No. 21. Use of the Soybean.
(Sojabohne.) After it has previously been soaked for 24
to 48 hours, it can be used for human nutrition either as
a vegetable au gratin (abgeschmalzen) or else treated
as a salad. To what extent it is suitable as a canned food
(Conserve) for the provisioning of laborers, the army, and the
navy can only be determined through experience. But already
at this time, a spicy sauce that is prepared from the seeds
which serves as an ingredient in meat dishes is frequently
brought to Europe. According to remarks by competent
experts, the soybean (Soja) as a fodder plant is more valuable
than any other legume. The dried straw can be used for sheep
and as litter (Einstreu), although as green fodder, the soybean
is less worthy of recommendation.
Bienne [name of respondent]
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
153. Wein, Ernst. 1881. Die Sojabohne als Feldfrucht [The
soybean as a crop]. Journal fuer Landwirtschaft 29:1-50.
Supplement (Ergänzungsheft). Also numbered p. 563-613. A
50-page supplement at the end of volume 29. Apparently also
published as a monograph in 1887 in Berlin. [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This work, which draws heavily on the research
of Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt, contains practical instructions
for the farmer who wants to grow soybeans and offers a
compilation of current research findings.
This work (p. 565) is dedicated to Dr. Julius Lehmann,
Royal Professor and Director of the Central Bavarian
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Agricultural Research Station.
Contents: 1. Characteristics of the soybean (Soja) and its
varieties (p. 3-5). 2. General suggestions for the cultivation,
growth, care, harvest etc. of the soybeans (Sojabohnen) (p.
5-9). Tables show (for yellow soybeans): Emergence of 100
soybeans at various dates in May and June based on depth of
planting (p. 7). Depth of planting, weight of the seeds of 100
plants, weight of the straw of 100 plants, and weight of 100
seeds (p. 7).
3. Chemical composition of the soybean plant. Tables
give the composition, including maximum and minimum
values, of the following varieties, based in part on earlier
published sources:
(1) Soja hispida tumida, Var. pallida, yellow soybean
(16 sources, including Senff, Schwackhöfer-Vienna {original
from Mongolia & China}, Zulkovski-Brünn, SchröderNapagedl, Portele-St. Michele, Caplan-Vienna, Blaskovics,
Vienna harvested 1878 & 1879, maximum, minimum,
average. Water 9.49% {range 6.69 to 15.20%}. Proteins
34.30% {range 25.94 to 40.19%}. Fat 17.67% {range
16.21 to 20.53%}. Nitrogen-free extracts 28.44% {24.61 to
34.59%}. Crude fiber 4.79% {range 4.37 to 5.58%}. Ash /
minerals 5.31% {range 4.45 to 8.82%}).
(2) Soja hispida tumida, Var. castanea, brown soybean
(8 sources). (3) Soja hispida tumida, Var. atrosperma, black
round soybean (2 sources). (4) Soja hispida platycarpa,
Var. melanosperma, black oblong soybean (2 sources).
Also: (5) Composition of five legumes: peas, beans, lupin,
yellow soybean, brown soybean. (6) Composition of straw
(5 sources, incl. Schwachöfer of Vienna, Caplan of Vienna,
Weiske of Proskau). (7) Composition of soybean pods
(Hülsen) (4 sources). (8) Comparison of the composition of
soybean pods and straw with the composition of wheat hay,
pea straw, bean straw, and lupin straw based on data from E.
Wolff’s tables. (9) Composition of the ash of soybean straw
based on data from Schwachöfer of Vienna.
4. What yields can be expected from the soybean and
which varieties (yellow, brown, or black) are suited to
cultivation? Weight of 100 seeds (those planted and those
harvested): Soja pallida (15.37 gm / 16.39 gm). Soja castanea
(13.81 gm / 13.78 gm). Soja atrosperma (12.26 gm / 11.44
gm). Soja melanosperma (9.19 gm / 7.93 gm). 5. How do
soybean yields compare with those of other legumes? 6.
What fixed position or rank does the soybean claim in the
achievement of maximum yield, and how does one obtain
the best seed stock (as for next year’s planting). 7. Soil and
manuring (Düngung, including fertilizer trials with Chili
saltpetre / saltpeter [nitrate of soda or sodium nitrate from
Chile] {Chilisalpeter} and sulphate of ammonia / ammonium
sulfate {schwefelsaures Ammoniak}). Note: Regular saltpeter
is potassium nitrate.
8. Animals and parasites that harm the soybean. 9. Is the
cultivation of soybeans in Germany to be recommended? 10.
Utilization of soya (p. 42). 11. Summary of the main results

and closing words.
Soya is a superior fodder material. Haberlandt organized
field trials in all parts of the Austro-Hungarian empire and
many surrounding countries. It should be noted that the
introduction of this fodder plant to Germany, primarily
in Bavaria, was undertaken by Professors Braungart in
Weihenstephan [near Munich; planted March 1878] and
Lehmann in Munich. Unfortunately, there was bad weather
during the early years of attempted introduction.
Concerning harvesting: If you can pull out the plants
easily by hand, which is possible when the soil is soft, this
is the best way to harvest them. If that is not possible, you
can take them out with instruments / tools (Instrumenten),
which enable you to cut the plants close to the ground, since
soybeans have very low pods (Früchte)–7-9 cm above the
ground. For this reason you should not use mowing machines
(Mähmaschinen), based on the experience they have had in
Hungarian-Altenburg with large-scale cultivation.
The author gives original analyses of the nutritional
composition of various soybeans, including oblong black
soybeans grown in Munich, Germany, and at the Agronomic
Institute in Paris, France.
Section headings include: Is the soybean recommended
for cultivation in Germany? Use of the soybean. Miso paste
and a brew, the sooju. Preparation of shoyu taken from
Haberlandt.
Professor Hecke of Vienna gave the following recipe
for the preparation of a puree (Purée): Take 1 part soy
meal (Sojamehl; probably whole soy flour) or soy grits
(Sojaschrot; probably finely cracked whole soybeans or
coarsely-ground whole soy flour) and 2 parts fresh potatoes.
Cook each separately, then mix to form stiff paste. Add salt
and braised (geschmorte) onions. The addition of fat and
milk is unnecessary since the soybeans contain lots of fat
and protein. This dish tastes excellent, like Hecke said (Wein
1881). Franz Mark of Budapest proposed the use of soybean
as a coffee substitute. Blaskovics was a soy bean pioneer in
Europe (Wein 1888).
Note 1. This material was also published as a book in
1881 by Verlag Paul Parey in Berlin. Ted Hymowitz got a
copy from Prof. Dietrich Werner, a German interested in
soybean history.
Note 2. The author uses two words, Soja and Sojabohne,
to refer to the soybean.
Note 3. This is the 2nd earliest German-language
document seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the word Sojamehl to
refer to what is probably whole (full-fat) soy flour. Address:
Munich, Germany.
154. Cultivateur de Saône-et-Loire, de l’Ain et de la Loire.
1881. Le Haé-Téou ou Hei-Teou [Feeding black soybeans to
horses]. No. 37. Feb. 1. [Fre]*
• Summary: In a letter to Mr. Faivre, Mr. Müntz writes: “I
am interested in the acclimatization of this plant in France,
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and I hope that your laudable efforts will be crowned with
success. This seed is a very concentrated source of nutrients
and, in this respect, it seems to me, should play an important
role.”
See Faivre (1882) for a good summary.
Note: We have added a map (from Wikipedia) showing
the location of Saône-et-Loire in France.
155. Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation. 1881. Extraits
des procés-verbaux des séances de la société. Cinquième
section. Séance du 8 Février 1881 [Excerpts of verbal
proceedings from meetings of the society. Fifth section.
Meeting of 8 Feb. 1881]. 28:310-11. Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: “M. Paillieux let it be known that M. Jules
Robert, president of the Austrian sugar manufacturers and a
grower on an immense property in Moravia, has harvested
120,000 kilograms of soy forage; these samples will be
featured in the next cattle show. Next the section will be
seeing these dispatched to the Palace of Industry.” Address:
France.
156. Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation. 1881. Extraits
des procés-verbaux des séances de la société. Séance
générale du 4 Février 1881 [Excerpts of verbal proceedings
from meetings of the society. General meeting of 4 Feb.
1881]. 28:154-64. Feb. See p. 158-60. [Fre]
• Summary: The Secretary General, M. Geoffroy SaintHillaire, who is presiding at this meeting, placed on the table
some black soybean seeds which were sent by Mr. Lavalard,
an administrator at the Omnibus General Company, which
is charged with the direction of the cavalry and its forages.
These seeds are accompanied by the following extract of a
letter written by a correspondent of Mr. Lavalard.
“Paris, 2 Feb. 1881. In the province of Chihli (Tchély),
in China, two species of forage grains are cultivated, named
Tsin-Téou and Hei-Téou (white and black peas [actually
soybeans]). When these are fed to domestic animals, they
readily put on weight and become resistant to fatigue. A peck
[picotin, about 8 gallons or 8.8 liters] of black soybeans,
provided it has been lightly cooked with steam, is sufficient
to energize the least energetic runner. It is surprising that one
has never tried to acclimatize the black soybean to Europe.
This seed, less costly and more nourishing than oats, would
be a valuable resource for horses.
“Chihli is at the same latitude as Spain, however the
temperature is much different.
“The black soybean (Le Hei-Téou) has almost the same
virtues as coffee. Several times, I have roasted then ground
them; only the bitterness keeps me from using them every
day. But I am convinced of their stimulating effect. What’s
more, it is restorative and refreshing (p. 158).
“The nutritive qualities of the black soybean are
considered by the Chinese to be the best available for horses.
For the Chinese, soya replaces oats, and appears to produce

the same effect on horses. They develop a shiny coat of hair
and the appearance of health and vigor.
“The black soybean is also used in the diet of the
Chinese. In addition, they make from it an oil used for
burning...
“When the soybean is used for a draft ox, it is ground in
a mill then soaked in warm water.
Mr. Lavalard adds: “All that I just communicated to you
from the letter of my correspondent will seem rather exact,
when you read the attached analysis [in tabular form] that I
asked Mr. Muentz [Müntz] to conduct: Water 10.14%, ash
5.18%, oil (Graisse) 17.00%, nitrogen (Azote) 5.87%, protein
36.67%, cellulose 6.00%. Nitrogen-free extract, about 25%.
Mr. Geoffroy Saint-Hillaire observes that the
information contained in this letter permits us to recognize
easily that the Hei-Téou is a type of soybean (une espèce de
Soja). He adds that Mr. Paillieux, to whom the seeds have
been submitted, thinks that this type differs from those he
has been able to study previously.
“According to notes published in the Bulletin agricole
de la Cochinchine [sic, Bulletin du Comite Agricole et
Industriel de la Cochinchine] (1878), by Mr. Corroy,
Director of the Botanical Garden in Saigon, he has some
reservations about accepting the information given about the
black soybean. However, it still remains established than the
soybean is one of the richest foods, and it is important to try
to propagate this plant (p. 159).
“Mr. Paillieux speculates that Mr. Corroy was stopped in
the use of soybeans because of the difficulty he encountered
in establishing its possible uses. ‘As for the information I
gave about this plant, adds our colleague, I got it from the
Abbot (l’abbé) [Armand] David, who, during his long trips
through China, saw horses and mules fed solely with black
soybeans, and attested that this diet suited them perfectly’”
(p. 160). Address: France.
157. Organov, N. 1881. Soya ili maslichnyi gorokh (Soja
hispida *) [Soybean or oil-bearing plant (Soja hispida
*)]. Trudy Imperatorskago Vol’nago Ekonomicheskago
Obshchestva, St. Petersburg (Transactions of the Imperial
Free Economic Society) 1(2):184-198. Feb. [3 ref. Rus]
• Summary: The asterisk in the title refers to a footnote (p.
184) which states: Some call this plant “Chinese beans”; in
Austria they call them “Haberlandt’s beans.” Haberlandt
is responsible for the successful cultivation of such useful
soybeans in Germany. Thanks to Haberlandt, soybeans also
became known in Russia. In 1877, Haberlandt sent about
50 soybeans to I.G. Podoba; from these soybeans we have
already (1881) obtained 15 pounds of soybeans. This article
is based on a brochure by Haberlandt [his superb book, Die
Sojabohne, 1878], plus the scarce information from the
Russian agricultural literature.
The origin of the soybean is in Asia (India, China,
Japan, Mongolia). Large quantities of numerous varieties
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are cultivated there. Soybeans are also grown in the
Caucasus, Tunisia, and Algeria, as well as in southern and
central Europe. Many attempts have been made to cultivate
soybeans in Europe, but more were unsuccessful. Attempts
were made in: Hohenheim [Germany]–unsuccessful.
Bamberg [southern Germany], by Dr. A. Rauch, who
obtained the seeds from their native country–unsuccessful.
Germany, by Carl Berndt, using seeds from Shanghai–
unsuccessful. France, where soybeans are more commonly
known as pois oleagineux. 1872–During the Franco-Prussian
War [1870-1872, France lost], Sergeant Otto Wehrman found
soybeans in the botanical garden of Montigny near Metz
and brought them to Germany, where in 1875 attempts to
cultivate them were again made.
In 1877 Prof. Haberlandt (Austria) cultivated soybeans
received from Capodistria in Istrien [Istria or Istrian
Peninsula; as of 2003 divided between Croatia and, at its
base, Slovenia]. In Istria, soybeans were used to make coffee.
They were also cultivated in Dalmatia [as of 2003 largely in
Croatia] and southern Italy.
Such methods of cultivation resembled experimental
gardening of horticultural and hothouse plants rather than
scientific research on the acclimatization and growing
capabilities of soybean plants.
The soybean plant has been well known and well
documented by botanists and travelers since the last [18th]
century. Kaempfer called the soybean Daidzu or Mame.
Linnaeus called it Glycine soja. Jacquin–Dolichos soja. Dr.
von Siebold and Zuccarini Soja Japonica, Sav. and Soja
hispida, Mönch. Each name represents a different variety of
soybeans [sic].
A footnote (p. 181) states: The famous essay by
Kaempfer, titled Amoenitatum exoticarum politico-physicomedicarum, describes his travels in Persia and Central
Asia in 1712. The essay includes descriptions and uses of
soybeans in Japan, China, India, and other places.
Knowledge of and interest in soybeans in Europe
expanded during and after the 1873 Vienna World
Exhibition. Twenty varieties of soybeans were obtained
by Haberlandt, who planted them in 1875 in the Vienna
Botanical Garden.
A description of Haberlandt’s studies (p. 186) includes
favorable growing conditions, a description of planting, and
identification of different soybean varieties. In 1876, there
were only 7 interested people or organizations who wanted
to continue Haberlandt’s research on soybean cultivation.
However by 1877 Haberlandt’s successful results interested
more people (up to 160). These people received samples
of soybeans from Haberlandt and reported their results
back to him. Footnote (p. 187): The results of Haberlandt’s
experiments and those of the colleagues to whom he sent
samples were published in the 1878 brochure [sic, book] Die
Sojabohne: Ergebnisse der...
Describes the physical appearance of soybeans.

Page 188 proposes uses for the soybean in Europe,
as food for people, feed for livestock, soybean oil, coffee,
and soy sauce. Quotations from Oken (p. 189-90) discuss
various uses of soybeans, including a description Miso (a
substitute for butter) and Shoyu (a sauce added to fried
meat), and how each is made. In China, soybeans are used
to prepare a soft cheese or cottage cheese (tofu). A footnote
(p. 188) is a reference to a book: Oken. 1841. Allgemeine
Naturgeschichte für aller Staende. Vol. 3, p. 1661. Page
190 continues with comments on the great nutritional value
of soybeans when used as food. A quotation from Dr. F.
Leithner [of Krems, lower Austria, on the Danube River,
38 miles west-northwest of Vienna] describes his positive
experiences in preparing soybeans as dinner for his guests.
Prof. W. Hecke recommended that soybeans be combined
with potatoes to make a kind of porridge. A quotation from
Dr. Eduard Mach [of St. Michele, South Tyrol] describes the
taste of soybeans. Other food uses of soybeans proposed by
Haberlandt: a substitute for peas in pea sausages, chocolate
substitute.
Note 1. What are the ingredients in pea sausages? Do
they contain any meat?
Three tables (p. 191) show the nutritional value /
chemical composition of soybeans. (1) The first analysis of
the composition of soybeans (soybean seeds) in Germany
was conducted by Senff, who obtained the seeds from Japan
[from Mr. Berndt]. Their average chemical composition
is given. (2) Mr. A. Tomaszek / Tomasek [in Napagedl in
Mähren / Moravia, a region in today’s Czech Republic]
gives the following composition percentages for two types
of soybeans from China, grown by him in 1876: yellow
(column 1) and dark red (col. 2). (3) Further analysis by
Tomaszek / Tomasek shows extremely high concentrations
of fat and nitrogen [protein] for the two types of soybeans
shown in table (2).
Three more tables (p. 192) give a more detailed analysis,
by the Technical Laboratory in Vienna, of three soybean
varieties: yellow (from Mongolia), yellow (from China), and
dark red (from China). There are three columns: Original
soybean sample, soybeans grown the first year, and soybeans
grown the second year. For each variety, data are given for
water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract, crude fiber, and ash.
A table (top of p. 193) shows the chemical composition
of seven types of legumes: Peas, lentils, wild beans, yellow
lupins, haricot beans, broad beans [Vicia faba], Chinese
beans (soya), and soya beans. For each legume, data are
given for water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract, crude
fiber, and ash. The data for the first five legumes come from
Emil T. Wolff. The data for the broad beans and Chinese
beans (soya) come from J. Kuehn / Kühn. The data for the
soya beans come from Zulkowski.
A quotation from Carl Berdt includes details on soybean
composition, and discussion of the uses of soybean oil
(including in bread). A table (p. 193-94), based on the
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research of Prof. Völker [Voelcker, of London] gives the
percentage composition of dried soybean oil-cake (Chinese
oilbean cake). A table (2 columns) by Caplan (p. 194) gives
the chemical composition of soybean pods, and of the leaves
and stems. Another table (p. 194-95) gives an analysis by
Zulkowski of the composition soybean straw and chaff dried
at two temperatures: air-dried, and dried at 100ºC. A table (p.
196) shows the mineral composition of soybeans.
Pages 197-98 summarize: (1) Cultural trials and harvest
information by Attems with Mongolian yellow and Chinese
brownish-red soybeans. He was satisfied with the results and
sees a future for soybeans. (2) Harvest results of Tomaszek.
(3) Harvest results of Prof. Kulisz. Continued.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (May
2020) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Russia.
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Russia (1877), or the cultivation of soybeans in Russia
(1881, but perhaps as early as 1877 or 1878). The source of
these soybeans is unknown.
Note 3. This is the 3rd earliest Russian-language
document seen (Nov. 2002) concerning the soybean.
Note 4. This is the earliest Russian-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions soy oil.
Alternate Journal Name entry: Trudy Vol’nogoEkonomicheskogo Obshchestva (Scholarly Works of the Free
Economical Society).
Note 5. This is the earliest Russian language document
seen (May 2020) containing footnotes.
158. Attems, Josef. 1881. Culturerfolge mit der
Sojabohne [Cultivation success with the soybean]. Wiener
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 31(22):160. March
16. [Ger]
• Summary: Since it is expected that this year, the Chinese
oil bean (Oelbohne) may be planted with us in Austria on
a larger scale, it will perhaps interest my colleagues in the
field to also learn of my three years of experience with the
cultivation of this crop that is still new to us.
I cultivated the soybean (Soja) as early as 1878 as a trial
in the garden on an area of 6 sq. meters, and with a package
of 10 dg [dg=decigram = 10 gm], I harvested 5 kg of seeds
for sowing. In the following year 1879, I planted those in
the open field and worked approximately 12 ares with it.
The soil was alluvial sand in the riverbed of the Mur with
good fertilizer and having been correspondingly prepared.
After being marked off, the seeds were planted by hand at
distances of 30 cm with rows set 60 cm apart. Unfortunately,
the sowing took place in a very irregular manner and several
empty spaces remained, which I ascribe to the circumstance
that the womenfolk (Frauenspersonen) who were entrusted
with the planting of the beans placed them at times too
deeply. This served as a warning to me to in the future have
the soybeans placed very shallow and at the most 3 cm deep,
and last year I hardly had any empty spots at all. The results

for 1879 were therefore not favorable: I harvested just 180
kg, the vegetation period and maturation were normal.
In 1880, I carried out the planting of the soybeans in
the field, and to do so, I already had one hectare of land
prepared in the autumn as with the cultivation of root crops.
In the spring, a normal fertilizing was provided, harrowed,
and rolled. Thereupon, in early May, 45 kg of soybeans,
and specifically 15 kg of the brown variety and 30 kg of
the yellow variety, were planted with a seed drill sowing
machine with a distance between the rows of approx. 60
cm. The sowing was completed after 14 days and sprouted
evenly. And in spite of the great deal of precipitation
and low temperatures in June, the stems were already so
strong in early July that we were able to carry out the first
cultivation with the horse-drawn hoe (Pferdehacke). The
second cultivation took place on July 20 by hand, as did
the twisting of the stems where they were standing too
densely, whereupon abundant vegetation occurred which
closed itself off completely into a bush and shaded the soil
until mid-September. The setting of the pods began in early
August and was an enormous one. The withering of the
leaves and the maturing of the pods took place at first toward
mid-September with the brown variety and only toward
late September with the yellow variety. In mid-October, the
complete state of maturation occurred and the soybeans were
piled up and left in the field until the middle of November.
We brought six gigantically large cartloads under a roof and
the results of threshing yielded:
1030 kg brown = 69 fold increase from sowing
1840 kg brown = 61 fold increase from sowing
In addition to this, 90 metric hundredweight [1 metric
hundredweight = 100 kg] of straw remained for livestock
feed and bedding.
After my three years of experience with this new crop,
I have gained the conviction that even in this past year that
was very unfavorable, it completely achieved maturity
in Styria (Stiermark). That means that under our climatic
conditions and with the average number of heat units
(Wärmesumme), this type of bean can be cultivated with
certainty wherever corn still flourishes. With regard to its
nutritional value, unfortunately very few analyses are known
to us. But in that regard, a table according to the analyses of
Dr. König on the nutritional value of the potato with respect
to other crops and with particular consideration of the protein
content may bring clarification. It is to be noted that the
monetary value was determined according to German market
prices, and specifically 1 kg of protein at 35 kreuzer, 1 kg of
fat at 28 kreuzer, and 1 kg carbohydrates at 7 kreuzer.
A table follows with the 5 column headings: (1)
Absolute monetary value per 100 kg in kreuzer Austrian
currency, (2) Absolute monetary value if potato = 1, (3)
Weight relationship for the same protein content, (4)
Total grams needed to contain 120 grams protein, and (5)
Equivalent for each 120 grams of protein if soybeans = 1;
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and the rows Potatoes, Rye, Corn, Rice, and Soybeans.
According to the representation above, the absolute
monetary value per 100 kg of soybeans is indicated as 17.11
gulden, and the soybean has a relative value in comparison to
the potato of 7:1.
If the profitability of these two types of crops is then
contemplated, and if it is assumed that that the cultivation
costs are then pretty much the same, and if it is assumed that
the average yield of potatoes is 200 metric hundredweight
per hectare and that of the soybean is 28 metric
hundredweight per hectare, then according to the price
determinations above, it results that the yield per hectare has
a monetary value
with potatoes of 200 metric hundredweight @ 2.32
gulden = 464 gulden
with soybeans of 28 metric hundredweight @ 17.11
gulden = 479 gulden
And what is left with the latter is also
90 metric hundredweight of straw @ 1.20 gulden = 108
gulden
which absolutely has to be taken into account.
In addition, if the several calamities are taken into
consideration which in recent decades have made the
cultivation of potatoes so uncertain, then it must be assumed
that Soja hispida (which is to be considered as completely
acclimatized with us), because of its great acceptability and
its particular value as a food, is suitable to in part supersede
the potato and to take over a prominent place in our root crop
cultivation.
Count Josef Attems
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Count.
159. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1881. Iz pis’ma v redaktsiyu
“Trudov” [Letter to the editorial offices of Trudy]. Trudy
Imperatorskago Vol’nago Ekonomicheskago Obshchestva,
St. Petersburg (Transactions of the Imperial Free Economic
Society) 1(3):393. March. [Rus]
• Summary: The seeds of the yellow variety of soybean
(Soja hispida) may be successfully cultivated in those areas
where ordinary maize is grown. Found among the seeds
of the yellow soybean, the reddish-brown seeds belong to
a different variety of Soja hispida; they must be specially
cultivated, since this kind of soybean ripens later (by 7-12
days) than the yellow one.
Planted without moistening the seeds, the care and
harvesting of the soybean does not present any special
problems.
The main concern in the cultivation of soybean should
be to protect the seeds from rabbit attacks, and also to see
that individual plants are not shaded by weeds, trees, or by
other soybean plants growing in thick stands.
It is very desirable that the highly respected editorial
offices of Trudy bring to common knowledge all information

related to the cultivation of this new-to-us and very useful
plant, throughout our vast fatherland, and to communicate all
results concerning use of the straw and soybean pods in the
feed of animals, and use of the seeds as a source of nutrients
instead of peas, and as a coffee substitute (surrogat kofe).
Receive my assurances... and so on. I. Podoba. 5 March
1881.
Translated by Molly Molloy, Stanford University
Library. Address: Tavricheskaya Governorate, Russia [in
Crimea and parts of Southern Ukraine as of 2020].
160. Raveret-Wattel, C. 1881. Extraits des procés-verbaux
des séances de la société. Séance générale du 18 Mars 1881
[Excerpts of verbal proceedings from meetings of the society.
General meeting of 18 March 1881]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 28:224-39. March. See p. 233. [Fre]
• Summary: “Mr. Paillieux writes to the general agent:
‘The article in the Cultivateur [Cultivateur de Saône-etLoire. No. 37. 1 Feb. 1881] is of more serious interest. It
helps us understand, with more precision than my memoir,
the method for feeding black soybeans to horses and large
livestock. It determines the comparative value of oats and of
the Chinese legume. From this dual point of view, it merits
inclusion in our bulletin. The Society for Acclimatization,
which has already done so much for the soybean, must not
stop now.
“I doubt strongly that it would be possible to cultivate
black soybeans between Dunkirk and the Loire River, and
even perhaps further south, but it is probable the seeds will
ripen in Vaucluse and in the departments further south. By
the way, there are so many soybean varieties that I can’t prejudge what would happen to Mr. Faivre’s seeds.
“Our summers, unfortunately, are too dry if it does not
rain, and too cold if it does rain.” Address: Secretary of the
meetings, France.
161. Ladureau, A. 1881. Culture et composition du
Soya hispida [Cultivation and composition of soybean].
Association Francaise pour l’Avancement des Sciences
10:944. April. Excerpt from minutes of proceedings. 10th
Session, 17 April 1881, Alger/Algiers. [Fre]
• Summary: “The soya hispida is an oil pea (pois
oléagineux), native to Japan, remarkable for its richness in
oil and protein. It contains 20% oil and 7% nitrogen. This is
a richness of which no other examples are found among all
the other known plants.
“It can be used for human food, but its taste requires
some getting used to. The beans can give very good results in
the feeding of livestock, being fed either when green or after
being soaked.
“The characteristic point in the culture of this plant
is that it requires a large spacing between plants, 30 cm in
fertile soil and 25 cm in poor soil, where the plant doesn’t
develop as well; but this minimum limitation of 25 cm
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should never be exceeded.”
“Discussion: Mr. Corweneinder says that the ensilage
(l’ensilage) of soya hispida is very easy; after the seeds begin
to form, one must simply put the plants in a silo. In this
way, one obtains excellent results.” Address: Directeur de la
Station Agronomique du Nord, France.
162. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1881. Maslichnyi gorokh ili
soya (Soja hispida): Svoistva, kultura i sposob upotrebleniya
[Soybean (Soya hispida): Properties, cultivation, and uses].
Odessa, Ukraine, Russia: Printing House of L. Nitche. 14 p.
20 cm. [4 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Toward the cultivation of soybean or oil pea
(Soja hispida)
Soybean (Soya); its botanical features, general
properties, and experience cultivating it in the Taurida
Oblast [Russian: Taricheskaya oblast, a former Russian
administrative subdivision, as of May 2020 in the far south
of Russia included in today’s Crimea].
Among all our cultivated plants, including cereals, the
seeds of the leguminous plants have the highest food value.
We therefore also see that the cultivation of these plants is
becoming increasingly widespread, while the cultivation
of cereals, even abroad, has begun to decline significantly.
Of all of the leguminous plants, soybean ranks first in its
food value and tolerance, and therefore one might hope
that in central Europe soybean will soon represent serious
competition both to potato and maize and to other plants
common among us. Indeed, in 1875 soy (i.e., soja hispida)
was cultivated only in the experimental garden of the Royal
College in Vienna. In 1876, one could count only seven
people engaged in soybean cultivation. In 1877 this number
[page 4] had already risen to 160, but in 1878 thousands of
farms were already trying to cultivate soybean. In general,
the renowned Professor Haberlandt states that there is no
instance in the history of the cultivation of our plants when
any newly introduced plant so quickly became a subject of
general interest among farmers as much as soybean has in
the last few years.
China, Japan, India and other countries of warm Asia are
the home of the soybean. In 1873 it was acquired in the form
of 20 varieties to the Vienna World Exposition, from which
Professor Haberlandt obtained seeds and in 1875 began to
grow them. Of all these varieties, the yellow variety from
Mongolia turned out to be the most suitable to our climatic
conditions. Numerous experiments in soy cultivation were
being conducted in Germany and France even before that
time, but without the requisite success. As a result, seeds
from the southern parts of China and from Japan and India
were acquired. Plants of the soya genus have long been
cultivated in southern Austria, the Tyrol, and Istria, the seeds
being used there as a coffee substitute.
The botanical features of this plant, the most useful of
the legume family, are:

The main root of the soybean (or zoya, the Chinese oil
pea) is rounded and has an average thickness of about 68
millimeters; its length is from 6 to 10 centimeters, and it has
4-6 main branches starting at the lower third of the root, with
numerous root hairs, but soybean takes root poorly. The stalk
is sturdy (it requires no supports) and straight, from 25 to 35
or more centimeters high, and has 5-9 main branches with
2-3 secondary branches. The main branches begin at the very
bottom of the stalk
[p. 5] and are about 1½ to 3 centimeters apart. The
leaves have their own petioles and are arranged three on
a common long petiole. Soybean generally resembles the
bean, from which it differs primarily in that soybean stalk,
leaves (especially the bottom surface), and the pods are
covered with reddish-brown hairs. Soybean begins to bloom
in June and remains in bloom until the end of July or later.
The small flowers, like the leaves, are very numerous and
2-6 are arranged where the stalk begins to branch and at
the beginning of the leaf petioles, both on the stalk and on
its branches. The calyx up to the tubule is 5 millimeters
long and 1.25 millimeters thick and has five leaf serrations
1 millimeter long; the entire calyx is covered with hairs
up to 3/4 millimeter long. The corolla is pale purple, white
on the margins, especially part of the keel; the vexillum is
relatively strong with dark blue strands. There are 9 connate
stamens and 1 free one; tubules of the stamens are up to 2½
millimeters long and enfold a [Illegible] also covered with
hairs; a stile up to 1 millimeter long and a little runcinate.
Mature pods are covered with reddish hairs and contain from
2 to 5 seeds.
Before we survey the cultivation of this plant in the
Taurida governate (Dnieper uyezd), we deem it appropriate
to report on the following relatively common properties of
soybean using data that we have borrowed from the works of
Prof. F. Haberlandt (Footnote: (1). {Die Sojabohne by Prof.
Friedr. Haberlandt, Vienna 1878},
(2) {Die Sojabohne, by Edm. Blaskovits, 1880,
Vienna}).
The development and formation of mature yellow
soybean seeds requires from 2500 to 3000ºC, that is, the
amount of heat required by corn (2370-3000), sorghum
(2500-3000), tobacco (3200-3600), and bean (2400-3000)
(Footnote: {“Obshch. selsko-khoz. rastenievodstvo, Fr.
Haberlandt” (General Plant Husbandry, F. Haberlandt), pp.
331 and 332, 1879}).
Consequently, where [p. 6] these plants are being
successfully cultivated, there too yellow and even dark red
soybean can certainly be cultivated. It is noteworthy that the
soybean naturalized in Europe is not only on par with, but
even superior to, the soybean from Asia with respect to its
weight and the content of its most important components
(protein and fat).
Among the general conclusions drawn by Prof.
Haberlandt and others, among the numerous and different
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places from which they obtained data concerning soybean
cultivation, we will also present the following data. Soybean
seedlings are not as sensitive to morning frost -2º R [Rankine
scale?] as are the seedlings of, for example, bean or corn.
Therefore, it can be sown (without wetting, otherwise the
grains will break in two) in the second half of April or
early May. Soybean does not like fresh fertilizer; wood ash
fertilizer is helpful. The soil should be tilled to 6 inches;
seeds should be planted ½ to 1¼ inches deep.
A growing soybean plant is good at shading the soil
(which suppresses weeds). Therefore, to avoid depriving
the bottom of the stalk and its numerous leaves of light, it
should be sown sparsely: if sown in rows, at a distance of
2½ feet between rows or with a distance of 1 to 1½ feet
between plants or allowing 1 square foot per plant, i.e.,
about 1¼–3 poods [1 pood = 16.38 kg] per desyatina [1
desyatina = 2.7 acres or about 1 hectare] or less, if the area
suffers from droughts. With this seeding rate one can count
on 45,000 to 165,000 plants per desyatina, each of which
has a number of leaves such that they might cover a total
surface area of 4000-8000 square [p. 7] decimeters per plant.
But thanks to the hairs covering the leaves (especially their
bottom surface), which increase in number with the aridity
of the climate (the number of leaves, however, decreases),
the loss of soil moisture to soybean leaf transpiration is
somewhat suppressed, and soybean thereby becomes capable
of withstanding drought better than all other leguminous
plants. In general, soybean easily acclimates to local soils
and climates, which is one of its important advantages.
But soybean suffers from shade, and therefore it cannot be
sown densely or grown in plantings near trees. Soybean
requires no special care. Mounding should be avoided, since
numerous pods are located on the stalk and its branches
close to the ground. Soybean is harvested by tearing it out
with the root or by cutting the stalks as close as possible
to the ground. No special attention to selecting a harvest
time is required, since the pods do not easily dehisce and,
harvested green, easily ripen in sheaves left on the floor.
The latter should be small to avoid heating the soybean. The
harvest could be in July, but in certain locales it might be in
September. In general, the growing period for soybean is up
to 140 days. Soy can be threshed after reducing the number
of beaters. The soybean yield may be calculated at 35-73 sam
[sam refers to the ratio of beans harvested to beans planted]
or more per desyatina; each individual plant may have at
least 200-300 pods with 450 grains. With this yield the
soybean surpasses all other leguminous plants. A chetverik
[1 chetverik = 26.24 liters] of soybean weighs 40 to 45
pounds. The weight of the straw [p. 8] (up to 80-150 poods
or more per desyatina) is almost the same as the seeds and
sometimes double if the grain harvest is poor and, vice versa,
less if a lot of grains are produced. Because the soybean is
rich in phosphoric acid (up to 30% ash) and potassium (up to
45% ash), its harvest severely depletes the soil (Continued).

Address: Tavricheskaya Governorate, Russia [in Crimea and
parts of Southern Ukraine as of 2020].
163. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1881. Maslichnyi
gorokh ili soya (Soja hispida): Svoystva, kul’tura i sposob
upotrebleniya [Soybean (Soya hispida): Properties,
cultivation, and uses (Continued–Document part II)].
Odessa, Ukraine, Russia: Printing House of L. Nitche. 14 p.
20 cm. [4 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Continued [p. 8] Soybean straw and pods
are good fodder, especially for young livestock. Since
soybean seeds are rich in proteins and fat, adding crushed
soybean to straw or the leftovers from beet production can
establish a normal ratio among nutrients. In this way, if
soy is consumed, a huge amount of straw can be used–a
circumstance extremely important on our southern farms,
which do not yet cultivate fodder grass. Soybean seeds in
crushed form mixed with other feeds are also used in the
fodder of dairy animals to increase milk yield and improve
milk quality. In these cases, one can give the animals whole
grains after first wetting them in salt water for 12 hours.
Soybean as green fodder is superior in food value to all
other plants, including even red clover and alfalfa.
Finally, the advantages of soybean must include the
fact that it is not susceptible to disease from parasitic fungi
even in the wettest summer. The soybean’s enemies include
rabbits, which attack green soybean, field mice, which
damage the lower pods, and the larvae of the agrïatis [p.
9] segestis [illegible insect name], which consumes the
seeds, sprouts, and even seedlings. Soybean sprouts are also
attacked by earwigs and the larva of vanessa cardia.
To better explain the advantages of soybean and its
chemical composition and as an indication of its superiority
in this respect over all of our other cultivated plants, we
present the following table (which compares the nutrient
composition of different soybeans varieties with other seeds):
The 6 columns (for air-dried seeds) are: Type of seed or
source of data, water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract and
substances, woody tissue, and ash. Note: Unfortunately no
units are given.
Soybean seeds:
per Senff, grains from Japan: 6.91, 38.29, 18.71, 26.20,
5.33, 4.56
per Caplan, naturalized in Austria: 14, 32.32, 16.76,
26.56, 5.57, 4.76
per Hecke: 9.5, 26.1, 15.65, 38.95, 4.7, 5.1
Soybean varieties:
yellow: 8.1, 36.8, 17.6, -, 4.8, 5.4
brown: 9.4, 31.6, 17.4, -, 4.3, 5.1
black: 9.9, 31.8, 18.1, -, 4.2, 4.8
from Tyrol, red-brown: 10.1, 38.1, 17.8, -, ?, 5.2
Other seeds: Alfalfa: 12.61, 35.4, 5.3, 29.2, 13.8, 3.95
Beans: 15.0, 26.9, 3.0, 48.8, 2.8, 3.5
Lentils: 13.4, 24, 2.6, 49.4, 6.9, 3.7
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Horse bean: 16.16, 24.88, 1.67, 47.16 6.85, 3.28
Pea: 13.92, 22.72, 2.01, 54.27, 4.51, 2.57
Wheat: 14.3, 13.2, 1.6, 66.2, 3.0, 1.97 [p. 10]
Rye: 14.3, 11.0, 2.0, 67.2, 3.7, 2.09
Corn: 12.7, 10.6, 6.8, 63.2, 5.5, 4.50
Pods (struchya) (empty) of soybean (104 str. [?]), 14:
4.64, 1.29, 41.87, 30.45, 7.79
Alfalfa: 14.3, 2.7, 2.5, 44.7, 30.0, 2.16
Pea: 14.3, 8.1, 1.5, 33.3, 36.8, 6
Green (dried) soybean (104 str.): 14, 6.08, 2.03. 37.12,
22.79, 9.31
Yellow alfalfa: 15.0, 11.8, 2.9, 28.5, 35.5, 6.3
Red clover: 16, 13.4, 3.2, 28.5, 33.8, 6.83
Alfalfa: 16.4, 14.4, 2.8, 25.8, 34.7, 7.46
Straw yellow, soy (31 str.): 12.44, 9.43, 2.51, 36.03,
29.45, 10.14
Alfalfa: 14.2, 4.9, 1.5, 33.2, 41.8, 4.96
Pea: 14.3, 7.3, 2.0, 32.3, 39.2, 5.13
Winter wheat: 14.3, 2, 1.5, 35.0, 49.2, 5.37
Soy meal (zhmykhi) (14 str.): 12.82, 45.93, 5.32, 24.52,
5.71, 5.70
Sunflower: 10.0, 34.2, 12.2, 22.1, 10.9, 10.6
Flax: 11.5, 28.8, 10.8, 31.5, 11.0, 5.84
As the table shows, soybean seeds are too-concentrated
a nutrient, and it is therefore appropriate to prepare them in
a mixture with other less-concentrated (e.g., where there is a
lot of starch) nutrients.
Because soybean is very hard to boil, it must be
pulverized. A mixture of boiled soybean groats with grated
potato and undercooked rice; with wheat groats boiled in
milk or water; [p. 11] or with wheat flower without milk
all constitute a nutritional and very tasty food. Soy groats
are usually cooked separately and the potato is cooked
separately, then two parts grated potato are used per one part
of soybean groats. Then the appropriate amount of salt, root
vegetables, onion, and other flavorings to taste are added.
Oil is not needed: soybean has enough of it; milk is also
unnecessary. A special bean cheese has long been made from
soybean in China. Stan. Julien et P. Champion (Footnote:
{188 pp. Industries anciennes et modernes de l’Empire
Chinois, Paris, 1860}), describing the method of preparation
and the properties of this cheese, stated that it has an
extremely pleasant taste, especially when fried in oil, like
potato; this cheese could, the authors continue, do a great
service to European foods if we could cultivate the seed from
which it is made.
Haberlandt calls attention to soy as the best food for
the army; its fat can replace the cured fatback consumed
in armies. Its protein provides a great deal of strength. It
may also be important in provisioning ships, fortresses,
and armies with concentrated food and can advantageously
replace peas in preparing pea-based sausage. Soybean can
also be considered the best of all coffee, and even chocolate,
substitutes consumed to date.

[p. 12] With respect to the cultivation of soja hispida
here (in the Taurida governate) one can so far report the
following data generated over three years of experience.
With respect to both the soil and its working, soy is
not demanding, but one must not ignore the fact that, in
the fall, given our droughts, deeply worked soil is more
likely to produce a good harvest. Soybean does not require
fertilizer in our black earth soils. It can be sown in April,
since its seedlings tolerate morning frosts more easily
than, for example, do bean and corn. The number of seeds
per desyatina [1 desyatina = 2.7 acres or approximately
1 hectare] may be no more than 30-50 pounds, although
I ordinarily use even less out of a concern for inadequate
soil moisture. One must also note that soybean is readily
adaptable to droughts. Its leaves have more hairs, which
to a degree delay transpiration by its comparatively large
leaf surface. Because soybean is not particularly fond of
shade, any weeds that appear among soybean plants must be
destroyed. This is especially necessary because numerous
flowers appear on the lower parts of the stalk and its
branches. They require light for their further development. I
mound the soil, although this should be avoided, since one
might easily strew soil on flowers at the bottom of the stalk.
But my misgivings about the consequences of a dry spell
was a strong desire to have more pods. The only concern
during soybean growth is to protect it against rabbits, which
attack [p. 13] green soybean especially voraciously. This is
corroborated by the opinion, established by experience and
study of the chemical composition of green soybean, that
soybean, as green fodder (with little woody material) is still
one of the best fodder plants. Indeed, my soybean was sown
in the medium boxes of a large experimental field with 200
different plants cultivated as an experiment–and the rabbits,
ignoring the alfalfa, green corn, and different varieties of
leguminous and cereals plants, at some risk to themselves
(they would get stuck in the boxes) would make their way to
the soybean by the dozen. So far, I know of no other enemies
of the soybean, although bruchus pisi [a type of bean beetle]
and other insect pests are quite common in our environs.
Soybean pods ripen in August, and this year (1880) (a late
spring and a rainy summer) they were ripe in September.
Soybean does not break open during harvest as, for example,
do alfalfa or even pea. Harvesting is best done by pulling up
the soybean by hand (which I did) or by cutting the stalks
low to the ground. The yield in our locale could be 30-40
sam. In 1877 I received 25 seeds of the yellow soybean from
the Viennese professor F. Haberlandt, and now I have more
than 15 poods of seeds. I would have, by a modest estimate,
more than 600 poods, had rabbits not devastated the green
soybean in 1878 to such an extent that I barely got seeds, and
if, this year, I had sown all of last year’s harvest, not onefourth out of concern about the consequences of a late spring.
One plant has from 50 to 200 or more pods; most often 100150; I very rarely find empty pods. There are 2-4 seeds in
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each pod, but [p. 14] sometimes only one; occasionally there
are 5. Over an entire plant one can count 120-500 seeds or,
by weight, from 1 to 5 lots [1 lot = 12.8 grams]. I still thresh
soybean with flails.
I have not noticed even the slightest signs of soybean
degeneration and can boldly state that this most useful of
the entire family of leguminous plants can be successfully
cultivated here and wherever, for example, bean, sorghum
and corn mature, since soybean, as noted above, requires the
same amount of heat (2500-3000) as do those plants.
Note 1. Translated by Kathy Stackhouse, New York
City.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2002)
concerning the feeding of soybeans or soy products to dairy
cattle. Address: Tavricheskaya Governorate, Russia [in
Crimea and parts of Southern Ukraine as of 2020].
164. Renouard, Alfred. 1881. Sur l’introduction du soja
hispida en Europe [On the introduction of the soybean to
Europe]. Association Francaise pour l’Avancement des
Sciences, Comptes Rendu 10:945-51. April. Session of 17
April 1881, Algiers. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History. Cultivation and
harvest. Soya as a forage plant. The edible soybean [food
uses]. “The soya, or rather the soja hispida is a plant that is
cultivated at many locations in Europe, but whose name is
not well known here, and which has only been cultivated
for several years. Japan has long known the specialties of
its cultivation. There it is well known under the name of
o’mamé and from it is extracted, from the roasted seeds, the
sauce called “japonaise,” which is found in the commerce of
Europe, where it enjoys a good reputation.
History: At the Exposition of Vienna, in 1873, the
Japanese government exhibited, for the first time, the soya as
a forage and food plant. Some Austrian scholars, including
Prof. Haberlandt of the Institute of Agronomy at Vienna,
then studied the composition of this oilseed and perceived
that it would make an excellent forage. In 1877 trials started
in Austria. In 1871 the Society for Acclimatization in Paris
sent several samples of soya seeds to M. Blavet, president
of the Horticultural Society of Étampes. He grew the crop
and sent samples to other departments and abroad. Later the
seed house of Vilmorin coined the name “Soya of Etampes”
(soya d’Étampes). But it does not seem that these laudable
efforts have been crowned with success. Mr. Paillieux of the
National Society for Agriculture, Mr. Saint-André, director
of the Agronomic Station at Montpellier, Mr. Vavin of the
Society for Acclimatization, have all worked with soya and
are still working for the propagation of this useful plant.
“In the region of Nord, it is to a Frenchman, who
actually lives in Moravia, that we owe the actual propagation
of soybean culture: Mr. Julius Robert, who cultivates
nearly 3,000 hectares at Seelowitz. Last year he made a
gift of several hundred liters of soybeans to the Society of

Farmers of Nord. At the instigation of Mr. Corenwinder,
several farmers tried them. The results obtained by the first
experimenters were, in general, satisfying, but we should
not yet make a final judgment as to the plant’s definite
acclimatization. Nearly 30 farmers from around the town of
Lille are proposing to plant soybeans again. Free samples,
provided to our society by Mr. Olivier Lecq (of Templeuve),
an agent for Mr. Robert and those who conducted the first
trials, have been rapidly distributed. Today we can consider
the soybean as definitely well tested in our department.
“Cultivation and harvest of soybeans: Mr. Yossida
[Yoshida], a Japanese man from Tokyo, was sent to the town
of Lille by his government to work seriously on cultivation
and preparation of flax / linseed. He told us that there were
at least 100 varieties of soybean in Japan. A Japanese book
titled Explanation, with Illustrations, of Trees and Plants
Newly Determined, mentioned 25 very distinct varieties of
soybeans. The Chinese herbal only cited five varieties, which
seems to prove that the soybean is native to Japan.
“In France, we barely know 2 or 3 varieties: the yellow
and the brown soybean for temperate climate, and the black
for the warm climate. It is the yellow variety that was tried
in the department of Nord, and also, by the way, the one that
has been cultivated at the Museum since 1790; there we can
observe that it comes up well but it does not produce seeds
every year” (p. 946).
“In the department of Nord the soybean, can be
harvested toward the end of September or during October.
However, in warmer countries or regions, the harvest can
begin in August or September.”
“The harvest ought to be done like that of the like the
dwarf bean (haricot nain), in the department of Nord, in
ripping out the stalks entirely, then suspending them from
poles in an open field, the bundles of soybeans tied just
above the top of the roots [hung upside down]. The plant
thus dries rapidly, if the weather does not pose an obstacle to
it. When the soybeans are well dried out, they can easily be
stored: they are not attacked by weevils (bruches) that cause,
as everyone knows, so much damage to beans, peas, lentils,
etc.”
In 1879 in Austria trials were conducted by Mr. de
Blackowicz [Edmund v. Blaskovics] under orders from the
Hungarian Ministry of Agriculture. In 1879 he obtained an
average yield of 1,699 liters/hectare (range: 237 to 3,262).
Mature and well dried, the soybean constitutes an
excellent feed for animals in France. On this subject,
comparative experiments on the nutritional value of airdried soybean pods and dead leaves were conducted in 1879
by Messrs. Weiske, Delmel, and Schulze at the Proskau
agronomic station.
In total, 1,000 gm of pods were fed to each of two
sheep, from Jan. 8-15 then from Jan. 16-23. One table shows
percentage of each nutrient in the pods digested by each
sheep (p. 948). A second table shows the percentage of each
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nutrient in the dead leaves digested by each sheep (p. 949).
“Finally, the soybean has been fed to animals after
having been ensiled in a mixture with various forages. The
fermentation which these forage crops undergo changes
the composition of each. For example, in mixing soya with
maize (which contains only 4-5% protein), the protein
content of the mixed silage is increased. The following
analysis, made in 1879 at Lobozitz (Bohemia) in the
agricultural laboratory of the prince of Schwartzenberg, is of
a forage composed 80% maize on the stalk and 20% soya on
the branches. A table (p. 949) shows: Moisture 8.62%, fatty
materials 2.33%, cellulose 43.94%, nitrogen-free extracts
27.56%, proteins 8.75%, and ash 8.80%.
On the farm of Mr. Julius Robert, the cattle being
fattened were fed as follows (per head per day). A table (p.
949) shows–in February: Hay 3 kg. Soya and maize ensilage
5 kg. Corn flour 1 kg. Beet peels 40 kg. Chopped straw 6
kg. Salt 80 gm. The amount of soy and maize silage fed in
March and April were increased to 8 kg. The next table (p.
950) shows that the cattle gained (on average) 633 kg in
Feb., 654 kg in March, and 690 kg in April. The increases in
weight gain in March and April must be due entirely to the
marked increase in the amounts of soy and maize silage fed
during those two months.
The article concludes: “To make from the soybean what
the Japanese and Chinese make from it is the least important
part of the question; because we think that Europe will leave
them with their soy butter (mizou [miso]), their sauce (soyo
[shoyu]) and their cheese [tofu]. It is not surprising that
people tried to make cheese; the legumine [a kind of protein]
which the soybean contains in large proportion, is, as we
know, analogous to casein and undergoes the same chemical
reactions. By the way, all these products, except the sauce,
are detestable to the European palate.
“Next year I shall give an account of the results obtained
during three years of trials in the department of Nord” [in far
northern France on the border with Belgium].
Contains eight tables from earlier publications by other
authors.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the word soyo to refer to
soy sauce. Address: The Younger (fils), Civil engineer,
manufacturer at Lille, secretary general of the Industrial
Society of Nord [a department in northern France] (Ingénieur
civil, Manufacturier à Lille, Secretaire général de la Société
industrielle du Nord).
165. Neuigkeits Welt-Blatt (Vienna). 1881. Merkwuerdige
Annoncen: Braunheubereitung [Noteworthy notices: Brown
hay preparation]. No. 145. June 28. p. 8, col. 4. [Ger]
• Summary: The exploitation of various types of fodder as
brown hay is in fact nothing new, specifically that which
is done above ground. The type of brown hay preparation
is to be mentioned here, though, as it has been carried out

for several years at the Seelowitz tenant farm (Pachtgut)
[probably in today’s Zidlochovice, Czech Republic] with the
best success, namely, the subterranean hay preparation that
is similar to silage hay preparation. All genera of fodders are
suitable as brown hay: corn, millet, foxtail millet (Mohar)
[Setaria italica, also known in English as moha], hybrids,
various species of clover, buckwheat, peas and soybeans
(Sojabohnen) that have been mown before maturity,
Jerusalem artichoke greens (Topinamburkraut), etc.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
166. Wein, Ernst. 1881. Die Sojabohne als Feldfrucht:
Zusammenstullung der vorliegenden Cultur- und
Duengungsversuche fuer den praktischen Landwirth [The
soybean as a crop: Compilation of the available cultivation
and fertilizing trials for the practical farmer]. Berlin: Verlag
von Paul Parey. 50 p. [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This short book is identical in content to
a 50-page article also published in 1881 in Journal für
Landwirthschaft (29:563-613)–which see for table for
contents and details. However a dedication page states
that the book is dedicated to the director of the Bavarian
agricultural research station, Dr. Julius Lehmann. A forward
notes that it was written in Munich, i.e., southwestern
Germany. Address: Munich, Germany.
167. Rural New-Yorker. 1881. Miscellaneous. What others
say. 40:437, col. 2. July 2.
• Summary: “Chinese pea-cake, probably made from a
species of Dolichos bean–Soja Hispida–which is cultivated
in China and Japan, is shown by analysis to possess about the
same nutritive value as decorticated cotton-cake. It is very
rich in nitrogenous matters, says the Mark Lane Express, the
percentage of nitrogen being 6.28; there are also nearly 30
per cent. of carbohydrates, or heat-givers, and about 7 per
cent. of ready-formed oil. This bean is being tested at the
Rural Farm this season.” Address: M.D. [New York].
168. Pott, Emil. 1881. Vom Buechertische: Die Sojabohne
als Feldfrucht. Zusammenstellung der vorliegenden Culturund Düngungversuche für den praktischen Landwirth von
Dr. Ernst Wein [From the book table: The soybean as an
agricultural crop. Compilation of the available cultivation
and fertilizing trials for the practical farmer, by Dr. Ernst
Wein, octavo, 50 pages. Berlin: Verlag Paul Parey, 1881]
by Dr. Ernst Wein]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 31(59):462. July 23. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A positive review by Dr. Emil Pott of Dr. Wein’s
publication about his soybean trials in Bavaria.
To the extent that what is concerned is plants that are
found in the more southern areas, most of the recent attempts
at enriching the number of agricultural crops in Central
Europe have failed in part because of climatic causes and
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in part because of other reasons. Among the few newly
introduced crops which have gained general attention in
a short period of time and have quickly been cultivated
repeatedly in practice, even if preliminarily and only on
a trial basis, is the soybean (Sojabohne) that was first
recommended for cultivation by the late Prof. Haberlandt.
The cultivation of this plant can in fact be implemented on
a practical basis, even in more northern areas, whether it
be for the purpose of obtaining seeds or straw, or perhaps
even just for the purposes of obtaining hay. With regard to
the main point within that context, though–the yields that
are to be achieved–the soybean does not lag behind any
other pulse. In both quantitative and qualitative terms, the
soybean delivers completely enormous yields in areas where
it flourishes, whether it be in seeds, in straw, in chaff, and
the like. According to its content of nutrients, the soybean
is absolutely among the most valuable feed plants, and the
seeds have proven themselves most excellently in particular
as fodder for the fattening of hogs. It can without a doubt
also be used advantageously for all other feed purposes,
specifically with the herb-type parts and the straw and the
chaff (pods) of the soybean plant (Sojapflanze). With regard
to the latter two components of the soybean plant, it is to
be noted at this juncture that exceptionally enough, the
straw of the soybean seems to be richer in nutrients than
the chaff. Finally, the seeds of the soybean are so rich in a
completely excellent oil that they are successfully processed
for the purpose of obtaining oil, after which in their residue
(soy meal cakes) (Sojakuchen) they provide an excellent
concentrated feed (Kraftfuttermittel).
Consequently, it would certainly be a positive idea
to summarize all of the experiences that are available
thus far on the cultivation of the soybean etc. in a unified
presentation, in order in this way to provide the practical
farmer with that knowledge which is necessary to then
set about the cultivation of this new useful plant. The
realization of this idea was undertaken by the author of
the aforementioned quickly written brochure, and he has
consequently provided a service to agriculture that is
certainly worthy of recognition.
After the corresponding introduction to the subject
matter, we then find the characteristics of the soybean
(Soja) and its varieties, followed by general remarks on
the cultivation, growth, care, harvest time, etc. of the
soybean, in an especially detailed and comprehensive way,
the chemical composition of the soybean is then explained
and thereupon the question is answered as to what yields
are to be expected from the soybean and what varieties
are suitable for cultivation. The author designates only the
cultivation of the black, oblong soybean as not worthy of
recommendation and from the relevant experiences that
were known so far, he draws the conclusion that all other
varieties are to be preferred in their capability for yield over
other legumes. That is then followed by the answer to the

question as to how much space soybeans require in order
to achieve the maximum yields and how the best seeds
for sowing are obtained. The next chapter deals with the
demands of the soybean with regard to the composition of
the soil and the fertilizing. That culminates in the sentence
that the soybean thrives on all (?) soils, but best on peat and
calcareous soil. “The phosphoric acid ought to be present
here as biphosphate, the potassium as potassium sulfate,
and the nitrogen in organic form or as nitric acid salt.”–The
author also briefly thinks of the enemies of the soybeans that
have become known so far (damaging insects and parasites).
The question as to whether the cultivation of the soybean is
to be recommended in Germany is answered by Dr. Wein
to the extent that the cultivation in Germany would have
good prospects for success with the exclusion of rugged
and mountainous areas, and that a glittering success would
without a doubt be present anywhere that broad beans
(Saubohnen) and early-maturing varieties of corn achieve
full maturity. Objections could in any case be raised to
this latter expression of an opinion to the extent that broad
beans still thrive even in very northern and rugged areas in
which, however, there could in fact be no discussion of the
cultivation of soybeans for the purpose of obtaining seeds.
Extensive information on the use of the soybean and its
individual components is also found in the brochure, and in
particular, there is the intent along those lines for the use of
the seeds for the purposes of human nutrition. In conclusion,
a summary is offered of the most primary and developed
claims (hauptsächlichsten vorentwickelten Forderungen),
and the author expresses the wish that will certainly gladly
be granted that over the course of time, all of the prejudices
against the soybean may be overcome so that “This shining
achievement in agriculture will find the credit and esteem
that it is due everywhere.”
All those who would like to learn more about the
soybean as an agricultural crop will not miss out on the
brochure by Wein which is not only simply well written, but
also beautifully printed.
Dr. Emil Pott.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojakuchen (Soy cake, which
remains after pressing the oil from the whole soybean). This
word appears in 115 different issues of these newspapers
from 1881 to 2007.
Other soy-related words in this article are: Sojapflanze
(soybean plant), Stroh der Sojabohne (straw of the soybean),
die Körner der Sojabohne (seeds of the soybean). Address:
PhD.
169. Roman, E. 1881. Correspondance: Sur le Soja
[Correspondence: On the soybean]. Nature (La) (Paris)
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10(425):115. July 25. Letter. [Fre]
• Summary: “The soybean (Le Soja or Soya), of which
you have spoken in previous issues of La Nature, is a
very interesting plant and destined to play a major role
in our agriculture, but it is not new, and its introduction
[to Europe?] should not be attributed to Italy [but rather
to France]. The [Natural History] Museum was already
in possession of its seeds in 1779, but at that time it was
nothing but a curiosity. It has been cultivated there up to
1880 inclusive.
“It is now grown not only in Italy but also in AustriaHungary, where its cultivation seems to have undergone
a major development, and in France at various points,
especially at Etampes and at Montpellier. Likewise, I had
some planted at Orange [capital of Vaucluse in southeast
France] this year.
“This plant is probably destined to play as important
a role in the future as the potato. Its qualities, which have
already been confirmed in France by many experimenters,
leave no room for doubt. La Revue Horticole has already
published several articles on soya; and Mr. Paillieux has
written a brochure on this subject (published by la Maison
rustique).
“Although it seems incredible, soya a hardy plant in
France, especially from the latitude of Paris southward,
grows in any soil, even the driest, and can provide us with
the following: 1. An excellent forage, that is good for
fattening cattle. 2. Seeds similar in shape to small haricot
beans, but containing 37% protein, 20% fat, and only 3%
starch.
“None of our French legumes has an equal chemical
composition. The nutritional composition of soya is much
better than that of haricots and lentils. It comes close, in that
respect, to that of cheeses and could possibly replace the
famous dry pepper sausage (saucisson aux pois).
“Cooked with rain water and certain precaution, those
beans can make a nice dish similar to haricots.
“From it, the Chinese make milk (du lait), various
cheeses (divers fromages), oil, a condiment (Indian Soy
[sauce]), etc., etc.
“In France, people have envisioned roasting the seeds to
make imitation coffee.
“I immediately tried it to check the idea and, although
I am very choosy when it comes to coffee, I recognized that
the flavor and properties of this decoction of soya were quite
similar to those of an average quality coffee. It goes without
saying that a cup of soy coffee, well prepared, is immensely
preferable to what we are served under the name of mocha in
75% of publish establishments.
“Mixed with milk, the decoction of soya is, in my
opinion, better than the coffee with the best aroma. For some
time now, we have been drinking this soy coffee with milk
every morning. The awareness of these properties of soya
would be very useful to the poorer classes, for it actually

costs 1.20 French francs per kg at Vilmorin, and this price
will certainly drop by more than half when soya comes to be
extensively cultivated.
“You can see from the above that soya is one of the most
valuable plants and that its cultivation merits encouragement
in France. It is doubtful that, to start with, we will develop
all of the applications mentioned above. But we could–and
this is the advice given by those who introduced it–cultivate
it first for use as forage. Animals are not sensitive to routine;
they accept with pleasure anything savory that one offers
them, and have already adopted the soybean. Once the plant
is extensively cultivated and well known, we will gradually
come to take advantage of all of its qualities.”
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the word lait to refer to soymilk.
Address: Ingenieur en chef à Périgueux.
170. Rural New-Yorker. 1881. The Soja Bean is being tested
at the Rural Farm... 40:552, col. 1. Aug. 20.
• Summary: “It is growing in very poor soil and grows
thriftily. It is now about two feet high, with many hairy
leaves and upright stems. We have given it to our cattle
and horses and they eat it with a relish. This plant has been
praised by Prof. Cook as highly nutritious, and as promising
to excel the Cow Pea, both for fodder and as a renovator
for worn-out lands. We shall tell the whole story later as it
reveals itself at our farm.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2021) on
soybeans from the Rural New-Yorker.
First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography of early,
previously uncited publications on soybeans in the United
States. 2 p. Unpublished.
Address: New York.
171. Van Buren, Thomas Broadhead. 1881. The food of the
Japanese people. Yokohama, Japan: Printed at the Japan
Gazette. 19 p. No index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (meat eating countries
vs. Japan). Cerealia (cereals). Leguminous plants. Tubers and
roots. Herbaceous food-plants. Ame. Leading food plants
(with Japanese name, scientific name, and parts eaten; incl.
kudzu, udo, konnyaku, and daikon). Sauce.
Most civilized people are and always have been meateaters. “So universal has meat-eating been among the
dominating races that it has become a generally received
opinion that animal flesh is a necessity to a well-developed
physique. The praises of beef are sung wherever Occidental
civilization has penetrated. It is not only a popular belief, it is
as accepted scientific opinion, that a considerable percentage
of animal flesh must enter into the nourishment of any wellfed people.”
“The food of Japan, with a population of 36,000,000,
or about that of Great Britain and Ireland, engaged in every
branch of human industry, presents a complete contrast
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to all this. Here they are essentially vegetarians, animal
flesh being largely prohibited by religion, and its general
use made impossible by reason of its comparative scarcity
and consequent high price.” Until a few years ago, their
“isolation prevented the introduction of new food-plants
adapted to their climate...”
In Japan there are little more than 1,000,000 head of
cattle. Of these, only the cows (not more than 600,000) are
eaten; male cattle are used only as beasts of burden. Thus
in Japan there are less than 2 head to every 100 people,
compared with 73 head in the United States. Of the 36,000
cattle slaughtered last year in Japan, “more than one-half
were consumed by foreign residents and the foreign naval
and merchant marine. The Japanese army and navy also
consume considerable beef. It is therefore safe to say, as I
have already intimated, that beef does not enter into the food
of the mass of the people to any appreciable extent. Mutton
and pork, outside of the treaty ports, are almost unknown. Of
barnyard fowls, geese, and ducks there is a large variety. The
wildfowl, consisting of pheasants, quail, woodcocks, grouse,
ducks and geese are also abundant, but these, as well as eggs,
on account of their high prices, can scarcely be said to enter
into the diet of the common people at all, except upon rare
occasions. Fish is more largely eaten. The variety of fish is
very large... A very considerable percentage of the catch is
dried.” “At present it may be said that one-half the people eat
fish every day, one-quarter two or three times a week, and
the balance perhaps once or twice a month.
“Even with these exceptions the food of the masses
is fully or even more than 90 per cent. vegetable.” The
Japanese exhibit “endurance of body and power of intellect
to a very considerable degree, while deprived of the usual
nutriment held to be essential to such developments.”
The main cereals of Japan, in descending order of the
quantities produced, are rice, barley, millet, rye, and Indian
corn. The three main varieties of millet are extensively
cultivated and used: First class is Setaria Italica (Italian
millet). Second class is Panicum miliaceum (Indian millet).
Third class is Panicum frumentacum (Called “hiye” [hie] in
Japan).
“Leguminous plants. Perhaps in no country in the world
are beans and pease comparatively so extensively cultivated
as in Japan. There are more than 40 varieties. That known
as the soy-bean is especially important, as it is rich in
those nutritive properties which are wanting in rice, and is
invaluable in a country where meat is almost entirely lacking
in the diet. The composition of this variety, known as Misomame, is as follows (table): Water 11.32%. Ash 3.86%. Fat
20.89%. Nitrogenous matter 37.75%. Gluten 2%. Starch
and sugar 24.08%. Its “proximate chemical composition
approaches more nearly to animal food than any other known
vegetable.” Tables showing the composition of lean and fat
beef are then given for comparison.
“I know it is held by scientists that, while these plants

show a great chemical likeness to beef, the action upon the
human body is not the same, being much less valuable. I can
only repeat that here is a race of people of good physique, of
stalwart and well proportioned, although not tall, frames, and
of cheerful dispositions, who daily perform tasks requiring
great strength and endurance, who eat almost exclusively this
vegetable food, and who, without any of the comforts of our
western homes, and undergoing extreme exposure unknown
to our people, live about the average lives of the laborers of
Europe and America, with a table expenditure of about onesixth or one-seventh that required by the latter.”
All classes of Japanese also consume many algæ and
other sea plants, including many species of chondrus and
Fucus-laminaria. Instead of sugar they use ame, “made from
malted barley and rice or millet, the malt converting the
starch of the rice or millet into dextrine and maltose, and
producing the product varying from a thick sugar or honey
up to a hard candy. The food value of this article is very
great, and, as it is sold at a low price, its consumption is
large. A table shows the composition of two grades of amé,
first and second (cheaper).
Sauce enters very largely into the preparation of
Japanese food for the table. The most widely-used kind is
made as follows: “’Shoyu,’ known to us as ‘soy’ [sauce],
the one almost exclusively employed is made from wheat
and the shoyu bean [soy bean] (ground) in equal proportions
of one sho each (a sho is about 1 quart, 1 pint, and ½ gill).
The materials are mixed and boiled, after which the mass is
steamed in a basket or box prepared for the purpose, with a
perforated bottom. When the steaming process is finished
it is put in a cask and left until a green yeast is produced.
The compost is then taken with salt water. After standing
a good length of time the liquid is strained, and the sauce
is ready for use. It has a rather pleasant flavor, and is said
to be the basis of most of the renowned sauces [such as
Worcestershire] prepared in England. The refuse is fed to
cattle.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “shoyu bean” (regardless
of capitalization) to refer to the soybean.
The last 6 pages (p. 14-18) contain a “List of plants used
for food, or from which food is obtained in Japan.” They are
arranged by families. For each species is given: Botanical
name, Japanese name(s), and remarks. Under Leguminocea
[sic, Leguminosae], Papilionacea [Papilionaceae], we read:
Glycine soja (S. & Z.), Tsuru mame; No mame, seeds.
Glycine hispida (Moench) or Soja hispida (Miq.), Omame;
daidzu, Soy bean; seeds; many varieties. Dolichos soja (L.),
Japan pea. Glycine hispida f. lanceolata, Midzukugiri.
The section on legumes (p. 15) also discusses: (1)
Arachis hypogea (L.), Rakkasho, Tojinmame, Groundnut; earth-nut; fruit. (2) Vicia faba (L.), Sora mame, Broad
beans; seeds = Faba vulgaris. (3) Pisum sativum (L.),
Yendo [Endo], Pea; seeds; two main varieties; midori yendo
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[endo] and saya yendo [endo], the latter eaten for the pod.
(4) Pueraria thunbergiana (Benth.), Kudzu, root, starch
= Dolichos hirsutus (Th.). (5) Canavalia incurva (D.C.),
Nata mame, seeds = Dolichos incurvus (Th.). (6) Phaseolus
radiatus (L.), Adzuki-Shôdzu, seeds. Phaseolus radiatus
var. pendulus (Savatier), Tsuru-adzuki, seeds. Phaseolus
radiatus var. subtrilobatus (Sav.), Bundo-Yayenari, seeds. (7)
Dolichos umbellatus (Th.), Sasage, Adzuki-sasage, seeds. (8)
Atylosia subthombea (Miq.), No-adzuki; Hime-kudzu, seeds.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2005) that uses the term “broad beans” (or “broad
bean”) to refer to Vicia faba.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2006) that uses the word “Yayenari” (or “Yayenari” or “Yaenari” or “Yae-nari”) to refer to a variety of
azuki beans.
Note 3. Although sasage in Japanese means “cowpea” or
“black-eyed pea,” the meaning of Adzuki-sasage is unclear.
Address: United States Consul General of Japan, Kanagawa.

please make known the results that they have obtained up to
this day.
Messrs. Desprez, Mesnard, and Vion agree in saying
that, in their fields, the plant has vegetated well, that it has
become very strong, [and] yielded many pods but no beans.
Mr. Steevenoot, who obtained the same results, says that
the plant, nevertheless, is excellent forage and that animals
eat it willingly.
Mr. Macarez remarked that the chickens eat this bean
avidly. Could it perhaps eventually replace a more costly
feed?
Mr. Lafontaine observes that in Tourcoing, the Roubaix
Company (la Compagnie de Roubaix) uses to good
advantage Soya hispida, which it orders in great quantities
from Austria, for horse feed.
Note: Tourcoing (Dutch: Toerkonje) is a city and
commune in northern France, in the Nord département,
located near the cities of Lille and Roubaix and the Belgian
border.

172. Stewart, Henry. 1881. The Experiment Farm of the
Rural New Yorker: Soja bean. Rural New-Yorker 40:608, col.
1. Sept. 3.
• Summary: “The experimental farm is, in fact, as necessary
now to an agricultural journal as the telephone and the
telegraph are to the ordinary newspaper. The Rural Farm
is, in fact, the only experimental farm in complete and
successful operation in the State of New York. Its purposes
and mode of management may perhaps best be learned from
an account of a recent visit to it.
“It is located on Long Island, within sight of, and, in
fact, bordering upon, the Atlantic Ocean. It is a quite level
tract of sandy and gravelly soil, neither rich nor poor, but
in such moderate condition of fertility as to show in a very
marked manner the action of manures and special fertilizers.
The farm is devoted wholly to the experimental growth of
plants, vegetables and common farm and garden crops.”
“Upon starting on a tour over the farm one might see
a crop of millet sown to test its value as a feeding crop or
as a green manuring crop, and also its availability for this
purpose upon soil in ordinary condition. Then follow strips
of different kinds of sorghum; the “Wild Corn of America,”
the Soja Bean; a row of enormous peas...” Address: M.D.
[New York].

174. Carrière, E.-A. 1881. La vérité sur le Haé-Téou [The
truth about the black soybean]. Journal d’Agriculture
Pratique 45(43):596-97. Oct. 27. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This variety was greatly promoted in this
journal last year under the name of Haé-Téou (black
soybean). Because of its many good qualities, it was
supposed to surpass and perhaps even replace oats for
feeding horses, but it has not lived up these high hopes.
According to the man who introduced it, Mr. Faivre,
and who has been studying it for the past six months, it was
cultivated in China and must be submitted to processing
before it can be used for feeding horses. I have examined
what he said. Because almost marvelous reports were made
about this plant, I thought we should warn against the socalled advantages that were assigned to it, in order to prevent
deceptions which appeared to be almost certain.
To this end, we published an article about this bean in
the Journal d’Agriculture Pratique. Actually, the Haé-Téou
is nothing but a type of soybean with small black seeds. In
this article, confronting the more than laudatory memoir
written specially to introduce this variety, we forebode that
much might have to be discounted among the affirmations
said memoir had put forward.
Unfortunately, our fears were justified. Experience has
decreed, and we can affirm, that far from besting the good
varieties of soya that we have, the Haé-Téou is far inferior to
them.
A first point to establish is that, as afar as the seeds are
concerned, their main advantage that had been put forward is
not true; this species cannot be cultivated in France, except
in the really warm parts of the country. Indeed the different
trials that we either witnessed or that were related to us, have
all given poor results. At Vincennes, in a light and warm soil,
the Haé-Téou, sown on the 8th of April, at the same time as

173. Bulletin Trimestriel de la Societe des Agriculteurs du
Nord. 1881. Acclimatation du soya ispida [sic, hispida]
dans le département [Acclimatization of the soybean in the
department]. p. 315. Meeting of Oct. 5. [Fre]
• Summary: The president says that the Society of
Agriculturists (la Societe des Agriculteurs) has attempted the
acclimatization of Soya hispida in the department [of Nord]
from the beginning of this year. He begs the members who
sowed some of the seeds following the given instructions, to
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the Etampes soybean (soja de Étampes), was barely starting
to show a few seeds in the pods on October 1st, while the
Etampes soybean was fully ripened. A second experiment,
conducted on May 26th, yielded similar results; while the
Soy of Etampes was ready to shell on October 4th, the HaéTéou was not yet showing any flowers.
Results analogous to these, reached on different factors,
establish in the most precise and formal way, that the HaéTéou does not present any serious advantage in France and
that it barely could be cultivated as green forage. But then
what good would it be as such, as we have so many plant
varieties, even in the soy genre itself, that are far preferable
to it?
One disadvantage of the black soybean is that it is
very sensitive to frost, more sensitive than other soybean
varieties, and in particular more sensitive than the Etampes
soybean (soja d’Étampes). We could have anticipated this
by observing the climate of the Chihli (Tché Ly) region [in
northeast China] where this variety is widely cultivated–a
region whose climate is said to differ very little from that of
Spain.
Further, we would not even dare state that as green
forage, this plant material would be without drawback to
animals, if given to them on a daily basis; it is possible that
the many hispid and stiff hairs that cover all its parts might
modify the animals’ mucous membranes and thus cause more
or less grave inflammations.
It is therefore beyond doubt today that the Haé-Téou
does not present any advantage for our climate and that the
reputation that one tried to build for it as well as the drums
that were beaten in its favor will not save it from the oblivion
it deserves so well. Looking at the points we just considered,
its life span has run its course.
And yet, here again we find this old proverb selffulfilled: “Sometimes, to some things, a misfortune can be a
good thing.” Here is how:
The keen interest produced by the Haé-Téou has
engendered competitors; experiments were multiplied,
different varieties of soybeans were tested, among them
one with black beans, small ones, that one was ready to
consider it as being identical to Haé-Téou, which was not to
be the case, as we were able to ascertain in the garden of the
Etampes Horticultural Society where, thanks to the kindness
of its President, Mr. Blavet, we were able to study it in
comparison with other varieties.
The black soybean classified as ‘for forage,’ provided
to us by the House of Vilmorin and Company has the great
advantage of being an extraordinarily early variety.
Indeed, while sown at the same time as other soybean
varieties, it was completely ripe one month before the
others and the plants, carrying well developed seeds, were
completely dried while the famous Haé-Téou was barely
showing a few seeds. Thus the conclusion that the HaéTéou must be ruthlessly rejected in favor of the ‘for forage’

soybean from the House of Vilmorin, is now presenting the
double advantage of providing forage through its leaves and
seeds. Besides these advantages, could the “for forage” soja
also be put to culinary use? That remains possible, although,
from that point of view, its interest would be secondary: we
have on hand indeed varieties that are more favorable for the
quality of their seeds that, with their white-yellowish color,
are more readily accepted as vegetables, which is not the
case for black soybeans that, less pleasing to the eye, are also
less nutritious. Address: France.
175. Bulletin Trimestriel de la Societe des Agriculteurs du
Nord. 1881. Acclimatation du soya hispida [Acclimatization
of the soybean]. p. 323-24. Meeting of Nov. 9. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Victor de Swarte, treasurer general of Jura
[a department in eastern central France, sharing a border with
Switzerland] and a member of the Society, addresses a report
on the agronomic trials of soya hispida that he had done in
his department. He gives successively the results obtained by
Mr. Nel, a farmer in Lond-le-Saulnier, and by Mr. Grant, of
the same town.
It was decided that this report, which is one of the most
interesting, will figure extensively in the Bulletins.
Mr. Standaert, a farmer in Petite-Synthe, sends some
information as well on soya hispida. He planted 15 ares
(1 are = 100 square meters) under good conditions. In the
first days of April, everything came up perfectly, but the
uprooting was only done on October 31, because the autumn
had been too humid. The pods were quite numerous, but still
green and only bearing three or four beans at the most. Mr.
Standaert thinks that soya hispida will have much trouble
acclimatizing in the department of Nord, unless there is dry
weather and heat at the moment of maturation; this result
should hardly be hoped for.
Mr. Corenwinder is of the opinion that we must not
expect a profitable seed from soybeans in our climate and
that its cultivation can only be recommended to obtain
forage for livestock. Soybeans, like corn (maïs), should be
cultivated in our country, not for their beans, that almost
never reach maturity, but as a forage plant. Soybeans should
then be cut when still green, so that the useful materials
[nutrients] that they contain have not entirely entered the
beans.
Mr. Desprez, of Capelle, is of this opinion: he sowed
around 20 ares of soya hispida, and, despairing of ever
seeing it ripen, he harvested it, chopped it up, and placed it
in a silo. He will make the result that he obtains known to the
society.
176. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London). 1881. Soy beans in
China. 16(411):632. Nov. 12. New series.
• Summary: “The Soy Bean (Soja hispida), as is well known,
is very largely used in China as an article of food. A kind
of curd is prepared from them, but they are mainly used
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to manufacture an edible oil, and the refuse pulp after the
expression of the oil is manufactured into cakes the size
and shape of large cheeses weighing about 60 lb., which
are used either as fodder for animals, or more frequently as
manure, especially for Sugar-cane plantations in the southern
parts. The beans are known under three distinct varieties,
black, yellow, and green: the yellow are said to be the best,
as producing most oil. It is stated in a recent report from
Newchwang [a treaty port, today’s Yingkou, in Manchuria]
that the natives of that place boast that the oil made on the
spot is much better than that made from the same beans after
their arrival in the South.
“The harvest takes place in August and September, and
the beans from the neighbouring localities are shipped from
Newchwang before the river closes, and during the winter,
when the roads are hard and the rivers can be crossed on the
ice, thousands of carts arrive from the more distant districts
with produce that is shipped away the following spring or
summer. In fact, the shipment of produce goes on all the year
round as long as the port is open. Bean-oil and bean-cake
can be kept any length of time without spoiling; the beans
themselves are more perishable, but will keep for a year or
more if preserved from damp.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2007)
stating that soy bean cakes (or meal) are used as a fodder or
feed for animals.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2007)
describing the transportation of soy beans over roads using
carts or trucks; this takes place in Manchuria. Address:
England.
177. Carrière, E.-A. 1881. Chronique horticole [Horticultural
chronicle]. Revue Horticole: Journal d’Horticulture Pratique
(Paris) 53:441-45. Dec. 1. See p. 442-43. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The section about soybeans notes: Decidedly,
soya is going places. From the garden, it will move to the
field; from trial to applied use, that is a logical course.
There follows an extract from a letter addressed to
Messrs. Vilmorin by Mr. Tardieu, at Frétoy-le-Chateau, by
Guiscard (Oise (department)). One passage is quoted.
Soya will be, I believe, a God-send to light soils as
a weed smothering plant, having behaved better, in the
maturing process, than the native beans. I had the whole field
cut with a mower. The leaf break-down, which concerned
me, went well. Because of the thinness of each leaf, the vast
quantity of those leaves is an added safety factor. Thus I am
planning to cultivate this plant on a large scale in my light
soils. This plant becomes so thick that rabbits nibble on the
outskirts and have difficulty entering into the field.
Let us notice however, that if it (soya) is cultivated
as a ‘smothering plant,’ it would be suited to select a very
vigorous and bushy plant, even if it does not ripen its fruits
so well, as, in this case, it would be an exceptional kind
of cultivation, intended to cleanse the soil as it is done for

weeding cultivations (Note: This may mean to cultivate the
soil to make existing weed seeds sprout–and then till them
into the soil as green manure–before they set new weed
seeds).
In the event that one would seek a forage crop, then one
should select an early variety that, besides the stems and the
leaves, could ripen its fruits, which would add to the nutritive
character of the forage. Address: France.
178. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon).
1881. The soy bean, a new feeding stuff. 1:567. Dec. 1.
• Summary: This is reprinted from British Mail [Masl].
“Mr. Wamford [Warnford] Lock has drawn attention to the
soy bean of China and Japan, Glycine soya (Soja hispida),
sufficiently familiar as the source of the eastern sauce of that
name, and affording a valuable oil (bean oil), which is the
subject of an article in the new ‘Industrial Encyclopaedia.’
It is attracting considerable attention among Continental
agriculturists, and has recently been experimented on with
regard to its value as a food for milch cows and fat cattle.
As a forcing food for milch cows, the soy bean is superior to
grains; for fat cattle, it is less adapted, and ranks second to
grains.
“The plant can be cultivated in Central and Eastern
Europe, and similar localities, especially in unfavourable
years, when other crops are backward. For growth as a field
crop it is recommended to be sown in rows 18 in. apart in the
middle of May.
“The qualities of the beans grown in diluvial [deposited
by a flood] and alluvial [deposited by running water] soils
are shown by the following analyses [alluvial given in
parentheses]:–Water 15.20 (19.50), fat 16.21 (17.94), protein
28.63 (25.94), non-nitrogenous extractive matter 30.84
(33.16), fibre 4.38 (4.45), mineral matter 4.74 (8.82).
“The straw or haulm of the plant is practically worthless
for neat cattle, but the husks and leaves, mixed with mashed
food, or even alone, are readily eaten. It has also been
found that the chopped beans, soaked for 12 hours in water
containing a little salt, are greedily taken by cattle, and that
few pass through undigested.
“According to M. Roman, a French savant, the
cultivation of the soja or soya, has of late years been largely
developed in Austria-Hungary, Italy, and parts of France.
This plant is extensively cultivated by the Chinese, who
make a cheese and various dishes from its fruit. When
roasted the seeds form an excellent substitute for coffee,
and altogether M. Roman thinks that the plant will pay
better than the potato. At present the retail price of the soja
beans is sixpence per pound, but as the plant becomes more
extensively cultivated, they will no doubt be reduced in
price.”
Note 1. This journal is published by the Dept. of
Agriculture, Peradeniya, Ceylon.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
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seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “substitute for coffee” in
connection with soy coffee.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the word “protein” in connection
with soybeans.
179. Renouard, Alfred. 1881. Compte-rendu des travaux de
l’année 1881: Section des sciences appliquées [Report on the
work of the year 1881: Section of applied sciences]. Bulletin
Trimestriel de la Societe des Agriculteurs du Nord. p. 23-24.
Solemn meeting of Dec. 18. [Fre]
• Summary: For a long time, a number of learned societies,
among which I must place at the forefront the Society
for Acclimatization of Paris, have tried to introduce into
France the cultivation of a sort of oil pea (pois oléagineux),
resembling both the lentil and the haricot, and imported from
Japan to Austria under the botanical name of Soya hispida.
According to one of the associate members of our society,
Mr. Julius Robert, who resides at Seelowitz, Moravia, this
pea gives excellent results in the feed of livestock, and it
is also sought after for domestic [human] consumption.
Mr. Albert Lapureau wanted to determine its chemical
composition; he has noticed in various analyses he has
conducted a considerable quantity of nitrogenous materials.
Based on their faith in the valuable information about
this Dolichos bean (dolique) provided by Misters Julius
Robert, Corenwinder, and Olivier Lecq, who first occupied
themselves with it, as by Mr. Ladureau, a certain number of
members of the Society decided to plant soybeans.
The most detailed results were furnished to us on this
subject by Mr. Victor De Swarte, treasurer-general of Jura.
With a care that denotes all of the benevolent ardor with
which our colleague devotes himself to what can be useful
to the agriculture of his country, Mr. De Swarte brought back
the results obtained from two farmers from Lons le Saulnier,
Messrs. Nel and Grant, and he sent us a very interesting
communication on these trials. We cannot thank Mr. De
Swarte enough, and we encourage him to keep us informed
of his further observations on this subject.
Let us again remember here that, according to the
opinion of Mr. Robert, confirmed scientifically by our wise
colleague Mr. Corenwinder, the soybean grown in our
countries, must be cut while still green to be used as forage.
[At this stage] the useful principles (principes [nutrients])
of the plant have not yet migrated to the seed, and as they
remain entirely in the plant, they profit all the more the
farmer, who uses it [the soybean plant] to feed his livestock.
Address: The Younger (fils), Secretary-Archivist [of the
Society, France].
180. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1881. Prix courant général
de graines, 1881-1882 [General current prices seeds, 18811882]. Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. See p. 48 and
Supplement p. 5, 7. Dec. [Fre]

• Summary: In the section titled “Non-grain forages, forage
roots, etc. (Fourrages non graminées, racines-fourrages,
etc.”), three varieties of soy beans are listed on page 48
under “Soja hispida. Pois oléagineux. (Nouv.).” (1) Soybean.
(2) Black-seeded soybean (Soja à grain noir)–Recommended
for feeding horses. See Supplement. (3) Soybean from
Étampes (Soja d’Étampes)–See supplement. All three cost 60
francs for 100 kg.
In the supplement under Soja d’Étampes (p. 5) are given
four prices in French francs: 4.50 for 1 kg. 1.50 for 250
gm. 0.80 for 125 gm. and 0.50 for 60 gm. The text states:
“Of the various races of Soya which have been introduced
and tested, this one which has been tested and studied at
Etampes and which numerous publications of the Society of
Horticulture of Etampes and the Revue Horticole (notably
No. 8 of 16 April 1880) have made sufficiently well known,
seems to be the most interesting for gardeners. It is frankly
dwarfish, never exceeding more than 50 cm in height, and
early enough to mature (for sure) at least 3/4 of its pods in
the climate of Paris, and at the same time productive enough
to cultivate entire fields at a profit. Its seeds are pale yellow,
slightly oblong, and rather similar to–though a bit smaller
than–the yellow bean of China. Soybeans should be planted
at about the same time as Haricot beans, putting 3-4 seeds
per bunch, and spacing them about 50 cm apart. It is a plant
of extraordinary fertility, producing an immense number
of pods, generally united in pairs and containing 1-3 seeds
each. Cooked and dressed in butter, or ground to a puree, the
seeds of the Soya are excellent, extremely nutritious, and
can advantageously replace lentils in the domestic diet. To
cook, soak for 24 hours in cold water in which about 50 gm/
liter of sugar have been dissolved. If we add that the Soya is
very leafy, and that animals avidly eat the whole plant, even
when it is dry, one can understand that this plant is of great
importance in horticulture and in farming.”
Also in the supplement under Soja à grain noir (p. 7)
is an entry for black-seeded soybeans which sell for 4.50
francs/kg. The text states: “This soybean, which we have
tried for several years, did not at first seem to have any
particular merits to warrant its adoption together with the
yellow soybean, which was introduced at the same time.
However, trials conducted by M. Blavet, president of the
Horticultural Society of Étampes, and reported by Mr.
Carrière in the Journal d’agriculture pratique of 27 Oct.
1881 prompted us to call the attention of farmers to this
plant. This variety matures very early; it is probably the
earliest soybean variety that we have yet had in cultivation–
and this is a very big advantage. It is productive of both
straw and seeds; the latter can serve as excellent feed for
horses.” Address: Quai de la Mégisserie, 4 (ancien 30) [Paris,
France].
181. Ladureau, Albert. 1881. Le soya hispida: sa culture, sa
composition [The soybean: Its cultivation and composition].
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Bulletin Scientifique du Departement du Nord (Lille) 4:100103. [Fre]*
Address: Directeur de la Station Agronomique du Nord,
France.
182. Cook, George H. 1881. Soja beans. Report of Rutgers
Scientific School, the State College, for the Benefit of
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts 17:54-57.
• Summary: “We made another trial of these beans this year,
planting them very thick in two rows 128 feet long, upon
very good ground. They grew well all season, and ripened
evenly, not being much affected by the extreme dry weather.
The crop of beans from the rows was twenty-two pounds.
They can be easily planted and properly tended in rows two
feet apart. This appears to be a good way of growing them.
Last year we tried to grow them by sowing the seed, but they
were soon overrun and choked by weeds, and the crop was
worthless. This year success is very encouraging. An acre of
ground, at the rate these rows produced, would yield thirtyone bushels.
“The seed was obtained, part in Munich and part in
Vienna, in 1878, and has now been planted three times
without showing any signs of deterioration from our climate
or soil. It has some most valuable properties as a farm crop.
To quote from the paper sent out by the Bavarian Experiment
Station:” Note 1. This same translation appeared in Cook
1879.
“The following is the composition of the beans grown
on the College Farm this year, which is the third year’s
growth with us:” A table (p. 56) shows: “Albuminoids
35.39%, fat 19.01%, carbohydrates 26.17%, fibre 4.96%, ash
4.88%, water 9.64%.”
“The superior value of these beans will be better
appreciated after an examination of the composition of some
of our best-known feeding substances, and a comparison of
the results.” The same table and subsequent analysis of it that
appeared in Cook’s 1879 annual report is reproduced again
here. The article concludes: “We hope in another year to be
able to make some feeding experiments with soja beans.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in New Jersey. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation
of soybeans in New Jersey (1879). The source of these
soybeans was Bavaria, Germany, and Vienna, Austria.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
by an agricultural (land-grant) college or experiment station
that describes an experiment growing soybeans. Soybeans
were first cultivated at Rutgers in 1879.
Note 4. Largely through the influence of George
Hammell Cook, “the New Jersey legislature, by an act of
April 4, 1864, designated Rutgers Scientific School as the
State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts and made
it the beneficiary of the Federal Land Grant Act of 1862...
That year a farm of 100 acres was purchased, and field

experiments with fertilizers were begun in 1865... Professor
Cook became vice president of Rutgers College in 1864”
(True 1937, p. 75-76). Address: New Jersey.
183. Grahl, Hugo. 1881. Anbauversuch mit Bohnen
verschiedener Arten unter besonderer Beruecksichtigung
der geernten Naehrstoffmengen [Agronomic trial with beans
of various types, with special attention to the amount of
harvested nutrients]. Journal fuer Landwirtschaft 29(2):20715. Also published in Biedermann’s Central-Blatt fuer
Agrikulturchemie, 1881, p. 538-40). [Ger]
• Summary: In recent years, the soybean has aroused great
attention in all agricultural circles. In this regard, not only
was it advisable to carry out further agronomic trials with
this crop, it was also reasonable that in addition to the
determination of the yield of this bean, comparisons be
drawn with the yields of similar crops. For this purpose, only
two species of bean were selected for the comparison: the
bush bean or green bean Phaseolus and the broad bean or
fava bean Vica faba major. If the desire had been to involve
even more crops, then in so doing the precision of the results
would possibly have been disadvantaged.
In Proskau, soybean yields reached 1,100 to 1,600 kg/
ha. Note: Proskau is a market town in Prussian Silesia.
From these figures, we see how significant quantities
of nutrients can be obtained by means of the cultivation of
legumes. I do not want to go so far as to draw comparisons
with other crops which we cultivate for the purpose of
both human and animal nutrition. But I believe that I may
express the following, and am pleased to be in agreement
in this regard with Haberlandt, who unfortunately passed
away too soon: by means of the cultivation of legumes,
such large quantities of nutrients can be obtained that
German agriculture should take them into consideration in
comparison to cereal crops more than has occurred thus far.
I hope that the results that have been reported provide
the occasion for further trials. Within that context, we
may not exclude the soybean, even if the results that were
obtained both here and elsewhere have not universally
satisfied the keen expectations that were initially so high.
With the great risk that is created through its long vegetation
period, the results from the quickly growing species of
Phaseolus deserve full attention. But lentils should receive
very special consideration, which should also include the
special distinction of the high monetary value of the seeds
and the favorable digestibility of the nutrients in straw and
chaff.
Table 1 (p. 210) gives the results of soybean harvests.
Heavy soil: Yellow soybean, field 1. Yellow soybean, field
2. Light soil: Yellow soybean, field 1. Yellow soybean, field
2. Black soybean, field 1. Brown soybean, field 2. For each
field is given: (1) The planted area in square meters. (2)
The yield per hectare in kg of seeds, of straw, and of chaff
(Spreu). (4) The yield per hectare in kg of seeds, of straw,
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and of chaff (Spreu). [Note: a Morgen is an obsolete unit of
area with widely varying values in Poland and Germany].
The yield of soybean seeds ranged from 1,514 kg/ha (brown
soybeans on light soil) to 1,113 kg/ha (black soybeans on
light soil).
A table (p. 213) gives the yield of crude protein and
crude oil in the beans, straw, chaff, and total from various
types of beans grown in heavy or light soil. Soybeans gave
high yields of both crude protein and crude oil.
A table (p. 214) gives the yield of crude protein and
crude oil in the beans, straw, chaff, and total from various
types of peas (Erbsen), lentils (Linsen), and vetches
(Wicken).
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: PhD, Akademie Proskau.
184. McBryde, John M. 1881. Experiments with corn and
other crops. Report of the Experimental and Other Work
of the School of Agriculture, Horticulture & Botany of the
University of Tennessee 2:142-76. See p. 172. For the session
1880-81.
• Summary: The section titled “Soja bean” (p. 172)
states: “This plant (Soja hispida) is, according to some, a
comparatively recent import from Spain. The plant is really
a native of the East Indies [Southeastern Asia, incl. India,
Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Malay archipelago], where it
is largely grown as a staple article of food. It is beginning to
attract attention in several countries of Europe.
“This bean is an essential ingredient of the celebrated
Soja Sauce. The seed contains about 34 per cent. of
albuminoids and the straw about 9 per cent. It is therefore
regarded as ‘the vegetable which approaches nearest in
chemical composition to animal food (meat) containing, as
it does, one-fifth of its weight of fat and about two-fifths of
nitrogenous matter.’
“A small quantity of seed was procured last spring and
planted on April 27th, in drills 2½ feet apart. They came
up very well” and the plants stood the drought well. The
yield, in view of the drought and abundant weeds, “was a
remarkably good one. The plant is both hardy and prolific,
and will probably give a heavy crop in a favorable season.”
Note 1. The soybean may have been in Spain at this
time, however we have no record of the soybean being in
Spain before 1905.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (March 2021) that uses the term “Soja Sauce”
(or “soja sauce”) to refer to soy sauce.
Note 3. Other crops discusses in this article: Indian
corn, dhurra, sorghum, drooping sorghum, Johnson grass or
Means’ grass, rye, barley, upland rice, millets, buckwheat,
teosinte, prickly comfrey, tobacco. Address: Prof. of
Agriculture, Horticulture and Botany, Knoxville, Tennessee.

Verbaux des séances de la Société des Amis des Sciences,
de l’Industrie et des Arts de la Haute-Loire [Extract of the
Oral Proceedings of the meetings of the Society de friends of
Science, of Industry and of the Arts of Haute-Loire]. 2:45253. Meeting of 1 July 1880. M. Aymard presiding. [Fre]
• Summary: The president calls attention to the journal of
Mr. Barral and to a new species of oil pea or soybean (pois
oléagineux, le soja hispida), a legume appreciated for its
culinary and forage qualities, and which grows in Japan,
the Indies and in the Moluccas. They were planted from
April 15 to May 15 and their culture was the same as for
haricot beans. The dry plants (Les fanes) and the pods of the
soybean (du soja) make good feed for sheep. In food value,
the dry plant closely approaches that of clover. We strongly
encourage our agriculturists to cultivate this legume, for they
will have a double profit: the seeds which give an excellent
dish and, at the same time, a good forage for the sheep.
Address: Haute-Loire, France.
186. Paillieux, Auguste. 1881. Le soya, sa composition
chimique, ses variétiés, sa culture et ses usages [The
soybean, its chemical composition, varieties, cultivation and
uses]. Paris: Librairie Agricole de la Maison Rustique (26
Rue Jacob). 126 p. 28 cm. [42 ref. Fre]

185. Memoires et Proces-Verbaux. 1881. Exrait des Procès-
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Crosne. Since it is on the same page on the Web as Nicolas
Auguste Paillieux–http://jacques.colliard.pagesperso-orange.
fr/JournalFamille/Salats_MJEa.h tml–it is probably the
same Auguste Paillieux. Address: Membre de la Societe
d’Acclimatation, France.

• Summary: This very important book is largely a reprint in
book form of Paillieux’s excellent article by the same title
published in the September and October 1880 issues of the
Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation. The arrangement of
text on the pages is somewhat different from (and clearer
than) the earlier publication, and it contains small amounts of
new information–as on p. 87-88.
Across the bottom of the title page is printed: Extract
from the Bulletin of the Society for Acclimatization.
Note 1. This is the earliest book seen (July 2019) about
the soybean published in French and the second earliest
book seen (July 2019) about the soybean published in the
western world; the first was by Haberlandt in 1878. This
book contains only one unimportant illustration, the same
one found in the preceding articles.
2. In France (Dec. 2019) there is “une Rue Paillieux” at

187. Phares, David Lewis. 1881. Farmer’s book of grasses
and other forage plants, for the southern United States.
Starkville, Mississippi: Published by the author. J.C. Hill,
printer. 148 p. See p. 19. 22 cm.
• Summary: “Glycine hispida Japan pea: This bean (it is
not a pea) came under my observation some twenty-five
years ago [i.e. in about 1856], as the Japan Pea. It was then
cultivated to a limited extent for a few years; but ceased to
attract attention till the close of our civil war; when it was
again widely sold as the Southern Relief Pea. The catalogues
name it Soja hispida. Though not a climber, it may be the
Dolichos Soja, or Soy bean of China and Japan.
“In this country, this bean is probably not esteemed
so highly as it should be either for the table or for forage.
Few people bring it to the table more than once; for when
prepared as other beans it is inedible and disgusting. But
when the ripe seeds are soaked from twelve to twenty-four
hours they may be cooked so as to afford a most delicious
and nutritious dish. The soaking changes the shape of the
bean from globose to oblong.”
“This is probably the Sooja or Miso of Japan so much
used in soups in that country. The soy or sauce made from
these seeds is used three times a day, as salt with us, in nearly
all dishes. The favorite Chinese curd-like dish, Teu hu, also is
made of these beans.”
Phares lived 1817-1892. He resided in Mississippi in
1881, and says that he observed soybeans being cultivated in
about 1856, but it is not clear that they were being cultivated
in Mississippi, either in about 1856 or at the time this letter
was written. Later documents (Riley 1909) prove that
soybeans were grown in Mississippi as early as 1857.
Note 1. This is the earliest American document seen that
uses the term “Glycine hispida” to refer to the soybean.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2008)
that mentions the soybean in connection with the U.S. Civil
War. Address: A.M., M.D., Prof. of Biology, A&M College
of Mississippi, Sanitary Commissioner for the State at large
of Mississippi.
188. Rural New-Yorker. 1882. Notes from the experimental
grounds of the Rural New-Yorker [The Hairy Soja Bean].
41:9-10. Jan. 7.
• Summary: A large, excellent illustration (line drawing, by
W. Scranton of the Rural New Yorker) shows three leaves,
several clumps of pods, 3 seeds, and the upper stems of soja
bean plant.
“The Hairy Soja Bean [“Hairy” is based on the German
term “rauhaarigen”], of which an original sketch is now
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“Seeds of the Soja Bean were sent to us by Mr. James
H. Gregory [seedsman] of Marblehead, Massachusetts, at
our request, last winter.” The Rural New-Yorker grew them,
and concluded: “While the leaves and stems were quite green
our cattle eat them with evident relish but the relish was less
apparent as they ripened–and they were refused entirely after
being cut and dried. From the above test we should never
raise the Soja Bean as a fodder plant. Many kinds of the
cow-pea, as may be seen from our reports in these columns
during 1880, will yield five times the amount of vine and
leaves.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct.
2020) showing that James H. Gregory (of Marblehead,
Massachusetts) provides soybeans; he may well also sell
them.

presented,... was first brought to our notice by Professor
Geo. H. Cook of the Rutgers Scientific School of New
Brunswick, New Jersey... he says that when in Munich in
1878, he saw the Soja Bean in cultivation as a new crop,
and probably a desirable addition to our forage products.
It was seen in the grounds of the Bavarian Agricultural
Experiment Station, and was in very vigorous growth.
The gentleman in charge gave him a few seeds; and seeds
of several other varieties of the same plant were procured
at Vienna by Mr. James Neilson. Both planted them and
gathered crops of the different kinds in 1879. The following
is a translation of a part of a paper sent out from the Bavarian
Experiment Station to those who were growing and testing
the capabilities of the new plant: “Two years ago Professor
Haberland [Haberlandt], of Vienna, an untiring botanical
experimenter, introduced to us a plant whose pleasant-tasting
seeds are rich in albumen and fat in very digestible forms.
This plant is the Hairy Soja Bean (Soja hispida, Moench).
Professor Haberland found samples of the seed at the Vienna
Exposition among the agricultural products of China, Japan,
Mongolia, Transcaucasia and India... Its seeds, boiled or
roasted, have a pleasant taste, and form an almost daily part
of the food in India, China and Japan.”
Experiments were made in various parts of Bohemia,
Moravia [both in the Czech Republic as of Jan. 1993],
Southern Austria, Styria [the capital of Graf in today’s
Austria], Hungary and Upper Silesia in 1876. The next
year 135 trials were made under various climatic influences
from the well-ripened seeds from these crops. Professor
Schwackerhofer, of Vienna, has analyzed the original and the
harvested seed, and the Soja straw.
The article then summarizes two articles on soybeans,
one from La Nature in France (July 1881) and another from
Gardener’s Chronicle in London (18 Sept. 1880).

189. Belfast Morning News (Antrim, Northern Ireland).
1882. Soya hispida. Jan. 16. p. 4, col. 4.
• Summary: “Some of our farmers who are tired of
unremunerative corn-growing, and are yet not too
discouraged to try new experiments, may, perhaps, do
something with a grain not very well known, except in the
East. This is the soya hispida, whose English name we are
ashamed not be able to give, and whose manifold good
qualities were explained a few days ago to the Society of
French Agriculturists. The home of this plant, where it is
cultivated in great profusion, is the extreme East of Asia.
The Chinese make use of it when ripe for the manufacture of
an oil, and, after extracting it, give the remnant of the grain,
together with the stalks and leaves of the plant, as a food for
cattle.
“In Japan the principal use made of it is for the
extraction of a sauce [soy sauce], which they use with all
sorts of viands; and in the preparation this condiment take
very great pains, keeping the grain for months, and even
years, in order to give it a better flavour.
“The growth of the plant is abundant in hot climates, but
it is also well suited to colder temperature, and in the more
northern parts of Asia where it is grown the grain is mixed
with chopped straw, and so given to horses and cattle. These,
however, are by no means the sole uses to which the soya
hispida is put. Its cultivation has become general in Syria
[sic, Styria] and Dalmatia [a region in western Yugoslavia on
the Adriatic Sea; but in 2014 in Croatia], and has begun to be
common as far west as Hungary. In the two former countries
the grain, after being allowed to ripen, is thrashed [threshed]
out and roasted, and then employed for the making of coffee.
The liquid so produced said to be very like real coffee,
though of inferior strength and flavour.
“In China there are yet other uses found for it. The adult
[mature] grains are soaked till they swell and become soft,
and then cooked like the small sort of beans. In other places,
the seeds are set in a very damp, watery soil, and kept in
darkness till they sprout up into a long white stalk, four or
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five inches high, which is then cut and served up after the
manner of a salad. Finally, it is possible actually to make
out of the grain a sort of cheese [tofu] which is consumed
in huge quantities by the poorer people both in China and
Japan.”
190. Raveret-Wattel, C. 1882. Extraits des procés-verbaux
des séances de la société. Séance générale du 13 Janvier
1882 [Excerpts of verbal proceedings from meetings of the
society. General meeting of 13 Jan. 1882]. Bulletin de la
Societe d’Acclimatation 29:110-29. Jan. See p. 113-14. [Fre]
• Summary: “Mr. Ludovic Joffrion writes from Niort [in
western France, 34 miles southeast of Nantes]: ‘I have the
honor of sending you some notes concerning the seeds that
the Society for Acclimatization was kind enough to send
me.’”
“’2nd. Soybeans (Soja).–The seed was received on April
10 [1881] and planted here on May 15. After 10 days, the
plants had already broken ground, and almost all the seeds
came up. I spaced the seeds about 50 cm apart, chose the
best-quality soil for this crop, and planted without using
manure. During the big heat wave, I spread grasses from the
river on the whole planted area, and the soybean arrived at
full maturity without difficulty. During September, the stems
begin to dry out; they were uprooted and the seeds were
mature. Concerning soybeans as a human food, permit me to
say that the numerous persons who have tasted the soybean
have found it rather bad, with a pronounced oily taste. This
year I am going to cultivate this plant on a larger scale, and
I will give it to my horses either as a forage crop or as the
beans alone. And, if the Society would like me to, I will
record my observations in this regard.’” Address: Secretary
of the meetings, France.
191. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon).
1882. Practical hints for planters on arboriculture: Soy beans
in China. 1:706-08. Feb. 1. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a reprint of: Gardeners’ Chronicle. 1881.
“Soy beans in China.” 16(411):632. Nov. 12.
192. Sun (Baltimore, Maryland). 1882. Letter from the
Pacific Coast (Correspondence of the Baltimore Sun) (Letter
to the editor). Feb. 13. p. 6.
• Summary: “San Francisco, Feb. 3, 1882. New plants
from China and Japan are being added to the agriculture of
California.” When the seeds of two valuable trees were sent
to California recently by the United States consul-general
at Shanghai, these seeds were “distributed freely by the
publishers of the San Francisco Evening Bulletin.”
“Last year the Bulletin distributed the Soja beans of
Japan, which grow luxuriantly, and which will supersede all
other varieties of food for men and animals. For centuries
these heavy podded beans have fed the millions of Eastern
Asia, and they are now favorite food in Southern Europe.

The plant grows shrubby here and three feet high. The pod
never drops its beans on the field. No other leguminous plant
bears beans of such tasteful, healthy and nutritious qualities,
in which the straw participates largely as fattening food for
cattle.
“Analysis finds in Soja beans 34½ per cent. of
albuminous element and 18¼ per cent. of fat, while horse
beans show only 25½ and 1½ per cent., respectively, and
maize contains 10½ and 4½ per cent. only. As an alternative
crop the Soja bean will prove a blessing and a restorative
to the soil here and in all your Southern States, where we
predict its speedy introduction.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in California. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation
of soybeans in California (1881 or before; one of two
documents).
Note 2. Unfortunately, this letter is not signed. The
writer appears to be closely associated with the San
Francisco Evening Bulletin, however he could be a special
correspondent for the Baltimore Sun.
193. San Francisco Bulletin (California). 1882. Value of the
soja bean. Feb. 22. p. 1.
• Summary: “Last year the Bulletin distributed the Soja
beans of Japan, which grow luxuriantly, and which will
supersede all other varieties as food for men and animals.
For centuries these heavy podded beans have fed the
millions of Eastern Asia, and they are now favorite food in
Southern Europe. The plant grows to a here and three feet
high. The pod never drops its beans on the field. No other
leguminous plant bears beans of such tasteful, healthy and
nutritious qualities, in which the straw participates largely
as fattening food for cattle. Analysis finds in Soja beans 34¼
per cent of albuminous elements and 18¼ per cent of fat,
while horse beans [broad beans] show only 23 and 1.33 per
cent, respectively, and maize contains 10.33 and 4.11 per
cent only. As an alternative crop the Soja bean will prove
a blessing and a restorative to the sod here and in all your
Southern States, where we predict its speedy introduction–
San Francisco Corr. Baltimore Sun, 13th instant.”
This article also appeared in the Fairfield News and
Herald (Winnsboro, South Carolina) 1882 March 22, p. 2.
194. Monthly Bulletin, North Carolina Department of
Agriculture (Raleigh). 1882. Geological Survey: On Some
Useful Plants (Continued). No. 12. p. 1-2. March.
• Summary: In the last Bulletin some results of investigations
by the Survey in regard to the value to North Carolina of
certain plants, new and old, were reported. Some facts
were presented, which seem to indicate that the Mongolian
Bean (Soja), one of the most important cultivated plants
among the vast populations of Asia for unknown ages, and
recently introduced with signal success in several countries
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of Europe, is likely to prove a valuable acquisition to the
agricultural resources of this State. A general statement was
given of the conclusions reached by the eminent agricultural
chemist of Vienna, Prof. Haberlandt.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that contains the term “Mongolian Bean” (or “Mongolian
beans,” regardless of capitalization) which it uses to refer to
the Soja bean.
“The matter is of sufficient importance to require the
further presentation of the results of Prof. H.’s researches
which, as stated, were carried on for a period of three years,
and in all parts of the empire of Austria, with its various
soils and climates. He gives the results of more than 150
experiments, which were almost uniformly successful.
These are embodied in the following table which shows the
comparative value of this bean and our leading vegetable
food products; the analyses of Soja and of the garden pea
from Prof. Haberlandt, and the others from Prof. Johnson,
except that of the cow pea, which is from Ledoux. I add
at the bottom of each column figures showing the relative
nutritive value, on the usual assumption that the nitrogenous
and fat components are of equal value, (for equal weights,)
and that of carbohydrates, (sugar, starch, &c.,) about onefifth as much:”
A table compares the nutritional value of wheat,
corn, garden pea, cow pea, and soja. For each is given the
nitrogenous matter, fat and carbohydrates, plus the “relative
nutritive value.” Soja has by far the highest relative nutritive
value, 2.71. The next highest is garden peas with 1.56.
“It will be seen that in both the cardinal food elements,
fat and nitrogenous matter, the Soja far surpasses all our
richest vegetable foods, having nearly three times as much
fat as corn, and of protein, as wheat, and more than double
the nutritive value of both, and exceeding in this respect our
familiar species of legumes by about eighty per cent.
“As it took Europe several hundred years and countless
millions of money to learn from China the art of cultivating
the silk worm and making porcelain, so it seems that
Europeans have still much to learn from that wonderful
people, and among other things the lesson which the near
future urges, viz: how to feed themselves economically, so
that many times the present population per square mile may
be supported by its products. She has already made one
contribution towards this end by teaching the art of raising
fish, like pigs and chickens, and the indications are, that the
Mongolian Bean is a still greater benefaction.
“But the story of the value of Soja is not yet complete.
The straw (leaves and stem), of which the yield is very great,
is nearly equal in value to our best forage plants, as the
following table of analyses shows:”
A table compares the nutritional value of the straw
of clover, timothy, cow pea, and soja. For each is given
the nitrogenous materials, fat and carbohydrates, plus the
“relative nutritive value.” Clover has the highest relative

nutritive value, 0.99, followed by timothy (0.95), soja (0.80)
and cowpea (0.73).
“And of course its value as a green crop for improving
the soil, will be of the same order, and determined by the
same conditions.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020)
containing the term “relative nutritive value.” Its meaning is
not defined.
Prof. Haberlandt sums up the results of his numerous
and exhaustive investigations in a list of valuable qualities of
which the following are the chief, viz:
“1. The Soja will grow well in any sort of soil, of fair
quality.
“2. It stands drought better than all other legumes.
“3. It stands frost better than either legumes or corn;
even freezing does not destroy it.
“4. It is extremely prolific, both in fruit and forage; and
as a green fodder plant it is unequalled.
“5. It not only has the highest value for human food, but
both the seed and fodder are preferred by stock to nearly all
other foods.
6. The labor and cost of cultivation are less than of any
other cultivated crop.
“7. It matures early, surpassing corn in this respect.
“The above is not half the list of notable and valuable
qualities enumerated.
“Such are the results of the domestication of Soja in
Europe.
“As stated in the previous number of the Bulletin, the
tests which have been made in this State promise equally
well.
“Prof. Lane, who has experimented longer and on a
larger scale than any one else, gives? it a place with his most
important plants? He finds that horses and cattle will desert
any other forage for the Soja fodder [?]. And as to yield, he
gathered 50 bushels per acre from his ordinary cotton field,
and has no doubt he could easily [?] 100 bushels, and the
product of for- [?] is proportionally great. Some of the [?]aw
being badly cured on account of [?]in, and thrown into the
stable lot for manure, was pawed up by horses and cows and
eaten, to the last stem.
“Another considerable advantage which this gentleman
found, is that the seed does not shell out in handling, so that
there is no waste.
“Prof. Cook, State Geologist of New Jersey, has had
some experiments made, last year, on the experiment farm
of the N.J. Station, and his results are in accord with those
given above.
“Now if the half of this prove true–and there seems no
reason to discount it in the least–the Soja will be a great boon
to the agriculture of North Carolina, not only directly, but
indirectly as well. For one of the great wants of the State is
a system of crop rotation which will introduce stock raising,
not alone for the supply of our own meat, but chiefly to
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furnish manure for the soil; for without this change our soils
and our agriculture will go to ruin
“Soja may be planted like the cow pea, but until seeds
are plenty, it is better to plant 4 to six inches apart in drills
widely enough separated for cultivation.” Address: Director,
N.C. Agric. Exp. Station.
195. Country Gentleman. 1882. The Soja bean.
47(1523):275, cols. 1-2. April 6.
• Summary: “In answer to a recent inquiry, we give the
substance of the statement in the Ninth Annual Report of
the New-Jersey State Board of Agriculture, by Prof Geo.
H. Cook, in his account of the crops grown on the College
Farm, at New-Brunswick. The seed were obtained in the first
place, a part in Munich and a part in Vienna in 1878, and
the crop. has been tested for three years. The planting the
past season was made in very thick rows, on rich ground.
The beans grew well, ripened evenly, and were little affected
by dry weather. They may be easily cultivated in rows two
feet apart. They were sown broadcast last year, but were
overrun and choked with weeds. The crop the past season
yielded at the rate of 31 bushels per acre. The analysis of
the beans indicates high value for food, 35 per cent. being
albuminoids, 19 fat, and 26 carbohydrates. By comparison
with other foods, clover hay being rated as worth a dollar
per 100 pounds, the Soja bean stands by analysis as worth
$2.55 per 100 pounds, timothy hay 93, Indian corn 1.29, oats
1.26, horse beans 1.59, wheat bran 1.26, cured corn fodder
and oats straw each 59, and horse beans 2.45. The actual
digestible value of these beans can be determined only by
experiment, which is yet to be made.
“Prof. Cook thinks it may be a better crop to go between
corn and wheat than oats and potatoes, and is not subject to
the same difficulties in curing as common beans, as they do
not easily shell out, and the coarser stalks admit of being
cured like Indian corn. Additional statements are quoted from
the report of the Bavarian Experiment Station, among others
that from thirty-three to fifty-five bushels of seed, and two
and one-third tons of nutritious straw, have been obtained
from an acre. It is a native of Java and the East Indies, is an
annual leguminous plant, the stalk from twelve to eighteen
inches high, with three-parted oval pointed leaves, hairy on
both sides. The pod is from one to one and a half inches long,
hairy, containing two or three oval yellow or brown seeds,
the size of a field pea. Its large leaves shade the ground.”
196. Faivre, Gustave. 1882. Des graines propres à
l’alimentation des chevaux [The proper grains for the
feeding of horses: The black soybean]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 29:499-501. May. [Fre]
• Summary: A table shows the composition of the black
soybean, as determined for the Ministry of Agriculture
by M. Müntz: Nitrogenous materials 36.67 gm. Lipids 17
gm. Sugar 6.40 gm. Crude cellulose 4.72 gm. Extractive

substances 19.89 gm. Ash (minerals) 5.18 gm. Water 10.14
gm.
Following this are two quotations excerpted from the
following publications: (1) Traité de la composition du Soya
Hispida [Treatise on the composition of soybeans]. Paris:
Imprimerie de l’École centrale. (2) Cultivateur de Saône-etLoire. No. 37. 1 Feb. 1881. Address: Beaunes, France.
197. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1882. Catalogue général,
printemps 1882 [General catalog, spring 1882]. Paris:
Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. See p. 94. Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section titled “Non-grain forages, forage
roots, etc. (Fourrages non graminées, racines-fourrages,
etc.”), three varieties of soy beans are listed on page 94
under “Soja hispida. Pois oléagineux.” They are: (1) Yellowseeded soybean. (2) Black-seeded soybean. New. See
Supplement. (3) Soybean from Étampes (Soja d’Étampes)–
See supplement. The first of the three sells for 2 francs/kg.
The other two sell for 4.50 francs/kg. Address: Quai de la
Mégisserie, 4 (ancien 30) [Paris, France].
198. Bulletin Trimestriel de la Societe des Agriculteurs du
Nord. 1882. Ensilage du soya hispida dans la pulpe [Ensilage
from soya hispida]. p. 338. Meeting of Oct. 5. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Florimond Desperez discusses the results
that he has obtained by making silage of soya hispida [the
soybean] which had been ground to a pulp (dans la pulpe).
He reports that he, like many members of the Society, had
planted several acres with soybeans, that he had harvested
the plant while it was still green, and that he had ensiled it,
when ground to a pulp, in order to conserve it. Later, his
cattle avidly ate a substantial amount of this forage. Address:
Lille, France.
199. Prairie Farmer. 1882. Agricultural experiments.
54(7):2. Oct. 14.
• Summary: “Frequent bulletins are issued from the New
York agricultural experiment station at Geneva, of which
Prof. E. Lewis Sturtevant is the director.”
“If ensilage is to become a feature of the farm, then
it seems probable that a variety of crops may be grown
for ensilage purposes with advantage, in order to secure
the mixture in the soil which will offer the more complete
ration than any one article used alone. It is this which gives
importance to the investigation into the adaptability of such
crops as the soja bean and cow pea.
“Of Soja hispida or the Japanese bean, ‘probably the
most concentrated food furnished by the vegetable kingdom,’
Dr. Sturtevant says that it was on the first of the month, three
feet tall, of luxuriant foliage and crowded with small pods
containing from one to three beans each, and bloom still
forming. As a forage plant it seems to afford promise; also
for food, if it proves acceptable to the palate.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
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seen (Sept. 2019) that mentions silage in connection with
soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2021) that mentions the term “Japanese bean” (or
“Japanese beans”).
200. Kinch, Edward. 1882. Die Sojabohne [The soybean].
Biedermann’s Central-Blatt fuer Agrikulturchemie 11:75355. Nov. [Ger]
• Summary: This is a summary of an 1882 document
by Prof. Kinch of Cirencester, England. The original is
reproduced exactly by A.S. Welch (1885, p. 73-77).
In a study about the properties and the value of
the soybean (Sojabohne) as a food and a fodder, the
aforementioned author provides us with, among other things,
the composition of the seeds of different soybean varieties
(Sojavarietäten).
Table 1 gives the nutritional composition (water,
nitrogenous substance, fat/oil, carbohydrate, crude fiber, and
ash) for the following soybean types or varieties (from Japan,
pale from China, yellow from Germany, from India, brown,
round black, and long black). According to the experiments
by Levallois, in its soluble carbohydrates the bean contains
approx. 10% of a type of sugar similar to mellitose
(Mellitose) [also known as raffinose]. The nitrogenous
components are nearly exclusively protein-like; only 1% of
them were recognized as peptone and 1 to 2% as amides. The
high protein content places the soybean far above the other
species of legume: in this aspect, it is close to fatty meat. In
its fat content, it is matched only by the seeds of the peanut,
Arachis hypogaea.
“The average composition of the straw, the pods, and a
type of hay that is obtained from the soybean in Japan, which
is fed as a very tasty feed to horses, cattle, and sheep, comes
out as follows:” Table 2.
The soybean hay (Sojabohnenheu) thus exceeded both
meadow hay and the most nutrient-rich type of straw, lentil
straw, in the content of nitrogen.
What follows at this point are the analyses of some of
the products that are made from the beans: miso, a doughlike mixture that is in great demand; tofu, a type of cheese
that is obtained through the extraction of the seeds and pods
with water and in some cases with cooking salt; and the press
cakes that remain after pressing out the oil. Table 3.
The composition by percentage of the ash of the seeds
and the straw is as follows: potassium oxide, sodium oxide,
calcium oxide, magnesium oxide, ferric oxide, chlorine,
phosphoric anhydride, sulfur trioxide, silicon dioxide.
As the most suitable varieties for cultivation in Germany
and Austria, the author names the yellow, brown, and round
and long black varieties. They require a vegetation period
of approx. 150 days with the mean temperature of 14.3ºC,
and on the whole around 2,100ºC [heat units]. Accordingly,
they are to be sown in early May and to be harvested in late

September or early October. As a sowing depth, 3 to 4 cm
is to be recommended, and a distance between the plants is
to be set up in such a way that 22 plants stand on 1 sq. m.
(Footnote 1. This indication by the author, which is not to
be misunderstood, is not in accord with distances between
the plants that have been adhered to thus far. Up to now,
only 4 to 5 plants per square meter were reckoned with.
The Editor). The most favorable type of soil is a humus rich
soil and then one containing lime. As fertilizer, the author
recommends soda niter (Natronsalpeter) and potassium
sulfate, since ammonium sulfate does not work as well as the
same quantity of nitrogen in the form of nitrates. On lowhumus soils, it is advisable to apply the nitrogen in organic
form as oil cakes or wastes of other kinds. Phosphoric acid
as dicalcium phosphate was an effective aid in some cases.
According to the author, the soybean has great capability for
resistance against influences of weather, cold, drought, and
wetness, and it is less plagued by animal and plant parasites.
(Footnote 2. Other indications counter this, according to
which the sprouts and young plants are eaten by wire worms,
cockchafer grubs, and the caterpillar of the small painted
lady butterfly, and the leaves are attacked by a fungus,
Septoria sojina. Hares and mice also go after the soybean in
a lively manner. The Editor).
Feed trials with the soybean were carried out with
good success with pigs, sheep, oxen, and dairy cows, and
because of its richness in nitrogen and fat, it is regarded as
a good supplementary fodder to feeds that are low in these
substances.–For human nutrition, as well, the beans are
supposedly well suited and capable of forming a substitute
for the meat-based diet in certain countries where the
population chiefly lives off of a plant-based diet, namely in
the poorer classes of the people–Schulze.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (March 2021) that mentions dried-frozen tofu, which
it calls “gefrorener Bohnenkäse.” Address: Professor,
Cirencester, England.
201. Paillieux, Auguste. 1882. Soya vert, de Chine [Green
soybeans of China]. Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation
29:640. Nov. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Paillieux, vice-president of the Society,
is presiding at the meeting on 6 June 1882. He offers the
members present the seeds of various edible plants, about
which he gives the following information: “I have spoken
to you so often about Soya that I hesitate to say more. I will
be as brief as possible in introducing to you a green soybean
(un Soya vert), sent from China to Mr. Faivre, a banker
from Beaune [a city in eastern France in today’s Côte-d’Or
department], who gave it the name of Tsin téou. It is very
difficult for us to be certain of the Chinese name for this
plant.” Note: The Chinese word chin (written ch’in in the
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Wade-Giles system of transliteration) can mean “green,”
but this word for green is almost never used to describe
soybeans. Thus, theoretically, chindou could mean “green
soybeans” (Communication from Dr. H.T. Huang, April
2002).
“The Soya which Mr. Faivre was kind enough to send
me, and whose seeds I am going to distribute to you, will
make you understand embarrassment. In 1862, Mr. F. Dabry
sent to our society [from China], under the name of Tsin
téou, some Phaseolus radiatus (Linn.) (See Bulletin 1863,
p. 330). Last year Father Perny kindly translated for me a
passage from the Chinese materia medica Pên Ts’ao Kang
Mou [Bencao Gangmu (The great pharmacopoeia) (1596)],
in which the Tsin téou is presented as a purple colored bean
(Soya). Finally, Mr. Faivre sent me the green soybean under
the name of Tsin téou.
“Be that as it may, the seeds that I have received are
those of a green soybean, equally recommended for the
nourishment of horses and humans. In the province of
Peking, it is mixed with black soybeans for feeding to
horses and mules. As a food for humans, it is always the
green soybean which is preferred in Japan and China. The
variety which I present to you will, I believe, mature in and
around Paris, and for sure in the south of France. Last year I
harvested a small crop myself. I recommend that you plant
the seeds quickly. There is still time but not a moment to
lose.” Address: France.
202. Indian Agriculturist (The) (Calcutta). 1882. The Japan
Pea in India. Dec. 1. p. 454-55. [2 ref]
• Summary: “If all accounts of this vegetable be true, it is
a most important addition to the stock of Indian food, and
fodder plants.” An American paper writes of it: “’The Japan Pea is the most productive as well as good
food for all kinds of stock; horses, cattle, sheep, and hogs
will eat the peas, stems, and leaves, if harvested before fully
matured, and cured like all other hay, with as much relish as
they do corn. Then, there is no pea for the table–it is soaked
in water the night before cooking–that has a more exquisite
flavour. They grow on a stout bushy stalk from two to three
feet high, somewhat resembling the cotton plant. The main
stalk, as well as the branches of the limbs, are literally loaded
with small pea-pods, filled with little yellow peas, similar
in colour, size, and flavour, to the English garden pea. The
way to get the greatest yield is to plant in hills two and-a-half
feet each way, allowing but one stalk to the hill to remain
after the first working. That will give you 6,960 stalks to
the acre, and on ordinary land, cultivated the same as corn,
will average at the lowest estimate a pint of shelled peas to
the stalk, or a fraction over 108 3/4 bushels per acre. With
high cultivation and good soil, it would be an easy matter
to double that yield: besides, there is no other crop that will
yield more hay to the acre. It is a sure cropper, neither wet
not dry weather materially interferes with the quantity or

quality of the yield.’
“In a paper on the Soy bean, as the Japan pea is
sometimes called. Mr. Kinch, Professor of Chemistry at
the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, says, that it is
worth more than a passing notice, as it is the vegetable which
approximates most nearly, in its chemical composition, to
animal food:
“’The Soy bean is extensively cultivated in the north
of China, whence it is exported to the southern provinces; it
is here pressed for the sake of its oil, and the residual cake
largely used as food for man and beast, and also as manure.
In Japan it is known by names signifying the bean, and
from it are made not only soy [sauce] but a paste, known as
miso, which is in constant request at nearly every meal, tofu
or bean cheese, and other foods used to a less extent. This
bean cheese is also well known in China, and is obtained
by extracting the legumin from the beans with water, and
precipitating it with brine. These foods are most valuable
additions to the dietary of the Oriental nations, and especially
of the Japanese, who use so little animal food; they tend to
supply the deficiencies of the staple food, rice, nitrogenous
matter, fat, and also in mineral constituents. The Buddhist
priests, who are strictly forbidden the use of animal food,
consume considerable quantities of these beans, principally
in the form of miso. The soy bean first attracted attention
in Europe in the year 1873, when specimens from Japan,
from China, and from India were shown at the Vienna
International Exhibition [Vienna World Exhibition]. Dr.
Forbes Watson, Reporter on the products of India, called
attention to it in the catalogue of the exhibits of the India
Museum. Since then, numerous experiments have been made
on the European continent on its growth, and also feeding
experiments with the bean and its straw, on different kinds of
animals, have been prosecuted. Such experiments have been
carried on by Woolling and Wein at Munich; by Haberlandt,
Lehman, Harz, Stahel, Zimmerman, Siewert, Wieske, and
others, at various stations in Germany, Austria, and Hungary;
and experiments have also been made in France and in Italy...
The kinds most suited for cultivation there are the yellow,
brown, round black, and long black varieties, especially the
first three named.’”
“’Taking into account the great richness of these beans
in valuable food constituents, their easy digestibility, the
value of the straw, and the great probability of some variety
being able to be acclimatized without great trouble, this
soja hispida is worth consideration. The bean would form
an exceedingly useful addition to the food of the poorer
classes, as a substitute for a portion of the animal food which
in the kitchens of the labouring classes is so wastefully
cooked. One use it has already found, not altogether to be
recommended, viz., after roasting, as an adulterant of, and
substitute for, coffee.’” Address: India.
203. Wiener Landwirthschaftlichen Zeitung (Vienna). 1882.
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Ueber den Wagner’schen Futterbau [On Wagner Fodder
Cultivation]. 32(98):784-85. Dec. 9. [Ger]
• Summary: Thus all that remains, then, is once again
this extremely important question on fodder, namely, to
recommend it to the leading figures for a test. The Ministry
of Agriculture (Ackerbauministerium) which, for its part,
has done so much, for example, for the soybean (Sojabohne)
ought to direct its fullest attention to this matter and have it
tested in its trial institutes. With that, protein is cheaper, and
it is to be produced with less work and in a form that is more
appealing to the rural population than in any other way.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
204. Lazenby, William R. 1882. Report on grasses, clovers,
and forage plants. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 1:95-96. For the year 1882.
• Summary: “Early last spring we sowed in small plats about
thirty varieties of grasses, six of clover, and quite a number
of different forage plants.” “Several species of Cow Pea
(Dolichos) and the Soya Bean (Soja) grew well; they yielded
a large amount of leaves and stems, and, without doubt, will
prove valuable soiling and fertilizing crops. None of the
spring vetches or lupines did well.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2006)
describing cultivation of soya beans by a U.S. land grant
institution that is actually named an “agricultural experiment
station.”
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Feb.
2007) that uses the term “Soya Bean” to refer to the soybean.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that contains the word “soiling.” A soiling crop is one fed
green to confined animals as “green-chop.” However the
soybean has not yet been used as a soiling crop. Address:
Director of the Station, Columbus, Ohio.
205. Pellet, H.; Schou, E. 1882. La composition du Soya
Hispida [The composition of the soybean (Continued–
Document part II)]. Paris: Imprimerie de l’École centrale. 20
p. [17 ref. Fre]
• Summary: (Continued):
% normal material; % dried material
Nitrogenous matter 36.67; 40.80
Fats 17.00; 18.91
Sugar 6.40; 7.12
Crude cellulose 4.72; 5.25
Extractive substances 19.89; 22.16
Ash 5.18; 5.76
Water 10.14; Total 100.00; 100.00
Nitrogen 5.86; 6.52
We can see that this is the only analysis that mentions
the presence of sugar in soybeans. Mr. Levallois’s results
mention sugar under the general heading of “Starch, dextrin

and sugar.”
Now, we must point out that Mr. Müntz is referring to a
black “teou,” and the word “teou” can mean both bean and
pea. However, Mr. Faivre, a banker in Beaune, calls this
variety a black bean (he has tested it in particular as horse
feed).
This composition, admittedly quite similar to the
average soybean composition, shows how similar these
various peas and beans are from a chemical perspective.
At the Academy of Sciences (Académie des sciences)
on May 17, 1880, one of us presented analyses of the yellow
soybean, harvested in completely different conditions.
The first of these analyses, received directly from China,
was submitted to Mr. Paillieux by Director A. Sicard, vice
president of the Marseille Horticultural Society (Société
d’horticulture de Marseille).
The second was harvested in Austria-Hungary.
The third, harvested in Étampes, was given to
Mr. Paillieux by Mr. Blavet, president of the Étampes
Horticultural Society (Société d’horticulture de
l’arrondissement d’Étampes).
The following table summarizes the results:
123
Water 9.000 10.160 9.740
Fat 16.400 16.660 14.120
Protein 35.500 27.750 31.750
Starch, dextrin, sugars 3.210 3.210 3.210
(Footnote 6: This number is the average of three
samples.)
Cellulose 11.650 11.650 11.650
(Footnote 7: This number is the average of three
samples.)
Ammonia 0.290 (Footnote 8: This number is the average
of two others) 0.274 0.304
Sulfuric acid 0.065 0.234 0.141
Phosphoric acid 1.415 1.554 1.631
Chlorine 0.036 0.035 0.637
Potash 2.187 2.204 2.317
Lime 0.432 0.316 0.230
Magnesia 0.397 0.315 0.435
Substances not soluble in acids 0.052 0.055 0.061
Traces of soda, iron, etc. 0.077 0.104 0.247
Various organic matter 19.289 25.539 24.127
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00
Nitrogen 5.91 4.72 5.44
Analysis of the ash yielded: Carbonic acid 4.10 1.20
1.00
Phosphoric acid 29.13 31.92 31.68
Sulfuric acid 1.37 4.80 2.74
Chlorine 0.75 0.75 0.75
Potash 45.02 45.27 45.02
Lime 8.92 6.50 4.48
Magnesia 8.19 6.48 8.47
Insolubles 1.10 1.10 1.20
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Soda, etc. 1.59 2.15 4.83
Total 100.17 100.17 100.17
To deduct oxygen for chlorine 0.17 0.17 0.17
Recently, Mr. Ladureau, Director of the North
Agronomic Station (station agronomique du Nord),
published new analyses of the soybean, not only for the bean
(pois), but for the stems, leaves, etc.
(Footnote 9: Journal des Stations Agronomiques, issue
7. April 1881, page 215).
The results produced by this scholar are presented
below.
At the time when the plants were pulled up, a bunch of
soybeans weighing 1,100 grams contained:
Stems and leaves 500 containing 20.50% water
Empty pods 400” 41.52% water
Beans (pois) 200” 45.93% water
When fully dried, the analysis showed:
Stems and leaves; Empty pods; Beans (pois)
Cellulose 70.85; 71.68; 3.53
Starch -; -; 22.93
Fatty oils 1.00; 0.93; 14.37
Legumin-gluten 8.12; 9.31; 39.56
Various extractive matter 14.37; 12.22; 13.28
Crystallizable sugar -; -; 1.67
Salts soluble in water 2.73; 2.90; 2.93
Salts not soluble in water 2.73; 2.85; 1.70
Silica, oxide and iron 0.20; 0.11; 0.03
Total 100.00; 100.00; 100.00
Nitrogen 1.31; 1.43; 6.39
In the ash there was (7):
Stems and leaves; Empty pods; Beans (pois)
Carbonic acid 0.55; 0.30; 0.152
Phosphoric acid 0.67; 0.54; 1.400
Sulfuric acid 1.23; 1.64; 0.522
Chloride 0.19; 0.14; 0.035
Potash 0.95; 0.90; 0.772
Lime 1.27; 1.53; 0.440
Magnesia 0.33; 0.38; 0.516
Insolubles 0.20; 0.11; 0.030 Soda, etc. 0.27 0.32; 0.793
Total: 5.66 5.86; 4.660
Professor Zulkowski provided the following
composition for the soybean hay (stems, leaves and pods):
(Footnote 11: Die Sojabohne, by Professor F.
Haberlandt, 1878, page 31).
Hay Air-dried; 100% dry
Moisture 12.44; Protein 9.43; 10.77
Fat 2.51; 2.86
Non-nitrogenous matter 36.03; 41.16
Cellulose 29.45; 33.63
Crude ash 10.14; 11.58
Total 100.00; 100.00
The hay provided 3.80% pure ash (after foreign silica
matter was removed).

Out of 100 parts ash, there was:
Potash 15.41
Soda 2.18
Lime 44.77
Magnesia 15.42
Aluminum oxide and iron oxide 0.75
Phosphoric acid 9.32
Sulfuric acid 6.37
Chlorine 0.16
Sand 5.41
Various 0.21
Total 100.00
Therefore, the composition of 100 grams of soybean
seed ash is calculated based on:
Ladureau; Average of our previous analyses; Zulkowski
analysis
(Footnote 12: Ibid., p. 31 (deduction taken from
carbonic acid)).
Carbonic acid 3.27; 2.10(no CO2);–Phosphoric acid 30.00; 30.91; 31.54; 36.89
Sulfuric acid 11.12; 2.96; 3.02; 2.70
Chloride 0.75; 0.75; 0.76; 0.27
Potash 16.55; 45.10; 46.07; 44.56
Lime 9.44; 6.66; 6.81; 5.32
Magnesia 11.08; 7.71; 7.87; 8.92
Soda (Soude) 17.00; 1.13; 1.16; 0.98
Insoluble, etc. 0.96; 2.85; 2.96; 0.42
Total 100.17; 100.17; 100.19; 100.0
To deduct: oxygen for chloride 0.17; 0.17; 0.19; 0.06
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
The following conclusions can be drawn from all of
these analyses:
(1) There is no general consensus on the amount of fat
contained in soybeans of different varieties, since the number
varies from 12.98 to 20.53. However, we have identified
more differences between the analyses of various chemists
for a single variety than between the results obtained by the
same chemist for different varieties.
This is probably due to the methods used. For L’Hôte
and Champion’s number of 12.98, we believe that the
analyses were conducted after several years of harvests,
which may have led the fats to oxidize, and caused them to
become less soluble in ordinary solvents.
The other results, however, are roughly equivalent,
taking the proportion of water into account, and we can
conclude that the soybean contains 17% to 19% oil.
When subjected to a cold of -10ºC, this oil thickens, but
no bodies of solidified fat appear at this temperature.
Soybean analysis procedures
(1) The process we used to quantify fats is among the
simplest and most exact:
We used the Schlosing device. The device is composed
of a bulb connected to a glass tube, which bends over itself
four times horizontally before going back down into a type
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of funnel which connects back to the bulb via a siphon tube.
5 grams of material is weighed in a filter and placed into
the funnel. In the bulb, 100 to 150 cc [cubic centimeters]
of ether is added and the device is positioned with the bulb
sitting in a water bath and the horizontally curved portion of
the tube inside a small tinplate case with cold water running
through it. When the water bath’s temperature is raised to
between 40ºC and 50ºC, the ether volatilizes and condenses
in the portion of the tube submerged in cold water, and runs
back into the substances in the filter. The ether dissolves
the fats in the substance and returns to the ball to start the
same circuit over again. After two to three hours, all of the
analyzed substance’s oils have been carried to the bulb. The
final step is to evaporate the ether, dry out the residue at
105ºC, remove any moisture and weigh it. Sometimes, it is
even wise to apply vacuum action.
(2) Nitrogen. The process used to determine the amount
of nitrogen in these plants is known throughout the world,
and we have nothing to add on this topic.
However, we should say a few words about the method
used to quantify the coagulable nitrogen.
The amount of coagulable nitrogen is of some interest.
Until recently, it was believed that all plant nitrogen was
entirely in the state of albuminoid organic substances.
But a few years ago, through detailed analysis of the
state of nitrogen, this was proven incorrect, and we know
that nitrogen can be in the following states:
(1) Albuminoid substances
(2) Alkaloids
(3) Nitrates
(4) Ammonia
These facts show that the determination of total
nitrogen, as obtained generally using soda lime and including
all forms of nitrogen (nitrics, organics, etc., particularly
when there are few nitrates and a large excess of organic
materials), does not provide a serious foundation upon which
to compare the nutritive value of beets with hay, for example
(Continued). Address: 1. Officier d’Acadèmie, chimiste
de la Cie de Fives-Lille; 2. Chimiste, Ingènieur des Arts et
Manufactures. Both: France.
206. Renouard, Alfred. 1882. Sur l’acclimatation du “Soja
hispida” [On the acclimatization of the soybean]. Annales
Agronomiques 8:377-80. [11 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article is fairly similar to, though more
detailed than, that written by the author and published in
April 1881 in the Association Francaise pour l’Avancement
des Sciences, Comptes Rendu (10:945-51).
After discussing the early work with soybeans in Europe
by Haberlandt in Vienna (Austria) and Blavet in Etampes
(France), he notes that the variety cultivated in Etampes was
named Soja de Étampes by the house of Vilmorin, to which
we owe the propagation of so many good species of seeds;
but none of the specific trials generated by these diverse

shipments clearly demonstrated that large-scale cultivation of
soybeans had any chance of success in our regions.
There was nothing to retract from what had been said:
the agricultural value of this soybean (pois oléagineux)
[is] among the richest in protein, and [is] capable of being
easily and advantageously distributed, if not as food for
humans, by reason of its quite special and not very agreeable
taste, at least as a forage plant for livestock. The Tramway
Company of Roubaix sent for some last year from Hungary
in large quantities for the feed of its horses and had only to
congratulate itself on this innovation.
Also, when near the end of 1879 Mr. Julius Robert, great
farmer of French origin and maker of sugar in Seelowitz
(Moravia, Moravie [a region in today’s Czech republic]),
proposed to the Society of Farmers of the Department of
Nord (Société des Agriculteurs du Nord). in Lille and to
the Agricultural Board (Comité) of the city, to send several
hectoliters of soybeans to Nord to do some serious trials
of acclimatization with them, several members of these
societies, who knew the high agricultural value of this bean,
eagerly accepted. These are the results of large-scale cultural
trials conducted by various members of the societies, and by
some other farmers of this department, on parcels ranging
from 35 to 50 ares [1 are = 100 square meters], which we are
going to make known.
In 1880 only nine farmers accepted soybeans. The
seeds were planted during the first days of April. The plants
broke ground after nine or ten days, remaining puny while
the weather was wet and rainy, but at the first heat they
developed very rapidly. Flowering took place only at the
beginning of June. The flowers passed very quickly; they
did not bloom together but succeeded each other every three
or four days. The soybeans were harvested from Oct. 1-15
according the village. There were from 40-150 pods per
plant, and 3-4 beans per pod. These beans were mature, and
one could consider this result as relatively fruitful. Only two
farms did not succeed, but one had planted the seeds too
close together, forgetting that for a plant like the soybean,
which develops much in width, the seeds should be placed
50 cm apart. The other had sown its seeds in a cold and
clayish soil, and it is common knowledge that all seeds with
pods spoil there [in such soil].
The next year, 32 farmers, encouraged by these first
trials, planted soybeans. One of our friends, Mr. de Swarte,
treasurer-general of Jura, wanted to engage several farmers
from his area around Lons-le-Saulnier to do the same. He
later published the results of their tests that agreed with
ours. In 1881 the soybeans were planted over a wide range
of time: from April 15 to June 20. Germination required on
average 170 hours, flowering 38-40 days. But instead of
having, as in 1880, a hot late autumn, we had a rainy one,
as happens only too often in Nord. The soybeans which
were harvested very late did not ripen. (Footnote: A serious
test of soybean agriculture was tried at Grignon in 1881.
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The plant developed very well, and one could have hoped
for a good harvest when it was destroyed by an early frost
at the beginning of October. The plant had been judged too
delicate to renew the test.) One could observe, however, that
the terrain lent itself perfectly to its agriculture. On some
plants up to 182 pods were counted, while in the surveys
conducted in 1879 in Hungary upon the order of the minister
of agriculture of that country, only 119 were reported as
a maximum, but these pods [harvested in Nord] remained
green [and thus did not mature]. In a few villages, a frost
that arrived in the first days of October forced immediate
harvest. In others, they were able to wait until Oct. 31 but
without result. Some farmers used green soybeans as soon
as harvested and observed that the cows devoured them
greedily. Most ensiled them in pulp form for winter. But
these, in a very large number, perceived rapidly that they
obtained much less advantageous results than with corn
forage (maïs-fourrage), usually ensiled in the same way,
easily cultivated in our regions. Although much less rich in
protein than soybeans (4-5% against 2.5-2.9%), corn yields a
harvest otherwise quite considerable in weight.
This year, five farmers wanted to begin tests again, but
as we go to press, the plant is green, the pods hardly formed,
and it is certain that the soybean cannot produce seed
suitably. In addition, there will soon be early frosts to fear
that always necessitate an immediate uprooting.
We have intended to publish these results in order
to inform farmers of the possibility or better the ease of
acclimatization of these agricultural plants of exotic origin,
that, like the soybean, are recommended from all points of
view, but whose success is less than certain and that, in the
green state, cannot take the place of other well acclimatized
crops.
It is possible that soybean cultivation may succeed in
the warmer regions of the southern parts of France; in all
cases, the trials for the northern parts of France have been
made: according to our opinion, this crop could not be, in
these northern regions, either remunerative or profitable.
Address: [The Younger (fils), Civil engineer, manufacturer at
Lille, secretary general of the Industrial Society of Nord {a
department in northern France}.
207. Williams, Samuel Wells. 1882. The Middle Kingdom: A
survey of the geography, government, literature, social life,
arts, and history of the Chinese empire and its inhabitants.
Revised ed. 2 vols. New York, NY: C. Scribner’s Sons. 2
vols. Illust. 24 cm.
• Summary: In volume 1, in Chapter 6 titled “Natural
History of China,” the section on legumes (p. 365) states:
“The leguminosæ hold an important place in Chinese botany,
affording many esculent vegetables and valuable products.
Peas and beans are probably eaten more in China than any
other country, and soy is prepared chiefly from the Soja or
Dolichos. One of the modes of making this condiment is

to skin the beans and grind them to flour, which is mixed
with water and powdered gypsum, or turmeric. It is eaten
as a jelly or curd, or in cakes, and a meal is seldom spread
without it in some form.”
In Chap. 13 titled “Architecture, dress, and diet of the
Chinese,” the section on “Vegetables eaten by the Chinese”
(p. 773) states: “The Chinese have a long list of culinary
vegetables, and much of their agriculture consists in rearing
them. Leguminous and cruciferous plants occupy the largest
part of the kitchen garden; more than twenty sorts of peas
and beans are cultivated, some for camels and horses, but
mostly for men. Soy is made by boiling the beans and mixing
water, salt, and wheat, and producing fermentation by yeast;
its quality is inferior to the foreign. Another more common
condiment, called bean curd or bean jam, is prepared by
boiling and grinding black beans and mixing the flour with
water, gypsum, and turmeric.”
In volume 2, Chapter 20 titled “Commerce of the
Chinese,” states (p. 396): “Soy is a name derived from the
Japanese sho-ya; it is made by boiling the beans of the
Dolichos soja, adding an equal quantity of wheat or barley,
and leaving the mass to ferment; a layer of salt and three
times as much water as beans are afterward put in, and the
whole compound stirred daily for two months, when the
liquid is pressed and strained. Another method of making the
condiment has already been mentioned in Volume I., p. 365.”
Samuel Wells Williams lived 1812-1884. Address: Prof.
of the Chinese Language and Literature at Yale College,
Author of Tonic and Syllabic Dictionaries of the Chinese
Dictionary.
208. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1883.
Tagesneuigkeiten: Bohnenkaese [News of the day: Bean
cheese]. 33(4):28-29. Jan. 13. [Ger]
• Summary: From the Daily News, we gather that the last
Indochinese steamer brought a type of beans to Marseilles
which have been used for a long time by the Chinese and the
Japanese as a food. The aforementioned beans are not only
consumed as cooked like a vegetable as with other beans, but
cheese is also prepared from them. The composition of these
beans is supposedly such that when considered as a food,
they are very close to the foods from the animal kingdom.
They contain a great deal of fat and protein. There is a desire
to carry out trials on the acclimatization of these beans in
Southern France. The pods of the beans supposedly provide
a very good fodder for cattle and horses. The taste of the
cheese that is prepared from these beans is supposed to be
similar to that of Parmesan cheese.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. The flavor of fermented tofu is much closer to
that of Parmesan cheese than is the flavor of regular tofu.
209. Sturtevant, E. Lewis. 1883. Seed improvement:
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sorghum; cowpeas; soja beans. New York (Cornell)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 29. Feb. 2.
Unpaginated.
• Summary: “The soja bean, which serves such a universal
food purpose in Japan and other Asiatic countries, seems
from our one year’s trial well deserving of encouragement.
Enormously prolific, abounding in foliage, apparently
hardy and sufficiently hardy to mature in our climate, it
seems well adapted for general trial, not only through
these circumstances mentioned, but also as being the most
nutritious of all known plants, and according to some
authorities, extremely relished by German stock. Trials with
this should be at first upon a small scale, and the plants
should be treated as beans, that is planted in hills and hoed
during early growth.
“These three plants, the first of which, however, can
scarcely be called a novelty, seem promising enough for
our agriculture to deserve cautious trial, and should they
be found deserving of general culture would probably add
largely to our resources toward obtaining profit from the
farm. The cane as a new product, the cow pea in a manner
taking the place of clover and also serving as a nutritious
forage, the soja bean as a forage crop, well suited chemically
for use in the silo for mixing with the less nutritious maize.”
Note: These early bulletins (First Series) appear to have
been attached (glued on?) page-by-page to blank pages in a
bound volume. Address: Director.
210. Mineral Point Tribune (Mineral Point, Wisconsin).
1883. N.Y. Experiment Station. Feb. 22. p. 8.
• Summary: “Dr. [E. Lewis] Sturtevant’s Bulletin of Feb.
3, acknowledges the kind offer of several of the principal
seedsmen of the country to furnish supplies of their seeds for
testing their vitality...”
“Of the cow pea and the soja bean the doctor remarks:
‘The cow pea is another plant which I should like to see tried
experimentally, upon a small scale, here and there throughout
the state, in order to discover the adaptation of it as forage or
grain growing crop...”
“The Soja bean, which serves such universal food
purposes in Japan and other Asiatic countries, seems from
our one year’s trial well deserving of encouragement.
Enormously prolific, abounding in foliage, apparently
hardy and sufficiently hardy, to mature in our climate,
it seems well adapted for general trial, not only through
these circumstances mentioned, but also as being the most
nutritious of all known plants, and according to some
German authorities, extremely relished by stock. Trials with
this should be at first upon a small scale, and the plants
should be treated as beans, that is, planted in hills and hoed
during early growth.”
Note: In 1883, Dr. E. Lewis Sturtevant, A.M., M.D., was
Director of the New York State Agricultural Station.

211. CHernoglazov, L.A. 1883. K voprosu o Kitayskom
maslichnom gorokhe [On the question of the Chinese
oil-bearing pea plant]. Trudy Imperatorskago Vol’nago
Ekonomicheskago Obshchestva, St. Petersburg (Transactions
of the Imperial Free Economic Society) 1(3):305-09. March.
[Rus]
• Summary: Contents: Soybeans are successful in Russia.
Success in Penza, Russia. Appropriate climate. Soybeans
noted for excellent acclimatization ability. Appropriate soil
for soybeans. Author’s method of cultivating soybeans.
Planting soybeans and their growth. Harvesting soybeans.
Uses of soybeans: Food, chaff, straw, enrichment of soil.
Preparation of foods from soybeans: Soy sauce, miso, soup,
flour, bread, potato pancakes. The writer prepared these
foods from soybeans, then fed them to his co-workers. Note:
He also sent these foods to this periodical to have them
analyzed for their nutritional value. However, before the
analyses could be conducted, the expiration date had passed.
Conclusion: Incl. use of soybeans as a food for the army.
Note: Alternate Journal Name entry: Trudy Vol’nogoEkonomicheskogo Obshchestva (Scholarly Works of the
Free Economical Society). Address: Butenkovskaya Station,
Poltavskaya region [Ukraine].
212. Geerts, A.J.C. 1883. Observations on Kinch’s list of
plants used for food. Transactions of the Asiatic Society of
Japan 11(Part 1):31-35. April. [3 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Note 1. Geerts is referring to the article by
Kinch titled “List of plants used for food or from which
foods are obtained in Japan,” on pages 1-30 of this issue of
this periodical.
“Prof. Kinch seems not to have been acquainted with
the list of 447 economical plants, published in 1826 by Ph.
Fr. von Siebold in the Transactions of the Batavian Society
of Arts and Sciences [Verhandelingen van het Bataviaasch
Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen], Vol. XII,
under the title of ‘Synopsis plantarum oeconomicarum
universi regni Japonici,’ for Mr. Kinch mentions only
the more imperfect list given by Thunberg in his Flora
Japonica. Further, several articles written on the subject of
economic Japanese plants, published by von Siebold in the
Journal of the Royal Dutch Society for the Advancement
of Horticulture, during the years 1844-45-46, etc., might
be perused with advantage by those who wish to study the
practical side of Japanese economic plants.
“In Karl von Scherzer’s work, Fachmaenuische Berichte
ueber die oesterreichisch-ungarische Expedition nach Siam,
China und Japan, Stuttgart, 1872, there is an extensive
article by Dr. S. Syrski, on Japanese horticulture and
economic cultivated plants, pp. 175-220. Several interesting
observations on the mode of culture, time of sowing,
planting, and harvesting, will be found there.”
“As a preliminary catalogue Mr. Kinch’s list may be
useful for those persons who do not possess the botanical
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literature on the Japanese flora, but as a practical indication
for horticulturists the list is deficient. Note 2. Chinese
characters (or katakana) are given for each for the following
Japanese terms.
“For instance the plant Dai-dzu or O-mame, the Soja
hispida, Moench, has in Japan five distinct cultivated
varieties and eleven or perhaps more sub-varieties, viz:
“I. White or slightly yellow beans, Haku-dai-dzu. 1.
Very early variety with very small bean. Harvest in July.
Goguwatsu-mame 2. Early variety with small white bean,
Wase-mame or Natsu-mame. These [first] two varieties
are also called Bai-to or Tofu-mame and serve especially
for preparing To-fu [tofu]. 3. Middle early variety with
somewhat larger round beans, Nakate-mame. Much used for
preparing miso. 4. Late variety with round and hard beans,
Okute-mame. 5. Late variety, with smaller, perfectly round
and hard beans, Maru-mame. Can be kept a very long time
and is much used as food for horses. 6. Late variety, with
large, perfectly round, and very hard beans, Teppo-mame or
Aki-mame. Is much valued for the preparation of Shoyu [soy
sauce].
II. “Black beans, Koku-dai-dzu or Kuro-mame. 1.
Middle late variety, with round, small, hard, black beans,
Kuro-mame. 2. Middle late variety, with round, large black
beans, Kuro-teppo-mame. 3. Late variety, with flat, elliptic,
black beans, Go-ishi-mame or Kuro-torokusun or Hachi-buname or Tamba-kuro-mame. These kinds [in category II.] are
eaten in a boiled mixed with sugar as entremets.
“III. Brown beans, Katsu-dai-dzu. 1. Round reddish
brown beans, Aka-mame. According to the size the Japanese
distinguish even six subvarieties of this brownish Soya-bean.
The reddish kinds are far less cultivated than the white and
black varieties. 2. Light brownish-red and round beans,
Cha-mame. According to the more or less intense colour the
Japanese distinguish three sub-varieties of Cha-mame. They
are rarely cultivated. [Both these types] are eaten with sugar
in a boiled state” (p. 34).
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that mentions red or reddish soybeans
(actually brownish-red).
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2007) that contains the word “Soya-bean” or
(“Soya-beans”).
“IV. Greenish or blue-greenish beans, Sei-dai-dzu or
Aö-mame. 1. Round, middle-sized greenish beans, Aö-mame.
The Japanese distinguish two sub-varieties, viz., . Sei-hi-to
with the epidermis only of a green colour, but white inside
[and] Beta. Nikuri-Sei, which are outside and inside of a
greenish colour. 2. Light green round beans, Kagemame.
[All] are only cultivated in the provinces of Ise, Iyo, Harima,
Idzumo [Izumo], Omi. Eaten with sugar in a boiled state.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document seen
(Oct. 2004) that uses the term “light green” to describe the
color of a soybean.

“V. Spotted beans, Han-dai-dzu or Fu-iri-mame. 1.
Greenish, flat, oblong beans with a black spot at the navel.
Kuro-kurakake-mame. Relatively rare and only cultivated
in Nagato [an old province on the southwest tip of Honshu,
Japan; as of 2003 part of Yamaguchi prefecture], Idzumo
[Izumo] and the environs of Kiyoto [Kyoto]. 2. Yellowishgreen, flat, and slightly oblong beans, with a dark brown spot
at the navel. Aka-kura-kake-mame. Rare. 3. Yellowish-green
beans with many dark spots. Furi-mame or Udzura-mame.
Rare. Cultivated in Harima province.”
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the term “Yellowish-green” to
describe the color of a soybean.
Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2004) that uses the word “spots” (or “spotted” or
“spotting”) or the term “reddish brown” to describe the color
of soybean seeds.
Note 8. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2013) that discusses the color of many soybean
varieties.
Note 9. Geerts’ initials stand for Antonius Johannes
Cornelius.
Note 10. This is an excellent, original article, which
gives the names of many Japanese soybean varieties for the
first time in English or any other European language. That
information is largely derived from Iinuma (1861 and/or
1874).
213. Dabney, Charles W., Jr. 1883. 2. Food and fodder plants:
the Soja bean. Monthly Bulletin, North Carolina Department
of Agriculture (Raleigh). May 1. p. 12.
• Summary: “At the suggestion of some of our farmers, I
have made analyses of Douhra corn and Soja bean, stalks
and beans both. After studying the characteristics of the Soja
bean quite thoroughly, I am much impressed with its good
features.
“It is a legume introduced from the East. It stands
upright and throws out branches, forming a pyramidal plant.
It is a tremendous bearer, yielding from two to three times as
many bushels of its yellow beans as can be made of cowpeas
on the same area. This is the great point in its favor.
“The beans have an extraordinarily favorable
composition, far surpassing any other bean or pea in
richness. They contain a large percentage of albuminoids,
and, what is more remarkable in seed of this kind, a very
large per cent. of fat, so much that an oil can be expressed
from them like pea-nut oil.
“To illustrate the character of the Soja bean, let us
compare it with some other legumes, and with the kernels of
cotton seed. The analyses of Soja bean, cow-pea and cotton
seed kernels are our own; the others are selected.”
A large table, titled “Analyses,” compares the nutritional
composition of soja bean, yellow cowpea, white beans, green
peas, and kernels of cotton seed. For each is given: water,
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proteins, fat, nitrogen-free extract, cellulose, and ash. The
soja bean (with 10.13% water) contains 34.63% proteins and
17.98% fat.
“The bean is almost equal to cotton-seed meal in
composition, while it surpasses it very far in the amount of
food which can be made to the acre.
“Sixty bushels to the acre is not an unusually large crop
for the Soja. This tremendous bearing power together with
its composition render it the most promising plant which has
lately been introduced to us.
“The matured plant is rather rough and woody in
texture, but the beans have the fortunate property of maturing
after the plant has been cut up, and an excellent fodder can
be made from it in this way, cutting the plants down, curing
them, beating the beans out, and keeping the straw for rough
food. From a chemical stand point, I know of no fodder plant
which will produce as many pounds of both the concentrated
and rough food per acre. It is adapted to our soils and
climate. It thrives especially well upon peaty soils, reclaimed
marsh lands, &c., when they have been marled. What a
possibility for our eastern country!” Address: Director, N.C.
Agric. Exp. Station.
214. Prairie Farmer. 1883. The soja bean. 55(19):290. May
12.
• Summary: The Soja bean was first brought before the
Western world at the Vienna exposition in 1878. It was
exhibited there from China and India, and attracted special
attention from Prof. Haberlandt. On his recommendation it
was tested in Central Europe.
“From the annual report of the North Carolina
Experiment Station, we learn the Soja has given great
promise of excellence in that State as a feeding stuff for
stock. It seems adapted to almost all soils. It yields a much
larger amount of feed than the cow pea, so popular at the
South. It can stand cold, damp, or generally unfavorable
weather exceedingly well. In the Southern States, to which
it is best adapted, as it requires a long, warm season for its
development, it should be planted about the first of May,
in ordinary seasons. The beans are sown thinly, in shallow
rows, eighteen inches apart, and covered about half an
inch. The plants will blossom in July, and the beans ripen
in September. A single plant will bear from 80 to 300 pods,
each pod containing from one to five beans. The straw and
bean have both been analyzed at the Station, and regarding
results the report says:
“’These analyses compared with meadow hay and
the fodder from legumes, show that the plant under
consideration yields not only a bean of remarkably favorable
chemical composition, but also a straw and hulls which are
quite nutritious. The matured straw of the Soja resembles
meadow hay in composition, although it is somewhat harder
and rougher in character. The green plant produces a very
nutritious fodder. If it is the purpose to utilize the whole

plant, and to the best advantage, it is suggested by these
analyses that probably the best time to cut them is when the
pods are just fully developed and not yet hard. Out at this
stage the beans will ripen sufficiently, as we saw, and the
straw will be preserved in the most favorable state for hay.
The straw contains, at this stage, a larger amount of proteins
and fat than the fully matured and dead plant. This plan
would render the Soja suitable for cultivation in our most
northern States or the highest districts. “’The conclusions
from this inquiry into the chemical nature of the Soja bean
and its straw must be that,
“’1. The bean itself is one of the most nutritious known
to us, quite unequalled in the amount of fats it contains and
containing at the same time a very large amount of proteins.
“’The ripe plant yields a straw fully equal to common
hay in composition; while owing to the fortunate property
the beans have of maturing and drying after the plant is cut,
a still more superior hay may be made from it by harvesting
the plants just when the pods are fully developed and still
green.’
“Our Southern friends are to be congratulated on this
promising acquisition to their fodder crops. We trust the
Soja will meet these early expectations, and that the region
of its culture may be speedily extended northward as far as
climatic conditions will permit.”
215. National Tribune (Washington, DC). 1883. The soja
bean. June 26. p. 4, col. 2.
• Summary: “This Japan plant seems to be a subject of
experiment at agricultural stations. The North Carolina
Experiment Station offers the following as the result of their
inquiry into the chemical character and value of the plant:
“’The bean itself is one of the most nutritious known
to us, quite unequaled in the amount of fat it contains, and
containing at the same time a very large amount of proteins.
The ripe plant yields a straw fully equal to common hay
in composition, while, owing to the fortunate property the
beans have of maturing and drying before the plant is cut, a
still more superior hay may be made from it by harvesting
the plants just when the pods are fully developed and still
green.’
“Not withstanding this seemingly valuable showing,
this plant, although long well-known in Europe as well as
here, has not yet found its way into cultivation. The forage is
somewhat hairy, which is against it, and the seeds, although
nutritious, are very hard, and require long cooking to render
them eatable. The famous sauce, called Soy, of the Chinese
and Japanese, is made from these beans.”
216. Charlotte Democrat (The) (Charlotte, North Carolina).
1883. A singular “foody” bean. Aug. 17. p. 1.
• Summary: “A late Indo-Chinese steamer, arriving at
Marseilles, brought specimens of a bean which has long been
used by the Chinese and Japanese as an article of food. Not
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only is it cooked and eaten like other vegetables, but it is
made into cheese [tofu]. By its composition it more closely
resembles animal food than any vegetable known to us,
containing much greasy matter and albumen. A trial will be
made to acclimate it in the south of England. In the north it
could not grow, owing to the uncertain and changing climate,
and the temperature being too low.
“Besides the above advantages as an article of human
food, the husks serve as very good fodder for horses and
cows. The cheese [probably fermented tofu] made from the
Japanese bean has a very delicate taste, much like Parmesan.
It would be worth while to attempt the cultivation of this
bean in the South, where there seems scarce a doubt it would
be successful and ‘bean cheese’ [tofu] might become a
specialty among Southern products.”
217. Dabney, Charles W., Jr. 1883. The soja bean–Soja
hispida. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 5:116-27. For the year 1882.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the
Soja hispida and its varieties. Cultivation of the soja bean.
Chemical composition of the Soja. Yield of the soja bean.
Soils and fertilizers. Uses of the soja bean.
The introduction begins: “This plant has been tried by
a number of persons in different sections of the State and is
favorably considered by them. It appears to be well adapted
to our climate and soils, and yields very well. It produces

more bushels per acre of beans than can be obtained of cow
peas or any other kind of bean known to us. In feeding value,
the soja bean is also superior to the highly esteemed cow pea.
The plant has made a great reputation for itself in Europe in
spite of decided disadvantages as to climate. Our climate is
exactly suited to it, and it promises to have a useful career
here.
“The soja bean was first brought to the attention of
the agricultural world through the efforts of Prof. Friedrich
Haberlandt, of Vienna, who found it among the products
exhibited from China, India and the East generally, at
the [Vienna World] Exposition of 1873. Haberlandt’s
investigations showed that this new legume not only
contained a large amount of proteins or flesh-producers, as
was to have been expected in an article of its class, but also
a remarkably large amount of fat, which is so unusual and
which qualified it at once to be an excellent article of food
for animals. His labors to introduce the plant have succeeded
so well, against a climate which did not afford a long enough
growing season, that the Soja bean is now extensively
cultivated and highly valued throughout all central Europe.
“The following description of the Soja bean and its
varieties is condensed from Wein’s [1881] Die Sojabohne als
Feldfrucht:” It begins: “The rough-haired Soja bean, Soja
hispida Mönch, belongs to the family of the legumes.”
This description includes extensive information based on
seed shape and color published by Prof. Harz in the Journal
of the Agricultural Association of Bavaria.
“The two original groups are:
“I. The Soja platycarpa Harz–flat pod Soja bean.
“II. The Soja tumida Harz–swollen pod Soja bean.”
“The yellow bean has been the most popular, however,
and is said to be a little heavier than the other varieties. This
is the variety which we have tried in North Carolina.”
Concerning cultivation: “A single plant will bear 30
to 100 pods; an average of 100 is easily reached with good
cultivation, a fair season, and tolerably rich soil. The pods
contain 1 to 2 seeds most often, not infrequently 3, seldom 4
or 5. We find a bushel yellow beans, variety pallida, grown
near Raleigh, to weigh 58 pounds to the bushel. A fortunate
property of the Soja bean is, that it can withstand cold, damp,
or generally unfavorable weather, very well. It is not liable
to be injured easily thus by a late spring or an early frost. It
requires a sharp cold to kill it.”
Concerning chemical composition. A table (p. 120)
contains two columns. “Under One is given the analysis of
a specimen of the yellow Soja bean, variety pallida, grown
in North Carolina. Under Two, the average of 16 analyses of
the same variety by German chemists.” All values are given
as percentages. Water 10.12 / 9.49. Proteins 34.63 / 34.30.
Fat 17.98 / 17.67. Nitrogen-free [extract] or carbohydrates
30.50 / 28.44. Cellulose 3.69 / 4.79. Ash 3.07 / 5.31. The
“North Carolina grown specimen 1 has a nutritive ratio of 1
to 1.5.
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A second table (p. 121) compares the chemical
composition Soja bean seeds with the seeds of the yellow
cowpea, white beans, green peas, and cotton seed kernels.
“According to these figures the Soja surpasses the other
legumes in proteins considerably, in fat very far. These
are the costly ingredients of feeding stuffs... The cotton
seed kernels alone surpass the Soja in combined content of
proteins and fat [cotton seed contains more than twice as
much fat, but only 84.5% as much protein]... the Soja far
surpasses the cotton seed in yield of protein and fat per acre.”
Concerning yield of the Soja bean: In North Carolina
they give 31-53 bu/acre plus 4,500 to 9,000 pounds of straw
per acre.
Concerning soils and fertilizers: “The Soja bean is
adapted to almost all soils. It will grow upon purely sandy
soils, on loams or clay soils. It has done particularly well,
however, upon sandy limestone or marled soils and upon
well drained marshes and peaty soils. It does best of all upon
such swamp soils as have been heavily marled. Prof. Wollny
who has made experiments upon this subject, says: ‘The
Soja bean is especially adapted for cultivation upon drained
bogs or swamps rich in lime (marl).’ We have vast areas of
such soils in North Carolina. The eastern part of the state is
underlaid with marls...”
“As for fertilizers to be used upon the Soja, we find that
sulphate of potash and kainite are as important manures here
as we found they were with peas. The sulphate did much
better than the muriate. Among nitrogenous manures nitrate
of soda and animal nitrogen did much better than sulphate
of ammonia. The precipitated phosphates, the phosphates
of iron, alumina, &c., gave better results than the soluble
phosphates. We have gathered these hints from Wein’s
[1881] compilation on this subject.”
“Uses of the Soja bean: In its native lands this bean is an
important article of food for man. In the East the crushed or
ground bean is made into a kind of mush or soup and eaten
with broiled or roasted meat.
“Owing to its peculiar composition, containing so
much proteins and fat and no starch, it is best prepared with
other things to supply the starch, such as potatoes or rice.
Prof. Hecke of Vienna highly commends a dish prepared by
boiling these beans and potatoes separately, mashing them,
mixing one part of the beans with two of the potatoes and
seasoning to taste. He thinks that the beans contain so much
fat, that no milk or butter needs to be added to this dish.
“The chief interest of this bean is, however, as a feeding
stuff for stock.”
Other tables show: (3) Composition of the Soja bean
plant at four different stages, based on recent research at the
North Carolina station (p. 122). (4) Composition of Soja
straw and hulls (p. 123; empty pods, based on Wein 1881,
p. 13). (3) Composition of the Soja compared with other
fodders: Whole plant, Sept. 1, matured whole straw, hulls,
cow pea hay, meadow hay, English pea hay (p. 124; “The

other analyses are from [Emil] Wolff’s tables”)
Note 1. This is the earliest publication seen on soybeans
from a North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station.
Note 2. This is the earliest agricultural experiment
station publication seen (Aug. 1998) whose sole subject is
the soy bean (soja bean).
Note 3 This is the earliest agricultural experiment station
publication seen (Dec. 2016) with the term “soja bean” in the
title.
Note 4. According to I.O. Schaub’s “North Carolina
Experiment Station: The First 60 Years, 1877-1937,” Dr.
Charles William Dabney, Jr., was director of the station from
1880 to 1887. A photo (p. 60-61) shows Dabney with other
past directors on the 50th anniversary of the station on 17
April 1927. Dabney left his position as Director of the North
Carolina Experiment Station in 1887 to become president of
the University of Tennessee. He left that position to become
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture under president Grover
Cleveland. For a detailed biography of Dr. Dabney, see R.Y.
Winters (1965).
Note 5. Charles Dabney, the author of this article,
interested Dr. John Harvey Kellogg in meat substitutes and
soybeans in about 1893-97. See: Richard W. Schwarz. 1970.
John Harvey Kellogg, M.D., p. 121-22.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen that mentions
kainite in connection with soybeans. Merriam-Webster’s
Collegiate Dictionary (1998) defines kainite (pronounced
KAI-nait, formerly sometimes spelled kainit, derived from
the Greek kainit or kainos = new or recent), a word first used
in 1868, as “a natural salt [the chemical formula is given]
consisting of a hydrous sulfate and a chloride of magnesium
and potassium that is used as a fertilizer and as a source of
potassium and magnesium compounds.”
Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2002) that mentions the use of “sulphate of
ammonia” or “nitrate of soda” as a fertilizer, or in connection
with soybeans.
Note 8. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2003) that uses the term “cotton seed kernels” to
refer cotton seeds.
Note 9. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2006) that contains the word “cowpea” (or
“cowpeas”), spelled as one word.
Note 10. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the term “nutritive ratio,”
which we later learn is the ratio of digestible protein to
other nutrients in a foodstuff or ration. Address: Ph.D.
(Goettingen), Chemist and Director of the Station, Raleigh,
[Wake County], North Carolina.
218. Geerts, Antonius Johannes Cornelius. 1883. Description
de la plante Soja hispida du Japon [Description of the
soybean plant (Soja hispida) of Japan]. In: 1883. Bulletin:
Documents officiels, statistique, rapports, comptes rendus de
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missions en France et à l’étranger, Vol. 2 (deuxième année).
Ministère de l’agriculture. Paris: Imprimerie Nationale. See
p. 144-156. [5 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is an annual periodical. Near the top of the
first page, just above and to the right of the table of contents
(Index), is written: “Yokohama, 12 July 1882.”
Contents: 1. History of the plant. 2. Description of
the plant. 3. Horticultural varieties of the plant [edamamé]
cultivated in Japan: varieties with whitish or light yellow
seeds, with black seeds, with brownish seeds, with greenish
and bluish seeds, with spotted / mottled seeds (tachetées).
4. General / synoptic table of the horticultural varieties. 5.
Cultivation of the plant in Japan. 6. Chemical composition of
soybean seeds (a table shows the composition according to
Mr. Dewars).
7. Preparation of various food products in Japan from
soybean seeds (describes in detail how each is made, plus the
final nutritional composition. The Chinese characters {kanji}
for each are given): Shoyu, miso, tofu (to-fu; fromage
végétal), preparation and composition of dried frozen tofu
(kori-to-fu; fromage végétal desséché), preparation of yuba
(légumine en feuilles, dites yu-ba). Address: Correspondent
of the Museum, Yokohama.
219. Koenig, Franz Joseph. ed. 1883. Chemie der
menschlichen Nahrungs- und Genussmittel. Vol. 2. Zweite
sehr vermehrte und verbesserte Auflage [The chemistry of
human foods and delicacies. Vol. 2. 2nd ed.]. Berlin: Verlag
von Julius Springer. xviii + 816 p. See p. 371-72, 387. Illust.
Index. 25 cm. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the section on “Legumes” is a subsection
titled “Soybeans” (Sojabohne) (p. 371-72) which begins
with short summaries of Haberlandt (1878) and Wein
(1881). The first table, based on calculations by Wein,
shows that, on a per hectare basis, soybeans yield about 1/3
more protein and about ten times as much vegetable oil as
common beans or peas. The second table gives the average
chemical composition of 43 soybean varieties analyzed
by König, and first published in detail in Vol. 1, p. 103-04.
The range: Protein 26.5 to 40.0%. Oil 14 to 19%. The third
table gives the average analysis of the ash found by Edward
Kinch in 1882. The soybean is unique among legumes in its
combination of a high oil content with an even higher protein
content. Moreover, its straw makes a nutritious fodder for
cattle. “The soybean is therefore highly recommended for
cultivation in Germany, and efforts should be made to find
ways of producing good-tasting foods from it.”
In China and Japan, soybeans have long been used to
make human foods such as miso (Misobrei), shoyu (Soohu),
and tofu (Tofu). The fourth table gives the nutritional
composition of five soy products as determined by Edward
Kinch: White miso, red miso, fresh tofu, frozen tofu, and
soybean cake. While some of these products may not be
suited to German tastes, E. Wein has used soybeans to

prepare a tasty German dishes, including a soup like that
made from beans and peas, a salad like that made from
garden beans, or by cooking soybeans with potatoes or rice,
a purée, which resembles Italian “Polenta” and has been
called “Sojenta” by Haberlandt (1878). The taste of dishes
made from soybeans reminds one of somewhat of almonds
or chestnuts, but even more of garden beans. A soybean flour
(Mehl), similar to the flour made from beans and peas, has
already been made for kitchen use from soybeans (see p.
387).
The section titled “Legume flours” (Leguminosenmehle)
(p. 387) contains a table that gives the nutritional
composition of such commercial flours: Bean flour
(Bohnenmehl), pea flour (Erbsenmehl), lentil flour
(Linsenmehl), and soybean flour (Sojabohnenmehl). The
latter contains: Water 10.23%, protein 25.69%, oil / fat
18.83%, carbohydrate 38.12%, cellulose (Holzfaser) 2.75%,
ash 4.36%. On a moisture-free basis: Nitrogen 4.58%,
carbohydrate 42.45%.
Note: This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Nov. 2013) that uses the word Sojabohnenmehl to refer
to what is probably whole (full-fat) soy flour.
Also discusses: Lecithin in egg yolks (not in soy,
p. 223, 233). Composition of vegetable oils, incl. olive,
linseed, poppyseed, hempseed, rapeseed, white sesame,
black sesame, cottonseed, peanut, palm kernel, coconut
(p. 325). Lupins (yellow or blue, p. 373-75). Almonds (p.
495, 497). Agar-Agar (p. 496-97). Peanuts (p. 495, 497).
Coffee substitutes (not incl. soy, p. 607). Address: Head,
Agricultural-Chemical Experiment Station, Muenster
in Westphalia, Germany (Vorsteher der Agric.-Chem.
Versuchsstation Muenster in Westphalia).
220. Sturtevant, E. Lewis. 1883. Report of the Director. New
York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
1:5-89. For the year 1882. See p. 24, 74.
• Summary: The section titled “Soja bean–Soja Hispida”
(p. 24) “Two analyses were made of the whole plant of the
soja bean, and a partial analyses of the seeds. The figures
are as below:” Two tables show: (1) The composition of
“Soja bean plant in fresh state,” made Sept. 19 and Oct. 7,
and the same figures “calculated dry.” “Protein = N. x 6.25”
(dry) was 12.75% and 12.74%. “The seed, dried at 212ºF,
was found to contain 5.20 per cent. of ash, 40.37 per cent.
of albumenoid substance, and 15.96 per cent of fat (ether
extract).” Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the word “albumenoid”
(or “albumenoids”) in connection with soy.
In the section titled “Forage Crops” (p. 72-77) we read
(p. 74): “The Soja bean, Soja hispida, was procured of a
seedsman and planted on June 3, but not a bean germinated.
Through Mr. Saze, a Japanese student at Cornell University,
we procured a few beans and planted three rows of ten feet
long, the seed six inches apart in the three feet drills. Planted
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June 9 [1882]; these vegetated on June 19, blossomed on
August 13, and were called ripe September 25, although
the pods were not yet turned brown... Blooming disclosed a
very minute white flower. On August 31 we remarked upon
the great vigor of the plant, the tallest plant then being three
feet, the shortest two feet three inches, the foliage abundant
and dense. Pods very abundant, hairy, as is the plant, and
containing two beans each. Of excellent promise as a forage
plant, even if the beans are not acceptable to our palate.
Planted upon unmanured soil, and receiving no pampering
care, the possibility that this plant may develop into use
seems good. A further trial on a larger scale is necessary,
however, to justify positive conclusions.” Also discusses
many varieties of cow pea.
The section titled “Alfalfa and lucerne” (p. 77-78) states:
“On April 19, planted two plats of lucerne and alfalfa. Both
vegetated on May 2, or in 13 days... The growth of the alfalfa
was slightly more vigorous than that of the lucerne, but on
June 30 we record both as suffering from a sort of blight...
The lucerne, of Europe, and the alfalfa, of California, are
the same plant, Medicago sativa. Both have been highly
recommended as a forage plant in those climates and soils
which are adapted to its growth. According to ancient
writers, it was introduced from Media [in what is today the
northwest part of Iran] into Greece in the time of Darius,
and thence into Italy. Columella estimated it as the choicest
of forage plants, because it yielded perennially and afforded
four, five, or six crops in a year. It is now highly esteemed
in the south of Europe, as well as in Chili [Chile], Peru and
Brazil, from whence it was apparently sent to this country
before 1850, under the name of Brazilian clover. The seeds,
under the name of lucerne, reached the United States as early
as 1800, about which time Chancellor Livingstone tried
it at his estate at Clermont, Columbia county, N.Y. [New
York], and in 1824 some specimens were sown near Boston
[Massachusetts], which maintained themselves for many
years. The seeds of alfalfa, from Chili, were distributed from
the United States patent office in 1853, and alfalfa is now
reported as being the favorite grass of California, and as also
succeeding well in Nevada, Nebraska, Utah, and Colorado.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2004)
concerning the New York State Agricultural Experiment
Station (or Cornell University) in connection with soy.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1999)
that mentions alfalfa. Earlier documents mention “lucerne”
or “lucern,” the British names of the plant. Address: A.M.,
M.D., Director of the Station.
221. Weiske, H.; Kennepohl, G.; Schulze, B. 1883. Ueber die
Verdaulichkeit verschiedener Leguminosen-stroharten [On
the digestibility of the straw from various legumes]. Journal
fuer Landwirtschaft 31(2):209-19. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Soybean straw was fed to sheep. A very early
soybean feeding trial. Note: Breslau [later named Wroclaw]

was part of Germany prior to 1945, when it was assigned
to Poland by the Potsdam Conference. Address: Breslau
[Germany].
222. Wing, Henry H. 1883. Report of the Assistant. New York
State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 1:89119. For the year 1882. See p. 89.
• Summary: The section titled “Beans” (p. 89) begins: “The
beans under trial comprised forty-six names of dwarf or bush
beans, twenty-four names of pole beans, ten Lima beans,
the English Windsor bean, the China bean, the Soja bean,
and several varieties of the South Cow pea. Our remarks,
however, are confined to our garden beans.” Address: B.Agr.,
Asst. Director.
223. Paillieux, Auguste; Bois, D. 1884. Le potager
d’un curieux. Histoire, culture et usages de 100 plantes
comestibles exotiques, peu connues ou inconnues: Soya [The
inquisitive person’s kitchen garden. History, culture, and uses
of 100 exotic, edible, little-known or unknown plants: Soya].
Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation 31:896-916. Nov. See
p. 907-11. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: In this excellent series of articles, the various
plants are listed alphabetically by their French name.
The section titled “Soya” begins with a summary of what
Engelbert Kaempfer said about the soybean. But whereas
Kaempfer knew of only one variety, the authors know of
at least 30, which have seeds of various colors and either a
white or brown hilum. Only a view varieties will grow in
the area around Paris; they have experimented with four (the
rest do better in southern France): (1) a Chinese soybean,
grown in Hungary, imported by M.M. Vilmorin-Andrieux
& Co., which is a good source of seeds. This is the latest
variety they know; (2) The Étampes soybean, which was
distributed in 1874 by the Society for Acclimatization; (3)
A green soybean from Japan; and (4) A pale green soybean
from Japan and China. Instructions are given for growing
soybeans; they should be planted from April 25 to May 10.
The harvest starts in late October for most varieties but in
September for the China/Hungary variety. When the seeds
have attained their full development but before they begin
to dry, they can be eaten as an excellent fresh vegetable. Dry
soybeans are also a good food; cook them with a little soda
(soude; salt wort or kali). The soybean makes unquestionably
the best coffee substitute. In fact soybeans are cultivated in
Tyrol (Tirol, part of Austria since 1814) and in Istria under
the name “Coffee Bean (Fève de café), and this may well
also be the case in Dalmatia and in the south of Italy.
“Heuzé, in his book Plantes alimentaires (Edible Plants)
gives the soybean the name Dolic à café (the coffee bean)
and that it is cultivated in some points in the departments
of Ariège of Haute-Garonne; but we have not been able to
verify this. Quite recently we have been notified by Mr.
Faivre, of Beaune, that about 12 years ago the soybean was
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introduced at Allerey, a commune of Saône-et-Loire, by the
abbot Mr. Crétin, and that its seeds have been used to make
coffee by many families in the countryside. Mr. Faivre, and
ardent and generous propagator of soya, has sent us seeds of
the plant cultivated at Allerey. They are brown and identical
to those recently imported by MM. Vilmorin.
“Worldwide the soybean occupies a place of equal
importance with wheat, corn, and potatoes. It yields an
excellent forage. It contains 18% oil. After extraction of the
oil (Après extraction de l’huile), the cakes (les tourteaux)
furnish a powerful fertilizer. In its many forms, the seeds of
the soybean enter into the daily diet of hundreds of millions
of people. They also nourish livestock, especially millions
of horses and mules. They constitute, as numerous analyses
demonstrate, the most rich and complete food that one
can desire.” Address: 1. Member of the Société nationale
d’Acclimatation; 2. Preparateur de botanique au Muséum.
Both: France.
224. Podoba, Ivan Grigor’evich. 1884. Soya i lallemantsiya:
Novye ves’ma poleznye rasteniya, ikh svoystva i kul’tura
[Soya and Lallemantia iberica (dragon’s head): New useful
plants, their composition and cultivation]. St. Petersburg,
Russia: Printing House of I.P. Voschinskiy. 24 p. 20 cm. [8
ref. Rus]
• Summary: Professor Garts divided soybeans into two
varieties according to their shape and color: Soja platycarpa
and Soja tumida. Cultivation of soybeans. Uses of soybeans:
Dairy cattle–Podoba says it is already known that soybeans
can be used to feed dairy cattle and recommends it to be used
likewise in the Southern agriculture to enhance the quality
and quantity of the milk.
A full-page table (p. 14) gives the chemical/nutritional
composition of soybean seeds, straw, and pods, and
compares that of yellow soybeans with the composition
of a similar part of other legumes. Values are given for the
following: Water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract, fiber, and
ash (minerals). Under seeds, for example, six types of yellow
soybeans are used individually for comparison: (1) Pallida.
(2) Those grown in Vienna, Austria, in year 1. (3) Those
grown by Podoba in Ukraine in year 3. (4) Castanea [brown].
(5) Atrosperma. (6) Melanosperma. These are compared
with nine other legumes. Average figures are given, but no
individual investigations.
Introduction of soybeans into various regions of Russia
(p. 15): 1. Khersonskaya and Tavricheskaya (Taurida)
regions (guberniya / governorates). In 1877, fifty seeds were
acquired from Haberlandt. Podoba released his soybean
experiments in his yearly report, and later published them in
the sixth volume of Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta.
Note: Khersonskaya (Kherson) is a region in southern
Ukraine extending north of Crimea from the Sea of Azov to
the Black Sea.
2. Grodnenskaya region (guberniya / governorate)

[today a province in northwestern Belarus]. Experiments not
known and not published.
3. Poltavskaya (Poltava) region (guberniya /
governorate) [part of eastern Ukraine as of 2020]. Positive
results of acclimatization by L.A. Chernoglazov.
4. Penza region (guberniya / governorate). A frost in
May did not damage soybeans, however many other crops
died.
5. Bessarabia region (guberniya / governorate) [part of
Moldova as of 2020]. K. Morkarov successfully produced 5
lb of soybeans.
6. Samara region (guberniya / governorate) Unsuccessful
results due to late harvest which was damaged by frost and
hail.
A half-page table (p. 16) gives information about
people, from different regions in today’s (2002) Ukraine,
who presented each year from 1879 to 1883 at the Annual
Exhibition of the Independent Economic Society (Vol’no
Economicheskim Obschestvom) held on Oct. 31 each year.
In 1879 I.G. Podoba presented from Tavricheskaia. In
1881 Grigorii Ivanov Yaschenko and L.A. Chernoglazov
presented from Poltavskaia, and N. Zhelekhovskii presented
from Kievskaia. In 1882 Gr. Iv. Yaschenko presented from
Poltavskaia and L.V. Illyashevich from Khar’kovskaia. In
1883 Gr. Iv. Yaschenko and L.A. Chernoglazov presented
from Poltavskaia.
A half-page table (p. 17) gives the prices (in rubles)
for which soybeans were sold in 1883. 2.50 per pood
(36 lb) by Gr. Iv. Yaschenko in the Khar’kovskaia region
(today’s Ukraine). 2.50 per pood by the agricultural store
of K.V. Laskari in Kishinev (Chisinau), Bessarabia (today’s
Moldova). 3.00 per pood by L.V. Illyashevich in the
Khar’kovskaia region (today’s Ukraine). 8.00 per pood by
seed-seller Grachev in St. Petersburg (today’s Russia). 0.60
per lb by seed-seller Gol’dring in Warsaw (today’s Poland).
History of Lallemantia iberica (dragon’s head). It is a
plant native to Georgia, introduced to Europe from Persia
in 1873 at the World Exposition in Vienna. Description and
cultivation. History of the spread of Lallemantia throughout
Russia.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2002)
concerning the feeding of soybeans to dairy cattle.
Note 2. Lallemantia iberica (dragon’s head) is an annual
plant with a short vegetative cycle adapted to dry climates,
cultivated for its seeds, from which a drying oil is extracted.
The oilcake is used as a feed for horses, ruminants, and
rabbits. A cow can be fed up to 2 kg/day. Address: Candidate
of Natural Sciences [a degree just below a PhD in the
Russian system].
225. Johnson & Stokes. 1885. Garden and farm manual.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 48 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Agricultural and
Miscellaneous Seeds” on page 44 states: “Soja Hispida
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earliest document seen (Sept 2020) that
mentions soy beans in connection Johnson
& Stokes. Address: 1114 Market St.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

(Soja Bean)–Also known as Chinese bean and Japanese
pea; was brought here from China during the Centennial
[1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exposition] and attracted
considerable attention, being half pea and half bean in
appearance. It is a prominent article of food in China and
Japan, and of late considerably cultivated in Europe, both as
a forage plant and a vegetable. It has also been successfully
grown in the United States, and has proved an enormous
bearer, as many as 80 pods growing in clusters of 6 to 10
beans each; yielding at the rate of 40 bushels to the acre;
grows 3 to 4 feet in height. The straw is eaten by sheep and
cattle. Large packets 10 cts.; lb. 50 cts.”
This company is owned by Herbert W. Johnson and
Walter P. Stokes. Three elegant illustrations (frontispiece)
facing the title page show: An external view of the
company’s huge 4-story headquarters in Philadelphia.
Internal views of the retail seed department, and the mail
order department; the walls on both sides of each long room
are filled, floor to ceiling, with drawers containing seeds.
Above the illustrations is written in large letters: “Seeds free
by mail” (i.e. post-paid).
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: 017600. It
is not owned by the National Agricultural Library.
Note: This is the earliest Johnson & Stokes seed catalog
seen (Sept. 2020) that mention soy beans. It is also the

226. Daily Review (The) (Wilmington,
North Carolina). 1885. State news. Sept.
3. p. 4.
• Summary: From the Raleigh Register:
Mr. George Shellam, an Englishman, has
been farming ten years two miles east of
Raleigh. Mr. Shellam when be began there
had virtually nothing and began business
upon a very poor tract. With an annual
rental and taxes amounting to $700 a year
and with a young family of eight, chiefly
girls, he has made his way and greatly
improved and stocked his farm. Last week
be was making a silo wherein to put the
green crop of 12 acres of corn, pea-vines
and soja beans. He had a silo last year
which did so well that he determined to
enlarge this year.
“There were 30 milk cows and a fine
Jersey bull and an immense stock of cured
clover. A fine young peach orchard which
had borne full and seven acres at young
grape vines, added to a fine crop of corn,
five acres of peanuts and three acres of
turnips made a varied scene. There were numerous young
and green looking cabbages too. Mr. Shellam had just
shipped seven tons of grapes and was making wine of the
remainder. He is a busy, thrifty man, and one of those who
know the meaning of the term self-help.”
227. Lipskiy, A.A. 1885. Kitayskiy bob soya (Soja hispida)
i ego pishchevoe znachenie [The Chinese soybean (Soja
hispida) and its nutritional value]. Vrach (Doctor) (St.
Petersburg, Russia) 6(40):657-59. Oct. 3. [5 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Extensive literature has been published about
the agricultural science of soybeans (by Haberlandt, Sovetov,
Skachkov, Organov, Gilyarianskiy, Podoba, Chernoglazov,
Iankovskiy, etc.). In Russia, Podoba was the first person to
work with soybeans; he received the seeds from Haberlandt
of Vienna.
A.V. Sovetov, professor of agriculture at the University
of St. Petersburg, wrote extensively about the economic
and nutritional importance of soybeans, including in the
journal Vol’no Ekonomicheskaogo Obschestva. He also sent
out samples of soybean seeds. In 1883 V.P. Gilyaranskiy,
influenced by Il’in, wrote a monograph [48 pages] on the
soybean. It seems that P.A. [L.A.?] Chernoglazov was the
first person in Russia to prepare bread and sauces from
soybeans, then to feed them to his co-workers. Theoretical
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yield measurements by Podoba agree with those of
Haberlandt. Podoba states that soybean plants, when used
as green forage for livestock, exceed the nutritional value of
other plants, including clover and alfalfa.
In the laboratory of A.P. Dobroslavin, Lipskiy
formulated experiments to test the nutritional value of
soybeans. In 1881 Lipskiy received soybeans for analysis
from I.G. Podoba. Lipskiy then gives background
information on the soybean plant (mostly structure, varieties,
etc.–no history) and methods of preparing foods from
soybeans. Chernoglazov then outlines the preparation of
miso.
A table (p. 659) shows that two people (a doctor and
a lab worker) were fed various foods and liquids. In the
upper half, the left column shows the foods or nutrients
consumed (soy flour, dry flour, nitrogen, fats, ash, water,
tea or broth of bilberries / whortleberries); the right column
shows the amount of each consumed. The lower half of the
table the “output” of the two people (urine, specific gravity
of urine, nitrogen in urine, sulfur in excrement, dry mass of
excrement, nitrogen in excrement, percentage of nitrogen
in dry excrement, fat in excrement, percentage of ash in dry
excrement). The last two lines are contents that were not
digested: Nitrogen, fat.
Footnote 5 (p. 658) mentions exhibitions of dried plants,
including soybeans and other beans, at a museum in St.
Petersburg, Russia.
Footnote 7 (p. 658) states that the label on a container
of coffee, made in Russia, fails to reveal that this coffee is
actually made from soybeans.
Note 1. Translated by Olga Kochan, Soyfoods Center
intern.
Note 2. Nikitin (1900) states that Lipskiy found, in his
investigations on the digestibility of soybeans, that in a diet
consisting exclusively of mashed soybeans, 19.5% of the
nitrogen and 19.2% of the fat remained undigested.
Note 2. Horvath (1927) says that “Lipsky” mentioned
use of baking soda for cooking whole dry soybeans. Address:
Russia.
228. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1885. Prix courant général
pour 1885-1886 [General current prices for 1885-1886].
Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. See p. 32, 50. Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Two varieties of soybeans (black, and Etampes)
are listed with prices under “Soja hispida” (p. 32) and three
(the above two plus yellow) are listed in the section on
forage crops under the same heading (p. 50). Address: Quai
de la Mégisserie, 4 (ancien 30) [Paris, France].
229. Cosmos: Revue des Sciences et de leurs Applications.
1885. Noms lait de soja [Names of soymilk]. Page 408. [Fre]
• Summary: In this article the first section, titled Lait factice,
states that this is a fake / pseudo milk that can be used like
cow’s milk (un lait factice utilisable comme celui de la

vache,...).
The beans, by far the richest in legumin among the many
plants in the leguminous (legume) family, hold in reality a
solid milk. Based on that fact, they take the beans and soak
them in water, then crush them, then pass them through a
sieve after having diluted them in water to make a fake or
pseudo milk that can be used like the milks of the cow, the
goat or the sheep. They mostly use it in that stage, or they
prepare, through coagulation of this vegetable casein, a
cheese similar to our quark, that they call in China Teou-fou
and in Japan To-fu, and that they consume in great quantity,
be it fresh or dried, raw or cooked.
This cheese, when it is well done, is rather pleasant to
the taste and it makes for a very delicate dish when it is fried
in grease as it is done with potatoes. Similarly, by grinding
the beans with an equal amount of wheat, barley or rye, and
letting them ferment for a certain period of time, after having
diluted them with water, they prepare a condiment sauce [soy
sauce].
This condiment sauce is very much appreciated with
roasted meats or fish; added to beef or beef bouillon, it gives
them... (the rest of the phrase is missing).
Besides this culinary use, soja is also used in these
countries as a forage plant.
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term lait factice, used to
refer to soymilk.
Note 2. Hervé Berbille (of France), who discovered this
article, writes: If factice and artificiel are both translated in
English as “artificial”, in French, “factice” and “artificiel” are
not exact synonyms. Factice rather evokes a “fake” cow’s
milk, whereas “artificiel” evokes “not natural” (as opposed
to cow’s milk arbitrarily chosen as a reference). However, in
practice, these two names refer both to soymilk.
This article is also important because soymilk is
described as a fully fledged food, not only as a precursor of
tofu.
Finally, the following article contains the key elements
of the Cosmos article: Hervier, P. 1910. “Le pois oléagineux
de la Chine: Soja hispida.” Jardin (Le). 24:233-36. Aug. 5.
See p. 235, left column, 70% of the way down.
230. Balfour, Edward. 1885. The Cyclopædia of India
and of eastern and southern Asia, commercial, industrial,
and scientific; products of mineral, vegetable, and animal
kingdoms, useful arts and manufactures. 3rd ed.: Soy
[sauce]. Bentham. London: Bernard Quaritch. See vol. 3, p.
715. 26 cm.
• Summary: This entry is shorter than and different, in parts,
from its counterpart in the 1873 edition. New text: “Chinese
use Soja hispida pulse when ripe for the manufacture of an
oil, and give the remnant of the grain, together with stalks
and leaves of the plant, as a food for cattle. Its cultivation has
become general in Syria [sic, Styria], Dalmatia [in Croatia],
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and Hungary. In the two former countries, the grain, after
being allowed to ripen, is threshed out and roasted, and
then employed for making coffee. In China, the grains are
soaked till they swell and become soft, and then cooked like
the small sort of beans. In other places, the seeds are set in
a very damp, watery soil, and kept in darkness until they
sprout up into a long white stalk, 4 or 5 inches high, which is
then cut and served up after the manner of a salad. A sort of
cheese, consumed in quantities by the poorer people both in
China and Japan, is made from Soja hispida.
Note: This appears to be the earliest document seen
(June 2007) concerning soybeans in Syria, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Syria. However, Balfour got his information
about Syria, Dalmatia, and Hungary from Friedrich
Haberlandt’s classic book The Soybean (Die Sojabohne), the
only early work in which Dalmatia and Hungary are both
discussed. The third place, however, is Styria (Steiermark
in German), not Syria! The next earliest reliable document
concerning cultivation of soybeans in Syria was published
in 1975, and describes soybean trials in Syria in April 1974.
Address: 2 Oxford Square, Hyde Park, London [England].
Founder of the Madras Muhammadan Library; of the
Government Central Museum, Madras; of the Mysore
Museum, Bangalore [India].
231. Mene, Édouard. 1885. Des productions végétales du
Japon [The vegetable products of Japan]. Paris: Au Siège de
la Société Nationale d’Acclimatation. 592 p. Index. 24 cm.
[34 soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: The title page states in small letters: Extrait du
Bulletin de la Société Nationale d’Acclimatation, indicating
that much of the material in this book is based on articles
previously published in this French-language Bulletin.
However many other early books on Japanese agriculture
have also been consulted and are carefully cited.
In the Introduction, the author explains that he was
appointed by the Society for Acclimatization to prepare this
report on the vegetable products of Japan which had been
exhibited at the Universal Exposition of Paris in 1878–in two
parts. Those displayed by the Japanese firm Trocadero, and
those displayed in the galleries of the palace at Champ-deMars. The author and many others were deeply impressed by
this exhibition.
Grains (class 69, p. 31): Wheat or rice are mixed with
beans or peas and fermented to make shoyu and miso. Shoyu
is one of the most widely used condiments in Japanese
cuisine. The method of production is described briefly.
Among the condiments displayed in class 74 were a number
of flasks of shoyu from Tokyo.
Legumes (p. 40-47): Discusses soybeans, tofu, azuki
beans (Phaseolus radiatus var. subtrilobata, p. 42-44;
incl. yayenari, red, white, black, and yellowish azuki,
Dainagon azuki, azuki flour, an, yokan), shoyu, soybeans
(Pois oléagineux, Soja hispida, p. 45-46; incl. Kuro-mame

{Black soybeans}, various colors and shapes of dry soybeans
{green, yellowish, large yellowish, greenish black, brownish
red, white, large red}).
There is also a special, long section on soybeans (Soja
hispida. O mame: Daizu; p. 270-83) and soyfoods. In the
Japanese exposition, the display of useful products (tableau
des productions utiles) designates: No. 24. Kuro-mame.
Black-seeded soybeans, the size of an average sized haricot
bean. No. 25. Shiro-mame. White-seeded soybeans, spotted
/ flecked / speckled / mottled (tachetées) with gray. No. 26.
Ao-mame. Greenish-seeded soybeans. No. 34. Gankui-mame.
Black-seeded soybeans, flecked with white.
The soybean (Le Soja) is cultivated in Japan, India,
Ceylon, the Malacca peninsula [today’s Malaysia], the
Philippine islands, Borneo, Java, the kingdom of Siam,
Cochin China, Tongkin (Tong-King), and throughout China,
primarily in Mongolia and in the provinces of Henan /
Honan, Liaoning (Shenking), Shandong / Shantung, and
Shanxi / Shansi (Chan-si).
The Chinese exposition (class 73) contained samples
of all the varieties of soya cultivated in all the provinces of
the empire. Nos. 2991 to 3000. Green, white, black, yellow,
striped or variegated, and reddish soybeans, provided by
the Chinese customs office at Newchwang. Nos. 3014-16.
Yellow, black, and green soybeans from the customs office
at Tientsin. Nos. 3058-61. Yellow, green, and black soybeans
from customs at Yantai / Chefoo. No. 3091. Yellow soybean
from customs at Chinkiang. Nos. 3013-19. White, red, black,
and yellow soybeans from customs at Shanghai. Nos. 312528. White, black, red, and green soybeans from customs at
Wenzhou / Wenchow. Nos. 3152-56. White, green, and black
soybeans from customs at Kao-hsiung (Takow).
The soybean is one of the plants most widely used in
Japan and China for both food and industrial purposes. As
indicated previously, shoyu, miso, and tofu are indispensable
to the Japanese diet. Samples of these products were
displayed in the Japanese exhibit in class 74 (condiments and
stimulants); they came from Tokyo and from the province
of Hizen, mainly from the town of Nagasaki. In the Chinese
exhibit, also in class 74, were samples of (soye) or (soya)
which are similar to Japanese shoyu but are called Chiang-yu
(Tsiang-yeou) in China. They were provided by the customs
offices at Yantai / Chefoo, Ning-po, Wenzhou / Wenchow,
and Canton. For aroma, the Chinese often add star anise,
green anise, and orange peel. Chinese soy sauce is made
from yellow soybeans (Houang-téou).
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term Chiang-yu to refer to
soy sauce.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2006)
describing a soy sauce made with star anise, green anise,
orange peel or other spices or herbs outside of Indonesia.
A detailed description of the method for making
Japanese shoyu is given, excerpted from the book Le Japon
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à l’Exposition universelle de 1878 [Japan at the Universal
Exposition of 1878] (1878, vol. II, p. 124). Additional
excerpts concerning shoyu, miso, and tofu are taken from:
Simon 1862, Kaempfer 1712, Bulletin of the Society for
Acclimatization 1880 (p. 248), and Champion 1866.
In France, Mr. Vilmorin and Dr. Adrien Sicard (of
Marseilles), who are both involved with soybean cultivation,
have prepared soy cheese (fromage de Soja) numerous times.
Dr. Sicard has made both the white cheese [probably tofu]
and the red cheese; the latter is rolled in a powder made by
grinding red sandalwood (santal; Pterocarpus santalinus),
mace, and cinnamon (p. 276).
One of the most important soy products is the oil,
which is obtained from the seeds–especially the large yellow
soybeans that the Chinese call Houang-téou. The Japanese
do not make soy oil (huile de Soja) but in China manufacture
of this product gives rise to considerable commerce. Fremy
(1855) found that soybean seeds contain 18% oil. The oil is a
drying oil, yellow in color and with a special odor and a taste
of dried legumes, similar to that of peas. It is used in cooking
and illumination. In China, quite a few soy oil factories are
found at Calfond in Henan, at Tsinan in Shantung, and at
Tayeurn in Shanxi. But the center of soy oil production in
China is Ning-po in Zhejiang / Chekiang. From the port
of Ning-po and from a port on the island of Tcheou-chan
[Zhoushan?] a large number of junks, carrying only soy oil,
depart. Two other manufacturing centers are Newchwang
and Chefoo. There follows a detailed description (p. 276-77)
of how soy oil is obtained from soybeans.
Another common use is as fermented black soybeans
(Chi) which (according to Stanislas Julien) contain soybeans
mixed with ginger and salt. Kiu-tsee is a fermented soy
product made in Canton; it contains red rice, soybeans, and
the leaves of Glycosmis citrifolia. The Chinese also make
a pasta and a sort of vermicelli from soybean seeds named
Hou-mi-téou.
The stems and leaves make excellent forage. Black
soybean seeds are often mixed with chopped soybean
hay and fed to horses and mules in northern China and
Manchuria.
In Japanese and Chinese medicine, black soybean
seeds, ground and made into a decoction, are used to combat
asthma attacks.
There follows a long history (p. 277-83) of the
introduction of the soybean to Europe (starting at the Jardin
des Plantes in Paris, in 1740 or 1779) and its acclimatization,
based largely on articles from the Bulletin of the Society for
Acclimatization. It includes a summary of the work of Prof.
Haberlandt in central Europe.
Also discusses: Japanese plum trees (Prunus mume)
and umeboshi salt plums (p. 52-54, 466-67). Sesame seeds
and sesame oil (p. 54-55). Amaranths (p. 63-64). Job’s
tears (Coix lacryma; p. 214-15). Kudzu, kuzu powder, and
kuzu cloth (Pueraria Thunbergiana; p. 283-85). Peanuts

and peanut oil (Arachis hypogæa, Tojin-mame; p. 286-87).
Sesame seeds and sesame oil (Sesamum indicum, Goma; p.
518-20). Hemp and hemp oil (Cannabis sativa, Asa; p. 55859). Address: Médecin de la Maison de Santé de Saint-John
de Dieu [Paris, France].
232. Paillieux, Auguste; Bois, D. 1885. Le potager
d’un curieux. Histoire, culture et usages de 100 plantes
comestibles, peu connues ou inconnues: Soya [The
inquisitive person’s kitchen garden. History, culture, and
uses of 100 edible, little-known or unknown plants]. Paris:
Librairie Agricole de la Maison Rustique. 294 p. See p. 26165. 2nd ed. 1892. 3rd ed. 1899, p. 575-625. [1 soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: The five-page section on Soya (p. 261-65)
discusses its use primarily as a vegetable. For more about
its broader uses, see Paillieux’s 1881 book titled Le soya, sa
composition chimique, sa culture et ses usages. This section
discusses: Englebert Kaempfer’s writings: “In Japan, this
plant is named Daidsu and surnamed Mame, that is to say
a food grain par excellence.” Cultivation trials with four
varieties conducted by the Society for Acclimatization: (1)
Soybean from China, cultivated in Hungary, imported by
MM. Vilmorin-Andrieux and Co. The seed color is pale
yellow and the hilum is brown. This is the earliest maturing
variety we have seen. (2) Soybean of Etampes. These seeds
were distributed in 1874 by the Society for Acclimatization.
The seeds are light yellow and the hilum is white. The plant
is beautiful, very strong and very productive, but a little late
in maturing. (3) The green soybean, originating from Japan,
has rather roundish green seeds and a brown hilum. Its is not
as early as the soybean from China, mentioned above. (4)
The light green soybean, with a white hilum, has somewhat
flattened seeds. It has come to us from both Japan and China.
Its pods mature rather late. Vilmorin is importing more
varieties, including a brown one. The variety in their 1880
catalog seemed a bit late.
There follow instructions for planting, cultivating, and
harvesting soybeans (Soya). When the soybeans are fully
developed, but before the pods begin to dry, they should be
picked. At this stage they are as good as fresh flageolets–
though the pods are a bit difficult to remove.
In the dried state, soybean seeds make a good food.
Their taste is sweet and very agreeable. We have prepared
them like ordinary white haricot beans. They should be
soaked for 24 hours before cooking in water that is not hard,
or in distilled water. For best results, add 3 grams per liter of
soda crystals [sodium bicarbonate].
Soya is without doubt the best of all the coffee
substitutes. Many housewives serve a mixture of coffee and
chicory each morning for breakfast. But [ground] roasted
soybeans need not be mixed with anything. It gives a good
coffee au lait whose aroma resembles that of Mocha–though
it is not as strong. The soybean is cultivated in Tyrol [Tirol]
and the Istrian Peninsula under the name of “coffee bean,”
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and we suppose this is also the case in Dalmatia and the
south of Italy.
Mr. Heuzé in his book Edible Plants (Plantes
alimentaires) gives the soybean the name Dolic à café (the
coffee bean) and says that it is cultivated in some points in
the departments of Ariège and of Haute-Garonne; we have
not been able to verify this. Recently we learned from Mr.
Faivre, of Beaune, that the soybean had been introduced,
about 12 years ago, at Allery, a commune in Saône-et-Loire
[in east central France] by Father Cretin (M. l’abbé Crétin),
and that its seeds were used like coffee beans by many
families in the country.
Mr. Faivre, an ardent and generous propagator / spreader
of soya, sent us some seeds of the plant cultivated at Allery.
They are brown and identical to those recently imported
by Vilmorin. Finally, the engineer and head of one of our
departments wrote us that he enjoys Soya each morning for
breakfast, and that he prefers it to Mocha. He recommends
roasting the seeds lightly.
If gardeners will set aside a little space for Soya each
year in their gardens, they will obtain, at no extra expense,
the coffee needed each morning by their families.
There is much more we know and could say about Soya.
Worldwide, it occupies a place equal to wheat, corn, and
potatoes. Indeed, it makes an excellent forage. It contains
18% oil. The cake, which remains after the oil is extracted,
makes a powerful fertilizer. Under various forms, these
seeds become part of the daily food of hundreds of millions
of people. They are also used to feed animals, especially
millions of horses and mules.
As numerous analyses have demonstrated, they
constitute the richest and most complete food that one can
desire. We recommend to the reader the recent work, done
with great care by Pettet and Schou, in Revue des Industries
Chimiques et Agricoles (1882).
Contents: Introduction. Discussion of individual plants
arranged alphabetically by their French names. For each
plant is given, below the French name: Scientific name,
early sources, and plant family. Some of the plants discussed
include: Amaranth (Amarantus oleraceus). Glycine apios
(legume family). The peanut (Arachis Hypogaea; Arachide,
Pistache de terre) (p. 20-23). Daikon or Japanese radish
(Raphanus Sativus, L. var; Daikon ou radis du Japon).
Azuki bean (Phaseolus Radiatus; Haricot radié) (p. 10207; The section titled “A Java” mentions seasoning a dish
with Ketjap, which it calls la sauce noire, or “black sauce”).
Glutinous yam (Dioscorea Batatas; Igname). Konnyaku
(Amorphophallus Rivieri; Koniaku). Kudzu (Pueraria
Thunbergiana; Kudzu) (p. 154-64). White melon of Japan
(Cucumis Melo; Shiro uri; Melon blanc de Japon). Myoga
(Zingiber mioga; Mioga). Udo (Aralia cordata; Oudo).
White quinoa (Anserine Quinoa; Chenopodium quinoa;
Quinoa blanc) (p. 242-45). Chufa (Cyperus esculentus;
Souchet comestible, Souchet sultan, Amande de terre) (p.

256-61). Soya (Dolichos Soja; Soja hispida Moench; Glycine
Soja; Soya) (p. 261-65). Bambarra groundnuts (Voandzeia
subterranea; Voandzou) (p. 272-74). Table of contents (by
both French name and scientific name). Address: 1. Member
of la Société nationale d’Acclimatation; 2. Préparateur au
Muséum. Member of the Société Botanique de France.
233. Simon, Georges-Eugène. 1885. La cité Chinoise [The
Chinese city]. Paris: Nouvelle Revue. 389 p. 18 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Page 332: Chapter: The Ouang-Ming-Tse
Family. This is a description of the Ouang-Ming-Tse family’s
expenditures.
Regarding manure, all plants are not equally exacting.
Some, which are used only for their leaves–such as sorghum
and soybeans (soïa) grown for forage, and tobacco and
cabbages–require 800 kg of manure per mou [(meou) one
mou = about 800 square yards]. Grain-producing plants
require a little less manure, but additional soil enrichers, such
as ashes, lime and silt from the canals are necessary. Sugarcane, for instance, requires 800 kg of manure, and 300 kg
of ashes per mou. Maize, buckwheat, and peas require only
500 kg of manure and 150 kg of ashes. Cotton only takes
300 kg of manure, and wheat transplanted on clover takes
200 kg. Rice 600 kg, with 150 kg of ashes. Ouang-Ming-Tse
estimates his total annual manure expenditure on all crops at
30,000 kg, and 10,000 kg of ashes.
Page 353: Context: Description of Ouang-Ming-Tse
family’s day
The first meal, taken after waking up, consists of rice,
cabbage, or other salted vegetables, small fish and salted
prawns, with a portion of cheese made of peas (fromage de
pois) [tofu] moistened with a sauce made from barley and
beans (haricots). (Footnote 2: This is called soy sauce (soia),
which is now well-known in Europe.) Tea is taken at the end
of the meal, not while eating.
The second meal takes place at noon and is similar to
that of the morning, except that the vegetables are fresh, and
cooked with fat or soy oil (huile de pois), and the portions
are larger.
Page 368: This is a description of crop yields.
The bean cultivated is called the soybean (soïa), of
which much is heard in Europe, where it was introduced
some years ago, on account of its value as food. It is as
rich in nitrogenous matter as meat, and is eagerly eaten by
animals. In China, oil, vermicelli or a kind of cheese [tofu],
is made from it. It does not contain much oil, hardly more
than 17 per cent. can be extracted from it, but the oilcakes
(tourteaux) fetch a good price. A mou produces 153 kilos of
soybeans (soïa) that is, 612 kilos. for four mou; this quantity
furnishes 104 kilos. of oil, at 45 c. [centimes] per kilo, or
48 francs; and 500 kilos. of oil-cake. at 8 francs 50 c. per 60
kilos., or 53 francs; which, with 20 francs for the straw, gives
altogether 121 francs.
Pages 371-72: Context: Tallying crop yields and income.
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Finally the last mou has produced 160 kg. of maize at
6 francs per 60 kg, for 16 francs total; 4,000 kg of stalks
and leaves of soybeans (soïa) at 2.20 francs for 60 kg, 145
francs; 4,000 kg of cabbage at 95 cents per 60 kg, 62 francs;
540 kg of clover, 11 francs; and 150 kg of wheat, 20 francs.
Page 376: Context: Tallying household food costs for
Ouang-Ming-Tse family.
The primary expenses for food can be tallied as follows:
5,000 kg of rice at 8 francs per 60 kg, 664 francs; 250 kg
of corn at 8 francs per 60 kg, 32 francs; 150 kg of soybeans
(pois-soia), for making vermicelli and cheese called tofu
(Tou wou), at 18 cents per kg, reckoned as if it had served for
the manufacture of oil, 27 francs;...
Page 377: Context: Tallying food costs for Ouang-MingTse family stable, farm and pigsty.
The buffalo’s food varies with the seasons, but some
kind of soup is always given to him; this means that
the straw, clover, fresh or dry sorghum, turnips, oilcake
(tourteaux), etc., are always minced or cut into small pieces
and mixed with a little water and salt. Annually, he receives
6,500 kg of rice straw at 65 cents per 60 kg, 60.20 francs;
2,000 kg of clover at 1.20 francs per 60 kg, 39.60 francs;
5,000 kg of turnips at 1 franc per 60 kg, 83.70 francs; 1,000
kg of soybean forage (soia-fourrage) at 2.20 francs per 60
kg, 33.70 francs; 450 kg of oilcake at 8.50 francs per 60
kg, 63.75 francs. The total amounts to 311.20 francs, not
including the 3,000 kg or more of refuse of all sorts, husks
of rice or corn, bran, small grain, etc., which could not be
otherwise employed.
Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Former French consul in China.
Former student of the National Agronomic Institute of
Versailles (Institut National Agronomique de Versailles).

about twenty-six pounds of fodder corn was the equivalent
of seventy pounds of ensilage, or seventeen pounds of Soja
bean, or eighteen pounds of hay, or about four pounds of hay
and fifty pounds of potatoes, etc.” Likewise 100 lbs. of hay
was equivalent to 94 lbs. of Soja bean fodder. Soja bean, or
18 pounds of hay, or about 4 pounds of hay and 50 pounds
of potatoes, etc. Likewise 100 lbs. hay was the equivalent
to 94 lbs. Soja bean fodder. 100 lbs. fodder corn was the
equivalent to 65 lbs. Soja bean fodder. 100 lbs. ensilage was
the equivalent to 25 lbs. Soja bean fodder.
In the section titled “Forage crops” (p. 101-02) we
read: “The trials of forage crops were with Early Amber
cane, Maize, and Soja bean. The Soja bean gave very
unsatisfactory results, furnishing neither sufficient forage
for cutting nor seed. The cool season of last year prevented
our Soja bean plants from ripening their seed, and hence
the variety upon which we founded quite favorable reports
became lost to us. The variety this year, although the dry
seed looked the same as last year’s seed, yet gave us a low,
little leafy and late plant. It seems useless to speak well or
ill of this plant until the various forms which are sold under
this general name of Soja bean shall receive more specific
nomenclature.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen that uses the word “ensilage” in connection with soy
beans, however the soy beans were not, apparently, made
into silage.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen that mentions “nitrogen-free extract,” which includes
starch, sugar, gums, and the like. The nitrogen-free extract
and fiber soon came to be classed together under the name of
carbohydrates. Address: A.M., M.D., Director of the Station,
Albany, New York.

234. Sturtevant, E. Lewis. 1885. Report of the Director. New
York State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
3:10-188. For the year 1884. See p. 16-17, 37, 42-47, 10102.
• Summary: In a listing of seeds obtained from various
seedsmen (including Vilmorin, Gregory, Thorburn, etc.),
page 17 states: “May 1. From Hiram Sibley & Co.,
seedsmen, Rochester, N.Y. [New York], one quart of Soja
beans.
Two dairy cows (named Jem and Meg) were fed various
rations during five periods (p. 37-46). For each period the
amount of albuminoid, crude fiber, nitrogen free extract,
and fat fed and digested were measured. The data for each
period is tabulated. During period III, the ration consisted
solely of “grain and Soja bean fodder.” Detailed calculations
(including the dung excreted) showed that the constituents
of the Soja fodder were digested as follows: 70% of the
albumen, 58% of the crude fiber, 82% of the nitrogen free
extract, and 54% of the fat (p. 45).
The author concluded (p. 46-47): “This interprets that

235. Welch, Adonijah Strong. 1885. Report on the
organization and management of seven agricultural schools
in Germany, Belgium, and England. Washington, DC:
Government Printing Office. 107 p. See p. 73-77. Made to
Hon. George B. Loring, U.S. Commissioner of Agriculture.
• Summary: The last section is titled “The Royal Agricultural
College at Cirencester, England,” where the author visited on
8 Feb. 1884. The subsection titled “Work of the laboratory”
(p. 73) describes seven types of current original research.
including: “7. On the soy bean (Soja hispida), its chemical
composition and value as a food.
“The following is a detailed account of Prof. Edward
Kinch’s description and analyses of the soy bean of China.
I append his entire report of the results of this interesting
investigation, because it not only shows the character of the
work done in his laboratory, but indicates that this bean may
be profitably grown in some parts of the Western States.
Indeed, the same bean was grown on the experimental
grounds of the Iowa Agricultural College last year, and
showed a very large yield.”
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Prof. Kinch’s report, titled “The Soy bean,” states: “This
bean, sometimes known as the Japan pea and China bean,
is the seed of the Soja hispida, Miquel (Glycine hispida,
Moench; Dolichos Soja, Linné; Glycine Soja, Jaquin
[Jacquin]), a plant of the natural order Leguminosae,
suborder Papilionaceae, and tribe Phaseolæ. Its natural
habitat appears to be China and Japan; it also grows in
Mongolia and in India, in the Himalayas, and within the last
few years it has been cultivated experimentally in several
European countries. This bean is worth more than a passing
notice, as it is the vegetable which approaches most nearly in
its proximate chemical composition to animal food. This will
be seen later on.
“There are a great number of varieties of the soy bean
known, which differ to some extent in the shape, size,
and especially in the color of the seed, and in a few minor
particulars, but which seem to vary comparatively little
in chemical composition. Dr. C.O. Harz has classified the
principal varieties as follows:
“Group I.–S. hispida platycarpa. 1. olivaeea. 2.
punctata. 3. melanosperma (a. vulgans. b. nigra. c.
renisperma. d. rubro-cincta). 4. platysperma. 5. parvula.
“Group II.–S. hispida tumida. 6. pallida (Roxburgh). 7.
castanea. 8. atrosperma.
“These names sufficiently indicate the nature of the
variety as far as the seed is concerned.
“The soy bean is extensively cultivated in the north of
China, whence it is exported, to the southern provinces; it
is here pressed for the sake of its oil and the residual cake
largely used as a food for man and beast, and also as a
manure.
“In Japan it is known by names signifying the bean, and
from it are made not only soy [sauce] but a paste known as
miso, which is in constant request at nearly every meal, tofu,
or bean cheese, and other foods used to a less extent. This
bean cheese is also well known in China, and is obtained
by extracting the legumin from the beans with water and
precipitating it with brine. An analysis of it is given below.
“These foods are most valuable additions to the dietary
of the Oriental nations, and especially of the Japanese, who
use so little animal food; they tend to supply the deficiencies
of the staple food, rice, in nitrogenous matter, fat, and also in
mineral constituents.
“The Buddhist priests, who are strictly forbidden to

use animal food, consume
considerable quantities of
these beans, principally in the
form of miso.
“The soy bean first
attracted attention in Europe
in 1873, when specimens
from Japan, from China,
and from India were shown
at the Vienna International
Exhibition [Vienna World Exhibition]. Dr. Forbes Watson,
reporter on the products of India, called attention to it in the
Catalogue of the Exhibits of the Indian Museum. Since then
numerous experiments have been made on the European
Continent on its growth, and also feeding experiments with
the bean and its straw on different kinds of domestic animals
have been prosecuted. Such experiments have been carried
on by Wolling and Wein, at Munich; by Haberlandt, Lehman,
Harz, Stahel, Zimmerman, Siewert, Wieski, and others, at
various stations in Germany, Austria, and Hungary, and
experiments have also been made in France and in Italy.
“The proximate chemical composition of some of the
different varieties, grown in different places, is now given
and compared with some other foods of vegetable and
animal origin.”
Table 1, titled “Percentage composition of the soy bean,”
gives the percentage of six constituents (water, nitrogenous
matter [protein], fat, carbohydrates, fiber, and ash) in seven
different types of soy beans: Pale yellow (from Japan, China,
Germany &c., India), brown, round black, and long black.
“It has been shown by Levallois (Comptes-Rendus) that
the soybean contains a special variety of sugar, many of its
properties resembling mellitose; this constitutes about 10
per cent, of the soluble carbohydrates. Of the nitrogenous
matters nearly all is in the form of albumenoids; a small
quantity, about 1 per cent., appears as a peptone-like
body, and about one-tenth to two-tenths per cent. is nonalbuminoid.”
Table 2, titled “Percentage composition,” compares the
percentage content of the six constituents listed above for six
foodstuffs: Peas, [common] beans, lupins, lentils, lean beef,
and fat mutton.
“These analyses show the greater richness of the soy
beans in nitrogenous matter and in fat than the common
bean and pea, and that, when the water is equalized, it
more nearly approaches meat in proximate composition.
The only leguminous seed of common occurrence, which
contains more oil than this bean, is the earth-nut or groundnut, Arachis hypogæa, which is now so largely cultivated
abroad for its oil and its cake. In order to compare the soy
bean straw with hay and with other straws of like nature, the
following average analyses are given:
Table 3 (untitled) compares the percentage content of the
six constituents listed above for six feeds: Meadow hay, bean
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straw, pea straw, lentil straw, soy bean straw, soy bean hulls.
“A special variety of Soja hispida is cultivated in some
parts of Japan as a fodder crop and cut just as the pods are
fully formed. The hay made from this is much relished by
horses, cattle, and sheep. A sample of a crop grown on the
Imperial College of Agriculture Farm, Komaba, Tokiyo, gave
on analysis:
Table 4 (untitled) shows: Water 15.0%, nitrogenous
matter 19.8%, fiber 35.9%, ash 6.8%, carbohydrates and fat
22.5%. Total 100.0%.
“It will be seen that this hay exceeds even lentil straw in
the amount of nitrogenous matter it contains” (Continued).
Address: LL.D., Ames, Iowa.
236. Welch, Adonijah Strong. 1885. Report on the
organization and management of seven agricultural schools
in Germany, Belgium, and England (Continued–Document
part II). Washington, DC: Government Printing Office.
107 p. See p. 73-77. Made to Hon. George B. Loring, U.S.
Commissioner of Agriculture.

• Summary: Continued from page 76: “The following are
means of various analyses made in Japan of food products
obtained from the soy bean, and which are largely consumed
there:”
Table 5, titled “Percentage composition,” shows the
percentage content of the six constituents listed above in four
Japanese food products: White miso, red miso, bean cheese
[tofu], and frozen bean cheese [dried frozen tofu].
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “frozen bean cheese” to
refer to dried-frozen tofu.
“The ash of miso consists mainly of common salt, which
is added in the process of manufacture.
“The ash of the soy bean was found, as a mean
of several samples, to have the following percentage
composition. The composition of that of the straw is also
given: Table 6 (untitled) lists the percentage composition of
each of the following constituents in soy bean ash and soy
bean straw ash: Potash, soda, lime, magnesia, ferric oxide,
chlorine, phosphoric pentoxide, sulphur trioxide, and silica.
“The crop takes from the soil a large amount of valuable
mineral constituents, phosphoric acid and potash, as well as a

large amount of nitrogen.
“The results of the German and Austrian experiments
show that where temperature is not too low, the result of the
harvest as compared with that of ordinary beans or peas is
exceedingly satisfactory.
“The kinds most suited for cultivation there are the
yellow, brown, round black, and long black varieties, i. e.,
pallida, castanea, atrosperma, and melanosperma, especially
the first three named. They require a vegetation time of
about one hundred and fifty days, during which the average
temperature must be about 58º F. (14.3 C.), and number of
heat units (the average temperature multiplied by the number
of days) [Wärmesummen] about 2,100 C. They may be sown
the beginning of May and harvested the end of September or
even the beginning of October.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2019) that uses the term “heat units” in connection
with soybeans.
“The seeds should not be sown deeply, not more than 1
to 1½ inches deep, and about eighteen plants to the square
yard may be left after weeding
and thinning out. The plants
grow to a small bush about 2½
feet high, and produce pods
with two to five seeds. The most
suitable soil is a peaty soil, or
one containing a good deal of
organic matter, and the next
most favorable is a calcareous
soil. Nitrate of soda has been
found to be a good manure for
the crop in Germany and also
potash salts, especially potassium sulphate. Ammonium
sulphate did not give as good a return as the same amount
of nitrogen in the form of nitrate; on soils poor in organic
matter it would probably be better to supply the nitrogen in
some organic combination, such as rape-cake, shoddy, and
the like. Phosphoric acid, especially as a dicalcic phosphate
was a help on some soils.
“Field experiments made by myself on this crop in
Japan showed that wood ashes had a good effect, and that
anything like an excess of nitrogen was very harmful to the
yield of grain. In that country the plants are often sown on
the dividing ridges between the plots of paddy and without
any manure. The yield of seed and straw in the German
experiments compares very favorably with that of peas and
beans grown under the same conditions; from 2,000 to 3,000
pounds of seed and from 5,000 to 10,000 pounds of straw per
acre have been obtained.
“Feeding experiments with the produce have been made
with pigs, sheep, oxen, and milch cows, and with very good
results. The bean is a most excellent addition to other foods,
especially such as are deficient in nitrogenous matter and
fat. The digestion coefficients of the nitrogenous matters of
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the fat and of the non-nitrogenous matter of the soy bean,
and also in the cake left after its pressure for oil, closely
approximate to 90 in each case. As a mean of two direct
experiments with soy bean straw, the digestion coefficients
were found to be as follows: Nitrogenous matter 60.8, fat
6.2, fiber 33.6, and non-nitrogenous extractive matters 69.0.
The hulls are rather less digestible.
“The albuminoid ratio in the bean is about 1 to 2.3,
in the straw 1 to 8.1, in the hulls about 1 to 20, and in the
cake 1 to 1.3. An analysis of the cake shows: Water 13.4%,
nitrogenous matter 40.3%, fiber 5.5%, carbohydrates 28.1%,
fat 7.5%, ash 5.2%. Total: 100.0%.” Note: This is the
earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the term
“albuminoid ratio.” It is later defined as “Nutritive ratio
(NR): It is the ratio of the digestible protein to the sum of
digestible carbohydrates and fat, the latter being multiplied
by 2.25. It is also called albuminoid ratio.”
“In good condition it would be a valuable addition to our
feeding cakes, but it is too highly valued in the East to enable
it to be imported to any extent at a profit.
“The soy bean plant has considerable power of resisting
unfavorable climatic influences, as cold, drought, and wet;
and appears to be particularly free from insect attacks, and,
indeed, from all parasites; this last, if it continues, is by no
means a slight advantage. The soy beans are eagerly bought
by the natives of Southern Italy, an almost vegetarian race;
that they are easily digested I can speak from experience,
having frequently used them on my table, cooked after the
manner of haricots. Taking into account the great richness
of these beans in valuable food constituents, their easy
digestibility, the value of the straw, and the great probability
of some variety being able to be acclimatized without great
trouble, this Soja hispida is worth consideration. The bean
would form an exceedingly useful addition to the food of the
poorer classes, as a substitute for a portion of the animal food
which in the kitchens of the laboring classes is so wastefully
cooked. One use it has already found, not altogether to be
commended, viz., after roasting, as an adulterant of and
substitute for coffee.
“We have procured seeds of several varieties direct
from Japan, and of one variety from Germany, and these are
now being cultivated in the botanic garden. They were sown
rather late, and the month of June has not been favorable
to their growth, but some of the varieties promise fairly.”
Address: LL.D., Ames, Iowa.
237. Ladd, E.F. 1886. Composition and relative digestibility
of feeding-stuffs. American Chemical Journal 8(1):47-51.
March.
• Summary: This article begins: “The chemical composition
of American feeding-stuffs has, through the efforts of
experiment stations and agricultural colleges, been quite
thoroughly investigated. But chemical analysis reveals to us
only the composition of the fodder–its potency, and not its

nutritive value, which can only be known by a knowledge
of its digestibility. The mere fact that two substances have
nearly the same chemical composition will not warrant us
in assuming that they are of like value for feeding. We must
know the ease and efficiency of digestibility as well as the
chemical composition.”
Table No. 1 (p. 49) contains 3 large columns and 12
more detailed columns. Under the 1st large column, titled
“Hay and coarse fodders,” “Soja hispida” is one of ten such
products. For each of the hays and coarse fodders is given
the “Fresh substance” and the “Dry substance” (with no
water / moisture).
Table No. 3 (p. 50) gives the “Digestion by pepsin
solution” [of the albuminoids {proteins}] for the same “Hay
and coarse fodders” shown in Table No. 1. For Soja hispida:
Per cent of crude albuminoids, N x 6.25 = 10.68
Per cent of true albuminoids = 9.56
Per cent undigested = 2.57
Per cent of crude albuminoids digested = 75.92
Per cent of true albuminoids = 73.11.
238. Abbeville Press and Banner (Abbeville, South
Carolina). 1886. Work for June. June 9. p. 5.
• Summary: “Last year, whilst laying by some bottom corn,
we broadcasted Soja bean over a portion of it, and were
rather surprised to see it mature its seed fully before frost.
As it stands erect (is not a vine) we find no difficulty in
mowing it, and gathered the crop in that way. It is doubtless
a renovating crop like the pea [cow pea], and might be
substituted for it on bottom lands, where the running vines
of the pea interfere with the pulling of fodder. The bean is
very hard and the weevil does not seem partial to it. We kept
the seed two years before planting. Ground into meal [raw],
there is no more nutritious grain to be found. The yield is
fine, and the bushy habit of growth and nutritious quality of
the grain commend it. Unless cut when young and green it
would make poor forage as the stems become very hard and
woody with age.”
239. Abbeville Press and Banner (Abbeville, South
Carolina). 1886. The Farmers Column. Summer crops, their
cultivation and value for forage. July 14. p. 4.
• Summary: From Southern Cultivator: “... Last year we
sowed soja beans, or Japan peas as they used to be called,
in bottom corn on the 16th of July, and they matured before
frost and made an excellent crop. As it does not run, it does
not interfere with fodder pulling.”
240. Hubbard, Richard B. 1886. Japanese bean curd. Monthly
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) 19(68):646-51. Sept.
[1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “I transmit herewith a translation of an article
on the manufacture of tôfu, or Japanese bean curd, published
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by the Educational Museum of Tokio. The use of this bean
(the Soja hispida or Glycine hispida) in the manufacture of
so nutritious an article of diet, the nearest approach as it is
stated, in its chemical constituents to animal food among
known vegetable foods, seems to me to be one to which our
attention should be called, with a view to introduce it to our
tables. Richard B. Hubbard, United States Legation, Tokio,
June 24, 1886.”
Contents: Early history. Method of preparation (with
5 excellent illustrations {line drawings}, described below).
Preparing tofu for the table. Uses of tôfu. The soy bean
(excerpts from Prof. Kinch’s article upon the Agricultural
Chemistry of Japan, Transactions of the Asiatic Society of
Japan. 1880. Vol. 8, p. 398).
The translation was made by Dr. W.N. Whitney,
interpreter of the legation. “Early history: Tôfu or bean
curd was first used in China, according to the statement of
Chinese authorities, in the reign of Wai-rau-wo of the Han
dynasty (B.C. 206 to A.D. 25). In Japan, the record of its
uses only dates back to the third decade of the fourteenth
century, mention being made of it in the works called Teikiu-wo-rai and Isei-tei-kui-wo-rai, edited by Kitabatake
Geni, and previous to which time we do not find any
reference whatever to tôfu of the bean from which it is made,
the Soja hispida.”
“Method of preparation: The yellowish-white beans are
soaked in water for twenty-four hours, or a night and a day,
when they are poured into a stone mill (Illustration, Fig. 1)
and ground. As the quality of the product of manufacture
is largely dependent upon the purity of the water used,
it is necessary that the purest water obtainable should be
employed. The beans, having been first pounded, are mixed
with an equal quantity of water in the oblong tub, Fig. 1
(a), and gradually poured into the orifice in the upper stone
of the mill with a copper dipper. This mill resting within a
bottomless tub (b) some eight or ten inches in height, upon
the narrow wooden stand, is rotated by means of a bamboo
rod or handle (d), which has one end inserted into a socket
in the upper millstone. The thin pulp [slurry] of ground
beans and water as it flows between the stones of the mill is
directed into a tub beneath (e), and kept from running along
the horizontal bars of the table by the perpendicular sides of
the bottomless tub which surrounds the mill.
“The pulp which is collected in the under tub (e) is put
into an iron pot and heated over a wood fire until it begins to
boil, which stage is indicated by the appearance of bubbles or
foam upon the surface. One or two gills of cold water [a gill
is ½ cup or ¼ pint] are then poured around the edge of the
pot inside, and as soon as the foam has subsided the pot is
covered and a second boiling takes place; cold water is then
again poured in and the contents allowed to stand. In stirring
and mixing the pulp in the pot, a kind of wisp [whisk],
made of split bamboo and coated with thickened oil dregs,
is employed. The pulp is then dipped out of the pot with a

ladle of bamboo, into a grass-cloth bag (Fig. 2, a), to prevent
it running over the sides of which, a kind of flat trough (b)
is used. Several dipperfuls of water are then poured into the
bag, the mouth of which is tied up and the whole laid upon a
mat of sticks (c), and over a linen cloth stretched over the top
of a shallow tube [sic, tub], as shown in Fig. 2.
“Pressure is then brought to bear upon the bag by means
of the round wooden stick used as a simple lever, as shown
in Fig. 3. The liquor [soymilk] which oozes out, filters
through the cloth laid over the top of the shallow tub, into
the vessel beneath. Should the quantity of pulp ground up
be large, several bags will be necessary, or one bag may be
refilled several times.
“The contents of the tub, being the liquor expressed
from the grass-cloth bag containing pulp, is then stirred up
with about a gill of brine* poured in with a little bamboo
ladle, and the cloth cover replaced.” (Footnote: *”The brine
used is obtained by deliquescence, and precipitates the
vegetable caseine [casein] or legumen contained in the liquor
[soymilk] expressed from the pulp.–Translator”). The cloth
is again removed after the lapse of a few minutes allowed for
the brine to thoroughly mix, and two gills more of brine are
poured in, and, a few minutes later, still another portion of
two or three gills, a little at a time.
“Whenever coagulation takes place in the filtered liquor
in the tub, a shallow bamboo basket (Fig. 4), containing a
stone to keep it down, is twice let down into the liquor, and
the water [whey] which runs into the basket is removed.
When coagulation is complete, the bamboo basket is inverted
and the tub tilted to one side, to allow the water to drain off
through the meshes of the basket.
“The next step is to transfer the coagulum from the tub
to a rectangular-formed box (Fig. 5), which is accomplished
in the following manner: A wooden frame, which just covers
the edges of the forming box, is placed in position upon the
open top of this box, which, it should be stated is 1.8 feet
long, 0.62 feet wide, and 1 foot deep inside...” After the tôfu
is pressed, the “box with its contents are then placed in a
large trough of cold water.” After cooling, the tofu, which
has assumed “the consistency of a cooked omelet, is cut
up with a broad-bladed brass knife into quite thick slabs of
about 4 by 6 by 1½ inches in size. The quantity of water
and brine used in the preparation of tôfu should be in the
proportion of 15 sho (1 sho = 107.92 cubic inches) of water
and ½ sho of brine to 4.5 sho of the bean.
“Preparing tôfu for the table: Tôfu may be prepared
in many ways for the table, such as by frying or toasting,
or making into soup. It may also be scrambled or made
into croquettes. When fried, toasted, or scrambled, it has
very much the taste of sweet-bread, and when saturated
with Japanese soy is not unlike that dish in appearance and
consistency. When used in soup it is cut up in little squares.
There are several books in Japanese treating of this subject,
such as the ‘Tôfu-zoku hyaku-chin,’ or the ‘Hundred
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curiosities in Tôfu.’
“Uses of Tôfu: Tôfu, and the residue [okara] in its
manufacture, are used for various other purposes, such as
in the imitation of tsuye-shu, a kind of vermilion. For this
purpose tôfu from which the water has been expressed
is mixed with a kind of red lacquer, with a spatula, and
thoroughly kneaded. This resulting paste is laid upon the
articles to be manufactured, and after drying it may be carved
or engraved upon.
“The warm water in which the beans are first boiled
is used to extract grease from clothing, and to cleanse the
mats used upon the floors of Japanese houses, and also for
washing the ceilings, for which purposes it has no equal. The
pulp [okara] remaining in the grass-cloth after the vegetable
caseine has been expressed, is used by the Japanese women
as a substitute for soap in washing the hair. It is also used
when mixed with finely-chopped straw as a food for horses
and cattle, and sometimes as manure.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the word “residue” or the word
“pulp” to refer to okara.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2004) that uses the term “yellowish-white” to
describe the color of soybean seeds.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (June 2001)
that uses the word “soap” in connection with soybeans; okara
is used in Japan as a soap. Address: Minister, United States
Legation at Tokio, Japan.

Khasi Hills], and the Naga Hills to Upper Burma. It is often
cultivated, rather largely in Busti and Gorakhpur [in today’s
Uttar Pradesh], Patna, and Purniah [Purnea] Districts [both in
today’s northeast India].
“This crop is generally grown by itself; the seeds are
sown from June to September; the harvesting takes place
between November and January. It is consequently a kharif
crop. The seeds should be placed at a depth not exceeding
1 to 1½ inch; 18 plants may be left, after weeding and
thinning, to the square yard. A peaty soil, or one rich in
organic matter, suits the plants best; a calcareous soil is
also favourable to its growth. Sulphate of potash is a good

241. Church, Arthur Henry. 1886. Food-grains of India.
London: Published for the Committee of Council on
Education by Chapman and Hall, Ltd. 180 p. See p. 14044. Illust. Index. 27 cm. 35 plates, with Fig. 26 being of the
soybean. South Kensington Museum science handbooks.
With 23-page supplement, 1901. Reprinted in New Delhi,
India in 1983 by Ajay Book Service. [17 ref]
• Summary: “The soy-bean. Glycine Soja, Sieb. and Zucc.
Synonyms–Soja hispida (Moench.); Dolichos Soja (Linn.);
Soja angustifolia (Miq.). Hind. [Hindi]–Bhat, Bhatwan.
Punjab [Panjabi]–Bhút. Beng. [Bengali]–Gari-kulay. Naga–
Tsu-dza.
“This important bean is the seed of Glycine Soja, a
small, sub-erect, trifoliate, hairy annual, with pods generally
3 to 4-seeded. It belongs to the natural order Leguminosae,
sub-order Papilionaceae, tribe Phaseoleae, and sub-tribe
Glycineae; 5 genera are included in this sub-tribe. Glycine
contains about 12 species, chiefly Australian, but 3 are
Indian, namely G. javanica, G. pentaphylla, and our present
species.
“The soy-bean forms a considerable article of food in
China and Japan. Since 1873 it has been successfully grown,
as an experiment, in some of the warmer parts of Europe.
It is widely spread in the outer Himalaya, and tropical
regions from Kumaun to Sikkim, and the Khasir [Khasia /
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manure, nitrogen may be supplied either as nitrate of soda
or, in the case of soils poor in organic matter, in the form
of rape or mustard cake, but it is rarely needed, while
large applications of nitrogenous manure exert a distinctly
injurious effect upon the yield of beans. So far as we know,
this very important, vigorous, and productive pulse is not
attacked by any insect or parasitic fungus.”
A full-page illustration (p. 141) shows the upper part of
a soy-bean plant, with flowers and a lengthwise cross section
of one of the pods.
“Very few vegetable products are so rich as this
bean at once in albuminoids and in fat and oil, the former
constituent amounting to 35 per cent., and the latter to 19.
The cultivation of the pale large-seeded varieties should be
extended.”
A table titled “Composition of soy-beans” (p. 143)
shows that the seeds contain 35.3% protein, 18.9% fat, 4.6%
ash, 11.0% moisture. “The nutrient-ratio is here about 1:2,
while the nutrient-value is 105. Potash forms nearly onehalf, and phosphorus-pentoxide one-third of the ash of the
soy-bean. Ripe soy-beans require long soaking, preferably in
warm water, in order to render them soft.
“In China and Japan three preparations are extensively
made from the soy-bean. Soy sauce is the best known of
these, but more important are the soy or bean cheeses, and a
kind of paste. The beans are sometimes pressed for the sake
of the oil they yield; the residual cake forms an extremely
rich cattle food, containing as it does 40 per cent. of fleshformers and 7 per cent. of oil. The soy-bean may also be
grown as a fodder plant. If cut just when the pods are fully
formed it makes an excellent hay, superior to that of the
lentil.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “bean cheeses” or (by
implication) “soy cheeses” to refer to tofu.
Webster’s New Geographical Dictionary (1988) defines
Bengal (earlier Bengal Presidency) as a former province in
northeast British India, and now a region encompassing West
Bengal, India, and Bangladesh. The capital was Calcutta,
located on the Hooghly River about 90 miles from its
mouth. Calcutta is now the capital of West Bengal, India.
Dhaka (Dacca) is the capital of Bangladesh. Bangladesh was
formerly East Bengal (part of India, 1700s-1947), then East
Pakistan, 1947-1971. It became Bangladesh in 1971.
This one of the earliest documents seen (March 2021)
that clearly refers to soybeans growing in Burma, but it is not
clear whether these are cultivated or wild soybeans.
Page 127 discusses “The Pea-Nut. Arachis hypogaea,
L.” Six local vernacular names are given. “This plant is
probably of American origin, although it has long been
cultivated in India, on the West Coast of Africa, and in many
other tropical countries. There is a similar plant, Voandzeia
subterranea [Bambara groundnut], allied to Vigna, which
grows under the same conditions.” The composition of pea-

nuts (in 100 parts and in 1 pound) is given. “Half the weight
of pea-nuts is oil... Pea-nuts, after the greater part of the oil
has been extracted by pressure, yield a cake well adapted
for feeding cattle.” An excellent full-page illustration (line
drawing, p. 126) shows the pea-nut plant with seeds growing
under ground and details of flowers and seeds.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that mentions Voandzeia subterranea. Webster’s Third New
International Dictionary has an entry for “voandzeia: [NL,
from Malagasy voandzou]. A genus of tropical creeping
herbs (family Leguminosae) with trifoliate leaves and small
axillary flowers.” We later learn that one species, Voandzeia
subterranea (L.) Thouras, is called the Bambara groundnut.
The Bambara are a Negroid people of Upper Niger.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that contains the term “nitrate of soda”
(as a fertilizer) in connection with soy-beans. It was later
renamed “sodium nitrate.”
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that uses the word “kharif” to refer to the rainy season in
South Asia.
Note 5. A long, positive review of this book appeared
in the Times of India (25 Dec. 1886, p. 4), which mentioned
that even though Church had never been to India, he derived
his knowledge from reliable sources. The word “soy-beans”
appeared twice in the review. Address: Prof. of Chemistry,
Royal Academy of Arts, London.
242. Kellner, O[skar Johann]. 1886. Fuetterungsversuche mit
Schafen ueber die Verdaulichkeit verschiedener Futterstoffe:
Sojabohnenheu, Sojabohnen [Feeding trials with sheep
on the digestibility of various feedstuffs / fodders].
Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 32:72-89. See p.
82-84, 87-89. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In this early feeding trial, sheep (incl. Merino
sheep) were fed soybean hay and seeds (Sojabohnenheu
and Sojabohnen). Section 4 is titled “Composition and
digestibility of soybean hay” (p. 82-84). Tables show the
following values with the pods still attached (Schoten eben
angesetzt) on a moisture-free basis. Year of investigation:
1882. Proteids 16.91%. Crude fat 2.56%. Nitrogen-free
extract 31.28%. Crude fiber 42.29%. Ash 6.96%.
Section 6, titled “Composition and digestibility of the
soybean” (p. 87-89), contains four tables (without titles).
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest soy-related publication
seen (July 2020) by Dr. Kellner (lived 1851-1911). He was a
prolific writer. In the Catalog of Scientific Papers compiled
by the Royal Society of London, from 1800-1883 he had 6
references, from 1874-1883 he had 13 references, and from
1884-1900 he had 29 references as the sole author and 22
additional references where he was the senior author with
other authors, mostly on livestock and their feeds. In the
Dictionary Catalog of the National Agricultural Library:
1862-1965, he has 98 references.
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Note 2. This periodical is also titled: Mittheilungen aus
dem agriculturchemischen Laboratorium zu Tokio. Address:
Agricultural-chemical Lab., Tokyo [Japan] (Aus dem
agriculturchemischen Laboratorium zu Tokio).
243. Rein, Johann Justus. 1886. Japan: Nach Reisen und
Studien, im Auftrage der Koeniglich Preussischen Regierung
dargestellt [Japan: Travels and researches undertaken at the
cost of the Prussian government. Vol. II.]. Leipzig, Germany:
Verlag von Wilhelm Engelmann. 679 p. See p. 5, 65-70,
123-27, 185, 649. Illust. Indexes (1 German and Latin, 1
Japanese). 2nd ed. 1905. [9 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A superb book, showing the high German art
of studying other cultures. The many illustrations are either
beautiful wood engravings (Holzschnitte), real photographs,
or actual samples of paper or textiles (glued in). In the
chapter on “Food plants” (Nährpflanzen), the following is
a partial contents of the section on “Pulse or leguminous
plants” (Hülsenfrüchte oder Leguminosen, p. 65-71):
Introduction to crops cultivated in Japan. 1. The ground-nut
and ground-nut oil. 2. The soybean: “Among the pulse of
Japan (and not the less of China), the soy-bean ranks first
in extent, variety of use, and value; and chemical analyses
prove the empirical judgment is well founded. In point of
nutriment, the soy-bean is of all vegetables the nearest to

meat. It contains nearly two-fifths of its weight in legumin
rich in nitrogen, and nearly one-sixth in fat. The soy-bean is
to the inhabitants of Japan what their garbanzos (chick-peas)
are to the Spanish, and their feijao preto (black beans) to
the Brazilians. The author then describes the characteristics
of the soy-bean, the work of Haberlandt with soy-beans in
Austria, and the yields that he and his co-workers obtained.
“In Japan the varieties of soy-bean are distinguished–
according to colour, as white (more properly yellowish),
black, brownish red, green, and spotted; according to
duration of growth [maturity] as early-ripening, middleripening, and late-ripening; according to form, as spherical,
ellipsoidal, kidney-shaped, and compressed laterally; and
according to use, as to those which serve primarily in making
Shôyu (soy), Tôfu (bean-cheese), and Miso (a sort of sauce),
and those eaten in any plain shape.”
Soy-bean varieties in Japan include: 1. “White (peayellow) soy-beans, Japanese Shiro-mame or Haku-daidzu. To
this division belongs an early-ripening sort with very small
seeds, called Goguwatsu-mame [Go-gatsu], or ‘five-monthskind,’ because it ripens in the fifth month of the old Japanese
calendar, our July; also another small-seeded, early-ripening
variety, the Wase-mame or Natsu-mame, that is, early and
summer-bean. These two are also called Tôfu-mame, because
they are used chiefly in making Tôfu. Another sort serves to
produce Miso. It is called Nakate-mame, ‘middle-late bean,’
its time of maturity occurring half-way between that of the
early and late kinds. Its seeds are round and somewhat larger.
The late ripening varieties, Okute-mame (late-bean), Marumame (bullet-bean), and Teppô-mame (gun-bean), or Akimame (autumn-bean) have, as their names indicate, mostly
bullet-shaped seeds, which become harder and larger than the
early ones. The variety last named is used in making Shôyu,
while Maru-mame is valuable as horse-feed.
2. Black soy-beans, Japanese Kuro-mame or Kokudaidzu. These are eaten boiled with sugar, as an entrée, or
as a relish to rice. There is a middle-late sub-species, with
round, elliptical seeds, Kuro-mame, in short, and another like
it with big, bullet-shaped beans is called Kuro-teppô-mame.
And again there is a late-ripening sort with flat, elliptical
seeds under several names.
3. Brown soy-beans, Japanese Katsu-daizu (thirsty soybean) are much less grown than the white and black subspecies, and are used like the latter. They are distinguished as
Aka-mame, red soy-beans, round, reddish-brown in colour,
in different varieties, and Cha-mame, tea beans, three lightbrown sorts of small extent and significance.
4. Greenish or bluish green soy-beans, Japanese
Ao-mame or Sei-daizu, are eaten mostly boiled and with
sugar, like the black and brown-red varieties. And, with the
brownish sorts, they are much less widely grown than the
black and yellowish. The Japanese distinguish the following
sub-species of Aö-mame [sic, Ao-mame]:–(a) Sei-hito,–
epidermis green, inside a whitish yellow. (b) Nikuri-sei,–
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greenish throughout. Both sub-varieties run from roundishellipsoidal to a bullet roundness, are of medium size, and
remind one of green peas. (c) Kage-mame, with pale green,
round beans. 5. Speckled soy-beans, Japanese Fuiri-mame
or Han-daidzu. This group is not important. Its cultivation is
confined to a small area, in a few provinces. Its sub-varieties
are known as:–(a) Kuro-kura-kake-mame, with a black spot
on the saddle (eye), otherwise greenish; flat and with the
outline of an egg. (b) Aka-kura-kake-mame, with a brown
spot on the saddle (eye), otherwise yellowish-green, flat and
drawn out long. (c) Fuiri-mame or Udzura-mame, speckled
or spotted soy-bean, yellowish-green with many dark flecks.
A rare variety, grown only in a few places, especially in
Harima.
“Early-ripening soy-beans are sown as early as April
in Southern Japan, in Central Japan during May. Those that
ripen in autumn need much more warmth, and are sown,
as a rule, one month later... Late-ripening Daidzu is also a
favourite for planting along the edge of fields and on the
new-built dykes of rice-fields.”
Returning to the work of Haberlandt: “At the end of his
above-mentioned treatise, Haberlandt summed up in five
noteworthy propositions, the results of his experiments with
the soy-bean and of its chemical analysis. His conclusions
are as follows:
“(a) The acclimatization of the early-ripening sorts,
particularly those with yellow and reddish brown seeds,
appeared to have fully succeeded in Central Europe.
“(b) The seeds obtained were larger, heavier, and
handsomer than those from Eastern Asia, the chemical
composition, however, remaining unchanged.
“(c) The soy-plant resists light spring frosts better than
our young beans, and endures greater dryness in summer
than most leguminous plants, though otherwise much like
other kinds of beans.
“(d) It is distinguished by heavy crops, besides
furnishing, in its stems and leaves, either green or dried, a
nourishing feed, of which cattle are very fond.
“(e) In their high percentage of protein and fat, they far
excel all other pulse in nutritive quality; and when properly
prepared are second to none in flavour.
“After such favourable judgments, it might have been
expected that the soy-bean, at least in the warmer regions
of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, would soon become
popular and generally cultivated. The result, however, was
quite otherwise. The hopes which he had aroused in behalf
of this plant seem to have disappeared with Haberlandt, who
died in 1878.
3. Azuki beans (many varieties are named and
described).
Two tables (p. 73-74) show the following: (1) Analysis
of 10 different numbered samples of soybeans, empty pods,
and straw and leaves. Eight are from Haberlandt’s book Die
Sojabohne [The Soybean] (1878), two are from Caplan,

and one each from Mach, Senff, Levallois, and Kinch. (2)
Comparative composition of 9 different legumes, including
soybeans, azuki beans, common peas, broad beans / faba
beans, lentils, yellow lupins, and peanuts. The soybean has
by far the most crude protein, is second in fat (after peanuts),
and is average in (minerals).
Foods made from soybeans (p. 123-27): Shoyu (Shôyû,
die japanische Bohnensauce, auch Soja). Miso (made with
rice koji [Kôji oder fermentierender Reis]). Tofu (Tôfu,
Bohnenkäse, made with Shio-no-nigari (Salzbitter)) incl.
dried-frozen tofu (Kori-tôfu, gefrorener oder Eis-Tôfu).
“Kori-tôfu, frozen or ice-Tôfu, is the spongy, horn-like
substance that remains when common Tôfu is allowed to
freeze and then thawed and dried in the sun, thus getting
rid of most of its water. By Yuba [Yuba] is meant a third
preparation, consisting of brownish, tough skins (Häuten),
made by boiling the dissolved legumine of the Tôfu-process,
with the addition of some wood-ashes, and then taking away
in succession the skins that rise” (p. 126-27; see Rein 1889).
Note 1. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (Oct. 2012) that contains the word Yuba.
The section on “Oil plants and their products” (p. 17689) gives details on 13 plants and the oil obtained from them,
including: 1. Rapeseed oil. 2. Mustard oil. 3. Camellia oil.
4. Cottonseed oil. 5. Peanut oil. 6. Sesame oil. 7. Perilla oil
(Perilla ocymoides). 11. Hempseed oil. Soybean oil is not
one of these. However a table (p. 185) gives the average
composition of various Japanese oilseeds (Source: E. Wolff
et al.; Ollech 1884): Rapeseed, peanuts, cottonseed, sesame
(brown and white), hemp seeds, shelled beech-nuts, and
soybeans.
Note 2. Volume 1 was published in 1881. The title of
volume 2 is Land-und Forstwirtschaft, Industrie und Handel.
Johann Justus Rein lived 1835-1918.
Note 3. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “kori-tôfu,” or
“gefrorener Tôfu,” or “Eis Tôfu” to refer to dried-frozen
tofu.
Note 4. Also discusses: Ame, midzu-ame, and barley
malt syrup (p. 121-22). Fu, or baked wheat gluten cakes.
Hemp, hempseed, and hempseed oil (p. 88, 177, 184-85).
Kudzu (p. 75, 199, 217). Peanuts and peanut oil (p. 176-81,
185). Sea-weeds–especially marine algae (p. 93-96). Sesame
seeds and oil (p. 88, 176-78, 181-82, 185). Address: Prof. of
Geography, Univ. of Bonn, Germany.
244. Kuehn, Julius Gotthelf. 1887. Die zweckmaessigste
Ernaehrung des Rindviehes vom wissenschaftlichen und
praktischen Gesichtspunkte. Neunte, sehr vermehrte und
verbesserte Auflage [The most appropriate feeding / nutrition
of cattle from scientific and practical viewpoints. 9th, greatly
enlarged and improved edition]. Dresden, Germany: G.
Schoenfeld’s Verlagsbuchhandlung. vi + 364 p. See p. 33540, 349-50. Illust. Index. 21 cm. [Ger]
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• Summary: On the title page of this book is written: “Das
Auge des Herrn mästet sein Vieh.” This can be translated:
“The eye of the master fattens his cattle.”
This book is divided into two main parts: (1) The
physiology of nutrition (Ernährung). (2) Feeding (Fütterung)
of cows.
The Introduction begins: The rational operation of the
raising of livestock (Betrieb der Viehzucht) is the foundation
for the flourishing of farming and for the profitability of the
entire agricultural operation.
Table A, titled “Percentage composition of feedstuffs
(Futtermittel)” gives values (dry matter, protein, fat,
nitrogen-free extract, crude fiber, average ash content)
for many different feedstuffs, including the following
(p. 335-46): Soybean hay (Heu von Sojabohnen),
soybean straw (Sojabohnenstroh), soybean pods / hulls
(Sojabohnenschalen), yellow soybean seeds (Sojabohne,
gelbe), brown soybean seeds (Desgl., braune), Chinese
oilbeans (Chinesische Oelbohnen), [soybeans].
Table B, titled “Digestibility of the different feed
components (Futterbestandtheile)” gives values (with
minimum, maximum, and average, for protein, fat, nitrogenfree extract, and crude fiber) for the following (p. 347-54):
Soybean hay, soybean straw, and soybean pods / hulls.
These tables also gave values for all cereal grains used
as feed, buckwheat, Saubohnen, peas, vetches, linseed,
yellow lupins, blue lupins, serradella, rapeseed, hempseeds,
sunflowerseeds, madia seeds, leindotter seeds, cottonseeds,
sesame seeds, palm kernels, peanuts, acorns.
Note: Julius Kühn lived 1825-1910. Address: Privy
Councillor, Full Public Prof. and Director of the agricultural
inst. at Halle Univ., previously a practical farmer (Geheimen
Regierungs-Rath, ordentlicher öffentlicher Professor und
Director des landwirthschaftlichen Instituts der Universitaet
Halle, frueherem praktischen Landwirthe).
245. Li Wenpei. 1887. Shiwu bencao [Materia diatetica].
China. Passage on soy reprinted in C.N. Li 1958 #343, p.
242-43. [Chi]
• Summary: Wade-Giles reference: Shih Wu Pên Ts’ao,
by Li Wên-P’ei. Qing dynasty. The section titled “Black
soybeans” (heidadou) states that it is also called wudou
(“crow-black beans”). Appendix green soybeans (qingdou).
Sweet, neutral, and nontoxic. Clears the eyes and stabilizes
/ settles the heart (xin). Warms the spleen (pi). Consumed
over a long time, it improves the complexion and makes it
light / white rather than old. When cooked by boiling, its
nature is cold. Prolonged eating makes the body heavy. It is
an antidote to various poisons. The small, flattened kind is
called “horse fodder bean” (maliaodou). It cures ruptured
hernia. Prolonged ingestion encourages a black head of hair.
The type with a green seed coat is even more effective than
the black or the yellow soybean; the green seed coat type is
best parched for food, or used to make tofu (fu).

The section titled “Yellow soybeans” (huangdadou)
states: It is sweet, warming, and nontoxic. It helps to
alleviate intestinal gas, and improves the functioning of the
large intestine. It can be roasted for food, used to make tofu
(fu), or pressed for oil (you). (Translated by H.T. Huang,
PhD, March 2003).
246. Watchman and Southron (The) (Sumter, South
Carolina). 1888. Items. March 21. p. 4.
• Summary: “The soja bean is a new plant lately introduced
here. B.F. Perry, of Greenville [South Carolina] planted one
acre last year on land that would make 20 bushels of corn.
He raised thirty nine bushels of clean beans at a total cost
exclusive of rent, of $15.55. The straw makes good forage.
Dr. McBryde commends this plant as very valuable. Mr.
Perry is selling his seed at $4.00 a bushel.”
247. Laurens Advertiser (The) (Laurens, South Carolina).
1888. A bonanza in beans: a practical farmer’s experiments
with a new food and forage crop. March 28. p. 1.
• Summary: From the Greenville News [Greenville, South
Carolina]: “The popular idea of a bean crop is a few rows
of plants in a garden intended to supply the family table
for the vegetable season, and a field of beans would only
be looked for in an immense truck farm. But B.F. Perry has
been experimenting on his Sans Souci farm near the city
with a new variety of bean, which he believes is calculated to
revolutionize the agriculture in this country by furnishing a
wonderfully prolific, valuable and cheap food and feed crop
that can be adapted to any soil.
“The new vegetable is called the ‘Soja Bean.’ It came
from China, whence civilized Europe has captured so many
of its most valuable discoveries. and was introduced in
Europe at the Vienna Exposition. The cultivation of the bean
spread rapidly in Europe, whence it naturally spread to this
country. Mr. Perry saw accounts of its remarkable growth
and general food value, and along with Col. Wash Shell of
Laurens, he ordered last fall a peck of the ‘Soja’s’ from T.W.
Wood & Son of Richmond, Virginia, paying $1.50 a peck.
He planted an acre and last fall gathered 39 bushels exclusive
of eleven bushels wasted, which he sold for $1. a peck or $4.
a bushel, making $156 as a return for the acre.
“Mr. Perry is delighted with the new crop and has great
faith in its possibilities. The bean will grow in any soil, he
says. It does well in low ground, too wet for anything else
and yet it is hardy enough to stand the severest drought. It
requires less cultivation than cotton, being planted in rows
three feet apart and two feet apart in the drill with three
stalks in a hill. The bean are about the size of cow peas,
yellow when dried, and in a pod and the pods grow thickly
on a stalk about like an ordinary cotton stalk. The plant sheds
its leaves, furnishing fertilizing material for the ground equal
to cow pea vines, and the crop is harvested by pulling the
stalks up by the roots and storing them in barn until they are
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cured. Then the beans easily shell out and the stalks can be
fed to cattle, making a feed which experts, Mr. Perry says,
consider equal to Timothy hay.
“The great value of the Soja bean, however, comes
in the bean itself. It produces prolifically, making on rich
ground with good cultivation, 100 bushels an acre. The
fruit, according to analysis, contains twice as much nutritive
matter as either corn or cow peas. As a feed for cattle it is far
better, Mr. Perry says, than cow peas, and it makes a splendid
table dish. The beans are so rich that they can be cooked in
water alone, not requiring any butter.
“Mr. Perry expects to plant several acres in the beans
this season. He has had demands for more than last year’s
crop for seed, sending some shipments to Arkansas and
Alabama. He has furnished President McBryde, of the State
College, with supplies of seed for the State Experimental
Stations, and has shipped sample lots to many prominent
farmers in the State. He believes the Soja bean is the coming
crop for this country for farmers who have stock.”
Note: If the soybeans / soja beans that Mr. Perry says he
sent to Alabama actually arrived in that state, (which seems
likely) this would be the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Alabama.
248. Lecerf, Ch. 1888. Sur la valeur alimentaire du Soya
hispida [On the nutritional value of the soybean]. Bulletin de
la Societe de Medecine Pratique de Paris p. 442-49. Meeting
of April 26. Presided over by M. Laburthe. [Fre]
• Summary: Because of the difficulty many people have in
tolerating gluten bread, we are anxious to find another food
free from sugar and amylaceous materials for diabetics. I
thought it would be interesting to do some trials on the use of
the seeds of a bean used often in China, Japan, and Malaysia.
I had the occasion to study this bean under the direction
of my master, Mr. Muntz, when I was at his laboratory at the
Agronomic Institute (l’Institut agronomique). I wish to speak
of soybeans (Soya).
In 1855, Mr. de Montigny, struck by the considerable
nutritional value of soybeans, imported some to France,
and submitted them to the Society for Acclimatization (la
Société d’acclimatation), hoping that our farmers would
make the best of this legume that is the foundation of
the food of the poor classes of China and Japan. In these
countries, the soybean equals the potato in our countryside,
in consumption. We shall see, in a bit, that the bean of this
legume (sub-order papillonacée [sic, papilionaceæ]) is richer
by far in nutritious elements than the tuber of Parmentier [the
potato].
Since this attempt [by Mr. Montigny in 1855], many
agronomical trials have been conducted, at different places in
our territory [France and its colonies], and they have proven
that the acclimatization of this plant, in France, is possible.
They have also permitted us to hope that the climate of our
regions is analogous to that of the Chinese and Japanese

provinces where the soybean (le Soya) is cultivated on a
large scale. Unfortunately, these trials had the goal of feeding
animals rather than the introduction of this bean into the
human diet.
However, eight years ago, Count Attems, who was
busy with the cultivation of soybeans in Austria, wrote:
We fool ourselves when we think that soybeans are only
an advantageous pasturage, or when we believe that they
constitute a delicate dish only for the table of the rich.
Soybeans have also been discovered for the large class of
less idle consumers, for the country folk and the workers;
and although it is a plant of ancient Asia, future generations
will make a great case for them and without a doubt will
call them Haberlandt’s bean (Haricot de Haberlandt) in
recognition.
Professor Haberlandt, who tested the cultivation of
soybeans following the Exposition of 1873, published
his results in 1878 and became the popularizer of their
cultivation and use in Austria. Here is this author’s
[Haberlandt’s] opinion on the nutritive value of this bean:
I think that soybeans are a food too concentrated to be
prepared alone and that, consequently, it is better to mix
them with other foods, especially those containing starch...
They can furnish armies with provisions of little volume, and
enter with good right, as the best equivalent, in pea sausages.
In France, although many notes relative to the
cultivation and use of soybeans have been addressed to
the Society of Acclimatization, I believe that the first, if
not the only monograph that was made of it, is that of Mr.
Paillieux. This work was published in 1881; I have borrowed
from him numerous times. As for me, it was in 1883 at
the Agronomical Institute that I came to know soybeans,
following the analyses and experience of Mr. Muntz,
and of my dear friend, the late Levallois, from whom the
Academy of Sciences received last April 3rd a posthumous
communication on the composition of the beans that he
harvested at the agronomic station in Nice, of which he was
the director.
The name Dolichos soya was given by Linnaeus to this
Chinese bean that Moench later named Soya hispida.
In Japan, they call it Daïzu Mame, that is, food seed par
excellence. In China, it is known under the name Yéou-téou;
its cultivation there is less important than in Japan, although
it enters largely into the food of the working class and is
used, as in Japan, for the commercial / industrial preparation
of a variety foods.
The soybean is also cultivated and consumed in India,
the Himalayas, Ceylon, Tonkin, Cochin China, and the Dutch
possessions in Malaysia. In these different lands, it is eaten
in its natural state (en nature), and used to make many food
products, on the one hand the daily food of the poor, on the
other condiments sought after by the rich.
Because of the high content of fatty materials in
soybeans (17-18%), its flour (sa farine) emulsifies with
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water, giving with oil a certain quantity of légumine [a
protein found in soybeans]. The mixture, passed through a
cloth, yields, as a filtered liquid, a true milk (vrai lait), used
like that of cows, goats, or sheep. This is the milk (le lait) of
the Chinese.
This milk is used to prepare a cheese (named Téou-fou
in China, Tou-fou in Japan), that resembles a white cheese
known, in France, under the name of fromage à la pie
(quark). The lightly heated milk is coagulated when it is
warm with the help of a few spoonfuls of liquid nigari / pure
sea water (d’eaux mères de sel marin). The curds (caillé)
thus obtained are allowed to drain, then submitted to the
action of flowing water. Note 1. The drained curds are first
pressed to make tofu, then cut into cakes, which a placed into
a container of cold, circulating water.
According to Mr. Champion, in China a piece of tofu
(fromage de pois) as big as a fist sells for a cent (un centime).
For many people of the working class, it constitutes the
morning meal, either in a liquid state [as soymilk], or
coagulated and fresh [as curds], or in a dried state [probably
as pressed or firm tofu, or possibly as yuba] and fried in oil
extracted from soybeans.
According to the analyses of Mr. Fremy, the soybean
contains 18% of this oil, which is in the first rank among the
15-20 types of oils that the Chinese possess. It is of excellent
quality and for Europeans, has the sole drawback of retaining
the aftertaste of the raw bean.
In Canton [China], soybeans figure in the composition
of a solid ferment, Kiu-tsée, that the Chinese use to make an
artificial wine and their brandy (eau-de-vie).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012)
that contains the term Kiu-tsée (written with an acute accent),
which it uses to refer to a solid Cantonese wine ferment
(Continued).
249. Petit, Léon. 1888. L’huile de soya. Son emploi en
médecine comme purgatif à petite dose [Soy oil. Its use
in medicine in small doses as a purgative]. Bulletin de la
Societe de Medecine Pratique de Paris. p. 449-52. Meeting
of April 26. Presided over by M. Laburthe. [Fre]
• Summary: Kaempfer first introduced soybean seeds
into Europe from Japan, where they are used to make
miso and shoyu (a black and limpid liquid). These two are
indispensable condiments in the Japanese diet. They also
make a vegetable cheese, tofu, which is usually eaten fresh,
and of which the people are very fond.
In Cochin China, soya occupies a major place in the
culinary art. The Chinese do not consume milk; instead, they
crush the soybean and obtain from it a liquid, rich in casein
and oils, which they use like we use the milk from cows’
goats, or sheep. From it, they also make white cheeses, red
cheeses [fermented tofu], and a sauce, Tsiang-Yéou (jiangyou
or soy sauce), which are greatly appreciated. For my part, I
have had the occasion to taste this condiment several times

and I admit that I do not share, in this regard, the enthusiasm
of the Chinese. Much more, soya enters in the preparation of
a ferment used for making spirits and wines.
Nothing could be easier than obtaining soybeans; in
France, they germinate as easily as haricots. They contain
30-35% protein and make excellent forage.
The soybean has been tested as a forage plant, either
alone or mixed with hay, oats, barley, sugar beets, etc. Mr.
Paillieux, a distinguished agriculturalist, even conducted
various trials in using the soybean for human food.
He cooked the seeds, like one cooks haricot beans, after
they had been soaked in distilled water. He also roasted
soybean seeds to make a sort of coffee. He successfully
reproduced the various Japanese and Chinese food
preparations. He even tried to make a flour by grinding the
beans, but this flour degenerated [rancidified] because of the
large quantity of oil and fat that it contains.
It is possible that if this oil were extracted, the soybean
oilcake (le tourteau de Soya) could be ground / reduced
into flour which would contain more than 40% nitrogenous
materials [protein] and would have no bad [after]taste. But
unfortunately, this flour would have a rather high net cost,
because of the manipulations that its production would
necessitate, unless a use for soybean oil, which is the object
of an enormous traffic in China, is found. This very limpid
oil, which has a beautiful yellow color like olive oil, leaves
a little acrid taste in the mouth which is not disagreeable. It
possesses very obvious drastic qualities. I had a liter at my
disposition, and I observed that with a minimum dose of
10 gm, you obtain a very energetic purging [like diarrhea],
without any type of abdominal pain / colic (colique). I hope,
before long, to receive a certain quantity of soybean oil that I
shall place at the disposition of those of our colleagues who
would like to test it as a purgative.
Note: The writer is the only person ever to ascribe a
“purging” or “purgative” property to soy oil.
There follows a question and answer session. Mr. Terrier
asks: Can Mr. Lecerf provide us with some information
about the use of this oil in China and Japan? Mr. Petit
responds: I believe that the Chinese and Japanese use this
oil only for therapeutic purposes. Soy sauce (La liqueur
de Soya) is widely employed in England as a condiment.
Mr. Lecerf adds: I know nothing about how the Chinese
and Japanese use soy oil as a medical substance; but, as I
said, this oil is of the highest rank among the oils consumed
throughout China. I would say to Mr. Petit that the India Soy,
which the English consume, is a product which contains only
a small proportion of soybeans; it is made with considerable
quantities of barley and rice [sic], and it comes from China.
However Shoyu, which I present to you, is originally from
Edo [Tokyo, Japan]. Like that from Batavia [Jakarta] (KetJap [ketjap, kecap]), it is made with from equal parts wheat
and soybeans (Soya).
Mr. Gillet de Grandmont asks: Very precise and
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extensive information on the cultivation of soybeans
can be found in the Annals [Bulletin] of the Society for
Acclimatization. This bean, which I have tried to use for
food, does not soften easily upon cooking; it always retains a
very disagreeable, acrid taste. I could hardly stand it, except
consumed in the form of a salad after cooking.
Mr. Lecerf replies: In the fresh state [as green vegetable
soybeans], soybeans are not hard and their taste is even
agreeable. In the dry state, it is easy to render them less
tough, by adding a small quantity of sodium bicarbonate
[baking soda] to their cooking water, and by taking care to
soak them in water 24 hours in advance. Address: M.D., 2
Rue Casmir-Delavigne, Paris.
250. Kansas Farmer (Topeka, Kansas). 1888. In the dairy:
Starting a creamery. July 5. p. 5, col. 3.
• Summary: “All the leguminous plants that have been tried
make good ensilage, but they are so highly nitrogenous as
to make too rich a food to use alone in any quantity. Again,
ensilage made from nearly all of them is very disagreeable
to handle, because of its pasty character and strong odor. The
Japanese Soja bean deserves more attention. The cow pea is
one of the best plants in the South for ensilage. Though the
plant will not ripen its seed in New England, it will make
a profitable growth of green forage almost anywhere in
Massachusetts.”
251. Burney, W.B. 1888. Analyses of fertilizers and feeding
stuffs. South Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 3. p. 27-42. July. See p. 37.
• Summary: The section titled “Soja beans” (p. 37) contains
three tables with analyses of Soja beans grown by W.H.
Perry of Greenville, South Carolina. (1) They contain 10%
moisture at 100ºC. (2) Analysis of the dry matter [apparently
of just the beans] Ash 5.24%, crude fat 18.77%, crude fiber
2.72%, crude protein 39.17%, non-nitrogenous extract
(carbohydrates) 34.10%. (3) Analysis of the beans [as is]
contain: Moisture 10%, ash 4.72%, crude fat 16.89%, crude
fiber 2.45%, crude protein 35.25%, non-nitrogenous extract
(carbohydrates) 30.69%.
“As is apparent from the analysis, this is a feeding stuff
of great value; the crude proteins and fat are exceedingly
high, and the crude fiber quite low. By reference to table 15,
it will be seen that 92.5 per cent of the albuminoids were
digested, which is exceptional.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the term “crude proteins” (or
“crude-proteins” or “crude protein”) (one of two documents).
Address: Chemist, Columbia, South Carolina.
252. Kellner, O.J. 1888. Researches on the composition
and digestibility of Japanese feeding stuffs. Bulletin of the
College of Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 1(2):1-45.
July. See p. 25-29, 39-45. [3 ref. Eng]

• Summary: Section “V. Hay of soy beans (karimame)” (p.
25-29) describes experiments feeding soy bean hay to sheep
(rams). “This hay is considered the best coarse fodder in this
country. It is usually cured, when the pods have developed
their normal size but the leaves are still green. A specimen of
such hay was examined in 1883 by Mr. M. Ota.”
In part “II. Soy bean (daizu)” (p. 39-45), Kellner notes:
“Although the soy beans are somewhat expensive owing
to their principal utilization as human food (tofu, miso and
shoyu), it may happen that small proportions of them are
resorted to in the feeding of the live-stock, for the purpose of
supplementing the protein of a ration otherwise too poor in
that nutrient.” Soy beans, apparently raw, were fed to sheep.
Feces ejected, water drunk, and live weights were measured.
The article concluded: “The specimen of soy beans examined
by us contains the following proportions of digestible
nutrients, percent of the dry matter: Crude protein 34.30, fat
18.25, fiber 9.09; nitrogen-free extract 19.65; the last 2 total
28.74.
“Of all raw vegetable products, earth nuts perhaps
excepted, the soy beans are the richest in the most valuable
nutrients, protein and fat, and contain them in a highly
digestible form.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2008) that uses the term “human food” in
connection with soy beans.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the term “crude protein” (or
“crude-protein” or “crude proteins”) (one of two documents)
in connection with soy. Address: Dr., Prof. of Agricultural
Chemistry, Imperial College of Agriculture and Dendrology,
Komaba, Tokyo, Japan.
253. Neue Freie Presse (Vienna). 1888. Landwirtschafliche
Zeitung: Die Sojabohne [The soybean]. No. 8618. Aug. 21.
p. 4, cols. 1-2. Evening edition. [Ger]
• Summary: Note: Describes the importance of soy
sauce and describes the trials conducted by Haberlandt.
Summarizes a Japanese publication about the main products
made from soybeans (miso, soy sauce, tofu) and encourages
further trials in Austria.
Through active trade relations and as a result of the
high level of culture of the imperial state of Japan becoming
known, our attention was also drawn in particular to the
products of agriculture there. The Vienna World Exhibition
of 1873 brought to view a rich collection of Japanese seeds,
among which was also a species of bean which plays a big
role in the economic life of the Japanese people. Professor
Haberlandt recognized the high value of this species of
bean and recommended detailed agronomic trials with the
soybean. This suggestion was followed in many locations,
and manifold agronomic trials were set up with the seeds that
were made available. Some yielded very favorable successes,
but for the most part our climatic conditions prevented the
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full yield in that a part of the seeds did not reach maturity.
The assessment of the seeds that were obtained in any case
did not correspond to the extreme expectations that were
linked to this new cultivated plant. It is possible that a part
of the failure of the culture of Soja hispida is to be traced
back to the fact that the correct type of seeds were not used,
that is, the kind that specially corresponds to our climatic
conditions. Since that time, things have become quiet.
Few have paid attention to that once so very much lauded
cultivated plant, and it has not been seldom that the reports
about its great capability for yields in its home country of
Japan caused the unbelieving shaking of heads by local
farmers who in no way achieved those high yields as their
comrades of the same profession in Japan.
What was undisputed, though, was the fact that the
delicatessen shops brought the much sought-after soy sauces
on the market which, in particular in England and in part also
in Northern Germany, etc., sold at high prices. Soy sauces
lend all roasted meats an especially piquant flavor that is
beloved of many. The production of this flavorful side dish
is unknown with us, and Japan fills this demand for the most
part alone. The soybeans that are grown here found use less
as a food for people than in a coarsely ground state as a
concentrated feed for our pets, and it is believed for the most
part that the soy sauces or extracts that are known would be
produced from other products and only carry the same name
or a similar one as the cited species of bean.
H. Foukouba [sic–Hayato Fukuba], attaché in the
Japanese Ministry of Agriculture, recently published in
the Journal de l’Agriculture a description of the culture
of soybeans and the production of the valuable products
from soybeans which has earned the attention of our circle
of experts. It may perhaps lead to the avoidance of the
failures of the earlier agronomic trials and enrich our local
agriculture by a valuable cultivated plant.
We follow the essay by the Japanese expert below.
The production of the soybean is of the greatest
significance for the people of Japan, because the soybean
provides the predominant part of the nutrition for the
inhabitants of the country. The soybean is planted in all
areas. Numerous varieties exist. The total production of
Japan reaches approximately 4.7 million hectoliters of
soybeans every year with a gross value of 56.4 million
francs. The yield per hectare reaches 30 to 40 hectoliters in
the best case. Even though the soybean gets along on nearly
all types of soil, it in general prefers dry and heavy soils;
aside from that, there are varieties which, on the other hand,
thrive only in very wet soils.
The culture of the soybean does not require any special
efforts. Once the rye or the barley harvest has ended–
approximately in the first half of the month of June–the
field is set up in such a way that furrows are drawn that are
about 60 to 70 centimeters wide. The seeds are then planted
at a distance of 20 to 30 centimeters on the ridge of these

furrows. With sowing, it is to be strived for to improve the
soil around the seeds by a special fertilizing. The fertilizer
that is used for this consists of the ash of rice straw and
finely pulverized dried sardines (or other small fish). Once
the seeds have sprouted and the cotyledons have developed,
then the weeds are removed (hoed), and the harvest can then
take place in October or November.
The most varied kinds of seeds exist: white, black, gray,
green, red, yellow, etc. The most widespread is a round type
about the size of a pea and the color of our lentil.
If the soybean sprouts foliage too vigorously and sets
too many leaves, then the plant is defoliated in part. The
dried leaves form an excellent fodder for horses.
The soybean serves first and foremost for the production
of the following products: 1. miso (Misso), 2. shoyu (Shioniu), and 3. tofu (Tofou). The bean itself serves as horse
fodder or as fertilizer in areas where the fish fertilizer that
was mentioned earlier is not available. The soybean may
perhaps be the richest in nitrogen among all types of seeds.
From what we have heard, an edible oil is also obtained from
the soybean in China, but a processing of that kind is not
known in Japan.
Let us turn to the method of production from soybeans
of the three products that were mentioned earlier.
Miso is produced in large quantities as a general food.
The ripe soy seeds are boiled in water for approximately
two hours and then allowed to dry on a very fine sieve
(Haarsieb). After that, the beans are mixed with salt and
with koji (Koji) (a curious Japanese fermenting agent
(Gährstoff–sic, Gärstoff)). The mixture is then ground in
a wooden mortar until a sort of dough results from it. This
dough is placed in a cask; over the course of a few days,
the fermentation is complete and the mixture is ready to
be consumed. This food may only be conserved for a short
period of time; it is usually eaten in the form of soup.
Shoyu is just as common and is often produced in
even larger quantities than miso. In Japan, it often takes the
place of salt. In order to produce shoyu, the soybeans are
roasted and then ground by means of a very curious mill
that is generally common in Japan. The mill consists of two
millstones, of which one is fixed and the other movable. The
meal that is obtained in that way is collected and boiled.
Then a certain amount of this meal is mixed in water with
salt and koji, and after a little while, a liquid is obtained from
the mixing container that is approximately the color of coffee
which in fact forms this shoyu. This extremely salty tasting
broth replaces salt in a very advantageous way. For some
time now, shoyu has been very popular on English, Dutch,
and German tables. (Therefore, the highly expensive soy
sauces are nothing other than this tasty side dish.)
Tofu has to be prepared fresh every day, since it only
stays fresh for a short time. The beans are soaked in water
for twenty-four hours so that they soften. After this period of
time, they are left to drain, whereupon they are pressed, with
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which lukewarm water is used to help. The mush is pressed
through a linen sheet. To the liquid that is obtained from this
is added a little Epsom salt (magnesium sulfate). A whitish
precipitate forms which bears a great similarity to cheese.
This food is enjoyed with the help of special sauces.
In the opinion of the cited Japanese expert, in Europe
this so useful food is currently used for the most part for the
production of soaps or as a coffee surrogate.
According to the aforementioned explanations, it may be
recommended to once again set about with the trials with the
cultivation of soy and perhaps to use those varieties for this
which are grown in the mountainous northern parts of Japan.
These may also provide good yields within our climes–the
same as in Japan–if care is taken with heavy fertilizing, in
particular with nitrogen-rich fertilizing. If we are also able
to evaluate the proposed products made from the soybean
not just from our own experience, then that would at any rate
be worth the test, since the Japanese, too, know full well to
distinguish that which is good and tasty.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
254. Brisbane Courier (Queensland, Australia). 1888. New
fodder plants. Oct. 10. p. 7.
• Summary: “The department of Agriculture in the early part
of the present year requested Messrs. Vilmorin, Andrieux,
and Co., the eminent seedsmen of Paris, to procure seeds of
various wheat, fodder, and other plants of economic value in
small quantities for the purpose of testing the suitability of
the Queensland climate for the growth of and acclimatization
of these plants. Messrs. Vilmorin, Andrieux, and Co., in
response, have forwarded a good variety of seeds, among
which are the following fodder and economic plants: “Northern and hardy lucerne... Soja hispida (black
seeded), Quinoa blanc, Soja bean, Soja hispida, Lotus
major. These plants being necessarily supplied in very small
quantities have been placed with certain farmers in widely
distant parts of the colony, so that the diverse aspects of the
various climates of Queensland upon the growth may be
noted, and record of which will be kept and forwarded to the
department, and of such plants as prove likely to thrive here
seeds will be kept and distributed gratuitously to farmers
during the next planting season in those districts where the

test of experience has proved them to be of commercial
value.”
255. Egasse, M. 1888. Le soja et ses applications
économiques et thérapeutiques: Matière médicale et
therapeutique [Soja and its economic and therapeutic
applications: Medical and therapeutic subject-matter].
Bulletin General de Therapeutique Medicale, Chirurgicale,
Obstetricale et Pharmaceutique 115:433-48. Nov. 30. [28
ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is a review of the literature, especially the
use of soy in diabetic diets. The author was one of the first
Westerners to suggest the therapeutic use of soybeans in
diabetic diets.
Illustrations show: (1) A soy bean plant (from Vilmorin
1883, p. 434). (2-3) Two views of a soy bean and a cross
section of soy bean seed (both from Blondel, p. 435).
Page 437: We will see later on that it [the soybean] is
suitable for more than just food use.
In Austria-Hungary, on the other hand, soybean
cultivation has grown considerably since 1875, under the
leadership of Haberlandt. Mainly light yellow seeds are
cultivated, but there are also varieties whose seeds are
reddish brown, blackish brown, black and light green.
The importance of soybean from a nutritional and
therapeutic point of view can be better understood by
analyzing its seeds.
Table 1: Steuff [Steuf], in Germany, working on dry
seeds, indicated the following composition: He analyzed four
different soybeans:
Table 2: Schroeder (a chemist) in Napagedl [in Mähren
/ Moravia, a region in today’s central Czech Republic],
analyzed two soybeans; one was reddish brown and one was
yellow.
Table 3: Capan [sic, Caplan] in Vienna, analyzed the
entire plant: the seeds, the pods, and the leaves and stems.
Table 4: The following analysis was made in France
on 3 samples of seeds by H. Pellet (Comptes rendus de
l’Academie des sciences, vol. XC (= 90), p. 1177, May
1880). The first sample came from China, the 2nd from
Hungary, and the third from a plant cultivated at Etampes
(Seine-et-Oise). See the table given at the source cited.
Despite the diversity of origin of these seeds and the
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change in the habitat of the plant, their composition, as we
see, is very similar.
The various ashes, which are in the proportion of 4.86,
4.87 and 5.15 per 100, contain per 100 parts. Table atop p.
439 goes here.
According to the analyses of P. Muntz, the proportion
of starchy and sugary substances would rise to 6.40 per 100,
that of protein to 36.67 and that of fats to 17.60 per 100.
The sweet / sugary matter was analyzed by A. Levallois
(Comptes rendus de l’Academie des sciences, 93, 281). A
long discussion is given, followed by a summary of the work
of Stingl and Morawski (Monatsheft fuer chem., April 1886,
176). A table (p. 440) compares the composition of beef and
soybeans–but no source is given.
If we compare the edible seeds of the most commonly
used legumes, those of soybeans stand out by their greater
proportion of nitrogenous matter.
A table is given (p. 440) comparing the chemical
composition of white beans (haricots blancs), yellow peas
(pois jaune), lentils, marsh beans (fèves de marais), broad
beans / faba beans (féveroles), and vetch (vesces). Soybeans
are not included in the table. The text continues (p. 440-41):
The fat can be extracted either by pressing the seeds
in paste form, or more easily using ether, which produces a
greater amount of fat. The fat is clear, a nice yellow color,
and leaves a slightly bitter taste in the mouth, which it also
imparts to soybean flour (farine de soja). Although it is said
to be eaten by the Chinese, it has a very strong laxative effect
on the intestine, which is also found in other preparations,
if consumed in relatively large amounts. At zero [degrees
Celsius], this oil becomes thick: in the air, it quickly turns to
resin. It is therefore a drying oil.
From the above analyses, we conclude three
characteristics about the soybean (graine du soja): the high
proportion of nitrogenous matter (legumin, vegetable casein,
protein); the very minimal, or even non-existent amount
of amylaceous matter [starch]; and finally, the rather large
amount of liquid fat [vegetable oil].
Let’s look at how these seeds are used in China and
Japan. The black and green seeds are eaten like our dried
beans, but the fat gives them an unpleasant flavor. A largeseeded green variety is eaten in Japan, grilled or ground up
and mixed with sugar; even children are quite fond of this.
The leaves and stems are fed to horses and sheep, who
look for them specifically and find them very good.
But these seeds are above all used to make the
following: in Japan, miso and shoyu (sooju), in China, an
imitation milk and a cheese [tofu] that are very popular with
the common people.
There follows a long summary of what E. Kaempfer
wrote in Amoenitatum exoticarum about the soybean in
Japan.
There are also tables from Eug. Simon (1862),
Champion, L’hôte and Champion, Mr. Lecerf, Mr. Dujardin-

Beaumetz and Mr. Bourdin at Reims (soy bread), and Mr.
Lailleux in Algeria.
Blondel (1888) reports the absence of starch in all parts
of the soybean seed (p. 435).
Soybeans are used above all to prepare foods: in Japan,
miso and shoyu (le sooju), in China an imitation of milk (une
imitation du lait [soymilk]) and a cheese (un fromage [tofu])
greatly appreciated by the common people (p. 441).
Throughout China, soybeans (les graines du soja)
are also used to prepare a milklike / lacteal emulsion
(une émulsion laiteuse) which replaces milk and which is
obtained by crushing the seeds, soaking them in water, and
simply passing the liquid through a fine sieve. The [soy]
milk, this liquor (liqueur), only looks like [dairy] milk, but
since [dairy] milk is extremely rare, this liquor supplements
the milk [i.e., soymilk supplements dairy milk] from the
alimentary point of view (p. 443). Note 1. This is the earliest
French-language document seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the
term une imitation du lait or une émulsion laiteuse to refer to
soymilk.
The applications of soybean seeds for the feeding
of diabetics is not numerous. Yet we know, via an oral
communication from Mr. Lailleux, former intern at the
hospital in Algiers, that a certain number of diabetic Arabs
under treatment at the hospital of Dey, in Algiers, have seen,
under the influence of a dietary regimen based on soybean
pap, that not only did the content of sugar in their urine
diminish by a considerable proportion, but also the condition
of their sores was improved, a condition which like all of its
type had resisted other treatments employed. If this fact can
be verified again, either with soy pap or soy bread (le pain
de soja), the therapy would have found in soybeans an aid
of great utility in the ordinary treatment of diabetes mellitus,
which is so difficult for most patients to stand, especially
because they must abstain from starches for which they
generally show such a strong appetite (p. 447).
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that contains a name for soy bread, which it
calls le pain de soja.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2021)
that mentions Steuff in Germany, or the chemical analysis of
four soybean seeds that he conducted.
Note 4. The text on pages 440-41 was translated by Elise
Kruidenier, Seattle, Washington. Address: France.
256. Goessmann, Charles A. 1889. Field experiments.
II. Influence of fertilizers on the quantity and quality of
prominent fodder crops. Massachusetts State Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report of the Board of Control
6:97, 107-14. For the year 1888. Jan. See p. 110-14.
• Summary: 1888.–”It was decided to add the Kentucky
blue-grass (Festuca pratensis) and the Soja bean (Soja
hispida) to the list of prominent crops on trial upon field
‘B.’” Plats 15 and 16 were seeded down on May 18 with
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Soja beans, “in rows 3 feet and 3 inches apart, to correspond
with the rule adopted for grasses and leguminous plants. In
both instances one plat was fertilized in the same way as
heretofore, with fine-ground bones and muriate of potash”
and the other received no fertilizer.
“The Soja bean has been raised during the past season
in different parts of the field, to serve for ensilage. The
investigation of this valuable plant is not yet finished, and a
detailed description has been reserved for a future date.” A
table (p. 112) shows that when Soja bean was cut green on
30 Aug. 1888, the fertilized plat 15 yielded 2,080 lb, whereas
the unfertilized plat 16 yielded 1,560 lb (only 75% as much).
The crop was put into a silo the same day it was cut. No Soja
beans were planted the previous year–1887; Five varieties of
Southern cow-peas were grown instead.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “muriate of potash” (a
fertilizer) in connection with soja beans. It was later renamed
“potassium chloride.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2014) which uses the word “silo” (or “silos”)
in connection with soybeans, or which states that soybeans
were made into silage (one of two documents).
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2003) that uses the word “experiments”
(or “experiment”) or the word “investigation” (or
“investigations”) in connection with soybean research.
Address: Ph.D., Director of the Station and Chemist,
Amherst, Massachusetts.
257. Goessmann, Charles A. 1889. Analyses of fodder
articles. Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 32. p. 10-12. Feb. German summary in
Chemisches Central-Blatt 1890(1):133.
• Summary: Three analyses are given, each of the soja bean,
and each in tabular form. The first two give the chemical
composition of white soja bean seeds (one grown at the
Experiment Station, one bought in New York). The third
gives the composition of the entire soja bean plant, dry,
collected 30 Aug. 1888 at the Station. The first table shows
that for the white soja bean, 90% of the protein, 89.8% of
the fat, and 14.5% of the crude fiber are digestible. Two
additional tables show the fertilizing constituents [minerals]
of the white soja bean and the entire dry soja bean plant.
For the former: Moisture at 100ºC 17.38%, ash 6.470%,
calcium oxide 0.342%, magnesium oxide 0.869%, potassium
oxide 2.085%, sodium oxide 0.166%, ferric oxide 0.231%,
phosphoric acid 1.851%, nitrogen 5.308%, insoluble matter
0.0960%, valuation per ton of 2,000 lbs $21.51.
For the latter: Moisture at 100ºC 6.120%, ash 6.470%,
calcium oxide 2.770%, magnesium oxide 1.190%, potassium
oxide 0.617%, sodium oxide 0.198%, ferric oxide 0.131%,
phosphoric acid 0.753%, nitrogen 2.380%, insoluble matter
0.967%, valuation per ton of 2,000 lbs $9.27.

Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2017)
that gives a value for the iron content (as ferric oxide) of the
seed or of the whole soybean plant.
The author concludes: “This valuable plant is
extensively cultivated in Japan and China and has been of
late successfully cultivated in southern Europe. The beans
are used as a highly nutritious food for man and the entire
plants, beans and straw are a valuable feed for cattle. The
requirements for a successful cultivation are a light soil in
a good state of fertilization, and a climate similar to that
suitable for the cultivation of Indian corn. The seeding time
and the general treatment of the crop correspond to that of
garden beans. Our trials with this crop for green fodder and
for ensilage are very encouraging. We secured in a first trial
from 8 to 9 tons of green fodder per acre.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “phosphoric acid” (a
fertilizing constituent) in connection with soja beans. Its
chemical formula is H3PO4.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that mentions the word “calcium” in
connection with soy beans. Address: Director of the Station,
Amherst, Massachusetts.
258. Alexander Drug & Seed Co. 1889. Farm seeds of
all kinds (Ad). Southern Live-Stock Journal (Starkville,
Mississippi). March 7. p. 15.
• Summary: “Soja Bean–A valuable forage plant, 30 to 50
bus. [bushels] per acre on land that will not produce 10 bus.
peas. Easy to cure. Good table pea. Full descriptive circular
on application. 35¢ per pound, by mail.” Address: Augusta,
Georgia.
259. Kellner, O.J. 1889. Tofu cakes. Bulletin of the College
of Agriculture, Tokyo Imperial University 1(4):24-25. March.
[Eng]
• Summary: This article is about okara and its uses. “Tofu,
e.g. bean curd essentially consists of legumin, and is
prepared from soy beans, which are steeped in water, finely
ground on stone mills and extracted with much water. The
solution of legumin thus obtained is heated to boiling,
filtered after cooling, and precipitated with the brine that
drains off from the crystals of common salt during the
preparation of the latter from sea water. The precipitate,
after being pressed in wooden frames represents the tofu, a
common human food in China and Japan. The portion left
undissolved of the beans, called tofu kasu [okara] is chiefly
used as food for domestic animals, but sometimes also
consumed by the poorer classes or used as manure.
An analysis of such cakes, by Mr. J. Sawano, gave the
following results (fresh substance): Water 85.74%, crude
protein 3.82%, fat 1.44%, crude fibre 3.15%, nitrogen free
extract 5.38%, ash 0.47%, total nitrogen 0.611%, albuminoid
nitrogen 0.024%. The following are “per mille” [i.e., mg/100
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gm]: Potash 1.71, soda 0.07, lime 0.97, magnesia 0.40, ferric
oxide 0.10, phosphoric acid 1.20, sulphuric acid 0.12, silica
and sand 0.12, chlorine 0.01.
“As the dry matter of the cakes is still rich in protein
(26.7%) and fat (10.3%), they deserve, of course, to be more
recommended as a food for cattle and hogs, than as a manure
for direct application.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the term kasu or tofu kasu to refer
to okara. It is also the earliest document seen (June 2013)
stating that okara is fed to “hogs” or “domestic animals.”
Address: Tokyo, Japan.
260. Thompson, J.S.R. (Mrs.). 1889. Soja beans. Southern
Farm (The) (Atlanta, Georgia) 5(3):141. March.
• Summary: “I feel pretty sure that in this plant above named
we have a legume which bids fair to work great benefit to the
farmers of the South, and in a great measure take the place
of the cow pea as a forage plant. I saw it last season highly
endorsed by Mr. Perry, of ‘Ionis Ionci,’ Greenville, S.C.,
and seed offered for sale, determined to test them, with this
result: We find them one of the most vigorous growing plants
it has been our fortune to test; not only a vigorous grower,
but a prodigious bearer of beans. We planted not over half
an acre as an experiment, in May. In September the extra
early frost frightened us into a premature harvesting which
caused us to lose our seed, but the yield in unripened seed
and forage was far beyond our most sanguine expectation.
This plant grows in an upright, compact mass–furnished with
hundreds of beans from the base of its roots to the top. In
rich land, well cultivated, they attain a heighth [sic, height]
of over four feet, growing so compactly the harvesting
is much easier than the straggling cow pea; also, enables
the plow to run between the rows until no further work is
required.
“These beans are also far more edible than the cow pea,
being convertable [sic, convertible] into a flour from which
bread can be made, but boiled as are the cow pea, they are
far more palatable.
“As a seed crop to sell, there is yet to be realized money.
I see a firm in New York advertising them at $15.00 per
bushel. Even here in the South, they sold readily last spring
for $4.00 per bushel.”
First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography of early,
previously uncited publications on soybeans in the United
States. 2 p. Unpublished.
Address: Spartanburg, South Carolina.
261. Vigoureux, Carlos E. 1889. La Soya hispida [The
soybean]. Anales de la Sociedad Rural Argentina (Buenos
Aires) 23(22):614-23. Nov. 30. [Spa]
• Summary: A summary, in Spanish, of early developments
in Europe with growing soybeans, especially by F.
Haberlandt and the Society for Acclimatization in France.

Note: This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soya in connection with (but not yet in)
Argentina. Address: Consul Argentino y Director de la
Oficina de Informacion en Ninza, Argentina.
262. Burney, W.B. 1889. Report of the Chemist. South
Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 1:100-42. For the year 1888. See p. 100, 107, 135.
• Summary: Table 1, titled “Composition of American
feeding stuffs” (p. 107) gives the average chemical
composition of four samples of soy bean seeds: Water
8.47%. Total dry matter: 91.53%. Protein (or Albuminoids):
37.22%. Crude fat: 16.52%. Nitrogen-free extract: 28.21%.
Fiber 5.12%. Ash 4.46%.
Another table, titled “Soja beans” (p. 135), gives the
chemical composition of those grown by W.H. Perry, of
Greenville, South Carolina. The values are identical to those
published in June 1888 in South Carolina (Clemson) Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 3. p. 37. Address: PhD, Chemist,
Columbia, South Carolina.
263. Hayward, Albert I. 1889. Report of the Agriculturist.
Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
1:70-75. For the year 1888. See p. 71-73.
• Summary: The section titled “The soja bean (Soja
hispida)” (p. 71-73) states: “The object of this crop was to
test the qualities of this Japanese forage plant.” The crop was
planted on 9 June 1888 on 27 plots, each one-eighth of an
acre in size. All growth stopped in mid-July when a blight
seemed to seize the plants. “Aphides were found on the
leaves and the ends of the roots were dead.” “About the 10th
of August new leaves began to appear and the growth was
very vigorous from that time till harvest,” which began Sept.
21. The average plant height was 2 feet, but some plants
reached 3 feet. “The pods had begun to form but the seed
was not developed. The stems were hard and woody near
the ground. The crop was run through a fodder-cutter and
ensiloed with corn and sorghum, alternating the loads as they
were drawn, thus mixing three forage plants. This proves to
be a food eaten very readily by cattle and showing a marked
improvement in the flesh of the animals and in quantity of
milk produced. The woody stems of the beans are kept moist
in the silo and the stock eat them up clean.” The largest yield
was at the rate of 11,088 lb/acre. “This would undoubtedly
have been very much increased by a reasonable quantity
of manure or fertilizer.” A table (p. 73) shows the chemical
composition of the soja bean plant (at two stages of growth,
Sept. 22 & 26), red clover, and timothy.
When “the Soja Bean and common Red Clover are
compared ton for ton of green product, at time of harvesting,
the former gives more total dry substance, or food, than
the latter, and this in the form of more valuable nutrients.
It has also been abundantly proven that land which will
not produce enough clover to pay for cutting, will yield an
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average crop of the Soja Bean.” Address: B.S., Agriculturist.
264. McBryde, J.M. 1889. Section V.–Miscellaneous crops.
South Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 1:351. For the year ending Dec. 31, 1888.
• Summary: “Among the miscellaneous crops tested may be
mentioned different varieties of sorghum, sugar cane, soja
bean, ramie, prickly comfrey, lucerne, and many kinds of
grasses.
“As the analyses of several of these plants are not yet
finished, and the results of feeding tests in which some
of them were used are not ready for publication, a full
discussion of the tests of this section must be deferred for
the present. Their results will be given in a later report.”
Address: Director. Columbia, South Carolina.
265. Patterson, Harry J. 1889. Report of the Chemist.
Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
1:66-69. For the year 1888.
• Summary: Two tables (p. 68-69) titled “Description of
fodder samples” and “Composition of fodder samples” show
that the “soja bean” was planted in rows 3 feet apart. The
plants grew to a height of 2½ feet and were cut for fodder on
3 Sept. 1888, yielding 8,674 pounds of green matter per acre.
The green fodder had the following composition on a waterfree basis: Total dry substance: 18.84%. Of this: Ash 12.42%.
Protein 15.31%. Crude fiber 37.67%. Nitrogen-free extract
30.76%. Crude fat 3.84%. Total nitrogen 2.44%. Albuminoid
nitrogen 1.59%. Address: Chemist.
266. Pott, Emil. 1889. Die landwirtschaftlichen Futtermittel.
Handbuch fuer Tierzuechter und Tierhalter. Rueckstaende der
Sojasamen [The handbook of agricultural fodders for animal
breeders and owners. Soybean residue]. Berlin: Verlag von
Paul Parey. xvi + 730 p. See p. 22, 65, 229-30, 324-25, 33940, 438-39, 490. Index. 23 cm. 2nd ed. 1907. 2 vols. [Ger]
• Summary: The section titled “Amide compounds”
(Amidverbindungen, p. 22) contains a table which is
introduced by the following: W. Klinenberg maintained that
out of the total nitrogen, what was available in the form of
amides was:
Ten oilseeds and cakes are listed followed by two
columns under the heading: Total nitrogen content
(Gesamtstickstoffgehalt). For the soybean, two percentages
are given: (1) 9.53, and (2) 6.296.
Translator’s note: The percentages really are not clear,
since sometimes the entry in the first column is the larger
of the two and sometimes it is the other way around. From
the text, it seems like the first column is percent of the total
nitrogen that is represented by amides in a given seed cake
and the second column is the percent of that seed cake that
is total nitrogen. In other words, in poppy seed cakes, 6.226
pct. is nitrogen and 6.49 pct. of that is in the form of amides
(although to my mind, it would have made more sense

to have the order of the columns reversed!) That makes
linguistic sense, but whether it makes scientific sense is
beyond me without further research.
Soybeans and their straw are also mentioned briefly on
p. 65. The chemical composition of soybeans and related
products are given as follows: A section titled “The Soybean
(Die Sojabohne (Soja hispida Moench)) (p. 229-30) gives
details for various types of soybeans, including brown
and yellow soybeans, Soja hispida castanca, and Soja
hispida pallida. The composition of soybean straw (p. 32425). Soybean hulls (Die Sojabohnenschalen) (p. 339-40).
Soybeans (composition of yellow and brown soybeans, p.
438-39).
The section titled “The residues of soybean seeds”
(Rueckstände der Sojasamen) (p. 490) notes that soybeans
are a well-known source of vegetable oil. Soy oil is,
according to its chemical and physical properties, regarded as
a semi-drying oil. According to J. Kühn, the oil cake which
remains after the soybeans are pressed has the following
average composition: Dry matter 86.5% (range 86.0 to
87.1%), protein 40.8% (range 35.6 to 45.9%), crude oil 7.4%
(range 5.3 to 9.6%), nitrogen-free extract 27.7% (range 24.5
to 30.9%), wood fiber / crude fiber (Holzfaser) 5.4% (range
5.2 to 5.7%), and ash 5.2%.
With respect to its perishability, the residue [press-cake]
should be treated like whole soybeans, and it is also used
like whole soybeans as a fattening food for ruminants and
swine, as a power food for oxen or working cattle, and as
a useful food for milch cows. Unfortunately soybean cake
(Sojakuchen) is rarely available commercially here.
Also discusses: Kudzu (p. 234). Sesame (p. 519-22).
Address: Privatdozent, Agric. Div., Imperial Technical
“Hochschule,” Munich, Germany.
267. Rein, Johann J. 1889. The industries of Japan. Together
with an account of its agriculture, forestry, arts, and
commerce. London: Hodder and Stoughton. xii + 570 p. See
p. 6, 55-59, 62-63, 105-08, 157. Illust. Indexes (English and
Latin; Japanese). 26 cm. [3 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This book is a translation of volume II of his
superb book Japan nach Reisen und Studien, published in
1886. The result of many years of study, including a stay in
Japan, it is based on travels and researches undertaken at
the cost of the Prussian government. Rein spent the first five
months of 1874 in Japan, residing in the German Legation
in Tokio and studying lacquer. After submitting a detailed
report on the subject, he traveled throughout Japan.
On page 6, the author discusses the Gokoku (five chief
cereals) and the introduction of agriculture to Japan. “As
Tokugawa Ieyasu, the founder of the last Shôgun [shogun]
dynasty, emphasizes in the twelfth of his ‘Eighteen Laws,’
the introduction of agriculture into Japan is ascribed to the
sun-goddess Tenshô Daijin (Amaterasu). She was, to the old
Japanese, Janus and Ceres in one. Her temple, at Yamada, in
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Ise, was the great national sanctuary, which had to be cared
for according to law, and built anew every twenty-one years
out of consecrated Hinoki-wood (Chamæcyparis obtusa S.
and Z.) ‘in order that the land might have peace and thrive.’
By Gokoku (five chief cereals) were meant rice, barley and
wheat, Italian millet, other kinds of millet, and beans–in
fact, the principal Kokurui, that is, cereals and pulse. The
term Go-koku, however, did not meant the same thing in all
ages. Thus we find in Kaempfer, Amoenitatum exoticarum
(1712, p. 834), Kome (Oryza), O-mugi (Hordeum), Komugi (Triticum), Daidsu (Dolichos soja, L.), and Adzuki
(Phaseolus radiatus, L.) mentioned as Gokoku. Later the
idea was extended farther, and included all important foodplants belonging to the group of cereals and pulse.”
“The Emperor Shinnung [Shen Nung] had introduced
and spread the practice of agriculture in China, about the
year 2700 B.C. For this he was deified after death, and a
temple was dedicated to him in Peking. In the park-like
surroundings of this temple, the emperor of China since then,
at the time of the spring equinox, annually ploughs a piece
of land and sows it with go-koku.” Note 1. This is the second
earliest document seen (Dec. 2013) that gives an early date
(2700 BCE) for Shen Nung.
Soy-bean is described in the chapter on “Food Plants,”
under “Pulse or Leguminous Plants.” “Among the pulse of
Japan (and not the less of China), the soy-bean ranks first
in extent, variety of use, and value; and chemical analyses
prove the empirical judgment is well founded. In point of
nutriment, the soy-bean is of all vegetables the nearest to
meat. It contains nearly two-fifths of its weight in legumin
rich in nitrogen, and nearly one-sixth in fat. The soy-bean is
to the inhabitants of Japan what their garbanzos (chick-peas)
are to the Spanish, and their feijao preto (black beans) to
the Brazilians. The author then describes the characteristics
of the soy-bean, the work of Haberlandt with soy-beans in
Austria, and the yields that he and his co-workers obtained.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document seen
(June 2008) that uses the word “garbanzos” (or “garbanzo”)
to refer chick peas.
“In Japan the varieties of soy-bean are distinguished–
according to colour, as white (more properly yellowish),
black, brownish red, green, and spotted; according to
duration of growth [maturity] as early-ripening, middleripening, and late-ripening; according to form, as spherical,
ellipsoidal, kidney-shaped, and compressed laterally; and
according to use, as to those which serve primarily in making
Shôyu (soy), Tôfu (bean-cheese), and Miso (a sort of sauce),
and those eaten in any plain shape.” Soy-bean varieties in
Japan include: 1. “White (pea-yellow) soy-beans, Japanese
Shiro-mame or Haku-daidzu. To this division belongs an
early-ripening sort with very small seeds, called Goguwatsumame [Go-gatsu], or ‘five-months-kind,’ because it ripens in
the fifth month of the old Japanese calendar, our July; also
another small-seeded, early-ripening variety, the Wase-mame

or Natsu-mame, that is, early and summer-bean. These two
are also called Tôfu-mame, because they are used chiefly
in making Tôfu. Another sort serves to produce Miso. It is
called Nakate-mame, ‘middle-late bean,’ its time of maturity
occurring half-way between that of the early and late kinds.
Its seeds are round and somewhat larger. The late ripening
varieties, Okute-mame (late-bean), Maru-mame (bulletbean), and Teppô-mame (gun-bean), or Aki-mame (autumnbean) have, as their names indicate, mostly bullet-shaped
seeds, which become harder and larger than the early ones.
The variety last named is used in making Shôyu, while
Maru-mame is valuable as horse-feed.
2. Black soy-beans, Japanese Kuro-mame or Kokudaidzu. These are eaten boiled with sugar, as an entrée, or
as a relish to rice. A species like it with big, bullet-shaped
beans is called Kuro-teppô-mame. 3. Brown soy-beans,
Japanese Katsu-daizu (thirsty soy-bean) are much less grown
than the white and black sub-species, and are used like the
latter. They are distinguished as Aka-mame, red soy-beans,
round, of red-brown colour, in different varieties, and Chamame, tea beans, three light-brown sorts of small extent
and significance. 4. Greenish or bluish green soy-beans,
Japanese Ao-mame or Sei-daizu, are eaten mostly boiled
and with sugar, like the black and brown-red varieties. And,
with the brownish sorts, they are much less widely grown
than the black and yellowish. The Japanese distinguish the
following sub-species of Aö-mame:–(a) Sei-hito,–epidermis
green, inside a whitish yellow. (b) Nikuri-sei,–greenish
throughout. Both sub-varieties run from roundish-ellipsoidal
to a bullet roundness, are of medium size, and remind one of
green peas. (c) Kage-mame, with pale green, round beans.
5. Speckled soy-beans, Japanese Fuiri-mame or Han-daidzu.
This group is not important. Its cultivation is confined to a
small area, in a few provinces. Its sub-varieties are known
as:–(a) Kuro-kura-kake-mame, with a black spot on the
saddle (eye), otherwise greenish; flat and with the outline of
an egg. (b) Aka-kura-kake-mame, with a brown spot on the
saddle (eye), otherwise yellowish-green, flat and drawn out
long. (c) Fuiri-mame or Udzura-mame, speckled or spotted
soy-bean, yellowish-green with many dark flecks. A rare
variety, grown only in a few places, especially in Harima.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document seen
(Sept. 2004) that uses the word “speckled” (or “speckling” or
“specks”), or the word “flecks,” or the term “light-brown” to
describe the color of soybean seeds.
“Early-ripening soy-beans are sown as early as April
in Southern Japan, in Central Japan during May. Those that
ripen in autumn need much more warmth, and are sown,
as a rule, one month later... Late-ripening Daidzu is also a
favourite for planting along the edge of fields and on the
new-built dykes of rice-fields.”
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2009) which states that there are early-, medium-,
and late-ripening varieties of soybeans.
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“At the end of his above-mentioned treatise, Haberlandt
summed up in five noteworthy propositions, the results of his
experiments with the soy-bean and of its chemical analysis.
His conclusions are as follows:
“(a) The acclimatization of the early-ripening sorts,
particularly those with yellow and reddish brown seeds,
appeared to have fully succeeded in Central Europe.
“(b) The seeds obtained were larger, heavier, and
handsomer than those from Eastern Asia, the chemical
composition, however, remaining unchanged.
“(c) The soy-plant resists light spring frosts better than
our young beans, and endures greater dryness in summer
than most leguminous plants, though otherwise much like
other kinds of beans.
“(d) It is distinguished by heavy crops, besides
furnishing, in its stems and leaves, either green or dried, a
nourishing feed, of which cattle are very fond.
“(e) In their high percentage of protein and fat, they far
excel all other pulse in nutritive quality; and when properly
prepared are second to none in flavour.
“After such favourable judgments, it might have been
expected that the soy-bean, at least in the warmer regions of
Austro-Hungary, would soon become popular and generally
cultivated. The result, however, was quite otherwise. The
hopes which he had aroused in behalf of this plant seem to
have disappeared with Haberlandt, who died in 1878.
“As I know from a reliable source, people soon became
convinced that it was possible to cultivate with certainty the
early-ripening yellow sorts. The crops from these, however,
are unsatisfactory. It is so difficult to boil them soft that they
have no sale and cannot be turned to due account.”
The seeds of certain wild kinds of beans also serve for
food, incl. Tsuru-mame or No-mame (Glycine soja, S. and
Z.) and No-adzuki (Atylosia subrhombea, Miq.). (p. 62).
Tables (both based on other sources) show: (1) Analyses
of soy-beans (Glycine hispida, Moench) (p. 62). Gives the
nutritional composition of 8 varieties, plus the empty pods,
and the straw and leaves. (2) Comparative “analyses of
various pulse” (p. 63), including Glycine hispida (Daidzu–
soy-beans), Phaseolus radiatus (adzuki), Pisum sativum
(Yendo–peas), Vicia faba (Sora-mame), lentil, yellow lupin,
and ground-nut.
Pages 105-08 contain accurate, detailed discussions of
shoyu, miso (which “does not spoil, and is said to be at its
best when three years old”), and tofu.
A table titled “Average composition of various Japanese
oil-seeds according to E. Wolff and others” (p. 157) includes
the composition of ground-nut [peanut], sesame (brown, or
white), hemp-seed, and soy-beans.
Also discusses: Adzuki (Phaseolus radiatus, p. 60,
108). Algae, marine, used as food [sea vegetables] (p. 77,
80-82). Ame, midzu-ame, and barley malt (p. 103-04).
Arachis hypogæa (p. 56, 153-54). Fu (wheat gluten, p. 108).
Hemp (Cannabis sativa, p. 75, 157, 165-66). Kudzu (p. 65,

160, 184). Sesame seeds (Benni-seed, gingeli, p. 154-55).
Address: Prof. of Geography, Univ. of Bonn [Germany].
268. Beal, W.H. 1890. Compilation of analyses of fodder
articles, fruits, sugar-producing plants, dairy products, etc.
made at Amherst, Mass., 1868-1890. Massachusetts State
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report of the Board
of Control 7:291-313. For the year 1889. Jan. See p. 294-95,
299-300.
• Summary: This is a long table. In section “A. Analyses
of Fodder Articles,” analyses of the following are given: II.
Hay and coarse dry fodders–Soja bean. IV. Grains and other
seeds–Soja beans (Soja hispida Mönch.). For each product
the following statistics are given: Number of analyses. Dry
matter (Max., min., avg.). Percentage protein (Max., min.,
avg.). Percentage fat (Max., min., avg.). Percentage nitrogenfree extract (Max., min., avg.). Percentage fibre (Max., min.,
avg.). Ash. Nutritive ratio (average).
The chemical composition of gluten meal is given on
pages 296 and 301.
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Dec.
2020) that uses the term “nutritive ratio.” For a definition
of this term, see G. McCarthy. 1890.” The best agricultural
grasses.” Or see: C.C. Georgeson. 1891. “What does science
teach us in stock-feeding?”
In section “B. Analyses of Fodder Articles with
Reference to Fertilizing Ingredients,” analyses of the
following are given: II. Hay and coarse dry fodders–Soja
bean. IV. Grains and other seeds–Soja beans. For each
product the following statistics are given: Number of
analyses. Percentage of moisture. Nitrogen. Ash. Potassium
oxide. Sodium oxide. Calcium oxide. Magnesium oxide.
Ferric oxide. Phosphoric acid. Insoluble matter. Valuation per
ton of 2,000 pounds.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
that uses the term “dry fodders” (or “dry fodder”).
269. Goessmann, Charles A. 1890. On feeding experiments.
VI. Fodder analyses (1889). Massachusetts State
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report of the Board
of Control 7:12, 124-47. For the year 1889. Jan. See p. 14041.
• Summary: Page 140 contains two tables giving nutritional
analyses of “White Soja Beans,” one bought in New York
and the other apparently grown at the Experiment Station
in 1888. Page 141 contains a third table giving a nutritional
analysis of “Black Soja Beans” apparently grown at the
station in 1888. It also gives the “fertilizing constituents” of
“White Soja Beans” and “Black Soja Beans”; these include
calcium oxide, magnesium oxide, ferric oxide, sodium oxide,
potassium oxide, phosphoric acid, nitrogen, insoluble matter,
and valuation per ton ($18.98 for the White and $18.18 for
the Black).
Note: Gluten meal in feed for pigs is discussed on p.
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105. Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Director of the Station and
Chemist, Amherst, Massachusetts.
270. Goessmann, Charles A. 1890. On field experiments.
Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report of the Board of Control 7:148-230. For the year 1889.
Jan. See p. 156-57, 166, 171-72.
• Summary: Section II, titled “Influence of fertilizers on the
quantity and quality of prominent fodder crops. (Field B),”
notes that in 1888 the Soja bean (Soja hispida) was grown on
two test plats on Field B, one fertilized and one unfertilized
(p. 157). A detailed analysis of the soja bean (entire plant,
dry; collected Aug. 30, 1888, unfertilized) is given, with
an analysis of the dry matter (93.88% of the total weight),
which consists of crude ash 6.47%, crude cellulose 20.76%,
crude fat 5.62%, crude protein (nitrogenous matter) 15.87%,
and non-nitrogenous extract matter 51.28%, totaling 100%.
An analysis of the “fertilizing constituents of the above soja
bean,” the minerals, shows that it is rich in calcium oxide,
nitrogen, and magnesium oxide. Its value per ton is $9.51.
The section titled “Statement of crops raised on the
Northern Division of Field C” states that five rows of black
soja beans were grown.
Note 1. Neither soja nor soy are listed in the index of
this early report.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2008) that uses the word “cellulose” in connection
with the soybean. Webster’s Dictionary defines cellulose,
a term first used in 1835, as “a polysaccharide of glucose
units that constitutes the chief part of the cell walls of plants,
occurs naturally in such fibrous products as cotton and
kapok, and is the raw material of many manufactured goods
(as paper, rayon, and cellophane).” Cellulose is a long chain
or polymer of sugar molecules each containing six carbon
atoms. Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Director of the Station and
Chemist, Amherst, Massachusetts.
271. Johnson & Stokes. 1890. Garden and farm manual.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 100 p. 25 cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Selected Farm Seeds,” on
page 74 after three types of buckwheat (new Japanese, silver
hull, and common), this three-line entry appears: “Soja
Hispida (Soja Bean). Grown largely for forage crops and
valuable for green manuring. Packet 10 cents; lb., 50c., postpaid; peck $1.25; bushel, $4.00.” Also on this page are two
types of spring wheat and six varieties of clover: “Clovers
are the foundation of farming.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2001) that mentions “green manuring” (or “green
manure”) in connection with the soybean.
This catalog is owned by the National Agricultural
Library, Special Collections, in Beltsville, Maryland.
Address: 217 & 219 Market St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

272. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna).
1890. Die Landwirthschaft in Neu-England: Briefe
ueber nordamerikanische Landwirthschaft. Letter No. 21
[Agriculture in New England: Letters on North American
Agriculture Letter Number Twenty-One]. 40(15):114, cols.
2-3. Feb. 19. [Ger]
• Summary: As a result of trials by the local experiment
station, however, it has been established that a pressing of
ensilage is not necessary, and many silos currently manage
without the pressing. From time to time, additions are also
made to the corn chaff consisting of [in English] cow peas
(Kuherbsen), a Japanese fodder plant, or green soybeans
(Sojabohnen) which do not reach maturity here. Grass is
seldom used as ensilage.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
273. Alvord, Henry E. 1890. Some feeding trials. II. Feeding
heifers on ensilage only. Maryland Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 8. p. 1, 12-14. March.
• Summary: “The ensilage fed consisted of a mixture of
corn, sorghum and soja beans, all cut short and put into the
silo in layers, in September, 1888. This ensilage is described
in the Second Annual Report of the Station, for the year
1889, page 97, its chemical composition being given in the
same report, as Nos. 47 and 48, in the table at page 101.
“Forty pounds of this ensilage was the daily ration”
for each of the two heifers, named Aggie Mary and Aggie
Juanita. A table compares the composition of this ensilage
with “the standard ration.” The ensilage had a lower
“nutritive ratio” (1:10.3) and contained only 65% as much
protein per pound. Address: Director of the Station, College
Park, Maryland.
274. Goessmann, Charles A. 1890. Composition of fodder
crops raised upon the Station grounds. Massachusetts
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 36. p. 6.
March.
• Summary: A table shows: Soja bean (Soja hispida).
Nutritive ratio, 1:2.5 to 1:5.5. Fodder constituents in lb/1,000
lb of dry matter: Crude ash 75.1, crude cellulose 212.6, crude
fat 59.9, crude protein (nitrogenous matter) 154.0, nonnitrogenous extract matter 497.5. Fertilizing constituents in
lb/1,000 lb of dry matter: Nitrogen 24.78, phosphoric acid
4.66, potassium oxide 16.53. Manurial value per ton of dry
matter: $10.39.
Note: For a definition of “nutritive ratio” see G.
McCarthy 1890. “The best agricultural grasses.”
275. McBryde, J.B. 1890. Chemical statistics of corn crop
of South Carolina. Maize fodder ensilage. Cow peas as a
forage crop. Composition of soja bean vines. South Carolina
(Clemson) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 8.
p. 53-79. March. New Series 2.
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• Summary: The section titled “Cow peas as a forage crop”
states (p. 68-69): “This crop seems especially adapted to
meet the wants of our Southern farmers. Its extensive and
deep root system enables it to withstand the long dry spells
common to our climate, and also to gather nourishment
from soils on which shallow growing crops would starve. It
responds readily to fertilizers, and on fair soils will produce
as large a yield of nutritive matter as almost any forage crop
we can grow. It makes such a rapid growth that two crops
can be grown in a season. The growth is so luxuriant that all
noxious weeds are choked out. The most serious objections
urged against this crop are its great bulk and the difficulty of
curing it.”
A table gives three analyses of the composition of “cow
pea vine hay.”
This section continues (p. 75-76): “Of this [nitrogen]
the cow pea vine contains 205 pounds [per acre], valued at
$32.42. If this were all removed from the soil, a very few
crops would soon ruin the richest land. But it is known that
the cow pea will flourish on soils which are deficient in
nitrogen; this fact has led to the belief that this crop obtains
at least part of its nitrogen from atmospheric sources. We
take the following from Bulletin No. 5, Storr’s School
Experiment Station, Mansfield, Connecticut:
“1. Peas, alfalfa, serradella, lupine, clover, in all
probability, and apparently leguminous plants in general,
are able to acquire large quantities of nitrogen from the air
during their periods of growth.
“’2. There is scarcely room to doubt that the free
nitrogen of the air is thus acquired by plants.”
Table XXIII (p. 77) gives the composition of cow peas
and soja beans. These soja beans were grown by W.H. Perry
of Greenville, South Carolina. On a dry matter basis, cow
peas contain 25.96% protein compared with 39.17% for soja
beans. “In placing it [the cow pea] beside the soja bean we
have unintentionally shown it to a disadvantage, as the latter
is almost without a rival as a feed stuff–approaching nearly
to cotton seed meal in per cent. of crude protein and in per
cent. of crude fat far exceeding it.” Note 1. The cotton seed
meal mentioned here appears to be simply ground cotton
seeds, which have not been defatted.
In the section titled “Composition of soja bean vines,”
table XXV (p. 78) gives the composition of soja bean vines
and straw grown on the Columbia farm. The vines were
cut in full bloom on 5 Aug. 1889. The straw, from the crop
of 1888, consists of hulls and vines after the peas had been
threshed. The vines contain 16.88% protein compared with
4.25% for the “straw.”
Table XXVI (p. 79) gives the “Fertilizing constituents
of soja bean vines and straw.” The following values are
given for each in both per cent. and pounds per ton: Moisture
at 100ºC, nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash, soda, lime,
magnesia, sulphuric acid, and insoluble matter. The soja bean
probably obtains its “nitrogen from the air and subsoil...”

Note 2. This is the earliest agricultural experiment
station publication seen (May 1999) that contains the word
“Soy” or “Soja” in the title.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that mentions lime as a fertilizing
constituent of soja bean plants (the vines).
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2018)
concerning soybeans and atmospheric nitrogen fixation in the
United States.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2018) that uses the word “nitrogen” in connection
with soybeans obtaining nitrogen from the air.
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2016) that contains the term “cotton seed meal”
(written just like this). Address: A.B., C.E., 1st Asst.
Chemist, Columbia, South Carolina.
276. Georgeson, C.C. 1890. Food for dairy stock. Kansas
Farmer 28(16):3. April 16.
• Summary: This paper was read before the State Dairy
Association, at Abeline.
“Poor feed in a poor cow is a poor investment all
around. Good feed in a good cow is the only combination of
conditions from which a good profit can be realized.
“The most economical feed is that which so maintains
the flow of milk as to allow a good profit after its cost of
purchase or production has been deducted. A cheap feed
is often the dearest in the end. The experienced dairyman
can always draw pretty correct conclusions as to what is
best suited to his case as far as price is concerned. The
foods rich in albuminoids generally cost the most money,
as linseed cake, cottonseed cake, malt sprouts, bean meal.
Nevertheless a small amount of one or the other of these
or similar substances should be given cows in milk along
with the coarser feed. Corn meal is not sufficiently rich in
albuminoids to make the best feed for milch cows.”
“As regards the winter feed, I think that under ordinary
circumstances good ensilage, supplemented by some grain
feed, bran, or millstuff, and a little oil meal, if possible, is
about as economical and satisfactory a feed as the dairyman
can get.”
Note 1. The term “bean meal” probably refers to a meal
made from whole ground soybeans. If it does, this would be
the earliest document seen (March 2021) concerning C.C.
Georgeson in connection with soybeans or soybean products.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that contains the term “bean meal” but
does not specify the type of bean–although the soybean is
probably implied. However this bean meal is not defatted.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that contains the term “linseed cake.”
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that contains the term “cottonseed cake.”
Address: State Agricultural College, Manhattan, Kansas.
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277. Patterson, H.J. 1890. The use of animal charcoal in
the determination of fat (ether extract) in feeding stuffs.
American Chemical Journal 12(4):261-65. April.
• Summary: This article begins: “The crudeness of the
product which goes under the term ‘ether extract’ in fodder
analyses is a thing that has impressed itself upon all who
have to any extent been engaged in the determination of the
various constituents of farm products. How to get rid of a
portion, if not ail, of this extraneous matter, and have nothing
but fat or very closely allied products, has been an interesting
question, up to this time unsolved.
Table B (p. 264, containing 4 columns) lists the names
of 12 plants, including “Soja bean silage.” After each
is given the percentage of fat contained in that plant as
determined by two different methods, and the percentage
difference between them. For “Soja bean silage” the two
methods give 5.53% fat and 4.70% fat. The difference
between them is 0.83%. Address: Maryland Agric. Exp.
Station, Agricultural College, Maryland.
278. Woods, Charles C.; Phelps, C.S. 1890. Grass and
forage garden. Grasses and legumes. Connecticut (Storrs)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 6. 16 p. Aug.
See p. 1-2, 5, 12-16.
• Summary: “The new results here reported consist mainly
of observations on the growth of eight species of legumes:...
soja bean, Soja hispida...” The plants were grown in the
forage garden during 1889-90 and evaluated for their use as
forage. Table 1 shows the composition of various legumes
including “Soja beans, [plants with the] seeds nearly grown.”
Table 2 shows the yield per acre of the legumes used in these
experiments. Soja beans yielded 9.5 tons of green crop; on
a water-free basis this consisted of total dry matter 5,000
lb, protein 1,033 lb, fat 426 lb, nitrogen-free extract 2,039
lb, and fiber 990 lb. Table 4 shows the manurial value of
leguminous crops including the soja bean plants; it shows
the nitrogen, potash, and phosphoric acid in the total crop
above ground, in the roots below ground, and total. Address:
1. Chemist; 2. Agriculturist. Both: Storrs, Tolland County,
Connecticut.
279. National Tribune (The) (Washington, DC). 1890. Our
rural topics. Some practical suggestions for our agricultural
readers. Green manuring. Oct. 9. p. 7.
• Summary: “While the clovers will doubtless prove in
the future as they have in the past, the most valuable of
the legumes for general purposes, the cow pea, soja bean
and vetches are valuable for forage, silage or hay, and the
experiments and observations at the Station and elsewhere
indicate that they are worthy of careful trial.–Storr’s School
(Connecticut) Bulletin.”
280. McCarthy, Gerald. 1890. The best agricultural grasses.

North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 73. 97 p. Oct. 15. See p. 45, 64-68, 70.
• Summary: “Soja Bean–Glycine hispida. The soja bean, or
as it is sometimes called, Japan pea, is indigenous to Southeastern Asia, and is a near relative of the cow pea. Though
this bean has been known in the Southern States for a long
time, its cultivation has never become very extended. The
beans are regarded as a staple food in Japan, but in this
country they are scarcely edible, probably because they are
not properly cooked. The soja bean is a tender annual, and its
habit of growth, use and value, is much like the cow pea.
“This bean is usually sown in drills two feet apart, and
on good soil has yielded as high as forty bushels per acre.
This yield of vine fodder is less than that of the cow pea, and
the fodder is more difficult to cure. Cattle are not so fond of
it as of cow-pea hay. It makes good ensilage.
“This plant requires as good soil and treatment as are
usually given to field beans.”
Table I titled “Flowering period, use, &c., of grasses” (p.
64) states that the soja bean flowers in July, prefers medium
soil, gives an average yield of 4-6 tons/acre on good soil, and
is used for meadow (not pasture).
Table II titled “Seeds” (p. 65) states that there are, on
average, 2,800 seeds/ounce, and 90% of these are vital
[viable]. An average of 60-100 lb of commercial seed is
required to plant 1 acre. There are 60 lb per bushel.
Table III titled “Proximate composition and feeding
value of hays containing 14 to 14.3 per cent. water” (p.
66) analyzes 28 types of hay. According to analyses by
the South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, the
proximate composition and feeding value of soja bean hay
is: albuminoids 14.05% total, 9.28% digestible. Crude fiber:
24.03% total, 14.09% digestible. Nitrogen free extract:
38.00% total, 23.18% digestible. Fat 2.09% total, 0.40%
digestible. Nutritive ratio 1:4.1. Relative feeding value per
ton: 15.09. The author then defines several key terms: “The
nutritive ratio is the sum of the per cent. of digestible fiber
and digestible nitrogen free extract added to the per cent. of
digestible fat, multiplied by 2½, and the total divided by the
per cent. of digestible albuminoids. A well balanced ration
has a ratio of 1:5.
Footnote (p. 67): In Table 3, since “few of the plants
included have been analyzed by American chemists, and for
the sake of uniformity [Emil] Wolff’s analyses have been
very largely used.” “The relative feeding value has been
obtained by multiplying the number of pounds of digestible
fat and digestible albuminoids in one ton of hay by 4½ cents,
and the number of pounds of digestible fiber and nitrogen
free extract by 0.9 cent. These values owe also to German
experimenters.”
Table IV titled “Digestion co-efficients” [coefficients]
(p. 67) gives values 8 types of hay. For soja bean vines:
Albuminoids 64, fiber 58, non-nitrogenous extract 61, fat 24.
Table V (p. 68) shows the dry substances contained in
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2,000 pounds of air-dry hay composition and feeding value
of 27 types of hay containing 14 to 14.3 per cent. water. One
analysis by the South Carolina station is given. The cash
value of the fertilizing matter contained in one ton of soja
bean hay is $9.36, about average.
Table VI titled “The theoretical value of hay” (p. 70)
gives values for 28 plants. For hay made from soja bean
vines: Feeding value per ton: $15.09 (4th highest among all
28 plants tested, after lucerne $16.74, Japan clover $16.17,
and cow pea vine $15.89). Net manurial per ton: $7.48 (3rd
highest after cow pea vine $8.82, and lucerne $8.28). Total
relative cash value per ton: $22.57 (4th highest after lucerne
$25.02, cow pea vine $24.71, and Japan clover $23.88).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2006) that contains the term “cow pea vine”
(or “cow pea vines”). Address: Botanist, Raleigh, North
Carolina.
281. American Agriculturist. 1890. Science in farming:
Gleaning from the bulletins. 49(11):574. Nov. New Series.
• Summary: “Connecticut (Storrs), No. 6, p. 16. This bulletin
is upon forage crops.”
“Hay from legumes is twice as rich in blood- and
muscle-making compounds as from grasses. The legumes
have a power of gathering large quantities of plant food from
the air, and their roots are also deep feeders. Their manurial
value is great, and whether fed or plowed under, add to the
income of the farm. The clovers are the most important for
Connecticut, but the cow pea, soja bean, and vetches are also
important leguminous forage crops.” Address: New York.
282. Georgeson, C.C.; Cottrell, H.M.; Shelton, W. 1890.
Experiments with forage plants. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 18. p. 173-91. Dec. See p.
186-88.
• Summary: In the section titled “Miscellaneous forage
plants” we read (p. 186-88): “Soy Beans, Glycine hispida.–
We tested several varieties of these beans the past season, the
object being to learn something of their value for this country
and climate. As noted below, one variety was obtained from
Peter Henderson & Co. and one was from home-grown seed,
having been raised on the farm in 1889; the others were
imported direct from Japan. These beans did remarkably
well, considering the drouth they went through, and the
early-ripening varieties give promise of becoming valuable
to this country. The good qualities in the Soy beans have
long been known, but the great difficulty with most varieties
that have heretofore been tried in the North and West has
been that our season is rarely long enough for them to mature
properly, and hence the yield has usually been cut short. The
varieties which we imported are all early, and will mature
here in any season. This fact, taken in connection with their
highly nutritive qualities both for man and beast, their heavy
yields and easy culture, will in a measure forecast their

usefulness. The average composition of Soy beans is as
follows:
“Water 10.0%, ash 5.0%, crude protein 33.4%, crude
fiber 4.8%, nitrogen free extract 29.2%, crude fat 17.6%.”
The following four soy bean varieties are described:
(1) “Kuiske Daidzu [Kiyusuke Daizu].–Seed imported from
Japan.” (Note that this name is spelled “Kiuski” in 1891 in
the next issue {no. 19} of this Kansas Bulletin, then spelled
“Kiyusuke” 5 times thereafter, from 1892 to 1910, starting
in issue no. 32 of this Kansas Bulletin. In 1891 we learn
that “Kiyusuké” is the name of a person). (2) “Edamame
[green vegetable soy beans].–Seed imported from Japan.”
(3) “Yellow Soy Bean.–From Peter Henderson & Co.”
[seedsmen, New York]. (4) “Large Yellow Soy Bean.–Seed
grown on the farm in 1889.”
“We also obtained from Japan two varieties of Dolichos
radiatus. The Japanese name for this class of beans is
Adzuki. The two varieties grown here are known only by
their native names, viz. Shiro Saya Shozo” [red seeds, white
pods] and “Kuro Saya Shozo” [red seeds, black pods].
In search of new fodder plants, the Station also tested
“Coix lachryma (Job’s Tears), a grass which grows 6 to 8
feet tall, and produces a large grain, rich in protein.” The test
failed, “owing mainly to drouth.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020)
stating that Peter Henderson & Co. is selling soybeans. We
learn later (in an 1898 publication) that Henderson & Co. is
located in New York.
Note 2. Opposite the title page are listed the Kansas
Agric. Experiment Station staff. One of the assistants is
“W.T. Swingle, B.Sc., Botany.” By 1907 Walter T. Swingle
was a physiologist with the USDA Bureau of Plant Industry.
By 1909 he was translating Japanese articles related to soy
into English.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen by Prof. C.C.
Georgeson about soybeans, or about adzuki beans.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2020) that mentions Edamame (spelled as one
word), a soybean variety imported from Japan, or that
contains the word “Edamame” (regardless of capitalization).
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varieties Yellow Soy Bean or
Kiyusuke Daizu.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that capitalizes the first letter of each word in a soy bean
name to indicate that the name refers to a soybean variety
(e.g. “Yellow Soy Bean,” “Large Yellow Soy Bean”).
Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that gives the color (e.g., Yellow) of various soybean
varieties.
Note 8. This is the earliest U.S. document seen (Sept.
2004) that contains the word “Adzuki” (or “Azuki” or
“Adsuki”) beans. Address: 1. M.Sc., Prof. of Agriculture and
Superintendent of Farm; 2. M.Sc., Agriculture; 3. Foreman
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of the Farm.
283. Fuller, J.B. 1890. Annexure B, and Annexure C. Report
on the Nagpur Experimental Farm in the Central Provinces
(India). For the year 1889-90. Ending 31 March 1890.
• Summary: Annexure B, titled “Results of cultivation of the
non-experimental area of the Nagpur Farm during the year
1889” states (p. 8) that 0.55 acres of Japan peas yielded 87
lbs. of grain and no straw. Cost of cultivation: 17 rupees, 14
annas, and 6 paise. Value of produce: Not sold.
Annexure C, titled “Total area under cultivation on the
Nagpur Experimental Farm during the year 1889-90” states
(p. 9) that 0.55 acres of Japan peas were cultivated in the
non-experimental area. Also mentions three kinds of cotton
(Upland Georgian, Hinghanghat Bani, and Sea Island),
sorgho, til [sesame], wheat, linseed, sugar cane, juar, tur,
mung, urd, and popat (white). Address: Commissioner of
Settlements and Agriculture, Central Provinces [India].
284. Hayward, Albert I. 1890. Report of the Agriculturist.
Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
2:95-132. For the year 1889. See p. 97-99, 101, 118.
• Summary: Part I, titled “Silos and ensilage” (p. 95-105)
describes the “lean-to” silo, which was 38 feet long, 13
feet wide, and about 15 feet deep, about half of the depth
being below ground level. There were two partitions. The
subsection titled “Ensilage, 1888” (p. 97-100) notes that the
silo was first filled in the autumn of 1888, beginning Sept.
22. The crops used for ensilage were semi-dent white corn
(heavily foliaged), sorghum (with seed in the dough), “and
the Soja beans, pods formed but seeds not fully developed.
Pit No. 1, was about half filled with corn and soja bean, in
alternate loads, making layers of each three or four inches
thick, after settling.” All this forage was cut into half-inch
lengths by a “Lion” feed-cutter, operated with carrier, by a
portable steam engine. “This ensilage was offered to a herd
of cows and heifers which had never eaten it before. But
one of the twenty refused it the first day and after becoming
accustomed to it, all the animals preferred it to good hay.”
Pit No. 3, which was filled on 4 Oct. 1888, was filled
with frosted forage; all the crops had been frost-bitten during
the two nights preceding. Over “one-half the surface, soja
beans were put in and cut corn fodder over the other half.”
The soja beans were too dry to ferment well.
A table (p. 101) gives “Analyses of crops and ensilage,
1888 and 1889,” including: Soja bean before blooming
(Sept. 3, 1888), soja bean as harvested (Sept. 22, 1888),
soja bean on poorer soil (Sept. 26, 1888), soja bean frost
bitten on poorer soil (Oct. 25, 1888), ensilage of soja bean
as harvested Sept. 22 (analyzed Jan. 29 of the following
year), ensilage of frost-bitten soja bean as harvested Oct. 25
(analyzed Aug. 14 the following year).
In Section II, “The Forage Garden” (p. 105-22) is a
subsection on “Forage plants” (p. 116-19), which contains

a long sub-subsection titled “Soja Bean” (p. 118-19) which
states: “Three acres of soja bean were grown in 1888 and
about the same area this season, both crops being used for
ensilage. The most perfect growth was about three feet
high, stems somewhat branched but not spreading; leaves
numerous, forming a large bulk of the plant. If too rank a
growth is made, the stems become hard and woody, but this
may be remedied by making ensilage of it.” The best yield,
in 1888, was 5¼ tons of green forage per acre.
Other plants tested in Forage Garden include esparsette,
giant spurry, lupine, serradella, sulla, Hungarian grass, pearl
millet, teosinte, kaffir corn, millo maize, and non-saccharine
sorghum.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the word “rank” to describe the
growth habit of soybean plants (one of two documents).
Note 2. This is the earliest American document seen
(Oct. 2004) that mentions serradella, which Webster’s
Dictionary defines as “a Eurasian annual herb (Ornithopus
sativus) of the family Leguminosae with pinnate leaves and
long-stalked honey-producing flowers that is used for forage
and green manure–also called bird’s foot.”
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct.
2004) that mentions sulla [later called Spanish sainfoin
{Hedysarum coronarium}]. Address: B.S., Agriculturist.
285. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1890. Henderson’s American
farmers manual. New York, NY. 26 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Miscellaneous Plants
for Forage, Soiling, &c.,” the soybean appears on page 24,
along with 24 other such plants. The entry reads: “Soja or
Japan Bean. (Glycine hispida.)–A variety altogether distinct
from any other Bean. The haulm is strong and vigorous, and
covered with soft fur. The pods contain four to five small
Beans of a yellowish brown color. This Bean is very suitable
for growing in the South, and is used largely for plowing
under. In Japan the beans are used principally for making
‘Tofu’ or bean curd. Per lb., 20 cts. [$0.20]; per bushel of 60
lbs., $6.00.”
Note 1. This is the earliest listing seen for the soybean
in any seed catalog published by Peter Henderson & Co.
where a description of the plant is given. Sherry J. Vance,
research aide at the L.H. Bailey Hortorium (462 Mann
Library, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853-4301)
wrote to William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center on 22 April
1997: “Per your request, I have checked our catalogs for
Peter Henderson from 1881 to 1890 looking for entries on
soybeans. Despite a thorough search, I was unable to locate
soybeans offered in any of the Henderson catalogs from
1881-1889.”
Note 2. Peter Henderson lived 1822-1890. On the cover
of this catalog are four illustrations of farming scenes. Across
the top is written: “If you have no use for this Catalogue,
kindly give it to some of your farmer friends.” Address: 35 &
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37 Cortland St., New York.
286. Lakner, Laszlo. 1890. A szójababról [About the soybean
(Continued–Document part II]. Mezogazdasagi Szemle
(Agricultural Review) 8:204-08. [Hun]
• Summary: (Continued): If they do not contain too many
weeds, the rows cut in this manner can be stacked in ricks
up to 2-3 meters high, depending on their moisture content.
They should be left untouched until they are air-dry, which
should take place in 2-3 days if the weather is fine. The ricks
can then be restacked to be quite thin, no wider than 3 meters
each, with straight sides and as much straw placed on top
as possible to prevent any precipitation from falling on the
harvest. Since rabbits quite like soybean, the ricks can be
encircled with branches or corn stalks.
Great care should be taken when placing the soybean
plants into the above ricks as soybean, because of its high fat
content (15%), can quite easily go bad, especially if it was
not harvested when it was perfectly ripe. Any pods left on
the ground should be collected with a mechanical rake and
placed separately from those collected in the initial harvest,
as these will contain soil and other contamination which will
have to be removed by washing before being used as feed.
The soybean will await threshing in these ricks, which
can be put off no later than the first strong frost: partly to
allow for continued ripening and to ensure that it dries
completely, and partly to avoid excess losses in melting
snow and mud. Wheat threshers are the most efficient for
extracting the beans and should be set to their widest setting.
Yields vary between 600-900 kg per cadastral jugerum
[one cadastral jugerum = about 1.4 acres]. In 1889, the
manor mentioned above saw a yield of 835 kg, with the
following inputs:
breaking barley stubble;
200 kg bone meal; steam-driven plow at a depth of 15
cm;
tillage with a Kolemann type cultivator;
two passes with harrows and one with rollers;
30 kg of seed and sowing said seed;
thinning and hoeing in one pass;
two instances of manual hoeing;
one instance of mechanical hoeing;
harvesting one cadastral jugerum [= about 1.4 acres] and
collecting the harvest into ricks;
threshing 835 kg.
Storage in the warehouse should ensure that the soybean
is spread as thinly as possible. It can be used as feed
immediately.
Unfortunately, the soybean straw, which contains
relatively high amounts of protein and fats (nutritional
ratio of 1:21), cannot be used as fodder because of its spiky
hairs and ligneous stem; this is especially true if the plants
are plucked from the ground. Cattle refuse to eat the straw
without suitable preparation. In years when fodder is scarce,

it might be worth using boiling water or steaming to soften
the straw, if only the animals would consume it. Even the
above manor only uses it as bedding and for making compost
after mixing it with the swill of spirit production from sugar
beet.
Soybean is first and foremost fattening feed; although
it is also effectively used for feeder calves and, in small
quantities, for cows. However, it is the success soybean
has had in fattening that has led it to be produced in larger
quantities. And to be able to reproduce such success,
soybean must be handled appropriately when compiling the
feed. Farmers who feed large quantities starting from the
beginning of fattening will not be satisfied with the results;
they will find that the animals will only eat minimal amounts
later on, when the nutritional balance is especially important.
“Hungry” cattle will soon grow tired of such rich feed. No
soybean should be fed to the animals in the first period of
fattening; small portions should be used in the second phase,
with the greatest possible amounts being given to the animals
towards the end of fattening. To achieve this goal, it is best
to cook or steam the soybean and feed it to the animals in
this manner. Although it might not become easier to digest,
it will taste much better than either after being soaked in
water or being ground. It should never be given to animals
as a standalone, but should be mixed with, for example,
bran or groats, and can be used to provide the animals with
their required salt intake. 0.7-1.5 kg can be fed to beef cattle
weighing 1,000 kg and 0.5-0.7 kg can be given to cows and
feeder calves; when given these quantities, no disadvantages
were experienced as regards the quality and quantity of milk
as compared to the same nutritional ratios provided with the
use of other types of feed.
Having the production of feed crops enjoy some support
is very desirable; they provide farms with diversity. They
provide possibilities for giving work to contract workers at
times when there would not be any other work; this solution
is viable: it allows other types of low protein-content feeds
to be utilized by decreasing the purchased amount of other,
high-energy feeds. And the fact that soybean supplanted
other types of such feeds in many farms where it was chosen
to be grown and the conditions for its production soybean
were met also serves to confirm this selection.
Levice (in today’s Slovakia).
László Lakner
Note: Translated by Peter A. Gergay of San Francisco,
California. Address: Hungary.
287. L’Année Scientifique et Industrielle:... (Paris). 1890. Le
soja [The soybean]. 33:354-56. [Fre]
• Summary: There are plants in which we recognize a certain
value, but have yet to gain acceptance agriculture, largely
because we could not appreciate their qualities. The soybean
of China (Soja de la Chine) is one of these. Mr. George de
Dubor thought he must call attention to this useful vegetal,
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lest we lose sight of it too.
The soybean or “oil pea” (Pois oléagineux) originated in
China. One of the most curious uses that is made of it in that
country is in the preparation of a particular cheese [tofu].
It is to Mr. Montigny, one of our former consuls in
China, that we owe the introduction of the soybean to
France.
The seeds which were sent more than 20 years ago by
Mr. Montigny to several societies of agriculture came from a
species suited to Mexico and which seems to have numerous
similarities with the soybean of Japan (le Soja du Japon).
This plant can be used in vegetable gardening, as well as
in agriculture, and can be used for industrial applications.
From it on can obtain a viscous oil, which is pale yellow,
which is used in China and Japan.
The soybean is a true agricultural plant, for it gives an
abundant forage, much sought after by animals.
As a forage plant, the soybean has great nutritive value,
above all if it is cut just at the moment of the formation of its
seeds. These seeds, once matured, contain a large proportion
of fatty materials and nitrogen [protein], making them a
precious feed for animals in the barn.
As a plant for vegetable gardening, the soybean ranks
with potatoes and haricot beans, and in soils where other
vegetables wouldn’t do well, for they all suited to all kinds of
soils.
For vegetable gardening it is essential to use the Soja
d’Étampes variety. The seeds can be used to make a delicious
soup. Sven so, since the soybean is a bit resistant to cooking,
it is good to add, just as the water comes to a boil, a dessert
spoon of baking soda, which does not given any disagreeable
taste. These seeds, when cooked, can be eaten like haricots
or lentils.
Bread made with soy flour (la farine de Soja) contains
much less starch than wheat bread, and it is for this reason
that it is recommended to diabetics, as we also say in the
article on diabetes in the chapter on medicine. Soy bread (Le
pain de Soja) is very nourishing because of its richness in
nitrogenous substances [proteins].
In Japan, the soybean is used to make a fermented soy
sauce, with which meats are seasoned. It is also used to make
a paste [miso], which has a very agreeable taste.
There follows a section on how to grow soybeans and
where they grow best in France (in the south and southwest).
288. McBryde, J.B. 1890. Report of the First Assistant
Chemist. South Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 2:156-80. For the year 1889. See p.
178-80.
• Summary: In the section titled “The cow pea as a forage
crop” (p. 169-79) is a subsection titled “Composition of cow
peas, soja beans, and soja bean vines” (p. 178). Within this
subsection, table XXIII (p. 178), titled “Composition of cow
peas and soja beans,” states that the soja beans were grown

by W.H. Perry of Greenville, South Carolina. Comparing
the cow peas with the soja beans (in percentage): Dry matter
87.74 vs. 90.00. Crude ash 4.09 vs. 5.24. Protein 25.96 vs.
39.17. Fat 1.41 vs. 18.77. The table concludes: “This analysis
shows the cow pea to be a feed stuff of very high quality...
In placing it beside the soja bean we have unintentionally
shown it to a disadvantage, as the latter is almost without a
rival as a feed stuff–approaching nearly to cotton seed meal
in per cent. of crude protein and in per cent. of crude fat far
exceeding it.”
The section titled “Composition of Soja bean vines” (p.
179-80) notes that soja bean vines and soja bean straw were
grown on the farm in Columbia, South Carolina. The vines
were cut in full bloom on 5 August 1889 after 10 days of
heavy rain. The straw was the “Hulls and vines after peas
had been threshed.” Crop of 1888. Table XXV (p. 179) gives
the composition of the vines and straw. “The soja bean vines,
cut green and cured for hay, evidently make a very superior
forage, being nearly as high in per cent. of crude protein as
the cow pea vine. If cut at the same stage of growth, the per
cent. would be fully as high.” Table XXVI (p. 178) gives
the fertilizing constituents of the vines and straw. These
include nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash, soda, lime (CaO),
magnesia (MgO), sulphuric acid, insoluble matter, and
valuation per ton. Address: First Asst. Chemist.
289. McBryde, J.M. 1890. Field experiments. South Carolina
(Clemson) Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
2:193-344. For the year 1889. See p. 344.
• Summary: In “Section V.–Miscellaneous Crops” (p.
342-44), a subsection titled “4. Soja bean” (p. 344) states:
“Soja beans were planted on all three farms [Spartanburg,
Columbia, Darlington], both in 1888 and 1889.” Yield of
beans was 10-15 bu/acre. “The beans were ground and
successfully fed to cattle. The haulm or stalks made fair but
somewhat woody forage. An analysis of the bean showing
its close approximation to animal matter (flesh), especially
in its content of albuminoids, was published in the Report of
1888.” Address: Director of the Station.
290. Shelton, E.M.; Cottrell, H.M.; Shelton, W.M. 1890.
Report of the Farm Department. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 2:6-89. For the year
1889. See p. 42-43.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage crops” (p. 42)
states: “Twenty-four varieties of forage crops were planted
in adjacent plats in field 4. The field had been in corn the
previous year. The land was plowed May 4, 1889, harrowed
and cross-harrowed with smoothing harrow, and the seeds
planted in rows three feet apart May 6 and 7.” The following
crops were planted: non-saccharine sorghums, serradella
(Ornithopus sativus), Teosinte (Euchloena luxurians), New
Golden Wonder millet, Pearl millet (Pennisetum spicatum),
Soja beans, and three varieties of cow peas (Dolichos
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Chinensis).”
In the subsection titled “Soja Bean (Glycine hispida)”
(p. 43) we read: “Seed from T.W. Wood & Sons, Richmond,
Virginia. Growth vigorous throughout the season, from the
time the plants first appeared above ground until they were
killed by frost. The plants grow erect, averaging 4½ feet in
height. The stalk is strong and woody, and has numerous
branches covered with heavy foliage. The branches and
upper part of the main stem are thickly studded with clusters
of pods–from 2 to 5 pods growing in a cluster, each pod
containing 2 beans. The plants were killed by frost before the
beans had matured. The crop was harvested November 14,
and yielded at the rate of 17 bushels of beans per acre. This
plant has many valuable qualities and deserves further trial
with home-grown seed.”
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Kansas (one
of two documents). It contains the earliest date seen for the
cultivation of soybeans in Kansas (May 1889).
Note 2. The first soybeans grown in Kansas in 1889
were obtained from Virginia. Those grown in 1890 were
obtained from Japan by C.C. Georgeson, who had previously
lived and taught in Japan.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that mentions seedsmen T.W. Wood & Sons of Richmond,
Virginia in connection with soybeans. Address: 1. M.Sc.,
Director of the Station and Prof. of Agriculture; 2. M.Sc.,
Asst., Agriculture; 3. Foreman of Farm. All: Manhattan,
Kansas.
291. Watt, George. 1890. A dictionary of the economic
products of India. Vol. 3. London: W.H. Allen & Co.;
Calcutta, India: Office of the Superintendent of Government
Printing. 534 p. See p. 509-11. Index (in Vol. 7). 25 cm. [14
ref]
• Summary: Contents related to the soy bean: Glycine (p.
509-10). Glycine hispida, Maxim. (p. 510-11): Synonyms,
vernacular, references, habitat, oil, medicine, food and
fodder, chemistry, the bean, oil.
Under Glycine: “Reference having been made to the
authorities of the Calcutta Herbarium on the subject of G.
soja, Sieb. et Zucc., being, as shown in the Flora of British
India, a native of this country, Dr. Prain kindly went into the
subject very carefully. He writes: ‘We have not, from any
part of India, any specimens of G. soja proper. The Khasi
Hills plant is more erect, more hispid, and has larger legumes
than the Himalayan, and indeed resembles G. hispida,
Maxim., quite as much as it does the Indian cultivated “G.
soja,” which, indeed, it connects with G. hispida. It is, in
fact, the plant most like the wild G. soja, S. et Z., which no
one ever professes to have found wild in India, while it is
also the one most like G. hispida, Maxim. (which has never
been found wild anywhere). It is the plant collected by Dr.
Watt and myself in the Naga Hills.’

“The writer noted on his Naga Hill specimens that they
were found in a semiwild state, and that the plant was known
to the Angami Nagas as Tsu Dza, a name not unlike soja.
Throughout India, the soy bean is cultivated, black and white
seeded forms being met with, which vary to some extent,
but all preserve the specific characters of G. hispida. Plants
raised at Saharanpur from Japanese seed have larger and
broader leaves than the usual Indian forms. The fact that this
cultivated plant possesses, even among the aboriginal tribes,
names which are original, i.e., in no way modern derivatives,
points to an ancient cultivation, if, indeed, it may not be
accepted as an indication of its indigenous nature. (Editor.)”
“Vern[acular]–Bhat, bhatwan, ram kurthi (Hind. [=Hindi
or Hindoostanee]); Bhut (Punj. [= Panjabi]); Gari-kulay
(Beng. [=Bengali]); Hendedisom horec (black-seeded),
Pond disom, horec (white-seeded variety) (Santal); Tzudza (Naga); Bhatnas, bhatwas (Nepal); Seta, kala botmas
(Parbat.); Musa, gya (Newar); Khajuwa (Eastern Terai); Bhut
(Kumaun).
“References:” The author cites 17 early references
concerning soya and, using information from these.
This brief bibliography on soya is one of the best and
worst seen. Its is good in that it cites a host of previously
uncited publications. It is bad in that the references are so
abbreviated as to often be incomprehensible; and some of
them are incomplete or incorrect.
“Habitat.–Extensively cultivated throughout India and
in Eastern Bengal, Khasia hills, Manipur, the Naga hills, and
Burma, often found as a weed on fields or near cultivation.
“Oil.–Large quantities of the Seed are annually used
by the Chinese in the manufacture of an edible oil. ‘It is
said that they obtain 17 per cent. of oil, by simple pressure.
It bears a general resemblance to the ordinary edible oils
of commerce, possessing an agreeable flavour and odour.
It is useful for burning; exposed to a low temperature
it becomes pasty, and oxidizes rapidly on exposure to
the air. As a drying oil it might replace linseed for some
purposes. As an illuminator it is being rapidly replaced by
American petroleum, but is still extensively used for food.
It is an important article of Chinese commerce’ (Spons’
Encyclopedia, 1378).
“Medicine.–A decoction of the Root is said to possess
astringent properties.
“Food and fodder.–The Soy-bean forms an important
article of food in China and Japan. Since 1873, it has been
successfully grown in the warmer parts of Europe. It is
also widely spread, in a cultivated state, over a great part of
the Himálaya [Himalaya] and the plains and lower hills of
India. On the plains the crop is generally grown by itself, as
a kharif crop; the seeds are sown from June to September,
and the harvesting takes place from November to January.
Church gives the following information regarding the best
methods of cultivation: ‘The seeds should be placed at a
depth not exceeding 1 to 1½ inch; 18 plants may be left
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after weeding to the square yard. A peaty soil, or one rich
in organic matter, suits the plant best; a calcareous soil
is also favourable to its growth. Sulphate of potash is a
good manure, nitrogen may be supplied either as nitrate of
soda, or in the case of soils poor in organic matter, in the
form of rape or mustard cake, but it is rarely needed, while
large applications of nitrogenous manure exert a distinctly
injurious effect upon the yield of beans. So far as we know
this very important, vigorous, and productive pulse is
not attacked by any insect or parasitic fungus.’ Two chief
varieties of the cultivated Soy occur in India, one called
‘white,’ the other ‘black,’ but they are not distinguished by
definite characters in chemical composition nor in properties.
“Precise information cannot be given regarding the area
under this crop in the various provinces of India. Attempts
have been made by Government to extend its cultivation in
Assam, but apparently without success. In 1882, Professor
Kinch urged the advisability of renewed efforts [to cultivate
the soy-bean] in the Himalayan tracts, and, as a consequence,
the Government of India directed the attention of local
officials to the subject. Seed obtained from the Government
Gardens, Saharanpur, were distributed to Madras, the Panjab,
Bengal, Bombay, Hyderabad, and Burma, for experimental
cultivation. It appears to have been grown from seed
obtained from China with a fair amount of success at the
Saidapet Experimental Farm in 1882.
“Chemistry.–The chemical composition of the bean,
according to Professor Kinch, places it above all other pulses
as an albuminous food, while that of the straw also surpasses
in nitrogenous value that of wheat, lentils, and even hay. The
following [percentage] composition is given by Professor
Church: ‘In 100 parts of the bean, water 11, albumenoids
35.3, starch and sugar 26, fat 18.9, fibre 4.2, ash 4.6. The
nutrient ratio is here about 1:2, while the nutrient value is
105.’
“The bean is eaten in India in the localities where
cultivated. The Rev. A. Campbell states that in Chutia
Nagpur it is generally used roasted and ground as satu,
or simply roasted in the form of atá. In other parts of the
country it is also eaten in the form of dal. In China and Japan
three preparations are made from the soy-bean, namely soysauce, soy-cheese, and a kind of paste, the last two of which
are manufactured by crushing and pressing the seeds. The
following description of the composition and preparation
of the sauce is given in Spons’ Encyclopoedia.” A long
quotation is given.
“As already mentioned, the Oil is extensively used in
China and Japan as an article of food, and the cake left after
the expression of the oil is also eaten by the poorer classes.
“The soy-bean is an extremely valuable fodder-plant.
If cut just when the pods are fully formed it makes most
nutritious hay; and the residual cake above-mentioned, which
contains, according to Church, 40 per cent. of flesh-forming
materials and 7 per cent. of oil, is an extremely rich cattle-

food.”
Note 1. An extensive “List of works consulted”
(bibliography) appears in Vol. I (1889, p. xiii-xxii),
followed by a list of contributors (p. xxiii-xxvi) and list of
abbreviations (p. xxvii-xxxiii).
Note 2. This is one of earliest documents seen (March
2005) that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in
Burma.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the word satu to refer to roasted
whole soy flour, or that mentions roasted whole soy flour is
made and used in India.
Sir George Watt lived 1851-1930. This 7-volume work,
published from 1889 to 1896, is arranged alphabetically by
product. An extensive bibliography is in vol. 1, and the index
comprises vol. 7. Address: M.B., C.M., C.I.E., Reporter on
Economic Products with the Government of India.
292. Whitney, William Dwight. ed. 1890. The century
dictionary: An encyclopedic lexicon of the English language.
New York, NY: The Century Co. See the entry for “Soy” in
Vol. 5, p. 5790.
• Summary: This dictionary contains three entries related to
the soy-bean in Volume 5: (1) “Soy (soi), noun. [Also sooja;
= F. soy, soui = G. Sw. Dan. soja (NL. soja, soya); Jap. siyan, Chinese shi-yu, soy.] 1. A kind of sauce prepared in the
East from the soy-bean (see def. 2). It is eaten with fish, cold
meat, etc. There are two or three qualities of soy [sauce], but
the Japanese soy is reckoned the best.
‘I have been told that soy is made with a fishy
composition, and it seems most likely by the Taste; tho’
a Gentleman of my Acquaintance who was very intimate
with one that sailed often from Tonquin [Tonkin, in today’s
Vietnam] to Japan, from whence true Soy comes, told me that
it is made only with Wheat, and a sort of Beans mixt with
Water and Salt.’ Dampier, Voyages, II, 28.
‘From travellers accustom’d from a boy / To eat their
salmon, at the least, with soy.’ Byron, Beppo, vii.
2. The soy-bean or -pea, Glycine Soja (Soja hispida,
etc.). It is an annual leguminous plant with stout nearly
erect or somewhat climbing stems covered with rusty hairs,
bearing trifoliate leaves and from their axils two or three
pods 1½ or 2 inches long. The seeds are made into the
above sauce and variously used in cookery; an oil is also
expressed from them, and the residue is extensively used
in China for feeding cattle and as a fertilizer. The plant is
native from northern India to Japan. The cultivated plant
differs somewhat from the wild, and by some authors is
distinguished as Glycine hispida. Also Sahuca bean.
(2) soy-bean (soi’bên), noun. See soy, 2.
(3) soy-pea (soi’pê), noun. See soy, 2.
Note 1. James Platt (1899) says: The word “Soy” has
been badly treated by all our dictionaries. The best is the
‘Century,’ where it is traced to ‘Japanese siyan, Chinese
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shiyu,’ but even that involves two errors. One is a misprint
(‘siyan’ should be siyau); the other is that it accounts for
only half the English word.
Note 2. “Miso” is not mentioned in this dictionary.
Address: Prof. of Comparative Philology & Sanskrit in Yale
Univ.
293. Woods, Chas. D. 1890. Stubble and roots of plants
as manure. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 2:67-75. For the year 1889. See p. 73,
75.
• Summary: “47. Soja bean (Soja hispida), Stubble and
Roots.–From Forage Garden... Plants were 20 inches tall,
spreading, and leafy; pods and seeds quite well formed but
immature. Roots fine and fibrous, abundant near the surface.”
Weight of green tops (all in pounds/acre): 19,190. Stubble
and roots to depth of 7 inches: 1,198. Roots from 8 to 22
inches in depth: 102. Stubble and roots to depth of 22 inches:
1,390. Dry (water-free) stubble and roots: 1,401.
Note: The soja bean was one of the lowest producers of
stubble and roots of the 11 eleven crops tested. Table 14 (p.
75) shows experimental results of the weight of stubble and
roots of 20 plants (including the soja bean, yellow lupine
{Lupinus luteus}, blue lupine {Lupinus hirsutus}, and white
lupine {Lupinus alba}) in four square feet, and in one acre.
Address: Chemist and Acting Director, Storrs Agric. Exp.
Station, Storrs, Connecticut.
294. Beal, W.H. 1891. Compilation of analyses of fodder
articles, fruits, sugar-producing plants, dairy products, etc.
made at Amherst, Mass., 1868-1891. Massachusetts State
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report of the Board
of Control 8:289-300. For the year 1890. Jan.
• Summary: In section “A. Analyses of Fodder Articles,”
analyses of the following are given: I. Green fodders–Soja
bean, whole plant (Soja hispida Mönch). II. Hay and coarse
dry fodders–Soja bean. Soja-bean straw. IV. Grains and other
seeds–Soja beans. For each product the following statistics
are given: Number of analyses. Dry matter (Max., min.,
avg.). Percentage protein (Max., min., avg.). Percentage
fat (Max., min., avg.). Percentage nitrogen-free extract
(Max., min., avg.). Percentage fibre (Max., min., avg.). Ash.
Nutritive ratio (average).
In section “B. Analyses of Fodder Articles with
Reference to Fertilizing Ingredients,” analyses of the
following are given: II. Hay and coarse dry fodders–Soja
bean. Soja- bean straw. IV. Grains and other seeds–Soja
beans. For each product the following statistics are given:
Number of analyses. Percentage of moisture. Nitrogen. Ash.
Potassium oxide. Sodium oxide. Calcium oxide. Magnesium
oxide. Ferric oxide. Phosphoric acid. Insoluble matter.
Valuation per ton of 2,000 pounds.
Note: Analyses of gluten meal are given on pages 295,
and 300.

295. Goessmann, Charles A. 1891. On feeding experiments,
1890. Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report of the Board of Control 8:12-134. For the year
1890. See p. 39-48, 54-60, 65.
• Summary: The section titled “Two summer feeding
experiments with milch cows” (p. 39-69) explains that the
experiments were designed to compare the economical value
of reputed fodder crops (vetch and oats, and soja bean),
when fed as green fodder in part or in whole for English
hay. The summer feeding experiments with milch cows
were conducted from July 12 to Sept. 30, 1890. The daily
consumption of the green feed “was decided by the appetite
of the different cows; vetch and oats varied from fifty to sixty
pounds, and soja beans from forty to 60 pounds.”
Conclusions of 1890 (p. 43-44). “The soja bean exceeds
in our case in five out of six cases the vetch and oats in
feeding effect... Judging from our own experience, we can
only recommend very highly the practice of raising any of
the stated new fodder crops... for the purpose of increasing
the fodder resources of the farm during summer and autumn.
They may serve as green fodder as well as hay; most of
them have a higher nutritive ratio than either English hay,
corn fodder or corn stover; they tend to improve the soil
chemically and physically; they yield liberal returns, and are,
as a rule, highly relished by cattle.”
One table (p. 54) gives the chemical composition of
the soy bean plant as a fodder article, a second (p. 55) gives
the local market value of 19 articles of fodder (ranging
from $15.00 to $3.14 per ton), including green soja beans
($4.40 per ton). A third table (p. 55-56) gives a valuation of
the essential fertilizing constituents in 26 articles of fodder
(incl. green soja beans), including the value of their nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, potassium oxide, and total valuation per
ton. Most valuable is new-process [solvent extracted] linseed
meal ($23.32) and least valuable is carrots ($1.04). Soja
beans are valued at $2.44.
Note 1. Analyses of gluten meal are found on pages 105,
125, and 126.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2003) that contains the term “linseed meal.”
Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Director of the Station and Chemist,
Amherst, Massachusetts.
296. Goessmann, Charles A. 1891. On field experiments.
Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report of the Board of Control 8:135-226. For the year 1890.
Jan. See p. 141, 159-160, 169-72, 185, 199.
• Summary: A table on p. 141 shows the composition of
19 fodder crops raised upon the Station grounds–including
Soja bean (Soja hispida). It has a nutritive ratio of 1:2.5 to
1:5.5. Its fodder constituents and its fertilizing constituents
in pounds per 1,000 pounds of dry matter are given. Its
manurial value per ton of dry matter is $10.39, the 6th
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highest.
Section VII is titled “Field experiments with prominent
fodder crops...” (p. 159-68). It states (p. 171-72): “Soja Bean
(Soja hispida).–Two varieties, white and black, were planted
May 23; they came above ground June 2. The white variety
began to bloom August 9, and the black variety but one day
later... Both stood the drought well. The roots had apparently
no tubercles. The white variety matured sooner than the
black one. The soja bean promises to be a valuable addition
to the leguminous fodder crops in New England. Two acres
have been planted with soja beans during the past season,
on the grounds of the station. The growth of one acre has
served, in its semi-matured state, as green fodder during the
autumn... for milch cows; and that of the other has been put
in a silo as an admixture to corn ensilage (see statements on
silos).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2018) that uses the word “tubercles” (or
“tubercle,” so spelled) in connection with soybeans.
Page 185 gives an analysis of the soja bean plant and of
its dry matter.
Page 199 states: “Several acres were sown to vetch
and oats, soja bean and corn, to furnish green fodder for the
dairy, and to serve as ensilaged crops for winter feed. One
silo is filled with fodder corn, and another with half soja
bean and half fodder corn.” A table shows that 10 tons of
green soja bean have been raised on the station farm for the
production of fodder.
Other fodder crops evaluated (p. 170-73): Barley, early
Southern white corn, horse bean (Vicia faba), common
vetch (Vicia sativa), white lupine (Lupinus alba), serradella
(Ornithopus sativus), Bokhara clover (Melilotus alba), and
sainfoin (Onobrychis sativa–Esparsette). Address: Ph.D.,
LL.D., Director of the Station and Chemist, Amherst,
Massachusetts.
297. Goessmann, Charles A. 1891. On feeding experiments,
1890. Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report of the Board of Control 8:12-134. For the year
1890. See p. 39-48, 54-60, 65.
• Summary: The section titled “Two summer feeding
experiments with milch cows” (p. 39-69) explains that the
experiments were designed to compare the economical value
of reputed fodder crops (vetch and oats, and soja bean),
when fed as green fodder in part or in whole for English
hay. The summer feeding experiments with milch cows
were conducted from July 12 to Sept. 30, 1890. The daily
consumption of the green feed “was decided by the appetite
of the different cows; vetch and oats varied from fifty to sixty
pounds, and soja beans from forty to 60 pounds.”
Conclusions of 1890 (p. 43-44). “The soja bean exceeds
in our case in five out of six cases the vetch and oats in
feeding effect... Judging from our own experience, we can
only recommend very highly the practice of raising any of

the stated new fodder crops... for the purpose of increasing
the fodder resources of the farm during summer and autumn.
They may serve as green fodder as well as hay; most of
them have a higher nutritive ratio than either English hay,
corn fodder or corn stover; they tend to improve the soil
chemically and physically; they yield liberal returns, and are,
as a rule, highly relished by cattle.”
One table (p. 54) gives the chemical composition of
the soy bean plant as a fodder article, a second (p. 55) gives
the local market value of 19 articles of fodder (ranging
from $15.00 to $3.14 per ton), including green soja beans
($4.40 per ton). A third table (p. 55-56) gives a valuation of
the essential fertilizing constituents in 26 articles of fodder
(incl. green soja beans), including the value of their nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, potassium oxide, and total valuation per
ton. Most valuable is new-process [solvent extracted] linseed
meal ($23.32) and least valuable is carrots ($1.04). Soja
beans are valued at $2.44.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2003) that contains the term “linseed meal.”
Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Director of the Station and Chemist,
Amherst, Massachusetts.
298. Georgeson, C.C. 1891. Experiments under way on the
farm. Industrialist (The) (Manhattan, Kansas) 16(37):14546. June 6.
• Summary: Fifty-five distinct field experiments are under
way, with an aggregate of 2,068 plats subject to separate
study, observation, and thought. Crops being studied are
wheat, corn, oats, forage and miscellaneous crops. In the
section titled “Forage and Miscellaneous Crops” we read:
“8th. trial of Soy Beans.–The results obtained last year with
certain early varieties imported from Japan were full of
promise.” Address: Prof., State Agricultural College.
299. State (The) (Columbia, South Carolina). 1891. A new
grass worm. Fine hay entirely stripped of its leaves. Aug. 15.
p. 4.
• Summary: “Salem, Aug. 13.–Special.–Some kind of grass
worm has made its appearance in the hay field. Mr. E.W.
Dabbs discovered this morning about an acre of his finest
hay entirely stripped of its leaves, and even the stems of the
grass are eaten off in many places. Close inspection failed to
find any depredation in a luxuriant field of cotton adjoining
or on the soja beans and cow-peas which are mixed with the
hay. These worms have begun on the spot where the Hessian
fly killed out the oat crop last year. They are of a gray-green
color, striped, and rather prettily marked, about one and a
half inches long,...”
300. Rural New-Yorker. 1891. Notes: a new ensilage plant.
50:717, col. 3. Oct. 10.
• Summary: “When people talk about ensilage, their hearers
generally begin to think about the corn plant, because that
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has come to be recognized as the one great plant for the silo.
Many people have tried clover, different grasses and grains,
and even weeds with more or less success, but most of them
have come back to corn as the best for the silo. Much of this
is due to the fact that grasses and grains make good hay, and
are fed economically when dry. Big, dry corn stalks are very
‘hard eating;’ the silo makes them more eatable–saves waste.
At the Massachusetts Station experiments have been made
with the Soja Bean as a silo plant.
“This bean grows somewhat like a pea vine. It is said to
more closely resemble meat in its chemical analysis than any
other vegetable product. In Japan it is used as a staple article
of diet by the people. Dr. Goessman, of the Massachusetts
Station, thus describes his method of using it with corn: ‘The
corn–stalks, leaves and ears–was reduced to pieces of from
one to 1½ inch in length; and the Soja Bean–entire plantbeing still soft and succulent, was merely cut into two or
three pieces. Both plants thus prepared were subsequently
put alternately in layers, one foot in thickness, into a silo.
The filling of the latter was carried on as fast as the material
could be conveniently secured. Each layer was carefully
packed down and the whole finally covered with layers of
tar paper and of matched boards. The latter were held in
place by barrels filled with sand. The silo was filled at the
beginning of September, 1890, and opened for use during
the succeeding January. The mixed ensilage thus produced
was of yellowish green color and less acid than a clear corn
ensilage obtained from the same lot of fodder corn treated in
the same manner and at the same time in an adjoining silo.’”
A table shows the composition (fat, protein, and
carbohydrates) of: Corn Ensilage, Mixed Ensilage, Clover
Hay, Timothy Hay, and Corn Stalks. The mixed ensilage
(presumably containing the Soja Bean) contains 4.27%
protein vs. 2.52% protein for the corn silage–or 69% more.
Address: M.D. [New York].
301. Alton Evening Telegraph (Alton, Illinois). 1891. Real
rural reading. Will be found in this department. Dec. 5. p. 7.
• Summary: The section on “The value of ensilage” states:
“The Maryland agricultural experiment station reports the
best method of preserving forage and the comparative value
of the same plant, harvested and stored in different ways,
form part of the general problem of forage and feeding.”
“Ensilage is found as profitable for supplementing
pasturage in times of drought, as for giving stock ‘a green
bite’ in the winter. Indian corn is the favorite crop of
ensilage, the most productive, the easiest to raise, and, all
considered, the best. But clovers, the cow-pea and the soja
bean, make a more nutritious article of ensilage, and may be
advantageously mixed with corn, in the silo. Other plants and
waste products, some unpalatable in other forms, make fairly
good ensilage.”
302. Dietrich, Theodor; Koenig, Franz Joseph. 1891.

Zusammensetzung und Verdaulichkeit der Futtermittel
nach vorhandenen Analysen und Untersuchungen
zusammengestellt. Zweite vollstaendig umgearbeitete und
sehr vermehrte Auflage [Composition and digestibility of
fodders, according to present analyses by the authors. 2 vols.
2nd ed, extensively revised and expanded]. Berlin: Springer.
Vol. 1, xviii + 896 p.; Vol. 2, vi + p. 897-1415. 26 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: These two volumes are filled with tables; the
source of the data on each line of each table is clearly cited.
Volume 1 concerns the composition of feeds / feedstuffs
(Futtermittel). In the section on “Dry fodder,” subsection
“Clover and hay” are sections on the soybean (Soja hispida,
Sojabohne; p. 207), lupins (p. 195-97), kudzu (p. 207),
etc. The subsection on straw discusses soybean straw
(Sojabohnenstroh; p. 251).
The subsection on legumes contains a lengthy discussion
of the soybean (Soja hispida; p. 565-68) using much
terminology first proposed by Harz (1880). The varieties
analyzed: (I) Soja hispida platycarpa var. melanosperma,
black oblong soybean (3 sources). (II a) Soja hispida tumida
var. pallida Harz, yellow soybean (25 sources). (II b) Soja
hispida tumida var. castanea Harz, brown soybean (13
sources). (II c) Soja hispida tumida var. atrosperma Harz,
black round soybean (5 sources). Analyses of soybeans
whose botanical lineage is not exactly known (12 sources).
In the section titled “Residues from oil mills” (p. 658+)
is a table (p. 727) analyzing the composition of soybean
cake (Sojabohnenkuchen) from China (3 sources, from 1861,
1872, and 1876).
Volume 2 concerns the digestibility of feeds. The section
on Analytical Tables contains Emil Wolff’s “Tables showing
the composition and nutrient content of feeds” (1890) (p.
1024-31). The following soy-related analyses are given:
(1) Soybean plants–harvested at the end of blossoming (p.
1025). (2) Green soybean plants (p. 1027). (3) Chaff and
hulls of soybeans (p. 1028). (4) Soybean seeds (dry, p. 1029).
(5) Soybean cake (p. 1031). It also contains Julius Kuhn’s
“Tables showing the percentage composition of feeds.” In
the section on “Seeds and fruits,” it contains (p. 1035) an
analysis for “Chinese Oilbeans” (Chinesische Oelbohnen).
The section on “Green and raw fodder” contains tables
for: Soybean hay for sheep (p. 1096). Soybean straw for
sheep. Soybean hulls for sheep (p. 1096). Soybeans for sheep
(p. 1113).
Note: The authors calculate total protein by multiplying
total nitrogen by 6.25. Theodor Dietrich lived 1833-1917.
F.J. König lived 1843-1930. Address: 1. Prof. and Head,
Agric. Exp. Station in Marburg; 2. Prof. and Head, Agric.
Exp. Station in Muenster. Both: Germany.
303. Georgeson, C.C. 1891. What does science teach us in
stock-feeding? Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Quarterly
Report 20:97-108. For the quarter ending March 31, 1891.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nature of the animal
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body. Nature of the food materials. Feeding standards (tables
compiled by German experimenters). Analyses of feedingstuffs. How to compound a ration. Daily ration for ox
weighing 1,200 pounds. What is gained by it? Discussion (p.
105-08; high praise for this paper).
“The most important point in a feed is its quality; or, in
other words, the absolute and relative amounts of the nutrient
elements which it contains. These nutrients are, 1st, protein
(or albuminoids), the substance which contains nitrogen. The
amount of protein differs greatly in different materials, as
may be seen by a reference to the table of analysis of feedstuffs. Protein has its typical representation in the white of
eggs. It is the only substance from which flesh can be formed
in the body. Rapid growth and development of muscle
cannot go on when the feed is deficient in protein. It is the
most important and indispensable element in all feed. I say
indispensable, because an animal would starve to death on
a food that contains no protein, as, for instance, starch and
sugar.
“2d. The nutrient next in importance is the
carbohydrates, also called the ‘nitrogen free extract.’ This
class of nutrients consists chiefly of starch, sugar, woody
fiber, and gum. In ordinary feeds they are present in relative
abundance. They contain no nitrogen.
“3d. The fat in the feed is the third nutrient. It is
essentially of the same character as the fat of the body, and
is present only in small quantities except in such feeds as
cotton seed, flax seed, and other seeds rich in oil. These
are the nutrients. Now, other things being equal, that feedstuff is of the best quality which is richest in digestible
albuminoids.”
A table, titled “Feeding standards: Per day and per
1,000 lbs. live weight” (p. 100) gives values for many
different kinds of livestock at various ages or periods of
growth. There are columns for: Total organic substance (lbs),
nutritive (digestible) substances: Protein (albuminoids),
carbohydrates, fats, total nutritive substance (lbs), and
Nutritive ratio (lbs).
“The ‘nutritive ratio’ is the ratio of digestible protein
to the sum of digestible carbohydrates and fat. To calculate
this ratio, the amount of fat is multiplied by 2.5 and the
product added to the carbohydrates, when the sum of the
two is divided by the albuminoids; the latter are thus always
represented by 1. The fat is multiplied by 2.5 because it has
been found that one pound of fat produces as much heat as
two and a half pounds of starch.”
Another table titled “Analyses of feeding stuffs” (p. 101)
groups these into five different categories: Hay and straw,
green fodders (including “Soy bean, entire crop”), grain and
seeds (incl. hemp seed), roots and tubers, and by-products
(incl. sunflower cake, oilmeal {old- or new process}, and
gluten meal).
2. This is the earliest English-language document seen
(Oct. 2007) that contains the term “sunflower cake.”

In 1916 W.A. Henry and F.B. Morrison, in their
classic Feeds and Feeding. A Handbook for the Student
and Stockman. 16th ed., stated (p. 487): “Corn gluten
meal, commonly called ‘gluten meal,’ consists chiefly of
corn gluten separated in the wet-milling process of starch
manufacture, with practically none of the hull fragments. It
may or may not include corn solubles and may occasionally
contain some corn oil meal. Gluten meal usually has more
than 40 per cent protein, averaging 43.1 per cent.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2008) that contains the term “gluten meal” used
together with soy.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “oilmeal” (also
spelled “oil-meal,” p. 103-04). It probably refers to linseed
meal. “New process” means solvent extracted; “old
process” means mechanically pressed. Address: Prof., State
Agricultural College.
304. Hayward, Albert I. 1891. Report of the Agriculturist.
Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
3:90-103. For the year 1890. See p. 97-98.
• Summary: In Part III, titled “The forage garden,” is a
section on “Forage Plants,” which contains the following
subsection (p. 97-98): “Soja bean. Soja hispida. For the past
three seasons this valuable Japanese forage plant has been
grown at this Station. In 1888 and 1889 the conditions were
not favorable and only medium crops were secured.”
In 1890, these beans were planted on 25 plots of oneeighth acre each. A blight appeared in 1888. In 1890 the bean
plants were cut into half-inch lengths and put into a silo with
alternate loads of corn.
A table shows the yield of soja bean plants (in lb) on
each of the 24 plots. “The largest plot yield, at the rate of
over 8 tons per acre, far exceeding any that has been secured
heretofore at this Station. Taking into consideration the
highly nitrogenous character of the plant, the feeding value
of this crop of 8 tons per acre is equal to at least sixteen
tons per acre of fodder corn. The total yield of the three
acres as thus grown, was 13 tons. On good soil, with proper
manuring, this plant would undoubtedly give a much higher
yield.” Address: B.S., Agriculturist, College Park.
305. Lee, Jordan G. 1891. Results of 1890 obtained on the
North Louisiana Experiment Station. Louisiana Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 8. p. 167-214. Second
Series.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage plants” (p. 200+) we
read (p. 205): “Soja bean, another Leguminosæ ranks high
as a forage and renovator of worn lands in some countries.
During the three years trial here, though doing poorly at first,
it has grown in popularity until now, when it may be placed
on the list of useful forage plants. It grows one to two feet
high, bearing abundant crop of short yellow pods filled with
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small, round white pea, resembling sweet pea. It has a large
leaf surface which cures into excellent hay, with only a few
hours sunshine.”
Also discusses: Teosinte (Reana luxurians), pearl
millet (Penicillaria spectata), kaffir corn, Egyptian rice
corn, German or golden millet, golden wonder millet, early
Japanese buckwheat, white field lupine, peanuts, chufas, and
cow peas. Address: B.S., Asst. Director, Calhoun, Louisiana.
306. Phelps, C.S. 1891. Fodder crops for soiling and
ensilage. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 3:37-43. For the year 1890.
• Summary: Soja beans and cow peas were grown together
as fodder plants; the seed was sown on May 29. “Soja beans.
The seed germinated quite slowly and unevenly... The plants
made a rather slow growth, and throughout the season the
foliage appeared of a pale yellow color. By the middle of
September the plants had reached a height of three and onehalf to four feet. They were not branched, nor very leafy,
and the stems were hard and woody. The best growth was
obtained where 480 lbs. per acre of mineral fertilizer was
applied. September 23d, the soja beans were pale colored,
and not as leafy nor succulent as the cow peas. Four small
sections, cut on the above date, gave a yield at the rate of
9.1 tons per acre. The crop was cut September 24th, and left
in small piles to wilt. On the 26th, it was cut into about one
inch lengths and packed in the silo. For chemical analysis,
see pages 16 and 17.”
Note: The soja beans were apparently made into silage,
but not used for soiling (as suggested in the title).
307. Stubbs, Wm. C.; Barrow, D.N. 1891. Report of the State
Experiment Station... at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, for 1890.
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 7. p.
143-66. Second series. See p. 158.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage crops” states (p. 158):
“Soja Bean–A short, woody plant, bearing a tremendous
amount of short, flat, poorly filled pods. The beans are small
and round and very hard. Has never proved of much value
here.”
Other forage crops discussed are yellow millo maize,
pearl millet, conch pea, Hungarian grass, German millet,
golden millet, white lupine, blue lupine, yellow lupine, silver
hulled buckwheat, early Japanese buckwheat, and common
buckwheat.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Louisiana, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Louisiana. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Louisiana, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Louisiana (1890). The source of these soybeans
is not known. In Jan. 1891 Barrow submitted his report for
“experiments at this station during the year 1890.” Address:
1. Ph.D., Director of the Station and Official State Chemist;
2. B.S., Asst. Director [Baton Rouge].

308. Woods, Chas. D. 1891. Analyses of feeding stuffs.
Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 3:14-25. For the year 1890. See p. 15-17, 25.
• Summary: Various analyses of the soja bean (Soja hispida)
are given. One table (p. 16) compares the composition of
the seeds (8.32% water, 35.24% protein, 20.48% crude fat)
with “six week bean” seeds. A second table (p. 17) gives the
composition (calculated on the moisture at time of cutting)
of soja bean vines bearing nearly mature seeds, grown in
the Forage Section of the Station in 1889, and cut Aug. 26.
(73.8% water, 5.43% protein, 2.24% crude fat), and vines
(average of 2 samples: 76.00% water, 2.65% protein, 0.60%
crude fat), and horse bean vines.
A third table is the same as the second except that the
composition is calculated on a water content of 12½ percent.
Vines with seeds yielded at the rate of 9½ tons of green
crop per acre, containing 2½ tons of dry matter. “The vines,
grown by the station in 1890 for ensilage, were sown May
29. Only mineral fertilizers (phosphoric acid and potash)
were applied. Throughout the season the plants were pale
and made a slow growth. They had the appearance of having
insufficient plant food. Harvested Sept. 24th. Sample taken
when prepared for silo, Sept. 26... Yielded at the rate of a
little more than 9 tons per acre.”
309. Woods, Charles D. 1891. Fertilizing ingredients in crop
and in roots of legumes. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 3:29-36. For the year
1890.
• Summary: Part I is a study of the “Manurial value
of leguminous crops.” Analyses are for the purpose of
ascertaining their proximate composition and feeding value.
“The specimens were obtained by Prof. Phelps, Agriculturist,
and Mr. Bailey, Assistant in Farm Experiments of the Station,
with the aid of the senior class of the Storrs School and some
outside labor during the summer.”
Table show: (4) “Percentage of fertilizing ingredients in
specimens of legumes calculated on water-free substance.”
Columns include: Nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash.
Includes values for: Soja beans, vines and seeds. Soja bean
vines (2 samples). Soja bean vines, average. White lupine
vines. Yellow lupine. Blue lupine vines.
(5) “Fertilizing ingredients per acre in crop, in
specimens of legumes. Weights of crop as harvested, of dry
substance, and of fertilizing ingredients in crop.” Includes
the same crops shown in table 4.
Part II analyzes the “Fertilizing ingredients in root.
Two specimens of cow pea roots and two of soja bean
have been analyzed during the year.” Tables show: (6)
“Percentage of fertilizing ingredients in stubble and roots,
calculated to water-free substance.” (7) “Amount of roots
and stubble and valuable ingredients left in one acre, with
valuable ingredients in manures, for comparison.” The five
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“fertilizers” given for comparison are: Rich stable manure,
nitrate of soda, dissolved bone-black, ground bone, and
muriate of potash. Conclusion: “When the stubble is turned
under, both it and the roots decompose, and their manurial
ingredients become more or less speedily and completely
available for succeeding crops. The crop that leaves a large
amount of materials in and upon the soil after harvest adds
much to the next year’s store of plant food, and hence to the
fertility of the soil.”
Part II concerns “Green manuring. It is generally better
economy to feed a crop of such plants as legumes and
carefully save the manure, and thus return the larger portion
of the manurial matters to the land, than to plow it under.
Still, there are some crops, as lupines, that may at times be
used to good advantage for green manure, and circumstances
may be such as to warrant the use of other and more valuable
crops for this purpose.”
Table 8 shows “Fertilizing ingredients in crop and
roots per acre in some legume, and valuable ingredients
in manures for comparison.” Some of the totals are (in
descending order of total fertilizing ingredients): Vetch vines
185. Red clover vines 184. Blue lupine vines 179. Horse
bean 173. Soja bean, vines and seeds 115. Soja bean vines
87. Cow pea vines 81. Address: Chemist and Acting Director
of the Station.
310. Massey, W.F. 1892. Notes on a recent number: Mr.
Wiggins’ article on “Green Manuring in Virginia.” Cultivator
& Country Gentleman (The) 57(2034):43-44. Jan. 21. See p.
44, col. 1.
• Summary: “While the columns of the Country Gentleman
are always replete with matters of interest to cultivators, I
think the number for January 7 is unusually suggestive.”
“As a hot-weather renovating crop, there is none that
can compare with the cow pea, unless it may be the soja
bean. This plant (Soja hispida) promises to push our favorite
cow pea hard. Its enormous growth of forage and wonderful
productiveness in seed make it a very promising plant. My
colleague, Prof. F.E. Emery, has a silo filled with them, and
I am curious to note the result of his experiment. The soja
bean is the only real rival we have of the cow pea. While a
man’s land is badly lacking the humus, it may be better to
plow under the entire growth of peas or beans, but when
once the land is in ‘good heart,’ I feel sure it is far more
economical to cure the tops either as hay or ensilage and
plow under only the stubble. With cow peas, soja beans and
crimson clover, the reclamation of the old fields of the South
is an easy matter, and the results would surprise those who
have had no experience with these temporarily exhausted
lands.” Address: North Carolina Exp’t [Experiment] Station.
311. Brooks, William P. 1892. The Agricultural Division.
Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 4:8-11. Jan. See p. 8-9.

• Summary: “The Japanese millets mentioned in the last
annual report [p. 4], together with two other species of
millet and a number of varieties of Soja bean, have been
given further trial. The millets show remarkable cropping
capacity.”
“Several varieties of Soja bean, Glycine hispida, which
have been under cultivation, prove well adapted to our soil
and climate, and on soil of medium quality have yielded in
different years from about 25 to 35 bushels to the acre. About
8 bushels of these beans were ground into a fine meal by
the local miller last winter, and an experiment in feeding the
meal to milch cows would have been undertaken had not the
destruction of our barn by fire prevented. This experiment
will be undertaken the present winter, upon a smaller scale,
made necessary by the loss of our stock of seed.”
“Hemp of two varieties and flax of three have been
successfully raised.” Address: Agriculturist, Amherst,
Massachusetts.
312. Goessmann, Charles A. 1892. On field experiments:
Experiments with field and garden crops (1891).
Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report of the Board of Control 9:171, 187-97. For the year
1891. See p. 187-88.
• Summary: “Some of the plants here cultivated during
previous seasons have already been introduced into our farm
industry on a sufficiently extensive scale to enable us to form
a decided opinion regarding their special local economic
value. Foremost among them are some fodder crops,
Southern cow-pea, serradella, some vetches,” white soja
bean (Soja hispida) and black soja bean. “We have raised for
several years, successfully, large crops of both varieties of
soja bean, and consider them for our locality a most valuable
addition to our forage crops.”
Other crops grown on Field C with the two types of soja
beans were serradella (Ornithopus sativus), Bokhara clover
(Melilotus alba), spring vetch (Vicia sativa), kidney vetch,
sainfoin (Onobrychis sativa), and yellow trefoil.
Note: This is the earliest American document seen that
mentions sainfoin. Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Director of the
Station and Chemist, Amherst.
313. Goessmann, Charles A. 1892. I. Feeding experiments
with milch cows (three). Massachusetts State Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report of the Board of Control
9:13-106. For the year 1891. Jan. See p. 37-61, 72, 74.
• Summary: Various rations, including two with corn and
soja bean ensilage as the major ingredient, were fed to milch
cows. A table (p. 36) shows the local market cost [price]
of eight fodder articles used from November 1890 to June
1891 in Amherst, Massachusetts. The least expensive of
these is corn and soja bean ensilage ($3.50 per 2,000 lb); the
most expensive are corn meal and gluten meal (each $28.00
per 2,000 lb). Another table (p. 36-37) shows the average
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composition of the principal daily fodder rations used in
various experiments; corn and soja bean ensilage comprised
42.15% of the diet in two experiments. Old process linseed
meal and gluten meal were also fed.
Each cow had her own name: Jessie, Roxy, Buttercup,
Nancy, Clarissa, etc. Previous trials using soja bean as a
principal coarse fodder for milk production have been very
encouraging. Page 58 gives the composition of corn and soja
bean ensilage.
On p. 59 begins the description of a summer feeding
experiment with milch cows, July 6 to Sept. 26, 1891. The
green feed was vetch and oats, soja beans and fodder corn.
The grain feed was corn meal, wheat bran, dried brewers’
grain, and gluten meal (Chicago). The daily consumption of
soja beans (green) ranged from 38 to 44 lb; they cost $4.40
per ton. A table (p. 72) gives the composition of soja beans
(green) in 1891. Another table (p. 74) shows the valuation of
the essential fertilizing constituents of the various articles of
fodder used. “Cotton-seed meal” has the highest valuation
($25.60 per ton). Corn and soja bean ensilage is valued at
$3.22, and soja bean (green) at $2.44.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2016) that contains the term “cotton-seed meal”
(written with a hyphen). Cotton-seed meal is mentioned
many times elsewhere in this article.
Note 2. Analyses of gluten meal are found on pages 29,
57, and 70. After this article, they are also found on pages
103, 124, 146, 167, and 170. Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Director
of the Station and Chemist, Amherst, Massachusetts.
314. Miller, S. 1892. Some new forage plants for Missouri.
Rural New-Yorker 51(2193):84. Feb. 6. Oversize.
• Summary: “Soja Bean.–The past season I grew about eight
hills of this bean in good garden soil. The seed was put in
four feet each way and two grains in a hill. A fair calculation
showed that the yield would be about 70 bushels to the acre.
Even for chicken feed I would consider it profitable. But
from one trial of it for the table I consider it of no little value.
“It is a sort of medium between a bean and a pea, and
equal to the best of either. Soak over night before cooking
them. I have a notion that treated as the Yankees cook beans
they would be excellent. Hereafter I shall plant them but
three feet apart, and put but one grain in the hill. The plant
makes a little tree, quite different from any pea or bean
I know of. From the lateness of its maturing here, I have
doubts of its success much farther north of Montgomery
county” [Missouri].
Note: Also has sections on kaffir corn and teosinte.
Address: Montgomery Co., Missouri.
315. H.R. 1892. The Soja bean, p. 132 (Letter to the editor).
Cultivator & Country Gentleman 57(2041):187, col. 2.
March 10.
• Summary: “Will Mr. Arning, or some one else, give

particulars as to growing, yield, curing, &c, and if the vine
is valuable, and how to cure it–also, how it does for soiling
when green?” Address: Baltimore, Maryland.
316. Arning, G. 1892. The Soja bean (Letter to the editor).
Cultivator & Country Gentleman 57(2043):224, col. 3.
March 24.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–In reply to ‘H.R.,’
p. 187, I can only refer to men who have grown them in this
country, as I gave up farming in 1875 when they were just
introduced. Mr. S. Miller of Missouri says in the Rural NewYorker of Feb. 6 [1892]:
“Soja Bean.–The past season I grew about eight hills of
this bean In good garden soil. The seed was put in four feet
each way and two grains in a hill. A fair calculation showed
that the yield would be about 70 bushels to the acre. Even
for chicken feed I would consider it profitable. But from one
trial of it for the table I consider it of no little value. It is a
sort of medium between a bean and a pea, and equal to the
best of either. Soak over night before cooking them. I have
a notion that treated as the Yankees cook beans they would
be excellent. Hereafter I shall plant them but three feet apart,
and put but one grain in the hill. The plant makes a little
tree, quite different from any pea or bean I know of. From
the lateness of its maturing here, I have doubts of its success
much farther north of Montgomery county [Missouri].
“At the Massachusetts Station, experiments have been
made with the soja bean as a silo plant. This bean grows
somewhat like a pea vine. It is said to more closely resemble
meat in its chemical analysis than any other product. Dr.
Goessmann of the Massachusetts Station thus describes
his method of using it with corn: “’The corn-stalks, leaves
and ears-was reduced to pieces of from one to one and a
half inches in length; and the soja bean-entire plant-being
still soft and succulent, was merely cut into two or three
pieces. Both plants thus prepared were subsequently put
alternately in layers, one foot in thickness, into a silo. The
filling of the latter was carried on as fast as the material
could be conveniently secured. Each layer was carefully
packed down, and the whole finally covered with layers of
tar paper and of matched boards. The latter were held In
place by barrels filled with sand. The silo was filled at the
beginning of September, 1890, and opened for use during the
succeeding January. The mixed ensilage thus produced was
of a yellowish green color, and less acid than a clear corn
ensilage obtained from the same lot of fodder corn, treated in
the same manner and at the same time in an adjoining silo.’
“To show the difference in feeding value, analyses were
made of the two sorts of ensilage. The figures are given for
percentage or pounds of these substances in 100 lb. of the
product:”
A table compares the fat, protein, and carbohydrate
content of corn ensilage and mixed ensilage.
“The ensilage contained over 70 per cent, of water,
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which, of course, made the total feeding value less per 100
lb. than if it had been dry.” Address: [New York].
317. Capehart (W.R.). 1892. Seed of Soja bean, Japan pea
or Mongolian bean (Ad). Cultivator & Country Gentleman
57(2043):240, col. 1. March 24.
• Summary: “A most valuable forage plant–for Sale.”
Address: Avoca, North Carolina.
318. G. 1892. Feeding steers (Letter to the editor). Cultivator
& Country Gentleman (The) 57(2043):232, cols. 2-3. March
24.
• Summary: Eds. Country Gentleman–I should like to
have advice in matter of rations for thin steers to be fed
and fattened through the winter, from September next, and
finished off on good clover for a month next spring. I am
pioneering on a new place and shall have no good hay, but
can raise in advance this summer any quantity of roots, sugar
beets, carrots, rutabagas, sorghum, &c., and will have some
acres of sweet corn...”
“What about soja beans? We could add plenty of them
to winter-feeding, and would the vines make good feed when
cured as fodder? G.
[Reply] Taking for granted that G. can raise roots
cheaply enough to feed 40 lb. to a steer, and that he is right
in his suggestion that he can raise ‘plenty’ of soja bean
(Chinese oil bean–this bean makes a good cattle food in
combination), we think we can compound a ration that will
fatten more rapidly than corn meal. And first, he may as well
confine his roots to mangolds, rutabagas and carrots.
“He will, no doubt, raise some corn; then let him grind
100 lb. of corn with 100 lb. of soja beans. Now we will give
him the following combination: 12 lb. cut corn fodder, 40
lb. carrots, or other pulped roots, 8 lb. corn and soja beans
ground. This will have the following digestible nutrients, in
pounds:”
A table shows that the combination will provide 2.47 lb.
albuminoids, 12.98 lb. carbohydrates and 0.98 lb fat.
“Nutritive ratio 1 to 6.2. If properly prepared, this will
be a model ration for fattening steers, and it has a very small
amount of grain. These roots are supposed to be pulped or
grated and mixed with moistened cut corn fodder, and then
the ground corn and oil bean mixed in. G. will see that it
must be a very palatable ration. We think after the first three
weeks that steers will lay on 3 lb. weight per day.
“The vines of soja beans make excellent fodder when
cured, and they could be run through the cutter and mixed
with the cut corn fodder. These vines are equal to the best
hay. E.W.S.”
319. Speth, G. 1892. Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes, tomatoes,
forage plants. Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 17. p. 163-98. March. See p. 190-91, 196-98.
• Summary: The section on “Forage plants” (p. 190+) begins

with a long subsection on cow peas, which is considered
the “most valuable” forage plant in the Southern States. The
subjection titled “Soja bean” (p. 196-98) begins: “Although
known in the Southern States for a long time, it has never
been fully appreciated, but promises in time to become a
great rival to the cow pea; it produces a great amount of
forage, which seems to cure easier than the cow peavines and
proves more productive of peas.
“It is of as easy culture as our cow peas, yielding a
forage which is greatly relished by farm stock, and which
compares favorably with cow pea vines. The beans which
possess most highly nutritive qualities, being rich in protein
and fat, which are the most expensive elements in all feeding
stuffs, resembling in composition, good beef. In its home,
Japan, where it is extensively cultivated, it takes that place
which meat takes here.”
Professor Atwater has stated in an article in the Century:
“In the most economical feeding of animals it takes a number
of pounds of hay, corn and other feeding stuff to make a
pound of beef or pork.” The Bulletin continues: “If a pound
of vegetable protein costs 2½ cents as we find it to cost in the
Soja beans, a pound of animal protein must cost considerable
[sic, considerably] more if produced by the aid of protein
obtained from corn at a cost of double that amount.”
A long discussion, comparing the effect of soja beans
and corn on soil fertility, notes that “leguminous plants are
not dependent on nitrogenous fertilizers; they gather their
supply from the atmosphere...”
There follow five related tables: (18) Yield of forage and
seed of cow peas, soja beans, varieties of corn and peanut
vines.” For each crop it gives the amount of forage per acre
(green, and dry), and seed per acre. Soja beans yield 9,730 lb
per acre of green forage or 2,940 lb per acre of dry forage or
1,307 lb per acre of seed.
(19) Composition of cow peas, soja beans and corn. (20)
Composition of cow pea vines, soja bean vines, corn forage,
and peanut vines (cured). (21) Yield of crude nutrients of one
acre of (vines and forage). (22) Yield of crude nutrients of
one acre of (seeds and grains).
The article ends: “The results evidence the exceptionally
high value of the Soja beans as a feeding stuff, far greater
than that of corn or cow peas, the superiority of the vines for
forage, which in composition are equal to the cow peas and
greatly surpass the corn forage.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the term “vegetable protein”
(or “vegetable-protein” or “vegetable proteins”).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the term “animal protein”
(or “animal-protein” or “animal proteins”). Address:
Horticulturist, Experiment, Georgia.
320. J.W. 1892. The Soja bean (Letter to the editor).
Cultivator & Country Gentleman 57(2047):305, cols. 2-3.
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April 21.
• Summary: “Thinking It would be of some advantage to
those who wish to plant the soja bean or pea, I will give the
way we plant and cultivate, which is quite at variance with
your correspondent’s plan. For forage there is nothing to
excel it. Plant with rows 4 feet apart on a slightly elevated
ridge; drop from 10 to 12 peas in hills 18 inches apart, on
edge; cultivate as you would any other crop. We bar them off
and chop weeds and grass when 5 or 6 inches high; let stand
a few days, turn the moldboard and put earth to them–split
out middle, and if the land is good they will soon hide the
ground from 4 to 6 feet high, stuck full of peas on every joint
of limbs.
“If wanted for seed, let stand until leaves turn yellow
and are dropping off, cut and store away until dry. If for hay,
cut when a few leaves turn yellow; if you do not, the leaves
will all shed when dry, but the peas will hang on. The yield
per acre is very large, though I have never tested them. We
plant them thick, so as to get small stalks; when cut up after
drying they are very hard. All live-stock eat them. I ran mine
through cutter, ½-inch long–one-third corn fodder, one-third
peanut vines and one third soja peas, well mixed, and it
makes a fine feed. We never cook them to eat. Our cook says
that if boiled all day they will crack in your teeth at night.”
Address: Coleraine, North Carolina.
321. Medium Green: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Early Green, Green, Guelph (Ball 1907),
Medium Early Green (Morse 1927). 1892. Seed color: Green
(chromium).
• Summary: Sources: Brooks, William P. 1892. “Division
of Agriculture.” Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 18. p. 41-104. April. See p.
104. “Variety, Medium Green; seed imported from Sapporo
[Japan]; planted, etc., as above [planted May 13th; pulled
Oct. 13th and threshed Oct. 25th]; area, 0.76 square rods;
yield, 8.5 pounds, or at the rate of 30.2 bushels, of 60 pounds
per acre. This is apparently a very vigorous and productive
variety, and may prove a valuable acquisition.”
Hills, J.L. 1894. “Dairying.” Vermont Agric. Exp.
Station, Annual Report. 7:70-118. For the year 1893. See p.
118.
Flagg, Chas. O. 1894. “Rotation of crops: Experiments
with leguminous plants.” Rhode Island Agric. Exp. Station,
Annual Report 6:176, 190-92. For the year 1893. See p. 191.
A table shows the range of yield of green fodder (in pounds
per acre) for Medium Green (4613–6597 pounds). This was
one of 32 legumes planted on 29 May 1893.
Brooks, William P. 1895. “The Agricultural Division.”
Massachusetts (Hatch) Agric. Exp. Station, Annual Report
7:7-16. Jan. See p. 13-14. The seed was originally brought
from Japan by Brooks in late 1889. Medium Green appears
to be most valuable for ensilage. Note: The term “medium
green” (written in all lowercase letters) was first used to

describe soybean strains by Brooks in Jan. 1894.
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27.
See p. 20-21. States that Medium Green is a synonym for
Guelph. Piper and Nielsen (1909) and Piper and Morse
(1910) state the same thing. Piper and Morse (1923) say
“Guelph or Medium Green.” Then in 1927, Morse gives
separate entries for both Guelph and Medium Green.
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 7, 9.
“Early Green.–The same as Medium Green.” “Green.–The
same as Medium Green.” “Guelph.–The same as Medium
Green.” “Medium Early Green.–The same as Medium
Green.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 14-15. Medium Green is in the USDA
Germplasm Collection. Maturity group: I. Year named or
released: by 1903. Developer or sponsor: Prof. W.P. Brooks,
Massachusetts AES (Agric. Exp. Station). Literature: 01,
03. Source and other information: From Japan in 1889 by
Prof. W.P. Brooks, Massachusetts AES (Agric. Exp. Station).
‘Guelph’ was synonym. Prior designation: None.
Talk with Dr. Richard Bernard, former curator of
the USDA Germplasm Collection. 1998. Oct. 15. “Many
varieties got named long after they were released, especially
in the old days. It took them a while to settle on name. They
decided that names like Medium Green, while descriptive,
were not valid variety names, so they came up with Guelph.”
Dr. Bernard further complicated the problem because he
had two different strains that were called Medium Green
or Guelph, so he let the two names exist together, because
the strains are different. These two are still in the soybean
germplasm collection. Address: USA.
322. Homestead (The) (Des Moines, Iowa). 1892. The soja
bean. 38(19):436. May 6. Whole No. 1877.
• Summary: “The soja bean is on trial at a great many of the
experiment stations where the necessity for a farm grown
feeding stuff, rich in albuminoids, is strongly felt. As might
be expected upon first trials, reports are quite various as to
its value. Some condemn it because cows and horses do not
find it palatable, and because as forage its leaves are papery
and its stalks woody. Trials in New Jersey have been thought
to prove it much below expectation there. On the other hand,
in North Carolina, the soja bean is highly recommended for
its large growth of fodder and its immense crop of beans
which are believed to have a great, but as yet, not exactly
determined feeding value... We are trying a few in an
experimental way this year, for as yet there are few reports as
to results of efforts to grow it in the Northwest.”
First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography of early,
previously uncited publications on soybeans in the United
States. 2 p. Unpublished.
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Address: Des Moines, Iowa.
323. Massey, W.F. 1892. Legumes in North Carolina.
Cultivator & Country Gentleman 57(2051):385, cols. 1-2.
May 19.
• Summary: “Last summer we raised on the college farm
a lot of soja beans. They made a magnificent growth, and
were put into the silo. To-day Prof. Emery tells me that since
changing his cows from corn ensilage to the soja he finds a
remarkable increase in the flow of milk. And yet the Rural
New-Yorker’s Jersey Experiment Farm decided the soja to be
a worthless legume years ago, and its editor takes the station
officers to task for daring to find it good after he has settled
the matter for them. The soja is certainly the most formidable
rival our cow pea has met. We have three varieties, one with
small yellow seed, one with large round greenish seed, and
one with red seed. It has been suggested that they will cross
with the cow pea if planted near. We shall test this during
the present summer.” Address: North Carolina Experiment
Station.
324. Logansport Pharos-Tribune (Logansport, Indiana).
1892. Facts for farmers. June 28. p. 6.
• Summary: “At the Massachusetts station experiments
have been made with the soja bean as a silo plant. This bean
grows somewhat like a pea vine [cowpea]. It is said to more
closely resemble meat in its chemical analysis than any other
product.”
325. Atkinson, Edward. 1892. Soja beans and other
nitrogenous foods (Letter to the editor). Southern Planter
(Richmond, Virginia) 53(7):392. July. [3 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm management.”
“I observe that you are dealing with the ‘soja’ bean and
other leguminous plants for use in the silo. You will find
that subject treated in my book upon the ‘Science of
Nutrition,’ which is about to be published... The deficiency
in the dietaries of Europe is found to consist in nitrogen.
The element of which we are depriving our soil without
sufficient return is also nitrogen. The people of China and
India comprehend this matter a great deal better than we
do. I imported soja beans for distribution from the Cotton
Exhibition in Atlanta [Georgia] in 1881, whence they went
out in small parcels. Since then they seem to have attracted
a good deal of attention in the South. I believe they were
known before, but nothing had apparently come of the
knowledge. In Church’s book upon ‘The Food of India,’
testimony is given to the very great value of the soja bean
in yielding the nitrogenous element of food which is so
necessary in what are called ‘the rice-fed nations.’ There is
no such thing as a rice-fed nation. The people would starve if
fed only on the starch in the rice.
“It is absolutely certain that your soils must be renovated
either with cow-peas, clover, or beans. I have reason to

believe that the ‘soja,’ the ‘mung’ and some other East Indian
varieties of beans are very much more nitrogenous than the
cow-pea is as a rule;...”
The editor then invites the Virginia and North Carolina
Experiment Stations to conduct research on Mr. Atkinson’s
suggestion “as to the proper proportion of Soja and cowpea vines to be siloed with corn in order to the making of a
complete nutritive ration for stock and also as to the nutritive
value of the cow-pea.” Address: Boston, Massachusetts.
326. Georgeson, Charles C. 1892. The coming fodder plant.
Industrialist (The) (Manhattan, Kansas) 18(2):1. Aug. 27.
• Summary: “We are just now, August 24, harvesting a
portion of the Soy bean crop, and putting it into a small silo
with a view to studying its behavior and feeding value as
silage later on. We have four varieties: of these, two are so
far advanced towards maturity that the leaves have begun to
fall, while the other two are later, the seeds being only about
half grown. They are grown in rows thirty-two inches apart,
but at this stage the plants fill out the space between the rows
almost completely. The soil is a loam of only fair quality, has
not been manured, and has a pronounced slope to the south.
The yield of the green plants is about 5 1/3 tons per acre.
“The crop was planted May 23 and 24, and this growth
has therefore been made in exactly three months. Its feeding
value is of the best. It compares favorably with clover and
alfalfa in nutritive qualities, and the ripe beans are only
excelled by oil meal. Cattle and hogs eat all parts of the plant
greedily; even the dry bean straw, thrown into the yard after
the beans were threshed out, was all eaten by the cattle. But
perhaps the quality which will be most highly appreciated by
Kansas farmers is the ability of this bean to withstand drouth.
At no time since we began to grow this plant in 1890 has it
suffered from dry weather; even the very severe drouth of
that year failed to affect it disastrously. What other plant have
we which possesses all these qualities; which will go through
our trying drouths unscathed; whose nutritive qualities rank
with the very best; which is freely eaten by stock; which will
in three months produce 5 1/3 tons of green feed, or about
3 tons of hay to the acre on unmanured land, and which can
be cleared off in time for wheat, and will leave the ground in
excellent shape for the drill without plowing? This is what
the Soy bean will do. I know of no other plant of which
the same can be said. When these qualities become known,
it must forge its way to the front and take a leading place
among our fodder plants. This is the conclusion I have come
to after growing it three years here at the college. I would be
glad to get the opinion of those who have tried the Soy bean
this year, especially in places where drouth was felt severely,
and I ask those who received seed beans from the Station last
winter, if they happen to see this, to kindly write me their
opinion of this promising fodder plant, together with the
culture it has received.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
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seen (Aug. 1997) and the earliest document seen from the
United States that uses the term “silage” in connection with
the soy bean.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2016)
that uses the term “oil meal,” although it probably refers to
defatted linseed oil meal rather than to defatted soy bean oil
meal.
Note 3. Letter accompanying photocopy of document
from Cindy Von Elling, University Archives and
Manuscripts, Kansas State University. 1997. Aug. 27. “The
Industrialist was the faculty newspaper and was published
weekly during the school year by Kansas State Agricultural
College in Manhattan, Kansas from 1875 to 1910.” It was
edited by the faculty and students, and a subscription cost
fifty cents a year. Address: M.Sc., Prof. of Agriculture,
Superintendent of Farm, Kansas State Agricultural College,
Manhattan, Kansas.
327. Plodovskiy, P.I. 1892. Po kul’tur’ zheltoy soi (Soja
hispida) [On the cultivation of yellow soybeans (Soja
hispida)]. Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta (Farmimg Gazette) No.
35. p. 831-32. Aug. 29. [Rus]
• Summary: Soybean, or the Chinese oil-bearing pea, is very
narrowly cultivated here, despite the flattering reviews about
it from foreign farmers. We know from them that soybean is
a very valuable plant for food and for animal fodder.
Wishing to become better acquainted with soybean
on our soil and under our conditions, I undertook to plant
it on an experimental field belonging to the Kharkov
Agricultural Academy. In 1890 and 1891, I planted small
quantities of green-seed soybean, but it turned out to be
so late to mature that by the time the autumn frosts began
I had not obtained even one mature bean pod, despite the
powerful and prolonged summer heat in those years. During
the current year (1892) I planted yellow (yellow-seed)
soybean, as it distinguishes itself by maturing more quickly
than the other kind. Three plots of land were allocated for
planting: (1) 1/8 desyatin [1 desyatin is approximately 1
hectare] with sandy soil, after a crop of winter rye; the latter
occupied third place in terms of fertilizer; (2) 1/16 desyatin
with clay-loam/black-earth soil, which for five years had
been occupied with brome grass, orchard grass [Dactylis
glomerata] and tall fescue; and (3) 1/16 desyatin of clayloam/black-earth (suglinisto-chernozemnaya) soil, which
had previously grown crimson clover, which was in fourth
place for fertilizer. All plots were autumn-plowed to remove
the preceding plants (mentioned above), and in spring,
harrowed and then worked over [p. 832] with three-blade
plows. After this plowing, the field was harrowed, and then
marked out for planting soybean, with rut markers set at
intervals of 8 vershok apart [1 vershok is about 1.75 inches
or 4.5 centimeters]. On April 20 and 21 the soybean was
seeded in, observing the 8-vershok interval between seed
beds. The planting was done using the grub-hoe method.

In each hole, from 1 to 1.5 vershok deep, we dropped 3 to
5 seeds, and then the hole was filled and the earth lightly
tamped down with a boot heel instead of compacting it. A
total of 20 pounds of seeds went into the three plots, at a
rate of 2 poods [as of 1899, 1 pood = 36.11 lb or 16.38 kg]
for each official desyatin [1 official desyatin = 2.7 acres]. In
each plot, the soybean came up together by April 30, and on
May 16 it was thinned, so that one healthy plant remained in
each seed bed; at the same time, the soil was hoed to loosen
the upper layer and destroy weeds. After that the soybean all
grew quickly and began to branch, and by halfway through
June it had grown so much that it perfectly shaded the soil,
having reached at least one arshin in height [1 arshin = 28
in or 71.12 cm] in the sandy soil and 1¼ arshin in the blackearth soil. At this time it was clear to see that on the sandy
soil 8 vershok between plants was completely sufficient,
but on the black-earth soil that was too little; a distance of
between 10 and 12 vershok between seed sites should be
recognized as necessary on damper and fertile soils, for
example clay-loam/black-earth, or else the plants will be too
crowded, and will remain too long in an immature, grassy
state, as a consequence of which their maturation will be
delayed. By June 30 the soybean was already fully in flower;
at this time, each stalk bore from 7 to 13 well-developed
branches, sprinkled with small buds similarly to the main
stalk. The blossoming lasted until almost the end of July, but
at that time no less than 1/3 of the stalk, from the bottom,
was already full with developed green bean pods, the husks
of which were covered with thick yellowish-brown hairs.
From this time on the soybean began to mature, i.e., the
pods situated on the lower part of the stalks began to take
on a yellowish color, while at the same time their seeds also
changed coloration in the husk from green to yellowish. The
soybean remained in this state until the middle of August;
from that time on, it quickly began to ripen: the pods all
took on a yellowish coloration and their husks became dryer
and dryer; the leaves and stalks also went yellow, while the
leaves, beginning at the bottom of the stalk, began to fall. On
August 25 the soybean had reached full ripeness and I began
to harvest it.
I harvested by picking and cutting individual plants. I
tried to mow some with a scythe, but I learned that soybean
is not good for mowing, because the stalk is covered with
pods right down to the very bottom, and so during mowing
the scythe cuts through pods with significant damage to the
seeds. As the soybean harvest occurred at its full maturation,
the leaves had almost all fallen from the stalks, and therefore
at this stage of development less straw, which can serve
as good forage, is obtained. Here it would be suitable to
mention that the harvest time for soybean occurs when the
seed pods, stalks and leaves go yellow. Samples of soybean
collected, for the sake of experiment, during this time,
matured right up until they were dried; that drying lasted
three days. If it is not important to save the leaves as forage,
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then soybean can be harvested at full maturity, when most of
them have already fallen. Soybean pods do not open easily,
which means there is no seed scatter when harvested at full
maturity. Of course, I have in mind harvesting by pulling or
cutting individual plants.
The harvested soybean was laid out for drying and
then threshed with a flail, and the seeds winnowed. The
total harvest from the three plots was 17 poods (from ¼
desyatin). This time I do not have the means to report the
precise harvest from each plot individually, but I will say
approximately that the clay-loam/black-earth plots yielded 5
poods each (80 poods from 1 desyatin), and the sandy plots
yielded 7 poods (around 60 poods per desyatin). Seeds from
the black-earth plots were almost 1½ times larger than seeds
from the sandy plot. I should also add that the past three
years were marked by prolonged droughts, strong winds and
heat spells, and so the soybean harvest obtained this year can
be considered lower than average; in general, we can assume
that our light soil will yield an average of at least 70 to 80
poods per desyatin, and black-earth soil around 120 poods.
I have every reason to state that soybean is not picky
about soil, it tolerates drought wonderfully, and therefore it
fully deserves the attention of our young farmers, where it
can serve generously as a fodder plant, comparable in terms
of nutrition to very few others.
Note: Translated by Shelley Fairweather-Vega, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Dergachi Station, Russia [near today’s
Kharkiv, Ukraine] on the Kursk-Kharkov railroad.
328. Farmers’ Review (Illinois). 1892. Soy bean fodder. Sept.
14. p. 580, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: “We are just now, August 24, says Prof. C.C.
Georgeson, of the Kansas Station, harvesting a portion of the
Soy bean crop, and putting it in a small silo with a view to
studying its behavior and feeding value as silage later on. We
have four varieties; of these, two are so far advanced towards
maturity that the leaves have begun to fall, while the other
two are later, the seeds being only about half grown. They
are grown in rows 32 inches apart, but at this stage the plants
fill out the space between the rows almost completely. The
soil is a loam of only fair quality, has not been manured, and
has a pronounced slope to the south. The yield of the green
plants is about 5 1/8 tons per acre. The crop was planted
May 23 and 24, and this growth has therefore been made in
exactly three months.
“Its feeding value is of the best. It compares favorably
with clover and alfalfa in nutritive qualities, and the ripe
beans are only excelled by oil meal. Cattle and hogs eat all
parts of the plant greedily, even the dry bean straw, thrown
into the yard after the beans were threshed out, was all
eaten by the cattle. But perhaps the quality which will be
most highly appreciated by Kansas farmers is the ability of
this bean to withstand drouth. At no time since we began to
grow this plant in 1890 has it suffered from the dry weather;

even the very severe drouth of that year failed to affect it
disastrously.
“What other plant have we which possesses all
these qualities; which will go through our trying drouths
unscathed; whose nutritive qualities rank with the very best;
which is freely eaten by stock; which will in three months
produce 5 1/8 tons of green feed, or about three tons of
hay to the acre on unmanured land, and which then can be
cleared off in time for wheat, and will leave the ground in
excellent shape for the drill without plowing? This is what
the Soy bean will do. I know no other plant of which the
same can be said. When these qualities become known,
it must forge its way to the front and take a leading place
among our fodder plants. This is the conclusion I have come
to after growing it three years here at the college, I would be
glad to get the opinion of those who have tried the Soy bean
this year, especially in places where drouth was felt severely,
and I ask those who received seed beans from the station
last winter, if they happen to see this to kindly write me their
opinion of this promising fodder plant, together with the
culture it has received.”
329. Homestead (The) (Des Moines, Iowa). 1892. The soy
bean. 38(39):889. Sept. 23. Whole No. 1897. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In our recent visit to Manhattan, Kansas, we
were very much interested in the soy bean, of which several
acres of four different varieties are growing on the college
farm... Prof. C.C. Georgeson, in charge of the station, was
for three years employed by the Japanese government as
professor of agriculture. While there he made a special study
of the economic plants of Japan, particularly of soy, or as it
is commonly called, the soja bean. Out of the many varieties
in use in Japan, he has selected four with which he is making
his experiments. In a recent number of the Industrialist [27
Aug. 1892, p. 1] he gives the following report:
“We are just now, August 24, harvesting a portion of
the soy bean crop.” The seeds of four varieties were sown
in rows 32 inches apart. The crop was planted May 23-24.
“Cattle and hogs eat all parts of the plant greedily... At no
time since we began to grow this plant in 1890 has it suffered
from dry weather.”
Professor Georgeson is experimenting with the soy bean
mainly to try to find a crop which will do well in that large
portion of Kansas where clover is not reliable and alfalfa
does not fit well with any rotation. One of the virtues of
the soy bean “lies in this, that it can be planted after corn
planting is finished, cut in time to sow the ground to wheat
and furnishes an exceedingly large amount of food highly
nitrogenous, and hence the best possible combination with
the carbonaceous foods such as corn, corn fodder, straw, etc.,
which are so abundant and cheap in the West. We shall watch
the development of the soy bean with a great deal of interest.
The Agricultural College at Ames has been experimenting
with the bean, but with varieties that are not a success in the
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climate of Iowa.”
First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography of early,
previously uncited publications on soybeans in the United
States. 2 p. Unpublished. \
330. Redding, R.J. 1892. Cheese and butter dairying.
Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 18. p.
213-24. Oct. See unnumbered page after p. 224.
• Summary: The unnumbered page at the end of this bulletin
bears the large, bold title “Caution to farmers.” It states:
“Farmers are advised to beware of a man in Missouri
who is attempting to sell seeds of what he calls the
‘Domestic Coffee Berry,’ at the fabulous price of twentyfive cents per hundred seeds, in ‘small quantities,’ and at
‘wholesale rates of $3.50 per pound.’ He claims that ‘parched
and ground’ it is almost equal to ‘store coffee.’ It is, in truth,
a fair substitute for coffee, but the plant is nothing more
than the Soja Bean or Japan Pea, which was distributed
throughout the South twenty years ago and is now abundant
and can be had for two or three dollars a bushel. This station
has grown a good many bushels this year. The director
planted several acres for forage and seed twenty years ago.
Don’t be deceived.” Address: Director, Experiment, Georgia.
331. Rural New-Yorker. 1892. Notes from the Rural Grounds:
Japan beans. 51(2232):721. Nov. 5. Oversize.
• Summary: “A dozen years ago or thereabouts The Rural

New-Yorker raised one variety of the Soy or Soja Bean
from Japan. The report was that our cattle and horses
preferred green clover to green Soy leaves; that the plants
were difficult to cure, because the leaves became black and
papery before the tough, succulent stems could be dried. Last
year Prof. C.C. Georgeson, now of the Kansas Agricultural
College, but recently from Japan, was kind enough to send
us three varieties of the Soy Bean and two other Japan
beans, called respectively, Black and White Podded Adzuki–
Phaseolus radiatus, botanically. All were planted May 3.
“Prof. Georgeson wrote, at the time of sending the
beans, that the Japanese boil the Black Podded Adzuki when
ripe and eat them with rice. ‘Even the raw beans,’ he said,
‘have a pleasant taste.’
“The Soy Beans are used both ripe and green, in the
latter case ‘boiled in the pods when nearly full grown and
shelled and eaten at the meal.’
“July 19, we fed the Soy leaves and stems to two horses.
One seemed to relish them, eating the stems as readily as the
leaves, with relish. The other did not care for either stems or
leaves.
“July 28, a lot of each kind was cut and partly cured in
the sun. Both horses seemed to relish all kinds and ate the
stems which were tough and woody. The stems were still
green, the leaves somewhat blackened.
“September 1, both the Soys and Phaseolus were boiled.
The latter were inferior to most beans; the Soys were hard
and worthless.
“Description:
“No. 1. Phaseolus radiatus–Black Podded Adzuki.
Yellow flower. Resembles cow peas. July 28, plants two feet
high and bushy. General appearance that of the Soys. Not yet
in bloom. August 28. Cut this date. Leaves just beginning to
turn yellow. A few of the beans ripening. They are borne in
small clusters of one, two and three or more–usually about
three. They are about four or five inches long and less than a
half inch in diameter, holding about 10 seeds which entirely
fill the pod in a most uniform and regular manner. The seed
is a dark, dull crimson. The pods are perfectly smooth and
shell out as readily as snap beans.
“The beans grow–as do the cow ‘peas’–upon petioles of
varying length, from two or three to six inches in length.
“No. 2, Phaseolus radiatus–White Podded Adzuki.
Bright yellow flowers. July 28, plants not so tall as No. 1.
Cut August 28, leaves just beginning to turn yellow as on
No. 1. A few of the beans ripening. The beans are borne in
small clusters as in No. 1. and of the same size and color.
“No. 3. Glycine hispida. Yellow Soja Beans. July 25,
height three feet, bushy. Hairy stems and leaves; leaves
four inches in length, widely ovate, some heart-shaped. The
largest petal (vexillum) is purple; the others (wings and keel)
small and white.
“No. 4. Glycine hispida–Soja Beans–Kyusuke Daidzu.
The seeds are much the same as those of No. 3. Height of
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plant, three feet four inches. Does not bloom as early as the
other Sojas. Bushy plants.
“No. 5. Glycine hispida–Soja Beans, Edamane [sic,
Edamame]. Flowers small and white. Seeds larger than those
of either No. 3 or 4; as large as early smooth peas, rather
longer one way than the other and light green in color; oval,
hard and smooth. Leaves not quite so heavy as those of No.
3. Same size.
“No. 6. Glycine hispida, Soja Beans. Yamagata ChaDaidzu. The seeds are brown in color and as large as late
wrinkled peas, but oval and smooth. The plants bear more
leaves and they are larger than those of Nos. 4 or 5. Blooms
somewhat later.
“The Soja pods bristle with hairs and the skin is rough.
There are two seeds to a pod about the size of a Sieva. The
pods do not open readily when green. The plants are very
prolific, far more so than the Phaseolus radiatus (No’s. 1
and 2). The Sojas bear two to five beans at every joint, or
upon short petioles growing out of the axils, as shown in our
illustration from nature. Fig. 278, see page 722, is a photoillustration of the Phaseolus radiatus, life size.
“As to the future of the Soja Bean, we need not
speculate. Other writers who have raised it and studied it,
favor us with their views in this number, and from these an
idea of its possible, if not its probable, economical value
as compared with other legumes may be gleaned. It will be
noted that Prof. Emery mentions that nodules form on the
roots of Soja plants as they do on those of clover.”
On the center of the page is a large photo of many soy
bean pods on the stems of one plant.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions “Yellow Soja” or “Yellow Soja Beans.” However
this is not a new variety (See Georgeson 1890 Dec.)
332. Rural New-Yorker. 1892. True value of the soja bean.
North, east, west, south. Will it come into general use?
51(2232):721-22. Nov. 5. Oversize.
• Summary: These questions were sent to the directors of all
the stations in the country:
“1. After your experience with the Soja Bean as a forage
crop, do you consider it of enough value to urge the farmers
of your State to experiment with it?
“2. How does it compare in yield, cost of culture and
harvesting and value for stock food with clover?
“3. What is the best way to cultivate and cure it?
“4. What is its rank as a silo crop and is it best suited for
the silo?
“5. Will it come into general use in your State?
“The following typical replies cover the four sections of
the country. Others on the same subject will follow later:
“Vermont too far North for it: The Soja Bean has been
but little tested at this station. The whole of Vermont is too
far north to make it worth while to attempt to raise it. Either
corn or clover is away ahead of it as a fodder crop or for the

silo. We have rather gone back on Prickly Comfrey. We had
no trouble in raising enormous crops of it or in getting our
stock to eat it, but the labor of cutting it by hand more than
over-balanced all its good qualities, and we finally gave it up.
“Vermont Station. W.W. Cooke.
“Not Much Use for New York: The Soja Bean is not
well suited to most places in our Northern climate; at least it
has not proved to be a success with us. We have nitrogenous
plants which are so much more certainly and easily raised
than this, that I would not think for a moment of cultivating
it for a forage plant. As to the cost of culture and harvesting
in comparison with clover, no comparison whatever can be
made. We have not had opportunity to harvest and cure this
plant to such an extent as to learn how it should best be done.
I doubt if it would be a good plant to put in the silo, because
all highly nitrogenous plants are hard to preserve in the silos,
as now made.
N.Y. Station. I.P. Roberts.
“Not Much Chance in Connecticut: Our idea of the Soja
Bean as a forage crop may be expressed in the following
extract from a bulletin which is in preparation: ‘The Soja
Bean makes a tall, slender growth and is not as succulent
and leafy as the cow pea. It should be sown about May 20,
and from our experience appears to need a fertile soil for the
best results. The plants have made a slow growth and each
season the foliage has been of a pale yellow color. The yield
in 1889 was 9 tons and in 1892 6.4 tons per acre. The fodder
has been well eaten by milch cows, but the yields have
been lighter than for cow peas, and from the table of fodder
analyses it will be seen that it is not as rich in protein. Both
of these crops are ready for feeding at about the same time,
and from our experience the cow pea is to be preferred.’
“It does not seem to me practicable to compare the
Soja Bean with clover, since the plants mature at such very
different times unless it is to be used for winter feeding.
Maturing as late as it does, it is a difficult crop to cure as
hay, but it is well adapted for the silo, though from our
experience, as stated above, the cow pea is its superior. I very
much doubt its coming into general use in this State.
“Chas. D. Wood. Connecticut Station.
“Good Where Clover Won’t ‘Catch.’ I have a very good
opinion of the Soja Bean as a soiling crop, that is to be cut
and fed green. On fairly strong and fertile land, sown in drills
18 inches apart and at average intervals of three inches apart
in the drills, the plants have reached a height of 36 inches.
Our stock eat them with a good relish. Compared with the
Southern cow pea, the stems are more ‘woody,’ otherwise
we see little difference. I certainly think it of sufficient value
to urge the farmers of our State to experiment with it as a
soiling crop. For cutting and curing as dry fodder I prefer
clover. Many of our New England farmers find it difficult
to get a first-rate ‘catch’ of clover every time and with our
present knowledge of the value of the legumes as renovating
plants I would encourage the growth of as many and as great
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a variety as possible. Oats, barley and Hungarian [sic, grass?]
are all grown here as soiling crops, and I think we can very
profitably add, or even substitute ‘Soja Beans’ and cow peas.
“Rhode Island Station. Chas. O. Flagg.
“Good for a Massachusetts Silo: I am much pleased with
our results in raising Soja Beans as a fodder crop. During the
past season I have raised several acres of them; one variety,
which was bought of J.M. Thorburn & Company, of New
York, has not matured seeds thus far, yet yielded 10 tons
per acre of green crop, with 24 per cent of solid matter, for
ensilage; the other variety matured abundance of seeds and
yielded from seven to eight tons per acre. The plant is much
liked by all kinds of farm live stock; our results in milk
and meat production are very satisfactory with both green
crop and silo product. I have just filled a silo with alternate
layers of equal weights of Soja Beans and green fodder corn
(kernels glazing over.) Cost of production in drills (three
feet apart) is not more expensive than of any other forage
crop. The convenience of securing an additional (annual)
leguminous crop for annual rotation counts for much with us
in the support of our dairy industry, considering the present
condition of our pastures and meadows. The Soja Bean is
exceptionally rich in both nitrogenous constituents and fat;
and the entire plant from the time of showing flowers is
equal to, if not better than any other leguminous fodder crop
on record.
“My success with serradella as a fodder crop during the
past season has been marked–10 to 11 tons of green fodder
(18 per cent solids) per acre. Our cows feed for some time on
green fodder corn (two parts) and green serradella (one part).
My former satisfactory observations are confirmed. A silo
has been filled with equal weights of green serradella and
Hungarian Grass (in bloom).
“C.A. Goessmann. Massachusetts Station.
“A Valuable Plant for North Carolina: Our experience
with this legume now covers two seasons on soil not
favorable to large or even moderate crops, yet this does
well in comparison with other crops. Last year (1891) two
acres on the college farm produced 23,430 pounds of Soja
Beans as cut for the silo and 3,140 pounds of half cured hay.
The ensilage was rather too strong in odor and was at first
objected to on that score by the student feeder, and by stock
as was suggested for the same reason. The driving horse was
humored and fed hay while this ensilage lasted. The cows
soon acquired a taste for it and seemed to be as eager for it
as for any other food. Change of feeders and the grain feed
during the five weeks the Soja Bean ensilage was being fed
prevented any deductions on the yield of milk, though at
the end of that time the flow was quite equal to that at the
beginning.
“An analysis of this ensilage followed by a digestion
experiment showed it to be rich food and easily digestible,
although nearly ‘ripe’ when cut for the silo. Our crops have
been planted in hills 18 inches apart with the Centennial

corn planter, and in drills with a wheat drill with the rows 3
and 3½ feet apart, so that it could be easily cultivated. On
our soil the crop will bear closer planting without crowding.
It stands up straight, the worst fault being the too hard
condition of the stems. It may be cut with a mowing machine
or self-rake reaper to good advantage, and probably the new
corn ensilage cutters will handle it as well as corn.
“We can recommend the Soja Bean to our friends as a
valuable addition to profitable, quick-growing crops. If the
college crop be calculated at 6.5 tons per acre, and 20 per
cent of loss be allowed from fresh weight to ensilage, there
would be 10,400 pounds of ensilage per acre. Taking it at
even five tons, and comparing it with 1¼ ton of clover hay,
which would be a large crop from the land on which the
beans grew, we find this table. The analysis and digestibility
of the Soja Beans are from Mr. Kilgore’s unpublished
analysis and determination, and the composition and
digestibility of clover hay from Stewart’s Feeding Animals:”
This 7-line table gives the amount of dry matter, ash,
protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract, and crude fiber in the
product of one acre of the following:
“10,000 pounds Soja Bean Ensilage
“3,000 pounds clover hay
“Digestible matter in 3,000 pounds clover hay
And the ratio of two of these.
“This difference is not very great, but is in favor of the
Soja Bean as a little more cheap carbohydrate, as straw or
corn stover, could be fed with it to advantage to bring up the
‘ratio’ to the ‘standard.’ Also, if ‘fat’ be regarded as worth
2½ times as much as carbohydrates, there would then be the
value of more pounds of food from the beans, and this too
after an allowance of 23 per cent for loss on the bean crop.
“Soja Beans can be ensiloed more easily than cured for
hay. They will grow in favor with stockmen without doubt.
“Frank E. Emery. North Carolina Station.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Rhode Island, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Rhode Island. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Rhode Island, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Rhode Island (about July 1892).
The source of these soybeans was Dr. O.C. Wiggin (of
Keysville, Virginia), and the Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station (Continued).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the use of “drill” or of a reaper (“self-rake
reaper”) for soybean production.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2021) that uses the word “machine” or the term
“mowing machine” in connection with soybean production.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
which shows that the soybean plant has been used for soilage
/ soiling.
333. Rural New-Yorker. 1892. True value of the soja bean.
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North, east, west, south. Will it come into general use?
(Continued–Document part II). 51(2232):721-22. Nov. 5.
Oversize.
• Summary: (Continued): “Later Mr. Emery sends this note:
Inclosed find root of Soja Bean grown on poor red clay
soil, showing tubercles. The long branch was “pulled” out,
and may have had tubercles farther out, but they seem to be
clustered at the base of the stalk.
Rural N.-Y.–The tubercles are plainly visible. Our
readers will remember that the latest scientific theory is
that these tubercles, or little warts, are active agents in
the assimilation of nitrogen by the leguminous plants.
This would indicate the value of the Soja Bean as a green
manuring crop.
“Clover Needs a Nurse, Soja Bean Doesn’t: 1. I
unhesitatingly recommend our farmers to experiment with it.
“2. It will produce more feed to the acre here than
clover, and do it in half the time required for the latter. We
cannot start clover with any other crop; when the so-called
‘nurse crop’ is harvested the young clover is killed by the
scorching sun. This is so generally the case that but few
experienced farmers in central Kansas and westward ever
attempt sowing clover with wheat or oats, or any other crop.
And the first year, even when seeded by itself, it seldom
affords much hay, and it is unwise to pasture it for fear of
killing it. The Soja Beans we have yield a full crop of feed
during three months of the summer. They are harvested and
the ground can be put in fall wheat, by the time the clover
crop is fairly established. Moreover, the Soja Bean can be
grown where clover cannot get a foothold on account of the
heat and drought.
“3. So far as tried, I have found it best to grow it in
rows about 30 inches or a little more apart, and let the plants
average one to every two inches in the row. I cultivate them
until shortly before the blossoms appear. I have so far had no
difficulty in curing them as I would a heavy crop of clover.
Whether it is better to cure it as hay or to put it in the silo is
yet to be determined by experiment.
“4. I see many reasons why it can be made a profitable
crop throughout this State, and throughout the West, but
especially in the region where the corn crop and tame grasses
are uncertain.
“[Prof.] C.C. Georgeson. Kansas Agricultural College.”
A large illustration (p. 722) shows a “White podded
adzuki bean. Fig. 278.”
334. Homestead (The) (Des Moines, Iowa). 1892. The soy or
soja bean. 38(48):1099. Nov. 25. Whole No. 1906.
• Summary: “Early in the fall we called attention to our
readers as to the possibilities of the soy bean as a substitute
for clover in Kansas and Nebraska, and especially in that
part of these states where clover has not been a pronounced
success. This bean has been known for some years, and
been the subject of experimentation at the various stations in

the East and South, but has not been very highly esteemed,
especially in the eastern states. The Rural New Yorker
has recently been taking the consensus of agricultural
opinion on the matter... It does not meet with much favor in
Vermont, New York or Connecticut, these states claiming
that they have a better thing in the common red clover. The
Massachusetts Station gives a better report probably because
it has a better variety and knows better how to handle it.
North Carolina reports that it is a very valuable crop, a trifle
better in its nutritive value than clover grown on the same
ground. Kansas, however, gives it the highest commendation,
and we give the report of her experimentation in full. Prof.
Georgeson, of the above station, who by the way studied the
plant in Japan, has four varieties that mature in the latitude of
Manhattan, Kansas, says:
“1. I unhesitatingly recommend our farmers to
experiment with it. 2. It will produce more feed to the acre
here than clover, and do it in half the time required for the
latter. We cannot start clover with any other crop; when the
so-called ‘nurse crop’ is harvested the young clover is killed
by the scorching sun. This is so generally the case that but
few experienced farmers in central Kansas and westward
ever attempt sowing clover with wheat or oats, or any other
crop. The first year, even when seeded by itself, it seldom
affords much hay, and it is unwise to pasture it for fear of
killing it. The soja beans we have, yield a full crop of feed
during three months of the summer. They are harvested, and
the ground can be put in fall wheat, by the time the clover
crop is fairly established. Moreover, the soja bean can be
grown where clover cannot get a foothold on account of the
heat and drouth. 3. So far as tried, I have found it best to
grow it in rows about thirty inches or a little more apart, and
let the plants average one to every two inches in the row.
I cultivate them until shortly before the blossoms appear.
I have so far had no difficulty in curing them as I would a
heavy crop of clover. Whether it is better to cure it as hay
or to put it in the silo is yet to be determined by experiment.
4. I see many reasons why it can be made a profitable crop
throughout this state, and throughout the West, but especially
in the region where the corn crop and tame grasses are
uncertain.
“These reports are what we should have expected. It is
very hard to find any better in the way of a forage producer
and fertilizer combined than the red or mammoth clovers.
It is where these fail that the soy bean finds its appropriate
place.”
This bean “has the advantage, that it will endure drouth
that is fatal to the clovers... We expect much from the soy
or soja bean, but most where it can be used as a substitute
for the clovers. “We notice that a man down in Missouri
[perhaps Mr. Cole] is selling it as ‘The Domestic Coffee
Berry.’ It is all right for the grower to grind the beans and
mix them to adulterate his own coffee if he wishes, but even
then he should buy a peck or so at the price he is asked by
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this man for a pound, and then give his pigs and calves a
share before grinding for his coffee.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Nebraska.
Note 2. We have been unable to identify the source
of this long, interesting quotation by Prof. Georgeson.
However during the week of Nov. 19, 1892, Prof. Georgeson
and George T. Fairchild (President of the Kansas State
Agricultural College [and father of David Fairchild, of
plant introduction fame]) attended the annual convention
of Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations at New
Orleans, Louisiana (See The Industrialist 19 Nov. 1892,
p. 55). The quotation probably came from a talk that Prof.
Georgeson gave at that convention.
335. Emery, F.E.; Kilgore, B.W. 1892. Digestion
experiments: With pulled fodder, crimson clover hay,
cowpea-vine hay, corn silage, soja bean silage, and
cotton-seed–raw, roasted, hulls, and meal. North Carolina
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 87d. 53 p.
Nov. 26. See p. 13-15. Technical Bulletin No. 4. [2 ref]
• Summary: The Introduction (p. 1) states that the digestion
work reported here includes determinations on Southern
cattle foods such as “Soja Bean Silage with two animals” and
“Cotton seed-Hulls and Cotton-seed Meal” (ratios 7 to 1, 6 to
1, and 4 to 1), with one or two animals.
Section (4) titled “Digestion of soja (soy) bean silage by
black and gray goats” (p. 13-15) states that two goats were
fed soja bean silage (6 pounds per day for 40 days) in March
and April 1892. “The soja bean is one of our most promising
crops. Soja bean silage has been fed in our stable long
enough to give assurance of its value. For milch cows it has
seemed to arrest the natural decline in yield for a time, when
fed after a long period on corn silage...
“The high percentage of protein in proportion to
carbohydrates gives this silage a narrow nutritive ratio, and
this indicates that it can be used to good advantage as part of
a ration of hay or straw with corn, or corn and oats, or mixed
with corn silage. Indeed, we have a correspondent who is
growing corn and soja beans together for silage, and who
assures us that this combination saves him much grain, as
less is needed with his stock when feeding this combination
than with other coarse foods.”
Tables (p. 14) show: (1) Percentage composition of
soja bean silage, waste, and solid excrement. (2) Nutrients
consumed and excreted in grams, with percentages digested:
Black goat, and gray goat.
Note: This is the earliest U.S. agricultural experiment
station publication or Bulletin seen (Aug. 1998) with the
word “soja” or “soy” in the title. Actually “soja” is in the
subtitle. Address: 1. Agriculturalist; 2. 1st Asst. Chemist.
Both: Raleigh, North Carolina.

336. Goessmann, Charles A. 1892. On fodder articles and
fodder supplies. Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 45. 15 p. Nov. See p. 6-7.
• Summary: It “has been for years a special task of our
work at the station to investigate upon our farm lands the
comparative merits, if any, of a variety of fodder plants, new
to our locality and of a fair reputation elsewhere, as may
have been noticed in our annual report... The new crops this
far selected for that purpose are all annual leguminous plants
(clover family), as summer vetch, Scotch tares, sojabean,
serradella, horsebean [broad bean; Vicia faba] and southern
cow-pea. These crops can clam a higher nutritive value than
the grasses, and they yield in the majority of cases a larger
return per acre.”
The “sojabean” was one of 21 new fodder crops planted
during 1892.
A table (p. 7) shows that the “Soja bean” yielded 11.1
tons/acre of fodder. Dry matter: 26.80%. Dry matter per acre:
5,949 lb. Per cent of nitrogen in dry matter (Pounds): 1.19.
Nitrogen per acre (Pounds): 71. Address: Director, Amherst,
Massachusetts.
337. Industrialist (The) (Manhattan, Kansas). 1892. Local
matters. 18(18):75. Dec. 24.
• Summary: “In reporting the proceedings of the State Dairy
Association, the Kansas Capital says: ‘Prof. C.C. Georgeson
treated the subject of “Dairy Institutes,” and urged the
necessity of their establishment among farmers. He seemed
to think that the greatest obstacle in the way of the plan is
the difficulty in obtaining a sufficient number of qualified
instructors... He also favored the establishment of a dairy
school at Manhattan. F.C. Burtis, Assistant Agriculturist to
the Experiment Station, told the meeting of ‘A Dairy Test of
Soy Bean Ensilage,’ which is now in progress at the Station.
The results of the experiment so far speak very favorably for
the feeding value of the new Japanese beans on trial at the
Station.’”
Three other sections also discuss Prof. Georgeson:
“Prof. Georgeson will discuss ‘Dairy Institutes’ at the
meeting of the Improved Stock-Breeders’ Association of
Topeka, January 10th and 11th.”
“Professors Georgeson, Graham, and Mayo attended
a Farmers’ Institute this week at Sharon Springs, Wallace
County, near the Colorado line.”
“Prof. Georgeson explained and illustrated, in a recent
number of the Breeders’ Gazette, the new cattle tie which he
some time ago devised and adopted for use at the barn.”
338. Georgeson, C.C.; Burtis, F.C.; Shelton, W. 1892. Test
of some Japanese beans. Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 32. p. 232-38. Dec. 1891.
• Summary: “Two species of Japanese bean have been
grown here at the Station for two years past. These are the
soy bean (Glycine hispida), and the adzuki–the mungo, of
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India (Phaseolus radiatus). Both of them have given promise
of much usefulness in this country. They have been subjected
to severe tests concerning their endurance of this climate,
and have come out triumphantly. Having seen these beans
grown in Japan, and noted the very important part they take
in the diet of the Japanese, the writer became anxious to try
them here, which has been done with gratifying success.”
The Soy Bean. “The United States Department of
Agriculture made an effort to introduce it [the soy bean]
years ago, and several enterprising seedsmen have from time
to time made attempts in the same direction; but with the
result that it has been generally successful only in the South
because the varieties introduced were too late to mature
in the latitude of the Northern States. Knowing this, pains
were taken to procure some of the earliest varieties grown
in Japan. A few dozen beans of each of several kinds arrived
in the spring of 1890. They were planted in the latter part
of May and matured seed before frost, in a little over three
months’ time. The amount planted being so small, no attempt
was made to estimate the yield, but they appeared to be very
productive. One thing in their favor was proved that first
season–their ability to withstand drouth...
“The seed thus raised was planted in the latter part of
May, in 1891, and harvested early in September, with yields
ranging for the several varieties from 12½ to nearly 19
bushels of beans per acre. These yields would under more
favorable conditions have been considerably larger...
“The bean takes its common name, ‘Soy,’ from a sauce
manufactured from it, which in commerce goes by the name
of ‘Soy,’ though the Japanese name for this sauce is ‘Shoyu.’
The beans are boiled and mixed with certain proportions of
rice and salt, and the compound is then allowed to undergo a
process of fermentation, which results in the delicious brown
sauce so common in Japan, and which forms the basis of the
best sauces in this country. The term ‘soja,’ often applied to
this bean, is misleading, inasmuch as the species named by
Siebold and Zuccarini Glycine soja is not cultivated there,
or at least rarely cultivated, though it is wild in the south;
and later this species was confounded with the cultivated
species, G. hispida Moench, whence the origin of the term
‘soja,’ as applied to the cultivated bean. The soy bean is
a native of Japan, and it has been cultivated there from a
very remote period, as is testified by the numerous and
strongly-differentiated varieties which have been developed.
The Japanese cultivate it extensively, and it is to them an
important article of food. It takes to a very large degree the
place of meat in their diet, and it is altogether too costly and
precious an article to be fed to live stock, except when it on
rare occasions is grown as a hay crop. They use the beans
ripe, and, properly cooked, they make a palatable and highlynutritious dish. Sometimes they are eaten green when nearly
full grown; they are then boiled in the pods and shelled at the
meal.
“In this country they will likely be of most value as

a fodder plant, though they compare favorably with navy
beans for table use; they are, however, more glutinous and
less starchy than navy beans, and on this account may not
suit the taste of all persons.”
“The following four kinds are early enough to be
depended upon to mature seed in this latitude every year.”
Eda-mame: yield, 12.6 bushels beans (at 60 pounds per
bushel) per acre. Yellow Soy Bean: yield, 14.57 bushels
per acre. Yamagata Cha-daidzu (tea-colored bean, from
Yamagata): yield, 18.8 bushels per acre. Kiyusuké Daidzu
(Kiyusuke is the name of a person): yield, 18.23 bushels per
acre.
“As has been stated, all of these yields would have been
larger if the weather had permitted the saving of the crop in
better shape.”
Pages 237-38 give detailed information on “The
adzuki (Phaseolus radiatus),” including white-podded and
black-podded varieties. Mrs. Nellie S. Kedzie, Professor of
Household Economy, tested the adzuki beans in recipes and
found them to be “a very good bean for cooking purposes.”
Baked in the old-fashioned way, the adzuki is “sweeter that
the ordinary white bean; so less sugar or molasses is needed
in baking. I found this bean especially nice for making bean
soup.”
Photos (p. 232) show yellow soy bean, Yamagata-Chadaidzu, and white podded adzuki plants.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
that contains a photo of the soy bean or of the adzuki.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Kiyusuké Daidzu (spelled
that way). Address: 1. M.Sc., Prof. of Agriculture, and
Superintendent of Farm; 2. B.Sc., Asst. in Agriculture; 3.
Foreman of the farm. All: Kansas State Agricultural College,
Manhattan, Kansas.
339. Jenkins, E.H.; Winton, A.L. 1892. A compilation
of analyses of American feeding stuffs. USDA Office of
Experiment Stations, Bulletin No. 11. 155 p. See p. 12-13,
16-17, 43, 76, 120.
• Summary: This is a compilation of tables showing
nutritional analyses of various crop plants. Concerning the
Soja bean (Soja hispida): Six analyses were done of it as a
green fodder plant, eight as a seed, and an unknown number
as hay. For the 6 analyses as green fodder and the 8 analyses
as seeds (p. 12-13, 16-17), the following is given: (1) In fresh
or air-dry material, the maximum, minimum, and average
values of the following: Water, ash, protein (N x 6.25),
fiber, nitrogen-free extract, fat. (2) Calculated to water-free
substance, the average values of the following: Ash, protein,
fiber, nitrogen-free extract, fat.
For the subsequent analyses, only average values are
given, but “References to publications” (mostly experiment
station annual reports) are also given.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016) by
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or about USDA’s Office of Experiment Stations which also
mentions soybeans. Address: Vice Director of the Station,
Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station.
340. Moore, R.B. 1892. Compilation of analyses of fodder
articles, fruits, sugar-producing plants, dairy products, etc.
made at Amherst, Mass., 1868-1892. Massachusetts State
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report of the Board
of Control 9:313-39. For the year 1891. See p. 314, 318, 32325.
• Summary: The following are percentage averages for:
whole soja bean plant, soja bean hay, and soja bean
grains / seeds.
dry matter 23.56, 88.46, 85.83.
protein 16.45, 14.81, 33.97.
Fat 4.84, 2.85, 20.19
Nitrogen-free extract 44.50, 54.29, 33.98
Fibre 26.47, 19.78, 6.02
Ash 7.77, 8.27, 5.84
Nutrition ratio 1:4.20, -, 1:2.61. Also discusses: Corn
and soja bean ensilage, mochi millet, Horse beans (Vicia
faba), cow-peas, lucerne (alfalfa), small pea (Lathyrus
sativus), red adzinki [azuki] beans, saddle beans, daidzu
beans [same as soja beans], soja bean straw, white adzinki
beans.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2006) that uses the word “adzinki” to refer to
azuki beans.
341. Phelps, C.S. 1892. Forage crops. Connecticut (Storrs)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 4:9-13. For
the year 1891. See p. 13.
• Summary: “During the past two years the Station has
grown a variety of fodder crops for feeding to milch
cows during the summer months. The system practiced is
what is known as soiling, or the feeding of animals in the
stables, during the growing season, largely or wholly on
green forage. The practice of soiling is especially valuable
on high priced lands in proximity to cities and towns, as
land in such localities is often too valuable to be used for
pasturage. The advantages claimed for the soiling system
may be summed up as follows: A comparatively small
amount of land is required; the food supply can be closely
regulated; the animal does not waste its energy in searching
for and obtaining its food; and, finally, the manure may be
all preserved for use in growing cultivated crops. In soiling
it is important to have a succession of fodders throughout
the growing season, with each in its best stage of growth for
feeding.”
Cow pea “seed may be obtained of T.W. Wood, Nos.
8-10 South 14th street, Richmond, Virginia.” Note: Wood
was also an early soybean seed dealer.
The section titled “A series of crops for soiling” (p. 13)
states: In arranging a series of crops for soiling throughout

the entire summer, it becomes important to know the best
times for sowing or planting, and when the crops will
best serve for feeding... From three years’ experience and
observation in the practice of soiling, we are disposed to
recommend the following for central Connecticut:” A table
contains four columns: Kind of fodder, amount of seed per
acre, approximate time of seeding, and approximate time
of feeding. One of the 13 crops listed is Soja beans. Use 1
bushel of seed per acre. Plant on May 25 for feeding on Aug.
20 to Sept. 5.
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (June 2021)
concerning the use of soja beans for soiling.
342. Stubbs, Wm. C. 1892. Forage crops, grasses, clovers
and small grains. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 19. p. 533-62. Series 2. See p. 542.
• Summary: “Soja Bean–Glycine Hispida. On the lighter
soils of North Louisiana a partial success. In South
Louisiana a partial success. In South Louisiana makes only
vines without perfecting the fruit. The growth however
is very heavy and luxuriant.” Address: Ph.D., Director of
the Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Asst. Director of the
Station, Audubon Park, New Orleans, Louisiana.
343. Gazette du Village (Paris). 1893. Le Soja hispida [The
soybean]. 30(1):246. Jan. 1. [Fre]
• Summary: A subscriber talked with us last week about the
soybean, which he intends to cultivate in order to feed the
seeds to his goats. For this purpose, the black soybean should
be used, since it has a high oil content–even more than the
yellow soybean.
The soybean has not previously been cultivated as a
forage plant. M.G. Heuzé [Heuze] thinks that it is a good
acquisition and that it will render service to agriculturists in
the south and southwest regions of France. However in the
North, because of its magnificent production of herbage, said
to be 20,000 to 30,000 of stems and green leaves.
The soybean is an annual which can grow on most kinds
of soil, but it prefers soils that are slightly clayey and well
exposed to sunlight. The seeds are planted in April and May,
after all frosts, 80-100 kg of seed per acre.
Animals with horns enjoy eating the green forage. Let
us remember that the soybean is cultivated as a food plant in
Japan, and that bread made from soy flour is recommended
for diabetics.
344. Logansport Pharos-Tribune (Logansport, Indiana).
1893. Farm and garden: Soja bean as a fodder crop. Jan. 4. p.
18, col. 4.
• Summary: “’Will the soja bean come into general use?’
was the question asked of the directors of several of the
experiment stations and variously asked in the Rural New
Yorker. W.W. Cooke, of the Vermont Station, replied that
Vermont is too far north for it. From the New York station
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Professor J.P. Roberts wrote that the soja bean was not of
much use in New York. Not much chance in Connecticut
was the tenor of C.A. Wood’s letter. Charles A. Flagg, of the
Rhode Island Station, has a good opinion of the soja bean as
a soiling crop and thinks it of sufficient value to urge farmers
to experiment with it as a soiling crop and where clover
won’t ‘catch.’ Professor Goessman thinks the soja bean
good for a Massachusetts silo and is much pleased with the
results gained at the station in growing it for a fodder crop.
A valuable plant for North Carolina is the word from the
north Carolina station, where the soja bean is recommended
as a valuable addition to profitable quick growing crops.
Professor Georgeson, of the Kansas Agricultural college,
writes, ‘I see many reasons why it can be made a profitable
crop throughout this state and throughout the west, but
especially in the region where the corn crop and tame grasses
are uncertain.’”
345. Brooks, William P. 1893. Farm report. Massachusetts
Agricultural College, Annual Report 30:45-57. Jan. See p.
52.
• Summary: A section titled “Soya Beans” states that two
acres of warm alluvial loam land were planted to this crop.
The seed was sown on May 25, in rows 2.5 feet apart. “The
cost of production and harvesting, manures and fertilizers,
being charged in the usual manner, was $97. The yield was
36 bushels of beans and three tons of straw.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2007)
that gives a figure for the cost of producing soya beans and/
or straw. If we allocate all of the cost to the beans alone,
they cost $2.69 per bushel to produce. Address: Prof. of
agriculture.
346. Crocker, C.S. 1893. Compilation of analyses of fodder
articles, fruits, sugar-producing plants, dairy products, etc.,
made at Amherst, Mass. 1868-1893. Massachusetts State
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report of the Board
of Control 10:309-321. For the year 1892. Jan.
• Summary: In Section A, “Analyses of fodder articles,” the
following analyses are given (p. 311-315): I. Green fodders–
Corn and soja bean ensilage. Soja bean, whole plant (Soja
hispida Mönch). II. Hay and dry coarse fodders–Soja bean.
Soja-bean straw. IV. Grains and other seeds–Soja beans. Red
adzinki [azuki] beans. Daidzu [daizu] beans.
For each product the following statistics are given:
Number of analyses. Dry matter (Max., min., avg.).
Percentage protein (Max., min., avg.). Percentage fat (Max.,
min., avg.). Percentage nitrogen-free extract (Max., min.,
avg.). Percentage fibre (Max., min., avg.). Ash.
In section B, “Analysis of fodder articles with reference
to fertilizing ingredients,” the following analyses are given
(p. 318-21): I. Green fodders–Corn and soja bean ensilage.
Soja bean. Hay and dry coarse fodders–Soja bean. Soja-bean
straw. IV. Grains and other seeds–Soja beans. Red adzinki

[azuki] beans. White adzinki beans. Daidzu beans.
For each product, the following are given: Number
of analyses. Moisture. Nitrogen. Ash. Potassium oxide.
Sodium oxide. Calcium oxide. Magnesium oxide. Ferric
oxide. Phosphoric acid. Insoluble matter. Valuation per 2,000
pounds, based on the following prices per pound of essential
fertilizing ingredients: Nitrogen 15 cents, potassium oxide
4½ cents, phosphoric acid 5½ cents.
Gluten meal is analysed on pages 316 and 323. Address:
Amherst, Massachusetts.
347. Goessmann, Charles A. 1893. Part I. On feeding
experiments. Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report of the Board of Control 10:13-91. For
the year 1892. Jan. See p. 26, 46-47, 81, 84.
• Summary: Section I is titled “Feeding experiments with
milch cows (two). 1891-92.” Page 26: “Our local experience
with a variety of annual leguminous fodder crops, as
vetches, cow-peas, serradella and soja bean, has been very
encouraging. The satisfactory results obtained in previous
years are fully confirmed year after year. We are raising the
present season vetch and oats, Canada peas and oats, soja
beans and serradella, partly for green fodder and for ensilage,
and partly for hay.” This information is repeated on p. 33.
At “3. Creamery record of the Station for 1891 and
1892” (p. 46) is a table showing the local market cost per
ton of 23 articles of fodder used. Corn meal is the most
expensive at $29.50. Soja beans (green) cost $4.40, and corn
and soja bean ensilage costs $3.50.
An analysis of the fertilizing constituents of these
articles of fodder is then given (p. 47), showing the nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, and potassium oxide content, plus a
valuation per 2,000 pounds based on the current price of
each component. The highest value is given to cotton-seed
meal $21.42, compared with corn and soja bean ensilage
$2.99 and soja beans (green) $2.26.
Page 67: “Our trials on a small scale with new fodder
crops during the past year include the following: Summer
vetch, soja bean, Bokhara clover [named after the capital
of Bukhara Province, Uzbekistan], sanfoin, horse bean,
cow-pea, yellow trefoil, serradella, prickly comfrey, flatpea (Lathyris sylvestris), kidney vetch, blue lupine, yellow
lupine, white lupine, silver-hull buckwheat, Japanese
buckwheat, common buckwheat, summer rape, winter rape,
Jerusalem artichoke, sugar beet.”
A table (p. 68) shows the average annual yield of various
meadow [forage] crops. Soja bean: Yield per acre: 11.1
tons, dry matter 26.80%, dry matter per acre 5,949 pounds,
nitrogen in dry matter 1.19%, nitrogen per acre 78 pounds.
The soja bean is 3rd in nitrogen per acre after fodder corn
and serradella.
At “6. Analyses of fodder articles made at the station
in 1892” (p. 78+) are analyses of “Soja bean, green (1891)”
(p. 81), “Soja bean, green (1892; late variety)” (p. 84), “Soja
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bean straw, late variety (1892)” (p. 84).
Gluten is discussed on the following pages in this
and following articles: 14, 15, 34 (“Buffalo gluten feed”),
35 (“Gluten feed,” analysis of composition), 37 (“Gluten
feed (Buffalo)”), 46 (Local cost per ton is “Gluten meal
$27.50, Gluten feed $23.00”), 47 (fertilizing constituents
of “Gluten meal $16.15, Gluten feed $13.89”), 55 (“gluten
feed”), 76 (Market cost, “Chicago gluten meal $28.00”), 86
(composition of “Buffalo gluten feed, Coon gluten feed [sic,
Corn gluten feed], Pope’s gluten feed”), 87 (“Gluten meal,
Dick gluten flour”), 96, 97, 117, 118, 120, 126-128, 130, 142,
146, 155, 160, 162.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2008) that
contains the term “gluten feed” (or “gluten feeds”), or the
term “Peoria gluten feed,” or the term “Buffalo gluten feed,”
or the term “Chicago gluten meal.” All of these gluten feed
products are very similar to one another, and are by-products
in the manufacture of starch from corn! In 1916 W.A. Henry
and F.B. Morrison, in their classic Feeds and Feeding. A
Handbook for the Student and Stockman. 16th ed., stated (p.
486): “Corn gluten feed, usually simply called ‘gluten feed’
consists of corn gluten meal and corn bran, with or without
corn solubles. It may also include part of the corn oil meal.”
Corn gluten feed typically contains about 25 per cent protein,
but may contain less. “Gluten feed is used chiefly for feeding
dairy cows and is one of the most common protein-rich feeds
for this purpose.” Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Director of the
Station and Chemist, Amherst, Massachusetts.
348. J.B. 1893. Soja beans and corn ensilage (Letter to the
editor). Cultivator & Country Gentleman (The) 58(2088):93.
Feb. 2.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–I filled a silo with
corn and soja beans about evenly and equally mixed. The
corn was at the proper stage (glazed), the beans were green
and about half grown on the pods. It opened up beautifully
the other day, perfectly preserved and what is called sweet
ensilage. Cattle eat it voraciously. Of feeding stuffs I have
in addition only cottonseed meal, oat straw and chaff,
a little first-class clover, orchard grass and tall meadow
oat-grass hay mixed, timothy and herd’s grass, and native
crop-grass hay. I think that the soja bean must be very rich
in albuminoids, but have never seen nor can I procure an
analysis of the whole plant. Will Prof. Stewart be kind
enough to compound a proper ration of the above? J.B.
Farmington, S.C.
[Reply] J.B. does well to put up this mixed ensilage. The
soja bean is, no doubt, destined to be a very profitable crop
in the South for ensiloing. The North-Carolina Experiment
Station has been carrying out some very interesting digestion
experiments, and among the rest an experiment with sojabean ensilage and corn ensilage. We are indebted to Prof.
F.E. Emory, who assisted in carrying out these experiments,
for their Technical Bulletin, No. 4, detailing no less than 13

experiments to show the digestibility of various kinds of
fodder and by-products. From this it appears that corn and
soja-bean ensilage, mixed together in equal parts, by weight,
has a nutritive ratio of 1 to 7.4, and that 40 lb. of the mixed
ensilage has 0.77 lb. of albuminoids, 4.62 carbohydrates, and
0.42 fat.
“Based upon this, we will give J.B. the following
combination as a ration for milk (presuming that he wishes
a ration for milk): 40 lb. mixed soja bean and corn ensilage,
6 lb. mixed hay, 6 lb. oat straw and chaff, 8 lb. cottonseed
meal. This will have the following digestible nutrients, in
pounds:”
A table shows the digestible albuminoids [protein],
carbohydrates and fat for each of the for rations, and the total
of each.
“Nutritive ratio: 1 to 5.4.
“This is a fairly balanced ration for milk, and should
produce satisfactory results, and it will enable J.B. to
produce milk cheaply out of the materials which he has on
hand.
“As this is a novel ration we hope J.B. will re port the
result after feeding it. E.W.S.” Address: Farmington, South
Carolina.
349. A.A.M. 1893. Manure–Book–Ensilage. Cultivator &
Country Gentleman (The) 58(2092):170, cols. 2-3. March 3.
• Summary: “How may I save liquid manure from cows
fastened in stalls? The solid manure is raked up each day,
but I have no way of saving the liquid except so much as is
absorbed by the solid, the rest running out on the ground. If
I put in a gutter, please state dimensions and whether some
absorbent should be placed in it, or if the liquid manure is
allowed to run out at one end into a box or barrel. (1) Can
I get ‘Dairying for Profit’ without sending to Canada? (2)
What are best crops for best ensilage? Proportion in acres
of each sort? Do you value such crops as Kafiir corn, millo
[sic, milo] maize and teosinte for ensilage? Do cow pea vines
make good ensilage? Would you advise soja bean as part of
crop for ensilage? (3) A.A.M., Crystal Springs, Georgia.
[Reply] (1) There are two ways of saving the liquid
manure. One of them by conveying it into a tank, to be
afterwards pumped out and carried to the land, which
requires much labor. The other and easier way, if you have
plenty of straw and other absorbent, is to apply enough of
this daily or weekly to absorb the whole. This is then carried
out and placed in a compost heap, where it should ferment
moderately, but not too rapidly.”
(2) Send 80 cents to this office, and we will send you
the book. (3) Corn is usually the best crop for the silo, either
of its many varieties answering well, although varying in
quantity. On good rich land, sown three or four times as
thick as for the common corn crop, it will yield from fifteen
to twenty tons to the acre. The other crops mentioned by our
correspondent will succeed tolerably well if ripe enough so
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as not to be too watery or juicy, but just beginning to ripen.”
Address: Crystal Springs, Georgia.

seen (Dec. 2016) that uses the word “Whipporwill” to refer
to a variety of cow peas. Address: Charlotte County, Virginia.

350. Wiggin, Oliver C. 1893. Cow-peas north and west
(Letter to the editor). Cultivator & Country Gentleman (The)
58(2094):204, col. 2. March 16.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–O.T. (p. 150)
proposes to experiment with the southern cow-pea as a
soiling crop, and asks the name of six best varieties. I doubt
if he finds the experiment altogether satisfactory in his
latitude. He will get a considerable growth of vine, but the
period of feeding will be short. The plant needs not less than
90 days for an average growth. This will bring him close to
fall frosts in his section, and he will have hardly more than
10 days for green feeding. This may be all he requires in his
succession of crops. In fact, it is about all the time we get on
many soiling crops at the North. The cured pea makes a most
valuable hay.
“I sent four varieties of the cow-pea and a sample of
Soja bean to a friend in Rhode Island to experiment with
last year. I saw them growing in the field in the middle of
September. They looked very satisfactory, though evidently
not at home. If planted here on soil as rich as that was,
those same varieties would have been ‘out of sight.’ The
Black and Unknown took the lead, while the Clay was a
close rival, but the Soja bean was ahead of them all. Last
summer was an exceptionally hot one in New-England, and
I think this experiment was probably more successful than
can be reckoned on as a rule. The seeding was much too
heavy, contrary to my directions. I made a very satisfactory
experiment with the Clay pea in Nebraska several years ago.
It withstood the drouth better than any other plant growing.
The latitude was about that of Duchess county, but the deep,
rich and warm soil just seemed to suit the plant.
“The most common varieties of cow-pea cultivated
here are the Clay, Black, Whippoorwill, Speckled (Coffee)
and Unknown, and more recently a new variety christened
Wonderful. I can see no difference in the last two so far.
They are great performers under favorable circumstances.
O.P. will most likely find the Black and Clay best adapted to
his locality, though he may wish to experiment with some of
the ranker late varieties. I wish he would try the Soja bean.
I feel inclined to use it to the exclusion of all others. He can
hardly expect to mature seed in Duchess county.
“In a former letter I spoke of the value of Japan clover,
which is taking our old fields as a renovating crop. This
winter I have been plowing some old field [sic, fields] having
considerable areas set with it. Wherever the plow crosses
one of these patches, the soil turns up as black as any garden
loam. I find the roots penetrating twice the depth of the
furrow. The plant has no tap root, but a large number of fine
sprays, like all annuals. Oliver C. Wiggin. Charlotte County.
Virginia.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document

351. Great Bend Register (The) (Great Bend, Kansas). 1893.
A new forage crop. May 25. p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: From Live Stock Indicator: “Elsewhere in this
issue Prof. Georgeson outlines briefly the experience with
Soy beans in Manhattan Agricultural College. It is a valuable
supplement to an editorial subject on another page written
before it was received. Prof. Georgeson authorizes us to
say that the farmer, and especially Kansas farmers, can be
supplied with samples from that station on the sole condition
that they are willing to pay transportation thereon. A quart
will be sent to each applicant either by express or mail as
he desires. If by mail the request must be accompanied with
fifteen cents to pay postage, and if ordered by express, the
applicant must not refuse to pay express charges on receipt
of the goods. The station has occasionally sent out samples
during the past winter which have been returned at a loss of
double expressage. The better way is to send fifteen cents
with the request and have the matter done. We hope that our
farmers will experiment very generally with this plant and
report results to the Indicator next fall.”
352. Great Bend Register (The) (Great Bend, Kansas). 1893.
Soy bean. May 25. p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: From Live Stock Indicator: “Prof. Brooks of
Hatch Experiment Station, Massachusetts, publishes the
following record of his experience at that station with soy
beans for the last few days:
“These beans have attracted much attention during the
last few years, chiefly as fodder crops; but most of those
put upon the market have been the late varieties, which will
not mature here. The seeds of the varieties we have were
originally imported from Japan, and all have matured here
for the last few years. We consider them worthy a trial either
as fodder crops to feed green or for the silo, or as grain
crops. The seeds are the richest known vegetable substance.
We have had them ground and have fed the meal with
satisfactory results to cows in milk. It appears to be fully
equal, in feeding for milk, to cotton seed meal; and has given
a milk richer in butter than that substance. Several parties
report success in feeding to poultry, for which it is thought it
may prove valuable, as they are as rich as meat. They have
been fed raw in some instances, and in others have been
boiled. The beans boiled and ground [sic, roasted] make
an excellent substitute for coffee, and some seedsmen are
advertising them under the name of the ‘American Coffee
Berry.’ For fodder we especially recommend the varieties
which we call ‘Medium Green’ and ‘Medium Black.’ For
seed we recommend ‘Early White.’ These beans should be
sown rather thinly in rows two and a half feet apart. About
six plants to one foot of row are enough; and it will require
about 1 peck of seed to the acre. Plant at the same time as
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other beans.
“However well these beans may do in the eastern states,
we will find their greatest field of usefulness in Kansas and
Nebraska. Prof. Georgeson, of the Manhattan station, has
given special attention to the varieties that will mature in
that climate, and is the most competent advisor as to the best
methods of cultivation. Farmers of the West, and especially
of the farther West are in great need of a leguminous grain
with which to balance up their excessive carbonaceous
ration. We have for years regarded the soy bean as the grain
most needed by the western farmers. We hope that our
readers will experiment with this bean quite extensively and
report the results of their experience in the Indicator.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Early White.
353. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1893. Experiment farm.
A Constitution correspondent visits the beautiful place and
gives an account of what he saw. The standard of excellence
to which Colonel Redding has brought the place–Cotton
experiments. July 9. p. 11.
• Summary: A visit to the Georgia agricultural experiment
station near Griffin, Georgia. “A few years ago the Bates
place was only a truck farm and home of the owner.” Colonel
R.J. Redding (the director) and Mr. K.M. Kimbrough (the
agriculturist) are both well qualified. “Variety patch: Two
acres have been set aside upon which the officers intended
to illustrate the patches that should be upon every farm. On
these two acres are potatoes, African ground peas, Lorgie
common ground peas, Spanish peanuts,... sun flowers,
buckwheat, upland rice, Pearl millets, sorghum, broomcorn,
soja beans and coffee beans.”
“The silo–Curing feed stuffs: Curing green forage has
always been a menace to the average farmer, on account of
the changeableness of the weather.” But the silo has largely
solved this problem. A large wooden silo has been erected
as a wing of the barn. Cemented inside, it has a capacity of
fifty tons. Mr. Kimbrough stated that last year he put into
the silo 93,000 pounds of “green corn, pea vines [cow peas],
sorghum and soja beans.” Although green and partly wet, it
was cut up with a forage machine, run by a steam engine,
and immediately put into the silo, then covered with planks,
weighed down, and left alone. The sour stage soon passed
and it was fed to cows all during last winter with good
results.
354. Kansas Farmer (Topeka, Kansas). 1893. Pointers for
Kansas farmers. July 12. p. 3, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: One part of this article concerns soy beans:
“The great botanical family of leguminosæ furnishes the
inquiring agriculturist with a number of plants which, while
valuable as crops, have the added merit of increasing instead
of diminishing the fertility of the soil. It is also true that the
crops produced by these plants furnish very often a very rich

food. That is, they contain an abundance of the most valuable
nutriment called protein, and hence must be used with more
or less caution, or over-feeding occurs. Among these plants
which are of especial value to our farmers we would place
in the front rank the alfalfa, the cow pea and the soy bean.
The soy bean has been shown by experiments made at the
Kansas Experiment Station to be a great drouth-resister, a
good grower and a good yielder. Of the four varieties tested
there the yellow soy is the earliest to mature and the heaviest
producer of grain. The Edamame matures but little later.
The Kiyusuke Daidzu showed the beans only about half
grown at the date of cutting, August 24, and Yamagata ChaDaidzu was a very late variety. If grown for the crop chiefly,
the yellow soy is to be recommended, and of this bean a
prominent authority says: ‘In point of nutriment, the soy
bean is of all vegetables the nearest to meat.’ It is the earliest
to mature and is a heavy yielder. Thirty bushels of grain to
the acre of this exceedingly rich food is no unusual yield.
The Yamagata promises to be more valuable for fodder than
for grain, and its large, heavy growth makes a yield of two
tons to the acre a not unusual one.”
355. Daily Charlotte Observer (Charlotte, North Carolina).
1893. August races at Raleigh–Experiments at the state farm.
Aug. 25. p. 1 [unumbered]. Morning ed.
• Summary: “Prof. Emery, of the experiment farm, gives
some interesting and important facts regarding ensilage and
clover. He has put 75 tons of ensilage in the silos. This is
made up of corn, soja beans and cow peas. The soja bean is
found valuable. It is nutritious, as the carefully conducted
experiments show, and it grows well. Mixed with corn it
makes a superior ensilage. Corn should be drilled or planted
in alternate hills with beans.”
356. Charlotte Democrat (The) (Charlotte, North Carolina).
1893. From our Raleigh correspondent. Sept. 1. p. 3.
• Summary: “Professor Emory says the silos at the farm are
nearly full. He has put in them seventy five tons of corn,
soja bean and cow-pea ensilage. The soja bean is found to be
of high value. The digestion experiments, with cows, have
proved this. The bean is nutritious and grows well. Mixed
with corn it make a superior ensilage.”
357. Emery, F.E. 1893. Feeding experiments. North Carolina
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 93. 46 p. Oct.
7. See p. 41-46.
• Summary: This bulletin consists of three feeding
experiments: 1. Experiments in fattening stock for beef with
cotton-seed hulls and meal. 2. Corn silage and soy (soja)
bean silage with cotton-seed meal for beef. 3. Exclusive
silage feeding and what is a maintenance ratio.
Soy is mentioned mostly on pages 42-46.
Conclusion (p. 46): “If other trials confirm the result
here given, it may be stated that exclusive ensilage feeding
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can be practiced with success in growing and fattening stock
as well as in maintenance if the ration is made so as to be
fed in a properly balanced condition. Corn silage by itself
must still be fed with some other food rich in protein or the
corn must be grown with, or at least mixed with, pea vines
or beans, and the two crops cut together, for ensilage, which
will not require the purchase and addition of bye fodders.”
Address: M.S., Agriculturist, North Carolina Agric. Exp.
Station, Raleigh.
358. Wilmington Morning Star (The) (Delaware). 1893.
[Newspaper exchanges]. Oct. 11. p. 3.
• Summary: From Greensboro Patriot [North Carolina]: “Mr.
B.N. Smith, of this county, has been experimenting with a
new bean or pea. It is called the Soja bean. The vine or stalk.
grows about three feet high, and is full of pea pods from top
to bottom. While the bean is good for cooking purposes, it is
valued very highly for cattle and horses. Just at this time of
the year the vines should be cut down and dried. The hay is
very much relished by cattle. The bean can be raised on very
poor land, if manured.”
359. Valder, George. 1893. Experiments with pulses.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 4(12):914-17. Dec.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy bean (Soja hispida,
Moench.) (p. 915-16) states: “Seeds of three varieties were
obtained, viz., ‘Common White,’ obtained from a local
seedsman; ‘Improved White,’ from the United States; and
a black variety from Queensland... At first the plants grew
rather slowly, but as the weather became warmer the growth
was more rapid. When about 15 inches high the plants of
‘Common White’ and ‘Black’ were badly attacked by beanrust, but, strange to say, the plants of ‘Improved White,’
which were growing next to these varieties, were not affected
in the slightest degree.”
The plants gave an average of 235 pods and 648 seeds
per plant, or 2.7 seeds per pod. Improved White gave the best
yield, 47 bushels/acre of dry pulse. Common White gave 13
bu/acre and the black variety gave 9 bu/acre. The latter two
were “badly affected with bean-rust.”
“The only fault that I could find with the Soy bean was
that it was too slow in ripening its seed, it being nearly five
months in coming to maturity, but I noticed that the plants
grew best during the month of January, especially during one
hot dry week, and I, therefore, believe that this plant is best
suited to the warmer parts of the Colony. I should strongly
recommend farmers to plant a small area with this crop,
as the beans shelled out when quite green form a delicious
vegetable, and the plants after the pods are taken off make
very good feed for cattle.
“The department obtained a small quantity of seed of
the common white variety and distributed it to a number of
farmers in different parts of the Colony. The seed germinated
badly, but most of the plants that were obtained grew

remarkably well.
“Mr. J. Allison, Eglinton, Bathurst, reports as follows:–
’The seeds received were very deficient in vitality, only three
plants coming to perfection. These proved very vigorous and
prolific, reaching a height of from 2 to 2½ feet, and bearing
a quantity of delicious beans. I think this will prove a real
acquisition to the list of choice vegetables.’
“Mr. J. Taylor, Reedy Creek, Rylstone, says:–’The Soy
bean grows well in this district, attaining a height of 3 feet
6 inches, and being covered with pods. In fact, so heavily a
crop did the plants bear that I was obliged to put in stakes
and tie them up, in order to prevent the plants being broken
down. The beans are delicious eating.’
“Mr. Charles Mapperson, junr., of Tattaila, Moama,
states that he believes the Soy bean will stand the hot
summer weather better than any other bean which he has yet
tried, but it must be sown in the early spring.”
Note 1. Since there were 17,000 Chinese in Australia by
1855 (see Australian Department of Immigration and Ethnic
Affairs. 1985. “A Land of Immigrants”), a good historian
could probably push these two dates back even further.
Note 2. Two of these soybeans “were badly affected with
bean-rust.” Is this soybean rust, or a “bean-rust” of another
type? If it is soybean rust, this is the earliest document
seen (April 2019) that mentions soybean rust on cultivated
soybeans (Glycine max). Talk with Prof. Ted Hymowitz,
Univ. of Illinois. 2005. May 31. Soybean rust is indigenous
to Australia. Ted is not aware of any fungal disease called
“bean rust” that is different from soybean rust. Moreover,
regular beans are not very susceptible to soybean rust. This
could well have been soybean rust, but we cannot say for
certain. Address: Dep. of Agriculture.
360. Dafert, F.W. 1893. Experiencia 6 [Experiment 6].
Relatorio Annual do Instituto Agrinomico do Estado de Sao
Paulo (Brazil) em Campinas 1892. p. 19-20. [Por]
• Summary: The author states that 470 gm of Soja hispida
[soybeans] were planted, to be evaluated as a forage crop in
Sao Paulo state, Brazil, in 1892. Address: PhD.
361. Duthie, John F. 1893. Field and garden crops of the
North-Western Provinces and Oudh, with illustrations.
Part (volume) III. Roorkee: Dep. of Land Records and
Agriculture, N-W. Provinces and Oudh (India). Printed at the
Thomason Civil Engineering College Press. x + 65 + xix p.
+ unnumbered plates. See p. 3, 45 and plate LXXXV. [6 soy
ref]
• Summary: “Glycine hispida, Maxim. See plate LXXXV.
Soy bean or Japan pea; bhat (N.-W. Himalaya); kajuwa
(Tarai); bhatnas, bhatwas (Nepal and N. Tirhoot).
“Natural order Leguminosæ. An annual clothed with
ferruginous [rust-colored] hairs. Stems stout, suberect, or
climbing. Leaves trifoliolate, on long petioles. Flowers
small, reddish. Pods 2-3 seeded, axillary, linear oblong,
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recurved, and densely pubescent.
“The Glycine Soja, under which name the soy bean is
described in the Flora of British India, is another species,
and has been identified with G. ussuriensis of Regel, which
grows quite wild in Mandchuria [Manchuria], whereas this
plant has nowhere been found as unmistakably wild...
“In these provinces its cultivation is confined to the
lower slopes of the Himalaya and to a few of the neighboring
plains districts. It is grown in poor soils during the rainy
season, and represents a very inferior variety of the Japan
pea, which under proper cultivation is a much more robust
plant, with broader leaves and larger pods and seeds...
“The plant affords excellent fodder for all kinds of
stock, if harvested before it is fully matured. From the seed
a preparation called miso is largely used in China and Japan;
and the green pods yield the well known sauce” [sic].
Plate LXXXV, drawn by H. Hormusii, is an excellent
illustration of the cultivated soy bean plant (Glycine hispida,
Maxim.) showing young and old leaves, flowers, and slightly
hairy stems. An inset shows five different views and parts of
the flower.
The author acknowledges his indebtedness to Dr.
Watt’s most useful “Dictionary of the Economic Products of
India” and Prof. Church’s “Food Grains of India.” Address:
Director, Botanical Dep., Northern India.
362. Fairchild, Geo. T.; Failyer, Geo. H.; Popenoe, E.A.;
Georgeson, C.C.; Mayo, N.S.; Hitchcock, A.S. 1893. Report
of the Council. Kansas State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 5:vii-xi. For the year 1892. See p.
ix-x.
• Summary: In the section titled “Other work,” the
subsection “Farm Department” states (p. x): “Experiments
with forage plants.–Distance at which to plant Red Kaffir
corn for seed and fodder; culture of Soy beans for hay;
culture of Soy beans for seed.
“Feeding Experiments are in progress with 20 steers,
which are fed essentially in the same manner as the steers
fed last winter, and reported upon Bulletin 34; also feeding
experiments with the Soy bean, to ascertain its value, when
fed at the various stages of growth, for the production of
milk.” Address: 1. LL.D., Chairman of the Station Council
and President of the College; 2. M.Sc., Prof. of Chemistry; 3.
A.M., Prof. of Horticulture and Entomology; 4. M.Sc., Prof.
of Agriculture. All: Station Council, Manhattan, Kansas.
363. Flagg, Chas. O.; Towar, J.D. 1893. Agricultural
Division. Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 5:129-62. For the year 1892. See p. 149-52,
156-57. [4 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Forage Plants” (p. 149-62)
states: “From Dr. O.C. Wiggin of Keysville, Va. [Virginia],
was received a small package of Soja beans and two varieties
of cowpeas... six varieties of Japanese beans [including two

soja bean varieties, Yamagata Cha daidzu, and Kiyusuke
daidzu, see p. 157] were received from the Kansas
Experiment Station.”
“Soja or Soya Bean. (Soja hispida, natural order
Leguminosæ).” According to Henderson’s Hand-book of
Plants (p. 417) “’This is a climbing annual plant allied to
(Dolichos) (“cow-pea”). It is much cultivated in tropical Asia
on account of its beans, which are used for preparing a wellknown brown and slightly salt [sic] sauce (Soy) used both in
Asia and Europe for flavoring certain dishes, especially beef,
and supposed to favor digestion.’
“We believe this plant worthy of trial by those who
desire a variety of crops for soiling and especially as,
in common with all the Leguminous plants, it is rich in
nitrogenous elements. It could easily be cut and stored as
ensilage...
“During the early winter a variety of this bean was
extensively advertised by a party in Missouri as ‘Cole’s
Domestic Coffee Berry,’ and offered for sale at the
extravagant price of $3.50 per pound. Its wonderful merit
as a substitute for coffee was set forth in a ‘dodger’ with
‘testimonials’ attached. The seed can be purchased of J.M.
Thorburn & Co., No. 15 John St., New York, or other large
seed dealers, in small quantities, at 15 cents (15 cts.) per
pound.”
A table (p. 151) gives the composition of soja beans,
red clover, and cowpea plants. Values for the soja bean plant
are based on three analyses, two grown at the Massachusetts
Experiment Station in 1889 and cut August 20th and August
30th, the third grown at the South Carolina Experiment
Station and cut in full bloom August 5th 1889.”
Another small table (p. 152) gives the fertilizer
constituents of the above soja bean plant cut in full
bloom: Moisture 7.05%. Nitrogen 2.37%. Potash 1.315%.
Phosphoric acid 0.58%. The crop from one acre of soja
beans cut and weighed green (27,769.5 lb) has the following
fertilizing values, based on the value of each constituent:
Vines $34.54. Roots $4.99. Total: $39.53.
“For many years the idea has been prevalent among
the farmers of southern New England that it does not pay
to sow clover... This condition of things is unfortunate for
our agriculture in the light of the discovery within recent
years that the leguminous plants are able to use the nitrogen
of the atmosphere for their growth through the medium of
bacteria infesting a nodular growth upon the their roots. All
the clovers, peas, beans, lupines, vetches, spurry, serradella,
and sainfoin belong to this class and are generally cultivated
for their seeds, for fodder or for green manuring. None other
of our ordinary field and garden plants, grasses, cereals,
root crops, vines, etc., have yet been shown to posses any
such ability to assimilate atmospheric nitrogen, hence are
dependent for their growth upon the supply of nitrogen
within the soil and rain water, or supplied by the farmer
in manure or fertilizers. When purchased, nitrogen is the
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most expensive element, costing more than three times as
much per pound as potash and more than twice as much
as phosphoric acid, hence true economy should direct the
prudent farmer to invest his money in phosphoric acid,
potash and the seeds of leguminous plants in so far as he
can use such crops for market, for feeding or for green
manuring” (p. 155).
A table titled “Summary of analyses of leguminous
crops” (p. 157) compares the composition of soja beans,
cowpeas, and three types of “Japanese beans” (Yamagata
Cha daidzu, Kiyusuke daidzu, and Black Podded Adzuki).
The two “daidzu” beans are actually types of soja beans.
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Rhode Island, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Rhode Island. This document
contains the 2nd earliest date seen for soybeans in Rhode
Island, or the cultivation of soybeans in Rhode Island (1892).
The source of these soybeans was Dr. O.C. Wiggin (of
Keysville, Virginia), and the Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the word “nodular” or the word
“bacteria” (or “bacterium”) in connection with root nodules.
Note 3. The authors apparently do not realize that
Yamagata Cha-daidzu and Kiyusuke daidzu are the names
of soja bean varieties (see table p. 157). Address: 1. B.Sc.,
Director of the Station, Agriculturist, and President of the
Board; 2. B.Sc., Asst. Agriculturist. Both: Providence, Rhode
Island.
364. Goessmann, Charles A. 1893. Part II. On field
experiments and observations in vegetable physiology and
pathology. Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report of the Board of Control 10:169-195.
For the year 1892. Jan. See p. 172-76, 190, 193, 195.
• Summary: Section 1 is titled “Field experiments to
ascertain the effect of the exclusion of every form of
nitrogen-containing manurial matter from the fertilizer
applied for the production of a leguminous crop–soja bean–
on its yield per acre (Field A).”
Page 172: In 1892 “The seed was sown in drills two
and one-half feet apart May 16, at the rate of seven pounds
to each (1/8 acre) plat. The soja bean seed, a late maturing
variety, was bought of [seedsmen] J.M. Thorburn & Co.,
New York, at 8 cents per pound. The crop was cut for
ensilage September 8. The young plants appeared above the
ground May 28... The variation in the color of the crop was
quite marked in different plats during the earlier stages of its
growth. Those plats which received an addition of nitrogen
in form of nitrate of soda showed a deeper green color than
those which received other forms of nitrogen, in particular,
sulphate of ammonia; while those that received no addition
of nitrogen maintained a light green color until the close of
the season.”

The highest yield of green soja bean was 11.450 tons/
acre (plats 1 and 2). “An examination of the above tabular
statement of the yield of each plat shows, in every case
where no additional nitrogen in any form has been applied
in connection with the phosphoric acid and potash used as
fertilizer (plats 4, 7, 9), a decided falling off in the yield;
fully one-third less than where barn-yard manure and nitrate
of soda have furnished the nitrogen supply (plats 0, 1, 2, 3).”
“The crop when harvested, Sept. 7 and 8, to serve for the
production of a mixed ensilage (soja bean and fodder corn),
showed no signs of seed pods or blossoms. It differed in this
respect decidedly from other early maturing varieties, white
and black soja beans, which have been raised and described
by us in preceding annual reports. The advantage, if any, of
this new variety of soja bean consists in the large amount
of vegetable matter it produces, as compared with the early
maturing varieties.”
Section 4 is titled “Experiments with a variety of new
forage crops (1892).” The report notes: “Soja bean (Soja
hispida), five rows. The seed was sown May 18. The young
plants appeared above ground June 1 and began to bloom
Sept. 22. The growth was very good, reaching a height of
about 3 ft, but was very light colored. Oct. 2 the foliage was
injured by frost (temperature, 33ºF).”
Also discusses: Sainfoin, serradella, cow-pea, blue
lupine, white lupine, yellow lupine (p. 190-95). In a
following report, the soja bean is mentioned on pages 20910 (In 1892 several varieties of soja bean were raised; they
yielded 10 tons per acre of green matter, 770 lb of straw and
240 lb of beans).
Note: No mention is made of soybean nodules,
inoculation, or nitrogen-fixing bacteria in this report.
Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Director of the Station and Chemist,
Amherst, Massachusetts.
365. Hickman, J. Fremont. 1893. Report of the Agriculturist.
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
12:XXIX-XXXII. For the year 1893. See p. XXX.
• Summary: The section titled “Testing of forage crops” (p.
XXX) states: “The following were grown during the past
season: five varieties of soja beans, one of spurry, one of rape
and two varieties of cow peas. It is expected that a bulletin
will be devoted to a few of these special crops.”
366. Neale, A.T. 1893. III. Field tests of forage crops.
I. Varietal tests of southern pea vines, &c. Delaware
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 5:31-35. For
the year 1892.
• Summary: Contents: Relative yields of green crop per acre.
Relative yields of seed per acre. Cost of seed. Peculiarities of
growth. Effects of commercial fertilizers upon crop yields.
Summary.
The “Soja bean, a Japanese plant, is urged by a few
farmers and experimenters as superior to all other fodders.”
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At Dover, the soja bean gave a maximum yield of 8.6 tons/
acre of green vine fodder when fertilized with Nitrate of
Soda and Muriate of Potash. By comparison, the best cow
pea varieties gave 12.5 and 12.6 tons/acre under similar
conditions. Soja bean seed costs $2.25 per bushel, and 1
bushel sowed 4.0 acres.
The section titled “Peculiarities of growth” states (p.
33): “The Soja bean is upright in its growth, makes a great
deal of foliage and does not run or tangle; it, too, could
be easily handled with mowing machinery, &c., if thickly
planted.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that uses the word “machinery” (“mowing machinery”) in
connection with soybean harvesting or production. Address:
Director of the Station, Newark, Delaware.
367. Semler, Heinrich. 1893. Die tropische Agrikultur:
Ein Handbuch fuer Pflanzer und Kaufleute. Vierter Band.
Zweite Haelfte [Tropical agriculture: A handbook for
planters and buyers. Vol. 4, second half]. Wismar, Germany:
Hinstorff’sche Hofbuchhandlung Verlagsconto. xiv + p. 393880. See vol. 4:2, p. 475-78. Illust. 24 cm. [ soy ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the long, 30-chapter section on fodder crops,
chapter 28 (p. 475-78) is about Soybeans (Sojabohnen–Soja
hispida oder Glycine Soja). Contains one non-original
illustration of the soybean plant with many pods (p. 477).
A table (p. 476) compares the nutritional composition of
soybeans (Soja), peas, beans, lupines, linseed, lean oxen
meat, and fatty mutton. Soybeans have the highest content of
protein (Stickstoff haltige Stoffe; 37.8%) of all. In German,
protein is called “flesh-building stuff” (fleischbildenden
Stoffen). They also have the highest content of fat (20.9%) of
the various seeds. The soybean can be used as both a human
food and as a livestock feed. When used as a human food,
the beans must be simmered for at least 24-36 hours (p. 478).
Also discusses: Lucerne (Medicago sativa, p. 417-25).
Earth almonds (Cyperus esculentus or Erdmandeln, p. 48385). Note: Heinrich Semler lived 1841-1888. He died of a
fever in Zanzibar, German East Africa, five years before this
book was published. Address: Germany.
368. Emery, F.E.; Kilgore, B.W. 1894. Digestion
experiments: With soy bean hay, cat-tail millet, Johnson
grass hay, sorghum fodder and bagasse, peanut-vine hay,
cotton-seed meal, cotton-seed hulls, crimson clover hay, corn
meal, corn-and-cob meal, and corn silage. North Carolina
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 97. p. 85-102.
Jan. 30. See p. 90-91, 95-96, 101-02.
• Summary: In February and March 1893 a black goat and a
spotted grade Jersey heifer (a cow named “Spot”) were fed
soy (soja) bean hay for 14 days. The section titled “Summary
of results” (p. 91) states that the results of two investigations,
this year and last, show both soy bean silage and hay “to be
most valuable and highly nutritious fodders. As the soy bean

is a leguminous, or nitrogen gathering plant, it is hoped that
its cultivation and use will greatly increase.”
Tables show: (A) Composition of foods used in
experiments (p. 95), including soy bean hay. (B) Coefficients
of digestibility and nutritive ratios (p. 96). Based on 2
determinations, soy bean hay has a nutritive ratio of 3.55;
71.08% of the protein is digested, and 54.18% of the
albuminoids. (I) Composition of soy bean hay, waste, and
solid excrement (p. 102). (II) Nutrients consumed and
excreted in ounces, with percentages digested (for the black
goat and Jersey cow separately) (p. 102).
An illustration (facing page 101) shows two goats,
one black and one white, standing side by side in separate
wooden stalls.
Note 1. This is the earliest U.S. agricultural experiment
station publication or Bulletin seen (June 2014) with the
word “soy” in the title or subtitle; it is in the subtitle.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2010)
with the term “soy bean hay” in the title or subtitle. Address:
1. Agriculturist; 2. Asst. Chemist. Both: Raleigh, North
Carolina.
369. Brooks, William P. 1894. The Agricultural Division.
Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 6:9-14. Jan.
• Summary: This section begins: “The experimental work
of the past season has been more extensive than in any
previous year; but, owing to the early date at which this
report is made, it is impossible to present many results in a
satisfactory manner. Our corn, soya bean and millet crops
are not yet harvested; our silo, though filled, cannot be
opened;...”
“The millets, Panicum crus galli and miliaceum, have
had more extended trial this season as crops for green fodder
and ensilage... They were put into the silo September 18 and
19, in alternate layers with soya beans.
“We have cultivated in small amounts some twenty
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varieties of soya and other Japanese beans the past season,
but these are not yet all harvested. It is thought that the early
white and the medium green and black [i.e., medium black]
varieties first cultivated here will prove as valuable as any.
The first gives a fine yield of seed. The others have ripened
perfectly for the last 5 years, but are a little late for this
section. They appear to be valuable varieties for fodder or for
ensilage.
“The appearance of tubercles which are known to be
connected with the assimilation of atmospheric nitrogen
upon the roots of some varieties under the cultivation last
year and not upon others led us to undertake investigations
to determine the causes of this difference. A crop with these
tubercles upon its roots can take free nitrogen from the air,
but without them it is powerless to do so; hence the interest
of the inquiry.”
Soya-bean meal (ground soya beans) is compared with
cotton-seed meal in feeding two lots of dairy cows during
two periods of three weeks each. The yields of milk and
butter for the two lots of cows were practically the same
although “The cows on the soya-bean meal gave rather the
most milk.” Chemical analyses showed the cream from the
cows fed soya-bean meal to be the richer, containing 17.83
per cent butter fat compared with 17.09 per cent for cows
fed cotton-seed meal. The butter made from the cows that
were fed cotton-seed meal was finer in texture but appeared
greasy, while that from the cows fed soya bean meal was
thought to have a more agreeable texture and flavor. Soya
beans of the “early white variety” were sold at cost to
farmers in the state.
Note 1. This report describes the first feeding test
conducted in the USA on milch cows (Wiggans 1934, p. 9);
A very early use of ground soya beans (not defatted meal) for
livestock feed.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1999)
that uses the term “medium black” (although written in
lowercase letters) in connection with soybeans (one of two
documents).
370. Crocker, C.S. 1894. Compilation of analyses of fodder
articles, fruits, sugar-producing plants, dairy products, etc.
made at Amherst, Mass., 1868-1894. Massachusetts State
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report of the Board
of Control 11:347-365. For the year 1893. Jan. See p. 349,
351-52, 354-55, 358, 361, 363.
• Summary: In Section A, “Analyses of fodder articles,” the
following analyses are given (p. 348-55): I. Green fodders–
Corn and soja bean ensilage. Soja bean [whole plant] (Soja
hispida). Soja bean (early white). Soja bean (early green).
Soja bean (medium black). Soja bean (late). Serradella
(Ornithopus sativus Brot.). White lupine (Lupinus albus).
Yellow lupine (Lupinus lutens).
II. Hay and dry coarse fodders–Blue melilot (Melilotus
coerulea Desr.), Sainfoin (Onobrychis sativa), Sulla

(Hedysarum coronarium), Summer rape (Brassica napu),
Soja bean, Soja-bean straw.
IV. Grains, seeds, fruits, etc.–Soja beans. Red adzinki
[azuki] beans. Daidzu beans. V. Flour and meal–Soja-bean
meal (average 18.17% fat). VI. By-products and refuse–
Gluten meal (avg. 9.13% fat), Gluten meal (Chicago) (avg.
7.89% fat).
For each product the following statistics are given:
Number of analyses. Dry matter (Max., min., avg.).
Percentage protein (Max., min., avg.). Percentage fat (Max.,
min., avg.). Percentage nitrogen-free extract (Max., min.,
avg.). Percentage fibre (Max., min., avg.). Ash.
In section B, “Analysis of fodder articles with reference
to fertilizing ingredients,” the following analyses are given
(p. 358-21): I. Green fodders–Corn and soja bean ensilage.
Soja bean. Soja bean (early white). Soja bean (early green).
Soja bean (medium black). Soja bean (late). White lupine.
Yellow lupine. II. Hay and dry coarse fodders–Soja bean.
Soja-bean straw. IV. Grains–Soja beans. Red adzinki [azuki]
beans. White adzinki beans. Daidzu beans. V. Flour and
meal–Soja-bean meal.
For each product, the following are given: Number
of analyses. Moisture. Nitrogen. Ash. Potassium oxide.
Sodium oxide. Calcium oxide. Magnesium oxide. Ferric
oxide. Phosphoric acid. Insoluble matter. Valuation per 2,000
pounds, based on the following prices per pound of essential
fertilizing ingredients: Nitrogen 17½ cents, potassium oxide
5½ cents, phosphoric acid 5 cents.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that uses the term “medium black” (though written in
lowercase letters) in connection with soybeans (one of two
documents). Address: B.S., Asst. in General and Analytical
Chemistry, Amherst, Massachusetts.
371. Goessmann, Charles A. 1894. Field experiments: 4.
Experiments with a variety of new forage crops (1893).
Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report of the Board of Control 11:183, 212-20. For the year
1893. Jan. See p. 212-14, 218-20.
• Summary: Among the 20 forage crops tested on Field D
were late-maturing soja bean early-maturing white soja bean,
and early-maturing black soja bean–each with the scientific
name Soja hispida. Concerning late-maturing soja bean: Two
rows were planted. “The seed was obtained of J.M. Thorburn
[seedsman] of New York City, at eight cents per pound.”
Early-maturing white soja bean (Soja hispida, ten rows.
“This variety has served us well for several years as hay and
ensilage” (see previous reports)). Early-maturing black soja
bean (Soja hispida, five rows). The three varieties of soja
beans were sown on May 19. Also tested were: Three types
of buckwheat (common, Japanese, and silver-hull), white and
yellow lupine, prickly comfrey, and sainfoin.
Page 218 gives a nutritional analysis of soja beans (with
pods forming; the color is not mentioned) and its fertilizing
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when blooming, containing 22% dry matter), calculated on a
lb/acre basis was: 9,037, 9,665, 7,313, 10,603, and 10,305.
In 1892 60 lb of seed/acre was used, and in 1893 103
lb/acre was used. It was concluded that “Soja beans should
be planted in drills, to keep the weeds down... Vetch and
oats yield larger crops, suitable for green fodder, than soja
bean, at an early part of the season... Both crops, vetch and
oats and soja bean produce a valuable ensilage.” Address:
Ph.D., LL.D., Director of the Station and Chemist, Amherst,
Massachusetts.
373. Lindsey, J.B. 1894. Feeding experiments. I. Feeding
experiments with milch cows (two). Massachusetts State
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report of the Board
of Control 11:11, 15-47. For the year 1893. Jan. See p. 15-16,
18-20, 24-25, 33, 41, 46.
• Summary: The section titled “Description of the fodder
articles” (p. 16) states: “The ensilage was made from ‘Pride
of the North’ corn and a late variety of soja bean, cut up
into pieces several inches in length... The soja bean was a
late variety which failed to blossom. When cut it measured
three and one-half feet in height. Silo No. 1 contained equal
weights of corn and soja bean, while silo No. 2 contained
two parts of soja bean to one part of corn. These ensilages
are called respectively corn and soja-bean ensilage and sojabean and corn ensilage.”
A table (p. 19) shows that these two types of ensilage
were the least expensive, only $2.75 per ton. They were used
in feeding period IV.
The milch cows are listed by name: Gem, Lucy,
Florence, May, Jennie, Julia, Nora, Nettie.
Note: Throughout this 11th Annual Report are analyses
of gluten feed and gluten meal (see Index at gluten). Address:
Ph.D., Associate Chemist (Feeding Dep.), Amherst.
constituents.
A photo (on an unnumbered page after p. 218) shows
an early-maturing soja bean, with pods formed, in a pot on a
table in September 1893. Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Director of
the Station and Chemist, Amherst, Massachusetts.
372. Goessmann, Charles A. 1894. Field and fertilizer
experiments: 7. Field experiments to compare the effect of
homemade mixed stable manure, of unleached wood ashes,
and of various mixtures of commercial fertilizing material
on the yield of some prominent farm crops, when applied
as manure under otherwise fairly corresponding conditions
(1888-94). Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report of the Board of Control 11:183, 22736. For the year 1893. Jan.
• Summary: Apparently the Massachusetts agricultural
experiment station now considers the “Soja bean” a
“prominent farm crop,” because it is used in these
experiments, grown on 2.08 acres in 1890, at the rate of 50 lb
of seed per acre. The yield of green forage from 5 plats (cut

374. Lindsey, J.B. 1894. Feeding experiments. II. Fourth
feeding experiment with steers. 1892-93. Massachusetts
State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report of the
Board of Control 11:11, 57-76. For the year 1893. Jan. See p.
65-76.
• Summary: Goal: To ascertain, if possible, those rations
(i.e. combination of feeds) that would produce the greatest
growth for the least outlay of money. Among the fodders
fed to two steers was corn and soja-bean ensilage. A table
of analysis (p. 65) gives its composition and the value of
its fertilizing constituents. In the ration fed from Jan. 16 to
Feb. 28 corn and soja-bean ensilage was the main ingredient.
“The financial statement shows that, excluding the cost of
labor, the coarse fodder articles and grains have been sold at
market rates, and have been a trifle more than paid for in the
value of the beef and of the manure produced... The average
gain for the entire experiment (467 days) was 1.37 pounds,
and the dry matter required to produce 1 pound of gain was
10.82 pounds.”
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Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2002)
concerning the feeding of soybeans to cattle (steers) for the
clearly stated purpose of fattening them to produce beef
or meat. Address: Ph.D., Assoc. Chemist (Feeding Dep.),
Amherst.
375. Zavitz, C.A. 1894. Report of the experimentalist.
Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm
(Guelph), Annual Report 19:53-130. For the year 1893. See
p. 79.
• Summary: The section titled “Beans, comparative test of
17 varieties” (p. 79), states: “In 1893, 17 varieties of beans
were grown on plots side by side... Each plot was one onehundred and-sixtieth of an acre. The beans were planted in
rows 25 inches apart on May 22nd...”
A table shows the names of the 17 varieties and the
yield of each. “Yellow Soy” yielded 20.4 bushels/acre and
Edamaine [Edamame] yielded 7.7 bushels/acre. The seed
of the Yellow Soy was obtained from the United States,
and that of the Edamaine [sic], a fodder plant, was obtained
from the Kansas Experiment Station [from Prof. Charles
C. Georgeson]. “Other varieties [sent by Georgeson] which
did not mature their seed were Yamagata, Cha Daidzie [sic,
Yamagata Cha-Daidzu], Kiyusuke Daidzie [sic, Kiyusuke
Daidzu; both soy bean varieties] and Black Podded Adyuski
[sic, Adzuki]. These varieties will be tested again in another
year.
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Aug.
2019) that clearly refers to soybeans in Canada, or in Ontario
province, Canada, or to the cultivation of soybeans in
Canada, or in Ontario province, Canada (May 1893). The
source of these soybeans was the United States, probably
from Kansas.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
by or about C.A. Zavitz in connection with soybeans. Zavitz
apparently does not realize that Yamagata Cha-daidzu and
Kiyusuke daidzu are the names of soja bean varieties (see p.
79).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
in which C.A. Zavitz states that he obtained soybeans from
Kansas. Between 1890 and 1893 the Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station and Prof. Charles C. Georgeson who
worked there published more than twenty articles on
soybeans; Prof. Zavitz probably read at least one of these
before he contacted Kansas to request soybean seeds.
Note 4. Bound at the back of this volume is the 15th
“Annual Report of the Ontario Agricultural and Experimental
Union.” Address: B.S.A., Experimentalist, Ontario
Agricultural College [Guelph, Ontario, Canada].
376. Cooke, Wells W.; Watrous, Frank L. 1894. Farm notes
for 1893 (Home Station, Fort Collins, Colorado). Colorado
Agricultural Experiment Station, Fort Collins, Bulletin No.
26. p. 3-9. Feb. See p. 7.

• Summary: The section titled “Miscellaneous fodder crops”
(p. 7) states: “Four varieties of Soy Beans were sown May
23rd [1893]. The growth was slow, though they were the
hardiest varieties of this plant. None of the seeds ripened
and few pods formed. The crop was far too small to be
profitable.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Colorado, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Colorado. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Colorado, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Colorado (23 May 1893). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. Address: 1. B.S., A.M., Agriculturist,
on Station Council; 2. Asst. Agriculturist. Both: Fort Collins,
Colorado.
377. McCarthy, Gerald; Emery, F.E. 1894. Some leguminous
crops and their economic value. North Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 98. p. 133-54. March 1.
• Summary: This bulletin contains three parts, the first two
of which discuss soy beans. It is not clear where these soy
beans came from.
Part I, titled “Legumines as improvers of the soil,” by G.
McCarthy, states: “Among the natural orders or families of
plants, none hold a higher place in relation to human welfare
than the Leguminoseæ or Pulse family. This family includes
every variety of bean, pea, clover, medic, vetch, and many
useful and poisonous drugs, besides a number of the finest
ornamental and timber trees. The legumines were among
the first vegetables cultivated by mankind, and have ever
been among those most esteemed. Nearly all of this family
of plants have a peculiarly-shaped butterfly-like flower, and
the seeds are enclosed in pods, which are often arranged in
one-seeded joints. Both the stems and the seeds of all the
legumines are very rich in albuminoids–the food which goes
to form the muscular or lean-meat portion of flesh, and are
therefore especially valuable for a young and growing stock
and for working animals.
“In North Carolina, the most valuable and generally
used forage and fertilizing plants of this family are the true
clovers, medics [such as black medic (Medicago lupulina)
and burr clover (Medicago denticulata)], Japan clover,
vetches, cow-peas, and Japan peas... It is well know that
most or all of this family of plants have a property possessed
by no other family of plants–that of harboring in their roots
a species or class of yet unnamed microbes which fix the
free-nitrogen of the air which is then absorbed and utilized
by the plant in its growth and fruition. We can therefore, by
stimulating a luxuriant growth of legumines obtain at slight
expense the nitrogen required by other nitrogen-consuming
crops.”
On p. 242 we read: “Japanese peas–Glycine hispida.–
The Japanese or Mongolian pea is more commonly called
‘soja’ and ‘soy’ bean, but it is not a bean. Recently there have
been introduced several new varieties of this pea. All the
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following varieties were sown May 20 [1893] and received
the same treatment:
“The common Soja Bean or Soy Pea.–Seed round,
yellow. Vigorous growing, hairy, bushy plant attaining a
height of 20 to 25 inches. Stems become woody soon after
flowering. A very prolific bearer of round yellow seeds,
which are sometimes used as a substitute for coffee. The
peas, when properly cooked, are edible and palatable. The
edible qualities of the soy bean are so highly esteemed in
Japan that it is there rarely fed to stock.
“The following directions [recipe] for cooking the ‘soy’
pea are given by Dr. J.H. Mills, of the Baptist Orphanage at
Thomasville, N.C. [North Carolina]: Soak the peas till the
skins come off. Then stir the peas in the water until the skins
rise to the surface and skim them off. Boil the peas with
bacon until soft. Add pepper and butter to suit and serve hot.
If the peas are green the preliminary soaking may be omitted.
This makes a most palatable dish, well liked by children.
“Japan Pea No. 9.–A vigorous, bushy plant resembling
the ‘soy,’ but smoother and has larger dark-colored seeds.
This is the best of the new varieties.
“Japanese Pea No. 7.–A small, slender, bushy plant
bearing a fair crop of small cream-colored peas–inferior to
the soy and No. 9.
“Japanese Beans–Phaseolus radiatus [Adzuki beans]–
Japanese Bean No. 5.–A low and slender-growing plant
bearing numerous pods well filled with a small red bean
which makes excellent soup.
“Japanese Bean No. 6.–A plant scarcely distinguished
from No. 5 and of about the same value. Both these beans are
for table use only and not for forage.”
An illustration (p. 142, non-original) by “VAC” or “VC”
shows the “Japanese or Soy Pea” plus several enlarged pods
in the lower right corner.
In Part III, titled “The fungous and insect enemies
of legumines,” by Gerald McCarthy, Section C, “Insect
enemies,” discusses the following insects that damage
leguminous forage plants in North Carolina: (1) The pea
weevil, Bruchus pisi, is the larger of the two common
weevils. But “Bruchus fabæ [the bean weevil] is our most
destructive weevil and is the species which infests cow-peas
and table beans [including soy beans] in store [storage].”
This weevil is the smaller of the two, “is light yellow in
color and quite hairy.” As soon as this bean weevil matures
in stored beans or cow-peas, it immediately “lays eggs on
the hard seeds and these soon hatch into devouring grubs,
which, after eating their fill, again produce the winged form
to lay more eggs, and so on while the food supply lasts. A
few weevils in the stock of beans put into the bin in the fall
may increase to millions by the spring and ruin a thousand
bushels of beans or cow-peas.
Remedies: If the presence of weevils is suspected, the
seeds of beans or peas “should be plunged into water nearly
scalding hot–140ºF for five minutes before sowing. As soon

as the seed is threshed out and before bagging for storage,
it should be placed in a tight bin, or hogshead, or piled in a
conical heap on the floor of a tight room and subjected to the
fumes of carbon bisulphide.”
(2) The clover-seed midge, a two-winged fly, is “a sister
species of the notorious Hessian fly, Cecidomyia destructor.
Also mentions the clover root borer and the clover hay
worm.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2012) that uses the term “Japanese Pea” or
“Mongolian pea” or “Japanese Pea No. 7” to refer to the
soy bean. Since “Japanese Pea” is mentioned in only one
other document (Soule 1907, p. 280-81, from Virginia) we
conclude that this is not the name of a new soy bean variety.
Note 2. This is an early reference to the soybean in
connection with Mongolia.
Note 3. This article contains one of the earliest American
recipes for cooking whole soybeans.
Note 4. In the late 1800s, the adzuki bean was
sometimes given the scientific name Phaseolus radiatus. In
the U.S., Georgeson of Kansas gave it this name in 1890 and
1892. Later the name was used for the mung bean.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2014) that contains the word “entomologist” in
connection with soybeans.
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2007) that uses the word “medic” to refer to a
leguminous plant, probably alfalfa (Medicago sativa). It is
also the earliest English-language document seen (March
2007) that uses the word “medics” to refer to members of
this plant family.
Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2007) that uses the word “legumines” to refer to
legumes.
Part II of this article (p. 147-50), titled “The cultivation
of leguminous plants for forage,” by F.E. Emery, notes that
the soy bean was one of the most common “legumines” used
for hay, soiling, and silage. “The cow-pea and the soy bean
will give better satisfaction for soiling or silage than for
hay, unless sown broadcast...” For soiling: “Soy beans grow
upright and may be planted alternately with corn in the same
row and cut at the same time with it.” Address: 1. Botanist
and entomologist; 2. Agriculturist. Both: Raleigh, North
Carolina.
378. McCarthy, Gerald; Emery, F.E. 1894. The forage plant
garden, including full notes taken during growth. North
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 98. p.
157-70. March 1.
• Summary: Pages 169-70 contain sections with the
following titles: “Japan or Mongolian Pea.–Glycine hispida
and Red Bean, Phaseolus radiatus [azuki bean]. Japan Pea
No. 9.–Glycine hispida, variety. Japan Pea No. 5.–Phaseolus
radiatus. Japan Pea No. 7.–Glycine hispida, variety. Japan
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Pea No. 6.–Phaseolus radiatus. Japan Pea.–Glycine hispida,
common Soy Pea or ‘Soja Bean.’ The Japanese Peas and
Beans.”
Some of the information in these sections is very similar
to that given in a previous section of this same bulletin, on
pages 142-43 but pages 169-70 contain more details–and
illustrate the confusion that existed about these plants and
their names. The last section titled “The Japanese Peas and
Beans” (p. 170) states: “As forage plants the common socalled Soja Bean, more properly named Soy Pea, is by far
the best of all these plants. It is later than Nos. 7, 8 and 9, but
grows much more luxuriant and will give 50 to 100 per cent.
more forage per acre.” Address: 1. Botanist; 2. Agriculturist.
Both: Raleigh, North Carolina.
379. Schlegel, Gustave; Cordier, Henri. 1894. The Chinese
bean-curd and soy and the soya-bread of Mr. Lecerf. I. Tofu.
T’oung Pao (General Newspaper) 5:135-46. March. [11 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: “Of late these Chinese preparations have again
attracted the notice of Europeans. The Temps in France
published last November [sic, April 8, 1893] a note upon the
subject after an article in the Avenir de Diego-Suarez of 2
March 1893, and Dr. Vorderman, of the civil medical service
in Java and Madura... We will add to these notices what is
written about the subject by the Chinese themselves.
“I. Tao-fu or Bean Curd. According to ‘Collected
Omissions of Sieh-choh’ nothing had been ever heard of
the confection of bean-curd before or after the period of the
three dynasties of antiquity (B.C. 2205-250), and it was only
mentioned for the first time in the work of Liu-ngan [Liu An]
king of Hoai-nan [Huai Nan] of the Han (second century
before our era) Cf. Mayers, Chinese Readers Manual, No.
412, Cap. 24.”
“The Tao-fu or Bean-curd was also called ‘Leguminous
milk’, and was prepared by boiling curds or milk from beans.
“It is further related that when Shi-tsih [pinyin: Shi Ji]
was governor of Ts’ing-yang [pinyin: Qing Yang] (Latitude
30º45’, Longitude 115º26’) he, in order to purify himself
and to rouse the population, did not permit himself the use
of meat, but bought every day in the market several pieces
of bean curd, so that the townpeople called these curds ‘The
little slaughtered sheep.’
“The bean of which this curd is prepared is known
in science by the name of Soja hispida, and has been
imported in the form of a meat-sauce from Japan to Europe
under its japanese name of Sho-yu, the corrupted japanese
pronunciation of the chinese tsiang yu or ‘relish-oil’ which
this sauce bears in some parts of China, and which has been
further corrupted by the Dutch into Soja, by which name
(also written soya and soy) it became known all over Europe.
We will return to this by and by.
“According to Dr. Vorderman (loc. cit. p. 354) the
soy-beans are distinguished in light-colored (cream-color,

straw-yellow, light ochre-yellow and amber-yellow),
brown and black. The first two sorts are roundish, the last
either roundish or oblong, as they come from the one or
the other variety of the plant. Accordingly, the plant with
roundish seeds is called Soja hispida, tumida and that with
oblong seeds Soja hispida, platycarpa, amounting, with
the differences in color, to four varieties: 1. Soja hispida,
tumida Beta pallida; 2. Soja hispida, tumida Beta atrospuma
[atrosperma]; 3. Soja hispida, tumida Beta castanea; 4. Soja
hispida, platycarpa Beta melanosperma.
“No. 2 and 4 are black and serve especially for the
fabrication of Soy or Ketchup, whilst No. 1 (pale-yellow)
and No. 3 (brown) are used for other culinary purposes.
“Since the Vienna [Austria] exhibition of 1873, when
several samples of Chinese, Japanese and Indian soybeans
were exhibited, their great nutritive proprieties and richness
of azote [nitrogen] and fat have been shown by chemical
analysis, and the culture of this plant has been largely
introduced into Europe, especially in Hungary.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2003) that contains the word “soybeans”–spelled
as one word.
König in his work Die menschlichen Nahrungs und
Genussmittel, 2nd Ed., Vol. II, p. 372, gives an analysis of
the composition of 4 types of soybeans. “Dr. Vorderman says
that he has not been able to detect amylum [starch] in the
Soybeans of Java, China and Annam in applying the reaction
of jodium [iodine] upon the section of the bean. The texture
of the cotyledons consists principally of oblong, radiating
parenchyme-cells, about five times longer than broad.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the word “cotyledons” in
connection with soybeans.
“II. Tao-kan or Preserved Bean Curd. The Chinese make
of the Soy-beans two preparations, one called in Java Taohu and the other Tao-toa. They both consist of leguminous
cheese, obtained from the light-brown beans, principally
those obtained from Annam. But at present many Chinese
in Batavia prefer the so much cheaper kadele putih grown in
the Preanger and the Ommelanden (circumjacent territory of
Batavia).
“These lightcolored beans are macerated during five
hours in rainwater, when they swell up to about twice or
thrice their original size. After having been cleansed from
accidental dirt or admixtures, they are ground in a stone
handmill, very much resembling that in which Europeans
ground colors. One Chinese turns the mill, whilst the other
throws the macerated beans, still in their husk, with a little
water into the mill, so that the stuff runs as a white, thin
mass, by a small gutter, into a tub prepared for its reception.
This mass is then heated upon the fire in a large iron open
cauldron, until it reaches the boiling-point. The froth is
skimmed, and the fluid strained, after boiling, through a
cotton cloth, in which a white, doughy residu [sic, residue
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= okara] remains, having a peculiar oily smell, and which
serves as food for ducks and fowl.
“The filtrated fluid, which has a milkwhite color, is
mixed, whilst it is being cooled, with a certain proportion of
common Madura-salt or with a little calcined gypsum.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that refers to soymilk, which it calls the
“milk from beans” and “The filtrated fluid, which has a
milkwhite color...”
“This gypsum is imported from China in the form of
large lumps of radiated gypsum. As it is specially used
for preparing the leguminous cheese of the soybeans, it is
called by traders in Batavia by the Malay-Chinese hybrid
word Batu-tao i.e. ‘bean-stone.’\ “The salt (or, as in China,
the chloride of magnesium) and gypsum change the juice,
by precipitation of the legumine [legumin], into a white,
gelatineous [gelatinous] mass, which, when sufficiently
cooled, obtains a certain consistency, allowing it to be cut
into flat square pieces. This can, however, not be done for
after two hours after the precipitation. These squares are then
laid upon plantain-leaves protected by a white cotton cloth
against dust, and hawked about in the streets.
“They have an unpleasant raw bean-flavor, but when
mixed with other victuals, this taste is lost. It is used as well
in the preparation of Chinese victuals, as in that of the socalled Indian rice-dish.
“In order to preserve the tao-fu for continuous use, it is
made to tao-koa (or dried beans) by the following method.
“The tao-fu, cut into flat squares, is plunged into a
decoctum of Curcuma longa, which colours it intense yellow.
These yellow cakes are then wrapped up in white square
pieces of cotton, laid between boards and exposed to a
certain pressure. Generally they are at the same time stamped
with Chinese characters.
“By this pressure a good deal of water is lost, but the
cakes can be preserved much longer.
“Dr. Vorderman says that both tao-fu and tao-koa can be
successfully used in the nourishment of feeble children, who
refuse to take eggs. Tao-koa is also imported from China, but
these cakes are much larger than those prepared in Java, and
are always stamped with Chinese characters.”
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2002)
that mentions Liu An of Huai Nan in connection with tofu.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “Tao-fu” (or “Tao fu”),
or the word “Tao-hu” (or “Tao hu”), or the word “Tao-kan”
(or Tao kan”) to refer to Chinese-style tofu.
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2004) that uses the term “pale-yellow” or the
term “straw-yellow” to describe the color of soybean seeds.
Note 7. An article in this same issue, titled “The Chinese
in Boston” [Massachusetts], notes that presently “1,000
Chinese live in Boston, of which 700 work in the 180
laundries, and about 300 are merchants and traffickers, all

dwelling on Harrison Ave. Here one also finds 63 gambling
dens (or houses of ill repute) and several others where
opium is smoked–visited in part by the most vile class of
Americans.”
Note 8. We wonder if there wasn’t at least one tofu shop
in Boston at this time. Address: 1. Professeur de Chinois
à l’Universite de Leide [Leiden]; 2. Professeur à l’Ecole
spéciale des Langues orientales vivantes et à l’Ecole libre
des Sciences politiques à Paris.
380. McCarthy, Gerald. 1894. The Experiment Station:
at Raleigh, N.C., desires to assist the farmers of North
Carolina. By sending its publications to those really desire
them or by advices as to agricultural subjects. March 29,
1894. Statesville Record and Landmark (Statesville, North
Carolina). April 12, p. 8, col. 4.
• Summary: “Some Late Bulletins of the North Carolina
Experiment Station:...
No. 93 Feeding Experiments: 46 pages, Includes
experiments in fattening livestock for beef with cotton seed
hulls and meal; feeding with corn silage and soja (soy) bean
silage with cotton seed meal:...”
“Field peas: The North Carolina Experiment Station
during 1893 had under competitive test plats of cow peas
and soja bean–ten varieties of the former and eight of the
latter. The experiment has been completed and the results
are published in bulletin No. 98, which is now being ailed
in time to benefit farmers who sow these crops in the spring.
Here it may be said that the ‘unknown’ pea has upon dry,
medium and wet soil given by far the best results, out
yielding all others, both in fruit and foliage. This pea is also
the latest to mature...”
“In the soja bean class, the old yellow variety is the most
productive, both in fruit and foliage, but is much later than
some of the newer variety [sic].
“Concerning the popular names of these plants it may be
said that the co-called cow pea is not a pea, but a bean and is
more properly called Chinese beans. The so-called soja bean
is a true pea, and should be called soy pea, of Japan pea. But
by whatever banes we call them, these plants are among the
most valuable crop the southern farmer can grow.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
in which the term “soy pea” appears.
Note 2. This article also appeared in the Charlotte
Observer (North Carolina) on 8 April 1894 on either
page 1 or an insert right after p. 1. Address: Botanist N.C.
Experiment Station.
381. D.H.M. 1894. The soja bean (Letter to the editor).
Indiana Farmer 29(15):12, col. 3. April 14.
• Summary: “Will you please give me some information
through the Farmer about the Soja bean? When and how to
plant? What they yield, etc?
“Will it do well in central Indiana? Where can I get seed
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and what is the cost?
D.H.M.
“The Soja is a Japanese plant with flowers like the pea.
In Japan and China the beans are boiled and distilled [sic]
into a liquor called Soy. In this country experiments are
being made with the plants for forage. It remains to be seen
whether it is adapted to our climate. They are not quoted in
our seed catalogs.”
382. Allen, E.W. 1894. Leguminous plants for green
manuring and for feeding. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 16.
24 p. April. See p. 12.
• Summary: The section titled “Composition of green
leguminous crops” contains a table showing 12 such crops,
including Soja bean, serradella, white lupine, and yellow
lupine.
The section titled “Green manuring compared with
feeding the crop” (p. 19-20) contains a table on “Crops for
soiling in central Connecticut” that mentions Soja beans,
clover rowen, and rowen grass.
The section titled “Value of leguminous crops for
feeding” (p. 20-22) contains two tables, both of which list
Soja bean: (1) “Average composition of hay from grasses and
leguminous crops” and “Relative yield of food and fertilizing
material in crops of hay from grasses and leguminous crops.”
Hay from the soja bean contains: Water 6.3%, protein 14.5%,
carbohydrates 66.6%, and fat 5.6%.
The section titled “Some crops for green manuring”
has a subsection on “Lupines” (p. 12) which begins:
“The three species of lupines more commonly grown are
the white, the yellow, and the blue lupine... The seed is
extremely nitrogenous and in Europe is used for cattle
food. As it contains a bitter alkaloid injurious to animals it
must be disembittered before feeding. Kellner’s process of
disembittering lupine seeds consists in soaking the seed in
water for twenty-four hours, with frequent changes of water,
steaming for one hour, and then extracting for two days, with
frequent stirring. In the latter operation the discolored water
is drawn off frequently and fresh water added.”
“Summary: (1) Green manuring improves the physical
properties of the soil by making the soil more porous and
adding to its supply of humus. It brings up the dormant
plant food from deep down in the soil and deposits it near
the surface, where it can be used by plants feeding near the
surface.”
“Hay from leguminous crops is about twice as rich in
protein as hay from grasses.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2005) with the term “green manuring” (or any
related term) in the title in connection with soybeans.
Note 2. The date of publication does not appear on this
bulletin, but is found on page 2 of the next bulletin (No. 17)
in a list of Farmers’ Bulletins. Address: Ph.D., Asst. Director
of the Office of Experiment Stations.

383. Rock Hill Herald (South Carolina). 1894. Distribution
of soy or soja beans. May 16. p. 1.
• Summary: The N.C. [North Carolina] Agricultural
Experiment Station, desiring to extend the cultivation of Soy
Beans, proposes to distribute a quantity of seed to careful
planters desiring to test their merits. The only condition is
that each applicant send 10 cents in postage stamps to pay
cost of transportation by mail. Enough seed will be sent to
each application to plant 1/10 acre. The first 400 applicants
will be filled in the order received.
“The station regards this as a very valuable forage
plant.” “It is also a good table bean, but requires a long time
to cook.”
384. H.W.C. 1894. A substitute for red clover. Rural NewYorker 53:342, col. 3. June 2.
• Summary: “’Do you use this clover for hay?
“’Yes, indeed; on May 18 I finished housing the hay
from a field of this clover which was sown in July last, at
the last cultivation among a growing crop of Soja beans.
This field was mown May 11. The clover was in full
bloom, and varied in height from 10 to 36 inches by actual
measurement...’”
385. Hale, J.H. 1894. Farm life and work: Mr. Hale’s weekly
budget of news. Hartford Daily Courant (Connecticut). July
10. p. 11.
• Summary: “’Courant’ readers will probably tire... of my
constant harping on the planting and plowing under of green
crops [as green manure] for farm enrichment.”
“Yesterday we made the last pickings on our strawberry
fields and at once began plowing the vines under, and within
two or three days the entire acreage will have been plowed,
harrowed down and sown to cow peas or soja beans in drills
two and one-half feet apart; probably one and one-half
bushels of seed to the acre. These will be cultivated three or
four times during the next month, and at the last cultivation
crimson clover seed will be sown on; as the beans and peas
are semi-tropical plants, they will be killed down by the first
frosts of fall, but before that time they will grow, produce
tons and tons of forage, rich in nitrogen, largely gathered
from the atmosphere;... and early next spring we shall have
acres of land that are many dollars richer in plant food than if
the old strawberry vines, weeds and grass had been allowed
to remain until the land was wanted for planting purposes
next spring.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2021) that mentions the word “harrow”
(“harrowed down”) in connection with soybean production.
Address: South Glastonbury (southeast of Hartford),
Connecticut.
386. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
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Bulletin. 1894. Miscellaneous agricultural topics contained
in press service bulletins of January to June, 1894. No. 103.
p. 237-59. Aug. 17. See p. 240-41, 254. This Bulletin is also
published in the Annual Report.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy (Soja) beans ought
to be planted” (p. 240-41), by F.E. Emery, Agriculturist at
the North Carolina Experiment Station (released 27 Jan.
1894), is an answer to many questions in a letter from a
correspondent. Emery discusses the best time to sow or plant
soy beans, the kind of soil in which they should be planted
and how it should be prepared, and how they compare with
black peas as a feed and as a land improver.
“As a food for stock, the soy bean is one of the richest
legumes that can be grown... This is a most desirable plant
to raise for stock. It is also a good table bean, but requires a
long time in cooking, and most people will have to learn to
like its flavor.”
The section titled “Distribution of Soy (Soja) Beans” (p.
254, released 25 May 1894) notes that the North Carolina
“Agricultural Experiment Station at Raleigh, desiring
to extend the cultivation of Soy Beans,” will distribute
enough soy bean seeds to plant “1-10 acre” to the first 400
applicants who send 10 cents in postage stamps to pay the
cost of transportation by mail. “The Station regards this as
a very valuable forage plant... It is also a good table bean
but requires a long time to cook. The beans parched similar
to coffee, has been used as an acceptable substitute, for it,
and at far less cost. It has not the exact aroma of coffee, but
is recommended as a cheap substitute probably just as good
and in some cases better than the low grades of coffee after
being adulterated with peas of beans with a value less than
the soy bean. The Station urges a careful trial of this crop.
The section titled “Directions for Cooking Soy Beans or
Peas” (also p. 254) is the same as that printed in the Station’s
Bulletin No. 98 (1 March 1894, p. 142). It contains a recipe
from Dr. J.H. Mills of the Baptist Orphanage at Thomasville,
North Carolina. Address: Agriculturist, North Carolina
Experiment Station, Raleigh, North Carolina.

same fertility is maintained, as with green manuring.”

387. American Agriculturist. 1894. Nitrogenous crops for
stock. 54(3):65. Sept. 15.
• Summary: “The nitrogen or [sic, of] the air is the cheapest
source of nitrogen for plants, and the leguminous plants
which secure it are the cheapest source of nitrogenous
protein for animals, according to E.W. Allen, of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (F.B. 16). Hay from leguminous
crops is about twice as rich in proteid materials as hay from
grasses.”
“Ripe cowpeas and soja beans furnish an extremely rich
concentrated food, which may be ground for feeding in place
of expensive commercial feeds. The rich straw may be used
for coarse fodder. Leguminous crops are best utilized when
fed on the farm, and the manure carefully saved and applied
to the soil. The greatest profit is thus secured, and nearly the

389. Fairchild, Geo. T.; Failyer, Geo. H.; Popenoe, E.A.;
Georgeson, C.C.; et al. 1894. Report of the Council. Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 6:vii-xii. For
the year 1893. See p. ix-x.
• Summary: In the section titled “Other work,” the
subsection “Farm Department” states (p. ix-x): “Besides
the experiments reported in Bulletins Nos. 39, 40, 42, and
45, the farm department has done work in the following,
some which will be reported in due time:... Work with
Fodder Crops: (1) Distances at which to plant red Kaffir
corn for grain and fodder. (2) Distances at which to plant soy
beans. (3) Method of seeding soy beans. (4) Soy beans and
cowpeas for grain and hay. (5) Seeding alfalfa in corn. (6)
Test of varieties of grasses.” Address: 1. LL.D., Chairman
of the Station Council and President of the College; 2.

388. Indiana Farmer. 1894. Feed legumes to dairy cows.
29(40):7, col. 1. Oct. 6.
• Summary: “A great deal has been learned in economy
of feeding by the farm dairyman in the last decade or two.
The experiment stations have done good work all along the
different lines of live stock feeding. Clover, peas, the soja
bean and other plants are much more used now for feeding
cows than formerly. At one of the Eastern stations recently
special attention has been called to this matter by actual
experiment in feeding:
“Their large percentage of protein compounds–which
serve to form blood, muscle, bone and milk–and their
consequent feeding value, which exceeds that of the grasses,
corn fodder, corn stover, or straw. They may be used to
supplement these fodders in place of the concentrated
nitrogenous feeds, such as bran, cottonseed, linseed and
gluten meals, etc. Hay from the legumes is twice or more
than twice as rich in protein as that from grasses.
“Their power of gathering large quantities of plant
food from natural sources. Many if not all of our common
legumes acquire considerable quantities of nitrogen from the
air. Their roots penetrate deeply into the subsoil, and they
thus obtain plant food from the depths beyond the reach of
plants with smaller root development. Their manurial value.
When the crop is fed, most of the nitrogen, phosphoric acid,
potash and other fertilizing ingredients go into excrement,
liquid and solid, and if preserved make a rich manure. The
large amounts of plant food left behind in roots and stubble
after removal of the crop furnish a cheap and valuable store
of plant food for following crops.
“While the clovers will doubtless prove in the future,
as they have in the past, the most favorable of the legumes
for general purposes in Connecticut, the cow pea, soja bean
and vetches are valuable for forage, silage or hay, and the
experiments and observations at the station and elsewhere
indicate that they are worthy of careful trial.”
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M.Sc., Prof. of Chemistry; 3. A.M., Prof. of Horticulture
and Entomology; 4. M.Sc., Prof. of Agriculture. All: Station
Council, Manhattan, Kansas.
390. Flagg, Chas. O. 1894. Rotation of crops. Rhode Island
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 6:176-95.
For the year 1893. See p. 190-93.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with
leguminous plants” (p. 190-93) states: “The trial of legumes
was made upon three of our most uniform and thoroughly
exhausted plots of the experiment land on the plain. The
object, aside from studying the habits and growth of the
most common leguminous plants, was to determine the
effects of different applications of nitrogen. The three plots
(permanently numbered 17, 19, and 21) each received an
application of 1,200 pounds dissolved South Carolina Rock
(16.63 per cent. total phosphoric acid), and 180 pounds
muriate of potash (50 per cent. potassium oxide), while
in addition No. 19 received 150 pounds of nitrate of soda
(15.50 per cent. nitrogen), and No. 21 received 450 pounds
of nitrate of soda of the same strength, while no nitrogen
whatever was applied to No. 17.”
Seeds of 32 legumes were sown on 29 May 1893 in
duplicate rows 3 feet apart across on each of the three plots.
Seven varieties of soja beans were planted. A “Table giving
weights of short rows and computed yields per acre” (p. 191)
shows the amount of nitrogen or soda applied to each plot
and the computed yield of green fodder (in pounds per acre)
for the 3 plots. The Soja Bean varieties and their yield range
for the three plots are: Medium Green Soja Bean (4613–
6597), Medium Black Soja Bean (4386–7108), Early White
Soja Bean (1890–2646), Yamagata-cha Daidzu [brown]
(2646–4915), Kiyusuke Daidzu (5369–7562), Edamame
(3403–3781), Yellow Soy (2193–3856). The two varieties
giving the highest yields were Kiyusuke Daidzu (7562 lb/
acre) and Medium Black Soja Bean (7108 lb/acre). Yields are
also given for Black Podded Azuki (3100–5218) and White
Podded Azuki (4537–5596), White Lupine, Blue Lupine,
Yellow Lupine, Serradella, and Spurry (Ornithopus sativus).
“In our last report (Fifth Annual Report, page 150) we
called attention to the merits of the varieties of the soja or
soya bean and cow pea as fodder crops especially valuable to
the dairy man for summer feeding, soiling and for ensilage.
They are tender plants and can only be sown when all danger
of frost is past and must be harvested before frost in the fall,
therefore their season of usefulness is somewhat limited. The
farmer with a large herd of milch cows and limited pasture
desires an abundant crop for soiling early in spring and late
in autumn. We can find such among the leguminous plants.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020,
one of two documents) that mentions the soybean varieties
Medium Black or Medium Green.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2006) that uses the word “Azuki” to refer to

azuki beans. Address: Director of the Station, Agriculturist,
and President of the Board of Managers, Providence.
391. Hills, J.L. 1894. Dairying. Vermont Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 7:70-118. For the year
1893. See p. 109-10, 114-18.
• Summary: Section VIII, titled “Ensilaging soja bean
and vetch” (p. 109-10) states: “Among the crops grown
experimentally during 1893 were the Soja Bean (Soja
hispida), and the Russian or Villous Vetch, (Vicia villosa)...
They were planted in rows 27 inches apart and the soja
bean was cultivated. The soja bean plot (No. 11) contained
2,520 square feet and grew 564 lb green fodder, equivalent
to nearly 5 tons green fodder, or a ton and a fifth dry matter
to the acre. The vetch and soja bean plot (No. 13) contained
2,592 square feet and grew 824 pounds of green fodder,
equivalent to nearly 7 tons of green fodder, or a little over
a ton and a third of dry matter to the acre. The crops were
harvested Sept. 20 and ensilaged in small cylindrical silos.
After about 6 months the silos were opened and the contents
fed out. The cows ate the ensilages readily, but the quantities
were too small to admit of experimental feeding. Both
ensilages kept nicely and had a pleasant aromatic odor.” One
table (p. 110) shows the composition of dry matter for soja
bean, soja bean ensilage, villous vetch and soja bean, and
villous vetch and soja bean ensilage. A second table (same
page) shows the yields and losses in the same ensilaged
crops per acre.
Section XI, titled “Miscellaneous fodder crops” (p. 11418) states that in the summer of 1893 various fodder crops
were planted by the former director, Prof. W.W. Cooke. A
table (p. 114) shows that Soja beans (obtained from J.M.
Thorburn & Co. [seedsmen] of New York, and from the
Hatch Experiment Station of the Massachusetts Agricultural
College) were planted in 27 inch rows at the rate of 56 lb/
acre and harvested on Sept. 20. Those from Thorburn yielded
22,519 lb/acre of green fodder, and those from Massachusetts
yielded 9,752 lb/acre. Villous vetch and soja beans were
planted in 27 inch rows at the rate of 30 and 35 lb. of seed
per acre respectively and harvested on Sept. 21. The yield
was 13,843 lb/acre of green fodder.
A second table (p. 115) gives the composition (both
original substance and dry matter) of each crop in terms of
water, crude ash, crude protein, crude fiber, nitrogen free
extract, ether extract, nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash.
A third table (p. 116) shows “Pounds of dry matter and
fodder ingredients per acre in experimental crops.” Other
crops discussed on p. 316-18 include Japanese radish, spurry,
crow foot millet, panicle millet, and rape.
On p. 318 there are three entries (X, XI, and XIII)
for “Soja (or soy) bean (Soja hispida).” Entry XI is for
“seed obtained from the Hatch Experiment Station of the
Massachusetts Agricultural College... This is a Japanese
plant which has been grown in this country for several years.
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It has been very generally successful as a forage crop. The
dried and ground beans make a passable imitation coffee
(Plumb 1894). A few varieties, ‘Early White,’ ‘Medium
White,’ ‘Medium Green,’ ‘Medium Black,’ and perhaps
others mature seed in Massachusetts, and have yielded from
22 to 28 bushels per acre. It is a good plant for fodder or
ensilage. The seed planted here in 1893 was obtained from
two sources. That obtained from the Massachusetts Station
grew best and yielded five tons of green fodder, a ton and
a quarter of dry matter and a quarter of a ton of protein to
the acre. Both green and ensilaged it was relished by the
cattle. This same crop has proved very satisfactory this year
(1894).”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Vermont, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Vermont. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Vermont, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Vermont (summer, 1893). The source of these
soybeans was J.M. Thorburn & Co. of New York, and the
Hatch Experiment Station of the Massachusetts; Hatch in
turn got them from Japan (see Hills 1895). Address: Director
of the Station and Chemist, Burlington, Vermont.
392. Johnson (Mark W.) Seed Co. 1894. Catalogue of
garden, field and flower seeds... Atlanta, Georgia. 10 p.
• Summary: In the section on “Beans,” page 1 states: “Soja
Bean, for forage and stock–$2.25/bu., $0.75/pk., $0.20/qt.,
$0.10/pt., $0.05/p’pr.” [p’pr = put up in flat papers, like a
small folded paper envelope].
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020)
showing that the Mark W. Johnson Seed Co. is selling
soybeans.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: 8793.
Address: No. 35 South Pryor Street, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.
393. True, A.C. 1894. Report of the Director of the Office of
Experiment Stations. Report of the Secretary of Agriculture.
p. 417-64. For the year 1893. See p. 439-40.
• Summary: In the section on “Practical experiments at
the Agricultural Experiment Stations” (p. 365+), there is
a long subsection titled “Soja beans” (p. 439-40) which
states: “These beans are also known as soya and soy beans.
Two distinct species have been called by these names. The
small bean (Phaseolus radiatus) is largely used in Japanese
confections, but is of no special value as a forage plant.
“The large bean (Soja hispida or Glycine hispida) is
the true soja bean, and has been found by the stations in a
number of States to be a valuable forage plant. In Japan this
bean is largely used as food for man and animals.
“The soja bean is an animal leguminous plant
resembling the bunch or upright varieties of cowpeas. The
growth is erect and from 3 to 4.5 feet high. The short pods
are borne thickly on the stocky, bushy plant. Stems, leaves,

and pods are densely covered with short hairs.
“The soja bean can not be said to be a new plant in
the United States but was introduced from Japan before
the organization of the experiment stations in 1888.
However, the varieties first introduced were too late in
maturing for localities in which early autumn frosts occur.
The Massachusetts State Station and the Kansas Station
introduced from Japan early varieties of soja beans, Repeated
experiments at these stations indicated that these matured
in Massachusetts with the same certainty as the common
varieties of corn, and that they ripened in Kansas in any
season. The varieties which experiments have shown to be
early enough for Kansas are Eda mané [sic, Eda-mame; see
Popenoe, Mason, and Marlatt 1891], Yellow Soy, Yamagata
Cha-daidzu [brown], and Kiyusuké Daidzu. In Kansas soja
beans have shown considerable ability to resist drought.
“The seed should be planted only after the ground is
warm in the spring. In Kansas the latter part of May is the
preferred season. The beans, at the rate of 5 to 10 per foot,
are planted in drills from 2.5 to 3 feet apart. The cultivation
is similar to that given the bunch varieties of the cowpea and
should not occur while the leaves are wet with dew or rain.
The vines are cut when the beans begin to ripen, cured in
small, high piles, and threshed when dry.
“At the South Carolina Station the yield of beans was
from 10 to 15 bushels per acre. At the Georgia Station soja
beans yielded 1,307 pounds of beans per acre, while the yield
of cowpeas on an adjacent plat was only 840 pounds. The
weight of dry forage from the former was also greater than
that of the hay from cowpeas. At the Massachusetts Hatch
Station the variety Medium Early White soja bean yielded at
the rate of 35 bushels per acre. The variety Black Medium
made a ranker growth of vine than most of the other sorts.
At the Massachusetts State Station soja beans yielded 5,949
pounds of dry matter per acre. The red varieties [probably
azuki beans] have been found superior to the white in
productiveness and in beauty of appearance. At the Georgia
Station soja-bean forage was relished by stock and was
more easily cured than cowpea vines. The yield of soja bean
forage, exclusive of beans, was at the rate of 2,940 pounds
of dry matter per acre, containing 88.2 pounds of crude fat,
438.06 pounds of crude protein, 730.29 pounds of fiber,
1,143.36 pounds of nitrogen-free extract and 186.39 pounds
of ash. Analysis showed the beans to be much richer than
cowpeas in protein and fat but poorer in starchy matters. One
hundred pounds of air-dry beans contained 25.86 pounds
of nitrogen-free extract. The nutritive ratio is very narrow.
This very high percentage of fat and protein makes soja
beans a suitable substitute for cotton-seed meal and linseed
meal and other concentrated and costly feeding stuffs which
dairymen often find it necessary to purchase. Soja bean meal
without any admixture was relished by milk cows at the
Massachusetts Hatch Station.
“The soja-bean plant has been advantageously used for
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hay, for soiling, and for silage, and is believed to have, in
common with most cultivated leguminous plants, the power
of obtaining some of its nitrogen from the air, and hence
acting as a soil renovator.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2006) that contains the term “cowpea vines”
(or “cowpea vine”). Address: Director of the Office of
Experiment Stations [USDA, Washington, DC].
394. Wheeler, H.J.; Towar, J.D. 1894. On the occasional
ill-effect of sulphate of ammonia as a manure and the use
of air-slaked lime in overcoming the same. Rhode Island
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 6:206-267.
For the year 1893. See p. 230. [59* ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soja beans (Soja hispida)”
(p. 230) describes tests in which soja beans were grown on 4
plots. Plot 23 was fertilized with sulphate of ammonia alone.
Plot 25 was fertilized with sulphate of ammonia plus lime.
Plot 27 was fertilized with nitrate of soda alone. Plot 29 was
fertilized with nitrate of soda plus lime. The highest yield
of soja beans and straw (either green or absolutely dry) was
from plot 27. The authors conclude: “Here again as in the
case of others of the leguminous plants, the nitrate of soda
alone, gave better returns than when used with lime. We see
by comparison of the yield of plots 23 and 25 that in this
case, contrary to all the previous observations, nitrogen in
the form of sulphate of ammonia gave greater returns when
used alone than when used with lime.”
A photo (Fig. 8, opposite p. 264) shows soja beans
growing in a field with cow peas. The caption reads:
“Showing the comparatively uniform growth of two
leguminous crops across four plots, two of which were
manured with sulphate of ammonia, and two with nitrate of
soda–one plot in each case being with and one without lime.”
The section titled “White podded adzuki” (p. 229)
states: “This is a Japanese bean, introduced into this country
by Prof. W.P. Brooks of the Hatch Experiment Station,
of Amherst, Massachusetts, through whom the seed was
obtained.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that mentions the application of lime, as a
fertilizer, to soja beans. Address: 1. Ph. D., Chemist; 2. B.
Sc., Asst. Agriculturist. Both: Kingston, Rhode Island.
395. Wilson, James. 1894. Soiling crops, 1894. Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 27. p. 85-104.
• Summary: Various soiling crops were fed to milch cows.
“During the summer of 1894 we grew Soja beans, or
Japan beans, under experimental conditions for feeding
to dairy cows, so as to get indications of their value as an
addition to our field crops and their effect on the quantity
and quality of milk, and on the flavor of butter. This bean
comes to blossoming–which is the best feeding stage for
milk-making–in August, when few plants now known to

our cropping system are in succulent condition. It seems
to be entirely at home in a dry climate. It is rich in protein,
palatable when cows become used to it, gives a fine flavor to
butter, increases the flow of milk when substituted for green
sweet corn, and increases the fat per cent over corn, as our
tables will show.
“The seed was sent to the college by Prof. Georgeson, of
Manhattan, Kansas, who brought several varieties of it from
Japan.”
Leguminous plants that furnish the protein element can
be grown on the farm. When fed with green corn, corn meal,
or by themselves, they give good results and can save a
farmer money.
Page 96 is titled “Soja Bean” and states: “The Soja
bean, or soy bean, or Japan bean has been grown at different
times on the college farm for twenty years [i.e. since 1874]...
The seed used came from Prof. Georgeson, of Manhattan,
Kansas, who, during his residence in Japan, selected
varieties suitable to our climate. We grew two varieties of
it, the yellow soja, the earlier, and the Keyuska [Kiyusuke]
succeeding, in order of ripening... We grew it in hills, planted
and cultivated as corn is... It is widely advertised as a coffee
plant, and sold at high figures for that purpose. The cows did
not eat it readily at first, but after getting it sprinkled with
bran and salt for a few days they ate it readily... at the end of
the test period, August 19th, they had reached a larger flow
[of milk] than at any time during the feeding of sweet corn.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2012) that
uses the term “Japan beans” or “Japan bean” as other names
for the soy bean.
Page 97 gives an analysis of the soja bean plant, cut
in August (as is, and dry matter). Address: Director of the
Station, Ames, Iowa.
396. Wolff, Emil Theodor von. 1894. Die rationelle
Futterung der landwirthschaftlichen Nutztiere. Auf
Grundlage der neuen tierphysiologischen Forschungen.
Sechste, neubearbeitete Auflage [The rational feeding
of farm animals. On the basis of new animal physiology
investigations. 6th ed.]. Berlin: Verlag Paul Parey. viii + 262
p. No index. 19 cm. Series: Thaer-Bibliothek. [Ger]
• Summary: In the chapter on “Characteristics of feeds
(Futtermittel) (p. 104+), section 8, titled “Straw of
leguminous plants” (Stroh der Hülsenfrüchte) (p. 129-30)
discusses the straw of soybean plants.
In the section on “Concentrated feeds” (p. 130+) section
2, “Leguminous seeds” (Bei den Körnern der Hülsenfrüchte)
(p. 135) has a paragraph (p. 137) on “the Chinese oilbean or
Soybean” (Die chinesische Ölbohne oder Sojabohne).
Soybeans are mentioned in the appendix of this
book which consists of several long tables: (1) Average
composition of feedstuffs (Futtermittel) and their content
of digestible constituents. Hay–soybeans, at the end of
blooming (p. 329.2). Straw–soybean (p. 241.7). Chaff and
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hulls–Legumes–Soybeans (p. 242.3). Seeds and fruits–
Legumes–Soybeans (p. 243.3). By-products of oil milling–
Soybean cake (p. 345.6).
(2) Digestibility of feedstuffs: A. Average and range
of the coefficients of digestibility. 1. Investigations with
ruminants. Green fodder and hay–Soybeans (p. 247.4),
Soybean straw (p. 247.8), Soybean hulls (p. 247.9). Seeds
and grains–soybeans (p. 248.3). B. Average composition and
nutrient content in direct experiments on the digestibility of
tested feedstuffs. 1. Investigations with ruminants. Green
fodder and hay–Soybeans (p. 251.7). Straw–Soybean
straw (p. 252.3). Seeds and grains–Soybeans (p. 252.4). 3.
Nitrogen content of various feeds in terms of protein and
non-protein nitrogen. Soybeans, at the end of blooming (p.
256.6). Grains and seeds–Soybeans (p. 257.6).
Also discusses: Almonds (p. 245). Hempseed (p. 140,
243, 245). Lucerne (p. 247, 249, 251, 253). Lupins (p. 122,
238-43, 247-48, 250-52). Peanuts (p. 138-39, 242-43, 245,
252). Sesame seeds (p. 138, 243, 245, 248, 252).
Note 1. This sixth edition of this important book was
translated into English in 1895 by Herbert H. Cousins, and
published in London.
Note 2. Prof. Emil Wolff (lived 1818-1896) was of
Danish origin. Before coming to Hohenheim, Wolff had
been the first director of the experiment station Möckern, at
Leipzig, the first agricultural experiment station in Germany–
erected in 1851, the year Kellner was born. Address:
Prof. at the Royal Württemberg Agricultural Academy,
Hohenheim (Professor an der Königlich Württembergische
Landwirtschaftliche Akademie Hohenheim) [Württemberg,
Germany].
397. Woll, F.W. 1894. Composition of feeding stuffs.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
10:288-94. For the year ending June 30, 1893.
• Summary: Page 291 notes: “The figures giving the
composition of fodders are in most cases the averages taken
from the compilation of analyses of American Fodders by
Dr. E.H. Jenkins and A.L. Winton, Jr. (Experiment Station
Bulletin No. 11, Office of Experiment Stations, Washington,
DC, 1892) [the authors were from the Connecticut Agric.
Exp. Station.]
A table (p. 294) titled “Average composition of
American feeding stuffs,” shows 8 analyses conducted on the
Soja bean. Its percentage composition is as follows: 10.8%
water, 4.7% ash, 34.0% crude protein, 4.8% crude fibre,
28.8% nitrogen free extract, 16.9% ether extract, 84.5%
organic matter. Its per cent digestible matter is as follows:
Crude protein 29.6%, carbohydrates 17.9%, and ether extract
15.9%. Address: Asst. Chemist [Madison, Wisconsin].
398. Woods, Charles D. 1894. Composition of New England
feeding stuffs. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 6:140-55. For the year 1893. See p.

146.
• Summary: Gives a detailed analysis of the composition
of soy bean (Soja hispida) fodder, at the time of cutting. It
shows average, maximum, and minimum values based on
6 analyses, of the basic nutrients (protein, fat, nitrogen free
extract, fiber, ash, and calories per pound), for the fodder
as is and on a moisture-free basis. The fodder contained an
average of 3.4% protein as is and 13.2% on a moisture free
basis. Many other fodder crops (cow peas, serradella, vetch)
were higher in protein.
399. Woods, Chas. D. 1894. The digestibility of feeding
stuffs. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 6:156-67. For the year 1893. See p. 160-61.
• Summary: Table 49, titled “Maximum, minimum, and
average coefficients of digestibility of European feeding
stuffs” is a translation of the summation table prepared
by Profs. Dietrich and König (Zusammensetzung und
Verdaulichkeit der Futtermittel. Berlin [Germany], 1891).
It “contains the results of all published European digestion
experiments obtained by these very careful and painstaking
compilers. A few American studies are also included.” This
table lists soy bean hay, soy bean straw, soy bean pods (p.
160), and soy beans (p. 161). For each feeding stuff is given:
Number of experiments, number of trials, organic matter,
protein, fat, nitrogen-free substance, and fiber.
Other feeding stuffs include serradella, lupin hay,
lupin straw, dari, lupin (steamed, not extracted), carob bean
(Johannisbrot), spelt bran, rape seed oil cake, peanut oil
cake, sesame oil cake, etc.
400. Ferndale Enterprise (Ferndale, California). 1895.
For the farmer. Valuable hints taken from our agricultural
exchanges. Something for all ruralists. Interesting topics for
agriculturist, horticulturist and general farmer. Jan. 11. p. 6,
col. 2.
• Summary: “Why green manuring and soiling pay. Green
manuring improves the physical properties of the soil by
making the soil more porous and adding to its supply of
humus. It brings up the formant plant food from deep down
in the soil and deposits it near the surface where it can be
used by plants feeding near the surface...”
“Green manuring with clovers, peas, beans, lupines, etc.
(leguminous crops), actually enriches the soil in nitrogen
drawn from the air...”
If allowed to ripen, the seed of the cowpea and soja bean
furnishes an extremely rich concentrated feed which can be
ground and fed in place of expensive commercial feeds. The
straw remaining may be fed as a coarse fodder, for it is richer
than ordinary hay.
“Grow more leguminous crops. The furnish the cheapest
food for stock and the cheapest manure for the soil. They do
this because they obtain from the air a substance [nitrogen]
necessary for the plants and animals alike, which costs in the
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form of feeding stuffs from 15 to 25 cents a pound.”
401. Brooks, William P. 1895. The Agricultural Division.
Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 7:7-16. Jan. See p. 13-14.
• Summary: A table (p. 13) compares the composition of
“American average of corn silage” with “Millet and soya
bean silage.” The author concludes: “It will be noted that the
millet and soya bean silage is considerably richer than the
corn silage in protein, which is the most valuable portion of a
fodder,–the nitrogenous portion.” The two fodders contained
11.25% vs. 8.0% crude protein on a dry matter basis.
The section titled “Soya beans” (p. 13) states: “We have
continued to experiment with a number of varieties of this
crop. We find three of value, and these we call ‘Early White,’
‘Medium Green’ and Medium Black.’ The seed of all was
originally brought from Japan [by Brooks in late 1889; See
Brooks 1890, p. 14, 16]. The first is the most reliable for
seed production in this vicinity, though neither of the others
has failed to ripen every season during the last 6 years.
The ‘Medium Green’ appears to be the most valuable for
ensilage. This has given a yield of rather over eight tons per
acre when ready for the silo...
“Pot experiments in the culture of three varieties of the
soya bean, employing for each soil from our own grounds
and soil from a locality where this crop had never been
grown, were carried out in 1893. The pots were variously
fertilized in two parallel series for each kind of soil. To the
soil of every pot in one series for each kind of soil a little
dust from the floor where soya beans had been thrashed was
added. The object aimed at was to determine whether the
addition of this dust, which, it was known, must contain in
abundance the germs of the tubercle bacillus peculiar to soya
bean roots,–the bacillus which gives the plant the power to
fix atmospheric nitrogen,–would affect the development of
root tubercles and the growth and yield of the plants. The
results were striking. From a very early stage, the plants in
the pots to which a pinch of dust from the threshing floor
had been added were of a markedly greener color and more
vigorous. The weight of both vine and seed from such
pots was larger. Upon examination after harvest the roots
were found to have a far greater number of tubercles. The
important point here is, that the tubercle development is
coincident with greater vigor.
“Out-of-door experiments of a similar nature upon a
large scale have been tried in the field this year. Upon ½ of
a number of areas similarly fertilized throughout, a small
quantity of earth from a field where soya beans had been
cultivated for several years was scattered; the result in every
instance was a marked increase in crop.
“Soya beans, as well as other leguminous crops,
sometimes fail to assimilate atmospheric nitrogen to any
great extent when first cultivated in a neighborhood. This is
frequently, no doubt, because the appropriate tubercle bacilli

are not present in sufficient numbers. They will usually
increase from year to year, and when they become abundant,
success will be more certain. It may sometimes pay to import
a small quantity of earth from a locality where the crop does
well, for the purpose of securing a supply of the needed
bacilli.”
Note 1. In “Soybeans: The Success Story,” (1990)
Prof. T. Hymowitz describes this inoculation experiment
in its historical perspective as follows: “In 1893... Brooks
then conducted what is considered a classic experiment. He
placed never before cropped soil into pots and planted seed
from three soybean cultivars originally from Japan. In one
series of pots he added a pinch of dust collected from the
floor where soybeans had been thrashed and the other series
of pots were his control. The results were striking. In the
pots receiving a pinch of dust, the plants were greener, more
vigorous, and the seed yields much larger than the controls.
In addition, the roots of the plants that received the pinch
of dust were found to contain nodules. Soil from Brook’s
experiment was sent to the New Jersey and Kansas stations
and his results were confirmed.”
Note 2. It is not absolutely clear how the tubercle bacilli
that Brooks used in his pioneering experiments arrived in
America. They may well have arrived on the seeds that
Brooks imported from Japan in 1889. These may have been
the first soybean bacilli in America. In 1897 David Fairchild
“wrote to Japan and imported several pounds of soil from a
soybean field” (Fairchild 1948, p. 14).
“A considerable number of miscellaneous crops have
been under trial on a small scale. The more important of
these are the following: mummy pea, Canada field pea,
blue-stem wheat, naked black barley, Japanese naked barley,
Japanese barley, Japanese clover, dwarf Essex rape, spurry,
flat pea (Lathyrus sylvestris), and alfalfa.” Details are given
on four of these.
“Soya bean meal [probably ground whole soybeans]
compared with gluten meal” (p. 16). The two were tested as
“part of a ration for milch cows. The results do not indicate
any considerable difference. Cream separated by the Cooley
submerged system is more perfect in the milk from cows
receiving the bean meal. The line of demarcation is far more
distinct, and the cream is thicker and richer in fat.”
402. Crocker, C.S. 1895. Analyses of fodder articles with
reference to fertilizing ingredients. Massachusetts State
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report of the Board
of Control 12:438-45. For the year 1894. Jan.
• Summary: The soja bean is mentioned on pages 428-29,
432, 434-35.
Analyses of the following products are given (with
the valuation per 2,000 pounds in parentheses): I. Green
fodders–Corn and soja bean ensilage. Ensilage of millet
and white soja bean. Soja bean. Soja bean (early white).
Soja bean (early green). Soja bean (early black). Soja bean
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(medium black). Soja bean (late). II. Hay and dry coarse
fodders–Soja bean, Soja bean straw. IV. Grains–Soja beans
(22.63). Red adzinki [adzuki] beans (14.07). White adzinki
beans (14.14). Daidzu beans [actually soja beans] (22.96). V.
Flour and Meal–Soja-bean meal (24.64). Peanut meal (-). VI.
By-products and refuse–Gluten meal. Gluten feed (Buffalo).
Peanut feed. Peanut husks.
For each product the following statistics are given:
Number of analyses. Percentage of moisture. Nitrogen. Ash.
Potassium oxide. Sodium oxide. Calcium oxide. Magnesium
oxide. Ferric oxide. Phosphoric acid. Insoluble matter.
Valuation per 2,000 pounds. [“The valuation is based on
the following prices per pound of the essential fertilizing
ingredients: nitrogen 17½ cents, potassium oxide 5½ cents,
phosphoric acid 5 cents”].
Note: This “soja-bean meal” is probably ground soja
beans; it was probably not defatted. Address: B.S., General
and Analytical Chemistry [Amherst, Massachusetts].
403. Goessmann, Charles A. 1895. Field experiments.
Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report of the Board of Control 12:189-321. Jan. For the year
1894. See p. 189-90, 195-98, 231-32, 243-44, 248-49, 321.
• Summary: In Part 1, titled “Field experiments for the
purpose of studying the economy of raising leguminous
crops (clover-like plants)...,” pages 196-99 discuss the soja
bean. “An early maturing variety of white soja bean was the
crop employed for the experiment.” The soja beans were
planted on May 12 in drills two and one-half feet apart.
“The plants appeared above ground on May 21. June 5
the field was cultivated an hoed, and also on the 16th and
25th and July 12.” One table (p. 197) shows the height in
inches of soja-bean plants upon the 11 different plats of
field A, on 3 dates (July 3, July 10, July 24) during the 1894
season. The tallest plants on July 24 were 27 inches high;
the drought probably limited their height. Those receiving
no nitrogen addition had a yellowish appearance. “The crop
was cut August 28, being put into the silo with corn for the
production of a mixed silage.” A second table (p. 197) shows
the yield of soja beans on the 11 different plats during the
1894 season. Converted to pounds per acre, the yields ranged
from 7,000 lb/acre to 4,050 lb/acre. A third table (p. 198)
gives a nutritional analysis of the “early maturing soja bean”
(whole plant as is, and dry matter only). Conclusion: Adding
nitrogen is not cost effective.
Part 4, titled “Experiments with forage crops” (p. 21330), discusses experiments with 27 such crops, including
early-maturing soja bean (Soja hispida) and late-maturing
soja bean (the seed was obtained from J.M. Thorburn & Co.,
New York). Also tested were prickly comfrey (Symphytum
officinalis), alfalfa (Medicago sativa, [called “lucerne” in
Britain and Australia]), alsike clover (Trifolium hybridium),
sainfoin (Onobrychus sativa), Japanese clover (Lespedeza
striata), serradella (Ornithoptus sativus), Bokhara clover

(Melilotus alba), yellow lupine (Lupinus lutens), blue lupine
(Lupinus perennis), white lupine (Lupinus alba), Southern
cow-pea (Dolichos sinensis), silver-hull buckwheat, Japanese
buckwheat, common buckwheat (all three Fagopyrum
esculentum), and Spanish peanut (no scientific name given).
The soja bean was used in a mixed silage with corn.
During 1894 some 3.125 tons of soja bean (green) were
raised on the experiment station farm.
A diagram (p. 248) shows that soja beans were tested
on Field D in 1892 and 1893. A table titled “Compilation of
analyses of fodder articles raised (1894)” (p. 249) gives a
chemical analysis of the dry matter in “Late maturing soja
bean.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2002)
that mentions lupins in the United States.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2002) that contains the term “Spanish peanut”
(p. 232) or “Spanish peanuts,” worldwide or in the United
States. Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Director of the Station
[Amherst, Massachusetts].
404. Lindsey, J.B. 1895. Part I. Feeding experiments and
dairy studies. Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report of the Board of Control 12:13-188.
For the year 1894. Jan. See p. 32, 40-41, 78-79.
• Summary: Contents: I. A practical talk about feeding.
II. Objects of the different experiments. III. Feeding
experiments with milch cows (two). IV. Hay substitutes.
V. The Babcock v. the space system, etc. VI. Feeding
experiment with steers. VII. Feeding calves for veal. VIII.
Digestion experiments (p. 146-74, by Lindsey, Smith, and
Holland; see separate record): Digestion experiments with
sheep; the digestibility of the pentosans.
References to gluten early in this document: “gluten
feeds” (p. 15), Buffalo gluten feed (p. 33, 40, 41).
A table (p. 78) lists the “Local market cost per ton of
various articles of fodder.” Soja-bean hay costs $15.00. Four
fodders containing gluten are also mentioned in this table:
Buffalo gluten feed. Peoria gluten feed. King gluten meal.
Chicago gluten meal.
Another table (p. 79) lists “Fertilizing constituents.”
Soja-bean hay contains: Moisture 16%. Nitrogen 2%.
Phosphoric acid 0.50%. Potassium oxide 1.24%. Value
per 2,000 pounds: $7.74. The most valuable fertilizers are:
Cotton-seed meal $24.14. New-process linseed meal $20.52.
King gluten meal $17.84. Buffalo gluten feed, Peoria gluten
feed, and Chicago gluten meal are also mentioned in this
table. All of these gluten feed products are very similar to
one another, and are by-products in the manufacture of starch
from corn! See definitions p. 148-49.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2008) that contains the term “King gluten meal.”
Address: Ph.D., Assoc. Chemist (Feeding Dep.), Amherst.
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405. Lindsey, J.B.; Smith, R.H.; Holland, E.B. 1895. Part
VIII. Digestion experiments: 1. Digestion experiments with
sheep. Massachusetts State Agricultural Experiment Station,
Report 12:146-74. For the year 1894. Jan. See p. 150, 15254, 156, 163, 172-73.
• Summary: Two sheep were fed raw, ground soja-bean
seeds called “Soja-bean meal. The beans were raised upon
the grounds of the Hatch Experiment Station. The quantity
necessary for the experiment was supplied through the
kindness of Professor Brooks” (p. 151).
A table (p. 150) shows the digestibility of the meal and
other feeds. One sample of soja-bean meal, was used in 2
single trials; its digestibility was: dry matter 82%, crude
cellulose 71%, crude fat 86%, crude protein 91%, and
extract matter 76%. “The test of this meal was not entirely
satisfactory, the variations in the percentages of cellulose and
fat digestible in case of the two sheep being too large...” The
composition of soja-bean meal is: crude ash 6.20%, crude
cellulose 4.5%, crude fat 18.89%, crude protein 38.47%,
extract matter 31.94%. The composition of hay plus sojabean meal is also given.
Other feeds listed on p. 148-53 are: “New-process
linseed meal. Buffalo gluten feed. Peoria gluten and Chicago
maize feeds. Chicago gluten meal. King gluten meal.” Peanut
feed is described on p. 149 and 172. Address: Amherst,
Massachusetts.
406. Mell, P.H. 1895. Experiments on foreign seeds.
Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 60.
p. 25-32. Jan. See p. 32.
• Summary: The section titled “Soja or soya or soy bean
(Glycine hispida) (p. 32) begins with a long quotation from
“The Treasury of Botany” by Lindley and Moore (1866). The
author then notes: “This plant is valuable for man and stock
and the results of the experiments conducted at Auburn show
that it can be easily grown in Alabama. The forage cured
from it [hay] is excellent, and stock eat it with relish. Two
varieties of the seeds have been tested and both have yielded
favorable results.
“The soja bean is not a new plant in the United States
since it has been grown with marked success in some of the
Middle and Western states for several years; it is however
new to the South.
“The Experiment Station has a small quantity of the
seeds for distribution among the farmers of Alabama. Efforts
will be made to give the seeds as wide a distribution as
possible.” Address: Botanist and member of Experiment
Station Council, Auburn, Alabama.
407. Zavitz, C.A. 1895. Report of the experimentalist.
Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm
(Guelph), Annual Report 20:63-128. For the year 1894. See
p. 86.
• Summary: In the section titled “Beans, comparative test

of 13 varieties” (p. 85-86), a table shows that two soy bean
varieties were tested for yield in 1893 and 1894. Yellow
Soy produced the equivalent of 20.4 bu/acre in 1893 and
15.56 bu/acre in 1894, for a 2-year average of 17.98 bu/
acre. Edamaine [sic, Edamame] produced the equivalent of
7.6 bu/acre in 1893 and 6.94 bu/acre, for a 2-year average of
7.44 bu/acre. For Yellow Soy, a measured bushel weighed
59.13 lb and Yellow Soy yielded 1.82 tons/acre of straw.
For Edamaine, a measured bushel weighed 59.00 lb and
Edamaine yielded 1.19 tons/acre of straw.
A full-page photo shows “Second year students and
members of staff, June, 1894.”
Bound at the back of this volume is the 16th “Annual
Report of the Ontario Agricultural and Experimental
Union” (p. 243-301). In a “Report of experiments in
agriculture,” presented by C.A. Zavitz, B.S.A., Director,
Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph (p. 276-301), 12
experiments on various crops and soils are described; soy is
not mentioned. Address: B.S.A., Experimentalist, Ontario
Agricultural College [Guelph, Ontario, Canada].
408. Flagg, C.O. 1895. Fertilizers for first year on a dairy
farm. American Agriculturist 55(5):109. Feb. 2.
• Summary: The writer (F.B.B., Rhode Island) needs enough
fodder to keep 10 cows for milk production. “For fodder
crops sow Canada peas with the oats, using two bushels of
peas and two bushels of oats. For fertilizer, use Formula
D. The peas should be covered with a plow or harrow four
inches deep and the oats sown after the peas and harrowed
in. If crops are needed for feeding green during the summer,
cow peas or soja beans will be found economical. These
are leguminous crops which grow well where there is a
scanty supply of nitrogen to make full fodder crops. They
are not suitable for curing for winter feeding. They are also
profitable to grow for making ensilage. When dried the stems
are woody and the leaves drop from the stem, so there is
difficulty in curing and they are not palatable to stock. As
green foods during the summer they are excellent.”
A table at bottom of article gives the composition of five
formulas: Formula D consists of:
Nitrate of soda, 300 lb.
S.C. dissolved in phosphate rock, 600 lb.
Fine ground bone, 0 lb.
Muriate of potash, 150 lb.
Tankage, 0 lb.
Dried blood, 0 lb. Address: Director, Rhode Island
Experiment Station.
409. Martin, Ernest. 1895. Le Tao-fu (soya), son origine,
ses propriétés, son acclimatation [Tofu (soya): Its origin,
properties, and acclimatization]. Revue Scientifique (Revue
Rose) 3(5):144-46. Feb. 2. Series 4. [Fre]
• Summary: A French-language review of the literature
on tofu, including a brief discussion of soy sauce and
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soybeans. The Soya hispida (Family: Papilionacées; Glycine
Phaseolus) is an oilseed (graine oléagineuse) that originated
in China. According to the research of Prof. Schlegel at the
University of Leiden, it was first mentioned in the work of
Liu-An, king of Huai-nan, of the Han dynasty, in the 2nd
century before the Christian era. From this period, the seed
was boiled and a milk-like liquid [soymilk] was extracted
which had the reputation of possessing beneficial properties.
When the soybean (le soya) was imported to Europe,
it was in the form of a sauce made in Japan and sold by the
Dutch who were the first [sic] European navigators to arrive
in Japan. Note: Portuguese navigators arrived in and traded
with Japan before the Dutch.
Its name was sho-yu, which is nothing but the corruption
of the Chinese characters tsiang-yu, which signifies savory
oil [sic]. From sho-yu, the Dutch made the word “soya” or
“soy” the name by which the bean is known in Europe.
Discusses: The shape and color of soybeans. The
Exposition of Vienna [Austria] in 1873. König’s discovery
that soybeans contain 31-33% protein. The research of
Vorderman and Pellet. Tao-Kan, Tao-Hu (tofu in Java),
and Tao-Koa. Tofu exported from Annam. How Chinese
in Batavia make soymilk and tofu (curded with gypsum);
use of the pasty residue (résidu pâteux) [okara] for feeding
to penned poultry, such as chickens and ducks. Further
processing of tofu to extend its shelf life.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the term résidu pâteux to refer
to okara. Preparation of soy sauce. Many uses of tofu in
Chinese therapy. Shi-tsih as the founder of the vegetarian
diet. Writings of Montigny, the French consul general. Soy
bread in diabetic diets. Mr. Desvilles. Soybean trials and
acclimatization in France. Composition of soybeans grown in
France.
From the viewpoint of practical utility, we conclude
that the acclimatization of species of the vegetable and
animal kingdoms, which was formerly the goal of multiple
costly tests, has now lost much of its importance. The ease
of communications and the rapidity with which exotic
shipments can be made often provide the same results.
However we must continue to be attentive to failures of
acclimatization, for they have much to teach us. One of the
most interesting problems of science is that of mutations.
The work of the mutationists (tératologistes), and especially
of Dareste, on the production of artificial anomalies, has
led to new proof that the variability of animal organization
is much greater than one would be tempted to believe–and
this variability extends also to plants... Such research can
help elucidate the problem of the origin of races, which has
heretofore remained in the deepest obscurity despite the
work of savants such as Is. Geoffroy Saint-Hillaire, Darwin,
and Quatrefages.
Thus there is nothing surprising in the transformations
manifested in living things which, transplanted from

afar, find themselves placed in telluric [terrestrial] and
climatological conditions completely different from those
of their original habitat. Examples of this transformation
multiple with each new day; they include the opium poppy,
rhubarb, some legumes, numerous varieties of bamboo.
What is the reason for these laws of transformation and
degeneration that extend over each of the large kingdoms
of nature? The problem is posed but has not been seriously
addressed.
As for the soybean (graine de soya), we have shown
that it undergoes this transformation in a very sensitive
manner: in it, the protein molecule progressively gives way
to the starch (amylacée) molecule. At the heart of the plant
organism, a special synthesis is accomplished: its chemical
composition is modified in proportions such that it becomes
inappropriate for the goal targeted by its cultivation in
Europe.
410. Indiana Farmer. 1895. Queries and answers. 30(14):3,
col. 1. April 6.
• Summary: “S.D.S. Madison: The seed of the soya bean is
sold by J.J.H. Gregory the seeds-man of Marblehead, Mass.
[Massachusetts], and probably others. The early is sometimes
used as a substitute for coffee; the late is a forage plant.
“M.B.F., Fulton Co.” [Indiana].
Note 1. Fulton County, formed in 1836, is located in
north central Indiana.
Note 2. “S.D.S. Madison” probably refers a person
whose initials are S.D.S. and who lives in Madison, Indiana.
411. Wheeler, Charles E. 1895. Early soiling crops for feed
during drouth. American Agriculturist 55(17):474. April 27.
Incorrectly paginated.
• Summary: “The first thing on every farm should be to sow
one or more extra crops, to be used as a soiling crop.”
“New forage crops: If green feed for the season is
wanted, begin with vetch and oats, then green soja beans,
and later serradella. By Aug. 1, or when the kernels glaze,
green corn fodder may be cut.” Address: New York.
412. Plumb, Charles Sumner. 1895. Silos and silage.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 32. 30 p.
• Summary: Starts with a good history of silos and silage
worldwide. The section titled “Selection and culture of silage
crops” begins: “The plants most available for silage in the
United States are Indian corn, red clover, rye, oats, wheat,
sorghum, the millets, and alfalfa in the North, and soja beans
and cowpeas in addition to the above in the South. Indian
corn is the great silage plant of America. It... will produce
the largest amount of desirable silage per acre of any crop
we can grow. Fifteen to twenty tons of green fodder can be
grown on an acre without difficulty over a large part of the
United States” (p. 18). “A process to be recommended is the
cutting of cowpeas or soja beans and placing them separately
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or together with the corn in the silo. This gives more
nutritious silage than corn alone” (p. 20).
The section titled “Composition and feeding value of
silage” contains a table (p. 21) showing the composition of
the following kinds of silage: Corn, sorghum, red clover, soja
bean, cowpea vine, field pea vine, and a mixture of cowpea
and soja bean vines. Field pea vine silage has the highest
protein content (5.9%), followed by red clover silage (4.2%),
then soja bean silage (4.1%).
Soja bean silage is also mentioned on pages 24, 27.
Address: Prof. of Animal Industry and Dairying in Purdue
Univ. and Director of the Indiana Agric. Exp. Station.
413. Farmers’ Review (The) (Illinois). 1895. Planting soy
beans. June 5. p. 256, col. 1.
• Summary: “The North Carolina experiment station says:
Do not sow soy beans broadcast, but plant in hills or drills
2½ or 3½ feet apart, according to the richness of soil. If in
hills, 15 to 24 inches is far enough apart in the row. They
will doubtlessly grow on any soil suitable for corn. and
may be planted at the same time as corn, which gives a long
season from March to July. It is a good plan to plant in the
corn between the hills or stalks of corn. If corn is grown for
silage, the beans can be cut with the corn and will add greatly
to its value. The upright growth of soy beans leaves room for
cultivation, and this should be accorded to check the growth
of weeds. As food for stock the soy bean is one of the richest
legumes that can be grown. In chemical composition the dry
matter of silage and black pea vine hay differ more in fat and
other carbohydrates than protein. The roots bear numerous
tubercles, which aid it by gathering nitrogen from the air the
same as those of the pea vine or clover roots.
“There are no spreading by running vines to shade
the ground, which is one of the potent factors in soil
improvement, hence soy beans must be planted near enough
for shade. On poor soil there should be one plant every 2 x
1 feet and from that up to 2 x 3½ feet. It is usual to plant 2
to 4 beans in a hill, as it makes the stems finer, and they are
hard and woody at best. To save the seed the stalks should
be pulled or cut and stacked up loosely as soon as leaves and
pods have changed from green to a golden hue, and when dry
threshed out. The pods should not be hand picked, because
there are too many and with only one to three beans in a pod
it will not pay. They will beat out very easily when ripe and
dry, as he who leaves them too long will learn to his cost, for
the pods will open and the beans scatter upon the ground.
This is a most desirable plant to raise for stock. It is also a
good table bean, but requires a long time in cooking, and
most people have to learn to like its flavor.”
414. Georgeson, C.C. 1895. The native grasses of Kansas.
Rural New-Yorker 54:486, col. 2. July 20.
• Summary: “It becomes, also, more and more apparent
that, for hay, we must depend more on cultivated crops with

drought-resisting qualities and short periods of growth, like
sorghum and soybeans, rather than on the time-honored
meadow grasses of eastern longitudes.” Address: Kansas
Experiment Station.
415. Georgeson, C.C. 1895. Profitable stock-feeding: feeding
stuffs. Prairie Farmer 67(40):2-3. Oct. 5.
• Summary: “In my last article on this subject I described
briefly the nature of the elements of nutrition and their
functions in the animal system. I will now briefly compare
a few of the more common fodders and feeding stuffs as
regards the relative amount of digestible material that they
furnish. First, let us again note that it is only the digestible
portion of the foods which can aid in nourishing the animal.”
“Soy beans, a crop which is as yet but little known in
this country, comes next to cotton seed meal in the amount
of digestible protein. Malt sprouts, brewers grains, and
gluten meal are products with which the Western farmer is
not much acquainted except, perhaps, in the neighborhood
of factories which produce them. They are all rich foods and
high priced. The carbohydrates and fat show almost as great
variation as does the protein. Corn and the grains are rich in
carbohydrates, i.e., chiefly starch, while soy beans and cotton
seed meal present the phenomena of having much less of
carbohydrates than they have of protein. This lack, however,
is compensated for in the large amount of fat they contain,
which has essentially the same function in the body as the
starch, and has a feeding value of more than twice that of
starch, pound for pound. To be used to best advantage, all
foods rich in protein should be fed only in moderate quantity
and always in connection with grain, which is deficient in
protein, as corn, or corn and cob meal; and in the case of
cattle and horses this combination should be supplemented
by coarse fodder fed ad libitum. The above list comprises
nearly all of the feed stuffs usually available here in the
West.” Address: [Kansas Agric. Exp. Station].
416. Prairie Farmer. 1895. New fodder crops. 67(41):7. Oct.
12.
• Summary: The article begins: “The experiment station
at Guelph [Ontario], Canada, has been experimenting with
some new fodder plants. A report of the work says: ‘Several
specimens of new and valuable fodder plants are in the
display, among which the following may be mentioned: The
Yellow Soy bean, which is one of the best of fifteen varieties
of this plant brought from Japan to the state of Kansas a
few years ago, and which were obtained by the Agricultural
College from that State three years ago. It produces one of
the richest grains known among all cultivated plants. It is
used to a certain extent for green fodder and also allowed to
ripen for the grain. It has been found to thoroughly mature in
this climate.”
Note: The report to which this article refers is probably:
Zavitz, C.A. 1894. “Report of the experimentalist.” Ontario
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Agricultural College and Experimental Farm (Guelph),
Annual Report 19:53-130. For the year 1893. See p. 79.
417. Atkinson, Edward. 1895. Improvement of cotton. New
England Cotton Manufacturers’ Association, Transactions
No. 59. p. 110-48. Morning session, 24 Oct. 1895.
• Summary: “In the course of my studies I observed that in
India and China, the chief cotton producing countries outside
our own, the principal food of the working people consisted
of rice and beans or peas; in Mexico of corn and beans; in
Japan of rice or barley and beans; in Egypt of millet and
lentils, and so on, each race having discovered by a process
of natural selection that where meat is scarce or as in India
forbidden to many races, the source of muscular energy
had been found in some variety of the leguminous plants
which supply the nitrogenous element of food to which
the physiologists impute the greatest source of muscular
energy. Now it appears that in the order of nature and in
the conservation of energy these legumes give homes to
the bacteria by whom the nitrogen of the atmosphere is
dissociated and is thus converted to the nutrition of soil,
plant and beast, and finally of mankind.
“There are in India and Japan many varieties of upland
rice which require no irrigation; there are many varieties of
legumes of which we know little. I imported from China for
your exhibition of 1881 two or three bushels of soya beans
which were there distributed; that variety has become one
of your most valuable forage plants.” Address: President,
Boston Manufacturers’ Mutual Fire Insurance Co., Boston,
Massachusetts.
418. Green, E.C. 1895. Craig potatoes at the Ohio
Experiment Station, etc. (Letter to the editor). Gleanings in
Bee Culture 23(21):822-23. Nov. 1.
• Summary: “Friend Root:–... When I was at the Medina
[Ohio] fair I had some specimens of the green and yellow
soja beans. Several farmers were quite interested in it, and
asked where they could get the seed. I told them that perhaps
the A.I. Root Co. would keep it in stock; if not, they can get
it of T.C. Wood & Co. [sic, T.W. Wood & Sons], seedsmen,
Richmond, Va. [Virginia].
“I believe this bean is a decidedly better forage plant
than many that have been introduced with a great deal
of advertising. On the station ground this year one ton of
green feed was cut from a tenth of an acre.” Written Oct. 7.
Address: Wooster, Ohio.
419. Georgeson, C.C. 1895. Soy beans for stock. Prairie
Farmer 67(45):1. Nov. 9.
• Summary: “Jas. E. Booge, of Sioux City, Iowa, writes: ‘I
wish to know in what climate soy beans grow, and what time
it is best to plant them. It is something I know nothing of,
and I would like to try them. How many bushels will they
produce to the acre, and what kind of stock will eat them,

and how should they be prepared for food?’
The author replies: “We have grown soy beans here,
at the Kansas Experiment Station, for the last six years,
and always with gratifying success. They withstand the dry
weather and hot winds better than any other legume that
we have tried so far. Their power to resist drought and their
highly-nutritious qualities are their chief recommendations.
The early varieties can be grown successfully as far north as
South Dakota and in Wisconsin. The later varieties cannot
be depended on to mature seed even here in Kansas. They
should not be planted until the ground is warm. We usually
plant the main crop here at the Kansas Station during the
last ten days of May, but they can also be planted later. Last
year I planted a field on the wheat stubble just after the
wheat was removed in the beginning of July, and although
the season was excessively dry they still produced a crop of
beans which matured seed before frost. Like all other crops,
they do best on rich soil, but they will grow on poor soil also.
They yield better than navy or other field beans. They can
be planted with a bean planter, a corn planter or even a grain
drill. We usually plant them with a shoe press drill, stopping
up three hoes [sic, holes] so as to leave the rows thirty-two
inches apart, and a plant to each two inches of row is thick
enough. A bushel of seed put in in this manner will plant an
acre.”
“As to the use of the soy bean as stock food, we have
fed it to stock as ensilage in the form of hay, and the ripe
beans ground to a meal, in all cases with gratifying results.
The ensilage produced a marked increase in the quantity,
and an improvement in the quality of the milk, and the bean
meal is better than oil meal in nutritive qualities. To be exact,
linseed oil meal contains twenty-seven pounds digestible
protein, and 32.2 pounds carbohydrates, and 7.1 pounds
fat, in 100 pounds of meal, whereas soy bean meal contains
30.1 pounds digestible protein, 30.7 pounds carbohydrates,
and 15.8 pounds fat in 100 pounds. If made into hay the
crop should be cut when the beans in the pod are about half
grown, just before the leaves begin to fall. After it is cured it
should be handled as little as possible to avoid crumbling the
leaves. This hay has a nutritive quality equal to that of bran.
We have, in a favorable season, raised three tons of this hay
per acre.
“The seed from which the stock we have here, is grown
was originally imported by the writer direct from Japan.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in South Dakota, or the cultivation
of soybeans in South Dakota. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in South Dakota, or the
cultivation of soybeans in South Dakota (Nov. 1895). The
source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 3. This is also the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Wisconsin, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Wisconsin. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Wisconsin, or the
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cultivation of soybeans in Wisconsin (Nov. 1895). The
source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that uses the word “planter” (“bean planter”), or the word
“drill” (referring to an implement), or the term “grain drill”
in connection with soybean production. Address: Prof.,
Kansas Agric. Exp. Station [Manhattan, Kansas].
420. Valder, George. 1895. Experiments with pulses.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 6(11):768-70. Nov.
• Summary: Section 2, titled “Soy bean (Soja hispida,
Moench.)” states: “This plant has also proved very suitable
for the Wagga Wagga district. Sown at the same time as the
cow-pea, it took longer to produce its seed, but yielded 5
bushels per acre more, viz., 39 bushels per acre. The yield
of fodder, however, was not nearly so heavy, and I do not
think it will ever compete successfully with the cow-pea
as a forage plant. In many parts of the United States large
quantities of cow-pea and soy-bean are made into hay, and it
is intended to this season to carry out experiments as to their
value for this purpose here.”
Also has sections discussing: Cow pea (Vigna catiang,
Endl.). Mung bean (Phaseolus mungo, Rox.). Pigeon
pea (Cajanus indicus, Spreng.). Tangier pea (Lathyrus
tingitonus.) Lima bean (Phaseolus lunatus, Linn.). Address:
Wagga Wagga Experimental Farm [NSW].
421. Sentinel (The) (Carlisle, Pennsylvania). 1895.
Leguminous plants: extracts from a Rhode Island
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin. Dec. 30. p. 3, col.
6. Evening edition.
• Summary: One part of this extract concerns soja beans:
“All varieties of soja beans are used profitably either as
silage, as green fodder or as a green manure. They grow
readily. The common variety and the Early White are among
the earliest to mature. One bushel of seed is required per
acre. Black Podded Adzuki, White Podded Adzuki, Kiyusuke
Daidzu, Yamagata Daidzu, Eda-mame and Yellow Soy are
Asiatic varieties of beans similar [sic] to the soja beans.
The seed of these varieties, as well as the soja beans, makes
an excellent, rich meal for stock feeding, while the Black
Podded Adzuki beans are said to be desirable and nutritious
for table use.”
Note 1. The writer is confused, failing to realize that the
two varieties of Daidzu, as well as Eda-mame and Yellow
Soy are all varieties of soja beans. Thus, the words “soja
beans” and “soy beans” are synonyms.
Note 2. It seems unlikely that the writer of this article
got the information from any Rhode Island Agricultural
Experiment Station Bulletin. Rather, it is clear that he got
it (and his confusion) from the Eighth Annual Report of the
Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station, 1895, Part II,
pages 312-325, and especially from page 321.

422. Alvord, Henry E. 1895. The dairy herd: Its formation
and management. Yearbook of the United States Department
of Agriculture. p. 295-316. For the year 1894. See p. 312.
• Summary: In the section on “The pasture season and
soiling,” the subsection titled “Soiling” states (p. 312):
“Crops well adapted to soiling in most parts of the country
are these: Red clover and timothy, sown separately in July
and August; crimson clover and barley, sown in August
and September; and wheat and rye, sown in September
and October–all these for use in (an open) winter and early
spring. Oats, spring barley, and pease sown early in the
spring; vetches, also corn and soja beans, planted or sown
in May; cowpeas, corn, millets, and Hungarian grass, sown
in June–these for cutting in the summer and fall.” Address:
M.S., C.E.
423. Fairchild, Geo. T.; Failyer, Geo. H.; Popenoe, E.A.;
Georgeson, C.C.; et al. 1895. Report of the Council.–1894.
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
7:vii-xvii. For the year 1894. See p. xi.
• Summary: In the section titled “Other work,” the
subsection on the “Farm Department” states (p. xi):
“Miscellaneous crops.–Trials were made on a small scale
with new forage plants, Lathyrus sylvestris and sacaline,
and with peanuts, cow peas, and soy beans. These will be
reported on in a forthcoming bulletin.” Address: 1. LL.D.,
Chairman of the Station Council and President of the
College; 2. M.Sc., Prof. of Chemistry; 3. A.M., Prof. of
Horticulture and Entomology; 4. M.Sc., Prof. of Agriculture.
All: Station Council, Manhattan, Kansas.
424. Flagg, Chas. O.; Towar, J.D.; Tucker, Geo. M. 1895.
Field experiments. Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 7:111-28. For the year 1894. See p.
114-19.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiment with leguminous
plants” (p. 114-20) states: “The experiment with leguminous
plants which began last year (see Annual Report for the
year 1893, p. 190) upon plots 17, 19, and 21, was continued
through this year with slightly varying results. The three
plots received like quantities of potash and phosphoric acid,
but plot 17 received no nitrogen, plot 19 received one-third
ration, and plot 21 full ration. In nearly every case in 1893
the plot (19) that received one-third ration (150 lbs.) of
nitrate of soda gave a larger yield than either plot 17 or 21.
While in 1894 a majority of the plants on the full-ration
plot (21) gave the largest yields, although the gain was not
great except in two or three cases; in no case was the gain in
weight of plot 21 over plot 19 sufficient to cover the expense
of applying the extra 300 lbs. of nitrate of soda.”
A table (p. 116) gives the names of the crops planted (all
were planted on 13 June 1894), the weight of three fertilizers
added (in lb/acre; phosphate rock, muriate of potash, and
nitrate of soda) the height of the plants, usual method of
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sowing (broadcast vs. drilled; all the crops mentioned below
were drilled in 24-inch rows), date of harvest, excess yield
due to additional nitrogen. The crops include: Soja bean
(common), Soja bean (Medium Green; plants or beans), Soja
bean (Medium Black; plants or beans), Soja bean (Early
White; plants or beans), Black podded adzuki (plants or
beans), White podded adzuki (plants or beans), Kiyusuke
daidzu (plants or beans), Yamagata daidzu (plants or beans),
Eda-mame (plants or beans), Yellow soy (plants or beans).
“With most of the soja beans the increase of yield is not
sufficient the cover the cost of applying any nitrogen at all
the second year, while the first year there was a slight profit
made by applying the one-third ration.”
A table (p. 118) shows the composition of dry matter of
some leguminous green fodders (including 5 types of soja
bean) as compared with corn, oats, and millet.
Page 119 states: “All varieties of Soja Beans are used
profitably either as silage, as green fodder, or as a green
manure. They grow readily; the Common variety and the
Early White are among the earliest to mature. One bushel of
seed is required per acre.
“Black Podded Adzuki, White Podded Adzuki, Kiyusuke
Daidzu, Yamagata Daidzu, Eda-mame and Yellow Soy, are
Asiatic varieties of beans similar to the soja beans. The
seed of these varieties, as well as the soja beans, makes
an excellent, rich meal for stock feeding, while the Black
Podded Adzuki beans are said to be desirable and nutritious
for table use.”
Note 1. The above text indicates that the investigators
do not realize that soja beans, daidzu, eda-mame, and yellow
soy are all different types of soybeans. Some of these are
Japanese names.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 1998) that uses the term “green manure” in
connection with soybeans.
This is the earliest English-language document seen
(June 2014) that mentions the use of “phosphate rock”
or “rock phosphate” as a fertilizer, or in connection with
soybeans. Address: Kingston.
425. Hills, J.L. 1895. Dairying. Vermont Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 8:142-92. For the year
1894. See p. 167-68.
• Summary: Section VI, titled “Miscellaneous fodder
crops” (p. 167-68) begins: “A series of experimental plots
containing a tenth of an acre each was laid out in the
spring of 1894... The following crops survived the attacks
of insects, drought, etc., and were harvested. The first
table gives the plot number, name of nine crops–incl. Soja
Bean (Green) and Soja Bean (Black), original substance
(percentage water and dry matter), and the composition
of the dry matter (percentage crude ash, crude protein,
crude fibre, nitrogen-free extract, ether extract, nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, and potash). The second table contains the

same columns plus “Total yield” and the same crops. The
Soja Bean (Green) was by far the best yielder, followed by
the Soja Bean (Black). The composition is given in total
pounds rather than as a percentage.
On p. 168 we read: “Soja (or Soy) Beans, green and
black medium varieties, (Soja hispida). Seed was obtained
from the Hatch Experiment Station of the Massachusetts
Agricultural College; 27 inch rows. These beans were grown
in 1893 as well as in 1894, and proved satisfactory each year.
As explained in the last report, they are of Japanese origin,
make good dry fodder or ensilage, and are relished by cattle.
No other leguminous hoed crop which we have grown have
given us better returns in tonnage of green fodder, dry matter
or protein. The green variety this year yielded at the rate of
six and a half tons green fodder, two tons dry fodder and
nearly a quarter of a ton of protein to the acre.” Address:
Director of the Station and Chemist, Burlington, VT.
426. Kirchner, O. 1895. Die Wurzelknoellchen der
Sojabohne [The root tubercles of the soja bean]. Beitraege
zur Biologie der Pflanzen 7(2):213-23. [20 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Review of the literature,
creation of root nodules by inoculation with soil. Trials with
potted plants: Introduction, trials with fodder-soybeans, trials
with yellow soybeans. Trials in open land / fields: Review
of the literature, form and structure of the root nodules,
the nodule bacteria (Knöllchenbacterien), influence of the
nodules on the development of the soybean plant. Summary
and conclusion.
This article begins: For several years I occasionally
made the repeated observation in the Hohenheim Botanical
Garden of the roots of soybean plants. Several varieties
have been cultivated there in various spots for 10 years, yet
I have never seen them to possess any root nodules, even
though about 100 different types of papilionaceous legumes
(Papilionaceen) which have been planted nearby all exhibit
the normal root nodules. And one must assume that the same
organisms which produce the nodules in the Papilionaceen
in general, are widely distributed throughout the soil of the
garden.
In the literature at my disposal, I could find no indication
or evidence of the existence of root nodules on Soja hispida.
Rather, the absence of these nodules is expressly indicated
by Morck (1891) for the plants that were studied by him.
Frank only observed the root galls (Wurzelgallen) occurring
on the plant that were produced by Heterodera radicicola
[nematode]. Prof. [Alexander] Tschirch, on the other hand,
wrote to me that he studied root nodules of Soja which he
received from Egypt but has not published anything about it.
Note: The previous sentence strongly implies that
soybeans were in Egypt at about this time, and may have
been cultivated in Egypt. They were first introduced to Egypt
in 1858, but no details about their cultivation have yet been
given.
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Since as a result of the numerous new studies about
the root nodules of Papilionaceae, the view is confirmed
again and again that those organs are not missing with any
species of the cited family, even if from time to time single
individuals do not possess them (footnote), I thus presumed
that the absence of the nodules with Soja that I have
observed in this botanical garden here is perhaps associated
with a not completely normal development of the plants
outside of their original natural habitat and in less favorable
climatic conditions, and in the autumn of 1891, I turned to
the Court Counselor Prof. O. Kellner, at that time Professor
of Agriculture.
Concerning names of the nodule bacteria (p. 220-21):
Beyerinck named the organism Bacillus radicicola and
Prazmowski named it Bacterium radicicola. Frank chose
the name Rhizobium Leguminosarum; Kirchner believed the
generic name Rhizobium to be invalid, so he proposed the
new generic name Rhizobacterium.
It is just that then, technical reservations have to be
asserted about the name Rhizobium which was chosen by
Frank in that earlier on, a genus of aphids received the name
Rhizobius from Burmeister (1839) which up until now has
remained valid. This circumstance leads me to the proposal
to replace the Franconian name with the more indicative
Rhizobacterium (footnote), a genus which encompasses more
numerous species than that which was called Rhizobium
leguminosarum by Frank and Bacillus radicicola by
Beyerinck, which possesses too broad of a scope. For the
species that I have observed and described, which I call
Bacterium (Rhizobacterium) japonicum n. sp., the following
diagnosis results: cells rod-shaped, mostly slightly curved,
3.2 to 3.6 microns long, 0.8 microns thick, with granular
content that emerges when stained with aniline dye stain,
without the power of movement; colonies on nutrient gelatin
growing slowly; forming small, raised, round droplets that
do not liquefy the gelatin of a translucent, whitish color
and paraffin-like appearance. Lives in the soil in Japan and
produces the root nodules in Soja hispida Mnch.
He then gives a detailed taxonomic description of the
organism.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2019)
that uses the species name japonicum for the soybean nodule
bacterium.
The Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society (Great
Britain, for the year 1896, p. 204) summarizes this article as
follows: “Having noticed that the roots of Soja hispida, when
grown in Europe, do not produce tubercles, while they do in
their native country of Japan, Prof. O. Kirchner devised the
expedient of infecting them by growing them in soil obtained
from that country. The device succeeded, and they produced
abundant tubercles, thus showing that these must be caused
by a microbe present in the soil. In anatomical structure the
root-tubercles of Soja present the greatest resemblance to
those of Phaseolus; the special microbe which produces

them the author proposes to call Rhizobacterium japonicum,
substituting this generic name for Frank’s Rhizobium.”
Leonard (1923, p. 277) states: “Kirchner (1895) in
observations made at Hohenheim, Germany, during a number
of years failed to find nodules on the soybean... On the other
hand, Kirchner (in a footnote) refers to Cohn’s work at
Breslau when he found nodules on the roots of plants of soy
beans growing in soil to which no inoculating material of any
kind had ever been applied.”
Baldwin and Fred (1929, p. 144) state: “Kirchner,
in 1895, studied the organism from soybean nodules and
concluded that this organism is distinct from the others. The
name Rhizobium japonicum was applied to it.” Hence, as
late as 1970 the name of the soybean bacterium was given as
Rhizobium japonicum (Kirchner)
Allen and Allen (1981, p. 304) state: “The causal
organism of soybean nodules was first isolated and described
by Kirchner (1895). He was probably also the first Westerner
to use soil for the inoculation of soybeans.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April
2019) that uses the genus name Heterodera for nematodes.
Address: Prof., Dr., Hohenheim [Württemberg, Germany].
427. Lindsey, J.B.; Holland, E.B. 1895. The digestibility
of the pentosans. Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the
Society for the Promotion of Agricultural Science 16:54-64.
Meeting held at Springfield. Mass. [27 ref]
• Summary: “During the last 8 to 10 years much attention
has been given to the study of the pentosans, xylan and
araban. The former was first isolated by Thomas Thompson
(1) by treating wood with cold alkali...
“Arabinose, now obtained in considerable quantities
from gum-arabic, was first discovered by Scheibler (5)...”
Soja-bean meal is mentioned on pages 55, 57 (“Sojabean meal. The beans were raised upon the grounds of the
Hatch experiment station and were coarsely ground before
being fed”–apparently to animals), 58, 61-62 (full-page
tables). Address: Massachusetts Agric. Exp. Station.
428. Wolff, Emil Theodor von. 1895. Farm foods: or, The
rational feeding of farm animals. From the sixth edition
of ‘Landwirthschaftliche Fütterungslehre.’ Translated by
Herbert H. Cousins. London: Gurney & Jackson. xx + 365 p.
Index. 20 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Emil Wolff lived 1818-1896. His preface to the
first edition (written in 1874) gives a brief early history of
the “science of Agricultural Dietetics” and the pioneering
work done by Voit and Pettenkopfer in deducing the
general laws of animal nutrition at the Munich School of
Physiology. “The glorious results already at hand in this field
of research have clearly proved the value of the Agricultural
Experimental Stations in strengthening the combined efforts
of Physiologists and Chemists.” Wolff then dedicates the first
edition “To all farmers and practical men who are trying to
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feed their farm animals on a rational and economic system...”
In the Translator’s Preface, Cousins berates England
for its “paltry and inefficient way” of applying science to
agriculture. “The reader will hardly fail to be struck with the
rather obtrusive fact that the book is simply the record of
42 years’ work by the experimental stations of the German
government on the feeding of farm animals and the feedingvalues of farm foods.” As of 1892, Germany leads the
way in the application of science to agriculture, followed
by the United States, then France. “In England, such
institutions are solely represented by the private enterprises
of Sir John Lawes and the Royal Agricultural Society.”
“The experiments carried out at Rothamsted through the
munificence of Sir J.B. Lawes, and under the scientific
guidance of Sir Joseph Gilbert, have led to several highly
important practical conclusions.”
In Chap. IV, titled “The food-stuffs,” section 8 on
the “Straw of leguminous plants” states (p. 189): “That
the ripe straw of Soja beans is similar in composition and
digestibility to bean-straw has been proved by experiments at
Proskau.”
In Chap. V, titled “Concentrated food-stuffs,” section
2 on “Leguminous seeds” states (p. 199): “Soja beans
(Chinese oil-beans), which have been recently cultivated
in many parts of Germany, are distinguished by a high
percentage of albuminoids (33.4 per cent.) and of fat (17.6
per cent.). Experiments at Vienna in which pigs were fed
with potatoes and 2½ to 3 lbs. of Soja beans per day gave
highly satisfactory fattening results. Sheep, oxen, and cows
have been found to flourish when Soja beans were added to a
diet otherwise poor in fat and nitrogen.”
Table I, “Giving the average percentage composition
and percentage of digestible constituents of food-stuffs” (p.
298-312) contains many entries for soja beans and products,
usually under “Leguminosæ” or “Leguminous crops”: Hay–
Soja bean, end of bloom (p. 299). Straw–Soja beans (p. 304).
Chaff, hulls, &c.–Soja beans (p. 305). Grain and fruits–Soja
beans (p. 307). Note: Also includes five types of lupins,
incl. blue, white, and yellow. Oil seeds include: Earth-nuts,
hempseed, gold of pleasure (Camelina sativa), madia, and
sesame. By-products from oil factories–Soja-bean cake (also
earth-nut cake, hemp cake, almond cake, and sesame cake).
Table II, “The digestibility of food-stuffs” (p. 313-28)
has two parts, each with similar entries for soja beans. Part
A. “Average and extreme variations of digestive coefficients
(Calculated from the results of direct experiments).” “I.
Experiments with ruminants.” Soja bean hay (p. 317). Soja
straw (p. 318). Soja bean pods (p. 318). Grain–Soja beans
(p. 318). Also: Lupins, spelt. Part B. “Average composition
and digestibility of foods as found by direct experiments
(Calculated as a percentage of dry matter).” “I. Experiments
with ruminants.” Soja-bean hay (p. 324). Soja-bean straw (p.
324). Soja bean pods (p. 324). Grain–Soja beans (p. 325).
Table III, “The nitrogen in food-stuffs expressed as

albuminoids and not albuminoids” (p. 331-37) concerns
the nitrogen content of food-stuffs. For each entry is given:
Nitrogen as per cent. of dry matter: Total, albuminoids,
and not albuminoids. Total N = 100: Albuminoids and not
albuminoids. Soja beans appear twice: Hay–Soja beans, end
of blooming (p. 334). Grains and seeds–Soja beans (p. 336).
Address: Wolff: Director of the Royal Agricultural College,
Hohenheim, Württemberg [Germany]. Cousins: M.A.,
Oxon., Lecturer in Chemistry, South-Eastern Agricultural
College, Wye, Kent.
429. Woods, Chas. D. 1895. Results of analyses of fodders
and feeding stuffs. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 7:17-26. For the year
1894. See p. 20, 22, 24.
• Summary: In the section titled “Seeds” (p. 20) we read:
“1363-1365, Soy beans (Soja hispida).–Grown by the
station in 1892.” The amount and type of fertilizers used are
described. The plants were cut at three stages of maturity.
“No. 1341, cut May 26th, at which time the clover was
not quite in full bloom; 1342, cut May 28th, in full bloom;
1343, cut June 2d, a little past full bloom, lower half of
heads beginning to seed.” Table 1 (p. 22) gives the chemical
composition of the seeds “calculated to water content at
time of taking sample.” Table 2 (p. 24) gives the chemical
composition of the seeds “calculated to water-free substance
(dry matter).” In Table II, three samples of dry seeds
contained on average 40.93% protein, 18.11% fat, 30.35%
nitrogen-free extract [carbohydrates], 4.97% fiber, 5.64%
ash, and 2180 calories (“fuel value”).
430. Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agriculture. 1895. Feeding stuffs (for animals). p. 558-561.
For the year 1894. See p. 559-60.
• Summary: After the first section titled “Explanation of
terms used in the table” is 4-page table titled “Composition
of feeding stuffs.” Under “Green fodder” (p. 559) values
are given for “Soja bean (Soja hispida), average.” Under
“Silage” (p. 559) values are given for “Soja bean silage,
average.” Under “Hay” (p. 560) values are given for “Soja
bean, average.” Values are also given (p. 560) for “Soja-bean
straw, average.”
431. Brooks, William P. 1896. Report of the Agriculturist.
Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 8:11-42. Jan. See p. 34-36.
• Summary: The section titled “Soja beans” lists three
varieties grown at the station: (1) Early White. Yield: 18.25
bu/acre of seed. Ripens well but the yield is rather small.
(2) Medium Black. 14 bu/acre of seed or 12,922 pounds per
acre of forage for silage. “It is better for fodder than the early
white, but appears to be much inferior to the medium green
variety for that use.” (3) Medium Green. Yield: 14 bu/acre of
seeds and 20,644 pounds per acre of fodder. “A very valuable
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fodder variety, either for feeding green or for the silo. It is a
rich nitrogenous feed, and (or great importance) it can take
much of its nitrogen from the air. Its roots here are very
thickly covered with tubercles containing the bacilli which
give it this power.”
One table (p. 35) compares the composition of “Medium
green soja bean” with that of “Longfellow corn fodder” as
follows: Dry matter: 30.16 vs. 27.81%. Protein 19.35 vs.
9.79%. Fat: 3.87 vs. 3.25%. Cellulose 23.51 vs. 18.27%.
Carbohydrates 40.30 vs. 63.11%.
“The protein is classed as a flesh former, the other
substances above named are fat and heat producers. The flesh
formers and the fat of fodder are the most valuable of these
constituents... On the farm here our average yield of corn
fodder is about 16 tons per acre, while the green soja bean
gave this year a little over 10 tons.” A second table gives
“Food constituents per acre (pounds)” for “Green soja beans”
vs. “Longfellow corn”: Flesh formers: 1,167 vs. 871. Crude
fat: 233.4 vs. 290.1. Fibre: 1,1418.1 vs. 1,626.0. Fat and heat
producers: 2,430.9 vs. 5,616.8.
“Silage made from either barn-yard millet or corn and
medium green soja bean, in the proportion by weight of
about two parts of either of the two former to one of the
latter, makes a perfectly balanced ration for milch cows,
without grain or other feed of any kind.”
At the beginning of this report we find: “It is proper,
in making this first report of the Hatch Experiment Station
since its consolidation with the State Experiment Station,
that its history and organization should be briefly outlined
and made a matter of permanent record. The State station
was established by act of the Legislature in 1882, with Prof.
Charles A. Goessmann as director. Though located on the
college grounds and making use of its land for purposes
of experiment, it had no direct connection with it, but was
governed by its own board of control. Up to the time of
consolidation twelve annual reports had been issued and
fifty-seven bulletins...
“The Hatch Experiment Station was established
under act of Congress, Public No. 112, Feb. 25, 1887...
In 1894 an act was passed by the General Court, chapter
143, to consolidate the Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station with the Experiment Department of the
Massachusetts Agricultural College.” Address: Amherst,
Massachusetts.
432. Crocker, C.S. 1896. Compilation of analyses of fodder
articles and dairy products, made at Amherst, Mass. 18681896. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 8:81-98. For the year ending June 30,
1895.
• Summary: Discusses: A. Fodder articles. Composition and
digestibility of cattle feeds: Corn and soy-bean ensilage.
Millet and soy-bean ensilage. Soy bean (early white, early
green, early back, medium black, late; all used as green

fodders). Soja bean. Soja-bean straw. A table (p. 82-83)
shows, for each fodder: 1. Composition. (a) Fresh or air-dry
substance: Water, ash, cellulose, fat, protein, nitrogen-free
extract. (b) Water-free substance: Cellulose, fat, protein,
nitrogen-free extract. 2. Digestibility. (a) Fresh or air-dry
substance: Cellulose, fat, protein, nitrogen-free extract. (b)
Water-free substance: Cellulose, fat, protein, nitrogen-free
extract.
B. Fertilizing ingredients in fodders. Green fodders:
Corn and soy-bean ensilage. Millet and soy-bean ensilage.
Soy bean (early white, early green, early black, medium
black, late; all used as green fodders). Soja bean. Soja-bean
straw. Soja beans (as seeds): Soja-bean meal. A table (p. 9497) shows the following for each fodder: Analyses, water,
nitrogen, potassium oxide, phosphoric acid, valuation per
2,000 pounds. C. Dairy products.
433. Goessmann, Charles A. 1896. Report of the Chemist.
Department of fertilizers and fertilizer materials. Part
I. Report of field experiments. Massachusetts (Hatch)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 8:111-46.
Jan. For the year ending June 30, 1895.
• Summary: A late maturing variety of soja bean was first
raised in 1892 in order to answer the question: “To what
extent does the cultivation of soja bean, a clover-like plant,
benefit the resources of available nitrogen plant food of the
soil after the removal of the crop at the close of the season
(for ensilage)?...
“It appeared from the results that the introduction of a
leguminous crop [soja bean] into our rotation had somewhat
reduced the difference in yield between the plats receiving
no nitrogen and those receiving it, yet had not entirely
obliterated it. It was decided to continue the observation by
repeating the raising of soja beans in 1894 and oats in 1895.”
Soja beans were also raised in 1894 and 1895. The final
conclusion was: “The conditions of the different plats are
apparently materially the same to-day as they were two years
ago. The raising of soja beans has not changed the results for
the better. It remains to be seen whether the ploughing under
of a leguminous crop, serving as green manure, will affect
the results.” Address: Ph.D., LL.D., Amherst, Director of the
Station.
434. Lindsey, Joseph B. comp. 1896. Tables of the
digestibility of American feed stuffs. Experiments made
in the United States. I. Experiments with ruminants. II.
Experiments with swine. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 8:99-110. Jan. For the
year ending June 30, 1895. [14 ref]
• Summary: These tables are dated 31 Dec. 1895. In Part I,
titled “Experiments with ruminants,” a long table shows that
the following kinds of fodder were used: soja-bean hay, sojabean ensilage, and soja-bean meal. For each kind of fodder
the following information is given: number of samples,
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number of single trials, and the per cent digestibility of each
of the following: dry matter, organic matter, crude cellulose,
crude fat, crude protein, extract matter. Address: PhD,
Chemist (foods and feeding).
435. Zavitz, C.A. 1896. Report of the experimentalist.
Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm
(Guelph), Annual Report 21:191-269. For the year 1895.
• Summary: In the section titled “Beans–Comparative test
of 13 varieties” (p. 218), a table shows that two soy bean
varieties were tested for yield in 1893, 1894, and 1895.
In 1895 they were sown on June 3 and again on June 24.
Yellow Soy produced the equivalent of 20.4 bu/acre in 1893,
15.56 bu/acre in 1894, and 12.30 bu/acre in 1895, for a
3-year average of 16.09 bu/acre. Edamaine [sic, Edamame]
produced the equivalent of 7.6 bu/acre in 1893, 6.94 bu/acre
in 1894, and 7.79 bu/acre in 1895, for a 3-year average of
7.44 bu/acre.
In the section titled “Fodder crops–8 varieties,” a table
(p. 262) includes Yellow Soy Beans. Average height of crop:
22.8 inches. Average yield per acre: 11.26 tons. General
appearance as a valuable crop for fodder purposes: 8 out of
10 (where ten is the least valuable). Relished by cattle when
fed in the stable: 3 out of 10 (where 10 is the least relished).
Bound at the back of this volume is the 17th “Annual
Report of the Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union”
(p. 345-432). Zavitz’s long and detailed report is on pages
366-93, but soy is not mentioned. This latter report is a
summary of trials by farmers on their farms; it went to all
cooperating farmers. Address: B.S.A., Experimentalist,
Ontario Agricultural College [Guelph, Ontario, Canada].
436. Rural New-Yorker. 1896. Catalogue reviews
(Continued). 55:120, col. 1. Feb. 22.
• Summary: “James J.H. Gregory & Son, Marblehead.
Massachusetts.–The ordinary catalogue of farm and garden
seeds, garden implements, etc. Few firms, in our opinion,
take more pains to send out seeds true to name and the best
of their several kinds.”
“The Soja bean is regarded as excellent for ensilage. He
prefers the Leaming corn for ensilage as the best of all kinds
that will mature in New England. He says that Kaffir corn
cannot be relied upon to mature seed in New England.”
437. Weekly Spokesman-Review (Spokane, Washington).
1896. Farm and orchard: The soy bean attracting much
attention among scientific men. Method of planting. Feb. 27.
p. 2.
• Summary: “During the drouth of the past season with
hay so short a crop, many have turned their attention more
than ever to what we term ‘emergency crops.’ Something
to take the place of hay they did not get, says the Wisconsin
Agriculturist. Some sowed millet, others sowed fodder corn,
while occasionally one is heard of who tried his luck with

the soy bean. Though not much used as yet among Michigan
farmers I believe it is coming and coming to stay says the
Detroit Tribune.
“Some have tried it on a small scale, but we look for it
to become the favorite fodder plant when better known.”
“To feed green they should be cut while in blossom or
while the earliest pods are small. To make good hay, cut
while the pods are well formed but yet green.”
438. Challiwack Progress (The) (Challiwack, British
Columbia, Canada). 1896. The farm: crops for green feeding
in summer. March 18. p. 4.
• Summary: “Fodder corn: There is perhaps no forage plant
better known to our farmers than corn. The total amount of
food materials furnished by this crop is without doubt greater
than from any other of our common green fodders. The
nutritive value of the fodder is, however, much less, pound
for pound, than the fodder of clovers, peas, or soy beans.
We are firmly of the belief that some of the more highly
nutritious fodder plants, like soy beans and cowpeas, can be
substituted for corn, and be grown with a smaller drain on
the fertility of the soil.
“Soy beans: This valuable fodder plant was introduced
from Japan. There are several varieties, some of which are
especially valuable for their seeds, while others produce little
seed but a large amount of forage, ‘Medium Green’ being
the best for forage. The plant grows about three feet high, is
leafy and quite succulent, and is well eaten by cattle. In fairly
fertile soils it will produce ten tons of green fodder per acre.
It should be sown in drills 2½ feet apart at the rate of 1 to 1¼
bushels per acre. It may be sown about the same time that
corn is planted, and will produce valuable fodder for stall
feeding Aug. 10-30. Cultivate freely in the early part of the
season of growth.”
Next comes a section on cowpeas.
439. Prairie Farmer. 1896. The soiling system for dairy
cows. 68(17):2. April 25.
• Summary: “In the second part of the annual report of the
Storrs Experiment Station [Connecticut] for 1895 we get
some very timely suggestions upon the value of soiling and
best crops adapted to this purpose. Several experiments were
conducted at this station last year. The object was to compare
fodders containing relatively large quantities of protein with
those containing relatively small quantities, in their effects
on milk and butter production. Those high in protein were
mainly leguminous fodders and consisted of oats and peas,
clover, soy beans, cow peas, rowen and barley and peas.
Those lower in protein belonged to the cereal fodders and
consisted of oat fodder, Hungarian grass and corn fodders.
Seventy pounds of most of these crops were fed per cow
dally...”
“Although smaller crops are usually obtained with the
legumes (clover, peas, soy beans, etc.) than with fodder
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corn, the fodder from the legumes is richer in nitrogen and
protein and a larger percentage of this protein is digested
by the animals, and hence these fodders are of more value
in the production of milk, cheese, butter and beef. Owing
to irregularities in pasture feed, caused mainly by frequent
droughts, it becomes necessary to supplement such feed by
the use of green fodders or silage, in order to prevent serious
shrinkage in the amounts of milk, milk solids and butter fat.
A more extended use of fodder crops like the clovers, oats
and peas, soy beans, cow peas and, barley and peas, is a
matter that should receive the careful attention of dairymen.”
440. Smith, Normand. 1896. Crops for soiling (Letter
to the editor). Cultivator & Country Gentleman (The)
61(2257):343, cols. 2-3. April 30.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–A discussion of
the various green foods sown in spring and used in the fall
months would doubtless interest many of your readers at this
time. The writer in 1894 helped prepare and make a county
exhibit at the Virginia State Fair, and grew many kinds of
forage crops.”
“Another valuable late fall green feed for nearly all
kinds of stock is the soja bean. Sown in drills and worked
a couple of times, it makes a heavy growth, and can be cut
with a mower as it is of upright growth. It takes about the
entire season for it to ripen, but a dairyman who has a lot of
these beans to grind and mix with his feed can well dispense
with oil and cottonseed meal.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that uses the word “mower” in connection with soybean
production. Address: Henrico Co., Virginia.
441. Hickman, J. Fremont. 1896. Forage crops. Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 70. p. 79-107.
April. See p. 85-87, 94-95, 105.
• Summary: In the section titled “Leguminous Forage
Plants” is a subsection on “The Soja Bean. (Glycine hispida.)
This is known in its native country (Japan) as the Japanese
or Mongolian pea, in the United States as the ‘Soja’ or ‘Soy’
bean... In Japan the soja bean is regarded, when properly
cooked, as an edible and palatable dish, being so highly
esteemed that it is rarely fed to stock. The berries, when
broken and boiled in water, make a fair substitute for coffee.
“In May, 1893, two varieties were planted in rows three
feet apart and in hills twelve inches apart in the row; these
were cultivated, much as we would cultivate potatoes, during
the season. They made a very fine growth.”
On 17 May 1895 a small patch (one-tenth acre) of soja
beans was planted in rows, and another one-tenth acre was
planted with a grain drill at the rate of one bushel per acre. A
photo (Plate I, facing p. 94) shows this patch when the plants
were about six weeks old. “To the right of the soja beans is
a patch of rape, which is shown more distinctly in Plate II”
(next page).

The soja bean plant, “like alfalfa and cowpeas, may be
used in at least three ways: as a forage crop, for hay, and as a
green manure, for plowing under.”
“This plant has not been tested at this Station as a green
manure, but, belonging as it does to the Leguminous family,
and making such a large, strong growth within a single
season, it would seem to have the advantage over the clovers,
which take a full year to develop enough to turn under.
“From my present knowledge of this plant I regard it as
one of the most promising new plants, either as a forage crop
or for plowing down.”
Page 105 summarizes: “The soja bean is one of the most
promising new forage crops grown at this Station. It makes
a very good yield per acre, is a hardy, rapid grower, makes
a relatively good soiling crop, and promises well as a green
manure.” Address: M.A.S., Agriculturist, Wooster, Ohio.
442. Hopkins, Cyril G. 1896. Composition and digestibility
of corn ensilage, cow pea ensilage, soja bean ensilage,
and corn-fodder. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 43. p. 181-208. April. See p. 181-82, 192-95,
201.
• Summary: Soja is mentioned 11 times in this bulletin.
“Digestibility of soja bean ensilage (p. 192): The soja
bean is a leguminous plant, which has been introduced
into this country from Japan. Like clover, it is a ‘nitrogen
gatherer,’ and it contains a high percentage of protein. It
has already been grown as a forage plant to some extent in
the United States. The data and results obtained from the
digestion experiments with soja bean ensilage are given in
Tables 7, 8, and 9.”
Tables: (7) Number of pounds (both fresh and dry) of
soja bean ensilage fed, of refuse, and of dung, for each steer;
and also the percentage composition of the dry matter.
(8) Number of pounds of each nutrient in the soja bean
ensilage fed, in the refuse, and in the dung, during a period
of six days; and also the digestion coefficients.
(9) Digestion coefficients of soja bean ensilage as
obtained from each steer, and also the average of the four
determinations. “The only other determinations which have
been made of the digestibility of soja bean ensilage are those
reported by the North Carolina Station in Bulletin 87d. The
determinations were made with goats, and the results of the
experiments are given below” [in an unnumbered table, p.
195].
The author began feeding soja bean ensilage and other
fodders to steers in February 1895. The “ensilage from soja
beans was eaten by the steers much less readily than that
from cow peas...” (p. 195).
Summary: “Soja bean ensilage resembles clover hay
both in composition and digestibility [they are analyzed in
detail]. It furnishes an equal amount of protein, more fat, but
less total energy than clover hay.”
“As compared with cow peas and soja beans, the corn-
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fodder and corn ensilage have a much higher value for
energy or fat production, but the cow pea ensilage and soja
bean ensilage are far more valuable for animal growth or the
production of milk.”
Note: This is the earliest publication seen (April 2017)
concerning research on soybeans at the University of Illinois
or its Agricultural Experiment Station. Address: M.S.,
Chemist.
443. Jeffers, A. 1896. From southeastern Virginia (Letter
to the editor). Cultivator & Country Gentleman (The)
61(2261):426, cols. 2-3. May 28.
• Summary: “The potato crop is a good stand; so is corn. The
crops are all well cultivated this year–better, in fact, than for
years before. The hay crop is needing rain; so is the grain
crop.
“Pastures are short, but our leading butter-makers are
soiling their cows with crimson clover, rye, or oats. The
crimson clover is getting to be a great favorite here. It is
being grown quite extensively, and so also is the ‘soja bean.’
Our people are paying more attention to feeding the soil, in
order that the soil may feed them. For more than 250 years it
has been a game of ‘take’ from the soil here. Now it is to be
‘give and take,’ with a certainty that the improvement of the
soil is to be rapid and permanent.” Address: Norfolk County
[Virginia].
444. Hale, J.H. 1896. Good to follow strawberries. Rural
New-Yorker 55:369, col. 1. May 30.
• Summary: “As to Soja beans, I find them a very good crop
to follow strawberries on beds that I plow up directly after
fruiting. I have the ground harrowed down well, and then the
beans, about one bushel to the acre, are sown in rows three
feet apart. They come up very quickly, and after running
through them two or three times with the cultivator in the
early stages of growth, they are allowed to grow at will and
often make a growth of three to four feet before frost comes
in the fall; a grand forage crop and fine for turning under. For
very light, sandy land, I find that they do even better than
cow peas.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021) that
uses the word “cultivator” or the word “plow” in connection
with soybean production.
445. Rural New-Yorker. 1896. A crop of soja beans. 55:36869, col. 3. May 30.
• Summary: “W.Y.V., New York–Would Soja beans be a
good crop to sow on an old strawberry bed, turned under in
July 7. If so, what is the best manner to put them in?
“May Answer for Green Manuring.
“Soja beans sown not later than July 10, will give a
good crop for plowing under as green manure, or if frost do
not occur before September 20, might be fed green. I would
advise sowing in drills, 2½ feet apart, at the rate of one

bushel per acre. The crop should be cultivated several times
during the first month. If sown broadcast, the weeds would,
probably, interfere badly with the growth of the crop.
“Storrs Experiment Station [in Connecticut]. C.S.
Phelps.
“What Soja Beans Are.
“The name, Soja, as applied to beans, designates a class
or species, Glycine hispida, and is not the name of a variety.
There are many varieties in this class, and they vary widely
as to the length of season required for growth. The earliest
varieties mature in about the same length of time as our
earliest varieties of garden beans, while the latest require
a considerably longer season than we have here. There is,
probably, no variety that would mature if planted in July
that W.Y.V. would find of value as a grain crop, for the yield
would be very small. The earliest variety that I look upon
as of much value for a fodder crop, either to be fed green,
or put into the silo with corn or millet, is one which I call
“Medium Green.” It requires about the same length of season
as Longfellow corn. It would not ripen if planted in July, but
in a specially favorable season, might produce considerable
valuable fodder. We have, however, never planted any
variety as late as July, and from what I have seen of the
growth of these beans, I do not recommend it for the purpose
suggested.
“Massachusetts Exp. Station. Wm. P. Brooks.
“Pretty Late for the Beans. “W.Y.V. does not say to what
purpose he would put the crop when grown, whether it is
to be turned under as green manure, or to be cut for feeding
purposes. We have had no experience, whatever, with sowing
Soja beans as late in the season as July. That class of plants is
very susceptible to frosts, and would be destroyed by the first
cold snap in the fall. I very much doubt whether sufficient
growth could be secured between July and the first frosts of
September, to prove remunerative as a feeding crop. Even
as a green crop to plow under, I question whether it would
not be better economy to sow Crimson clover which, as a
nitrogen gatherer, would be equally efficient, and would
have the merit of making considerable growth during the fall
months, as it withstands light frosts perfectly. Soja beans,
sown from May 20 to June 20, make a very desirable green
fodder crop for soiling purposes, or to supplement scanty
pastures on dairy farms. They are also an excellent fodder
to mix with other crops less rich in protein for the silo, but
for curing as fodder, are not so desirable on account of the
tendency of the leaves to fall from the stalks in drying. If
sown, they may be drilled in two or three inches deep, and
the drills 18 inches apart it sown in July; earlier sowings
should not be less than two feet apart for the best results.
“Rhode Island Ex. Station. Chas. O. Flagg.”
446. Prairie Farmer. 1896. Substitutes for hay. 68(25):4.
June 20.
• Summary: “The Storrs station has issued a timely
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bulletin on ‘Hay Substitutes,’ by C.S. Phelps. While all
the conditions, under which forage crops may be grown
successfully in Connecticut, will not apply to the more
western states, yet there are many general hints in the
bulletin that will be timely and helpful. Silage crops are
recommended.”
“’Cow peas is another bean-like plant that has been
successfully grown during the past eight years. Although
naturally tender it has been injured by frost only one season
out of the eight. It should be sown between the 10th and
20th of June on a warm, dry, loamy soil, and will be ready
for the silo at about the same time as fodder corn. As most
varieties do not seed in this climate, it will continue to grow,
and remain tender and succulent longer than the soy beans.
It may be grown in drills two and one-half feet apart, at the
rate of one bushel per acre, and will produce eight to ten tons
per acre by the 1st to the 15th of September. The cow peas
should be mixed with corn in the silo as recommended for
soy beans. The Clay variety [of cow pea] is the best we have
tried for fodder.’”
447. Phelps, C.S. 1896. Hay substitutes. Connecticut (Storrs)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 17. 8 p. June.
See p. 4-5.
• Summary: In the section titled “Silage Crops,” the
subsection on “Soy beans” states that Soja hispida “is a
large, very leafy annual, growing from four to five feet in
height. It can be grown in all parts of Connecticut and will
produce a large amount of forage, which may be fed either
green or preserved as silage... It should be harvested when
the seeds are young and tender, at the same time as fodder
corn, and by mixing the two a better grade of silage can be
obtained than from corn alone. The corn and beans may be
distributed in layers by successively cutting and putting into
the silo one or two loads of each.”
“It may be sown with a large grain drill by plugging
enough of the holes to give the proper distances for the rows
[2½ feet apart], or the seed may be sown with an ordinary
garden drill.” Address: Agriculturist.
448. Smith, Jared G. 1896. Fodder and forage plants,
exclusive of grasses. USDA Division of Agrostology, Bulletin
No. 2. 58 p. [2 ref]
• Summary: Includes detailed discussions of the following
plants (listed here alphabetically; many are illustrated):
Amaranthus (p. 8)–Bigweed, pigweed, tumbleweed (fig.
2). Several species are used on the western ranges, incl. A.
blitoides.
Amphicarpæa monoica (p. 8)–Hog peanut. “A wild
bean, native of the woodlands and forests throughout the
region east of the Missouri River, with two kinds of flowers...
Arachis hypogæa (p. 9)–Spanish peanut, peanut, ground
nut, goober, earth nut (fig. 4). “An annual herb, a native
of Peru and Brazil, introduced very widely in cultivation

throughout the Southern States. The peanut is hardy as far
north as Maryland. This is one of the most valuable fodder
plants for the Southern States. There are two varieties–the
one which furnishes the peanut of commerce, which requires
a long season; and the Spanish peanut, which matures in
about three months. The pods of the latter are smaller, and
the seeds fewer and smaller, than those of the edible variety.
Peanut-vine hay is more nutritious than that of red clover.
The yield of nuts ranges from 50 to 75 bushels to the acre.
The Spanish peanut is the one usually grown for forage...
The nuts or beans are rich in oil and albuminoids. Peanut
meal makes a richer stock food than cotton-seed meal. A
valuable oil can be expressed from the seeds.”
Cyperus esculentus (p. 15)–Chufas, hognut, ground
almond (fig. 12). “A Perennial sedge, spreading extensively
by underground stolons, which produce enormous numbers
of edible tubers... The oil extracted from the nuts is said
to surpass in excellence all other oils used for culinary
purposes.”
Glycine hispida (p. 21)–Soja bean, soy bean, coffee
bean (fig. 17). “An erect annual legume, with hairy stems
and leaves, which has been cultivated in China and Japan
from remote antiquity. It was long grown in botanic gardens,
but when the facts concerning its use as a human food by
oriental nations came to light about twenty years ago, it
was largely introduced into this country and Europe, where
through trials of its forage and food value have been made...
When fed to milch cows, a ration of soja beans increases
the yield of milk, improves the quantity of the butter, and
causes the animal to gain rapidly in weight. It is an excellent
addition to a ration for fattening cattle. In China and Japan,
where the soja bean is an article of diet, substances similar
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to butter, oil, and cheese, as well as a variety of dishes, are
prepared from it. The yield of green forage amounts to from
6 to 8 tons per acre, and of the beans from 40 to 100 bushels.
The feeding value of the bean has been found to be greater
than that of any other known forage plant except the peanut.”
Lotus tetragonolobus–square pod pea (p. 27). A muchbranched ascending annual, closely related to the birdsfoot
clover. It is a native of southern Europe [sic], and is grown
there for salads and as an ornamental plant. It has been
recommended by the California Experiment Station as
the best winter crop for plowing under in spring as green
manure. It yields from 20 to 25 tons of green fodder,
equivalent to 4 to 5 tons of air-dried hay, and the roots are
described as being fairly incrusted with tubercles, whose
office it is to extract nitrogen from the air; and though the
plant does not contain as high a percentage of crude protein
as alfalfa or the clovers, it is worth as a green manure two
or three times as much as either, because of the enormous
amount of herbage produced. Sown in January, it will be
ready to be plowed under in May. The seed should be sown
broadcast thinly on freshly plowed earth and harrowed in.
Lupinus albus–White lupine. Lupinus hirsutus–Blue
lupine. Lupinus luteus–Yellow lupin (p. 27-28).
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Aug.
2008) by or about USDA’s Division of Agrostology and the
first to mention soybeans. On 1 July 1895, within the USDA,
the new Division of Agrostology was established. Directed
by Frank Lamson-Scribner, it conducted research on grasses
and forage plants, especially in the Western U.S. Address:
Asst. Agrostologist, Div. of Agrostology, USDA.
449. Trimble, Henry. 1896. Recent literature on the soja
bean. American J. of Pharmacy 68:309-13. June. [12 ref]
• Summary: One of the best early reviews of the literature,
especially the Japanese and European literature, published
in the United States. This paper introduced several new
soyfoods (such as natto and kori-dofu) to the United States
Contents: Introduction. Nutritional composition of the soja
bean based on analyses of 5 samples from China, Hungary,
France, and Japan. Diastatic enzyme / ferment “present in the
soja beans to a greater extent than in many other leguminous
seeds (see Güssmann 1890). Composition of etiolated soja
shoots [sprouts]. The oil [of the soja bean]. Starch content.
Sugar content. Use of soybeans as food in Japan. Miso.
Natto. Tofu. Kori-dofu. Introduction of the soja bean to the
United States in about 1888. Ability to obtain nitrogen from
the air.
Note. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term “etiolated soja shoots” to
refer to soy sprouts.
“The immediate excuse for the appearance of this paper
is the fact that a number of contributions have recently
appeared on the soja bean, notably from the College of
Agriculture, Imperial University of Japan.”

“The oil may be extracted by pressure or by means
of solvents [in the laboratory]; it is said to possess some
laxative properties, is of a yellowish brown color, and
has a slightly aromatic odor; it is intermediate between
the drying and non-drying oils.” The following constants,
based on Stingl and Morawski (Chemiker Zeitung, 1886,
p. 140) are given: “Specific gravity at 15ºC: 0.924. Point
of solidification: 8-15ºC. Fusing point of the fatty acids:
27-29ºC. Point of solidification of fatty acids: 23-25ºC.
Temperature rise: 59ºC. Iodine number: 121.3. Iodine
number of the fatty acids: 122. Saponification number:
192.5. Note: Trimble actually got these constants from J. of
the Society of Chemical Industry, 31 May 1893, p. 453-54,
which summarised an Italian-language article by De Negris
and Fabris (1891), whose values confirmed those obtained by
Stingl and Morawski.
Trimble (p. 311-12) gives a good, detailed description
of natto based entirely on Yabe (1894). Parts of his
summary perceptive: “Yabe found in this substance four
kinds of microbes present, and he believes the chemical
decomposition of the proteids to be due to one or more of
these microbes... A chemical investigation by the author just
mentioned [Yabe] revealed tyrosine, peptone, guanine, leucin
and xanthine. The total proteids amounted to considerably
more in the natto, when allowance is made for moisture, than
existed in the original bean, and the artificial product is also
considered to be much more digestible.”
Concerning tofu and soymilk: “A still more interesting
preparation of the soja bean than either of the preceding
[miso and natto] is tofu. This has been described and
investigated by M. Inouye (Bulletin Imp. College of
Agriculture, Vol. 2, No. 4 [1895]). The beans are first soaked
for about twelve hours in water, and then crushed between
two millstones until a uniform pulpy mass is obtained. This
is then boiled with about three times its weight of water, and
filtered through cloth. The liquid filtrate is white and opaque,
very closely resembling cow’s milk, while the odor and taste
remind one of fresh malt. On standing, the liquid becomes
sour from the formation of lactic acid, and a coagulation of
the casein takes place. The freshly boiled and filtered liquid
is coagulated either by the addition of a portion of the sour
liquid which has been set aside from a previous lot, or it is
treated with about 2 per cent of a concentrated brine, such as
is obtained as mother liquor from the preparation of sea salt.”
“Somewhere about the year 1888 the soja bean was
introduced into the United States. It has been tried in a
number of State Experiment Stations, and is gradually
working into favor in the Southern States. In Kansas the
plant has been found to withstand considerable drought...
The plant is valuable for forage or soiling. The beans have
been produced in South Carolina to the amount of 10 to
15 bushels per acre. On account of their richness in oil
they have been used as a substitute for cotton-seed meal in
feeding cattle, with very satisfactory results.
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“The plant is believed to have, in common with most
leguminosæ, the power of obtaining some of its nitrogen
from the air, and hence, of acting as a soil renovator.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013),
published in the USA, that contains the word tofu, or koridofu [dried-frozen tofu], or that discusses soymilk.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2008) that contains the term “iodine number”
(regardless of hyphenation or capitalization).
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2020) that contains the word “drying” in
connection with soy oil and its iodine number, or that states
that soy oil is intermediate between the drying and nondrying oils. Address: USA.
450. McBryde, J.B. 1896. A contribution to the study of
Southern feeding stuffs: Some Tennessee feeding stuffs.
Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 9(3):51164. Sept. See p. 116, 119, 156, 157.
• Summary: Pages 116-19: A table titled “Analysis of
southern feeding stuffs” has 13 columns: Plant. Fresh or airdry material: Water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract, fiber,
ash. Water free substance: Protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract,
fiber, ash. References.
The values for “Soja Bean (Soja hispida)” on p. 119 are
as follows:
“Cut Aug. 21, in bloom...
“Cut Sept. 1, just in pod...
“Cut Sept. 11, pods developed...
“No description...
“Hay, no description...
“Cut Aug. 5, in bloom...
“All analyses (7) Maximum, minimum average.” For
protein, the maximum value for the whole fresh or air-dry
plant is 17.5%, the minimum is 11.56%, and the average
is 14.41%. The source of these values are North Carolina,
Georgia, and South Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station
publications.
Page 156: “Tables of the digestibility of American
Feed Stuffs–Continued.” Values are given for “Soja-bean
ensilage.”
Page 157: Values are given for “Soja-bean meal, Gluten
Meal, Chicago gluten meal, King gluten meal, Average
gluten meal, Buffalo gluten feed, etc.” Address: Chemist, the
Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, Tennessee.
451. Georgeson, C.C.; Burtis, F.C.; Otis, D.H. 1896. Feeding
experiments. Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 61. p. 145-68. Nov.
• Summary: Section I (p. 147-60) is titled “Kaffir-corn, cornand soy-bean meal for pigs.” The “soy-bean meal” is in fact
ground soy-beans. There were 12 pigs in the experiment,
4 lots of 3 each. The experiment was conducted during the
winter of 1895-96. “The soy-bean meal is valued at $2 per

hundred pounds, while shorts [probably wheat shorts, i.e.
fine particles of wheat bran, germ, flour, and other materials
remaining after the milling of wheat flour] have but a value
of 80 cents a hundred. Kaffir-corn meal and corn-meal are
valued alike at 35 cents per hundred pounds. The soy-bean
meal has no market value. The beans were raised on the
College farm, and the estimate put on the meal is doubtless
too high in comparison with other feed stuffs.” In general
pigs fed the diet containing soy-bean meal, with either corn
or kaffir-corn, consumed more feed, gained weight faster,
and gained more weight per pound of feed consumed.
The “Summary of results in pig-feeding” (p. 168)
concludes: “1. A mixture of two-thirds Kaffir-corn meal and
one-third soybean meal produced excellent gains. The soybean meal apparently supplemented the defects of the Kaffircorn meal in such a way as to make the mixture a desirable
feed.”
“4. A mixture of two-thirds corn-meal and one-third
soy-bean meal gave slightly better results than Kaffir-corn
meal and soy-bean meal. The conclusion to be drawn from
this experiment is, that red Kaffir-corn meal is not as good a
feed for hogs as corn-meal, but that when either Kaffir-corn
meal or corn-meal is mixed with soy-bean meal the results
are highly satisfactory.” Address: 1. M.S. Prof. of Agriculture
and Superintendent of Farm; 2-3. Assistants. All: Farm
Department, Manhattan, Kansas.
452. Rane, Frank Wm. 1896. Departments of agriculture
and horticulture. New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 8:83-87. Nov. See p. 84. Also called
Bulletin No. 40.
• Summary: In Section 1, “Agriculture,” Subsection 4,
“Testing new varieties of forage crops” (p. 84) states: “The
varieties were Soja beans, spring vetch, lucerne, white
lupines, seradella [serradella], crimson clover, sainfoin,
Japanese millet, golden millet, spurry, Dwarf Essex rape,
Jerusalem corn [durra, or grain sorghum], Kaffir-corn, white
milo maize, teosinte, sacaline; also four varieties of oats...”
At subsection 6 we read: “Fertilizers for soja beans.
One of the two acres of this crop was set aside for a fertilizer
experiment. It was divided into quarter plots and each
was fertilized as follows: two according to two different
formulas recommended by the Massachusetts station, one
by a Delaware station formula, and the other by our own.”
Address: B.Agr., M.S., Agriculturist and Horticulturist, New
Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts,
Durham, NH.
453. Farmers’ Review (The) (Chicago, Illinois). 1896. Stock:
Kaffir corn and soy beans for stock. 27(51):806. Dec. 16.
• Summary: “The Kansas experiment station recently
undertook some experiments in the feeding of soy beans
and Kaffir corn to pigs and cattle. The trials were made with
twelve pigs. The summary of the pig feeding experiment
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says:
“1. Red Kaffir-cornmeal did not prove to be quite equal
to cornmeal as a fattening food for hogs. The poor gains of
the Berkshires in lots I and III are, however, in the main due
to inferior feeding qualities. The Poland-China gilt in lot I,
fed on Kaffir-corn made a fairly good gain on this feed.
“2. A mixture of two-thirds Kaffir-cornmeal and onethird soy-bean meal produced excellent gains. The soy-bean
meal apparently supplemented the defects of the Kaffircornmeal in such a way as to make the mixture a desirable
feed.”
“4. A mixture of two-thirds cornmeal and one-third soybean meal gave slightly better results than Kaffir-corn-meal
and soy-bean meal. The conclusion to be drawn from this
experiment is that red Kaffir-cornmeal is not as good a feed
for hogs as cornmeal, but that when either Kaffir-corn meal
or cornmeal is mixed with soy-bean meal, the results are
highly satisfactory.”
454. Fairchild, Geo. T.; Failyer, Geo. H.; Popenoe, E.A.;
Georgeson, C.C.; et al. 1896. Report of the Council.–1895.
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
8:viii-xiii. For the year 1895.
• Summary: In the section titled “Other work,” the
subsection “Farm Department” states: “A feeding experiment
with pigs, in which the object is to test the comparative value
of Red Kaffir corn, corn meal, and soy bean meal [probably
ground whole soy beans] as feeds for pigs. The experiment
comprises twelve pigs divided into four lots of three pigs
each. Lot I, is fed on Red Kaffir corn meal; Lot II, on twothirds Kaffir corn meal and one-third soy bean meal; Lot
III, on corn meal; and Lot IV, on two-thirds corn meal and
one-third soy bean meal.” Address: 1. LL.D., Chairman of
the Station Council and President of the College; 2. M.Sc.,
Prof. of Chemistry; 3. A.M., Prof. of Horticulture and
Entomology; 4. M.Sc., Prof. of Agriculture. All: Station
Council, Manhattan, Kansas.
455. Burpee (W. Atlee) & Co. 1896. Burpee’s farm annual.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 184 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: See next page. On page 77 of this catalog
we read: “Soja Bean. This is the variety that has been
extensively advertised as the so-called German Coffee
Berry! It is recommended, however, as really a useful forage
plant, and is worthy of a fair trial. Per pkt. 5 cts.; ¼ lb 15
cts.; per lb 35 cts., postpaid.” Note 1. This is the earliest
Burpee catalog seen (Nov. 2020) that mentions the soybean.
Note 2. “5 cts.” = 5 cents = $0.05.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that uses the term “German Coffee Berry” to refer to the
soybean. This term is not nearly as widely used as “Domestic
Coffee Berry” or “Cole’s Domestic Coffee Berry.”
On the same page as the Soja Bean are listed: Teosinte
(Reana luxurians), which “somewhat resembles Indian Corn

in appearance, but the leaves are much longer and broader,
and the stalks contain sweeter sap.” The only illustration on
the page shows Teosinte.
“Chufas, or Earth Almond. A species of ‘grass nut’
(Cyperus esculentus) much used to fatten hogs. The nuts
grow under ground, very near the surface, easily reached by
pigs or poultry.”
“Spanish peanut: A desirable variety because it is early
and a good bearer; its growth is perfectly erect. Planted in
April they will ripen in August, and planted as late as July
1st will mature crops before frost. The pea is smaller than the
Virginia Peanut, but fills out well, makes no pops. They can
be planted close in the row, yielding largely per area. This
variety can be grown in the North. Per pkt. 10 cts.; pint 25
cts.; quart 45 cts., postpaid.”
Also: Dwarf essex rape, Silver hull buckwheat, New
Japanese buckwheat, sugar cane (Early Amber, or Early
Orange), Osage orange, Australian salt bush, Kaffir corn,
Improved evergreen broom corn [broomcorn].
On the cover of the catalog is an illustration, “painted
from nature,” of “’Cupid,’ the new dwarf sweet pea, grows
only five inches high. The floral wonder of the age.”
Surrounding it are five little boy and girl Cupid figures. The
Burpee trade mark appears in the upper left corner.
Thanks to George Ball, President of W. Atlee Burpee
Co. (Jan. 1997) for searching through the companies archives
to find the earliest catalog that mentioned the soybean. He
notes in a letter of Jan. 20 that this catalog was probably
printed in late 1895. It would take a major research job to
find where the Soja Beans listed in this catalog were actually
grown/multiplied. Address: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
456. Gregory, James J.H., & Sons. 1896. Catalog of home
grown seeds. Marblehead, Massachusetts. 72 p.
• Summary: In the section titled “Grains, Grasses and Forage
Plants,” page 36 states: “Soja or Soya Bean. The ‘American
Coffee Berry.’ Under the name of American Coffee Berry
this Japanese bean is being sold in the West at fabulous
prices. It does not even belong to the coffee family of plants,
still it is a fact, as we find by actual test, that when roasted
and coarsely ground it tastes so nearly like Brazilian coffee
the difference is scarcely perceptible. It certainly is the best
of all substitutes for coffee yet found, and as there is nothing
injurious about it, it being the most nutritious of all vegetable
products, and as it can be raised almost anywhere where
corn will mature, and yield from twenty to thirty bushels per
acre, we believe that the time is not far distant when it will
be quite generally raised as a substitute for cheaper varieties
of coffee. The extraordinary richness of the seed makes them
an excellent home substitute for cotton and linseed meal for
feeding purposes. Cows are very fond of the ground beans,
and the meal mixed with corn meal makes valuable food for
poultry. Price per quart, postpaid, 45 cents; per package, 10
cents.
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per bushel, per express or fright,
$3.00; per peck, $1.00; per quart,
postpaid, 40 cents; per package, 10
cents.
“Both Medium Early and
Late are excellent sorts to use for
ensilage, layer and layer with corn,
for they greatly enrich the ensilage,
contributing the rich nitrogenous
element in which the corn stalks are
markedly deficient. For this purpose
the stalks should be cut when the
beans are about full sized. They
not only help the yield of milk but
keep the cows in better flesh, and
add decidedly to the richness of
the manure pile, making it worth
as much again for plant food as
that made from corn stalks.” An
illustration shows a soja bean plant
containing many pods.
Other plants listed in
this catalog include: Alfalfa or
lucerne, Japan clover (Lespedeza
striata), golden wonder Millet, kaffir
corn, manshury barley, Japanese
buckwheat, yellow doura, prickley
comfrey [prickly comfrey], milo
maize, Japanese millets, and sacaline
(Polygonum Sachalinense).
This catalog is owned by
the Smithsonian Horticulture Branch
Library in Washington, DC.
Note: This is the earliest
document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Extra
Early Dwarf. Address: Marblehead,
Massachusetts.
“Varieties–We have grown many varieties imported chiefly
from Japan and have selected three to catalogue.
“Extra Early Dwarf.–This will mature wherever bush
beans will. It grows two feet high and bears a chocolatecolored bean. Price, per quart, postpaid, 45 cts.; per package,
10 cts.
“Medium Early.–This will mature as far north as central
New England, grows three feet in height, is an abundant
cropper, bearing round, straw-colored beans. Price, per peck,
per express, $1.25; per quart, postpaid, 45 cts.; per package,
10 cts.
“Late or Ensilage.–These varieties cannot be relied on
to ripen north of southern New England, but for ensilage
purposes they can be successfully raised in middle New
England. Plants four feet high; beans varying in color. Price,

457. Heinrich, R. 1896. Futter und Füttern der
landwirtschaftlichen Nutztiere [The fodder and feeding of
agricultural livestock]. Berlin: Paul Parey. *
• Summary: The long subtitle continues: Merkbuch
zur zweckmässigen Verwendung der in der Wirthschaft
erzeugten und im Handel befindlichen Futterstoffe für die
verschiedenen Zweige der Viehhaltung [Notebook for the
effective use of the fodders that are produced in agriculture
and found on the market for the various branches of livestock
farming].
458. Hills, J.L. 1896. Dairying. Vermont Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 9:157-236. For the year
1895. See p. 195-96.
• Summary: In section V, “Miscellaneous fodder crops” (p.
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194-202) is a table titled “Analysis of experimental crops.”
Six varieties of soja beans (white, green, or black) were
drilled in clay loam or sandy loam soil. The nutritional
composition of the entire plants is given on an “as is” and
on a dry matter basis. A similar table on page 196 converts
these figures to pounds of green fodder, dry matter, and food
ingredients per acre. The yield of green fodder ranged from
23,500 pounds for one green soja bean to 3,850 pounds for
one white soja bean. Address: Director of the Station and
Chemist, Burlington.
459. Hills, J.L. 1896. Report of the Director. Vermont
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 9:8-16. For
the year 1895. See p. 14.
• Summary: In the section titled “Miscellaneous fodder
crops” (p. 14) is the following subsection: “Soja beans.
Green, black and white; grow from three to four and one-half
feet high; may be fed green, ensiled, or hayed; well relished
by cattle in either form; grown at the rate of from three to
two-thirds ton of dry matter per acre.” Address: Director of
the Station and Chemist, Burlington.
460. Johnson & Stokes. 1896. Garden and farm manual.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 112 p. 26 cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Forage Plants” (p. 68), the
three-line entry for “Soja Hispida (Soja Bean)” has the same
text as in last year’s catalog, but two of the prices are lower:
“peck, $1.00; bushel $3.00.”
Also on this page are scaline (true Polygonum
Sachalinense; “No other forage plant has ever created

such widespread discussion”), Lathyrus sylvestris, or flat
pea, Jerusalem corn (a non-saccharine sorghum), kaffir
corn, white millo [milo] maize or dhoura, yellow millo
maize, teosinte (Reana Luxurians), sainfoin or esparsette
(Onobrychis Sativa), early amber sugar cane, and dwarf
essex rape.” The company is now also selling many kinds of
bee-keepers’ supplies (p. 112).
This catalog is owned by the National Agricultural
Library, Special Collections, in Beltsville, Maryland.
Address: 217 & 219 Market St., 206 & 208 Church St.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
461. Phelps, C.S.; Woods, Chas. D. 1896. Digestion
experiments with sheep. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 8:187-214. For the year
1895.
• Summary: Soy bean meal (probably ground whole soy
beans) and timothy hay were fed green to sheep. A table
shows the percentages of total nutrients and fuel value of the
different feeding stuffs actually digested.
462. Woll, Fritz Wilhelm. 1896. A book on silage. Chicago,
Illinois: Rand, McNally & Co. 190 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: See above. In Chapter 1, titled “Silage crops,”
the section on “Other silage crops” (p. 33) states: “A large
number of crops, besides corn and clover, have been siloed
successfully in this and other countries. All are, however,
of minor importance... In Southern States, pea vines [cow
pea vines], soja bean, alfalfa, teosinte, and chicken corn are
occasionally siloed.”
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Corn (Zea Mays) is often called “Indian corn” (p. 1214). Gluten meal is also siloed (p. 150-51). F.W. Woll was
born in 1865. The second edition of this book was published
in 1900.
An illustration (frontispiece) facing the title page shows
a round wooden silo in Wisconsin. Address: Asst. Prof. of
Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of Wisconsin.
463. Woods, Chas. D. 1896. Results of analyses of fodders
and feeding stuffs. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 8:175-86. For the year
1895. See p. 179-86.
• Summary: The section titled “Seeds” (p. 178-79) describes
ten trials of soy beans, grown by the Station in 1895, with
and without fertilizers. The fertilizers included dissolved
bone-black, muriate of potash, nitrate of soda, and sulphate
of ammonia.
The section titled “Milling and by-products” (p. 179)
mentions two samples of “Soy Bean Meal” from soy beans
grown by the Station in 1895.
Table 64, “Composition of fodders and feeding stuffs
analyzed 1894-95, calculated to water content at time of
taking sample” (p. 180-83) contains analyses of: five soy
beans (as green fodders), 11 soy beans (as seeds), and two
samples of “soy bean meal” (actually ground whole soy
beans, containing 18.56 to 19.12% fat).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soy bean meal” to refer
to whole soy flour.
Table 65, “Composition of water-free substance of
fodders and feeding stuffs analyzed 1894-95” (p. 183-86)
contains analyses of: five soy bean vines (as green fodders;
12.37 to 21.83% protein), 11 soy beans (as seeds; 35.10
to 41.40% protein), and two samples of “soy bean meal”
(actually ground whole soy beans, containing 20.80 to
21.26% fat). Address: Vice-Director of the Station and
Chemist, Storrs, Connecticut.
464. Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agriculture. 1896. Feeding stuffs (for animals). p. 560-63.
For the year 1895.
• Summary: Contents: Explanations of terms used in
the table. A long table gives the average composition of
American feeding stuffs (Green fodder*, silage*, hay and dry
coarse fodder [soja bean hay and straw]*, roots and tubers,
grains and other seeds*, mill products, waste products {incl.
refuse from cornstarch factories, incl. gluten meal (3 types),
cream gluten, and gluten feed}). * = mentions Soja bean
(Soja hispida).
In this table, the composition includes the percentage
of water, ash, protein, fiber, nitrogen-free extract (mainly
sugars, starches, and gums), and fat.
465. Georgeson, C.C. 1897. Further experience with soy

beans. Industrialist (The) (Manhattan, Kansas) 22(19):1. Jan.
11.
• Summary: “The soy bean not only continues to flourish,
but is more and more appreciated as its virtues come to light.
We have grown several acres yearly during the last six years.
Though some seasons have caused other crops to fail, the
soy bean crop has never failed completely. In the droughtstricken year of 1894, the yield was only about 4 bushels per
acrem but even this was better than a failure. In 1895, they
yielded 18.5 bushels per acre. They were seeded that year on
May 31st, and harvested August 16th. In 1896 the main crop
was seeded May 19th and harvested August 31st, producing
a yield of sixteen bushels per acre.
“Perhaps the most valuable feature of this crop is that
it can be grown as a catch crop on wheat or oats ground
after these crops are harvested. We have, for several years,
raised fair crops of beans as a second crop following wheat
and oats. In 1896, we started to plow the wheat ground June
22nd, immediately after the wheat was thrashed. The beans
were seeded June 27th; they were cultivated once, early in
July; and by September 28th they had matured a crop of
beans which, after being cleaned in a fanning mill, averaged
8.22 bushels per acre of fine quality. The second planting
was made July 11th. This crop was likewise cultivated once.
On September 28th, there was danger of frost, and the crop
was cut for hay, the beans in the pod being somewhat more
than half grown. This crop was light, being only .61 tons
per acre, but when we consider the feeding quality of this
hay, it is still a valuable crop. A third planting was made
July 25th, which was likewise cut for hay in the latter part of
September. The yield was .53 tons per acre. A patch of this
planting was left to be killed by the frost, but the first light
freezes did not affect it, and the crop was ripe on October
17th, and yielded 5.15 bushels ripe clean seed per acre. All
of these beans were grown on a poor hillside which has been
cropped continuously for upwards of twenty years without
ever being manured. The yields are, therefore, not a fair
index of what could be expected on rich soil. We have, so far
had no difficulty in selling the beans we could spare at $2 or
more a bushel.
“In feeding value, the soy bean is ahead of linseed meal
and every kind of mill stuff. The only other concentrated
feed on the market of equal value is cotton-seed meal.
and this material has serious objections as a general feed
stuff because of its poisonous nature when fed to pigs (see
Bulletin No. 53 of this Station).
Professor Georgeson obtained excellent results in
feeding hogs on a ration of which soy-bean meal [probably
ground whole soybeans] was a prominent constituent. His
experiments are reported in detail in Bulletin No. 61 of the
Kansas Agric. Exp. Station. This article is a good, brief
summary of those tests: “It was found... that a lot of three
pigs which was fed for 126 days on a ration consisting for
the first eleven weeks of Kaffir corn meal along an the last
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seven weeks of Kaffir corn meal and shorts gained a total of
191 pounds, while a similar lot fed two-thirds Kaffir corn
meal and one-third soy-bean meal gained 547 pounds in
the same time. Another lot of three pigs which was fed on
corn meal for the first eleven weeks of the experiment and a
mixture of two-thirds corn meal and one-third shorts for the
last seven weeks of the experiment made a total gain of 306
pounds in 126 days, while a similar lot of three pigs fed on
two-thirds corn meal and one-third soy-bean meal throughout
the experiment gained 554 pounds in the same time. The
largely increased gains in these pigs must be credited chiefly
to the soy bean meal. We have not, as yet, had beans enough
to use them in feeding steers, but an experiment in this line is
contemplated in the near future.
“The soy beans cannot be grown successfully without
cultivation. They should be planted in rows at the rate of
three pecks to a bushel of seed per acre, and they should be
cultivated a few times to keep down the weeds and moisten
the soil. They do not grow well when broadcasted, as we
have ascertained by experiment. We plant them with an
ordinary grain drill, stopping up three holes and leaving
the first and fifth open. This puts the rows thirty-two inches
apart, which is ample space to admit of cultivation; where
the growth is not rank, twenty-four inches is afar enough
between rows.
“Those of the farmers in Kansas who desire to try the
soy bean will be furnished a sample of these beans free if
they will pay transportation. Twenty cents in stamps will
carry a quart of the seed through the mail, and if those
who desire to try them will send that amount in stamps to
the Farm Department, the beans will be forwarded to the
applicant by an early mail. This applies to Kansas farmers
only.” Address: Prof.
466. Brooks, William P. 1897. Report of the Agriculturist.
Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 9:9-49. Jan. See p. 9, 14-16.
• Summary: “Soy beans: Soil-test work shows a very
intimate connection between potash supply and the growth
of this crop.”
The beans, variety Medium Green, were sown at
Amherst on May 19, in drills 2½ feet apart, requiring 25
pounds seed for the acre. The nothing plats [those that
received no manure or fertilizer of any kind] produced an
average of 350 pounds beans and 757½ pounds straw per
acre.
“Potash (muriate) appears to be the most useful element,
giving an average increase per acre of 646.67 pounds beans
and 451.67 pounds straw.” But other experiments at this
station “indicate that the sulphate is superior to this salt
(muriate) for beans.” Address: Amherst.
467. Holland, Edward B. comp. 1897. Compilation of
analyses of fodder articles and dairy products, made

at Amherst, Mass. 1868-1897. Massachusetts (Hatch)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 9:137-55.
Jan. For the year June 30, 1896.
• Summary: Table “A. Composition and digestibility of
cattle feeds” (p. 138-50) gives detailed figures for many
feeds. Soy beans are listed as follows under various
categories: I. Green fodders: Soy bean (early white, medium
green, medium back, late). II. Ensilages: Corn and soy-bean
ensilage. Millet and soy-bean ensilage. III (c). Hay and dry
coarse fodders: Soy-bean straw. V. Grains, seeds, etc.: Soy
beans. Red adzinki [adzuki] beans. VI. Flour and meal:
Peanut meal. Soy-bean meal. As “Fresh or air-dry substance,
this soy-bean meal contains 16.3% fat, and 34.8% protein;
thus it is actually ground whole soy beans. Category VI is 21
different gluten products.
Table “B. Fertilizing ingredients in fodder articles” (p.
151-53) gives detailed figures for many types of fodder. Soy
beans are listed under approximately the same categories
and in the same way as in table A. The following figures
are given for each fodder article: No. of analyses, water,
nitrogen, potassium oxide, phosphoric acid, and valuation
per 2,000 pounds (using the figures for the retail cost of
nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash in fertilizers). Address:
Asst. Chemist (foods and feeding) [Amherst, Massachusetts].
468. Lindsey, Joseph B.; Holland, E.B.; Billings, G.A. 1897.
The effect of narrow and wide rations on the quantity and
cost of milk and butter, and on the composition of milk.
Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 9:100-125. Jan. See p. 119, 121, 124-25.
• Summary: Millet and soy-bean ensilage were fed to dairy
cows, and compared with other feeds. The amount and cost
of milk and butter produced was measured. The market
cost of the millet and soy-bean ensilage was by far the least
expensive per ton of the 7 feeds tested. Address: 1. Chemist
(foods and feeding); 2. Asst. Chemist (foods and feeding).
469. Zavitz, C.A. 1897. Report of the experimentalist.
Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm
(Guelph), Annual Report 22:117-202. For the year 1896. See
p. 193-94.
• Summary: The section titled “Fodder crops” (p. 19394) contains a table showing the results of eight kinds of
crops for two years. Each plot was 1/100 of an acre, and
the experiment was conducted in duplicate each year.
Concerning Yellow Soy Beans: Average height of crop in
1896: 25.0 inches. Average height during two years (1895
and 1896): 23.9 inches. Average yield per acre in 1896: 6.85
tons. Average yield per acre during two years (1895 and
1896): 9.06 tons.
Note: Rape produced nearly twice as much green crop
per acre as any other crop–18.28 tons in 1896. Soy beans
gave the fourth best yields. Address: B.S.A., Experimentalist,
Ontario Agricultural College [Guelph, Ontario, Canada].
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470. Rural New-Yorker. 1897. Food and care for winter
lambs. 56:115, col. 1. Feb. 20.
• Summary: A.R.B., Drewry’s Bluff, Virginia–What is a
good plan for sheep pens for feeding sheep on a large scale
with or without feed stored in the same buildings? We are
feeding 1,100 sheep 25 bushels of corn daily, one feed of
cow-pea and Soja-bean hay, with the grain partially matured,
and one feed of mixed-grass hay. Can we improve on this
feed? Would bran or linseed meal pay for using in connection
with this ration? What is the best feed for sheep that have
lambs in January, and for the lambs that they may be ready
for the early New York market?
“Answered by J.S. Woodward: I take it for granted that
the sheep being fed are full-grown, being fed simply for
fattening.”
“I have had no experience in feeding cow peas or Soja
beans, but from what I read of them, I take it that they are
both rather constipating, which certainly the corn is,...”
“Of course, clover hay is the ideal forage for breeding
ewes or those raising winter lambs, but cow peas and Soja
beans must be good, as both are very nitrogenous.”
471. Bellwood, A.R. 1897. Hog pasture in Virginia. Rural
New-Yorker 56:144, col. 2. Feb. 27.
• Summary: “A.B.L., Upperville, Virginia–I have two fields
of about three acres each that I wish to make into a hog
pasture for use this coming summer. I think of sowing one
with a mixture of rye, oats, barley, sand vetch and Crimson
clover; the other with Australian salt-bush. What do you
think of it? Will salt-bush spread and get where I do not want
it?
“Ans: If it is the custom of A.B.L. to pasture his pigs,
I would suggest a yearly rotation. Divide the area set apart
for hogs into lots–one, two, three, four and five. Have in
these respectively, Crimson clover, Red clover, cow peas,
Soja beans and Jerusalem artichokes. This will give feed
continuously for the year.”
“As soon as there is no danger of frost, sow the Soja
beans in rows two feet apart, and cultivate and plant the
artichokes.”
“By August 1, the cow peas will have their first pods
ripe, and will be ready to use. The Soja beans will come in
later, and with very little additional food to the hogs will
make prime pork. One needs to be somewhat careful when
the hogs are first turned into the Soja beans. It is best not to
let them eat all they will for a few days, as a full feed before
they are used to the beans will sometimes kill them.”
Page 132, col. 1: “F. Barteldes & Co., Lawrence,
Kansas–A Catalogue of the ‘Kansas Seed House,’ of 96
pages, eight pages of which are given to specialties among
vegetables and flowers. A picture appears showing what the
catalogue designates, as Black-Chaff Kaffir corn, showing
what it will do in Kansas. Soja beans, Cow peas, Navy field

beans and many varieties of sorghum, are offered. Several
pages are given to tree, shrub and fruit seeds.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2021) that uses the word “pasture” in connection
with soybeans.
472. Hoyt, M.A. 1897. Soy beans. Farm, Field and Fireside
(Chicago, Illinois). Feb. 27. p. 296-97.
• Summary: “Two or three years ago we used to read
considerable in the agricultural papers about the soy bean.
Its analysis was given, its feeding value estimated, its habits
described, etc., all calculated to make a favorable impression
and induce farmers to test its merits. Lately, however, there
is great silence on the subject. Either few persons are making
its acquaintance or they fail to report their experience.
“For two years I have been raising soy beans on a small
scale; the first summer, from less than a pint of seed, the
yield was twenty-two pounds, besides using a small part of
the crop for green feed. This quantity I divided among eleven
brother farmers, retaining enough to plant half an acre, the
half of which was cut green, cured and stored for horse feed;
the remainder was left to ripen. Our horses are very fond of
them, either fed green or preserved for hay but they are quite
laxative and need to be used sparingly. A ration once or twice
a week promotes a good healthy condition of the bowels.
“Last year, when my stock of beans was small, there was
considerable call for them to be used as seed; this season I
have kept most of the crop to accommodate those who may
wish to try them. I feed a few to the hens which eat them as
readily as they do corn. With corn they preserve the balance
of essential food elements. A few stalks are suspended in
the hen house at which the fowls work with undaunted
perseverance, though the pods are very hard to open. They
should be shelled for poultry feed.
“Poultry also like the green growing plants. It cost me a
warfare last summer to save my crop from their ravages.
“My first trial was made in a dry season; last year we
had plenty of rain. Both yields were heavy, but comparison
shows in favor of the former condition
“If others who have cultivated this plant would submit
a leaf of their experience, it would confer a favor upon some
readers of this paper, who are waiting for the testimony of
experimenters before making a trial themselves.” Address:
Mears, Michigan.
473. Chilcott, E.C. 1897. Forage plants for South Dakota.
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
51. 32 p. Feb. See p. 18-19.
• Summary: In the section titled “Some Failures” (p. 18)
we read: “Cow peas and soja beans have both been tried
repeatedly here but have never given results that would
indicate they are adapted to our conditions. The plants are
quite tender when they first appear and are easily injured
by frost, wind and rain storms. They will not ripen seed and
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the foliage is not readily eaten by cattle until they become
accustomed to them. Both cow peas and Soja beans are
valuable forage plants for the southern states and been
recommended by several of the stations as suitable for green
manuring in the northern states. We believe, however, that
there are other plants much better adapted to both of these
purposes for South Dakota.”
Note 1. In March 1991 Roy Scott, a soybean breeder at
the South Dakota Agric. Exp. Station, spent several hours
examining the station’s annual reports for the years 1890
to 1897. He could find no reference to soybeans; peas were
often tested.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in South Dakota, or the
cultivation of soybeans in South Dakota. This document
contains the second earliest date seen for soybeans in South
Dakota, or the cultivation of soybeans in South Dakota (Feb.
1897). The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address:
Vice Director of the Station and Agriculturist.
474. Indiana Farmer. 1897. The silo. 32(10):4, cols. 1-3.
March 6.
• Summary: “(Read before the Ohio Live Stock Association
by F.R. Dethick, Mantua, Ohio).
“The introduction of the silo as a factor in modern
agriculture has not met with that general favor which its
merits demand, and, although an increasing number of
dairymen and stock raisers are availing themselves of the
advantages of ensilage, the majority is still very large who
cling to the older system of dry fodder. This is, in part, due
to the extravagant claim by the early pioneers in the new
departure.”
“A variety of green crops may be used as silage, clover,
millet and the Soja bean are said to give satisfactory results.
It is to corn, however, that we must look for ideal silage.”
475. Medium Early Black: New U.S. domestic soybean
variety. Synonym: Buckshot (Ball 1907). 1897. Seed color:
Black.
• Summary: Sources: Williams, Thomas A. 1897. “The
soy bean as a forage crop.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No.
58. p. 1-19. March. See p. 5-7. “For soiling or for ensilage
‘Medium Early Green,’ ‘Medium Early Black,’ or the ‘Late’
green or black varieties may be used, according to the length
of the season and the time at which the crop is to be used.
In... the Central States ‘Medium Early Black’ seems to be the
favorite...”
Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G. 1901. “Soy beans
in Kansas in 1900.” Kansas Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No.
100. p. 55-115. March. See p. 59. A table, titled “Varieties
of soy beans,” shows the varieties tested, the source of the
seed (many seedsmen), the yield of beans per acre, the yield
of hay per acre, and the days from planting to maturity.
The varieties, with their yields in bushels per acre, include

Medium Early Black, from J.J.H. Gregory (3.0 bu/acre).
Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass seeds.
West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. See p. 6. Varieties: “Medium
Early Black. A rank grower with coarse heavy stalks.
Specially adapted to black prairie soils, for ‘hogging off.’”
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27. See
p. 13-14. States that Medium Early Black is a synonym for
Buckshot.
476. Medium Early Green: New U.S. domestic soybean
variety. Synonym: Guelph (Ball 1907). 1897. Seed color:
Green.
• Summary: Sources: Williams, Thomas A. 1897. “The soy
bean as a forage crop.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 58. p.
1-19. March. See p. 5-7. ‘Medium Early Green’ is one of
the best varieties to plant for hay, as it yields heavily and
retains its leaves well. For soiling or for ensilage ‘Medium
Early Green,’ ‘Medium Early Black,’ or the ‘Late’ green or
black varieties may be used, according to the length of the
season and the time at which the crop is to be used. In the
New England States the ‘Medium Early Green’ variety is
generally preferred,...”
Towar, J.D. 1902. “Cowpeas, soy beans and winter
vetch.” Michigan Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 199.
p. 165-74. April. See p. 173. A table shows the nutritional
composition of the following five varieties which were
analyzed by the chemist of the Experiment Station this
season: Extra Early Black, Medium Early Green, Medium
Early Black, Ito San or Medium Early Yellow, Medium Early
Yellow.
Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass
seeds. West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. See p. 6. Varieties:
“Medium Early Green. This is common in both China and
Japan. Introduced to America by Prof. Brooks, of Amherst
[Massachusetts], it has proven the best of all for soiling and
ensilage. Height 3 to 5 feet, very branching; dense, rank
growth of foliage, leaves 3 to 5 inches in diameter. Beans
small to medium, green all the way through. Matures seed
in Michigan in 100 to 110 days. Yield at Wisconsin Station
26½ bushels, and at Illinois Station 41½ bushels per acre. We
have taken great care in making our stock of this variety the
best in America, and it has always given perfect satisfaction
when grown for ensilage. The beans show 37 per cent
protein.”
477. Medium Late Black: New U.S. domestic soybean
variety. 1897. Seed color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Williams, Thomas A. 1897. “The soy
bean as a forage crop.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 58.
p. 1-19. March. See p. 7. “For green manuring the large
medium or late varieties are best; ‘Medium Late Black’ being
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excellent for this purpose (See fig. 4).”
Note: Morse (1948) does not list this as a named
soybean variety.
478. Williams, Thomas A. 1897. The soy bean as a forage
crop. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 58. p. 1-19. March.
Revised (very slightly) in 1899. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: General characteristics and origin.
Varieties. Conditions of growth. Methods of culture.
Harvesting. Yield. Chemical composition. Digestibility.
Value and uses: As a soiling crop, as a silage crop, as a hay
crop, as a pasture plant, as a soil renewer, value of the bean
for feed. Summary. Appendix–Soy beans as food for man.
In the letter of transmittal printed at the front of this
bulletin, F. Lamson-Scribner (USDA Agrostologist) says:
“For reasons set forth in the body of this bulletin [see p. 4],
the name ‘soy’ has been adopted to ‘soja,’ by which it has
been generally known.
“In 1875 Professor Haberlandt began an extensive series
of experiments with this plant in Austro-Hungary, and in a
work published in 1878 he gave the results of his studies and
strongly urged the cultivation of the soy bean as a food plant
for both man and beast. Although he succeeded in exciting
a great deal of interest in its cultivation while making his
experiments, and distributed a considerable amount of
seed, very little seems to have come of it; for at his death,
which occurred in 1878, the interest flagged, and the soy
bean has failed to obtain the place as a staple crop which he

prophesied for it.”
“It is only within the last 15 years that it [the soy bean]
has received much attention as a forage crop.” Robert C.
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Morris of Illinois grew soy beans in 1896.
“The term ‘soy’ applied to this bean is derived from a
Japanese word ‘shoyu,’ denoting a certain preparation from
the seeds which is a favorite article of diet in that country.
The term ‘soja’ is often used in connection with this plant,
but Professor Georgeson, who spent some time in Japan,
and who, since his return to this country, has experimented
extensively with this plant, says [1892, “Test of some
Japanese beans”]: ‘The term soja, often applied to this bean,
is misleading, inasmuch as the species named by Siebold
and Zuccarini Glycine soja is not cultivated there (Japan),
or at least rarely cultivated, though wild in the south...’” (p.
3-4). Note 1. Prof. Georgeson played an important role in
changing the name of this plant to soy bean from soja bean.
“Varieties (p. 5-7): The different varieties of soy bean
are distinguished largely according to the color, size, and
shape of the seed, and the time required for the plants to
reach maturity. They also differ more or less in the habit of
growth and in the character and degree of the hairiness of the
various parts of the plant. The names applied to the varieties
here in the United States usually refer to the time of reaching
maturity and the color of the seed; as, for example, ‘Early
White,’ ‘Medium Late Green,’ ‘Medium Black,’ etc. The
early varieties generally fruit heavier in proportion to the size
of the plant than the later ones, and hence are better to grow
for seed, while the medium or late varieties are better for
forage on account of the larger yield of fodder that may be
obtained.
“The ‘Early White’ soy bean is an excellent variety
to grow when a crop of seed is desired, particularly in the
North, where the growing season is likely to be short...
‘Medium Early Green’ is one of the best varieties to plant
for hay, as it yields heavily and retains its leaves well. For
soiling or for ensilage ‘Medium Early Green,’ ‘Medium
Early Black,’ or the ‘Late’ green or black varieties may be
used, according to the length of the season and the time at
which the crop is to be used. In the New England States the
‘Medium Early Green’ variety is generally preferred, while
in the Central States ‘Medium Early Black’ seems to be
the favorite... For green manuring the large medium or late
varieties are best; ‘Medium Late Black’ being excellent for
this purpose.”
Harvesting: The “best forage will be obtained by cutting
just as the pods are forming... In harvesting a crop for the
seed, the plants may be pulled by hand or cut with a scythe
or mower and gathered into small piles, which should be
relatively high and of a small diameter, so that the plants
may dry out readily. Thrashing can be done with a flail or
with the thrashing machine. Very good results can be had
with common grain thrashers by taking out a portion or all of
the concaves and substituting blanks.”
The subsection titled “As a pasture plant” (p. 16) states:
“In some parts of the country, particularly in the South, the
soy bean crop is often pastured. Although hogs are perhaps

most frequently used, all kinds of stock can be pastured
on it. The crop can often be fed in this manner to great
advantage. The labor and expense of harvesting is saved
and the droppings from the animals are of great value to the
land. Young stock, particularly sheep and hogs, can be very
profitably pastured on this crop. Many farmers maintain
that by this method of feeding the land is benefited as much
as if the crop had been plowed under, and they obtain the
pasturage in addition.”
The subsection titled “As a soil renewer” (p. 16-17)
states: “Leguminous plants, through the aid of the root
tubercle organisms, are able to add to the available nitrogen
of the soil... When the soy bean was first introduced into
the United States it did not form root tubercles, owing to
the absence of the tubercle organism from the soil, and it
has been grown for several years in some localities without
the appearance of any tubercles. In other cases the tubercles
have developed in great abundance after a short time. At the
Massachusetts (Hatch) Station the medium green soy bean
produces great numbers of the tubercles. (See fig. 5.) At the
same station it was found that a liberal application of nitrates
interfered with the development of the tubercles.”
“Value of the bean for feed: There is no crop so easily
grown that is so rich and can be used to such good advantage
in compounding feeding rations as the soy beans. Excepting
the peanut, there is no other raw vegetable product known
which contains such high percentages of protein and fat in
such a highly digestible form.
“For feeding to animals the beans should be ground and
the meal used with some less concentrated feeding stuffs.
Comparatively few experiments have as yet been made in
the United States to test the feeding value of soy-bean meal.
Professor Brooks, in Massachusetts, found that it compared
very favorably with cotton-seed meal. Cows fed on soy-bean
meal gave richer milk and produced a better quality of butter
than when fed on cotton-seed meal, but on the latter the
cream was richer. Professor Georgeson obtained excellent
results in feeding hogs on a ration of which soy-bean meal
was a prominent constituent” (See Bulletin No. 61 of the
Kansas Station).
Excellent illustrations (line drawings, some made from
photos, p. 4-7, 17) show:
(1) A young seedling soy bean (½ size).
(2) (a) flowering branch of a soy bean plant (reduced
2/3). (b) one of the flowers (enlarged), (c) pods of a soy bean
plant (reduced 2/3).
(3) Extra early soy bean, leaves and roots at age 7 days
(¼ size).
(4) Medium black soy bean, leaves and roots at age 7
days (¼ size).
(5) Roots of a soy bean plant, showing tubercles.
Tables show: (1) Composition of soy bean at four
different stages of growth. (2) Chemical composition of
the various kinds of forage made from the soy bean (incl.
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hay and ensilage). (3) Total amounts in pounds of food
constituents produced on an acre of land by soy bean and
fodder corn (proteins are flesh formers; fat, fiber, and extract
matter are fat and heat producers). (4) Digestibility of soybean forage.
An appendix to this article is titled “Soy Beans as Food
for Man,” by C.F. Langworthy (which see).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that uses the word “concaves” in connection with soybean
production.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2021) that uses the term “thrashing machine” in
connection with for soybean production.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varieties Medium Early Black,
Medium Early Green, or Medium Late Black.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
which gives details on use of soy bean as a good “pasture
plant” or a pasture plant well suited for use in fattening hogs.
Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2021) that uses the word “pasturage” or
“pastured,” or the term “pasture plant,” in connection with
soybeans. Address: Asst. Agrostologist, Div. of Agrostology,
USDA.
479. Otago Witness (New Zealand). 1897. Otago Agricultural
and Pastoral Society: Digestibility of fodder. April 29. p. 7.
• Summary: “From recent experiments, the Illinois
Experimental Station concludes as follows:–The composition
of cowpea ensilage corresponds very closely with that of
clover hay, the important difference being in the higher
percentage of fat found in the clover, but the digestibility of
the cowpea ensilage is so much greater that it furnishes an
equal amount of fat and much more protein and total energy
than the clover hay.
“Soja bean ensilage resembles clover hay both in
composition and digestibility. It furnishes an equal amount
of protein, more fat, but less total energy than clover hay.
Both of these leguminous forage plants draw upon the free
nitrogen of the air in an indirect way for a part of their
food supply; their composition shows a high percentage of
nitrogen, and they have great value for improving the soil.”
“As compared with cowpeas and soja beans, the maize
fodder and maize ensilage have a much higher value for
energy and fat production, but the cowpea ensilage and soja
bean ensilage are much more valuable for animal growth or
the production or the production of milk.”
480. Otago Witness (New Zealand). 1897. Agricultural and
pastoral news. May 13. p. 4.
• Summary: “Experiments in the making of silage are being
extensively carried on at the various experiment stations in
the United States. At the Massachusetts corned soja beans
made an excellent silage,...”

481. Indiana Farmer. 1897. The dairy: Green food. 32(20):6,
col. 1. May 15.
• Summary: “Pasture grass, says Prof. J.B. Lindsey, of the
Hatch Experiment Station, Amherst, Massachusetts, is a
perfect feed for the dairy cow, and when the animal can
secure sufficient of it without too great efforts, maximum
milk yields may be expected. This, however, is rarely the
case and it very frequently becomes necessary to practice at
least a partial system of soiling.”
“For green food during the month of August the
barnyard millet Panicum crux galli is to be recommended.
This millet was imported from northern Japan. The wild
species growing in this country is the common barn-yard
grass... It needs plenty of moisture to produce maximum
yields and will not stand a drouth as well as corn. Medium
green soja beans, sown in drills two and one-half feet apart
about May 10th, will grow four feet tall and furnish a green
fodder rich in protein from August 20th to September 15th.
“Corn planted about May 20th, will furnish green
fodder from August 25th, to September 20th. It can be fed
in connection with soja beans, one-half of each, to excellent
advantage and furnishes a properly balanced ration.”
482. R.C.M. 1897. The soja bean a feed and fertilizer (Letter
to the editor). Indiana Farmer 32(21):13, cols. 1-2. May 22.
• Summary: “The writer has been growing soja beans for
several years, and the present season will farm 170 acres of
land, 80 acres of which will be planted in soja beans.
“For several years we have made an earnest effort to find
a leguminous crop (soil restorer) to take the place of corn (an
exhaustive crop on prairie and hill farms.)
“In Vol. VI, of the Louisiana Experiment Station, is a list
of experiments and tables showing the recurring richness of
stock peas and leguminous plants in fertilising matter.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2014) that
contains the term “stock peas,” a term that may well refer to
cow peas.
“A crop of Soja beans grown on land that will make 40
bushels of corn per acre will, if plowed under, put $16 worth
of fertilizing matter per acre into the soil.”
“James Belwood, of Virginia, writes me: ‘I have
threshed over 100 bushels of soja beans grown on one acre
of rich river bottom land.’
“I.D. Whitaker, of Calhoun P.O., Richland county,
Illinois, threshed seven bushels of seed from 16 square rods
of soja beans, at the rate of 70 bushels per acre.
“Our own experience would justify the statement that
it would be very poor land that would not yield a ton to the
acre. Land that would yield 10 bushels of corn would be
good for two tons of a feed that is more than the equivalent
of cotton seed or flax seed, and cost nothing but labor,
and that your own. Take your pencil and figure out the
comparative value of an acre of each of these crops. The
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writer has written out his experience, and the details of how,
and when to plant, amount of seed required per acre, how to
cultivate, to harvest for seed or for hay, and it is published in
pamphlet form. A copy will be mailed upon receipt of stamp
to cover postage. We wish every farmer could know as we do
the real value of this crop.” Address: Richland Co., Illinois.
483. Progressive Farmer (The) (Winston-Salem, North
Carolina). 1897. A new fodder crop. May 25. p. 1, col. 3.
• Summary: “The soja bean is one of the newer fodder
plants that are not sufficiently appreciated, according to the
American Agriculturalist, authority for the following: The
soja bean is a leguminous or cloverlike plant, which seems to
possess great facility for getting its nitrogen from the air. The
dry matter in either the green fodder or straw of the soja bean
contains twice as much fat and protein as in fodder corn,
while the grain is hardly exceeded in richness by cottonseed
meal. Indeed, it is probably true that ‘these beans are the
richest known vegetable substance,’ and as they can be raised
in any climate or soil that will mature corn, this crop enables
the northern farmer to raise concentrated feed instead of
buying it.
“The medium green [Medium Green] variety is best for
forage, being leafy and succulent. In fairly fertile soil it will
produce 10 to 12 tons of green fodder per acre. It should be
sown in drill 2½ feet apart, using 1 to 1½ bushels of seed
per acre. Sow about corn planting time and cultivate freely
early in the season. It will produce a valuable fodder for stall
feeding in August or early September to be fed green or put
into the silo in the proportion of one part soja bean to two
parts of corn. Such silage is a balanced feed for milk cows.
The black variety is a good fodder plant but not equal to the
green. Both kinds will ripen seed wherever the larger kinds
of corn mature. Owing to the wonderful root development
of the medium green variety, it has an admirable effect on
the soil when the stubble is plowed under. Like the action of
alfalfa on land adapted to that crop, the soja bean brings to
the upper stratta [sic, strata] of soil plant food from below.”
Address: Belhaven, North Carolina.
484. Stanstead Journal (Rock Island, Stanstead, Quebec,
Canada). 1897. Farm, field and garden: A new fodder crop.
June 3. p. 2.
• Summary: “The soja bean is one of the newer fodder
plants that are not sufficiently appreciated, according to The
American Agriculturalist, authority for the following: The
soja bean is a leguminous or cloverlike plant, which seems to
possess great facility for getting its nitrogen from the air. The
dry matter in either the green fodder or straw of the soja bean
contains twice as much fat and protein as in fodder corn,
while the grain is hardly exceeded in richness by cottonseed
meal. Indeed, it is probably true that ‘these beans are the
richest known vegetable substance,’ and as they can be raised
in any climate or soil that will mature corn, this crop enables

the northern farmer to raise concentrated feed instead of
buying it.
“The medium green variety is best for forage, being
leafy and succulent. In fairly fertile soil it will produce 10 to
12 tons of green fodder per acre. It should be sown in drills
2½ feet apart, using 1 to 1¼ bushels of seed per acre. Sow
about corn planting time and cultivate freely early in the
season. It will produce a valuable fodder for stall feeding in
August or early September, to be fed green or put into the
silo in the proportion of one part soja bean to two parts of
corn. Such silage is a balanced feed for milk cows. The black
variety is a good fodder plant, but not equal to the green.
Both kinds will ripen seed wherever the larger kinds of corn
mature. Owing to the wonderful root development of the
medium green variety, it has an admirable effect on the soil
when the stubble is plowed under. Like the notion of alfalfa
on land adapted to that crop, the soja bean brings to the
upper status of soil plant food from below.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2007)
concerning soybeans / soya beans in connection with (but not
yet in) Quebec.
Note 2. Stanstead is a town in the Eastern Townships of
Quebec. Stanstead is located on the Canada-United States
border across from Derby Line, Vermont.
485. Quad-City Times (Davenport, Iowa). 1897. Farm
progress. Winter wheat in better condition. An Iowan is
raising tobacco–Manitoba cattle coming to the state in large
numbers–Jottings about stock, grain, and various rural
interests. June 19. p. 4.
• Summary: “The Ohio experiment station in giving general
results for seven forage crops tested recommends alfalfa for
lands having open or porous sub soils, cow peas only for
green manuring or impoverished land, soja bean for forage
and green manuring.”
Note: This article also appeared on Sunday, June 20, p.
4.
486. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1897. General
notes. 8(6):433-35. June.
• Summary: The section titled “Leguminous crops for pigs”
states: “The method adopted by Mr. Wilson, whose ideas
are printed in the American Agriculturist, are given below,
commends itself both as regards simplicity and economy.
The chief expense of such as system would appear to be
in the need for pig-proof fences; but with plenty of cheap
timber, and the ingenious use of barbed wire, the outlay need
not be heavy. Besides the addition of a lucrative branch to
the farm, there is the direct advantage of land improved by
the mere production of generous crops of legumes and the
droppings of the animals that feed off them. It is far easier to
manure land in this way than to buy expensive fertilizers and
cart them to the paddocks.
“’Corn versus peas for hogs.–I have been raising hogs
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twenty years, feeding peas, peanuts, soja beans, &c., and find
that corn makes the flesh much firmer and the lard whiter
and firmer than when fed on any kind of peas. I am satisfied
hogs will take on fat faster fed on peas than on corn. I think
I have had hogs gain 2 lb. a day on peas and soja beans. My
plan of feeding hogs is this: I sow the peas in one field and
the soja beans in another; turn the hogs on the peas first and
let them eat these, as they will rot sooner than the soja beans;
then turn on the latter. When they get through the soja beans
they are as fat as I want them, when I put them in a close pen
and feed on corn two more weeks to harden. I do not want
anyone to think I am opposed to peas and soja beans. I plant
more beans than corn, and I think I get five times the profit
from the first I do from corn.–W.H. Wilson, Norfolk Co.,
Va.” [Virginia].
487. Prairie Farmer. 1897. At the Oklahoma Experiment
Station a large quantity of excellent pasturage... 69(20):1.
July 17.
• Summary: “... for hogs has been secured by sowing
broadcast a mixture of Japan or Soy beans, Kaffir and
sorghum. The pigs evidently prefer the beans. The crop
outgrowing the ability of the pigs to consume it, cows have
been pastured on the plat to their great satisfaction.”
488. Georgeson, C.C.; Burtis, F.C.; Otis, D.H. 1897. Data on
the growth of young stock. Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 72. p. 175-80. July.
• Summary: The Introduction (p. 175) explains: “The
ensilage was made from corn. The hay, when not otherwise
qualified, consisted of a fair quality of prairie hay. The soybean hay was cut and cured when the beans in the pod were
about half grown, and was saved in good condition.”
Soy-bean hay was used as part of the feed for
shorthorn bulls (p. 176), shorthorn heifer calves (p. 177),
Holstein-Friesian bulls (p. 178), Jerseys (p. 179-80)–all
with good results. Address: 1. M.S. Prof. of Agriculture
and Superintendent of Farm; 2-3. Assistants. All: Farm
Department, Manhattan, Kansas.
489. Georgeson, C.C.; Burtis, F.C.; Otis, D.H. 1897. Farm
department: Experiments with wheat. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 71. p. 163-74. July.
• Summary: The section titled “Wheat in rotation: Series
II” states (p. 171): “Another experiment, comprising twenty
one-tenth acre plots, has been started with a view to test the
value of certain leguminous plants as fertilizers for the wheat
crop. These plants are soy-beans, cow-peas, and field peas.
These leguminous crops are grown partly as a catch-crop and
partly as a rotation, in accordance with the following plan:...”
Details are given.
Table VI (p. 172), titled “Wheat in rotation: Series II”
gives the results of these rotation experiments on 20 different
plats of 1/10 acre each. Soy-beans are mentioned frequently.

For each plat and rotation are given: Yield of plat (pounds
of grain, pounds of straw). Rate per acre (pounds of grain,
pounds of straw).
Summary: “5. The rotation experiments in which wheat
was followed by some leguminous catch-crop, sown as soon
as the wheat is harvested and removed or plowed under in
time to again sow the ground to wheat that same fall, have
only just begun, the past year being the only season in which
wheat has been grown on this plan. The wheat seeded on
soy-bean stubble gave the best yields.” Address: 1. M.S.
Prof. of Agriculture and Superintendent of Farm; 2-3. M.S.,
Assistant. All: Manhattan, Kansas.
490. Thomson, H.M. 1897. Mixing crops in the silo. Rural
New-Yorker 56:533, col. 1. Aug. 14.
• Summary: “Every year, we ensilo more or less of the
larger Japanese millets, sometimes alone, more often with
Soja beans, with excellent results. I prefer to cut millet into
two-inch lengths and use plenty of water when filling-two
or three pailfuls on each load. When mixing two crops in
the silo, I put in a load of one, then a load of the other...”
Address: Massachusetts Experiment Station.
491. Indiana Farmer. 1897. Soja beans at state fair. 32(37):8,
col. 4. Sept. 11.
• Summary: “We expect to sow some soja beans and cow
peas at the fair. They were grown on our place at Irvington,
and we invite all readers who attend the fair to call at the
Farmer stand and see them. The soja is a variety and has
been known to produce 100 bushels to the acre. It is a
valuable forage plant also, and an excellent fertilizer. We
desire our farmer friends to examine it and give their opinion
as to its value.”
Note: Soja beans are also mentioned twice, in this same
context, in column 1.
492. Indiana Farmer. 1897. Soja beans. 32(39):8, col. 2.
Sept. 25.
• Summary: “A large proportion of the friends who called
at our tent on the fair grounds desired to see the soja beans
we promised to show them. We had two varieties, the dwarf
and the medium. The former were about ripe, and are now
fully ripe and are being gathered. The medium variety are
still green, and we intend to mow them for fear they will
be caught by the frost. Both kinds are very prolific, but the
larger varieties must be planted quite early to insure their
maturing in this latitude [Indianapolis, Indiana]. If they are
wanted only for hay or forage the large, or medium, soja is to
be preferred, as they will produce the greater quantity.
“Mr. Morris of Olney, Illinois, from whom we obtained
seed, writes us, Sept. 6 as follows regarding his crop: ‘I have
before me three plants. First a “dwarf,” eight inches high. It
has 225 well developed pods, averaging two and one-half
beans to the pod. Our Dwarf crop is now ready to harvest.
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The second plant is “Medium” variety, three and one half
feet high, full of pods half made. If this variety was cut today
the field would average three to four tons per acre of hay or
fodder. Third, a plant of the later or “Mammoth,” five and
one-half feet high. They made a quarter crop of seed in this
latitude. If cut for hay would make five or six tons.’
“Our own experiment with Sojas is not entirely
satisfactory, as yet. In the first place we didn’t plant quite
early enough and then we drilled them too thick, and did
not thin them out as we should have done for seed. They are
probably about right for hay, but we did not need the crop
for that purpose. We are satisfied that they will make a large
amount of forage, even on land that is light or somewhat
worn. Our cows and horses ate the green stalks readily from
the first taste. The beans are without doubt very nourishing
and a great fat producer, as they are rich in oil. Analysis
show [sic] that they contain 31.05 per cent of protein, and
16.7 per cent of fat, which makes them one of the most
valuable feeds, either for meat or milk.
“Cut green or turned under by the plow they are an
excellent fertilizer, but whether superior to clover we
are not able to say. They will grow in land so poor that
clover will not catch in it, we understand, which, if true,
recommends them for recuperating worn out soils. We hope
our experiment station, and many farmers also, will try them
next season.
“A farmer in northern Illinois, who grew these beans
last year, says of them: ‘They made a tremendous growth of
tops. The plow pulled up many top roots broken off 18 to 24
inches under the soil; don’t know how much deeper these
roots went into the subsoil for mineral plant food. The top or
lateral feeding roots were literally matted in the top soil.’”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Mammoth.
493. Voorhees, Edward B.; Lane, Clarence B. 1897. Milk: Its
value as a food and studies which suggest a different method
of sale. New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 123.
Sept. 20, 1897.
• Summary: Pages 7-8: “The Feeding: It was the aim to feed
the animals in such a way as to keep them up to their full
capacity without any attempt to force a large yield. During
the summer soiling was practiced–a three-acre lot serving
for daily exercise rather than pasture. Aside from the green
forage, consisting of rye, wheat, crimson clover, oats and
peas, millet, soja beans, cow peas, corn fodder, silage and
other roughage, the feed consisted of dried brewers’ grains,
wheat bran, linseed meal and corn meal, in practically the
following proportions, though variations were made from
time to time, in order to provide a balanced ration with the
roughage used:” Address: 1. A.M., Director; 2. B.S. Asst. in
Dairy Husbandry. Both: New Brunswick.
494. Emery, F.E. 1897. Feeding experiments, milk records,

etc. I. Comparative effect of some rations fed to milch cows.
North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 143. p. 157, 161-69. Sept. 30.
• Summary: Each of the four cows has her own name or
number. “Conclusions.–1st. The ration of sweet potatoes,
raw cotton-seed, pulled fodder and cowpea meal gave better
results for cow Dora McKee than did corn and soy-bean
silage and cotton-seed meal, with wheat bran mixed in ratio
of one to two, by weight.
“2d. The corn and soy-bean silage, with cotton-seed
meal and wheat bran, gave a better result with cow No. 5
than did sweet potatoes and corn shucks...” Address: M.S.,
Prof. of Agriculture, and Agriculturist [Raleigh].
495. Farm, Field and Fireside (Chicago, Illinois). 1897. The
culture of soy beans. 20(40):296-97. Oct. 2.
• Summary: From Farmers’ Bulletin [No. 58; Williams
1897, p. 8]: “In a general way, the same methods of culture
may be recommended for the soy bean as would be given to
the ordinary field beans. The soil should be well prepared,
so as to afford a good root bed, and should be left smooth
and free from clods in order to facilitate the cultivation and
harvesting of the crop. If the soil is lacking in potash and
phosphoric acid, these should be supplied to secure the best
results. From experiments carried on at the Massachusetts
Hatch Experiment Station, it is probable that for this crop
the potash can be supplied in the form of the muriate. Under
ordinary conditions it is not likely that there will be any
necessity for using any nitrogen-containing fertilizer, as
sufficient of this element is usually present in the soil, and,
like other legumes, this plant assimilates the free nitrogen
of the air. In experiments with this crop where nitrogen has
been supplied to the soil in various forms it has been found
that there was but very little gain in the yield, and in but very
few instances was this sufficient to pay for the extra fertilizer
used.
“Although soy beans may be planted quite early in the
season, the best results will be obtained if the seeding is
postponed until the ground has become thoroughly warm;
and in case the earlier varieties are used, a fairly good crop
of forage or even of seed may be obtained if the seeds are
not planted until the earlier small grains, such as rye and
barley, have been harvested. It may thus be possible to obtain
two crops from the same field in a single season; one of
small grain, and the other of soy bean, and yet to leave the
land in better condition than if the second crop had not been
grown. Another practice is to drill the beans in between the
rows of corn after the last plowing; they are also sometimes
planted between the hills of corn, as are field beans. The best
method of seeding will depend somewhat upon the kind of
crop which it is desired to harvest. If the soil is good, and
a crop of hay or green fodder is desired, good results may
be obtained by sowing broadcast or with a grain drill. If,
however, a crop of beans is desired, it is best to plant in drills
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from 2 to 3 feet apart, according as the soil is light or heavy.
There is considerable difference in the amount of seed sown
per acre in the various parts of the country; some farmers
sow only about half a bushel per acre, while others prefer
a bushel or even more. The proper amount will necessarily
vary somewhat, according to the method of seeding and the
character of the soil. As a rule, when grown for seed, from
one-half to three-fourths of a bushel per acre will be ample.
When put in with a grain drill or sown broadcast, a greater
amount of seed will be required; but in any case it will hardly
be necessary to use more than 1 bushel per acre. Of course,
less seed will be required when the grain drill is used than
when the seed is sown broadcast, and as a rule better results
will be obtained. When planted for beans enough seed should
be used to give an average of five or six plants per foot in
the row. If nothing better is at hand for planting the seed,
an ordinary grain drill, with enough of the holes stopped up
to give the desired distance for the rows, may be used. For
example, if the holes are 8 inches apart, number 1 may be
left open, numbers 2, 3, and 4 closed, number 5 open, etc.,
and the rows will be 32 inches apart, or, if a less distance is
desired, number 4 may be left open and number 5 closed,
and the rows will be 24 inches apart. In very light soil the
latter distance would probably be best, but in heavier soils
the former would be preferable.
“When the seed has been drilled in rows close together
or has been sown broadcast, very little cultivation will be
necessary. It will sometimes be found advisable, however,
to cultivate the drilled field soon after planting, as in case
the land is very foul, the weeds are liable to get such a start
that they will interfere with the growth of the young soy
plants. For this purpose use a light harrow. When grown for
seed, thorough cultivation should be given, at least while the
plants are young. As a rule, cultivation should be shallow
and frequent if the best results are to be obtained. When the
ground is inclined to pack or bake, it should be stirred after
each rain, but care should be taken not to work the field
when the plants are very wet from rain or dew. If the drills
have not been made too far apart, it will be found that the
plants will soon shade the soil sufficiently to keep the weeds
in check and to keep the surface in good condition, so that
much cultivation will be unnecessary. In fact, on good soil
very fine crops have been obtained with but a single stirring
of the soil after the seed had been planted. As a rule, this
crop will require a smaller amount of cultivation than corn.”
496. Rural New-Yorker. 1897. Science from the stations.
Reviews of some important bulletins. 56:668, col. 2. Oct. 9.
• Summary: “The Department of Agriculture. Washington,
D.C., has issued Farmers’ Bulletin... No. 58, entitled The
Soy Bean as a Forage Crop, and also discusses the value of
this bean as food for man. It appears that this Japan bean has
given reasonably good results in various parts of the country,
particularly in Massachusetts and Kansas. It is useful as a

soiling crop, for cutting into the silo with corn, for hay or
pasture, and also, as a green manure in the place of clover
or cow peas. At the Massachusetts Station, it was concluded
that a ton of the green Soybean fodder is worth $.244, while
a ton of cow peas is worth $2.23. The Soy beans, however,
did not leave the ground in as good condition as clover or
cow peas. It is possible that there are sections of country
where the Soy bean will prove more valuable than other
leguminous plants, but in most situations, we think that
farmers will be more generally satisfied with clover and cow
peas or Canada field peas.”
497. Union (Saint George, Utah). 1897. Soy beans. Oct. 9. p.
3, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: From Rural Northwest. “The U.S. Department
of Agriculture has issued a farmer’s bulletin on the Soy Bean
as a Forage Crop, and Soy Beans as Food for Man. There is
very little general knowledge about Soy beans in this part of
the United States. A few years ago it was advertised under
various names at fancy prices as a substitute for coffee.
“The Bulletin says that it is a native of southeastern Asia
[sic] and has been cultivated from very ancient times. It has
only been introduced into other regions in modern times.
“It has been grown in this country in the South for many
years but has only received attention as a forage plant in the
last fifteen years.
The Soy bean requires about the same temperature as
corn. The earlier varieties have been found in Europe to
mature further north than the earlier varieties of corn. As a
general thing the soy bean is not as easily injured by frost
as corn. It has excellent drouth-resisting qualities, and at the
same time can withstand an excess of moisture better than
the cow pea or even than corn.
“In Japan it is usually sown about the end of May and
is cut for hay in August. The general methods of culture
are similar to those given field beans. If the crop is to be
made into hay or silage the best time to cut it is when it is
in full bloom or pods beginning to form. Under favorable
circumstances 12 or 13 tons of fresh fodder are obtained per
acre. In New England yields of 9 to 12 tons are reported. The
green fodder has much the same composition as red clover
but is slightly higher in protein. The beans are almost as rich
in protein and richer in fat than the best cottonseed meal.
Experiments at the Storrs Experiment Station [Connecticut]
show that soy bean hay compares well with clover and
alfalfa hay as to digestibility. The beans have a very high
percentage of digestibility. They contain five times as much
digestible fat as ordinary wheat bran.
“In Japan the plant is highly valued as a nitrogen
collector and is extensively grown in rotation with other
crops to keep up the nitrogen. In some parts of the United
States it has not formed root tubercules.
“There is said to be no other crop so easily grown that is
so rich and can be used to such good advantage in compound
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feeding rations as the Soy beans.
“In Japan various preparations of Soy bean supplement
rice as food for man, the deficiency of protein in rice being
made up by the large supply of it in Soy beans.
“There are many varieties of Soy beans. The Medium
Early Green or the Medium Early Black would be most
likely to prove satisfactory in this section.”
Note: One rarely reads that the soybean is cut to make
hay in Japan.
498. Rural New-Yorker. 1897. Feeding stock in Virginia.
56:687, cols. 2-3. Oct. 16.
• Summary: “We can grow crops that enable us to come
nearer to a complete ration than some farmers think. This
latitude is the home of the cow pea and Soja bean, and there
is no crop that horses, cattle and sheep will eat with greater
relish. Analyses of cow-pea and Soja-bean hay place them
above clover hay in protein, while the Soja beans are richer
in this element than linseed meal, and cow peas 50 per cent
better than wheat bran. My experience in feeding them in
this way has been very encouraging.”
499. Trimble, Henry. 1897. The soy bean. American J. of
Pharmacy 69:584-93. Nov. [11 ref]
• Summary: Much of this material is derived from Williams
and Langworthy (1897). Illustrations (p. 585, from Williams,
p. 5) show: (a) flowering branch of a soy bean plant (reduced
2/3), (b) one of the flowers (enlarged), (c) pods of a soy bean
plant (reduced 2/3).
One table (p. 588) shows the chemical composition of
various kinds of forage made from the soy bean (fresh or
air-dry substance, or water-free substance): Fodder (early
bloom to early seed), soy-bean hay, straw, straw (hulls and
vines after threshing), soy-bean seed, soy-bean meal (18.9%
/ 21.0% fat), soy-bean ensilage, corn and soy-bean ensilage,
millet and soy bean ensilage.
Another table (p. 591) shows the composition of the
following “Soy-bean food products”: Fresh tofu, frozen tofu,
natto, yuba, white miso, red miso, Swiss miso, and two types
of shoyu. For each is given the percentage of water, protein,
fat, nitrogen-free extract, fiber, and ash [minerals].
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2011) that contains the term “soy-bean food” or
“soy-bean food products.” It is also the earliest document
seen (Sept. 2011) concerning the etymology of the word
“soyfoods.” Address: USA.
500. Davenport, E. 1897. The cow pea and the soja bean.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 5. 4 p.
Dec. 1.
• Summary: “The cow pea, which is essentially a bean, and
the soja bean, which is a pea, are so similar in nature and
use as to be closely associated in the public mind and to
make it expedient to treat of them in close connection. Both

are natives of Southeastern Asia, where the seed is used
principally as human food and the vines as stock food. In
this country they are used almost exclusively for stock. Both
are leguminous and, like all their kind, bear tubercles on the
roots which gather nitrogen from the air. Both are valuable,
therefore, in restoring fertility, and stand in the same relation
to agriculture as does the clover plant. Both are capable of
yielding about 35 bushels of seed per acre, though the yield
generally falls to less than half that amount. The cow pea
is more spreading, makes more hay and of better quality,
because the soja bean, though very upright, has a woody
stem, and drops its leaves badly... The cow pea succeeds best
in the South... The soja bean has been but recently introduced
from Japan, succeeds best in the North and fails utterly in the
far South. Both may be sown either broadcast or in drills, but
both yield more seed from drills. Both enjoy good land, but
will grow upon land ‘too poor to raise anything else.’... The
cow pea has more than 60 varieties ranging from two to five
months for maturity, and from upright to trailing in habit; the
soja bean has few varieties and they are all upright.”
Table 1 shows the composition and digestibility of
the cow pea and the soja bean (green, hay, and seeds) in
comparison with that of Indian corn. The hay from soja
beans is inferior for reasons given above.
“The two common varieties of soja beans are the Black
Medium and the Early White, or Improved White. Of these
the first seems to give the ranker growth of vines and the
latter the heavier yield of seed.” Address: Director of the
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
501. Stanstead Journal (Rock Island, Stanstead, Quebec,
Canada). 1897. Dairy and creamery. Dec. 2. p. 2.
• Summary: “Cowpea hay and soja bean contain more
protein or nutritious elements than clover does. Cowpeas
are 50 per cent richer in protein than wheat bran is, while
soja beans are richer even than linseed meal in this milk and
muscle making element.”
502. Fry, Smith D. 1897. Our Washington special. Los
Angeles Times. Dec. 10. p. 10.
• Summary: More “work is required in cultivating
leguminous plants, than in raising grass hay.” Yet by
“prudence and energy the farmers can make more money and
keep their soil always in good condition. For example, it has
been demonstrated that soja bean meal is one of the richest
feeding stuffs, and is fully equal to the cotton-seed meal
for the production of milk and butter. With increased profit
certain, the ambitious will, of course, put forth the additional
energy and care to achieve wealth. The soja bean may be
threshed out and ground, while the straw makes splendid
makes splendid coarse fodder, and it is much richer in food
material than good meadow hay.”
503. Angell, Stephen H. 1897. Soya as food and fodder.
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Consular Reports [USA] 55(207):551-52. Dec. [2 ref. Eng]
• Summary: A remarkable article about all aspects of
soybeans and soyfoods. It begins: “The following is a
translation from an article by M. Henri Fortune, the wellknown French agriculturist. ‘There exists a plant extensively
cultivated throughout China, Japan, Cochin China, and
Tonquin, of which the culture on clay and flinty clay lands
would be an excellent experiment for agriculturists and
persons interested in the progress of agriculture. This plant
acclimatizes perfectly in Belgium.
“’It is employed in the above countries as a food and
for divers other purposes. Transformed by cooking into a
pulp, which is mixed with salt and rice, we obtain the ‘miso,’
which constitutes the regulation breakfast of the Japanese.
I have eaten this preparation in Yedo [Edo, Tokyo] in 1892,
and I found it excellent in taste and very nourishing.
“’Mixed with barley, fermented with water and pressed,
this product yields a sirup known as the “soya,” which is, so
to speak, the unique sauce for all and every Japanese dish,
and is employed in such large quantities that the works in
the town of Nagasaki have a yearly production of 2,000 tons.
The soya also yields a very superior quality of oil, which
advantageously replaces olive oil.’”
“’The bread made from the flour of the soya is as good
as cake without sugar, and is very appetizing, and is not
to be compared with gluten bread, which constipates.’”
Fortune believes that ‘soya bread is twice as nourishing as
wheaten bread, five times as poor in starch, and ten times
as rich in fatty materials, and, once its qualities are fully
known, the soya may be pronounced the bread of the future.’
He recommends the use of soya in bread and biscuits for
diabetic diets.
“’In China, the soya replaces milk, which the Chinese do
not drink at all. To make this milk, the grain must be crushed,
put in a sieve, water slowly poured over it, and a product
obtained having all the qualities of milk.
“’The cheese made from soya is delicious. The grain
is softened in water and pounded in a mortar. The pulp
compressed in a cloth gives two parts; that which is hard
is used to feed poultry, etc., and the other, which passes
through the cloth, is albumen, and is put on the fire, the curds
separated with the aid of rennet, and, when coagulated, a
little salt is added.’”
Of green vegetable soybeans he writes: “’We have a
project in hand to call together the principal Paris restaurant
keepers this winter, to allow them to partake of this new
vegetable, which will advertise it throughout the world under
the patronage of such substantial connoisseurs.
“’In a few years hence, one will buy soya at the grocers,
as to-day one buys beans. It is an excellent substitute for hay,
and keeps horses in good condition, and cows, when fed on
it, will yield at least 20 per cent more milk daily than when
fed on ordinary hay.
“’The soya produces per hectare (2.471 acres) from

2,500 to 3,000 kilograms (5,512 to 6,614 pounds) of
seed, especially if phosphate fertilizers are sufficiently
employed.’”
Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (July.
2015) concerning soybeans in Belgium, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Belgium. This document contains the earliest
date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in Belgium (Dec.
1897). The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address:
Commercial Agent, Roubaix, France July 13, 1897.
504. Atwater, W.O.; Benedict, Francis G. 1897. Analyses of
fodders and feeding stuffs. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 9:273-87. For the year
1896.
• Summary: In the section titled “Description of samples”
under “Green fodder” (p. 274+) we read (p. 277): “1697,
1698, Soy bean fodder.–Sampled August 8 and 12, 1896, in
connection with sheep digestion experiment No. 39. The soy
beans were generally in bloom and growing rapidly, but not
full grown.
“1697, 1699, 1700, Soy bean fodder.–Sampled August
20, 24, and 28, 1896, in connection with sheep digestion
experiment No. 40. Crop from second sowing, about twothirds grown, from bloom to early seed stage, and quite
succulent.”
Table 73 titled “Composition of fodders and feeding
stuffs analyzed 1895-96. Calculated to water content at time
of taking sample” (p. 281), gives the composition of the 5
samples of soy bean fodder described above. For each is
given: Water (avg. 77.16%), protein (3.29%), fat (0.92%),
nitrogen-free extract (9.53%), fiber (6.74%), ash (2.36%),
and fuel value per pound (405 calories).
Table 74 titled “Composition of water-free substance
of fodders and feeding stuffs analyzed 1895-96” (p. 285)
again gives the composition of the 5 samples of soy bean
fodder described above. The average of 5 values are now:
Protein 14.47%, fat 4.00%, nitrogen-free extract 41.58%,
fiber 29.61%, ash 10.34%, and fuel value per pound 1765
calories. Note: Most other fodders contain a higher fuel value
per pound than soybean fodder: Rowen 1840, corn ensilage
1830, oat fodder 1820, meadow fescue 1815, red-top 1815,
sweet corn fodder 1810, and timothy 1800. Address: 1.
Director of the Station; 2. Chemist. Both: Storrs Agric. Exp.
Station, Storrs, Tolland County, Connecticut.
505. Connell, J.H.; Clayton, Jas. 1897. Field experiments at
College Station with corn, cotton and forage plants. Texas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 40. p. 849-74.
(Sept. 1896). See p. 873.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments in varieties of
forage plants” (p. 873) contains a table which shows that two
varieties of “Soja Bean” were planted on 11 May 1896 at the
rate of 60 lb of seed per acre. Both were harvested on Aug.
20. The variety that was drilled gave a yield of 700 lb/acre
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of cured hay, whereas the variety that was broadcast gave
a yield of 200 lb/acre. These were among the lowest yields
of any of the 23 plant varieties tested. For example, forage
sorghum yielded 11,500 lb/acre and white African millet
yielded 10,400 lb/acre.
Other varieties of forage plants tested included Orange
Sorghum, Red Milo Maize, Cattail Millet, Jerusalem Corn,
Clay Pea, Whipporwill Pea [also spelled “Whippoorwill” in
other documents], Tory Pea, Japan Buckwheat, Silver Hull
Buckwheat, and Dwarf Broomcorn.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Texas. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation
of soybeans in Texas (11 May 1896). The source of these
soybeans is unknown.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the terms “Clay Pea” or
“Whipporwill Pea” or “Tory Pea” to refer to these varieties
of cow peas. Address: 1. M.Sc., Director of the Station; 2.
Agriculturist. Both: College Station, Brazos Co., Texas.
506. Hills, J.L. 1897. Dairying. Vermont Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 10:134-220. For the year
1896-97. See p. 169-73.
• Summary: In section II titled “Feeding trials with silages
and potatoes” subsection 2 on “Corn silage vs. a silage made
from cowpeas and soja beans” (p. 169-73) states: “Cow peas
and soja beans were grown on experimental plots on the
station farm in the summer of 1895. The green material as
it went into the silo contained on the dry basis 23 per cent.
of crude protein. Corn silage averages about 11 per cent. of
the same ingredient... The mixed silage lost very heavily of
its protein in the silo however and came out hardly richer in
that ingredient than its competitor. The reasons for this loss
are not clear.” “During March, April, and early May, 1896,
feeding experiments were carried out to test the relative food
values” of these two types of silage, fed to dairy cows. It was
found that the cows on the mixed silage ate more of it (on
a dry matter basis) produced less and better milk. Results
obtained at other stations in feeding cowpea silage and soja
bean silage are summarized on p. 173.
In section V titled “Miscellaneous fodder crops” (p.
188-90) is a large table (p. 188) showing the composition
(both “original substance” and “dry matter”) of these crops,
including 8 legumes. The “Green soja bean” contains
65.54% water in the “original substance.” The dry matter
contains crude ash 9.27%, crude protein 6.55%, crude fibre
23.41%, nitrogen-free extract 44.28%, fiber extract 6.46%,
nitrogen 2.65%, phosphoric acid 0.65%, and potash 1.86%.
In the subsection on “Leguminous crops” (p. 189) we read:
“Soja Beans (Soja hispida; Glycine hispida). This crop has
been grown at the station for several years and continues to
give satisfaction. The green and black varieties have proved
to be, on the whole, the best annual cultivated leguminous

crops which we have tested.” Address: Director of the
Station and Chemist, Burlington, Vermont.
507. Johnson & Stokes. 1897. Garden and farm manual.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 96 p. 25 cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Selected Farm Seeds,” page
69 states: “Soja Bean (German Coffee Berry)–In the past few
years the Soja Bean, which we have catalogued for at least
twelve years, has been advertised in a sensational way by
certain seedsmen as German Coffee Berry.
“The beans, or so-called berries, ripen in about four
months from time of planting, and produce a crop of twentyfive to thirty bushels to the acre, being as easily grown as
other field beans. When roasted and ground they closely
resemble and taste very much like coffee. Some mix half and
half with coffee when using, and claim it is superior. Its great
value, however, lays in the fact that when ground it makes
one of the most valuable crops for feeding stock and adds
greatly to the milk production. It is also a valuable forage
crop and for fertilizing the soil and for pasturing, or feeding
the green fodder, of which it yields eight to ten tons per
acre. Sow broadcast one-half bushel to the acre, or it may be
planted in drills three feet apart and one foot between plants.
Pkt., 10 c.; lb. 25c.; 3 lbs., 60c., post-paid; lb., 15c.; 10 lbs.,
$1.00; bush., $3.00, by freight or express.”
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #9253.
Address: 217-219 Market St. and 206-208 Church St.,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
508. Krafft, Guido. 1897. Die Pflanzenbaulehre. Sechste,
neubearbeitete Auflage [Instruction in plant cultivation. 6th
revised ed.]. Berlin: Verlagsbuchhandlung Paul Parey. viii
+ 279 p. Illust. (incl. many color). Index. 23 cm. Series:
Lehrbuch der Landwirtschaft auf wissenschaftlicher und
praktischer Grundlage. 2nd Bd. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Chapter 2, “Legumes (Cultivation of proteinrich seeds),” section 7 (p. 80-81) is about the soybean
(Die Sojabohne) also called the coarse-haired soybean
(rauhhaarige Soja) or the Haberlandt’s bean (HaberlandtsBohne) (Soja hispida Mönch). Discusses: Botanical
description, color of seeds, two important German-language
publications about soybeans (Wein 1881 and Haberlandt
1878), widely cultivated in China and Japan, bears seeds
in Europe only in areas which in 20-25 weeks accumulate
2500 to 3000ºC heat units (Wärmeansprüchen), which
significantly exceeds the northern distribution limit for
maize. Seeds and straw of the yellow variety are rich in
protein (27-39.9%, or 5.1-9.1%), for human and animal feed.
The soybean (Sojabohne) requires light soil types, and it
thrives most preferably on deep, humus-rich, sandy soils that
are either loam, calcareous, or well-drained marl which have
been loosened well and are in the first and second positions
of a crop rotation after fertilizing. It will flourish on less
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favorable soils in sunny, warm locations. The soybean (Soja)
may either precede or follow any plant in a crop rotation. It
thrives after grain, root crops, fodder plants, and on newly
cleared plots. With regard to soil preparation, plowing twice
is sufficient or else forming furrows in the autumn and then
deep uprooting (exstirpieren) in the spring.
Sowing occurs in early May. Earlier sowings, even if
they withstand mild late frosts, germinate too slowly. The
seed is planted with a dibble in a 47 to 50 cm square or
else planted with a drill at a distance of 25–50–60 cm. With
dibble sowing, two seeds are planted in one step 2.5 to 5 cm
deep. With dibble planting: 10 to 12 kg per hectare, with drill
planting: 20 to 30 kg per hectare.
The care is the same as with beans. Immediately after
sowing, hoeing takes place, and the hoeing is repeated in
early July. The soybean is intensely pestered by hares and
mice. Sprouts and young leaves are eaten by wire worms
(Drahtwürmen) and cock chafer grubs (Engerlingen), while
the leaves are eaten by the little painted lady (Distelfalter)
(Vanessa cardui L.), page 110 and attacked by the fungus
Septoria sojina Thüm. Blossoming occurs in late June. The
lowermost pods begin to mature in early September. But
complete maturity is very much delayed by damp autumn
weather, so it usually occurs in the middle of September or
even only in early October. The plants are pulled up or else
cut with a scythe or a grass mowing machine. Seed yield:
19–26–37 hectoliters (14–19–27 metric hundredweight
[equal to 100 kg each]) per hectare @ 65 to 72 to 75 kg;
straw yield: 20–40–50 metric hundredweight per hectare.
Note: Last half translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT),
Long Beach, California.
A non-original illustration (line drawing) shows a
soybean plant with many pods growing thickly on the stem,
plus an enlarged view of a cluster of about 7 pods to the
upper left of the plant. The soybean is also mentioned on p.
64. Also discusses Lupins (p. 80-85).
Chapter 3, Oilseeds (Ölfrüchte; the cultivation of
oil-containing seeds, p. 81-95) discusses rapeseed (p. 8288), Rübsen [Brassica campestria], Leindotter [Camelina
sativa], poppy seed (Der Mohn), mustard seeds (Der Senf),
fodder radish (Oelrettich, Raphanus sativus var. oleiformis),
sunflower, and coast tarweed [or Chilean tarweed], Madia
sativa (Madie). It also mentions: Peanuts, almonds, white
sesame, brown sesame. Address: PhD, Full Public Professor
der Agriculture and Forestry at the Imperial-Royal College
of Agriculture in Vienna, etc. (o. ö. Professor der Land- und
Fortswirtschaft and der k.k. technischen Hochschule in
Wien).
509. Lindley-Cowen, L. Western Australia Bureau of
Agriculture. ed. 1897. The West Australian settler’s guide
and farmer’s handbook: Descriptive notes on the agricultural
areas and crown lands open for selection... Perth, Australia:
Bureau of Agriculture. E.S. Wigg & Son, Printers. 22 + 818

+ 23 p. Issued in 6 parts. See Part 1, p. 447-48. Edited by L.
Lindley-Cowen, Secretary.
• Summary: Chapter 3, titled “Fodder and forage plants
(Exclusive of grasses)” begins: “The bulk of the information
given in the following pages is taken from Bulletin No.
2, issued by the United States Department of Agriculture,
division of agrostology. Numerous other plants are
mentioned in the bulletin, but only those have been selected
which it is considered might be successfully introduced into
this colony.”
In this chapter (which is mostly about legumes, with the
plants listed alphabetically by scientific name) is a subsection
(p. 447-48) on the soja bean. It starts with a large illustration
(line drawing), “Fig. II.- Soja bean (Glycin [sic, Glycine]
hispida) which shows the upper part of a soybean plant with
leaves, pods, and a flower.
It continues: “Glycine hispida (Soja bean; soy bean;
coffee bean. Fig. II)–An erect annual legume, with hairy
stems and leaves, which has been cultivated in China and
Japan from remote antiquity. It was long grown in botanic
gardens, but when the facts concerning its use as a human
food by oriental nations came to light about twenty years
ago, it was largely introduced into this country [USA]
and Europe, where thorough trials of its forage and food
value have been made. There are a large number of named
varieties, which vary in the color of their seeds and the
length of time which the plants require to come to maturity.
The seed is planted at the rate of half a bushel to the acre,
in drills 2½ to 3 feet apart, and cultivated about the same
as Indian corn. In Virginia, soja beans are planted between
the hills of corn, so that two crops are produced on the
same field at the same time. The yields of seed are often
enormous. Soja beans are fed to stock green, as silage, or as
hay. The haulms are rather woody, and do not make the best
quality of hay, but as either ensilage or green forage they are
unsurpassed. The hay contains from 14 to 15 per cent. crude
protein and 3 to 6 per cent. of fat. The beans contain from
32 to 42 per cent. protein, and from 12 to 21 per cent. of fat
in fresh material. When fed to milch cows, a ration of soja
beans increases the yield of milk, improves the quantity of
the butter, and causes the animal to gain rapidly in weight.
It is an excellent addition to a ration for fattening cattle. In
China and Japan, where the soja bean is an article of diet,
substances similar to butter, oil, and cheese [tofu], as well as
a variety of dishes, are prepared from it. The yield of green
forage amounts to from 6 to 8 tons per acre, and of the beans
from 40 to 100 bushels. The feeding value of the bean has
been found to be greater than that of any other known forage
plant except the peanut.”
Also mentioned in this chapter are the peanut (p. 433),
astragalus (p. 434), Brassica napus (winter rape, rape,
dwarf Essex rape, p. 436-37), chick pea (p. 439), Cyperus
esculentus (chufas, hognut, ground almond, p. 440), lentil (p.
440), etc. Address: Perth, Australia.
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510. Nesbitt, R.T. 1897. Composition of different kinds of
silage. Questions and answers. Publication of the Georgia
State Department of Agriculture 22:57-66. For the year 1896.
• Summary: Questions from Georgia farmers are answered
by R.T. Nesbitt. A table titled “Composition of different
kinds of silage” (p. 55) gives the composition of “Soja bean”
silage: Protein 4.1%, fiber 9.7%, nitrogen-free extract 6.9%,
fat 2.2%.
The soja bean is mentioned briefly on pages 56 and
57. The section titled “Soja beans” (p. 64-66) gives details.
Question: “During the Exposition I noticed in the Georgia
building a display of soja beans, which I was told were a
legume of exceptionally fine quality for stock feed. Please
give me all the information possible as to this crop. I would
like to know how it compares with our fieldpea, both as a
food and as a renovator of the soil. Also when to plant and
how to cultivate. What is the usual yield per acre?
Answer: “As an improver of worn soils, and a valuable
food for stock the soja bean ranks among our best crops. The
bean is richer in fat than any of our other grains, and stock
are very fond of the fodder. The latter if mixed with corn
in the silo furnishes a better balanced ration than the corn
alone.” An analysis from the USDA (as green fodder, dry
fodder, grain, and fertilizer) shows that, “as a fertilizer and
improver of the soil, and as a food, the soja bean takes rank
above our ordinary field or cow pea.” The terms “protein,”
“fiber,” “nitrogen free extract,” and “fat” are defined in
layman’s terms.
Groundpeas or Spanish groundpeas [probably
peanuts] are discussed on pages 54, and 57-58. Address:
Commissioner of Agriculture.
511. Phelps, C.S.; Bryant, A.P. 1897. Digestion experiments
with sheep. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 9:246-72. For the year 1896.
• Summary: Soy bean fodder was fed green to sheep in two
experiments (p. 254, 267-68). Soy bean meal was fed to
sheep with timothy hay. Table 72 (p. 248-51) shows that soy
bean meal, soy bean fodder, and each of their nutrients were
well digested. Note: It is not clear from this report exactly
what is meant by the term “soja bean meal.” It is probably
ground whole soybeans, uncooked.
512. Smith, Jared G. 1897. Leguminous forage crops.
Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture p.
487-508. For the year 1897. See p. 495, 498-500. [2 ref]
• Summary: One section titled “The Soy Bean” (p. 498500) gives a long introduction to this crop. “The soy bean
(Plate XXXI, fig. 2, facing p. 494) has been cultivated as
human food and for green manure in China and Japan for
many centuries, but has only been brought to the attention
of American farmers as a forage crop within the last twenty
years. In Oriental countries various preparations are made

from the seeds, which take the place of meats and meat
products in the dietary of the people. Here, however, the
seeds are used only as cattle foods, or when parched, as a
substitute for coffee. They are especially rich in fats and
nitrogenous compounds. Of all legumes in cultivation the
peanut alone exceeds it in the amount and digestibility of its
food constituents.” Also discusses cultural practices, use as
hay and silage, chemical composition and digestibility of the
soy bean plant and seeds. “The crop should be cut for hay
from the time of flowering until the pods are half formed.
Later than that the stems are coarse and woody, and the
feeding value rapidly declines. One hundred pounds of soybean hay contains 88.7 pounds of dry matter.”
“The yield varies, according to soil and season, from
6 to 13 tons of green forage. The yield of seed varies from
as low as 15 to as high as 100 bushels per acre, the average
being about that of corn–from 25 to 40 bushels. This crop is
a heavy potash feeder, and requires fertilization with lime,
and with potash and phosphoric acid when grown on such
lighter soils as are deficient in these elements. The soy bean
is withal one of the most promising of the annual leguminous
forage crops, and, as before indicated, may prove of special
value in connection with Indian corn, the later supplying
the ‘roughness,’ the soy bean producing the digestible crude
protein necessary to make a complete and well-balanced
ration.”
An illustration (p. 499, drawn from a photo) shows
“Roots of yellow soy bean, grown at the Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1896 on land inoculated with an
extract containing the tubercle-forming bacteria.” There are
many tubercles on the roots.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the word “bacteria” in
connection with soybean roots.
A photo (Plate XXXI, fig. 2, facing p. 494) shows
“Soy beans grown in Grass Garden, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, DC.” In the background is a
museum building.
Note. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Washington,
DC. This document contains the earliest date seen for the
cultivation of soybeans in Washington, DC (1897, probably
spring). Address: Asst. Agrostologist, Div. of Agrostology,
USDA.
513. Spillman, Wm. J. 1897. Experiments with forage plants.
Washington State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 6:16-26. For the year ending June 30, 1896. See p.
19, 22. 56 p. in report.
• Summary: Listed among the “Hay, pasture, and manuring
crops” sown the past year and under experiment by the
station were (p. 19): “Soy bean, Edamame” and “Soy bean,
medium green.” The author concluded: “Soy beans do not
come to blossom. Our seasons are too short for them.”
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Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in the state of Washington, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Washington. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Washington
state, or the cultivation of soybeans in Washington (1896,
probably about April or May). The source of these soybeans
is unknown.
Note 2. Charles V. Piper, M.S., Botanist and
Entomologist, is listed among the staff of this station.
Address: M.S., Agriculturist, Pullman, Washington.
514. Rural New-Yorker. 1898. Balanced ration from homegrown fodders: a Connecticut dairyman wants help (Letter to
the editor). 57(2501):4-5. Jan. 1. Oversize.
• Summary: The letter to the editor begins: “How can I
utilize the following fodder crops to best advantage in
feeding milch cows? I have 10 cows in all; eight now giving
milk, one due to calve soon, and one not due until spring
or early summer.” His crops include “Soja beans from onequarter acre.”
The reply comes from C.S. Phelps of the Storrs
(Connecticut) Experiment Station, who states: “Better Buy
Some Flesh-Formers. It would be impossible to compound
a ration from the food stuffs given by your correspondent,
that would be especially valuable for milk production. There
is too great a lack of flesh-formers or protein in all of the
materials except the Soja beans. If the latter are the seed,
they are highly valuable, standing next to cotton-seed and
new process linseed meals, in percentage of protein. We
are coming more and more to believe, in this country, that
protein is the all-important ingredient in milk production,...
The following rations will supply about the proper amount of
protein for cows of 700 to 900 pounds, live weight:” One of
the items in the table is 2 pounds “soy bean meal” [which is
not defatted].
In a 2nd answer, the soja bean is mentioned twice on
page 5. Address: Connecticut.
515. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon).
1898. The soy beans. 17(7):460. Jan. 1. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Madras Government sends us a paper
showing how Surgeon-Lieutenant -Colonel W.G. King,
Sanitary Commissioner for Madras, addressing the District
Medical and Sanitary Officer, Vizagapatam, the Deputy
Collector of Bellary and the Tahsildar of [nearby] Saidapet
[Tamil Nadu], on 8th September 1897, says:
“I have the honour to forward herewith __ oz of soy
beans, with the request that you will kindly cause them to
be sown in any suitable place where they can be carefully
watched as to progress of growth, and that you will oblige
me by stating the nature and amount of crop obtained and
whether you think the beans can be grown successfully
in your district from the experience so obtained. I need
not remind you that the ‘Soy bean’ is probably the most

nutritious form of readily assimilable pulse at present known,
and that, should it prove possible to introduce it widely in
this Presidency, it would prove of great advantage in jail
administration and also to the poorer classes generally... In
asking you to kindly undertake the experiment, I may state
that it was only after long and persistent search in India and
Burma that I have ultimately obtained specimen.”
“Very few vegetable products are so rich as this bean at
once in albuminoids and in fat or oil, the former constituent
amounting on the average to 35%, and the latter to 19... In
China and Japan three preparations are extensively made
from the soy bean. Soy sauce is the best known of these,
but more important are the soy or bean cheeses, and a kind
of paste. The beans are sometimes pressed for the sake of
the oil they yield; the residual cake forms an extremely rich
cattle food, containing as it does 40 per cent. of flesh-formers
and 7 per cent. of oil. The Soy bean may also be grown as
a fodder plant. If cut just when the pods are fully formed, it
makes an excellent hay, superior to that of the lentil.”
516. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1898. Catalogue général
de graines, fraisiers, ognons à fleurs etc. Printemps 1898
[General catalog of seeds, strawberry plants, flowering bulbs,
etc. Spring 1898]. Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 178 p.
See p. 74, 97-98. Jan. 1. [Fre]
• Summary: See next page. In this French-language catalog,
the section on “General list of vegetable garden seeds” (Liste
génénerale des graines potagèrs) (p. 18-75), offers one
variety of soy beans as follows (p. 74): Soja from Etampes
(d’Étampes), costs 1.8 francs per kg, 0.6 francs per 250 gm
(#43902), or 0.40 francs per 125 gm (#43903).
In the section titled “Forage plants that are not cereal
grains, forage roots, and industrial and economic plants
(Plantes fourragères non graminées, racines fourragères,
plantes industrielles et économiques”) (p. 92-100), three
varieties of Soja beans are listed on p. 97-98 as follows:
(1) Soja hispida. Pois oléagineux.–yellow seeded (à grain
jaune). Price in Paris: 90 francs per 100 kg, or 1 franc per kg.
“Abundant green forage, to be consumed when the seeds are
half formed; later, ensile the entire plant like maize,” alone
or with the pulp of beetroots, etc. (2) Soja hispida–very early
(très hâtif). Price in Paris: Not available per 100 kg or per kg.
“The dry seeds are very rich in oils and fats and constitute an
excellent feed for livestock. Plant in May in lines, with 35-40
cm between seeds.” (3) Soja hispida–black seeded (à grain
noir). Price in Paris: 170 francs per 100 kg, or 1.8 francs per
kg. “Same properties and same culture as the preceding; the
seed is especially recommended for the feeding of horses.”
“For Soja hispida from Etampes, see the section on
garden vegetables (au Potager).
Note 1. On the front cover of this catalog is an
illustration of flowers in bloom. On the back cover is an
illustration of two types of peas growing in pods on plants,
with the date “1898” in bold letters in the middle.
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Note 2. Is is the earliest soy-related seed catalog or
document seen (July 2014) that contains a telephone number
(106,86), which appears on the back cover. Address: 4, Quai
de la Mégisserie, Paris, France. Phone: 106,86.
517. Otago Witness (New Zealand). 1898. Farm notes: A new
fodder plant–The soja bean. Jan. 13. p. 7.
• Summary: From The Australasian: “The fodder plant
that has attracted more attention than any other among the
farmers of the United States during the last few years is
the soja bean. It has not advanced into public notice as the
result of any boom, but is rapidly coming into the foremost
place purely on its merits. It has been principally grown
in what is known as the ‘corn belt,’ sometimes with maize
but often as a single crop. It thrives on the uplands, but
naturally gives heavier yields on the rich river flats. What
should make this fodder plant worthy of the attention of
Australian agriculturists is the fact that it withstands droughts
admirably, and yields a fair crop even in a very dry time
when the maize proves a failure.
“According to reports, the soja bean is most valuable for
feeding off stock on the ground, one practice being to fatten
cattle, sheep, or pigs on them when the maize cobs have been
harvested. Owing to the large amount of oil it contains the
soja bean is extremely fattening, while the plant is regarded
as equal to clover hay in feeding quality. The testimony of
farmers and experimental stations is so greatly in favor of
this plant that it should be worthy of trial at the hands of
Australian farmers. The evidence given on this plant points
to its being a most valuable fodder for dairy stock.
“Mr. R.Y. Gaines, of Virginia, says:–’In 1884-85
and 1886 I made experiments that demonstrated the
adaptability of the soja bean to our soil and climate, as
well as its inestimable value as a food product, What was
then pronounced by many as Utopian and chimerical are
now demonstrated facts.’ He says it as entirely owing to
the cultivation of the soja bean that he was able to keep his
head above water in these hard times. The Massachusetts
Experiment Station, in reporting on the feeding quality of
the soja bean, says:–”They are probably the richest known
vegetable substance... A hundred pounds of shelled corn
contains 4.5 lb of fat. A hundred pounds of soja beans
contains 18.9 lb of fat. They require less labor to cultivate
than corn, will make more feed on poor land, and on rich
land will treble the feed value of corn.’
“Mr. J. Beetwood, writing to ‘Swine Husbandry,’ says:
‘I have threshed over 100 bushels of soja beans from one
acre of rich river flat. It is the best feed for hogs we know of,
making the firmest and fattest pork.’
“Mr. E.S. Wilson, of Illinois, writing to ‘Coleman’s
Rural World,’ says:–’It is certainly a grand forage plant. I
have known it to stand in water for three weeks and yet come
out and make a good crop. This season, with the weeks of
drouth and high temperature, every bush was full of beans,

the feeding value of which is rated the same as cotton seed.
Its threshed straw in Herbert Myrick’s feeding chart is rated
as high as clover hay, and a crop on good land will make two
tons of straw per acre.’ On land that has been cropped for
half a century it has yielded 26,650 lb of green fodder per
acre cut for silo.
“Mr. Morris, of Illinois, writing to ‘Coleman’s Rural
World,’ says:–’Owing to the large amount of oil it contains
it is slow curing and must be thoroughly cured to keep. For
forage I cut as soon as the leaves begin to fade; when the
beans are dry store in barn.’ There are several varieties of
the bean in cultivation, the best known being the mammoth
[Mammoth] and the dwarf. Mr. Morris gives the following
directions for harvesting the crop:- ‘The dwarf beans must
be cut with a corn knife. Take a stick 20 in long in the left
hand, with it bend the plant to the left, and cut the plant at
the surface of the ground with the knife. To harvest the larger
varieties, if for feed, let the leaves begin to turn yellow at
the bottom of the plants, and cut with a mowing machine or
table rake. Let them stand for a day or two, then bunch into
small cocks. After four or five days bunch into larger cocks,
and let stand until the beans get dry in the pods. It will take
10 days. To cut for a seed crop, let stand until the leaves all
turn yellow. The seed crop must be carefully dried before
putting into bulk, as heat would endanger the vitality of the
beans. The plant is extremely hardy, and is said to be able to
hold its own against flood, frost, drought, grass, and weeds.
Curiously enough, the soja bean was cultivated in America in
small quantities for many years before its value as a fodder
plant was discovered.
“In Victoria [Australia] soja beans have been cultivated
on a very small scale for the last 10 or a dozen years [i.e.,
since about 1888 or 1886], but never on a scale to test its
value as a fodder plant. A few farmers in Gippsland [a
rural region in Victoria, Australia, stretching just east of
Melbourne to the New South Wales border] cultivate it
for supplying seed to the Melbourne seed houses, but the
demand is extremely small. The soja bean is small, scarcely
half the size of the smallest pea [sic] in cultivation. It is
smooth-skinned and not nearly as hard as the English horsebean.”
518. Evening Bulletin (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1898. Live stock
points. Feb. 12. p. 3, col. 4.
• Summary: “All over the southern half of the great
American corn belt the soja bean will grow luxuriantly and
is one of the best stock feeds ever discovered. The difference
between it and corn is that the soja contains protein and oil,
the corn contains starch and oil. For fattening hogs a mixture
composed of two-thirds cornmeal and one-third soja bean
meal makes the ideal food for hogs. The soja bean will grow
well in latitude [sic] as far north as a line cutting off the
upper third of the states of Indiana, Illinois and Ohio. Soja
meal [probably ground whole soy beans] makes lean meat. It
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is also a muscle making, human food. Try it next year.”
519. Industrialist (The) (Manhattan, Kansas). 1898.
Economy in feeding. 24(2):120. Feb.
• Summary: “If 10 cents per head can be saved in the cost of
fattening each hog, the total saving will amount to $200,000
per annum. Our station will attempt to discover the best
methods of feeding and the best feeds for beef and dairy
animals and swine. A special study will be made of the best
methods of feeding our drouth-resisting crops–sorghum,
alfalfa, Kaffir corn, and soy beans.”
520. Wallaces’ Farmer and Dairyman (Des Moines, Iowa).
1898. Millet hay for milch cows. 23(10):7. March 11.
• Summary: “Among the most economical winter coarse
feeds for dairy stock can be mentioned corn, barnyard millet,
hay and soja beans.” Address: Hendricks Co., Indiana.
521. Rural New-Yorker. 1898. Pasture for a Kentucky
orchard. 57(2511):181. March 12. Oversize.
• Summary: W.W.P. of Lexington, Kentucky, writes: I have
a 40-acre apple orchard, soil a yellow clay, containing little
or no humus, and inclined to bake very hard... [the] “soil
needs the addition of fertilizer and vegetable matter, but I
can not afford to purchase fertilizers, etc., and thought to
plant to cow peas and Soja beans, sown in drills 3 to 3¼ feet
apart, and cultivated thoroughly as late as possible. At the
last working, I had planned to sow rye on the larger area,
Crimson clover and rape on smaller areas, and follow again
with cow peas and Soja beans. Part of the cow peas and Soja
beans are to be cut for hay, and the rest pastured with hogs,
and the winter crops to be pastured with hogs and horses, and
then turned under in May preparatory to planting the peas
and beans again. Will this plan be successful in this latitude
and on such soil?
The answer begins: “It is best to devote any piece of
land that is in orchard to the fruit crop alone, except while
it is young...” Address: Mass. Ag’l College [Massachusetts
Agric. College].
522. Matthews, Franklin. 1898. Bright skies in the west:
VIII–Drouth-resisting crops–alfalfa and kaffir corn. Harper’s
Weekly. March 19. p. 278-79.
• Summary: “There is still another food coming into
cultivation in Kansas and Nebraska that will have an
important effect probably on agriculture in those States. That
food is the soy bean, a Japanese product that was brought
to this country in 1890 [sic, in 1765 by Samuel Bowen].
This bean has the peculiar property of being able to supply
certain qualities that are lacking in all varieties of corn as
a fattening product. It is a little black bean that has been
grown for centuries in Japan, and takes its name from a
sauce into which the beans are made in that country. None
of the ordinary fodder plants of this country compare with

the soy bean in nutritive qualities. As a food it: is equally
attractive to human beings as to live-stock. It compares
favorably with the ordinary bean for table use. Its great value
as a supplemental food is shown by some tables which the
Kansas Agricultural College worked out in an experiment
with twelve pigs. When fed with Kaffir-corn meal the pigs
made a gain of .50 of a pound a day. When fed with a ration
consisting of two-thirds Kaffir corn and one-third soy bean
the gain was 1.44 pounds a day. When fed with a ration
of ordinary corn-meal the gain a day was .80 of a pound.
When fed on a ration of two-thirds ordinary corn-meal and
one-third soy bean the gain was 1.46 pounds a day. There
are other kinds of Japanese beans that are undergoing
investigation in the West. In alfalfa and Kaffir corn the
farmer has two splendid weapons with which to contest
with nature for supremacy. The officials of the Kansas
Agricultural College do not hesitate to say that these two
crops will be the ‘probable salvation of western Kansas and
other portions of our Western country under similar climatic
conditions.’”
This long article ends: “If alfalfa may be called the
‘gentle queen of the prairie,’ surely Kaffir corn may be
designated properly as the stalwart king and consort. And it
is not too great a stretch of the fancy to denominate the soy
bean as an attractive prince of the realm.”
523. Southland Times (Otago, New Zealand). 1898. Soja
bean. March 26. p. 6.
• Summary: “Glycine hispida (Soja bean; soy bean; coffee
bean). It is an erect annual legume with hairy stems and
leaves, which has been cultivated in China and Japan from
remote antiquity. It was long grown in botanic gardens,
but when the facts concerning its use as a human food by
oriental nations came to light about twenty years ago it was
largely introduced into this country [USA] and Europe,
where thorough trials of its forage and food value have been
made. There are a large number of named varieties which
vary in the color of their seeds and the length of time which
the plants require to come to maturity.
“The seed is planted at the rate of half a bushel to the
acre, in drills 2½ to 3 feet apart, and cultivated about the
same as Indian corn. In Virginia soja beans are planted
between the hills of corn, so that two crops are produced on
the same field at the same time. The yields of seed are often
enormous. Soja beans are fed to stock green, as silage, or as
hay. The haulms are rather woody, and do not make the best
quality of hay, but as either ensilage or green forage they are
unsurpassed. The hay contains from 14 to 15 per cent crude
protein and 3 to 6 per cent of fat. The beans contain from
32 to 42 per cent protein, and from 12 to 21 per cent of fat
in fresh material. When fed to milch cows a ration of soja
beans increases the yield of milk, improves the quality of the
butter, and causes the animal to gain rapidly in weight. It is
an excellent addition to a ration for fattening cattle.
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“In China and Japan, where the soja bean is an article
of diet, substances similar to butter, oil, and cheese [tofu], as
well as a variety of dishes, are prepared from it. The yield of
green forage amounts to from 6 to 8 tons per acre, and of the
beans from 40 to 100 bushels. The feeding value of the bean
has been found to be greater than that of any other known
forage plant except the peanut.”
524. Henry, W.A. 1898. Feeds and feeding: A hand-book for
the student and stockman. Madison, Wisconsin: Published by
the author. vi + 657 p. See p. 161-62, 209. March. Index. 23
cm. [4 ref]
• Summary: In Part II, “Feeding stuffs,” Chapter 9, titled
“Minor cereals, oil-bearing and leguminous seeds” states (p.
161): “229. Soja (soy) bean.–This Japanese plant flourishes
in the Southern states and as far north as Kansas. In Japan it
serves for human food, but in this country it is used only by
stockmen. Like all leguminous seeds, the soja bean is rich
in protein, standing perhaps at the head of the list; unlike
many in its class, it is also rich in oil. Because the seeds
must be gathered by hand, the plant has generally been used
only for forage. At the Kansas Station this plant gave yields
ranging from 12.5 to 19 bushels of beans per acre. At the
Massachusetts Station a comparative test of soja-bean meal
with cotton-seed meal terminated in favor of the former for
milk and butter production.”
Chapter 12, titled “Leguminous plants for green forage
and hay” states (p. 209): “310. The soja (or soy) bean.–
According to Georgeson (Prairie Farmer, 9 Nov. 1895), the
soja bean has been grown for six years with success at the
Kansas Station... The yield is better than the navy or field
bean. If made into hay, as much as three tons per acre may be
secured from a field of soja-bean plants. This plant is gaining
friends at the South, but is too tender to be generally useful
at the North in competition with red clover and alfalfa.”
The Appendix contains several tables in which soy is
mentioned: 1. “Average composition of American feeding
stuffs” (p. 620-24; see p. 621-23 for soja bean meal, hay,
straw, and silage). 2. “Average digestibility of American
feeding stuffs, with additions from the German tables” (p.
625-30; see p. 626, 628-29). 3. “Average digestible nutrients
and fertilizing constituents in American feeding stuffs” (p.
631-34; see p. 632-34).
The Glossary (p. 642) defines: “Soja bean, or soy bean.
Soja hispida.” It also defines: Legumes. Nitrogen-free
extract. Nutritive ratio. Oil meal (“linseed cake reduced to
meal by grinding”).
Note 1. There is no indication in this book that soybeans
have yet been grown in Wisconsin.
Note 2. Gluten is discussed in this book as follows:
Gluten meal (p. 351-52). Gluten feed compared with corn
meal and bran (p. 414-15). Gluten meal compared with
cotton-seed meal (p. 415). Gluten meal and corn compared
with wheat (p. 558). However, the terms “gluten meal” and

“gluten feed” are not defined.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2016) that contains the term “oil-bearing” (or “oil
bearing”) in connection with soy beans. Address: Dean of the
College of Agriculture, and Director of the Wisconsin Agric.
Exp. Station, Univ. of Wisconsin.
525. Fresno Morning Republican (The) (Fresno, California).
1898. Farm, Field and Garden. April 6. p. 7, cols. 1-2.
• Summary: “The soja bean is a grand food for live stock,
but Minnesota is a little too far north to grow it at its best.
It is also better adapted for soiling and for fodder than for
pasture, but it may be pastured more especially by sheep.
“Cowpeas may be sown broadcast or drilled in when
grown from pasture and at the rate of 1½ to 2 bushels per
acre. As with soja beans, our climate is a little too cool for
growing them at their best.”
526. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1898. The new south
and her future:... Edward Atkinson spoke. April 15. p. 5.
• Summary: In the section titled “The cowpea vine,” Mr.
Atkinson of Boston, Massachusetts, said that he has long
realized that “the cowpea vine [“peavine”] was the most
important plant in your section, because it was a renovating
plant... Since then the wonderful influence of the bacteria
has become known, which, living and dying in the nodules
attached to the roots of leguminous plants, dissociate
nitrogen from the atmosphere, then converting it to the
nutrition of soil; and yet what do you know in any true sense
about pea vines of which you have almost innumerable
varieties? Some are rich in starch and nitrogen, almost free of
oil; some are full of oil, deficient in starch; and some contain
more nitrogen than any other seed of the known world.
“The soya bean is one of the latter kind. I imported two
or three bushels of soya beans, which were distributed in
small parcels from your exposition [the Cotton Exposition
in Atlanta, Georgia] of 1881. The bean had been known
under another name; I think it was called Japan pea before
that time, but now I observe that the soya bean has rightly
become one of your great forage plants.”
527. Georgeson, C.C. 1898. The Japanese soy bean. Prairie
Farmer 70(17):1. April 23.
• Summary: “’H.,’ of McLean Co., Illinois, writes: ‘Please
tell us about this bean; what is its value for hog feed as
pasture? It is recommended for this purpose in Kansas; does
it do well here? What is the yield; how much seed is sown
per acre; what is the price of seed and where is it obtained?
Tell us all about it. Also will the Jerusalem artichoke do well
on land too low for corn? Sometimes the land is flooded
during the spring storms. How about artichokes for hog
feed?’
C.C. Georgeson answers: “The soy bean is a leguminous
plant imported into this country from Japan. It is an upright,
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stocky grower, attaining a height of from one and one-half
to four feet, according to the variety and quality of the soil.
The writer has grown this bean successfully at the Kansas
Experiment Station for the past eight years, and it has
likewise done well in Iowa, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and
even in Wisconsin. There is therefore, no doubt but that it
will also succeed in any part of Illinois. It is, however, only
the earliest varieties, those which will mature inside of four
months, that can be profitably grown in the Northern states;
the late maturing sorts, will be killed by frost before the
beans are full grown. The value of the soy bean is wholly due
to its extraordinary richness in nitrogen. As is well known,
nitrogen is the most important element of nutrition for both
plants and animals. This plant has greater nutritive value than
any other cultivated plant. The ripe beans are much superior
to linseed oil meal for feeding purposes, while hay made
from the plant is equal to bran in feeding value. Like other
leguminous plants it is a nitrogen gatherer, and consequently,
the roots and stubble enrich the soil in this element.
“As to the value of this bean for hog feed, I can not do
better than give the substance of an experiment conducted
by me at the Kansas Station. Twelve pigs were divided into
four lots of three head each, and all were fed for 126 days
under identical conditions, except as to feed. They averaged
about sixty pounds per head. One lot was fed on Kaffir corn
meal to which was added one-third as much shorts during
the last seven weeks of the experiment. This lot gained 191
pounds. Another lot was fed a mixture of two-thirds Kaffir
corn meal and one-third soy bean meal [ground whole
soybeans] during the whole period, and they gained 547
pounds, or nearly three times as much. Still another lot was
fed corn meal, and for the last seven weeks two-thirds corn
meal and one-third shorts, as in the case of lot one, they
gained 306 pounds, while a fourth lot fed two-thirds corn
meal and one-third soy bean meal gained in the same time
554 pounds; the difference in these gains must be attributed
to the superior feeding quality of the soy bean meal. I have
likewise data, too extensive to quote here, which shows that
the crop can be pastured down in the field by hogs, with
excellent results. I have also fed both hay and ensilage made
from this plant, with satisfaction. It will thus be seen that
the soy bean is a valuable crop in whatever form it is used,
both for feed, and as a fertilizer. Another valuable feature
of this crop is that it can be grown as a second crop after
wheat or oats, if it is put in as soon as these are harvested.
It was my practice, for several years, at the Kansas Station,
to plow the stubble ground as soon after harvest as possible
and drill it to soy beans, and I have repeatedly harvested a
mature crop before frost from beans planted early in July.
This can be done anywhere where the frost holds off until
near the middle of October. I planted the stubble ground to
beans even when there was no prospect of maturing the crop.
The green crop was then either pastured off by hogs, or more
generally cut and cured for hay, in either case it paid well for

the labor. When the crop was removed early enough to put
in winter wheat, it left the ground in excellent condition to
sow without further plowing, while the culture of the beans
suppressed the weeds that usually befoul stubble ground.
“The culture is simple. To make sure of a crop of seed
they should be planted in the latter part of May after corn
planting is over. Drill them in rows from two to three feet
apart, according to the size of the variety and the fertility
of the soil; drill them with any machine which will drop a
bean about every two inches along the row, a bean planter
is of course best, but a corn planter will do, and I have had
excellent success with a common wheat drill on which all
but the first and fifth feeds were stopped up; half a bushel
to three-quarters to the acre is enough when grown for
seed; if wanted for feed put in a bushel or more. Give them
shallow culture, and keep the weeds under; in the struggle
for existence they are no match for crab grass and the coarser
weeds and they suffer in proportion as these are allowed to
dispute the ground with them, for this reason they fail when
sown broadcast, except on land practically free of weeds.
“The short, hairy pods will form in great numbers from
the ground to the tip of the stem. If wanted for seed they
should be left till the leaves have about all fallen off; then
cut them with a bean harvester, if one is available, if not,
have the blacksmith fasten a corn knife, or similar piece of
steel with knife edge, to the shanks of a common two-horse
cultivator and draw it along the row so as to cut the stalks
one inch below the surface of the ground, put the knife
slanting so it will have a cutting action. I have found a homemade bean harvester of this pattern quite satisfactory. When
cut, rake the stalks into windrows and fork them up into tall,
narrow cocks to dry. When the pods begin to pop open and
scatter the beans, haul them under shelter and thrash them
out. A bean thrasher, if one is available, is of course best, but
a common thrashing machine will do. It must be run at slow
speed, and the concave must be removed and replaced with
boards, or the beans will break too badly. If wanted for hay,
cut the crop with a mower when the beans in the pods are
nearly full grown, and cure as you would a rank growth of
clover.
“It is a difficult crop to cure, the leaves crumble badly
when too dry, and the hay will mold if not dry enough; but
well cured it is equal to bran, pound for pound, and much
relished by cattle. The crop can be cut green and put into the
silo, but when put up by itself the silage is rather watery. It
makes a pleasanter feed if an equal quantity of corn, well
on toward maturity, is cut up with it; or a little good straw
can be cut up with it to absorb the excess of moisture. I have
found soy bean silage much relished by dairy cows, and it
materially increased both the quantity and the quality of the
milk.
“Now as to yield. I have raised eight bushels clean seed
to the acre as a second crop on poor ground, after wheat.
When planted in May they have yielded from eighteen to
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twenty bushels on poor ground, and I have heard of yields
of forty bushels per acre on rich soil. I have raised three tons
of good hay to the acre, and six tons of silage. For hay and
silage some late, rank-growing sort can be used; for seed the
variety known as the Yellow Soy is the best for the Northern
states, because it is early and a good yielder.
“Grasshoppers and rabbits are very destructive to this
crop and where numerous may damage it seriously.
“It is probable that all large seed houses keep the
soy bean in stock by this time. Now as to the questions
concerning the Jerusalem artichoke... C.C. Georgeson.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that uses the word “harvester” (“a bean harvester”) or the
term “two-horse cultivator” in connection with soybean
production.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021) that
mentions “pasturing off” (or “pasturing down”) soybeans.
528. Burtis, F.C. 1898. Growing soy beans. Industrialist
(The) (Manhattan, Kansas) 24(4):261-63. April.
• Summary: “The characteristics and history of the soybean
have been outlined at frequent times from our station and
elsewhere, and need not be repeated here. To those not
acquainted with its growth, it will be sufficient to say that
this bean is an erect-growing plant, which, under Kansas
conditions, and on different soils, attains a height of from 1½
to 3½ feet. Its stems are stiff, woody, brittle and profusely
branched, bearing numerous pods. Seed furnished by our
experiment station has been tried by a great many farmers
in a small way. Some have found the plant adapted to their
wants and are growing it more or less extensively. One
grower has raised thirty-five acres the past season, and has
planned to put out one hundred acres the coming summer. It
is valued as a forage crop of great drouth-resisting qualities,
and yielding a fair quantity of grain, containing a large per
cent. of protein (larger than linseed meal), a compound in
which our common stock-foods are deficient. The success
of those raising the soy bean on a large and practical scale
has excited new interest and is stimulating others to make
the trial. Many inquiries render it necessary to send out more
instructions as to methods of planting, harvesting, etc.
“The soybean is a legume, hence a nitrogen gatherer,
and will do much better on a poor, thin soil than many other
plants under similar conditions; but for a paying crop of
grain, it is best to select a soil of medium fertility at least;
and for the maximum yield of grain, the richest and deepest
soil will be needed, and the extra yield of grain will pay
for the chance afforded. Foul land should be avoided, as it
will require hand work to keep the weeds out, which may
increase the cost of cultivation beyond the profitable point.
“The soil should be so handled as to have it in fine tilth
and free from weeds at the time of planting. Less labor will
be required in the future cultivation of the crop if the weeds
are kept down some what during the spring with the disc

harrow, and the ground plowed just before planting, and
in this case it must be thoroly harrowed and leveled. This
method gives the weeds such a back-set that it is preferable
to fall plowing.
“Altho proof against an ordinary spring frost, they
thrive much better when the weather becomes settled and
warm. There is really a disadvantage in seeding before the
middle of May, and it may be delayed until the last week
in June, and still mature a crop of grain. Seeding before the
middle of May does not seem to hasten the time of maturing
materially, but makes the period of cultivation longer and
more expensive, with no increase in yield of grain.
“Other ways than seeding in drills and cultivating have
been a total failure with us, and we cannot recommend
broadcasting. Drill in rows as close as can be cultivated with
a two-horse cultivator. While close planting will give a larger
yield, the extra trouble in cultivating will over-balance the
gain. Rows thirty-two inches apart can be worked with most
cultivators. The plants should stand from two to three inches
apart in the row. For such seeding it will re quire thirty to
forty pounds of seed per acre. A common grain drill with
part of the holes closed is a handy implement for drilling
them in, as two rows can be seeded at the same time. Some
have succeeded in using the corn drill. In cultivating use a
cultivator with small shovels so as not to throw up ridges,
which will bother in harvesting, and thus also avoid covering
up some of the pods that grow very close to the ground.
“A peculiarity of the ripe pods is their cracking open in
the hot sun, making the harvesting and handling a point to
be watched closely and attended to at the proper time. The
medium varieties generally mature during the last week in
August or the first week in September. The pods turn brown
as they ripen, and the cutting should be started on a large
patch when about two-thirds of the pods have changed
color. We have used two methods of harvesting that are
practical for large patches. A self-rake reaper does the work
very speedily, keeps the beans clean, and leaves them in
convenient bunches for further handling. This method will
leave a few pods next to the ground uncut, but the time saved
will make up for these, and if it is practicable to turn hogs in,
they will pick these up clean. The second method is probably
in reach of more farmers, but will prove a little more
expensive and disagreeable. A common cultivator is rigged
up with two horizontal knives, bolted to and extending out
from its inner shanks, so as to run just below the surface of
the ground and cut the beans off as does the regular bean
harvester. The stalks can then be gathered in piles with
rakes or forks, or with a horse rake; but using the horserake
involves hand cleaning. Varying with the condition of the
beans and the weather, as a rule, the cocks should be left in
the field several days before threshing. During this time they
should be watched very closely, as a day or two of hot, dry
weather may cause much shattering of the pods.
“By putting in all blank concaves and running the
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machine slowly, a common thresher will thresh the beans
nicely without much cracking. Soybeans do not crack so
easily as navy beans.
“During the last eight years on the station farm, the yield
of grain of the soybean has been from ten to twenty bushels
per acre. The past winter the college has used its surplus
seed for feeding experiments. Several hundred bushels of
the seed have been sold over the state by private parties this
winter, but the demand for seed has exhausted the supply.
As a catch crop, after wheat or oats, soy beans have proven
very successful, and this will probably be the most universal
use made of them in the future. At this station in 1896 a
yield of eight bushels of soybeans per acre was harvested
from twenty acres of wheat ground that was seeded the last
of June. The wheat was promptly removed, and the ground
plowed and thoroly harrowed. The beans came up readily
and made a rapid growth. In the fall the ground was in fine
condition for another seeding of wheat if it had been desired.
If the weather turns off extremely dry, the growth of beans
will be small and disappointing; but even in case of total
failure, the land will have had an early plowing, which is a
most important thing for a succeeding wheat crop.
“Our feeding experiments with soybeans in the past have
been mostly with pigs, but at present they are being tested as
a dairy feed. They are excellent to crowd or put a finish upon
fattening hogs at any age, but they can be most economically
fed to shoats or weanling pigs. With young pigs a feed of
corn meal with an addition of one-third soybean meal, will
produce fifty to one hundred per cent greater gains than can
be obtained by exclusive feeding of corn.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the use of a “disc harrow” or of a “horse rake”
or “horserake” or of a “thresher” (“a common thresher”) for
soybean production. Address: Kansas State Univ.
529. Brooks, Wm. P. 1898. The soja bean in Massachusetts:
as compared with the cow pea. Rural New-Yorker
57(2519):334. May 7. Oversize.
• Summary: “We prefer the Soja bean to the cow pea, either
as a fodder crop to be fed green, or to be put into the silo, for
the following reasons:
“The Soja bean, a suitable variety being selected, will
ripen in this locality, while the cow pea will not. This enables
the farmer to produce his own seed, and further, the plant
can be allowed to reach a degree of maturity sufficiently
advanced to make the fodder less watery, and richer in the
most important constituents of plant food than the cow pea in
the immature condition in which it must be cut.
“The Soja bean is a considerably richer fodder than
the cow pea. This will be evident from the following table:
Composition of green fodders.” The table compares the cow
pea with Soja bean (average) and with Soja bean (Medium
Green variety).
“It will be noticed that two sets of figures are given for

the Soja bean. The former is the average of all the analyses
which have been made here, among which are several
analyses of late varieties which were very immature at
the time they were taken for analysis. The figures for the
Medium Green variety, which I believe is the very best sort
for this latitude. constitute the better basis for comparison
with the cow pea. It will be noticed that this variety gives us
nearly twice as much fat, more than 1.66 times the amount
of flesh-formers (protein), and about 1¼ times the amount of
heat-producers (carbohydrates) that is given by the cow pea.
“When, in the light of these facts, we consider further
that the Medium Green Soja bean has, upon an average
as grown here, produced as large yields as the cow pea,
its superiority becomes strikingly evident. The crop of
both usually averages from 10 to 12 tons per acre green
weight. With a yield of 10 tons, the cow pea will give us
the following number of pounds of the different nutrients
per acre: Fat, 140 pounds; flesh-formers, 620 pounds; heatproducers, 1,720 pounds. The Soja bean with the same crop
gives us: Fat, 240 pounds; flesh-formers, 1,160 pounds;
heat-producers, 2,400 pounds. These facts make the apparent
superiority of the Soja bean as a fodder crop very clear.
“As is well known, however, the value of a fodder does
not depend entirely upon composition, but is affected in a
marked degree by the digestibility of the nutrients which it
contains. There is some evidence that the digestibility of the
Soja bean is not quite so great as that of the cow pea, but
sufficient experiments have not been made to enable us to
form a final judgment upon this point. In the light of such
evidence as we have, I may say, in conclusion, upon this
point, that there is no doubt that, after due allowance for a
lower rate of digestibility, the Soja bean is still shown to
be superior as a fodder crop in nutritive value. There is no
marked difference in the degree of palatability of the two
fodders, and such evidence as we have indicates that the
effect of the Soja-bean fodder upon the quality of the milk
produced from cows fed with it, is excellent.
“The Soja bean, being less watery than the cow pea,
keeps better in the silo. We have made excellent ensilage
by mixing either corn or Japan barnyard millet with the
Soja bean in the proportion of two parts of either of the
former to one of the latter. Such ensilage is palatable, and
in composition approximates closely the German feeding
standard for milch cows. I have no doubt that cows fed
exclusively on such ensilage would give a satisfactory
yield of milk, although, of course, in most cases, it will be
preferable to use some grain and concentrated foodstuffs
such as cotton-seed meal, gluten, etc. One peck of seed will
plant a little more than one-half acre. If sown for seed, I
would drop about eight seeds per running foot in the row;
if for fodder, from 10 to 12 seeds. The distance between the
rows on good land should be about 2¼ feet. If the land is
poor, the rows may be somewhat nearer together. The crop
does well on any good corn land, and should be planted
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about the same time that corn is planted. The seed can be
very satisfactorily put in with any corn planter which plants
in drills.
“These beans are edible, and are the richest known
natural vegetable product. I do not believe, however, that
they will be as well liked for table use as some of our older
varieties of beans; they are too rich and oily to suit most
tastes. They are not much used directly as food, even by the
Japanese, but are largely employed in the manufacture of
a table sauce known as Shoyu (Soy), whence probably, the
names Soja, Soya, and Soy. They are, also, largely used for
the manufacture of a bean cheese [tofu], which is a favorite
and largely used article of food. A great many of the beans
are also used as food for horses and cattle.
“I have never seen the name German Coffee beans
applied to the Soja beans, but some of the early white [Early
White] and yellow varieties are advertised by some of our
seedsmen under the name American Coffee berry. I am too
fond of coffee to take kindly to any substitute therefor. I
have, however, found Soja-bean coffee as satisfactory as
any of the grain substitutes for coffee which are to be found
upon our markets. If it be used as coffee. the beans should be
first roasted just as the coffee berry is, and then ground and
treated in all respects like the true coffee.
“There are a great many varieties, and these differ from
each other widely in respect to the season required. The
earliest varieties will mature in about the same length of
time as our early garden beans. The Medium Green variety
spoken of in this article requires about the same length of
time as Longfellow’s or Sibley’s Pride of the North corn.
Some of the latest varieties requires so long a season that
they will scarcely more than reach the stage of blossoming in
this locality.” Address: Mass. Ag’l College.
530. Farm, Field and Fireside (Chicago, Illinois). 1898.
Growing soy beans. 21(19):583. May 7.
• Summary: “J.E. Hall, Missouri, asks how to grow soy
beans, when to plant, how much seed to the acre, how to
cultivate and harvest them.
“Perhaps we can do no better in answering these
questions than to quote from a recent article of Prof. F.C.
Bartis [sic, Burtis], of the Kansas Experiment Station, where
these beans have been raised for several years and a number
of experiments carried on with them. This article was printed
in the Industrialist [vol. 24, 1898, Manhattan, Kansas], the
college paper:
“The soy bean is a legume, hence a nitrogen gatherer,
and will do much better on a poor, thin soil than many other
plants under similar conditions; but for a paying crop of
grain, it is best to select a soil of medium fertility at least;
and for the maximum yield of grain, the richest and deepest
soil will be needed, and the extra yield of grain will pay for
the chance afforded. Foul land should be avoided, as it will
require hard work to keep the weeds out, which may increase

the cost of cultivation beyond the profitable point.
“The soil should be so handled as to have it in fine tilth
and free from weeds at time of planting. Less labor will be
required in the future cultivation of the crop if the weeds are
kept down somewhat during the spring with the disc harrow,
and the ground plowed just before planting, and in this case
it must he thoroughly harrowed and leveled. This method
gives the weeds such a backset that is preferable to fall
plowing.
“Seeding and Cultivation: Although proof against
an ordinary spring frost, they thrive much better when
the weather becomes settled and warm. There is really a
disadvantage in seeding before the middle of May, and it
may be delayed until the last week in June, and still mature
a crop of grain. Seeding before the middle of May does not
seem to hasten the time of maturing materially, but makes
the period of cultivation longer and more expensive, with in
increase in yield of grain.
“Other ways than seeding in drills and cultivating have
been a total failure with us, and we cannot recommend
broad-casting. Drill in rows as close as can be cultivated
with a two-horse cultivator. While close planting will give a
larger yield, the extra trouble in cultivating will overbalance
the gain. Rows thirty-two inches apart can be worked with
most cultivators. The plants should stand from two to three
inches apart in the row. For such seeding it will require thirty
to forty pounds of seed per acre. A common grain drill with
part of the holes closed is a handy implement for drilling
them in, as two rows can be seeded at the same time. Some
have succeeded in using the corn drill. In cultivating use a
cultivator with small shovels so as not to throw up ridges,
which will bother in harvesting, and thus also avoid covering
up some of the pods that grow very close to the ground.
“Harvesting and Threshing: A peculiarity of the ripe
pods is their cracking open in the hot sun, making the
harvesting and handling a point to be watched closely
and attended to at the proper time. The medium varieties
generally mature during the last week in Autumn or the first
week in September. The pods turn brown as they ripen, and
the cutting should be started on a large patch when two thirds
of the pods have changed color. We have used two methods
of harvesting that are practical for large patches. A self-rake
reaper does the work very speedily, keeps the beans clean
and leaves them in convenient bunches for further handling.
This method will leave a few pods next to the ground
uncut, but the time saved will make up for these, and if it is
practicable to turn hogs in they will pick these up clean. The
second method is probably in reach of more farmers, but will
prove a little more expensive and disagreeable. A common
cultivator is rigged up with two horizontal knives, bolted
to and extending out from its inner shanks, so as to run just
below the surface of the ground and cut the beans off as does
the regular bean harvester. The stalks can then be gathered
in piles with rakes or forks, or with a horse rake; but using
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the horse rake involves hand cleaning. Varying with the
condition of the beans and the weather, as a rule the cocks
should be left in the field several days before threshing.
During this time they should be watched very closely, as a
day or two of hot, dry weather may cause much shattering of
the pods. By putting in all blank concaves and running the
machine slowly, a common thresher will thresh the beans
nicely without much cracking. Soy beans do not crack so
easily as navy beans.
“Yield and Uses: During the last eight years on the
station farm the yield of grain of the soy bean has been
from ten to twenty bushels per acre. The past winter the
college has used its surplus seed for feeding experiments.
Several hundred bushels of seed have been sold over the
state by private parties this winter, but the demand for
seed has exhausted the supply. As a catch crop, after wheat
or oats, soy beans have proven very successful, and this
will probably be the most universal use made of them in
the future. At this station in 1896 a yield of eight bushels
of soy beans per acre was harvested from twenty acres
of wheat ground that was seeded the last of June. The
wheat was promptly removed and the ground plowed and
thoroughly harrowed. The beans came up readily and made
a rapid growth. In the fall the ground was in fine condition
for another seeding of wheat if it had been desired. If the
weather turns off extremely dry the growth of beans will be
small and disappointing; but even in a case of total failure,
the land will have had an early plowing, which is a most
important thing for a succeeding wheat crop. Our feeding
experiments with soy beans in the past have been mostly
with pigs, but at present they are being tested as a dairy feed.
They are excellent to crowd or put a finish upon fattening
hogs at any age, but they can be most economically fed to
shoats or weaning pigs. With young pigs a feed of corn meal
with an addition of one-third soy bean meal will produce
50 to 100 per cent greater gains than can be obtained by
exclusive feeding of corn.
“Notes: If our Missouri inquirer for soy beans lives
near a railroad line that connects with Lawrence, Kansas,
Barteldes & Co., seedmen of that city, deal in seed soy
beans.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016)
that uses the term “catch crop” to refer to soy beans. A catch
crop is one that is grown as a substitute for a staple crop that
has failed, or one that is grown as an intermediate between
two crops in an ordinary rotation, or between the rows of
another crop.
Note 2. This same article was reprinted in The Western
Rural of 26 May 1898, p. 652.
531. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1898. The soja bean
compared with the cow-pea. 26(10):408. May 15.
• Summary: “The following from Prof. Brooks, of the
Massachusetts Agricultural College, answers so well the

questions that have been asked by a good many that we
copy it from the Rural New-Yorker of May 7, with some few
omissions:
“We prefer the soja bean to the cow-pea, either as a
fodder crop to be fed green, or to be put into the silo, for the
following reasons:
“The soja bean, a suitable variety being selected, will
ripen in this locality, while the cow-pea will not. This enables
the farmer to produce his own seed, and, further, the plant
can be allowed to reach a degree of maturity sufficiently
advanced to make the fodder less watery, and richer in the
most important constituents of plant-food than the cow-pea
in the immature condition in which it must be cut.
“The soja bean is a considerably richer fodder than the
cow-pea...”
532. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1898. Market gardeners or
truckers wholesale catalogue of vegetable seeds, roots,
plants, implements. Spring 1898 (Mail-order catalog). New
York, NY: Orange Judd Co. 40 p. 27 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Miscellaneous Farm
Seeds” (p. 31) we read: “Bean, Soja–$1.00 peck, $3.00
bushel.
“Early Soja. 12 cents/lb, $1.25 peck, $4.00 bushel. It is
a very valuable fodder variety either for feeding green or for
the silo. It is a rich nitrogenous feed, is unsurpassed as a flesh
former, and, like the Clover is a soil improver, deriving its
nitrogen from the air.”
Also on p. 31 is a column of many sweet pot and
medicinal herbs (Küchen- und medizinische Kräuter), with
their names written in German, and prices for each. Another
section in German is for bird seeds (Vogelsamen), including
hemp (Hanfsamen).
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #010126.
Peter Henderson lived 1822-1890. Address: 35 & 37
Cortlandt St., New York, New York.
533. Brooks, William P. 1898. The soja bean and the cow
pea. Sherman County Times (Loup City, Nebraska). June 10.
p. 3, col. 1-2.
• Summary: “We prefer the soja bean to the cow pea, either
as a fodder crop or to be fed green, or to be put into the silo,
for the following reasons.
“The soja bean, a suitable variety being selected, will
ripen in this locality while the cow pea will not. This enables
the farmer to produce his own seed, and further, the plant
can be allowed to reach a degree of maturity sufficiently
advanced to make the fodder les watery, and richer in the
most important constituents of plant-food than the cow pea
in the immature condition in which it must be cut.
“The soja bean is a considerably richer fodder than the
cow pea.
“The Medium Green variety, which I believe is the
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very best sort for this latitude, constitutes the better basis
for comparison with the cow pea. It will be noticed that this
variety gives us nearly twice as much fat, more than one and
two-thirds times the amount of flesh-formers (protein), and
about one and one-half times the amount of heat producers
(carbo-hydrates) as is given by the cow pea.
“When, in the light of these facts, we further consider
that the Medium Green soja bean has, upon an average, as
grown here, produced as large yields as the cow pea, its
superiority becomes strikingly evident. The crops of both
usually average from ten to twelve tons per acre, green
weight. With a yield of ten tons the cow pea will give us
the following number of pounds of the different nutrients
per acre: Fat, 140 pounds; flesh-formers, 620 pounds, heatproducers, 1,720 pounds. The soja bean with the same crop
gives us: Fat, 240 pounds, flesh-formers, 1,110 pounds;
heat-producers, 2,400 pounds. These facts make the apparent
superiority of the soja bean as a fodder crop very clear.
“These beans are edible and are the richest known
natural vegetable product. I do not believe, however, that
they will be as well liked for table use as some of our older
varieties of beans: they are too rich and oily to suit most
tastes. They are not much used directly as food, even by the
Japanese, but they are largely used in the manufacture of
a table sauce known as shoyu (soy), whence, probably the
names soja, soya, and soy. They are, also, largely used for the
manufacture of a bean cheese [tofu], which is a favorite and
largely used article as food for horses and cattle.”
Note: Tofu is not fed to horses and cattle. Address: Prof.,
Massachusetts Agricultural College.
534. Denison Review (Denison, Iowa). 1898. Farm and
Garden: The soy bean. One of the most promising of annual
leguminous forage crops. Aug. 9. p. 9.
• Summary: “The soy bean ranks high among the
leguminous forage plants of comparatively recent
introduction in this country. Of all legumes in cultivation the
peanut alone exceeds it in the amount and digestibility of its
food constituents, The soy bean requires about the same class
of soils as Indian corn and will grow about as far north as
that crop can be depended on. The best results with it have
been obtained in the region between the thirty-seventh and
forty-fourth parallel east of the Rocky mountains. The region
best adapted to it, then, is the ‘corn belt,’ a circumstance
which argues well for its future use and value in conjunction
with corn for fattening animals.
“The soy bean should be planted in late spring or early
summer after the ground has become warm. In general the
early varieties should be used if a seed crop is desired and
the medium or late varieties if it is to be used as forage, it
having been found that the latter much excel the former in
value for that purpose. In some parts of Virginia the soy
bean is planted in the corn rows in alternate hills or between
rows at the time of the final cultivation. Usually, however,

it is grown as a main crop, either broadcast for forage or in
drills when cultivated for seed, The amount of seed required
when it is sown in drills is less than when planted broadcast,
varying from two to three pecks [1 peck = 8 quarts = 2
gallons] per acre and in the latter case three to four pecks.
The rate of growth is quite rapid and unless the field is very
weedy the crops do not require much cultivation.
“The crop should be cut for hay from the time of
flowering until the pods are half formed. Later than that the
stems are course and woody and the feeding value rapidly
declines.
“The crop may be converted into good silage and for
this purpose should not be cut until the seed is nearly ripe.
The chief value of silage is that it provides a succulent food
during the winter time when green forage is not available,
but as certain changes take place in the silo, which render
a large part of the protein indigestible, it is better to depend
upon corn than to use any leguminous crop for this purpose.
“The ripe soy beans are among the richest of
concentrated foods. The yield varies, according to the soil
and season, from 6 to 13 tons of green forage. The yield of
seed varies from as low as 15 to as high as 100 bushels per
acre, the average being about that of corn, from 25 to 40
bushels.
“This crop is a heavy potash feeder and requires
fertilization with lime and with potash and phosphoric acid
when grown on such lighter soils as are deficient in these
elements.
“According to the year book of the department of
agriculture, the source of these statements and illustrations,
the soy bean is one of the most promising of the annual
leguminous forage crops, and, as before indicated, may
prove of special value in connection with Indian corn, the
latter supplying the ‘roughness,’ the soy bean producing the
digestible crude protein necessary to make a complete and
well balanced ration.”
Illustrations show: (1) Soy beans growing in front of
farm buildings. (2) “Roots of yellow soy bean.” Some root
nodules appear to be visible.
Note: The same article with the same title appears in the
Belding Banner (Belding, Michigan) on Aug. 11 (p. 7). and
in the Advocate and News (Topeka, Kansas) on Aug. 24, p. 8.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2020) that mentions the use of soybeans for
intercropping, in this case with corn.
535. Farm Department. 1898. Kaffir corn for fattening pigs.
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Press Bulletin No.
7. Sept. 13. Reprinted in p. 12-14 of Bulletin 86.
• Summary: Soy bean meal (whole ground soybeans) was
used as an ingredient, at the level of 13-15%, in four diets
based on kaffir corn or kaffir corn meal. “At the close of
the experiment the pigs fed kaffir corn and corn averaged
respectively 110 and 111 pounds each, and were rough and
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lank. The pigs fed kaffir and soy bean meals averaged 164
pounds, those fed corn and soy bean meals 154 pounds, and
both lots were well rounded out and were sold at good prices
for light fat hogs.
“These experiments show that kaffir corn is similar to
corn in fattening qualities but not equal to it, and that if a
small quantity of feed rich in protein, as alfalfa, soy beans or
skim-milk, is added to the ration of kaffir corn, good results
are obtained.”
“The soy bean is one of the best drouth-resisting crops,
and if farmers will raise this crop as well as kaffir corn, or
corn, pigs can be fattened profitably in every part of the
state.”
Note: This Press Bulletin was also published in The
Industrialist (Dec. 1898, pp. 709-10). Address: Manhattan,
Kansas.
536. Wallaces’ Farmer and Dairyman. 1898. The hog: Kaffir
corn for fattening pigs. 23(39):730. Sept. 30.
• Summary: “Last winter sixteen experiments were made at
the Kansas Agricultural College to test the value of Kaffir
corn as compared with corn for fattening pigs and to find the
best methods of feeding Kaffir corn.”
Note: These experiments with Kaffir corn have been
described several times in Illinois farm magazines. They
show the superiority of using soy bean meal [ground whole
soybeans] as a protein source when feeding hogs.
537. Cottrell, H.M.; Burtis, F.C.; Otis, D.H. 1898. Feed
and care of the dairy cow. Kansas Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 81. p. 11-38. Sept.
• Summary: A table (p. 12) gives the “Digestible nutrients,
pounds per 100 pounds of feed.” Among the “Concentrates”
is “Soy bean meal” [probably ground whole soybeans],
which contains: Protein 29.6. Carbohydrates 22.3. Fat 14.1.
By contrast, cottonseed meal (which has the highest protein
content) contains: Protein 37.0. Carbohydrates 16.5. Fat
12.6. Note the relatively high fat content, although not as
high as in soy bean meal.
The section titled “Succulence” begins: “The June
pasture which forces every cow to her best yield, furnishes a
succulent ration, and for best results from the cows through
the winter, succulent feed must be given.” “Succulent feeds
in winter have two advantages; they are appetizing, which
makes the cow enjoy her feed, and they keep the system in
a healthy condition and the bowels loose.” “If the dairyman
has neither ensilage nor roots, he should combine his feeds
to secure as nearly as possible the right condition of the
bowels. This is hard to do without succulent feeds.” A table
then shows the two basic types of feeds: Loosening feeds
and constipating feeds. The loosening feeds include soy bean
meal, alfalfa, sorghum hay, ensilage, roots, bran, linseed
meal, and gluten meal.
The section titled “One hundred rations” (p. 18-20)

explains: “The figures indicate pounds, each ration is for
twenty-four hours feed for a cow in full milk.” Soy bean
meal is used in about 1/3 of these 100 rations. “These 100
rations contain nearly equal quantities of milk-producing
food but do not have nearly equal feeding values.” “In using
these rations, the amounts of the different feeds that are
equivalent to each other for milk production are roughly as
follows: Corn fodder 1.0 lb. = prairie hay 6 lb. = sorghum
hay 9 lb. = millet hay 5 lb. Linseed meal (o. p. [old process])
5 lb. = soy bean meal 5 lb. = Chicago gluten meal 4½ lb. =
cottonseed meal 4 lb.”
Page 24: “Ensilage is poor in protein and should be fed
either with alfalfa or feeds like linseed, cottonseed, gluten
and soy bean meals.” Prairie hay “is poor in protein and
needs alfalfa or the heavy meals, as linseed and soy bean, to
balance it for milk production.”
The section titled “Soy bean meal” (p. 26) notes that it
“has about the same composition as linseed meal, and so far
as tested has the same effect on milk production and quality
of butter. The soy bean is one of the best drouth-resisting
plants and farmers can raise it and not have to buy linseed or
cottonseed meals.”
We conclude with this remarkable section (p. 33),
“Kindness: Kindness is an efficient aid in increasing milk
yield and costs nothing. The more a milker can make the
cow love him as she loves her calf, the more milk she will
yield to him. Investigations show that it is probable that
a considerable portion of the milk is secreted during the
operation of milking, especially the rich milk which comes
last. Abuse and excitement reduce the secretion and not
only lower the quantity of milk given, but often lower the
percentage of butter fat. Kindness and petting make the cow
contented and put her nervous system in such a condition
that the fullest yield is given. This is not the only cause,
but it is probably a chief cause, of the wide variation in
butter fat sometimes shown in creamery tests.” Address: 1.
M.S., Agriculturist; 2-3. Assistants. All: Farm Department,
Manhattan, Kansas.
538. Rane, Frank Wm. 1898. Experiments with roots and
forage crops. New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 57. p. 125-53. Sept. See p. 135-39.
• Summary: In the section on “Leguminous Forage Crops”
is a subsection titled “The Soy Bean (Glycine hispida): This
plant has been under cultivation at the Station for the past
four seasons; it is an introduction from Japan where it has
been cultivated from a very early time... Its main value, and
that for which we have been growing it, is as a forage crop.”
“There are many varieties, which at present are
classified by a few seedsmen into early, medium, and late;
others offer simply Soy or ‘Soja’ beans, which we find are
usually the late variety. In 1895, about three-fourths of an
acre were grown, but due to an early frost was not harvested
in the best condition. This was cut into the silo. In 1896
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about two and one-half acres were grown; a photo shows this
soybean acreage. This was in blossom when cut into the silo,
being of the late variety.”
“The average yield of each variety per acre, when grown
upon a fairly rich, clay loam, although poorly drained, was,
for the early, No. 1, 2 tons, 1,808 pounds [5,808 lb]; for
the medium-early, No. 2, 4 tons. 1,922 pounds [9,922 lb];
and for the late, No. 3, 4 tons, 1,680 pounds [9,680 lb]. The
seed of the early is brown, while that of the medium-early
is black. All things considered, the medium-early variety is
best, on account of its maturing a large quantity of seed as
well as making a fine leafy growth, thus enabling one either
to sell the seed, or convert the whole into silage. When the
crop is to be cured for hay, it should be cut when in blossom.
Cows eat it but do not seem to relish it much. It is always
advisable to feed it with fodder corn, millets, etc., when used
for soiling. Likewise when mixed with corn for ensilage, it
forms a very valuable concentrated food. Our experience has
been that, when cut into the silo, the chief objection is its
woody, indigestible stem.”
“From our experience thus far, we do not advise farmers
to go into raising the Soy bean on a very extensive scale until
its value as a food has been more thoroughly demonstrated.
It has not come up to our expectations.”
Photos show: A field of late Soy Beans, 1896, at the
New Hampshire College farm (p. 136). Three uprooted soy
bean plants (early, medium, and late), 1898, next to a ruler
(p. 138). Address: Durham, New Hampshire.
539. Valder, George. 1898. Farm notes for Hawkesbury
District. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 9(9):105558. Sept.
• Summary: The section titled “Leguminous forage crops”
states: “It is very necessary that more attention should be
given to these crops if the farmer wishes to keep up the
fertility of his soil.” After a brief discussion of horse-beans,
sunflowers, cow-peas and lucerne, we read: “In the United
States the soy-bean has come largely into favour for this
purpose [as a forage crop]. Although, so far, it has yielded
rather uncertain crops in this Colony, I believe that we
shall discover one or two suitable varieties among the large
number under cultivation. Being an upright grower, it can
be cut for forage with a mowing machine, and is easily
harvested in every way, besides chaffing well” [it can be cut
up fine for the food of cattle].
540. Farmers’ Voice (The). 1898. Live stock and dairy: Kaffir
corn as pig feed. 13(40):6. Oct. 1.
• Summary: “The Kansas experiment station has been
making extended experiments with Kaffir corn as a fattener
for pigs. They tried it upon pigs nine and one-half weeks old,
seven and one-half months old, and six months old. They
fed it dry and soaked, fed it with maize, with corn meal and
soy bean meal. The conclusion, as set forth in Press Bulletin

No. 7, follows: These experiments show that Kaffir corn
is similar to corn in fattening qualities, but not equal to it.
That if a small quantity of feed rich in protein, as alfalfa,
soy beans or skim milk, is added to the ration of Kaffir
corn, good results are obtained. Kaffir corn has advantages
over corn for many parts of the state as a crop to raise for
fattening pigs.”
“The soy bean is one of the best drought-resisting crops,
and if farmers will raise this crop as well as Kaffir corn or
corn, pigs can he fattened profitably in every part of the
state.”
Note: These experiments with Kaffir corn have been
described several times in Illinois farm magazines. They
show the superiority of using soy bean meal [ground whole
soybeans] as a protein source when feeding hogs.
541. Farmers’ Review (The). 1898. Stock: Kaffir corn for
fattening pigs. 29(40):612. Oct. 5.
• Summary: “A report sent out from the Kansas Experiment
Station says: Last winter sixteen experiments were made at
the Kansas Agricultural College to test the value of Kaffir
corn as compared with corn for fattening pigs and to find the
best methods of feeding Kaffir corn.”
Note: These experiments with Kaffir corn have been
described several times in Illinois farm magazines. They
show the superiority of using soy bean meal [ground whole
soybeans] as a protein source when feeding hogs.
542. Voorhees, Edward B.; Lane, Clarence B. 1898. Forage
crops. New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 130. 22 p. Oct. 10. See p. 6-7, 9-12, 15, 22.
• Summary: Cow peas and soy beans are compared. “Of
the two crops, the cow pea is more promising for forage, for
while the cost of dry matter is greater, it is more succulent
and palatable... The plants, especially of the soy bean, are not
as coarse when seeded thickly, and hence the forage is more
palatable and probably more digestible.”
A table (p. 9) shows the average yield and cost per acre
of 12 soiling crops for three years. Broadcast soy beans cost
$7.66 and yielded 7.22 tons, at a cost of $1.06 per ton or
$9.00 per ton of dry matter. Soy beans in drills cost $8.54
and yielded 7.09 tons, at a cost of $1.20 per ton or $6.33 per
ton of dry matter. Indian millet cost only $3.26 and corn cost
only $3.40 per ton of dry matter.
A table (p. 11) shows the digestible food in one ton of 5
legumes and 5 cereals. Among the legumes, crimson clover
has the largest amount of digestible protein per ton (49.6 lb;
soy beans have only 34.2 lb). Soy beans have the highest
“nutritive ratio” (1:5.6). They have the next to highest cost
per ton of digestible food: $1.20 (vs. $0.61 for crimson
clover, the lowest).
A table (p. 15) shows six soiling crop rotations. In the
first of these, soy beans are planted on July 10, after rye
(Sept.), and oats and peas (May 10).
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“General Suggestions. I. The forage crops that have
been found well adapted for compound soiling systems are
rye, crimson clover, red clover, oats and peas, corn, cow
peas, soy beans, Japanese millets and barley and peas. II.
Of these crops, rye, corn, crimson clover, oats and peas and
millets furnish food more economically than the others... V.
Complete soiling is entirely practicable–that is, green forage
crops may serve as the sole food of a dairy herd, without
injury to the animals, and at a considerable saving in the cost
of milk.” A photo (p. 8) shows “A crop of soy beans, seeded
broadcast” at the New Jersey station.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 1999)
in which the title of one of the authors contains the word
“Husbandry.” Address: 1. Prof. of Agriculture of the State
Agricultural College; 2. Asst. in Dairy Husbandry [New
Brunswick, New Jersey].
543. Wallaces’ Farmer and Dairyman. 1898. Soy beans for
stock food. 23(42):781. Oct. 21.
• Summary: “Mr. Jacob Jury of Solomon, Kansas, asks the
following question: ‘What would you think of feeding green
Soy beans to hogs? I saw them recommended for dairy cattle
and planted nearly an acre, but owing to the long continued
drouth this summer they will not make more than a half crop.
I have been thinking of cutting them and feeding them stalk
and all. Have tried it with a few hogs, and they seemed to
like them. They are just beginning to ripen. How would they
do for horses or cattle, and how much can I feed to horses or
cattle?’
“Having had no experience in feeding soy beans we are
compelled to answer this question from the standpoint of
theory rather than practice. The soy bean–that is, the bean
itself, is very rich in flesh forming elements, almost as rich
as oil meal. It has about the same amount of protein and a
great deal more fat and considerably less carbohydrates. The
digestible nutritive ratio of old process oil meal is about 1
of flesh formers to 1.6 of meat and fat makers, and of soy
beans 1 to 1.5. It should therefore be fed in about the same
proportions and with the same purpose as one would feed oil
meal. This for the grain, not the hay. The soy bean hay has
a nutritive ratio of about 1 to 4, and hence is about as rich
as alfalfa hay. A forage crop of this kind should, therefore,
be exceedingly valuable as a feed for young hogs, and, in
fact, for hogs in any stage except during the last six weeks
or two months of the fattening process; even then we would
feed it sparingly. If we were in our correspondent’s place
we would try giving the hogs this soy bean forage and feed
with it kaffir corn or field corn, increasing the ratio of corn
as the hogs approached maturity. We believe it will pay him
well. It will be, we think, especially valuable as a feed in
connection with corn for brood sows. We would not care
to give it to horses that were standing idle as it is entirely
too rich in nitrogen. It should, however, be a good feed in
connection with corn for horses and for growing colts, and

also for dairy cows. This our correspondent will bear in mind
is all theoretical. We have no experience on the subject, and
the data we have given are from analyses from Prof. Henry’s
Feeds and Feeding. We suggest that the correspondent here
referred to write to the Manhattan Agricultural College
[Kansas], where more reliable data can be secured than from
any other station in the United States. The stations north
of Kansas have given but little attention to soy beans for
the reason that the larger varieties will not mature in these
northern latitudes. In feeding we would begin with small
amounts and increase, watching the results carefully.”
544. Farm Department. 1898. The balanced ration. Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Press Bulletin No. 12. Oct.
25. Reprinted in p. 22-23 of Bulletin 86.
• Summary: A balanced ration consists of three important
groups of substances: protein, carbohydrates and fat. “The
weak point in Kansas feeding is that the average rations are
greatly deficient in protein and have too much carbohydrates
and fat.”
“Fattening pigs made a gain of 9½ pounds per bushel
of kaffir corn eaten. When one-fifth of the kaffir corn was
taken out and soy bean meal substituted for it, increasing the
protein, a gain of 13 pounds was made for each bushel of
grain eaten. Alfalfa is the cheapest source of protein for the
Kansas farmer,...” Address: Manhattan, Kansas.
545. Valder, George. 1898. Farm notes for Hawkesbury
District. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales
9(10):1227-29. Oct.
• Summary: The section titled “Leguminous forage crops”
begins: “Cow-peas, Soy Beans, &c., can still be sown.” Also
discusses the Florida Velvet Bean, and pea-nuts for feeding
to pigs.
546. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1898. Wholesale price list
of fancy grass seeds, tobacco seed, tuberose bulbs, cow
peas, soja beans, teosinte, pearl millet and other southern
specialties. Richmond, Virginia. 1 p. Nov. 19. 26 cm.
• Summary: “Soja Beans. Yellow, the most prolific and best
field variety, per bus. [bushel] $1.30.”
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usdanurseryandseedcatalog Address: Richmond, Virginia.
547. Bennett, R.L. 1898. Some experiments on the
fattening value of certain foods gathered by pigs. Arkansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 54. p. 81-86.
Dec.
• Summary: The crops eaten by four lots of pigs were
Spanish peanuts, chufas, soja beans, and corn, planted at
Newport, Arkansas. A table (p. 84) shows the pigs consumed
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all the soja beans in only 32 days, compared with 46 days
for the other crops. The average weight gained per pig in
32 days on the various crops was as follows: corn 76.3 lb,
peanuts 73.5 lb, chufas 39.3 lb, and soja beans 22.75 lb.
“Quality of pork produced by these foods. It is a well
known fact that beans and peas make a softer flesh and fat
than corn. Corn pork is the standard in this country, and the
flesh and fat produced by corn in this experiment was dry
and firm. Soja beans and chufas made fat of about the same
firmness, but not quite equal to corn. Peanuts made a soft
and oily fat.” Address: Director of the Station, Fayetteville,
Arkansas.
548. Dodson, W.R.; Stubbs, Wm. C. 1898. Grasses,
clovers, forage and economic crops. Louisiana Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 53. 55 p. See p. 28-29.
Series 2.
• Summary: In the section titled “Leguminous forage crops”
(p. 13+), the subsection on “Soy bean or soja bean (Glycine
hispida or Soy hispida)” (p. 28-29) states: “It seems to be
very well adapted to Louisiana as far as the production of
hay is concerned, but it is not sure to mature seed. In 1895
and 1896 the crop of seeds at Baton Rouge was very small,
while in 1897 there was a heavy crop that matured well, both
of early and late planting... It is the purpose of the station
to secure all the varieties possible directly from Japan, and
test their relative merits. The term Soy bean is therefore
indefinite, and reports as to its merits will mean nothing till
someone characterizes the varieties that may be met with.”
A photo (p. 27), titled “Pea nuts, pindars, goobers
(Arachis hypogæa),” shows a portion of the stem with
flowers and fruit–about one-sixth natural size. The correct
technical [scientific] name of “cow-peas” is also discussed;
most authorities agree that Vigna catjang and V. sinensis
are synonymous. Address: 1. A.B., S.B., Botanist; 2. Ph.D.,
Director of the Station. Both: Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
549. Dyke, William. 1898. Humus. Illinois Farmers’
Institute, Annual Report 3:330-32. For the year 1898. See p.
331-32.
• Summary: “Read before the Richland County Farmers’
Institute.”
Page 330: “Humus is the organic matter in the soil,
and is formed by the decay of animal and vegetable matter.
The decay of roots, plowing under of sod, stubble, and the
application of stable manure all contribute humus to the
soil.”
Pages 331-32: “Perhaps there is no method more
economical or more available to the farmer of the present
in restoring humus than by the use of leguminous crops–
clover, cow-peas, and particularly the soja bean, turning
under the crop when fully matured. Where the land has
been so reduced that it does not produce over 20 bushels
of corn per acre, it is hardly possible to secure a profitable

stand of clover, and on such lands it is a waste of seed to try
to do so: but cow-peas and soja beans will grow there, and
after a few crops of these have been incorporated with the
surface soil, the land will be rich enough to feed the young
clover plant through the summer months, and loose enough
to give ample surface drainage in winter, thus preventing
heaving out, so common with us on soils deficient in humus.
Another advantage in planting cow-peas and soja beans
is the fact that they mature a crop in four months, while
clover takes fourteen. We should sow as much fall rye as
possible as a cover to our naked soils in winter, as well as
to furnish humus; it may be plowed down with profit in
spring if done early. A growing rye crop is also one of the
best preventatives of washing in winter months, and largely
prevents loss of nitrogen by leaching.
“The soja bean is, I believe, the most valuable crop ever
grown by farmers of Southern Illinois, both as regards the
renovating qualities and its feeding value. I have grown it for
more than five years, and I find it the best crop with which
to build up a worn soil; the best horse feed when cut in the
bloom for hay, but do not feed too much of the leaves (the
stems are good enough for horses), and I can not conceive of
a more perfect food for milch cows than the shattered leaves
of the soja bean, with chopped sugar beets and just a little
bran sprinkled over them.
“Soja bean roots will furnish the nitrogen and bring
up from below quantities of other necessary fertilizing
ingredients; rye and cow-peas plowed down will furnish the
humus, and there is no reason why Southern Illinois farms
should not be rapidly restored to their original condition of
fertility if the farmer will only avail himself of these crops in
doing so.
“To the orchardist the soja bean and the cow-pea
especially commend them- selves, since cultivation can be
carried on until July, and a crop of soja bean or cow-pea hay
afterwards secured. I once secured a good crop of seed from
land that the same season gave me a crop of strawberries,
and it is always July before we are through picking
strawberries at our home.
“Fourteen years ago I moved to Effingham county, to
a farm that I afterwards learned had part of it been in wheat
for forty-four consecutive years, the last crop yielding less
than six bushels per acre, and this was second bottom land
which has since yielded abundant crops of berries, clover
and corn. The subsoil plow, leguminous plants, together with
the humus obtained in plowing under strawberry plants and
mulching, after fruiting, have almost restored this land to its
original fertile condition, and this result can be obtained with
cow-peas, soja beans and hogs, on equally exhausted lands
more remote from railway stations anywhere in Southern
Illinois.
“In conclusion, let me urge the members of this County
Farmers’ Institute, that you give serious consideration to
this question of restoring the humus to our own soils, and
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to use largely the leguminous family of plants in so doing.”
Address: Effingham, Illinois.
550. Hammond (Harry N.) Seed Co. 1898. Annual catalogue
of season 1898 (Mail-order catalog). Decatur, Michigan. 41
p. 23 cm.
• Summary: Under the subtitle “Soja Bean (Coffee Berry)”
we read (p. 25): “During recent years this variety had been
largely sold under the name of German Coffee Berry at
extravagantly high prices, but we prefer to offer it under its
correct name. The berries ripen in about four months from
time of planting, and produce a crop of twenty to thirty
bushels to the acre, and are as easily grown as other beans.
When roasted and ground it closely resembles coffee and
tastes quite similar. Some mix half and half with coffee when
using and claim it is superior. Its great value to the farmer
lays in the fact that when ground it makes one of the most
valuable crops for feeding stock and adds greatly to the milk
production. Claimed also to be much superior to clover for
fertilizing the soil and for pasturing, or feeding the green
fodder, of which it frequently yields eight to ten tons per
acre. Sow broadcast one-half bushel to the acre, or it may be
planted in drills three feet apart and one foot between plants.
Per pkt., 5 cts; ½ lb., 15 cts.; lb., 25 cts., postpaid.”
Note: This is the earliest Hammond seed catalogue seen
(Oct. 2020) that mentions the soy bean–under any name,
and the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020) showing that
Hammond selling soybeans. The cover states: “Season 1898.
Annual catalogue of Harry N. Hammond, seedsman. Largest
grower of seed potatoes and farm seeds in the world.” This
catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture Branch
Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #10096. Address:
Decatur, Van Buren Co., Michigan.
551. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1898. Wholesale catalogue
for florists and market gardeners: Plants, flowers bulbs,
vegetable seeds, farm seeds, fertilizers, insecticides, tools,
&c. New York, NY. 61 p. 27 cm.
• Summary: See next page. In the half-page section titled
“Farm seeds” (p. 50) we read: “Beans, Soja. $1.00 peck,
$3.00 bushel.
“Early Soja. 12¢ lb., $1.25 peck, $4.00 bushel. It is a
very valuable fodder variety either for feeding green or for
the silo. It is a rich nitrogenous feed, is unsurpassed as a flesh
former, and, like the Clover is a soil improver, deriving its
nitrogen from the air.”
Inside the front cover is a major announcement–
especially since this is a wholesale catalog: “Important
announcement!! Our new departure!! Henderson’s seeds are
genuine only when supplied by us direct to the planter. We
have withdrawn from the wholesale jobbing seed trade. That
is we have discontinued supplying Seeds to Storekeepers and
others to sell again. But we will continue to supply florists
and market gardeners with our superior seeds, plants, bulbs,

&c., for their own planting at our lowest wholesale prices as
heretofore.”
Page 1, titled “The reasons why” states: “The difficulty
in a nutshell is this: Those buying to sell again want the
cheapest. Those buying for their own planting want the best.
To supply both the best and the cheapest, and suit both class
of buyers, is manifestly impossible.”
In the index, the only listing is at “Beans, Soja.”
Interesting illustrations throughout this catalog show
the company’s buildings, sales rooms and order departments
(with hundreds of small wooden drawers), packeting rooms,
greenhouses, a pea sorting room, etc.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York, New York.
552. Lane, Clarence B. 1898. Report of the Assistant in
Dairy Husbandry. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 18:161-93. For the year ending Oct.
31, 1897. See p. 171-73.
• Summary: In the section on “Soiling crops 1897” is a table
titled “Cost and yield per acre of soiling crops in 1897”
(p. 172) which includes soy beans planted in drills, and
broadcast. They were planted on June 7 and 12. The yields
and costs were 5.50 tons at $7.72 and 9.00 tons at $5.08 per
acre, respectively. The average cow ate 60 lb/day of green
fodder.
In the section titled “General remarks concerning crops”
(p. 172) is a subsection on “The soy bean” (p. 173) which
elaborates on the figures in the table: “Two acres of this
soiling crop were grown; one was sown in drills two feet
apart, at the rate of one-half bushel per acre, and cultivated
frequently until they shaded the ground, and cut at the time
the seed pods were beginning to form; the plants averaged
from three and a half to four feet in height–the yield was but
five and a half tons. The other acre was sown broadcast at the
rate of one bushel of seed per acre. The yield was nine tons,
or 38.9 per cent. more than the drilled acre. The broadcast
method proved to be far preferable to sowing in drills, since
it costs less, the stems do not grow as large and woody, hence
they are more readily eaten, and a larger yield is secured.”
Other crops mentioned in this section include rye,
crimson clover, oats, peas, corn, the cow pea, Japanese
millet, barley, and Canada field peas. Address: Asst. in Dairy
Husbandry [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
553. Saunders, Wm. 1898. Report of the director and acting
agriculturist. Annual Report of the Experimental Farms
(Ottawa, Canada). p. 5-89. For the year 1897. See p. 39.
Appendix to the Report of the Minister of Agriculture.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with Soja beans
(Soja hispida) (p. 39) begins: “The Soja or Soya bean is an
annual leguminous plant, somewhat resembling the upright
varieties of cow pea. These beans are extensively used in
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Japan as food, both for men and animals. They may also
be used as a soiling crop, as hay, and as ensilage. There are
several varieties of these beans, some of which are much
earlier than others, one late variety was tried which appears
to be of little or no value, and one early variety which gave a
large crop and promises to be exceedingly useful.” The soil

and the late variety are then discussed.
“Early Soja beans. These were received from Peter
Henderson & Co., seedsmen of New York, in the spring of
1897.” Plants were sown May 25. Vines were well podded
at harvest. The 12 x 15 foot plot yielded the equivalent of
15 tons 855 pounds of fodder per acre. “As this plant is said
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to endure hot, dry weather, it is hoped that it may be found
useful to grow for ensilage in those districts where horse
beans have not succeeded. As a nutritious and nitrogenous
food for animals, the analyses which have been published
of this plant, show that it compares favorably with the horse
bean. We hope to give this promising fodder plant a more
extended trial during the coming season.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2014)
that contains a systematic description of the testing of
soybean varieties in Canada–first conducted at the Central
Experimental Farm in Ottawa, Ontario province. Address:
Director, LL.D., F.R.S.C., F.L.S., Experimental Farms,
Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
554. Trabut, Louis. 1898. Le soja [The soybean]. Algerie,
Service Botanique, Informations Agricoles. Bulletin No. 16.
7 p. [7 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The author, who demonstrates a good
knowledge of American and European publications on the
soybean, has cultivated soybean varieties at Alger (Algiers)
and Rouïba since 1896. The soybean resists dryness well.
Soya (le Soja) has remained a curiosity and is not well
known among agriculturists. This is explained by the large
diversity of soybean races having very different needs, and
also by their very varied aptitudes and uses. This is not
astonishing, for soya is cultivated in the country of its origin
in both temperate and tropical zones, and is used for the
feeding of animals, which eat it in the form of grain, hay,
and green forage. It plays a major role in the human diet,
providing abundant nutrition in the form of sauce, vegetable
milk (lait végétal) or cheese [tofu], oil, flour, and bread. Soya
completes rice, which is lacking in nitrogen. It is very widely
used, furnishing, at a low price, a food which replaces meat
or fish.
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term lait végétal to refer to
soymilk.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) by
Dr. Louis Trabut (1853-1929) about the soybean. He was a
pioneering French student and advocate of soybeans in north
Africa and French colonies.
We have made the mistake of presenting soya as a
rival to the haricot bean: the comparison turned out to be
advantageous for the latter legume (haricot) and soya was
rejected.
In Algeria we think that, for the moment, soya must
be looked at primarily as a forage plant. Very remarkable
for its richness in nitrogenous materials and fat, it can be
very useful in the feeding of animals, for fattening and for
the production of dairy milk. Its role in the human diet is
less evident, however the indigenous people might find a
precious resource in this legume. The soya would perfectly
complement ‘bechna’ [probably a local grain] and barley,
which are used to make a flat cake which, is too low in

nitrogenous materials.
At this station the maximum yield has been obtained
from a large yellow soybean obtained directly from China.
On an area of 10 ares (1,000 square meters or 0.1 hectare)
the yield has been 30 tonnes/ha of green forage giving about
70 quintals (7,000 kg) of dry forage.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2001)
that uses the word “quintals” (or quintal”) in connection with
soybeans. 1 quintal = 100 kg.
Note 4. This is one of the earliest documents seen
(March 2019) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in
Africa.
The yield of the seed had been high enough that
cultivation of soybeans can be considered profitable. The
early varieties have given the following yields in kg/hectare
at the Rouïba Station in 1896/1897: Chocolate dwarf 1370
(not watered)/1735 (watered). Compact green 2980/1735.
Yellow early 2500/1785. The spring of 1896 was very rainy,
while the spring of 1897 was very dry and it was necessary
to water the crop.
On page 7 is a brief description of miso, shoyu, and tofu
(made by coagulation of soymilk).
Concerning nodulation: Until this year, the numerous
varieties of soya which I have cultivated at the station
did not show any trace of nodulation on the roots; it is
therefore evident that in our soils the special microbe which
determines these nodules or tumors is not present. In Jan.
1897 I contacted Prof. Kirchner (at the School of Agriculture
at Hohenheim), who is especially interested in the rhizobium
of soya, and I asked him to send me several nodules in order
to allow me to introduce to the soya crops here the microbe
which assimilates atmospheric nitrogen.
All the pots that were inoculated produced soybeans
whose roots were covered with nodules the size of peas.
It was not formerly possible to appreciate the influence of
the nodules on the development of the plant. Field trials
concerning this point will be made during 1898.
An illustration (non-original, p. 2) shows a soybean
plant (from an original in Carrière 1880). Address: Dr.,
Algeria.
555. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1898. Descriptive catalogue and
guide for the farm & garden (with order form)... Richmond,
Virginia. 72 p. 26 cm.
• Summary: At the beginning of the section titled “Sundry
Agricultural Seeds” (p. 70) we read: “Soja Beans. This is
valuable as a field crop for forage and feeding purposes, and
also as a soil improver. Its great nutritive value, combined
with its enormous yield, make it a most valuable and
economical crop to grow. It has a stiff stalk holding the
pods well off the ground, and matures all the beans together,
enabling the farmer to cut the stalk with the seed, and save
the product without going to the great expense of pulling the
pods off. They can be fed, vines and all together, or can be
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easily knocked out when dry, or they can be left standing,
and pigs and stock turned into them; and farmers adopting
this plan will find that they can feed hogs profitably to
compete with the Western States. We believe this bean to be
of the highest agricultural value, and it should be generally
grown by our Southern farmers. Sow half a bushel per acre
broadcast, or plant in drills three feet apart, and one-and-ahalf feet between the plants, dropping two or three beans in
each hill, which will require one gallon per acre. Per pkt.
10c., postpaid; qt. 15c.; peck, 60 c.; bushel, $2.00; 2 bushel
lots and over, $1.75 per bushel. Special prices on large lots.”
An illustration shows a soja bean plant in full leaf with
a couple of pods at the lower right. Other seeds listed on this
page include: Prolific tree bean, buckwheat (Japanese, silver
hull), Spanish chufas, dwarf Essex rape, beggar weed, Japan
rice (for upland culture), Jerusalem artichoke, and mammoth
Russian sunflower. At the center of the cover is written:
“Wood’s high grade seeds. Prize medal tested seeds.” Below
that is a large photo of a cabbage.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2006)
related to T.W. Wood & Sons that mentions the soy bean
(under any name) or states that they are selling it. This seed
company was selling soybean seeds by 1889, making it the
fourth earliest known American company to sell soy beans
in a seed catalog. This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian
Horticulture Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call
number: #009173. Address: Richmond, Virginia.
556. Johnson & Stokes. 1899. Garden and farm manual
(Mail-order catalog). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 92 p. 26
cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Selected Farm Seeds,” page
63 states: “Soja Bean (German Coffee Berry)–In the past few
years the Soja Bean, which we have catalogued for at least
twelve years as a valuable forage crop, has been advertised
in a sensational way by certain seedsmen as German Coffee
Berry.
“The dry beans, roasted and ground, closely resemble
and taste very much like coffee. Its great value, however, is
as a forage crop and for fertilizing the soil and for pasturing,
or feeding the green fodder, of which it yields eight to ten
tons per acre. Sow broadcast one-half bushel to the acre, or it
may be planted in drills three feet apart and one foot between
plants. Pkt., 10 c.; lb., 25c.; 3 lbs., 60c., post-paid; qt., 20c.;
peck, 75c; bush., $2.50, by freight or express.”
Also on this page are dwarf essex rape, early amber
sugar cane, sand, or winter vetch (Vicia Villossa), cow peas
(the great soil improver), and velvet bean (the great nitrogen
gatherer–a worthy rival of the cow pea). The company is
now also selling Scotch Collie shepherd dogs and eight types
of chickens, turkeys, and ducks (p. 92).
This catalog is owned by the National Agricultural
Library, Special Collections, in Beltsville, Maryland.
Address: 217 & 219 Market St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

557. Zavitz, C.A. 1899. Report of the experimentalist.
Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm
(Guelph), Annual Report 24:119-83. For the year 1898. See
p. 174, 181.
• Summary: The section titled “Fodder crops” (p. 174)
contains a table listing six varieties of fodder crops that have
been tested for 4 years in succession on plots of 1/100 acre
in size. One of the crops was Yellow Soya Beans. Average
height of crop in 1898: 23.0 inches. Average height in four
years: 25.5 inches. Average yield per acre in 1898: 8.07 tons.
Average yield per acre in four years: 8.52 tons. Egyptian
peas gave the largest average yield of green crop per acre
in 4 years (9.0 tons), followed by Grass peas (8.88). “The
Yellow Soya bean, which has proven to be one of the best
soja beans which have been grown at this place, occupies
third place in production of green crop per acre” [8.52 tons].
In the section titled “Miscellaneous crops” we read
(p. 181): “Soya, Soja, or Japanese beans. Five varieties
of Japanese beans have been grown for two years in our
experimental grounds. Most of these varieties were brought
out from Japan by Prof. Brooks of Amherst University,
Massachusetts. Some of them are doing well in the State
of Massachusetts. They produce grain which is the richest
of any produced on the farm. Our experiments, so far, are
not of sufficient extent to justify our saying much in regard
to the place these beans are likely to occupy in the future
of agriculture in Ontario. It might be stated, however, that
in yield of grain per acre, the Yellow Soya beans, the seed
of which we originally obtained from the state of Kansas,
stands highest, and that the Early White, Medium Black
and Medium Green gave yields in the order named. The
seed of the last three were secured from Prof. Brooks. In
yield of green crop per acre the largest returns were secured
from the Yellow and from the Medium Green varieties of
Soya beans.” Address: B.S.A., Experimentalist, Ontario
Agricultural College [Guelph, Ontario, Canada].
558. Farm Department. 1899. A new crop for Kansas
farmers. Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Press
Bulletin No. 24. Feb. 7. Reprinted in p. 44-46 of Bulletin 86.
• Summary: “The Kansas Experiment Station has been
growing the soy bean for the past ten years, starting with a
small patch, and increasing the area until last year thirty-five
acres were grown. It is a good drouth-resister, is not touched
by chinch bugs, and the beans are richer in protein than
linseed meal. With sufficient moisture to germinate them,
a crop can be grown after wheat and oats are harvested. In
1896 the yield on ground after wheat was 8 bushels per acre;
in 1898 6¼ bushels. With linseed meal at $25 per ton, these
crops after wheat would be worth $6 and $4.68 per acre.
When planted earlier in the season, the yield of soy beans
is from 10 to 20 bushels per acre. The soy bean not only
furnishes a crop rich in protein, but at the same time enriches
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the soil. Henry Rogler, one of our graduates, reports an
increase in large fields of 5 bushels of wheat per acre on land
where soy beans had previously been grown, over land that
had not been in soy beans.”
Then discusses the successful use of one part soy bean
meal [probably ground whole soybeans] with two parts
corn meal in pig feeds, the techniques for planting, soybean
cultivation, cutting, and threshing. “The ground should be in
good tilth, and the weeds thoroly killed just before planting.
Plant in drills, the rows 32 to 42 inches apart, dropping seeds
2 inches apart in the row. One-half bushel of seed per acre
is required. Cultivate as for corn, using small shovels on the
cultivator, and being careful not to ridge the ground. When
pods turn brown, cut either with a self-rake reaper or with
a common cultivator rigged up with two horizontal knives
bolted to the inner shanks. Put the stalks in cocks, where
they should be kept until cured [to make hay]. Thresh with
a common threshing-machine. Run slowly and use all blank
concaves. The beans may be fed whole or ground.
“We believe the soy bean is worthy of a trial in all
parts of this state, and that the trial should not be made on
less than an acre; five acres would be better. Hundreds of
people have tried planting a quart of seed, with the result that
grasshoppers and rabbits harvested these small patches.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2018)
in which chinch bugs are mentioned in connection with soy
beans. Address: Manhattan, Kansas.
559. E.F.D. 1899. A favored region–Alfalfa (Letter to the
editor). Indiana Farmer 54(6):2, col. 4. Feb. 11.
• Summary: “Did you ever consider how highly we were
favored (I speak more particularly of northern Indiana) with
reference to railroad facilities, soil, climate and water for
making the livestock industry in all its branches profitable?”
“From Holland comes the Alsike clover, thriving best in
low lands too wet for the others. From our Asiatic neighbor,
Japan, comes the soja or soy bean, destined to become one
of our most valuable seed and forage plants.” Address:
Leesberg?.
560. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1899. American farmers
manual (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 32 p. Feb. 28
cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm seeds” (p. 24) is a
half-page section titled “Early Soja Beans.” The right onethird of this section states: These beans have attracted much
attention in recent years on account of their high feeding
qualities, but all were too late to be of value in the Northern
States. This variety has proved its earliness and value in the
Northern States by not only producing large fodder crops,
but ripening the seed as far north as Massachusetts. They
are worthy of a place on every farm, either as a grain crop
or fodder crop to feed green, or for the silo. The grain is the
richest known vegetable substance, and when ground and

fed to cattle gives a milk richer and better than cotton seed or
other meal. Planted in rows 2½ feet apart, with 6 to 8 plants
to the foot of row, requiring about half a bushel per acre, they
yield 15 to 20 tons per acre of fodder exceedingly rich in
flesh formers. For green feed, use from time of blossoming
till pods are well filled; for the silo, cut as soon as most
of the pods are well filled, and cut into ½-inch to 2½-inch
lengths. They are soil enrichers, gathering nitrogen from the
air in the same manner as clover, the roots being crowded
with tubercles, which give them this power. 15 ¢. lb., $1.25
peck, $4.00 bushel.
“Late–Being nearly a month later than the early variety
offered above, should not be used north of Virginia. $1.00
peck, $3.00 bushel.”
The left two-thirds of this section shows a photo of
Early Soja Beans growing in a small field, with some houses
in the background.
The bottom two-thirds of the page is titled “The
‘Henderson’ ensilage combination.” The left half, titled “A
complete balanced feed ration grown on the farm,” describes
a silage made of corn and soja beans. The right half, titled
“Wm. P. Brooks, Professor of Agriculture, Massachusetts
Agricultural College, writes Nov. 25th, 1898” begins: “The
combination of Corn or Millet, and Early Soja Beans, in
suitable proportions, certainly puts it within the power of
the farmer to produce silage which makes more nearly
a perfectly balanced feed for dairy cows than any other
combination, with which I am acquainted.” Across the
bottom is a table which shows the nutritional composition
and nutritive ratio of silage made from different ingredients.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
561. Southern Planter (Richmond, Virginia). 1899. Sheep
husbandry in the South. 60(2):71. Feb.
• Summary: (The following letter was addressed by the
Editor of this journal to the Hon. Edward Atkinson, of
Boston, Massachusetts, in answer to an enquiry by him as
to the possibility of making sheep keeping profitable in the
cotton States...): “There are, however, other foods which
could be substituted for these for winter feed, which have
been found most admirably adapted for the purpose. Ensilage
made from the corn crop has been used most successfully as
a succulent winter food for sheep, and cow pea and soja bean
hay are most excellent feeds for sheep, and can be produced
here most successfully. A Canadian friend of mine, who has a
farm in Southside Virginia, last winter fed a flock of several
hundred sheep into fat mutton with ensilage, cow peas and
soja bean hay, and cow peas and soja beans as the grain
ration. He said he never had sheep to do better on any feed.”
“Red clover and the grasses seeded in August and
September give grazing and hay from April to the fall.
Cow peas and soja beans seeded in May and June will give
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green feed and hay in the summer and fall. These may be
supplemented by corn and sorghum all through the summer
and fall months, and the ensilage made from these crops will
during the winter months supplement the green crops I have
mentioned as then available. How far cotton seed or cotton
seed meal could be safely used to supplement the winter
feeding of ensilage and cow peas and soja beans, I am not
prepared to say.”
562. Wine, C.H. 1899. Soja bean (letter to the editor).
Southern Planter (Richmond, Virginia) 60(3):115. March.
• Summary: “In the last copy of the Planter, you spoke of
curing pea-hay in the mow. I raise a great many soja beans,
and have been putting them in the silo, but I find it difficult
to get them through my 14-inch cutter; and as I have plenty
of mow-room, I think it will take less time and produce as
much milk if I can cure them in the mow.
“In the next copy, will you please give us your idea on
the subject? Will the hay, if cured in the mow, make as good
feed, and produce as much milk, as if put in the silo? Tell us
how to cure the bean hay in the mow. I want to sow about 50
acres in soja beans next spring, and would like to know the
most economical way to handle them, and at the same time
to get the best results.
“Two years ago, I had enough soja beans to make 50
bushels. When I thought they were cured, I hauled them to
the mow and unloaded with the hay-fork, and as I had plenty
of room, I did not disturb them after they left the fork. When
I threshed them, I found them all right on the outside, but the
middle heated, and were not good for anything. Since then I
have been stacking them around poles in the mow, and they
cure out all right. I think I will have 100 bushels this year
for seed. Is 1 bushel to the acre enough to sow? I sowed 2
bushels on part of mine last year, and think it made more hay
and had fewer weeds.
“Is the soja beau as good an improver of the land as the
pea? I find it makes double the quantity of feed, and is much
easier to save.” Address: Culpeper Co., Virginia.
563. Morris, Robert C. 1899. The soy bean and the cow pea
(Letter to the editor). Indiana Farmer 54(16):1898-99. April
22.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Yield of seed. Yield for
silo. Yield of hay. Yield of fodder. Pasture. Some feeding
results. Feeding the soil.
The letter begins: “Soy beans and cow peas will work
a complete revolution upon fifty per cent. of our American
farms; upon thirty per cent. a very marked change, but alas
twenty per cent. of our farmers are anchored in the gulf of
despair. Many times repeated tests show us that the soy bean
will put as much fertilizing matter into our soil as clover
and, like clover, will draw most of it from the air, but will
accomplish this result in four months. The soy bean and
cow peas are summer growing plants but clover must take

the risk of two winters. While these plants are filling the soil
with fertilizing matter they are making a seed crop at the
same time that the Massachusetts Experiment Station says ‘is
probably the richest vegetable matter we grow.’”
“The venerable and practical agriculturist and teacher,
Hon. Richard V. Gaines of Virginia, writes me, ‘I have
planted soy beans now for fourteen years and have had
fourteen full crops. By the use of soy beans, planted in the
corn when it is laid by, I have been able to double the profit
on my acreage of corn without materially increasing the
cost per acre. The soy bean is capable of taking care of itself
against floods, frost, drowth [drought] and weeds.’”
Davis Bros. of Wayne county, Illinois, W.J. Fox of
Guernsey county, Ohio, and E. Beebee of Richland county,
Illinois, have all gotten good results growing corn and
soybeans for the silo.
The writer’s “own experience takes in six years,
covering both extremes of wet and dry weather, and we have
had six full crops. We have had but few reports of failures,
all traceable to some fault of planting or neglect.”
“Yield of seed. Mr. James Bellwood, of Virginia, says,
“I have thrashed over 100 bushels of soy beans from one
acre of rich bottom land.” Hon. N.D. Thurmond, of Missouri,
selected a plot and harvested the seed. He found the yield
to be at the rate of 80 bushels per acre. Mr. B.F. Carper of
Illinois, raised on half an acre 25 bushels of dwarf soy beans.
The finest single plant we ever saw had on it 461 pods that
would average two beans to a pod. A conservative estimate
for light, thin soil will be 10 to 25 bushels; on land that will
make 50 bushels of corn, a fair yield would be from 25 to 50
bushels.”
“Yield of hay: With a new, high priced seed it is difficult
to get reports of hay; every one wants a seed crop.
George A. Duncan of Lawrence county, Illinois, reports:
“The soy bean is a great success for pasture. They are up off
the ground and stock do not trample them. Stock did as well
on them as on clover and they are at their best when pasture
is scarce.”
Many farmers have conducted their own feeding
experiments using soy beans with good results; they include:
Hon. J. Edwin Black of Lawrence county, Illinois (sheep)
and S.C. Wilson of Olney, Illinois (ewes and lambs). Mrs. S.
Rose Carr of Lis, Illinois, writes: “My chickens had access to
soy beans and cow peas last fall, 1898, and it was surprising
how quickly the biddies [young chickens] slipped into their
winter wraps. They began laying two weeks earlier than
usual and kept it up all during the cold weather. Their house
was warm and they had soy beans instead of corn... I have
never had as high an average of eggs.”
Coburn, in his book on hog raising and feeding says:
“Soy beans are the best hog feed we know of, making the
firmest and fattest pork.”
“Feeding the soil: Poverty forbids the thought of
buying manures; we farmer’s keep so little stock we cannot
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make much and fertilizers are out of our reach. A system
of exhaustive farming has brought us to ‘where we are at.’
Grain raising and selling our crops has resulted in farmers
shipping tons of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash off in
their wheat, oats, corn and grass.”
“Cotton seed meal and [linseed] oil meal cost about
$22.50 per ton. Now when the farmer can raise on his own
farm the equivalent of either and put it into his barns for less
than $2.50 a ton, thus saving $20 to add to the profit account
of his feeding, and while he is raising it the bean and pea will
be gathering from $10 to $25 worth of nitrogen per acre from
the air and storing it in his soil for next year’s crops, why
does he not do it?
“Soy beans and cow peas will leave more fertilizing
material in the soil than the succeeding crop will take
up; thus they justify the terms ‘soil renovating’ and ‘soil
building’ plants.”
For soy beans: “The necessity of procuring seed grown
as far north as possible is strongly urged. Medium soy beans
of north grown seed will ripen (except in the northern tiers
of counties, in years of early frost) in the states of Kansas,
Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and New York, south
part of it, and all the south. The dwarf soy bean will ripen
any where corn will get ripe. There is an extra early soy bean
that will ripen any where wheat will mature seed.”
After a paragraph on planting time and rate of seeding,
the article closes as follows, suggesting that the writer is
selling soy bean seeds: “With each shipment of seed will
be sent a circular giving in detail everything relating to
the growing and feeding of these crops.” Address: Olney,
Illinois.
564. Indiana Farmer. 1899. The soy bean at Purdue.
54(17):8. April 29.
• Summary: “We are glad to receive the Soy bean bulletin
from our State Experiment Station. It shows that careful
attention has been given to this important new renovating
and forage crop at the State farm. Although our readers
have already heard a good deal about the plant, especially
in our last number, they will, we think, be glad to read the
report made by Prof. Latta, which we copy, as follows.
A comparatively new and promising leguminous crop
for Indiana farmers is the Soy bean. This plant has been
successfully grown in different parts of the State and at
several points farther north in the United States. It thrives
in good corn soil, and will grow wherever corn can be
successfully produced.
“Being a quick maturing annual, it will prove especially
helpful to those who cannot grow clover. A crop of Soy
beans can be produced between the spring and autumn frosts
anywhere in the State. The Soy bean may be grown for
pasture, green forage (soiling), for hay or silage, or for seed.
It will yield nine to 12 tons of green fodder, one and one-half
to two and one-half tons of hay and 10 to 40 bushels of seed

according to variety, condition of soil, etc.
“Varieties.–If seed is desired, the earliest varieties, only,
should be grown in northern Indiana. The Medium early
varieties will doubtless mature in most parts of the State,
and are to be preferred owing to their greater yield. The later
varieties might be grown for soil-renewal or soiling, but they
would hardly mature seed.
“Culture.–The soil may be prepared as for corn. If
impoverished by previous cropping, the soil should be well
supplied with lime, potash and phosphoric acid. Nitrogenous
manures have also proved beneficial in New England. The
seed may be sown broadcast, or with the wheat drill, in rows
16 to 24 inches apart, or with the corn drill to be cultivated
as corn. The earlier varieties of Soy bean may follow a crop
of rye or barley or be sown in the standing corn at the time
of the last cultivation, if the weather is seasonable. If sown in
corn, put in two rows of Soy beans between each two rows
of corn. Sow about two pecks to the acre in rows, like corn,
and cultivate, if seed is desired. For pasture, soiling or hay,
so four or five pecks to the acre.
“Food Value.–Soy bean hay compares favorably with
clover hay in chemical composition. The seed is very rich
in protein, and can, therefore, be fed advantageously with
corn. The seed should be ground before feeding. The seed
is readily eaten. Stock, as a rule, do not relish the stems and
leaves at first, but soon take kindly to this forage.
“Soy beans and sorgum [sorghum] supplement each
other as soiling crops. Corn and Soy beans go together, and
are said to make good silage.
“Harvesting.–Begin cutting at the time of early bloom,
for soiling. Cut for hay when in full bloom, and as soon as
the pods have formed for silage.
“Cost of seed.–Seedsmen offer Soy bean seed at $2.50
to $3 per bushel. This makes the cost far too great to justify
growing Soy beans as a general crop. Farmers are advised to
try Soy beans in a small way as a special crop, and then grow
their own seed if the crop gives promise of being valuable.
“We have grown the Soy bean for two years and feel
justified in recommending it for trial, especially the medium
variety. It is a wonderfully vigorous and rapid grower on
good soil, making a large amount of foliage. We have a small
quantity of the seed, which we wish to send to our readers
who desire to experiment with it and will send a small
package for 10¢, 25¢ for a pint, by mail, or 10¢ by express.
Any time during May will do to plant the Soy bean.”
565. Los Angeles Times. 1899. New crop for Kansas farmers.
May 1. p. 5.
• Summary: From Fruitman’s Guide: “The Kansas
Experiment Station has been growing the soy bean for the
past ten years, starting with a small patch, and increasing the
area until last year thirty-five acres were grown. It is a good
drought resister, is not touched by cinch bugs [sic, chinch
bugs], and the beans are richer in protein than linseed meal.
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With sufficient moisture to germinate them, a crop can be
grown after wheat and oats are harvested.” It also enriches
the soil so that subsequent crops of wheat grown on the same
land give increased yields of about 5 bushels/acre.
“With dairy cows, soy beans take the place of linseed
meal,... a laxative feed and softening the butter fat. Not over
3 pounds per day should be fed to a cow.” “The hogs fattened
with soy bean meal have just been marketed.” Describes how
to cultivate and harvest the soy bean.
Note: “Soy bean meal,” mentioned frequently, probably
refers to ground whole soy beans.
566. Sydney Mail (Australia). 1899. The best silage crops.
May 27. p. 1209.
• Summary: From Orange Judd Farmer: “The principal crops
available for silage are corn, clover, oats, and peas, millet
and soy beans. Corn is the leading silage crop of America...”
“The soy bean is another Japanese crop. The large
green variety has proved most valuable for use in the silo,
or for feeding green. It will produce from 10 to 12 tons of
fodder, and has a composition much like clover. The crop is
quite hardy. The plant resembles a large bush bean, grows
about 4 feet high, produces a stiff, woody stem, and has a
large proportion of foliage. One advantage of this crop is
that it matures about the same time as corn. This permits
the harvesting and storing of the two crops together. By
putting into the silo a few loads of each in succession, a good
mixture is obtained, and the resulting silage is more valuable
than that from corn alone. Corn silage is especially lacking
in the muscle-making constituents of protein, while the soy
bean supplies more of this nutrient, and hence the mixture
gives a better balanced ration.”
567. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1899. Experiment station
work, X: The soy bean as a feeding stuff. No. 97. 32 p. See
p. 13-15.
• Summary: “The soy bean, an annual leguminous plant,
has been grown from the earliest times in Japan, China,
and other countries of southeastern Asia. It is said to have
been introduced into this country from Japan in 1854, but
for a long time it was cultivated to only a limited extent,
principally in the South. In comparatively recent years,
however, improved varieties, adapted to varying climatic
conditions, have been introduced, and the cultivation of
the plant has spread quite rapidly, its range of successful
culture being almost as wide as that of corn. Many of the
stations have experimented with the bean and thus called
attention to its merits, and the Division of Agrostology of
this Department has issued a Farmers’ Bulletin (58) which
discusses in detail the characteristics, varieties, and culture of
the plant and its value as a food and feeding stuff.
“The Japanese and other Orientals grow the plant mainly
for the seed which are used in the preparation of a variety
of foods. The bean is rich in nutritive material and makes a

valuable food. It has a high protein content, and hence serves
well to balance the diet of people, such as the Japanese, who
do not eat much meat. There is no special demand for such
a food in this country, however, and so the soy bean is likely
to be, at least for many years to come, of most value as a
feeding stuff. It serves admirably to balance the rations fed to
stock. The plant may be fed as green fodder, hay, or silage;
or the beans may be fed in the form of meal...”
A table shows the food constituents of soy beans as
compared with other feeding stuffs. The percentage of water,
ash, protein, fiber, nitrogen-free extract, and fat is given for:
“Green soy bean (whole plant), green corn fodder, soy-bean
hay (with pods and seeds), dry corn fodder (with ears), soybean straw (after thrashing), corn stover (plant without ears),
soy-bean seed, corn kernels, soy-bean meal, pea meal, corn
meal, cotton-seed meal, linseed meal (new process), soybean silage, clover silage, corn silage, soy bean and corn
silage, soy bean and millet silage.”
“The Kansas Station has probably experimented with the
soy bean more extensively than any other station...” Address:
Washington, DC.
568. Latta, W.C. 1899. The soy bean as a farm crop.
Coalville Times (Coalville, Utah). June 2. p. 6.
• Summary: “A bulletin of the Indiana Experiment Station
says: A comparatively new and promising crop for Indiana
farmers is the Soy bean.”
There follows the exact text of Latta 1899. July 15. With
the same title.
569. Lamson-Scribner, F. 1899. Southern forage plants.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 102. 48 p. See p. 39-40.
• Summary: The section titled “Leguminous forage plants”
states (p. 40): “Soy bean (Glycine hispida).–One of the
staple crops of Japan, which attracted little attention in this
country until about ten years ago, but is now becoming quite
common. The crop is cultivated like corn, the seed being
planted in drills at the rate of half a bushel per acre. The
stems alone are too coarse to make good hay, but are covered
with such a dense growth of leaves and are so prolific in fruit
that the hay is prized highly, especially for milch cows and
for fattening animals. The yield of green forage is very heavy
when grown on good soil, and the yield of beans is usually
from 20 to 30 bushels per acre. Those who have had most
experience with this crop find that the best way to handle it
is to cut or pull the plants when the first pods begin to open,
and thrash as soon as dry enough. In this way the coarse
stalks are so broken in pieces and mixed with the leaves and
immature fruit that nearly all will be eaten. It is doubtless
the best of the legumes for the silo, as it can be more easily
handled for the cutter [probably a mechanical silage cutter]
than plants like clover or cowpeas. There are a number of
varieties, differing mainly in the time of ripening and the
color of the seeds.”
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An illustration (non-original line drawing; p. 39) shows
a soybean plant with details of the leaves, flowers, and pods.
Note: The title page states that this article is “Compiled from
the publications of the Division of Agrostology.”
In the section on “Leguminous forage plants” are
subsections on yellow lupine (Lupines luteus, p. 41), Chinese
yam (Dioscorea batatas, p. 46), chufa (Cyperus esculentus,
p. 46), and peanut (p. 46-47). The latter states:
“Peanut (Arachis hypogea)–Of some value for hay, and
cultivated for hog pastures in all parts of the South. There are
two very distinct types in cultivation, the ‘common’ and the
‘Spanish.’ The former is the one which produces the peanut
of commerce. The plant grows as straggling as a potato, and
the nuts are produced on long peduncles and often quite
scattered. It is seldom used for hay, though often grown
for hogs. The Spanish variety is a smaller, more compact,
and erect plant, which produces an immense number of
very small nuts clustered closely at its base. This variety
is growing in favor for hay, as the plant, with its closely
adhering nuts, is easily pulled up. The yield is from 1 to 2
tons per acre, and as nearly half the weight is in the nuts, the
hay is richer in protein than any other in common use. Either
variety makes fine fall pasturage for hogs, and as the hogs
do the harvesting, peanuts furnish the cheapest food for the
season.” Address: Agrostologist, Div. of Agrostology, USDA,
Washington.
570. Morris, Robt. C. 1899. The soja or soy bean (Letter
to the editor). Southern Planter (Richmond, Virginia)
60(6):276-77. June.
• Summary: “Editor, Southern Planter:
“The article on ‘Waste Vegetable Matter’ in your April
number, page 164, has forcibly impressed me as to the value
of ‘soy bean.’
“I have planted the bean, but gave it up on account of
the loss from shelling out whilst gathering and from the
hardness of the grain. Will not Mr. Morris kindly give,
through the Planter, his method of growing, gathering and
feeding soy beans?
“Richland Co., South Carolina, J. Shoolbred.
“The letter of Mr. J. Shoolbred, referring to the part of
my article on ‘Waste Matter,’ in the April Number of the
Planter, page 164, touches a question of vital importance
to every tiller of the soil, or any one who has to do with the
ground.
“There are two values to every kind of feed–most
farmers think of only one–the feeding value and the manure
value. The feeding value determines the fertilizing value; a
food rich in feeding value, gives as a waste product rich in
fertilizing quality.
“It being an accepted fact that the soy bean is the richest
vegetable or grain we can grow, it follows that the waste is
the most valuable. When this becomes better known, and
our farmers have an eye to a fat manure heap, as well as fat

stock, then it will be that the soy bean will be a standard
instead of a special crop. The bean far excels the cow pea in
the quality of the manure to be made by feeding either.
“If intended for fodder, I find it best to plant in rows 24
inches apart, and put on seed at the rate of one bushel per
acre. This gives many small branches and great leaf growth.
“For soy bean fodder let the beans get into hard dough,
a few pods turned a little brown. At this time no leaves have
fallen.
“Cut at this stage there is practically no waste in
handling, and we save all the leafage–a very important thing
in feeding.
“A common binder cuts them very nicely. Do not bind
too tight: make small sheaves, and set four sheaves in a
shock. There is so much oily matter in soy beans they heat
and mould unless thoroughly cured before putting into bulk.
“I let them stand in the shock until the seeds are hard
and brittle. A very few seeds may shell out, but the loss is
small, and they are good for the ground.
“They can be cut with a mowing machine, or a table
rake reaper. I use the table rake on our farm, and let the
bundles lay four or five days, then double up the bundles,
turning all the bundles, so as to get the bottom of the piles
dry.
“This fodder is fed unthrashed to every animal and fowl
on the farm. In this way stock do not seem to notice the
hardness of the seed.
“I am careful to have them dry when put in the barn or
stack. The cow pea can be put up a little green, but the bean,
on account of the oil in it, would mould.
“For planting, I use corn-planting tools, or a grain drill. I
do not think it best to sow soy beans or cow peas broadcast. I
plant in rows and run a lever harrow over them about twice.
It kills the weeds and stimulates the growth of beans.
“This year I shall mix some soy beans in with the cow
peas we grow for cow-pea hay, to lift the vines up off the
ground.
“I shall also plant soy beans and Kaffir corn to cut when
beans and corn are ripe or in condition for fodder. To plant
with Kaffir corn or field corn we like the bean the best. The
vining habits of the pea make it hard to handle.
“I know of no farm crop that has such infinite
possibilities as the soy bean. It is the most certain of all farm
crops; has, so far, no insect enemies; yields a greater number
of bushels of beans than corn; on thin land (in our section) its
feeding value is four times that of corn.
“The feeding tables show that clover hay is worth
$11.20 a ton for feed, and that soy bean straw is worth
$11.40, after the seed is thrashed out. An acre of soy beans
will make as much straw as a crop of clover will on the same
land. While this seed and roughness is being made the microorganisms are building little nodules of nitrogen on to the
roots, and feeding the land for the following crop.
“Robt. C. Morris, Olney, Illinois.”
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Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the term “binder” or “common binder” in
connection with soy bean production. Address: Olney,
Illinois.

growing soy beans as a general crop. Farmers are advised to
try soy beans in a small may [sic, way] as a special crop, and
then grow their own seed if the crop gives promise of being
valuable.” Address: Purdue Agricultural Experiment Station.

571. Latta, W.C. 1899. The soy bean as a farm crop. Indiana
Farmer 54(28):3. July 15.
• Summary: “A comparatively new and promising crop
for Indiana farmers is the Soy Bean. This plant has been
successfully grown in different parts of the state and at
several points farther north in the United States. It thrives
in good corn soil, and will grow wherever corn can be
successfully produced.
“Being a quick maturing annual, it will prove especially
helpful to those who can not grow clover. A crop of soy
beans can be produced between the spring and autumn
frosts anywhere in the state. The soy bean may be grown for
pasture, green forage (soiling), for hay or silage, or for seed.
It will yield nine to 12 tons of green fodder, 1½ to 2½ tons
of hay, and 10 to 40 bushels of seed according to variety,
condition of soil, etc.
“Varieties.–If seed is desired, the earlier varieties, only,
should be grown in northern Indiana. The Medium early
varieties will doubtless mature in most parts of the state, and
are to be preferred owing to their greater yield. The latter
varieties might be grown for soil renewal or soiling, but they
would hardly mature seed.
“Culture.–The soil may be prepared as for corn. If
impoverished by previous cropping the soil should be well
supplied with lime, potash and phosphoric acid. Nitrogenous
manures have also proved beneficial in New England.
“The seed may be sown broadcast, with the wheat drill,
in rows 16 to 24 inches apart, or with the corn drill to be
cultivated as corn. The earlier varieties of soy bean may
follow a crop of rye or barley or be sown in the standing
corn at the time of the last cultivation, if the weather is
seasonable. If sown in corn put in two rows of soy beans
between each two rows of corn. Sow about two pecks to the
acre in rows, like corn, and cultivate, if seed is desired. For
pasture, soiling or hay, sow four or five pecks to the acre.
“Food value.–Soy bean hay compares favorably with
clover hay in chemical composition. The seed is very rich
in protein and can therefore be fed advantageously with
corn. The seed should be ground before feeding. The seed
is readily eaten. Stock as a rule, do not relish the stems and
leaves at first, but soon take kindly to this forage.
“Soy beans and sorghum supplement each other as
soiling crops. Corn and soy beans, together, are said to make
good silage.
“Harvesting.–Begin cutting at the time of early bloom,
for soiling. Cut for hay when in full bloom, and as soon as
the pods have formed, for silage.
“Cost of seed.–Seedsmen offer soy bean seed at $2.50 to
$5.00 per bushel. This makes the cost far too great to justify

572. Windsor Star (Windsor, Ontario, Canada). 1899.
Cheapening pork production. July 21. p. 6.
• Summary: “Trials at the Oklahoma station tend to confirm
the conclusions announced from two or three southern
stations that planting peanuts, sweet potatoes, cowpeas or
soy beans and allowing pigs to harvest the crop will be found
a profitable practice. Peanuts, cowpeas and soy beans are
highly nutritious and well adapted for making muscle as well
as fat... The best summer pasture for pigs in Oklahoma is
alfalfa,” followed by sorghum, thickly sown.
573. Foreign Seeds and Plants Imported by the Section of
Seed and Plant Introduction, USDA, Inventory. 1899. [Soy
bean introductions]. No. 2. S.P.I. Numbers 1001-1900. 94 p.
Transmittal date: 5 July 1899.
• Summary: 1492-1493. “Glycine hispida. Soy bean. From
France. Received through Mr. W.T. Swingle, December
1898.
“1492. (2 packages.) ‘An erect annual legume, with
hairy stems and leaves, which has been cultivated in China
and Japan from remote antiquity. It was long grown in
botanic gardens, but when the facts concerning its use
as a human food by oriental nations came to light about
twenty years ago, it was largely introduced into this country
and Europe, where thorough trials of its forage and food
value have been made. There are a large number of named
varieties, which vary in the color of their seeds and the
length of time which the plants require to come to maturity.
The seed is planted at the rate of half a bushel to the acre,
in drills 2½ to 3 feet apart, and cultivated about the same as
Indian corn. In Virginia soy beans are planted between the
hills of corn, so that two crops are produced on the same field
at the same time. The yields of seed are often enormous. Soy
beans are fed to stock green as silage, or as hay. The stems
are rather woody and do not make the best quality of hay,
but as either ensilage or green forage they are unsurpassed.
The hay contains from 14 to 15 per cent crude protein and 3
to 6 per cent of fat. The beans contain from 32 to 42 per cent
protein, and from 12 to 21 per cent of fat in fresh material.
When fed to milch cows, a ration of soy beans increases
the yield of milk, improves the quantity of the butter, and
causes the animal to grow rapidly in weight. It is an excellent
addition to a ration for feeding cattle. In China and Japan,
where the soy bean is an article of diet, substances similar
to butter, oil, and cheese, as well as a variety of dishes, are
prepared from it. The yield of green forage amounts to from
6 to 8 tons per acre, and the beans from 40 to 100 bushels.
The feeding value of the bean has been found to be greater
than that of any other known forage plant except the peanut.’
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(Jared G. Smith.)
“1493. (1 Package.) ‘Soja hispida à grain noir’ (blackseeded Soja hispida).” Address: Washington, DC.
574. Bennett, R.L. 1899. Relative effects on cotton and corn
of certain leguminous crops turned under entire and their
stubble only turned under. Arkansas Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 58. p. 106-07. Aug.
• Summary: In the first two trials, Cowpeas, Soja beans,
and Velvet beans were grown in rows on adjoining plots.
At the proper stages, half were cut and removed for hay. In
November, all of each plot was turned under, then cotton was
planted on May 10 the next year. The goal was to see the
effect of each crop on the yield of seed cotton. Velvet bean
vines turned under gave the highest yield (1,5550 lb/acre),
followed by Soja bean vines turned under.
The second trial was similar, except that the goal was
to see the effect on the yield of corn, and Velvet bean was
omitted. Soja bean vines turned under gave the highest
corn yield (42 bushels/acre) followed by cowpea vines
turned under (37 bu/acre). Address: Director of the Station,
Fayetteville.
575. Bay of Plenty Times (New Zealand). 1899. A new fodder
plant. Sept. 1. p. 4.
• Summary: “The soy bean (Soja hispida) is one of the
comparatively new fodder plants that is not yet sufficiently
appreciated (says the ‘American Agriculturist.’) It is a
leguminous, or clover-like plant, which seems to possess
great facility for getting its nitrogen from the air, owing to
the nitrogen nodules in its roots. The dry matter in either
the green fodder or straw of the soy bean contains twice as
much fat and protein as in fodder corn, while the grain is
hardly exceeded in richness by cottonseed meal. Indeed,
it is probably true that ‘these beans are the richest known
vegetable substance,’ and as they can be raised in any climate
or soil that will mature corn, this crop enables the northern
farmer to raise concentrated feed instead of buying it.
“The beans can be ground in country mills, and the meal
is superior in food value for milk production to cottonseed
meal. If roasted and ground these beans may be used as a
substitute for coffee. The flavour is not like that of coffee,
but it is agreeable, and the drink is wholesome. This last is
specially true of the early white [Early White] variety, which
is too small in growth to make a satisfactory fodder plant, but
yields 16 to 20 bushels of seed per acre. The medium green
[Medium Green] variety is best for forage, growing about 3
ft high, and is leafy and succulent. It is well liked by cattle.
In fairly fertile soil it will produce 10 to 12 tons green fodder
per acre. It should be sown in drills 2½ ft apart, using 1 to l¼
bushels of seed per acre. Sow about corn-planting time, and
cultivate freely early in the season. It will produce a valuable
fodder, to be fed green or put into the silo in the proportion
of one part soy bean to two parts of corn.

“Such silage is a balanced feed for milch cows, and
much richer in nitrogenous or flesh-forming elements and
in fat than corn silage. The black [Black] variety is a good
fodder plant, but not equal to the green [Green]. Both kinds
will ripen seed wherever the larger kinds of corn mature.
Owing to the wonderful root development of the medium
green [Medium Green] variety, it has an admirable effect on
the soil when the stubble is ploughed under.”
576. Washington Post. 1899. Food from the Orient:
Americans may really become lotus eaters. Some Asiatic
food products. Special investigation of the subject being
made by the Department of Agriculture. Sept. 3. p. 27.
• Summary: A commission has been appointed by Secretary
of Agriculture James Wilson to look into the subject of useful
Asian vegetables. “Now that the Pacific Ocean has become
an American lake,... Yankee enterprise is on the alert to
gobble up whatever may be available for use on the other
side of that large pond...”
The section titled “Better than potatoes” states: “Among
other valuable Asiatic food plants are millet and the soy
bean. The former is a cereal of the first rank, cultivated
on an enormous scale both in India and China. The latter
forms an important part of the largely vegetarian diet of the
Chinese and Japanese. It has been cultivated for many years
in Europe, and is beginning to be extensively grown in the
United States, though mainly for forage. It resembles a pea
rather than a bean, but is very different from our peas and
beans.”
577. Valder, George. 1899. Hawkesbury District–October.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 10(10):1128-31.
Oct.
• Summary: In the section titled “Leguminous forage crops,”
the soy-related text is identical to that in the Sept. 1898 issue.
578. GVT Grand Valley Times (Moab, Utah). 1899. Dairy
and poultry: Interesting chapters for our rural readers. Nov.
24. p. 6.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans for swine” states:
“Many farmers in Iowa, Illinois, and Missouri are using soy
or soja beans as a forage crop for swine, says the Farmer...
Prof. Shaw... is confident that he has a variety of the soy bean
that will succeed in the northwest... If the soy bean proves to
be better than clover or rape it will be a valuable acquisition
as it is a soil renovator, like clover and peas.”
Note 1. Prof. Shaw is Thomas Shaw, Prof. of Animal
Husbandry, Univ. of Minnesota.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet
definitely in) Minnesota.
579. Foreign Seeds and Plants Imported by the Section of
Seed and Plant Introduction, USDA, Inventory. 1899. [Soy
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bean introductions]. No. 5. S.P.I. Numbers 1901-2700. 62 p.
Transmittal date: 3 Nov. 1899.
• Summary: 2156. “Glycine hispida. Soy bean. From
France. Received through Mr. W.T. Swingle, February 13,
1899. ‘Yellow Etampes.’ The soy bean requires about the
same soils and climatic conditions as indian corn. It should
be planted in late spring or early summer, after the ground
is warm. In general the early varieties are best to grow for
seed and the late ones for forage. Seed is sown broadcast or
in drills at the rate of from 2 to 4 pecks per acre. The crop
grows rapidly and does not require much cultivation except
to keep down weeds. One hundred pounds of soy bean
hay contain 88.7 pounds of dry matter. Of the 51 pounds
digestible there are 10.8 pounds of crude protein. The ripe
soy bean seeds contain 34 per cent of protein, 17 of fat, and
33.8 of carbohydrates. In 100 pounds of seeds there are 66.8
pounds of digestible food.” Address: Washington, DC.
580. Valder, George. 1899. Hawkesbury District–November.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 10(11):1218-21.
Nov.
• Summary: The section titled “Leguminous forage crops”
begins: “Cow-peas, Soy Beans, &c., can still be sown.” Also
discusses cow-peas, Florida Velvet Beans, and pea-nuts (for
feeding to pigs).
581. Lamson-Scribner, F.; Bentley, H.L. 1899. Progress
of experiments in forage crops and range improvement
at Abilene, Tex. [Texas]. USDA Division of Agrostology,
Circular No. 23. 20 p. See p. 13.
• Summary: Page 13 states: “Soy bean. The soy bean
promises to be one of the best forage plants for this section.
Three varieties, early, medium, and late, were tested in the
station garden. The early variety grew to be from 8 to 12
inches high and the plants were well filled with pods and
seed. The medium variety grew to be from 8 to 12 inches tall
and produced a very heavy yield of seed. The late variety
proved a vigorous grower. The plants were from 24 to 30
inches high, but they matured only a few beans. This variety
did not stand the dry, hot weather quite as well as the velvet
bean.” Address: 1. Agrostologist, Grass and Forage Plant
Investigations, Div. of Agrostology, USDA; 2. Special Agent
in Charge of Experiments at Abilene, Texas.
582. Late Mammoth: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
1899.
• Summary: Sources: Stoddard, W.H. 1899. Soy, or Soja
beans. What they are,... how to grow them, and what they
are good for. 6 p. Carlinville, Macoupin County, Illinois. See
p. 2, 3, 6. “In Japan, where the greatest use has been made
of it as food for man and beast, there are many varieties,
like our corn with us, but only a few have been introduced
into this country. Here it is divided into three classes, the
Early Dwarf, the Medium Early and the Late Mammoth. Of

these three there are white, yellow, green and black seeded
varieties, which differ but little in value. They are of an
upright, branching growth. None of the varieties ever run or
vine like the cow peas.” “The Late Mammoth grows 5 to 7
feet high, but seldom forms seed north of the Ohio river, and
only ripens in our southern states. It is worthless here except
for hay or green forage for pasture, or to plow under for
fertilizing.”
Note: Late Mammoth is an unusual variety. It is
mentioned in only two publications, both by W.H. Stoddard
of Carlinville, Illinois (1899 and 1900), it never appears
in any of the “official” USDA or experiment station
publications that list and describe existing soybean varieties,
and it is not listed as a synonym for any other variety.
Address: USA.
583. Stoddard, W.H. 1899. Soy, or Soja beans. What they
are,.... how to grow them, and what they are good for.
Carlinville, Macoupin County, Illinois. Published by the
author. Printed by Enquirer Printing Establishment. 6 p.
• Summary: “This is an extract from a paper read before the
Macoupin (pronounced muh-KOO-pun) County Farmers’
Institute, Dec. 21, 1898. It was mentioned in letter by
Mary H. Stoddard, 25 Nov. 1944. On page 2 is inscribed:
Compliments of Mary Hoyt Stoddard Best (Mrs. Earl),
daughter of William H. and Mary V. (English) Stoddard. 202
Sue St., Carlinville, Macoupin Co., IL 62626. July 28, 1975.
The publication begins: “To our brother farmers and
stock men. In answer to the many inquiries received, asking
for information about the soja beans, we have prepared the
following circular to answer some of the many questions,
giving a few of the facts we have learned about them from
the reports of several state experiment stations, and from our
own personal experience in growing them for a feed, seed,
and fertilizing crop. All intelligent farmers know there is an
urgent need for a grain and forage crop other than corn. A
crop rich in nitrogen and fat. A crop that can be grown easily,
quickly and with little or no extra cost over that of corn. If
possible, one that will not exhaust the soil like wheat, oats
and corn, but rather add to its fertility.”
The author discusses clover, alfalfa, and cow peas. He
says he has obtained a yield of 10 bushels “with less than
half a stand.” He accurately reviews the nutritional value
of soy beans compared to available supplements. “The last
and best of this trio of legumes is the soy bean, or as it is
generally but incorrectly called, the ‘soja’ bean. This plant
is a native of South-Eastern Asia, growing wild in Japan,
Java and parts of China. In Japan, where the greatest use has
been made of it as food for man and beast, there are many
varieties, like our corn with us, but only a few have been
introduced into this country. Here it is divided into three
classes, the Early Dwarf, the Medium Early and the Late
Mammoth. Of these three there are white, yellow, green and
black seeded varieties, which differ but little in value. They
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are of an upright, branching growth. None of the varieties
ever run or vine like the cow peas.
“The Early Dwarf grows from 16 to 24 inches high,
matures seed fit to feed green in 69 to 75 days, and ripens fit
to cut for a seed crop in 80 to 90 days.
“The Medium Early varieties grow 3 to 4 feet high and
are a few weeks later than the Early Dwarf.
“The Late Mammoth grows 5 to 7 feet high, but seldom
forms seed north of the Ohio river, and only ripens in our
southern states. It is worthless here except for hay or green
forage for pasture, or to plow under for fertilizing. The Early
Dwarf has been grown successfully as far north as Wisconsin
and Minnesota, where corn is a doubtful crop.
“No soil is too poor for it to thrive and grow. It even
yields a fair crop on ground too poor to grow clover. Unlike
cow peas, which are a failure as a seed crop on rich land, it
stands prosperity, and instead of running to vines, it simply
increases alike its yield of forage and seed. So far no insect is
known to injure the vines while growing. Chinch bugs never
touch it. Drouths that burn up clover and cow peas and fire
corn, have little effect on it. Rains that make ‘little yellow
corn’ and rot off cow pea vines, do not injure the sojas. If
cut for hay or seed and lying on the ground, rains that would
utterly ruin clover, corn fodder or cow peas, rarely injures
the sojas.
“This fall part of my own crop was cut and lay on the
ground all through the two weeks’ rain in October, and I
never lost a handful of vines or a pint of seeds from that
cause. The little, fine, velvety hairs on stalk, leaf and seedpods, seem to hold the water at a distance till it can dry out.
These same little hairs on the green, growing plant attract
and hold the dew till the large pulpy leaves can absorb the
nitrogen it contains, transferring it through leaf, stalk and the
mass of thread-like surface roots to the soil which supports
it, thus paying its rent, till the ground is richer after growing
the crop than it was before planting.”
“Now for the food value of the seeds: Of protein or food
nitrogen, which is as necessary to the growth and health of
animals as it is to plants, forming blood, bone and muscle,
Soja bean seed contain 34 per cent; ground linseed oil-cake
contains 32 per cent; cow peas 20 per cent; wheat and oats
each 11 per cent; corn 10 per cent; wheat bran and ship
stuff 15 per cent; artichokes 2½ per cent; sugar beets 2 per
cent. Of fat, which goes to make heat, life and energy in the
animal, these same foods contain: Soja beans 17 per cent;
linseed oil-cake meal 3 to 7 per cent; corn 5 per cent; oats
5 per cent; wheat 2 per cent; bran and ship stuff each 4 per
cent; cow peas 1 4-10 per cent only; artichokes two-tenths of
1 per cent; sugar beets 2 per cent.”
“One of our most successful cattle feeders, Mr. J.F.
Clark, of this county, reports having pastured the past season
his field of sojas when summer feed was short, and says he
never had cattle thrive and fatten faster on any kind of feed.
“Mr. E.G. Duckles, of Chesterfield, cut and fed his green

sojas to his dairy cows the past summer with a quick and
decided gain both in quantity and quality of the milk and
butter.
“In my own experience I can say I never tried a better
feed for calves or shoats [shotes], or brood sows and pigs,
than the sojas either green or dry. They fairly go wild over
the mature green beans if offered to them when grass is dry
and before corn is ready to feed.”
“Prices of seed for 1899: Early Dwarf Sojas, $2.50 per
bushel; $1.50 per half bushel; $1.00 per peck. Medium Early
Sojas, $2.00 per bushel; $1.35 per half bushel; $0.75 per
peck.” Note 1. No price is given for Late Mammoth Sojas.
At the end of the booklet is a full-page ad: “Macoupin
County Stock and Seed Farms. W.H. & C.L. Stoddard,
proprietors, Carlinville, Macoupin County, Illinois. Our
specialties: Ohio Improved Chesterwhite Swine, Soja Beans,
and ‘Big Macoupin’ White Seed Corn.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Minnesota, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Minnesota. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Minnesota, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Minnesota (Dec. 1899).
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language booklet
seen (March 2021) about soybeans, i.e. with the word “Soy”
(or any of its cognates) in the title.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “the sojas” to refer to
soybeans.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
stating that William H. and C.L. Stoddard of Macoupin
County Stock and Seed Farms are selling Soja Beans.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that mentions the soybean varieties Early Dwarf or Late
Mammoth.
Note 7. Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary
(1998) defines shoat (derived from Middle English shote), a
term first used in the 15th century, as “a young hog usually
less than one year old.” Others say “Shote: a young pig,
especially one that is newly weaned.” Address: Farmer,
Carlinville, Macoupin County, Illinois.
584. Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering–Division of Forage Crops and Diseases. 18991928. Correspondence with agricultural experiment stations
(Archival collection). Washington, DC. Undated. 28 cm.
• Summary: Record Group 54–Records of the Bureau
of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering.
Records of the Division of Forage Crops and Diseases,
Correspondence with State Agricultural Stations–1899-1928
[Label on the box]. Entry No. P.I. 66, Stack No. 170. Begin
location 27/26/02. Containers No. 1-41. Sorted by states,
so that correspondence with Illinois and Indiana would be
in Boxes 10 to 13, under the letter “I.” Within each state,
the folders are (approximately) in chronological order. This
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includes letters that William Morse (USDA agrostologist)
wrote to and received from these Agric. Exp. stations.
Talk with Jacob Jones. 1998. Aug. Jacob has also
seen all of William Morse’s correspondence with Purdue
University and the University of Illinois (at Urbana). All
of Morse’s correspondence to Illinois is with Hackleman,
with only 1-2 letters between Morse and Burlison–at least
until 1928, which is when the boxes ended. He photocopied
approximately 400 pages related to soy and either Indiana or
Illinois.
Note: This is the earliest archival collection seen (Oct.
2001) that mentions soy. Address: USDA.
585. Bedford, S.A. 1899. Experimental farm for Manitoba.
Annual Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada)
p. 271-325. For the year 1898. See p. 298-99.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with fodder
crops” (p. 298) states: Early in the season, seed of Japanese
Millet, Early Soja Beans and Horse Beans were received
from the Director with instructions for sowing. The chief
object in view in these tests was to gain information as to the
relative usefulness of these plants for fodder purposes in this
climate, and to ascertain the weight of crop obtainable from
each when sown in different ways.”
The section titled “Early soja beans” (p. 298-99) states:
“This plant can probably be utilized as a soiling crop also
for hay and ensilage. During the past season the Early Soja
Beans have not proved as productive as horse beans here...
There were only a very few plants with pods on, and the
pods were only partly grown.” A table shows the “Yield of
early soja beans sown at different distances.” These beans
were planted in three plots (each 1/20 acre) in rows. The
yield of green matter per acre ranged from 7 tons 1,400 lb to
8 tons, 560 lb. The lowest yield was from plants sowed 3 feet
apart, and the highest yield from plants sowed 2 ft apart.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
concerning soybeans in Manitoba province, Canada, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Manitoba province. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Manitoba province, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Manitoba province (1898). The source of these soybeans
was probably the Central Experimental Farm in Ottawa, and
was probably the same material reported by Wm. Saunders
in 1898 and 1899. The Central Experimental Farm, in turn,
got its soybeans from Peter Henderson & Co., seedsmen of
New York, in the spring of 1897. Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Brandon, MAN, Canada.
586. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1899. Manual of everything
for the garden. Second edition (Mail-order catalog). New
York, NY. 190 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm seeds” (p. 44) the
top one-third of the page, titled “The ‘Henderson’ ensilage
combination: A gold mine for every dairy farm” describes an

ensilage “composed of two parts Fodder, Corn or Japanese
Millet to one part Early Soja Beans.” To the left of the text
is an illustration of a soja bean plant with a cluster of pods
in the upper left corner. On a banner is written “Henderson’s
Early Soja Bean.”
In the middle third of the page, to the left we read:
“Bean, Henderson’s Early Soja. The ordinary Soja Bean of
the South is too late to be of value in the Northern States.
This variety ripens even in Massachusetts, where it grew
nearly four feet in height, was heavily podded and yielded
over ten tons per acre. It is a very valuable fodder variety
either for feeding green or for the silo. It is a rich nitrogenous
feed, is unsurpassed as a flesh former, and, like the Clovers,
is a soil improver, deriving its nitrogen from the air. (See
cut.) 15¢ lb., $1.25 peck, $4.00 bushel of 60 lbs.
“Bean, Soja. $1.00 peck, $3.00 bushel of 60 lbs.”
The inside front cover states: “Important
announcement... We no longer supply dealers. By only
supplying the planter direct we protect many customers
who have had other Seeds and Bulbs foisted upon them as
‘Henderson’s.’” “We deliver free anywhere in the U.S.” Page
2 states: “The radical departure that we made last season
of selling only direct to consumers, and longer supplying
dealers to sell again, has been most satisfactory to our
customers and to ourselves... Alfred Henderson, President.
Charles Henderson, Vice-Pres. and Treas.”
In the index, the soja bean is listed only at “Beans,
Soja.” The index also lists Chufas.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
587. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1899. Florists’ and market
gardeners’ wholesale catalogue of plants, flower seeds, bulbs,
vegetable seeds, farm seeds, fertilizers, insecticides, tools,
&c. (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 57 p. 27 cm.
• Summary: In the half-page section titled “Miscellaneous
farm seeds” (p. 45) we read: “Beans, Soja. $1.00 peck, $3.00
bushel.
“Early Soja. 12¢ lb., $1.25 peck, $3.75 bushel. It is a
very valuable fodder variety either for feeding green or for
the silo. It is a rich nitrogenous feed, is unsurpassed as a flesh
former, and, like the Clover is a soil improver, deriving its
nitrogen from the air.”
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York, New York.
588. Hills, J.L. 1899. Dairying. Vermont Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 12:252-354. For the year
1898-99. See p. 308.
• Summary: The section titled “Sundry forage crops” (p.
308) begins: “Six non-saccharine sorghums and leguminous
crops were grown in a small way in 1898. The stands of the
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former were not particularly satisfactory; of the latter, fair.
The subsection titled Legumes states: “The soy bean
(soja bean) has been grown here for some years... and seems
a fairly promising forage crop, particularly if planted with
corn.”
A table gives “Analyses of the non-saccharine sorghums
and legumes” including the following whole plants: “Soy
bean, Russian vetch, black rice corn, brown dourrha, and
African millet.” Columns show the water content and dry
matter, then the composition of the dry matter: Crude ash,
crude protein, crude fiber, nitrogen-free extract, ether extract,
nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2005) that mentions the interplanting of soybeans,
in this case with corn. Address: Director of the Station and
Chemist, Burlington, Vermont.
589. Hinckley, A.A. 1899. The soja bean and cow pea.
Illinois Farmers’ Institute, Annual Report 4:406-08. For the
year 1899.
• Summary: “These plants belong to the leguminosæ or
pulse family, which includes the clovers and many other
deep rooted plants. They are becoming more and more
appreciated in our end of the State for stock feed and their
beneficial effect on our compact clay soil, which requires a
liberal supply of nitrogen and humus to increase fertility and
resistance of drouth.
“Cow peas and soja beans are nitrogen gatherers, and
produce abundant organic matter for making humus, their
roots penetrating deep in the soil, and bring to the surface
elements required by the grains and grasses, also make the
soil more porous, thereby increasing its capacity for holding
moisture. They have been grown only in a limited way with
us, and we have much to learn about their cultivation, harvest
and utility. In the future development of the resources of our
soil I think they will be a very important factor.”
“The soja bean is attracting considerable attention at
present, and justly so. It is an upright grower, has no runners
to tangle in handling, and makes more seed to the acre than
the cow pea; the grain is one of the richest we can grow for
feed. Analysis of the composition of grain shows this in a
forceable way:”
A table compares the nutritional composition of 100
pounds each of soja beans, cow peas, corn, oats and wheat.
The soja beans contain by far the highest percentage of
protein (34.0%) and fat (16.9%).
“The soja bean requires good cultivation to do the best
on any soil; it will stand more wet weather and more dry
weather than many other crops. The root growth is abundant–
equal to any plant in that respect. The root tubercles are the
largest I have seen, but are not numerous. Probably after the
bacterium peculiar to this plant is more diffused in the soil
there will be more of the nitrogen produced.
“If cut when in bloom or soon after, it makes a rich

hay, which is relished by the stock. Like the cow pea, it is
hard to cure. When harvested for the seed it can be stored
in the stack or bin without loss from rats, mice or weevil.
Care must be taken when put into bins to see that they are
perfectly dry or they are liable to heat.
“The depredations of insects injurious to grains and
grasses may be more or less checked by a rotation of cow
peas or soja beans, because their food will thus be cut off for
a season.
“Cow peas and dwarf soja beans may be planted after
harvest, and produce a growth that, plowed under, will add
much to the fertility of the soil. They are both splendid
crops to grow for hog pasture. From my own experience I
think sheep enjoy the soja bean better than any other stock. I
would advise all who are interested in increasing the fertility
of their land to give both these crops a good trial; do not stop
with one planting, but continue to use them in rotation with
other crops. I believe these two legumes will revolutionize
the farming interests of Southern Illinois. In them we have
the means of securing cheaply two very important elements
of soil fertility, humus and nitrogen, and at the same time
bring to the surface from the subsoil other elements of
fertility.
“I might add that the soja bean is good for table use; we
like them.” Address: DuBois, Illinois.
590. Killebrew, Joseph B. 1899. Grasses and forage plants.
Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 11(24):1-144. See p. 47, 51, 73, 108-11.
• Summary: Staff: Charles W. Dabney is president of the
station. The author, Col. J.W. Killebrew, A.M., Ph.D., is
“probably the greatest authority in the South upon the culture
and uses of grasses and forage plants.”
Page 47: The section on “Sorghum for the silo” states:
“When it is grown in conjunction with cowpeas or soy beans
it gives a much more nutritious ensilage than corn taken by
itself.”
Page 51: The last two lines on this page about “Indian
Corn (Zea Mays)–(For forage)” state: “Corn fodder, green,
is also an excellent material for ensilage, especially when
grown with cowpeas, oats and soy beans.”
Page 73: This page, titled “Part II. Domesticated
leguminous plants” notes that “Clover should alternate
with cowpeas, soy beans, crimson clover, etc. Nitrogen, in
leguminous plants, occurs in the form of proteids, which
make meat and milk, and so is the most valuable constituent
in the food for cattle, especially for milch cows.” Also, in a
list of domesticated leguminous plants that will be discussed
in the order named in this bulletin, on the 2nd line from the
bottom is: “Soy Bean–Glycine soja or Soja hispida.”
The section on the soy bean (p. 108-11) is titled “Soy
bean–coffee bean–soja bean–(Glycine hispida)–(Forage,
Ensilage and pasture).”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2011) that
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contains the term “coffee bean” used to refer to the soy bean
in connection with soy coffee.
“This plant has recently been introduced into cultivation
in the United States, though it has been known in China and
Japan from a remote antiquity. It is one of the crops grown
for human food in oriental countries. It yields a large amount
of seed while the forage, both green and dry, is capable of
sustaining and even fattening domestic animals. Experiments
that have been tried in Tennessee in its culture have been
fairly successful.
“The soy bean is an annual, belongs to the leguminous
family, and is grown for the same purposes as cowpeas and
clover. As a soil renovator, as a hay and as ensilage it is
nearly the equal in every respect of red clover.
“There are many varieties of the soy bean. The early
varieties are thought to be the best to cultivate for seed. The
medium early green is the best for hay and this with the
medium early black is best for soiling and for ensilage... It
will bear moisture well and a case is given by Mr. Robert
C. Morris, of Illinois, where soy beans stood three weeks
in water during the month of July without any permanent
injury.”
“The yield of the soy bean is very prolific, running from
25 to 40 bushels per acre and even 100 bushels have been
reported under very favorable conditions...
“Probably the best use which can be made of the soy
bean in the South is for the fattening of hogs. When so
used the labor and expense of harvesting is saved...” There
follows a long quotation by Prof. Georgeson of the Kansas
[Agric. Exp.] Station on the value of soy beans for pork
production.
“The farmers of Tennessee would do well to test the
value of this bean practically on all different varieties of
soils. It would unquestionably be a valuable addition to the
crops of the Cumberland table-land. It would be valuable in
the sandy soils of West Tennessee but it would grow with the
greatest luxuriance upon the valley lands of East Tennessee
and upon the limestone soils of the Central Basin and the
clayey lands of the Highland Rim.”
Note: Limestone is one of the most useful zoogenic
deposits. Also used as a common building stone, it is formed
chiefly by the accumulation of organic remains such as
shells or coral. A photo (p. 109) shows a stand of soy beans
growing near some corn plants (courtesy U.S. Dept. Agric–
USDA). Address: A.M., Ph. D., Grass expert, Agric. Exp.
Station, Knoxville, Tennessee.
591. Lane, Clarence B. 1899. Dairy husbandry. New Jersey
State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
19:205-26. For the year 1898. See p. 207-08.
• Summary: “The forage crops that have been found well
adapted for complete soiling systems are... corn, cow peas,
soy beans, Japanese millets and barley and peas” (p. 205).
In the section titled “Soiling crops, 1898,” a table (p.

207) shows the “Cost and yield per acre of soiling crops.”
For “Soy Beans” it is stated that 1½ bushels of seed are
used per acre. Date of seeding: July 16. Cost of labor: $2.15.
Seed: $3.75 (for 1½ bushels). Manure and fertilizer: $2.88.
Period of cutting and feeding: Sept. 14-21. Yield in tons: 5.2.
Total cost: $8.78.
In the section on “General remarks concerning crops”
we read: “Cow peas and soy beans.–One acre each of these
crops were sown broadcast. The yields were 7.2 tons and 5.2
tons, respectively. The cow pea is the most desirable of the
two, because it is more palatable and, as a rule, produces a
larger yield.” Address: B.S., Asst. in Dairy Husbandry [New
Brunswick, New Jersey].
592. MacKay, Angus. 1899. Experimental farm for the
North-West Territories. Annual Report of the Experimental
Farms (Ottawa, Canada) p. 327-73. For the year 1898. See
p. 347.
• Summary: The section titled “Early soja beans” (p. 347)
states: “Three plots were first sown May 15 and cut by frost
May 27. They were sown again on May 28th. The first plot
was sown in drills 2 feet apart, the second 2½ feet apart and
in the third the drills were 3 feet apart. All the plots made a
fair growth and were just forming pods when destroyed by
frost on September 8th.” The frosted beans were weighed
after cutting. The highest yield (1,650 lb/acre) was obtained
from seeds planted in drills 2 feet apart. “The weights of
these frosted vines gives scarcely a fair idea of what the
weights would have been had frost come later.”
Note 1. According to a letter dated 8 March 1991
to Soyfoods Center from R.K. Downey (Head Oilseeds
Section, Agriculture Canada Research Station, 107 Science
Crescent, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, S7N 0X2, Canada.
Phone: 306-975-7014), in 1898 “the Northwest Territories
included Saskatchewan and Alberta, and parts of Manitoba.
Saskatchewan became a province in 1905. Indian Head is
now a town in south Saskatchewan province, 44 miles east of
Regina, on the #1 highway [highway #1, the Trans-Canada
Highway] between Regina and Winnipeg. Indian Head was
one of the first Experimental Farms established in western
Canada by the Experimental Farm Service which is now the
Research Branch of Agriculture Canada. I think I can safely
say that the source of the soybeans grown at Indian Head
would have been the Central Experimental Farm in Ottawa,
and would have been the same material as reported by Wm.
Saunders in 1898 and 1899.”
Note 2. We know of no record showing that soybeans
have ever been grown in what is today the Northwest
Territories of Canada, the southern border of which is 60º
north latitude. This may be too far north for soybeans to
mature. Indian Head, by comparison, is located at about 50º
north latitude. Yet it is interesting to note that in Sweden,
soybeans have been grown successfully at Uppsala (60º),
Fiskeby-Norrköping 58.5º, and the Kalmar-Oland region
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(56-57º; here they are grown commercially).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
concerning soybeans in Saskatchewan province, Canada,
or the cultivation of soybeans in Saskatchewan province.
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Saskatchewan province, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Saskatchewan province (15 May 1898). The source of these
soybeans was probably the Central Experimental Farm in
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, which received their soybeans
from Peter Henderson & Co., seedsmen of New York, in the
spring of 1897 (see Saunders 1898).
Note 4. Mr. Angus MacKay was the first superintendent
of the experimental farm in the Northwest Territories, from
1888 to 1913. He accompanied Dr. William Saunders when
Saunders chose the site for the new farm. MacKay had
moved to the Indian Head area in 1882 and had farmed
there since that time. In May 1887, Mr. MacKay was invited
by the Minister of Agriculture, the Hon. John Carling,
to spend some time at the Central Experimental Farm in
Ottawa, to become better acquainted with the aims of the
experimental farms (W.E. Johnson and A.E. Smith. 1986.
Indian Head Experimental Farm, 1886-1986. Research
Branch, Agriculture Canada. Historical Series No. 23. p. 10).
Address: Superintendent, Experimental Farm, Indian Head,
Assiniboia, NWT, Canada.
593. Owsinski, Jan. 1899. Soja wczesna, Soja hispida
praecox [Early soybean (Soja hispida praecox)]. Warsaw,
Poland: Published by the author. 21 p. or 16 p. 20 cm or 10
cm. [Pol]

• Summary: Note: In OCLC/WorldCat the booklet is
cited just as it is above. The author’s name is spelled “Jan
Owsinski,” which is the Polish version of his name. The
book is actually published by the author in Lwow (Lviv in
today’s Ukraine), but cataloging records state: Gubrynowicz
and Schmidt, joint venture publishing house, in small octavo,
16 pages, 10 cm. This is a very small book (about 4 inches

tall), intended to be sent out free of charge with the soybeans
that the author is selling.
The author apparently did two editions, both in 1899.
One was 21 pages and 20 cm tall. The smaller one was 16
pages and 10 cm tall. The author’s name in Russian is Ivan
Evgen’evic Ovsinskij.
Here is the translation from Russian into English:
The early soybean (soya), which we brought from Asia
in 1893 and naturalized in Europe, was put on the market
in 1899 by the Hetmanov Estate. Our soybean spread to all
the grain-producing provinces in Russia and abroad, and
this year the Vilmorin Catalogue listed our soybean as a
very valuable novelty. Vilmorin called our soybean early
maturing: extra-hatif.
Our soybean also spread to Austria, Germany, Romania,
etc. In Russia, after the experiments of Mr. Chechot, who
obtained early soybean seeds from us, our soybean spread to
the Northwest krai, the provinces of Mogilev, Minsk [both in
today’s Belarus], Vilensk [partially in Ukraine], Chernigov,
and others, the Southwest krai, to the lands of the Don,
Urals, and Kuban Cossacks, to the Caucasus [an area situated
today between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea and mainly
occupied by Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, and Russia]. and
Crimea [disputed today between Russia and Ukraine], to the
province of Congress Poland, and to some oblasts in Siberia.
The soybean can withstand -2 R [Rankine scale] below
zero and is highly drought resistant.
The soybean has three times the nutritional value of oats
and is twice as productive, enriches the soil with nitrogen,
and is not only superior to cereal plants (gramineax), but is
also immeasurably higher than all the papilionaceous plants
related to it (papillionaceae).
One hectare yielded the following harvest (table):
Soybean: 2500 kg grain and 7500 kg straw
Horse bean: 2000 kg grain and 3400 kg straw
Pea: 1920 kg grain and 2500 kg straw
With respect to the protein and fat content of soybeans
and other beans, as a consequence of the higher nutritional
value of the soybean we will obtain the following numbers:
One hectare yields (table):
Pea: Units 454 [units not given] proteins, 40 fats, 196.40
marks–cost of harvest.
Horse bean: 689 proteins, 34 fats, 319.02 marks [he may
be quoting international grain prices].
Soybean: 985 proteins, 366 fats, 631.02 marks
Moreover, the soybean is not damaged by the pea beetle
Bruchus pisi, as is the pea.
In China, each year in the spring at the so-called
agricultural holiday, the Chinese emperor does not personally
till and sow all grains, of course, but the five most important.
Among this number the soybean is on a par with wheat and
rice.
The Chinese know full well that the existence of the
mass of people we encounter in China would be unthinkable
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without the soybean. Slivers of land sewn with soybean feed
all of a Chinaman’s livestock and provide him with oil and
seasonings for food. A desyatina [1 desyatina = 2.7 acres or
about 1 hectare] of soybean yields as many nutrients as fivesix desyatinas of oats. It is therefore understandable that a
farmer raising oats and barley experiences crowding on the
same plot of land that, if planted with soybeans, would feed
more than one Chinese family.
At the 1873 Vienna Fair, 20 varieties of soybean from
Algeria, China and Japan were exhibited. However, these
varieties, brought from the south, matured late. As a result,
the soybean crop could not spread even to the environs
of Vienna (not to mention to other localities), where Prof.
Haberlandt’s experiments did not produce positive results.
However, soybean cultivation became possible among
us in 1893, when we found in Asia and then naturalized new,
early, very high-yielding soybean varieties that do well under
our conditions.
We brought two soybean varieties from Asia and
naturalized them:
1. Black Early, which matures in 110 days in the
Southwest krai and in 118 days in Grodno province;
2. Brown, which matures in 100 days in the Southwest
krai and in 110 days in Grodno province.
Our soybean was cultivated very carefully in
Hetmanovka in 1898, and the result exceeded every
expectation. On 19 July 1898, students from the NovoAleksandrovsky Institute, A. A. Savostyanov and B. D.
Brutskus, visited the Hetmanovka farm. On inspecting the
soybean plantings, they counted 133 large pods (small ones
were not counted) on one of the first specimens that came
into their hands. Then specimens bearing about 200 pods
were found. Since soybean pods ordinarily contain 3 beans,
the harvest that year was 400-500 sam [sam refers to the ratio
of beans harvested to beans planted]. Mr. Chechot believes
that in poor soils it yields a harvest 18 sam; in average oils,
50 sam.
Our soybean contains 38% protein and 19% fat.
Soybean straw contains 3.4% protein and 1.5% fat. It
can be fed to cattle and is also an excellent fuel.
A table compares the protein and fat content of three
basic crops:
Winter wheat: 0.8% protein, 0.4% fat
Spring straw: 1.4% protein, 0.6% fat
Soybean meal (Soyevye zhmykhi): 40% protein, 7% fat
Soybean can be fed ground, but it is more advantageous
to press the oil out of the soybean and use the meal as fodder.
In brief, our soybean offers the following advantages:
1. Soybean, especially black early [Black Early], has a
higher yield than other plants.
2. Soybean has greater food value than other plants, both
papilionaceous plants [legumes] and cereals.
3. Soybean contains no harmful alkaloids as do lupine,
hemp, etc.

4. Like all papilionaceous plants, soybean enriches the
soil with nitrogen and provides excellent shade with its broad
leaves.
5. Soybean is not destroyed by insects, as is rape, and is
resistant to parasitic fungi.
6. Because of its high yield and high food value,
soybean from one desyatina can produce as much grain as
5-6 desyatinas of oats or barley.
7. Soybean withstands both cold and droughts; the latter
pertains especially to black soybean.
8. Soybean, as a papilionaceous plant, provides an
opportunity to engage in more environmentally correct
farming, facilitating the introduction of crop rotation.
9. Soybean affords the ability to transport large amounts
of fodder in a small space. One rail car of soybean is equal in
nutritional value to 3-4 rail cars of oats, barley, or corn.
10. Soybean is far more beneficial in beet plantings that
are cereal grains, both from the standpoint of proper crop
rotation and of preventing nematode reproduction.
11. Soybean is superior to other oilseed plants in that it
does not require rich, fertilized soil.
12. Soybean produces excellent fodder not only in grain
form. Green soybean fodder is more nutritious than alfalfa.
At harvest, black soybean does not shed as does rape, for
example. No bloating, as happens with clover or alfalfa, has
been reported when animals are fed green soybean.
13. Planting one desyatina with soybean requires only
1-3/4 to 2 poods [1 pood = 16.38 kg] of seed when it is
planted in rows and 2½ to 3 when broadcast. As a result, it is
cheaper to plant soybean than other grains.
14. No plant produces as much excellent meal (which is
superior not only to cereals, rape, and even flax) as soybean
does. We should treasure this plant as much as the ancient
agrarian peoples of Asia value it on the basis of centuries of
experience.
From a report from A. E. Mangalov, captain of the
Cossack Army:
“After our forces occupied the Kwantung peninsula,
our Verkhneudinsk regiment was posted in Port Arthur,
Talienval, and Bindzo village, where we were forced to
acquire feed for the horses from the locals, for whom
soybean meal and green bristle grass (a kind of millet) are
the only fodder for the local livestock. Over my two-month
stay I was convinced that one could wish for nothing better
than soybean meal as horse feed. Because of the meager
supply of oats, the horses were switched to soybean rations
in the following way: for the first three days the horses each
got 10 pounds of a mix of 3 pounds of soybean meal and
7 pounds of oats; then for three days, 7 pounds of soybean
meal and three pounds of oats; finally they were given 10
pounds of soybean meal per day. In addition to soybean
meal the horses got millet straw, which, however, they ate
with no particular relish; the horses ate the [soybean] meal
voraciously.”
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Translated by Kathy Stackhouse.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the Brown soybean. A soybean variety by that same
name was first introduced to the USA in 1908.
594. Phelps, C.S. 1899. Digestion experiments with sheep.
Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 11:204-20. For the year 1898. See p. 206-08,
213.
• Summary: Soy bean fodder was fed green to sheep.
Table 40, titled “Coefficients of digestibility of nutrients in
different feeding stuffs and groups of feeding as determined
by experiments with sheep” (p. 206-07) gives values for
“Soy bean meal [probably ground whole soybeans] and
timothy hay” and for “Soy bean fodder.”
Digestion experiment No. 47 (p. 208, 213), for “Soy
bean fodder (fed green),” shows the composition of the
feeding stuffs and feces (including “heat of combustion”).
595. Robertson, L.S. 1899. The importance of leguminous
crops to agriculture. Illinois Agriculturist 3:25-33. See p. 27.
[3 ref]
• Summary: “The Soja Bean has been but recently
introduced from Japan into our northern states. It is not a
success in the South. Like the Cow Pea it will grow on any
soil, and is relished by stock both for its seeds and vines. The
hay is inferior to that of the Cow Pea on account of its heavy
woody stems and because the leaves readily fall off. Like the
Cow Pea also, the roots are small and not much of value as a
fertilizer.” Address: Univ. of Illinois, Class of 1900.
596. Robertson, R. 1899. Experimental farm for the
Maritime Provinces. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 24161. For the year 1898. See p. 255.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with soja
beans” (p. 255) states: “The seed used in these experiments
was of a very early variety of soja bean from Japan, sent by
the Director. The experiments were planned with the object
of finding out the best distance apart for growing this variety
of bean, and also its value as a forage crop... The seed was
sown 5th June.” The best yield, 5 tons 600 pounds, was
obtained by sowing the beans in drills 2 feet apart. Distances
of 2.5 and 3 feet gave lower yields.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
concerning soybeans in Nova Scotia province, Canada, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Nova Scotia province. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Nova Scotia province, or the cultivation of soybeans in Nova
Scotia province (5 June 1898). The source of these soybeans
was Japan.
Note 2. Robertson was the first superintendent of
the experimental farm for the maritime provinces, at
Nappan, Nova Scotia, serving from 1897-1913. Address:

Superintendent, Experimental Farm, Nappan, Nova Scotia,
Canada.
597. Saunders, Wm. 1899. Report of the director and acting
agriculturist. Annual Report of the Experimental Farms
(Ottawa, Canada). p. 5-91. For the year 1898. See p. 51.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with Soja
beans (Soja hispida)” (p. 51) states: “The Soja or Soya
bean was first grown at the Central Experimental Farm as a
fodder plant in 1897, when two varieties, a late and an early
sort were tested. The early variety, the seed of which was
obtained from Peter Henderson & Co., seedsmen, of New
York, proved very promising and produced on the small plot
grown a weight of fodder equal to 15 tons 855 lb per acre. In
this case the beans were sown in rows 9 inches apart. Further
experiments have been tried with this early ripening Soja
bean during the past season, when two sets of plots were
sown at different dates and of different widths in the rows
with the object of finding out the best time to plant and the
most profitable method of planting.”
“From these experiments it would appear that the best
results may be looked for from planting these beans about
the middle of May in drills 14 inches apart.”
Note: Wm. Saunders was director of the entire system of
experimental farms across the Dominion of Canada. But he
was located at, and did his work at, the Central Experimental
Farm in Ottawa, Ontario. Address: Director, Dominion
Experimental Farms, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
598. Sharpe, Thomas A. 1899. Experimental farm for
British Columbia. Annual Report of the Experimental Farms
(Ottawa, Canada) p. 375-412. For the year 1898. See p. 392.
• Summary: The section titled “Soja beans” (p. 392) states:
“These were sown in drills at different distances apart. The
growth was from 35 to 40 inches high... The branches were
well loaded with pods containing from two to four beans
each. This crop requires a longer season to ripen the bean,
but it makes a fine fodder for green feed, the cattle and
horses preferring it to any other food. All of it was fed green
as our silo was full and the weather was unfavourable for
curing it” [to make hay]. The highest yield from 3 plots was
obtained from a variety planted in drills 2 feet apart. Sown
on April 27, the plants were cut on Oct. 5, when the beans
were in a soft green state. The straw was 30-40 inches long
and the yield of fodder was 6 tons and 800 lb per acre.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2019) concerning soybeans in British Columbia, Canada,
or the cultivation of soybeans in British Columbia. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
British Columbia, or the cultivation of soybeans in British
Columbia (27 April 1898). The source of these soybeans was
probably the Central Experimental Farm in Ottawa, and was
probably the same material reported by Wm. Saunders in
1898 and 1899. The Central Experimental Farm, in turn, got
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its soybeans from Peter Henderson & Co., seedsmen of New
York, in the spring of 1897.
Note 2. The last section on p. 392, titled “Experiments
with clover seed inoculated with Nitragin and without
Nitragin,” contains an early reference to the use of this
commercial product. Address: Superintendent, Experimental
Farm, Agassiz, BC, Canada.
599. Shutt, Frank T. 1899. Report of the chemist. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 123165. For the year 1898. See p. 124, 147-48.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage plants, fodders
and feed stuffs” (p. 124) states: “3. Soja beans as a forage
crop for the silo. This is practically a new field crop and
has been recommended for ensiling with Indian corn to
supply nitrogenous matter and thus make the ensilage
nearer a ‘balanced’ ration. Analyses are given depicting the
composition of the beans grown under different methods of
seeding and culture.”
The section titled “Soja Beans (Soja hispida)” (p. 14748) states: “During the season of 1897, this annual legume
was first tried as a field crop on the Central Farm. The
results obtained gave promise of it becoming a valuable
fodder for siloing in conjunction with corn.” Tables show:
(1) “Soja beans–Percentage composition of fresh material.”
(2) “Percentage composition of legumes” (mostly in
bloom) including soja beans, alfalfa, bokhara clover, broad
windsor beans, cowpea, English horse beans, serradella, and
telephone beans. Address: M.A., F.I.C., F.C.S., Chemist,
Experimental Farms, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
600. Trabut, Louis. 1899. Les engrais verts [Green manure
crops]. Algerie, Service Botanique, Informations Agricoles.
Bulletin No. 20. 24 p. See p. 22. [Fre]
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned only briefly:
“Soybeans (les Soja) could also be cultivated for turning
under (ètre enfouis [as green manure, engrais vert]), but
these plants are more useful for the production of seed and
of a green summer forage, which is very rich in protein
materials and fats.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2002)
that uses the term “green manure” in the title in connection
with soybeans. Address: Experiment Station at Rouïba,
Algeria.
601. Trabut, Louis. 1899. Rapport à M. le Gouverneur
Général sur les études de botanique agricole entreprises
en 1898 [Report to the Governor General on studies in
agricultural botany undertaken in 1898]. Algerie, Service
Botanique, Informations Agricoles. Bulletin No. 19. 83 p.
See p. 18-19. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “Soya (le Soja) remains a very useful legume
in Algeria. Green soybean forage fed to dairy cows greatly
increases their production of milk. Since the cultures of

a special bacteria for the roots of the soybean have been
distributed and propagated, all the stands cultivated at the
station now have numerous and large nodules on their roots.”
A long quote by Zardeski (apparently from Algeria),
titled “Bou-Medfa.–Haouch Morad propriété Arthus,” is
included. It states: “Soybean seeds have been planted on
May 15; on irrigated soil, they have given an extraordinary
yield, larger than could be expected from any other variety
of beans or peas. The harvest of seeds that we are going to
obtain will allow us to try animal feeding experiments next
year. The enormous yield of the soybean, of both leaves and
seeds, leads us to predict that, in our region, this plant will
be able to become one of the most important elements in
the feeding of animals. We served soybeans boiled in salted
water to Arabs who come here. This food was unanimously
well accepted, so in the future we intend to include it in the
diet of our indigenous servants.”
An illustration (non-original line drawing; p. 19) shows
a mature soybean plant bearing many pods, plus a close-up
of three pods to the lower right of the plant (from an original
in J.R.F. 1882). To the lower left of the plant is written the
fraction 1/10. Address: Director of the Botanical Service,
Algiers, Algeria.
602. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1900. Catalogue général de
graines, ognons à fleurs etc. Printemps 1900 [General catalog
of seeds, flowering bulbs, etc. Spring 1900]. Paris: VilmorinAndrieux et Cie. 194 p. See p. 99-100. Jan. 1. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section on garden vegetables (au Potager)
(p. 74), two varieties of Soja beans, Soja hispida, are listed
as follows: (1) Extra early from Podolia (new) (extra hâtif de
la Podolie (Nouv.)). Earlier than Soya from Etampes, and it
matures its seeds much more easily in our climate. See also
the Supplement. 3.50 francs per kg, 1.00 franc per 250 gm
(#43882), or 0.60 francs per 125 gm (#43883). (2) Soja from
Etampes (d’Étampes). Eaten like haricot beans. The ground
seeds can be used to make a sort of bread for diabetics. 1.90
francs per kg, 0.60 francs per 250 gm (#43902), or 0.40
francs per 125 gm (#43903).
In the section titled “Forage plants that are not cereal
grains, forage roots, and industrial and economic plants
(Plantes fourragères non graminées, racines fourragères,
plantes industrielles et économiques”) (p. 94-102), three
varieties of Soja beans are listed on p. 99-100 as follows:
(1) Soja hispida. Pois oléagineux.–yellow seeded (à grain
jaune). Price in Paris: 80 francs per 100 kg, or 90 centimes
(0.9 francs) per kg. “Abundant green forage, to be consumed
when the seeds are half formed; later, ensile the entire plant
like maize.” (2) Soja hispida–very early (très hâtif). Price
in Paris: Not available per 100 kg; 2 francs per kg. “The
dry seeds are very rich in oils and fats and constitute an
excellent feed for livestock. Plant in May in lines, with 35-40
cm between seeds.” (3) Soja hispida–black seeded (à grain
noir). Price in Paris: 170 francs per 100 kg, or 1 franc, 80
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centimes (0.8 francs) per kg. “Same properties and same
culture as the preceding; the seed is especially recommended
for the feeding of horses.”
“For Soja hispida from Podolie (new), or Soja hispida
from Etampes, see the section on garden vegetables (au
Potager). “The flour of the soybean, which contains only a
small amount of starch in comparison with cereal grains, has
been recommended for the production of a special bread for
the use of diabetics.”
On p. 2 is a tribute to Henry Levêque de Vilmorin–
with an oval portrait photo, and a long list of his titles and
memberships. He died on 23 Aug. 1899 at the age of 56, at
Verrieres-le-Buisson (Seine-et-Oise). Below that we read
that the House of Vilmorin-Andrieux has existed since 1781,
always run by the fathers and sons of the Vilmorin family.
Note: On the front cover of this catalog is an illustration
of flowers in bloom. On the back cover is an illustration
of the Kaempfer iris (Iris Kaempferi) and the Vilmorin
monogram. Address: 4, Quai de la Mégisserie, Paris, France.
Phone: 106,86.
603. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1900. Supplément aux
catalogues: Liste des nouveautés 1899-1900 [Supplement to
the catalogs: List of novelties 1899-1900]. Paris: VilmorinAndrieux et Cie. 16 p. See p. 4. Jan. 2. [Fre]
• Summary: The title page of this catalog states “Vegetable
garden plants (Plantes potagères)–Varieties that we offer for
the first time.” One soybean variety is offered on p. 4. Soja
hispida–Extra-early from Podolia (extra-hâtif de la Podolie).
One kilogram: 3.5 francs. #43882–250 gm: 1.5 francs.
#43883 125 gm: 0.60 francs.
The text continues: “The readers of the Journal de
l’Agriculture Pratique will recall an interesting article which
appeared last spring [63:472-73. Jan/June] on the subject
of this soybean (ce Soja), imported recently by a Russian
agronomic scholar, from whom we have obtained some of
the seeds, which we have used to conduct a trial at Verrières.
“Cultivated in comparison with the Very Early Soya of
Etampes (le Soja très hâtif d’Étampes), which it seems to
most closely resemble, we have confirmed that the Russian
variety is much earlier, which permits it to mature its seeds
in our climate. In summary, it is a very vigorous soybean,
with black seeds, good nutritional value, and superior size
compared to the Etampes variety. It is a good forage plant,
very resistant to heat, and thus recommended for the south of
France and the colonies.
“We repeat that the analysis has demonstrated that the
seeds of the soybean are three times more nourishing than
oats. Finally, its flour, which contains only a small proportion
of starch in comparison with cereal grains, has been
recommended for use in a special bread for diabetics.”
Note 1. This exact text also appeared in the 11 Jan. 1900
issue of the Journal d’Agriculture Pratique (p. 64). Note
2. On the front cover of this catalog are two illustrations of

tomatoes. On the back cover is an illustration of a strawberry
plant with abundant berries and flowers. Address: 4, Quai de
la Mégisserie, Paris, France.
604. Stoddard, W.H. 1900. Soy or soja beans and cow peas
for feeding and fertilizing. Independent Press (Griggsville,
Illinois) 21(9):1, 4. Jan. 3. Paper read at the Farmers’
Institute.
• Summary: W.H. Stoddard, a soybean pioneer in Illinois,
argues that the three best crops to restore depleted soil on
farms are the legumes clover, cow peas, and “soy or soja
beans.” Moreover, these can combine with a grain crop
as fodder for livestock. “I think the best of this trio of
leguminous plants is the soy bean or as it is generally but
incorrectly called, the soja bean. This plant is a native of
Southeastern Asia, growing wild in Japan, Java and parts
of China. In Japan, where the greatest use has been made
of it as food for man and beast, there are many varieties,
like our corn with us, but only a few have been introduced
into this country. Here it is divided into three classes, the
Early Dwarf, the Medium Early and the Late Mammoth. Of
these three there are white, yellow, green and black seeded
varieties, which differ but little in value of composition
for feeding... I prefer the yellow as they have proven more
productive of seed and the seeds are larger than the other
varieties...
“The Late Mammoth grows 3 to 7 feet high, but seldom
forms seed north of the Ohio river and only ripens in our
southern states. It is worthless here except for hay or green
forage for pasture or to plow under for fertilizing. The Early
Dwarf has been grown successfully as far north as Wisconsin
and Minnesota where corn is a doubtful crop.
“No soil is too poor for it to thrive and grow. It even
yields a fair crop on ground too poor to grow clover. Unlike
cow peas, which are a failure as a seed crop on rich land, it
stands prosperity, and instead of running to vines, it simply
increases alike its yield of forage and seed. So far no insect is
known to injure the vines while growing. Chinch bugs never
touch it. Drouths that burn up clover and cow peas and fire
corn, have little effect on it. Rains that make ‘little yellow
corn’ and rot off cow pea vines, do not injure the sojas. If
cut for hay or seed and lying on the ground, rains that would
utterly ruin clover, corn fodder or cow peas, rarely injures
the sojas...
“My sojas with less than half a stand, averaged 10
bushels per acre, while crops, of 25 to 60 bushels are
common, average crops, according to soils and seasons, and
over 100 bushels per acre have been grown at the south.
Grown for forage or hay it yields 5 to 15 tons green and 2 to
5 tons dry. As hay the sojas are ¼ richer feed than clover, 3
times richer than field corn cut green purposely for fodder...
“As a dairy feed they are of the greatest value, giving an
additional amount of milk and butter and also adding to the
quality of the latter...
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“In my own experience I can say I never tried a better
feed for calves or brood sows and pigs than the sojas, either
green or dry. They fairly go wild over the mature green beans
if offered to them when grass is dry and before corn is ready
to feed.
How to plant, cultivate, harvest, and thresh the sojas:
“Plant about a peck per acre in drills with a corn planter in
rows 20 to 30 inches apart... To harvest the Early Dwarf is
quite a task, as the seed pods set so low on the stalks and
they are so tough and hard when ripe it is impossible to cut
them with a machine. It has to be done by hand with corn
knives or hatchets. Cut as soon as the pods turn yellow.
Catch the tops with one hand, cut and throw into small piles
to cure. Dry thoroughly and then thresh or store in a barn;
or better, in open shed till ready to thresh or feed. If many
are grown, they are best threshed with a common grain
separator, removing the concave and putting in a board in its
place. Don’t use a wind-stacker machine if you can get any
other, as they have to run too fast to do good work. If ripe,
don’t cut with a scythe; it shatters the beans and does not cut
low enough. Don’t use a hoe, the handle strikes the vines,
shatters seeds and the blade digs up clods of dirt to get mixed
with the seeds.”
The author concludes: “Don’t feed like it was corn
fodder or hay; remember they are very rich, condensed feed.
Try them. Write to the secretary of agriculture, Washington
DC, for Farmers’ Bulletins Nos. 16, 22 and 58. They are sent
free of charge to any address. No. 58 is specially valuable
as it is devoted entirely to the topic of soy beans as food
for man and beast, the different varieties and how to grow
them.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that uses the term “common grain separator” in connection
with soybean production. Address: Carlinville, Illinois.
605. Vilmorin-Andrieux. 1900. Plantes nouvelled de grande
culture: Soja hispida extra-hâtif de Podolie [New plants
cultivated on a large scale: An extra-early soybean from
Podolia, Ukraine]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 64(2):6366. Jan. 11. See p. 64. [Fre]
• Summary: “The readers of this journal will recall an
interesting article that appeared last spring [63:472-73. Jan/
June] on the subject of soya, imported recently by a Russian
agronomic scholar. We have obtained some of the seeds and
conducted a trial at Verrières.
“Cultivated in comparison with the Very Early Soya of
Etampes (le Soja très hâtif d’Étampes), which it seems to
most closely resemble, we have confirmed that the Russian
variety is much earlier, which permits it to mature its seeds
in our climate. In summary, it is a very vigorous soybean,
with black seeds, good nutritional value, and superior size
compared to the Etampes variety. It is a good forage plant,
very resistant to heat, and thus recommended for the south of
France and the colonies.

“We repeat that the analysis has demonstrated that
the seeds of the soybean are three times more nourishing
than oats. Finally, its flour, which contains only a small
proportion of starch in comparison with cereal grains, has
been recommended for use in a special bread for diabetics.”
Address: France.
606. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1900. Forage crops for central
Kansas. 25(2):22. Jan. 12.
• Summary: “What is the matter, where soiling is
contemplated, with sowing sorghum and soy beans in
separate lots and then giving about one pound of soy beans
to three pounds of sorghum? That will make a ration that will
delight the dairy cow and it is practicable to grow both and
with no danger of injury to the cow...”
607. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1900. Rotations for Kansas. 25(3):46.
Jan. 19.
• Summary: In Kansas: “Either alfalfa or soy beans can be
grown in the middle section or that which lies between the
grass belt and the arid belt. We do not believe there is any
part of this section in which alfalfa does not grow in which
soy beans can not be grown. The soy bean grown as grain
has as much of the flesh-forming element as oil meal. It can
either be grown as a grain crop or as a forage crop, and in
either case it will prove extremely valuable.”
608. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1900. Nutritive feeds. 25(4):69. Jan.
26.
• Summary: “The more the subject of animal nutrition,
especially for young stock and dairy cattle, is studied, the
more obvious becomes the necessity of either growing or
purchasing feeds that have large flesh-forming capacity. It
goes without saying that the farmer who can grow clover and
alfalfa in the northern sections, and in the southern sections
soy beans or cowpeas, can grow these and supply the fleshforming feeds cheaper than he can buy them.”
609. Brooks, William P.; Thomson, Henry M. 1900. Report
of the Agriculturist. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 12:9-55. Jan., 1900. See
p. 10-11, 16, 28.
• Summary: Discusses the fertilizing value of soy beans.
Page 11 notes that soy beans were used in a rotation and
soil test with corn and other crops. One table (p. 16) shows
the increases produced in 6 crops (including Soy beans;
beans and straw) produced from 1889-1899 by a complete
fertilizer, and by manure compared with a plot receiving
no manure. The manure produced much larger increases
and profits. Soy beans were used in a rotation with onions.
Sulfate and muriate of potash were compared as soybean
fertilizers but the results were inconclusive because of an
accident. Address: 1. Ph.D., Agriculturist; 2. B.Sc., Asst.
Agriculturist.
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610. Hammond (Harry N.) Seed Co. 1900. Annual catalogue
(Mail-order catalog). Fifield, Michigan. 49 p. See p. 35.
January 1, 1900. 22 cm.
• Summary: Page 35 is titled “Hammond’s selected northerngrown farm seeds.” Here we read: “Soza Beans or Soy
Beans. The dry beans, roasted and ground, closely resemble
and taste very much like coffee. Its great value, however, is
as a forage crop and for fertilizing the soil, and for pasturing,
or feeding of the green fodder, of which it yields eight to ten
tons per acre. Sow broadcast one-half bushel to the acre, or it
may be planted in drills three feet apart and one foot between
plants. My seed grown in latitude of Augusta, Me. [Maine],
will ripen in any State. Pkt. 10 cts., lb 25 cts., 3 lbs. 60 cts.,
post-paid; peck 65 cts., bu. $2.25 by freight or express.”
Across the top of the page is printed: “Following Seeds
are grown, cleaned, and tested under my supervision. I
guarantee them the best seeds that can be grown. Bags free
with all farm seeds.” Other seeds described on this page
include: Hammond’s success beardless barley, new Japanese
buckwheat, chufas or earth almonds, kaffir corn, teosinte,
mammoth Russian sunflower, dwarf Essex rape, Spanish
peanuts, and Japanese millet.
The cover of this catalog states: “Fresh, pure seeds–
sure to grow. Harry H. Hammond seedsman. Fifield,
Saginaw County, Michigan. Seed potatoes. Vegetable and
flower seeds. The largest seed farm controlled by any one
seedsman in America.” An illustration showing many
fields, farmhouses, and buildings is titled “Partial view of
Hammond’s Saginaw Valley seed farm. 1200 acres devoted
to growing and producing the best seeds that grow. Buy
seeds direct from the grower.” Many vegetables and grains
are also illustrated on the cover and below them is written:
“Hammond’s $1.00 vegetable seed collection of 50 packets
of the choicest northern-grown vegetable seeds comprises all
the above and many others not illustrated on this page.” This
catalog was printed by the Review & Herald Publishing Co.
[Seventh-day Adventist], Battle Creek, Michigan. At the top
of page 1 the date “January 1, 1900” is printed.
Note 1. This is the earliest Hammond seed catalog seen
in which the soybean is listed. It is owned by the Bentley
Historical Library at the University of Michigan (Ann
Arbor).
Note 2. Fifield (pronounced FAI-feeld) is in Saginaw
County, Michigan, just east of the Saginaw River and
northwest of the center of Saginaw city today; it is a station
on the Pierre-Marquette Railroad in Bueno Vista township
“serving a sawmill settlement of which Harry M. Hammond
became the first postmaster on August 19th, 1898. The office
operating until February 15th, 1900.” The place is named for
Eugene Fifield (Source: Michigan Place Names, by Walter
Romig–1986. Wayne State Univ. Press, p. 196).
Note 3. Hammond also lived (and published catalogs in)
in Decatur, Michigan (far away in the southwest corner of

the state), and Bay City (which is now about 20 miles north
of Saginaw, near Saginaw Bay). Address: Fifield, Saginaw
Co., Michigan.
611. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1900. Balanced rations in Nebraska.
25(5):94. Feb. 2.
• Summary: A Boone county, Nebraska, correspondent
writes:... “Where clover can be grown successfully, and we
do not know whether it can be grown in Boone county or
not, that is the forage to grow. Where it can not, its place
should be supplied either by alfalfa or soy beans.”
612. Gomilevskiy, V.I. 1900. O kitayskom bobe (Soja
hispida) i ego znachenii dlya russkogo khozyaystva [The
Chinese soybean (Soja hispida) and its meaning in Russian
economy]. St. Petersburg, Russia: Printing House of
“Obshchestvennaya Pol’za” Union. 32 p. 22 cm. [17 ref.
Rus]
• Summary: Contents: I. Research of Gil’desgeim proved
that soybeans could replace meat in daily diet. More than 20
varieties of soybeans from Japan and China were introduced
to Central Europe and Russia in 1873 at the World
Exposition in Vienna. Soybeans were first recognized in
Russia by agricultural writers Yaroshevskii and Semnalovskii
in an article in their journal (name of which is not stated)
and later in another article in the Zemledel’cheskaya Gazeta.
During about the same time articles were written by I.G.
Podoba and Mel’nikov. In the 1884 exhibition in Odessa,
various Russian regions presented soybeans in various stages
of development and soybeans which can be used as coffee
substitutes. Soybeans were also cultivated in Kiev, now part
of Ukraine.
II. Description of soybeans. Different varieties of
soybeans in Europe (Soja hispida praecox is recommended
for cultivation in Russia). III. Composition of soybeans.
Use of soybeans as meat substitutes for poor people and the
army. Soybeans as substitutes for coffee. Soybeans used in
tofu, miso and spicy sauces for meat. Recipes: food uses of
soybeans: soybean flour for bread, soybeans for soybean oil.
IV. Composition of soybeans. Use of soybeans as feed for
cattle, dairy cows, pigs and horses.
V. Characteristics of the soybean: How it stands hot
and cold weather, uniqueness, not a demanding plant (needs
little fertilizer), prefers southern climates / latitudes. VI.
Cultivation of soybeans: Type of soil, preferred temperatures
and time of year for planting, spacing between seeds
and rows. VII. Soybean maintenance. VIII. Harvesting
of soybeans. IX. Harvesting/gathering of soybeans. X.
Conclusion: Soybeans have a bright future in Russia, they
may help fight hunger in the poor regions, as well as provide
an excellent source of nutrition and energy for the army and
the marines. Address: St. Petersburg, Russia.
613. Sempolowski, A. 1900. Ueber den Anbau der Sojabohne
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[On soybean culture]. Fuehlings Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung 49(5):193-96. March 1. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (Sojabohne) (Soja hispida
Mönch or Glycine h. Maxim.) is an annual fodder plant
(Futterkraut) from the family of legumes. It grows in its wild
form in East Asia (Japan, China) and is similar to the bush
bean that is cultivated by us. Its root system is reminiscent
of the pea but it does not demonstrate any root nodules
(Wurzelanschwellungen), and its stem reaches a height of
30 to 50 cm. The leaves are elongated, trifoliate, and hairy
on the top and on the edges. The blossoms are small, plain
in appearance, whitish or pale purple, with short leafstalks,
and axillary (winkelständig). The stiff, greatly branched
out stems carry pods that are 3 to 5 cm long from bottom to
top and are a little curved at the end, the number of which
fluctuates from 40 to 80. The entire plant–that is the stems,
leaves, and pods–is covered with a thick, coarse, reddish
hair and is less exposed to animal and plant parasites than
other crops. The seeds are spherical or egg-shaped, shiny,
somewhat flattened on the edges; the hilum (Nabel) is small
and yellowish. The brown, black, or yellow colored seeds are
among the most nutritious in the series of legumes.
The soybean only stimulated greater interest in
Europe after the Vienna World Exposition in 1873 where
a large collection of soybean varieties (Sojavarietäten)
was displayed that originated from China, Japan, India,
and so forth. At that time, Professor Haberlandt in Vienna
and others carried out a larger series of agronomic trials
with the soybean in various areas of Austria and Germany
which, however, demonstrated that the cultivation of this
fodder plant is not worthy of recommendation in the areas
concerned since the soybean would either mature very late or
else not at all.
I also carried out agronomic trials at that time with the
soybean in the province of Posen (today’s Poznan, Poland)
and in Congress Poland (Russisch-Polen) [also known as
Russian Poland or the Russian Partition, part of today’s
Poland] which, however, gave negative results in those
vegetation areas. Farmers must therefore be advised against
planting that fodder plant which was at one time so greatly
praised and which, in fact, was also soon to vanish into
oblivion Meanwhile, though, in recent times an eager apostle
of the soybean has once again been found: the agriculturalist
F. Owsinski [Owsinskii, Ovsinskyi, Owinsky, Ovinski] (from
the Podolia Governorate), who was active for a longer period
of time in East Asia and professed to have gotten to know
earlier maturing varieties of this fodder plant. For cultivation,
he recommends above all else two varieties: the blackseeded and the brown-seeded. Since the soybean continues
to be extolled with colossal promotion, especially in Russia,
as an outstanding fodder plant, I once again carried out an
agronomic trial at the agricultural experiment station at
Sobieszyn (in Congress Poland) [in today’s Poland]. Within
that context, I wanted to answer two questions: on one hand,

the actual duration of the vegetation period of the soybean
in our climate, and on the other hand, the value of the entire
plant as a fodder.
According to the figures from Owsinski, in
Southwestern Russia the black-seeded soybean supposedly
has a vegetation period of 110 days and in Western Russia
one of 118 days, which consequently corresponds to the
late varieties of oats or blue lupines. The brown-seeded
soybean supposedly already matures in Southwestern Russia
in 100 days, and in Western Russia in 108 to 110 days, but
it delivered lower yields than the former varieties, and in
addition, during the harvest, the seeds supposedly shattered
[fell out of the pods] very easily.
The soybean grows on various soils: on fertile dark
dirt and on light sandy soils. With very fertile soils or those
that have been freshly fertilized, it flourishes abundantly
and provides more green fodder than seeds, and therefore
under such conditions, its cultivation is not worthy of being
recommended. It prefers dry soils rather than wet ones. It can
be sown with drills or with broadcast sowing (breitwürsig),
but the former method is to be preferred. The field must be
free of weeds. Sowing with a drill requires approximately
30 to 40 kg of seeds per 1 hectare, while broadcast sowing
requires nearly twice that quantity. The black-seeded variety
is sown with a row width of 40 to 50 cm, and the brownseeded with one of 35 to 40 cm. In the first vegetation
stage, the plant grows very slowly, and therefore the weeds
have to be carefully destroyed and the topsoil of the field
(Ackerkrume) has to be loosened, but a hilling up of the
soil around the plants is not necessary. After maturity, the
soybean [plant] is pulled up with the roots or else is cut,
and specifically right at the soil line, since the pods already
start from the bottom. The harvested plants are tied up into
little sheaves and are left lying in the field for the purpose of
thorough drying.
The soybean has been grown since ancient times in
India, China, and Japan, and it serves as an indispensable
food there. Soybeans (Soja) are enjoyed there above all else
in the form of a thick sauce that is brownish and piquant
and is also imported to Europe in larger quantities as “shoya
(soohu or soy)”. The best brand comes from Tokyo and is
added to most meat dishes as a demi-glace. On top of that,
two more soybean foods (Soja-Nahrungsmittel) are known in
East Asia called miso and natto. Miso cheese (Miso-Käse) is
produced from soaked soybean seeds (Sojasamen). The seeds
are left to soak in hot water for 20 to 30 hours, and then they
are boiled, salted, and then kept cool for a long time. The
addition of milk during boiling supposedly improves the
flavor even more. The miso is ground, filtered, and dried,
and soup is cooked from it or, after the addition of wheat
flour, rye flour, and potato flour, bread is baked from it. Natto
cheese (Natto-Käse) is obtained by softening the seeds for
five hours in a cooking salt solution and then forming pieces
out of the soft mass which are wrapped in straw and kept in
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a warm room for several days. The microbes that are found
in the straw play a large role in the maturing and the creation
of the characteristic flavor of the cheese. In France, the seeds
are treated as follows: 100 g of sugar is dissolved in 2 liters
of water, 1 liter of seeds are shaken into the solution, and that
is left to stand for one day. After this, the seeds are removed
and boiled in water for 2 to 2½ hours like other vegetables.
Once the seeds are half done, they are salted and mixed with
butter.
Even though the soybean is very important as a food for
humans in East Asia, its homeland, its main value for our
conditions in fact lies in its use as fodder according to the
indications of Owsinski. For this purpose, the seeds are either
ground coarsely or finely (geschroten oder gemahlen), since
the whole seed is poorly digested. However, they are best fed
in the form of oil cakes after pressing out the yellowish oil.
The chemical composition of the soybean oilcakes
(Soya-Oelkuchen), the pressing residues of the brown-seeded
variety which were sent by the local experiment station,
was the following: 9.65% water, 90.35% dry substance
(Continued). Address: Dr., Sobieszyn [in today’s Poland].
614. Sempolowski, A. 1900. Ueber den Anbau der Sojabohne
[On soybean culture]. Fuehlings Landwirthschaftliche
Zeitung 49(5):193-96. March 1. [Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): A table shows the nutritional
composition of soybean cake on a dry weight basis: 41.73%
protein, 7.18% fat, 6.08% crude fiber, 37.56% nitrogen-free
extracts, and 7.45% ash.
According to this, the soybean cakes
(Sojabohnenkuchen) distinguish themselves through their
high protein content and their low crude fiber content.
According to Owsinski, however, it is not just the seeds,
but rather also the entire plant which supplies a very tasty
and nutritious fodder. In China, soybeans are grown as green
fodder as a mixed crop with oats or barley, just as with us
here with vetch. I have repeatedly given soybeans in the
form of green fodder to cows and horses which, however, eat
it very reluctantly since the plant is very thickly covered with
hair. The stems and leaves of the mature plant are very hard,
thick, sharp, and do not provide a good fodder. On May 14,
1898, I sowed on the local experiment field–a loamy-sandy
soil–several seeds from the original seeds for sowing with
the following results: on September 22, I harvested from 30
plants of the brown-seeded soybean 200 g of seeds, with 100
g weighing 22.07 g. The height of the plants amounted to
26 to 36 cm, and 13 to 17 pods were found on the stem. The
vegetation period up to maturity was 140 days. On October
5, I harvested from 23 plants of the black-seeded soybean
208 g of seeds, with 100 seeds weighing 16.01 g. The plants
reached a height of 30 to 55 cm, the number of pods on the
stem was 12 to 56, and the vegetation period was 173 days.
In 1899, I once again sowed on May 17 a larger quantity
of the original seeds for sowing of the brown-seeded variety

with a row distance of 40 cm, and I received 643 kg of seeds
per hectare. The vegetation period lasted 170 days. However,
the seeds were not completely mature and had to still
continue drying for several weeks. In addition to these trials,
soybean agronomic trials (Sojaanbauversuche) were also
carried out on several neighboring estates on various types of
soils, but with the same negative results.
The chemical analysis of the seeds of the two varieties
of soybeans yielded the following results: A table shows
the nutritional composition of these two varieties. Brown:
39.03% crude protein, 18.55% fat, and 3.48% crude fiber.
Black: 37.62% crude protein, 20.87% fat, and 3.86% crude
fiber. Nitrogen-free extracts and ash are also given for each.
If we take into consideration the quantity of protein
and the fat in the seeds, then we have to recognize that in
comparison to other crops, the soybean does in fact possess a
very high nutritional value.
On the other hand, though, it must be urgently advised
to approach the new, allegedly early maturing varieties of
the soybean with great caution, since they have still been
tested too little to be able to praise them without further
consideration and to spread them in general.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This document contains the 2nd earliest clear
date seen for soybeans in Russia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Russia (14 May 1898). This is also the earliest
document seen that describes soybean breeding in Russia.
The source of these soybeans was Owsinski, who obtained
them from East Asia in 1893. Address: Dr., Sobieszyn [in
today’s Poland].
615. Mackellar, A. 1900. Soy beans for the silo: experiments
with new fodder crops (Letter to the editor). Rural NewYorker 59(2614):151. March 3. Oversize.
• Summary: “A Hard Struggle.–Two years ago I got a small
package of Soy beans from Peter Henderson & Co. to try
them with corn as a ration for milch cows. I planted them on
one side of a field beside a wood, and the rabbits evidently
knew a good thing when they found it, for they ate them
off as soon as they had made a few leaves. Last year I got
enough beans to plant three acres and planted them in drills
with Corn King planter. Before the beans got over ground
a very heavy rain baked the surface of the field, and a great
many plants broke off short as they pushed their way through
the hard surface. Still there was a good stand left. They
got ordinary field culture with weeder and cultivator, and
some large weeds in rows were pulled by hand. Not having
scales, I cannot say what weight we got per acre, but at a
rough guess would say six to seven tons heavily podded and
averaging three beans per pod.
“In the Silo.–We put two team loads of corn and one
team load of Soy beans, thoroughly mixed as we cut them,
into a silo. We fed some of the mixture while filling silo for
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a few days and found a decided increase in flow of milk after
the third time we fed above mixture. We reduced grain feed
one-half, and in some cases two-thirds; still milk kept up. As
soon as we stopped feeding Soy-bean mixture milk began to
shrink, and fell off all we had gained, though we fed cut corn
and full grain ration. As the Soy-bean mixture was about
the center of a silo 16 x 26 feet, we did not reach it until
the first week in December. At that time, owing to delay in
transportation, our supply of H.O. dairy feed gave out, and
we expected our milk would fall off. Instead of a shrinkage
we had a slight increase, and nearly all our cows had been
milking for 10 months. We tried one cow, which was nearly
fresh, on Henderson mixture and two pounds of corn-andcob meal and bran and she kept up full flow of milk, and the
quality and flavor were first class.
“I intend to give this mixture a thorough trial this
season, and will be glad to have any suggestions as to how
best to find out how near it comes to being a complete ration.
I ought to say that our car of H.O. dairy feed arrived just as
we finished Henderson’s Soy-bean combination, and though
we feed 40 pounds good silage and grain ration, our milk fell
off 65 to 70 quarts in a week. I think the Soy bean and corn
mixed as above ought to come very near solving the problem
of how to avoid the shrinkage in the Fall when pastures are
all dried up. Just now we are feeding millet (Japan) which
was cut and put into the bottom of a silo last September.
It comes out bright and nice and is eaten greedily, and the
results so far as milk is concerned show no difference from
corn silage. How would Japan millet and Soy beans do as
a soiling crop for early Fall or late Summer before corn
matures? The reason I put millet in silo last Fall was that I
wanted the ground where it was growing; besides it saved a
lot of time, instead of cutting a little every day. I would like
to know whether any of your readers have tried the above
mixture, and with what results. I think there is more in it for
the dairyman than he can get out of the usual crops grown for
soiling or silage.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the use of a “weeder” for soybean production.
Address: Rockland Co., New York.
616. Bersch, W. 1900. Anbauversuche mit neuen
Futterpflanzen [Agronomic trials with new fodder plants].
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 50(21):181.
March 14. [Ger]
• Summary: In recent years, the director of the Agricultural
Experiment Station (Landwirthschaftliche Versuchsstation)
in Sobieszyn in Russian Poland (today’s Sobieszyn,
Poland), Dr. A. Sempolowski, carried out agronomic trials
with numerous plants that were recommended as fodder
plants (Futterpflanzen). The following is to be reported
about the observations that were made within that context
and the composition of the products that were harvested.
The following were planted: flat peas (Waldplatterbse)

(Lathyrus silvestris), marsh peas (Sumpfplatterbse) (L.
palustris), meadow peas (Wiesenplatterbse) (L. pratensis),
Sakhalin knotweed (Sachalin-Knöterich) (Polygonum
sachalinense [now renamed Fallopia sachalinensis]),
Japanese knotweed (Riesenknöterich) (P. cuspidatum [now
renamed Fallopia japonica]), white knotweed (Weyrich’s
Knöterich) (P. Weyrichi [sic–P. Weyrichii, now Persicaria
weyrichii]), Phacelia tanacetifolia Bentham [blue tansy],
Chinese artichokes (Knollenziest), (Stachys tuberifera
[now renamed Stachys affinis]), and soybeans (Sojabohne)
(Soja hispida). With all of these plants, it resulted that they
absolutely did not meet the hopes that were placed in them.
Some of them were really worthless and were not accepted
even by livestock that had not been fed (ausgehungert =
literally “starved”), some of them did not arrive at successful
development with the climate in which the trials were carried
out. In the end, Dr. Sempolowski advises always treating all
unknown and often warmly recommended feed plants with a
certain mistrust.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: PhD.
617. Divine, S.R. 1900. Soy beans in the silo. Rural NewYorker 59(2617):212. March 24. Oversize.
• Summary: “Who has had experience with Soy beans or
cow peas in the silo? Will they keep well? Should they be
mixed with the corn?
“I tried Hungarian millet [sic, Japan millet; see p. 267]
and Soy beans in the silo last year, and the result was a
failure in the end, although I fed the mixture a few weeks
before putrefactive fermentation set in. The last week in
August I commenced putting corn in the silo, cut to onefourth-inch lengths with a Smalley cutter. The silo was
furnished by Harder, 17 feet diameter and 28 feet height,
round, and built of two-inch cedar staves, and one of the best
of its type. After putting in about 20 feet depth of corn, and
being then early in September, we hauled two loads of Japan
millet to one of Soy beans, and ran them through the cutter to
get as perfect mixture as possible. We put in about 10 loads
of millet and five of Soy beans, and finished filling the silo
with a mixture of equal quantities of millet and beans, about
five loads all told. The silage was leveled and packed as
fast as delivered from the carrier, by a man who was kept at
work for that purpose. We commenced feeding immediately
from the half-and-half mixture of millet and beans. It made
an excellent ration as long as it kept in condition. We were
feeding down into the two-thirds millet and one-third Soybean mixture the beginning of October, when we ceased
using it. The material began to spoil for days before we gave
up feeding. It turned black, sticky and slimy, having entered
the stage of putrefactive fermentation. We then threw out
the Spoiled beans and millet down to the corn Silage, and
that was spoiled where it had been in contact with the upper
mixture. We removed about a ton of the damaged corn, and
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all below was in the best condition, and we are feeding it
now. Of course I shall not again take the risk of putting Soy
beans into the silo in the present state of our knowledge.”
Address: Sullivan Co., New York.
618. J.M.E. 1900. Soy beans in silo (Letter to the editor).
Rural New-Yorker 59(2618):230. March 31. Oversize.
• Summary: “I raised one-half acre of medium Soy beans.
The beans were planted May 27, and put in silo September
25. They were not injured more than my silage corn in two
light frosts. They were planted in hills about 2x3 feet. I did
not weigh any, but estimated that they would yield from onethird to one-half as much as silage corn. They grew about
3½ feet high, but did not make any pods. I put them in the
silo in layers, one load of beans and two of corn. They kept
perfectly in the silo. I was feeding my milch cows all the hay
and corn silage they would eat, together with seven pounds
of grain per day, before I began with the Soy beans. The
grain was one-half mixed feed, one-half bean-and-pea meal.
On account of the laxative effect of both the Soy beans and
the bean-and-pea meal I ceased feeding almost entirely the
bean-and-pea meal, without lessening the flow of milk. The
beans pack much closer in the silo than corn; a cubic foot
would probably weigh 1½ times as much as corn. The silage
mixture is all eaten save a few of the largest butts of the bean
stalks. My sheep always eat the bean part of the silage first. I
expect to try them again this year, and if possible plant them
earlier. The only question now with me is, Can enough be
grown per acre to make the beans profitable?
“J.M.E., Woodville, N.Y.” Address: Woodville, N.Y.
619. Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G. 1900. A new
drought-resisting crop–Soy beans. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 92. p. 19-28. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the soy
bean. Variety to plant. Planting. Cultivating. Harvesting.
Yield. Feeding value: Steers, dairy cows, calves, cattle, hogs
and pigs, pasture for hogs, hay. Cost of production. Faults
of the soy bean. Fertilizing value (“it improves the soil on
which it is grown”). Will it pay for the Kansas farmer to raise
soy beans? Obtaining the seed.
“The Kansas Experiment Station began raising soybeans
in 1889 and has raised them every year since–in 1889
having 70 acres in this crop. We have found the soy bean
to stand the drought as well as Kaffir-corn or sorghum; it is
not touched by chinch-bugs; the grain is a richer feed than
linseed meal, and the plant enriches the soil on which it is
grown. We believe that in 1900 the soy bean should be tried
on a small scale by every Kansas farmer...
“The soy bean was brought [to Kansas] from Japan,
where it is extensively cultivated for human food, taking the
place of beef on account of its richness in protein. Because of
its peculiar flavor but few Americans like it.
“Variety to plant: Kansas farmers should plant the

Early Yellow soy bean. The Kansas Experiment Station has
tried many other varieties, and the Early Yellow is the only
sort that we have found that is satisfactory under Kansas
conditions. Other kinds either yield too little or the crop
does not mature during our season. In the spring of 1899
we issued a press bulletin describing the merits of the soy
bean and recommending the farmers to give the crop a trial.
The College had no seed for sale and farmers ordered from
the seed men, simply writing for soy beans. As long as the
supply of Early Yellow soy lasted orders were filled with it,
and the crops are reported satisfactory. After this supply was
exhausted the seed men filled the orders with the Late Yellow
soy, a variety that matures in Georgia and Alabama. Kansas
farmers who planted the seed of this late variety report that
but a small portion of the crop matured, the rest being killed
by frost. Early Yellow soy beans planted May 12, 1899, were
harvested August 23; planted after wheat, July 14, 1989,
were ripe October 9.”
“The beans should be planted in rows 30 to 42 inches
apart, with the single beans dropped 1 to 2 inches apart in
the rows. One-half bushel of seed per acre is required. The
ground should be in good tilth, and the weeds thoroughly
killed just before the beans are planted... We cultivate the
same as corn, using the two-horse cultivator with small
shovels and taking great care not to ridge the ground...
Where more than 10 acres of soy beans are grown, it will
pay to harvest them with a regular bean harvester... As
soon as cut, the beans should be raked into windrows and
immediately shocked, and left to cure in the cocks. The
thrashing may be done with the ordinary grain thrasher, using
all blank concaves, and running the machine slow enough to
prevent cracking the beans... Farmers with better ground than
ours report a yield of 20 bushels per acre, using our seed.”
Five experiments were conducted feeding ground
soybeans (14.4% fat) to hogs: “These experiments show that
when soy beans are fed with corn or Kafir-corn for fattening
hogs a saving was made in the amount of feed needed to
make 100 pounds of gain of 13, 24, 31, 33, and 37 per
cent., the amount varying in different experiments. Can the
Kansas farmer afford to go without the soy bean and lose
this saving?” (p. 25). Soy beans also make a pasture that is
greatly relished by hogs.
Cost of production (p. 26): When grown on a large
scale in Kansas, with ordinary prices for farm labor, it costs
about 40 cents a bushel to raise soy beans. “This includes all
expenses from preparing the ground for planting to storing
the thrashed beans in the bin, but does not include rent.
“During the summer of 1899 we kept an account of the
cost of raising soy beans on fields containing a total area of
sixty acres. Labor cost $1.25 per day for a man and $2.50 per
day for a man and team. The cost per acre was: Preparation
of land, $1.35; planting, 30 cents; cultivating, $2; hoeing, 70
cents; harvesting, $1.40; thrashing, $2.57; total, $8.32. The
yield of the 60 acres was 932 bushels, making the total cost
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per bushel nearly 54 cents.” Kansas dairymen, hog raisers,
and stockmen should all raise soy beans.
“Obtaining the seed: Most seed men sell soy beans,
listing them as soy beans, soja beans, or coffee beans. The
following farmers report having raised soy beans in large
quantities in 1899: Hon. Geo. M. Munger, Eureka, Kansas;
A.E. Clark, Pleasant Hill, Kansas; M.L. Dickson, Edgerton,
Kansas; Wm. C. Lee, Manhattan, Kansas; H.H. Clothier,
Vera, Kansas; D.L. Beale, Montana, Kansas; O.E. Simmers,
Abilene, Kansas.”
Illustrations (by Hench, p. 20, 22-23) show: Two soy
bean pods and two soy beans (full size). A soy bean knife
on a cultivator beam. A full-page soy bean plant, with many
leaves and pods.
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (June
2021) that uses the word “harvester” (“a regular bean
harvester”) in connection with soybean production.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that uses the word “horse” (or “horses”; “the two-horse
cultivator”) in connection with soybean production.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2007)
that gives an itemized accounting of the cost of producing
soybeans.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Early Yellow. There is
good reason to believe that this is simply a new name for the
Yellow Soy Bean, the name which had been used at Kansas
since 1890. Address: 1. M.S., Agriculturist; 2. M.S., Asst. in
Dairying; 3. B.S., Asst. in Field and Feeding Experiments.
All: Manhattan, Kansas.
620. Rural New-Yorker. 1900. We receive many inquiries
about the Soy bean. Is it to be preferred to the cow pea?...
59(2620):274. April 14. Oversize.
• Summary: “... With us the Soy bean has not proved so
useful. It seems harder to start, and requires a stronger soil
or more fertilizer than the cow pea. The ‘hustling’ ability
of the latter plant is with us one of its most useful qualities.
With little tillage, and less fertilizer, one may put it on the
back fields and bring them into such shape that they will
produce good crops of corn. As we understand it, the Soy
bean will not do this–at least, it does not do it with us. The
bean makes a more upright growth, and is said to make better
hay or fodder. On rich land it will probably give a heavier
yield than the cow pea. Some good authorities who have
tried both crops give the preference to the bean, but our own
experience prompts us to stay by our old friend, the cow pea.
We are ready to thank him for the good he has done, and let
him go when any other plan will show itself capable of doing
more work in an average season on our soil.”
Note: This is the view from New York.
621. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Press Bulletin.
1900. The soy bean a substitute for clover. No. 206. April

16. Published at the end (p. 270) of Ohio Agric. Exp. Station
Bulletin No. 120 (June 1900).
• Summary: “The Soy or Soja bean is an upright, stiffstemmed, branching bean, introduced a few years ago
from Japan, which is rapidly coming to the front as a most
valuable forage plant. It has been grown for several years by
the Ohio Experiment Station with very satisfactory results.
Planted in some of our poorest soils, it has produced two
to three tons of excellent dry forage or hay per acre, which
is eaten with relish by all kinds of stock. As a crop to turn
under for green manuring, we do not know its equal.
“As the Soy bean is a warm weather plant it should
not be planted before the last of May in Northern Ohio, nor
before the middle in the southern part of the state... It should
be harvested before frost and cured as hay.
“The Soy bean, like clover, adds nitrogen to the soil, and
it is therefore a renovating, instead of an exhausting crop. It
is especially suited to take the place of clover in a systematic
rotation where the clover has been killed out by severe
winters, as is the case at present over a large part of Ohio, or
where the spring seeding of clover has failed to catch. The
Ohio Experiment Station has used it in such cases with such
good results that it feels justified in urging the farmers of the
state to give it a careful trial.
“There are several varieties of Soy beans, some of which
will mature seed in Ohio, while others will not. As a rule, the
latter class are more valuable for forage, as they make larger
growth. The beans, however, which are produced at the rate
of ten to twenty bushels per acre, are a valuable feeding
stuff, as they are quite high in protein, and to some extent
take the place of such materials as linseed meal in the ration.
The Kansas Experiment Station has fed them to fattening
hogs with the result of effecting a large saving in the quantity
of food required to make a pound of pork, and others report
similar results in feeding them to sheep.
“The Experiment Station has no seed of these beans for
distribution, but it may be procured of most of the principal
seedsmen.” Address: Ohio.
622. Rane, F.W. 1900. The soy bean in the north (Letter
to the editor). Rural New-Yorker 59(2621):283. April 21.
Oversize.
• Summary: Much interest has been taken of late in the Soy,
or Soja bean, an introduction from Japan. It is being used to
a considerable extent in this country, both as a forage and as
a green-manuring crop. The composition of the plant shows
a high percentage of food ingredients, and as it is one of the
leguminous order, it doubtless derives much of its nitrogen
from the air. There are many varieties on the market, which
are classified by a few seedsmen into early, medium and late;
others offer simply Soy, or Soja beans, which are usually
found to be the late variety. The medium early is perhaps
the best for all purposes, on account of its maturing a large
quantity of seed, as well as making a fine, leafy growth, thus
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enabling one either to sell the seed or convert the whole into
silage.
“This variety will average a yield of four tons 1,900
pounds to the acre. When the crop is to be cured for hay, it
should be cut when in blossom. Cows eat it, but do not seem
to relish it much when fed alone. It is always advisable to
feed it with fodder corn, millets, etc., when used for soiling.
When mixed with corn for silage, it forms a very valuable
concentrated food. However, it has one objectionable point in
its use for the silo, that of its woody, indigestible stem. Fig.
88 shows the comparative merits of three varieties grown
at the New Hampshire Experiment Station, No. 1 being
the early, No. 2 the medium early, which is recommended,
and No. 3, the late. Fig. 89 also gives a field of the late
variety, taken at the same Station. In sowing, the following
method may be used: Sow in drills three feet apart, with
seed dropped one foot apart in the row, which requires about
one-half bushel of seed per acre; or the seed may be sown
broadcast, requiring in this case from one to two pecks more
per acre. The cultivation ordinarily given corn is sufficient.
The idea that this plant will grow equally well on wornout
soils, without fertilizers, is an erroneous one. It is necessary
either to fertilize the land, or to use soil in good heart
already, if an average crop is expected. Potash, phosphoric
acid and lime are recommended as the fertilizers best
adapted to its growth. Nitrogen has also been found equally
beneficial, especially when no turf is plowed under.”
Photos show: (1) Three varieties of soy beans, Fig. 88.
(2) A field of late soy beans in New Hampshire, Fig. 89.
Address: New Hampshire Agricultural College.
623. F.E.E. 1900. Soy-bean silage (Letter to the editor).
Rural New-Yorker 59(2623):317. May 5. Oversize.
• Summary: “I was glad to see the notes of J.M.E., on Soy
Beans in Silo. The crop from which the silage was made,
which gave the coefficients of above table for Soy-bean
silage, grew three feet tall or more. It was planted in rows
about 40 inches apart, and it grew bushy enough almost to
touch across the rows, and was closely crowded in the rows.
There were numerous pods. The weight, as I now remember
it, was four to five tons per acre. I was not satisfied with the
yield, but only recently have compared the digestible food
yields per acre of the Soybeans and corn and Crimson-clover
hay. The Soy bean takes the season for corn, and can be
followed by small grain. The Crimson clover follows corn,
and comes off before it. In case of this Soy-bean crop, clover
was its successor. The following comparison shows pounds
of digestible food per acre from four and five tons of Soy
beans, 10 tons of corn silage, and 1½ ton of Crimson-clover
hay.”
Note: For each of the four rows mentioned above is
given the pounds of protein, carbohydrate, and fat. For
example: 5 tons of Soy beans per acre gives 307 pounds
protein, 892 pounds carbohydrate, and 160 pounds fat.

“These weights are normal for southern farms rich
enough to grow either beans or clover, and the clover wins
in the comparison, though perhaps harder to raise.” Address:
Raleigh, North Carolina.
624. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1900. The soy bean. May 8. p.
6.
• Summary: “The soy bean seems about to become popular
as rapidly as did alfalfa when introduced for much the same
reasons. The soy is an upright stiff-stemmed, branching
bean imported from Japan a few years ago and its headway
in popular estimation has been made almost entirely during
the last year. The agricultural authorities are impressed with
its value as a forage plant and the experiment stations in
the middle West have made most favorable reports which
have led the agricultural press strongly to recommend its
cultivation. The Ohio experiment station reports that planted
on some of the poorest soils it has produced two or three tons
of excellent dry forage or hay to an acre and it is eaten with
relish by stock. As a green crop to turn under for manuring
the bean is said by authorities not to have its equal.
“Like clover, it adds nitrogen to the soil and it is
therefore a renovating instead of an exhausting crop. It is
especially suited to take the place of clover in a systematic
rotation where the clover has been killed by severe winters,
as is the case in many localities in the middle West now;
or where the spring seeding of clover has failed to catch.
The experiment stations are making an attempt to induce
the farmers to sow the crop. Being a warm weather plant it
should not be planted in northern Indiana, northern Ohio,
or Illinois before the last of May... Aside from its value as
forage and as a nitrogenous crop the beans are valuable for
feeding stock, as they contain a large amount of protein...
The prediction is made that in five years nearly every farmer
and stock-raiser will be growing soy beans.”
625. Latta, William Carroll. 1900. The soy bean. Purdue
University (Indiana) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Newspaper Bulletin No. 84. 1 p. May 14. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The general failure of the clover crop in
Indiana has brought to the Experiment Station numerous
queries as to the merits of other leguminous crops. Many
of these inquiries relate to the soy bean as a forage and
fertilizing crop...
“The soy bean will yield 10 to 15 bushels of grain, or
about two tons of hay to the acre in Indiana under good
average conditions... Soy beans grow well and mature on
Purdue experiment station farm. Others in the State have
grown them successfully. Farmers who do not succeed with
clover, will do well to try soy beans or cow peas. The latter
will be a good soil renovating crop and the former may prove
equally advantageous as a leguminous grain and forage crop
in a rotation composed chiefly of cereals.
“The Station has no soy beans for sale or distribution.
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The seed can usually be obtained from any of the large
seedsmen.”
A table taken from Kansas Agric. Exp. Station Bulletin
No. 92 compares the protein, carbohydrate, and fat content of
soy beans, flax seed, linseed meal old process, bran, oats, and
corn. Soy beans have the highest protein content (29.6%).
The author summarizes the table: “It appears from the table
that soy bean meal may take the place of oil meal or cotton
seed meal in a feeding ration.” Address: Agriculturist.
626. Wallaces’ Farmer (Des Moines, Iowa). 1900. Drouthresisting crops (Letter to the editor). 25(20):533, col. 1. May
18.
• Summary: “The observations of the writer have been
limited to the growth of the crops named below in Kansas.
It is believed, however, that such crops as Kaffir coin and
soy beans are destined to become of great importance to the
agriculture of large sections of our country. For this reason
the following notes have been collected with a view that
something of value to Iowa farmers may yet be discovered in
the drouth-resisting crops of the Southwestern plains.
“The Soy Bean or Soja Bean (Glycine hispida).–Like
many others of our cultivated plants, the soy bean is not
known in a wild form. It has been cultivated in China, India
and Japan for ages and has probably become so modified by
the influences of cultivation that it has lost its resemblance
to its wild progenitor. The plant is remarkable for its
ability to resist extremes of drouth and heat. The hispida
or hairy epidermis of the leaves probably aids in retarding
evaporation, thus preventing too rapid transpiration in dry,
hot weather. The Oriental nations use it in their agriculture
as a means of keeping up the fertility of the soil. This result
is accomplished by means of nitrifying organisms which
inhabit little nodules on the roots of the plants. The soy
bean plant, therefore serves the purpose of indirectly taking
nitrogen out of the atmosphere and fixing it in the soil where
other plants may use it. When first brought to America, the
beneficent bacteria were not associated with the plant and
it was grown many years in Kansas before a nodule was
observed. By means of inoculation with soil from one of the
Eastern states, the bacteria have been introduced into Kansas
during the past two years and somewhat widely distributed.
In Japan, many varieties of soy beans are grown. At the
Kansas Experiment Station ten or twelve varieties have been
grown, but all except the yellow soy have been discarded.
The greatest fault of the soy bean is in the small yields that
are obtained, fifteen bushels per acre being a heavy yield in
Kansas.
“The Eastern people esteem the soy bean very highly for
human food, but its strong flavor will interfere with its use
for this purpose in America. Its chief value in our agriculture
will be found in its usefulness as a feedstuff for domestic
animals. When grown for grain, the straw is worthless as a
feed, but when cut and cured green the soy bean plant makes

excellent hay, or if fed out at once no other plant excels it for
soiling purposes. The grain has an exceedingly high feeding
value, owing to its richness in protein and fat. The following
table gives a basis for the comparison of soy beans with
some other common feeds:
This table has four columns: Kind of feed-stuff, protein
%, fat %, and carbohydrates %. The kinds of feed-stuff are
soy beans: (34.0%, 16.9%, 28.8%), linseed meal (33.2%,
4.0%, 38.4%), dent corn (10.3%, 5.0%, 70.4%), bran (12.5%,
3,6%, 42.1%), cottonseed meal (32.0%, 10.0%, 20.2%),
alfalfa hay (10.7%, 1.4%, 37.3%).
“This table shows that soy beans are more than three
times as valuable for both protein and fat as corn. If the fat is
reduced to its equivalent in carbohydrates and added to the
carbohydrates, it is readily seen that soy beans lack only a
little more than nineteen per cent of being the equivalent of
corn in carbonaceous materials, while their protein is almost
three and a half times as great. If we compare them with corn
on the protein basis we find that they are more than three
times as valuable, pound for pound. Since protein is the most
expensive feed-stuff on the farm it follows that a yield of
fifteen bushels of soy beans per acre is a fairly paying crop
“Soy beans when fed with Kaffir corn meal to hogs have
given wonderful results at the Kansas Experiment Station.
One hundred pounds of Kaffir corn meal fed alone gave 15.4
pounds of pork. One hundred pounds of a mixture of fourfifths Kaffir corn and one-fifth soy beans gave 23 pounds of
pork. The following table illustrates this:
“100 lbs Kaffir corn alone produced 154 lbs. pork worth
@ 3¢ per lb., 46¢.
“100 lbs. of mixture produced 23 lbs. pork worth @ 3¢
per lb, 69¢.
“400 lbs. Kaffir corn alone produced 4 x 15.4 lbs pork
worth @ 3¢ per lb, $1.85.
“400 lbs Kaffir corn plus 100 lbs. soy beans produced 5
x 23 lbs. pork worth @ 3¢ per lb., $3.45.
“Gain due to 100 lbs. soy beans, $1.60.
“This shows that, when pork is worth three cents soy
beans are worth $32 per ton to feed with Kaffir corn to hogs.
“Soy beans should be planted in drills the closer the
rows the better, as long as one can give good intertillage
with a horse cultivator. They can be planted with a Dowagiac
grain drill better than with other implements. The ground
should be in good tilth before planting the crop, and the
soil should be warmer than is required for corn. The crop
matures in about two and a half months, and should have
the advantage of the driest and hottest season of the year
in which to make its growth. Plant a half bushel of seed
per acre, cultivate as you would cultivate corn, and harvest
before all the pods have turned brown. A bean harvester
should be used, which consists of two long, thin steel knives
running a little below the surface of the ground and attached
to a frame very similar to a riding cultivator. The implement
cuts off two rows of beans at once and iron fingers attached
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to the machine roll together the two rows in a windrow. They
are then raked into bunches with a hay rake and should be
cocked up and let cure in the field for several days. It is more
economical to thresh them out of the field than to stack them.
A steam thresher can thresh the beans without cracking them
if all the concave teeth are removed and the machinery is run
just as slow as it can be run and not have the sieves clog. It
cost the Kansas Agricultural College in 1899 $8.40 per acre
to cultivate, harvest and thresh the crop.
“There is a great field for the seed breeder to work upon
soy beans. It is said that they yield much more abundantly
in their native land than in the United States. When we have
succeeded in breeding up varieties that will yield twenty-five
bushels per acre we may expect the soy bean to be one of
the most valuable plants in cultivation. It is possible that the
strong, disagreeable flavor may be bred out of them, and that
they may become of general use on our tables.”
627. Burtis, F.C. 1900. Stock feeding. Oklahoma
Agricultural and Mechanical College. Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report p. 120-29. For the years
1899-1900.
• Summary: In the section titled “Some Oklahoma feeding
stuffs” is a subsection on “Soy beans” which states (p. 128):
“This plant should be grown for the grain it produces as it
contains about 30 per cent protein, and is relished by all
stock and can be fed to them with other grain, in proper
proportions, with great profit. The plant has little value as
hay but its erect growth enables it to be harvested for the
grain with machinery. The plant does well in Oklahoma.”
Also discusses: Cotton seed and its products (meal,
hulls), cowpeas, alfalfa, sugar beets and mangels. Address:
M.S., Agriculturist and Horticulturist, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
628. Shaw, Thomas. 1900. Soy beans as a soiling crop.
American Agriculturist 66(8):171. Week ending Aug. 25.
• Summary: “The soy, bean, often designated the soja bean,
is an annual plant. When all the, conditions are favorable it
will grow to the hight [sic, height] of four feet or more, but
the average hight of the plants is from two to three feet. It
makes an excellent food for cattle and swine, probably also
for horses and sheep, although experience in feeding it to
horses and sheep is as yet somewhat limited. The green food
and the hay are excellent for cows in milk; the same is true of
the seeds when ground and fed with some less concentrated
food. Except the peanut, there is perhaps no other vegetable
product grown in this country which contains such high
percentages of protein and fat in a form so highly digestible.
“The yield of the green crop per acre varies much with
the conditions, but usually there be no difficulty in growing
10 to 15 tons per acre on average land. But the value of this
plant in producing food for live stock is measured less by the
yield than by the richness of the food.
“Since the soy bean is a child of the sun, it cannot be

grown successfully in far northern latitudes. The highest
adaptation for this plant will, in nearly all instances, be
found south of the fortieth parallel of north latitude [which
runs through Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Columbus, Ohio;
and Champaign-Urbana, Illinois]. It will thrive best on soils
which may be termed medium in texture. Nearly all classes
of soils found on the open prairie have high adaptation for
the growth of this plant, and the same is true of all soils
that will produce good crops of Indian corn. It may be
successfully grown on land too low in fertility to produce
clover or cowpeas.
“As the soy bean is frequently grown as a catch crop, the
seedbed for it must in such instances be prepared with some
dispatch. This calls for a free use of the harrow and roller
after the land has been plowed. But it may not be necessary
in all instances to plow the land when preparing it for soy
beans. The surface should be made smooth and fine for the
reception of the seed.
“When designed for soiling uses, the soy bean should be
planted in rows and usually with the corn planter, the bean
planter or the grain drill. The distance between the rows will
vary according to the strength of the soil, the variety of the
bean and the date of planting. The extremes of distance may
be placed at about 24 and 40 in and the mean distance at 30
in. When grown for seed, the distance should he more than
when the crop is grown to provide green food or hay.
“The soy bean should never be planted until the arrival
of warm, settled weather, and the planting may proceed as
long as there is a reasonable hope of sufficiently maturing the
crop before the autumn frosts arrive. In Kansas, for instance,
crops planted on wheat stubble in July have been matured.
“Wherever the soil does not lift with the wind, the roller
should both precede and follow the planting of soy beans,
unless where moisture is abundantly present. The cultivation
given should of course be generous and prompt, since the
beans grow so quickly that this work cannot be very long
continued.
“When the crop is grown for the seed it may be cut to
much advantage with a self-rake reaper. But when grown
for soiling or for hay it is more commonly cut with the
mower. When fed green, the cutting may begin as soon as the
period of early bloom, and it may continue until the crop is
sufficiently matured for making hay. When cut for hay, the
seeds should be about half grown in the pods. If the cutting
be deferred to a later period, many of the leaves will drop off
and the stems will become woody. An excess in the crop of
green food should be cut for hay rather than allowed to ripen.
“The method of feeding is much the same as that
followed in feeding [cow] peas. When soy beans are fed to
swine, the season of feeding may be continued until the crop
is matured. But it is more common to allow the swine to
gather the seeds for themselves when the crop has reached an
advanced stage of maturity.”
“From advance sheets of Prof Thomas Shaw’s book
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on Soiling Crops and the Silo. Published by Orange Judd
company.” Address: Prof. of Animal Industry, Univ. of
Minnesota.
629. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1900. General
notes. 11(9):812-15. Sept.
• Summary: The section titled “The soy bean as a forage
crop” states: “Some years ago Mr. Geo. Valder, who was
then manager of the Wagga Experiment Farm, conducted a
number of experiments to determine the value of the Soy (or
Soja) bean for culinary and fodder purposes. The opinion
formed on the trials was that for a hot-weather grower it was
hard to excel the Soy bean, which produced an abundance of
foliage and pulse. Seed was also sent to farmers in various
parts of the Colony, and in one place–Rylstone [see Dec.
1893 issue]–This bean produced a wonderful crop during the
hottest and driest months of the year.
“In the [United] States, where pulse crops for forage
receive a good deal more attention than is the case here,
the Soy bean is recognized as a valuable and reliable crop
for seasons of drought. Speaking of it in the American
Agriculturist, Professor Thomas Shaw, of Minnesota, which
is just as subject to prolonged spells of hot, dry weather as
our western districts, says: “The soy bean may be grown for the grain, for soiling
food, for ensilage, for pasture, and for green manuring. Its
greatest value, however, will probably be found in furnishing
soiling food for dairy cows, as it is in the proper condition
for being thus fed at that season of the year when but few
plants are available for such use; that is to say, during the
latter part of the summer. The Soy bean is a hot-weather
plant, and is able to stand more drought than the cow-pea.
When once well-rooted, hot winds that would wilt and wither
many other forms of vegetation will not seriously injure the
Soy bean.
“In appearance it resembles a common bean, but the
foliage is larger and much more luxuriant, and the habit of
growth is more upright. With all the conditions favourable,
this plant in some of its varieties will grow to the height of
at least 4 feet, and it produces a large yield of green food.
Some of the early varieties, as the medium or green, can
be grown successfully further north than the cow-pea. The
claim, however, that they will flourish as far north as corn
is not quite correct. And since it will stand drought better
than the cow-pea, it has special adaptation for districts
subject to scanty rainfall. Its province as a catch crop is more
circumscribed than that of the cow-pea, since in many of its
varieties it takes longer to mature. Nevertheless, there are
many crops which it may be made to follow the same season,
as, for instance, winter rye, winter wheat, grain forage eaten
down, or an early crop of potatoes. A warm, rich vegetable
soil with a porous subsoil is best adapted to the growth of
the Soy bean. The soils of the fertile prairie, therefore, are a
natural home for it. On poor, sandy soils it will not make a

large growth unless these are first fertilised.
“The preparation of the soil should be such as to make
a deep, fine, firm and moist seed-bed. When the Soy bean
is planted after a grain crop which has just matured, a free
use of the harrow and roller should be made in a normal
season to conserve moisture. When sown from the grain, for
ensilage, for soiling food, or for hay, the seeds are put in with
the grain drill. But they may also be planted with a cornplanter or a bean-planter. It is customary to make the rows
about 30 inches apart. If the crop were grown for pasture,
the rows could be made considerably closer, under some
conditions, but not so close as to preclude cultivation, except
such as may be given with the harrow. When the rows are 30
inches apart, from 2 to 4 pecks of seed will suffice per acre.
At no time should the seed be sown earlier than the cornplanting season, and in districts subject to late frosts it ought
to be planted later. In the cooler districts, earlier varieties
only should be sown, and even in the hotter localities very
late varieties ought not to be used.
“In cultivation, a harrow with the teeth aslant can be
used with advantages before the beans are up, and also in
some instances at a later period. The cultivation should be
prompt and generous, more especially when the plants are
young. For making hay the Soy bean should be cut when the
beans in the pod are fully half-grown, or before the lower
leaves begin to fall freely, and the aim should be to handle it
but little during the curing process, lest many of the leaves
should be lost. When mixed with corn in the silo, the quality
of the ensilage is thereby considerably improved.”
Note: This article was reprinted under the same title in
The Sydney Mail (8 Sept. 1900, p. 7); the source was not
cited.
630. Washington Progress (Washington, Beaufort Co., North
Carolina). 1900. Soy-bean culture. Oct. 11. p. 1.
• Summary: From Home and Farm: “As yet the soy-bean is
comparatively new in America, but judging from ten years’
experience at the Kansas Experiment Station, where as much
as seventy-five acres have been raised in one season and
fed to fattening hogs, cattle, milch cows and young stock,
its value is clearly demonstrated, and it promises to rank
high in the agriculture of the future. At the special request
of Secretary F.D. Coburn, of the State Board of Agriculture,
the most approved methods of culture and use are related by
Prof. Haney, as follows:
“The soy-bean responds readily to good soil and plenty
of moisture, but will thrive and produce on land too poor, or
in a season too dry for ordinary crops. It is not molested by
chinch bugs, and there are no insect enemies or blights which
materially affect it. The root system of the soy-bean is very
extensive, striking deeply into hard subsoil and spreading
widely near the surface. Not only are they supported by
their extensive root system, but, being a legume, the noduleforming micro-organism on the roots enables the crops to get
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part of its nitrogen food directly from the air, and leave in
the soil a store of nitrogen which benefits succeeding crops.
Nitrogen is the most expensive and easily depleted element
of fertility in our soil, and one of the strong points in favor
of soy-beans is that they fit perfectly in the short rotations
where clover and alfalfa are not practicable, giving a rational
rotation, and at the same time a paying crop.
“The land for soy-beans should be prepared the same
as for corn. Listing is not advisable, as the pods grow
close to the surface of the ground and would be covered in
cultivating. However, good results have been obtained by
listing [sic] the ground and then nearly tilling the ditches
before planting. The ground should not he plowed until time
to plant, and the planting done immediately after plowing.
Late plowing and immediate planting give the beans
opportunity to keep ahead of the weeds, which always bother
such a crop. Bean planting comes properly after corn and
Kaffir corn planting. By this time the soil is well warmed,
which insures prompt germination and rapid growth. After
plowing it is essential that the soil be compacted so as to
hold the moisture, as the beans require a relatively large
quantity to insure prompt germination.
“We get the best results by drilling in rows thirty inches
apart and three to four inches apart in the rows. The beans
grow upright, never falling down except on very rich land,
so they do not require more space. Planted at this distance
they shade the ground, which is desirable to prevent
evaporation and also to keep weeds down. Thirty pounds to
one half bushel of seed are required per acre to plant at this
distance. The best satisfactions [sic] comes from planting in
the spring, after the soil is well warmed. The last week of
May or first of June is not too late, depending on the season.
It takes from eighty to one hundred days for the beans to
mature, and they do best if this is during the most favorable
part of the season. They continue to grow and will mature
seed regardless of how dry the weather may be, although
the yield may be much reduced. Seed that is over two years
old is risky, and should not be trusted if new seed is to be
had. Seed should not be kept in close-woven sacks nor in
deep bins in quantity. It may heat enough to destroy the
germinating powers and not be previously noticed.
“If a dashing rain comes up after planting and forms
a crust the beans may ‘break their necks’ trying to push
through. If the crust has formed run a light harrow crosswise
of the rows. A few plants will be broken off, but not so many
as if harrowed lengthwise, and it will be much better than
leaving the crust intact.
“One of great objections to soybeans has been the lack
of an easy means of harvesting.
“The bean pod grows so close to the ground that no
sort of grain harvester can be employed in harvesting them
without losing some beans. If hogs or sheep can be put on
to glean the field a self-rake may be used very satisfactorily.
A mower will shatter the beans and crush them into the

earth, and does not give satisfaction. The stems being hard,
any knife cutter should run slightly below the surface of
the ground to cut them satisfactorily. When more than ten
or fifteen acres are to be handled it will pay to use a bean
harvester.
“After the beans are cut they can be raked with a hay
rake, and should be put in small shocks until dry, when
they can be threshed or stacked. Thrashing is done with an
ordinary separator, using all blank concaves, and running as
slowly as the machine will permit and not clog in the shake.
“Those who have grown them for hay are loud in their
praises, and some think this is the most satisfactory way
of getting the benefit to the crop, especially where alfalfa
or clover are difficult to grow. For hay the seed should be
drilled or sown broadcast, and will require one and one-half
bushels per acre. They should be cut when the beans are well
formed but soft; the leaves will all be on at this stage, and a
large quantity of superior feed will be secured. The cutting
may be done with an ordinary mower, and the hay cured as
any other crop.
“As a soiling crop for cows, there is nothing better to
produce a high yield of milk. Shoats averaging about sixty
pounds per head, turned into a patch of soy-beans just as
the beans was forming, made a superior growth, without
any grain to speak of. They ate beans, leaves, stalk and all,
leaving only short stubs where the beans had been two feet
high.
“The soy-bean is richer than linseed meal, and nearly as
rich as cotton seed or gluten meal. The early varieties should
be insisted on, and some seed houses have sent out the late
sorts when an early variety was expected, with the result that
those who grew them were much dissatisfied. We advise that
the bean be tried in fields of not less two or three acres, as
smaller planting seldom gives satisfaction.”
Note: The term “listing the ground” is unclear.
631. Valder, George. 1900. Hawkesbury District–October.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 11(10):909-12. Oct.
• Summary: In the section titled “Leguminous forage crops,”
the soy-related text is identical to that in the Sept. 1898 issue.
632. Greenville Journal (The) (Greenville, Ohio). 1900.
Farm & Garden: A talk about soy beans. Nov. 22. p. 7, col. 1.
• Summary: “An Illinois soy bean grower says: The soy
bean is said to be a native of Japan, where it has been grown
for centuries and it is said to take kindly to the soil in the
warmer latitudes of the United States. It is a branching
leguminous plant, with heavy foliage and it grows to a height
of one and a half to three feet. The beans are about the size
of peas, and they form in pods. If the plant is cut before
the beans are formed, it is said to make the best of hay, and
if the beans are allowed to mature, they make fine feed as
grain. The experiment stations report that this bean has more
protein and fat than the same amount of corn.”
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This article also appeared in The Marshfield Chronicle
(Marshfield, Missouri) (Nov. 22, p. 4), Gibson City Courier
(Gibson City, Illinois) (Nov. 22, p. 9), The Worthington
Advance (Worthington, Minnesota) (Nov. 30, p. 9), Ottawa
County Democrat (Bennington, Kansas) (Dec. 7, p. 4), and
Ness County News (Ness City, Kansas) (Dec. 22, p. 8),
633. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1900. Prix courant général
pour 1900-1901 [General current prices for 1900-1901].
Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. See p. 53. Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section titled “Non-grain forages, forage
roots, etc. (Fourrages non graminées, racines-fourrages,
etc.”), under “Soja hispida. Pois oléagineux” (p. 53) five
varieties of soybeans are listed with the prices in Paris: (1)
Yellow (jaune). 70 francs per 100 kg, or 0.80 francs per
kg. (2) Very early (très hâtif). 70 francs per 100 kg, or 1.50
francs per kg. (3) Black seeded (à grain noir). 120 francs
per 100 kg, or 1.30 francs per kg. Recommended for feeding
horses. (4) Extra early from Podolie (New) (extra hâtif de la
Podolie). 140 francs per 100 kg, or 1.50 francs per kg. (5)
Soya from Étampes (Soja d’Étampes). 130 francs per 100
kg, or 1.40 francs per kg. Address: Quai de la Mégisserie, 4
(ancien 30) [Paris, France].
634. Bailey, Liberty H. 1900-1903. Cyclopedia of American
horticulture. 2nd ed. 4 vols. New York, NY: The Macmillan
Co.; London: Macmillan & Co., Ltd. See vol. 1, p. 136-37.
Vol. 2, p. 653. Vol. 4, p. 1693. Assisted by Wilhelm Miller,
Assoc. Editor.
• Summary: This classic is illustrated with over 2,000
original engravings, including two of the soy bean. Full-sized
illustrations (fig. 191; p. 136) in Volume 1, under “Bean,”
show the seeds of 6 types of beans, including four seeds of
Glycine hispida (the soy bean).
Another illustration (fig. 195; p. 137) shows the leaves
and pods of the Soy Bean–Glycine hispida (one-third size),
and the accompanying text states: “Of greater value [than the
Cow-pea] for the same purposes, north of New Jersey, seems
to be the Japanese Soy Bean, which is early enough to come
to maturity almost anywhere in the United States. Its foliage
is rather thin or open, however, which impairs its value for
green-manuring. The dry Bean constitutes one of the richest
vegetable foods known, and its flavor seems unobjectionable
to all kinds of stock. Sow 1 bushel to the acre.”
Volume 2, p. 653 notes: “Glycine (Greek for Sweet).
Leguminosae. Perhaps 15 or 20 species in tropical Asia,
Africa, and Australia, mostly twining vines. The Glycines
are allied to Dolichos, Vigna and Phaseolus: The cultivated
species are distinguished by small and hairy flowers in short
axillary racemes... In this country Glycine is known only in
the Soy Bean, G. Hispida, Maxim. (fig. 195; p. 137), which
is an erect, hairy annual from Japan and China. It is also
known as the Soja Bean, Coffee Bean and Coffee Berry... In
China and Japan the seeds are much used for human food,

but in this country the plant is grown for forage, having
begun to attract attention about 25 years ago. The beans may
be used as a substitute for coffee; and for this purpose the
plant is often sold. The Soy Bean, in the form in which we
know it, seems to be unknown in a wild state. It is probably a
domesticated form of Glycine Soja, Sieb. & Zucc., which is
wild in Japan. These two species are united by some authors
and separated by others (see Franch. & Sav. Fl. Jap. 1:108.
Maxim. Bull Acad. St. Petersb. 18:398). For purposes of
perspicuity and definition, they may well be kept separate
in the books... Glycine was once applied to Wistaria. It is
sometimes used for that genus at the present day in foreign
lists (L.H.B.)”
Vol. 4, p. 1693 states: “Soy Bean (Glycine hispida,
which see for botanical description) is a legume, and while
it has long been a staple crop in Japan it has but somewhat
recently been cultivated in the United States. Figs. 191,
195. It grows to perfection only in a tropical or semitropical
climate. In its native country, Japan, the seed is an important
human food product, but in the United States its principal use
at present is as a forage plant for farm live stock and as a soil
renovator...
“To the horticulturist the Soy Bean is valuable chiefly
as a soil renovator... When the soil is so hard and forbidding
that clover will not thrive the Soy Bean may be made to
serve as a nitrogen gatherer, and when plowed under it serves
to greatly improve the physical condition of the land. See
also Glycine (L.A. Clinton).” Address: Prof. of Horticulture,
Cornell Univ., New York.
635. Anderson, W.B. 1900. Forage crops. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 12:59-66.
For the year ending June 30, 1899.
• Summary: Six varieties of soybeans were grown at the
station in 1898: Black, Medium Black, Early White, Yellow,
Edamane [sic, Edamame], Medium green [Medium Green],
and Yamagata [Cha-daidzu; brown]. For each variety is
given: Maximum height of the plant in inches. Date of
ripening. Approximate yields of forage and seed.
In the section titled “Co-operative experiments” (p.
64-66), a letter from N.D. Gaddy, Jennings County, Indiana
(p. 66), evaluates kafir corn, soy beans, and cow peas. “Soy
beans are sown in May and June, one-half bushel per acre.
Estimated yield of seed is 20 bushels and of hay one and
one-half tons per acre.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean varieties Black, or Yellow. Address:
LaFayette, Indiana.
636. Atwater, W.O.; Bryant, A.P. 1900. Availability and fuel
value of food materials. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 12:73-110. For the year
1899. See p. 79.
• Summary: If we know the amount of nitrogen in a seed
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or plant, how do we calculate the amount of protein? In the
USA, this document first proposed the conversion factors.
Page 79:
Table 2, titled “Proposed nitrogen factors for the protein
of different groups of food materials” states:
“Animal foods 6.25
“Wheat, rye, barley and their manufactured products...
5.70
“Maize, oats, buckwheat and rice, and their
manufactured products 6.00
“Dried seeds of legumes 6.25
“Vegetables 5.65
“Fruits 5.80.” Address: Chemist, Mansfield (P.O. Storrs),
Connecticut.
637. Bedford, S.A. 1900. Experimental Farm for Manitoba.
Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the Experimental
Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 283-335. For the year 1899. See
p. 310.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with early soja
beans and horse beans” (p. 310) states: “A further trial was
made of these two leguminous plants, but the returns were
not as large as last year. During the past two seasons both
Soja and Horse Beans have been tried for ensilage, but with
very poor success. In both years the plants rotted in the silo
and partly spoilt any corn coming in contact with them.”
The best yield from Early Soja Beans, 4 tons per acre green,
was obtained from beans sown June 20 in rows 21 inches
apart. They reached a height of 28 inches and were cut Aug.
31. Address: Superintendent, Experimental Farm, Brandon,
Manitoba, Canada.
638. Benedict, Francis G. 1900. Analyses of fodders and
feeding stuffs. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 12:209-18. For the year 1899. See p.
212-18.
• Summary: Among the products analyzed was soy bean
fodder (p. 212). The sample was taken on 25 Sept. 1899 from
about a ton of fodder which was being cut in a silage cutter.
A table (p. 213) shows its composition on a water-free basis
and on a fresh basis.
Ten samples of soy bean seed, grown in 1899, were also
analyzed in the same way. Address: Chemist, Mansfield (P.O.
Storrs), Connecticut.
639. Hammond (Harry N.) Seed Co. 1900. Annual catalogue
of 1900–with insert (Mail-order catalog). Fifield, Michigan.
49 p. See p. 35.
• Summary: The section titled “Hammond’s Selected
Northern-Grown Farm Seeds” (p. 35) states: “Soza Beans,
or Soy Beans–The dry beans, roasted and ground, closely
resemble and taste very much like coffee. Its great value,
however, is as a forage crop and for fertilizing the soil and
for pasturing, or feeding the green fodder, of which it yields

eight to ten tons per acre. Sow broadcast one-half bushel
to the acre, and one foot between plants. My seed grown in
latitude of Augusta, Maine, will ripen in any State. Pkt. 10
cts., lb. 25 cts., 3 lbs. 60 cts., post-paid; peck 65 cts., bu.
$2.25, by freight or express.” Address: Fifield, Saginaw Co.,
Michigan.
640. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1900. Everything for the
garden (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 191 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm seeds” (p. 74) the
information about the soja bean and “The ‘Henderson’
ensilage combination: A gold mine for every dairy farm” is
identical to that in the 1899 edition of Manual of everything
for the garden. Second edition. On the cover is The Dewey
Arch and Columns.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
641. Johnson & Stokes. 1900. Garden & farm manual (Mailorder catalog). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 92 p.
• Summary: In the section on “Selected Farm Seeds,” page
62 now gives details on two soybean varieties: (1) “Soja
Bean–Late Variety–For the past few years the Soja Bean,
which we have cataloged for at least twelve years as being
valuable for forage, not producing seed in the Northern
States, has been advertised in a sensational way by certain
seedsmen as German Coffee Berry. The dry beans, roasted
and ground, closely resemble and taste very much like
coffee. Its great value, however, is as a forage crop and for
fertilizing the soil and for pasturing or feeding the green
fodder...”
(2) “Soja Bean–New Early Variety–The ordinary soja
bean, previously described, while valuable to the South, is
too late to be of value in the far Northern States. This variety
ripens in northern New York and the New England States,
where its has been grown over four feet in height, heavily
podded with seed and yielded over ten tons per acre. It is
a valuable fodder variety either for feeding green or for
the silo. Being a rich nitrogenous feed, it is unsurpassed
as a flesh former, and, like the clovers, is a soil improver,
deriving its nitrogen from the air. Pkt., 10c.; lb., 25c.; 3 lbs.
for 60c., by mail, postage paid: by express or freight, qt.,
25c.; peck, $1.00; bushel of 60 pounds, $3.75.”
A photo (p. 1) shows the front of the company’s 5-story
building in Philadelphia. Johnson & Stokes sells “Seed and
Implements.” Note: This is the earliest Johnson & Stokes
seed catalog seen (July 1999) which offers two soybean
varieties–an early and a late. The source of this new early
variety is not clear.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: 11053.
Address: 217 & 219 Market St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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642. Lane, Clarence B. 1900. Report of the Assistant in
Dairy Husbandry. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 20:189-269. For the year ending 31
Oct. 1899. See p. 194-200.
• Summary: A table (p. 194) shows the “Cost and yield per
acre of soiling crops,” including soy beans. In the section
titled “General remarks concerning crops” (p. 195) we read:
“Cow peas and Soy Beans–One acre of each was grown.
The cow peas were sown broadcast, and the soy beans were
drilled. The yields were 10.2 tons and 5.2 tons, respectively.
As in previous years, the cow pea proved to be the more
valuable crop.
In the section titled “A special experiment with forage
crops” is a description of each of the 13 varieties grown
successfully, including (p. 197) “Soy beans.–A plant rich
in protein but coarser and less succulent than the cow pea.
Yield, 5.15 tons per acre.” Also described in this section
are: Yellow branching doura (millo maize), rural branching
doura, red and white kaffir corn, teosinte, dwarf essex rape,
cow pea, and velvet bean. “The following crops tested were
practically a failure: Horse Bean, White Lupine, Yellow
Lupine, Blue Lupine, Sainfoin, Seradella [Serradella],
Chicory and Spurry.”
The section titled “An experiment with inoculating
soy beans” (p. 199-200) begins: “An area of one acre of
sod ground was plowed in the fall of 1896 and sown to
wheat. The two seasons following this field was planted
to soy beans, and the yields were 5.50 tons and 5.16 tons,
respectively. The roots of the plants were examined from
time to time for tubercles, but none were found. It was
planned the third season to introduce the germs of soy bean
tubercles (1) by adding soil from old soy bean land, (2)
by adding dust from the floor where soy beans had been
threshed. The area of one acre was divided into five belts.
“Belt No. 1 received one peck [9.3 quarts] of soil taken
from old soy bean land. This soil was sent to us by the
Massachusetts Experiment Station. The beans were drilled
in with an Aspinwall planter on all of the belts. The soil
was distributed by means of the fertilizer attachment to the
planter.
“Belt No. 2 received one peck of dust collected from the
floor where soy beans had been threshed. The dust was also
sent to us by the Massachusetts Experiment Station. It was
distributed in the same manner as the soil on Belt No. 1.
“Belts Nos. 3, 4 and 5 were not inoculated. From the
time the plants were 6 inches high, there was seen to be a
marked difference between those of the untreated and those
of the treated belts, the latter being noticeably larger and of a
deeper green color.
“The yield of forage on the different belts was as
follows: with one peck of soil, 2,400 pounds; with one peck
of dust, 2,600 pounds; average for the three belts untreated,
2,058 pounds. The gain from applying one peck of soil and
one peck of dust to belts containing one-fifth of an acre was

342 pounds, or 16.6 per cent., and 542 pounds, or 26.3 per
cent., respectively.”
A photo (p. 198) shows three soy bean plants and roots:
(a) Inoculated with soil, (b) Untreated, and (c) Inoculated
with dust. Address: Asst. in Dairy Husbandry, New
Brunswick, New Jersey.
643. MacKay, Angus. 1900. Experimental Farm for the
North-West Territories. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 33788. For the year 1899. See p. 355.
• Summary: The section titled “Soja beans” (p. 355) states:
“Plots 1/20 acre. Seed sown in rows at different distances
apart. The beans were sown May 19, cut Sept. 13, and when
partially dry were weighed and put in silo. The best yield
per acre, 2 tons 1300 pounds, was from rows 28 inches
apart, rather than 21 or 35 inches. The beans grew 25 inches
high. All were slightly injured by frost in August.” Address:
Superintendent, Experimental Farm, Indian Head, NorthWest Territories, Canada.
644. Moore, R.A. 1900. Experiments with grain and forage
crops. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 17:227-38. For the year ending June 30, 1900. See p.
237-38.
• Summary: In section “II. Notes on forage plants” (p. 23438) is the following subsection (p. 237-38): “Soy Beans.–The
Soy Bean is cultivated with success in the south, but in the
north it is still in the experimental stage... Stock eat the green
plants with great relish and also the cured hay. The leaves
break off readily when dry, making it difficult to handle, and
the loss of forage is comparatively great where the object is
to cut and cure the Soy Beans for hay. In Japan the Soy Bean
is extensively used as food for men and animals.”
Black, yellow and green soy beans were grown in the
experiments. The beans were “sown broadcast at the rate
of 2½ bushels per acre, April 28th [1900]. The beans made
a rapid growth, and on August 7th two varieties measured
four feet in height; a portion of the Green variety was cut for
forage and showed a cutting of 9.9 tons green feed per acre.
“The Black and the Green beans ripened and produced
fully matured seed, but the other variety produced pods,
while the seed did not reach maturity.” A photo (p. 238)
shows a man standing in the midst of a plot of fully-grown
soy bean plants. Another photo (frontispiece, facing the
title page of the report) shows the University of Wisconsin
agricultural college buildings. Note that this report is for the
year ending June 30, 1900. See also Moore 1904. Address:
Asst. Agriculturist, Madison, Wisconsin.
645. Rivière, Charles; Lecq, H. 1900. Manuel pratique
de l’agriculteur algérien [Algerian farmer’s practical
manual]. Paris: Augustin Challamel. vli + xv + 1144 p. See
p. 210, 231-32. Illust. Index. 26 cm. Series: Bibliothéque
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d’Agriculture Coloniale. [1 soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: The section on “Cultivated forage plants”
contains a subsection (p. 231-32) on the soybean: “The
soya pea of China (Soja Pois de Chine).–Soja hispida.–This
legume, which is a new crop, in the form of a dwarf haricot,
and having numerous varieties, grows to a height of about
80 cm in soils of passable quality, but in temperate countries
and with summer rain. It should be planted in rows 40-60 cm
apart with variable spacing between plants, according to the
terrain and irrigation. Planted at the beginning of spring, it is
ready for harvest in late autumn as a grain.
“When irrigated, the plants develop well but bear seeds
poorly. In soil that is more or less dry, the vegetation is
meager and of little use as a forage crop. The soybean (Le
Soja), as a forage, is a plant for irrigated soils and, in this
case, can be replaced advantageously by other crops.
“This legume, though there are many constraints on
its seed-bearing ability, is very rich in nutrients; its seeds
contain about 35% protein and 19% oil. Here is its chemical
composition according to an analysis made in the laboratory
of Mr. Oliver-Lecq: Moisture (at 100-110 degrees) 8.15%,
volatile essence at 125 degrees 3.12%, proteins 37.13%,
organic non-protein materials 27.60%, fatty materials
19.70%, salts soluble in water 2.93%, salts not soluble in
water 1.37% (total salts 4.30%), total 100%.
“In the human diet, the seeds of the soybean are of no
interest compared to our numerous varieties of haricots and
beans (fèves), which can be grown easily and rapidly. This
plant has no future among indigenous crops*. (Footnote:
*See le Soja hispida by H. Lecq. 1881. Bulletin de la Société
des Agriculteurs du Nord).” Note: Riviere was born in 1845.
Address: 1. Ancien Président de la Société d’agriculture
d’Alger, Directeur du Jardin d’essai (Former President of
the Agricultural Society of Algiers, and Director of the
experimental garden/nursery); 2. Inspecteur de l’Agriculture
en Algérie, Propriétaire-agriculteur.
646. Saunders, Wm. 1900. Report of the director. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p.
5-51. For the year 1899. See p. 23.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with Soja
beans (Soja hispida)” (p. 23) states: “Experiments have been
conducted in the growing of an early ripening variety of
Soja beans for fodder purposes for the past three years, with
the object of finding out the best time to plant and the most
successful method of planting. Four plots of one-fortieth acre
each were used for this purpose. The soil was a sandy loam
of medium quality but somewhat variable. The previous crop
was pease. The land was gang-ploughed soon after harvest
and ploughed again later in the autumn about 7 inches
deep. In the spring of 1899 it received a dressing of barnyard manure, about 12 tons per acre. This was spread and
ploughed under about 6 inches deep and harrowed twice with
the smoothing harrow before sowing.”

The four plots were sown on May 31 and cut for
ensilage on September 15. The best yield of green fodder, 12
tons 1,600 pounds per acre, was obtained from soja beans,
sown in rows 21 inches apart. “Growth strong and even, very
leafy, average height 40 to 44 inches. The pods were well
formed but the beans were still soft when the crop was cut.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that uses the word “harrow” (“the smoothing harrow”) in
connection with soybean production. Address: Director,
Dominion Experimental Farms, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
647. Shaw, Thomas. 1900. Forage crops other than grasses:
How to cultivate, harvest and use them. New York, NY:
Orange Judd Company. 287 p. Illust. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: A practical and reliable book. Chapter 6,
titled “Leguminous plants other than clover” (p. 103-44)
contains a long section on “The soy bean” (p. 138-44) with
the following contents: Introduction. Distribution. Place in
the rotation. Soil. Preparing the soil. Sowing. Cultivation.
Pasturing. Observations. A full-page photo (p. 143) shows
sheep pasturing on soy beans at the Minnesota University
Experiment Farm.
Like cowpeas, the soy bean “may be grown for the
grain, for soiling food, for ensilage, for pasture and for green
manuring. Its greatest value, however, will probably be
found in furnishing soiling food for dairy cows, as it is in the
proper condition for being thus fed at that season of the year
when but few plants are available for such a use; that is to
say, during the latter part of summer.”
“Experience in pasturing the soy bean in the United
States has not been extensive... But since it is stiffer in the
stem and more erect in its habit of growth than the cowpea,
and in the consequence is more easily broken off than the
latter, it should prove less valuable relatively in providing
pasture, especially for cattle and sheep.”
The soy bean grows at its best in all states south of the
Ohio River and east of the Mississippi River. In the rotation,
it is generally grown as a “cleaning crop,” between two grain
crops. “Its province as a catch crop is more circumscribed
than that of the cowpea, since in many of its varieties it takes
longer to mature.”
“Observations.–1. For making hay, the soy bean should
be cut when the beans in the pod are fully half grown, or
before the lower leaves begin to fall freely, and the aim
should be to handle it but little during the curing process, lest
many of the leaves should be lost.”
This chapter also discusses the field pea, common vetch,
sand vetch, and cowpea. Other chapters discuss alfalfa,
cowpeas, and peanuts (p. 243-44).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2005)
that uses the term “Animal Husbandry” to refer to an
occupation or title.
Note 2. Thomas Shaw lived 1843-1918. Address: Prof.
of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Minnesota.
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648. Shaw, Thomas. 1900. Soiling crops and the silo: How to
cultivate and harvest the crops; How to build and fill the silo;
and how to use the silage. New York: Orange Judd Company.
xii + 366 p. Illust. 19 cm.
• Summary: This book is quite similar to another book
written by the same author and published the same year by
the same publisher, titled Forage Crops Other than Grasses:
How to Cultivate, Harvest and Use Them.
The present book is divided into two parts: Part I is
about soiling crops and Part II is about the silo and silage.
In Part I, Chapter 1 contains a detailed discussion of ten of
the more important benefits from growing soiling crops.
These are: (1) Food supplies are increased in a marked
degree. (2) In various ways the waste in feeding is lessened.
(3) Animals are sustained in better form than where soiling
is not practiced. (4) Injury to the land through poaching
(“the treading of animals when their hoofs sink below the
surface of the ground”) is prevented. (5) A salutary influence
is exercised on weed eradication. (6) A saving in land is
effected. (7) A saving in [soil] fertility is effected. (8) Saving
in fences. (9) Animal production is greatly increased. (10)
The cost of keeping the family cow is lessened.
In Part I, Chapter 6, titled “Leguminous plants other
than clover” (p. 103-44) contains a long section on “The soy
bean” (p. 118-28) with the following contents: Introduction.
Distribution. Soil. Place in the rotation. Preparing the soil.
Sowing. Cultivation. Feeding.
It begins: “The soy bean (Glycine hispida) has only
been tested in this country during recent years. Its growth
has been confined to comparatively limited areas, hence but
a relatively small number of the agriculturists of the country
have any knowledge of the plant, based upon practical
experience.”
The subsection on “Sowing” states (p. 125): “As a rule,
what are known as the dwarf varieties are preferred for
grain production in the north and the medium varieties are
preferred in the south. Of the former the Early Dwarf is a
favorite and of the latter the Medium Early Green. The last
named variety has proved satisfactory when grown as soiling
food as far north as Amherst, Massachusetts. The Medium
Early Black is also in favor in many localities.”
Full-page, black-and-white photos taken at the
Minnesota University Experiment Farm show: (1) A man and
a sheep standing in a field of soybeans. A sheep is pasturing
on the plants (p. 120). (2) A farmer wearing a hat standing
in a field of hip-high soybeans. The caption: “Soy beans for
soiling” (p. 127).
In Part II, Chapter 1, titled “A history of siloing”
(p. 245-57) states: “A silo is a structure designed for the
preservation of food in the green and succulent form. The
term is derived from the Greek word siros a pit for holding
grain... Ensilage, or silage, as it is now more commonly
called, is the green and succulent food preserved in a silo.” It

may be preserved in either uncut or cut forms. The early silos
in Europe were large pits dug in the ground, with adequate
drainage and covering to prevent the accumulation of liquids
or water. Some early U.S. silos were patterned “after those
built by Goffart, the great French siloist,” whose silos were
39.4 feet long, 16.4 feet broad, and 16.4 feet deep. “But the
laboriousness of the process made it irksome to those who
adopted it, and, because of this American ingenuity, set to
work to emancipate the siloist from the bondage of so much
hard labor when curing green food.”
The first modern silos were built in the form of largely
above-ground structures, with walls of stone and at least part
of the silo below ground level. “It is claimed that the first silo
built in America on the modern plan was made in 1876 and
that it was erected by F. Morris of Maryland.” The period
from 1880 to 1890 was marked by many trials, failures,
and successes. Yet by the end of the 19th century some
100,000 successful silos had been constructed in the United
States–the chief centers for silos being dairy centers such as
New York, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Illinois. The great
success of the silo is due in large part to the “great extent
to which Indian corn is grown in this country...” Ontario,
Canada, played a major role in the evolution of the silo.
“It is now generally conceded that the first book ever
written on the silo is from the pen of M. Auguste Goffart, an
agriculturist of Sologne, near Orleans, in France. The manual
of the Culture and Siloing of Maize is the title of the book in
English.” It appeared in 1877 and was translated into English
in 1879 by J.W. Brown of New York City. “Because of M.
Auguste Goffart’s early, persistent and abundant labors in
this work he has been frequently designated ‘The father of
modern silage.’”
“In 1875 ‘The French Mode of Curing Forage’
was published in the annual report of the United States
department of agriculture. This it is thought was the first
discussion of the subject in the United States which treated
it in a comprehensive and systematic manner, although
previously various articles had appeared in the agricultural
press. These related chiefly to European experience. Dr. J. M.
Bailey published a work on the subject in 1880. Dr. Manly
Miles of the Michigan Agricultural college wrote a work on
silos, silage and ensilage which appeared in 1889. Prof. A.J.
Cook then of the Michigan Agricultural college published
in 1889 ‘The Silo and Silage’ and in 1890 a revised edition
of the same. This book treats of silos as then constructed
and of silage, as then made, in a very practical way. The
‘Book on Silage’ by Prof. F.W. Woll, of the Michigan
Agricultural college, was published in 1899. It is by far the
most comprehensive discussion of the question that has yet
appeared from the pen of any American author.”
In Part II, Chapter 5, titled “Crops suitable for the
silo,” the section on “Leguminous plants other than clover”
(p. 327-28) discusses “the soy bean and the cowpea.” The
chapter on “Filling the silo” states (p. 338): “The soy bean
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should be harvested when the beans are more or less grown
in the pods...”
The chapter on “Feeding silage” states (p. 359):
“Attention should be given to the constituents of the meal
fed so as to balance the ration. For instance, should the silage
contain much of the seed of the soy bean, it would be proper
to add corn, or some other carbonaceous meal, with much
freedom.”
Also discusses alfalfa (p. 86-98, 330), cowpea (128-38),
lupines (p. 224), non-saccharine sorghums (kaffir corn, milo
maize, dhourra, Jerusalem corn, teosinte; p. 51-67), prickly
comfrey (p. 226), and spurry (p. 225). Thomas Shaw lived
1843-1918. Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of
Minnesota.
649. Smith, Jared G. 1900. Fodder and forage plants,
exclusive of grasses. USDA Division of Agrostology, Bulletin
No. 2 (Revised ed.). 86 p.
• Summary: On page 31 is an entry for: “No. 119. Glycine
hispida. Soy bean.” The text is identical to that found at the
beginning of the author’s 1898 article titled “Leguminous
Forage Crops” in the Yearbook of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (p. 498-500). An illustration (p. 31) shows soy
bean leaves, pods, and flowers. A photo (Plate 1, fig. 2)
facing that page shows “Soy beans grown in grass garden,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC.” A sign on
a building at the top center of the photo reads “Museum.”
Also includes detailed discussions of the following
plants (listed here alphabetically; many are illustrated):
Amaranthus (p. 8). Amphicarpa monoica (p. 9)–Hog peanut.
Arachis hypogæa (p. 10)–Peanut. Cyperus esculentus (p. 2324)–Chufa. Lupinus albus–White lupine. Lupinus arboreus–
Sand lupine. Lupinus hirsutus–Blue lupine. Lupinus
laxiflorus–Lupine. Lupinus luteus–Yellow lupin (p. 41-42).
Address: Asst., Section of Seed and Plant Introduction, Div.
of Agrostology, USDA.
650. Spillman, W.J. 1900. Forage plants in Washington.
Washington State Agricultural College and School of Science
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 41. 60 p. See p. 22.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy bean” (p. 22) states:
“This crop has become popular in the middle states, where
it furnishes excellent feed for stock. Several varieties have
been tried in this state, but they were all complete failures
except in the low warm valleys like the Walla Walla and the
Yakima valleys. It is unworthy of cultivation even there,
because those sections are adapted to alfalfa, a much more
valuable crop in this state, where it succeeds.” Address:
M.S., Agriculturist, Pullman, Washington.
651. Wilkinson, John Walter. 1900. Practical agriculture:
a brief treatise on agriculture, horticulture, forestry, stock
feeding, animal husbandry, and road building. New York,
Cincinnati, Chicago: American Book Co. 383 p. See p. 100-

02. Illust. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: The soy bean is mentioned on pages 93, 96,
100-03, 127, 291, 302, and 356. In the chapter on “Forage
crops,” the section titled “The soy bean, or soja bean” (p.
100-02) states that it “is a native of Japan, but it grows well
in the United States, especially in the States of the corn belt
region. Like the cowpea, it is a great soil renovator, and is
much used by some farmers for this purpose. This plant is
remarkable for the large and abundant tubercles found upon
its roots. It is a hardy, upright annual, growing usually to the
height of three feet or more. It bears violet-tinted flowers,
which are small and inconspicuous. Later these produce pods
which contain the seed. In planting the seed should be drilled
so that the drill rows will be thirty to thirty-six inches apart.
The amount of seed sown varies from a peck to one third of a
bushel per acre. In harvesting the seed the work may be done
by hand, but this is slow and expensive. When large crops
are raised, the bean harvester is generally used.
“The harvester, which is mounted on wheels, is fitted
with rods on rolling dividers so that the vines are gathered
two rows at a time and brought together at the rear end of
the machine in a windrow, the plants being almost entirely
free from roots and dust. The roots are severed by two knives
which are set in a V-shaped position, and adjusted by levers
in such a manner that they can be set to run just below the
surface. In harvesting the crop these knives not only sever
the plant from the root, but in passing beneath the surface
they also stir the soil and leave it in an excellent condition
for wheat. Planting the beans in rows thirty to thirty-six
inches apart facilitates harvesting where one of these
machines is used.
“Soy beans may be frequently sown after other crops
have matured and a fair yield be obtained. In Oklahoma and
in a few other States it has been grown successfully on the
same ground after the wheat crop has been removed.”
Table 1, from Bulletin No. 74 of the Oklahoma Agric.
Experiment Station shows “The composition of cow peas
and soy beans in comparison with other feeds,” including soy
bean seed, cowpea seed, cotton seed, Indian corn–grain, soy
bean hay, cowpea hay, alfalfa hay, Indian corn stover.
The Oklahoma bulletin concludes: “’In this table
sufficient data are submitted to enable one to make a
threefold comparison. First, cowpea seed and soy bean seed
are compared with Indian corn grain and cotton seed, and the
conclusion is self-evident that these grains are appreciably
richer in ash and protein than the grain obtained from the
Indian corn plant. The soy bean contains a high percentage
of fat, and a comparatively low percentage of the nitrogen
free extract, while with Indian corn the reverse is the case.
The soy bean stands in advance of the cowpea notably
in fat and protein. It is also clear that the grain produced
by these legumes compares very favorably with cotton
seed. The figures also indicate that soy bean and cowpea
hay are slightly superior to alfalfa from the standpoint of
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composition, while corn fodder is decidedly inferior to any
of these legumes. The mixing of soy bean hay with corn
fodder during the ensiling process would appear to be a good
practice, since an improved product is the result.’”
An illustration (p. 100) shows a “Bean harvester.”
Address: A.M., Asst. State Superintendent of Education,
Guthrie, Oklahoma. Formerly Prof. of Agriculture in
Northwestern Normal School, Alva, Oklahoma.
652. Wilson, James. 1900. Report of the Secretary of
Agriculture. Report of the Secretary of Agriculture p. 8-76.
For the year 1900. See p. 30.
• Summary: In the section titled “Some valuable
importations” (p. 30) has a subsection on “Grasses and
forage plants” which states: “Superior varieties of soy beans
have been brought from Japan.”
A section titled “Experimental Farm at Arlington”
[Virginia] (p. 75) is identical in content to that in the
Yearbook of 1900. Address: Secretary of Agriculture,
Washington, DC.

half of hay, are common in these regions.”
Note: This is by far the most comprehensive discussion
of silage by an American author to date. F.W. Woll was born
in 1865. The first edition of this book was published in 1895.
Address: Michigan Agricultural College.
654. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1900. Wood’s High Grade
Seeds: Descriptive catalog. and guide for the farm garden.
Richmond, Virginia. 26 cm.
• Summary: “Soja” or “Soja Beans” are mentioned six times
in this catalog. Page 2: Under May and June.
Page 9 in a box: “Soja, Navy, and other varieties of
Beans will be found fully described in the Field Seed pages
of our Catalogue.”
Page 68: “Soja and Navy Beans. Soja Beans. The
popularity of this crop is increasing rapidly every year
wherever it is grown. It makes a most decided impression as
to its value as a large-yielding and most nutritious crop for
feeding to all kinds of stock. In addition to its great value

653. Woll, Fritz Wilhelm. 1900. A book on silage.
Revised and enlarged ed. Chicago and New York: Rand,
McNally & Co. 233 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 1, titled “Silage crops” notes
that “Indian corn” is the most important silage plant,
followed in importance by clover. In the final section,
titled “Other silage crops” (p. 30+) are subsections on
alfalfa (lucern), sorghum, cow peas, and “Soja beans
(soy beans).” In the latter (p. 33) we read: “According
to the U.S. Department of Agriculture ‘the soy bean
is highly nutritive, gives a heavy yield, and is easily
cultivated. The vigorous late varieties are well adapted
for silage. The crop is frequently siloed with corn (2
parts of the latter to 1 of the former), and like other
legumes it improves the silage by tending to counteract
the acid reaction of corn silage.’”
The Introduction states: “The first silo built in the
United States is said to have been erected by Mr. F.
Morris of Maryland, in 1876.” The present number of
silos in the USA is estimated at about 300,000 or more.
“New York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin,
and all other States where dairying is an important
industry, have numbers ranging from several hundreds
up into the thousands... In England, where the silo was
introduced a little later than in the United States, there
were only six silos in 1882; but according to official
statistics the number was 600 in 1884, 1183 in 1885,
1605 in 1886, and 2694 in 1887. No later statistics are
available.”
“Alfalfa (lucern) is the great coarse forage plant of
the West, and in irrigated districts will yield more food
materials per acre of land than perhaps any other crop.
Three or four cuttings, each yielding a ton to a ton and a
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as a field crop for forage and feeding purposes, it is also
valuable as a soil improver. Its great nutritive value and its
enormous yield make it a most valuable and economical
crop to grow. It has a stiff stalk, holding the pods well off
the ground, and matures all the peas together, enabling
the farmer to cut the stalks with the pods and save the
product without going to the great expense of pulling off
the pods. They can be fed, vines, stalks and all together, or
the beans can easily be knocked out when dry, or they can
be left in the field and pigs or other stock turned into them.
Farmers adopting this plan will find that they can feed hogs
profitably and compete with the Western States. We strongly
recommend our farmers, not only in the South, but also in
the North and West, to plant this bean more extensively,
as they will find it of the greatest agricultural value. Sow
three-quarters of a bushel per acre broadcast, or plant in
drills three feet apart, drilling the beans so as to be six to
eight inches apart, which will require about six quarts per
acre. These beans are also very profitable to plant in the
corn rows, between the corn, making a large yield without
injuring the yield of the corn. Price, per pkt. 10¢, postpaid;
quart, 15¢; peck, 50¢; bushel, $1.50. Price fluctuates. We will
quote special prices on same at any time.” A non-original
illustration shows a soybean plant with a cluster of pods at
the upper left.
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usdanurseryandseedcatalog Address: Richmond, Virginia.
655. Zavitz, C.A. 1900. Report of the experimentalist.
Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm
(Guelph), Annual Report 25:101-29. For the year 1899. See
p. 121-22.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy, Japanese beans” (p.
121-22) begins: “The Soy beans, which are also called
Soja beans, have been grown for a great length of time in
Japan and in South-eastern Asia... About eighteen years
ago Prof. Georgeson, then connected with the Agricultural
College in the State of Kansas, imported from Japan fifteen
varieties of the Soy beans, with which he conducted practical
experiments on the Experiment Station grounds and found
that five of the varieties gave good results. These five
varieties were imported from Kansas some seven years ago
[i.e. in about 1892] for growing in our experimental plots.
The Yellow Soy bean has given decidedly the best results
among the five varieties which we obtained from Kansas.
A few years ago, the Agricultural College of Massachusetts
also imported a number of varieties of the Soy beans from
Japan, and three of these have now been tested in our
experimental grounds here at the College.
“The Yellow Soy bean which was imported from Kansas
has given an average of eight tons of green crop per acre,

being two and one-quarter tons per acre more than that
produced from the common beans, and three and onequarter tons per acre more than that produced from the horse
beans. In each of the past three years the Medium Green
Soy bean has given the largest yield of green crop per acre
among the three varieties imported from Massachusetts, but
each of these years the Yellow Soy variety has given better
satisfaction than the Medium Green in yield of crop per acre,
although the results in 1898 were practically equal. We hope
to grow these two varieties in larger lots, in order that we
can compare them thoroughly in regard to their qualities for
green fodder and for hay.
“In the production of grain the Yellow Soy variety has
produced the greatest yield of each of the tests made at the
College. Of the different varieties tested during the past
three years, the Extra Early Dwarf is the earliest, the Yellow
Soy the second earliest, the American Coffee Berry the
third earliest, and the Medium Green is the latest to reach
maturity. In many of the localities in Ontario the Medium
Green variety of Soy beans would be too slow in maturing to
produce seed.
“In the spring of 1899 three varieties were sent out over
Ontario in connection with the co-operative work, to find
out how these varieties would succeed over the Province.
The varieties distributed were the Medium Green Soy
beans, American Coffee Berry and the Extra Early Dwarf
Soy beans. The Medium Green and the American Coffee
Berry gave upwards of twenty bushels of seed per acre, and
the Extra Early Dwarf an average of about thirteen bushels
per acre. The Yellow Soy bean was not included in the
experiment, as the seed of that variety was not available at
the time. Arrangements have been made, however, to secure
seed of this variety from the Kansas Experiment Station,
for 1900. We feel justified in making somewhat extensive
experiments with the Soy beans on account of the strong
claims made for these beans in a few places where they have
been grown. The following is taken from the bulletin issued
by the United States Department of Agriculture on the Soy
bean as a forage crop:”
“The Experiment Station at Kansas is growing the Soy
beans very extensively; they had no less than sixty acres in
Soy beans this year.”
“We understand that at least five complex food products
are prepared from the Soy beans in Japan, although the
beans are seldom used alone as a vegetable. They are also
frequently dried and roasted, and used as a substitute for
coffee.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2005)
concerning co-operative research on soy beans (one of two
documents). This research was initiated and organized in
1899 by C.A. Zavitz of Ontario Agricultural College in
Canada; he also recorded and compiled the results.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2005) that uses the word “co-operative” (or “co-
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operatives” or “co-op” or “co-ops” spelled with a hyphen) in
connection with soy beans. Address: B.S.A., Experimentalist,
Ontario Agricultural College [Guelph, Ontario, Canada].
656. Zavitz, C.A. 1900. Co-operative experiments in
agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 21:6-37. For the year 1899. See p. 9, 16, 3132.
• Summary: A table (p. 7) shows the number of distinct
experiments in agriculture, number of experimenters, and
number of satisfactory reports each year for 1886, 1888, and
1891-99. For 1886 these numbers were 1, 12, and 8. For
1888 they were 1, 90, and 40. For 1891 they were 12, 203,
and 126. For 1895 they were 15, 1699, and 513. For 1899
they were 23, 3485, and 739. Thus, during these 14 years the
Union made remarkable progress.
A table titled “List of experiments for 1899” (p. 9),
under “Grain crops” includes “Testing three varieties of
Japanese beans–3 plots.”
In a long “List of experimenters” we read (p. 16) that the
Japanese beans were grown by: (1) F.B. Doud, Branchton,
Brant Co. (2) Simon Miller, Unionville, York Co. (3) Jno.
D. Neilson, Thedford, Lambton Co. (4) O.A.C., Guelph,
Wellington Co.
In the section titled “Conclusions” (p. 31-32), table 15
shows the results (based on 4 tests) of testing three leading
varieties of Japan [soy] beans: Medium Green (estimated
value 72), yielded 2.6 tons/acre of straw and 22.4 bu/acre
of grain. American Coffee Berry (estimated value 100), 1.4
tons/acre of straw and 21.3 bu/acre of grain. Extra Early
Dwarf (estimated value 86), 1.1 tons/acre of straw and 12.7
bu/acre of grain.
The text immediately below the table explains: “The Soy
beans [sic] (Glycine hispida) is a leguminous plant native of
Japan and China, and ranks very high from a chemical point
of view. The plant is an annual, erect in growth and branches
profusely. There are a large number of varieties, nearly all of
which are too late for the conditions of Ontario. The different
varieties are distinguished largely by the time required for
the plants to mature and by the color of the seed; the yellow,
the green, and the black, being the most common. The Soy
beans are used for green fodder, silage, hay, pasture, and
as a soil renovator, and the grain is used as a feed for live
stock. These beans have been used as a food for man from
the earliest times in Japan and China, and more recently
in the European countries. They are not used as a food by
themselves, but are made into different complex forms, of
which five are quite common among Japanese, namely:
natto, tofu, miso, yuba, shoyu.
“Conclusions.
“1. The Soy beans gave very good results in the Union
experiments in 1899.
“2. The medium green Soy beans which gave the largest
yield of grain per acre of the three varieties tested over

Ontario in 1899, is the latest of the three varieties.
“3. The American Coffee Berry was the most popular
variety with the experimenters when yield, time of maturity,
etc., were all taken into consideration.”
Note 1. This is the earliest report seen (Aug. 2002) in
this periodical concerning soy beans. C.A. Zavitz is also
secretary of the Ontario Agricultural and Experimental
Union, and a member of its Committee on Agriculture
(appointed at the last annual meeting).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2012)
that mentions natto in Canada. Address: B.S.A., Director of
Co-operative Experiments in Agriculture, O.A.C. [Ontario
Agricultural College], Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
657. Nikitin, A. 1901. Die Sojabohne und ihre Produkte
in chemisch-diaetetischer Beziehung [The soybean and its
products from a chemical and dietetic viewpoint (Abstract)].
Zeitschrift fuer Untersuchung der Nahrungs- und
Genussmittel 4(1):39-40. Jan. 1. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the
following original Russian-language article: Nikitin,
A.F. 1900. “Bobi soi i poluchayemiye iz nikh produkti v
khimiko-dieteticheskom otnoshenii [The soybean and its
products from a chemical and dietetic viewpoint].” Vestnik
Obschestvennoi Gigieny Sudebnoi i Prakticheskoi Meditsiny
(Bulletin of Public Hygiene of Forensic and Applied
Medicine) (St. Petersburg) 4(2):453-69. April.
A table shows analyses of different types of soybeans.
Two are by the author himself, conducted on black soybeans
from southern Russia; six are by Giljaranski on a yellow
soybean from Russia, and yellow and black soybeans from
China and Japan; and one is by Lipski [Lipskiy] on a yellow
soybean from Russia. He notes that cultivation of soybeans
has lapsed since it was not understood how to use them as
food, but only as fodder.
Very few investigations have been conducted on the
nutritional value of the soybean. Lipski, in his investigations
on the digestibility of soybeans, found in the case of an
exclusive diet of soybean paste (Sojabohnenbreikost;
probably made from cooked, ground soybeans) that 19.5%
of the nitrogen and 19.2% of the fat remain undigested.
I.G. Podoba, a researcher, made zwieback from soybeans;
it contained 11.43% water, 24.57% nitrogenous substances,
9.16% fat, 47.09% nitrogen-free extract, 5.10% crude fiber,
and 4.62% minerals. Podoba fed this zwieback to 5 children
on 4 days for at morning tea-time. They remained satisfied
until 2:00 P.M., whereas they were usually hungry by 12:00
noon. Address: Russia.
658. Foreign Seeds and Plants Imported by the Section of
Seed and Plant Introduction, USDA, Inventory. 1901. [Soy
bean introductions]. No. 8. S.P.I. Numbers 3401-4350. 106 p.
Transmittal date: 1 Jan. 1901.
• Summary: 3869-3870. “Glycine hispida. Soy bean. From
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China. Received through Dr. H.W. Wiley, September, 1899.
“3869. Black.
“3870. Distributed.”
3884-3886. “Glycine hispida. Soy bean. [Seeds yellow,
black, and green respectively; Piper and Morse 1910, p. 40.]
From Honolulu, Oahu, H. Ty. A collection of seeds originally
from China, presented by Hon. Byron O. Clark, of Wahiawa,
Oahu, October, 1899.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2021)
concerning soybeans in Hawaii. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Hawaii (Oct. 1899). It
is not clear whether or not any of these soybeans were ever
grown in Hawaii.
“3884. Distributed. Yellow.
“3885. Distributed. Black.
“3886. Distributed. Green.”
4285. “Glycine hispida. Soy bean. From Richmond,
Virginia. Received January 15, 1900. Yellow. An erect,
branching hairy annual, with large compound leaves, each
composed of three leaflets; inconspicuous pale violet flowers
in small clusters in the axils of the leaves, and broad, severalseeded pods covered with stiff bristly hairs. The seeds
are rounded and pale yellow in color. The plant thrives in
medium or rich soil. The seeds should be planted in drills
about 3 feet apart and cultivated until the plants are large
enough to shade the ground. Cut for hay when the first pods
are forming, and for seed before thoroughly ripe. This is a
medium variety for the South.”
Note: The introduction, dated 1 Jan. 1901, is by Jared
G. Smith, Chief, Section of Seed and Plant Introduction.
Address: Washington, DC.
659. Soule, Andrew M.; Vanatter, P.O.; Fain, J.R. 1901.
Experiments with corn, forage crops and spring cereals.
Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 14(1):131. Jan. See p. 10-11, 16-17, 22, 25-31.
• Summary: Table III, titled “Experiments with forage crops,
1900” (p. 10) states that Soja beans which were seeded
(planted) on May 1 matured on Oct. 12, and gave a yield of
5.95 tons of green crop per acre. The highest yields came
from teosinte (26.25 tons), rape (18.50 tons), and corn (17.60
tons).
Table VI (p. 16-17) shows the results of growing soja
beans for hay and “green food” in 1900. The varieties with
their yields (tons of gross crop per acre) are as follows (listed
in descending order of yield): Soja Bean, No. 4912 (5.94
tons/acre), Soja Bean, No. 4914 (5.70), Soja Bean, No. 4913
(5.25), Medium Green Soja Bean (5.10), Common Soja Bean
(3.60), Medium Early Soja Bean (3.30), Extra Early Dwarf
Soja Bean (1.29).
Most varieties were obtained from the USDA and
planted on May 4, at the same time as cowpeas. The best
yield secured was 5.94 tons/acre from Soja Bean No. 4912,
which grew to an average height of 34 inches and was cut on

July 31.
Table XII (p. 22) shows the digestible nutrients and
fertilizing constituents contained in 8 leading farm crops,
including Soja beans.
The section titled “Importance of studying roots” (p.
24-29) includes a discussion of soja bean roots (tap root,
branching roots, size and number of nodules). A photo
(p. 27) shows the roots of cowpea and soja bean plants at
different stages of growth. Address: Knoxville.
660. Wilson, James. 1901. Report of the Secretary. Yearbook
of the United States Department of Agriculture. p. 9-78. For
the year 1900. See p. 32, 72, 77.
• Summary: The frontispiece is a portrait photo of William
Saunders (1822-1900). / In the section titled “Some valuable
importations” (p. 32) is a subsection on “Grasses and forage
plants” which states: “Superior varieties of soy beans have
been brought from Japan.”
A section titled “The Library” (p. 72) is quite detailed:
“Growth of the library–Additions to the Library during the
past year have numbered about 5,000 volumes. A larger
proportion of the additions has come by way of exchange
than ever before, owing to arrangements for exchange made
by the Librarian as a result of a personal visit to various
points in Europe. These arrangements have a salutary effect
in bringing to the attention of scientific bodies in other
countries the numerous valuable, scientific publications
of the Department, adding prestige to the Department as a
whole and to its scientific workers in particular.
“Card index–Cards have been issued containing entries
of all articles in the Yearbooks and Farmers’ Bulletins issued
by the Department; these have been printed and distributed
to nearly 4,000 libraries, thus assisting in the efforts to make
these publications more available to readers.”
“Card catalogue–The additions to the card catalogue
have been so great that it is probable that it will be in
shape to be printed within a year or two. Such a catalogue,
if printed, would be of the greatest use to workers in
agricultural experimentation wherever located.”
The section titled “Experimental Farm at Arlington”
(p. 77) notes: “Congress at its last session authorized this
Department to take charge of part of the Arlington grounds
lying east of the Georgetown and Alexandria road. These
grounds are susceptible of being made productive and
very attractive, but at the present time require grubbing,
draining, surfacing, and fertilizing. This work is being
vigorously pushed; drain tile will be laid during the coming
year; $10,000 should be appropriated to carry on the work.”
Address: Secretary of Agriculture [USDA], Washington, DC.
661. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1901. Growing the soja bean
(or American coffee berry) in northern Ohio. 29(4):159. Feb.
15.
• Summary: “Learning that the writer whose communication
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appears below had grown successfully quite a crop of fully
matured soja beans, I wrote him for particulars, and he
furnishes the following:
“’We plowed the ground May 10th, and harrowed
it thoroughly. We had some seed raised from a packet of
American coffee-berry purchased of you. The strip we
planted was so poor we were certain it would not pay to plant
it to corn. We applied acid phosphate, or South Carolina
rock, at the rate of 250 lbs. per acre. It was drilled in with a
grain-drill with fertilizer attachment. We then marked it in
rows 30 inches apart, and drilled the beans in by hand after
the fashion of early peas–i.e., about an inch apart in the row.
We went over them with a weeder just before they were
through the ground. After they were up we cultivated them
thoroughly as deep and close to rows as possible, until they
were about three inches high. From there on we gave them
shallow cultivation, and just kept the ground nice and fine
on top as long as we could get between the rows. They grow
very rapidly, covering the ground completely. They root so
deeply that drouth does not seem to affect them; they even
grow and produce well when planted in among the corn. We
planted the beans May 15, and harvested them Sept. 5. We
drove along each row with a mowing machine, and cut them;
then followed, put them in bunches, and left them to cure
for about a week. We used a common thrashing-machine to
thrash them, removing all but one row of concaves, running
very slowly, and always keeping the cylinder nearly full to
avoid throwing beans all over the barn. The quarter acre
yielded about 8 bushels. The soil was a mixture of clay and
sand.
“’J. McQueen. Baltic, Ohio.’
“Now, this is interesting, for the soja bean has met with
favor everywhere. It not only makes excellent hay and feed,
but for plowing under to enrich the ground there is probably
no plant known that is its superior. Our experiment station
goes further, and informs us that where the crop is taken off
the ground completely, for hay or seed, the soil on which it
grew has been benefited for almost any other crop. We can
furnish a leaflet on application, telling more about this new
forage plant.”
662. Cottrell, H.M.; Otis, D.H.; Haney, J.G. 1901. Soy beans
in Kansas in 1900. Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 100. p. 55-115. March. (Issued April 1901).
• Summary: This is an extremely detailed report, remarkable
for soy beans in the year 1900. It is composed mainly of
county by county reports by farmers of planting tests made
during the year, and yields of forage and/or seed. The first
general trials of soy beans throughout the state of Kansas
were made in the summer of 1900.
One table (p. 58) shows the “Yield per acre on the
college farm” of soy beans, corn and kaffir corn from 1889
to 1900, inclusive. The average soybean yield over these 12
years was 12 bushels/acre, the top yield was 17.0 bu/acre in

1889, and the lowest was 2.6 bu/acre in 1894.
A second table, titled “Varieties of soy beans” (p. 59),
shows the varieties tested, the source of the seed (many
seedsmen), the yield of beans per acre, the yield of hay per
acre, and the days from planting to maturity. The varieties
with their yields in bushels per acre (sorted in descending
order of seed yield) are: Early Yellow, from Kansas State
Agricultural College (7.4 bu/acre), Early Soy, from Peter
Henderson & Co. (New York) and Johnson & Stokes
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) (6.5 and 6.2), Dwarf Soy, from
George W. Hilliard (Brighton, Illinois) (6.4), American
Coffee, from J.J.H. Gregory (Marblehead, Massachusetts)
(5.5), Medium Early Black, from J.J.H. Gregory (3.0),
Extra Early Dwarf, from J.J.H. Gregory (2.7), Late Soy,
from Johnson & Stokes (* = did not mature), Medium
Soy, from Hilliard (*), Chastain Soy, from E.N. Chastain
(Hume, Missouri) (NS = no stand), Nalrade, from Japan
(Days from planting to maturity: 166), Asahi, from Japan
(Days to maturity: 166), Tamarat Sukun, from Japan (Days
to maturity: 151), Soy bean 4912, from USDA, from Japan
(Days to maturity: 128), Best White 4913, from USDA, from
Japan (Days to maturity: 128), and Best Green 4914, from
USDA, from Japan (Days to maturity: 166). Early Yellow
also gave the best yield of hay (1.4 tons/acre).
A map (p. 60) shows where soy beans were grown in
Kansas in 1900; they were grown in at least one location in
75 of the of the 105 counties of the state. These locations
are concentrated in the eastern one-third of the state, and
especially in the northeast.
The report concludes by stating that “a majority of the
292 who reported growing soy beans in 1900 think them a
profitable crop, and this with a new crop, in an unfavorable
season.”
Most farmers who tested soy beans responded to most
of the following questions (their letters were condensed to
5-15 lines typeset): Have you grown soybeans before; if so,
starting when? Type of soil in which this year’s crop of soy
beans was planted? Method and date of planting. Spacing
between rows, and of plants within each row. Method and
frequency of cultivation. Method of harvesting (one of the
biggest problems). Pests you noticed (rabbits–often jackrabbits–and grasshoppers were reported by many; only a
few reports mentioned injury from other insects, and none
from diseases). Yield of beans (most farmers got less than
15 bushels/acre; the highest yield was 31 bu/acre). Results
of feeding beans or plants to livestock (almost every feeding
trial was highly favorable; hogs, milch cows, and sheep
generally thrived on them). Degree of satisfaction with the
crop and its profitability. Do you plan to try soy beans again
next year? Many farmers reported that the beans withstood
drought very well. No mention was made in the Bulletin of
any farmer having tried the soy bean as food.
H.C. Whitford, of Garnett, in Anderson County: “Tried
to cut with mower, but this broke the clods and we had
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to resort to hand pulling. Got badly injured in the shock.
[Presumably the soy beans, not Whitford.] I thought them
worthless and fed them to hogs; the hogs were very fond
of them.” William Matthias, of Huron, in Atchison County:
“Pigs and poultry got a taste of the ripe beans, and they made
desperate raids on the field.”
Joseph Shaw, of Strong, in Chase County: “Pigs were
crazy for them, and ate stalks and all.” John German, of
Hiattville, in Bourbon County, said his hogs wouldn’t touch
the beans, although his calves and yearlings would. C.O.
McLane, another Bourbon County man, from Uniontown,
said concurringly that calves and also colts would climb
low fences to get at some sorghum he had liberally laced
with soybeans. Many respondents grumpily observed that
soybeans were relished by rabbits.
Concerning soybean pioneers: H.J. Gifford of Haviland,
in Edwards country: “I have planted the Little Yellow soy
bean on a small scale for the past seven years [since about
1894]–principally as a coffee substitute.” Gustave Koehler
of Troy, Doniphan County: “I have raised the soy bean
for years, and find it not a paying crop.” Carl L. Howe of
Emporia, in Lyon County: “Have raised soy beans for four or
five seasons...”
Full-page photos show: 1. Early Yellow soy bean (p. 83).
Brooks early soy bean (Henderson; p. 85). Early Yellow soy
beans in the field (p. 87). Sixteen acres of Early Yellow soy
beans (p. 89).
An excellent summary (p. 111-15) is given of these tests
by Kansas farmers. The Early Yellow variety gave the best
results. 135 farmers (46%) stated that soy bean is a profitable
crop, 68 had a favorable opinion but needed further trial, 33
gave an unfavorable report, and 30 found the crop to be a
total failure. The others did not express their opinion. “The
season was the most unfavorable for growing soy beans
but one that we have had in twelve years.” Another major
reason for low yields was probably the failure to inoculate
the soy beans with nitrogen-forming bacteria before planting.
Inoculated soil was first sent to 25 farmers in the spring
of 1900; roughly 1,000 to 1,200 lb of inoculated soil are
required per acre. “Soy beans have been grown on the
College farm for twelve years... On Kansas farms where
there is a sufficient supply of alfalfa for all the stock, we
do not think it will usually pay to grow soy beans. Alfalfa
supplies protein and mineral matter at a less cost than soy
beans.”
Note 1. This is earliest English-language document
seen (June 2004) that uses the term “pest” or “pests” in
connection with soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varieties Tamarat Sukun, Nalrade,
Asahi, or Best Green.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005)
that contains a map directly related to soybeans. Address:
Manhattan.

663. Wilson, W.A. 1901. How I plant and harvest soja beans.
American Agriculturist 67(14):500. Week ending April 6.
• Summary: “I have many letters asking me to give my
method of planting, cultivating, harvesting and threshing
the soja bean. First, I prepare the land for soja beans as I do
for corn. For seed, plant any time from the last of April to
July 1, in rows 3½ or 4 ft. wide. I put two or three beans in
a hill, 12 or 15 in. apart, and work as I do a corn crop. I let
all the leaves shed so the beans will get their full growth,
and then dry. I take my bramble-hook or mower and cut in
the morning while the dew is on them, because they will
‘pop out’ [shatter] during the middle of the day. I rake them
up with hay rake, haul them up in the afternoon to the barn
or pound lot, make a rail pen, and thresh as fast as they are
hauled. If I had plenty of barn room I would haul in and
thresh after I got through cutting.
“I plant soja beans, when wanted for hay, in 2 ft. rows,
four or five beans in hill, 12 to 15 in. apart, and work twice
with cultivator. I cut them any time after blooming. For cow
feed I cut with mower two rows at a time, and let it cure as
I would any other hay. I plant a large patch of soja beans by
the side of my pasture, and find it a big help in August and
September, when hot and dry. I cut them every morning and
evening and throw them over to the cows, hogs, and stock of
all kinds. They eat it as eagerly as green clover. They will do
as well on it as they will on clover.
“I sow soja beans broadcast in my corn at the last
working, and gather my corn as soon as I can. Then I turn in
my cows, hogs, and horses. I let the cows and horses stay in
the beans only a short time the first one or two days, for fear
they will eat too much. After that there is no danger of their
overeating. I use no manure or fertilizer of any kind for soja
beans. I often plant them on my thinnest land to improve it.
I turn the beans under or cut them early and plant a second
crop. It is a splendid crop to follow Irish potatoes. I like soja
beans better than any kind of pea, because they do not rot
easily when they get wet and are left out for a short time.”
Address: Norfolk Co., Virginia.
664. Parsons, Adrian A. 1901. A clover substitute. Ohio
Farmer 99(15):323. April 11.
• Summary: “Under the above heading, H.P. Miller, in last
week’s Farmer makes some very good suggestions, to which
I would like to add a few more, as I consider the subject
a vital one. The improvement of the soil where it can be
secured while raising profitable crops should interest all
of us, and it goes without question that all the legumes are
soil-improvers because they gather more of the free nitrogen
from the atmosphere and change it into available plant food,
than any other order of plants, and the soy, or soja bean is
proving itself the most valuable of them all. Its roots go so
deep into the soil that during the severest droughts we have
had in the last four years, the leaves never wilt.
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“Twenty-four veers ago I planted the cow-pea and soon
found they were too hard to handle as the harvesting comes
at a season when the curing process goes on very slowly.
Likewise the Canada field pea; it was badly affected by
summer drouth, and yielded but little seed. The crimson
clover would do well with us, could we always have
sufficient rain in July to give it a start, but I believe one year
in six is about its success here.
“The soy bean has been a success with us from the first
planting, growing in favor each year. They are relished by all
kinds of stock. The hay is equal to best clover, and the beans
have a feeding value greater than linseed meal. They will
grow on land that is too thin to grow clover and will yield
proportionately better on rich soil. According to statement
from the government experiment station they have been
known to yield a hundred bushels to the acre.
“We can’t say what the yield has been on our ground,
as most of our crops have been fed without threshing. Last
season we planted twenty-five acres; began feeding them
off the 22d of July to thirty shoats and six brood sows,
with twenty pigs, at that time. The shoats were marketed
in November; had been on full corn feed three weeks and
averaged two hundred [pounds each]. The pigs are fat and
growthy–as good a lot as we ever had. We put up three acres
early for hay, and the second week in December we threshed
the remainder and had over two hundred bushels of seed,
and a fine pile of straw, that according to the analysis set out
in Prof. Henry’s book on feeds, is worth a dollar less on the
ton than clover hay, and I believe our ground is in as good
condition as it would have been in clover–A.A. Parsons,
Hendricks Co., Ind.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2017)
stating that A.A. Parsons of Indiana is growing soybeans.
Note 2. There was no article by H.P. Miller under the
heading “A Clover Substitute” in the previous week’s issue
of The Ohio Farmer. There was an article by or “conducted”
by H.P. Miller, D.V.M., on “Spring Lambs” under the
heading “Sheep and Wool”. Dr. H.P. Miller does respond to
a question on feeding ewes and says, in part: “The corn and
clover plants produce more economical feed than bluegrass
on land adapted to their cultivation.” No mention is made of
soybeans in his “column” on “Sheep and Wool”. Address:
Hendricks Co., Indiana.
665. Gleanings in Bee Culture. 1901. Planting and harvesting
soja beans. 29(8):356. April 15.
• Summary: “I have many letters asking me to give my
method of planting, cultivating, harvesting and thrashing
the soja bean. First, I prepare the land for soja beans as I do
for corn. For seed, plant any time from the last of April to
July 1, in rows 3½ or 4 ft. wide. I put two or three beans in a
hill, 12 or 15 in. apart, and work as I do a corn crop. I let all
the leaves shed so the beans will get their full growth, and
then dry. I take my bramble-hook or mower and cut in the

morning while the dew is on them, because they will ‘pop
out’ [shatter] during the middle of the day. I rake them up
with a hay-rake, haul them up in the afternoon to the barn
or pound lot, make a rail pen, and thrash as fast as they are
hauled. If I had plenty of barn room I would haul in and
thrash after I got through cutting.
“I plant soja beans, when wanted for hay, in 2- ft. rows,
four or five beans in hill, 12 to 15 in. apart, and work twice
with cultivator. I cut them any time after blooming. For cow
feed I cut with mower two rows at a time, and let it cure as
I would any other hay. I plant a large patch of soja beans by
the side of my pasture, and find it a big help in August and
September, when hot and dry. I cut them every morning and
evening and throw them over to the cows, hogs, and stock of
all kinds. They eat it as eagerly as green clover. They will do
as well on it as on clover.
“I sow soja beans broadcast in my corn at the last
working, and gather my corn as soon as I can. Then I turn in
my cows, hogs, and horses. I let the cows and horses stay in
the beans only a short time the first one or two days, for fear
they will eat too much. After that there is no danger of their
overeating. I use no manure or fertilizer of any kind for soja
beans. I often plant them on my thinnest land to improve it.
I turn the beans under or cut them early and plant a second
crop. It is a splendid crop to follow Irish potatoes. I like soja
beans better than any kind of pea, because they do not rot
easily when they get wet and are left out for a short time.
“Norfolk Co., Virginia. W.M. Wilson.
“The above I clip from the American Agriculturist [6
April 1906, p. 500]. My special reason for giving it here is
because of what is said about cutting it night and morning
for stock when pastures are poor. Soja beans will grow on
almost any sort of soil, as above mentioned, and severe
drouths seem to affect it but little. Of course, the later kinds
do not ripen seed here in the North; but the early soja beans,
the one we call coffee berry, will ripen seed perfectly any
season as far north as Ohio.”
666. F., Wm. H. 1901. Notes and queries: Soy beans. Ohio
Farmer 99(17):375. April 25.
• Summary: “Will A.A. Parsons tell us how he handles soy
beans for hay and for seed? Does he seed broadcast or in
drills. Does he cultivate? Does he cut with mower or bean
harvester? Does he stack, and how protect stacks?–Wm.
H. F., Bentonville, Ark.” [Arkansas]. Address: Bentonville,
Arkansas.
667. Leader-Post (The) (Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada).
1901. Soy beans as forage: a valuable catch crop that will
stand drought. April 25. p. 7.
• Summary: “The soy bean may be grown for the grain,
for soiling food, for pasture and for green manuring, says
Professor Thomas Shaw in The American Agriculturist. Its
greatest value, however, will probably be found in furnishing
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soiling food for dairy cows, as it is in the proper condition
for being thus fed at that season of the year, when but few
plants are available for such a use–that is to say, during the
latter part of the summer. The soy bean is a hot weather
plant, but is able to stand more drought than the cowpea.
When once well rooted, hot winds that would wilt and wither
many other forms of vegetation will not seriously injure the
soy bean.
“In appearance it resembles as common bean, but the
foliage is larger and much more luxuriant, and the habit of
growth is more upright. With all the conditions favorable
this plant in some of its varieties will grow to the height of
at least four feet, and it produces a large yield of green food.
Some of the early varieties, as the medium or green, can be
grown successfully farther north than the cowpea. The claim,
however, that they will flourish as far north as corn is not
quite correct, and, since it can stand drought better than the
cowpea, it has special adaptation for some of the states west
of the Mississippi and south of Minnesota–as, for instance,
Kansas, Nebraska, Arkansas and Oklahoma.
“Its province as a catch crop is more circumcised than
that of the cowpea, since in many of its varieties it takes
longer to mature. Nevertheless there are many crops which
it may be made to follow the same season–as, for instance,
winter rye, winter wheat, grain forage eaten down or an early
crop of potatoes. A warm, rich vegetable soil with a porous
subsoil is best adapted to the growth of the soy bean. The
soils of fertile prairie, therefore, are a natural home for it. On
poor, sandy soils it will not make a large growth unless these
are first fertilized.”
668. Phelps, C.S. 1901. The soy bean as a forage and seed
crop. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 22. 20 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties. Uses of the
crop. The soy bean as a forage crop: As a soiling crop, as
a silage crop, soy bean fodder compared with corn fodder
[from “Indian corn”], proportions of nutrients in soy bean
fodder, digestibility of the nutrients of soy bean fodder,
comparison of the amounts of digestible nutrients in soy bean
and corn fodders. The soy bean as a seed crop: Introduction,
proportions of total and digestible nutrients in soy bean seed,
feeding value of soy bean meal. Culture of the soy bean: Soil
and fertilizers, seeding and cultivating, harvesting (use as
a soiling crop for milch cows, growing for silage, growing
for seed), methods of introducing the nitrogen gathering
germs, experiments on inoculating soy beans to produce root
nodules. Summary and deductions.
“The soy bean is a legume... It is a native of southern
or eastern Asia, and has been cultivated in China and Japan
from very early times. In those countries it is cultivated
principally for its seed, which is used as food for man...
In this country it has been grown for many years, chiefly
in the South; but only within fifteen years has it received

much attention as a forage or grain crop in other parts of the
country... The Storrs Station began studies on the soy bean
in 1890, and has cultivated the crop and continued its studies
each year since then” (p. 3).
“Several varieties of the soy bean are grown in this
country. They are distinguished chiefly by the color of the
seeds and the time of reaching maturity. The most valuable
varieties grown in recent years were imported from Japan,
and were brought to the attention of the farmers in this
country by the Hatch Experiment Station of Amherst,
Massachusetts. The three leading varieties are the early
white, the medium early green and the medium black. The
first named produces a small plant and a rather light growth
of seed. It is better adapted than the other varieties to rather
poor soils, and is valuable mainly for its seed, as it produces
a small amount of forage. The medium early green is
valuable either as a forage crop or for its seed. It produces
a heavy growth of leafy fodder, and will generally mature
a large amount of seed before frost. The medium black is a
large, leafy plant much like the medium early green, except
that it does not produce quite as heavy yields of fodder and
requires a little longer season in which to mature its seed” (p.
3-4).
Seed crop: “During the past ten years the soy bean
has been quite generally recommended in this country as a
valuable crop to grow for seed to be ground into meal... The
Hatch Station at Amherst, Massachusetts, reports yields of 25
to 40 bushels per acre...” (p. 12).
Harvesting: “When grown for seed the crop should
remain standing until the seeds are well matured. By this
time most of the leaves will have dropped. The plant should
then be pulled or cut and placed in small stooks [British
word for shocks]. As soon as dry the crop should be hauled
and stored in a dry place. If left in the field after the pods
become dry the seeds are liable to scatter [shatter] badly by
the snapping open of the pods and considerable waste will
result in case the weather is dry” (p. 15).
“Methods of introducing nitrogen gathering germs”
(p. 15-17). It is well known that plants belonging to the
legume group “are able to acquire nitrogen from the air.
This nitrogen is taken into the plants through the agency of
bacteria that live in the little wart-like bunches on the roots,
known as root tubercles or nodules. The nodules are the
home of the bacteria, and several distinct species or kinds of
bacteria are found on the roots of different kinds of plants. It
seems to be well proven that where the nodules are not found
on the roots the plant does not acquire atmospheric nitrogen,
except possibly in very small amounts. The proper species of
bacteria for the inoculation of most of our common legumes
are found in nearly all soils.” “The introduction of the germs
may be brought about in any of three ways: first, the spores
of the bacteria may be carried to and introduced into the new
soil with the seed; second, the spores may be introduced
by mixing with the soil of the new field a small amount of
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soil from a field where the beans have been grown and have
produced nodules; third, the spores may be introduced by
gathering the dust and dirt that falls from the roots of the soy
beans when threshed, and applying it in the soil when the
beans are planted.”
“Experiments on inoculating soy beans to produce root
nodules” (p. 17-19). “The Station began to grow soy beans
in 1890 and has grown them each year since; but for the
first three years no nodules were found on the roots. During
this time the yields were light, unless the crop was heavily
fertilized, and the foliage was pale yellow in color. In 1893,
seed of the early white variety was obtained form the Hatch
Station, of Amherst, Mass., and, at the same time, some soil
from a field where soy beans had been grown by that Station
and where the nodules were abundant the year before. This
soil was obtained for the purpose of introducing nitrogen
gathering germs. Six hundred pounds were scattered over
about one-tenth of an acre at time of planting.” By midsummer, the soy beans on the larger field, over which the
special soil had been scattered, had their roots covered with
nodules; no nodules were found on the soy beans in field to
which no imported soil had been added. “The plants upon
which no nodules were found were pale yellow in color and
produced a light growth of seed. The plants [with nodules]
on the larger field made a vigorous growth and seeded
heavily.”
“The results of this test seem to indicate that the
presence of the nitrogen gathering bacteria, as indicated
by the abundance of nodules, increased the percentage of
nitrogen and of protein in the seed. This experiment would
seem to show that the presence of the nodules is not only
accompanied by an increase in the amount of the crop, but, in
this case at least, by an increase in the proportion of protein
as well. The only other experiment similar to this that has
come to our attention was made by D.H. Otis, and reported
by the Kansas Station in Bulletin 96. In this experiment,
however, the ripe seeds were discarded and only the stems
and leaves were analyzed.”
A table (p. 18) shows that the soybean seeds from plants
having abundant nodules on the roots contained about 10%
more nitrogen and protein (on a water-free basis) than seeds
from the plants with few or no nodules (p. 17-19).
Other tables show: (1) Soy bean fodder: Yields per
acre with different types of fertilizers, 1895-1899. (2)
Proportions of total and digestible nutrients in the fresh
(green) substance of soy bean fodder, corn fodder, and
corn silage. (3) Proportions of the total nutrients that are
digestible in soy beans compared with those of other feeding
stuffs. (4) Experiments with soy bean and corn grown for
fodder. Estimated amounts of digestible nutrients per acre.
(5) Composition of soy bean seed compared with that of
other grain feeds (incl. Chicago Gluten meal). (6) Effect of
nitrogen gathering bacteria on the percentage of nitrogen
and protein in the seed. Address: Vice-Director of the Station

and Agriculturist, Mansfield (P.O. Storrs), Tolland County,
Storrs, Connecticut.
669. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1901.
Antworten und Briefwechsel: 280 Sojabohne (Soja hispida
Mönch) [Replies and correspondence: 280 Soybean (Soja
hispida Mönch)]. 51(38):336. May 11. [Ger]
• Summary: This is an answer to a question about soybeans.
280. Soybean (Soja hispida Mönch) M.M. in B,
Mähren [probably the initials of the author M.M. in perhaps
Brno, Moravia, in today’s Czech Republic]. The soybean
(Sojabohne) cannot be recommended for green fodder
purposes, since it does not provide even a proportionately
small quantity of feed, but rather this green fodder is only
reluctantly eaten by animals because the plants are very
tomentose (behaart) and bulky (sperrig). In contrast, the
seeds of this plant are the richest in nitrogen of all pulse
seeds. The content of nitrogenous substances fluctuates
from 36 to 38%, that of fat from 16 to 18%, and that of
nitrogen-free extracts from 24 to 26%. We have the late
professor at the Imperial-Royal College of Agriculture (k.
k. Hochschule für Bodencultur) Friedrich Haberlandt to
thank for the introduction of the cultivation of this plant
into Austria who, on the occasion of the Vienna World
Exhibition of 1873 found, among other seeds, those
soybean seeds which he acquired from the exhibitions of
China, Japan, Mongolia, Transcaucasia, and East India
where the soybean is indigenous and started up culture
trials. He published an essay about this in issue no. 9 of
the Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung in 1876 and
also published a monograph on this plant. (Footnote:
Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt, Die Sojabohne. Erbegnis der
Studien und Versuche über die Anbauwürdigkeit dieser
neu einzuführenden Culturpflanze von Prof. Friedrich
Haberlandt, octavo, II and 119 pp., Vienna: 1878, Carl
Gerold’s Sohn.) As a consequence of Haberlandt’s warm
conviction for the soybean, the cultivation of this plant was
indeed experimented with here and there both at that time
and later on, but it was not possible for the cultivation of
the soybean to be permanently established with us, since
these days, it has completely disappeared from the register
of crops to be planted by our farmers. The soybean is a plant
of the wine climate and its cultivation is similar to that of
bush beans (Buschbohne). The seeds serve for both human
nutrition and livestock feed.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
670. Cooper & Gill. 1901. We invite your attention to our
stock of feed! (Ad). Statesville Record and Landmark
(Statesville, North Carolina). June 21. p. 3, col. 5.
• Summary: “Including corn, oats, shipp stuff, cotton seed
hulls, cotton seed meal.
“Seed for late planting: Yellow dent corn, peerless and
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late red irish potatoes, kaffir corn, sorghum and soja beans
(These are for forage.)
“Nice assortment of garden beans. For successive
planting.” Address: [North Carolina].
671. Willard, J.T.; Clothier, R.W. 1901. Digestion
experiments with Kansas feeds. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 103. p. 253-75. June. See p.
271-74. Also in Kansas Academy of Science, Trans. 18:5960. 1902.
• Summary: Ground whole soybeans (called soy-bean meal)
were fed to a steer with Kafir-corn stover and grain. “These
results are certainly of great interest and also of the highest
importance to the feeder. They present the fact that soy-bean
meal contains a higher percentage of digestible protein than
any other feed except cottonseed-meal. Not only is this true,
but it is very rich in fat, the most valuable food principle next
to protein, and this fat is practically all digestible.”
“The soy-bean meal is seen to be one of our most
concentrated feed stuffs, being scarcely inferior to
cottonseed-meal in protein, and exceeding it in fat, and
being considerably superior to old-process oil-meal in both
these respects. In carbohydrates it is practically the same as
cottonseed-meal, but is inferior to linseed-meal. If soy beans
can be made to yield sufficiently well, they will become a
most important factor in Kansas feeding.”
A table (p. 274) shows the coefficient of digestibility
of each of the major nutrients (ash, crude protein,
carbohydrates, fat, total dry matter, etc.) in 8 feeds including
soy-bean meal, which is the most digestible of the eight.
Address: 1. Chemist and Director of the Station, Chemical
Dep.
672. Otago Witness (New Zealand). 1901. Notes on rural
topics: The soja bean. Sept. 18. p. 8.
• Summary: From Agricola: “The soja bean is a fodder
plant that is thought very highly of in Canada and the United
States, where it has been in cultivation for about five to
seven years [sic, 135 years]. This leguminous fodder plant
is a native of China and Japan, and though I have not seen it
growing I gather from various reports that it has many good
points to recommend it. Mr. Kinsella referred to it recently
in his paper upon ensilage, and mentioned it as one of the
substitutes for maize when a heavy green crop is desired in
a climate unsuitable for maize. It was said a year or two ago
that the soja bean plant had gained much favor with farmers
in America, not as the result of a boom, but entirely upon
account of its merits, and it was strongly recommended a few
years ago as a suitable crop for the dry climate of Australia,
but I cannot say whether it has caught on there or not. So
many flattering things have been said about it that one is
inclined to think it may prove to be no better than some other
wonderful plants that have been boomed with disastrous
results.

“A few years ago the Massachusetts Experiment Station
gave the bean a trial, and reported it to be the richest known
vegetable substance, being four times richer than maize corn.
A hundred pounds of the latter contains 4½ lb of fat, while
the same weight of soja beans contains nearly 19 1b of fat.
An American farmer says that he has threshed 100 bushels
per acre on a rich river flat. Another says it is certainly a
grand forage plant, and withstands drought or excessive
moisture. It is said to be well adapted for making ensilage, or
silage, because it gives a heavy bulk of growth and being of
such an oily nature is difficult to make into hay as it cures–
that is, dries into hay, very slowly. It appears there are two
varieties–the mammoth [Mammoth] and the dwarf [Dwarf]–
and both are said to be so hardy as to be able to hold their
own against flood, frosts, drought, grass and weeds. The bean
itself is small, no larger than the vetch seed, smooth skinned,
but not so hard as the horse bean. This bean, ground fine, is
largely used in China and Japan in making the sauce called
‘soy.’”
Note: This article is largely compiled from other articles
previously published in New Zealand.
673. Indiana Farmer. 1901. The dust mulch, soja beans, etc.
Sept. 21. p. 14.
• Summary: “A few days ago we saw a good instance of the
benefits of continuous cultivation and the dust mulch. It was
on the farm of Mr. A.A. Parsons, a subscriber, living a few
miles north of Plainfield. In that part of Hendricks county the
drouth was excessive.”
“Soja beans are a hobby of Mr. Parsons and his crop was
much less injured by the dry weather than corn would have
been. He regards the sojas as a much more valuable crop for
feeding all kinds of stock than corn, and uses them largely
in his dairy herd, in the form of hay, having abandoned
clover in their favor. He is satisfied that the bean vines are
better, both as fertilizer and forage, than any of the clovers.
He feeds his cows, summer as well as winter, in their stalls,
and largely on soja bean hay, of which he was several acres,
curing in small heaps in the field. He feeds it dry, but expects
another year to build a silo. He will give our readers some of
his experience with the soja in a future number. Mr. Parsons
is fortunate in having a family of helpful boys and girls, two
of whom, a son and daughter, have been students at Purdue.
By their assistance he has built up a fine business in buttermaking, and gets the best prices in our city market, with a
demand that he is not able to supply. He expects to double
his dairy herd in the near future.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2017)
which shows that Adrian Parsons was growing soybeans.
674. Follette, Berge [George]. 1901. Soy beans in the corn
belt. Leavenworth Times (The) (Leavenworth, Kansas). Dec.
14. p. 2, col. 5.
• Summary: “As a result of my experiments with soy beans,
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I am convinced that they can be made a paying crop for the
farmer living in the corn belt. I have counted as high as 214
pods on one plant and believe they will give an average yield
of 40 bushels per acre on good soil under favorable climatic
conditions and good culture. The department of agriculture
claims [where?] that if the conditions are very favorable the
yield may reach 100 bushels, but on the other hand drought
and poor soil may reduce the yield to 15 bushels. While the
soy bean is possessed of excellent drought resisting qualities
it seems to be able to survive a period of excessive moisture
better than the cow-pea. The upright bushy habit of growth
gives it a great advantage over the cow-pea during wet
weather, and makes it easier to handle at harvest time.”
“The soy bean is one of the most promising of the
annual leguminous forage crops, and as before indicated,
may prove of special value in connection with Indian corn,
the latter supplying the roughness, the soy bean producing
the digestible crude protein necessary to make a complete
and well balanced ration. The soy bean is sold under several
names–German coffee berry, domestic coffee berry and soja
bean.”
Note 1. On 19 Dec. 1901 this same article appeared in
The Weekly Republican (Plymouth, Indiana) (page 7, col.
4) but with a different heading: “Soy beans in Indiana.” By
George Follette, of Indiana, in Orange Judd Farmer.
Note 2. It also appeared on 19 Dec. 1901 in The
Leavenworth Weekly Times (Leavenworth, Kansas) (p. 7, col.
5).
675. Country Gentleman. 1901. Dairy department: The
Maine state meeting. 66(2561):1029. Dec. 19.
• Summary: “Red clover and mixed grasses, which should
be well seeded and fertilized, and cut before getting dry,
followed by oats and peas, cut when the former are in milk,
are next in succession. Then a second cut of alfalfa is ready.
Corn follows this; then a third cut of alfalfa Barnyard millet,
which should be cut just before getting into head is our next
crop, and is ready in fifty days from seeding. Soja bean,
making a hay rich in protein, and sometimes requiring an
application of nitrate of soda [fertilizer], follows millet. Cow
peas and capricorn, a good forage crop when cut at the right
time, make a well balanced ration.”
676. Allen, E.W. 1901. The feeding of farm animals. Revised
ed. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 22. 39 p. See p. 8, 20, 34.
• Summary: A table (p. 12) gives the “Dry matter and
digestible food ingredients in 100 pounds of feeding stuffs.”
It includes values for green fodder from soy bean, hay from
soy bean and soy bean straw.
In the section on “Selection of feeding stuffs,” the
sub-section titled “Manurial value” states (p. 23-24): “It
will be seen by referring to the table of feeding stuffs given
above that hay from the leguminous crops–clover, lupines,
alfalfa, cowpea, etc.–contains about twice the quantity of

digestible protein that hay from the grasses does... The seeds
of these plants (cowpea, soy bean, etc.) are exceedingly rich
in protein and can take the place of expensive commercial
feeds. By growing and feeding more leguminous crops the
amount of grain required is diminished, the value of the
manure is increased, and the soil is enriched in fertility.
Further than this, it has been demonstrated within the last
few years that leguminous crops are able to derive the
larger part of this nitrogen from the atmosphere during their
growth, requiring little manuring with nitrogenous manures.
They therefore enrich the soil, the ration, and the manure in
nitrogen which they derive from the atmosphere without cost
to the farmer, besides improving the mechanical and physical
condition of the soil.” Address: Ph.D., Asst. Director of the
Office of Experiment Stations.
677. MacKay, Angus. 1901. Experimental Farm for the
North-West Territories. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 391434. For the year 1900. See p. 404.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with soja
beans” (p. 404) states that three plots of Soja beans
were sown in rows in 1/20th acre plots on May 18. The
highest yield, 8 tons 1,000 pounds per acre, was achieved
from rows 21 inches apart. Length of straw: 32 inches.
Address: Superintendent, Experimental Farm, Indian Head,
Assiniboia, North-West Territories, Canada.
678. Mehta, P.R. 1901. Poona farm. Annual Report of the
Deputy Director of Agriculture, Bombay Presidency [India],
Being an Account of the Cultural, Dairying and Breeding
Operations Conducted on the Government Experimental
Farms at Poona and Surat p. 1-3. During the year ending
31st March 1901.
• Summary: A table (p. 2) shows the area under cultivation
for 16 crops at the Poona Farm, including the soybean.
In the section titled “Object lessons” (p. 2-3) is
a subsection (p. 3) which reads: “Soy bean (Glycine
hispida).–A plot of 5 gunthas (1/8 of an acre) was devoted
to this crop. The plants grew to the height of 2 feet and
produced an enormous number of beans. Steps have been
taken to grow a much larger area this season and the seeds
have been distributed to the Experimental Farms at Surat
and Nadiád and the Northcote Gowshála at Chhárodi near
Ahmedabad. This leguminosæe promises to turn out a
valuable plant for ploughing in as green manure. It also
produces rich fodder and the beans, if the crop is successfully
introduced in the Presidency, will make a valuable addition
to the cattle food. Mr. Church in his food grains of India
[Church, Arthur Henry. 1886. Food-grains of India] says
‘very few vegetable products are so rich as this bean at once
in albuminoids and in fat and oil, the former constituent
amounting to 35 per cent. and the latter to 19 per cent.’ It
is grown extensively in China, Japan, and Northern India.”
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Address: Acting Deputy Director of Agriculture, Bombay
Presidency [India].
679. Miller, H.H.; Miller, H.P.; Wing, J.E. 1901. The winter
lamb. Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Published by the authors. 62 p.
Illust. 22 cm.
• Summary: In this book about the Dorset ewe in America,
the section titled “Clovers and legumes” (p. 19) states: “You
are engaged, now, in making milk and baby flesh. Each is
largely composed of protein, to produce which you must
feed protein. That means to buy large amounts of wheat bran,
gluten feed or oil meal, or it means to produce your own
protein supply. You can do this most easily by growing red
clover, alfalfa, soy beans or cow peas.”
Joseph Wing of Woodland Farm was an alfalfa pioneer.
The section on “Alfalfa” (p. 20-21) states: “This is the
richest and most easily grown hay in the world. Sheep love
it.” “Woodland Farm begun ten years ago with an acre and
now cuts nearly 250 tons yearly besides pasturing a good
deal. There is absolutely no danger in feeding alfalfa hay but
there is need of care in pasturing green alfalfa. The danger
comes from bloat and that is the result of indigestion, caused
by the animals eating too greedily of the delicious green
feed.” “There is no crop that will return as much feeding
value per acre as alfalfa, if you are on alfalfa land, or will
take the trouble to make your land alfalfa land.”
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 22) states: “In the
Northern states the soy bean is a rich gift. Planted in drills
about 22 inches apart, cultivated once or twice, cut with a
binder and threshed, they yield from 15 to 30 bushels per
acre of extremely rich beans which will go far towards
balancing a ration. Sheep are very fond of these beans and
also of the leaves and stems, if saved without rain. John B.
Peelle, who is a leading hot-house Dorset lamb producer
relies greatly on his soys and saves immensely in his feed
bill thereby, besides producing $10.00 lambs in abundance.
Sow early varieties north.”
Hugh H. Miller lived 1861-1915. Joseph Elwyn Wing
lived 1861-1915.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020)
that mentions the Wing Seed Co. in connection with soy
beans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2003)
that uses the word “binder” (referring to a farm implement)
in connection
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014)
that uses the word “soys” to refer to soybeans.
680. Moore, R.A. 1901. Field experiments with grain and
forage plants. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 18:237-54. For the year ending June 30, 1901.
See p. 252-53.
• Summary: In a section titled “Summary” (p. 250-54) we
read (p. 252-53): “Soy Beans.–Soy beans were introduced

into the United States from Japan and are now quite
extensively grown in the south as a forage plant. Several of
the western Experiment stations have tested them and found
them an excellent soiling crop. If cut at the proper time a fine
grade of hay can be procured which is noted for its richness
in protein.
“The experiments carried on at the Wisconsin Station
last year [1900] seemed to indicate, that while a large amount
of green forage or hay could be produced, the plant matured
so late that severe frosts prevented the ripening of the beans
for seed.
“The seed used this season was northern-grown, having
been procured from Michigan; the test made largely to
determine if soy beans would ripen in Wisconsin... They
were harvested October 2 and threshed, giving a yield of 22
bushels ripe seed beans per acre...
“A portion of one plot was cut and gave a yield of 4 tons
of green forage or 2¼ tons of cured hay per acre.
“Stock of all kinds eat soy beans with a relish.” A
photo (p. 253) shows a man standing in plots of soy beans
(probably in Wisconsin).
“Barley: Sixteen varieties of barley were also tested on
the experimental plots this year. The Oderbrucker and the
Mandscheuri No. 62 have been grown for three successive
years and given excellent satisfaction. The Mandscheuri
barley was first introduced into Ontario [Canada] by the
Agricultural College at Guelph [OAC], from Russia, and the
Wisconsin Station received its original supply therefrom.”
Note 1. From this original Mandscheuri barley, Prof. Charles
A. Zavitz of the OAC produced a variety called OAC 21
in 1906; it was soon was adopted as the standard malting
variety by Canada’s brewing industry.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2008) that uses the word “Mandschurei” to refer
to Manchuria or to a plant variety. Address: Agriculturist,
Madison, Wisconsin.
681. Newman, C.L. 1901. Oat experiments. Arkansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 66. 23 p.
• Summary: In the section titled “Yields of crops planted
after oats were harvested” (p. 4-8), table I (p. 5) shows the
“Yields of crops planted after oats were harvested.” Soja
beans, in 3½ foot rows, yielded 2,998 pounds/acre of hay
and beans or 540 pounds/acre of beans alone. Table II (p. 6)
shows the “Value of crops planted and grown after oats were
harvested.” Soja bean hay, at $10 per ton, was worth $14.00
per acre and Soja beans, at $1 per bushel, were worth $9.00
per acre. Oats were worth $14.55/acre.
In the section titled “Fertilizing effects of preceding
crops of legumes upon oats for both hay and grain” (p.
11+), table V (p. 12) gives results of the fertilizing effect of
four leguminous plants that were plowed in: Velvet beans,
beggar weeds, cowpeas, and soja beans. It gives two values
for “Oats following Soja Beans plowed in.” (1) Yield of hay
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per acre: 2,927 lb. (2) Yield of grain (oats) per acre: 47.81
bushels. Per cent of grain to straw: 52.2. Velvet beans plowed
in gave the highest yield of yield of grain (oats). The soja
beans gave the highest proportion of grain to straw.
Table VII, “The fertilizing effect of different crops upon
the yield of oats” (p. 17) shows that “Oats following Soja
Beans, fall and spring plowed” had a yield of 35.18 bu/acre.
The conclusion of the article (p. 22) states: “1. The
following crops may be sown after oats are harvested and
give profitable returns: Cowpeas, Spanish peanuts, soja
beans, sorghum, corn, Kaffir corn, German millet, sweet
potatoes and second crop Irish potatoes.”
“7. Oats following legumes gave an increased yield of
from 33 to 49 per cent of grain and from 32 to 59 per cent
of hay, as compared with oats grown upon soils where the
preceding crop was other than a legume.” Address: B.S.,
Agriculturist, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
682. Saunders, Wm. 1901. Report of the director. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p.
5-66. For the year 1900. See p. 24.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with Soja
beans (Soja hispida)” (p. 24) states: “Three plots of onefortieth acre each were sown in rows, at different distances,
viz.: 21, 28, and 35 inches apart, to gain information on
the best distance for sowing to secure heaviest crops.” The
28-inch distance was best, yielding 12 tons 400 pounds per
acre of green fodder. Address: LL.D., Director, Dominion
Experimental Farms, Ottawa, ONT, Canada.
683. Sharpe, Thomas A. 1901. Experimental Farm for British
Columbia. Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the
Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 435-75. For the
year 1900. See p. 450-51.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with fodder
plants” has a subsection (p. 450-51) which reads: “Soja
beans. Three plots of this bean were sown in drills, one at
21 inches apart, one at 28 inches, and one at 35 inches. The
medium distance, or 28 inches [yielding 3 tons 1,440 pounds
per acre], appears to be about right here, unless the land is
very fertile, when it would be better drilled in at 35 inches
apart.” Being very leafy, if sown to suit the conditions of
the soil, it soon shades the ground. Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Agassiz, BC, Canada.
684. Shear, Cornelius Lott. 1901. Field work of the Division
of Agrostology: A review and summary of the work done
since the organization of the division, July 1, 1895. USDA
Division of Agrostology, Bulletin No. 25. 67 p.
• Summary: A photo (plate III, before p. 13) shows a man in
a black suit, vest, and bowler derby hat, standing in a field of
soy beans, holding up one plant. The caption reads: “Chinese
soy bean (Glycine hispida var.). Grown on Potomac Flats,
Washington, DC.”

The section on the Gulf Coast states (p. 15): “The
climate of this region is so favorable to the growth of grasses
and forage plants that by proper succession pasture can be
secured during the whole year, hence it was very desirable
to ascertain what plants were best adapted to each season,
and what the most profitable succession of seeding might be.
Another question of great importance was the best method of
improving and restoring the worn-out soils by the cultivation
of the various leguminous forage plants, such as cowpeas,
soy beans (Plate III, fig. 1), and clovers, which, while
producing large crops of hay or green forage, at the same
time improve the chemical and mechanical condition of the
soil and act as fertilizers.”
Page 26 states: “On account of the growing interest in
dairying which is manifested at present in the prairie region,
considerable attention has been given to soiling crops,
the question of summer forage being an important one, as
there is usually a period during the summer when pasture is
scarce. Among the most promising plants for this purpose
cowpeas and soy beans may be mentioned. Certain varieties
of these plants have been grown with much success during
the past few years in various places, especially Kansas and
Nebraska.”
Note: Cornelius Lott Shear lived 1865-1956. Address:
Asst. Agrostologist, Grass and Forage Plant Investigations,
Div. of Agrostology, USDA.
685. Smith, Jared G. 1901. Commercial plant introduction.
Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture p.
131-44. For the year 1900. See p. 133, 138-40.
• Summary: In the section titled “Cooperation with
experiment states in plant introduction” (p. 131+) states
(p. 133): “But the cultivation of the sunflower may be
undertaken, using our improved methods and machinery, as
feed for poultry or in combination in feeding rations; also the
soy bean for forage and hay to fatten animals. New varieties
of sunflower may be obtained from Russia or new soy beans
from Japan to satisfy our needs in these particulars,...”
Pages 138-39: At the California station–”At the Amador
substation, Prof. C.H. Shinn reports... The common, scarlet,
purple, and hedge vetches also made a very fine growth,
indicating that they are worthy of more extensive planting in
the Sierra foothills. These vetches did even better in northern
California. The European lupines and many forms of field
peas have also done well, as have the soy beans, cotton,
sorghums, and the Russian millets.”
Page 140: “Kansas Station–At the Kansas experiment
station... Three varieties of soy beans from Japan did finely,
and one of them, a late variety, produces pods without any
rank or bitter taste, indicating that it might be developed into
a good garden vegetable.”
“Kentucky Station–At the Kentucky experiment station
three varieties of soy beans from Japan did well, and the
early maturing ones seemed especially adapted to cultivation
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in Kentucky.” Note: No variety names are listed. Address:
Chief of the Section of Seed and Plant Introduction, USDA.
686. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1901. Experiment station
work, XVIII. No. 133. 32 p. See p. 27-28.
• Summary: The section titled “Profitable crops for pigs”
states: “Alfalfa and soy beans have also proved useful as
drought-resisting crops. The feeding value of these crops
has been tested by the Kansas Station for several years with
some 300 pigs.” The grain ration, which usually consists of
Kafir corn, has been supplemented with soy beans and other
feeds (p. 27). “Kafir corn fed with alfalfa, soy beans, or skim
milk is eaten readily until the pigs are thoroughly finished,
and lots thus fatten evenly” (p. 28)
“When soy beans were fed with Kafir corn in the
proportion of 1 to 4 there was an increase in gain from
14.6 to 96.4 per cent. ‘Pigs fed soy beans fatten rapidly,
look thrifty, have strong appetites, and the hair and skin are
glossy, like those of animals fed oil meal. The soy bean is a
rich feed, and we do not recommend more than one-fifth to
one-third of the ration to be made of the beans. Soy beans
may be fed whole, mixed with the other grain, or unthrashed
beans–stalk and all–may be thrown to the hogs and they will
quickly pick out the beans’” (p. 28). Address: Washington,
DC.
687. Zavitz, C.A. 1901. Report of the experimentalist.
Ontario Agricultural College and Experimental Farm
(Guelph), Annual Report 26:96-125. For the year 1900. See
p. 108-09, 116-17, 120.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy, soja or Japanese
beans” (p. 108-09) states: “About eighteen years ago, Prof.
Georgeson, then connected with the Agricultural College in
the State of Kansas, imported from Japan 15 varieties of the
Soy Beans, with which he conducted practical experiments
on the Experiment Station grounds, and found that five of the
varieties gave good results. Seed of these five varieties was
imported from Kansas some eight years ago for growing in
our experimental plots; and the Yellow Soy Bean has given
decidedly the best results among the five varieties which
we obtained from Kansas. A few years ago, the Agricultural
College of Massachusetts also imported a number of
varieties of the Soy Beans from Japan, and three of these
have been tested in our experimental grounds. For four years
in succession we have tested the Yellow Soy variety which
we obtained from Kansas, and the Medium Green, Extra
Early Dwarf, and American Coffee Berry, which we obtained
originally from Massachusetts. In the production of grain,
the Yellow Soy variety has produced 19.2 bushels of grain
per acre in the tests of 1900. Of the different varieties under
experiment in recent years, the Extra Early Dwarf has been
the earliest, the Yellow Soy the second earliest, the American
Coffee Berry the third earliest, and the Medium Green the
latest to reach maturity. In many of the localities in Ontario,

the Medium Green variety of Soy Beans would be too
slow in maturing to produce seed, except in very favorable
seasons. We believe that the Yellow Soy variety will give
good results in Ontario.”
The section titled “Annual crops for pasture” (p. 116-17)
states that 21 different crops were tested, including “yellow
Soy beans,” buckwheat, millet, Kafir corn, grass peas, cow
peas, and rape. A table (p. 117) shows the results: As a
pasture crop, Yellow Soy beans yielded 3.3 tons per acre in
five cuttings, compared with 10 tons for hairy vetches (the
highest yielders) and 7.2 tons for grass peas (the second
highest).
The section titled “Some fodder crops” (p. 120)
notes that for five years in succession, six fodder crops
were carefully tested. Yellow Soy Beans gave the second
highest average yield (8.0 tons of green crop per acre),
behind Egyptian Peas (8.6 tons)–ahead of Grass peas and
Crimson Clover. Address: B.S.A., Experimentalist, Ontario
Agricultural College [Guelph, Ontario, Canada].
688. Zavitz, C.A. 1901. Report of the co-operative
experiments in agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and
Experimental Union, Annual Report 22:12-23. For the year
1900. See p. 13, 16, 17-18.
• Summary: “Although the Ontario Agricultural and
Experimental Union was started in 1880 there appears to
have been no definite system of experimental work until
1884, when Dr. Hare arranged a plan of action and nine
or ten ex-students volunteered to assist in conducting
experiments. By the end of 1885 not many results of the cooperative experiments had yet been obtained, as only three
complete reports of one year’s work had been received...” (p.
12).
A table titled “List of experiments for 1900” (p. 13),
under “Grain crops” includes “Testing three varieties of Soy
or Japanese beans–3 plots.”
In the section on “Grain crops” a table (p. 16) shows
that nine tests were conducted on “Soja, or Japanese beans.”
Medium Green (estimated value 89), yielded 1.9 tons/acre of
straw and 26.9 bu/acre of grain. American Coffee Berry (E.V.
100), 1.1 tons/acre of straw and 23.3 bu/acre of grain. Extra
Early Dwarf (E.V. 63), 0.7 tons/acre of straw and 15.0 bu/
acre of grain.
The subsection titled “Soy, soja, or Japanese beans” (p.
17-18) includes a summary and notes that the yields for each
variety are slightly higher than in the previous year. Address:
B.S.A., Agricultural College, Guelph, Ontario [Canada].
689. Jeffrey, J.W. ed. 1902. The land. Orchard, farm, garden,
rancho and stockyard: Practical poultry points. Los Angeles
Times. Jan. 3. p. 12.
• Summary: “A breeder, whose statement we find credited
to ‘exchange,’ says that he has been feeding soy beans to
his poultry for the past season, and the flavor can be readily
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detected in both the eggs and flesh. As we do not know the
flavor of the soy bean, we might not be able to detect it,...”
690. W.H.L. 1902. Soy beans for hogs (Letter to the editor).
Rural New-Yorker 61(2713):52. Jan. 25. Oversize.
• Summary: “W.H.L., New Paris, Ohio.–Are Soy beans a
good hog food? How are they raised and fed? Are there any
other crops that I can plant in the early Spring or Summer
that will give me better results as a hog food?
“Ans.–We have raised Soy beans and fed them green
to pigs. They were well eaten. Some farmers report good
success with these beans as a dry feed. They are grown in
drills, like other varieties of beans, cut and cured in the usual
way. The beans are then thrashed out, ground into a meal and
mixed with bran or shorts. We prefer cow peas to Soy beans.
They are surer to make a crop, and will grow on poorer land.
They make a good hog pasture. Dwarf Essex rape can be
sown like turnips at any time from the opening of Spring to
the middle of August. It makes a fine hog pasture, but cannot
be cured for hay or Winter feed.” Address: New Paris, Ohio.
691. Way, J.L. 1902. Notes and queries: Soy beans. Ohio
Farmer 101(5):98. Jan. 30.
• Summary: “Will A.A. Parsons please tell us more about
soy beans, the kind he sows, how he puts them in, the
amount of seed to the acre, and how he harvests and threshes
them? I put in 2½ acres last season, but did not get them
into the ground until July 1. I put them in with the grain
drill, every other hold closed. I cut them the 2d of October
and cured them for hay. The pods were just forming. I had
6 heavy loads of bright, nice hay. I am holding them to feed
a bunch of ewes that have just commenced to yean, Jan.
20–J.L. Way, Geauca Co., O. 41½ degs.”
Note: To “yean” means (of a sheep or goat) to give birth
to (a lamb or kid). Address: Geauga Co., Ohio.
692. Lindsey, Joseph B. 1902. Concentrated feed-stuffs.
Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 78. 40 p. Jan. See p. 39.
• Summary: Contents: Definition of terms (incl. nonnitrogenous extract matter, nutritive ratio, digestibility). Why
concentrated feeds are fed. Classification. Manufacture of
concentrated feeds: Class I–Cottonseed meal (bright yellow;
it has been decorticated and pressed to remove as much oil
as possible), linseed meals, gluten products (gluten meal,
gluten feed, germ feed). Class II–Distillers’ dried grains,
brewers’ dried grains, malt sprouts. Class III–The wheat
kernel, milling process of wheat, wheat offal (bran, standard
middlings, red dog, flour middlings, mixed feed, H-O dairy
feed. Class IV–Cerealine feed, hominy meal or hominy, corn
bran (formerly chop feed), quaker dry feed, oat fed, corn and
oat feed, and provender, H-O horse feed. Protein standards
(percentage of protein in each feed stuff; cottonseed meal is
the highest at 43%, followed by new-process linseed meal

at 37%, old-process linseed meal at 35%, gluten meal at
34-38%), gluten feed at 25%, etc.). Results of inspection.
Discussion of results. Miscellaneous feed-stuffs. Economic
feeds and rations. Topics of interest.
Under “Topics of interest” (p. 39) we read: “The
farm has been aptly called the ‘carbohydrate factory,’ the
principle fodder crops produced being hay, corn fodder,
corn (grain) and similar materials–all low in protein and
high in carbohydrates. The problem confronting the milk
producer is how to economically secure sufficient of the
costly but necessary protein to supplement the home-grown
carbohydrates.
“Suggestions offered... Medium green soy beans may
be grown by themselves for green forage, or together with
corn for silage, providing the corn and bean mixture can be
successfully cut with a corn harvester, an experiment not as
yet tried by the writer. It is not believed to be economical to
grow them by themselves as a silage crop, for the reason that
the increased cost of handling them, more than makes up for
the extra protein furnished. Corn and beans have been found
to make a very desirable silage mixture, containing 2.5 per
cent of the protein against 1.7 for corn along. Soy beans are
not economical as a seed crop, it being cheaper to purchase
protein in the form of cottonseed or other protein meals.”
“How the parts [of corn] are separated. The corn is
first soaked in quite dilute, warm sulfurous acid water. It is
then ground by being pressed with water thru mills to carry
off the substance in suspension. Degerminating machinery
removes the germs at this point. The germs are dried and
crushed between rolls, and the oil pressed out, leaving the
residue in cakes. It is exported as Corn Germ Cake or sold
in this country as Germ Oil Meal. After degermination the
suspended mass is bolted thru sieves separating the hull,
bran, and some light-weight and broken germs from the
starch and gluten. These materials pressed and dried were
formerly sold as Chop Feed, but are now known as Fancy
Corn Bran. The starch and gluten are run into concentrating
tanks and then passed very slowly thru long shallow troughs.
The starch settles down like wet lime in these troughs, while
the hard, flinty portion or gluten floats off into receivers, is
concentrated, and finally pressed in heavy filter cloths, run
thru steam dryers, and appears as Gluten Meal” (p. 10-11).
An illustration (p. 10) shows a cross-section of a kernel of
corn with the parts labeled: Husk or skin, layer of gluten
cells, germ, starch. Address: Ph.D., Chemist (Foods and
Feeding).
693. E.B.D. [Evan B. Davis]. 1902. Soy beans will be
valuable this season (Letter to the editor). Indiana Farmer
62(5):3. Feb. 1.
• Summary: This is the first of three letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department–Give experience
in growing, harvesting and feeding soy beans. Give all
information possible.”
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“1st Premium [first prize].–Many articles are being
printed in some of our agricultural papers on soy beans,
which are written by parties who have had one or two
years’ experience, and in many instances the information
given is entirely erroneous and misleading. After five years’
experimenting [i.e., since about 1897 or 1898] planting
each year for 5 to 15 acres and on soils of varying degrees
of fertility, from that which would yield 90 bushels of corn
to that which would not yield 20 bushels, I still find there is
much to be learned, but will give the ‘Farmer’ readers the
benefit of my experiments which have cost me many hard
days’ labor and considerable cash outlay. The first and most
important question to be settled is, what variety is best for
all purposes? Out of ten or a dozen varieties tested, I am
positive none will equal the Early Yellow, or Dwarf. While
it will not produce as much forage or seed as the Medium or
Mammoth, it is a sure crop for Indiana and the other varieties
are not.
“The Earliest yield from 10 to 40 bushels per acre, equal
in feeding value to about three times that number of bushels
of corn, and at same time benefiting the soil, so that no
rotation would be necessary in bean culture, I have planted
at various periods, from last week of April to first day of
September, and find the earlier planting best, providing the
soil is warm and in good condition. The Early Yellow will
stand a hard frost without serious injury, so when early
pasture is desired a small patch may be planted before all
danger of frost is past, but the proper time is about May 20.
I had some sown with rape seed the 1st of September, last
fall, and they made growth enough to furnish considerable
pasture. In planting I use the Farquhar combination corn and
bean drill, putting the rows 2½ feet apart, with beans 5 to 8
inches apart. Planted this distance, one bushel of seed will
plant 3 acres. Two or 3 cultivations, with harrow or weeder,
is all I ever give them, after which they usually crowd out
all weeds. Harvesting has proven the hardest part of bean
culture I have yet found. When cut for hay, about half the
pods should be ripe. Cut with mower with clover buncher
attached, put in shocks of about 100 lbs. each immediately,
and leave to cure thoroughly, which they will do in about a
week. Do not worry about their moulding or being spoiled by
rain, because every trial has proven entirely satisfactory.
“If left to cure in the sun, the leaves will all shatter and
the best of the hay is lost. If the crop is for seed, it should
be left until every pod is ripe and all the leaves have fallen.
Then they may be cut with mower, or harvested with bean
harvester, and immediately threshed. All concave teeth
should be removed and the machine run half speed, when
but few seed will be split. Watch that seed does not heat
after it is threshed, for if it does it is ruined for both planting
and feeding. The best results in feeding are obtained by
grinding with corn or oats, one bushel of beans to three
bushels of corn, or they may be fed without grinding, before
or after threshing. They are an ideal crop to be pastured by

hogs, cows or sheep. If cut for hay, at proper stage, no bran,
cottonseed or other mill feeds need be supplied when the
bean hay is fed.
“A crop possessing so much merit and feeding value,
and so few insect enemies, cannot fail to find a place
on every up-to-date farm. It will be specially valuable
this season as it will be ready to feed two months before
corn, and those who have feed to buy know what such an
advantage as this will mean.”
Note 1. At the end of the three letters we read (p. 11):
“Premiums of $1, 75 cents, and 50 cents are given for the
first, second, and third best articles for the Experience
Department each week.” Topics for discussion in the next
three issues of the “Farmer” are then described.
Note 2. In a letter of 23 Aug. 2000 to William Shurtleff,
Lee Parsons explains that the initials of the author, E.B.D.,
almost certainly stood for Evan B. Davis, Adrian’s son-inlaw who married Adrian’s daughter Ethel. Lee consulted
the 1900 Federal census and found no other adult male in
Hendricks County with initials that would possibly match.
In 1902 Evan B. Davis was a prominent farmer in Hendricks
County; in 1912 he moved to Alabama. The style makes it
clear that the letter was not ghost-written by Adrian Parsons.
Adrian’s style was “wooly.” For further information, consult
Lee’s note for item #3 in “The Notebook of Adrian Parsons.”
Address: Hendricks County, Indiana.
694. J.P.B.; Plumb, C.S. 1902. Raising pigs by hand: soy
beans (Letter to the editor). Rural New-Yorker 61(2714):784.
Feb. 1. Oversize.
• Summary: 1. What variety of Soy beans is the earliest?
I would like something that will mature in three months. I
sowed 10 varieties of cow peas, Velvet beans and Soy beans
last year. The Early Black Soy bean was the earliest I sowed
August 1; had full-sized beans when frost came. 2. How and
what is best to feed new born pigs when necessary to wean
them when born? It often happens that I have more than
sows can care for, but all attempts to raise them have failed.
Flemington, N.J., J.P.B.
“1. At the Indiana Experiment Station we have tried such
varieties of Soy beans as could be secured during the several
years past. In 1900, when the weather conditions were most
natural, we found a variety known as Early White to mature
earliest, it being ripe on August 31. The plants ranged from
18 to 24 inches high, and yielded a small amount of seed
and forage. Another variety, Yellow Soy, was ripe September
8, and yielded fairly well, and the plants ranged from 28
to 30 inches high. Edamane [sic, Edamame] Soy was ripe
September 15, and produced a good yield of forage, but a
poor yield of seed, the plants ranging from 34 to 38 inches.
In our experience the earliest varieties have not been the
most desirable, because they lack forage and yield of crop.
“2. My personal experience has shown that it is difficult
to raise new-born pigs by artificial means. Perhaps others
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may have had more success than the writer...”
“C.S. Plumb.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Early Black. Address: 1.
Flemington, New Jersey; 2. Indiana Agric. Exp. Station.
695. L.W. 1902. Experience [with soy beans] dates from the
“Indiana Farmer” distribution (Letter to the editor). Indiana
Farmer 62(5):3. Feb. 1.
• Summary: This is the second of three letters published
under the bold heading: “Experience department–Give
experience in growing, harvesting and feeding soy beans.
Give all information possible.”
“2d Premium.–My experience with the soy bean dates
from the time the ‘Indiana Farmer’ sent sample packages of
the beans to its subscribers about 5 years ago [i.e. in about
1897-1898]. I have been raising them every year since then,
planting more every year. As a source of protein there is
nothing a farmer in this section can raise that will compare
with them, and every animal on the farm will eat them. The
Dwarf soy bean seems to do the best in the central part of the
State, producing the most seed, but not so much forage as the
Medium, for which the season is not long enough to mature
the seed. When to plant: Do not plant too early. Wait till the
ground is warm. From the 20th of May till the 10th of June
would be the proper time. Work the ground down fine and
firm with harrow, roller and drag, making it as smooth and
level as possible, to facilitate harvesting.
“For planting I use a two horse corn drill, going over
the field once, and then returning and going over the second
time, drilling between the rows already planted and making
the rows 22 inches apart. This is rather close, but it is the
best that can be done with a 3-ft. 8-in. planter. But by using
a steady horse they can be cultivated very well. Do not plant
too deep, 1½ and 2 inches is deep enough. Do not plant in
a farrow, but put on top, setting the drill so it will plant the
bean about 3 to 4 inches apart in the row for a seed crop; but
for a hay or ensilage crop they can be planted with a wheat
drill set so the beans will be about 2 inches in the rows.
Should a heavy rain fall after planting, and the ground bakes
hard before the beans get through, take a light iron harrow
or weeder and go over to break the crust; otherwise they will
come up poorly on clay ground. When the beans are about
3 inches high, if the ground is hard, I would use a one horse
cultivator with 14 small teeth, to loosen the soil without
throwing the dirt too much. After this would use the weeder
or harrow, unless the ground would get packed again, when
I would use the cultivator followed by the weeder, till the
plants get 8 or 10 inches high, when cultivation should cease,
as they will keep ahead of the weeds if properly cultivated
till this time.
“The Dwarf will grow from 10 inches to 30 inches high,
according to the season and the quality of the ground. If
wanted for hay, cut with a womer [mower] when the seeds

are in the dough, then the stock will eat every thing up clean.
But if wanted for seed, wait till the pods are yellow and the
leaves are mostly fallen off. Now comes the tug of war and
the main drawback of the crop. In 1900 I had an acre planted
from which I threshed 36 bushels of seed. I cut and bound
them with the self-binder, but I lost a great deal of the seed,
as they grew down close on the stalk and the binder could
not cut low enough to get them. When I would tilt the binder
the leaves on the ground would strip on the guards and choke
the binder, so I had to cut them about 3 inches high. I set 4
sheaves together in a shock, without capping, and left them
in the field till cured, and then threshed them on a wheat
separator, which should have been the concaves taken out
and a board in the place to prevent splitting the beans. They
thresh easily.
“This year I rented 5 acres of good ground to see what
they would do there, but I found out the better the ground the
better the crop. Owing to the season, and not being cultivated
as they should have been, I only got 30 bushels from the 5
acres. I learned they would do better by cultivating them. I
only went over them twice with weeder, while I should have
used the cultivator once. As the beans were not very tall, I
thought I would use the self rake to cut them, with which I
could cut closer than with the binder, but still nearly half of
them were left on the ground. I left them lying on the field
until ready to thresh, but here is a loss there, as the pods
burst open when lying in the sun. Taking all in consideration,
the binder is preferable for harvesting. I saw an illustration of
an attachment to be used on a two-horse cultivator to cut the
plant off under the ground, which, if it will work, would be
the thing, but I have my doubts about it, as the stalk is hard
and woody to cut.”
Note 1. In a letter of 23 Aug. 2000 to William Shurtleff,
Lee Parsons notes: Concerning the statement that “the
‘Indiana Farmer’ sent sample packages of the beans to
its subscribers about 5 years ago...” “I have not found
published references in earlier volumes of The Indiana
Farmer to such a distribution. I believe that sometime in
1898 that publication did announce a general distribution
of soybean seed offered by the USDA. I wonder if either of
these instances is when Solomon Fouts got the seed he first
planted.”
Note 2. In 1896 or 1898–Solomon Fouts (father of
Noah, Finis, and Taylor Fouts) received two varieties of
soybean seeds, free of charge from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. He planted them on his farm near Deer Creek,
Carroll County, Indiana.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2021)
that mentions the term “self-binder” in connection with
soybean production.
Note 4. Talk with Ted Hymowitz, soybean historian and
professor of plant genetics, Univ. of Illinois. 2000. Aug. 29.
A number of early American farm publications distributed
new seeds to their readers by announcing in the publication
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that interested readers were invited to write for a free sample
package. They did not (as far as Ted knows) send free seed
samples to all of their readers. In exchange, they hoped to
write about the farmers’ experiences in growing the new
seeds. Address: Hamilton County, Indiana.
696. W.A.C. 1902. The Soy bean is a great producer (Letter
to the editor). Indiana Farmer 62(5):3, 11. Feb. 1.
• Summary: This is the third of three letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department–Give experience
in growing, harvesting and feeding soy beans. Give all
information possible.”
“3d Premium.–The Soy bean or so-called coffee berry,
is a great crop producer. The beans are nearly round in shape
and mature in four months after planting. If you plant them
for stock and house use plant them early in the spring, as
soon as the ground is suitable. When roasted they make a
good substitute for coffee. They are an enormous yielder.
When planting them to turn under for fertilizer, one and
one-half bushel per acre would be the required amount. In
planting for stock and house, put in rows two and one-half
feet wide by 12 to 18 inches apart. The plants make a good
foliage, and the beans ground into meal make an excellent
feed for stock. The crop is of great value for plowing under
as a fertilizer.” Address: Jennings County, Indiana.
697. Garman, H. 1902. 1. Kentucky forage plants–The
clovers and their allies. Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 98. p. 1-46. Feb. 25. See p. 16-21, plus
figs. 5-7 on unnumbered pages after p. 48.
• Summary: In the section on “List of Kentucky
Leguminosae, with notes,” the long subsection titled
“Glycine hispida (Soy Bean, Soja Bean)” (p. 16-21) begins:
“This forage plant caught the attention of Kentucky farmers
recently, and has risen rapidly in favor; promising in the
end to displace the cowpea. Its upright growth gives it the
advantage of [over] cowpeas in cutting and curing. It makes
good hay and silage, is a convenient soiling crop, and the
seeds make good feed for most stock. They make a very
acceptable dish for the table also, either picked green or
when thoroughly ripe. The plant is a soil renovator, and
endures severe drought well. In short, it has more good
qualities than any other forage plant that has recently
engaged the attention of farmers.”
The subsection on “Yield” notes that in 1900, a variety
imported from Japan and obtained from the United States
Department of Agriculture yielded at the rate of 26.67
bushels per acre; the plants were without tubercles. “In 1901
some of the seed of this variety, sown in the same plat as in
1900, yielded at the rate of 36 bushels per acre, the plants
bearing many root tubercles.” Later it yielded 40 bushels/
acre without tubercles. Another variety (“Seed bought of
J.M. Thorburn & Co.) yielded only 20½ bushels per acre.”
The late varieties make good hay or silage. Also discusses:

Its value as a forage. Its value as a fertilizer. Insects and other
enemies.
“Soy beans have the same effect as a green fertilizer
as cowpeas.” But there must be tubercles on the roots for
the plant to be effective in this way. “Planting a second
season on the same land appears to be necessary to get the
soy bean at work as a nitrogen fixer... The nodules can be
grown artificially the first season... Through the kindness of
Dr. L. Hiltner, of Berlin, Germany, I received in June, 1901,
test tubes containing cultures of bacteria for soy beans, red
clover, and alfalfa.”
“At present the plants are attacked by but few insects,
and appear to be equally free from fungus enemies.
Grasshoppers (mostly the red-legged grasshopper) gnawed
the leaves during a dry period last summer, and a reddish
brown hairy caterpillar (Spilosoma virginica) at one time
ate numerous holes in the leaves of both soy beans and
cow peas... A few leaf-mines were observed at one time,
occupied by the grubs of a small beetle (Odontota sp.).”
He later showed this to be a near relative of our locust leafminer (Odontota dorsalis). “A few plants of one plot were
found to have the bean root-louse (Tychea phaseoli) on the
underground parts of the stems.”
At the end of the article are three full-page photos
(Figs. 5-7, taken by the author) on unnumbered pages: (5)
Soy bean plant from plot, Aug. 20, 1900. Shows many pods
and leaves. (6) Roots of soy beans from plots, 1 Oct. 1901.
A. Seed treated with bacterial culture from Dr. Hiltner
(many nodules/tubercles); B. Seed not treated (no nodules).
Reduced to one-half natural size. (7) Roots of soy bean
grown the second season on the same soil. Both A and B
natural size. Photographed 26 Sept. 1901. The roots of plant
A appear to contain many more nodules/tubercles than those
of plant B. Address: Entomologist and Botanist, Lexington,
Kentucky.
698. Peter, A.M. 1902. 3. Analyses of forage plants from the
plots. Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 98. p. 51-61. Feb. 25. See p. 52-53, 56-57.
• Summary: This chapter consists mostly of a table with
the following columns: Station number, name of plant,
composition of the air-dry sample (percent): Water, ash,
protein, fiber, nitrogen-free extract, fat, phosphoric acid,
nitrogen, potash, when gathered.
An insert (p. 53) titled “Erratum” states: “Analyses Nos.
9297 and 9298 on pp. 52 and 53 are of roots of soy bean, not
cow peas, and should have been printed on pp. 56-57.”
On p. 56-57 are 15 analyses of soy beans, the whole
plant of several varieties, and different seeds. They were
gathered from Aug. 1900 to July 1901. One group of seeds
(#9360) was from plants without tubercles, whereas the next
four groups of seeds were from plants with tubercles.
A second table (p. 59) gives the “Average digestion
co-efficients of some forage plants” including Soja bean
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hay and meal. A digestion co-efficient is given for each of
the following plant components: Dry matter, protein, fiber,
nitrogen-free extract, and fat. Address: Chemist, Lexington,
Kentucky.
699. Hodson, F.W. 1902. Forage crops for summer feeding.
Vancouver Daily World (British Columbia, Canada). April
19. p. 12.
• Summary: “Soja or soy beans have been rather extensively
grown for fodder in the [U.S.] Southern States for some
years and are gaining popularity in the north as well. They
produce a great amount of rich forage, growing to the height
of from two and one-half to four feet, branching freely and
producing numerous wooly pods containing two are or three
round yellow beans. Sow about the same as for corn on a
fine, deep, firm and moist seed bed, in rows about 30 inches
apart, and on the level, from two to four pecks of seed to
the acre. They are likely to do well in Southern Ontario
and in similar latitudes, although they have not as yet been
largely tried. On account of their richness in protein, and
their nitrogen gathering ability they are worthy of attention
and trial. The yellow soy bean has been the most satisfactory
of all varieties tested in Canada.” Address: Live Stock
Commissioner.
700. Orton, W.A. 1902. Some diseases of the cowpea. I. The
wilt disease of the cowpea and its control. USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 17. p. 9-20. April 22. See p. 1518.
• Summary: In the section titled “Preventive measures,” the
subsection on “Substitution of other crops” states (p. 1516): “The soy bean and Florida beggar weed may be used
as hay as a summer crop, or hairy vetch may be sown in the
fall. All these crops have in common the disadvantage of
being unfamiliar to the average farmer... while the cowpea is
cultivated and its use understood everywhere.”
The subsection titled “Experiments with cowpeas and
other crops” states that on 29 May 1901 1½ acres were
planted of land thoroughly infected with cowpea wilt were
planted “to a number of varieties of cowpeas, soy bean,
velvet bean, and some Japanese forage plants obtained
through the section of Seed and Plant Introduction of this
Department.” “The soy beans were a disappointment, as they
made a very small growth, one foot or so high, and produced
only a small crop of seed. They were badly attacked by the
nematode [Heterodera radicicola] and suffered much from
dry weather.
“A brief account of these forage plants as grown on land
infected with wilt disease and nematode follows:... Soy bean
(Glycine hispida).–Eight varieties were tried on ten plats. All
proved to be immune to the wilt disease, but none of them
was adapted to the local conditions. The writer planted the
soy bean in 1900 on Edisto Island, South Carolina, “where
it made a heavy growth, 3 to 4 feet high, and produced a

large crop of seed. It was free from wilt disease there and
showed great promise as a forage crop.” The varieties tested
at Monetta [South Carolina, in cooperation with Mr. T.S.
Williams of Monetta] were as follows:” Best Green, Early
Black, Yoshioka, Rokugatsu, Gosha, Black Round, Green
Medium, and Bakaziro [Bakajiro]. All but the first and
second originated in Japan. The first, seventh, and eighth
were most affected by the root nematode.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varieties Black Round, Gosha,
Rokugatsu, or Yoshioka, and the earliest document seen (one
of two documents, Nov. 2020) that mentions the soybean
varieties Early Black, Bakaziro, or Green Medium.
Note 2. Some of these named soy bean varieties were
later renamed in 1907 as follows: Best Green became
Tokio / Tokyo. Early Black became Buckshot. Yoshioka
became Yosho. Rokugatsu became Ito San. Gosha became
Manhattan. Black Round became Buckshot. Green Medium
became Guelph. Bakaziro became Amherst. Address: Asst.
Pathologist.
701. Pincus, J.W. 1902. Feeding dairy cows. American
Agriculturist 69(17):585-86. April 26.
• Summary: Page 586: “Farmers should endeavor to grow
corn for their silos. Silage is the best and cheapest food
for dairy cattle. The change from silage to grass, and vice
versa, does not affect the animal as much as the change
from cured fodders to grass. With the prices of feeds going
up, dairymen will be forced to look for cheaper sources of
home-grown protein. Alfalfa, crimson clover, cowpeas, soja
beans and field peas in form of hay, silage or forage, should
help to solve the problem. Cowpeas and soja beans produce
seeds In some localities and when ground, make a highly
concentrated feed. We are going to make some feeding trials
with these.”
702. Towar, J.D. 1902. Cowpeas, soy beans and winter vetch.
Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 199.
p. 165-74. April. Reprinted in Annual Report 1902, 15:22230.
• Summary: Summary at beginning of Bulletin: “1. Cow
peas, soy beans and winter vetch are successful new legumes
for Michigan and give promise of valuable usefulness as
feeds and green manure... 4. Soy beans are a little more
hardy than cow peas, growing with stiff, erect stalks, but
treated like cow peas... 7. Soy beans ripen their seed and
shed their leaves as soon as frosts come. The seeds, being
very rich in protein and fat, give promise of becoming a
substitute for linseed and cotton-seed meal.”
“With Hellriegel’s discovery in 1888 that the
leguminous plants through microorganisms on their
roots were capable of assimilating nitrogen from the soil
atmosphere, came at once great prominence to crops of this
family as soil improvers and stock feeds.”
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A table (p. 169) gives a compositional analysis of
various feeding materials, including the digestible nutrients
in 100 pounds (protein, carbohydrates, ether extract), the
fertilizing elements in 100 pounds (nitrogen, phosphoric
acid, and potash), and the “Nutritive ratio.” Details are given
for the following: Soy beans, soy bean hay, and soy bean
straw.
The section titled “Soy beans (Glycine hispida)” (p.
171-74) discusses the soybean and its promise for Michigan:
“The name Soy bean is used more commonly than
Soja bean, although either is correct. The Soy bean came
originally from Japan in the early part of the last century,
but has received no particular attention in this country until
within the past dozen years. It has, however, a more extended
reign in the northern states than the cow pea, being a little
more hardy and ripening its seeds in a shorter season. The
Soy bean grows in an upright branching stalk from one
to three feet high. The growth of leaves is quite luxuriant.
They are irregular in shape and drop off when the plants
become ripe. The numerous pods are flat, brown and fuzzy,
containing from two to four seeds. The beans are flattened,
round, about the shape though smaller than the navy bean,
and vary in color according to the variety. There are a great
many varieties of this plant, from the dwarf which grows
short stalks, bearing great quantities of small seeds, to the
long branching sorts having a tendency to climb, and which
do not produce their seeds in northern latitudes. The Soy
bean will grow well on any of our Michigan soils, although
it responds to good soil, moisture and favorable conditions
for growth. On light sandy soil it develops an immense
growth of root tubercles and will make a growth far in
advance of any non-leguminous plant. If given a good supply
of moisture during the first six weeks of its growth, it will
withstand and continue to grow vigorously during the severe
summer drought. It, like the cow peas, should be sown after
the danger of spring frosts, and will probably give the best
returns when sown in drills, with the seeds dropped singly
about three inches apart, the rows being from two to two and
a half feet apart.
“Mr. Edward E. Evans of West Branch, Michigan, who
has been growing Soy beans for green manure, forage, and
seeds, writes regarding their culture as follows:
“’On rich soils cow peas and true peas run to vines,
producing very little seed. On such soil the Soy produces
a proportionately larger crop of both plant and seed. In
growing soys the same general rules that apply to white
field beans should be followed. It must be borne in mind,
however, that Soys form their first pods about four or five
inches from the point at which the seed was planted. For this
reason they should be covered only deep enough to insure
germination. They can be planted with a corn or bean planter,
or grain drill. I use an Empire drill with bean attachments,
planting three rows 28 inches apart. The ideal Soy bean
planter will drop single beans three or four inches apart. This

seeding will require eight to sixteen quarts per acre, varying
with variety and size of beans.’”
“The method of harvesting the crop will depend
somewhat upon the use to which it is put. If to be used for
soiling, it may be cut with the mowing machine or scythe as
soon as the pods begin to appear. For the silo, it will be better
to give the plants time for complete growth, though not allow
them to reach the mature state, when the seeds will become
hard and liable to shell. This would also be the time to cut
for hay. If grown for seed, it is better to allow the crop to
ripen and drop its leaves. The straw, of course, when the crop
is about to mature, as will be seen in the table of analyses,
will be of little value as feed. Mr. Evans writes in regard to
harvesting as follows:
“’If for seed, the crop should be harvested when most
of the leaves have fallen off, preferably in damp weather to
avoid shelling. A week of rain will not injure the beans... For
soiling, they may be cut at any time after the pods commence
to form; for the silo, when pods attain their full size, but
before they harden. Most varieties can be harvested with the
bean harvester, but it will be found necessary to keep the
shears sharper than for common beans. The mower can be
used, but the reaper is much better. In cutting for ensilage,
the self binder is the best machine, and it is easier to handle
the crop and run it through the cutter.’”
“There are a great many varieties of Soy beans and their
number is gradually increasing. Unfortunately, the naming
of the varieties of this new plant has become badly mixed.
There are a number of different sorts which will thrive well
in our Michigan latitudes.” They are: Early Yellow Soys,
Medium Green, Early Black. “Five samples of Soy beans
were analyzed by the chemist of the Experiment Station this
season...”
A table (p. 173) shows the nutritional composition of
these five varieties (capitalized as follows):
Extra early black [Extra Early Black].
No. 2. medium early green [Medium Early Green].
No. 3 medium early black [Medium Early Black].
No. 4 Ito San or medium early yellow [Medium Early
Yellow].
Medium early yellow [Medium Early Yellow].
Others who grew soy beans in Michigan were: Mr. T.T.
Higgins of Dailey, Cass county; Mr. A.M. Todd of Pearle,
Allegan county; and Mr. John Dunning of Cassopolis. Those
who have fed Soy bean-meal in Michigan are Mr. G.W.
Buckalew of Allen, Hillsdale county; Mr. Walter Vetterly of
Battle Creek.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 1997)
that uses the word “Soys” to refer to soybeans. Mr. Edward
E. Evans of West Branch appears to have coined the word.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Oct.
2020) that mentions Mr. Edward E. Evans, a pioneering
soybean breeder and seedsman of West Branch, Michigan.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov.
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2020) that mentions the soybean variety Ito San (one of
two documents). “Ito San” is never mentioned by name in
the early USDA inventories or publications titled Foreign
Seeds and Plants Imported by the Section of Seed and Plant
Introduction, USDA, Inventory.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
which states that the soybean variety Ito San is the same
as the variety Medium Early Yellow. At least 40 other
documents in the SoyaScan database also mention Medium
Early Yellow, and many state that it is the same as Ito San.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Extra Early Black (one of
two documents).
703. Lindsley, J.B. 1902. Soy beans and cow peas: For
fodder in New England. Rural New-Yorker 61(2727):330.
May 3. Oversize.
• Summary: “There are a number of varieties of each of
these crops. The cow pea is a hot-weather plant, and only
the earliest varieties, such as the Black and Blackeye, will
develop their seeds in the North. It succeeds better than the
Soy bean on light loams, likely to be deficient in moisture.
On medium loams, naturally retentive of moisture, the Soy
bean is preferable. A comparison of these two plants has
convinced the writer that in New England the Soy bean–
particularly in medium moist loams–will yield more dry food
material and especially more seed, and is consequently to be
preferred to the cow pea. It is possible that on light dry soils
northern farmers might secure more favorable results with
the cow pea; in all probability, the latter plant is best adapted
to the South.
“Soy Beans.–The variety best adapted to northern
conditions is known as the Medium Green, and was
introduced by W.P. Brooks, of this Station. The plant will
thrive on soils suited for Indian corn, may be planted and
cultivated in the same manner, and will mature its seed at
about the same time. Commercial forms of plant food are
preferable to barnyard manure, as nitrogen should be used
sparingly. A very good application for an acre consist [sic]
of nitrate of soda, 100 pounds; dry fish, 100 pounds; acid
phosphate, 300 pounds, and double sulphate of potash and
magnesia, 500 pounds. After the beans have been growing
on the farm for a few years, the fish may be omitted. When
growing this crop for the first time, it is advisable to procure
a little soil (100 pounds for an acre) from fields where the
bean has been grown for a number of years previously, and
scatter it upon the soil of the field to be used, which thus
becomes inoculated with the nitrogen-gathering bacteria
peculiar to the Soy bean plant.
As a Forage Crop.–In the writer’s judgment, the chief
use of this crop at present is for green forage. In growing it
either by itself or with corn for this purpose, it is preferable
to make two seedings, the first, May 15-20, and the second,
June 5-10. The usual quantity of seed when grown by itself

is 16 quarts to the acre, which may be sown with a corn
planter, so regulated as to place the seeds about an inch apart
in the row. There is no objection to a little thicker seeding.
Cutting for green forage may begin when the first pods
appear (about August 15) and continue for several weeks. It
is not advisable to cut too early, as the power of the plant to
gather nitrogen is less during its earlier stages of growth. As
the plant nears maturity on the other hand, the stem become
tough and woody. A heavy (bush) scythe is necessary to cut
the crop, an ordinary grass scythe being generally too light
for the purpose. The yield will be from eight to 12 tons to the
acre, and about 50 pounds may be fed daily. The writer has
had good success in growing a mixture of Longfellow field
corn and Medium Green beans as a forage crop. Ten quarts
of corn and seven quarts of beans for an acre were sown
together in an Eclipse corn planter in rows 3½ feet apart. The
crop was cared for and cut in the same manner as corn. Time
of sowing and cutting, the same as when beans were grown
by themselves, when cutting begins, the corn will have
partially developed ears, and the beans will be podding. The
yield will be in the vicinity of 12 to 14 tons to the acre, and
one-third of an acre will generally be sufficient for 10 cows
for two weeks. A small power cutter is a great convenience
on any farm. Such crops as corn and corn and beans are
eaten clean if cut fine.
“As a Silage Crop.–I have grown corn and Soy beans
quite extensively in separate fields for silage. The beans
may be cut with a heavy scythe or mowing machine, and
placed in the silo in alternate layers with the corn (twothirds corn and one-third beans). The mixed silage makes
a very satisfactory feed, and contains fully one-third more
protein than corn silage. A number of years’ experience has
convinced me, however, that the extra expense involved
in cutting and putting the beans into the silo by present
methods, exceeds the value of the increased amount of
protein obtained. If the corn and bean mixture can be cut and
bound with a corn harvester (an experiment not yet tried by
the writer) or if a machine can be made to cut and bind the
bean fodder when grown by itself, it is believed that it will
be economical for many farmers to grow such a mixture in
preference to corn for a silage crop. The problem of economy
in handling will undoubtedly be solved before long. It is not
advisable to silo beans by themselves. While it is probably
true that larger yields can be obtained when corn and beans
are grown separately, it is believed that the reduced cost of
growing and handling the crop would warrant their being to
give satisfaction. grown together.
“Seed and Hay.–Brooks has fed ground Soy beans in
place of cottonseed meal with quite satisfactory results. It
is not thought, however, that they are economical as a grain
crop, it being cheaper to purchase nitrogenous matter in the
form of cotton-seed or other protein meal. Farmers on the
other hand, situated long distances from the markets, and
where freight charges are excessive, might grow their protein
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in the form of Soy-bean meal to advantage. The yield of
seed is from 25 to 35 bushels to the acre (a legal bushel in
Massachusetts weighs 58 pounds). Soy bean straw has little
feeding value and is not satisfactory for bedding. Neither
Soy beans nor cow peas are satisfactory as a hay crop, for the
reason that the leaves when dry become brittle and break off
easily.” Address: Massachusetts Agricultural College.
704. Redding, R.J. 1902. Cowpea culture. Atlanta
Constitution (Georgia). May 11. p. 18.
• Summary: In Bulletin No. 118 of the Alabama Experiment
Station, titled “Cowpea Culture,” by J.F. Duggar, we read:
“At Auburn the yield of forage has averaged higher from
cowpeas than from velvet beans, soy beans or beggar weed.”
705. Fraser, W.J. 1902. Feeding dairy cows in summer.
American Agriculturist 70(2):26. July 12.
• Summary: “For central and northern Illinois there is no
crop that will produce more food, to the acre than corn.
“Some other crops should be fed in connection with corn
to balance the ration and afford variety. Leguminous crops as
clover, Canada peas, cowpeas, soja beans, etc, are especially
valuable for this purpose, being unusually rich in nitrogenous
ingredients which are so essential to dairy cows.
“Cowpeas and soja beans give a large amount of
valuable forage, furnishing feed from August 1 until frost.”
Address: Prof., Illinois.
706. Pincus, J.W. 1902. Soiling crops for dairy cows.
American Agriculturist 70(15):345. Oct. 11.
• Summary: “Our soiling calendar during this season was as
follows: Winter rye, fed from May 1 to 12; crimson clover,
from May 13 to 28; red clover and mixed grasses, from May
28 to June 9; peas and oats, from June 9 to July 25; cow
peas, soja beans and Indian corn, from July 25 to September
1.”
Note: According to americanjewisharchives.org: One
group “of immigrants, with the financial assistance of
the Baron de Hirsch Fund, bought 5,200 acres of land in
Woodbine, New Jersey, in 1891. In 1894, they opened a
school, the Baron de Hirsch Agricultural College, which
was the country’s first secondary school specializing in
agriculture. The school closed in 1917.” Address: Prof.,
Baron de Hirsch School of Agriculture, Woodbine, New
Jersey.
707. Potts, H.W. 1902. Hawkesbury District farm notes–
October. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales
13(10):1042-44. Oct.
• Summary: The section titled “Cow-pea and Soy bean”
begins: “These useful legumes are best sown in October...
Cow-pea may be utilised as hay, and, further, it forms a
valuable addition to maize for the silo, as also does the soy
bean.”

708. Parsons, Adrian. 1902-1924. Notebook. Near Plainfield,
Indiana. 25 p. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Adrian Parsons, a soybean pioneer in Indiana,
lived 1846-1929. Although this notebook has been lost
since 1976, its contents have not. In 1970 Minnibee Parsons
(1910-1988) made a single-spaced typed copy (19 pages) of
the contents and presented it to her husband, Ralph I. Parsons
(1900-1977), on their 33rd wedding anniversary. Ralph was
a grandson of Adrian Parsons; he lived in Hendricks County
most of his life.
In Aug. 2000 Lee Parsons, a great-grandson of Adrian
Parsons, wrote “The notebook of Adrian Parsons: Notes
on the typescript” (7 pages, single spaced, typed) for Bill
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. Lee is writing a biography of
his great-grandfather.
Lee writes: To the best of my recollection, this notebook
measured approximately 6 inches by 9 inches, and was
configured like a common writing tablet, bound at the top.
The covers were burnt-orange colored cardboard, and the
pages were rules, yellowed, but not brittle. I believe most
of the writing was in pencil, all in Adrian’s unmistakable
hand. I believe that Minnibee Parsons’ typescript is a faithful
transcription of the contents of the notebook.”
The notebook contains 15 different pieces of writing.
All but two of these are set compositions, six being on
agricultural subjects, four being political commentaries,
and five (including two lists) being accounts of a personal
nature. “Only two of the pieces bear definite dates: #10, a
brief tribute to Adrian’s just deceased wife, with the date
‘October 28, 1921,’ the year being a mistake, as she died
October 27, 1922; and #13, a dream Adrian recorded with
the date of November 27, 1920. The approximate dates of
several other pieces can be deduced from their contexts:...”
The earliest, #3, about soy beans is labeled “probably about
1902.” Three of the pieces were about soy beans; while they
may have been written for publication, none have been found
in published form.
#3 “Farmer’s Guide. Soy beans on the stock farm.
probably about 1902.” This may have been intended as a
response to a long letter by “E.B.D., Hendricks County”–
who was probably Evan B. Davis, Adrian’s son-in-law,
husband of his daughter Ethel. The transcript of this letter,
single-spaced and typed, takes up a full page. It begins: “Of
the legumes that are successfully grown in the middle west,
the soy bean stands at the head of the list with the stock
grower. Because it is three times richer in protein than any
other–this being the most expensive element in a balanced
ration, costing from 17 to 20 cents a pound. Because it is a
crop that never fails, our nearest approach to failure in 16
years was on a 12 acre field last year.” Note 1. 1902 minus
16 = 1886. Adrian summarizes several publications from
different agricultural experiment stations indicating that he
studied such literature.
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#5 “Breeder’s Gazette. The soy bean problem.” Adrian
notes that he has never seen soy beans wilt under heat or
drouth, and he has seen them stand considerable frost at both
ends of the growing season. “We have sown them with oats
in March for soiling, but of late years we plant altogether in
rows to be cultivated...” He comments on the importance of
inoculation and on an article in last week’s Breeder’s Gazette
(May 8)–year unstated. He also refers to Joseph E. Wing,
founder and head of the Wing Seed Co. of Mechanicsburgh,
Ohio, with whom Adrian was closely associated (Wing
distributed Parsons’ Mikado soybean variety); Wing died in
Sept. 1915. Adrian writes: “... and couldent [sic] our friend
Joseph E. whom we delight to follow with his bright coat of
alfalfa put another string to his bow and shoot twin arrows.”
Note 2. The date of this undated entry is very difficult to
determine.
#8 “For the Dept. of Agriculture–Wash. [Washington],
D.C.” This piece (probably written in about 1914 or 1915) is
cited separately (see Parsons 1914). Address: Near Plainfield,
Indiana.
709. Atwater, W.O. 1902. Analyses of fodders and feeding
stuffs. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 14:165-178. For the year 1901. See p. 166,
172-78.
• Summary: Tables show: (81) “Composition of samples of
field crops with different fertilizers in the plot experiments
of 1901.” Gives the composition of 22 samples of soy
bean seed in terms of both water-free substance, and fresh
substance. The average for water-free substance: Nitrogen:
6.79%. Protein (N x 6.25): 42.45% (p. 174). Page 172
explains that samples “6533-6542 were the early white
[Early White] variety grown in the special nitrogen field
experiments of 1901... Nos. 6543-6554 were the medium
early green [Medium Early Green] variety grown in the soil
tests of 1901.”
(82) “Composition of fodders and feeding stuffs
analyzed 1900-1901. Calculated to water content at time of
taking sample.” Includes two values for Corn and soy bean
ensilage (p. 175), and three values for soy bean seeds (p.
176).
(83) “Composition of water-free substance of fodders
and feeding stuffs analyzed in 1899-1900.” Includes two
values for Corn and soy bean ensilage (p. 177), and three
values for soy bean seeds (p. 178).
Under milling and by-products (p. 170-71) are several
references to “Chicago gluten meal” “cream gluten meal,”
“National gluten feed,” etc. Address: Director of the Station.
710. Cole’s Seed Store. 1902. Cole’s garden annual (Mail
order). Pella, Iowa. 80 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Cole’s Farm Seeds,” page
53 states: “Soja or Soy Beans–This plant is giving great
satisfaction to many farmers, as builder up of poor thin

soil and as a rich fodder plant. It is from Japan similar to
clover in its habit of growth as a soil enricher and gathering
nitrogen from the air. They grow from 2 to 4 feet high,
heavily podded with nutritious beans, yielding from 25 to 40
bushels per acre, and from 10 to 15 tons of fodder per acre. It
is very valuable fodder either for curing, feeding green or for
the silo, extremely rich as flesh formers. Plant when ground
is warm, in drills 2½ feet apart dropping seed about 3 inches
apart, or broadcast using about ½ bushel of seed per acre.
“Early Yellow or Coffee Berry–Beans medium, very
productive, grows 2½ to 3½ ft. One of the earliest. Per pkt. 5
cts., ¼ lb. 10 cts., lb. 30 cts., by freight, pk. $1.00, bu. $3.50.
“Medium Early–Beans large, grows 2½ to 4 feet. Good
cropper. Popular in the west. Per lb. 20 cts., 3 lbs. 50 cts., by
freight pk. $1.00, bu. $3.50, 2 bu. $6.50.”
An illustration shows a soy bean plant in full leaf; a
bunch of pods is in the upper left corner.
On the cover is written: “Cole’s garden annual. 1902.
Garden, farm, and flower seeds. Pella, Iowa.” The first page,
titled “To our friends and customers,” is by E.M. Cole,
proprietor of Cole’s Seed Store, in Pella, Iowa; it is dated
1 Jan. 1902. This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian
Horticulture Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call
number: #030481. Address: Pella, Iowa.
711. Dalbey, D.S. 1902. Pork production in Illinois. Illinois
Agriculturist 6:74-80. [2 ref]
• Summary: Includes figures of increase in weight and value
of hogs pastured on soybeans for a summer. “The results of
these experiments plainly indicate the value of cow-peas and
soy-beans for hogs both as green feed and mature seed.” A
table (p. 76) shows the composition of American hog feeds,
including “soy beans” which yield 35 bu/acre of seeds, 2,100
lb/acre of green fodder, and 1,873 lb/acre of dry matter. They
give the largest amount of protein and have the best (lowest)
nutritive ratio (1:1.18). Address: Univ. of Illinois, Class of
1902.
712. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1902. American farmer’s
manual (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY: Orange Judd
Co. 33 p. 27 cm.
• Summary: The date, 1902, appears at the upper left on
the front cover. Two bold boxes, each 2½ by 2 inches,
introduce the contents of this publication: (1) “Henderson’s
special grass mixtures for hay and permanent pastures.” (2)
“Henderson’s superior seeds of grasses, clovers, cereals,
forage plants, root crops, etc., etc., etc.” A horizontal photo
shows many cows grazing in a field.
Page 1 proclaims: “’Blood will tell’ in seeds... as
well as in animals.” The company president is now Chas.
Henderson. In a large circle with three black hands pointing
to it is written: “Henderson’s superior seeds are procurable
only direct from us! We no longer supply through dealers,
store-keepers, etc. By only supplying the planter direct we
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protect many customers who have had inferior Seeds, etc.,
foisted upon them as ‘Henderson’s.’”
The top one-third of page 23 states: “Soja or Soy Beans:
Valuable for either fodder or grain. Procurable only from
Peter Henderson & Co., New York.
“Early Green.–These beans have attracted much
attention in recent years on account of their high feeding
qualities, but all were too late to be of value in the Northern
States. This variety has proved its earliness and value in the
Northern States by not only producing large fodder crops,
but ripening the seed as far north as Massachusetts. They
are worthy of a place on every farm, either as a grain crop
or fodder crop to feed green, or for the silo. The grain is the
richest known vegetable substance, and when ground and
fed to cattle gives a milk richer and better than cotton seed or
other meal. Planted in rows 2½ feet apart, with 6 to 8 plants
to the foot of row, requiring about half a bushel per acre, they
yield 15 to 20 tons per acre of fodder exceedingly rich in
flesh formers. For green feed, use from time of blossoming
till pods are well filled; for the silo, cut as soon as most
of the pods are well filled, and cut into ½-inch to 2½-inch
lengths. They are soil enrichers, gathering nitrogen from the
air in the same manner as clover, the roots being crowded
with tubercles, which give them this power. 15 c. lb., $1.25
peck, $4.00 bushel.
“Late–Being nearly a month later than the early variety
offered above, should not be used north of Virginia. $1.00
peck, $3.00 bushel.”
An illustration shows an Early Soja Bean plant with
many leaves and pods, plus a small bunch of pods to the
upper left of the plant.
The bottom two-thirds of the page is titled “The
‘Henderson’ ensilage combination: A complete, balanced
feed ration grown on the farm. The left column explains that
that combination is soy beans and millet. “But the American
farmer can now, by the aid of the Soja or Soy Bean, grow on
his own farm, at small cost, a combination which furnishes a
wholesome, economical and complete feed for milch cows.
This combination is composed of two parts corn or millet
to one part Soja Beans, grown separately, but mixed, when
filled in the silo... We recommend all farmers to plant this
year at least an acre or two of Soja Beans, to test and prove
for themselves the value of the combination, and we are
confident that, thereafter, all who try it will each year grow
a larger acreage. Planted in the latter part of May in latitude
of New York the Beans are ready for harvesting in about 100
days.”
The right column is a long excerpt from an article by
Wm. P. Brooks, Professor of Agriculture, Massachusetts
Agricultural College, dated Nov. 25th, 1898. He writes:
“The combination of Corn or Millet, and early Soja
Beans, in suitable proportions, certainly puts it within the
power of the farmer to produce silage, which makes more
nearly a perfectly balanced fed for dairy cows than any

other combination with which I am acquainted. This will
be evident from the table below, which shows the most
generally accepted standard for the feeding of the cow,
and the composition of different kinds of silage. It will
be seen that the millet and soy bean silage contains the
various nutrients in nearly the same proportion called for
in the standard. The nutritive ratio, that is the proportion of
digestible flesh formers (albuminoids) and digestible heat
producers (carbohydrates and fat), called for by the standard,
is 1:5.7. In the millet and soy bean silage, it is 1:6.0.”
The Peter Henderson author lived 1822-1890.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Early Green. Since the
name of this variety is written only once, and in all uppercase
(capital) letters, we cannot be certain that “Early Green” is
being used as a true varietal name rather than as a descriptive
term. Address: 35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York, New York.
713. Illinois Farmers’ Institute, Bulletin. 1902. List of
speakers. No. 4 p. 7-15.
• Summary: Page 9: “W.C. DAVIS, Fairfield, Wayne County.
Subjects–Soy Beans and Other New Forage Crops–Their
Comparative Feeding Values.
“Cheap Silos and Winter Care of Cattle.
“Balanced Rations for Dairy and Meat Production.
“Poultry Breeding by the Farmer. Use Charts and
Models.
“Time, 30 minutes. Terms, car fare and hotel bills.”
Page 11: “A.A. HINKLEY, DuBois, Washington County.
“Subjects–Cow Peas and Soy Beans.
“Orchard Management for Southern Illinois.
“Time, 15 to 20 minutes. Terms, hotel and traveling
expenses.”
Page 14: “W.H. STODDARD, Carlinville. Macoupin
County.
“Subjects–The Selection. Crossing and Breeding Up of
Seed Corn for Quality and Yield.
“Growing Soy or Soja Beans and Cow Peas. How,
Which and Why?
“Time, 30 to 40 minutes. Terms, $3.00 per day, while
necessarily absent from home, and expenses.” Address: PhD,
Dean of the Graduate School, Univ. of Illinois.
714. Johnson & Stokes. 1902. Garden and farm manual
(Mail order). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 88 p.
• Summary: In the section on “Selected Farm Seeds,” page
58 states: “Soja Bean (Late Variety)–The demand for the
Soja or Japanese Soy Beans has grown remarkably of late
years. Their great value is as a forage crop and for fertilizing
the soil and for pasturing or feeding the green fodder much
in the same way as the cow pea. A valuable variety south of
the Ohio River. Sow broadcast one-half bushel to the acre,
or it may be planted in drills three feet apart and one foot
between plants. Pkt., 10c.; lb., 25 c.; 3 lbs., 60 c., postpaid;
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by freight or express, qt., 20 c.; peck, 70 c.; bush., $2.25.
“Soja Bean (Early Variety)–The ordinary or late soja
bean, described above, while valuable south of the Potomac
and Ohio Rivers, is too late to be of value in the far Northern
States. This variety ripens in all of the Northern States, where
it has been grown over four feet in height, heavily podded
with seed and yielded over ten tons per acre. It is a valuable
fodder variety either for feeding green or for the silo. Being
a rich nitrogenous feed, it is unsurpassed as a flesh-former,
and, like the clovers, is a soil-improver, deriving its nitrogen
from the air. Concerning the “New All who are interested in
this class of plants should give our New Early Soja or Soy
Bean a trial. Choice seed grown for us in Michigan” [by E.E.
Evans]. Lb., 25 c.; 3 lbs., 60 c., by mail, postage paid; by
express or freight, qt., 25 c.; peck, $1.00; bushel of 60 lbs.,
$3.50.
A very interesting photo (2.75 by 6.63 inches) shows
“A field of our new early Soja Beans growing in northern
Michigan.” A mother and daughter are standing in the field.
Note: This is the earliest seed catalog seen (July 2014)
that contains a photograph of soybean plants or soybeans.
If we compare this photo with the photo on the cover of the
“1904 Retail Price List” from the Evans Seed Co. of West
Branch, Michigan, we can see clearly that the mother and
daughter in each photo are the same! Therefore the photo
of soybeans in this 1902 Johnson & Stokes catalog shows
soybeans growing on the farms of the Evans Seed Co. in
northern Michigan. Moreover, Johnson & Stokes almost
certainly obtained its “New early variety” from the Evans
Seed Co. Thus, the Evans Seed Co. must have been growing
soybeans by 1902.
On the cover of this catalog is an illustration of a jovial,
elderly man, admiring a giant tomato which he is holding on
the five fingers of his right hand. He has a white beard, bald
head, and fairly long white hair, and is wearing spectacles
and suspenders. This is the first cover of a Johnson & Stokes
catalog on which this man appears; he will soon appear on
many more.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number:
11055. Address: 217 and 219 Market St., Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
715. Pieters, A.J. 1902. Agricultural seeds–Where grown and
how handled. Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agriculture p. 233-56. For the year 1901. See p. 241-42.
• Summary: The section titled “Cowpeas and Soy Beans”
(p. 241-42) states: “Perhaps the most important of the
leguminous forage plants besides those mentioned above
[clover, alfalfa] is the cowpea. The area in which this great
nitrogen gatherer is used as a soil enricher increases every
year... The cowpea is a plant of warm weather and long
season...”
“The soy bean, which shares with the cowpea the

reputation of an excellent forage and fertilizing crop, has a
more northern and western range than the latter. The early
varieties mature seed in Ohio and in Kansas, and some
varieties seed very heavily... The yield in Kansas varies from
15½ to 30 bushels per acre, according to the land, and the
expense of growing, harvesting, and thrashing the crop is
about 55 cents per bushel.” Address: Botanist, in Charge of
Seed Lab., Bureau of Plant Industry.
716. Thorburn (James M.) & Co. 1902. One hundred & first
annual catalogue of high-class seeds (Mail order). New York,
New York. 128 p.
• Summary: In the section on “Forage, Economical and
Miscellaneous Seeds,” in the subsection on “Beans” (p. 51)
we read: “Soja bean. The haulm is stiff, and the pods are
produced in clusters from two to five, and contain each four
smooth, oval, nankeen-colored seeds. Thrives well in hot and
dry weather; very valuable for the south, for either man or
beast. Is planted at the rate of ½ bushel to the acre, in drills
2½ to 3 feet apart, and cultivated same as Indian corn. It does
not make very good hay, but is good as ensilage or green
fodder.” Varieties: Southern–$0.20/quart, $3/bus. Medium
Early Green–$0.20/quart, $5/bus. Extra-Early Black–$0.20/
quart, $5/bus. Ito San, Yellow–$0.25/quart, $6/bus. Green
Samarow–$0.25/quart, $6.50/bus.
An illustration shows a soja bean plant, “copyrighted
1900 by J.M. Thorburn & Co.”
The title page states: “This is our hundred-and-first
annual catalog. We are growers of and dealers in high-class
seeds only. Quality is our leading feature.” Gold medals
are shown from the Paris Exposition of 1900 and the PanAmerican Exposition of 1901. This catalog is owned by the
Smithsonian Horticulture Branch Library in Washington,
DC. Call number: #009567.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the following soybean varieties: Ito San
(one of two documents), Extra Early Black (one of two
documents).
Note 2. This is the earliest Thorburn seed catalog that
lists soybean varieties by name.
Note 3. This company now seems to be getting some
of their soy bean seed from the Evans Seed Co. (Mr. E.E.
Evans) of West Branch, Michigan. Compare, for example
Green Samarow and Ito San. Address: New York, New York.
717. U.S. Department of the Interior, Census Office. 1902.
Twelfth census of the United States taken in the year 1900.
William R. Merriam, Director. Vol. 6. Agriculture–Part II:
Crops and irrigation. Washington, DC: Government Printing
Office. 880 p. See p. 514-15 for peanuts.
• Summary: The section titled “Peanuts” (p. 514-15)
discusses the history and gives general statistics. “History.
It is not definitely known of what country the peanut is a
native, but the weight of authority favors Brazil. The date of
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its introduction in the United States is uncertain, although it
is known to have been cultivated here for many years prior to
1865, at which date, however, its cultivation was limited to a
small portion of eastern Virginia.
“During the five years immediately following the Civil
War the cultivation of the peanut increased and developed
wonderfully, not only in Virginia but in the other Southern
states where the climate and soil were adapted to its
successful culture. This is accounted for by the fact that
during the five years of the war almost every army in the
field occupied, at some time or other, that portion of Virginia
in which peanuts were grown. The knowledge of the culture
and value of the crop, thus acquired by individual soldiers,
was utilized by many of them when they reached their
homes, and resulted in a marked extension of the industry
and a rapid increase in the quantity produced.”
“General statistics. The statistics of this crop are found
in Tables 8 [p. 539], 10 [p. 542-574, etc.], and 18 [p. 592] of
this section, the latter table being a summary for the years in
which reports of the product have been received. The total
area devoted to the cultivation of peanuts in the United States
in 1899 was 516,658 acres, and the total number of bushels
produced was 11,964,957, or an average of 23.2 bushels per
acre. The total value of the crop was $7,271,230, an average
of $0.61 per bushel, or $14.07 per acre. The total area under
this crop in 1889 was 203,946 of 17.6 bushels per acre. A
comparison of these figures shows an increase in ten years
of 312,712 acres, or 153.3 per cent, in area, and of 8,376,814
bushels, or 233.5 per cent, in production.”
Table XV, titled “Principal peanut producing states in
1899, with the acreage and quantity produced and per cent
increase from 1889 to 1899, arranged in descending order
of production.” The states are: Virginia, North Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Texas, South Carolina. For
Virginia: Acres in 1899 / 1889: 116,914 / 58,962. Per cent of
increase: 98.3%. Bushels produced in 1899 / 1889: 3,713,347
/ 1,171,624. Per cent of increase: 216.9%.
Bushels produced in 1899 and per cent of increase in
production for other states: North Carolina: 3,460,439 /
721.7%. Georgia: 1,435,775 / 129.9%. Alabama: 1,021,708
/ 267.0%. Florida: 967,927 / 169.2%. Tennessee: 747,668 /
42.9%. Texas: 184,860 / 320.5%. South Carolina: 131,710 /
208.0%.
Note that the states with the largest percentage gain
in production during the past decade were North Carolina
(721.7%) followed by Texas (320.5%), then Alabama
(267.0%). These are huge percentage gains.
“The average yield per acre for the United States in 1889
was 17.6 bushels, and in 1899, 23.2 bushels. The largest
average yield was in Tennessee, where 38.3 bushels were
produced.”
The soy bean, which was a new crop commercially,
is mentioned only once in this census. The section on
“Conditions affecting the production and acreage of hay

and forage” states (p. 206): “The great expansion, however,
in the acreage devoted in the course of crop rotations to the
leguminous plants–alfalfa, clover, cowpeas, soy beans, etc.–
which fertilize the soil by drawing nitrogen, the most costly
element of commercial fertilizers, from the air, and furnish
a most excellent forage crop at the same time, has had an
important effect upon the hay tonnage, and in many sections
revolutionized the system previously used.” Address:
Washington, DC.
718. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1902. Descriptive catalogue and
guide for the farm & garden (with order form; Mail-order
catalog). Richmond, Virginia. 76 p. 25 cm.
• Summary: In the section on “General List of Agricultural
Seeds,” page 70 contains a greatly expanded (3/4 page) entry
for Soja Beans: two brief descriptions, four testimonials
from customers, and an enlarged illustration. “Soja Beans–
Unquestionably the richest and most nutritious forage and
feed crop grown, making the ‘balanced feed’ for hogs,
dairy cows, and fattening stock. Also makes a splendid soil
improver, and is unequalled as a drought-resisting crop.
“We give below extracts of letters from our customers,
calling attention to some of the principal points of value
in our Yellow Soja Beans [Yellow Soy Beans]. This crop
withstands drought better than any other forage crop, and
seems capable of making its growth in spite of more adverse
conditions than any other crop which we have ever grown.
In point of nutritive value it is unequaled, and makes in
connection with corn as a number of our customers states,
a ‘balanced ration’ grown upon the farm, saving the farmer
from paying out cash for oil meals, bran, etc.
“Our Yellow Soja Beans should unquestionably be one
of the staple crops with every farmer.
“’Far superior to cotton seed to make milk and butter’–
Spartanburg County, South Carolina, Nov. 25, 1901–’I
bought of you a peck of Soja Beans; planted on one acre of
common cotton land, rows 2½ feet apart. I made eleven large
one-horse loads. I threshed out two loads, got five bushels,
or 27½ bushels on the acre of beans, besides eleven loads of
hay, far superior to cow pea hay. My horses quit eating corn
to eat them in the chaff. I feed to my cows, and they are far
superior to cotton seed meal to make milk and butter. My
chickens eat them like eating corn; hogs also go for them.
I consider them the finest thing a farmer can plant, and all
farmers should by all means plant them- from one to twenty
acres. I expect to rent ten acres to plant them on next year.
I used 200 pounds guano; hoed one time; plowed twice.–
Charles Moore.’
“’Far superior to the cow pea as a crop bearer, as they
will produce double the quantity of peas, and equally as
much, if not more litter’–Nansemond County, Virginia, Jan.
18, 1901–’The Soja Beans bought of you turned out very
well. I consider them far superior to the Cow Pea as a crop
bearer, as they will produce double the quantity of peas, and
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equally as much if not more litter. For fattening hogs they
are very good, lasting for such a long time. They will keep
in the field until after Christmas without spoiling; hence
they fill the place of acorns or meat for stock or hogs. They
ripen all at once, making it possible to turn stock on them
without damaging the crop at all. As a soil improver they are
the equal if not the superior of the Cow Pea, as they produce
more foliage, and when they are done shedding the land is
covered with leaves, pods, and stems.’–J.O. Cutchins.’
“’The richest green food I have ever grown for cattle’–
Forsyth County, North Carolina, Nov. 20, 1900–’In feeding
value, Soja Beans are far superior to Cow Peas. As a green
feed for dairy cattle. I consider them the riches green food I
have ever grown for cattle. I believe, planted in connection
with, or separate from, ensilage corn, and put into silo at
the same time, in proportion of one ton of Soja Beans to
two tons of corn, that they would in a great measure make a
‘balanced ration’ grown on the farm, which, as you know, is
the crying need of the hour in dairy circles.–Elliot Warren.’
“’All kinds of stock will eat Soja Beans in preference
to Corn Fodder’–York Country, Virginia, Feb. 7, 1901–’All
kinds of stock will eat Soja Beans in preference to corn
fodder. Once tried, always tried, as they are the surest crop a
man can plant. Never too dry nor too hot for this grand old
forage plant. Just give them a chance and they will surprise
you with a big crop.–D.W. Morris.’
“When sown broadcast for forage and soil-improving
crops, the Soja Beans should be sown at the rate of one
bushel per acre. Sowing them thickly will prevent the stalk
from growing too coarse, and enable them to be cut and
turned under to better advantage. Sowing for ensilage, it is
better to sow drills with corn, at the rate of about one peck
to the acre. Or they can be sown by themselves in drills
three feet apart, at the rate of 1 to 1½ pecks per acre, and
cultivated. They will make their largest yield of beans put in
this way.
“Remember that there are different varieties and strains
of Yellow Soja, which we have been supplying to our
customers for several years past.
Large pkt 10c.; peck, 60c.; bus. $1.60. Price fluctuates.
Special price on large lots.”
An illustration shows soja bean pods and a plant in
full leaf. On the front cover is a gold medal awarded to the
company at the Paris Exposition of 1900.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #010098.
Address: Richmond, Virginia.
719. Zavitz, C.A. 1902. Report of experimentalist. Ontario
Agricultural College and Experimental Farm (Guelph),
Annual Report 27:82-111. For the year 1901. See p. 92-93.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy, soja or Japanese beans”
(p. 92-93) states: “About twenty years ago, Prof. Georgeson,
then connected with the Agricultural College in the State

of Kansas, imported from Japan fifteen varieties of the Soy
beans, with which he conducted practical experiments on
the Experimental Station grounds and found that five of
the varieties gave good results. These five varieties were
imported from Kansas some ten years ago for growing in our
experimental plots.
“The Early Yellow Soy Bean has given decidedly the
best results among the five varieties which we obtained from
Kansas. [Note: It seems that Zavitz has renamed the Yellow
Soy Bean to Early Yellow Soy Bean within the past year.
The names of the other four varieties are not given here].
The record of this variety has been satisfactory throughout,
and the yield of grain per acre in 1901 was 25.3 bushels.
When we realize that this grain when ground furnished a
meal about equal in composition to cotton seed meal, we
cannot help but acknowledge that this variety furnishes a
large amount of valuable food constituents. It has given good
results in the co-operative experiments throughout Ontario,
as well as in the trials at the College.” Address: B.S.A.,
Experimentalist, Ontario Agricultural College [Guelph,
Ontario, Canada].
720. Zavitz, C.A. 1902. Co-operative experiments in
agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 23:9-24. For the year 1901. See p. 10, 12, 1415, 21-22.
• Summary: A table titled “List of experiments for 1901” (p.
10), under “Grain crops” includes “Testing cow peas and two
varieties of Soja or Japanese beans–3 plots.”
In the section on “Reports of the experiments” a
table titled “Grain crops” (p. 12) shows that 13 tests were
conducted on “Soy beans.” Early Yellow (estimated value
100), yielded 1.5 tons/acre of straw and 21.4 bu/acre of
grain. Medium Green (E.V. 86), 2.2 tons/acre of straw and
18.1 bu/acre of grain.
The subsection titled “Soy, soja, or Japanese beans”
(p. 14-15) includes a summary and notes: The Early Yellow
variety usually ripens well, and is one of the very best
varieties of the Soy beans for the production of grain. For
the production of green fodder or for silage, however, the
Medium Green is likely to give better satisfaction, owing to
its more luxuriant growth and greater development of leaf.
In those parts of Ontario where the pea weevil is becoming
so abundant as to practically ruin the pea crop, the Soy bean
might be grown to great advantage.”
In the question and answer session (p. 21-22): “Q: At
what time do you plant the Soy beans? C.A. Zavitz: We
usually plant the Soy beans about the 5th of May.
“Q: How are the Soy beans usually planted? Zavitz: The
seed should be sown in rows and the crop cultivated. The soy
bean is being used considerably in some of the Eastern States
by dairymen who wish to secure very rich food for their
animals. It is also beginning to be grown quite extensively
in some of the Western States, particularly Kansas. The crop
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will serve admirably as a substitute for peas in those sections
where the pea weevil is doing so much damage.” Address:
B.S.A., Director of Experiments, Agricultural College,
Guelph [Ontario, Canada], and Secretary of the Union.
721. Lindsey, Joseph B. 1903. Part II.–Dairy and feeding
experiments. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 15:57-68. Jan. See p. 67-68.
• Summary: The section titled “Corn and soy beans” (p.
67) states: “Corn and soy bean silage was grown and used
at this station during 1895 and 1896. At that time the corn
and beans were grown in separate fields.” The silage, which
consisted of two-thirds corn and one-third beans, “was
eaten clean, and contained 30 per cent. more protein than
did corn silage. It was believed at the time, however, that
the increased cost of handling the two crops when grown
separately more than counterbalanced the value of the
additional protein secured...
On page 68 we read: “Soy beans v. cow peas. Much
is being said in the agricultural press concerning the home
production of protein, and this division receives frequent
inquiries concerning the relative merits of soy beans and cow
peas for this purpose...
“In comparing the relative merits of the two legumes, it
may be said that the stem of the cow pea is softer than that
of the soy bean, and that the crop does its best in very warm
weather, and is likely to succeed better than the soy bean
upon light, sandy soils, naturally deficient in moisture.
“The medium green soy bean, on the other hand,
prefers a medium moist loam and will yield more dry food
material, and especially more seed to the acre at moderate
temperatures, than the cow pea. The cow pea is better suited
to southern, and the soy bean to northern conditions, and the
latter is regarded as decidedly preferable in New England.”
Address: Ph.D., chemist (foods and feeding).
722. Nourse, D.O. 1903. Forage plants. Virginia Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 145. p. 11-19. Feb.
• Summary: Describes many forage crops grown at the
station. Soy beans and cow peas have been grown for two
years, and all the other crops for only one year. On p. 18
we read: “Soy bean (Medium Green). Stand very heavy and
uniform. Seed not mature. Foliage green, thick, heavy. Plant
bushy and erect. Stem woody, tough, difficult to harvest and
covered with find hairs. Pods 1 to 2 inches long, each having
2 seeds and 25 to 50 pods per plant. At its best will cover
ground completely if planted 3½ feet apart, even though it
never runs, but stands rigidly erect. Yield in 1901, 14,720
pounds per acre and in 1902, 2,000 pounds per acre.”
“Of the Soy beans, the only one we grew that seemed
of particular merit is the Medium Green.” Address: B.S.,
Agriculturist [Blacksburg, Montgomery Co., Virginia].
723. Parsons, Adrian A. 1903. Soy beans for hay (Letter to

the editor). Wallaces’ Farmer (Des Moines, Iowa) 27(11):16.
March 13.
• Summary: “A Lenox, Iowa, subscriber writes:
“’In the issue of January 30th I see a communication in
regard to growing soy beans. I infer that the beans are grown
for hay. I would like more information on this. What variety
should be sown, how should the ground be prepared, and
should the seed be drilled or broadcasted? When should they
be harvested, and how? What is the average yield of hay per
acre? Do stock take kindly to the hay? If your correspondent
will answer these questions, he will confer a great favor on
many of your readers, especially those on small farms who
want to grow as much of the protein food for their dairy
cows and growing stock as they can.’
“Your subscriber sets a task for me that presents but one
difficulty–that is, to answer all his questions and keep within
the limits of a newspaper article. It is hard to confine an old
farmer to bare statements. When I drive along the road, I
keep the road in view, and also take in the situation on both
sides; same with talk–like to give reasons, conclusions, etc.
But will try in this case to leave out the side issues.
“I grow soy beans, because I find them the most
profitable crop I can grow in my farm rotation. Most of
my crop is fed out as hay because it is the cheapest way to
handle it. Quite a lot is fed off green.
“I grow two varieties, the Early Dwarf Yellow and
Medium Early Yellow [Ito San]; the dwarfs make the bulk of
my crop, but for silo and late green feeds, the mediums are
just in time.
“All are planted as soon after corn as the ground can
be made ready. The oft repeated statement that they, like
cowpeas, are a tender, hot weather plant does not apply here,
in central Indiana.
“Prepare ground as for corn, plant with grain drill, in
rows thirty-six inches apart, five or six beans to foot, some
use a planter and split the middles; any way to get a tolerably
even distribution of the seed, about a half-bushel to the acre,
and have them so they can be cultivated.
“Cultivate with weeder, or harrow before they come up
if possible, and a few times going over with weeder and one
or two plowings with the cultivator has given us clean crops.
We got in a hurry last year on account of so much rain, and
drilled five acres with all the hoes down. These received no
cultivation after they had grown too large for the weeder.
Part of the field made a good crop, but patches where
crab grass had a hold were very poor. Some cultivation is
necessary, even on the cleanest land.
“I harvest with mower, let wilt in swath, rake and shock
in rather small shocks. I watch these shocks and if they seem
too hot in the center, I tear them down and rebuild. In the
eight years I have grown them, two seasons I have gone over
and rebuilt them twice, before the beans were sufficiently
cured. The same methods that will make first-class clover
hay will apply to soys. Cure in shade, never sun-dry. The
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leaves contain most of the protein, and it is important to save
them all.
“The chemists say that when the pods form the entire
plant has all the feeding value it will ever have. Then is the
time to begin cutting. We are generally at other work and
don’t get at the beans until some of them are full grown.
“For seed they are allowed to stand until the leaves fall;
these we cut with a bean harvester. I think all planting should
be done with grain drill, with fertilizer attachment, and
inoculated soil run on with seed.
“In yield they are like corn, the richer the ground the
heavier the crop, but they will grow on land that is too poor
to grow a profitable crop of corn.
“Our cows give a higher per cent of butter fat when fed
soys than when we tried to balance with bran. Corn and corn
stover with soy beans is our dairy cows’ ration, all grown on
the farm. The cows are satisfied–and so are we.
“A.A. Parsons, Indiana.”
Note: Parsons states that he has grown soy beans for
eight years. If he started in 1895, and the eight years were
consecutive, then 1902 (the last year he could have had
a crop) would be his 8th year. Address: Hendricks Co.,
Indiana.
724. M.D.; Lindsey, J.B. 1903. Sorghum and soy bean in
Massachusetts (Letter to the editor). Rural New-Yorker
62(2772):190. March 14. Oversize.
• Summary: “M.D. Fitchburg, Mass.–Will sorghum grow
satisfactorily in Massachusetts, and if it will, state time and
manner of planting and whether the Amber or the Early
Orange variety would be best? The idea is to use some green
and cure the remainder for hay and thus get a better hay crop
than could be obtained from any other forage crop. Is it good
practice to plant corn and Soy beans in the same row for
cutting into silo? If so, what is the best Soy bean for this part,
and the number of grains of corn and beans and distances to
be planted?
“Ans.–The past season at this Station an equal quantity
of the beans and corn were sown together for fodder
purposes. In early September the beans were podded and
corn fairly well eared. The mixture was cut and bound
successfully October 4 with the Deering corn harvester, at
which time the bean stalks were quite tough, the bean pods
filled, and the corn kernels glazed. This is the first attempt
made to cut the corn and bean mixture with a harvester.
A larger area will be planted another season, in order to
see whether the mixture can be economically handled for
silage. Corn and Soy bean silage was grown and used at
this Station during 1895 and 1896. At that time the corn and
beans were grown in separate fields. The silo was filled in
the proportion of two-thirds corn and one-third beans. The
silage was satisfactory, eaten clean, and furnished 30 per cent
more protein than did corn silage. It was believed at the time,
however, that the increased cost of handling the two crops

when grown separately more than counterbalanced the value
of the additional protein secured. If it proves economical to
grow and handle the two together it will in a measure aid
in increasing the supply of home-grown protein. Sorghum
has not been satisfactory as a forage crop when compared
with corn. The stalks are more slender and will not bear
the weeder as well as young corn plants. Again, the young
sorghum plant appears to grow very slowly in its early stages
of development, and weeds are likely to gain the mastery.
The yield as a rule it is not as large as Indian corn under
similar conditions. The writer would prefer barnyard millet
to sorghum for green forage or hay.
“J.B. Lindsey. Hatch Experiment Station.” Address:
1. Fitchburg; 2. Hatch Experiment Station. Both:
Massachusetts.
725. Redding, R.J. 1903. Forage crops. Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). March 29. p. B11.
• Summary: “I have believed that the old Japan pea–as I
knew it thirty-five years ago–or soja bean, has not been
treated with the consideration that its merits deserve. Its
value, however, consists mainly in its merits as a hay plant.”
“Today we commence cutting the richest food
imaginable from our lucerne (alfalfa) acre.” I insist on
calling lucerne “by the old name, by which my father knew
it seventy years ago... Somewhere nearly a hundred years
ago lucerne was introduced in the south Atlantic states
from France under the French name lucerne. It seems that
it did not become generally known and for many years was
cultivated to a very limited extent. chiefly as a border plant in
kitchen gardens, according a limited supply of its succulent
richness to favored cows.” Address: [Griffin, Georgia].
726. Adams, George E. 1903. The soy bean. Bulletin (Rhode
Island State College Agricultural Experiment Station) No.
92. p. 117-27. March.
• Summary: “The soy bean (Glycine hispida), also known
as soja bean and coffee berry, is a native of southeastern
Asia... This plant was taken to England about one hundred
years ago, where it was grown for years without attracting
any attention as an economic plant either as food for man or
beast. In the southern states it was grown for many years,
but not until about twenty years ago did it commence to
attract attention as a forage plant. Within the past few years
considerable attention has been given this plant by the
different agricultural experiment stations, and its value as a
food-plant has been clearly proven by feeding experiments
in which the plant has been fed both in the green state and as
hay... During the past ten years several varieties of soy beans
have been grown at this Station... [Note: The names of these
varieties are not listed.] All things considered, the Medium
Early Green is the variety which has given the best results
during the ten years in which these plants have been grown
here. It makes a heavy growth of forage, retains its leaves
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well, and has not failed to ripen a crop of seed during that
time.”
“In experiments at this station, it has been shown that
a liberal application of nitrate of soda interfered with the
development of the root tubercles on the soy bean, as may
be seen from the following table... In addition to the nitrate
of soda mentioned above, each plot received the following
manures” (in pounds per acre): Air-slaked lime 2,000, acid
potash 1,200, and muriate potash 180. The “yield of dry
beans was slightly increased by the use of a large amount
of nitrate of soda, while the yield of vines was materially
lessened, although in no case was the increase sufficient to
cover the additional cost of the nitrate.”
Photos (p. 121, 123, 126) show: (1) Root tubercles from
soy beans grown with and without nitrogen. (2) Medium
green soy beans grown with different nitrogen rations. (3)
Varieties of soy bean plant.
A table (p. 122) titled “Yield of green forage per acre,
and fertilizing ingredients in crops and roots in certain
legumes” shows the yields of different crops using nitrogen
in., potash, and phosphoric acid. Address: B.S., Asst., Field
Experiments, Kingston, Rhode Island.
727. Washington Post. 1903. City Bulletin: Cow peas and
soja beans. April 18. p. 10.
• Summary: “T.W. Wood & Sons, seed growers of
Richmond, Virginia, are calling attention to the great soilimproving qualities of the yellow soja bean and the cow pea.
Cow peas will make a good crop on land where clover will
prove a failure, and they are just as good, if not better, than
clover for feeding stock and as a fertilizer. The soja bean
withstands drought better than any other forage, makes an
excellent soil-improver and ‘balanced feed’ for cattle.”
728. Rural New-Yorker. 1903. Soy beans and corn (Letter to
the editor). 62(2778):323. April 25. Oversize.
• Summary: “I would like information in regard to planting
Soy beans, and their habits. I wish to plant a bushel, but do
not know how to cultivate them to mix with corn for silage
or how to mix with corn to plant.
“H.H.W. Georgetown, N.Y.
“We have been planting Soy beans to some extent for
several years past, both alone and mixed with corn to be
used for silage. We consider them a very satisfactory crop
in many ways. Your correspondent can treat them just as he
would corn or white beans with full assurance of success, the
only difference being if he wishes to ripen seed he should
plant fairly early. We find the Soy bean much hardier than
the cow pea. It can be planted safely whenever corn can be.
Our plan in using it for silage is to mix the corn and beans
and plant them together with a grain drill or corn planter.
We find just one difficulty in this, in that the Soy beans tend
to get rather too mature by the time the corn is ready for the
silo. When ripe the stalks cut hard, and there may be some

chance of wasting the beans. A later planting would correct
this trouble, but would be far less convenient. We use the
Medium Green variety. Their hardiness and the fact that
they can be planted at the same time with corn is perhaps the
chief advantage which the Soybean possesses over the cow
pea for this purpose unless it may be that they keep better in
the silo. This is a point upon which I have no facts, but have
seen suggestions from various sources which would seem
to indicate such a possibility. An accident prevents me from
speaking as intelligently as I otherwise might regarding the
quality of the silage. The bottom of a silo was filled with
this mixture last year, but unfortunately water has broken in
and filled the silo about as deep as this corn and bean silage
extended, so that the quality has been injured, though it is
perfectly bright and seems to have kept well. There is a sour
odor to it, which probably comes from being flooded with
water.
“Fred W. Card. Rhode Island.”
729. Dalbey, Dwight S. 1903. The cowpea and soy bean in
Illinois. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular
No. 69. 15 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cowpea varieties.
Variety tests for yield. Variety tests of soy bean. Planting.
Cultivation. Harvesting. Feeding and fertilizing value.
Conclusion. Summary.
The Introduction begins: “Many farmers in Illinois,
especially in the central and northern sections of the state,
are not familiar with the cowpea and soy bean... Soy beans
are of more recent introduction, and this crop is not so well
known as cowpeas.” Yet “both crops have been grown in
this state long enough and to such an extent that they have
passed beyond the purely experimental stage, and in places
they are already considered as important factors in Illinois
agriculture” (p. 1).
Last year a yield test of 8 varieties was conducted. A
table (p. 7) shows the varieties and yields (in bushels per
acre) as follows, listed in descending order of yield: Medium
Green 41.7 bushels/acre, Early White 38.2, Ito San 37.8,
Medium Yellow 35.6, Early Yellow Dwarf 32.3, Early Black
27.8, Late Mammoth (not mature), Brown from Japan (not
mature).
“The late Mammoth is good to use for hay or ensilage,
but does not ordinarily mature seed in this state As a general
rule, it may be said that soy beans are better adapted to the
north than cowpeas, since they are not so sensitive to frost.”
Note that the word “late” before Mammoth is written in all
lowercase letters.
Pioneer soybean growers in Illinois include Dr. Robert
C. Morris of Richland County (he has been very successful),
Mr. Fred W. Ladage of Sangamon County, Mr. Charles
A. Rowe of Morgan County, and Mr. H.B. Rice of Fulton
County.
Harvesting: For hay soy beans should be cut when in
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bloom or soon after. “When the Mammoth variety of soy
beans is used for hay, they may be harvested and bound
in bundles with a corn binder, Doctor Robert C. Morris of
Richland County grows this variety, which attains a height
of four feet, and harvests with his corn binder, shocking
the bundles in the field like corn until cured, after which he
shreds the soy bean bundles and his corn fodder together for
feed.
“In curing cowpea or soy bean hay, the hay tedder and
side-delivery hay rake are useful tools to facilitate quick
and uniform drying.” When harvesting for seed, use a twowheeled bean and pea harvester or cutter. The beans may be
left in a windrow until threshing. “Threshing is best done by
specially constructed machines in which the first cylinders
are reduced in speed, and the rest of the separator maintained
at ordinary speed. Threshing is best done with a bean
thresher, such as that made especially for the purpose by
The Bidwell Thresher Company, of Batavia, New York, but
a wheat separator may be used with all blank concaves and
running as slowly as the machine will permit and not clog the
shakers.” A table (p. 14), giving the digestible constituents
of various crops (including soy bean seed, soy bean hay, soy
bean ensilage, and corn and soy bean ensilage) shows that
“soy bean grain is rich in the constituents that corn lacks and
vice versa, so that the two combine to make a balanced ration
for stock.”
A “very excellent feed is produced by mixing green
cowpeas or green soy beans with corn for ensilage.”
To summarize: “Cowpeas and soy beans are leguminous
plants and compare favorably with clover as soil improvers,
and for some purposes possess an advantage over clover,
in their quick maturity... Cowpeas and soy beans produce
large yields of both hay and grain, the former being equal
in feeding value to clover hay and the latter practically
equivalent to linseed meal and other concentrated feeds.”
Photos show: (1) A soy bean plant at 2½ months old (p.
3). (2) A plat of medium green soy beans 2½ months after
planting (p. 8). (3) “Matured soy bean plant of early white
variety. Planted May 18th and matured for ‘hogging off’
August 21st” (p. 13).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2014) that uses the word “hogging” or the term
“hogging off” in connection with soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June
2021) that mentions the use of a bean thresher for soybean
production.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Medium Yellow.
Note 4. Webster’s Dictionary (1985) defines tedder,
a word first used in the 15th century, as “one that teds;
specifically: a machine for stirring or spreading hay to hasten
drying or curing.” Address: Asst. in Agronomy.
730. Duggar, J.F. 1903. Vetch, cowpea and soy bean hay as

substitutes for wheat bran. Alabama Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 123. p. 49-72. April. See p. 49-53, 6871.
• Summary: The summary (p. 51) begins: “The object of
the feeding experiments herein described was to ascertain
whether hay made from hairy vetch, cowpeas and soy beans
could be advantageously substituted for most of the wheat
bran in the rotation of dairy cows.”
The section titled “Soy bean hay compared with cowpea
hay” (p. 68-69) states: “In addition to the basal ration, which
was the same for both lots, soy bean hay was consumed at
the rate of 6.6 pounds per cow daily, or cowpea hay at the
rate of 7 pounds daily.
“In addition to the above amount actually consumed, 32
per cent. of the soy bean hay that was offered was rejected.
This rejected portion consisted of the coarse stalks and some
of the larger limbs. The corresponding waste with cowpea
hay in this test was 22 per cent. of that offered.
“From the above table we see that soy beans afforded
4½ per cent. more butter and 3½ per cent. more milk than an
equal weight of cowpea hay actually consumed. However,
the greater waste or greater residue with the soy bean fully
counterbalances this, reducing the hay of these two valuable
leguminous plants to a practical equality in feeding value.
Soy beans are worthy of more extensive cultivation in the
South. Their principal advantage over cowpeas consists in
their easier curing, erect growth, and freedom from tangling.
In our experiments they seem to require slightly richer soil
than cowpeas.”
In a table titled “Digestible nutriments in rations fed”
(p. 70-71) “soy bean hay” is included, but figures are for the
complete diet.
Note: The term “Soy beans” is written as two words
when used as a noun, but sometimes as one word (soybean,
p. 52) when used as an adjective. Address: Agriculturist,
Auburn, Alabama.
731. Department of Agriculture, Commissioner’s Branch.
1903. Growing forage crops: Feeders of live stock should
prepare for the summer droughts. Daily Sun (Saint John,
New Brunswick, Canada). June 12. p. 3.
• Summary: “Nearly every summer we hear the same old
story of midsummer droughts and consequently scanty
pastures. Many of our best farmers have learned to guard
against loss by having a supply of succulent feed to fall back
upon. A small silo, filled especially for summer use, will
go a long way to meet the difficulty, and a partial system of
soiling has also found favor among progressive stockmen.”
“Soja or soy beans are also likely to prove valuable in
the southern districts. They produce a large amount of forage
of excellent character if sown on land prepared as for corn at
the rate of two to four pecks per acre. The Yellow Soy is the
best variety for Canada and is worthy of trial.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
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concerning soy beans in connection with (but not yet
in) New Brunswick, Canada. Address: Ottawa [Ontario,
Canada].
732. Grandeau, Louis. 1903. Le soja hispida: Culture, fumure
et rendements–Expériences de la Station Agronomique
de Rennes [The soybean: Culture, manuring and yields–
Experiments at the Agronomic Station of Rennes]. Journal
d’Agriculture Pratique 67(1):817-19. June 25. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: From 1897 to 1901, Mr. Lechartier, director
of the agronomic station at Bretagne, conducted very
conclusive experiments on the requirements of 4 varieties
of soybeans. (Several days before his untimely death, he
sent Mr. Grandeau the results of his trials, and Mr. Grandeau
plans to publish these shortly in the Annales de la Science
agronomique française et étrangère.) In 1900 studied
the influence of certain manures / fertilizers, especially
nitrogen fertilizers. The first table shows that his mixture
was composed of superphosphate superphosphate 200 kg,
potassium chloride 400 kg, sodium nitrate (nitrate de soude)
200 kg, and plaster (plâtre) 200 kg. Certain parcels did not
receive the nitrate. Half of the harvest was cut green, the
other half matured to grain. Table two shows the results
obtained in terms of kg/ha harvested (green forage / seed
grain): Complete fertilizer (22,000 kg green / 1,500 kg
seed), fertilizer without potash (22,200 / 1,300), fertilizer
without nitrogen (22,800 / 1,900), complete fertilizer with
a double dose of phosphoric acid (22,800 / 1,700). Among
the soybean varieties tested were early soya from Podolia
(1900), black soybean, and Soja d’Etampes (1901). Tables
three and four shows yields of black soybeans and of Soja
d’Etampes in 1901, both green forage and seeds, with
different applications of fertilizer. Address: France.
733. Nourse, D.O. 1903. Cow peas and soy beans. Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 149. p. 91-99.
June.
• Summary: Variety trials were conducted using 20 varieties
of soy beans with the following names: Medium Green,
Olive Green, Green Samarow, Southern Soja, Ito San–
Yellow, Early Brown, Woods Soja, Cross Bred No. 6, Cross
Bred No. 9, Department of Agriculture No. 8422, 8423,
8424, 8497, 9407, 9408, 9409, 9415, 9416, 9417, 9418. The
following details are given for each variety: Date sown:
May 18. Condition on Aug. 28. Condition on Sept. 12. Yield
in 1903 (in pounds/acre of green forage). Average yield of
green forage for 3 years (when known). The top yields of
green forage in 1903 came from: Dep. of Agriculture 8424
(18,200 lb/acre). Dep. of Agriculture 9409 (14,350 lb/acre).
Woods Soja (14,000 lb/acre). Dep. of Agriculture 9415
(13,650 lb/acre).
“The peas and beans were grown on plots of onetwentieth acre each, in rows two and a half feet apart. This
is rather close for some of the larger plants, but none too

thick for the average, and if the crops are to be used for green
manures and not for seed or hay products, a little crowding
would be no objection.
“Until recently the varieties of soy beans have been
very limited, but this year we can, thanks to the Department
of Agriculture at Washington [DC], report on a very
considerable number, and among them some very promising
ones.
“In considering the value of the beans as compared
with the cow peas, the former has, at the outset, one serious
drawback–viz., the cost of the seed. Soy beans are now
advertised at about one dollar per bushel more than cow
peas, common varieties of each being considered; but if
the demand becomes enough to attract the attention of seed
growers, the prices will probably be reduced.
“On account of the hard stalk, the soy bean cannot make
a good hay, but little more than the leaves being edible; but
as green food, or as green manure, there would seem to be
no reason why it should not rank well, the upright nature of
its growth making it so much easier to handle than the cow
peas, with their long, interlacing runners.”
“In following descriptions, we give conditions on
August 28th, which is as early as any would care to gather
the crop or plow it under, and again on September 12th,
when in most sections of Virginia the crop should be
gathered on account of danger from frosts. This second date,
too, was the time of cutting and weighing the green product.”
Note 1. The varieties “Cross Bred No. 6” and “Cross
Bred No. 9” were developed by Mr. E.E. Evans of West
Branch, Michigan.
Note 2. In the entry for “Ito San, Yellow” it is not clear
whether “Yellow” refers to an alternative name for Ito San
(more likely, we think) or the color of the Ito San seeds (less
likely).
Note 3. This is the earliest (and only) English-language
document seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the term “Olive
Green” to describe the color of a soybean. Address: B.S.,
Agriculturist.
734. Woods, Charles D. 1903. Forage crops to supplement
summer pasture and winter hay. Maine Agricultural
Experiment Station, Newspaper Bulletin. June. 1 p.
• Summary: “Because of the long continued drouth
the prospects are very unfavorable for the hay crop.”
Many farmers will “need to grow special forage crops
to supplement the summer pasturage or the winter’s hay.
While Indian corn is the best forage plant for Maine, if a
sufficient acreage has not been planted the season is so far
advanced that other quicker growing plants can now be more
advantageously used.
“Hungarian grass, German, Pearl and Japanese Millets,
Rape, and on light warm soils Early Soy Beans, are the most
desirable. The smaller growing millets can be made into
silage. Rape is valuable as a summer and fall feed for cattle,
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sheep, hogs and poultry. The Soy Bean is highly nitrogenous,
but Maine is so far north as to make it a somewhat uncertain
crop.”
Note: As of Oct. 2000, this Newspaper Bulletin is
no longer by the University of Maine or the National
Agricultural Library. Fortunately, however, it was reprinted
in two other publications which are still widely available:
(1) Maine Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 99 (Dec. 1903,
p. 207). An article titled “Newspaper Bulletins published
in 1903,” by Chas. D. Woods, begins: “Whenever there is
a matter of importance which we wish to bring promptly
to the attention of the people of the State, we make as clear
and concise a statement as possible in the style and type of
a newspaper column and mail it as a “Special Newspaper
Bulletin” to all the press on the Station exchange mailing list.
These newspaper bulletins are quite generally printed by the
papers, and the Station is under obligations to the press for
this opportunity of specially and promptly being put in touch
with the people.” (2) Maine Agric. Exp. Station, Annual
Report 19:205, 207. For the year 1903. Address: Director of
the Station, Orono, Maine.
735. Grandeau, Louis. 1903. Composition du soja hispida:
Récolte en vert.–Fourrage sec [Composition of soja hispida,
the soybean: Harvested green or dry forage]. Journal
d’Agriculture Pratique 67(27):9-11. July 2. [Fre]
• Summary: G. Lechartier has made a complete study of the
composition of the soybean and compiled his results into a
table which gives detailed chemical analyses of the stems,
leaves, and pods of green forage and of dry forage of Soja
d’Etampes (1900); three varieties of soybean seeds–Soja
d’Etampes, black soybeans, and yellow soybeans (Joulie).
Another table shows the weight of 100 liters and the number
of seeds per kilogram for the following soybean varieties:
Yellow seeded Soja d’Etampes, early black soybeans from
Podolie [Podolia], yellow soybeans, and black soybeans.
Soja d’Etampes has the largest seeds (7,400/kg), whereas
black soybeans have the smallest (12,200/kg). Address:
France.
736. Grandeau, Louis. 1903. Les exigences minérales du
Soja hispida [The mineral requirements of the soybean].
Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 67(28):38-41. July 9. [Fre]
• Summary: Ten tables give detailed chemical analyses of
the mineral content of the stems, leaves, and pods of soybean
plants (grown in Bretagne) in their green and in their dry
states. Similar analyses are given for 4 varieties of soybean
seeds in their green and in their dry states: Soja d’Etampes,
yellow soybeans, black soybeans, and early black soybeans
from Podolie [Podolia]. These analyses are compared with
those of Lechartier published in this journal in the issue of 2
July 1903. Note: The latter article is by L. Grandeau.
737. Galloway, B.T. 1903. Report of the Chief of the Bureau

of Plant Industry. Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA). p. 85-169. For the fiscal year ended June
30, 1903. See p. 87, 124, 130-33.
• Summary: Experiments with cowpeas and soybeans have
been conducted in several different parts of the country (p.
87).
The section on “Grass and forage plant investigations”
(p. 123+, written by Prof. W.J. Spillman, who is in charge),
starts with a subsection on “Leguminous crops,” which has
sub-subsections on alfalfa, cowpeas, soy beans, and new
legumes. The one on “Soy beans” (p. 124) states: “This
crop possesses two marked advantages over the cowpea in
most parts of the country. Its yield of seed is larger, and, on
account of its upright habit of growth, it is easier to harvest.
Many farmers harvest soy-bean hay with the twine binder,
the crop being exceedingly easy to handle in this manner.
The varieties of soy bean offered by seedsmen in this country
vary from small bunch beans, growing scarcely a foot high,
to tall forms attaining a height of 5 or 6 feet. Heretofore no
adequate study of these varieties has been made, a fact which
accounts for the lack of recognition of this crop on the part
of farmers. During the past year Mr. W.M. Pollock, of this
office, grew all the varieties of soy beans obtainable in this
country. These varieties will be further tested this season,
and it is hoped that we may be in position at the end of the
present season to publish information concerning them
that will enable farmers to secure varieties adapted to their
needs.”
The subsection on “Silage crops” (p. 130) begins: “It is
planned to build a silo on the Arlington Farm [in Virginia]
during the present season, and it will therefore be possible
to grow various silage crops with assurance that they will be
carefully handled in making the silage.”
There follows a sub-subsection on “Soy beans”: “As
stated elsewhere in this report, this crop is one which
promises to be of unusual value as a leguminous crop in this
country. The principal difficulty in its introduction heretofore
has been a lack of knowledge concerning its varieties. We
have obtained seed of 70 supposed varieties, and are growing
them for the purpose of securing a proper classification, of
ascertaining whether or not the names used by seedsmen
are uniform for the same variety, and of bringing about
uniformity in nomenclature for the several varieties. Cultural
experiments by Mr. W.M. Pollock are in progress with 3 of
the leading varieties of soy beans. Plantings were made on
five days a week apart, beginning June 1. The beginning of
this series was rather late this year on account of the season.
Plats were sown at a rate varying from ½ to 2½ bushels per
acre. One series of plats was sown broadcast and another
sown in drills. These two methods are being tested both for
hay and seed production. In order to eliminate errors due to
irregularity of soil, each of the above cultural experiments is
repeated in 5 sets of plats.
“Individual plants of soy bean are under selection in
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order to secure strains that are excellent seed producers and
other strains that have slender stems with little wood in them
for haymaking. Certain varieties are also being hybridized in
the hope of combining earliness and large yield of seed and
hay.”
In the subsection on “Current work” is a sub-subsection
titled “Leguminous crops” (p. 132-33) which begins:
“Studies on the cowpea and the soy bean will be continued.
It is believed that the soybean possesses more advantages,
both as a hay crop and a grain crop, than any other annual
legume in this country. We have already found varieties
adapted to all sections of the country and will introduce
these into cultivation during the coming year. A study of
the methods of making hay of soy beans and cowpeas will
continue. The Department will continue its work in the
introduction of alfalfa into the Eastern States. The more
promising varieties of soy beans are to be grown in larger
areas during the coming season. Those cultural experiments
which promise more positive results will also be repeated on
larger areas. The work of improving varieties of soy beans
for hay and seed production will continue. We shall also
try various combinations of fertilizers for the production of
leguminous crops, as well as the effect of green leguminous
manures for the production of other classes of crops.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021) that
mentions the use of a “twine binder” for soybean production.
Address: Chief of the Bureau, Washington, DC.
738. Lewis, G. 1903. The soy bean in the Transvaal.
Transvaal Agricultural Journal 1(4):10-11. July.
• Summary: “Two pounds of seed were received from
the Director of Agriculture and sown with a maize drill,
dropping two beans at a time, in rows 3 feet 4 inches apart
and 10 inches apart in rows. Ground selected was a heavy
sandy loam, light brown. It was nice and damp at the
time of seeding, and heavy rain came two days later. The
beans germinated in about eight days. This heavy rain was
followed by a three weeks’ drought, which seemed to have
no effect on the young plants.
“The cultivator was put thrice through the crop, starting
when the plants were about 6 inches high, so that the rows
could be readily seen. This was repeated at intervals of
about three to four weeks. The plants were allowed to fully
mature and ripen as the seed was wanted. When they were
ripe they were pulled up by the roots, allowed to partially
dry, then hauled to the barn-yard, and spread out on a sail
to dry thoroughly. As the drying process went on, the pods
opened of their own accord, with a slight crack, so that there
remained very little to beat out.
“Three Scotch cart loads of hulm and 65 pounds of seed
were collected. As some of the seed did not germinate and
some of the plants were eaten off, I base my calculations that
65 pounds are the result of 1½ pounds of seed. The seed was
sown on the 23rd November [1902] and harvested on the

4th April. Thus the plant arrives at its proper stage for haymaking in about four months, and two weeks longer should
be allowed if intended for seed.
“Rows were planted each 75 yards long–750 square
yards, or at the rate of 10 pounds per acre. As a result of
observations, I propose to plant the rows 3 feet apart next
year, and same distances in rows, viz., 10 inches; this will
work out at about 15 pounds to the acre, and I think should
give splendid result. The plants grew to about 3 feet high,
and were full of leaf and pod.
“Cattle and mules took to it at once, and looked for
more. Indeed, mules eat with relish the dry husks and hulm
after the seed has been thrashed out.
“I shall plant next year, as near the beginning of
September as possible, so as to be able to cut at the
beginning of January before the wet season sets in. It is a
difficult crop to cure successfully; but I think the best plan
is cutting directly after the dew is off in the morning, and
allowing it to dry till the afternoon of the next day, and then
raking it up into windrows, and putting in cocks the next
morning to cure. Leave in cocks a few days, and then haul to
the stack. A few canvas sails are desirable for ventilation.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2019) that clearly refers to soybeans in South Africa, or
the cultivation of soybeans in South Africa. This document
contains the earliest clear date seen for soybeans in South
Africa, or the cultivation of soybeans in South Africa (23
Nov. 1902). The source of these soybeans was the Director
of Agriculture, Transvaal. See also Palmer 1882 and BurttDavy 1903.
Note 2. The Transvaal is a large province in northeast
South Africa; its capital is Pretoria. It was inhabited by
the Boers (South Africans of Dutch or Huguenot [French
Protestant] descent) after the great trek from the Cape in
the 1830s. In 1856 the Boers formed the independent South
African Republic. This was followed by civil war and
financial difficulties. The discovery of diamonds in 1867
led Britain to annex the Republic in 1877, even though its
independence had been acknowledged by Britain in the
Sand River Convention of 1852. Rebellion by the Boers
led to restoration of the Republic in 1881. The discovery of
gold in 1886 brought in many foreigners. The South African
Republic joined with the Orange Free State and fought
Great Britain in the “Boer War” of 1899-1902. The Boers
lost. Now called the Transvaal, the area was annexed as a
British Crown Colony in 1900, granted self-government in
1906, and joined the Union (now Republic) of South Africa
in 1910. Chief towns are Pretoria and Johannesburg, with
suburbs of Boksburg and Springs.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
in this journal that mentions soy.
739. Wilson, James. 1903. Report of the Secretary of
Agriculture. Annual Reports of the Department of
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Agriculture (USA). p. IX-CVIII. For the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1903. See p. XXXVII, XLI-XLII, XC.
• Summary: In the section on “Bureau of Plant Industry”
(p. XXIII+), a subsection titled “Demonstration work with
forage crops” (p. XXXVI+) contains a sub-subsection
on “Leguminous crops” which begins (p. XXXVII): One
of the most important movements which has occurred in
American agriculture is now in progress. It is the general
introduction of alfalfa as a hay and pasture crop. During the
present season good crops of alfalfa have been grown by our
experimenters in almost every State in the Union.
“Other leguminous crops are receiving a large share of
attention. The Department has secured some seventy-five
varieties of soy beans, and has grown them for two seasons
with a view to finding varieties adapted to different climatic
conditions. Within another year we shall be ready to begin
the introduction of a number of the best varieties. Varieties
have been found adapted to practically all parts of the
country.”
In the same section, a subsection titled “Work at the
Arlington Farm” (XLI-XLII) is divided into the following
sections: Apples and peaches in nursery. Ornamental trees in
nursery. Experimental fruit plantation. Cranberry plantation.
Arboretum.
The subsection titled “Porto Rico Experiment Station”
(p. XC) begins: “Since the last report from the Porto Rico
Agricultural Experiment Station a permanent location
has been secured adjoining the city of Mayaguez and the
station removed from its temporary location at Rio Piedras.
The farm on which the station is situated had not been in
cultivation for some time and a considerable portion of the
season was taken up with clearing the land of shrubs and
weeds,...”
“Experiments are being conducted to test the value of
various leguminous crops for restoring the soil, and thus far
velvet beans and soy beans appear very promising. Cowpeas,
which had been extensively sown, suffered severely from
insect injuries. Alfalfa is also being tested with some promise
of success.” Address: Secretary of Agriculture, Washington,
DC.
740. New York Times. 1903. Bacteria for farmers: Important
new branch of the work of the department of agriculture.
Aug. 4. p. 6.
• Summary: “Washington, Aug. 3.–The Secretary of
Agriculture [Wilson] will ask Congress next Winter for
a special appropriation for carrying on the work of soil
inoculation. This is a new branch of work in the department,
which has grown out of the discoveries made within the
last few years in regard to the dependence of leguminous
plants on bacteria which live on their roots. The discovery is
described by scientists as one of the most important of those
made as the results of modern agricultural experimentation.
“The department will take up the plan of supplying free

to farmers in all parts of the United States the particular
bacteria for inoculation which they may desire and apply
for. A large laboratory has been fitted up for this work, and
the present force of bacteriologists will be considerably
increased in anticipation of a general demand from farmers
for the aid of the department along this line.
“The method will be to propagate the bacteria required
in large quantities for each of the various leguminous plants,
such as clover, alfalfa, soy beans, cow peas, tares, and
velvet beans. All these plants are of incalculable value in
different sections of the country as sources of forage for farm
animals. In the West alfalfa is the universal reliance of stock
raisers,...”
“The function of these bacteria is to fix the nitrogen
of the air and supply it as food to the plant. Without the
presence of the bacteria the plant can get only the nitrogen
which is supplied from the soil in fertilizers. With the aid of
the bacteria the growing plant can derive the greater part of
its food from the air.
“The department will send the packages which contain
the preparations for inoculation under the frank of the
department or of the Representatives or Senators who may
apply for them on behalf of the constituents. It is expected
that the undertaking will develop into one of the most
important features of National aid to agriculture.
“The bacteriologists of the department have been at
work for over a year past on the scheme, and have tested
their work carefully at the Arlington Farm [Virginia]. These
tests have uniformly proved successful.
“Secretary Wilson is very enthusiastic over the subject.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2018) that uses the term “fix nitrogen” (or “fixing
nitrogen”) in connection with the roots of soybeans.
741. J. of Agriculture and Horticulture (Quebec). 1903.
Forage crops to supplement summer pasture and winter hay.
Aug. 15. p. 79.
• Summary: This is a reprint of the following Englishlanguage document: Woods, Charles D. 1903. “Forage crops
to supplement summer pasture and winter hay.” Maine
Agricultural Experiment Station, Newspaper Bulletin. June.
1 p.
Note that Maine is on about the same latitude as
southern Quebec. The Bulletin states: “Because of the long
continued drouth the prospects are very unfavorable for the
hay crop.” Many farmers will “need to grow special forage
crops to supplement the summer pasturage or the winter’s
hay. While Indian corn is the best forage plant for Maine, if
a sufficient acreage has not been planted the season is so far
advanced that other quicker growing plants can now be more
advantageously used.
“The millets–Hungarian, German, Pearl and Japanese,
Rape, and on light warm soils early soy beans–are the
more desirable... Rape is valuable as a summer and fall
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feed for cattle, sheep, hogs and poultry. The soy bean is
highly nitrogenous, but Maine is so far north as to make it a
somewhat uncertain crop.”
742. Geismar, Leo M.; Smith, Clinton D. 1903. Report of
the Upper Peninsula Sub-station for the years 1901 and
1902. Forage plants: Soja beans and cow peas. Michigan
Agricultural Experiment Station, Special Bulletin No. 20. 52
p. Aug. See p. 9, 13-14.
• Summary: “Soja Beans or Soy Beans as they are variously
called have long been cultivated in the South where they
are cut and baled as hay.” In Michigan, Soja Beans and cow
peas were sown between rows of fruit trees. The seed was
drilled by hand, 18 inches apart. Growth was slow. “The
plants maintained an average height of 32 inches, although
none had blossomed on September 9th when a slight frost
seriously damaged the early plot and a second slight frost
on September 19th killed the entire plot.” Address: 1.
Superintendent; 2. Director.
743. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon).
1903. Produce and planting: Soja beans. 23(3):175. Sept. 1.
[1 ref]
• Summary: “The race of coffee substitute contrivers seem
to thrive. We are told by the ‘Tea and Coffee Trade Journal,’
of New York, that a new industry in Meherrin, Virginia,
among the German settlers, is the cultivation of soja beans,
to be used in the place of coffee. Up to a few years ago this
bean was unknown in that section, and since it has been
substituted for coffee its cultivation has largely increased. It
is contended by those who have tried raising the beans that
they are unsurpassed for feed. The German says he would
much rather have them to make his coffee than the Rio
grain. A result is that the coffee trade among Germans has
somewhat decreased.”
744. Carver, G.W. 1903. Re: Work at Tuskegee during the
past year. Letter to Dr. Alfred C. True, USDA, Washington,
DC, Nov. 12. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “The work of the station during the past year
has been devoted very largely to the growing of forage crops
in the way of peas, corn, soy beans, velvet beans, sorghum
cane, millets of various kinds, etc. Rotation of crops has
been given especial attention with reference to the fertility
of the land, and the station has laid great stress upon the
building up of worn out soils; leguminous crops have been
emphasized; a number of co-operative experiments have
been made for your division.”
Location: Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Microfilm of The George Washington Carver Papers in the
Tuskegee Institute Archives, Roll 2 #1179. Address: Director,
Dep. of Agriculture and Experiment Station, Tuskegee
Normal and Industrial Inst., Tuskegee, Alabama.

745. Hitier, H. 1903. Le soja hispida [Soja hispida, the
soybean]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 67(49):746-47.
Dec. 3. [Fre]
• Summary: In the session of 18 Nov. 1903, Mr. Foëx
noted that Soja hispida, which serves as both an industrial
and a forage plant, also furnishes a very favorable food for
diabetics. Its seed contain high levels of protein, oils, and
phosphates, and very little starch. At the Montpellier School
of Agriculture, Mr. Foëx cultivated soya as a forage plant;
the animals were very fond of it. But despite very careful
cultivation at Montpellier, the soybean never gave yields
near those presently obtained in China and Japan. What
could be the causes of this inferior production? In examining
the roots, the author can find no traces of root nodules
(bactéroïdes), which are found on the roots of all other
legumes cultivated in France. These soya bacteria apparently
do not exist in local soils. In order to inoculate local soils,
Mr. Foëx is having some soil containing the debris of
soybean roots sent from Japan. He will notify the Society of
the results obtained in growing soybeans under these new
conditions.
Mr. Schribaux observes that there are many species and
races of root nodule bacteria. It is important to find the right
type for each host plant. Address: France.
746. Country Gentleman. 1903. The Connecticut Board.
Papers at the winter meeting. 68(2657):1130. Dec. 31.
• Summary: “The mid-winter meeting of the Connecticut
Board of Agriculture was held at Middletown last week,
with about 200 present, Vice-President Seeley of Roxbury
presiding.”
“Prof. F.S. Cooley of Amherst, Massachusetts, spoke on
‘The Cow Feeder’s Great Problem,’–how to obtain a good
supply of milk in August and September. To meet this, he
must either feed grain, green crops or ensilage. In soiling, the
Connecticut plan is to feed in succession winter rye, wheat,
clover, grass, oats and peas, millet, soy beans, cow peas,
barley and peas.” Address: Polk County, Iowa.
747. Linton, S.H. 1903. Johnson grass–a dangerous pest.
Country Gentleman 68(2657):1130. Dec. 31.
• Summary: “It [johnson grass] matures seed, as every
vestige of growth will have to be kept down to avoid new
rootstock or seed. In any locality where the standard grasses
can be grown, the farmer has a long list to select from, either
for hay or pasture, and in addition to the grasses there are the
clovers, cow peas and soja bean that stands on record as the
farmer’s best friends, and the salvation of agriculture.
“Polk County, Ia. S.H. Linton.” Address: Polk County,
Iowa.
748. Duggar, J.F.; Richeson, J.M. 1903. Alfalfa, sorghum,
soy beans, and other forage plants. Alabama Canebrake
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 20. 20 p. Dec.
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See p. 12-14.
• Summary: A table (p. 8) shows “Yields of various forage
plants per acre.” Yellow soy beans and cow peas are among
the twelve crops. Two of the sorghum crops have two
cuttings each. The soy beans, which were cut on Sept. 8,
yielded 27,136 lb/acre of green forage; this became 13,568
lb/acre of hay when stored, and 9,405 lb of hay when
calculated as 40% of green weight.
The section titled “Crops suitable for hogs” (p. 1213) discusses yellow soy beans, Spanish peanuts, Virginia
peanuts, and other crops which were planted on 31 April
1903. A table (p. 12) shows the yield of these and three other
crops in pounds and bushels per acre. The weight per bushel
varies greatly. The yield of yellow soy beans was 2,048 lb
and 34.1 bu per acre, the third highest in pounds after sweet
potatoes and Virginia peanuts (2,912 lb).
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 13-14) begins:
“Especial attention is called to this plant, since it promises to
be extremely useful, both for forage and grain on lime soils.”
The yield of soy bean hay is considerably greater than
that of any variety of cow pea hay. “A still more important
advantage of soy beans, especially on this soil where
cowpeas are inclined to fruit poorly and tangle badly, is
the erect growth and uniform fruitfulness of the soy bean.
Its upright or bushy form and freedom from runners make
harvesting and curing for hay much easier than the handling
of cowpea hay.
“The soy bean is a leguminous or soil-improving plant
having considerable resemblance to the cowpea... The
seed of soy beans are richer in protein, or muscle-forming
material, than any ordinary seed or grain.” Address: 1.
Director, Auburn; 2. Asst. Director in Charge, Uniontown,
Alabama.
749. Watson, George C.; Mairs, Thomas I. 1903. Forage
and soiling experiments, 1902. Pennsylvania State College.
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 65. 12 p. Dec.
• Summary: “During the summer of 1902 an experiment
was undertaken to determine the yield of certain forage
crops, also to determine as far as possible their comparative
feeding value for soiling purposes.” Eight crops, including
“soja beans,” were selected for the trial and fed to three
cows: Lucy, Letha, and Cena’s Favorite. “The soja beans
were planted May 12th in drills 20 inches apart and were
cultivated several times during the summer... On May 28th,
another plot of ground was sown to soja beans with a field
grain drill.”
Table 1 (p. 6) gives information on each crop. The soja
beans were harvested July 29 to Aug. 4. Yield per acre:
Green 9,9934 lb. Dry 2,016 lb. Per cent. of nitrogen in dry
matter: 2.22. One acre of soja beans would feed ten cows for
17 days. “When first fed soja beans, the cows ate the stems
up clean, but before they were changed from this feed to the
next they were leaving the woody part of the stems.” The

milk production of one cow increased when fed soja beans,
the production of two other cows decreased. The milk of
all the cows decreased in butter-fat when fed on soja beans.
When green soja bean fodder was allowed to stand over
night, it lost 13 to 15 per cent. of its moisture content.
Note: This could be the earliest document seen (Nov.
2020) that mentions the soybean variety Green, but it is not
as clear as TenEyck and Shoesmith (March 1904). Address:
1. M.S., Agriculturist, Pennsylvania State College, Centre
County, Pennsylvania.
750. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1903. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois: Funk Bros.
• Summary: “Soy beans–Is one of the newly introduced
crops that is possessed of real merit. It is adapted to
rich prairie soils and on such soils reaches its fullest
development. Combining both the fertilizing qualities of
clover and yield of forage with a crop of seed that has a
higher nutritive value than oats, it should have its place in the
rotation system of every farm. Sown with rape in corn before
the last cultivation it furnishes excellent pasturage for lambs,
at the same time enriching the soil. When sown for hay or
seed crop they may be drilled in with a corn planter requiring
about three pecks of seed per acre. Prices: One peck $1.00,
one-half bushel $1.75, per bushel $3.00. F.O.B. Bags free.”
A photo shows two people standing in a field of soy
beans. Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020)
that mentions Funk Bros. Seed Co. or Bloomington, Illinois,
in connection with soy beans or shows that they are now
selling soy beans. Address: Bloomington, Illinois.
751. Gregory, James J.H., and Son. 1903. Catalogue of
vegetable and flower seeds (Mail order). Marblehead,
Massachusetts. 76 p.
• Summary: In the section titled “Plants for Fodder, Etc.,”
“Soya or Soya Beans” are mentioned on page 37. Now only
American Coffee Berry and Medium Early Green varieties
are catalogued. The entry is only half as long as last year’s,
but now soya beans are sold in larger quantities: “Price, per
bushel, of 58 pounds, $4.50; per peck, per express, $1.25;...”
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #10880.
Address: Marblehead, Massachusetts.
752. Lechartier, G. 1903. Étude sur le soja hispida: Culture et
composition [Studies on Soja hispida, soybeans: Culture and
composition]. Annales de la Science Agronomique Francaise
et Etrangere 1:380-96. 2nd Series, 8th year. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Results of trials, year
by year, from 1897 to 1901. Trials using the black soybean.
Trials using the Étampes soybean. Soybeans as a food or
feed: Harvested as green forage, two tables (natural vs.
dry state) showing the chemical composition of Étampes
soybeans in 1900 (p. 386), three tables showing the chemical
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composition of various parts of the plant (stems, leaves,
pods, entire plant). Chemical composition of the seeds (two
tables for 3-4 varieties; yellow Étampes, early black Podolie,
yellow, black) (p. 389). Mineral composition (two tables,
natural vs. dry state) of soybean plants (stems, leaves and
pods) and seeds (four varieties). Principal minerals contained
in soybean plants harvested with full pods (p. 395). Summary
and conclusions.
In 1890 Dr. A. Menudier, president of the general
syndicate of agricultural expositions of Charante-Inferieure,
pointed out in the Journal de l’Agriculture (1891) that this
seed, the soybean, could be used with success in confections
or in bread for diabetic diets. Dr. Menudier indicated that he
had obtained soybean yields of 1,800 kg/ha (26.6 bu/acre),
and he published analyses made by Mr. Joulie of the seeds
and the hay.
Mr. Lechartier supervised early French tests on soybeans
(yellow, black, Étampes, and early black Podolie [Podolia])
from 1897 to 1901 at an experiment station in Brittany
(Bretagne). Note: Bretagne is a province on the far western
tip of France, at a northern latitude just below that of Paris.
Rennes is a large city in eastern Bretagne, at the junction of
the Ille and Vilaine rivers. The actual trials were made under
the direction of Mr. Hérissant (Herissant), director of the
practical school of agriculture of Trois-Croix (École pratique
d’agriculture des Trois-Croix).
During the first year (1897) they planted three varieties
(yellow, black, and early) on May 5. The early variety, cut
on Aug. 3, attained a height of 75-80 cm. It yielded (per
hectare) 21,000 kg of green forage which, when air-dried,
gave 5,200 kg of soybean hay. The black variety, cut on Aug.
13, reached a height of 80 to 130 cm. It yielded 31,000 kg/ha
of green forage, which furnished 8,000 kg of hay. The yellow
variety, harvested on the same date, never grew taller than 95
cm. It yielded 28,000 kg of green forage and 7,500 kg/ha of
hay. These results from the first year were encouraging, so
new trials were planned. (p. 381-82).
In 1900 Lechartier and Herissant tested the influence
of different combinations of chemical fertilizers, measured
the yields of green forage, hay, and seed, and conducted
extensive chemical/nutritional analyses on the leaves, stems,
pods and seeds. They found that the non-seed parts of the
plant were very rich in oil–containing about 2-3 times as
much as other comparable plants.
Summary and conclusions (p. 395-96): “The soybean
is a legume which, in the climate of Brittany, can furnish
20,000 to 30,000 kg/ha (8.9 to 13.4 tons/acre) of good
quality green forage. Planted in April, the plant can be
consumed in September. It resists drought well. The most
nutritious part of the forage comes from the [seed-filled]
pods which constitute about one-third the weight of the
total plant. The pods contain more albuminous materials
[proteins] and fatty materials [lipids] than the stems and
leaves, which constitute the rest of the harvest. This forage is

very much sought after by cattle/livestock.
The seeds are especially rich in albuminoids [proteins]
and fatty materials. From this double point of view, it
prevails over the leguminous seeds. We were able to harvest
1,500 to 1,800 kg/ha (26.6 bu/acre) of seeds. However the
soybean does not mature completely in Brittany during
cold, humid years. The cultivation of soybean seeds would
be more advantageous in those provinces of France which
enjoy a drier and warmer climate, i.e. they should be planted
further south.
From the viewpoint of the minerals, we have verified
that, between the various parts of the plant–the stem, leaves,
pods, and seeds–the normal differences are found resulting
from the migrations which operate during the vegetative
stage toward the organs destined for plant reproduction.
A harvest of 2,000 to 3,000 kg/ha of green forage
removes the following from the soil: Phosphoric acid 32-48
kg/ha. Lime (chaux) 125-188 kg/ha. Magnesia (magnésie)
41-62 kg/ha. Potash (potasse) 71-106 kg/ha.
These numbers correspond to the weight of
superphosphate ranging from 200 to 300 kg and of potassium
chloride up to 200 kg.
The plant is rich in nitrogen. The crop contains 100150 kg/ha, but the quantity of nitrogen fertilizer to be
applied appears not to be more than 100 to 200 kg/ha of
nitrate of soda (nitrate de soude). Address: Director, Station
Agronomique de Rennes [France].
753. Moore, R.A. 1903. Experiments with grain and forage
plants, 1902. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 19:217-40. For the year ending June 30, 1902.
See p. 220-26.
• Summary: Section II, titled “Variety tests with forage
plants” begins with a long section on “Soy beans” (p. 22026). The soy bean “is said to still grow wild in some parts
of China where it forms an essential part of the food for the
inhabitants. It is used extensively as a human food in Japan,
where it derived its name, and to a limited extent in the
United States. Its principal use in this country is for forage
and a soil renovator.
The plant was introduced into the United States years
ago, mainly through the instrumentality of Prof. Georgeson
of the Kansas Agricultural College, but was confined chiefly
to Kansas and the southern states. Until quite recently no
extended effort has been made to grow it in the north. The
value of the soy bean as a forage and seed producing plant
has been clearly demonstrated by several experiment stations
and its general use as such is rapidly being extended in the
United States.
“Eight varieties were tested at this station, seed of which
was donated by Mr. Edward Evans, West Branch, Michigan,
and includes some of his choicest varieties. The object of
our variety test was to ascertain whether the soy bean can be
successfully grown in this state, and to determine the most
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satisfactory varieties for seed and forage-producing purposes.
“In tests made during the past two years at this Station
[in 1901 and 1902] we have found that from two to ten tons
of green forage, or two or three tons of cured hay could be
procured from an acre of soy beans.”
A table (p. 223) shows, for each of eight varieties
donated by Mr. Evans and tested, the growing period (in
days), yield (in bu/acre), and weight per measured bushel.
The varieties are: Ito San (136 days, 33.7 bu/acre, 56 lb),
Early Brown (136 days, 16.5 bu/acre, 56 lb), Medium Early
Black (133 days, 14.3 bu/acre, 54.5 lb), Medium Early Green
(135 days, 22.3 bu/acre, 56 lb), Medium Early Yellow (136
days, 38 bu/acre, 54 lb), Michigan Green (162 days, 26.7 bu/
acre, 58 lb), Wisconsin Black (122 days, 23 bu/acre, 54.5 lb),
and Early Black (133 days, 17.3 bu/acre, 52 lb).
Soy beans were also “planted with corn to determine
if they could make sufficient growth to warrant sowing
them in corn that was to be used for silage.” They “stood
approximately three feet high at the time of cutting the
corn. The early variety was used, which was not preferable,
as a much taller growth could have been secured by the
‘Michigan Green,’ which grows vigorously and reaches a
height of four feet or more.”
A long subsection titled “Inoculation experiments
with soy beans” (p. 223-26) states: “In 1901 soy beans
were grown as a forage and seed-producing crop on our
experimental plots and several tests were made at different
intervals to determine if nodules could be found on the roots
of the plants. No nodules were, however, found and a further
test was made to determine if nodules would form if soy
beans were planted on the same plots on which soy beans
were grown the previous year... Four quarts of dried soy
bean nodules, donated by Mr. Edward Evans, West Branch,
Michigan, were put in a box which was partly filled with
mellow soil, and the mixture was then thoroughly saturated
with water.” When this soil was mixed into plots where
soy beans were sown, tubercles were plainly noticeable on
the roots of the soy bean plants. Photos show: (1) A large
and a small soybean plant, with many pods and roots. (2)
The root system of two soy bean plants, one with nodules,
one without. The one with nodules grew in soil that was
inoculated with the proper bacteria.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Wisconsin Black. Address:
Agriculturist, Madison, Wisconsin.
754. Olive Medium: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
1903. Seed color: Olive, shading to brown.
• Summary: Sources: Thorburn, James M., & Co. 1903.
“One-hundred-and-second annual catalog of high-class
seeds” (Mail order). In the section on “Forage, Economical
and Miscellaneous Seeds,” in the subsection on “Beans”
page 51 states: Varieties: Olive Medium–$0.30/quart, $7/bus.
Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:

Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass seeds.
West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. See p. 6-7. Varieties: “Olive
Medium. This is also one of our creation and introduction.
Its parents are Dwarf Brown and Medium Early Green.
The plant attains a height of 2 to 2½ feet, quite branching
in habit, but stands up well. Beans medium to large, olive
colored, shading to brown. We especially recommend this
variety for alluvial to drained soils, and for the hog pasture.
Matures ahead of Ito San.” Address: USA.
755. Plumb, Charles Sumner. 1903. Silos and silage.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 32 (Revised ed.). 31 p.
• Summary: The information about soybeans in this revised
edition is quite similar to that in the original 1895 edition.
The following have been changed: The section titled
“Selection and culture of silage crops” begins: “The plants
most available for silage in the United States are Indian corn,
red clover, rye, oats, wheat, sorghum, the millets, alfalfa,
and soja beans and cowpeas in addition to the above in the
South” (p. 20).
A new subsection titled “Cowpeas and soy beans” (p.
21) notes that placed in the silo alone, cowpeas are “not
entirely satisfactory. Placed in the silo with corn in alternate
layers, the results are excellent. As these two plants may be
matured in the South at about the same time, they offer a
valuable combination for Southern feeders. What has been
said of cowpeas applies also to soy beans, which make
excellent silage and have the advantage of being more easily
handled [harvested]. They can also be grown successfully
much farther north than cowpeas. The larger, coarsergrowing varieties, which yield heavy crops of forage, should
be selected.”
Soy beans or their silage are also mentioned on pages
23, 25, and 30. Address: B.S., Prof. of Animal Husbandry,
Ohio State Univ.
756. Silver Manufacturing Co. 1903. Modern silage
methods: An entirely new and practical work on silos... [1st
ed.]. Salem, Ohio: The Silver Manufacturing Co. 212 p.
Illust. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: The Introduction (p. 9) begins: “Twenty years
ago few farmers knew what a silo was, and fewer still had
ever seen a silo or fed silage to their stock. Today silos are
as common as barn buildings in many farming districts of
this country, and thousands of farmers would want to quit
farming if they could not have silage to feed to their stock
during the larger portion of the year. Twenty years ago it
would have been necessary to begin a book describing the
siloing system with definitions, what is meant by silos and
silage: now all farmers who read agricultural papers or attend
agricultural or dairy conventions are at least familiar with
these words...”
The section on “History of the silo” (p. 9-10) states:
“In 1882 the United States Department of Agriculture could
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find only ninety-one farmers in this country who used
silos. During the last twenty-five years, however, silos have
gradually become general in all sections of the country
where dairying and stock-raising are important industries; it
is likely, if a census were taken of the number of silos in this
country today, that we would find between a third and a half
million of them [333,000 to 500,000].
Chapter 3, titled “Silage crops,” notes that Indian corn
is America’s major silage crop, followed by clover, alfalfa
(lucerne–”the great coarse forage plant of the West”), cow
peas (they “are to the South what alfalfa is to the West...”),
Robertson Ensilage Mixture (in Canada, corn, sunflower seed
heads, and horse beans), soja beans (soy beans), sorghum,
and miscellaneous silage crops.
Concerning soja beans (p. 116-17): “According to
the U.S. Department of Agriculture the soy bean is highly
nutritive, gives a heavy yield, and is easily cultivated. The
vigorous late varieties are well adapted for silage. The crop
is frequently siloed with corn (2 parts of the latter to 1 of
the former), and like other legumes it improves the silage by
tending to counteract the acid reactions of the corn silage. Of
other Southern crops that are used for silage crops may be
mentioned Kaffir corn, chicken corn and teosinte.”
Chapter 6, “A feeder’s guide,” gives additional
statistics, definitions, and other practical information. A
table titled “Classification of cattle foods” (p. 168), shows
that among the coarse feeds of medium protein content
are pea and bean fodder. High in protein content (25-40
per ct.) are Soja bean, gluten meal, and Grano-gluten. And
gluten feed contains 12-25 per ct. protein. A table showing
“Average composition of silage crops of different kinds,
in per cent” (p. 178) gives water, ash, crude protein, crude
fiber, nitrogen free extract, and ether extract for 19 crops or
mixtures including: Soja bean silage, corn-soja bean silage,
millet-soja bean silage, and cow-pea and soja bean mixed.
A third table titled “Analyses of feeding stuffs” gives the
dry matter in 100 lb and the three digestible nutrients in 100
lb for: Green fodders–Soja bean. Silage–Soja bean. Grain
and by-products–Atlas gluten meal, gluten meal, and gluten
feed. Additional information on soja beans from earlier
publications is given on p. 183, and on Chicago gluten meal,
Cream gluten meal, Buffalo gluten feed, and Atlas gluten
meal on p. 189. Interesting terms in the Glossary (p. 19295) include: Albuminoids, ether extract, legumes (“Plants
bearing seeds in pods and capable of fixing the gaseous
nitrogen of the air, so that it becomes of value to the farmer...
Examples: The different kinds of clover, peas, beans,
vetches, etc.”), nitrogen-free extract, nutritive ratio, organic
matter, and soiling (“The system of feeding farm animals in
a barn or enclosure with fresh grass or green fodders, as rye,
corn, oats, Hungarian grass, etc.”).
At the back are many illustrated advertisements of silage
cutters and conveyors made by Silver Mfg. Co., plus an
aerial view of its new factory in Ohio. Address: Salem, Ohio.

757. Thorburn (James M.) & Co. 1903. One-hundred-andsecond annual catalogue of high-class seeds (Mail order).
New York, New York.
• Summary: In the section titled “Forage, Economical
and Miscellaneous Seeds,” in the subsection on “Beans”
(p. 51) is a sub-subsection titled “Soja bean.” Varieties:
Southern–$0.20/quart, $3/bus. Medium Early Green (for
ensilage)–$0.20/quart, $5/bus [bushel]. Early Brown $0.25/
quart, $5/bus. Ito San, Yellow (fine for hay)–$0.25/quart, $5/
bus. Olive Medium–$0.30/quart, $7/bus. Cross Bred No. 6
(earliest of all)–$0.25/quart, $5.25/bus. Cross Bred No. 9
(early, black)–$0.35/quart, $8/bus. Green Samarow–$0.25/
quart, $6.50/bus. An illustration shows a “soja bean” plant.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Olive Medium.
Note 2. This company now seems to be getting most or
all of their soy bean seed from the Evans Seed Co. (Mr. E.E.
Evans) of West Branch, Michigan. Compare, for example
Olive Medium, Cross Bred No. 6, Cross Bred No. 9, and Ito
San.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen that uses
the word “cross” (as a breeding term) in connection with
soybeans. The cross was made by E.E. Evans of West
Branch, Michigan.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #010864.
Address: New York, New York.
758. Waite, M.B. 1903. Cultivation and fertilization of peach
orchards. Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agriculture p. 607-26. For the year 1902. See p. 617-18.
• Summary: The section titled “Cow Peas, Velvet Beans,
etc.” (p. 617-18) states: “Of the leguminous crops, which do
not survive the winter, the cowpea is undoubtedly the most
important for use in the peach orchard.”
“The soy bean has an even greater range northward than
the cowpea, but it does not seem to be quite as well adapted
to the purposes of a cover crop as a cowpea. It is more
upright in growth and more convenient to cut for hay, but
this upright growth is rather objectionable in a cover crop,
as the ground is left more or less exposed between the plants
when the leaves have fallen.” Address: Pathologist in Charge
of Investigations of Diseases of Fruit Orchards, Bureau of
Plant Industry [USDA].
759. Zavitz, C.A. 1903. The experimentalist. Ontario
Agricultural College and Experimental Farm (Guelph),
Annual Report 28:105-38. For the year 1902. See p. 124-25.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 124-25)
states: “The Soy bean (Glycine hispida) also known under
the names of Soja Bean, Coffee Bean, Idaho Pea, etc., has
been cultivated in Japan and China for a great length of time.
The Soy bean is an annual legume, and the plants have an
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upright growth, and are almost completely covered with
short hairs. The seed is generally sown at the rate of about
one-half bushel per acre, and in drills from two to three
feet apart, which are cultivated in a manner similar to that
of our Canadian beans. The crop is used for green fodder,
or is allowed to ripen for the production of grain, which is
exceedingly rich, and, when ground into meal, is considered
about as valuable as cotton seed meal for stock feeding.
“About twenty years ago, the Kansas Experiment
Station imported from Japan fifteen varieties of Soy beans,
carefully tested them at the Experiment Station grounds, and
found that five of the varieties gave good results. About ten
years ago, seed of these five varieties was grown in our own
experimental plots.
“Eight varieties of Soy beans have been imported
and grown in our Experimental Department. Some of the
varieties proved to be entirely unsuited for Ontario, owing to
the long season required to reach maturity. The Early Yellow
variety, however, has given good results as a grain producer,
the Medium Green variety for the production of green
fodder. In the average results from growing the Early Yellow
Soy beans for a period of seven years, 17 bushels of seed per
acre have been obtained. In the production of green fodder,
the Early Yellow variety produced an average of 8 and the
Medium Green variety an average of 9.3 tons per acre for the
same length of time.
“The Early Yellow Soy beans were distributed over
Ontario last year for co-operative experiments, and the
average yield of grain produced on thirteen Ontario farms
was 21.4 bushels.
“We believe it would be a decided advantage to Ontario
farmers to grow Early Yellow Soy beans more generally
for the production of grain for feeding purposes, and the
Medium Green Soy beans for putting into the silo with
corn.”
The section titled “Some leguminous crops for green
fodder” (p. 135) contains a table showing 16 varieties of
leguminous crops that have been tested for at least two years
in succession; four of these are soy beans. The ranking,
length (height) of the plants and the yield in tons of green
crop per acre (average for 2 years) are as follows: 2. Medium
Green Soy Beans: 33 inches, 11.68 tons. 6. Early Yellow
Soy Beans: 25 inches, 8.15 tons. 12. American Coffee Berry:
22 inches, 6.68 tons. 16. Extra Early Dwarf Soy Beans: 20
inches, 2.53 tons. Note: Hairy Vetches gave the highest yield,
13.90 tons. “The Medium Green Soy Beans, which stand
second on the list, are an exceptionally fine variety, and we
believe will be a valuable crop to grow for fodder, either for
feeding in the autumn or for mixing with corn for the silo in
order to increase the quality of the silage.”
In the introduction (p. 105) outlines his work in
connection with Field Agriculture, or Agronomy” under
six heads. These include: “2. Carrying on scientific work,
especially in the hybridization of farm plants, along the

lines of the discoveries of Mendel and the investigations
of De Vries, Correns, Bateson, and others. 3. Directing the
co-operative experiments on 3,135 farms throughout the
Province” (See Annual Report of the Ontario Agricultural
and Experimental Union, bound at the end of this volume).
“4. Delivering lectures to College students and agricultural
conventions–about 100 in number.” He lists how many
lectures were delivered to which kinds of groups.
The section titled “Acknowledgments” (p. 138)
mentions “Mr. L.S. Klinck, a senior student, in assisting with
the farmers’ excursions which came to the College in the
month of June.” Note: Leonard S. Klinck later became an
important soybean breeder and university president. Address:
B.S.A., Director of Field Experiments, Ontario Agricultural
College [Guelph, Ontario, Canada].
760. Zavitz, C.A. 1903. Co-operative experiments in
agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 24:10-24. For the year 1902. See p. 11, 13,
15-16, 22-23.
• Summary: A table titled “List of experiments for 1902” (p.
11), under “Grain crops” includes “Testing cow peas and two
varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese beans–3 plots.”
In the section on “Reports of Co-operative experiments”
a table titled “Grain crops” (p. 13) shows that 2 tests were
conducted on “Soy beans.” Medium Green (estimated value
80), yielded 1.4 tons/acre of straw and 1,210 lb/acre of grain.
Early Yellow (E.V. 100), 1.7 tons/acre of straw and 860 lb/
acre of grain.
The subsection titled “Soy, soja, or Japanese beans” (p.
15-16) includes a summary and notes: As a rule the Early
Yellow variety seems to be best suited for most parts of
Ontario for the production of grain, and the Medium Green
for the production of green fodder, either to be fed by itself
or to be placed in the silo along with the corn to improve the
nutritive value of the silage.”
In the question and answer session (p. 22-23): “Q: Do
you sow the Soy beans in rows? A: Yes.
“Q: How far apart? A: Twenty-five to twenty-eight
inches.” Address: Director of Experiments, Agricultural
College, Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
761. Hitier, H. 1904. Société Nationale d’Agriculture de
France: Le Soja [National Society of Agriculture of France:
Soya]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 68(1):94-95. Meeting
of 6 Jan. 1904. [Fre]
• Summary: Three men give their views on nitrogen fixation
by soybean nodules. (1) “Several weeks ago Mr. Foëx
interviewed the Society about its attempts to grow soybeans.
Before the mediocre results that it had obtained, he had
been led to believe that our soil lacked bacteria specific to
this legume, and that the observed weak yields ought to be
attributed to their absence.”
(2) “Dr. Trabut responds to a communication from Mr.
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Foëx. Since 1892 he has cultivated soya in Algeria, but prior
to 1897 he never observed nodules on the roots of his crops.
He then contacted Hohenheim, Germany, where he knew
that the bacteria of soybeans had been studied in a particular
fashion. In fact, he received some nodules of soybean roots
from the Station of Hohenheim that were distributed to crops
in Algeria. Since then, the soybeans have borne enormous
nodules in the trials of Dr. Trabut, but the yields of the plants
did not increase.
“Dr. Trabut believes then that there is above all a
question of varieties; soybean varieties are very numerous:
early varieties, half-late, and finally late, these last alone
yielding large harvests.
“Soybeans merit attention especially as a forage plant.
In Rouïba M. Trabut obtained some harvests of 50-55 tonnes
(metric tons). A milk cow who only yields a middling 6
liters/day of milk furnishes 7.5 liters/day with soybean feed.
“As a plant that yields flour (plant farineuse) [one can
make flour from the soybeans], as a substitute for the haricot
bean, the soybean has not succeeded because it is inferior to
this legume [the haricot]. In Algeria the indigenous people
have used them well thus, but they prefer the Dolichos Lubea
to soybeans with good reason. In the Mediterranean climate
then, soybeans are reserved as a forage plant. At the Station
of Algeria, sown in a newly created orange grove, they
allow the use of empty spaces and profit largely from the
irrigations made there. There would be a place to cultivate
them elsewhere under similar conditions.”
(3) “Mr. Schribaux remarked that one must not conclude
from the tests of Mr. Trabut that the bacteria producing
the nodules on the soybean roots are useless. The bacteria
inoculated in the case of Dr. Trabut were definitely the
special bacteria of soybeans and not just any (indifferentes)
bacteria frequently noted in other legumes.
“It is necessary to search for these bacteria in the
country of origin of soybeans in East Asia, in Japan and
China, while taking the necessary precautions to preserve all
their vitality.” Address: France.
762. Societe Nationale d’Agriculture de France. 1904.
Séance du 13 Janvier 1904 [Meeting of 13 January 1904].
Bulletins des Seances de la Societe d’Agriculture de France
p. 25-28. Mr. Tisserand, presiding. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The perpetual secretary notes that he has
received from Dr. Trabut, a correspondent [in Algeria],
information about the soybean (le soja hispida). There
follows a long quotation.
At the meeting of 25 Nov. 1903 Mr. Foëx, in reporting
on the soybean culture trials at Montpellier, called attention
to the feeble / low seed yields of the soybean in France, and
the absence of nodules on the roots. He thinks that in order
to expand this crop, under normal conditions, it would be
suitable to import from Japan soybean root bacteria.
Since 1892, having cultivated numerous soybean

varieties in the botanical garden of the government botanical
station, I am able to make some observations about this
legume that I consider to be very interesting for southern
countries.
In 1898 I published a notice for our colonies on the
subject of root nodules, in which I expressed the following:
The next two paragraphs about soybean nodules ad
nodulation are quoted from his 1898 publication.
In my annual report of 1898 I explained that since the
cultures of this special soybean root bacterium have been
propagated, all of the soybean plants cultivated at the station
had numerous large nodules on their roots.
In this same report, I insisted on the value of this legume
as a forage plant for dairy cows.
A cow which is well nourished, which gives 6 liters
of milk every 24 hours, has always given 7½ liters when
its ration is composed, instead of the current forage, of 18
kg of soybean plants cut while green at the moment of the
formation of their seeds.
Since this time, soybean plants at the station have been
cultivated in soil where the nodule bacteria were abundant,
and I have never observed any large differences in their
yields.
The yields varied, above all, depending on the soybean
variety; there certainly existed a large number of varieties
with distinct characteristics.
The different varieties can be divided into very early,
medium, and late in their general development / maturity. It
is the latter varieties which give the largest yields of green
forage and which are of greatest interest as southern crops.
In summary, the soybean has not succeeded as a plant
for human food; it is a very inferior substitute for the haricot
bean. In Algeria, the indigenous people have accepted the
soybean as a food rather well; but they prefer the Dolichos
Lubia [Vigna unguiculata subsp. unguiculata; black-eyed
pea or cowpea] which is, in effect, superior, but has more
agricultural needs. The various soyfoods made in the Orient
are very complicated; we must find a simpler way to utilize
this seed. I think the flour, made from the defatted seeds,
would be a good food.
As a forage plant, the soybean must be studied by
the agricultural experiment stations with the goal of
acclimatizing the varieties which are suitable for this use.
At Rouiba, I have obtained varieties which grow large
and yield from 30 to 35 metric tons of green forage per
hectare.
Discussion: Mr. Schribaux.–Mr. Trabut states that
soybean plants with nodules did not produce more than
soybean plants without them; we are probably looking at
indifferent nodules, of the type that Messieurs Dehérain and
Demoussy observed on the lupin plant.
I have the feeling that it is in the soils of the countries
of origin of the soybean, in China, in Japan, that we
would encounter the highest probability of securing
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active microbes; soils that would be wise to dry at a low
temperature, before shipping, so that their useful organisms
would not loose some of their vitality during the journey.
Mr. Tisserand.–These experiments would be easy to
accomplish as we have Japanese persons, former students of
our agricultural schools, that went back to their country and
would certainly provide us with their cooperation.
Mr. Prillieux.–I have heard that the soybean bacteria are
to be found in certain crops in Germany. Address: France.

37, 45). Sheep were fed “soy bean meal” (ground soybean
seeds of the variety Brook’s Medium Green). “This variety
is by far the best suited to northern conditions.” The seed,
which is green in color, was coarsely ground being fed. [Note
that the seeds were not cooked.] “The bean contained 61 per
cent. of protein and fat, and these two ingredients are shown
to be 91 and 93 per cent. digestible... It is evident from all
trials thus far made that the protein and fat... is very fully
digested.” Address: Ph.D., chemist (foods and feeding).

763. Brooks, William P.; Church, Frederick R. 1904. Report
of the Agriculturists. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 16:110-153. Jan. See p.
111, 115-17, 119-21, 147-48.
• Summary: Discusses the effect of fertilizers on soy bean
yields. “Soy beans, the crop of this year, gave yields of
which the materials [manures and fertilizers] rank in the
following order: barnyard manure, nitrate of soda, dried
blood, sulfate of ammonia. The nitrate of soda ranks
relatively lower this year than in most previous years...”
In comparing manures and fertilizers that furnished
nitrogen to the soil, soy beans were grown in rotation with
non-leguminous crops. The researchers tested “not simply
the relative value of the different nitrogen mixtures, but also
the effect of the legume grown on the no-nitrogen plots upon
the succeeding crop. Accordingly, the soy bean, which is one
of the most successful of the legumes grown as a hoed crop,
was our choice, at it has been several other years during the
process of this experiment.” Nitrogen fertilizers giving the
highest yields of soy beans per acre were: Nitrate of soda
(sulfate of potash): 24.8 bu of beans and 2,080 lb of straw.
Barnyard manure (most of potash used contained in the
manure): 23.8 bu of beans and 2,010 lb of straw. Dried blood
(sulfate of potash): 21.7 bu of beans and 1,225 lb of straw.
Nitrate of soda (muriate of potash): 20.5 bu of beans and
1,700 lb of straw. An abundance of lime in the soil is well
known to be highly important to all legumes. In experiments
from previous years, it was found that the best nitrogen
fertilizers were nitrate of soda (rating 100), barnyard manure
(93.1), sulfate of ammonia (92.0), dried blood (90.8), and no
nitrogen (73.8).
Sulfate of potash has generally given higher yields of
Medium Green soy beans than muriate of potash.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “sulfate of potash” (a
fertilizer) in connection with soja beans. It was later renamed
“potassium sulfate.” Address: 1. Ph.D., Agriculturist; 2.
B.Sc., Asst. Agriculturist.

765. Soule, Andrew M.; Fain, John R. 1904. Crops for the
silo. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
17(1):1-24. Jan. See p. 9-11, 19-20, 23-24.
• Summary: In the section titled “Cost of cultivating silage
crops,” a table gives a detailed accounting of the cost per
acre of various crops. For soy bean silage in 1902: No. of
acres: 2.05. Width of rows: 2.0 ft. Plowing: $2.09. Seedbed
prep: $1.00. Seed: $1.00. Fertilizer: $1.73. Cultivation:
$5.64. Harvesting: $9.59. Total: $21.05. Yield per acre: 9.6
tons. Cost per ton: $2.20. Different figures are also given for
1903. The yield per acre was 5.4 tons (much lower); the cost
per ton was $3.47 (58% higher).
A long section titled “Soy bean silage” (p. 19) includes
its yield per acre (5.4 to 9.6 tons), cost per acre ($2.20 to
$3.47), and the difficulties experienced in trying to mix it
with corn. “In trials made at the Station an unsatisfactory
quality of silage has been made, and unless better results can
be obtained in the future it would not be advisable to use the
soy bean by itself... Even then it is impossible to mix them
satisfactorily.”
A photo (p. 20) shows soy bean silage on a wagon
drawn by two horses, with a man standing on top.
Conclusions: “3. Silage may be made from a great
variety of crops, as corn, sorghum, cowpeas, soy beans,
teosinte, Kafir corn, and clover; but the first two are by far
the most valuable.”
“6. The average cost of a ton of silage from sorghum
was $1.41; from corn, $2.00; from corn and sorghum, 1.86;
and from soy beans, $2.83.”
“8. The cost of growing an acre of sorghum silage was
$19.48; of corn $14.92; corn and sorghum, $19.14; soy
beans, $19.86.”
“14. The Mammoth Yellow soy beans have been made
into silage for two years. The average yield was 7.5 tons.
About a half bushel of seed should be used per acre and
the crop will require 138 days to mature. The cost of a
ton of silage was $2.83. It was black, strong in odor and
not palatable to cattle. Our experience does not favor the
making of silage from soy beans alone. If the crop can be
satisfactorily mixed with corn or sorghum it would make
an excellent quality of silage. The difficulty is to mix it
economically.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2007)
that gives an itemized accounting of the cost of producing

764. Lindsey, Joseph B. 1904. Digestion experiments with
sheep. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 16:63-79. Jan. See p. 78.
• Summary: This experiment appears in the “Report of the
Chemist. Part II.–Dairy and Feeding Experiments” (see p.
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soybean silage.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Mammoth Yellow.
Address: 1. Director of the Station and Agriculturist; 2. Asst.
Agriculturist. Both: Knoxville, Tennessee.
766. Hitier, H. 1904. Société Nationale d’Agriculture de
France: Trèfle blanc et cultures fouragères [National Society
of Agriculture of France: White clover and forage crops].
Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 68:1. p. 199-200. Meeting of
3 Feb. 1904. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. J. Bernard reports to the Society about a
note which was communicated to him by Mr. Fruewirth
[Früwirth], professor at Hohenheim, on the subject of the
cultivation of various forage plants. Mr. Fruewirth cultivated
the soybean (soja hispida); he spread on the ground dirt
from Japan that was rich in bacteria from this legume. The
soybean roots were then covered with nodules, and the
plant’s yield increased. Address: France.
767. Lane, Clarence B. 1904. Alfalfa hay, cow pea hay
and soy bean silage as substitutes for purchased feeds.
Cottonseed meal versus wheat bran and dried brewers’
grains. New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 174. 24 p. Feb.
• Summary: Three feeding experiments were conducted in
which home-grown crops (including soy bean silage) and
purchased feeds were used. Experiment II, titled “Soy bean
silage and alfalfa hay versus purchased feeds,” has for its
purpose “to compare the value of a ration that could readily
be grown upon the farm with one in which the protein was
largely supplied by feeds commonly purchased by dairymen,
namely, wheat bran, dried brewers’ grains and cottonseed
meal...” “The soy beans used for silage in this experiment
were cut just as the pods were forming and run through an
ensilage cutter, and placed in the silo without being mixed
with any other crop. The silage had a penetrating odor but
was perfectly preserved, the leaves and stems retaining their
natural form. The thirty-six pounds of silage, combined
with eight pounds of alfalfa hay, was greedily eaten by the
cows in the test. The yield of green soy beans ranges from
six to ten tons per acre, depending on the season... Although
the experiment with soy bean silage was a success from
practically every standpoint, at the same time it is believed
that as much food value can be obtained from the soy bean
crop and probably at less cost by preserving it in the form of
hay.”
“Summary of results. 1. It is profitable for the dairyman
to produce such crops as cow pea hay, alfalfa hay and soy
bean silage, and to utilize them in rations rater than to
depend entirely upon purchased feeds to supply the element
protein... 3. A ration (which can be readily grown on most
farms) composed of 36 pounds of soy bean silage, 8 pounds
of alfalfa hay and 6 pounds of corn meal, produced more

milk and at a cost of 8.5 cents less per hundred than a ration
in which the protein was largely supplied by wheat bran,
dried grains and cottonseed meal.” A table (p. 16) titled “The
food consumed and the yield and cost of the milk and butter
produced” compares the food consumed, yields, and cost
per cow per day when fed on rations of soy bean silage and
alfalfa hay versus feed.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1999)
with the word “alfalfa” in the title. Address: Resigned 1 Nov.
1903.
768. Country Gentleman. 1904. Inquiries and answers.
What readers want to know: Swine and kine–peas (Letter
published). 69(2666):200. March 3.
• Summary: “Is there anything gained by following cattle
with shoats where the cattle are fed on ground feed? (1) Has
the straw from pea or marrow beans the same feeding value
as soja-bean straw, as listed by Prof. Henry in ‘Feeds and
Feeding’? (2) Where fattening cattle are turned into an open
yard to drink, will they do better if their water is kept at 50
or 60 degrees during cold weather? (3) H.A.N. Spencerport,
New York.
“[1. In all probability, hogs will get enough from
the droppings of animals fed on ground grain to pay for
following them. 2. Approximately. 3. Yes].”
769. Country Gentleman. 1904. Thoroughly reliable seed
corn (Ad). 69(2666):216. March 3.
• Summary: “Five best varieties for Ensilage and Grain.
Canada Field Peas, Seed Oats, Cow Peas, Soy Beans. Giant
Argenteuil and Palmetto Asparagus Plants–Wholesale and
Retail. I am a Specialist in Field Seeds. List Free. E.G.
Packard, Dover, Delaware.”
Note: This ad also appeared on page 240.
770. Spillman, W.J. 1904. Farm correspondence: Bureau
of Plant Industry, Washington, DC. Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). March 7. p. 10.
• Summary: “To the Editor: The Canebrake Experiment
Station, located at Uniontown, Alabama, has just issued an
important bulletin on forage plants for the south.” There
follows a short summary of: Duggar, J.F.; Richeson, J.M.
1903. “Alfalfa, sorghum, soy beans, and other forage plants.”
Alabama Canebrake Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 20. 20
p. Dec. See p. 12-14.
“One very important result of these experiments at
Uniontown is the high yield of soy beans as compared with
cowpeas. The writer has often suggested the advisability
of giving the soy bean a trial in the southern states, for the
reason that when varieties of it are secured that are adapted
to local conditions it is a very large yielder, making at the
Uniontown station 34 bushels of seed per acre., and it stands
up so as to be easily harvested. The seed can also be saved at
much less expense than is the case with cowpeas, and the soy
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beans are said to make good feed for cattle and hogs, though
on account of their richness in nitrogen they should be mixed
with such carbonaceous feeds as corn, Kaffir corn seed, etc.”
The editor comments: “The above is cordially
commended to the careful attention of the Constitution
readers. This editor has been familiar with the soy bean (soja
bean, or Japan pea) since 1870. It is not equal to cowpea
for the ordinary soils of the south, but has the advantages
of being more easily mown. The dry beans are not much
relished by livestock, but are exceedingly nutritious.”
Address: Agrostologist, U.S. Dep. of Agriculture.
771. Country Gentleman. 1904. Grazier and Breeder: Rape
and soy beans (Letter to the editor). 69(2669):278. March 24.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–Kindly give me
information as to the value of Dwarf Essex rape and soja
beans as forage crops; also if of value, as to cultural details. I
want the rape for sheep to feed from as it grows; the beans to
use as ensilage. J.L.P. Millbrook, N.Y.
“[Answer by Prof. Thomas F. Hunt].
“The rape plant is one of the most valuable of our ‘catch
crops,’ especially for sheep feeding...”
“The soja bean is an acceptable forage plant where it can
be successfully grown. Three conditions appear necessary for
the successful culture of soja beans–(1) warm weather, (2)
the presence of organisms which make possible the nodules
upon the roots, (3) the right variety. The last two seasons
have been decidedly unfavorable for their growth in New
York State, and if we had to make up the case on the results
of these years, we would probably have to decide against
them. It is believed, however, that by a careful selection of
varieties they may be yet successfully grown in this state
[New York].
“There is a greater difference in time of ripening of
different varieties of soja beans apparently, than between
different varieties of corn. The medium-early green
[Medium-Early Green] is now generally considered the most
promising variety, especially where grown for seed, although
in some experiments at Cornell University common southern
white has produced the most forage. The soja bean seems
to be the most susceptible to the influence of the presence
of the nodule-producing organisms of any of the legumes
so far tried in this country. It is less likely to be inoculated,
and it shows the influence of nodules on poor soils in a more
marked degree than other legumes. Experience seems to
show that where they have been grown for one or two years,
they do better than when first sown. The first year they may
perhaps bear a very few nodules, while the next year they
bear more, and then perhaps the year after many more.
“The Department of Agriculture at Washington [DC] is
preparing to furnish little ‘cakes,’ something like yeast cakes,
which contain the proper organisms. These may be dissolved
in water and applied to the seed before planting, according
to directions furnished. The department is now booking

orders–first come, first served, until the supply is exhausted.
Those who are planting soja beans for the first time will find
it worth while to try this.
“Soja beans should be planted in drills 28 to 30 inches
apart, aiming to get plants about 6 to 8 inches apart in the
row. This will take about 30 pounds of seed per acre. The
seed should be planted about the same time or a little later
than corn.
“It is said that the farmers about Hamilton are growing
soja beans in the same hill with the corn for ensilage, and
are quite enthusiastic over the results. We understand the
rule is to plant about two bushels of corn to one bushel of
the soja beans. While there is a difference both of opinion
and practice, we are informed that the consensus of opinion
is in favor of simply mixing the two together and taking the
chance of the proper mixture getting in each hill. Of course
the proper mixture does not always get into every hill, but
seems to do so sufficiently often to satisfy many who have
tried it. One man who does not believe in this practice has
fitted up a hand planter with two compartments, so that he
can plant both separately and together. Some have objected
to soja beans with corn on account of the difficulty of cutting
with a corn harvester. It is probably too soon to predict
whether it will generally be found good farm practice to raise
the soja beans separately or with corn. It is largely a question
of yield. If more forage can be raised by growing separately,
there is no difficulty about mixing when filling the silo. It is
the hope of the writer, however, that soja beans may be found
successful as a seed crop rather than as a forage crop.”
772. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1904. American farmers’
manual (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 45 p. March. 28
cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm seeds,” page 34 is
devoted entirely to soja beans–by far the largest coverage
yet in a Henderson catalog. In the top half of the page, a
photo shows a man, wearing a suit and hat, standing in a tall
“Field of Early Soja Beans at Central Experimental Farm.
Ottawa, Canada.” In the lower right corner of this photo is
an illustration (which first appeared in the 1899 issue of this
manual) of a soja bean plant with a cluster of pods in the
upper left corner. On a banner is written “Henderson’s Early
Soja Bean.”
The bottom half of the page, titled “Early Green Soja
or soy beans” sing’s the plant’s praises. “Soja beans have
attracted much attention in recent years on account of their
high feeding qualities, but all were too late to be of value
in the Northern States. This early green variety has proved
its earliness and value in the Northern States by not only
producing large fodder crops, but ripening the seed as far
north as Massachusetts. It is worthy of a place on every farm,
either as a grain crop or fodder crop to feed green, or for
the silo. The grain is the richest known vegetable substance,
and when ground and fed to cattle gives a milk richer and
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better than cotton seed or other meal. For ensilage it forms
a complete, balanced feed ration. While corn is the most
serviceable crop for ensilage, though ever so well preserved
as to succulence, odor and flavor, it is incomplete feed for
cattle, being deficient in albuminoids or protein (the flesh
formers), as well as fat. This deficiency has hitherto been
supplied by feeding, in addition to the corn silage, such grain
as oats, wheat, etc. or concentrated feeds, such as meal,
oil cake, or some other commodity, rich in the elements in
which corn silage is grown on his own farm, at small cost, a
combination which fournishes a wholesome, economical and
completely balanced feed for milch cows. This combination
should be composed of two parts millet or corn to one part
Soja Beans, grown separately, but mixed thoroughly, at
the time of cutting and filling of the silo. This combination
ensilage develops a most agreeable aromatic odor and is
greedily relished by cattle
both dairy cows and fattening stock. It certainly will be
generally used by all up-to-date farmers and dairymen and
will revolutionize the dairy industry of the United States.
We do not recommend the feeding of this combination to
the entire exclusion of grains or other concentrated feed. We
recommend that grain be fed occasionally as a change, but
four-fifths of the grain bill can be saved. We recommend all
farmers to plant this year at least an acre or two of our Early
Green Soja Beans and an equal area of Japanese millet, to
test and prove for themselves the value of the combination,
and we are confident that, thereafter, all who try it will each
year grow a larger acreage. Planted the latter part of May, in
latitude of New York, the Beans are ready for harvesting in
about 100 days. Japanese Millet comes quicker to maturity
than Soja Beans, and on the authority of Prof. W.P. Brooks,
of Hatch Experiment Station, Mass. [Massachusetts], should
be sown from four to five weeks later, so as to be in the best
condition for the silo, along with the Soja Beans. Sow the
beans from the middle to end of May, and the Millet from the
last week in June till the first week in July; both will then be
ready for the silo about the end of August.
“Planted in rows 2½ feet apart, 6 to 8 plants to the
foot of row, requiring three pecks per acre, they yield 15 or
20 tons per acre of fodder very rich in flesh formers. For
green feed, use from time of blossoming till pods are well
filled; for the silo, cut as soon as most of the pods are well
filled, and cut into ½-inch to 2½-inch lengths. They are soil
enrichers, gathering nitrogen from the air same as clover, the
roots being crowded with tubercles, which give them this
power. (See cut.) 10 c. lb., $1.10 peck, $3.86 bushel of 60
lbs.; 10-bushel lots, $3.75 bushel.
“Late Soja Beans.–A month later than the early variety;
should not be used north of Virginia. $1.00 peck, $3.00
bushel.”
A sidebar to the right of the text proclaims in large
letters: “Valuable for either fodder or grain. Produces
enormous crops as far north as Canada, ripening seed as far

north as Massachusetts. Especially valuable (in combination
with Japanese Millet and fodder corn) for ensilage, supplying
the albuminoids or flesh-forming food. A great soil enricher,
gathering nitrogen from the air.”
Note: This catalog contains both black-and-white
photographs as well as some black-and-white text
engravings.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
773. Ssemenow, N. 1904. Soy bean (Abstract). Experiment
Station Record (USDA) 15(7):669-70. March. For the year
1903-04. Also abstracted in Chemiker-Zeitung 27 (1903),
No. 93, Repertorium 21, p. 302. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: In Manchuria some 12-17% of the land under
cultivation is planted to soybeans. Southern Russia is
considered well adapted to the cultivation of the soy bean,
which prefers a light deep soil and a dry climate. The
average of 16 analyses shows the following composition:
Water 9.49%, proteids 34.30%, fat 17.67%, nitrogen-free
extract 28.44%, cellulose 4.79%, and ash 5.31%. The crop is
grown for forage and the production of oil.
774. TenEyck, A.M.; Shoesmith, V.M. 1904. Farm
department: Crop experiments in 1903. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 123. p. 179-239. March.
See p. 193-96. Issued May 1904.
• Summary: Because early 1903 was unusually wet, “it was
considered essential to undertake some experiments in the
late planting of corn and forage crops–such as spring wheat,
Kafir-corn, sorghum, soy beans, cowpeas, and millet.
The section titled “Varieties of soy beans” (p. 193-96)
describes a variety trial. The “soy-bean ground was harrowed
twice with the smoothing-harrow, three times with the Acme
harrow, and once with the disk-harrow, lapping half. The soy
beans were planted June 15, at which time the soil was in
good condition, being free from weeds and finely pulverized
at the surface. The beans were planted with the disk-drill
in rows thirty-two inches apart, the size of the plots being
0.067 acre... The crop was harvested with the bean-harvester
or by hand. The more important data secured in this trial are
given in table VI,” titled “Varieties of soy beans” (p. 196).
Twenty-six varieties were tested. This table gives the variety
name, source (where form), days to mature, average height
in inches, number of pods, non-dehiscence, and yield of
beans in bushels per acre. The top-yielding varieties have an
asterisk (*) before the variety name and the yield (in bushels/
acre after the name). From the Kansas College farm: Green,
* Early Yellow (14.80). From Evans Seed Company: * Ito
San (14.56), Medium Green, Olive Medium, Ogema, Early
Brown. From N.H. Hammond & Co.: Medium Green, * Ito
San (15.70), Extra * Early Black. From the U.S. Department
of Agriculture: Ito San–U.S. No. 1313 (14.80), Medium
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Green–U.S. No. 1312-1, * Yellow–U.S. No. 1308-1 (15.10),
Medium Early Green–U.S. No. 1306-1, Southern–U.S. No.
1307-1, Early Black–U.S. No. 1304-1, Early Black–U.S. No.
13013-1, * Green Samarow–U.S. No. 1302 (14.50), Late
Yellow–U.S. No. 1300, * Small Yellow–U.S. No. 1299-1
(15.80), Large Yellow–U.S. No. 1296-1, Yellow–U.S. No.
1294-1, Flat Black–U.S. No. 1293-1, Small Brown–U.S. No.
972-1, Small Black–U.S. No. 964-1, Early Green–U.S. No.
912-1.
The text summarizes (p. 195): The highest yield was
15.8 bushels per acre, while the average yield for the 26
varieties was 8.45 bu/acre. “The Ito San and Early Yellow
varieties, which are the same or very closely related, made
by far the highest yields, averaging 12.06 bushels per acre, as
compared with 6.54 bushels per acre for the remainder of the
varieties. The six best producers of these promising varieties
made an average yield of 15.3 bushels per acre.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
clearly mentions the soybean varieties Flat Black, or Green.
Address: 1. B.Agr., Agriculturist; 2. B.S., Asst. [Manhattan,
Kansas].
775. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1904. Are headquarters for: Cow
peas and soja beans (Ad). Washington Post. April 13. p. 15.
• Summary: “Mammoth Yellow Soja Beans unquestionably
make the richest and most nutritious feed crop grown on the
farm. Equally valuable grown either as a hay crop or for the
beans. Better than linseed or cotton seed meal for fattening
stock.
“Full information about these valuable crops in Woods
Seed Book for 1904. Write for it and Special Price List of
Seasonable seeds.
Note: This ad also appeared in the April 17, 20, 24, 27,
and May 4 and 8 (p. 2) issues of this newspaper.
Question: How was soybean meal made? Were the
soybeans cooked? How and for how long? Address:
Richmond, Virginia.
776. Country Gentleman. 1904. The Jersey Breeders. Annual
meeting of the club. 69(2676):440-41. May 12.
• Summary: “The foods and prices per ton agreed upon
as a basis of computing the cost of rations used in the
demonstration are:
“Forage, dry: Timothy hay, $7.50; alfalfa hay, $6.50;
clover hay, $6; timothy and clover mixed hay, $6; corn
stover, $3; straw, oat, $2 50; straw, wheat, $2.
“Forage, green: Green peas, $3.50; soja beans or cow
peas, $3.50; clover, $3; oats and peas mixed, $2.50; corn
fodder, $2; corn ensilage, $2; green millet, $2.”
777. Country Gentleman. 1904. Inquiries and answers:
Sorghum ensilage, p. 464. 69(2678):489. May 26.
• Summary: “I call your attention to the recent bulletin of
the Tennessee Station on crops for the silo. The conclusion

there is that ‘As fine a quality of ensilage can be made from
sorghum as from any other crop, and there seems to be little
choice between the feeding values of sorghum and corn
ensilage for beef production. The average cost of a ton of
ensilage from sorghum was $1.41; from corn, $2; from corn
and sorghum, $1.86, and from soybeans, $2.83.’ It seems
from the Tennessee experiments that it costs over $5 more
per acre to grow the sorghum crop than the corn crop, but the
yield was heavier.”
“I have come to the conclusion that there is no crop that
can compare with Indian corn for this purpose.–Virginian.”
778. Otis, D.H. 1904. Experiments with dairy cows. Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 125. p. 59-164.
May. See p. 88-89, 91, 101, 104, 107-08.
• Summary: Issued Sept. 1904. A table (p. 108) indicates that
these various experiments probably used ground soybeans
[raised on the College farm during the summer of 1899]
rather than defatted soybean meal.
The section titled “Importance of raising dairy feeds on
the farm” (p. 87+) states: “It used to be said that a balanced
ration for a dairy cow could not be produced without buying
high-priced concentrates. The experience of this College
proves that statement to be false.” With alfalfa and Kafircorn meal we have at 11.9 cents per pound;... and with Kafircorn meal one-half and soy-bean meal one-half, and Kafircorn stover, for 12.3 cents per pound.
The section titled “Management with high-priced feeds”
(p. 88-89) shows that cows yielded 16 pounds of milk daily
when fed “Alfalfa hay or soy-bean hay 10 pounds, oat hay
8 pounds, and ground wheat 6 pounds.” They yielded 22
pounds of milk daily when fed “Prairie hay 10 pounds, soybean hay 10 pounds, ground wheat 8 pounds, and oil-meal
[linseed] 1 pound.” They yielded 27 pounds of milk daily
when fed “Alfalfa hay 20 pounds, corn- or Kafir-corn meal
7½ pounds, soy-bean meal 2 pounds.”
The section titled “Alfalfa hay” (p. 100-01) states: “A
comparison between alfalfa hay and soy-bean hay was made
with dairy cows, and it was found that soy-bean hay was not
equal to alfalfa–the leaves were broken off and there were
many coarse stems which the cows did not relish. However,
when the soy-bean hay was placed in the racks in the yards
the cows would pick at it and evidently received a good deal
of good from it.”
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 107-08) notes that
when soy beans formed one-half of the concentrates of the
ration and [linseed] “oil-meal” the other half, the butter from
such feeding “became so soft that it was impossible to work
it satisfactorily after it was churned. Even though it was
chilled with ice-water, it was impossible to mix the salt with
the butter without having large and numerous streaks through
it. This difficulty is not experienced when soy beans form
only a small part of the ration, and, as they are very rich, a
small quantity is usually sufficient to furnish the nutrients
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required by the cow.”
When cottonseed-meal was fed to dairy cows, it
produces a hard butter, and in the winter-time tended to make
it crumble. “With soy beans and cottonseed-meal available,
it is possible for the private dairyman to so regulate
the ration of his cows that he can produce butter of any
desirable consistency.” Address: M.S., Animal Husbandman
[Manhattan, Kansas].
779. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1904. Headquarters for cow peas
and soja beans (Ad). Southern Planter (Richmond, Virginia)
67(5):345. May.
• Summary: This ad (1/6 page) states: “Mammoth Yellow
Soja Beans unquestionably make the richest and most
nutritious feed crop grown on the farm. Equally valuable
grown either as a hay crop or for the beans. Better than
linseed or cotton seed meal for fattening stock.
“Full Information about these valuable crops In Wood’s
Seed Book for 1904.
“Write for It and Special Price. List of Seasonable
Seeds.” Address: Seedsmen, Richmond, Virginia.
780. Country Gentleman. 1904. What some cows do (Ad).
69(2681):568. June 16.
• Summary: “The following tests have been accepted by the
American Jersey Cattle Club: Private butter tests...
“Flower of Linden Lea 155318–Butter, 14 lb. 8 oz.;
milk, 226 lb. 12 oz.; May 17 to 28; 5 y. 1 m.; estimated
weight, 900 lb.; fed 85 lb. bran, 105 lb. mixed corn and soy
bean ensilage-mixed clover, timothy and June grass pasture.
Property of H.S. Chapman, Cassopolis, Michigan.”
781. Redding, R.J. 1904. Farms and farmers: Lucerne or
alfalfa (Letter to the editor). Atlanta Constitution (Georgia).
July 18. p. 10.
• Summary: “’Alfalfa’ is simply the Spanish name and
‘lucerne’ is the French name, for the same plant. Its botanical
name is Medicago Sativa.” It is also called Spanish trefoil,
French luzerne, and medick.
“In regard to nutritiousness, analysis as well as actual
feeding experience shows that lucerne stands at the head
of its class, As a green forage plant it excels crimson
clover, soja bean, red clover, alsike clover and cowpea, in
nutritiveness–far and away. As a hay it still leads the list just
given. Of course it is very far superior to the best grass hays.
It is excelled as a hay only by vetch and soja beans.
“The yield of lucerne under the most favorable
conditions may, in the south, exceed six tons of cured hay
per acre, or, if cut and weighed green, from 20 to 25 tons of
green food.” Address: [Director, Georgia Agric. Exp. Station
near Griffin, Georgia].
782. Country Gentleman. 1904. Dairy Department: Some
practical questions. Oat, barley and pea hay. 69(2686):673.

July 21.
• Summary: “I am thinking of cutting my oats, barley and
some peas green for hay. What do you think of it? I have
planted with my corn some cow peas and they are coming up
nicely. What I want to do is to get some protein, if possible,
to go with the ensilage. Can I get it from the oat, barley
and pea hay? I will cut it when it is in the dough. I have got
to plan not to buy so much grain for feed for cows. C.F.H.
Manlius, N.Y.
“Your oats, barley and peas will make an excellent
quality of hay, if cut at the stage you mention and well cured.
Unless the peas are in quite large proportion, the hay will
not be so rich in protein as clover or alfalfa, but will be quite
a little better than timothy. The cow peas will furnish quite
a little protein to go with the corn. A good many people
are using soy beans for the same purpose. As you say, the
problem of furnishing more protein food on the farm is an
exceedingly pressing one at the present time, and is well
worthy of careful study.”
783. Fields, John. 1904. Report of the Director. Oklahoma
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 13:15-23.
For the year 1903. See p. 17-18.
• Summary: The section titled “Agricultural Department”
(p. 16-18) states: “Field experiments with wheat include the
following: continuous culture on manured and unmanured
soil; rotation with corn, oats, and cowpeas, manured and
unmanured; rotation with castor beans, Kafir corn, cotton,
oats and soy beans, manured and unmanured;... Rye, emmer
(speltz), barley, and oats are also being grown to determine
their yields and adaptability to Oklahoma conditions” (p. 16).
“Forage crops such as sorghum, cowpeas, soy beans,
rye, oats and wheat are grown and pastured by hogs, full
records being kept. Variety tests of cowpeas and field trials
of soy beans are also being made. Variety tests of peanuts
and stock beets are being continued” (p. 17). Address: B.S.,
Director of the Station and chemist, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
784. Woods, Charles D.; Bartlett, James M. 1904. Soy beans
in Maine. Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 106. p. 113-21. Sept. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In 1903 and 1904 the Station grew several
varieties of soy beans from seed furnished by the United
States Department of Agriculture. The early white soy bean
matured and the medium early green and black varieties
formed pods. The Henderson Early, (a medium early green),
purchased from Peter Henderson Company, New York, was
as satisfactory as any grown, both in earliness and yield.”
“Summary: Soy beans can be grown in parts of Maine
where corn thrives. Where early corn matures, the early
white soy bean will usually mature... Soy bean can be grown
with less nitrogen than corn... The crop is best adapted
for feeding green or for silage... Less protein (the most
expensive part of commercial feeding stuffs) need be fed
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with soy bean and corn silage than with corn silage alone.”
Address: 1. Director of the Station; 2. Chemist. Both: Orono,
Maine.
785. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1904. Timely hints to
farmers. Oct. 11. p. 10.
• Summary: The section titled “Silos and silage” states: “The
Tennessee [agric. exp.] station has been making extensive
experiments with ensilage.” This section is a summary of
the first 10 conclusions of: Soule, Andrew M.; Fain, John R.
1904. “Crops for the silo.” Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin 17(1):1-24. Jan.
786. Potts, H.W. 1904. Hawkesbury District farm notes.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 15(12):1232-36.
Dec. 2.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy bean” states (p. 1235):
“Soy bean is a leguminous plant grown for both forage and
grain, and can be planted under similar conditions in relation
to climate, cultivation, and soil as maize. It will produce
good returns on light soils, but prefers a soil somewhat heavy
and rich in potash, lime, and phosphoric acid. The Early
Yellow variety seems the best. The amount of seed required
is from ½ to 1 bushel per acre; and constant, shallow
cultivation is needed until the plant is fully matured.”
787. Country Gentleman. 1904. Dairy Department: The
industry in East Tennessee. 69(2706):1131. Dec. 8.
• Summary: “The food stuffs usually fed in the state
[Tennessee] are concentrates, composed of wheat bran,
cottonseed meal, corn and cob meal and ground oats; and
roughage, such as ensilage, pea hay, alfalfa hay, soy-bean
hay, corn and sorghum stover, and green soiling crops.”
“The soy bean is another very promising leguminous
plant, which furnishes a large yield of green forage and a
medium yield of very fine hay. The hay is relished by both
cattle and horses, and the plant is also beneficial to the soil.
These leguminous plants are not only good for feeding, but,
being nitrogen gatherers, are very beneficial to the soil, either
when turned under as a green manure or when pastured off.
They have an abundance of roots which penetrate deeply into
the soil, and when these decay, they furnish a large quantity
of humus and loosen up the soil to a great depth.”
A large photo (3 columns wide; p. 1130) shows:
“Cutting soy beans for ensilage on the Tennessee Experiment
Station farm–See article on opposite page.”
788. Stewart, John F. 1904. Farm correspondence: Soja. A
soy bean. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Dec. 26. p. 10.
• Summary: The writer would “like information of the
nutritive value of soy or soja beans. Is there any danger of
their killing cattle, horses, hogs, etc., and the best way to
feed to cows and hogs? They seem to stimulate some, and
would the bean be good for coffee.”

“Answer–The soy or soja bean ranks very high on the
scale of nutritiveness standing about the head of the list of
legumes, in this respect. The seeds are exceedingly nutritious
and are quite oily, but are not particularly relished by live
stock. There is probably no more danger in feeding soja
beans to stock than in feeding cowpeas, sorghum and other
plants and seeds. The plants make a very good hay, yielding
about as much per acre as cowpeas, but the soja does not
succeed so well on this land as does the cowpea.
The beans are used by some people as a substitute for
coffee and are perhaps as good a substitute (if any substitute
can be good) as any other... The seeds are sold in market only
for planting purposes and generally fetch from $1 to $1.50
per bushel, the latter price in the hands of seedsmen.
“The soja bean is not so much cultivated in the south
as it was ten or more years ago. It does not seem to take
the place of cowpea for any purpose.” Address: Greenback,
North Carolina.
789. Bartlett, James M. 1904. Digestion experiments with
sheep and steers. Maine Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 110. p. 183-204. Dec.
• Summary: Soy bean-corn silage was used in nine
experiments. The crops were grown on the farm and put into
the silo in the proportion of 9 parts of beans to 14 of corn.
The feed was well relished. Tables give the composition of
the foods [feeds] and feces of the sheep and steers. Address:
Chemist, Orono.
790. Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list:
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass seeds
(Mail-order catalog). West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: A black-and-white photo on the cover shows
a man, a woman, and a child (little girl) standing in a “Field
of soys and pearl millet at West Branch, Michigan.” Below
that is written in large letters: “Our northern grown seeds are
unequalled for hardiness, earliness, vigor, high germinating
power and purity.” Printed by Herald-Times Print., West
Branch, Mich. At the top of the cover in small letters:
“44º12’ North Latitude.”
Contents: Note to the American Farmer and Stockman.
Our terms. Legume seed department. Soy beans. Cow
peas. Field peas. Garden peas. Beans (Phaseolus vulgaris).
Spanish field pea (Lathyrus sativus). The vetches (Vicia
villosa and V. sativa). Velvet beans (Mucuna utilis). Lupines
(Blue and Large White). Faba or Broad Beans (Vicia faba).
Lentils (Lens esculenta). Pea nuts (Arachis hypogæa).
The clovers. Northern Grown Grain and Forage Plant
Department: Field corn, Russian emmer (Triticum spelta).
Spring wheat. Oats. Barley (Hordeum vulgare). Japanese
barnyard millet (P. [Panicum] Crus Galli). East India pearl
millet (Pennisetum spicatum). Teosinte (Reana luxurians).
New legumes for 1905 (the Japanese Muroran bean is a
forage crop that is earlier than the earliest soy or cow pea).
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Grass seeds: Timothy (Phleum pratense) and Orchard grass
(Dactylis glomerata). Meadow fescue (Fescuta pratensis).
Awnless brome (Bromus inermis). Red top (Argostis
vulgaris). Kentucky blue grass (Poa pratensis). Root seeds.
Seed potatoes. Bacteriated soil (“sand containing the bacteria
adapted to peas, soys, cow peas, vetches, lentils, broad beans,
lupins, etc. Sold in new 16-oz. cotton bags at $1.50 per 100
pounds. Not less than 100 pounds will be sold). A paradise
for pork (Also called “hog heaven,” it is a “combination
crop.” “Some plant corn, soys and mangels or sugar beets

in alternate rows”). Chemical analysis vs. cow
analysis [of feeds] (“All authorities, chemists
and cows included, agree that the soy bean is the
most digestible of all concentrated foods. And
palatability–convince yourself. Plant an acre of
soys and when they are ripening turn in your
stock, your cows, horses, hogs, sheep, turkeys,
ducks and chickens. They will tell you all about
the palatability of the soy bean).” Standard of
weights in Michigan: Beans, soy: 8-16 quarts of
seed required per acre. Weight per bushel: 60 lb.
The note (p. 2) “To the American Farmer
and Stockman” begins: “Greeting: It has always
been our aim to be something more than seed
sellers–or merchants.” It states in detail the
company’s strong commitment to quality seeds.
“Our terms are invariably net cash with order.”
The first section (p. 3+), titled “Legume seed
department” begins: “From ancient times down
to the present certain plants have been used for
the purpose of renovating and maintaining the
fertility of soils... It was not until 1888 that a
German scientist discovered by which process
these plants enrich the soil. Briefly, legumes
are plants having the power, by aid of certain
bacteria, of converting atmospheric nitrogen into
nitrates available for plant food, and of storing
it up in root nodules, or tubercles. We do not yet
know whether this process is a mechanical or
chemical one.”
However, we do know that nitrogen, one
of the vital elements of plant food, is the most
elusive, the most expensive to buy and the most
difficult to retain of all the elements that go
into the production of any crop. We know that
a crop of soys, peas, clover, or vetches enriches
the soil by adding to the available nitrogen. It is
absolutely true that the nitrogen removed from
an acre of land by a crop of oats, corn, wheat or
timothy often exceeds in value the entire cost
of producing a crop of legumes. There can be
no greater folly in farming than the continued
production of cereals without a rotation in
which legumes form a part, and the shorter the
rotation the better for the land and the bank account... The
Leguminosæ includes beans, peas, vetches, clover, lentils,
cow peas, soys, faba, lupins, etc.”
The subsection titled “Soy beans (Glycine hispida)” (p.
4-7) gives the most information about this crop to be found
in any American seed catalog up to this time. “German, Soja.
Japanese, daidzu [daizu]. Next to wheat this is probably
the oldest of cultivated plants. It is mentioned in Chinese
writings prior to 500 B.C., and remains to this day one of the
staple crops of China and Japan. It was originally introduced
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into America about 1925-30, but failed to attract attention
to its merits. It was not until the researches and experiments
of Profs. Brooks [Massachusetts] and Georgeson [Kansas],
within the past fifteen years, that the true value of soys
became known. Since 1896 they have grown more rapidly in
popularity than any crop ever introduced into America. Soys
contain a higher percentage of protein in more digestible
form, than any other farm product, and at a fraction of the
cost of the so-called ‘concentrated feeds.’” A table shows
a nutritional analysis of five varieties of soys made by the
Michigan Experiment Station [published in Bulletin No.
199, April 1902, p. 173]. Ito San and Medium Early Yellow
contain the most crude protein (41.04% and 41.52%). A
photo shows two uprooted soybean plants, each covered with
pods.
Page 5 continues: “Soya are as easy of culture as
common beans, cow peas, or corn. They succeed on any
soil that will produce corn. They will withstand drouth
and wet weather that would ruin most of our staple crops,
and will pass uninjured through frost that kills corn to the
ground. This has been demonstrated hundreds of times
here in Michigan. Scores of seedsmen catalogue soys with
southern seed, generally the Mammoth Yellow. Such seed
can be bought for $1.00 to $1.25 a bushel, but is absolutely
worthless north of the Ohio river. We are the pioneers of the
soy seed business at the north; have grown and sold them for
the past 8 years [since about 1896]. We have not a bushel of
soys grown outside of Michigan.” “Evans’ soys are known
the world over. We sold them last year in England, Germany,
Guiana [incl. British Guiana?], West Indies, Hawaii, Mexico
and Canada.
Page 6 continues: “Plant soys in drills 28 to 30 inches
apart, using 8 to 16 quarts seed per acre, according to variety
and use. For ensilage, they may be planted with corn, but
we believe it is more satisfactory to grow the two crops
separately and mix them as they go through the cutter.” The
subsection titled “Varieties” gives details on each of the
following: Ito San (named by Mr. Evans in honor of Marquis
Ito, the Japanese statesman), Early Black or No. 6 (originated
by Mr. Evans), Ogema, or Evans No. 9, Medium Early
Green, Olive Medium (created and introduced by Evans),
Medium Early Black.
Concerning: “Ogema, or Evans No. 9. Originated by
Edw. E. Evans and offered for the first time last season. It is
a cross of Dwarf Brown and No. 6 and is unquestionably the
earliest of all soys. It can be planted later and farther north
than any other variety. Beans dark chocolate color. Season
65 to 75 days. Stock limited.” Ogema is the company’s most
expensive variety, selling for $7.50 per bushel, vs. $3.50 per
bushel for most other varieties.
A table titled “Prices of soy beans” (p. 7) gives the
prices of 12 varieties. The first seven are sold in quantities of
one packet, quart, 4 quarts, peck, ½ bushel, and bushel. Most
sell for $3.50/bu, but the price ranges from $3.00/bu for Ito

San and Medium Early Yellow to $7.50/bu for Ogema. These
seven are: Ito San, Ogema (earliest), Medium Early Green
(general favorite), Olive Medium, Medium Early Black,
Early Black (Evans No. 6), Medium Early Yellow. The
last five varieties sold (all new) are: Dwarf Brown, Gosha,
Rokugetsu [Rokugatsu?], Bakaziro [Bakajiro], and Hankow.
Each is available only in the packet size at $0.15 per packet.
On the last page of the catalog is a full-page order sheet.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the following soybean varieties: Dwarf Brown,
Hankow, Ogemaw, or Mammoth Yellow (one of three
documents).
Note 2. This is the earliest (and only) English-language
document seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the word “bacteriated”
to refer to soil containing nitrogen-fixing bacteria.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
West Branch, Ogemaw Co., Michigan.
791. Fesca, Max. 1904. Der Pflanzenbau in den Tropen und
Subtropen [Plant cultivation in the tropics and subtropics. 2
vols.]. Berlin: Wilhelm Suesserott Verlagsbuchhandlung. Vol.
1: viii + 278 p. See vol. 1 (Erster Band), p. 159-65. 21 cm.
Suesserotts Kolonialbibliothek. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Volume 1, in the chapter on legumes
(Huelsenfruechte, Leguminosen), is a long section the
soybean (Die Sojabohne) (p. 159-63), which focuses on
soybean production. Contents: Introduction. Climate.
Soil and cultivation of the soil. Fertilizers. Planting /
sowing. Harvest. Yields. Composition of the seeds and
straw. Soybean oil and cake in China. Food uses of
soybeans in China and Japan, especially “Shoyusauce”
(shoyu) from which the soybean derives its name. It is
used in the preparation of Anglo-American sauces such as
Worcestershire sauce, etc. A description of the preparation of
shoyu is given, along with its composition based on analyses
by O. Kellner and E. Kinch. “The fermentation lasts from at
least 20 months up to 5 years; the longer the fermentation
the better the sauce. The finest quality is a mixture of
3 and 5 year sauces.” An analysis of shoyu presscake
(Shoyurueckstande) is also given.
Note: This 3-volume work is volumes 1-2 in Suesserotts
Kolonialbibliothek, vol. 708. Address: Germany.
792. Galloway, B.T. 1904. Report of the Chief of the Bureau
of Plant Industry. Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA). p. 69-168. For the year ended June 30,
1904. See p. 123-24.
• Summary: The section titled “Arlington Farm” [Virginia]
begins: “Leguminous forage crops.–At the Arlington Farm
Mr. C.R. Ball has conducted varietal tests with cowpeas, soy
beans, gram (Phaseolus mungo), and sorghum. All obtainable
domestic and foreign varieties, named and unnamed, have
been secured and grown for the purpose of identifying them
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and becoming familiar with their appearance and habits.
Not infrequently two very different things have been found
passing under the same name, or an old and well-known
variety has come to light under some new designation.
By thus securing seed from widely separated sources the
possibility of obtaining forms or varieties of value for further
selection and improvement is greatly increased” (p. 123).
“Another very desirable character in these legumes
is a habit of growth sufficiently erect to permit the use of
ordinary haying machinery in handling them as a hay crop...
Practically all the varieties of soy beans are erect in growth
and consequently suited for haymaking” (p. 124). Address:
Chief of Bureau.
793. Gregory, James J.H., and Son. 1904. Forty-fourth
catalogue of vegetable & flower seeds (Mail order).
Marblehead, Massachusetts. 76 p.
• Summary: In the section titled “Plants For Fodder, Etc.,”
“Soya or Soya Beans” are mentioned on page 37. The price
per bushel has fallen to $3.50 this year from $4.50 last year.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #12227.
Address: Marblehead, Massachusetts.
794. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1904. Everything for the
garden (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 180 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: On p. 61, in the upper left corner, is an
illustration of a soja bean plant with a cluster of pods in the
upper left corner. On a banner is written “Henderson’s Early
Soja Bean.”
Below that we read: “Bean, Early Soja. The ordinary
Soja Bean of the South is too late to be of value in the
Northern States. This variety ripens even in Massachusetts,
where it grew nearly four feet in height, was heavily podded
and yielded over ten tons per acre. It is a very valuable
fodder variety either for curing [to make hay], feeding green
or for the silo in mixture with Corn. It is a rich, nitrogenous
feed, is unsurpassed as a flesh former, and, like the Clovers,
is a soil improver. (See cut.) Price, 10¢ lb., $1.10 pk [peck],
$3.85 bushel of 60 lbs.; 10-bushel lots, $3.75 per bush.
“Bean, Soja. Price, $1.00 peck, $3.00 bushel of 60 lbs.”
On the back cover is an illustration of a smiling, whitehaired man wearing a hat, rimless glasses, and a two-piece
suit. On a table, he is holding a cornucopia-like basket filled
with vegetables. In front of the table sits a woman holding an
ear of corn. This man will appear in many of the company’s
subsequent catalogs.
Note: This is the earliest Henderson catalog seen (Sept.
1999) in which the soja bean appears in the index under
“Soja Bean.” It was previously indexed under “Beans, Soja.”
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.

795. Humphrey, Geo C. 1904. Soy beans vs. wheat
middlings as a supplement to corn meal for fattening pigs.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
21:32-40. For the year ended June 30, 1904.
• Summary: Two thirds of the grain ration was corn meal.
The largest gains were made on the soybean rations.
“Summary. From the general results given in the foregoing
tables, the ration of corn meal supplemented with soy bean
meal, seems to have been most favorable.” Photos (p. 34-35)
show a comparison of slaughtered hog carcasses fed on corn
meal with soy-bean meal and middlings. Address: Wisconsin.
796. Lane, Clarence B. 1904. Report of the Dairy
Husbandman. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 24:347-411. For the year 1903. See p.
349, 388, 396-402, 410-11.
• Summary: Tests were conducted on alfalfa hay, cow pea
hay and soy bean silage as substitutes for purchased feeds
fed to milch cows. Cottonseed meal versus wheat bran and
dried brewers’ grains, contains a section: Experiment II. Soy
bean silage and alfalfa hay versus purchased feeds, which
has for its purpose “to compare the value of a ration that
could readily be grown upon the farm with one in which the
protein was largely supplied by feeds commonly purchased
by dairymen, namely, wheat bran, dried brewers’ grains and
cottonseed meal...”
Conclusions: “1. It is profitable for the dairyman to
produce such crops as cow pea hay, alfalfa hay and soy bean
silage, and to utilize them in rations rather than to depend
entirely upon purchased feeds to supply the element protein.”
“3. A ration (which can be readily grown on most farms)
composed of 36 pounds of soy bean silage, 8 pounds of
alfalfa hay and 6 pounds of corn meal, produced more milk
and at a cost of 8.5 cents less per hundred than a ration in
which the protein was largely supplied by wheat bran, dried
grains and cottonseed meal.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen that contains the word “husbandman.” Address: B.Sc.,
Dairy Husbandman, New Brunswick, New Jersey.
797. Lloyd, E.R. 1904. Report of the Agriculturist.
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station / Agricultural
and Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual Report
17:12-15. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1903. See p. 14.
• Summary: “Soy Beans.–The beans were planted in April
in rows three feet apart. The crop was cultivated twice.
The crop was cut for hay before the pods began to ripen.
The yield was one and a half tons of cured hay per acre.
This hay was eaten with great relish by all kinds of stock.”
Address: M.S., Agriculturist and Asst. Director of the Station
[Mississippi State, MS].
798. Moore, R.A. 1904. Experiments with grain and forage
plants, 1899-1903. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
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Station, Annual Report 20:263-83. For the year ending June
30, 1903. See p. 271-75.
• Summary: In Part 1, “Tests of grains,” the author states (p.
263) that he first grew soy beans at the Experiment Farm in
1900; he does not list them among the 4 crops he tested in
1899.
In Part 2, “Tests for forage plants–Soy beans” (p. 271)
he discusses the early history of the plant in Asia, America,
and Wisconsin, description of plant, method of planting, and
harvesting and threshing. “The plant was introduced into this
country by Professor Georgeson of the Kansas Agricultural
College and has become an important plant in the agriculture
of Kansas and the southern states. In the United States it
is used chiefly as an animal food and a soil renovator.” He
also notes that tests with soy beans are discussed in the 17th
annual report for the year 1900 (p. 237-38), and in the 18th
annual report for 1901 (p. 252-53).
On page 273 he states: “Soy beans were first grown at
the Wisconsin Experiment Station in 1899 and each year
since the acreage and the number of varieties tested have
been increased. The tests at this station have been made for
the purpose of determining their value as a forage plant and
of finding out which varieties if any, were adapted to our soil
and climate.
“Twenty-nine varieties have been on trial, of these the
Michigan Green seems especially adapted to be grown with
corn for silage. This is a medium early variety and is noted
for its height and great growth of foliage...
“G.C. Humphrey, Professor of Animal Husbandry,
has ten tons of soy beans cut for silage this season in order
to test their value for dairy cows, and the outcome of the
experiment will be watched with interest.”
The author then gives a description of the soy bean
plant, and the method of planting, harvesting, and threshing.
When planting a large quantity of seed, “a grain drill can
be used by stopping some of the intervening spouts so as to
have the soy beans the proper distance apart [30 inches]. A
corn planter can be used to advantage and the seed sown the
usual distance allowed for corn...” Harvesting and threshing:
“Where grown for hay or silage the mower can be used to
advantage. When harvested for seed the usual method has
been to pull the plants by hand which entails an unusual
amount of labor; the self-binder, and mower have been used
with partial success at the Station...”
“Ten varieties of soy beans were received in 1903 from
the Minnesota Experiment Station and three from E. Evans,
West Branch, Michigan, and tested on the experimental plots.
As the plots planted were very small no record of the amount
of beans grown per acre was kept. These varieties will be
grown next season to test the yield.”
A large table (p. 275) shows the following information
about 16 soybean varieties tested for seed yields during
1901-1903, inclusive: Variety name Wisconsin number,
origin of seed, date received, seed yield per acre each year,

average yield per acre, average days to mature, average
weight per measured bushel, and remarks. In 1901, the
Michigan Green variety was received from C.D. Woodbury
of Michigan. In 1902, two varieties (Wisconsin Black, and
U.S. No. 4913) were received from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, and seven other varieties (Ito San, Medium
Early Black, Early Brown, Medium Early Green, Early
Yellow, Early Black, and Evans’ Special) were received from
E.E. Evans of West Branch, Michigan. In 1903, six varieties
(U.S. No. 4914, 4912, 8422, 8423, 9408, and 9407) were
received in 1902 from the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
The highest two-year average yield was from Ito San (33.4
bu/acre). Three varieties were cut green for silage.
Two photos (p. 279) show “the development of nodules
on the roots of soy beans as a result of inoculation of the soil
with the proper bacteria. The plant on the left grew on soil
that was inoculated and that on the right on soil that was not
inoculated.”
Note 1 This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 1999)
that contains the word “Agronomist.” The word was next
used in Mississippi in 1905.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the use of a self-binder thresher for soybean
production. Address: Agronomist [Madison, Wisconsin].
799. Perkins, W.R. 1904. Chemical work. Mississippi
Agricultural Experiment Station / Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual Report 17:35-39.
For the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.
• Summary: In the section on “Field experiments for 1903,”
the subsection titled “Soja beans” (p. 38) states: “This crop
gave yields that indicate the likelihood of its becoming a
formidable rival of the cowpea as a producer of forage and
as a restorative crop. Seven varieties [whose names are not
given] were grown, six of which were Japanese varieties
imported and distributed by the Bureau of Plant Industry
at Washington, D.C., and the Mammoth Yellow variety
procured from seedmen. The latter variety produced 4.5 tons
of hay per acre with 40 per cent of moisture present. It kept
perfectly in a stack and was entirely consumed by sheep
during the winter. 24 bushels of seed per acre were secured
on a part of the field.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (one of
three documents, Aug. 2004) that mentions the soybean
variety Mammoth Yellow. Address: M.S., Assoc. Chemist
[Agricultural College, Mississippi].
800. Richards, W.B.; Kleinheinz, Frank. 1904. The value of
soy beans as a part of a grain ration for lambs. Wisconsin
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 21:51-55.
For the year ending June 30, 1904.
• Summary: The authors fed ground soybeans (not defatted
meal) to fatten lambs. In one experiment (which began on
20 Jan. 1904) two lots of 10 lambs each were fed on the
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same roughage. One lot received shelled corn, and whole
soybeans in equal proportions, while the other received the
same quantities of shelled corn and whole oats. The average
gain of each lamb during a period of 12 weeks was 16.3 lbs.
when soybeans constituted a part of the ration and but 13.7
lb. when oats were used. A pound of gain was produced on
6.11 lb. of grain and 7.11 lb. of roughage in the soybean
ration, while 7.28 lb. of grain and 8.62 lb. of roughage were
required on the oats ration.
“The nutritive ratio of the ration containing soy beans
was 1:4.9 while that of the ration containing oats was 1:9,
the difference being due to the soy beans which contain over
three times as much protein as oats.”
“Soy beans in this trial have proved to be an excellent
grain for balancing the grain ration of growing lambs... If the
results continue to be as encouraging as those set forth in this
experiment, extended use of soy beans for feeding purposes
will depend on how economical their production proves in
this particular section.”
801. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1904. Les plantes potagères:
Description et culture des principaux légumes des climats
tempérés. 3 éd. [Garden vegetables: Descriptions and culture
of the principal vegetables from temperate climates. 3rd ed.].
Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. xx + 804 p. See p. 657-59.
Illust. Index. 25 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “Soja” (p. 657-59) describes
the soybean. It has two scientific names: Glycine Soja Sieb.
et Zucc. and Soja hispida Moench. It is a member of the
legume family (Légumineuses).
Synonym: Pois oléagineux de la Chine.
Foreign names: English: China soja-bean, While gram.–
German: Soja-Bohnne. Swedish: Sojaböna.–Russian: Soïafasól.–Polish: Soja.
A description is given of this Chinese annual, of its
cultivation and usage.
Three specific types of soybeans are then described: (1)
Soja ordinaire a grain Jaune [Ordinary soybean with yellow
seeds]; (2) Soja d’Étampes [The soybean from Etampes,
France]; and (3) Soja hâtif de la Podolie [Early soybean from
Podolia]. Note: As of 2019, Podolia is in Ukraine.
After the description of the third variety we read: Under
the name of Soja trés hâtif à grain brun [Very early soybean
with brown seeds], there exists another variety that is earlier
than the Soybean from Podolia, and whose pods are almost
straight, and united in compact bunches, containing three
brown seeds. As with the preceding variety, this brown one
ordinarily matures its seeds in the climate [and latitude] of
Paris.
An illustration (line drawing) shows the live plant of
each of the first two types with many pods growing thickly
on the stem, plus a separate enlargement of a cluster of
pods. These are the same two non-original illustrations that
appeared in the 1st edition of 1883. Address: 4, Quai de la

Mégisserie, Paris.
802. Watson, George C.; Mairs, Thomas I. 1904. Forage
and soiling experiments 1903. Pennsylvania Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report Part II. p. 174-82. For the
year 1903-04.
• Summary: On May 11 a “plat was planted to “soja beans”
using a ‘Planet, Jr.’ seed planter. These beans were planted
in rows twenty-two inches apart and were given horse
cultivation similar to that given to rape.”
Summary (p. 182): Both “soja beans and cowpeas
produced a fair yield of dry matter per acre and proved
quite satisfactory as soiling crops. From the trials made at
the Station with these two crops, cowpeas are preferred to
the beans. The vines are less woody and from the feeder’s
standpoint are preferred. There seems to be quite a marked
difference between the varieties of soja beans. Some varieties
mature very much earlier than others. As both soja beans
and cowpeas are hot weather plants and thrive best in warm
countries the early-maturities should be sown.”
Tables show: (1) Yields of soiling crops. Alfalfa is no.
1; soja bean is no. 7. (2) Yields of protein per acre. Alfalfa is
no. 1 (3 cuttings) at 1,145.3; soja beans is 355. (3) Amount
of green forage eaten and weight of animals. (4) Number
of days one acre would supply 10 cows with green forage.
Sorghum and cowpeas are no. 1 at 34.38 days; soja beans
are no. 10 at 12.50 days. (5) Yields of milk. (5) Changes in
composition of milk (solids and fat).
Note: The President’s report states that Mr. Thomas
Mairs, M.S., Instructor in Animal Industry, was advanced
to the rank of Assistant Professor. Address: 1. M.S.,
Agriculturist, Dairy Husbandry; 2. M.S., Former Instructor
in Animal Industry, Asst. Prof. Both: State College, Centre
County, Pennsylvania.
803. Woll, F.W.; Humphrey, Geo. C. 1904. Soy bean silage
as a food for dairy cows. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 21:67-74. For the year ending June
30, 1904.
• Summary: “The objections to soy-bean silage, which have
been stated in the preceding, would not, in our experience,
apply to the mixed corn-soy bean silage... According to
our present experience, we may, therefore, consider this
silage mixture an improvement on corn silage, in so far as it
furnishes a succulent, palatable food, containing a somewhat
larger proportion of nitrogenous food materials than is found
in pure corn silage.”
“It is evident from the results of this experiment [on
soy-bean silage alone], that soy-bean silage is not as valuable
a feed for milch cows as corn silage, or as corn-soy bean
silage, when the immediate productive capacity of the feeds
alone are considered. There are other reasons, however, and
more cogent ones, why this silage cannot be recommended to
the dairy farmer; we will now briefly discuss these.
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“First, the lower yield of food substances obtained
from an acre of soy beans than from an acre of corn” (last
year 16,950 pounds per acre of green substance from soy
beans vs. 30,400 pounds for corn). “Second, The rank odor
of the soy-bean silage is most unpleasant to man and beast
alike. Many of the cows at first refused to eat the silage...
A marked decrease in milk yield followed the change from
corn to soy-bean silage, and indicated in the data given in the
summary table...” “A third and vital objection to soy-bean
silage to dairy cows is the effect of this silage on the quality
of milk, butter, and cheese. Soon after we began feeding
soy-bean silage to our dairy herd, complaints were made by
the University creamery... that this had a very objectionable
flavor...” It was concluded that satisfactory dairy products
cannot be made when cows are fed this silage. Address:
1. Chemist; 2. Animal Husbandman. Both: Madison,
Wisconsin.
804. Woods, Charles D. 1904. Forage crops to supplement
summer pasture and winter hay. Maine Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 19:205, 207. For the year
1903.
• Summary: “While Indian corn is the best forage plant for
Maine, if a sufficient acreage has not been planted the season
is so far advanced that other quicker growing plants can now
be more advantageously used.
“Hungarian grass, German, Pearl and Japanese Millets,
Rape, and on light warm soils Early Soy Beans, are the most
desirable... The Soy Bean is highly nitrogenous, but Maine is
so far north as to make it a somewhat uncertain crop.”
Note: This was also published as the station’s
Newspaper Bulletin No. 99 in June 1903. These Newspaper
Bulletins are like news releases. Page 205 of this Annual
Report states: “The subject matter of four of the newspaper
bulletins has not appeared in any of the regular bulletins
of the Station and is therefore here reprinted as a matter of
permanent record.” Address: Director of the Station, Orono,
Maine.
805. Zavitz, C.A. 1904. The experimentalist. Ontario
Agricultural College and Experimental Farm (Guelph),
Annual Report 29:113-151. For the year 1903. See p. 135,
147.
• Summary: The section titled “Varieties of soy, soja or
Japanese beans” (p. 135) states: “The interest which is being
taken in the Soy beans is created from the fact that some of
these varieties can be grown successfully in Ontario, and
that the crop is exceedingly rich in valuable constituents as
a feed for farm stock. The whole plants are richer in fleshforming constituents than Common Red Clover, and the
grain is richer than any other grains which are grown in
Ontario as feed for live stock. Many of the varieties of Soy
beans require too long a season to give satisfactory results in
Ontario. After experiments for a number of years, however,

the Early Yellow variety has given good satisfaction as a
grain producer, and the Medium Green variety as a fodder
crop... We believe that the addition of the Medium Green
variety to fodder corn when filling the silo would increase
the quality of the latter greatly, would make a much better
balanced ration than the corn alone, and would require less
meal in order to secure satisfactory results.”
The section titled “Green fodder crops” (p. 147) states:
“For three years in succession [1901 to 1903], fifteen
varieties of fodder crops have been grown in competition in
the experimental grounds. Some of these have been grown
for a very much longer period...” A table shows that during
these 3 years, Medium Green Soy Beans gave an average
yield of 11.50 tons of green fodder per acre, second only to
hairy vetches (11.95) among 15 crops tested. Early Yellow
soy beans gave 8.65 tons/acre, American Coffee Berry gave
6.55, and Extra Early Dwarf Soy Beans gave the lowest
yield, only 2.16 tons/acre. “The Medium Green Soy Beans...
are an exceptionally fine variety, and we believe will be
grown more and more for the production of fodder either for
feeding in the autumn or for mixing with corn when filling
the silo, in order to increase the quality of the silage. If the
Medium Green Soy beans are sown in rows about 30 inches
apart with the beans about 8 inches apart in the row, about
the time that the corn is planted, the crop would generally
be ready for mixing with the corn and putting in the silo
when the corn is in the best condition. The Early Yellow Soy
beans are more specially adapted to the production of grain
than of green fodder.” Address: B.S.A., Director of Field
Experiments, Ontario Agricultural College [Guelph, Ontario,
Canada].
806. Zavitz, C.A. 1904. Co-operative experiments in
agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 25:10-29. For the year 1903. See p. 12, 20,
22, 27.
• Summary: Zavitz is now “Director of the co-operative
experiments in agriculture throughout Ontario”–a huge job.
“As many of you know, the Ontario Agricultural College
and Experimental Farm was established in 1874 by the
Government of the Province of Ontario. Experimental
work was commenced in the spring of 1876... Experiments
and investigations are now conducted at the college along
different lines of practical and scientific agriculture. In
the experiments with farm crops, upwards of 2,000 plots
are used annually...” “In 1879 the officers, ex-students,
and students of the Ontario Agricultural College formed
themselves into an association under the name of the
‘Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union.’” The objects
of the association are given (p. 10-11).
A table titled “List of experiments for 1903” (p. 12-13),
under “Grain crops” includes “Testing cow peas and two
varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese beans–3 plots.”
A table titled “Grain crops” (p. 20) shows that 3 tests
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were conducted on “Soy beans.” Early Yellow (estimated
value 100), yielded 1.28 tons/acre of straw and 906 lb/acre
(15.11 bu/acre) of grain. Medium Green (E.V. 67), yielded
1.69 tons/acre of straw and 766 lb/acre (12.77 bu/acre) of
grain.
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 22) includes a
summary and notes: “The yield in each case was unusually
small, owing probably to the unfavorable weather
conditions... The Early Yellow is considerably earlier in
maturing than the Medium Green variety.” This generally
makes the former better for grain production and the latter
better for fodder.
In the question and answer session (p. 27): “Mr. T.H.
Mason: The later Mr. Tillson grew great quantities of Soy
beans and put them in the silo, mixed with corn silage, and
was well satisfied with the result.”
“Q: It was difficult to get them dry enough to keep well
last year, was it not?
“A: Mr. Zavitz: It was an exceptional year. We matured
the crop here, however, and we find by taking the average
of eight years’ experiments, that the Early Yellow variety
usually ripens well.” Address: Director of Experiments,
Agricultural College, Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
807. Annales de la Société d’horticulture de la HauteGaronne. 1904-. Revue des publications: La culture du Soja
[Review of publications: Growing the soybean]. 51:120-21.
[Fre]
• Summary: The soybean is a legume (Légumineuse).
Somewhere along the way, this plant gained some credibility
[in France], due to the various benefits its seeds were
expected to provide. Today, it has been mostly abandoned
and is rarely grown in France, except in the Mediterranean
region, where it is somewhat appreciated as a forage plant.
Mr. Trabut, who has grown soybeans for over ten years
in Algeria, first noticed that the roots did not contain bacterial
nodules. He contacted Germany, where he knew soybean
bacteria had specifically been studied. He had nodules
shipped and then spread them throughout Algerian soybean
crops, which now contain enormous root nodules. Oddly
enough, Mr. Trabut observed that this did not increase plant
yield. Mr. Schribaux, intrigued by the fact that the nodules
on the Algerian soybean roots had no effect, suggested that
the bacteria, sent from Germany and inoculated by Mr.
Trabut, may very well not be this plant’s true bacteria. They
could simply be indifferent bacteria, as have been observed
on many legumes.
To answer this question, we would need to import
soybean bacteria from their country of origin, China or
Japan, and use them to inoculate our indigenous crops, as
Mr. Schribaux also noted.
Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Toulouse, France.

808. Country Gentleman. 1905. Prof. Jordan on feeding
animals. 70(2711):38-39. Jan. 12.
• Summary: Page 39: “Prof. Voorhees [of New Jersey] also
experimented with alfalfa hay, cow-pea hay and soy-bean
ensilage as substitutes for purchased feeds. The home-raised
ration consisted of soy-bean ensilage, alfalfa hay and corn
meal; the purchased-feed ration consisted of cornstalks, corn
ensilage, wheat bran, dried brewers’ grains and cottonseed
meal. With the home-produced grain the cost of a hundred
pounds of milk was 56.5¢; with the purchased-feed ration,
65¢. The quantity of milk produced in a given time was
rather larger with the home-produced ration, but the quantity
of butter was almost identically the same with the two
rations.”
809. Brooks, William P.; Church, Frederick R.; Haskell, S.B.
1905. Report of the agriculturists. Massachusetts (Hatch)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 17:115-56.
For the year 1904. See p. 124-25, 147-48.
• Summary: Part I discusses the effect of planting
leguminous crops (including the soy bean in 1892, 1894,
1896, 1901, and 1903) upon following crops. It was
concluded that “the residual fertility left behind by the soy
bean is relatively unimportant.” Tables and a curve (line plot;
p. 124) show: (1) The effect on yield of leguminous crops
(nitrogen versus no-nitrogen plots) upon oats, rye, and soy
bean over 14 years. (2) The relation of average no-nitrogen
to average nitrogen plots for oats, rye, and soy bean over 14
years.
Part II discusses the relative value of muriate and highgrade sulfate of potash (fertilizers) on yields of green soy
bean forage. Results were inconclusive. Address: 1. Ph.D.,
Agriculturist; 2. B.Sc., Asst. Agriculturist.
810. Lindsey, J.B. 1905. Part II.–Experiments in animal
nutrition. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 17:45-77. Jan. See p. 67-69, 73-74.
[2 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Digestion experiments with
sheep,” sheep were fed both soy bean fodder and uncooked
coarsely ground soybean seeds (called soy bean meal). The
variety was Brooks Medium Green. The yield of fodder
was light (about 6 tons/acre) due to the cool summer of
1903. “The three sheep ate the fodder readily and digested it
quite evenly. Sheep II refused small quantities of the coarse
stems...
“The total dry matter of the soy bean fodder appears to
be slightly less digestible than that of other legumes,–clover,
Canada field peas and cow peas,–due to its characteristic
hard, woody stems. Attention is called to the fact that the
digestion coefficient of the fiber in the soy beans is relatively
low (39% and 46%) as compared with those for the clover
and cow peas (54% and 60%). Soy beans will find their chief
use in the farm economy as a soiling and silage crop.”
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The uncooked meal caused one sheep some digestive
problems but it was noted that “It is evident that the beans
are as a rule quite thoroughly digested, especially the protein
and fat, which are the two most important constituents.”
Note: Page 71 states: “Bibby’s Dairy Cake, made
by J. Bibby & Sons of Liverpool, England, is composed
principally of ground cotton-seed, cereals such as barley and
wheat, molasses, fenugreek and salt. It... appears to be highly
relished by farm animals.” Address: Ph.D., chemist (foods
and feeding).
811. Rhodesian Agricultural Journal. 1905. Cultivation of
rice. 2(3):84-86. Jan.
• Summary: Page 86: “Weeds:... In many sections of the
rice-belt in America the custom is to grow rice for two
summers on the same area and during the third season to
replace it by mealies, roots or a leguminous crop such as
cowpea, soy beans or peanuts. These dry crops improve the
mechanical condition of the soil and prevent it from souring
under constant irrigation. By soiling the legumes a danger of
exhausting the stock of nitrates is avoided, and the fertility of
the land under this intensive cultivation maintained.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soy beans in connection with (but not yet in)
Rhodesia.
Note 2. The title of this journal changed to Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal from Rhodesian Agricultural Journal
with vol. 7, no. 1, in Oct. 1909. From the outset it was
published in Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia.
812. Country Gentleman. 1905. Pure milk and pasteurizing.
70(2712):111. Feb. 2.
• Summary: “In the next paper Director C.D. Smith, of the
Michigan Experiment Station, suggested that it was the duty
of the farmer to supply to the factory pure milk, free from
bacteria and bad odors; free from filth, in clean cans, with
contents not higher than 50 degrees. The dairyman may
injure the quality of the butter, made from the milk of his
herd, in these ways:
“1. By feeding cabbage, turnips, rape, soy bran ensilage,
or similar substances having characteristic odors or essential
oils.
“2. By allowing cows to pasture in fields where weeds
with strong odors, like ragweed or leeks, abound.
“3. By feeding ensilage before milking.
“4. By sudden changes in the feed.
“5. By bad water for cows to drink, or for washing
utensils.
“6. By poor ventilation of the cow stables whereby the
herd is rendered unhealthy and the milk spoiled on its way to
the pail.
“7. By sending milk too soon after the calf comes, or too
near the birth of the next calf.
“8. By bad handling of the milk, not clean udders and

flanks, dirty hands and clothes of milkers, dusty stables, dirty
utensils, neglect to cool and aerate, in fact by adopting any
method whereby bacteria are allowed entrance to the milk.
“It was pointed out that while it is perfectly safe to
pasteurize good milk, heat should not be considered a
commendable cure for filth; therefore, do not pasteurize
dirty milk, thus killing the very germs intended to warn us
against such milk–namely, the lactic-acid germs. The work
of Drs. Park and Holt in New York shows that with good care
otherwise, infants do not so much suffer from the bacteria in
milk as is supposed. Regular feeding, cleanliness, frequent
baths, and careful attention to diet, are the prime factors
in the health of infants. The quality of the milk is the next
consideration, but not the most important.
“A lively discussion on the merits of pasteurizing
followed, in which the principle was re-affirmed that the
process was to be recommended for clean milk only and that
the too frequent process of pasteurizing dirty milk, to conceal
its defects, was partly responsible for the suspicion with
which milk is viewed by city customers.”
813. Country Gentleman. 1905. Grass–soiling crop–potatoes
(Letter to the editor). 70(2717):173. Feb. 23.
• Summary: Eds. Country Gentleman... E.W.P., Chemung
County, New York. [Answer by Prof. Clinton D. Smith].
“2. I suppose that the soiling crop is not to be grown
on the hillside pasture, but in one of the valleys for which
Chemung County is so justly famous. I shall suppose, too,
that before sowing the seed E.W.P. knows them to be well
inoculated, sending to Dr. George T. Moore, Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C., for the proper material. If
alfalfa will do well in those valleys, it is the best legume by a
long way. Next to that I should try, for an annual, soy beans,
sowing in rows 18 inches apart and cultivating. Cut the crop
for soiling as soon as the pods are forming and from that
time on
“In other words, my regular sequence of soiling crops
would be rye, a most miserable crop, but the best early one I
know; next, peas and oats, with the sowing of which E.W.P.
is already undoubtedly familiar, the two cautions being to
sow fully two bushels of peas per acre, getting the northern
seed and putting the peas in from three to four inches deep,
sowing half a bushel of oats or such a matter to the acre
on the surface when examination shows that the peas have
sprouted, harrowing in the oats to kill the weeds. After the
oats and peas comes the clover, the early variety being the
medium green, the later the mammoth; after the mammoth,
the soy beans, the second crop of clover, Stowell’s Evergreen
corn and the field corn.”
814. Zavitz, C.A. 1905. The results of field crop experiments
with farm crops–1904: Soy, soja, or Japanese beans. Ontario
Agricultural College and Experimental Farm (Guelph),
Bulletin No. 140. 63 p. Feb. See p. 26.
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• Summary: The Early Yellow Variety has given good
satisfaction as a grain producer, and the Medium Green
variety as a fodder crop. “We believe that as the Medium
Green variety becomes better known, it will be grown for the
purpose of cutting green and mixing with corn when filling
the soil. We also believe that the Early Yellow variety can be
grown quite successfully for grain production on many farms
of Ontario. A small quantity of the Soy beans, ground and
mixed with other meal, will increase the quality of the meal
considerably... We generally get about 1,200 pounds of grain
per acre...”
Yields of grain per acre (pounds), average of the last
4 years, is: Medium Green Soy Beans 1,031, Ito San Soy
Beans 932, Early Yellow Soy Beans 915, Grass Peas 634.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2006) with the term “Japanese beans” in the title,
used to refer to soybeans. Address: Prof. of Field Husbandry,
Ontario Agricultural College.
815. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1905. Wood’s Seeds. Water melon
seed: Grown in the sunny South (Ad). Country Gentleman
70(2718):212. March 2.
• Summary: “’Green rind, red meat, full of juice and so
sweet.’
“If you want quality, sweetness, and the best melons
that it is possible to grow, plant our southern-grown melon
seed. Northern or western-grown melon seed doesn’t begin
to compare, when you consider the quality and product of the
fruit produced.
“Wood’s Descriptive Seed Catalogue tells about the
best southern melons and other Farm and Garden Seeds. It’s
mailed free for the asking.
“We are headquarters for Cow Peas, Sorghums, Seed
Corn, Ensilage Corn, Millet, Soja Beans, Velvet Beans, etc.
Special price list of Farm Seeds mailed on request.” Address:
Seedsmen, Richmond, Virginia.
816. Country Gentleman. 1905. Grazier and breeder: A city
soiling problem (Letter to the editor). 70(2723):326. April 6.
• Summary: “Although a city man by profession and
occupation, I am a farmer at heart, and all of my spare time
is employed in such farming as can be done on a good big
city lot. I have thirty hens and one fine Jersey cow, and it is
in the interest of the cow that I am writing today.”
“A careful study of the publications of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture has very greatly interested me in
peas and oats, barley and peas, rye and barley, sorghum and
soy beans, etc. Will you please tell me when to plant each
one, how much of each to plant, and also how much of this
green fodder it is safe to feed per day?... C.C.P.”
Reply: “As soon as the peas and oats are off, refit the
ground and put on soy beans, using the medium green
[Medium Green] variety and getting northern-grown seed.
Sow in rows 18 inches apart, using three pounds of seed

for the area in question. With the soy beans put in sorghum,
in hills three feet apart–that is, in each alternate row of soy
beans, and three feet apart in the row. The weather will be
warm, and the soys and the sorghum will grow like weeds,
fighting for the supremacy, but making feed for the cow.
When the soys and sorghum are cut, in mid-September or
early October, sow rye for spring feed In 1906.”
Note: This is the earliest issue of Country Gentleman
seen (Nov. 2018) in which the word “soys” is used as a
synonym for soybeans.
817. Country Gentleman. 1905. Soy beans as a source of
protein. 70(2723):327. April 6.
• Summary: “I recently had a long conversation with Mr.
W.F. Ingalls of Madison County [New York], regarding
his experience with soybeans as a source of protein for his
cattle. He is a dairy farmer, and does not seem to have the
best success with alfalfa, but he is doing well with the beans.
Among other things he said:
“’After farming for a number of years, and buying grain
for cows in large quantities, I began thinking there should be
something the farmer could raise to balance the corn in place
of buying grain, and after studying some on the subject, I
began to experiment on a small scale. “’I tried oats and peas,
which did fairly well, but didn’t feel quite satisfied. I then
tried the beans which run up the cornstalk, and the scarlet
runner beans, peas in the corn, vetch, cow peas, etc., but
without success. Finally I tried the Early Green soy bean
raised alone, and fed them green in the fall with the corn;
probably had half a ton. While feeding them the cows gained
in their milk, and when they were gone they shrunk back
again.
“’The next year I raised about an acre separate, which
I mixed with the corn as I filled the silo, and about an acre
planted in the hill with the corn. In feeding the corn ensilage
in the winter, before I came to the beans, I fed a ration to
balance the corn as nearly as possible. When I came to the
beans in the silo, I was feeding from five to eight lb. of grain
apiece, and, when feeding the beans, I dropped all the grain
from some cows, half the grain from others, and kept up the
full amount on some. Those that I took the grain all away
from shrunk a very little, but not enough to make up what
grain was fed. Those that I took off half the grain from did
not shrink any, and those that had the full amount did not
gain any.
“’Then, the next year, I planted the beans in the hill with
the sweet corn, and picked part of the corn for the canning
factory, then put the rest in the silo with the beans, and, when
feeding this ensilage, could not make the cows gain at all by
feeding grain, and they looked better than when feeding a
grain ration.
“’As to the variety of beans planted, I tried the yellow,
which are of a large growth but do not mature here, and the
black, which do not mature but are of a smaller growth, but I
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like the Early Green beans the best of any variety tried. As is
perhaps well known, the Soy bean is a great help to the soil,
as the plant gathers nitrogen and stores it up in the roots in
the form of nodules. These were not found the first year, but
the second year, on the same soil, were found in abundance,
and of course these help to enrich the soil...”
818. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inquiries and answers: Cow
peas and corn (Letter to the editor). 70(2723):320. April 6.
• Summary: “Do you recommend sowing cow peas with
corn for ensilage? If so, what proportion of cow peas and
corn per acre, and can the cow peas be sown at the same time
as the corn? W.H.G.
“[It is extremely doubtful if cow peas can be
successfully grown with corn for ensilage in this state [New
York]. If you wish to raise any crop of this sort with corn,
the soy bean gives much more promise of success. The beans
should be planted with, or shortly after, the corn and in the
same hill, so as not to interfere with the cultivation of the
corn].”
819. Country Gentleman. 1905. A way to reduce the feed
bill: soy beans and corn combined. 70(2726):398-99. April
27.
• Summary: “For years it has been the dream of dairy men
to find some crop which could profitably be grown with
corn and which would make with it a more nearly balanced
ration than does corn alone. Mr. W.F. Ingalls of Madison
County, N.Y., has for the last eight years been carrying on
experiments looking to this end. He has now settled on a
combination crop which gives excellent results on his own
farm, and which he believes is generally adapted to those
northeastern states in which cow peas and corn cannot be
profitably grown. This combination crop is soy beans and
corn grown and cut into the silo together. Mr. Ingalls finds
that cattle–and horses as well–are very fond of this ensilage;
and although it is quite rich, they do not get off their feed as
a result of over-eating. By the use of this mixture, Mr. Ingalls
has reduced his grain bill by one-half without diminishing
the production of milk by a single pound.
“Mr. Ingalls plants six quarts of beans and eight quarts
of corn per acre, using three kernels of corn and at least six
beans to the hill. He has simplified the operation of double
planting by using a corn planter with two hoppers, one for
corn and the other for beans, both discharging at a common
mouth. The variety with which he has had best success is
Medium Early Green. Later varieties make more forage,
but they do not mature in the climate of central New York.
Earlier varieties do not produce so much forage.
“The cultivation is just the same as for a field of
common silo corn. The beans do not in the least reduce the
yield of corn, and. hence they themselves are entirely extra.
The mixture is gathered with a corn harvester and cut at once
into the silo. The stalks of the soy beans are woody and hard

to cut, but a harvester handles them all right; They soften up
in the silo, however, and are eaten up clean by the live-stock.
“Seed costs about $4 a bushel in the market but Mr.
Ingalls saves his own seed. He selects it mechanically in the
field, strange to say, with the corn harvested. As the beans
grow with the corn some of the plants fall to the ground,
these being generally some of the larger and better plants.
Those which do fall down, the corn harvester passes over
without cutting, and these are allowed to ripen their seed,
which is then gathered.
“The soybean is a very adaptable plant so far as soil
requirements are concerned, and it does better on a wider
variety of soils than most crops. It is cosmopolitan. It grows
on any land from clay to gravel, but appears to do best
on good corn land. One year Mr. Ingalls grew some for
seed on a piece of muck. The season proved to be wet and
water stood on the land much of the summer. Nevertheless
the plants grew and ripened seed, though the growth was
poor. Another gentleman grew some on a hillside where
climate and soil were so cold that corn did not make a crop.
Nevertheless the soy beans did well. Another point in their
favor is that they are not killed by light frosts, either in
spring or fall.
“The above remarks as to the culture and success
of soybeans refer to crops grown on soil on which soy
beans have already been grown. As with alfalfa and many
leguminous crops, the ground must first be inoculated with
the bacteria of the tubercules of the roots. In Mr. Ingalls’ own
experience the first crop of beans grown on a piece of land
shows few tubercules on the roots and the crop is apt to make
a light yield; but the second year the roots are abundantly
supplied and a good crop is obtained.
“As has already been remarked, the beans obtained
by this system of culture represent almost clear profit to
the farmer. They do not in the least diminish the yield of
corn, and the labor of cultivation is the same for either the
single of the combination crop Corn and beans may grown
separately but this takes more land and more labor in filling
the silo, and at the same time the silage is less perfectly
mixed.
“Mr. Ingalls has grown beans with sweet corn on a field
scale. The good ears were picked for a canning factory and
the rest of the crop was cut with a harvester for the silo. In
this case the ensilage makes of itself a balanced ration, as
is shown by the fact that the flow of milk was unaffected
when all of the grain was omitted. The reason for this is that
the proportion of the leguminous crop to the carbonaceous
corn is greater, since the sweet corn yields less per acre than
does silo corn. Also because the proportion of carbonaceous
matter was further reduced by taking out the ears sent to the
factory.
“A number of other persons have tested this method.
One gentleman put in a crop, but on account of bad weather
the corn did very poorly. The beans, however, made a fine
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growth, and as a result he had a ration too rich in protein.
He balanced it up by feeding a little corn meal and had fine
results. Another grower cut beans and corn into the silo, and
fed no corn all winter. He says he never had a better yield of
butter. Mr. S. Burchard of the same county, well known as
an authority on Holstein cattle, has tried corn and beans, and
likes the mixture better for his place than alfalfa.
“On the other hand, some have tried the combination
crop without satisfactory results. The reasons for this are
various. Some have not kept careful records of the quantities
of ensilage or of milk produced. Some have fed the beans on
top of the usual amount of grain, and have failed to get an
increased flow of milk. These persons should have dropped
off on grain. Some have planted the combination crop, but
did not put in beans enough to get any clear results. Some
have planted varieties too late to mature, and as a result they
get only green vines without pods. On the other hand, some
have planted very early varieties, and these do not yield so
well, and hence less striking results have been obtained. V.”
820. Rhodesian Agricultural Journal. 1905. The millets and
their cultivation. 2(4):117. April.
• Summary: Page 117: “Manna (Chaetoclea Italica or Italian
Millet):... Manna forms a splendid silage crop, especially if
used in conjunction with some such legume as soybean.”
821. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inquiries and answers: what
our readers want to know. Peas and beans. (Letter to the
editor). 70(2728):440. May 11.
• Summary: “In a recent issue, Mr. Dawley spoke of some
one planting cow peas with corn for ensilage. Will you
kindly publish quantity of peas to be planted per acre with
the corn? C.I. Kingsbury. Oswego County, N.Y.
“[We should hardly recommend the use of cow peas
further than experimentally. Our correspondent might better
try soy beans, planting them right along with the corn,
putting in from six to eight beans in a hill with the corn. This
would take from six to eight quarts to the acre].”
822. Rural New-Yorker. 1905. Some fodder crops in New
Hampshire. 64(2885):403. May 13. Oversize.
• Summary: “We have a piece of land, 1¼ acres heavy clay
soil, broken up in 1902, given a good coat of manure and
planted to corn. The next Spring owing to a wet spell and
pressure of other work, we did not get it plowed; the grass
came in naturally, and we cut 90 cocks of hay, a mixture
of Witch grass, clover and Timothy. Last Spring it was
plowed, given another good coat of manure, and sowed to
barley which was cut green for fodder, and gave a good
crop. I would like to try cow peas for green fodder. Would
you advise sowing them on such a piece of land and in this
latitude? Could I get a profitable crop without any more
manure this year? I want to get the most I can in feeding
value from that piece of ground this year, without applying

any more manure. Is there any other crop which would be
likely to give any better results? W.W.”
“Cow peas is the last crop I should try under conditions
named by your Cheshire County correspondent. Neither
should I try Soy beans. If a soiling crop is desired corn
fodder, oats and peas or Japanese millet, or a part of the land
to each, would, I think, be best.
“F.G.H., Exeter, N.H.”
“As to Soy beans I confess that I know nothing about
raising them.
“W.M.D. Hancock, N.H.
“Your Cheshire Co. correspondent will not be safe in
growing cow peas on a heavy clay [?] soil. Soy beans are
better adapted to such a soil, and to our New Hampshire
climate, I have grown both crops with a fair degree of
success on such a soil in a favorable year. My advice is to
use one of our old standby forage crops. Corn is the royal
one. Soy beans can be mixed with the corn for seeding where
silage is the design. The silage will be enriched and the crop
increased at no extra expense of the nitrogen of the soil. I am
not as yet an enthusiastic advocate of this mixture, but hold
it worth a trial. Oats and peas will do well, and no harm will
be done if barley is added to the mixture. Probably the oats
and peas will please him better than the corn, judging by
the character of the inquiry. There are few, if any, aspirants
for our favor among the newly proposed crops that exceed
for New England corn, oats, peas, barley, rye, clover and
Hungarian, the old tried and prolific crops of this section.
“Gilmanton, N.H. J.W.S.” Address: 1. Danville; 2.
Chesham; 3. Exeter; 4. Gilmanton. All: New Hampshire.
823. Country Gentleman. 1905. Corn varieties: Home-grown
sources of protein. 70(2729):457. May 18.
• Summary: Eds. Country Gentleman... I am studying how
to produce more protein and buy less grain. This, I think,
is the problem for New England farmers. Clover will do it,
but it is not as easy to get as I wish, or else I think every
farmer would have more of it. I am now thinking of raising
cow peas or soy beans to mix in my ensilage. Is it best to
plant with the corn or in separate rows? J.D. Tyngsboro,
Massachusetts.
“Answer by Prof. Clinton D. Smith.”
“’Soy beans serve the purpose well as far as quantity
of nitrogen per acre is concerned, but they make a poor
ensilage. To plant with corn, the red speckled or the Southern
Prolific bean is vastly better. These beans will climb the
cornstalk as they grow, and are therefore easily harvested
with the corn. The soy beans are too short to stay in the
bundle. None of our newer legumes surpass the Canada field
pea as a protein producer on the northern farm. Have roots
well inoculated, and ground fairly rich in lime, phosphoric
acid and potash. Sow two bushels of peas deep and one
bushel of oats shallow per acre, and plant the corn by itself.
Allow the peas and oats to cure as hay or ripen as grain, but
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cut the corn into the silo. For all New England, the mixture
will undoubtedly prove better than either soy beans or cow
pea.’”
Note: After research in online newspapers in the early
1900s, we are convinced that “Southern Prolific” refers to a
variety of pole bean, not of soy bean.
824. G.S. 1905. Soy beans for western New York. Rural
New-Yorker 64(2888):440. June 3. Oversize.
• Summary: “Which would be the better in our part of the
country, cow peas or Soy beans for hay for Winter feed for
sheep? We wish to plant about six acres of sandy loam, well
manured, which raised a fair piece of corn last year. What
varieties of either?
“G.S. Ballston Spa, New York.”
“For your location we consider Soy beans better than
cow peas. They grow better in your latitude, and their upright
growth makes them easier to cut and handle. The Medium
Green is a good variety. In our experience Soy beans have
not done well when first grown–without inoculation.”
Address: Ballston Spa, New York.
825. Country Gentleman. 1905. Corn and beans, p. 461
(Letter to the editor). 70(2732):536. June 8.
• Summary: “Reference is made to experiments showing
that ensilage with the ears was worth more than ensilage
without the ears, the ears being made into meal and fed to
the cows. Of course it needs no experiment to prove that
husking and grinding the corn would be lost labor if the cows
are going to have it all in the end. My contention is that the
ears are not good to make milk, and in some cases do harm,
making the udder at times hard and the milk thick. So I think
of feeding the ears to poultry and swine and of giving the
cows gluten and bran or an equivalent. (1) I would like to
know more about the beans that will climb the cornstalk,
and their superiority to soybeans. We have plenty of
garden-pole beans; how would they do? (2) J.D. Tyngsboro,
Massachusetts.
“[1. Whether it will pay to remove the ears from corn to
be used for ensilage in order to feed the grain to poultry or
other live-stock is a question which must be settled for each
particular case...”
“2. For enriching the ensilage in protein, either the Red
Speckled or the Southern Prolific beans are recommended,
planted in June, in the rows of corn, each alternate hill on
each alternate row, or each alternate hill on every row, as
may be desired. Plant with an ordinary hand planter, two
beans to the hill. The vines will climb up the corn, and
will be gathered by the harvester, or will not seriously
inconvenience the man cutting the corn by hand. Soy beans
are too short and too inconvenient to harvest. Besides, the
ensilage from soybeans is not perfectly safe, according to
the Wisconsin experiments. Try the garden-pole beans. They
ought to do, but have not been tried enough to be a certainty.

Plant late enough to insure their maturing with the corn].”
826. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inoculation and protein.
70(2732):533. June 8.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–A recent bulletin
from the Michigan Experiment Station discusses the
influence of the presence of nodules on the root of soy beans
upon the composition of the crop.
“In some of the rural papers there are occasional reports
of trials of inoculation of soy beans and other legumes. In
many cases there are no evidences of increased yields of dry
hay, and the assumption is therefore made that no benefit
accrues from the inoculation. This bulletin reports important
data showing that while the harvest may be no heavier, it will
probably be richer in protein.
“Two areas of soy beans lay side by side In 1903.
One area had nodules on the roots, the other had not. No
difference in color. in height or in earliness was noted as the
season advanced, nor was there a greater weight of dry hay at
harvest. In 1904 a similar trial was made. Again there was no
difference in weight of the yield of dry hay from equal areas
of inoculated and uninoculated soil.
“When analysis was made of the hay, however, it was
found that the hay from nodule-bearing plants contained
18.53 per cent. of protein, while the hay from not-inoculated
plants contained but 9.56 per cent.
“With cow peas the experience was not dissimilar. The
percentage of protein in the inoculated cow peas, taking
leaves and stems into consideration, was 22.50 per cent,
while the area without nodules showed but 15.22 per cent.
“The Wisconsin station reports an unfortunate
experience with soy beans as an ensilage crop. When the
cows were fed ensilage made from soy beans, the milk was
tainted and the butter made from it was off flavor. That
station does not recommend the use of the silo in handling
soy beans. The experience at the Michigan Experiment
Station has been similar. The odor from soy-bean ensilage
is very pronounced and peculiar. It could be detected many
rods from the barn. Why not, therefore, use some other
legume for ensilage with the corn? Try Southern Prolific
bean or the Red Speckled bean. Either of them will give a
good yield of protein, will cling to the corn, will harvest with
the corn and is more satisfactory generally.
“Clinton D. Smith.”
827. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inquiries and answers: what
our readers want to know. Late fodder crops (Letter to the
editor). 70(2733):560. June 15.
• Summary: “Is there a fodder crop for cows and pigs that
can be planted at this time in southeastern Massachusetts that
will mature? Hungarian millet seems to be the only thing
my neighbors suggest. Could soybeans or Canadian peas be
used, and if so, how should they be planted? Albert J. Lovett.
“[As far as the pigs are concerned, the recent work
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of Prof. Shaw at the Michigan station goes to show that
probably the best thing to sow thus late in the season is a
combination of grains and seeds In which rape shall be the
dominant feature.”
“One of the troubles with all these mixtures is that
the heavy growth is hard to cure at the season when they
are harvested. Soy beans are not recommended for these
demands].”
828. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inquiries and answers: what
readers want to know. Corn and beans (Letter to the editor).
70(2734):584. June 22.
• Summary: “In your issue of April 6 (p. 327), I read the
article ‘Soy Beans as a Source of Protein’ with much interest;
also in your issue of April 27, ‘A Way to Reduce the Feed
Bill’ (p. 396). I took Mr. Dawley’s hint by putting a ten-acre
field in soy beans and corn. Planted the Virginia horse-tooth
corn and the soy beans together with a corn planter; sowed
two bushels beans and about four bushels corn. This field,
under ordinary circumstances and fair weather, would fill my
silo. Now I notice on p. 536 the Inquiry ‘Corn and Beans,’
which says soy beans are too short and too inconvenient to
harvest, and not perfectly safe for ensilage, and to try gardenpole beans. It is a question whether or not I have made a
mistake; but as I am getting another ten acres ready for corn
(to be put in in drills), would you kindly advise me as to the
variety of beans to sow with the corn, if any, or would it be
the safer plan to leave out the beans entirely? I am eager to
reduce the feed bill. S.H.C. [It is not at all likely that the soy
beans will make sufficient growth to make the ensilage at
all dangerous to use. If the corn is cut with a harvester, the
beans will give no trouble in harvesting. Pole beans in corn
are worth experimenting with on a small scale].”
829. Country Gentleman. 1905. Ensilage for beef-making. At
half the cost of grain. 70(2734):590. June 22.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman. The cement silo
shown in the upper illustration is 36 feet in diameter and 46
feet in height to the top of the wall, the frame coping on the
top being 6 feet high.”
“This silo has been used three years and preserves the
ensilage perfectly. It has a capacity of about 2000 tons or
more. There was put into it last fall 135 acres of corn which
would make about 60 bushels per acre, and 90 acres of soy
beans having a tonnage of about three-fourths as much per
acre as the corn. The corn was allowed thoroughly to mature
before it was put into the silo.”
“Our experience in feeding ensilage to beef cattle has
extended over a period of four years, and has been highly
satisfactory. We carried through the past winter at these
two barns 1000 Hereford steer calves with ensilage as the
main ration. Our ensilage is made of well matured corn and
nearly-matured soy beans, mixed in the proportions of about
two-thirds to three-quarters the former, to one-fourth to one-

third the latter. We have found that this kind of ensilage is
much superior for beef-making purposes to corn ensilage.
The calves at the square barn were carried through the winter
on corn and soy-bean ensilage, clover, alfalfa and oat hay,
and 1 lb. per head per day of cottonseed meal, and came
through in fine, thrifty condition, and made gains of about 45
lb. per month from Dec. 10 to April 25.
“The calves at the round barn were fed all the corn and
soy-bean ensilage and clover, alfalfa and oat hay which they
would eat, and from Dec. 5 to Jan. 1, 1 lb. per head per day
of cottonseed meal...”
830. Country Gentleman. 1905. Inquiries and answers: what
readers want to know. Corn and beans (Letter to the editor).
70(2735):606. June 29.
• Summary: “Early this year in planning crops for
provisioning my dairy herd this fall and winter, I had in view
the desirability of adding a little more protein to our ensilage.
I had about decided to combine corn and beans of some
character, when several of your correspondents appeared
with their experience; so I decided that our ensilage crop
should go in as specified, i.e., 3 or 4 grains of corn and 6 to
8 soy beans in hills, and the crop is planted that way. Your
latest issue hints at failure of this combination in Wisconsin,
and it is said butter made from the milk was tainted and unfit
for use. Will you kindly advise further on this point, as I
seem to be ‘strictly in it’ so far. My business is making butter
for city trade, with swine a by-product, and I am sure I don’t
want silo filled with an ill-smelling mess that will taint the
milk. Fortunately for me, I have another large crop of corn
planted that I can use for ensilage if necessary, but I would
like to see this question threshed out by the persons who
say they have been using the combination. F., Ben Avon,
Pennsylvaina.
“[While the matter of bean and corn mixtures for cows
is still somewhat uncertain, you need not hesitate to use your
corn and soy beans in the proportion you have planted them.
The writer has had personal experience in a rather small way
with such a mixture, and no bad results followed].”
831. Smith, Clinton D. 1905. Legumes other than alfalfa.
Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 227.
p. 165-84. June.
• Summary: The summary (p. 165) states: “4. Soy beans are
now grown in all parts of Michigan. The tests discriminate
between varieties designed to produce abundant forage and
those bred to produce abundant seed. Of the former the
medium green, early black, and yellow are leading sorts, of
the latter the Ogemau [Ogemaw], the rather small Ito San,
and government 9413 are good types.”
The section titled “The experiments” gives details on
many leguminous crops tested in 1903 under the supervision
of Mr. Bronson Barlow. Named soy bean varieties tested
from July to Sept. 1903 (p. 172-73) are: Early Black, Extra
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Early Black, Medium Green, Ito San, Medium Green,
Ogemaw, Yellow, and Wood’s. A table (p. 173) gives the
yield of soybeans per acre (in lb) of grain and straw. The
yields per acre of grain by named variety are:
Early Black 830
Ogemaw 570
Medium Green 700
Medium Green [#2] 970 [the highest]
Medium Green, selected 610
Ito San 860
Ito San [#2] 610
Early Black 440
Also tested (p. 174-75) were: Gosha, Rukigira (also
spelled Rukigiri), and Rokugetsue [Rokugatsu?].
The section titled “Soy beans and other legumes as
green manures” (p. 180-83) compares two varieties of soy
beans (Medium Green and Ogemaw) and four other legumes
(cowpeas, Vicia globosa, clover, and June clover). One
etymologically interesting sentence reads: “Another soy, the
Ogemaw, was also examined and its composition is recorded
below.” Tables (p. 181-82) show: (1) Comparison of the
weight (in pounds) of forage and roots from six legumes
produced in an area of 12 square feet. (2) Based on the first
table, the chemical composition of the forage, roots, and
nodules of each of the six crops analyzed above. (3) The
weight (in lb) of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash found
in each of the six crops. Medium green soy is highest in
nitrogen, Ogemaw soy is highest in phosphoric acid, and
clover (new seeding) is highest in potash.
The last section titled “Ensiloing soy beans” (p. 184)
reports that silage made of soy beans alone and put into
the silo on 15 Sept. 1904 “had a peculiar and unpleasant
odor.” A table shows the composition of the silage. Address:
M.S., Director of the Station Council, Agricultural College,
Michigan.
832. Country Gentleman. 1905. Peas and beans for ensilage.
Are they a success? (Letter to the editor). 70(2737):652-53.
July 13.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–There has been
a great deal in your paper and others of late in reference
to using cow peas or soy beans for ensilage. A number of
people that have used these legumes tell me that they make
siloes which are offensive, and will not keep. The great
trouble with farmers here in Connecticut is the large amount
of money which we pay out for grain. It is not the stuff we
raise that keeps us poor, but it is the stuff we buy, and it has
occurred to me that ensilage made out of three parts of corn
(using the ears with the stalks) and one part of cow peas or
soybeans, the two cut together and mixed in the silo together,
would make a well-balanced ration–a ration that would do
away with grain bills entirely. I would like information: First,
as to the experience of your readers with soybeans and how
& when used for ensilage; second, whether one part of cow

peas or soybeans would make a well-balanced ration with
two or three parts of corn. C.M.J. New Britain, Conn.
“I suppose the reply to my letter about soybean-corn
combination is what is published in reply to that on p. 584. In
the same issue you publish Humphrey Jones’ article, which
is calculated to further mislead those who want information,
and do not care to risk their entire winter’s ensilage or
to spoil their milk or butter. Now why not look into this
question thoroughly, bring Mr. Dawley up to the mark
and tell us just what is the right thing to do? A Wisconsin
bulletin gives the scheme a distinctly ‘black eye.’ It was Mr.
Dawley’s recommendation that led me to plant 12 acres of
the stuff, because I thought he was a reliable man not given
to talking for talk’s sake; yet here we are left high and dry
without any advice that is advice in the matter. Fairmont.
Ben Avon, Pennsylvania.
“[Answer by Prof. H.H. Wing.] The high price of
commercial feed stuffs for the last three or four years has
turned the attention of farmers particularly to the possibility
of producing a larger supply of the necessary protein on the
farm. Naturally the various leguminous forage plants have
been looked to for this purpose, and much experimenting
has been done in the last few years in trying to raise some
of the leguminous crops in connection with corn, in order to
produce ensilage from the mixed corn and leguminous crop
that should have, If not sufficient protein for the needs of the
cow, at least considerably more than the corn alone would
furnish. For this purpose the soy bean and southern cow pea
have been used, in some cases with at least fair success; but
not enough has yet been done to determine how far either
one of these crops is going to be of general adaptability for
the purpose. In some cases the corn and the leguminous crop
have been grown separately and mixed as they were put into
the silo.
“During the last season the Wisconsin Experiment
Station has made some experiments in which cows were fed
with corn ensilage, ensilage made from a mixture of corn and
soybeans, and ensilage made from soybeans alone. In the
case where the clear soy-bean ensilage was used, the results
were not favorable, the milk produced having undesirable
flavors, and the cows not eating the ensilage readily. The
ensilage from the mixed corn and soybeans seems to have
been at least as good as that from corn alone. The corn and
soybeans were mixed in the ratio of about 6 to 1.
“The only objection therefore to the use of leguminous
crops in the way indicated above, seems to be some danger
to the quality of the milk if soy beans are used in too large
an amount. Experience so far goes to show that there is little
danger, where corn and soybeans or southern cow peas are
grown together, of producing too much of either of the latter,
and those who have planted these crops together need have
little fear that the ensilage produced from them will not be
perfectly safe to use for milk production.
“Prof. Smith’s Opinion.
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“Eds. Country Gentleman–A statement in regard to
the use of soybeans with corn for ensilage in your issue
of June 29 (p. 606) seems to demand attention. At the
Wisconsin Experiment Station, Profs. F.W. Woll and George
C. Humphrey undertook some experiments with soy-bean
ensilage as a food for dairy cows. The results are reported
in the Twenty-first Annual Report of that station at page
67. I quote from that report: ‘For the past two years, the
department of agronomy of this station has conducted trials
in growing soy beans on our experiment farm and elsewhere
in the state, and has, in general, obtained promising results
as regards the production of this crop in sections where
Indian corn will ripen. Under these conditions it was deemed
desirable to investigate the value of soybeans for siloing
purposes, and about 1.7 acres of soy beans were accordingly
placed in the silo in the university dairy barn as a trial, in the
forenoon of Sept. 18, 1903. The beans at this time were full
sized and firm, but were not ripe, the leaves and stems being
still green. Fourteen tons of soy beans were siloed in all.”
“Remember that the corn-soy-bean ensilage had very
little soy beans in it in this test. At the Michigan station,
an ensilage was put up that had practically one-third its
weight of soy beans, although at present writing the exact
proportions are not remembered. When this ensilage was
fed this spring, the same objectionable odor obtained that
was noted by Woll and Humphrey, and the same bad flavor
in the butter. Undoubtedly a smaller proportion of soy beans
would have made this flavor less pronounced, but why
deal with a legume for this purpose that carries with it this
danger? Repeated trials have not demonstrated a similar bad
smell when either the Red Speckled or the Southern Prolific
bean has been used with corn. Besides, the latter kinds of
beans are harvested with the stalks of corn to which they
cling, while the soy beans hardly reach up to the bands of
the bundles when the beans and corn are harvested together.
Some observations lead me to believe that the growing of the
beans with the corn does not lessen the yield of corn. There
is some faith to be put in the symbiotic action of the legume.
My thesis is that the other beans are better than the soy. If the
proportion of soy beans be large enough to be of practical
importance, there is danger of the presence of the bad smell.–
C.D. Smith.
“Michigan Exp’t Station” (Continued).
833. Country Gentleman. 1905. Peas and beans for ensilage.
Are they a success? (Letter to the editor). 70(2737):652-53.
July 13.
• Summary: (Continued). “Comments by the Editors.
“These opinions of two of the soundest authorities on
this continent concerning the corn-soy-bean combination
merely show that as yet the doctors are inclined to disagree.
We must ask ‘Fairmont’ to excuse us from taking a decided
stand on a question the certain answer to which has not yet
been reached by human experience. We shall be happy to

weigh the evidence and to publish the experience of those
who have tried this combination, but we are not engaged
in prophecy and we cannot undertake to say whether Prof.
Wing or Prof. Smith will come out ahead.
“It is clear that the bad results in the Wisconsin
experiments were obtained with a pure soy-bean ensilage
and that the combination of corn with soy beans appeared
to give satisfactory results. The corn and soy beans being
mixed at a ratio of about 6 to 1, the limit of safety is defined
with a fair degree of accuracy. If we were in ‘Fairmont’s’
place, we should not hesitate to ensilo the 12 acres of corn
and soy beans, provided the proportion of soy beans is
not substantially greater than that used in the Wisconsin
experiments.
“On the other hand, if we were to make a fresh start,
we should regard Prof. Smith’s caution and plant the Red
Speckled or Southern Prolific instead of the soy bean with
the corn, not only for the sake of avoiding the possibility
of a bad odor, but because of the greater convenience in
harvesting the long, clinging beanstalk with the corn.”
834. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1905. Seed distribution. Transvaal
Agricultural Journal 3(12):745-749. July.
• Summary: “The increasing interest taken by farmers in
cultural experiments, the great demand for seed of new or
improved varieties of agricultural crops, and the need for
information as to which varieties are best suited for the
very varied climate and soil conditions of different parts
of the Transvaal, make it desirable to continue the system
of co-operative experiments started in the season of 19034, and extended last year. Five hundred and twenty-nine
farmers were carrying on experiments in cooperation with
the Department last year, and 781 separate consignments of
seeds, numbering 4,387 different packets, were sent out.”
Under Section C–Leguminous Forage Crops we read (p.
749): “43. Soy bean (Glycine hispida).–Annual, valued for
ensilage and soiling; the feeding value of this bean has been
found to be greater than that of any other known forage crop,
except the Ground-nut.” Address: F.L.S., F.R.G.S., F.R.Met.
Soc., Government Agrostologist and Botanist.
835. Skinner, John H. 1905. Soy beans, middlings and
tankage, as supplemental feeds in pork production. Indiana
(Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 108.
p. 13-32. July. [3 ref]
• Summary: The objects of the test were: 1. “to determine
the value of [ground] soybeans as a supplement to corn
in pork production and to encourage farmers to grow
their own protein for hogs. 2. To compare soy beans with
middlings and tankage as supplements to corn, and add
new data to previous experiments with these feeds. 3. To
emphasize again the deficiency of corn as a sole ration for
pork production and point out more economical methods of
feeding and utilizing corn.”
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Soy beans were grown on the University and yielded
about 25 bu/acre without fertilizer. Their value as a feed was
given as $33.33 per ton, before grinding. The results: “1. Soy
beans proved to be a very valuable adjunct to corn, being
the most efficient feed tested. 2. Pigs fed a ration of one part
soy beans to two parts of corn produced two and one-fifth
times as much gain in the same length of time as did those
receiving corn only...
“Indiana swine growers would do well to investigate
the merits of soy beans. They can be easily grown and will
furnish a home grown supply of protein in a very desirable
form... In conclusion, it may be said of soy beans that they
are easily grown, are productive, bring nitrogen to the soil,
withstand drouth well, are rich in protein and fat, and furnish
an efficient feed to combine with corn in pork production.
Corn alone is not a profitable feed for growing, fattening
swine.”
Photos (p. 30-31) show a comparison of pigs fed on: (1)
Corn meal only; (2) One-half corn meal, one-half middlings;
(3) Two-thirds corn meal, one-third soy bean meal [probably
ground whole soybeans]; and (4) Five-sixths corn meal, onesixths tankage.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014)
that contains the word “tankage” in connection with soy.
The section titled “Tankage” (p. 20) states: “Tankage is
a by-product of the packing houses [slaughter houses],
manufactured especially for feeding purposes. It is made
from meat residues, scraps of fat, bone, etc., obtained from
animals pronounced free from disease. These meat materials
are dumped into a large tank and thoroughly cooked under
pressure. The grease is removed from the surface and the
residue is then dried at a high temperature. Later, it is
ground, screened, and placed in bags for shipment. The high
temperature employed destroys all disease germs which
might be present. The product, when well prepared, is
therefore a safe feed for pigs.”
Note: The “Digester tankage” used in this experiment,
from Swift & Co. in Chicago., sold for $33.00 per ton–the
same as soy beans (p. 19). Tankage is also used as a fertilizer.
Address: B.S., Animal Husbandry, LaFayette, Tippecanoe
County, Indiana.
836. Los Angeles Times. 1905. Brevities. Aug. 4. p. II8.
• Summary: “C.V. Piper, a government expert on forage and
fertilizer, has been spending some time with Superintendent
Mills of the Arlington Heights Fruit Company [Riverside,
California], studying the fertilizer problem of the orange
region. Arrangements were made for planting experimental
plots of vetches, soy beans, Newman beans, Mango beans,
Grecian beans, and about a dozen other leguminous plants
that are being used in different parts of the world to restore
the fertility of orchard soils.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2017)
concerning Charles Vancouver Piper and soy beans.

Therefore he was aware of the soy bean by Aug. 1905.
837. Pinolini, D. 1905. La coltivazione della Soia [The
cultivation of the soybean]. Italia Agricola (L’): Giornale di
Agricoltura 42(19):437-42. Oct. 15. [3 ref. Ita]
• Summary: (Footnote: The botanical characteristics of this
plant were presented in no. 22 of this year on p. 276 et seq.)
Climate: The soybean (soia) is a plant that is
characteristic of temperate regions and may be damaged
by late frosts. It germinates at 12º [C]. According to
Prof. Haberlandt, it comes to be all but destroyed at the
temperature of -6º. The varieties with light-colored seeds are
the more robust ones [rusticane = rustic] while, on the other
hand, those with dark seeds turn out to be more sensitive to
the action of the frosts. It suffers from the effects of drought,
although much less than that of the bean.
Soil: It has a preference for a certain looseness,
coolness, and depth. It also prospers in light soils, as long
as it may enjoy the benefit of irrigation. Soils that are
clayey and compact, such as those that are overwhelmingly
calcareous, are not very suitable for the cultivation of this
legume.
Preparation of the Soil: It requires a soil that has been
worked well and broken up when it is cultivated for the
seeds, while, on the other hand, it can be planted on top
of a simple plowing when it is cultivated for fodder or for
green manure. A good plowing that has been carried out in
the autumn, followed by a couple of harrowings during the
winter season, are more than sufficient for the good success
of the cultivation.
Fertilizing (Footnote: Grandeau, Journal d’agriculture
pratique [Journal of Practical Agriculture], no. 26 et seq.,
1903.): The fertilizing that has to be carried out on the soil is
approximately the same as that which is carried out for other
legumes.
G. Lechartier separately analyzed the ash of the stems,
the leaves, and the pods of four varieties of soybean that
were cultivated in the experimental fields of the Agronomic
Station in Rennes (Stazione Agronomica di Rennes). The
differences that were detected in the ash of the different
varieties are not very relevant.
Phosphoric acid is found at roughly the usual quantities
in the stems and leaves; it is more abundant in the pods and
comes to be accumulated in the seeds, where it attains its
maximum level.
Potassium is accumulated in the pods, from which it
then migrates to the seeds as they are completed such that at
their maturity, the have reached the greatest quantity of this
material.
Calcium is found especially accumulated in the leaves.
Magnesium behaves roughly like calcium.
Once the blossoming has occurred and the plant
proceeds with its biological cycle–that is, toward the
maturation of the seeds–the composition of the stems and
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the leaves is modified as a result of the migration of certain
substances (principi) toward the seeds. This is something
which, however, is known to all, since the same phenomenon
occurs under the same circumstances in all plants.
Starting out from these data, Lechartier arrived at the
determination of the abundance of mineral materials in the
complete plant as considered both at the time at which the
soybean plant is gathered as green fodder and at the harvest
upon the complete maturation of the seeds. The black
soybean has been shown to be richer in potassium and in
phosphoric acid than that of Etampes.
It is understood that the composition of the entire plant
necessarily has to vary depending upon the quantity of the
seeds that enter into the mixture. The proportion of 19 to 20
percent, which corresponds to the harvest that was obtained
by Lechartier, has to be considered as the smallest possible
one, as other experimenters have obtained substantially
different results, as can be discerned from the following
figures:
Out of 1,000 kg of harvest, at Casalmaggiore there were:
298 kg of seeds
702 kg of stems and leaves
In the Lower Charente from Dr. Menudier, once again
per 1,000 kg of harvest:
311.2 kg of seeds
655.8 kg of stems and leaves
Starting out from the results that were obtained from the
various experimenters, Lechartier was able to determine the
quantity of mineral material that was removed by a soybean
harvest, both in the case of the green harvest and at the
complete maturation of the seeds.
In the green fodder: (tables 1 and 2)
With the desire to provide to the soil, by means of
chemical fertilizers, these quantities of materials that were
carried away, it is necessary to use from 200 to 300 kg per
hectare of superphosphates or slag and from 150 to 200 kg of
potassium chloride or potassium sulfate. As far as nitrogen
is concerned–with the exception of a minimum quantity that
is necessary in the earliest stages of the development of the
plant, and which ordinarily is found in the majority of soils–
the farmer does not need to take care of it, given the fact that
this plant, like the other legumes, is capable of utilizing the
nitrogen from the atmosphere.
Thus the nitrogenous fertilizers–both those based on
sodium nitrate and those based on ammonium sulfate–lead
to results that are certainly not satisfying, because they do
not sufficiently compensate for the expenses. The detailed
experiments that have been carried out in that regard by
Adams of Rhode Island fully confirmed that assertion.
It is understood how, with the need to carry out that
cultivation, it is necessary to increase the quantity of
phosphate fertilizers (by doubling it) in order to be certain
that there will not be any deficiency in it.
The experiments with fertilizing that were carried out by

Lechartier in Brittany are worthy of being recalled.
In 1897 in loose soil that had previously been fertilized
with 100 metric hundredweight [= 100 kg, and thus 10,000
kg] of lime per hectare, right after the sowing it then received
the following mixture:
400 kg of Thomas slag
400 kg of potassium chloride
100 kg of sodium nitrate
The following quantities of fodder were obtained,
harvested in the month of August:
Early soy: 210 metric hundredweight of green fodder,
providing 52 metric hundredweight of hay;
Black soy: 310 metric hundredweight of green fodder,
providing 75 metric hundredweight of hay;
Yellow soy: 280 metric hundredweight of green fodder,
providing 75 metric hundredweight of hay.
In 1899, the black soy and the yellow soy were still
being cultivated on that plot of land, having received an
identical fertilizing except that the slags were substituted by
200 kg of superphosphates. As can be understood well, the
spreading of lime was not renewed in the aforementioned
soil. The green fodder that was harvested per acre was:
Black soy–250 metric hundredweight
Etampes soy–216 metric hundredweight
In 1900, Lechartier proposed to research the influence
of various fertilizing substances on the development of the
plant, determining to what degree it was worthwhile to turn
to nitrogenous fertilizers for the cultivation of this legume.
He employed the following mixture, which he designated as
a complete fertilizer:
Superphosphate–200 kg
Potassium chloride–400 kg
Sodium nitrate–100 kg
Gypsum–200 kg
Then, in other plots of land, he later did away with the
nitrogenous material.
These tests were carried out on areas of equal size that
were planted with the Etampes variety. With half of the land,
the plant was harvested while blossoming, as fodder, while in
the other half, it was kept until the maturity of the seeds.
In 1901, the tests were repeated, reducing the potassium
chloride to 200 kg while, on the other hand, doubling the
quantity of sodium nitrate. On half of the plots, he employed
Thomas slag in the amount of 400 kg instead of the 200 kg
of superphosphate. The sowing of the black variety took
place on May 6, the green harvest on August 31, and the
harvest of the seeds on October 4, obtaining the following
results:
Table 3
[Translator’s note: the unit listed for the two columns of
“Harvest per Hectare” is “Cg”. This seems to be a rare and
archaic abbreviation of the Italian word chilogramma instead
of the standard kg.] (Continued). Address: PhD, Italy.
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838. Hartford Daily Courant (Connecticut). 1905.
Agricultural news and views: Matters of interest to soil
tillers. Oct. 19. p. 15.
• Summary: The section titled “Mixed feed for hogs” states”
Professor Skinner of Purdue experiment station, La Fayette,
Indiana, has been experimenting in feeding hogs plain and
mixed rations, and he found that the mixed article was
more desirable whatever the end sought.” His results are
summarized in ten points; many points mention soy beans.
“1. Soy beans proved to be a very valuable adjunct
to corn, being the most efficient feed tested.” “6. The pigs
receiving a ration of one-third soy bean meal and two-thirds
corn meal produced 402 pounds gain,” twice as much as
when corn meal was fed alone.
Note 1. This is a summary of: Skinner, John H. 1905.
“Soy beans, middlings and tankage, as supplemental feeds
in pork production.” Indiana (Purdue) Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 108. p. 13-32. July.
Note 2. The “soy bean meal” is probably ground soy
beans.
839. Hilton, A. 1905. Talks to young men No. 11 (Ad).
Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Oct. 26. p. 2.
• Summary: “It is a prerequisite to successful farming that
there be good and cheap forage crops... In no other section
of the United States are there cheaper, more varied and better
forage crops than in the great Southwest.” These include
Kafir corn, alfalfa, sorghum, “soy beans, castor beans, cow
peas, and peanuts,...” Round trip rates from different points
along this railroad line [which connects San Francisco and
St. Louis] are given. Address: General Passenger Agent,
Frisco System, 1176 Frisco Building, St. Louis, Missouri.
840. Li, Yu-ying. 1905. Le lait végétal fabriqué en
Chine [The vegetal milk made in China]. In: 2e Congrès
International de Laiterie: Compte-Rendu des Séances (2nd
International Dairy Congress: Proceedings): Paris: Comité
Français–Fédération International de Laiterie. 548 p. See p.
387-89. Held 16-19 Oct. 1905 at Paris, France. [Fre]
• Summary: The president of this international milk congress
introduces Li Yu-ying as attaché at the Chinese Legation, and
official delegate to the congress. Li begins by expressing his
happiness at being able to speak to the congress and getting
to know the many scholars and very competent people from
many countries.
“In China, not much animal milk is consumed. It is
replaced by another product: vegetable milk (le lait végétal).
This latter product could not be used here and, therefore, is
of little interest to you. I will speak to you about it only as a
curiosity, first to explain the special method employed in my
country for the production of vegetable milk and vegetable
cheese [tofu], and finally to increase interest in these
products because of their hygiene and economy.
“Everyone knows that animal milk is an excellent

substance with numerous advantages. One may ask,
therefore, why so little of it is consumed by the people of
China. The reason is because it is relatively expensive and
because cows cannot be raised in all parts of China. Dairying
is practiced only in the north and the west of China. In the
other provinces dairying is difficult because of the climate
and the nature of the soil; so vegetable milk is consumed
there.
“The latter is made with the seeds of Soja hispida or
‘oil peas of China.’ This is an annual legume which has been
imported to England, Spain, Belgium, and France. Presently
it is widely cultivated in America as forage.
“Mr. Lechartier, director of the agronomic station at
Rennes, has experimented with this plant in France; he
obtained yields of up to 25,000 to 30,000 kg of green forage
per hectare. This plant is therefore already known here.”
“As forage, the soja hispida is as rich in protein as clover
(trèfle), horse beans or dried kidney beans (les féveroles),
etc.; but it is richer in fats than the other legumes. The seeds
are richer in nitrogenous materials [protein] than other plants
of the same family. Analyses show that they contain 30%
protein, oil, and little starch.
“The seeds of this plant can also be used to make a
cheese (tofou [tofu]) which is a major source nourishment
for the peoples of China and Japan. It is consumed, in effect,
every day and at every meal, as a main dish.
“The production of these two products [milk and
cheese] is very simple. First the seeds are cooked, then
they are pressed strongly to obtain a sort of puree, which
is coagulated by a mineral salt that plays the role of rennet.
The fresh cheese, which is made daily, must be sold and
consumed the same day. It can be used in recipes like
vegetables or meats. However it can also be preserved, either
hot, or by putting it in a salt solution: in this way one obtains
various cheeses which are used as desserts, as following:
“(1). Salted and smoked cheese (Le fromage salé
et fumé), which in both flavor and form bears some
resemblance to gruyere cheese. It can be stored for a rather
long time; (2) Salted cheese (Le fromage salé), white in
color, whose taste somewhat resembles that of goat cheese;
(3) Fermented cheese (Le fromage fermenté). Its color is
white, yellow, or gray, and it flavor is very strong, like that of
Roquefort.
Note 1. It is unclear whether this “fermented cheese” is
simply traditional Chinese fermented tofu, or whether it is
a new creation in which the traditional Chinese product is
somehow made to resemble French cheeses, such Roquefort.
If it is the latter, this would be the earliest document seen
(March 2021) that mentions a Western-style cheese, and it
would be the world’s first such product, probably soy-based
and non-dairy.
“The processes which give rise to Chinese milk and
cheese also give residues [okara] which are not lost. They
are employed either as fertilizer, or as feed for farm animals.
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Thus nothing is wasted from soybeans. Moreover, the
factories where this plant is processed are very numerous,
and the products made by them are the most moderately
priced. A square or cake of vegetable cheese (carré de
fromage végétal) (11 by 10 by 2½ cm), consumed daily by
one person, costs about one centime, or about one-fiftieth the
price of an animal cheese of average price.
“It is of interest, finally, to compare the products of the
animal dairy with those of the vegetable dairy, not only in
terms of their similarity in appearance, but also in terms of
their chemical composition. It is well known that animal
milk contains a large proportion of casein; the same is true of
vegetable milk, which contains legumine that has the same
chemical formula as casein.
“Furthermore, during processing, the peas (le pois, i.e.
soybeans) undergo a complete chemical and mechanical
transformation which concentrates the nutritive parts and
eliminates the others; it is this which explains the richness of
the vegetable milk and cheese in nutritive principles.
“After all these considerations, you can realize the
interest present in this industry in China.
“It can also be interesting in places where raising
livestock is impossible. It is evident that this would be
more difficult than in the countries which produce animal
milk in large quantities. I am well aware that animal milk
has a real superiority over vegetable milk, but doesn’t it
also have its disadvantages: Fraud, on the one hand, and its
contagious diseases on the other? Moreover, milk merchants
have various categories of milk at different prices; it is clear
that the most expensive is the best, and vice versa. But the
consumer knows full well that some milk is not of good
quality, yet he is obliged to take it in order to earn money.
Thus it is the fate of the poor to be condemned to drink milk
of inferior quality, and often fraudulent. However, vegetable
milk does not support fraud and cannot transmit contagious
diseases. It is the same for everyone; the poor consume the
same product as the rich.
“Let the culture of soybeans expand therefore in
Europe. One might try to make vegetable milk which will
be destined, not for those who have the means to buy good
milk, but rather for those who can only afford low-price
milk; thus, fraud becomes useless, and this will a benefit for
public hygiene and for the purse of poor people.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning Li Yu-ying. It is also the earliest publication seen
by him on the subject of soya.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soy in Spain. It has been imported.
Note 4. These proceedings contain a list of attendees and
of excursions. Address: Attaché at the Chinese Legation, and
official delegate.
841. Transvaal Agricultural Journal. 1905. Algerian pearl
millet and soy beans. 4(13):155-56. Oct.

• Summary: “I have had great success in the growing of the
Algerian Pearl Millet and the Southern Soy-beans. I send you
samples herewith. The bean is about the best grown plant I
have ever seen; rich in colour, and very healthy. The question
is, what use is it, as I find it impossible to eat the bean, as
shown on the sample I am sending you. Could you kindly
inform me what it is used for. The millet is about 3 to 4 feet
in height, and I have reaped once and fed horses and cows on
it.–Clem D. Webb, P.O. Box 418, Johannesburg.
“We are very glad to learn that your experiment has
been successful. The seeds of the Soy-bean are very rich
in food materials, and are used dry like haricot-beans.
The principal value of the crop is for forage. It is used for
soiling, pasturage, hay, and ensilage, or the beans may be
harvested and fed as grain. As you will be aware, ordinary
European field-peas and field-beans do not succeed well
in the Transvaal, and we feel the lack of good nitrogenous
stock food to furnish a well-balanced ration. Soy-bean
forage is very rich in proteids or muscle-making materials,
and should be fed with green maize, sorghum, green Kaffir
corn, pearl millet, or some other feeding stuffs rich in carbohydrates or fat-forming materials. The beans can be fed to
best advantage when ground into meal, and are then almost
without an equal as a concentrated food. For hay the plant
should be cut when they are in late bloom, or early fruit. For
ensilage it may be cut later, but it is better to cut before the
pods begin to ripen. It may also be used for green forage, in
which case the cutting may be started earlier and continued
later than for either hay or ensilage. For seed the crop may be
cut when the pods become about half ripe.–J.B.D.” [Joseph
Burtt-Davy]. Address: B.Sc., F.I.C., F.C.S.
842. H.W.C. 1905. The land of cow peas and clover:
farming on the Delaware Peninsula. II. Rural New-Yorker
64(2910):790. Nov. 4. Oversize.
• Summary: “Mr. Allen prefers the Whippoorwill cow pea
for hay and forage. It holds its leaves well, and the grain
does not shell out. He showed me an improved Whippoorwill
which gives more grain, but drops its leaves early.”
Crimson clover is still widely used on the Peninsula.
“Another crop now working into many places on the
Peninsula is the Soy bean. I saw a fine field of this at Mr.
Allen’s place. While the cow pea sprawls on the ground the
Soy bean stands erect and makes a good height. This makes
it easier to cut and cure. The dried Soy bean vines will make
excellent hay for horses, and the yield will probably average
heavier than cow-pea vines. The bean seems to require a
richer soil, and needs a longer growing season. The Delaware
Station estimated that an acre of Soy beans furnishes in top
and root 140.2 pounds of nitrogen, 48 pounds of potash and
40.2 pounds of phosphoric acid. This is a better showing
than the cow peas made, but the latter will grow on poorer
soil, and will make their growth in less time. For the North
the Soy bean seems the more desirable plant, but it does
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not seem likely to supersede the cow pea at the South. The
Delaware Station has tried several combinations of seeds,
such as Soybeans and Cow-horn turnips together, or sorghum
and Crimson clover.”
843. Macmillan, H.F. 1905. The “Soya (or Soy) Bean.”
(Glycine hispida). A new vegetable, fodder, and greenmanure product for Ceylon. Tropical Agriculturist (The)
(Peradeniya, Ceylon) 25(5):682-83. Nov. 15.
• Summary: “It is strange that a product so important,
so simple of cultivation and so quick in yielding returns
as this has not hitherto attracted attention in Ceylon.
Notwithstanding the fact that it has been introduced several
years ago by the Royal Botanic Gardens, and successfully
grown at Peradeniya year in and year out, both for the
instruction of visitors to the Gardens and for distributing
seeds; I question whether there are at present half-a-dozen
gardens or estates in Ceylon which count this amongst their
crops.”
“The Soya Bean thrives at Peradeniya, and appears
to be well-suited to the climate and soil; whilst it also
flourishes in the Mediterranean region and Southern Europe.
It would therefore seem reasonable to expect it to thrive at a
comparatively wide range of elevations in Ceylon, provided
the conditions of soil and rainfall were at all favourable. In
China and Japan the Soya Bean forms a standard article of
food with all classes of the community, being prepared for
use chiefly in the form of a sauce, paste or cheese, the latter
two preparations being made by crushing and pressing the
seeds. In India the seeds are said to be cooked and used in
various ways, often ‘roasted and ground as satu, or simply
eaten in the form of dal.’ Soy sauce is said to form the basis
of many popular sauces made in Europe.” A few years ago
soy sauce in London was worth 2 shillings and 6 pence per
gallon. “Personally I think Soya Bean as a vegetable is very
agreeable and forms a good substitute for the Lentils and
Broadbeans of Europe if cooked and served similarly. Its
chemical composition, according to Professor Church, places
it above all other pulses as an albuminous food.”
The soya bean is also considered valuable as a fodder
plant and for green manuring. A brief description of its
cultivation is also given. “Regarding cultivation, probably
few crops are less exacting in their requirements than this.
Its most striking characteristic, judging by results recorded
at Peradeniya, is the remarkably short space of time in
which the plants grow and produce a crop. Here the seeds
germinate in 3 to 5 days, the plants flower when a month
old; a fortnight later the pods are fit for picking [for use as
a green vegetable], and the harvesting is complete in about
two months from the time of sowing. Thus, granted the
seasons were favourable, it should be possible to obtain four
crops a year. In making these statements, which may seem
unduly optimistic, it is not by any means intended to convey
the impression that practically no expenditure of labour

is involved in the production of this crop. On the contrary
it is pretty certain that to make it a profitable product for
whatever purpose, even under the most favourable conditions
for its growth, a reasonable amount of cultivation will be
required. It has yet to be proved how far it would repay
cultivation in Ceylon for fodder and green-manuring, but
that it should prove a welcome adjunct to the food products
of the natives, if not as a general vegetable, there seems no
question.”
A footnote states: “* Since writing this Mr. Kelway
Bamber has presented a small quantity of Soya Bean seed
to the Botanic Gardens, remarking that he intended to
recommend it as a green-manure crop.” Address: Curator of
the Royal Botanic Gardens at Peradeniya.
844. Pinolini, D. 1905. La coltivazione della Soia [The
cultivation of the soybean]. Italia Agricola (L’): Giornale di
Agricoltura 42(21):486-88. Nov. 15. [2 ref. Ita]
• Summary: “(Footnote: see No. 12 and 19 of 1905.)
Measures of Care for the Crop: The measures of care for
the crop are reduced to two hoeings that are intended to keep
the soil well loosened and to prevent the development of
weeds that can be so damaging, particularly during the early
periods. The two hoeings are more than sufficient: the first
when the seedlings show their third leaf and the second then
one month later.
Irrigation may be beneficial when the season proceeds
as dry. It is then indispensable when soybeans (soia) are
cultivated as a second crop [in a rotation]. It is not necessary
for the watering to be lavish and excessive because in that
case, there will be an excessive development of the foliage
which will turn out to be completely detrimental to the crop.
It is a plant that resists drought much more than the
bean. The Universo agricolo [Agricultural Universe] of
Ragusa, speaking of this legume’s resistance to drought,
expresses itself this way: “A fact that has been confirmed
everywhere is that whatever the nature of the soil may be, the
soybean as used for its crop has endured with success the test
of its resistance to a continuous drought.”
The varieties with light-colored seeds complete their life
cycle with 1,300º of temperature [heat units], while those
with dark-colored seeds need a greater quantity of heat,
varying between 1,800º and 2,000º.
Harvest: When the cultivation is done to have fodder
material, then the harvest is carried out at full blossoming
by means of a hay scythe, and the product may be dried,
reducing it to hay, or else it may be consumed green. If,
on the other hand, the desire is to have the seeds, then it is
worthwhile to wait.
The maturity will show itself to be complete when the
pods present themselves as fully dry. It is necessary to not
delay carrying out the harvest too much if one does not
want to run up against a loss of seeds due to the dehiscence
[deiscenza, or splitting] of the valve [valva]. But it is also
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necessary to not anticipate it too much, because in that case,
seeds are obtained that are wrinkled and less capable of
being preserved (serbevole).
The harvest period occurs at different times depending
upon the location in which the cultivation takes place, the
variety that was sown, the nature of the soil, the course of
the season, etc. In warm countries, the harvest is usually
completed in August; in temperate countries, at the beginning
of September; in cold countries, at the end of September or
the beginning of October. The varieties with light-colored
seeds, being the earliest, are the first to mature, while on the
other hand, those with dark-colored seeds, needing a greater
quantity of heat, are harvested at a later period. In some
mountainous locations in Upper Italy, the black variety was
not capable of bringing its seeds to complete maturation.
Depending upon the quantity of the harvest that has been
obtained, the separation of the seeds is carried out by hand
or with a thresher’s flail or else with a mechanical threshing
machine.
Shelling by hand makes it possible to keep the seeds
intact to then be able to utilize them with advantage in
the feeding of livestock. This is an operation that requires
too much time and which is only possible when there are
extremely small quantities of seeds to be harvested.
The thresher’s flail is the method that is used the most
and which also best responds to the habits of our farmers.
The stems cannot be used for anything except as litter,
which then constitutes bedding that is anything but soft.
Yield: The average yield that can be obtained from each
well-developed plant is around a hundred pods, each of
which contains at the maximum three seeds.
An outstanding farmer assured me of having coplanted
[consociato] it with corn, obtaining a cereal yield no
less than that of past years while he then also obtained a
production of soybean seeds of 25 hectoliters [per hectare?]
It is useful to note that the soil had received an abundant
manuring completed with 4 metric hundredweight (equal to
400 kilos) of superphosphate.
The production of seeds per hectare varies between 30
and 45 hectoliters. These figures represent a good level of
production, because not just a few times, there have been
yields that were much less (by more than half).
The black variety, even though it is much later, has an
extremely large level of productivity. There were plants that
attained a height of two meters, carrying 700 pods, each
of which had enclosed an average of three seeds, and thus
2,100 seeds were obtained per plant. The distance between
these plants was one meter in every direction, and thus in
one hectare 10,000 plants were found. And calculating at
2,000 the number of seeds for each stem, the total yield in
seeds then turned out to be 20 million, which would then be
50 hectoliters (supposing that in order to make up one liter,
4,000 seeds are necessary). This yield was achieved by Mr.
Syden, who cultivated it in 1878.

In Schlong, in the vicinity of Breslau [today’s Wroclaw,
Poland], four seeds produced 2,720 of them.
In Munchendors [sic, Münchendorf] and in Rabensbourg
[sic, Rabensburg, these are two towns in Austria], 600 times
the seeds that were broadcast were obtained.
On the estates of Archduke Alberto [perhaps Archduke
Albrecht Franz, Duke of Teschen; or else Archduke Albrecht,
Duke of Teschen], large-scale trials [esperienze] were set
up having to do with the cultivation of this legume, and the
yield that was obtained was as follows:
In alluvial soils: 29.60 metric hundredweight per hectare
In sedimentary soils: 25.88 metric hundredweight per
hectare
The weight of 1,000 seeds was between 156 and 159
grams, while on the other hand, those that were sown had
been declared to have a weight of between 165 and 168
grams. The number of pods for each stem varied between
40 and 119, while the number of seeds in each pod varied
between 1 and 4. The first fruits were found at 7 or 8
centimeters from the ground. The straw, the pods, and the
other impurities [impurezze] reached the figure of 43.38
metric hundredweight per hectare.
In a plot of 210 sq. m, 108.45 liters were obtained, and
thus the yield per hectare was 51.64 hectoliters.
In 1881, the soybeans that were sown at Casalmaggiore
on the Bertazzola farm, which was the property of the
Agricultural Committee [Comizio agrario], provided the
following results from three different plots of land:
I. 350 sq. m: 1.40 hectoliters, 40.00 hectoliters per
hectare
II. 480 sq. m: 1.50 hectoliters, 31.25 hectoliters per
hectare
III. 165 sq. m: 0.85 hectoliters, 51.50 hectoliters per
hectare
One hectoliter of soybeans weighs around 72 kg (from
70 to 75 kg).
Gaillon [probably the name of a person rather than
a place], in the vicinity of Buda-Pest [today’s Budapest,
Hungary], obtained 2,000 seeds per plant as an average yield.
Sir Giovanelli, in the area around Siena, harvested 80
times the amount of seeds sown.
Duranti, in the vicinity of San Remo, harvested 48 liters
on a range of 100 sq. m.
Mr. Giusepe Aichino, near Casale Monferrato, obtained
54 times the seeds.
Many other experimenters have obtained favorable
results, both in our country and abroad.
Lechartier harvested between 15 and 18 metric
hundredweight of seeds per hectare but, as he himself
justly observed, the maturation in cold and wet years is not
completed with that regularity, nor does it reach that level
that is desired.
As green fodder, an average production of 300 metric
hundredweight can be obtained, but it is not difficult to arrive
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at 500 metric hundredweight.
All of these figures are worthwhile for demonstrating
how the soybean is a lucrative plant par excellence and is
capable of providing a rather abundant income every year.
Pests, Problems, Etc.: The pests of this legume are few,
it of course being understood that these do not take into
consideration those insects that live in the soil and may eat
into its roots.
Blights and frosts may invoke severe damage,
particularly if they strike the seedlings while they are still
young.
Powdery mildew may cause damage to this plant that is
not especially substantial.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: PhD, Italy.
845. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1905. Tests in pork
production. 16(3):255. Dec. 1. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of: Skinner, John H. 1905.
“Soy beans, middlings and tankage, as supplemental feeds
in pork production.” Indiana (Purdue) Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 108. p. 13-32. July.
The summary states: “The pigs were fed twice daily...
They had the run of a dry lot, and had charcoal and salt
before them.”
846. Rural New-Yorker. 1905. Soy beans. 64(2914):863-64.
Dec. 2. Oversize.
• Summary: “The picture at Fig. 390, page 863, shows a
field of Soy beans near the farm of W.F. Allen, Salisbury,
Maryland. As will be seen; the beans stand up better than
cow pea vines, and make a heavy growth. They are easier
to cut than the cow peas, and when properly dried give a
very good fodder for horses. The Delaware Experiment
Station gives the following figures regarding Soy beans:
Four months’ growth on an acre gave 10.952 [tons?] of green
vines and 756 pounds of air-dry roots. This contained 140.2
pounds of nitrogen, 48 pounds of potash and 40 pounds of
phosphoric acid. The Soy bean stood the frost better than
cow peas, and required a stronger soil.”
847. E.P. 1905. Ration for milch cows (Letter to the editor).
Rural New-Yorker 64(2915):891. Dec. 9. Oversize.
• Summary: “Will you give me information regarding
feeding cows, milk being the product? I found four pounds
cotton-seed meal, three pounds hominy, three pounds bran,
corn fodder and hay; but by December 1 open my silo which
is one-quarter beans and three-quarters corn. How much of
this should I feed per day, with the cornstalks and grain?
“Greenwich, Connecticut, E. P.
“The mixture of Soy beans and corn makes a good
silage, and this with the feeds mentioned can be combined
into a good ration:”
A table then shows the nutritional composition of a

ration consisting of:
“20 lbs. corn and Soy bean silage
“10 lbs. mixed hay
“8 lbs. corn stover
“3 lbs. hominy
“2 lbs. wheat bran
“2 lbs. cotton-seed meal”
The total composition of the mixed feed is 2.31 lbs.
protein, 12.26 lbs. carbohydrate, and 0.74 lbs. fat.
“This may be more hay and stover than they will eat up
reasonably clean; if so, cut down the coarse fodders until
they eat them greedily.” Address: Greenwich, Connecticut.
848. Pinolini, D. 1905. Il valore nutritivo della Soia [The
nutritive value of the soybean]. Italia Agricola (L’): Giornale
di Agricoltura 42(23):535-40. Dec. 15. [5 ref. Ita]
• Summary: A review of earlier publications on the
nutritional value of soybeans and soyfoods. This article
begins:
The seed of the soybean represents a nutritious material,
much more nutritious than the common bean (fagiuolo).
The percentage composition of the various widely grown
legumes are clearly expressed by the figures of the following
table: The legumes are:
Dark soybean (Soia sera)
Yellow soybean (Soia gialla)
Reddish-brown soybean (Soia ros.-br.)
Green soybean (Soia verde)
Common bean (Fagiuolo)
Pea (Pisello)
Lentil (Lenticchia)
Broad bean or fava bean (Fava)
Lupine (Lupino)
From the numerous analyses made here of the different
varieties shown in the table above and coming from very
different regions, we find the great importance of this legume
in the diet of man, given its richness in nutrients.
A legume which is wrongly taken into account and
cannot be understood, as its cultivation has not yet caught
on, notwithstanding the repeated efforts made by long-time
agronomists in the different regions of Europe.
Because of its wealth of protein (materie proteiche)
and fat, it constitutes an ideal food for all rice-growing
populations and in general for all those living in humid
localities, and it is good that all the hygienists, all those to
whom it belongs to the welfare of the rural populations,
especially where pellagra rages, try to diffuse the cultivation
of this precious plant, which can bring a great benefit and can
lead to the solution of the much desired problem, namely:
to provide theses populations with food that is economical,
healthy, complete–able to compensate for our nutritional
inadequacies, and which necessarily meets the body with the
labors to which it is subjected.
In some districts of Hungary the farmers have long since
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introduced this legume into the ordinary feeding of the rural
population: from the beginning some were hostile to such
innovations and feared perhaps that it was intended to give
them a harmful food; but later, slowly they got used to it,
now it is liked very much and provides good health. Even in
some parts of Austria, we tried to do the same, but with less
success.
In France farmers have been able to disseminate this
plant and to make it part of ordinary rotations, among the
common crops; but it must be noted that in that country,
despite the willingness and the iron will of many scientists,
little has been achieved, or rather I would say too little, and
the rural population is still not inclined to accept it, except
in the area around Etampes where it is becoming a common
crop.
What about Italy? Numerous experiments have been
made and are still being made; There have been many simple
trials; everything serves to demonstrate that you want to do
something, and nothing more.
Page 536-37: From soybeans the Chinese and Japanese
make a cheese (formaggio di soia; tofu), and a flour [kinako],
and various fermented foods. The soybean plant makes a
good forage for animals.
Page 538: Two tables give detailed nutritional
composition of the stems, leaves, and hulls of the Etampes
soybean; the first is “as is” and the second is on a moisture
free basis. Two more tables give the same information for the
stems, leaves, pods and whole plants of soybean forage.
Page 540: The soybean is also used for its oil–The
oil, which is extracted from this legume by pressure, is
consumed in large quantities by the inhabitants of the
Celestial Empire, who prefer it to other oils for its particular
taste, which recalls that of raw beans; but Europeans have
little appetite for it.
The chemist Fremy, in a letter addressed to the president
of the Society for Acclimatization in Paris, says:
Soybean oil is very similar to our edible oils; its smell
and taste are agreeable; it is very good for combustion.
Exposed at temperatures of 0º, it becomes syrupy;
atmospheric oxygen quickly turns it to resin. It therefore
belongs to the drying oil category, and could, under this
relationship, replace linseed oil in some of its applications.
Despite its richness in oily matter, soybeans cannot rival
our oleaginous grains in terms of income. Address: Italy.
849. Bui, Quang Chieu. 1905. Des cultures vivrières au
Tonkin [On the food crops of Tonkin, Indochina]. Bulletin
Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi) 8(48):1152-90. Dec.
New Series. Many illust. and photos. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article begins with a foreword by H.
Brenier, Director of Agriculture, Forestry and Commerce
for Indochina. He notes the importance of soybeans, soy
products (including soy sauce and tofu) and adzuki beans
(Phaseolus radiatus), among the people of Asia. In Annamite

(south Vietnamese), tofu is called dau phu and the soybean is
called dau nanh or dau tuong.
Adzuki beans are discussed (p. 1153-55, 1157) and
a nutritional analysis of the azuki bean, which has been
cultivated in France, is given. The section on the soybean (p.
1153, 1157-68) discusses: The local names and varieties of
the soybean, botanical characteristics, cultivation, utilization
(to make soy sauce, tuong, tofu, etc.), commerce and trade
(in the province of Hungyen, the stalks of the soybean plant
are used to make a sort of incense). An illustration (line
drawing, p. 1159) shows a Soja plant with pods.
A detailed description is given of the manufacture of
tuong (a sort of soft miso) in Tonkin. First moc, or molded
glutinous rice is prepared. After glutinous rice is cooked,
it is covered with banana leaves and allowed to mold for
2-3 days. Then the soybeans are prepared. They are grilled,
ground to a powder, boiled with water, and put into a jar
for 7 days until sweet. Six parts of rice koji are then mixed
with 5 parts soy. The mixture will be ready to eat after it has
fermented for 15-30 days. If it is too thick, add salt. Good
tuong is soft and mildly sweet. It is sweeter and smoother
than nuoc mam. Annamites say that only the prosperous
households succeed in making tuong. If the tuong starts well,
then becomes sour, that is a bad omen.
Tuong can also be made from corn (maïs), which is
grilled, ground, sifted, covered with taro leaves, and allowed
to mold. Put it in salt water, then after 5-6 days add roasted
soy flour as above. Stir it before sunrise and let it stand open
in the sun for 15 days, putting on the cover as soon as the sun
disappears. If this is done, it will last a long time.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2021)
that mentions tuong. The importance of this fermented
seasoning, a close relative of Chinese jiang, is indicated by
the local name for the soybean (dau tuong), or “the bean
used to make tuong.” Vietnamese tuong, like Chinese jiang,
has a consistency like applesauce, midway between that of a
solid (miso) and a liquid (soy sauce).
Production of tofu (dau-phu): Lots of dau-phu is made
in Tonkin, especially in Hanoi, where it constitutes the basis
of the poor people’s food. It is never made in large factories,
only small shops. Soak the soybeans, wash them and remove
their hulls, cook to soften them, then grind them with a handturned mill over a wooden bucket. The soymilk is extracted
with cold water then boiled for 30 minutes. There remains
in the sack a white residue (un résidu blanc) [okara] which
is fed to the pigs. The next day, add some fermented whey
from a previous batch to coagulate the soymilk. Then press
the curds. The finished tofu cakes are each 15 by 8 by 1 cm
thick. Tofu is widely used in soups. A table (p. 1165) shows
the costs of equipment to start a tofu shop, and a profitability
analysis. Early analyses of the composition of the soybean,
conducted by Fremy, Muentz and Pellet (in France) and
Wechler (in Austria), are reproduced. Photos show key
steps in the process: (1) A person is washing soybeans in a
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bamboo colander while standing in a stream near Hanoi. (2)
The soybeans are ground in a small, traditional, hand-turned
stone mill by a person sitting on the same wooden bench as
the mill, in a bamboo hut, surrounded by various wooden
tubs and colanders. (3) Using a sack to filter the ground
puree from the stone mill. (4) Cooking the filtered liquid
over a small wood fire in an earthenware pot. (5) Pressing the
curds (outdoors) after precipitation of the protein. (6) More
forceful pressing. Notice pressed cakes on woven bamboo, in
lower left, behind person. (7) A merchant walking the streets
selling tofu on two trays, each suspended by 3 ropes from the
ends of a shoulder pole.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the term un résidu blanc to refer
to okara. Address: Indo China.
850. Watson, George C.; Mairs, Thomas I. 1905. Forage
and soiling experiments–1904. Pennsylvania State College.
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 75. 12 p. Dec.
• Summary: Table 2, “Yields of soiling crops” (p. 7) shows
that soja beans, which have been tested for 2 years, give
the following weights per acre–in pounds: Green substance
11,723. Air-dry substance 2,505. Protein 317.36. Alfalfa
produced the greatest yield of air-dry substance (6,555) and
protein (1,145.3).
Table 3 (p. 8) shows the number of days that one acre
of various forage crops would supply ten cows with green
forage. Soja beans: 1902, 17 days. 1903, 12.5 days. 1904 -.
Average 14.75 days.
The section titled “Combinations” states that soja beans
work well when sown after rye has been cut for soiling
purposes. In that succession, the soja beans give–in pounds:
Green forage 23,653. Air-dry matter 5,911. Protein 588.36.
Address: 1. M.S., Agriculturist; 2. M.S., Animal Industry
[State College, Pennsylvania].
851. Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering–Division of Forage Crops and Diseases.
1905-1929. General correspondence: 1905-1929 (Archival
collection). Washington, DC. Undated. 28 cm.
• Summary: National Archives and Records Service–Record
Group 54–Records of the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and
Agricultural Engineering. Records of the Division of Forage
Crops and Diseases, General Correspondence–1905-1929
[Label on the box]. Entry No. P.I. 66, Stack No. 170. Begin
location 27/22/04. Containers No. 1-152. In boxes 92 and
93 are 2-3 folders of very interesting correspondence from
William Morse; Jacob photocopied about 50 pages. In Box
87 is a folder titled Massey-Harris Harvester Co., Inc. (the
combine maker). It contains a letter from Massey-Harris to
William Morse dated 19 Dec. 1924, which talks about how
the combine demonstration day went about a month earlier
in Stonington, Illinois. In this letter is enclosed a testimonial
letter from the Garwood Bros. In box 88 is a letter from

Charles L. Meharry.
Talk with Jacob Jones, PhD student at Purdue
University, Lafayette, Indiana. 1998. Aug. Jacob has just
spent several weeks going through this collection. The
current finding aid is not annotated due to lack of funding.
The older finding aid is somewhat annotated, but that filing
system is no longer used. The earliest Morse correspondence
is from 1907, when he was a student at Cornell University
[Ithaca, New York] applying for a job. Then comes the
document showing that he was hired. One of his jobs was
to visit the various agricultural experiment stations. On
22 August 1911, while visiting various southern stations,
including the station in North Carolina, he wrote the earliest
letter seen in this collection about soybeans.
This archival collection is located (2000/09) at: National
Archives #2, Civilian Records Branch, 8601 Adelphi Rd.,
College Park, Maryland 20740. Phone: 3012-713-7230.
Free finding aids are P.I. 66 and N.C. 135. Address: USDA.
Phone: 313-764-3482.
852. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1905. Report of the government
agrostologist and botanist for the year ending June 30th,
1904. Transvaal Department of Agriculture, Annual Report.
p. 261-320. For the year 1903-04. See p. 263, 270-71, 274. 1
plate. Reprinted in part in the Rhodesian Agricultural Journal
3(4):354, 364 (1906).
• Summary: The author, an early advocate of soybeans in
Africa, arrived in the Colony on 1 May 1903. Writing on
26 Oct. 1904 he notes: “The year has been principally spent
organising the work of the Division, and travelling over
the country to meet farmers and study the conditions and
needs of the various districts. For the first 6 months I had no
assistants, therefore it was impossible to fully develop any
one branch.”
A non-original illustration of the Soy-bean (p. 270)
shows the stem and leaves, plus individual close-ups of a
flower, several pods, and the root system with nodules. The
artist’s initials appear to be A.M.H.
Section 2, titled “Hay, silage, and soiling crops” (p.
271) begins: “The warm rains of the Transvaal summer are
particularly favourable to a rank and rapid growth of summer
crops.” A subsection on “The soy-bean (Glycine hispida)”
(p. 274) states: “An American variety known as the southern
soy-bean gave excellent results on the Springbok Flats; the
seeds were sown December 10th [1903], in drills 3 feet apart;
the return was 70 lbs. of seed from 5 lbs. sown. If cut from
the time of flowering until the pods are half formed, it makes
good and nutritious hay. It is cut with a scooter or V-shaped
plough, as the stems are too woody to be mowed with an
ordinary machine. The crop can be turned into good ensilage,
if cut when the seed is nearly ripe; its principal value lies,
however, in the dried bean, which is used in conjunction
with maize for fattening stock. Of all legumes in cultivation,
the soy-bean is only exceeded by the ground-nut in amount
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and digestibility of its food constituents; it is especially rich
in fats and nitrogenous compounds, in fact, it is one of the
richest of concentrated foods. It is useful for bringing up the
quality of poor soils.”
Note 1. Springbok Flats in the Transvaal Province is
not a particular town, but an area located between the towns
of Warmbaths, Hammanskraal, Groblersdal, Marble Hall,
Immerpan, Naboomspruit and Nylstroom. It is roughly an
oval flat area.
Note 2 This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the use of a “plough” (“a scooter or V-shaped
plough”) for soybean production. Address: Government
Agrostologist and Botanist, Div. of Botany, Pretoria, South
Africa.
853. Duthie, John Firminger. 1905. Flora of the upper
Gangetic plain and of the adjacent Siwalik and subHimalayan tracts. Vol. I, part 1. Ranunculaceae to
Campanulacae. Dehra Dun, India: M/s. Bishen Singh
Mahendra Pal Singh; Delhi, India: M/s. Periodical Experts.
500 p. + v. See p. 231-32. 19 cm. [6 ref]
• Summary: In the section on “Leguminosæ” we read (p.
230-31): “20. Glycine, Linn.; Fl. Brit. Ind. ii, 183 [Hooker,
Joseph D. 1879. The Flora of British India. Vol. 2, p. 183].
“Twining or suberect herbs... Species about 15, spread
through the tropics of the old world, also in Australia.
“G. Soja, Benth, in Journ. Linn. Soc. viii, 266: F.B.I. ii,
184 (not of Sieb. & Zucc.) G. hispida, Maxim.; Watt E.D.;
Field & Gard. Crops iii, 3, t. 85; Prain in Journ. As. Soc.
Beng. LXVI (1897), 403. Soja hispida, Moench.; W.&A.
Prod 247. Dolichos Soja, Linn.; Roxb. Fl. Ind. [Roxburgh’s
Flora Indica] iii, 314; DC. L’Orig. Pl. Cult 264. Vern.
[Vernacuar] Bhat. (Soy bean, Japan pea).
“An annual, with stout suberect or climbing stems,
densely clothed with fine rusty-coloured hairs. Leaves
3-foliolate, long-petioled; leaflets 2-4 in. long, ovate, usually
acute. Racemes sessile, few-flowered. Calyx ¼ in., densely
hairy; teeth long, setaceous. Corolla reddish-purple, not
much exserted [sic]. Pods 2-3 in the axils of the leaves,
1½-2 in. long, linear-oblong, recurved, densely pubescent,
subtorulose, 3-4 seeded.
“Sparingly cultivated within the area, and confined
to a few of the Sub-Himalayan districts. It is grown more
extensively on the lower slopes of the Himalaya up to 6,000
feet, from the Punjab eastwards; also in Bengal, on the
Khasia, Manipur and Naga Hills, and in Burma, but nowhere
in India has it been found truly wild. De Candolle considered
the plant to be a native of Cochin China, Japan and Java at
the time when the ancient inhabitants of that region began to
cultivate it, and to use it as food. As grown within the area
of this flora, and in other parts of India, it represents a very
inferior form of soy bean. It is a rainy-season crop, and is
usually sown in very poor land. Under proper cultivation
the chemical composition of the bean shows it to be the

richest of all the pulses in albuminoids and oil. In China and
Japan various preparations are made from it, including soysauce, which is largely exported from those countries. The
plant affords very excellent fodder for all kinds of stock, if
harvested before it is fully matured.” Address: B.A., F.L.S.,
Formerly Director of the Botanical Dep. of Northern India.
854. Galloway, B.T. 1905. Report of the Chief of the Bureau
of Plant Industry. Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA) p. 63-197. For the year ended June 30,
1905. See p. 111, 122, 160-61, 189.
• Summary: The section titled “Grass and forage plant
investigations” states (p. 111): “Our study of the horticultural
varieties of soy beans, cow-peas, and sorghums has been
practically completed, so far as varieties grown in this
country are concerned, and the results of this study will soon
be ready for publication.”
In the long subsection titled “Soy beans” (p. 122)
we read: “A varietal study of the soy-bean crop begun
in 1903 was continued during the season of 1904 by Mr.
Carleton R. Ball. Some 50 or 6O varieties were grown at
the Arlington Experimental Farm, as well as by Prof. J.F.
Duggar at Auburn, Alabama, and by Messrs. Funk Bros.,
at Bloomington, Illinois. It is much to be regretted that the
severe drought prevailing in the lower Mississippi Valley
region in the early summer of 1904 should have almost
totally destroyed the plantings in Illinois and Alabama. In
both cases the crop was destroyed in the tender seedling
stage. A second planting of all the varieties was made at
Auburn, Alabama, after the drought was broken, but proved
too late to be of any value in the study of the varieties.
On the Arlington Farm the same unfavorable conditions
already mentioned made early planting impossible and so
prolonged the growing season as to permit only six or eight
of the earliest varieties to reach maturity. Owing to the wet,
undrained character of the soil, the plants were dwarfed,
yellowish, and sickly in appearance throughout the season.
Results obtained with a few varieties grown at the different
experiment stations have been added to the information
previously at hand. A considerable fund of data from the
station bulletins, from cooperators, and from the agricultural
press has been brought together with a view to bringing up
to date our knowledge of the agricultural possibilities of this
plant.
“All varieties of which seed remained or which it has
been possible to obtain since last season have been placed
this year for testing at six different points, as follows:
Arlington Farm; Knoxville, Tennessee; Baton Rouge,
Louisiana; Hays, Kansas; Bloomington, Illinois, and St.
Anthony Park, Minnesota.
“The number of varieties at each of these places varies
from 35 to 40. In addition to these a number of the earlier
maturing varieties have been sent to all of the northern
experiment stations which were willing to cooperate, so that
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at the end of the present season a very considerable addition
to our present knowledge will undoubtedly be at hand in
regard to the value and adaptability of the different standard
varieties, as well as the relationships of certain little-known
sorts.
The section titled “The Arlington Experimental Farm”
(p. 160-61) begins: “The Arlington Experimental Farm
is each year fulfilling more completely the original idea
of making it a field laboratory for the various Offices and
Bureaus of the Department of Agriculture.” There are
presently five USDA Bureaus conducting work on the
farm: Bureau of Forestry, Bureau of Entomology, Bureau of
Chemistry, Bureau of Soils, and the Bureau of Plant Industry
(incl. Office of Vegetable Pathological and Physiological
Investigations, Botanical Offices, Office of Seed and Plant
Introduction and Distribution, Office of Grass and Forage
Plant Investigations, and Office of the Horticulturist).
The soy bean is also mentioned (p. 189) in connection
with Dolichos atropurpureus. “There is not a particle of
waste, as in feeding other soy beans.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2016)
that mentions the USDA Bureau of Chemistry in remote
connection with soy. Address: Chief of Bureau.
855. Gouin, Raoul. 1905. Alimentation rationnelle des
animaux domestiques [Rational feeding of domestic
animals]. Paris: Librairie J.-B. Baillière et Fils. 496 p. See
p. 32, 465-66, 470-73. Illust. Index. 19 cm. Encyclopédie
Agricole, pub. sous la direction de G. Wery. [Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “Nitrogenous principles
(Principes azotes) contains a table (p. 32) which gives the
percentage nitrogen and probable multiplier in 8 legumes,
including the soybean (Soja) which contains 16.82% protein
with a probable multiplier of 5.945. The same table gives
similar figures for oilseed cakes (torteau) including peanut,
sunflower (de soleil), sesame (sésame), cotton, hempseed
(chènevis), copra, and linseed–but not soybean.
The chapter on seeds and fruits contains fairly detailed
discussions including lupins (p. 226-27), linseed (p. 230),
peanuts (arachide, p. 231)–but not soybeans.
Tables at the back of the book give the chemical
composition of various animal feeds. Soy is listed under the
straw of legumes (p. 466) and leguminous seeds (p. 472).
For each feed is given the crude composition, the digestible
nutrients, and the nutritive ratio (Relation Nutritive).
Soybean seeds (p. 472) contain the following
composition of assimilable or digestive elements: Protein
30.1%, fats 15.8%, carbohydrates 25.1%, cellulose 7.0%,
other fiber 2.7%. Nutritive ratio: 1:2.1. Address: Ingénieur
Agronome, Proprietaire Agriculteur, France.
856. Gregory, James J.H., and Son. 1905. Vegetable
and flower seeds catalogue... (Mail order). Marblehead,
Massachusetts. 76 p.

• Summary: In the section titled “Plants Valuable for
Fodder,” “Soja or Soya Beans” are mentioned on page 37,
and in a price list on p. 51 (along with “Chufas or earth
almonds, and many other plants).
Near the end of the catalog is a full-page advertisement
titled “Nitro-Culture may double your crop.” An illustration
shows soy bean roots with nodules on them. In the price
list at the bottom of the page, Nitro-Culture for inoculating
soy beans sells for $2.00 per acre; there are different prices
for various crops. “Says the United States Department of
Agriculture: ‘It is worse than useless to attempt to grow any
leguminous pod-bearing crop without being certain of the
presence of the bacteria which enable the plants to fix free
nitrogen. Certain soils are practically devoid of the right kind
of bacteria, and unless some artificial means of inoculating
the germs be resorted to the crop will be a failure.’
“The new way saves the cost of nitrogen and is very
easy to use. The germs come ready for use, in a form called
Nitro-Culture. Nitro-Culture is put up in a dry package, so
small you can put it in you vest pocket. Simply add it to
water, and sprinkle the water over the seeds before planting.
The germs remain on every seed–live with it–increase about
it–feed the roots when they start and keep on feeding them.
They also enrich the soil by storing nitrogen in it, so that
the second year’s crop, whatever it may be, may be greatly
increased.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2018)
that mentions “Nitro-Culture,” a product used for inoculating
legumes. This is also the earliest ad seen (Oct. 2018) in a
seed catalogue for a product used for inoculating soy beans.
Address: Marblehead, Massachusetts.
857. Humphrey, Geo. C. 1905. Soy beans versus wheat
middlings as a supplement to corn meal for growing and
fattening pigs. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 22:21-30. For the year ended June 30, 1905.
• Summary: “Soy beans are grown only in a limited way
in Wisconsin and their uses and value are little known to
many farmers. Their adaptability to Wisconsin and the best
methods of culture are being studied by the Department of
Agronomy with promising results. Being rich in both protein
and fat, they are recommended for feeding purposes.
“To test their value in feeding fattening pigs, a trial was
made in the winter of 1903-4 to compare soy bean meal with
wheat middlings. The results of this trial are recorded in the
Twenty-First Annual Report.” A brief summary of the trial
follows. “Soy beans make an excellent supplement to corn
meal for growing and fattening pigs. Soy beans are a little
over 10 per cent. more valuable than wheat middlings for
economical pork production... For firmness, fine grain and
texture of flesh, and even distribution of fat and lean, the
ration of wheat middlings and corn meal is superior to that of
soy beans and corn meal.”
Tables (p. 22-23) show: (1) Feed eaten and gains made
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by pigs getting soy bean meal and wheat middling–1903-4.
(2) Percentage of various body components after
slaughtering. (3) Data relative to feed consumed and gains
made. Address: Animal Husbandman [Madison, Wisconsin].
858. Johnson & Stokes. 1905. Garden and farm manual
(Mail-order catalog). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 92 p.
• Summary: In the section on “Fodder and Soiling Plants,”
“Soja Bean (Early and Late varieties)” are mentioned on
page 63. Concerning the “New Early Variety: It is a valuable
fodder either for feeding green or for the silo. Being a rich
nitrogenous feed, it is unsurpassed as a flesh-former, and,
like the clovers, is a soil-improver. All who are interested
in this class of plants should give our New Early Soja or
Soy Bean a trial. Choice seed grown for us in Michigan [by
E.E. Evans]. Lb., 25c; 3 lbs. 60c., by mail, postage paid; by
express or freight, qt., 25c.; peck, $1.00; bush. of 60 lbs.,
$3.75.”
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: 11998.
Address: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
859. Kellner, Oscar Johann. 1905. Die Ernaehrung der
landwirtschaftlichen Nutztiere: Lehrbuch auf der Grundlage
physiologischer Forschung und praktischer Erfahrung [The
feeding of livestock: Textbook based on physiological
investigation and practical experience]. Berlin: Verlag von
Paul Parey. 594 p. See p. 558-69. Rev. ed. 1912. [Ger]
• Summary: Table 1, titled “Composition, digestibility, and
starch value of the feeds” contains a section on various types
of straw. The subsection on legume straws (p. 55) gives the
composition of soybean straw. The author lived 1851-1911.
Many subsequent editions were published, in 1906, 1909,
1912, 1919, 1924, etc. Address: Geh. Hofrat und Professor,
Vorstand der Koenigliche landwirtschaftliche Versuchsstation
Moeckern (near Leipzig) [Germany].
860. Mikado: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1905.
Seed color: Yellow (straw), hilum cinnamon brown.
• Summary: Sources: For the 1905 date see: Piper & Morse.
1923. The Soybean. p. 168 (below).
Wiancko, Alfred T. 1913. “Cow peas and soy beans.”
Revised ed. Purdue University Agricultural Extension
Bulletin No. 2. 8 p. March. Page 8: The following varieties
of soy beans may be recommended:... “Central and Southern
Indiana:–Hollybrook, Ito San, Early Brown, Sable, Mikado.”
Parsons (A.A.) & Sons. 1914. Ad in Hoard’s Dairyman.
47(1):29. Jan. 30. “Soy Beans–Nineteen-years, experience in
growing and feeding them. The Auburn, our earliest variety
about 100 days has yielded for us 27 bushels per acre field
test. The Micado [Mikado], about 120 days field test 30
bushels per acre. Either variety $2.50 per bushel...”
Reynolds, Will. 1914. “A crop with many profits: Soy
beans are good for fertilizer, for pasture, for hay, for seed.”

Country Gentleman 79(12):9. March 21. “For a generalpurpose bean, Sable and Mikado are both good, while Ito
San is the best all-around bean for its locality.”
Jenkins, E.H.; Hayes, H.K. 1915. “Field tests of soy
beans, 1914.” Connecticut Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No.
185. 17 p. Jan. See p. 6-7. Tables I shows “Analyses of soy
bean forage grown at Mt. Carmel field, 1914.” It lists 18
soybean varieties, including Mikado.
Voorhees, John H. 1915. “Variations in soy bean
inoculation.” J. of the American Society of Agronomy
7(3):139-40. June. One-acre plats were sown to six soy bean
varieties, including Mikado. “On September 8 the nodules on
the Mikado were very numerous, spreading around the tap
root in a close mass...”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 15. “This
variety, especially suited to the Central States, produces a
good yield of seed and forage. It is about one week later than
Medium Yellow but otherwise appears to be identical with
that variety.”
Evans, Arthur T.; Fowlds, Matthew. 1921. “Soybeans in
South Dakota.” South Dakota Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin
No. 193. p. 317-24. March. See p. 319, 321. “About 30
varieties have been tested at the station at Brookings for one
or more years.” Among these is Mikado, which was tested
for hay (see Table 4).
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 68, 89, 96-97, 152, 168, 171, 281. Page 168 states:
“Selection from Mongol by A.A. [Adrian Alkanah] Parsons,
Plainfield, Indiana, in 1905. Plants stout, erect, bushy,
maturing in about 120 days; pubescence tawny; flowers
purple, 45 to 50 days to flower; pods tawny, 35 to 45 mm.
long, 8 to 9 mm wide, 6 to 7 mm. thick, 2-3 seeded; seed
straw yellow, 7 to 8 mm. long, 6 to 7 mm. wide, 6 to 7 mm.
thick; hilum cinnamon brown; germ yellow; oil 18.2 per
cent.; 185,200 to the bushel.”
Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. “Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries.” International Institute of Agriculture (Rome)
Monthly 27(4):117T-49T. April. See p. 143T-144T. The
Mikado soybean variety is presently grown in the state of
Indiana–and in Brazil (p. 182T).
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89. For
the year 1937. See p. 1188. Selection by Parsons (name of
breeder), Indiana, 1905. Address: USA.
861. Moeller, Josef. 1905. Mikroskopie der Nahrungs- und
Genussmittel aus dem Pflanzenreiche. 2 Aufl. [Microscopy
of foods and delicacies from the vegetable kingdom. 2nd
ed.]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. xvi + 599 p. Illust.
Index. 24 cm. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In section titled “Legumes,” the subsection on
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the soybean (Sojabohne, p. 274-76) contains the following
contents: Introduction. Seed coat (Samenschale). Embryo.
Bibliography.
The soybean (Soyabohne or Sojabohnen) (Glycine
hispida Maxim., Soja hispida Moench) is native to the
Orient. In China and Japan it is grown mainly for its seeds,
but in Europe and America, mainly as a fodder plant.
The seeds are yellow, brown, or black, 5-10 mm long,
in some varieties somewhat flattened, but in others nearly
globular / spherical. They contain no starch.
The seed coat (Fig. 294) or spermoderm is pressed
tightly against the endosperm layer (Naehrgewebe). The
palisade cells (Palissadenzellen) are about 50-60μ high and
about 6-15μ wide, similar to those of the common bean
and, like the latter, may or may not have colored contents,
depending on the color of the seed. The column cells (Die
Trägerzellen) are hour-glass shaped and located immediately
below the palisade cells. They are about the same height as
the latter (usually 35-50μ), but around the hilum (Nabel)
they often reach a height of 150μ. Since they are easily
separated from the adjoining layers and from one another,
isolated cells are often found. The spongy parenchyma
(Schwammparenchym) is strongly pressed against the
endosperm layer (Fig. 294, E). The aleurone cells, which
form a thick layer, are rectangular or polygonal.
The embryo (Embryo): The thin-walled cells of the
cotyledons (Fig. 295) contain large (sometimes 25μ in
diameter) aleurone grains, but no starch. Two detailed
illustrations show the microscopic parts described above; the
first is from Winton (1906).
Because of the large column cells and the distinctive
endosperm layer, the soybean is easy to recognize.
Note 1. The title page states that this book contains
599 illustrations (woodcuts) by the author and by Andrew
L. Winton. The extensive revision of the book was done in
cooperation with A.L. Winton.
Note 2. Contains similar entries for: Adzuki bean (p.
269-70). Alfalfa (p. 288). Peanut (p. 288-93). Sesame (p.
323-25). The section on coffee substitutes (p. 408-09) lists
many substances which can be used (incl. peanuts, lupin,
chicory, figs, etc.), but soy in not mentioned. The names
of many commercial coffee substitutes and their main
ingredient(s) are also listed, but again no soy. Address: Full
Public Prof. and Board of the Pharmacological Institutes (o.
ö Professor und Vorstand des pharmakologischen Institutes
der Universitaet Graz) [capital of Styria, Austria-Hungary].
862. Moore, George T.; Robinson, T.R. 1905. Beneficial
bacteria for leguminous crops. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 214. 48 p. See p. 43.
• Summary: The section on “Nitrates” (p. 14) states: “The
fact that the nodules do not occur abundantly upon plants
growing in very rich earth has been frequently observed. Not
only does the available nitrogen in the soil render the activity

of the bacteria less essential to healthy plant growth, but the
presence of nitrogenous substances seems to have a distinctly
unfavorable effect upon the bacteria themselves.”
An original illustration (p. 17, by Blanchard) shows the
roots of two soybean plants with many nodules.
Page 22: “R.C. Atkinson of Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania,
reporting upon inoculated cowpeas and soy beans, has this to
say: ‘Season was very unfavorable, yet the inoculated seed
came to a nearly perfect stand and made a quicker growth.
The difference was quite marked.”
Page 28: “Inoculation is highly desirable” for the
“infection of soy beans grown in the United States was first
secured only after using soil imported from Japan.”
In the section titled “Field tests by practical farmers” (p.
31-46) is a subsection on “some characteristic experiences.”
Under “Soy beans” we read (p. 43-44):
“Alabama, Rash. W.W. Lee.–All inoculated but six rows.
Inoculated began showing result of inoculation in a few days
after they came up, and harvested 50 per cent more than the
other.
“Georgia, Gainesville. John E. Miller.–The soybean
inoculation I got last spring was a complete success. I
planted 10 to 12 acres on an old barren field, and they are
from 12 to 36 inches high. Have not found a single one that
was not inoculated. One had tubercles 26 inches from the
base. I think your Department a great help to the farmers.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document seen
(March 2003) in which the word “inoculation” is used as a
noun (today the word “inoculum” would be used) to refer to
a substance used to inoculate a particular legume.
“Kentucky, Winchester. Dr. M.S. Browne.–Twelve
thousand five hundred pounds dry hay, ready for storing, per
acre; ground where seeds were not inoculated at rate of 1,500
pounds cured hay per acre. Soil, medium bluegrass sod. Noninoculated, a failure; inoculated, a wonderful crop. Date of
planting, April 15; date of harvesting, July 25.
“Maryland, Bynum. Wilmer P. Hoopes.–Our soy beans
drilled in with corn in rows 3½ feet apart, the whole crop
making about 20 tons of silage per acre. The beans just
covered the space between the rows and yielded at least 20
tons per acre. The roots were just covered with nodules.”
Similar letters concerning soy bean inoculation appear
on page 44 from U.L. Coleman (Marionville, Missouri),
W.W. Stead (Maryland, New York), C.E. Jones (Carysbrook,
Virginia), and Mrs. Rose Fisher (Simplicity, Virginia).
Address: 1. Physiologist and Algologist, In Charge of Lab.
of Plant Physiology; 2. Asst. in Physiology, Vegetable
Pathological and Physiological Investigations, Bureau of
Plant Industry [USDA].
863. Perkins, W.R. 1905. Report of agronomist. Mississippi
Agricultural Experiment Station / Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual Report 18:15-17.
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1905.
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• Summary: “Forage plants... Soja (Soy) beans.–Five
varieties of this plant [whose names are not given] were
grown and record made of the yield of hay and grain. It
promises to be a valuable plant in the State, and may prove a
formidable rival of cowpeas as a forage plant as well as a soil
improver.”
“Conclusion. At present the indications are that
considerable changes will be made, in the near future, in the
kind of farming done in the South. The idea of diversifying,
much to be desired, is gaining recognition, and with it will
come a demand for information along the line of growing all
the cereals, leguminous crops, forage crops, and grasses as
well as questions related to growing cotton and soil fertility.”
Address: Agronomy [Agricultural College, Mississippi].
864. Robertson, R. 1905. Experimental Farm for the
Maritime Provinces. Report of Superintendent. Annual
Report of the Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 31351. For the year 1904. See p. 334. Sessional Paper No. 16.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiments with soja
and horse beans” (p. 334) states: “Experiments were
again conducted with Soja beans and Horse beans to test
their relative value as forage crops, and also the yield per
acre when grown in rows at different distances apart. The
plots were 1-10 [probably 1/10] acre each... The seed was
sown June 13. Many of the plants of both these plots were
destroyed by cutworms.” A “frost on September 1 killed the
Soja Beans, making it impossible to obtain reliable data from
either of these plots.” Also discusses alfalfa and six varieties
of millet. Address: Superintendent, Experimental Farm,
Nappan, Nova Scotia, Canada.
865. Sharpe, Thomas A. 1905. Experimental Farm for British
Columbia. Report of Superintendent. Annual Report of the
Experimental Farms (Ottawa, Canada). p. 453-85. For the
year 1904. See p. 466. Sessional Paper No. 16.
• Summary: In the section titled “Horse beans” (p. 466) we
read: “Soja Beans:–These make a better growth on our warm
sandy soil than the horse bean and as they branch freely,
and have a great deal of foliage, as well as many pods, the
cattle, horses, pigs and sheep are very fond of them, and on
rich land fairly heavy crops can be raised, but clover can be
grown so much more cheaply and more feed per acre can be
got from clover, that it does not pay except under exceptional
conditions to raise Soja beans, especially as the seed seldom
ripens sufficiently to be of use.
“Three plots were sown April 25 and harvested October
10, at which time a fair percentage of the pods contained
seeds in a nearly matured state.”
The beans sown at 28 inches apart in the drills gave
the highest yield (4 tons 1,160 pounds). “Well podded; very
leafy and well branched; pods more matured than where
closer together in the drills.” Address: Superintendent,
Experimental Farm, Agassiz, BC, Canada.

866. Wilson, James. 1905. Report of the Secretary of
Agriculture. Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA) p. ix-cxxiv. For the fiscal year ended June
30, 1905. See p. xlvi, l-li.
• Summary: The section titled “Advances in grass and forage
plant investigations” (p. xlvi) states: “Cowpeas, soy beans,
and new varieties of sorghum have all been effectively
studied and their growth extended.”
The section titled “The Arlington Farm and general
horticultural work” (p. l-li) states: “This farm is located
near the Arlington Cemetery [Virginia] and contains 400
acres. From a neglected area overgrown by brush and weeds
the farm has been converted into a suitable tract for field
and demonstration experiments.” The various experiments
conducted by several bureaus are described. Address:
Secretary of Agriculture.
867. Wing, Joseph E. 1905. Sheep farming in America.
Chicago, Illinois: Sanders Publishing Co. 332 p. Illust.
Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: In Chapter 4, titled “Care of the ewe and young
lamb” is a section on Feeding for the market” which states
(p. 111-12): “Soy beans may replace the oilmeal and are
better. Soys are readily grown upon any farm and should be
regularly sown where lambs are grown.” Note: We are not
told from what “the oilmeal” is made; probably linseed or
cotton seed.
“Early varieties of soy beans should be grown in the
Northern states, threshed when ripe and the seeds kept for
the lambs. The bean straw if kept dry has in it a good deal
of nourishment also which the ewes will seek out and the
coarser parts will serve as an excellent bedding.
“There is hardly any other food that will push forward
lambs like soys. They have abundant protein and a good deal
of bone material also. As compared with ordinary field peas
they have 29 to 40 per cent of protein, while field peas have
16 per cent and cowpeas 18 per cent. Field peas are best
adapted to New England, Canada and Michigan, with some
regions of high altitude in the Rocky Mountains; soy beans
to all the corn-belt. As the oilmeals are steadily increasing
in price with possibilities of their frequent adulteration the
shepherd can not afford to overlook sources of home-grown
protein.”
“After the lambs are well started on feed, the ewe lambs
if they are designated to be kept upon the farm, and such ram
lambs as may be worth keeping, should be separated from
the others and fed differently. They may have all the oats and
bran they wish and some soy beans, but are the better for
having very little corn.”
The frontispiece (facing the title page) is a portrait photo
of Joseph Elwyn Wing (lived 1861-1915).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2003)
that contains the term “corn-belt” (or “corn belt,” “Corn-
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Belt,” or “Corn Belt”). Address: Ohio.
868. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1905. Descriptive catalogue and
guide for the farm & garden (Mail order, with order form).
Richmond, Virginia. 81 p. 26 cm.
• Summary: This is the company’s 25th anniversary catalog.
In the section on “New and Desirable Varieties” (p. 7) is a
large entry for “Hollybrook Early Soja Beans,” including a
long testimonial letter from Mr. V.E. Barksdale of Halifax
County, Virginia. He “grew both the Mammoth Yellow
and the Hollybrook Early Soja on an extensive scale last
year.” He believes that the latter has clear advantages over
the former. Because it “matures early, and at the same time
makes a large yield, the crop is bound to become more
popular than ever before. Price, per pkt. 10c.; qt. 20c.; peck,
75c.; bus. $2.50.”
A photo shows a field of Hollybrook Early Sojas. An
illustration of the “Hollybrook Early Soja Bean” also appears
on the catalog’s cover.
In the section titled “Seeds For the Farm” (p. 68), there
is a large section on “Mammoth Yellow Soja Beans” and
a small one on “Hollybrook Early Soja Beans.” There are
three testimonial letters for the Mammoth Yellow from:
(1) Michael Shea of Charles County, Maryland. (2) E.B.
McGinnis & Son from Amherst Co., Virginia. (3) and J.W.
Speas from Forsyth Co., North Carolina. A photograph
shows “Soja beans grown as a hay crop on our Hollybrook
Farm.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Hollybrook Early.
The 1898-99 catalog is owned by the Smithsonian
Horticulture Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call
number: #12346. Address: Richmond, Virginia.
869. Brooks, William P.; Church, F.R.; Haskell, S.B.
1906. Report of the Agriculturists. Massachusetts (Hatch)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 18:15-46.
Jan. See p. 25-28.
• Summary: In the section titled “Comparison of different
potash salts for field Crops (Field G)” lists (p. 25) crops
grown in this experiment from 1898 to 1905. They include:
1898–Medium Green soy beans. 1905–Soy beans. The
potash salts used were kainite, high- and low-grade sulfate,
muriate, nitrate, carbonate, and silicate.
One table titled “Yields per acre” (p. 26-27) gives the
average yield of soy beans (in bushels) and straw (in pounds)
in experiments with various potash salts on 40 different
plots. Potassium chloride is “distinctly inferior as a source
of potash for soy beans in comparison with other salts...” A
second table titled “Soy beans.–Average yield per acre” (p.
27) summarizes the average results of the first table using
the same format. The highest yield of soy beans (27.86 bu/
acre) and of straw (2,288 lb/acre) was obtained with the
use of carbonate. Conclusions: (1) For the soy bean, it

is much safer to depend upon the high-grade sulfate as a
source of the needed potash than to use any of the potash
salts containing chloride. (2) On all soils at least with good
retentive qualities and moisture, the sulfate of potash should
generally be preferred to muriate or kainite, not only for
soy beans, but clovers and with little doubt for all other
legumes as well (p. 28). Address: 1. PhD, Director of the
Station and Agriculturist; 2. Asst. Agriculturist [Amherst,
Massachusetts].
870. Jones, Humphrey. 1906. Successful cattle feeding:
feeding the corn crop from the silo at a cost of 35 cents a ton.
Corn fodder in the silo about one-half the value of total crop.
Indiana Farmer 61(5):8-9 Feb. 3.
• Summary: “(Address of Humphrey Jones, of Ohio, before
Ohio Board of Agriculture, January 12, 1906.)
“There is one view in which it is probably profitable to
consider the production of beef on the farm whether prices
be profitable and good or whether we are to have low prices.
Generally no great evil exists for any considerable length of
time without a remedy is found for it, but if this evil of low
prices is to continue upon us and remains, the next thing to
consider is how the cost of production can be reduced so
as leave some margin of profit notwithstanding the reduced
prices.
“You have been told from this platform this afternoon
that the production of live stock is the basis of all successful
farming. This is a statement which American farmers in my
judgment do not realize as fully as they ought to. It is one
that is familiar to us all, but it comes in one hear and goes
out the other.’
Page 8, column 1: “Soy Bean and Corn Silage: A matter
I should have stated in connection with the corn silage is the
soy bean crop. The soy bean is like alfalfa. It does not want
to be put upon poor thin land, but upon good rich land. You
can raise as much tonnage per acre with the proper variety
of soy beans as you can of corn. The soy bean is the richest
stock feed grown. When grown to produce the maximum
amount of grain it is doubtless much richer in protein than
alfalfa. Corn is very deficient in protein. We therefore always
aim to raise enough soy beans to mix with the corn in the
silo, so as to as nearly as possible balance the corn ration.
While corn in the king of crops, and is the great feed crop of
this country, yet alfalfa and soy beans are worth their weight
in ear corn when mixed in proper proportions with corn.
They then have a food value equal to the same weight of ear
corn. We have found that by mixing the soy bean with corn,
in about the proportion of 40 per cent of soy beans to 60 per
cent of corn, that we get a ration that is so well adapted to the
requirements of young cattle that upon that ration alone, with
clover or alfalfa hay and a pound or two per head per day of
concentrates, we can get gains of 50 to 60 pounds per month.
You take a steer two or three years old that gains 50 pounds a
month for a six months period on full feed of shock corn, and
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he is a good feeder. Our silage and hay ration will make good
well bred young cattle gain 50 pounds a month during the
entire winter, provided you have a proper shelter for them.
“Now, why is this so? This feed does not analyze so as
to justify that result, but the answer from experience is this:
Take good timothy hay and feed young cattle on it during
the winter and then get thin, but wait until the grass comes in
the spring, and turn them on to timothy grass, which as well
as timothy hay is very deficient in protein and is not by any
means a balanced ration, and in a week or two you will find
the cattle shedding off and taking on an appearance of thrift.
And what is the explanation of it? Not that the cattle are
getting a different class of feed so far as chemical analysis is
concerned, because the feed that they were getting in the dry
hay has substantially the same elements that are in the grass,
but the difference is due entirely to the condition the food
is in. The grass is green and succulent. When you have this
grass and have it as nature has provided it–grass is nature’s
food for animals, and she generally balances it up so as to
make it a proper food for their best development–have it with
the succulence that nature puts into it, you get the highest
development of which the animal is capable.”
Page 8, column 2: “... The man who simply goes on a
piece of land and farms it and sells a crop and hauls it off
to market, is not a farmer in any sense of the term. He is
a ‘miner.’ He is simply going into the store of fertility he
finds there and taking it away each year and transferring it
into money. That sort of a man is not doing anything by his
operations that will make that farm, or the community in
which he lives, any better by reason of his having lived in
it. The land will be poorer when he passes away, and there
will be less there for the future generations. The man who
is fortunate enough to own good agricultural land should
handle it in such a way that it will be better when it is passed
to those who come after him.”
This was a nice expression of Adrian Parson’s personal
creed as it related to farming. He later said it was “... worth
the cost of the Indiana Farmer for 20 years.”
871. Wairarapa Daily Times (New Zealand). 1906. Soya
beans. Feb. 7. p. 4.
• Summary: “A Masterton resident has secured from Japan a
sample case of Soya Beans or, as the Americans term them,
Soy Beans. These are a novelty in New Zealand; and, if
any one is curious concerning them, he can see a sample of
this renowned product at our office. Soya Beans are said to
be the staple food upon which the splendid physique of the
Japanese is built up, and the Athletic World generally has
been investigating the properties and modes of preparation
of this manna of the Far East. Some few months ago even
the London Times published a correspondence on the
question, and the ubiquitous interviewer sought out the
Japanese Ambassador in London, who kindly gave him many
interesting particulars of the famous bean.

“The Soya bean appears in various national dishes and
is rarely absent from a Japanese meal. One preparation is
a brown pasty mass, called Miso, which is used to produce
the soup which is the main dish for a Japanese breakfast.
For lunch, fish is boiled in Soya [sauce], and vegetables are
stewed in it. Soya soup also appears at the supper table. In
some form or another, Soya, as food or as sauce, appears
in every dish. It is the bread of life in Japan, where all
men, whether high or low, rich or poor, live simply. Rice,
vegetables and fish are customary foods, meat being rarely
eaten, but Soya is an ingredient in every cooked dish.
Doubtless the Japanese cook is an artist in the preparation
of food and some of advantages which the race possess in
physique may be due to his culinary skill.
“The United States of America, with their usual
intelligent enterprise, have, to a certain extent, assimilated
the Soya bean. It has become popular in some parts of the
American territory, owing to its resistent powers against
drought, and because it supplies a large amount of forage
rich in protein. The proteids are the muscle feeders of the
body, and it is even said that the cute Yankee, now and again,
nourishes his racehorse on Soya. To the horticulturalist,
the Soya bean is of special value as a soil renovator. It has
been tried in orchards, where it has been broadcasted and
harrowed in with excellent results.
“The Soya bean thrives best in tropical and semi-tropical
climates. Japan, though colder in winter, is hotter in summer
than is New Zealand, and may be classed as a subtropical
climate. The average temperature is much the same as in this
colony. Soya thrives best upon a warm, well-drained loamy
soil, and the seed should not be planted till all danger of frost
is over. The best success is obtained by planting the bean in
drills, two and a-half or three feet apart, and the hills on the
rows eighteen or twenty inches apart. It grows to a height
of three or four feet. During the, earlier periods of growth,
cultivation between the rows is necessary. After the ground
is shaded by the growth of the plant, tillage is discontinued.
No doubt, next season, the Soya bean will be growing in
Masterton, and its merits ascertained. If, then, the custodian
of the Masterton Park cares to make a public object-lesson
of its cultures in one of his well-tilled borders, the local
resident, who has imported a supply, will be happy to place
seed at his disposal.”
872. Moore, R.A. 1906. Division of farm crops: Plan of work
for the coming year. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Association, Annual Report 4:137-57. Feb. 8-9. See p. 15557.
• Summary: The section titled “Experiment No. 8, soy
beans” (p. 155-57) begins: “The soy bean was probably
introduced into the United States from Japan about fifty
years ago [i.e., in about 1856] and has been cultivated with
success in the southern states. In Japan it is used extensively
as a human food, but in this country it is grown for the seed,
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as a forage plant, and as a soil renovator. As a forage its use
as a soiling crop is becoming recognized, by the stockmen
and dairymen, as it withstands the drought exceptionally well
and will give a good cutting of green forage at the time when
other feeds are shriveled and wilted. Soy beans of the late
variety gave a cutting of 9.9 tons green forage per acre at the
Wisconsin Experiment Farm in 1900 and yielded thirty-eight
bushels of seed beans per acre in 1902, and forty bushels per
acre in 1903.”
“Secure a sack of inoculated soil from the Experiment
Station and scatter on a portion of the field that you desire to
plant to soy beans and note the development of the nodules.”
A “report blank” (p. 156-57) with 22 questions is given
for farmers who want to try growing soy beans and to report
their results to the Association. Address: Secretary, Madison.
873. Heald, Frederick De Forest. 1906. Report on the plant
diseases prevalent in Nebraska during the season of 1905.
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
19:19-81. Feb. See p. 41, 71.
• Summary: In section IV titled “Forage crops. A. Legumes”
we read (p. 41): “Soy-bean, Glycine hispida. Bacterial blight,
Bacillus sp?–In this disease the leaves become covered
with small brown spots or pustules... The disease was not
observed till early in October [1905], so no cultural studies
have yet been carried out.”
An appendix to this article (p. 60-81) discusses
“Prevention and treatment of the most important diseases in
the report for 1905.” In section IV “Forage crops” (p. 71)
we read: “37. Bacterial blight, soy bean. This disease is not
well known at present. The following recommendations can,
however, be made: 1. All diseased plants should be raked
into heaps and burned. 2. Land upon which the disease has
been prevalent should be planted to some other crop for a
year or two.”
Note 1. This is probably the first report of bacterial
disease or a bacterial blight on soy beans.
Note 2. A summary of this article titled “New and littleknown plant diseases in Nebraska” was published in Science
23(590):624 (1906). It added: “This disease was quite serious
on soy bean used as an orchard cover crop at the experiment
station.” Address: Ph.D., Botanist of the Experiment Station
[Nebraska] and collaborator in the Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC.
874. Carver, G.W. 1906. Re: Report of the work of the
Tuskegee Experiment Station since its organization in 189697. Letter to Booker T. Washington, March 30. 7 p. See p.
1-2. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “I herewith beg to submit in brief a report of
the work of the Experiment Station since its organization
in 1896-7. At this time ten acres of land, very variable in
character, all poor and just the kind of land needed for
experimental purposes. The first experiment was on sweet

potatoes in 1897... In 1898, six varieties of cow-peas, velvet
beans and five varieties of corn were tested for forage
purposes... In 1899, thirteen varieties of cotton were planted.
In 1899, similar experiments were made on the same fodders,
to-gether with four varieties of sorghum, velvet beans, and
sojah [soja] beans. Their grazing and forage value was tested
in 1900-01-02-03-04 and 1905.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that uses the term “grazing” (or “graze” or “grazed”) in
connection with soybeans.
Location: Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Microfilm of The George Washington Carver Papers in
the Tuskegee Institute Archives, Roll 3 #1033. Address:
Tuskegee, Alabama.
875. Garman, H. 1906. Observations and experiments
on clover, alfalfa, and soy beans. Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 125. p. 37-61. March.
• Summary: A general interest in alfalfa has been “awakened
partly by failures in growing red clover and in part by the
exploitation of certain cultures of nodule bacteria said to
facilitate the growing of alfalfa and other similar plants on
land upon which they have not before been grown...” (p. 39).
“In the majority of our soils nodules will be found on
the roots of alfalfa, red clover, and cowpeas, showing that
these plants do not absolutely require cultures. To get the
greatest possible benefit from a crop of soy beans on land
new to them, cultures should be used the first year, but if
soy beans are to be grown several years in succession on the
same land, it is not absolutely necessary to use cultures, since
the nodules will appear the second year anyway. The finest
growth of nodules the writer has ever seen on this plant,
appeared in plots planted the second season with soy beans”
(p. 41).
Table 3, titled “Yields from six soy bean plots in 1905.
To show effect of cultures” (p. 53). In each of the three
paired plots, one type of culture was used on one plot and no
culture was used on the other. In each case, the plot with no
culture gave the highest yield!
“Nodules large when few, small when numerous: The
growth of nodules is undoubtedly at the expense of the plant
growing them. When they are few or none, the plant is larger.
That they are a tax upon the plant is shown in another way.
When but few appear on the roots, the nodules themselves
reach a much larger size than when large numbers develop...”
Fresh moist cultures produce more nodules than dry ones (p.
58).
The section titled “Sowing soy beans and cowpeas”
(p. 59-60) states: “The soy bean is not as well known
in Kentucky as it deserves to be. It is as productive as
the cowpea, makes as good green forage and hay, while
mixed with corn, it makes excellent silage. It is a good soil
improver also, the root nodules appearing in our soil after the
first year in large numbers. It is well adapted to our climate,
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though some varieties require a long season to mature their
seeds. On this account it is well to select for sowing varieties
that mature moderately early. A medium yellow, green, or
black bean, will give good results in Kentucky.” Address:
Entomologist and Botanist of the Station, Lexington,
Kentucky.
876. Mitchell Index (The) (Mitchell, Nebraska). 1906. Farm,
orchard & garden: growing feed and fertility. April 6. p. 10,
col. 1.
• Summary: “The air is a great storehouse of nitrogen
and vast amounts of potash [potassium carbonate] and
phosphoric acid. If we can trap or coax the nitrogen from
the air and unlock the other ingredients from the soil and
unite them in living plants, we can grow crops cheaply
and reduce the cost of farm, stock and dairy products and
largely increase our profits. While scientists are devising
some means to combine the nitrogen of the air with some
other substance that will make it available for agricultural
purposes, the best we can do is to study with care the
leguminous plants that we now know do actually draw a
part of their nitrogen from the air and store it for use in their
roots, stems, leaves and seeds.
These plants, clovers, beans, peas, etc. furnish for stock
what we call protein, a nitrogenous substance, necessary
for the making of lean meat, milk and eggs, that are always
salable farm products. The entire plant, or their roots
decaying in the soil, add to it a considerable amount of
the valuable plant food we call nitrogen, and leave it in a
comparatively stable form. Even if a part of this nitrogen has
been obtained from what was already in the soil, the legumes
have brought it up from below by their long roots, or have
collected it from near the surface, where it was going to
waste. In other words, they have trapped some from the air
and gathered the wastes and have put it into a form available
for the crop that follows.
“It is also characteristic of these plants that they leave
the soil in a mellow and friable state favorable to the growth
of other crops. We feel sure from the experience we have
had that it will be profitable for many of our readers to
experiment this year on their own account, to learn how they
can make some of the lesser known legumes profitable in
their farming.
“Particular attention is called here to the soy or soja
bean, one of the least known of the legume family of plants.
“It comes to use from Japan and has been tested in a
limited way by a few persons here and there. Five years ago
at the Kansas Experiment station several fields aggregating
sixty acres were planted with very satisfactory results in
every instance.
“In feeding the beans they take the place of linseed meal
or gluten meal. They surpass linseed meal in the percentage
of protein and fat. In the bean meal there is 36.8 per cent
of protein and 16.2 per cent of fat; in linseed meal 33.2 per

cent and 3 per cent. Comparing soy bean hay and dry corn
fodder, the former has 15.4 per cent of protein and 5.2 per
cent of fat, while the latter has 3.8 per cent and 1.1 per cent.
The green beans are also twice as rich in these respects as
green corn. Thus it appears they afford a convenient feed
for balancing the corn crop to make it a suitable ration for
growing or fattening stock and for making milk.”
877. C.B.D. 1906. Sow only after the ground is thoroughly
warm (Letter to the editor). Indiana Farmer 61(15):3. April
14.
• Summary: This is the first of three letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department–The value of soy
beans and cow peas.”
“1st Premium.–The cow pea crop is especially adapted
to meet the wants of the farmers in the Southwest.”
“While the soy bean is a comparatively new plant
in America (introduced about 30 years ago) it has been
cultivated in China and Japan for more than a thousand
years. In the Oriental countries are made various preparations
from the seeds, to take the place of eggs and meat products
for the people. In this country the seeds are used only as
cattle foods or when parched as a substitute for coffee. They
are especially rich in fats and nitrogenous compounds. The
soy bean requires about the same class of soils as corn and
will grow about as far north as corn can be depended on. The
best results with it have been obtained in the region between
the 35th and 44th parallels, east of the Rocky Mountains.
The region best adapted to it then, is the corn belt–a
circumstance which argues well for its use and value in
conjunction with corn for fattening animals. We plant the soy
bean in late spring or early summer, when the ground is quite
warm. The earlier varieties are used, if a seed crop is desired,
as it require the entire season for the perfect development of
the berries. If, however, the crop is intended to be used as
forage we find the latter varieties most satisfactory, as they
excel the early varieties for that purpose. Like the cow pea, it
may be sown in drills between the corn rows, or in a field by
itself, either in drills or broadcast. In drills it requires about
2½ pecks were acre, or a peck more if sown broadcast. The
crop should be cut for hay from the time of flowering until
the pods are half ripe. Later than that, the stems are coarse
and woody and rapidly decline in feeding value.”
“The ripe soy beans are among the riches of
concentrated foods. On a basis of 8 tons green forage it
has been estimated that about one and one-tenth tons of
digestible substances are contained in the hay crop grown
on one acre, of which amount one-sixth is protein and threefourths fat and carbohydrates. The yield varies according
to soil and season from 6 to 13 tons of green forage. The
yield of seed varies from as low as 15 bushels to as high
as 100 bushels per acre, the average being about the same
as corn, from 25 to 40 bushels. This crop is a heavy potash
feeder and requires fertilization with lime and with potash
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and phosphoric acid, when grown on such lighter soils as are
deficient in these elements.” Address: Kansas.
878. Indiana Farmer. 1906. Adapted to lighter and poorer
soil (Letter to the editor). 61(15):3. April 14.
• Summary: This is the second of three letters published
under the bold heading: “Experience department–The value
of soy beans and cow peas.”
“2d Premium.–These crops are not generally raised, but
they are of great value in and at certain times and places.”
“The soy bean seems likely to prove of greater value
where the cow pea fails to ripen. It is adapted to about the
same soils and produces about the same amount of vegetable
matter. There are many varieties of these also. The Medium
Green suits the latitude of Indiana better than any other
and this variety has proved itself very vigorous, free from
disease, and capable of drawing nitrogen from the air to
an unusual extent, its roots being most thickly studded
with nodules. It has been demonstrated by experiments,
with results as follows: The Medium Green soy bean gave
per acre of green weight 19,685 pounds dry matter, 5,386
pounds, nitrogen 167.3 pounds. Black cow pea, green weight
20,035 pounds, dry matter 3,389 pounds, nitrogen 62.1
pounds. Wonderful cow pea, green weighed 19,685 pounds,
dry matter 3,622 pounds, nitrogen 80.4 pounds. The table
shows that the soy bean gave larger quantities both of dry
matter and of nitrogen than either variety of cow peas. The
soy bean will not stand drouth as well as the pea but is of
more value as a green manure.
“For fodder the bean is nearly its equal. Experiments
indicate that the manurial value of the stubble of the bean is
not very great, so the use of this plant for soil improvement
and fodder combined seems unlikely to be very favorable.
“If grown for soil improvement the entire crop should
be turned under. The Medium soy bean ripens in this latitude
and will produce seed. Both the crops are best grown in
drills.–A Reader.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2003) that contains the term “soil improvement”
in connection with soybeans. Address: Cass County, Indiana.
879. Indiana Farmer. 1906. Do well on poor land (Letter to
the editor). 61(15):3. April 14.
• Summary: No This is the third of three letters published
under the bold heading: “Experience department–The value
of soy beans and cow peas.”
“3d Premium.–Soy beans and cow peas are a valuable
crop to the farmer whose land is in poor condition, too thin
to grow a profitable crop of corn, or get a set of clover. Cow
peas will make a fine crop of hay on real poor land, and is a
nutritious feed for the stock; it is especially good for dairy
cows.” Signed, “Constant Reader.”
880. Rhodesian Agricultural Journal. 1906. Forage and

pasture plants (continued). 3(4):354-70. April. See p. 364.
Reprinted in part from Transvaal Dept. of Agriculture,
Annual Report.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy bean” (p. 364) states:
“The Soy Bean or Soja Bean is also highly valued as an
annual forage or soiling crop in the United States, and ‘of all
the legumes in cultivation, is only exceeded by the ground
nut in amount and digestibility of its food constituents; it is
especially rich in fats and nitrogenous compounds, in fact, it
is one of the richest of concentrated foods.’
“On the Experiment Station, Salisbury, it [the soy bean]
was employed as a soiling crop on a poor clay soil when the
latter was first broken up. Broadcast at the rate of 50 lb. [of
seed] per acre, the vines completely covered the ground with
dense growth, which, when turned under, completely altered
the character of the land, bringing up the quality almost out
of recognition.
“’It may also be cut when the pods are half formed,
and cured into nutritious hay or turned into good silage.
Its principal value lies, however, in the dried bean, which
is used in conjunction with maize for fattening stock. It is
cut with a scooter or V-shaped plough, as the stems are too
woody to be mowed with an ordinary machine.’–Annual
Report, Transvaal Department of Agriculture”
Note 1. The two quotations, concerning work in
neighboring South Africa, are taken from: Burtt-Davy,
Joseph. 1905. “Report of the government agrostologist and
botanist for the year ending June 30th, 1904.” Transvaal
Department of Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 261-320. For
the year 1903-04. See p. 263, 270-71, 274.
Also discusses the cowpea and Kafir bean (p. 363-64),
vetches (p. 365, including common winter vetches or tares,
the scarlet vetch of Algeria, and the hairy vetch), and alfalfa
(p. 356-62).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Rhodesia (and specifically
in Southern Rhodesia, which became Zimbabwe in 1980),
or the cultivation of soybeans in Rhodesia. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Southern
Rhodesia, or the cultivation of soybeans in Southern
Rhodesia (April 1906). The source of these soybeans is
unknown.
881. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1906. Experiment station
work, XXXVII. No. 267. 32 p. See p. 29. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Effect of silage on the flavor
and odor of milk” (p. 29) states: “In recent experiments with
soy-bean silage at the Wisconsin Station, F.W. Woll and G.C.
Humphrey found that this material had a very bad effect
upon the quality of milk, butter, and cheese produced, and
concluded as a result of their experience that satisfactory
dairy products can not be made when cows are fed this
silage.”
For details see: Woll, F.W.; Humphrey, Geo. C. 1904.
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“Soy bean silage as a food for dairy cows.” Wisconsin Agric.
Exp. Station, Annual Report 21:67-74. For the year ending
June 30, 1904. Address: Washington, DC.
882. Valley Front Farm (Wm. C. Studds). 1906. Yellow
Soja beans (Ad). Southern Planter (Richmond, Virginia)
67(4):341. April.
• Summary: This ad (1/27 page) states: “Home grown for
several years for sale in any quantity desired up to 500
bushels. Average yield last year, 3 tons hay and about 30
bushels seed per acre. Can be cut with mower and threshed
with wheat thresher; the best, most nutritious and prolific
legume for eastern Virginia. For prices apply to. Wm. C.
Studds,...” Address: Sassafras, Gloucester Co., Virginia.
883. Wiancko, A.T. 1906. Soy beans and cow peas. Indiana
Farmer 61(19):3. May 12.
• Summary: The following is reprinted from Purdue
Newspaper Bulletin No. 128. “Every farmer who feeds live
stock should become acquainted with the soy bean and the
cow pea, as often one or the other might be used to good
advantage. Both are leguminous plants rich in protein and
make excellent crops for supplementing carbonaceous
feeding stuffs, such as corn. Being annual plants of rapid
growth they fit easily into a variety of rotations and may
often be used as emergency crops where few other things
would fit in.
“Uses.–Both crops are excellent soil improvers, having
especially beneficial effects upon the physical condition of
soils that are inclined to be heavy, making them loose and
mellow. Like other legumes, when inoculated with their
particular nitrogen-gathering bacteria, they draw upon the
free nitrogen of the atmosphere for their own requirements
and also store up considerable quantities in their roots, and
when these decay this stored up nitrogen becomes available
to succeeding crops. They are therefore excellent to precede
such crops as corn, which requires large quantities of
nitrogen for its proper development. Being such strong and
rapid growers and having such beneficial effects upon the
soil, they may often be used to good advantage as cover
crops sown in July after small grain crops are harvested.
With sufficient moisture to start them properly, they may
be used in this way as late as the fire [sic, first?] of August
and may be dependent upon to gather a lot of nitrogen and
make a good growth of material for plowing under, as green
manure, in the autumn or following spring.
“For stock feeding purposes, the soy bean and cow pea
may be used in a variety of ways. Most varieties of cow peas
and the ranker growing soy beans, such as the ‘Medium
Green’ and ‘Medium Early Yellow,’ make excellent crops
for feeding green, or making into hay. For these purposes,
however, the cow pea is generally to be preferred on account
of its finer stems and, usually, larger growth. When sown
before the first of June on good soil, from two to three tons

of cured hay may be expected. When well cured, cow pea
hay is of excellent quality and possesses a food value fully
one half higher than red clover hay. As a grain crop it seems
that, for northern and central Indiana, at least, the soy bean
will generally be the more profitable, both because of the
higher food value of the beans and, because of the greater
tendency to produce seed. On fair corn ground, from twenty
to thirty bushels of grain per acre should be produced. The
beans are rich in protein and fat or oil and are excellent for
mixing in the ration with corn, especially in hog feeding.
“The following table shows the digestible nutrients
in 100 pounds of soy bean and cow pea grain and hay
in comparison with some other feeding stuffs.” Titled
“Digestible nutrients in 100 pounds,” the table gives values
for 7 feeding stuffs.
“Culture.–The soy bean and cow pea may be
successfully grown on almost any soil of reasonable fertility.
Like the common field pea both require good drainage and
easily suffer excessive wet, but will do much better during
periods of dry weather. For the best results a good corn soil
should be chosen. If properly inoculated, both crops will
do well where corn would suffer seriously from lack of
nitrogen. For use in a regular rotation they should precede
corn or winter wheat. In the latter case the ground does not
need to be plowed for the wheat.
“The preparation of the soil should be similar to that best
suited to corn. It should be deeply plowed and the seed-bed
made fine and mellow. A loose, deep-seed-bed is essential to
success.
“Both the soy bean and cow pea are warm weather
plants and should not be sown early in the season. As a
general rule, the best time to sow is after corn planting is
finished and the soil has become thoroughly warm. The seed
should be deeply covered. It should be sown in drills and
the crops cultivated like corn until the soy bean blooms and
the cow pea begins to vine. For grain production drilling
and cultivating are always best, but for hay production fair
results may be secured from broadcast seeding on ground
free of weeds. The rows should be 32 inches apart for the soy
bean and 24 inches apart for the cow pea, and both seeded at
the rate of 20 to 25 pounds of seed per acre for the medium
sized varieties. Seeding may be done with a wheat drill set at
two bushels per acre on the wheat scale, and with the holes
not needed stopped up. Thick seeding is detrimental to seed
production.
“Some soils need to be inoculated with the proper
bacteria for one or both crops before satisfactory results
can be secured. This need can only be determined by trial
and examination of the roots for the nodules. If needed,
inoculation may be best accomplished by sowing, before the
last harrowing when preparing the seed-bed, two or three
hundred pounds per acre of soil taken from a field where the
crops have been grown and the bacteria are known to exist.
Without the bacteria the crops must secure their nitrogen
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from the soil and under such conditions draw heavily upon
its fertility.
“For hay production the cow pea will generally give best
results. It should be cut when the first pods begin to ripen,
and cured as in the case of clover. Either the Early Blackeye,
Whippoorwill, New Era, Michigan Favorite, Iron, Clay, Red
Ripper, or Unknown varieties may be used.
“For grain production, either crop may be used in the
south, but in the northern portion of the State the soy bean
will usually be most profitable. The Ito San, Early Brown,
and Medium Early Yellow (late) are among the best varieties.
“Harvesting should be done when most of the leaves
have fallen and most of the pods are ripe. An old fashioned,
self-rake reaper or a mower with a side delivery attachment
will be found satisfactory for harvesting. Threshing may be
done with the ordinary threshing machine with the lower
concave removed and replaced by a board and run at low
speed. A corn shredder may be used for threshing.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2006) that uses the term “Blackeye” in connection
with the cow pea–in this case as the name of a specific
variety of cow pea. Address: Agriculturist, Purdue Univ.,
Indiana.
884. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1906.
Recent progress in the practice of green manuring. 4(2):118125. See p. 123. [2 ref]
• Summary: The plant yielding the “soy bean” (Glycine
soja) has of late received much attention at the hands of
agriculturists in tropical countries on account of its value
as a green manure. A table (p. 123) shows the “Fertilising
ingredients in 100 lb. of [13] green leguminous crops.”
The soy bean contains: Moisture 73.20 lb, nitrogen 0.29 lb,
phosphoric acid 0.15 lb, and potassium oxide 0.53 lb. The
plants highest in nitrogen are Flat pea (Lathyrus sylvestris)
1.13 lb, alfalfa 0.72 lb, and horse bean (broad bean) 0.68
lb. “Of these plants the cowpea and the soy bean seem
especially useful, for if the seeds are allowed to ripen they
form a very nutritious food for stock, and as only part of the
fertilising constituents is absorbed by the animals the greater
part may be returned to the soil in the manure.”
Also contains a good history of the theory and practice
of nitrogen fixation from the time of the key discovery by
Hellriegel and Wilfarth in 1886.
885. Erf, O.; Kinzer, R.J. 1906. Swine feeding test with
sorghum-seed meal, kafir-corn meal, soy-bean meal and
corn-meal. Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Press
Bulletin No. 136. p. 179-80. June. Listed above title as “Press
Bulletin No. 141–Dairy and Animal Husbandry Dept.” May
23, 1905. [1 ref]
• Summary: The addition of 20% ground soybeans to the
rations produced good results. The ration which produced the
greatest gain per 100 lb of feed was 80 lb of kafir-corn meal

plus 20 lb ground soy-beans. Only 438.2 lb were needed to
produce 100 lb gain. This feed was also the least expensive
($3.37) per 100 lb of feed.
The second best ration was a mixture of 80% ground
corn plus 20% ground soy-beans. Note 1. This is the earliest
document seen (Feb. 2002) that mentions soybeans as a feed
for “swine.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2006) with the word “soy-bean” or (“soy-beans”)
in the title.
886. Holm, Alex. 1906. Ensilage. Transvaal Agricultural
Journal 4(16):719-26. July.
• Summary: Page 726: “The remedy for the first trouble
is found in wilting the maize more or less before putting
it into the silo; for the mouldy condition, prevention is the
best remedy–the maize should be cut rather younger. If,
however, it has already passed the best stage, a little water
may occasionally be poured over the mass while the silo is
being filled, or a little of a more succulent material, such as
green lucerne, velvet-beans, soy-beans, or cow-peas may be
added; these will add to the value of the silage by increasing
the protein content, of which maize silage by itself is rather
deficient.”
“Soy-Beans, Velvet-Beans, etc. These are generally
cut when the beans are more or less grown in the pod. The
velvet-bean is often rather late in maturity, being a slowgrowing crop except in the low veld, and it may be necessary
to cut it when in flower. Lucerne is probably best cut when
in flower. J.B.-D.” [Joseph Burtt-Davy]. Address: General
Manager, Experimental Farm, Potchefstroom.
887. Wiancko, A.T. 1906. Southern farm notes: Soy beans
and cow peas. Chatham Record (The) (Pittsboro, North
Carolina). Aug. 2. p. 4.
• Summary: “The soy bean and the cowpea may be
successfully grown on almost any soil of reasonable fertility.
Like the common field pea, both require good drainage and
easily suffer from excessive wet, but will do much better
during periods of dry weather. For the best results a good
corn soil should be chosen. If properly inoculated, both crops
will do well where corn would suffer seriously from lack of
nitrogen. For use in a regular rotation, they should precede
corn or winter wheat. In the latter case the ground does not
need to be plowed for the wheat.
“The preparation of the soil should be similar to that best
suited to corn. It should be deeply plowed and the seed bed
made fine and mellow. A loose, deep seed bed is essential to
success.
“Both the soy bean and the cow pea are warm weather
plants and should not be sown early in the season. As a
general rule the best time to sow is after corn planting is
finished and the soil has become thoroughly warm. The seed
should be deeply covered. It should be sown in drills, and
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the crops cultivated like corn until the soy bean blooms and
the cow pea begins to vine. For grain production, drilling
and cultivating are always best, but for hay production fair
results may be secured from broadcasting seed on ground
free of weeds. The rows should be thirty-two inches apart for
the soy beans and twenty-four inches apart for the cowpea,
and both seeded at the rate of twenty to twenty-five pounds
of seed per acre for the medium-sized varieties. Seeding may
be done with a wheat drill set at two bushels per acre on the
wheat scale, and with the holes not needed stopped up. Thick
seeding is detrimental to seed production.
“Some soils need to be inoculated with the proper
bacteria for one or both crops before satisfactory results
can be secured. This need can only be determined by trial
and by examination of the roots for the nodules. If needed,
inoculation may be best accomplished by sowing before
the last harrowing when preparing the seed bed, 200 or
300 pounds per acre of soil taken from a field where the
crops have been grown and the bacteria are known to exist.
Without the bacteria the crops must secure their nitrogen
from the soil, and under such conditions draw heavily on its
fertility.
“For hay production the cowpea will generally give best
results. It should be cut when the first pods begin to ripen
and cured as in the case of clover. Either the Early Blackeye,
Whippoorwill, New Era, Michigan Favorite, Iron, Clay, Red
Ripper or unknown varieties may be used.
“For grain production either crop may be used in the
South, but in the northern portion of Indiana the soy bean
will usually be most profitable. The Ito San, Early Browns
and Medium Early Yellow (late) are among the best varieties.
“Harvesting should be done when most of the leaves
have fallen and most of the pods are ripe. An old-fashioned
self-rake reaper or a mower with a side delivery attachment
will be found satisfactory for harvesting. Threshing may be
done with the ordinary threshing machine, with the lower
concave removed and replaced by a board and run at low
speed. A corn shredder may also be used for threshing.”
Address: Purdue Univ.
888. Ladureau, A. 1906. Le Soja hispida du Japon, son
acclimatation dans le Midi [The soybean of Japan, its
acclimatization in the South of France]. Association
Francaise pour l’Avancement des Sciences, Comptes Rendu
35(2):1163-68. Meeting of Aug. 6. See also 35(1):300. 35th
session. Lyon. [Fre]
• Summary: Explorers are always looking for new plants.
“It is true that we imported the soybean (Le Soja) or oil peas
(pois oléagineux) from China and Japan; they have great
value as feed and forage, but its cultivation seems to have
tempted, up until now, only a few enterprising agriculturists,
who were avid seekers of novelties.
“Dr. Ménudier, president of the Syndicate of
Agricultural Shows of Charentes, was one of these. He

published the result of tests on this interesting plant, which
we want to call to the attention of farmers.”
According to Dr. Menudier, the flour of this new legume
would be excellent for making bread for diabetics. There
follows a long extract which gives the recipe for making
such a bread, and his advice concerning it.
“The bakers who sell gluten breads and soya breads,
keep their methods secret and sell their products for a very
high price; thus, soya bread in Paris costs about 4 francs/
kg, a price that is absolutely out of reach of sick people who
are poor. If the cultivation of soybeans is to be extended, it
should soon be possible lower the price of soybean bread to
0.50 francs/kg.
“Unfortunately, the various attempts at soybean
cultivation tried up until now have not been equally
successful. The yields obtained have been very different
according to the soil and region.
“In the North, the Tramway Company of Roubaix
ordered great quantities of soybeans from Hungary to use
for feeding its horses, and it had only to congratulate itself
for this innovation. Also, near the end of 1879, someone
proposed to the Society of Northern Farmers that he send it
several hectoliters [of soybeans] to do some serious trials of
acclimatization. Several members of this Society, who knew
the high agricultural value of this seed, eagerly accepted, but
the trials did not yield very good results.
“In the Oise region, on the contrary, the yields were
excellent and one of the best agriculturists of the region, Mr.
Tardieu, even called this plant the providence of light soils /
terrains” [i.e., soybeans grow well on light soils].
When planting soybean seeds by scattering or
broadcasting, about 200 kg/ha or 260 liters are typically
used.
Also discusses: The quality of soybean seeds: Tables
showing nutritional analyses by Mr. Joulie and by Mr.
Houzeau (departmental professor, Seine-Inférieure). Yields
of soybean seeds and forage from different varieties: Early,
black seeded, yellow seeded, Soja d’Étampes, instructions
for planting and fertilizing to obtain good yields. Yields
of seeds and forage from two varieties with complete
fertilizer (engrais complet): Early Podolia, Soja d’Étampes.
Recommended mineral fertilizer (fumure minérale).
“Soya in the south of France: The soybean is called on
to render great service to this region as a garden vegetable
and a forage plant. It can be cultivated without irrigation, and
hardly fears insects or fungi / molds (cryptogames). Planted
in April in clusters 50 cm apart and in lines spaced 75 cm
apart, is not very particular about the type of soil. A deeply
worked soil having received (one month before planting)
some 100 kg of superphosphate and of potassium chloride
suffices. It grows / vegetates despite droughts, provided that
it is hoed a couple of times. It is therefore very desirable
that the farmers of the south of France occupy themselves
seriously with this crop that can be a large source of profits
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for them at a time when wine culture appears to be less and
less profitable.” Address: Ingenieur-chimiste a Saint-Cloud
(Seine-et-Oise).
889. Ladureau, A. 1906. Le Soja hispida, son acclimatation
dans le Midi [The soybean, its acclimatization in the South
of France]. Association Francaise pour l’Avancement des
Sciences, Comptes Rendu 35(1):300. Meeting of Aug. 6. 35th
session. Lyon. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Ladureau has studied the Japanese soybean
(le pois oléagineux du Japon; soja hispida) and shows that
the farmers of the south of France (du Midi) would have
great interest in practicing the cultivation of this excellent
legume that can procure for them increased benefits that they
actually no longer find in wine production.
Discussion: Mr. Durand asks if animals voluntarily
consume the soja hispida in its fresh state. Mr. Ladureau:
Animals eat this plant eagerly. The soybean has been
distributed to horses, pigs, chickens, etc. Soybeans rapidly
restore fatigued animals, by reason of their chemical
composition, of the large proportion of protein, fat,
phosphates, etc. that they contain. Mr. Faure: It is advisable
to draw attention to a certain number of almost neglected
plants. Soybeans are suited to volatile terrains.
Mr. Deville asks in what state the soybeans are stored /
conserved. Mr. Ladureau has made ensilage and recommends
it. Mr. Durand: Soybeans dread humid terrains. Address:
Ingenieur-chimiste a Saint-Cloud (Seine-et-Oise).
890. Wairarapa Daily Times (New Zealand). 1906. Soya
beans. Sept. 10. p. 3.
• Summary: “Inquiries are being made as to the best means
of cultivating the Soya Bean seed which is now being
distributed from Messrs Boyd and Cook’s store.
“This bean is a legume, and while it has long been a
staple crop in Japan it has but recently been cultivated in the
United States of America.
“In its native country, Japan, the seed is an important
human food product, but in America its principal use at
present is as a forage plant for farm live stock and as a soil
renovator.
“It is an upright, leafy, branching plant, growing from
three to four feet high.
“This plant has become popular in some sections of the
United States because of its power of resisting drought and
for the further reason that it may supply a large amount of
fodder rich in protein.
“It thrives best upon a warm, well-drained (leaf) loamy
soil, and the seed should not be planted until all danger of
frost is over.
“The land should be prepared by ploughing and
harrowing in early spring, and the harrow should be used two
or three times before they are planted.
“The best success is attained by planting in drills, the

rows to be from 2½ ft to 3 ft apart, and the hills in the row
from 18 in to 20 in apart.
“During the early periods of growth cultivation should
be frequent, preferably with a fine-toothed implement. After
the plants have grown, so that the ground is well shaded, the
tillage may be discontinued.
“To the horticulturist the Soya Bean is valuable chiefly
as a soil renovator. The soil of the orchard can be given
clean culture during the early summer and Soya Beans sown
broadcast and harrowed in. For this purpose one bushel per
acre will be required.”
891. Wilcox, E.V. 1906. Farm animals: horses, cows, sheep,
swine, goats, poultry, etc. New York, NY: Doubleday, Page
and Co. 357 p. Oct. Illust. 23 cm. Series: The Farm Library.
• Summary: Contents: 1. The horse. 2. The mule. 3. Beef
cattle. 4. The dairy cow. 5. Pigs. 6. Sheep. 7. Poultry.
Soy is mentioned on pages 116, 126, 155, 157, 163-64,
168, 199, 206-07, 212, 214, 218, 220, 247, and 248.
In Chapter 3, “Beef cattle,” we read (p. 116): “Soy-bean
meal. This is used in increasing quantities in parts of the
South. Along with other similar legumes it has the advantage
of improving the soil and on this account has received more
attention of late years in the South. In Kansas soy-bean meal
was scattered over the other grains in the feeding boxes to
the extent of one-half pound per head at first and this amount
was gradually increased to a maximum of four pounds per
day. The meal when fed in rations of this size proved to be
too laxative and had to be reduced to one pound. On account
of its pronounced laxative effect the use of soy-bean meal
was discontinued as a part of the steer ration in Kansas.”
Page 126: “Soy-bean silage in a ration of twenty-five to
thirty pounds daily is an excellent feed for wintering calves
with an additional grain ration of one to two pounds cotton
seed meal and five pounds corn.”
In chapter 4, “The dairy cow” (p. 148-94) we read
(p. 154-55): “There are obviously two ways to obtain this
protein, either through purchasing nitrogenous feeding stuffs
such as bran, cotton seed meal, middlings, linseed meal,
gluten meal, oats, peas, etc., or by the use of leguminous
forage plants such as alfalfa, clover, cowpeas, vetches, soybeans, field peas, etc.”
Page 157: “In all cases where a direct comparison has
been made of the value of carbonaceous and nitrogenous
rations for dairy cows the latter have given the best results.
For this reason it is always desirable to balance corn or Kafir
corn with some other grain or with alfalfa or some other
leguminous forage plant. When corn is worth ten cents per
hundred pounds, barley is worth ten cents, cowpeas fifteen
cents, cotton seed meal twenty-eight cents, soy-bean meal
twenty-three cents, wheat bran ten cents, wheat middlings
twelve cents, linseed meal twenty-two cents, and other grains
in proportion. Gluten meal is a product obtained from corn in
the manufacture of starch and is highly nitrogenous.”
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Page 164: “One of the most important items of economy
in the production of milk is, therefore, the substitution
wherever possible of home grown crops in the form of
leguminous forage plants for high-priced purchased grain
foods. As already indicated, alfalfa is not the only valuable
leguminous forage plant, but red, white and crimson clover,
cowpeas, vetches, soy-beans, velvet beans, Canada field
peas, etc., may be used for this purpose.”
And, concerning soiling (p. 164): “In a system of
rotation it is necessary to use a number of different crops
such as rye, crimson clover, oats, peas, soy-beans, wheat,
cowpeas, millet, corn, barley, sorghum. As compared with
pasture, it has been found that three to five times as much
material can be obtained from an acre of ground by the
soiling system as from pasturing.”
Page 168: “Corn is, of course, the chief silage, and in
most instances is the only plant concerned when silage is
spoken of. It may, however, be combined in the silo with
cowpeas or soy-beans and when this has been done the
feeding value of the mixture is greater than that of corn
alone, ton for ton.”
Chapter 5, “Pigs” (p. 195-237), in the section on
“Feeding hogs” states (p. 199): “In pork production,
therefore, we have corn as the chief grain mixed with some
other grains such as barley, peas, cotton seed meal, wheat,
bran, middlings, soy-beans, etc. to balance the ration, various
kinds of coarse forage like alfalfa hay, clover hay, pasture
(both leguminous and non-leguminous), roots and fruits, and
various waste materials, skim milk and animal feeds.”
Pages 206-07: “Soy-beans are excellent for pigs when
mixed with corn in the proportion of one to two. On account
of their high protein content this proportion of soy-beans is
sufficient to balance a ration of corn in a very satisfactory
manner. In the test where soy-beans were compared with
middlings the greatest gain was made on a ration containing
one-third soy-bean meal and two-thirds corn meal. As
compared with an exclusive corn ration, the pigs fed the
ration mixed in the proportion just mentioned made gains
twice as great. At the same time it required only three
hundred and ten pounds of mixed soy-bean and corn meal
to produce one hundred pounds of pork, while on corn meal
alone five hundred and fifty-seven pounds were required. The
importance of balancing rations in this manner is, therefore,
apparent.”
Page 212: “The only objection to peanut and chufa
pasture is that the lard of hogs which are fed on these
materials is very soft. Canadian hog raisers depend on rape,
vetches, a combination of oats and peas, soy-beans, red
clover, alfalfa, artichokes, mangels, carrots, and turnips, as
pasture crops for pigs.”
Page 214: “Dwarf Essex rape, field peas, vetches,
soy-beans, alfalfa, and clover are valuable crops for the
production of pasture for hogs.”
Page 218: “Skim milk may not only be fed with corn

meal, but with any grain ration such as a mixture of corn and
wheat meal, soy-bean meal, linseed meal, gluten meal, or
animal feeds.”
Page 220: “We, thus, have other sources of protein for
adding to the grain to give strength and vigor to hogs during
the fattening period and to prevent them from getting off
feed. In some cases tankage does not give quite as favorable
results in pork production as middlings or soy-beans, but it is
ordinarily a very valuable and successful feed for pigs.”
Chapter 6, “Sheep” (p. 238-285) states: “Among
the feeds which may be used with corn, emmer deserves
considerable attention. This grain has been found to be
worth twenty-seven cents when corn is worth forty cents.
Soy-beans as a supplemental feed with corn are of great
effectiveness and show a feeding value somewhat superior to
corn. Gluten feed, gluten meal and various leguminous hays
may also be fed with corn to balance the ration.”
Page 248: “Soy-beans have been fed extensively to
sheep and with excellent results. The amount of grain
required for a pound of gain is much less in a ration
containing corn and soy-beans than in one containing corn
and oats. Wherever soy-beans can be grown successfully
they may well be used as a part of the grain ration for lambs
and old sheep.”
Note: Earley Vernon Wilcox was born in 1869. Address:
Ph.D., A.M., U.S. Dep. of Agriculture.
892. Spillman, W.J. 1906. A successful hog and seed-corn
farm. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 272. 16 p. Dec. 15. See
p. 11-13.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 11-12)
explains that soy beans were introduced into a cropping
system for hogs since “there was a need for a crop that could
be planted in late spring or early summer and yet fit into the
general farm scheme. Several crops were tried, and a variety
of soy bean known as the ‘Yellow Dwarf’ was selected as
most suitable for the purpose.” Details of the cropping and
feeding system are given.
The section titled “Feeding value of each crop” (p. 13)
begins: “Mr. Rowe believes that when fed without waste a
bushel of corn will produce 10 pounds of increase in live
weight in hogs; an acre of clover, 400 pounds; and an acre
of soy beans, 600 pounds. This agrees fairly well with the
best estimates...” Address: Agriculturist in Charge of Farm
Management Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry.
893. Mooers, Charles A. 1906. The soils of Tennessee: Their
chemical composition and fertilizer requirements. Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 19(4):47-89. Dec.
Whole no. 78. See p. 78-79, 81.
• Summary: In the section titled “Crop rotations for
Tennessee,” subsection 11 on “Pasture for hogs–Two-year
rotation” (p. 79) uses rape, sorghum, barley, and soja bean or
cowpeas (allowed to ripen).
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In the section titled “Fertilizer formulas,” subsection 3
on “Cowpeas, soja beans, clover, etc.” (p. 81) calls for 300
lbs. acid phosphate and 50 lbs. muriate of potash.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “acid phosphate”
(a fertilizer) in connection with soja beans. This was
later renamed “superphosphate.” Address: Chemist and
Agronomist, Knoxville, Tennessee.
894. Billings, George A. 1906. Report of the Dairy
Husbandman. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 26:333-90. For the year ending Oct.
31, 1905. See p. 335, 370-71.
• Summary: Section II, titled “Forage crops, 1905” (p. 335)
summarizes the results: “Variety experiments with cow peas
and soy beans indicate that several varieties of cow peas will
mature seed in this region in a favorable season, and that the
soy beans will mature in a much shorter season.”
The section titled “Variety tests with soy beans” (p.
370) states: “The seed of four varieties, namely, Early
Black, Medium Yellow, No. 12400, Medium Yellow, No.
12399, and Light Medium Green, were received from
the Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., and
planted June 15 [1905]...” Yields were as follows: (1) Early
Black–4.7 tons/acre of green forage and 16.5 bushels/acre of
seed; (2) Medium Yellow, No. 12400–6.2 tons/acre of green
forage and 24.5 bushels/acre of seed; (3) Medium Yellow,
No. 12399–3.9 tons/acre of green forage and 21.5 bushels/
acre of seed; (4) Light Medium Green–4.9 tons/acre of green
forage and 19 bushels/acre of seed. The feeding experiments
were conducted between Dec. 1904 and May 1905. A fullpage photo (p. 371) shows a field of Light Medium Green
and Medium Yellow soy bean plants.
Note: This is the earliest (and only) document seen
(Aug. 1999) that mentions the soybean variety Light Medium
Green. Address: B.Sc., Dairy Husbandman, New Brunswick,
New Jersey.
895. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1906. Report of the government
agrostologist and botanist. Transvaal Department of
Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 231-88. For the year 1904-05.
See p. 234-35, 246-47.
• Summary: This report is for the work of the Division of
Botany, for the year ending on 30 June 1905. The section
titled “Spring Flats Experiment Sub-Station” (p. 234-35),
notes that twenty-five acres were under various crops, one of
which was soy-beans. In the section titled “Other leguminose
plants” we read (p. 246): “Soy-bean (Glycine hispida).–The
crop generally grew well and stood severe drought, but as
a rule little seed was matured this season. The ‘Southern’
variety has given the best results in almost all cases, and
produced an excellent crop of seed at Skinner’s Court.
November and December sowings proved most satisfactory.
When sown in January, in the Carolina District, the plants

grew well and produced pods, but had not time to ripen
before the frost.
“Farmers have yet to learn the value and method of
treatment of this useful crop.”
A black-and-white full-page photo (on an unnumbered
page between p. 246 and p. 247) shows a black African man
standing in a field of soybeans at Skinner’s Court. Page 231
notes that H.C. Sampson, B.Sc., is Assistant for Seed and
Plant Introduction, in the Head Office. Address: Government
Agrostologist and Botanist, Div. of Botany, Pretoria
[Transvaal, South Africa].
896. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1906. Everything for the
garden (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 186 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm seeds (p. 64), in the
center of the page, is an illustration of a soja bean plant with
a cluster of pods in the upper left corner. On a banner is
written “Henderson’s Early Soja Bean.”
To its left is expanded coverage of the soja bean and a
new variety for this catalog: “Early Green Soja Bean. This
variety produces enormous crops as far north as Canada, and
will ripen its seeds even in Massachusetts. It grows about
4 ft. high and yields ten to twenty tons of green fodder per
acre, or 20 to 40 bushels of Beans.
“It is a valuable leguminous plant for the farmer and
dairyman for either green or cured fodder or grain. It is
especially valuable for ensilage in combination with fodder
corn or Japanese Millet, thus furnishing a complete balanced
ration with an agreeable aromatic flavor, and is greedily
relished by cattle. It increases the milk and butter and fattens
the stock. The grain is also exceedingly nutritious, ranking,
when ground, even higher than cotton seed or linseed meal
for feeding cattle, hogs, or other stock. 3 lbs. of Soja Bean
meal added to the grain ration of milch cows produces a rich
milk.
“Soja Beans are great soil enrichers, adding humus and
fixing nitrogen from the air. The seed may be planted as soon
as the soil is warm–a little later than corn–in rows 30 inches
apart, 6 to 8 seeds to the foot, requiring 3 pecks per acre.
(See cut).
“Price, 10¢ lb., $1.25 pk. [peck], $4.00 bushel (of 60
lbs.); 10-bush. @ $3.90 per bush.”
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2003) that uses the term “fixing nitrogen” (or
“fix nitrogen”) or “fixing nitrogen from the air” in connection
with soybeans. Address: 35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York.
897. Humphrey, Geo. C.; Fuller, J.G. 1906. Soy beans versus
wheat middlings as a supplement to corn meal for growing
and fattening pigs. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 23:33-41. For the year ended June 30,
1906.
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• Summary: “This article is a report of the third trial
conducted to compare the value of soy bean meal and wheat
middlings as a supplement to corn meal for growing and
fattening pigs. Experience has taught that corn alone is not a
good ration for pigs.”
Summary: “Soy bean meal is from 8 to 10 per cent
more valuable than wheat middlings for economical pork
production when the cost of the two feeds is the same. Soy
bean meal mixed with corn meal in the proportion of 1:2,
produces greater gains than wheat middlings and corn meal
fed in the same proportion... For firmness, fine grain, and
texture of flesh, and even distribution of fat and lean, the
ration of wheat middlings and corn meal is superior to that of
soy beans and corn meal.” Address: 1. Animal Husbandry; 2.
Assist in Animal Husbandry. Both: Madison, Wisconsin.
898. Johnson & Stokes. 1906. Garden and farm manual
(Mail-order catalog). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
• Summary: In the section on “Fodder and Soiling Plants,”
“Soja Bean (Late Variety or New Early Variety)” are
mentioned on page 61. Concerning the “New Early Variety:
“All who are interested in this class of plants should give our
New Early Soja or Soy Bean a trial. Choice seed grown for
us in Michigan” [by E.E. Evans]. Prices: Late variety–$2.00/
bushel. New early variety–$3.50/bushel. Note: 1 bushel = 60
lb.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: 11998.
Address: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
899. Peer, Frank Sherman. 1906. Soiling, ensilage, and stable
construction: Being a revised edition of Soiling, summer and
winter; or, The economy of feeding farm stock. New York:
Published by the author. xxii + 247 p. Illust. No index. 20
cm.
• Summary: The Introduction to this revised edition was
written in 1899 and the book was copyrighted in 1900, but
it was not published until 1906. Chapter 13, titled “Soiling
crops” contains a section on “Soja bean” (p. 170) which
states: “Although known in the Southern States for a long
time, it has never been fully appreciated, but promises to
become a great rival of the cow pea. It produces a great
amount of green forage, which seems to cure easier than cow
pea vines, and proves more productive of peas. The plants
grow erect to the height of two and one-half to four feet,
compact and not spreading, but branching freely, producing
numerous wooly pods, containing two to three round yellow
beans. It is of as easy culture as our cow peas, yielding a
forage which is greatly relished by farm stock, the beans
being rich in protein.”
A soiling crop is one fed green to confined animals as
“green-chop.” Address: Squawkie Hill Farm, Mt. Morris,
New York.

900. Zavitz, C.A. 1906. Co-operative experiments in
agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 27:12-33. For the year 1905. See p. 15-16, 19,
29-30.
• Summary: A table titled “Co-operative experiments in
agriculture in 1905” (p. 15), under “Grain crops” includes
“Testing two varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese beans–2
plots.”
A table titled “Grain crops, 1905” (p. 16) shows that
2 tests were conducted on “Soy beans.” Early Yellow
(estimated value 100), yielded 1.85 tons/acre of straw and
1,100 lb/acre (18.33 bu/acre) of grain. Medium Green (E.V.
85), yielded 4.30 tons/acre of straw and 1,040 lb/acre (17.33
bu/acre) of grain.
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 19) includes a
summary and notes: “Meal made from Soy beans is not very
different in composition from that of cotton seed meal. A
small quantity of this meal added to that of oats and barley
would add considerably to the nutritive properties of mixed
feed.” Note: This meal is probably ground whole soy beans.
Address: Prof., Agricultural College, Guelph [Ontario,
Canada].
901. Lindsey, Joseph B.; Holland, E.B.; Smith, P.H. 1907.
Work in animal nutrition. Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 19:96-156. Jan. See p.
116.
• Summary: In 1903 and 1904 young sheep were fed
soybean fodder (Brook’s Medium Green), “grown upon a
twentieth-acre plat which had produced soy beans for two
years previously... The plants were fully podded and the
beans quite well developed, but the foliage was still green...
The soy bean fodder appears to be slightly less digestible
than that of other legumes, due in all probability to the tough,
woody stems which are characteristic of the plant.”
Note the low digestibility of the fiber (43.4%), and the
high digestibility of the protein (81.6%). Address: Ph.D.,
chemist (foods and feeding).
902. Snyder, Harry. 1907. Forage crops of high, medium
and low protein content. Minnesota Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 101. p. 225-56. Jan.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 235-36)
begins: “Soy beans are generally considered too tender to
be grown in northern latitudes. However, on well manured
soil of southern slope they can be successfully grown.” A
table shows the composition of a sample from a plot used for
feeding sheep. The dry matter contained 19.82% protein and
2.18% fat.
The section titled “Corn fodder and soy beans” (p. 236)
states that this combination “has been proposed for silage
and soiling purposes. Soy beans are characteristically rich in
protein, and corn fodder in carbohydrates.” A mixture of corn
fodder and soy bean plants containing a larger proportion
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of soy beans than of corn fodder showed a protein content
of 14.87 per cent, or about as much as is found in clover
hay. The soy beans alone contained 19.82 per cent and the
corn alone 9.54 per cent protein. Address: B.S., Agricultural
Chemistry and Soils, St. Anthony Park, Ramsey County,
Minnesota.
903. Jones, C.E. 1907. Corn and beans in Virginia. Omaha
World Herald (Nebraska). Feb. 3. p. 6.
• Summary: “I have raised corn and soja beans together
with good results, but my experience on the whole is to
advise farmers not to grow them together. It made the corn
exceedingly hard to cut, as the mass of vegetation was so
heavy that the corn and beans tumbled in every direction
from the heavy winds. I believe it is better on rich soil to
grow each of the crops separately.
“When the land is not so rich and it is not desired to cut
and shock the corn, soja beans can be grown to advantage to
turn hogs or cattle on after the corn is gathered.
“The most satisfactory soja bean that I have tried in
the early yellow variety known as the Hollybrook. They
are some three weeks earlier than the mammot yhellow
[sic, Mammoth Yellow], grow a fine quality of vine and an
excellent yield of seed.”
“And one decided advantage they have over the
mammoth, they do not shell [shatter] so badly after getting
ripe.” Address: Virginia.
904. Moore, T.M. 1907. Farm correspondence: Cowpeas and
soy beans. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Feb. 11. p. 10.

• Summary: “I have a one-horse farm that I want to plant in
forage crops, as labor is scarce, and I cannot tend it in other
crops. I am thinking of sowing part of it in [cow] peas, but
can’t get peas enough for all of it. Will sojar [sic, soja] beans
make as good forage as cow peas? And will they deposit as
much ammonia [nitrogen] in the land? What time should
they be sown? The land is sandy with black bottoms running
through it... When is the right time to sow peas and beans,
and how should I prepare the land?”
Contains a long, complex answer, which recommends
planting Appler oats (or Burt oats) before soy beans. “Soy
beans make a very good hay, being exceedingly nutritious,
but not so palatable as cowpea hay.” Address: Lumberton,
North Carolina.
905. Morse, W.J. 1907. Re: Response to job offer at
USDA. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC, Feb. 20. 2 p. Handwritten, without
signature.
• Summary: See above. “Dear Sir: Your letter of the 16th
inst. at hand and in reply to same would say that perhaps a
brief account of the nature of the work I have pursued here
at the Cornell College of Agriculture would give you the
information you desire.
“I received my preparatory training at Lowville
Academy [New York], taking the Latin-Scientific course.
I entered the agricultural college [at Cornell] in the fall of
1903. Outside of the prescribed course I have taken botany,
horticulture and agronomy.
“The courses in botany involved the comparative
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morphology and physiology of plants; special morphology,
taxonomy, and adaptation of higher plants; organography and
identification of higher plants...; field crops dealing with the
history of production and cultivation, taking practice with
growing and dried specimens, including cereals, grasses,
clovers and other forage crops...”
“At present am doing thesis work upon the impurities of
grass and clover seeds. This work is in such condition now
that I will be able to finish it in from two to three weeks. This
thesis work is optional...”
Note 1. Two days after graduating from Cornell with a
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture degree, Morse went to
work for the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) in the
Division of Forage Crops and Diseases, within the Bureau
of Plant Industry. It was just at this time that the Bureau was
planning to expand its research on soybean cultivation. At
the Bureau, Morse, then age 24, was assigned to work under
Dr. Charles Vancouver Piper (age 40), who was to have an
immense influence on the rest of his life.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2012)
by W.J. Morse.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse. Folder #1–Morse, W.J.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: 402 Huestis St., Ithaca, New
York.
906. Moore, R.A. 1907. Division of Farm Crops: Plan
of work for the coming year. Wisconsin Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 5:145-70. Feb. See p.
165-67.
• Summary: Experiment No. 8 (p. 165-67) is titled “Soy
beans.” Some background on the crop is given, along with
planting instructions. Then a “Report Blank,” containing
22 questions, is provided so that each farmer who plans to
participate in the experiment may provide detailed feedback
on his results to the station. Questions include: Name of
experimenter. County and state. Date of planting soy beans.
Character of soil. What crop had been grown the previous
year? Yield per acre of marketable beans? Did you use any
bacteria-laden soil for inoculation purposes? Were nodules
noticeable on the roots of the soy beans at any time during
the growing period where such soil was used? Were they
noticeable where the soil was not used? Give in general way
your opinion of soy beans as a seed and forage plant for
Wisconsin.
The section on soy beans begins: “The soy bean was
probably introduced into the United States from Japan about
fifty years ago and has been cultivated with success in the
southern states. In Japan it is used extensively as a human
food, but in this country it is grown for the seed, as a forage

plant, and as a soil renovator. As a forage its use as a soiling
crop is becoming recognized, by stockmen and dairymen,
as it withstands the drought exceptionally well and will give
a good cutting of green forage at the time when other feeds
are shriveled and wilted. Soy beans of the late variety gave
a cutting of 9.9 tons green forage per acre at the Wisconsin
Experiment farm in 1900 and yielded thirty-eight bushels
of seed beans per acre in 1902, and forty bushels per acre in
1903.” Address: Secretary, Madison, Wisconsin.
907. Wiancko, A.T. 1907. Results of cooperative tests of
varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soy beans and cow peas.
Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 117. p. 367-94. Feb. See p. 390-91.
• Summary: “Introduction: The following pages present a
summary of the results of tests of leading varieties of corn,
oats, winter wheat, soy beans and cow peas conducted for the
Experiment Station by farmers in various parts of the state
during the past year.
“Cooperative experiments of this nature were begun in
a limited way in the year 1903, mostly in charge of young
men who had been students in the School of Agriculture. The
following year it was found that many other farmers desired
to join in the work and the number of experiments was
increased from year to year, as the funds available for the
work permitted, and last year sets of varieties of one or other
of the crops were sent to nearly 600 applicants representing
88 of the 92 counties in the state.
“The objects of these cooperative tests of varieties have
been to determine, by local tests, which varieties would give
the best results under the various soil and climatic conditions,
and to bring leading varieties to the notice of farmers under
conditions where each man could test their relative merits
to his own satisfaction. It was long known that the results of
variety tests conducted on the University Farm at LaFayette,
especially in the case of corn, were not applicable in many
other parts of the state owing to the great differences in local
conditions between widely separated sections. The second
year of the cooperative work showed clearly that, for corn
at least, the state must be divided into several sections, each
of which has its own particular requirements as to varieties
that will give satisfactory results. The map of the state on
page 384 of this bulletin shows the sections into which
the state had to be divided for the purpose of testing the
adaptability of varieties of corn. While the dividing lines are
not so definite as indicated, each section nevertheless has its
own peculiarities, except, perhaps, sections 11 and 12 which
present very similar conditions.”
The section titled “Results of tests of varieties of soy
beans” (p. 390-91) states that in 1906 some 56 tests of
soy bean varieties were conducted throughout the state
of Indiana. “Of these 47 consisted of the regular sets of
varieties and only 8 satisfactory reports were received.” Two
tables, which occupy a full page (p. 391), show the results
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of satisfactory tests in northern and central Indiana, with the
name of each “experimenter,” his post office and county, the
varieties tested, and the yield for each variety (in lbs total dry
matter of the plants, and bushels of grain). The experimenters
in northern Indiana were G.W. Newcomer (Waterloo,
DeKalb Co.), T. Fouts [Taylor Fouts] (Camden, Carroll
County), and C.E. Hatch (Kentland, Newton Co.). Four
varieties were tested. The seed yields (in bushels per acre)
were: Ito San (30.4), Early Brown (31.6), Soy Bean 12399
(31.4), and Ogema [Ogemaw] (16.0). Average: 27.3. Note:
Fouts tested only three varieties: Ito San, Early Brown, and
“Soy Bean 12339.” Since he had the lowest yield for each
variety among the three growers who reported from northern
Indiana, his yields were not included when calculating the
averages.
The growers in central Indiana were W. Essig (Tipton,
Tipton Co.), C. Eichinger (Montmorenci, Tippecanoe Co.),
and the Experiment Station (Lafayette, Tippecanoe Co.).
Four varieties were tested. The seed yields (in bushels per
acre) were: Ito San (27.0), Early Brown (20.0), Ogema
(20.0), Dwarf Early Yellow (18.0).
The Medium Early Yellow does not appear in either
of these tables, but it is discussed on p. 390: “The Medium
Early Yellow is a late maturing variety and probably suitable
only to the southern portion of the state. At the Station it
ripens about October 20, or in about 150 days from time of
planting. It usually requires a severe frost to ripen it. The
freezing however, seems to do little harm to the quality of
the seed. This variety has relatively large plants, with long,
slender stems and branches, and an abundance of foliage,
making it the most suitable variety for feeding green of
making into hay.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) that
mentions Taylor Fouts (of Camden, Carroll County, Indiana),
or any of the Fouts Brothers, in connection with soybeans.
This is also the earliest document seen (April 2001) that
mentions specific soy bean varieties grown by Taylor Fouts.
Address: Agriculturist.
908. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1907. Seeds
and plants imported during the period from December,
1903, to December, 1905. Nos. 9897 to 16796. No. 11. 255
p. March 15. Also titled USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Bulletin No. 97.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida.
11179-11180. “Miscellaneous seed on hand July 1, 1904.
Numbered to facilitate the keeping of record of distribution.
“11179. Early black.
11180. Yellow.”
12399/12400. “From Amherst, Massachusetts. Received
thru the Hatch Experiment Station, December 28, 1904.
“12399. Grown from S.P.I. No. 9407.
“12400. Grown from S.P.I. No. 9408.”
13502/13503. “Seeds transferred April 15, 1905, from

the Office of Grass and Forage Plant Investigations to the
Office of Seed and Plant Introduction and Distribution.
“13502. Ogema [Ogemaw]. Received from Mr. Edward
E. Evans, West Branch, Michigan, May, 1904. (Agrost.
1992.)
“13503. Grown at Arlington Farm, 1904. (Agrost. 9123.)”
14952-14954. “From Shanghai, China. Presented by Mr.
Edward S. Little. Received in May, 1905.
“14952. Black.
“14953. Large yellow.
“14954. Small yellow.”
16789/16790/16796. “From Hangchow, China. Received
thru Mr. Frederick D. Cloud, United States vice-consul,
December 15, 1905.
“16789. Yellow. An oil bean.
“16790. Black. An excellent table bean.
“16796. Black.
“’All of these varieties are largely grown in China and,
as in the case of the yellow soy bean, are very valuable.
The black soy bean is extensively grown in the north for
forage purposes and constitutes the principal article of food
for horses, donkeys, and cattle. It is also a good table bean.
This bean mixed with “kaoliang” (sorghum) seed, chopped
grass, or straw, with a little bran, makes the very best horse
feed. Perhaps the “kaoliang” is the most highly prized of
all forage plants grown in China. No part of the plant goes
to waste. Two or three weeks before the plant matures and
the seed is ripe the farmer strips nearly all the blades from
the plant, ties them in bundles, allows them to cure in the
sun for a few days, and then stacks them away indoors. All
thru the winter these blades are keenly relished by horses
and donkeys. Then the seeds are gathered, combed out, and
marketed. Several varieties of alcohol and wines are made
from these seeds, and the deadly native drink “sam-shu”–at
least one variety of it–is made from “kaoliang” seed. The
seed makes excellent feed for stock of all kinds. The long
stalks are thrown on the thrashing floor, rolled flat by heavy
stone rollers, carefully cleaned of all particles of pith, and
woven into a great variety of mats and matting, suitable for
use on floors, for window shades, or for the roofs of native
houses and sheds. These stalks are also extensively used
for fuel by the farming class. It is a most valuable crop and
may be found thru-out all the northern provinces. Not grown
much as far south as Hang-chow.
“’The yellow bean (16789) is the “bean cake” bean so
extensively grown in the Manchurian provinces and is a most
valuable crop. May be grown southward, but flourishes best
in colder latitudes.’ (Cloud.)” Address: Washington, DC.
909. Chaon, Jean de. 1907. Soya [Soya]. In: Claude Augé,
ed. 1907. Larousse mensuel illustré: revue encyclopédique
universelle. Paris: Larousse. [Fre]
• Summary: Mentions Li Yu-Ying, China, soymilk (le lait
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vegetal) which contains, in effect, a large proportion of
legumine or vegetal caseine. When treated with a mineral
salt, the soymilk coagulates, just like real milk, and, after
being drained, gives a cheese (called tofu {to-fou}), which
plays a very important role in the diet of the Chinese and the
Japanese. The tofu, whose cost is minimal, is one of many
popular culinary preparations, and it is generally consumed
fresh, but the Chinese also preserve it, either by salting or
smoking it. When fermented, tofu is similar to Roquefort
cheese; when smoked, it is more like gruyere cheese. The
whey, obtained in the production of tofu, is used for fattening
livestock. And the stems of the plant, the pods, and their
seeds are also used as forage. The soybean is therefore a
plant which French agriculture could use to its benefit as a
leguminous forage.
An illustration (non-original) shows the upper part of a
soybean plant, with a pod and flower nearby. Address: Paris,
France.
910. Wiancko, Alfred T.; Fisher, Martin L. 1907. Soy
beans, cow peas, and other forage crops. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 120. p. 437460. March.
• Summary: Contents: Part I–Soy beans and cow peas.
Historical. Uses and value. Composition and digestible
nutrients. Culture. Cost of production. Results of tests
of varieties of soy beans (1903-1906), and cow peas.
Descriptions of varieties of soy beans and cow peas: Soy
beans (with the yearly and average yields in bushels per
acre over 4 years)–Ito San (21.0), Early Brown (21.5), Olive
Medium (14.6), Very Dwarf Brown (9.5), Ogemaw (11.3),
Medium Early Black (18.0), Early Black (14.8), Medium
Green (22.2), Medium Early Yellow (20.2), Hankow, Dwarf
Early Yellow, Soy Bean 12399.
The cost of producing soy beans and cow peas, acre
for acre, “will generally be very little different from that for
corn when the crops are planted in rows and cultivated. The
chief difference will be in the cultivation, which will be a
little higher on account of the closer spacing of rows. With
the proper machinery, other operations will cost about the
same as for corn. As to the value per acre, both crops should
generally compare favorably with corn.”
Part II–Miscellaneous forage crop notes. Photos show:
(1) A patch of soy beans ready for threshing (title page). (2)
A full grown soy bean plant with roots (p. 440). (3) A man
standing in a field of soy beans, which are about 32 inches
high (p. 446). Tables show: (1) Results of experiments in
methods of planting soy beans for seed production, 19041906 (p. 445). (2) Results of soy bean variety test by yield,
1903-1906 (p. 451).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Very Dwarf Brown. Address: 1.
B.S.A., Agriculturist; 2. B.S., Asst. Agriculturist.

911. Piper, C.V. 1907. Re: Late maturing soybeans and
cowpeas. Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar, Experiment Station,
Auburn, Alabama, April 1. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Duggar: As you are interested in
late maturing soybeans and cowpeas, I am wondering if you
are in a position to handle a very small amount of Hankow
soybeans #6559. We have only 1½ ounces of seed of this
which was secured at Arlington [Farm; Virginia] last year,
and as it does not usually mature here I thought it would be
advisable to have a try it as it gives some promise as a hay
crop. Kindly advise me at your earliest convenience if you
wish to grow this small amount of seed. We also have a small
amount of Indian cowpea (Vigna catayang) [sic, catyang],
#8687. I think you had a plot of this last year, but that it
failed to mature seed...
“I would appreciate it if you can find it convenient to let
us know about this matter soon.
Yours very truly, Agrostologist.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist.
912. Piper, C.V. 1907. Leguminous crops for green
manuring. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 278. 27 p. April 3.
See p. 19-21.
• Summary: Largely a favorable comparison with cow peas.
The section titled “Soy Beans: (p. 19-21) states: “Soy beans
(fig. 6) are adapted to a much wider range of climate than
cowpeas, being grown successfully even in Ontario [Canada]
and Massachusetts. As a forage crop soy beans have some
points of superiority over cowpeas, the hay being somewhat
easier to cure and richer in protein. The seed is also cheaper
than that of cowpeas, usually costing only two-thirds as
much. This is principally due to the fact that the seed can
readily be harvested by machinery. It also has an advantage
in that the seeds are but little affected by weevils. On these
accounts soy beans are preferred by an increasing number
of farmers in the South. Soy beans, however, are not able to
compete with weeds as successfully as cowpeas, and on this
account the best results are obtained by planting in rows, so
that they may be cultivated. There is considerable difficulty
experienced at first in obtaining tubercles on the roots of soy
beans, but when once these have appeared in a particular
piece of ground there is no further trouble. Apparently,
soy beans have a greater power than cowpeas to absorb
atmospheric nitrogen through their roots (fig. 7).
“In an investigation conducted at the Michigan
Agricultural Experiment Station it was found that inoculated
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soy beans were enabled to add per acre 37.57 pounds
of nitrogen provided from the air. (See p. 11.) At the
Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station soy beans used
as green manure gave nearly as good results as cowpeas, as
determined by subsequent crops of wheat, oats, cotton, and
corn. With cotton, the soy bean vines produced a larger yield
of cotton than cowpea vines, but the cowpea stubble gave
a larger yield than the soy bean stubble. With corn, cowpea
stubble and soy bean stubble yielded the same results, while
soy bean vines gave better results than the cowpea vines.
With oats, the results were slightly in favor of the cowpeas. It
is not improbable that the variation in results may be largely
due to variation in the amounts of atmospheric nitrogen
added by the legumes to the different plats. Those that were
most heavily tubercled would add the most nitrogen.”
Illustrations show (p. 19-20): (1) A soy bean plant with
an inset of enlarged pods (non-original; from Carrière 1880).
(2) Roots of soy bean plant with nodules (not original).
Contents of the whole: Inoculation. Sources of soil
nitrogen. Loss of soil nitrogen. Composition of green-manure
crops. Green manuring compared with feeding. Orchard
cover crops. Crops to follow green manures. The choice of a
green-manure crop. The principal green-manure crops: Red
clover, Cowpeas, Soybeans, Velvet beans, Crimson clover,
Sweet clover, Canada peas, Vetches, Tangier peas. Address:
Agrostologist, in Charge of Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed
and Plant Introduction and Distribution, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC.
913. Corbett, L.C. 1907. Beans. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 289. 28 p. April 30. See p. 7.
• Summary: The following types of beans are discussed:
Broad beans (Vicia faba), kidney or haricot beans (Phaseolus
vulgaris), lima or sugar beans (Phaseolus lunatus), Dolichos
beans (“Two familiar examples of the Dolichos group
[genus Dolichos]... are known as the Hyacinth bean and the
Asparagus, or French Yard-Long, bean”), soy beans, scarlet
runner beans (Phaseolus multiflorus), velvet or banana beans
(Mucuna utilis), and cowpeas (Vigna sinensis).
“Soy beans.–The soy, or soja, bean (Glycine hispida),
while for generations known and much appreciated in Japan,
is a comparatively recent introduction into the United States,
and its cultivation has not as yet become general. In Japan
it is a valuable food for man as well as for stock, but in the
United States it has received little attention for purposes
other than the production of forage for cattle and swine. It is
destined, however, to become a very important agricultural
product in many sections of the United States, both as a grain
and forage crop.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2003) that uses the term “Hyacinth bean.” This is
also the earliest document seen (April 2003) published in the
USA that mentions hyacinth beans together with soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document

seen (Jan. 2009) that uses the term “sugar beans” to refer
to lima beans. Address: Horticulturist, in Charge of the
Arlington Exp. Farm, Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA].
914. Delwiche, E.J. 1907. Report on the northern substations for 1906. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 147. 48 p. April. See p. 8-10, 39.
• Summary: Wisconsin has four Northern Sub-Stations
located near Ashland, Iron River, Bayfield, and Superior. The
Iron River Sub-Station, situated on red sandy soil, is in the
far upper northwest corner of Wisconsin at about 46.5º north
latitude. This is farther north than most soybeans are grown.
In section 1 titled “The experiments on sandy soils,–
Iron River” (p. 4+) the subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 8-10)
begins: “Soy beans were tried with two objects in view,–first,
to get a fodder crop rich in protein, and which furnishes a
good quantity of hay or grain the first season sown. Second,
to increase the supply of nitrogen in the soil.”
Soy bean hay was fed to horses in combination with
corn stover with good results. “It is not certain whether it
will be possible to ripen soy beans at this latitude... It is
likely that the soy bean may be used as a substitute for clover
in case the latter should fail to catch.
The section titled “Notes on green manuring crops”
contains a subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 39). “The crop
came up well but suffered from drought in the month of
July. It was also thought that the plants were suffering from
a lack of nitrogen, for they turned yellow in many places.
No nodules were found on the roots of the beans, although
careful examination was made for them. It is evident the
soil needed inoculation.” Address: Superintendent, Northern
Wisconsin Agricultural Sub-Stations.
915. Moorhouse, L.A. 1907. Cowpeas and soy beans.
Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 74.
22 p. April. [3 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Adaptations of the crops to
Oklahoma conditions, their place in the rotation, their
importance to the stockman farmer, their chemical
composition, harvesting methods and machinery, cowpea
and soy bean yields (in tons of hay and bushels of grain).
“The following varieties of soy beans have been grown
successfully in sections of the country where the season is
much shorter than the growing period in Oklahoma: Medium
Green, Early White, Ito San, Medium Yellow, and Black (p.
12).
“In 1904 cowpeas and soy beans were grown side by
side in general farm work, not only on bottom land but also
on upland soil... The bottom land was seeded on May 5
and the upland on June 30 (p. 14-16). A table (p. 16) shows
cowpea and soy bean yields Soy beans yielded 9.90 and 9.45
bushels of seed per acre, and 0.70 and 0.61 tons of hay per
acre, for bottom land and upland areas, respectively.
An illustration (line drawing, p. 18) shows the “Miller
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Bean Harvester,” courtesy of the LeRoy Plow Company,
LeRoy, New York. The text states: “Harvesting machinery
has undergone a remarkable improvement within the last
decade. Machines have been and are being constructed for
handling every crop of economic importance that is grown
upon the American farm today. To this end the bean harvester
has been evolved in order to enable the bean grower in the
northeastern states to handle his crop with greater ease. This
type of machine is efficient in its work and can be used to
advantage in harvesting the cowpea and the soy bean in the
south. There are at least ten or a dozen types of this machine
on the market at the present time and they can be purchased
at the nominal cost of $25.00.”
Concerning threshing: “The soy bean is not as brittle
as the cowpea, hence the grain can be threshed quite readily
with a machine...”
Summary (p. 21): “As forage crops, the cowpea and soy
bean should be given a conspicuous place in the rotation. The
grain and forage furnish nitrogenous material for the ration,
which is used in feeding the live stock of the farm.”
Note: The “Station Staff” are listed at the beginning of
the Bulletin. W.L. Burlison, B.S., is Assistant Agronomist. In
a 1943 letter Burlison wrote: “Personally I first worked with
soybeans in 1903 at the Oklahoma Station...” Note that the
soy beans in this study were first grown in 1904. Address:
B.S.A., M.S., Agronomist, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
916. Ball, Carleton R. 1907. Soy bean varieties. USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 98. 30 p. + 5 plates.
May 27.
• Summary: This publication started a new system for
naming soybeans, giving them common names such as
Buckshot, Ogemaw, and Ito San.
Contents: Origin and introduction of the soy bean.
Variability. Classification: Key to the varieties. Descriptions
of the varieties (23–including the source of the name and
the numbers and sources of lots grown, incl. Agrost. No.
and S.P.I. No.): Black-seeded group (Buckshot, Nuttall,
Kingston, Ebony, Flat King, Riceland), Brown-seeded group
(Ogemaw, Eda, Baird, Brownie), Mottled-seeded group
(Hankow {with patch or saddle, and usually eccentric lines
or stripes outside the patch}, Meyer), Green-seeded group
(Samarow, Guelph), Greenish-yellow-seeded group (Yosho,
Haberlandt, Tokyo {incl. Best Green}), Yellow-seeded group
(Ito San {“It has long and widely sold under the names,
‘Yellow,’ ‘Early Yellow,’ ‘Early White,’ etc.”}, Manhattan,
Butterball, Amherst, Hollybrook, Mammoth). List of
synonyms.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
containing a list and descriptions of early U.S. soybean
varieties. Details on each of the 23 individual varieties
discussed by Ball are given in separate records in this
database with titles of the format “Buckshot: New U.S.
domestic soybean variety” (for Buckshot).

Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
which tries to standardize early soybean varietal names /
nomenclature to prevent confusion.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Feb. 2019) that uses the word “mottled” or the word
“mottling” or the word “stripes” to describe the color of
soybean seeds. Note that both the mottled Hankow and
Meyer varieties came from China.
“Classification: The first separation of the numerous
forms or agricultural varieties of this species will naturally
be through the colors of the seeds. The varieties having
seeds of the solid colors black and yellow are by far the
most numerous and most striking. The greens and browns
are much less common and are also very variable in shade.
The browns are of various shades of reddish brown and are
also closely related to the mottled group. The yellows vary
commonly into greenish shades, and any line drawn between
the yellow and greenish yellow is only arbitrary. The yellows
also vary into paler shades, and some have even been called
‘white’ in Japan. This is most noticeable in old seeds, but
is never carried farther than pale yellow. It seems likely
that none of the legumes commonly cultivated in Japan can
have pure white seeds, like our navy beans for example, or
the term ‘white’ would never be applied to a pale-yellow
form. All yellow soy beans gradually turn paler with age
for at least three to four years, although some varieties are
originally paler than others. Although the black group shows
more variation in the size of the seeds, the yellow is much
more variable in color shades... Figure 1 shows an attempt to
represent graphically the relationships and importance of the
various color groups.” Six color groups are recognized and
described herein.
Distribution numbers: Part I is “serial numbers under
which soy beans were distributed by the former Division of
Agrostology, with the name of the variety to which each has
been referred.” Part II is a “list of the serial numbers under
which soy beans have been distributed by the Office of Seed
and Plant Introduction and Distribution, with the name of
the variety to which each is referred in this bulletin. Several
S.P.I. numbers representing soy beans not studied by the
writer are not included in the list. 3870–Hollybrook. 4285–
Mammoth. 4912–Hollybrook. 4913–Amherst. 4914–Tokyo.
5764–Hollybrook,” etc. up to “17852–Meyer.”
Note 4. One variety was often introduced several
different times under different S.P.I. numbers, and that many
varieties have an “Agrostology No.” [Number] separate from
their S.P.I. number. Description of plates.
“Origin and introduction of the soy bean (p. 7-8): The
soy bean (Glycine hispida (Moench.) Maxim.) is an annual
leguminous plant from the Orient. Its native home is said to
be from southern Japan southward through eastern China
and Indo-China to Java. In China and Japan it has been in
cultivation for many centuries, certainly since before the
beginning of the Christian era. In those countries it is easily
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the most important legume grown, and in some provinces
it is the most important of all crops. Owing, perhaps, to
the almost complete isolation of that part of the Orient, its
cultivation spread only slowly to other lands. It is now grown
to some extent in India, but its introduction there seems to
be of recent date. It reached Europe probably in the latter
part of the eighteenth century, and its arrival in England is
credited to 1790. For several decades it was grown merely
as a curiosity in botanic and private gardens. Investigation of
the economic value of this plant began more than thirty years
ago in Europe, rather earlier than in this country, but the soy
bean has not yet attained any great prominence there.
“The soy bean has been known in the United States for
more than three-quarters of a century. In the New England
Farmer of October 22, 1829, Thomas Nuttall wrote of its
possibilities as a crop for this country. For many years it was
grown only in gardens as a curious plant from the Far East.
The Perry expedition to Japan in 1853 brought back two
varieties, a yellow and a red sort [azuki?], which were tested
here in a limited way.
“During the last twenty years the soy bean has been the
subject of many experiments to determine its agricultural
value and adaptations. The agricultural experiment stations
of Kansas and Massachusetts were pioneers in these
investigations and seed was imported directly from Japan by
both stations. Through these efforts considerable interest was
aroused, and two or three varieties soon became available
commercially. The number of forms and varieties in this
country was further increased by additional importations
made by enterprising seedsmen. Since 1898 the Office of
Seed and Plant Introduction of the United States Department
of Agriculture has secured from seven different countries of
the old world no less than 65 different lots of soy bean seeds,
representing about twenty varieties.”
Page 2 lists the 28 people and divisions in the Bureau of
Plant Industry. Beverly T. Galloway is chief of the Bureau.
Merton B. Waite and Irwin F. Smith are pathologists. Walter
T. Swingle is physiologist in charge of plant life history
investigations. Mark A. Carleton is cerealist in charge of
grain investigations. David Fairchild is in charge of seed
and plant introduction. Charles V. Piper is agrostologist in
charge of forage crop investigations. Palemon H. Dorsett is
pathologist in charge of the plant introduction garden, Chico,
California.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011)
that mentions Palemon H. Dorsett in connection with plant
introduction or with soy beans.
List of synonyms (p. 27): Adzuki = Ito San. Black =
Buckshot. Brown Eda Mame = Eda. Crossbred No. 6 =
Ogemaw. Early Black = Buckshot. Early Green = Guelph.
Early Japan = Butterball. Early White = Ito San. Early
Yellow = Ito San. Extra Early Black = Buckshot. Green
= Guelph. Green Samarow = Samarow. Hollybrook =
Hollybrook [sic]. Ito San = Ito San [sic]. Japanese No. 15 =

Kingston. Kaiyuski Daizu = Ito San. Kiyusuki Daidzu = Ito
San. Kysuki = Ito San. Large Black = Buckshot. Late Yellow
= Mammoth. Mammoth Yellow = Mammoth. Medium Black
= Buckshot. Medium Early Black = Buckshot. Medium
Early Green = Guelph. Medium Green = Guelph, Ogema
= Ogemaw. Southern = Mammoth. Yellow = Mammoth.
Yellow Eda Mame = Ito San.
A color illustration (frontispiece, facing the title page)
shows one or two views of the seeds of 22 different soy
bean varieties, lined-up and numbered. Diagrams show: The
probable relationships of the different groups of soy beans
(block style; p. 10).
The number of days required to reach maturity and the
height of the plant in inches, with averages, for each variety
of soy bean (graph plot; p. 13).
The 1st plate, facing the title page, showing the seeds
of 22 soybean varieties, is in color. Four full-page photos at
the end show the pods (side view) and seeds (side and front
views) of (typically) five soybean varieties.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the following soybean varieties: Amherst,
Baird, Brown Eda Mame, Brownie, Buckshot, Butterball,
Ebony, Eda, Flat King, Guelph, Haberlandt, Kingston, Large
Black, Manhattan, Meyer, Nuttall, Riceland, Samarow,
Tokyo, Yosho.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
which states that Black, Early Black, Extra Early Black,
Large Black, Medium Black, and Medium Early Black are
all the same as Buckshot, or that Early Japan is the same as
Butterball, or that Brown Eda Mame is the same as Eda, or
that Early Green, Green, Medium Early Green, and Medium
Green are all the same as Guelph, or that Yellow is the same
as Mammoth. Address: Agronomist, Grain Investigations,
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry.
917. Flat King: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Flat Black (Bailey 1907; Morse 1948). 1907. Seed
color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11, 13, 16. “Classification–Key to the
varieties (p. 11): I. Black seeded: 1C. Seeds large, 8 to 11
mm long, round or broadly elliptical, pods 1½ to 3 inches
long. Late [maturity], 120 to 130 days, about 30 inches tall,
branches long, seeds very large, elliptical, much flattened
= Flat King.” “Black-seeded group: The Flat King is a tall
and quite stout variety... The seeds are larger and flatter
than those of any variety, jet black, shining, with little or no
bloom, flat, broadly elliptical in outline... The Flat King is
a very strong-growing variety, resembling the Nuttall more
closely than any other black-seeded form, though the Flat
King is the taller, its average height being from 25 to 35
inches. It is not a commercial variety yet, but its heavy crop
of pods, its large size, and branching habit make it a valuable
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variety for trial as a silage crop or for a cover crop or hog
pasture, especially in the Southern States. It is later than any
of the large and promising varieties, except the Tokyo, and
is more comparable with the Mammoth in time of maturity,
requiring from one hundred and seventeen to one hundred
and forty days or even more in unfavorable seasons. Yields
of seed of from 6 to 9 bushels to the acre have been recorded.
The name is given on account of the much flattened seeds
and the large size of seeds and plants. Numbers and sources
of lots grown: Agrost. No. 1293, S.P.I. 6312; S.P.I. No. 6312,
‘Flat Black,’ Japan; S.P.I. No. 8497, grown from S.P.I. No.
6312; S.P.I. No. 9410, grown from S.P.I. No. 8497; S.P.I. No.
17252, grown from Agrost. No. 1293-2.”
Bailey, L.H. ed. 1907. Cyclopedia of American
agriculture. Vol. II. “Crops.” New York and London:
Macmillan & Co. xvi + 699 p. See p. 585. “Flat Black” is a
late-maturing variety.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 43, 49, 53,
63, 75. Seed color: Black. S.P.I. No. 17252. “From Tokyo,
Japan, 1901... Grown nine seasons. This variety was also
obtained from Yokohama, Japan, No. 19982, and again from
Tokyo, No. 22875.” “The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75):
Late–Flat King, 17252.”
Wolfe, T.K. 1924. “Soybean Culture.” Virginia Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 235. 32 p. March. Flat King
is listed in a table showing the yields of seed and hay of
soybean varieties at Blacksburg, Virginia.
918. Guelph: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Early Green, Green, Green Medium, Medium
Early Green, Medium Green (Ball 1907), Large Medium
Green (Morse 1915), Dwarf Green, Michigan Green, Ohio
Medium Green, Wisconsin Early Green (Morse 1948). 1907.
Seed color: Green (chromium).
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 11, 13, 20-21, 27-28. “Classification–
Key to the varieties (p. 11): IV. Green seeded: 1. Medium,
110 days, 30 inches tall, pods broader, seeds round, deep
green = Guelph.” “Green-seeded group: The Guelph is one
of the oldest and best known varieties in cultivation. For
many years it has been sold by numerous seed houses as
Early Green, Medium Green, and Medium Early Green. It
is a rather curious fact that during the eight years in which
the United States Department of Agriculture has been
actively engaged in the introduction of oriental legumes it
has but once secured this variety. This is probably due to
the fact stated by writers on Japanese agriculture that the
green-seeded and the brown-seeded forms are but sparingly
cultivated in the Orient, the blacks and yellows being much
preferred. The Guelph soy bean has become quite a favorite
in the Northern States of this country, where it is highly

esteemed for both seed and forage production. In Kansas,
Indiana, Michigan, and in Ontario it has given splendid
results in comparative tests extending through several years...
At the Ontario Agricultural College and Experiment Farm,
located at Guelph, Ontario, a great deal of work has been
done with soy beans, and with this variety especially, and
the name is given for that reason. Numbers and sources of
lots grown: Agrost. No. 912, ‘Early Green,’ J.M. Thorburn
& Co.; Agrost. No. 969, S.P.I. No. 6558; Agrost. No. 1306,
‘Medium Early Green,’ J.M. Thorburn & Co.; Agrost. No.
1312, ‘Medium Green,’ Henderson & Co.; Agrost. No.
1464, ‘Early Green,’ Henderson & Co.; Agrost. No. 1467,
‘Medium Early Green,’ J.M. Thorburn & Co.; Agrost. No.
1469, ‘Medium Early Green,’ Breck & Sons; Agrost. No.
1473, ‘Medium Early Green,’ Hammond Seed Co.; Agrost.
No. 1476, ‘Medium Early Green,’ Currie Bros.; Agrost No.
1764, ‘Early Green,’ Kansas Expt. Station; Agrost. No. 1971,
‘Medium Green,’ union of Agrost. Nos. 912, 969, 1306,
1312, 1464, 1467, 1469, 1473, and 1476; S.P.I. No. 6558,
Hankow, China; S.P.I. No. 13503, Agrost. No. 912; S.P.I.
No. 17261, grown from Agrost. Nos. 1764 and 1971.” Page
27 states that synonyms for Guelph are Early Green, Green,
Medium Early Green, and Medium Green.
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 10. “Guelph
(Green).”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 30. “Guelph,
or Medium Green, was introduced by Prof. W.P. Brooks, in
1889, from Japan, and is now quite extensively grown in
the Northern States [Note: It did NOT originate in Guelph,
Ontario, Canada.] The same variety was obtained from
Hankow, China, in May, 1901,–S.P.I. No. 6558, according to
Ball’s identification (1907, p. 21). It has since been received
from only one foreign source, namely, S.P.I. No. 22320,
from Haage & Schmidt, as ‘Green Samarow.’ This last might
easily be the progeny of the American introduction.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 14.
“The Guelph is also known as Medium Green, Early Green,
Medium Early Green, and Large Medium. It is esteemed
for its forage and as a silage crop in the Northern States.
Although a good producer of grain, it is not desirable for this
purpose, since the pods shatter badly before all the seeds are
mature.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p.
March. See p. 41, 44, 165, 167. Page 41 states: “The early
introduced varieties.–Previous to the numerous introductions
by the United States Department of Agriculture beginning in
1898, there were not more than eight varieties of soybeans
grown in the United States.” One of these was Guelph or
Medium Green (with green seeds). “Guelph or Medium
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Green.” “Introduced from Japan, 1889.” “Medium Early
Green.–The same as Guelph.” “Medium Green.–The same as
Guelph.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987.
“USDA soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1.
INTSOY Series No. 30. p. 10-11. Guelph is in the USDA
Germplasm Collection. Maturity group: III. Year named or
released: 1907. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature:
01, 03. Source and other information: From Japan in 1889
by Prof. W.P. Brooks, Massachusetts AES (Agric. Exp.
Station). Called ‘Medium Green’ from 1903 to 1907. Prior
designation: None.
Talk with Dr. Richard Bernard, former curator of
the USDA Germplasm Collection. 1998. Oct. 15. “Many
varieties got named long after they were released, especially
in the old days. It took them a while to settle on name. They
decided that names like Medium Green, while descriptive,
were not valid variety names, so they came up with Guelph.”
Dr. Bernard further complicated the problem because he
had two different strains that were called Medium Green
or Guelph, so he let the two names exist together, because
the strains are different. These two are still in the soybean
germplasm collection. Address: USA.
919. Haberlandt: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Dry
edible variety. Synonym: White (Morse 1948). 1907. Seed
color: Yellow (straw), hilum dusky brown.
• Summary: Sources: Note: The following entry shows that
the Haberlandt variety existed by May 1905.
Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98. 28 p. May 27. See
p. 12-13, 22. “Classification–Key to the varieties (p. 11): V.
Greenish yellow seeded: 2. Medium late, about 120 days,
25 to 30 inches high, branches long, pods about 1¼ inches
long, seeds medium large, roundish or broadly elliptical,
hilum dark brown = Haberlandt.” “A plot grown in 1905 at
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, had foliage of a very light glaucous
green, much resembling a plot of rape in color. The same
appearance was also reported for this variety by the Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station... The time required for
this variety to reach maturity varies from 110 to 130 days,
the average time being somewhere near 118 to 120 days.
Two seed yields secured were 12 9/10 and 13 3/10 bushels
to the acre, respectively. The Haberlandt is one of the most
promising varieties for hay, silage or green manuring, and
for a cover crop. From the Tokyo it can be distinguished
only by its earlier maturity, rather deeper greenish yellow
seed and distinctly brown hilum. This variety was named in
honor of Prof. F. Haberlandt, who first brought the soy bean
to agricultural notice in Europe. His work was published in
1878 at Vienna. Numbers and sources of lots grown: Agrost.
No. 1194, ‘White,’ S.P.I. No. 6396; Agrost. No. 1539, S.P.I.
No. 8495; Agrost. No. 1540, S.P.I. No. 8493; S.P.I. No.
6396, ‘White,’ Ping-yang [Pyongyang / P’yongyang], Korea;

S.P.I. No. 6397, Ping-yang, Korea; S.P.I. No. 8493, grown
from S.P.I. No. 6396; S.P.I. No. 8495, grown from S.P.I. No.
6397; S.P.I. No. 9415, grown from S.P.I. No. 6397; S.P.I. No.
17263, grown from Agrost. No. 1539-1; S.P.I. No. 17271,
grown from Agrost. No. 1194-1.”
Piper, C.V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. See p. 11.
Haberlandt (Yellow) is one of the best out of more than one
hundred sorts tested in the last three years. It is not yet on the
market, but will probably be available by 1910.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 47, 75. Seed
color: Straw yellow. S.P.I. No. 17271. “From Pingyang,
Korea, 1901... Grown nine seasons.” “The best varieties of
soy beans (p. 75): Medium late–Haberlandt, 17271.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 14.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 165. “Introduced from Pingyang [Pyongyang], Korea,
1901.”
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1187. Origin: Introduction, Chosen
[Korea]. Year: 1901. Days to mature: 130. Flower color:
Purple, white. Pubescence color: Tawny. Seed coat color:
Straw yellow. Germ color: Yellow. Hilum color: Brown.
Seeds per pod: 2-3. Seeds per pound: 2,400. Use: Grain, or
dry edible beans. Note: This is the first of many documents
in which Morse classified the Haberlandt as a “dry edible”
soybean, one of a limited number of “edible varieties of
soybeans.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 10-11. Haberlandt is in the USDA
Germplasm Collection. Maturity group: VI. Year named or
released: 1907. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 01,
03. Source and other information: From Pyongyang, North
Korea, in 1901. Prior designation: PI 6396 (also PI 17271).
Address: USA.
920. Tokyo: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Dry edible
variety. Also spelled Tokio. Synonyms: Austrian Green, Ita
Mame, Late Ita Mame, Southern Medium Green (Morse
1948). 1907. Seed color: Yellow (olive), hilum pale.
• Summary: Sources: Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean
varieties.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No 98.
28 p. May 27. See p. 12-13, 22-23. “Classification–Key to
the varieties (p. 11): V. Greenish yellow seeded: 3. Late, 130
days or over, 35 inches or over in height, very long branched,
pods 1½ inches long, seeds larger, round or elliptical, hilum
scarcely tinted = Tokyo.” The Tokyo differs from the medium
greenish yellow (Haberlandt) variety mostly in a somewhat
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more vigorous growth and in later ripening... The Tokyo is
one of the very best varieties for all-around use. It will give
heavy hay and silage crops, is equally good for pasture and
cover-crop purposes, and where it matures it gives very good
seed yields. Eight plots grown at Washington [DC] in two
different years averaged 8 1/3 bushels of seed per acre, in
which the lowest yield was 4 bushels and the highest 14½
bushels. The Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station
reports a very much higher seed yield, with the weight of
green forage to the acre 11.84 and 14.08 tons from two plots,
curing to 5.44 and 6.16 tons, respectively. It is too late for the
best results in most Northern States, but it may be replaced
there by the Haberlandt variety. This variety was named for
the Japanese capital, where some of the importations were
secured. Numbers and sources of lots grown: Agrost. No.
468, grown from S.P.I. No. 4914; Agrost. No. 696, grown
from Potomac Flats; Agrost. No. 1171, ‘Best Green,’ S.P.I.
No. 9409; Agrost. No. 1198, ‘Late Ita Name,’ S.P.I. No.
8424, Japan; Agrost. No. 1200, ‘Medium Ita Name,’ S.P.I.
No. 8423, Japan; Agrost. No. 1298, ‘Medium Green,’ S.P.I.
No. 6335, Japan; S.P.I. No. 4914, ‘Best Green,’ Japan; S.P.I.
No. 5766, grown from No. 4914; S.P.I. No. 6335, ‘Medium
Green,’ Japan; S.P.I. No. 8423, ‘Medium Ita Name,’ Japan;
S.P.I. No. 8424, ‘Late Ita Name,’ Japan; S.P.I. No. 9409,
grown from S.P.I. No. 5766; S.P.I. No.17264, grown from
Agrost. No. 1198-1; S.P.I. No. 17265, grown from Agrost.
No. 1200-1; S.P.I. No.17266. grown from Agrost No. 1171-1;
S.P.I. No. 17267, grown from Agrost No. 1298-2.” Note: The
words/name “Ita Name” make no sense in Japanese. Perhaps
“Eda Mamé” was intended.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 18,
45, 75. Variety name: Tokyo. Seed color: Olive yellow.
S.P.I. No. 17264. “From Tokyo, Japan, 1901... Grown nine
seasons. This variety was also obtained from Kobe, Japan,
No. 20893.” “The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75): Late–
Tokyo, 17264.”
Tracy, S.M. 1912. “Forage crops for the cotton region.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 509. 47 p. Oct. 11. See p. 29.
The soybean variety Tokyo has recently become popular in
the cotton region of the USA (the southern states).
Country Gentleman. 1915. “Soy beans for all climates.”
May 22. See p. 11. Note: This is the earliest document seen
(Dec. 1998) which uses the spelling “Tokio” rather than
“Tokyo” for this variety. In about 52% of all documents
where this variety is mentioned, its name is spelled “Tokyo,”
while in the remaining 48% it is spelled “Tokio.” The
“Tokio” spelling was more common from 1919 to 1925,
however it was not used after 1947, when “Tokyo” became
the standard spelling.
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 16.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.

New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 68, 87, 89, 96, 100, 111, 152, 154, 158, 169, 171,
192-193. “Tokio–Introduced from Tokio, Japan, 1901.” Seed
olive yellow, hilum pale, germ yellow, oil 18.4 per cent.,
about 134,400 to the bushel.
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1187. Origin: Introduction, Japan.
Year: 1901. Days to mature: 140. Flower color: Purple.
Pubescence color: Gray. Seed coat color: Olive yellow. Germ
color: Yellow. Hilum color: Pale. Seeds per pod: 2-3. Seeds
per pound: 2,260. Use: Grain, or dry edible beans. Note: This
is the first of many documents in which Morse classified the
Tokyo as a “dry edible” soybean, one of a limited number of
“edible varieties of soybeans.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 18-19. Tokyo is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: VII. Year named or released:
1907. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 01, 03.
Source and other information: ‘Ita Name’ from Yokohama,
Japan, in 1902. Prior designation: PI 8424. Address: USA.
921. Marre, Francis. 1907. Le lait végétal en Chine
[Vegetable milk in China]. Nature (La) (Paris) 35(1776
Supplement):13. June 8. [Fre]
• Summary: The use of milk as food in China is very
limited. The immense empire, which is governed by the Son
of Heaven, is not suited for raising livestock, except in its
northern and western regions, which occupy only a small
part of its total area. Moreover, the climate and nature of the
soil do not permit the culture of forage crops. These purely
geographical reasons are enough to explain why vegetable
milk is consumed abundantly in the majority of Chinese
provinces.
This milk, whose name seems strange and a bit
paradoxical, is made from the seeds of Soja hispida, also
called the oil pea of China (haricot oléagineux de Chine), an
annual plant of the legume family. To obtain it, the seeds are
first [ground with water], boiled and then pressed, making a
sort of puree which, when dissolved in water, makes a very
nourishing vegetable milk. When treated with a mineral salt,
which acts much like rennet in milk, it coagulates and may
be made into a kind of cheese (to-fou) [tofu] which plays
an important part in nourishing the Chinese and Japanese
people. It is one of their basic daily foods and can be made
into a great variety of culinary preparations. It is generally
consumed fresh, the day it is made. But it may be cooked,
and preserved by salting or smoking. In commerce, three
principal varieties of vegetable cheese (fromage végétal)
[tofu] are found. One, which is fermented [fermented tofu],
is white, yellow or gray, and has a piquant flavor like that of
Roquefort. The second is white and salty, resembling goat
cheese / goat’s milk cheese. The third is smoked and quite
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like Gruyere (gruyère).
In the process of making vegetable milk and tofu, they
recover with care the various by-products [okara, whey]
and use them with ingenuity to nourish their animals and as
fertilizer for their fields; in this way nothing is lost. Even the
stems of the plant and the pods that envelop the seeds are
used as forage. Thanks to the fact that every part of the plant
can be used, and thanks also to the low cost of manpower in
China, soy cheese (fromage de soja) can be sold for such a
low price that enough to serve a man for a day (110 square
cm of surface by 2.5 cm thick) costs less than a centime
[one-fifth of a U.S. cent], or 50 to 60 times less than an equal
quantity of animal cheese.
As for the food value of soymilk, it is approximately
equal to that of cow’s milk; it contains significant quantities
of legumine, whose chemical composition is very close to
that of casein.
Mr. Li Yu-Ying, an attaché at the Chinese legation in
Paris, made soymilk (lait de soja) the subject of an important
presentation at the last dairy congress, and forecast the
introduction of soya (soja) into French culture.
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term to-fou to refer to tofu.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term lait de soja to refer to
soymilk. As of Oct. 2003 lait de soja is the modern French
word for soymilk. Address: Chimiste-Expert près de la cour
d’Appel de Paris et les Tribunaux de la Seine.
922. Country Gentleman. 1907. What some cows have done
(Ad). 72(2839):611. June 27.
• Summary: “The following tests have been accepted by the
American Jersey Cattle Club:...
Little Ria 139089–March 26 to April 1; butter, 22 1b.;
milk, 309 lb. 10 oz.; 8 y. 4 m.; weight, 1000 lb. (est.); since
calving, 38 days; fed 12 qts. bran, 6 qts. gluten, 6 qts. ground
oats, 1 qt. oil meal, in slop, daily, also 40 lb. corn and soybean ensilage–clover hay ad lib.; [Property of] Geo. H.
Sweet, East Aurora, New York.
Note: “Soy-bean ensilage” is listed in the diets of 4 other
cows in this ad.
923. Soule, Andrew M.; Vanatter, Phares O. 1907.
Experiments with oats, millet and various legumes. Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 168. p. 259-90.
June. See p. 277-83, 289-90.
• Summary: The soy bean is second most important legume
grown in the south, after the cowpea. “The feeding value
of the soy bean has not been as generally appreciated as it
should be... A fair average yield of soy beans is 20 to 30
bushels [per acre]. This is as large a yield as is ordinarily
obtained with corn on land which should be equally well
adapted for the cultivation of the soy bean. The soy bean
is much richer, bushel for bushel, in feeding nutrients than

corn, and a yield of 35 bushels per acre really produces a
much larger amount of digestible protein than would be
obtained with corn.” In experiments made by the authors,
Mammoth Yellow soy beans produced 592 pounds of
digestible protein per acre, which is “nearly three times as
much digestible protein as corn, more than twice as much
as sorghum, and considerably more than the cow peas. The
digestible protein produced per acre by the soy beans is very
large and indicates why this crop should be given serious
attention, as its extensive cultivation would enable the
nutrition of various classes of live stock to better advantage
in every way. The soy bean has not become popular enough
yet to permit of its being used extensively for the nutrition
of beef and dairy cattle, but enough work has been done
to indicate that three pounds of soy bean meal [probably
uncooked, ground soybeans] could be substituted for an
equal amount of linseed meal with satisfactory results in
feeding dairy cows. This should encourage the extensive
cultivation of this crop, which will undoubtedly become
more and more popular when its useful qualities are
realized.”
Yield tests of leading soy bean varieties were conducted
on the station’s plats. “Most of these varieties were planted
on the 8th of May and were harvested between August
and September 30. The yields of both grain and hay were
obtained in 1905 and 1906. The largest 2-year average yield
of hay was made by Hollybrook (2.95 tons/acre). The best
seed yield obtained in both years was with Itho San [Ito
San] Yellow, which made 14.37 bushels in 1905, 22.50
bushels in 1906, or an average of 18.43 bushels [per acre]
for both years. Yet when Itho San was inoculated it yielded a
remarkable 31.04 bu/acre.
“These facts indicate that the soy bean can be made
into a very satisfactory quality of hay and that large yields
of a rich and nutritious foodstuff will be obtained that will
be eaten to advantage by live stock. The main stems of this
plant are coarse and many of them will not be readily eaten,
but if the crop is sown thickly so as to crowd the plants,
smaller and finer stems will result. The best hay varieties
are those that do not grow so vigorously as Hollybrook and
Mammoth Yellow.”
Conclusions: “Soy beans may be used either for hay
or grain production, though the stems are coarser than the
cowpea, and the hay is thus not so thoroughly consumed by
live stock. They will outyield the cowpea when grown for
grain very considerably, and two years’ work show that good
yields of hay can be obtained... The grain of the soy bean is
much more resistant to unfavorable weather conditions than
the cowpea, and it is also much richer in feeding nutrients,
and its extensive cultivation in the south can not be urged too
strongly.”
Photos (p. 278-80, 283) show: (1) Early Black soy bean.
(2) Early Green soy bean. (3) Itho San [Ito San] Yellow soy
bean. (4) A field of cowpeas and soy beans growing side by
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side. Tables (p. 281) show: (1) A comparison of soy bean
varieties in number of grains per ounce, date of ripening,
days maturing, and yield per acre of hay, and of grain. The
soy bean varieties are: Itho San Yellow [Ito San], Early
Green, Japanese Pea, Medium Green, Extra Early Black,
Medium Black, Green Samarow, Ogima [Ogema], Common,
Extra Early Yellow, Holly Brook [Hollybrook], Mammoth
Yellow, Brecks, Coffee Berry, Hales. The highest yield of
grain in one season was 23.33 bu/acre for Early Green in
1906. The highest yield of hay in one season was 3.75 tons/
acre for Holly Brook in 1905. (2) A comparison of yield in
a variety of soy beans with and without inoculation. Yields
were generally better with inoculation.
924. Sun (Baltimore, Maryland). 1907. Soy beans. July 1. p.
12.
• Summary: From R.S. Adams, in American Cultivator:
“The value of the soy bean, soja bean, of coffee beery, as it is
variously known, is not appreciated to the extent that it ought
to be by farmers. Its many uses should give it a prominent
place on every farm. Being a leguminous plant, it has the
power of taking nitrogen from the air, so if a crop is grown
and twined [turned] under it not only replaces humus in the
soil, but enriches it with nitrogen, potash, and phosphoric
acid, the three most important elements of plant food. It has
been estimated that a 10-ton crop, an average yield, will
furnish 180 pounds of nitrogen, 113 pounds of potash and 44
pounds of phosphoric acid.
“Being rich in proteids and muscle-forming elements, it
is a valuable stock food, a first-rate silo ration for cows being
two parts corn to one part bean silage. It is also fed green,
or as hay. In the green stage it helps out the pasture in the
autumn.”
Most of the article is about cultivating soy beans.
925. W.H.U. 1907. Harvesting soy beans (Letter to the
editor). Indiana Farmer 62(28):15. July 13.
• Summary: “The method of harvesting soy beans will
depend on the use that is to be made of them. When grazed
by sheep or cattle, it is simply a matter of turning in the
animals. But the cattle waste much of the crop, hence, if
grazed down by this class of stock, the animals must be
removed when they have satisfied their needs. Sheep and
hogs may be given access to the crop at will when the season
for grazing has arrived. Of course, with hogs, that season is
not until the crop is practically mature.
“Various methods of harvesting the crop are practiced,
as for instance, cutting with field mower, self-rake reaper, the
binder, the corn harvester and the bean harvester. Which of
these modes will answer best depends largely upon the way
in which the crop is grown, and the exact use to be made
of it. The mower is best suited to harvesting a crop sown
broadcast and to be cut for hay. The binder is best adapted
to harvesting the silo crop or the seed crop, but can only be

used satisfactorily in harvesting tall growing varieties. The
self-rake reaper can best be used in cutting the crop for hay,
for seed, for soiling or for silage. The bean harvester is only
used when harvesting the crop for seed, and is exceptionally
well adapted to gathering small varieties. The corn harvester
can best be used when the beans are grown in the line of the
row with corn for silage, but may also be used in harvesting
tall growing varieties grown in rows without admixture.”
Address: Illinois.
926. Afro-American Ledger (Baltimore, Maryland). 1907.
Farm and garden: Soy beans. July 27. p. 8.
• Summary: From Farmers’ Guide: “As other grain crops,
soy beans may be sown either in drills or broadcasted. Just
which of these two methods is best will depend principally
on what disposition is to be made of the crop that is,
whether it is being grown for hay or seed, and whether or
not cultivation of the crop is desired, When planted in drills,
about three pecks of seed to the acre is required, and when
broadcasted, about five pecks are needed. The time for
planting may vary somewhat from the middle of May until
the first of July, or perhaps a little later, although the success
of such planting will largely depend upon the subsequent
conditions of the season. The soy bean is a hot weather crop,
and cold, damp weather is not the best for its development.
Maturity can be expected in from one hundred to one
hundred and fifty days, according to variety and growing
conditions. Sowing in corn at the last plowing would hardly
seem the best to us, but might prove a fair success. We would
prefer, however, to grow them alone and plant as soon as
possible after the season had well advanced. We are inclined
to believe that rape sown in the corn would give better
satisfaction, although we have no practical experience with
the soy bean. Rape matures in a shorter time and is as well, if
not better, suited for use as hog pasture.”
Note: The title page states: “Published every Saturday in
the interest of the race.”
927. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Re: Cowpea and soybean work.
Letter to Mr. J.M. Westgate [Asst. Agrostologist in Charge
of Alfalfa and Clover Introductions], Seed Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC, Aug. 24. 4 p. Handwritten, with signature on hotel
letterhead.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from the Glenmore Hotel
in Montgomery, Alabama. “Dear Mr. Westgate: I have
spent a very interesting week in my cowpea and soybean
work. At Welsh, Louisiana, the weather conditions have
been so unfavorable that the riceland [Riceland] soybeans
hadn’t been planted at all, but Dr. J.F. Naftel’s and Mr. J.F.
Shoemaker’s at Crowley were looking very fine, and both
men expressed the belief very strongly that they were going
to be valuable for the ricelands. These two varieties also
look exceptionally well at Audubon Park, New Orleans. Mr.
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J.B. Dodson’s trial at Crowley had been ruined by a dike
springing a leak, and the excessive water had drowned out
the plants.
“The only other soy at Audubon Park which looks
promising is a black variety [PI] #14952. It is showing
up remarkably well, being about 45 inches high and very
vigorous. All the other soys are too small growing to be of
any value for their conditions.
“Of the cowpeas there are but few of the varieties doing
well. The New Era, Iron, Clay and Whippoorwill are doing
quite well.”
At Auburn: “The Mammoth soybean is also doing very
fine.” “Yours truly, H.T. Nielsen.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2012)
by or about Howard Theodore Nielsen (1879-1959) in
connection with soybeans. Nielsen was in charge of cowpeas,
soybeans, and forage crops before W.J. Morse arrived.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
928. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Re: Cowpea and soybean
experiments. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC, Sept. 21. 5 p. Handwritten, with signature on hotel
letterhead.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from The Madison Hotel
in Madison, Indiana (K.A. Korbly, Jr., proprietor). “Dear
Mr. Piper: I was not at all surprised to find that the Ohio
Experiment Station has lost entire faith in cowpeas... It
is somewhat different with soybeans, as they think this a
valuable and a desirable crop. The only objection they have
to it, is that it is hard to harvest. They haven’t tried a bean
harvester. Mr. Goddard says they would be grown very
largely in Ohio if a really satisfactory method of harvesting
could be given. They claim they are profitable at 15 bu. per
acre, and haven’t much trouble in getting that yield. They are
doing considerable plant to row work but haven’t anything
so far that is showing much improvement over our common
varieties. Guelph and Amherst are the best in their test, and
Ito San and Brownie are also very good.
“At the Indiana Station, Soybeans do exceedingly well.
Amherst, Guelph, Ito San, and Brownie are the best varieties.
Heavy yields of seed are reported. They harvest them with
a mower having a side delivery attachment [a binder], and
seem to have no difficulty in the operation. They are trying
drilled and rolled [?] stuff in comparison, and rather incline
to the belief that the drilled are best. The early maturing
varieties are of no value as they do not make sufficient

growth. They are also doing some selection work with the
idea of improving the crop.”
“The Illinois Station is not having nearly as good
success with either of the crops as Indiana... Soybeans do
fairly well and usually yield more than 15 bu. per acre.
Harvesting most satisfactorily done with a self-binder.
Guelph is their best, or rather their standard variety. Ito
San does well, as does Amherst, but Brownie seems too
late, otherwise it is good. The early varieties are considered
of little value on account of small growth. These include
Buckshot, Ogema, and Eda. No knowledge of seed
producing localities to be had from the Station.
“Here at Mr. J.W. Twinkle’s I have found a remarkable
collection of stuff. Mr. Twinkle says the plants were crossed
naturally and this years seed is something astonishing in
variation, especially in coloration and size. The Holstein
remains quite constant.
“Yours truly, H.T. Nielsen.”
Note: It is not clear what kind of plants Mr. Twinkle is
growing.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
929. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Re: Cowpeas and soybeans. Letter
to Mr. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and Distribution, Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, Sept. 28. 6 + 1 p.
Handwritten, with signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from The Southern hotel
in Jackson, Tennessee; Mrs. J.H. Day, proprietress. “Dear
Mr. Piper: At the Kentucky Station I found them very much
interested in growing both cowpeas and soybeans. They did
not however have record of any seed producing localities,
and are not as interested in this line of work as they might
be. They are hand picking all their own stock in their variety
trial work but gather by machinery otherwise. The mower
and binder both used on soybeans, and the mower only
on cowpeas. Prof. Garman thinks the soybean superior to
cowpeas for general purposes.
“I had a splendid day with Director Morgan of the
Tennessee Station. He is extremely interested in the cowpea
threshing business and gave me plenty of encouragement.”
“Soybeans says Prof. Morgan are fully as good, if not
better than cowpeas. Mammoth he considers the best variety,
though Guelph and Amherst are also good. He says to plant
them in rows and give them plenty of cultivation. With the
foregoing method he says ground can be fitted very nearly
perfectly for wheat or meadow. Yield of [cow] peas is from
10 to 15 bu. per acre, 20 to 25 bushels he says. He have me
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an interesting statement, which I wish you would get some
light on if you can!! A Va. [Virginia] farmer [?] had told Prof.
Morgan that he could raise 30 bus. soybeans per acre but
couldn’t get a wheat crop following although the soybeans
were heavily tubercled. Prof. Morgan directed the Tennessee
Station bacteriologist to investigate and he has found only
the rod bacteria in the tubercles at the Tenn. Sta. Prof.
Morgan tells me that only the Y bacteria gather N. [nitrogen]
from the air, and that the bacteriologist says the soybeans
on the Station grounds gets N. only from the soil though
abundantly tubercled!! How about this?”
He then writes about the Koger Pea Thresher which he
saw and liked very much. He talked with Dr. J.J. Koger, the
inventor saying he thought it would be a good investment
to have one placed at Arlington Farm. He encloses a leaflet
titled “Facts concerning the Koger Pea Thresher, by J.J.
Koger, of Rogersville, Tennessee. He asks Piper to keep it.
“Yours truly, H.T. Nielsen.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2020) that
mentions the Koger Pea Thresher.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
930. Voorhees, Edward Burnett. 1907. Forage crops: For
soiling, silage, hay and pasture. New York & London: The
Macmillan Company. xiii + 384 p. Sept. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
The Rural Science Series, edited by L.H. Bailey.
• Summary: Chapter 2, titled “Forage crops for hay and for
improving the land” notes (p. 21): “The value of the frequent
introduction of cowpeas and soybeans, which not only keep
the land occupied, but add to the forage capacity of the farm,
can hardly be overestimated...”
Chapter 11, titled “Combination crops with legumes,”
in the section on “Warm-season combinations” (p. 190,
193-94) states: “For summer soiling, the advantages
of growing kafir corn with cowpeas or soybeans... are
usually abundantly apparent.” “In the case of maize-andcowpeas or soybeans, the advantages of the combination
are usually not so apparent, although in certain regions the
combinations have been found to be very desirable, and
have been recommended particularly for silage, since the
combined crop provides a practically balanced ration for
winter feeding.” “Sorghum-and-soybeans make an excellent
summer forage so long as the sorghum is seeded rather
thickly and harvested before it has nearly reached maturity.”
In Chapter 14, titled “Other leguminous forage crops,”
the section on “Soybeans” gives an introduction to the plant
and discusses its seeding, growth, and use. The soybean

“is now generally grown in the southern coast and middle
states. Soybeans are also grown successfully in Illinois,
Michigan and Wisconsin, being better adapted to the climatic
conditions of those states than cowpeas. There are numerous
varieties, but Green seems to be the one most generally
used. Soybeans are similar in many respects to cowpeas.
“Experience thus far shows that the soybean is slightly more
difficult to handle, and that the yields are not so heavy, but
the plant contains more nitrogen in the dry matter than the
cowpea.” “The soybean is not so well adapted to pasture as
the cowpea, but it is quite as good for hay and less difficult to
cure. The crop is well worthy of wider use.”
In Chapter 19, “Composition, fertilizer, and coefficient
tables,” the soybean appears in most of the many tables,
including green fodders, combination crops, silage, straw,
grain and other seeds, and concentrated feed stuffs (soybean
meal [probably ground whole soybeans]).
Also discusses: Alfalfa (p. 209-30). Cowpea (p. 253-64).
Red adzinki [sic, adzuki] beans (p. 352). Corn products–
Gluten meal (p. 352-53). Peanut vines (p. 369). Address:
Director of the New Jersey experiment stations, and Prof.
of Agriculture in Rutgers College [New Brunswick, New
Jersey].
931. Carmichael, B.E. 1907. Tankage for hogs in cattle feed
lots. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 73.
4 p. Oct. 1.
• Summary: During the winter months in Ohio, many hogs
are fattened on the undigested grain which appears in the
droppings [manure] from cattle. Feeding the hogs tankage
[dried animal residues] instead was found to be more
efficient, and reduced “the liability to loss from cholera.”
“While, on account of its cheapness as a carrier of
protein and ash and convenience for feeding, digester
tankage was used in the work reported herein, it is believed
that other feeds, such as linseed oilmeal, soy beans, skim
milk, buttermilk, or middlings would greatly increase the
efficiency of the “cattle hog” in making economical gains.”
Address: Wooster, Ohio.
932. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Re: Cowpeas and soybeans. Letter
to Mr. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and Distribution, Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, Oct. 7. 3 p.
Handwritten, with signature.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from Vesper, Kansas.
The season has been very dry at Stillwater, Oklahoma,
and Fayetteville, Arkansas. “The early [cow] peas were
practically the only ones which matured any seed... The
soybeans were a failure on account of rabbits. “Yours truly,
H.T. Nielsen.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
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95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
933. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1907. Farm
correspondence: Soja (or soy) bean, or Japan pea. Oct. 21. p.
10.
• Summary: “To T.E. Abeernethy, Juliette, Georgia: The
plant of which you sent specimens of the pod and leaf is
the soja, or soy bean, now pretty generally disseminated
throughout the whole country. It was first introduced in
the United States about forty years ago [i.e., about 1867],
or more, under the name Japan pea. There are a number of
varieties, ranging in height of the mature plant from one to
four feet. The soja bean is planted for hay very much as the
cowpea is planted, and at the same time. The hay is very
nutritious, but not altogether so palatable as cowpea hay.
The peas are exceedingly nutritious–superior, perhaps to
any of the bean or pea family–but, like the butter bean and
the snap bean, are not very palatable. The shelled beans are
much used by the Chinese and Japs for making soy soup
[sic]. They have also been washed and ground and used as a
substitute for coffee.”
934. Mundy, H. Godfrey. 1907. The botanical section: Notes
on experiments carried out at the Skinner’s Court Experiment
Station, Pretoria, 1906-07. Transvaal Agricultural Journal
6(21):69-70. Oct.
• Summary: Page 70: “Leguminous Crops for Hay, Ensilage,
Soiling or Green Manure.” “Soybeans.–Would have been
most successful but for the advent of locusts, which appear
to have a considerable liking for Soybeans. The crop was
sown on November 17th, and by the first week in March
was standing about 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet high, and in full
flower: beans set in enormous quantities, but just then the
locusts descended and cleaned off the crop. The yield of
green fodder at the time the crop was ready to cut for hay
was estimated at 15 tons per acre.
“A photograph of this plot is shown in the Agricultural
Journal. No. 19, April, 1907, Plate CLXXXVII.” Address:
P.A.S.I., Asst. for Seed and Plant Experiments.
935. Duggar, J.F. 1907. Re: Mammoth soybean. Letter to
Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture, Washington, DC, Dec.
6. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: We utilized most of our
soybeans this year for hay and we have only enough seed for
our own needs.
“Thank you for the offer of making us an offer on these
seeds, I am
“Yours very truly, Director.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and

Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Prof. of Agriculture,
Experiment Station, Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn,
Alabama.
936. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1907. Seeds
and plants imported during the period from December, 1905,
to July, 1906. Nos. 16797 to 19057. No. 12. 125 p. Dec. 20.
Also titled USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 106.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida.
17251-17280. “From Arlington Farm, Virginia. A
collection of soy beans grown on the Arlington Farm in 1905
from seed received through the Division of Agrostology.
“Black varieties:
“17251. Medium early, black. Grown from Agrost. Nos.
1978, 1979, and 2033, combined.
“17252. Flat, medium large, late, black; third crop from
Agrost. [Agrostology] No. 1293.
“17253. Medium black; second crop from Agrost. No.
1536.
“17254. Medium black, small seeded; first crop from
Agrost. No. 1980.
“17255. Medium black, medium early; second crop from
Agrost. No. 1188.
“Brown varieties:
“17256. Medium, reddish brown; second crop from
Agrost. No. 1542.
“17257. Brown Eda Mame, medium early; second crop
from Agrost. No. 1185.
“17258. Ogemaw, early; first crop from Agrost. No.
1992 or S.P.I. No. 13502.
“17259. Brown, early; first crop from Agrost. No. 2031.
“Green varieties:
“17260. Green Samarow, medium, medium early; first
crop from Agrost. No. 1972.
“17261. Large, medium, green; fourth crop from Agrost.
No. 912 or S.P.I. No.13503, first crop from Agrost. Nos.
1764 and 1971, combined.
“Greenish-yellow varieties:
“17262. Small, early, greenish yellow; third crop from
Agrost. No. 1297.
“17263. Small, medium late, greenish yellow
[Haberlandt]; second crop from Agrost. No. 1539.
“17264. Medium late, greenish yellow; second crop
from Agrost. No. 1198.
“17265. Medium late, greenish yellow; second crop
from Agrost. No. 1200.
“17266. Large, medium late, greenish yellow; second
crop from Agrost. No. 1171 or S.P.I. No. 9409.
“17267. Late, large, greenish yellow; third crop from
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Agrost. No. 1298.
“Yellow varieties:
“17268. Ito San, medium, early, yellow; first crop from
Agrost. Nos. 1973, 1974, 1975, and 1765, combined.
“17269. Dwarf, early, yellow; third crop from Agrost.
No. 976.
“17270. Medium yellow, small seed; fourth crop from
S.P.I. No. 4912, third crop from Agrost. No. 1169 or S.P.I.
No. 9407, and first crop from S.P.I. No. 12399.
“17271. Medium early, yellow [Haberlandt]; second
crop from Agrost. No. 1194.
“17272. Small, medium yellow; second crop from
Agrost. No. 1538.
“17273. Medium early, yellow; second crop from
Agrost. No. 1197.
“17274. Small, early, yellow; second crop from Agrost.
No. 1199.
“17275. Medium yellow, large seed; third crop from
Agrost. No. 1170 or S.P.I. No. 9408, first crop from Agrost.
No. 1170-2 or S.P.I. No. 12400, and third crop from Agrost.
No. 1296.
“17276. Medium early, yellow from Thackara; second
and third crops from Agrost. No. 1299.
“17277. Medium early, yellow; third crop from Agrost.
No. 1295.
“17278. Large, medium late, yellow; first crop from
Agrost. No. 2032.
“17279. Large, late, yellow; first crop from Agrost. No.
2034.
“17280. Large, late, yellow; first crop from Agrost. Nos.
1976 and 1977.
17520. “From Richmond, Va. [Virginia]. Received
through T.W. Wood & Sons, February 16, 1906. Hollybrook
Early. ‘A particularly valuable strain of soy beans, which
matures its crop three weeks earlier than the Mammoth
Yellow soy, and is consequently better adapted for planting
in sections north of Virginia, or for planting late in order to
make a crop of shelled beans. The yield from the Hollybrook
Early soy is very nearly equal to that of the Mammoth
Yellow, and they are sure to make a crop of beans. The
Mammoth Yellow soy requires the full growing season to
mature its crop, and frequently an early frost will cut short
the yield of the crop of beans. There is no such danger with
Hollybrook Early soys, and they will prove to be a distinct
and valuable acquisition.’ (Wood & Sons.)
17852/17857/17861/17862. “From Peking, China.
Received through Mr. F.N. Meyer, February 23, 1906. A
collection of seeds, as follows: [These are the first soy beans
introduced by agricultural explorer Frank Meyer, listed in
this journal.]
“17852. From Peking. ‘(No. 17a.) These beans are
roasted and sold in Peking as delicatessen.’ (Meyer.)
“17857. From Shan-hai-kwan. ‘(No. 42a.) Used for food
in Shan-hai-kwan.’ (Meyer.)

“17861. From Sachon. ‘(No. 28a.) A small, black soy
bean grown for fodder; late variety. An excellent food for
stock; must be boiled before being fed.’ (Meyer.)
“17862. From Tientsin. ‘(No. 152a.) A fine variety of
soy bean used to make bean cheese from.’ (Meyer.)
18227. “From Khabarovsk, East Siberia. Received
through Director Gagin of the Khabarovsk Experiment
Field, March 26, 1906. Tchernie bobi. ‘A black variety
of Soja hispida, which is cultivated in several places in
Manchuria and Amur land.’ (Gagin.) 18258/18259. “From
Peking, China. Received at the Plant Introduction Gardens,
Chico, California, through Mr. F.N. Meyer, February 26 and
27, 1906. Seeds and cuttings of Chinese plants, the seeds
indicated by the letter ‘a’ following the number as follows:
“18258. From Pee-san. ‘(No. 5a.) This soy bean is
extensively cultivated in the mountains north of Peking
and is highly esteemed for human food; requires but little
irrigation, and is well worth trying in the arid West.’ (Meyer.)
“17259. From Tschang-ping-tsu. ‘(No. 6a.) This bean is
grown in the northern country as a nitrogen-supplying crop
with sorghum, corn, or millet; does not scatter much when
ripe, but seems to be late in ripening.’ (Meyer.)
18459/18460. “From West Branch, Michigan. Received
through Mr. Edward E. Evans, May 2, 1906.
“18459. Green.
“18460. Early black.”
18619. “From China. Received through Mr. F.N. Meyer,
at the Plant Introduction Garden, Chico, California, May 18,
1906. Seeds and cuttings of Chinese plants, the seeds being
indicated by the letter ‘a’ following the numbers, as follows:
“18619. From Shanghai. ‘(No. 188a.) A very large
variety of yellow soy bean.’ (Meyer.)”
18707. “From China. Renumbered for convenience in
recording distribution, June 21, 1906. A dull reddish brown
colored variety of soy beans, the actual source of which is
in doubt.” Note: This is the earliest American document
seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the word “soy” (as in the phrase
“the Hollybrook Early soy is very nearly equal to that of the
Mammoth Yellow”) to refer to the soy bean rather than to soy
sauce. Address: Washington, DC.
937. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Office report on soybeans: For
July, August, September, and October, 1907. Washington,
DC: Seed and Plant Introduction and Distribution, Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC. 15 p. Dec. 30.
Unpublished typescript. 28 cm.
• Summary: “From the data we had on hand last spring we
were certain that the acreage planted to soybeans was on the
decrease. It was exceedingly desirable to learn why this crop
had so diminished in favor, and if it were possible to increase
the acreage by introducing new and better varieties than
those which have been commonly grown. With this idea in
view, variety trials were conducted at Stillwater, Oklahoma,
New Orleans, Louisiana, Gainesville, Florida, Raleigh, North
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Carolina, and Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia. In addition
to securing notes on the varieties, any other information
which would add to an understanding of the decrease in
acreage of soybeans was to be secured.
“Our interest in soybeans was aroused by the
comparatively large grain yield which a few of the varieties
made at Arlington last year, and the relative ease with which
the crop can be harvested and threshed in comparison with
cowpeas. Inquiry was made at all the Experiment Stations
visited, where soybeans had been grown, if any difficulty had
been experienced in harvesting and threshing. In only one
case, that of the Ohio Station, was any trouble reported. Only
a few farmers who were growing soybeans were located, and
without exception they are well pleased with them. Nearly
all of the southern stations are growing them to a certain
extent, and are exceedingly anxious that they come into more
general use throughout the South, as they are judged superior
to cowpeas in nearly every respect.
“The Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Kentucky Experiment
Stations all have a considerable number of varieties under
trial, and all except Ohio are getting good results. In the
states north of the Ohio River soybeans are more especially
a grain crop, though they also produce a fair amount of
hay. At the Ohio station soybean do not do well for some
unknown reason. None of the varieties they have under trial
are making satisfactory growth, and they have a peculiar
tendency to set pods very close to the ground, so the
harvesting is very difficult. The only complaint I heard on
the threshing of soybeans was by the Ohio Station. In order
for soybeans to be a profitable crop the yield must be at least
15 bushels per acre, and there is difficulty in securing that in
Ohio. All of the large growing varieties are too late for the
conditions prevailing at Wooster [Ohio].
“In Lafayette, Indiana, soybeans do exceptionally well.
The Station considers them a very desirable crop. They are
there used only for grain production; they are harvested with
a mowing machine and handled the same as a hay crop.
The yield of seed readily amounts to 25 or 30 bushels per
acre, according to the station authorities. They have a trial
between seeding with a grain drill and planting in rows. The
drilled area seems to give the largest yield, and certainly the
best quality of hay or straw. The early or medium maturing
varieties give the best results. The late varieties are too late to
mature seed satisfactorily at this latitude. Ito San, Brownie,
Guelph, and Hollybrook varieties are the best in their trials,
Hollybrook giving the best results. Guelph is probably
second and the other two are about equal in value. The very
early varieties such as Ogemaw and Buckshot are entirely
worthless as they do not make not make sufficient plant
growth to yield a fair crop or either hay or seed. Soybeans
are grown quite extensively in the northern part of the state
where they seem to be admirably adapted for the production
of seed. It is claimed that the crop is becoming generally
grown over the entire state, and that it is an exceedingly

valuable one.
“The growing of soybeans in Illinois does not seem to be
as successful as in Indiana, though the station at Champaign
is very enthusiastic over the crop, Prof. Hume saying that the
yield is always above 15 bushels per acre. The forage or hay
is considered of very good quality and the grain is excellent
as a concentrate. The Station has used a grain binder for
harvesting soybeans and report it satisfactory. Of the
varieties under trial Ogemaw and Buckshot are considered
no god. Ito San is one of the best varieties and Guelph is
thought to be the best, the Station using it as their standard
to gauge the value of the other varieties. At the time of my
visit, Sept. 20th, Ebony, #9414 secured from us, showed up
best, and Prof. Hume was very enthusiastic over it. Brownie
makes an exceptionally fine growth, but seems too late to
mature seed. Some of the varieties have given considerable
difficulty in harvesting as they put on pods very close to
the ground. The growing of soybeans in the state is rather
limited, although in the southern part Prof. Hume thought
they were being grown quite largely. The Station is anxious
that the industry become more general as the plant is deemed
a valuable addition to Illinois agriculture.
“At the Kentucky station the growing of soybeans has
been tried for some time and has given very promising
results for the state. Prof. Garman thinks that soybeans are
much more valuable for Kentucky than cowpeas, as they are
more easily handles, adapt themselves to varying conditions
more readily, and give a larger yield. Prof. Garman has done
more variety testing and from his results, favors the medium
maturing varieties. The early ones he says are too small
growing to be valuable and the late ones are in danger of
being caught by frost before they mature. Ito San, Brownie,
Flat King and Amherst give very good results. Mammoth
does exceptionally well when the season is such as to allow
its maturing. The harvesting is done with a mower or binder,
and no trouble has been experienced in this operation. The
[seed] yield is good, being 20 or more bushels per acre.
Prof. Garman states that the curing of hay is done simply
by raking into windrows, and then cocking. No stakes or
poles are used nor is any covering with hay crops considered
necessary. They are considered one of the most valuable
crops for Kentucky, but, on account of farmers not being
familiar with them, their introduction has been rather slow.
“I found Director Morgan, of the Tennessee Experiment
Station, very enthusiastic about the growing of soybeans.
Prof. Morgan says they can be planted any time from
April to August and still make a crop. They yield more
grain per acre, and usually a higher quality of hay or straw
than cowpeas. Prof. Morgan is doing everything possible
to increase the acreage of soybeans in Tennessee, but is
making slow progress, as the farmers are not familiar with
the crop, and prefer growing cowpeas. A very interesting
feeding trial was carried out by the Tennessee Station last
winter. This trial consisted of feeding an acre each of corn,
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cowpeas and soybeans to three lots of steers. The product
from each acre was used to feed one of the lots in the trial.
The yield of soybeans on the experimental acre was 20
bushels of grain and nearly 1½ tons of straw. The soybeans
gave decidedly the best results in this trial, producing the
largest amount of gain and making this gain considerably
cheaper than either of the other feeds. This trial Prof. Morgan
is using as an illustration to induce the farmers to grow more
soybeans. Of the varieties tried, Mammoth is considered the
best, as it makes the largest growth, matures satisfactorily,
and seems able to withstand drought better than any of the
others. Varieties of the Amherst type are also considered
very valuable, but the very early ones are considered entirely
worthless for Tennessee. The harvesting is generally done
with a mower. A binder can also be used satisfactorily, and a
drop-rake reaper is spoken of quite highly. The curing is the
same as for ordinary hay. The harvesting must be done quite
early do avoid the danger of shattering seed and losing the
leaves. Prof. Morgan insists very strongly that the planting
should be in rows as the need in Tennessee is for more
clean cultivation, and soybeans in rows is one of the best
clean culture crops for the state. It is excellent to grow as a
preparation for alfalfa seeding, and it is also easy to prepare
the land for wheat seeding after soybeans. The Station has
experienced no difficulty in threshing. The Koger [cow]
pea thresher gave excellent results last fall on threshing
soybeans.” Continued. Address: Scientific Assistant [Bureau
of Plant Industry, USDA].
938. Nielsen, H.T. 1907. Office report on soybeans: For
July, August, September, and October, 1907 (Continued–
Part II). Washington, DC: Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC. 15 p. Dec. 30. Unpublished typescript. 28 cm.
• Summary: Continued. “Prof. Morgan called my attention
to a statement made by the Station Bacteriologist that
the soybeans did not take nitrogen from the air, as the
Station Bacteriologist has found only rod bacteria in the
root tubercles, and that it is the ‘Y’ shaped that gather the
nitrogen. Upon inquiring of Dr. Kellerman this idea has been
refuted, he stating that the rod bacteria as well as the ‘Y’
shaped bacteria gather nitrogen from the air.
“At the Kansas Station where soybeans had quite a
boom a few years ago their exploitation has been entirely
abandoned. Prof. Ten Eyck says they do not yield enough
to make them a profitable crop. In addition to this drawback
it is necessary to artificial means to secure inoculation, and
this the farmers are very reticent [reluctant] about doing,
especially when other crops of similar nature can be grown
successfully without this trouble. Cowpeas have run out the
soybean business in Kansas to all appearances. Prof. Ten
Eyck stated that it would require a variety that would yield at
least 25 bushels to the acre to induce farmers to bother with
this crop on account of the necessity for artificial inoculation.

He also stated that the western half of the state could not
grow soybeans unless some new method of disposing of
rabbits could be found, since their fondness for the crop
would annihilate large fields in that part of Kansas.
“At the Georgia Experiment Station, Director Calvin is
making efforts to have soybeans more largely grown on that
state. They are not doing any variety work, but have a couple
of acres planted to Mammoth soybeans and are comparing
them with cowpeas as an object lesson to the farmers that
soybeans are valuable for Georgia conditions. Mr. Calvin
thinks soybeans could be profitably grown on a large scale
in Georgia, but doubts that they ever will be on account of
the popularity of cowpeas. He had no reliable data, but was
positive that the yield of soybeans in either grain or hay is
larger than for cowpeas.
“Mr. J.J. Stranahan of Bullochville, Georgia, is a very
enthusiastic soybean grower. He has the Tokyo (?) [Tokio]
variety, and claims to have no difficulty in securing two
crops each season. He has been growing them in his peach
orchard between the rows of trees and has had splendid
results. All his planting is in rows and he claims to have a
little above three tons of hay per acre, and thinks his seed
yield has exceeded 25 bushels. He had our Mammoth, Flat
King, Ebony. Guelph, and Meyer varieties under trial this
season, but they did very poorly. Mr. Stranahan attributed
this to late planting on a piece of land which had produced
very heavy crops of oats in the spring. It was difficult to
determine, therefore, whether any of these varieties were of
any material value in that section. Even Mammoth, which
generally gives such good results in the South, did very
poorly in Mr. Stranahan’s trial, so I am inclined to think the
test does not give a fair indication of what these varieties
might do under more favorable conditions.
“The Alabama Station is encouraging the growing of
Mammoth soybeans as much as possible. Director Duggar
says they should be grown to a larger extent than cowpeas,
but as yet are grown but in very small areas. He thinks that a
campaign of education, getting farmers acquainted with the
crop will eventually mean large acreages grown to soybeans
each year, and he feels that the soybean industry in the South
is only just in is infancy. This seemed to be the opinion of
nearly all the Stations in the Southern States and I believe the
next ten years will see a very large increase in the production
of soybeans.
“Variety trials: Trials of the different varieties at
Stillwater, Oklahoma, was almost entirely a failure. The
Oklahoma Station was furnished the entire list of our
varieties with the idea of learning whether any of these were
of especial value for Oklahoma conditions. Unfortunately a
poor stand was secured, and the ravages of the rabbits made
it even poorer, resulting in the trial being of very small value.
A very severe drought prevailed in August and September
which also tended to hinder the varieties from making
any growth. Quite a number of the varieties were entirely
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destroyed by rabbits, and rather singularly a number of the
rather fine-stemmed ones suffered most in this respect. In the
work which the Station has done with soybeans in the part
they have experienced a strange difficulty in not being able
to get a satisfactory stand even when the seed was considered
of very fine quality. The reason for this is not known. The
varieties which are under trial this year were not inoculated,
although material was furnished them from Washington.
Mr. Burleson, of the Station staff, told me that they had
never been able to secure inoculation, having tried not only
artificial inoculating material but also soil secured from the
Kansas Station. From appearance the growing of soybeans in
Oklahoma is of very little promise, and the Station is rather
discouraged with the outlook. They are going to grow the
entire list next year to see if perchance they will do better in
another season.
“I do not believe that the western half of Oklahoma
will become a soybean growing district on account of the
ravages of rabbits, unless this pest can be exterminated. The
eastern half may grow the crop extensively, but it will slow
work to get them well established, as many of the farmers
are southern people thoroughly familiar with cowpeas,
and generally speaking know nothing about soybeans. The
outlook is not at all good for soybean in Oklahoma in my
estimation.
At Crowley, Louisiana, Messers. J.F. Shoemaker, J.B.
Dodson, and J.F. Naftel were growing two varieties of
Riceland soys sent from this office. Mr. Dodson’s trial had
been ruined by a leaky dike which lad let water into the
soybeans and drowned them out. The other men had a fine
stand and the plants had made splendid growth. Both stated
that the season had been very bad, yet the plants had been
about 30 inches high on August 20th when I was there and
were beginning to bloom. They were well tubercled and
seemed to be doing all right. Both men were of the opinion
that the Riceland soybeans would prove a valuable crop for
the rice fields of Louisiana.
Of the large number of varieties under trial park at
Audubon Park, New Orleans, only three did at all well and
these were showing up exceedingly fine when I saw them
August 22nd. They were Black, Shanghai #14952, and the
two Ricelands, Nos. 20797 and 20798. No 14952 had made
a growth of 40 to 42 inches, was well branched, stood up
well, and was setting a lot of seed on August 22nd. It had
very large leaves and was heavily tubercled. Indications were
that it would hold its leaves very well. The objection to it is
its coarseness; otherwise its appearance is very promising.
Mr. Blouin agreed with me that it will probably be a very
valuable variety for Louisiana conditions The two varieties
of Riceland soys seemed identical so far as their growth was
concerned. They seem to run to vine [viny growth habit],
somewhat like cowpeas, although, of course, the growth
is quite different from cowpeas. Some of the vines were
6 feet long when I saw them. The stems and branches are

slender and the leaves not large. It seems it would make a
splendid hay crop. Each row was about 3 feet wide and 24
inches high. They were heavily tubercled and exceptionally
vigorous. They were blooming profusely and it seemed that
they should produce a considerable quantity of seed. Prof.
Blouin expressed the opinion that they were exceedingly
promising for Louisiana, and especially the ricelands of
that state. While they make very satisfactory growth so far
as the amount is concerned, I would consider them of more
promise if they did not have the strong tendency to vine and
hence fall down. This objection to them may be overcome,
however, if they are planted closer together so that they will
have a tendency to hold each other up. They will become
a very valuable acquisition to the agricultural plants of
Louisiana if they will produce a sufficient quantity of seed.
(Continued).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) in
which the name of the soybean variety in spelled “Tokio.”
In the 109 occurrences of this name, it is spelled “Tokio”
71 times (from 1907 to 1923) and “Tokyo” 40 times (from
1907 to 1923). Address: Scientific Assistant [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA].
939. Agricultural and Botanical Stations in the Bombay
Presidency [India], Annual Report. 1907. VI. Operations of
the Poona Agricultural Station. p. 73-80. For the year 190506.
• Summary: Section V, titled “Area planted to different
crops” (p. 74) contains a table showing that soybeans were
planted on field no. 6. Area: 1 acre and 13 gunthas. [Note:
40 gunthas = 1 acre]. Purpose: Fodder. The ground-nut was
planted field no. 8.
Section VII, titled “Forage crops” (p. 75) states that
maize, choli, and three varieties of soybeans were sown on
field no. 6. “The soybeans yielded poorly.” A table on that
page shows that variety no. 6 yielded 502 lb/acre, variety no.
13 yielded 196 lb/acre, and variety no. 16 yielded 295 lb/
acre, for an average yield of 331 lb/acre. By comparison, the
choli yielded 6,981 lb/acre, and the maize 3,037 lb/acre.
Seven varieties of groundnut (incl. the Spanish pea-nut)
were tested and treated with Bordeaux mixture (p. 76-77).
Three tables show the results.
Note: Bordeaux mixture, a combination of copper
sulfate and lime, began to be widely recommended as
a fungicide in Europe and North America in the 1880s.
Address: Prof. of Agriculture, Bombay Presidency.
940. Bailey, L.H. ed. 1907. Cyclopedia of American
agriculture. Vol. II. Crops. New York and London:
Macmillan & Co. xvi + 699 p. See p. 582-86. Illust. Index.
26 cm.
• Summary: The section (p. 99+) titled “Examples of crop
rotation systems in Canada, United States, and elsewhere,”
by S. Fraser, notes (p. 101) that soybeans are used in
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rotations only in Illinois.
In Chapter 7, titled “Seeding, planting, and yields,”
tables show: (1) “Longevity of certain seeds” (p. 131);
soybeans have an average longevity of 2 years and
an extreme of 6 years. (2) “Percentage of purity and
germination of high-grade seed” (p. 133); soybean seed of
99% purity has a germination percentage of 95. (3) “Usual
planting dates” (p. 140); Feb.-April in California, May 15–
June 1 in Oregon, and April 1 in Washington state.
Note 1. The previous sentence seems to imply that
soybeans had been grown in Oregon by 1907–but we cannot
be sure.
The section titled “Soybean” by J.F. Duggar (p. 582-86)
has the following contents: Introduction and advantages.
Geographical distribution. Composition. Culture: Soil,
fertilizers, seeding, time to plant, inoculation, place in the
rotation, varieties, harvesting. Yield. Uses: As a feed (incl.
soiling), as silage, as a land renovator, as human food.
Enemies (relatively free from insect damage, rabbits–which
“are the worst enemy of the young plants, and a sufficient
area must be planted for both farmer rabbits,” nematode rootworms–next to rabbits, they “constitute the principal animal
enemy of the soybean on certain old sandy fields in the Gulf
states,” and sclerotium disease–a vegetable parasite).
The following soybean varieties are mentioned (p. 585):
Early maturity (75-95 days)–Early Yellow, Ogema, Ito San,
Early Brown. Medium maturity (95-110 days)–Medium
Black, Medium Green, Green Samara [Green Samarow],
and Olive Medium. Late (114-166 days)–Late Yellow or
Mammoth Yellow, Flat Black, Tamarat Sukun, Nalrade,
Asahi, and Best Green.
Page 585: “Harvesting. When soybeans are grown
for seed, it is necessary to harvest the plant as soon as the
earliest beans ripen; otherwise the pods split and shed the
beans. Harvesting may be done by the use of a self-binder,
self-rake or reaper or by the use of a corn knife. The small,
early varieties are too low for the use of binder or reaper,
and are best harvested for seed by a bean harvester or an
equivalent home-made implement, consisting of two knives
bolted to the shanks of a cultivator and sloping backward,
thus cutting the plants just below the surface. If this is not
available, the small varieties must be pulled by hand.
“In cutting soybeans for hay, the mower is commonly
used, but it is sometimes desirable to cut the large varieties
with a corn knife, in which case the cut plants are placed in
loose small bundles, which are turned over just before the
upper exposed leaves become crisp. A few days later these
loose bundles or hands are piled in cocks, butts inward, thus
making a large cock with a rather open center. The open
center is then capped by the use of several bundles placed
with the leaves near the center of the top of the shock. In
cutting soybeans for hay, they should be past full bloom and
the seed-pods formed, but not filled. For the silo the date of
harvesting may be a little later, but before any seeds have

ripened.
“When soybeans are cut for hay with the mower,
the method of curing is the same as with other legumes,–
cowpeas, clover and the like. Soybeans grown for seed
should be cured with as little handling as possible, and this
handling, if practicable, should be in the early morning
and late afternoon to reduce shattering to a minimum. The
threshing is done with an ordinary grain thresher, with blank
concave. The seeds after threshing should not be bulked, as
they heat easily, but should be kept in thin layers to insure
soundness.”
Note 2. In this four-volume work, volume I is “Farms”
(1907), volume II is “Crops” (1907), volume III is “Animals”
(1908), and volume IV is “Farm and Community” (1909).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
that uses the word “implement” to refer to a machine used in
soybean production.
941. Bailey, L.H. ed. 1907. Cyclopedia of American
agriculture. Vol. I. Farms. New York and London: Macmillan
& Co. xviii + 618 p. Illust. Index. 27 cm.
• Summary: In Part I of this book, titled “The agricultural
regions,” soy beans are mentioned at Mississippi (p. 58; the
soils and climate are well adapted to growing a wide variety
of crops, including soy beans).
In Part III, “The soil environment,” Chapter XIV is
titled “Treatment of the soil by fertilizing agents” (p. 454513). Soy beans are first discussed at: The inoculation
idea (p. 457). As early as 1884, before the discovery of
the partnership between germs and legumes, Maxwell T.
Masters, the English botanist, wrote of inoculating the soil
with nitrifying bacteria in his book Plant Life on the Farm.
The isolation of the nitrifying and nitrogen fixing germs has
led to the cultivation of these organisms in special media.
Two of these preparations, “alnit” and “nitragin,” both of
European origin, failed to give the results in practice that
were expected of them, and have been abandoned. “The
question arises as to whether the seed, rather than the land,
may not be inoculated. In some cases, sufficient soil and
dust may go with the seed to supply the necessary germs.
This was found by the Illinois Experiment Station to be the
case with cowpeas, but not so with soy beans.” “The most
recent development in the United States is the recrudescence
of the idea of inoculating directly by means of pure cultures
of the germs. This is the result of work in the United States
Department of Agriculture. A study of germs as related
to the nitrogen supply was made by Dr. George T. Moore
and others. The conclusion was reached that there is only
one species, but that this species has different infective
power according as it has lived on one host or another. It
was suggested, also, that one reason why the old ‘nitragin’
was unsuccessful is because the germs were cultivated in
a nitrogenous medium and the germs became, so to speak,
nitrogen-surfeited. They were therefore cultivated in the
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Department laboratory in nitrogen-free media and the germs
thereby were thought to remain active.”
In this same chapter, soybeans are discussed at: Lime in
relation to soil improvement (p. 481-82; soy beans should
be limed since they cannot thrive on extremely acid soils).
Practical advice on the use of commercial fertilizers (p. 484,
487; “For legumes a basic formula made up of ground bone
150 pounds, acid phosphate 600 pounds, muriate of potash
250 pounds, applied at the rate of 200 to 300 pounds per
acre, would be sufficient to supply the mineral needs of red
clover, alfalfa, and vetches and enable the plant to exercise
its function of securing its nitrogen from the air; in the
case of summer legumes, as the cowpea and soy bean, the
application may be increased by at least one-half, as these
plants must secure the entire amount of food needed for
their growth and development during a short period.”). Farm
manures: Their characteristics and values (p. 490, 493, 495;
one table (p. 493) shows the fertilizer ingredients (nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, and potash) in foodstuffs. Includes soy bean
plants for use as green fodder, and soy beans as grains; a
second table (p. 495) gives the composition of litter, incl. soy
bean straw).
The use of green-manures in soil improvement (by E.B.
Voorhees, p. 503, 507-08; plants which belong to the legume
or clover family do not depend solely on soil sources for
their nitrogen, but can secure it from the air; these plants
include soy beans. The soy bean is discussed in detail as a
green-manure crop on p. 507 and compared with the cowpea.
Sand or winter vetch grows much better on light, poor soil
than cowpeas or soy beans. Methods of inoculating soy
beans are discussed. A table (p. 508) shows the amount of
nitrogen contained in various green-manure crops. Soy beans
yield 6 tons/acre green, contain 60 lb of nitrogen, and 2,640
lb of organic matter).
942. Balland, A. 1907. Les aliments; Analyse, expertise,
valeur alimentaire. Vol. II. Légumes, fruits, viandes, laitages,
conserves, boissons & fourrages [Foods: Analysis, expertise,
food value. Vol. II. Legumes, fruits, meats, dairy products,
conserves, beverages & fodder plants]. Paris: Librairie J.-B.
Baillière et Fils. 508 p. See p. 180-81, Soja. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The author notes the antiquity of the soybean
in Cochin China (citing A. Candolle 1885) and their use in
making tofu (citing A. Bloch 1906). He then gives nutritional
analyses of three soybeans, one each from Cambodia, Cochin
China, and Tonkin, obtained at an exposition in the year
1900. Their protein content (matières azotées) is 35.14%,
34.85%, and 38.41%, and their fat content (matières grasses)
is 14.80%, 12.95%, and 13.35% respectively.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2010)
concerning soybeans in Cambodia (renamed Kampuchea
in 1979). This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Cambodia (1900). The soybean was probably
being cultivated in Cambodia at that time. The source of

these soybeans is unknown. Address: Ancien Pharmacien
Principal au Laboratoire des Expertises du Comite de
l’Intendance, France.
943. Gagnepain, Francois. ed. 1907. Flore générale de
l’Indochine. Vol. 2 [A general flora of Indochina. Vol. 2].
Paris: Masson et Cie. 1213 p. See p. 398-99. Published under
the direction of H. Lecompte. [ soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: In the section on the genus Glycine, there is
a subsection on Glycine soja Sieb et Zucc. Cultivated in
Tonkin, Laos, Cochinchine. Vernacular names: Dàu nanh,
Mak toua kon or ta tone. Uses: The seeds can be consumed
like those of the haricot, or used to make a cheese [tofu] or a
condiment, and they also yield oil. The black variety is used
to feed livestock. The stem and leaves can be used as forage.
The author lived 1866-1922.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Laos, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Laos. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Laos, or the cultivation of soybeans in Laos
(1907). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
944. Hunt, Thomas Forsyth. 1907. The forage and fiber
crops in America. New York, NY: Orange Judd Co.; London:
Kegan, Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. Ltd. xxi + 413 p. Illust.
20 cm. [5 soy ref]
• Summary: In Chap. VII, “Leguminous forage crops,”
the soy bean is listed among the main kinds (p. 120). One
table titled “Analyses of leguminous plants” (p. 135) gives
the composition of the whole plant (for forage use) and its
grain. Another table showing “Fertilizer ingredients” lists the
content of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash in the whole
plant, and the grain.
Chap. XIV, “Legumes for seed,” contains a long section
on the soy bean (p. 268-74). Its contents: Description.
Varieties. Distribution. Adaptation. Seeding. Cultivation.
Harvesting. Value.
In Chap. XXIII, “Fiber crops,” pages 394-96 discuss
hemp (Cannabis sativa) as a fiber crop. Closely related to
hop and ramie, it belongs to the mulberry family (Moraceae)
and is a native of western and central Asia, having been
cultivated in China from remote times. Address: Prof. of
Agronomy, New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell
Univ., Ithaca, New York.
945. Knight, J.B. 1907. Operations on the Poona Agricultural
Station. Experimental Farms in the Bombay Presidency
[India], Annual Report p. 69-80. For the year 1905-1906.
• Summary: A table titled “Glossary of crops referred to in
the Poona and Mánjri Farm Reports” (p. 69) includes “Soy
bean” (Glycine hispida); it has no vernacular name. It also
includes “Groundnut.” Vernacular name: Bhuimug.
In Section 5, titled “Area planted to different crops” a
table (p. 74) shows the area cropped and the purpose of each
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crop. Soybeans were planted as a kharif crop on 1 acre and
13 gunthas in field No. 6. Purpose: Fodder.
Section 7, titled “Forage crops” states that “Choli and
three leafy varieties of soybeans were also sown in the field
for fodder. The soybeans yielded poorly.” A table (p. 75)
shows the outturn (production) of the various crops planted.
Soybean variety No. 6 yielded 502 lb/acre. Variety No. 13
yielded 196 lb/acre. And variety No. 16 yielded 295 lb/
acre. The average of the three varieties was 331 lb/acre
(equivalent to 5.5 bushels/acre). Address: Esq., M.Sc., Prof.
of Agriculture, Poona, India.
946. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report. 1907. Miscellaneous analyses. 27:37. For the
year ending Oct. 31, 1906.
• Summary: Contains analyses of the composition of
various fodders including Soy bean silage and soy beans.
The elements analysed are: water, ether extract, crude fiber,
protein, ash, nitrogen-free extract, nitrogen, phosphoric acid,
and potash. Address: [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
947. Pott, Emil. 1907. Handbuch der tierischen Ernaehrung
und der landwirtschaftlichen Futtermittel [Handbook of
animal nutrition and agricultural fodders]. Berlin: Verlag von
Paul Parey. See vol. 2. Die Sojabohne, p. 539-41. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Page 539: The Soybean (Soja hispida M.):
Because of their high oil content, the seeds of this plant that
is very much cultivated in countries overseas serve for the
most part for the obtaining of oil. It is among the pulses that
are the richest in nutrients. In Java, it is called kadelee; in
China, ta-tou [in modern pinyin: dadou]; in Japan, daidsu
[daizu]. Numerous varieties of it are cultivated, and in Japan
and China, the seeds are also used to obtain meal (Schou) as
well as for the preparation of two sauces (“misso” [miso] and
“Soja” [soy sauce]). These are added to most vegetable, fish,
and meat dishes as a seasoning. The soybean (Sojabohne)
also fares well in Central and Southern Europe. In warm
locations, it provides substantially larger yields than, for
example, peas and beans, but in the most temperate climate it
is less productive than other legumes. That is also the reason
why in spite of many recommendations, it has not gained any
inroads with us. The contents of the seeds are as follows:
Four tables follow. With regard to the chemical
components in particular, E. Meissl (footnote: Chem.
Centralbl. [Chemisches Zentralblatt] [Central Chemical
Journal] 1884, p. 619) and F Böder have determined
that soybeans (Sojabohnen) do not contain any glutens
(Kleberproteinstoffe) and that they contain small quantities
of amide substances (Amidkörper) (according to W.
Klinkenberg (footnote: Zeitschr. für physiol. Chemie
[Zeitschrift für physiologische Chemie] [Journal for
Physiological Chemistry] 6, 155), 9.53 pct.) and 86.2 pct.
digestible protein. The nitrogenous substances consist for the
most part of legumin [or vegetable casein] (Legumin) and

substances that are similar to pea albumin. K. Yabe (footnote:
Chem. Centralbl. 1894, II, p. 1050) determined the nitrogen
content to be 7.4 pct., of which 6.9 pct. is protein nitrogen,
0.13 pct. amide nitrogen, and 0.33 pct. peptone nitrogen.
Osborne (footnote: Chem. Centralbl. 1898, II, p. 365) and
Campbell found the principal component the nitrogenous
substances to be a globulin that is similar to legumin which
they call glycinin (Glyzinin), and furthermore also phaseolin
(globulin), legumelin (albumin), and very little proteose. In
addition, J. Stingl and Th. Morawski found in the soybean
a very effective diastatic enzyme to which is attributed the
fact that the seeds contain so little starch (Stärkemehl) (3
to 5 pct.) and a relatively large amount of dextrin as well
as a quantity of different types of sugar (for the most part
sucrose (Saccharose) and on top of that non-crystallizing
sugar, in total around 12 pct. sugar). Other researchers
completely dispute the starch content. Harz indicates that
it is valid only for immature seeds. E. Schulze (footnote:
Landwirtschaftliche Versuchsstationenen [Agricultural
Research Stations] 39, 269) found a carbohydrate in the
seeds that can be converted into galactose and galactaric
acid [or mucic acid] (Schleimsäure).–The liquid crude fat
(ether extract) consists of 90 to 95 pct. neutral fat, a little free
fatty acids, and 5 to 10 pct. cholesterol (footnote: Also see
Klobb and Bloch, “Phytosterol (Sojasterol) der Sojabohnen”
[“Phytosterol (Soy Sterol) from the Soybean”], Bull. Soc.
Chim. de France [Bulletin de la Société Chimique de France
[Bulletin of the French Chemical Society]], 1, 422), lecithin,
wax, and resin. Schulze and Steiger determined the lecithin
content of the dried substance of the seeds to be 1.64 pct.
What is still worthy of note is the relatively low content of
ligneous fiber. For that reason, the seeds are also relatively
easy to digest. The ash consists above all of potassium and
phosphoric acid as well as small quantities of magnesium,
calcium, sodium, and so forth.
With digestion experiments with sheep which were
carried out by O. Kellner, the following was digested: A table
shows the amount.
For the purposes of fodder, the soybeans are ground up
coarsely. As with peas (see ibid.), they find their best use as
fattening feed for ruminants (and especially for lambs) and
pigs or as concentrated feed for draft animals (Arbeitsvieh).
In Ungarisch-Altenburg (today’s Mosonmagyaróvár,
Hungary) a milk has been obtained from soybeans which is
supposedly greater in quantity and, in turn, also less watery
than that from malt sprouts. In the pig fattening trials that
were carried out at the agricultural experiment station in
Wisconsin, it was shown that soybeans provided excellent
service in the addition of meat to the animals (Fleischmast),
even though the quality of the meat that was obtained in
this way was not first class. But the gain in weight was
all the more significant. According to Petit, though, the
soybean fat (Sojafett) has a purgative effect, and for that
reason, quantities of the seeds used as feed should not be too
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great. In addition, it is to be noted that it is difficult to boil
the seeds until they are soft, which is why it is preferable
to avoid enrichment with the whole seeds in the form of
cooked fodder.–A. M. Billon (footnote: Revue internationale
des falsifications [International Review of Frauds [sic–
Organe Officiel de la Commission Internationale pour la
répression des falsifications to the Société universelle de
la Croix Blanche [Official Publication of the International
Commission for the Repression of Frauds of the Universal
Society of the White Cross]], vol. VII, p. 150) et al have
most recently recommended a bread for diabetics which is
produced from soybean meal (Sojabohnenmehl) and which
is very rich in protein and low in carbohydrates. Soybeans
are also recommended as fattening feed for carp (instead of
lupines, see ibid.)
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Professor, Munich, Germany.
948. Wing (J.E.) & Bros. Seed Co. 1907. Alfalfa: And how
to grow it (Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio: J.E.
Wing & Bros. Seed Co. 24 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [3 ref]
• Summary: On the front cover of this catalog, the word
“Alfalfa is written in large cursive sloping up to the right.
The catalog is not dated, but dates in the text (p. 17-19)
indicate clearly that it was published in 1907. On the back
cover is a black-and-white photo titled “In the alfalfa
meadows: Scene on Woodland Farm owned by the J.E. Wing
& Bros. Seed Co., Mechanicsburg, Ohio.” It shows two
children in a large square basket on a cart pulled through a
field of high alfalfa.
The company’s goal is to teach farmers about alfalfa
or lucerne (Medicago sativa)–”easily the ‘Queen’ of all the
clovers–and to sell alfalfa seed. The introduction states that
the company is composed of four men: Joseph E. Wing (the
senior member), Willis O. Wing, Charles B. Wing, and F.M.
Clemans (cashier of the local bank).
Pages 16-23 show that, in addition to alfalfa, the
company also sells various grains: Seed oats, beardless
barley, rye, buckwheat, seed wheat, corn (last year–1906–
they grew 8,000 bushels of corn from 90 acres), sugar cane,
kaffir corn, millets (Japanese millet {Panicum Crus-Galli
Major}, Hungarian millet, and German or Golden millet),
Soja beans (Ito San, Early Green, Medium Early Yellow),
Canada field peas, cow peas, vetches, True Dwarf Essex
Rape.
The long section on “Soja Beans” (p. 21-22) states:
“This is a plant which we believe deserves a very much
larger place in American agriculture than it is receiving. On
our own farm we have been growing these beans for a good
many years, and to say that we like them is putting it very
mildly. They serve several purposes. The plant is a legume,
and if the soil is inoculated with the proper bacteria the
nodules on the roots will rapidly fill the soil with nitrogen.
The grain of some varieties is one of the richest known

feeds, analysis of the Ito San having run as high as 38
per cent protein, and the average of many analyses being
above 30 per cent. As a forage plant the proper varieties
will make very large yields of hay, which, for nutrition,
compares favorably with alfalfa itself. We recommend the
Ito San for grain, and Medium Early Yellow for forage.
It is very valuable also to mix with corn fodder for filling
silos, our neighbor, Humphrey Jones of Washington C.H.
[Court House, Courthouse], usually growing 100 acres for
this purpose. The Ito San bean, in proper environment, will
yield as high as 40 bushels per acre, although on our own
farm, we are satisfied with 20 bushels. As grain they are
very greedily eaten by all kinds of live stock, although they
should be ground if fed to anything excepting sheep. We
have fed these beans to our young Dorset lambs, and by their
use have been able to entirely dispense with oil meal, as well
as practically all wheat bran, the beans, with a little ground
barley and alfalfa hay, making so rich a feed that nothing else
was required. They should be sown immediately after corn
planting. The following three varieties are best suited for
Ohio conditions.
“Ito San: This variety is our own standby for grain, the
plants usually growing from 18 to 30 inches in height and
the pods set very thickly. It should be sown on fertile soil, as
the pods will form so close to the ground that it is difficult
to save them unless they are so planted. Sow 20 pounds per
acre in drills from 22 to 28 inches apart. The plants keep the
weeds down. They may be harvested by hand, or if on fertile
ground so that the pods are not too close to the ground they
may be mown with a mower, or they may be harvested with
a bean harvester. They should dry in winrow [sic, windrow]
or small shocks for about a week, and then threshed with
either a bean thresher or an ordinary threshing machine with
the concaves removed. Cut when the pods have turned brown
but before they have begun to shatter. They must be handled
while the dew is on them to prevent shattering while being
harvested.
“Early Green: This is a dual purpose variety which will
yield a fair amount of grain and a large amount of forage.
“Medium Early Yellow: This variety is better adapted
to growing for forage than for grain. It will reach a height
of 3 feet or over on fertile soil, and has a large amount of
foliage.”
Note 1. Prices are got given in the catalog, but in a
separate price list. Note 2. This is the earliest catalog seen
(Oct. 2020) issued by the Wing Seed So. catalog. It is also
the second earliest document seen (Nov. 2000) by Joseph
Wing that mentions soy beans, or soy bean varieties.
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York. Address: Mechanicsburg,
Ohio.
949. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1907. Descriptive catalogue and
guide for the farm & garden (Mail order, with order form).
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Richmond, Virginia. 81 p. 25½ cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Seeds For the Farm” (p. 81)
three-fourths of the page is devoted to “Mammoth Yellow
Soja Beans,” “Soja Beans Inoculated” (supplied at an
extra cost of 60 cents per bushel), and “Hollybrook Early
Soja Beans.” There is a long testimonial letter about the
Mammoth Yellow from satisfied customer D.L. Clements,
McDowell County, North Carolina (Sept. 27, 1906), and
another testimonial letter about Hollybrook Early from
customer N.E. Scales, Rowan Co., North Carolina (Oct.
22, 1905). Prices of the Mammoth Yellow: “Pkt. 10 cts.,
postpaid; qt. 20 cts.; pk. [peck] 50 cts. Bushel price quoted
on request. Crop short and values not settled at time this
catalogue is printed.” A photo shows “Soja beans being
grown as a hay crop on our Hollybrook Farm.”
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. The call number:
#012610. Address: Richmond, Virginia.
950. Skinner, J.H. 1908. Report of the Animal Husbandry
Department. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 20:24-27. For the year ending June
30, 1907.
• Summary: “The work begun in 1903 to determine the
value of soy beans in pork production where pastured off in
the field, was continued with a fourth experiment conducted
in September, October and November. This experiment
involved four lots of pigs.
“Further study of the relative value of soy beans as
a supplement to corn was made by comparing rations as
follows: I. Corn meal and oil meal. II. Corn meal and soy
bean meal. III. Corn meal and middlings.
“The results show that corn meal and soy bean meal
produced the largest gain. Corn meal and middlings ranked
second and corn meal and oil meal third.”
A “second experiment was conducted in the spring
of 1907, in which five lots of pigs were fed rations with
about the same nutritive ratio.” The results showed “the
ration containing skim milk to be the most efficient in gains
produced, corn and middlings ranking second, and tankage
third, with corn and soy beans fourth, and but slightly below
corn and tankage, while corn and oil meal ranked fifth with
4.02 per cent less gain that the ration of corn and soy bean
meal and 12 per cent less gain than was produced by corn
and skim milk.” Address: Chief of Animal Husbandry Dep.
[LaFayette, Indiana].
951. Voorhees, Edward B.; Lipman, Jacob G. 1908. Sandy
soils and their improvement in the growing of forage crops.
New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
211. 30 p. Jan. 30.
• Summary: As part of the Hammonton Experiments, soy
beans were grown in 1904 (harvested Aug. 20; plowed
under), 1905 (harvested Aug. 4; yielded 3.050 lb/acre of

green fodder), and 1906 (harvested Sept. 24; yielded 4,875
lb/acre of green fodder). Prior to planting, the following
fertilizer materials were applied to the soil: Lime, acid
phosphate, ground bone, muriate of potash, and dried
blood. Systems of green manuring, with preference given
to leguminous crops such as soy beans, as a means of soil
improvement have been found particularly effective on light
soils. Address: New Brunswick, New Jersey.
952. B. 1908. Cow peas and soy beans: They improve the
soil (Letter to the editor). Indiana Farmer 63(5):3. Feb. 1.
• Summary: This is the first of three letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department.”
“1st Premium [First prize].–The soy bean and cow pea
are leguminous plants, natives of the south. On account of
receiving nourishment principally from the atmosphere, they
are great fertilizers. They have only recently received much
attention as forage plants, except in a number of experiment
situations, where their great value as crops has been clearly
demonstrated... These plants can be used for soiling, pasture,
hay, ensilage or for seed, and fed as grain. If for hay, cut
when the plants are in late bloom. For ensilage, the crop can
be cut a little later.”
Discusses: How to harvest both plants. Proper kind of
soil, inoculation, preparation of the soil, planting, and yields.
Good land should produce 25 bushels of soy beans or 2½ to
3 tons of hay per acre.
953. Indiana Farmer. 1908. Cow peas and soy beans: Make
excellent feed (Letter to the editor). 63(5):3. Feb. 1.
• Summary: This is the second of three letters published
under the bold heading: “Experience department.”
“2d Premium [Second prize].–We have raised the
Whipporwill [also spelled “Whippoorwill”] cow pea for the
last four years, and we intend to keep on raising them every
year. We have found the cow pea to be the best leguminous
crop that we grow to build up worn-out land, and it is easier
to get a stand of cow peas than any of the others.”
“The soy bean requires a warm, loose soil, and should
not be planted before the lst half of May or the first half of
June... We use the Dwarf variety. If the crop is wanted for
hay, cut it with a mower when about one-half of the bean
pods are ripe. Bunch it in fair sized shocks and leave a few
days to cure. We do not think that the soy bean makes as
good hay as the cow pea, for they do not make as much vine
and the stems are much coarser, but we have found the soy
bean better for hog pasture in the early fall, as they have
more grain to the same amount of vine. Try a small patch of
each of these plants next summer an I feel sure you will be
well pleased.
“A reader.”
954. Country Gentleman. 1908. Farm-yard notes and items:
The Ohio Jersey Cattle Club met at Columbus, Jan. 14.
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73(2872):157, col. 3-4. Feb. 13.
• Summary: “Mr. D.H. Olds spoke on ensilage. This year
he filled six siloes [silos], holding 100 tons each. He raises
nothing but corn, and wants big ears as well as stalks. In the
discussion following, it developed the fact that while soy
beans mixed in silo with corn raised the protein in ensilage,
the additional trouble and expense of handling is hardly
justifiable.”
955. Waters, H.J. 1908. The profitable fattening of cattle
for market: summary of some of the feeding experiments
conducted under the direction of H.J. Waters, Missouri.
Hickman Enterprise (The) (Hickman, Nebraska). Feb. 21. p.
6.
• Summary: “Likewise a clover, alfalfa, cowpea or soja
bean pasture for hogs following the cattle will affect just as
favorably the profits as though the hogs were not following
cattle.”
956. Piper, C.V. 1908. Re: Guar cannot compete with the
cowpea and the soybean for hay. Letter to Prof. J.F. Duggar,
Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama, Feb. 28. 3 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Duggar: I have your letter of the
19th instant in regard to Guar. I am enclosing a blueslip
giving you a little information on this. It will grow with you
but is not very palatable, and I do not think for a moment it
can compete with the cowpea and the soybean for hay. The
extreme drought-resistance of the plant is one point which
makes it if possible value in the southwest. I shall be glad to
send you a little seed if you care to grow it.
“I have been expecting for some little time to write you
regarding a number of things that I would like you to test this
year. They are as follows:
“Brabham cowpea: a new variety obtained by
hybridizing the Iron and Whippoorwill which from its
behavior last year is of very great promise.
“Soybeans: Among a large number of soybeans tested
last year, we have about four new ones which are equal or
superior to the Mammoth. We have only small quantities of
seed of these but I would like to have you grow small plots
in comparison.”
Also discusses velvet beans and Dolichos lablab.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist.
957. Wiancko, Alfred T.; Cromer, C.O. 1908. Results of

cooperative tests of varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soy
beans and cow peas, 1907. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 124. p. 25-60. Feb. See p.
55-57.
• Summary: The section titled “Results of tests of varieties
of soy beans” (p. 55-57) states: “The number of tests of
varieties of Soy Beans conducted in 1907 was 65; of these
63 consisted of the regular sets of four varieties each... The
chief object of these tests was to determine the relative
yields of grain. The production of forage was not considered
so important.” Table XVII, “Results of satisfactory tests of
soy beans in northern Indiana” (p. 56) gives the name of the
experimenter, post office, county, varieties tested, and yields
per acre. The four varieties tested were Dwarf Early Yellow,
Early Brown, Ito San, and Soy Bean 12399. For each variety
is given the individual and average total dry matter (lbs) and
the grain only (bu) for both 1907 and 1906. In 1907 Soy
Bean 12399 had the highest average grain yield (24.2 bu);
Dwarf Early Yellow had the lowest (18.2 bu). In 1906 Early
Brown had the highest average grain yield (29.4 bu); Ito San
had the lowest (25.9 bu).
Table XVIII, “Results of satisfactory tests of soy beans
in southern Indiana” (p. 57) gives similar values The four
varieties tested were Ito San, Early Brown, Soy Bean 12399,
and Medium Early Yellow. In 1906 Early Brown had the
highest average grain yield (16.6 bu); Ito San had the lowest
(14.6 bu). In 1906 Medium Early Yellow had the highest
average grain yield (20.7 bu); Early Brown had the lowest
(13.4 bu). Address: 1. B.S.A., Agriculturist; 2. B.S., Asst.
Agriculturist. Both: Lafayette, Indiana.
958. Grantham, Arthur E. 1908. Report of the agronomist
for the season of 1907. Delaware Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 81. 20 p. March 1. See p. 12-15.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy Beans” (p. 12-15)
states that 13 soy bean varieties were grown for hay. A table
titled “Hay test of soy beans” (p. 13) lists thirteen soy bean
varieties: Early Black, Very Dwarf Brown, No.–12,399,
Medium Green, Medium Early Yellow, Dwarf Early Yellow,
Early Green, Olive Medium, Medium Early Black, Ito-San,
Hankow, Ogema, and Early Brown. Those with the highest
yield of hay per acre (in pounds) were: No. 12,399 (11,000
lb), Early Green (10,925 lb), and Early Brown (10,725 lb).
For each variety is also given the cutting date (from Aug.
28 to Sept. 21) and height of the plant in inches (38 to 52
inches).
A second table titled “Soy beans seed test” (p. 14)
gives the yield of 10 varieties obtained from the Indiana
Experiment Station and 11 varieties obtained from the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. Of these 21 varieties, the
highest seed yields came from Green (No. 19,186–32.1 bu/
acre), White Soy (No. 19,981–28.0 bu/acre), Nuttall (No.
19,183–25.5 bu/acre), and Middle Late (No. 19,985–25.5 bu/
acre). The source of each of these varieties giving the highest
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Forage-Crop Investigations, Seed and Plant
Introduction and Distribution, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.

seed yields was the USDA. Other varieties tested from
USDA: Olive Medium (23.1 bu/acre), Very Dwarf Brown
(11.5), Early Brown (19.8), Buckshot (No. 19,987–15.6),
Yellow (No. 20,406–24.3), Tokio (No. 19,986–16.5), and
Yellow (No. 18,619–Did not mature). Other varieties tested
from the Indiana agricultural experiment station: Soy (No.
12,399–18.9 bu/acre), Ito-San (18.5), Dwarf Early Yellow
(19.8), Medium Early Yellow (14.6), Medium Early Black
(14.6), Hankow (19.3), Medium Green (22.2), Early Black
(16.5), Early Green (9.0), and Ogema (15.2).
A photo (p. 13) shows a man standing in a field of soy
beans, which come up to his chest, and which yield 5 tons of
cured hay per acre.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2000)
that mentions the soybean variety Middle Late. Address:
B.A., B.S.A., Agronomist, Newark, Delaware.
959. Piper, C.V. 1908. Re: Sending packages for sure this
time. Letter to Prof. S.M. Tracy, Special Agent, Biloxi,
Mississippi, March 20. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Tracy: I have your telegram of the
19th instant. In looking up this matter I find that the Mucunas
and Canavalia left the office here on the 16th inst. [instant].
The soybeans will be sent out today or tomorrow. We have
been greatly rushed lately and consequently the seeds have
not left the office until several days after my letters...”
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with Special Agent at
Biloxi, Mississippi, 1907-20. S.M. Tracy, C-I. Box 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: Agrostologist, in Charge of

960. Williams, C.G. 1908. The soybean.
Uses, varieties, culture and harvesting. Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No.
78. 8 p. March 25.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses: Hay,
silage, seed, soiling, pasture, improving the soil.
Varieties: Introduction, Medium Green, Ito San,
Medium Yellow, Medium Yellow, Mammoth
Yellow, Medium Brown, Medium Early Black.
Soybean breeding. Culture: Soils and fertilizers,
seeding, cultivation. Harvesting: When?,
implements, curing, threshing.
The Introduction states (p. 1): “This station
began experimenting with soybeans 14 years
ago [1894] and has grown them continuously
since, though much of the time in a small way.
For several years past it has been growing upon the average,
about fifteen acres annually.”
A table (p. 8) gives the composition, digestible nutrients,
and fertilizing constituents in 100 pounds of eleven feed,
including soybean silage, soybean hay, and soybeans (grain).
Concerning “Implements: In so far as the Ohio Station
is aware, no thoroughly satisfactory implements for cutting
soybeans are on the market. We have recently tried a new
bean harvester–a two-wheeled implement with two, long,
steel blades, between the wheels, which is supposed to cut
the bean stalks at, or just below the surface of the ground,
two rows at once, and windrow them–but have to pronounce
it a failure so far as cutting soybeans is concerned.
“The ordinary mowing machine with side delivery
attachment, and the old time self-rake reaper are probably the
best implements available. The mower without side delivery
is fairly satisfactory if soybeans are cut as recommended, but
if allowed to mature, the passing of the mower over the cut
swath will work havoc unless they are damp.
“If the crop is to go into the silo, the self-binder (wheat)
will be found to be the implement needed for harvesting. The
bound bundles handle very nicely.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2016) with the word “soybean” (or “soybeans”) in
the title.
Note 2. This is the earliest agricultural experiment
station publication (Oct. 2016) seen with the word “soybean”
or “soybeans” in the title.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Medium Brown. Address:
Wooster, Ohio.
961. Brooks, William P. 1908. Poultry keeping for egg
production. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment
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Station, Bulletin No. 122. 64 p. March. See p. 46-47.
• Summary: Section IV, titled “Vegetable vs. animal
albuminoids” (p. 46-47), states that the author fed pullets
ground soybeans (16.38% fat) and meat meal. “The result in
both experiments was decidedly in favor of the animal food.
The fowls receiving this food produced many more eggs
than those receiving vegetable food and at the close of the
experiment were in much better condition than the latter.”
Address: Ph.D., Director of the Station, and Agriculturist.
962. Conner, A.B. 1908. Forage crops in northwest Texas.
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 103. p.
1-21. See p. 20.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage crops at Amarillo”
(p. 18-20) contains a subsection on “Soy and mung, beans”
which states: “The soybean has proven an unsuccessful crop
for this section, on account of the fact that all plantings are
destroyed by rabbits.
“The mung beans do not compare with cowpeas in
yield of forage or grain.” Note: This is the earliest Englishlanguage document seen (Sept. 2003) that contains the
term “mung beans” (or “mung bean” or “mung-bean(s)”).
Address: Scientific Asst. in Agrostology, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA.
963. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Cowpeas. Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 318. 31 p. April 4. See p. 13.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cowpeas for hay.
Cowpeas in mixtures: Cowpeas and sorghum, Cowpeas
and corn, Cowpeas and Johnson grass, Cowpeas and millet,
Cowpeas and soy beans.
Cowpeas for pasture. Feeding value of cowpeas:
Cowpea hay, Cowpea seed, Cowpea straw,
Growing cowpeas for seed: Hand picking, Machine
picking, Mowing and thrashing, Cowpeas for soil
improvement.
Varieties of cowpeas: Whippoorwill, Unknown, or
Wonderful, New Era, Groite, Iron, Clay, Black, Taylor, Red
Ripper. Summary.
In the section titled “Cowpeas in mixtures,” a
subsection (p. 13) states: “Cowpeas and soy beans.–But
little experimenting has been done in growing soy beans and
cowpeas together, but the results obtained have been very
promising. Only the larger-growing soy beans, such as the
Mammoth variety, are suitable for this use. The soy beans
are strong enough to assist very materially in holding up the
cowpeas, and they also aid effectively in curing the hay. The
combination is therefore worthy of much more extended use.
The hay of this mixture is an exceedingly rich one, as the
composition of both plants is high in protein. Seeding should
be at the rate of a bushel of soy beans and a half bushel of
cowpeas to the acre.”
In the Introduction, the author states: “It is safe to say
that no one thing can add more to the agricultural wealth of

the South than the more extensive growing of the cowpea.”
Note: The “Letter of transmittal” at the front of this
Bulletin shows that B.T. Galloway was “Chief of Bureau”
of Plant Industry and Hon. James Wilson was Secretary
of Agriculture. Address: Scientific Asst., Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA].
964. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1908. Experiment station
work, XLVI. No. 320. 32 p. April 8. See p. 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Protein content of forage
crops” was compiled from Minnesota Agricultural
Experiment Station Bulletin No. 101 (Jan. 1907) titled
“Forage crops of high, medium and low protein content,” by
Harry Snyder. It contains a subsection (p. 15) which states:
“Soy beans: Samples of soy beans selected in the same way
as the samples of peas showed a difference in protein content
of 6.27 per cent in favor of the high protein type. A mixture
of corn fodder and soy beans containing a larger proportion
of soy beans than of corn fodder showed a protein content of
14.87 per cent, or about as much as is found in clover hay.
The soy beans alone contained 19.82 per cent and the corn
alone 9.54 per cent of protein.” Address: Washington, DC.
965. H.A.W. 1908. Cattle in Porto Rico. Country Gentleman
73(2882):420-21. April 23.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–My cattle, brought
from the United States, have suffered from Texas fever, but
have recovered. They have good appetites and particularly
relish the sweet potatoes that I mix the corn and oats with,
but will leave the grain for the potatoes.”
“I think it would be well for me to plant as soon as
possible some soiling or forage crop, such as cow peas,
velvet beans, soy beans, etc., to fill in the protein ration that
is lacking in the native grass.”
Answer by Prof. H.H. Wing. “It is not likely that your
cattle need anything in the way of tonic or any drugs at all...
The molasses and the sugar cane will be useful as fattening
foods but both are deficient in protein. Mixed with cow peas
or soy beans, however, they would be excellent. If your
sweet potatoes are abundant and cheap, there is no reason
why they should not be used freely.” Address: Caguas,
Puerto Rico.
966. Galloway, B.T. 1908. Report of the Chief of the Bureau
of Plant Industry. Annual Reports of the Department of
Agriculture (USA) p. 257-341. For the year ended June 30,
1907.
• Summary: A section titled “New forage crops” (p. 326)
states: “A new soy bean from Manchuria, which has been
named ‘Meyer,’ has yielded seed at the rate of 24 bushels
to the acre, outyielding any other variety grown on the
Arlington Experimental Farm. In view of the fact that the
culture of soy beans as a grain crop has been decreasing in
this country because the yield averages only 12 bushels to
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the acre, this new variety is of great promise.”
The section titled “Arlington Experimental Farm”
(p. 295-98) states: “Many problems of a general nature
connected with crop growth and crop conditions are being
worked out at the Arlington Experimental Farm, which is in
charge of Prof. L.C. Corbett, some of the principal lines of
work carried on there being outlined below.”
Contents of this Arlington section: Investigations
conducted by various bureaus (incl. the bureaus of Forestry,
Entomology, Soils, and Plant Industry). Agronomic
investigations (for “extensive cultural and variety tests
of sorghums, cowpeas, and other legumes of promise for
forage, grain, or green manuring.” Also for grasses and
alfalfa). The drug garden. Soil improvement. Orchard
cultivation. The testing gardens. Greenhouses. Heating plant.
Nursery work.
Also discusses: Peanuts (p. 299-300). Hemp seed for
fiber (p. 327). Address: Chief of Bureau.
967. Sawer, E.R. 1908. The place of legumes in our
agricultural system (continued). Natal Agricultural Journal
11(6):685-92. June 26. See p. 688-90.
• Summary: This is the most detailed article written up to
this time about soy beans in South Africa. The author soon
became the foremost advocate of the soy bean in South
Africa and in all of Africa. In section B titled “Legumes
as grain crops” (p. 688-91) we read: “3. Soy bean (Soja or
Glycine hispida). The various trials of soy beans have led
to the conclusion that these will constitute the principal
grain-producing leguminous crop for commercial cultivation
at Cedara. No other legume has produced, with chemical
manures only, so heavy a yield of grain; and no other
legume, except the lupine, has shown itself so much to be
depended upon as a grain-producer. The crops obtained have
not been heavy, according to ordinary standards–1,252 lbs.
per acre of shelled beans being the best result secured–but
when the high value of the grain is considered, a crop of
even half that amount is well worth growing. It is the richest
of all grains in albumenoids [albuminoids], surpassing
even oil-cake in this respect, and contains so much oil, as
to almost warrant its inclusion with the oil-seeds. As grain,
hay, or ensilage, it is well adapted for admixture with maize
to counteract the deficiencies of the latter crop. Results, as
shown in the preceding table, indicate November or early
December as the most desirable time for sowing the crop in
the midlands of Natal.”
The preceding table (p. 689) shows the “Yields in lbs.
per acre of soy beans sown at different times.” Tests were
conducted using the Henderson’s Early Green variety of
soy bean. The first soy beans were planted on 11 Aug. 1903.
Additional lots were planted at roughly 2-week intervals (19
more times) until the 6 of May 1904. Data is given on the
date of harvest (starting 11 Jan. 1904), and the yield of grain
(soy bean seeds) and straw. Similar tests were conducted

during 1904-05, and 1905-06, and the results are reported in
the same table. The highest yield of seed in 1903 was 920 lb/
acre from soy beans planted on 17 Nov. 1903 The highest
yield of seed in 1904 was 780 lb/acre from soy beans planted
on 24 Nov. 1904. The highest yield of seed in 1906 was
1,252 lb/acre from soy beans planted on 17 March 1906.
“The following results of manure experiments with the
soy bean afford a graphic illustration of the lack of natural
fertility of the Cedara soils and the ready response to liberal
applications of fertilisers. It would appear that phosphoric
acid is the principal requirement of the soy bean in this and
similar soils.”
This table shows the results of trials with the Early
Green variety of soybeans sown on 4 Nov. 1904 and
harvested on 13 March 1905. When no manure was applied,
the yield of soybeans was only 45 lb, but when 180 lb of
superphosphate was applied, the yield was 495 lb.
“Later results point to progressively heavier yields,
which may be attributed to the benefits of constant
cultivation and the accumulation of humus and the residues
of fertilisers.
“Of the numerous varieties of soy beans to which
trials have been afforded with a uniform manuring of
superphosphate, the following may be cited as worthy of
adoption in order of merit:–Early Green, Yellow Seeded,
Black Seeded, Giant Yellow, Santa Margherita. The
following have failed:–Brown Seeded, Green Samarow.”
Note 1. This document contains the earliest clear date
seen for soybeans in South Africa, or the cultivation of
soybeans in South Africa (11 Aug. 1903). The source of these
soybeans may have been the United States, but the author
gives no information on this subject in this two-part article.
Part I is Jan. 1908, 11(1):36-44. It discusses lucernes, tares or
vetches, lentils, melilotus, and lupines, but does not mention
soy.
Note 2. Cedara is an agricultural experiment station
located near Pietermaritzburg, Natal Province. As of 1991 it
was called the Cedara College of Agriculture.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen that uses
the word “albumenoids” or “albumenoid.” The term
“albuminoids” was first seen in 1879.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Giant Yellow.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2021) that mentions superphosphate (as a
fertilizer) in connection with soy beans. It was often
previously named “acid phosphate.” Webster’s Dictionary
defines superphosphate (a term first used in 1797) as “1: an
acid phosphate. 2: a soluble mixture of phosphates used as
fertilizer and made from insoluble mineral phosphates by
treatment with sulfuric acid.” Address: Director, Experiment
Stations.
968. Price, James N. 1908. Home-grown rations in
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economical production of milk and butter. Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 80. p. 29-50.
June.
• Summary: Part I, titled “Comparison of soy beans with
other dairy feeds” (p. 31-42) begins: “During the last few
years the prices of cotton-seed meal, wheat bran, and other
commercial feeding stuffs have increased at least 25 per cent;
the last two years they have ranged from $25 to $30 per ton.
Such prices have greatly increased the cost of producing milk
and butter in Tennessee.” The only way out seems to be for
Tennessee farmers to produce the bulk of their feed on their
farms. They can produce soy-bean meal for $16-$20/ton,
corn stover and soy-bean straw at $3/ton, and cowpea and
soy-bean hay at $7. This bulletin describes the second U.S.
trials (after those by Brooks in 1894) using ground soybeans
(called soy-bean meal”) as a feed for milk production. The
author found that the yields of both milk and butter were
about 5% greater when the cows were fed ground soybeans

that when they were fed cottonseed meal.
“Conclusions” 1. Soy-bean straw is a valuable addition
to the roughage in the feeding of dairy cows; and while
giving better results than corn stover, it can be produced for
about the same cost. 2. A ton of soy-bean hay that will yield
560 pounds of beans and 1440 pounds of straw, and can be
produced for $7, has a higher feeding value than a ton of
alfalfa hay, which at present prices will cost from $20 to $25
on the market. 3. Soy-bean meal and straw kept the cows in a
healthy condition, as indicated by the hair and skin... 7. Since
the home-grown rations used in this experiment produced
larger yields, kept the animals in better health, and greatly
reduced the cost of production, and since such feeds can be
produced on any Tennessee farm, the dairymen of this State
should resort to the growing of their own dairy feeds as a
relief from present market conditions.
“8. The growing of feeds on the farm gives a wider
variety and will remove the tendency to feed cotton-seed
meal excessively, which makes the ration so narrow that
it is injurious to the health of the herd and does not give
the best yields of milk and butter.”
Part II, titled “Feeding suggestions for Tennessee” (p.
42-45) notes that many dairymen tend to feed a ration
that is too high in carbohydrates and extremely low
in protein; it produces body fat rather than milk. For
winter feeding, a four year rotation is recommended for
Tennessee. In the second year, grow clover followed
by soy beans. No dairyman in Tennessee should think
of feeding cows without silage. “Corn and soy beans,
mixed at the rate of 2 to 1 when the silo is being filled,
make an excellent silage. The average cost of raising
and storing a ton of silage need not exceed $2.” A
series of five mixed rations are recommended. For
summer feeding, silage works well. A photo (title page)
shows a field of Mammoth Yellow soy beans growing
after winter barley. Address: Dairyman, Knoxville,
Tennessee.
969. Quereau, Friend C. 1908. The relation of steer
feeding to farm economics. Tennessee Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 79. 28 p. June.
• Summary: The section titled “Comparative feeding
values of acre yields of corn, soy beans and cowpeas”
(p. 9-19) notes that one advantage of feeding steers
on the farm is the maintenance of soil fertility. This
was well demonstrated in these experiments to test the
feeding capacity of acre plats of corn, soy beans, and
cowpeas, the manure in each case being returned to the
plats, and the economy of this conversion of the crops
into beef as compared with direct sale of the crops. In
1906-07 an acre of corn lasted 4 steers for 54 days and
produced a gain of 129 pounds; a acre of soy beans
lasted a similar lot of steers 80 days and produced a
gain of 406 pounds; an acre of cowpeas lasted 54 days
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and produced a gain of 289 pounds. In 1907-08 the gains
for the corresponding lots of steers were–for the corn lot,
203 pounds; the soy bean lot, 541 pounds; and the cow pea
lot, 327 pounds. The results afford an excellent illustration
of the advantage of growing and feeding legumes to steers
from the standpoint of maintaining soil fertility on the farm.
By returning the manure after feeding the crops, there was a
marked increase in the productiveness of the soil, especially
in the case of the soy beans, with which the feeding capacity
of 4 steers was increased from 80 days in 1905-06 to 100
days in 1908-09. The cost of growing the soy beans in these
experiments was about $13 per acre.
“The section titled “The threshing of peas and beans”
(p. 26-28) states: “It has been out of the question to feed
cowpeas and beans to live stock on account of the difficulty
of procuring seed. The difficulty has been that machines
for threshing cowpeas particularly have not been available
to the grower... This Station has tested for two years, with
very satisfactory results, an implement invented and built
by a Tennessee farmer, Dr. J.J. Koger, of Rogersville.”
A detailed description of the thresher and its operation is
given. “The Station threshed 200 bushels of cowpeas and
soy beans during the past season, of which there were 10
varieties of soy beans and 8 varieties of cowpeas. The vines
from which this grain was threshed represented all degrees of
toughness and stages of curing. This was due to experiments
in the curing of soy beans and cowpeas that the Station was
carrying on.”
“A detailed description of the machine is given because
it is considered that a machine that will facilitate the
handling of peas and beans will do much toward stimulating
their more extensive culture” (p. 28).
Photos show: (1) Three fields of harvested corn, soybeans, and cowpeas (cover). (2) Four cows fed from the
soy-bean acre (p. 11). (3) Cuts of beef fed from the soy-bean
acre (p. 16). (4) The Koger pea and bean thresher (p. 27).
Address: Animal Husbandman, Knoxville, Tennessee.
970. Skinner, John H.; Cochel, Wilber A. 1908. Supplements
to corn for fattening hogs in dry lot. II. A comparison of soy
bean meal and linseed meal. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 126. p. 156-59. June.
• Summary: The “soy bean meal” was actually ground
soybeans. Feeding soybean meal with corn resulted in a more
rapid weight gain at less feed cost than with linseed meal.
The cost per 100 lb of gain was $3.82 with linseed meal,
but only $3.36 with soybean meal [ground soybeans]. Table
XI (p. 159) is a “Summary of experiments to determine the
relative value of linseed meal and soy bean meal.”
Note: Part I is a comparison of tankage and linseed
meal. Address: 1. B.S., Animal Husbandry; 2. A.B., B.S.,
Associate in Animal Husbandry. All: Purdue Univ. Agric.
Exp. Station.

971. Itinerary of H.T. Nielsen. 1908. Washington, DC:
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 1 p. July 11. Unpublished
typescript.
• Summary: H.T. Nielsen, Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, will travel (probably by train) in
connection with his work on forage crops from July 13 to
Aug. 9, visiting the following places in this sequence:
From Washington, DC to Hickory, North Carolina.
Rogersville, Tennessee. Morristown, Tennessee. Knoxville,
Tennessee. Nashville, Tennessee. Columbia, Tennessee.
Fayetteville, Arkansas. Chattanooga, Tennessee. Cleveland,
Tennessee. Atlanta, Georgia. Auburn, Alabama. Mt. Airy,
Georgia. Atlanta, Georgia. Bullochville, Georgia. Louisville,
Georgia. Blackshear, Georgia. Savannah, Georgia.
Augusta, Georgia. Batesburg, South Carolina. Raleigh,
North Carolina. Elizabeth City, North Carolina. Tyrell and
Hyde, Connecticut. Moyock, North Carolina. Return to
Washington, DC.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012.
972. Gray, Dan T.; Duggar, J.F.; Ridgeway, J.W. 1908.
Feeds supplementary to corn for southern pork production.
Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 143.
p. 25-77. July.
• Summary: “This bulletin records a summary of three
years’ work in swine production, in which 90 hogs have been
used... When corn was used alone as a ration for fattening
hogs both the daily gains and the financial outcome were
unsatisfactory. Money was lost in every case where corn
was fed without a supplement.” Cotton seed meal, tankage
(a packing house by-product), and cowpea seed made good
supplements. “As a whole, peanut pasture was found to be
more useful than any other pasture tried... Soy pasture ranked
second to peanut pasture as a supplement to corn. Chufa
pasture was not found to be as good as either peanuts or soy
pasture.”
The average daily gains, and the cost of 100 pounds
gain, for corn alone and corn plus various supplements is
given.
The main section on soy beans (p. 44-46) begins: “Soy
beans is another leguminous crop which has proven very
satisfactory as a green crop with which to supplement corn
in pork production. The hogs in this experiment were turned
into the field two weeks before the beans were matured
sufficiently to be eaten so that for the first two weeks the
swine had only the leaves and stalks to eat, in addition to the
two per cent corn ration. The hogs did not touch the beans
themselves for about fifteen days after being turned into the
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patch. The leaves, both dead and green ones, were eaten with
relish. It might have paid better to have kept the hogs off the
beans until the seed were ripened sufficiently to be eaten,–
that is a point open for further experimentation.
“Considering the beginning weights of the pigs, both
lots made good gains, but the gains of the soy bean lot were
much better than those of the corn lot. Running right by the
side of the soy bean lot was a lot of pigs which were grazing
sorghum, but otherwise treated the same in every respect, yet
the sorghum lot made a daily gain of only .37 of a pound.
“The corn required to make an hundred pounds gain was
reduced from 456 pounds in the case of corn alone to 157
pounds when the corn was supplemented by the soy bean
pasture, and the cost of producing the pork was reduced in
the same proportion.
“It was noticed that the pigs which grazed upon the soy
beans were always contented; they spent the greater part
of their time in lying down. The pigs just across the fence,
which were grazing the sorghum, were never contented or at
rest; it could plainly be seen that they wanted something in
addition to the corn and sorghum.
“The above table shows that .28 of an acre of soy beans
was equal to 299 pounds of corn, or an acre was equal in
feeding value to, or capable of taking the place of, 19.1
bushels of corn. As noted elsewhere, the crop of soy beans
was not a good one, as the beans were cut short on account
of extreme drought at the time of maturing. This crop is
a very economical and easy one to put in and cultivate; it
is good to use it as a catch crop after oats, thus saving the
ground from lying idle during the summer months, and at
the same time securing a crop equal to, and in many ways
superior to a corn crop. In this way, the farmer secures
two crops from the same land each year, cheapens pork
production very greatly, and builds up the fertility of his soil
rapidly. If the soil be good much better results can be secured
than reported above, as the soil upon which this crop was
grown was a poor sandy one.
“The soy bean pasture is far above the sorghum pasture
both in the daily gains made and also to the economy of the
gains. The daily gains were about three times as rapid when
the bean pasture was used as when the sorghum pasture was
used, and the cost of making one hundred pounds of gain
was reduced from $5.46 in the case of sorghum to $1.96
when soy beans were used as a supplementary pasture.
“The soy bean pasture also had a much greater carrying
capacity than did sorghum pasture; that is an acre of soy
beans will usually carry a certain number of hogs a much
longer time than will an acre of sorghum.”
“Soy beans” appear in tables on pages 44 and 46. Chufa
also appears in many tables.
Peanuts are discussed at length on pages 28-30, 33-42,
49, 51, 54-57, 59-64, 66-70, and 75-77. For example, on
page 37:
“Peanut pasture to supplement corn: In all cases where

peanuts were used the hogs were grazed upon them, thus
saving the expense of having them harvested. This method
of harvesting a crop has the additional advantage of having
the manure scattered upon the cultivated fields just where
wanted without the expense of hauling it with wagon and
team. The data in this bulletin covers three years’ work
with peanuts but the first year’s work is the only one during
which time there was an average crops of nuts, as noted
elsewhere;...” Address: 1. Animal Husbandry; 2. Director of
the Station and Agriculturist; 3. Asst. in animal industry.
973. Nielsen, H.T. 1908. Re: Cowpeas and soybeans. Letter
to Prof. C.V. Piper, Seed Introduction and Distribution,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, Aug. 2. 5
p. Handwritten, with signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: Nielsen is writing from Yarborough House hotel
in Raleigh, North Carolina. “Dear Prof. Piper: I was very
sorry to learn at the Experiment Station of Georgia that they
were not doing anything at all with forage crops and seemed
to take very little interest in the subject. Their work is with
cotton and corn entirely.”
“At Blackshear [Georgia], where I visited Mr. E.J.
Rankin, there are a lot of legumes grown, peanuts, beggar
weed, velvet beans and cowpea... Mr. Rankin’s soybeans had
been neglected due to an unfortunate accident in his family,
his eldest son getting a leg broken. The beans however were
looking pretty well and were well tuberculed.
“Mr. Rankin got up a very good meeting of farmers on
Thursday and we had a real good time. A number asked a lot
of questions and incidentally had read or heard of things they
wanted to try, and asked for seed and advice from the Dep’t.”
E.S. Darling wants soybeans for 1909. “These men are all of
Blackshear, Georgia, and seem like the right kind of men to
work with.
“Things are not looking good around Augusta, Georgia,
as it has been awfully dry there. Willet Seed Co. handled
only about 250 bu. of soybeans this year and they nearly all
went to Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas.”
“It has been exceedingly dry at Monetta, South
Carolina, all during July... I will be at the office a week from
tomorrow. H.J. Nielsen.”
Note: In early 1909 H.T. Nielsen left the USDA in
Washington. DC, and moved to Abeline, Kansas. W.J. Morse
took his place–in charge of forage crops.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
95–Newhouse-Nixon.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., June 2012. Address: [Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA].
974. Quinn, Clarence Elias. 1908. Forage crops for hogs in
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Kansas and Oklahoma. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 331.
24 p. Aug. 4. See p. 15-16.
• Summary: In the section titled “Less important forage
crops” (p. 12) we read: “Soy Beans. The soy bean is used
but little as a forage crop in this section and the value of
this crop is but little appreciated.” The value of soybeans as
forage and for seeds is summarized, along with research at
agricultural experiment stations in Kansas and Indiana.
“The great value of the soy bean is its power to
withstand excessive drought, like Kafir corn, and it will
also withstand much wet weather. It is not attacked by
chinch bugs and in addition to is great feeding value makes
an excellent second crop following wheat or oats to build
up run-down or thin soil.” Address: Scientific Asst., Farm
Management Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry
[USDA].
975. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1908. Soy or
soja bean. 19(10):811. Oct. 2.
• Summary: The Soy or soja bean “comes from Japan, and
of late years has attracted attention as an annual leguminous
plant which produces the richest of all beans in protein and
fat. It closely resembles the cowpea... They give a greater
yield of beans than cowpeas. They are not trailing in habit,
hence are more easily harvested.”
“As a food for pigs, either as beans, green forage, or
hay, it has a high reputation. The animals fatten quickly,
are always thrifty, with strong appetites; the hair and skin
acquire a glossy look, and the skin feels as if they were fed
on oil meals.”
Yields as high as 10 bushels/acre were obtained.
Address: Australia.
976. Potts, H.W. 1908. Hawkesbury Agricultural College and
Experimental Farm: Feeding of pigs. Agricultural Gazette of
New South Wales 19(10):808-12. Oct.
• Summary: Continued from p. 642. X. Cowpeas. Soy
beans. Velvet beans. The section titled “Soy or soja bean”
(p. 811) states: “They give a greater yield of beans than
cowpeas. They are not trailing in habit, hence are more easily
harvested.”
“As a food for pigs, either as beans, green forage, or hay,
it has a high reputation. The animals fatten quickly,... with
strong appetites; the hair and skin acquire a glossy look, and
the skin feels as if they were fed on oil meals.”
977. Lamarche, Cyrille de. 1908. Le soja de Chine [The
soybean of China]. Magasin pittoresque (Le). Nov. 1. p. 49495. [5 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The soybean is a sort of pea widely cultivated
in China and Japan and used above all in these countries [sic,
only in China] to make a thick, viscous oil, which is light
yellow in color, which would not be much appreciated in
France. We can derive invaluable benefit from this plant, in

particular as a food and as animal feed; it can be used as a
substitute for wheat in making bread, as a substitute for oats
for feeding horses, and as a substitute for hay and lucerne
/ alfalfa for feeding livestock / animals. The seeds can be
consumed like peas or beans at, without having a remarkable
flavor, they nevertheless constitute a good food. Roasted,
they can be used as a replacement for coffee, and they are,
according to this report, superior to chicory.
The seeds furnish a flour which has a high fat content
and which gives rapid weight gain to animals that are
fattened, such as cattle, pigs, sheep, and poultry. It quickly
returns horses that are thin or tired to good shape.
Rich in nitrogen, they are very low in starch (and
actually may not have any that is use in nutrition) they
furnish an excellent bread for diabetics, and can be very
useful in this regard as a medicine since starch, as is well
known, is the enemy of diabetes. Used together with wheat
flour, soybean flour gives a bread a bright whiteness and
decreases by one-third its net cost. Here is a nutritional
analysis by Mr. Joulin. A table is given.
One can see from this analysis that soy bread (le pain de
soja) contains twice as much protein and one-fifth as much
starch as wheat bread; as for the fat, it contains ten times as
much. Also, a robust man is hardly satiated with a kilogram
of wheat bread, but 620 grams of soy bread is enough to
obtain the same result.
Here are the results of an experiment made several
years ago by Mr. Fortuné, an agronomist at Trie-Chateau (in
Oise) which demonstrates the advantages offered by soy in
fattening farm animals.
In the countries of its origin, the soybean forms the
basis of another important industry; it is used to make a
cheese which is widely used in the diets of the people of East
Asia. Some people who do not like cheese. I feel sorry for
them, but I forgive them, since everyone is entitled to their
own tastes; they would no doubt feel differently about soy
cheese, which is an excellent food that does not have the
characteristic odor of cheese made from fermented milk.
“This cheese is made from soybean seeds; in its place
of origin it is known as tofu (To-fu), or soybean cheese
(fromage de Daizu).
“To make tofu, the seeds are first soaked in water so that
they expand; then, they are ground between two millstones,
and the resulting pulp runs down into the soaking water.
Next, this mash is poured through a sieve and collected in
a cast-iron basin, where it is boiled for ten minutes. It is
then cooked for a quarter hour at a lower temperature, and
then allowed to cool. The flour [sic, farine] separates from
the water, and the water is removed. The remaining paste is
kneaded until it is uniform. It is salted and placed in molds
where it drains and takes on the consistency of the milkbased cheese we are familiar with.
“Along with rice, this food forms the foundation of the
diet of the poor classes. It has the great advantage of being
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very nourishing while costing very little. For one cent, a
person can buy a piece of tofu as big as a fist. The Chinese
do not let the liquid from the above process go to waste–they
are thrifty, and use the leftover liquid as a sauce to season
certain dishes.
Considerable trade has resulted from exporting tofu;
thousands of Chinese junks have left the port of Ming-Potou
(Ningbo?), carrying this product to the most remote areas of
China.
“There are several varieties of soybeans; the preferred
variety is called the “soybean of Étampes” (soja d’Étampes).
To fully mature, its seeds do not have very strict climate
requirements; the climate of central France, and particularly
of southern France, is perfectly suitable.”
Note: This writer’s description of the tofu-making
process is not accurate. He is apparently confusing regular
tofu (which is very inexpensive and a foundation of the
diet) and fermented tofu, which is salted and traded in boats.
Regardless of the type, he probably means “curds” instead
of flour. For fermented tofu he fails to mention inoculation
with koji spores, aging in brining liquor in bottles, and its
use as a seasoning rather than a basic food. The liquid from
fermented tofu only is “used as a sauce to season certain
dishes.”
Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle,
Washington. Address: Member, Société d’histoire naturelle
des Ardennes, France.
978. Choles, H.J. 1908. The soy bean. A valuable fodder
plant and its cultivation. Natal Agricultural Journal 11:141123. Nov.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botany and habitat (incl.
the work of Prof. Haberlandt from 1875 in Austro-Hungary).
Varieties. Cultivation: Conditions of growth, methods of
culture. Harvesting: When to harvest, curing [allow the
plants to lie in a swath or wind-row until well wilted],
harvesting for seed, yield of forage [up to 12-13 tons/acre
of fresh fodder], yield of seed. Chemistry: Composition,
digestibility. Value and uses of the crop: As a soiling crop
(for green forage), as a silage crop (it is best mixed with hay
for making mixed ensilage; it is more profitably ensiled than
cured for hay), as a hay crop, as a pasture plant (hogs are
most widely pastured on it), as a soil renewer (when a crop
of soy bean is turned under for green manure it should be
well limed), value of the bean for feed.
“A crop which I think has not received the attention
in Natal that it deserves is the soy bean. The soy bean is
considered by many authorities to be an extremely valuable
fodder plant...
“Since the plant would in all probability suit
conditions in many parts of the Colony, I have collected... a
considerable amount of information regarding its cultivation
which should prove useful to farmers who may be disposed
to give the plant a trial. The plant stands drought well and

is not easily injured by excess of moisture. Little cultivation
is needed when grown for forage. The soy bean may be
used for soiling, pasturage, hay and ensilage, or the beans
themselves may be harvested and fed as grain.”
“In harvesting a crop [of soybeans] for seed, the plants
may be pulled by hand or cut with a scythe or mower and
gathered into small piles, which should be relatively high and
of a small diameter, so that the plants may dry out readily.
Thrashing can be done with a flail or with the thrashing
machine. Very good results can be had with common grain
thrashers by taking out a portion or all of the canvas and
substituting blanks.”
979. Agricultural News (Barbados). 1908. The soy bean.
7(174):403. Dec. 26. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The attention of planters has frequently
been drawn, by means of notes and short articles in the
publications of the Imperial Department of Agriculture, to
a number of crops, leguminous and otherwise, suitable for
green manuring purposes in the West Indies. Experiments,
too, have been carried on at the Stations in the many
islands...” Chief among these are the cowpea, the Bengal
bean, and the woolly pyrol.
“Another leguminous plant, to which attention was
given in experiments at Antigua for the first time in 1907,
is the soy bean (Glycine hispida)... In the experiments at
Antigua last year, its growth was healthy but very small.”
There follows a summary of: Williams, Thomas A.
1897. “The soy bean as a forage crop.” USDA Farmers’
Bulletin No. 58. p. 1-19. March.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Antigua and Barbuda, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Antigua and Barbuda. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Antigua and Barbuda, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Antigua and Barbuda (1907). The source of these soybeans is
unknown.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in the Lesser Antilles, or the cultivation
of soybeans in the Lesser Antilles, This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in the Lesser Antilles, or
the cultivation of soybeans in the Lesser Antilles (1907). The
source of these soybeans is unknown.
980. Mooers, Charles A. 1908. The soy bean: A comparison
with the cowpea. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 82. p. 73-104. Dec.
• Summary: One of the earliest and best publications on
soybean management. Presents information on varietal
interaction to date of planting and row width, and gives
directions for planting, cultivating, and harvesting the crop,
as well as data on chemical composition of the seed.
The Introduction begins: “To the farmers of Tennessee
the soy bean is a forage and grain plant of special promise. In
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grain production, as a supplement to corn for fattening stock,
no crop tested at this Station has proved its equal... The
data presented in the pages which follow indicate that under
Tennessee conditions each crop has a place which the other
can not take. The worth of the cowpea, however, is known
everywhere, while the true value of the soy bean lacks much
of being generally recognized.”
Varieties: About 24 soybean varieties are reported in
this bulletin. “Promising early varieties, such as Ito San
and Early Brown, require 90 to 100 days to reach maturity
from the time of planting. Under the same conditions
the Mammoth Yellow will require 125 to 160 days. The
following varieties are known to have been grown by
farmers in this state: Mammoth Yellow, Hollybrook, Guelph
(medium green), ‘Common,’ and Buckshot (early black).
Other named varieties: Haberlandt, Kingston, Medium
Green, Medium Yellow, Samarow, and Tokyo. Table X (p.
97) shows analyses of many of these varieties from the crops
of 1906 and 1907.
In a series of time of planting tests, the extreme dates
of successful planting in Tennessee were found to be April 3
and Aug. 6. June proved to be the most favorable month in
which to plant any variety. In short, Mooers reported striking
agreement in the length of season required by any given
variety to reach maturity in different years when planted on a
given date. He also noted a steady shortening of the growing
season as planting was delayed, and that this shortening was
much more marked in some varieties than in others.
“Harvesting: The harvesting of soy beans is in some
respects more difficult than that of cowpeas... Trials have
been made with both corn and wheat harvesters, but the
bundles when tied are apt to mold... The mower has given
at least fair results.” Placing the mowed plants on a curing
frame “gives reasonable assurance of success in the saving of
both the hay and the grain.”
“Threshing: In threshing, a common wheat thresher
may be used, but the speed of the cylinder must be reduced,
and other adjustments may be necessary in order to get
satisfactory results. The Koger pea and bean thresher, which
the Station has found to do splendid work, may be used to
advantage. The soy beans were not found to thresh clean,
however, when the air was very damp and the pods were
tough.
“Storing: The seed should not be stored in bins, but in
loosely woven sacks, which should be disposed so that air
will circulate freely among them.”
Photos show: (1) Four varieties (Mammoth Yellow,
Ito San, Guelph, and Buckshot) of soy bean plants side by
side (title page). (2) A field of cowpeas versus Ito San soy
beans–early planted, 80 days after planting on 2 April 1908
(p. 76). (3) A field of cowpeas versus Ito San soy beans–late
planted, 43 days after planting on 15 June 1908 (p. 77). (4)
A field of Mammoth Yellow and “Japanese” soy beans, and
Whippoorwill cowpeas; the photo was taken after a light

frost, which killed the tops of the pea vines [cowpea vines]
but did not injure the soy beans (p. 78). (5) A field of soy
beans cured on frames at the Experiment Station (p. 92). (6)
Curing soy bean hay in shocks (p. 92). (7) A man holding
a curing frame taken apart (p. 95). (8) A man standing by a
curing frame set up (p. 96).
Garner and Allard (1920, p. 557) wrote: “The present
writers had occasion to investigate the significance of
the observation made by Mooers (1908), that successive
plantings of certain varieties of soybeans (Soja max (L.)
Piper) made through the summer months, show a decided
tendency to blossom at approximately the same date
regardless of the date of planting.”
981. Agricultural Bureau, Department of Agriculture and
Commerce. 1908. Agriculture in Japan. Tokyo: Agricultural
Bureau, Department of Agriculture and Commerce. x + 455
p. See p. 225-29, 434, 439, 448, 453-54. No index. 23 cm.
[Eng]
• Summary: A table of moneys, weights and measures (p. x)
includes British equivalents of the following Japanese units:
Money–yen, sen, rin. Length: ri, chô, ken, shaku, sun. Area:
cho, tan, sé, bu or tsubo, kô (9.724 tan). Capacity / volume:
koku, tô, sho, go. Weights: kwan or kwamme, kin, momme.
In Chapter 6 titled “Agricultural products,” in section
2 on “staple food stuffs” is a subsection titled “Soja beans”
(p. 225-29) which begins: “In point of production and use,
soja beans occupy an important position among the various
beans, they are extensively cultivated from the Hokkaido
in the north to Formosa in the south. They find a congenial
soil to prosper, the acreage for 1906 was 460,895 cho (1 cho
= 2.45 acres) which with the exception of the acreage of
barley (503,498 chô) is equalled by no other products from
the upland fields. Their use is quite extensive. They are eaten
boiled, baked and powdered while soy, miso and tofu (bean
curd) made out of beans, are found even in the remotest
villages. They are found on the table both of high and low.
In making soy [sauce], a by-product in a shape of soy-cakes
is obtained and may be used as excellent manure, while in
making tofu, the remaining ingredients [okara] may be used
as a subsidiary diet and as food for cattle. Soja beans may
also be pressed, and its oil used for the purpose of diet and
for various technical uses, while the residue forms excellent
manure. The fresh stalks of soja beans may be used as forage
or as effective green manure. In short, soja beans, either as
an article of Japanese diet, or as agricultural manure or as
food for cattle are indispensable.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2017)
that contains the term “technical uses”.
“The cultivation of beans under the circumstances was
developed from ancient times, and numerous varieties are
most extensively cultivated while by its peculiar nature
of root, it absolves nitrogen from air so that high priced
nitrogenous manure may be dispensed with, and therefore
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the cultivation of beans like other agricultural products do
not exhaust the productive power of the soil, but on the
contrary, it operates favourably to improve the soil. As for
rotation of crops of wheat, millets, corns and potatoes, beans
are indispensable. Seeds are sown early in the beginning of
May.”
Tables show: (1) Output of soja beans in Japan,
1897-1906.” For each year is given the area (in chô), the
production (in koku) and the yield (in koku per tan) (1 koku
= 4.962 bushels; 1 tan = 0.245 acres). The area increased
from 435,605 chô in 1897 to a peak of 482,044 chô in 1898,
then slowly fell to a low of 446,844 chô in 1904, then rose to
460,895 chô in 1906. Production increased from 3,100,973
koku in 1897 to a peak of 4,069,619 koku in 1901, then
slowly dropped to 3,557,592 in 1906. The yield in 1897
was 0.712 koku per tan, rising to a peak of 0.830 in 1904.
Hokkaido has the largest area (43,924 chô) and production
(392,140 koku). The principal soja bean producing districts
are Ibaraki (33,000 chô), Saitama (29,000 chô), Iwate
(26,000 chô), Nagasaki (26,000 chô), Kumamoto (26,000
chô), Niigata (22,000 chô). There is no prefecture where the
production does not exceed 10,000 koku.
(2) “As mentioned above, soja beans are used either
boiled, baked or powdered or as material for tofu (bean
curd), frozen tofu, soy and miso (bean-cheese), and
particularly the latter two products besides meeting with
domestic demands, are exported abroad in large quantities,
as may be seen in the following table.” This table shows
amount and value (in yen) of miso and soy [sauce] exported
from Japan each year from 1903 to 1907, inclusive. Miso
exports increased from 1,670,092 kin (1 kin = 1.322 lb) in
1903 to a peak of 5,199,957 kin in 1907 (a 3.1 fold increase
in 4 years), while soy [sauce] exports increased from
1,974,119 shô (1 shô = 1.9 quarts) in 1903 to 4,403,851 shô
in 1907 (a 2.2 fold increase). The total yen value of these two
exports rose from 489,213 yen in 1903 to 1,354,517 yen in
1907 (a 2.8 fold increase). In American units: Miso exports
increased from 2.20 million lb (worth $347,647) in 1903 to a
peak of 7.50 million lb (worth $132,652) in 1905, dropping
to 6.86 million lb (worth $135,833) in 1907.
Shoyu exports increased from 5.92 million lb (worth
$204,959) in 1903 to 13.21 million lb (worth $541,425) in
1907. Note that in 1907 shoyu exports are worth about 4
times as much as miso exports.
(3) Because of increasing exports, Japan now needs to
import soja beans from abroad. This table (p. 227) shows
the amount and value of soybeans imported by Japan for the
years 1903-1907, inclusive. They rose from 146,971 tons
(worth $3.18 million) in 1903 to a peak of 193,479 tons
(worth $4.92 million) in 1905, dropping to 177,365 tons
(worth $4.79 million) in 1907. They are mostly imported
from Manchuria and Korea. “While a greater portion of these
imports is used as material for soy and miso, it is also used in
making bean-cakes and is sown for obtaining green manure,

or used as manure or for feeding cattle.”
(4) This table (p. 228) shows the quantity and value of
[soy] bean-cakes imported into Japan for the years 19031907, inclusive. The cake was used mostly for fertilizer.
Cake imports rose from 216,198 tons (worth $3.81 million
and representing 57.8% of all fertilizers) in 1903 to 367,210
tons (worth $8.71 million and representing 44.8% of all
fertilizers) in 1907. (5) This table (p. 229) shows acreage
and production (output) of [soy] beans in Formosa [today’s
Taiwan]. Acreage doubled in 3 years from 11,226 kô in 1901
to a peak of 22,641 kô [53,886 acres] in 1904, then decreased
slightly to 21,220 kô in 1906. Note 2. 1 kô = 9.724 tan, and 1
tan = 0.245 acres. Therefore 1 kô = 2.38 acres.
Production in Taiwan increased more than 3-fold from
44,661 koku in 1901 to 135,271 koku in 1904, then decreased
slightly to 100,803 koku in 1906.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for Formosa /
Taiwan.
Note 4. Production of soja beans in Formosa in 1904
was only 3.6% as much as production of soja beans in Japan
in 1904.
The next section, titled “Red-beans” (p. 229-30) gives
similar detailed statistics on acreage, production, and yield
for azuki beans in Japan. Sarashi-an (the powdered red bean)
is made in Osaka, Tokyo, Niigata, and Aomori. A second
table gives annual imports of red [azuki] beans to Japan from
1903 to 1907. They are imported mainly from China, Korea,
and British India.
In Chapter 9, titled “Agricultural products in
commerce,” section 2 is on imports to Japan. A table (p.
433-34) gives imports of the following grains and seeds (in
quantity / piculs and value / yen) from 1903 to 1907: Italian
millet, soja beans, red beans [azuki] (small white), and
sesame seeds. Another table (p. 438) titled “Miscellaneous”
includes imports of “bean’s oil cake” for the same period.
An explanation titled “Soja-beans” (p. 439) states: “Not
only as foodstuffs, but also as a manure a large quantity of
beans are consumed each year, as that from China and Korea
a considerable amount is imported. Besides beans, beancakes are imported from China in large quantity.” Imports of
sesame seeds, rice, wheat and rape-seed are also discussed on
the same page. In this same chapter, section 3 is on Exports
and imports in Formosa. Soy is mentioned on pages 434,
439, 442, 448, 453-54. “Beans, Soja: The demand for soja
beans in Formosa is enormous and as the Formosan product
was not sufficient to meet the demand, a large amount is
imported from abroad. Soja beans produced in Manchuria,
and Chin-kiang [Chinkiang, Zhenjiang] are imported from
China and Hongkong.” “Oil, Beans [soybean oil]: This
is principally produced in Manchuria and is brought here
through China and Hongkong. Originally it was used as an
[sic, for] illumination, but the demand has greatly increased
as it is used in making cut tobacco” [to keep it moist].
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Ground-nut oil is used for the same purpose (p. 453-54).
Note 5. The preface, by Chuzi [Chuji] Shimooka,
explains that this book was compiled for the International
Agricultural Association meeting to be held in Italy in the
autumn. The compiler did not have time to explain all the
terms [and units] adequately. Address: Tokyo, Japan.
982. Hutchinson, W.L. 1908. Report of the Director.
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station / Agricultural
and Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual Report
21:10-14. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1908.
• Summary: “Soy beans.–Quite a bit of work has been
done with soy beans at the College Station and they have
constantly grown in favor as a forage plant. Our data would
seem to indicate a value as great as that of cowpeas. They
make a good growth and lots of beans and stock are fond of
them.” Address: Director.
983. Vivian, Alfred. 1908. First principles of soil fertility.
New York, NY: Orange Judd Co. London: Kegan Paul,
Trench, Trübner & Co., Ltd. 265 p. Illust. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 3, titled “Nitrogen as plant food” (p.
21-30), begins by noting that nitrogen is the most costly plant
food. Hellriegel, repeating the experiments of Boussingault,
found that legumes or leguminous plants can obtain free
nitrogen from the atmosphere. Small “nodules or tubercles”
on their roots and the bacteria that produce these nodules are
essential to the process. So “long as the leguminous plants
can procure in the form of the nitrates [from soil rich in
nitrogen] all of the nitrogen it needs the nodules will not be
formed.”
Inoculation of the soil with special bacteria is necessary
when soils do not contain these bacteria. “Late investigations
have shown that the same species of bacteria will not do for
all legumes; so that a soil, for instance, may grow clover
to perfection, when soy beans or alfalfa will not thrive on
it at all. This fact explains many of the disappointments
experienced by farmers in the trials of some of the more
recently introduced leguminous crops.”
Photos show: (1) Root tubercles on soy bean plants.
The left plant is inoculated and the right is uninoculated.
“Tubercles appear only when the proper bacteria are present
in the soil” (p. 28)
(2) The effect of inoculation on yield. The plant on the
left, which is bearing many pods, came from a plot where
all the plants had nodules on the roots. The one on the right,
bearing almost no pods, came from a plot where practically
none of the plants had nodules (p. 29).
A long table titled “Fertilizing constituents of farm
products and feeding stuffs” (p. 256-60) contains entries
for: Soy beans, hay. Soy beans, seed. Soy beans, straw. For
each item it gives, in pounds per 1,000 pounds: Dry matter,
nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash.
A full-page photo facing the title page shows a herd

of dairy cows in a field. The caption reads: “But the gist of
the whole matter is this: That for an easy and economical
method of maintaining the fertility of the soil there is nothing
equal to the practice of dairy farming.”
Note: Alfred Vivian was born in 1867. Address: Prof. of
Agricultural Chemistry, College of Agriculture, Ohio State
Univ., Columbus, Ohio.
984. Watt, George. 1908. Commercial products of India.
Being an abridgment of “The Dictionary of the Economic
Products of India.” London: John Murray. viii + 1189 p. See
p. 564-65. [15 soy ref]
• Summary: Since Watt’s Dictionary of the Economic
Products of India has been out of print for some time,
the Government of India asked him to write an updated
1-volume abridgement. He said that soybeans in India were
first introduced from Indonesia. “The Soy Bean; in Indian
vernaculars, bhat, ram, gari-kulay, hendedisom horec, pond
disom, an-ing-kiyo, tzu-dza, bhatnas, seta, musa, khajuwa,
etc.
“A sub-erect or creeping annual native of China,
Cochin-China, Japan and Java, comparatively recently
introduced into India, though recorded as acclimatised and
even seen as an escape from cultivation. It might, in fact, be
described as extensively cultivated, though more as a garden
than a field crop; is especially prevalent in Eastern Bengal,
Assam (Barpeta Sub-division), the Khasia hills, Manipur,
the Naga hills and Burma. It is not infrequent in the plains
of India proper, especially in Busti, Gorakhpur, Patna and
Purnea, etc. In Bombay and Madras, however, the Soy Bean
has apparently hardly passed the experimental stage.
“Cultivation.–Two chief varieties occur, one called
white, the other black. On the plains it is generally grown
by itself as a kharif (autumn) crop. The seeds are sown
from June to September, and harvested from November to
December... In Assam it is sown witháhu (autumn rice) in
April and May. Theáhu crop is removed in July and August,
and its stubble acts as a support for the bean plants, which
are ready for harvest in December and January.”
“It is eaten in India in the localities where it is
cultivated, chiefly in the form of dál or satú. In Japan it is
largely used as a sauce, cheese (natto) or paste, and in China
an edible oil is obtained from the seed. If cut when the pods
are fully formed it makes a most nutritious fodder, and the
seed-cake, as already stated, is an extremely rich cattle
food.”
Also discusses: Alfalfa (p. 778). Almonds (Prunus
amygdalus, p. 905). Broad bean or Windsor bean (Vicia faba,
p. 1106-07. “There are two distinct forms, the long-podded
and the broad-podded, the latter originating the name ‘Broad’
or ‘Windsor bean’”). Chufa (Cyperus esculentus, p. 465;
also called Rush-nut, earth-almond, or tiger-nut). Coffee (p.
363-68, with an excellent history). Cowpeas (p. 1107-08).
Lucerne or alfalfa (Medicago sativa, p. 778-79).
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Mung bean, udid, and urud / urd (Phaseolus mungo or
P. radiatus, p. 880-82). “There has been some confusion
regarding the nomenclature of Phaseolus Mungo and the
species which follows–P. radiatus,–due chiefly to Roxburgh
having transposed the original Linnean names. P. Mungo,
Linn., is the present plant, udid or urd; while P. radiatus,
Linn., is the plant known in the vernacular as mung. There
are two varieties of udid, one with large black seeds, the
other with smaller greenish seeds, and these correspond very
possibly with P. Mungo proper and the variety Roxburghii.
Sea-weeds (Kelp, p. 50). Address: Kew Gardens,
England; Formerly, Prof. of Botany, Calcutta Univ.,
Superintendent Indian Museum (Industrial Section) and
reporter on economic products to the Government of India.
985. Wilson, James. 1908. Report of the Secretary. Yearbook
of the United States Department of Agriculture p. 9-138. For
the year 1907. See p. 48.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans for rotation on
rice lands” (p. 48) states: “The rice growers of the South,
especially in Louisiana and Texas, have long felt the need
of a legume that might be grown in rotation on their rice
lands. The Department has been successful in introducing a
specially adapted variety of soy bean used on the rice lands
of Central China. These soy beans have been tested and give
every promise of filling the need perfectly. Three varieties
have been secured, all very similar and characterized by
great leafiness, fine stems, and large size, becoming 6 feet
high, so that they produce large crops of excellent hay.
Thus we have a combination of crops which will, we hope,
do for the rice grower
what clover does for the
wheat fields of the North,
serving not only as a
valuable soil improver
but an important forage
crop as well.” Address:
Secretary of Agriculture.

The frontispiece (facing the title page) is a portrait photo
of Joseph Elwyn Wing (lived 1861-1915). Address: Ohio.
987. W.J. Morse and USDA co-workers in 1908 and 1912
(Photographs). 1908.
• Summary: (1) 1908–W.J. Morse in a field of Piper’s
African Annual Sudan grass at Arlington Experimental Farm
in Virginia.
(2) 1908–W.J. Morse with Virginia soybeans and corn
for silage at Arlington Experimental Farm.
(3) 1912 (or 1908)–”First planting of annual Sudan grass
obtained by Dr. C.V. Piper from Sudan, Africa.”
These digital photos, with captions and dates, were sent
to Soyfoods Center by Joyce Garrison (William Morse’s
granddaughter) of West Hartford, Connecticut (July 2004).
988. W.J. Morse standing in a field of Virginia soybeans and
corn for silage (Photograph). 1908.
• Summary: At USDA’s Arlington Experimental Farm,
Virginia. This digital photo, with caption and date, was sent
to Soyfoods Center by Joyce Garrison (William Morse’s
granddaughter) of West Hartford, Connecticut (July 2004).
Note: This is the earliest photo seen (Aug. 2011)
showing William Morse with soybeans.
989. Zavitz, C.A. 1908. The professor of field husbandry and
director of field experiments. Ontario Agricultural College
and Experimental Farm (Guelph), Annual Report 33:165226. For the year 1907. See p. 198-99, 219, 223.
• Summary: The section titled “Varieties of soy, soja or

986. Wing, Joseph E.
1908. Sheep farming
in America: New
and revised [2nd] ed.
Chicago, Illinois: Sanders
Publishing Co. 367 p. 21
cm.
• Summary: In Chapter
5, titled “Care of the ewe
and young lamb” is as
section on Feeding for
the market” (p. 133-34),
which is identical to that
on pages 111-12 of the
1905 edition.
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Japanese beans” (p. 198-99) begins: “Although a large
number of varieties of this class of beans have been tested
for some years on our trial grounds, most of them have
proven to be quite unsuited for growing in Ontario, as they
require a long season in which to mature. A few varieties,
however, ripen quite early and produce grain which is very
high in feeding value, being even richer in this respect than
our common field peas. Among the varieties which mature
their seed at the College, the Early Yellow is worthy of
special mention. This variety has been grown at the College
in each of 12 years and yields per acre have varied from 6.9
bushels in 1893 to 30.4 bushels in 1906. The average for the
12 years is 15.3 bushels of seed per acre.
“The Medium Green variety of soy beans is a strong
vigorous grower and usually produces a good yield of seed
when it has time to mature before the nipping frosts occur in
the autumn. It is, however, rather later than the Early Yellow
variety and is rather unsafe to sow for grain production in
Ontario, except on warm soils in the southern part of the
Province. Soy beans are usually sown in rows from twentyfive to thirty inches apart, and about one-half bushel of seed
is used per acre.”
The section titled “Leguminous crops for green fodder”
(p. 219) states: “Eighteen varieties of leguminous crops
were grown in the Experimental department in 1907 for
the production of green fodder. They include vetches, soy
beans, cow peas, lupines, etc... The greatest yields of green
crop in 1907 were produced as follows: Medium Green soy
beans, 6.9 tons [per acre]; Ito San soy beans, 5.6 tons; Grass
peas, 5.4 tons... The following table gives the average height
and average yield of green fodder per acre for each of the
six varieties of leguminous crops grown for seven years in
succession.” Medium Green soy beans, 34 inches, 9.4 tons
(highest average yield). Early Yellow soy beans, 26 inches,
7.2 tons (4th highest average yield).
The section titled “Annual pasture crops” (p. 22223) states: “The amount of pasture crop produced by the
various varieties when grown separately, was according to
the following order, starting with the highest and finishing
with the lowest yielders: Oats, Common Red Clover, Hairy
Vetches, Sugar Cane, Dwarf Essex Rape, Crimson Clover,
Rye, Barley, Hungarian Grass, Common Vetches, Corn,
Spring Wheat and Soy Beans.”
A photo (p. 226) shows a large group of farmers, dressed
in hats, coats, and ties, walking beside the test plots. The
caption reads: “A few of the 33,000 farmers who visited the
College in the month of June, 1907.”
Note: This document contains the 2nd earliest date seen
(Feb. 2001) for soybeans in Ontario province, Canada, or
the cultivation of soybeans Canada, or in Ontario province,
Canada (1893). The source of these soybeans was Prof.
Georgeson, at the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
in the United States (for information on the source, see
Marketing and Development in Ontario Agriculture. 1983.

Sept. p. 4-6). Address: Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
990. Grijns, G. 1909. Over polyneuritis gallinarum. II.
[On polyneuritis. II.]. Geneeskundig Tijdschrift voor
Nederlandsch Indie 49:216-38. Jan. [10 ref. Dut]
• Summary: Experiments with cocks indicate that the
vitamin content of soybeans is lower than that of katjang
idjoe (Cacang ijo [Kacang ijo]; Phaseolus radiatus var.
Javan.; mung bean, now named Vigna radiata).
Note: Polyneuritis may be caused by a deficiency of
the vitamin thiamine. Address: Treasurer, Geneeskundige
Wetenschappen in Nederlandsch-Indië.
991. Williams, C.B. 1909. Re: Request for cowpeas and soy
beans for variety tests. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of
Plant Industry, Washington, DC, Feb. 16. 2 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your letter of
February 13 in reply to enquiries which I made to Messrs.
Ball and Nielson. You are correct in your statement that we
have during the past two years secured seed of cowpeas and
soybeans at three different times for our variety tests with
these legumes. As we wrote you last year, the first lot which
you sent us was destroyed in a fire which we had during the
latter part of May in which our barn and manager’s house
were destroyed. The second lot of these which you sent us
thereby were gotten into the ground late and after planting
we had a long dry spell during which many of the seed
rotted of both the cowpeas and soybeans. With some of the
varieties we did not secure more than one-tenth of a stand,
due to this cause. With the soybeans during the past year
for this reason and the depredations of the rabbits, the test
with these was a complete failure. It is our purpose this year
to run as complete tests as possible with both soybeans and
cowpeas. We expect to exert every effort possible this year,
as in previous years, to secure a good growth of the different
varieties and get fair comparison as to the relative value of
the different varieties of each, both for the production of peas
and cured hay. We would appreciate, therefore, the reception
of any seed of either soybeans or cowpeas which you have in
sufficient quantities to put out one-twentieth to one-tenth of
an acre of each. In our work we prefer to conduct tests of all
kinds on plats of not less than one-twentieth of an acre each.
We are especially anxious to secure seed of a few leading
varieties of soybeans.
“Any aid which you could render in this connection will
be highly appreciated.
“Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
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Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Director, Agric. Exp. Station of the North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, West Raleigh
[North Carolina].
992. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1909. Seeds
and plants imported during the period from April 1 to June
30, 1908. Nos. 22511 to 23322. No. 15. 81 p. Feb. 25. Also
titled USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 142.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
22534/22535. “From Weihsien, China. Presented by
Mrs. C.W. Mateer. Received April 4, 1908.
“22534. Yellow. ‘This bean is used for making lamp and
cooking oil and for flour to make cakes; also for bean curd (a
mush curdled by caustic soda and eaten fried). All these are
nourishing, but more esteemed by Chinese than foreigners.
The refuse after expressing the oil forms a cake (round)
2 feet in diameter and 3 inches thick. This is exported for
feeding animals (pounded fine) and enriching land.’ (Mateer.)
“22535. Black. Similar in appearance to Cloud.”
22536-22538. “From Chefoo [Yantai], Shantung, China.
Presented by Mr. Hunter Corbett, through Rev. J.M.W.
Farnham, of Shanghai, China. Received April 4, 1908. The
following seeds, varietal descriptions by Mr. H.T. Nielsen:
“22536. Green. Similar to No. 17857.
“22537. Green. Similar to No. 17262, Yosho. ‘Chinese
names (S.P.I. No. 22536) Ching teo and Luh teo; (S.P.I. No.
22537) Whong teo. These beans are used extensively for the
manufacture of oil; the bean cake which remains after the oil
has been pressed out is shipped south and extensively used
as a fertilizer in vegetable gardens. Will grow well on level
or high and hilly land. Is used by the people largely for food,
being ground and made into a curd, also put in water and
soaked until well sprouted and used as a vegetable. It is also
boiled and eaten in the same manner as rice.’ (Corbett.)
“22538. Black. Similar in appearance to Cloud. ‘Chinese
name Shao hih teo. Used chiefly for feeding animals.’
(Corbett.)”
22633/22634. “From Sheklung, Kwongtung
[Kwangtung / Guangdong], China. Presented by Mr. A.J.
Fisher, American Presbyterian Mission. Received April 3,
1908.
“22633. Yellow. Similar in appearance to Acme, No.
14954, but seed is a trifle larger.
“22634. Black. Seed flatter than any other of the same
size received from China.”
22644-22646. “From Hangchow, Chehkiang, China.
Presented by Mr. John L. Stuart. Received April 18, 1908.
The following seeds, varietal descriptions by Mr. H.T.
Nielsen:
“22644. Smoky yellow. Looks like it might possibly be a
mixture.
“22645. Greenish yellow. Similar in appearance to

Haberlandt, No. 17263.
“22646. Yellow. Practically identical with No. 18619.”
22714. “From Saigon, Cochin China. Presented by Mr.
Jacob E. Conner, American consul. Received April 21, 1908.
Yellow.”
22874-22885. “From Tokyo, Japan. Purchased from the
Tokyo Plant, Seed, and Implement Company. Received May
14, 1908. The following seeds, varietal identifications and
descriptions made by Mr. H.T. Nielsen:
“22874. Green.
“22875. Flat King. Same as Nos. 19982 and 17252.
“22876. Yellow. Similar in appearance to Hollybrook,
No. 17269.
“22877. Okute. Apparently identical with No. 19986.
“22878. Butterball. Apparently identical with Nos.
19981 and 17273.
“22879. Yellow. Evidently two varieties; most of the
seed very similar in appearance to Acme, No. 14954.
“22880. Yellow. Quite closely resembling Hollybrook.
“22881. Green.
“22882. Yellow. Apparently identical with No. 20892.
“22883. Buckshot. Apparently identical with No. 19987.
“22884. Yellow, with a slight purple marking on many
of the seeds.
“22885. Amherst. Apparently identical with Nos. 19983
and 17275.”
22886. “From Swatow [Shantou], Kwangtung
[province], China. Presented by Mr. William Ashmore,
Jr., through Rev. J.M.W. Farnham, Chinese Tract Society,
Shanghai, China. Received May 14, 1908. Black.”
22897-22901. “From Paotingfu, Chihli [later Baoding,
Hebei], China. Presented by Rev. J.W. Lowrie, D.D., through
Rev. J.M.W. Farnham, Chinese Tract Society, Shanghai,
China. Received April 22, 1908. The following seeds.
Chinese names in italic as given by Mr. Lowrie. Descriptions
of varieties by Mr. H.T. Nielsen.
“22897. Da ching don. Green. Similar to No. 17857.
“22898. Hwang don. Yellow.
“22899. ‘Hei don. Boiled as a fodder for mules and
horses. Oil expressed from it, and refuse used as manure.’
(Lowrie.)
“22900. ‘Da wu don. Tends to vary after successive
plantings.’ (Lowrie.) Black. Similar in appearance to Nuttall,
Nos. 17253 and 19183, but has green cotyledons.
“22901. Hsiao bai hei don. Smoky yellow.”
22919-22922. “From Ingchung, via Fuchau, China.
Presented by Mr. J. Willis Hawley. Received May 22, 1908.
The following seeds. Varietal descriptions by Mr. H.T.
Nielsen:
“22919. Black. Very similar to No. 22886.
“22920. Yellowish green.
“22921. Yellow. Very similar to No. 22714.
“22922. Yellow. Seed resembles Mammoth very closely,
but slightly smaller.”
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22927. “From Shanghai, Kiangsu, China. Presented
by Rev. J.M.W. Farnham, Chinese Tract Society. Received
May 27, 1908. Black. ‘Identical with Shanghai, No. 14592;
cotyledons are green.’ (Nielsen.)”
23205. “From Shanghai, Kiangsu, China. Presented by
Dr. S.P. Barchet, interpreter, American consulate. Received
June 30, 1908. ‘Similar in appearance to Ebony, No. 17254.’
(Nielsen.) An important bean for dry rice land. Chinese name
Pu chi.’ (Barchet.)”
23207-23209/23211-23213/23229/23232. “From China.
Received through Mr. Frank N. Meyer, agricultural explorer,
and brought by him to the Plant Introduction Garden, Chico,
Cal., June, 1908. Forwarded to Washington, D.C., and
received July 6, 1908. The following seeds:
“23207. From Soochow, Kiangsu, China. ‘(No. 960a,
April 27, 1907.) A large, greenish soy bean, grown around
Soochow on the rather low-lying lands. Used when slightly
sprouted as a vegetable. Chinese name Tsin tou.’ (Meyer.)
“23208. From Tangsi, Chehkiang, China. ‘(No. 961a,
April 20, 1908.) A large, yellow soy bean, often purplish
colored on one side. Considered locally a very good variety.
Chinese name Sian chu tou. Grows on the ridges around
inundated rice fields.’ (Meyer.)
“23209. From Tangsi, Chehkiang, China. ‘(No. 962a,
April 20, 1908.) The ordinary variety of yellow soy bean as
grown around Tangsi on the ridges and strips of land around
and between inundated rice fields. Chinese name Huang tou.’
(Meyer.)
“23211. From Tangsi, Chehkiang, China. ‘(No. 964a,
April 20, 1908.) A very dark brown colored soy bean, grown
near Tangsi; said to be very productive. Chinese name Tsze
pi tou.’ (Meyer.)
“23212. From Hangchow, Chehkiang, China. ‘(No.
965a, April 24, 1908.) An early-ripening, yellow soy bean,
called the sixth month’s bean, meaning ripening in the
Chinese sixth month (our July). Chinese name Lu ya pai mou
tou.’ (Meyer.)
“23213. From Hangchow, Chehkiang, China. ‘(No.
966a, April 24, 1908.) A yellow soy bean called the seventh
month’s bean, meaning ripening in the Chinese seventh
month (our August). Called in Chinese Chi ya pai mou tou.’
(Meyer.)
“23229. From Tientsin, Chihli, China. ‘(No. 982a, April
4, 1908.) A dark brown colored soy bean; rare. Said to grow
near Tientsin. Used for human food; boiled in soups or as a
vegetable when slightly sprouted. Chinese name Tse doh.’
(Meyer.)
“23232. From Shanghai, Kiangsu, China. ‘(No. 985a,
May 11, 1908.) The Barchet soy bean, growing on wet rice
lands. Chinese name Ma liao tou. Obtained through Dr.
S.P. Barchet, of Shanghai, who procured these soy beans
from Chinhuafu, in the Chehkiang Province, central China.’
(Meyer.)”
23291/23292/23296/23297/23299/

23303/23305/23306/23311/23312. “From China. Received
through Mr. Frank N. Meyer, agricultural explorer, and
brought by him to the Plant Introduction Garden, Chico,
Cal., June, 1908; forwarded to Washington, D.C., and
received July 6, 1908. The following seeds:
“23291. From Wutaishan, Shansi, China. ‘(No. 922a,
Feb. 26, 1908.) Black soy bean, growing at 5,000 to 6,000
feet elevation. Are considered by the Chinese the best food
for their hard-working mules and horses; they must always
be boiled before being fed to the animals; otherwise they
may cause colic; the Chinese also mix a liberal quantity of
sorghum seed and chopped straw with these beans. Chinese
name Ghae doh.’ (Meyer.)
“23292. From Wutaishan, Shansi, China. ‘(No. 923a,
Feb. 26, 1908.) Yellow soy bean. Growing at 5,000 to 6,000
feet elevation. They are used all through northern China for
making bean curd and bean vermicelli. Chinese name Huang
doh.’ (Meyer.)
“23296. From Taichou, Shansi, China. ‘(No. 929a,
March 2, 1908.) Yellow soy beans, found growing on
strongly alkaline lands. Chinese name Huang doh.’ For
further remarks see No. 923a (S.P.I. No. 23292).’ (Meyer.)
“23297. From Taichou, Shansi, China. ‘(No. 930a,
March 2, 1908.) Black soy bean. Grows on strongly alkaline
lands. Chinese name Ghae doh.’ For further remarks
concerning their uses see No. 922a (S.P.I. No. 23291).’
(Meyer.)
23299. “From Tsintse, Shansi, south of Taiyuanfu,
China. ‘(No. 933a, March 12, 1908.) Black and yellow. A
rare local variety of a strange soy bean used as a vegetable
when slightly sprouted, and after having been scalded for a
few minutes in boiling water is eaten with a salt sauce; the
skin must be removed before scalding. Chinese name Yang
yen doh, meaning sheep’s eye bean.’ (Meyer.)
“23303. From Shiling, Chihli, China. ‘(No. 949a,
Jan. 25, 1908.) Yellow soy bean. Chinese name Ta huang
doh. For further remarks see No. 923a (S.P.I. No. 23292).’
(Meyer.)
“23305. From Peking, Chihli, China. ‘(No. 951a,
Feb.8, 1908.) Large, light yellow soy bean. Used mostly as
a vegetable when slightly germinated, and eaten with a salt
sauce. Chinese name Ta huang doh.’ (Meyer.)
“23306. From Peking, Chihli, China. ‘(No. 952a, Feb.
8, 1908.) Large, black soy bean, green inside. Comes from
Manchuria and is used mostly like the preceding number
(S.P.I. No. 23305.) Chinese name Ta ghae doh.’ (Meyer.)
“23311. From Shiling, Chihli, China. ‘(No. 957a, Jan.
25, 1908.) Large, green soy bean. Used as a vegetable when
slightly sprouted, after having been scalded in boiling water.
Chinese name Ta ching doh.’ (Meyer.)
“23312. From Pautingfu, Chihli, China. ‘(No. 958a, Jan.
28, 1908.) A rare, local variety of soy bean, being small and
of greenish yellow color. Chinese name Shau ching doh.’
(Meyer.)”
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Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the term “dark brown” to describe
the color of soybean seeds. Address: Washington, DC.
993. Jet: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. 1909. Seed
color: Black.
• Summary: Sources: Hopkins, C.G. 1909. Re: Request
for soybean varieties. Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC, March 31. 1 p. Hopkins (at the
Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois), in response to a letter
from Piper dated March 24, is writing to request soybean
varieties. “I would like especially to try varieties with
pods borne high enough so as to permit harvesting with a
machine.” Handwritten on the bottom of Hopkins’s letter
(probably by Piper) is “8 Jet 17861”–which probably means
to send Hopkins (or O.D. Center) 8 packets, lots, or seeds of
the variety Jet, to which Piper and co-workers have given the
number 17861 for use in identification.
Center, O.D. 1909. Re: Request for soybean varieties.
Letter to C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
DC, April 1. 1 p. Center (also at the Agric. Exp. Station,
Urbana, Illinois) says: “We are particularly interested also
in the ‘long legged’ varieties of which you speak. We feel
that the main reason why the farmers of Illinois have failed
to take hold of the growing of soybeans has been because
of the difficulty they found in harvesting. The ‘long-legged’
varieties will certainly aid in this matter.” He orders seed of
the many varieties including “18761 Jet.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. “The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. See p. 49. Seed
color: Black. S.P.I. No. 17861. “From Sachon, Chihli, China,
1906... Grown four seasons. A variety said to be grown for
fodder and considered an excellent food for stock.”
Etheridge, W.C. 1912. “Report of Division of
Agronomy.” North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Annual
Report 34:16-18. For the year ended June 30, 1911. Page
17-18 state: Among the varieties of soy beans tested in 1910,
Jet was one of the top-yielding varieties, with 19.5 bushels
per acre. It is among the earliest maturing varieties. Jet does
not ripen uniformly and because of this, it is practically
impossible to gather all its seeds because the pods that are
more forward in ripening split and shatter their seed before
the other pods mature. Jet would make an excellent pasture
for hogs; it grows in short, thick, heavily fruited bunches,
and if planted with a drill or broadcast would make a very
heavy yield of seed.
994. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1909. Soy
beans. 7(1):95.
• Summary: In China and Japan, these beans “are used as
food and also as a source of oil and bean-cake. The oil is
pressed in the Far East by rather primitive methods, and
some years ago firms of oil-seed crushers in this country

found that it was worth while to import Chinese bean
cake into this country, extract a portion of the remaining
oil and use the residue, which is highly nutritious, for the
preparation of feeding cakes for cattle. The Soy bean oil
proved to be suitable for many manufacturing purposes and
a demand for it sprang up with great rapidity, and to meet
this, large supplies of Soy beans were imported, chiefly from
Manchuria, and at the present time it is estimated that about
200,000 tons of these beans have been contracted for already
this year.
“The Soy bean is cultivated on a considerable scale [sic]
in India and many British colonies, but mostly only for local
use as a feeding stuff or as a green manure, and there appears
to be no large supply available for export from British
sources at the present time. In view of the large demand
referred to above and now met by supplies from foreign
countries it would be worth while to extend cultivation in
those parts of the empire in which the plant is already grown
and found to do well.”
“In many colonies, and especially in Africa, the planting
of this crop would appear to be worth an extended trial.”
Note: All reports from 1909 to 1930 of which we are
aware (Nov. 2010) contradict the statement that “The Soy
bean is cultivated on a considerable scale in India and many
British colonies,...” The possible exception would be smallseeded black soy beans cultivated in central India and the
Kumaon Hills.
995. Wiancko, Alfred T.; Cromer, Clinton O. 1909. Results
of cooperative tests of varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soy
beans and cow peas, 1908. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 132. p. 467-500. March.
See p. 469, 495-97.
• Summary: “The experiments during the past year were
conducted on over 700 farms throughout the state, including
several in each county. In all there were 773 tests” of the
leading varieties of corn, winter wheat, oats, soy beans,
and cow peas–all conducted under the direction of the
Experiment Station. These included “55 tests of four
varieties of soy beans...”
The section titled “Results of tests of varieties of soy
beans, 1908” (p. 495-97) gives details on the results of trials
in Indiana during 1908 and 1907 on five varieties. Ito San,
Early Brown, and Hollybrook were tested in both northern
and southern Indiana. Dwarf Early Yellow was tested only in
northern Indiana and Medium Early Yellow was tested only
in Southern Indiana. Address: 1. B.S.A., Agriculturist; 2.
B.S., Asst. Agriculturist.
996. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Will send soybean seed for
testing. Letter to Prof. F.D. Stevens, Experiment Station,
Uniontown, Alabama, April 2. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Stevens: I have your letter of the 27th
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ultimo relative to the soybeans and in a few days will send
you seed of twenty varieties of tenth-acre plots. One part of
your letter I do not fully understand. You say ‘I could devote
at least one acre to row tests for seed.’ From this I take it that
you would like to try a large number of varieties in addition
to the twenty. If so, I shall be very glad to supply the seed
and the test will certainly be an interesting one. Please let me
know in regard to this. I am surely going to make it a point to
visit you this season.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Note: On April 5, Stevens writes to Piper that he would
like 20 varieties for 1/10 acre plots for forage (total 2 acres)
and 30 varieties for 1/20 acre plots for seed production (total
1½ acres).
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist [USDA].
997. TenEyck, A.M.; Call, L.E. 1909. Cow-peas. Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 160. p. 177209. April 29.
• Summary: There was an increase of 14 bu/acre of corn
where corn followed soybeans in alternate years compared
with continuous corn. The report concludes: “7. Cow-peas
have proven a better crop than soy-beans. They are more sure
of making a stand, make a ranker growth and larger yield
of forage, and are better suited for planting with corn for
ensilage and for green manuring than soy beans.” Address: 1.
Agronomist in charge; 2. Assistant in soils.
998. Worden, Alton M. 1909. Farm correspondence: Soja
beans for hay and grain. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). May
3. p. 10.
• Summary: “Dear Editor:... The next question is: If we
feed, what is the most profitable product of the farm for
feeding? Several years’ extensive experimenting with corn,
clover, cow peas, turnips, rape, millet, oats, rye, etc. has
convinced me fully that the ‘soy’ (or soga [soja]) bean is one,
if not the most desirable, crop for farmers in our latitude,
and especially at and above our latitude to raise for stock
feeding. It makes more nearly a ‘balanced ration’ for most
all domestic stock, than any other grain. They are more
cheaply and easily raised and harvested than any other grain
crop. They will stand light frost, spring or fall, far more than
cow peas, corn,... The early sorts will mature earlier and in
shorter time than most any other crop. They can be sown
earlier than cow peas or corn, and will mature well if planted
later. The state experiment station at Knoxville University
of Tennessee reports that ‘extreme early sorts, “Ito San,”

early Japan, etc., matured in 70 to 94 days, while the
mammoth yellow, hollybrook, Tokyo [sic, Mammoth Yellow,
Hollybrook, Tokio], and others took from 90 to 146 days.
The late plantings matured more quickly than those planted
earlier, even of the same varieties, some as late as August 6,
made good crops of grain, over 13 bushels in 84 days, while
planted July 30, made 22.2 bushels in 74 days.’” He cites
much additional evidence in support of the soy bean.
“Comment by the editor: The above article, though
rather extended, is welcome, and I commend it to the careful
reading of farmers... seeds were first distributed in this
country by the department of agriculture [USDA] under the
name of Japan pea. From fifteen to twenty years ago [i.e.,
about 1889-1894] a revival of interest in the plant occurred
and much seeds were sold and many Georgia farmers planted
them under the present name.” Address: Altamont Range,
Tullahoma, Tennessee.
999. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: I have received no answer from
you in connection with previous letters. Letter to Prof. J.F.
Duggar, Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama, May 24. 2 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Duggar: I have your letter of the
19th instant relative to soybeans. I have received no answer
from you in connection with previous letters, and, therefore,
supposed you were unable to grow additional varieties this
year. I regret this the more as many of our best new varieties
are exhausted [out of stock]. I could send you a long list
of more or less inferior varieties in case you should be
interested in growing them, but assume that you are not. I am
taking pleasure in sending you seed as follows:
“#20797. Riceland, Package.
“#17862. Sherwood. 4 lbs.
“#19981.–4 lbs
“#17252. Flat King. 2 lbs.
“#17254. Ebony. 2 lbs.
“#17263. Austin. 2 lbs.
“#17264. Tokio. 4 lbs.
“#22333. Baird. 2 lbs.
“#22379. Swan. 2 lbs.
“#23232. Barchet. 1 lbs.
“#23236. Barchet. 1 lbs.
“The number 20797 is a package that was grown
at Biloxi last season. The two numbers of Barchet are
extremely similar in habit. I think it is worth an effort to
adapt these varieties to your conditions if possible, as they
are certainly most desirable from a hay standpoint.
“Our number of the Tokio, 17264, the variety you are
growing under #17267, is somewhat different and we are
calling it Hope.
“I might add that we have a considerable number of
varieties obtained during the past winter which we have
never yet grown. If you should be interested in growing
these, and can do so, I shall be glad to send you seed.
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“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Swan.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist.
1000. King, F.C. 1909. Pastures for hogs. Missouri State
Board of Agriculture, Monthly Bulletin 7(5):1-36. May. See
p. 34.
• Summary: “Soybeans: A crop that should be given more
attention by the farmers is soy beans. This plant is of the
cowpea family, and differs from it in only a few particulars.
It has not, however, become so widely used in this State as
cowpeas, probably because it has to be inoculated before
it will enrich the soil or grow to the best advantage. At the
Missouri Experiment Station, soybeans have given good
results, and the indications are that they can be grown in
all localities of this state. They furnish more seed than
cowpeas, but not so much forage, so for hogging down they
are somewhat superior to cowpeas on account of the greater
amount of seed produced. The general directions for seeding,
pasturing, etc., are the same as for cowpeas. This forage
has been found very profitable in southern Illinois, Indiana
and Kansas, where it is being grown extensively as a hog
feed. Numerous trials at different places in these states have
proven that soy beans are one of the best forages that they
can grow. There should be more attention paid to this plant in
Missouri.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2021) that mentions “hogging down” of soybeans.
Address: Livestock Asst., Columbia, Missouri.
1001. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. Soy
bean. Memorandum by reporter on economic products.
14(174):136-38. July 29. [14 ref]
• Summary: This is an excellent review of the literature
summary by Mr. Burhill (see this journal, 22 July 1909,
p. 113), from original observations and many early Indian
sources, of soybeans in India and the results of early soybean
cultivation experiments in India. The introduction of the
cultivated soy bean “into India is comparatively recent;
and, except among those tribes or peoples who are mostly
Mongolian, it has obtained little hold. I will state in what
parts of India it may be found.
“The Burmese grow it under the names of Pe-ngapi and
Pe-kyat-pyin, sowing it, never in great quantity, along with
other beans on the mud banks as the falling rivers leave them
bare in October, or more sparingly still away from the rivers.

The Kachins and other hill-tribes grow a little of it on their
hill-clearings, the Kachins calling it Lasi. The Khasis, the
Nagas and other tribes between the Brahmaputra and Upper
Assam cultivate it similarly. The Khasi name seems to be
U-rymbai-ktung and the Naga name An-ing-kiyo or Tzu-dza;
but these three names should be subjected to scrutiny as they
may be wrong. In the Brahmaputra valley it is grown, so far
as known, only towards Barpeta. Whether grown or not in
the hills north of the Brahmaputra I cannot prove, but the
probability is strong that it is. It is grown by the Lepchas in
Sikkim, and is called by them Salyang or Selliangdun, or by
the Bhutias [the Bhutia people constitute a majority of the
population of Bhutan and form minorities in Nepal and India,
particularly in the Indian state of Sikkim] Botumash Bhatwas
or Bhatmars.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in connection with Bhutan. They may
well be used or cultivated in Bhutan but we cannot be sure.
“It is apparently grown in the Kingdom of Nepal, for it
is found just under the mountains in the north of Oudh and
again in the valleys of the north-western Himalayas right
to the extreme end, and sparingly up to an altitude of 6,000
feet. In western Bengal and through the submontane districts
of the United Provinces it is rare, passing chiefly under the
name of Ram Kurthi, or in Bengal also as Gari Kalai. Right
upon the Nepal boundary it is known by the hill names, e.g.,
Bhatnas or Bhatwas, as well as Kajuwa. The Santals grow
it and call it Disom Horec. I saw it in 1902 sparingly grown
towards Belgaum.
“There are several races in India differing in small
points; the seeds may be black or whitish, the leaves may be
larger or smaller, etc. The black-seeded races occur in the
hills, the other colours of seed both in the hills and the plains.
The Khasi hills contain both larger-leaved and smaller-leaved
plants...
“We seem to have no green [soy] beans in India
and nothing approaching the yellow Manchurian beans
[described by Hosie in 1904] in shape nor the larger black.”
Many analyses of the percentage, on a dry weight basis,
of the oils in soy beans from various countries have been
made. “The average of eight analyses of soybeans from
China is 19.89. The average of six analyses from Japan is
20.01. The average of six analyses from Java is 21.62. The
average of forty-two analyses from Europe is 18.98, being
from Germany fourteen analyses with an average of 19.74,
from Austria eleven, average 19.44, from Hungary six,
average 19.16, from Russia nine, average 17.93, from France
two, average 15.40...
Concerning the composition of Indian soy beans,
Church, in his Food Grains of India (p. 141) stated that they
contained: Water 11%, albuminoids [protein] 35.3%, fat
18.9%, starch and sugar 26.0%, fibre 4.2%, and ash 4.6%. “I
Presume he had Indian seed but it is not possible to say what
race he examined.
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“Dr. Leather in 1903 analysed the seeds of seven
samples of soy from Japanese seeds cultivated at Manjri,
near Poona. The amount of oil in them varied from 14.92 to
23.05 per cent, being on the dry weight 15.97 to 24.41 per
cent with an average of 19.99.
“My office is now studying the composition of the seeds
of established races in order to see how they compare in oil
content with such material as Manchuria exports, or such
as Manchurian seed might give in India. At the present time
India has not the supply of these beans for an export trade;
but possibilities of a certain extent are evident.”
“One of the first considerations must be the yield that
soy will give per acre in various parts of the country. In
British India, in Burma, since the soybean is rarely cultivated
alone, no statistics on yields are available. “When the bean
in 1885 was grown experimentally at Nagpur from Japanese
seed, it yielded at the rate of 180 lbs. per acre [202 kg/ha]
(see Report Experimental Farms for that year, p. 5), but
later (vide Nagpur Experimental Farm Report for 1889-90,
p. 5) it yielded but an average of 88 lbs. per acre [98.8 kg/
ha] over five years. In Lahore in 1894-95 (vide Report on
the Government Agri-Horticultural Garden, p. 2) it yielded
at an estimated rate of 349 lbs. of seed per acre [391.9 kg/
ha] and 349 lbs. of fodder, but on a very small area. Its
yield was very poor in the next year. The estimated yield
in 1898 in an experiment done in Madras was 468 lbs. per
acre [525.6 kg/ha]. It has been grown sparingly at Nadiad
in Gujarat, and elsewhere in the Bombay Presidency. In the
Experimental Far Report, Bombay, for 1901 a big yield was
chronicled, but in the next year the crops at Poona and Surat
failed. In 1903 the seeds analysed by Dr. Leather, as already
reported, were grown near Poona: the yield is not recorded.
In 1904 a yield of about 300 lbs. per acre [337 kg/ha] was
obtained (Experimental Farms Report, Bombay, p. 70) on
light land. One year later nineteen plots were under trial but
with unpromising results, for only five yielded seed enough
to repay for the cost of cultivation. The yield varied from 50
to 293 lbs. per acre [56.2 to 329 kg/ha], the five promising
to be remunerative yielding over 200 lbs. per acre [224.6 kg/
ha]. The Manjri (Poona) farm grew 19 plots in 1905-06 with
better results, probably as a consequence of better land. Plot
No. 3 yielded at the rate of 700 lbs. per acre [786 kg/ha],
No. 13 at the rate of 690 lbs. per acre [774 kg/ha], No. 4. at
the rate of 650 lbs. per acre [730 kg/ha] and so on. Nearly
all the plots gave returns likely to be remunerative. [Note
that the size of the plots is unfortunately not indicated.] One
year later it was reported by Mr. Fletcher, Deputy Director of
Agriculture, Bombay (Annual Report of the Agricultural and
Botanic Stations for 1906-07, pages 15-16) that plot No. 5
had yielded on the edge of black soil at the rate of 1,166 lbs.
per acre [1,309 kg/ha], while plots numbered 6, 7, 12 and 13
gave, respectively, 513, 650, 575 and 395 lbs. per acre.
“Earlier than this in the United Provinces, many
experiments had been done at the Sahranpur Botanic

Gardens (vide Gollan in Bulletin of the Department of Land
Records and Agriculture, No. 21, 1906, pages 27-28). He
obtained yields at the rate of 1,124 lbs. per acre and 561 lbs.
per acre.
“These experiments have not yet affected the ryots
[peasants, tenant farmers]; the crop must be demonstrated
very clearly as a paying one before it will do that.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Lahore. It is not clear whether the
Lahore referred to was in today’s Pakistan or India. In 1846
Lahore was conquered by British troops and in 1849 placed
under British sovereignty. Before 1947 Lahore was a division
of the Punjab in British India. In 1947 it was divided, with
the Gujranwala, Sheikhupura, and Sialkot, and parts of
Gurdaspur and Lahore districts assigned to Pakistan. Ambala
and Jullundur districts and the remainders of Gurdaspur
and Lahore districts were assigned to India. In 1970 Lahore
became the capital of the reconstituted Punjab province.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen for seen
(March 2021) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in
Sikkim.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen for seen
(March 2021) that mentions the soybean in connection with
the Lepchas of Sikkim, or the Bhutias of Bhutan and Sikkim.
1002. Ruhräh, John. 1909. The soy bean in infant feeding;
Preliminary report. Archives of Pediatrics 26:496-501. July.
• Summary: This pioneering paper was read before the
Twenty-first Annual Meeting of the American Pediatric
Society, Lenox, Massachusetts, May 28, 1909. “The soy
bean (glycine hispida), sometimes incorrectly called the soja
bean, is an annual leguminous plant which originally grew
in a wild state from Cochin China to the south of Japan and
Java.”
There follows a brief but accurate history of the soy
bean. “In 1875 Professor Haberlandt began a series of
investigations with this plant in Austro-Hungary, and in his
work published in 1878 he urges the importance of the soy
bean as a food both for man and animals. After his death,
which occurred in 1878, very little notice was taken of the
soy bean in Hungary and the prophecy that he made for its
future failed.”
“As early as 1829 Thomas Nuttall wrote an article in the
New England Farmer concerning the bean as a valuable crop
for this country. The Perry expedition to Japan also brought
back soy beans, but until the last fifteen or twenty years the
plant was known only as a curiosity.”
“The plant is grown in America, but is used chiefly
for the purpose of a forage crop and comparatively little
reference has been made to its use as food for man.” The
plants “bear a remarkable number of beans and the flowers
are self-pollinated, making the yield independent of insects.
The bean may be easily grown in Maryland. I am indebted
to three friends for experimenting with this plant in their
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gardens and obtaining good crops...”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
that mentions soybean pollination–quite remarkable since
it is by a pediatrician writing about a completely different
subject. It is also the earliest document seen (May 2009) that
uses the term “self-pollinated” (or self-pollinating, etc., with
or without the hyphen) in connection with soybeans.
“At the present time there are seven varieties handled
by seedsmen, and some twenty-two distinct varieties are
known.” The varieties Mammoth Yellow, Hollybrook, and
Ito San have been used in infant feeding experiments. “The
other varieties are the Guelph (green), the Samarow (green),
the Ogemaw (brown), and the Buckshot (black). All of these
latter may be grown in the north.”
“I am indebted to Mr. Frank N. Meyer, agricultural
explorer for the Department [U.S. Department of
Agriculture], for information concerning the use of the beans
in the East...”
“Some varieties are grown exclusively for the oil they
contain and its is used for culinary, illuminating [in lamps]
and lubricating purposes, the residue left after the oil has
been expressed being used for fertilizer and also as food
for animals. The light-colored beans are eaten in soups and
the pods are sometimes picked green, boiled, and served
cold with a sprinkling of soy sauce. The green varieties are
often pickled in brine and eaten moist or dried with meals as
promoters of appetite; the same varieties are often slightly
sprouted, scalded and served with meals in winter time as
a green vegetable.” Also mentions “natto, tofu, miso, yuba,
and shoyu.” When making tofu: “The filtrate is a white,
opaque, milky liquid with a taste similar to malt. This soy
bean milk has a composition nearly the same as that of cow’s
milk” (as shown in a table) (p. 498-99).
“The soy beans are sometimes roasted and then used as
a substitute for coffee” (p. 499)
“The fact that the soy beans contain little or no starch
suggested to Dujardin-Beaumetz that they be used as a
food for diabetics. The soy bean flour has been placed on
the American market, but was withdrawn owing to the fact
that according to the manufacturers it contained 8 per cent.
carbohydrate. It contains much less carbohydrate, however,
than any of the other diabetic foods.”
“As regards the use of the beans in infant feeding it
seemed to me that soy bean gruel or milk, either alone or
with cow’s milk, might be of value in feeding several classes
of cases, viz., of marasmus and malnutrition, as a substitute
for milk in diarrhea, and in intestinal and stomach disorders,
and in diabetes mellitus.”
The writer had hoped to conduct experiments and make
a more complete clinical report but several misfortunes
attended his efforts to secure the beans. “My first crop was
eaten by rats, my second moulded in the pods owing to some
unusually damp weather, and insects ate about two-thirds of
my last crop. Fortunately, the beans may now be obtained

from Messrs. T.W. Wood & Son, Richmond, Virginia.
“So far the gruel has been prepared by soaking the beans
over night, stirring to remove the envelope surrounding
the bean. Three times the amount of water is added to the
beans and they are boiled until a smooth gruel results. This
is strained if necessary [to make real soymilk]. This has the
odor and taste of malt, but with the addition of a little salt is
well taken, especially after the first bottle or two. The gruel
is retained unusually well and seems to be easily digested.
The stools are not more frequent than with other foods. The
stools are light brown in color like those from malted milk.
This soy bean gruel has nearly the same food value as milk
and for certain children may need further dilution. About
the same size feedings should be used as if milk were being
given. Five percent sugar may be added to increase the fuel
value.
“I have not used the beans in a sufficiently large number
of cases nor over sufficient periods of time to justify any
further statements at this time, but I do feel that properly
used they will be a most valuable addition to the dietary of
the sick infant. Grinding them to a bean meal would simplify
matters very much, and, if success attends their use, a soy
bean meal could easily be prepared.
“I hope to be able to make a second report at the next
meeting and have called your attention to the bean in hope
that other members may try them and report at the same
time.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2020) that suggests the use of a soybean preparation as an
alternative to milk for infants who do not tolerate cow’s
milk.”
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2003)
concerning the actual feeding of soymilk to infants or
children, or concerning a soy-based infant formula. The
author was the world’s first pediatrician to use soybeans in
infant feeding, and did the first U.S. studies with soyfoods
and human nutrition.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “substitute for milk” to
refer to soymilk.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2002) that uses the word “malnutrition” in
connection with soyfoods.
Note 6. Pediatrician Herman F. Meyer (1960, p. x)
published a long poem by Dr. John Ruhräh titled “A Simple
Saga of Infant Feeding,” which described the history and
present status of infant feeding. Meyer described Ruhräh as a
“philosopher, teacher, poet, pediatrist [pediatrician] and able
historian.”
The following photo of Dr. John Ruhräh (1872-1935)
was taken in about 1914. Born in Chillicothe, Ohio, he
was a graduate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons
(Baltimore, 1894), did post-graduate work at Johns Hopkins,
the Pasteur Institute, Paris (1897), and in other European
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schools (1900-1901), and was quarantine physician of the
port of Baltimore (1898-1900), where he became Professor
of pediatrics in the University of Maryland Medical School
and in the College of Physicians and Surgeons.
His autograph is shown below his photo. Address: M.D.,
Baltimore, Maryland.
1003. Hall, G.H. 1909. Farm correspondence: Soja beans–
How to use them. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Aug. 30.
p. 10.
• Summary: “In response to your request, I give my method
of gathering Soja beans. When planted in rows for seed, I
cut with a mower, when the pods turn yellow, and cure as I
do peavine hay. When replanting cotton with them, I use a
corn knife. I have so far had no trouble to cure them. After
a few days’ sun I haul to barn and thrash out with flail when
I need them for seed. Don’t put off cutting too long, as they
shatter out badly when too ripe. I planted between my corn
this year, and have them 4 feet high, filled with fruit, and
consider them far superior to cowpeas as a forage crop, but
not so good for land improvement, unless cut before the
fruit matures. They are fine feed for stock, especially for
young growing calves and pigs, making bone and muscle.
A fair crop is about 20 to 25 bushels per acre. Next year I
shall plant them after oats, and think in this latitude they will
easily mature before frost.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2006) that uses term “peavine hay” to refer to
the hay of the cowpea plant (Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp.).
Address: Red Springs, North Carolina.
1004. Carmichael, B.E. 1909. Rations for fattening swine.
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 209. p.
71-89. Aug.
• Summary: The introduction, titled Feeds for use with
corn,” states: “It is an accepted fact that corn alone will not
produce the most rapid nor... the most economical gains
with growing, fattening swine.” Economical gains depend
greatly on the “widely varying market prices of the feeds
which constitute the rations. It is, then, obviously impossible
to suggest a ration that will prove most profitable under all
conditions. Results of feeding tests will show the efficiency
of rations, but feeders will need to apply local market
conditions to these results in order to select the ration that
will give the best financial returns.”
The section titled “Grain rations for feeding in dry
lots” states that corn will “doubtless continue to be the chief
grain used for fattening swine in dry lots.” However, when
the price of corn is high, it must be supplemented with less
expensive feeds to get best financial returns. “Of the feeds
used in connection with corn, skim milk gave the highest
daily gain per pig. If skim milk is available and not too
expensive, “it seems very improbable that any other feed
will supplement corn more completely, or that any ration will

produce any more rapid and economical gains than will corn
and skim milk” (p. 72-73).
“Digester tankage, a packing house [slaughter house]
by-product, ranked next to skim milk for efficiency in
producing rapid and... economical gains” (p. 73)
A table in this section (p. 73) shows that 1 part soy bean
meal [probably ground whole soybeans] was used with 4
parts corn meal. But the swine consuming this ration failed
to consume a sufficient amount of feed to produce very rapid
gains.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2010) that contains the terms “dry lots” or “dry
lot feeding.” These terms are used in contrast to grazing in a
pasture for live, green forage.
The section titled “Soybeans compared with tankage for
supplementing corn in dry lot feeding” (p. 75-79) showed a
very high value of soybeans as a supplement for corn. But at
more than $30/ton, soybeans are expensive. “Although the
present prices for soybeans that are fit for seed prohibit their
profitable use for feeding purposes, yet, with its high feeding
value, effect as a soil improver, and an average yield under
Ohio conditions of about 18 bushels (1,080 pounds) per acre,
it seems entirely probable that the soybean crop may come to
be grown very extensively in Ohio for feed purposes.”
Summary: “Skim milk, soybeans, tankage, middlings
and pasture grass all proved valuable feeds for use in
connection with corn. The supplemental feed to use will
depend very largely upon market prices.” Address: Chief of
Dep. of Animal Husbandry, Wooster, Ohio.
1005. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Photographs to be made at
Arlington Farm. Letter (memorandum) to W.J. Morse,
[Arlington Farm, Rosslyn, Virginia], Sept. 3. 3 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: In regard to the photographs
of forage crops to be made at Arlington Farm this fall, I
would suggest as follows:” After a long section on cowpeas,
comes a shorter section on:
“Soybeans: Individual plants of soybeans should be
photographed in the same manner as individual plants of
cowpeas [“... single plants or very short rows of all of the
varieties that show striking characteristics. If possible these
photographs should be taken so as to permit use in a full
page plate, so that four varieties could be put on one plate.
In each of these photographs I think the stake should appear
alongside the plant, and a short painted stake that will show
the height of the plant... The plants should be photographed
about the time the pods are full grown.
“Cowpea rows: Wherever it is possible to get two to
four rows of cowpeas in the same photograph that will show
striking differences in habit, or even striking similarity...
It seems to me there are about a dozen photographs which
should give a series of very sharp contrasts.
“I would like to have Mr. Crandall make a photographic
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plate in his laboratory of typical pods of two or three or four
varieties of sesquipedalis on the same plate, so as to show
very striking characteristics”].
“I want the photographs to show clearly the habit of
the plant, and, if possible, want it so that it can be reduced
so that four plants can be shown on one plate. Photographs
should be taken of a sufficient number of varieties to show
all of the different habits.”
Note: Vigna unguiculata subsp. sesquipedalis, the
yardlong bean, is also known as bora, the long-podded
cowpea, asparagus bean, snake bean, or Chinese long
bean. It is known as dau gok in Cantonese, jiang dou in
Standard Chinese, thua fak yao in Thai, kacang panjang in
Indonesian and Malay, sitao or sitaw in Tagalog, utong in
Ilokano, bora or bodi in the West Indies and vali, Borboti in
Bengali, India, eeril in Goa, India or dau dua (Vietnamese,
literally: chopstick bean), ju-roku sasage in Japan. Despite
the name, the pods are actually only about half a yard long;
the subspecies name sesquipedalis (one-and-a-half-foot-long)
is a rather exact approximation of the pods’ length. (Source:
Wikipedia, March 2012).
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
1006. Stevens, F.D. 1909. Re: Condition of soybeans. Letter
to Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture, Washington, DC,
Sept. 6. 2 p. Handwritten, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. [sic] Piper: I have just returned from
a two weeks trip to my home in Michigan, and have your
letter of August 31, I shall be very glad indeed to see you
when you come south, and shall be on the lookout for you.
“Upon my return I made a trip over the soybean plots
and find some of them already to [sic, too] mature to cut with
the mower, in fact one kind is already shelling badly so I will
be forced to pull by hand tomorrow and flail them out. The
majority of the plots can stand longer, but you will find me
working in them when you arrive.
“I had some seed of the Mammoth Yellow which were
grown on the Station last year and which I planted along with
the others this year. I find three of the varieties you sent me
to resemble them very much. They are now about 3 feet high
and green, in spite of the dry, hot windy weather we have had
continuously for three weeks or more. I believe these to be
the best, for forage and perhaps for seed, of the varieties tried
here. They do not break down under hot dry weather, and are
still early enough so that I must pull them, which I expect to
start doing this P.M. So far as seed production I think all of
the varieties are going to do very well.

“Many planters who have seen the plots are going to try
them next year. All seem to take them, especially to those
spoken of in the first paragraph of this letter.
“Soybeans and cow peas were planted June 1 and 2. I
am sure that I will make seed on the later maturing varieties
of the soya, and am sorry that the early ones we to pieces
so badly during my absence. I think probably some of them
would be of more value than I can now give in that they
could have been handled previous to cotton picking time.”
“If you find it convenient I should be very glad to have
you visit me on this trip.
“Yours very truly, F.D. Stevens.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Secretary,
Canebrake Agric. Exp. Station, Uniontown, Alabama.
1007. Stevens, F.D. 1909. Re: More about condition of
soybeans. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC, Sept. 8. 2 p. Handwritten, with signature
on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: Upon my return from my
vacation I wrote you in a general way about the Soybeans.
On account of the long dry spell during Sept. many of the
varieties seemed to go to pieces pretty badly, in fact much
worse than I had expected them to. Of those you sent I
believe only three, possibly four would be fit to save for
forage. Numbers 25162; 25093; and 14953 resemble very
much the Mammoth Yellow, seed of which I saved last year.
In all of these the pods are well formed and seed are just
forming. They will probably be ready to gather [harvest]
about the time you will be here, providing, you think it
possible to come. These are all 3 feet high at least, are of a
rich green color, and shade the ground completely.
“Number 23336 seems to show a tendency to twine. It
is now in flower, no pods having yet formed. It is of a lighter
color than those above referred to, and shows the same
tendency to rust. For forage purposes it would stand second
to the above of the varieties tried here.
“All the other varieties I find lost their leaves more or
less during my absence so that it would be impossible to cut
and cure them. Number 17254 is shelling out very badly to
harvest to be followed by oats or other [taller?] winter crops.
“One variety you sent is just now in flower. I hardly look
for it to produce seed though it may providing we have a late
frost.
“I shall look for you in the course of a week or so and
hope to show you some of the agricultural advantages of this
section.
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“Yours sincerely, F.D. Stevens.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Secretary,
Canebrake Agric. Exp. Station, Uniontown, Alabama.
1008. Piper, Charles V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. Soy beans.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. Revised in
1916. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climatic and soil
requirements of soy beans. Varieties of soy beans (12):
Mammoth (yellow); Hollybrook (yellow); Ito San (yellow);
Guelph (green); Buckshot (black); Ogemaw (brown);
Wisconsin Black; Wilson (black); Meyer (mottled black
and brown); Austin (greenish yellow); Haberlandt (yellow);
Riceland (black). The culture and planting of soy beans. The
inoculation of soy beans. Soy beans for hay: Curing the hay.
Soy beans for pasturage. Soy beans in mixture: Soy beans
and cowpeas, soy beans and sorgo, soy beans and millet, soy
beans and corn. Soy beans for ensilage. Soy beans for grain.
Soy beans in rotations. Feeding value of soy beans: Feeding
value for sheep, feeding value for dairy cows, feeding value
for hogs. Storing soy-bean seed. Comparison of soy-bean
grain and cotton-seed meal. Comparison of soy beans and
cowpeas. Summary.
The bulletin begins: “The soy bean, also called the
‘soja bean’ (fig. 1), is a native of southeastern Asia, and has
been extensively cultivated in Japan, China, and India since
ancient times. Upward of two hundred varieties are grown
in these countries, practically every district of which has
its own distinct varieties. The beans are there grown almost
entirely for human food, being prepared for consumption
in many different ways. Their flavor, however, does not
commend them to Caucasian appetites and thus far they have
found but small favor as human food in either Europe or
America.
“As a forage crop, however, soy beans have become
of increasing importance in parts of the United States,
especially southward. They have been tested at most of the
State agricultural experiment stations, and it is clear that
their region of maximum importance will be south of the
red clover area and in sections where alfalfa can not be
grown successfully. They thus compete principally with
cowpeas, but as cultivation is usually required they fill a
somewhat different agricultural need. Their culture has
greatly increased in recent years, especially in Tennessee,
North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, Kentucky, and the
southern parts of Illinois and Indiana [though no statistics
are given]. It seems certain that the crop will become one

of great importance in the regions mentioned and probably
over a much wider area. The earlier varieties mature even in
Minnesota, Ontario [Canada], and Massachusetts.”
“Soy beans are also decidedly drought resistant, much
more so than cowpeas, and but for the depredations of
rabbits would be a valuable crop for the semiarid West.
Rabbits are exceedingly fond of the foliage, and where they
are numerous it is nearly useless to plant soy beans unless
the field can be inclosed [sic] with rabbit-proof fencing.”
At the present time seven varieties of soy beans are
handled by American seedsmen: Mammoth (yellow seeds),
Hollybrook (yellow), Ito San (yellow), Guelph (also called
Medium Green, Medium Early Green, Large Medium
Green), Buckshot (black; a very early variety handled by
northern seedsmen), Ogemaw (brown), and Wisconsin
Black. A detailed description, with a photo showing the seeds
and pods, is given of each. The best of the new varieties,
most of which will be available in 1910, are: Wilson (black),
Meyer (mottled black and brown), Austin (yellowish green),
Haberlandt (yellow; the seed is considerably larger than that
of any of the other yellow-seeded varieties), and Riceland
(black).
“During the past three years more than two hundred
additional varieties have been introduced from China, Japan,
and India, most of which have already been sufficiently
tested to give some idea of their value. Many of the new
varieties are so superior in various respects that they are
certain to replace all of the above-named varieties except
Mammoth and, perhaps, Ito San.”
A table (p. 23) gives a nutritional analysis of seven
varieties of soy beans: Austin, Ito San, Kingston, Mammoth,
Guelph, Medium Yellow, Samarow.
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) A typical soybean plant with leaves, pods, roots and nodules (p. 5, by
Boetcher).
(2) A bunching attachment on an ordinary mower for
bean harvesting (p. 19). Photos show: (1) A plant of the
Mammoth variety of soy bean (p. 6). (2) Seeds and pods
of seven varieties of soy beans (full size; p. 8). (3) A man
standing in a field of the Mammoth variety of soy bean in
North Carolina (p. 9).
(4) Roots of a Mammoth variety of soy bean with
characteristic nodules (p. 13).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016)
stating that USDA has tested nearly 200 soy bean varieties
during the past three years.
Note 2. This is the earliest publication seen (April 1917)
in which H.T. Nielsen is an author.
Note 3. This is the earliest publication seen about
soybeans (April 1917) in which H.T. Nielsen is an author.
Address: 1. Agrostologist in Charge; 2. Scientific Asst. Both:
Forage Crop Investigations, USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC.
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1009. Edie, E.S. 1909. Cultivation and uses of soya beans.
Liverpool University, Institute of Commercial Research in
the Tropics, Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct. 8. [1 ref]
• Summary: An excellent article. Contents: Introduction.
Uses of the soya bean: Forage, hay, ensilage, soya oil, soya
milk, a type of cheese made from soymilk [tofu], soya meal
[flour]; use of soya bean oil for soap, illumination, paints and
other industrial products, soya bean meal used as a fertilizer
on Chinese sugar plantations, soya beans as a legume for
enriching the soil with nitrogen, planting between rows of
maize. Cultivation of soya beans. Varieties of soya beans.
“The Soya bean (Glycine hispida) is a native of Southeastern Asia, where it has been cultivated for centuries
in China and Japan. It was introduced at a later period
into India, and arrived in England towards the end of the
eighteenth century. A considerable number of experiments
were carried out with the plant were carried out in Austria
about thirty years ago, but it is only quite recently that it has
become an article of commercial importance in Europe.”
After discussing uses as hay and silage: “It is in the bean
itself, however, that the chief value of the Soya plant lies. As
food for man and domestic animals it is used to a very large
extent in the East. In some parts of China the bean forms
one of the staple articles of food, and it is cooked much as
beans and marrowfat peas are, and also in soups and other
forms. The oil is used largely for making salads and sauces,
and is also mixed with flour in the manufacture of cakes. Mr.
Turner tells me that the Chinese extract casein from the bean,
and I have also seen this stated elsewhere.
“A liquid closely resembling cow’s milk is prepared
from Soya beans in Japan.” The process is described. “This
condensed product is of considerable value as a food, but it
is unsuitable for the use of infants. This “Soya Milk” is also
used in the preparation of a kind of cheese” [tofu]. Note 1.
This is the earliest English-language document seen (Aug.
2013) that contains the term “Soya milk.”
“Soya bean meal is now use in the manufacture of
biscuits, and for mixing with flour for making brown bread
in this country. In some parts of the Continent Soya meal is
now being used in preference to rye meal for making bread.”
“One of the most valuable products of the Soya plant
is the oil. As mentioned before, it is used largely for eating
purposes in the East, and Mr. Turner tells me that on the
Continent a greater percentage of Soya oil than of Copra oil
is allowed in the manufacture of margarine.
“Soya oil is largely used for soap making in the East,
and I understand that it has recently been tried with very
good results in this country also.
“As a considerable proportion of oil is left behind in the
cake after expression of the oil, it may be more profitable to
extract the oil by solvents such as naphtha and use it all for
manufacturing purposes, as extraction by means of naphtha
renders the oil unsuitable for edible purposes.
“In the East Soya bean oil is used as an illuminant

and also in the manufacture of paints. The oil has a
comparatively high iodine value, which is an index of the
drying quality of an oil of that class.” Note 2. This is the
earliest English-language document seen (Sept. 2016) which
states that soya oil can be used in paints (or other coatings) in
connection with its iodine number.
Cultivation: “Recently the question of raising this crop
in various British colonies has been discussed. In most of
the African colonies, including West Africa, the Soya bean
would probably be successfully grown, and in rotation with,
or along with maize and other crops, its cultivation would
be a very profitable investment. I have seen samples of
Soya beans at least three years old, which showed no signs
of weevilling or deterioration in any way. Cargoes of the
beans shipped from Vladivostock [Vladivostok] and Dalny
to Hull and Liverpool are stated to have arrived in perfect
condition.”
Varieties: A table (p. 6) gives a nutritional analysis by
S.H. Collins of “a sample of Chinese yellow Soya beans.”
Moisture: 10.23%. Oil 15.62%. Albuminoids 37.54%.
Carbohydrates 27.27%. Woody fibre 5.02%. Ash 4.32%.
“I have analysed samples of five distinct varieties of
Soya beans, some of which were obtained from the shop of
a Chinaman who sells them to the Chinese in Liverpool for
food. I do not, of course, know the age of the samples, nor
their source...” After describing the shape and color (2 green,
2 brown, 1 black) of each, and noting that No. 4 came from
Hong-Kong, he gives a nutritional analysis of each in tabular
form, and the weight of 20 seeds of each in grams.
“In conclusion I have to thank Mr. A. Grenville Turner,
Grain and Seed Broker, member of the Liverpool Corn Trade
Association, for much valuable information regarding the
Soya beans and for his kindness in obtaining samples for
me. I am also largely indebted to an excellent article on Soya
beans in the Natal Agricultural Journal, November, 1908.
“Since the above was written I have been enabled,
through the kindness of Sir Alfred Jones, to analyse a sample
of yellow Soya beans grown in West Africa from seed sent
out by him early this summer.” A table shows the analysis.
Moisture: 10.52%. Oil 17.26%. Albuminoids 36.05%.
Carbohydrates 26.16%. Woody fibre 5.39%. Ash 4.62%.
“The results show that in the first season at least the
Soya bean underwent no deterioration in West Africa, and
the plants also came rapidly to maturity.”
Also published in 1909 as a 7-page booklet by C.
Tinling & Co., Liverpool. Also published in 1911 Spanish
by: Mexico. Ministerio de Fomento, Colonización e
Industria under the title “Explotación de la soya,” by E.S.
Edic [sic, Edie]. The last line of the article seems to say
that the author is at the central agricultural station (Estación
Agrícola Central).–San Jacinto [probably in or near Mexico
City], January 1911. Address: M.A., B.Sc, Liverpool Univ.
1010. Piper, C.V. 1909. Re: Interested in your comments on
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soybeans. Letter to Prof. F.D. Stevens, Experiment Station,
Uniontown, Alabama, Oct. 12. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Stevens: This is to again
acknowledge the receipts of your letters of Sept. 6th and
8th in reference to the soybeans. I was very much interested
in the soybeans at Baton Rouge, where Hollybrook and
Mammoth seem to do best. For some reason, most of the
soybeans there, and all of the late ones, failed to fill their
pods. I am unable to account for this phenomenon, and
wonder if you had any similar experience at Uniontown.
From the data I have obtained this year, I am convinced
that you should grow only the late varieties of soybeans:
those that mature in about the same period as the Mammoth.
We have a number of varieties that are very much later
than the Mammoth, which I would like you to try in a
small way next year, even if only in rod rows. For general
purposes, however, I think you will find the Mammoth very
satisfactory. I should like to hear from you further in regard
to Number 23336. The value of this variety, I should think,
would be primarily for hay, but it is doubtful if soybeans
could be grown by the farmers for that purpose alone.
“Yours very truly, Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist [USDA].
1011. Flint, Paul N. 1909. Spanish peanuts, soy beans
and skim milk as feeds supplementary to corn. Georgia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 87. 10 p. Nov.
See p. 8-10.
• Summary: This experiment shows that pork can be
produced more cheaply when soy beans, Spanish peanuts,
and skim milk are fed to pigs as a supplement to corn,
compared to when corn and shorts are fed alone. The author
insists that more attention should be given in the South to
growing these more concentrated feeds on the farm in order
to increase the profitability of raising swine. A financial
statement of the experiment is included, as well as the costs
of seeding and cultivating one acre of soybeans and one acre
of Spanish peanuts. At that time, soybeans for use as seed
cost $2.00/bushel. The cost of producing one acre of soy
beans was $14.38 compared with $15.38 for peanuts. Both
crops were assumed to be of equal value the next year. The
costs were fertilizer ($5.03), interest or rent ($3.00), hoeing
two times ($2.10), cultivation 3 times ($1.50), 3/4 bushel
of seed ($1.50), breaking the land ($1.00), and harrowing
($0.25).
Pages 9-10 state: “Soy beans: The soy bean makes a

very good feed to combine with corn because it is rich in
protein, in which corn is deficient. It is especially good for
growing and breeding swine. Hogs will eat practically the
whole plant when it is young and tender. The stems are not
eaten so well after they become coarse.
“There are several varieties of soy beans, and by
selecting early, medium, and late varieties, or by planting the
early or medium varieties a couple of weeks apart throughout
the season, one planting will be sufficiently matured by the
time the other is consumed. The hogs should be turned into
the pasture when the first pods begin to ripen. Usually the
soy bean has a more upright growth than the cowpea. It is
richer in protein and, in some respects, a heavier yielder,
which makes it more valuable as a hog feed.”
Photos (p. 8-9) show: Hogs in a pen fed on shelled
corn and fresh soy beans. Hogs in a pen fed on shelled
corn and fresh Spanish peanuts. The photos are meant as a
comparison. Address: Animal Husbandman, Experiment,
Georgia.
1012. Wildeman, É. de. 1909. Le soja [The soybean].
Agronomie Tropicale; Organe Mensuel de la Societe
d’Etudes d’Agriculture Tropicale 1(12):195-200. Dec. 25;
2(1&2):5-8. Jan/Feb. 1910. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: An overview of the subject, including a brief
history, based largely on a summary of about ten documents.
It begins: “For some years now, attention has been drawn
to the soybean (Soja hispida (Mönch) or Glycine hispida
(Max.)), which comes from Manchuria; its products are now
used in various ways in our daily lives.”
“It is not a question of exhausting the question, but as
the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute of London has already
devoted several articles to this plant this year and that the
first part of vol. I of the Liverpool University, Institute of
Commercial Research in the Tropics, Bulletin [Edie, 8 Oct.
1909] is entirely devoted to it, it appeared useful to us to
insist here on the soybean which would also have a certain
importance for our colonies.”
This legume originated in Southeast Asia, and has
been cultivated for centuries in China and Japan. It is
now abundant throughout Manchuria, where the seeds are
widely appreciated for their nutritive value. It was later
introduced into the Indies (l’Inde) and arrived in England
at the end of the 18th century. About 30 years, it was the
subject of numerous trials [by Haberlandt and co-workers] in
Austria, but is only recently that it has become an article of
commercial importance in Europe.
“The occupation of Northern Manchuria by Russian
troops, during the Russo-Japanese War, gave rise to
numerous demands for this bean, which stimulated the
extension of [its] agriculture. After the departure of the
troops, the local demand fell naturally, and it was necessary
to find an outlet in foreign markets. From 1906 to 1908, a
large part of the products of N. Manchuria were exported
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to Japan via Vladivostok, but in 1908 the economic crisis
of Japan diverted a part of these products to Europe,
which actually received large quantities of soybeans,
especially in England. The first large shipment of soybeans
contained 5,200 tonnes (metric tons) and arrived at Hull
on 2 March 1909. The beans arrived at the destination in
perfect condition despite the distance. They were classed in
three categories: 1. Shipped from Dalny; 2. Shipped from
Vladivostock; and 3. Shipped from Hankow. The value of
those in category No. 1 is about £6 8s./tonne [metric ton];
those in No. 2 and No. 3 is about £6 6s./tonne, these prices
being, naturally, subject to the fluctuations of the market.
Most imported beans are monopolized by the manufacturers
of oil who obtain 10-18% of the weight of the beans in
oil. [The remaining] oilcake can be used in the feed of
livestock.”
There follows a long discussion of soybean cultivation
and production, including soils, fertilizers, nitrogen fixation
by root nodules, planting, intercropping, yields of forage and
seed, use as silage, soil restoration, soybean varieties, tables
showing the chemical composition of the plant and seeds
showing their excellent nutritional value.
“Until recently, soybean cultivation has been confined
to Asia and some states of the USA. Recently, the question
of cultivating this plant in the various British colonies has
been raised. In most of the colonies of West Africa, the
soybean could probably be cultivated with success in rotation
or mixed with maize or other crops, and give significant
yields.”
“In China, Japan, and Indo-China the seeds are used to
prepare a sort of milky liquid (liquide lactescent) [soymilk]
and a sort of cheese” [tofu]. A brief description of each
process is given. The milk has considerable nutritional value
“but is not suited for infants.”
“The flour of soybeans (La farine de fèves de soja) is
used to make biscuits, and, mixed with wheat flour, is used
to make a brown bread; it is sometimes even preferred in
this application to rye flour. Since it contains neither sugar
nor starch, the soybean has been recommended as the basis
of diabetic diets.” Address: Prof., School of Horticulture,
Vilvoorde, Belgium (Professeur au Cors colonial de l’École
d’Horticulture de Vilvorde).
1013. Forbes, E.B. 1909. Specific effects of rations on the
development of swine. Missouri Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 81. 69 p. Dec. [9 ref]
• Summary: This publication is almost identical to one by
the same author, with the same title, also published in Dec.
1909, but as: Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 213. p.
239-305. “The feeding experiments on which this bulletin
is based were conducted by the author at the Missouri
Experiment Station in the years 1905 and 1906, and the
results prepared for publication immediately thereafter.”
“Certain additions to the chemical data are now made

from the work of Mr. A.C. Whittier and the author, at the
Ohio Experiment Station; the discussion is revised, and the
bulletin is published at the Ohio Experiment Station, and is
issued simultaneously by the Missouri and Ohio stations.”
Address: [Wooster, Ohio].
1014. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products.
Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 41. Part 5. 35 p.
Erroneously numbered Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: An outstanding, comprehensive report.
Contents: Introduction. I. Countries of production. China:
Newchang (Varieties of beans and amount produced {in
centals [hundredweights; 1 cental = 112 pounds]}, methods
of cultivating and harvesting, prices and exports, shipments
to Europe–use by natives), Dalny (Manufacture of bean cake
and oil, preparing the cake, expressing the oil and wages
paid, freight charges to Dalny, exports, stock on hand, and
prices), Chefoo (Beans imported for cake manufacture,
quantity and value of output, bean vermicelli made by a
peculiar process [from the small green bean lü tou {mung
bean}], preparation of beans, drying of product and prices
[for vermicelli]), Shanghai (Extent of export trade in beans),
Shantung (manufacture of bean oil and cake, harvesting and
pressing, shipping and prices), Swatow, Tientsin (Exports
of raw beans, shipments of bean cake, extent of trade at
Tientsin). Tables (p. 5) show prices and exports of soya
beans, bean cake and bean oil at Newchang for the years
1905-1908. Japan: Cost of production and prices (of soya
beans, quite detailed), imports of beans and cakes, use of
the bean as food (shoyu, miso, tofu, koya-tofu, natto, flour),
Kobe (Beans as human food {eaten boiled with a little soy
[sauce], “made into bean curd, and a kind of sauce made of
wheat, beans, and salt”}–small exports {“The total exports
of beans, pease, and pulse [incl. soy] in 1908 were valued at
$25,971, of which about $24,000 worth went to Hawaii, the
United States, and Canada for use by the Japanese residents
in those countries as an article of food”}, manufacture of
cake), Nagasaki (Production of beans, imports of beans–
market prices). Shipments from Vladivostok * [Russia, of
soybeans probably grown in Manchuria] (Fluctuations in
prices, shipments during present season, immense shipments
planned next season (by Mitsui)).
“It is the intention of Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, the largest
exporter from this port, to ship about 200,000 tons of beans
via Vladivostok during 1909 and about double that quantity
via Dalny. Many large contracts have been made for next
season, and from present indications a strong effort will be
made against the control of Mitsui Bussan Kaisha as the
Chinese are making arrangements to deal direct with the
European market without the aid of the Japanese” (p. 18).
Tables show: The quantities and value of soya beans,
soya-bean cake, and bean oil imported into Japan during
the year 1908 (p. 15). The soya bean harvests (in bushels)
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reported in various Japanese districts (p. 16).
II. Markets. Denmark: Experimental imports made,
views of an importer.
France: High duties prevent importation of soya beans,
soya-bean flour bread used by diabetics, unknown in Calais
district.
Germany: Danger of feeding cattle on soya-bean
products, oil value–prices at Hamburg, comparative food
value of the bean.
Italy: Soya beans are imported and cultivated (“as a
feed stuff for live stock”) in only very small quantities. Also
gives: prices of soya products–American cotton-seed oil,
not imported into Catania, home products supply Piedmont
district.
Netherlands: A great future for the soya-bean trade
predicted, prices of the bean and bean cake, soya cake as
cattle feed, manufacture of soya-bean products begun,
English soya-bean cake defective.
Norway: Imports of soya-bean meal and cotton-seed
meal.
Russia: Beans and products unsatisfactory as feeding
stuffs.
Spain: Soya bean unknown in Valencia district [They are
neither cultivated nor imported in this district].
Straits Settlements [Singapore and Malaya].
Sweden: Soya-bean products introduced through
England. Comparative value of cattle feed [work by Nils
Hansson of Sweden], comparative prices of feed stuffs.
Turkey. England: Liverpool (Conversion of the soya
bean into cake and meal), Plymouth (Soya cake and meal
extensively consumed), Southampton (The bean appreciated
as a fattener and as a dairy ration, the soya bean as human
food [for use in diabetic diets]). Ireland: Chinese bean
products are favorably received, soya bean introduced in
Belfast, small imports at Cork. Scotland: Statistics as to
use in Dunfermline not available, test of feeding value of
soya cake [by Prof. Douglas A. Gilchrist], Edinburgh mills
making experiments (based on 1909 report 1909 of U.S.
Consul Rufus Fleming from Edinburgh).
III. Competitive American exports. Tables (p. 35)
show exports for 1907, 1908, and 1909 of cotton-seed
meal, cotton-seed oil, and cottolene, lardine [not defined:
presumably shortening made from cottonseed oil], etc. to
major countries, especially in Europe.
The Introduction notes: “In compliance with requests
from manufacturers of cotton-seed products in the United
States, who desired that an investigation be made of the
production and use of the soya bean and its manufacturers
in the Far East and of the extent to which they compete with
American cotton-seed products in the European markets, the
reports following have been submitted by consular officers in
the various countries concerned...
“The reports of the consular officers have been placed
in two groups, the first having to do with the countries that

produce the soya bean and the second with the countries
that are sought as markets. Statistics as to the imports of
soya-bean products in many European countries were
not available at the time the reports were submitted, but
inasmuch as the prices quoted were generally lower than for
other seed products, emphasis has been laid on the relative
merits of the two classes of goods as shown by experiments
and analyses in these countries. These manufacturers will
have to work in meeting this new competition.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybean products (oil or meal) in Turkey,
Denmark, Ireland, the Middle East, or Sweden (one of two
documents); soybeans as such have not yet been reported in
any of these countries. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybean products in the Middle East or Turkey
(1909).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “soya-bean flour.”
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “soya-bean meal” to
refer to soya-bean flour. Address: Chief of Dep.
1015. Coburn, Foster Dwight. 1909. Swine in America:
A text-book for the breeder, feeder & student. New York:
Orange Judd Co.; London: Kegan, Paul, Trench, Trübner &
Co. xv + 614 p. Illust. (many black and white photos). Index.
19 cm.
• Summary: The Introduction by Prof. W.A. Henry, Univ.
of Wisconsin, College of Agriculture (Madison), begins:
“Thirty-one years ago F.D. Coburn gave to the American
farmer the best book we have had on swine husbandry. Since
then the subject has grown and Mr. Coburn has grown...”
The USA is the greatest swine-producing nation in the
world. The leading state is Iowa, and the leading region the
“corn belt.” The most valuable product exported is lard,
followed by bacon, ham, then salt pork (p. 1-3).
In growing pigs designed for breeding stock, middlings
are the single best feed–followed by ground field peas, cow
peas, and soy beans (p. 154-55).
The section on “Alfalfa pastures” states (p. 227-28):
“Alfalfa not only furnishes a great amount of pasture, but
it is of a character that goes to make bone and muscle. It
belongs to the leguminous family of plants, as do the clovers,
the cowpea, the field pea, the soy bean, and the vetches, and
while it is furnishing this valuable food it is at the same time
adding fertility to the land.”
Page 235: “It is better to arrange for a succession
of pastures from the beginning of the season until the
hogs are ready for market, making the feed richer and
more concentrated toward the close of the season and as
we approach the finishing or fattening period. For this
purpose red clover or alfalfa, cowpeas and soy beans are
recommended.”
Pages 297-98: “Soy bean pasture ranked second to
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peanut pasture as a supplement to corn.
“Chufa pasture was not found to be as good as either
peanuts or soy bean pasture.”
Page 306: There may be some advantage in “grinding
peas, soy beans, Kafir-corn, millet seed and various small
grains.”
Pages 343-46: Summarize two experiments at the
Kansas station by Prof. C.C. Georgeson feeding swine with
red Kafir-corn meal and other feeds, incl. soy beans.
Page 354 shows an illustration of soy bean leaves and
pods.
Pages 357-62: The section titled “Soy beans” begins:
“Soy beans are not commonly used in pork production,
doubtless owing to lack of knowledge of their characteristics
and value.” Several experiments are summarized.
Pages 395-96: Considers supplements to the feed of
hogs following fattening cattle, including soy beans.
Note 1. Foster Coburn lived 1846-1924.
Note 2. In the 1912 edition is a remarkable color
illustration of the insides of a hog. Address: Secretary,
Kansas Dep. of Agriculture.
1016. Dekker, J. 1909. Voedermiddelen [Feedstuffs].
Teysmannia (Batavia [Jakarta]) 20(93):632-42. See p. 641.
[Dut]
• Summary: “Also the straw of the soybean (katjang kadeleh
[glycine soja]) is a highly appreciated feedstuff, as are the
leaves of the cow-pea (Vigna Catjang).” Address: Dr.
1017. Fred, Edwin B. 1909. Results obtained from
inoculating soy beans with artificial cultures. Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report. p. 130-31.
For the year 1908.
• Summary: “Very marked results have been obtained by
the use of artificial cultures of inoculating material. On
the Experiment Station Plats inoculated soy beans yielded
an increase of one ton of hay and ten bushels of seed per
acre more than a similar plat of soy beans that were not
inoculated.”
A photo (p. 131) shows a comparison of typical plants
with roots from inoculated and uninoculated plats of soy
beans.
A table on the same page, titled “A comparison of the
results of Inoculated and Uninoculated soy beans (1908)”
shows that the increase of inoculated soy beans after Ito San
Yellow soy beans is 0.3 tons of hay per acre and 3.34 bushels
of seed per acre. Address: Asst. Bacteriologist.
1018. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report. 1909. Soy beans. p. 83-85. For the year 1908.
• Summary: “The soy bean possesses many advantages as
a green manuring and rotation crop. Early in the present
year, three varieties of soy beans were obtained through the
Bureau of Plant Industry. These were designated as Nos.

20797, 20798, and 21080... Seed of two other varieties were
donated by the Hawaiian Yamajo Soy Company of Honolulu.
One of these, a green seeded type, has been grown in the
Kona district of Hawaii for some years; the other, a yellow
seeded variety, was imported direct from Japan. The seed
of both these varieties is used in the manufacture of the
Japanese food product, ‘Miso,’ and other preparations.”
All the varieties were sown on March 12. Variety No.
21080 yielded 600 lb of shelled beans per acre; the yellow
seeded variety imported from Japan yielded 800 lb, and
the Kona seed yielded 1,060 lb. “The average price in the
Honolulu market is $3 per hundred pounds. About 500 tons
of the beans are imported from Japan annually, and the
demand is said to be on the increase. It would appear that
this could be made a profitable crop for the small farmer.”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a “plat of soy
beans” in Hawaii, with palm, banana, and other tropical trees
in the background. (2) Three sets of dwarf soy bean plants
with roots; their soy beans are used in making miso and other
Japanese food products.
Note 1. This document is cited incorrectly by Piper &
Morse (1923, p. 300) as “Krauss, F.G. Field crops at Hawaii
Station. Hawaii Agric. Exp. Sta., Rpt. 1908: 82-84.”
Note 2. In 1898 Hawaii was annexed as a U.S. Territory.
1019. Leach, Albert E. 1909. Food inspection and analysis:
For the use of public analysts, health officers, sanitary
chemists, and food economists. 2nd ed. Revised and
enlarged. New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons. xviii + 954 p.
Plus 40 unnumbered pages of black and white plates at end.
See p. 358. Illust. Index. 25 cm. 1st ed. 1904. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 10, “Cereals and their products,
legumes, vegetables, and fruits,” is a section on “Diabetic
foods” (p. 357-58) in which a table (based on Winton 1906,
“Diabetic foods”) gives the nutritional composition (on both
an “as is” and water-free basis) of various flours and meals
well suited for the preparation of diabetic biscuits, and of
the biscuits made from two of these by a cook in the family
of a diabetic patient: Soja bean meal, soja bean biscuit,
gluten flour, gluten biscuit, casoid flour, and almond meal.
The author then adds: “The nitrogen-free extract of cereal
preparations corresponds closely with the sum of the starch,
sugar and dextrin, but in the case of soja bean meal, almond
meal and other products of legumes and oil seeds, as well as
vegetables, it is considerably greater, as it includes pentosans
and other substances.”
In the chapter on “Edible oils and fats,” constants
are given (p. 471-509) for the following: Poppyseed oil,
sunflower oil, corn oil, cottonseed oil, sesame oil, rape
oil, black mustard oil, white mustard oil, peanut oil, olive
oil, palm nut oil, lard oil, cottonseed stearin, cocoa butter,
cocoanut oil, lard, beef tallow, mutton tallow, and butter.
Note: Soybean oil in not mentioned. The following constants
are given for each oil or fat: Specific gravity at 15.5ºC,
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melting point, solidifying point, Reichert-Meissl number,
saponification number, iodine number, bromine index,
insoluble fatty acids / Hehner’s number, Maumené number,
specific temperature reaction, heat of bromination, Zeiss
refractometer reading, temperature of reading, acetyl value,
free fatty acids as oleic, acid value, unsaponifiable matter.
For mixed fatty acids: Solidifying point, melting point,
iodine number.
Also discusses: The effects of hydrogenation on these
constants. Peanut oil and sesame oil are used as adulterants
in olive oil (p. 515). Sesame oil and cake (p. 518-20).
Peanut oil and cake (p. 522-25). Oleomargarine (p. 541554). “Compound lard,” which may contain no lard, is quite
commonly fraudulently sold for pure lard (p. 556).
A.E. Leach lived 1864-1910. Andrew L. Winton lived
1864-1946.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2016)
concerning the work of USDA’s Bureau of Chemistry with
soy. Address: S.B. [bachelor of science], Chief of the Denver
Food and Drug Inspection Lab., Bureau of Chemistry,
USDA; formerly Chief Analyst of the Massachusetts State
Board of Health.
1020. Piper, C.V. 1909. The search for new leguminous
forage crops. Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agriculture p. 245-60. For the year 1908. See p. 248, 257.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 257) states:
“Recent explorations in China and extensive correspondence
with missionaries and others have yielded during the past
few years a very large number of varieties of soy beans.
Fully 200 distinct varieties have now been obtained,
showing a diversity of growth and of possible value wholly
unsuspected. Previous to these investigations only 5 or 6
varieties were known to American agriculture. The rapidly
increasing prominence of the soy bean, especially in the
Southern States, makes it important to secure the very best
varieties. It is a curious fact that the variety most widely
grown in the United States, the Mammoth, which was
introduced at least thirty years ago, has never again been
obtained. It is equally strange that of the other numerous new
varieties obtained, nearly all of them, except certain Japanese
varieties, have been secured in only a single locality. The
truth is that throughout most of the Chinese Empire every
variety is grown locally. Mr. F.N. Meyer, who has traveled
widely in China, states that this extreme localization of these
varieties is a very striking fact in Chinese agriculture, due, as
he thinks, to the fact that for ages every Chinese farmer has
grown his own seed, and there has been little or no exchange
of seeds from province to province. It would therefore
appear likely that numerous other varieties yet remain to be
obtained.”
“Among the new varieties of soy beans are some from
far north in Manchuria and Siberia, which mature in seventy
to eighty days, and others from southern China that are so

late that they scarcely mature in our warmest States. Several
of these new varieties in the trials thus far conducted promise
to be decidedly superior to the Mammoth variety.
“Especially valuable are the Riceland soy beans, grown
by the Chinese in rotation with rice. These varieties are very
distinct from others and on account of their numerous slender
stems, large size, and leafiness make hay of unusually fine
quality.
“While at the present time soy beans are most important
in the Southern and Middle Southern States, they will
doubtless in time become of great value in the arid regions
on account of their marked drought resistance. Unfortunately,
rabbits are extremely fond of soy beans, causing so much
destruction that it is practically impossible to grow this crop
where these animals abound, as is still the case throughout
our semiarid regions.”
Soy beans are also mentioned briefly on p. 248. There
are long sections on the “Florida velvet bean” (p. 247-49),
“Kudzu” (p. 249-51, with a photo facing p. 48 of “A patch
of kudzu (Pueraria thunbergiana) growing at Washington,
DC”), “Adzuki bean” (p. 253-54, with two photos, plate xi,
of a “Field of adzuki beans (Phaseolus angularis) grown at
Arlington Farm, Virginia, in 1908),” “Cowpea” (p. 254-56),
“Bonavist bean or hyacinth bean (Dolichos lablab)” (plate
XII, p. 258), “Bur clovers” (p. 259-60) and “Vetches” (p.
260; many species of Vicia; common vetch, hairy vetch,
scarlet vetch, black-purple vetch, woolly pod vetch).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2008) that uses the term “bonavist bean” to
refer to Dolichos lablab. Address: Agrostologist in Charge
of Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry
[USDA].
1021. Quereau, F.C. 1909. Report of the animal husbandman
and dairyman. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 21:116-18. For the year 1908.
• Summary: Part I of this short report, titled “Experiments
in beef feeding” concludes: “1. Soy beans are the best forage
crop that has been tested on the Station. The products from
the acre of soy beans have fed longer, with greater gains,
than either corn or cowpeas. Cowpeas stand next to soy
beans and corn comes last. 2. By the return of green manure
from the feeding of crops there has been a marked increase
in the productiveness of the soil, the feeding capacity for
four steers per acre having been increased in the case of soy
beans from 80 days in 1905-6 to 100 days in 1908-09.” Thus,
feeding steers soy beans aided in maintaining soil fertility.
Part II, titled “Experiments in dairy feeding” (p. 118-19)
has a section on “Soy bean against other feeds” which states
that the soy bean has “given the largest yield per acre, both
in roughage and grain, of all the farm crops tested by the
Station.” An experiment was conducted, which led to these
conclusions: “1. Soy-bean straw will give better results than
corn stover, and can be produced at about the same cost. 2.
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A ton of soy-bean hay produced at a cost of about $7, has
a higher feeding value than a ton of alfalfa hay, which at
present prices will cost $18 to $20 per ton. 3. Cotton-seed
meal and soy-bean meal [probably ground whole soybeans or
possibly soybean plants] have about the same feeding value,
pound for pound. 4. A well-balanced ration can be produced
on the farm at much less cost than it can be produced on
the market.” Address: Animal Husbandman and Dairyman,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
1022. Sawer, E.R. 1909. Cedara memoirs on South African
Agriculture. Vol. I. Containing reports of experiments in the
cultivation of the cereals in South Africa. Pietermartizburg,
South Africa. 343 p. See p. 226, 228.
• Summary: In section “229. Irrigation and drought
resistance,” a table, based on experiments from the Kansas
Experiment Station in the USA, shows that soy beans have
fairly good drought resistance and leave the soil with a
higher moisture level than any of the 9 other crops tested.
Their average growth period is 105 days. The average water
used per day is 0.152 inches. Total water used by the crop
is 15.91 inches. Yield per acre: 14 bushels. Grain produced
per 1 inch water: 0.88 (6th out of 8 crops with values; Kaffir
corn is highest). Total dry matter produced per acre including
straw and stalks: 1,853. Pounds of dry matter produced per
acre by 1 inch water: 116 (7th out of 10 crops; Sorghum and
Kaffir corn are highest). Fall (Autumn) condition, moisture
in first 6 feet of soil after season’s cropping: 24.4% (highest
= best of the ten crops). Spring condition, moisture in first 6
feet of soil after previous season’s cropping: 25.13% (highest
= best of the ten crops). Address: M.A., B.Sc., Director,
Div. of Agriculture and Forestry, Colony of Natal; Principal,
Cedara School of Agriculture; formerly Asst. Secretary of
Agriculture, Southern Rhodesia.
1023. Walters, J.D. 1909. History of the Kansas State
Agricultural College (Continued–Document part III).
Manhattan, Kansas: Printed by Printing Dep. of the Kansas
State Agricultural College. 226 p. See p. 98-99. Illust. 25 cm.
• Summary: (Continued): Page 98-99: “Prof. C.C.
Georgeson: Prof. Chas. C. Georgeson, M.Sc., of the chair
of agriculture, came to this country from Denmark when
a youth. He began his work as a gardener and general
horticulturist, passing his apprenticeship in this line in his
native land. A year after he landed he entered the Michigan
Agricultural College, from which he graduated in 1878.
He was at once offered the position as assistant editor of
the Rural New Yorker, published in New York city. That
position he held for two years. In the fall of 1880 he was
chosen professor of agriculture and horticulture in the Texas
Agricultural College. This was followed in 1885 by an offer
from the Japanese government to fill a similar chair in the
Imperial college of agriculture in Tokio, which he accepted.
He remained in Japan nearly four years and returned to the

United States in the fall of 1889. Shortly after his return he
was invited to take the position of professor of agriculture in
the Kansas State Agricultural College. He accepted the offer
in January, 189O, and remained here nearly eight years, till
September, 1897.
“Professor Georgeson’s work in Kansas is well known to
the farmers of the State. The experiment stations maintained
by the national government had just been fairly started when
he came to Kansas, and his work in that line at Manhattan
may be traced through the thirty bulletins which he wrote
while here. Experiments in cropping, especially methods of
culture best adapted to Kansas conditions, and experiments
in steer feeding, were the main features of his work. The
soy-bean was introduced into this country for the first time
by Mr. Georgeson at the Kansas station in 1890 [sic, it was
introduced in 1765 by Samuel Bowen]. He sent to Japan
for the seeds and grew them that year at the College. The
scientist found it to be a valuable drouth-resisting plant and
grew it extensively and distributed the seed widely gratis to
the farmers of Kansas. He also introduced the growing of
this bean as a second crop after wheat, and plowed it under
for green manure if it failed to ripen. Professor Georgeson
proved by his feeding experiments that the meal of the soy
bean [probably ground whole soybeans] was more valuable
than linseed oil-meal for both steers and hogs, and that the
farmers could raise them at a fraction of the price per ton that
the [linseed] oil-meal costs.
“In January, 1893, Secretary of Agriculture Rusk sent
Professor Georgeson to Europe to investigate the dairy
industry in Denmark. There was at that time a great revival
in the dairy industry in the United States, and Denmark stood
at the head of the list of dairy countries. He considered it
important to obtain authentic detailed data in regard to the
methods practiced by the Danes, and especially the reasons
for the superiority of their butter, which always sold several
points higher in the English markets than butter from other
countries. The results of the professor’s investigations were
published by Secretary Morton in a report entitled ‘The
Dairy Industry of Denmark.’
“When the [anti-Republican, farmer-centered] Populists
assumed control of the College in 1897 Professor Georgeson
resigned and took the civil service examination for an
assistantship in the United States Department of Agriculture.
He was first appointed assistant in the division of agrostology
and was sent by the department to the Panhandle of Texas to
investigate the pasture conditions in that locality. In March,
1898, Mr. Georgeson was appointed special agent in charge
of the Alaska agricultural investigations, and started for
the North, where he has since remained. During a whole
decade he has worked in that semi-arctic region, testing
its possibilities for raising grasses, vegetables, and grains.
He has also made extensive experiments with the islandic
reindeer [sic, Icelandic reindeer], the northern sheep, and
milch cows. His reports form one of the most interesting
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parts of the annual literature of the U.S. Agricultural
Department.” Address: Prof. of Architecture and Drawing,
Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan, Kansas.
1024. Wilcox, E.V. 1909. Summary of investigations:
Miscellaneous crops. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report. p. 9-16. For the year 1908. See p. 16.
• Summary: “Several varieties of soy beans have been
grown for use as fodder, green manuring, and human food,
particularly in the Japanese product, Miso. The yields have
been very encouraging. About 500 tons of soy beans are
annually imported from Japan, and the demand is increasing.
The beans are sold in Honolulu for $3 per 100 pounds. The
market can easily be supplied by home production.
“Peanuts have yielded gratifying results in various
localities. On the trial grounds of the station a number of
varieties have been grown, including Spanish, Bunch Jumbo,
Running Jumbo, and Virginia Running.”
Note: In 1898 Hawaii was annexed as a U.S. Territory.
Address: Special agent in charge.
1025. Wing, Joseph E. 1909. Alfalfa farming in America.
Chicago, Illinois: Sanders Publishing Co. 480 p. See p. 160.
Index. 21 cm. [5 ref]
• Summary: The frontispiece (facing the title page) shows a
portrait of Joseph E. Wing as a fairly young man. This is an
excellent, detailed book. The lengthy introduction (p. 3-45)
tells the story of how he discovered alfalfa, and its many
benefits to agriculture. It begins: “In March, 1886, the writer,
a tall awkward young man fresh from the fields of Ohio, was
traveling by rail through Utah. Near Provo he began to see
snug farms with trees, meadows, orchards, granaries, and
haystacks.”
The green hay in the stacks was freshly cut lucern, or
alfalfa, which had not spread much east of the valleys of
Utah. Lucern was the old European word, whereas alfalfa
was the Spanish word that had come with the crop from Chili
[Chile] to California. He learned that alfalfa was taken to
Latin America from Europe (mainly Spain). It came to the
western United States from Chili by way of California in
1851–during the Gold Rush.
Next the boy lived for a time in Salt Lake City and cared
for his uncle’s cow. She was fed on alfalfa and gave large
amounts of milk. Then he worked on a cattle ranch along the
Green River, where it meets the Price River in Utah. There
he learned more about alfalfa.” Includes long chapters on
history (p. 46-77), varieties (p. 78-83), habit of growth (p.
84-96) etc. Joe Wing pioneered the introduction of alfalfa to
Ohio and the Midwest.
In the chapter titled “Manures and humus in soil” (p.
150-75) are sections on cowpeas (the pea vines smother
weeds), turning under green cowpeas, the soy bean, crimson
clover, and melilotus or sweet clover. The section on “The
soy bean” states (p. 160-61): “An easier crop to grow than

the cowpea is the soy bean, and it is also a soil enricher and
affords much humus when turned under. Soy beans are of
many sorts. The large growing kinds, like the Mammoth
Yellow, make the most vegetation for turning under, while
the smaller growing sorts make most seed in northern
latitudes... To get a money crop out of soy beans and yet
have a lot of humus-making material is easy. One does it
with hogs, turning them in after the bean crop is mature
and letting them harvest the beans. Afterward the stems
remaining with many leaves will be plowed down.
“Soy beans respond well to fertilization with phosphatic
fertilizers. The larger grows the soil-building crop, whether
of soy beans, cowpeas, crimson clover or anything else,
the larger the alfalfa will grow after it. Therefore fertilizer
applied to the cover crop is all to the good.”
Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) is a deep-rooted European
leguminous plant grown for hay and forage. Originating in
Italy, it has two names in English. The older name “lucerne”
or “lucern,” still the plant’s main name in British English,
derives from the French luzerne and comes from a river
valley in northern Italy; it was first used in English in 1626.
The newer name, alfalfa (first used in 1845) comes from
the Spanish, and is a modification of the Arabic dialect alfasfasah the alfalfa.
Cow’s who eat alfalfa, give abundant milk. It is easy to
grow, but the soil must be inoculated the first time it is grown
in a new field. Immediately after harvest, it is piled in big
cocks and left there to dry.
Joe Wing returned home just before Christmas, 1889,
and his aging father offered him the run-down family farm
named Woodland Farm (p. 17-21). He hesitated, then decided
to try an experiment. After some temporary setbacks, he
found that alfalfa also grew well in Ohio. After years of hard
work, he made the family farm profitable. He soon came to
believe that alfalfa, fed to lambs, and grown with corn, could
rejuvenate old farms in the Midwest. Most Midwestern crops
are “affected vastly by the vicissitudes of the weather. Alfalfa
once rooted in dry rich soil has the permanence of the wild
native things.” The deep roots were unaffected by drouths.
Manure from the lambs was used to fertilize the fields. Joe
Wing soon devoted his life to sharing what he had learned
about alfalfa with other farmers in the Midwest.
“These two crops, corn and alfalfa, constitute almost
all that is grown on Woodland Farm, excepting a few
acres of soy beans and the blue grass pastures,...” (p. 44).
Address: Staff Correspondent of The Breeder’s Gazette,
[Mechanicsburg, Ohio].
1026. Wing Seed Co. 1909. Alfalfa: And how to grow it
(Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co.
40 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [4 ref]
• Summary: This is the company’s mail order catalog; since
1907, the number of pages has expanded greatly. On the back
cover is a black-and-white photo of a little boy standing in
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a field of shoulder-tall soys just before ripening. This same
photo appears at the beginning of the section on soy beans
(p. 21), with the caption: “We estimate that this field would
cut three tons dry hay or twenty-five bushels of grain per
acre.” The introduction states that the company is growing
and successful. Gross sales are up 50% over the preceding
year. They have almost 50% more customers than one year
ago, and the average order is now larger. “Naturally, we
are glad that these conditions exist, because for the past ten
years we have worked very hard over the seed business; we
have spent a lot of money on it in various ways... last year
we spent between $1,000.000 and $1,500.00 for the purpose
of telling our customers how to grow alfalfa. We know that
these efforts have been appreciated because many write
to thank us, and also because during the past year we had
requests for nearly fifteen thousand catalogs, which were
sent out to Agricultural Colleges and other places for use as
textbooks. Some of the instructors were kind enough to say
that this little treatise on alfalfa growing was the best thing
they had ever seen.” For two years the company has been
guaranteeing its clover and alfalfa to be free of dodder.”
Note: Dodder is a twining vine, genus Cuscuta, of the
morning glory family.
“We have shortened the name of our firm to the Wing
Seed Co., but it is still in the hands of the Wing Brothers,
Joseph E. Wing, Willis O. Wing and Charles B. Wing, who
still personally control the business.”
The section titled “Soy Beans” (p. 21-24; they were
called “Soja Beans” in 1907 and are still listed as such in the
1909 index) is twice as long as the corresponding section
in the 1907 catalog. The introductory part contains many
glowing statements and predictions about the soy bean.
“As a rule, a man must be either a knave or a fool who
prophesies, but hoping that we are neither one, we venture
to make a forecast that this crop is destined to rank close
to medium clover; we certainly think that it deserves to
do so, and the signs of the times point to its fulfilling our
expectations.” With “the new varieties it is possible to secure
two or three or occasionally as high as four or five tons of
dry hay per acre; that from twenty to thirty bushels of seed
per acre are frequently reported; that the plant is a legume
and adds fertility to the soil fully as rapidly as the clovers
or other legumes; that it will grow on soil too poor or acid
for the easy success of Alfalfa; and you have a splendid
combination, certainly qualities that are hard to excel with
any of our cultivated crops. We know of no plant having a
wider or more useful range of possibilities than the soybean.”
The catalog urges farmers to order and study a “splendid
bulletin” that has just been published by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (Piper, Charles V.; Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy
beans.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7).
“Ten years ago [i.e., about 1902], when bran was
becoming high-priced, we began experimenting with these
beans, hoping to find a source of protein which would be

relatively cheaper and better that bran.”
Four varieties of soybeans are offered and a detailed
description is given of the first two: Medium Early Yellow
(“secured from the Government two years ago”), Ito San
(“This has been our standby for ten years, and, especially for
conditions north of parallel 41 degrees... It does not stand as
erect as the Medium Early Yellow, and on this account it is a
trifle difficult to harvest the beans.”), Ogemaw, and Brownie
(“Are both almost identical with the Ito San in their character
and time of ripening. The yield of grain is not materially
different”). Photos show varieties of soybean plants: (1)
Medium Early Yellow soys just before ripening. (2) The
same variety when nearly ripe. “A pod everywhere that one
can stick.” (3) “Ito San. Fully ripe and ready to harvest.”
A table (p. 36), based on five publications, gives the
chemical composition (fresh or air-dry substance) of many
types of hay and dry coarse fodder. Soy beans are mentioned
in three different places.
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York. Address: Mechanicsburg,
Ohio.
1027. Zavitz, C.A. 1909. The professor of field husbandry
and director of field experiments. Ontario Agricultural
College and Experimental Farm (Guelph), Annual Report
34:170-230. For the year 1908. See p. 205, 222, 230.
• Summary: The section titled “Grass peas and soy beans”
(p. 205) states that the best yielding soy bean varieties are
Medium Green (1,031 lb/acre), Ito San (932), and Early
Yellow (915), based on average of 4 years grain yield. The
Early Yellow variety “has proven to be one of the best for
most parts of the Province, as it yields very well and matures
early. In the average results of growing the Early Yellow soy
beans at the College for 13 years, we find the production to
be 15 bushels of the threshed seed per acre.”
The section titled “The leguminous crops for green
fodder” (p. 222) gives the average results for 5 years for
height and tons of fresh cut crop per acre, including: Medium
Green soy beans, 32 inches, 8.1 tons (the best yield among
8 legumes). Ito San soy beans, 26 inches, 7.1 tons (#3 best
yield). Early Yellow soy beans, 26 inches, 6.2 tons (#4 best
yield).
A photo (p. 230) shows a “Nursery plot of Soy Beans.”
Address: B.S.A., Prof. of Field Husbandry, Guelph, Ontario.
1028. Hitier, H. 1910. Société Nationale d’Agriculture de
France: Le soja [National Society of Agriculture of France:
Soya]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 74(1):24-25. Jan. 6.
[Fre]
• Summary: “Mr. Sagnier, on behalf of Mr. Liyuying [Li
Yu-ying], delegate of the government of China in Europe,
gave a very interesting presentation on the soybean (le soja),
and its alimentary, therapeutic, agricultural, and industrial
utilization. (This journal will soon publish an article on the
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soybean.)
After his presentation, Mr. Sagnier showed the members
of the Society various products that can be extracted from
soybeans: flour, bread for diabetics, cake, seasoning sauce,
confections, raw milk, fresh cheeses, etc.
Mr. Schribaux recalled that the soybean, which is widely
grown in East Asia, is also cultivated in Europe, but the
varieties introduced up to this time have been very sensitive
to the cold. In the USA the crop has expanded rapidly.
Mr. Lindet remarked that the soybean contains 16-17%
oil, a rather low percentage. Mr. Ch. Girard has cultivated
soya at Joinville as a forage plant, but the forage obtained is
mediocre, in part because the plant is covered with hairs.
The prince of Arenberg noted that prior to 1908 not one
kilogram of soybeans passed through the Suez Canal, yet in
1908 35 million kilograms passed through. This gives a good
idea of the commercial development of this plant. Address:
France.
1029. Country Gentleman. 1910. Forage plants, including
alfalfa. As they affect the eastern farmer. Address before the
New York breeders. 75(2974):77-78. Jan. 27.
• Summary: “The two most important questions before the
farmer in the East to-day are feed and fertility. These two
questions cannot well be separated; they are to a certain
extent interdependent–this is especially true in the case of
dairy and animal husbandry, for the higher the fertility of the
soil the larger the crops, and the more animals can be kept
and the larger the quantity of manure made.”
“1. Our own experience and experiments in New Jersey
show that it is entirely feasible there, and I think would
be feasible in most parts of New York, to provide for a
continued feed supply from early in May to early in October.
Ordinarily, with us, it is possible to have green forage crops
from May 1 to Nov. 1; the crops in their order being as
follows: Rye, wheat, clover or alfalfa, mixed grasses, oats
and peas, corn, cow peas or soy beans, millet, barley and
peas, cabbage. That is, by a judicious adjustment of the areas
and times of seeding of these various crops, it was possible
to obtain a continuous and sufficient supply of roughage,
highly palatable and digestible, and in some instances
sufficient to supply all the needed demands for full flow of
milk.”
“The range In cost, on the whole, of growing and not
including harvesting the cereal crops for the period of
fourteen years has been from $1 to $2.50, and the legume
crops from $1.50 to $3.50 per ton; those costing more or less
than the figures here given being purely experimental. A fair
average would be $2 per ton for the cereals and $2.50 for the
legumes.
“The range in yield for both kinds of crops has naturally
varied widely, owing to the kind of crop and the character
of the season. On the average, however, the yield of green
forage has been for: Rye, 6.5 tons; wheat, 7; corn, 12; millet,

8; oats and peas, 7; cow peas, 6; soy beans, 6; red clover, 6;
alfalfa, 16; mixed grasses, 6; barley and peas, 5. This makes
the average yield for all of the crops a little over 7 tons per
acre.”
“The probability is that in this state the wide range
of forage crops, particularly of the summer leguminous
crops, soy beans, cow peas, vetches, etc., may not be so
successfully grown as in New Jersey. Nevertheless, It is quite
possible so to adjust the crops that are available as to keep
the land constantly covered, and to harvest at least two crops
each year.”
A plan of rotation of soiling crops is given. Plan 5
includes rye, soy beans and barley. For each is given the tons
per acre, protein per pound, ether extract, fiber per pound,
and total of each.
1030. Morgan, H.A. 1910. Re: Sending you soy bean
varieties. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Jan. 29. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: Your letter of the 17th came
during our busiest time of the Short Course and I have not
been able to reply sooner. I have asked Mr. Mooers to write
to the parties to whom we sent the soy bean seed last season
to see if they have the seed available.
“We may be able to spare you ten bushels of Acme but
of the other varieties we have not enough for distribution. I
am sending you a list of the men to whom Professor Mooers
has written in order that you may write them as well. I hope
another year to be able to give you the names of growers in
our State.
“In the future we do not expect to send me these seed
samples unless we can have our cooperative workers look
after them and see that the seed is gathered [harvested]. The
average has so many ‘changes of heart’ during the season of
growth that the outcome is that he finally decides to cut the
beans we have sent him for hay.
“Let me know if you think $2.50 per bushel will be all
right for the Acme.
“Very truly yours, Director.”
On an attached page are the following addresses, typed:
“W.P. Ridley, Columbia, Tenn.
“W.J. Gilbreath [Gilbreth], Lawrenceburg, Tenn.
“John Thompson, Nashville, Tenn.
“T.J. Williams, Union City, Tenn.
“H.P. Naglar, Union City, Tenn.
“J.C. McKelvy, Humboldt, Tenn.
“J.W. Waite, Haley, Tenn.
“Henry Willoughby, Lucy, Tenn.
“C.S. Looney, Winchester, Tenn.
“J.B. McDonald, Nettle Carrier [today’s Alpine; Overton
County], Tenn.”
Note that the Director of the station refers to his
colleague both as “Mr. Mooers” and as “Professor Mooers”
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in this letter. Why both? Which is correct?
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, TN.
1031. Country Gentleman. 1910. Forage plants, including
alfalfa. As they affect the eastern farmer. Conclusion of the
[New York] state breeders address. 75(2975):101. Feb. 3.
• Summary: “The successful and profitable growing of
forage crops, as already hinted at, requires that the crops
shall be so arranged as to keep the land constantly occupied
with a growing crop.”
“It is best wherever possible, and it is usually possible,
to have one of the two crops grown each season, a
leguminous crop, or a combination of a legume and a cereal,
as oats and peas, rye and vetch, soy beans and Kaffir corn,
thus constantly accumulating more or less of nitrogen from
the air, which with the vegetable matter adds to the potential
fertility of the soil.”
“While all the crops grown in a rotation are not equally
valuable, nearly every one possesses some characteristic
which makes it of service, aside from its feeding value. Rye,
for example, is especially good, because seed is cheap: it
can be seeded later in the fall than any other and furnishes
food the earliest of any in the spring. Oats and peas are
excellent from the standpoint of yield, but are especially
useful because they come at a season when hardly any other
crop, other than pasture, is available. The millets are the
least satisfactory of the crops, except from the standpoint of
yield. Soy beans and cow peas are excellent as to character
of produce and content of dry matter, and serve an excellent
purpose in keeping the land covered during the hot, dry
season, thus preventing the injuries to soil from the burning
sun.”
1032. Mooers, C.A. 1910. Re: Various matters relating to
soybeans. Letter to Mr. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., Feb. 5. 2 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper: The lots of soy beans which
we received from you last year and planted in small rows
were seeded May 28.
“Can you supply me with the dates and maturity of
Mammoth Yellow and Ito San varieties of soy beans grown
any where to the south of us, as well as at Arlington [Farm;
Virginia]? You will probably remember my writing you in
regard to this several months ago but at that time you were
unable to furnish me with the data.
“Professor Morgan has probably answered your inquiry

in regard to seed distribution. We talked the matter over
and have done some corresponding with the cooperators in
different parts of the State but am sorry to say that we do
not find much if any seed for sale. Our farmers are taking
up with the soy bean and I am sure that the acreage will be
greatly extended this season.
“We had a fair cowpea season, but the soy beans outyielded the Whips [Whippoorwills] both in grain and hay
at the ratio of about two to one. Some of our yields of soy
beans were extra large. The plot of Tokyo variety, which you
will remember to have seen growing on the bottom lands,
yielded at the rate of 40 bushel of seed to the acre. The
average of the three planting on the up-land was a little over
this amount and the hay yield was five and one-half tons to
the acre. Evidently it has great capacity and this surpassed
the Mammoth Yellow.
“Very truly yours, C.A. Mooers.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
1033. Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche Presse. 1910.
Kleine Mitteilungen: Sojabohnen als Viehfutter [Brief
communications: Soybeans as livestock feed]. 37(12):135.
Feb. 12. [Ger]
• Summary: In recent times, one is hearing more frequently
about a new livestock feed that is being used with cattle in
many cases, especially in England: the residues of soybeans.
In Denmark as well, this fodder is already being used for
feed and is supposed to have a large effect in the fat content
of the milk. The soybean is primarily cultivated in China, and
then in Japan. The beans are very high in protein and have a
high oil content, and their residues represent a very nutritious
livestock feed. On the market, they come in the form of
cakes and meal, just as with other oil seed residues. In the
United States of America, too, soybeans are supposedly
cultivated, since not only the bean but also the green plant is
to be effectively used as green fodder or as hay.
Since these cakes and residues may without a doubt
also find use in Germany, Dr. Hesse in the Dairy Journal
of Hildesheim (Hildesheimer Molkerei Zeitung) makes
reference to an observation that was made in a dairy in
Mecklenburg. For a long time now, he writes, the butter of
the dairy that was concerned had specifically demonstrated
a pronounced oily flavor which could not be remedied
through the use of any technical means that were available.
Neither strong pasteurization nor deep and long cooling
of the cream, neither the use of new pure cultures, strong
acids, butters with other temperatures, new tin plating of
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the equipment, nor any other means of assistance would be
useful. It also could not be due to the water. Only when the
cream of the individual deliverers was made into butter by
itself was it found that the butter from the milk of one certain
supplier yielded the aforementioned defect to a great degree.
The butter was heavily oily with a very noticeable sweet,
perfume-like overtone. I presumed that since the defect was
not to be remedied as a result of technical means, it had to
be due to the feed, and in fact I assumed the enriching of
rice meal fodder. Upon more detailed subsequent research,
though, it turned out that soybean cakes had been fed.
Therefore, if the aforementioned feed gives rise to
defects of that type with the butter, then one ought to be very
careful with the introduction of this new feed in spite of its
cheapness and otherwise good properties. Providing a butter
product of that type only causes great damage. The purpose
of this report should be to have drawn attention to this, and
if one person or another has made similar observations or
should have been made aware of them as a result of these
lines, then it would be very desirable to report this as soon as
possible in this location before greater damage is caused.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Berlin.
1034. O.D.T.; Bashore, C.R. 1910. Hogs at pasture (Letter
to the editor). Rural New-Yorker 69(4035):240. Feb. 26.
Oversize.
• Summary: “I intend to pasture pigs in clover next Summer
and when corn is ready turn them into the corn to help
themselves. In case the clover does not last, will cow peas
answer the same purpose, and what variety is best for hogs?
Will some sweet corn be better to start the hogs on, or is it
best to plant all dent corn? How young can little pigs be fed
meat meal?
“O.D.T. Town Hill, Pa.
“I have had experience in pasturing pigs in Alfalfa,
clover and rape. Alfalfa is the best of all pastures for pigs.
I have read much about rape as a pasture for pigs, but I
found that they do not relish it as much as either Alfalfa or
clover, but in case one has no clover or Alfalfa as the case is
sometimes, it comes in very handy. It can be sown quite early
in the Spring, and in six to eight weeks it is ready to pasture.
Rape is a heavy yielder. I would recommend a mixture of
Soy beans and rape, as the Soy beans are relished almost as
much as Alfalfa. I prefer Soy beans much before cow peas,
as the cow peas are too much a warm weather plant. About
sweet corn and dent corn I prefer the dent corn, because the
dent will yield twice as much. Of course the sweet is better,
but I think the dent is preferable because of the larger yield.
About meat meal I have no experience. I like to start little
pigs on milk and wheat middlings. The Ito San is the best
variety of Soy beans for our climate. I have tried others,
but this is the one for me. I shall sow four acres for hay this
Summer; I had four acres for seed last season.

“C.R. Bashore. Pennsylvania.” Address: 1. Town Hill.
Both: Pennsylvania.
1035. Wiancko, Alfred T.; Cromer, Clinton O. 1910. Results
of cooperative tests of varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soy
beans and cow peas, 1909. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 139. p. 87-123. Feb.
• Summary: The experiments were conducted on over 900
farms in different parts of the state. In 1909 there were 81
tests of four varieties of soy beans. “The number of complete
and satisfactory reports was unusually small.” Tables show
(22, p. 118) Four-year average yields of soy beans, 19061909, for five varieties: (Ito San {used as a check}, Early
Brown, Hollybrook, Dwarf Early Yellow, Medium Early
Yellow). Yields of both hay and grain are given for northern
and southern Indiana. The highest hay yield was 2,728 lb/
acre and the highest grain [seed] yield was 20.0 bushels/
acre, both from Hollybrook in northern Indiana. (23, p. 119)
The name, post office, and county of 12 Indiana farmers in
northern Indiana who grew soy beans in 1909, their yields
for each of 4 varieties (Ito San, Early Brown, Hollybrook,
and Medium Yellow), and the average yields. The farmers
are: Fernando Brier, Lafayette, Tippecanoe Co. Arthur P.
Carey, Galveston, Cass Co. Geo W. Cramer, Decatur, Adams
Co. John T. Cromer, Middletown, Delaware Co. W.H.
Derrick, Michigantown, Clinton Co. W.S. Hollingsworth,
Lynn, Randolph Co. John A. Miller, New Lisbon, Henry Co.
Horace G. Munson, Lincoln, Cass Co. Hemsley Robison,
Walkerton, LaPorte Co. Chester Saber, Knox, Starke Co.
Perry Seale, Fairmount, Grant Co. James P. Smith, Kokomo,
Howard Co.” (24, p. 120) Same as the previous table but
13 farmers from southern Indiana: O.E. Bales, Martinsville,
Morgan Co. J.E. Collins, Tell City, Perry Co. Chas. H. Freed,
Saltillo, Lawrence Co. Leonard Gebert, Harrison, Ohio,
Dearborn Co. Clarence Gossman, Brownstown, Jackson Co.
John Heinze, Tell City, Spencer Co. Emmet Hornaday, New
Augusta, Marion Co. G.E. Johnson, Lynnville, Warrick Co.
Arthur Porter, Indian Springs, Martin Co. Eveline Riedel,
Osgood, Ripley Co. T.G. Sturm, Elizabeth, Harrison Co.
Raleigh Thompson, Underwood, Clark Co.” Address:
1. B.S.A., Agriculturist and head of department; 2. Asst.
Agriculturist.
1036. Country Gentleman. 1910. Enquiries and answers:
what readers want to know. Clay soil (Letter to the editor).
75(2979):212. March 3.
• Summary: “I purchased a couple of years ago a small farm
in Morris County, N.J., principally for a fine trout brook that
runs through it, but am now trying to get about 50 acres of
plow land so it will raise something. Land is wet and hard
clay. Used to raise wheat, oats and corn fifty years ago.
Has been neglected, and not plowed in twenty years. Have
cleared it off and cleaned it up, also opened ditches to drain
it off. What course shall I now follow to raise corn and oats?
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Have plenty of good cow manure. Do I want to put on lime
first, and if so, how much per acre, plow under or top-dress,
and what kind of lime? (1) I wish to put one field in alfalfa.
How shall I proceed to get a catch? (2) W.G.G. East Orange,
N.J.
“[1. This land needs humus, lime, drainage and
cultivation. Break up the land, harrow, put on a ton of ground
quicklime per acre, and harrow again. Plant oats and peas
this spring for hay, cow peas and soy beans in May for hay,
pasture or green manure, crimson clover in the fall, to be
cut for live-stock the following spring. Pile on the manure,
balanced with superphosphate and potash, and plant corn,
which must be thoroughly cultivated. Oats need very little
manure...”
“... inoculate with alfalfa soil or Farmogerm, and sow
25 pounds of the best re-cleaned alfalfa seed per acre. Plant
not more than one acre to start with, and on well drained soil;
keep on trying until you get a catch].”
1037. Wiancko, A.T. 1910. Re: Soy bean varieties. Letter
to C.V. Piper, Agrostologist, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC, March 3. 2 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Piper:–Concerning the soy bean
varieties tested last year and of which you furnished the seed,
I may see that we found very considerable variations as to
the length of season required and habit of growth as was of
course expected and a great many of the varieties were really
too late for our conditions unless perhaps for cutting green or
for making into hay. For grain production I would mention
among those that we would class early, blooming about the
10th of July, Numbers 182, 17258, 20406 and 22406.”
“Of your first... ‘List of Best Agrostology 1908
Selections grown at the Arlington Farm [Virginia] 1909,’ we
would like to try all the varieties of which you can send us
seed in groups 1 and 2. Groups 3 and 4 are probably too late
for us.
“In the other list, ‘Soy beans grown at Arlington Farm
1909,’ we should like to have seed of the following numbers
if you can supply...”
The writer lists about 40 numbers, each indicating a
variety.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#1.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agriculturist, Purdue Univ.
Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
1038. Country Gentleman. 1910. A beginner’s first steps
(Letter to the editor). 75(2980):237. March 10.

• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–I have been reading
your paper for some time, and have, through its influence,
bought a farm. I want to start right, so enclose check for the
Country Gentleman. This is actually my starting, as it is the
first purchase I have made in connection with the farm, and
before I make the next I want your good advice...”
“P.C. Woodnut, Columbia Co., New York
“The proposed corn acreage is rather large, but if you
can take care of it, of course there is a ready market for any
surplus corn. Top-dress the sod heavily before plowing for
corn; plow six to eight inches deep, and harrow several times
immediately afterward. Seed corn of the Longfellow variety
will doubtless give you good results planted at the rate of
about one-third bushel per acre. You would do well to plant a
few acres with oats and peas for hay (two bushels of oats and
one bushel of Canada field peas, to be planted this spring),
and to experiment with cow peas and soy beans (seeded the
middle of May) for hay.
“You should grow proteinaceous feeds as well as
roughage and carbohydrates, and should plan to supply the
live-stock you intend to keep.”
1039. Grenada Sentinel (The) (Grenada, Mississippi). 1910.
Use of the soy bean. March 11. p. 6, col. 3.
• Summary: “The soy bean and the cow pea are the greatest
land builders known to Southern agriculture. The following
article on the soy bean was written by Prof. C.H. Lane, and
published in a recent issue of the Farmers’ News Scimitar:
[Memphis, Tennessee]
‘We are inclined to believe that the soy bean, or as it is
sometimes called, soja bean, has a greater future as a forage
crop than any other known as yet to Southern agriculture.
It is a legume that is enjoying the attention and interest of
practically all the experiment stations throughout the Central
and Southern States, as well as the most progressive farmers.
In a sense the plant is new to American agriculture, but has
been cultivated for human food purposes and otherwise for
ages in the far East–especially in China and parts of India.
We are greatly indebted to the United States Department of
Agriculture for this new forage crop, as it has been through
its efforts that we have this most promising of all farm crops.
“There has been a great awakening in agriculture during
the lst decade throughout the South...”
Note: This article also appeared in the Port Gibson
Reveille (Port Gibson, Mississippi) on 10 March 1910 (p. 6,
col. 1).
1040. Le Goff, Jean. 1910. Sur l’emploi de la graine du “Soja
Hispida” de Chine dans l’alimentation des diabétiques [On
the use of soybeans in diabetic diets]. Gazette des Hopitaux
83(34):476-78. March 22. Also published as a brochure. [5
ref. Fre]
• Summary: The writer is interested in using diet to treat
or manage diabetes. As early as Feb. 1908, she suggested
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the use of almond cake in diabetic diets. The almond is
not the only oilseed that is available. Nuts, poppy seeds,
roasted peanuts, etc. also taste good. “I am here today to call
attention to a legume, Soja Hispida (Moench), popularly
known as the oil-pea of China (pois oléagineux de Chine),
which serves as the basis of the diet for the inhabitants of
that vast country.
“Like wheat, it is an annual plant. It has been cultivated
in China since antiquity, and is likewise found in Cochin
China, Cambodia, the Indies, and Japan.
“Its cultivation not been tried much in France. The trial
by Lechartier (1903), with the goal of using soya as a forage
plant, has not yet been repeated.
“Desiring to increase the number of foods permitted
for diabetics and, above all, providing them with a fresh
vegetable capable of replacing [dry] peas and haricot beans,
I had the idea of trying to cultivate soybeans in France. The
trials I made in 1909 were very encouraging.
“The soybean (Le soja) planted last May in the
department of Loir-et-Cher [in north-central France] gave a
magnificent stand of plants 100 to 110 cm in height, which
bore fruit in September, even though that month was very
rainy.
“Just like grapes, soybeans need plenty of heat to
mature. The soybean harvest will be greatest in areas which
are dry and warm. In short, the best regions for growing
grapes would also seem to be preferable for soybean
cultivation.
“It seems to me this demonstrates that the soybean can
be cultivated in our country, like peas and haricot beans. It
is the one new resource for diabetics who are living in the
countryside where it is often difficult to obtain starch-free
foods.
“Introduction of the soybean as a vegetable garden crop
may be easier, since the trade has usually sold seed from the
previous year’s crop–or even older. Seeds that were not fresh
contributed to the poor quality of foods made from them, and
contributed to the discredit into when they fell.”
“If soybeans are crushed in a mortar and mixed with
water, you get a vegetable milk, resembling almond milk.
With this milk, as with animal milk, one can make a cheese
[tofu], the cost of which is practically insignificant. In China
it is consumed in large quantities.”
A table, by Mr. Balland, shows the chemical
composition of soybeans from Cambodia and Tonkin.
“It is not only because of its low starch content or its
richness in protein that one can recommend the soybean to
diabetics; it is also because of the oils that it contains. From
that point of view its action approaches that of almond cake.
There follows a long discussion of the action and
importance of oils in diabetic diets.
Note: This is the earliest article seen (July 2001) by Dr.
Le Goff on soy and diabetic diets. Address: M.D., Lauréat de
la Faculté de médecine de Paris [France].

1041. Country Gentleman. 1910. In southern New Jersey.
75(2982):300. March 24.
• Summary: “The following list of soiling crops, actually
growing at the Baron de Hirsch Agricultural School,
Woodbine, N.J., with dates of seeding and of harvest, may
be interesting to other readers in that latitude. We should
be glad to have criticisms of this list or suggestions for its
amplification. The crops are here arranged and numbered in
the order of their harvesting; alfalfa also is fed in May and
July. They are as below:”
“Crop. Sown. Harvested.
“1. Vetch–Aug. 30. After May 15
“1. Crimson clover–Sept. 5. After May 15
“1. Rye–Oct. 20. After May 15
“2. Peas and oats–March 21. May 25, June 1
“3. Peas and oats–March 22. June 1, 10
“4. Vetch and oats–April 1. June 10, 20
“5. Peas and oats–April 10. June 20. July 11
“6. Corn (R.T.W. flint)–May 1. July 1, 10
“7. Corn and cow peas–May 15. July 21, 25
“8. Hungarian oats–June 15. July 25 Aug. 1
“9. Sorghum–June 1. Aug. 1, 10
“10. Sorghum and cow peas–June 5. Aug. 10, 15
“11. Soybeans–June 10. Aug. 18, 26
“12. Cow peas and kaffir corn–June 25. Aug. 25, Sept. 1
“13. Hungarian millet–July 10. Sept. 1
“14. Corn–June 10. Sept. 16, 27
“15. Cow peas and pearl millet–July 15. Sept. 25, 20
“16. Barley and peas–Aug. 10. Oct. 10, 20
“17. Barley and soybeans–July 30. Oct. 21
“17. Barley–Aug. 15. Oct. 21”
1042. Morse, S.F. 1910. An up-to-date dairy farm. Its new
barn and equipment. The Howatt system of ventilation.
Country Gentleman 75(2983):311. March 31.
• Summary: “Mr. Howatt believes that Ayrshire milk is
especially suited for the use of infants and invalids. For
feeding the cattle, an extensive system of soiling crops and
ensilage is depended on, oats or barley and peas, peas alone,
crimson clover, soy beans, cow peas, alfalfa, corn, etc., being
grown; in fact, this farm seems admirably adapted to the
various desirable soiling crops. Pasture is used mainly to
exercise the cows.”
1043. Itie, G. 1910. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds
(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 10(84):237-46. March. [51 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Duration of vegetation (2 harvests
per year in warm areas). Culture. Soil preparation. Time of
planting. Selection of seeds (varieties), seed weight (number
of seeds per kg for different European varieties), and weight
to plant per hectare for forage or seed. Distance between
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seeds. Method of planting. Germination. Cultural care
(crop management). Irrigation. Flowering and setting seeds.
Harvest. Time of harvest.
Concerning germination (p. 241-42): Soybean
germination in Europe is often unequal and unsure. It is also
necessary to plant fresh seeds; otherwise, many will not
develop or the weak seedlings rot quickly.
The nature of the soil has a marked influence. A hard soil
that offers little resistance to Vigna, to the contrary stops the
growth of soybeans that come up with difficulty in a driedout or insufficiently prepared terrain. Hence the importance
of careful farming methods.
Germination is rather long in temperate countries,
quicker in the intertropical zone. It takes place after four or
five days in Vietnam and in general in a week prohibiting
very unfavorable circumstances. The young plant then
develops slowly, but soon it does not delay to shoot up and
attains rapidly 0.3-0.35 meters.
Note: This document contains 7 tables, mostly from
other sources. Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture coloniale.
1044. Rural New-Yorker. 1910. A crop that is sure to have a
great influence upon the development of American farming is
the Soy bean... 69(4041):452. April 9. Oversize.
• Summary: “... While it may not take the place of Red
clover or interfere with the spread of Alfalfa seeding, the
Soy bean is sure to find a useful place on many farms. The
grain gives an analysis nearly as high as linseed meal, while
the stalks make a fine forage. In the South and West some
remarkable results have been obtained from feeding it. In
Europe and Great Britain Soy bean meal from Japan has
become a regular feed product in the markets, reducing the
price of other grain. It is one of the crops which American
farmers must learn how to raise. There seems to be no other
way to cut down the fearful grain bills than to grow more of
our protein food at home. Soy beans will help us do this, and
we shall begin at once a study of this crop.”
1045. Williams, Thomas A. 1910. La “soya.” La haba soya
como forraje [The soy bean as a forage crop]. Boletin de
la Sociedad Agricola Mexicana 34(15):292-95. April 17;
34(16):307-11. April 25; 34(17):331-33. May 1; 34(18):34850. May 9. Translation of USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 58
(1897, revised 1899). [7 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Part 1. Origin and general
characteristics. Varieties. Growth. Illustrations show: Soy
bean seedling with roots (p. 292, 294-95). A flowering soy
bean plant, with close-ups of pods and one flower (p. 293).
Part 2. Cultivation. Harvest. Production and yield.
Chemical composition.
Part 3. Digestibility. Value and uses: As pasture (como
pasto), as ensilage, as hay.
Part 4. As pasture (como pastura), as a plant for
soil improvement, value of the seeds as feed. Summary.

The entire 4-part document contains many non-original
illustrations of soy bean plants.
Note: This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen that uses the term “la haba soya” to refer to the soy
bean. Address: Asst. Agrostologist, Div. of Agrostology,
USDA (agrologista auxiliar).
1046. Stranahan, J.J. 1910. Farm correspondence: Soy beans
(soja beans) a strong indorsement [sic, endorsement]. Atlanta
Constitution (Georgia). April 18. p. 10.
• Summary: “I would like to add a word on the soy bean in
indorsement [sic] of what Alton W. Warden [sic, Alton M.
Worden], of Tullahoma, Tennessee, says in the Constitution
of April 4.”
“Mr. Warden [sic] does not tell half the story of the
soy beans. It has no equal in the south as a forage crop. The
cowpea is not to be compared with it in any particular, and
from some five years personal experience I can indorse [sic,
endorse] every word he says, only he does not say enough.”
We “practice what we preach, not having raised a stalk
of cotton on our twelve hundred acres in three years. The soy
bean is never attacked with weevil or any other insect pest
that I know of; two crops a year can be raised on the same
ground any year and I have grown three here on the bureau
grounds, plowing the last under a little before Christmas, the
beans coming up beautifully as volunteers the next year;...”
Address: Bullochville, Georgia.
1047. Moss, B.L. 1910. Farm department: Soy beans as a
forage crop. Port Gibson Reveille (Port Gibson, Mississippi).
April 21. p. 1, col. 1.
• Summary: “Because of the scarcity and high price of
cowpea seed, and in some cases the impossibility of getting
them at any price, it becomes necessary to look about for
something that will at least in part take their place. As such a
substitute the soy or soja bean fills the bill admirably.
“This bean is a Japanese importation, and as a nitrogen
gatherer and soil restorer it is equally as valuable as the
cowpea. It makes no vine, but has a bushy, upright stalk
growth, and makes an immense number of small pods of
beans. This absence of vine and bushy habit of growth make
it easier to cut and cure for hay than the cowpea.
“There are a number of varieties of soy beans, varying
from the dwarf varieties to the Mammoth Yellow, which
as its name indicates makes a vigorous, bushy growth,
sometimes nearly waist high. The latter variety is the one
that should be used in South Mississippi. Under favorable
conditions it has made as much as three tons of hay per acre,
and will probably average two. This hay has a feeding value
fully equal to the best cowpea hay.
“The soybean makes a good crop of hay after oats and,
in fact, it is as such a crop that [it] will be found most useful.
Unlike the cowpea, they must not be sown broadcast, but
should be planted in three foot rows, about one-half bushel
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seed per acre, and given one or two light cultivations.
They do not do well broadcast. Mr. G.E. Hiles, of Moselle,
Mississippi, on piney woods last year made three tons of soy
bean hay after taking off an oat crop.
“There is no reason why this crop should not be
successful with the average farmer, as it has done well at
nearly every experiment station in the South. Ask your
local merchant about these seed, and insist on getting the
Mammoth Yellow. You should get them for about two dollars
per bushel. Try the soy bean; they can take the place of the
cowpea either as a feed or to improve the land.
“Write to the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington,
D.C. for the Government Bulletin on Soy Beans.” Address:
District Agent, U.S. Department of Agriculture.
1048. Wing, Chas. B. 1910. The soy bean: a promising
forage crop of value. Rural New-Yorker 69(4043):489-90.
April 23. Oversize.
• Summary: “About 10 years ago the writer became
interested in Soy beans and began experimenting with them.
My first experience was with the Ito San, and for many years
we grew this quite extensively, and were well pleased with it.
If yielded about 20 bushels of grain per acre for us when at
its best, but it was very difficult to harvest, the pods forming
quite close to the ground, and the habit being rather poor–
that is the vines were inclined to be half recumbent. Some
years we succeeded fairly well harvesting it with a mowing
machine; some years we pulled it by hand, sometimes
we cut it with hoes. A few years ago, after reading some
Government bulletins on the subject, we became interested in
other varieties. We secured as many of the promising kinds
as we could from the Government, and tested them fairly.
The results have both pleased and surprised us. A typical
plant of Soy bean is shown at Fig. 184. This picture is taken
from Farmers’ Bulletin 372. Last Fall Mr. C.V. Piper, of the
United States Department of Agriculture, visited our test
plot. As Mr. Piper states, it is no longer proper to encourage
simply the growing of Soy beans; the varieties differ so
greatly, and some are so far superior to others, that to be
up-to-date at all, one must have some of the best varieties.
The habits of these plants differ as greatly as those of any
cultivated plant with which we are familiar. This variation
is in a way, a good thing, because Soy beans are used in
three or four different ways, and its wide variation helps the
different uses. Some varieties will mature in 90 days; others
will require from 120 to 140 days, or even longer. Some
are half recumbent or almost fully recumbent; others stand
sturdily erect. Some have coarse stalks (although very strong
and erect); others have much more slender stalks. Some have
large, coarse leaves; others medium leaves. Some shed their
leaves before the grain even begins to mature; others retain
their leaves until the grain is practically ripe. It is obvious
that all of these characteristics may be made of use in the
plant’s cultivation.

“We hardly know whether the Soy bean is most useful
for grain, silage, soiling, forage or soil improvement.
Different varieties are peculiarly adapted to each purpose,
and it will depend largely upon the farmer’s own need as to
which characteristic he should seek. As a grain crop, they
can probably be used over the widest latitude, and probably
more farmers will find them valuable in this way than in any
other. They may be used especially in the Central States, and
by farmers who use oil meal or bran, either with dairy rations
or for feeding other stock. Soy beans analyze sometimes as
high as 38 per cent protein; this compares favorably with
oil meal, while in palatability and digestibility they are very
much superior to oil meal. All of our stock like them fully
as well as they do corn, and we have very little trouble from
indigestion. They are laxative, and when fed in moderate
amounts are beneficial in this way; furthermore, they seem
to act as a tonic. Horses being fed moderate amounts of them
become sleek and fat, with abundant life. My own driving
mare will leave her corn for a bite of Soy beans. and when
given only moderate amounts of them and practically no
other grain, will fatten up very quickly. I thoroughly believe
with Mr. Piper that every farmer who is buying cotton-seed
meal, oil meal or wheat bran has abundant use for Soy beans,
and that the Soy beans would be much more profitable to
him than any of the other feeds mentioned.
“With some of the new varieties I think it will soon be
possible to grow about 30 bushels of seed per acre. They are
worth about $1 per bushel for feeding purposes, and they
thus compare favorably with any crop we grow for feed.
For many years cow peas have been grown extensively as a
forage crop. I believe with Mr. Piper that, at least on a great
many soils, the Soy bean should certainly replace the cow
pea. The cow pea has just one advantage: it may be sown
broadcast on foul land, and will make a good growth and a
profitable crop. The Soy bean does not thrive when sown
broadcast, consequently it is a little less of a lazy man’s crop,
but on the other hand, its analysis is so much better than that
of the cow pea, and its habit of growth is so much better that
it should easily take precedence over the cow pea, excepting
where it is thought to be absolutely necessary to sow the seed
broadcast. I submit the following table, taken from Professor
Henry’s “Feeds and Feeding,” for careful consideration:”
The table gives the nutritional composition of 7
“Foods”: Soy beans, cow peas, corn, bran, soy bean hay,
cow pea hay, and clover hay. For each it gives: (1) Lbs. dry
matter. (2) Lbs. protein. (3) Lbs. carbohydrates. (4) Lbs.
[nitrogen-free] extract. The soy bean contains much more
protein (29.6) and extract (14.4) and much less carbohydrates
(22.3) than the other six.
“The analysis of the Soy bean seed is not as high in
protein in this table as I have seen it in other analyses.
Note the superiority in protein of the Soy bean, as well as
the cow pea hay, over Red clover. Alfalfa analyzes only
about 11 or 12 per cent, so that the Soy bean compares
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favorably with Alfalfa itself, and it is reasonably certain that
it could be grown easily on many soils where the growth
of Alfalfa would be difficult. Red clover is not likely to be
supplanted by either Soy beans or cow peas, and it would
not be wise to supplant it, because Red clover is such an
old-established crop that everyone knows how to grow it,
it produces sufficient forage per acre to make it profitable,
and it probably fits into the rotation a little easier than Soy
beans, especially where farmers have a large amount of
Spring or Summer work to do. Neither do I think that Alfalfa
should at all be supplanted by the Soy bean, but it frequently
happens that a Red clover meadow is seriously injured by
Winter freezing and a catch crop desired in the Spring. For
this purpose I think that no crop with which I am familiar
would begin to equal the Soy bean. Millets are largely used
as catch crops under these conditions, and there is absolutely
no comparison between the value of a ton of millet hay
and a ton of Soy bean hay. Also there are many soils on
which clover does not seem to thrive, and on these I would
earnestly recommend the use of Soy beans, especially in an
experimental way.
“Ohio, Chas. B. Wing.” (To be continued.)
A large illustration (Fig. 184) shows “a typical plant of
soy beans.” Address: Ohio.
1049. Wing, Chas. B. 1910. The soy bean: a promising
forage crop of value. II. Rural New-Yorker 69(4043):514.
April 30. Oversize.
• Summary: “As nitrogen gatherers I think few plants will
equal the Soy bean. Its roots are covered with nodules.
Sometimes these nodules are as large as Lima beans, and
they should always be as large as a garden pea. If this plant
be turned under for fertilizing purposes, especially if one of
the large growing varieties be used, I know of no plant that
would excel it. When grown for seed, most varieties will
drop their leaves before the seed is ripe; these leaves. of
course, enriching the soil. I think that on any ordinary soil,
with the new improved varieties, farmers should expect from
15 to 20 or 25 bushels of seed, or from two to 3½ tons dry
hay per acre. I have a theory, which at present is theory only,
that the plant may be made extremely useful for silage. In
another year or so, I expect to try this on a good-sized scale.
Some varieties make both a large amount of forage and a
large amount of grain, and in addition will hold their leaves
until the grain is nearly ripe. I think that these varieties
cut just before the leaves begin to fall, and possibly mixed
with moderate amounts of corn (say in the proportion of
two parts Soy beans to one of corn) would not only make a
large amount of very rich silage, but would be readily eaten
and easily digested, and we would thereby get the greatest
possible amount of feed from a given acreage.
“As to varieties, I agree with Mr. Piper on practically
everything I have tested so far. Many of the new varieties
are only in the experimental stage, and probably few of

them are at present produced in quantities sufficient to place
them on the market, but no doubt, within a few years, the
Government will have some surplus for sale. The Ito San,
our old standby. is no doubt about as good as any variety for
extreme northern conditions, where it is necessary to mature
the seed in 90 days. It would furnish only about 1½ ton dry
forage per acre. The Medium Early Green is one of the oldest
varieties, makes an excellent yield, both of beans and forage,
but it seems to be practically impossible to harvest the crop
in such manner as not to lose half the grain, and this reduces
the yield to only a moderate amount.
“So far, our tests show no bean that is any better for
grain than the Medium Early Yellow. This variety has very
sturdy plants, a trifle too coarse for forage, a mediumsized bean, which does not shatter badly when harvested.
It yields abundantly, and its habit is good. The plants stand
erect enough, so that it is no difficulty whatever to harvest
with a mowing machine. The Meyer sometimes produces
enormous quantities of forage, occasional plants being six
feet tall, but its habit is poor, being half recumbent. The yield
of grain is only moderate. The Tokio produces the largest
amount of forage of any bean I have ever tried, but when
grain is desired it is entirely too late for this latitude. The
Brownie is almost identical with the Ito San. The Haberlandt
is very similar to the Meyer, although having a trifle better
habit–that is, a more erect growth. The Guelph is an early
variety, maturing with the Ito San, but having a rather better
habit. The Nuttal [sic, Nuttall] has a good habit, although
the vines are a trifle coarse for forage, the amount of beans
produced being smaller by our tests than some of our other
best varieties. The beans also shatter somewhat worse in
harvesting than our other varieties. The Morse is similar; it is
about as late in maturing as we dare to have in this latitude,
probably requiring 130 to 140 days, and the yield of beans is
about the same as that of Nuttal. A variety with which I am
very well pleased is the Jet. It will probably produce a trifle
smaller amount of grain than the Medium Early Yellow, but
its habit is simply perfect, the plant growing perfectly erect
and branching out five or six inches above the ground, the
main stem being sturdy and each branch long and slender,
making it well adapted for forage. It would probably mature
safely even a good deal north of this latitude, as it has two
or three weeks to spare. It would probably make three tons
per acre of dry hay, and no doubt would have little trouble
in making a yield of 20 bushels of grain. Another of my
favorites is the Cloud. This bean is very similar to the Jet,
excepting that it is from two to three weeks later in maturing.
It will produce a little heavier crop both of beans and forage
than the Jet, has equally good habits and retains many of its
leaves until the grain is perfectly ripe. I have tested other
varieties, but have found none of them of sufficient merit to
be enumerated here.
“Briefly then, I feel positive not only that the Soy bean
has come to stay, but that its growth is still in its infancy,
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and I rather think that in 10 years from now it will be a
very important crop. I think that as a grain producer it
will compare favorably with any crop we have; that both
in quantity and quality of forage it is not greatly excelled
by any plant, with the exception of Alfalfa. Its fertilizing
qualities are of the very best, and it may be used for silage
with profitable results. I advise farmers, however, to grow
it only in a moderate way for a year or two, because, while
not especially difficult to grow, it has some peculiarities
which should be thoroughly understood before attempting
its extensive cultivation, and I would advise farmers to
investigate individual varieties, and to be sure that they get
something of the best when purchasing. It will probably be
several years before these new varieties will be placed on
the market in any considerable amounts, but with the interest
that is now being taken in this plant, I think that in a short
time it will be possible to obtain seed from the very best of
the varieties which I have mentioned, as well as from some
of the other choice varieties with which the Government is
experimenting.” Address: Ohio.
1050. Brenier, Henri. 1910. La question du soja [The soya
question]. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi)
13(83):105-28. March/April. Series 2. [22 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is an in-depth look at the relevance of
the soybean to France, both now and in the future. It is
prompted by the rapid growth of soybean imports to Europe
from Manchuria. The author has a good knowledge of the
literature on soybeans and a familiarity with the crop in the
field in French Indochina and China.
Contents: 1. Soybean cultivation: Species and varieties,
major soybean producing countries (China, Japan, Korea,
Indochina), other countries (Java and the Dutch East
Indies, France, USA. The Imperial Institute of London is
conducting trials in the Cape of Good Hope and Natal [South
Africa], in British West Africa, and in Gambia), methods of
cultivation and yield. 2. Commerce: Exports of soybeans and
soybean cake (beancake, tourteaux de soja) from China and
especially Manchuria (Newchwang, Dairen/Dalny, Antung,
Ta tung kow, Suifenho {Suifenhe / Sui-fen-ho}), importing
countries in 1908 in descending order of amount imported
(Russian ports on the Pacific [Vladivostok], for re-export to
Europe). Exports. Prices 3. Soybean utilization: Chemical
composition, use as a forage plant and for improving the soil,
use in human foods (tofu, shoyu, Worcestershire sauce, tuong
[Annamite soy sauce], miso, natto, soymilk), the soybean
as an oilseed (yield of oil from various oilseeds), soybean
cakes. Conclusions.
Page 109 discusses soybeans in Indochina, according
to information received from M. Crevost, Curator of the
Agricultural and Commercial Museum of Hanoi, and from
the article by Bui-quang-Chiêu (Dec. 1905). The names of
the soybean are different in the various parts of Indochina.
In Cochin China (especially in the provinces of Chaudoc

and Baria), in Annam (sporadically), and in Tonkin it is
called dau-nanh or dau-tuong (Tuong is a sauce made with
soybeans, described later under “Uses”). In Cambodia
(Cambodge) it is called sandek sieng. The variety most
widely cultivated in Indochina seems to be one with a
yellowish-white color, more oblong than round, a little
flattened (soja platycarpa of Harz [1880, 1885] (?)), different
therefore from the fine (belle) varieties of Manchuria and
Japan that are well rounded and pure yellow.
A table (p. 112) shows soy bean grain exports (in
1,000 metric tons) from different Manchurian ports for the
years 1905-1908. The author notes that Indochina could be
exporting soybeans to France. One factor that stimulated the
large exports of soybeans from Manchuria in 1908 (besides
an excellent harvest in 1907) was a program to suppress the
cultivation of opium by expansion of soybean acreage (p.
113). The author uses the scientific name Phaseolus radiatus
to refer to the petit haricot vert (probably mung bean). He
observed soybeans planted in mixed culture in Szechuan.
Page 115: In 1908 tables show total exports to foreign
countries were as follows: Soybean seeds (Soja en graines):
285,180 tonnes (metric tons). Soybean cakes (Tourteaux
de soja): 469,800 tonnes. Total: 754,900 tonnes, worth 78
million French francs.
Page 115: In 1908 official statistics are first given for
exports to Europe (in tonnes): Great Britain 69,200, France
21,390, Holland 7,290, Italy 4,140, Belgium 1,760, Germany
670, Russian ports on the Pacific [such as Vladivostok] (for
reexport to Europe, primarily to England it seems) 100,000.
Total: 204,440 tonnes.
Page 116 notes that the rise of soybeans in Manchuria
is due in part to the power of the Japanese commercial
house Mitsui Bussan Kaisha and the large English oil mills,
which joined to develop an industry that had not previously
existed. At the end of 1906, Mitsui, which had a dominant
commercial role in Southern Manchuria, sent one or two
trial shipments of soybeans to England. Mitsui was followed
mainly by the British trading houses (Samuel & Samuel,
Jardine, Matheson), then by the Germans (Otto Reimers,
Arnhold Karberg & Co), and the Russians. Continued
suppression of opium growing led to further expansion of
soybean cultivation.
A table (p. 117) gives the price of soybeans (per picul
of 300 catties = 180 kg), soybean cake (per 10 cakes of 53
catties each or 318 kg for the 10), and soybean oil (per picul
of 100 catties = 60 kg) in New chwang [Newchwang] taels
and in French francs in the average year from 1882-1891,
and in the year 1897. Prices were up in 1897.
Page 124 states: “A factory was recently founded near
Paris (at Saint Germain en Laye), with Chinese capital, for
the preparation of a series of products derived from soya:
milk, “caséo-sojaïne,” cheese [tofu], sauce, and sweet soya
preserves (confiture (?) de soja).” A footnote states: “I owe
this curious piece of information to the amicability of the
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secretary of Ecole française d’Extrême-Orient, Mr. Ch.
Maybon, who pointed it out in the January 1910 issue of the
Bulletin de l’Association amicale franco-chinoise.
A table (p. 125) shows that the soybean gives the lowest
yield of oil of all major oilseeds: copra (from coconut) yields
67-70% oil, sesame seeds 50-56%, poppy seed (pavot) 4350%, castor oil plant 42-50%, rapeseed (colza) 42-45%,
linseed 43%, peanuts 35-47%, cottonseed 21-26%, soybeans
from Manchuria 16-18%.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2000)
that describes caséo-sojaïne as a product. Yet this may well
be a mistake since its source of information is given as
Bulletin de l’Association Amicale Franco-Chinoise (Jan.
1910)–which uses the term to refer to a business name.
Address: Inspecteur-Conseil des Services Agricoles et
Commerciaux de l’Indochine.
1051. Itie, G. 1910. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds
(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 10(85):305-07. April. [2 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Harvest (continued) for forage or
seeds. Threshing.
Early varieties include Hollybrook and Buckshot. Late
varieties: Mammoth and Wilson. Threshing: When the
pods are dry, the seed is easily separated with the aid of
an ordinary threshing machine that has concave threshers.
Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture coloniale.
1052. J.R.G. 1910. Farm correspondence: (1) Soybeans...
Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). May 16. p. 10.
• Summary: He asks: “How long does it take the soybean
to reach maturity from the time they are planted or to reach
the stage for making hay? I am of the opinion that they will
hang on through dry weather like cotton. I would plant so
as to miss the July drought, although I have 2 acres that I
could plant right away, if advisable. I see that all the writers
recommend planting in the drill. Will they give satisfactory
results broadcasted? I was thinking of using cotton seed
meal alone for these so as to produce a large stalk, or would
10–2–2 cotton meal be better?”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2016) that
uses the term “cotton meal” to refer to cotton seed meal.
“Answer: There are quite a number of varieties of
soybean, some dwarfish in growth and maturing much
earlier than others that are of more robust growth. I am not
familiar with the different varieties and their peculiarities and
quote from Director J.F. Duggar in Cyclopedia of American
Agriculture as follows:” The long excerpt gives the names of
early, medium, late, and very late soybean varieties.
“Drill planting is considered preferable for soybeans.
I have not found that they do so well when broadcast as do
cowpeas.
“Cotton seed meal is by no means a proper fertilizer

for soybeans, as the latter is a legume–can get the required
nitrogen from the air. A little nitrate of soda, however,
may be advantageously applied, say 50 pounds per acre in
the drill with the seed,... The soybean should be fertilized
just like the cowpea, applying 200 to 300 pounds of acid
phosphate and 30 to 50 pounds of muriate (or four times as
much kainit) per acre.” Address: Carrollton, Georgia.
1053. A.W.S. 1910. Soy beans in Pennsylvania. Rural NewYorker 69(4047):583. May 21. Oversize.
• Summary: “In reading over an article by Chas. B. Wing on
Soy beans, on page 489, I am favorably impressed with the
idea of raising them, and would like to know if they can be
put in after the hay is cut off the field, as I have a field where
the grass is almost run out, and I may come short in both hay
and oats. The soil is in some part a sort of red shell and dark
loam and clay mixed. I only bought this place this Spring,
and do not know what the soil is best adapted to yet. Do you
think Soy beans would be profitable in my case? How should
I care for and harvest them right? C.J. Pennsylvania.
“C.J. will find Soy beans a profitable crop if he keeps
lots of stock, particularly cows. I am quite sure the Soy bean
will do well in Bucks County, and on the soil he describes.
If he expects first to cut a crop of hay the beans would have
to be planted too late for best results. Soy beans require
about the same growing season as Indian corn, and are at
their best for hay if cut when most of the pods have begun
to mature. I am unable to tell just what kind of hay the
immature plant would make, or how difficult it would be to
sure so late in the season. Soy bean hay, if properly made, is
a most valuable feed. It is hard to advise in a case like this.
I am inclined to think I should plow up at least part of this
run-out grass field and plant to Soy beans at the proper time,
anywhere between May 15 and June 1. Plant in rows and
cultivate same as you would corn. About one and one-quarter
bushel seed per acre is the proper quantity; cut and cure as
you would clover. If your soil is run-down, as it seems to be,
it will pay you well to apply a fertilizer of dissolved South
Carolina rock and muriate of potash, to 100 pounds of the
dissolved rock, add 18 pounds muriate of potash and apply
300 to 400 pounds per acre of the mixture. The Soy bean
takes in atmospheric nitrogen freely, and will leave your soil
in much better condition than would millet or oats.
“Middletown, Pa.–A.W.S.” Address: Middletown,
Pennsylvania.
1054. Blin, Henri. 1910. Valeur alimentaire du tourteau
de soja [The nutritional value of soybean cake]. Journal
d’Agriculture Pratique 74:667-68. May 26. [Fre]
• Summary: The industry that manufactures soya cakes
(tourteaux de Soja) is very important in China, and their
exportation has expanded greatly in recent years. Europe
absorbs a large portion of the production. Major ports of
export are Chefou and Newchwang [Manchuria].
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In England an oil is extracted from the soybean which
is used for food and has great value in soaps. Soybeans
(Les fèves de Soja) contain a large portion of fermentable
materials and a ferment analogous to the diastase of malt,
which converts the starch into fermentable sugar. Dr.
Calmette, of the Pasteur Institute of Lille, has succeeded
in extracting from soybean seeds (des graines de Soja)
diastases of different effects; they show whether soybeans
are more or less advanced in maturity.
A table (from Meissel & Böcker) shows the composition
of soybeans. Soya cakes, the usage of which is expanding in
France, are manufactured from the residues of two clearly
distinct Chinese industries: the extraction of oil and the
manufacture of tofu (fromage de Soja). These cakes are
round and weigh 30-32 kg; they are 9 cm thick and 58 cm in
diameter.
A wide table shows the nutritional composition of 11
feeds, including soya cake and three other types of cakes,
plus soybeans and six grains. For each is given the content
of water, ash, nitrogenous materials (soya cake is by far the
highest), nitrogen free extract, crude cellulose, crude fat, and
economic value (in French francs) per 100 kg. (soybeans are
the highest {20.97 francs}, followed by soybean cake {20.62
francs}). Wolff attributes a value of only 20.02 francs to the
soya cake; the small difference is due to small differences in
nitrogen content of various cakes. The writer concludes that
soya cake has a marked superiority over other feeds; it can
therefore be used advantageously in the rations of animals.
In Germany and Austria it is already widely used, especially
to fatten hogs; it is used with potatoes in the proportion of
1.25-1.5 kg per head per day. This cake is also very well
suited for the fattening of cattle, and for nourishing milk
cows and sheep. It can be very valuable in enriching forages
of mediocre quality.
Soya cake is increasingly used in agriculture in the north
of France; it is imported via the ports of Havre [Le Havre, on
the English Channel], and Dunkirk–both in northern France.
Address: France.
1055. Eureka Hay Rack Company. 1910. Eureka hay rack
(Ad). Country Gentleman 75(2991):531. May 26.
• Summary: “Guarantees a sound, sweet cure of Pea
Vines [cowpea vines], Soja Beans, Clover and Grass Hay,
regardless of the weather. Insures against sunburnt, sour,
mean and worthless hay.
“Patented April 1907.
“Throw the green hay on the rack as it’s cut, and your
work ends. Insures your hay crop, and saves time, labor and
money. Tested for two years. Write for special introductory
terms on 1 dozen sample racks.
“Agents! A great opportunity. Get exclusive control of
your county or township, by writing at once.”
Illustrations show: (1) The four-legged rack. (2) The
rack covered with hay except for an opening in one side to

facilitate entry of air and fast drying of hay.
Note: This ad also appeared on p. 555. Address:
Richmond, Virginia.
1056. Healy, Henry W. 1910. Culture of the soy bean:
Practical statement of “do” and “don’t.” Part I. Rural NewYorker 69(4048):623. May 28. Oversize.
• Summary: “There are many factors in growing any
successful crop. What are the prime factors in growing a
big crop of Soy beans? There are three: Available moisture
at all times (and its corollaries, humus and good drainage),
lime and good seed. The Soy bean, like corn, is a hot
weather plant. It makes its greatest growth when the soil
has least moisture. Unlike Red clover and Alfalfa, both
root system and top must be developed within four months.
It makes a greater growth from seed to harvest than any
other legume. I will not even except Alfalfa, for Alfalfa has
a tremendous root system already developed, in which is
stored immeasurable vitality and energy, awaiting only the
first warmth of Spring to show its mature vigor.
“With the Soy bean, the seed is planted in early May,
and the crop harvested in September. It is safe to say over
400 tons of water is required to produce a ton of green Soy
bean forage. I am told that 15 tons green weight per acre has
been grown, and I believe it. Think of the weight of water
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consumed, 6,000 tons, by one acre of Soy beans within a
period of four months, and in the season of least rainfall and
greatest evaporation. The Soy bean root will not live in a
swamp or with free water near the surface of the land. Such
moisture is not available, for the roots cannot develop to
absorb it. The ideal soil is a thoroughly drained loam. well
filled with humus to catch the rainfall. We must also cultivate
and by an earth mulch save all the moisture possible.
“Given well-drained soil, with plenty of humus, the
nitrogen-gathering bacteria will thrive if also there is
sufficient lime to make the soil sweet. In the East this usually
means an application of from 1,000 pounds to five tons per
acre, the lesser amount if quick or caustic lime be used. I
have purposely omitted to mention inoculation. The bacteria
in my experience are naturally present in soils that have a
fair amount of humus. The addition of lime causes them to
multiply exceedingly. If the soil is materially deficient in
humus, don’t try to grow Soy beans until you have turned
under some other green crop, or applied a good dressing
of manure, and added lime. Of course your soil may be of
natural limestone formation, or it may have been recently
limed. Even then an extra dose of lime will be a benefit.
“The mammoth [Mammoth] or late-maturing varieties
may do well for the cotton States, but from Virginia
northward use none but the medium or early kind. I have
had best results with the Medium Green. It yields heavily
in forage and ‘grain,’ and the leaves are not dropped till the
beans are mature. Even when thrashed for the beans, the
‘straw’ has a good feeding value and the cattle relish it. The
United States Department of Agriculture in its pamphlet on
the subject discourages the use of the Medium Green variety
on account of the woodiness of the stalks. The stalks must
of necessity be woody and tough to support a heavy growth
of forage and grain. I have grown the Medium Green Soy
beans for five years. The average height of the topmost
leaves varies from 40 to 48 inches. Occasionally they will
measure 52 inches. I am told that the Hollybrook Yellow (an
early variety) is good. I shall try a patch experimentally this
year, but the main crop will be the old stand-by–the Medium
Green. Some seed has been saved each year, and I feel sure
that what I have now is more productive than its progenitors
bought five years ago.”
“(Continued next week.)”
1057. Boname, P. 1910. Soja [Soybeans]. Ile Maurice
(Mauritius), Station Agronomique, Rapport Annuel For the
year 1909. p. 63-65. Also titled Bulletin No. 22. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “The soybean is a plant of the temperate
countries but one which grows very well in Mauritius.
For several years we have cultivated it at [the station at]
Reduit, but the results have not been very brilliant. Before
proceeding further, we should definitely conduct a trial
among the many different varieties, planting them at
different times of the year to determine the optimum time for

planting.”
“At Reduit, it is very difficult to harvest the seeds in
good condition. Either they are destroyed when young by the
agromyza or, if they were planted in November or December,
they grow well to the vegetative stage, but then the pods
are attacked by larvae, which devour the seeds. We would
add the rabbits prefer soybean seeds to those of green beans
(haricot), so it is fruitless to grow soybeans wherever there
are rabbits” (p. 64).
“Soybeans can easily be planted between rows of sugar
cane as an intercrop, because their stems are straight and
erect, and they do not crawl along the ground. But they do
not cover as well as most of the varieties of boëmes that we
already know” (p. 65).
Note: S. Moutia (1975, p. 218) states that P. Boname can
be considered a pioneer of agricultural research in Mauritius.
“As now, the use of sugar cane interlines [intercropping] was
always mentioned in discussions of expansion of agricultural
production. Boname felt that, because of its upright stand,
soybean could be sown between rows of sugar cane although
it would not give as good cover as most of the creeping
cowpeas he knew. The sugar industry depended on animal
traction for transport of canes at that time and Boname noted
that soybean, harvested when the pods were half ripe, was
excellent fodder, as were the dry haulms after the seed had
been harvested. The plant was cultivated in the same way
as the french bean and it also shares the same disadvantages
of that crop, not least being the hares, which fed on soybean
in preference to french beans, a fact which Boname recalled
had been observed in the United States as well.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Mauritius, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Mauritius (one of two documents). This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Mauritius, or the cultivation of soybeans in Mauritius (1908
or 1909). The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address:
Directeur, Station Agronomique, Mauritius.
1058. Healy, Henry W. 1910. Culture of the soy bean:
Practical statement of “do” and “don’t.” Part II. Rural NewYorker 69(4040):623. June 4. Oversize.
• Summary: “Prepare the ground thoroughly. A better seed
bed is required than for corn. Plant in 36-inch drills from
eight to 12 beans per lineal foot, and cover them not deeper
than two inches nor less than one inch. After planting use
the weeder or spike harrow with the teeth turned well back
until the beans have nearly all sprouted but are not yet up to
the surface. The young Soy bean shoots are very tender and
easily damaged; therefore, see that your harrow or weeder
does not break them. If the surface of the ground becomes
baked or crusty before the beans are up, they may never push
their way through. Use the weeder, but use it with judgment.
When the young plants clearly define the rows begin your
cultivation. If the seed bed has been well prepared, give
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shallow cultivation only. If it has been somewhat neglected,
the first cultivation may be deep, but after that merely
preserve a shallow though very fine earth mulch. How many
times do I cultivate? I don’t know. I should advise the least
possible cultivation that will preserve an ideal earth mulch.
This may mean a great many cultivations–it may mean but
one. When you cannot run the cultivators between the rows
without breaking the plants considerably, stop cultivating.
“Soy beans make an ideal soiling crop. They are
excellent fed green, as hay, or as grain. The Massachusetts,
Ohio and New Jersey experiment stations strongly
recommend them as silage when corn forms more than half
the silage mixture. They may be fed to cattle, sheep, horses
and hogs in any of the above forms–though, of course, silage
is not recommended for horses or hogs except in very limited
quantities. In feeding the beans as grain, remember that
they are richer than [linseed] oilmeal and somewhat more
laxative. Use them as you would oil meal.
“The hay corresponds to Alfalfa hay. It also has a
laxative effect. One of the most noticeable characteristics is
its palatableness. All farm animals seem to prefer it to any
other plant. Cattle will let the freshly-cut corn or Alfalfa lie
till all the Soy beans are gone when the three are fed at the
same time. Green Soy beans seem more nearly to replace
grain with dairy cows than any other roughage. We are told
that hogs in pens do not make gains on soiling crops alone.
They do when soiled with Soy beans.
“Although I prize Soy bean hay highly, I do not intend
ever again to grow them for that purpose. Too much labor is
entailed, and it is usually harvested in September, a month
of rains and uncertain weather. If you are minded to try it,
cut when the bean pods are well formed and developed and
before the leaves show signs of withering. This will usually
be about two or three weeks after the maximum height has
been reached. Cure as you would clover or Alfalfa hay, but
take greater pains not to break off the tender leaves in which
lie the greatest feeding value.
“When harvesting for the grain, wait till most of the
leaves have fallen and the pods become somewhat dry. The
beans should be solid and hard. Wait till there has been a
heavy dew and the vines and pods are leathery, then reap
with a binder and put in cocks at once. Do not run the binder
after the dew has been dried away, for then the beans are
easily shelled from the brittle pods. A cloudy day is better
than a sunny one. After curing a few days, I usually spread
sheets in the hay rigging and by gathering together the
corners hoist them with a light block and tackle to the loft.
When saving the seed I usually thrash with a flail by hand.
I am told that by removing some of the beaters a thrashing
machine does good work. When feeding as grain, do not
thrash, but feed the sheaves to the cattle and hogs and let
them do the work for you. Not enough will be wasted to
pay for the thrashing. I think animals relish the beans more
this way. Finally, don’t forget the chickens. If they have free

range about the barn and manure pit, they will get every bean
that escapes the other stock. When housed for the winter,
occasionally throw them a sheaf. It will prove a treat for
them, thoroughly evidenced by their industrious scratching
and pecking.
“Now for a few ‘don’ts.’ Don’t try Soy beans as a
‘plow under’ crop. Crops are turned under to obtain humus.
If you have no humus, Soy beans will not pay. Cow peas
are better, or buckwheat, or rye, or Crimson clover. Don’t
sow broadcast. A cultivated crop returns a much greater net
profit. Don’t use much commercial fertilizer unless it be
a little phosphoric acid in some soluble form. If you have
humus you will not need it. I have experimentally tried
1,000 pounds per acre of a three, eight and six mixture, and
also lesser amounts. Sometimes not the slightest results
were noticeable. Never has a heavy application paid me,
but I should favor 210 to 300 pounds of basic slag per acre.
Manure will produce results because it adds humus. Finally,
don’t forget to lime and lime well. This is paramount. I have
sown the beans broadcast in New York State on a loam soil
with manure. Also in Maryland on both a clay and a sandyloam river bottom with commercial fertilizer. The stand was
hardly 20 inches tall and did not pay. I have planted in rows
and given good cultivation on a new soil low in humus. The
result was better but not satisfactory.
“Last Summer in a field that had grown a rather poor
crop of potatoes the year before and had had a cover crop
of rye turned under in the Spring, I grew 30 bushels of
thrashed and cleaned beans per acre. There was no manure
or commercial fertilizer used, but the soil was well supplied
with humus and had an application of five tons of lime per
acre. And this soil was underlaid by a shelving rock within
eight or 10 inches of the surface. It was the driest season we
had had in a long time. It is an extreme case, but it shows
what humus and lime will do. It might occur that a good crop
of Soy beans is grown and for some reason it seems wise
to turn them under. This can be done with full assurance of
the benefit to the succeeding crop. I grew potatoes one year
in a field on part of which was grown the preceding season
a fair crop of Soy beans. These were turned under. Another
part had been top-dressed with manure. The yield from the
Soy bean portion was nearly double that of the manured part.
The quality of potatoes was good in each. In a word, Soy
beans are to be used on a farm to help balance other more
carbonaceous crops and to maintain fertility. They cannot
be used profitably in building up a depleted soil. Others
may have succeeded in growing good profitable crops of
Soy beans on land low in humus with the aid of commercial
fertilizer, but I have had only failure.
“The real province of the Soy bean is to assist in the
marketing of other crops. Supposing a dairy cow is fed
40 pounds of corn silage and 10 pounds of Alfalfa hay as
roughage. To balance this, six to eight pounds of grain,
largely composed of expensive protein concentrates, is
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normally purchased. If corn (two parts) and Soy bean (one
part) silage is used in place of straight corn silage, the grain
element may be reduced to two pounds of corn or corn
and cob meal, which is cheaply grown on the farm. Five
pounds of grain worth eight cents per day per cow is saved,
or nearly $300 a year on a herd of 10 cows. The saving is
greater than the net profit made by many herds with the
present high prices of grain. There is but little comparative
expense in growing three more acres for the silo. To express
it differently, you will get gross $100 for each acre. That
sounds unbelievably rosy, does it not? Yet the calculation is
right I think.
“Soy bean meal has a higher feeding value than oil meal.
A bushel of 60 pounds of Soy beans is worth to me $1.20
to feed hogs, sheep or cattle in limited quantities with other
grain. If you obtain 25 bushels per acre, that means $30 for
the grain and then you have the straw besides. Finally the
land is left in better heart than if any other grain crop had
been removed. For though Soy beans are not the best crop
to build up a depleted soil, it is equally true that it is not an
exhaustive crop. Soy beans fit in any rotation. Plant them
after any crop you wish. It seems to make little difference.
Plant as soon as the soil is warm,–when you would for corn.
Plant in a soil not deficient in humus and that is well drained.
Use an abundance of lime. Give good tillage. If you do these
things you will be a friend of the Soy bean ever afterwards.”
1059. V.K.; Stone, J.L. 1910. Soy beans and sugar beets for
hogs. Rural New-Yorker 69(4049):634. June 4. Oversize.
• Summary: “How do Soy beans succeed in western New
York? How does their yield compare with pea beans [cow
peas]? Can they be fed to hogs like corn or do they have to
be ground or cooked? Are sugar beets valuable for hogs,
especially if fed in connection with Soy beans?
“V.K., Churchville, N.Y.
“Soy beans have not yet been extensively enough grown
in New York to enable us to give to the above questions
definite answers, based on practical experience in farmers’
hands. New York is rather far north for the best results with
Soy beans, still selected varieties do well, and the outlook
for the more extensive growing of the crop is favorable.
Medium soils and those containing plenty of lime are best
adapted to the crop. Experiments indicate that they should
yield somewhat more grain than pea beans, and, as a forage
crop, many times as much. One should not conclude that
he has given them a fair trial till he has grown crops with
an abundance of nodules on the roots. To insure this, soil
from an old Soy bean field or artificial cultures should be
resorted to. Experience with other beans would indicate that
grinding or boiling would be advantageous, if not absolutely
necessary, when feeding them to hogs. Sugar beets are an
excellent food for swine, being nutritious, palatable and
healthful. They may well be fed with Soy beans, but are not
peculiarly adapted to balance the beans.

“Soy beans are so rich in protein that they should
always be fed with corn or some other food especially rich in
carbohydrates. Fed extensively and alone they soon become
too heavy a tax upon the kidneys. Probably one of the best
uses of Soy beans in New York is to grow them with corn for
the purpose of improving the quality of silage. We have seen
fine crops, about one-fifth of which was bean forage.
“[Prof.] J.L. Stone.” Address: 1. Churchville, New York.
1060. Massey, W.F. 1910. Enquiries and answers: what
readers want to know. Cow peas–sorghum, p. 540 (Letter to
the editor). Country Gentleman 75(2993):562. June 9.
• Summary: “You can mix the Medium Early soy beans and
cow peas and make fine hay and more easily cured than the
peas alone. New Era peas and Medium Early soys, mixed
half and half, will drill together nicely.”
1061. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1910. Experiment station
work, XLVII. No. 405. 32 p. June 21. See p. 14-16. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Supplementary homegrown feeds for hogs in the South” is a summary of: Flint,
P.N. 1909. “Spanish peanuts, soy beans and skim milk
as feeds supplementary to corn.” Georgia Agric. Exp.
Station, Bulletin No. 87. 10 p. Nov. See p. 8-10. Address:
Washington, DC.
1062. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1910. Soy
beans. 21(7):576. July 2. [2 ref]
• Summary: “As far back as 1893 Mr. G. Valder found that
a variety known as ‘Improved White,’ imported from the
United States, yielded at the rate of 47 bushels of dry pulse
per acre (see Agricultural Gazette, Vol. IV, 1983, page 915).”
Soy beans were found to thrive less well than cowpeas.
“’On paper’ there is no question about the value of
soy beans as a farmer’s crop. American experience is that
compared with cowpeas they are more valuable as a grain
producer, whether to be pastured or threshed. They are
hardier and more drought resistant; they can be grown earlier
and later in the season, thus ensuring a longer succession
of feed; and they produce a grain much richer in protein,
or muscle-producing constituents, being the richest of all
natural vegetable foods. In Henry’s “Feeds and Feeding,” the
protein contents of soy bean and cowpea seed are given as
34-0 and 20-S per cent respectively.
“Whilst cowpeas are extensively grown in New South
Wales as a soiling or grazing crop and soil renovator, soy
beans have not taken the place in cultivation which their
value would seem to warrant.”
At Hawkesbury Agricultural College the plants and
beans have been found of great value as fodder for cattle
and pigs. “Soy beans are also a delicious table vegetable, if
shelled whilst quite green, and the plants, after the pods are
taken off, make very good feed for cattle.
“As we are still importers of pulses, soy beans seem to
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be worth further trial, and farmers are advised to test them
in a small way to see if the district suits them.” Address:
Australia.
1063. G.B. 1910. Cow peas and soy bean harvest: Growth
and curing for hay (Letter to the editor). Indiana Farmer
65(30):5. July 23.
• Summary: This is the first of two letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department.”
“1st Premium” [First prize].–Soy bean seeds “vary in
color from whitish to yellowish to green brown and black.
The plants sometimes reach a height of four feet or more.
The remarkably high percentage of protein and fat attracts
the attention of the reading and thinking farmers.”
“Now if the crop is to be cured for hay it should be cut
when plants are in full bloom or the pods are beginning to
form, but this will also vary according to variety grown...”
1064. Indiana Farmer. 1910. Harvesting cow peas and soy
beans (Letter to the editor). 65(30):5. July 23.
• Summary: This is the second of two letters published under
the bold heading: “Experience department.”
“2d Premium” [Second prize].–Begins by describing
how cow peas should be harvested for hay. “Soy beans are
harvested in a similar manner as cow peas, except they
should be left on the ground to cure longer. I think the best
way to cure both the cow pea and soy bean hay is to place
them in small cocks, the same as alfalfa. But if this is done
hay caps should be had to cover the cocks with, as neither
of these will shed rain when placed in shocks. When cured
in this way they can be raked up a little greener, that is, not
left to dry out so long in the swath. They can be left in the
cocks several days then on a fair clear day remove the caps,
open up the cocks for a few hours sunning and then haul to
mow. It is not best to stack them as they do not keep well in a
stack.
“A Reader.”
1065. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1910. Soy
beans. 21(7):576. July.
• Summary: “’On paper’ there is no question about the value
of soy beans as a farmer’s crop. American experience is that
compared with cowpeas they are more valuable as a grain
producer, whether they be pastured or threshed.”
“While cowpeas are extensively grown in New South
Wales as a soiling or grazing crop and soil renovator, soy
beans have not taken the place in cultivation which their
value would seem to warrant. For some unexplained reason
the legume has not shown that it will thrive over such
an extent off the State as cowpeas, though experiments
conducted by the Department on a large scale have shown
that it will prove a good crop for farmers in suitable districts
to grow for their own use. As far back as 1893 Mr. G. Valder
found that a variety known as ‘Improved White,’ imported

from the United States, yielded at the rate of 47 bushels of
dry pulse per acre (see Agricultural Gazette, Vol. IV, 1893,
page 915).”
“Soy beans are also a delicious table vegetable, if
shelled whilst quite green, and the plants, after the pods are
taken off, make very good feed for cattle.
“As we are still importers of pulses, soy beans seem to
be worth further trial, and farmers are advised to test them in
a small way to see if the district suits them.”
1066. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta). 1910. Cultivation
of soy-beans in India. 5(3):277-78. Reprinted in Quarterly
Journal of the Department of Agriculture, Bengal. 4:17
(1910). For the year 1910-11.
• Summary: “Soy-bean should be grown as a kharif (rainy
season) crop. The seed should be sown in June-July. The
cultivation is similar to that of other pulses grown in India,
e.g., gram, which however, is grown in the cold weather. The
crop is ripe in October-November.” Detailed instructions for
cultivation are given.
“In a good year, the crop yields from 500 to 1,000 lb of
grain per acre. In an experiment at the Poona farm in 190607 the average yield of different varieties introduced from
Japan was 660 lbs. of grain per acre. The straw affords a
very valuable fodder for all kinds of stock, who eat it most
readily–(Editor).”
1067. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1910. The soy-bean (Glycine
hispida). Transvaal Agricultural Journal 8(32):620-26. July.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description. Climatic
requirements. Varieties. Planting and cultivation. Harvesting
the seed. Returns of seed. Use of the seed for stock feed. Use
of the seed for human food. Commerce in the seed. Soy-bean
oil. As green forage. For ensilage. For hay. As a rotation crop
for green manuring. Some co-operative experiment reports
(from South Africa).
“We have grown soy-beans successfully at Skinners
Court and on the Springbok Flats since 1903. We have also
tested them successfully in other parts of the country, but
as there was no market for the beans, and farmers had not
learned to use them for their own stock, they were not taken
up as a regular crop. Another reason for this was that some
varieties gave a uniformly poor germination, while on some
soils, or under some conditions, none of the varieties did
well.
“We have continued our experiments and have now
established a strain of seed which gives very satisfactory
results. But owing to the variations in soil and the apparent
necessity for inoculation (natural or artificial) in some cases,
I cannot recommend farmers to plant largely until they have
given the crop a trial on a small scale...
“A variety brought by me from the United States in
1903, known as the ‘Southern,’ has given the best results of
any tried by us, both at Skinners Court and on the Springbok
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Flats. The seed harvested in 1904 we distributed extensively
in different parts of the Transvaal, and have had favourable
reports of it, both from the high veld and the bush-veld.
The original stock was obtained through [seedsmen] J.M.
Thorburn & Co., New York.
“Writing from London, Messrs. Mitchell, Cotts &
Co. state that only two varieties have been imported into
England in any quantity, viz., the north Manchurian or
‘Harbin’ quality, exported from Vladivostok, and the south
Manchurian or ‘Sakura’ quality, shipped from Dalny, both
of which are described as very similar in appearance and
composition; the ‘Sakura’ realizes about 2s. 6d. per ton
more than the others. These are the classes which are most
acceptable to the English market. Seed has been received
through the courtesy of Messrs. Mitchell, Cotts & Co., and
will be tried the coming season.”
“Of the varieties grown in Europe we have tried
Vilmorin’s ‘Extra-Early,’ ‘Extra-Early Black,’ and ‘Yellow
Etampes’ at Skinners Court, but they did not thrive at all,
even though grown alongside the ‘Southern’ which did
excellently” (p. 621).
A list of the names of soybeans grown in Japan, grouped
according to seed color, is given. Among the six white
seeded beans (Shiro Mame), Teppo Mame or ‘Gun Bean’ is
“the sort principally used to make the famous Soy Sauce.”
Maru Mame or ‘Bullet Bean’ is recommended as very
valuable for horse food. The names of three black seeded
soybeans (Kuro Mame) and three speckled seeded soybeans
(Fuiri Mame) are also given. “These have not yet been tested
by the Department, but seed is on order for trial next season.
In the meantime I recommend farmers to restrict themselves
mainly to the ‘Southern’ variety.” Note 1. In calculating
yields, 1 muid = 3.33 bushels.
“In China and Japan the soy-bean is an article of human
diet. In Japan it constitutes a large proportion of the food of
the people, a variety of dishes being prepared from it as well
as foodstuffs similar to butter, oil, and cheese. A condiment
famous among the Chinese under the name of ‘soy’, is made
from this bean. The beans are of a pleasant taste when boiled,
either in a green state or when ripe; in the latter state they
need considerable soaking before use...
“The Japanese are reported to extract the casein from
soy-beans, using it as a substitute for milk. This vegetable
drink is said to be a very popular drink among the poorer
classes of China and Japan. The beans are first softened by
being soaked and then boiled in water.
“Experiments are being made in Europe in the use of
soy-bean flour as an admixture with wheat flour for bread.
A biscuit is made and sold in Paris, containing soy-bean
flour, which has no starch, and is recommended for persons
suffering from diabetes.
“Biscuits seem to be the most likely form in which this
flour can be used, and two or three large English firms are
now making them... A coffee substitute is made in America

and on the Continent of Europe, out of soy-beans.”
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soy-bean flour.” Address:
F.L.S., etc., Government botanist and agrostologist.
1068. Liardet, Cavendish Evelyn. comp. 1910. Soya beans.
Liverpool, England: Northern Publishing Co. 27 p. Illust. 22
cm.
• Summary: Contents: A new British industry–Soya beans.
Introduction. Climatic and soil requirements of soya beans.
Varieties of soya beans: The greenish yellow, the black, the
brown, the green, the white. The culture and planting of
soya beans. The inoculation of soya beans. Soya beans for
hay: Curing the hay. Soya beans for pasturage. Soya beans
in mixtures (with other plants): Soya beans and cowpeas,
soya beans and sweet sorghum. Soya beans and ensilage.
Soya beans for grain. Soya beans in rotation. Feeding value
of soya beans: Feeding value for sheep, for dairy cows, for
hogs. Storing soya-bean seed. Comparison of soya-bean
grain and cotton-seed meal: Analyses of several varieties
of soya beans, analyses of cottonseed, sunflower-seed, and
peanuts, analysis of soya beans made for Mr. Liardet by the
Imperial Institute of the United Kingdom and the Colonies
(London), and the Hull Oil Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Homco
Laboratory (Hull, England; on 15 Sept. 1909 H. Waites,
chemist, submitted an analysis of black soya beans and white
soya beans from North China). Soja bean oil. Comparison of
soya beans and cowpeas. Summary.
The Introduction notes that the Soya bean “has been
extensively cultivated in China, Japan and India since ancient
times; in the latter country it was introduced from China,
but it does not yield the excellent pulse produced in China
and Japan. It is the white variety that grows at Darjeeling,
Himalaya Mountains, Bengal, India... From the (yellow)
Soya bean that has of late been so largely imported (400,000
tons) into this country within the last year it has been found
that brown bread, fancy biscuits and ships’ biscuits can be
made from the flour, also Soya bread and biscuits (Pain de
Soya Anti-Diabétique) for persons suffering from diabetes...
In Paris, coffee is also made from this bean after being
roasted and ground, and is used in many of the bouffées that
are served on the Continent and is very extensively used
abroad.”
Mr. Liardet traveled in China. Note: This is the
expanded version of a 14-page booklet issued in 1909 by the
same publisher, reprinted from the periodical Milling. A copy
of the 1910 publication arrived in the USA by 9 July 1910.
Illustrations (non-original line drawings) show: (1)
Typical Soya Bean plant, with pods and nodules (p. 1). (2) A
soya bean plant, showing flowering branch, with close-ups
of flower, leaves, and pods (p. 8). (3) A young seedling soya
bean, with roots (p. 10). (4) Soya bean plant in full bearing,
with about 40 pods (p. 18).
Photos show: (1) A plant of the large “Yellow” variety
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of Soya Bean, showing characteristic habit of growth (p. 6).
(2) A field of the large variety of “Yellow” Soya Bean (p.
20). (3) Seeds and pods of 7 varieties of Soya Beans–Green,
Medium Yellow, Black, Greenish Yellow, Pale Yellow,
Brown, Large Yellow (p. 22). Address: China.
1069. Hervier, P. 1910. Le pois oléagineux de la Chine (Soja
hispida) [The “oil peas” of China (Soja hispida)]. Jardin (Le)
24:233-36. Aug. 5. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The elder readers of this garden magazine will
know well this plant, which is so useful and versatile. But
that we will take advantage of the resurgence of interest in
the soybean to give our young readers a summary of what
various people appreciate this useful plant. It can be used
as food, forage, in industrial products, and as a medicine.
Those who have written about it include Blavet, D. Bois, A.
de Candolle, Chevallier, Cusin, Foëx, Fruewirth, Grandeau,
Guichard, Haberlandt, Lachaume, Ladureau, de Lunaret,
Michelin, de Mortillet, Paillieux, Trabut, Vavin, Vianne,
Vilmorin, and many more. We also want to encourage our
young readers to at least try cultivating the soybean, since
this is not difficult.
Contains a brief botanical description of the soybean,
a list of the Asian countries where it is grown and its
vernacular names in some of these countries, a long
quotation from Kaempfer (1712) describing the soybean, and
a history of the soybean in France from about 1740 when it
was sent to the Jardin du Roi (today called the Museum) by
missionaries in China–although the first records date from
1779. In 1821 it was tested by Mr. C. Brun of Beaumes on
his land at Champ-Soue, near Etampes (Seine-et-Oise). At
the end of 1855 the Society for Acclimatization distributed it
to some farmers for trial.
Then in 1880, thanks to the introduction in the catalog of
the house of Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. of a variety cultivated
in Austria-Hungary which could be propagated very easily,
serious trials were conducted in different parts of France.
From these, we can conclude that the early yellow soybean
(Soja jaune hâtif) or oil-pea of China (Pois oléagineux de la
Chine) (Houang-teou or Houang-ta-teou, whether referred
to as the dwarf or as the tall variety) could be usefully
cultivated (p. 233).
Being better advised than we are, the AustroHungarians, after the first trial they conducted in 1850,
acquired incontestable proof of the value of Soya in the
feeding of cattle / livestock (du bétail). So they developed
this crop more and more; it took off strongly, especially after
the Vienna World Exhibition of 1873.
In the climate of Paris, only the yellow Chinese and
the Mongolian varieties can be cultivated successfully,
since their vegetative cycle is 3-4 months. South of the
Loire River, one can add the brownish-red variety of China.
Finally, even further south, in Languedoc, Provence [regions
in south central France], and Algeria, all the late varieties can

be cultivated, especially the ones with black seeds and those
from Japan. A large number of these varieties are found in
commerce, especially the early ones designed by names such
as Early of Podolie and Early of Etampes (see fig. 140).
Gives details on how to sow, cultivate, and harvest the
soybean for garden use. Its needs are quite similar to those
of the Haricot. Unlike Haricot beans, which can only be
eaten as green beans (pods and all), soybean seeds (Pois
oléagineux de la Chine) can be consumed either fresh or
dry. Moreover, soybeans are easily digested and do not
cause the all-too-well-known inconvenience of Haricot
beans. To eat them in the fresh green stage, they should be
prepared/cooked like small green kidney beans (flageolets),
which they resemble in taste. For the dry beans, soak them
overnight in twice their volume of either rain- or river-water
in which you have dissolved (per liter) 3 gm of baking
soda or 50 gm of sugar. The next day, drain them then put
them like any dry legume in cold water, bring to a boil,
and simmer for 2½ hours. Half way through the simmering
process, add salt and a walnut-sized piece of butter. After
they are cooked, you can serve them either with or without
fat [butter or lard] or meatless seasonings (au gras ou au
maigre). The cooked dry soybeans are also excellent pureed
(p. 234).
A table (p. 234) compiled by Prof. Haberlandt of Vienna
compares the composition of seeds of soybeans, haricot,
peas, lentils, feves, and yellow lupins. It shows that soybeans
are the most nutritive, because they contain the most protein
and fat.
A second table (p. 235) shows that this plant, cultivated
in the garden solely for its seeds, removes from the soil
the following amounts of minerals per 100 kg of seeds:
Phosphoric acid 0.729 kg, lime 3.146 kg, magnesia 1.106 kg,
and potash 0.811 kg.
A third table shows the amount of these four substances
removed when the soybean is grown for forage; the yield is
20,000 to 30,000 kg/ha.
The Asiatics and particularly the Chinese and Japanese
greatly value the seeds of the soybean (du Soja), which are
both nutritive and rich in fat; they form the basis of their
diet, replacing butter, oil, and milk. They are used in culinary
preparations greatly appreciated in these regions.
The seeds are the richest of all legumes in the protein
legumine, which is actually “solid milk.” The Orientals soak
the beans in water, then grind them, add extra water, then
filter the mixture in order to obtain an artificial milk (un lait
factice) which can be used like that of the cow, the goat, or
the ewe (female sheep). Much of the vegetable casein in this
milk is coagulated to make a cheese, similar to our fromage à
la pie (quark), which is called Teou-fou in China and To-fu in
Japan, and which they consume in large quantities, fresh or
dry, uncooked or cooked.
“This cheese, when well prepared, is very tasty, and
it forms a very exquisite dish when it is deep fried like
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potatoes.
When the seeds are roasted with an equal quantity
of wheat or barley, then mixed with water and allowed to
ferment, they become the appetizing condiment sauce of
great renown, known as Tsiang-yeou or Shoyu; at this time
it is greatly in vogue in England and America under the
name of “Indian Soy.” This sauce is greatly appreciated
with roasted meat or fish; added to beef or beef bouillon, it
communicates a color and savor that are very agreeable.”
Aside from these food uses, the soybean is also used
in Asia for forage and to make oil and meal. “Finally, the
soybean can be used as a coffee substitute–as it has long
been in the regions of Languedoc and Tyrol [Tirol].” Also
discusses soy flour and its high nutritional value.
A non-original illustration (p. 235) shows a soy bean
plant with pods and a close-up of the pods on stem (from an
original in Carrière 1880).
1070. Van Pelt, Hugh G. 1910. Profitable dairying: Feeding
the dairy cow. Clinton Mirror (Iowa). Aug. 6. p. 2.
• Summary: Other feed than corn is necessary to provide
protein, “which is found in oil meal, gluten feed, cottonseed
meal, bran, dried distillers’ grains, clover, hay, alfalfa, cow
peas, soy beans, etc.”
1071. Country Gentleman. 1910. Dairy department: the latest
Jersey tests. 75(3003):769. Aug. 18.
• Summary: “Belle Baronetti 163613, 677 lb. 4.3 oz., in one
year; milk, 11,140 lb. 4.8 oz.; per cent, fat, 6.079; age, 9 yrs.
6 mos.; weight, 1000 lb.; calving, June 14, 1909; fed 890.2
lb. grain ration (8 lb. corn and cob meal, 6 lb. wheat bran, 3
lb. soy bean meal, 1 lb. cottonseed meal, 1.5 lb. oil meal and
5 lb. alfalfa meal) and 14,844 lb. roughage; 45 lb. corn ensilage, 15 lb. alfalfa hay and 15 lb. soy bean hay; July 1, 1909,
to June 30, 1910.”
Note: The index shows the page as 777, but it is actually
769.
1072. Redding, R.J. 1910. Farms and farmers: Soy beans.
Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Aug. 29. p. 10.
• Summary: L.W. Yarborough of Tylertown, Mississippi,
writes–”I have been reading your talks to farmers in The
Ruralist and The Constitution several years, and I think I
have greatly benefited. I have about one acre of soy, or soja,
beans planted after oats. Can you tell me what is best to do
with them? Leave them for the hogs to gather, or cut and
save them for forage? I had rather cut and save for forage if
it makes a good feed for cattle and horses. Can you tell me at
what stage of growth to cut them, and how is the best way to
cure them, etc.?
Redding answers: “When you learn that soybean plants
make a very highly nutritious hay, if properly cured, or
that the ripened beans fed to hogs, or gathered by them and
consumed, are exceedingly nutritious and fattening (although

not so immediately palatable as could be desired), you
should be able to determine for yourself what to do with your
present crop.” Address: Griffin, Georgia.
1073. Country Gentleman. 1910. Grazier and breeder:
Pasturing swine (letter to the editor). 75(3003):825. Sept. 1.
• Summary: “Eds. Country Gentleman–There are features
in swine raising that appeal to every thoughtful farmer. No
other meat-producing animals are capable of producing so
many young in a year. In climates where suitable pasture
can be provided for nearly every month in the year, the sow
should farrow twice annually, producing one litter in the
spring, which can easily be made ready for the late fall or
winter market, and another litter in early fall, to be made
ready for the spring market. The small capital required to
begin with, and the quick returns on the investment, make
hog-raising especially attractive to the small farmer with
limited means. The hog will make a pound of gain on less
feed than most stock, and will profitably utilize the waste
products around the farm, dairy and kitchen...
“These light hogs, or in fact hogs of any weight, can
only be produced economically where there is plenty of
pasture for the sow and litter to start with. I find that nothing
pays better than to have pasture for all hogs on the farm,
whether breeding or fattening. There are all kinds of pasture
suitable for hogs–blue grass, clover, alfalfa, etc., as well as
rape and soy beans. Any of them is good, and it depends on
circumstances which one hog raisers should use.”
“Pickaway Co., Ohio. John H. Dunlap.”
1074. Gray, Dan T. 1910. Feeding hogs in the South.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 411. 47 p. Sept. 15. See p.
27-29.
• Summary: The section titled “Pasture crops to supplement
corn” includes subsections on chufas, soy-bean pasture, and
peanuts. “The soy bean is a very valuable crop both for hay
and for use as a pasture for hogs.” Summaries are given of
two publications: (1) Mooers, Charles A. 1908. “The soy
bean: A comparison with the cowpea.” Tennessee Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 82. p. 73-104. Dec. (2) Gray, D.T.;
Duggar, J.F.; Ridgeway, J.W. 1908. “Feeds supplementary
to corn for southern pork production.” Alabama Agric. Exp.
Station, Bulletin No. 143. p. 25-77. July. An unpublished
1908 Alabama study is also summarized. The author
concludes the using soy-bean pasture together with a ¼ corn
ration allows production of pork for much less than when
corn was used alone.
“The Southern Yellow variety of bean was used in
all cases. Other varieties can be used if it is desired that
the grazing period should be extended. For instance, the
Hollybrook variety is ready for grazing two to three weeks
before the Southern Yellow, although planted at the same
time.”
The long section on chufas (p. 24-25) discusses its
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disadvantages and advantages.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2009) that mentions Alabama Polytechnic Institute [API]
in connection with soybeans. API was not an official
agricultural experiment station although it received a federal
land grant and was state supported. It opened 1859 as East
Alabama Male College, then was reorganized 1872 as the
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Alabama. It became
coeducational 1892. Renamed Alabama Polytechnic Institute
1899, then renamed Auburn University in 1960. It is a public
university. Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Alabama
Polytechnic Inst. [Auburn]; Expert in Animal Husbandry,
Bureau of Animal Industry [USDA].
1075. Redding, R.J. 1910. Farms and farmers: Soybean
harvest. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Sept. 19. p. 10.
• Summary: L.M. Lipscomb of or New Asbury, Mississippi,
asks: “I have one acre in soy beans (mammoth yellow) [sic,
Mammoth Yellow]. I wish to gather them for seed purposes.
They are now full as can be, with little green pods. Now will
you please tell when and how to harvest them. To gather
them by hand would seem an awful task. Some tell me that
as soon as they ripen the pod will burst open and the seed fall
out. Mine were planted in May. Suppose I wished to cut and
save them as hay? Please tell me when is the best time to cut
them; the signs by which I may know...
“Answer–When it is desired to make hay of the soy bean
plants they should be mown by means of a mower, or by a
hand scythe, when the plants are past full bloom and the seed
pods are formed, but not filled. This condition (for mammoth
yellow variety) would be reached in about 75 or 80 days
from the date of planting. The handling should be the same
as for cow peas, except that the work is much more easily
done.
“If to be mown for seed, the work should be done as
soon as a few pods have ripened, else they will pop open
and be scattered. It is impracticable [impractical] to pick
off the pods by hand. The plants should be handled as little
as possible and when dry may be threshed with an ordinary
thresher or by means of flails.” Address: Griffin, Georgia.
1076. Redding, R.J. 1910. Farms and farmers: Now for
alfalfa. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Sept. 26. p. 10.
• Summary: A table of the chemical composition of major
forage plants, shows that alfalfa vies with two other plants
for feeding value: Soybean and vetch. Alfalfa “has a very
decided advantage over its competitors in the fact that it
is a deep-rooted perennial plant and one planting may last
twenty years if not permitted to be choked out by weeds.” In
addition, “it is very much more productive. Its long taproot
enables it to withstand a very severe drouth. The plants may
be cut from four to six times in a season,...” Address: Griffin,
Georgia.

1077. Choles, H.J. 1910. Soy beans: Their cultivation and
uses. A new Natal industry. Natal Agricultural Journal
15(3):281-307. Sept. [4 ref]

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. I. Botany and habitat:
Introduction, varieties. II. Cultivation: Conditions of growth,
methods of culture, soy bean mixtures. III. Harvesting: When
to harvest, curing, frame for curing soy bean hay, harvesting
for seed, yield of seed, yield of forage. IV. Chemistry of
the soy bean: Introduction, digestibility, soy bean oil, soy
bean bake. V. Value and uses of the soy bean: Introduction,
the uses of the soy bean (uses of the oil {7 uses}, uses of
the bean as a vegetable in Natal {like marrowfat peas or
haricot beans}, in bread or biscuits in Paris [France] for
diabetics, in France and Switzerland as a coffee substitute or
adulterant, soy bean flour used for making bread and biscuits
in England, soya meal for cattle feeding, oil-free residue
made into cake for stock-breeding purposes, liquid closely
resembling cow’s milk made in Japan, vegetable cheese
[tofu] made from the milk, a sauce called “Shoyu” made in
Japan, soy-bean cake used as a fertilizer in Japan and China),
as a soiling crop, as a silage crop, as a hay crop, as a pasture
plant, as a soil renewer. VI. Value of the bean for feed:
Introduction, soy beans for hogs, soy beans for dairy cows,
other experiments with milch cows.
Illustrations (non-original line drawings) show: The
soy bean plant with pods and roots (p. 280; from an original
in Piper 1909). Flowering branch with close-ups on flower,
leaves and pods (p. 285; from an original in LamsonScribner 1899). Frame for curing soy bean hay (p. 291;
reproduced from Messrs. Lever Bros. pamphlet on Soy Bean
Cultivation, which we have never seen). Roots of soy bean
plant with nodules (p. 301).
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Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2015)
concerning Lever Brothers in connection with soybeans.
1078. Argus (The) (Melbourne, Victoria, Australia). 1910.
The soya bean. Oct. 12. p. 11.
• Summary: “Although the cultivation of Soya beans has
in past years not proved satisfactory as a farm industry in
Victoria Mr. J.M.B. Connor, Agricultural superintendent,
has hopes that the department’s present season’s efforts to
popularise this crop will mark a distinct epoch in its history
in this country.
“’The trouble has not been climatic in the past,’ he
says ‘but improper treatment, for if the seed be sown or
planted more than an inch and a half deep it is not likely
to germinate.’ The whole of the 4.5 tons of seed recently
imported from the East for distribution among the farmers
at cost price (6/6 per bushel of 60 lb.) has been applied for
in lots varying from 2 lb. to 15 bushels, 95 growers having
been supplied. The seed may be sown from early spring
until midsummer. The Soya bean makes an excellent food
for cattle and pigs, the hay being equal in feeding results to
lucerne hay, while if grown with cow peas a splendid mixture
is secured. As a pasturage food for pigs it is also very
profitable. Growing Soya beans for the grain for use as feed
is distinctly profitable if the yield is more than 10 bushels per
acre, the feeding value being superior to that of cotton-cake.
The grain is rich in protein, and contains 18 per cent of oil.”
1079. Main, F. 1910. Les produits du soja: Fourrage, engrais,
huile, torteau alimentaire, usages médicaux, Etat actuel de
la production et de la consommation. Avenir [The products
of the soybean: Forage, fertilizer/manure, oil, edible cake,
medical uses. Present state of production and consumption.
Future]. Journal d’Agriculture Tropicale 10(112):297-301.
Oct. [ soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Oil (Huile). Cake
(Tourteau). Forage (Fourrage). Green manure. Medical
usages and various other uses. The future of soya.
Page 300: Chinese factory near Paris and the factory of
the Biological Society of the Far East (l’usine de la Société
Biologique d’Extrême-Orient), recently installed in France
[by Li Yu-ying], with the goal of disseminating among sick
Europeans, soymilk, soy bread, and soy cheese (fromage
de Soja, [tofu]), supported by exact scientific facts. In
1890 Menudier used soy flour to treat diabetics. Address:
Agricultural engineer (Ingénieur agronome).
1080. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1910. Die Industrie des
Soyabohnenoeles [The soya-bean oil industry]. Chemische
Industrie (Berlin) 33(22):705-08. Nov. 15. Whole number
670. (Chem. Abst. 5:597). [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a major report on the world soybean
oil industry. “In an astonishingly short period of time, the
almost unknown soybean has become a major oilseed in

Europe.” The method of separating the oil from the soya
bean in Manchuria is to soak the seeds in water overnight,
to crush them, and, after boiling the mass with a little water,
to express the oil in a primitive form of press. Owing to
the length of time during which the pressure is continued,
the yield of oil is as high, if not higher, than is given by the
modern hydraulic presses [used in Europe]. The expressed
oil is mainly used for food, while any that is unfit for that
purpose is burned in lamps. The residual cakes in the press,
which are about 3 inches thick and 2 to 3 feet in diameter,
form a staple food product. The bean cakes in China are
called teou-fou-tcha [sic, actually this term refers to okara].
Some idea of the trade done in these soya bean cakes
may be formed from the fact that during the year 1904 no
less than 160,000 tons of soya bean cake (not including the
beans themselves or the oil) were exported to Japan alone,
although that country itself produced about 2,500,000 hl.
(1 hectoliter = 100 liters, so 6,875,000 bushels) of beans,
which were utilised in 11,000 factories that manufacture soy
sauce. In the year 1909 the quantity of beans exported from
Manchuria to Japan reached 600,000 tons.
Until two years ago considerable difficulties stood in
the way of the trade with Europe, for the long sea-voyage
through the tropics and especially through the Red Sea,
had such a deteriorating effect upon the beans, that, after
removal of about 10 per cent of oil, the residual oil cake
was quite unsuitable as a feeding stuff. Only a small amount
arrived in Liverpool, where the resident Chinese created an
insignificant demand for their favorite dishes. Nevertheless,
small amounts of soybean cake (Soyakuchen) were imported
to England for use in mixed feeds, although this branch of
trade had but a paltry existence. Therefore the confluence of
a number of particularly favourable conditions were required
to introduce the beans into the world and European markets.
During the Russo-Japanese War, soybeans served as a staple
food for the Japanese, and later the Russian soldiers. After
the war, Manchuria was thrown open to the commerce of
the world. Thanks to the industrial activity of the Japanese
and the decline in the shipping rates, a favorable opportunity
arose, after the soldiers left, for exporting large quantities of
the beans to England.
The first large consignment reached Liverpool towards
the end of 1908, and its arrival coincided with a period of
great scarcity of other oils and fats, due to various causes,
and, in particular, to the increased consumption of edible
fats, and the growing demand for dynamite glycerin for the
Transvaal mines and the construction of the Panama canal. In
addition to this, the cotton-seed harvest in the United States
had been poor, and this had caused a considerable increase
in the price of Egyptian cotton-seed, so that many oil-mills
in England had been forced temporarily to suspend work.
Hence attention was at once directed to the new raw material,
large quantities of which were available at favourable prices.
The imported beans had the following average
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composition: Water 10%, oil 18%, proteins 40%,
carbohydrates 22%, fibre 5%, and ash, 5%. It was not
possible to reckon upon a higher yield of oil than 10 per cent.
from the beans, but feeding experiments with the oil-cake
showed that while it produced as much flesh as cotton-seed
oil-cake, it caused the cows to yield a milk richer in cream.
Thus for some time past soya cake has fetched higher prices
in the market than cotton-seed cake.
Had it not been for the timely appearance of soy-bean
oil the already high price of cotton-seed oil would have
been at least 25 per cent. higher, and there would have been
a corresponding increase in price of all the fats used in
the soap industry. Immense quantities of the new oil were
employed in the manufacture of soap, and during the year
1909 more than 400,000 tons of the beans were imported
into England. Only small quantities were sent to America,
and, relatively, very little to the continent of Europe.
The high tariff on raw materials in Germany and in
France prevented the importation of the seed, and at first
the English oil manufacturers took advantage of this, and
exported large quantities of soya oil and soya cake both to
America and the Continent. Only within the last few months
have the German oil manufacturers succeeded in obtaining
the concession that soya beans may be imported into
Germany free of duty, but in the near future the production of
soya oil and soya cake may become an important branch of
the German oil industry.
The chief use of the new material in the manufacture
of soap is as a partial substitute for cotton-seed oil in
the production of hard soaps, while for soft soaps it can
completely replace cotton-seed oil and partly replace linseed
oil. Soya-bean oil has also been extensively used as an edible
oil, and in admixture with cotton-seed oil large quantities
of it have been consumed in England. It has also been
employed as an oil for the preservation of sardines. Attempts
were made to use it as a substitute for linseed oil in the color
and varnish industries, but it can never replace the latter oil
completely.
The composition of soya-bean oil renders it particularly
suitable for the adulteration of both linseed and cotton-seed
oils, while it is also frequently employed as an adulterant of
Japanese rape oil.
The chief ports for the export of soya beans are
Newchang, Dalny, Vladivostok, and Hankow, while the
principal European ports for their importation are Hull,
London, and Liverpool, and, more recently, Hamburg. The
supply of the beans is assured for several years, for, in
addition to that produced in Manchuria and South China,
attempts, which appear likely to be successful, are being
made to cultivate the plant in West Africa and in the East
Indies.
In the Southern States of North America the soya plants
are already grown for fodder, and experiments are now being
made to cultivate them for the production of oil seed. It has

already been proved that the beans grown in West Africa
from Asiatic seed do not yield less oil than the original seed.
The author lived 1857-1913.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Panama or the Canal Zone. Address: London.
1081. Carver, G.W. 1910. Re: Tuskegee Experiment Station
work in growing the Soy bean. Letter to Mr. Attwell, Nov.
28. 1 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “In reply to your note asking me if the
Experiment Station has made any experiments in the
growing of Soy bean, I beg to say as follows:
“That in 1903 seven of the leading varieties were tested
with the following results: The Mammoth Yellow did the
best. It is a strong-growing variety, making a height of from
the waist to the shoulder, and in good land it literally covered
itself with beans. Unless cut early it gets exceedingly woody,
and the stalks are very hard, but it stands up well and is
easier to cut than pea vines [cow pea vines] and also is more
easily cured, and as a green food it is most excellent. I can
highly recommend this variety.
“The next in order was the Medium Yellow–the Black
also did fairly well. The Pale Green is another good variety,
but for our soil the Mammoth Yellow was best.”
Note that Carver did not answer this question from
an historical viewpoint (since soybeans were first tested
at Tuskegee in 1899 mainly for their grazing and forage
value) but rather from a practical current viewpoint since he
apparently felt that Mr. Atwell was interested in planting the
best soybeans available.
Location: Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Microfilm of The George Washington Carver Papers in
the Tuskegee Institute Archives, Roll 4 #0833. Address:
Director, Dep. of Agricultural Instruction & Experiment
Station, Tuskegee, Alabama.
1082. Reiter, H. 1910. Die Sojabohne, Glycine hispida
Moench [The soybean, Glycine hispida Moench]. Pflanzer
(Der) (East Africa). Vol. 6. Flugblatt No. 9. 4 p. Nov. Beilage
zum Pflanzer. Bound at the end the volume. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. What is the soybean? 2. Where is
the soybean cultivated? 3. Where and how can the soybean
be cultivated? 4. With which other crops is the soybean
planted (in mixed cultures, as green manure, in rotations)?
5. Fertilizer for soybeans. 6. Use of soybeans: The beans,
straw, hay, and silage, oil and cake (Presskuchen). As a
source of seed, the firm Boehmer & Co. in Yokohama is
recommended. Note: No mention is made in the text of
soybeans in connection with Africa or Tanzania. Address:
Biologisch Landwirtschaftlichen Institut Amani, German
East Africa.
1083. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
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Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910.
Soya-bean cultivation in Australia. 13(139):1014. Dec. 15.
• Summary: “Consul John F. Jewell, of Melbourne, reports
that the superintendent of agriculture recently imported
4½ tons of soya-bean seed from the East for distribution,
at cost price, among the farmers of Victoria, and that it has
been furnished them, with instructions relative to cultivation
and its value as cattle and hog feed, in quantities varying
between 2 pounds and 15 bushels, 95 growers having applied
therefor.” Address: Washington, DC.
1084. Grossmann, H. 1910. Die Bedeutung der SojaIndustrie fuer die deutsche Volkswirtschaft [The significance
of the soybean industry for the German economy]. Tag–
Illustrierter Teil (Der) (Berlin, Germany) No. 300. Dec. 23.
[Ger]
• Summary: It was not so long ago that the name “soy”
(Soja) was relatively less well known in Germany and at
all, in fact, in Europe. While in East Asia, above all else in
Manchuria and Japan, numerous ways of using that curious
species of legume in industry and agriculture had already
been present for a long time. And it had also been the subject
of discussion on many occasions in European publications,
mostly in botanical journals.
The interest of further circles, though, was far too small
in comparison to the importance which the East Asian market
has for Germany. In spite of the propaganda which, since
the Vienna World Exposition in 1873, was disseminated at
numerous other expositions for the industry of the soybean,
these facts essentially remained practically unknown. That
was the case until 1908, when the European markets and
above all else England very suddenly also showed very great
interest in the soybean (Sojabohne). That came to light in
extraordinarily large shipments which for the most part went
through the Suez Canal.
The situation that it was specifically England which
was the first to arise as a European import country for
the soybean was based upon the fact that in England, the
soybean (Soya) could be imported free of tariffs and that
furthermore, it has to be admitted, the English merchants
stepped in much more quickly in this case than their
competitors did. It also has to be emphasized that the detailed
English consular reports from East Asia, which are published
in digest form in the superbly informed Board of Trade
Journal from the English government, have devoted great
interest from the very beginning onward to the matter of
the soybean (Sojafrage). And precisely with the astonishing
development of the soybean trade (Sojahandel), the great
value can be recognized of rapid and reliable reporting and
its publication in journals which are easily accessible for the
development of overseas trade. In 1909, 400,000 metric tons
of soybeans already went to England. And according to the
English trade attaché, P. Ker, in Peking, the total shipments
of soybean seeds (Sojasaat) from Manchuria, including from

Vladivostok and the Yangtze Valley, amounted to 518,000
metric tons. Added to this are another 300,000 metric tons
that were shipped from China to Japan. And on top of that,
the shipments from Dalny [today’s Dalian, China] from
November 1909 to April 1910, at 250,000 metric tons,
already amounted to two and a half times that of the exports
in the same period of the previous year. When all of this is
taken into consideration, then the lifting of German tariffs on
soybeans which took place in April of this year in the interest
of agriculture and industry can be greeted as a very welcome
measure. And it can only appear to be somewhat too late if
the development of the soybean industry (Soja-Industrie) in
England is also considered, which in 1908 already provided
numerous factories with rewarding employment.
The interest of agriculture and industry in the soybean
is explained above all else by the chemical composition of
this plant which, as a legume, belongs to the same family as
our peas, beans, lentils, and lupines. Its utilization is brought
about in part because of the especially high fat content, in
comparison to those plants, of approximately 20 pct. and
by the high protein content of 38 pct. In correspondence
to this high content in nutrients, added to which is also 24
pct. carbohydrates, it is for that reason that the soybean has
already found use for a long time in China and Japan. In
those lands, a large part of the population has to rely upon a
diet that is primarily vegetarian, since it can almost replace
the meat-based diet up to a certain degree. In Japan, though,
two fermentation products are furthermore also produced
from the soybean: shoyu or bean sauce and miso. Shoyu in
particular is enjoyed as a seasoning with nearly all foods,
and for some time now, it has also frequently been exported
to England and America, where it is used for the production
of English and American sauces. And the famous Maggi
sauces (Maggische Präparate) also contain the addition
of shoyu. In addition, in Japan a type of raw cheese is also
produced from the soybean, the so-called “bean cheese”,
which in Japan is called tofu. The fact remains, though, that
with the production of these products, which in fact may
well not completely appeal to the European palate at times,
the area of use for the soybean for the food industry is in no
way exhausted. This could be seen this year at the Brussels
World Exposition. At this meeting, the preparations that
were produced in a factory in Asnières near Paris that is
under Chinese direction [Li Yu-ying] such as soybean meal
(Sojamehl), bread for diabetics, cakes, jams, raw, boiled, and
sugared milk; and fresh and smoked cheese aroused general
interest.
In Germany, products of that type for which great
sales would certainly occur have unfortunately not been
achieved yet thus far, even though the soybean has been
cultivated for years with great success in the hinterlands of
Kiautschou (today’s Jiaozhou, China) in Shandong province.
In contrast, according to a report in the journal L’engrais,
a large English factory has already processed soybean
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meal into biscuits. Some time ago, though, the production
began in Germany of soy oil (Sojaöl) and soybean cakes
(Sojakuchen) which, like linseed cakes, have found use as a
valuable concentrated feed. In China and Japan, only a part
of the oil that is contained in the soybean is obtained, for
the most part in a very primitive way. But in contrast, the oil
factories in Germany and England that are superbly set up
with machinery work in a much more rational manner and,
in part, with the assistance of chemical extraction agents. In
that way, they obtain the oil almost quantitatively [sic] and,
at the same time, the oil cakes which, according to more
recent trials by Professor Hansen in Bonn and Professor
Honcamp in Rostock, have proven themselves to be superb
as livestock feed. With the high prices for fats and oils that
are presently prevailing, the oil itself is finding good sales
with the soap industry, above all else as a substitute for
linseed oil. But it supposedly is also to find use in its better
varieties as an edible oil and as a salad oil after it turned out
that the earlier statements about it having effects that were
similar to those of castor oil ended up being incorrect. Aside
from the oilcakes, the hay and straw of the soybeans as well
as the pods can additionally be used as a substitute for other
roughage. With regard to the very important agricultural
use of the soybean cakes, Professor F. Honcamp recently
penned a valuable, detailed monograph that was published
in Landwirtschaftliche Versuchsstationen [Agricultural
Experiment Stations] which also recently appeared as an
excerpt in Tropenpflanzer [Tropical Plants] (December 1910
edition). In light of the experiences that have been had thus
far, the cultivation of the soybean in Germany appears to not
exactly be very promising. But as Fesca already emphasized
ten years ago, although at that time without success, the East
Asian leased territory of Kiautschou is very suitable for it.
The significance which the German import trade has
already gained now in just a few months emerges from
the monthly reports about foreign trade from the German
customs area. While from January to May, only around
1,700 metric tons were imported, the imports in May quickly
jumped to 5,100 metric tons. In June and July, only 1,800
metric tons were imported each month, but in August on the
other hand, it was already 4,500 once again, in September
5,900 metric tons, and in October 6,800 metric tons, such
that on the whole through the end of October, over 28,000
metric tons with a value of approximately 4.5 million
German marks had already arrived for import. And what is
all the more remarkable is that up to May 1910, the name
“soybeans” itself was not even mentioned at all in the
German customs duties (footnote: Soybeans are listed in No.
16b of the customs duties along with [two illegible words:
some kind of nuts [Elive-Schinüsse?] and some kind of seed
[Mowrusaat–possibly mowra buttertree]]. Since the trade
value of these products is different, the indication of value
is only approximate.) Up to now, Hamburg has constituted
the primary port for imports which, however, may change

in a short period of time. The construction a large factory
has been planned near Stettin. When completed, this will
hopefully also transfer the numerous possibilities for use of
the soybean which have only been briefly indicated here,
above all else as an economical and beneficial human food,
into practice.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Privatdozent, PhD.
1085. Jenkins, W.H. 1910. Corn and soy beans ensilage:
Balanced ration for the cow (Letter to the editor). Country
Gentleman 75(3022):1178. Dec. 29.
• Summary: “For several years there has been much talk
about growing corn and soy beans as a combination crop
for the silo, but for lack of actual demonstrations as to
the practicability of growing the crop, and its value, few
farmers have experimented with it. The writer has done
Some experimenting with such a combination crop, and has
attended farmers’ institutes in New York where experiences
with corn and soybeans have been told, and he feels he has
some good data on the subject.
On my own farm a field that had grown large crops of
alfalfa for years was given a light top-dressing of manure
and plowed very early in the spring, and planted to a large
variety of corn and beans. In this instance the corn and beans
were planted in alternate rows, three feet apart. Both the corn
and beans were planted in drills, and the corn was thinned so
it would ear well. The decaying alfalfa roots furnished the
plant-food for the crop, and the beans and corn made large
growth. The crop was cultivated as long as the horse could
be driven between the rows, then the beans were left to run.
They covered the ground and climbed up to the top of the
corn stalks, ten feet high, but this was in very rich soil and
alfalfa sod. The corn eared well, and there were full-grown
beans in the pods. The crop was cut before the corn matured,
and when the beans were in the green state, for a soiling
crop. There was not enough to put into a silo, but the results
when feeding the crop, in milk production and saving the
grain ration, were very satisfactory. It was a nearly balanced
and succulent ration.
“To get the full value of corn and soy beans, they must
be preserved in the silo for winter feeding, and the writer
is able to give the experience of dairy farmers in New York
with corn and soy-bean ensilage. At a farmers’ institute
in central New York one farmer showed samples of corn
and soy-bean ensilage taken from his silo. It seemed well
preserved and good ensilage. He said that during the winter
this ensilage and hay, with no grain, was the ration for
his cows. He was willing to show his cows and the milk
balance sheet for the year. His farm was not far from the
village where the institute was held, and the institute force,
to which the writer then belonged, went to the barn and saw
the ensilage and the cattle. The ensilage showed about 33
per cent. of soy beans. The corn was fairly well eared, and
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there were bean pods, some with small beans, on the stalks.
It was in as good condition as ordinary corn ensilage. There
was some sweet corn in it, and the corn stalks were not large.
Some of the ears had been taken from the sweet corn and
sold to the canning factory. The corn and beans had been put
in the silo without cutting with the ensilage cutter, the stalks
were simply laid straight in the silo. The farmer would have
preferred to have them cut, but he did the work mostly alone,
and this was the cheapest way. He said he planted the beans
in the corn hills, which were in check rows, and about three
feet apart, and the crop was given the same cultivation and
treatment as the ordinary ensilage corn.
“Next we went to the stable and saw the cows. They
were in as good flesh as the ordinary dairy cows; the hair was
sleek and glossy, indicating that they were well nourished,
and that the ration was well balanced. They were fed about
one bushel twice a day of the ensilage, and besides all the
hay, containing some clover, they would eat up clean. There
were 25 cows of mixed breeds, and his returns per cow for
the year were as large as the average herd from which milk
was sold to the same creamery.
“At another institute in New York this winter the
conductor, Mr. D.P. Witter, told about experiments he made
last summer with corn and soybeans, under the direction
of Cornell University. He mixed the corn and beans before
planting, about one-half of each, and planted from eight to
twelve quarts per acre. The soil was first inoculated with
cultures furnished him. He thinks the largest crops are grown
in soils inoculated with the soy-bean bacteria. Mr. Witter
planted his seed about June 1, both in drills and check rows,
in fairly rich soil, and obtained a good growth of stalks
and vines, which were cut with the ensilage cutter and put
into the silo. His testimony now given at farmers’ institutes
corroborates that of the farmer above mentioned. The corn
and soybean ensilage is nearly a balanced ration, and can
save the farmer’s grain bills. Mr. Witter does not say that it
will not pay to feed the cows a little grain with the ensilage,
but with a good weight of corn ears in the ensilage, and
soybeans well grown, fed with alfalfa or clover hay, average
returns in milk can be obtained. To obtain maximum milk
production, some grain might be needed, and with some
cows under some conditions, it might pay to feed a little
grain. He said the corn and soybeans could be planted with
the ordinary grain drill, or horse corn planter.
“The foregoing experiences with corn and soybeans
prove their value both for a summer soiling crop and for
ensilage: but the writer does not think they should take the
place of alfalfa and clover on the dairy farm. Alfalfa can
be made to produce three to four crops in one year, that
aggregate four to six tons of hay, worth on the dairy farm
close to $25 a ton for its protein content; and the roots are a
means of enriching the soil and furnishing plant food for the
crop of ensilage corn to follow. But the point is that the crop
of ensilage corn can be made more nearly a balanced ration

and its value largely increased, and those can grow corn and
soybeans who have not learned to grow alfalfa.”
1086. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, W.J. 1910. The soy bean:
History, varieties, and field studies. USDA Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 197. 84 p. Dec. 31. Includes 8 plates
showing plants, pods, and seeds, and an excellent 6-page
index. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Botanical history and identity of the
soy bean. Botanical classifications of soy-bean varieties.
Varietal characteristics of soy beans: Habit of growth,
foliage, pubescence, flowers, pods, seeds. Frost resistance.
Period of maturity (soybeans were planted at the Arlington
Experimental Farm, near Washington, DC, from 3 June
1905 to June 1909). Changes in life period (soybeans were
planted at the Arlington Farm in 1902). Pollination and
hybridization. Mutations. Nomenclature and classification.
Early agricultural history in the United States. Varieties
introduced in the United States independently of the
Department of Agriculture or previous to 1898: Enumeration,
Ito San, Mammoth, Buckshot, Guelph, or Medium Green,
Butterball, Kingston, Samarow, Eda, Ogemaw, or Ogema.
Varieties grown in Europe (p. 32-33; Early history,
Samarow, Etampes, Chernie [from Khabarovsk, Siberia],
“Yellow Riesen,” Buckshot, “Yellow,” “Brown,” Butterball,
S.P.I. No. 5039. European seed companies carrying soybeans
include Dammann & Co., Naples, Italy; Haage & Schmidt,
Erfurt, Germany; Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., Paris, France).
The soy bean in Asia (p. 34-35): Asiatic sources of
soy beans, list of varieties with SPI numbers from each
of the following countries and places: Siberia (South
Usuri [Ussuri], Khabarovsk, Merkoechofka), Manchuria
(Newchwang, Harbin, Tieling), Korea (Pinyang, Kobau), Japan (Tokyo, Kobe, Yokohama, Hokkaido, Anjo),
China (many places), Formosa (Taihoku), Cochin China
(Saigon), India (Darjiling [Darjeeling] and Khasi Hills–
Assam; Pithoragarh–Kumaon Dist.; Safipur, Hasangani,
Ranjitpurwa–Unao, Uttar Pradesh; Etawah, Manipuri–Uttar
Pradesh; Cawnpore, Dehra Dun, United Provinces; and
Poona Bombay), Java (Buitenzorg), Celebes (Macassar).
Desirable characters in soy-bean varieties (p. 3637): Considerations governing choice, habit of the plant
(“Erectness of stem with upright or ascending branches is
a prime requisite of a desirable variety. A tall habit is also
important, as dwarf varieties usually bear pods very close
to the ground, so that many will be left on the stubble...”),
coarseness (a coarse, woody stem makes mowing difficult.
However slender varieties often have small pods and seeds,
often with vining tips and a tendency to lodge), ability to
retain leaves, color of the seed (“Yellow or green seeds
are preferable to darker colors, as the shattered seeds are
more easily found by hogs pasturing the field or stubble”),
shattering, resistance to disease (“In sections where
nematodes and cowpea wilt occur most soy-bean varieties
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are seriously affected by both these diseases”), nonfilling
of pods. Synopsis of the groups (plants bushy vs. twining).
Synopsis of the varieties (within each group lists the total
number and acquisition numbers of varieties with various
colored seeds and germs: Group I–190 varieties (seeds strawyellow, germ yellow–71 varieties; seeds olive-green, germ
yellow–45 varieties; seeds chromium-green, germ green–17
varieties; seeds brown to olive, germ yellow–28 varieties;
seeds black, germ yellow–18 varieties; seeds black, germ
green–7 varieties; seeds bicolored, germ yellow–4 varieties).
Group II–4 varieties. Group III–8 varieties. Group IV–76
varieties. Group V–7 varieties.
Of the 285 varieties in the five groups, 152 varieties
(53.3%) have yellow (straw-yellow or olive-yellow) seeds,
55 varieties (19.3%) have black seeds, 44 varieties (15.4%)
have brown seeds, 24 varieties (8.4%) have green seeds, and
10 varieties (3.5%) are bicolored).
Catalogue of soy-bean varieties (by S.P.I. number, from
no. 480 in 1898 to no. 27,501 in 1909; p. 39-74). In 1908
USDA acquired soybean seeds from Vilmorin-Andrieux &
Co. (Paris, France), Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany),
and Dammann & Co. (Naples, Italy) (p. 57-60).
The best varieties of soy beans (p. 75, in 7 groups from
very early to very late). Explanation of plates. Index.
The “Catalogue of soy-bean varieties” (p. 39) is “a
complete list of soy beans imported by the United States
Department of Agriculture, arranged chronologically in
accordance with the sequential S.P.I. (Seed and Plant
Introduction) numbers assigned to them by the Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction.” These numbers start
at #480 (imported from South Ussuri, Siberia, in 1898) and
end at #27501 (imported from Shanghai, Kiangsu, China,
in 1909). Concerning No. 21825 (p. 58): “From Hokkaido,
Japan, 1908... This variety is said to be used principally in
the manufacture of ‘soy,’ ‘miso,’ ‘tifu’ [sic, tofu], etc. It has
also been obtained again from the same place and grown
under Nos. 21830 and 21831.”
“The best varieties of soy beans” (p. 75) lists 35
varieties, each with a name and S.P.I. number, arranged
in seven groups based on time to mature, from “Very
early.–Ogemaw, 17258” to “Very late.–Barchet, 20798;
Riceland, 20797 (In 1908 at Biloxi, Mississippi, it displayed
astonishing diversity).” This list is “based primarily on
the results at Arlington Experimental Farm [in Virginia],
but those obtained in cooperation with various experiment
stations have also been given due consideration:
“Very early.–Ogemaw, 17258.
“Early.–Early Brown, 25161 (from Indiana Agric. Exp.
Station, 1909); and Vireo, 22874.
“Medium early.–Chernie, 18227; Auburn, 21079 A;
Merko, 20412 (from Merkoechofka, Siberia); Elton, 20406;
Chestnut, 20405 B.
“Medium.–Ito San, 17268; Medium Yellow, 17269;
Tashing, 20854; Shingto, 21079; Swan, 22379; Brindle,

20407; Sedo, 23229; Lowrie, 22898 A.
“Medium late.–Brooks, 16789; Flava, 16789 A; Cloud,
16790; Ebony, 17254; Haberlandt, 17271; Peking, 17852 B;
Wilson, 19183; Taha, 21999; Austin, 17263.
“Late.–Mammoth, 17280; Edward, 14953; Acme,
14954; Flat King, 17252; Tokyo, 17264; Hope, 17267;
Hollybrook, 17278 (from Arkansas Agric. Exp. Station,
1904); Farnham, 22312.
“Very late.–Barchet, 20798; Riceland, 20797.”
Note 1. Matsuura (1929 and 1933) cites this as the
world’s earliest publication on soybean genetics: “Recording
segregation of seed- and flower-color in its natural hybrids.”
Page 11 notes that soybeans named “New Japan peas”
were obtained from Norway (Source: Martens 1869). Page
20 notes that the Ogemaw variety of soybeans, which takes
92-97 days to mature, was obtained in 1908 from the Idaho
Agricultural Experiment Station, where it had been grown
for several years. Note 2. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Idaho, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Idaho (about 1906).
Page 20 also notes that Buckshot variety of soybeans,
which takes 92 days to mature, was obtained in 1908 from
the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, where it
had been grown for several years. This is the second earliest
document (April 2004) seen concerning the cultivation of
soybeans in Minnesota. “Potomac Flats” is not mentioned in
this report.
Concerning “Habit of Growth” (p. 12-13), the author
states: “All soy beans are strictly determinate as to growth;
that is, the plants reach a definite size according to the
environment and then mature and die. The great majority
of the varieties are erect and branching, with a well-defined
main stem (Plates I and III)... In other varieties the stems and
branches, especially the elongated terminals, are more or less
twining, and usually weak, so that the plant is only suberect
or even procumbent (Plates I-III).”
Photos show: (1) Plants of a wild soy bean grown in a
greenhouse in a pot. (Fig. 1) (2) Plants of a wild soy bean
from Soochow, China, grown at the Arlington Experimental
Farm.
(3) Plants of a soy bean from Cawnpore, India. (4) Rows
of different varieties of soy beans at Arlington Farm.
(5) Plants of seven varieties of soy beans, showing
types of habit: Meyer 17852, Peking 17852 B, Austin
17263, Pingsu 18259, Unnamed 22504, Hollybrook 17278,
Haberlandt 17271. (6) The same seven varieties shown in
plate 4 after hanging in a dry room for 6 months.
(7-8) Eleven soy bean pods, ranging in size and shape.
(9) 36 varieties of soy bean seeds, showing variation in
size and form.
Note 3. This is the most important document ever
published on early soybean varieties in the USA.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2018)
that uses the word “determinate” to describe the growth
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habit of soybeans. Determinate plants terminate main
stem elongation at, or soon after, the onset of flowering.
Indeterminate cultivars continue main stem elongation
several weeks after beginning flowering. Determinate /
indeterminate is a genetic trait.
Note 5. This is the earliest publication see (Aug.
2011) written jointly by Piper and Morse, two of the most
influential early advocates of the soybean in the USA. It is
also the earliest document by or about Morse in connection
with soybeans. Morse graduated from Cornell University,
New York, on 20 June 1907 and 2 days later reported for
duty at the Bureau of Plant Industry in Washington, DC, to
work under Dr. C.V. Piper.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2004) in
which Piper or Morse mention miso, tofu, or the use of soy
beans as a coffee substitute.
Note 7. This is the second earliest document seen
(July 1998) that uses the word “shatter” (or “shattered”
or “shattering”) in connection with soybeans. The earliest
document (in 1854) used the word “shatter” in a very general
sense. This document uses it more precisely, as the title of a
section and for comparing varieties (p. 36): “When grown for
grain alone, shattering is a serious fault. Some varieties, like
Guelph, shatter inordinately; others, like Peking, scarcely at
all... As a rule the varieties with large pods and seeds shatter
much worse than those with small pods and seeds...”
Note 8. This is second the earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the term “germ” to refer
to a part of a soy-bean seed. The germ or embryo is the part
of the seed inside the seed coat.
The section titled “Seeds” (p. 15) states: “The germs or
embryos of soy-bean seeds are yellow, except in the greenseeded and part of the black-seeded sorts, in which they are
green.” Address: 1. Agrostologist; 2. Scientific Asst., ForageCrop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
1087. Honcamp, Fr. 1910. Die Sojabohne und ihre
Abfallprodukte [The soybean and its by-products].
Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 73:241-84. Dec.
(Chem. Abst. 4:3099). [18 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Largely a good review of the literature.
Contents: Introduction and history. Botanical and
microscopic characteristics. The best varieties for production
of seeds / beans (incl. Soja platycarpa, Soja tumida, etc.).
Soybean cultivation (incl. Fesca, Haberlandt). Chemical
composition. Utilization of the soybean and its products: Use
as food and delicacies (Genussmittel) (incl. boiled or roasted
soybeans, shoyu or soy sauce {Shoyu oder Bohnensauce}
made with rice- or wheat koji {Reis- oder Gerstenkoji},
miso, tofu {Bohnenkäse}, dried-frozen tofu {Kori-Tofu oder
Eisbohnenkäse}, soybean flour / meal {Sojabohnenmehl},
soybean oil {Sojabohnenöl}), industrial and technical uses
of soybean oil (illuminant, soaps, table of constants), use as

a livestock feed (Sheep were fed soybean oil meal and meal
{Sojakuchen, Sojamehl}, pressed residue {Pressrückstand},
or solvent processed {Extractionsrückständen, Sojamehle,
Sojakuchenmehl}; soybean hay {Sojabohnenheu} and straw
also make good feeds).
Illustrations show: (1) A soy bean plant with pods (nonoriginal, p. 245; from an original in Fesca 1898). (2) Soy
bean pods, seeds, and cells (non-original, p. 246; from an
original in C.O. Harz 1885).
Note 1. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2021) that uses the word “Eisbohnenkäse” to
refer to dried-frozen tofu.
Note 2. A summary of this article, with the same title
and author, was published in Biedermann’s Zentralblatt
fuer Agrikulturchemie (1911), vol. 40, p. 267-69. Address:
Rostok, Germany.
1088. Honcamp, F. 1910. Die Sojabohne und ihre
Verwertung [The soybean and its utilization]. Tropenpflanzer
(Der) (Berlin) 14(12):613-34. Dec. (Chem. Abst. 30:45). [9
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Utilization as food
and delicacies (als Nahrungs- und Genussmittel). Use for
technical purposes. Use for fodder.
According to English consular reports the total
production of soya beans in China amounted in 1907 to
580,000 tons, rising in the following year to 850,000 tons.
During the year 1909 no less than 35 million kg of the beans
passed through the Suez Canal.
Harz classified the varieties of Soja hispida into 2
main groups, one containing those of strongly compressed
form and of olive green to brownish-black color, and the
other swollen varieties more or less sickle-shaped, and of
yellowish-brown to deep brown color.
Dietrich and König [1891] conducted 20 analyses of the
soybean and found the following average composition: Water
11.34%, crude protein 35.11%, crude fat 16.98%, nitrogenfree extract 26.18%, crude fiber 5.88%, and ash 4.51%.
An analysis of the inorganic constituents of the beans by
Schwackhöfer gave the following results: Potassium oxide,
44.56%; sodium oxide, 0.98%; lime, 5.32%; magnesia,
8.92%; iron oxide, trace; silica, trace; phosphoric acid,
36.89%; sulphuric acid, 2.70%; and chlorine, 0.27%.
Both in China and Japan the black varieties are boiled
and roasted and eaten with rice, while the green and white
varieties are ground to meal and baked into cakes, etc. The
soy sauce, which is now largely exported to England and
America, and used in the manufacture of other sauces, is
prepared from wheat and a small light yellow variety of the
bean, with the addition of salt and water, the prepared mass
being fermented in open vessels at as low a temperature as
possible for a period of 8 months to 5 years, and the sauce
then separated from the residue. Another product made from
the beans in Japan, and used in the preparation of soups and
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flavors for cooking, is know as miso. In addition to these,
a so-called bean cheese (tofu), and a similar product from
which the bulk of the water has been removed (kori-tofu),
are prepared from soya beans in Japan.
Attempts to acclimatize the plant in Germany have
not yet proved successful, although it may be possible to
introduce an early-ripening variety with a short vegetation
period.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) that
gives soybean production or area statistics for China. It is not
clear whether or not this includes Manchuria, or refers only
to Manchuria. Address: Prof., Germany.
1089. Encyclopædia Britannica (11th ed.): Bean. 1910. New
York, NY: Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. See vol. 3, p. 572,
573c.
• Summary: “The Soy bean, Glycine hispida, was included
by Linnaeus in the genus Dolichos. It is extensively
cultivated in China and Japan, chiefly for the pleasantflavoured seed from which is prepared a piquant sauce. It is
also widely grown in India, where the bean is eaten, while
the plant forms a valuable fodder; it is cultivated for the
latter purpose in the United States.”
Note: The 11th edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica is
considered by many to be a classic, perhaps the best edition
of this famous work ever published. The key to its use lies in
the index.
1090. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1910. Henderson’s farmer’s
manual (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY: Printed by John
C. Rankin Co. 48 p.
• Summary: A photo on the cover shows farmers with
pitchforks piling hay onto a wagon pulled by horses. Page 34
is devoted to Soy Beans. Across the top of the page is written
“Farm Seeds... Henderson’s High Grade. The top one-third
of the page shows a photo titled “Early Soja Beans,” with a
man standing in a field of chest-high soybeans. The caption
reads: “Field of Early Soja Beans at Central Experimental
Farm, Ottawa, Canada.” Inset in the lower right corner of the
photo is an illustration (line drawing) of a soybean plant with
the words “Henderson’s Early Soja Bean” written on a scroll.
Below the photo in large letters is written: “Early
Green Soja or Soy Beans.” Below that in smaller letters:
“Valuable for either fodder or grain. Produces enormous
crops as far north as Canada. Ripening seed as far north as
Massachusetts. A great soil enricher: Gathering nitrogen
from the air. Especially valuable (in combination with
Japanese millet and fodder corn) for ensilage. Supplying
albuminoids for flesh-forming food.”
The text begins: “Soja beans have attracted much
attention in recent years on account of their high feeding
qualities, but all were too late to be of value in the Northern
States. This early green variety has proved its earliness
and value in the Northern States by not only producing

large fodder crops, but ripening the seed as far north as
Massachusetts.”
“We recommend all farmers to plant this year at least an
acre or two of our early Green Soja Beans and an equal area
of Japanese Millet, to test and prove for themselves the value
of the combination...” According to Prof. W.P. Brooks, of the
Hatch Experiment Station, Massachusetts, the Soja Beans
should be sown four to five weeks after the millet. “Price,
15c. lb.; $1.75 peck; $5.00 bushel, 60 lbs.; 10-bushel lots,
$4.85 bushel.”
Across the bottom of the page is written: “Henderson’s
Superior Seeds are procurable only from us direct–we do not
supply through Dealers.”
An Index lists all plants that appear in the catalog. The
last page in the catalog (p. 48), titled “Garden and Farm
Books,” lists the author and title of about 50 such books,
under six categories, with a brief description of each and the
price. Includes books or booklets titled Forage Plants Other
Than Grasses, Ginseng, Hemp, and the Peanut Plant: Its
Cultivation and Uses. The most expensive book, postpaid,
costs $2.00. Address: 35 and 37 Cortland St., New York,
New York.
1091. Henry, W.A. 1910. Feeds and feeding. A hand-book
for the student and stockman. 10th ed., revised and entirely
rewritten. Madison, Wisconsin: Published by the author. vi +
613 p. 24 cm. [6 ref]
• Summary: The Preface discusses the contributions to
feeding standards made by Dr. Emil von Wolff, Kellner, and
Armsby. “For help in this part and elsewhere Kellner’s recent
work, Die Ernährung der landwirtschaftliche Nutztiere,
has been heavily drawn upon. Soybeans and soy products
are discussed as follows: “Soybean, Glycine hispida” (p.
155-56). A long introduction. “No other plant in the United
States grown so little at this time as the soya bean is so full
of promise to agriculture, especially to animal husbandry.”
“Soybean meal should always be used in combination with
other grains, and the meal from which the oil has been
expressed should prove superior to the ground seeds.” Note:
This is the earliest English-language document seen (Sept.
2016) that uses the term “soybean meal” to refer to ground,
defatted soybeans.
Feeding dairy cows: “Soybean vs. cottonseed meal” (p.
396). “Gluten meal.” “Gluten feed” (p. 398; experiments at
Vermont in 1892 and 1895). “Soybean cake” (p. 401-02).
“Soybean, cowpea, and Japan clover hay” (p. 415). “Soybean
silage and alfalfa hay” (p. 419).
Feeding sheep and lambs (p. 458-495): Soybeans (p.
464). “Feeds rich in protein” (incl. soybeans, p. 487).
Feeding swine: “Gluten meal” (p. 519). “Soybeans” (p.
529). “Soybean pasture” (p. 547). “The legume seeds” (p.
558).
Table IV, titled “The Wolff feeding standards for farm
animals” (p. 590) states: “In 1864 Dr. Emil von Wolff, the
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great German scientist, presented in the Mentzel & von
Lengerke Agricultural Calendar, published annually by Paul
Parey, Berlin, Germany, a table of feeding standards for
farm animals based on the digestible nutrients in feeding
stuffs. This marked an era in the history of efforts toward
the rational feeding of farm animals. The last appearance of
the table under the directorship of Dr. Wolff was in 1896.
From 1896 to 1906 the table was annually presented by Dr.
C. Lehmann, of the Berlin Agricultural High School. The
table which follows is a copy of the last presentation by Dr.
Lehmann.”
Concerning gluten meal and gluten feed: In Part II,
“Feeding stuffs” (p. 129-249), Chapter 9 on “Leading cereals
and by-products,” when discussing corn, subsection 158,
titled “Starch and glucose by-products” (p. 133-34) describes
how corn is treated in the production of starch. “Gluten meal
is one of the richest of concentrates in crude protein and fat,
while fair in carbohydrates and low in mineral matter. It is a
heavy feed and but little used in its original form (635, 846).
Gluten feed, composed of gluten meal and corn bran ground
together, is now the largest common by-product of glucose
and starch factories. It is rich in crude protein, fair in fat, and
rather low in carbohydrates and mineral matters. It is a most
valuable concentrate, especially in the ration of the dairy
cow.”
The section on the “Peanut” (p. 156-57) states: “The
peanut, or earth nut, is of growing importance as a feed
for stock in the Southern States.” Address: D.Sc., D.Agr.,
Emeritus Prof. of Agriculture, Formerly Dean of College of
Agriculture and Director of the Agric. Exp. Station, Univ. of
Wisconsin.
1092. Hopkins, Cyril G. 1910. Soil fertility and permanent
agriculture. Boston, New York, Chicago & London: Ginn
and Co. xxiii + 653 p. See p. 154, 208, 211, 216, 222-23,
229, 245, 249, 271-72, 275, 279, 290, 357, 457, 470, 602.
Illust. Maps. 22 cm. Series: Country Life Education.
• Summary: Table 23, titled “Fertility in farm produce:
Approximate maximum amounts removable per acre
annually” (p. 154) shows the following: 25 bu of soy beans
removes 80 lb of nitrogen worth $12.00 (market value),
13 lb of phosphorus worth $0.39, and 24 lb of potassium
worth $1.44. Total value removed: $13.83. 2¼ tons of soy
bean straw removes 79 lb of nitrogen worth $11.85, 8 lb
of phosphorus worth $0.24, and 49 lb of potassium worth
$2.94. Total value removed: $15.03. Therefore the total
soy bean crop (beans + straw) removes 159 lb of nitrogen
worth $23.85, 21 lb of phosphorus worth $0.63, and 73 lb of
potassium worth $4.38. Total value removed: $28.86. Note:
these figures are based on large numbers of analyses.
The section titled “The fixation of free nitrogen” states
(p. 208): “These nitrogen-fixing bacteria live in tubercles
upon the roots of various legume plants, such as red clover,
white clover, alfalfa, sweet clover, cowpeas, soy beans,

vetch, field peas, garden peas, field and garden beans, etc.
The tubercles vary in size from smaller than a pinhead to
larger than a pea...” They tend to be large upon cowpeas and
soy beans. “Several million bacteria may inhabit a single
tubercle... if we find the tubercles upon the roots of the
plant, we know the bacteria are present within, otherwise the
tubercle would not be formed.
“It has been demonstrated that, as a rule, there are
different modifications of nitrogen-fixing bacteria for
markedly different species of legume plants. Thus, we have
one kind of bacteria for red clover, another for cowpeas,
another for soy beans, and still a different kind for alfalfa.”
However, there are noteworthy exceptions to this rule.
Symbiosis is the term used by biologists to define this
relationship.
Table 36, titled “Composition of plants (tops and roots)”
(p. 222) gives the composition of soy beans. Only 10% of the
air-dry matter, 6.5% of the nitrogen, 5.5% of the phosphorus,
and 4% of the potassium is in the roots. “In the case of such
annuals as cowpeas and soy beans, not more than on tenth of
the nitrogen is found in the roots and stubbles, as a rule” (p.
223).
Chapter 15, titled “Rotation systems for grain farming”
states (p. 229): “For southern Illinois and other Southern
states, a four-year rotation of 1. corn, 2. cowpeas (or soy
beans), 3. wheat (or oats), and 4. clover is very satisfactory;
and a three-year rotation, in which it is more difficult to
maintain the nitrogen, is 1. wheat, 2. corn, and 3. cowpeas;
or 1. cotton, 2. corn and cowpeas, and 3. oats and cowpeas,
in either of which soy beans may be substituted, and should
be substituted in case of danger from cowpea wilt or other
disease...” Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
1093. Kellner, O.J. 1910. The scientific feeding of animals.
Authorised translation by William Goodwin. New York, NY:
The Macmillan Co. xili + 404 p. See p. 187-89. 19 cm. 2nd
printing 1913. [Eng]
• Summary: Oscar Johann Kellner (lived 1851-1911)
originally wrote this book in German in 1908 for both
practical men and for students of agriculture and veterinary
science.
In Chapter 1, “The composition of feeding stuffs,” the
section titled “The fats and oils” states (p. 12): “Oily seeds
and waste animal products, such as greaves and tallow
refuse, are amongst the food-stuffs containing the most fat.
Then come the oil cakes, oil cake meals, brewers’ grains, and
other by-products from distilleries, flour mills, and starch
manufactories. The cereal grains, such as oats and maize, and
the leguminous seeds, such as soja beans or lupines, take the
next place, whilst roots, tubers, green fodders, hay and straw
are amongst the poorest in fat.”
In Chapter 4 titled “Description of feeding-stuffs,” the
section on “Leguminous seeds” begins (p. 187): “These take
the first place among the grains, because of the amount of
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protein they contain. Generally the percentage of fat is not
more than in cereal grains, but some–soja beans and lupines–
have a considerable quantity.”
In the Appendix, Table I, “Composition, digestibility,
and starch equivalents of various feeding stuffs,” “Soja bean
hay” is listed on p. 366 and “Soja bean straw” on p. 368.
In the Appendix, Table II, “The digestibility of the
feeding-stuffs (digestibility coefficients) from experiments
on animals,” “Soja beans” is listed on p. 381 and “Soja bean
hay” on p. 383.
Note 1. Linseed is mentioned on 24 pages in this book,
lupine seeds on 10 pages, lupines on 13 pages, sesame on 7
pages, sunflower on 7 pages, hemp on 4 pages, colza on 3
pages, flaxseed on 1 page (p. 189).
Note 2. Also published in 1913 by Duckworth, in
London.
Note 3. The formulation of the first calf milk replacer
is credited to Liebig (see p. 145-46). “Very good results
are obtained with calves and young pigs from a sweet
mash prepared in the following way according to Liebig’s
directions. For each calf take 3½ quarts of milk, 3½ quarts
of water, 10 oz. of wheat flour, 10 oz. of ground malt, and
¼ oz. potassium bicarbonate. The method of preparation is
as follows. The flour is boiled with the water and half of the
milk to form a porridge, and when this is cold the other half
of the milk, in which the potassium bicarbonate is dissolved,
is added, and the ground malt stirred in. The mixture is
then allowed to stand for half an hour in a warm place, then
once more boiled and sieved through muslin.” Address:
PhD, Prof., Agric. Exp. Station, Möckern, near Leipzig
[Germany].
1094. Macmillan, Hugh Fraser. 1910. Handbook of tropical
gardening and planting, with special reference to Ceylon.
Colombo, Ceylon: H.W. Cave. xii + 524 + xvi p. See p. 188.
Illust. 22 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: In chapter 4, titled “Green manuring and
mulching,” is a list of suitable plants including (p. 35)
“Glycine hispida. Soya Bean. Small herb, 12-15 inches.
[Grows at altitudes] Up to 2,500 ft.” Note: No Sinhalese or
Tamil names are given.
In chapter 12, on “Tropical vegetables and food
products,” section 1, “Leguminosæ, including beans, grams
and pulses,” contains the following (with Sinhalese and
Tamil names given for most): Cajanus indicus. Pigeon
pea; Congo bean Canavalia gladiata. Sword bean. Cicer
arietinum. Chick pea; Bengal gram. Cyamopsis psoraliodes.
Guar, or cluster bean. Dolichos bracheata. Dolichos lablab,
var. Four varieties. Lens esculenta (= Ervum lens). Lentil.
Mucuna nivea. Velvet bean is one variety. Glycine hispida.
Soya bean. Pachyrrhizus tuberosus. Yam bean. Phasaeolus
lunatus. Lima bean; Tonga bean. Phaseolus vulgaris, var.
Climbing, or Runner beans. Phaseolus vulgaris, var. Dwarf
French or Kidney bean. Psophocarpus tetragonolobus.

Winged bean; Goa bean; Manilla bean [Manila bean]. Vigna
sinensis. Cow pea; Yard-long bean.
The section on the Soya bean (p. 188) begins with a
botanical description. “In India they are sometimes eaten
in the form of ‘dhal.’ The famous Soya-sauce, said to be
the basis of many popular sauces made in Europe, is made
from these seeds. A useful domestic oil is also obtained from
them, and the residual cake resulting from the expression
of the oil forms a nutritious cattle-food. According to Sir
George Watt, ‘Soya Bean is extensively cultivated in Eastern
Bengal, Khasia Hills [Khasi Hills, in today’s Indian state
of Meghalaya], Burma, &c.’ Yet I can find no mention of
it in either Firminger’s or Woodrow’s works on gardening
in India. Cultivation is very simple. A loose rich soil is
preferable.”
Chapter 26, “Pasture, grazing, and fodder plants,” has
a section titled “Other forage plants (leguminous),” which
includes (p. 463) “Glycine hispida. Soya bean–A quickgrowing annual, 15 inches high, producing a heavy crop of
herbage, much relished by stock. See Tropical Vegetables.”
Address: F.L.S., Curator, Royal Botanic Gardens,
Peradeniya, Ceylon.
1095. Matenaers, Ferdinand Franz. 1910. Moderne
Futtersilos, Silage-Bereitung und Silage-Verfütterung: nach
den in Nordamerika gemachten Erfahrungen und erzielten
Erfolgen [Modern feed silos, silage preparation and silage
feeding: based on the experiences and successes made in
North America]. Berlin: Paul Parey. xii + 207 p. Illust. 23
cm. [Ger]*
• Summary: An in-depth discussion of the subject. Soybeans
and soybean silage are mentioned frequently. They are best
used as an adjunct to corn silage. Address: Chicago, Illinois.
1096. Wing Seed Co. 1910. Alfalfa: And how to grow it
(Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co.
48 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: This is the company’s mail order catalog–which
contains 8 more pages than it did in 1909.
The long section titled “Soy beans” (p. 17-21) begins:
“Last year we ventured the assertion that Soy Beans were
one of the coming crops. Today we are much more certain
of it than we were then. Out of six hundred bushels of seed
which we sold last year, only half a dozen partial failures
were reported to us; all the rest of our customers being very
enthusiastic over the crop.”
Then comes three pages of detailed information on
growing soy beans, plus testimonials from a number of
farmers who have had good results growing the crop or
feeding soy beans to livestock. “When threshed for grain
alone, an ordinary threshing machine with the concaves
removed will do the work fairly well. This machine,
however, will split a great many beans, and when desired for
seed, a regular bean huller must be used. This year we used
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a Buffalo-Pitts threshing machine handled by the Banting
Machine Co., Toledo, Ohio, and found it a very satisfactory
machine for the purpose. We are free to recommend it to our
customers. We had to adjust the screens in a slightly different
manner from the way in which the machine was sent out, but
with this exception the machine was all right and did good
work.
“In past years many farmers have become disgusted
with Soy Beans on account of the old varieties being poorly
adapted to conditions existing in the corn belt. Some of these
varieties were entirely too early and dwarf in their habits
others shattered so badly that it was almost impossible to
harvest them. The United States Government has done some
splendid work, testing each year two or three hundred new
varieties, and the varieties today are so much better than the
old ones that there is no comparison. Practically none of the
new varieties are for sale as yet, but most of them will be in a
year or so. Through the kindness of the Government we have
been permitted to test some of the new varieties ourselves,
and one or two of them we can offer in small amounts this
year. We are now breeding our soy beans by plant row test
plots, the same as our seed corn.
“Wing’s Mikado, Mongol, and Sable varieties are, in
our opinion, the finest and heaviest yielding varieties of
Soy Beans on the American market today. They are the best
we have been able to produce after twelve years of work.
Stocks of these varieties are obtainable only directly from
us. We have no agents offering these varieties, and no other
seedsmen have them.” The first variety listed is:
The following soy bean varieties are offered:
“Mikado–A variety secured by us this year for the first time,
and one which we believe will rank among the first either
with hay or grain...” Matures in 120-125 days. “Mongol–A
variety secured by us from the Government in 1908. This
bean is certainly one of the most valuable we have ever
seen. Each year that we have grown it, the yield has been
among the very best of any of the varieties we grew... The
plants are a little too coarse for the best hay, but probably as
good a variety for grain as any that we have, unless it be our
Mikado, which has a wonderful record...” Matures in 115
days.
“Sable–A variety secured by us in 1908. This is nearly
as heavy yielding a variety as we have ever grown, and is our
best for hay and silage.” Matures in 120 days.
Page 21: “Ito San–An old standard variety, of the first
and best sorts grown in the United States. Especially adapted
to latitude 41½ degrees, or north of that. A heavy yielder
of grain, should make 20 bushels per acre, not particularly
suitable for hay...” Matures in 105-110 days. In a testimonial,
Otto D. Baker of Conotton, Ohio, says of this variety: “We
sowed our medium early Yellow Soys broadcast in July.
They made a luxuriant growth, and were just as full of pods
as they could be.”
Another testimonial for Ito San is given by W.L. Varner,

Monterville, West Virginia: “The vines are well filled and the
beans of a good quality. I am well pleased with the turnout.”
No prices are given.
Photos show (p. 18-21): (1) A boy standing in “A field
of soys just before ripening. We estimate that this field would
cut three tons dry hay or twenty-five bushels of grain per
acre.” The soy beans stand taller than the boy’s shoulders.
According to William Wing of Pella, Iowa (Dec. 1998), this
boy is Gardner Bullard Wing, the son of Charles B. Wing.
(2) Three soy bean plants with many pods and no leaves–
”Wing’s Mikado.” (3) Two soy bean plants with many leaves
and some pods–”Wing’s Mongol–Just before ripening. Note
erect growth, splendid amount of both grain and foliage.” (4)
Three soy bean plants (two upright, one lying down) with
many pods and no leaves–”Wing’s Sable Soy Bean–Plant
shown at right contained 433 pods.” (5) One soy bean plant
with many pods and no leaves–”Ito San–Fully ripe and ready
to harvest.”
The back cover is filled with a black-and-white photo
of a huge machine on 4 metal wheels, the Buffalo Pitts Bean
and Pea Thresher, made by the Buffalo Pitts Co., Buffalo,
New York. Caption: “This machine will thresh any kind of
beans and peas without cracking them.”
On p. 46 are two testimonials for soy beans from
satisfied customers: (1) “Soys make a good crop when cow
peas failed planted side by side. I grew Medium Green.–
Luther Shroyer, Cecil, W. Va.” [West Virginia]. (2) “I am
experimenting with soy beans in renovating wornout [wornout] land. Your mixed beans did well; will want more seed
next year.–O.W. Caster, Carpenter, Ohio.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2016)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in West Virginia. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation
of soybeans in West Virginia (1909 or earlier). The source of
these soybeans was the Wing Seed Co. of Ohio.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the following soybean varieties: Wing’s
Mikado, Wing’s Mongol, or Wing’s Sable.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Mongol. By 1918 Mongol
was considered to be a synonym for Medium Yellow.
Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
1097. Zavitz, C.A. 1910. The professor of field husbandry
and director of field experiments. Ontario Agricultural
College and Experimental Farm (Guelph), Annual Report
35:163-230. For the year 1909. See p. 206, 228.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 206) states:
“The Soy beans, also known as Soja beans, are grown
extensively in Japan, but they never received very general
cultivation in America, except possibly in a few places in
the United States. The crop furnishes exceedingly rich feed
for farm stock and the plants may be cut and converted into
silage or they may be allowed to ripen for the production
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of grain. Although there are a large number of varieties of
Soy beans, the most of them require a long season to reach
maturity and are quite unsuited for cultivation in Ontario.
Although varieties have been obtained by the Agricultural
College on various occasions, extending back for fully
sixteen years, only two kinds have become at all prominent
in our experimental work, viz., the Early Yellow and the
Medium Green. The Early Yellow variety has proven to be
one of the best for most parts of the Province as it yields very
well and matures early. In the average results of growing the
Early Yellow Soy beans at the College in each of fourteen
years, we have obtained 14.8 or practically 15 bushels of
threshed seed per acre. In 1909, no less than sixteen varieties
of Soy beans were grown in the Experimental department.”
The section titled “Leguminous crops for green fodder”
(p. 228) states: “In 1909, twenty different varieties of Soy
beans, Cow peas, vetches and grass peas were grown for the
production of fodder... The greatest yields in tons per acre
in 1909 were produced by the following varieties: Habara
[Habaro] soybeans, 9.2 tons; Grass peas, 8.0 tons; Amherst
soy beans, 7.6 tons; Shingto soy beans, 7.5 tons; Cloud soy
beans, 7.4 tons; Hairy vetches, 6.8 tons; Tsurunoko soy
beans, 6.5 tons; Chernie soy beans [black-seeded], 6.1; and
Nuttall soy beans, 6.1 tons.
“Six varieties of leguminous crops have now been
grown for five years in succession for the production of
green fodder. The greatest yields have been obtained from
the Grass peas, 6.9 tons; Ito San soy beans, 6.8 tons; Early
Yellow soy beans, 5.5 tons; and Wonderful Cow peas, 5.2
tons per acre.”
A long section titled “Alfalfa or lucerne” (p. 22830) begins: “A bulletin on Alfalfa or Lucerne was issued
in the spring of 1908. The bulletin referred to results of
experiments conducted at the Ontario Agricultural College
and referred to the reports of co-operative experiments in
Alfalfa growing throughout Ontario.” A large table (p. 228)
shows yields of alfalfa each year from 1896 to 1909 for
the green crop and for hay, for the first, second, and third
cuttings of each. Three cuttings sometimes yield more than
25 tons of the green crop and more than 6.9 tons of hay.
Also discusses: Flax seed, buckwheat, field peas, field
beans, millet, winter emmer, sunflowers for seed, sorghums
for seed, cap yellow dent corn, mangels, sorghums for
fodder, sunflowers for fodder, millets for green fodder and
for hay. Address: B.S.A., Prof. of Field Husbandry, Guelph,
Ontario, Canada.
1098. Rousset, H. 1911. Chronique et correspondance:
Chimie industrielle. Laits et beurres végétaux [Chronicle and
correspondence: industrial chemistry. Vegetable milks and
butters]. Revue Generale des Sciences (Pures et Appliquees)
22(1):182-83. Jan. 15. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Vegetable butters are made from coconut oil.
Soymilk is made from the soybean, a unique type of bean

which is grown in China. Huge quantities [of soybeans] have
recently been exported. This paradoxical plant can be used in
many different ways–as to make oil and soap, special breads
for diabetics, forage and fodder for animals, and confections.
The Japanese transform the soybean into a cheese [tofu], the
Chinese make it into milk, and the English use it to make
sauces [such as Worcestershire sauce].
According to Mr. Li Yu-Ying, who, as a former student
at a French school of agronomy, is well qualified by his
origins and knowledge to know the soybean, as well as the
milk (les émulsions) prepared from seeds which have first
been submitted to the beginning of germination. This milk
is not different, at first glance, to animal milk. A table shows
the composition of soymilk. A long discussion of soymilk
and its uses follows.
1099. Meyer, Frank N. 1911. Re: Dr. Yamei Kin. Soap made
from the soy bean. In: Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4 vols.
1902-1918. Compiled by Bureau of Plant Introduction,
USDA. 2444 p. See p. 1188, 1190. Letter of 22 Jan. 1911
from Kashgar, Chinese Turkestan, to David Fairchild of
USDA.
• Summary: “The note from Dr. Yamei Kin is also very
interesting. This Ningpo varnish she speaks about is well
known to us. It comes from a Sumac, Rhus vernicefera, but–
it is extremely poisonous to some people” when it is wet.
After it has thoroughly died, it becomes harmless... “And
soap from the soy bean! Very interesting. There probably
will come a time that soy beans are also given a nobler use in
the United States than mere forage or green manure.”
Location: University of California at Davis, Special
Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer.
1100. TenEyck, A.M. 1911. Grasses. Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 175. p. 291-394. Jan. 24.
• Summary: In the section titled “Making hay,” the
subsection on “Annual legumes” (p. 319) states: “Cow-peas
should be cut for hay when the first pods are beginning to
turn yellow. Soy-beans must not be left so long, but are ready
to cut for hay as soon as the pods are well filled. If they are
left until too mature, the leaves drop or shatter in harvesting,
thus decreasing the palatability and the feeding value of the
hay.” Address: Superintendent of Fort Hays Branch Agric.
Exp. Station.
1101. Fort Worth Star-Telegram (Texas). 1911. Of interest to
dairymen: Soy beans for the dairy. Jan. 25. p. 7, col. 1.
• Summary: “In recent years soy beans have come into
prominence as a dairy cattle feed both in this country and
across the water. This is especially true in Denmark, where
it is found that the feed has a favorable influence upon the
production of milk.
“The soy or soja bean is rich in oil and albumen and
this is what makes it valuable. It is sold in the shape of cakes
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or meal. Not only the bean but also the plant is used in the
United States for soiling purposes and sometimes for hay. An
incident in connection with feeding the beans may not be out
of place here.
“At a creamery in Mecklenberg, Germany, it was
found that the butter had a decidedly oily taste. This could
be destroyed neither by pasteurization, cooling, the use of
cultures nor by higher ripening of the cream. Finally the
buttermaker churned the cream from each of the patrons
separately. Here he found the difficulty for the whole trouble
came from the milk delivered by one man, who was feeding
soy beans rather generously. This experience need not lead
one to discontinue the use of this valuable feed, but rather to
be cautious about the feeding of it.”

1103. Liardet, C.E. 1911. Soya beans (continued).
Queensland Agricultural Journal 26:9-15. Jan. + 2 plates
before p. 9.
• Summary: Note: This is the continuation of an article is
reprinted from a 27-page booklet compiled by Mr. Liardet,
titled Soya Beans, and published in 1910 by the Northern
Publishing Co. (Liverpool, England)–which see. The
contents begins with: Soya beans in rotation. Feeding value
of soya beans. Feeding value for sheep. etc. Photos show: A
field of soya beans. Seven varieties of soya bean pods and
seeds. Address: China.

that only the most cursory consideration of the earlier work
need find place here.”
Soy bean powder [whole soy flour] was contributed by
Mr. Macey F. Deming of the Cereo Company, Tappan, New
York. It contained 44.6% protein, 19.4% fat, 5.3% moisture,
etc. “Its content of protein and fat far exceeds that of any
other legume...”
The authors conducted a six day experiment on the
digestibility of soy bean protein using a human subject.
The soy beans supplied 90.5% of the total nitrogen intake.
The total nitrogen supplied by the diet was 85.3% digested.
The subject reported that he was in excellent condition
throughout the whole experiment.
In two series of digestion experiments, when “soy bean
protein” (p. 439) was fed to dogs, only 74 to 84% of it was
utilized, a lower percentage that for other proteins of plant
origin. Nitrogen balance experiments conducted on both
humans and dogs with soy beans and meat, showed that the
soy bean maintained generous positive balances, but these
were uniformly smaller than those for meat.
“The observations regarding the soy bean are of special
interest in view of the fact that this product has lately been
introduced quite widely as an adjuvant to the dietary of
diabetics.”
Thirteen tables (p. 438-46) show, in experiments with
adult men and using the soy bean, the composition of daily
diet, nitrogen balance, nitrogen utilization and nitrogen
output.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the term “soy bean protein”
(or “soy bean proteins”).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2020) concerning protein quality in connection
with soy, although the neither the word “quality” nor the
term “protein quality” are used.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
concerning nitrogen balance studies in connection with soy.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the terms “nitrogen balance” or
“nitrogen balance experiments” or “nitrogen balances” in
connection with soy in nutritional experiments concerning
protein quality. Address: Sheffield Lab. of Physiological
Chemistry, Yale Univ., New Haven, Connecticut.

1104. Mendel, Lafayette B.; Fine, Morris S. 1911. Studies
in nutrition IV. The utilization of the proteins of the legumes
(Open Access). J. of Biological Chemistry 10(6):433-58. Jan.
[16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Earlier studies. Experimental part:
Products employed, metabolism experiments (soy bean,
white bean, crude bean protein, phaseolin, pea globulin),
nitrogen balances. Summary.
This article begins: “Earlier Studies: The literature on
this subject has been so adequately reviewed by Wait [1907],

1105. Clerget, Pierre. 1911. La question du Soja [The
question of the soy bean]. Revue Generale des Sciences
(Pures et Appliquees) 22(3):100-01. Feb. 15. (Chem. Abst.
5:1637). [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contains a brief description of the soybean
and discusses its commercial importance, distribution,
soil requirements, the value of the oil and its uses, and the
composition and commercial value of the cake. During the
past 2 years, the large amounts of soybeans exported from
Manchuria to Europe have called attention to this plant. It is

1102. Itie, G. 1911. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds
(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 11(94):55-61. Jan. [26 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (conclusion): Yields (continued) of
soybeans (grain/seed). Yield/production of nitrogen and other
nutrients per hectare compared with other basic crops. Yield
of forage. Conclusion: The soybean can play a major role as
a producer of both forage and seed.
A table (p. 58) gives the yield of green forage and hay
(in tonnes per hectare) from 16 soybean varieties at many
different locations in the USA; the highest yields of green
forage range from 23.6 to 24.9 tonnes/ha, and of hay range
from 5.5 to 7.1 tonnes/ha. Several other small tables (p.
55-59) give additional information. Address: Ingenieur
d’Agriculture coloniale, Professeur à l’École d’Agriculture
de Mexico.
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cultivated all over China, but especially in Manchuria (in the
Liao Valley, where it is the second most important crop after
sorghum), Japan, Korea, and Indo-China. In China it is often
cultivated with maize; it demands a great of work, care, and
good soil. The main exports come from the Manchurian ports
of Newchwang and Dairen, and from Vladivostok. In 1908
some 859,200 tonnes of soybean and cake were exported
from Manchurian ports, up from only 88,900 tonnes in 1905.
Until 1908, Japan was the principal outlet for Manchurian
soybeans (615,900 tonnes), but at the start of that year,
exports to Europe began: 69,200 tonnes to Great Britain,
21,390 tonnes to France, 7,290 tonnes to Holland, etc.–for a
total of 204,440 tonnes.
According to chemical analyses made at the Colonial
garden of Nogent-sur-Marne, Manchurian soybean seeds
contain 17.64% oil and 33.5% protein; yellow varieties
contain more oil than black varieties. The soybean is used
as a forage plant and for soil improvement, but its most
important role in China and Japan is as a human food among
people who consume little meat. According to Bloch (1908),
it is most widely used in making a sauce [soy sauce] and a
cheese [tofu]. It is also used to make numerous pastes and a
sort of soymilk (lait de soja).
It also has industrial uses, thanks to its oil content of
16-18%. Indigenous mills can obtain only 8-10% oil, but
modern hydraulic presses can obtain 12-14%. The oil and
cake have made the soybean rise so rapidly on European
markets. The oil, which has an agreeable smell and taste,
is widely employed for culinary purposes in Manchuria.
In England, as in France, it is used in making soap and
margarine. It is more drying than cottonseed oil and can
likewise be used in making paints. Soybean cakes (Les
torteaux de soja) would give the same results as cottonseed
cakes in terms of milk yield from dairy cows. As a fertilizer,
they are used throughout Japan and on the sugarcane
plantations of southern China.
The soybean could be introduced to Indo-China where,
even if it has to compete against Manchurian soybeans, it
could be service locally for soil improvement in the rice
fields and as a food in the densely populated districts where
there is hardly any room for animals, or where the animals
have been decimated by disease. Address: Professeur à
l’Ecole supérieure de Commerce (Graduate School of
Commerce) de Lyon [France].

accompanied by grazing of soy bean pasture, the average
daily gains were raised by 1.329 pounds.
“When nothing was fed except corn, each 100 pound
of pork cost $7.61. When a fourth, a half, and a threefourths ration of corn was fed along with a soy bean pasture,
the same gains were made for $0.85, $1.73, and $2.19,
respectively (corn valued at 70 cents); when the cost of the
pasture ($8.00 an acre) was also charged against the gains,
each 100 pounds of pork was made at an expense of $2.59,
$3.36, and $3.17, respectively.” Address: 1. Animal Industry;
2-3. Asst. in Animal Industry.

1106. Gray, Dan T.; Ridgway, J.W.; Eudaly, E.R. 1911. Corn,
soy bean pastures, tankage, cotton seed meal for fattening
hogs. Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
154. p. 41-87. Feb.
• Summary: “This bulletin records a summary of three
years’ work in swine production. When corn was fed alone,
unsatisfactory results were always secured; when corn was
supplemented with a soy bean pasture, satisfactory results
were secured.” When a three-fourths ration of corn was

1108. Mumford, F.B.; Willson, C.A. 1911. Pork production
with forage crops. Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 95. p. 557-97. Feb. See p. 584-86.
• Summary: The section titled “Soybean forage” (p. 58486) states that two years’ trials were conducted, starting in
September 1909. “Soybeans are a little harder to grow than
cowpeas, but when a good stand is obtained they are more
valuable for hay or foraging purposes. Hogs relish the leaves
of soybeans much better and will make more economical

1107. Mairs, Thomas I. 1911. Some soiling crops for
Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania State College. Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 109. 20 p. Feb. See p. 4,
8-10.
• Summary: A diagram of “Soiling crops” (p. 4) shows that
they can be classified as leguminous or non-leguminous, and
each of these as annual or perennial. Soy beans are an annual
leguminous crop.
A section titled “The soy bean” (p. 8-10, which includes
a large illustration of a “typical soy-bean plant”–including
leaves, pods, roots, and nodules) begins: “The soy bean or
soja bean is often mentioned in connection with cow peas.
The two plants, however are quite different. The soy bean
is an upright grower with a hard, woody stem, which is not
so readily eaten by animals, and short pods with globular
seeds. The cow pea has a more or less recumbent or trailing
stem containing much less fibre than that of the soy bean and
has pods six inches or more in length with bean or kidneyshaped seeds and shining instead of hairy leaves. Tests of the
soy bean for soiling purposes at this Station have not been
sufficiently encouraging to warrant its recommendation...
The seed of the soy bean is usually rich in both protein and
fat but the tendency of the pods to snap open and scatter the
seeds as they ripen renders the harvesting of a satisfactory
yield somewhat difficult.”
A table titled “Soy beans” (p. 10) shows for the years
1902-1905 the date of sowing, date of harvesting, amount
eaten per cow daily, and yield per acre (green forage, air dry
substance, and crude protein). The best yields, in 1905, were
(in lb/acre): Green forage 16,604. Air dry substance 3,238.
Crude protein 427. Address: Agricultural Education, Centre
County, Pennsylvania.
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gains upon them than upon cowpeas.” During 1909 a poor
stand of soybeans was obtained. One table, titled “Soybean
forage, 1909” shows that from Sept. 24 to Oct. 27, 10 hogs
per acre gained a total of 311 lbs. They were fed 1,560 lbs/
day of grain or 5.38 lb per head per day. It took 5.03 lb of
grain to make 1 lb of weight gain. Net profit per acre: $1.94.
During 1910 a good stand of Medium Early Yellow
soybeans was obtained. A second table, titled “Soybean
forage, 1910” shows that from Sept. 13 to Oct. 25, 12 hogs
per acre gained a total of 298 lbs. They were fed 588 lbs/day
of grain or 1.17 lb per head per day. It took 1.97 lb of grain
to make 1 lb of weight gain. Net profit per acre: $10.99.
“Conclusions. 1. The use of forage crops in the
production of pork has been shown in this bulletin to be a
more economical method than full feeding in a dry lot on
heavy grain rations.”
Other crops discussed: Clover, alfalfa, corn, rye grain,
cowpeas, and sorghum. Address: 1. M.S., Director of the
Station, Animal Husbandry, Columbia, Missouri.
1109. Argus (The) (Melbourne, Victoria, Australia). 1911.
Soya beans. March 7. p. 10.
• Summary: “Experimental plots of Soya beans were sown
last season in Various parts of Victoria under the direction of
J.M.B. Connor, agricultural superintendent, and the reports
to hand in regard to many of the crops are of a satisfactory
nature. In the majority of cases abundant growth has been
made, the plants having reached to heights of from 4ft. to
5ft., the show of bean pods being very heavy. The weights
of plants grown upon measured areas have been carefully
recorded and estimated, and the results show the growth
to have been equal to 10 to 12 tons of green fodder to the
acre; this, according to Mr. Connor, being an excellent food
for dairy cows and other stock. The seed from which the
crops were grown was imported last year by the Department
of Agriculture, and on its arrival Mr. Connor picked out a
number of seeds of different kinds of Soya beans for the
purpose of sowing them separately for seed production.
The varieties were Guelip [Guelph] and Itosan [Ito-san] (oil
producers) and Baird and Brownie (forage kinds). From
the several plots devoted to these varieties fair supplies
of seed for the next season are expected. Mr. Connor
recommends the use of the fodder kinds in conjunction with
Westernwolth’s ryegrass, lucerne, maize, peas, tick beans,
barley, and oats, which will give a succession of green fodder
to cows all the year round.”
1110. Wiancko, Alfred T.; Cromer, Clinton O. 1911.
Summary of five years results of cooperative tests of
varieties of corn, wheat, oats, soy beans and cow peas, 19061910. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 149. 23 p. March. See p. 16-20.
• Summary: The section titled “Results of soy bean variety
tests” (p. 16-20) is summarized in two similar tables. (1)

“Summary of soybean variety tests, 1906-1910, northern
Indiana.” The varieties grown are Ito San, Early Brown,
Hollybrook, and Dwarf Early Yellow. For each is given, each
year, the yield per acre of hay (in lb) and grain (in bushels).
The highest one-year yield of grain was 24.2 bu/acre by
Hollybrook in 1906 and 1907. The highest average yield of
grain over the 5 years was 19.5 bu/acre by Hollybrook.
(2) “Summary of soybean variety tests, 1906-1910,
southern Indiana.” The varieties grown are Ito San, Early
Brown, Hollybrook, and Medium Early Yellow (also called
Mammoth). The highest one-year yield of grain was 16.6 bu/
acre by Hollybrook in 1907. The highest average yield of
grain over the 5 years was 13.7 bu/acre by Ito San.
There follows a detailed description of each variety.
Concerning “Medium Early Yellow–This variety is
misnamed in so far as its being medium early is concerned,
especially with reference to Indiana. For Indiana conditions
it must be classed as late. The name ‘Mammoth’ has also
been applied to it, but its real identity is still doubtful. It is
a tall growing, quite branching variety with relatively fine
stems.” Address: 1. B.S.A., Chief soils and crops; 2. B.S.,
Asst. in crops. Both: Indiana.
1111. Itie, G. 1911. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its
cultivation, its future]. Paris: Augustin Challamel Editeur. 55
p. 25 cm. Series: Bibliothèque d’agriculture coloniale. [26
ref. Fre]*
• Summary: This book is a compilation of Itie’s excellent
articles written in 1910 and 1911 and published in
Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du Jardin
Colonial). Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture coloniale,
Professeur à l’École d’Agriculture de Mexico.
1112. Hastings (H.G.) & Co. 1911. Seedsmen for the South:
Seed, pet stock and supplies (Ad). Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). May 21. p. C3.
• Summary: “Soja beans, also called ‘Soy’ bean, is of value
for hay and forage crop. It makes less growth of leaf and
vine than the cow-pea, but more grain and stands higher in
feeding value. 65¢ per peck; $2.50 per bushel.” Address: 16
West Mitchell [Atlanta]. Phone: 2568.
1113. Oakley, R.A. 1911. Re: George W. Carver at Tuskegee
Institute desires cooperative forage crop work. Letter to Mr.
W.J. Morse [Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA], May 23. 1 p.
Typed, with initials on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: The Director of the
Experiment Station at Tuskegee Institute, Alabama, is
desirous of taking up some cooperative forage crop work
with us. I have written with regard to the matter and have
sent seed of alfalfa and the Lyon bean. I have indicated that
you would furnish him with some varieties cowpeas and
soy beans if possible. If you can send some seed, address
George W. Carver, Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute,
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Alabama. I think it will be unnecessary to write him. Yours
very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Acting Agrostologist, ForageCrop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
1114. Republic (The) (Meyersdale, Pennsylvania). 1911.
Helping the farmers. Agent of the Agricultural Department
stationed in Bedford County recommends soybean as a
profitable crop. June 1. p. 9, col. 5.
• Summary: “A.B. Ross, special agent of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture is stationed at Schellsburg,
Bedford county, Pennsylvania, for the purpose of cooperating with farmers in an effort to make farming more
profitable. The plan is to treat each farm as a unit, visit it as
often as convenient,...”
“Mr. Ross has just issued a bulletin on the growing of
the ‘Soy Bean in Bedford County.’ He contends that the soy
bean can be grown with greater profit to the farmer than
oats. It could probably be grown to just as good advantage
in Somerset as in Bedford county. The following is from the
bulletin on the subject:
“Field work with soy beans has been carried on for
three seasons with some results that are of great importance
to us. It is high time that the value of the soy bean be better
understood.
“In 1910 the Hollybrook soy bean made 25 bushels per
acre in Ray’s Cove on sandstone land; 25 bushels per acre on
limestone land; and the Wilson soy bean made 30 bushels per
acre on slate land near Schellsburg. In Ray’s Cove a fertilizer
consisting of one sack (167 lbs.) acid phosphate and 75 lbs.
muriate of potash was used, the total cost being $2.75 per
acre; in the other cases no fertilizer at all was used.
“It seems safe to say that, with good farming, land that
will give 50 bushels of oats per hectare or 100 bushels (ears)
of corn, can be counted on for about 25 bushels of soy beans.
The straw of the soy bean (after threshing out the beans) is
higher in protein value than timothy hay or corn fodder and
much higher than oats straw.
“Normally the soy bean would take the place of oats
in our rotation, whether made into hay or allowed to ripen.
A comparison of the value of a soy bean crop with an oats
crop is in order. Only the digestible protein is considered,
although the soy bean has a high additional value for its large
percentage of fat.
“50 bushels oats: 133 lbs. digestible protein.
“1½ tons oats straw: 33 lbs. digestible protein.
“171 lbs. [total]

“25 bushels soy beans: 466 lbs. digestible protein.
“1½ tons soy bean straw: 69 lbs. digestible protein.
“535 lbs. [total].
“or, if the soy bean is cut for hay
“2 tons soy bean hay (cut when pods are well formed):
305 lbs. [total].
“It is apparent therefore that a yield of soy beans,
whether ripened or cut for hay, is very much more valuable
than even a bumper crop of oats.
“Such varieties as the Medium Green, Medium Yellow,
and Ito San soy beans will not yield as heavily as the
Hollybrook; but it is safe to count on a yield of not less than
15 bushels per acre as against 50 bushels of oats. Then the
comparison would stand...”
1115. Figart, D. Milton. 1911. Notes from Malaysia. Daily
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures,
Department of Commerce and Labor) 14(135):1114-16. June
10. See p. 1116.
• Summary: “The valuable soya bean: The soya bean has
lately come into some prominence by reason of its extensive
uses in the manufacture of oil and soap, and also because it
forms return cargoes for tramp steamers bringing coal to the
East. Dr. Gilbert Brooke, port health officer of Singapore,
describes some new uses for the article:
“’The object of this paper is to show that we have
at hand an article of diet which is cheap, which can be
grown over large areas of the globe, which is palatable,
which is not attacked by any known insect or fungus,
which forms valuable by-products, and–most important
of all–which contains, more nearly than any other known
animal or vegetable substance, all the essential and properly
proportionate constituents of a perfect diet.
“’Rice is a very badly balanced food, consisting mainly
of starch, having next to no nitrogen, and hardly any fat or
salts. In this rice stands, in the scale of food values, almost
at the bottom, whereas the soya bean stands at the top. But
it is remarkable that nature and experience seem to have
taught rice-eating races that one of the best accompaniments
to rice is some form of leguminous food, such, for instance,
as dhal, the small yellow pea so much used by natives of
India. Following out this analogy it would seem to be most
desirable to foster among Asiatic races that depend mainly
upon rice as a staple the simultaneous consumption of the
soya bean as supplying in abundance those essential food
elements that can not in the least be derived from rice.’
“Among the economic products derived from the soya
Dr. Brooke enumerates these:
“’(1) Bean curd. A most nutritious jelly can be made
from the soya bean. This has been known and widely used by
all classes in north China for the last 2,000 years.
“’(2) Bean milk. The beans are dried, very finely ground,
and made into an emulsion with water. This forms a valuable
milk, which resembles cow’s milk in that it coagulates when
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heated and acidified. The possibility of this is due to the
fact that the proteid is composed of casein, as in the case of
animal milk.
“’(3) Bean cheese. A nutritious cheese [tofu] is
frequently made in Japan from bean milk.
“’(4) Bean flour. The dried and pulverized bean is most
valuable as a soup basis. It is also useful for making biscuits
and infant foods. Soya biscuits, produced by a Scotch firm,
are supplied on several P. & O. mail boats.
“’(5) Bean oil. There is a very high percentage of fat
in the soya bean. This is of commercial value. It is edible,
and also forms an excellent basis for candle and soap
manufacture.
“’(6) Bean cake. The seed cake left after expression of
the oil from the soya bean forms one of the most valuable
and rich cattle foods known.
“’(7) Bean sauce. The soya bean ground up and steeped
in vinegar or brine forms a basis for Worcestershire and other
sauces.
“’(8) Bean coffee. A substitute for coffee may be made
from the soya bean, by dry toasting and grinding it, then
adding boiling cow’s milk or hot soya milk.
“’(9) The straw surpasses in nitrogenous value that of
wheat or even hay. It is quite possible that the leaves or root
may have medicinal properties, but this has not yet been
worked out.’”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
that mentions the use of soy oil to make candles. However
no description or details are given as to how the candles are
actually made. Were they made from hydrogenated soybean
oil? Address: Vice Consul General, Singapore.
1116. Redding, R.J. 1911. Farms and farmers: June on the
farm. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). June 12. p. 9.
• Summary: “June is the best time for planting cowpeas
and soybeans,... I take occasion to advise the planting
of soybeans after small grain for forage or hay, and also
for seed, for the latter are quite expensive, and should be
produced at home. I planted soybeans (Japan clover [sic,
peas]) forty-odd years ago and was much pleased with the
result, so far as the production of hay was concerned, but my
hogs rather ‘turned up their noses’ at the dry beans scattered
over the ground.
“Of course, the up-to-date farmer will plant every nook
and corner (that would otherwise be vacant) in peas and
soybeans. Someone suggests the excellent idea of planting
long slips in the cotton rows with soybeans. This would be a
good way to make a supply of seed for next year.” Address:
Griffin, Georgia.
1117. Worden, Alton M. 1911. Farms and farmers: Some
hints for some hog-raisers. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia).
June 12. p. 9.
• Summary: “Just a bit of the A B C’s of ‘Porkology’ for new

beginners... If alfalfa raisers in the west can make pork for 1
cent per pound, and soy beans will make pork for three cents
in Illinois, on $150 to $200 per acre land, what can we make
it for in the south with two or three crops per year an our
cheap lands and with cheap labor?”
“Soy beans, cow and Canada peas with oats, rye,
peanuts, artichokes, alfalfa... and (in the far south) chufas are
all valuable to grow and fatten his hogship...”
“Corn and soy bean silage is a fine feed for hogs,
growing them rapidly and keeping them healthy and happy.”
Address: “Altamont Range,” Tullahoma, Tennessee.
1118. Fairmont West Virginian (Fairmont, West Virginia).
1911. Farmers to put in other crops: Experiment station
official discusses destruction of hay crop and its effects. Loss
would settle Virginia debt. June 13. p. 6, col. 4.
• Summary: “Stating that at least half of the hay crop of the
State had been destroyed by the drouth during the month
of May, Director Stewart, of the Experiment station makes
some recommendations for the planting of emergency
crops.”
“The director mentioned this... in order that the attention
of farmers might be directed to the great loss which the
State has suffered in this way and that they might become
interested in planting and sowing other forage crops and
grain such as millet, cow peas, soy beans, and corn for forage
and late corn and buckwheat for grain.”
“’If every one of the hundred thousand farmers of the
State would sow enough of soy beans, cow peas, or millet to
make an average of five acres per farm they should harvest
something like an average of two tons of cured hay to the
acre, assuming that the season is to be a good one from this
[day] on.’”
1119. New Zealand J. of Agriculture. 1911. The soya bean.
2(6):367. June 15.
• Summary: “Among the exhibits from the Tauranga
Experimental Farm was an instructive exhibit in connection
with the Soya bean, which is coming into such prominence
in the Old World by reason of its exceptional value as a
fodder for stock. A growing plant was shown as well as the
beans. Nine varieties are being received from the United
States Department of Agriculture. These will be tested at
Tauranga.”
1120. Redding, R.J. 1911. Farms and farmers: Cowpeas and
German millet for hay. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). June
19. p. 6.
• Summary: George W. Swords of Atlanta, Georgia, writes
that “I am coming to you for a little more information... it
has been mighty hard to handle peavines [vines of cowpeas]
and cane together,...”
Answer–”It has been said by a recent writer that
soybeans make a good companion crop with cowpeas, the
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soybean plant not only serving to hold up the peavines, but
producing a hay that is even more nutritious than cowpea
hay. The mixture may consist of one and a half pecks of
soybeans and one bushel of cowpeas. The Mammoth Yellow
soybean is the best variety for the purpose.” Address: Griffin,
Georgia.
1121. Ottawa Free Trader (Ontario, Canada). 1911. Soy
beans rich food for live stock: Now is the time for planting–
Adapted to any soil. Harvest not difficult. Peas that furnish
their own sticks–Feeding value exceptionally high–Better
than clover hay–Excellent feed. June 23. p. 11.
• Summary: “’I’m Captain Jinks of the “Hoss” Marines, I
fed my “hoss” good corn and beans.’ This old ditty has a
familiar sound to almost everyone. Maybe ‘even though we
are grown ups,’ we sometimes have this song run through
our minds. How few of us stop to think, however, that the
last line of the couplet expresses a truth that we are just
beginning to recognize.”
Corn and beans “form an almost ideal balanced ration
for, not only horses, but all livestock as well.
“Most people think of navy beans, string beans, or lima
beans when the word ‘beans’ is spoken, but this is not the
sort of beans we wish to speak about, and it is doubtful if it is
the sort referred to in the couplet used as a heading.”
Now “is the time to try some soy beans.
What are soy beans? Soy beans, or soys as they are most
commonly called, are not beans at all. They are actually peas.
True beans send up cotyledons as their first pair of leaves,
but, like peas, the soy bean sends up a pair of seed leaves
[sic].
“The Soy bean is a native of Asia, but unlike the Asiatics
it is not only admitted to the United States but is welcomed
as well.” “Soys are best planted only after the soil is
thoroughly warm.” “Soys are not difficult to harvest... since
they may be harvested with the regular grain binder and
shocked not unlike wheat or oats.”
Seven advantages of soys over any of the legumes
commonly grown are given. “Why not try a patch this year?
Prove for yourself that Captain Jinks knew what he was
talking about.”
1122. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1911. Soya beans.
26(6):323. June. Summarized from the Australasian. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Experimental plots of Soya beans were
sown last season in various parts of Victoria (says the
“Australasian”) under the direction of J.M.B. Connor,
Agricultural Superintendent.” Many of the crops were
satisfactory. The seed from which the crops were grown
was imported last year by the Department of Agriculture.
The varieties were Guelip [Guelph?] and Itosan [Ito San]
(oil producers), and Baird and Brownie (forage kinds).
Fair supplies of seed are expected for next season from the
special plots devoted to these varieties. Address: Australia.

1123. Redding, R.J. 1911. Farms and farmers: July on the
farm. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). July 3. p. 6.
• Summary: “It is by no means too late to sow cowpeas and
soybeans... The soybean, I believe, stands heat and drought
even better than does the cowpea and makes a very excellent
hay, besides being an excellent nitrogen gatherer and soil
enricher.” Address: Griffin, Georgia.
1124. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1911. Experiment station
work, LXIV. No. 457. 24 p. July 10. See p. 18. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Early spring lambs in the
South” is a summary of three bulletins from Alabama,
Missouri, and Tennessee. Page 18 states: “Although many
southern farmers feed nothing but cottonseed meal and
hulls to the ewes, others avoid cottonseed and its products,
claiming that they cause blindness, dizziness, and sometimes
death. To test this point the old flock was divided into two
lots, one of which was fed upon soy-bean hay alone and
the other upon cottonseed meal and hulls. No bad results
are reported from either feed. Both lots of ewes came to the
lambing period in excellent health and spirit, but those fed on
cottonseed meal seemed more alert and spirited than the soybean lot. Notwithstanding these favorable results in feeding
cottonseed meal, some caution is necessary in feeding it.
Recent investigations by Dr. Crawford, of the Department
of Agriculture, indicate that cottonseed meal contains a salt
of pyrophosphoric acid, which may cause serious trouble.
Probably some kinds of cottonseed contain this poisonous
matter in larger amounts than others, which may account for
the fact that some feeders have had trouble and some have
not.”
“The daily feed eaten by each ewe was 0.5 pound of
cottonseed meal and 1.3 pounds of cottonseed hulls, costing
30 cents per month per ewe for this lot, and 1.9 pounds per
day of soy-bean hay, costing 35 cents per month, per ewe.
The total gains per ewe for 106 days were 1.8 pounds for the
cottonseed lot and 1.6 pounds for those fed on soy-bean hay.
The animals averaged about 95 pounds in weight.” Address:
Washington, DC.
1125. Los Angeles Times. 1911. Wonderful soya bean: Has
great food possibilities and is grown in great quantities in
China and Japan. July 16. p. II-11.
• Summary: From The Pathfinder. “The Western world is
only just beginning to appreciate the possibilities of the soy,
soja, or soya bean, which is produced in such vast quantities
in China, Japan and other parts of the East and which is
adapted to so many different purposes. Large quantities
of these beans are now being brought to Europe and this
country, as they form a good return cargo for vessels that
carry manufactured goods to the oriental markets.”
“Dr. Gilbert Brooke, British health officer at Singapore,
has issued a paper emphasizing the merits of the soya bean.
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He recommends it as a very desirable food... and–most
important of all–which contains more nearly than any other
known animal or vegetable substance, all the essential and
properly proportioned constituents of a perfect diet. Among
the economic products derived from the soya Dr. Brooks
enumerates these:” Bean curd, bean milk, bean cheese
[probably tofu–not fermented], bean flour, bean oil, bean
cake, bean sauce (“the well-known ‘soy’ sauce”), and bean
coffee.
“The straw surpasses in nitrogenous value that of wheat
or even hay. Like other leguminous plants it enriches the
land on which it grows, instead of impoverishing it.”
1126. Rosenfeld, Arturo H. 1911. Noticias de la estación
[Report of the Agricultural Experiment Station]. Revista
Industrial y Agricola de Tucuman 2(3):133-38. Aug. 15. See
p. 137, 139. [Spa]
• Summary: The section titled “Cowpeas, Soy Beans,
Sorghum, Rice, etc.” notes: “We are publishing with this
article two illustrations of ‘soy beans’ kindly presented to
the station by Professor Tonnelier, Chief of the Experiment
Station of the School of Agriculture of Cordoba, Argentina.
The professor has sent us some soybean seeds with which we
will experiment, comparing them with other seeds that we
have obtained.”
Photos show: (1) A man holding a wooden measuring
stick standing in a field of soybeans, which stand about 90
cm tall and last year yielded 36,800 kg of forage (p. 135).
(2) A field of soy beans at the Experiment Station of the
School of Agriculture of Cordoba. A building stands in the
background (p. 139).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Argentina.
Note 2. An article written by the same author in this
journal in December 1911 shows that the soybeans had been
sent but had not yet arrived at that time that this article was
written in August. They had arrived by December. Address:
Subdirector y Entomólogo, Argentina.
1127. Westgate, J.M.; Hillman, F.H. 1911. Red clover.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 455. 48 p. Aug. 18. See p. 29.
• Summary: In the section titled “Red clover in rotations,”
the subsection on “Rotations containing cowpeas or soy
beans preceding wheat and clover” (p. 29) states: “In
sections where cowpeas and soy beans are successfully
produced it is sometimes the practice to introduce one of
these coarse legumes immediately preceding the wheat crop.
The vines are either cut in time to have the ground ready
for fall seeding or the entire pea or bean crop is rolled down
and then cross-disked. The accumulation of the cowpea or
soy bean stems and leaves on and near the surface serves
as a mulch which acts very beneficially on the clover. The
practice of turning the entire crop of both pods and vines
back to the soil, however, is somewhat wasteful and it is

better to pasture the pods off with hogs. This method allows
only the vines to go back to the soil, thus giving the same
results as regards the crop of clover besides converting a
portion of the crop into pork.” Address: 1. Agronomist in
Charge of Clover Investigations; 2. Asst. Botanist. Both:
Bureau of Plant Industry.
1128. Morse, W.J. 1911. Re: Report on travels. Letter to R.A.
Oakley, Forage Crop Investigations, Washington, DC, Aug.
22. 4 p. Handwritten, with signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: “My dear Oakley:...” Morse says he plans to
visit the state experiment stations in North Carolina, then
Urbana, Illinois, then Lafayette, Indiana [Purdue]. He can
get more information on crops this way than by visiting
farmers. “This was the case at the Florida and Alabama
stations... I think I gathered quite a little valuable information
on soybeans and cowpeas in addition to other forage crops.”
Mentions Prof. Duggar.
“The soybean question in Florida, I think, is much the
same as that of South Carolina, namely, that of inoculation.
In Alabama soybeans make an excellent growth and should
prove an excellent forage crop for that state.”
Note: This is the earliest letter seen (Aug. 2011)
concerning travel plans written by William Morse. However
his earliest trip behalf of soybeans was apparently to Florida
and Alabama.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse. Folder #1–Morse, W.J.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: The Southern [hotel], Mrs. J.H.
Day, Proprietress, Jackson, Tennessee.
1129. Dickson, R.H.B. 1911. Soy beans. Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal 8(6):904-08. Aug. Also available as:
Departmental Bulletin No. 93.
• Summary: “Of recent years a good deal has been heard
of the Soy or Soja bean (Glycine hispida), and efforts have
been made to extend its cultivation in Africa and elsewhere.
The crop has already obtained a firm hold in the United
States, where many varieties suitable to the different climatic
conditions are grown. It seems likely that some of these will
suit Rhodesian conditions and it is hoped that further trials
with American seed will be made this year.
“The Soy bean is a native of China, Japan and Java,
and from these countries has been comparatively recently
introduced into India, Europe and America. It is a strong
erect growing plant, ranging from one to four feet in height,
with many branches like a miniature tree. The foliage is
heavy and thick, and the plant branches and fruits close
to the ground; this latter peculiarity renders harvesting by
machinery rather a difficult matter. The plant is covered
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with rusty hairs. The flowers are small and inconspicuous,
white or purple in colour, and are found close to the stem
at the base of the leaves. The pods are small, two to three
inches long, and contain from one to four beans, which in
most varieties resemble the marrow-fat or garden pea as far
as shape and size are concerned, but which vary greatly in
colour, being black, yellow, brown, green or mottled. The
root system consists of a long tap, connected with many
lateral roots, thus enabling the plant to withstand drought.
“The plant matures in from 90 to 150 days, the time
depending on the variety. One of the worst features of some
varieties is the habit of shedding the grain as soon as the
pods are ripe, which renders harvesting for seed almost
impossible. With such varieties, however, pigs may be turned
into the standing crop to feed it off, thus saving the cost of
harvesting. In any case pigs should always be allowed access
to fields where this crop has been grown to glean the grain
which is shed in the process of harvesting.
“Soil and Climate.–The Soy Bean is best suited to sandy
or light clay soils, and does least well on a black clay loam.
It withstands dry spells well, and also seasons which are
unusually wet, and speaking generally, it should grow in all
soils and climates suitable for maize growing.
“Planting.–The land must be better prepared than for
maize. A good tilth is necessary, and the land must be well
harrowed to kill as many weeds as possible before planting.
The crop can then be produced with little after cultivation. As
Soy Beans may be grown either for hay or grain production,
distance of planting varies, but in either case drilling is
preferable to broad-casting. The seed then germinates more
uniformly and all plants are ready to be cut at the same time.
It is advisable not to plant until January, so that harvesting
may take place in the dry season. Maturity occurs in from 90
to 150 days after planting, the time depending on the variety
grown so that choice of variety in reality governs the time of
planting. If intended for hay the drills may be from 6 to 15
inches up to 24 inches apart, in which case 50-70 pounds of
seed are required per acre. When grown for grain production,
rows 24 to 30 inches apart give the best returns, and the seed
is sown 2 to 4 inches apart in the row. From 35 to 45 lbs. of
seed is then required per acre. The seed can be sown with a
maize planter using small plates. Those used for kaffir corn
are suitable. On no account should the seed be planted more
than two inches deep, and one inch is preferable. Until the
beans are four to six inches high, they may be harrowed and
afterwards cultivated, as long as the plants are not damaged.
Weeds will cease to grow as soon as the beans reach across
the rows. Soy beans are sometimes planted with maize in
the same way as are cowpeas. The best method is to sow
alternate drills or alternate series of two rows each of maize
and soy beans. This latter is done by filling one box with
maize and the other with soy beans, and the former by filling
both boxes with beans and straddling the rows of maize
when these appear above ground, or drilling single rows

of beans between the rows of maize, at the last cultivation.
Where the soil is very poor it is advisable to plant the rows of
maize four to six feet apart and to grow soy beans, cowpeas
or peanuts between the rows. The latter enrich the soil and do
not interfere with the growth of maize. Where maize and soy
beans are planted together, both may be harvested for silage.
At present prices it is probably not a practical proposition
to apply any fertiliser to the soy bean crop. If however, any
lime or wood ashes are available, an application of 2 or 3
cwt. per acre is likely to prove beneficial.
“Harvesting.–Cut as soon as the pods are well formed
and before the leaves fall. When the lowest leaves become
yellow the crop must be reaped at once if required for hay. It
can be cut later for grain, provided that the pods do not split.
The plants may be pulled up by hand and laid in rows to
wilt and then bound loosely in bundles and shocked, or they
may be cut with a mower if the ground is sufficiently level to
allow the knife to be set so low as to avoid cutting the pods.
After lying in the swath until the leaves are well wilted, but
before they become dry and brittle, the plants may be raked
into windrows, and then put in small cocks or bunches and
finally stacked. Curing frames consisting of three or four
poles in the shape of a pyramid, round which the hay is built
up, may be used to allow of free circulation of air.
“Threshing.–As with many other crops in Rhodesia,
the difficulty and expense of threshing may prevent the crop
being largely grown. Threshing by hand on a bucksail or
large flat stone is very expensive, costing somewhere about
2s. 6d. per bag of 200 lbs. A machine called ‘a cowpea
huller’ is used in the United States for threshing soy beans
and cowpeas. It may be either hand or power driven, and
is made in various sizes. Enquiries as to cost, etc., are now
being made in America. Storing the seed after threshing is
rather a difficult matter as the beans heat and spoil–if stored
in large quantities–and they must be stored in small bins,
sacks or thin layers, and the air allowed to circulate through
the mass.
“Yield.–The soy bean has produced about 5 bags or
16 bushels to the acre in Natal [South Africa], but so far its
results have not been very successful in Rhodesia. The yields
in the United States for the better varieties range from 25 to
40 bushels or 7 to 12 bags. The usual yield of hay is 1½ to 2
tons per acre depending on the variety.
“Varieties.–There are at the present time some 300
known varieties of Soy Beans, and these have been divided
into groups according to various characters. Until recently
the colour of the seed and the length of time taken to mature
have been the governing factors in separating them into
groups, but latterly the shape of the plant and value of the
foliage for fodder have been taken into consideration as well.
Of five varieties introduced into Rhodesia by the writer, two
or three give promise of being of some value. The best are
the Brown, the Mammoth Yellow and the Hollybrook, of
which a brief description follows:-
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“Brown.–Plants stout, erect, bushy, 24 to 30 inches in
height, maturing in 130 to 140 days. Flowers purple, pods
shattering little, seeds brown. Should yield a fair amount of
hay.
“Mammoth Yellow.–Plants like the Brown variety
though not so large and vigorous, 18 to 24 inches high,
maturing in 130 to 140 days. Flowers white, pods holding
seed well, seeds straw coloured. Can only be grown for grain
or hay.
“Hollybrook.–Plants not so large as the Mammoth,
being 15 to 18 inches high, maturing in 110 to 120 days.
Flowers white, seeds straw coloured, very similar to the
Mammoth. This variety produces a large number of pods, but
is too woody to make good hay.
“Soy Beans as a Foodstuff.–Soy Beans constitute one of
the richest natural vegetable foods known. For comparison
with other foods the following table is given:”
The table compares the percentage of digestible
nutrients (protein, carbohydrates, and fat) for maize, oats,
bran, cotton seed, linseed meal, and soy beans. The soybeans
have the 2nd highest protein content (29.6% after 37.8%
for cotton seed), the lowest carbohydrate content (22.3%),
and the highest fat content (14.4%) (Continued). Address:
Government Agriculturist [probably in Salisbury, Rhodesia].
1130. Dickson, R.H.B. 1911. Soy beans (Continued–
Document part II). Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 8(6):90408. Aug.
• Summary: (Continued): “Soy Beans can be fed to any
animal without ill effects, though stock, with the exception
of pigs, do not relish them much at first. The grain is too rich
in protein to be fed by itself, and four or five parts of maize,
or its equivalent, should be fed to one part of Soy Beans.
“Various feeding experiments have been carried out in
America to ascertain the cheapest rations for fattening pigs.
The following results obtained with pens of three pigs are of
interest:”
“I. If maize meal only is the daily ration, the gain per
pen is 2.18 lbs.
“If equal parts of maize and wheat middlings is the daily
ration, the gain per pen is 4.35 lbs.
“If two parts of maize meal to one part of soy bean meal
is the daily ration, the gain per pen is 4.78 lbs.
“II–Two lots of pigs 7½ months old, weighing 188
pounds each, were fed for 7 weeks, one lot on kaffir corn
meal only, and the other on four parts of kaffir corn with one
part of soy bean meal:
“With Kaffir Corn only, average gain per pig is 90.6 lbs.
With kafir corn and soy bean meal, 103.8 lbs.
“With Kaffir Corn only, gain per bushel fed is 11.9 lbs.
With kafir corn and soy bean meal, 13.9 lbs.
“With Kaffir Corn only, feed required for 100 lbs. gain is
472 lbs. With kafir corn and soy bean meal, 409 lbs.
“Reference has been made above to the practice of

turning pigs into a field of soy beans and allowing them to
harvest the crop. This is especially profitable when maize or
kaffir corn is fed in addition to beans, and it also does away
with the difficulty of harvesting when labour is scarce, and
produces a beneficial effect on the soil. Pigs can be turned
into the beans when the pods are nearly full of grain, but
before they begin to ripen. It was found that it cost nearly
32s. to produce 100 lbs. of pork when only maize was fed,
but that when two-thirds the amount of maize was fed and
soy beans were pastured in addition, the cost was reduced to
about 11s. 6d. per 100 lbs. of pork.
“By Products.–Soy beans contain from 19 to 22 per
cent. of oil and are largely imported into England, where the
oil is extracted. During the present year, the price for soy
bean oil has ranged from £29 to £35 per ton. The residual
cake is a most valuable cattle feed, and is in good demand
on the English market at about £7 5s. per ton. Messrs.
Lever Bros, of Durban, Natal [South Africa], are interested
in the production of oil from soy beans, and are offering
10 3 per bag of 200 lbs. f.o.r. [?] at Durban. Compared
with the returns obtainable from feeding off the crop, thus
maintaining the soil fertility on the farm, these prices do not
offer much inducement to farmers to export.”
Note: This article may also have been released as a
“Department Bulletin.” Address: Government Agriculturist
[probably in Salisbury, Rhodesia].
1131. Piper, Charles V. 1911. Forage crops and forage
conditions in the Philippines. Philippine Agricultural Review
4(8):394-428. Aug. See p. 400, 407.
• Summary: “Soybeans are not a native crop in the
Philippines, but several varieties have been tried at different
times with fair success. During the present season the
‘Acme’ variety was sown in March at Alabang and Lamao.
The plants grew normally in every way but are 1/3 smaller
than plants of the same variety in Virginia. Further testing
should be carried on with this crop, especially the varieties
from southern China, Java, and India. At the present time
they can not be recommended for general culture.”
Also mentions chufas (p. 400, 408, 428), adsuki bean
(Phaseolus angularis) (p. 409, 428), and mayuen (Coix
lachryma-jobi var. mayuen) (p. 402, 428). Address: USDA,
Washington, DC.
1132. Sawer, E.R. 1911. Experiments with soya beans
in 1910-11. Agricultural J. of the Union of South Africa
2(2):161-75. Aug. Plus 9 unnumbered pages of plates.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Variety experiments
(1910-11): Weather, soil, manuring, planting, cultivation,
harvesting, observations on individual varieties. Manure
requirements. Time of planting experiment. Distance of
planting experiment. “(To be continued.)”
“An outstanding feature of the results of our experiments
has been the marked modification of the different types
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of soya bean in response to the altered conditions of soil
and climate, and too much stress cannot be laid upon the
necessity for allowing any variety to reach equilibrium
before being approved or condemned” (p. 162).
These experiments took place in Natal province. A large
numbers of samples of seed were supplied to planters for
trial, but, unfortunately, the results of these experiments were
in many cases unfavorable owing to an exceptionally dry
season and other causes. The experiments conducted at the
experimental farms at Cedara, Winkle Spruit, and Weenen
are, however, more complete and satisfactory; these include
trials of different varieties, and experiments on the influence
of soil, methods of cultivation, manures, and time and
distance of planting.
At Winkle Spruit (Natal) the average yield of all
varieties tried during 1910-11 was 5 bags per morgen, with
the best yield being 12 bags per morgen. [Note: A morgen is
an old Dutch unit of land area equal to 2.1165 acres, used in
southern Africa. A bag weighs 200 lb].
In the variety trial at Weenen (Natal), the average yield
of all varieties was 9 bags per morgen; the highest yield,
14 bags, was obtained from the variety Mammoth. An
interesting and important result of the experiments is the
marked alteration of character which the soy bean undergoes
owing to the influence of soil and climate.
Varieties tested, arranged by the usual color groups: 1.
Black seeded–Ebony, Kingston, Fairchild, Jet, Wilson, Han
Kow, Black Beauty, Buckshot, Flat King. 2. Brown seeded–
Hong-Kong, Brownie, Early Brown. 3. Green seeded–
Parson’s Select, Tashing. 4. Greenish-yellow seeded–Austin,
Okute, Haberlandt. 5. Yellow seeded: Ito San, Sakura,
Sherwood, Butterball, Mercko, Sutton’s, Chinese White,
Hollybrook, Yellow Mammoth. 6. Mottled seeded–Taha,
Meyer. A detailed description and evaluation (3-10 lines) is
then given of each variety. Photos show: (1) Men standing
in a crop of soya beans at Cedara (1909-11, five photos). (2)
Seeds and pods of 7 varieties of soya beans.
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) Soya bean plant
with pods. (2) Roots of a soya bean plant, showing nodular
development (by Blanchard). (3) Pole frame for curing soya
beans.
Tables show: (1) Results of variety experiments, 19101911, at Cedara, Winkle Spruit, and Weenen. For each of
the 32 varieties tested is given: Date sown, date harvested,
plant height, average number of pods per plant, average
number of beans per pod, and yield of beans per acre at each
of the 3 locations, and average yield for all 3 locations. At
each location the average yield for all varieties is also given:
Cedara 590 lb/acre. Winkle Spruit 520 lb/acre. Weenen
890 lb/acre (p. 164-65). (2) Period of growth at the three
locations. For each month from Oct. 1910 to April 1911 is
given the maximum and minimum temperature and inches
of rain. The total rainfall for each location is also given (p.
166). (3) Manure experiments at Cedara. For each is given

the weight of stalks and beans per acre (p. 172). Address:
Director, Div. of Agriculture, Natal.
1133. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1911.
Soya beans in the USA. 14(208):1067. Sept. 6.
• Summary: “Extensive articles on the immense soya-bean
trade of Manchuria have appeared in various numbers of
Daily Consular and Trade Reports, and inquiries have also
reached the Bureau of Manufacturers as to the progress being
made in producing them in the United States. It has now
become a considerable crop in the middle part of the South.
D. A. Carpenter, a Tennessee farmer, writes for the Southern
Field in regard to the growing of the bean as follows:
“’I grow the Mammoth Yellow variety, planting in rows
36 inches apart, and cultivating about the same as corn. I cut
with a mower when ripe and allow them to lie on the ground
for a couple of days. After being in shock for 10 days, they
are hauled to the shed and thrashed. We consider the bean
straw, after the beans are thrashed, as fully equal to timothy
or redtop for a feed for cattle.
“’For late summer pasture I sow with a wheat drill about
1½ bushels to the acre. I am now feeding beef cattle and
hogs on soya beans, and my dairy animals are producing
more milk than ever before on a bean ration. Of course, other
feeds are mixed with the bean, as soyas are rather rich when
fed alone.
“’The Mammoth Yellow grows here from 3 to 5 feet
high, according to cultivation, and yields 30 bushels of seed
per acre, which will bring around $3 and $3.50 per bushel.
“’There is no finer improver of the soil than the soya
bean. I have tried many other legumes, but none has given
such uniformly high quality hay and returned such large
amounts of nitrogen to the soil. I consider the soya bean the
greatest crop ever introduced into this part of the country,
both as a money crop and as a soil improver.’
“About $100,000 worth of soya-bean oil was shipped
last year from Manchuria to the United States, against
almost none the year before. From Hull, England, shipments
last year of soya-bean oil to the United States amounted to
$140,000; this was crushed from the Manchurian beans.
Considerable shipments of soya-bean oil were also made in
1910 from Kobe, Japan, to the United States.”
1134. Deschamp, Victor. 1911. The soy bean. J. of
Agriculture, Victoria (Australia) 9(9):621-29. Sept. 11.
Reprinted in the Tropical Agriculturist (Ceylon) 37(5):41015. 15 Nov. 1911.
• Summary: This comprehensive review of world literature
on the Soy Bean discusses: Economic uses. Cultivation.
Harvesting seed. Experiments in Victoria. Probable causes of
failure: Bad germination, variety, alkalinity of the soil, depth
of sowing the seed, other causes of failure (rabbits, slugs, cut
worms).
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“Despite the favourable reports published in numerous
scientific and trade publications throughout the world,
the cultivation of the Soy Bean has not yet been seriously
undertaken in Victoria.”
Harvesting seed: “As a general rule, the soy bean, when
wanted for seed, should be cut when the majority of the pods
are getting brown in color and about half of the leaves have
fallen. Some varieties shed their seed very easily when about
ripe, and it is advisable to cut and rake at a time of day when
the pods are slightly moist with dew. Rake immediately into
small stooks [British word for shocks].
“In America, portable frames are used and the cut
plants heaped in them, thus insuring a good circulation of
air to produce good curing. If the crop is cut and bound,
the sheaves are apt to become mouldy. When dry, the seed
can be readily separated by means of an ordinary threshing
machine.
“Soy beans for seed must be kept in thin layers in cool,
well ventilated bins. When buying seed, empty the bags as
soon as received, and keep the beans spread out in a cool dry
place. The best of seed, if kept in bags till sowing time, may
heat sufficiently to destroy its growing powers.”
In 1909 a quantity of seed was imported from America.
The variety was not known. Plants from this seed grew very
well in some districts. A consignment was received by the
Department of Agriculture from Shanghai in September
1910 through Mr. J.M. Sinclair, Commercial Agent for
Victoria in the East. Selected seeds were grown separately at
Cheltenham. They were sown on Oct. 10, and cut for green
fodder on Feb. 27. The yields obtained per acre were: Ito San
(yellow)–12 tons 8 cwts; Baird (brown)–13 tons 10 cwts. No
mention is made of seed yields. Note: 1 cwt = hundredweight
= 112 pounds.
“Experiments were also conducted at Ballarat, Bellarine,
Heidelberg, Lilydale and other centres throughout the state
[of Victoria]. Although a moderate amount of success was
achieved further experiment will be necessary. With that
object in view the Department of Agriculture has recently
imported a large quantity of seed for distribution.”
Photos show: (1) Osier bins at Dairen, Manchuria,
used for storing [soy] beans (p. 622). (2) Piles of beans
in sacks at Dairen wharves (p. 622). (3) Piles of beans in
sacks and round bean cake awaiting shipment (p. 622). (4)
Soy bean plant with roots (p. 626). (5) Field of soy beans at
Cheltenham (p. 628). Address: Analyst, Agricultural Lab.,
Victoria, Australia.
1135. Krauss, F.G. 1911. Leguminous crops for Hawaii.
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 23. 31
p. Sept. 20. See p. 23-27, 30.
• Summary: “Soy bean (Glycine hispida): While possessing
most of the good qualities common to other leguminous
forage plants, the great diversity of type to be found in the
soy bean adapts it to many uses and conditions unsuited to

other legumes. Its chief characteristics are its heavy seeding
and early maturity.
“Nearly all varieties are of compact and upright growth,
with strong tap roots, and stiff stems which rarely show
any tendency to trail, although some of the ranker growing
varieties sometimes lodge. In nutritive value the forage
compares favorably with any legume that can be grown, and
the ground or crushed bean is said to be equal to the best and
most costly concentrates that can be purchased for feeding
purposes.
“Among its most important uses is that for culinary
purposes especially in the manufacture of the Japanese
products (soy and miso). These products are imported into
Hawaii from Japan in large quantities, but their manufacture
is being rapidly extended in Hawaii. This has created quite
a demand for the bean locally. At present two and one-half
million pounds of the bean are being imported into Hawaii
annually. The average cost is about $3 per hundred pounds
landed in Honolulu and the beans sell for $3.25 to $3.40 per
hundred pounds. The Japanese coffee growers in the Kona
district in Hawaii have been growing the bean as an intercrop
for years. The total production is said to be about 200,000
pounds per annum. It will thus been seen that the immediate
local demand is very far from being supplied at present.
“Because of the great diversity of types available, the
crop may be adapted to many forms of culture. Any crop that
will permit of intercultures may have some variety of soy
bean adapted to its need. Thus if it should be found advisable
to intercrop the pineapple, sisal, coffee, rubber, or other crops
during the unproductive periods, to help pay for the expense
of maintenance, or as a direct aid in fertilization, the soy
bean would be found to fill this need better than almost any
other legume that could be grown. As a catch crop to fill in
a short interval between two staple crops, its early maturity
may give it advantages not possessed by other legumes.
“While in a regular rotation it fills all the needs
that can be supplied by any legume, its value as a green
manuring crop would seem to be of equal value. It is more
easily turned under than any other legume treated in this
bulletin and rots more quickly than the coarser stemmed
sorts. In Japan and other oriental countries this crop, to a
greater extent than almost any other, is responsible for the
remarkable maintenance of their soil fertility.
“At least one American grower in Hawaii has profited by
these practices. His method is to sow the soy beans between
various perennial fodder crops. The beans are grown between
the rows, where they are permitted to ripen and rot on the
ground and are cultivated in. In this case they have helped
suppress the weeds as well as to make mellow the soil and
gather nitrogen as a fertilizer.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2021)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for part or all
of the United States (Hawaii).
Note 2. By about 1904 or 1905 the Yamajo Soy Co. was
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growing and using soybeans it had introduced into Kona
and grown (at very low cost) among the rows of coffee trees
(Hawaiian Star. 1905. Dec. 23. p. 1, 5).
“The yield of seed obtained by the station from small
experimental plantings ranges from 600 to 1,000 pounds per
acre for the dwarf early maturing varieties, and about twice
that amount from the medium late and medium tall sorts.”
“The following list has been selected from about 100
varieties tested by the station. It is believed to include
the best sorts for each of the several purposes for which
the soy bean is especially recommended. In the case of
culinary varieties, both quality and yield of seed have been
considered. The soy and miso manufacturers demand a large,
hard, light colored seed, with a thin skin, and the writer is
indebted to Mr. N. Yamakami, manager of the Hawaiian
Soy Co., for his assistance in selecting varieties according to
these qualities.
“Under Group I has been collected the best culinary
varieties. These are usually found among the dwarf, early
maturing sorts, qualities which make them well suited
for intercultures, short rotations, and catch crops. Group
II contains the heaviest seeding sorts irrespective of their
culinary qualities. These varieties are especially well suited
for growing as grain for cattle feeding. Group III contains
the rankest growing sorts. These supply the maximum yields
of both forage and grain, which makes them especially
valuable for fodder and green manuring. The arrangement is
in all cases according to yield of seed and size of plant, since
these qualities, other things. being equal, appeal most to the
grower. The number of seeds and their weight as given with
each variety is the product of the select mother plant from
which subsequent seed is grown.
“Group I. Culinary Varieties.
“(Dwarf type maturing in from 60 to 100 days. Yellow
seeded.)
“No. 345. Very dwarf and compact, 6 to 9 inches tall,
seed medium size, oval, 54 seeds, 9 grams.
“No. 270 (S.P.I. No. 1.7278) (Hollybrook). Medium
dwarf. Single slender stem, 10 to 12. inches tall, seed slightly
larger than No. 345. Can be planted very closely, 53 seeds,
10 grams.
“No. 573 (S.P.I. No. 17277) (Manhattan). Strong,
branching dwarf type, 12 inches tall. Seeds smaller titan No.
345, somewhat flattened, 74 seeds, 10 grams.
“No. 543 (S.P.I. No. 22379) (Swan). Same height as
No. 573 but more compact, seed larger and less flattened, 85
seeds, 13 grams.
“No. 554 (S.P.I. No. 20406) (Elton). Single stemmed,
thickly podded, 12 to 14 inches tall, seed medium, slightly
flattened, 89 seeds, 14 grams.
“No. 549 (S.P.I. No. 14954) (Acme). Slightly taller than
No. 554, less compact, branching. Seed very small, 212
seeds, 14 grams.
“Group II. Culinary and Grain Varieties.

“(Medium to large type, best suited for fodder. Yellow
seeded.)
“No. 484 (S.P.I. No. 14954) (Acme). Medium tall; 20 to
24 inches, strong, branching, spreading, seed of good size,
oval, 197 seeds, 31 grams.
“No. 483 (S.P.I. No. 14953) Slightly taller than No. 484,
more compact, considerably Tater. Seeds oval, very large.
(Mr. Yamakami, of the Hawaiian Soy Co., pronounces this
the largest seeded yellow soy bean he has ever seen and
considers it a very desirable variety for the production of
miso and other Japanese food products.)
“No. 468 (S.P.I. No. 17268) (Ito San). Taller and more
branching than No. 483, very prolific, seed medium size,
slightly flattened, 240 seeds, 50 grams (see. Plate VIII, p.
30). Very desirable for growing as grain for stock feed.
“No. 574 (Ruralnook). Tallest of the yellow seeded
varieties, 30 or more inches high, freely branching, compact.
Very prolific seeding. Considered the best general purpose
variety grown.
“Group III. Forage Varieties.
“(Tall, rank-growing varieties best suited for green
manuring.)
“No. 210 (S.P.I. No. 20797) (Riceland). One of the two
tallest varieties tested; 3 to 4 feet high, freely branching,
medium dense foliage, prolific seeding, inclined to shatter
its seed. Seed black, medium small, oblong, flattened, very
late maturing. Said to be used extensively in China for green
manuring rice fields, and as a fodder for live stock.
“No. 211 (S.P.I. No. 20789) (Barchet). Similar to the
preceding in habit and appearance, excepting that seed is a
reddish brown. The variety was not well established when
first received, but more constant in third generation of
selection. Mother plant for 1910 yielded 301 seeds weighing
34 grams.”
Next comes a long section on the “Velvet Bean.”
Two photos show two types of soy bean plants: (Fig.
1) Three dwarf types (culinary varieties). (Fig. 2) Three
intermediate types (general purpose varieties). Another photo
(Plate VIII, page 30) shows “Seeds of leguminous plants
described in this bulletin, natural size–including three colors
and sizes of soy beans.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2020) that uses the word “intercrop” (or
“intercropped” or “intercropping”) in connection with
soybeans. Address: Agronomist.
1136. Dietrich, William. 1911. Additional facts in swine
feeding with special reference to developing swine for
breeding purposes. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Circular No. 153. 4 p. Sept.
• Summary: The diets of “breeding pigs” and “market pigs”
are different. Pigs intended for breeding purposes should be
fed a ration of corn, soy beans (seed), skim-milk, and water
from age 2-8 months. The amount of soy beans per 100
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pounds of live weight per day ranges from 0.4 to 0.7 lb. This
is for dry lot feeding. If pigs are on pasture, these quantities
should be somewhat reduced. Address: Asst. Chief in Swine
Husbandry.
1137. Heron, E.H. 1911. O feijao soya e os seus usos
[The soybean and its uses]. Reparticao de Agricultura
Mozambique, Boletim (Mozambique Department of
Agriculture, Bulletin) No. 5. 16 p. [Por; Eng]
• Summary: This excellent bulletin is written by a man who
shows considerable knowledge of the subject. It is written
in both Portuguese and English, with parallel text in two
columns on each page. This information is of considerable
value at a time when cultivation of soya beans is spreading in
Africa. However there is no indication that the soybean has
ever been in or cultivated in Mozambique.
Contents: The Soya Bean and its uses. Varieties: The
yellow, the greenish-yellow, the black, the brown, the
green, the white. Soil. Methods of culture. Quantity of seed
sown per acre. The inoculation of Soya Bean. Harvesting
for forage. Harvesting for seed. Threshing. Yield of seed.
Average analysis (nutritional composition) of 6 varieties of
Soya Bean seed. Yield of forage. Analyses of green fodder
and cured hay. As pasturage. As a soil renewer. The Soya
Bean meal and cake (A farinha e pao feito de feijào Soya;
incl. composition). Summary.
Note 1. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term A farinha
e pao feito de feijào Soya to refer to “soya bean meal and
cake.”
The next paragraph begins: Duas libras de farinha ou
tres de pao por dia... = Two pounds of meal or three pounds
of cake per day...”
Of more than 200 varieties tested, the yellow variety
is recommended for Portuguese East Africa; it contains 1719% oil, whereas the black variety has 16.80%, the green
17%, and the white 16.60%. These percentages may vary
depending on the degree to which each variety is adapted to
its environment, the soil quality, etc.
Concerning yields, 100 pods have been obtained from
one plant, but a good average for one field is said to be 40.
The height of the plants and the number of days to maturity
varies. The yellow variety grows to a height of 3-5 feet and
requires 120-150 days to mature; its seed must never be
planted more than 2 inches deep. The greenish-yellow grows
to a height of 3-4 feet, and the black 4-6 feet. The brown
variety, which matures in 100 days, grows so tall that it tends
to fall over [lodge]. The green matures in 90 days, grows
as high as 3 feet, and produces kidney-shaped seeds, green
throughout, and much larger than any of the other varieties.
When harvesting a crop for seed, it is generally desirable
to do so shortly before the pods are mature. If they become
too ripe, they are likely to burst open [shatter] during drying
and transportation to the machine, this causing a large part

of the seed to be lost. A yield of 20 bushels [per acre] can
generally be obtained on relatively poor soil, and an average
of 25-40 bushels under average conditions. One bushel
weighs between 20.5 and 21 lb.
A table (p. 12) gives an average analysis of the six
varieties of soya bean, with the following results (fresh or
air-dried seed): Water 7.70%, protein (proteina) 35.40%,
fat 20.35%, nitrogen free extract [starch, sugar, and gums]
26.15%, fiber 4.60%, and ash [minerals] 5.79%.
When grown for green fodder or green manure, a yield
of 7-12 tons/acre can be obtained, depending on the soil.
The soya bean is especially well adapted to the maize
and cotton belts. It generally requires about the same
temperature as maize, and while it develops best on fairly
fertile loams and clays, it grows well on poorer soil than
maize will, provided that inoculation is present. The yellow
variety succeeds well on sandy soils. The soya bean resists
drought extremely well, yet it can also survive a period of
excess moisture better than cow-peas or even maize. If the
soil is too rich, the plant will develop at the expense of the
seed. Thus, for seed production, a poorer soil is preferable.
The ground can be irrigated if necessary.
Concerning inoculation: Like other legumes, the soya
bean can utilize the nitrogen in the air and add it to the
soil by means of root nodules. These nodules are caused
by certain bacteria, and if they are not present, soya bean
plants will grow poorly; many will turn yellow and die.
In fields where the crop has not been grown before, some
difficulty may be expected during the first season from lack
of inoculation. However a new field may be inoculated by
either the soil transfer method, or by the use of pure cultures.
The soil transfer method consists in scattering soil from a
well-inoculated soya bean field over the new ground at the
rate of 200-300 lb/acre. To ensure even scattering, this soil
should be thoroughly mixed with several times its weight of
ordinary soil. The scattering should be done on a cloudy or
wet day, or late in the evening, and harrowed in immediately,
as bright sunlight is very harmful to the germs [bacteria].
When the first crop is a failure in isolated places where
neither pure culture nor inoculated soil can be obtained, a
small crop must be grown successively 2-3 times on the
same plot until a good growth is apparent, showing that the
soil has become inoculated; such soil can then be used to
inoculate large areas.
“The Soya Bean should be an invaluable crop in the
Zambezia District. It could be planted in the cocoa-nut
plantations, to enrich the soil, give fodder to the working
cattle and be a source of profit in supplying food to the
natives; the surplus seed being sold readily in South Africa.
It also helps in keeping down the weeds.”
“In West Africa, great progress has been made in the
cultivation of Soya Bean, where the percentage of oil in the
beans is higher than in those from Manchuria, Japan, and
U.S.A. There is no reason at all why Portuguese East Africa
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should not do just as well and introduce the Soya Bean as
another staple crop.
“Taking into consideration the rainfall, climatic
conditions, and the rich, sandy and open nature of the soils
found in the higher land in Gaza and Inbambane, the Soya
Bean should prove a profitable crop.
“There is a ready market in Europe and South Africa the
price being about £8 per ton.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Mozambique.
Note 3. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the word proteina
to refer to protein in connection with soybeans. Address:
M.H.A.C., Mozambique.

the soil. 7. The soybean in mixed cultures and intercropping:
With corn, cowpeas, rice, sorghum, sugar cane, or millet.
Contains various charts and tables from other sources.
Concerning germination: The emergence of soybeans is
retarded in soils that are hard, dry, or poorly cultivated. You
must then seek to have, in appropriate fashion, a sufficient
loosening of the layer that covers the seeds.
Emerging from the soil generally takes place in a week
under ordinary circumstances. The plant develops slowly at
first then grows quickly.
The growth of the soybean plant is rapid and allows two
harvests per year in some climates (such as North Carolina,
Tunisia, and certain provinces in China). Address: 1.
Counseiller de 1ere classe au Ministère de l’Agriculture de la
Chine; 2. Ingénieur agricole (G.).

1138. Reynolds, Mark H. 1911. Summer crops for grain and
silage, Western District. Agricultural Gazette of New South
Wales 22(9):762-69. Sept.
• Summary: The fodder crops tested were maize, sorghums,
cowpeas and soy beans. The section titled “Cowpeas and
soy beans” (p. 763) notes that soy beans were planted this
season. The variety planted was not suitable in any instance.
The seed germinated well; the first month it exceeded the
cowpeas in growth. “During the second month the soy beans
were affected by bean-rust and devoured by leaf-rolling
insects. The grasshoppers also preferred them to the other
crops, and completed their destruction.” Address: Inspector
of Agriculture.

1140. Daily Herald (The) (Biloxi, Mississippi). 1911. Things
of interest in main building: Hancock and Jackson counties
have noteworthy exhibits in this building. Nov. 10. p. 2, col.
4.
• Summary: “Gulfport, November 10...”
Mississippi Farms Co.
“Adjoining the general Harrison county exhibit but
separated from it is that of the Mississippi Farms Co. of
Wiggins, in charge of the manager, V.L. Beyer, and his son,
Collis Beyer. The demonstration farm on which the great
variety of products displayed was raised was established and
work begun but ten months ago. They have a canning factory
on the farm and canned vegetables and fruits and syrups are
shown. Other exhibits are cushaws, cotton in the bale ginned
by Kennedy & Co. of Wiggins, soja bean hay, velvet bean
hay, corn stover. Spanish clover hay, rice straw, peanut hay,
all nicely baled, millet, artichokes, sweet potatoes...”

1139. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1911. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du
Jardin Colonial) 11(103):270-94. Oct. [43 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (continued): The needs of the soybean
(continued): Fertilizer (influence of fertilizer, organic
fertilizer, minerals, nitrate of soda {nitrate de soude},
potassium chloride {chlorure de potassium}, phosphate
fertilizers), preparation of the soil, the place of the soybean
in rotations. 3. Sowing soybeans: Study of the seeds (weight
of seeds, germinative faculty, selection of seeds), time of
planting, spacing of the plants, depth of sowing, quantity of
seeds to use per hectare, method of sowing. 4. The soybean
during its vegetative stage: Germination, transplanting, types
of maintenance, irrigation, flowering and fructification,
enemies of the soybean (Ennemis du soja; insects [especially
the larva of the spring beetle, Agriotes segetis], the caterpillar
of la Vannessa Cardue (Belle dame), rabbits or hares, field
mice and hamsters).
5. Soybean harvest: Time of harvest (for forage, for
seed), practical methods of harvest (for forage, for seed),
threshing (and storage of the seed), yields (of forage,
seed, reports from various countries and U.S. states,
harvesting losses, yield of nutritive elements). 6. Fixation of
atmospheric nitrogen by the soybean and improvement of

1141. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1911. Le soja [The
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du
Jardin Colonial) 11(104):360-75. Nov. [20 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents (continued): 1. Composition of
the soybean plant: Phosphoric acid, sulfuric acid, lime,
magnesium, potassium. 2. Study of the seeds: morphology/
structure/anatomy, chemical composition (nitrogen, caséine
du soja {Légumine}, albumin du soja {soy protein}, sugars
{Matières sucrées}, starch, dextrine, diastase, lipids, ash).
1. The soybean in feeding animals: As green forage
or hay. Tables (p. 361-75, from other sources) show
composition of the soybean plant and of individual parts of
the soybean plant.
Note: This is the earliest French-language document
seen (Jan. 2016) that uses the term albumin du soja
or caséine de soja to refer to soy protein. Address: 1.
Counseiller de 1ere classe au Ministère de l’Agriculture de la
Chine; 2. Ingénieur agricole (G.).
1142. J. of the New Zealand Department of Agriculture.
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1911. The soya bean. Its possibilities in commerce. 3(6):48788. Dec. 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In a recent communication to the Department,
the High Commissioner in London conveys much interesting
information of the soya-bean industry. This bean, which is
taking a commanding position in the Old World [Europe]
as a food for stock, has not yet been tested on a commercial
scale in this part of the world; but added interest is being
attached to it with the growing appreciation of the need of
better feeding of our live-stock. The department is testing
a number of varieties of soya bean received from the
United States Department of Agriculture at the Tauranga
Experimental Farm...”
The report notes that from Dalny (in Manchuria) and
Vladivostok (in Russia) large quantities of soya beans are
shipped to the United Kingdom. Small consignments of
the bean and oil are received from Japan. “’These beans
contain from 17 to 18 per cent. of oil, which is pressed out
by ordinary crushers or extracted by the solvent extraction
process. Originally the oil was used for soap-making but now
it is used not only for this purpose, but much more largely for
replacing linseed-oil. It is also used for lubricating, burning,
and for edible The residue, after the oil has been extracted,
is now well recognized as being one of the best foodstuffs
for cattle. It is exceedingly rich in albuminoids in a readily
digestible form. The opinion is expressed that in time this
residue will come to be used as human food.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2016) that uses the term “solvent extraction” in
connection with the commercial crushing of soybeans to give
oil and meal.
“’The greater quantity of the soya-bean supply is
shipped direct to this country, is crushed either in Hull or
Liverpool, and large quantities of the oil are shipped to the
[European] Continent. I am informed that bean-oil, without
the aid of driers of some kind, will not dry hard...
“’Experiments have been made in many countries
to grow soya beans and apparently some of these
experiments have been perfectly successful, as the Hull
Oil-manufacturing Company have received samples grown
within 200 miles of Calcutta, and the bean is now offered in
small quantities from South Russia. Experiments are being
made in Rhodesia, Canada, South America, and other places
within the wheat and cotton belts.’” Address: New Zealand.
1143. Rosenfeld, Arturo H. 1911. Noticias de la estación
[Report of the Agricultural Experiment Station]. Revista
Industrial y Agricola de Tucuman 2(7):298-301. Dec. 15. See
p. 299. [Spa]
• Summary: The section titled “New seeds (Nuevas
semillas)” (p. 298-99) states: “The seeds that we asked for
several months ago have arrived. They are the following
plants:” 49 species of plants are listed, including 27 grass
and forage plants, one of which is the “Soja bean, Glycine

hispida.”
Note: Tucumán is a city and a province in northern
Argentina. Address: Subdirector.
1144. Dickson, R.H.B. 1911. The cowpea (Vigna catjang).
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 9(2):215-21. Dec.
• Summary: The section on “Planting” (p. 216) states: “As
with soybeans, cowpeas may be grown for hay or for grain,
or for combined seed and hay production... Cowpeas and
soybeans are sometimes sown together for hay, as the latter
make the harvesting and curing somewhat easier. One bushel
of soys to half a bushel of cowpeas should be used per acre,
if broadcasted, or half the amounts if sown in drills. The
Mammoth and Hollybrook Soys, and Whippoorwill and Iron
Cowpeas are recommended. A dressing of wood ashes as
recommended for soja beans would probably be beneficial to
the cowpea crop.”
The section on “Soybeans and Cowpeas Compared”
(p. 221) states: “Soybeans will not make nearly as good a
growth on poor soil as cowpeas. They withstand a greater
amount of moisture and also frost than cowpeas, and they
are more drought resistant. While cowpeas continue to
grow until killed by frost, soybeans reach a definite size
and mature. The soy is easier to harvest, as it grows erect or
nearly so, while the cowpea is more inclined to spread, and
therefore more difficult to harvest. For green manuring the
cowpea is more valuable. The value of the hay of the two
plants is about the same. For growing with maize or Kaffir
corn for hay or silage, the cowpea is generally preferred to
the soybean. The value of an acre of soybeans for feeding
beef cattle is about 50% greater than that of an acre of
cowpeas, and the yield of soybeans is about so much greater.
For grain production the soybean is preferable to the cowpea,
as it produces a richer grain and is easier to harvest. Soybean
hay has practically the same feeding value as lucerne.”
Soy beans (or soya beans or soys) are also mentioned
in passing on the following pages in this volume: 56, 102,
110, 258, 265, 436, and 552. Address: Asst. Director of
Agriculture, Mozambique Company, Beira.
1145. Lyon, H.L. 1911. Some local problems in green soiling
with additional notes on bean varieties. Hawaiian Planters’
Record 5:200-10. June/Dec. See p. 210.
• Summary: “In the Planters’ Record for July, 1910, notes
were given on the relative values of twenty-four varieties of
leguminous plants which had been grown at the Experiment
Station. In that article it was stated that eighty varieties
had been planted at the Pathology Plot on May 27. Among
these eighty varieties four of those previously planted were
included for the sake of comparison, so that in this second
planting there were only seventy-six new varieties. In later
plantings at the Experiment Station fourteen more varieties
were added to our list, so that during the year 1910 one
hundred and fourteen distinct varieties were actually grown
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under observation.”
“The first serious factor to show itself was in the form
of a root disease caused by a fungus, Fusarium. Among the
first twenty-four varieties planted this disease confined itself
almost entirely to the lupines; but in the later tests it appeared
on many species belonging to several different genera, thus
making it evident that it would prove to be a general and
ever present pest. The Fusariums are soil fungi of worldwide distribution, and strains can be isolated from almost
any plant-sustaining soil. They seem to be able to maintain
themselves indefinitely on decaying vegetable matter, but
when opportunities offer they may become parasitic on
living plants. They attack the roots and underground portion
of the stem, destroying these and thus cutting off the water
supply of the aerial members. The first outward symptom of
disease to be noted is a drooping and wilting of the leaves
as the root system fails to furnish the required amount of
water. As the disease progresses the aerial members may
dry up completely, or if the atmosphere is sufficiently damp
the fungus may invade the epigeal stem and leaves causing
the decay of the entire plant. Many species and varieties of
cultivated plants are subject to a Fusarium-disease...”
A photo (Fig. 1) shows “The white lupine suffering from
a ‘wilt’ disease caused by a Fusarium.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2017) that
mentions Fusarium.
Page 202: “The second adverse factor demanding
attention is the common gall-producing nematode,
Heterodera radicicola. Many of the varieties tested seem to
furnish a very congenial habit for this troublesome eel-worm.
It flourishes to such a remarkable extent in the roots of some
varieties that had the plants been allowed to remain long in
the soil the nematode population of the ground would have
been so amplified as to jeopardize the very existence of any
crop that might follow.
“As in the case of the Fusarium, the question may well
be raised: Where did these eel-worms come from, seeing
that the land had been devoted exclusively to sugar cane
for several years previous to the planting of the beans. As
the worms were certainly not introduced with the seed, they
must have been in the soil; and being in the soil, they must
have subsisted on the roots of the former crop which was
cane. We are unable to say at the present time just how much
damage to sugar cane this nematode is capable of causing,
but it cannot be considered as only slight.
“Typical nematode galls have been found repeatedly on
cane roots and recently Mr. Larsen found them to be very
abundant on the roots of Caledonia cane over a considerable
area on one plantation. He sent a large number of the
affected roots to the Experiment Station where they were
sectioned and examined microscopically. In addition to the
nematodes which were abundant in the galls, the mycelium
and chlamydospores of the Red Rot fungus (Colletotrichum
falcatum) were found in the tissue. These worms, therefore,

bring injury to the cane plants; not only directly by feeding
on and distorting the roots, but also by affording easy
entrance to the roots through their punctures and softening
tumors for parasitic fungi. It is therefore evident that before
accepting any leguminous plants for green soiling purposes
on our cane lands we should first determine their degree of
resistance to the attacks of Heterodera, not only that we may
get good crops of legumes, but so that we shall not unduly
encourage the multiplication of the nematodes in the soil.
“A third objectionable factor appeared in the form of
aphids, or plant lice, which descended upon some of the
legumes and multiplied so rapidly as to completely cover
their foliage in a very few days. The lice were very selective
attacking certain varieties only and apparently avoiding the
others.”
Page 210: “Soy Beans. Glycine hispida. As yet we can
offer no conclusions in regard to the value of soy beans. The
seed thus far obtained has not germinated well. Four varieties
have been planted at different times and one, the Acme, gave
fairly good results. Our specimens were two to three feet
tall, but rather slender in habit. They were quite free from
wilt and root galls, and well supplied with perfect bacterial
nodules.
“Peanut. Arachis hypogea. The peanut has been highly
recommended as a green soiling crop because the plants
always contain a high per cent. of nitrogen. We tried four
of the best varieties, and although they grew well, they
gave only a small amount of vegetable matter. As bulk in
organic matter is of more importance to us than a high per
cent. nitrogen content, we can better employ varieties which
naturally produce a heavier foliage than that of the peanut.
“San Hemp, Crotolaria juncea. In November two
varieties of San hemp were received from correspondents in
India. These have been grown to maturity once...” Address:
Hawaii.
1146. Russell, H.L. 1911. Report of the director: 1910-1911.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 218.
78 p. Dec. See p. 14-16, 18-19, 38.
• Summary: The section titled “Soil management
investigations” begins (p. 14): The results of soil building
treatment on poor sandy soils, tried on the Soils experimental
field at Sparta [Wisconsin], in charge of Mr. Ullsperger, have
been favorable this year. By the use of commercial fertilizers
(phosphate and potash) a crop of serradella was produced in
1910 which supplied the fertility for a 45-bushel crop of corn
in 1911, while the yield of corn following medium red clover
on land similarly treated was only 30 bushels per acre. For
this type of barren land that is too poor to allow a good catch
of clover, annual legumes such as serradella, cowpeas, and
soy beans seem better adapted, and the turning under of such
crops gives the necessary nitrogen and humus foundation to
such soils.”
The section on “Improvement of farm crops” begins (p.
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15): “For several years the soy bean has been under treatment
by the Agronomy department to adapt more perfectly this
important legume to Wisconsin conditions. This plant is
of much value both for forage and seed purposes, and is
of service in building up light soils. The attempt has been
made to secure a more uniform, high-yielding plant. The
variation in yield on the station farm last season ranged from
30 to over 400 pods per plant, while plantings from the high
yielders this year show a higher average with more uniform
yields from individual plants.
“With the decline of flax culture, paint manufacturers
have experienced considerable difficulty in securing linseed
oil. As soy beans contain 16 to 18 per cent of a semi-drying
oil, Prof. R.A. Moore has attempted to utilize soy bean oil
for this purpose. Five hundred bushels of beans have been
grown this year for an experiment with one of the leading
paint companies to study the value of this oil.”
Continuing near the bottom of p. 16: “Tests with soy
beans at Spooner and Ellis Junction stations in which an
improved strain of the Early Black variety was used that was
developed at the Iron River station, indicate the adaptability
of this variety for seed production in Northern Wisconsin.
Soy beans seem to be of great value for the sandy soils of
this section, particularly in dry seasons. On new breaking
[sic] they give a valuable crop of hay or grain the season
when sown.
The section titled “Soil inoculation for legumes” (p. 1819) states: “Trials have been carried on during the past eight
years by the Agronomy department to determine the value
of commercial bacterial cultures for the inoculation of soils
for legume production. Nitragin, Farmogerm, Hiles Nitrogen
Producer, and bacteria-laden soil from plots on which
different varieties of legumes had previously developed,
have been tested for alfalfa, field peas, navy beans, red
clover, soy beans, and sweet clover.
“Experience with these cultures has shown that
while in some instances satisfactory inoculation has been
secured, they are frequently unreliable, and fail to produce
nodules upon the roots (of the respective legumes), while
inoculation with infected soil has been uniformly successful.
These field trials indicate that success in growing legumes
can be secured without the necessity of inoculation with
cultures that are more or less of an expense.” The section
on “Demonstration work at northern substations” states
(p. 38): “Experiments are therefore in progress which are
designed to show the effect of different methods of soil and
crop treatment. Trials have been conducted with legumes,
such as alfalfa and soy beans, which indicate the necessity
of inoculation of the soil in order to secure the best results.
Rotation experiments, fertilizer trials with phosphate and
other fertilizers, and the influence of various methods of
drainage, including both tile and surface drainage, have been
inaugurated.” Address: Director of the Station, Madison,
Wisconsin.

1147. Hopkins, Cyril G.; Hayes, Willet M.; Holden, P.G.;
Wing, Joseph E.; Brown, Waldo F.; et al. 1911. For better
crops. Chicago, Illinois: International Harvester Company of
America. 159 p. Illust. Maps. 21 cm.
• Summary: This book consists of many different chapters,
each by an authoritative author. Unfortunately there is no
table of contents.
Soy is mentioned throughout this book, on pages 8
(twice), 16, 20 (twice), 89, and 126-28.
Page 8: “... there is a class of plants known as legumes,
including such valuable agricultural plants as red clover,
alsike, alfalfa, crimson clover, cow peas, soy beans, vetch,
etc., upon the roots of which there are or should be small
nodules or tubercles, varying from the size of pin heads
upon clover roots to that of peas upon soy beans, in which
live great numbers of very minute microscopic organisms,
called bacteria, which have power to take nitrogen from the
air as it enters the pores of the soil, to cause this free gaseous
nitrogen to combine with other elements in suitable form
for plant food which is then taken up by the clover or other
legumes for its own growth.”
Page 16: “It may be noted that on very sandy lands
clover does not grow well, but either cow peas or soy beans
is an excellent substitute for clover, as both do well on very
sandy soil.”
Page 20: “On similar soil in Wayne county in southern
Illinois, an experiment field was started on forty acres of
land in 1905. A four-year rotation of wheat, clover, corn, and
cow peas (or soy beans) is practiced on four ten-acre fields,
so that each crop may be represented every year. Two tons
of ground limestone and one ton of fine ground raw rock
phosphate, per acre, are applied once in four years on part
of each field, while no limestone or phosphate are applied to
the remainder, which is cropped and treated alike in all other
respects. At $1.25 per ton for the limestone and $7.50 per
ton for the phosphate, the cost of these materials amounts to
$10.00 per acre once in four years; whereas, in 1910 the land
treated with limestone and phosphate produced 17 bushels
more wheat, 2½ tons more clover (in two cuttings) 20
bushels more corn, and nearly 8 bushels more soy beans, per
acre, than the land not so treated. Here is very satisfactory
profit and positive soil enrichment.”
Page 89: “Fertilizer–Wheat and clover are inseparable
in many sections, and no cheaper or better fertilizer can be
obtained. There are a number of leguminous plants valuable
for green manuring–clover, cow peas, soy beans, Canada
field peas and vetch–but all things considered clover stands
easily at the head of the list.”
Page 126: “All the grains which grow in the north are
non-leguminous, except peas, vetches, and beans, and the
same is true of those of the south except cow peas, soy
beans, and velvet beans.
“The only leguminous root crop, strictly speaking, that
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furnishes food for live stock, is the peanut.”
Page 127: “But the great service that legumes render
to the soil furnishes an important reason for growing them
freely. Red clover grown on soil will furnish a crop of hay
and also of seed in one season, and will leave the ground
richer in nitrogen than when the crop was sown. Peas,
vetches, cow peas, and soy beans may be allowed to mature
and the vines and seed may both be removed and yet the
land will be richer in nitrogen than it was previously. Should
alfalfa, clovers, and the other legumes mentioned be fed
on the land, it will be apparent that the process will exert a
favorable influence in building up the soil. Of course, when
these crops are sold, it may be necessary to supply the soil
with additional phosphoric acid and potash.”
Page 128: “The cow pea and the soy bean cannot be
grown at their best [for seed/grain] much farther north
than the parallel 40º [which runs through Decatur, Illinois;
Columbus, Ohio; and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania]. They call
for a longer and a warmer season than is usually found north
of the parallel named, but they can be grown for hay much
farther to the north than for the grain. Where the climatic
conditions become less favorable for the growth of these
plants, they become more favorable for the growth of the
Canada field pea, which grows at its best north of the parallel
named.” Address: 1. Prof. of Agronomy and Chemistry,
College of Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
1148. Boname, P. 1911. Soja [Soybeans]. Ile Maurice
(Mauritius), Station Agronomique, Rapport Annuel For the
year 1910. p. 67-71. Also titled Bulletin No. 25. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Summarizes the world soybean situation and
soybean uses, then states: “We believe that this crop culture
has been tried this year in various small plots on Maurice.
We have distributed seed from various sources but we do not
have precise information on the results obtained.” The need
for nitrogen fixing bacteria is discussed.
Note: Moutia (1975, p. 218) states that in this report
“Boname called soybean a fashionable plant, referring to
the huge quantities being imported into Europe and to the
yields of 4 to 10 hectoliters of seed per acre being obtained
in the United States. ‘It is really a crop to try,’ he wrote,
‘being better than cowpeas in that flowering is uniform and
pods come to maturity all at the same time.’ The 1910 trials
at Reduit had given better results than those obtained in the
past. When sown between December and March, soybean
matured in 2½ to 3 months, yielding 7 to 8 hectoliters of
well-formed seed per arpent of full stand, or 6,000 to 7,000
kg of green fodder. In addition to hares, the other pests were
birds, snails, and the bean fly Agromyza.
“Soybean was planted on a small scale in Mauritius in
1910 and the not very encouraging results were thought to
be perhaps due to the absence of the special bacteria–the
particular Rhizobium strain–which the newly introduced
legume required.” Address: Directeur, Station Agronomique,

Mauritius.
1149. Dudgeon, G.C. 1911. The soya bean. Agricultural J.
of Egypt (Cairo) 1:17-20. Summarized by the Bulletin of
the Imperial Institute (1911. p. 405), and the Journal of the
African Society (Vol. 11, 1911-12, p. 109-110).
• Summary: Mr. Dudgeon strongly recommends the
introduction of the Soya bean to Egypt, where experiments
with different varieties are to be undertaken.
“Attention has been recently called to the suitability of
the Soya or Manchurian bean (Glycine Soja) for cultivation
in Egypt. Within the last few years only has this bean come
into prominence and demand in European countries, where
the valuable properties which it possesses have led to the
cultivation of it as a field crop even as far north as Brittany
[Bretagne, in northwest France].
“The advantages possessed by the Soya bean in
comparison with other leguminous plants may be briefly
stated to be: the production of a seed crop containing a
quantity of edible oil, yielding also a good cattle-feeding
cake; the capability of the seed being utilised locally for
human food, for which purpose it is largely cultivated in
India and the East; the yield of a heavy green forage crop
which is convertible into hay, which is the chief object of
its cultivation in the United States; the practicability of
its cultivation in temperate as well as tropical countries
in situations where but little water is obtainable; and
the occupation of the land by it for a brief period in hot
countries.”
The author then gives a general overview of the crop
based largely on “a very excellent account contributed
by M.G. Itié to ‘L’Agriculture Pratique des pays chauds,’
January-May 1910, under the title of ‘Le Soja, sa culture, son
avenir,’”
Mr. Dudgeon concludes: “Experiments with different
varieties of the Soya are to be undertaken [in Egypt] at the
Department’s Experimental Farms, and details in connection
with the results will be published at a future date” Note: See
1(2):114-15 (1912) of this Journal.
Note 1. The cultivation of soya beans in Egypt, which
began in 1858, apparently was discontinued and the seeds
lost.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
which is mainly about the soya bean in Egypt. Address:
Director General of the Dep. of Agriculture, Egypt.
1150. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1911. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois: Funk Bros.
• Summary: The one-fifth page section titled “Soy beans”
(p. 24) states that this crop “Is one of the nitrogenous crops
that is possessed of real merit. Combines both the fertilizing
qualities of clover and yield of forage with a seed crop that
has a higher nutritative [sic, nutritive] value than oats, it
should have its place in the rotation system of the farm.
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“Sown with rape in the corn before the last cultivation it
furnishes great pasturage for the lambs and at the same time
enriches the soil. When sown for hay or seed crop they may
be drilled in with corn plants, requiring about three pecks to
the acre.”
A photo shows a man standing in a field of soy beans.
This same description appeared in the Funk catalogs for
1912, 1913, and 1914. Address: Bloomington, Illinois.
1151. Goodwin, Percy W. 1911. Soy bean Glycine soja.
Quarterly J. of the Department of Agriculture, Bengal
4:143-46. For the year 1910-11. Also in Annual Reports of
Kalimpong Demonstration Farm (1909-10, 1910-11).
• Summary: This article appears in the section titled “Special
crops.” “In view of the interest that has recently been taken
in the cultivation of soy beans both for their value as a
grain crop and also on account of their importance for green
manuring, the following information and particulars of the
varieties and cultivation of soy beans in the Kalimpong
district of the Himalayas may serve a useful purpose.
“Soy beans are known locally under the names
of Bhatmas (Nepali) and selliyang (Lepcha), and are
represented in this neighborhood by six varieties, as follows:
“A.–Plants of trailing habit, growing 3 to 4 feet in
length–(1) Grain light green; this is a popular variety as
a food, being considered to have the finest flavour, but is
not grown except in small quantities. (2) Grain chocolate
coloured. (3) Grain black. Neither of these two (2 and 3) is
cultivated separately though the seed is often found mixed in
ordinary samples of Bhatmas.
“B.–Erect-growing varieties 1½ to 2½ feet in height–(4)
Grain yellowish brown. This is the most common variety and
can generally be obtained in the bazar [bazaar]. It is called
Barmeli Bhatmas. The grains of these four varieties are
similar in size. (5) Grain white and rather bigger. This kind is
only grown to a small extent.
(6) Grain chocolate coloured. This variety known as
Nepali Bhatmas is not much grown. I have never seen it in
the bazar and have found difficulty in getting a few seers
for seed. The grain is much larger than any of the preceding
kinds, is round in shape and rather bigger than garden peas.
This variety also differs from the other in the method of
cultivation. It requires to be planted about a month earlier
i.e., in the beginning of June, and will not grow successfully
when sown among maize, as the other kinds usually are.
It would not appear to stand shading and requires to be
cultivated as a separate crop on open ground. This is a great
disadvantage and probably accounts for the fact that it is not
commonly grown. This year a quarter of an acre was grown
at the Demonstration Farm among maize and gave very poor
results, the out-turn being only about 2½ maunds.
“The usual method of cultivation of the first five
varieties is as follows:–After the maize has received the

second hoeing and the weeds have been carefully buried, the
seed is sown among it at the rate of about half a maund per
acre, at the end of June or beginning of July... Soy beans are
not sold in the bazaars to the same extent as dahl. The price
is from Rs. 2-8 to over Rs. 3 per maund according to the
season...
“For green manuring purposes for tea or other crops,
the erect growing varieties would be found the most
satisfactory, as they do not climb on the tea bushes, and
moreover they are much more easily dug or ploughed in...
No. 4, Barmeli Bhatmas, is probably the best variety for
green manuring, and as this is the one usually grown by the
native cultivators, seed could easily be obtained.” On 27
June 1910 more than one-half acre of Barmeli Bhatmas was
planted on the Kalimpong Demonstration Farm. The total
cost of cultivation, from preparing the soil to threshing and
winnowing, is itemized, and was Rs. 11-3-9 (11 rupees, 3
annas, 9 paise). The yield of grain (seed) was 8 maunds 26
seers worth Rs. 3-2 per maund = Rs. 27-0-6. The yield of
straw was 11 maunds 28 seers at annas 2 per maund = Rs.
1-7-6. Thus total income was Rs. 28-8-0, and new income
was Rs. 17-4-3. The author notes that “after deducting a halfyear’s rent, [this] leaves a very satisfactory profit.”
Note 1. As of 1990, Kalimpong was a town in northern
West Bengal, in northeast India, about 8 miles east-northeast
of Darjeeling. It is a hill sanitorium at altitude 3,933 feet.
Note 2. Webster’s Dictionary defines Lepcha (a term first
used in 1819) as “1: a member of a Mongoloid people of
Sikkim, India. 2: the Tibeto-Burman language of the Lepcha
people.”
Note 3. A maund is any of various units of weight, esp.
a unit equal to 82.28 pounds (37.32 kg). A seer is 1/40 of a
maund. Thus the yield of seed above is equivalent to about
1,423 lb/acre or 23.7 bu/acre. Address: India.
1152. Hickory Seed Company. 1911. Cow peas, soy beans,
legumes. Hickory, North Carolina: Hickory Seed Co. 20 p.
Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Announcement (“As usual, this
season we are making a specialty of leguminous seed. The
interest in all legumes still commands the attention of the
progressive farmer. We have harvested a good crop of both
Cow Peas and Soy Beans this season and our prices are
reasonable”). Terms. Special notice.
“What is the best way to sow cow peas or soy beans, and
when?
“If we briefly consider the type and nature of these
plants we can perhaps arrive at a better understanding of
their requirements, and therefore answer the question more
satisfactorily.
“First, let us understand that the cow pea is essentially
a bean, and the soy bean is a pea, therefore, as the seeding
plants differ it will explain some of the differences found
when both are given the same conditions of planting. Both
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plants are natives of southeastern Asia and therefore are
naturally suited to warm latitudes. Both are leguminous
and, like all their kind, bear tubercles on their roots which
gather nitrogen from the air. Both are valuable therefore in
restoring fertility. The bacteria forming the tubercles on the
roots of the cow pea seems to be common in almost all soils,
but the bacteria which use the soy bean as a host plant are
not commonly found in our fields. The cow pea therefore
will usually thrive better during the first few years of its
introduction into a locality than will the soy bean, although
by inoculation, which is easily accomplished, the soy bean
will thrive equally well.
“Cow peas and soy beans require a warm seed-bed for
perfect germination, since the seed of both plants are liable to
rot if planted in cold soil. The time of planting them should
be delayed until the ground has thoroughly warmed. Neither
of these plants will stand as much cold, unfavorable weather
as corn; therefore if the corn is planted first and the peas and
beans immediately after the soil will usually be sufficiently
warm, and in a normal season there will even then be an
abundance of time for full development of the plants before
frost comes. For latitudes similar to central Illinois May 18th
is early enough to plant either of these crops: The earliermaturing varieties of both can be planted as late as July 10th,
and frequently mature seed.
“The preparation of the seed-bed for either cow peas or
soy beans is the same as for corn, and like corn, they both
respond readily to any extra preparation of the seed-bed.
Since the seed of each is comparatively small it is advisable
to place considerable stress on careful and complete
preparation of the seed-bed.
“Two general methods of planting are practical–drilling
and broadcasting. In all respects the first is preferable,
since it uses less seed to plant a given area, which is no
unimportant item, and besides it allows cultivation, thus
keeping down weeds and increasing the yield of seed or hay.
Where sown broadcast a seeding of at least 1½ bushels per
acre is required, while drilling requires from ½ to 1 bushel
instead.
“In drilling, the ordinary wheat drill with every third or
fourth spout sowing, depending chiefly on the use to which
the grower wishes to put his crop, may be used to excellent
advantage. If sown for seed or for hogging off, a distance
of from 16 in. to 32 in. between the plants in the rows and
at least 4 in. between the plants in the row has given best
results. If grown for hay a thicker planting is advisable, since
the stems will then be less large and woody. Both of these
plants are great lovers of sunlight, and if crowded so that the
plants shade one another a reduction in the development of
plant and in the yield of seed is the result.
“So far as the writer is able to learn the most successful
and largest growers of cow peas or soy beans sow them
with some make of drill placing the rows from 16 in. to
32 in. apart, the most common width being 24 in. Some

growers use a corn planter with a drill attachment, straddling
the rows, making them in this way 21 in. apart, but the
same growers consider this width too close. The Illinois
Experiment Station in its trials covering more than five years
has found the ordinary disk drill, with every third spout
sowing, to be the best and most rapid way of seeding these
crops. This width, 24 in., has also given us our best yields of
both grain and hay. This width too admits of cultivation with
the ordinary corn cultivator and yet it is so close together that
the plants soon shade the ground and effectually prevent the
growth of weeds. This width between the rows allows the
seeding of four rows at each through since the first, fourth,
seventh and ninth disks are sowing. To place the beans or
peas thickly enough in the row will require a good half
bushel of seed per acre.
“The culture of these crops differs in no particular
from that of corn, except that it is best not to cultivate when
the leaves of the plant are wet with dew or rain, since the
soil then adheres to the leaves and thus seems to favor the
development of rust and disease. The soy bean ought to be
grown in every state where corn is grown. Since it is an
upright growing plant, not a vining plant like the cow pea,
it can be harvested and bound in bundles with the ordinary
grain binder, similar to oats and wheat. If grown for hay
it furnishes a feed analyzing higher in feeding value than
clover. If grown for grain we have a concentrate of greater
value than wheat-bran and equal to linseed-meal The protein,
carbohydrates and fat are the three constituents of feeds.
The protein is the valuable and expensive constituent. The
relative value of the soy bean is shown therefore by the
following figures which give the percentage composition of
the four crops shown:”
A table shows the protein, carbohydrate, and fat content
of bran, linseed, soy beans and cow peas.
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usdanurseryandseedcatalog Address: Hickory, North Carolina.
1153. Hooper, David. 1911. Soy bean in India: Glycine
hispida. Agricultural Ledger (Calcutta) No. 3. p. 17-33.
(Vegetable Product Series No. 114). Also reprinted in
Tropical Agriculturalist, 1912. 38:11-15, 99-103.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Experimental cultivation
in India. Vernacular names of the soybean. Method of
cultivation: Green manure, harvesting. Races and varieties.
Races in India: Yellow [grown in Poona Experimental
Farm, Burma, Darjeeling, Dehra Dun, Simla, Punjab], green
[Poona], black [Poona, Kashmir to Darjeeling, Simla], brown
[Kashmir, Kalimpong to Darjeeling], mottled [Shillong,
Assam]. Composition of the seed: From Church, from König,
from Dr. J.W. Leather (1903), tables showing analyses made
in India of Indian-grown Soy beans from various provinces
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(Burma, Hill Tracts, United Provinces [black seeds], and
Poona). Soy bean oil. Soy bean oil-cake. Composition of hay.
Use as food: Soy-bean milk, bean cheese (topo, sic tofu, or
“Soy-bean cheese”), shoyu (“Under the name of ‘Soy sauce’
and other fanciful names it has formed the basis of most of
the important sauces of Europe for many years.”), roasted
soy beans as a coffee substitute, soy beans in diabetic diets.
Trade (exports of Soy bean from Manchuria to England).
Price.
“The plant was introduced into the United States of
America in 1854 and was grown to a small extent in the
Southern States, but from the year 1885 its cultivation as a
forage crop has gained in importance in all the agricultural
centres. Within the last two or three years a great deal
of interest has been taken in the cultivation of Soy, and
experiments are in progress in Government Farms in Cape
Colony, Natal [South Africa], East Africa, Gambia, Mauritius
and Australia.
Contains a good early history of the soybean in India:
“It is difficult to ascertain the date of the introduction of Soy
beans into India. There is no doubt that certain hill tribes,
mostly of Mongolian origin, have cultivated the bean for
a long time. At the Punjab Exhibition held at Lahore [later
divided between India and Pakistan] in 1864 Soy beans
identified by Dr. Cleghorn, were sent from the Hill States.
This is the first record of the beans being exhibited in this
country, and shows that the cultivation was on a insignificant
scale.
“Experiments in India. In 1882 Messrs. Jardine,
Matheson & Co. of Hong-Kong sent a sample of Soy beans
for experimental cultivation in the Saidapet Experimental
Farm, Madras. The plants raised from these seeds were
healthy but the yield of the crop was small.
“In 1897 Surgeon-Colonel W.G. King, Sanitary
Commissioner, Madras, strongly advocated the cultivation
of Soy bean as a valuable food worthy of the attention of
the people. In two experiments carried on at Saidapet during
1897-98, the yield of seed per acre was 468 to 495 lbs.,
respectively. Recent enquiries in Madras resulted in the
opinion that the cultivation in the Presidency is still in an
experimental stage.
“In 1882 some Japanese Soy beans were sent by the
Government of India for trial to Saharanpur. In 1885 very
good results were obtained, the black seeded variety giving
a yield of 1,124 lbs. per acre, and the white seeded variety
giving a yield of 561 lbs. per acre. In 1886 the acclimatised
seed was widely distributed; in some cases the crop failed
and in others it was fairly successful, but as a rule where
seed was harvested it was said that the pulse was not popular
in any form. The Botanical Gardens grew the crop for a few
years longer but as there was no demand for the seeds the
cultivation was abandoned. An interest in Soy bean, however,
seems to have revived for the Agricultural Department has
this year sent to the Reporter on Economic Products samples

of the black variety of Soy beans from forty villages of the
United Provinces.
“At the Experimental Farm at Nagpur, Central
Provinces, the bean was grown experimentally from
Japanese seed first planted in 1885. The yield at the end of
the first year was at the rate of 180 lbs. per acre, but taking
the average of five years the result was 88 lbs. per acre. In
the Report for 1908-09 it is stated that Soy beans were grown
on a small area under field conditions and the yield was
fair, but there was little local demand for the seed. It was,
however, ground and formed an excellent addition to the diet
of the farm cattle. Last year only 43 lbs. were obtained on
light soil on the Nagpur Farm, the crop being practically a
complete failure; on heavier soil 380 lbs. of seed were raised.
“Soy beans have been grown at Poona for nine or ten
years with varying results, and they have also been tried at
Nadiad in Gujrat [Gujarat] and elsewhere in the Bombay
Presidency. In the Experimental Farm Report for 1901 a
large yield was chronicled, but next year the crops at Poona
and Surat failed. In 1904 a yield of 300 lbs. per acre was
obtained in light land. One year later nineteen plots were
under trial but with unpromising results, for only five yielded
seed enough to repay the cost of cultivation. The yield varied
from 50 to 293 lbs. per acre, and it was found that only
when the yield exceeded 200 lbs. was the crop profitable. In
1905-06 the Manjri Farm, Poona, grew nineteen plots with
better results, probably due to better soil. The yield of some
of the plots was on an average of 680 lbs. per acre–a highly
remunerative return. A year later it was reported by Mr.
Fletcher, Deputy Director of Agriculture, that an experiment
made on the edge of black cotton soil gave a yield of 1,166
lbs. per acre, while adjacent plots gave from 395 to 650 lbs.
per acre.
“In the Agri.-Horticultural Gardens at Lahore Soy bean
planted on a small area in 1894 yielded an estimated crop of
349 lbs. of seed per acre and 349 lbs. of fodder. Evidently it
varies greatly in suitability to different soils and climates and
does not seem to be adapted to the sea level plains of India.
“Gollan observed that the Japanese plant is erect,
attaining a height of 12 to 15 inches, while the Himalayan
form is a trailing plant. So far this vigorous growing plant
does not appear in India to have been attacked by any insect
or parasitic fungus.
“With regard to Burma, Mr. Burkill remarks: ‘The
Burmese grow it under the names of Pe-nga-pi and Pekyat-pyin, sowing it never in great quantities along with
other beans on the mud banks as the falling rivers leave
them bare in October, or more sparingly still away from the
rivers. The Kachins and other hill tribes grow a little of it on
their hill clearings, the Kachins call it Lasi. The Khasis, the
Nagas and other tribes between the Brahmaputra and Upper
Assam cultivate it similarly... In the Brahmaputra Valley it is
grown as far as known only towards Barpeta in the Kamrup
District.’
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“Soy beans are called ‘Bhut’ in the Punjab, ‘Bhat’,
‘Bhatwas’ or ‘Bhatmas’ in the United Provinces and in the
hills as far as Darjeeling, and ‘Rymbai ktung’ in Shillong
and the Khasi Hills. Mr. B.C. Basu gives the Assamese name
for Glycine as ‘Patani jokra’ and the corresponding Bengali
name as ‘Chhai.’ In the Naga Hills it is called ‘Tsudza’ or
‘Sudza.’ It is grown by the Lepchas in Sikkim and is called
by them ‘Salyang’ or ‘Silliangdun.’ ‘Pe-nga-pi’ is the usual
name for Soy bean in Burma, but it has been received under
the name of ‘Lasi shapre tum’ from Bhamo, and as ‘Lasi
N’Loi’ and ‘Lasi N’Hti’ from Myitkyina. The Santali name
appears to be ‘Disom Horee.’”
“Dr. J.W. Leather in 1903 analysed the seeds of seven
samples of Soy bean from Japanese seeds cultivated at
Manjri, near Poona. The amount of oil in them varied from
14.92 to 23.05 per cent. being on the dry weight 15.97 to
24.41 per cent. with an average of 19.99. In 1902 Dr. Leather
examined five samples grown on the Dumraon Farm. They
yielded from 14.27 to 19.72 per cent of oil on the air-dried
seeds.
“Fourteen samples of the seeds grown from Japanese
seeds at the Manjri Experimental Farm were again analysed
last year by a leading European firm. The percentage of
moisture varied from 9.90 to 12.06, and the percentage of oil
from 16.80 to 22.48...
“The following analyses of Indian-grown Soy beans
were made in the laboratory of the Indian Museum in 1909
and 1910.” Gives names and composition (oil [as is and on
a dry basis], water, and ash) for 17 varieties from Burma, 21
from the Hill Tracts, 11 from the United Provinces [black
seeds], and 15 varieties from Poona. “An attempt in 1903
to extract oil from these beans with the country ghani or
indigenous oil-mill was a failure in Bombay.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “soy-bean cheese” to
refer to tofu.
1154. Mexico. Ministerio de Fomento, Colonización
e Industria. 1911. La soya: Traduccion de varias
publicaciones extranjeras sobre la explotación de esta
planta [Soya: Translations of various foreign publications
on the development and cultivation of this plant]. Mexico:
Secretaria de Fomento. 57 p. [3 ref. Spa]
• Summary: The Ministerio de Fomento is the Ministry
of Public Works. The first three-fourths of this publication
contains Spanish-language translations of the following
three articles: (1) “The soybean: A valuable fodder plant” by
H.J. Choles (p. 3-26). Contents: Introduction. Botany and
history of the soybean (de la Soya). Varieties. Cultivation:
Conditions of growth, methods of culture. Harvesting: When
to harvest, curing, harvesting for seed, yield of forage, yield
of seed. Chemical composition. Digestibility. Value and uses
of the crop: For green forage, as a silage crop, as a hay crop,
as a pasture plant, as manure, value of the soybean as human

food.
(2) “Utilization of soybeans” by E.S. Edic [sic, Edie]
from Estación Agrícola Central–San Jacinto. Jan. 1911 (p.
26-36). Contents: Introduction. Uses of the soyabean: As
a forage plant, hay, ensilage, soy oil (El aceite de soya),
soymilk (leche de soya), a type of cheese (una especie de
queso) [tofu], soy flour (harina de soya), use of soybean oil
for margarine (margarina), for soap, illumination, paints and
other industrial products, soy bean meal used as a fertilizer
on Chinese sugar plantations, soybeans as a legume for
enriching the soil with nitrogen.
Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term El residuo de la soya to
refer to soy bean cake or meal.
The cultivation of soybeans. Varieties of soybeans (6
varieties based on seed color and shape). A table (p. 33) gives
a nutritional analysis, conducted by Mr. S.H. Collins, of a
yellow variety from China. It contains: Moisture 10.23%.
Oil 13.62%. Proteins (albuminoides) 37.54%. Carbohydrates
27.27%. Fiber 5.02%. Ash 4.32%.
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term una especie de queso to
refer to tofu.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that mentions soy flour, which it calls
harina de soya.
(3) “Importance of the Soybean: Products which can be
obtained from the soybean. Its marvelous value as food.”
reprinted from Milling magazine, Aug. 1909 (p. 36-42).
The last one fourth of this publication (p. 42-57)
discusses the following: The soybean (possibilities for
importation to Mexico). The new world trade in soybeans.
Soybean production in the British empire (Sir Alfred Jones,
soya in Africa, trials in British Columbia). Consumers of
soybeans (Countries that import the seeds, especially for
their oil to make margarine, soap, and paints; Canadian
research commission). As a food. Dark bread. Wheat
gluten. The latest news about soya: Products that can be
obtained (oil and meal), vegetable casein (caseina vegetal),
experiments making bread with soy flour, opportunity for the
manufacture of biscuits or crackers (galletas). Summary.
Note 4. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions soy oil, which it calls El
aceite de soya.
Note 5. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term leche de soya to refer
to soymilk. As of Oct. 2013 leche de soya is the modern
Spanish term for soymilk.
Note 6. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the word albumiunodes to refer to
soy protein.
Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen that uses the term margarina to refer to margarine.
Address: Mexico.
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1155. Pammel, Louis Hermann. 1911. A manual of
poisonous plants: Chiefly in eastern North America, with
brief notes on economic and medicinal plants, and numerous
illustrations. Cedar Rapids, Ohio: The Torch Press. viii + 977
p. See p. 520. Illust. 24 cm.
• Summary: The chapter on Leguminosae, under “Economic
plants” (p. 520) states: “The seed of the Adzuki bean
(Phaseolus mungo, var. glaber), is used as a food in Japan.
The soy bean... is used in large quantities by the Japanese
and Chinese for food, but is little used in the United States,
being here cultivated as a forage plant.
“Soy beans can only be fed in moderate quantities
to cattle because of their purgative properties. A loss of a
considerable number of cattle occurred in England recently
where soy bean cake has been used. When fed mixed no
trouble was caused, but when fed alone it caused poisoning.”
A non-original illustration (line drawing, p. 520; see
Jared Smith 1896) shows the upper part of a soja bean plant
with two pods. L.H. Pammel was born in 1862. Address:
Ph.D., Prof. of Botany, Iowa State College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts.
1156. Sawer, E.R. 1911. Cedara memoirs on South
African Agriculture. Vol. II. Containing reports on feeding
crops and livestock experiments in South Africa. Natal/
Pietermartizburg, South Africa. 371 p. See p. 131, 177, 183218. Report X. The Legumes as Grain and Oil Crops: Soya
Beans. [15 ref]
• Summary: A superb, early overview of soybeans and their
uses in South Africa and England. Contents: An agricultural
romance. Early experiments with the soya bean [in Europe
and South Africa]. Export trade from Manchuria. The
course of prices. Consumption in Great Britain. Botanical
character. The commercial aspect. History of the oil market
during 1910. The adaptability of the bean. Germination
of seed. Climatic requirements. Classification of varieties.
Variety tests at Cedara: Black seeded (Buckshot and Nuttall
tested in 1906), brown seeded, green seeded (Samarow and
Guelph), yellow seeded (Mammoth and Hollybrook, planted
Nov. 1908). The cultivation of the crop. Times of planting.
Distances of planting. Manure experiments at Cedara.
Nodule formation and composition of the plant. Harvesting
soya beans. Storage of seed. Comparative yields of grain.
Soya bean oil. Uses of the oil [for cooking, paint, soap, etc.].
Soya beans as human food (incl. natto, tofu, miso, yuba,
shoyu {p. 209-11}). Digestion experiments [on humans in
Japan]. Milling experiments. Soya beans as stock food and
fertiliser. Live-stock experiments. Soya cake as fertiliser.
Soya bean as green forage.
Concerning industrial utilization: The Vice-ConsulGeneral at Yokohama writes that “the annual value of
fertilisers employed in this country (Japan) amounts on an
average to about £8,000,000 represented in equal proportions

by artificial fertilisers and soya bean cake.” The year 1908
was exceptional, however, in that the value of the bean cake
was 3.5 times that of the artificial fertilizers (p. 184).
During 1910 the linseed oil reached its highest price in
50 years (p. 190). Soya oil, now produced in large amounts
in Manchuria after the Russo-Japanese war took its place. It
was used in making paints, candles, and soaps.
Concerning germination (p. 191): At Cedara: “The
first crop was planted in 1903, and a maximum yield of
920 lb. of grain obtained per acre. In the following season,
characterized by unfavourable weather conditions, the
heaviest yield on a new series of plots was 780 lb. per acre. A
third season’s trial on the same ground, however, witnessed
a marked increase with local seed, the heaviest crop totalling
1,252 lb. of grain.”
Concerning soybean cultivation in British colonies
in Africa (p. 192): “Early last summer the late Sir Alfred
Jones shipped to West Africa soya beans for experimental
purposes, and it was subsequently reported by Mr. A.G.
Turner, who was entrusted with a special mission to
encourage this culture on the west coast, that the soya bean
could be successfully cultivated throughout the Gambia,
Sierra Leone, Nigeria, and the Gold Coast Colony, but that
the yield to the first experiment had only been from six to
eight bushels per acre, there having been a considerable loss
owing to faulty germination. Later results, however, were
phenomenally successful.”
Concerning soybean trials in South Africa (p. 192-93):
“During the past year favourable results have been received
from Umzinto [from Messrs. Archibald and Co., 52 miles
south of Durban; elevation 300 feet], Nel’s Rust Estate [64
miles north of Durban; elevation 2,710 feet], Nottingham
Road [elevation 4,807 feet], and Naval Hill [Mr. J.R.T.
Clouston of Garrow planted a few acres in 1908], Colenso
[elevation 3,200 feet], and Cedara [82 miles by rail from
Durban; elevation 3,540 feet; a number of varieties were
tested in 1906] in Natal; and from Barberton and Pretoria in
the Transvaal.”
Concerning comparative yields (p. 203): “As a grain
producer, the soya bean compares very favourably with other
leguminous crops, such as field beans, peas, etc. At Cedara
no other legume has produced, with chemical manures only,
so heavy a yield of seed; and no other legume, except the
lupine, has showed itself so much to be depended upon as a
grain producer.” “Land that will produce 10 muids of maize
per acre should yield at least six muids of beans after the
second year’s cultivation,...”
Concerning uses of the oil (p. 209): “Soya bean oil
has been found eminently suitable for the soap-makers’
purpose on account of its low content of free fatty acids and
of unsaponifiable matter or impurities. In the latter respect
it has been shown superior to any of the other oils or fats
of commerce, whether of vegetable or animal origin. The
glycerine, which is secured as a by-product of soap and
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candle manufacture, is subsequently distilled
for explosives, such as dynamite, blasting
gelatine, cordite, etc., and for various purposes
in the arts, for filling gas-metres, for the
manufacture of inks, printers’ rollers, etc. The
residue from the distillation of glycerine is used
in the manufacture of boot blacking.”
Concerning human digestion experiments
(p. 212): “The general opinion of Japanese
investigators, and others familiar with Oriental
dietetics, is that the protein in articles of food
prepared from soya beans is in a very available
form, and that these preparations are most
valuable foods.”
Five photos show various men standing in
a crop of soya beans and in some of the variety
plots at Cedara (1909-11). An illustration (line
drawing) shows a curing frame for soya beans.
Tables show: (1) Yields in lb. per acre
of soya beans sown at different times, during
3 years (19-3-04 to 1905-06). For each year
is given: Date of sowing, date of harvest,
yield of grain and straw, and manures used
(superphosphate, gypsum, and potash). The
variety tested was Henderson’s Early Green
(Guelph) (p. 198). (2) Results of manure
experiments with soya bean (Early Green) in
lb. per acre. Sown 4 Nov. 1904. Harvested
13 March 1905. Increasing yields “may be
attributed to the association of nitro-bacteria, the benefits
of constant cultivation, and the accumulation of humus and
residues of fertilizers” (p. 200). (3) Feeding value of soya
bean cakes for manure, based on experiments by Messrs.
Lever Bros., Port Sunlight, Liverpool (p. 215).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
that mentions the use of a soy oil or a soy oil derivative
(glycerine) in making printing inks.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2004)
that mentions the use of soy oil to make candles (one of two
documents).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017)
concerning the use of soy oil (or the glycerine derived from
it) to make explosives.
Note 4. The next section of this report (p. 218+) is about
ground nuts (Arachis hypogoea). Address: Director, Div. of
Agriculture and Forestry, Natal; Principal, Cedara School
of Agriculture; Formerly Asst. Secretary of Agriculture,
Southern Rhodesia.
1157. Shaw, Thomas. 1911. Soiling crops and the silo: How
to cultivate and harvest the crops; how to build and fill the
silo; and how to use the silage. New York: Orange Judd
Company. xii + 366 p. Illust. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: The sections on the soy beans in this 1911

edition are identical to those in the 1900 edition. Address:
Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Minnesota.
1158. Silver Manufacturing Co. 1911. Modern silage
methods. 8th ed... Salem, Ohio. 240 p. See p. 145-46. Illust.
Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: In the Introduction, the section on “History of
the silo” notes that in the United States, the construction of
silos intended for the production of silage began in the late
1870s. An estimated 500,000 to 750,000 silos exist in the
USA today.
Chapter 7, titled “Silage crops” is mainly about corn
(called “Indian corn”) which is “the main silage crop in this
country, and is likely always to remain so.” Near the end
of the chapter, a section on “Other silage crops” discusses
clover, alfalfa, cow peas, and “Soja beans (soy beans)” (p.
145), and sorghum.
On the cover is a photo of a silo towering over a barn.
Address: Salem, Ohio.
1159. Wing, Joseph E. 1911. Meadows and pastures.
Chicago, Illinois: The Breeder’s Gazette. 418 p. See p. 14041, 200, 202, 204-12, 355.
• Summary: This book includes a section on farm uses of
soybeans and quotes from Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372 (p.
210-12) on soybeans. Soybeans need inoculation almost
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anywhere they are planted. They give better results than
cowpeas in silage. “Comparing cowpeas with soybeans–I
have tested these plants side by side in Louisiana, and
concluded that in nearly all ways soybeans were superior.
The soys made more forage and more seed and were more
easily harvested. Cowpeas, however, are better adapted to
rude methods of cultivation, and may do more to smother
out weeds.” Note: This is the second earliest document seen
(May 1996) that uses the word “soys.” It is the earliest book
seen that contains the word “soys.”
“Soybean (Glycine hispida)–This plant gives promise
of becoming a great factor in American farming, especially
in regions parallel in location to Kentucky and Tennessee...
It is a comparatively recent comer to America, but already
promises to displace the cowpea in many situations and to
supplement corn in rations for farm animals in such states
as Tennessee, Oklahoma and Kansas. At present, its most
enthusiastic advocates are properly to be found in Tennessee,
where soil and climate and habits of men seem congenial to
it.” Illustrations (all non-original) show: A soy bean plant,
with pods (p. 205). A typical soy bean plant with pods, and
roots with nodules (p. 207). Photos show: (1) The house in
which the author lived while writing this book (frontispiece,
facing the title page). (2) A man standing in a field of soy
beans in Tennessee (p. 209).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 1998)
by any member of the Wing family (Joseph, Charles, or
David) related to soybeans. Joseph E. Wing lived 1861-1915.
Address: Staff Correspondent of The Breeder’s Gazette.
1160. Wing Seed Co. 1911. Alfalfa: And how to grow it
(Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio: Wing Seed Co.
48 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: This is the company’s mail order catalog.
The back cover is filled with a black-and-white photo of
a man, dressed in a white shirt and black hat, standing in
a huge, well manicured field of “Wing’s Mikado Soys”
growing in rows. The long section titled “Soy beans” (p.
15-21) begins: “Two years ago we ventured the assertion
that Soy Beans were one of the coming crops. Today we are
much more certain of it than we were then. Out of twelve
hundred bushels of seed which we sold last year, only half a
dozen partial failures were reported to us; all the rest of our
customers being very enthusiastic over the crop.”
“We believe that we are the largest retailers of soy
beans in the United States. Possibly we retail as many as
all the rest of the dealers put together. We believe, also,
that we are spending more money to test varieties of these
beans to ascertain which are the good ones, and to perfect
them, by plant row breeding and selection, than any other
firm in the United States. We think that we can see decided
improvement in our varieties from the breeding work which
we have done with them. Wing’s Mikado, Mongol and Sable
varieties are our own, obtainable only directly from us. We

have no agent, and no other seedsmen have them.”
The following varieties are offered: Wing’s Mikado
(“A splendid variety, a little better adapted to grain than to
hay,...”), Wing’s Mongol (Secured in 1908; very similar
to Wing’s Mikado), Wing’s Sable (“A remarkable variety
secured by us in 1908 and considerably improved by us
since that time.”), Wing’s Extra Select Sable, Jet, Kingston,
Peking (“A variety so much like Wing’s Sable as to be
indistinguishable from it, except that it does not stand
poor quality soil quite so well as the latter. Under ordinary
conditions this is one of the finest beans that we have, and
on moderately fertile soil it will make as heavy a yield
of grain as any variety, and is also splendid for forage if
desired.” Matures in about 115 days), Wilson (Excellent
for forage), Ito San, Mixed Soy Beans, a Stray Soy Bean
(“This plant volunteered in our trial grounds; we do not
know the variety. We consider it the finest plant we have ever
seen. It contained 533 pods. Its seed will be sown on our
trial grounds next year.”). Photos show (p. 15-28): (1) Two
children “Inspecting the soy bean test plots.” According to
William Wing of Pella, Iowa (Dec. 1998), these are the sons
of Charles B. Wing. The elder is Gardner Bullard Wing, and
the younger is Winston Wing. (2) Two children in field of
shoulder-high “Peking soys just ripening. This looks like 30
bushels per acre.” (3) Two soy bean plants with many leaves
and some pods–Wing’s Mikado. (4) Three soy bean plants
with many pods and no leaves–Wing’s Mikado. (5) Two soy
bean plants with many pods and no leaves–Wing’s Sable.
(6) Two soy bean plants with many leaves and some pods–
Wing’s Mongol. (7) One soy bean plant with many leaves
and some pods–Wing’s Sable. (8) One soy bean plant with
many pods and no leaves–a stray soy bean. (9) Two soy bean
plants with many leaves and some pods–Kingston. (10) One
soy bean plant with many leaves and some pods–Peking.
(11) A young boy standing in a plot of shoulder-tall “extra
heavy yielding Sables.” (12) Two soy bean plants with many
leaves and some pods–Wilson. (13) One soy bean plant with
many pods and no leaves–Ito San. (14) One soy bean plant
with many leaves and some pods–Jet–”Note nodules on the
roots.” (15) Two children seated (one in a big straw hat) in
front of a field of soybeans (inside back cover).
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Wing’s Extra Select Sable, or
the term “Select Sable.” Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
1161. Zavitz, C.A.; Squirrell, W.J. 1911. Results of cooperative experiments in agriculture. Ontario Agricultural
and Experimental Union, Annual Report 32:14-44. For the
year 1910. See p. 16, 19, 24.
• Summary: This volume begins with a list of the name
and address of all members of the Ontario Agricultural
and Experimental Union. A table titled “Co-operative
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experiments for 1910” (p. 16), under “Grain crops” includes
“Testing two varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese beans–2
plots.”
In the section on “Grain crops,” a full-page table
titled “Grain crops, 1910” (p. 19) shows that 2 tests were
conducted on “Soy beans.” Brown (comparative value 100),
yielded 0.16 tons/acre of straw and 9.00 bu/acre (540 lb/acre)
of grain. Early Yellow (C.V. 100), yielded 0.40 tons/acre of
straw and 8.00 bu/acre (480 lb/acre) of grain. (Note: Since
the weather and rainfall were normal, it is not clear why the
yields were so low.)
The subsection titled “Soy beans” (p. 24) states: “About
twenty varieties of soy, soja, or Japanese beans have been
grown in an experimental way at the College. Most of these
varieties require too long a season to give satisfactory results
in this Province. From this list, however, two of the earliest
varieties have been selected and have been sent out for
experiments in the Province. The results are very meagre for
1910, and show the yields to be comparatively low. It should
be remembered, however, that the soy beans are exceedingly
rich in digestible nutrients, comparing favorably with cotton
seed meal when ground and used for feeding purposes. The
Early Yellow variety, which has been grown at the College
in each of the past fifteen years, have given an average of
15 bushels, or 900 lb/acre of grain. The yield of the Early
Yellow variety at the College in 1910 was 17.2 bushels,
which was very much higher than the average yield of the
experiments conducted on two Ontario farms.” Address: 1.
Prof. of Field Husbandry; 2. Lecturer in Field Husbandry.
Both: O.A.C. [Ontario Agricultural College], Guelph
[Ontario, Canada].
1162. Baylis, G. de S. 1912. Marton Experimental Plots.
Brief summary of work undertaken. J. of the New Zealand
Department of Agriculture 4(1):10-16. Jan. 15.
• Summary: The plots are used mainly to test varieties of
wheats, oats, and barleys recently introduced from Europe.
Maizes, millet and sorghum are also being tested for the
making of stack ensilage. “Other new forage plants such
as Helianti, are being tested, as well as Soya beans, Velvet
beans, Buda kale, American kale, and suchlike, and the work
is being carried out under ordinary farming conditions and
with usual implements.”
1163. Hooper, David. 1912. Soy bean in India: Glycine
hispida. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon)
38(1):11-15. Jan. 15; 38(2):99-103. Feb. 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a reprint of an article by the same author
with the same title published in 1911 in Agricultural Ledger
(Calcutta) No. 3. p. 17-33. Address: Australia.
1164. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1912. Wholesale catalogue.
Seeds, implements, fertilizers, insecticides, &c. for market
gardeners and florists. Spring edition (Mail-order catalog).

New York, NY: Press of McIlroy & Emmet. 80 p. 27 cm.
• Summary: In the full-page section titled “Farm seeds” is
the same illustration of the Soja Bean near the top center
of the page. In the left column we read, under “Beans for
soiling, fodder, etc.:
“Early Green Soja. This produces enormous crops as far
north as Canada. It grows about 4 ft. high and yields ten to
twenty tons of green fodder per acre, or 20 to 40 bushels of
Beans.
“It is a valuable leguminous plant for the farmer and
dairyman for either green or cured fodder or grain. It is
especially valuable for ensilage in combination with fodder
Corn or Japanese Millet (two parts of Millet to one part of
Soja Beans), thus furnishing a complete balanced ration.
“Soja beans are great soil enrichers, adding humus and
extracting nitrogen from the air. Sow 3 pecks per acre. (See
cut).
“Price, peck, $1.75; bushel (60 lbs.), $5.00; 10 bush., @
$4.80.
On the cover is a man holding a map of the United
States, upon which is written in bold letters: “Farmers in
every clime use and praise Henderson’s seeds.” Above it:
“1847-1912.”
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York, New York.
1165. Miller, M.F. 1912. Growing cowpeas in Missouri
(Reprinted and enlarged from edition issued in Sept. 1909).
Missouri State Board of Agriculture, Monthly Bulletin
10(1):1-35. Jan. See p. 33-34.
• Summary: The Introduction begins: “In 1909, Prof. M. F.
Miller of the College of Agriculture, and at the request of the
Board of Agriculture, prepared a plain and popular bulletin
on the cowpea.” This is a reprint with updates.
The section on “Soy beans,” by George W. Williams
(p. 33-34) states: “Soy beans are not so much talked of
or written about as are cowpeas, because they are not so
universally grown. Farmers are just beginning to realize
their feeding value as well as their value as a soil builder. As
a fertilizer alone they are superior to the cowpea; in fact, I
think superior to anything that we have discovered in the line
of a forage plant.
“They are a stronger nitrogen gatherer and a much
deeper rooter than cowpeas, as they have a long tap root
that penetrates the soil to a depth of from twelve to eighteen
inches and honeycombs the hard plow bed and loosens
it, making it pervious to air and water alike. This forms
an underdrain for the surplus water in a wet time, and a
reservoir to hold the moisture in a dry time. This honeycombing of the hard strata or plow bed starts nature to
breaking the undercrust, which in a short time, say one or
two years, will be all broken into small particles that will
act as water carriers through the capillary action, bringing
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the water from the reservoir below up to near the surface,
where the plants can get a ‘drink’ in a dry time. The soy
bean is the plant so ‘loudly’ advertised by the seed men in
their annual catalogs as the ‘Wonderful Coffee Berry,’ and it
does answer as a pretty good substitute for the genuine Java.
The beans, lightly browned, as we once did all our coffee,
ground and mixed with the store product, half and half, make
a mild-flavored drink resembling somewhat pure coffee, but
probably more wholesome.
“There are quite a number of varieties of the soy bean
as well as the cowpea. I am growing the Medium Yellow, as
they do best for me. I drill them with a checkrower, leaving
the rows corn-row width, and cultivate them two or three
times with the same plows that I use in the cultivation of
cowpeas. Soy beans may be planted as early as corn, and if
up when a light frost strikes them it will have no bad effect,
as they seem to be perfectly hardy. They do best planted after
cowpeas, as the cowpeas inoculate the soil with a certain
kind of bacteria that is an aid in the successful growth of the
soy bean.
For forage, they should be cut just as they begin to show
yellow on the leaves. Let them lay in the swath about two
days, shock and let cure in the shock. This makes a ‘number
one’ grade of feed and is greedily eaten by all farm stock.
When cut at this stage there are but few beans that have
matured, and the yield will be very light. If grown for beans,
they should get ripe, by which time most of the leaves have
fallen off, and they can be cut and shocked without much
curing, allowing time for them to cure in the shock. They are
not as tender to thresh as the cowpeas and do not break so
easily. They should be sown, or planted, on the thinnest soil
on the farm, especially if desired for beans, as on thin soil
they do not make such large stalks and more pods. On very
rich soil they grow very rank–from four to six feet high–with
few pods.
“The threshed beans are very rich feed, especially for
hogs. The analysis shows that pound for pound they are
equal to oil meal and should be fed in connection with a
‘filler’ such as clover, alfalfa, etc. I would advise that every
farmer try a little plot of soy beans.”
A large photo shows a man standing in a field of “Soy
beans five feet high and just beginning to bloom. Mr.
Williams figured on a crop of not less than 25 bushels per
acre.” Address: Prof., College of Agriculture, Columbia,
Missouri.
1166. Morse, W.J. 1912. Re: Promising varieties of soybeans
grown at Arlington. Letter to Miss M.G. Austin [USDA BPI],
Feb. 10. 2 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “The following list represents some promising
varieties of soybeans grown in quantity at the Arlington
Experimental Farm and Virginia Agricultural Experiment
Station in 1911.”
The varieties are 32890 Duggar, 32891 Austin, 32906

Virginia, 32907 Peking, 32908 Chestnut, and 32909 Auburn.
For each a full description is given; the description of
Duggar is typical.
“32980 Duggar. Grown under No. 17268 C. at Virginia
Experiment Station, Blacksburg, Virginia, 1911. A field mass
selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907 out of
S.P.I. No. 17268, Ito San. An olive-yellow seeded variety of
medium maturity found especially promising in Alabama and
Virginia.
“32891 Austin. The progeny of S.P.I. No. 17263 grown
under No. 17263 at Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg,
Virginia, 1911; originally from S.P.I. No. 6397 from
Pingyang, Korea. This variety was also distributed under
Agrostology No. 1539. A later olive-yellow seeded variety
found especially promising in Virginia. Tennessee, and
Southern Pennsylvania.
“32906 Virginia. Grown under No. 19186 D. A pure
field selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907 out
of S.P.I. No. 19186 from Newchwang, Manchuria, 1906. A
medium late brown seeded variety of considerable promise
“32907 Peking. Grown under No. 17852B. A pure field
selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907 out of
S.P.I. No. 17852, Meyer, from Peking, China. A medium late
variety with small black seeds. Very prolific and especially
promising as a hay variety.
“32908 Chestnut. Grown under number 20405 B. A
field mass selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907
out of S.P.I. No. 20405, Habaro, from Khabarovsk, Siberia,
1906. A medium early brown seeded variety of promise in
the more Northern states.
“32909 Auburn. Grown under number 21079 A. A field
mass selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907 out
of S.P.I. No. 21079, Shingto, from Tieling, Manchuria, 1907.
A black seeded variety of medium maturity found especially
promising in Pennsylvania and New York.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1167. J. of the Department of Agriculture of South Australia.
1912. The soya bean: Increasing popularity. 15(7):757-58.
Feb.
• Summary: Contents: The trade in beans. Use as a stock
food. As a restorative crop. Trials in Australia.
“The extraordinary increase in the soya bean trade
during the past few years (writes the New Zealand Farmer)
is one reason why this crop should be thoroughly tested
in New Zealand. Another reason is that the Soya bean has
been proved to be a staple legume and a restorative crop for
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profitable growth in rotation with maize.”
“In England the value of the bean has become so well
recognised that the London Times states that this year’s
requirements of the bean (for oil extraction and the residual
cake for cattle food) would be over one million tons.
“The soya bean has been hailed as one of Australia’s
coming crops. From experiments made there ‘wonderful
results in Queensland,’ and ‘encouraging tests in Victoria’
are reported.” At “Cheltenham upwards of 13½ tons of
green soy fodder per acre was obtained, and 10 tons per
acre at Ballarat.” Varieties planted at Cheltenham were Ito
San (yellow), Baird (brown), Brownie (brown), and Guelph
(green). The yield from each variety in tons of green soy
fodder per acre is given. Baird was the leader with 13 tons,
10 cwt and 10 lbs. Note: 1 cwt = hundredweight = 112
pounds.
1168. Minns, Edward R. 1912. Soy beans as a supplementary
silage crop. New York (Cornell) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 310. p. 257-74. Feb. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Feeding value of soy
beans. Soy beans as nitrogen gatherers. Varieties. Soils
and climate for soy beans. Cultural methods. Harvesting
soy beans. Experiments on the Cornell University farm.
Desirability of further experiments.
“Soy beans have never been grown on many farms in
New York.” There are few localities in New York where soy
beans will grow well enough to compete with commercial
crops of these beans grown in the warmer latitudes. “There
is little opportunity to cure the plants for hay in September,
the season when they are most valuable for feed. The most
profitable use that can be made of the soy bean in this state is
to ensile it with corn fodder before frost kills the foliage. For
this purpose the culture of soy beans should be encouraged
wherever the tendency is toward intensive dairy farming and
the soil and climate are favorable for corn growing.”
Varieties: In New York state, Medium Green is best
adapted for green forage, followed by Medium Green (also
known as Medium Early Green, Early Green, or Guelph),
Auburn, Medium Yellow, or Mammoth Yellow. Ito San is
best for seed, followed by Elton.
“For silage or soiling purposes, the crop may be
harvested with a side-delivery reaper or with a twine binder.
The fodder is at its best for feed when the pods are mostly
filled and the foliage has not yet begun to fall off. If ripe
seed is desired, the plants should stand until the leaves have
dropped. When the pods are tough with dampness, a reaper
or a mower may be used to cut the ripe stalks. Curing in
stacks so made as to shed water will be found best. Varieties
that shatter badly when dry should be handled in the field
only when damp enough to be tough.”
A map (p. 267) shows some of the localities in New
York state where soy beans have been grown successfully
(about 30), and where they have failed (about 6).

Photos show: (1) A field of soy bean plants (front
cover). (2) Soy bean plants with partially filled seed pods,
shown against a ruler. Clusters of tubercles on the roots were
produced by soil inoculation (p. 260). (3) Close-up of soy
bean stems and roots showing the characteristic formation of
tubercles due to seed inoculation (p. 261). (4) Medium Green
soy beans growing with corn (p. 264). (5) Near view in a
field of soy beans and corn (p. 266).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that use the term “twine binder” or “reaper” (“side-delivery
reaper”) in connection with soybean production.
1169. Roberts, George; Kinney, E.J. 1912. Soy beans.
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 161.
p. 105-31. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the soy
bean. Uses of the soy bean: The seed, hay and forage, silage.
The soy bean in relation to soil fertility: Place in the rotation,
as a nitrogen-gathering crop, as a green manure crop.
Varieties of soy beans: Variety tests of soybeans planted
on 20 May 1911 (Ito San, Haberlandt, Ebony, Hollybrook,
Brooks, Meyer, Austin, Wilson, Sooty, Mammoth Yellow,
Medium Yellow {identical with Ito San}), varieties for
grain production (Haberlandt, Austin, Hollybrook, Meyer),
varieties for forage (For hay: Meyer, Wilson, and Sooty; For
late green forage and silage: Mammoth Yellow; For catch
crops: Ito San or Medium Yellow). Cultural directions: Soil
requirements, inoculation, preparing the seed bed, planting,
distance between rows, rate of seeding, time of seeding,
cultivation. Harvesting: Stages for cutting, cutting for seed,
cutting and curing for hay. Threshing. Care of the seed
(storage). Discussion of yields.
“Silage: Soy beans for a valuable addition to corn for
silage purposes, tending to make such silage a more nearly
balanced ration. They can well be used for this purpose in the
proportion of one part of soy beans to four or five of corn”
(p. 112). “For hay the beans are cut with a mower and as
soon as wilted raked into small windrows. They are allowed
to dry here for a short time, and should then be put into small
shocks and allowed to stand until well cured” (p. 126). An
illustration (p. 126) shows a device (a pole frame shaped like
a 3-sided pyramid) “for curing soy bean hay in shock.”
“Threshing: The ordinary grain separator can be adjusted
to successfully thresh soy beans, but as equipped for smallgrain threshing, a large per cent of the beans will be cracked
or split. This does not injure them for feeding purposes, but
ruins them for seed or for sale.
“The Experiment Station owns a small separator, which
is used to thresh the grain crops grown on the farm, and
considerable time has been spent in studying the necessary
adjustments for threshing soy beans. In general, the machine
is like all separators, and the same adjustments will apply to
all machines.
“The chief cause of split beans is the high speed of the
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cylinder. The speed is reduced one-half and the speed of the
fans and other parts is maintained by doubling the size of
both cylinder pulleys. A special set of thin concaves is used”
(p. 127).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Sooty. Address: 1. Agronomist,
Head of Div. of Agronomy; 2. Asst. Agronomist. Both: Univ.
of Kentucky, Lexington.
1170. Virginia: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonyms: Early Virginia Brown, Virginia Early Brown
(Morse 1927). Virginia Brown (Soybean Blue Book 1947;
Morse 1948). 1912. Seed color: Brown (olive).
• Summary: Sources: Morse, W.J. 1912. Letter to Miss M.G.
Austin [USDA BPI], Feb. 10. “The following list represents
some promising varieties of soybeans grown in quantity at
the Arlington Experimental Farm and Virginia Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1911. The varieties are... 32906
Virginia, 32907 Peking,...” For each a full description is
given.
Robert, J.C. 1915. Preliminary report on the economic
value of the soybean. Jackson, MS: Mississippi Agricultural
College, Tucker Printing House. 15 p. July 1. See p. 2
(photo) and 4 (composition table). The soybean variety
Virginia was grown and tested in Mississippi in 1913 and
1914. The percentage composition for the two years was as
follows: Moisture 6.39 / 7.59. Ash 5.35 / 6.00. Fat 17.37 /
18.45. Protein 40.31 / 40.56. Nitrogen free extract 25.19 /
22.42. Fiber 5.38 / 4.98.
Williams, C.B. 1916. “More soy beans for the South.”
Progressive Farmer. 31:451. April 1. In “the upper Piedmont
and mountain sections of the South, where the growing
period is relatively short, the Wilson and Virginia are
suitable varieties. For hay in any section the Virginia is well
suited because of the character of its growth. Unfortunately,
however, at the present time the seed of this latter variety are
very scarce...”
Washburn, W.F. 1916. “Soya bean oil.” North Dakota
Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin. No. 118. p. 35-42. Sept. See
p. 41. Series No. 4200. Information about the seed and oil
of the soybean variety Virginia, grown in Maryland and
Kentucky, is given.
Schmitz, Nickolas. 1917. “Soybeans.” Maryland Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 201. p. 131-58. Feb. See p. 14042. “This is the most desirable all-around variety tested thus
far for all sections of Maryland.”
Morse, W.J. 1918. “The soy bean: Its culture and uses.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. 32 p. July. See p. 16.
“The Virginia on account of its abundant growth and large
yield of seed makes an excellent forage. It is recommended
as a suitable variety for hay or ensilage and as such can be
grown throughout the greater part of the corn belt. Plants
slender, erect, with vining terminals, maturing in about 125
days; pubescence tawny; flowers purple; seeds brown, with

a brown seed scar, much flattened, medium small, about
250,000 to the bushel; oil, 17.8%; protein, 40.2%.”
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 169. “Selection from the Morse, 1907 (Fig. 44).” Seed
size: About 207,300 to the bushel.
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 7, 10.
“Early Virginia Brown.–The same as Virginia.” “Virginia
Early Brown.–The same as Virginia.”
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1189. Selection by Arlington
Experiment Farm, 1907.
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1939. “Soybeans: Culture
and varieties.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520 (Revised
ed.) 39 p. Nov. See p. 16. “Virginia–Selection (19186-D)
from the Morse variety at Arlington Experiment Farm in
1907. Maturity, about 125 days; pubescence, tawny; flowers,
purple, appearing in 50 to 55 days; pods, two- to threeseeded; seeds, brown with brown hilum, about 3,455 to
the pound; germ, yellow; oil, 19.82 percent; protein, 40.08
percent.”
Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY
Series No. 30. p. 18-19. Virginia is in the USDA Germplasm
Collection. Maturity group: IV. Year named or released:
1918. Developer or sponsor: USDA. Literature: 04. Source
and other information: Selected from ‘Morse’ in 1909 at
the USDA Arlington Farm, Virginia. Prior designation: PI
19186D. Address: USA.
1171. Williams, C.G.; Welton, F.A. 1912. The soybean and
cowpea. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
237. p. 239-61. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Uses: As grain, hay, silage, a soiling
crop, pasture, and for soil renovation. Culture: Soils,
fertilizers and inoculation, seedbed, cultivation, time of
seeding, rate of seeding, manner of seeding. Harvesting:
Hay, silage, seed, threshing. Varieties: Table III (p. 252)
describes 32 varieties of soybeans including their weight,
color, manner of growth, date of bloom, color of bloom, and
average height of plants. Table IV (p. 253) gives the yield of
grain and straw for 32 varieties and includes the average date
of maturity, average number of days to maturity (112-135),
average yield per acre of beans (1908-11, plus 2 year and 4
year averages; highest 2 year average was 25.5 bu/acre) and
of straw (highest 2 year average was 2,275 lb/acre), pounds
of straw per bushel of grain (63-116), and retention of beans
(Good, fair, or excellent), and enemies of soybeans (“So far
as this Station is aware, there are no enemies of economic
importance to the soybean in the state.”). Table V (p. 255)
shows many varieties of soybeans grouped into early (116
days or less), medium (117-126 days), and late (127-132
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days). For each variety is given: Average date of maturity in
Ohio, average number of days to maturity, two-year average
yield per acre of beans and straw, and weight per bushel of
seed.
“Within the last twenty or twenty-five years it [the
soybean] has gained considerable prominence in the
agriculture of several states, notably Massachusetts and
Kansas, into both of which states the seed was imported
direct from Japan. The wide variations in different varieties
as regards time of maturity, permit it to be grown pretty
generally throughout the United States. Roughly speaking,
the earliest varieties can be grown successfully as far north
as corn. In Ohio the acreage at present is not large, but is
rapidly increasing. The Ohio Experiment Station has been
growing soybeans continuously in a small way since 1894.
From year to year the acreage has been gradually increased,
until now about fifteen acres are grown annually.”
Harvesting: The harvesting of soybeans for hay is
“the most difficult work connected with the growing of
the crop. No satisfactory machinery especially adapted to
handling them has as yet been placed on the market... For the
harvesting of soybeans for seed, probably the best machinery
available is either the ordinary mower with side delivery
attachment, or the old-time self-raking reaper.
“Threshing: While it is essential to have soybeans well
cured before threshing, yet at the time of threshing it is
desirable that they be damp or ‘tough.’ In this condition they
can be threshed in an ordinary threshing machine with very
little cracking of beans, providing the machine be run slowly
and with blank concaves.”
Photos show: A field of soybeans, July 27, 47 days after
planting (oval photo on cover). A soybean plant with leaves
removed and many pods visible (p. 242). Soybean roots with
and without nodules (p. 246, from First Principles of Soil
Fertility, by Vivian).
Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2016) with the word “soybean” or
“soybeans” in the title.
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest experiment station
publication seen (Oct. 2016) with the word “soybean” or
“soybeans” in the title. The last such publication was also
from Ohio.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2019) that uses the term “enemies” (or “enemy”)
in connection with soybean pests. Address: 1. Chief,
Agronomy; 2. B.S., Asst., Agronomy. Both: Wooster, Ohio.
1172. Merrill, L.A. 1912. Forage crops for Western farmers.
Davis County Clipper (Utah). March 1. p. 6.
• Summary: “Oregon Short Line Railroad Demonstration
Train Lecture (Continued from Last week).” This article is
mostly about the soiling system–its benefits and drawbacks.
“We do not claim for this system that it is a new
practice. Repeated experiments have been made in other

states, notably Wisconsin, on this subject, and with excellent
results. We wish to refer you to the Channel Islands,
Guernsey and Jersey.” On the island of Jersey they are
keeping approximately 12,500 head of Jerseys [cows], and
2,500 head of horses. This makes approximately 15,000
head of livestock supported from 10,000 acres of land, or 1½
head for every acre of farm. All the cattle are soiled the year
round, except the cows for milk which are tethered. These
Jersey farmers are the most scientific farmers in the world;
they make enormous profits from their land and I believe this
is due largely to the soiling system.”
Rye and alfalfa are excellent soiling crops in Utah;
corn and barley also do well, depending on the agricultural
conditions. “I have found however that when it comes to a
question of the very best soiling rations for producing the
greatest amount of milk, there is no forage crop that excels
peas and oats sown together.”
“There are a great many other crops that are used for
soiling purposes in other sections of the country [USA], such
as winter vetch, cow peas, soja beans, etc. but these crops
do not seem to thrive well under the climatic conditions
prevailing here” [in northern Utah].
Note: This article also appeared in the Gunnison Gazette
(Utah), 1 March 1912, p. 3; and in the Emery County
Progress (Utah), 13 April 1912, p. 5. Address: Director,
Extension Div., Utah Agricultural College.
1173. Wing, Joseph E. 1912. Growing a substitute for
tankage (Letter to the editor). Breeder’s Gazette 61(11):64950. March 13.
• Summary: “The appended letter comes from S.T.K.,
Williamsport, Ohio:
“’What home-grown crop can you suggest to take the
place of tankage in swine feeding, to use with corn? How
many acres will it take to produce the equivalent of a ton
of tankage, and will it be more economical to raise this,
everything considered. than to raise corn and buy tankage?
I would appreciate full particulars also as to cultivation.
feeding and also the kind of soil required. I have ten acres
of black bottom soil that has some slope. It will go into corn
this year unless you think I could start alfalfa. I have some
clay land adjacent that I would like to get into something
besides corn this year. It has been corned to death. I want
to work into hog-raising. and want to get the farm into
corn, clover. alfalfa, some substitute for tankage, and just
enough wheat for bedding. Has Joseph E. Wing ever had any
experience with a small cold-storage plant, to use natural ice,
as far as possible, and to fill in by gasoline power? Would
it pay to put in a small plant to store eggs to hold for top
prices?’
[Answer:] “The soybean has much less digestible
protein than the best tankage–29.1 and 50.1 per cent
respectively. In fat the soybean slightly excels, having 14.6
per cent, while tankage has 11.6 per cent. Either will be a
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first rate thing with which to balance corn. The soybeans can
be grown easily, with culture somewhat like corn only the
rows need to be no wider apart than 30 inches, or less if the
horse can get through between them. Varieties vary much
in productivity. S.T.K. can grow the large varieties but not
the latest ripening varieties. One can easily grow about 600
pounds of soybeans per acre.
“For the land that needs renewing, one could grow either
soybeans or cowpeas. Soybeans if cut off and taken away do
not much enrich the soil, if at all, nor do cowpeas, but they
can be hogged off and then they do enrich the soil. Soybeans
ought to have soil inoculation to do their best.
“That land could also be sown to mammoth clover
alone, or common red clover, giving a liberal fertilization
with acid phosphate and if possible a sprinkling of manure.
Sown alone, this will make strong growth and can be hogged
in the late summer and will last two years, when it can
be put back to corn for a year, manured and fertilized and
sown to alfalfa. In sowing the clover next spring add about
10 per cent of alfalfa seed to the clover for the purpose of
inoculation.
“In this home-growing scheme the thing to do is to get
right down to corn and alfalfa growing as rapidly as possible.
If the land needs it, he should lime it well since he is so near
the quarries where ground limestone is sold cheaply. Let him
grow the pigs on alfalfa and he will not need tankage. He can
finish them on corn alone and all will be well; just pasture on
alfalfa and feed lightly on corn during the summer.
“I hardly think there has yet been made a cold storage
plant at low enough cost to be serviceable on the farm. If
there has I do not know about it. An icehouse with a cold
room (of small size) in it, surrounded by sawdust and with
a compartment over it where cakes of ice can be laid and
buried in sawdust will make it cold enough to keep eggs, I
think, and that might work all right.
“Joseph E. Wing.” Address: Cayuga, Indiana.
1174. Grantham, A.E. 1912. The soy bean–A new protein
crop. Country Gentleman 77(12):7, 18. March 23.
• Summary: “As a field crop the soy bean is now to the Corn
Belt, although the plant has been grown in a limited way as
a garden novelty for many years. Systematic efforts toward
bringing the crop into general culture did not begin until
the agricultural experiment stations were established. About
1890 Professor Brooks, of the Massachusetts Agricultural
College, on a trip to Europe secured the seed of a few
varieties of the soy bean which he planted and carefully
studied. This marked the beginning of investigations by
the experiment stations in many states... It must be said,
however, that soy-bean culture has passed the experimental
stage and that the interest in the crop is developing rapidly.
The past five years have shown a remarkable increase in the
area planted to it.”
“The future of the soy bean as a permanent crop in our

agriculture does not rest upon its direct commercial value
but rather upon the use of the plant by farmers to take the
place of many of the concentrated feeding stuffs now being
purchased.”
Photos, by the author, show: (1) A soy bean plant with
its mature pods. (2) Piles of soy bean hay in a field; when
properly cured it equals alfalfa in quality. (3) A farmer
standing in a field of soy beans; an acre often produces a ton
of seed. Corn is growing along one edge.
1175. Fisher, M.L.; King, F.G. 1912. Supplementary pasture
crops. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Circular No. 35. 16 p. March.
• Summary: “The hog in a natural state is a foraging animal.
Practically all forms of plant and animal life were consumed
by wild swine in their search for food.”
“The character of the forage furnished by the soy bean is
much the same as that of the cowpea. However, it produces
a much larger percentage of grain to forage than does the
cowpea and the grain contains a higher per cent of protein. It
is far more valuable for the feeding quality of its grain than
of its leaves. It is entirely possible to secure forage for 20 to
30 hogs per acre for four to six weeks in the fall and make
exceedingly rapid and economical gains on them. From
the result of several trials at this station it has been found
that the threshed soy beans are worth practically as much
per ton for fattening hogs as linseed oilmeal, and that very
rapid and economical gains can be made by the use of this
plant whenever satisfactory growth is secured. The nature
of the soy bean is such that it requires only about one part
of the bean to four or five parts of corn to produce the most
rapid and economical gains. Therefore, hogs on soy bean
pasture should be given a full ration of corn.” Address: 1.
Dep. of Soils and Crops; 2. Dep. of Animal Husbandry. Both:
Lafayette, Indiana.
1176. Wing, Chas. B. 1912. Soybeans and cowpea yields
(Letter to the editor). Breeder’s Gazette 61(17):993. April 24.
• Summary: “To The Gazette–I note on page 650 of your
issue of March 13 my brother’s comments on the soybean,
and especially his statement that one can easily grow about
600 pounds of soybeans per acre. C.G. Williams of the Ohio
Experiment Station says that the average yield of soybeans is
probably 18 or 20 bushels, and this more nearly corresponds
with the ideas of everyone who has had much experience
with the plant. A.A. Parsons of Indiana, one of the oldest and
largest growers in the country, gets about 30 bushels to the
acre each year. I have grown them myself for over ten years,
and do not recall a yield of less than 15 bushels, even with
the old varieties. I have repeatedly grown 30 to 38 bushels
in a test plot, while Prof. C.G. Williams, I believe, reports
nearly 50 bushels in a test plot. A.A. Parsons has grown 50
bushels in a test plot, and John M. Perley of Missouri, who is
on one of the Government administration farms, grew over
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50 bushels in a test plot. We have many letters from farmers
in every part of the country who are growing 25 to 35 under
field conditions, so that a yield of 600 pounds, or ten bushels,
as mentioned by my brother, seems like an injustice to this
plant. He also states that the soybean if cut off and taken
away does not enrich the soil much if at all, nor does the
cowpea. I have had very little experience with cowpeas, but
the figures which I have from experiment stations as well
as from private growers indicate that there is a moderate
benefit derived from the cowpeas even when cut off for hay.
The same would apply to soybeans, if they were inoculated.
Unfortunately many growers have grown soybeans without
inoculation. The plant does fairly well without inoculation,
but of course impoverishes the soil when it has no nodules.
When it is inoculated its roots carry as many nodules as any
plant we have ever seen, and there is no good reason why it
should not restore some fertility to the soil in the shape of
nitrogen when it has these nodules.
“I have been unable to find accurate figures showing the
amount of nitrogen which the soybean does add to the soil,
this being probably because the plant is somewhat new; but
if appearances, judged from its nodules, count for anything,
as they are usually supposed to do, the amount added would
by no means be negligible. As a matter of fact, everybody
knows that any legume which is made into hay or fodder
adds much less nitrogen to the soil than one plowed under.
The statistics on this point usually show that when the hay
is removed only one-half as much nitrogen is added to the
soil as when the hay crop is turned under. I believe this to be
well-established scientific principle that has been repeatedly
demonstrated, and I do not believe that it can be shown by
scientific demonstration that either the soybean or cowpea
should be put in a class by itself as a plant which adds no
fertility to the soil when the tops are removed.
“Champaign Co., Ohio. Chas. B. Wing.” Address:
Cayuga, Indiana.
1177. Christian Science Monitor. 1912. Soy bean’s
possibilities as bearing on the cost of living: Manchurian
product already used in connection with farming life of
America as well as in Europe. Food for cattle. April 27. p.
25.
• Summary: The soy bean may gradually help to lower the
cost of living in the USA. Few things give greater concern
to most people than high prices and “how to get the most for
the money.”
“The entrance of the soy bean on the western
agricultural horizon may be considered as a prospective
factor in American farming... This leguminous native of the
far east is likely to settle down permanently in American
soil” and may come to mean much to American “consumers
of met and vegetable food.”
Already as a feed for cattle, “this bean is beginning to
influence the produce market.”

“It is due to Japanese energy that the soy bean has
become one of the chief articles for export from Manchuria...
In Europe... they are now finding other uses for the bean
besides feeding it to cattle. Refined soy bean oil is being
mixed with other oils for a salad dressing; bean flour is being
mixed with wheat or rye flour for making bread or biscuits.
Soap manufacturers are discovering in it one of the best
ingredients for their products, and in the manufacture of
paints and lubricating and illuminating oils it is beginning to
play a conspicuous part.
“The fact remains, however, that the chief value of
the soy bean is in the form of beancake for cattle, and the
American department of agriculture [USDA] in Washington
[DC] has directed its experiments principally in that
direction.
“There may be a lesson to American farmers in the
experience of Denmark and Holland with the soy bean as
animal food. At first there was some hesitance about using
it because of apprehension that it might affect the quality
of the butter. But all such thoughts proved baseless and the
Manchurian bean now goes to these great dairy countries in
ever increasing quantities.
“As recently as five years ago, B.T. Galloway, chief of
the bureau of plant industry of the department of agriculture,
wrote to secretary Wilson as follows: ‘Soy beans have
become an important crop in only a few localities in the
United States, but in the cases where farmers have learned
how to utilize them to the best advantage they have proved
to be a crop of high value. They are especially valuable for
mixing with corn for silage, for the production of hay and for
pasture use, especially for hogs. They possess an advantage
over cow peas in that the growth is erect and they are,
therefore, easily harvested. Some of the taller sort may be
harvested with an ordinary grain binder.
“’One reason why soy beans have not become more
prominent in American agriculture has been the impossibility
of securing seeds of a particular variety.’
“Made bean study: To remedy this defect, Carlton
R. Ball, agronomist of the department of agriculture,
was charged with the task of finding ways and means for
introducing the right varieties in the United States. Mr. Ball’s
investigations covered a period of more than four years.
At the end of that time he prepared a report [published in
May 1907] which was considered the last word in soy bean
literature.” A good summary of the report is given. “The best
known soy bean [variety] on the market is Ito San.
“One of the grievances of the American farmer in recent
years has been that it cost so much to feed his stock.” The
soy bean may help to ease or to solve this problem.
1178. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta). 1912. Soy beans.
7(2):207-08. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Report on the Agricultural Stations in the
Central Provinces and Berar for the year 1910-11 contains
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a few notes on the experiments with the cultivation of
Soy Bean at the Powarkhera and Nagpur College Farms.”
At Powarkhera, a small-seeded Japanese variety grew
splendidly and gave a yield of about 800 pounds of beans
per acre. But analysis showed that these beans contained
only 10% oil and are thus more suited for forage purposes.
On the Nagpur College Farm, the farm variety, introduced
in 1882, was grown on an extended scale this year with and
without superphosphate: 10 acres were sown... Some 15
new varieties were tried this year. At Pusa, too, soy beans
obtained from Nagpur were tried, with the result that a yield
of nearly seven maunds per acre was obtained, which is not
sufficient to pay for the cultivation and for the occupation of
the land for two seasons.–[Editor].
1179. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1912.
Cultivation of soy beans in Britain. 19(1):33-35. April.
• Summary: “Previous to 1909 a few attempts to grow the
crop [soy bean in England] had been made, but without
any great success; at best, the plants obtained grew up to
the flowering stage, but no seed was formed. The Board,
thinking it possible that the seeds previously tried might
have come from hotter climates and have been of varieties
quite unsuited to this country, obtained from an Experiment
Station in North Japan, seed of sixteen varieties of soy bean,
along with a small quantity of soil in which the crop had
been grown. These were grown in 1909 by Mr. Jay Golding
at the Midland Agricultural College, and Professor [Roland]
Biffen at Cambridge.
“In the autumn of 1909 Mr. Golding reported that the
seeds were sown on May 6th, and many of them grew well
and vigorously, but none flowered. Even some lifted and
placed in a greenhouse refused to do so. The plants were,
however, strong and healthy, and the roots were covered with
an abundance of large nodules. At Cambridge the results
were similar...”
“These experiments appeared to suggest that Japanese
varieties were not suited for conditions here, so in the
following year the Board obtained, through the Seed
Crushers’ Association, some Manchurian soy beans. One
sample had been grown in North Manchuria, the other in the
South, and each clearly contained several distinct varieties.
These were grown as before by Mr. Golding and Professor
Biffen. The former reported that again, though the crop had
grown vigorously with abundant formation of root nodules,
no seed matured. At Cambridge the test was more successful,
the plants, though not growing very vigorously, flowered
about mid-August and ripened a small quantity of seed about
the end of September. This seed was sown in April, 1911,
but the crop made very little growth, and in spite of the hot
season no seed was produced.
“These results soon to prove fairly conclusively that
none of the varieties of soy bean yet tried can be relied on
to produce seed... Apart from seed-production, the plant

has, however, a considerable value as a forage crop, and it is
quite possible that in some cases it may be found useful for
that purpose in this country... Mr. Golding has supplied the
following analyses of the green forage produced by the two
varieties of Manchurian bean in 1910.”
1180. Duggar, J.F. 1912. Re: Table of best forage crops for
Alabama. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Dep. of Agriculture,
Washington, DC, May 1. 2 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Replying to your letter of April 24,
I return to you the revised memorandum showing in tabular
form what I consider the best forage plants for various
Alabama conditions. Please note that I have eliminated
peanuts from the group ‘best annual summer forage for hay’
but have left it in as one of the ‘best annual summer forage
for pasturage.’
“Its a question in my mind whether to add to the list
of best permanent pastures the grasses orchard and red top.
They certainly ought to be included under any conditions, the
orchard grass for all the year round pastures on medium to
good land of almost any kind, and red top for lowlands and
damp soils.
“Yours very truly, Director.”
The attached table, dated April 22, 1912, states:
“Best annual winter forages for hay: Oats. Hairy vetch.
“Best annual summer forages for hay: Cowpeas.
Japanese clover. Soybeans.
“Best annual winter forages for pasture: Bur clover. Oats
and vetches. Rescue grass.
“Best annual summer forages for pasture: Japanese
clover. Soy beans. Peanuts. Cowpeas.
“Best permanent hay meadows: Bermuda and Japanese
clover. Alfalfa. Johnson grass. Meliolotus.
“Best permanent pastures: Bermuda and Japanese
clover, bur clover and white clover, Johnson grass and bur
clover. Meliolotus. Orchard grass on good lands. Redtop in
damp lands.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Director and Prof. of Agriculture,
Experiment Station, Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn,
Alabama.
1181. Grantham, Arthur E. 1912. Soy beans. Delaware
College Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 96. 39
p. May 1. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soy bean plant. The
adaptability of soy beans to Delaware conditions: Soil and
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climate, farm practice. Methods for utilizing soy beans: Soy
beans for hay, soy beans for pasture, soy beans for soiling
and ensilage, soy beans as a concentrated feed, soy beans
for seed production, soy beans for soil improvement, green
manure, soy beans in crop rotation (a five-year rotation, a
four-year rotation, a three-year rotation, a two-year rotation).
Varieties of soy beans. Varieties especially mentioned for
Delaware. Cultural methods for soy beans: Preparation
of soil, time of planting, seeding and cultivation, rate of
seeding, fertilizers for soy beans, inoculation for soy beans.
Harvesting and curing soy bean hay: Stage of maturity for
cutting, curing. Harvesting and threshing soy beans for seed:
Maturity of the plants, machinery for harvesting (mower,
hay-rake, mower with a bunching attachment, self-rake
reaper, side-delivery rake, self-binder), threshing (with
an ordinary grain separator if some of the concaves are
removed; it is best to run the cylinder at about half the speed
used in threshing grain), storing soy bean seed, soy beans
as a source of oil and protein, cooperative work with soy
beans, soy beans in mixtures (with cowpeas, corn, millet, or
sorghum), soy beans compared with cowpeas.
An excellent review. In a 5-year test at the Delaware
Station comparing methods of sowing and spacing, 5.9 bu/
acre higher yield was obtained when the soybeans were
drilled solid. When the soybeans were cultivated (drilled in
rows 32 inches apart and cultivated 3 times), only about 22%
as much seed was used as when they were drilled solid.
The soybean varieties first grown extensively in the
USA and “now the principle sorts offered by seedsmen”
are (details are given on each, p. 20-25): Ito San (17,268
yellow; also called Medium Yellow and Early Yellow),
Guelph (17,261, green; also called Medium Green, Medium
Early Green, and Early Green), Mammoth (17,280, yellow;
frequently called Mammoth Yellow), Hollybrook (17,278,
yellow), Medium Yellow (17,269, yellow; undoubtedly
confused with Ito San and Hollybrook, but different from
them). “Varieties especially recommended for Delaware:... of
the varieties which have been tested for three years or more,
the Wilson, Peking, Morse and Arlington are promising
for high seed yields. These are closely followed by Nemo,
Hollybrook, Amherst, Austin, and Meyer” (p. 22-25).
Concerning protein and oil content (p. 35). “It will be
seen that 17 varieties of the 51 analyzed contained 40 per
cent. protein. The difference in protein content ranged from
35 per cent. to 44.8 per cent., while the average for the whole
number was 39.2 per cent. The oil or fat content varied from
14.1 per cent. to 20.4 per cent., with an average of 18 per
cent. Only four varieties produced more than 20 per cent. of
oil. Very high oil and very high protein do not seem closely
correlated. The variety yielding the most protein gave the
lowest yield of oil.”
“Cooperative work with soy beans” (p. 37): In the
Spring of 1911, four-pound lots of soy beans of the Wilson
and Peking varieties were sent out to more than one hundred

farmers of the State, together with directions for growing.
Owing to the unusually dry summer, several reported failure
due to the condition of the soil at the time of planting. Many
of the reports were highly gratifying and indicate that these
varieties, especially the Wilson, will produce good yields on
any type of soil in the State. The average of the yields from
the four pounds of the Wilson variety was 240 pounds. The
best yield of this variety was made by Mr. J.C. Cowgill, of
Dover, who grew 540 pounds, or nine bushels, from four
pounds of seed.
“The average yield of the Peking lots was 220 pounds.
The best yield was made by Mr. V.B. Allen, of Seaford, who
threshed 375 pounds, or six bushels and one peck. By this
means, a number of farmers have secured seed sufficient
to plant a considerable area this season. Seed of these two
varieties should be readily obtainable in the future.”
Tables show: (1) Composition of various feeding stuffs,
incl. soy bean hay and soy beans (grain) (p. 8). (2) Relative
growth and composition of the roots of soy beans and
cowpeas (p. 13). (3) Fertilizing ingredients of various hays
and seeds, incl. soy bean hay. (4) Varieties of soy beans: Ito
San, Buckshot, Wilson, O’kute (or Okute, see p. 35), Nemo,
Morse, Ogema, Guelph, Hollybrook, Amherst, Sherwood,
Meyer, Ebony, Brooks, Kingston, Haberlandt, Austin, Cloud,
Hope, Medium Yellow, Flat King, Butterball, Arlington,
Chernie, Mercko, Pingsu, Brindle, Fairchild, Habero, Eda,
Tashing, Taha, Baird, Peking, Chestnut, Sedo, Manhattan,
Columbia” (p. 20-21).
(5) Test of varieties for hay and seed production (p. 25).
(6) Comparison of methods of sowing, 1908-1911, yields
cultivated-drilled vs. not cultivated-solid sown (solid sown
gave higher yields, p. 28). (7) Effect of fertilizers on soy
bean yields: Acid phosphate, muriate [chloride] of potash,
nothing (p. 29). (8) Composition of the soy bean plant at
different stages of maturity (p. 30). (9) Weight and moisture
content of soy beans at different stages of maturity (p. 31).
(10) Analysis of 51 soy bean varieties (28 named and 23
unnamed) for oil and protein (Averages for air-dry material:
Protein 39.2%, oil 18.0%.)
Photos show: (1) Piles of soy bean hay curing in a
field (cover). (2) Uprooted soy bean plants showing the
development of nodules 30 days after planting (p. 13). (3) A
man standing in a field of soy beans that produced 30 bushels
of seed per acre on the Delaware Experiment Station farm
(p. 18). (4) A man standing waist deep in “soy beans ready
to cut for hay” (p. 22). (5) A large field of young soy beans
cultivated for seed–rows 32 inches apart (p. 32). (6) Soy
beans growing in Kent County, Delaware (p. 34).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
contains the term “drilled solid”–which means rows drilled 8
inches apart. Address: Agronomist, Newark, Delaware.
1182. Parsons, A.A. 1912. The soy bean problem (Letter to
the editor). Breeder’s Gazette 61(21):1191. May 22.
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• Summary: “To the Gazette: It would seem from the many
different solutions given to the public that it is difficult
to solve the soy bean problem. The soy bean is rated as a
hot weather plant, and I never saw them wilt under heat or
drouth, but we have demonstrated time and again that they
will stand considerable frost at both ends of the growing
season. We have sown them with oats in March for soiling,
but of late years we drill altogether in rows to be cultivated.
A few rows to begin on in July have already been worked
over this season, while it is yet (May 12) too cold and wet
to plant corn. Volunteer beans are up where manure was
scattered during the winter. They must surely be tender
with some people or they would not be so rated. The reason
can probably be settled by the experiment stations. We can
only guess that it is because of the high nitrogen content
of the seed grown on inoculated ground, which may give
the greater vitality. The Michigan station in 1893 and 1894
determined that the leaves and stems of soy beans grown on
inoculated ground contain 50 per cent more nitrogen than
those grown without the root nodules, and the seed 16 per
cent more. This also shows an increased value as a fertilizer.
In your issue of May 8 there was an article from the same
source, in which the writer said that if soy beans had not
previously been grown on the ground it was advisable to
inoculate. If inoculation more than doubles the feeding value
of the crop, it is very necessary to inoculate. When people do
not realize this is it any wonder that the value of the soy been
on the stock farm is so slow of appreciation?
“The Tennessee experiment station puts the soy beans
a little ahead of alfalfa for dairy cows. We consider them
unsurpassed for hog production, and they are so easy to grow
that I never knew of a failure. The sheepmen in West Virginia
could in three months begin to realize with soy beans on a
small investment while grinding the rocks to make the alfalfa
possible. They could grow the later sorts that would make 40
or 50 bushels per acre, which if fed to balance a corn ration
would equal 150 bushels per acre. No doubt alfalfa is best for
the big easy-going farmers, but the little high pressure ones
will sing the praise of soy beans.
“Hendricks Co., Indiana, A.A. Parsons.” Address:
Hendricks Co., Indiana.

1184. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1912. Experiment station
work, LXIX. No. 499. 24 p. June 1. See p. 6-8. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Making hay” (p. 6-10) was
compiled from two publications: Kansas Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 155 (“Alfalfa”) and No. 175 (“Grasses”).
Contents: Introduction. Cutting the hay. Curing the hay.
Storing the hay. Hay is most widely made from clover,
alfalfa, and timothy. It may also be made from grasses
(orchard grass, western rye grass, perennial rye grass,
English blue grass, Johnson grass, Bromus inermis, redtop,
and tall oat grass), annual cereal grains (barley, oats, emmer,
sowed sorghum, and Kafir), and seed-bearing legumes.
Concerning the latter (p. 8): “Cowpeas should be cut for hay
when the first pods are beginning to turn yellow. Soy beans
must not be left so long, but are ready to cut for hay as soon
as the pods are well filled. If they are left until too mature,
the leaves drop or shatter in the harvesting, thus decreasing
the palatability and the feeding value of the hay. Field peas
and vetches make hay of good quality if cut when the pods
are almost fully formed and some of the seed is beginning to
ripen.”
“The best hay is made by curing it largely in cocks
rather than by leaving it spread over the ground in the swath
or windrow.” It may also be cured “in shocks made by
bunching up the hay with the horserake.” “Hay is much more
likely to be injured by the moisture on it than by the moisture
in it.” Address: Washington, DC.

1183. Independent (The) (With Which is Incorporated
Harper’s Weekly). 1912. Editorial: Ransacking the world.
72(3313):1185-87. May 30.
• Summary: “In 1862 the National Government began
to create and endow farms for experiments. The first was
located near Washington [DC], and is still in use, as a
hub to the enterprises undertaken by Mr. Wilson and his
assistants. Agricultural experiment stations were, however,
not a novelty, for one had been founded in Albany, N.Y.,
by the New York State Agricultural Society, in 1849, and
in 1870 another was created as an adjunct to Harvard
College [Massachusetts]. We have received recently from

1185. Redding, R.J. 1912. Farms and farmers: Cowpeas
and soybeans important to the farmer. Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). June 14. p. 9.
• Summary: This article is divided into two parts. The
second, titled “Soy beans.” This plant was first introduced to
the USA by the USDA as the “Japan pea” about 42-43 years
ago. “But it did not meet with much favor nor with general
acceptance. It was again exploited about 20 years ago [ca
1892] under the name of soja beans, and seemed destined at
that time to become widely and permanently popular. But
again the farmers–most of them–backslid. Now we have the
same plant under the name ‘soy bean’ and it’s going to stay

the Department of Agriculture bulletins covering the
importations of plants for 1910. The plants enumerated count
up, including previous reports, to the astonishing number of
29,327. All of these are the result of a systematic search of
the whole world, for fruit, vegetables, melons, shade trees,
nut trees, and whatever else may be of value in the United
States...”
“The soja bean, or soja pea, as it should be called, comes
from Manchuria, ready to increase our admiration of this
addition to our list of hay and fodder plants. The object all
the time has been to find trees and plants specially adapted
to sections of our country that are subject to drought or to
severe freezing...”
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this time.”
Discusses how to plant, cultivate and harvest soy beans
as hay or for the seeds. Hogs will convert them to bacon.
Address: Griffin, Georgia.
1186. McConnell, Primrose. 1912. Ruakura Farm of
Instruction: The forage crop of 1911-12. New Zealand J. of
Agriculture 4:449-53. June 15.
• Summary: “Soya beans and cow-peas have been a
comparative failure; and, although it is yet too soon to form
a definite opinion, I do not think that in an average season
the New Zealand climate will be found suitable for the
growing of these crops profitably. The failure is due more to
unsuitable climatic conditions, intensified by an abnormal
season, rather than to unsuitable soil-environment... In
the case of the Soya bean, where the seed can be properly
ripened the crop is of greater commercial value; but the
climate of New Zealand, generally speaking, is, I think, too
uncertain to warrant the cultivation of this plant on a large
scale, although a variety may yet be found that will suit
the climate. It is interesting to note that in a row of Soya
beans growing in the nursery from seed grown last season
on the farm, although the plants are strong and healthy, not
a single bean-pod has been produced.” Soya beans sown on
November 2, 1 bushel per acre, reached maturity on April 1,
at a height of 2 feet. Address: New Zealand.
1187. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1912.
A leguminous product new to this Dominion is the “Soya
Bean,”... June 18. p. 4.
• Summary: “... samples of which are being shown by
the Ruakura Farm of Instruction at the Waikato winter
exhibition (says the Auckland Star). It is a large dark bean
of prolific growth, containing oil properties which are said
to equal those of linseed. After this has been extracted for
manufacturing purposes the residue is usually made into
oilcake for cattle fodder purposes. If preferred the crop
can be cut as green feed or made into ensilage. Being a
leguminous growth it possesses valuable properties for the
improvement of the soil.”
1188. Carmichael, B.E.; Hammond, J.W. 1912. Rations for
fattening range lambs. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 245. p. 683-722. June. See p. 693-98, 721.
• Summary: In Experiment II, soybean straw was used
as a feed with corn and linseed oilmeal in an experiment
conducted in 1909-1910. “The soybean straw, as the
name indicates, was that part of the soybean plant which
remained after the beans had been removed by threshing.
It was composed of the stems, leaves and pods, and was
very woody and coarse, although it was well cured and not
damaged by rains.” It contained 6.95% protein and 19.07%
water. Soybean straw was not well liked by the lambs. A
table (p. 696) indicates “that it is not economical to use

corn stover or soybean straw, even when supplemented with
[linseed] oilmeal, as the sole roughage for fattening lambs
when clover hay can be had for $12.50 per ton.” Address:
B.S., Chief, Animal Husbandry; 2. M.S., Asst., Animal
Husbandry.
1189. Carmichael, B.E.; Eastwood, Geo. R. 1912. Forage
crops for swine. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 242. p. 551-64. June.
• Summary: The pigs used in these experiments were pure
bred Duroc-Jerseys. Soybeans were fed in the form of green
pasture. Conclusions: “Data secured by this Station indicate
that the green feeds used in experiments rank as follows in
order of efficiency: red clover, dwarf Essex rape, soybeans,
bluegrass.”
Two photos show soybeans in Plot 2, at the beginning of
the experiment on 14 July 1911 and 41 days later. Address: 1.
Chief of Animal Husbandry; 2. Asst. of Animal Husbandry.
Both: Wooster, Ohio.
1190. Etheridge, W.C. 1912. Report of Division of
Agronomy. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 34:16-21. For the year ended June 30, 1911.
See p. 17-18.
• Summary: Variety testing: Peas and beans. “Among the
varieties of soy beans in 1910 Hollybrook, Haberlandt, and
Jet were in the lead, 22.9, 22.5, and 19.5 bushels per acre.
Jet, Guelph, Ebony, Amherst, Kingston, and Haberlandt
are the earliest maturing varieties. Mammoth Yellow is a
better variety for hay than any of the others. Jet, Amherst,
Kingston, Haberlandt, and Guelph do not ripen uniformly
and on this account it is practically impossible to gather all
their seed because the pods that are more forward in ripening
split and shatter their seed before the other pods mature.
These varieties would make an excellent pasture for hogs.
They grow in short, thick, heavily fruited bunches, and if
planted with a drill or broadcast would make a very heavy
yield of seed...
Fertilizer tests were done on corn and cotton with
phosphate slag and phosphate rock. “Under test last year
were [the commercial products] Solubilized Organic
Nitrogen, Potash Manure, Beet Refuse Compound, and
Calcium Cyanamid. These were tested in comparison
with the better known nitrogenous materials, Dried Blood,
Sulphate of Ammonia, and Nitrate of Soda.” Peruvian Guano
was also used.
Etheridge was later a soybean pioneer in Missouri.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that mentions the application of slag or
phosphate slag, as a fertilizer, to soy beans. Address: Assoc.
Agronomist [West Raleigh, North Carolina].
1191. Redding, R.J. 1912. Farms and farmers: Soybeans.
Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). July 1. p. 11.
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• Summary: “Soybean is a pretty strong rival to the cowpeas,
and in some respects is to be preferred, and still may be
planted. It makes a choice, easily handled hay, and even
more nutritious than cowpea hay. It is not a vine but grows
as an upright stiff-stemmed bush. It bears an abundant
crop of exceedingly nutritious seeds, which ‘pop out’ when
thoroughly dry and may remain on the ground in good
condition for hogs for some weeks, or even longer.” Address:
Griffin, Georgia.
1192. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1912. Trials
of soy beans. 23(7):592-94. July 2. Summarized by the
Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1912. p. 668.
• Summary: “In Oct. 1911, seeds of Soy Beans received
from Victoria were distributed by the Department of
Agriculture to various centres in New South Wales for trial.
These seeds were supplied as being of a specially suitable
variety for our conditions.
“In November, small packets of soil received from
China were sent to Cowra and Wagga Experiment Farms,
with instructions that the soil in which the soy beans were to
be grown should be inoculated with the China soil, and the
results carefully noted.
A summary is given of reports received from the
“Coastal Districts” (soybeans were planted at Bonville,
Wollongbar Experiment Farm, Hawkesbury Agricultural
College, Unanderra), “Tableland Districts” (planted at
Bathurst Experiment Farm), “Western Slopes” (planted at
Cowra Experiment Farm), “Riverina” (planted at Wagga
Experiment Farm, Elm Park/Jindera, Harden, and Yanco
Experiment Farm), and the “Western Plains” (at Nyngan
Demonstration Farm).
In New South Wales soybeans either failed to germinate,
or the young plants were killed by unfavorable weather or
destroyed by rabbits. In spite of the fact that the experiments
were made on a small scale and that insufficient care seems
to have been taken, it is concluded that black cowpeas give a
larger crop for fodder and thrive better.
This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2018) that
describes inoculation trials with soybeans in Australia or
Oceania. Address: Australia.
1193. Heron, A.H. 1912. The soya bean and its uses (From
Cope’s planting leaflets). Queensland Agricultural Journal
29(1):88-95. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: A near reprint of: Heron, E.H. 1911. “O feijao
soya e os sues usos [The soybean and its uses].” Reparticao
de Agricultura Mozambique, Boletim (Mozambique
Department of Agriculture, Bulletin) No. 5. 16 p.
The soja bean constitutes a good food for swine.
Address: Australia.
1194. Carlyle, W.L.; Iddings, E.J. 1912. Hog raising for
the Idaho farmer. Idaho Agricultural Experiment Station,

Bulletin No. 74. 31 p. Aug.
• Summary: A table (p. 4) shows results of a test by the
Missouri Agric. Exp. Station of the pork producing capacity
of various pastures. Soy beans gave poorest results in terms
of both pounds of pork per acre of pasture (183.1, vs. 598.5
for alfalfa) and value of pork from an acre of pasture ($10.99
vs. $35.71 from alfalfa). The Idaho station has conducted
three of its own experiments for finishing hogs for market
during the last 2 years. A table (p. 6) shows that one of the
feeds used was “Soy bean meal (Proteina)” costing $1.90
per 100 lb on average. Note 1. This Proteina brand meal was
probably made by Pacific Oil Mills in Seattle, Washington,
starting in 1911.
Some of the meal was “imported from Japan and cost
$38.00 per ton (2,000 lb) laid down in Moscow, Idaho. It
is the ground form of the cake left after the extraction of
oil from the soja or soy bean. It is guaranteed by dealers to
contain 50 per cent protein.”
Note 2. There is no mention in this publication of
soybeans being grown in Idaho. Address: 1. Director of the
Station; 2. Animal Husbandman, Dep. of Animal Husbandry,
Moscow, Idaho.
1195. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1912. Le soja: Sa
culture. Ses usages alimentaires, thérapeutiques, agricoles et
industriels [The soybean: Its culture. Its food, therapeutic,
agricultural, and industrial uses]. Paris: Augustin Challamel
(Rue Jacob 17). 150 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. Translated into
French and expanded from the Chinese edition, published
by la Societé Biologique d’Extréme-Orient (1910). [151 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: One of the earliest, most important, influential,
creative, interesting, and carefully researched books ever
written about soybeans and soyfoods. Its bibliography on
soy is larger than any published prior to that time. It was first
published as a series of eight articles in Agriculture Pratique
des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) from
September 1911 to April 1912. Before being published as a
book, it was revised slightly by adding a table of contents at
the back, dividing the material into 5 parts with 19 chapters,
and adding several photos (p. 16-17), a world map showing
the distribution of soybean cultivation (p. 21), and an
interesting 2-page table (p. 66-67).
Contents: The soybean: Origin and history. Part I:
Soybean culture. 1. Species and varieties of soybeans:
Botanical characteristics, species, varieties (Chinese,
Japanese, Indian, Indochinese, Hawaiian, USA, European).
2. Needs of the soybean: Climatic, geographical area of
the soybean by region worldwide, agrological/soil needs,
fertilizers, soil preparation, the place of the soybean in crop
rotations. 3. Soybean seeds: Study of seeds (by weight,
by germination rate, selection of seeds), time of planting,
plant spacing, depth of seeding, rate of seeding per hectare,
method of seeding (broadcasting, in rows, in mounds).
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4. The soybean during its vegetative stage: Germination,
transplanting, types of care (e.g., second dressings),
irrigation, flowering and fruiting, enemies of the soybean
(e.g., insects). 5. Harvest of soybeans: Time for harvest
(forage or grain), methods of harvesting (forage or grain;
mechanical mower), threshing (use of machine), yields of
soybeans (forage and grain in various countries, ratio of
seeds harvested to straw is about 1 to 2, yield of nutrients).
6. Fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by soybeans, and
improvement of the soil. 7. The soybean in mixed cultures
and alternate rows: With corn, cowpeas, rice, sweet sorghum,
or millet.
Part II: Chemical composition of the soybean. 1.
Composition of the plant: Minerals in the leaves and
total plant. 2. Study of the seed: Composition, chemical
composition, microscopic comparisons, table of analyses by
28 previous researchers, albumins, sugars, starch, dextrin or
dextrine, diastase, lipids, ash/minerals.
Part III: The soybean as human food and animal feed.
1. The soybean as feed for animals: Green forage and hay.
2. The soybean in human feeding: From the viewpoints of
physiology, economy, and gastronomy. The role of soya in
special diets: Vegetarianism, remineralization, diabetic, and
lactose intolerant.
Part IV: Food products based on soya. 1. Soymilk and
its derivatives: Soymilk (Methods of manufacture, Chinese
and modern at l’Usine de la Caséo-Sojaïne, nature and
properties [physical and chemical] and composition of the
milk, action of ferments and diastases (enzymes) on the
milk, uses of the milk, the residue from the soy dairy [okara],
condensed soymilk, powdered soymilk, fermented soymilk
(kefir, yogurt, etc.)), tofu (called Caséo-Sojaïne, or fromage
de soya; methods of production, coagulants, yield of tofu,
storing tofu, composition and comparison with various
meats, digestibility, culinary preparations made from tofu
(smoked tofu, tofu pâté, tofu sausages)), Soy casein (food
and industrial uses). 2. Soy flour and its derivatives: Soy
flour, soy bread, wholemeal bread, other products based
on soy flour (as biscuits and cakes for diabetic diets). 3.
Soy oil and its by-products: Soy oil, physical and chemical
properties, usage, residue of the oil mill: the cake, price,
uses. 4. Use of the soybean as a legume: Whole soybeans
(composition and digestibility), soy sprouts (germes de soja),
green vegetable soybeans (le soja frais). 5. Fermented soy
condiments: Solid condiments from Japan: Tokyo natto (Le
Tokio-Natto) and Ping-Ming natto or tao-tche (Le Ping-mingNatto; fermented black soybeans with salt, ginger, orange
rind, etc. A similar product is made in China and called taotche). Paste condiments: Miso (four types and composition),
tao-tjung (Chinese miso). Sauces: Shoyu (its production,
varieties, properties, composition), chiang-yu (tsiang-yeou),
ketjap [kechap, from Java], tuong (from Annam, with rice or
corn), tao-yu (widely used in China and Japan, described by
Prinsen Geerligs). 6. Confectionery products: Comparison

with chestnuts, roasted soy flour to replace chocolate. 7. Soy
coffee (with analysis by Kornauth). 8. Special fermented
products: Kiu-tsee (a special commercial ferment from
Canton described by Thiersant), fermented soymilks.
Part V: Industrial uses of soybeans. Oil based: soap,
wax candles (bougie), and paint oils. Protein based: sojalithe
or soy stone which corresponds to lactite, insulators for
electrical apparatus, glue, etc. Conclusion. Addendum
(Complément) to Part III, Chapter 1: Soybean straw and
stems. Composition of various seeds, including soybeans.
Soy flour. The cakes from oil mills. Soymilk and the cake
from soy dairies (tourteau de laiterie, okara).
A very interesting table (p. 66-67, which does not appear
in the original 8 articles) shows earlier nutritional analyses
of the composition of soybeans by Steuf (from Hungary,
Mongolia and China), Schroeder, Caplan, Pellet (from China,
Hungary, Etampes), Muntz, Nikitin (black soybeans from
Russia, 2 samples), Lipski [Lipskiy] (yellow, from Russia),
Giljaranski (yellow from Russia, China and Japan; black
from China and Japan; green), König (Hispida platycarpa
black, Tumida yellow, brown and black), Prinsen (white from
Java and China), Goessmann, Kellner, USDA, Chemiker
Zeitung (white from Java and China, 29 Jan. 1896), Scuff
(misomame; miso soybeans), Zulkovski (yellow from China,
reddish brown from Mongolia), Institut Agr. de Vienne
(Austria; yellow from Vienna, reddish brown from Tyrol),
Ecole Imp. et Roy d’Ag. Hong (yellow from Mongolia and
China, reddish brown from China), Chez M. Olivier Lecq
(from Moravia), Lechartier (Etampes and black), Joulie
(yellow), Stingl and Morawski, Bloch (yellow, green, and
black), Balland, Cavendish Evelyn Liardet (yellow, brown,
green, black, and white), Jardin Colonial (Laos, Tonkin,
China), Aufray (Tonkin, Yun-nan), Homes Laboratory (black
from China, or white). Photos and illustrations are the same
as those referenced in individual sections of the book, except
for the following: A field of soybeans (p. 16). A soybean
plant growing in Europe (p. 17). Color illustrations appear
facing pages 12, 22, and 64. Address: Li is from Societe
Biologique d’Extreme-Orient (Chine). Grandvoinnet is from
Ingenieur Agricole (G.).
1196. Tracy, S.M. 1912. Forage crops for the cotton region.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 509. 47 p. Oct. 11. See p. 29,
43-44.
• Summary: Forage crops include grasses, legumes, and
miscellaneous (such as chufas), hay crops, pastures, silage
crops, and soiling crops. In the section on “Legumes” (p.
21-33) are subsections on alfalfa, melilotus, red clover,
alsike clover, crimson clover, bur clover, lespedeza or Japan
clover, cowpeas, soy beans, velvet beans, vetches, Florida
beggarweed, and peanuts (p. 33). In the subsection on “Soy
Beans” we read (p. 29): “Although the soy bean has been
grown in this country occasionally for a long time it is only
within the last 10 years that it has attracted general attention
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as a forage crop. It has been found to grow well in all the
cotton region, as well as farther north. It is strongly drought
resistant and makes a hay similar in quality to that from
cowpeas, though usually with a larger proportion of seeds
and somewhat more woody stems. There are many varieties
which differ greatly in time of growth, some ripening
within 90 days from sowing the seeds, while others require
the whole season. The Mammoth, a late variety, is now
commonly grown in the South. The Ito San is a good early
variety and quite commonly grown. A number of recently
introduced varieties are becoming popular, among them the
Haberlandt, Acme and Tokyo. For the region near the Gulf
coast the Riceland and Barchet varieties have given the best
results.”
“Inoculation with soil from an old soy-bean field is
desirable but not usually necessary in the South. Rabbits are
exceedingly fond of the young plants and sometimes cause
serious injury to the crop when the field is near woods.”
“The yield of seed varies from 10 to 30 bushels per acre.
It is not a desirable crop to plant with corn, as it matures
too late. As the seeds of many varieties shatter badly, the
gathering for seed should not be delayed longer than is
necessary for their ripening, and many more seeds will be
saved if the cutting is done early in the morning while the
pods are still damp with dew.”
The section on “Temporary pastures” (p. 42-43)
recommends planting soy beans in June and July, August,
September and October (along with cowpeas, chufas, corn,
and peanuts), and November.
The section titled “Silage crops” notes: “While the
silo is of less importance in the cotton region than in the
regions of shorter grazing seasons [further north], it is
usually a profitable investment for the dairyman.” It provides
succulent feed through the dry months of late summer. Corn
and sorghum are the principal crops for making silage, but
the quality of the feed made from them is greatly improved
when mixed with even a small portion of some legume, like
cowpeas, soy beans, or beggarweed.”
The section on “Soiling crops” (p. 44) begins: “Soiling
is often more economical than grazing, especially where
land is expensive, as it enables one to keep fully three times
the number of animals on the same area.” “On soils where
alfalfa can not be grown it is usually possible to use vetches,
cowpeas, or soy beans in its place.”
Concerning “Making hay” (p. 44-45): “Legumes like
cowpeas and soybeans in which the seed is an important part
of the forage, should not be cut until the earliest pods begin
to mature.”
A table titled “The best forage crops for the Southern
States” (p. 46-47) lists 6 types of forage crops in 8 states.
The soybean is listed under two of the types: (1) Annual
summer crop for hay in North Carolina, South Carolina,
Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana. The most popular
summer crop for hay is cowpeas; sorghums and lespedeza

also rank high. Soy beans are typically third or fourth on the
list; (2) Annual summer crop for pasture in North Carolina,
South Carolina, Alabama, and Mississippi. The most popular
summer crop for pasture is cowpeas, followed by lespedeza.
Soy beans are typically second or third on the list.
The subsection titled “Chufas” (p. 34-35) states that they
are “a profitable crop on sandy soils where winter grazing is
wanted for hogs and poultry. They grow best on soils which
are very light and sandy and yield well with a moderate
amount of cultivation... Many growers claim that the tubers
are more fattening than peanuts.”
Note: Samuel Mills Tracy lived 1847-1920. Address:
Special Agent, Office of Forage-Crop Investigations.
1197. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA). 1912. Experiment Station
work, LXXI. No. 514. p. 5-24. Oct. 19. See p. 18-23. [4 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Harvesting, thrashing, and
storing soy beans” (p. 18-22) is a summary of: Roberts,
George; Kinney, E.J. 1912. “Soy beans.” Kentucky Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 161. p. 105-31. Feb.
An illustration (p. 20) shows a device (a pole frame
shaped like a 3-sided pyramid) “for curing soy-bean hay in
shock.”
The section titled “Soy beans for silage” (p. 22-23)
is a summary of: Minns, Edward R. 1912. “Soy beans as
a supplementary silage crop.” New York (Cornell) Agric.
Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 310. p. 257-74. Feb. Address:
1. Agronomist, Head of Div. of Agronomy; 2. Asst.
Agronomist. Both: Kentucky Agric. Exp. Station.
1198. J. of the Department of Agriculture of South Australia.
1912. Points for producers: The needs of lucerne. 16(3):245.
Oct.
• Summary: “Regarding the needs of lucerne, the
Agricultural Gazette says, we could almost sum the matter
up in four words–lime, drainage, humus, and inoculation.
Perhaps we have given these in the order of their relative
importance. Lime is necessary on soils not naturally of
limestone formation or filled with limestone pebbles.
The importance of this is impressed on us more and more
each year; in fact, we believe to-day that there have been
more failures throughout the United States on account
of insufficient lime in the soil than from any other cause.
Then as to drainage, there is no use in planting lucerne on
any soil where water may ordinarily be found at a depth of
less than 3ft. The lucerne may grow all right until its roots
strike this water, but then it will die. Fertile soils contain
enough humus. Impoverished soils may be so deficient
that special preparation must be made before lucerne can
possibly succeed. Where stable manure is not available on
impoverished soil we would recommend preparation for
lucerne one or two years in advance, growing such crops
as crimson clover, mammoth clover, cow peas, field peas,
or soya beans, and preferably turning them under or else
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pasturing them off, so as to give the soil the greatest benefit
possible from them.”
1199. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1912. Farm news and
views. Nov. 2. p. 18.
• Summary: It is not a good idea to try to fatten hogs on
corn alone; “a good grazing crop must be established. An
excellent summer grazing crop for hogs is the soybean...
The soybean produces a larger yield of seed and has a more
upright manner of growth than the cowpea... The Alabama
station has used this plant as hog feed for several years and
made pork for less than 3 cents a pound with it.”
“Spanish peanuts afford the best and cheapest food of
any of the hog crops.”
1200. Carver, Geo. W. 1912. Re: Memorandum Co. 2.–
Experiment Station–Crops grown. Letter to Booker T.
Washington, Tuskegee Inst., Alabama, Nov. 26. 5 p. 2
drawings. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “I beg to send you a memorandum of crops,
with results, grown on the Experiment Station.”
“Plot 10–Soja beans–2/25 acre. These were planted in
2½ foot rows–drilled in the same manner as cow peas. They
were planted May 16. They made a fine growth, soon lapping
in the rows, literally covered with pods, giving a yield
of 12,375 pounds of green forage per acre, or 3 tons, and
187 pounds of dried forage of the nicest possible kind. No
fertilizer was used on this plot other than the compost, which
averaged 8½ tons per acre.”
Location: Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Microfilm of The George Washington Carver Papers
in the Tuskegee Institute Archives, Roll 5 #0207-0211.
Address: Director, Dep. of Research and Experiment Station
[Tuskegee, Alabama].
1201. Agee, Alva. 1912. Crops and methods for soil
improvement. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xv + 246
p. Nov. Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on pages viii, 42-43,
108-12, 113, 155, and 156.
In chapter 4, “Organic matter,” a section titled “The
right bacteria” states (p. 42-43): “A fact of importance to the
farmer is that the bacteria which thrive on the roots of some
legumes will not serve other legumes. This is a reason for
many failures of alfalfa, crimson clover, the soybean, the
cowpea, hairy vetch, and other legumes new to the region.”
The next section in this same chapter, “Soil inoculation,”
states: “We believe that some bacteria are carried in the dust
on the seed, and produce partial inoculation. Other causes
are more obscure. The cowpea trails on the ground, and
carries its bacteria more successfully than the soybean. Most
legumes require a soil artificially inoculated when brought
into a new region, failing otherwise in some degree to make
full growth.”

Whereas chapter 5 is “The clovers,” chapter 6 is
“Alfalfa,” and chapter 10 is “The Cowpea,” chapter 11,
which is titled “Other legumes and cereal catch crops,”
begins with a long section on “The soybean” (p. 108-12):
“The soybean is gaining a place among the valuable legumes
of the United States, and the acreage is increasing as its
merits become known to all. Its northern limits of profitable
production are much farther north than those of the cowpea,
and approach those of corn. In the south it is gaining friends.
Some of the advantages of the soybean over the cowpea, as
found by the Tennessee station, may be stated as follows:
“1. Greater seed production in case of fertile soils.
“2. Less sensitiveness to cold in spring and fall.
“3. Greater feeding value of the seed.
“On the other hand, a stand of cowpea plants is surer in
the case of soils that crust and germination runs higher. Its
climbing habit makes it better suited for growing with corn
for forage. A less amount of leaves is lost in curing.
“Fertility Value.–There are so many varieties of the
soybean and the cowpea, and adaptation to soil and climate
varies so widely, that a fair comparison is difficult to make.
In cool latitudes the soybean is recognized as distinctly more
profitable, making larger yields of vines and of seed. Where
adaptation is equal, the cowpea makes a slightly larger
growth of vines for hay, but the soybean gives a much richer
lot of seed for use as grain.
“When soil fertility is the chief consideration, the
adaptation of climate and soil should decide our choice
between these two legumes. There is no serious difference
where conditions for each are equally good. In cool latitudes
the soybean should be chosen. In the Ohio Valley it is usually
to be preferred. The greater part of the organic matter and the
plant-food is stored in the vines and seed.
“Feeding Value.–The soybean makes a rich hay,
surpassing clover, but it is coarse, and its unattractive
appearance has caused many farmers to condemn it without
trial. Livestock eat it greedily, and it is one of our richest
coarse feeds. The curing is more difficult than in the case
of the cowpea because the leaves drop early, and the plants
must be harvested before they approach maturity.
“Probably the large yield of rich seed is the most
important feature of the soybean crop. A ton of the seed
contains as much protein as a ton of old-process oil meal,
and three fourths as much as a ton of cottonseed meal. A
good crop of the soybean will yield 18 to 20 bushels of seed,
and as the nitrogen may be obtained chiefly from the air, the
protein from this crop will come to be a leading substitute for
purchased protein feeds.
“Varieties.–There are many varieties of the soybean,
and their characteristics are modified by climatic conditions.
Each region will find the varieties best suited to its purposes
by tests. When hay is wanted, the variety should have fine
stems and a leafy habit of growth. It may not be a good
producer of seed, or able to hold the seed unshattered. The
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harvesting should be done when some lower leaves turn
brown and before the pods are half filled. This stage of
maturity should be reached early enough in the fall to insure
some hot days for making the hay, and to permit harvesting
in time for seeding to wheat. The preparation for wheat is
made with the harrow and roller or plank drag.
“When the soybean is grown for seed, the variety should
hold the peas without undue shattering, and an erect grower
is more easily handled without loss of the crop. Varieties
for regions will vary, as do varieties of corn, according to
climate.
“The Planting.–Early varieties of the soybean in the
south can be planted as late as mid-summer, but farther
north a profitable crop requires nearly all of the summer
heat. The planting may be made soon after the usual time of
planting corn, or whenever the ground has become warm.
The preparation of the soil should be more thorough than
that often given the cowpea. Solid drilling of five pecks of
seed per acre is satisfactory when the crop is for fertilizing
purposes only, and gives an excellent hay on land free of
weeds. When the crop is wanted for hay, however, wheat
usually will follow, and it is much better to plant in rows and
to give two or three cultivations so that the ground may be
easily prepared for the wheat.
“A seed crop should be grown in rows. Three pecks of
seed in rows 28 inches apart is the usual amount.
“The soybean does not come up through a crusted
surface as well as most other plants, and planting should not
be made immediately before a rain. The plants are tender and
easily injured by use of a weeder.
“The fertilizer requirement is like that of the cowpea. An
application of 200 pounds of acid phosphate per acre should
be given, and the addition of 50 pounds of muriate of potash
often pays.
“Harvesting.–The soybean is not an easy crop to handle
without loss. When grown for seed, the tendency of the pods
to split and to drop the seed compels early cutting, and that
makes curing more difficult. The mower is the only practical
harvester on most farms, and the swath must be turned out
of the way of the horses to save tramping. A side-delivery
attachment can do the work. This is the best practice when
cut for hay. When used for mixing with corn in a silo, the
self-binder is satisfactory. The hay and seed crop must have
thorough field-curing in windrow and bunches, and the
harvest comes in a season when cold rains may prevail. This
disadvantage of one of our most valuable crops is to be taken
into account, but it will not prevent rapid increase in acreage
as the merit of the soybean becomes known.”
The section on “The Canada pea” states (p. 113): “There
is no profitable place for the Canada pea in crop-rotations
farther south than the true oat-crop belt, except as a greenforage crop. The soybean and red clover have greater
usefulness in the center of the corn belt.”
Chapter 15, “Crop rotations,” notes (p. 155): “Two

Legumes in the Rotation.–If all the crops of this five years’
rotation, excepting wheat, were fed on the farm, and if all
the manure were saved and rightly applied, there would be
little or no difficulty in maintaining fertility, provided the soil
were friendly to clover. The fact is that much such land has
grown poorer, and it is known that another legume is needed
in the rotation. The substitution of the soybean or cowpea for
the oat crop gives excellent results. It makes a large supply
of rich hay, and it fits the soil nicely for winter grain. The use
of the breaking-plow is escaped. The surface of the land is
in good tilth, especially if the legume was planted in rows so
that cultivation could be given.”
Page 156: “Where land is thin, a four years’ rotation of
corn, soybeans or cowpeas, wheat, and clover is one of the
best, because it contains two leguminous crops, and because
one of them favors the wheat which follows and the clover
seeded in the wheat.
“Potatoes after Corn.–When potatoes are grown in the
corn belt, a five years’ rotation of corn, potatoes, oats, wheat,
and clover, or corn, potatoes, wheat, clover, and timothy, is
one of the best. When a late potato crop is grown, there is not
time for seeding to wheat in cool latitudes, and the oat crop,
or the soybean, fits in best.”
Note: Alva Agee lived 1858-1943. Address: M.S., Head,
Dep. of Agricultural Extension, Acting Dean and Director
of the School of Agriculture and Agric. Exp. Station,
Pennsylvania State College.
1202. Gray, Dan T.; Shook, L.W. 1912. Wintering pregnant
ewes in Alabama. Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 167. p. 205-20. Nov.
• Summary: A ewe is a mature female sheep. Soybeans,
peanuts, chufas, and sorghum were compared as pasturage
for hogs. 100 lb of pork cost by far the least on soybean
pasturage (only $2.74). The average gain of the pigs each
day on the soybean pasture was 1.02 lb, on the peanut
pasture 1.01 lb, on the chufa pasture 0.72 lb, and on the
sorghum 0.37 lb. In this experiment the hogs were turned
into the soybeans while the pods were very small so that for
2 weeks they ate only the leaves and young shoots.
The summary states: “Mixed hay (consisting of soy
beans, cowpeas, and crab grass) did not maintain the normal
health and weight of pregnant ewes.”
Note: As of 1995 the scientific name of the chufa is
Cyperus esculentus. Address: 1. Animal husbandman; 2.
Assistant. Both: Auburn, Alabama.
1203. Kuijper, J. 1912. Soja [Soya]. Departement van den
Landbouw, Suriname, Bulletin No. 29. p. 24-29. Nov. [Dut]
• Summary: In recent years, since 1908, soya has become
a product of great importance on the world market. There
are few products whose exports have risen so dramatically
in just a few years. The reason for the great expansion of
trade in soya can be found in the great demand by industry
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for oilseeds. For more than 30 years, experiments have been
conducted on growing soybeans in Europe, but the results
have not been very promising. Some people have suggested
that soya might be able to be grown in Suriname. It is grown
in many tropical countries, including Siam, British India, and
Java. Requirements for cultivation and yields are discussed.
Japan reports the highest yields, 2,500 kg/ha, compared with
1,000 to 1,400 kg/ha from the USA. Soybeans produce more
protein and oil per unit area of land than any other farm crop.
The seed is used mainly for human consumption but the
plant also yields, fresh or dried, an excellent livestock feed,
which is why so much research on it is now being conducted
in Australia and America. It is important for Suriname that
soya can be used as a green fodder, for example interplanted
and fed with corn.
From soya one can make numerous products such as
soymilk (soyamelk), soy cheese [tofu] (soyakaas, whose
food value is higher than that of meat), soy flour, soy bread
(soyabrood), oil (olie), various sauces (soya sauce, Worcester
sauce, etc.), and various substitutes for coffee and chocolate,
etc. (surrogaten voor koffie en chocolade enz.).
In Suriname soya is cultivated on a small scale by the
Javanese, for example in Lelydorp and in the settlements
of Johan and Margaretha. Many experiments with Soya
have already been conducted in the experimental garden
(Cultuurtuin). Seeds imported from America did not give
good results; the plants remained small, yielded few fruits,
and died quickly thereafter. It is a common occurrence that
plants from temperate or subtropical regions do not grow
well in the warm tropics in the rainy season. Of the seeds
cultivated in Suriname, two varieties give good results.
Those cultivated by the Javanese give hardy plants and a
lot of seed though exact yield figures are not available; the
planted area is still quite small. But the yield is about 1,000
kg/ha. Apparently the necessary bacteria are present in the
soil, for the roots show nodulation.
In the experimental garden two beds of soya were
planted on May 24. The first seeds ripened after 3 months
and within 4 months all was harvested. Thus the plants
developed during the rainy season, and they probably got
too much water. The results would probably be better if
this season could be avoided. Soya is sold in Suriname for
hfl 30 per bag, a considerably higher price than that paid in
Europe. On the plantations Peperpot and Jaglust experiments
with soya have also been conducted. The European seed that
was used gave very limited results. The experiments will be
conducted again using Suriname seeds.
With the market price at hfl 10 per bag, it seems very
unlikely that the cultivation of soya in Suriname will ever be
profitable, unless high yields can be obtained. As mentioned
above, this seems unlikely. Small scale cultivation for sale in
Suriname, however, seems advantageous at present, while in
areas where cattle are raised the use of soya as a green feed
to replace more expensive secondary feeds will likely give

good results.
Note 1 This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Suriname, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Suriname.
Note 2. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term surrogaten voor koffie
to refer to soy coffee.
Note 3. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term soyamelk to refer to
soymilk.
Note 4. This is the earliest Dutch-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term soyakaas to refer to
tofu. Address: Surinam.
1204. Plumb, Charles S. 1912. Beginnings in animal
husbandry. St. Paul, Minnesota: Webb Publishing Co. 393 p.
Illust. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: This is a book for use in agricultural colleges.
Chapter 1, “The importance of animal husbandry,” begins (p.
11): “The study of domestic animals may be considered both
a pleasure and a duty. A pleasure, because of the naturalborn interest man feels in all animals; and a duty, on account
of the service horses, cattle, sheep, and swine play in the
world’s affairs.”
The soy bean is mentioned on pages 284, 297, and 298.
Chapter 20, “How to calculate a ration,” explains (p. 284)
how to add soy beans to the ration.
“We might use cotton-seed meal, or oil meal, as a trial,
to balance up this ration; but to use a home-grown product
that is getting more and more common, we will use soy
beans, though they must be fed cracked or ground. Let us
then add 3 pounds of the soy beans to the rest of the ration.
Turning to the table of the composition of feeding stuffs,
on page 387, we find that:” One table gives the nutritional
composition of soy beans. A 2nd table gives the composition
of the ration after 3 lbs. of soy beans have been added. The
nutritive ratio is 1:5.9.
This ration shows a shortage in dry matter of 3 pounds,
a very slight increase of protein, and quite an increase in fat.
These differences, however, are not important. The nutritive
ratio agrees fairly well with the standard. Therefore we may
consider this ration properly calculated and corrected to suit
the animal’s needs.
“The adjustment of rations to the standard is not usually
difficult. An increase in dry matter and carbohydrates is
easily secured with the hays or most of our common feed
stuffs. If a ration needs most attention in the protein, then
some concentrate such as soy beans, cotton-seed meal,
linseed oil meal, or tankage may be selected.”
Chapter 21, “Coarse feeds and their value,” has a section
titled “Legumes for forage and hay” which, in turn, has a
subsection which states: “The soy bean thrives over a wide
extent of territory, and is meeting with considerable favor
as a forage crop, and also for its seed. This plant is rich in
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protein, and combines unusually well with corn. Hogs have
done well when pastured upon soy beans. It is also grown to
some extent with corn, for the purpose of harvesting the two
plants as one crop for the silo. Under some conditions this
combination gives very nearly a balanced ration.”
The section on silage (p. 298) adds: “The silo is one of
the most valuable things on the stock farm, for in it feed can
be stored more economically than in any other way.
“Silage may be made from a variety of plants, but at the
present time corn is used nearly altogether. That is because it
combines the largest yield of the most easily stored forage of
all crops generally relished by stock. Sorghum, clover, cow
peas, soy beans, and alfalfa are sometimes used.”
Note: Charles Sumner Plumb lived 1860-1939. Address:
Prof. of Animal Husbandry, College of Agriculture, The Ohio
State Univ.
1205. Thompson, Firman; Morgan, H.H. 1912. Soy bean oil.
Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 98.
13 p. Dec. 1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production of oil.
Quality of oil. Some constants of soy bean oil. Methods
used. Uses and value of oil. Qualities of cake or meal. Value
as green manure and as an oil seed crop.
Recently many U.S. experiment stations, especially in
the South, have conducted soy bean cultivation experiments,
with “fairly uniform success. Almost invariably, however,
the object of these experiments has been to determine their
value as a forage crop or for green manure, rather than to
determine the industrial or economic value of the bean.” A
table compares the nutritional composition of the soy bean,
cottonseed, and flax seed. The soy bean contains the least oil
(17.2%) and the most protein (33.5%) of the three.
“In 1908, owing to a scarcity of linseed and cottonseed
products, serious attention was given to the soy bean as
an oilseed by the oil mills of England, with the result that
during 1909 about 400,000 tons were imported by them
for the manufacture of oil. The oil produced was received
so favorably by various industries that the importation
of the beans into England and other European countries
has increased very rapidly... At the present time over
1,000,000 tons of [soy] beans are annually exported from
Manchuria, as well as large quantities of oil and cake which
are manufactured there. While the oil has been used to a
considerable extent in this country, it appears that none of
the oil has been manufactured here, it being imported from
Europe or from the Asiatic countries.” During the year
ending June 30, 1911, 41.1 million lb of soy bean oil worth
$2.55 million were imported to the USA. The decrease of
imports to 28.02 million lb during the fiscal year 1912 was,
in large part, due to a severe outbreak of bubonic plague in
Manchuria.
“Reports from many widely separated parts of the
country show that the soy bean can, with reasonable

certainty, be brought to maturity in almost any part of
the United States south of the fortieth parallel” which
runs through the middle of New Jersey, just north of the
southern border of Pennsylvania, through Columbus
(Ohio), Indianapolis (Indiana), and Decatur, Champaign,
and Springfield (Illinois), then along the northern border of
Kansas. The average yield is 25 bushels/acre.
“According to Brode (Special Agents Series, Consular
Reports, No. 39 [April 1910]) a process is now being used
by several of the large oil mills in England, which consists of
extracting soybeans with a solvent having a low boiling point
(presumably benzine), whereby as much as 90% of the oil
is extracted. This produces a cake or meal correspondingly
lower in oil and higher in protein than that made by pressure.
There also appears to be in use in England a secret process
for refining the oil by which all of the disagreeable odor and
taste is removed and a good edible oil is produced.”
The author’s original experiments, based on 48 samples
of soy bean oil, show that some constants of the oil are:
Specific gravity at 15ºC .9212.
Saponification value 188.65.
Acid value .28.
Reichert-Meissl value 5.3.
Hehner value 93.50.
Neutralization value 177.82.
Iodine value of the oil 127.78.
Iodine value of the unsaturated fatty acids 131.93.
Unsaturated fatty acids 84.70.
Saturated fatty acids 8.61.
Ether number 188.37.
Glycerol 10.29.
Mean molecular weight 315.5.
The methods used to determine each constant are
described in detail.
“Probably the most important use of the oil is in the
manufacture of soaps, for which purpose it compares very
favorably with cotton-seed oil. Being a semi-drying oil it has
also found some application in the manufacture of paints,
and while it probably can never displace linseed oil for
this purpose, it appears that when mixed with linseed oil in
proportions as high as 25 per cent, no inferior qualities are
shown in the paint. It is possible that, with suitable driers, it
may find more extended use for this purpose.
“Regular American market quotations on this oil are
only available since the latter part of 1909, and since that
time the price has ranged from 6½ to 8 cents per pound with
an average of about 6 3/4 cents, as compared with 6½ to 6
3/4 for cottonseed, and 9 to 13 cents for linseed oil.”
“The price of soy bean meal in Europe varies from about
$28 to $30 per ton, compared with $30 for cottonseed meal
and $35 for linseed meal.” Address: Delaware College Agric.
Exp. Station.
1206. B. 1912. Soy bean experience. Rural New-Yorker
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71(4182):1268. Dec. 21. Oversize.
• Summary: “I have grown Soy beans for the past four
years in Oceana County, Michigan, with very good results,
and without inoculation of any kind. There have been no
tubercles on the roots until this year, in a field where these
beans were grown the past season, and in this field there
were tubercles on the roots, but the yield of beans was no
greater than in other fields where there were no tubercles
on the roots. The variety grown is an early yellow [Early
Yellow], and ripens every year here. These Soy beans will
yield up to 20 bushels of seed per acre and even more. I have
been growing them for the seed trade and using the straw
for horse and cow feed, but I have had trouble in getting
them thrashed clean, as a common bean thrasher will only
take from 50 to 75 per cent. of the beans from the pod. Has
anyone had any experience in this line that will help me? B.”
Address: Oceana County, Michigan.
1207. Markley, Horatio. 1912. The soy bean crop. Rural
New-Yorker 71(4182):1263. Dec. 21. Oversize.
• Summary: “The great value of the Soy bean as a farm
crop has become recognized by many farmers in the last
few years, and the area over which it is successfully grown
is rapidly increasing. Its limit of production is much farther
north than that of the cow-pea. On good soils it will probably
grow as far north as corn can be successfully grown. Its
fertility value is as high as any legume we can grow. It is
not possible to compare its value with clover or Alfalfa as it
has an entirely different place in the rotation. Where a fouryear rotation of corn, oats, wheat and clover is grown, we
believe that to substitute the Soy bean for oats would add
wonderfully to the feeding value of the rotation, as well as to
increase the fertility of the soil by having two legumes in one
rotation. The Soy bean can be grown for hay, for seed crop or
for silage.
“When grown for hay we have found that the best way
on our soil in North Central Ohio is to plow the ground early
in the Spring and cultivate occasionally until the 20th of
May to destroy weed seed; then sow from four to five pecks
per acre with wheat drill, using all the drills. The plants then
take care of themselves until ready to harvest. If, however,
the weed seeds have not been destroyed it is safer to drill
far enough apart to give one or two cultivations. Fairly good
corn land will grow from two to three tons per acre of rich
hay, surpassing clover, coarse and rough looking, but livestock eat it greedily and thrive on it. It is our richest coarse
feed as far as protein content is concerned. There can be only
one possible objection to Soy beans for hay, and that is in
curing them. Harvested in September there is less heat than
earlier and more danger of bad weather; however they are
much less injured by rain than is clover.
“For a seed crop we sow about three pecks of seed to
the acre, far enough apart to cultivate two or three times; 20
bushels of seed with 2,800 pounds of straw per acre is an

average crop. The beans are slightly richer in protein than oil
meal, and the straw as rich as clover hay, but being ripe and
somewhat woody would not be as digestible, yet cattle eat
the thrashed straw with very little waste. The beans make a
good substitute for tankage in the feeding of young pigs. At
the present price for the beans it is an excellent money crop,
worth more than double wheat, buckwheat or oats. For silage
we believe it is better to grow the corn and beans separately,
although some report success by growing them together. The
Ohio Experiment Station, in filling the silo, uses two loads of
corn to one of beans.
“The subject of inoculation is an important one in the
matter of soil improvement, and yet a good crop of beans
can be grown without inoculation. We follow Soy beans
with wheat by disking the ground, and find the seed bed in
excellent condition for that crop.” Address: Ohio.
1208. Biennial Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture
and Labor to the Governor of North Dakota. 1912. Silage.
12:201-07. For the term ending June 30, 1912.
• Summary: This section is part of the “Report of the Dairy
Commissioner.” Contents: Introduction. Kinds of crops
to grow for the silo. The economy of the silo. Silage a
wholesome feed. When to cut corn for the silo. The size to
cut corn. Cost of filling the silo. Amount of help needed and
rate of filling the silo. Feeding the silage. The advantages of
the silo. Corn silage and alfalfa hay as a ration.
The section titled “Kinds of crops to grow for the silo”
begins (p. 202): “Many kinds of plants are put into the
silo but corn is generally used. “It is the practice of some,
especially farther south, to mix the corn with some other
crop, such as cow peas and soy beans...”
Note 1. No other mention of soy beans was seen in the
these biennial reports for the term ending June 30, 1910
(11th); the term ending June 30, 1912 (12th); the term ending
June 30, 1914 (13th); the term ending June 30, 1916 (14th).
Note 2. This periodical is cited by HathiTrust as:
Public documents of the state of North Dakota, being the
annual and biennial reports of various public officers and
institutions to Governor and Legislative Assembly.
1209. Capus, G.; Boise, D. 1912. Les produits coloniaux:
Origine, production, commerce [Colonial products: Origin,
production, and commerce]. Paris: Librairie Armand Colin.
xvi + 687 p. See p. 113-15, 340. Illust. Index. 19 cm. [193*
ref. Fre]
• Summary: In the chapter on “Vegetables” is a section titled
“Soybeans” (Le Soya ou Soja) (p. 113-15), which gives basic
information and contains a large (non-original) illustration of
a soybean plant by Thiebault. In Japan, soybean are used to
make a sauce or condiment called shoyu (Sho-yu).
In the chapter on “Forage plants” is a short paragraph
(p. 340) on the “Soybean” (Le Soya) which states that it is a
precious legume for subtropical regions. Its stems and leaves
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are very rich in nitrogenous materials, and therefore very
nourishing.
Also discusses: Peanuts (L’Arachide, p. 115-16, 28994, 337). Bambara groundnuts (Le Voandzou, p. 116).
Sesame seeds (Le Sésame, p. 298-301). Address: 1. Doctor
of Science, former Director General of Agriculture in
Indochina; 2. Asst. at the Museum of Natural History,
professor at the l’École coloniale. Both: Paris, France.
1210. Fairchild, David. 1912. Plant introduction for the
plant breeder. Yearbook of the United States Department of
Agriculture. p. 411-22. For the year 1911. See p. 416.
• Summary: The article begins: “It is now nearly two
centuries since the first successful attempt to hybridize plants
was made by an English gardener.”
The section titled “Extent of the work of the Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction” states: “To stimulate
this research and make it possible for a growing number of
enthusiasts to breed plants with intelligence, the Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction has been importing from
various parts of the world the wild relatives of our cultivated
plants and such promising wild forms as seem to offer a
chance for domestication.
“When one canvasses the whole world for the varieties
of one of our cultivated plants it is surprising to find how
many forms there are. In 1907, for example, when the
systematic work of bringing in soybean varieties for the
Office of Forage-Crop Investigations first began, there were
known in this country only 23 varieties. In a recent bulletin
of the Bureau of Plant Industry 300 are mentioned as having
been tested (Footnote: Piper & Morse. 1910. “The soy
bean: history, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 197. See p. 24). These forms
have been gathered since 1907 from the bazaars of oriental
villages or bought from peasants in Japan, India, China,
Siberia, Chosen (Korea), and the Dutch East Indies by
trained explorers, American consuls, missionaries, or special
correspondents.” Address: Agricultural Explorer in Charge of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction.
1211. Field (Henry) Seed Co. 1912. Annual seed catalog,
1912. The seeds that yield are sold by Field. Shenandoah,
Iowa. 84 p. See p. 32. Illust.
• Summary: The section on “Pasture and Meadow Mixtures”
(p. 32) contains this subsection: “Quick-Action Hog Pasture.
Not permanent, but intended for quick results where you
wish to get lots of green feed as soon as possible for hogs
and calves, or where you have odd lots of ground which you
wish to put to use. Contains Barley, Field Peas, Rape and
such quick-coming annuals as will make luxuriant growth in
from six to eight weeks. Can be sown very early in the spring
and will be ready for pasture by the middle of May. For use
later in the season, especially for sowing in July and August
for fall pasture, we vary the mixture, using more cowpeas

and soybeans and sorghum. Price, 100 lbs., or over, 4½ cts.
per lb.; less amounts at 5¢ per lb.”
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usdanurseryandseedcatalog
Note 2. This is the earliest seed catalog seen that
contains the word “soybeans.” The Field catalogs published
in 1913 and 1914 contain the same text. Address: 227 West
Washington St., Indianapolis.
1212. Hawk, W. comp. 1912. The feeding and management
of cattle and the manuring of crops. Cornwall County
Council. Agricultural Experiments. p. 1-29. See p. 25-29. [2
ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soya Bean” (p. 25-29)
states: “Although soya bean cake was not introduced into
this country, except in small quantities, until 1909, soya
bean has been grown as a fodder crop for some years in
both Germany and America. It is not only a rich cattle food
but it has a high manurial value, being as rich in nitrogen as
decorticate cotton cake while it contains some potash and
phosphoric acid. Nevertheless there is practically no demand
for this cake in Cornwall. We have fed it to bullocks for
two years to the extent of 3 lbs. per head daily of soya bean
cake mixed with an equal weight of undecorticated cotton
cake, with quite satisfactory results, and we have fed with
larger quantities for shorter intervals without the slightest
objectionable features.
“Still we are fully aware that there is an impression
among farmers that it is dangerous to feed this cake to stock,
although there is nothing whatever to justify it...
“It seems highly probable that the prejudice against
soya bean cake is due to the fact of its having been confused
with the Java bean. This is an undoubtedly poisonous bean
containing a glucoside, which yields a very powerful poison.
There is, however, no connection whatever between the two
beans.”
Table 14, titled “Experiment with eight heifers, March
to June” (p. 27) shows the increase in live weight of two lots
receiving 6 lb/day of slightly different diets. Lot 1, whose
diet contained “2 lbs. soya bean cake, 2 lbs. undecorticated
cotton cake, and 2 lbs maize meal” gained 7% more weight
than Lot 2, whose diet contained no soya bean cake. Table
15 (p. 28) shows a similar experiment from June to October.
Address: Chairman, Executive Committee for Agriculture.
1213. Henry, W.A. 1912. Feeds and feeding: A hand-book for
the student and stockman. 12th ed., first revision. Madison,
Wisconsin: Published by the author. vi + 613 p. 24 cm. [20
soy ref]
• Summary: In Part II, “Feeding stuffs,” chapter 9 titled
“Leading cereals and by-products” states (p. 134): “Gluten
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meal is one of the richest of concentrates in crude protein
and fat... It is a heavy feed and but little used in its original
form... Gluten feed, composed of gluten meal and corn bran
ground together, is now the largest common by-product of
glucose and starch factories.”
In the chapter on “Oil-bearing seeds and their byproducts” is a long section (p. 155-56) titled “201. Soybean,
Glycine hispida,” which discusses the feeding value of
ground soybeans and soybean meal. The next section is on
the peanut.
In the chapter titled “Tests with feeding stuffs” are
sections on “630. Soybean v. cotton-seed meal” (p. 396),
gluten meal and gluten feed (p. 398), “643. Soybean cake”
(p. 401-02), “674. Soybean, cowpea, and Japan clover hay”
(p. 415; soybean better has a better feeding value than alfalfa
hay), “681. Soybean silage and alfalfa hay” (p. 419).
In the chapter “Experiments in fattening sheep”
see “753. Soybeans” (p. 464-65; with ewe lambs). Page
487 notes that soybeans, which are rich in crude protein,
“are usually too expensive to form the entire concentrate
allowance for fattening lambs.”
In the chapter on the “Value of various feeding stuffs
for swine” (p. 516-51), see “846. Gluten meal” (p. 519)
and “868. Soybeans” (p. 529-30). The next section is on
peanuts (p. 530). Then “898. Soybean pasture” (p. 547), and
“195. The legume seeds” (p. 558-59, incl. “Canada peas,
cowpeas, soybeans, and peanuts... While the starchy cereal
grains are the great fattening concentrates, the leguminous
seeds are essential in furnishing nitrogenous matter for
building the muscular tissues and organs of the body. It is
of vast importance that the pork producer in every section
of America can successfully and economically grow at
least one of the leguminous forage and grain crops, and
therefore is not forced to purchase expensive nitrogenous
feeds. No one can study the requirements and possibilities
of pork production in this country without realizing that
the leguminous plants are destined to occupy a vastly more
important position than they hold at present”), “916. The
legume roughages” (p. 559, incl. soybean pasture). Address:
D.Sc., D.Agr., Emeritus Prof. of Agriculture, Formerly Dean
of College of Agriculture and Director of the Agric. Exp.
Station, Univ. of Wisconsin.
1214. Ingalls, Walter Fitch. 1912. Soy beans. Cooperstown,
New York: Arthur H. Crist Co. 36 p. 19 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. Description of soy bean.
2. Inoculation. 3. How the soy bean came to be grown on our
farm. 4. Soils. 5. Planting and cultivation. 6. Advantages of
raising soy beans with corn. 7. The experiences of a few of
the farmers who raise soy beans. 8. Summary.
“The soy bean is one of the most prolific of growers
bearing large quantities of seed pods; the medium green bean
has been known to have one hundred pods on one plant” (p.
8).

Why did the author start growing soy beans? “After
farming for a number of years, buying grain for the dairy in
large quantities... I began thinking there should be something
which the farmers could raise which would balance the corn,
thus giving a more nearly balanced food, and so save buying
the concentrated feeds, bran, gluten, oil-meal, and cottonseed meal” (p. 15).
In 1898 he first grew soy beans. He experimental with
various crops, “but without marked success, and finally tried
the early green soy bean raised alone, and fed them green in
the fall, with the corn, probably fed about half a ton.
“While feeding them, the cows gained in milk and when
I stopped feeding them, there was a decrease in the flow of
milk.
This was in 1898; the next year I raised about an acre of
the soy beans separate, which were mixed with the corn as
the silo was filled, and about an acre planted in the hill with
the corn” (p. 16).
“After experimenting for a number of years, I finally
adopted the manner of raising the soy bean which I still
use, namely that of planting the beans in the field with the
ensilage corn, cutting, and putting them all, corn and beans,
in the silo together” (p. 17).
“We have tried several different varieties of soy beans,
with varying success; The early black mature before the
corn, and do not make a large growth. The medium green
matures in this climate at the same time as the corn, so we
have used this variety more than any other, and always with
good success” (p. 24).
Photos on unnumbered pages show: (1) A man standing
in a field of corn and soy bean plants (taken August 5). (2)
A man standing by rows of soy bean and corn plants (taken
Sept. 20); the soybeans grow almost as tall as a man, while
the corn grown much higher.
Note: This is the earliest English-language book seen
(Aug. 2001) about soybeans, i.e. with the word “Soy” (or any
of its cognates) in the title. It is also the first book published
in the USA describing how to grow soybeans. Address:
Hamilton, New York.
1215. Johnson Seed Co. 1912. Garden & farm manual (Mailorder catalog). Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 96 p. 26 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Fodder and Soiling Plants”
is a subsection (p. 58) titled “Soja or Japanese Soy Bean”
which states: “The demand for the Soja Beans has grown
remarkably of late years. Their great value is as a forage
crop, for fertilizing the soil and for pasturing or feeding the
green fodder much in the same way as the cow pea. New
Early Soja will mature in the far North. Mammoth Yellow
Soja, matures south of the Potomac and Ohio Rivers. Each,
per pkt, 10c.; lb., 25c; 3 lbs., 60c., postpaid; by freight or
express, qt., 20c; peck, 90c. Write for prices by the bushel.”
Also on this page are cow peas (the great soil improver–
Make poor land rich, good land more productive, and enrich
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the soil), Canada field peas, sand or winter vetch, early
amber sugar cane, and true dwarf Essex rape.
This catalog is owned by the National Agricultural
Library, Special Collections, in Beltsville, Maryland.
Address: 217 Market St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
1216. Kellner, Oscar Johann. 1912. Die Ernaehrung der
landwirtschaftlichen Nutztiere: Lehrbuch auf der Grundlage
physiologischer Forschung und praktischer Erfahrung [The
feeding of livestock: Textbook based on physiological
investigation and practical experience]. Berlin: Paul Parey.
xii + 640 p. 23 cm. [100+* ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the section titled “Descriptions of Feeds,”
soybean meal is discussed on pages 367-68. A table shows
a nutritional analysis for the following: Soybean straw
(p. 607), soybeans (p. 608, 609, and 618), soybean meal
(defatted and not defatted, p. 613, 620), soybean hay (p. 616
and 617), soybean hulls (Sojabohnenschalen, p. 617).
A portrait photo shows the author who lived 1851-1911.
Many subsequent editions were published, in 1919, 1924,
etc. Address: Geheimer Hofrat und Professor, Vorstand
der Koenigliche landwirtschaftliche Versuchsstation
Moeckern (near Leipzig) [Privy Councilor {or Privy Court
Councilor} and professor, chairman of the Royal Agricultural
Experiment Station Möckern, Germany].
1217. Rowe, C.A. 1912. Pigs + corn + soybeans + clover = ?
Illinois Farmers’ Institute, Annual Report 17:367-69. For the
year ending June 30, 1912.
• Summary: Contents of this lecture: Introduction (feeding
of soybeans to hogs). Pigs like soybeans best. Six hundred
forty-seven pounds per acre (gain in pork from the beans
alone). A better way (pasturing the soybeans with hogs is not
as profitable as making soybean hay). A sure crop. Questions
and answers.
The author began growing soybeans in 1901 on his
farm in Morgan County; he was soon feeding them to hogs.
The best way to use soybeans is to wait until the beans are
beginning to turn ripe, cut the plants with a binder, shock
them in rather small shocks, and when they are dry enough,
stack them in a dry place. Then feed them to your hogs with
corn during the winter; the result is profit.
A photo shows Dr. Eugene Davenport, dean of the
College of Agriculture, Urbana. Address: Jacksonville,
Illinois.
1218. Smith, C.B. 1912. Rotations in the corn belt. Yearbook
of the United States Department of Agriculture p. 325-36.
For the year 1911.
• Summary: The section titled “Corn in rotation with
cowpeas or soy beans, wheat, and clover” (p. 331-32)
discusses the growing importance of soybeans in the corn
belt. “In southern Indiana, southern Illinois, portions of
Ohio, and much of Missouri and Kansas either cow peas

or soy beans may profitably be substituted for oats in the
rotation. Both these crops may be grown for either grain or
hay, producing a quality of product even superior to oats
for feeding purposes. Both are legumes, and therefore are
superior to oats as crops for improving the land, and both
possess the still further advantage of making it unnecessary
to plow the ground after them, as in the case of oats,
for wheat. Disking is preferable and can be effectually
done when dry weather would make plowing impossible.
Furthermore, both cowpeas and soy beans can be grown
successfully on poorer land and on land in a poorer condition
of tilth than can oats, and in themselves, either for feed or
hay, they will return a greater cash value than oats.
“As to which is the more profitable, cowpeas or soy
beans, that matter has not been satisfactorily determined and
will vary with the locality. The soy beans will stand a little
more frost and therefore can be safely grown a little farther
north than cowpeas.
“Recent field observations have led to the belief that
soy beans will have by far the broader general application
and will thrive under a greater variety of soil conditions than
cowpeas. On the heavier lands along the central and northcentral sections of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois soy beans are
being grown with greater success and with greater profit than
cowpeas.”
“The value of the soy bean crop in the sections
mentioned is being realized more and more each year and
it is rapidly filling a very important place in the rotation on
the average farm. At present the crop is principally used to
supply feed for live stock, but with the prevailing prices
of seed, farmers will doubtless gradually go into seed
production, allowing the crop to fill the same place in the
rotation as at present.
“With a four or five year rotation of (1) corn, (2)
cowpeas or soy beans, (3) wheat, and (4) clover and timothy
one year or more, the land will be plowed but once in the
rotation and that for the corn crop. For the cowpeas or soy
beans and for the wheat, disking the ground will usually be
sufficient.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2016) by
or about USDA’s Office of Farm Management and soybeans.
In 1922 it became part of the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics. Address: Agriculturist, Office of Farm
Management, Bureau of Plant Industry.
1219. Tibbles, William. 1912. Foods: Their origin,
composition and manufacture. London: Baillière, Tindall and
Cox. viii + 950 p. See p. 372, 476, 529, 531-33, 535, 537-39,
776. Index. 23 cm. [5 soy ref]
• Summary: In the chapter on “The legumes or pulses,”
the section on “Beans” (p. 529) lists ten species of beans
(including the soy bean) that “are used in dry condition in
many parts of the world.”
The section titled “The Soy Bean (Dolichos soja,
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or Glycine hispida) states (p. 531-33): “The soy bean is
a native of Cochin-China, Java, and Japan, where it has
been cultivated from the remotest antiquity. It is said to be
the shu mentioned in the writings of Confucius, although
the modern name is ta-tou. Its introduction into India is
comparatively modern. It was introduced into Southern
Europe and America in 1880, where it is now cultivated
chiefly as a forage plant. There are numerous varieties of the
plant, but, excepting in colour, the seeds do not differ much
from each other in size and appearance. Those sold in the
Chinese markets of Australia and Western America are either
yellow or black. The seed resembles a pea, but the botanical
characteristics of the whole plant are those of the bean. The
seeds are one of the most important beans of China, Japan,
and some other Oriental countries, where they are eaten like
other beans–viz., boiled or baked. But in China and Japan
they are elaborated into a variety of products, all of which
are valuable for their high proportion of protein, and, when
eaten with rice–the staple food of the people–make a fairly
well-balanced dietary. Some of these articles are eaten at
every meal by rich and poor alike, particularly in the interior
of China. Some of these preparations are as follows:
“Soy Sauce, or Shoyu, is prepared from a mixture of
cooked beans, roasted wheaten flour, and salt, which are put
into a cask and allowed to undergo a prolonged fermentation.
The result is a thick brown liquid, of pungent and agreeable
taste. It is used in Europe as a basis for various proprietary
sauces.
“2. Bean Cheese, or Tao-hu [Tofu].–There are several
preparations. According to Prinsen-Geerligs, bean cheeses
are made from white beans, which are soaked in water for
three hours, afterwards being reduced to a paste and cooked.
The milky fluid is then strained through a coarse cloth to
remove starch and fibre, and when cool is precipitated by
the addition of crude salt–i.e., salt containing calcium and
magnesium as well as sodium chloride. The precipitate,
which is rich in protein and fat, is then kneaded and pressed
into cakes, called fresh Tofu, or ‘Taahuor tofu.’ They are then
dipped into an alkaline solution of curcuma. An analysis of
fresh tofu gives the following composition: Water 81.35,
protein 11.46, fat 5.19, carbohydrate 0.81, ash 0.79, per cent.
There are several varieties of the cheese, known as ‘Natto,’
‘Miso,’ and ‘Tofu.’ Natto is made from beans which have
been boiled for several hours until they are soft. The hot
mass is then pressed into small cakes, wrapped in bundles of
straw, and kept in a warm, tightly-closed cellar for twentyfour hours, when the action of minute organisms from the
air or straw work a change in the mass, and produce an
agreeable flavour. Miso is made by boiling the beans until
they are soft, when they are beaten to a pulp, mixed with
concentrated sea-brine or crude salt, and boiled rice. The
substance is then put into a barrel which has previously
contained a fermented liquor, and allowed to ferment. It is
ready for use in two months, and is eaten like butter. Soy

Milk: When beans have been boiled until they are soft, and
beaten to a pulp, a considerable portion of the vegetable
casein passes into solution, and forms a milky-looking liquid.
It further resembles milk by a thin pellicle or skin [yuba]
forming on its surface when it is boiled, just as in the case of
boiled cow’s milk, and the casein can be precipitated from
solution by rennet or acids. Such milk has many uses. Tofu
is also prepared from soy milk by the addition of sea-brine,
which precipitates the casein by virtue of the calcium and
magnesium salts. The coagulum is then pressed into tablets,
which are snow-white. Tofu made in this way is prepared
fresh daily, and therefore but little bacterial action occurs.
Moreover, dried cheeses are made in China and Japan by
freezing such cakes, afterwards thawing them and drying
them in the sun.”
Section 4 (p. 535) titled “The legumin of soy beans”
mentions glycinin, legumelin, proteose, and vegetable casein.
A table (p. 537) gives the chemical composition of the
following: Soy beans (black, or yellow). Soy cheese (taohu): Tofu (fresh, frozen, dry matter). Natto. Miso (white,
red, or Swiss). Soy sauce (Tao-yu): Shoyu. Three sources for
these figures are cited.
On page 537-38 is information about the fats,
carbohydrates, and minerals of soy beans and other legumes.
In the section on “Sauces” (p. 776) we read: Many of
these sauces, or relishes, consist of a basis of vinegar, with
Indian soy, mushroom ketchup, walnut ketchup, cayenne
pepper, allspice, garlic, and other condiments and aromatic
spices, to give flavour, pungency, and aromatic properties. A
notable example is Worcestershire Sauce, which is composed
of the following ingredients: Soy–1 quart. Malt vinegar–7
pints. Lime-juice–3/4 pint. Tamarind–1 pound. Chillies–1¼
ounces. Cloves–1¼ ounces. Garlic–3 ounces. Shallots–6
ounces. Anchovies–3 ounces.
“These substances are prepared by peeling and bruising
the garlic and shallots with the anchovies. They are then
mixed with the vinegar, soy, and spices, boiled together for
twenty minutes, allowed to get cold, and strained. There are
many other examples; most of the ingredients have been
described in the foregoing pages.
“An imitation [soy sauce]. called English soy, is made
by heating together 10 parts treacle, 16 parts extract of malt,
4 parts mushroom ketchup, and 9 parts common salt; it is
allowed to stand twenty-one days, and afterwards clarified.”
Recipes for Mushroom ketchup and Walnut ketchup are also
given (p. 776).
The section on “Rice as a food” (p. 475-76) notes that
rice is poor in protein and fat and rich in carbohydrates.
“It is consumed enormously by the inhabitants of Eastern
countries... It should not be overlooked, however, that the
same people consume the soy bean and its preparations,
especially soy cheese and sauce, which largely compensate
for the deficiency of protein. The deficiency of rice in
stimulating properties, infinitely less than those of oats and
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oatmeal, accounts to some extent for the indolence and
apathy of many Orientals, and it is a significant fact that the
advance of the Japanese as a nation [incl. winning two major
wars] is contemporaneous with the larger consumption of
flesh foods.”
The section on “Common Wheat” (p. 372) states: “The
Chinese grew wheat 2700 B.C., and considered it a special
gift from Heaven. It was classed with rice, sorghum, and
the soy-bean, which the Emperor Chin-nong [Shen-Nung]
ordered to be sown annually with sacred rites.”
Note: William Tibbles lived 1859-1928. Address: LL.D.,
M.D. (Hon. Causa) Chicago, L.R.C.P. Edin., M.R.C.S. Eng.,
L.S.A. Lond. Medical Officer of Health, Fellow of the Royal
Inst. of Public Health, etc.
1220. Tonnelier, Adolfo C. 1912. La Soja hispida y sus
aplicaciones [The soybean and its applications]. Buenos
Aires, Argentina: J. Carbone. 16 p. [Spa]
• Summary: Various tables give the chemical composition
of soybeans based on different previous analyses (incl.
moisture, ash, oils, nitrogenous substances / proteins
{materias azoadas, materias proteicas}, cellulose, and
carbohydrates).
“The results obtained during these last two periods in
this Experimental Station permit us to predict a bright future
for these industries. The soybean is adequate to use as green
manure, green fodder and hay; it produces a grain with which
flour is made for the maintenance of people and animals;
it also produces oil which leaves a residue cake that can be
fed to livestock. Besides these products, soybeans can be a
source for artificial milk (leche artificial; soymilk), cheese
(queso) [tofu], and a certain sauce (cierta salsa; soy sauce),
all of which, even if their use has not yet become part of our
custom, are at least widespread in the Chinese Empire” (p.
1).
“The main center for the utilization of the soybean and
for the production of flour, oil and cakes is found in Hull,
England.” Tables show the composition of soy flour (harina
de Soja) and the soybean cake (la torta de Soja), based on
analyses by Maret and Delattre (p. 8).
On page 10 is a discussion of vegetable milk or soy
milk. Page 12 discusses “queso de Soja, ó To Fou” (“soy
cheese, or tofu”) and “la famosa salsa de Soja, llamada
Soyou ó Choyou” (“the famous soy sauce, called Soyou
or Choyou” [actually shoyu]). A table gives the chemical
composition of fresh and dry tofu.
A full-page table (p. 13) compares the chemical
composition of soybeans and soyfoods with similar foods
from other sources in six categories: Seeds or grains, cakes
(for feed), flour, green forage, milk (incl. soymilk), and
cheese (incl. fresh and dry tofu; Queso de To Fou, fresco;
Queso de To Fou, seco). The dry tofu cheese may be dryfrozen tofu.
“Experiments carried out at this Experimental Station

in Cordoba during the last three years plainly confirm the
favorable effects that legumes produce as green/unripe
manure over other crops such as corn, flax, wheat, barley,
rye and potatoes. In the period 1910-1911, as is well known,
was not a very favorable one for forage production. A
yield corresponding to 36,000 kg/ha of green forage was
obtained [from soybeans] at this Experimental Station”
(p. 15). “The experimental cultivation of the hispid/hairy
soybean in the period of 1910-1911 was carried out on soil of
mediocre composition, inferior to that of the average crops
in the region. As I stated earlier, that year was extremely
unfavorable for all vegetation. Half of the crop either failed
to bloom or did not ripen. As a result, by January 19, 1911,
the harvest of green forage was 36,800 kg/ha, leaving the
other half for seed” (p. 16).
Photos show: (1) A field of soy bean plants (Soja
hispida). (2) Close-up view of a man standing with a
measuring stick in a field of soy bean plants. (3) Close-up
view of leaves of a soy bean plant. (4). Close-up of soybean
pods on stem. (5). Soybean pods placed next to a ruler.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Argentina (one of
three documents).
Note 2. The last two lines of the article read: “Cordoba,
July 1911. A.C. Tonnelier.” Therefore this document contains
the earliest clear date seen for soybeans in Argentina, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Argentina (1908). The source of
these soybeans is unknown.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term materias azoadas
or the term materias proteicas to refer to nitrogenous
substances or protein in connection with soybeans.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (March 2021) that uses the term queso de Soja refer to
tofu. Address: Jefe de la Estación Experimental, anexa á la
Escuela Nacional de Agricultura y Ganaderia de Córdoba
(Chief of the Experiment Station, attached to the School of
Agriculture and Cattle Raising of Cordoba, Argentina).
1221. Wing, Joseph E. 1912. Sheep farming in America:
New and enlarged (3rd) ed. Chicago, Illinois: The Breeder’s
Gazette. 368 p. 20 cm.
• Summary: The information on soybeans in this book is
very similar (but not identical) to that found in the 1908
second edition. It is found in Chapter 5 on pages 147-48. For
example, “soy beans” is now spelled “soybeans.” Address:
Staff Correspondent of The Breeder’s Gazette.
1222. Wing Seed Co. 1912. Alfalfa: And how to grow it.
A treatise about this valuable clover together with a list of
sundry other fine forage plants, corn, vegetables and flower
seeds of quality (Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
64 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: This is actually The Wing Seed Company’s mail
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order catalog. The back cover is filled with a black-and-white
photo of a man standing in a huge, well manicured field of
“Wing’s Mikado Soys” growing in rows. On the back of the
title page are: Guarantee of seed quality, prices, shipments,
and important suggestions for ordering. The Introduction
(p. 3) begins: “The most important question before the
American people is neither the tariff, the trusts, nor the
eight-hour day. It is the problem of supplying today ninety
millions of people with food, and doing it in such a manner
that the next year we can supply still a greater number from
the same acreage under cultivation... and finally leaving the
soil considerably richer than it is today... Briefly it depends
upon lime, phosphorus, potash, and nitrogen. The first three
we can buy if necessary, but nitrogen is so costly that it is
extremely difficult to purchase it, apply it to our soils, and
show a financial gain from so doing, even when we secure
fairly good prices. The greatest source of nitrogen is the air,
and our common legumes transfer it through the bacteria on
their roots to the soil; thus it becomes apparent that the key
to successful agriculture is legumes.”
For twenty years this firm has been in constant study of
all sorts of leguminous crops... we believe that today no other
firm of seedsmen in the United States is as well qualified
to serve their customers along this great line of leguminous
plants as we are.”
The first long section (p. 4-14), titled “Alfalfa or
lucerne,” gives details on all aspects of growing this crop.
It begins: “Legumes are the only plant foods which actually
add plant food to the soil; they thus rank of the greatest
importance, and permanent agriculture depends vitally upon
their use.” “On impoverished soils, we would recommend
preparation for Alfalfa one or two years in advance, growing
such crops as Crimson Clover, Mammoth Clover, Melilotus
[Sweet Clover], Cow Peas, Canada Field Peas, or Soja
Beans, and preferably turning them under or else pasturing
them off, so as to give the soil the greatest benefit possible
from them.” “Time of Seeding (p. 5)–On Woodland Farm,
for many years, it has been our custom to sow Alfalfa at oatseeding time, about the first week of April, using Beardless
Spring Barley as a nurse crop.”
After a section on corn (p. 15-20) comes a longer section
titled “Soy beans.” Its contents: Introduction. Usefulness
of soy beans. Time of planting and cultivation. Inoculation.
Harvesting for grain. Making soy bean hay. Varieties:
Wing’s Mikado (will yield 30 bushels/acre under favorable
conditions), Wing’s Mongol (secured in 1908), Wing’s Sable
(secured in 1908), Wing’s Extra Select Sable, Jet, Peking,
Wing’s Extra Select Peking, Wilson (excellent for forage),
Ito San (Especially adapted to latitude 41½ degrees, or north
of that), Mammoth (will rarely mature seed north of the Ohio
River), a stray soy bean.
The section on soy beans begins (p. 21): “Three years
ago [ca. 1909] we ventured the assertion that Soy Beans were
one of the coming crops. We are much more certain now

than we were then.” The introduction to the varieties states
(p. 27): “We believe that we are the largest retailers of soy
beans in the United States. Possibly we retail as many as all
the rest of the dealers put together. We believe, also, that we
are spending more money to test varieties of these soy beans
to ascertain which are the good ones, and to perfect them, by
plant row breeding and selection, than any other firm in the
United States.” The varieties whose names start with “Wing”
“are our own, obtainable only directly from us. We have no
agent, and no other seedsmen have them.” The photos in
this issue (which are very similar to those in the 1911 issue)
show: (1) Two children (about ages 3 and 6) inspecting the
soy bean test plots. (2) A boy standing in “A field of Peking
soy beans just ripening. This looks like 30 bushels per
acre.” (3) Large, individual photos of uprooted plants of the
following soy bean varieties bearing pods: Wing’s Mikado (2
photos on different pages), Ito San, Wing’s Sable (2), Wing’s
Mongol, Wilson, Peking, and Jet (p. 23-30). Two children
seated (one in a big straw hat) in front of a field of soybeans
(inside back cover).
The “Index and table of quantities required per acre;
Also weight per bushel” (p. 64) states that a bushel of
“Beans, Soy” weighs 60 lb. If sowing alone, plant ¼ to 3 bu/
acre.
A typewritten note, stapled to the title page, was written
in 1993 by William Wing of Pella, Iowa, for a Wing family
reunion, at which he displayed the booklet. The note states:
“The Wing Seed Co. of Mechanicsburg, Ohio, founded
by Joseph (Alfalfa Joe) Wing and his brothers Willis and
Charles, after many years of prosperous operation, went
bankrupt during the Great Depression [1929 to early 1940s].
The buildings were sold to the Scott Seed Co. [now named
Scotts Co. Phone: 937-644-0011] in Marysville, Ohio, distant
about 30 miles from Mechanicsburg. The buildings are still
used for storage by Scott.” Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
1223. Winkler, Hubert. 1912. Botanisches Hilfsbuch
fuer Pflanzer, Kolonialbeamte, Tropenkaufleute und
Forschungsreisende [Botanical guidebook for colonial
settlers and officials, buyers of tropical goods, and
explorers]. Wismar: Hinstorffsche Verlagsbuchhandlung. 322
p. See p. 240-41. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: 1071. Soja hispida. Legume. One of the
most important and, indeed, also one of the oldest crops
of East Asia. In China, called ta-tou; in Japan, daidzu; on
Java, kadelee. Up to a one meter high bean-like plant with
trifoliate leaves and small, pale purple clusters of blossoms.
There are quite a number of varieties which differ from each
other primarily through the shape of the pod, and the shape
and color of the beans.
The soybean (Sojabohne) has a growth period of from
3½ to 4½ months and, in order to flourish, requires a great
deal of heat and light. Significant frosts cannot occur during
the growth period, and a monthly average of at least 20ºC
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is necessary during the two warmest summer months in
order for it to thrive. The agronomic trials in Central Europe
have therefore provided only uncertain yields. The far more
regular climate of East Asia, on the other hand, allows for
a successful cultivation of the most varied of varieties.
A dry, deep soil is most beneficial for it. In East Asia, it
is frequently cultivated as an intermediate crop [within a
crop rotation]. A wide sowing, for instance 45 x 30 cm, is
absolutely necessary. During the blossoming period, the
soybean is sensitive to shading, but in more equatorial
latitudes, that is less the case. It can therefore be used as
an undercrop (Unterfrucht) in young tree plantings (coffee,
cacao, etc.), particularly since it is among the nitrogen fixers
(Stickstoffsammler) and can also serve as a fodder plant.
“The soybean significantly exceeds the legumes that are
most commonly used as foods in its protein content. And its
fat content in comparison to those is virtually extraordinary
(20% and more). It is for that reason that in China and Japan,
it has been prized for a long time as a food, particularly
since a large part of the population there has to rely upon a
vegetarian diet. The soybean can replace the meat-based diet
up to a certain point. For that reason, a fatty mush (fettiger
Brei) that has been obtained from it is added to nearly all
dishes in place of butter. The beans are also boiled and
roasted, especially the black varieties, and eaten as a tasty
and nutritious side dish with rice. On the other hand, flour
and baked goods are prepared from white and green beans.
In particular, though, two fermented products are produced
in Japan and Northern China, for the production of which
the soybean finds use to an extensive degree: shoyu, the
soy sauce (Sojasosse) or bean sauce, and miso. Both of
them serve as seasonings for food and for the preparation of
soups, and the former is also used in England and America
for the production of famous piquant sauces [such as
Worcestershire sauce]. Another gourmet food at the national
level (Volksgenussmittel) that is produced from the early
white varieties is the so-called “bean cheese”, which in Japan
is called tofu, which is also left to freeze for the water to be
removed and is then called kori-tofu, or “ice bean cheese”
(Eisbohnenkäse).
In recent years, though, the soybean has also attracted
a very high level of attention in Europe. This is as a food
although to a low degree, even though in France, the
production has been tried of flour, bread for diabetics
(because of the low content of carbohydrates), cakes, sauces
for seasoning, jams, milk, and fresh and smoked cheese. And
the oil of the beans is a valuable food and, in its fresh state,
can very well serve for food purposes, since it does not have,
or possesses only to a very low degree, the laxative effect
that was attributed to it earlier.
Within the European sphere, though, the oil only comes
into consideration for industrial purposes, and specifically
for the manufacture of soap. It has established its position
especially in England. In 1909, no fewer than 400,000

[metric?] tons of soybeans (Sojasaat) were apparently
imported there in 1909. In more recent times, a rubber
substitute that carries patent protection was produced by
Gössel and Sauer from the oil of the soybean, although
no further experience about its use is available yet. And
in Japan and China themselves, the obtaining of oil is
carried out extensively. The residues of the pressing find
use primarily as fertilizer, and only in most recent times as
fodder. As such, the cakes, which are called “beancakes”
by the English, were already exported from East Asia to
Europe earlier on. Through the obtaining of fat–either by
pressing or by extraction–in Europe itself, this very well
digested and inexpensive concentrated feed has taken on an
increased value for our local agriculture. Added to this is
the fact that the hay and straw and the pods of the soybean,
including plants as silage, represent a good fodder that has
already been used for a long time in East Asia. Since the
plant also comes into consideration as a nitrogen fixer for
green manure, its cultivation is to be recommended not
only in our East Asian leased territory, but otherwise also in
our colonies.–Fesca, I. 163-165.–Tropenpflanzen [Tropical
Plants] II, (1898). 223; III (1899). 249, 255; XII, (1908).
232; XIV, (19410). 613.
1072. Soja japonica = Soja hispida.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Privatdozent an der Universitaet
Breslau [Germany].
1224. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1913. The preservation and use of
maize for stock feed (continued from page 853). Agricultural
J. of the Union of South Africa 5(1):75-88. Jan.
• Summary: Page 76: “Ingle recommends not the reduction
of the amount of mielies [maize], but the substitution for a
portion of the oat-hay of some foodstuff with a ‘narrower’
albuminoid ratio, i.e. of some product richer in nitrogenous
material, such as teff-grass hay, lucerne hay, velvet-bean hay,
maize forage, maize stover, soybeans, peas, beans, peanut
hay, or the various oilcakes.”
A table (p. 77) gives Inglett’s “Nutritive Ratio”
(albuminoid ratio) for various crops: Soybeans are 1 to 2.0.
Peanut cake is 1 to 0.9.
Page 77: “Mixtures to Increase the Feeding Value of
Maize Silage: To give more ‘balance’ to the ration of maize
silage some nitrogenous material should be added. Where
concentrated foodstuffs, such as linseed meal, peanut meal
or soybean cake are cheap, they can be added to the daily
ration of silage. But many farmers will probably find it more
economical to grow a leguminose crop which can be cut up
and mixed with the maize in the silo. These include:...”
Page 78: “Soybeans (Glycine hispida) can be used for
silage, but the crop is too uncertain, at present, to be relied
upon, and is less satisfactory than either velvet beans or
cowpeas.”
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1225. Forbes, E.B.; Beegle, F.M.; Mensching, J.E. 1913.
Mineral and organic analyses of foods: New methods for the
determination of sodium and crude fiber. Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 255. p. 211-32. Jan.
• Summary: Table VI, titled “Organic and mineral analyses
of foods–Fruits, vegetables and roughage–Parts per 100 of
fresh substance” (p. 230-31) gives figures for soy bean hay
and soy beans for the following: Moisture, protein, nitrogen,
ether extract, crude fiber, ash, potassium, sodium, calcium,
magnesium, sulphur, chlorine, phosphorus. Does not include
iron. Address: 1. Ph.D., Chief; 2. B.S., Asst. Both: Dep. of
Nutrition, Columbus, Ohio.
1226. Neuville, A. de. 1913. Les nouveaux aliments
artificiels [The new artificial foods]. Revue (La) (Paris)
100(3):384-89. Feb. 1. 24th year. 6th Series. For translations
see Literary Digest (8 March 1913, p. 509-510) and
American Review of Reviews, April 1913 (p. 500-01). [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Soymilk (Le lait
de soya). 2. Meat alternatives (La viandine) developed by
Belgian chemist M. Effront. 3. Miracle wheat. Note: The
soybean is mentioned only in the section on soymilk.
By modifying the albuminoid and protein substances
found in soy (Soya hispida, or Chinese pea), and extracting
their proteids, we may obtain a milk that is similar to the
milks secreted by the mammary glands of mammals. Soy is
rich in nitrogen and in fatty matter. Made into flour it serves
to make a bread that is prescribed for diabetes. A synthetic
milk has been extracted from the beans, by a process that
is still kept secret; it has the same nutritive effect as natural
milk. “The invention was introduced into Germany and
France almost at the same time. The parts of the plant are
broken up mechanically, then chemically triturated and
reduced to a lactescent substance that is cheaper than the
product of the cow and may replace it perfectly.”
A farmer can get six times as much milk from the same
piece of land by planting it to soy beans, than by growing
grass and letting a milch cow eat the grass. “The economy
realized is considerable. A cow requires nearly a acre of
pasturage. She turns only 53 per cent. of it into effective
nutriment and about 5 per cent. into milk... Two milkings a
day give on an average 15 quarts, varying with the breed.
Soy grown on a field of one-sixth an acre yields the same
quantity of artificial milk. The expense is far less.
“This soy milk presents other advantages over natural
milk. It is not exposed to contact with impurities, as so often
happens in farm stables and dairies... Besides, cows are not
exempt from bacillary infections... Artificial milk is not
exposed to these dangers. It is made with apparatus kept so
scrupulously clean that there can be no question of microbial
infection.”
Soy “is a very nourishing food, but of an oily taste that
makes it disagreeable to Europeans. Made into milk the
soy has none of these disagreeable qualities. It is digestible,

pleasant to the palate, and leaves no taste in the mouth. Being
a complete food like natural milk, it is suited to children and
invalids and all who are following a diet.” Address: Dr.
1227. Ingle, Herbert. 1913. A manual of agricultural
chemistry. 3rd ed. Revised and largely rewritten. London:
Scott, Greenwood & Son. vii + 397 p. Feb. Illust. Index. 23
cm. 1st ed. March 1902. [ soy ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 12, “Crops,” the section on
“Leguminous seeds” (p. 241) simply mentions: “P. radiatus,
Adzuki beans; Glycine hispida, Soy or Soja beans;...” A table
(p. 242) gives the general composition of 15 leguminous
seeds, incl. soy beans, cow peas, pea nuts, and three kinds of
lupines.
In Chapter 14, “Foods and Feeding,” the section on
“Bye-products from oil-bearing seeds” includes (p. 28283) a comparison of the composition of: Decorticated
cotton-seed cake, earth-nut or pea-nut cake, soy-bean cake,
almond cake, and sesame cake. One multi-page table of
digestion coefficients shows the following for ruminants (p.
288-89): Soja beans: Protein 89%, carbohydrates 69%, fat
90%, and crude fibre 36%. Soja bean straw: Protein 50%,
carbohydrates 66%, fat 60%, and crude fibre 38%. Another
multi-page table shows the composition of food-stuffs,
including both total constituents and digestible constituents
(p. 292-95). Values are given for many crops, incl. Soja
beans, soja bean hay, almond cake, earth-nut cake, sesame
cake, and lupines (blue or yellow).
Also discusses: Pea Nuts, Ground Nuts, or Monkey
Nuts (Arachis hypogæa, p. 241-42). Lupines (Lupinus spp.,
p. 242). Flax or linseed (p. 243). Address: B.Sc. (Leeds),
Scarborough [North Yorkshire, England]. Formerly lecturer
on agricultural chemistry at the Leeds Univ. Also chief
chemist to the Transvaal Dep. of Agriculture.
1228. Granato, L. 1913. A soja [The soybean]. Sao Paulo
Secretaria de Agricultura, Comercio e Obras Pulicas.
Boletim de Agricultura, Series 14. No. 3. p. 159-67. March.
Series XIV. [Por]
• Summary: Contents: Names of the soybean: Scientific
and in various foreign countries. Botanical characteristics.
Soybean cultivation: In Russia, France, Italy, Austria.
Harvest and yield: In Italy, Hungary, France, in Brazil at
the Agronomic Institute of Campinas (instituto Agronomico
de Campinas) where Dutra reported yields of 2,200 to
2,300 liters/hectare. The soybean as a food: Nutritional
composition and food value of the seeds of varieties analyzed
by König, of varieties cultivated in 1899 at the Agronomic
Institute of Campinas and analyzed by Mr. R. Bolliger. Soja
as a forage crop. Uses of the soy bean (esp. in Japan and
China): Miso, tofu (a type of cheese {queijo} called To-fu),
shoyu, koji, soy flour (farinha de soja).
Note 1. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (April 2013) that uses the word queijo or the
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word To-fu to refer to tofu.
Note 2. This is the earliest Portuguese-language
document seen (Jan. 2019) that mentions soy flour which it
calls farinha de soja.
Three bar charts (p. 165-66) compare the protein
(albuminoides), oil and fat, and carbohydrate content of the
soybean with those of other major foodstuffs (of both animal
and vegetable origin, such as common beans {feijao}, beef,
eggs, wheat, etc.). Soybeans have the highest content of
protein, and of oil or fat, of all foods with which they are
compared.
1229. Wiancko, Alfred T. 1913. Cow peas and soy beans.
Revised ed. Purdue University Agricultural Extension
Bulletin No. 2. 8 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil adaptation. Soil
preparation. Inoculation. When and how to sow cowpeas
and soy beans. Harvesting and threshing (for hay, for seed).
Varieties for Indiana.
This Bulletin begins: “Cowpeas and soy beans are
leguminous crops which are rapidly gaining favor in
Indiana agriculture. Farmers all over the state are becoming
interested in them and are learning their great value as grain
and forage crops and for the improvement of soil fertility.
Their power to gather nitrogen from the air, the large amount
of organic matter they are capable of producing, and their
beneficial effect upon the tilth of clay soils are qualities
which commend them in the highest degree, to say nothing
of their value as feeding stuffs.
“On most Indiana soils the cowpea is primarily a forage
crop, while the soy bean will generally give best results
as a grain crop. Both are excellent as cover crops or green
manures for plowing under, providing large amounts of
organic matter rich in nitrogen. Of the two, the cowpea is
perhaps to be preferred for the latter purpose, but that point is
not settled. Of similar sized varieties, sometimes one will do
better and sometimes the other, according to soil adaptation,
degree of inoculation, etc.”
“Inoculation (p. 4): In most cases in Indiana where
cowpeas or soy beans are grown for the first time the
soil will need to be inoculated from an outside source. In
southern Indiana generally, and in some northern portions
where the cow pea has been grown somewhere in the
neighborhood for many years, the bacteria are pretty well
distributed over all fields and inoculation is not necessary.
Pure cultures may be used, but as they so often fail, it is
much safer and generally cheaper to use soil from a field
where the particular crop has been grown successfully. Each
crop has its own particular variety of bacteria and one will
not do for both.
“From a gallon of soil specially rich in the desired
bacteria mixed in and drilled with every bushel of seed
to a few hundred pounds per acre scattered broadcast and
immediately harrowed in when preparing the seed-bed may

be used and can be easily applied. When once properly
inoculated, soil from this field may be used for the rest of,
the farm.
“Where the success of these crops is seriously in doubt,
it is a good plan to sow and thoroughly inoculate small test
plats which will later provide soil for inoculating larger
fields.”
“Harvesting and Threshing:” (p. 6): “The soy bean when
used for hay should be cut at a considerably earlier stage of
development than the cowpea, or soon after the pods begin
to develop. If left much later, the stems become quite woody
and inferior in feeding quality.”
“Varieties for Indiana (p. 7): There is great variation in
the time of maturity among varieties of both soy beans and
cowpeas. Large numbers of varieties (over 200 of soy beans)
have been tested in this state, some ripening inside of three
months, while others were still grass green when destroyed
by frost. It is very important, therefore, to give careful
attention to the selection of varieties.”
Page 8: The following varieties of soy beans may be
recommended:
“Northern Indiana:–Ito San, Early Brown, Black Beauty.
“Central and Southern Indiana:–Hollybrook, Ito San,
Early Brown, Sable, Mikado.
Where to get seed–Soy beans [all in Indiana]:
“Taylor Fouts, Camden.
“Isaac A. Smith, Warren.
“C.L. Meharry, Attica.
“W.R. Butler, Kokomo.
“Troyer Bros., Losantville.
“F.W. Greenwell, Jr., Huntertown.
“A.H. Hadley, Monrovia.
“R.G. East, Worthington.
“A.B. Talmage, Wabash.”
Footnote: “Farmers are cautioned to examine samples
of the seed before purchasing. The names and addresses are
given for the convenience of farmers and the Station should
not be held responsible for the quality of the seed.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Mikado. Address: Dep. of Soils
and Crops, Purdue Univ. Experiment Station.
1230. Piper, C.V. 1913. Re: Dr. E.V. Wilcox of Hawaii wants
soy bean varieties. Letter to W.J. Morse, [Arlington Farm.
Rosslyn, Virginia], April 9. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Dr. E.V. Wilcox, Director of
the Hawaii Experiment Station, Honolulu, Hawaii, wants
to get seed of soybean varieties suitable for forage. Will
you send seed of not to exceed 8 or 10 varieties. Yours very
truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
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and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist in Charge,
[Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
1231. Agricultural J. of the Union of South Africa. 1913.
Soybeans for ensilage. 5(4):625. April.
• Summary: “In one of his articles on ‘The Preservation and
Use of Maize for Stock Feed,’ which are running through
these pages, Mr. Burtt-Davy remarks: ‘Soybeans can be
used for silage, but the crop is too uncertain, at present, to
be relied upon, and is less satisfactory than either velvet
beans or cowpeas.’ Mr. Bruce Hutchinson, of Sandbaken,
Transvaal, has written to Mr. Burtt-Davy asking in what
particular he considers the soybean unsatisfactory–whether
it is because of their not growing well, or because their
feeding value is not considered to be equal to other crops.
Mr. Hutchinson also asks what value Mr. Burtt-Davy places
on soybeans as a nitrogen collector (to be ploughed in as a
green crop). Mr. Burtt-Davy’s reply is as follows:–’The only
reason in my mind why soybeans may be unsatisfactory
for silage are: (1) In some localities and in certain seasons
the germination has been very poor, while in other places
and in other seasons it has been good. This renders the crop
‘uncertain,’ at least at present. When we are able to obtain
more local seed, I think the crop will be better and more
certain. (2) The relative weight of material is usually low as
compared with that of cowpeas, hyacinth beans, or velvet
beans; if one is growing primarily for silage the total weight
of the leguminose crop is a consideration. But in places
where the soybean does well, and where the crop is grown
for the seed as well, there is nothing against it for the silage
pit. It is a good nitrogen collector.’”
1232. Willard, R.E.; Humbert, E.P. 1913. Soil moisture. New
Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 86. 86
p. April. See p. 19, 27-31, 42-44, 72, 74-79. [1 ref]
• Summary: These experiments concern water conservation
during irrigation of crops in New Mexico, and the
phenomena of capillary action, percolation, seepage,
evaporation, transpiration, etc. The plants were grown in
tanks under controlled conditions. The section on “Wilting”
(p. 17-19) states that “during the season of 1911 the same
system should be followed for determining the wilting point
of soy beans.” But the furrow system of irrigation was not
well designed. “As a consequence it was necessary to replant
the crop of soy beans in 1911 as sufficient moisture from a
two-inch irrigation would not rise to the seed in sufficient
amounts to germinate when the planting was done on the
tops of the ridges” (p. 27-28). When a crop of soy beans
was produced on sandy loam soil, little moisture was lost
by seepage below four feet when 20 inches of water were
applied (p. 29).

Table 8 (p. 31) shows percolation of soy beans in tanks
in 1912. Table 16 (p. 44) “shows the transpiration of soy
beans as determined on the tanks in 1912. The table shows
the total irrigation in inches and the total transpiration loss
from each tank, and the yield per tank and per acre. The
transpiration varies from 391 pounds to 654 pounds with
an average of 491 pounds of water required to produce one
pound of dry matter. The yield per acre was from two to four
tons.
“The average amount of water required on an acre where
two tons of soy beans are produced is therefore about 8.5
inches per season.
“It should be noted that the crop went to maturity and
was harvested for seed. If the cutting had been done for hay
the transpiration would have been somewhat less.”
Table 31 (p. 72) shows the loss of moisture from the first
6 feet on the Adams (Soy Bean) Plats in 1911. The amount of
each irrigation ranged from 1-4 inches.
“The furrow system of irrigation shows a saving of
moisture over the flooding system. The cultivation of the soil
so as to form a mulch about 3 or four inches in depth seems
to be the most practical and conserves large amounts of
moisture that would otherwise be lost by evaporation.”
The duty of water is the value of one inch of water when
the total applications vary on the same crop. Tables 34, 35,
and 36 (p. 76-79) show data concerning the duty of water
on soy beans on soils in tanks and in the field. “It may be
concluded from this work that irrigation for soy beans on this
soil should be about three inches at each application, with a
maximum of about 20 inches for the season. The results do
not justify the cultivation with a horse.”
Conclusions on duty of water: “The foregoing results do
not justify the growth of wheat or corn on soils of this sandy
loam character. The total yields or the duty of water do not
approach standard returns.
“Soy beans showed a good growth. It is concluded that
this crop should receive about 20 inches of water during
its growth and this should be applied in three- or four-inch
applications.” Address: 1. Asst. Prof. of Agronomy 19101912; 2. Ph.D., Agronomy [Las Cruces, New Mexico].
1233. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1913.
Seeds and plants imported during the period from January 1
to March 31, 1912. Nos. 32369 to 33278. No. 30. 99 p. June
12.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida
(Moench) Maxim.
“32491-32655. Seeds secured by Mr. C.V. Piper, of
the Bureau of Plant Industry. Received November, 1911.
Numbered February 1, 1912. Quoted notes by Mr. W.J.
Morse, of the Bureau of Plant Industry.
“32491-32598. From Calcutta, India. Received
November 17, 1911, from the Economic Botanist.
“32491-32533. ‘These are black with small seeds and
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appear identical as to seeds with S.P.I. Nos. 24678 to 24689
received from India in 1909.
“32491. ‘Reg. No. 32045. From Purtabghur, United
Provinces.’
“32492. ‘Reg. No. 32046. From Sultanpur, United
Provinces.’
“32493. ‘Reg. No. 32047. From Lucknow, United
Provinces.’
“32494. ‘Reg. No. 31577. From Patna Division.’
“32495. ‘Reg. No. 32175. From Nocha, Farukhabad,
United Provinces.’
“32496. ‘Reg. No. 32176. From Bahadurpur,
Farukhabad, United Provinces.’
“32497. ‘Reg. No. 32177. From Ismail Digon,
Farukhabad, United Provinces.’
“32498. ‘Reg. No. 32178. From Pasgawn, Kheri, Oudh,
United Provinces.’
“32499. ‘Reg. No. 32179. From Bijna, Kheri, United
Provinces.’
“32500. ‘Reg. No. 32180. From Sansarpur, Kheri,
United Provinces.’
“32501. ‘Reg. No. 32501. From Chandeswa, Sitapur,
United Provinces.’
“32502. ‘Reg. No. 32182. From Bhagantipur, Sitapur,
United Provinces.’
“32503. ‘Reg. No. 32183. From Nimkhar, Sitapur,
United Provinces.’
“32504. ‘Reg. No. 32184. From Kauta, Unao, United
Provinces.’
“32505. ‘Reg. No. 32185. From Lalopur, Unao, United
Provinces.’
“32506. ‘Reg. No. 32186. From Mahanadpur, Unao,
United Provinces.’
“32507. ‘Reg. No. 32187. From Sanksoha, Basantpur,
Futteghur, United Provinces.’
“32508. Reg. No. 32188. From Bahndolpur, Futteghur,
United Provinces.’
“32509. Reg. No. 32189. From Khera Khurd, Mainpuri,
United Provinces.’
“32510. ‘Reg. No. 32190. From Lakhoura, Mainpuri,
United Provinces.’
“32511. ‘Reg. No. 32191. From Mainpuri, United
Provinces.’
“32512. Reg. No. 32192. From Jaimoi, Mainpuri, United
Provinces.’
“32513. ‘Reg. No. 32193. From Nasipur, Mainpuri,
United Provinces.’
“32514. ‘Reg. No. 32194. From Tiswahisor, Hurdoi,
United Provinces.’
“32515. ‘Reg. No. 32195. From Atwa Karsot, Hurdoi,
United Provinces.’
“32516. ‘Reg. No. 32196. From Sanwaria, Hurdoi,
United Provinces.’
“32517. ‘Reg. No. 32197. From Aslapur, Hurdoi, United

Provinces.’
“32518. ‘Reg. No. 32198. From Jaipura, Hurdoi, United
Provinces.’
“32519. ‘Reg. No. 32199. From Naira, Hurdoi, United
Provinces.’
“32520. ‘Reg. No. 32200. From Barch, Etawah, United
Provinces.’
“32521. ‘Reg. No. 32201. From Bhoiya, Etawah, United
Provinces.’
“32522. ‘Reg. No. 32202. From Karayee, Etawah,
United Provinces.’
“32523. ‘Reg. No. 32203. From Nangawan, Etawah,
United Provinces.’
“32524. ‘Reg. No. 32204. From Etawah, United
Provinces.’
“32525. ‘Reg. No. 32205. From Etawah, United
Provinces.’
“32526. ‘Reg. No. 32209. From Shikohabad, United
Provinces.’
“32527. ‘Reg. No. 32210. From Bewar, United
Provinces.’
“32528. ‘Reg. No. 32211. Lakhimpur, United
Provinces.’
“32529. ‘Reg. No. 32212. From Langawar, United
Provinces.’
“32530. ‘Reg. No. 32213. From Panhar, United
Provinces.’
“32531. ‘Reg. No. 32399. From Jaunpur, United
Provinces.’
“32532. ‘Reg. No. 32874. Bhatmas. From Darjiling’
[Darjeeling].
“32533. ‘Reg. No. 31565. From Kalimpong, Darjiling.’
“32534-32538. ‘Black, speckled with brown. In size and
shape the seed is identical with S.P.I. Nos. 32491 to 32533.’
“32534. ‘Reg. No 31785. From Poona, Bombay. Black,
very similar to Nuttall, S.P.I. No. 17253.’
“32535. ‘Reg. No. 34013. From Gurwhal, United
Provinces.’
“32536. ‘Reg. No. 32206. From Chakrata, Dehra Dun,
United Provinces.’
“32537. ‘Reg. No. 30030. From Kashmir.’
“32538. ‘Reg. No. 31704. From Simla, Punjab’ [India].
“32539-32541. ‘These are brown with medium-sized
seed and very similar to S.P.I. No. 20011B.’
“32539. ‘Reg. No. 32208. From Chakrata, Tahsil, Dehra
Dun, United Provinces.’
“32540. ‘Reg. No. 32372. From Kashmir.’
“32541. ‘Reg. No. 31702. From Simla, Punjab.’
“32542. ‘Reg. No. 31567. From Kalimpong, Darjiling.
Brown, similar to S.P.I. No. 24673.’
“32543. ‘Reg. No. 32873. From Darjiling; very similar
to S.P.I. No. 32542.’
“32544. ‘Reg. No. 32032. From Kalimpong, Darjiling.
Brown, quite similar to S.P.I. No. 17258.’
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“32545. ‘Reg. No. 31701. From Kangra, Punjab [India].
Seed olive yellow, small, much flattened, with burnt-umber
hilum.’
“32546. ‘Reg. No. 32870. Bhatmas. From Darjiling.
Olive yellow, medium small with burnt umber hilum.’
“32547. ‘Reg. No. 32872. Bhatmas. From Darjiling.
Straw yellow, medium small, much flattened, hilum russet
colored.’
“32548. ‘Reg. No. 32543. From Kilburn & Co.,
Calcutta. Olive yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 26160.’
“32549. ‘Reg. No. 31787. From Poona, Bombay. This
sample contains olive-yellow seed, similar to S.P.I. No.
19186, a straw-yellow seed, very similar to S.P.I. No. 17273.’
“32550. ‘Reg. No. 32265. From Kachin Hills, Burma.
Straw colored with very small flattened seed, and hilum
burnt umber.’
“32551. ‘Reg. No. 31568. From Kalimpong. Olive
yellow with dark-brown hilum; similar to S.P.I. No. 24704 in
size and shape’
“32552. ‘Reg. No. 31781. From Poona, Bombay. Olive
yellow, with slate-colored hilum; similar in size and shape to
S.P.I. No. 24704.’
“32553. ‘Reg. No. 31790. From Poona, Bombay. Very
similar to S.P.I. No. 26160.’
“32554. ‘Reg. No. 31782. From Poona, Bombay. Very
similar to S.P.I. No. 32552.’
“32555. ‘Reg. No. 32406. From a Chinese dealer of
Tiretti Bazaar, Calcutta. Very similar to S.P.I. No. 26160.’
“32556. ‘Reg. No. 31703. From Simla, Punjab. Quite
similar to S.P.I. No. 22901.’
“32557. ‘Reg. No. 31617. From Shillong. Straw yellow
and brown seed. Identical with S.P.I. No. 24672.’
“32558. ‘Bhatmas Reg. No. 32871. From Darjiling.
Straw yellow with very dark-brown hilum; similar to S.P.I.
No. 24697 in size and shape.’
“32559. ‘Reg. No. 31615. From Bhamo, Burma. Straw
yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 17269.’
“32560. ‘Reg. No. 31779. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 32560.’
“32561. ‘Reg. No. 31778. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 32560.’
“32562. ‘Reg. No. 31786. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, seed identical with S.P.I. No. 24702.’
“32563. ‘Reg. No. 32405. From Chinese dealer of Tiretti
Bazaar, Calcutta. Straw yellow, seed quite similar to S.P.I.
No. 17278.’
“32564. ‘Reg. No. 31776. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 24696.’
“32565. ‘Reg. No. 31777. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 32564.’
“32566. ‘Reg. No. 32583. From Madras Museum,
Government farm, Trivandrum. Straw yellow, very similar to
S.P.I. No. 24699.’
“32567. ‘Reg. No. 31789. From Poona, Bombay. Straw

yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 24699.’
“32568. ‘Reg. No. 31780. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 24699.’
“32569. ‘Reg. No. 31783. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 24702.’
“32570. ‘Reg. No. 31788. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 24702.’
“32571. ‘Reg. No. 31619. From Lashio, Hsenvi State,
Northern Shan States, Burma. Straw yellow, very similar to
S.P.I. No. 3259.’
“32572. ‘Sudawpa. Reg. No. 31173. From Ruby Mines,
Upper Burma. Straw yellow, nearly identical with S.P.I. No.
17269.’
“32573. ‘Reg. No. 31784. From Poona, Bombay. Straw
yellow. Very similar to S.P.I. No. 14954.’
“32574. ‘Pe-nga-pi. Reg. No. 32043. From Lashio,
Northern Shan States, Burma. Straw yellow, with very small
seed elliptical in shape and hilum russet colored.’
“32575. ‘Reg. No. 32214. From Myitkyina, Burma.
Straw yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 30574.’
“32576. ‘Reg. No. 31803. From Naga Hills, Assam.
Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 14954.’
“32577. ‘Reg. No. 31803. From Naga Hills, Assam.
Straw yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 30576.’
“32578. ‘Reg. No. 31626. From Tiddim, Chin Hills,
Burma. Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 24674.’
“32579. ‘Reg. No. 31566. From Kalimpong. Straw
yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 24674.’
“32580. ‘Reg. No. 31569. From Kalimpong. Straw
yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 24674.’
“32581. ‘Reg. No. 33216. From Myitkyina, Burma.
Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 32580.’
“32582. ‘Reg. No. 31252. Pyin. From Maubin, Lower
Burma. Straw yellow, with small seeds much flattened and
brown hilum.’
“32583. ‘Reg. No. 31251. From Katha, Burma. Straw
yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 32582.’
“32584. ‘Reg. No. 32075. From Myitkyina, Burma.
Straw yellow, with brown hilum, similar to S.P.I. No. 32574,
in size and shape.’
“32585. ‘Reg. No. 31426. From Nagpur, Central
Provinces. Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 32582.’
“32586. ‘Reg. No. 32217. From Myitkyina, Burma.
Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 32584.’
“32587. ‘Reg. No. 31249. From Thaton, Upper Burma.
Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 32584.’
“32588. ‘Reg. No. 32215. From Myitkyina, Burma.
Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 32584.’
“32589. ‘Reg. No. 31616. From Lower Chindwin,
Burma. Straw yellow, similar to S.P.I. No. 32584.’
“32590. ‘Reg. No. 32074. From Katha, Burma. Straw
yellow, similar to S.P.I. No. 32580.’
“32591. ‘Reg. No. 31614. From Mandalay, Burma.
Straw yellow, similar to S.P.I. No. 32580.’
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“32592. ‘Reg. No. 32592. From Gurhwal, United
Provinces. Straw yellow, similar to S.P.I. No. 32580.’
“32593. ‘Reg. No. 31574. From Haka, Chin Hills,
Burma. Straw yellow, identical with S.P.I. No. 24672.’
“32594. ‘Reg. No. 32029. From Kashmir. Straw yellow,
identical with S.P.I. No. 22901.’
“32595. ‘Reg. No. 32373. From Kashmir. Straw yellow,
identical with S.P.I. No. 32594.’
“32596. ‘Reg. No. 32012. Yields 12.55 per cent of oil.
From Gurwhal, United Provinces. Straw yellow (cloudy), in
size and shape similar to S.P.I. No. 32594.’
“32597. ‘Reg. No. 31250. Pe-kyat or Pe-bok. From
Mandalay. Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 32594.’
“32598. ‘Reg. No. 32207. From Chakrata, Tahsib, Dehra
Dun, United Provinces. Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I.
No. 32596.’
“32648-32649.
“32648. ‘Dull black, identical with S.P.I. No. 16790B, a
selection from Cloud, S.P.I. No. 16790.’
“32649. ‘Straw yellow, very similar to S.P.I. No. 24695.’
“32890-32891. From Blacksburg, Va. [Virginia]. Grown
by the Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station. Received
February 27, 1912. Seeds of the following; quoted notes by
Mr. W.J. Morse:
“32890. ‘Duggar. Grown under No. 17268C at the
Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg, Va., 1911. A field
mass selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907 out
of S.P.I. No. 17268, Ito San. An olive-yellow seeded variety
of medium maturity found especially promising in Alabama
and Virginia.’
“32891. ‘Austin. The progeny of S.P.I. No. 17263 grown
under No. 17263 at Virginia Experiment Station, Blacksburg,
Va., 1911; originally from S.P.I. No. 6397 from Pingyang
[Pyongyang / P’yongyang], Korea. This variety was also
distributed under Agrostology No. 1539. A late olive-yellow
seeded variety found especially promising in Virginia,
Tennessee, and southern Pennsylvania.’
“32906-32909. The following list represents some
promising varieties of soy beans grown in quantity at the
Arlington Experimental Farm, Virginia, in 1911. Numbered
March 4, 1912, for convenience in recording distribution.
Seeds of the following; quoted notes by Mr. W.J. Morse:
“32906. ‘Virginia. Grown under No. 19186D. A pure
field selection at Arlington farm in 1907 out of S.P.I. No.
19186, from Newchwang, Manchuria, 1906. A medium-late
brown-seeded variety of considerable promise.’
“32907. ‘Peking Grown under No. 17852B. A pure field
selection at Arlington farm in 1907 out of S.P.I. No. 17852,
Meyer, from Peking, China. A medium-late variety with
small black seeds. Very prolific and especially promising as a
hay variety.’
“32908. ‘Chestnut. Grown under No. 20405B. A field
mass selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907 out
of S.P.I. No. 20405, Habaro, from Khabarovsk, Siberia,

1906. A medium-early brown-seeded variety of promise in
the more northern States.’
“32909. ‘Auburn. Grown under No. 21079A. A field
mass selection at Arlington Experimental Farm in 1907 out
of S.P.I. No. 21079, Shingto, from Tieling, Manchuria, 1907.
A black-seeded variety in Pennsylvania and New York.’”
Address: Washington, DC.
1234. Ritzman, E.G. 1913. Report of the Animal
Husbandman. Porto Rico Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report. p. 39-44. For the year 1912. July 26.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage crops” (p. 43-44)
states: The introduction of a larger variety of forage crops
is a very important factor in the live-stock development of
the island. The introductions tried up to the present time
consist of corn, sorghum, both saccharine and nonsaccharine,
grasses, and legumes.”
Legumes which were tested this year include hairy vetch
(Vicia villosa), alfalfa, sweet clover, crimson clover, and “a
Stizolobium bean which has produced an immense fodder
crop... Plats of cowpeas, sword beans, and soy beans have
also been planted this year with similar results as before.”
The cowpeas and sword beans were successful, “but soy
beans have proved a failure in two attempts to grow them.”
Note 1. This is the second earliest report of soybean
cultivation in Puerto Rico.
Note 2. Other nonlegumes tested were Guinea
corn, Jerusalem corn, Improved Evergreen broom corn
[broomcorn], Early Orange sorghum, teosinte, Golden
Tankard mangels, white turnips and pumpkins, yams and
yautias, Paspalum grass, Rhodes grass, malojilla, brown teff
(Eragrostis abysinica), molasses grass (Melinis minutiflora),
and pearl millet. Address: Animal Husbandman, Mayaguez,
Puerto Rico.
1235. Parker, T.B. 1913. Leguminous crops in North
Carolina. North Carolina Department of Agriculture, Bulletin
(Raleigh) 34(7):1-56. July. Whole No. 186. [3 ref]
• Summary: This Bulletin begins: “The aggressive campaign
that has been waged for the past few years in the interest of
better farming by the use of legumes has not been without its
reward. As farmers have become better acquainted with these
crops and as they have more fully understood their economy
in crop production, the greater has grown the demand for
information about them. Nor is this surprising, for when we
recognize the value of cover crops, and the advantage of
legumes as cover crops, as preventers of erosions, conservers
of plant food which might otherwise be leached out of the
soil; and, also their power to add to the supply of plant food,
deepen the soil and add to its supply of humus; to improve
its physical condition, and, in addition, their value as hay and
grazing crops, to the progressive farmer they become very
interesting.”
This Bulletin discusses all the leguminous crops that
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are grown in North Carolina including many types of
clover, vetches, cow peas, velvet beans, etc. “Soy beans” are
discussed mainly on pages 49-53 as follows:
“The Soy bean, also known as Japan pea and Soja bean,
is another of the good things that have come to us from
Asia. The writer first grew it in 1872. It was then known
as Japan pea. But its real worth and value have not been
appreciated by us until within the last few years. The high
price of cow peas has given the soy bean an introduction in
many counties of the State where it was hitherto unknown. It
is an exceedingly valuable acquisition to our hay and forage
crops. It also yields large crops of beans in the black soils
of the eastern part of the State. I have had farmers tell me
they could make as many as 35 to 40 bushels of beans per
acre. Of course those are exceptional yields, but it shows the
possibilities of the soy bean. It makes hay of the finest and
most nutritious quality. In fact it has a higher feeding value
than cow pea hay, which is saying a good deal for it. As a
forage crop, especially for hogs, it is exceptionally fine. For
best results the hogs should be turned on them about the time
the bean in the pod has reached its full size, and before it
begins to harden, while the leaves are still green. The hogs
will first eat the leaves, then the remainder of the plant until
there is only the hard stalk left.
“While soy beans are best adapted to the eastern part of
the State they also do well in the Piedmont section and in the
mountains. In fact they will do better in the mountains than
the cow pea will, because it can be planted earlier and will
stand frost better than the cow pea. Another advantage the
soybean has over the cow pea in the cow pea wilt section is
it is more resistant to wilt than the cow pea. Good crops of
soy beans can be grown where the cow pea wilt exists, but in
doing so you prolong the time of getting rid of the wilt.”
“Fig. 32 [photo].- A plant of the Mammoth variety of
soybean, showing its characteristic habit of growth. Height,
40 inches. From Farmers Bulletin, 372.
“Varieties: There are probably 40 to 50 varieties of
soybeans, but we are interested in those now known to be
best adapted to the soil and climate of our State, which are
Mammoth Yellow and Hollybrook. A brown variety has been
introduced into the eastern part of the state within the past
two or three years and is giving satisfaction, but I do not
know the name of it. The Mammoth is more largely grown
in this state than all other varieties, but is later in maturing
than the Hollybrook, therefore where the seasons are short it
would be advisable to plant the Hollybrook. The Hollybrook
is also a yellow seeded variety, the seed smaller and the
growth not as rank as the Mammoth. Doubtless some of the
other promising varieties will soon be tried out at the Test
Farms and the results made known to our farmers.
“Fig. 33 [photo].–A man standing in a field of the
Mammoth variety of soybean in North Carolina. Farmers
Bulletin 372, USDA.”
“Preparation of the Soil: Soy beans require good

preparation of the soil. Slipshod preparation usually results
in either a failure of the crop or a very much diminished
yield. They can be either sown broadcast at the rate of a
bushel per acre or planted in rows and cultivated. The latter
plan gives best results. The rows should be from 2% to 3 feet
apart and the beans planted in hills of three or four beans
every 6 or 8 inches, or distributed along the row at the rate
of one bean every 2 or 3 inches. The locality in which they
are planted, the soil and drainage, should govern the width of
the rows and also the distance the beans are in the row. In the
rich black soils of the eastern part of the State the distance
should be greater than in the central or western part of the
State. They should not be covered over an inch deep. Early
planting usually gives better results than late plantings. Care
should be exercised in securing seed for planting. It is not
safe to plant seed that have been carried over a year. They
deteriorate very rapidly. Unless properly cared for when
first harvested they will heat and their power of germination
will be weakened. In purchasing seed buy only bright plump
seed, the viability of which is guaranteed. In the eastern and
central part of the State they can be planted from April to the
middle of July, but the April and May plantings will be more
satisfactory. As soil improvers they do not rank with the cow
pea when cut for hay. This is because they can be harvested
much cleaner than cow peas and also their root system is
not as large as that of the cow pea. But if the crop is to be
plowed under it is probable the results will equal those of the
cow pea.
Fig. 34 [illustration].–Roots of soybean showing
nodules. U.S. Bulletin No. 214.
“Soy Bean Hay: Soybean hay when cut at the proper
stage of growth and well cured is relished by all kinds of
stock. I have never fed hay that was eaten more readily than
a good quality of soybean hay. The beans in the pod should
be about half or three-fourths grown when cut for hay. At
that time the leaves are still green and will not readily fall
off in handling the hay. Cut after the dew is off and let lie
until the afternoon. Rake into windrows and remain until the
next afternoon. Then put into tall cocks and let them alone
until they get quite warm. Then spread for a few hours until
cool and stack or put into the barn. This plan was given to
me by a farmer who lives in the soybean territory of eastern
North Carolina, who said the heating process in the cock had
a tendency to soften the stalk and to make the hay of better
quality. The plan for curing cow pea hay given in another
part of this Bulletin will also answer for soy beans.
“Fig. 35.–Roots of velvet bean showing nodules. U.S.
Bulletin No. 214
“Inoculation: Soybean bacteria seems to be more widely
distributed than that of any of the legumes, unless it is the
cow pea. Soybeans find natural inoculation in almost any
section of the State; therefore it will be unnecessary to
inoculate for them unless it is known that the bacteria is not
in the soil to be planted. If after growing them one season no
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nodules appear on the roots, that is evidence that the bacteria,
are not present in the soil and that inoculation is needed: Soil
from a field that has the bacteria or culture for soybeans can
be used. Apply as recommended for the clovers, etc.”
Soy beans are also mentioned briefly on page 4, 6, 7, 11,
45, and 54.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2017)
that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in North
Carolina. This document contains the earliest clear date seen
for the cultivation of soybeans in North Carolina (1872).
Address: Director of Farmers’ Institutes.
1236. Bunn, Abram. 1913. Soy beans–Why not? Country
Gentleman 78(31):1138-39. Aug. 2.
• Summary: The author first planted soy beans in July 1910;
96% germinated. “The possibilities of the soy bean for silage
with corn, for cover-crop work, catch crop, green soiling,
hay, grain and hogging down have not begun to be charted.
Moreover, what happens when a crop of inoculated soy
beans is grown is not told in a single season. I have noted the
sharp difference between the wheat following the soy beans
and that following the oats, side by side.”
“If we must have oats for our horses why not buy them?
Let those who can make oats pay grow them for us. Let us
grow soy beans and turn them into butter, eggs, meat and
soil fertility, and from these sources of income raise far more
than enough to pay for the oats the horses will use.”
“The soy bean is going to do for the North what the
cowpea is doing for the South, and it is going to do more. It
will ultimately make us largely independent of the oilmeal
for which we now pay tribute to the South and will lower
the price of the mill feeds used so heavily in our dairying.”
A photo shows a field of tall corn with soy beans growing
between the rows.
1237. Woodward, Thompson Elwyn. 1913. The making and
feeding of silage. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 556. 24 p.
Oct. 25.
• Summary: This bulletin begins by listing 12 points in favor
of silage, e.g. 11. “Silage can be used for supplementing
pastures more economically than can soiling crops, because
it requires less labor, and silage is more palatable” (p. 2).
The section titled “Cowpeas, alfalfa, and soy beans”
states (p. 5): “These crops can all be successfully made into
silage by exercising the same precautions as with clover.
They should be cut at the same time as for haymaking.
However, it is ordinarily preferable, as with clover, to make
them into hay rather than silage.
“Other good silage materials are kafir corn, milo maize,
teosinte, and beet pulp.”
The section on “Feeding value of silage” has a
subsection titled “Composition” that contains a table (from
Feeds and Feeding, by W.A. Henry). For each of five crops
(Corn, sorghum, red clover, soy bean, and cowpeas) it gives

the total dry matter, and digestible protein, carbohydrates,
and fat; the soy bean is by far the richest in protein. About
75% of the total weight of silage consists of water. Good
silage is succulent. Address: Dairy Div. [USDA].
1238. Good, Edwin S. 1913. The growing and fattening
of hogs in the dry lot and on forage crops. Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 175. p. 307356. Oct. 31. [6 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in both Part I, “The
growing and fattening of hogs in the dry lot,” and Part II,
“The growing and fattening of hogs on forage crops.” “By
‘dry lot feeding’ is meant the feeding of grain to pigs in a lot
devoid of any forage crop.” In experiment 3 (p. 326, begun
25 Sept. 1908) one of the rations consisted of 7 parts corn
meal and 1 part soybean meal. The soybean meal cost $32.00
per ton.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2010) with the term “dry lot” in the title.
Conclusions: Part I: “In these tests it is shown that green
alfalfa, alfalfa hay and soybeans are excellent supplements
to corn in the production of pork, and are feeds that can
be grown on the farm.” Part II: “Corn meal should be
supplemented with soybeans, tankage, middlings or with
some other nitrogenous supplement when fed to pigs running
on young rye or barley during the winter months.”
1239. Jenkins, E.H. 1913. Soy beans. Connecticut
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 179. 13 p. Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soy bean plant.
Composition of the crop (green forage, soy bean seed vs.
cotton seed meal and linseed meal (O.P. [Old Process]); a
table (p. 5) compares composition and digestibility of soy
beans with that of five other crops). Yield (reported in New
Jersey, Delaware, and Massachusetts). Possible uses in
Connecticut: Catch crop, silage, hay, green manure, for seed.
Varieties: Medium Green, Medium Yellow, Early White, Ito
San, Wilson. As to planting: Inoculation, rate of seeding,
fertilizers. Our own experience.
“This bulletin gives some facts about the crop and the
uses which farmers may make of it, in the belief that it has
a place among paying crops and should at least be tested
carefully in Connecticut.”
“Our own experience: Many years ago we planted soy
beans, on very light, sandy soil of the Montowese plain, with
a moderate amount of phosphate and potash and without
inoculation. The beans grew about a foot high and were a
failure. The next year on the same land they grew waist high
and were very thrifty. No record of yields was kept. In 1910
and 1911 they were grown on the Centerville farm in plots
severally inoculated with various commercial inoculating
cultures, none of which proved very effective, but the second
year’s crop was larger than the first’s, indicating a natural
inoculation of the land. The variety was an early one yielding
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1,254 pounds of well dried seed, about 20.9 bushels per
acre and 1,339 pounds of straw, or 64 pounds of straw to the
bushel of grain. The analyses are given on p. 12. In 1912 soy
beans were grown as a cover crop on the Mt. Carmel orchard
(trees set two years). They were planted late, July 20th, and
made unsatisfactory growth. In 1913 the Hollybrook soy
bean was drilled in rows 26 inches apart on June 12th, where
soys had grown the year before.”
A table (p. 13) shows the composition of three soybean
varieties grown at the station in 1913: “304,” Kentucky,
and Hollybrook. The first two were received from L.P.
Nemzek of Gibbsboro, New Jersey. “304” is said to be Ito
San previously grown in Kansas. “Kentucky” is a variety
imported from Manchuria and successfully grown in
Kentucky in 1912.
Photos show: A man standing in a cover crop of soy
beans about 40 inches high (p. 8). Large, abundant nodules
containing nitrogen-gathering bacteria on the roots of a soy
bean plant (p. 10). A man standing in a cover crop of soy
beans next to a crop of buckwheat (p. 11).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Kentucky.
Note 2. This is the earliest agricultural experiment
station publication seen (May 1996) that uses the word
“soys” to refer to soy beans (p. 10-11). Address: PhD,
Director of the Station and Treasurer, Board of Control, New
Haven, Connecticut.
1240. Mooers, Charles A. 1913. The rational improvement
of Cumberland Plateau soils: Conclusions from six years
of field experiments with various farm crops. Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 101. p. 99-138.
Oct. See p. 106-07, 109, 112-113.
• Summary: The Preface begins: “The Cumberland Plateau
has a an area in Tennessee of about 5000 square miles. The
average elevation is in the neighborhood of 1800 feet, or
nearly 1000 feet above either the East Tennessee Valley on
the east or the Highland Rim on the west. This section is
practically undeveloped from an agricultural point of view,
and lands are very cheap–$2.00 to $10.00 per acre.”
The section titled “Cowpeas and soy beans” (p. 12930) begins: “Both cowpeas and soy beans are adapted to the
Plateau and should be grown extensively.”
Two photos (p. 107) show soy-bean hay after fertilizer
experiments on the Lemmert Farm in Cumberland County.
(1) The pile grown with phosphate and potash is much larger;
it yielded 1.16 tons/acre of hay. The pile grown without
fertilizer potash is small; it yielded only 0.46 tons/acre of
hay. The pile grown with phosphate, potash and lime is even
larger; it yielded 1.72 tons/acre of hay. The pile grown with
lime alone is small; it yielded only 0.66 tons/acre of hay.
Page 109 discusses legumes (including soy beans) as a
source of nitrogen, and the importance of soil inoculation.
Page 112 states that soy beans could be used in the second

year of a 5-year rotation as an alternative to cowpeas.
A photo (p. 138) shows a farmer holding a bunch of
soy beans in a field. The caption: “Soy-bean hay grown
on ‘natural meadow.’ A rich-looking but sour soil, on
which most crops fail.” Address: Chemist and Agronomist,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
1241. Skinner, John H.; King, Franklin G. 1913. Steer
feeding. IX. Winter steer feeding, 1912-13. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 167. 41 p. Oct.
See p. 4, 26-32.
• Summary: Part IV is titled “Soy bean meal vs. cottonseed
meal for fattening steers. This “soy bean meal” (containing
18.41% fat) is actually ground soybeans. A table (p. 27)
shows the composition of soy bean meal and cottonseed
meal. Summary (p. 4): “The substitution of soy bean meal
for cottonseed meal in a ration of shelled corn, cottonseed
meal oat straw, and corn silage, reduced the quantity of feed
eaten and gains made by the cattle.
“Cattle fed soy bean meal produced gains for $7.89 per
hundred pounds as compared with $7.74 per hundred pounds
by cattle fed cottonseed meal.
“Cattle fed soy bean meal were valued at 15 cents per
hundred pounds less at end of trial than cattle fed cottonseed
meal.
“The profit including pork from cattle fed soy bean meal
was $15.81 per head as compared with $19.05 per head from
cattle fed cottonseed meal.
“Soy bean meal acted as a laxative with full-fed cattle.”
Address: 1. B.S., Chief in Animal Husbandry; 2. B.S.,
Associate in Animal Husbandry.
1242. Wheeler, G.C.; Wright, Turner R.H. 1913. Hog
feeding. Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 192. p. 351-427. Oct. See p. 353-55, 358-68.
• Summary: This bulletin describes eight experiments. “Soy
bean meal” (which is actually ground soybeans containing
17.2% fat–see p. 360) is used in two of the eight (Nos. I and
III), which “compared corn meal and kafir meal for fattening
hogs, both being supplemented with soy bean meal” (p. 355).
One table (p. 360) shows the average composition of the ten
feeding stuffs. Another (p. 361) shows the prices of 17 feeds;
soy bean meal is relatively inexpensive ($1.70 per cwt. vs.
$0.95 for corn meal, kafir meal, milo meal, and sorghum
seed meal). A small section titled “Soy bean meal” (p. 363)
states: “Previous experimental work with soy beans has
shown them to have great value in supplementing corn and
kafir for profitable pork production.”
Experiment I, titled “A comparison of tankage and soy
bean meal as a supplement to corn for fattening hogs” (p.
364-66) states: “Previous tests having demonstrated the
great value of soy beans in balancing corn and kafir rations,
a lot was introduced using soy bean meal as a supplement
to corn.” One part by weight of soy bean meal was fed with
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4 parts by weight of kafir meal or corn meal. The results
showed (p. 366): “The ration of corn and soy bean meal was
not so efficient as the ration of corn meal and tankage, but far
superior to corn meal alone.”
In Experiment III, titled “A comparison of sorghumseed meal, kafir meal and corn meal for fattening hogs” (p.
367-68), 1 part by weight of soy bean meal was fed with 4
parts of sorghum seed meal, kaffir meal, or corn meal. The
experiment was discontinued because the hogs would not eat
much sorghum seed ration–even when it was “supplemented
with the rich and palatable soy bean meal.” The limited
results showed a combination of kaffir meal and soy bean
meal to be the most efficient ration for producing weight
gain. Address: 1. Asst. Animal Husbandman; 2. Asst. in
Aninal Husbandry. Both: Manhattan, Kansas.
1243. Forbes, E.B. 1913. A metabolism experiment with
swine (Abstract). Science 38(984):678-79. Nov. 7.
• Summary: “Neither cereals nor soy beans furnish the
calcium requisite for growth.” “Soy beans, meat meal and
skim milk increase the digestibility of the carbohydrates of
the corn with which they are fed.” Address: Wooster, Ohio.
1244. Reynolds, Lily. 1913. From either side (Letter to the
editor). Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Nov. 14. p. 4.
• Summary: “Little Mary,” an artist’s civilized Jersey cow,
is happy to be milked from either side as long as the milkers
“see to it that she is supplied with some such Georgia
products or [as] peavine, soybean hay or cottonseed hulls and
meal,...” Address: Lithia Springs, Georgia.
1245. Carbonnières, Carles de. 1913. Séance du 11 Octobre
1913 [Meeting of 11 Oct. 1913]. Bulletin Mensuel du Comice
Agricole de Castres No. 11. p. 161-64. Nov. See p. 162-63.
[Fre]
• Summary: Page 162: In recent years, he [Carles de
Carbonnières] has tried / tested seeds from the United States.
Page 163 (2nd paragraph from bottom): Mr. Carles
recommends the soybean (le Soja hispida) as a green forage
crop, to be consumed or turned under (buried) as green
manure. The plants attain / grow to a height of 70-80 cm. and
produce an enormous mass of green matter. This plant has
the highest content of nitrogen plus oil of any in existence.
In the United States it us very widely used, while the pods
are still tender, for being made into silage with maize, whose
nutritional value it thereby strengthens / increases.
Note 1. Léon Rouest in his 1921 book Le Soja et Son
Lait Végétal: Applications Agricoles et Industrielles (p. 57)
pays tribute to Carles whom he describes as a farmer highly
skilled cultivating in soybeans (“M. Carles de Carbonnières,
un cultivateur de Soja émérite”).
Note 2. Castres is located in south-central France in the
Tarn department and Midi-Pyrénées region–on the Agout
river. Hervé Berbilles of France (who sent this document)

notes (18 Feb. 2012): Carbonnières, who was living in the
département of Tarn at this time, seems to have succeeded in
acclimatizing soybeans, at least some of which came from
the United States–not only for forage / grazing (the typical
use in the USA in the early 20th century). He later gave some
acclimatized soybean seeds to Rouest in Villardonnel in the
département de l’Aude, next to the Tarn.
In addition, “in 1918 Mr. Rouest (while director of the
Experimental Farm for New Crops) received some soybean
samples from the United States via Messrs. Brioux and
Semichon. He cultivated these, isolated mutations, created
hybrids, and tested some new varieties that had already been
cultivated by M. Carles de Carbonnières in Tarn” (Rouest
1921, p. 24).
For this reason, Carbonnières played an important
role in soybean history in France even if his work was on a
much smaller scale and probably without the same strong
agronomic methodology than that of Rouest.
1246. Pacific Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu,
Hawaii). 1913. Daizu. Dec. 9. p. 4, cols. 1-2.
• Summary: “The agricultural world is giving renewed
attention to soya beans or daizu, as it is locally known [in
Japanese] because English firms are importing immense
quantities of the beans from Manchuria and South Africa
and expressing the oil which the seeds contain, to use in
manufacturing soap. The daizu seeds contain twenty to
twenty-two per cent of oil. The plant is used on an extensive
scale in Kansas and the other central prairie states for hay,
ensilage and as green manure. It is also being cultivated in
Germany for forage purposes. The Japanese consume large
quantities of the beans in the manufacture of shoyo [sic,
shoyu] or soy and Japanese, Chinese and Koreans eat the
fermented daizu curd or tofu.”
Note: Most tofu is not fermented. The type that is, is
eaten mostly in China or by people of Chinese ancestry.
“Although daizu is grown on an extensive scale in
Kona [on the big island of Hawaii], the local soy factories
depend largely on daizu beans imported from Harbin,
via Vladivostok, and direct from Korea or Chosen. The
discovery of the value of oil for soap manufacture will
probably tend to increase the price at which daizu sells in the
local as well as the world’s markets.”
1247. Caldwell, R.E. 1913. The value of soybean and alfalfa
hay in milk production. Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 267. p. 125-45. Dec.
• Summary: This bulletin gives the results of two
experiments whose purpose is to discover whether homegrown feeds may be used to produce dairy products,
inasmuch as the cost of nitrogenous concentrates is almost
too high for some dairymen. In the first experiment, soybean
hay and soybean hay refuse are compared with bran and
cotton-seed meal as a source of protein.
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Tables III and IV give the composition of the 8 or 9
feeds–including the two types of soybean hay–used in the
1908 and 1909 tests. Another table (p. 128) gives the price
of each feed; cotton-seed meal (the most expensive) was
$30.00 per tons whereas soybean hay was only $8.00 per ton.
Table V (p. 128-29) gives the amount of each type of feed
consumed by each cow during the 60 days test in 1908. Table
VI (p. 129) gives the average daily nutrients consumed by
each cow.
“Conclusions: The above considerations show that
alfalfa as well as soybeans can replace much of the high
priced protein concentrates.” Home-grown feeds can often
save farmers money. “The most economical way to hand
the soybean plant is to many an unsettled question... The
practice of putting soybeans into the silo with corn silage is
growing in some places, though it makes a strongly flavored
silage... However, the use of the soybean in the form of hay
is altogether practical and is preferred by some.”
Note 1. Each cow has its own name, such as Topsy May
and Bessie Nervilette.
Note 2. This is the 4th earliest experiment station
publication seen (Oct. 2016) with the word “soybean” or
“soybeans” in the title. The last 3 such publications were also
from Ohio. Address: [Dairying] Resigned 5 Oct. 1911.
1248. Scudder, Henry Desbrough. 1913. Department of
Agronomy, Oregon Experiment Station. Report for the year
ending June 30, 1913. Corvallis, OR: Oregon Experiment
Station. 30 p. See p. 1, 3-5, p. 30. Unpublished typescript.
Dec. 1.
• Summary: The following, written by Henry Desbrough
Scudder, is addressed to Dr. James Withycombe, Director,
Oregon Experiment Station, Corvallis, Oregon: “Dear Sir:
In response to your request for a brief summary of the
experimental work of this department during the year ending
June 30, 1913, I submit the following. Corvallis Station:
Hatch and State Scientific Funds.” Under “2. Experiments
with legumes,” it is stated that “This work has been carried
on by Prof. Hyslop... (e) Soy Beans. This is third year’s
work on the variety test of soy beans [i.e. they started in
1910] and it has given some promising results. The effort
has been to find a variety that would mature beans in our
cool summer climate. The great value of soy bean meal as
a dairy concentrate made this work seem worth while, as
large amounts of this meal are imported into the state. The
results the first year were very discouraging, as practically
not a single variety matured a single bean. The second year a
few varieties matured some seed and a good many selections
were made. This year the results were a good deal better.
Two varieties, the Chernie and Tashing, matured seed, as did
some of the selections from the previous year. Unfortunately,
owing to the lack of a suitable place for storing and threshing
the vines, practically all of the seed was lost at the end of the
season. Several varieties showed promising production of

green forage for silage use, yielding as high as 4.6 tons per
acre. This trial will be continued as some of the selected seed
still remains.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Oregon. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation
of soybeans in Oregon (1910). The source of these soybeans
may well have been William Morse of the USDA in
Washington, DC. Address: Agronomist, Oregon Agric. Exp.
Station, Corvallis.
1249. Agricultural J. of Egypt (Cairo). 1913. The soya
bean. 2:91-93. Summarized by the Bulletin of the Imperial
Institute. 1913. p. 526.
• Summary: “The following has been communicated by
Mr. Thomas Brown, Director of the Horticultural Section,
Department of Agriculture, Cairo [Egypt].
“The trials in the cultivation of Soya beans, which were
commenced in the year 1911, have been continued during the
present season.
“The crop was sown on May 13 [1912], and the method
of sowing adopted was the same as that followed last year.
The three American varieties, Eltum [sic, Elton], Morse, and
Medium Yellow, were again tried, in addition to the common
yellow kind imported from Manchuria.”
The seeds were sown in heavy black loam soil. A part
of the crop was cut on August 1 and used for fodder, the
yield being nearly 6 tons per acre. It was found that cattle,
sheep, and goats ate the fodder, but that donkeys and mules
would not do so. The remainder of the crop was harvested
on August 31, the following yields of dry seed in lb. per
acre being obtained from the different varieties: Manchurian
[Manchuria?], 1,257; Medium Yellow, 1,596; Eltum, 1,061;
Morse, 1,486. Yields are also given in ardebs per feddan.
An ardeb is 148 kg and a feddan is an Egyptian unit of area
equal to 1.038 acres. These results are better than those
obtained in 1911, and may be due to the fact that the seed
was sown six weeks earlier, or because the land had borne a
crop of peas during the previous winter.
A full-page black-and-white photo (p. 93), titled “Soya
beans grown at Giza,” shows a farmer standing in a large
field of the beans.
1250. Clark, George Harold; Malte, M. Oscar. 1913. Fodder
and pasture plants. Ottawa, Canada: Minister of Agriculture.
143 p. + 27 unpaginated color plates. See p. 134-35. Illust.
Index. 26 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy or soja bean (Glycine
hispida Maxim.)” (p. 134-35) has the following contents:
Botanical description. Geographical description. Agricultural
value. Cultural conditions. Varieties. Fodder Seed growing.
Quality of seed.
The soy bean variety Medium Green, which gives a high
yield of both hay and seeds, is best suited to Canada. “The
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plant got its name from Soy, a product obtained by a long
and complicated fermentation of a mixture of cooked Soy
Beans, ground wheat and steamed rice or barley, to which
later is added water and salt. Soy is the principal constituent
of Worcester and other sharp sauces.” Concerning fodder:
“The hay is of high nutritional value if the crop is cut at the
proper stage. This is when the pods begin to develop. If they
are advanced, the hay will be woody and unpalatable and
the leaves, which constitute the most nutritious part, will be
shattered. From one and a half to two bushels of seed to the
acre are required when intended for hay.”
The Preface notes that the authors are greatly indebted to
Leonard S. Klinck, B.S.A., Professor of Field Husbandry at
Macdonald College, Quebec, who gave valuable comments,
and to C.A. Zavitz, B.S.A., Professor of Field Husbandry at
the Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph, who has given
the authors much valuable information on fodder and pasture
plants that are of interest in Ontario province.
George Clark was born in 1872. Malte Oscar Malte lived
1880-1933. Address: 1. B.S.A.; 2. Ph.D. Both: Canada.
1251. Dammann & Co. 1913. General price list: Of
vegetable, farm, tree, conifer, palm, flower and other seeds,
canna roots, Italian fruit trees, novelties of seeds &c. &c. San
Giovanni a Teduccio (near Naples), Italy. 63 p. 26 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The front cover of this catalog (No. 223, for
1913-14) is similar to that of the 1910-11 catalog except
that a photo in a rectangle at the center shows “Cauliflower
Damman’s Excelsior. Electro 3/-.” The inside front cover
is similar. On the back cover a large photo shows a flower–
”Bellis perennis monstrusa. Electro 6/-.”
The entry for Soja-Beans (p. 1) is similar to that in the
1910 catalog except that a new, sixth variety is offered:
“Maculata gigantea Dam. (Electro), large leaves, luxuriant
growth, numerous pods, seeds very large, yellow with large
black eye. A first class fodder plant in warmer countries.”
The seed costs only 1 shilling, 6 pence per lb, about ¼ as
much as other varieties, which range from 7 to 9 shillings/
lb. An illustration below the description shows the plant
“Soja maculata gigantea” and one enlarged seed. The
electro (electrotype reproduction) apparently sells for 5/6 (5
shillings, 6 pence). Address: San Giovanni a Teduccio (near
Naples), Italy.
1252. Friedenwald, Julius; Ruhräh, John. 1913. Diet in
health and disease. 4th ed. Thoroughly revised and enlarged.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: W.B. Saunders Co. 857 p. Illust.
24 cm. [4 soy ref]
• Summary: The section titled “The soy bean” (p. 124-26)
states: “This bean (glycine hispida), sometimes called the
soja bean, is an annual leguminous plant extensively used
as a food in China and Japan. Until recently it has been
regarded as a botanical curiosity in the Occident. It has
recently been extensively used in America as a forage crop

and to improve the soil if plowed under... There are a large
number of different varieties, which vary in size, shape,
color, and length of time they take to mature. Some are
grown exclusively for the oil they contain, and it is used for
culinary, illuminating, and lubricating purposes. The lightcolored beans are eaten in soups, and the pods are sometimes
picked green, boiled, and served cold with a sprinkling of
soy sauce. The green varieties are often pickled in brine
and eaten moist or dried with meals as appetizers; the same
varieties are often sprouted, scalded, and served with meals
in winter as a green vegetable. The bean forms the basis of
the so-called soy sauces, used as a condiment all over the
world. The Oriental races most frequently eat the bean, in
more or less cheesy-like foods, which are prepared from it.
The most common of these are natto, tofu, miso, yuba, and
shoyu. Natto is a sort of bean cheese made by boiling the
beans until they become soft and then placing the resulting
mass in a warm cellar where it ferments. Tofu is made by
soaking the beans in water, crushing between millstones, and
boiling in about three times their bulk of water. The protein
is precipitated and the resulting cheese eaten. The white
milky liquid of the above has nearly the composition of
cows’ milk, and tastes something like malt. It may be used in
infant feeding to advantage (see same).
“Americans may eat the beans in numerous ways
described under the head of soy bean cookery in the recipes
at the end of this book. The bean is of particular value in
diabetic diets (see same). It may be used to increase the
protein of the diet.
There are variations in the composition of the different
varieties.” A table shows the chemical composition of yellow
soy beans grown in the USA, both as is and calculated on
a water-free basis. “The Cereo Company of Tappan, New
York, have made a soy bean flour which is useful.” Its
composition is given. “The percentage of protein in this flour
is almost one-third greater than the percentage of protein
in the whole beans. This is caused by removing the coarse
fibrous hulls which contain little protein.
“Vegetable food of such composition certainly is
remarkable when compared with round beef, medium”–
whose composition is given.
Soy flour can be used as a gruel, in broths, and in
making biscuits. A table (p. 126) shows the “Composition of
fresh and dried legumes (incl. soy beans, cow peas, chickpeas, peanuts) with that of other foods” (Based on Abel,
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 121 [1900, p. 17]).
The section on “vegetarianism” (p. 130-31) is the same
as that in the 1909 edition (p. 113-14).
In the chapter on “Infant feeding,” the section on “Other
food for infants” has a subsection on “The soy bean” (p. 29798) which begins: “In certain conditions the soy bean... is
of great value. In cases when milk is badly borne, in certain
forms of intestinal disorders, in diarrhea, and especially
in the convalescence after diarrhea, in certain cases of
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marasmus and in malnutrition, the soy bean flour, properly
used, is of great value. Each ounce contains 13 grams protein
and 120 calories.” A table shows the composition when
mixed with various amounts of water. Recipes for making
gruels are given.
In the chapter on “Diet in disease,” in the section titled
“Diseases in which diet is a primary factor,” is a subsection
on “The soy bean” (p. 592) states: “The bean contains about
8 per cent. of sugar and no starch, and furnishes a large
amount of available protein and fat.” “A patient on a strict
diabetic diet, who is excreting a certain amount of sugar, will
excrete less sugar when the soy bean is added to the diet. It
seems to be of particular value in severe cases. In addition
to this action, it is a very valuable food, both on account of
its nutritious properties and owing to the fact that it may be
prepared in a number of different ways, and so serves to vary
the diet.”
In the section on “Diabetic Foods” (p. 601-02) is based
on Winton (1906) and contains the same information,
including that about The Health Food Company of New
York.
In the chapter on “Recipes” is a section on “Bread” (p.
740-41) which includes whole-wheat bread, zwieback, and
bran muffins for constipation. The same chapter has a section
on “Soy bean cookery” (p. 766-69) with the following
recipes: Introduction, gruels, broths, muffins, nut-cakes, soy
bean cakes, breakfast food (like oatmeal), pancakes, soy
bean cheese (“In Seattle, Washington, and other places in the
West we are informed that tofu is made by the Japanese and
sold to the Oriental residents”).
Goff (1911) offers the following: Grilled soy bean [dry
roasted soynuts], [whole] soy beans with butter, soy beans au
gras (fried with onions and fat), bread or cakes of soy beans.
On page 822 is a “Short list of books on food and diet.”
33 books are cited; some are in German or French.
Note 1. Julius Friedenwald lived 1866-1941. John Ruräh
lived 1872-1925.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “Grilled soy bean” to
refer to dry roasted soybeans / soynuts. Address: 1. Prof. of
Gastro-Enterology; 2. Prof. of Diseases of Children. Both:
College of Physicians and Surgeons, Baltimore, Maryland.
1253. Krafft, Guido. 1913. Die Pflanzenbaulehre. Zweiter
Band. 9 Auflage neubearbeitet von Dr. C. Fruwirth [The
science of plant cultivation. Vol. 2. 9th ed. Revised by
C. Fruwirth]. Berlin: Verlag Paul Parey. viii + 300 p.
Plus 7 unnumbered pages of color plates at end. Illust.
Index. 23 cm. Series: Lehrbuch der Landwirtschaft auf
wissenschaftlicher und praktischer Grundlage. 2nd Bd. [2
ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Chapter 2, “Legumes (Cultivation of proteinrich seeds),” section 7 (p. 79-80) is about the soybean (Die
Sojabohne) also called the “Haberlandt bean” (Haberlandt’s-

Bohne) or the coarse-haired soybean (rauhhaarige Soja)
(Soja hispida Mönch). This section is almost identical to that
in the 1897 edition, but slightly expanded.
Chapter 3, “Oilseeds” (Ölfrüchte; the cultivation of oilcontaining seeds, p. 84+) mentions: Peanuts, almonds, white
sesame, brown sesame. It discusses: rapeseed (p. 85+).
Note 1. Dr. Fruwirth wrote the preface to this edition in
Dec. 1912 from Waldhof, Amstettin [in Austria-Hungary;
as of 2019 in north central Austria]. He is: PhD, Former
Professor (ordentlicher öffentlicher Professor) at the
Royal Wurttemberg Agricultural College, Hohenheim
(Königliche württembergische landwirtschaftliche
Hochschule Hohenheim) Currently Associate Professor
(ausserordentlicher Professor) at the Royal-Imperial
Technical College (k.k. technischen Hochschule) in Vienna.
Note 2. Dr. Guido Krafft lived 1844-1907. Address:
PhD, Professor of Agriculture and Forestry at the Royal
Imperial Technical College in Vienna, retired (weil, k. k.
Technische Hochschule in Wien).
1254. Shaw, Thomas. 1913. Soiling crops and the silo: How
to cultivate and harvest the crops; how to build and fill the
silo; and how to use the silage. New York: Orange Judd
Company. xii + 366 p. Illust. 19 cm.
• Summary: The sections on the soy beans in this 1913
edition are identical to those in the 1900 and 1911 editions.
Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Minnesota.
1255. Silver Manufacturing Co. 1913. Modern silage
methods. 9th ed. Revised to date. Salem, Ohio: Silver
Manufacturing Co. 264 p. Illust. 19 cm.
• Summary: Concerning soja beans (p. 153): “On account
of their highly nitrogenous character, soy beans are most
economical when mixed with corn, and like other legumes
they improve the silage by tending to counteract the acid
reaction of the corn. The mixture also produces a more
nearly balanced ration than either crop alone, and avoids
the necessity of using purchased concentrates such as grain,
bran, cottonseed, etc. Some have found that the soy beans
save at least half the grain bill. The crops may be mixed to
best advantage for both cutting and feeding, by placing the
soy beans on top of the corn as it enters the silage cutter, in
the proportion of two, three, four or five parts of corn, as
desired, to one part of soy beans. The latter should be siloed
when the pods are well formed and the seeds are nearly
grown.”
Chapter 8, titled “Silage crops for the semi-arid regions
of the south,” cites an Oklahoma Agric. Exp. Station
publication which states that “soy beans... when mixed with
a good proportion of corn or kafir fodder make a first class,
well balanced silage” (p. 161). Note: The source of this
quotation is cited incorrectly; we have been unable to find
the correct source.
Prof. Simpson of the New Mexico Agric. Exp. Station
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writes (in about Oct. 1912) that in his state: “Cow peas and
soy beans are grown in some localities very successfully, and
they make first-class silage” (p. 164). Address: Salem, Ohio.
1256. Smith, Howard R. 1913. Profitable stock feeding: a
book for the farmer. 8th ed. St. Paul, Minnesota: Published
by the author. xii + 420 p. Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: From the title page: “Adopted as a Text in a
large number of the Universities, Agricultural, Colleges
and High Schools of the United States.” This book was
copyrighted in 1905, and the date at the end of the Preface is
“Lincoln, Nebraska, December 15, 1905.
“Soy” is mentioned on pages viii, 55, 56, 68, 74, 77, 80,
83, 84, 88, 187, 227, 267, 274, 275, 283, 295, 299, 300, 301,
381, 384, 385, 386, 392, 395, 396, 399, 401, 409, 411, and
412. “Soja” is mentioned on p. 399.
The Preface by Smith states (p. viii): “The leguminous
hay crops–alfalfa, cowpeas and soy beans–are new to many
farmers of the United States, and the growth of one or more
of these or the better known clover plant is so essential on
farms devoted to stock feeding, it has been thought best to
publish in the appendix something concerning the culture
of the three first mentioned. For the discussion of cowpea
and soy bean growing the writer is indebted to Professor
D.H. Otis, formerly of the Kansas Experiment Station, now
connected with the Wisconsin Experiment Station.”
In Part II, “Milk production,” Chapter 7, “Winter rations
in the Corn Belt” states (p. 55-56): “The Legumes include
a number of plants which have the power of drawing free
nitrogen from the air and storing it in the roots of the plants.
The four referred to in common use are alfalfa and clover
in the North, and cowpeas and soy beans, more commonly
grown in the South. On the roots of these plants are little
tubercles, varying from the size of pinheads on clover and
alfalfa to garden peas on the cowpea and soy bean. In these
tubercles are living organisms extremely minute which, in
some way not well understood, absorb air from the pores in
the soil, converting the nitrogen therefrom into compounds
available for plant growth. It is this power of absorbing
nitrogen which makes these legumes rich in protein, and
therefore valuable for supplementing corn.”
Pages 67-68: “Corn the best single crop for the silo.
Corn not only produces a large quantity of nutritious feed
that is easily placed in the silo, but it is of such a nature as to
pack readily and keep well. The large southern varieties of
ensilage corn, which give enormous yields in tons per acre,
have been recommended for silage; but such varieties do not
produce much grain and the total nutrients are usually less
than from ordinary field corn. The best results are obtained
with some variety that will give a good yield of grain, and
by planting somewhat thicker than for a grain crop. Under
average conditions a larger tonnage of feed can usually be
obtained per acre by combining corn, sorghum and cowpeas
or soy beans, but even with this combination the greater part

of the crop should be corn. When either peas or beans are
grown with the corn and the entire crop is put into the silo,
the feeding value is greater, ton for ton, than that of corn
alone. This is a much more economical method of obtaining
protein than by purchasing it in high priced concentrates, as
gluten meal, oil meal, etc.”
Page 74: “Silage Fed Liberally vs. Grain Fed Liberally
Without Silage.–The Ohio Experiment Station has recently
secured data to show the relative economy of a ration
consisting of more silage than dairymen customarily feed
and a ration consisting largely of grain with corn stover
and mixed hay for roughage. The silage used consisted of a
mixture of the forage plants, soy beans, cowpeas and corn,
in the proportion respectively 1:2:7½ by weight.” Silage fed
liberally was found to give more milk and milk fat.
Page 77: “Soy bean hay frequently yields as high
as three tons per acre in the South, where it is receiving
favorable mention as a fodder plant. It is somewhat coarse
in stem, though palatable and a rich source of protein. Its
composition is similar to alfalfa and cowpea hay, making its
use in the ration the same. It has been tested as a silage plant
and is highly recommended. The New Jersey Station found
alfalfa hay and soy bean silage as efficient as commercial
foods for supplying protein, which seems entirely reasonable
in view of its composition.”
Chapter 8, Feeding without the legumes for roughage
(p. 80-96) begins (p. 80): “With none of the legumes (clover,
alfalfa, cowpeas and soy beans) for use as hay, but with an
abundance of other roughage on hand, all forms of which are
non-nitrogenous in character, the purchase of one or more of
the so-called commercial protein foods is made necessary.”
These protein foods for cattle feeding may be
conveniently divided into three classes, the group to which
each belongs depending upon protein content: Class 1
contains those richest in protein, and includes cottonseed
meal, linseed meal, gluten meal and soy bean meal; Class 2,
gluten feed, dried brewer’s grains, malt sprouts, Canadian
field peas and cowpeas; Class 3, wheat bran and shorts, or
middlings.”
Pages 83-84: “Soy bean meal differs from the products
described in that it is the entire seed of the soy bean plant
ground. It is worthy of note that soy beans are the only farm
seeds deserving of a place in Class I, on account of their
exceptionally high protein content. They are also rich in oil,
which makes it the more necessary to use a limited quantity.
The soy bean is a very promising crop in the more Southern
States, yielding from ten to twenty bushels of seed per
acre, worth as much per pound as linseed meal for feeding
purposes. (See Soy-bean culture in the appendix.)” “Class II.
Cowpeas are less rich in protein than are soy beans, which
logically puts them in Class II of the protein foods. The
cowpea plant, cut before the seeds ripen, is so valuable for
hay that it is used largely for this purpose. Where the seeds
are allowed to ripen and are threshed, they may be ground
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into a meal and used very advantageously as a protein
supplement to corn.”
Pages 88-89: Variety in the roughage fed is as much
appreciated as variety in the grain ration. When possible
two or more kinds should be supplied. If hay from any one
of the legumes, alfalfa, clover, cowpeas or soy beans, is fed
as half the roughage, it would be more profitable to reduce
the amount of cottonseed meal or other commercial protein
foods to one-half of that recommended for stover, timothy or
other fodder plants of that class.”
In Part III, “Beef cattle,” chapter 17, titled “Corn
substitutes, protein concentrates and preparations of foods
for fattening and cattle,” says (p. 187): “Cottonseed meal,
while richer in protein than oil meal, is perhaps more often
inferior in quality. There are not sufficient experimental data
on record to warrant one in placing a value above the others
upon any one of these concentrated foods, cottonseed meal,
oil meal [old process {mechanically expressed} linseed
meal], gluten meal or soy bean meal, though the composition
indicates an advantage for cottonseed meal.”
In Part IV, “Sheep,” chapter 21, titled “Fattening lambs
in early winter” states (p. 227): “Canadian peas or cowpeas
are even better than bran, as they furnish from 30 per cent
to 50 per cent more protein and less crude fiber, which latter
is largely inert matter. Soy beans are relished and are quite
as efficient as oil cake [expelled linseed cake] in supplying
protein.”
In Part V, “Swine,” soybeans are mentioned on pages
267, 274, 275, 283, 295, 299, 300, and 301
The Appendix, “Methods of growing the leguminous
crops, cowpeas, soy beans and alfalfa, by Dr. D.H. Otis, soy
beans are mentioned on pages 381, 384, 385, 386, 392, 395,
396, 399, 401, 409, 411, and 412. The section titled “Soy
beans” (p. 384-86), has the following contents: Soy beans as
a profitable crop. Planting. Harvesting for grain. Threshing.
Curing the beans for seed. Harvesting for hay. Soy beans as
feed. Alfalfa, etc., after soy beans.
Note: Howard Remus Smith was born in 1872.
An earlier edition, published in 1906, contained xii +
413 pages. Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of
Minnesota. Formerly Univ. of Nebraska.
1257. Stone, W.M. 1913. The soybean and its uses. Alliance,
Ohio: The Review Press. 30 p. *
• Summary: Importance of the soybean as a protein feed, and
as a cheap source of nitrogen, are discussed.
1258. Voorhees, John H. 1913. The soybean in New Jersey.
New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No.
21. 8 p.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Habits and
characteristics. Varieties. Inoculation and fertilization. Uses
of the soybean. Soybeans as substitutes for oats. Planting and
cultivation. Harvesting and threshing. Feeding value.

“Harvesting and threshing: One difficulty in producing
beans for seed is that a special machine for harvesting
is desirable, though it may be done with fair success by
an ordinary mowing-machine. The threshing may be
accomplished by removing several of the concaves from the
separator, provided the beans are produced for feed and not
for seed, as the ordinary thresher breaks and cracks many of
the beans. The crop should be harvested just after the pods
become well filled, as the leaves will drop from the stems if
allowed to ripen too thoroughly, and a large part of the food
value of the stover will be lost. Last year this Experiment
Station produced over 40 acres, and was successful in
harvesting and threshing with the Bidwell harvester and the
Bidwell thresher.” Address: Agronomist, Dep. of Agricultural
Extension [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
1259. Willson, C.A. 1913. Report of the Animal
Husbandman. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 25:57-59. For the year 1912.
• Summary: Describes experiments at the West Tennessee
Station feeding soy-bean hay, straw, and ground soy
beans, along with other feeds, to steers. At the university’s
experiment station at Knoxville, the amount of beef produced
by feeding soy beans with one other crop was measured.
Address: Knoxville.
1260. Wilson, James. 1913. Report of the Secretary: Special
work on forage crops. Yearbook of the United States
Department of Agriculture. p. 9-259. For the year 1912. See
p. 121.
• Summary: “Renewed interest has been awakened in the
soy bean by the establishment in general use of new varieties
secured from China and Japan. These varieties have proved
far superior to those originally grown.”
“Sudan grass, a wild form of sorghum, although
introduced only four years ago, is now greatly in demand in
the southern portion of the Great Plains region on account
of its ability to produce an abundance of good forage under
conditions of low rainfall.” Address: Secretary of Agriculture
[USDA], Washington, DC.
1261. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1913. Farm and garden guide
(Mail order, with order form). Richmond, Virginia. 96 p. 25
cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Seeds for the Farm” (p. 79)
a full page is now devoted to “Soja Beans–The king of
summer forage crops.” The following varieties are described:
“Mammoth Yellow Sojas,” “Black Sojas,” “Early Dwarf
Green Soja Beans,” “Brown Sojas,” and “Hollybrook Early
Sojas.” There are four testimonial letters for Mammoth
Yellow Sojas from: (1) J.H. Highsmith, Pender County,
North Carolina (20 Sept. 1912). (2) J.D. Calton, Wake
County, North Carolina (6 Oct. 1909). (3) E.V. Alexander,
Morgan County, Tennessee (29 Sept. 1910). (4) C.S. Osmer,
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Wimico County, Maryland (21 Feb. 1911). Also four
testimonial letters for Hollybrook Early Sojas from: (1) C.C.
Starcher, Rome County, West Virginia (28 Sept. 1912). (2)
Thomas Tobin, Harford County, Maryland (21 Nov. 1908).
(3) John Earhart, Butler County, Ohio (1 Feb. 1909). (4) E.G.
Mead, Howell County, Missouri (5 Nov. 1910).
The letter from C.C. Starcher of West Virginia states:
“I tried three varieties of Soja Beans this season: Mammoth
Yellow, Hollybrook and Dwarf Green. The Mammoth Yellow
made the largest growth. I think that is the best variety when
cut for hay. They also had more nodules on roots. Inoculated
all three varieties with Government inoculation. The
Hollybrook made a larger growth than the Dwarf Green, but
not as large as the Mammoth Yellow. I got more plants from
the amount of seed with the Hollybrook. I think that is a very
good variety for both hay and grain.”
A photo shows a field of soja beans grown in Tennessee.
The caption: “Mammoth Yellow Soja Beans, a splendid
soil improver and the best of summer forage crops.” An
illustration shows a Hollybrook Soja Bean plant in full leaf,
with a cluster of pods in the upper left corner.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #015519.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Early Dwarf Green. Address:
Richmond, Virginia.
1262. Zavitz, C.A. 1913. Results of co-operative experiments
in agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 34:13-38. For the year 1912. See p. 15, 18,
22.
• Summary: Prof. Zavitz begins: “As Director of the
committee on agricultural experiments... I wish to express
my appreciation of the work and the assistance given by the
other members of the committee, viz., W.J. Squirrell, A.W.
Mason, C.R. Klinck, and A.E. Whiteside. Not many people
realize the large amount of work necessary in successfully
conducting an extensive system of co-operative work...” (p.
13).
A table listing the co-operative experiments in
Agriculture conducted throughout Ontario in 1912 (p. 15),
under “Grain crops” includes “Testing two varieties of Soy,
Soja, or Japanese beans–2 plots.”
In the section on Grain crops, a large table (p. 18) shows
that 2 tests were conducted on “Soy beans.” Early Yellow
(comparative value 100), yielded 1.33 tons/acre of straw
and 18.13 bu/acre (1,088 lb/acre) of grain. Brown (C.V. 76),
yielded 0.84 tons/acre of straw and 13.49 bu/acre (810 lb/
acre) of grain.
The subsection titled “Soy beans” (p. 22) states: “Of the
named varieties which have been grown the Early Yellow
has proven to be one of the best... A selection from the Early
Yellow variety, which has been made at the College, is
giving promising results, and is likely to be superior to the

original variety.” Address: Prof. of Field Husbandry, O.A.C.
[Ontario Agricultural College], Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
1263. Boston Daily Globe. 1914. Silage a good and cheap
food: Corn most generally used in U.S. Sorghum also and
clover, soy beans, alfalfa, cowpeas. Machinery for harvesting
and storing. Jan. 12. p. 13.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Crops for silage. Cutting
and handling silage. Adding moisture to silage. “Within the
last 30 years [i.e., since about 1884] silage has come into
general use throughout the United States, especially in those
regions where the dairy industry has reached its greatest
development. Silage is generally recognized as a good and
cheap food for farm stock, and particularly for cattle and
sheep.”
“Cowpeas, alfalfa and soy beans can all be successfully
made into silage by exercising the same precautions as
with clover. They should be cut at the same time as for
haymaking. It is usually preferable, however, to make them
into hay.”
“There are many different silage cutters on the
market that will give satisfaction. Factors to be taken into
consideration when purchasing a cutter are the amount to
be done and the power available... If a gas engine is used
the power required for a cutter and blower is about one
horsepower for each one-inch length in the cutting cylinder;
that is, a 15-inch cutter will take a 15-horsepower engine,...
and so on.
“In cutting the silage it is well to remember that the
usual length is from one-half to one inch,...”
“Various contrivances are used for distributing the silage
in the silo. The one most to be recommended for the purpose,
however, is a metal pipe similar to the one in which the corn
in elevated, but put together loosely in sections.”
1264. Mooers, Charles A. 1914. The rational improvement
of highland rim soils: Conclusions from six years of field
experiments with various farm crops. Tennessee Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 102. 44 p. Jan.
• Summary: This bulletin is divided into three parts, and
soy beans are discussed in each part. In part one, “Principles
of soil fertility with special reference to the Highland Rim”
(p. 4-13), soy beans are first discussed in the section titled
“Crop rotation” (p. 13) which states that in a long, five-year
rotation, cowpeas or soy beans work well in the second year.
In part two, “Some results of field experiments” (p. 1440), the section titled “Fertility experiments on a very poor
gray-colored soil of the Highland Farm” (Putnam County)
(p. 27), states that soy beans are used in 1910 and 1911 in
a 3-year rotation with corn in two sections; the fields are
hogged off. A full page table (p. 29) shows the results of the
experiments. “Discussion of results: The experiments afford
a striking demonstration of the rapidity with which even a
poor soil responds to proper treatment. The results show both
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the marked increase in yield which may be brought about by
the pasturing off of legumes, such as cowpeas and soy beans,
and the great value of acid phosphate rightly used.”
In the section on “Discussion of results,” the subsection
titled “Cowpeas and soy beans” (p. 33-34) discusses the
importance of inoculation, soy-bean varieties, and fertilizers
(acid phosphate and potash). “On soils of average fertility
only the late and vigorous varieties, such as Mammoth
Yellow, Tokio, and Acme, are advised. The early varieties,
such as Ito San and Haberlandt, which have done extra well
at the Knoxville Station, are advised only for soils of rather
high fertility. On poor land their growth is too dwarfed and
meager.”
In part three, “Crop rotations” (p. 41-44), the section
titled “List of rotations” (p. 41) notes that soy beans are
used in the “General farming–Five-year rotation,” during the
second year, as an alternative to cowpeas. Table IX (p. 42)
shows that in 1914 and 1918 they were fertilized with 300 lb
acid phosphate and 20 lb muriate of potash.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) that
mentions “pasturing off” (or “pasturing down”) soybeans.
Address: Chemist and agronomist, Knoxville, Tennessee.
1265. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1914. The soya
bean. 1(1):7-9. Jan. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Much has been written in the Australian Press
during late years of the Soya bean as a profitable crop for
farmers, and experiments have been made with it at the State
Nursery at Kamerunga, but nothing has resulted from the
experiments beyond proving that the soils and climate of
some parts of Queensland are well adapted for the cultivation
of this crop.”
This article summarizes three articles received by the
Department of Agriculture and Stock: (1) A communication
from “Messrs. Thompson and Co., Dalny, South Manchuria,
giving interesting information concerning the commercial
possibilities of the [soy] bean, and suggesting that the
Department experiment with the seed at the State Farms and
in Western districts like the Marona, where the rainfall is
comparatively small and uncertain, offering at the same time
to supply the necessary seed, and, if the experiments proved
successful, the firm would consider the taking up of a large
tract of land in Queensland and growing the bean in quantity,
as there would be no difficulty in disposing of the product.
The present price of the beans in Europe is £9 per ton.”
(2) “Messrs. Thompson and Co. furthermore enclosed
an extract from the report (for 1912) of the Trades
Commissioner for the Government of the Union of South
Africa on the subject, which we summarise as follows,...”
(see Turner 1914). The Queensland Journal then reflects:
Profitability: “But the question to our mind is, whether,
under our labor conditions, it would pay as well as it does
in cheap-labor countries. A 1,000-lb. crop, at the highest
prices for the beans, would sell for £4 10s. in Europe, and,

deducting labour for production, freights, commission, &c.,
there would appear to be little in it to attract the attention
of farmers, who can make far more [profit] out of dairying,
sugar-planting, potato, onion, and maize growing. As a
catch-crop amongst coconut and rubber trees, the Soya bean
would doubtless prove of great value.
“As far as the feeding value of the [soy] bean is
concerned, it is said to be at least twice as valuable for food
as maize, as it is very rich in protein, but it is best fed in
conjunction with maize. As a green manure, it is undoubtedly
valuable in restoring the soil, being a leguminous plant.
“The expenses per ton for bags, railage, and freight to
Harbin to Vladivostock [Vladivostok] are set down at £1
13s.; add ocean freight to England, £1 10s.–£3 3s.
“The expense of transport from South Africa to England
is set down in the report we quote from at £1 9s.
“But Queensland is further from England than South
Africa; and while it might pay to grow and export Soya
beans thence to Europe, we cannot see that the crop could be
profitably produced in this country.”
(3) “The following summary of the uses of the Soya
bean and its products given by Tropical Life [published
in England], April, 1913 [p. 71-72], is interesting:–For
dynamite and high explosives, soap, linoleum, India-rubber
substitute, margarine, paints and varnishes, in place of
linseed oil, various edible foods, toilet powder, salad oil,
vegetable cooking oil in place of lard, oil, &c., preserving
sardines, lamp oil, lubricating, as food in place of peas, flour
for soups, biscuits, brown bread, artificial milk and cheese
[soymilk and tofu], substitute for coffee, for sauces; cake for
feeding cattle, and for manure.”
Note: In this same Jan. 1914 issue (p. 3) of this journal,
an article titled “Queensland Agricultural Journal,” states:
“With this number of the Journal we commence a New
Series of issue, dating practically from the 1st July 1913,
on which date the Journal completed its sixteenth year of
publication.” It first appeared in July 1897, and today some
60,000 copies a year [5,000 copies a month] are mailed to
subscribers worldwide. From now on the Journal will accept
“advertisments having reference solely to productions of the
land or to manufactured articles needed by rural occupiers,
thus not interfering in any way with the general run of
advertisements in the public Press.” Address: Australia.
1266. Turner, A. Grenville. 1914. The soy bean. Agricultural
J. of the Union of South Africa 7(1):67-77. Jan.
• Summary: This report was sent to South Africa by the
Union Trades Commissioner in London, Mr. C. du P.
Chiappini.
Contents: Botany and habitat. Varieties. Conditions of
growth. Methods of culture and soil inoculation. Harvesting:
Yield per acre, yield of forage, as a grain crop, thrashing.
Manurial value (as a green manure). Storing soy bean seed.
Feeding value: For sheep, dairy cows, or hogs. Experiments
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in South Africa (conducted by Mr. Turner during the 19101911 season). Chemical analyses. The commercial aspect.
The bean (utilization). The oil (utilization).
“Botany and Habitat: The soy bean (Glycine hispida)
is a leguminous plant, native of south-eastern Asia. De
Candolle states that it originally occurred in the wild state in
the region ‘from Cochin China to the south of Japan and to
Java.’ It has been cultivated from very ancient times. It is a
very important food plant in some countries, notably China,
Japan, and Manchuria: and its cultivation has reached such
an advanced stage that innumerable varieties and forms have
been developed.
“It is supposed to have been used for food in China even
before the time of Confucius. Although it has been grown in
China and Japan for such an extended period, its cultivation
seems to have spread very slowly to the surrounding
countries. Its introduction into India seems to have taken
place in comparatively modern times.
“Up to the year 1907 the export of soy beans from
Manchuria did not exceed 120,000 tons, of which the bulk
was absorbed by Japan. The development of Manchuria as
the result of the Russo-Japanese war is responsible for the
huge supplies of beans exported to Great Britain and the
Continent of Europe. As a commercial oilseed, however, the
soy bean was undoubtedly first introduced to the notice of
the British and Continental manufacturer towards the end
of the year 1908, when the export commenced to Europe
through Vladivostock [Vladivostok]; the cargo was nearly
all carried in British bottoms, and destined to oil mills in the
United Kingdom.”
“Experiments in the cultivation of the soy bean are being
conducted in practically every British colony; during the year
1909 experiments were conducted in the Argentine Republic,
Mr. A. Grenville Turner, the soy bean expert, reporting that
a crop of beans may be secured in about thirteen weeks, as
against six months in Manchuria. World-wide interest now
was evinced in the culture of the soy bean; the late Sir Alfred
Jones, K.C.M.G., entrusted Mr. Turner with a mission to
introduce the cultivation of the bean throughout West Africa;
on his return Mr. Turner reported that he had travelled
12,000 miles through the Gambia, Sierra Leone, Southern
and Northern Nigeria and the Gold Coast Territories; the
results of experiments being successful: on sowing the seed
the plants made their appearance above ground in about
four days, ultimately attaining a height of two feet, and
reaching maturity in six, eight, or ten weeks, according to
zone and climatic conditions. On his return from the coast,
Mr. Turner was entrusted with a mission by Messrs. Lever
Brothers, Limited, to encourage the cultivation of the soy
bean throughout the Union of South Africa, during the
season 1910-1911 the scheme was taken up by the farmers
with enthusiasm, a large quantity of seed, together with
descriptive pamphlets, was distributed by Messrs. Lever, the
result of the experiments proving that South Africa can raise

a crop of soy beans equal, if not superior, to Manchuria.”
At the Government Experiment Farm in South Africa,
where 80 varieties were tested (there are over 300 varieties
of soy beans), yields of seed “as high as 2,000 lb. per acre
were recorded, while in many instances the yield was well
over 1,000 lb. per acre. In Manchuria the yield per acre is
from 1,100 to 1,600 lb. per acre.” If grown for forage, yields
as high “as 12 to 13 tons of fresh fodder may be produced
per acre, which may be used for hay or for silage purposes.”
“Growing soy beans for the grain is distinctly profitable,
owing to the large demand in the United Kingdom and
Europe” (p. 71).
When Mr. Turner conducted soybean cultivation
experiments in South Africa during the 1910-1911 season,
the “scheme enjoyed the hearty support of the Union
Government Agricultural Department, the Agricultural
Union, and Messrs. Lever Brothers, Limited, by whose
assistance, through Mr. Turner, see for the planting of three
to five acre plots was distributed to over three hundred
farmers in all parts of the Union, together with printed report
forms, and descriptive bulletins” (p. 72). Natal experience
the worst drought in 40 years took at this time, but the
soybeans resisted the drought and were able to grow under
conditions that would probably in many instances be too
severe for even maize. Soybeans were also grown in the
Transvaal, Orange Free State, and Cape Province.
The highest recorded oil content in soybeans was
23.20% from beans grown by Mr. Turner in Sierra Leone.
“The oil mills of Great Britain crush annually upwards
of 1,000,000 tons of oil seeds,... Great Britain is the heaviest
importer of oil seeds in Europe, and is, in fact, after the
United States of America, the most important manufacturer
of oils in the world.”
Great Britain imports and crushes about 600,000 tons of
cotton seed and about 350,000 tons of soy beans; the balance
is linseed. Recently, however, these soy bean imports have
been decreasing, since Germany has rescinded the import
duty and installed soy bean crushing plants in their oil mills.
“It is estimated that Great Britain and Europe can
take ten million tons of soy beans per annum in the event
of the beans being used for human as well as for animal
consumption and for industrial purposes, so there is a
large market for South Africa to ship all the beans she can
produce...”
Note 1. This document contains the second earliest clear
date seen for soybeans in Argentina, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Argentina (1909). The source of these soybeans
is unknown, but might have been Great Britain.
Note 2. A map of Africa in 1914 (taken from a different
and unknown source) shows how different it looks then–in
the era of colonialism–compared with today.
1267. Forbes, E.B.; Beegle, F.M.; Fritz, C.M.; Mensching,
J.E. 1914. A chemical study of the nutrition of swine. Ohio
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Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 271. p. 225-61.
Feb.
• Summary: Swine were fed soybean seeds in these
metabolism and balance trials. “Five cross-bred YorkshireChester White barrows, six months old and all from the
same litter, were the subjects of this experiment.” They
were fed eight different rations, one of which was corn and
soybeans. “The most important result of this investigation
is the demonstration of the unsatisfactory character of corn,
wheat bran and rice polish as sources of calcium for growing
swine. Rations composed of these foods will not maintain
normal growth of bone.” “The important deficiencies of corn
are considered to be calcium, phosphorus, and nitrogen.”
Address: 1. Chief Nutritionist; 2-3. Asst. Nutritionist. All:
Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster, Ohio.
1268. Woods, Chas. D. 1914. Field experiments. Maine
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 224. p. 23-48.
Feb. See p. 32-39.
• Summary: Contents of the section titled “Soy beans for
fodder, silage and seed” (p. 32-39): Introduction and history
of research in Maine. Conditions of growth. Fertilizing and
culture. Nutrients in soy bean and their digestibility. Soy
bean silage. Yield of dry matter and protein: Soy bean vs.
corn fodder, soy beans for seed. Summary.
This section begins: “In 1903 and 1904 the Station grew
on the college farm at Orono several varieties of soy beans.
These were grown for forage and for silage. The results were
published in Bulletin 106 and made up part of the Report of
the Station for 1904.”
“Although it is not at all likely that the soy bean can ever
be grown as a profitable seed crop in Maine, three varieties”
furnished by the Paint Manufacturers’ Association were
grown and tested at Highmoor Farm in 1913. One variety,
imported from Manchuria, was supposed to contain an oil of
high oxidizing properties. The second, Variety 1002, was an
American type which was said not to mature as quickly as
the Manchurian bean. The third, Soy Bean 302, came with no
description. All three were tested for germination and found
to germinate well. The first variety yielded 700 lb/acre of
shelled beans and the third yielded 650 lb/acre.
Summary: “Soy beans can be grown in parts of Maine
where corn thrives. When early corn matures, the early white
soy bean will usually mature. Where Sanford corn ears, the
early medium soy bean will form pods. Soy bean can be
grown with less nitrogen than corn. In order to grow the soy
bean most economically, the soil should be inoculated with
the organism that forms root tubercles.” Address: Director of
the Station, Orono, Maine.
1269. Stockhard, L.E. 1914. How much pork from an acre of
land? Swine World 1(16):6. March 15.
• Summary: Gives the results of reports from various
agricultural experiment stations.

“At the Alabama station an acre of very poor soy bean
pasture produced 214 pounds.”
A table from the Missouri experiment station shows Soy
bean forage enables production of 118 lbs. of pork.
The Iowa experiment station reports Corn and soy beans
enable 619 pounds per acre (the top weight shown in the
Iowa table).
“As the land on which these experiments were made
is above the average for the respective states in fertility,
we may say that 400 pounds of pork per acre represents
the average returns. At present prices this represents a fair
money return from average land,...” Address: Columbia,
Tennessee.
1270. Sahr, C.A. 1914. Report of the Assistant Agronomist.
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report. p.
43-49. For the year 1913. March 16. [1 ref]
• Summary: In this report’s only section, titled “Experiments
with leguminous plants,” all crops are grouped into three
types based on the length of their growth period. The soy
bean appears in both the first group (quick rotation, short
season, 3 to 4 months) and the second group (medium
time, 4½ to 6½ months). The importance of inoculation is
emphasized.
The subsection on “Soy bean” (p. 46-49) states: “Soy
beans were grown more or less extensively by Japanese
farmers in Kona to defray expenses while their coffee trees
came into bearing, finding a ready market for culinary
purposes and also among local soy sauce brewers. Since
the coffee orchards now demand the entire attention of the
growers, the soy brewers depend upon soy beans imported
from Japan for their supply.
“The brewing of Japanese soy sauce having become
a well-established industry in Hawaii, a visit of inspection
to several of the largest factories was made to ascertain the
method of manufacture, which is given here briefly...” Equal
parts of boiled soybeans and roasted California wheat are
mixed, “poured into molds, and left to stand for 3 or more
days, or until slightly covered by mold fungi. The molds
are then emptied into large cedar vats of 500 to 800 gallons
capacity. A starter made from cass [soybean presscake] and
brine is then added, and the mass is left to ferment for a
period ranging from 6 months to a year or 18 months, the
mass being thoroughly stirred twice each day. The fermented
mass is then transferred into a large press and the liquid
sauce is pressed out, boiled 2 or 3 hours, and put in cedar
tubs of 4½ to 6 gallons capacity... The ferment starter is
made of a small quantity of soy-bean cake, or cass, sprinkled
over a few handfuls of parboiled soy beans and left in a
warm place for several days. The cass is sold for 20 cents per
100 pounds to rice planters as a fertilizer, and contains about
20 per cent salt. It is also fed to hogs, after soaking in water
to draw out the salt. The brewers buy imported soy beans at
$72 per ton in Honolulu, wheat at $40, and salt at $10. The
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tubs in which the soy sauce is put up are made of Japanese
cedar, shipped knocked down from Japan, and put together
as wanted. The cost per tub is from 40 to 70 cents, according
to their capacity, which ranges from 4½ to 6 gallons. Soy
sauce is eaten by all classes of Japanese as a table sauce,
with their rice, fish, and meats. It has the color of strong
black coffee.
“Miso, another Japanese table sauce, is brewed from soy
beans and rice. The brewed liquid is clear white. The climate
of Hawaii is too warm for its manufacture.”
A table (p. 48) shows five soybean varieties (each with
an “Agronomy accession number, three also with an S.P.I.
number–20798, 19183, and 14953) and their yields as hay,
fodder and/or seed, and stages of growth in Hawaii. The only
named variety, Otootan [black seeded], was “grown from
seed received from the College of Hawaii in May 1911. This
variety is undoubtedly the coarsest, rankest soy bean ever
grown by this station. It is also most tolerant of both dry and
wet conditions, but only makes a rank growth during a cool
and moist growing period.” Trials of this variety were made
at the Hilo and Glenwood substations.
No. 698, a Russian soy bean, was received from S.R.
Cope of London, England. Seven varieties were received
from the College of Hawaii. Eight varieties were received
from the Bureau of Plant Industry (USDA) under the [S.P.I.]
numbers 19183, 22379, 32906, 32907, 34857, 34934, 34924,
34987, and 34123; they were planted in May. “Four varieties,
said to be rich in oil content, were received from an eastern
paint and oil company for trial by this station. Samples of
these will be analyzed and the oil content determined.”
A photo shows two Otootan variety soy bean plants,
valuable for forage and green manuring; one is bigger than
the other and both are hanging up-side down.
Other leguminous plants tested: Kulthi or horse gram,
cowpeas, sunn hemp (Crotolaria juncea), a variety of Cuban
peanut, asparagus bean (sasagi; probably yardlong cowpea)
and sesbania.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Otootan.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2004)
that mentions the asparagus bean (Vigna sesquipedalis).
Address: Asst. in Agronomy, Hawaii.
1271. Chapin, J.F. 1914. Soy beans in Howell County.
Missouri Ruralist 13(6):7. March 20.
• Summary: “I have experimented with soy beans the past
two years but only in a small way and with one variety–
Mammoth Yellow–which I believe is about as good as we
can get. In 1912 from less than ¼ acre, planted June 6, I
harvested 3 bushels of seed. In 1913 I planted May 21 with
a grain drill, opening one hole and closing the next two,
making rows about 20 inches (36 is better for cultivation and
as good for yield). This crop was harvested 140 days after
planting and stood the dry season remarkably well... A heavy

rain fell them in the swath and our October snow caught
them in the shock. In spite of all this they are in fairly good
shape in my barn now. They will also stand heavy frosts,
enabling one to sow earlier and harvest later than for peas
and this season certainly proves them to be a good drouth
[drought] resister.
“Of course, the dry weather cut the yield down until it
didn’t pay to harvest for seed, still there was a paying yield
of good bean hay.” Address: Bly, Missouri.
1272. Hall, J. Ed. 1914. Soy bean a profit maker: Missouri
farmers should give this new crop a trial. Missouri Ruralist
13(6):7. March 20.
• Summary: “A very few years back a writer on the ‘soy,’
stated that the soy bean was one of the coming crops of
Missouri. Today we are in a position to say that the soy bean
is one of Missouri’s profitable crops. When we become more
thoroughly acquainted with them, and come to realize their
full value as a soil renovator and as a hay and grain plant, we
can safely say that it is one of Missouri’s main crops.
After trying out soy beans for a number of years,
we have arranged our rotation in such a way that we are
now growing one-half as many acres of soys as we are of
corn. Why? Because if our soil is inoculated with the soy
bean bacteria (and the entire farm is) the soil will become
materially richer in both nitrogen and humus, by growing
them than by growing corn. Then, too, as a nitrogenous feed
we are unable to make as profitable growth in young animals
by any other means.”
J.M. Perley, of Moberly, Missouri, has developed an
excellent method of preparing a seedbed for soys, using a
disk and spiked-tooth harrow. “Since making a two-year test
of 10 varieties, we have decided that the Austin and Perley’s
Mongol are best adapted to Central Missouri conditions.”
Each of these two varieties is a rank grower. Soys make good
hay.
“The richer the soil the greater the yield with soys, while
with cowpeas we find the opposite. By using a variety of soy
beans, maturing in advance of cowpea hay harvest, such as
Ito San or Mongol, we have a mixed hay laden with grain
comparing equally in protein with oilmeal.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Perley’s Mongol.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2001)
with the word “profit” (or “profits” or “profitable”) in the
title in connection with soybeans. Address: La Monte, Pettis
County, Missouri.
1273. Mills, C.P. 1914. Relished by stock: Horses and cows
eat soy bean hay readily and hogs do fine on it–It is as good
for the land as clover and to be preferred when considered
ton for ton. Farmers’ Review (The) (Chicago) 46(12):309.
March 21.
• Summary: “A year ago this spring I had no hay meadow
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and no chance for hay outside of a small field of alfalfa...
I was advised by several, a professor of the University of
Illinois among others, that soy beans is a better crop for us
than cow peas. Upon the strength of this, I made up my mind
to risk the rest of the thirty-acre field in which I was to put
cow peas to beans, feeling sure that the peas would furnish
enough hay even though the beans were a failure.
“I secured my bean seed, five bushels of Ebony and five
of Early Medium Yellow, from the University farm, and the
peas I bought in Memphis” [probably Tennessee]. The soy
beans did so well that: “This spring I am going to put in no
cowpeas, but will put in about twice as many soy beans.”
A photo shows a field of soy beans, which are “pretty
good drouth resisters and they are easily planted, cared for
and harvested.” Address: Champaign County, Illinois.
1274. Reynolds, Will. 1914. A crop with many profits: Soy
beans are good for fertilizer, for pasture, for hay, for seed.
Country Gentleman 79(12):9. March 21.
• Summary: “Soy beans have been grown in the United
States for the past twenty years, yet comparatively few
farmers are interested in the crop. Soy beans will be our
salvation when clover fails. They can be used for green
manure, for pasture, for hay, for seed... Why should we not
grow our supplement for corn in the Corn Belt? In nearly
every system of rotation in the Orient, described by Prof.
F.H. King [Farmers of Forty Centuries, 1911], we find the
soy bean... The oil from the beans is extracted and the bean
cake is used for both feed and fertilizer.”
“Beans should be inoculated: Certain varieties of soy
beans are better adapted than other to certain uses and
conditions. The earlier-maturing varieties may be grown
in Northern latitudes with more certainty of the crop’s
maturing than later ones.” “Varieties that have done well
in the North are Ito San, Early Brown, Black Beauty, and
Parson’s Auburn. Ito San is more extensively grown and is
better known than any other early maturing variety, but some
growers prefer Auburn, which is a higher yielder and as early
as Ito... Wilson is a promising hay and forage variety, but is
not a good yielder. For a general-purpose bean, Sable and
Mikado are both good, while Ito San is the best all-around
bean for its locality.”
“For best results, soy beans should be inoculated. The
most practical method is to secure soil from men who have
grown them, using two quarts of soil to each bushel of seed.
This can be mixed with the seed at planting time. When the
beans are drilled in rows from eighteen to thirty pounds of
seed will be required to the acre. An ordinary corn planter
may be used to drill the seed by setting over the shoes and
wheel so there will be forty inches between the rows. Set the
planter to drop about eight beans to the foot in the rows.”
“Taylor Fouts, of Carroll County, Indiana, has
successfully followed the following practice: For some
time he has grown Hollybrook soy beans and corn together

for silage, hogging off, and lambing off. A corn planter
with fertilizer attachment is used, mixing twelve pounds
of beans with fertilizer for each acre. At one operation the
corn and beans are drilled; both appear at the same time,
and cultivation is practiced as for corn alone. If there is
no fertilizer attachment the corn and beans may be drilled
together, equal quantities of each being mixed in the grain
box and the speed and plates adjusted to suit.
“About September first the feeding lambs are turned into
the field to feed on the bean foliage, pods and corn blades.
Mr. Fouts also finds the combination highly profitable in
hogging off, saying: ‘There is no produce that compares
with it acre for acre. The hogs keep thrifty and make rapid
and economical gains.’ Another point in favor of this
intercropping of corn and soybeans is that it makes a very
valuable and complete ration to put into the silo.”
“Harvesting for seed: Various implements are employed
in harvesting soy beans for seed–the mower with a sidedelivery buncher, the binder, the bean harvester, the selfrake reaper–or they may be pulled by hand.” The self-rake
is good, inexpensive machine for “harvesting soys... For
varieties of soys with an erect and tall growing habit the
binder is very satisfactory.”
Photos show: (1) “A single stalk of Black Champion”
variety soy beans against a ruler to show its size. (2) A field
of soy bean plants that have been harvested and piled in
cocks. “The less the vines are handled the greater will be the
crop of seed.”
Note 1. This is the earliest article seen (August 1996) in
Country Gentleman which contains the word “soys.” This
word was used in at least 20 articles in Country Gentleman
from March 1914 to Nov. 1929.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions “lambing off” (or “lambing down”) soybeans.
Note 3. This is the second earliest document seen (Oct.
2012) that mentions specific soybean varieties grown by
Taylor Fouts, and the earliest article seen stating that he
grew the Hollybrook variety. “For some time he has grown
Hollybrook soy beans and corn together for silage, hogging
off, and lambing off.”
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varieties Black Champion [later
renamed Peking], Parson’s Auburn, or Sable. As of June
2008, the variety “Parson’s Auburn” is mentioned only twice
in the SoyaScan database; the second mention was also in
Country Gentleman in May 1916. Parson’s Auburn was
probably developed by Adrian Parsons (of Indiana) who also
developed the Mikado (Adrian Parsons wrote to the USDA
in about 1914 that Auburn was his 2nd heaviest yielder after
Mikado). The regular “Auburn” variety was first mentioned
in a 1910 document.
1275. Bailey, Liberty Hyde. 1914. The standard cyclopedia
of horticulture. Vol. I (A-B). 2nd ed. New York and London:
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The Macmillan Co. 602 p. See p. 41, 42, 458, 460, 461.
Illust. (700 illust.).
• Summary: Page 41: Leguminosae: Plants used as forage
include Glycine hispida (soy bean). Page 42: Glycine (Soy
Bean) is one of about 150 genera cultivated in America.
Page 458: Bean. “The beans chiefly known to
horticulture are of five types:... (5) Soy, or Soja, bean
(Glycine hispida). A bushy, erect, hairy plant producing
small pods in clusters, and pea-like seeds (Figs. 479d, 483
[p. 461, showing stem, leaves, and pods]). In this country
used mostly for forage. Native to China and Japan, where it
is much grown.”
Page 460 (still under “Bean”): After sections on “Pole
beans” and “Lima beans” is one titled “Other beans: Three
other members of the bean tribe might be mentioned in this
connection; namely, the Black bean or cowpea of the South,
the Japanese Soy bean, and the English or Broad bean.”
After a brief summary of the cowpea: “Of greater value
for the same purposes, north of New Jersey, seems to be
the Japanese Soy bean, which is early enough to come to
maturity almost anywhere in the United States. Its foliage
is rather thin or open, however, which impairs its value for
green-manuring. The dry bean constitutes one of the richest
vegetable foods known, and its flavor seems unobjectionable
to all kinds of stock. Sow one bushel to the acre. Similar to
this in value is the English Broad bean, several varieties of
which, as the Broad Windsor, the Horse bean... The Windsor
is used in England in much the same way as lima beans are
used in America;...” Address: [Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New
York].

1276. Forbes, Ernest Browning; Keith, M. Helen. 1914. A
review of the literature of phosphorus compounds in animal
metabolism. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Technical
Series, Bulletin No. 5. 784 p. March. Also published as a
monograph. [2308* ref]
• Summary: Tables show: (1) “Mineral elements of fruits,
vegetables, and roughage” (p. 78); gives the mineral
composition of soy bean hay and soy beans. (2) “Phosphatid
phosphorus in vegetable substances” (p. 85); includes data
on the soy bean. (3) “Lecithin phosphorus and lecithin in
various seeds (percent dry basis)” (p. 87); includes data on
soy beans. (4) “Determinations of the phosphorus partition in
press cakes” (p. 91); gives different forms of phosphorus and
lecithin in press cakes, including soybean cake.
The author’s summary (p. 376) includes the summary of
an experiment in which soy beans were used with corn when
studying mineral metabolism of swine. Address: 1. Ph.D.,
Chief; 2. A.M., Asst. Both: Dep. of Nutrition, Wooster, Ohio.
1277. Wiancko, Alfred T.; Fisher, M.L.; Cromer, C.O. 1914.
Soybeans and cowpeas. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 172. p. 419-38. March.
• Summary: See above. In Indiana, researchers have been
experimenting with soybeans and cowpeas for the past 15
years. Contents: Introduction. Historical notes. Uses and
value. Soil adaptation. Liming. Soil fertilization. Place in the
rotation. Soil preparation. Inoculation. When and how to sow
cowpeas and soybeans. Cultivation. Harvesting. Threshing.
Varieties of soybeans. Varieties of cowpeas. Selecting
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varieties of soybeans and cowpeas. Summary.
Photos show: (1) Typical mature soybean plant. (2)
Plant with leaves removed to show pods. (3) “Hogging off
soybeans.” Many hogs in a soybean field. (4) A field of
soybeans and cowpeas sown after wheat harvest. (5) Four
soybean plants with roots showing nodules. (6) A field with
many piles of soybeans made into hay. (7) Harvesting a
soybean seed crop with a mower having a side-delivery
attachment. (8) Men threshing soybeans with a common
threshing machine. Address: 1. Chief in Soils and Crops; 2.
Asst. Chief in Soils and Crops; 3. Asst. in Crops. All: Dep. of
Soils and Crops, Lafayette, Indiana.
1278. Ward, W.F.; Gray, Dan T. 1914. Beef production in the
south. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 580. 20 p. April 18.
See p. 3-4.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage crops and feeds”
states (p. 3-4): Soy beans are sometimes combined with corn
for producing silage, and such silage has a higher feeding
value than corn silage.
“The most important hay crops of the South are alfalfa,
Johnson grass, cowpeas, soy beans, and in some sections
lespedeza, crab grass, Bermuda [grass], red clover, melilotus,
crimson clover, and prairie grasses. Excellent yields of
cowpea hay, soy-bean hay, or sorghum can be secured after
one of the small-grain crops or crimson clover has been
taken off the land.” Address: 1. Senior Animal Husbandman
in Beef Cattle Investigations, Animal Husbandry Div.; 2.
Chief of the Animal Industry Div. of the North Carolina Exp.
Station.
1279. Livingston, George. 1914. Field crop production: A
text-book for elementary courses in schools and brief courses
in colleges. New York: The Macmillan Co. xix + 424 p.
April. Illust. Index. 20 cm. Rural Text-Book Series.
• Summary: In Chapter 17, “Legumes for grain and forage,”
the first section is titled “The soy bean. Its contents (p. 30512): History. Description. Distribution and adaptation. Uses
(food, oil, paints, varnishes, soap, lubrication). Soy beans,
because of their erect growth, are more easily handled as hay
than are cowpeas. Cultural methods. Seeding. Harvesting.
This same chapter also contains sections on cowpeas
and peanuts. Other chapters discuss alfalfa and flax.
Photos show: (1) The soy bean plant. (2) A man, wearing
a hat, standing in a field of soy beans. (3) Soy beans growing
in corn (intercropped). Address: Asst. Prof. of Agronomy,
Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio.
1280. Moore, R.A.; Delwiche, E.J. 1914. Soy beans–
An important Wisconsin crop. Wisconsin Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 236. 20 p. April. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soy bean plant.
Soils adapted to soy beans. The culture of soy beans: Soil
inoculation, soil preparation, time and method of planting,

after cultivation, harvesting, thrashing and storing the seed.
Soy beans as a protein concentrate: For hogs, for dairy
cows, for sheep. Soy beans for roughage: For hay, for silage,
as pasture for hogs, as a soiling crop, as a soil renovator.
Variety tests at Madison (1902-1904). Experiments in
northern Wisconsin (Iron River, Ellis Junction, and Spooner):
Varieties recommended, breeding soy beans.
“... experiments with soy beans were undertaken by
the agronomy department on the Experiment Station Farm
at Madison in 1899, and have been carried on continuously
ever since.” Breeding work with soy beans at the Station
farm was also started in 1899, and at the Branch Stations in
upper Wisconsin in 1907.
“Soy beans may be grown for five purposes: For the
production of seed, for hay, for hog pasture, for silage (when
mixed with corn), and as a green manure.” “We recommend
this crop to the careful consideration of the Wisconsin seed
growers, stockmen and general farmers.”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a field of Early
Black soy beans (front cover). “Experiments conducted at
the branch stations since 1907 have shown that this variety is
best for northern conditions.” (2) Roots of a soy bean plant,
showing nodules (p. 7). (3) Special type of bean harvester,
with a windrowing attachment it can cut two rows at once
(p. 11). (4) Corn and soy beans growing together in a field
for use as silage (p. 15). (5) Field of soy beans increased in
yield by inoculation at the Spooner Branch Station (p. 18).
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) A typical soy bean
plant, with roots (p. 4, non-original). (2) A common mower
with windrowing attachment (p. 10). Address: Madison,
Wisconsin.
1281. Willson, C.A.; Robert, S.A. 1914. Feeding beef cattle.
Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 104.
p. 77-107. April. See p. 82, 88-89.
• Summary: This Bulletin discusses the “Conclusions from
four years of experiments at the West Tennessee Experiment
Station.” The main feeds were cottonseed meal, hulls, and
silage. The section titled “Loss of fertility from Southern
farms through cottonseed removed” (p. 81) states: “Live
stock farming maintains soil fertility and improves the
physical condition of the soil through the return of organic
matter to it.
“Coulter notes that ‘In 1850 cottonseed was treated
as garbage and dumped on the waste heap. Twenty years
later it was looked upon as a valuable fertilizer; by 1880
the cottonseed was found to be a nutritious cattle-feed, and
by 1890 cottonseed oil was commencing to be used as a
substitute for olive oil, and is now a human food.”
Table 1, titled “Manurial value of farm products” (p. 82)
includes soy-bean hay, whose total value is $11.24 per ton.
The most valuable is cottonseed meal at $31.27 per ton.
The section titled “Description of yards and feed lots”
(p. 88) states: “The land in 1909, previous to being fed on,
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was soy-bean land, in 1910 corn land, and in 1911 soy-bean
land.” Address: 1. Animal Husbandman; 2. Supt. West Tenn.
Exp. Station, Jackson. All: Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station.
1282. Hartman, S.C. 1914. The value of forage for hogs.
Swine World 1(20):14. May 15.
• Summary: “Probably no other question is more before the
swine breeders than that of an economical feeding ration.”
“For instance it would take three next dollars and eighty
cents worth of corn or 380 pounds to put on as much gain as
100 pounds of tankage when fed with the corn in dry lot, and
when fed with corn on rape it is worth $2.90. Soy beans are
worth $ 2.10 per cwt. when fed with corn in dry lot in this
experiment.
“The value of an acre of rape pasture for seventy-one
days was found in this experiment to be at the rate of $30.83
when fed with corn alone, and when corn and tankage was
fed it proved to be $18.30 per acre for seventy-one days.
Likewise soy bean pasture was worth $28.84 and clover
(medium red) $25.57. The clover had been previously
clipped, so that it was tender and juicy.”
“The bulletin gives the analysis of samples of soybeans
and of rape taken from the various plats used in the
experiment.”
At the bottom of the page is a large “Table showing
summary of Bulletin No. 242. Ohio Experiment Station on
Forage for Swine.” One line shows “Corn and soy beans in
dry lot.” Another shows “Corn and soy beans pasture.”
Across the bottom is printed: “Corn figured at 50 cts.
per bu. Skim milk at 15 cts. per 100 lbs. Soy beans at $1.50
per 100 lbs. Tankage at $2.50 per cwt.” Address: Edgewood
Farm, North Fairfield, Ohio.
1283. Woodward, Thompson Elwyn. 1914. Making and
feeding silage. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 578. 24 p.
May 18. See p. 5.
• Summary: In the section titled “Silage crops,” a subsection
(p. 5) states: “Cowpeas, alfalfa, and soy beans: All these
crops can be successfully made into silage by exercising
the same precautions as with clover. They should be cut at
the same time as for haymaking. However, it is ordinarily
preferable, as with clover, to make them into hay rather than
silage. The fermentations which take place in silage made of
legumes cause a greater loss of nutritive material than with
corn silage.” Address: Dairy Div. [USDA].
1284. Missouri State Board of Agriculture, Monthly Bulletin.
1914. Cowpeas and soy beans. 12(5):3-48. May. [3 ref]
• Summary: The introduction, titled “Cowpeas and soy
beans: Finding increased favor on farms,” by W.L. Nelson
(Assistant Secretary, Missouri State Board of Agriculture)
discusses reasons for this increased favor on Missouri farms,
and includes one long extract from an article (J.E. Hall,
1914, “The soy bean as a profit maker”) and an even longer

extract from a letter by C.P. Miller to the Farmer’s Review
(14 March 1914). The rest (p. 8-48) is a reprint of: Wiancko,
Fisher, and Cromer. 1914. “Soybeans and cowpeas.” Indiana
Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 172. p. 419-38. March. Text
includes a brief history of the crops, their uses and value,
and harvesting and threshing methods. Photos (p. 8) show:
(1) A typical mature soy bean plant, with roots. (2) A typical
soy bean plant, with leaves removed to show pods. Address:
Columbia, Missouri.
1285. Washington Post. 1914. Departmental notes of interest
to Uncle Sam’s army of employes [sic, employees]. Aug. 2.
p. ES3.
• Summary: “W.J. Morse, bureau of plant industry, will
leave this week for points in Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Tennessee, and Kentucky
to inspect experiments in the culture of cowpeas, soybeans,
and other forage plants.”
1286. Beavers, J.C. 1914. Two crops for the feeder: Larger
gains at less cost follow the use of cowpeas and soy beans.
Country Gentleman 79(32):1356. Aug. 8.
• Summary: “With the prices of concentrated feeding stuffs
gradually increasing, there appears to be but one way of
obtaining relief from this one-sided feeding system, and that
is by the production of home grown rations.”
“Let is be remembered at the outset that I am not
recommending that soy beans and cowpeas be used to
take the place of clover and alfalfa on the farm. They are
recommended to fill in gaps and to be grown on farms where
clover and alfalfa are not grown.”
“There are five products of soy beans and cowpeas that
are being utilized by American farmers: Hay, grain, straw,
silage, and green forage.” A table shows the composition of
nine soy-bean and cowpea products, and compares then with
corn and three corn products.
“The feeding value of cowpea hay has long been
recognized in the South, where it has been used extensively
for feeding all kinds of farm stock. The value of soybean hay
is not so well known, owing to the fact that it has not been
used so long or so extensively as cowpea hay.”
“During the past two years I have talked with a number
of Indiana farmers who have had experience in feeding soy
beans in different ways to hogs in dry lot, and every one of
them is highly pleased with the results obtained.”
“As to the feeding value, we may say without hesitation
that corn-and-soy-bean silage is much superior to corn silage
alone.”
1287. Morse, W.J. 1914. Re: Report on continuation of
trip to Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana. Letter to Prof.
C.V. Piper, Washington, DC, Aug. 17. 3 p. Handwritten,
with signature on Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical
College letterhead.
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• Summary: Morse is apparently writing from Mississippi.
“Dear Prof. Piper: On Monday, Aug. 9, I was at the Alabama
Experiment Station and found the forage crops in general
rather poor due to the extreme drouth. A few of the soy bean
varieties showed up rather promising where the planting
was made a little early. The adzuki beans are a failure this
year. Of the cowpeas the Buff catjang 22888 looked very
promising. The amount of growth being good, very prolific,
and the pods about all mature. Some late plantings of
varieties of cowpeas also were making good growth. The
Sudan grass is very much of a failure, very poor stands in all
plantings and very little growth.
On Wed. I was at Prof. Tracy’s, Biloxi. Soy bean
varieties 23211 and 23232 appear very promising and
look like good varieties for Louisiana and Mississippi.
Buff catjang of which Prof. Tracy has two lots looks very
promising, giving a good plant growth, a good yield of seed
and about 90% mature (sown June 2). I made some crosses
between Vigna lutea and V. Catjang (22888). Vigna lutea is
of rather a prostrate habit...
“On Saturday I was at the Louisiana Experiment Station,
Baton Rouge. Although they have had a very dry spell there
the soy bean varieties look very good. Some of the best
at Monetta, South Carolina last year shown by the largest
growth at this station though they are rather late. The buff
catjang 22888 again shows up remarkably well... It looks
very promising and all of the station people look to its use
for their conditions. The station plans to do quite a little work
with the soy bean as a silage crop. The adzuki beans show up
very well here, both as to amount of fruit and plant growth.
“This week I expect to be at the following places:
“Monday, Aug. 17. Starkville, Mississippi.
“Tuesday, Aug. 18. Jackson, Tennessee.
“Thurs. Aug. 19. Columbia, Tennessee.
“Friday, Aug. 20. Knoxville, Tennessee.
“Sat. or Monday. Aug. 21 or 23. Lexington, Kentucky.
“Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1288. Bray, Charles Iseard. 1914. Silage feeding. Oklahoma
Agricultural and Mechanical College, Agricultural
Experiment Station, Circular No. 36. 8 p. Aug.
• Summary: “Benefits of silage feeding: Silage is much
relished by stock, especially by cattle and sheep. It is
palatable, cheap and succulent, thins and cools the blood,
improves the handling qualities of skin and hair, tones up
the digestive system, and improves the health generally.

Breeding females are put in good condition for producing
healthy offspring, and after parturition are better able to give
plenty of milk than when on a dry ration. To a large extent it
is a preventive of digestive troubles, and with dairy cows it
lessens considerably the chances of milk fever and garget”
(p. 2).
The section titled “Feeding silage to hogs” states (p. 4):
“At the Kentucky Experiment station a ration of shelled corn
and corn-and-saybean [sic, soybean] silage made better gains
than a shelled corn ration.”
Note: “Garget” is inflammation of the udder of a cow;
bovine mastitis. Address: Dep. of Animal Husbandry,
Stillwater, Oklahoma.
1289. Fisher, M.L. 1914. Helps for teachers in agriculture:
Farm crops. Purdue University (Indiana) Department of
Agricultural Extension, Extension Bulletin No. 30. 12 p.
Aug.
• Summary: Page 2: “Nodules of Legumes: Such plants
as clovers, cowpeas, soy beans, hairy vetch, and in fact all
of the legumes, have enlargements on their roots, called
nodules or tubercles. These nodules have various shapes and
appearances. On the cowpea and soy bean they are nearly
spherical. On the alfalfa and hairy vetch they are very much
branched. On the clovers they are cylindrical in shape. In
size they are as variable as in shape, those on the clovers
being quite small while those on the cowpea are relatively
large. The color of the nodules is usually white or flesh
colored.
“An examination of these nodules under a compound
microscope shows the presence of a large number of small
bodies, called bacteria. These bacteria are beneficial to the
plants. They gather nitrogen from the air that circulates
through the soil and fix it in their tissues. When the plants
begin to blossom these bacteria begin to die off and give
their nitrogen content to the plant. The plant changes this
nitrogen to the organic compound called protein, which is a
valuable feeding element...”
Pages 7-8: “Cowpeas and Soy Beans: These crops are
of Asiatic origin and have been grown and used in that part
of the world for a long time. They are comparatively recent
crops in Indiana. Only within the last few years has interest
in their growing been widespread. The two crops have quite
similar characteristics. Both are legumes and good for soil
improvement as well as excellent feed. They are well adapted
to ordinary corn land. The cowpea will grow on sandier soil
to better advantage than the soy bean. The same is also true
with regard to the heavy soils like clay loams. The seed bed
should be prepared the same as for corn. The planting is done
in the spring after corn planting. The seed may be distributed
in rows 24 inches or more apart or drilled solid like wheat.
When sown in rows cultivation should be given the same
as corn. If sown in rows 24 or 32 inches apart, about 30
lbs. of seed is necessary for an acre. When drilled solid like
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wheat, a bushel or more of seed is necessary. The seed can
be distributed with an ordinary wheat drill or with a corn
planter. In using the corn planter, special soy bean plates
should be used. If these crops have never been grown before
on the land, they should be inoculated the same as described
before. When using the corn planter, inoculating soil can
be mixed with the seed and distributed in that way very
effectively.
“If these crops are to be used for soil improvement, it
is economical to pasture them down before plowing under.
Hogs will derive more benefit from the pasturing than other
animals.
“Soy beans are ready to cut for hay when the pods are
about two-thirds grown and before the leaves have begun
to turn yellow. Cowpeas are ready to cut for hay when the
first pods begin to show ripeness. Soy beans are ready to cut
for seed when they are fully ripe and the leaves have fallen
off; cowpeas, when the maximum number of pods are ripe,
and before the early ripening pods have begun to burst open.
Both cowpeas and soy beans make excellent hay for all kinds
of livestock.
“Both cowpeas and soy beans may be sown after wheat
has been removed, especially in the southern half of the state.
If they can be sown by the middle of July and favorable
weather conditions result, a good growth will be obtained,
sufficient to pay for the cost of the seed and labor. These
crops sometimes are sown in standing corn and furnish
organic matter for plowing under for the next crop.
“Exercises:–Secure and study dry specimens of cowpea
and soy bean plants; also secure the seed of both of these
crops. Note the different varieties of each. Secure as many
as possible. Determine amount of each of these crops grown
in the community. For what purpose are these crops grown?”
Address: Prof. of Crop Production, Purdue Univ. School of
Agriculture.
1290. Piper, Charles V. 1914. Forage plants and their culture.
New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xxi + 618 p. Aug. See
p. 513-38. Illust. Index. 20 cm. Series: The Rural Text-Book
Series, ed. by L.H. Bailey. [9 ref]
• Summary: Note: This is the best book on the subject to
date. It was reprinted (with new publication date but without
changes) in 1916, 1919, and 1921.
Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Preservation of forage. 3.
Choice of forage crops... [chapters an various grasses (incl.
Velvet grass {Holcus lunatus}), sorghums, and millets]. 4.
Seeds and seeding.
5. Meadows and pastures. 6. The statistics of forage
crops (“In the same way as the straw of cowpeas, Canada
and garden peas, soybeans and other leguminous seed crops
has also a considerable value as forage,” p. 114). 7. Timothy.
8. Blue-grasses, meadow-grasses and redtop. 9. Orchardgrass, tall oat-grass and brome-grasses.
10. Other grasses of secondary importance. 11. Perennial

grasses of minor importance. 12. Southern grasses. 13.
Sorghums. 14. Millets and other annual grasses.
15. Alfalfa. 16. Red clover. 17. Other clovers–Alsike,
Hungarian, White and Sweet. 18. Crimson clover and other
annuals. 19. Peas and pea-like plants (incl. Chick-pea {Cicer
arietinum} and Grass-pea, vetchling or chickling vetch
{Lathyrus sativus}).
20. Vetches and vetch-like plants: Common vetch (Vicia
sativa), hairy vetch (Vicia villosa), narrow-leaved vetch
(Vicia angustifolia), purple vetch (Vicia atropurpurea),
wooly-pod vetch (Vicia dasycarpa), scarlet vetch (Vicia
fulgens), ervil or black bitter vetch (Vicia ervilia), narbonne
vetch (Vicia narbonnensis), horse bean (Vicia faba), bird or
tufted vetch (Vicia cracca), tangier pea (Lathyrus tingitanus),
flat-podded vetchling (Lathyrus cicera), ochrus (Lathyrus
ochrus), fenugreek (Trigonella foenum-græcum), lupines
(Lupinus spp.), serradella (Ornithopus sativus), square
podded pea (Lotus tetragonolobus).
21. Cowpeas. 22. Soybeans. 23. Other hot-season annual
legumes: Lespedeza or Japan clover, Florida velvet bean
(Stizolobium deeringianum) [later renamed simply “Velvet
bean” (Mucuna pruriens)], peanut (Arachis hypogæa),
Florida beggarweed, the jack bean (Canavalia ensiformis.
“Owing to confusion with the similar species cultivated in
Japan, China, and India, it has also been called the sword
bean and the knife bean, but those names properly belong to
the Asiatic species {Canavalia gladiata}, used principally as
a vegetable), mung bean (Phaseolus aureus), urd (Phaseolus
mungo), moth bean (Phaseolus aconitifolius), adzuki bean
(Phaseolus angularis), bonavist or hyacinth bean (Dolichos
lablab), guar (Cyamopsis tetragonoloba).
24. Miscellaneous perennial legumes: Sainfoin
(Onobrychis cicioefolia), sulla or Spanish sainfoin
(Hedysarum coronarium), kudzu (Pueraria thunbergiana),
flat pea (Lathyrus silvestris var. wagneri), kidney vetch
(Anthyllis vulneraria), goat’s rue (Galega officinalis), bird’s
foot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus), Astragalus falcatus, furze
(Ulex europoeus).
25. Miscellaneous herbs used as a forage (incl.
Sunflower {Helianthus annuus}). 26. Root crops and other
comparable forages (incl. rape {Brassica napus}, Jerusalem
artichoke, chufa {Cyperus esculentus}, and cassava).
The Introduction (p. 1) states: “1.–Forage includes
any vegetable matter, fresh or cured, eaten by herbivorous
animals, such as grain, hay, pasturage, green feed, roots and
silage. The term feed is synonymous with forage, although
sometimes restricted to grain. Fodder and stover are also
identical in original meaning, but in the United States are
used with special significations.
“Forage crops include only those plants grown primarily
for feed and of which animals consume all or much of the
vegetative parts; that is, herbage, or roots. Most cereal
crops are also grown for hay, pasturage or silage, and when
thus grown may be considered forage crops. Several plants
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cultivated in other regions as cereals are in the United States
grown mainly or wholly for forage. Among these are the
grain sorghums, penicillaria, foxtail millet and proso or
broom-corn millet. The distinction between cereals and
forage crops in such cases is arbitrary. Such a plant is a
cereal when grown primarily for the grain, and a forage
when grown primarily for the herbage.
“Fodder (German futter) really means the same as feed.
In the United States the term is used mainly in reference to
corn cut before the plant is fully mature, and from which the
ears are not removed. The stems and leaves when dried and
after the ears are removed is called stover. In the Southern
States the term fodder is applied to the dried leaves and tops
of the corn plant, removed while green, and before the ears
are fully mature.
“The terms fodder and stover are also used in connection
with the sorghums and similar coarse grasses.
“Hay consists of the entire dried herbage of
comparatively fine-stemmed grasses or other forage plants.
It is commonly dried or cured in the sun, but artificial drying
apparatus has been used.” Address: M.S., Agrostologist
in Charge of Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA [Washington, DC].
1291. Piper, Charles V. 1914. Soybeans (Document part).
In: C.V. Piper. 1914. Forage Plants and Their Culture. New
York, NY: MacMillan Co. xxi + 618 p. See p. 513-38.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Agricultural history.
Botany. Description. Soil adaptations. Climatic adaptations.
Importance. Desirable characters in soybean varieties.
Commercial varieties. Preparation of soil and cultivation.
Rate of seeding. Time of seeding. Method of seeding.
Depth of planting. Inoculation. Life period. Time to cut for
hay. Hay yields. Fertilizers. Soybean mixtures: Soybeans
and corn, soybeans and cowpeas, soybeans and sorghums,
soybeans and Johnson-grass, soybeans and millet. Silage.
Rotations. Feeding value of soybean hay. Seed-production.
Pollination. Seed yield. Seeds. Pests. Breeding. Soybeans
and cowpeas compared.
“The soybean is the most productive as regards seed of
any legume adapted to temperate climates.”
“The soybean was first cultivated in the United States
in 1829, but it apparently attracted but little attention until
1854, when two varieties were brought back from Japan
by the Perry expedition. Other varieties were introduced
from time to time, among them the Mammoth, which
was introduced previous to 1882. It is largely due to the
introduction of this variety that the soybean has become
an important crop in the United States, as a very large
percentage of the acreage is still planted to this variety.
Between the years 1900 and 1910, the United States
Department of Agriculture introduced about 250 varieties
from all portions of the Orient” (p. 513-14).
“At the present time about fifteen varieties of soybeans

are handled commercially by seedsmen, the most important
of which are Mammoth, Hollybrook, Haberlandt, Medium
Yellow, Guelph, Ito San, Wilson and Peking.” A fairly
detailed description of each variety is given (p. 519-23).
Pollination (p. 533): “The soybean flower is completely
self-fertile, bagged plants setting pods as perfectly as those
exposed. The flowers are much visited by bees, which seek
principally the pollen, as the soybean flower secretes but
little nectar. Pollination occurs even before the flower opens,
but nevertheless occasional cross-pollinations occur where
different varieties are grown in close proximity. Such natural
hybrids can often be detected by the fact that the seeds of
heterozygote plants present queer combinations of color,
such as smoky green, smoky yellow, brown and yellow and
black banded. In the course of varietal trials at Arlington
Farm, Virginia, extending over five years, many such natural
hybrids were secured, and similar crosses occurred at the
Kansas Experiment Station.”
Concerning seed yield (p. 533): “When grown for
seed, the best varieties under proper culture yield from 30
to 40 bushels of seed to the acre. A maximum yield of 50
bushels to the acre has been reported from North Carolina.”
A table (p. 534) shows the yields reported (in bu/acre) for
10 varieties from Arlington Farm, 7 other U.S. states, and
Guelph, Ontario, Canada. The varieties are: Mammoth,
Hollybrook, Guelph, Ito San, Haberlandt, Medium Yellow,
Wilson, Peking, Ebony, and Chernie. The states are
Tennessee, Kentucky, Delaware, Indiana, Ohio, Arkansas,
and Virginia.
The section titled seeds (p. 534-35) notes: “Soybean
seeds weigh about 60 pounds to the bushel and this weight is
recognized as standard in most states. The size of the seeds
varies greatly as shown in the following table:”
Mammoth and Hollybrook are the biggest with 128,640
seeds/bushel.
Peking is the smallest with 383,280 seeds/bushel.
Wisconsin Black is the next to smallest with 306,240
seeds/bushel.
“Soybean seeds do not retain their viability well, and it
is not advisable to sow seed two years old without previously
testing. Unless care is exercised in properly curing and
storing, soybean seeds are apt to heat and thus quickly have
their viability destroyed. A small percentage of the seed will
under favorable conditions retain its viability four or five
years, and this has been found to vary according to variety,
as shown in the table:”
This table gives the viability of the seeds of 12 soybean
varieties, grouped by color, in approximately descending
order of viability after 4 years. Those with the highest
percentage viability are all black in color: Shanghai, Chernie,
Baird, Fairchild, Jet, Ebony (these first 6 are black-seeded),
Tashing, Guelph (green), Brownie, Ito San, Haberlandt, and
Mammoth (these last 3 are straw yellow). For the variety
Shanghai, 99.0% of the seeds are viable after 1 year, 93.0%
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after 2 years, and 43.5% after 4 years. After 1 year, the
viability was greater than 90% for most varieties. After 4
years, black-seeded soybeans had by far the best viability,
ranging from 4.0% to 46.5%.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2020) that uses the word “viability” repeatedly in
a detailed discussion of the germinability or germination rate
of soybeans. The word was first used (once, in German) by
Fr. Haberlandt in 1877.
Page 535: Soybeans are relatively immune to injury
from weevils; this is important, especially in the South.
“Pests.–Soybeans are troubled by few serious enemies.
On the whole, rabbits are most troublesome, as they are
extravagantly fond of the herbage, and where they are
abundant soybean culture is practically impossible. At the
Tennessee Experimental Substation at Jackson, rabbit injury
was much reduced by using scarecrows, to each of which a
lantern was hung at night.
“Rootknot caused by a nematode (Heterodera
radicicola) often injures soybean considerably, but more
damage is caused by cowpea wilt, due to Fusarium.
“Caterpillars sometimes eat the leaves, but the loss from
such insects is seldom serious.
“On the whole it may be said that no insect or fungus
pest [disease] has yet assumed any great economic
importance in connection with the culture of the soybean.”
Breeding (p. 536): “The soybean lends itself readily to
improvement, and considerable work in breeding is being
carried on by the United States Department of Agriculture,
the Tennessee Experiment Station and the Ohio Experiment
Station. The Ohio Station is testing individual plants in
duplicate plant-row work in much the same way that it is
testing ears of corn and is finding decided differences in
yield of seed and forage, in tendency to shatter and in habits
of growth. The Tennessee Station is conducting selection
work with a number of varieties and has found considerable
variation in maturity, habit of growth and plant characters
within the same varieties, so that several strains of the same
variety are under test. The United States Department of
Agriculture has done a very considerable amount of work
toward the improvement of the soybean by selection and
hybridization. The results of the breeding work thus far
indicate that it is easily possible to improve the varieties now
on the market.
Soybeans and cowpeas compared (p. 536-38):
“Inasmuch as soybeans are adapted to so nearly the same
uses and same place in farm rotation as the cowpea, an
agronomic comparison of the two crops has often been made.
“The soybean is determinate in growth; that is, it reaches
a definite size and matures. Nearly all varieties of cow-peas,
on the other hand, are indeterminate, continuing growth
until killed by frost. With the exception of a few varieties,
the soybean does not vine, but grows erect or nearly erect.
Cowpeas, on the other hand, are viny plants, and therefore

more difficult to harvest. Soybeans mature all their pods at
one time. Cowpeas continue to produce green pods as long
as the plant lives.
“Soybeans will withstand rather heavy frosts, both in
the spring, when young, and in the fall, when nearly mature,
while the same frosts are fatal to cowpeas. They are more
drought resistant than cowpeas, and in a dry season will
give much greater yields; they will also withstand excessive
moisture much better.
“For green manuring or soil improving, the cowpea is
far more valuable than the soybean, as it will smother weeds
much more successfully.
“The value of the hay of the two plants is nearly
the same. There is frequently doubt as to which is the
more desirable to grow. On relatively poor soil or when
broadcasted, cowpeas are always preferable: When
cultivated, the soybean will yield the greater return, and if
cut late, the hay is more easily cured.
“For growing with corn or sorghum for hay or silage the
cowpea is generally preferable to the soybean.
“The feeding value of an acre of soybeans for beef
cattle was found by the Tennessee Agricultural Experiment
Station to be about 50 per cent greater than that of cow-peas
grown on an adjoining acre. This was also approximately the
difference in yield of the two crops.
“As a grain producer the soybean is in every way
preferable to the cowpea, as it produces larger yields of
richer grain and can be harvested much more easily.
“The soybean, therefore, is to be recommended above
the cowpea where intensive rather than extensive farming is
practicable and desirable.”
Illustrations (line drawings, both non-original) show: A
typical soy bean plant, with a close-up of a cluster of pods
(p. 514). Roots of a soybean plant, showing nodules (p. 525).
A black-and-white photo (Plate VIII, facing p. 510) shows
the seeds of ten soybean varieties. Address: Agrostologist
in Charge of Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA.
1292. Morse, W.J. 1914. Re: Report on trip to Wisconsin,
New York, Ohio. Letter to H.H. Vinall [USDA], Washington,
DC, Sept. 14. 3 p. Handwritten, with signature on hotel
letterhead.
• Summary: “My dear Vinall: Have been spending the
day with Prof. Delwiche at the Junction regarding the soy
bean work in Wisconsin. Most of the work is at Spooner,
Wisconsin. Prof. Delwiche is going down with me tomorrow to go over the work. He is especially anxious to
make some selections of the Manchurian varieties we have
sent him.
“Was rather pleased with the variety test at Ithaca [New
York]. A few of the varieties showed up quite promising as
grain varieties. Others of the test gave promise as hay and
silage varieties.
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At New London, Ohio, the same varieties as grown at
Ithaca are showing up very well. Some of the numbers quite
superior to the same ones at Ithaca.
“Spent Sat. at St. Paul, Minnesota, where I had the same
varieties as at Ithaca and New London. Well sir, could hardly
believe they were the same numbers. At. St. Paul they had
lodged quite badly. All of them made a very large growth,
were very heavily set with pods and in a few cases were
beginning to mature.
“Am taking quite detailed notes on all of these nos.
[numbers] and am very well pleased with the showing thus
far.
Expect to be in Spooner, Wisconsin, Tues. Sept. 15;
Redfield, South Dakota, Thursday, Sept. 17; Columbia,
Missouri, Sat. Sept. 19; Urbana, Illinois, Mon., Sept. 21;
Lafayette, Illinois, Sept. 23.
“I appreciated the news letter sent by Miss Brown very
much.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Knight Hotel, Charles H. Clark,
Ashland, Wisconsin.
1293. Matenaers, F.F. 1914. Die Sojabohne, ihre Kultur
und wirtschaftliche Bedeutung [The soybean: Its culture
and economic significance]. Mitteilungen der Deutschen
Landwirtschafts-Gesellschaft 29(40):549-53. Oct. 3. [Ger]
• Summary: The title of this article is followed by an
asterisk: The cultivation of soybeans, which has also been
recommended for Germany by various sources for a number
of years, seems to have been made to some extent impossible
by our climatic conditions. So far there is no experience that
encourages the recommendation of extensive experiments.
Nevertheless, we believed that we should not reject Mr.
Matenaers’ contribution, since we often received questions
about the culture of soybeans. It would probably only be a
question of whether it is possible to use the soybean as green
fodder or for silage. The article begins:
Several years ago I described in my book Moderne
Futtersilos: Silagebereitung, und Silageverfuetterung
(Modern Feed Silos: Silage Preparation and Silage Feeding)
(Verlag Paul Parey, Berlin), in detail the modern and
improved American feed silo, as well as the most suitable
forms for feeding this silage. In the ration, this relatively
low-protein silage feed must be supplemented with highprotein feed. In this connection, according to our American
experience, the cultivation and feeding of alfalfa, this most
excellent of all our forage plants, in its various varieties,
which can be adapted to the particular circumstances, come
into consideration. The author has also written a book titled

Der Luzernebau (Growing Alfalfa), as well as a brochure
titled Das Verpflanzen der Luzerne (Transplanting Alfalfa)–
both published by Paul Parey, Berlin.
Includes discussion of the extent of soybean culture in
the United States, composition and yield in the United States,
and uses in animal feeding. Harvesting methods are touched
upon. Address: Chicago, Illinois.
1294. Washington Post. 1914. Departmental notes of interest
to Uncle Sam’s army of employes [employees]. Oct. 4. p.
ES3.
• Summary: In the section titled “Agriculture”: “W.J. Morse,
scientist in forage crop investigations, bureau of plant
industry, has gone to Vineland, New Jersey, for a ten days’
stay investigating soy bean and cowpea fields in furtherance
of the work of the bureau.”
1295. Washington Post. 1914. Blue Plains crop exhibited.
Oct. 8. p. 14.
• Summary: “Specimens of the crops raised this season
on the farm of the District Home for the Aged and Infirm
at Blue Plains [in southwest Washington, DC] were
on exhibition in the basement of the District building
yesterday... Among the exhibits were ears of corn well over a
foot in length,... and soy-beans.”
“Part of the corn was cut green, mixed with green soybean plants and beans and used to fill a 110-ton silo.”
1296. Drake, J.A. 1914. A corn-belt farming system which
saves harvest labor by hogging down crops. Farmers’
Bulletin (USDA) No. 614. 16 p. Nov. 13. See p. 5-6.
• Summary: The section titled “The system of live-stock
management” states that “The principal stock to be kept on a
farm using this system is swine.” The principal forage crops
grown are rye, corn, clover, soy beans, rape, and timothy.
“The fall shotes and spring pigs remain on the rye as long
as possible.” Pages 5-6 note: “For the winter feeding of the
fall pigs it is desirable to sow a few acres of soy beans. This
may be done in the second-year cornfield or on some small
field set apart for that purpose. The most practical method of
feeding this crop is to cut and stack the beans when ripe and
feed them out as hay. Racks may be provided or they may
be fed on the ground. The pigs are very fond of them, and if
they are not fed in too great abundance none will be wasted.
Soy beans fed in this way with corn make one of the most
satisfactory winter feeds that can be grown or purchased on
the market.”
A map (p. 1) of the United States shows the corn
belt. Address: Agriculturist, Office of Farm Management
[USDA].
1297. Skinner, John H.; King, Franklin G. 1914. Cattle
feeding. X. Winter steer feeding, 1913-14. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 178. p. 341-84.
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Nov. See p. 344, 368-73. [2 ref]
• Summary: Part IV is titled “Ground soybeans vs.
cottonseed meal as supplement to rations for fattening steers”
(p. 368-73). Summary: “13. Cattle fed ground soybeans in
addition to corn, oat straw and corn silage maintained very
eager appetites for three months but thereafter had very poor
appetites, while cattle fed cottonseed meal maintained eager
appetites for six months.
“14. Ground soybeans had a laxative effect on the cattle.
“15. Cattle fed ground soybeans as supplement did not
gain as rapidly during the last three months as others fed
cottonseed meal.
“16. Cattle fed ground soybeans produced grains
produced gains at a cost of $10.94 per hundred pounds as
compared with $10.24 per hundred pounds when cattle were
fed cottonseed meal.
“17. The cattle fed ground soybeans were valued 10
cents per hundred pounds less than those fed cottonseed
meal.
“18. The profit per steer including pork was $11.22
from cattle fed ground soybeans and $14.40 from those
fed cottonseed meal.” Address: 1. B.S., Chief in Animal
Husbandry; 2. B.S., Associate in Animal Husbandry. Both:
Lafayette, Indiana.
1298. Wing, Chas. B. 1914. Experience with soy beans.
National Stockman and Farmer 38(39):964-65. Dec. 26.
• Summary: “This fall we have completed about ten years’
work in testing both old and new varieties of soy beans
and in breeding them. When I first began the work I was
inexperienced and therefore more enthusiastic perhaps
than the occasion warranted. I had been growing the old
varieties for two or three years when the government started
importing, for experimental purposes, large numbers of new
sorts. These new varieties were so different from the old ones
that I felt very enthusiastic over them. As a matter of fact
they have done practically what I expected them to do, but
I thought in the beginning possibly some new and untried
variety would appear that would easily distance all others.
This bean has not yet been found and I still find varieties
better for one purpose or better for another purpose, few of
them being ideal in every conceivable light.
“After we had worked with them in variety plots for a
few years I decided to do some breeding work, hoping to
accomplish better results in this way than in the variety plots.
I am glad that we did make this decision, because subsequent
events have demonstrated beyond almost any shadow
of doubt that this is now the correct procedure, although
the variety-plot work was necessary too as a beginning.
Doubtless most of us are not wizards as Burbank is said to
be, and the results accomplished in breeding at first glance
will look rather small. This will disappoint the amateur; will
disappoint any of us in the beginning, but after thinking the
matter over carefully I feel decidedly cheerful now over what

we have accomplished.
“It is a compliment to the intelligence of the farmers of
the country that it is no longer at all necessary to praise the
soy bean plant. They know already what it is and how to use
it. In fact, the farmers have taken to this crop quite naturally
and are using a decided amount of skill in handling it. As
with the alfalfa, the only question of very serious importance
with the farmers today is not ‘Shall I grow soy beans?’ but is,
‘What variety is best to grow?’
“Results Vary: We have tested out every variety that
we could hear of anywhere, putting these carefully through
our variety plots. The results which we have obtained are
not necessarily conclusive for all parts of the country. In
fact, I am satisfied that they are not so conclusive. For
instance, the Wilson bean is, at present, the king of forage
varieties with us, but it yields grain unsatisfactorily. I am
informed that in some of the eastern states its yield of
grain is very satisfactory. This is the most striking example
that has come to my notice. but there are doubtless others.
In correspondence with the men who have made the
government tests at Arlington [Farm; Virginia], they have
expressed surprise that some of their very best yielders
proved to be our poorest ones. That was the case with
both the Meyer and Haberlandt. They sent them to us fully
expecting them to show splendid results, but their yield with
us was only about ten bushels, and we necessarily had to
discard them, although both of these are excellent varieties.
“A Small List of Good Ones: It has cost us about $3,000
to conduct the variety-plot work during the past ten years,
and I feel that the results may be of some interest to the
readers of The National Stockman and Farmer. The list of
varieties that we can now recommend as being the very
best, by our tests, in our state at least, is not large. Possibly
this work should be duplicated in each state. I rather think it
should, because I believe that different varieties will behave
a little different in different localities. However, I have
reports from experiment stations as well as private parties
from nearly all over the eastern half of the United States, and
in many, or perhaps in most cases, a variety that really excels
in our trial grounds does well in every state north of the Ohio
river and east of the Missouri.
“Your Mr. A.B. Ross of Shellburg, Pennsylvania, a
highly intelligent and very capable man, conducted tests
for several years along similar lines to our own and very
courteously gave us the results of his investigations, all of
which were decidedly interesting. In a few cases his results
do not at all agree with ours but in most cases we agree.
“What Makes Them Valuable: Now a few of your
readers have never grown soy beans and do not know what
characteristics are required in order to make a satisfactory
and profitable combination. To these, I would say that with
the grain varieties, in addition to the yield, which of course
must never be lost sight of, the size of the plant is important
because small plants are difficult to harvest. The branch type
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is decidedly important because some varieties branch too
close to the ground, making them difficult to harvest. With
some varieties the branches are weak and break from their
own weight, making a very undesirable combination, while
still another class has too few branches to make it easy for
the plant to produce a heavy yield. The date of maturity is
important because of course they must ripen before hard
freezing, and the retention of the seed is of the greatest
importance. Some varieties like the Medium Green shatter
even before they are ripe. Other varieties like the Sable will
retain their seed for at least a month after being fully mature
without shattering. I think that this characteristic is of the
very greatest importance because it very frequently happens
that we have some wet weather during the time when the
crop would normally be gathered. If you have a variety that
shatters easily the crop may not be worth gathering after the
bad weather is over.
“The color or the beans is of a little importance, since
the yellow varieties rot in the ground if the weather is cold,
while the black varieties may be seeded much earlier in
colder ground and are not nearly so likely to be injured.
“With the forage beans, fewer characteristics have to
be observed, although we really have about two good grain
varieties to one good forage bean. With the forage beans the
maximum amount of seed per acre is the first consideration.
Next to that and almost as important is leafiness, the size
of the stalk and branches and finally, and also of very great
importance is the ability of a forage bean to stand erect even
on rich ground.
“Now taking up the individual varieties, I wish to tell as
briefly as possible the reasons why each excels or why we
rejected it.
“About Varieties: First let me give a word of advice
regarding the Southern beans, the Mammoth, Southern
Brown and Hollybrook. During the past year or so there has
been a demand for soy bean seed. Some very foolish dealers
have purchased the first bean they came across without
knowing or apparently caring whether it was adapted to
their locality or not. Equally foolish farmers bought these
beans without ever asking whether they were adapted to
their region or not and then when they found that they were
a month too late to mature grain, were disappointed. These
three beans are all right to plow under but only in exceptional
seasons will they mature grain north of the Ohio river.
“The Meyer and Haberlandt have already been
commented on. These beans showed great promise,
especially as forage varieties, but for me they would not
yield and I had to discard them, although reluctant to do so.
“The Ebony, which I think is also called ‘Black Beauty’
and ‘Black Champion,’ is a forage variety that did not yield
satisfactorily for me and did not stand sufficiently erect. Also
its branch type was poor.
“The Peking shattered badly for Ross, although it does
not do so for me. It is a forage bean properly; not quite as

large as the Sable, very similar in other ways, but for me it
does not appear to stand poor ground quite as well as the
Sable.
“The Jet is a decidedly valuable forage bean, or can be
used for grain. It is ten days earlier than the Sable; thrives
in southern Michigan and similar latitude elsewhere: does
not yield quite as heavily as the Sable nor stand poor ground
quite as well.
“The Sable bean is properly a dual-purpose variety. It
is one of the very best forage beans and also one of the very
best for grain. Its branch type is the best of anything we have
ever tested. It is moderately late, requiring about one hundred
and twenty days, but we seldom had them get caught by the
frost.
“The Wilson is, at present, the king of forage varieties;
a trifle larger that the Sable; stands rich ground quite
satisfactorily, and our principal objection to it is that with
us it does not yield grain at all satisfactorily” (Continued).
Address: Champaign Co., Ohio.
1299. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, A.W.; McLean, H.C.;
Wilkins, L.K. 1914. Factors influencing the protein content
of soy beans. New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 282. 14 p. Dec.
• Summary: “During the summer of 1914 a number of pot
experiments were conducted to determine the influence
of different factors, as for example, fertilizer treatment,
thickness of planting, time of harvesting, etc., on the protein
content of soy beans...” The following 13 varieties were
tested (notes on growth and ripening of each are given): Ito
San, Ohio 9035, Manhattan, Guelph, Claud [black seeded;
spelled “Claude” once on p. 10], Ebony, Wilson, Swan,
Medium Yellow, Edna [black seeded], Hollybrook, Tarheel /
Tar Heel [black seeded], and Mammoth Yellow.
Concerning Ohio 9035 (p. 11): It is a “seed producer,
originated at the Ohio Experiment Station. It is an erect
bushy plant about 28 inches high, having medium coarse
branches and large leaves. It requires about 130 days for
maturity; the leaves are not well retained. It has large brown
seed, not much inclined to shatter.”
Concerning Claud (p. 12): “The Claud is readily
recognized by its tall (forty inches), fine vines–tending to
be twining at the tips, and its small leaves. It matures in
about 130 days. The seeds are small and black, resembling
the Wilson and Ebony but slightly smaller. There is no
shattering; the yield of seed is medium; leaves are well
retained. Perhaps no variety is more suitable for hay than
Claud.”
Concerning Edna (p. 12): “Its characteristics are: a
bushy growth (twenty-six inches), medium fine branches,
lateness in maturing–150 days is required–small pods,
small black seed, and its non-shattering and leaf-retaining
habit. This is a very slow growing variety and is not
recommended.”
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Concerning Tarheel (p. 12): “This is a slow growing
variety and does not ordinarily mature in New Jersey. It has a
large woody stem with coarse branches and large leaves, and
grows about 36 inches high. The seeds are jet black and very
large.” Table IV (p. 10) spells the name “Tar Heel” and gives
the composition. Table V (p. 13) spells the name “Tarheel.”
“Summary. The thickness of planting apparently did
not affect the percentage of nitrogen in the dry matter, but
for a given area, much more nitrogen was recovered in the
crop where planting was thick, than where it was thin. In
pot experiments the percentage of nitrogen in the dry matter
reached a maximum in ten to fifteen weeks from the date of
planting.
“Certain varieties, as, for example, Ebony, Medium
Yellow, Guelph and Manhattan, are far richer in nitrogen,
both forage and shelled beans, than other varieties tested.
The different fertilizing materials did not greatly influence
the percentage of nitrogen in the dry matter, but judicious
liming increased the nitrogen content of both vines and
shelled beans.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean varieties Claud, Edna, Ohio 9035, or
Tarheel / Tar Heel. Address: 1. Ph.D. Director of the Station,
Soil Chemist and Bacteriologist, New Brunswick, New
Jersey.
1300. Boss, Andrew. 1914. Farm management. Chicago and
New York: Lyons & Carnahan. 237 p. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
[20+ ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on pages 96, 99, 106,
228, 231.
Chapter 9, “Crops and crop rotation,” in section 74 titled
“Farm crops classified,” states (p. 96): Farm crops may be
thrown into three rough groups, for the purpose of arranging
crop rotations; (1) grain crops; (2) grass crops; (3) cultivated
crops.
“The grain crops include wheat, oats, barley, flax, rye,
and such other cereals as may be grown for the mature
grain. The roots of all of these crops are shallow and feed
near the surface. A part of the plants, the stubble, is returned
to the soil and the crop may be said to be neutral as to the
destruction of vegetable matter in the soil.
“The grass crops include timothy, red top, blue grass,
bromus, orchard grass, rye grass, and others of the true
grasses. Included with them are the clovers, alfalfa, cow
peas, soy beans and such other leguminous crops as are
ordinarily grown for forage. These crops produce a large
amount of leaves, many of which are broken off and returned
to the soil. The roots of the clovers and alfalfa penetrate
deeply and aid materially in renovating and aerating the
soil. The crowns and roots of all of these plants are large,
and when plowed under or allowed to decay in the soil, add
considerable vegetable matter. These crops are useful also in
keeping down weeds and encouraging the production of live

stock, thus providing manures for the land. The grass crops
may be said to increase the vegetable matter in the soil.”
Page 99 (same chapter): “A four-year rotation of (1)
corn, with cow peas, soy beans, or clover as a catch crop
(clover sown at last cultivation); (2) oats, with wheat seeded
in the fall; (3) wheat, with clover seeded in the spring;
(4) clover (first crop used for hay, and second for seed or
pasture) is recommended.”
Chapter 10, “Soil management,” in section 82 titled
“Supplying vegetable matter,” states (p. 105-06): “There
are three ways of supplying vegetable matter, (1) By raising
green crops which can be plowed under. Such crops as rye,
wheat, barley, or oats may be used for the purpose. Even
a rank growth of weeds can be satisfactorily used though
it is not advisable to grow them. The annual grain crops,
however, develop small root systems and do not penetrate so
deeply as the alfalfa and clovers. For this reason, they are not
so satisfactory for green manure crops. Dwarf Essex rape,
cow peas, soy beans, Canada field peas, and other annual
crops are successfully used. (2) The grass crops, such as
timothy, orchard grass, bromus, and the legumes, particularly
the clovers and alfalfa used for hay and pasture crops, are
very satisfactory for plowing under to enrich the soil. The
clovers and alfalfa especially, develop large root systems and
penetrate deeply. When properly inoculated with nitrifying
bacteria, the plants are enabled to use the nitrogen of the air
in building plant tissue. When the roots of the plants decay
in the soil, it is consequently enriched. A soil which grows
frequently such crops as medium red clover, alsike clover,
or alfalfa, is likely to be well supplied with vegetable matter
and when sown or planted to other crops, will give large
yields.”
In the Appendix, the section on “Fertility in farm
produce” contains a table (p. 228) with that same title. For
soy beans, soy bean straw, and soy bean crop it gives the
individual and combined market value per acre each year
of the nitrogen ($23.85 combined), phosphorus ($0.63) and
potassium ($4.38) for a total market value of $28.86. The
only crops that produce a higher market value for these three
elements are: Clover hay $31.80, and Cotton crop $31.00.
Source of table: Soil Fertility and Permanent Agriculture, by
Hopkins (Ginn & Co.). Alfalfa hay $72.60.
A table titled “Digestible nutrients in American feeding
stuffs” (p. 231), under “Concentrates” gives values for
“Soy beans” as follows: Total dry matter in 100 lb.: 88.3.
Digestible nutrients: Crude protein: 29.1. Carbohydrates:
23.3. Fat: 14.6. Source of table: Feeds and Feeding, by
Henry.
Note: Andrew Boss lived 1867-1947. Address: Prof. of
Agriculture and Farm Management, and Chief of the Div. of
Agronomy and Farm Management, College of Agriculture,
Univ. of Minnesota.
1301. Cook, Alfred S. 1914. Report of Dairy Husbandman.
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New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 34:291-365. For the year 1913. See p. 293-303, 31016.
• Summary: In the section titled “Feeding experiment” (p.
293-316), in the subsection on “Soy bean meal vs. cotton
seed meal” (p. 293+): “The object of the experiment was:
“1. To determine the feeding value of Soy bean meal as
compared with Cotton seed meal.
“2. To determine whether Soy bean meal in connection
with home-grown Corn meal will produce milk more
economically than a ration containing purchased grains”–
with dairy cows
The “soy bean meal” is ground whole soybeans,
containing 14.5% fat. The price of soy bean meal was given
as $50.00 per ton or $1.50 per bushel. Twelve tables show
the results clearly.
Summary of the experiment: “The Soy Bean ration
produced 27.7 pounds more butterfat than the Cotton Seed
ration, which was an increase of .038 per cent... The average
weight per cow on Soy Bean was 960, and 966 on Cotton
Seed, which is an increase of only .0062 per cent. At prices
figured, Soy Bean ration cost 16.05, or 0.82 per cent. more
than the Cotton Seed ration.” Address: Dairy Husbandman
[New Brunswick, New Jersey].
1302. Henderson, G.S. 1914. Kharif fodder [in the Sind].
Annual Report of the Experimental Work of the Agricultural
Station, Landhi (Karachi District, Sind, India) 9 p. For the
year 1913-1914. See p. 38-b, 5.
• Summary: This section begins: “It is very important to get
a good pulse crop for the hot weather part of the rotation. An
ideal one should be able to be grazed several times by live
stock in the season and provide a thick cover for the light
sandy soil. Leguminous plants should exercise a specially
good effect on this class of soil both by fixing atmospheric
nitrogen and enriching the soil with humus.”
Val (Dolichos lablab) and Choula [cow pea] were tried
in B-3 and C-3. They grew well and gave the ground a good
cover... Other pulses suitable for fodder under trial in the
1/40th acre plots are:–Soy bean. Velvet bean. Local guar.
Moth. Mung. Beggar weed.”
The soybean is also mentioned in a “List of vernacular
names of crops, etc., mentioned in the report with their
Botanical and English equivalents,” on page A-38-B which
is the last page before page 1 (which is numbered A-31). It states: Botanical: Glycine soja. English: Soy bean.
Vernacular: -. Groundnuts (Buimung), sesamum (Tir), and
cow pea (Choula) also appear in this list.
Note 1. The title page states that this report is published
by the Department of Agriculture, Bombay.
The section titled “Groundnuts” (p. 6) notes that “Large
Japanese groundnuts were sown on two plots... They ought
to make a splendid rotation with potatoes... In the Guntha
plots Spanish pea nuts yielded well.” Address: N.D.A.,

N.D.D., Deputy Director of Agriculture, Sind.
1303. Lewis, Harry R.; Clark, Alexis L. 1914. Report of
the Poultry Husbandman. New Jersey State Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 34:209-90. For the year
ending Oct. 31, 1913. See p. 241-43.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans as green forage”
(p. 241-42) states that soybeans (Ito San variety) were
used with good results as a green forage for chickens. This
variety was found to be “well adapted to the soil and climatic
conditions in New Jersey... they produce a continuous
supply of succulent green food from the middle of August
until frost in the fall, which was in this case November
3d...” The soy beans produced a liberal amount of shade
for the growing chickens. In addition, they “improved the
soil by increasing its store of nitrogen, also by improving
its physical condition, which in turn will make possible the
growing of increased amounts of other crops.” Since the “soy
bean pods were not eaten by the birds, it may be possible by
disking and rolling to reseed in the spring, utilizing thereby
the seeds produced in the previous season. The results of the
observations warrant the recommendation that soy beans
should be more generally used as a green succulent crop for
poultry, both on the range and in the poultry yards, especially
when double yarding is used. They should be planted in
rows and cultivated until they reach a height of about ten
inches.” Photos show: (1) Great mass of leaf growth on
soybean plants on Nov. 2 before a night frost destroyed them
and rendered them useless as green food. (2) Same area on
Nov. 7 after frosted leaves had mostly fallen. Note the pods
attached to the upright stalks. (3) Cockerel range on soy bean
forage. Address: 1. Poultry Husbandman; 2. Asst. Poultry
Husbandman. Both: New Brunswick, New Jersey.
1304. Minkler, Frederick C. 1914. Report of the Animal
Husbandman. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 34:179-207. For the year ending Oct.
31, 1913. See p. 199.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy bean hay” (p. 199)
states: “An endeavor was made to determine the feeding
value of soy bean straw for growing pigs and brood sows,
and it was found that unless the material was steamed it
was not palatable, and the pigs would not eat the material in
quantities large enough to reduce materially the cost of the
ration.
“Where soy bean straw was used in the ration of
growing or fattening pigs, it was found to be too bulky and
satisfying, and thus caused slow growth and gains. For aged
sows or breeding males it may be safely used to advantage,
and solves the problem often encountered of keeping
the animals from taking on flesh or excessive weight;
furthermore, it materially reduces the cost of maintenance.”
Address: B.S.A., Animal Husbandman [New Brunswick,
New Jersey].
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Portage County, Ohio.
1305. Owen, Irving L.; Boughner, William H.; Meyers,
Theodore B. 1914. Report of the Department of Farm Crops.
New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 34:389-417. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1913. See p.
401-405.
• Summary: In the table titled “Daily time report” (p. 392),
harvesting and hauling soy beans takes up most of the time.
In the sections titled “Rye straw and soy beans” (p. 40102) and “Soy beans for seed” (p. 403-05), figures are given
in each section on the value of crop, yield, total cost, total
profit, and average profit per acre at the Experiment Station
and College Farm. On 20 June 1913, 26 acres of soy beans
were planted for seed, using Ito San, Wilson, and Swan
varieties. From 13 acres were harvested 152 bushels of seed
at $2.00/bu and 12 tons of bean straw at $10.00/ton. The
average profit per acre of growing soybeans was $16.67.
Address: 1. Farm manager; 2-3. Foremen [New Brunswick,
New Jersey].
1306. Stone, Wm. McD. 1914. Soybeans and corn: A
treatise on the most valuable of the farm crops of Ohio. Also
practical suggestions for the improvement of soils through
scientific use of lime and legumes. Alliance, Ohio: The
Review Press. 52 p. See p. 1-18. Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: Contents: A square deal (the motto for doing
business). Northern Ohio Acclimated Seeds (the company,
located about 40 miles south of Lake Erie, has been growing
soybean seed here for several years and corn for about 30
years). Introduction (Two key subjects which will receive
much more attention in the future are “a cheap source of
protein for live stock and a cheap source of nitrogen for the
soil. Solve these two problems and the problem of reducing
the high cost of living is also solved.” Soybeans represent
the solution). The soybean and protein problem. Soybeans
for ensilage: Inoculation, methods of planting soybeansilage fields (uses the word “soys” repeatedly to refer to
soybeans). Soybeans for hay. The soybean and nitrogen
problem. Growing a crop of soys. Soybean varieties (“that
we grow and sell”): The Medium Green or Guelph soy. The
Mammoth Yellow soy. Stone’s Roosevelt soy (“This variety
of soys we introduced to the seed trade in 1912 as a good all
around general purpose grain grower.” Yields 27-35 bushels/
acre. Small seeded.) Black Beauty soy (“In 1933 it gave
us a yield of about 33 bushels per acre in our test plot and
ripened earlier than Ito San,...”). The Peking soy (small, flat,
black seeded; the plants grow very tall). The Ohio 7455 soy
(a pedigreed strain of Medium Early Brown bred by Prof.
C.G. Williams of Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster, Ohio.
Another good pedigreed strain is Ohio 7403).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety “Medium Early Brown.”
In 1948 Morse first identified it as synonymous with Early
Brown. Address: Soybean and Corn Specialist, Atwater,

1307. Wilson, Archie Dell; Warburton, Clyde William. 1914.
Field crops. 3rd ed. St. Paul, Minnesota: Webb Publishing
Co. 544 p. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: This books is designed for use as a text book.
In Part III–Forage crops, in Chapter 20 titled “Miscellaneous
legumes” is a section on “The soy bean” (p. 397-400). Its
contents: Origin and description. Importance. Growing the
crop. Harvesting. Uses of the plant. An illustration (p. 398)
shows a soy bean plant, including the nodules on the roots.
Also contains chapters or sections on flax, alfalfa,
cowpeas, and peanuts. Address: 1. Superintendent of
Institutes and Agricultural Extension, College of Agriculture,
Univ. of Minnesota; 2. Agronomist, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA. Both: St. Paul, Minnesota.
1308. Wing Seed Co. 1914. Alfalfa: And how to grow it
(Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 64 p. Illust.
Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: The Introduction states that this is The Wing
Seed Company’s “Eighth Annual Catalog.” The copyright
date is 1913. “We realized the value of Soy Beans ten years
ago, experimented with them several years, were first to push
their sale, and first to offer pedigreed seed grown especially
from high yielding plants, tested the most promising varieties
out of all the Government’s importations of several hundred,
selected just the very best ones adapted to the Corn Belt, and
discarded those which were not suitable.”
On page 2 is a guarantee, prices, shipment, and
important suggestions. A long section titled “Soy beans” (p.
17-24) gives detailed information on this plant including:
Introduction. Time of planting and cultivation. Inoculation.
Harvesting for grain. Making soy bean hay. Varieties:
Wing’s Mikado (has a record in test plot of 37 bushels/acre,
and in the field will make 30 bushels/acre under favorable
conditions), Wing’s Mongol (secured in 1908. “We believe
this bean will make 30 bushels to the acre under favorable
conditions”), Wing’s Sable (secured in 1908), Wing’s Extra
Select Sable, Jet (has a test plot record of 32 bushels/acre),
Peking, Wing’s Extra Select Peking, Wilson (excellent for
forage), Ito San (Especially adapted to latitude 41½ degrees,
or north of that), Mammoth (will rarely mature seed north of
the Ohio River).
The section on soy beans begins (p. 17): “If you will
carefully study the statistics in our table of analyses, page 42,
you will see why this crop deserves to take such prominence.
It will then be seen that the beans have a higher protein
content than oil meal, that the hay from them has a higher
protein content than Alfalfa. Note also the splendid amount
of fat in the grain.” “We know of no plant having a wider or
more useful range of possibilities than the Soy Bean. When
one stops to think of the great feeding value of the grain,
of the entire plant’s being very valuable for forage, of its
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being a legume and a heavy gatherer of nitrogen to the soil,
and that it is by no means difficult to grow nor exacting as
to the kind of soil it requires, he is bound to realize that it
occupies a position unique among all our crops. Not only is
the grain as nourishing as oil meal, but it is as greedily eaten
as corn, and as easily digested as any grain we have ever fed.
Moreover, there seems to be a tonic effect about the entire
plant, and stock fed either the grain or the forage become full
of life and energy as with no other grain we have ever used.”
At the end of the section on “Inoculation” we read (p.
21, in boldfaced type): “Soil for inoculating Soy Beans
may be obtained from A.A. Parsons, Plainfield, Indiana, at
a cost of 75 cents per 100 lbs. The Farmers’ Exchange of
Schellburg, Pennsylvania, also has it for sale.”
Photos show: (1) Two children (they look like girls age
4 and 7) “Testing the soy bean test plots. Wing Seed Co.’s
trial grounds.” (2) Large, individual photos of uprooted
plants of the following soy bean varieties bearing pods:
Wing’s Mikado (2), Ito San, Wing’s Sable (2), Jet, Wing’s
Mongol, Wing’s Sable. (3) Two children standing in “A field
of Peking soy beans just ripening. This looks like 30 bushels
per acre.”
The “Index” (p. 64) states that a bushel of “Beans, Soy
(Glycine Hispida)” weighs 60 lb. If sowing alone, plant ¼ to
3 bu/acre. Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
1309. Yokoi, Yokiyoshi. 1914. Agricultural economy of
Japan: Principal features, present conditions of production.
Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Intelligence and Plant
Diseases (International Institute of Agriculture) (Rome). p.
331-36.
• Summary: The section on “Cultivation of grain crops” (p.
322-23) states: “Leguminous products such as peas, soybeans, kidney-beans, and red beans (Phaseolus radiatus
[azuki beans]) are among the important crops.” “Among
textile plants hemp retains its importance... no forage or crop
of importance is produced.”
A table (p. 335) gives data on the twenty principal crops
for the year 1910. For each is given the acreage (in cho
and acres) and production (in koku and bushels or pounds).
Soy-bean: On 1,171,436 acres, some 16,857,562 bushels
are produced. Red bean [azuki]: On 345,631 acres, some
4,793,149 bushels are produced. Hemp: On 30,177 acres,
some 20,049,232 lb are produced.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2001)
concerning the International Institute of Agriculture and soy.
Address: Prof. of Agricultural Science, Imperial Univ. of
Tokyo, Japan.
1310. Zavitz, C.A. 1914. The professor of field husbandry
and director of field experiments. Ontario Agricultural
College and Experimental Farm (Guelph), Annual Report
39:115-88. For the year 1913. See p. 162-63, 184-85.
• Summary: In the section titled “Varieties of soy or soja

beans,” a table (p. 162) shows the average yield of nine
varieties in pounds of grain per acre. In descending order of
yield, they are: is O.A.C., No. 81 (831 lb/acre; it has 57.9 lb/
bushel or 14.4 bu/acre), Chernie, No. 18227 (808 lb/acre),
Buckshot, No. 17251 (732), Habara [Habaro], No. 20405
(707), Early Yellow (691), Brown (662), Ito San (629),
Tsurunoko (615), Akasaya (576).
“It will be seen that one of our own selections,
started from a single plant, has given the highest average
yield of seed per acre. This variety has also ripened more
satisfactorily than many of the other varieties. It will be seen
that the weight per measured bushel of the O.A.C. No. 81 is
slightly higher than that of any other variety.
“In 1913 seed of each of two varieties of soy beans
were obtained from Professor [Leonard S.] Klinck, of the
Macdonald College, Quebec. These were special strains
resulting from selection at that institution, and one of them is
known as Quebec No. 92, and the other as Quebec No. 537.
The Quebec No. 92 gave 648 pounds of grain per acre which
was surpassed only by two other varieties in the past year,
viz., the Brown Soy bean, which gave 720 pounds, and the
O.A.C. No. 81, which gave 664 pounds per acre.”
The section titled “Miscellaneous leguminous crops
for green fodder” (p. 184-85) begins: “In 1913, twentyone leguminous crops were grown in the experimental
department for the production of green fodder... The highest
yield in tons of green crop per acre produced in 1913 were
obtained from the following varieties: Grass Peas, 7.9; Ito
San Soja Beans, 7.6; Hairy Vetches, 7.3; and Chernie Soy
Beans, 6.9.”
“Each of twelve varieties of leguminous crops have been
under experiment in each of five years, and the accumulated
results add to the value of the information.” A table (p. 184)
shows the average returns for the five year period: Habara
Soy Beans, No. 20405 (Wash) 26 inches, 7.59 tons (the best
yield among 12 legumes). Ito San Soja Beans, 24 inches, 6.8
tons (#2 best yield). Chernie Soy Beans, No. 18227 (Wash)
23 inches, 6.77 tons (#3 best yield). Early Yellow Soy Beans,
No. 81, 24 inches, 6.15 tons (#6 best yield). Early Yellow
Soy Beans, 23 inches, 5.53 tons (#7 best yield). Buckshot
Soy Beans, No. 17251 (Wash) 23 inches, 5.08 tons (#8 best
yield). Tsurunoko Soy Beans, 23 inches, 4.93 tons (#9 best
yield). Akasaya Soy Beans, 24 inches, 4.72 tons (#10 best
yield). Brown Soy Beans, 22 inches, 4.26 tons (#11 best
yield).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions an “O.A.C.” soybean variety–O.A.C. No. 81; it
was developed at the Ontario Agricultural College in Guelph,
Ontario, Canada.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions a “Quebec” soybean variety–Quebec No. 92 or
Quebec No. 537; they were developed by Professor Leonard
S. Klinck, at Macdonald College, McGill University, Ste.Anne-de-Bellevue, Quebec, Canada. Address: B.S.A., Prof.
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of Field Husbandry, Guelph, Ontario.
1311. Parsons, Adrian. 1914? For the Dept. of Agriculture–
Wash. D.C. In: Notebook. 1914? Near Plainfield, Indiana. 2
p. Undated. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: “Our twenty four years growing and feeding soy
beans here in central Indiana has led us to recognize a very
few absolute essentials for the production of a good crop.
We have never had a failure, no insect pest has developed,
either on vine or seed. But rabbits and ground hogs along
with all farm stock are ravenous for them. The first essential
is discing [disking] as early as the ground can be worked
as often as conditions make it necessary to encourage
the germination of as many weed seed as possible before
planting time. As soon as the corn is planted we plant the
beans with nine disc drills using ends and center discs. With
guides like a corn planter we secure even and straight rows
about 30 inches apart. We have not found the use of fertilizer
profitable. As to varieties we have tested about twenty. We
commenced with the early medium yellow [perhaps Medium
Early Yellow]. After growing them for ten years, in the
medium a single stalk appeared two weeks earlier and much
heavier podded from which the Mikado originated, which
has been our heaviest seeder, but the Wilson and Auburn
has been close seconds. This year for the Wing Seed Co. we
grew the pedigreed Sable [Wing’s Pedigreed Sable] which is
a very fine bean and gave the best yield per acre (24 bu.) of
any with the Medium Green second. Also the Royal which
was supposed to yield 7 or 8 bu. per [acre], a distinctly
forage variety the finest I ever saw. It made 14 per [acre]. We
believe the black beans will stand a little more bad weather
than the yellow. We harvested the Green this year with but
little loss.”
“The second essential is shallow planting and the third
early cultivation. We usually harrow before they come up
and begin cultivation as soon as the rows can be followed.
By cutting when the pods begin to form we have a hay crop.
When top leaves begin to turn yellow and curing in shock the
best way to handle for feed.”
Note 1. This is entry #8 in Adrian Parson’s notebook. It
is signed “A.A. & Sons.” For details about the Notebook, see
Parsons 1902-1924. This entry is undated. Adrian began to
grow soybeans in about 1890 or 1891. The date is estimated
from 1890 + 24 = 1914 or 1915.
Note 2. This may be the earliest document seen (Aug.
2013) that mentions the soybean variety Wing’s Pedigreed
Sable, however we cannot be sure since the document is not
dated.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020
that mentions the soybean variety Royal. The next earliest
document is J.L. Hills (1917)). Address: Near Plainfield,
Indiana.
1312. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1915. Catalogue général de

graines, ognons à fleurs, fraisiers, plantes, etc. 1915 [General
catalog of seeds, flowering bulbs, strawberries, plants, etc.
1915]. Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 128 p. See p. 60.
Jan. 1. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section titled “Vegetable seeds (Graines
potagères”) (p. 15-71), one variety of Soja beans is listed on
p. 46 as follows: Soja hispida. Cultivate like Haricot beans.
Soya from Etampes (Soja d’Étampes). #43902. Price: 0.70
francs for 250 gm. The next item is chufa (Souchet; Cyperus
esculentus).
In the section titled “Forage plants that are not cereal
grains, forage roots, and industrial and economic plants
(Plantes fourragères non graminées, racines fourragères,
plantes industrielles et économiques”) (p. 57-61), two
varieties of Soja beans are listed on p. 60 as follows: Soja.
Pois oléagineux. Plant 120 to 125 kg/ha, in May, in rows
spaced 35 to 40 cm apart. (1) Yellow seeded (hispida à grain
jaune). Price in Paris: 130 francs per 100 kg, or 1.4 francs
per kg. (2) Very early with black seeds (hispida très hâtif à
grain noir). Price in Paris: Not available per 100 kg; 1.90
francs per kg. See also hispida d’Étampes in the section on
vegetable seeds. Also offered: Two types of sesame seeds,
and 22 kinds of tobacco.
On the front cover is an illustration of a large cabbage
from Milan (Italy). On the back cover is an illustration of a
Japanese China aster (reine marguerite Japonaise).
Note: An article of March 1910 titled “French floweringbulb industry” in Weekly Consular and Trade Reports
(U.S., p. 60-61) states: “The popularity of flowering bulbs
(oignons a fleurs) may be said to have originated in France
half a century or more ago through the enthusiasm for their
culture given by Alexandre Dumas, père, and Alphonse
Karr, and to the latter was due the development of the flower
industry of southern France so far as its reaching out into
foreign markets was concerned.” The center of production
is Ollioules, and the USA is probably the largest buyer of
French bulbs. The narcissus, hyacinth, freesia, and iris are
popular bulbs. Address: 4, Quai de la Mégisserie, Paris,
France. Phone: 106.86.
1313. Wing Seed Co. 1915. Wing’s seed book: Grower’s of
the best field, garden and flower seeds (Mail order catalog).
Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 97 p. Jan. 1. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: “Pioneer Alfalfa Growers of Ohio.” “Ninth
Annual Catalogue.” Joseph E. Wing was a soybean pioneer
and this catalog contains a fairly long section on the “Soy
bean” (p. 15-19, plus photos on p. 20-21) with the following
contents: Introduction. Soys in corn (for silage or hogging
off): Time of planting and cultivation, inoculation (“We can
furnish Nitragin artificial inoculation for Soys at $2.00 per
acre; five acres for $9.00”). Harvesting for grain (Wing finds
the McCormick self-rake to be the ideal machine). Making
soy bean hay.
Varieties: Wing’s Mikado (“A splendid variety, a little
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better adapted to grain than hay.” Yields: 37 bu/acre record
in test plot, 30 bu/acre under favorable conditions), Wing’s
Mongol (Secured in 1908, “very similar to Wing’s Mikado, a
remarkably heavy yielder of grain”), Wing’s Sable (“Secured
by us in 1908 and considerably improved by us since that
time”), Wing’s Extra Select Sable, Jet (“Has a test plot
record of 32 bushels/acre”), Wilson (“in some ways excels
all our others as a forage bean. On very rich soil we have
seen it grow eight feet tall”), Ito San (“An old standard
variety, one of the first and best sorts grown in the United
States. Especially adapted to latitude 41½ degrees, or north
of that. A heavy yielder of grain, should make 20 bushels
per acre”), Mammoth (“will rarely mature seed north of
the Ohio River”), Ohio No. 9035 (“Originated by the Ohio
Experiment Station, and by our tests the best bean they
have put out”), Medium Green (“We list variety, not that
we consider it equal to many of our other sorts, but because
there is a demand for it”).
At the end of the section on “Inoculation” we read (p.
17): “We can furnish Nitragin artificial inoculation for Soys
at $2.00 per acre; five acres for $9.00.
“Soil for inoculating Soy Beans may be obtained
from A.A. Parsons, Plainfield, Indiana, at a cost of 75
cents per 100 lbs. The Farmers’ Exchange of Schellburg,
Pennsylvania, also has it for sale.”
Index of field seeds (p. 34). Index of field seeds,
miscellaneous, vegetables, flower seeds, and plants and bulbs
(inside back cover).
At the bottom of the cover is written: “Pioneer alfalfa
growers in Ohio.” The introduction to the soy bean section
begins: “If you will carefully study the statistics in our
table of analyses [p. 26-27, 32], you will see why this crop
deserves to take such prominence. It will be seen that the
beans have a higher protein content than oil meal, that the
hay from them has a higher protein content than Alfalfa.
Note also the splendid amount of fat in the grain. Add to this
the fact that with the new varieties it is easily possible to
secure two or three tons of dry hay per acre; that from twenty
to thirty bushels of seed per acre are frequently reported; that
the plant is a legume and adds fertility to the soil fully as
rapidly as the clovers or other legumes; that it will grow on
soil too poor or acid for the easy success of Alfalfa; and you
have a splendid combination, certainly qualities that are hard
to excel with any of our cultivated crops.
“We know of no plant having a wider or more useful
range of possibilities than the Soy Bean.”
“We believe that we are the largest retailers of Soy
Beans in the United States. Possibly we retail as many as
all the rest of the dealers put together. We believe, also,
that we are spending more money to test varieties of these
beans to ascertain which are the good ones, and to perfect
them, by plant row breeding and selection, than any other
firm in the United States. We think that we can see decided
improvements in our varieties from the breeding work which

we have done with them” (p. 18).
“Special advice: Our Mr. Joseph E. Wing has spent the
greater part of his life in traveling, studying soils and plants
under almost all conditions, not only in every state of the
union, but in foreign countries as well. He is familiar with
the work that is done at nearly all Experiment Stations as
well as that which has been done in Washington [DC],...” (p.
32). The page titled “Price list of books” (p. 33) describes
three books written by Joseph E. Wing: Alfalfa in America,
Meadows and Pastures, and In Foreign Fields.
A half-page ad states “Inoculate with Nitragin” (p.
32). “The first to appreciate the wonderful possibilities of
legume bacteria were Doctors Nobbe and Hiltner, of the
Royal Agricultural College, of Munich, Germany. For years
they experimented and finally succeeded in breeding in their
laboratory, strong, healthy, vigorous nitrogen-gathering
germs. Realizing that their wonderful discovery meant a
world benefit only when the practical farmer could make use
of it, Nobbe and Hiltner evolved a way of packing the germs
in a medium that insured successful delivery to the farmer–
the germs absolutely guaranteed to be as strong, healthy and
vigorous as when they left the laboratory.
“This process is called the Nobbe-Hiltner Process;
the produce is called ‘Nitragin,’ the trademark name that
distinguishes the original Nobbe-Hiltner Pure Culture from
imitations all over the world.”
“’Nitragin’ Pure Culture has been used in Germany
for 17 years. Last year it was used on more than a million
acres. This year you should use it on your Clover, Alfalfa,
Cow Peas, Soy Beans, Vetch, Field Beans, Garden Peas and
Beans–in fact on all legumes.
“Remember, each legume requires its own particular
kind of bacteria. A special strain of ‘Nitragin’ Pure Culture
is prepared for each legume. In ordering to be sure to name
crop desired.” The inserted price list has 3 categories of
Soys, each sold in amounts of 1 lb, 10 lb, 60 lb (1 bushel),
100 lb, 5 bushels, or 10 bushels. The price of 1 bushel is
$3.25 for Extra Select Sable or Wilson, $2.65 for Mammoth,
and $2.75 for all other varieties.
Tables show: (1) Draft on soil of various plants when
tops are harvested and entirely removed, plus estimated
yield. Four entries are given for soy beans–Inoculated and
not inoculated, cut for hay or for grain. The draft (amount
removed) and value of the draft is given for nitrogen
and phosphoric acid (p. 26). (2) Effect on soil of various
leguminous crops when entire tops are returned to it (p. 27).
(3) Protein production of various leguminous plants (p. 27).
(4) Analyses of American feeding stuffs. Photos show mature
uprooted plants: Soy bean–Wing’s Mikado. Ito San: Fully
ripe and ready to harvest. Wing’s Mikado, with many pods.
Wing’s Sable. Jet. “Field of Wing’s Extra Select Sables. The
tall plants which the children are holding are Wing’s Royal
[a synonym for Peking], a forage variety growing six feet
tall, which will be ready to market in 1916.” Field of Ohio
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9035 soys; the come up to the shoulders of two young girls
standing in the field (p. 20).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Wing’s Royal. Address:
Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
1314. Morse, W.J. 1915. Soy beans in the cotton belt. Special
(USDA Office of the Secretary) 6 p. Jan. 12 [No. 21]. Later
issued on 10 March 1917 under the same title, but slightly
revised and expanded, as USDA Cooperative Extension
Work in Agriculture and Home Economics, States Relations
Service No. A 85. S.R.S. Doct. 43. Ext. S.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Adaptations. Soil
preparation. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Seeding and cultivation.
Rotations. Mixtures. Varieties. Soy beans for hay. Soy beans
for pasture. Soy beans for soiling. Soy beans for ensilage.
Soy beans for seeds. Storing soy beans. Value for human
food. Soy-bean oil and cake.
“The soy bean, also called the soja bean and the
Manchurian bean, is an erect, rather hairy, leguminous plant,
resembling somewhat the common field or navy bean... It
will succeed in the United States wherever corn or cotton are
cultivated. It is especially adapted to the cotton belt...
“The use of commercial fertilizers is recommended
where sandy soil predominates or the soil is of low fertility.
Where fertilizers are used, good results have been obtained
by using a dressing of stable manure of 200 to 300 pounds
of acid phosphate and 100 pounds of muriate of potash...
Lime has been found almost invariable to increase the yield...
Inoculation may be almost certainly secured by applying soil
from an old soy-bean field...
“Varieties: At the present time about 15 varieties of soy
beans are handled commercially by seedsmen, the important
of which are Mammoth (late), Hollybrook (medium late),
Haberlandt (medium late), Medium Yellow (medium),
Ito San (early), Guelph (medium), Barchet (late), Ebony
(medium late), Peking (medium late), and Wilson (medium
late). All of these varieties, with the exception of Barchet,
are suitable for hay and seed production. The Barchet is
especially adapted for hay and green manure in the Gulf
States. For seed production alone the Mammoth, Hollybrook,
and Haberlandt are to be recommended, while the Wilson,
Peking, and Ebony are better adapted for hay” (p. 4).
“Soy beans for seed: Thus far soy beans have been a
very profitable crop when grown for seed, but the industry
has been developed mainly in a few in sections, such as
eastern North Carolina... For feeding to animals the seed
is ground and used with some less concentrated feed.
Experiments comparing soy-bean meal and cottonseed meal
indicate that soy-bean meal is superior to cottonseed meal
both for milk and butter production” (p. 5).
“Value for human food (p. 6): Although soy beans
have attracted attention from time to time in the U.S., thus
far they have been but little used. The beans contain but a

trace of starch and they are highly recommended as a food
for persons suffering from diabetes. The numerous ways in
which the soy bean can be prepared as human food should
encourage its use.
“The green bean when three-fourths to full grown has
been found to compare favorably with the butter or Lima
bean. The dried beans are used like the field or navy bean in
baking or in soups. When prepared in either of these ways
the beans require somewhat longer soaking and cooking.
The soy bean has been sold in this country to some extent
as a coffee bean. When roasted and prepared it makes an
excellent substitute for coffee.
“Soy-bean meal or flour may be used as a constituent of
biscuits, muffins, and bread; in fact, in any recipe where corn
meal is used. In the various preparations three-fourths soy
flour or meal and one-fourth wheat flour are recommended.”
Note 1. Subsequent publications by Morse show that onefourth soy flour or meal and three-fourths wheat flour are
recommended”
“The oil is utilized to a great extent in Europe and the
United States for culinary purposes, as a paint oil, in soap
manufacture, and in many other industries” (p. 6).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2009)
in which William Morse refers to what are now called green
vegetable soybeans; he uses the term “green bean” and
compares them with the “butter or Lima bean.” This is also
the earliest document seen (June 2009) in which William
Morse refers to “soy-bean flour,” or to the use of roasted soy
beans as a coffee substitute.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soy-bean meal” to
refer to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: Scientific Asst.,
Forage-Crop Investigations, USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, DC.
1315. Morse, William J. 1915. Soy bean (Soja max). USDA
Bureau of Plant Industry, Forage Crop Investigations,
[Office Circulars] No. 19. Jan. 13. 4 p.
• Summary: “The soy bean, called also soja bean,
Manchurian bean, and stock pea (eastern North Carolina),
is an erect, rather hairy, leguminous plant. It is grown
extensively in China and Japan, principally as human
food, but also for forage and as green manure. Within the
past few years the crop has become of special importance
because of the large importations of beans, oil, and cake
from Manchuria to Europe and America. The soy bean has
a wide adaptation as to soil and climatic conditions, the
northern limit being that of corn and the southern limit that
of cotton. Rabbits are exceedingly fond of the young plants
and sometimes cause serious injury where the plat [sic]
is small, especially in semiarid regions. Although the soy
bean is decidedly drought resistant, it is able to withstand a
greater amount of moisture than corn or cowpeas. The soy
bean is a valuable crop in many ways and has many points of
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superiority over the cowpea. As a forage it has higher value,
the seed is easily harvested, and the seed is weevil proof.
One of its most common uses is for hay, which is comparable
to alfalfa and red clover in feeding value. The average yield
of hay is about 2 tons to the acre. The soy bean is valuable
as pasture for all kinds of stock, but especially profitable
with hogs and sheep. As a soiling crop the soy bean is of
value, yielding from 5 to 10 tons of green forage to the acre.
Satisfactory results have been obtained by mixing soy beans
and corn as ensilage, using three parts of corn to one part
of soy beans. It is better to grow the two crops in separate
fields and mix them in cutting. The soy bean is an excellent
green-manure crop, greatly increasing the supply of humus
and nitrogen in the soil. Excellent results have been obtained
in feeding the grain as meal to dairy cows, substituting it for
cottonseed meal or oil meal in the dairy ration. It is also a
very profitable crop to grow for seed, as the supply seldom
equals the demand. Under ordinary conditions the best
varieties yield from 20 to 30 bushels of seed to the acre. On
account of its erect growth and uniform maturity the soy
bean is easily harvested by machinery. As a food the soy
bean may be used as a green vegetable [edamamé], the dried
beans used in baking or in soups, and, when roasted, as a
substitute for coffee. Soy-bean flour or meal may be used as
a constituent of muffins, bread, or, in fact, in any dish where
corn meal is used. In addition to their forage and food value
soy beans contain a valuable vegetable oil utilized in various
industries.
“Inoculation: Soy beans when well inoculated add
much nitrogen to the soil. Natural inoculation occurs quite
generally throughout the Southern States, the proper bacteria
seeming to be widely distributed. In localities where this
crop has not been previously grown, however, it is advisable
to inoculate. The inoculation of a new field may be most
certainly secured by applying soil from an old soy-bean field,
using about 300 pounds of soil to the acre or dusting the seed
with some of the soil.
“Culture: Soy beans succeed best on a thoroughly
prepared seed bed. If the soil is low in fertility, an application
of 300 pounds of acid phosphate and 100 pounds of muriate
of potash to the acre or a dressing of stable manure will
give the best results. As a rule, soy beans should be planted
about the same time as corn. For seed production, planting
in rows 30 to 48 inches apart is the best method, while for
hay, soiling, or green manure a broadcasted or drilled crop
furnishes a better quality of forage. Planted in rows, from 20
to 30 pounds of seed to the acre have been found satisfactory,
and if broadcasted or drilled, from 60 to 90 pounds to the
acre. An ordinary grain drill may be used in planting. By
covering the feed cups not in use, different widths of rows
can be adjusted. The cotton planter or corn planter can also
be used to advantage. For small areas the ordinary grain drill
does well. The planting should be shallow, not exceeding 2
inches in depth.

“Harvesting: The matter of harvesting depends primarily
on the use to be made of the crop. For hay, soy beans may be
cut at any time from the setting of the seed until the leaves
begin to turn yellow. The crop is best fitted for hay when
the pods are well formed. When grown for grain alone, the
cutting may be delayed in the case of most varieties until
nearly all of the leaves have fallen. The harvesting can be
done best by a mower with a bunching attachment or by a
self-rake reaper. The early varieties can be harvested with
a bean harvester to advantage. The later and taller growing
varieties can be satisfactorily harvested with a self-binder.
If only a small area is grown, the plants may be cut with
a sickle, or pulled, tied in bundles, and flailed out when
thoroughly dry. In thrashing, the ordinary grain separator
does very satisfactory work if run at moderate speed and
some of the concaves are removed. Special thrashers for soy
beans and cowpeas are now in the market and do excellent
work.
“Varieties: At the present time there are about fifteen
varieties of soy beans handled commercially by seedsmen.
More than 500 distinct varieties are known and have been
grown by the Department of Agriculture on its testing
grounds. Several of these have proved very promising in
various sections of the country and are now either on the
market or ready for distribution. The varieties are largely
distinguished by the color and size of seed, though they
differ in maturity, habit of growth, etc. Variety is a matter
of prime importance with the soy bean. Soy-bean seed
should be selected with the idea of getting a variety suitable
to the locality where it is to be grown, not growing the
early varieties in the South nor the late ones in the North.
Following are brief notes on the more important varieties:
“Mammoth (seeds, straw yellow).–This is the standard
commercial late variety, more extensively grown at the
present time than any other. The Mammoth yields well and is
satisfactory for both grain and forage. It can not be expected
to mature north of Tennessee and Virginia.
“Hollybrook (seeds, straw yellow).–A variety about
two weeks earlier than the Mammoth, which can therefore
be grown farther north. The seeds and plants are very nearly
identical with those of the Mammoth. The Hollybrook is not
especially desirable for hay, but is a good grain producer.
“Ito San (seeds, straw yellow).–This variety is also
called Yellow, Dwarf Yellow, Early Yellow, Medium Yellow,
and Early White. It will mature in about 100 days and can
be grown well in the Northern States. The Ito San is very
satisfactory for forage and also produces a good yield of
grain.
“Guelph (seeds, green).–This variety is also known as
Medium Green, Medium Early Green, and Large Medium
Green. It is about two weeks later than the Ito San. The
Guelph is grown to a considerable extent in the Northern
States. It is esteemed for its forage, and although it gives a
good yield of grain it shatters badly before all of the seed is
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mature.
“Haberlandt (seeds, straw yellow).–This variety is about
a week later than the Guelph. The Haberlandt is one of the
most satisfactory varieties for grain production, but is not
especially desirable for hay.
“Medium Yellow (seeds. straw yellow).–This variety,
sometimes sold as Ito San and Hollybrook, appears identical
with the Mongol and the Roosevelt. It matures about the
same time as the Guelph and is satisfactory both for hay and
seed production.
“Wilson (seeds, black).–This variety matures about the
same time as the Haberlandt. It gives a good grain yield, but
is most satisfactory for hay.
“Peking (seeds, black).–This variety has small, flat seeds
and matures in about 120 days. The Peking not only gives a
good yield of grain, but is most excellent for hay.
“Tokio (seeds, olive yellow).–This variety is about a
week earlier than the Mammoth. The Tokio has rather a
stocky growth for forage, but gives a heavy grain production.
“Manchu (seeds, straw yellow).–An early variety
obtained from northern Manchuria, maturing a few days
earlier than the Ito San. The Manchu gives an excellent
production of forage and seed, excelling the Ito San in both
respects. Excellent results have been obtained with this
variety in the Northern States.
“Black Eyebrow (seeds, black and yellow).–An early
variety obtained from Manchuria, maturing about the same
as the Manchu. The Black Eyebrow is very satisfactory for
both hay and seed production. It is most suitable as a grain
variety for the Northern States.
“Barchet (seeds. brown).–This variety requires rather
a long season, maturing about 10 days later than the
Mammoth. The Barchet makes a good growth, has fine
stems, and is especially desirable for hay and green manure
in the Gulf States.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Manchu. Address: Scientific
Assistant, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
1316. Jordan, Sam. 1915. Plan for summer pasture: how
green feed may be had all the year round. Poland China
Journal (The) 1:11. Jan. 25.
• Summary: “The following plan for handling hogs with
plenty of green forage is taken from my Hog Chart and while
it may not exactly fit in on every farm it can be used with
slight variation to suit each farm and locality for any county
in Missouri. For illustration I have used ten acres of ground
which should carry from fifty to seventy-five grown hogs,
depending on the quality of the soil, the season, and the
amount of other feed used.”
“Lot one is three acres and should be sown in rye early
in the fall at the rate of one and one half to two bushels
per acre. This will make pasture from about December 15
to sometime in May. After this the hogs are taken out and

turned on lot two and the rye in lot one is then plowed under
and sowed to soybeans which are to be pastured as soon as
they begin to ripen and until they are all eaten.
“Lot two is three acres and should be sown to oats and
rape in early spring. Seed about one and one-half bushels of
oats with a drill and broadcast three to five pounds of rape
to the acre. This lot is used after hogs are taken off lot one
until about last of June. Then it may be pastured again from
middle of August till soybeans are ready in lot one. Then
plow lot two and sow to rye.
“Lot three is two acres and may be sown to rape alone
about May 1. Drill the rape in rows about thirty inches apart,
cultivate, using from 3 to 6 pounds per acre. This lot may be
pastured from about the last of June to first of August and
the hogs then put back in lot two. Then pasture this lot again
after the hogs are done with soybeans in lot one and until rye
is ready in lot two.”
“The above plan will give green pasture all the year.”
Address: County Farm Advisor, Pettis county, Missouri.
1317. Fouts, Taylor. 1915. Soy beans–A coming crop.
Purdue Agriculturist (Indiana) 9(4):9-13. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Rotation. Seeding.
Cultivation. Beans and corn. Soy beans for hay and seed.
Effect upon the soil. This article begins: “We regard soy
beans as one of our regular crops. Given a place in our crop
rotation, it has proven itself to be a soil improver, a meat
producer, and a money getter. It is truly a worthy crop,
and can certainly be grown for profit on our Indiana stock
farms. Some ten years ago our attention was directed to
the soy bean because of its essential properties, and each
succeeding year’s experience has made it possible for us to
grow and utilize the crop more economically. Really, the soy
bean has become a habit, as it were, in our crop and feeding
operations.”
“Rotation: Our rotation consists of corn, soy beans,
wheat and clover. When clover fails we substitute the legume
that is reliable–soy beans... we are now drilling soy beans
in all our corn, the combination being utilized for silage,
‘hogging off,’ or for fattening range lambs.”
Lists four advantages of sowing corn and soy beans
together. The Hollybrook variety is especially well adapted
to this use. “We know that soy beans net us more profit per
acre than any of our other crops, with the possible exception
of alfalfa, if sold in the market. We had one field of beans
that threshed out over 30 bushels per acre but 16 to 20
bushels is the average on our clay soil.”
The article ends with a prediction: “Uses of soy beans:
New uses are constantly being made of soy beans. It seems
probable that the next few years will see the development of
a new industry converting the commercial soy bean into soy
bean oil and meal. The latter will be used to supplement corn
in grain rations, or better still, to add a very rich protein meal
to the human food list to balance up the long list of starchy
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carbonaceous foods now consumed. The extracted oils will
enter into many preparations similar to other well known
vegetable oils. When these outlets are opened soy beans will
indeed become one of our substantial crops.”
Photos show: (1) Many hogs on a field of mature soy
beans. “Hogging off soy beans. A profitable method of
utilizing the crop.” (2) Piles of soy bean hay on the farm
of Mr. Taylor Fouts. (3) Harvesting soybeans. Two horses
are pulling a man seated on a mower having a side-delivery
attachment.
Note: This is the earliest article seen (Oct. 2012) written
by Taylor Fouts about soy beans. Address: Class of 1902,
Purdue, Indiana.
1318. Hutchison, C.B.; Douglass, T.R. 1915. Experiments
with farm crops in southwest Missouri. Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 123. p. 161-85. Jan. See p.
175-77.
• Summary: “The Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station
in 1909 began a series of experiments in Jasper County to
study the adaptations of different varieties of principal farm
crops in Southwest Missouri.”
In the section titled “Cowpea and Soybean Experiments”
we read (p. 177): “Soybeans. The soybean is a comparatively
new crop in Southwest Missouri. In habit of growth and
method of cultivation it is very much like the cowpea. It
differs particularly in being more stocky in appearance and in
producing much more seed, and is therefore better suited for
pasturing, especially with hogs. Where drilled solid with a
grain drill at the rate of four or five pecks to the acre it makes
a very good hay but a more common method of seeding is
to drill in rows, 30 to 32 inches apart and cultivate. Where
planted in this way about two pecks of seed to the acre are
required. They are cut either with the mower and made into
hay or a self-binder may be used and the beans fed in the
bundle or threshed.
“Among the leading varieties of soybeans to be
recommended for southwest Missouri are: Medium Early
Yellow (or Mongol), Austin, Morse, Peking (or Sable),
and Mammoth Yellow. The latter is a later maturing
variety seldom maturing seed in this locality and is to be
recommended only for hay.”
Note: The “staff” pages shows that J.C. Hackleman,
A.M., works at this station in Farm Crops. Address: 1.
M.S.A., Farm Crops, Columbia, Missouri.
1319. Jenkins, E.H.; Hayes, H.K. 1915. Field tests of soy
beans, 1914. Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 185. 17 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Uses of soy beans: Catch crop,
nitrogen-gathering green manure crop in orchards, seed crop,
silage crop, for hay, as a forage and pasture for hogs. Tests
made in 1914. Yield of fresh forage. Yield of dry matter.
Yield of food ingredients. Period of growth. The seed. The

seed yield. Feeding value. Resistance to frost and time of
planting. When to plant. How to plant. Varieties to plant.
Page 3 states: “The field work connected with these
tests was planned and carried out by Mr. H.K. Hayes and his
assistant, Mr. Hubbell. The chemical analyses were made
under the direction of the chief chemist, Mr. J.P. Street. The
results have been prepared for publication by the director
[E.H. Jenkins].”
The soy bean is a valuable catch crop, which can be
planted if winter grain, fall or spring sown clover, or grass
seed fails. It is an excellent nitrogen-gathering green manure
crop in orchards. As a seed crop it is sometimes profitable,
depending on the state of the market.
Varieties to plant. Hollybrook is recommended. A
summary of a single year’s observations of 19 varieties
tested, all of which on the 28th and 29th of May, begins:
“The earliest varieties–Manhattan, Medium Yellow, Quebec
[two varieties] and Ito San bloomed in from 55 to 60 days
and could be cut for soiling. Their average yield when the
foliage was mature was 2.35 tons of dry matter.”
Tables show: (1) “Analyses of soy bean forage grown
at Mt. Carmel field, 1914” (p. 6-7). It lists 18 varieties in
ascending order of days to maturity: Quebec No. 92 (104
days), Quebec No. 537 (110 days; both “selections from
Professor [Leonard S.] Klinck, Macdonald College, Quebec.
Quebec 537 looks like an early maturing strain of Ito San”),
Medium Yellow, Ito San (2 entries), Kentucky, Manhattan,
Ebony, Medium Green, Mongol, Mikado, Peking, O’Kute
[Okute], Wilson, Arlington, Hollybrook, Swan, Morse,
Cloud.
(2) “Average yield of crops named in pounds per acre”
(p. 10). The crops are soy beans, fodder corn, and alfalfa.
III. “Composition and yield of soy bean seed, grown at Mt.
Carmel field, 1914” (p. 12, for 14 varieties. Includes weight
of 100 seeds, and seed color. The variety Mongol has olive
green seeds (p. 13). The highest yield was from Medium
Green, 32.5 bushels/acre at 12% moisture). IV. “Composition
and digestible nutrients of soy beans, cotton seed meal and
linseed meal” (p. 14). A photo (front cover) shows a soy bean
plant with roots. Address: 1. Ph.D., Director of the Station
and Treasurer, New Haven, Connecticut.
1320. Fruwirth, C. 1915. Die Sojabohne [The soybean].
Fuehlings Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung 64(3/4):65-96. Feb. 1
and 15. [65 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A long, interesting and important article.
Contents: Introduction (work in East Asia and Europe from
1905-10). History. Botanical aspects. Varieties. Breeding.
Needs of the plant (incl. “heat units,” Wärmesumme).
Utilization (incl. in German Tofu, Miso, Chiang, Schoyu
or Sojatunke (shoyu, p. 83), Natto, vegetabilische Milch
(soymilk), soy sprouts). Measures and precautions in
cultivating soybeans (incl. yields). The soybean as a crop in
central Europe. Conclusion.
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Note 1. On p. 83 the term “Sojas” is used to refer to
soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term Sojatunke to refer to soy
sauce.
In 1905 the Japanese made the first attempt to import
soybeans from Manchuria to Europe, but it failed because
they did not arrive in good condition. The repetition of the
attempt in 1908, however, gave good results. Then imports
of soybeans grew, followed by imports of soybean cake
(Sojabohnenkuchen). Major importers today are England,
France, Germany, Denmark, Italy, Belgium, Netherlands,
Sweden. The high import duty hinders imports to AustriaHungary.
Toward the end of the 1800s in Russia, Owinsky took
early-ripening soybean varieties from China and Japan
and requested the expansion of soybean cultivation. In
1899 in Kiev, Owinsky wrote the name of the soybean
as Soja hispida praecox (p. 67). Owinsky in Derajne
[Derazhne; in today’s Ukraine] grew Podolie soybeans (p.
77). Sempolowsky in Derebzin, Russian Poland, also grew
soybeans. European Russia gets soybeans overland (probably
from Manchuria). Russia was one of the first countries to
take an interest in growing soybeans after 1908. Russia now
grows large amounts of soybeans in Podolia. In Germany,
Prof. Kallo in Wiesbaden was a pioneer who recommended
soybeans as an inexpensive food for the people. North
America first started to import lots of soybeans as a source of
oil because of a bad cottonseed harvest.
“Since the start of my teaching activities, I have had
an interest in the soybean plant and have carried on my
own investigations.” In 1900 the author received 7 soybean
varieties from L.V. Jurdiewicz from Deraznia in Podolia;
these had been imported by Owinsky. In 1901 at Hohenheim
he began to study the time needed for soybeans to mature;
He found it ranged from 141 to 163 days. He continued this
research at Hohenheim from 1901 to 1903, getting soybean
seed yields of up to 1,560 kg/ha. From 1910 to 1914 he
continued at Waldhof-Amstetten, with 5 varieties. The
maturity range there was 112-166 days and the yields were
up to 1,500 kg/ha (about 23 bushels/acre), but the yields of
many varieties were low, about 300 to 500 kg/ha (4.5 to 7.5
bu/acre). Yields of soybean straw, however, were up to 3,600
kg/ha. Fruwirth uses three terms to refer to soybeans: (1) Die
Sojabohne; (2) Die Soja; and (3) Sojas, as “Zuechtung von
Sojas” or “Sojas, meist gemahlte.” There is now a proposal
to establish a joint stock company for growing soybeans in
central Europe (probably in Germany), using big money. But
it may not succeed because soybean yields in Germany and
Austria are low. Seedsmen who sell soybeans commercially
in 1915 include: Haage and Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany),
Vilmorin Andrieux (Paris, France), Dammann & Co. (St.
Giovanni at Tedaccio, near Naples, Italy), and Wood and Son
(Richmond, Virginia, USA). The main soybean varieties sold

by each of these companies are described in detail (p. 73-74).
Utilization (p. 82): Since soybeans are rich in protein
and fat, they can be used as a good meat substitute. In
Europe the use of soybeans for food is still very small.
“In Europe, the first foods from soybeans were made in
France, at Vallées near Asnieres: Flour, bread, and cakes for
diabetics, and cheese. In Germany not long ago the SoyamaWorks at Frankfurt am Main likewise began the production
of such foods. Similar foods were also made in Romania.
Soybeans sprouted in the dark yield a bitter-tasting salad.
Production of vegetable milk started in France at ‘Caséo
Sojaine’ at Vallées (Seine); and is now being studied by the
Synthetic Milk Syndicate in England. Using the process
developed by Fritz Goessel, this Syndicate made 100 liters
of soymilk from 10 kg of ground soybeans at a factory at
Liverpool.” “It is in no way certain that soybeans will ever
be widely used in human foods.”
A fairly large amount of soybeans are ground for use
as fodder. The main use is for oil extraction. Yet Haberlandt
considered that since the soybean contained only about 18%
fat (range: 13-22%), its use as a source of oil would not be
economical. The main use of soy oil is in soaps, for which it
is highly prized. It is also used in making paints as a partial
substitute for linseed oil. The best quality may be used as
food. In England soy oil is used for margarine production.
Conclusion: The soybean originated in central Asia and
is now widely cultivated in China, Japan, Manchuria, and
India. Its seeds are rich in protein and, unlike most other
legumes, also rich in fat. The plant is used in its homeland
mostly as a source of human foods and seasonings, made
by fermentation; the oil is used mostly for industrial nonfood purposes. In recent years soybean production has
expanded significantly in the southern part of the United
States. There it is used mainly as green fodder, hay, silage,
and soil building. The main expansion of soybean cultivation
in Europe has been in Italy, southern France, Hungary, and
southern Russia. Good early varieties give yields of 1,100
to 1,300 kg/ha. A large expansion of soybean production
in central Europe is possible only in southern Austria and
Hungary, and maybe in a few other places where it is warm.
But late-maturing soybeans may be grown for forage and
silage in the cooler parts of Germany and Austria. Address:
Prof., Dr., Wien (Vienna).
1321. S.H.I. 1915. Corn and soybeans for silage (Letter to
the editor). Breeder’s Gazette 67(8):391. Feb. 25.
• Summary: “Concerning the article on this subject in
your issue of October 22 [1914] I should like to ask what
variety of soybeans were planted by Mr. Kline. What was
the name or make of the planter that he used? How much
seed was planted per acre of both corn and soybeans? Were
the soybeans well matured and the seed hard when cut for
silage?
J.C. Kline of Lagrange Co., Indiana, answers: “The
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variety was Hollybrook, used because it waxes rather rank in
growth, averaging about three feet high. It will also mature
by the time the corn is cut for silage. We drilled the soybeans
with a planter that is so arranged that the size of the drop
can easily be regulated by a lever. We used a special pea or
bean plate that came with the planter and were able to secure
a uniform stand. The manufacturers now make a special
attachment, similar to a fertilizer attachment, that can be used
in planting beans, cowpeas and soybeans along with corn at
the same time. The price of the is $12 extra.” Address: Lititz,
Pennsylvania.
1322. Johnson, O.R.; Foard, W.E. 1915. The cost of
production on Missouri farms. Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 125. p. 285-316. Feb. See
p. 302-09.
• Summary: The section titled “The cost of producing
farm crops” includes figures and discussion on the labor
requirements (man hours and horse hours) per acre and the
cost per acre of producing soybeans, and the profit per hour
man labor. It costs $13.53 to produce an acre of soybeans.
If the yield is 1.5 to 2 tons (of forage) grown on 28 acres,
the profit per hour of man labor is $0.258. This is lower than
corn ($0.379, if the yield is over 30 bushels/acre), clover
($0.294), and cowpeas ($0.266), but higher than wheat,
oats, and corn (if the yield is less than 30 bu/acre). Address:
Columbia.
1323. H.W. 1915. Soybeans and dairy cow ration (Letter to
the editor). Breeder’s Gazette 67(9):478-79. March 4.
• Summary: “How should soybeans be planted and
cultivated with a view to mixing them with corn for silage.
What would be a practical ration for dairy cows where
one had corn silage, fodder and clover hay? How much
cottonseed meal is usually fed to provide the necessary
protein with such rough feed?
Charles B. Wing of Champaign Co., Ohio, answers:
“The growers of soybeans do not entirely agree as to the best
method when growing them to mix with corn for the silo.
We have grown these beans for 15 years, and used them for
every purpose, and have also tried many different methods.
Our own opinion is that while it is a good practice to mix
the two plants when putting into the silo they do not grow
well together. They should be grown separately. The soybean
should not be planted until the ground is warm. Corn would
stand colder ground than the beans.” Address: Liberty
Center, Ohio.
1324. J.W.K. 1915. Soybeans and corn (Letter to the editor).
Breeder’s Gazette 67(9):483. March 4.
• Summary: “Of soybeans and cowpeas, which crop is the
more profitable? How are they planted with corn and how
much seed is required?”
O.M. Allyn of the Illinois Experiment Station answers:

“Soybeans or cowpeas have been grown in corn to a very
limited extent in Illinois for three purposes: a catch crop,
drilled or broadcasted at or before the last cultivation; in
rows with corn for silage purposes; and in rows with corn for
hogging down.
“The practice of seeding soybeans or cowpeas in corn
has not given satisfactory results under Illinois conditions.”
Address: Liberty Center, Ohio.
1325. Butler, W.R. 1915. A short talk with county agent
about soy bean hay crop. Alexandria Times-Tribune
(Alexandria, Indiana). March 10. p. 2.
• Summary: “The failure of soy beans as a hay crop has
been due to the fact that haying came in September, when
the weather is uncertain. Allow from eighty to ninety days
to grow the soy bean hay crop plant so as to have the haying
come in August when the weather will be favorable for
cutting. Begin cutting when some of the leaves begin to
show yellow. Soys cut at this time are not so woody as when
allowed to mature farther. The crop may be mowed one day,
put in windrows the next, turned on the third and put in small
cocks, where it should be allowed to cure partially before it
is hauled to the barn a few days later. Men who have used
this hay, properly cured, say they would as soon have it
as alfalfa. The way the stock eat it oven though it is rather
woody verifies this statement. Soy beans will yield from 2 to
3 tons, cured hay per acre.
“Harvesting for Seed: Various implements have been
employed to harvest soy beans for seed; the mower with a
side-delivery buncher, the binder and the self rake reaper.
Taylor Fouts has good results with the grain binder. He
follows soy beans with wheat and to economize labor and
time he follows the binder with a 12 disc wheat drill. Thus
he harvests his soys for seed and drills his wheat at the same
time The bundles are dropped on the drilled ground and
placed in small cocks or windrows for curing. As the beans
begin to ripen most of the leaves will fall. Even if some of
the pods are still green, do not hesitate to cut at this time, for
if the vines are properly cured there is enough nourishment
in the stalks to mature if harvesting is done while the dew is
on. Play safe by letting the vines remain in small windrows
till the threshing machine is on the place, for there will be
disaster if the beans are put in the cock and the rain strikes
them. The less the vines are handled the less they will shatter
and the greater will be the crop of seed.
“Be sure to get a good threshing machine so the cylinder
well run at about half the speed required for oats, without
changing the speed of the separator. Two extra pulleys, twice
the size of the regular ones and costing about ten dollars,
are put on either end of the cylinder shaft. Have most of the
concave teeth removed and a strong oak board to take the
place of the lower concave. Beans threshed in this way are
fairly clean and what few split ones occur can be graded and
fanned out on the mill and fed to the stock. If a shed is handy
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in which to thresh the pods and straw, and stock is allowed
access to the stack, especially sheep and milk cows, a great
benefit will be derived from this source, Another factor that
contributes to larger grain returns is the use of tight-bottom
hay racks.
“Results in Madison County: It is one thing to produce
a crow [sic, crop] and another thing to dispose of that crop at
a profit. Two farmers in Madison county, Indiana, tried the
soy bean crop this year. Frank Mullins, of Monroe township,
grew thirteen acres, half of which were Early Browns and
half of them [Ito] San variety. Herman Hughel of Anderson
township, grew two and one-fourth acres, using the Mikado
and Sable varieties. Both men kept a cost account of their
crop of soy beans.
Herman Hughel grew his entire crop of seed. It was
Frank Mullins’ plan to first thresh his entire crop. The writer
induced him to fence off an even acre of his crop for the
purpose of experiment on hogging off soy beans.
“Herman Hughel’s Soy Beans Patch: The ground
was broken early and harrowed frequently to conserve the
moisture. On June 10, 1914, he planted his crop. The seed
bed was as fine as a flower bed and the plates in the corn
planter were adjusted so as to drop the beans eight to the foot
in the row. The rows were about the same distance apart as
for corn. The beans were planted about the same distance
apart as for corn. The beans were planted about one and onehalf inches deep. Mr. Hughel did not inoculate last season
but intends to do so this year.
“When the plants were about four inches high the spike
tooth harrow was set at an angle and the patch was harrowed.
Care was taken to wait until the dew was off and the plants
were tough. This practice kept the ground level and killed the
weeds which had sprouted and at the same time made a fine
dust mulch to conserve the moisture. It was equal to the first
cultivation and was a great deal more efficient. The stand
was excellent and the plants grew thriftily all summer.
“The patch was near the road and many people stopped
to admire it and ask about methods of cultivation, harvesting
and the advantages of such a crop. The following figures are
full of interest and as inspiring as the crop itself. We give
them here so that others may see the business side of the
experiment.
“Cost of Producing 2¼ Acres Soy Beans–Herman
Hughel 1914.
“Plowing, (man and team, 12 hours) at 35¢ = $4.25
“Preparing seed bed (drug [dragged] and harrowed
twice) 5 hours at 35¢ = $1.75
“Seed = $2.00
“Planting, 2 hours, at 35¢ = $0.70
“Cultivating, 17 hours at 35¢ = $5.95
“Threshermen’s bill = $6.00
“Harvesting = $6.00
“Labor, etc. on threshing = 3.50
“Rent at $6.00 per acre, 2¼ acres = $13.50

“Total cost 2¼ acres = $43.60
“Cost per acre = $19.33
“56 bushels of beans from 2¼ acres
“Cost of producing one bushel of soy beans = 78 cents.
“The average yield per acre was 25 bushels. These beans
will sell for seed this spring at $2.50 to $3.00 per bushel.
At $2.50 per bushel Mr. Hughel will have a gross return
per acre of $62.50. Subtract his cost per acre for producing
these beans or $19.33 and we have a net return of $43.17.
Besides this money return he has the straw which is a good
roughage, high in protein for horses, sheep and cattle. A very
small per cent. of the plant food is removed in the seed and
so Mr. Hughel is gratified to know that his bean crop has
been a success. This season will be a splendid one in which
to try the soy beans crop. It will take the place of clover.
It can be used as a soil improver, a forage crop, a hay crop
and as a money crop when threshed for seed. This practical
demonstration ought to induce many farmers to try a small
patch this year.”
Note: Much of this article later appeared in: Butler,
William Reynolds. 1916. “The labor-saving soy: A crop
for seed, feed and the soil of run-down fields.” Country
Gentleman 81(19):964-65, 994-95. May 6. Address:
Agricultural Agent of Madison County.
1326. McKee, W.D. 1915. The early corn plot for hogging
down. Missouri Farmer 7(6):119. March 15.
• Summary: “If I read the signs of the times aright, the
already high prices of corn will by next August bring prices
soaring still higher.”
“This corn should be planted just as early as the coming
season will permit. Along with this early corn, plant about
a gallon to a gallon and a half of cow peas or soy beans.
For myself, experience has led me to prefer an early variety
of soy beans. I plant the corn in drills, then with the same
planter, follow the same track and drill in the cow peas or
soy beans. (It would be a saving to buy an attachment for
the planter and plant both corn and peas at the same time.–
Editor). Give this corn as near level cultivation as the season
will permit, and at the last plowing sow five to seven pounds
of rape. The corn, being a small variety, will not shade the
ground, but what [sic] the soy beans, cow peas and rape
will get plenty of sunshine and air and all will come along
together.
“The corn will furnish the fat producing element, the
cow peas or soy beans, the bone and muscle making element,
and the rape, the tender succulent pasture.
“Now by hogging down this feed, you get the manure
evenly distributed over the field and every corn plant, rape
and soy bean and cow pea plant is returned to that specific
part of the field that produced it, in a much better way than
could be done by man with the most modern and up-to-date
manure spreader.” Address: Ray County, Missouri.
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1327. Jordan, Sam. 1915. Soybeans from A to B. Missouri
Farmer 7(7):142-43. April 1.
• Summary: “Q. Who should grow soybeans? A. Every
general farmer in Missouri.
“Q. Why? A. Because they produce well, and are among
the very best feeds. They are wonderful soil builders, and
they can be grown so many ways and in so many places, and
in most all types of soil.
“Q. In what ways may they be grown? A. They may be
grown for seed or for hay or both. They may be grown in
corn for silage, or for feeding off with sheep, lambs or pigs.
They may be grown for pasture in many parts of the country
after a wheat crop or an oat crop has been removed. Many
Missouri farmers practice this. Sometimes they are grown to
be plowed under for green manure. Sometimes they are sown
between corn rows at the last cultivation, for the purpose of
pasture, or for fertilizing the ground.
“Q. When grown in the corn do they injure the corn
crop? A. The average farmer will say no. The answer will
depend on circumstances. They may do damage if planted
too thickly. The number of seeds per hill should not be more
than the number of grains of corn in the hill with them. If the
soybeans do not gather nitrogen they would doubtless affect
the corn the same as a weed.
“Q. What is the advantage of having them in corn? A.
They add nitrogen and vegetable matter to the soil, add to the
amount of feed grown, also add to the quality of the feed.
“Q. How do they add to the quality of the feed? A. Corn
you know is not a very well balanced ration, and it is low in
protein, the most expensive food element. Soybeans are rich
in protein hence the two combined make a most excellent
feed, and a well balanced one.
“Q. What do you mean by a well balanced feed? A. You
are really out of order on the query, but since it is you, I will
tell you that a balanced ration is one that feeds or nourishes
all the body in the right proportion.
“Q. How do you plant them in corn? A. The best way I
know of is with an attachment to your corn planter. There are
attachments made for this purpose.
“Q. How many per hill and how deeply should they be
planted? A. Not more than as many soybeans per bill as you
plant grains of corn. You must not plant very deep, as they
may not come up. Many farmers have gotten poor stands by
too deep planting. Two inches is deep for them, from one to
one and a half inches will be better.
“Q. How many soybeans per acre will be needed?
A. That depends on the variety you plant. Seeds of some
varieties such as the Peking are so small that by putting 3 per
hill 3½ x 3½ feet a bushel will plant about 30 acres. A bushel
of Mammoth Yellow, one of the largest, will plant from 12 to
14 acres.
“Q. What do the seed commonly cost? A. From $2 to $3
a bushel.
“Q. If you plant between rows, when and how should

that be done? A. You will need to lay your corn by a little
earlier than you commonly do or the soybeans may make
very little growth, and a one horse grain drill made for such a
purpose is the best way I know of. Stop up some of the holes
leaving open as many as you want rows.
“Q. How many holes would you suggest be left open?
A. I would say from two to three. Q. Will a person always
get good results by this method? A. No, perhaps 3 or 4 times
in 5 you will get good results. Much depends on when you
get them sown, on the soil and the season. Q. You spoke of
pasturing the soybeans in the corn. Tell me about that? A.
You may turn lambs or pigs into the corn and soybeans when
the corn is about ready to cut for fodder, and the soybeans
are ripening. They will not eat any corn except a down ear.
Pigs up to 60 pounds may be used. Lambs and sheep will
also eat the corn blades as high as they can reach and this is
why they should not be put into the field while the blades are
very green as this may result in soft corn. Old sheep will eat
some of the corn but they do not waste any, and how they
do lay on the fat! It is a fine plan to let your fattening hogs
and sheep right in the ripened corn and soybeans and allow
them to harvest the entire crop. They save you hauling the
manure back to the field, they get fat faster by doing their
own feeding. They do not charge you 4 or 5 cents a bushel
for husking your corn, they have more time for it than you
do, and no doubt like the job better than you do.
“Q. How many head per acre may be used? A. Oh, that
depends on the size of the crop, but of sheep a fair average
might be from 8 to 10, and half as many more lambs, and
hogs about the same. You know some times you like to
get the pasturing done quickly and this of course must be
considered.
“Q. Would you feed the hogs tankage when they are
feeding on soybeans? A. Why, no, soybeans come almost as
near the value of tankage as does tankage itself.
“Q. You said something about soy beans in the corn for
silage. Tell me more about that? A. Suppose your ground
under fair conditions should make 30 bushels of corn per
acre or say 5 tons of silage. In a crop of this size you can get
from 1 to 3 tons per acre of the soybeans silage in addition or
a total of from 6 to 8 tons per acre instead of only the 5 tons
of corn silage. The combination should have a feed value of
perhaps from 10 to 25 cents per ton more than the straight
corn. This is considerably more than the seed will cost, and
this is the only cost, and I have not here considered the extra
nitrogen put into the ground by the soybeans.
“Q. What variety of soybeans would you recommend?
A. Oh, that depends a lot on what use you mean to make of
the crop. For the silo I like the Jet, the Medium Yellow, and
the Mammoth Yellow. The Mammoth Yellow often will not
mature seed as far north as central Missouri, but the other
two will. These sorts grow tall and are also best for hay or
pasture. Mongol is the heaviest seed producer that I have
tried, and the Mikado comes next, Medium Green is a fair
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seeder, matures rather early, but the plants are short. This is
a good one for the pigs. The Ito-San is the earliest I know of
and it is a very good sort. The Peking is very good also, and
is said to do better in poor soil than most others.
“Q. Are there other any other varieties? A. Oh, my, yes,
there are dozens of them. Among the best are the Wilson,
Holly Brook [Hollybrook], Early Black, Auburn, Morse, etc.
“Q. How should they be planted to grow seed? A. Best
on medium soil, well drained and drilled about 28 or 30
inches apart and one or two inches apart in the row. If the
rows are closer the plants do not do so well as they can not
stand crowding too much. Planting the rows closer requires
more seed but does not produce more of either seed or hay.
For hay they may be drilled solid with a grain drill at the rate
of one bushel to the acre.
“Q. Do they need to be cultivated? A. Yes, but it can
usually be done with a harrow. The beans are deep rooted
and do not pull up easily after they are 4 or 5 inches high,
Harrowing about three times is usually enough. This of
course will depend on the season, the soil, and how full of
weeds the land may be. Always sin? the harrow teeth back
well, and keep them clean, and be sure not to go in the bean
field to work them when the ground is wet, or when the
plants are even damp with rain or dew. Wait Until They Are
Entirely Dried Off.
“Q. When and how should they be harvested other than
pasturing? A. If hay only is the object a good time is when
the pods begin to turn yellow and the lower leaves begin to
fall. For seed, the pods should be further matured, but not
fully ripe if they can be allowed to ripen after cutting. it
allowed to be fully ripe the beans shatter badly sometimes.
Some varieties are worse for shattering than others. The
season also has something to do with this. Some machinery
that can bunch them is best. They may be cut with a binder
and fed in the in sheaf.
“A clover buncher on a mower is good, sometimes a
binder is u? sometimes binding them and sometimes not. The
old time self-rak? liner for harvesting soybeans. When they
are cut with the mower and laid in the swath for a few days
the st? is settle among the stiff stubbles, and many beans will
shatter and much of the hay will not be taken up with the
rake.
“Q. Does frost kill the green beans? A. Yes. they should
always be harvested before frost. Watch the weather some,
too. They are rather hard to cure. Too early planting in the
spring often causes failure at harvest.
“Q. How much hay will they produce per acre? A. That
depends on the conditions but perhaps from ½ ton to 4 tons”
(Continued).
1328. Jordan, Sam. 1915. Soybeans from A to B (Continued–
Document part II). Missouri Farmer 7(7):142. April 1.
• Summary: (Continued): “Q. How many seed per acre may
be expected? A. That too depends on the soil, season, and

variety. Field yields often run from 8 to 25 bushels.
“Q. How does a bean crop compare with our oat or corn
crop? A. Well, let’s figure a minute. When corn is worth 60
cents for feed, soys are worth at least 90 cents. Soil that will
grow 40 bushels of corn per acre, should grow 16 bushels
of soys per acre. Suppose the growing of the two costs the
same, while in fact to grow the acre of corn will cost more.
“40 bushels of corn at 60 would give us: $24.00
“16 bushels of soys at 90 would give us: $14.40
“and we should get at least 1 ton of hay at: $10.00
“and the corn stalk field at: $0.50
“would give us 10 cents in favor of the 40 bushels of
husked corn. But wait a minute. I was about to forget to
tell you that the beans should leave from $3 to $5 worth of
fertility in the acre of your soil.
“Q. Will the beans always put nitrogen into the
ground the same as clover? A. No, your ground may not be
inoculated.
“Q. How can I tell when they may be doing my soil any
good? A. Dig some of the plants up carefully and if they are
gathering nitrogen for you, you will find little nodules on
the roots much like those on clover roots only considerably
larger. Examine them for nodules when the crop seems to be
about half grown.
“Q. How can the soil be inoculated? A. By sowing soil
from a field that has been inoculated or by inoculating the
seed with bacterial cultures.
“Q. Will it pay to inoculate? A. If the ground is not
inoculated, beans can not gather nitrogen from the air, and
the ground is not benefited, and usually you get smaller
yields of both hay and grain.
“Q. Is soybean hay good feed? A. Almost as good as
alfalfa.
“Q. Oh, yes, I forgot to ask how many seed per acre
are required for seeding for hay or seed? A. A bushel should
plant from 3 to 5 acres, if drilled in rows. If drilled solid
about one bushel to the acre is needed.”
A photo shows: “Soybeans on farm of J.R. White & Son,
Lawrence County, Missouri. A crop profitable for seed, for
hay and for green manuring.”
1329. Kiesselbach, T.A. 1915. Soy beans and cowpeas.
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 150.
31 p. Distributed April 6.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Habits of growth.
Adaptations and uses for Nebraska conditions. Composition
and feeding value. Yields in other states. Varieties tested
and yields at Nebraska Experiment Station. Soybeans and
cowpeas for hay. Soybeans and cowpeas for silage. Yield
compared with grain crops at Nebraska Experiment Station.
Soybeans and cowpeas as soil improvers. Place in the
rotation. Varieties and seed. Inoculation. Time, rate, and
manner of planting. Cultivation. Harvesting. Threshing and
storing. Farmers’ tests with soy beans. Summary.
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“Somewhat extensive experimental tests were made at
the Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station by Dr. T.L.
Lyon, now of Cornell University. Included in these tests were
nine varieties of soy beans for which yields were determined
during the years 1903 and 1904.
“In 1909 this Station secured seed of eight representative
varieties of soy beans from Mr. C.V. Piper of the United
States Department of Agriculture. At that time Professor E.G.
Montgomery, now of Cornell University, again took up the
testing of soy beans, which has been continued since 1911
by the writer, thus giving a continuous record of six years’
work in recent years. Cooperative tests also have been made,
during the past three years, with farmers of the State...
“Experience indicates that at the present time in
Nebraska their [soybeans’] chief value is as a protein
concentrate and as hay for cattle, hogs, and sheep, and
possibly for soil improvement. They deserve more extensive
trial as food for man.
“Indications are that cowpeas never will be a practical
crop in this state. The yield of seed is relatively very low, and
in forage production cowpeas are not superior to soy beans...
Soy beans are the most practicable of any of the annual
legumes. They are one of the most drouth resistant crops we
have...
“Nine varieties were tested in unduplicated plats, onetenth acre in size, during each of two years, 1903 and 1904.
The rows were 32 inches apart and cultivated.” They were
planted on May 30 and matured on Sept. 20, taking 112 days
to mature. The varieties tested were Early Yellow, American
Coffee Berry, Early Black, Ito San, Wisconsin Black,
Medium Early Yellow, Medium Early Brown, Medium Early
Black, Medium Green. The average yield was 16.17 bu/acre.
The highest yielders were Early Black (21.85 bu/acre) and
Wisconsin Black (20.95).
“Further testing was discontinued until 1909 when eight
varieties of soy beans representing a rather wide range of
types were secured from Mr. C.V. Piper of the Bureau of
Plant Industry, United States Department of Agriculture.
These have been tested for six years, 1909-1914, and the
data are given in detail for each year in Tables 4 to 9...” The
varieties tested were Habaro, Shingto, Chernie, Haberlandt,
Nuttall (S.P.I. No. 17,253), Cloud, Amherst, Meyer.
“Cultivation: It is recommended that the field be disked
and harrowed just prior to seeding in order to check the weed
growth as much as possible. A weeder may be run over the
ground just before the beans come up and again before the
beans are large enough to cultivate.”
“Harvesting: Soy beans and cowpeas may be harvested
with a mower or a specially made bean harvester. We have
also found it practicable to harvest soy beans for seed with a
binder. Some varieties are too short and too viny to harvest in
this manner. In case a mower is used, it is well to have a side
delivery attachment in order that the horses will not need
to tramp on the cut swath of beans. This tramping is likely

to shatter many of the beans... After curing in the windrow
for a day or two, the beans should be placed in shocks.
When thoroly [thoroughly] cured it is best to thresh them
immediately.” Note 1. This is the earliest English-language
document seen (Oct. 2018) that uses the word “viny” to
describe the growth habit of soybeans.
“Threshing and storing: These crops may be threshed
with an ordinary threshing machine by reducing the speed
of the cylinder and replacing all or part of the concaves by
blank concaves. The best adjustment of the thresher is by the
use of special pulleys which reduce the speed of the cylinder
without reducing that of the rest of the working parts of the
machine. Many of the seeds are still likely to be broken in
threshing, but this does not reduce their feeding value.”
“Farmers’ tests with soy beans: During the years 1912,
1913, and 1914 the Experiment Station supplied a number
of farmers with soy bean seed, together with suggestions
relative to planting, cultivating, and harvesting the crop. In
all cases the soy beans were planted in rows and cultivated.
The farmers either were supplied with both inoculated
and uninoculated seed for comparison, or were furnished
inoculating culture from the United States Department of
Agriculture.
“Tests in 1912: In 1912 three farmers in southeastern
Nebraska tested Amherst soy beans for seed with rather
encouraging results. Their yields were respectively 18, 20,
and 20 bushels per acre. From two to three acres were grown
by each man.”
Results are also given for 1913 (from 10 farmers) and
1914 (from 19 farmers). A table (no. 18; p. 29) gives results
of a questionnaire sent to the participating farmers showing
that they liked the soybeans as a crop. The report concluded:
“The soy bean is one of those crops which look promising
and inviting but which nevertheless are not quite sufficiently
meritorious to take a place among our standard crops under
existing conditions.”
Photos show: (1) A shock of soy beans. (2) A typical soy
bean plant (p. 6). (3) Nine different varieties of soy beans (p.
14). (4) A typical field of soy beans (p. 24). (5) A field of soy
beans ready to harvest for seed (p. 27).
Note 2. This document contains the second earliest date
seen for soybeans in Nebraska, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Nebraska (1903).
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1998)
that uses the word “weeder” in connection with soybean
production. Address: A.M., Experimental Agronomy,
Lincoln, Nebraska.
1330. Smith, William C. 1915. Food for men, stock and
soil: Soy beans–a single or a combination crop for farms
everywhere. Country Gentleman 80(15):685-86. April 10.
• Summary: The author planted soybeans on his
Vetchfalfa Farm in Indiana in 1914. The crop is a strong
drought resister. In Indiana the most widely used variety
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is Hollybrook. Four methods of planting soybeans are
described: (1) Broadcast or put through a common wheat
drill. (2) Put the seed into the corn planter, using the smallest
drill plate, and drill as you would corn; then go back, straddle
the rows, and drill between the first rows. (3) Same as the
second method but without the second planting; use 1 bushel
of seed per acre. (4) The method now most frequently used
in Indiana and one of the most profitable. At corn planting
time, after the soil has been prepared as for planting corn,
drill with the corn 12 pounds to the acre of soy-bean seed.
“The beans may be mixed with the corn and the two kinds of
seed run through the drill together...”
The soy beans can be harvested by sheep and hogs.
“The crop should be cut with a self binder and shocked the
same as wheat, or cut with a mower, cured for several days,
raked into windrows and put into small cocks. To have
clean-looking seed all the beans must be mature... The beans
may be threshed with a regular threshing machine with the
concaves taken out.”
“Soy beans will yield from twelve to twenty-five bushels
of seed to the acre. My crop in 1914 yielded twenty bushels
to the acre. The seed in Indiana sells for two dollars and a
half a bushel retail, and two dollars a bushel wholesale...
“Carroll County, Indiana, was the first county in the
state to celebrate Soy Bean Day. The meeting was held last
September on the farms of Taylor and Noah Fouts, who
have grown hundreds of acres of soy beans, and hundreds
of people were in attendance... In the afternoon the crowd
assembled upon the lawn of Taylor Fouts’ home to hear
addresses by Purdue University’s soy-bean expert, Isaac
Smith, a pioneer Indiana grower of soy beans, the author
and others.” Soy beans are offensive to chinch bugs [Blissus
leucopterus].
Photos show: (1) “A promising field of soy beans on
the author’s Vetchfalfa Farm that produced twenty bushels
of seed to the acre in the driest season in thirty-five years.
These beans were not inoculated, but were sown in rows
with a corn planter and cultivated the same as corn.” A man
(perhaps the author), wearing a hat, is shown standing in
the field. (2) Soy beans that have been raked into windrows
then put into small cocks. (3) Three typical soy-bean plants
of Hollybrook variety, uprooted, with leaves and pods, 36
inches in height. “Each plant bears about a hundred pods.”
(4) Two men standing in a field of soy beans grown in corn.
“The corn produced ninety bushels to the acre. The beans
were inoculated, the corn was gathered for seed, and the
beans were hogged off.”
1331. Cook, I.S.; Kemp, W.B. 1915. Soy beans–An
important West Virginia crop. West Virginia Agricultural
Experiment Station, Circular No. 20. 19 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soy bean plant.
Adaptation to West Virginia conditions. Methods of
utilizing soy beans: Hay, seed production, silage, pasture,

soil improvement. Soy beans in crop rotation. Varieties
(two tables are given). Recommended varieties. Cultural
directions: Preparing the seed bed, planting, inoculation,
cultivation. Harvesting: Hay, seed production, threshing.
Soy beans in mixture [mixed cultures with other crops].
Summary.
“The soy bean is perhaps the most valuable legume
that has been introduced into this country within the last
50 years... The trials that have been carried out comparing
soy beans with cowpeas indicate that the soy bean has some
points of decided superiority over the cowpea, particularly
its hay and seed value... For several years soy beans have
been grown quite extensively for hay in Monroe County
by a number of farmers, and they report splendid results in
wintering young cattle, sheep and horses on it.”
“During the past three years this Station has tested a
number of soy bean varieties and while the tests have not
been conducted for a sufficient length of time to give all
of the information desired yet some outstanding variety
differences have been noted. These are shown in the
following table.”
This table, titled “Varieties of soy beans” (p. 8) shows
for each variety: Name, registry number, days to maturity,
height in inches, habit of growth (erect, twining, reclining),
quality of vine (very coarse, coarse, medium, fine), color
of seed, color of hilum (seed scar), number of beans in 10
grams of seed (1913 and 1914). The named varieties tested
are: Ohio 7476, Hollybrook, Ohio 7420, Brown, Wilson,
Morse, Peking, Ohio 7495, Meyer, Arlington, Ohio 7406,
Guelph, Ohio 7403, Austin, A.K. 1912, Ohio 7490, Ito San,
Roosevelt, Chernie, Virginia, Nemo, Swan, Auburn, Sable,
Mikado, Manchu, Jet, Tar Heel [Tarheel], Adzuki bean,
Adzuki bean, Early Buff cowpea.
A table titled “Variety test for seed production” (p. 9)
shows for each of the varieties listed above: Name, yield in
bushels per acre in 1912, 1913, 1914, average, years tested.
This station began testing soybean varieties in 1912, when
nine varieties were tested: Ohio 7476, Hollybrook, Ohio
7420, Brown, Ohio 7495, Ohio 7496, Guelph, Ohio 7403,
and Ohio 7490. The first four of these varieties have been
tested for 3 years (1912 to 1914). The highest 3-year average
seed yield was from Ohio 7476 (19.7 bu/acre). The highest
2-year average yield was Wilson (21.9 bu/acre).
Photos show: Wooden soybean drying rack, pyramid
shaped. Component parts of a drying rack (p. 15). A small
bean thresher, made by the American Grain Separator Co. in
Minneapolis, Minnesota (p. 17). The self rake reaper from
the International Harvester Co. This is the best machine for
harvesting soy beans in West Virginia. (p. 18).
Note 1. “A.K. 1912” may refer to the fact that the
soybean variety A.K. was introduced from northeast China in
1912 by the Lucas Paint Company, New Jersey.
Note 2. This may well be the earliest document seen
(Nov. 2020) that mentions the soybean variety A.K.–but we
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cannot be sure that “A.K. 1912” was the same as “A.K.”
Address: Morgantown.
1332. Forbes, E.B.; Beegle, F.M.; Fritz, C.M.; Morgan,
L.E.; Rhue, S.N. 1915. Specific effects of rations on the
development of swine: Second paper. Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 283. p. 111-52. April.
• Summary: Soy beans (containing about 19% fat) were fed
with corn to swine in the ratio of 10.82 to 1. “The lot [of
pigs] on corn and soy beans evinced an unaccountable dislike
for the ration. The corn was of excellent quality and the soy
beans seemed in every way clean and sweet. The variety
used was Medium Green. Another variety was also tried but
without greater success. The dislike of pigs for soy beans is
an individual peculiarity which is not possessed by all, but
which is rather common.” Tables show: (1) Composition
of the different foods (incl. soy beans) on a percent fresh
basis. (2) Digestible nutrients in the various foods (gm/
kg). Corn supplemented with soy beans does not furnish
enough mineral matter of the amounts and kinds required for
maximum growth of bones. “The rations of corn alone and
of corn and soy beans produced the least bone. The rations
of corn supplemented by tankage and by skim milk produced
the most bone.” Address: 1. Ph.D., Chief of Nutrition. All:
Nutrition Dep., Wooster, Ohio.
1333. Gray, Dan T. 1915. Soybean pastures for hogs. North
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 24.
6 p. April. Revised in 1919 as North Carolina State College,
Extension Service, Extension Circular No. 85. 8 p.
• Summary: The value of soybean pasture, carrying capacity
of each acre of soybeans, and pounds of pork made on each
acre, are discussed. “Until the farmer sees his way clear
to make a permanent pasture, or has one already made, he
should keep out of the livestock business. It is, in fact, almost
impossible to realize a profit upon any kind of stock without
good pastures.” Unfortunately, southern farmers give all
their attention to cotton instead of to pastures. “Soybeans
have proven to be exceedingly valuable as a feed for hogs.”
Address: Chief, Animal Industry Div.
1334. Hackleman, J.C. 1915. Work and progress of the
agricultural experiment station: Farm crops. Missouri
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 131. p. 41-509.
April. See p. 475.
• Summary: The first section, titled “Experiments with
cowpeas and soybeans,” states: “About seventy varieties of
cowpeas and soybeans are being tested. Some varieties are
superior as hay producers while others are much better for
seed. The tests indicate that the proper width of row for seed
production is from thirty to thirty-six inches. About sixty
pounds of seed per acre of either cowpeas or soybeans gives
a greater yield than any other rate of seeding tried.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016) by

or about J.C. Hackleman in connection with soybeans. In
Sept. 1919 he relocated to the University of Illinois, where
he did very important soybean extension work.
1335. Snapp, R.R. 1915. Growing forage crops for hogs.
West Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No.
19. 4 p. April.
• Summary: “West Virginia is a forage producing state...
Hogs will eat almost any crop to advantage... Not later than
the last of May, the rye and crimson clover should be plowed
up and soy beans sown to furnish feed soon after the first of
August. If the rape has been pastured rather heavily it can be
plowed up during the latter part of June and another seeding
of soy beans made to turn into in the month of October. It is
a good plan to sow crimson clover in the beans the last time
they are cultivated to furnish additional forage...
“Management of pastures: West Virginia farmers will
usually find it better practice to pasture more heavily and for
shorter periods. Especially will this be true of such crops as
Canadian field peas, soy beans, and cow peas–crops that tend
to shatter and waste if not eaten when ripe.”
A table states that soy beans should be sown between
May 1 and July 15, broadcast or drilled at the rate of 3/4 to
1½ bu/acre. They will be ready to use as forage between
Aug.1 and Nov. 1. Address: Morgantown.
1336. McKee, W.D. 1915. Corn for hogging down: Ninetyday variety best adapted for this purpose. Cowpeas or
soybeans should be planted with the corn. Poland China
Journal (The) 1:10. May 10.
• Summary: “This is the year when the far-sighted farmer
will make the most of the possibilities of planting patches of
from extra early to late corn for hogging down.”
“Along with this early corn, plant a gallon or so of
cowpeas or soy beans. For myself, experience has led me
to prefer an early variety of soy beans–Austin, Early Black
Dwarf, or any of the reliable early varieties.
“I plant the corn in drills, then, with the same planter,
follow the same track and drill in the cow peas or soy beans;
it would really be a saving to buy an attachment for the
planter and plant both corn and peas (or beans) at the same
time.
“Give this corn as near level cultivation as the season
will permit–and at the last plowing sow five to seven pounds
of rape. The corn, being a small variety, will not heavily
shade the ground as a rule, so the soy beans or cow peas and
rape will get plenty of sunshine and air, and all will come
along together like a bunch of meadowlarks in wheat stubble.
“As all who have tried it agree, by hogging down this
feed you get the manure evenly distributed over the field
and every corn plant, rape, soy bean and cow pea plant is
returned to that specific part of the field that produced it,
in a much better way than can be done by the most up-todate manure spreader–all without labor and all to a profit.”
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Address: Missouri Board of Agriculture.
1337. Beavers, J.C. 1915. Soy beans with corn: A good
combination for hogs, lambs and silos. Country Gentleman
80(20):28. May. 15.
• Summary: “In 1910 Dr. Isaac A. Smith, of Huntington
County, Indiana, grew six and a half acres of soy beans,
which were hogged off. The hogs were turned on the field
during the first half of September and remained on the field
about seventy days.”
“The amount of corn fed per acre of beans hogged off
was 27.5 bushels. The gain in live weight averaged 823
pounds an acre... If pork is valued at seven cents a pound
the return per acre would be $34.51. This is not a bad return
for a leguminous crop that is grown partly for the purpose of
improving the soil.”
“Another profitable way of growing soy beans for hogs
is to plant them in the rows with the corn. In the fall of 1914
Taylor Fouts, of Carroll County, Indiana, turned ninety-nine
head of Duroc-Jersey shotes into a small field of corn and
soy beans. This lot of hogs made an average gain of 961
pounds for each acre of corn and beans harvested in this way.
At seven cents a pound, the gain in live weight was worth
$67.27 an acre.
“For Indiana the Hollybrook is the best all-around
variety for growing with corn for the silo or to be hogged off.
Mikado is also a very good variety for either purpose... Sable
and Black Champion mature with the standard varieties of
corn growing in South Central Indiana.” A photo shows four
large hogs feeding on a field of soy beans planted with corn.
1338. Country Gentleman. 1915. Soy beans for all climates.
80(21):919. May 22.
• Summary: “After testing some 500 varieties of soy beans
the Federal Department of Agriculture is enthusiastic over
this legume as a crop of many uses for various sections of
the country. Though it is decidedly drought resistant the soy
bean can thrive under a greater amount of moisture than corn
or cowpeas; it make an excellent forage crop; the seed is
weevil proof; it makes valuable pasture and is a good soiling
crop, making from five to ten tons of green forage to the
acre.”
“’Variety is a matter of prime importance with the soy
bean,’ says W.J. Morse of the Federal Division of ForageCrop Investigations. ‘Early varieties should not be grown in
the South nor late ones in the North. At the present time there
are about fifteen varieties of soy beans handled commercially
by seedsmen. Of the 500 varieties tested by this Department
several have proved very promising in various sections of
the country and are now either on the market or ready for
distribution.’”
Some of the more important varieties are: Mammoth,
Hollybrook, Ito San, Guelph, Haberlandt, Medium Yellow,
Wilson, Peking, Tokio, Manchu, Black Eyebrow, and

Barchet. Details are given on each variety, including seed
color, early vs. late, best for seed vs. forage.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soy bean variety Black Eyebrow.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
which uses the spelling “Tokio” rather than “Tokyo” for this
variety.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen stating that
the USDA has tested about 500 varieties of soy beans.
1339. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1915. Wood’s seeds: Cow Peas
and Soja Beans... (Ad). Washington Post. May 23. p. 4.
• Summary: “... sown together make one of the largest
yielding, most nutritious and best of summer forage crops.
The Soja Beans help to hold up the Cow Peas, enabling
them to be cut and harvested to better advantage, at the same
time, owing to their oil and fat producing qualities, adding
considerably to their feeding value.
“In addition to producing a crop of forage, this crop
improves the condition and productiveness of the soil.”
Address: Seedsmen, Richmond, Virginia.
1340. U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1915. Soy bean plant
is valuable in South. Port Gibson Reveille (Port Gibson,
Mississippi). May 27. p. 5.
• Summary: “As hay, as a pasture plant, as ensilage with
corn, as a green manure crop, and as a human food–in
all these ways the soy bean is valuable to the southern
farmer. In general it may be said that it will succeed in the
United States wherever corn or cotton is cultivated, but it
is especially adapted to the cotton belt where the later and
larger varieties, which give yields that make their extensive
cultivation profitable, can be grown. No special labor or
machinery is necessary and the ordinary farm equipment will
meet all the requirements of the crop. The high yield of seed,
the excellent quality of its forage, the ease of growing and
harvesting it, and its freedom from insect enemies and plant
diseases, should all encourage its planting.
“The soy bean is an erect, rather hairy leguminous plant
which resembles somewhat the common field or navy bean.
It is also called the soja bean and the Manchurian bean and
in China and Japan is grown extensively for human food as
well as for forage and green manure. As an article of human
food its use should increase in this country also, for it can
be utilized in many different ways. Excellent results have
likewise been obtained when the seed or meal has been
substituted in the feeding ration for cottonseed or [linseed]
oil meal.
“The soil requirements of soy beans are similar to those
of corn, but the plants will make a satisfactory growth on
poorer soil than corn. The best results, perhaps, are obtained
on medium loams, although clay and sandy soils can be
made to produce good crops. The soy bean does not require
a well-drained soil, although a soil where water stands for
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a considerable length of time is not desirable. It is able to
withstand a greater amount of moisture, however, than either
cowpeas or corn. The soy bean is also decidedly drought
resistant; much more so than the cowpea.
“Soil Preparation: Soy beans succeed best on a
thoroughly prepared soil. The land should be plowed early
and deep, fitted, and then harrowed at intervals until the
beans are planted. The young plants of soy beans are not
able to push their way through a hard crust as are corn and
cowpeas. Thus, to insure a good stand, the seed should have
a light covering of loose, mellow soil.
“The use of commercial fertilizers is recommended
where sandy soil predominates or the soil is of low fertility.
Where fertilizers are used good results have been obtained
by using a dressing of stable manure or 200 to 300 pounds
of acid phosphate and 100 pounds of muriate of potash. In
using the commercial fertilizer it is well to apply broadcast
before the beans are planted. Lime has been found almost
invariably to increase the yield.
“Inoculation: Soy beans, like other legumes, when well
inoculated add much nitrogen to the soil. Natural inoculation
now occurs quite generally throughout the soy bean region
of the southern United States. In localities where the crop
has not been previously grown, however, it is advisable to
inoculate. Inoculation may be most certainly secured by
applying soil from an old soy bean field, using 300 to 500
pounds of soil to the acre, or by dusting the seed with such
soil before sowing.
“Seeding and Cultivation: Soy beans may be sown at
any time after danger of severe frosts is over, ranging from
early spring until midsummer. In the cotton region two crops
of the early and medium-early varieties can be grown in a
single season by planting the first early. As a rule, however,
the late varieties and preferable in the South and should be
planted about the same time as corn.
“Soy bean are grown either in cultivated rows or
broadcast, depending on the purpose for which they are
grown. The row method is preferable in weedy land and
usually gives larger yields of hay and practically always of
seed. The general practice for seed production is the row
method, 30 to 48 inches apart. For hay, soiling, or green
manure a drilled or broadcast crop furnishes a finer quality of
forage. In rows, from 20 to 30 pounds of seed to the acre are
required; when sown broadcast or drilled with an ordinary
grain drill. By covering the feed cups not in use, the distance
between rows can be adjusted as desired. The cotton planter
has also been found satisfactory for use in planting large
fields. For small fields the ordinary garden drill does well.
“Under proper soil conditions soy beans germinate in
three to five days. As soon as the seedling plants appear
above the ground cultivation may begin. Soy beans should
receive at least three cultivations.
“Soy beans may be combined advantageously in many
systems of crop rotation. The cash value of the seed is

sufficient to encourage the growing of these beans as one
of the main crops of the rotation. In the South soy beans
are adapted to practically the same place in rotations as
are cowpeas. In some localities a soy bean crop is grown
between two wheat crops and in other parts between two oat
crops. Wheat, winter oats, and winter barley may follow soy
beans. Where a whole season can be devoted to soy beans in
the South two crops of early varieties can be grown in place
of one late variety. By this practice much larger yields can be
obtained where seed production is the object.
“Mixtures: Soy beans may be satisfactorily grown in
combination with other crops, thus affording a greater variety
and a larger yield of forage. A mixture of soy beans and
cowpeas makes a very satisfactory hay. Soy beans are more
generally grown with corn than any other crop. When sown
in rows with sorghum or Sudan grass they have given very
good results.
“Soy bean hay makes a very nutritious feed and is
relished by all kinds of stock. The chief value of the hay lies
in its high content of digestible protein. Feeding experiments
indicate that soy bean hay is fully equal to alfalfa hay. The
use of this hay, which can be grown on the farm, should
reduce the quantity of feed which is necessary to purchase.
“Soy beans may be cut for hay at any time from the
setting of the seed until the leaves begin to turn yellow. The
crop is best fitted for hay when the pods are well formed.
Soy bean hay is cured much more readily than cowpea hay.
The yields of hay range from one to three tons to the acre,
and occasionally four tons to the acre are cut.
“The soy bean may be utilized to advantage for pasture
for all kinds of stock, the most profitable method, perhaps,
being to pasture with hogs, supplementing the corn ration.
Corn and soy beans may be grown together and then
pastured down. In this way the crop is not only profitable in
feeding value but also in the increase of soil fertility due to
the manure and refuse vines.
“Soy Beans for Soiling: Among soiling crops the soy
bean has an important place. Having a high protein value,
the crop may be fed to good advantage with less nitrogenous
crops, such as corn, sorghum, and millet. The great variation
in the maturity of the varieties makes it possible to have
a succession of forage throughout the greater part of the
summer and fall.
“The use of soy beans alone as ensilage is not to be
recommended. Good results are reported where beans and
corn are mixed, three parts of corn and one part of soy beans,
in filling the silo. This silage keeps well, is readily eaten
by stock, and the animals show good gains in flesh or milk
production.
“Soy beans have also proved a profitable crop when
grown for seed, but the industry has only been developed
in a few sections. Finally a valuable vegetable oil can be
expressed from the bean and the cake that remains fed
advantageously to all kinds of live stock.”
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Note: It would be interesting to know who wrote this
very informative and balanced article.
1341. Tagart, Frank. 1915. Soja beans valuable for hay
and forage: Also as a soil restorer–an excellent legume to
plant with corn and other crops. Daily Charlotte Observer
(Charlotte, North Carolina). May 30. p. 21, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: “The soy bean, also called the soja bean, is
rapidly coming into favor in the South and bids fair to rival
the cow pea as a hay and forage crop. It is also valuable as
green manure. When properly manipulated, the soja bean
roots have been shown to produce more nitrogen than the
cow pea.
“Many agriculturists consider the soja bean a pea, and
the cow pea a bean. This is not correct as they are neither
‘Fish, fowl nor good red herring,’ neither one nor the other,
resembling equally both the pea and bean.
“In the growing and handling of the soja bean, special
machinery is not necessary. It can easily be handled with
ordinary farm machinery. It can be grown in almost all parts
of the United States. In other words, it can be grown and will
succeed wherever corn and cotton will grow. It is especially
adapted to the cotton belt. While the requirements are very
similar to corn, it will be found to grow on poorer soil than
corn.
“For ensilage purposes, mixed at the rate of three to
one with corn [3 parts corn and 1 part soja], it makes a well
balanced ration, but is not recommended for this purpose by
itself.
“The soja bean is an excellent legume to plant with corn.
If properly inoculated, it will supply the corn with nitrogen,
and will shade the ground, holding the moisture. Further, it
will prevent attacks of ‘Chinch Bug.’ Whether on account of
its peculiar smell or its desire for dryer soil, is not generally
known.
“Mr. William C. Smith in issue of Country Gentleman of
April 10 [1915] reports as follows:
“’Soy beans sown with corn in this manner do not
injure the corn in the least, no matter how dry the season
may be, and both crops mature to perfection. I speak from
both experience and close observation. Last September I
examined several hundred acres of soy beans drilled with
corn, and large fields of corn planted without beans, grown
side by side upon different kinds of soils, and in not one
single instance did I find that the beans had injured the corn.
I saw corn making 80 to 90 bushels to the acre with heavy
crops of soy beans growing with the corn; the owners were
not only getting two valuable crops from the same soil in
the same season, but as their soybeans were thoroughly
inoculated they were putting back into their soil the precious
and costly element nitrogen.’
To prepare the soil for sowing of the soja bean, you
plow from seven to 8 inches deep in early Spring and work
the soil as you would for planting corn. It is advisable to

place considerable stress on careful and complete preparation
of the seed bed. There are several methods of planting. The
beans may be sown broad-cast or put through a drill, or
you can put the seed in the corn planter, using the smallest
drill plate, and drill as you would corn. Or plant two feet
apart with the drill when they can be easily cultivated and
so enable the farmer to keep down weeds. This method is
strongly recommended where the planter intends to sow
alfalfa in the fall. The culture of soja beans differs in no
particular from that of corn, except that it is best not to
cultivate when the leaves of the plant are wet with dew or
rain, as the soil then adheres to the leaves, this seeming to
favor the development of rust and disease.
“In the eastern portion of North Carolina, soja beans
are largely grown for seed as an industry. In a large portion
of this State the bacteria is [sic, are] naturally in the ground.
However it is wisest to inoculate with some pure culture
which will insure nitrogen nodules forming on the roots.
Unless the bacteria is in the soil naturally or the bean has
been inoculated, however fine the growth, it will bear no
nodules on its roots the first season and consequently have no
value as a nitrogen gatherer and storer.
“There is no other crop so easily grown that can be used
to such advantage as the soja bean. They will strive [sic,
thrive] in almost any kind of soil and are extremely hardy,
resisting drought and enduring more water than corn. There
is no other raw vegetable product known which contains
such a high percentage of digestable [sic, digestible] protein
and fat in such an easily digestable form.
“It is often planted with the cow pea, the two together
making an excellent stand. The creeping cow pea supporting
itself around the soja bean, and as the pea will grow in a
slightly acid and the bean in a neutral one, there will rarely
be found any bare patches.
“If there is any disadvantage, it is that the cow pea will
take slightly longer to cure than the soja bean.
“Soja beans, like the cow pea, require a warm seed-bed.
As the seed of both plants are liable to rot if planted in a
cold bed. Naturally, the time to plant is when the ground has
become thoroughly warmed. This varies according to altitude
and latitude.
“If grown for grain, we have a concentrate of greater
value than wheat bran and equal to linseed meal. The protein,
carbohydrates and fat are the three constituents of feeds.
The protein is the valuable and expensive constituent. The
relative value of the soja bean is shown therefore by the
following figures which give the percentage composition of
the four crops.”
The four crops in the table are Bran, Linseed, Soja
Bean, and Cow Pea. Each contains the following amount of
protein, carbohydrates and fat:
Bran: 15.4, 53.9, 4.0
Linseed: 32.9, 35.0, 7.0
Soja Bean: 34.0, 28.0, 16.0
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Cow Pea: 10.3, 70.4, 5.0
“If the soil is very acid, be sure and apply lime before
planting as the soja bean, in spite of its hardiness, needs
more lime than the cow pea.”
1342. Nollau, E.H. 1915. The amino-acid content of certain
commercial feedingstuffs and other sources of protein (Open
Access). J. of Biological Chemistry 21(1):611-14. May. [2
ref]
• Summary: “It is probably not too Utopian to expect that
protein feeding in the future will be based rather on the
amino-acid makeup than on the results of past feeding
experiments.”
“The relatively large amount of lysine present in the
soy bean..., hemp-seed, and sunflower seed is especially
noteworthy... The high ammonia content and the low lysine
content of gluten (wheat) and gluten flour is marked.
Table I shows the “Distribution of nitrogen in various
protein substances.” Soy bean, the first of the 22 substances
listed, contains (N = Nitrogen): Ammonia N 12.97%.
Melanin N 3.69. Cystine N 1.52%. Arginine N 15.52%.
Histidine N 2.60%. Lysine N 7.02%. Mono-amino acid
N (Amino N of filtrate) 48.76%. Proline, oxyproline,
tryptophane, etc. (Non-amino N of filtrate) 7.12%. Total
99.20%. Address: Chemical Lab., Kentucky Agric. Exp.
Station, Lexington, Kentucky.
1343. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1915. Why not more
crops. June 6. p. X9.
• Summary: From Breeders’ Gazette, Chicago: “The staple
crops grown on farms in this country are wheat, corn,
cotton and oats, clover and timothy. Rye, alfalfa, barley,
flax, sorghum, sugar beets, potatoes and a few others are
equally popular in scattered regions... For use as catch or
supplemental crops, adapted to soiling, grazing, haymaking
or winter feeding, there are dependable crops like rape,
soybeans, cow peas, millet, sorghum field peas, turnips,
carrots and mangels.”
“Soybeans are usually planted a little later than corn...
These and other crops not only make excellent feed,... but
some of them produce seed which can be sold at good prices,
as cow peas and soybeans for example.”
1344. Goll, Davis. 1915. Soy beans for seed: The
methods followed by a small grower. Country Gentleman
80(24):1024-25. June 12.
• Summary: Harvesting soy beans is a major problem. “To
control the weeds, I had turned much dirt toward the bean
plants, so the rows were ridged. Consequently the lower pods
were lying on the ground. I had hoped to cut the crop with
a mower, but I found I could not run the mower low enough
without causing much waste. Furthermore, mowing shattered
the seed from the pods. After asking the advice of several
soy-bean experts I determined to harvest the crop by hand,

pulling the roots from the soil.”
“Threshing: I found that one man could pull about one
and a half acres of beans a day, but he was mighty tired at
night. The beans were piled in small stacks over the field and
allowed to dry out for a day before being hauled to the mow,
where they were stored until threshing time. I used a canvas
in the bottom of each hay frame when hauling the beans to
the barn in order to prevent loss of seed. I allowed the beans
to cure out in the mow for about two months before I looked
for a threshing outfit.”
Photos show: (1) A soybean plant with removed leaves
to show pods and roots. (2) Two horses pulling a mower
equipped with a side-delivery attachment to harvest a soybean crop for seed or hay. (3) A tall, uprooted soybean plant
with a ruler in front of it. Caption: “Soy beans attain a height
of three and a half to four feet on strong land.”
1345. M’Millan Bros. Seed Co. 1915. Classified ad: Cow
peas and soja beans. Washington Post. June 20. p. A8.
• Summary: “Sown together make one of the largest
yielding, most nutritious and best of the summer forage
crops. Soja Beans–$2.75 per bu. Whippoorwill Peas–$2.25
per bu.
“Sow at the rate of one bushel Cowpeas and one-half
bushel Soja Beans per acre.” Also sells “Sweet Potato
Draws” and “seed potatoes for the fall crop.” Note: A
“draw” is one of the young spring shoots of the sweet potato.
Address: 12 Broad St., Atlanta, Georgia.
1346. A.C. 1915. The valuable soybean: How to grow and
feed this crop properly. Indiana Farmer 70(27):12. July 3.
• Summary: “A crop that is new in many sections of the
state and an entire stranger to others is the soy bean crop.
It is just beginning to be recognized by many farmers as
an excellent crop for building up the soil as well as being a
money maker. If the merits of soybeans were better known
they would be as common as any of our standard crops. I
have raised soy beans for several years and have been more
than satisfied with them. Many farmers in recent years find
it difficult to get a stand of clover and as that is the only
legume crop raised on most farms it is very difficult to keep
up the fertility of the soil. Where the merits of the soy bean
are known a failure of the clover crop is not at all a serious
matter. When the clover fails soy beans are raised in place
of the clever and the soil is not deprived of its source of
nitrogen nor is the field thrown out of its regular rotation.
“If the soy bean was only a soil builder it would be
worthy of every farmers attention but besides being that it
is an excellent hay plant and produces a good crop of grain
highly prized on account of its high protein content.
“I prepare ground for soy beans the same as if corn was
to be raised and for a grain crop drill in rows and cultivate
the same also. I use a common two horse corn drill with
bean plates for planting the crop. My rows are three feet
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apart as that is as close as can be cultivated with the regular
corn cultivator. A half bushel of seed to the acre is about
the right amount when planted in rows and cultivated. They
may be drilled solid with a wheat drill setting the drill for
two bushels of oats. About a bushel and a half to the acre is
needed this way. This method does well for a hay crop but is
not as good as cultivated for a grain crop. Soy beans should
be cultivated much the same as corn.
“Feeding Soy Beans to Hogs: If the hogs are turned in
when the leaves begin to turn yellow they will show their
gratitude by making very profitable gains and will continue
to do so as long as any forage is left.
“The soy bean is not a complete ration and should be
supplemented with half a feed of corn. I have no figures
as to the worth of soy beans when used as a hog feed
in connection with corn but one of the officials of our
experiment station in a conversation with me placed their
value as three times that of corn. As they yield from fifteen
to twenty five bushels per acre on good ground it may be
readily seen that they are a valuable crop when fed to hogs.
“Harvesting the Beans: Another method that has much
to commend it is to plant soy beans and corn in the same row
and hog down both the beans and corn. There will be very
little if any difference in the yield of corn and the beans will
do well.
“When allowed to ripen and then harvested and threshed
they take the place of high priced protein concentrates. The
protein content of the grain is thirty per cent which compares
very favorably with cotton seed meal, tankage, etc. A
common mowing machine using a clover buncher, or mowed
and raked like hay, are the prevailing methods of harvesting.
Care must be taken that they do not become too ripe before
cutting or they shatter badly. The greatest trouble I have
experienced is to get a thresherman to pull his machine out
for a small job. They may be fed whole or ground but I think
it pays well to feed them ground.
“About the time the pods are half developed is the best
time to cut for hay. The hay yield is from one and a half to
three tons per acre. The method of hay making with this crop
is not much different than that used with alfalfa. They should
be mowed and partly cured then put in cocks and left a day
or two before storing. The market for grain and hay are not
yet developed as the markets are for corn, wheat, etc., but in
the course of time no doubt our elevator men will be anxious
to buy both grain and hay. There is however at the present
time a healthy demand for good seed at remunerative figures.
“There are many varieties of soy beans but very few
of them are adapted to our climate. Much care should be
exercised in buying seed. The early Brown [Early Brown]
and Ito San are probably the best for Indiana but in the
central and southern parts of the state later varieties such as
Black Beauty, Hollybrook. Mikado and Sable are successful.
I raise the Early Brown exclusively and find no reason to
raise any other. Southern grown seed must not be used as

they will not mature in our climate even if early varieties are
used.
“Inoculation: A great part of the fertilizing properties of
the plant is its ability to gather nitrogen from the air and store
it in the nodules on the roots. If the ground is not inoculated
these nodules will not form and a great part of the fertilizing
feature is lost although the plants thrive about as well when
not inoculated as they do when they are inoculated. A
common though not the only way of inoculation is to take
soil from around the roots of inoculated plants. A half gallon
of such soil will inoculate an acre of ground. Most growers
of seed can supply inoculated soil.
“The cowpea is another crop similar to the soy bean.
The soy bean however produces a much heavier grain crop
and about the same amount of hay. The cowpea is of a viney
nature while the soy bean grows erect making it much more
easily harvested. While I have raised both cowpeas and
soybeans for several reasons I much prefer the soy bean.”
Address: Rush Co., Indiana.
1347. Country Gentleman. 1915. The R.F.D. letter box:
Experts’ answers to readers’ questions. 80(28):1147. July 10.
• Summary: “Fattening beef: Is any one of the following
combinations sufficient for fattening beef? First, corn,
soy-bean hay arid fodder; second, corn, cowpea hay and,
fodder; third, corn, mixture of soy-bean and cowpea hay. Is
the following a good rotation? Corn, first year; soy beans or
cowpeas, second year; corn, third year, and so on. B.P., Ohio.
“The three combinations suggested are all desirable and
will supply sufficient food nutrients to fatten cattle. Results
of experiments with soy-bean or cowpea hay show that the
feeding value of the two is nearly equal, varying a little with
the condition of the hay. A ration of twelve to fifteen pounds
of corn and twelve to fourteen pounds of soy-bean or cowpea
hay as a daily allowance for a 1000-pound steer will give
satisfactory results. If a mixture of the two roughages is fed
about the same allowance should be made. If the corn is fed
as ear or shelled corn a sufficient number of hogs should
follow the cattle to consume all waste or undigested corn
passing through the cattle.
“The rotation of corn and soy beans or cowpeas may
be successfully carried out, but is not looked upon as the
most desirable. It is too short a rotation and does not allow
for a grass crop to provide a sod to be plowed under. A fouryear rotation of grain, grass, corn and soy beans or cowpeas
would be best suited to most farms. If there is some reason
for the short rotation there is no objection. W.H.T.”
1348. Stabler, Harry Snowden. 1915. Cows and cowpeas:
They’re building up a run-down North Carolina farm.
Country Gentleman 80(29):1171, 1180. July 17.
• Summary: “Year before last this farm, on a valuation of
$100 an acre, yielded Mr. French an income of more than six
per cent, plus $1000 for his part of the year’s work. The first
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week in May of this year there were ninety acres in timothy
and herd’s grass mixed, twelve acres in soy beans, thirty-five
acres in wheat, twenty-five acres in winter oats, thirty acres
in corn and forty-eight acres in pasture. One third of the land
on which these crops are growing was worthless as it stood
originally; and there are hundreds of thousands of acres in
the South just like it...”
“’Rye and crimson clover make one of the best
combinations for soil binding and humus making, especially
in the hills. This also makes a fine early spring pasture for
stock until the grass of the permanent pasture is right. The
rye and clover land can then be plowed and put in early corn
and soy beans, which in themselves make a good balanced
ration, and can be conveniently fed in the bundle.’
“Mr. French considers the Mammoth Yellow soy beans
superior to cowpeas for the reason that they make just as
much nitrogen, more hay, more seed, cost less, and they
stand dry weather far better. There are twelve acres in soy
beans at present on this farm.”
1349. Washington Post. 1915. In Uncle Sam’s government
departments. July 25. p. RE3.
• Summary: In the section titled “Agriculture”: “W.J. Morse,
scientific assistant in forage crop work of the bureau of plant
industry, will be away until the middle of August inspecting
experiments with cow peas, soy beans and other forage crops
in North Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, Texas,
Arkansas, Tennessee, and Missouri.”
“Prof. C.V. Piper, agrostologist in charge of the forage
crop investigations of the department, spent last week at New
London, Ohio, inspecting cultural experiments in timothy
and other forage crops.”
1350. Country Gentleman. 1915. Everyman’s garden: Crops
that will make the garden rich. 80(31):1240. July 31.
• Summary: “The gardener who can buy, at a reasonable
price, all the stable manure he needs is the exception.”
“If the ground is to be planted or trenched again this
fall, there is still time to grow a heavy covering of beans, soy
beans, cowpeas or field peas. The last named are the hardiest
and will stand light freezing. If you have a horse or a cow
any of these may be fed green or cured for hay, while the
stubble and the roots improve the mechanical condition of
the soil and add humus and nitrogen.”
“Interplant With the Vegetables: Cowpeas are more
like beans than peas. New Era is a rapid-growing variety;
a peck will be sufficient for a plot fifty by a hundred feet.
Soy beans somewhat resemble garden beans, but grow very
much larger. A good method of utilizing these is to have a
supply on hand, and interplant them with other crops that
will mature within two or three weeks. Planted in this way,
between the rows of sweet corn, early potatoes, lettuce,
radishes, and so forth, the beans will have the ground well
covered soon after the other crops are off, with a valuable

supply of humus-forming material to be turned under just
before killing frosts. They mature in about a hundred days,
but for spading under they may be sown now. Plant as you
would ordinary dwarf beans.”
“Assure Success by Inoculation: Success with the
various legumes cannot be made certain, even when good
seed is used and conditions are favorable, unless the bacteria
that live upon the particular kind of plants to be sown are
present in the soil.
“When a crop of the same kind has been grown on
your piece of ground, even if a number of years before,
the soil will usually be found all right in this respect. But
when a new thing is to be used artificial inoculation may
be employed, at very little cost, to make success more sure.
Soil in which plants of the same kind have been grown will
answer the purpose. It should be freshly dug, kept from the
sunlight, applied on a cloudy day or late in the afternoon, and
immediately harrowed or raked in; otherwise, the bacteria
may be killed in the operation. A peck or two will make an
ample dressing for a fifty-by-fifty-foot plot.
“Inoculation with artificial cultures has now come into
general use. Like many other of the newer methods, you will
find that it is very simple.
“The bacteria are kept and transported in a ‘medium’
or jelly, which must be diluted according to direction and
spread over the seeds, which are then thoroughly mixed so
that each one receives a thin coating of the solution. The
bacteria, which live and work upon the roots, are ready
to take up their abode immediately the plant germinates.
Usually where one kind of clover has been grown others can
be started without any trouble.
“But when you plant things which you have not grown
in your garden before, such as winter vetch, soy beans,
cowpeas or alfalfa, or for garden peas and beans, if you do
not seem to have success with them, get a small bottle of the
bacteria and inoculate your seed before planting.
“As in the case of the bacteria in the soil, those in the
artificial culture are very quickly injured by exposure to the
bright sunshine or to any drying wind. The seed should not
be treated until you are all ready to plant.”
An oval photo shows the roots of a legume containing
many nodules: “The nitrogen-fixing bacteria live on the roots
of the legumes.”
1351. Robert, J.C. 1915. Preliminary report on the economic
value of the soybean. Jackson, MS: Mississippi Agricultural
College, Tucker Printing House. 15 p. July 1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (incl. brief soy bean
history). Composition of soybeans. Feeding value. Relation
to soil fertility (nitrogen fixation, vegetable matter or
humus). Yield of soybeans (shelled seed and hay). Uses of
soybeans (milk, paints, etc.). Soybeans a valuable crop for
the Southern farmer.
“The refined oil is used as a substitute for olive oil.
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Soybean milk and soybean cheese [tofu] are extensively
used as an article of diet in the Orient. The cheese is made
as follows:... magnesium chloride being added to precipitate
the solution, which is hung in fine mesh cloth–and cottage
cheese is obtained.
“In 1912 there was established [by Li Yu-ying] at Les
Vales [sic, Valles], France, a large factory for the production
of a variety of soybean food. Among these varieties were
milk, cheese, casein, oils, bread, biscuits, flour, jellies, cakes,
and sauces” (p. 12-13).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2011) that contains the term “soybean food.”
“Varnishes made from soybean oil are extensively used,
though when subjected to exposure they seem not to wear
quite as well as those made from linseed oil. For internal
painting purposes, however, these varnishes are equal in
every respect to those made from linseed oil. Soybean oils
are used extensively in the manufacture of linoleums and
table cloths, and for the manufacture of printing ink, and of
enamel paints” (p. 14).
“Soybeans a valuable crop for the Southern farmer:
As an article of human food, soybeans may become an
important factor with us. We have used soybean meal made
from our crop of 1913 and 1914 and had for breakfast
excellent cakes. These cakes were made from wheat flour
and soybean meal, and wheat flour and corn meal. Various
proportions were used, sour milk and soda being added.
Cakes made from equal parts of wheat flour and soybean
meal were very palatable.
“Soybeans seem to be one of the most promising crops
before the Southern farmer. Every particle of the plant has
economic value, and a great number of commercial products
are produced from the seed. It seems that the machinery
of our cotton seed oil mills is suited to the manufacture of
soybean meal and oil. The soybean straw is a good stock
food... Therefore, soybeans offer a golden opportunity to the
grain and cotton farmers, the live stock producers and the
soil builders” (p. 14).
Photos show: (1) Numerous sacks of soybeans and
oil cake in the Orient awaiting shipment (front cover). (2)
People cleaning and resacking soybeans for shipment (front
cover). (3) Five different varieties of soybeans, Including
Virginia (p. 2). (4) Soybean root tubercles, natural size
(p. 7). (5) Several osier bins used for storing soybeans (p.
13). (6) Southern Manchurian railway cars, with sacks of
soybeans (p. 13). (7) Seven varieties of soy pods and beans:
Guelph, Ito San, Buckshot, Austin, Hollybrook, Haberlandt,
Mammoth (p. 15).
Tables show: (1) Percentage composition of different
soybean varieties (most have values for two years, 1913
and 1914): Wilson, Arlington, Jet, Brown, Tokyo, 19981-A,
Mammoth, Small Yellow, Amherst, Ito San, Holly Brook
[Hollybrook], Peking, Acme, Virginia, Black, Brachet
[Barchet], Dwarf Green, Cloud. For each is given moisture,

ash, fat, protein, nitrogen free extract, fiber. (2) Plant food
elements in farm crops (N, P, and K, including soybeans as
grain, hay, or straw). (3) Yield of soybeans (in lb shelled seed
and lb of hay per acre): In 1911 in Mississippi: Hollybrook,
Black Soybeans, Brown Soybeans, Small Yellow, Mammoth
Yellow. The highest yields were from Small Yellow–2,600
lb seed and 5,500 lb hay. In 1912: Brown Soybean,
Black Soybean, Hollybrook, Dwarf Green, Small Yellow,
Mammoth Yellow, Haberlandt. Again the highest yields were
from Small Yellow–2,680 lb seed and 5,200 lb hay. (4) Farm
account with the soil in proposed three-year crop rotation
(NPK balance incl. soybeans for hay, grain, or straw). (5)
Proposed three-year rotation system for long-pine section of
Mississippi (1915-1917).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Virginia.
Note 2. This is the earliest published English-language
document seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “soybean
oil.”
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “Soybean milk.”
Note 4. This is also the earliest English-language
document seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soybean
cheese” to refer to tofu.
Note 5. This is also the earliest English-language
document seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soybean
meal” to refer a type of edible soy flour. Address: Director of
the Station, School of Agriculture, and Prof. of Agronomy,
Agricultural College, Mississippi.
1352. Starr, Chester G. 1915. Relation of sanitation to swine
management. Purdue University (Indiana) Department of
Agricultural Extension, Extension Bulletin No. 40. 12 p. July.
• Summary: Page 7: “A succession of pastures sown to rape,
clover, rye, alfalfa, soy beans alone, or soy beans and corn
insures a succession of clean lots, clean feed and minimum
expense in production of pork by cheapening costs of gains
and the better health of the hogs.” Address: Dep. of Animal
Husbandry, Purdue Univ. Experiment Station.
1353. Williams, C.B. 1915. Soy-bean growing in North
Carolina. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Circular No. 31. 8 p. July. Reprint.
• Summary: Contents: History. The growing plant.
Distribution in North Carolina. Suitable varieties (for seed
production and for hay production). Selecting and preparing
the soil. Inoculation essential. Fertilization. Seeding and
cultivation. Soy beans in mixtures (with cowpeas, sweet
sorghum, or millet). Harvesting for hay. Soy beans for soil
improvement. Soy beans for soiling purposes. Soy beans for
pasturage.
“The soy bean is probably a native of tropical Africa
and was introduced into the southeastern part of Asia more
than 3,000 years ago by ancient travelers between Zanzibar
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and India or Ceylon... The bean was carried to England in
1790 and was introduced into the United States from Japan
in 1860. It has been successfully cultivated in the Southern
States for many years, where it has been grown for soil
improvement and as a forage crop. In Japan and China it
is grown chiefly as a human food. It is also known as Soja
Bean, Coffee Berry and Japan Pea.”
In North Carolina, the soy bean “is grown more or less
from the seashore to the western boundary, but at the present
time is chiefly produced in the northeastern part of the
State.”
“Inoculation Essential: Soy beans, like other legumes,
are characterized by their ability to take free nitrogen from
the air, if the soil is inoculated with the proper bacteria for
this crop. In growing soy beans on land for the first time,
especially in a locality where this crop has not been grown
previously, it will usually pay to inoculate the soil by one
of the methods generally recommended, either using soil
from an inoculated field or one of the commercial cultures.
The latter may now be secured at very reasonable prices.
In some parts of the State I would say, however, that the
bacteria suitable for inoculating this crop seem to be quite
widely distributed in the soil. When soy beans are planted on
inoculated soil the second year, it will usually be found that
nodules are present on the roots in large numbers by natural
inoculation. Experiments have shown that something like
50 per cent more nitrogen was found in the stems and leaves
of soy beans which were planted on inoculated soil than in
those grown on uninoculated soil.”
Fertilization: If “the soil is poor, it will pay to make an
application of barn-yard manure or add sufficient cotton-seed
meal, dried blood, fish scrap, or other commercial carriers of
nitrogen to give the fertilizer mixture used on the beans 1 to
2 per cent nitrogen. Ordinarily, from 200 to 400 pounds of
16 per cent acid phosphate and 25 to 50 pounds of muriate of
potash will supply the necessary amount of phosphoric acid
and potash needed by this crop when grown on average soils
in the eastern part of the State.”
Photos show: (1) Soy beans drilled in corn rows (p. 1).
(2) A man standing in a field of soy beans sown broadcast
on “black land” for hay (p. 3). (3) A field of soy beans with
two barns in the distance (p. 5). Address: Chief, Div. of
Agronomy, NCES [North Carolina Experiment Station],
Raleigh and West Carolina.
1354. Washington Post. 1915. ‘Soy’ bean as war food:
German dieticians experiment with it in many prison camps.
Product used in Worcestershire sauce is declared by many to
be highly nourishing. Aug. 1. p. M8.
• Summary: “Berlin, July 31.–Protracted experiments with
the Japanese ‘soy’ or ‘soja’ bean, out of which, among other
things, Worcestershire sauce is made, are being conducted
with a view to determine whether this vegetable, which can
be and is raised in Germany, cannot be used in the many

prison camps.”
“In the Far East the soja bean is in great demand, both
for human and animal food products, and also for the oil it
contains. Next to rice it forms one of the principal articles
of the food supply in some Eastern countries, especially
when combined with cereals and salt. It also plays an
important part in sauces and spices. The milk from this bean
approximates ordinary milk in nutritive value, and cheese
can be made from it.
“When combined with 30 or 40 per cent white flour, the
meal of the soja bean lends itself to a tasty and nourishing
bread which has been found to be especially good for
diabetics because of the high percentage of albumen and
fat contained. The roasted soja beans also make a good
substitute for coffee. The soja plant forms a good fodder for
cattle.”
Note: A similar article “New sources of food supply”
appeared in The Friend Sentinel (Friend, Nebraska) (5 Aug.
1915, p. 2, col. 1).
1355. Country Gentleman. 1915. The R.F.D. letter box.
80(32):1266. Aug. 7.
• Summary: “Feed for Finishing Steers: Is any one of the
following combinations a sufficient ration for fattening beef:
First, corn and soy beans and shredded corn fodder; second,
corn and cowpeas and shredded corn fodder; third, corn
and a mixture of soy beans and cowpeas and shredded corn
fodder? B.P., Ohio.
“Any one of the rations listed might be sufficient to
finish steers, but whether the gains would be profitable
or not is a different question. If used, the corn and beans
or peas should be fed in the proportions of about four to
one. The absence of any succulent material in the feeds is
serious, while the presence of corn and corn fodder in any
considerable amount argues the need for a silo on the farm.
“Soy beans or cowpeas, or both, will make a fairly
satisfactory substitute for cottonseed meal in steer feeding,
and are fed in about the same amounts. If identical in
price cottonseed meal might make gains somewhat more
economically. There has been little experimental feeding of
cowpeas to steers, because the yield is small in the Middle
West; the peas ripen irregularly, and the price is high. When
grown for feed in that section they are commonly used as
forage.
“Soy beans are heavier yielders and have been fed
to steers with fairly satisfactory results. They seem to
be especially good for short feeding periods, but after
three months or more steers consuming them may lose
their keenness of appetite, and gains will decline slightly.
Probably because of the very high fat content, soy-beanfed cattle have lacked firmness of flesh, resulting in a slight
reduction in selling price.
“With silage at hand a daily ration more satisfactory than
any of those given and about as profitable as any to be had
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would be shelled corn twelve to fifteen pounds, corn silage
twenty to twenty-five pounds, soy-bean meal two and a half
to three pounds, and some shredded corn stover in addition.
G.G.”

Spanish peanut. This variety grows quickly and makes good
yields of forage and nuts, and at the same time adds nitrogen
to the land. It is particularly good for growing on sandy land,
where the nuts reach their best development.”

1356. Warburton, C.W. 1915. Legumes after grain: Crops
to produce fertility, forage, hay or cash. Country Gentleman
80(32):1276-77, 1808. Aug. 7.
• Summary: “Quick-Growing Crops to Plow Under: One of
the best methods of using land from which grain has been
harvested is to plant it to some quick-growing legume which
will add nitrogen to the soil and furnish a plentiful supply of
vegetable matter to plow under as green manure or to use as
forage for livestock. Cowpeas, soy beans and peanuts are the
best of these crops.
“The cowpeas and soy beans may be sown broadcast
with a grain drill or with a cotton planter. If the grain drill is
used they may be sown with all the holes open or, if the crop
is to be cultivated, only from every fourth hole. The usual
method is to sow broadcast or with all the holes of the drill
open.
“Except in the extreme South, where the grain crops
are harvested early and there is a long growing season, the
earlier varieties of cowpeas and soy beans should be chosen.
The better varieties of cowpeas for growing after grain are
the Whippoorwill, Brabham, Iron, New Era and Groit. In the
northern portion of the area, only early varieties like New
Era and Groit should be grown. Among the better and more
common varieties of soy beans are Ito San and Mammoth.
The Ito San and Medium Yellow are a month earlier in
maturing than the Mammoth. If the crop is to be cut for
hay, it is especially desirable to plant early varieties in order
that they may reach the proper stage of maturity while the
weather is yet good for curing. If the crop is to be pastured
off, early varieties are also desirable so that some seed will
be produced. If, however, it is to be plowed under for green
manure, the varieties should be chosen which will give the
heaviest growth. Among these are the Brabham and Iron
cowpeas and the Mammoth soy beans.
“The rate of seeding for both soy beans and cowpeas
naturally varies with the method of planting. If sown
broadcast, one bushel of soy beans or one to two bushels of
cowpeas are required to the acre. If sown thickly with the
grain drill, one bushel of either crop may be used; while if
planted in wide rows and cultivated, two to three pecks of
cowpeas or one and a half to two pecks of soy beans are
sufficient. Cowpeas and sorghum sown together make a
heavy yield of excellent hay or green forage. If sown in close
drills, one bushel of cowpeas and half a bushel of sorghum
should be used, while if grown in cultivated rows three pecks
of cowpeas and one to one and a half pecks of sorghum are
needed.”
“Another good leguminous crop to follow small grain,
particularly in the Carolinas and the Gulf States, is the

1357. Sunday Star (Washington, DC). 1915. With the ramble
[Prof. Charles V. Piper]. Aug. 15. Part 4.
• Summary: The long subtitle states: “With only a theory,
and without a clue to start with, Prof. Charles V. Piper of
the Department of Agriculture uses his powers of deductive
reasoning and discovers Sudan grass, the agricultural
sensation of recent years–Has revolutionized farm values
in arid and semi-arid regions–Grass the great economic
necessity of the world.” Discusses Prof. Piper’s research
on Sudan grass. For “the dry-land farmer of Texas, it is the
greatest boon that has ever happened.” Prof. Piper believes
that grass “is the great economic necessity of the world.”
Contains a brief biography of Prof. Piper. “A native of
the north Pacific coast,... Charles Vancouver Piper has been
an ardent student of plant life since boyhood. He began
to study botany at ten; at twelve he agitated the family
by bringing home specimens of skunk cabbage and other
odoriferous plants indigenous to the region.
“At sixteen he was president of the Young Naturalists,
a society of youths that studied the flora and fauna of
Western Washington, the studies sometimes extending to the
neighbors’ apple orchards. At eighteen he received the degree
of bachelor of science from the University of Washington.
That was in 1885. Seven years later that institution conferred
the degree of master of science on him, and later work at
Harvard [in Cambridge, Massachusetts] brought him the
same degree from that institution.
“Most of his real studying, however, has been done in
the field. In boyhood and early manhood he wandered over
the mountains and the valleys of the Pacific northwest ever
botanizing. Many plants new to science were found by him.
Part of his labors are embodied in a ponderous volume on
the flora of Washington state, published by the Smithsonian
Institution.
“From 1892 to 1903 he was professor of botany and
zoology at the Washington Agricultural College, where his
work attracted the attention of the Department of Agriculture.
This led, in 1903, to his being called to Washington as
agrostologist in charge of forage crop investigations in the
department’s bureau of plant industry, which means that he is
the ‘grass man’ of the department.”
Soy is not mentioned. A large photo shows Prof. Charles
V. Piper.
1358. Country Gentleman. 1915. Making summerlegume hay: How to cure green crops in showery weather.
80(34):1330. Aug. 21.
• Summary: “Many farmers have trouble in making good
hay from cowpeas or soy beans. Yet it is not so hard if one
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goes at the work with an understanding of the principles
involved and a willingness to adapt his methods to the
weather.
“The leaves are the most valuable part of these legume
hays, and the idea is to cure the hay so as to save the largest
possible proportion of the leaves. If wrong methods are used
the leaves become dry enough to crumble and shatter before
the stems are cured. Cowpeas are best for hay after they have
made their full growth and when the earliest pods are just
beginning to turn yellow. They are easier to cure at this stage,
too, than if cut green. If allowed to get much riper many of
the leaves will be lost. Soy beans are more easily cured and
make better hay if cut when in bloom. If left until the pods
are well grown the stems become hard and woody and the
half-filled pods are hard to cure.”
1359. Morse, W.J. 1915. Re: Report on trip to Experiment
Stations in Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire,
Vermont, and Massachusetts. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper,
Washington, DC, Aug. 28. 3 p. Handwritten, with signature
on USDA letterhead.
• Summary: Morse is writing from Lowville, New York,
where he was born and raised. “Dear Prof. Piper: During
the past week I have been at the Experiment Stations in
Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont, and
Massachusetts. The Manchurian varieties, which were sent
from the office this spring to these stations, in my opinion
were doing very nicely. A number of them should mature at
the stations and appear very promising as early grain strains.
Others appear to be of promise as forage strains being finer
and more suitable for hay. I found the men at the stations
much interested in securing the early grain variety. The
Manchu, Black Eyebrow, and 36653 appear to be the earliest
and I think all three will mature with possibly a few other
numbers. No other variety except the Ignotum (a variety
from E.E. Evans, West Branch, Michigan) approached ours
in earliness. The Guelph and Ito San are at least two weeks
later. The station men appeared very much interested in the
test.
As yet I have not looked into the soybean factory at
Clayville, but after leaving here Monday expect to look into
that matter. From Clayville, I expect to go to East Lansing,
Michigan, and then to Battle Creek, Michigan. I do not think
I shall stop at Elysia for I have given [Mr. E.E.] Evans our
note books to take fall notes. I think I can put my time in
better other places.
“I have been here since Thurs. and expect to leave here
Mon.
“Have had a very pleasant time here the past few days.
Had a rather heavy frost here last night. Very truly yours,...”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2012)
that mentions the soybean variety Ignotum–which was later
thought to be the same as Ogemaw.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.

Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1360. Williams, C.B. 1915. Soy bean for the North Carolina
farmer. Farmer and Mechanic (The) (Raleigh, North
Carolina). Aug. 31. p. 12.
• Summary: “China and Japan are the greatest producers
and consumers of soy beans in the world. In this country,
particularly so in the South, North Carolina is the state in
which this crop is most generally grown. Thousands of
bushels are shipped from this State to other parts of the
country each year. They grow from the seashore to the
Western boundary, but at the present time their growth
in a more or less intensive way is confined largely to the
northeastern counties of the State. In field trials that have
been made by the Division of Agronomy in different parts
of the State it has been found that this crop not only makes
a satisfactory growth throughout the eastern part of the State
but also in the mountain and Piedmont sections. In the upper
Piedmont and mountains it has been found by repeated
trials as well as by the farmers themselves that the soy bean
generally does better than do cowpeas as a summer growing
legume. The chief reason for this is that the soy bean is much
hardier than the cowpea and will continue growing much
later in the fall than will the pea. Again, the plants will stand
a light frost in the fall without injury while the cowpea will
stop growing when the nights become cool and will be killed
by the first light frost.
“Suitable Varieties: Of the two hundred or more
varieties that have been introduced into this country from
Japan, China, Manchuria and India, not more than a dozen
are commonly grown. In this State, it has been found that
where the growing season is short, as in the case of the upper
Piedmont and mountain sections, early maturing varieties
for seed production like the Wilson and Tar Heel [Tarheel]
generally do best. While in the eastern portion of the State,
Mammoth Yellow, Haberlandt, and Hollybrook are good
yielders.
In any portion of the State, for hay production, if the
seeding is made early enough, the Mammoth Yellow and
Haberlandt varieties are particularly well adapted. Serious
faults of many varieties are that they ripen unevenly and
the pods burst open when ripe and scatter the seed on the
ground. These qualities will have to be chiefly overcome by
the skilled plant breeder.
“Selecting and Preparing the Soil: Although this crop
will grow on a great variety of soils, it does its best growth
generally on mellow, fertile loams and clays. Soy beans
do fairly well on sandy soils, especially those containing
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lime, Swampy and peaty soils after being drained and limed
usually produce well. The more favorable the soil the larger
the development of the plant will be ordinarily, while the
yield of seed frequently is comparatively small, but on poor
soils the production of forage will be relatively small in
comparison with the seed. This is true, to a considerable
extent, however, with most other plants. For their best
development they require a well drained soil, but are able
to stand more water in the soil than either corn or cowpeas
after they have begun to grown. Under no circumstances,
however, should the seed be down on soil which is saturated
with water for a greater portion of the year, nor on close or
other soils that are inclined to bake. Soy beans will grow
on soils too port to grow the clovers but will not generally
do as well on these as will cowpeas. Thorough preparation
of the soils is essential for best results. Breaking of the
land should be deep, and should be followed by a thorough
disking or harrowing. The seed bed should be fairly compact
underneath without being hard and the surface three of four
inches should be loose and mellow. All clods should be
crushed and weeds and grass destroyed.
“Inoculation Essential: Soy beans like other legumes
are characterized by their ability to take free nitrogen from
the air, if the soil is inoculated with the proper bacteria for
this crop. In growing soy beans on land for the first time,
especially in a locality where soy beans have not been grown
previously, it will usually pay to inoculate the soil by one
of the methods generally recommended, either using soil
from an inoculated field, or one of the commercial cultures.
The latter may now be secured at very reasonable prices.
In some parts of the state, I would say, however, that the
bacteria suitable for inoculating the crop seem to be quite
widely distributed in the soil. When soy beans are planted on
uninoculated soil, the second year, it will usually be found
that nodules are present on the roots in large numbers by
natural inoculation. Experiments have shown that something
like 50 per cent more nitrogen was found in the stems and
leaves of soy beans planted on inoculated than in those
grown on uninoculated soil.
“Fertilization: As soy beans on inoculated soil will be
able to gather their nitrogen from the atmosphere, it will
usually not be necessary on fairly good soils to add but little
if any commercial nitrogen. However, if the soil is poor, it
will pay to make an application of barnyard manure or add
sufficient cotton seed meal, dried blood, fish scrap or other
carriers of nitrogen to give the fertilizer mixture used on
the beans one or two percent of nitrogen. Ordinarily from
200 to 400 pounds of 16 per cent acid phosphate and 25 to
50 pounds of muriate of potash will supply the necessary
amount of phosphoric acid and potash needed by this crop
when grown on average soils in the eastern part of the State.
The acid phosphate alone will generally be sufficient to add
on average soils in the Piedmont and mountain sections
which are not generally in need of potash.

“Seed and Cultivation: Soy beans may be seeded
broadcast with a drill or they may be put in in rows. Where
sown for hay, soiling or grazing, they should be broadcast
or put in with a grain drill at the rate of one to one and onehalf bushels per acre, or if for seed, they should be planted
in rows 30 to 40 inches apart, putting about one-third of a
bushel of seed per acre and using a corn or bean planter. The
plants should average two to four inches apart in the row. In
planting, the seed should be covered from one to two inches
deep with a planter that does not compact the surface, as soy
beans, especially, planted deep are more subject to failure of
stand than most any of our other crops. The planting should
not take place until the land is fairly warm, a good time
being just after corn planting has been finished. The soy bean
may, however, be sown earlier than the cowpea. When sown
in rows, the cultivation should be shallow, especially after
the first one and should be sufficiently thorough and frequent
to keep down grass and weeds and to maintain a good dust
mulch.
“Soy beans are particularly valuable in short rotations
with small grains. The latter is removed in time in the spring
for the soy bean to be planted to make a complete growth
before frost. Particularly so, is this, in the Piedmont and
Coastal Plain section of the State. This crop may be used in
place of cowpeas in almost any rotation which the farmer
wishes to adopt. The soy bean does not seem to benefit an
immediately succeeding crop as much as does a crop of
clover or cowpeas. They fit into a rotation for the Central
and Eastern parts of this State as would red clover in the
mountain section.
“Soy Beans in Mixtures: Experiments have
demonstrated that this crop does well when sown in mixtures
with cowpeas, sweet sorghum or millet. By sowing with
sorghum or millet, the yield of hay is increased and the
protein of the soy bean balances the carbo-hydrates [sic] of
the sorghum and millet.
“When sown with corn, the entire crop is either used
for silage or else for pasturage of stock. In sowing soybeans
or cowpeas, the Clay is a good variety of peas, with the
Mammoth Yellow bean, as they will practically reach the
haying period at the same time when sown together.
“Harvesting for Hay: The harvesting should take place
after the pods have begun to form, but before they are grown.
If left until the pods are fully ripe the beans will shatter out
badly, the leaves will fall off, and the stems will become
too woody for the best hay. There is a rapid decline in the
feeding value of the stems as the plants approach maturity.
In cutting, an ordinary mowing machine with side delivery
attachment or self-rake reaper may generally be used with
very satisfactory results. The vines should be cured in the
swath, winrow [sic, windrow] and cock as is generally done
with cowpeas, exercising care that the vines be exposed to
direct sun light as little as possible after they have wilted
in the swath, in order to prevent the leaves from falling
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off. After wilting, rake into winrows and there allow to
remain for a day or two after which, if the weather has been
favorable, they may go into cocks or piles and be capped.
In good weather, they may go into the barn after remaining
in the cocks for about a week. In curing, the best results
are secured by the use of curing frames. These should be
so constructed as to admit of a thorough ventilation of air
through the center of the pile. The piles should be relatively
high in proportion to their diameter. Every precaution
possible should be taken in curing to save the leaves which
are the most valuable parts of the plants for feeding purposes.
On good land a yield of from one to two tons per acre should
be secured” (Continued). Address: Director, North Carolina
Experiment Station.
1361. Williams, C.B. 1915. Soy bean for the North Carolina
farmer (Continued–Document part II). Farmer and Mechanic
(The) (Raleigh, North Carolina). Aug. 31. p. 12.
• Summary: (Continued): “Harvesting for Seed: The best
time to harvest for seed is when about three-quarters of the
leaves have fallen and most of the pods are ripe, but before
they have dried out too much and begun to split [shatter]. If
the pods are left to get completely ripe, they will burst open
in cutting and the seed will scatter out on the ground. This is
assuming that the vines are to be cut and thrashed [threshed].
However if the seed are to be harvested with one of the bean
harvesters that are now on the market, the seed will have to
be thoroughly ripe before the machine is put into the field.
When cutting plants that are to be sent through a thrasher
later, it should take place when they are slightly moist with
dew. The cutting can usually be done satisfactorily with an
ordinary mowing-machine with side-delivery adjustment, or
with a self-rake reaper or binder. Where the acreage is small,
frequently the plants are pulled out or cut with a scythe.
The thrashing may be done with a flail, pea-hullers, or with
grain thrashing machines after some simple adjustments
have been made. It will be an advantage to have a slight
dew on the plants before attempting to handle in thrashing
as the splitting of the seed will be materially lessened.
Thrashing should be done if possible in the field and with
as little handling of the vines as conditions as conditions
will permit. Soy beans ordinarily produce more seed per
acre than do cowpeas. From 15 to 40 bushels per acre are
generally secured, the average ranging from 20 to 30 bushels
when the beans are grown under favorable conditions. As
the seed spoil easily, they should not be stored in bulk after
thrashing, but put in loosely woven bags that will admit a
free circulation of air through them, or else be spread in
a thin layer over the barn floor. The seed of the soy bean,
unlike those of the cowpea, are rarely attacked by the weevil
or other grain insects.
“Soy beans possess a very high value for soil improving
purposes, but they do not seem to leave the soil in as good
condition when removed as do cowpeas and the clovers.

It has been estimated that the value of the fertilizing
constituents contained in a crop of soy beans applied to the
soil as green manure, is $2.44 per ton. As from six to ten
tons of green matter will be produced, it will be seen what
great value this crop possesses for soil improvement. Soy
beans hay, on an average contains 2.48 per cent of nitrogen,
0.40 per cent of phosphoric acid, and 1.32 per cent potash,
which at the commercial prices of these constituents usually
prevailing in the State would make the fertilizing value of a
ton of soybean hay $12.10. Soy-bean seed contain 5.30 per
cent nitrogen, 1.87 per cent phosphoric acid, and 1.99 per
cent potash. When the same valuations are assigned to these
constituents that have to be paid for them in commercial
fertilizers each bushel of soybeans will be found to contain
78 cents worth of fertility.
“Soy Beans for Soiling Purposes: The importance of
the soy bean as a soiling crop is becoming more generally
recognized by stockmen and dairymen. They have high
feeding value and generally produce good results when fed
properly. By planting at different dates, a succession of green
forage would be provided for six to eight weeks during the
latter part of the summer and early fall. When the crop has
become well established, it grows well during drought and
may come on when other crops have wilted and died. They
have been found in soiling purposes to be superior to a
mixture of oats and some other crops. Planted on good soil,
ten tons of green succulent, rich feed should be secured per
acre. If desired, this crop may be put into the silo. For this
purpose it is generally combined with corn, as it does not
seem to do well in the silo alone as it ferments badly, but
when mixed with corn this trouble does not seem to develop.
For silage, the plant should be cut as soon as the pods are
well developed but before they are ripe however. For soiling
purposes the cutting should begin at flowering and may
continue until the pods are three-quarters grown. In putting
soy beans into the silo, they should be arranged in alternate
layers with some crop like corn making the corn layers
double thickness.
“Soy Beans for Pasturage: This crop is rich in protein
and as particularly suited for pasturing hogs especially when
the peas are grown for soil improvement. When the plants
are young and tender, the hogs will practically eat the whole
of the plant, but after they become mature and hard and
woody they will not be eaten so rapidly. By planting the
same variety at different dates, or by using different varieties
of different dates of maturity the grazing may be extended
over a considerable period. The grazing, however, should not
ordinarily begin until after the pods have fairly well formed.
The chief objection to the soy bean as pasturage crop is
that the plant soon after maturity begins to drop its leaves.
Although this crop is chiefly used for pasturing hogs, all
other kinds of live stock may be pastured on it if desired.”
Address: Director, North Carolina Experiment Station.
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1362. American Food Journal. 1915. Experiments conducted
by the United States Department of Agriculture with soy
bean flour... 10(8):367. Aug.
• Summary: “... indicate that it may be used in much the
same way as corn meal. Although the soy bean (also called
soya bean) has been grown for more than twenty-five years
in this country, it has been used almost exclusively as a
forage crop. As a coffee substitute it has been placed on the
market at various times with but little success, although it
compares very favorably with some substitutes now used
quite extensively. In Japan and China the bean, which has
been extensively cultivated since the earliest times, is used
principally for human food and is prepared in many different
ways. Bean curd [tofu] is very common and other products
with which western people are not familiar.
“European countries during the past few years have
imported very large quantities of soy beans from Manchuria,
principally for the oil and cake, but in Germany and England
the use of the bean as human food is becoming important.
In England bakers have put on the market a soy bread
made from flour which is twenty-five per cent soy meal
and seventy-five per cent wheat flour. Soya ‘biscuits’ or
‘crackers’ are also for sale all over England and like the
bread, are very palatable.”
1363. Missouri Farmer. 1915. Hogging down corn.
7(19):329. Oct. 1, cols. 1-2.
• Summary: “That the practice of hogging down corn is
a good one has been shown by tests carried out by many
experiment stations and has been demonstrated in actual
practice by a large number of feeders.”
“(14) Organic plant matter will be largely added to the
land if supplementary crops such as rape, rye, soy beans
and cowpeas or the like are sown in the cornfield. The rape
stumps as well as the mat of material left from the rye or soy
beans will discourage washing and erosion to some extent.”
“The question of a supplement to the corn which is
‘hogged down’ is of importance. In sections where crops like
rape, or soy beans may be successfully grown in the corn, a
grain supplement is perhaps unnecessary. When such crops
are not grown...”
1364. Breeder’s Gazette. 1915. The ingenious and
progressive do the things worth picturing (Photos).
68(18):763. Oct. 28.
• Summary: Photos show: (1) “A great growth of soybeans
in a 30-acre field in Perry, Indiana. Two years previously
the field grew soybeans and corn, which were pastured by
western lambs.” (2) “Soybeans drilled in corn make excellent
food for lambs, which run in the field.”
1365. Furry, Roy L. 1915. Soybean experience in north
Missouri. Missouri Farmer 7(21):360. Nov. 1.
• Summary: “Soybeans give promise of being one of the

coming crops of Missouri. Their rather limited use so far is
probably due to the fact that the farmers have not found out
their real value.
“We have been growing cowpeas and soybeans in our
corn for four years and we have found that the soybeans have
given the better results. The varied seasons of the last few
years, from very dry to the very wet past season, has made
it possible to observe the behavior of these two plants under
practically all conditions that one is likely to meet with.
During the dry years the soybeans stood the dry weather
much better than the cow peas, producing more foliage and
much more seed. This may be due to the hair-like covering
over the leaves of the soybeans which holds the evaporation
of the water from the plant in check. Yet in contrast to that
during this wet season the soys stood the wet weather better.
Practically all of the cowpeas having rotted before coming
up or made very poor growth after getting started. On the
well-drained land the cowpeas did almost as well as the soys
but otherwise the soys were the best.
“As we wanted to get an absolute test upon these two
plants before giving up the cowpeas we planted every other
row to the peas and the others with the soys. In this way we
had the plants growing side by side under like conditions.
“We grow the soybeans in the corn primarily for the
fertility that they add to the soil. The soybean is a legume
and like clover has the power of taking the nitrogen from
the air and storing it up in the soil in a form that can be used
by the following crops. On the roots there are nodules that
are the homes of the bacteria that have the power of fixing
the nitrogen. These bacteria are not usually present in the
soil and artificial inoculation has to be resorted to. Artificial
cultures of the bacteria are given away by the department of
agriculture and give good results; at least they have with all
that we have tried so far.
“The question is often asked ‘do soybeans in the corn
reduce the yield of the corn.’ There is no decrease in the
yield of the corn so far as my observation goes. At the
Experiment Station it was found that there was a slight
increase in the yield where cowpeas or beans were planted
along with the corn but only a very slight increase. The roots
of the soybean, unlike those of the corn, go down deep. This
downward growth of the roots loosens up the soil below
the corn roots, making possible the quicker absorption of
rainwater and at the same time the plant brings up its food
from the deeper layers of soil where the roots of the grass
plants like corn and wheat do not penetrate.
“With us the cowpeas did well where the corn was thin
and did not make much shade or where the ground was well
drained and fertile. The soy beans on the other hand did
better on the thin land and in the shade than the peas.
“It is usually a good plan to fatten our hogs in the fall
by turning them in the corn field and ‘Hog it down.’ As most
every farmer knows, corn alone does not make a balanced
ration. It contains a very high per cent of starch and a very
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little protein. Starch will not build up muscle and bone, it
must have protein along with it. Soybean seed has a high
protein content and taken along with the corn balances
up the ration. By experiment it has been found that when
protein is added to a starchy feed that more of the starch is
digested than when there is little protein present. This makes
it possible for the pig to put on a maximum amount of flesh
with less food.
“We frequently turn the lambs in the field about the time
the pods are beginning to ripen. The lambs will strip off the
leaves and the pods and put on flesh more rapidly than on
grass and will not bother the corn.
“This year we went in the field with a wagon and cut
quite a few soybeans for seed. They made 7 bushels to the
acre. At $2.50 per bushel, which is the usual selling price, we
have $17.50 per acre in addition to the corn crop, which has
not been affected, and also the nitrogen that has been stored
up in the soil. These facts, gathered from our own experience
have led us to the conclusion that we had better grow them in
the corn hereafter. This may not hold true in the southern part
of the state but in the northern part I am sure it will because
soys can stand a cooler climate than can the peas.
“We plant them with a cowpea attachment, putting three
in a hill. The varieties that we have found to be the best are
the Mongol and the Sable. They mature earlier than most of
the other varieties and produce the largest amount of seed.
“Aside from their value in the corn they are good as a
side crop. Their feeding value is about equal to that of alfalfa
but they have one objectional [sic, objectionable] feature,
that is their coarse stems. This can be overcome a little by
thicker seeding. When seeding for grain we use the wheat
drill, stopping up the holes so that there is a row about every
27-28 inches apart. Sow about 1-1¼ peck to the acre. A corn
planter may be used provided that the proper width can be
gotten with it.” Address: Carroll County, Missouri.
1366. Morse, W.J. 1915. Re: Trying to collect data
concerning the culture and varieties of soy beans. Letter
to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, Nov. 10. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: We are trying to
collect data concerning the culture and varieties of soy beans
in a number of States. It will be greatly appreciated if you
will send us a list of soy bean growers in your State using the
crop either as forage or for seed purposes.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Forage Crop

Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1367. Tom, -. 1915. Tom at the university. Missouri Farmer
7(22):350. Nov. 15.
• Summary: “Dear Dad: I am getting along fine in my school
work and like it better every day. You said that you would
like to hear more about the University and what we learn
here. I am going to tell you what I am learning about modern
agriculture in my letters now so that you may think over
them during the long winter evenings and see if you can be
able to apply some of them on the farm. I do not want you to
get the idea that many farmers and other people have, that a
study or modern agriculture is based on ‘theories’ and ‘book
larnin’, for such is not the case.
“No business could ever be a success if not based on a
substantial foundation, and agriculture is a real business, and
a complicated one at that if properly conducted. To base it on
theories would be placing the nation’s greatest industry on
the sands.”
“For several years we have been trying to grow cowpeas
in our corn but have never been able to get a real success
out of them. Cowpeas are alright in the corn in the southern
part of the state but in the northern part it has been found
that the soybeans are better. I had never heard so very much
about the soybeans until lately and as far as I can see they
are a worthwhile proposition, as a ‘side line’ to the corn crop.
They are planted the same time as the corn with a cowpea
attachment, putting two or three beans in each hill of corn.”
“As you well know, tankage or some other high protein
feed must be fed to fattening hogs if they are to make the
most economical gains and the seed of the soybean is high
in protein and will replace a part of the tankage that is
necessary to feed and save this expense to a certain extent.
“In cutting corn for silage the soybeans will go in the
bundle with the corn as they stand erect. Silage in itself does
not make a ‘balanced ration’ and must have clover, alfalfa or
some other feed which has a high protein content to balance
it up. The soybean has a protein content as high as alfalfa and
will help replace these other feeds.
“Where sheep are turned in the corn in the fall they
will clean up some of the weeds and gets large amount of
feed from the soybeans as they will cut the leaves and the
pods also. This is a good feature and I think more farmers
should keep sheep around their farms to act as scavengers
and they could be turned in and allowed to get the good of
the soybeans. Young sheep are easily finished out where
they have these soybeans to feed upon and the farmer has no
expense of feeding them as they do the harvesting for him.
“Another feature of this crop combination is that it adds
fertility to the soil. The soybeans are what we call legumes
and have the ability, when inoculated, of taking the nitrogen
from the air and placing it in the soil in such a form that it
may be used as a food for the following crops. Nitrogen is
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one of our most needed plant foods in the soil and must be
well taken care of. The roots of the soybean go deeper than
the roots of our grass crops and bring up fertility that would
not be used by our other crops.
“Now I do not want you to think that I am trying to
exaggerate the good of this one little feature for I am not;
these little things if added to our greater ones will help make
our crops pay out better and may be enough to make a profit
that is paying rather than one that is not and any added gain,
even if small, should always be taken into consideration. It
is getting late and I must be going to bed. In my next letter I
will tell you about some other point that I have learned. Love
to all, Tom.”
1368. Morse, W.J. 1915. Re: Interest in the culture and
varieties of soy beans in a number of States. Letter to Prof.
J.F. Duggar, Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama, Nov. 17.
1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Duggar: We are trying to
collect certain data concerning the culture and varieties
of soy beans in a number of States. It will be greatly
appreciated if you will send us a list of soy bean growers
in your States using the crop either as forage or for seed
purposes.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant.
1369. Mooers, C.A. 1915. Re: Growers of soy beans for
seed in this state. Letter to W.J. Morse, Scientific Assistant,
Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, D.C., Nov. 19. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I am sorry to say I am unable to
give you very much information as to growers of soy beans
for seed in this State. Mr. W.A. Bell of Powells Station,
Tennessee, is growing some, and Mr. W.P. Ridley, Columbia,
Tenn., has grown Haberlandt in particular. These are the only
two seed growers that I can recall. For forage purposes beans
are being grown extensively all over the State. I have no
special list of growers. I may be able to get you some further
information through the Extension Division, to whom I will
refer your letter.
“Yours very truly, Chemist and Agronomist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural

Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
1370. Butler, William Reynolds. 1915. New tops on worn
hills: Drainage, livestock, lime, legumes and gumption do
the business. Country Gentleman 80(47):1751. Nov. 20.
• Summary: “If you were to visit Franklin County, Indiana,
and to ask if that old country of hills and hollows held
out any inducements to the young farmer, you would
undoubtedly be referred to the Walters boys. There are two
of them–Herman and George.”
They run the Colescott farm at the top of old Mt. Carmel
hill. It has changed hands only twice in 100 years. Not long
ago it was run down, but now it is thriving.
“’After two years’ experience with soy beans we believe
we have a valuable soil enricher and high-protein feed. In
1914 we put soy beans in the rows with our corn for the
silos. We put the same acreage to corn and beans we had
previously put in corn alone for the silo. After we had filled
the two silos we had eight acres of soys and corn left. This
we shredded and found we had 250 bushels of soy beans
which ran through the shelled-corn spout. We gave quite a
few of these beans to our neighbors for seed and fed the rest
to hogs. We never had hogs do better.’
“Alfalfa, Soy Beans and Corn: “One of our friends told
us of a sale of soy-bean seed at $2.50 a bushel. If this was
true, with beans yielding at the rate of thirty-one bushels to
the acre, we surely overlooked a good proposition, although
we believe the beans fed to the hogs paid us fully as well.
This year we have planned to hog off about twenty acres of
soy beans and corn, and after our last year’s experience we
shall again fill our silos with this combination of crops. This
material, along with our twenty acres of alfalfa, will take
care of the protein element in our feeds, and from now on we
do not aim to buy a bit of supplemental feeds. “’With alfalfa
and soy beans and corn for the silo and for hogging off, we
believe the livestock-carrying capacity of our farm will be
doubled.’”
1371. Miller, E.E. 1915. Rotations for cotton farmers: Some
plans to build up the soil for better crops. Country Gentleman
80(48):1786. Nov. 27.
• Summary: “Farmers of the Cotton Belt are coming more
and more to realize that continued single cropping does
not pay and that haphazard planting of crops, or changing
from one crop to another as prices go up or down, is risky
business.
“The better-informed farmers have ceased to look for
crops to take the place of cotton and are trying to find the
best crops to go along with cotton. The fact that a good
rotation will not only help to maintain soil fertility but will
also add to the net cash returns from the year’s crops, is
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being appreciated as never before.”
“Here are two samples of what can be done with this
three-year rotation, keeping cotton on one-third of the land:
“First Year. Cotton; crimson clover in middles.
“Second Year. Clover plowed under; corn with cowpeas;
oats.
“Third Year. Oats; cowpeas or soy beans for hay; rye, to
be turned under for cotton.”
“Cotton on One-Third the Land: Here are two plans,
each giving half the land for cotton, which is usually more
than should be allowed:
“I
“First Year. Cotton; crimson clover.
“Second Year. Clover; corn; rye.
“Third Year. Rye; cotton; oats.
“Fourth Year. Oats; cowpeas or soy beans; rye.
“II
“First Year. Cotton; oats.
“Second Year. Oats; crimson clover.
“Third Year. Clover plowed under; corn; rye.
“Fourth Year. Rye plowed down; cotton.
“The second rotation is open to objection as furnishing
too few legume crops, but might be satisfactory on lands of
fair fertility where considerable numbers of livestock were
kept, if the grain crops were fed on the farm and the manure
was used on the corn and cotton. This plan is sometimes
modified by sowing half the cotton land to a cover crop
instead of oats, and turning under this cover crop as a
preparation for cowpeas or soy beans.
“This is not exactly the best use to make of a cover crop
but it makes less labor than when a full fourth of the land is
seeded to peas after oats harvest and then to a winter cover
crop in the fall.
“If team force is sufficient, however, this can be done
all right and gives more feed, as well as a better chance to
improve the soil. Soy beans for hay or grain could also be
substituted in this rotation for part of the corn or for a portion
of the cotton crop one year.”
1372. Tritler, Gus. 1915. Reclaiming the sands: Limestone,
legumes and phosphorus have turned the trick in Indiana.
Country Gentleman 80(48):1787-88, 1806. Nov. 27.
• Summary: “The plan for improving the soil in the fields
near the farm buildings has been to apply manure for corn,
then apply limestone and sow oats and clover or alfalfa.
A legume crop is left on the soil, to which is made an
application of rock phosphate or manure and rock phosphate.
“The order of treatment for the outlying fields has been
different. On fields three-quarters of a mile or more from the
barns a crop of cowpeas or soy beans is grown and turned
under for manure, after which limestone and rock phosphate
are applied. These are generally followed by clover or
alfalfa, although this year a thirty-acre field of soy beans was
plowed down in preparation for wheat.

“Before this sandy soil is limed, acid-tolerant legumes
must be planted if a good crop is expected. The soil is too
sour to produce clover. Formerly cowpeas was the principal
crop grown for this purpose, but during the last few years soy
beans have been grown exclusively. Medium-late varieties,
such as the Sable, Hollybrook, Mongol, Auburn, and others
that make heavy growth of vines, are considered best for
this purpose. Brother Leo is growing the Sable almost
exclusively at present.
“Two Tons of Soy-Bean Hay Turned Under: Soy beans
are nitrogen gatherers. But in order to get maximum value
from their growth inoculation is essential. On the Notre
Dame farm they are inoculated by the glue method. About
three tablespoonfuls of ordinary glue is dissolved in a quart
of lukewarm water. The beans are sprinkled with the glue
solution and stirred until each bean has a film of water over
it. About two quarts of dry inoculation soil are thoroughly
mixed with a bushel of beans. The beans are dried in the
shade, after which they are drilled at the rate of a bushel to
the acre. When grown for soil improvement Brother Leo
thinks that planting in rows and cultivating are not necessary.
He believes that just as good results, or better, are obtained
by drilling the beans. The crop of soy beans that had just
been turned under for wheat would have made two or two
and a half tons of hay to the acre. Turning under such a crop
as this greatly increases the nitrogen and organic matter in
the soil and improves its productivity. Turning under a crop
of soy beans that would make twenty-five dollars’ worth of
hay to the acre may seem like expensive improvement. It is,
if you value the crop at its market value. But remember that
it will cost five to eight dollars an acre to harvest, cure and
market the crop. The only logical way of charging a greenmanure crop against a field is to determine the actual cost of
production, including interest on the money invested.”
“The greatest and first need is organic manures.
Farm manures are excellent, but before livestock can be
successfully grown the soil must be improved by growing
legumes–cowpeas, soy beans and vetch–and turning these
under. Limestone and rock phosphate may then be safely
added. Hogs may be introduced to harvest the grain of soy
beans and cowpeas, but cattle have no place on these farms
before limestone has been applied so clover and alfalfa will
produce thrifty crops.
“There is one way in which I am convinced the present
methods in use in the section may be greatly improved–that
is by the use of available acid phosphate until the soil is in
condition to receive the less available rock phosphate. By
using 200 to 300 pounds of acid phosphate to the acre on soy
beans, cowpeas and other green-manure crops, their growth
and value to the soil would be greatly increased. Available
phosphate would also greatly improve other crops grown
before rock phosphate was applied.
“This section offers many opportunities to young men
who have sufficient capital to buy and improve depleted
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farms. A farm of this kind should not be expected to pay
expenses before the second or third year. The man without
sufficient capital to carry a place two years should think
twice before buying.
“Recently a farm of 380 acres, located about two
miles from a railroad station and within six miles of a city
of 60,000 population, was offered at forty dollars an acre.
Counting interest on investments this land could be put into
productive condition at a cost of twenty to thirty dollars
an acre. This would bring the total cost to sixty to seventy
dollars an acre. With twenty-five dollars an acre wisely spent
in improvement the land should produce twenty bushels of
wheat or forty bushels of corn or three tons of alfalfa hay to
the acre.
“The opportunities await the man with capital who has
the right vision and the nerve to keep it. The principal reason
why there are millions of unprofitable acres in Indiana and
in the adjoining states is that the average farmer cannot see
how he can make a profit by turning under a green-manure
crop, such as soy beans or cowpeas, that would sell on the
market for fifteen to twenty-five dollars an acre. A gradual
realization of the need and use of green manures, limestone
and phosphorus will shortly change the declining, temporary
agriculture of this section into a permanently productive farm
business.”
1373. Hahn, Paul Daniel. 1915. Contributions to the
chemistry of the soya bean. South African J. of Science
12(4):124-26. Nov. Also published in Report of the
Thirteenth Annual Meeting of the South African Association
for the Advancement of Science. [1 ref]
• Summary: Prof. Hahn presents chemical analyses of
two soybean varieties: A large white variety, imported
directly from Manchuria, and a small black variety grown
on a farm in the Cape Flats. They contained, respectively:
4.80%/11,35% moisture, 4.22%/4.97% inorganic
constituents (ash), and 90.98%/83.68% organic constituents.
The composition of the air-dried beans was: water 4.80%,
albuminoids 34.07%/29.50%, nitrogen-free extract 27.99%,
ether extract (oil) 17.68%/11.60%, crude fibre 11.17%, and
ash 4.23%.
The composition of the ash shows in a striking way
that the requirements of the plant are principally potash
and phosphatic manures: Potassic oxide 50.36%/45.18%,
phosphoric oxide 30.46%/38.36%, calcic oxide
5.60%/5.13%, silica 5.56%/2.93%, sulphuric oxide
3.71%/3.09%, sodic oxide 2.41%/0.40%, magnesic oxide
1.40%/4.50%, and ferric oxide 0.58%/0.40%.
Soybeans from both samples were grown on a farm in
the town of Swellendam (Zwellendam), in southwestern
Cape Province. The beans were planted in late Sept. 1914
and harvested at the beginning of Feb. 1915. These soybeans
contained 25.16%/26.95% albuminoids and 18.78%/17.43%
oil. Other parts of the plant were also rich in albuminous

substance: Pods 2.63%/2.19%, hay 4.02%/4.37%, and leaves
10.40%/11.59%.
Nearly all of these analyses were made by the late Mr.
Morris Anderson, B.A., who died of fever in France.
1374. Skinner, John H.; King, Franklin G. 1915. Cattle
feeding. XI. Winter steer feeding, 1914-15. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 183. p. 857891. Nov. See p. 859, 872-76.
• Summary: Part II is titled “Ground soybeans vs. cottonseed
meal as supplement to rations for fattening steers” (p. 87276). Summary (p. 859): “Cattle fed ground soybeans as a
supplement to corn, straw and corn silage for full-fed cattle
maintained eager appetites for a period of one hundred fifty
days.
“Cattle fed ground soybeans as supplement made more
rapid gains than those fed cottonseed meal.
“Cattle fed ground soybeans made greater gains on a
given amount of feed than cattle fed cottonseed meal as
supplement.
“Cattle fed ground soybeans were valued higher at the
end of the trial than those fed cottonseed meal.
“The profit per steer was larger when ground soybeans
were fed than when cottonseed meal was fed.” Address:
1. B.S., Chief in Animal Husbandry; 2. B.S., Associate in
Animal Husbandry. Both: Lafayette, Indiana.
1375. North Carolina Highway Historical Marker Program.
1915. Soybean Processing: Commercial processing
of domestic soybeans in U.S. began in 1915 at a plant
which was located two miles north (Sign). Elizabeth City,
Pasquotank County, North Carolina.
• Summary: “Essay (on website): With the boll weevil taking
its toll on North Carolina’s cotton industry, the Elizabeth City
Oil and Fertilizer Company, incorporated to manufacture
cottonseed oil and other cotton by-products, tried its hand
at a new commodity on December 13, 1915. At that time,
under the management of William Thomas Culpepper, the
company crushed approximately 20,000 bushels of soybeans,
generating the first commercially produced domestic soybean
oil in the country. The manufacture of the soybean oil was
completed without a single alteration in existing equipment.
Both the oil and the residual “cake,” usually ground into
meal, were highly marketable. Other oil mills, in towns such
as Winterville, New Bern, Farmville, and Wilson, began
working with soybean oil shortly thereafter. The advent of
domestic soybean processing made the easily grown plant
popular throughout North Carolina.
“The soybean was first planted in America in the late
1800s as forage for livestock. In 1904, George Washington
Carver discovered that the soybean was a good source of
protein and oil. He also learned, in experimenting with crop
rotation, that planting soybeans for two years actually helped
improve the soil conditions for later cotton crops. Following
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such research, soybean production increased. The plants
flourish in North Carolina’s hot, humid summers, and as of
2002, the state ranks fifteenth in the nation in soybean yields.
At the time of the first processing in Elizabeth City, North
Carolina was the leading producer of the legume.
“The oil processing plant was located on property at the
juncture of Ehringhaus and McMorrine Streets in Elizabeth
City. It is no longer standing.
“References:
“Biennial Report of the North Carolina Department of
Agriculture, 1914-1916
“United States Department of Agriculture, Yearbook
(1917) (Elizabeth City) The Advance, November 30 and
December 17, 1915
“R.W. Judd and A.H. Probst, Soybeans: Improvement,
Production, and Uses (1973)
North Carolina Soybean Producers Association website:
http://www.ncsoy.or
Note: The website of this marker (No. A-70) is: http://
www.ncmarkers.com/Markers.aspx?MarkerId=A-70
Address: Elizabeth City, North Carolina.
1376. Grindley, H.S.; Slater, M.E. 1915. The quantitative
determination of the amino acids of feedingstuffs by the Van
Slyke method (Second paper). J. of the American Chemical
Society 37(12):2762-69. Dec. [8 ref]
• Summary: Content of nitrogen as various amino and nonamino substances was determined for blood meal, wheat,
rolled what, barley, oats, and white soy beans. For white soy
beans (Table 2, p. 2765), the following are the percentages
of nitrogen as: ammonia, 10.12%; humin, 6.63%; arginine,
12.67%; cystine, 0.67%; histidine, 5.77%; lysine, 6.14%;
amino nitrogen in filtrate from bases, 49.79%; non-amino
substances, 8.56%; total 100.35%.
Table 3 (p. 2766) shows “The order of the feedingstuffs
according to their increasing content of the different forms of
nitrogen determined by the Van Slyke method and expressed
in percentage of the total nitrogen of the feedingstuff.” White
soy beans have a relatively high content of Arginine N,
Histidine N, and Lysine N.
These results do not agree well with those recorded by
Nollau (1915), probably owing to differences in the details
of procedure in the experiments; the authors did not remove
the fat from the substances previous to the determinations,
and the hydrolyzed solution was not filtered before removing
the excess of hydrochloric acid or before determining the
ammonia, total, and humin nitrogen. The high results for
humin nitrogen are probably due, in part, to the presence of
soluble carbohydrates during the hydrolysis of the proteins;
cellulose also mechanically prevents the complete hydrolysis
of the proteins. These high results for humin nitrogen
constitute a source of error in the direct application of the
Van Slyke method to feeding stuffs. Address: Dep. of Animal
Husbandry, Univ. of Illinois.

1377. Willson, C.A. 1915. Relation of steer feeding to farm
returns. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 114. p. 79-110. Dec.
• Summary: Soy beans were grown for grain and stover
each year from 1908 to 1914. The average yield was 1,189
lb (19.8 bushels) per acre of grain and 2,877 lb/acre of
stover. “Soy beans and barley ranked ahead of all other
combinations used in these experiments in the amount of
food material produced per acre. Soy beans ranked ahead of
cowpeas in the production of grain each year. Better results
can be secured from soy beans and barley as a rotation for
the production of beef than from any other combination of
crops used in these experiments. The rotation in which soy
beans were used produced an average of 57 pounds more
beef per acre than that in which cowpeas were used, and 74
pounds more than that in which corn was used. Larger beef
gains were made per acre when the soy beans were allowed
to reach maturity than when they were made into hay... The
soy-bean grain and barley acre ranked ahead of all the other
rotations in the gross returns of beef per acre. This rotation
produced an average of $61.23 per acre.” Contains many
tables showing results of experiment. Photos show a field of
soybeans (p. 103). Address: Animal Husbandman, Knoxville,
Tennessee.
1378. Gray, Dan T. 1915. Report of the Division of Animal
Industry. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 38:28-30. For the year ended June 30, 1915.
• Summary: The section titled “Swine” (p. 28) states: “To
determine the effect of peanuts, soy beans, mast and other
softening feeds upon the bodies of hogs and their lard, with
a view to developing a plan of feeding to counteract these
unfavorable results.” The results are not given.
Note: Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (1998)
defines mast, a word first used before the 12th century, as
“nuts (as acorns) accumulated on the forest floor and often
serving as food for animals (as hogs).” Address: Chief,
Animal Industry Div. [Durham, North Carolina].
1379. Harris, Franklin S.; Stewart, George. 1915. The
principles of agronomy: A text-book of crop production for
high-schools and short-courses in agricultural colleges. New
York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xvi + 451 p. See p. 282-83.
Illust. Index. 20 cm. The Rural Text-book series, ed. by L.H.
Bailey.
• Summary: Chapter 22, titled “The clovers and other
legumes,” has a section on “Soybeans (Soja max)” (p. 28283) which describes the plant and its culture. “When used
for hay the time to cut is just as pods form. The rake ought to
follow the mower closely in order to prevent the leaves from
drying too quickly. Curing is best done in the cock, because
the stems do not then get too hard nor the leaves over-brittle.
Cattle, sheep, and hogs, for which the crop is best adapted,
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do not relish the stems as they do softer food. Mixtures
of corn, cowpeas, sorghum, millet, and grass increase the
yield, but not the quality, which is naturally high. Hogs,
particularly, do well on soybean pastures. For seed, the crop
is handled as are field beans.”
The following section on “Other legumes” (p. 284-85)
states: “Peanuts are grown in the South for hog pasture and
for nuts.” Lupines and kudju [sic, kudzu] are used in the
United States and Old World for hay and pasture. “Vetch and
soybeans seem to be growing in importance and cowpeas are
much urged for the South.”
Note: Franklin Stewart Harris lived 1884-1960. George
Stewart was born in 1888. The book makes no mention of
soybeans in Utah. Address: 1. PhD, Prof. of Agronomy and
Director of the School of Agricultural Engineering; 2. B.S.
Instructor in Agronomy. Both: Utah Agricultural College,
Logan, Utah.
1380. Henry, William Arnon; Morrison, Frank Barron.
1915. Feeds and feeding: A handbook for the student and
stockman. 15th ed. Revised and entirely rewritten. Madison,
Wisconsin: The Henry-Morrison Company. x + 691 p. See
p. 177-78, 236, 305, 366-67, 375-76, 382, 415, 463-64, 532,
534-35, 605, 612-13. 24 cm. [24 ref]
• Summary: Contains a review of the literature on the
soybean and soybean cake or meal. In Chapter 10, in the
section on “Oil-bearing seeds and their products,” the
subsection titled “256. Soybean” states (p. 177-78): “The
soybean, Glycine hispida, is one of the most important
agricultural plants of northern China and Japan. So great is
the production of this seed, or grain, in Manchuria that in
1908 over 1,500,000 tons of soybeans were shipped from 3
ports, chiefly to Europe. The bean-like seeds of the soybean,
which carry from 16 to 21 per ct. of oil, are used for human
food and for feeding animals. The oil is used for human food
and in the arts, and the resulting soybean meal is employed
as feed for animals and also for fertilizing the land, the same
as cottonseed meal. This plant produces the largest yield of
seed of any legume suited to temperate climates, but at the
present time is grown in this country chiefly for forage.”
“No other plant so little grown in the United States at
this time promises so much to agriculture as the soybean,
which not only yields protein-rich seed and forage but builds
up the nitrogen content of the soil.”
“257. Soybean cake or meal” (p. 178). “During recent
years a considerable amount has been imported to the
Pacific Coast states from the Orient, for feeding poultry and
dairy cattle. In Europe the unground cake is used in this
country the meal. Tho high in price, soybean meal is greatly
esteemed by western dairymen and is often fed in large
amounts to cows on official tests.”
In Chapter 14, titled “Leguminous plants for forage” is a
long subsection on “358. Soybean” (p. 236).
In Chapter 19, “Feeds for the horse,” soybeans are

mentioned briefly in the subsection on “485. Leguminous
seeds” (p. 305).
In Chapter 22, “Feeds for the dairy cow” are subsections
on “600. Soybeans” (p. 366-67) and “601. Soybean cake” (p.
367). “617. Soybean hay” (p. 375-76). “618. Soybean silage
and alfalfa hay” (p. 376). “633. Silage from legumes” (p.
382). In Chapter 25, “Raising dairy cattle” ground soybeans
are mentioned in the subsection on “681. Farm grains as
skim-milk substitutes” (p. 414-15). In Chapter 27, “Feeds
for fattening cattle” are subsections on “754. Soybeans” (p.
463-64). “755. Soybeans, cowpeas, and corn” (p. 464). In
Chapter 31, “Feeds for sheep” soybeans are mentioned in
the subsection on “856. Minor protein-rich concentrates” (p.
532) and “859. Legume hays compared” (p. 534-355).
In Chapter 23, “Feeds for swine” are subsections on
“977. Soybeans” (p. 605) and “989. Soybean pasture” (p.
612-13).
The Introduction begins (p. vii): “The animals of
the farm should be regarded as living factories that are
continuously converting their feed into products useful to
man.”
In Chapter 9, “Leading cereals and their by-products”
are subsections defining various corn-related terms: “207.
Corn meal; corn chop; corn feed-meal” (p. 153). “208. Cornand-cob meal.” “209. Starch and glucose by-products” (p.
153-54), “210. Corn gluten feed” (p. 154) and “211. Gluten
meal.” Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2003) that contains the term “Corn gluten” or
“Corn gluten feed.”
In Chapter 10, the section on sorghums and millets (p.
167-169) states: “The sorghums, Andropogon sorghum and
Sorghum vulgare, vars. may be divided into two classes–the
saccharine sorghums, having stems filled with sweet juices,
and the non-saccharine varieties, with more pithy stems and
juice sour or slightly sweet.” “The non-saccharine, or grain,
sorghums include kafir, dura, milo, feterita, kaoliang, and
the less important shallu... The kaoliangs, early maturing
sorghums from northern China, are slender, dry-stemmed
plants, with loose, open, erect heads.” They show “much
promise for the northern plains section where the other
types will not mature. The kaoliangs compare favorably in
yield of grain with the milos, and are even better in severe
drought.” They were studied in 1911 with good results at
the Highmore, South Dakota, Branch Station. The sweet
sorghums, or sorghos, are forage rather than grain producers.
“The millets chiefly grown in this country are: (1) the
foxtail millets, Setaria Italica spp... and (2) the broom corn,
proso, or hog millets, Panicum miliaceum spp., which have
spreading or panicled heads, wide hairy leaves, and large
seed.”
Also discusses alfalfa, cowpeas, peanuts, and sesame
cake. Address: 1. D.Sc., D.Agr., Emeritus Prof. of
Agriculture and formerly Dean of the College of Agriculture;
2. B.S. Asst. Director of the Agric. Exp. Station. Both: Univ.
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of Wisconsin and Wisconsin Agric. Exp. Station.
1381. Illinois Farmers’ Institute, Annual Report. 1915. The
soy bean. A plant with many uses–Especially valuable for
feeding with starchy grains. 20:252-53.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. A plant rich in protein.
For hay and forage. As a pasture crop. Pork for $2.74
a hundred. As a green manure crop. Soil requirements.
Inoculation. Planting the beans.
“Although the soy bean was introduced into this country
a number of years ago, and has been the object of much
discussion in agriculture literature, most of it favorable,
it is yet grown only in a small way and is unknown to the
majority of farmers except by hearsay.
“Illinois is very favorably situated for the production
of this crop and progressive farmers believe it is destined to
become one of the most important crops of the State, and one
that will prove very profitable both as a money crop and as
an aid in maintaining the fertility of the farms.”
“The soy bean is readily eaten by hogs and a
considerable part of their growth may be made by
supplementing the corn ration with it. The Alabama
Experiment Station found that when hogs were fed on corn,
100 lb of pork cost $7.63; when fed a two-thirds ration
of corn and pastured on soy beans the cost was $2.74 a
hundred.”
1382. Illinois Farmers’ Institute, Annual Report. 1915. Soy
beans. Their use and value–Fertilization–Their place in the
rotation–When and how to sow. 20:251-52.
• Summary: Contents: Historical. Fertilization. Place in the
rotation. When and how to sow: For cover crop, for a full
crop, harvesting, threshing.
The soy bean “has come to stay. Its value as a forage
crop and its wonderful effects as a soil improver have given
it a secure foothold on many farms in Illinois. On most
Illinois soils the soy bean will generally give best results as
a grain crop, though it is excellent as a cover crop for green
manure for plowing under, as it provides a large amount of
organic matter rich in nitrogen.”
“For cover crop.–Soy beans may be sown between the
corn rows at last cultivation with a one-horse wheat drill,
using the middle three holes, although the shading by the
corn will not give them the same chance as when allowed
full possession of the ground after a small grain crop.
“For sowing after harvest on oat or wheat stubble fields
where clover has not been sown or has failed, or after early
potatoes, and as an orchard cover crop, soy beans cannot
be too highly recommended. For this purpose the seed
may be drilled solid at the rate of 1 to 1.5 bushels per acre
after either double disking and harrowing or plowing and
harrowing the stubble ground.
“Harvesting.–When intended to use as hay, the soy bean
should be cut soon after the pods are about half developed. If

left much later the stems become quite woody and inferior in
feeding quality. The method of hay-making is most radically
different from that used with clover, but the curing process
takes a little more time. In bright weather the crop may be
mowed one day, windrowed the next, turned the third day
and put up in small cocks, where it should partially cure
before putting into the barn or stack two or three days later.
“When harvesting for seed the most satisfactory
method is to cut the crop with a mower having a good side
delivery attachment which clears the track for the team on
the next round. If planted in rows and cultivated, the ground
can hardly be kept quite level and a special arrangement
may be needed to raise the sickle-bar sufficiently to keep
it from digging on the rows. The self-binder may also be
satisfactorily used in harvesting this crop. Cut the crop for
seed as soon as most of the pods are ripe. At this stage, most
of the leaves will have turned yellow and many will have
fallen off. The crop will be ready for storing or threshing
soon after cutting. A very satisfactory method is to stack the
crop soon after cutting and then thresh from the stack at a
later convenient time.
“Threshing.–Threshing may be done very satisfactorily
with the common threshing machine arranged so as to run
the cylinder at about half the usual speed for threshing
wheat or oats, without changing the speed of the separator,
by means of two extra pulleys of double the usual
circumference, which are put in place of the regular ones
at either end of the cylinder shaft. In addition, most of the
concave teeth should be removed and, possibly, a board put
in place of the lower concave. A machine fitted in this way
may be made to do clean work without splitting many of
the seeds. A corn shredder can also be used for threshing the
beans as they shell out readily when ripe and properly dried.”
1383. Martindale, William Harrison; Westcott, W. Wynn.
1915. The extra pharmacopoeia of Martindale and Westcott.
16th ed. 2 vols. London: H.K. Lewis & Co., Ltd. See vol. I,
p. 563, 849. Index. 17 cm. [14 ref]
• Summary: In Vol. I, the section titled “Oleum papaveris”
(p. 562-63) is about “Suggested use of other oils to replace
cod liver oil in malnutrition, phthisis and other forms of
wasting disease.” “Several nutritive oils... which rank
almost as high as Cod Liver Oil in Iodine values, suggest
themselves as suitable for therapeutic use. These oils are
used both medicinally and as foods...” A table shows each oil
with its iodine value. Cod liver oil 126-66. Poppy seed oil
138.1. Maize oil 111. Sunflower seed oil 136.1. Soya bean
oil 122. Of these, poppy seed oil seems to be suited for use
as an alternative to cod liver oil. Arachis oil, sesame oil, and
henbane oil are also discussed briefly.
In the chapter titled “Supplementary list of drugs” is
a long section (p. 805) on “Soya Bean.–Glycine Hispida
(Leguminosae). This bean is extensively cultivated in China
and Japan for human consumption and laterally in America
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and Europe, chiefly as a forage crop, is eaten as a vegetable,
in soups, sometimes picked green, boiled and served cold
with a sprinkling of Soy Sauce, and sometimes as a salad.
A favourite method of preparing in the East is to boil until
soft and place the resulting mass in a warm cellar until it
ferments,–the resulting ‘cheese’ being known as ‘Natto.’
“Analysis of the bean calculated on water free basis,
indicated 38.5% Protein and 20% fat. It is probably due to
this large amount of easily assimilable Nitrogenous matter
that the Chinese and other rice eating people require so
little meat. It contains practically no Starch–the latter fact is
said to be due to presence of a diastase in the bean capable
of converting Starch formed, two-thirds into Sugar, onethird into Dextrin. Has been used as an addition to ordinary
diabetic dietary,–the beans may easily replace the Gluten of
bread,–causes reduction in percentage of sugar (Lancet 1910,
p. 1844). Soy Flour is even more serviceable, containing
almost 1/3 more Protein than the bean, this being due to the
removal of the fibrous hulls, which contain but little Protein
(British Medical Journal Epitome 1911, p. 80).
“The protein of the Bean is being extensively used in
connection with the treatment of diabetes and malnutrition.
Soya Bean Meal from which it is made must be carefully
examined for the toxic Java Bean.–F.W. Crossley Holland
(Pharmaceutical Journal and Pharmacist (London) 1912,
p. 154). Soya Beans average 8 m.m. in length and 7 m.m. in
breadth and 6 m.m. in thickness. They are roundly ovoid in
shape and about 99% are pale yellow in colour–there being a
few darker coloured, smaller and more elongated. Structure
of the bean. Soya Bean Cake and Meal is enormously
adulterated.–T.E. Wallis (Chemist and Druggist (London)
1913, p. 278; Pharmaceutical Journal and Pharmacist 1913,
p. 120).
“E.S. Peck states Glycine Hispida has been used
in clinical experiments for the splitting up of Urea into
Ammonium Carbonate.
“* Sarton is a preparation of the bean for use as a
diabetic food.
“Soya Oil has Iodine value 121 to 123. Cowie found 131
(Chemist and Druggist 1910, p. 66). For further characters
see (Pharmaceutical Journal and Pharmacist (London)
1911, p. 407).” See also p. 563.
In Vol. II, the section titled “Lecithin” (p. 76) states
that it is a “Mono-amino Phosphatide” and contains a table
listing the percentage of lecithin contained in 17 substances,
including: Brain 160. Spinal cord 11.0. Nerve tissue (dry)
17.0. Kidneys 8.5. Egg yolk 12.0. Lupin seeds 2.0. Yeast
(dry) 2.0. The soybean is not mentioned. A test of purity of
lecithin made from fresh egg yolk, and the determination of
lecithin in preparations are described.
William Martindale lived 1840-1902. Volume I also
discusses Gluten (p. 546–Synonym: Vegetable Albumin),
Diabetic foods (p. 546-47, incl. starchless bread; soy is not
mentioned), Oleum sesami Sesame Oil (p. 571; also called

Benné oil, gingelli oil, teel oil), Arachis Hypogæa (p. 805;
also called Pea Nut, Ground Nut, Goober Nut, Manilla grain
[Manila grain], Chinese Almond).
Volume II also discusses “glutin” (p. 86-89), proprietary
medicines (incl. Ovaltine, and Pinkham’s (Mrs. Lydia E.)
Vegetable Compound, p. 162-63). Address: 1. Ph.D., F.C.S.;
2. M.B.Lond., D.P.H.
1384. Okayama Prefectural Agricultural Research Station
(Okayama Kenritsu Nôji Shikenjo). 1915. Rinji hôkoku. 2,
Aogari daizu no saibai [Special Report No. 2. Cultivation
of soybeans that are cut green, not for their beans but for
their stems and leaves for use as fodder and green manure].
[Takamatsu-machi, Okayama prefecture, Japan]: Okayama
Prefectural Agricultural Research Station. 25 p. 23 cm.
[Jap]*
Address: Okayama, Japan.
1385. Owen, Irving L.; Boughner, William C. 1915.
Report of the Department of Farm Crops. New Jersey State
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 35:201-06.
For the year 1914. See p. 204-05.
• Summary: The section titled “Rice Straw and Soy Beans”
states: “The growing of rye straw followed by soy beans for
seed as a two-crop proposition has worked out very well
this season... The rye was sown in the Fall of 1913 with
fertilizer applied... The field was plowed after the first rain
and planted to Ito San soy beans in rows 28 inches apart
using one-half bushel per acre. Fertilizer was applied with
the grain drill previous to planting the mixture being 225 lbs.
acid phosphate and 75 lbs. muriate of potash per acre. The
beans were harvested with the self-rake reaper and threshed
from the field. The straw was used in the horse barn for litter
as a comparison with sharings [shavings?] had shown this
straw to be worth eight dollars a ton when used as litter not
including the value in the manure.”
Table no. 6–Rye straw and soy Beans. “Summary–Soy
Beans: Total value of crop: 66 bushels of seed @ $2.00 per
bushel, $132; 4.9 tons of straw @ $8.00 per ton, $39.20;
$171.20; total cost: labor, seed and fertilizer, $97.46; total
profit–6 acres, $73.74; average cost per acre $16.24; average
profit per acre, $12.29; average yield seed per acre, 11
bushels.” Address: 1. Farm Manager; 2. Foreman [New
Brunswick, New Jersey].
1386. Stone, Wm. McD. 1915. Soybean and corn specialist.
Alliance, Ohio: Albert E. Bradshaw, Printing. 65 p. See p.
1-18. Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: Contents: The great responsibility and
opportunity of the 1915 American farmer (“The European
war, the greatest war of all this world’s history, has
not only given to American business men, especially
American farmers, great and wonderful opportunities for
doing profitable business but it has also placed a great
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responsibility on American farmers as well. Over 10,000,000
of Europe’s best able-bodied working men, the largest
proportion of them farmers, have been taken from their
regular occupations as producers of the necessities of life and
put to the work of destroying human life and property in a
wholesale way. The complete history of the world can show
no war which for losses can make at all any comparison to
this one. Europe’s great population has never had too much
to eat in its best times of plentiful harvest”).
Introduction (“Nitrogen in a form available as a plant
food is one of the most necessary of all plant foods, the one
in least supply, and consequently the highest-priced of all to
buy. The other great problem is the problem of securing a
fairly cheap and abundant source of digestible protein food,
so absolutely necessary for the proper development of the
live stock industry on the millions of American farms”).
The universal culture of thrifty, well-inoculated legumes
(“The three greatest requisites in the growing of such crops
are legume seeds, bacterial inoculation for the seeds and
agricultural lime with which to sweeten the soil. We are
better equipped to furnish all of these than is any other
establishment in America”).
“The soybean and the protein problem: On account of
the tremendous increase in population of the large cities all
over this country, most of the live stock farms have been
changing very rapidly from cattle-growing to dairy farms.
This is especially true in the north-east quarter of the U.S.
While an abundance of protein food is necessary for best
results in any kind of live stock production yet a large
proportion of stockmen were not trying very hard to get best
results, so they fed their cattle mostly corn and timothy hay,
with some clover when they happened to have some.
“Now in changing to dairying most of them have already
found out that it is absolutely necessary to have a good
liberal supply of protein grain and forage in order to secure
the best results.
“On the average American farm but a very small
proportion of the protein feed is grown that is necessary
for a proper development or growth of the live stock which
the farm should keep. Only a small proportion of American
farmers grow even a plentiful supply of clover hay. No highproducing dairy cow is able to secure all the protein feed
which she needs, from red clover hay alone. Neither will the
grains commonly grown in the past on the ordinary farm,
such as corn, oats and wheat, furnish the amount or kind of
protein needed to properly balance the feed ration for dairy
cows.
“Where then, as a rule, does the American dairyman
get his protein feed? Well, he buys it in the commercial feed
sacks, and helps his brother farmers to bid up, higher and
higher, the prices of these feeds, put-up and sold by the great
milling companies of this nation. After they, the dairymen,
have deducted from the amount of their cream checks,
their bills for bran, linseed oil meal and other protein feeds

necessary to properly balance up the dairy rations with their
farm-grown timothy hay and cornfodder, they have but little
cash remaining. To increase the size of the cash balances
remaining from these cream checks several changes should
be made in farm management.
“First: Grow the high-priced protein feed on your own
farms, instead of buying it.
“Second; Feed all the farm grown feed to much better
cows.
“Third: Make plans to get better prices for both milk,
butter and calves.
“No other business could endure such systematic
robbery as has the American dairy industry suffered for
years. Certainly it has been the easy and generally willing
prey of worthless ‘boarder’ cows, of extortionate feeddealers and of unscrupulous milk buyers. The dairy industry
had better part with these incumbrances as soon as possible.
“What crop will best furnish the rich protein feed to
properly balance up the rations in connection with other
farm-grown feeds? That crop is The Soybean.
“The corn crop long ago solved the problem of
furnishing the bulky carbohydrates food for dairy and beef
cattle, supplemented of course by ordinary farm grown hay.
The growing of soybeans is the most natural and reasonable
way of producing the high-analyzing protein feed on the
average American farm.
“In most sections it will very handily take the place of
oats in a corn, oats, wheat, clover rotation, or if the soybean
ground cannot be put to wheat in time, then clover may be
sown with oats the following spring, thus keeping up the four
year rotation.”
A large photo shows: “One of the World’s RecordBreaking Cows Which Has Its Daily Ration of Stone’s
Soybean Silage.”
“How very valuable as a protein feed is the soybean may
be judged by comparison with other farm crops in analysis
of protein as follows; Soybean grain, 36,3%; oats, 11,8%;
corn, 10,5%; barley, 12,4%; rye, 10.6%; buckwheat, 10%;
flaxseed, 22.6%; cowpeas, 23.5%; sunflower seed, 16.3%;
cottonseed (with hulls), 19.6%; wheat, 11.9%.
“Soybean hay, 15.4%; alfalfa, 14.3%; cowpea hay,
16.6%; peavine [cowpea] hay, 13.7%; vetch hay, 17%;
crimson clover, 15.2%; alsike clover, 12.8%; red clover,
12.4%; orchard grass hay, 8.1%; red top, 8%; blue grass,
7.8%; mixed grasses, 7.4%; timothy, 6%; cornfodder, 5.1%;
corn stover, 4.5%.
“Soybean silage, 4.1%; cowpea silage, 2.7%; peavine
silage, 5.9%; corn silage, 1.9% to 2.2%; sorghum silage,
0.8%.
“The above analyses are from Bulletin No. 155, of Ohio
Agricultural Station at Wooster, Ohio. Notice the higher
protein content of all the legumes in the above list, compared
with the non-legumes.”
“We believe that the poultry business is going to prove
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one of the large bidders for the commercial soybean grain
crop...”
“Seed of over 300 varieties of soybeans have been
imported from India, China, Japan, Siberia, Manchuria, and
other nations by the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture and tested by
it as to grain and forage yields and other qualifications. We
have tried out about 50 of the best varieties and sell to our
customers only those varieties which have proved to be the
most satisfactory for either grain, hay, ensilage, or green
manuring.
“The time is not far distant when but comparatively few
progressive livestock farmers will not grow soybeans as one
of their regular farm crops.
“Soybeans for Ensilage: A large proportion of the
soybeans now grown on dairy farms are cut for ensilage.
This saves the whole plant; leaves, stems and grain and at a
time when it contains the most digestible food. Soybeans do
not make good-keeping ensilage by themselves because they
are hollow-stemmed. But if mixed with corn for ensilage, the
sap from the green corn will fill up these hollow stems and
the silage will keep very well and will also be mixed, ready
for feeding.”
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/
usda-nurseryandseedcatalog Address: Soybean and Corn
Specialist, Atwater, Portage County, Ohio.
1387. Street, John Phillips. 1915. Commercial feeding stuffs.
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
38:199-226. For the year ended Oct. 31, 1914. See p. 224-25.
• Summary: In the section titled “Ensilage corn, soy bean
fodder and soy beans” (p. 224-25) nutritional analyses are
given of 19 samples of soy beans and 20 samples of soy
bean fodder. Values are given for water, ash, protein, fiber,
nitrogen-free extract, and fat.
The soy bean varieties are Ito San, Quebec 92, Quebec
537, Kentucky, Medium Yellow, Manhattan, Ebony, Peking,
Medium Green, Okute, Wilson, Arlington, Swan, Morse,
Cloud, Mikado, Wing’s Mongol, and Jenkins’ Hollybrook.
Address: Chemist in Charge, State Chemist, New Haven,
Connecticut.
1388. Williams, C.B. 1915. Report of the Division of
Agronomy. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 38:10-16. For the year ended June 30, 1915.
See p. 15-16.
• Summary: “Much work in the breeding of velvet beans,
cowpeas, and soybeans has been carried on at the Central
farm with promising results.”
“A number of varieties of soybeans, too, have been
tested on the farms of F.P. Latham of Belhaven and W.T.
Holderness of Tarboro. Both of these gentlemen have shown

great interest in the results that are being secured in the
tests.”
“During the spring arrangements were made for
conducting with the Office of Forage Crop Investigations
of the Bureau of Plant Industry a series of experiments
with cowpeas and soybeans. In these investigations plats
were planted which were designed to study the relative
value of different varieties; of different methods of culture;
of different rates of seeding; and of different times of
planting of soybeans and cowpeas. These experiments are
being conducted at the Buncombe and Edgecombe farms.”
Address: Chief, Div. of Agronomy.
1389. Woll, Fritz Wilhelm. 1915. Productive feeding of farm
animals. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J.B. Lippincott Co. xi +
362 p. Illust. (96 in text). Index. 22 cm. Series: Lippincott’s
Farm Manuals. [10 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on pages ix, 9, 11, 12,
68, 90, 96, 114, 125, 127, 157, 161, 175, 176, 202, 221, 275,
308, 327, 332, 337, 339, 340-43, 349, 350-52, 361.
Chapter 1, “The composition of feeding stuffs,” contains
a section on “Classification of proteins” which states (p. 9):
“Protein substances are generally classified as (1) simple,
(2) conjugated, and (3) derived proteins... b. Globulins
are insoluble in water, but soluble in a 10 per cent sodium
chloride solution. The globulins are abundant in plant
materials and have been identified in many seeds of plants.
The following are present in the cereals and other common
seeds: Maysin in corn kernels, edestin in corn, wheat,
cotton seed, hemp and flaxseed, avenalin in oats, legumin
and vicilin in leguminous seeds (peas, lentils, horse beans),
glycin in soybeans, and conglutin in lupines.”
Page 11: Concentrates (p. 11): “Peanut cake meal,
containing about 48 per cent protein; cotton-seed meal and
soybean meal, 40 to 45 per cent; gluten meal, 34 to 36 per
cent; soybeans and linseed meal, 34 to 36 per cent; dried
distillers’ grains, 32 per cent; malt sprouts and dried brewers’
grains, 26 per cent.”
“Fats are organic compounds consisting largely of
mixtures of fatty acids, combined with glycerine (so-called
glycerides). The more common fats are stearin, palmitin,
and olein... Lineoleic [sic, Linoleic] and linolenic acids are
also found in the seeds of some plants, like flaxseed and
soybeans; on exposure to the air in a thin layer, they take up
oxygen and ‘set,’ i.e., they dry and harden. This difference in
the behavior on exposure to the air is characteristic of drying
and non-drying oils.
A bar chart titled “Fats in common feeding stuffs, in
per cent,” based on the ether extract of these foods, shows:
Flaxseed 34%. Soybeans 17%. Dried distillers’ grains 12%.
Cotton-seed meal 10%. Linseed meal 8%.
A section on “The siloing process” states (p. 68): “From
what has already been said, we should not expect that the
siloing process will appreciably affect the digestibility
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of feeding stuffs, since the heat generated in the silo
fermentation will rarely exceed 60ºC. (140ºF.). The following
average digestion coefficients for three kinds of silage
will show the influence of the siloing process as regards
digestibility:” Included in the table are soybeans and soybean
silage. The coefficient for the dry matter of both is 67%.
Part II, “Description of feeding stuffs” begins with
“Coarse feeds.” Chapter 12, “Green forage and hay crops,”
begins with a section on “Pastures” which notes that in the
Cotton Belt, the main grasses and clovers are “Cowpeas,
Johnson grass, soybeans, Bermuda grass, crab grass, Japan
and crimson clover.”
The section on “Soiling crops” notes (p. 96): “Among
crops that have proved satisfactory soiling crops may be
mentioned: Indian corn, alfalfa, clover, vetch, sorghum,
peas, oats, winter grains (cut before blooming), soybeans,
cowpeas, rape, millet, etc.”
The section on “Hay from leguminous crops” states
(p. 114): “The most important species of legumes adopted
for feeding farm animals are clover (red, mammoth, alsike
{pronounced AL-sik}, white, crimson, Japan), cowpea,
soybean (Fig. 15) vetch, pea, bean, beggar weed, and
peanut.” A brief description is given of each in the following
pages.
“Soybean (Glycine hispida, Fig. 21) is of greater
importance for seed production than for forage purposes,
except in the South, where its value as a forage plant, for
feeding green, as hay or as silage, is about as great as for
production of seed. It is grown for the sake of the seed
throughout the United States about as far north as corn will
mature. In the Gulf States it will usually yield six to ten tons
of green forage or silage to the acre and one and one-half to
three tons of hay. Soybean fodder is a high-protein feed that
can be produced under practically the same conditions as can
Indian corn. The composition of the soybean plant is quite
similar to that of alfalfa, as will be seen from the following
table.” This table gives the composition of the soybean plant
in the forms of green fodder, hay, straw, silage, and seed,
compared with “Alfalfa hay.”
Chapter 15, “Silos and silage,” says (p. 157): “The fact
that corn silage is relatively low in protein has led to the
suggestion that leguminous crops be placed in the silo with
the corn. The most successful crops for this purpose are
cowpeas or soybeans grown in the corn, both being cut for
the silo at the same time. Cowpeas mature at about the same
time as corn in the South, and furnish large yields of feed;
they make a valuable mixed silage for southern stock farms.
Soybeans may be successfully used for the same purpose
and can be grown farther north; grown together with Indian
corn, they make a good quality of silage that is considerably
richer in protein than corn silage alone (p. 340).” Page 161:
“Corn-soybean silage gave better results with dairy cows
than straight soybean silage, in experiments by Professor
Humphrey and the author at Wisconsin station (9).”

In chapter 16, “The concentrates,” the section on
“Leguminous and oil-bearing seeds” notes (p. 175): “The
leguminous seeds, like peas and beans, soybeans and
cowpeas, are valuable concentrated feeds, and their use for
feeding farm animals is increasing every year, as farmers
come to realize their value and appreciate that they can
greatly reduce their feed bills by growing high-protein forage
and grain crops on their farms. At the same time the fertilizer
bills may be reduced, since these crops render available
for plant use the free nitrogen of the air through symbiosis
with certain soil bacteria, and leave the soil richer in this
expensive fertilizer element than it was before the crop was
grown thereon (p. 113). These grains have a high digestibility
and contain two or three times as much digestible protein
as the cereal grains.” A table (p. 176) gives the chemical
composition of four leguminous seeds: Canada field pea,
horse bean, soybean, and cowpea.
The section on “Oil meals” states (p. 202): “Soybean
meal is the ground residue obtained in the manufacture of
soybean oil. The meal fed in this country is imported from
either Japan, China, or Manchuria; so far as is known, none
is manufactured here, although soybeans are now grown
quite extensively in various sections of the United States.
It is a valuable concentrate for farm stock, and is one of the
richest nitrogenous feeds on the market, containing about as
much protein and fat as cotton-seed meal (41.4 per cent and
7.2 per cent, respectively); it has a lower fiber content (5.3
per cent) and a higher digestibility than this meal. According
to Kellner, only 3.4 per cent of the protein is present in
amide form, and the protein has a digestibility of 97.7 per
cent. The soybean meal is, therefore, a highly digestible feed,
well adapted for feeding young stock, dairy cows, steers, and
other farm animals. It is fed in this country almost entirely on
the Pacific coast, where it is used largely for poultry feeding.
It makes a good substitute for linseed meal, pound for pound,
for dairy cows, and is one of the most promising concentrates
available for stock feeding; the only objection to its use, so
far as is known, is its cost, which is, as a rule, considerably
above that of linseed meal or cotton-seed meal.”
Chapter 21, “Calf feeding,” says (p. 221): “Some feeds
cannot, on the other hand, be used for calf feeding with skim
milk, or must be fed with great care, for the reason that they
tend to increase the danger of scouring; examples are codliver oil, molasses, soybeans, and oil meal.”
Chapter 23, “Feeding beef cattle,” states (p. 275):
“Excellent forage crops, like alfalfa, cowpeas, velvet beans,
sorghum, soybeans, etc., together with cotton-seed meal,
are the main feeds which will enable southern farmers to
raise and fatten beef cattle cheaply and which will lead to a
gradual development of the cattle industry in the South.”
Chapter 25, “Feeding swine” has a table (p. 308) titled
“An approximate ration for pigs intended for breeding
purposes” based on the elaborate system of Dietrich. The
pounds of feed per 100 pounds live weight per day is based
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on the age of the pigs in months (2 to 8 months). Corn
increases from 2.7 to 2.9. Soybeans (seed) from 0.4 to 0.7.
Skim milk decreases from 6.0 to zero. Water varies in the
range 4.4 to 9.2.
Illustrations: (15) A soybean nitrogen factory (p. 114).
(21) A field of soybeans (p. 126). (32) Corn and soybeans
grown for silage (p. 160).
Note: Fritz Wilhelm Woll lived 1865-1922. Address:
Prof. of Animal Nutrition, Univ. of California at Davis;
formerly Prof. of Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of
Wisconsin.
1390. Zavitz, C.A. 1915. Results of co-operative experiments
in agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 36:10-38. For the year 1914. See p. 11, 14,
19.
• Summary: Again this year, Prof. Zavitz, Director of the
Committee on co-operative experiments in agriculture, has
been ably assisted by Mr. A.W. Mason, Prof. W.J. Squirrell,
Mr. A.E. Whiteside, and Mr. C.R. Klinck. A table listing
the co-operative experiments in agriculture conducted
throughout Ontario in 1914 (p. 11), under “Grain crops”
includes “Testing two varieties of Soy, Soja, or Japanese
beans–2 plots.”
In the section on “Varieties of grain crops,” a large table
(p. 14) shows that 3 tests were conducted on “Soy beans.”
Early Yellow (comparative value 100), yielded 0.49 tons/acre
of straw and 30.44 bu/acre (1,826 lb/acre) of grain. Brown
(C.V. 88), yielded 0.33 tons/acre of straw and 18.44 bu/acre
(1,106 lb/acre) of grain.
The subsection titled “Soy beans” (p. 19) states: “The
Early Yellow soy bean has proven to be one of the very
best varieties which has been tested by the College, and
an average of 30 bushels per acre [in three co-operative
experiments] is certainly a fine yield.” Address: Prof. of
Field Husbandry, O.A.C. [Ontario Agricultural College],
Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
1391. Dean, William Harper. 1916. Crops that grow
crops: They make land richer and pay their way. Country
Gentleman 81(1):3-4. Jan. 1.
• Summary: The biggest problems in American farming
today are restoring fertility to worn-out soils and preventing
the loss of soil fertility. The most economical way to do this
is with legumes, which take nitrogen from the air, store it in
root nodules, and finally give it to the soil. Various legumes
are discussed, including red clover, crimson clover, sweet
clover, vetches, soy beans, and cowpeas.
“Soy beans. A legume yielding a hay rich in protein,
making heavy growth and capable of enriching the land to
a greater extent than cowpeas. The stubble of soy beans is
commonly turned under after the hay has been cut. This
legume has a wide range of climate, succeeding where
cowpeas fail–especially in far northern latitudes. When

planted in fields that have not grown the crop in the past the
land should be inoculated.”
1392. Hall, F.H. 1916. Soybean and cowpea. New York
Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 45. 6 p. For
the year 1915. Transmitted to the legislature Jan. 15, 1916.
Reprinted in 1916 in the Station’s 34th Annual Report for
1915, p. 116-21.
• Summary: This reprint includes a description of the general
character of the soybean and cowpea, their uses and value,
yields and feeding value, culture, and varieties. It begins as
follows:
“These forage and green-manuring crops are of much
greater value in states south of New York than in it; but may
occasionally be used to advantage in our agriculture.
“When first brought to the attention of growers in the
north, the cowpea seemed promising, but in recent years the
soybean has proved much better adapted to our conditions.
It is more resistant than the cowpea both to frost and to
drouth; all of its varieties in common cultivation are upright
in growth, while the best varieties of the cowpea are viny
and trailing in habit, therefore difficult to harvest for any
purpose; the soybean is more certain to mature seed than the
cowpea, and the yield is much greater and richer in protein.
The soybean, in some of its varieties and for some purposes,
may be worth trial in almost any section of the State; and
is quite likely to do fairly well in all but most unfavorable
seasons, when corn would fail because of late starting, longcontinued cool summer weather or early death by frost. The
cowpea, on the other hand, can be recommended only for
light, warm soils in the southern or south-central valleys or
flat lands of the State.
“General character.–The soybean and cowpea are of
East Asian origin, the cowpea probably from India and the
soybean from China or southern Japan; but both have been
cultivated so long that it is impossible to say with certainty
where either grew wild. They are legumes, producing forage
much higher in protein content than any other annual crop
of equal yield; both are readily eaten by farm animals,
either green, ensiled or made into hay; and both enrich the
soil since they procure part of their nitrogen from the air
and leave a considerable portion of it on the land in roots,
stubble and fallen leaves. The seeds of both, but particularly
of the soybean, are rich in nitrogen, and make most valuable
additions to the home-grown concentrates for balancing the
ordinary carbohydrate-rich rations.
“The soybean plant, in general appearance and in habit
of growth, resembles a tall-growing, bushy, hairy-leaved,
hairy-stemmed field bean; but the pods, which are also hairy,
are short and broad and usually contain only two or three
beans. The seeds are shorter and rounder in shape than field
beans, and show in but few varieties the typical kidney shape
of beans. Most of them resemble peas more than beans; and
the seeds of the cowpea resemble beans more than peas.
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Soybeans are smooth, or very slightly wrinkled; and in color
range from a creamy white to yellow, brown or a deep violet
commonly called black. The color is solid or marked with a
small area of a contrasting shade about the eye.
“It is difficult to see why the cowpea ever received its
name; for it resembles the pea in very few respects. The
vines and foliage are much more like those of lima beans,
including both bush and trailing forms; but the pods are very
long and slender. The seeds vary exceedingly in size and
color, and in shape, as already stated, resemble beans more
than do soybean seeds.”
“Among the better known, reliable varieties of soybeans
are:
Early Green, Medium Early Green, Medium Green,
properly Guelph.
Hollybrook.
Ito San.
Mammoth Yellow.
Wilson.
“Among other varieties that are worth trial if seed can
be easily secured are Ogemaw, Early Brown, Auburn, Elton,
Chestnut, Medium Yellow, Swan, Cloud, Ebony, Haberlandt,
and Peking, listed somewhat in order of ripening.”
1393. Vrooman, Carl. 1916. Grain farming in the corn belt
with live stock as a side line. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No.
704. 48 p. Jan. 20. See p. 16-19, 21-23, 25.
• Summary: Soy beans are mentioned briefly (p. 16-17) in
the section titled “Rotations.” One good rotation is corn,
soy beans or cowpeas, wheat, then clover and timothy. A
good sandy land rotation is soy beans with a rye cover crop
followed by corn with a rye cover crop.
The section on “Legumes” (p. 17-22) states that
“Alfalfa, soy beans, clover, and sweet clover are the legumes
best adapted to the corn belt.” “Alfalfa can be made to grow
fair crops on poor soil, but if the soil is very thin it is always
advisable to put on a good coating of stable manure or grow
and plow under a crop of soy beans, cowpeas, or sweet
clover, before seeding to alfalfa.”
The subsection on “Soy Beans” (p. 21-22) states: “Soy
beans are a splendid legume crop with which to fill in when
clover or other crops fail, or for building up thin, sandy soil.
At present they bring the largest money return when sold for
seed, but are a profitable crop, either cut for hay, used for
pasture, hogged down, or fed as concentrates. This crop is
usually planted a little later than corn, on ground prepared
as for corn. Whether sowing solid or in rows, use from four
to five pecks of seed per acre. Inoculation is necessary when
starting soy beans on a new field. A grain drill is the best tool
for seeding soy beans.”
“Cut soy beans for hay while the leaves are still green
and with the beans in the ‘dough.’ For seed, cut after the
leaves are well ripened and beginning to fall and the seed
pods well dried and almost ready to open. If allowed to

stand too long, however, a large percentage of the beans will
shatter out in handling. Cut for hay with an ordinary mower
and rake and bunch as soon as the vines have wilted, It takes
several days of bright drying weather to cure the hay so
that it can be stacked safely or put in the mow. Cut for seed
with the binder, if the vines are tall enough, otherwise use a
mower, preferably with a buncher attachment. If you have
no buncher, use the mower and follow immediately with the
rake, Handle the vines as little as possible.
“Soy beans are easily thrashed with either a bean huller
or a common thrashing machine. If the latter is used, all the
concaves should be removed and the cylinder run at about
half-speed. Thus few beans will be cracked, yet if a good
current of wind is kept on the riddle the beans will be well
cleaned.
“Care should be taken to let soy-bean seed dry
thoroughly before putting away in tight bins, as they contain
a large amount of moisture.
“Another way to handle soy beans is to drill them
with corn and then hog off both together. This makes
approximately a balanced ration, which serves admirable for
hog feed. A field planted in this way is almost sure to give a
good cash return. A farmer in Champaign County, Illinois,
hogged off 40 acres of corn and soy beans in 1914 and found
that the field gave him a net profit of $9.60 per acre more
than any other field on his 800-acre farm.”
Soy beans are also discussed in the section on
“Inoculation” (p. 25). Address: Asst. Secretary of Agriculture
[USDA].
1394. Morse, W.J. 1916. Soy beans profitable to cotton
states: Expert of the Department of Agriculture gives
thorough lesson on soy beans, which have greater feeding
value than cottonseed meal. Crop would thrive in Louisiana.
Item Farmer (New Orleans, Louisiana) 4(42):8. Jan. 22.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Adaptations. Soil
preparation. Fertilizers. Inoculation. When to sow. Rotations.
Mixtures. Many varieties. Soy beans for hay. Soy beans for
pasture. Soy beans for soiling. Soy beans for ensilage. Soy
beans for seed. The feeding value. Storing soy beans. Value
for human food. Address: Scientific Assistant, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA.
1395. Wing Seed Co. 1916. Wing’s seed book (Mail order
catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 96 p. Jan. Illust. Index. 25
cm.
• Summary: Joseph E. Wing, a pioneer in introducing alfalfa
and soy beans, died on 10 Sept. 1915, “a few weeks” before
this catalog was published. The front cover bears the date
1916 and two sepia photographs of farm fields, the bottom
one with a young boy and girl. There are two inserts. One
is a price list dated Dec. 27, 1915. The other, by Charles B.
Wing, announces “A Wing farm for sale.” The Introduction
contains a tribute to Joseph Wing, and also mentions his
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work with soybeans. This catalog contains a fairly long
section on “Soy beans” (p. 15-18) with the following
contents: Introduction. Planting and cultivation. Inoculation.
Harvesting for grain. Harvesting for hay. Varieties (grain vs.
forage varieties).
Grain varieties: Wing’s Mikado, Wing’s Mongol, Ito
San, Medium Green, Mammoth, trial ground’s beans. Forage
or dual purpose beans: Wing’s Extra Select Sable [black
seeded], Wing’s Pedigreed Sable, Wing’s Royal (new;
another selection from Wing’s Extra Select Sable), Jet,
Wilson.
Photos show: (1) A man wearing a hat, coat and tie
standing knee-deep in a field of Wing’s Pedigreed Sable
Soybeans. (2) Mature uprooted plants bearing leaves and
many pods: Wing’s Mongol soy bean. (3) Ito San. (4) Wing’s
Pedigreed Sable. (5) Forage Beans–Wing’s Sable on the
right, Wilson on the left. Planted in rows 8 inches apart. (6)
Wing’s Mikado, with many pods. Wing’s Royal.
The price list gives prices for five different types of
“Soys.” Prices are given for the following: per pound
postpaid ($0.35–$0.45), per 10 lbs. not postpaid ($0.60 to
$1.00), per 60 lb ($3.25 to $5.00), per 100 lbs ($5.40 to
$8.35), 5 bushel lots per bushel ($3.20 to $3.80), 10 bushel
lots per bushel ($3.15 to $3.75). The five types of “Soys” are
(in ascending order of price): (1) [Wing’s] Extra select Sable,
Wilson, Jet, (2) Mikado and Mammoth, (3) Ito San, Mongol,
Medium Green, (4) Wing’s Royal, and (5) Wing’s Pedigreed
Sable.
The farm for sale is 240 acres located 5 miles west of
Mechanicsburg, “a village of 2,000 inhabitants with splendid
high school, good churches, and good shipping facilities. A
macadamized road extends from Mechanicsburg to within
one-half mile of this farm.” On the farm is a comfortable
six-room house and a barn 36 by 80 feet built 4 years ago
at a cost of $3,500. Prices and terms: $25,000. One third
cash, balance in yearly installments of $1,000. 6% interest.
“Possession can be had immediately or March 1st, 1916.”
For further details contact Chas. B. Wing, President and
general manager, The Wing Seed Co., Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
Note. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Wing’s Pedigreed Sable.
This variety is not mentioned in Wing’s previous catalog
(Jan. 1915), which is owned by Soyinfo Center. Address:
Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
1396. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1916. A new use for soy beans.
51(3):94. Feb. 11. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The first extensive manufacture of soy bean oil
and meal with domestic beans in the United States has just
begun in Elizabeth City, N.C. Last year the production of soy
beans in North Carolina reached the point where all demands
for the seed were filled. This year, due to the fact that there
was a great reduction in the acreage devoted to cotton and
that the value of soy beans as a forage crop has been amply

demonstrated, the supply of soy beans was even greater than
that of one year ago. Something had to be done to prevent
such a valuable crop from being a drag on the market before
the average farmer of the state was acquainted with its use.
As a result of investigations by the Division of Agronomy,
the manufacture of the beans into oil and meal has now been
begun.
“For the past ten days the oil mill at Elizabeth City
has been running night and day using about twenty tons of
soy beans per day. This change from the manufacture of
cottonseed oil to soy bean oil was made without any great
expense as the machinery had to be adjusted but little to
handle the beans. The superintendent of the mill estimated
that the labor expenditure required in making the adjustment
was not over $5.00.
“At present, from a ton of 2,000 pounds of the beans,
they are securing something like 30 gallons of oil and 1,650
pounds of meal... A good many local farmers in the vicinity
of the mill have purchased the meal for fertilizing purposes
and for feeding their live stock. Some of them have been
using it like corn meal for making muffins...
“The meal runs something like 10 per cent higher in
protein than does cottonseed meal. The percentage of oil
left in the meal ranges from 4 to 5 per cent where the oil
has been extracted by Anderson expellers.–North Carolina
Extension Farm News.”
Note 1. Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept.
2016) the mentions the use of a mechanical screw press or
expeller for crushing soy beans. Note 2. This is the earliest
English-language document seen (Sept. 2016) that contains
the word “expellers” (or “expeller”) or the term “Anderson
expellers” in connection with soy beans. Address: Fort
Atkinson, Wisconsin.
1397. Garden Island (The) (Lihue, Kauai Isl., Hawaii). 1916.
Some pointers on safe farming. Feb. 15. p. 6, col. 1.
• Summary: “The U.S. Department of Agriculture has
circulated a paper throughout the South, much of which
would be profitable practice for the small farmer of
Hawaii. It is call ‘Safe Farming’ and the safety measures
recommended are as follows.
“First. Produce a home garden year round, paying
special attention to a plot of Irish or sweet potatoes sufficient
to supply the family with food of this character.
“Second. Produce corn necessary to support all of the
people on the farm and the live stock, with absolute safety.”
“Fourth. Produce hay and forage from some forage crop,
sufficient to supply all of the live stock on the farm. Use
legumes such as clover, cowpeas, velvet beans, soy beans,
and alfalfa for the production of hay and to enrich the soil
with nitrogen and humus.”
1398. Morse, W.J. 1916. Re: Regarding soybean variety
19981. Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment
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Station, Knoxville, TN, Feb. 18. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Mooers: Your letter of February
10 to Professor Piper, regarding soybean variety 19981, has
been handed to me for attention.
“This variety was obtained from the Yokohama Nursery
Company, Yokohama, Japan, in 1907. No name has been
assigned to it as yet. Perhaps either the name ‘Knoxville’ or
‘Tennessee’ would be a good one to give it, or if you would
not care to assign either of these names, ‘Yoko’ would be a
suggestion. Since this variety has proved to be so promising
at your station, we would prefer to leave the naming of it to
you, with the suggestions noted herein. We would be glad to
have you let us know the name you give this variety so that
we may include it in our records.
“During the winter of 1914 the Department obtained
through the Office of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction
over three hundred introductions of soybeans from
Manchuria, Japan, China, and Korea. This number included a
very large number of new things, some of which have proved
quite promising in our trials at Arlington [Farm; Virginia].
We wonder if you would not care to take twenty-five or thirty
of the very best to place in your variety trials at Knoxville.
“As you will recall, the Brownie and Baird gave very
promising results at your station and have been grown for a
number of years. In this list of new things just mentioned,
a number of varieties of the Brownie type were obtained
having yellow seed. These yellow-seeded varieties were very
prolific and made an excellent growth of forage.
“If you desire to obtain these best introductions, please
let me know in the near future so that the seed may be
reserved for you.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1399. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1916. What variety of soy beans?
41(7):265. Feb. 18.
• Summary: “An Illinois correspondent writes: ‘What variety
of soy beans would you plant with corn?’
“The different varieties of soy beans differ as much at
time of maturity as the different varieties of corn. The very
early varieties of soy beans, like the very early varieties of
corn, are small, and rather light both in forage and grain.”
The Early Black, or Buckshot, is very early, maturing
in only 80-90 days. Ito San takes 90-100 days, and Medium
Brown takes a little longer, and Mammoth Yellow takes

about 120 days. Chose a soybean variety that matures at the
same time as your corn variety–if you plan to plant both at
the same time. Generally, the later the variety, the ranker its
growth. Address: Des Moines, Iowa.
1400. Indiana Farmer. 1916. Soy bean flour a success.
71(8):16, col. 3. Feb. 19.
• Summary: “Experiments conducted by the Department
of Agriculture with soy bean flour indicate that it may be
used in much the same way as corn meal. Although the
soy bean has been grown for more than twenty-five years
in this country, it has been used almost exclusively as a
forage crop. As a coffee substitute it has been placed on the
market at various times with but little success, although it
compares very favorably with some substitutes now used
quite extensively. In Japan and China the bean, which has
been extensively cultivated since the earliest times, is used
principally for human food and is prepared in many different
ways. Bean curd is very common and other products with
which Western people are not familiar. In Germany and
England the use of the bean as human food is becoming
important. In England bakers have put on the market a
soy bread made from flour which is 25 per cent soy meal
[soy flour] and 75 per cent wheat flour, soya ‘biscuits’ or
‘crackers’ are also for sale all over England, and, like the
bread, are very palatable. For Americans and Europeans it
is probable that the bean is most acceptable when made into
bread, biscuits, muffins, griddle cakes, waffles, etc.”
1401. Cromer, C.O. 1916. Re: List of farmers in Indiana
who have grown soybeans during the past year. Letter to
W.J. Morse, Scientific Assistant, Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC, Feb. 23. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: On 10 Nov. 1915 Morse wrote Prof. Cromer:
“We are trying to collect certain data concerning the culture
and varieties of soy beans in a number of States. It will be
greatly appreciated if you will send us a list of soy bean
growers in your State using the crop either as forage or for
seed purposes.”
In this response, Cromer sends Morse a list of 20
farmers “who have grown soybeans during the last year in
Indiana or nearby, as follows: Geo. D. Gilbert, Goshen, Ind.
D.L. Trout, Chicago, Illinois. Otto S. Jones, Greenfield, Ind.
B. Wilson, Muncie, Ind. R.R. #4. E.R. Kenney, Lafayette,
Ind. R.R. #8. E.B. Bentley, Charlestown, Ind. Stacy Brant,
Shelbyville, Ind. W.F. Lamport, Indianapolis, Ind. Fountain
Sq. Station. D. McCarver, Edwardsport, Ind. W.G. Wilson,
Brookville, Ind. Fred E. Allen, Bedford, Ind. L.T. Hurst,
Bainbridge, Ind. Fred Bachman, Jr., Acton, Ind. Virgil
Sears, Lapel, Ind. Harry E. Wheeler, Darlington, Ind. I.C.
Scharf, New Albany, Ind. W.E. Stevens, Boonville, Ind.
H.K. Kirkpatrick, Lafayette, Ind. Samuel L. Mitchell, Battle
Ground, Ind. Oran A. Province, Franklin, Ind.
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Note: Neither the Fouts Brothers nor Adrian Parsons are
mentioned.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#5.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Associate in Crops, Purdue Univ.,
Lafayette, Indiana.
1402. Latham, F.P. 1916. Soy beans for southern farmers:
Forage crops vs. cotton, and soy beans as a solution–second
in a series of three articles. Progressive Farmer (The)
(Raleigh, North Carolina) 31(9):286. Feb. 26.
• Summary: “The lack of adequate forage production in
the South, of both roughage and grain, is the most serious
impediment in our advance to the place to which our soil and
climate entitles us.” The South needs “provender crops” now
that little profit can be made from growing cotton. Legumes
assimilate nitrogen from the air and transform it into valuable
animal feeds without drawing heavily on nitrogen in the soil.
“I know of no plant that extracts more of its composition
from the invisible wealth about us than the soy bean. Nor
do I know any other plant that fills the numerous forage
requirements of the Southern farmer as perfectly as it does.
As a producer of hay its yield per acre of a high-class
article is equal to that of any of our recognized hay plants.
It possesses the added advantage over many other crops
of being a creditable grain yielder... the hay has proved
practically equal to alfalfa, a feed recognized as being in
the ‘A’ class of American provender. The grain contains
much higher feeding value than corn; in fact, the digestible
contents are higher than cottonseed meal.
“The plant... has the knack of coming back and making
good after receiving setbacks that would put a less hardy
plant entirely out of business. It is further possessed of
a wonderful capacity for adjustment. It can be wedged
in all over the farm, once the habit is formed. Drilled or
broadcasted after wheat or oats, it gets busy and makes a
valuable second crop. Planted in corn in June, it utilizes the
time of the land from corn maturity to near frost, without
lessening the yield of the latter.” The writer has used it as a
“catch crop” sowed at the last working of corn and peanuts.
The key is to use legumes.
A small oval portrait photo shows F.P. Latham. Note:
This periodical is published in Raleigh, North Carolina.
Address: Belhaven, North Carolina.
1403. Jones, S.A. 1916. Peas and beans. Monthly Crop
Report (USDA) 2(2):18-19. Feb. 29.
• Summary: “Since the discovery, in the present generation,
of the full value of the legumes as soil renovators, through

the addition to the soil of nitrogen, the importance of their
place in an intelligent system of farming continues to receive
increasing recognition by the average farmer.” Each of the
major types is discussed in this order: Soy beans, common
white and colored beans, lima beans, velvet beans, Canadian
field peas, and cowpeas.
“Soy beans: The soy bean is to a certain extent a
competitor of the clovers, but its principal usefulness is as
a substitute for the latter is sections where clovers are not
successfully grown. The production of soy beans met first
with marked favor in North Carolina and Tennessee, and
these two States remain the leaders in the production of this
crop, though their area of growth has rapidly extended into
other States, particularly to the north and west. They are
comparable with cowpeas as a forage crop, but have met
with more favor north of the cotton belt than in it, where
cowpeas have the preference.
“The relatively greater popularity of the soy bean
compared with the cowpea in the northern portion of their
range of cultivation, may be in part due to the fact that the
former produces relatively better than the latter on rich clay
loams, and more poorly on thin and sandy soils. It also does
better on lowlands. Conversely, droughty conditions and
extreme heat cause the leaves to drop from the plant, making
it less valuable for hay, the grain shatters badly, and the crop
requires much more skill and attention in handling than
cowpeas, which facts, particularly in view of the type of farm
labor in much of the cotton belt, makes it less available there
than the cowpea.
“Soy beans are not generally used as a human food in
this country, although perfectly edible. Its principal use is
as a stock food, about 10 per cent being fed as mature grain,
mostly in the form of milled feed, 15 per cent as grain in
the straw, either cut or pastured, and 52 per cent as hay cut
green or siloed. Four per cent is plowed under for fertilizer,
about 18 per cent, or over 3 bushels from each acre, is saved
as seed. As one bushel out of the normal yield of 18 bushels
per acre would suffice to seed an acre, if broadcast, and
half a bushel if planted in cultivated rows, it is evident that
the acreage of this crop must be increasing rapidly. In dairy
sections, the soy bean is often planted with corn, and both
crops are harvested together and cut up for silage.”
A table (p. 19) titled “Soy beans” gives statistics on
utilization in the following states: Virginia, North Carolina,
Ohio, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, and All other. For
each state is given (in 11 columns): Percentage of the crop
used for: Human food (grain), stock feed (matured grain),
stock feed (mature grain fed in the straw or pastured), seed,
cut green for hay. Normal yield per acre: Grain, plant cut
green for hay. Planting, usual date. Harvesting, usual date.
Acreage, compared with total acreage of all beans and peas
in State. Virginia has the highest use for human food (6%).
Mississippi has the highest yield of grain (22.0 bu/acre)
followed by Virginia (20 bu) and Ohio (20 bu). Ohio has the
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highest percentage of soybean acreage compared with total
acreage of all beans and peas in State (43.0%), followed
by Tennessee (15.0%), and Alabama (5.0%). Soybeans are
planted from May 15 to June 15 and harvested from Sept. 10
to Sept. 20.
Note: This is the earliest USDA publication seen that
gives statistics on soybean utilization (by state) in the United
States; however it does not give soybean production or
acreage by state, or in the USA as a whole. Address: Bureau
of Crop Estimates.

• Summary: “’When shall I plant soy beans to plow under to
improve the soil?’ asks a Pennsylvania farmer. ‘What shall I
plant for early pasture for hogs?’
“The medium green [sic, Medium Green] soy bean is
one of the most satisfactory for soil improvement in this
man’s latitude. In the first week of June he should drill six
pecks of seed to the acre solid, like wheat, in a well-prepared
seed bed. The crop should be plowed under when nearly
mature. One hundred and fifty pounds of acid phosphate an
acre should be applied with the seed.”

1404. Latham, F.P. 1916. The soy bean a great soil builder:
Third and last of a series of articles on soy beans for
southern farmers. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North
Carolina) 31(10):342. March 4.
• Summary: “Above all others, the problem of paramount
importance to the owners of the farms of the Cotton Belt
today is the restoration of fertility and the maintenance
of productive capacity... The only continued assurance of
permanent fertility of soils is the maintenance of humus,
and the only practical and economical source of valuable
nitrogen-carrying humus open to all farmers is by legume
culture.”
“One of the most prevalent and economical methods of
utilizing the soy bean crop is to feed as forage and use the
manure for renovation. Another very popular method that has
its strong advocates is that of ‘hogging down’ the crop. By
the latter method the labor of harvesting is eliminated and the
whole amount of nitrogen less the small amount going into
the composition of the animal body is returned to the soil.
“The practice of storing free nitrogen from the air in the
soil is the South’s salvation. If soy bean’s are the agents to
be used, they will pay a substantial revenue to the grower
for the privilege of feeding to his hungry soils this invisible
necessity to which all plant life owes its vigor. Their
character of growth and habits of production both commend
them to the. Southern farmer as a renovator. If conditions
change after the crop has been planted, making the alteration
of plans desirable, the utilization of the crop can be switched
to any one of many channels of usefulness. In other words,
they constitute the monkey-wrench member of the legume
family.
“A renovating plant to be popular with Southern
farmer’s must be a dual purpose one, able to stand abuse
and still make good. Soys fit that angle. My observation
and experience have led me to the conclusion that if soys
are given their proper place and attention on every farm,
the grower’s anticipation will be fulfilled with gratifying
results.”
An oval portrait photo shows F.P. Latham. Address:
Belhaven, North Carolina.

1406. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1916.
Seeds and plants imported by the Office of Foreign Seed
and Plant Introduction during the period from October 1
to December 31, 1913. Nos. 36259 to 36936. No. 37. 95 p.
March 25.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Soja max (L.) Piper.
(Glycine hispida Maxim.)
“36576. From Fakumen, Manchuria. Presented by Dr.
S.A. Ellerbeck, Mukden Hospital, who secured them from
Mr. F.W.S. O’Neill, Fakumen. Received November 1, 1913.
‘A bean called white eyebrow bean. This is the nearest I
can obtain to the bean you mention. It is said that this bean
produces plenty of oil. The name seems to arise from the
white edge from which the sprouts come.’ (O’Neill.)
“36643-36653. From Newchwang, Manchuria.
Presented by Mr. George F. Bickford, vice consul. Received
November 24, 1913. Quoted notes by Mr. Bickford.
“36643. ‘Large black beans, Ta hei tou. From Hsin Minfu.’
“36644. ‘Large, round, black bean, Ta lieh hei. From
Hsin Min-fu.’
“36645. Small black beans, Hsiao heo tou. From Hsin
Min-fu.’
“36646. ‘Green soy beans, Ching tou. From Chang
Chun, north of Mukden.’
“36647. ‘White eyebrow soy bean of the Fakumen
meadow land.’
“36648. ‘White eyebrow soy bean, Pei mei. From Sze
Ping Kai, northeast of Mukden.’
“36649. ‘Golden yellow soy beans, Chin hwang tou.
From north of Mukden.’
“36650. ‘Yellow soy bean, Hwang tou. From Liao River
Valley.
“36651. ‘Golden round soy bean, Chin yuan or Chin
yuan tou. From north of Mukden.’
“36652. ‘Yellow soy bean, Yuan tou. From Kung
Chuling, south of Harbin. Round.’ Note: Kungchuling, Chilin
-> Gongzhuling, Jilin.
“36653. From Peh tuan lin tza, northern Manchuria.
Presented by Mr. N. Kristiansen, at the request of Dr. S.A.
Ellerbeck, Mukden Hospital. Received November 29,
1913. ‘Manchurian bean, from Heilung chiang [pinyin:
Heilongjiang], northern Manchuria.’ (Kristiansen.)”

1405. Country Gentleman. 1916. The R.F.D. letter box: Soy
beans for humus. 81(12):635. March 18.
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“36718/36810. From China. Collected by Mr. Frank
N. Meyer, Agricultural Explorer for the Department of
Agriculture. Received November 28, 1913. Quoted notes by
Mr. Meyer.
“36785. ‘(No. 1972a. Peking, China. September 29,
1913.) The original wild soy bean, which occurs in North
China here and there in hedges, copses, between shrubbery,
and between reeds (Phragmites communis) on the drier
places, where it turns itself around any support available.
The beans are blackish and very small and are inclosed
[sic] in small pods, which are quite hairy, though looking
typically like some of the smaller cultivated varieties of soy
beans. The poorest of the Chinese eat the young pods when
boiled, but the plant at large is considered a weed and is
gathered only when large quantities are found, in which case
it is fed to domestic animals as a fodder. Of value possibly
as a fodder plant when sown out among erect-growing
vegetation, like barnyard millet, Johnson grass, and corn.
Chinese name Mau doh, meaning ‘hairy bean’.’”
“36809. ‘(No. 1996a. Peking, China. October 30, 1913.)
A rare, brown and black striped variety of soy bean, used
roasted as a delicacy. Very wholesome, apparently, and
worthy of trial by the American public. Could be slightly
salted and buttered and sold like pop corn and peanuts.
Chinese name of this bean Ghu pee doh, meaning ‘tiger-skin
bean.’
“36829/36840. From Pying Yang, Chosen (Korea).
Presented by Mr. Charles L. Phillips, Presbyterian Mission.
Received December 10, 1913. Quoted notes by Mr. Phillips.
“36829-36837. ‘The soy bean in Korea is usually sown
in the fields with millet. In the early spring, after the millet
has reached the height of 2 or inches, the beans are dropped
in between the hills of the grain, all of which is sown in rows
and cultivated with the Korean ox plow. Beans of this kind
produce best in heavy clay soil rather than in light, stony
ground. These beans serve as food for man and beast and
are used most extensively throughout this whole northern
country. For man, bread and cake are baked with these beans,
a sloppy cereal dish is cooked, and, of course everywhere
soy is made. Especially with the yellow varieties, bean
spouts are grown during the winter, which furnish a fresh
vegetable dish for the people when green things are scarce.
The beans are put in an earthen dish and daily sprinkled with
water and kept in the warm living room of the house, where
they are quickly sprouted and send long shoots out from the
dish. These sprouts are a great relish. They are boiled and
eaten with rice and millet. For fodder, the beans are fed in
the pod to the cattle and horses, but in cold weather are most
often boiled and fed as a hot mash.’
“36829. ‘No. 1. Yellow. This is the most common of all
soy beans in Korea.’
“36830. ‘No. 2 Small Yellow.’
“36831. ‘No. 3. Black.’
“36832. ‘No. 4. Green. These beans are also roasted and

popped like our pop corn or like roasted chestnuts. A great
favorite among the Korean children.’
“36833. ‘No. 5. Brown. Rarely grown in northern
Korea.’
“36834. ‘No. 6. Brown and black.’
“36835. ‘No. 7. Black and yellow.’
“36836. ‘No. 8. Mottled green and black.’
“36837. ‘No. 9. Black with white spots. Called
sometimes in this province ‘widowers’ beans.’”
“36846-48. From Dalny, Manchuria, Presented by Mr.
Albert W. Pontius, American consul. Received December 10,
1913.
‘A large variety of beans is grown in Manchuria, and
together with their resultants, bean cake and bean oil, they
constitute by far the most valuable item in the export trade
of the three provinces. In the month of April they are sown
by hand in drills and the crop is ripe in September; but as
regards the beans of commerce there is an exception, namely,
the small green bean known as Lu tou (Phaseolus aureus
Roxb. [Roxburgh, mung bean]), which ripens as early as
July and can be sown again in that month and gathered early
in October. The Chinese distinguish the beans of commerce
by their colors. At the end of March or beginning of April
the ground fertilizer (night soil and animal manure) is
spread over the fields in the furrows in which the previous
season’s beans were cultivated. The soil in the old ridges is
then turned with the ordinary shallow native plow, the new
ridges being formed where the fertilizer has been spread. The
ground is broken with a wooden roller drawn by a mule, the
tops of the ridges being partly leveled. A line marker is then
used on the leveled ridges, this implement marking a shallow
trench, preparing the ground for seeding purposes.
“The planting of beans in Manchuria takes place
during the month of April. The seeding is effected in two
manners, the beans being sown in light furrows or in finger
holes placed uniformly apart. The former method is quite
simple and requires no explanation; in the use of the latter
method, the finger holes are about 9 inches apart, four or five
seeds being dropped in each hole. The amount of seed used
differs in the various districts, a higher altitude requiring a
proportionately larger quantity of seed. The following shows
the different quantities of seed used in the varying latitudinal
districts of Manchuria: Liaotung Peninsula (district south
of Tashihchiao), thirty to forty-five hundredths of a bushel
per acre; Mukden, Tiehling, and Kaiyuan, from forty-five to
sixty hundredths of a bushel per acre; Kirin [pinyin: Jilin],
from sixty-five to eighty hundredths of a bushel pre acre;
Heilungchiang [pinyin: Heilongjiang]; eighty hundredths of
a bushel or more per acre. The first breaking and weeding
of the soil takes place from six to ten days after seeding and
when the sprouts are from 3 to 4 inches in length. Weeding
is subsequently effected during intervals of four or five
days (every ten days in northern Manchuria). Native hoes
and rakes are used for weeding, the ground being broken
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with a wooden plow drawn by a horse or mule. The period
of harvesting is from the latter part of September to the
beginning of October, the bean plants being cut close to the
roots, a stone roller or wooden flail being used in hulling.
The average crops per acre by districts are estimated as
follows: In southeast Manchuria and the coast of the Yellow
Sea the yield is from 10 to 15 bushels per acre; in the Liao
River valley, Changtu, Kaiyua, Tiehling, and Mukden the
yield is from 40 to 50 bushels per acre; at Kirin the yield
is from 24 to 26 bushels per acre; and in Heilungchiang
(Amur district) the yield is from 17 to 22 bushels per acre.’
(Pontius).
“36846. ‘Yellow bean. Pai mei, ‘white eyebrow,’ from
the white scar on the saddle, or point of attachment to the
pod. This variety is highly prized for the quantity of oil or
fat which it contains. Shipped from Fanchiatun station, near
Changchun, south Manchuria.’ (Pontius.)
“Yellow bean. Hei chi, ‘black belly,’ from the darkbrown scar on the saddle. This variety is highly prized for the
quality of oil or fat which it contains. Shipped from Kinchou
station, leased territory.’ (Pontius.)
“36848. ‘Green bean. Ching tou. This variety is said to
yield more legumin in the manufacture of bean curd than the
yellow bean, but the quality is inferior. It is also boiled and
used as food.’ (Pontius.)
“36901-06. From Peking, China. Presented by Mr. John
McGregor Gibb, Peking University. Received December 26,
1913. Quoted notes by Mr. Gibb.
“36901. ‘Iron Pod.’
“36902. ‘Small golden flower.’
“36903. ‘The yellow four in a pod.’
“36904. ‘Big, white eyed.’
“36905. ‘White, flower, short stalks.’”
“36906/36912. From Dalny, Manchuria. Presented by
Mr. Albert W. Pontius, American consul. Received December
26, 1913. Quoted notes by Mr. Pontius.
“36906. ‘Black soy bean. Shipped from Suchiatun
station.’”
“36913/36924. Presented by Mr. Lewis S. Palen, Harbin,
Manchuria, Received December 29, 1913. Quoted notes by
Mr. Palen.
“36914-36919.
“36914. ‘(From Tsitsikhar, Manchuria. November 5,
1913.) Yellow. White-eyebrow variety, Ta pai mei. This bean
is used for oil, bean curd, sauces, and bean sprouts. This
sample is from about 100 miles east of this neighborhood.
This variety is found mostly west of Kaiyuan and Tiehling
on the South Manchuria Railway. The estimated yield is
from 936 to 2,574 pounds per acre, and the price roughly
estimated at 46 cents gold per bushel of 60 pounds on the
market.’
“36915. ‘(No. 2. Changchun, Manchuria. November 1,
1913.) Yellow. Golden, round variety, Chin yuan tou. This
bean is used for oil, bean curd, sauces, and bean sprouts. It is

the variety most generally found scattered all over the bean
districts of Manchuria. The estimated yield is from 936 to
2,574 pounds per acre, and the price is roughly estimated at
46 cents gold per bushel of 60 pounds on the market. The
Chinese are most casual in their estimates of yields.’
“36916. ‘(No. 3. Kirin, Manchuria. November 1,
1913.) Large green variety, Ta ching tou. A bean with green
epidermis and green interior. The percentage of oil is less
than that of the yellow. Used as bean curd, and as bean
sprouts boiled with vegetables. The estimated yield is from
936 to 2,574 pounds per acre and the price slightly less than
that of the yellow, roughly, 3 per cent.’
“36917. ‘(No. 3. Changchun, Manchuria) Small green.
Green epidermis and yellow interior.’
“36918. ‘(No. 4. Changchun, Manchuria. November 1,
1913.) Large black variety, Ta wu tou. The oil equals about
75 per cent of that from the yellow. Mostly fed to horses and
cattle. In some places officials prohibit the use for oil, in fear
of the cost of feed being too greatly enhanced. It grows best
and is much used on wet and marshy lands, where the yellow
and green varieties will not do well. The yield is about the
same as that of the yellow. The price is from 1 to 2 per
cent higher than the yellow, owing to the Japanese demand
at Dalny. The Chinese do not know the reason why it is
preferred to the yellow.’
“36919. ‘(No. 5. Tsitsikhar, Manchuria. November 5,
1913.) Flat, black variety, Pien wu tou. The oil equals about
75 per cent of that from the yellow. Mostly fed to horses
and cattle. In some places officials prohibit the use for oil,
in fear of the cost of feed being too greatly enhanced. The
sample comes from about 100 miles to the northeast of here.
It will do well in very wet ground. The price is estimated at
about 50 cents gold per bushel of 60 pounds on the Tsitsikhar
market, which is slightly lower than the price of the yellow.’”
Address: Washington, DC.
1407. Ames, J.W.; Boltz, G.E. 1916. Sulphur in relation
to soils and crops. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 292. p. 221-56. March. See p. 233-38, 253-56.
[25 ref]
• Summary: “Under certain conditions of treatment,
sulphates have increased the yield of soybean hay and the
sulphur content of the crop. The addition of calcium sulphate
to fertilizer treatment furnishing nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium decreased the sulphur content of soybeans.
“Potassium sulphate and ammonium sulphate, compared
with potassium chloride and sodium nitrate, gave an
increased yield of beans having a lower percent of sulphur.”
“Magnesium sulphate, where used with complete
fertilizer and calcium carbonate, produced more soybeans
and millet seed than calcium sulphate.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 1999) that uses the term “potassium chloride” (as
a fertilizer) in connection with soybeans. This fertilizer was
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often previously called “muriate of potash.”
1408. Cronaca Agricola (Torino). 1916. Una nuova pianta
foraggiera [A new forage plant]. No. 6. March. [Ita]*
1409. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1916. The
soya bean. 22(12):1286-87. March. Summarized in the
Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1916. 14:293-95. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Experiments with soya bean cake tend to show
that, when fed in moderation, it is a useful feeding stuff;
otherwise it is apt to prove distinctly laxative. For this reason
it is usually given along with undecorticated cotton cake. At
present prices it is one of the cheapest feeding stuffs on the
market. (See also p. 1277 of this Journal).” In 1912, some
188,760 tons of soya beans were imported to England, worth
£1,567,960. Imports were 76,452 tons in 1913, then 71,161
tons in 1914, and 175,136 tons in 1915.
Discusses early attempts to grow soybeans in Great
Britain. “Previous to 1909 a few attempts had been made to
grow the crop in England, but without any success; at best,
the plants grew up to flowering stage but formed no seed.
About this time, with the object of securing the hardiest sorts
in cultivation, the Board obtained from an experiment station
in North Japan, seed of 16 varieties, together with a small
quantity of soil in which the crop had been grown. These
were sown at the Midland Agricultural and Dairy College
and on the Cambridge University Farm. At both centres the
results were similar–many of the varieties grew well, but
none formed flowers. Where the Japanese soil had been
applied the nodule formation was all that could be desired,
but where no inoculation had taken place, no nodules were
formed.
“In 1910 the Board obtained seed of several varieties
from Manchuria. These were grown at the same centres as
before. At the Midland College the crop grew vigorously,
but formed no seed, while at Cambridge the plants ripened
a small quantity of seed. This seed was sown in 1911, but
the crop made little growth, and in spite of the hot season no
seed was produced.
“These results prove conclusively that the Japanese and
Manchurian varieties hitherto tested cannot be relied upon
to produce seed in this country. As the plant appears to be a
very variable one, however, it is not impossible that a variety
suited to conditions in this country may yet be produced.
“In some experiments at Wye College, Kent, with seed
supplied by the Macdonald College, Quebec [Canada], wellfilled pods were produced in 1910, from a variety known as
“Early Tennessee,” when the soil was inoculated.
“Apart from seed production the plant might have some
value in this country as a forage crop. It appears to resist
drought well, and is largely grown in the United States for
green fodder, which appears to be liked by all classes of
farm stock. In general composition the green plant resembles
clover.” Address: London, England.

1410. Jordan, S.M. 1916. Soy beans and cow peas with corn.
Missouri Farmer 8(7):108. April 1.
• Summary: “The crops that are most commonly used as
supplements to corn are cow peas, soy beans, rape, wheat,
rye or barley.” “The most common practice with cowpeas
and soy beans is to plant them in the hill with the corn at the
time of planting the corn. Where this is done the number of
peas used per hill should be about the same as the number of
grains of corn per hill, both to be determined by the varieties
of corn and the quality of the soil. Soy beans appear to stand
a little more cold than cowpeas and in many localities soy
beans seem to be preferred to cowpeas.” “If soy beans were
used in this way perhaps two rows might be better than three
since soy beans will not stand crowding as much as will
cowpeas. By planting the peas or beans in the hill with the
corn, which is the most common method, a bushel should
plant from twelve to thirty acres, depending on the number
of beans or peas per hill, the distance apart of the rows and
the size of the grains of the beans or peas planted. The size
of soy beans vary greatly. The Mammoth Yellow, being
large, one bushel will plant from twelve to fifteen acres,
while the Peking will plant from twenty-five to thirty acres.
These rates are on a basis of three per hill, three and one-half
feet apart each way. The depth of planting has an important
influence upon the stand. Many persons secure a poor stand
when planting with the corn by planting too deep. We are
accustomed to letting the corn planter down pretty well,
which is perhaps safe enough for the corn, but it is risky
for beans, especially if planted early. Much, of course, will
depend on the conditions of the seed bed and the warmth and
moisture of the soil.
“The soy bean is meeting with great favor for all the
purposes that we formerly used cowpeas. Soy beans do
not vine but stand well, interfering less with the cultivator
and in cutting the corn for silage or fodder. When they are
to be pastured with lambs or pigs they are preferred to the
cowpeas, because soy beans produce seed or grain much
more heavily than do cow peas. Where we desire to make
hay of them or grow them for seed they have the advantage
of cowpeas in being a little easier to cure. They produce as
much hay and usually much more seed, and weevil do not
molest the seeds. Soy beans or cowpeas are grown in corn
for three purposes. One is to add fertility to the soil, an other
to furnish a crop to be pastured off in the field, and another
to put into the silo or for fodder. It should be kept in mind
that soy beans do not seem to gather nitrogen in new soil
quite so readily as do cowpeas. For this reason, when we are
using soy beans for the first time I believe it would be highly
profitable to inoculate the seed with bacterial cultures. If no
nodules are being produced on the roots of the soy beans
they are not benefiting the soil any more than a weed might
do. It should be remembered that the soy bean seems to get
its nitrogen and grow the nodules to the greatest extent up
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to the time the beans blossom. If we make no examination
until the beans ripened we are not likely to find any nodules,
since they have disappeared usually, and we might naturally
conclude that there had been none.
“The use we desire to make of the growth will determine
very largely the variety that might be best to grow. Where
we desire them for silage or to cut up for fodder with the
corn, the Mammoth Yellow, the Medium Yellow and the Jets
or Wilson give very good results, since they all attain good
height. The Mammoth Yellow, a very late-maturing variety,
frequently will not mature seed as far north as Central
Missouri, but the other varieties named will ripen seed under
average conditions. Where the object is to turn pigs or lambs
into the cornfield, the Mongol perhaps heads the list for
Central Missouri. The Mikado is a very good one. There are
a. vast number of varieties, and in this discussion only those
are mentioned that have been given a trial.
“The Ito-San has been the earliest tried and the Peking
seems to thrive better on poor soil than some of the others.
The Medium Green produces seed heavily, but the plants
were very short and the seeds shattered badly. This one,
however, would be very good where pigs are used for the
pasture.
“Another item in favor of the soy bean is that stock seem
to relish the green soy beans better than they do the green
cowpeas. A most excellent practice to get the best results
would be to fatten lambs or sheep in the cornfield planted
to the beans or peas and then fence off a small section at a
time and allow the hogs to gather the corn. If we do not have
sheep for the purpose, hogs will clean them up perfectly,
but are likely to destroy a little corn; however, they will not
bother the corn much as long as there are plenty of beans.
“Where we pasture off both the corn and beans as
indicated we will find that the succeeding crop on such land
will act about the same as if the land had been well manured.
This is plain for the reason that the animals fed on the land
carry very little away from it, except the fat that they have
put on their bodies, and it should be remembered that animal
fat is not soil fertility. This method is a great saving of labor
in the way of harvesting the crop, of feeding it and hauling
manures back to the field. Some people have referred to
such methods as being the lazy man’s way. There is a vast
number who can testify that it is not a ‘fool’s’ way. It simply
indicates that a man has been mixing a little brains with his
muscle, and brains and muscle, with the addition of plenty of
hustle, is the best combination in the world.
“Soy bean and corn silage has a greater feeding value
than corn alone, and on the ground that commonly produces
twenty to twenty-five bushels per acre of corn there may
be grown from one to three tons per acre of bean silage in
addition to the corn crop. It often happens that the pasture
remaining after the corn and beans have been put into the
silo is worth $1.00 to $2.00 per acre. If there were nothing
left, however, but corn stubble, we couldn’t brag very much

on the pasture.
“Sometimes in the spring we may plow under a field of
rye that we have been using for pasture, and at times, when
chinch bugs are bad, if we should follow the rye with corn
we are likely to get into serious trouble from the bugs. In an
event of this kind soy beans could nicely follow instead of
corn, since chinch bugs do not molest the soy beans. These
things are urged for the reasons cited through this discourse,
but for fear they might have been overlooked it might be
well to sum them up again.
“Our acreage yield of corn on an average is so small
that it is a large question whether by growing corn alone
we could pay for the land; consequently we must not only
get more out of the soil, but we must maintain its fertility at
the same time, a great amount of labor may be saved and a
greater amount of live stock necessarily used on the farm are
the primary objects to be kept in view.” Address: State Board
of Agriculture.
1411. Williams, C.B. 1916. More soy beans for the South.
Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
31(14):451. April 1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses of the soy bean on
the farm. Commercial uses. Varieties for different sections
and purposes (Mammoth Yellow, Virginia, Wilson). The soil
and its preparation. Fertilizing soy beans.
“Farmers have found that the soy bean when grown
under the same conditions generally produces a larger
amount of growth and beans than does the cowpea;
particularly is this so if the crop is planted in rows and
cultivated once or twice. This does not mean that there is not
a place for the growing of cowpeas, for there is ample room
for the growing of both of these crops on Southern soils. The
soy bean, however, has a much wider range of adaptation
than does the cowpea. It will make much better growth on
poorly drained soils and will stand cool weather much better
than will the cowpea. For this reason chiefly it has been
found that it is a much more satisfactory crop for growing
in the mountains and the more elevated portions of the
Piedmont section than is the cowpea. The cool nights of early
fall will not stop the growth of the soy bean but it [sic] will
that of the cowpea. Again, a light frost will kill the cowpea
but will not materially injure the soy bean.
“Uses of the soy bean on the farm: The chief uses of
the soy bean on the farm will be for soil improvement, seed
production and for feed for livestock either green or after
being cured as hay. There is no question but that the greatest
usefulness of this legume will be for adding humus and
nitrogen for the improvement of Southern soils. I take it that
no one will question that most of our Southern soils would be
greatly benefited by the plowing in to them this crop for the
organic matter which contains a liberal supply of nitrogen. It
has been estimated that the fertilizing value of a crop of soy
beans plowed into the soil green will be about $2.50 for each
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ton of green matter turned in. If from six to ten tons of this
matter should be produced on each acre it will be seen what
great value this crop possesses for soil improvement. Soy
bean hay on an average will contain about 2.5 per cent of
nitrogen; 0.4 per cent of phosphoric acid; and 1.3 per cent of
potash which, taken at the average commercial prices of this
constituent contained in commercial fertilizers, would make
a ton of dried soy bean hay worth as a fertilizing material
$12.”
“Commercial uses: During the past year in North
Carolina and some of the other Southern states a
considerable quantity of soy beans have been used by the
cotton oil mills. It is probable that this new industry is the
beginning of one that will develop in a few years into a large
one throughout the South. The oil mills ordinarily have a
relatively short operating period, and if they can utilize soy
beans for the prolonging of their operating season, although
the financial returns should not be so great as with cotton
seed, it will tend to reduce the overhead charges.”
Photos show: Professor C.B. Williams (small oval
portrait). A man standing behind tall soybean plants. Soy
beans and by-products: small glass containers of soy beans,
soy bean meal, soy bean cake, and soy bean oil. Address:
Univ. of North Carolina.

1413. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1916. Wood’s productive seed
corns. Soja beans (Ad). Washington Post. April 18. p. 4.
• Summary: “Soja beans promise to be one of the most
profitable crops for farmers everywhere. Makes a large
yield of beans, which are readily salable [saleable] for oilproducing or food purposes, in addition to its use for forage,
soil-improving and stock feeding.” Address: Seedsmen,
Richmond, Virginia.

1412. Missouri Farmer. 1916. Forage crops for the pigs.
8(8):126. April 15.
• Summary: “There are several very important reasons why
the growing pigs should be provided with a succession of
green, succulent during the summer.”
“The Farm Crops Department of Purdue in a test
determined that an acre of soy beans planted in July after the
wheat grown on the same land had been harvested, resulted
in adding ten dollars worth of fertility to the soil...”
“For late summer and full use chief dependence should
ordinarily be placed in cow peas and soy beans, the latter
being especially valuable late in the fall as a supplement to
corn that is being ‘hogged down.’”
“With pigs weighing more than 100 pounds it is very
doubtful if it is a matter of economy to buy and feed any
supplement at all. With mature soy beans or cow peas
straight corn is all that is ever needed.”
A large table titled “Pasture for hogs by months,
by Fisher and King, Indiana Experiment Station” has 5
columns: (1) Month. (2) Name of crop. (3) Date of sowing.
(4) Approximate length of time crop affords pasture. (5) No.
of 100-lb. hogs per acre. Soy beans and cow peas are listed
for August. September, and October, as follows:
Aug. May 20-June 1. Six weeks. 12-18.
Sept. March 20-June 15. Six weeks. 12-18.
Oct. June 1-July 15. Four weeks. 12-20.
See Fisher & King. 1912 March. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 35.

1415. Kuraz, Rudolf. 1916. Ueber den Anbau einiger
Oelpflanzen: 4. Soja hispida Moench [On the cultivation
of some oilseeds: 4. The soybean]. Pharmazeutische Post
(Vienna; later renamed Pharmaceutische Post) 49(33):33739. April 22. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Note: This is a good introduction to and
summary of earlier publications on the soybean, with many
partial in-text citations.
The soybean is above all an imported oilplant
(Oelpflanze). The seeds contain 13-22%, on average about
16-18% oil (Sojabohnenöl), which is very similar to sesame
oil. According to Dr. Petit, this oil in doses of 10 gm is said
to be a mild laxative (Abführmittel). In contrast Dr. Bloch
asserts that one can consume up to 100 gm of this oil at once
without experiencing any laxative effect. Yet it is a fact that
soy oil (Sojaöl) has been widely consumed in China since
ancient times with no reported ill effects. This oil is also used
in large amounts in England in the manufacture of margarine,
soap and candles. Mixed with linseed oil it is used in making
paints. It is also used for illumination (burning in lamps)
and in the lacquer industry. The presscakes (Presskuchen)
obtained in the production of the oil are used as a mass / bulk
food (Massennahrungsmittel) or, when minced, a fertilizer.
The greatest significance of the soybean since ancient
times in East Asia has been as a source of plant-based
(Pflanzliche) foods and condiments (Genussmittel).
The soybean is a rich source of protein and oil. The
protein content is about 35% and the fat content about 20%–
much higher than most other legumes. The soybean is also a

1414. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1916. Farmers urged
to raise soybeans: Plant is food for stock and fertilizer for
field. State college issues bulletin. April 20. p. 3.
• Summary: “The weekly press bulletin issued by the
Connecticut Agricultural College at Storrs, containing
information of interest to farmers and others, is as follows:–
Soybeans for Connecticut.”
Contents: Why grow soybeans? Nutritive ratio.
Digestible nutrients in 100 lbs. Excellent green fodder for
supplemental pasturage. Can be plowed under to increase the
humus and fertility of the soil. Recommended varieties for
Connecticut: Hollybrook, Medium Green, Ito San. Can be
grown separately, or mixed with corn at the cutter, or grown
with corn either between or in the hills. Lime and inoculate
soil for best growth.
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rich source of minerals. And it is a better source of nitrogen
compounds than meat, although its consumption may not be
as widely enjoyed as that of meat.
It can be used to make a type of cheese [tofu]. and it is
widely appreciated by vegetarians.
The most important foods and condiments made from
the soybean are: Soymilk (Sojamilch), soy cheese (Sojakäse,
in Chinese teou-fou, which is made from soymilk), soybean
paste (Sojapastete) which is similar in taste and appearance
to a liver paste, soy sausage (Sojawurst) which is made in
much the same way as sausage, soy casein (Sojakasein)
which is also made from soymilk, the Sojalit which is used
as an isolated mass for electrical apparati, soybean flour
/ meal (Sojamehl), of a yellowish-white color is made by
milling dehulled soybeans; for diabetics it is a food of the
best type. It can be used to make soy bread (Sojabrot), as
well as cakes and biscuits that are suitable for diabetics.
Soybean coffee (Sojabohnenkaffee) is fairy well known.
The seeds of the soybean (Die Körner der Sojabohne)
find many important uses mentioned by Prof. Fruwirth and
Prof. Haberlandt. Mixed with wheat grits and potatoes, soy
grits (Sojaschrot) give a preparation that is similar to Polenta
and which Prof. Haberlandt called Sojenta.
Of even greater significance than these types of use
that were mentioned briefly for natural soybean seeds
(Sojakörner) are the foods and delicacies (Genussmittel) that
are to be prepared from fermented seeds which are used in
China and Japan and in which all of the nutrients are already
completely broken down (aufgeschlossen).
Of these fermented preparations from the soybean
(Soja), the butter-like seasoning “miso” and the liquid
seasoning “shoyu” (“Schoyou”) have the top rank. “Miso”
is one of the most important Japanese foods of all. It is very
rich in protein and mineral components, and on top of that it
is easily digestible. Some 30 million kg of it are consumed
every year, and in some areas up to 120 g per person per day.
(In Japan, soybeans {Sojabohne} are grown on an area of
450,000 hectares according to Li-Yu-Ying. More than half
of the entire harvest is used for the production of “miso”).
“Shoyu” (Japanese, Chinese: Pek-sze-You) represents a thin,
brown, and very salty sauce of a pleasant aroma which is
already well enough known in Europe and particularly in
England. It is produced only from yellow-seeded soybeans.
Up to 720 million liters of “shoyu” are used up in Japan
every year. The significance of this food or luxury product
(Nahrungs- bzw. Genussmittels) is evident from the fact
that in Japan, 10,634 factories deal exclusively with the
preparation of “shoyu”, of which in Nagasaki alone, ten
factories produce a total of 1.2 million kg annually.
However, the soybean is used to an extended degree not
only for human nutrition, but also as fodder. Either the seeds
are simply provided to the domesticated animals, for the
most part coarsely ground (in geschrottetem Zustande) (and
in Satsuma, Japan, even to horses), or else the entire plant

is used as green fodder for the preparation of hay (soy hay
{Sojaheu} has approximately the same nutritional value as,
for example, alfalfa or clover) and for ensilage purposes, and
particularly in the United States of North America [sic]. And
even there, according to Fruwirth, coarsely ground soybeans
are enlisted for pig fattening with excellent success.
The pressing residues (soybean cakes
{Sojabohnenkuchen}) represent a very precious concentrated
feed and fattening feed for cattle and pigs which is also
very usable for dairy cows (approximately 3/4 kg per head
per day). Out of the nutrients that are contained in them,
approximately 90% are nitrogenous substances, with
approximately 90% of the fat and around 70% of the nonnitrogenous extracts being digestible.
Note: For those interested parties who would like to
carry out a small agronomic trial on approximately 10 to
100 square meters with the yellow-seeded soybean, the
Committee for the State Support of the Cultivation of
Pharmaceutical Plants in Austria (Komitee zur staatlichen
Förderung der Kultur von Arzneipflanzen in Oesterreich)
at Trunnerstrasse Nr. 3, Vienna II will provide the quantity
of seeds necessary for that as well as brief instructions for
cultivation free of charge, under the condition that every
participant in the trial keeps a record of the vegetation period
on a form that is made available to him and sends the form
filled in with data back to the committee by no later than the
end of the year.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
1416. Wing, Chas. B. 1916. Variety of soy beans to grow.
Hoard’s Dairyman 51(14):580, 604-06. April 28.
• Summary: “I have been testing out different varieties in
a variety plot for eleven years, and have also corresponded
with government men and experiment station men pretty
much all over the country.” It is more difficult to choose
a good forage variety than a good grain variety. One table
shows the results for 20 soy bean varieties tested for seed
yield for 1914, including variety name, height, percentage
vines, percentage branches, branch height, characteristics,
recumbency percentage, date of harvest (mostly late
September or early October), shattering percentage, and
yield per acre. The varieties are: Ohio 9016, Ito San, Ohio
7491, E.S. Sable (“No marked difference from Sable”),
Mammoth Soys, Medium Green, Ohio 9035, Sable, Swan
22379, Jet 10, Sp. 30596, Jet, Mongol, Auburn, Roosevelt,
Wilson, Mikado, Peking, No. 30399, E.S. Peking. Varieties
with the highest yields are: E.S. Sable 24.17 bu/acre, Mikado
23.45, and Sable 23.37. Characteristics of many of these
varieties are discussed separately. A second table shows “Soy
bean individual plant row work for 1914.” Varieties: Peking,
and Sable.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
(one of two documents) that mentions the soybean variety
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Ohio 9016.
“With the grain varieties more points are necessary... For
instance, a bean having only a main stalk and scarcely any
branches is much more likely to make a low yield of grain
than one having many branches. The date of maturity if of
course important, and the retention of the beans in their pods
is of the greatest importance. Some varieties, as the Medium
Green, must be cut within three days from the time that they
are barely mature. Other varieties, as the Sable, for safely
stand for a month after maturing and will still retain as much
as 90 per cent of their seed.”
“The Mammoth was really not grown for grain, because
we knew this bean would not mature here, but was simply
put in to bring out some comparisons with regard to amount
and quality of forage produced.”
The most valuable variety for forage purposes is the
Wilson, with Sable next, and Peking third. He then discusses
varieties tested by Mr. A.B. Ross of Shellburg, Pennsylvania:
Ito San, Medium Green, Mikado, Mongol, Swan, Sable, and
Wilson. “Now judging from our own experience with these
beans in the different states, we would advise farmers who
wish grain alone to use nothing but Ito San, Mongol, and Jet
in Michigan, Wisconsin, and New York. Those who want
forage can successfully grow Wilson in these three states.”
“The preceding article was written a little over a year
ago.” The author, who describes his experiments as a plant
breeder, notes: “First, let me call attention to a variety of soys
over which there exists at present quite a little confusion...
Quite a few years ago when I was testing out a large number
of soys, I obtained this so-called Holly Brook... The Holly
Brook obtained south of the Ohio River developed into a big
late variety, very similar to the Mammoth.” Roosevelt and
Mongol were also tested at that time.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 1998)
by or about Charles B. Wing (of the well-known Wing
family) related to soybeans. Charles was the uncle of David
G. Wing. Address: Ohio.
1417. Jenkins, E.H.; Street, John Phillips; Hubbell, C.D.
1916. Tests of soy beans in 1915. Connecticut Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 191. 14 p. April. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Yield of seed from new, unnamed
varieties (planted 26 May 1915). Report on named varieties
grown in 1915: Number of days to maturity, comparison of
average yields in 1914 and 1915, comparison of varieties,
comparison of yield of feed of soy beans, alfalfa and ensilage
corn and of mixtures. Note on time of planting. Soy beans as
green manure. Results of field tests on soy beans (reported
by many farmers in Connecticut). Directions for planting soy
beans (incl. inoculation, forage, soiling). Soy beans as a food
for diabetics.
Tables show: (1) Twenty unnamed varieties. For each is
given: number, date of blossom, days to maturity, yield. The
yield ranged from 18.6 to 31.2 bu/acre (p. 3-4).

(2) Soybeans tested at Mt. Carmel Field, 1915 (p. 6).
The 18 varieties analyzed are: Ito San, Quebec No. 537,
Medium Yellow, Quebec No. 92, Manhattan, Kentucky,
O’Kute [Okute] Ebony, Medium Green, Wilson, Mongol,
Morse, Mikado, Arlington, Swan, Peking, Cloud,
Hollybrook. For each is given: Data regarding yield of forage
(Days to maturity, water, protein, yield of fresh forage per
acre, yield of dry matter per acre, yield of protein per acre),
yield of seed per acre (pounds, bushels). The yield ranged
from 29.0 bu/acre (Ebony) to 12.5 bu/acre (Cloud). The
results of two years’ tests “indicate that Wilson, Ebony, and
Cloud were in both years among the six which yielded most
dry matter in the green forage.”
(3) Yield and composition of mature soy bean forage,
alfalfa, and ensilage corn. (4) Nutrients (stated in pounds) in
one ton of ensilage corn, soy bean forage and mixtures of the
two.
Page 9: “Results of field tests of soy beans–Accepting
the offer made in Bulletin 185, twenty-one farmers received
enough seed, chiefly of the Hollybrook variety, to plant a half
acre in 1915.
“With the seed was sent to each a culture (Farmogerm
from the Earp-Thomas Co. of Bloomfield, New Jersey)
sufficient to inoculate the seed.” The following farmers
in Connecticut grew soy beans and reported their results:
Harry S. Ferry (South Glastonbury). William Coleman
(Westport). W.C. Robinson (Columbia). Thomas H. Williams
(Southington). Albert T. Rowe (East Glastonbury). W.H.
Brown (Easthampton). J.D. Kelsey & Son (Madison). Orrin
Case (East Granby). N.E. Whiting (Norwich).
Some interesting comments: “About one-third of our
patch of 3/4 acre was nibbled off by woodchucks before we
were able to control these...”
“The inoculation was perfect. All roots were thickly
covered with nodules, and the crop was a fine healthy green
color and made a sturdy growth.”
“We intended to put the main part of the crop into the
silo, but put only about 2½ tons in, as our silo got full before
we finished the piece.”
“We also used a variety of soy bean, Harris’s Medium
Early Green. We planted this variety in the hills with our
silo corn, also in the hills with our Evergreen sweet corn, for
forage, and were much pleased with that arrangement and
also with that variety.”
A photo shows a man standing in a field of corn and
soy beans at Mr. Carmel. Address: 1. Ph.D., Director of the
Station and Treasurer; 2. M.S., Chemist in Charge; 3. Farm
Manager. All: New Haven, Connecticut.
1418. Morse, W.J. 1916. Soy beans for the South (Letter
to the editor). Southern Planter (Richmond, Virginia)
77(4):230-32. April.
• Summary: In this long letter, Morse discusses the many
benefits of growing soy beans in Southern states and their
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many uses. “The South has many valuable legumes, but
perhaps no one has greater value and is less appreciated than
the soy bean... It has many points of superiority over the
cowpea that should recommend it to the average farmer...
At the present time the soy bean is grown principally for
hay, which is comparable to alfalfa and red clover in feeding
value. However, in a few sections, such as eastern North
Carolina, a very profitable industry has developed from the
growing of seed. As a pasture plant, the soy bean may be
used to advantage for all kinds of stock, the most profitable
method being to pasture with the hogs, supplementing the
corn ration.”
“The utilization of the soy bean as human food should
be encouraged, as it can be used in many different ways.
The green beans when three-fourths to full grown, compare
favorably to the butter or lima bean. The dried beans may be
used in baking or in soups, but require a longer soaking and
cooking than the field or navy bean.
“The meal or flour prepared from the cake after the
oil is expressed, or from the whole bean, may be used as a
constituent of bread, biscuits, or muffins; in fact, much of
the same way as corn meal.” A photo shows the seeds and
pods of seven of the best varieties of soy beans: Guelph
(green, medium), Ito San (yellow, early), Buckshot [black],
Austin, Hollybrook (yellow, late), Mammoth (yellow, late),
and Haberlandt (yellow, medium late) (p. 231). Address:
Scientific Asst., Forage Crop-Investigations, USDA,
Washington, DC.
1419. Welton, F.A. 1916. Varieties of soybeans. Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Monthly Bulletin 1(4):99101. April.
• Summary: Table I (p. 100) gives information on 25
varieties of soybeans tested at the main station at Wooster.
The varieties grouped by time of maturity into early,
medium, and late. “The numbers before which the word
‘Ohio’ is placed refer to promising strains developed by the
Station, each from a single plant.” Early: Chestnut, Ito San,
Ito San 17268, Ohio 9100, Manchuria, Ohio 9001. Medium:
Amherst, Auburn, Ebony, Habaro, Hollybrook, Medium
Green, Mongol, Ohio 7496, Ohio 9016, Ohio 9110, Shingto,
Wing’s No. 1, Yosho. Late: Cloud, Mikado, Ohio 7491, Ohio
9035, Sable, Taha. For each variety the table gives the size,
color, time of maturity (early, medium, late), retention of
beans (good, fair, excellent), and 4-year average yield per
acre of grain and straw. The best yielding varieties for grain
(in bu/acre) were: Ohio 9016 (31.19), Ohio 7496 (29.86),
Ohio 9110 (28.51), Chestnut (28.39, early). The best yield of
straw came from Taha (2,915 lb/acre).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean varieties Manchuria, Ohio 9001, or
Ohio 9016 (one of two documents). Address: Ohio.
1420. White, Buxton. 1916. The soy bean industry of eastern

North Carolina. North Carolina State College of Agriculture,
Extension Circular No. 9. 8 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Environmental
requirements. Varieties. Preparation for planting.
Fertilization. Inoculation. Time of planting. Seeding
and cultivation. Soy beans in rotation. Soy beans in
combinations. Seed production. The seed for oil. Soy beans
for hay. As a pasture crop. As a soiling crop. For ensilage.
Conclusions.
“Introduction: The soy bean, soja bean, or stock pea as
known locally, is a crop which is justly playing an important
role in eastern North Carolina in the present movement
for diversified farming... This bean has various points of
superiority which commend it to the farmers of this country.
One of its common uses is for hay, which is equal to alfalfa
and red clover in feeding value. It is especially suitable as a
pasture crop for hogs, and it also makes an excellent ensilage
with corn. The soy bean can be utilized to advantage for
green manuring, greatly increasing the supply of humus and
nitrogen in the soil...
“Varieties: There are at the present time about fifteen
varieties of soy beans handled commercially by seedsmen,
but in eastern North Carolina, where seed production is the
principal purpose for which grown, one variety, Mammoth
Yellow, comprises the bulk of the crop. The Mammoth is
the largest growing and latest of our present commercial
varieties. Under average conditions it grows from 3 to 5
feet high, the height attained depending principally on the
character of the soil. Ordinarily it requires from 120 to 150
days to mature a crop of seed. The Mammoth yields well
in both grain and roughage, but the character of the latter
is rather coarse. Under no circumstances should the seed
be planted more than two inches deep, this variety being
most exacting in this detail. The habit of growth is such that
it can be readily harvested with machinery. The Tar Heel
Black [Tarheel Black] is somewhat similar to Mammoth,
but matures about a week earlier and makes a slightly better
grade of forage, being more branchy. The Haberlandt is a
low, bushy bean, about twenty to thirty days earlier than
Mammoth and a heavy seed producer. Tokio has a habit of
growth similar to Haberlandt, but is later and larger. It holds
its foliage longer than Mammoth or Tar Heel and is one
of our heaviest yielders. All these latter varieties are well
suited to the eastern part of the State and are supplanting the
Mammoth on a number of farms.”
“Seed Production: For seed production the soy bean
has been a very profitable crop, but the industry has been
developed mainly in a few sections, of which eastern North
Carolina is perhaps the largest in the United States... Under
ordinary conditions the best varieties yield from 20 to 30
bushels per acre and sell for $1.25 to $2.50 per bushel to
seedsmen or $1 per bushel to oil mills.”
“For feeding to farm animals the seeds are ground and
mixed with less concentrated feeds. Experiments comparing
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soy bean meal and cottonseed meal indicate the superiority
of soy bean meal for both milk and butter production.
“For harvesting the seed there are two methods in
general use in eastern North Carolina. The older and more
common practice is that of cutting the vines, curing, and
thrashing. The other, which has been rapidly gaining in
popularity, is that of gathering the beans from the mature
standing vines in the field by means of a patented bean
harvester, of which there are several makes [such as the
Gordon Harvester].
“For thrashing, the plants may be cut any time from the
yellowing of the upper leaves until all of the leaves have
fallen. The vines should remain in the field until the seed are
thoroughly cured. The thrashing may then be accomplished
by an ordinary grain thrasher, with a few adjustments. The
cylinder should be run at one-half speed, but at the same time
the rest of the separator should be run at the usual speed.
In order to avoid splitting the beans, some of the concaves
should be removed.
“The bean harvester is a two-wheeled machine which
straddles the row and is drawn by two horses. As the
machine moves over the row of plants, four rows of rapidly
revolving arms shatter the beans into a receptacle at the rear.
For the successful operation of this harvester the crop must
be on ridges elevated not less than 6 to 8 inches above the
water furrow, and the plants should have shed their leaves.
Under favorable conditions, two men and two horses can
harvest an acre of soy beans in two hours by this method.
While there is a slight waste with this harvester, it is more
than compensated for by the saving of time and labor.”
“The Seed for Oil: In an effort to reduce the cotton
acreage last year more soy beans were grown in eastern
North Carolina than ever before. The production was so
great that it was impossible to dispose of the crop through
seedsmen, as was the general practice previously. However,
as a way out of this difficulty, the Division of Agronomy
of the State Department of Agriculture induced several
cottonseed oil mills to lengthen their running season by
the extracting of soy bean oil, which, until now, has been
a practically untouched industry in this country. The
experiment met with marked success, and a constant market
for the seed is now assured...
“Conclusions: The meal from the seed of this legume is
now attracting some attention as a human food, and the oil
and cake from them have become commercial products...
Having once gained an introduction, the soy bean has rapidly
grown in popularity as its virtues have been disclosed, until
today it holds a permanent place in the cropping systems of
the eastern Carolina farms.”
Photos show: (1) A close-up of rows of soy beans
in eastern North Carolina (front cover). (2) Two people
harvesting soy beans grown between corn rows with a
bean harvester (p. 6). (3) Two people emptying beans from
another type of harvester (p. 6). (4) Soy bean hay being

cured (p. 7). Address: Asst. Agronomy.
1421. Grantham, A.E. 1916. Suggestions for growing soy
beans. Practical Farmer 112(9):192. May 1.
• Summary: Six key points are given. Choosing the right
soy bean variety is important. Many of these are southern
varieties, not well adapted to the North, since they require
too long a growing season. The most popular variety today
is Mammoth Yellow, which rarely matures seed north of
Baltimore, Maryland. Excellent varieties for the “corn
belt” are Wilson, Peking, Ebony, and Medium Yellow. Also
discusses the importance of soy beans for feeding livestock.
1422. Butler, William Reynolds. 1916. The labor-saving
soy: A crop for seed, feed and the soil of run-down fields.
Country Gentleman 81(19):964-65, 994-95. May 6.
• Summary: “’We have a number of representatives in the
Orient buying soy-bean oil for our finest grades of exterior
varnish. We find that the bean oil is superior to any other oil
for moisture-resistant properties; it is of greater value than
the better grades of linseed oil.’”
“These are the words of a general agent of one of the
foremost paint-and-varnish companies in this country, and
are cited not so much in the nature of a news item as to give
you a stunt to which the soy-bean crop is put. The gentleman
to whom I am indebted for the above information gave me
a very pleasant evening’s entertainment on the subject of
the economic uses to which the soy-bean crop is put in the
Orient, its place of nativity.
“In nearly every rotation in the Orient, described by
Prof. F.H. King, we find the soybean. There, farmers grow
three or four crops a year on the same piece of ground, and
soy beans, being nitrogen gatherers and maturing much
earlier than clover, are suitable for their needs. Soy beans are
grown in the rice paddies between the growing grain, and are
tramped into the soft mud after they attain a rank growth. Six
to eight tons of highly nitrogenous organic matter so handled,
with the rapid decomposition of the same, has a significant
effect upon maximum subsequent crop production. After the
oil has been extracted from the beans, the by-product, the
bean cake, is used both as feed for livestock and as fertilizer,
just as cottonseed and oil-meal by-products are used in this
country.
“As the soybean becomes more generally cultivated in
this country, farmers will grow the crop for the oil, and after
receiving a fair price from the extractor will use the cake as a
supplement to a grain ration. The possibilities of soybeans in
building up run-down farms and at the same time serving as
a money crop have only been hinted at.
“In Jennings County, Indiana, the experiment station
has coöperated with a number of farmers to build up soils
so poor that twelve to sixteen bushels of wheat was the
maximum crop. When soy beans were substituted for wheat
as a money crop, to supply organic matter at the same time,
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the profits were more attractive and the crop yields climbed
higher.
“These farmers grew soybeans, threshed them for
seed, and returned the straw directly as manure or fed it to
livestock and returned the manure from livestock feeding
and bedding. They produced fifteen to twenty bushels an acre
and sold the seed for two and a half to three dollars a bushel.
Many a Jennings County farmer has taken a new lease on life
since he has known this crop.
“Soy Beans in the Corn: In all parts of the Corn Belt the
soy bean is finding its place more and more in the rotation.
Nearly every cropping and fertilizer experiment provides for
soybeans if the clover should fail, and thus the experiments
are made more certain.
“Thousands of Corn-Belt farmers are adopting the
practice of planting soys with corn in the row for hogging
or lambing off and for the silo. Others sow beans in the corn
after the last cultivation. Along with clover this gives them
two legumes in each three or four course rotation, which
marks them as soil conservationists and farmers who farm
for the land’s sake as well as for their own.
“Men who have grown this crop for some time have
no difficulty in disposing of the beans for seed at two and a
half to three dollars a bushel. A fair average yield is twenty
bushels to the acre, so at two dollars and a half a bushel the
returns amount to fifty dollars an acre. The cost of producing
the threshed beans is approximately twenty dollars an acre,
and as we learn more economical methods of producing and
harvesting the expense will be lessened.
“The figures from Herman Hughel, of Madison County,
Indiana, who in cooperation with his county agent conducted
a soy-bean demonstration in 1914, are both interesting and
valuable. Mr. Hughel had had no experience with the crop,
but determined to try beans on two and a quarter acres of
rather thin soil. He grew the beans as a money crop and kept
an accurate account of all expenses. The field was planted
half to the Mikado and half to the Sable variety. The ground
at harvesting time was well covered with the fallen soybean leaves, which added materially to the organic matter.
The straw, though it was coarse and woody, was stored and
was fed to livestock; cattle, horses and sheep ate it greedily
during the winter. Following is the record as Mr. Hughel kept
it:
The Fouts brothers of Carroll and Cass Counties,
Indiana, have grown soy beans for a number of years in an
extensive way for hogging and lambing off. In the fall of
1913 Noah Fouts turned 500 lambs on a thirty-acre field
of soys and corn, where they were allowed to range for a
month. They made excellent weight gains.
“In Northern latitudes, the earlier varieties will mature
more certainly than later ones. Varieties that have done well
in the North are Ito San, Early Brown, and Parsons’ Auburn.
Ito San is more extensively grown and is more widely known
than any other early maturing variety, but some growers

prefer the Early Brown and the Auburn, which are heavier
yielders than the Ito and as early.
“For central and southern latitudes, Hollybrook, Ito San,
Early Brown, and Mikado have all done well... Wilson is a
promising hay variety, but is a low yielder of grain. Sable, on
account of its tall habit of growth and fine hollow stems, is
probably the best hay variety and at the same time is one of
the heaviest yielders we have. Mikado is used as a grain and
forage plant... Early Brown is probably the best all-around
bean for the North.”
Photos show: (1) A Hollybrook variety of soy bean
plant, with leaves and pods. The Hollybrook “has proved its
superiority for planting in rows with corn for silage and for
hogging off.” (2) A man standing in a tract of soy beans that
yielded 30 bushels per acre.
1423. Wegner, Ida. 1916. Ueber Anbau und Naehrwert der
Sojabohne [On the cultivation and nutritional value of the
soybean]. Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche Presse 43(37):328.
May 6. [Ger]
• Summary: The high nutritional value of the soybean makes
it necessary for more and more of it to be cultivated for the
well-being of the German people. It is actually astonishing
that thus far, it has not been successful in taking on the place
that it deserves in German gardens. Perhaps this is due to the
somewhat harsh flavor that is typical to the mature beans but
which is completely lacking in the immature beans which in
fact come into consideration first and foremost as a food for
humans.
Mature beans come into consideration more as livestock
feed, and for human nutrition only in the form of various
processed products such as soybean meal, which is obtained
from the whole bean, and Agumamehl [Aguma meal/flour,
a brand name] which is produced from partially defatted
soybeans. Both soy meal and Aguma meal are suitable
for the production of any baked goods and have already
successfully made their way into many households. Aside
from the two aforementioned types of flour, soy fat and soy
milk are also obtained from the soybean both of which are
first-class products, and everywhere that a test has been done
with them, they have been esteemed for their full values.
Furthermore, when the mature soybeans are roasted, they
provide a tasty, easily digestible coffee.
But let us first return to the plant and to the immature
fruit. The stem, leaves, and pods of the soybean are covered
with rough hair. The leaves are trifoliate (dreizählig), the
blossoms are axillary (achselständig), white, yellow, or
purple; they sit on short, ramified (verzweigt) stems and
form for the most part four pods. The foliage of the soybean
reaches a height of sixty to one hundred centimeters. The
pods contain two to five seeds. Several varieties of soybeans
are distinguished, such as the green, black, yellow, brown,
and white. The soybean is cultivated in China and Japan
over large areas and is exported to Europe in great quantities.
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For our purposes, only the yellow soybean comes into
consideration, the chemical analysis of which is composed
as follows: 39 parts per hundred [pph] protein, 21 pph fat,
25 pph carbohydrates, 5 pph ash. Because of its high protein
content that is easily digestible, it is capable of almost
completely replacing meat.
For the kitchen, the beans are harvested as long as they
are still young and tender but are still fully grown. Beans that
cannot be evaluated right away are boiled in any canning pot
and kept for the winter. The small germs of the soybeans,
which as a rule are broken with the cooking and preserving
and are unfortunately often discarded, yield a nice tasting
salad when lightly boiled in salt water and prepared with the
familiar ingredients.
The cultivation of the soybean can already take place
in April, and a new sowing can follow every fourteen days
in order to always have young, tender beans for the kitchen.
The soybean is not as sensitive to frost as its German
sisters and withstands 1 to 1 ½ degrees of frost without
suffering damage. The sowing takes place best in furrows,
but the distance [between rows] should amount to 40 to 50
centimeters. The further handling is as with other beans.
The soybean loves light types of soils and flourishes best
on a deep, humus-filled, sandy clayey, chalky, well-drained
marshy soil that must be well loosened. It is particularly
grateful for applications of lime. Cold soils that very much
stick together (abbinden) have for the most part led to
failure. But those who are subjected to such a cold, adhering
soil in their gardens who nevertheless wish to cultivate
this preferable vegetable are recommended to procure pure
cultures of nitrogen-fixing bacteria (Stickstoffbakterien) and
to inoculate the sowing seeds with it, which will then on their
part make the soil soft by attracting the nitrogen from the air
and, through this, making the soil looser, which is a benefit
not only for the beans as the current fruit, but also that which
will follow them. Like all other legumes, the soybean is a
strong nitrogen accumulator (Stickstoffsammler). But it can
primarily develop this property on a lighter soil, which it
also improves through the nitrogen from the air. On a heavy,
adhering soil, this work is made significantly more difficult
for it, and the attempt was made earlier on to improve those
types of soils by covering heavy soils with light soils upon
which legumes got on well, and thus where nitrogen-fixing
bacteria were present. This process was very quickly halted
as laborious and costly, and science was successful in
culturing the nitrogen-fixing bacteria. The bacteria cultures
are on the market as bacteria soil or as a liquid, and they
can be obtained under the names “Azotogenimpfsstoff”
[“Nitrogen Inoculant”] from Humann und Teissler in Dohna,
district of Dresden, and as “Nitragin” from the biologicalchemical laboratory of Dr. A. Kühn in Bonn. It is well known
that these inoculants are available for all legumes, and it
must be indicated with a possible order for which species the
bacteria cultures are desired. The application is extremely

easy with the instructions that are enclosed.
The leaves and stems are easily infested by aphids,
and steps must be taken in a timely manner to kill them.
Aside from the well-known copper-calcium or Bordeaux
mixture (Kupferkalk- oder Bordelaiserbrühe), the fruit
tree carbolineum (Obstbaumkarbolineum), quassia soap
(Quassiseife), Paris green (Uraniagrün), and tobacco mixture
(Tabaksbrühe), all of which fulfill their purpose, also to be
taken into consideration are ladybugs as a natural enemy of
the aphid, and it is a good thing to collect these pretty little
beetles where they are found and to place them on plants that
are covered with aphids. The cleaning will be a thorough
one, since this little red-shelled beetle can demolish very
enormous quantities. It is frequently also recommended
to break off the crown as soon as the pods have formed,
through which the infestation by aphids is to be avoided. To
what extent this is correct is beyond my knowledge. But I
do believe that the breaking off of the crown has a positive
influence on the maturation process of the beans.
The harvest of the ripe beans occurs by pulling up the
plant. These are placed in small piles and need a long time to
dry. Even if they already feel dry, there should not be a rush
to bring them in, because as a result of their high fat content,
they heat up very easily if they are not completely dry. The
dried plant of the soybean is an excellent feed for cattle and
horses.
Soymeal which is produced from the whole soybean
and which contains 17.5 parts per hundred fat on average
is produced by P. A. Kuhfuss Jr. in Wiesbaden and put on
the market. Aguma meal, which is prepared from partially
defatted soybeans, is produced in the Aguma Works
(Agumawerke) of Thörl and Co. in Harburg an der Elbe, and
the Soy Works (Sojawerke) in Frankfurt am Main produce
the already mentioned excellent soy milk. Then there is also
soy coffee, which may be had from Fischer und Bollmann in
Dresden or can be obtained from the Soy, Malt, and Coffee
Factory (Soja-Malz-Kaffeefabrik) of Dr. Richard Schröder
in Zena-Ziegenhain. In addition, there is also the spicy,
famous soy sauce which can be obtained from all of the
better delicatessen shops. All of these lovely and nutritious
foods come from the soybean which, in its unprepossessing
appearance, is not at all viewed as being such a great
treasure.
Soy oil/fat is used for the most part in the fabrication
of soap and margarine; but when it is refined, as an edible
oil it confidently meets the competition from any other oil
of this type. Soy meal that has not been defatted has an
average of 45 parts per hundred [pph] raw protein and 5 pph
fat, the defatted meal has 47 pph raw protein and 2 pph fat
(Continued).
1424. Beille, L. 1916. Le Soja [Soya]. Gazette
Hebdomadaire des Sciences Medicales de Bordeaux
37(9):67-70. May 7; 37(10):73-76. May 21. [4 ref. Fre]
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• Summary: “The question of the soybean (haricot Soya or
Soja) reappears in our scientific and medical journals from
time to time; the importance that this grain has acquired
in the diet of the essentially vegetarian peoples of the Far
East, and its richness in oil, albuminous materials, and
minerals, have long called it to the attention of hygienists.
Some authors have wanted to portray the soybean as an
ideal food, a little jewel with a nutritive power comparable
to that of eggs and meat; others have extolled the milk-like
emulsion, obtained by grinding soybeans with water, as an
advantageous substitute for cow’s milk.
A factory, established on the outskirts of Paris, at
Vallées (Seine), was able to supply French consumers with
flour, cheeses [tofu], sauces, and many other soy-based
preparations used in China and Japan.
“Leaving aside the inevitable exaggerations that
accompany a product which is new to us, but which already
has an established reputation elsewhere, it is necessary to
recognize that the chemical composition of the soybean is
of real interest. The Parisian clientele promptly abandoned
the sauces, cheeses, and milk made from soya, but they
appreciated the sprouts, which are still selling well as
vegetables in the markets of Paris and its suburbs; soy-based
flour and biscuits are very well adapted for use in diabetic
diets.”
The author then gives an overview of the soybeans from
a medical viewpoint, including a brief history and review of
worldwide production and nutritional studies. “In 1779 this
plant was introduced to France and cultivated in Paris at the
Jardin du Roi. Since that period, despite the laudable efforts
of the National Society for Acclimatization, the cultivation
of the soybean has not gone beyond botanical gardens and
some experimental fields. Nor has it had any more success in
England or Italy. However in North America it is cultivated
in all the southern parts of the United States, but as a forage
plant.”
Through the merchant and importer Mr. A. Denis of
Bordeaux, the author obtained two varieties of soybeans,
one from Manchuria and one from Japan. He conducted a
nutritional and microscopic analysis of these.
The author concludes that the soybean has great
potential as both a food and an in industrial uses, where the
precipitated protein for example, can be used in place of
milk casein to make Galalith, artificial ivory, glue, and paper
coating.
Part II of this article discusses more about the general
nutritional value of soybeans. He then discusses soy flour
(farine de soja; he has a sample produced by the factory at
Valées), soy milk (lait de soja), tofu (fromage de soja), shoyu
and various soy-based sauces (such as Tao-Tjung of China,
or Touong of Indo China).
“In summary the soybean is of great interest from the
industrial point of view. The place that it occupies in the oil
mills of Europe is already important... Its oil, for food or

industrial uses, and its by-product, soy casein, are likely to
receive a host of diverse applications. On the other hand, the
future of the soybean as a food substance in Europe would
seem to be more modest: its disagreeable taste removes it
from daily consumption and enables it to be used only as an
ingredient in mixtures.”
“If, in Europe, with a few reservations, we can include
soya in the diet of healthy people, then there will be even
stronger reasons to give it to sick people. At first glance
soya, which is rich in fats and protein, with little or no
carbohydrates, appears to be a food of choice for diabetics.
And we must recognize that it has attained the greatest
success among these sick people. But, here again, it would
be appropriate to give soya in the form of rusks/zwieback
(biscottes), or mixed with vegetables or fruits; if it is not
tolerated by sick people in these forms, then we should not
hesitate to stop using it.” Note: In Europe, rusks are widely
given to sick people, like chicken soup in the USA. Both
are considered to be good medicinal foods that are easy to
digest. Address: Professeur â la Faculté de médecine et de
pharmacie de Bordeaux.
1425. Wisconsin State Journal (Madison, Wisconsin). 1916.
100 to get free course at U.W.: Badger boys and girls coming
for five days’ lecture series in June. May 11. p. 10, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: “Reports from various sections of the state
indicate an unusually large amount of winter-killing of clover
due to ice sheets covering the fields.”
“R.A. More, secretary of the Wisconsin Agricultural
Experiment association...” says:
“’For those who have sandy lands I presume nothing
could be secured that would so nearly take the place of
clovers as the soy bean. These are planted in drills 30 inches
apart between the rows, and the soy beans are dropped about
2 inches apart in the drill. Full information for growing
the soy bean, with list of soy bean growers who have seed,
can be secured by addressing the College of Agriculture,
Madison. Soy bean hay is nearly equivalent to alfalfa hay
for feeding purposes, and certain varieties of soy be do
exceptionally well in Wisconsin.’”
Part of this article also appeared in The Daily Tribune
(Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin) on May 17 (page 8, col. 3).
1426. Justice, J.L. 1916. Grow soy beans with corn. Orange
Judd Farmer 60(20):2. May 13.
• Summary: It is more advantageous to grow soybeans with
the corn for silage or hogging down, rather than separately.
Address: Indiana.
1427. Welton, F.A. 1916. Soy beans and cowpeas profitable:
Good emergency crops but good also for other purposes.
American Agriculturist 97(20):5, 8. May 13.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soy bean culture and
seed. Avoid frost danger. Harvesting soy beans. Cowpeas
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compared with soy beans.
“At present soy beans are regarded chiefly as an
emergency crop; one to be used in case of failure of clover,
oats or some other crop. In view of their many good
qualities, however, it is apparent they deserve more general
recognition than is now accorded them by the farmers along
the northern border from the Mississippi to the middle
Atlantic states.
“Soy beans may be utilized in a variety of ways, either
as grain, hay, silage, soiling, or they may be plowed under
for the improvement of the soil. Usually the grain is sold for
seed purposes, though its high protein content gives it rank
in feeding value with such concentrates as gluten meal and
cottonseed meal. In composition the hay falls between clover
and alfalfa. The quality tends to be a little coarse, though
if the variety used is one of the finer-branched sorts, this
objection is largely overcome.
“As silage soy beans are most useful when mixed
with corn, the two supplementing each other. Two parts by
weight of corn to one of soy beans makes a good mixture.
As a soiling crop they are less palatable than field peas and
oats, but they furnish feed in August or September, a time
considerably later than that at which peas and oats ripen. If
soy beans are desired for green manuring and conditions are
such that an entire crop can be spared for the purpose, they
are practically as valuable as clover. However, if roots and
stubble only are plowed under, the amount of nitrogen thus
left in the soil is relatively small.”
1428. Tomlinson, Walter S. 1916. Soybeans planted with
corn. Ohio Farmer 137(21):707. May 20.
• Summary: Discusses: Planting, cultivation, harvesting,
yields, and use of the crop for silage. Address: Defiance
County, Ohio.
1429. Day, G. Harry. 1916. Soy-bean-meal beef. Country
Gentleman 81(22):1131. May 27.
• Summary: The writer recently sold a carload of steers in
Baltimore, Maryland, for the excellent price of 8½ cents
a pound. “The peculiar feature of my feeding was that I
substituted home-produced soy-bean meal for cottonseed
meal, which was selling for forty-four dollars a ton and on
this account was prohibitive for use to any amount in the
steer ration.”
In the feedlot he gradually “accustomed the animals to
silage, corn fodder, cowpea-soy-bean-sorghum hay, soy-bean
meal and short corn.” “The previous season I had raised
fifteen acres of soy beans for seed and the meal was made
from beans that were cracked and damaged in threshing,
rendering them unavailable for seed.
“A combination hand and power grinding mill cost me
$7.75 and I used this machine to convert the beans into meal.
I found that the steers ate the meal just as greedily when
it was rather coarse as when it was very fine and powdery.

Before feeding the bean meal I submitted samples and
advised with the men of the Bureau of Animal Industry, of
the United States Department of Agriculture.
“They suggested that I feed not more than two pounds of
meal daily to a steer on full feed, due to the laxative effect on
the meal.”
1430. Harper, Woods. 1916. Building up the sandy farm: A
system of management that requires little capital. Country
Gentleman 81(22):1108-09. May 27.
• Summary: This article applies to sandy farms in northern
Indiana and southern Michigan. An inexpensive way to start:
(1) Grow crops that will yield a profit and bring fertility to
the soil; later use the cash to buy commercial fertilizers.
(2) Introduce livestock as means will permit. (3) Make
the transition to a diversified system of farming properly
balanced between cash crops and livestock.
In stage 1, the two best crops are soy beans and
cowpeas. Soy-bean seed must be inoculated before sowing
on new fields. “Inoculating material, with full directions,
may be secured free of charge on request to the Federal
Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC.” Either of
these crops may be grown successfully without fertilizers
on the poorest of farms. After the soil becomes thoroughly
inoculated, soy beans will do much better than cowpeas. A
good yield for either crop is 12 bu/acre, but the best growers
have been able to average 15 bu/acre, with a maximum yield
of 25 bu/acre. A bushel typically sells for $1.50 to $2.00,
when sold on the local market or to other farmers for seed.
The Ito San and early Brown [sic, Early Brown] varieties of
soy beans have been most satisfactory.
“Soy beans will also furnish good pasture or forage
at almost any stage of growth before fully mature.” Soy
beans are a highly effective winter feed for hogs. A fiveyear rotation that includes soy beans in the second year is
described.
1431. Ten Eyck, A. M. 1916. Cowpeas vs soy beans. Orange
Judd Farmer 60(22):6. May 27.
• Summary: Cowpeas, rather than soybeans, are
recommended for Winnebago County (Illinois) farmers,
because the writer feels that the latter “are not productive
enough to be a valuable crop for feed, either as forage or
grain.” Address: Winnebago County, Illinois.
1432. Good, Edwin S.; Smith, Mark J. 1916. Hogging down
soy beans and cowpeas. Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 201. p. 137-49. May.
• Summary: “The object of this experiment, the results
of which are given in this bulletin, was to determine the
relative amounts of gain, as well as the economy of gains,
made by pigs hogging down soy beans, with and without
a supplementary ration of corn, and when hogging down
cowpeas with a supplementary corn ration” (p. 140-41).
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The results showed that it is not profitable to pasture
mature soybeans without a supplementary feed. However
it was found highly profitable to hog down soy beans if a
supplementary feed, such as corn, is given. Tables show: (1)
Percentage of digestible nutrients in soy beans and cowpeas.
(2) Synopsis of results in hogging down soy beans and cow
peas, incl. value of pork produced. (3) Value of fertilizing
constituents (nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potash) produced in
lots 1, 2, and 3.
A photo (p. 143) shows a field of “soy beans at the time
the hogs were turned on lot.” A man, dressed in a dark suit
and hat, is standing in the field.
1433. Whittier, A.C. 1916. A study of soy bean hay.
Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 112.
18 p. May.
• Summary: The summary (p. 18) states: “Special chemical
determinations on soy bean hay were made. Chemical tests
of soy bean hay with reference to the possible presence of a
compound which acts unfavorably on the animal organism
are recorded. Methods of extraction and feeding of same
to guinea pigs are described and discussed. An extract
of soy bean hay was obtained which is poisonous. This
extract which is soluble in 70 to 80% alcohol and water and
precipitated by lead acetate was found to be poisonous to
guinea pigs.”
1434. Beavers, J.C. 1916. Soybeans with corn. Breeder’s
Gazette 69(22):1160-61. June 1.
• Summary: Increased yields per acre, better silage, and
increased pork production per acre are cited as some of the
advantages of planting soybeans with corn. “In 1913 Taylor
Fouts, Carroll County, Indiana, hogged off 5½ acres of
soybeans and corn grown together in rows. About Sept. 20
99 Duroc-Jersey shotes averaging 108 pounds were turned
into the field. They remained in the field for 27 days and
gained 5,288 pounds in weight, or practically 2 pounds each
per day.”
Feeding trials at Purdue University showed that 8.8
lb of corn plus 2.2 lb of soybeans are equivalent, for pig
fattening, to 15.2 lb of corn alone. In yield trials, corn always
gave higher yields on the plots where it was planted with
inoculated soybeans.
Many trials growing corn and soybeans together for
silage showed, on average, an increase of 2,521 lb/acre of
silage over the yield of corn grown alone; in wet years, the
average increase was 3,600 lb. Moreover, the resulting silage
is richer in protein substances then when made from corn
alone. The Hollybrook variety is praised. Three methods
presently used to plant soybeans with corn are described.
Address: Purdue Univ., Indiana.
1435. Dacy, George H. 1916. New products from soy beans:
The crop yields valuable meal and oil. Country Gentleman

81(23):1145. June 3.
• Summary: “Seven North Carolina oil mills converted
100,000 bushels of soy beans into approximately 4,800,000
pounds of meal and 94,500 gallons of oil during the recent
milling season. The successful production of soy-bean meal
and oil on a commercial scale is notable in that it places on
the market a mill feed containing twenty to twenty-five per
cent more protein than does cottonseed meal; it affords the
soy-bean raisers a new and profitable market outlet for their
grain; it provides an oil that is suitable for practically all the
purposes for which cottonseed oil is used and that can be
sold at a lower price, while it will boom the bean business so
that a large acreage of the soil-improving soys will be raised
each year.
“Any oil mill equipped to handle the cotton crop can
also mill soy beans. In fact, the milling of these two crops
will probably become twin operations with the average mill.
As soon as the cotton milling season is over soy beans will
tackled, so that the average working period of the mill will
be lengthened. This will permit the employment of a more
permanent labor supply.
“The average mill will accommodate 45 tons of
cottonseed during 24 hours, while it will handle only 15 tons
of soy beans during a similar period. One ton of cottonseed
usually yields 900 lb of meal and 40 gallons of oil; one ton
of beans will produce from 1600 to 1650 lb of meal and 31.5
gallons of oil.
“Soy-bean meal is a valuable dairy and poultry
feed because of its high content of protein... When it
becomes widely known this meal will be in demand over
cottonseed meal. At present there is practically no market
for the product, so the current supply was sold to fertilizer
companies for use in high-grade fertilizers. The meal brought
$40 a ton for this purpose. On the Pacific Coast, where soybean meal has been manufactured for several years as a dairy
feed, the material has become very popular at $37.50 a ton.
“The soy-bean belt of North Carolina includes Beaufort,
Hyde, Tyrrell, Chowan and Pasquotank Counties. In that
section nearly every farm grows an annual crop of soys...
“Most of the beans are Mammoth Yellows, as this
variety is well adapted to local conditions and has been most
popular since its introduction into the state in 1882.
“Formerly the farmers cut their beans with a mower
at harvest time. Then they would rake and stack the forage
and thresh the seed with an ordinary grain separator, in
which blanks were substituted for some of the concaves. The
custom was to pay the machine man one-eighth of the seed
for his work. This really meant that the threshing cost about
twenty cents a bushel. Some farmers, who grew only a small
acreage, flailed the seed out by hand, but this was a slow and
expensive method.
Special bean threshers, which sold for $100 to $250,
depending on the size and type, have been on the market for
some years. They perform good work when the beans are cut
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with a self-rake reaper or binder and are fed into the thresher
in a well-cured, dry condition. However, such a machine
involves a large cash outlay unless a number of neighboring
farmers own it jointly, and then it is necessary to handle the
bean crop several times before the threshing operation is
completed.”
“Consequently a new type of combination harvester and
thresher, which has been in use only two seasons, has met
with the glad hand among the Tarheel bean growers. The
device has but one adjustment and on this account is adapted
for use only in fields where the beans are grown in ridged
rows. Such a method of planting is practiced in order to
provide a simple system of drainage.
“The machine is pulled by a team of horses or mules,
and it requires two men to operate it in order to harvest
from 75 to 100 bushels of beans a day. The implement is
provided with a number of pickers or fingers which work in
centrifugal fashion and shred the bean seed from the pods
and stalks, leaving the forage standing in the field. The seed
passes through the machine where it is cleaned before it is
deposited in sacks at one side.
The machine wastes some beans over the ground during
the harvest. The farmers turn hogs and cattle into the bean
fields to range on the forage and waste seed after threshing.
These bean threshers and harvesters cost ninety dollars, but
they measurably lessen the cost of producing soy-bean seed.”
“The average yield of seed is from 20 to 25 bushels to
the acre. Last year the lowest price paid by the oil mills for
seed was $1 a bushel, while the top was $1.20... many of the
oil mills are contracting with farmers to raise large acreages
of soy beans this season. One farmer has agreed to raise
about 1000 acres, while several others will devote from 200
to 500 acres of beans.
“All the farmers are not using their bean fields
exclusively for the production of seed to be marketed as a
cash crop. Some convert the beans into pork by hogging off,
while others make silage or hay from the forage, or feed it as
a soiling crop.
“Soy-bean meal merits a trial on every American
dairy farm. It contains about 25% more protein than does
cottonseed meal...
“Soy bean meal has also been converted into flour,
which makes extremely nutritious bread. No doubt 1917 will
see some soy-bean breakfast food on the market.”
A photo shows a cottonseed-oil mill, with a tall
smokestack, that can convert soy beans into meal.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the use of a “combination harvester and
thresher” or “harvester and thresher” for soybean production.
More advanced models of this machine soon came to be
called a “combine.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2020)
that discusses the use of a early combine-like machine for
soybean production.

Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2016)
containing the term “soy-bean belt” (or “soy bean belt”),
however it is referring to that belt only in the one state of
North Carolina.
1436. Drake, J.A. 1916. Management of sandy-land farms in
northern Indiana and southern Michigan. Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 716. 28 p. June 9. See p. 2-11, 15-21, 26-29.
• Summary: “The growing of soy beans and cowpeas for
seed offers a definite approach to the entire problem of farm
improvement in these sandy-land areas of the section. Soy
beans and cowpeas are profitable crops on the poorest of
these sandy soils...” (p. 2). They add nitrogen and organic
matter to the soil, and can be grown for hay to feed dairy
cows.
A long section titled “Soy bean and cowpeas” (p.
6-11) discusses their special characteristics and benefits,
inoculation, hogging off, and seed production.
A photo (p. 9) shows a good crop of soy beans growing
in rows on sand. A rear view shows a farmer seated on a
cultivator pulled by two horses.
The section titled “Rotations and cropping systems”
(p. 15) discusses continuous cropping with soy beans; soy
beans can also be used in a two-year rotation with corn, a
three-year rotation with corn and rye (or rye and vetch),
several four-year rotations (corn, soy beans, corn, cowpeas;
or corn, soybeans, rye, clover), and a five-year rotation (corn,
soybeans or cowpeas, corn, rye, clover).
“Conclusion: The normal stages of development for
the average sandy-land farm of this general section should
be three in number. The first should be that of growing and
selling cash crops, among which soy beans or cowpeas for
seed should have a prominent place.
“The second should be a transition stage, in which
live stock is being introduced as rapidly as fences can be
purchased and built, and as the farm can be made to produce
the necessary feed and pasture.
“The third stage should be that of a general and welldiversified farm system, with the proper balance between
cash crops and live stock which will afford profitable
employment for the entire year, maintain crop production in
a reasonably high state, and yield a suitable labor income.”
Address: Agriculturist, Office of Farm Management, USDA.
1437. Christian Science Monitor. 1916. Soja bean is being
cultivated through South: Black pea works its way into favor
of farmers–Seed is salable–Plant good forage. June 10. p. 19.
• Summary: “Norfolk, Virginia–The soja bean, sometimes
called the Japan pea, originated in Asia, just where or when
or by whom is not known. It may have been India or China,
probably the former; but it came to the United States by way
of Japan, hence the name Japan pea.” Just when it came to
the South is also unknown, but it succeeded in staying, says
the Virginia Pilot.
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“Like the people where it originated, and from where
it came to America, it is truly a peculiar product. There are
more than 40 varieties of the soja in the United States, and in
Norfolk county, Virginia, there were more than 30 varieties
shown. / “The most popular and productive variety here is
the black pea or bean, coming to Virginia from Texas a few
years ago, and [sic] has worked its way rapidly into the favor
of the farmers. It is found on nearly every form [sic, farm]
and is increasing in acreage each year.” Improved methods
and machinery for planting have made the pea “one of the
most popular forage crops in the entire South.”
Saving the seed is an important feature. During the
past two years machines of different types have entered the
field, and these do in one day the work of 150 hands, where
the saving of seed was done by hand labor. The threshing
machines for threshing wheat, oats and rye are also used to
thresh the sojas, by making a slight change in the cylinder or
concave.”
“The yield of seed is from 15 to 20 bushels per acre,
which commands from $1 to $2.50 per bushel, generally
about $1.40. The forage or fodder in such case, after
threshing or shredding, is worth on the farm about $10 the
ton and the tonnage is from one and a half to two tons to the
acre.”
“Partial experiments have shown that it is feasible to
increase the number of peas or beans in the pod. Careful
search resulted in finding about one pod in the million
with three seeds in it. These ‘pods of three’ were saved and
planted with the result that more than 30 per cent of the pods
had three peas.”
1438. Nemzek, L.P. 1916. The soya bean and soya oil. Paint
Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Educational Bureau,
Scientific Section, Circular No. 37. 8 p. June 10. [1 ref]
• Summary: This address was presented on May 18, 1916
(during World War I) at the meeting of the Mississippi

Cotton Seed Crushers’ Association, New
Orleans, Louisiana. Accompanied by three
exhibits, it states: “As early as 1907 the Bureau
interested itself in a campaign to promote the
increased production of flaxseed in the United
States. The rapidly increasing demand for
linseed oil, by the industries in this country,
indicated that we should soon face a shortage
of his commodity. It remained for the 1910
flaxseed crop failure to demonstrate what a
menace to the pain trade such a shortage meant.
Due almost entirely to the resultant scarcity of
linseed oil, the price commenced to soar during
the latter part of 1910. Linseed oil reached the
high price of $1.00 per gallon during 1911 and
high prices prevailed throughout most of the
year 1912. This condition forcibly showed the
necessity for a more profound investigation of
oils which might find application as substitutes
for linseed in the different industries which use the oil in
large quantities. In view of the fact that the work which was
done toward promoting an increased production of flaxseed
had been so marvelously effective, it was decided to do work
of similar magnitude with miscellaneous oils.”
“A series of practical paint exposure tests were begun on
test fences located at Washington, D.C., in connection with
the Institute of Industrial Research. The paints were exposed
in May, 1911. The repainting tests were made during the
latter part of 1914. This series of tests is referred to in
Circular No. 30, ‘Repainting Tests on Paint Oils,’ issued by
the Educational Bureau during December, 1914.
“Soya oil was one of the oils decided upon for the
experiments largely because it was already available in
quantities and could readily be imported. After looking into
the matter it was found that the production of it might be
developed on a satisfactory basis in this country. Soya beans
were already being grown in considerable quantities, but up
to that time domestic oil on a commercial scale had not been
produced.
“Soya oil is crushed from the bean bearing that name.
The bean is commonly referred to by the agriculturists in this
country as ‘Soy,’ but the oil, ever since it was first imported,
has been known as ‘Soya Bean Oil’ or ‘Soya Oil.’ Largely
for the sake of convenience the title ‘Soya Oil’ has been
adopted and is coming into general use. The title ‘Soya’ was,
very likely, introduced from Manchuria, where the bean is
grown in enormous quantities, and is a derivation from the
Japanese ‘Shoyu’ or ‘Soja.’ ‘Soya’ is replacing ‘Soy’ when
used in reference to the bean as such, even in the language
of the agriculturist, and it is only a question of time when the
word ‘Soya’ will be adopted generally.”
“The first step in connection with the Bureau’s endeavor
consisted of the importation of soya beans from Manchuria
for oil-extraction tests and the distribution of this seed,
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together with seed from a number of varieties already grown
in this country, and the soliciting of the assistance of the
State Agricultural Experiment Stations and other interested
persons to urge the farmer to grow more soya beans for
seed. While soya beans had been grown in this country
for a good many years, this was done as a forage crop and
for fertilization purposes. Only enough seed was being
harvested to take care of the succeeding year’s planting. The
far-reaching propaganda, through the active co-operation of
the State Agricultural Experiment Stations and the different
Bureaus of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, was solely
for the purpose of inducing the farmer to increase his
population.”
The Bureau reached farmers through the State
Agricultural Experiment Stations. “While growing tests
during 1911 and 1912 were limited to North Dakota,
Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey and Kentucky, they were
extended in 1913 to every State, with the exception of a
few where conditions are unfavorable from an agricultural
standpoint.
“The tests were also extended to the Philippine Islands
and to several places in Canada. It is noteworthy in this
connection that there are at least two varieties which can be
successfully matured as far north as the southern portions of
Quebec.
“During 1912, forty-eight varieties were experimented
with, including four imported from Manchuria. This number
was greatly increased in 1913, so that all available types
would be included.”
By 1916 the number of varieties had been reduced
to about fifteen (see Exhibit No. 1), which were already
popular: “Mammoth, Medium Yellow, Ito San, Holly Brooks
[Hollybrook], Haberlandt, Peking, Wilson, Auburn, Black
Eye Brow [Black Eyebrow]. Arlington, Tokio, Mikado,
Virginia, Chiquita, Sable and the Yellow Manchurian bean...
“No sooner were the farmers interested in the larger
growth of soya beans than they began to ask for information
as to how and where the beans could be disposed of to be
converted into oil.
“It was soon evident that the cotton seed mills in the
South were best situated for crushing the beans. The location
of the hundreds of these mills is fortunate, inasmuch as the
South is naturally adapted to become the great soya beanproducing section of the country. Definite plans have not
been evolved in sections where the cotton seed mills are
not located, but in the northern section of the country the
linseed oil mills will, very likely, crush the beans as soon
as the production is large enough to warrant their going
into the matter. In some sections, notably Tennessee, it was
suggested that the farmers in a certain locality club together
and conduct their own mill, disposing of the oil in the regular
manner, and each farmer to use the cake from his crop for
feeding purposes. In this way there would be returned to the
land the full fertilizing values of the crop. The promoters

of successful agriculture see in this a means to increase the
production of soya beans, mainly because of the value which
the farmer obtains by the improvement of his soil.
“During August and September, 1913, I made a trip
of nearly twenty-four thousand miles, visiting most of
the Agricultural Experiment Stations, to discuss matters
relating to the increased production of beans for oil-crushing
purposes and to determine whether or not the cotton seed
mills were in a position to handle the crop without materially
altering the machinery they use for the crushing of cotton
seed or going to the expense of installing new equipment.
Most of my time was spent in the States growing cotton and
where cotton seed mills were already established.”
Also discusses the oil-bearing properties of different
varieties of soya beans (the oil content averages 19% and
ranges from 16 to 25%), and the drying properties (see
Exhibit No. 2). “During the past six or seven months there
has been produced in this country in the neighborhood of
one hundred thousand gallons of soya oil. The largest part of
this quantity has been produced by the Elizabeth City Oil &
Fertilizer Co., Winterville Cotton Oil Co. and the New Bern
Cotton Oil & Fertilizer Mills.”
Discusses prices at which soybeans should be purchased
for profit in the oil industry, and opportunities for disposing
of the oil and meal. The author points out the limited uses
of soy bean oil in paints; in 1916 some 98,171,275 lb of
soy bean oil were imported into the United States. The
five samples of soybeans analyzed had an average iodine
number of 125.8. But iodine value and drying power do not
necessarily go hand in hand, although such is often the case.
“In those sections of the South where the cotton fields
are infested by the boil weevil, the growers may find it to
their advantage to produce soya beans on a large scale. The
Alabama Cotton Seed Crushers’ Association has the matter
under careful consideration at the present time. The cotton
crop of certain sections of that State has been seriously
affected by the disastrous results which accompany the boil
weevil.
“It is at once apparent that it is to the advantage of the
cotton seed mills to take up the crushing of soya beans. In
the first place it will help to give the mills a longer season
and thereby shorten the period of idleness. This period
generally varies from four to six months every year with
different mills.
“The crushing of soya oil has advantages over cotton
seed; it is a cleaner and easier material to handle preparatory
to crushing, and the bean releases its oil as freely, at least, as
cotton seed.
“Soya oil can be disposed of just as readily, at least,
as cotton seed. The A.M. Parks Company, Philadelphia,
commencing with the May issue of ‘The Oil Miller,’
advertise for domestic soya oil. This is the first ad to appear,
and opens up what is likely to prove the most satisfactory
outlet for the product of so many mills... In some cases the
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consumers who could handle it in tank cars would be able
to deal direct with the crushers. The A.M. Parks Company
was one of the first to import soya oil, and still imports it
in large quantities. Two or three years ago the Company
distributed an interesting pamphlet entitled ‘Soya,’ in which
the commercial possibilities of the oil are referred to in some
detail.”
“While practical tests started in 1911 have not yet
been completed, and the Bureau, in line with its adopted
policy, does not intend to make a definite report until the
investigation has been finished, the writer feels safe in
stating that large quantities of soya oil will eventually be
consumed in the manufacture of paint and varnish. Because
of the inferior drying properties of soya oil as compared with
linseed oil it cannot entirely displace linseed, and its use in
connection with linseed oil will be limited to from 25 to 50
per cent., depending on the product in which it is used.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 1999) with the term “soya oil” in the title.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Chiquita.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2020)
that mentions the “Winterville Cotton Oil Co.” Address:
Special Technical Representative, Educational Bureau, Paint
Manufacturers’ Assoc. of the United States, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
1439. Seip, James F. 1916. Soy beans in Louisiana: Some
interesting points about culture, harvesting and curing of soy
beans. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
31(24):745. June 10.
• Summary: “I plant a large acreage of soy beans every year
for the market and also for forage purposes. I will give my
method of preparing the soil, culture and harvesting.” He
inoculates the beans with commercial bacteria. To control
weeds: “When the beans are five to six inches high, I
cultivate with a double shovel and repeat if possible about a
week later. The other cultivations may be done with a spring
tooth harrow, or a large sweep does excellent work.”
“In harvesting I use a cane knife, as it does more
efficient work, is very economical and the beans will not be
damaged by being trampled on by horses which is the case
when a mower is used. If the beans are grassy at harvest
time, it is almost impossible to use a mower satisfactorily,
whereas with the can knife it makes no difference. Windrow
three rows into one, and if the weather be favorable allow the
beans to remain for 48 hours in windrow... After removing
from the windrow, they should be placed in small cocks
about three feet high and allowed to remain for three or four
days... Do not attempt to cure in a barn. This is one plant that
does best when cured in the field; even should you get a hard
rain when in the windrow or small cock do not feel alarmed,
as the soy bean has the ability to readily shed water. In fact
the plant can be cut and cured in the most disagreeable

weather.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2002) that uses the word “grassy” to describe the
habit of growth of soybeans.
The beans shrink very little, only 3 to 3½ per cent during
proper curing. “If properly cured, they will stand shipping
well. I have shipped them to Central America where they
were used for food. The bean makes a most delicious soup,
and when baked is far superior to the well known Boston
bean. The bean when crushed makes an unusually high-grade
oil, and the meal is splendid for both stock and fertilizing
purposes. For forage, especially for hogs, it has no superior.
When the pods and plant are about one half matured, turn
your stock in and watch the result.” Address: Alexandria,
Louisiana.
1440. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1916. Hoards Dairyman Junior:
A department for the dairy farm boy. Uses of soy beans.
51(21):852. June 16.
• Summary: The soy bean is new to some people. In the
United States “it was not cultivated very much until about 20
years ago. Since that time, the plant has grown in popularity
until today it is raised in many sections of the country. One
of the most common uses of the soy bean plant is for hay...
A second use for soy beans is silage. It has been found that
very good silage results if soy beans and corn are mixed at
silo filling time.”
“For several years soy beans have been a profitable crop
when grown for seed because the seed was quite scarce and
hence high priced. But each year more farmers have begun to
raise the crop and consequently more seed has been produced
and the price has been lowered.”
“Lately, still another use has been found for soy bean
seed; it has been crushed for the oil which it contains. A ton
of beans will produce about 30 gallons of oil and 1,650 lbs.
meal.”
“Still another use for soy beans is as a green feed or
soiling crop. You all know that on some of the large dairy
farms where there is not enough pasture for all the cattle, the
green feed is cut and fed in the barn or yard each day. This is
called soiling and here again the soy bean is useful.”
“Soy beans have not generally been used for pasture
but it is certain that growing pigs would make food use of
such pasture. When the beans are harvested for seed some
of them are apt to shell out in the field, especially if the crop
is very ripe, and when this happens, let the pigs save them.”
Address: Wisconsin.
1441. Washington Post. 1916. In Uncle Sam’s government
departments. June 25. p. A5.
• Summary: In the section titled “Agriculture”: “W.J. Morse,
scientific assistant in forage crop investigations of the
bureau of plant industry, has gone to Savannah, Georgia, and
Raleigh, North Carolina, to inspect soy bean experiments and
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confer with experiment station officials.”
1442. Burlison, W.L. 1916. Availability of mineral
phosphates for plant nutrition. J. of Agricultural Research
6(13):485-514. June 26. 8 plates at end. [32 ref]
• Summary: “This paper is submitted in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
on Agronomy in the Graduate School of the University of
Illinois, 1915.
“Since the introduction of commercial fertilizers,
more or less discussion has been carried on concerning
the value of insoluble mineral phosphates as a source of
phosphorus for the nutrition of plants.” This paper discusses
the availability of phosphorus in Tennessee brown rock
phosphate for soybeans and other crops. Table IV (p. 494)
shows the phosphorus content of soybean grain (seeds) and
straw, from soybeans harvested from various pots on 10 June
1914. Different amounts of phosphate were added to the
different pots.
Soybeans are one of “nine common crops (legumes and
cereals) that are cultivated on Illinois farms” included in the
study. There was no special emphasis on soybeans, which
were found to be less responsive to phosphorus than the
other crops in the study.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept.
2004) that mentions Burlison in connection (directly)
with soybeans. Address: Assoc. Prof., Crop Production,
Agricultural College, and Assoc. Chief, Crop Production,
Illinois Agric. Exp. Station.
1443. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1916. Soy beans in
Connecticut. June 29. p. 8.
• Summary: “Of late years some farmers in Connecticut
have experimented somewhat in the cultivation of soy beans,
partly because of their value as a forage and partly because
of the fact that they are rich in nitrogen and are, therefore, of
value to the soil. The Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
Station last year did somewhat to encourage the farmers of
the state to raise the legumes and sent twenty-four farmers in
various parts of the state enough seed to plant half an acre.
“The station has now issued a bulletin [No. 191] giving
the results of the tests made by the twenty-four...; in two
cases weeds sprang up and choked the soys and in several
cases woodchucks and deer practically ruined the crop. More
than three-quarters of the tests, apparently, were successful.
The farmers in their reports agree on one thing, that live
stock takes to the feed readily.” Soy beans are a good “food
for diabetics inasmuch as the beans are rich in protein and
contain only traces of starch. It is good news; if they are
edible the farmers should raise them right away. There are so
many things that are absolutely out of reach of the average
man’s purse that the addition of even a stock food which
would be moderate in price would be welcome in many
larders.”

1444. North Carolina Extension Service, Annual Report.
1916. 2:12, 19, 24, 26, 49-50. For the year ended June 30.
• Summary: Soy is mentioned many times throughout this
2nd annual report.
Page 12: “Agronomy:... It is with soy beans that the
greatest progress has been made. Much time and attention
has been given to the question of the better utilization of the
soy bean and its products for the purpose of affording the
farmers of North Carolina a better market for their beans.
This work has resulted in widespread attention to the soy
bean, and there seems to be no reason why the bean and it
products might not become even more valuable and useful
than the cotton seed.”
Page 19: “Summer legumes: The main work with
summer legumes has been with three crops: soy beans, velvet
beans, and cowpeas.
“Within the past three years soy beans have come into
prominence in this State owing to the fact that some plants
are being operated for expressing the oil and making meal
out of the beans. Our Agronomist has furnished much
valuable information and done much valuable work with
this crop. It seems that the meal can be used for human food
as well as for feeding stock. With the present high price of
cotton-seed meal, some farmers have substituted soy-bean
meal for fertilizer, although that may not be the best use to
make of it. The vegetable oil also is valuable.
“With this crop, we had over 800 demonstrators with
4,500 acres that yielded about 18 bushels of seed per acre,
and 2½ tons of hay when cut for that purpose. The most of
these crops, however, were grazed off by hogs or cattle, or
both. It is expected to secure a greatly increased average
of this crop next year. It is becoming one of our main
dependencies for growing cheap pork.”
Page 24: Summary:... “9. Soy Beans.–Demonstrators,
810; demonstrators reporting, 452; acreage, 4,557; average
yield per acre, seed, 18.9 bus.; cured hay, 2½ tons; acres
grazed off, 3,975; value per acre grazed, $17; acres
inoculated, 335.”
Page 26: “... soy beans, acreage, 4,557.
Page 46+” Report of the Agronomy Division: Pages
49-50: “The Soy-Bean Industry: During the past year
considerable attention has been given by the [Agronomy]
Division to the increase in the production of soy beans and
to the better utilization of this crop after being grown. It has
been emphasized that from the stand point of the farmer, the
soy bean is a crop that might be greatly increased in acreage
within the State to the advantage of the soil and of the farmer
himself. Being a leguminous crop, the farmer might use it
to good advantage much more largely in his rotations. It is
a crop that grows well on most of the soils and will stand
wet, dry, and cool weather much better than any of the other
purely summer-growing legumes which are cultivated at
present in the State. Not only this, but they will in most cases
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produce a larger growth of both vines and seed than the
others.
“After growth, the farmer might utilize the crop
either for seed, grazing, hay, or for soil improvement. In
many cases there would be no question but what the crop,
especially the vines and leaves, should be turned back into
the soil to add to the organic matter and nitrogen-supply of
the soil. From the standpoint of the cotton oil mill, the soy
bean offers an unusually attractive opportunity. It has been
thoroughly demonstrated by trials in this State during the
past fall, when 80,000 to 100,000 bushels were crushed, that
the oil mills, with little adjustment of machinery and with a
reduction in expense for labor and fuel, may crush the beans
satisfactorily and dispose of their oil and meal at good prices.
This State is to be congratulated upon the fact that the first
commercial crushing of domestic beans was by the oil mill
located at Elizabeth City, North Carolina. This mill began
operating on December 13, 1915, and continued to crush
both day and night until it had crushed something like 20,000
bushels. Other oil mills located at Winterville, New Bern,
Washington, Hertford, Lattimore, Farmville, Wilson, and
possibly a few others made crushings, too, during the fall of
1915 and spring of 1916.
“Considerable interest, not only in North Carolina but
throughout the country, has been taken in this new venture
on the part of North Carolina mills. At the present time there
is a wide movement on foot throughout practically all of the
Southern States to materially increase the acreage of soy
beans. The Southern oil mills are very much interested in this
movement; in fact, are lending an active part in the work,
as they hope thereby to secure beans later on for the oil
mills which they operate throughout the South. The coming
of the boll weevil seems to force the landowners to devote
more and more of their lands to other crops than cotton
than has been the case heretofore. The oil mills, of course,
are interested in having the farmers grow a crop that will
produce a product that may be utilized in the same way as
the cotton seed is being utilized at the present time. This is a
perfectly legitimate attitude for them to take, and by growing
soy beans the farmer will be doing a great deal for his own
interest, if he handles the crop, after it has been grown, in
such a way as to get the greatest returns from it.
Page 50: Publications:
“The Soy-bean Industry of North Carolina. Circular 9...
“The Commercial Use of Soy Beans. Circular 29...”
“Respectfully submitted, C.B. Williams, Chief, Division
of Agronomy.”
1445. Gagnepain, François; Lecomte, Henri. ed. 1916.
Flore générale de l’Indo-Chine. Tome deuxième, fascicile
4–Légumineuses : Papilionées [General flora of Indo-China.
Vol. 2:4–Legumes: Papilionoidae]. Paris: Masson et Cie,
Éditeurs. See p. 398-99. [7 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The entry for Glycine L. begins with a botanical

description of the genus, which contains two species: Glycine
Soja and Glycine laotica.
For Glycine Soja (an annual), after the botanical
description we read: More than 30 varieties are known. May
derive from G. ussuriensis, which grows wild in China,
Manchuria, etc.
Cultivated in: Tonkin, Laos, Cochin China–China,
Japan, Philippines, Java, etc. etc.
Vernacular names: Dâu nanh, Mak toua kon or ta tone.
Uses: The seeds are consumed like those of the Haricot
bean, or can be used to make a cheese [tofu], a condiment, or
as a source of oil. The black variety is used for animal feed;
the stem and leaves as forage.
Note: This nine-volume series was published under the
direction of Henri Lecomte (lived 1856-1934). Address:
Museum of Natural History, Paris, France.
1446. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1916. Farm, garden
and poultry news of interest: Correct feeding is necessary to
keep poultry growing. July 16. p. Z8.
• Summary: “Protein or nitrogenous food materials are of
two kinds–those of an animal source and those of a vegetable
source. There is no more economical source of protein than
meat scrap, which can be bought for about $50 a ton, or five
cents a pound, for the protein present.” Fish scrap and dry
ground bone meal are also good.
“Vegetable protein carriers usually consist of such
products as gluten meal, oil meal and soy bean meal. These
are efficient when given in relatively small quantities, but
protein from such sources will not replace protein from
animal sources.” A photo show a “Wattles’ portable poultry
house.”
1447. Butler, Tait. 1916. Timely farm suggestions: Oats
and soy beans a valuable cropping combination. Land
that will make 20 bushels of corn will make 20 bushels of
oats and 20 bushels of beans with a much greater feeding
value. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
31(30):867. July 22.
• Summary: Growing soy beans with oats is quite profitable,
whereas growing oats alone is unprofitable. Compared with
corn, and considering both the feeding value (the digestible
nutrients they contain) and the plant foods they remove
from the soil, oats and soy beans are worth about $22 per
acre more than corn. If we consider their value as manure
(assuming that 85% passes through animals and half of
that amount is saved), this adds an additional $6 per acre
compared with corn.
“Unless we begin to take heed of these things our soils
will not grow in fertility and our farming will continue
unsuccessful... A lead pencil, properly used, is a valuable tool
in a case such as this.”
1448. Moss, B. L. 1916. Cowpeas and soy beans: Their place
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in southern farming. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh,
North Carolina) 31(31):898. July 29. Article No. 31 on
“Farm Facts Every Boy Should Know.”
• Summary: “At present in the South. the cowpea is the
most widely known of all legumes... The soy bean, while
known in Asia for thousands of years, is a comparatively
new crop in the South, though rapidly gaining in popularity.
It is generally considered more exacting than the cowpea
as to soil and cultural requirements, but under favorable
conditions it is truly remarkable as a yielder of large
quantities of beans and excellent hay.”
1449. Armsby, Henry Prentiss; Putney, Fred Silver. 1916. Net
energy values for ruminants: Net energy values of American
feeding stuffs. Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 142. 20 p. July. [2 ref]
• Summary: This bulletin is divided into two parts. Soybean
are mentioned in various places in a long table in part II (p.
15-20). This table, titled “Average dry matter, digestible
crude protein, digestible true protein, and net energy
values per 100 pounds for ruminants,” is based on research
published in the 15th edition of Feeds and Feeding, by
Henry and Morrison (1915, p. 633-66). Values are given
for soybeans as follows: Dried roughage–Hay and fodder
from legumes: Soybeans (p. 17). Fresh green roughage–(1)
Green legumes: Soybeans (all analyses), soybeans in bloom,
soybeans in seed (p. 18). (2) Silage: Soybeans (p. 18).
Grains–Leguminous seeds: Soybean (p. 19). By-products–
Oil extraction: Soybean meal (fat extracted) (p. 20).
Values are also given in this table for: Alfalfa, cowpeas,
peanuts, peanut cake, gluten feed, gluten meal (from starch
manufacture). Address: State College, Centre County,
Pennsylvania.
1450. Poland China Journal (The). 1916. Green feeds for
hogs. Aug. 10. p. 11.
• Summary: “That green forage crops lower the cost of pork
production materially is demonstrated by experiments at the
Ohio experiment station. Alfalfa, clover, rape, soybeans and
bluegrass are adapted to hog pasturage.
“In one experiment lasting 11 weeks in midsummer,
clover pasture replaced 71 pounds of corn in every 100
pounds gain made by the hogs. Rape replaced 64 pounds and
soybeans 54 pounds. All these hogs received corn in addition
to pasture. They made cheaper gains than those fed only
grain in dry lot.
“Rape makes an abundant, palatable growth and has a
long grazing season. An acre will usually supply green feed
for three months for 30 hogs weighing about 100 pounds.
“Soybeans may be grazed from July 1 for a period of
about 10 weeks. Since bluegrass is susceptible to drouth, it
has its greatest value for early spring use.”

Zealand J. of Agriculture 13(2):140. Aug. 21. Summarized in
the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1917. 15:121.
• Summary: An experiment at the Moumahaki Experimental
Farm, New Zealand, with nine varieties of Soya beans
obtained from Purdue University (in Indiana, USA) and
planted on 12 Oct. 1915. The varieties tested in descending
order of seed yield (60 lb/bushel) were: Auburn (45 bu/acre),
Ito-San (38), Mikado (28), Early Brown (27), Black Beauty
(24), Sable (24), Tashing (21), Hollybrook (20), Morse
(14). The Auburn variety also gave a high yield of forage
(13.14 tons per acre), which was equalled by Sable and
only surpassed by Early Brown, which gave 14.28 tons per
acre. The soil in which the plants were grown was manured
but not inoculated, and “no sign of nodules was observed
on any of the varieties. The manure applied per acre was
8 tons farmyard, 4 cwt. Ephos phosphate, ½ cwt. sulfate
of potash, and ¼ cwt. sulphate of ammonia.” Note: 1 cwt
= hundredweight = 112 pounds. A table shows the results,
including number of seeds per pound, length of straw in
inches, and colour of seed. Address: Manager, Moumahaki
Experimental Farm.
1452. Williams, C.B. 1916. Soy beans for seed. Country
Gentleman 81(35):1592. Aug. 26.
• Summary: “Although the soy-bean crop will in all
probability find its greatest usefulness for soil-improving
purposes, and to a less extent for pasturage purposes, there
is no question that under average conditions there will be
developed a considerable seed industry. It seems to have
been established during the past winter and spring that the
cottonseed-oil mills may handle these beans in about the
same general way they handle cotton seed, if they can secure
the seed at a price low enough to justify them in crushing it.”
“It should be remembered always by the farmer that
in the growing of a leguminous crop, unless the crop itself
or the manure carefully saved from the feeding of the crop
is returned to the soil, the productivity of his soil cannot
be maintained.” Address: [North Carolina State College of
Agriculture].
1453. Bulletin Mensuel des Renseignements Agricoles et des
Maladies des Plantes (Rome). 1916. L’élevage des porcs et
le pâturage intensif de maïs associé au soja aux Etats-Unis
[Pig breeding and intensive maize and soya pasturage in the
United States (Abstract)]. 7(8):1227-29. Aug. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A long French-language summary of the
following English-language article: Beavers, J.C. 1916.
“Soybeans with corn.” Breeder’s Gazette 69(22):1160-61.
June 1.
Note: This is the French-language edition of
“International Review of the Science and Practice of
Agriculture” published by the International Institute of
Agriculture (Rome, Italy).

1451. Lonsdale, T.W. 1916. Soya-bean variety test. New
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1454. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1916. How farming
in Connecticut is coming back: The agricultural college
at Storrs not only equips resident students for their life
work, but its resources are at the command of any farmer in
Connecticut and the results have been remarkable. Sept. 10.
p. X8.
• Summary: “Assists Mother Nature: The modern farmer
is a chemist as well as a plow-guider, planter, cultivator,
harvester and marketer.”
“Dairy crop rotations: The agronomy department is now
experimenting with three different dairy crop rotations.” The
second of these, a five-year cycle, begins with corn followed
by soybeans, wheat, clover, then clover and timothy. On the
college grounds are plots where variety testing of soybeans,
for both grain and silage, are in progress, “and with soybeans
and corn grown together for silage.” Alfalfa, so new to the
East Coast, is also being tested.
1455. Duggar, J.F. 1916. Harvesting soy beans for seed:
Some means for reducing shattering–Tools and implements
used in harvesting. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh,
North Carolina) 31(39):1081. Sept. 23.
• Summary: “The harvesting of soy beans presents special
difficulties because of the tendency of the pods, as soon
as thoroughly mature, to burst and shatter. There is no
productive variety known to the writer that is exempt from
shattering.”
“As much as possible of the handling of soy bean plants
grown for seed should occur in the early morning or very
late afternoon or when the air is damp. Those farmers who
own either binders or self-rake reapers find these implements
suitable for harvesting well grown soy bean plants for seed.
However, the early varieties usually produce such dwarf
plants with seed so near the ground that the use of a binder is
not satisfactory.
“Soy beans may be cut with a mower, especially if the
cutting to be done in ample time and if the necessary raking
be done by a careful hand while there is some dampness and
before there has been much sun on the cut plants. However,
the mower is far from satisfactory in harvesting soy beans
for grain, but it could doubtless be made entirely satisfactory
by the use of the bunching attachment for the mower, now
offered by the larger dealers in agricultural machinery.
“For areas not too extensive we have found among the
several suitable hand implements, the heavy cane knife to be
quite satisfactory. This heavy knife or ‘machete’ is the same
implement that is preferred in cutting silage corn by hand.
“A rather heavy sickle may also be used, but the stalks
of soy beans are rather too tough at seeding time for the most
effective employment of the sickle.
“In saving seed of soy beans it pays well to use an
osnaburg sheet to spread over the wagon body or hay frame
so as to catch the seed that will be shattered even by the most
careful handling of mature soy bean plants.”

“But with the best of management, some shattering
will occur. Hence, so far as practicable, soy beans for seed
should be grown in fields so fenced that hogs may be used
as gleaners, or better, as means of harvesting the entire seed
crop.”
A small oval photo shows Prof. Duggar. Address: Prof.
[Alabama].
1456. Minn, E.R. 1916. Soy beans. State of New York
Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 87. p. 2938-44. Sept.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History of the soybean.
Utility: As a soiling crop, for silage, soy bean hay, for
pasture, for seed and grain, for soil improvement. Photos
show: (1) A portrait of E.R. Minn. (2) Medium Green soy
beans planted in hills of Yellow Dent corn on a farm in the
hills of Broome County, New York. (3) Two men working
with a soy bean hay stack on poor hill land in Broome
County, New York. Address: Farmers’ Inst. Lecturer,
Binghamton, New York.
1457. McClelland, C.K. 1916. Farms and farmers
department. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Oct. 15. p. A9.
• Summary: In the field, smothering crops are in part
effective against nut grass. “Dense growths of cowpeas,
soybeans, or of velvet beans without support, will shade and
weaken any such plants,...”
The section titled “Hay crops” mentions “peavine hay.”
“The crops from which stored dry feed or hay may be made
are corn, sorghum, Sudan and Johnson grasses, Bermuda,
lespedeza, soya and velvet beans, cowpeas, peanuts,...”
Address: Farm editor, Atlanta, Georgia.
1458. Washington Post. 1916. In Uncle Sam’s government
departments. Oct. 15. p. FD3.
• Summary: In the section titled “Agriculture”: “W.J. Morse,
scientific assistant in the forage crop investigations, will
spend the remainder of October at points in North Carolina
inspecting soy bean variety tests in cooperation with the
North Carolina experiment station.”
“Prof. C.V. Piper, agrostologist in charge of the bureau
of plant industry, spent last week inspecting forage crop
experiments in North Carolina, Georgia and Tennessee.”
1459. Johnson, E.F. 1916. Commercial growing of soybeans.
Purdue Agriculturist (Indiana) 11(1):17-21, 45. Oct.
• Summary: “Probably no crop has ever made such rapid
progress in winning favor with corn-belt farmers, as
has the soybean. A native of Japan, this peculiar legume
was practically unknown to American farmers only ten
years ago. Today it is fast becoming a necessity in every
system of rotation as a soil builder; its value as a forage
plant established beyond doubt: its ability as a hay plant
recognized to be a close competitor of alfalfa; and the use of
the seed as a supplement to corn has reached a point where
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it seriously threatens to replace, in a large number of rations,
the long recommended linseed oil meal, cottonseed meal,
tankage and wheat middlings.
“In this work of bringing this valuable legume to the
attention of the farmers, devising methods for handling the
crop effectively, and the improvement of old varieties, the
Johnson Seed Farms (Stryker, Ohio) in Northwestern Ohio,
take a prominent position. “Today they have the confidence
of hundreds of growers and a large percent of the daily
outgoing mail is in answer to inquiries regarding methods
of growing this crop. Only recently the U.S. Department
of Agriculture has recognized the system of handling the
crop in use on these Farms as the most efficient system,
throughout, in use today. The writer has, on invitation, spent
several summers on these Farms recently, aiding in field
selection and plot testing work, and it is the purpose of this
article to describe in more or less detail the methods in use
on these Farms.
“These Farms consist of 620 acres at present and
grow annually from 100 to 150 acres of soybeans, while
a like acreage is grown on neighboring farms under direct
supervision. From fifteen to sixty varieties are grown.
Usually the major part of the acreage is given over to some
ten to fifteen varieties, while the rest is in plot testing work.
“The work on these Farms may be classified under
three heads: first, Improvement of old varieties by selection;
second, testing out of new varieties and sports; third,
Perfecting an efficient system of handling the crop.”
“It has been the policy of these Farms for years to secure
new varieties from the Experiment Stations or from the
Division of Forage Crops of the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture.
With the large number of varieties and strains of soybeans
grown today, the problem of keeping seed pure and true to
name, is a very difficult one.
“As a result, all seed secured is given a three year plot
test. During this time, the merits of the variety are carefully
observed, complete data kept, and at the end of the three
years, the variety is either discarded, advanced to field use,
or transferred to selection plots.”
“Under improvement of old varieties, the greatest work
has been done with the Ito San and the Medium Green
(Guelph). The Ito San, an old standard variety, has two
serious faults; first, it lacked size, growing only 18 to 24
inches tall; and second, it started branching too close to
the ground, a condition which resulted in considerable loss
of seed at harvesting time.” Through careful selection, an
improved Ito San is now available that in northwestern Ohio
this season “averaged 28 to 36 inches tall, with the branches
high enough above the ground to cut and leave a four-inch
stubble. To the ordinary observer, these fields would be
taken for the Hollybrook or Medium Yellow variety, but the
presence of the characteristic brown speck at one end of the
hilum, proves the variety to be true Ito San.
“In the case of Medium Green, sometimes called

Guelph, the tendency of this variety to shatter badly at time
of ripening, was so serious as to cause many growers to
discard it entirely. The second year this variety was grown,
a two-acre plot was allowed to stand until December,
careful observations were made weekly and exceptional
stalks tagged. Fortune favored the work, for a single stalk
was found which on December 20th, had not lost a bean by
shattering.”
Today “the Medium Green grown on these Farms is
considered among the best of present-day general purpose
(hay and seed) beans grown.”
Details are then given on the method and machinery
used in handling the crop including preparation of the
seedbed, time of seeding (mid-May), method of seeding
(use a ten-hoe or twelve-hoe drill so as to seed four rows at
a time; seed the rows 21 inches apart with a seven-inch drill
or 24 inches apart with an eight-inch drill), amount of seed
per acre (3-4 pecks/acre when grown for seed; 6-8 pecks/acre
when cut for hay), depth of planting (2-2½ inches deep), first
cultivation when beans are 3-4 inches tall (using a two-row
or four-row beet cultivator to destroy weeds and maintain
a surface mulch; with a four-row cultivator, one man and
two horses can cultivate 15 acres/day easily, but a two-row
cultivator requires only one horse), second cultivation when
beans are 6-8 inches tall, cutting for hay (just as the first pods
are well established, using a mower; handle just like alfalfa),
harvesting for seed (using a mower with a side-delivery
buncher or a self-rake; cut 3 rows at a swath with a six-foot
cutting bar), windrowing (using a slow speed side-delivery
rake in the evening to avoid shattering), loading onto a
wagon (using a drum hay loader to minimize shattering),
storing in a barn or stacking, threshing (with an ordinary
grain threshing machine. “In some sections bean threshers
are available and should always be used when possible”).
On the Johnson Seed Farms a special machine for threshing
soybeans was built from a steel Case separator.
“All seed sold from the Farms goes under the guarantee
of being free from any and all weed seeds, true to name
and to contain less than one split bean in two hundred.
Such a guarantee means considerable extra work, but it is
appreciated by the purchasers, for last year with better than
4,000 bushels of seed for sale, the entire stock of seed was
booked by Jan. 15.”
Editor’s note at end of article: “In method and thickness
of seeding the practice on the Johnson Seed Farms does not
agree with the methods and thickness of seeding found best
by the Indiana Experiment Station and several other stations
that have experimented along this line. Wider spacing for
cultivation with a two-horse cultivator, and about half as
much seed per acre have been found to be preferable. See
Indiana Bulletin No. 172” [“Soybeans and cowpeas,” by
Wiancko et al. (1914)].
Photos (courtesy of Johnson Seed Farms) show: (1)
A man standing in a field of waist-high Medium Green
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soybeans. (2) A New Empire grain drill used for seeding.
(3) A farmer and two horses doing the first cultivation of a
soybean field. (4) Windrowing–either hay or seed. (5) Two
men by a large threshing machine that handles a load every
thirty minutes.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2001)
by or about E.F. “Soybean” Johnson, who later became a
major soybean pioneer in Ohio, and an honorary life member
of the American Soybean Association.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020)
that mentions the Johnson Seed Farms of Stryker, Ohio.
According to the Standard Atlas of Williams County, Ohio...
published in 1918, a map of Springfield Township (p. 32)
shows “The Johnson Seed Farm” [sic, Farms] which is
comprised of 235 acres in section 16; it belongs to Simon
Johnson, who is the author’s father. A photo in the Atlas (p.
59) shows “One of the barns on the Johnson Seed Farms,
growers of soy beans, seed oats, seed wheat and other farm
grains, Stryker, Ohio.” This is a huge, beautiful barn with the
words “Johnson Seed Farms” written in large white letters
on one end. These Farms were actively breeding and selling
soybeans until at least 1923. Address: ‘17 [Class of 1917].
1460. Eckles, Clarence Henry; Warren, George F. 1916.
Dairy farming. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xv + 309
p. Nov. Illust. 20 cm. Series: Farm Series. [10+ ref]
• Summary: Chapter 5, “Feeding dairy cattle,” contains
a section “86. Protein” which states (p. 95): “All protein
compounds contain nitrogen. They serve the purpose of
building up tissue in the body, such as muscle and skin, and
constitute the curd of milk. Lean meat and the white of an
egg are familiar examples of nearly pure protein. All feeds
contain more or less protein. Among hays, clover, alfalfa,
cowpea, and soybean contain the largest amounts. Among
the common concentrates linseed meal, cottonseed meal,
and wheat bran contain relatively large quantities. A certain
amount of protein is indispensable in a ration, as nothing else
can be substituted for it by the animal.”
In the same chapter is a table (p. 102) “Dry matter,
digestible protein, and energy value per 100 pounds.” Values
for “Soybean hay” are: Total dry matter: 88.7 lb. Digestible
protein: 7.68 lb. Energy value: 38.65 therms. Source of table:
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin 346.
In the same chapter, under “Discussion of common
feedstuffs,” we read (p. 106): “96. Hay from Legumes.
Hay of this class is especially valuable for the dairy cow. It
includes the common clovers, alfalfa, the cowpea, soybean,
field pea, and other less common legumes, such as vetch
and crimson clover. Forage from this class of plants when
properly cured is highly palatable, and contains a relatively
large amount of protein.”
Chapter 10, “Systems of farming on dairy farms” begins
with a section titled “Crops for feed” which includes (p.
224):

“197. Legumes. The importance of raising alfalfa,
clover, or some other legume has already been emphasized.
Many farms in the eastern half of the United States are better
adapted to clover than to alfalfa, but where alfalfa grows
without too much difficulty it is preferred. Cowpeas are the
most common legume in the South. Soybeans, vetch, and
many other legumes are grown by some farmers, but in most
parts of the North, alfalfa or clover is more profitable.”
In the Appendix (p. 289-306) are many tables. The
following mentions soybeans in several places: Table 51 (p.
300-03) “Dry matter, digestible protein, and total nutriment
per 100 pounds” (from Feed and Feeding, by Henry, 10th
ed., p. 582).
Note: Clarence Henry Eckles lived 1875-1933. George
F. Warren lived 1874-1938. Address: 1. D.Sc., Prof. of
Dairy Husbandry, Univ. of Missouri; 2. Ph.D., Prof. of
Farm Management, New York State College of Agriculture,
Cornell Univ.
1461. Hutcheson, Thomas Barksdale; Hodgson, E.R.;
Wolfe, T.K. 1916. Sudan Grass. Virginia Agric. Exp. Station,
Bulletin No. 212. 15 p. Nov.
• Summary: “Soy beans” are mentioned 8 times in this
report.
Page 8: “Seeding [Sudan Grass] with Cowpeas and Soy
Beans: Since all sorghums are relatively low in protein some
tests were made to determine the advisability of sowing
Sudan grass with cowpeas and soy beans in order to make a
better balanced hay ration. The results of these experiments
are given in Table VI (p. 9).
Page 9: Sudan Grass planted with soy beans gives
higher yields of hay than when planted with cowpeas. “It
will be noted that these yields are not very much larger than
those from seeding Sudan Grass alone. However, the hay is
undoubtedly higher in protein. The chief objection to sowing
Sudan grass with cowpeas and soy beans is that the grass
is usually ready to harvest before the peas and beans. This
trouble can be obviated by planting the peas or beans in rows
early in the season and sowing the Sudan grass over the field
when the peas or beans are being cultivated the first time.
This will give the peas and beans at least two weeks start and
make them mature when the grass is ready to cut.”
“Summary: 1. Sudan grass is one of the most valuable
nonleguminous annual forage plants grown in Virginia.
“2. It is a member of the Sorghum family, and closely
resembles Johnson grass, but it has no objectionable root
stocks, and must be seeded each year to perpetuate it.
“5. It may be seeded with cowpeas, or soy beans, at
the rate of 12 pounds of Sudan grass to one bushel of peas
or beans...” Address: 1. M.S., Agronomist; 2. M.S., Assoc.
Agronomist; 2. Special Assistant in Horticulture. All:
Blacksburg, Montgomery Co., Virginia.
1462. Evans, W.A. 1916. How to keep well: Soy bean.
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Chicago Daily Tribune. Dec. 1. p. 6.
• Summary: Begins by quoting the section on “The soy
bean” in the Encyclopædia Britannica (1910, 11th ed.). Then
adds: “Soy bean is almost a staple crop now in many parts of
the country. It is used as a hay or fodder... Its great use now
is as human food. It differs from ordinary beans and peas in
that it is rich in protein and fat and low in starch. It is like
cotton seed in these particulars.
“It first found favor as a food for diabetics and then as a
food for babies. Now it is used as part of the combination of
pork and beans.”
“Soy bean meal contains nearly 45 per cent protein and
nearly 20 per cent oil... For the man who does hard manual
labor, burns up a lot of tissue, and who, therefore, needs a lot
of protein, soy meal is as good as steak...”
“In those sections of the country where pellagra is a
menace soy meal should constitute a considerable part of the
diet. Its use as an ingredient of pork and beans is logical.”
“In soy bean meal there is no available starch. There
is 9.31 per cent of cane sugar. The low percentage of
carbohydrate caused Dr. Friedenwald and Dr. Ruhrah to
recommend the use of soy bean bread, soy muffins, and soy
gruel in place of ordinary flour gruels, muffins, and bread in
diabetes.” A recipe for soy bean muffins by Wiley is given; it
calls for 1¼ “teacupfuls of soy flour.”
“Occasionally some baby will fail to digest milk.
Mother’s milk and cow’s milk are equally indigestible. To
get the protein needed by the growing child Dr. Ruhrah made
use of soy meal gruel. He made a gruel by cooking one or
two tablespoonfuls of the meal in a quart of water. A formula
given by Wiley is: A level tablespoonful to 8 ounces of soy
bean flour is mixed with one quart of water and boiled for 15
minutes... Flavor with salt.” Address: Dr.
1463. Mooers, C.A. 1916. Re: Bureau of Crop Estimates.
Letter to W.J. Morse, Scientific Assistant, Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
D.C., Dec. 20. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: I think it would be very
desirable for the Bureau of Crop Estimates to estimate the
acreage and production of soybeans and cowpeas, at least in
the southern states where they are grown so extensively. I
am unable to give you any figures, however, in regard to the
acreage of these crops in Tennessee. Practically every farmer,
however, grows one or both of them and they are considered
among our staple farm crops [?]. At the present they are
being grown chiefly for hay, but also to some extent for seed.
“Ten years ago comparatively few soybeans were being
raised. They are, however, [?]lasting the cowpeas, and at the
present time there may be one-third as much or even more
soybeans than cowpeas.
“Yours very truly, Chemist & Agronomist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and

Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Chemist and Agronomist, Univ.
of Tennessee Agric. Exp. Station, Knoxville, TN.
1464. Piper, C.V.; Morse, W.J. 1916. The soy bean, with
special reference to its utilization for oil, cake, and other
products. U.S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 439.
20 p. Dec. 22. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soy beans in
Manchuria. Soy beans in Japan. Soy beans in Europe. Soy
beans in the United States. Methods of oil extraction. Soybean meal as human food. Soy-bean meal as stock feed.
Soy-bean meal as fertilizer. Uses of soy-bean oil. Analysis of
important varieties of soy beans. Possibility of developing a
manufacturing industry with American-grown soy beans.
“Analyses of important varieties of soy beans (p.
16-17):... In determining the range in the oil and protein
contents of over 500 varieties grown in the variety tests at
Arlington Farm, Virginia, the percentage of oil was found
to range from 11.8 to 22.5 [Tokyo had 20.7% and Biloxi
had 20.3% oil] and of protein from 31 to 46.9 [Chiquita had
46.9% protein]... At the present time the Mammoth Yellow
variety is the most generally grown throughout the South and
is the one used in the production of oil. The yellow-seeded
varieties, which are most suitable for the production of oil
and meal, contain the highest percentage of oil.
“Environment has been found to be a potent factor
in the percentage of oil in the same variety. Considerable
differences occur in oil content when soybeans are grown
in different localities. The Haberlandt variety grown in
Mississippi, North Carolina, Missouri, Virginia, and Ohio
gave the following percentages of oil, respectively: 25.4,
22.8, 19.8, 18.3, 17.5; while the Mammoth Yellow variety
grown in Alabama, South Carolina, Tennessee, North
Carolina, and Virginia gave, respectively, 21.2, 19.6, 19.5,
18.4, and 18.8. Variety tests conducted in various parts of
the country indicate a higher percentage of oil with the same
variety for southern-grown seed. Similar results have been
obtained in Manchuria, the North Manchurian beans showing
an oil content of 15 to 17 percent and the South Manchurian
beans from 18 to 20 percent.”
Photos (both by Frank N. Meyer) show: (1) A fleet of
junks carrying soy beans to Newchwang, Manchuria.
(2) Coolies at Newchwang, carrying loads of soy beans
from junks to big stacks.
An outline map of the USA (p. 8) shows the area to
which the soy bean is especially adapted for growing for
oil production. The area of double hatching shows that it
is especially well suited to the Deep South. The northern
boundary of the area where it is “less certain of profitable
production” includes the southern one-third of Ohio, Indiana,
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and Illinois, and most of Missouri. On the west, the “less
certain” area includes the eastern one-third of Nebraska,
Oklahoma, and Texas.
Tables show: (1) “Exports of soy beans, bean cake,
and bean oil from the principal ports of South Manchuria
(Antung, Dairen, Newchwang), 1909 to 1913, inclusive.” (2)
“Quantity and value of exports of soy beans and soy-bean
oil from Japan to foreign countries, 1913 and 1914.” The
countries are: China, United Kingdom, France, Germany,
Belgium, United States, Hawaii, British America, Australia,
other countries. (3) “Quantity of imports of soy beans, soybean cake, and soy-bean oil from Dairen, Manchuria, into
Japan, 1911 to 1914, inclusive. The greatest imports were
of soy-bean cake, followed by soy beans, with only small
amounts of oil.
(4) “Quantity and value of imports of soy beans, bean
cake, and bean oil by European countries, 1912 to 1914,
inclusive.” The countries are: Austria, Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Russia, Sweden, United
Kingdom. In 1912, the UK imported the most soy beans,
while Netherlands imported the most cake and oil. (5)
“Quantity and value of imports of soy beans, soy-bean cake
(Footnote: Includes bean cake [perhaps fermented tofu or
canned regular tofu], or bean stick [probably dried yuba
sticks], miso, or similar products, with duty, 40 per cent) and
soy-bean oil into the United States, 1910 to 1915, inclusive.”
The quantity of soy bean imports was greatest in 1915 with
3.837 million lb. The quantity of soy-bean cake imports was
greatest in 1913 with 7.005 million lb. The quantity of soybean oil imports was greatest in 1911 with 41.106 million lb.
“Prior to 1914 soy beans were not classified separately in the
customs returns” (p. 9). (6) “Composition of soy-bean flour
in comparison with wheat flour, corn meal, rye flour, Graham
flour, and whole-wheat flour.”
(7) “Value of a short ton of soy-bean cake and other oil
cakes in the principal European countries” (Incl. cottonseed,
linseed, peanut {Rufisque}). Countries: Germany, United
Kingdom, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden. (8) “Analyses
[nutritional composition] of soy-bean meal and other
important oil meals.” (Incl. Cottonseed, linseed (old and
new processes), peanut (decorticated), sunflower seed). (9)
“Fertilizing constituents [nitrogen, ammonia, phosphoric
acid, potash] of soy beans, soy-bean meal, and cottonseed
meal.”
(10) Analyses for protein and oil of important varieties
of soy beans grown at Arlington Farm (Virginia), Newark
(Delaware), and Agricultural College (Mississippi). The
varieties are: Mammoth, Hollybrook, Manchu, Haberlandt,
Medium Yellow, Ito San, Chiquita, Tokyo, Lexington,
Guelph, Black Eyebrow, Shanghai, Peking, Wilson,
Biloxi, Barchet, Virginia. Note 1. “At the present time,
the Mammoth Yellow variety is most generally grown
throughout the South and is the one used in the production
of oil” (p. 16). (11) “Acreage, production, and value per

ton of cottonseed in the boll-weevil states.” “Since the boll
weevil first entered Texas in 1892,” it has steadily decreased
production of cottonseed. The soy beans offers a good
replacement. (12) “Comparative prices per ton of cottonseed
and soy beans on the European market, 1911 to 1914,
inclusive.” Soy beans are usually slightly more expensive.
Note 2. This is the earliest published document seen that
contains soy-related photos by Frank. N. Meyer.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen in which
William Morse describes soy milk, or mentions natto, or
correctly mentions tofu.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that mentions the soybean variety Lexington. Address: 1.
Agrostologist in Charge; 2. Scientific Asst. Forage-Crop
Investigations, USDA, Washington, DC.
1465. Wing, Chas. B. 1916. Soy beans for hay and silage: A
heavy yield of fine feed. Rural New-Yorker 75:1559. Dec. 23.
• Summary: The author planted Jet variety soybeans on
an old drained swamp. “The crop grew as well as could be
expected when you consider that we had no rain at all all
summer.” The harvest was much larger than expected. Part
was used for silage with corn, and the rest cured for hay.
Address: Ohio.
1466. Ray, G.S.; Eklof, C.M. 1916. Department of Farm
Crops. Idaho Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report p. 19-20. For the year ending June 30, 1916. Also
titled Bulletin No. 92. Dec. 15.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage crops” (p. 19-20)
contains only 2 lines about soy beans: “Of the twenty-five
varieties of soy beans planted in 1916 none matured seed.”
Address: 1. B.S. (Agr.), Farm Crops; 2. B.S. (Agr.), Asst.
Farm Crops. All: [Moscow, Idaho].
1467. Willson, C.A. 1916. How to feed live stock
successfully. Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 116. p. 49-84. Dec. See p. 60, 82.
• Summary: In the section on “Comparative Values of
Feeds” we read (p. 60): “Soy beans.–There is no other feed
that can be grown on the farm that is the equal of soy bean
grain in protein content. It has 31 pounds of digestible
protein in every 100 pounds, and is very high in fat content.
It may be used in the ration, pound for pound, in place of
cottonseed meal or linseed meal. It should never be fed in
large quantities in the ration on account of its high protein
and fat content.
“Soy bean cake, and soy bean meal made from cake.–
Mills for the extraction of oil from soy beans are being
established throughout the South and soy bean cake will
soon be a common feed stuff on the market. It has a slightly
greater feeding value for dairy cows than cottonseed meal. In
analysis it is slightly higher in protein than cottonseed meal,
and has practically the same amounts of carbohydrates and
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fat.
“Alfalfa hay, soy bean hay, and cowpea hay.–These
hays, when well cured, are practically equal in feeding value,
and are worth about the same as bran ton for ton...”
The section titled “Feeding Poultry” states: “The poultry
of the farm suffer more neglect in the matter of feeding than
any of the farm stock. The eggs they produce are richer
in protein than any other live stock product. If protein is
not supplied in the ration of the laying hen she cannot be
expected to lay... A very good grain mixture for laying hens
on Tennessee farms that may be made almost entirely from
home-grown feeds is–Corn 6 parts, barley 6 parts, wheat 4
parts oats 4 parts, soy beans 2 parts, cottonseed meal 2 parts.
Skimmilk [skim milk] should be given in addition to the
above mixture, at the rate of 2 pounds of skimmilk for every
pound of the mixture...” Note: This is the earliest document
seen that uses the term “skimmilk.” Address: Knoxville,
Tennessee.
1468. Bull, Sleeter. 1916. Principles of feeding of farm
animals. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xix + 397 p.
Illust. Maps. Index. [4 soy ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on pages xiv, 18, 20,
80, 106, 114, 150, 159, 163, 184-86, 206, 214, 234, 245, 246
(Illust.), 264, 270, 265, 277, 294, 302, 335, 337, 339, 340-42,
344, 346, 347, 349, 351, 352, 353.
Chapter 1, “The chemical composition of feedingstuffs”
states (p. 20): “When ground feedingstuffs containing
considerable fat, such as corn meal, soybean meal, oil
meal, etc., are stored they gradually become rancid and
consequently unpalatable to animals.”
Page 106: “Roughages may be defined as feedingstuffs
which contain a relatively small amount of net energy (or
digestible nutrients) in a large bulk. They contain a large
percentage of crude fiber. Roughages usually contain less
than 40 therms of net energy per 100 pounds, although there
are a few exceptions. Nitrogenous roughages are relatively
high in digestible protein. They usually contain 6 per cent or
more of digestible protein. Examples are clover, alfalfa, and
soy-bean hay. Non-nitrogenous roughages are relatively low
in digestible protein. They usually contain less than 6 per
cent of digestible protein. Examples are timothy hay, corn
stover, and oat straw.”
A table (p. 114) titled “Average weights of concentrates”
gives, for each of 37 feedingstuffs two numbers: “One
quart weighs” and “One lb. measures.” For “Soy beans” the
numbers are 1.8 lb. and 0.6 quarts. of 1 quart.
A table (p. 150) gives the “Amounts of different feeds
equivalent to one feed unit.” For “Linseed meal, dried
distillers’ grains, gluten feed, and soy beans” this amount
averages 0.9 lb.
Chapter 9, “Seeds and grains” has a section (p. 185)
on: “Soybeans are grown principally in China, but some
varieties may be grown successfully in the corn-belt. Henry

and Morrison (1) state that no other plant in the United
States grown so little at this time as the soybean is so full
of promise to agriculture, especially to animal husbandry.
They are one of the most valuable substitutes for clover in
the corn-belt. They may be used as hay or forage, or the
beans may be harvested and fed. The beans are very high
in both protein and fat, containing 36.3 and 18.0 per cent
respectively. One part of soybeans and two parts of corn
with mineral matter make a fairly satisfactory ration for
hogs. They are excellent with corn for sheep. Fed to dairy
cows, they have a tendency to produce soft butter. Owing to
the high value of soybeans as seed, it is doubtful if they can
be used economically for stock feeding until their price is
lower.”
Under “Miscellaneous oil by-products” we read (p. 214):
“Soybean cake, or meal is the residue after the extraction
of the oil from soybeans. It contains about 43 per cent of
protein and is as valuable for feeding as cottonseed meal. It
is imported from China and Japan and used to a considerable
extent along the Pacific coast, particularly as a feed for dairy
cows and for poultry, although it may be used for the other
farm animals. It is not used to any extent in the East and
Middle West.”
Chapter 14, “The hays” states (p. 245): “Soybean hay,
although little used, ranks in feeding value with the other
legume hays. Soybeans may be grown as a catch crop.”
Chapter 15, “Fodders and stovers” states (p. 264):
“Clover, alfalfa, soybean, and cowpea straw contain more
crude protein than the non-legume straws.”
Chapter 17, “Pasture or forage, and soiling crops,”
says (p. 277): “Soybeans.–Like cowpeas, soybean forage is
used principally for hogs. Hogs relish soybeans better than
cowpeas. Carmichael and Eastwood, at the Ohio Experiment
Station (1), found that clover, rape, soybeans, and bluegrass
as forages for pork production ranked in the order named.
A one-half full-feed of corn to hogs on soybeans will result
in good gains. Soybeans may be planted in the corn for
hog pasture, but cowpeas are much better suited for this
purpose.”
Chapter 18, “Silage,” states (p. 294-95): “Clover, alfalfa,
cowpeas, and soybeans may be put in the silo. They make a
fairly palatable silage which is high in protein. They should
be cut at the same time as for hay-making, and care should
be taken to pack them thoroughly in the silo. However, it is
usually inadvisable to use these crops for silage if they can
be made into hay.”
Note: Sleeter Bull was born in 1887. Address: B.S.,
B.S.Ag., M.S., Associate in Animal Nutrition, College of
Agriculture and Agric. Exp. Station, Univ. of Illinois.
1469. Davenport, Eugene. 1916. Principal lines of work.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
29:1-18. For the year ended June 30, 1916. See p. 11-13.
• Summary: The section titled “Agronomy” states (p. 13):
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“Among the crop production experiments there is being
continued the testing of varieties of our more important field
crops–corn, oats, wheat, potatoes, and soybeans.”
“’In cereals the work embraces the isolation of more
productive strains of improved quality in wheat and oats.
Among the forage crops corresponding work is under way
with red clover, soybeans, and alfalfa. The fundamental
heredity studies by Mendelian analysis, with reference
to unit characters in corn, are being continued,” “... a
special investigation of the soybean has been taken up with
particular reference to the variability in its composition and
with the idea, thru selection, of adapting it to certain possible
industrial uses.” Address: M.Agr., LL.D., Director of the
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1470. Farmers’ cyclopedia: Abridged agricultural records
in seven volumes and a guide. From the publications of the
United States Department of Agriculture and the experiment
stations. 1916. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, Page & Co. See
vol. IV, p. 82-95, 204-04, 627, 645. [18 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans appear in Vol. IV, titled Grass, hay,
grains, vegetables. The first section, “The soy bean” (p.
82-95) has the following contents: Introduction. Varieties:
Mammoth (yellow), Hollybrook (yellow), Ito San (yellow),
Guelph (green), Buckshot (black). Ogemaw (brown),
Wisconsin Black, Wilson (black), Meyer (mottled black
and brown), Austin (greenish-yellow), Haberlandt (yellow),
Riceland (black). The culture and planting of soy beans. The
inoculation of soy beans. Soy-bean hay. Curing the hay. Soy
beans for pasturage. Soy beans in mixtures [intercropping].
Soy beans and cowpeas. Soy beans and sorgo. Soy beans
and millet. Soy beans and corn. Soy beans for ensilage. Soy
beans for grain. Soy beans in rotations. Feeding value of
soy beans. Feeding value for sheep. Feeding value for dairy
cows. Feeding value for hogs. Storing soy-bean seed. Results
of tests of varieties of soy beans (Dwarf Early Yellow, Ito
San, Early Brown, Medium Early Yellow). The soy bean in
Hawaii. Summary.
The second section is titled “Soy bean for hay” (p. 20405). Black-and-white photos show: (1) “Seeds of 36 varieties
of soy beans, showing variation in size and form. Bottom
row peculiarly colored” (p. 627). (2) Pods of soy beans,
showing the range in size and shape (p. 645).
1471. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1916. Die Einfuehrung
der Soja, eine Umwaelzung der Volksernaehrung [The
introduction of the soybean, a revolution in the people’s
nutrition (Continued–Document part II)]. Berlin: Paul Parey.
30 p. Foreword by Dr. Gottlieb Haberlandt, Director of the
Plant Physiology Institute, Univ. of Berlin. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): Page 8: by a considerable
amount, as is shown by a comparison of an analysis of the
soybean with the chemical analyses of the other species of
leguminous plants that are practicable with us which thus far

were regarded as the most nutritious vegetables:
A table follows. The six columns are Soybeans, Green
Beans, Peas, Lentils, Broad Beans, and Yellow Lupins,
and the six rows are Water, Protein, Fat, Nitrogen-free
Extractable Substances, Raw Fiber, and Ash.
If, however, the nutritional value of the potato, which
up until now has been regarded as the most important food
for the people, is compared with the nutritional value of the
soybean, then one first sees what a sweeping significance is
ascribed to this bean for the nutrition of the people:
A table follows. The six columns are Water, Nitrogencontaining Substance, Fat, Starch and Dextrin, Raw Fiber,
and Ash. The four rows are Potato: Minimum, Maximum,
Mean, and Soybean.
The value of the potato as a food is based almost
exclusively on its content of starch flour which, however,
is not as high by far as, for example, with wheat bread. The
former contains 21% starch and the latter contains 47.8 to
55.8%. One researcher has furthermore calculated that if a
working man is to cover the amount of protein substances
that are required for him daily in the form of potatoes, which
he could obtain from 614 g of ox meat, he would have to eat
10 kg of potatoes. But since a person can hardly partake of
half of that quantity of potatoes daily, then one can get an
approximate idea of how the nourishment of those people
has to be obtained whose diet consists primarily of potatoes.
Wherever the population is dependent upon the nearly
exclusive consumption of potatoes, as in the Ore Mountains
(Erzgebirge)
Page 9: in a large part of Silesia, in Northern Bohemia,
or in Ireland, the abnormally high mortality and the
numerous illnesses demonstrate the sad consequences of this
form of nutrition. The high mortality rate of the industrial
population of the large cities is also to the largest part to be
traced back to such a malnutrition–for these classes of the
population, too, the potato is in fact also the main food. What
is interesting are the results of numerous studies which have
all concurringly shown that the consumption of potatoes
is always in inverse proportion to income. Families with
a high income use on average fewer potatoes than those
with a low income. That was only recently established once
again in Düsseldorf by a survey. The potato consumption
was determined there for the week from August 2 through
8, 1915 for a number of families from the most varied of
employment groups. The results were as follows:
For each family member, a daily potato consumption
applied with:
A table follows. The seven rows are Top officials,
Mid-level officials, Lower-level officials, Employees
and auxiliary office staff, Technical supervisory staff,
Skilled laborers, and Unskilled laborers, followed by the
corresponding weight of potatoes consumed in grams.
The instinct of the person who manages it with the
selection of food allows him, when his financial situation
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permits it, to in fact restrict the consumption of potatoes
to a minimum amount. On the table of the well-to-do, the
potato plays a very subordinated role, and in fact from time
to time it serves only as a garnish to the roast, while for the
poor, it has to substitute for meat and bread. But the potato
is only a low-quality substitute for meat and bread. It would
therefore be of the absolute greatest significance if aside
from the potato, another cultivated plant would be introduced
as a food for the people that exceeds the nutritional value
of the potato several times over. It is in any case the highest
time for the governments to dedicate greater attention to
the feeding of the people, because a large portion of the
population is undernourished in a manner that is frankly
disturbing for the development of the entire body of people,
and specifically not only during war, but also in times of
peace. Specifically after the war, it will be the
Page 10: obligation of the governments to seek to heal
the wounds that have been struck by the war on the body
of the people by sparing no effort to make the coming
generation a healthy and powerful one; to do so, meat must
be made more accessible to the people, because without
overestimating its nutritional value, it cannot be denied that
meat forms an important component of the nutrition of the
growing human of the middle zones that is not to be done
without. This does not change anything about the fact that
the introduction of a new cultivated plant with the value of
the soybean would virtually mean a radical change in the
area of public nutrition, and specifically not only on account
of its high protein content, but also because of its versatile
usability. As a result of its fat content, it replaces animal
fat or at least reduces the need for it very substantially,
through which it would above all else have the consequence
of a reduction in the cost of nutrition. It can be used as
an additive to coffee, and if a mixture of coffee beans is
made with half or a quarter soybeans, then this people’s
drink becomes significantly healthier in that the harmful
effect of the caffeine, if not exactly paralyzed (paralysiert
[counteracted?]), is thus very much reduced. An excellent
fine flour can also be obtained from the soybean, and a finetasting oil can also be pressed out of it.
Just as the soybean is of the greatest value for humans,
soybean straw is, however, of the greatest value for
agricultural livestock.
The analyses (footnote: See Friedrich Haberlandt, The
Soybean (Die Sojabohne), Vienna, 1878.) of the straw, the
harvest of which incidentally exceeds that of the seeds on
average by double, yielded an extremely favorable result
and causes it to appear to be an extraordinarily nutritional
livestock feed. One hundred units of weight of air-dried
substance and substance dried at 100º C. contained the
following:
A table follows which compares the nutritional
composition of the straw dried in two ways. The two
columns are Air-dried (100%) and Dried at 100º C. The six

rows are Moisture, Protein, Ether extract, Nitrogen-free
extract substances, Raw fiber, and Ash.
According to these determinations, the protein content
of soybean straw is equal to the maximum protein content of
pea and vetch straw and nearly twice as high as that of the
maximum with lupin straw.
Page 11: The fat content of the straw of the soybean
exceeds the maxima in the fat content with pea, bean, vetch,
and lupin straw, but the same also holds true with the content
of nitrogen-free extract substances. For that reason, the raw
fiber content is likewise reduced in favor of the nutritional
value of the soybean with respect to the other leguminous
plants in a very considerable manner.
Soybean straw specifically contains the mixture
proportion of nitrogen-free nutrients to nitrogen-containing
nutrients, which has been found by animal physiologists to
be necessary for animal feed, to a degree that hardly any
other natural animal feed possesses. The possibilities for the
utilization of the soybean have not been exhausted with this
by far. The soybean, once it is introduced, can find the most
varied of use in industry as well, above all else in the food
industry.
In Europe, the soybean already became known at the
beginning of the 18th century, and specifically through
travel accounts. The first time that the soybean must have
been mentioned was by the famous traveler [Engelbert]
Kämpfer, who also did a great service to, among other
things, research on Japan in his major work that appeared in
1712, Amoenitatum exoticarum politico-physico-medicarum.
The first agronomic trials of a larger type were carried out by
Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt in the 70s [sic, 1870s]: he is the
same one whom we have to thank for a very instructive work
on the soybean and its merits for cultivation, from which the
material indicated here has also been derived for the most
part. (Footnote: Friedrich Haberlandt, The Soybean: Results
of the Studies and Trials on the Merits of Cultivating This
Newly Introduced Crop Plant (Die Sojabohne. Ergebnisse
der Studien und Versuche über die Anbauwürdigkeit dieser
neu einzuführenden Kulturpflanze), Vienna: 1878, Carl
Gerold’s Sohn.) Isolated agronomic trials had already been
carried out around the middle of the last century. Thus
according to Haberlandt, agronomic trials were carried out
in Hohenheim, but the experimental plants hardly matured
as far as the formation of the blossoms. In other locations,
the same experience was had. Haberlandt reported about
yet another experiment which had been done several years
before his and which, in contrast to this previous one, was
accompanied by great success. During the war in the 70s
[sic, 1870s], an artillery captain of the German Empire,
D. Wehrhan, had seen soybeans in the botanical garden in
Montigny near Metz [today’s Montigny-lès-Metz], which
he liked so much that he brought four or five seeds home
with him, planted them in the spring of 1872 at his estate
near Meissen, and harvested eighty to a hundred seeds in
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the autumn. In the next years, he carried out... (Continued).
Address: Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].
1472. Garrett, J.B. 1916. Station No. 3, North Louisiana
Station. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 28:26-30. For the year 1915.
• Summary: “Project. Soy bean variety tests. Of fourteen
varieties of soy beans under trial, the yields varied from a
little over three bushels to 20½ bushels per acre, the latter
record being reached by the Hollybrook.”
“Project: The growing and feeding of beef cattle. During
the past year a hundred ton stave silo was erected and filled
with silage, mostly corn and soy beans...” Address: Asst.
Director.
1473. Henry, W.A.; Morrison, F.B. 1916. Feeds and feeding.
A handbook for the student and stockman. 16th ed. Madison,
Wisconsin: The Henry-Morrison Company. x + 691 p. See
p. 177-78, 236, 305, 366-67, 375-76, 382, 415, 463-64, 532,
534-35, 605, 612-13. Index. 24 cm. Another 16th edition
(with different pagination) is date 1917. 21st edition was
1948, by Morrison alone. [6 soy ref]
• Summary: Almost identical to the 15th edition of 1915.
Address: Wisconsin Agric. Exp. Station.
1474. Hostetter, S.E. 1916. My experience with soy beans.
In: Harry D. Wilson. 1916? Soy Beans. Baton Rouge,
Louisiana? 7 p. See p. 4-7. Undated.
• Summary: Soy beans are a good crop to partially replace
cotton in the South. The writer grows the Mammoth Yellow
variety; he prefers soy beans to cow peas, and he prefers
to plant soy beans alone (“single-crop system”) rather than
with corn. Soy bean straw makes very good forage. Details
of planting, harvesting (for hay or seeds), and thrashing are
given. “We use a regular grain thrasher, but reduce the speed
of the cylinder to just one-half the speed used to thrash oats.
The speed of the separator should not be changed.” Address:
Roseland, Louisiana.
1475. Kerr, A.P. 1916. Station No. 2, State Station. Louisiana
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 28:15-17.
For the year 1915.
• Summary: In a project on silage production, soy beans
were planted in rows, then “harvested with a mowing
machine and raked up. Until the tonnage reaches about ten,
soy beans will produce about as much silage per acre as
corn. We have found that a mixture of corn and soy beans
gives better silage than any kind of silage we have tried. The
protein content is about three times greater than either corn
or sorghum silage alone.”
Kudzu has been grown at this station for about 5 years.
Address: Asst. Director.
1476. Mann, Harold H. 1916. Fodder crops of Western India.

Bombay Department of Agriculture, Bulletin (Poona, India)
No. 77. 142 p. See p. 128-30. [4 ref]
• Summary: Section XVI titled “Soy beans” (p. 128-30)
states that this plant (Glycine soja) has been much utilized
and recommended as a fodder crop during the last few
years in many parts of the world. It “is also cultivated to a
very considerable extent in the hills of North-East India.” It
“demands a moist temperate to sub-tropical climate such as
is found in the Naga hills... Hence in introducing the crop
it must be remembered that it is not adapted to a very hot
climate, but is rather suited to a lower temperature and less
tropical conditions.
“This may account for its practical failure when grown
in the rainy season in Western India It was first tried at Poona
[Footnote: See Poona Experiment Farm Report, 1905-06]
in 1905-06 and grown in the rains when it seemed to be
unhealthy throughout its growth and only gave 331 pounds
of green fodder per acre. It has been grown in small plots
every year since that time, but the results have always been
similar.
“In 1911-12 and succeeding years, a number of
American varieties and also a Java type have been tried in
various centres. At Dhulia in 1911-12 in the rains, the Java
soybeans grew well, gave a large quantity of leaf, and came
to maturity in three months, giving 400 pounds of grain
and 2,240 pounds of stalk per acre. The American varieties
(Haberlandt, Hollybrook and Medium Green) grew much
shorter not higher than nine to twelve inches high, and only
yielded from 280 to 415 pounds of grain and from 120 to 400
pounds of stalk per acre... At Dharwar the same varieties as
at Dhulia did poorly in 1911-12.”
“On alluvial soil the results at the same season were
no better. At Nadiad on the light goradu soils of Northern
Gujarat, the crop was a complete failure in the monsoon in
two successive years. At Gokak, on sandy soil in the Deccan,
Java soybeans went to leaf, but even then only gave a very
small yield.
“So that in all our centres the crop has not been a
success in the rains. On the other hand few experiments
have been made with soybeans as an autumn (rabi) or cold
weather fodder, though this is the season to which it would
seem naturally adapted. In 1915, however, it has been grown
on a small scale on the Kirkee Military Dairy Farm as an
autumn crop, and the results, unlike those quoted above seem
to show considerable promise. It was suggested as a crop to
put into the land after the monsoon to improve the soil and
give leguminous fodder for the cattle at that season, and has
created a very favourable impression.”
Page 119 states: The “conclusion was states as follows
in 1914 as regards Sind: ‘The ideal pulse would give
repeated cuttings of good fodder in the hot weather and give
a final cut for seed before being ploughed in for rabi crops.
Val (Dolichos lablab) and chavli (or cowpea; Vigna catjang)
followed by soybean and velvet bean seem to be the most
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promising up to date’” (Footnote: “See Reports, Larkhana
and Landhi Agricultural Stations, 1913-14”). Address: D.Sc.,
Principal, Poona Agricultural College [India].
1477. McQueen (Jacob). 1916. [Price list]. Baltic, Ohio. 2 p.
• Summary: At the very top of this 1-page catalog is a
“Certificate of Nursery Inspection.” Directly below that is
a one-third page section titled: “Soy beans: We have spent
quite a sum of money and time getting our Extra High
Yielding Soy Beans. This bean is best for seed we ever tried
and mighty good for hay. We have drilled in rows 40 inches
apart, using 20 lbs. seed to acre. You could not tell if they
were drilled solid or in rows. Does well on any soil. Stands
poor soil as good as any and will mature anywhere in Ohio.
We have not found anything to compare with it for yield of
seed. Requires about 110 to 115 days to mature. Rows 20 to
30 inches apart are possibly best. 20 to 25 lbs. seed to acre.
“Price–1 bu. $5.00; 1-2 bu. $2.60; 1 peck $1.60
“Have another strain No. 2, grows and yields nearly as
well and has some damaged beans among them. Excellent
for grain or hay. Better use 1½ to 2 bu. to acre for hay. Price
$3.60 per bu.
“For other varieties better write Holmes-Letherman
Seed Co., Canton, Ohio.”
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usdanurseryandseedcatalog Address: [Seedsmen], Baltic, Ohio.
1478. Minkler, Frederick C. 1916. Report of the Department
of Animal Husbandry. New Jersey State Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 36:67-71. For the year
ending Oct. 31, 1915. See p. 72.
• Summary: In the section on “Forage crops,” the subsection
titled “Forage crop yields” states (p. 72) that Plot I, 2.93
acres, was seeded with rye, soybeans, rape, and sweet clover.
On June 7, “the plot was plowed and seeded with rape,
soybeans and sweet clover, and from August 12th to October
20th provided complete maintenance for a number of mature
sows varying from seventeen to twenty-two without the
addition of any grain whatsoever, until October 1st when
a small amount of green corn was fed to supplement the
forage crop.” Address: B.S.A., Animal Husbandman [New
Brunswick, New Jersey].
1479. Noll, Charles F. 1916. Soybeans for Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 18:47-57. For the year 1914-1915. [8 ref]
• Summary: This article is in Part II of the Annual Report
of the Pennsylvania State College. Contents: Introduction,
Value and uses of the crop. Production of seed. Soybeans
for green feed or hay. Soybeans for green manure and covercrop. Soybeans for ensilage. Soybeans for hog pastures

(“Soybeans and corn grown together can be ‘hogged off’).
Adaptability of soybeans. The soybeans’ place in the rotation
(and fertilizer trial with acid phosphate). Soil preparation.
The inoculation of soybeans. The seeding of soybeans.
Cutting soybeans (for hay with an ordinary mowing
machine). Threshing soybeans. Varieties of soybeans. Variety
testing at the Pennsylvania Experiment Station: Test in 1913,
test in 1914. The best yielding varieties of soybeans at the
Pennsylvania Experiment Station. The varieties that have
yielded best in other sections of Pennsylvania. Notes (incl.
seed color and days to maturity) on a few of the better known
and generally advertised varieties: Ebony, Haberlandt,
Hollybrook, Ito San (purchased from Wing Seed Co.; used
as the check), Mammoth Yellow, Medium Green (Guelph
Medium Early Green), Medium Yellow (Mongol, Roosevelt–
yellow seeded), Wilson. Soybeans and cowpeas compared:
For forage, for seed production, adaptation. Tables show:
(1) Yields in the two rotations. (2) Yields of hay and seed
per acre in 1913 and 1914 from different varieties. Varieties
tested but not mentioned above: Amherst, Chestnut,
Manchuria 30953 (B.P.I.), Merko, Mikado, Mongol, Ohio
7496, Peking, Sable, Swan. Photos show: (1) A man, wearing
a coat and tie, standing in a field where soybeans are grown
with corn for silage. (2) A good growth of soybeans in rows
on the Experiment Station farm. Rows are 30 inches apart.
Sown May 19, photographed July 30. A man is standing in
the field.
“On good soil in a fair season at least 20 bushels of
seed should be produced per acre. Yields of 25 bushels have
been commonly reported and yields of 40 bushels have
been known. There has been so good a demand for seed that
the price is high, the retail price being $2.00 to $3.50 per
bushel... Soybeans are hardier and can be sown earlier than
cowpeas and in the fall can withstand light frosts the better...
Inoculation is almost invariably required for soybeans when
first grown in a locality, while it is seldom required for
cowpeas.” Address: Asst. Prof. of Experimental Agronomy
[State College, Pennsylvania].
1480. Toch, Maximilian. 1916. The chemistry and
technology of paints. 2nd rev. ed. New York: D. Van
Nostrand Company. 366 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [3 soy ref]
• Summary: A table (p. 195) gives the composition of the
following varieties of soya beans: Austin, Ito San, Kingston,
Mammoth, Guelph, Medium Yellow, and Samarow. The
author has found, through experiments, that soya bean oil
made from the cold pressed seeds of the following varieties
is as pale as raw linseed oil and gives good results as a paint
oil: Haberlandt, Austin, Habaro, Ebony, Meyer, and Ito San.
A second table (p. 198), based on results from the Toch
Brothers research laboratory, gives physical and chemical
constants of soya bean oil from eight varieties: Meyer,
Peking, Haberlandt, Farnham, Taha, Mammoth, Edward, and
Shanghai. The variables are: Seed color, color of oil, specific
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gravity at 15ºC, acid value, and iodine value. Values for
refined linseed oil are also given.
Cold pressed soya bean oil, when made from the
appropriate soya bean varieties, heated to 500ºF and blown
with dried air for 5 to 7 hours, thickens exactly the same as
linseed oil and attains a specific gravity of 0.960 or greater.
Cobalt drier will, under many circumstances, dry even soya
bean oils that are unsuited for paint purposes. Cobalt Tox
Tungate, first prepared by the author, is probably the ideal
drier for soya bean oils.
“Blown and thickened soya bean oil is already used by
a number of the linoleum and table oilcloth manufacturers,
and for printing ink purposes it presents some advantages.
For the manufacture of enamel paints heavy bodied soya
bean oil produces most beautiful results, and as perhaps 95
per cent of all enamel paints are used for interior decorative
or protective purposes in this country its use should be
encouraged” (p. 201).
“At the time of writing linseed oil is quoted at 75 cents
per gallon and soya bean oil at 55 cents per gallon. As soon
as thousands of acres shall have been planted with soya
beans, the proper machinery installed, and the sale for the
cake and the silage arranged, soya bean oil will sell at from
25 to 35 cents per gallon...” (p. 201-02). Address: 320 Fifth
Ave., New York City, New York.
1481. Woodroffe, Joseph Froude; Smith, Harold Hamel.
1916. The rubber industry of the Amazon: and how its
supremacy can be maintained. London: Fisher Unwin Ltd.;
Bale, Sons & Danielson, Ltd. xlviii + 435 p. Illust. Index. 22
cm.
• Summary: Title page: This book is based on the experience
of Joseph F. Woodroffe, author of “The Upper Reaches of the
Amazon,” edited and with additions by Harold Hamel Smith,
editor of Tropical Life. Note: Woodroffe does not mention
soya beans in his book, but Smith mentions and recommends
them repeatedly as a valuable new crop for Brazil.
Pages 122-23: Brazilians should clear new ground and
plant young rubber trees. “The ground round about the new
shoots should be kept clear of weeds, &c., by a judicious
planting of sweet potatoes, soya beans, groundnuts, or other
suitable pasture grasses. This is really the only practical
and profitable method of raising plantation rubber along the
Amazon.”
Chapter 10, titled “The Japanese as planters, artizans
[sic], &c.” recommends attracting both Japanese and Chinese
to Brazil to raise rubber trees, soya beans, and rice (p. 16364). “... the introduction of the Orientals to the Amazon
region would ensure her rapidly becoming one of the world’s
chief producers, and not of rice only but of soya beans and
other foodstuffs as well” (p. 176).
The Chinese have a great love of progeny (which has
led to over-population in many large districts), and they are
very hard working. “All these circumstances combine to

make the Chinese frugal and thrifty and so cause them to
be even more ideal as a colonizing and populating people
in Brazil. Again, rice is cultivated by them, in face of great
natural disadvantages, on a scale which no other race has
attempted, and I have more faith in the rice field and soyabean gardens for resuscitating the people of Brazil and its
various industries than all the ‘Defesas’ ever thought of. Like
the Japanese, and perhaps more so, they are practised in all
branches of farming and agriculture,...” (p. 188).
An industry of wood-pulp and paper-making would be
very profitable along the Amazon. After the unwanted brush
and shrubs are removed, ground-nuts, soya-beans, maize,
sugar, cotton, etc. could be planted (p. 249).
“If in choosing a site for extensive cultivation one
of these large playas, as the sandbanks are called, were
selected, huge quantities of mandioca [cassava], maize, soya
and other beans, ground-nuts, and other quick crops could
be grown without any of the charges incidental to clearing
ground;...” (p. 265).
“Then we come to soya-beans (Glycine hispida), which
have already been tried in the neighbourhood of Manaos
[Manaus, Brazil] and are doing well, whilst the Review
of River Plate, some time back, was recommending its
cultivation in Argentina, urging as a reason for so doing that
present supplies are not equal to the demand. Acclimatized
seed gave 869 lb. to the acre (in Argentina), and I understand
that the bean can be harvested there within 110 to 115 days
after sowing, against 150 to 180 days in Manchuria.
“’For the following reasons,’ wrote my friend, Mr. E.
H. Heron [of Mozambique], who has had great experience
in the production and introduction of economic products in
several tropical centres, ‘the soya-bean has, during the past
few years, since the Russo-Japanese War in particular, risen
from comparative insignificance in European countries to
being a product of great importance. The beans contain a
high percentage of oil, which can be used for edible purposes
or in the manufacture of soap; whilst the residue is used in
the manufacture of cattle cake and meal. As a fodder plant
it is rich in nitrogen, albuminoids and fat, and is fed in the
green state as hay and silage. Under favourable conditions
the plant may reach a height of 4 ft. or more, rising 3 to 5
ft. high, as a rule, and bears prolifically, say 1,100 to 1,600
lb. per acre, whilst at the Government Experimental Farms
in South Africa an output as high as 2,000 lb. has been
recorded, a good average yield of pods per plant being forty,
whilst some are said to yield 100 pods. As a forage crop
it gives, under favourable circumstances, 12 tons of fresh
fodder to the acre, but since there are supposed to be over
300 varieties, it behoves [behooves] the planter to see that he
secures the one most suited to his soil, climate, &c., putting
down experimental plots here and there, in the first place.’”
“A report was issued in 1913 by the Trade
Commissioner of the Government of the Union of South
Africa, with a view of encouraging the cultivation of this
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useful crop out there. It would be a good thing for Brazil
to secure a copy of this and, translating it into Portuguese,
have it widely distributed throughout the Republic. Anything
and everything contained in its seven pages (foolscap
size) is worth noting, and at the same time it gives enough
information for anyone to start on.”
“Stock-raisers of cattle, pigs, poultry, &c., will find both
soya-beans and ground-nuts of great value as a feed, either as
a green forage or as cake or meal. Both, and especially soyabeans, can be grown satisfactorily with maize, and if grown
for silage the two can be cut together. The percentage of the
oil (in soya-beans) varies greatly: some talk of as low as 10
per cent., others of over 20 per cent., but with 12 per cent. to
15 per cent. its cultivation should still pay well” (p. 316-19).
Soya beans are also mentioned in passing on pages 324 and
347.
1482. Morse, W.J. 1917. Re: 300 soy bean varieties
introduced from China, Manchuria, Japan and Korea in
winter of 1914. Letter to Prof. C.B. Williams, Experiment
Station, Raleigh, N.C., Jan. 4. 2 p. Typed, without signature.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Williams: During the winter of
1914 this office received about 300 introductions of soy
beans from China, Manchuria, Japan and Korea. Variety tests
conducted with these introductions showed that most of these
were new sorts and very few identical with each other or
with previous introductions. These varieties have now been
tested out at Arlington Farm [Virginia] for three years and
many of them show very great promise either as hay or seed
varieties in comparison with those varieties now generally
grown in this country. These varieties have been analyzed for
oil and protein and it seems possible to obtain excellent oil
varieties for southern conditions.
“In view of the great interest now taken throughout the
South with the possibilities of the soy bean as an oil seed,
we think it an opportune time to begin to test about 40 of
the very best of the above-mentioned introductions at the
southern stations. Our plan would be to test out a rod row of
each of these, using as a check the Mammoth Yellow variety.
Careful data should be kept on each variety as to yield of hay
and seed and perhaps the most essential characteristics of
the variety, as maturity, habit, etc. The analysis work can be
arranged with the Bureau of Chemistry here, and no doubt
valuable data gathered on the best oil-producing strains.
For taking notes on these varieties at the different stations
we have a uniform note-book which contains printed forms
covering the essential points of the test. Two books would
be furnished each station so that records could be had by this
office and also by the station.
“We shall appreciate it very much if you will write us in
the near future your opinion regarding such as test.
“Yours very truly...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and

Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Scientific Assistant [Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D.C.].
1483. Morse, W.J. 1917. Re: We recently received many new
soybean varieties. Letter to Prof. D.J. Burleson, Agricultural
Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama, Jan. 4. 2 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Burleson: During the winter of
1914 this office received about 300 introductions of soy
beans from China, Manchuria, Japan and Korea. Variety tests
conducted with these introductions showed that most of them
were new sorts and very few identical with each other or
with previous introductions. These varieties have now been
tested out at Arlington Farm [Virginia] for three years and
many of them show very great promise either as hay or seed
varieties in comparison with those varieties now generally
grown in this country. These varieties have been analyzed for
oil and protein and it seems possible to obtain excellent oil
varieties for southern conditions.
“In view of the great interest now taken throughout the
South with the possibilities of the soy bean as an oil seed,
we think it an opportune time to begin to test about 40 of
the very best of the above-mentioned introductions at the
southern stations. Our plan would be to test out a rod row of
each of these, using as a check the Mammoth Yellow variety.
Careful data should be kept on each variety as to yield of hay
and seed and perhaps the most essential characteristics of
the variety, as maturity, habit, etc. The analysis work can be
arranged with the Bureau of Chemistry here, and no doubt
valuable data gathered on the best oil-producing strains.
For taking notes on these varieties at the different stations
we have a uniform note-book which contains printed forms
covering the essential points of the test. Two books would
be furnished each station so that records could be had by this
office and also by the station.
“We shall appreciate it very much if you will write us in
the near future your opinion regarding such a test.
“Yours very truly, Scientific Assistant.”
Note: On March 2 Morse wrote Burleson much the same
letter again since he had not received a reply to the first letter
dated Jan. 4. Morse notes that “perhaps the letter might have
gone astray” and that “Thus far all [stations] have indicated
their desire to take up this test.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
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Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant.
1484. Morse, W.J. 1917. Re: Soy beans received in the
winter of 1914 from China, Manchuria, Japan and Korea.
Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, Jan. 4. 2 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Mooers: During the winter of 1914
this office received about 300 introductions of soy beans
from China, Manchuria, Japan and Korea. Variety tests
conducted with these introductions showed that most of them
were new sorts and very few identical with each other or
with previous introductions. These varieties have now been
tested out at Arlington Farm [Virginia] for three years and
many of them show very great promise either as hay or seed
varieties in comparison with those varieties now generally
grown in this country. These varieties have been analyzed for
oil and protein and it seems possible to obtain excellent oil
varieties for southern conditions.
“In view of the great interest now taken throughout the
South with the possibilities of the soy bean as an oil seed,
we think it an opportune time to begin the test of about 40
of the very best of the above-mentioned introductions at the
southern stations. Our plan would be to test out a rod row of
each of these, using as a check the Mammoth Yellow variety.
Careful data should be kept on each variety as to yield of hay
and seed and perhaps the most essential characteristics of
the variety, as maturity, habit, etc. The analysis work can be
arranged with the Bureau of Chemistry here, and no doubt
valuable data gathered on the best oil-producing strains.
For taking notes on these varieties at the different stations
we have a uniform note-book which contains printed forms
covering the essential points of the test. The books would be
furnished each station so that records could be had by this
office and also by the station.
We shall appreciate it very much if you will write us in
the near future your opinion regarding such a test.
“Yours very truly, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1485. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1917. Forbidden as
fodder. Jan. 5. p. 9.
• Summary: “It is now definitely arranged what German
farmers may and may not use as fodder [during World
War I]. Both lists are interesting.” First comes a list of 9

foodstuffs that that farmer may not use.
“But the farmer may use the following: (1) bran;... (4)
mazagan vetch [Vicia faba; broad bean, fava bean, horse
bean], soy beans, vetches, lupins, pea-pods, pease-bran and a
mixture of pulse, also with barley in its natural state; (5)...”
1486. Poland China Journal (The). 1917. Corn and soy
beans for shoats: ideal combination for growing out young
boars, says H.O. Sheldon. Jan. 10. p. 27.
• Summary: “’The best feed for growing out young boars
that I have found is corn and soy beans planted together
at the same time and hogged down,’ said H.O. Sheldon,
manager of the Poland China herd on the Deming Ranch,
Oswego, Kansas. ‘Last spring we planted six acres of alfalfa
land in corn and soy beans, planting them at the same time
with a double-box planter, the corn in one box and the beans
in the other. It was good, rich soil, and the corn and soy
beans made a good growth. We turned 31 spring boars and
four fall boars into this six-acre field Oct. 7, after having
gathered four wagonloads of the best of the corn. Those
boars remained in that six-acre lot until Christmas, receiving
no other feed than what they gathered them selves. We kept
selling them along from time to time, however, there were
still 15 in the lot at Christmas.
“’I have been around a good deal this winter and have
visited a number of the best herds of Poland Chinas, and I
did not see anywhere a better, growthier, smoother-haired,
better-conditioned lot of boars than these. You see, the corn
and the soy beans make an almost perfectly-balanced ration.
The work of pulling down the corn furnishes the pigs with
plenty of exercise. And they just love those soy beans. They
will run along the row snapping off the pods and munching
them with very evident satisfaction. And they eat the vines,
too. There really wasn’t much of value in the way of food
left in that lot when they were taken out. They left the
ground in excellent condition for cultivation. In order to get
every kernel of corn and every bean that fell on the ground
they stirred up the top soil, and mixed with it the droppings,
which were well distributed over the lot. I am strong for soy
beans and corn for growing out young boars.’”
1487. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1917. The soy bean.
Thrives in United States–Of importance as source of oil,
food products, and fertilizer. 4(23):4. Jan. 10.
• Summary: “While the bean may be grown throughout
the humid and semihumid sections of the South and in the
southern portion of the corn belt, it thrives especially well in
the cotton-growing regions.”
“Soy beans have been grown for forage in this country
for many years, and their adaptability to a wide range of
climatic and soil conditions has been fully demonstrated. In
recent years the crop has been grown to an increasing extent
for its seed in eastern North Carolina. A large production
of the beans in this section in 1915, together with the
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occurrence of a cottonseed shortage, led to the experimental
pressing of a considerable quantity of beans by local oil
mills. These experiments were entirely satisfactory, and the
mills participating in them are now taking an active part in
the development of this new industry with American-grown
beans. Oil mills on the Pacific coast have been operating
for several years with soy beans imported from Manchuria
[since about 1911] and have found a ready sale in this region
for the oil, cake, and other products.”
“In large bean-growing districts special harvesters for
gathering the seed in the field are used quite successfully.
The cost of production varies from $7.50 to $12 per acre,
depending on the methods employed in growing and
handling the crop... The average yield in eastern North
Carolina is about 25 bushels, although many fields produce
35 bushels or more to the acre.” Address: Washington, DC.
1488. Morse, W.J. 1917. Re: Lantern slide, soy sauce, and
bean cheese [fermented tofu]. Letter to Prof. C.B. Williams,
Experiment Station, Raleigh, N.C., Jan. 13. 1 p. Typed,
without signature.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Williams: We have beep preparing
during the past two months a collection of lantern slides
illustrating different phases of the culture and uses of the
soy bean. I note in your circular No. 31, ‘Soy Beans,’ that
figure three represents the hogging down of the soy bean. I
have never been able to obtain a good photo of this method
of harvesting the beans. I am wondering if you could supply
me with the negative long enough to obtain a lantern slide.
I endeavored to obtain photos of hogging down soy beans
when visiting Tarboro [North Carolina] the past October, but
failed to obtain any pictures at all.
“No doubt you may think that I have forgotten regarding
the soy sauce which you wished me to obtain for you in our
China Town here. I am sending you to-day a small jug of this
sauce by express. I shall send a statement regarding the cost
of this in another letter.
“It may interest you too know that recently we obtained
from Mr. Frank Meyer who is in China at the present time a
sample of ‘Old Bean Cheese.’ This bean cheese is made from
the soy bean, being ripened with rice straw bacteria [sic,
molds], and also treated with soy sauce. The sample sent was
very small and Dr. Fairchild is sending for a larger quantity.
The cheese we find to be comparable to some of the cured
cheeses as Camembert and Roquefort.
“Yours very truly...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec. 2016.
Address: Scientific Assistant [Bureau of Plant Industry,

Washington, D.C.].
1489. Ohio State Journal (Columbus). 1917. Campus is
mecca for rural people: Farmers’ Week at state university
opens with new record attendance. Jan. 30. p. 3. Morning.
• Summary: In the section titled “Corn champions come,”
we read: “’Soy beans or soy bean hay contain the highest
digestible nutrients of any farm crop,’ said J.B. Park,
professor of farm crops [at Ohio State University], and when
grown in a commercial way, help the farmer perhaps more
than any home-grown feed, when concentrates are too high
[expensive] to be used profitably.’
“Germany sets example: ‘The acreage of this crop in
Ohio is so small that the state department of agriculture has
gathered no statistics about soy beans. Because this product
will probably become valuable as a human food, farmers
should begin growing this legume more widely, especially in
central and southern Ohio.’”
1490. Lewis, H.R. 1917. Efficiency of protein carriers as
measured by fecundity. J. of the American Association of
Instructors and Investigators in Poultry Husbandry 3(4):2526. Jan.
• Summary: Five pens of Single Comb White Leghorn
pullets were fed five sources of protein then their egg
production measured. The last four sources were of vegetable
origin. “The birds receiving protein from an animal source,
meat scrap, produced a total of 8,501 eggs during the two
year period as compared with 4,768 eggs from the soy-bean
meal pen, 4,003 from the gluten feed pen, 2,847 from the oil
meal pen and 2,995 from the cotton-seed meal pen.”
“The ration containing the soy bean meal was the
most expensive, meat scrap second, gluten feed third, oil
meal fourth, and cotton-seed meal fifth.” Address: New
Brunswick, New Jersey.
1491. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1917. Soy bean useful
crop. May be utilized in greater number of ways than almost
any other agricultural product. 4(27):3. Feb. 7. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The soy bean... may be utilized in a greater
number and a greater variety of ways than almost any other
agricultural product...
“In Japan the soybean forms one of the most important
articles of food in use. It is one of the principal ingredients
in the manufacture of shoyu (soy sauce), miso (bean cheese),
tofu (bean curd), and natto (steamed beans). The beans are
eaten also as a vegetable and in soups; sometimes they are
picked green, boiled, and served cold with soy sauce, and
sometimes as a salad. A ‘vegetable milk’ is also produced
from the soy bean, forming the basis for the manufacture
of the different kinds of vegetable cheese. This milk is used
fresh, and a form of condensed milk is manufactured from
it.”
In several European countries and to some extent in
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America, soy-bean “flour enters largely as a constituent in
many of the so-called diabetic breads, biscuits, and crackers
manufactured as food specialties.
“Soy-bean milk... has been produced in small quantities
in the United States, and recently a factory has been
equipped to make this product.” In Europe and America
soybeans are roasted to make “an excellent substitute for
coffee. In Asia the dried beans, especially the green-seeded
varieties, are soaked in salt water and then roasted, this
product being eaten after the manner of roasted peanuts.”
Soy-bean meal (for use as a stock feed) and soy-bean oil
are also discussed. “In addition to its availability as a food,
soy-bean oil has found important uses in the markets of the
world for making paints, varnishes, soaps, rubber substitutes,
linoleum, waterproof goods, and lubricants. It is also used
in the Orient for lighting and in the manufacture of printing
ink.”
Reprinted in Jersey Bulletin and Dairy World 36:323.
Feb. 28; Ohio Farmer 139:377. March 10; and Journal of
Home Economics 9:183-4. April. Address: Washington, DC.
1492. Piper, Charles V.; Hendrick, H.B. 1917. Illustrated
lecture on leguminous forage crops for the South. USDA
Syllabus No. 24. 16 p. Feb. 15. See p. 2-7, 9, 15. [9 ref]
• Summary: This syllabus is illustrated with 45 lantern
slides. The numbers in the margins of the pages refer to
the lantern slides as listed in the Appendix. Contents:
Introduction. Distinguishing characteristics of legumes of
leguminous plants. Function of root nodules and nodule
bacteria. Inoculation: Soil-transfer method, soil-coating
method, liquid-culture method. The relation of legumes
to cropping systems. Commendable cropping systems.
Utilization of leguminous crops. Legumes as green manures
(incl. cover crops and catch crops. “Cowpeas and soy beans
are perhaps the best legumes for catch crops in the South.”).
Principal leguminous crops for the south: Cowpeas, soy
beans, lespedeza, alfalfa, melilotus, red clover, alsike clover,
vetches, crimson clover, bur clover, peanuts, Florida beggar
weed, and velvet beans.
The section titled “Principal leguminous crops for the
South,” the subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 9) is a good, basic
2/3-page introduction to the crop. It begins: “The soy bean
is a comparatively new crop in this country, but one which
has fast gained favor in the North and South alike. The soy
bean withstands dry weather well and makes a hay similar
in quality to that of cowpeas and nearly equal in feeding
value to alfalfa. It grows erect and holds its leaves well, but
has a somewhat fibrous stem. Soy beans produce heavier
seed yields than cowpeas and the seeds are richer in feeding
value. There are many different varieties, which vary in time
of ripening from 90 days from sowing to the entire growing
season. The Mammoth Yellow is the most commonly grown
late variety for hay, but ripens its seed only south of the
Potomac and Ohio rivers. The Ito San is one of the best

of early varieties, while the Haberlandt, Wilson, Tokyo,
Medium Yellow, and Barchet are popular in certain sections.”
The last two paragraphs describe how to sow soy beans,
and to cut and cure them for hay. “It is not well to plant soy
beans near to woods, as rabbits are very fond of the plant.”
This Syllabus also discusses alfalfa and peanuts.
The Appendix (p. 15-16) states that soy beans are
illustrated in the following lantern slides: “3. Nodules on
soy-bean roots.” “5. Field of soy beans–plants which can
get nitrogen directly from the air.” “7. Soy beans, showing
effect of inoculation.” “17. Cutting soy beans and following
with wheat drill.” “31. Soy beans are well adapted to
cultivation. 32. Soy beans for seed, Peking variety.” Address:
1. Agrostologist in Charge of Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA; 2. Specialist in Agricultural
Education, States Relation Service, USDA.
1493. Meharry, C.L. 1917. Eight years growing soy beans:
This crop destined to become as staple as oats. Orange Judd
Farmer 62(7):1, 6-7. Feb. 17.
• Summary: “Our eight years’ experience with soy beans,
beginning with 20 acres in 1909, has convinced us that the
crop is a valuable one, both from the financial and the soil
fertility standpoints.”
“We knew very little about soy beans when we made
our first attempt. Clover had failed on land which needed
organic matter and nitrogen badly, and we were obligated
to try a substitute or resow the ground to a cereal. It was
white, sour thin land, the kind that with good care and season
may produce a 40-bushel corn crop. Providence was kind
and favored us with seasonal conditions, which gave us a
19-bushel seed crop, with very little effort on our part after
the seed was germinated. We had not neglected, however,
to prepare an excellent seed bed. A few acres cut for hay
surprised us very favorably, making a good yield of splendid
feed. This success tempted us to increase the acreage in
1910 and we harvested 21 bushels of seed, which sold for
$2 per bushel. The author gives details, year by year, on his
experiences in growing and harvesting the soybean crop.
“The beginner will find that a visit to some farm where
soys have long been grown is of great value. At least our
visit to the Fouts brothers of Carroll county, Indiana, proved
so to us. C.H. Oathout, now adviser in Champaign county,
Illinois, and W.E. Riegel, who manages our farm, are the
men who made soy beans a success on our farm.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2008)
that mentions any Meharry or Riegel in connection with soy
beans. This document also contains the earliest date seen for
Meharry’s work with soybeans (1909), which were probably
grown in Tolono, Champaign County, Illinois. Address:
Indiana.
1494. Williams, C.B. 1917. Re: How many acres of soybeans
grown in North Carolina. Letter to Prof. W.J. Morse, Bureau
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of Plant Industry, Washington, DC, Feb. 26. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Morse: Replying to your inquiry of
recent date, will say that I would estimate the increase in the
number of acres devoted to the soybean in this State during
the past year was at least 100,000. The average yield was
probably eighteen bushels. All of these beans were not used
for the production of seed. In fact, we would not estimate
that more than 20% were, the other 80% being used for
grazing and hay producing purposes. This is about as definite
information as I can give you at this time.
“Yours very truly,...
“P.S. Mr. L.M. Estabrook, Chief, Bureau of Crop
Estimates promises to have estimates made on soybeans as
for other crops, during the coming year.”
Note: This is the earliest letter seen indicating that C.B.
Williams is now using a typist. In the lower left is written:
“CBW:A” meaning that he dictated the letter.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. North Carolina. Box 26.
P.I. 66, Entry 68.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth, Dec.
2016. Address: Chief, Div. of Agronomy, North Carolina
Experiment Station, conducted jointly by the North Carolina
Dep. of Agriculture and Agricultural and Mechanical
College, West Raleigh [North Carolina].
1495. Jersey Bulletin and Dairy World. 1917. Soy bean a
useful crop: May be utilized in a greater number of ways
than almost any other agricultural product. 36:323. Feb. 28.
[1 ref]
• Summary: Reprinted from the USDA Weekly News Letter
4:3 (7 Feb. 1917). Also reprinted in Ohio Farmer, 139:377.
March 10; and Journal of Home Economics, 9:183-4. April.
Address: Washington, DC.
1496. Kuraz, Rudolf; Senft, Emanuel. 1917. Anbauversuche
mit gelbsamiger Sojabohne in Oesterreich [Agronomic trials
with yellow-seeded soybeans in Austria]. Zeitschrift fuer
das Landwirtschaftliche Versuchswesen in Oesterreich 20(12):177-211. Jan/Feb. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Above the title is written (in German)
“Proceedings: Communication of the Committee for
National (staatlichen) Promotion of the Cultivation of
Medicinal Plants in Austria.”
Contents: Introduction (by Emanuel Senft). Report:
Introduction. Foreword. Varieties cultivated: G.-Soja and
D.-Soja. I. Some cultivation trials: Soil, weather conditions,
cultural trials with G.-Soja (1914, 1915, 1916), cultural
trials with D.-Soja (1914, 1915, 1916), cultural trials with
Vukovar-Soja (in Vukovar, Slavonia [Croatia]). New

varieties: S.-Soja, B.-Soja.
II. Cultural trials in individual regions of Austria:
1915 G.-Soja in Steiermark. 1915 D.-Soja in Steiermark,
Böhmen, Mähren. 1916 in Lower Austria (Niederösterreich),
Upper Austria (Oberösterreich), Mähren, Steiermark,
Böhmen, Kärnten (also called Carinthia), Istria (Istrien),
Krain, Hungary (Ungarn), Germany (Deutschland), Bosnia
(Bosnien), Salzburg, Schlesien (Troppau, Freudenthal),
Vorarlberg, Tyrol (Tirol, Innsbruck), Dalmatia (Dalmatien).
Conclusions (trials ended at the end of December 1916).
The cultural trials conducted during the years
1914, 1915, and 1916 throughout Austria were largely
unsuccessful. Because the fields were heavily manured
with stall manure and well inoculated, the plants showed a
vigorous vegetative growth, so that the introduction of the
soybean as a green forage plant could be well recommended.
But it remains to be seen whether the soybean can be
grown for its seeds. We already know that in many parts
of Austria, the soybean will not completely mature its
seeds under unfavorable weather conditions. In 1916, for
example, in Mähren [Moravia] and Lower Austria, many
trials demonstrated this. The problem is not with the plant
but with the climate and weather. In most parts of Austria,
farmers should not develop unreasonably high hopes over
this “wonderful foreigner.”
Three trials accompanied by reports were conducted
in Bosnia. It seems that certain regions in Bosnia can be
considered for commercial cultivation of soybeans. In Tesanj,
G.-Soja was planted at the beginning of June and harvested
when completely ripe in mid-September. Individual plants
produced 180 seeds on average. In Derventa (115 meters
altitude) the plants lived for 119 days and yielded 1,100 kg/
ha. In Jajce (330 meters altitude; as of 2002 in north-central
Bosnia and Herzegovina on the Vrbas River), 330 kg/ha of
well matured soybeans were harvested. The experimenters
consider soybean cultivation to be promising and want to
continue on a commercial scale. Note 1. In 1908 Bosnia and
Herzegovina were annexed by Austria-Hungary.
At the end of this article are nine photos of several
types of soybeans grown in various locations, especially
Korneuburg (in Lower Austria).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)
concerning soybeans in Bosnia and Herzegovina, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Bosnia and Herzegovina. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Bosnia and Herzegovina (1916). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. Address: 1. Dr., Austria; 2. Lecturer,
Master of Philosophy (Dozent, Magister der Philosophie),
Vienna, Austria.
1497. Piper, Charles V.; Hendrick, H.B. 1917. Illustrated
lecture on leguminous forage crops for the North. USDA
Syllabus No. 25. 18 p. Feb. See p. 2, 4, 6, 8, 11-12. [6 ref]
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• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Distinguishing
characteristics of legumes of leguminous plants. Function of
root nodules and nodule bacteria. Inoculation: Soil-transfer
method, soil-coating method, liquid-culture method. The
relation of legumes to cropping systems. Commendable
cropping systems: Corn, oats, wheat, “grass” rotation.
Utilization of leguminous crops. Principal leguminous crops
for the north: Red clover, alsike clover, soy beans, cowpeas,
alfalfa, melilotus, vetches, crimson clover, field peas.
This syllabus is illustrated with 45 lantern slides. The
numbers in the margins of the pages refer to the lantern
slides as listed in the Appendix.
The section titled “Legumes as green manures” (p. 8)
states: “A crop that is sown following the main crop of a
season is called a catch crop... Soy beans are perhaps the
best legume catch crop for this section.” “A crop sown to
occupy the ground during the interval between the growing
of regular crops is called a cover crop.” Winter cover crops
offer three benefits; in addition, leguminous cover crops add
nitrogen to the soil. Soy beans are good for use as a green
manure in crop rotations.
In the section titled “Principal leguminous crops for the
South,” the subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 11-12, illustrated
with slides 31-34) is a good, basic 1¼-page introduction
to the crop. The first part is identical to USDA Syllabus
No. 24, “Illustrated lecture on leguminous forage crops
for the South,” by the same authors. “The Ito San is one of
the best of early varieties, while the Haberlandt, Wilson,
Tokyo, Medium Yellow, and Barchet are popular in certain
sections.” The last part gives more details on how to sow
soy beans, and to cut and cure them for hay. “It is not well to
plant soy beans near to woods, as rabbits are very fond of the
plant.” Address: 1. Agrostologist in Charge of Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA; 2. Specialist
in Agricultural Education, States Relation Service, USDA.
1498. Schmitz, Nickolas. 1917. Soybeans. Maryland
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 201. p. 131-58.
Feb. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses of soybeans:
For hay, as a concentrate for dairy cows, as a concentrate
for hogs, for hog pasture, for silage or soiling, for soil
improvement. Possibilities of soybeans in Maryland: For
hay. For hog pasture. For replacing wheat or corn as a ready
money crop. For supplying home-grown protein. Variety
tests. Conditions under which the tests were made: Soil,
rotation, manner of planting, harvesting and threshing.
Explanation of tables IV and V. Description of varieties:
Virginia, Ebony, Cloud, Haberlandt, Peking, Meyer, Edna,
Wilson, Ito San, Mammoth Yellow, “1822,” “1825,” and
3691” (all unnamed). Culture of the crop: Climate, soil
requirements (Eastern Shore, Southern Maryland, Western
Maryland), inoculation, soil inoculation vs. artificial culture
inoculation (Methods of using the soil, using the glue

method, using the artificial culture), preparing the seedbed,
time of planting, depth of planting, rate of planting, methods
of planting (for hay, for seed), implements used for planting,
cultivation, fertilizers, harvesting (for hay, for seed), methods
of harvesting, thrashing, care of soybean seed.
“Methods of harvesting: When soybeans are cut for seed
before the leaves have fallen they may be cut with a mower
and handled the same as when cured for hay. They may also
be cut with the pea bunching attachment on the cutter bar
and dumped into piles or they may be cut with the self-rake
reaper. In either case the piles must be watched and turned
frequently until dry. The piles may also be set up in small
shocks and allowed to dry. The best method, however, is to
grow upright varieties and harvest with the wheat binder, the
same as wheat.”
Tables give analyses of soybeans for oil content,
comparison of the soybean seed with some other
concentrates commonly fed over the state, and with hay of
the legumes commonly grown over the state. Photos show:
A soybean plant (p. 132). (2) Portion of soybean hay field
(p. 138). (3) Rows of soybeans in a field; the variety name is
marked on a stick at the end of each row (p. 146). (4) Roots
of an inoculated soy bean plant with many nodules (p. 150).
(5) Nine-cup wheat drill equipped with a market to seed
soybeans in rows 28 inches or 35 inches apart (p. 154, 156).
Concerning the variety Edna (p. 144): “This is another
black-seeded variety, upright in growth, free-branching, with
not tendency to twine. It is very leafy and the leaves are
retained until it is well matured. It is therefore an excellent
variety when a maximum yield of mature seed and at the
same time a fairly good hay is desired on the same crop. In
tests over the state under different soil conditions this variety
has not yielded as well on poor soil as many other varieties.
It also seems less drought-resistant than other varieties, but
on fairly fertile soil good results may be expected. It is ready
for hay in 98 days, giving a maximum yield in 119 days and
maturing seed in 135 days.”
Note; This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the use of a “cutter bar” (spelled as two words)
for soybean production. Address: Agronomy, College Park,
Maryland.
1499. Christie, G.I. 1917. Legume crops soil essential:
frequent planting maintains nitrogen supply and prevents
diminishing yield, says Purdue University expert. Soy bean
found profitable. Indianapolis Star (Indiana). March 3. p. 15.
• Summary: “Soy bean profitable: Soy beans are proving
a desirable and profitable legume crop. Prof. Wiancko of
the soils and crops department of Purdue says that soy
beans can he satisfactorily used either as a hay crop or as a
seed crop. The beneficial effect upon the soil, while not as
pronounced as that of a good clover crop, is nevertheless
quite considerable. Soy beans not only enrich the soil in
nitrogen, but they also improve its physical condition for the
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succeeding crop. In experiments continued for a number of
years at Purdue it was found that the roots and stubble of soy
beans contain about ten pounds of nitrogen for each ton of
soy bean hay produced, and two or three tons per acre is not
an uncommon yield on good corn land.
“When the crop is harvested for seed the straw should be
returned to the land and this will add twenty-three pounds of
nitrogen per ton or about half as much as clover. Farmers are
too often putting the land back to corn when clover fails. The
soy bean offers a means of getting the legume effect to the
rotation, and as a crop it may be even more profitable than
clover.
“Suggestion for Results: Prof. Wiancko also suggests
that when soy beans are used simply as a soil improvement
crop to be plowed under, bushel of seed to the acre drilled
solid with a wheat drill will give good results. For seed
production it is usually bettor to plant in drills for cultivation,
using about half a bushel of seed to the acre. Either the
corn planter or the wheat drill with the holes not needed
stopped up can be used for this purpose. We have found the
corn planter set at 3 feet, using one of the smaller plates
(according to the size of seed), putting the chain on the
large sprocket and regulating the rate of dropping to be a
satisfactory means of planting soy beans. The grain drill
can be used just as satisfactorily, using the oats feed and
regulating to drill the beans about two inches apart in the
row.
“Wherever the soy bean is grown for the first time the
soil should be inoculated with the proper nitrogen-gathering
bacteria. This can be done easily by mixing two or three
quarts of soil from an old soy bean field with a bushel of
seed just before planting. Enough of this soil will adhere to
each seed to inoculate the young plant as soon as it starts.
Farmers and seed dealers selling soy beans in this state will
furnish inoculating soil with the seed if requested.
“For northern Indiana the Ito San, Early Brown, and
similar early-maturing varieties are best. For central and
southern Indiana Hollybrook, Sable, Mikado and related
varieties are to be recommended.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Indiana Hollybrook. Address:
Superintendent of Agricultural Extension, Purdue Univ.
1500. McClelland, C.K. 1917. Farms and farmers: The soy
or soja bean. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). March 4. p. A8.
• Summary: An overview of the soy bean, long cultivated
in China, Japan and Manchuria, and recently imported in
large quantities to the USA and Europe to make oil and
“soy bean cake” (also called “soy cake”). “The oil is used as
salad oil, in the manufacture of butterine [margarine], lards
and greases, fancy inks, white enamel and water-proofing
compounds. It contains about 10 per cent glycerine, which
is taken out as a by-product in the manufacture of soap...
The oil is better than linseed oil for white enamel as it does

not yellow with age or when used on interiors where there is
little light.”
“Third crop offers another opportunity to southern
farmers to diversify and to the oil men to secure another
material for pressing in their mills during the season when
there is a scarcity of cotton seed.”
Also discusses growing soy beans for seed, hay, pasture
and silage. Address: Editor & Prof., Experiment, Georgia.
1501. Poland China Journal (The). 1917. Soybean a
promising crop. March 10. p. 16.
• Summary: “The soybean is one of the best forage plants
among the legumes and it exceeds any of the legumes in
the production of seed, although it is now grown largely
for its abundant yield of rich forage. The high value of its
seed offers the most promising possibility for the future use
of the soybean as a seed crop according to W.C. Etheridge
of the Missouri College of Agriculture. Soybean seed are
the richest in crude protein of any seed used for feeding,
are extremely high in fat and are highly digestible. Feeding
experiments have shown soybean seed meal to be slightly
superior to cottonseed meal for dairy cows and only slightly
inferior to cottonseed meal for fattening cattle. Soybeans
are also an excellent feed for horses, sheep and pigs. It
must be understood, however, that soybean meal is a highly
concentrated nitrogenous feed and as such must be fed
sparingly–in about the same ratio to other feeds as cottonseed
meal is fed.”
1502. Boston Daily Globe. 1917. Soy bean, cow pea and
peanut as food: Likely to be so utilized, says Houston. March
28. p. 5.
• Summary: Washington [DC]–Secretary of Agriculture
David F. Houston appealed to America’s farmers today
“to join the agricultural preparedness measures., so that
the country may not be handicapped by food shortage in
efforts to meet the international crisis. Elimination of waste,
conservation of surplus and attainment of maximum crop
returns were outlined as steps imperative for strengthening
agricultural resources.”
“Many crops grown usually for soil improvement or
forage, he declared, possess large food value if utilized
properly, and their utilization for human food and oil
production ‘doubtless will be advisable.’ Such crops as
soy beans, cow peas, peanuts, kafir [kaffir] and other grain
sorghums were mentioned specifically in this connection.”
1503. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1917. Boys’ corner: Soy beans.
42(13):586. March 30.
• Summary: A brief outline of the history, uses, varieties,
culture, harvesting and handling of soybeans. “Those of the
boys who have time to experiment this summer should plant
a small plot of soy beans.”
“Soy beans are good for two things. They are good for
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hay and they are good for seed. The hay, pound for pound, is
practically as good as alfalfa or clover hay. The seed when
ground is practically equal, pound for pound, to oil meal or
cottonseed meal. Soy beans have not replaced clover and
alfalfa in this section of the country, for the reason that it
costs more to produce a ton of soy bean hay than it does of
clover or alfalfa hay. You have to go to the extra expense of
preparing the seed bed and buying seed every year, with soy
beans, whereas, a stand of alfalfa will oftentimes last five
years...”
Ito San is the most common variety in the central part of
the corn belt. “The Black Eyebrow and the Manchu are two
other varieties which take about 100 or 110 days from time
of planting to mature.”
“Soy beans are more or less a freak crop in the corn belt
at present, but there is a chance of their becoming more and
more popular every year. Why not buy a peck of the seed to
experiment with?” Address: Des Moines, Iowa.
1504. Helper, G.Y. 1917. Soy beans have many virtues.
Orange Judd Farmer 62(13):19. March 31.
• Summary: The varieties to be used for hay and seed are
mentioned, and it is pointed out that by planting soybeans
the soil was so improved that clover could be grown where
before it was impossible.
“In my many years’ experience with farm crops and
problems there is no crop, after wheat and corn, which
appeals to me like the soy bean. It is a crop that thrives on
the lighter soils and may be worked in between other farm
crops as the planting can be done just after corn and the
harvesting just before husking time, when other work is
not pushing. I have raised the crop for nine years and after
various trials find the following method most satisfactory:
“Fit the soil as for corn and plant immediately after corn
is in with a disk drill, 30 inches apart, being very careful not
to cover more than 1 inch. Harrow with light drag before any
sprouts start. When plants are about 3 inches high cultivate
with an ordinary cultivator by running one gang between
each two rows. In this way we span every other row, shifting
rows for the second cultivation, which we find sufficient on
our soil. Experience has shown that this method will increase
the yield about one-third over solid planting.
“The thickness of planting should be regulated by the
variety and their habits of growth. For the medium yellow
[Medium Yellow] variety 1 inch [between plants] in the row
is not too thick.” Address: St. Joseph County, Indiana.
1505. Fain, John R.; Vanatter, P.O. 1917. Soy beans and
cowpeas. Georgia State College of Agriculture, Extension
Circular No. 46. 8 p. March.
• Summary: Contents of the section on soy beans: History.
Description of plant. For food and oil. Seeding in corn.
Hay. Soy beans for silage. A grazing crop for hogs. Soil
requirements. Inoculation. Seeding. Drought resistance.

Varieties. Varieties grown for less than three years: Edward,
Cloud, Jet, Tokio. Difficulty in production (rabbits,
the pods burst upon maturing). Methods of harvesting.
Recommendations.
Table 1, titled “Variety test, soy beans–Average of three
years” (p. 4) lists the following varieties: Virginia, Black,
Mammoth Yellow, Wilson, Pekin, Haberlandt, Brown,
Tarheel, Acme, Hollybrook, Ito San Yellow. For each variety
is given: Yield of seed and of hay. Date harvested for hay,
for grain. Days to mature. The highest seed yield came from
Virginia (21.81 bushels/acre), followed by Black (15.41) and
Mammoth Yellow (14.85). The highest yield of hay cane
from Black (2.03 tons/acre), followed by Mammoth Yellow
(1.92) and Acme (1.80). The earliest variety is Ito San
Yellow (94 days). “Some of the dwarf kinds that have been
tried, mature much earlier but give very poor yields. The
early Dwarf Green was tried out for three years and gave a
yield of slightly over one-half ton of hay per acre, and a yield
of grain correspondingly low. Ordinarily these very early
sorts will not be used” (p. 4).
A table at the end of the article gives a comparative
analysis of the chemical composition of soy bean and
cowpea grain and hay. Address: 1. Prof. of Agronomy; 2.
Instructor in Agronomy. Both: Athens, GA.
1506. Jenkins, E.H.; Street, J.P.; Hubbell, C.D. 1917. Tests
of soy beans, 1916. Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 193. 10 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Soy bean oil: Meal, seed, forage
(yield and composition of 17 soybean varieties). Soy beans
as green manure. Cow peas. Suggestions for growing soy
beans. What uses can be made of soy beans in Connecticut.
Note on the plant food in a corn crop.
“During 1916 a considerable number field tests of soy
beans have been made by farmers in this State. The County
Agents of the Extension Department of the Agricultural
College have placed and superintended these tests... The
purpose of this bulletin is to record the results of the Station’s
tests at Mount Carmel in 1916 and certain other data which
concern the soy bean crop.
“There are four products derived from this crop, one
or more of which give it importance in different sections of
the country. These are the oil, the oil cake or meal, the seed,
and the forage, which is used either for hay, ensilage, soiling
cattle, or as a green manure.”
A table on (p. 5) shows the yield and composition of 17
soybean varieties grown at Mt. Carmel in 1916. The varieties
are: Ito San, Cloud, Swan, Morse, Hollybrook, Wilson,
Ohio 7496, Manchuria, Arlington, O’Kute [Okute], Wing’s
Mongol, Medium Green, Ebony, Kentucky 10, Kentucky 11,
Kentucky 24. The fresh yield of forage averaged 9,839 lb/
acre (maximum fresh yield was 13,590 lb/acre from O’Kute),
and the water-free yield averaged 2,600 lb/acre (maximum
water-free yield was 3,325 lb/acre from Medium Green).
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“The yields in almost all cases are disappointing.” Includes
many smaller tables showing yields and composition of soy
beans. A photo (on the front cover) shows a man standing in
a field of soy beans. Address: 1. Director of the Station and
Treasurer, New Haven, Connecticut; 2. Chemist in Charge;
3. Asst. Plant Breeder.
1507. Morse, W.J. 1917. Soy beans in the cotton belt. USDA
Cooperative Extension Work in Agriculture and Home
Economics, States Relations Service No. A 85. 7 p. S.R.S.
Doct. 43. Ext. S. Originally published in Jan. 1915 under the
same title as a USDA Office of the Secretary Special.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Adaptations. Soil
preparation. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Seeding and cultivation.
Rotations. Mixtures. Varieties. Soy beans for hay. Soy beans
for pasture. Soy beans for soiling. Soy beans for ensilage.
Soy beans for seeds. Storing soy beans. Value for human
food. Soy-bean oil and cake.
“This circular is intended especially for farmers in the
cotton belt who desire to diversify their farming by partly
replacing cotton as the sole money crop with other profitable
crops.”
“The soy bean, called also soya bean, soja bean, and, in
North Carolina, stock pea, is an erect, rather hairy, summer
legume, resembling somewhat the common field bean, but
usually much taller and not twining...
“Although the soy bean as an article of food has
attracted attention from time to time in the U.S., thus far it
has been used but little. The beans contain only a trace of
starch and are highly recommended as a food for persons
requiring a food of low starch content. The numerous ways
in which the bean can be prepared as human food should
encourage its greater use. The dried beans may be used
like the ordinary field or navy bean in baking or in soups.
When prepared in either of these ways the beans require a
somewhat longer soaking and cooking. The immature bean
when from three-fourths to full grown compares favorably
with the butter or lima bean. Roasted and prepared soy beans
make a substitute for coffee which has been found pleasing
to those fond of cereal beverages. In Asiatic countries the
dried beans are soaked in salt water and then roasted, this
product being eaten after the manner of roasted peanuts.
Soybean meal or flour may be used as a constituent of
biscuits, muffins, and bread, or in any recipe in which corn
meal is used. In the various preparations one-fourth or onethird soy bean flour or meal and the remainder wheat flour
are recommended.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term “immature” in
connection with green vegetable soybeans. Address:
Scientific Asst., Forage-Crop Investigations, USDA Bureau
of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
1508. Prince, Ford S. 1917. The soy bean in New Hampshire.

New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 181. 20 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the
plant. Reasons for growing soy beans. Soils and fertilizers.
Inoculation. Seeding the crop. Soy beans mixed with corn
(“Many farmers have tried to grow soy beans and corn mixed
in the same rows for silage. On account of the difference of
the size and shape of the seeds it is hard to secure a uniform
stand of either one”). Cultivation. Harvesting. Soy bean
yields (as forage). Feeding value of soy beans. Varieties.
Other uses of the soy bean: As a soiling crop, as a seed crop,
as a human food, as a crop for soil improvement.
“The purpose of this bulletin is to describe methods
of growing and harvesting the soy bean, to discuss ways in
which our farmers may use it, and to report some field trials
of varieties, inoculation and fertilization which may have
been made at the Experiment Station during the past few
years.”
Tables I and II show variety characteristics of soy
beans: Kentucky, Wisconsin Early Black, Black Champion,
Guelph, Swan, Manhattan, Medium Yellow (Connecticut),
Hollybrook, Ebony, Haberlandt, Mammoth, Medium Yellow
(B.P.I.), Wilson, Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Ito San.
Table I gives for each variety: Color of seed, color of
seed scar [hilum], weight of 100 seeds, color of pubescence,
color of bloom [flower], character of foliage (ranges from
fine to coarse). Table II gives: Number of days until first
bloom, number of days until first pods, number of days until
fully podded, stage of maturity at cutting–112 days after
planting.
Table III–Effect of inoculation on green weight per
acre: Inoculated–7.192 tons. Uninoculated 4.672 tons. Table
IV–Soy Bean Yields and Analyses, gives the yield and
constituents of sixteen varieties; and Table VII–Digestible
Nutrients in 100 Pounds, compares soybean hay with alfalfa
hay, red clover hay, and timothy hay.
Concerning yields: “The highest green weight per acre
recorded is slightly over 10 tons, with an average for 16
varieties of over 8 tons. The highest yield of dry weight per
acre is slightly over 2.6 tons, with an average of 2.15 tons.
The inoculated plot of soybeans gave 7.192 tons in green
weight to the acre, while the uninoculated plot gave 4.672
tons, thus representing a gain of 2.520 tons per acre due to
inoculation.
Concerning use as a human food (p. 19): “Although the
soy bean has not been in general use as a human food, it is
highly nutritious and is at present on the market in the larger
cities for human consumption on account of the prevailing
high prices and scarcity of field beans. It is not as palatable
at first as the ordinary bean, but there is no doubt that our
people can acquire a taste for it. The bean is prepared by
either stewing or baking. It requires considerably longer to
cook the soy bean than other beans.”
Photos show: (1) Soy beans uninoculated and inoculated
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(front cover). (2) Plant of Medium Yellow soy beans with
leaves removed to show pod formation (p. 3). (3) Roots of
soy bean showing nodules. “A veritable nitrogen factory”
(p. 5). (4) A man standing in a field of Medium Green soy
beans (p. 7). (5) Men standing in a field of uninoculated
and inoculated soy beans (p. 9). (6) Two large heaps of
inoculated and uninoculated soy beans after harvesting. The
inoculated heap is larger (p. 10). (7) A man standing in a field
of corn and soy beans grown together. “Good soy beans can
be produced in corn if conditions are favorable” (p. 11).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) that
mentions the soybean variety Wisconsin Early Black.
1509. Vinall, H.N. 1917. Foxtail millet: Its culture in the
United States. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 793. 28 p.
March. See p. 21-22.
• Summary: “The name millet is applied to a number of
cultivated annual grasses, some of which are used largely
as forage crops and others as cereals... The main groups, as
shown in Table I, are foxtail millet, proso (or broom-corn
millet [broomcorn]), penicillaria (or pearl millet), barnyard
(or Japanese) millet, and ragi (or finger millet).”
Table I gives the common and scientific names of ten
groups of millets. Where there are synonyms, the preferred
name is given first, both in the common and botanical
names: (1) Foxtail millet, Italian millet: Chaetochola italica
(L.) Scribner, Setaria italica Beauv. (2) Proso, broom-corn
millet, hog millet, Russian millet: Panicum miliaceum L.
(3) Barnyard millet, Japanese millet, Sanwa millet, billiondollar grass: Echinochloa frumentacea (Roxb.) Link,
Panicum frumentaceum Roxb. (4) Pearl millet, penicillaria,
cat-tail millet, Egyptian millet: Pennisetum glaucum (L.) R.
Br., Pennisetum typhoideum Rich. (5) Ragi, finger millet,
coracan: Eleusine coracana (L.) Gaertn. (6) Shama millet,
jungle rice: Echinochloa colona (L.) Link. (7) Texas millet,
Colorado grass: Panicum texanum Buckl. (8) Kutki millet:
Panicum psilopodium Trin. (9) Koda millet: Paspalum
scorbiculatum L. (10) Little millet: Panicum milliare
Lamarck.”
The section titled “Growing millets in mixtures with
legumes” (p. 21-22) discusses soy beans. “Millets are
sometimes used in mixtures with cowpeas or soy beans as
a soiling or hay crop for dairy cows. This practice is more
often followed in the Southern States than in those farther
north... care must be used in selecting the varieties of millet
and cowpeas or soy beans, so that the two constituents of the
mixture will arrive at maturity at about the same time.” With
Common millet, use an early variety of soy beans. With the
German millet, use Peking or Wilson soy beans.
“Mixtures of millet and legumes produce a hay of
better quality than the millet alone, so far as feeding value
is concerned, since the legumes add the necessary protein
element to the hay.” Most of the mixtures are broadcast by
hand and covered with a harrow–especially if labor is scarce

and the time for seeding is short. In the more humid districts,
use 12-15 pounds of millet with 45-60 pounds of soy-bean
seed. In the semiarid districts, 8-10 pounds of millet with 4045 pounds of soy-bean seed is better.
Experiments have shown that better yields are obtained
in most cases where the two crops are grown separately–
rather than mixed. After harvesting, they can be fed
alternately or mixed at feeding time, to obtain the same
advantage in feed quality. Address: Agronomist, Office of
Forage-Crop Investigations [USDA].
1510. Williams, C.G.; Park, J.B. 1917. Soybeans: Their
culture and use. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 312. p. 577-600. March. [3 ref]
• Summary: This bulletin consists of two articles: “Soybean
Culture” by Williams, and “Uses of Soybeans” by Park. The
latter, which contains extensive information on soyfoods,
is an extract of Park’s paper titled “Soybeans as Human
Food. Palatable Dishes Made from a Comparatively New
Legume”; it was printed in Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station Monthly Bulletin 2(9, whole no. 21):299-303. Sept.
1917.
Contents: I. Soybean culture. Introduction: Production
in Ohio, place. Climate and soil requirements: Climate, soil,
fertilizers, inoculation. Seeding and cultivation: Seed bed,
time of seeding, manner of seeding, depth seeding, rate of
seeding, cultivation. Harvesting: For hay, for silage, for seed
(“The best implements for cutting soybeans for seed are the
mowing machine with side-delivery attachment, the self-rake
reaper and the grain binder.”), threshing. Varieties: For seed
production, for hay. The effect of soybeans in crop rotations.
Tables show: (0) Acreage planted to five legumes
in Ohio. Red and alsike clover: 880,676 acres (No. 1).
Soybeans: 4,921 acres (No. 4). (1) Rate of seeding and yields
of soybeans in Ohio from 1909 to 1916. Best rate–3 pecks/
acre–gave 6-year average yield of 3,540 lb/acre of beans. (2)
Description of 25 varieties: Amherst, Auburn, Cloud, Ebony,
Elton (Chestnut)* (* = The Elton was first sent out by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture under the name of Chestnut),
Habaro, Hollybrook, Ito San, Ito San 17268, Manchuria,
Medium Green, Mongol, Mikado, Ohio 7491, Ohio 7496,
Ohio 9001, Ohio 9016, Ohio 9035, Ohio 9100, Ohio 9110,
Sable, Shingto, Taha, Wing’s No. 1, Yosho. The five highest
yielders of grain are: Ohio 9016 (29.22 bu/acre, 5 year
average), Ohio 7496, Elton, Ito San 17268, and Shingto.
(3) Yields of grain and straw of these 25 varieties. (4)
Variety tests at the county experiment farms (yields of 8
varieties). (5) Soybean hay test (yields of 10 varieties, 19121916). (6) Wheat yields following crops of corn, soybeans
(the highest), potatoes, or oats.
Part II. Uses of soybeans. Introduction. Use for animal
food: Hay, grain, soiling crop. Special uses and products:
Soybean meal, soybean oil. Use for human food: Soy sauce,
soybean milk, use of the whole beans.
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Concerning soymilk and tofu (p. 300): “If a small
amount either of acid or of magnesium or calcium salts is
added to the liquid [soybean milk], or if it is allowed to stand
until sour, a curd is formed which settles out, leaving a clear,
yellowish, watery liquid. The grayish white curd can be
drained, pressed and eaten like cottage cheese. When salted
and fried it is palatable, and can be used as a salad. This bean
curd is the tofu which is so extensively eaten in the Orient. It
is made fresh every day, and is as staple an article of diet of
Oriental peoples as bread is of ours. As used by the Japanese
these cakes contain 83 to 88 percent of water, 7 to 11 percent
of protein and 4 to 5 percent of fat.”
Concerning use of the whole beans: “When properly
roasted and prepared, the ripe soybean makes a good
substitute for coffee, equal to many of the cereal preparations
on the market” (p. 302).
Photos show: (1) A soybean plant with its leaves
removed to show pods (front cover). (2) A field of soybeans,
with about half the leaves fallen, ready to be cut for seed
(opposite p. 581). (3) Root system of a soybean plant with
“numerous nodules in which nitrogen-fixing bacteria live”
(p. 583).
Tables show: (7) Percentage composition and
digestibility of soybean meal (pressed, or extracted) and
other foodstuffs [oil meals and feed grains] for comparison.
(8) Quantity and value of imports of soybeans, soybean cake,
and soybean oil into the United States, 1910-1915.
Bar charts show (p. 600): (1) Pounds of digestible
protein in 100 pounds of 14 food materials; soy beans are
highest at 28.3 lb. (2) Pounds of digestible protein and
digestible carbohydrate that one dollar will buy in the form
of the same 14 food materials; in the form of soy beans,
it will buy the most digestible protein (9.43 lbs at 3 cents/
pound) and the 4th most digestible carbohydrate (after corn
meal, rice, and wheat flour). Address: Wooster, Ohio.
1511. Morse, W.J. 1917. Re: Variety test with soy beans.
Letter to Prof. C.A. Mooers, Tennessee Experiment Station,
Knoxville, TN, April 3. 2 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Mooers: Referring to our previous
correspondence relative to a variety test with soy beans, I
am inclosing a plan of this experiment. The varieties are
not arranged numerically, as you will note, but are arranged
according to maturity, leading from the earliest up to the
latest. A four-rod row is given each number and the entire
series is to be run in duplicate.
“To obtain full information it is perhaps advisable to cut
one-half of each row, that is, two rods, for forage, and leave
the remaining two rods for seed yield. This method, although
on a small scale, will give us a relative comparison of each
number with regard to its forage and seed value.
“Of those varieties showing most promise for seed yield,
analyses for oil and protein content will be made.

“I am sending to-day four ounces of seed of each of the
varieties and four pounds of seed of the Mammoth Yellow
for the check row. Notebooks having printed forms for note
taking are being prepared and will be sent you in the near
future.
“This test, I feel confident, will afford both the station
and this office much valuable information and possibly give
us new high oil and seed yielding strains of this crop.
“If time will permit, I plan to visit the tests some time
during the growing season.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. S.C.–Tenn. Box no. 33.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant, Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1512. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1917. Incubator is
better than hen:... Farmers urged to plant soy beans this year.
April 5. p. 5.
• Summary: In the town of Ellington, Connecticut, the last
of nine four-day extension schools in agriculture and home
economics was held in the town hall. “One of the dairymen
showed figures in his feeding of alfalfa hay and corn and
soy bean silage, supplemented by a grain mixture. This herd
averaged twenty pounds of 5 per cent milk daily...”
The section titled “About soy beans” has the following
contents: For green feed in late summer–To help out the
pasture. For silage with corn. For seed production (“Seed are
scarce; the price varies for $2 to $4 a bushel, and the yield
runs from 13 to 30 bushels per acre”). For soil improvement.
If you try [growing] soy beans remember.
1513. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1917. Soy beans as
food. Cheap and nourishing–Important substitute for other
materials furnishing protein and fat. 4(36):7. April 11.
• Summary: “Soy beans, introduced into the United States
more than a hundred years ago primarily for use as a forage
crop, are in reality one of the most nutritious of the legumes
when used as human food, according to specialists of the
United States Department of Agriculture. These beans have
been used for centuries as a staple article of diet in China
and Japan and are coming to be used more generally in this
country as consumers learn their food value and palatability...
These beans may be grown easily in practically all sections
of the country where corn is grown, and they will give
heavier yields than most other beans.
“Soy beans have been so important for other purposes
that until recently they have attracted little attention for food
purposes in this country... The dried beans may be purchased
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now in a number of markets in various parts of the country,
often under the name of togo beans...”
“Dried soy beans have been canned in considerable
quantities during the past season, baked with pork, and are
on sale in this form in numerous markets. Canned green soy
beans, which may be compared with Lima beans, also are on
the market in some sections of the country.”
Note 1. This article was published the same month
(April 1917) that the United States entered World War I.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2019) that refers to soy beans as “togo beans.” Address:
Washington, DC.
1514. Grantham, A.E. 1917. Soils and field crops: Grow a
few soy beans. Practical Farmer 113(8):164-65. April 15.
• Summary: “There is no crop that can be grown in this
climate that will produce from an acre of land in three
months from time of planting as much protein as the soy
bean. The crop matures in 90 to 110 days, thus avoiding the
risks of winter as in the case of alfalfa.”
“It is advisable for the beginner to grow the beans
in rows and cultivate them. In this manner less outlay is
required for seed and a knowledge of the requirements of the
plant more readily acquired. The hay made from soybeans
grown in rows is generally a little coarser than when sown
solid. Cattle and horses, however, relish it so none is wasted.
Every stock farmer should grow the soybean for a trial at
least.”
“The best known varieties for hay making are Wilson,
Ebony, and Ito San. The Wilson makes the largest growth...
The Mammoth Yellow is a Southern variety that makes a
large growth, but is very late in maturing, and the stems
are quite coarse. The Medium Green is another well known
variety and is particularly well adapted to the short summers
of the Northern States.”
Note: A photo on this page (related to a different article
titled “The disking of land before plowing”) shows a farmer
using a tractor to plow a field–not of soybeans. Address:
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
1515. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1917. The soy bean’s
many uses. April 22. p. A11.
• Summary: Discusses: Many points of superiority over the
cowpea. Forage crop, pasture, soil renovator, or as ensilage.
Soil requirements. Planting time. As a seed crop. Feeding
value. As human food. New USDA circular.
“As human food the soy bean is still comparatively
unknown in this country. There are many ways, however,
in which it can be utilized. The bean is remarkable for the
small quantity of starch it contains, and this fact makes it
desirable for many persons who are required to avoid starch
[such as diabetics]. The dry beans may be used in baking
or in soup like the ordinary field or navy bean, although
they require somewhat longer soaking and cooking. When

from three-fourths to full grown the [green vegetable] soy
bean compares favorably with the butter or Lima bean. Soy
bean meal, or flour, may also be used in any receipt [recipe]
which calls for corn meal. A combination that has been found
satisfactory is one-fourth or one-third soy bean flour and the
remainder wheat flour.
“A new circular of the United States Department of
agriculture calls attention to these and similar facts and
names a number of the varieties which are best suited for the
various purposes for which this crop is likely to be put.”
1516. Brunson, L.E. 1917. Planting soy beans and corn
(Letter to the editor). Hoard’s Dairyman 53(14):600. April
27.
• Summary: “I have raised soy beans for the past nine
years and have tried many different varieties. I find this a
most valuable addition to corn for silage or for dry fodder
feeding... I would suggest the medium green, the yellow, or
the black medium varieties. These will grow at least two or
three feet in height, and the corn binder will harvest them
nicely.” Last Year, Mr. Brunson’s Jersey herd “returned $2.75
for each dollar’s worth of feed fed. As a result of feeding
corn and soy beans silage Mr. Brunson estimates he saved
40% on his grain bill. The average winter ration consisted of
37 lbs. corn and soy bean silage; 6 lbs. clover, pea and oat
hay; and 4 lbs. gluten feed.”
Photos show: (1) A row of corn and soy beans grown
together on Mr. Brunson’s farm, 86 days after planting. (2)
Part of Mr. Brunson’s Jersey herd that made big gains as
a result of being fed on corn and soy bean silage. (2) Parts
of two soy bean plants grown on Mr. Brunson’s farm, with
leaves, pods, and root nodules. Address: Wisconsin.
1517. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1917. Soy bean culture.
53(14):600. April 27.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Wisconsin Experiment
Station recommendations. Planting the seed. Cultivation
desirable. Making soy bean hay. When grown for seed.
“Soy beans promise to become a leading crop on light,
sandy soils, and on other lands when an annual legume crop
is needed because of failure of clover or alfalfa. They may
be grown for five purposes: For seed production, for hay, for
hog pasture, for mixing with corn for silage, and as green
manure.” Address: Wisconsin.
1518. Orange Judd Farmer. 1917. Soy bean and cow pea
varieties. 62(17):6. April 28.
• Summary: “The leading varieties of soy beans for seed
yield in central Illinois found in a series of tests since 1903
are Haberlandt, Hong Kong, Chestnut, Amherst, Ebony,
Sherwood, and Nuttall... For those who grow soys for seed
and straw to return to the land, it is interesting to note the
varieties that gave the highest yield of straw for a period of
six years are Meyer, Hong Kong, Sherwood, Haberlandt,
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Swan, and Nuttall.
“For southern Illinois the Medium Yellow is considered
the best early variety of soy beans. Ebony is a desirable
late variety... The average yields of different varieties of
soy beans in the south part of the state have been 6.5 to 16
bushels per acre...”
1519. Pasternek, Edmund. 1917. Zum Siege ueber die
Lebensmittelknappheit [On the victory over the food
shortage]. Salzburger Volksblatt (Salzburg, Austria-Hungary)
47(98):6. April 28. [Ger]
• Summary: The danger of an increased shortage of food
is moving closer and closer if we still do not ward it off at
the eleventh hour. That is possible, and in fact even more
so, we can live with a surplus from our own soil if we work
it in the German way... Quinoa (Reismelde) thrives all the
way up as far as close to the snow line, it requires only four
months until maturity, it is very nutritious, since not only do
the leaves very quickly provide a good spinach, but the seeds
significantly exceed the nutrition of our cereal plants, and
it already provides in the shortest time a protein-rich (22%
protein) meal food... The fact that the soybean (Sojabohne),
with 276 nutrition units (Nährwerteinheiten), stands at the
peak of all foods was already mentioned, and even the dried
leaves and stems are still far more nutritious than most of our
vegetables. In this regard, please refer to my lectures.
[The article then goes on to discuss potatoes, bread, etc.]
I hereby declare myself willing to also give lectures in
and around Salzburg if interested parties can inform me in
a timely fashion about the location and time. In particular,
though, the destitute classes may also take part in the lectures
so that, supported by the provision of small gardens, they
can plant the aforementioned nutritious vegetables and, in
that way, ensure themselves better nutrition. If possible,
I will even provide the latter with soybean seedlings
(Sojapflänzchen) and quinoa seedlings free of charge. The
following plants have the following corresponding nutrition
units: soybeans (Soja) 276, quinoa 186, peas 173, wheat flour
126, potatoes 3, beets 13, and soybean straw (Sojastroh) 143.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that
contains the German word Sojastroh (soybean straw). This
word appears in 10 different issues of these newspapers from
1917 to 1939. Address: Special subject teacher (Fachlehrer).
1520. Binford, E.E. 1917. Progress report, Substation
No. 1, Beeville, Texas, 1910 to 1914. Texas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 214. 27 p. April.
• Summary: Describes cultural trials with various plants
conducted from 1910 to 1914 at the agricultural substation of
Beeville, Texas.
Page 14: “Soy bean varieties: During the years 1912,

1913 and 1914 variety tests of soy beans were conducted.
The 1912 test included eleven varieties, all of which
made very promising growth until pods were formed,
when excessive rains seemed to favor the development of
anthracnose, which ruined the seed crop. In 1913 and 1914
rabbits destroyed the test when the plants were young and
tender. The soy bean grows well here and makes a good
forage yield when grown on land protected from rabbits.”
A section on peanuts and peanut varieties also included
(p. 13-14). Address: Bee County, Texas.
1521. Burlison, W.L.; Allyn, O.M. 1917. Soybeans and
cowpeas in Illinois. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 198. 20 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: I. Soybeans. Introduction. Soil
and climatic requirements. Plant characteristics. Culture.
Inoculation. How soybeans are harvested. When to cut
soybeans. Variety trials for central Illinois–Tests at Urbana in
Champaign County. Variety trials for southern Illinois–Tests
at Fairfield, in Wayne County. II. Cowpeas.
Page 3: “The soybean has rapidly gained popularity in
Illinois during the last ten years because it fits so well into
systems of farming when clover fails, and because it thrives
in this climate under soil conditions which either exist or
which the farmer can provide.
“Soybeans may serve a variety of purposes, but up to
the present time the crop has been cultivated primarily for
seed production. On a more or less limited scale it will be
found profitable for soiling cattle or sheep. As a hay crop it
is satisfactory for most classes of live stock. When pastured
by hogs and cattle, it gives profitable returns. When clover
fails, soybeans may be grown as a green manure for soil
improvement.
“For years the soybean has been cultivated in Japan
and China, mainly for human food and for oil. It was first
cultivated in the United States in 1829, but was little known
until 1854.”
“Inoculation (p. 5): It is usually advisable to inoculate
soybeans. The surest way to accomplish this is by means of
well-infected, natural soil, collected where soybeans have
grown with an abundance of root nodules. Soybeans are not
cross-inoculated by bacteria from other legumes.
“The glue method of inoculation, first suggested by this
station, has been found very satisfactory. Prepare a solution
by heating one gallon of water and six ounces of glue.
Moisten the soybeans with the mixture and sift over them
well-pulverized, infected soil. Apply sufficient dirt to give a
thin coating for each seed. Stir until the seeds are practically
dry, and plant within a day or two.
“Inoculation may be accomplished by drilling 100
pounds of soil per acre with the seed, or by broadcasting 500
to 1,000 pounds of infected soil after the ground is plowed
and before the seed bed is prepared. For general practice, the
Illinois Station does not recommend commercial cultures for
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inoculation of soybeans or other legumes.”
Page 6: “Soybean variety tests at Urbana were
systematically started on the University South Farm in
1903. The seeding has been done with an ordinary grain
drill, the seed openings being closed so as to place the
drill rows 24 to 32 inches apart.” 30 to 40 pounds of seed
per acre are sufficient if the beans are planted in rows. In
central Illinois, the leading varieties for seed production are
Haberlandt, Hong Kong [Hongkong], Chestnut, Amherst,
Ebony, Sherwood, Meyer, and Nuttall. “Ebony is a standard,
consistent-yielding, medium-late variety. Medium Yellow,
altho not a high-yielding variety in seed, is an early type, and
for this reason it is usually planted when winter wheat is to
follow soybeans.”
Table 2 shows the average yields from 34 soybean
varieties grown at Urbana from 1903 to 1916. The varieties
are: Medium Green, Ebony, Ito San, Ogema [Ogemaw],
Haberlandt, Black, Amherst, Chestnut, Swan, Meyer, Hong
Kong [Hongkong], Wilson, Tashing, Nuttall, Sherwood,
Medium Yellow, Flat King, Holly Brook (also spelled
Hollybrook), Early Yellow, A.K. (first tested in 1914),
Early Yellow Dwarf, Early Black, Habaro, Merko, Pingsu,
U.S.D.A. No. 16786, Jet, Early White, Ito San Northern,
Early Yellow Northern, Medium Green Northern, Brownie,
Acme, Yellow. The highest yield in one year from any
variety (Chestnut) was 32.2 bushels/acre. The best overall
yielders were Haberlandt, Chestnut, Hong Kong, and A.K.
Table 4 shows yields of hay from 22 soybean varieties
tested at Urbana from in 1904, 1905, 1914, 1915, 1916. The
highest yield in one year from any variety (Hong Kong)
was 2.65 tons/acre. The top yielders were Medium Yellow,
Meyer, Late Yellow, and Early White. Table 6 shows the
yields of straw from 32 soybean varieties. A similar set of
6 tables is given for the results at Fairfield. “Cowpeas are
rather unsatisfactory for central Illinois compared with
soybeans. They are also distinctly less desirable for southern
Illinois, except on poor, unfertilized, sour soil...” Table 14
shows the characteristics of 27 different soybean varieties
(listed alphabetically): Shape and size of plants, size of pod,
shape of seed, color of seed, days for plant to reach maturity,
general remarks.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
clearly mentions the soybean variety A.K. Address: 1. Assoc.
Chief in Crop Production; 2. First Asst. in Crop Production.
1522. Carver, G.W. 1917. Twelve ways to meet the new
economic conditions here in the South. Tuskegee Institute
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 33. 7 p.
• Summary: Vintage Carver! Contents: Q1. What shall I
do with the boll weevil? In all probability is it here to stay?
Ans: Yes, but it may be controlled. Q2. What shall we do for
fertilizer? Its too expensive. Ans: Use decaying leaves in the
forest and the rich sediment of the swamp known as muck.
Q3. Should the farmer keep a cow? Ans: Yes, one or two

good cows are essential. Q4. Should a farmer raise chickens?
Ans: Yes, at least 12 good hens and a rooster, plus a few
guineas, ducks, turkeys, and a pair of geese. Q5. Should a
farmer have a garden? Ans: Yes, nothing will pay him better.
Q6. Should a farmer try to raise fruit? Ans: Yes, fruit is an
absolute necessity in the diet.
Q7. Should a farmer raise hogs? Ans: Yes. No other
animal converts into meat so much foodstuff that would
otherwise go to waste. “The following choice foods [for the
hogs] can be easily grown: Sweet potatoes, sorghum millet,
corn, peanuts, velvet beans, rape, collards, cabbage, turnips,
beets, pumpkins, cow peas, soja beans, Bermuda grass; also
wheat, rye, oats, burr and crimson clover for winter pasture.”
Q8. Should a farmer try to raise stock? Ans: Yes, every
bit that he possibly can. Q9. Since the coming of the boll
weevil, what is the farmer going to do for a money crop?
Ans: Several crops will bring in more money than cotton;
viz. corn, velvet beans, peanuts, sweet potatoes and cow
peas. If a paying market cannot be found, feed them to stock.
Q10. Should a renter or share-cropper attempt to carry out
the above suggestions? Ans: Yes, just as far as possible. Q11.
Will it pay a farmer to take an agricultural paper? Ans: Yes,
it is necessity. Q12. Should a farmer attempt to have a pretty
door-yard with flowers? Ans: Yes, by all means, for the [5]
reasons which follow: (a) They are another form of God’s
silent messengers, and the “sweetest things he ever made and
forgot to put a soul into.” (b) They are soothing and restful to
the tired body and brain... Address: M.S. Agr., Director of the
Station.
1523. Coe, H.S. 1917. Sweet clover: Growing the crop.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 797. 34 p. April. See p. 33.
• Summary: The section titled “Sweet clover in mixtures”
(p. 32-33) states: “The New Jersey Agricultural Experiment
Station has obtained excellent results from a mixture of
Dwarf Essex rape and sweet clover, and also by the addition
of soy beans to this mixture. It was found that be seeding 6
pounds of rape and 10 pounds of sweet clover per acre an
abundance of nutritious pasturage was produced and that
pigs preferred this mixture to alfalfa. When soy beans were
added it was seeded at the rate of 1 bushel of soy beans, 6
pounds of Dwarf Essex rape, and 18 pounds of sweet clover.
The soy beans were drilled by themselves, and the rape
and sweet clover were mixed and seeded with a press drill.
Brood sows made a gain of from three-fourths to 1 pound a
day during July on this mixture without additional feed and
gave unusual evidence of thrift and vigor.” Address: Asst.
Agronomist, Office of Forage-Crop Investigations [USDA].
1524. Mansfield, O.W. 1917. Growing soybeans with corn.
Purdue Agriculturist (Indiana) 11(7):22, 53. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and varieties. Method
of planting. Cultivation. Harvesting. Results of feeding
(ensilage to beef cattle and dairy cows). “The soybean
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has been growing in popularity in the corn belt since it
was introduced about ten years ago. There are two very
good reasons for this growth: (1) It is a soil renovating and
leguminous crop; (2) It is needed to furnish the protein to
balance the fat and carbohydrate of the corn. For this it is
competing with the high priced concentrates, cottonseed
meal, linseed meal, tankage, and wheat middlings.”
“Last season several farmers in my home community
grew soybeans in the row with corn. The Hollybrook variety
was used principally and gave the best success because it
stands up better, does not shatter badly, is a heavy yielder,
and matures with the corn.” Address: Class of 1918.
1525. Cauthen, E.F. 1917. Re: Request for soybean varieties
for testing. Letter to Mr. W.J. Morse, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Dep. of Agriculture, Washington, DC, May 3. 2 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I am asking you to let me have, if
you can spare them, about a quart of each of the following
varieties of soybeans. I find that my seed of them seem to
be somewhat mixed, and I desire to get seed that is true
to name. If you have not seed of all these varieties, I shall
appreciate such varieties as you may have. The varieties that
I need are Arlington, Edward, Ebony, Black Beauty, Morse,
Barchet and Wilson.
“I should be glad to include in my variety test again Ito
San, Early Black or Buckshot, Shanghai and Medium Green.
You may also include Riceland, if you think this variety
suited to our Southern conditions.
“I am anxious to make a comparison of those varieties
that are semi-vine [semi-viny] in habit of growth, for the
purpose of making hay. Some years ago we had a variety that
came from Eastern China which was very late, but which, as
I remember it, was so much inclined to the vine habit that the
plants fell down almost as much as peavines [cowpea vines].
My records have it under the name of Peking. If you have
any seed of this variety, or something similar to it, I shall be
glad for you to include about a quart of seed of it.
“It may be that you have some varieties that offer
promise to the extreme South. If so, I have space for about
three or four plots, and will be glad to include them in the
variety test for seed.
“Thanking you in advance for a prompt shipment of
same, I am
“Yours truly, Associate Agriculturist and Recorder. EFC/
PJ”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Associate Agriculturist &

Recorder, Agricultural Department, Experiment Station,
Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn, Alabama.
1526. Fort Wayne Daily News (Fort Wayne, Indiana). 1917.
Soy beans: County Agent Hutchins advises the planting of
valuable crop. May 5. p. 10.
• Summary: “Now practically recovered from his accident,
County Agent A.J. Hutchins will enter actively on his
work of furthering the greater crop production movement
throughout the county next week. He will make daily trips
into the various townships if weather permits and during the
week will hold a number of feeding demonstrations, seed
corn tests and soy bean demonstrations.
“The county agent will give particular stress to the
raising of soy beans, which may be planted with corn and
‘hogged off’ when ripe. In this way two valuable crops can
be raised at the same time on the same field without injury to
either.
“Farmers throughout the county are each year realizing
the immense value of the soy bean crop, and are planting
them in greater quanties. County Agent Hutchins said to day
that in Lafayette township more than 200 acres have already
been planted in beans, where in former years only about 35
acres were used for this crop.”
Note: A “county agent” is an agricultural extension
educator.
1527. Seed World. 1917. Will test soy bean varieties.
3(5):228. May 5.
• Summary: “The farm crops department of the Missouri
College of Agriculture has accepted an offer from the
Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
to co-operate in testing 40 varieties of soy beans. These
soy beans are the most promising varieties of the 300
introductions made in 1914 from China, Manchuria, Japan
and Korea. Previous variety tests have shown that most of
these introductions were new sorts and that very few were
identical.
“Many of the varieties which were introduced have been
tested by the government and they seem promising, either for
hay or seed, in comparison with the varieties now generally
grown in this country. They have been analyzed for oil and
protein and it seems possible to obtain some excellent oil
varieties for southern conditions.
“It is hoped that a variety, or several varieties, suitable to
Missouri conditions and to conditions generally in the south,
will be found. The soy bean is increasing in popularity and is
desirable as an oil and protein concentrate for stock feeding.
An attempt will be made to determine the very best variety to
fill the demands.”
1528. Seed World. 1917. Emergency hay crops: Soybeans,
peas and oats and millet recommended to increase hay
supply. 3(5):232. May 5. SBV-;
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• Summary: “General failures of new seedings of clover and
grass have caused many farmers this year to look for crops
that may be seeded now with slight break in the rotation and
will yield satisfactory hay. For such emergencies soybeans,
field peas and oats, Hungarian grass and German millet have
been found suitable.
“Soybeans have been most profitable for this purpose
at the Ohio Experiment Station at Wooster, yielding large
crops of hay of high quality. Such hay is superior to clover
in feeding value; and since the crop is a legume, soil fertility
may be increased by growing it. According to Bulletin 31:3,
just issued by the Experiment Station, soybeans should be
planted for hay from May 20 to June 20, about eight pecks
per acre being drilled solid on a well-prepared seed bed.
Owing to the high prices of beans many this year will prefer
seeding three peeks in rows and cultivating two or three
times. The hay will be a little less in yield and somewhat
coarser than in solid drilling. The bulletin points out that
proper bacteria should be spread on fields where soybeans
have not grown before. Such inoculation may be effected by
drilling in the row with the beans from 50 to 100 pounds per
acre of soil from an old soybean field. Medium Green has
been the most satisfactory variety for hay in the Ohio tests,
while Ito San, Shingto and Auburn have also yielded more
than 4,800 pounds of hay per acre as a five-year average.”
1529. Stewart, Robert. 1917. Soy beans in the Corn Belt.
A three-use crop that works well in the rotation. Country
Gentleman 82(18):828. May 5.
• Summary: An account of the crop rotation of corn,
soybeans, wheat and clover used by W.E. Riegel, manager
of the Meharry farm, in Champaign County, Illinois. “The
Meharry farm includes 800 acres, and is one of the largest in
that part of Illinois. Mr. Riegel has had remarkable success
with a rotation consisting of corn, soy beans, wheat and
clover. He has used soy beans for a good many years, both as
a soiling crop and as a green manure, but it is only during the
past three years that he has given them a definite place in the
rotation.
“Last year he had 120 acres of soy beans and he expects
to increase this acreage until he has 150 acres each year... the
beans yield from sixteen to eighteen bushels of seed or when
cut for hay, two tons to the acre...
“The beans are thoroughly inoculated with nitrogenfixing bacteria by means of the glue method, soil being used
from a field on which soy beans have been successfully
grown. The beans are planted by an ordinary wheat drill with
the shoes set every seven inches...
“Mr. Riegel uses the beans in three distinct ways: For
the production of seed; for the production of hay; and as a
combination with corn for hogging down...
“The seed finds a ready market. The 1916 crop sold for
$2.25 a bushel.” A photo shows a field of soy beans planted
in rows. Caption: “After the beans are twelve to sixteen

inches high cultivation is unnecessary.”
1530. Volksfreund (Hallein, Austria-Hungary). 1917. Ein
“Ernaehrungsvortrag.” [A “lecture on nutrition”]. 28(18):1.
May 5. [Ger]
• Summary: Note 1. This article describes a lecture given
on April 29, 1917 in Hallein, Austria by the special subject
teacher, Mr. Pasterneck.
On account of its domestic significance, Mr.
Pasterneck’s lecture therefore deserves the first position in
this journal. With ideal and rosy outlooks for the future, he
proved that the cultivation of the soybean (Sojabohne) as
well as of quinoa (Reismelde), and furthermore the gardenscale cultivation of grains for bread and in addition the
rotation meadow agriculture (Wechselwiesewirtschaft) (as
was already discussed in numbers 10 and 13 of March 10 and
31, respectively, by the Graz agriculture instructor, Leopold
Stocker) (“artificial grassland” (“Kunstegart”), which is not
“something artificial” but rather is very natural) will not only
ward off the food shortage, but will even make it possible for
us to be able to live in “surplus”...
If these improvements in existence are not so possible in
the wink of an eye, but rather will only be visible after years,
then this still cannot damage the heart of the matter.
First of all, therefore, the much disputed soybean! We
overeducated Europeans do in fact laugh often enough about
some “stupid Chinamen”, but the actual Chinamen with their
spirit of innovation and their diligence in trade had already
been the most clever people for a long time when our own
wisdom was still wrapped up in diapers, so to speak. So it is
that for them and for the Japanese, the soybean had also long
since become utilizable for the nutrition of broad classes of
the population, for delicacy purposes, and for technical uses.
The soybean does in fact possess the highest nutritional
values (39 percent protein, 20 percent fat, 26 percent meal,
and so on.) Only after it come the nutritional values of
quinoa, peas and other legumes, wheat flour, beef, the greatly
vaunted ham, potatoes, beets, and other animal and plant
substances. (Footnote: For housewives, the interesting note
may be of service that soybean meal (Sojamehl) can be
“browned” in its own fat.)
Even the dried leaves and stems (the soybean straw
(Sojastroh)) are still far more nutritious than most of our
vegetables. Soybean straw contains, for example, 5 percent
fat, 10 percent protein, significant quantities of ash, and up to
40 percent meal.
The soybean requires only [average] annual heat and
it is not sensitive to frost down to 2½ degrees [C.] below
zero, but it has a long growing duration (from mid-April to
mid-November). (Footnote: It would in fact be a matter for
the Department of Nutrition (Ernährungsamt) to see to a
reasonable price for the seeds for sowing.)
In addition to the soybean and quinoa, Mr. Pasterneck
recommends the diligent and abundant cultivation of
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legumes (peas, lentils, and beans) which it is well known
distinguish themselves through a significant protein content.
Note 2. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 3. Hallein was and continues to be a town in
Austria near Salzburg. Address: Fachlehrer.
1531. McClelland, C.K. 1917. Farms and farmers: Making
pork on pasture. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). May 6. p.
A8, A11.
• Summary: The section titled “Temporary pastures” states:
“Lot 1.–Planted Oct. 1, rye, oats, rape, grazed Jan.-March.
Planted April 1, early corn, Ito San soybean, grazed JulyAug.”
“Lot 4.–Planted April 1, early corn, medium early
soybeans or cowpeas, grazed Aug.-Sept...” Also discusses
alfalfa and peanut pasture. Address: Prof. and editor,
Experiment, Georgia.
1532. Dacy, George H. 1917. Cheap foods from soy beans.
Country Gentleman 82(19):863. May 12.
• Summary: A soybean substitute is available for nearly
every ordinary dish on the average menu. “Soys” can be
substituted for navy beans in the baked pork-and-beans
dish. “A mixture of one part navy beans to three parts of
soy beans, supplemented by a juicy piece of pork, makes an
article for the menu that surpasses Boston baked beans.
“A Michigan cannery profitably canned green soy beans
during the past season... the soy may in time supplant the
lima bean in the canning business.”
“A New York factory is now engaged in making
vegetable milk from the whole bean, converting the byproduct meal [sic, okara] into livestock feeds.”
“When bread, biscuits, muffins or griddle cakes are to
be made it is customary to use one part of soy-bean flour to
three parts of wheat flour. The Germans use bean flour in
combination with rye flour in making brown bread.”
The soy bean “is a crop possessed of the camel’s ability
to do without drink for long periods. On the other hand it is
not afraid of wet feet.” “W.J. Morse, soy bean expert in the
Division of Forage Crop Investigations of the Department
of Agriculture at Washington [DC], knows almost all there
is knowable about the thousand-odd varieties that have been
acclimated to American conditions, and he will gladly help
you solve your problems.” A photo shows a typical soybean
plant with pods.
1533. McClelland, C.K. 1917. Farms and farmers: Sweet
sorghum for forage. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). May 13.
p. A11.
• Summary: The section titled “As silage” states: “Sorghum
by itself is not a good silage crop... Cowpeas are one of
the best legumes to use in mixture with sorghum and corn
to improve the silage; soybeans, at least when in large

proportion, are said to impart bad odor to the silage and to
milk when fed to dairy cows;...” Address: Prof. and editor,
Experiment, Georgia.
1534. Perkins, W.R. 1917. Plant beans and peas (Letter to the
editor). Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). May 13. p. A11.
• Summary: “Velvet beans, soy beans and cow peas are the
most valuable trio of plants under average conditions that
can be grown on the farms in Louisiana and other southern
states... Their chief value is in their power to build up poor
and worn-out soils or keep up the fertility of productive soils,
and as crops for feed.”
Velvet beans are best for fertilizer, soy beans for hay
and silage, and cow peas as a good catch crop. “As long as
cotton seed brings more than $30 per ton at the oil mills, soy
beans may be grown as a satisfactory money crop. Fifteen to
twenty bushels are considered as satisfactory yields, though
there are records or more than forty bushels per acre.”
Address: Live Stock Extension Service, Louisiana State
Univ.
1535. Etheridge, W.C. 1917. The way to grow soybeans.
Missouri Agricultural College, Extension Circular No. 20. 4
p. May.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil requirements. Soil
preparation. Fertilizer. Inoculation. The way to plant. Don’t
plant too early. Don’t plant too deep. Quantity of seed to
plant. Cultivation. Harvesting. Good varieties.
“The soybean has become an important crop in
Missouri. It is one of the best forage plants among the
legumes and it exceeds any of the legumes in yield of seed.”
Address: Columbia, Missouri.
1536. Hills, J.L. 1917. Concerning alfalfa and soy beans.
Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 204.
p. 40-72. May. See p. 63-72.
• Summary: Contents of the section titled “Soy beans” (p.
63-72): Introduction (and varieties). Culture and planting:
Inoculation, as seed and grain, as a soiling crop, as a hay
crop, as pasturage, soy beans and corn, as silage, as grain.
Vermont trials with alfalfa and soy beans.
“Only the early varieties should be considered for use
here, such as the Early Yellow, Early Brown, Medium Black
and Medium Green, maturing in 75 to 100 days.”
Soy beans were grown successfully in various Vermont
counties as follows (p. 68-72): (1) In Bennington County,
Nov. 1916, as a forage plant for dairy cattle. (2) Franklin
County, March 1916. Ten demonstrations were completed.
Yields: About ten tons per acre green feed when planted
alone; where planted with corn, about the same as corn alone.
The Medium Green variety gave by far the best results, with
Ito San second, and Mammoth Yellow third. How to plant:
With corn most satisfactory. Use three to four quarts of beans
with six to eight quarts of corn. Mix and plant with planter.
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Put in silo or feed green or in hay. (3) Orange County, March
1917. “About thirty farmers grew soy beans in 1916. The
results were good enough to warrant further trial. Twenty
reported growing soys in 1915 and 52 intend to grow them in
1917.” The Medium Green and Mammoth Yellow varieties
were used. (4) Washington County, Sept. 1916. “Twelve
successful demonstrations of soy beans and corn grown
together have been planted, totalling somewhat over 180
acres. The main reasons why this makes a good crop for
dairy farms are the actual increases in the protein content
of the silage and in the nitrogen content of the soil removed
from the roots of the bean plant.
“The results of growing soy beans are very noticeable
on the succeeding crop, because of the nitrogen which their
roots leave.” (5) Windham County, Dec. 1916. Variety test.
The following were tested–arranged in descending order of
yields of dry matter per acre: Jet (28,750 lb/acre of green
fodder and 7,107 lb/acre of dry matter), Mongol, Medium
Green, Ohio 9035, Chestnut, Royal, Early Brown, Mikado,
Select Sable [probably Wing’s Extra Select Sable], Wilson,
Mammoth Yellow, Ito San. (6) Windsor County, Nov. 1916.
“Nearly 200 acres of soy beans were planted (by 35 farmers)
either with corn or alone. Practically every farmer who grew
the crop in 1916 expects to grow it in 1917.” Soy beans
planted with corn have been gathered by the corn harvester
without difficulty. Stock like soy beans.
The late Joe Wing, “the Ohio Alfalfa king,” is discussed
on p. 58 of this Bulletin. The variety “Select Sable”
mentioned above is probably “Wing’s Extra Select Sable,”
since we can find no other mention of a variety named
simply “Select Sable.” Address: Burlington, Vermont.
1537. Schmitz, Nickolas; MacDonald, Pearl. 1917.
Soybeans. The soybean as human food. Pennsylvania State
College, School of Agriculture and Experiment Station,
Extension Circular No. 59. 16 p. May. [4 ref]
• Summary: This circular, titled “Soybeans,” has two parts.
Part 1 is titled “Soybeans” by Nickolas Schmitz (p. 2-15).
Contents: Introduction. Place of soybeans in Pennsylvania
agriculture. Soybean culture: Soil and climatic requirements,
preparing the seedbed, time of planting, depth of planting,
rate of planting, planting for hay, for silage with corn,
for seed, cultivation. Inoculation: Glue method, bacterial
cultures. Fertilizer. Lime. Time of harvesting: For hay, for
seed, for silage, methods of harvesting. Threshing. Soybeans
for increasing soil fertility. Varieties. Uses of soybeans as
animal food: Soybean hay, as a concentrate for dairy cows,
as a concentrate for hogs, as hog pasture, for silage. Photos
show: (1) Soybean roots with nodules (front cover). (2) A
man standing in a field of soybeans grown on poor soil (p.
5). (3) A field of soybeans planted with corn for silage (p. 8).
(4) A man standing a field of soybeans planted in rows for
seed (p. 13). (5) Men standing in a field of soybeans planted
broadcast for hay (p. 14).

Part II, titled “The soybean as human food” by
MacDonald (p. 15-16), discusses their nutritional value and
food uses, including the use of baking soda. “To get rid of
the peculiar flavor characteristics of soybeans, they should
be soaked for several hours (the water changed two or three
times) in cold water for the first and hot water for the second
and third soakings.
“After a sufficient soaking, put the beans in a greased
casserole or baking dish, and season with salt and pepper.
Add a 2-inch cube of fat salt pork for flavor, and water
almost to the height of the beans. Cover and bake in a slow
oven until soft. A little bit of baking soda may be added as
with ordinary beans if desired.
“Or, the soaked beans may be stewed until tender,
pressed through a strainer, and the pulp combined with white
sauce to make a soybean soup.”
1538. Williams, C.G. 1917. The soybean crop: Methods of
culture for this newer legume in Ohio. Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station, Monthly Bulletin 2(5):139-41. May.
Adapted from Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Bulletin No. 312,
“Soybeans: Their Culture and Use.”
• Summary: Contents: Importance in Ohio agriculture.
Soil requirements: Soils adapted to soybeans, fertilizers,
inoculation. Seeding and cultivating: Seed bed, time of
seeding, manner of seeding, depth of seeding, rate of
seeding, cultivation, varieties.
“Soybeans occupy an important place in Ohio
agriculture. Approximately 5,000 acres are now devoted
to this annual legume, the largest acreage being reported
from Gallia County. Williams County... produces the largest
quantity of seed...”
“At the Wooster farm tests have been conducted for 5
years with 10 varieties of soybeans in the production of hay.”
A photo shows a field of Medium Green soybeans on the
farm of the Ohio Agricultural Station. Address: Ohio.
1539. Class, Charles F. 1917. Soy beans as a farm crop.
Hoard’s Dairyman 53(19):789, 808. June 1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. To replace oats in Corn
Belt. Sowing rape and soy beans. Methods of harvesting.
Grinding and feeding.
The writer suggests profitable uses on the farm for
soybeans. He has observed the Medium Green, Ito San,
and Sable varieties. “The cracked beans and screenings
are fed on the farm. Ground finely, they are fed in a slop to
hogs, thus taking the place of [more expensive] tankage,
middlings, etc. And they are also ground with oats and ear
corn, which mixture, together with a little cottonseed meal,
constitutes our dairy ration.
“Closing without recognizing the soy bean as a source
of human food would be doing it an injustice. The writer
has eaten them, and can only suggest that they be more
fully considered as an article of the human diet. Possibly, if
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they were served as a peculiar and delicately prepared dish,
bearing a French name, the results might be more pleasing.”
A photo shows a horse-pulled machine “cutting Ito San
soy beans with the old type rake-off harvester on the Class
farm.” Address: Ohio.
1540. Harper, W. 1917. It’s not too late to plant soys: The
South needs them to feed men, animals and the soil. Country
Gentleman 82(22):957. June 2.
• Summary: “’In addition to its uses for flour, the soy bean
can be prepared as human food in numerous ways,’ say
experts in the Department of Agriculture. ‘The green bean,
when from three-fourths to full grown, has been found to
compare favorably with the butter or lima bean. The dried
beans may be used in the same way as the field or navy bean
in baking or in soups. When prepared in these ways the dried
beans require a somewhat longer soaking and cooking.
“’Roasted and prepared, the soy bean makes an excellent
substitute for coffee. In Asia the dried beans, especially the
green-seeded varieties, are soaked in salt water and then
roasted, this product being eaten after the manner of salted
peanuts.’”
A photo shows the roots of a soybean plant, with
nodules. Note: This is the earliest English-language
document seen (Sept. 2006) with the word “soys” in the title.
1541. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1917. 500 boys
enlisted in food movement: Food Committee can use
hundreds more... Soy beans all sold. June 2. p. 10.
• Summary: More than 500 boys have enlisted in the
Connecticut Junior Agricultural Volunteers, according to
Enrolling office Arthur Howe, at the office of the committee
on food supply, Connecticut Council of Defense. Farmers are
requesting the help of these volunteers.
“The last bushel of soy beans bought by the food supply
committee of the Connecticut Council of Defense was
sold yesterday. This makes sixty bushels of soy bean seed
sold through this committee to be used in growing silage.”
County agents of this state have sold at least 40 bushels more
for this purpose. “This means 500 additional acres of soy
bean silage in Connecticut this year. The State Experiment
Station has also given away twenty bushels to be used for
growing seed. Benjamin G. Southwick, extension agronomist
of the Connecticut Agricultural College, is keeping in touch
with the men who are planting soy beans this year in order to
assist them in growing the crop and to secure data as to the
value of the crop in the future. This introduction of soy beans
to Connecticut adds another to the regular crops grown in
this state. Although they are a valuable addition to the ration
of dairy cattle and tend to make possible the production
of cheaper milk, they have never been grown here in any
quantity in the past.”
1542. Finch, F.R. 1917. Soy beans for fall pasture. Rural

New-Yorker 76:788. June 16.
• Summary: Benjamin Paddock of Boone County, Kentucky,
reports: “We find from experience the Soy bean will do
better than anything else we can grow on thin soil. Prepare
the soil finely; we drill with the grain drill one inch deep,
being very careful to get one bushel and one peck per acre.
We use the Mammoth Yellow, as they give a large amount
of hay, but will not mature seed in this latitude unless the
season is very long.”
In 1916, a year of drought, Mr. Paddock let his cows run
for one hour each day in 8 acres of Soy beans, “gradually
increasing the length of time until they had eaten the plants
quite a lot; left them in until they were satisfied... The cows
cleaned up everything but the stalks... Our cows milked as
though on June pasture. We took cows out Oct. 20, putting
them on silage... in over 25 years’ experience I never had
such a bunch of Winter milkers, all in A-1 condition. We
give the beans the credit... We get two cents per gallon more
than our neighbors owing to the high test. We feel safe, as
Soy beans will carry our cows through the Fall shortage in
pasture.” Address: Ohio.
1543. Huff, S.W. 1917. Soy beans with corn. Country
Gentleman 82(24):1021. June 16.
• Summary: The writer describes the methods used by
him in growing soybeans in the same row with corn at
Wildwood farms, near Richmond, Virginia. His estimation
of the savings caused by the experiment was “at least $1000
worth of additional leguminous feed without any additional
expense of cultivation and with very little additional expense
of handling, and with an expenditure of less than $50 for
seed.”
1544. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1917. Soy beans for seed:
When to plant north and south–Varieties suited to regions–
No danger of overproduction. 4(46):1-2. June 20.
• Summary: “Farmers north of the Potomac and Ohio Rivers
may well plant a much larger acreage to soy beans for seed,
according to the United States Department of Agriculture.
In view of the present and prospective high prices of soy
beans for food and manufacturing there is no likelihood
of overproduction this year. The soy bean also is a soil
improver, and the straw is valuable for feeding purposes.”
“Varieties with yellow seeds are preferred by food
manufactures. The Ito San is the earliest maturing yellow
variety available and yields well in Wisconsin, Michigan,
northern Indiana, Ohio, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and
Connecticut. In the central and southern parts of the northern
States the Medium Yellow, Mongol, and Mikado are more
desirable sorts.” Address: Washington, DC.
1545. North Carolina Extension Service, Annual Report.
1917. 3:16, 26, 29, 63-67, 69, 90. For the year ended June
30.
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• Summary: Soy is mentioned many times throughout this
3rd annual report. Since the last report the United States has
entered into the Great War (World War I)
Page 16: “Agronomy: Extension work in Agronomy
has been grouped principally around the increasing of crop
yields, the community improvement of corn and cotton,
increased acreage and use of soy beans, extension work with
small grains, and attendance on meetings, fairs, conventions,
conferences of various kinds relating to the improvement
of agricultural conditions. Considerable attention has been
directed to the State on account of the activity in increasing
the acreage devoted to soy beans, and in making the byproducts of this bean after being crushed enter more largely
into the economic life of the State.”
Page 26: “Soy Beans: In the way of summer legumes
we are finding that under most conditions soy beans are
preferable to cowpeas. Some of their advantages are: they
stand more wet weather and more dry weather, make a larger
yield of forage and grain, and uniform ripening of the seed.
The area planted to this crop has been much extended during
the last year.
“On demonstration acres of 2,800 acres the estimated
yield of seed per acre is 17 bushels, and that of hay about 2½
tons.”
“Cowpeas: We are still advocating the growing of
cowpeas under conditions where it is more advisable to
grow them than soy beans. This being an old crop with us,
however, it does not need so much attention as soy beans and
velvet beans. Our 500 demonstrators have estimated their
yield of peas during the past season to average 12 bushels
per acre as against 17 bushels for soy beans. There was not
much difference in the estimated yield of hay per acre.”
Page 28-29: “Negro Farm Demonstration Work...
Summer Legumes: With summer legumes the work was
fairly satisfactory. The records show that 123 farmers were
induced to conduct demonstrations with soy beans on 236
acres, and the average yield of seed per acre was estimated
at 16 bushels. Much of these beans were harvested by hogs
running in the fields, although some of them were cut for
forage. In one county the agent has done good work by
inducing the negroes to plant soy beans among corn. The two
crops furnish a fairly balanced ration for hogs.”
Page 62+: Report of Division of Agronomy:...
“Increasing Crop Yields: Much effort has been given to the
encouragement of growing large acreages of wheat, oats,
and many other crops in the State, and to giving information
as to how most economically to produce larger yields of
these crops per acre. In response to our efforts, there was
a material increase in the acreage of soy beans planted last
spring.
“The greatest increase in all of the leguminous crops
has seemingly been in soy beans, with velvet beans next and
crimson clover third.”
Page 63: “Best Soy Beans for Different Sections: During

the past season the Division of Agronomy of the Station has
studied varieties of soy beans on seven of the test farms in
order to determine the best yielding varieties for different
sections of the State. At the Mountain farm the mediumearly varieties, such as Haberlandt, Austin, Virginia, and
Wilson Black, have given the best results. Haberlandt and
Austin have produced the highest yields of seed, and Virginia
and Wilson Black have given the best results for hay. At
the Piedmont farm Mammoth Yellow, Tarheel Black, and
Virginia yielded most seed, and Tarheel Black, Virginia,
and Wilson Black the largest amounts of hay, while at the
Edgecombe farm Mammoth Yellow, Tarheel Black, and
Tokio produced the largest quantity of seed, and Virginia and
Wilson Black the most hay.
Best Cowpeas for Different Sections: At seven of the
test farms the varieties have been compared with each other,
and with soy beans also, for hay and seed production. When
planted in rows, the soy beans have produced more hay and
seed than have the cowpeas; but when planted broadcast for
hay, the cowpeas have generally outyielded the soy beans.”
“Encouraging Soy-Bean Growing and Utilization in the
State: During the year the Division of Agronomy has devoted
a great deal of attention to the encouragement of the more
extensive growing of soy beans in the State than has been the
case heretofore. As a result of these efforts, and the efforts
of others working along the same lines in the State, there
was an increase of at least 20 to 25 per cent in the acreage
planted this year over last year’s planting. From every part
of the State information has come to us that farmers who had
not previously grown this crop were greatly pleased with it;
especially was this the case with those who took the proper
precautions to put in the crop as it should be.
“Thousands of letters of inquiry have come to us from
all parts of the country with reference to the possibilities of
soy-bean growing, how to put the crop in properly and how
to most economically harvest it and handle it after maturity.
“Several circulars have been prepared on the different phases
of growing and handling the crop to supply the demands for
information along these lines. The soy bean is one of the very
best summer-growing leguminous crops that may be used in
this State for soil-improving purposes. The vines, pound for
pound, turned into the soil will add not only nitrogen, which
was largely taken from the air, but a large amount of humus,
that is an essential need of many of our North Carolina
soils. It has been estimated that the value of the fertilizing
constituents in a good crop of soy beans plowed into the soil
in a green state would add to the soil fertilizing constituents
that would cost more than $2.50 per ton, and as there will
ordinarily be 6 to 10 tons of this material produced per acre
where the crop is grown successfully, its tremendous value
may be appreciated. In many cases the value of the organic
material added will be of great direct as well as indirect
value in making the conditions in the soil more favorable to
the growing of crops.
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“Soy Beans for Live Stock: On every farm there is more
or less work and other live stock for which farmers must
provide feed. For grazing purposes, soy beans have great
value, especially for hogs. As a hay crop, when properly
fed, soy beans may be utilized to good advantage. The hay
is a little coarse, but stock usually are very fond of it. It has
about the same amount of protein that is contained in alfalfa
hay. The beans are rich in food nutrients, and for this reason,
when properly fed, they may be used to good advantage.
“Soy Beans for Human Food: There is no question but
that there will be a greater utilization of the seed of this
crop, before or after crushing, for human consumption as the
years go by and the acreage devoted to the crop is materially
increased throughout the South. The beans, because of their
high content of food nutrients and palatability when properly
prepared, make a very nutritious and appetizing food
product.
“To some extent the beans are being used at the present
time in the manufacture of high-grade pork-and-bean
products, about one-half to three-fourths soy beans being
used with one-half to one-fourth navy beans. We have had an
opportunity to sample a brand of pork-and-bean mixture put
up with tomato sauce in which the proportion of soy beans
to navy beans was three to one. We say, without hesitancy,
that these were of very good quality. There appears no good
reason why the manufacture of pork-and-bean mixtures in
which soy beans are used should not materially increase.
The beans contain as much or more protein than navy beans,
and are much cheaper. As a matter of fact, during the present
year the price at which navy beans sold wholesale was two
to three times as high per bushel as soy beans bought at the
same time” (Continued).
1546. Armsby, Henry Prentiss. 1917. The nutrition of farm
animals. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xvii + 743 p.
June. Illust. Index. 20 cm. [50+ ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on pages 33, 70, 581,
587, 594, 716, 718-20, and 722.
In chapter 1, “The components of plants and animals,”
section 4, “The proteins,” states (p. 33): “The principal
groups into which they are subdivided are designated as
follows: “a. Albumins.–These are simple proteins soluble in
pure water and coagulable by heat. Besides the familiar
egg albumin, they include the albumins of blood serum and
of milk serum. Albumins have also been found in small
amounts in a great variety of seeds, including those of wheat,
rye, barley, pea, vetch, soybean and cowpea.”
In chapter 2, “The components of animals and of feeding
stuffs,” section 4, “The composition of feeding stuffs” states
(p. 69-70): “107. Nitrogen factors.–Evidently the accuracy
with which the protein and the non-protein in a feeding stuff
are determined depends not only upon the accuracy with
which the protein and non-protein nitrogen can be separated

and determined but also on the correctness of the factors
used for converting nitrogen into protein or non-protein
respectively.
For protein the usual factor has been 6.25 as already
stated, based upon the assumption of 16 per cent of nitrogen
in average protein. As was stated in Chapter I (44), however,
different proteins vary in their nitrogen content, and in
particular the vegetable proteins run higher in nitrogen than
the animal proteins, which is, of course, equivalent to a
smaller conversion factor. But while it is easily shown that
the present factor is incorrect in many cases, it is not so
easy to find a substitute. There is a rather wide range in the
nitrogen content of the individual vegetable proteins, while
most feeding stuffs contain two or more proteins in unknown
proportions. Moreover, the proteins of the majority of
feeding stuffs, especially of the roughages, have not yet been
separated and studied.
“Ritthausen (Landw. Vers. Stat. 47 (1896), 391) has
suggested the use of the factor 5.7 for the majority of cereal
grains and leguminous seeds, 5.5 for the oil seeds and for
lupines, and 6.0 for barley, maize, buckwheat, soybean,
white bean, and rape and other brassicas.
“For various classes of human foods, Atwater and
Bryant (Storrs (Connecticut) Agric. Exp. Sta., Rpt., 12, 79)
have proposed the following factors for the computation of
protein from protein nitrogen: “Animal foods 6.25
“Wheat, rye, barley and their manufactured products...
5.70
“Maize, oats, buckwheat and rice, and their
manufactured products 6.00
“Dried seeds of legumes 6.25.”
In chapter 15, “The feeding stuffs,” section 3, “The
concentrates” states (p. 581): “690. Leguminous grains.–The
leguminous grains share the general physical properties of
the naked cereal grains, and like them contain feed materials
(proteins, carbohydrates, fats) of the highest grade. They are
especially characterized, in contrast with the cereal grains, by
their relatively high percentage of protein, ranging according
to American analyses from 20 to 42 per cent. Some of them,
as the soybean and the lupine, also carry notable amounts
of fat, but the more common ones are not richer in this
substance than the cereals. They are richer in ash than the
cereals, notably as regards phosphoric acid and lime. Their
digestibility is generally high. Like the cereals, they are
valuable as sources of total digestible feed in a concentrated
form, but unlike these they serve also to enrich rations in
protein.”
After subsections on “Cottonseed meal” and “Linseed
meal” we read (p. 587): “Other oil meals.–Oils are also
manufactured commercially from the seeds of the common
peanut, the soybean, the oil palm and the cocoa palm. The
resulting oil cakes or meals are extensively used as feeding
stuffs in European countries but do not appear to have as yet
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found access to the feed market of the United States to any
considerable extent.”
In chapter 16, “Relative values of feeding stuffs,” table
167 (p. 594), titled “Amount of different feeds required
to equal one fed unit,” states under feed for dairy cows–
concentrates: “Cottonseed meal: 0.8.
“Oil meal, dried distillers’ grains, gluten feed, soybeans:
0.9.”
In the Appendix, Table 7, “Values per 100 pounds for
ruminants,” mentions soybeans on various pages: Hay or
fodder–Soybeans (p. 716). Fresh green roughage–Green
legumes–Soybeans, all analyses. Soybeans, in bloom.
Soybeans, in seed (p. 718). Silage–Soybeans (p. 718).
Leguminous seeds–soybeans (p. 719). Oil extraction–
Soybean meal, fat extracted (p. 720).
Table 9, “Values for 100 pounds of swine,” mentions
“Soybean meal” on p. 722.
Note: Henry Prentiss Armsby lived 1853-1921. Address:
Ph.D., LL.D., Director, Inst. of Animal Nutrition, The
Pennsylvania State College; Expert in Animal Nutrition,
USDA.
1547. Gayle, H.K.; Lloyd, E.R. 1917. Silages for fattening
steers. Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 182. 15 p. June.
• Summary: Mammoth Yellow soy beans gave a relative
low yield of silage (4 tons/acre), but the feeding value of a
mixture of equal parts Goliad corn and Mammoth Yellow soy
beans was the highest of all combinations tested. In four lots
of steers the largest profit per steer came from 12 steers fed a
mixture of corn silage and soy bean silage, and this mixture
gave the best return per dollar invested.
Tables show: (1) The cost of production and average
market value of feeds (p. 4). (6) Chemical analysis of feeds
(Incl. Goliad corn and Mammoth Yellow soy beans) (p. 13).
(8) Nutrients consumed per pound of gain. (9) Digestible
nutrient requirements (fold out, p. 15). Coefficients of
digestibility for two silages (p. 15). Address: Agricultural
College, Mississippi.
1548. Jordan, Samuel M. 1917. Sam Jordan’s corn talk.
Missouri State Board of Agriculture, Monthly Bulletin
15(6):5-28. June. See p. 20-28.
• Summary: In the section titled “Soybeans–40 Questions
and Answers”, the author discusses the history of, methods
of planting and cultivating, and uses for the soybean. Photos
show: A field of soybeans grown in rows 30 inches apart. A
well inoculated soybean plant root with many large nodules.
Address: Farmers’ Inst. Lecturer, Missouri State Board of
Agriculture, Columbia, Missouri.
1549. Miller, E.E. 1917. When the soy beans are harvested.
Country Gentleman 82(28):1141. July 14.
• Summary: Harvesting methods are discussed. “The

bulletins of a few years back were nearly unanimous in
saying that the proper time to cut soy beans for hay was
when the beans were about half grown. Some of them even
recommended having the earliest pods yellowing.” This
recommendation was apparently based on experience with
cowpeas. And, indeed, the “greatest nutritive value, from
the standpoint of the chemist, is secured by cutting when the
beans are half grown. Even at this stage the lower parts of
the stems will be getting woody. The pods are hard to cure,
too, and are more likely to mold than any other part of the
plant.”
It is now recommended that soy beans be cut for hay at
an earlier stage of growth. “By cutting when the beans are
in bloom a better quality of hay is made and, strange as it
may seem to the man who has not tried both stages, curing
is easier... because the plant cures more uniformly. Soy
beans cut at this stage, left in the swath until wilted, raked
into windrows and left until the juice cannot be twisted out
of the stems, then put into tall, slender cocks and left until
thoroughly cured, will make hay that will be a bright green
color and will be cleanly eaten. The total weight may not be
quite so great as would be obtained at a later stage of growth,
but the total of digestible nutrients is likely to be greater.”
“Soy beans, like most other legume hay crops, should
be cured in the shade rather than in the sun. The ideal way
would be to spread the cut vines out in an open shed and
let them cure without any direct sunshine upon them after
they had wilted behind the mower. This, of course, is not
practical, but it is practical to do most of the curing in
the windrow and the cock and not in the swath. Too long
exposure to direct sunlight dries the leaves out so that they
crumble and fall off, and then the best part of the hay is
gone.” The time required to make good hay may vary from
two days to a week. “As a rule, at least three or four days
can be allowed whether curing is done in cocks or frames.”
A photo shows a soy bean plant with its leaves to show
abundant pods. “Threshing should be done only when the
beans are quite dry.”
1550. Good, E.S. 1917. Forage crops for young pigs. Poland
China Journal (The). July 25. p. 104, 106.
• Summary: Page 104: Our experience has been also
that when the forage crop is young and tender–the time
it contains considerable protein–the pig will do about as
well if the grain ration consists of corn alone as when it is
supplemented with a feed rich in protein, like tankage, soy
bean meal, or distillers’ dried grains.”
“In another experiment 18 pigs were run a succession of
forage crops from March 17 to Sept. 1. These pigs averaged
51 pounds at the beginning and 221 pounds at the end. In
this test it required 340 pounds of a mixture of corn meal
nine [page 105] parts and soy bean meal one part, to produce
100 pounds of gain. This test was conducted in 1910 when
corn was valued at 60 cents a bushel, plus $2 per ton for
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grinding, and soy bean meal at $32 per ton. Charging against
the experiment the grain eaten by the pigs and crediting pork
at $8.50 per hundredweight, the amount obtained for the
animals, each acre of pasture netted $33.68. In this test there
were one acre of young rye, two acres of young oats, and one
acre of succotash.
“The succotash consisted of two bushels of oats, one
pound of rape, 30 pounds of cow peas, 30 pounds of soy
beans and two pecks of corn. We figured that there were left
on the four acres $39.67 of fertilizer in the solid and liquid
manure of the hogs, which would in a large measure pay for
the rent of the land and the seed sown.
“Soy Beans for Feeding Hogs: There was a time in
our experience when we were not very partial to rape as a
forage crop for hogs, but we have changed our opinion. We
formerly mixed rape with other plants, with the result that
the pigs would eat the other plans before they ate the rape.”
“The South is just awakening to the value of soy beans
in hog feeding operations. The soy bean is one of the best
supplements to corn in the growing of hogs that we know of.
Soy beans contain 36.5 per cent of crude protein, 5.8 per cent
ash, 30.8 per cent carbohydrates, and 17.5 per cent fat.
“Whenever a farmer can raise corn, soy beans and
forage crops, he need not worry further as to feed for his
hogs. Soy beans, in themselves, however, are too rich in
protein to produce the best results. In an experiment here
in the hogging down of soy beans without corn, there were
produced 110 pounds of pork per acre.
“One acre of soy beans produced feed for 10 pigs for 42
days. However, in feeding another lot of pigs two per cent of
their weight in corn per day, while they were on soy beans,
825 pounds of pork per acre were produced. In the first
instance the results were unprofitable, and in the other case
they were very profitable, indicating clearly the necessity of
properly balancing rations.
“The only objection to soy beans in hog feeding
operations is that they produce soft pork. However, Prof.
Dan T. Gray of the North Carolina experiment station has
discovered that cottonseed meal, in limited amounts, will
harden the pork so as to overcome the objections of the
packer...” Address: Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY.
1551. New York Times. 1917. Use for soy bean oil. Can be
made to take the place of linseed oil in paint. July 29. III. p.
8.
• Summary: An association of paint manufacturers has
started a Clean and Paint Up Campaign to “teach people how
much better and more economical it is to paint houses and
buildings than to leave them unpainted. Another good plan is
a Research Bureau to investigate and discover more efficient
and economical methods of manufacturing.
“One thing this bureau is developing is the possibility of
substituting soy bean oil for linseed oil.” Flax exhausts the
soil and can be best grown only in limited northern areas,

which means limited production. “Until lately no satisfactory
substitute for linseed oil [in paints] has been found. But soy
bean oil, when properly treated so that it will dry readily,
seems to fill the bill. It can be grown almost everywhere,
especially in the South, and yields fodder and soy bean cakes
for livestock feed, as well as oil. Consequently, it is believed
that it can grown in sufficiently large quantities so as to be
produced at a reasonable figure, and assist in keeping the
price of paint within bounds.”
1552. Ladies’ Home Journal. 1917. The most nourishing of
all beans. Plant soy beans: They will come in handy next
winter. 34(7):29. July.
• Summary: “The soy bean which is being so widely planted
in America for later use has been employed as a staple food
in China and Japan for hundreds of years. During the past
century we have used it in the United States for cattle forage.
Now that we are taking stock of our food resources we find
these beans a palatable, nutritious food. They furnish our
bodies with fat and muscle-building material; they make an
emergency addition to our daily food and, most important
of all, they can be used as a meat substitute. The fact that
they contain no starch makes them valuable for invalids who
cannot eat starchy foods.
“Soy beans may be made into soup; baked, with pork
or without, for they contain much fat in the shape of oil, and
served as the main dinner dish; made into a soy-bean meal
or flour, and used in bread, muffins or biscuits, puddings,
pies or cake; they may be boiled and served as a vegetable,
roasted like peanuts and made into soy-bean coffee and soybean cheese. There is a soy-bean milk rich in protein, which
makes an excellent substitute for condensed milk and is
particularly valuable in cooking. There is also a soy-bean oil,
which is valuable as a food product.
“The beans may be grown easily in practically all
sections of the country where corn is grown, and they will
give heavier yields than most other beans. They will thrive
through long periods of drought and of rain and, besides, will
‘improve the soil.’ In the North they should be planted from
June 20 to July 1; in the South from July 1 to July 15. The
crop can be gathered from September to October, and the
beans may be eaten fresh [as a green vegetable], or canned or
dried.
“The dried beans may be purchased now in some
markets in various parts of the country, often under the name
of togo beans, or Manchurian or Chinese or black beans, but,
with the increased acreage which will be given to raising
them this summer, will be more generally available. Soybean meal, too, will no doubt come into more general use.
Where dried soy beans are available they may be baked with
or without pork, like navy and other beans. They should
be soaked overnight, or for sixteen hours at least, in order
to loosen the tight jackets which they wear, and should
be cooked longer than other kinds of beans. The cooking
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may be done economically in a fireless cooker of the sort
provided with heating stones or plates; or on the ledge of the
fire box, inside the furnace.
“A mixture of one part navy beans to three parts soy
beans, supplemented by a juicy piece of pork, makes a dish
that surpasses the famed Boston baked beans.
“Soy beans have been canned in considerable quantities
during the past season, baked with pork, and are on sale in
this form in numerous markets. Canned green soy beans,
which may be compared with lima beans, also are on the
market in some sections of the country. Both these canned
products yield as high a proportion of energy, and a higher
proportion of protein, as the canned beans with which they
are most closely comparable, and so are more nourishing.
“Soy-bean flour [kinako] has been used in Japan
for centuries. The flour, like the bean itself, is low in its
proportion of starch. When bread, biscuit, muffins or
griddlecakes are to be made, use one part of soy-bean flour to
three parts of wheat flour. It may also be combined with rye
flour in the making of brown bread.
“There are several varieties of bean cheese made from
the soy bean. ‘Natto’ is made from soy beans that have been
boiled for several hours until soft, then formed into cakes
and wrapped, while still hot, in bundles of straw. It is then
placed in a heated, tightly closed cellar for twenty-four
hours. An agreeable change in taste occurs and the cheese is
used as an important Oriental food.
“For ‘tofu.’ the soy bean, after soaking and crushing,
is boiled in considerable water and filtered through a cloth.
Salted water is added to the strained liquid and a junket-like
mass results. This is pressed into tablets, cooked in peanut oil
and eaten hot.
“Soy Beans With Bacon and Molasses: Wash one cupful
of dried beans and soak them for at least sixteen hours. Boil
them until the skins crack and they are soft. Fry a quarter of a
pound of salt pork and boil it with the beans. Drain and turn
them into an earthen beanpot, putting the pork in the center;
to a quarter of a cupful of water in which the beans were
boiled add half a teaspoonful of salt and one tablespoonful of
molasses; mix well and pour over the beans. Cover and bake
in a moderate oven for six or eight hours, adding bean water
as necessary. If desired add molasses when serving.”
Note 1. This article, published about 3 months after the
United States entered World War I, is based in part on USDA
Weekly News Letter (11 April 1917, p. 7).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “soy-bean coffee” to
refer to soy coffee.
Note 3. This is the earliest article on seen (July 2018) in
Ladies’ Home Journal that mentions tofu.
1553. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, Augustine W. 1917. The yield
and nitrogen content of soybeans as influenced by lime. Soil
Science 4(7):71-77. July. [5 ref]

• Summary: Liming the soil increases the yield of soy beans
and also the nitrogen (protein) content of the beans. When
the crop is harvested as hay or as dry stalks, the yield and
nitrogen content are also greater on limed soil. An acre of
limed soil yielded an average of 19.3 bu of beans containing
6.15% nitrogen, while an acre of unlimed soil yielded 13.2
bu of beans with 5.73% nitrogen. Tables show: (1) The
influence of lime on the number of nodules and percentage
of nitrogen for soybeans when harvested as hay. Varieties:
Cloud, Hollybrook, Manchu, Medium Yellow, Ohio 9035,
Swan. (2) (2) The influence of lime on the yield and nitrogen
content of soybeans when harvested at maturity, calculated
on the acre basis. Varieties: Baird, Cloud, Ebony, Edna,
Guelph, Hollybrook, Ito San, Manchu, Manhattan, Medium
Yellow, Ohio 9035, Swan, Tarheel, Wilson.
“Out of the fourteen varieties in 1916, only four fell
below a yield of 18 bushels per acre on the limed plots, while
the Wilson gave a yield of 25.5 bushels and Ohio 9035,
Swan, Edna and Baird yielded between 20 and 25 bushels
per acre.” Address: New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station.
1554. National Geographic Magazine. 1917. Russia’s
man of the hour: Alexander Kerensky’s first speeches and
proclamations. 32(1):24-45. July. See p. 35.
• Summary: A full-page photo (p. 35, from the Boston Photo
News Company) shows a bustling scene with many men
and large sacks of soybeans. The caption states: “Soy-beans
on the docks at Dalny, destined for Russian armies on the
European battle front.” Below that: “The soy-bean takes the
place of meat in the diet of the Japanese and its nutritive
properties are gradually being recognized by the peoples of
occidental nations. It has been grown for centuries in China
and Japan, and has recently been introduced into America
and Europe as an important food and forage plant.”
Note: This is the earliest article seen in National
Geographic magazine that mentions the soy-bean.
1555. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1917.
Seeds and plants imported by the Office of Foreign Seed and
Plant Introduction during the period from January 1 to March
31, 1914. Nos. 36937 to 37646. No. 38. 105 p. Aug. 17.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Soja max (L.) Piper.
(Glycine hispida Maxim.)
“37036-37058. From Chusan, Chosen (Korea).
Presented by Rev. George H. Winn, Presbyterian Mission.
Received Jan. 28, 1914.
“37036 and 37037. Soja max (L.) Piper. (Glycine
hispida Maxim.)
“37036. ‘No. 1. Yulgochi bean. Very hardy, will grow
and produce where the ordinary beans will not amount to
much.’
“37037. ‘No. 2. Kambool. Very commonly found in the
markets.’
“37038 and 37039. Phaseolus angularis (Willd.) W.F.
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Wight. Adzuki bean.”
“37040 to 37055. Soy bean.
“37040. ‘No. 5. Brown mottled bean; carefully
cultivated and given sufficient fertilizer.’
“37041. ‘No. 6. Brown. Planted around the edges of
the rice fields or where there is a small corner that can be
utilized, they are very hardy and will grow and produce
where the ordinary beans will not amount to much.’
“37042. ‘No. 7. Large white-eyed bean; carefully
cultivated and given sufficient fertilizer.’
“37043. ‘No. 8. Large green bean. The larger beans are
all carefully cultivated and given sufficient fertilizer.’
“37044. ‘No. 9. Black mottled brown bean. As a rule,
the smaller beans are planted around the edges of the rice
fields or where there is a small corner that can be utilized.
They are very hardy and will grow and produce where the
ordinary beans will not amount to much.’
“37045. ‘No. 10. White mottled black bean; carefully
cultivated and given sufficient fertilizer.’
“37046. ‘No. 11. Ordinary green bean. As a rule, these
beans are planted around the edges of the rice fields or
where there is a small corner that can be utilized. They are,
however, often planted in fields. They are very hardy and
will grow and produce where the ordinary beans will not
amount to much.’
“37047. ‘No. 12. Brown mottled bean; often planted
around the edges of rice fields and where there is a small
corner that can be utilized; very hardy and will grow and
produce where ordinary beans will not amount to much.’
“37048. ‘No. 13. Large blue bean; carefully cultivated
and given sufficient fertilizer.’
“37049. ‘No. 14. Large black bean; carefully cultivated
and given sufficient fertilizer.’
“37050. ‘No. 15. Small black bean; grown around the
paddy fields. It is cultivated in larger areas because it is
supposed to be extra nourishing, and some seem even to
suppose it has medicinal properties, but I fear there is not
much to it.’
“37051., ‘No. 16. The larger beans are all carefully
cultivated and given sufficient fertilizer.’
“37052. ‘No. 17. The red bean; carefully cultivated and
given sufficient fertilizer.’
“37053. ‘No. 18. Black mottled yellow. Small beans
which are planted around the edges of the rice fields or
where there is a small corner that can be utilized; very hardy
and will grow and produce where the ordinary beans will not
amount to much.’
“37054. ‘No. 19. Maroon bean. One of the larger beans,
all of which are carefully cultivated and given sufficient
fertilizer; but this is not very commonly found.’
“37055. ‘No. 20. Ordinary white bean. One of the larger
beans; carefully cultivated and given sufficient fertilizer.’”
“37062 and 37063. Soy bean. From Harbin, China.
Presented by Mr. Southard Warner, American consul, at the

request of the American consul at Newchwang. Received
Feb. 5, 1914.
“See report on the ‘Soya Bean of Manchuria,’ 1911 [by
Norman Shaw, Dairen].
“37062. Grown south of Harbin.
“37063. Grown north of Harbin.”
“37069 to 37083. From Tientsin [Tianjin], China.
Presented by Dr. Yamei Kin, Peiyang Woman’s Medical
School and Hospital. Received Feb. 6, 1914.
“37074 and 37075. Soy bean.
“37074. ‘Yüeh ya tou, literally ‘moon-tooth’ bean, so
called from the edge of the green peeping outside of the
black thick skin like the crescent moon in the sky. Is largely
used for making bean sprouts, which they say requires a bean
that is not mealy or farinaceous, as that kind becomes mushy
in the process of germination and has no taste left. Also is
good for feeding animals, requiring to be lightly steamed
before feeding, not boiled, for then the oil escapes and the
flavor is lost. This kind is valued for its oil, which it contains
in a great amount, and for making bean curd. This must be
grown in a well-drained clay soil; black or moist earth will
not do.’
“37075. ‘Cha tou. Specially used for making bean curd
and bean sprouts.’”
“37077. Soy bean. ‘Huang tou. Used for making bean
curd as well as starch and vermicelli.’ Note: #37078 is Mung
bean (Phaseolus aureus Roxb. [Roxburgh], Lü tou).
“37080. Soy bean. ‘Ching tou. Used only for the oil
expressed and fodder purposes.’”
“37228 to 37325. Soy bean. From Seoul, Chosen
(Korea). Presented by Mr. George H. Scidmore, American
consul general. Received Feb. 17, 1914.
“’I submit the following information, which has
been obtained, for the most part, from the Director of the
Department of Agriculture, Commerce, and Industry, of the
General Government of the Chosen. The same officer has
very kindly supplied samples of 98 varieties of soy beans.
“’The usual period during which the seed is sown
extends from the middle of May to about July 10. In case
the sowing is postponed till the latter part of that period, the
fields from which wheat has already been harvested are used.
The soil is first prepared by plowing and is then shaped into
small hemispherical hillocks about 4 ft in diameter. The seed
is then planted in drill holes on the top of these hillocks, 6
or 7 inches being left between drill holes and 5 or 6 seeds
being sown together in a hole. As a general rule, no manure
or other fertilizer is used, but when it is desired to enrich the
soil ashes are most commonly employed. After the plants
have sprouted sufficiently, the shoots are thinned out so as
to leave two or three only to each drill hole. This process
takes place at the time of the first weeding. The ground
surrounding the plants is gone over with a hoe or other
implement two or three times to turn over the soil and to
weed the field. The process outlined above gives briefly the
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method of cultivation generally in use throughout Chosen,
and is applicable whether the beans are planted in separate
fields by themselves or in the same fields with other crops.
“’It is used mainly for its food value, the oil, and the
residue as a fertilizer after the oil has been expressed. It is
valuable as a food product for both men and cattle, the latter
finding it a very excellent fodder when the whole plant is
used. The principal food products for human consumption
derived from the soy bean are bean paste [jang, Korean
miso], soy [sauce, kan jang], bean curd, meal, etc.’” There
follows a long list of 98 new soybean introductions from
Korea, grouped by seed color; the first four are representative
of the rest:
“37228. ‘A1. Six Months. Yellow. From South Chusei
Province, Koshu district.’
“37229. ‘A2. Widower. Yellow. From North Heian
Province, Seisen district.’
“37230. ‘A3. Broad River. From South Heian Province,
Junan district.’
“37231. ‘A4. White. Yellow. From North Zenra
Province, Chinan district.’
“37232. ‘A1. Early Yellow. Yellow. From North Heian
Province, Kokai district.’
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2021) that uses the term “bean paste” to refer to
Korean soybean paste (jang).
Other interesting names among these 98 introductions
from Korea are: Rengyo Egg, Large-Grained White, White
Rat’s Eye, Rich and Virtuous, Large Date, Indigo, Bluish,
Barbarian Blue, Clasped Hands, Clear Blue, Black Rat’s
Eye, and Thousand Tied. A tally of the seeds by color shows:
Yellow 35. Green 22. Gray 17. Black 16. Striped 8. Note
that Yellow seeds comprise only 35.7% of the total by color.
Address: Washington, DC.
1556. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1917.
Seeds and plants imported by the Office of Foreign Seed and
Plant Introduction during the period from January 1 to March
31, 1914. Nos. 36937 to 37646. Continued. No. 38. 105 p.
Aug. 17.
• Summary: Continued: “37326 to 37376. From Pyeng
Yang, Chosen (Korea). Presented by Rev. W.M. Baird, Union
Christian College, through the American consul. Received 17
Feb. 1914.
“’Bean seeds. I have been unable to find out their
characteristics. Many kinds of seeds are grown here. I was
able to secure some privately; also at one of the public
exhibitions I was able to secure from Honorable Matsunagi,
governor of this province, who was the patron of the
fair, samples of all the seeds exhibited there, but without
descriptions.’ (Baird.)
“37326 to 37356. Soy bean. 37326. Green. 37327.
Brown. 37328. Small black. 37329. Large black. 37330.
Cream with tan markings. 37331. Small black. 37332.

Large black. 37333. Small green. 37334. Chocolate color,
large. 37335. Cream mixed with brown and green. 37336.
Chocolate color. 37337. Green. 37338. Cream with black
saddle. 37339. Black with white veining. 37340. Green.
37341. Yellow. 37342. Small brown. 37343. Black and white.
37344. Small yellow. 37345. Large yellow. 37346. Black.
37347. Small brown. 37348. Small black. 37349. Yellow.
37350. Dark brown. 37351. Small dark brown. 37352. Black.
37353. Greenish yellow. 37354. Yellow. 37355. Yellow.
37356. Dark brown. There follows (37357 to 37366) ten
adzuki beans of many colors.
“37395 to 37404. From Kongju, Chosen (Korea).
Presented by Rev. Wilbur C. Swearer, Methodist Episcopal
Church. Received Feb. 26, 1914. Quoted notes by Mr.
Swearer.
“37396 to 37404. Soy bean.
“37396. ‘No. 2. Date bean. Round brown bean. Sown
during the first part of April and reaped at the end of Aug.
or the first part of Sept. Cultivated about the same as the
cherry pea [S.P.I. No. 37395], only in hills about a foot apart.
None of these beans do well if planted too close together.
This bean fertilizes the ground well; grows to a height of 2
ft. Pods are short and rough and contain 3 or 4 beans each.
None of the soy beans are pole beans. This bean is much
smaller than usual, owing to the fact that last summer there
was very little rain.’
“37397. ‘No. 3. White Chestnut bean. Round yellowish
white bean. A favorite with the Koreans. Cultivated the same
as the Date bean [S.P.I. No. 37396]. Used as food for animals
and people. Appearance of vines similar to the Date bean.’
“37398. ‘No. 4. Big Green bean. Round, flat, yellowish
green. Sown in June and harvested in Oct., they grow 2 ft
high. Cultivation similar to that of the Date bean [S.P.I. No.
37396]; pods are also similar.’”
“37399. ‘No. 5. Black-Eyed bean. Small, yellowish,
green bean, with black eye. Can be sown in drills; beans 2 or
3 in apart. The Koreans take these beans after they are dried
and place them in water in the house and eat them after they
have sprouted, sprout and all, as a vegetable.’
“37400. ‘No. 6. Rat’s-Eye bean. Small, round, black
bean. Sown in the last part of April, in hills several inches
apart, they grow 1 ft high. There are four or five beans in a
pod. The people sometimes eat them raw, claiming they have
medicinal properties. Usually they are sprouted and eaten as
a vegetable.’
“37401. ‘No. 7. Black Chestnut bean. Round, flat, black
bean. Sown either in April or in June, they are fed to animals
or are eaten. This bean is much smaller than usual, owing to
the fact that last summer there was very little rain.’
“37402. ‘No. 8. Castor Oil bean. So named because the
Koreans think it resembles the bean of that plant. Black, with
the skin cracked and white streaks showing through. This is
also a favorite with the Koreans, both for animal food and for
man. This bean is much smaller than usual, owing to the fact
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that last summer there was very little rain.’
“37403. ‘No. 9. Large Black-Green bean. Round, darkgreen and black. Sown in the middle of May. Cultivation
similar to that of the Date bean [S.P.I. No. 37396]. This bean
is much smaller than usual, on account of lack of rain the
past summer.’
“37404. ‘No. 10. Pheasant-Leg bean. So named because
the marking on it resembles those on the leg of a Mongolian
pheasant. Small, round, brown bean. Sown the last part of
May, not too close together. People eat them usually after
they have sprouted them in the house.’”
“37563. Soy bean. From Songdo, Chosen (Korea).
Presented by Rev. W.G. Cram, the Anglo-Korean School.
Received March 19, 1914. White Manchurian soy bean.”
“37570 to 37576. From Vladivostok, Siberia. Presented
by Mr. John F. Jewell, American consul. Received March
16, 1914. Seeds grown in the Ussuri district along the Ussuri
Railroad; quoted notes by Mr. Jewell.
“37570 to 37574. Soy bean.
“37570. ‘No. 1. Chinese bean, grown in the village of
Chernigovka by P.J. Monostirniy.’
“37571. ‘No. 2. Chinese bean, grown in the village of
Petrovka.’
“37572. ‘No. 3. Chinese bean, grown by St. Troitzky
monastery at Shmakovka.’
“37573. ‘No. 4. Yellow bean, Ko-yi.’
“37574. ‘Khei.’” Address: Washington, DC.
1557. H.W.C. 1917. Hope farm notes: Cow peas vs. soy
beans. Rural New-Yorker 76:1008. Aug. 25.
• Summary: The author is conducting a contest between
“Black-eye cow peas and Wilson Early Soy bean... to see
which is more valuable as a food or manurial plant... I think
the Soy bean will finally come out ahead.” It stands upright
and is easier to harvest. “The Soy beans are not generally
eaten as food, though they can be used in various ways. As
stock food they are very useful.”
“They even make an artificial milk out of the bean.”
After the war between Japan and Russia, the “crop has made
it possible for Korea and Manchuria to get on the map as
respected and prosperous provinces. Just as Alfalfa has made
the strip of limestone land through Central New York rich
and famous, I believe the heavy culture of Soy beans will
bring back prosperity to any section where the soil has begun
to fail and where Red clover and Alfalfa have not done well.
I do believe that dairymen and poultrymen have in this Soy
bean a plant which will come close to solving the problem of
providing fat and protein foods.”
“This Wilson’s Early Soy is a small black bean. I have
carried a handful in my pocket. Whenever I meet some friend
moping around with what they call a grouch, I offer him a
few beans. ‘Here try my new remedy for that tired feeling.
Nature’s true remedy for the liver; swallow them whole.
Don’t stop to chew!’

“In many cases people have become so used to dosing
that they will swallow three of these raw beans. They do look
something like a black capsule. In some instances I have met
these parties a few days later and they say: ‘That was fine
dope you gave me. Where do you get it? I want more!’ I have
no doubt that a black Soy bean with full faith will do more
for health than a barrel of medicine taken because one has
acquired the dope habit.” Address: New York.
1558. Wilson, C.A. 1917. Fancier’s department: Comparative
value of hog feeds. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Aug. 26.
p. A11.
• Summary: From Swine World: “In order to compare feeds,
one must use such terms as ‘protein,’ ‘carbohydrates’ and
‘fat.’... Linseed oil is a fat obtained directly from flaxseed;
soybean oil from soybeans and rapeseed oil from rapeseed.”
Various hog feeds are then discussed, including milk, whey,
corn, cotton seed meal, and linseed meal.
“Soybeans. There is no other feed that can be grown
on the farm that is the equal of soybean grain in protein
content... It may be used in the ration, pound for pound, in
place of cottonseed meal or linseed meal. It should never
be fed in large quantities in the ration on account of its high
protein and fat content.
“Soybean cake and soybean meal made from cake:
Mills for the extraction of oil from soybeans are being
established throughout the south and soybean cake will soon
be a common feedstuff on the market. It has a slightly higher
feeding value for dairy cows than cottonseed meal...”
“Alfalfa hay, soybean hay and cowpea hay. These hays,
when well cured, are practically equal in feeding value,...”
1559. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1917. Fattening early
spring pigs in the south. Aug. 28. p. 6.
• Summary: For fattening pigs that are six months old “at
this early season, use should be made of grain-pasture crops,
soy beans and cowpeas, and of early sown sweet potatoes.
These crops will fatten hogs quickly and require only a small
amount of grain to give good results.
“On fairly rich soil, soy beans will produce more
feed than the other forages... In order to insure against the
production of an inferior soft pork, a one-third corn ration
should be fed in connection with the soy-bean pasture.”
When let into a field of sweet potatoes, the “pigs do their
own harvesting, and when a high protein supplement such
as soy bean meal or tankage is fed in addition in order to
balance the ration, one acre will produce from four to eight
hundred pounds of pork in a four weeks’ grazing period,
depending upon the yield of potatoes.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2016)
containing the term “soft pork” (regardless of hyphenation).
1560. Hunziker, Otto F.; Caldwell, Ralph E. 1917. Test of
three protein concentrates and two leguminous roughages in
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milk production. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 203. 20 p. Aug.
• Summary: Alfalfa hay is 12% more economical than
soybean hay when both are selling at the same price. “The
use of soybean hay caused an increase in body weight and a
decrease in daily milk and butter fat production.” Address: 1.
Chief in Dairy Husbandry.
1561. Skinner, John H.; King, Franklin G. 1917. Sheep
feeding. VII. Fattening Western lambs, 1916-17. Indiana
(Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 202.
7 p. Aug.
• Summary: The authors compared various supplements
such as ground soybeans, linseed meal, and cottonseed meal
in the rations of fattening lambs. Cottonseed meal gave
better results than ground soybeans. It was found that lambs
fed ground soybeans as a supplement to shelled corn, clover
hay and corn silage maintained eager appetites but failed to
consume as large quantities of feed as those fed cottonseed
meal as a supplement to the ration. Lambs fed ground
soybeans gained 35.1 lb. per head as compared to 36.5 lb.
per head by those fed cottonseed meal. Lambs fed ground
soybeans, as supplement made gains at a cost of $9.76 per
100 lb. as compared to a cost of $9.92 per 100 lb. by those
fed cottonseed meal. A profit of $3.09 per head was returned
for lambs fed ground soybeans, being valued at $14.15 per
hundred while the lambs fed cottonseed meal were valued at
$14.25 per hundred and returned a profit of $3.18 per head.
A 2-page table (p. 4-5) gives a “Summary of lamb
feeding experiment, Nov. 2 1916, to March 2, 1917.”
Address: Lafayette, Indiana.
1562. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1917. Fanciers’
department: Cheap pork in the south. Sept. 2. p. A8.
• Summary: “Soybeans grow well in all parts of the south
and they are unquestionably an excellent feed for hogs. Up
to the present time, however, the seed has been high in price,
and for that reason planting has been curtailed. Soybeans at
the rate of one part beans to two or five parts corn or kafir
make a very economical finishing ration, according to some
authorities, but the writer has never been able to buy soys at
a price that would admit of their being used for feeding.”
“Grazing crops available in the south. A bulletin of the
Mississippi experiment station gave the following...” A table
has two columns: (1) Feed, and (2) When to graze. Soybeans,
July to Nov. Peanuts, Aug. to Dec. Chufas, Aug. to Nov.
“Mississippi has raised pork as low as 2 cents a pound.
The principal feed at the experiment station for fattening
hogs is made up of cowpeas, soybeans, peanuts, sweet
potatoes, rape and red clover.”
1563. Seed World. 1917. Soy beans as food: Cheap and
nourishing–important substitute for materials furnishing
protein and fat. 3(9):482. Sept. 5.

• Summary: “Soybeans, introduced into the United States
more than a hundred years ago primarily for use as a forage
crop, are in reality one of the most nutritious of the legumes
when used as human food, according to specialists of the
United States Department of Agriculture. These beans have
been used for centuries as a staple article of diet in China
and Japan and are coming to be used more generally in this
country as consumers learn their food value and palatability.
Since they furnish protein which contains nitrogen for
muscle building and valuable fat, they are especially
important to turn to as an emergency addition to the usual
dietary or as substitutes for other foods furnishing protein
and fat. Moreover, the fact that they contain no starch makes
them valuable for invalids who cannot eat starchy foods.
These beans may be grown easily in practically all sections
of the country where corn is grown and give heavier yields
than most other beans.
“Soybeans have been so important for other purposes
that until recently they have attracted little attention for food
purposes in this country. They are now coming into their
own for that purpose, however, and the acreage of soybeans
has increased steadily in recent years. The dried beans may
be purchased now in a number of markets in various parts
of the country, often under the name of togo beans, and
should, with the increased acreage of the coming season, be
more generally available. Soybean meal, a by-product of oil
making, is a valuable food and no doubt will come into more
general use with the increased productivity of soybeans.
“Where dried soybeans are available, they may be baked
with or without pork, like navy and other beans. They should
be soaked overnight and should be cooked longer than other
kinds of beans. The cooking may be done economically in
a fireless cooker of the sort provided with heating stones or
plates, or on the ledge of the fire-box, inside the furnace, if
the house happens to be heated with one of this type.
“Dried soybeans have been canned in considerable
quantities during the past season, baked with pork, and are
on sale in this form in numerous markets. Canned green
soybeans, which may be compared with Lima beans, also
are on the market in some sections of the country. Both these
canned products yield as high a proportion of energy and
a higher proportion of protein than the canned beans with
which they are most closely comparable, and so are more
nourishing. Both are produced and handled usually at a lower
cost than other beans and should, therefore, be obtainable at
lower prices.”
1564. American Food Journal. 1917. Soya beans a cheap and
nourishing food. 12(9):541-42. Sept.
• Summary: “Soy beans, introduced into the United States
more than a hundred years ago primarily for use as a forage
crop, are in reality one of the most nutritious of the legumes
when used as human food, according to specialists of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. These beans have been used
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for centuries as a staple article of diet in China and Japan
and are coming to be used more generally in this country as
consumers learn their food value and palatability.”
“The dried beans may be purchased now in a number
of markets in various parts of the country, often under the
name of togo beans, and should, with the increased acreage
of the coming season, be more generally available. Soy-bean
meal, a by-product of oil making, is a valuable food and no
doubt will come into more general use with the increased
production of soy beans.
“Where dried soy beans are available they may be baked
with or without pork, like navy and other beans. They should
be soaked over night and should be cooked longer than other
kinds of beans. The cooking may be done economically in
a fireless cooker of the sort provided with heating stones or
plates; or on the ledge of the fire box inside the furnace if the
house happens to be heated with one of this type.
“Dried soy beans have been canned in considerable
quantities during the past season, baked with pork, and are
on sale in this form in numerous markets. Canned green soy
beans, which may be compared with lima beans, also are
on the market in some sections of the country. Both these
canned products yield as high a proportion of energy and
a higher proportion of protein than the canned beans with
which they are most closely comparable, and so are more
nourishing. Both are produced and handled usually at a lower
cost than other beans and should, therefore, be obtainable at
lower prices.”
1565. Morse, W.J. 1917. Harvesting soy-bean seed. Farmers’
Bulletin (USDA) No. 886. 8 p. Sept. Superseded by Farmer’s
Bulletin 1605.
• Summary: Contents: Summary (1 page). The soy bean
as a seed crop. Time of harvesting. Methods of harvesting.
Methods of curing and handling. Thrashing [Threshing].
Special bean harvesters. Soy-bean straw. Storage of seed.
“The soy bean as a seed crop: The character of growth,
the uniform maturing habit, and the heavy seed yields of the
soy bean contribute to the ease of harvesting and recommend
the plant for seed production. The many disadvantages which
attend the harvesting of cowpeas for seed are not common to
the soy bean. When grown for grain alone, the shattering of
the pods of the soy bean is a serious fault, and inexperienced
growers are likely to sustain a heavy loss of seed through
lack of knowledge and improper handling of soy-bean plant.
“All soy beans are strictly determinate as to growth–that
is, the plants reach a definite size, according to variety and
environment, and then mature and die. Nearly all varieties
shatter their seed somewhat, especially during changeable
weather, if not harvested at the proper stage of maturity.
Some varieties, like the Guelph or Medium Green, shatter
inordinately, while others, such as the Peking, scarcely
at all. Special attention, therefore, is required when the
plants approach maturity to prevent serious losses from the

scattering of the pods.
“Time of harvesting: When the soy-bean plant is near
maturity, the leaves begin to turn yellow and drop; and
before all of the pods are ‘Mature the leaves, except in a
few varieties, have all fallen off. In general, the best time
to harvest, except where special bean harvesters are used,
is when about three-fourths of the leaves have fallen and
most of the pods have turned color. If cut at an earlier stage
the plants are difficult to cure properly, and the yield will be
lessened materially on account of the immature grain. On
the other hand, if the plants are allowed to become too ripe
the pods will shatter before being cut; and much seed will be
lost. When special harvesters are used to gather the seed, the
plants must reach full maturity to obtain the best results.
“The stage of maturity to which the plants should be
allowed to grow varies also with regard to season, and
variety. In a hot, dry fall the plants should be cut at an earlier
stage than in a cool, moist fall. Some few varieties, however,
can be left with little or no loss of seed until time of maturity
in any season.
“Methods of Harvesting: Various methods of harvesting
the crop are used in different sections where the soy bean is
grown largely for seed production. When the cutting is done
with a mowing machine, it is well to have a side-delivery
attachment (fig. 1), in order that the horses will not need
to trample on the swath of cut beans. If cut with a mower
without such an attachment, however, the plants should be
removed at every round out of the way of the team, for if
trampled upon many of the seeds will be shelled out and
wasted.
“The self-rake reaper (fig. 2) has given very satisfactory
results, as the plants are placed in bunches out of the way of
the machine and team.
“The self-binder can be used to good advantage with
the taller growing varieties of beans if the plants are not too
coarse. This method of harvesting is coming rapidly into
favor in many sections. For the best results with this machine
the plants should be cut while some of the leaves are still
retained, as the plants will cut more easily and no loss will
result from shattering.
“The bean harvester which is used to a slight extent in
a few Northern States is mounted on wheels like a riding
cultivator. It has knives that can be adjusted to run just
beneath the surface of the ground, cutting the plant where it
is soft. This machine will cut two rows at a time and place
both in a windrow for curing and convenient for handling.
To do good work, the cutting knives must be kept sharp;
otherwise the plants will be pulled out by the roots instead of
being cut off.
“Small areas may be cut with a scythe, corn knife or
sickle. In some sections comparatively large acreages are cut
in this manner.
“Methods of Curing and Handling: When cut with a
mowing machine with an attachment or with a self-rake
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reaper, the beans may be raked in small piles or placed in
small shocks. These piles or shocks should be left for four or
five days in good drying weather, or until the grain is found
to be fairly dry in the pods. Wet weather does not injure the
crop seriously provided the plants are not allowed to rest on
the ground long at a time. If rain occurs, the piles should be
watched carefully and turned frequently.
“Where a binder is used the bound bundles should be
shocked 8 or 10 to a shock (fig. 3) and allowed to remain
until thoroughly dry.
“Hay caps are not necessary when the piles or bundles
are shocked properly. They may remain in the field until
thrashing time, or if thoroughly dry they may be housed and
thrashed later.
“The cured plants are ordinarily gathered from the field
by hand, but the web loader (fig. 4) commonly used for
haying, will do the work more rapidly and with less loss of
seed than the hand methods.
“Thrashing: The ordinary grain separator (fig. 5) can be
adjusted to thrash any beans successfully, but as equipped
for small grains a large percentage of cracked beans will
result. The chief cause of split beans is the high speed of
the cylinder, which should be reduced at least one-half, but
the speed of the fans and other parts of the separator should
be maintained. This may be accomplished by doubling the
size of both cylinder pulleys. In some cases a special set of
thin concaves is used, while in other instances some of the
concaves are removed. Good judgment on the part of the
thrasherman will enable him to adjust the ordinary separator
so that the beans may be thrashed with little splitting. Some
manufacturers have special pea and bean hulling attachments
for grain separators, which are said to do very satisfactory
work. These attachments may be added to the ordinary
separator at a small cost.
“Special pea and bean separators of different sizes are
now on the market. These types of machines do clean hulling
and split practically none of the beans. Undoubtedly, such
separators are more satisfactory and economical where a
considerable acreage of beans is grown. In sections where
there is extensive seed production, investment in such a
machine, by the community would be profitable. Soy beans,
if thoroughly dry, can easily be thrashed with a flail. If
one has only a small acreage–an acre or so–this method is
practicable and economical.
“In a few sections a corn shredder has been used to
advantage. If properly cured and dried, the beans shell
out very readily with this machine” (Continued). Address:
Scientific Asst., Office of Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1566. Morse, W.J. 1917. Harvesting soy-bean seed
(Continued–Document part II). Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 886. 8 p. Sept. Superseded by Farmer’s Bulletin 1605.
• Summary: (Continued): “Special Bean Harvesters: The

harvesting of seed from the mature standing vines by means
of patented bean harvesters, of which there are several types,
is rapidly gaining in popularity in sections where the soy
bean is grown rather extensively. The commonest type is a
2-wheeled, boxlike machine and is drawn by two horses (fig.
6). As the machine passes over the row of plants, four sets of
rapidly revolving arms shatter the beans from the pods into
the body of the harvester. As the machine moves up the row,
the seed is gradually raked by a man to the rear of the box.
To secure the best results the rows should he ridged, though
a recently patented machine is suitable either for ridged or
level rows. Under favorable conditions, two men with a team
can harvest 1 acre in two hours by this method. Although
there is some loss of beans, it is more than compensated by
the saving of time and labor.
“Soy-Bean Straw: The straw obtained from thrashing the
soy bean for seed is a valuable feed for all kinds of stock. In
many sections the straw is baled at the time of thrashing (fig.
7) and sold in the immediate locality to liverymen, dairymen,
and stock feeders.
“Storage of Seed: As soy-bean seed spoils rather easily
if not properly handled, care should be exercised in curing
and storing. After the beans are thrashed they should be
watched carefully to avoid heating and molding. When
thoroughly dry there is no such danger. The best plan,
perhaps, is to spread the seeds out on a floor immediately
after thrashing and shovel them over from time to time until
they are thoroughly dry. After this they may be safely put
into sacks or bins. The storeroom should be dry and have a
free circulation air. Soy-bean seed loses its viability rather
rapidly, and it is not safe to hold seed for planting purposes
more than two seasons. The seeds of the soy bean, unlike
those of the cowpea, are rarely attacked by weevils or other
grain insects.”
Photos show: (1) A man using a mowing machine with
side-delivery attachment.
(2) A man standing by a self-rake reaper [also called a
“sweep rake”] used in cutting soy beans for seed.
(3) “Soy beans cut for seed with a binder and the shocks
set in rows so that wheat can be sown without waiting to
remove the beans from the field.” Note: An Indiana farmer
says (Nov. 2020): “After cutting with a sweep rake, we
would ‘doodle’ it with pitch forks to dry.”
(4) Two men working on a single-drum web loader,
commonly used for haying. This will load the soy beans
rapidly (on to a pile on a wagon) and with less loss of seed
than would result in hand gathering.
(5) Men thrashing soy beans from the field in eastern
North Carolina with an ordinary gasoline thrashing outfit.
(6) Two men using a special bean harvester used in
gathering the soy-bean seed from the standing mature plants.
(7) Two men baling soy-bean straw direct from the
thrasher. Address: Scientific Asst., Office of Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
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DC.
1567. Pate, W.F. 1917. Soybean harvesters. North Carolina
State College of Agriculture, Extension Circular No. 56. 8 p.
Sept.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Methods of harvesting.
Gordon harvester. Pritchard harvester. Little giant machine.
Tarheel harvester. Keystone machine. Scott machine.
A description of each machine is given, with a photo
or detailed illustration (line drawing), plus the name and
address of the manufacturer, price (typically $100–$135),
size, weight, and features. Each of these machines is
apparently meant to be pulled by two horses or mules.
The Gordon Harvester, made by L.S. Gordon of
Elizabeth City, North Carolina, was the first machine in the
state made for harvesting beans. It sells for $120, weighs
about 800 lb, and is 12 feet long. The beater is chain-driven
and is arranged to revolve parallel to the row.
The Pritchard harvester is manufactured at Elizabeth
City by George Pritchard. It retails at $135, weighs about
1,000 lb, and is made in 3 sizes. The body of the harvester
is 8 feet long and 44 inches wide. The beater inside of the
harvester is chain driven and revolves across the rows.
The Little Giant machine is made by Herman Hardy
of Lagrange, NC, and sells for $100. It weighs about 800
lb and is about 11 feet long. Additional photos (p. 8) show:
Harvesting soybeans with a grain reaper. Thrashing soybeans
that have been cut with a reaper.
“Methods of Harvesting: In harvesting soybeans, two
methods are generally practiced in North Carolina. One
method is to cut the vines when lower leaves are yellow and
the beans are just about ripe and then cure in the swath and
cocks as is done with cowpea hay. The cutting may be done
with an ordinary mowing machine, self-rake reaper, or with
a binder, if the plants are tall enough. After the plants are dry,
the seed may be thrashed out with an ordinary grain thrasher,
after reducing the speed of the cylinders so that the beans
will not be split.
“The other method commonly used is by means of
special bean harvesters, which thrash the beans from the
vines as they stand in the field. This latter method is coming
more and more into common use. There are five different
harvesters manufactured in North Carolina. The principal
feature of all these machines is the beater, which thrashes
the beans from standing stalks in the field. The beaters of
the different machines have different numbers of fingers. In
some, the beaters revolve parallel to the row, while in others
they do so at right angles to the row. In the manufacture of
some of the harvesters, mowing machine wheels are used,
while with others the harvesters are mounted on ordinary
cart-wheels. Some of the machines have their beaters chaindriven, while others are connected up by gears. Two of the
machines have been on the market for many years; the others
have been offered for sale for the first time during the past

season or two. Some are adjustable from axles and tongue,
while others are not.” Address: Agronomist in Soil Fertility,
Raleigh.
1568. Williams, C.B. 1917. Soybeans–A future economic
factor in North Carolina. North Carolina State College of
Agriculture, Extension Circular No. 57. 11 p. Sept.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans versus
cowpeas (Soybeans are generally better yielders when
planted in rows and cultivated.) Soybeans versus peanuts
(“Soybeans at $1.00 to $1.50 per bushel are decidedly more
profitable to the farmer than peanuts ranging in price from
70 cents to $1.00 per bushel.” Soybeans yield 20-25 bushels/
acre.) Soybeans for the improvement of the soil. Soybeans
for feed for live stock. Soybeans for human consumption.
Utilization of soybeans by cotton oil mills (Soybeans can be
milled at much less cost than peanuts or cotton, and their use
can prolong the short operating season of the mills.) Products
secured by oil mills in crushing soybeans.
“Since the introduction of soybeans in North Carolina
more than one-third of a century ago, the acreage devoted to
this crop has steadily increased, particularly in the eastern
part of the State... Notwithstanding the fact that this year
there has been a material increase in the acreage devoted to
this crop throughout the State, it has not been nearly as great
as the importance of the crop justifies...
“Since the coming of the cotton-boll weevil into Texas
in 1892,” affected farmers have been looking for a crop to
take the place of cotton. “There is no doubt that the coming
of this pest into North Carolina will lead to a material
reduction in the acreage devoted to cotton and at the same
time will force most growers to devote more attention to
rational systems of rotation in which cotton may or may not
enter.” (p. 2)
“There is no question but what there will be a greater
utilization of the seed from this crop, before or after
crushing, for human consumption as the years go by and
the acreage devoted to the crop is materially increased
throughout the South. The beans, because of their high
content of food nutrients, when properly prepared, make a
very nutritious and appetizing food product.
“To some extent, the beans are being used at the
present time in the manufacture of high-grade pork and
bean products, about one-half to three-fourths soybeans
being used with one-half to one-fourth navy beans. We have
recently had an opportunity to sample a brand of pork and
beans with tomato sauce in which the proportion of soybeans
to navy beans was as three to one. We say without hesitancy
that these were of very good quality. There appears no good
reason why the manufacture of pork and beans into which
soybeans are used should not materially increase. The beans
contain as much or more protein than navy beans and are
much cheaper. As a matter of fact, during the present year,
the price of navy beans bought at wholesale were three to
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four times as high per bushel as soybeans bought in the same
way.
“Soybean flour or meal, when properly prepared, may be
used in the making of many nutritious breads. Such breads
are claimed, with much apparent truth, to be especially
adapted for invalids suffering with certain diseases and for
small children...
“Soybean oil has at the present time wide usefulness in
the manufacture of soaps, paints, varnishes, enamels, japans,
linoleums, oil cloth and other water-proofing materials,
asphaltums, salad oils, and other human foods. Therefore, it
seems that there is an assured market for both the meal and
the oil...
“To appreciate the importance of the oil at the present
time, it is only necessary to call attention to the importation
into the country during the year ending July 1, 1917, about
$19,000,000 worth from Oriental ports.”
Photos show: (1) A field of soybeans grown in rows
for seed and soil-improving purposes. (2) Soybeans drilled
in corn rows. (3) Hogs grazing in a field of soybeans. (4)
People harvesting soybeans (using a harvester drawn by
two horses) from standing stalks in the field, for seed and
crushing purposes. (5) A man harvesting soybeans with a
grain reaper.

Oct. 22. [6 ref]
• Summary: Recent analyses show that “most plants contain
much more sulphur than was formerly thought to be the
case... The question then arose as to whether there is an
ample supply of sulphur compounds in soils for crop needs
and especially for the best growth of those which are known
to have a high sulfur content.”
Soybeans were one of the crops tested. “Series I: Fifteen
uninoculated soybean seeds (Soja max) were planted in each
jar in the greenhouse on November 2, 1914, and watered in
all cases with the same amount of distilled water” (p. 93-94).
Table II (p. 95-98) shows the “Weight (in grams) and
percentage gains or losses of the total air-dried material
of Series I to 4.” Trials were conducted in soils from eight
counties, each unique. In each there was the control, with no
sulphur added to the soil, then 100 lb or 200 lb of sulphur
added per acre. A summary in tabular form, for each crop, in
each county, with each amount of sulphur, is given on page
98. Percentage gains for soybean hay were small (range:
-19.1 to +23.9) when 100 lb/acre of sulphur were applied.
Percentage gains for soybean seed were also small (range:
-22.1 to +31.6) when 100 lb/acre of sulphur were applied.
The results for soybeans are not conclusive. Address:
Chemist, Kentucky Agric. Exp. Station.

1569. Seed World. 1917. Harvesting soy beans for seed.
3(10):535. Oct. 5.
• Summary: “To encourage the harvesting of soy beans
for grain rather than for hay the United States Department
of Agriculture will, in the near future, issue a bulletin
‘Harvesting Soy Beans for Seed.’”
“The demand for these seeds for use in the production of
oil, feed cake, and other bean products is rapidly increasing
and the farmers of the United States are preparing to meet
this demand.
“The character of growth, the uniform maturing habits,
and the heavy seed yields of the soybeans, says the bulletin,
contribute to the ease of harvesting and recommend the
plants for seed production. The many disadvantages which
attend the harvesting of cowpeas for seed are not common to
the soybean. When grown for grain alone the shattering of
the pods of the soybean is a serious fault and inexperienced
growers are likely to sustain a heavy loss of seed through
lack of knowledge and improper handling of the soybean
plant. The shattering varies with the varieties of the bean.
It is well. however, with most varieties, to give special
attention as maturity approaches to prevent serious losses
from this cause.”
A long excerpt follows, with these heads: Time of
Harvesting. Methods of Harvesting. Threshing. Storage of
Seed.

1571. Cooper, Morton O.; Spillman, W.J. 1917. Human
food from an acre of staple farm products. Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 877. 11 p. Oct. See p. 4, 7.
• Summary: Table 1 (p. 4) is “A comparison of the food
produced annually by an acre of land when utilized in the
production of various food crops and live-stock products.”
For each crop or product is given: Yield per acre, calories per
pound, pounds of protein per acre (digestible), and calories
per acre.
Food crops produce much more protein and calories
per acre than dairy products or meat. One acre of soy
beans (yielding only 16 bushels!) produces 294.7 pounds
of digestible protein (almost twice as much protein as any
other crop or product; common beans are #2 with 157.9 lb
and corn produces 147.0 lb), and 1,534,000 calories (only
about 50% as much as corn, the top calorie producer with
3,124,240). By comparison, one acre can produce from
beef (meat) only 18.5 lb of digestible protein and 130,000
calories. From pork, one acre can produced 22.7 lb or protein
and 672,945 calories. Of the various animal products, milk
makes the most efficient use of the land. One acre can
produce 72.3 pounds of protein and 711,750 calories in the
form of milk.
In the section titled “Food value of crops” is a
subsection for each crop. The soy bean (p. 7-8) “leads all
other crops in the production of digestible protein, exceeding
corn in this respect by almost exactly 100 per cent. This
crop deserves more attention in this country than it has yet
received. There is no reasonable possibility of overplanting

1570. Shedd, O.M. 1917. Effects of sulphur on different
crops and soils. J. of Agricultural Research 11(4):91-103.
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it. Soy-bean meal, the residue after the oil is expressed,
can be mixed with wheat flour to the extent of 30 per cent
without detriment to the palatability of the product, though
the effect of such bread on the digestive tract is not yet
known. Dry soy beans now are being used in considerable
quantity as a substitute for navy beans in canneries with
excellent results. In addition, the soy bean is an excellent
forage crop for cattle and hogs. Its use for this purpose
greatly reduces the necessity for the use of grain and mill
products in feeding these animals. The soy bean is a legume
recently introduced to this country. It requires inoculation
when grown on land new to it. Many farmers have failed
in their first attempts to grow this crop because they have
overlooked this point... Soy beans, by using suitable varieties
for seed, can be grown from southern Michigan to the Gulf
coast. The Department of Agriculture will furnish free on
application full instructions concerning the culture and
management of soy beans. (Farmers’ Bulletin No. 372.)”
This section also discusses the peanut, oats, the navy
bean, cowpeas, and buckwheat.
1572. Times Trade Supplement (London). 1917. Soy beans:
Cultivation in the United States. Nov. 5. p. 170, col. 4.
• Summary: During the past few years the soy bean has
become an important crop in the United States. The plant is
grown mostly for forage, but in some states, such as eastern
North Carolina, growing the beans has become a profitable
industry. In 1910, soy beans were first processed in the USA
for their oil by a mill on the Pacific Coast. These beans were
imported from Manchuria, the oil was expressed using a
hydraulic press, and the oil was sold to makers of soap and
paint. The soy bean cake, ground and sold under a trade
name, was soon recognized as a valuable feed by dairymen
in the western states.
In late 1915 a shortage of cotton seed prompted several
cotton mills in North Carolina to profitably produce soy
bean oil and meal from home-grown soy beans. In several
English mills, a solvent extraction process, using benzene,
is employed. Another industry plans to make “vegetable
milk” from soy beans. Note: This article was written by “a
correspondent.”
1573. Farver, Warner E. 1917. Soybean hay and feeding
costs. Ohio Farmer 140(19):427. Nov. 10.
• Summary: “Everybody knows the place wheat bran has
in many nations, and also the price it generally has. When
we consider that the analyses of bran and soybean hay are
practically the same, and that 1½ to 2 tons of soybean hay
can be raised per acre, we see why so many successful
feeders use it.” Address: Holmes County, Ohio.
1574. Washington Post. 1917. Will tell of soy bean uses: W.J.
Morse in demonstration lecture tomorrow afternoon. Nov.
11. p. 10.

• Summary: “W.J. Morse, scientific assistant forage crop
investigator, will give a lecture and demonstration on the
utilization of soy beans as food tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. at
Woodward & Lothrop’s Auditorium, eighth floor, showing
how they can be used as wheat, meat and fat substitutes.
“This will be the first in a series of six lectures and
demonstrations on methods of saving sugar, fats, wheat
and meat, given under auspices of the assistant home
demonstration agent for the District of Columbia, Miss Grace
E. Schaeffer, in cooperation with the liberty war kitchen.”
1575. Christian Science Monitor. 1917. Bean straw as fodder.
Nov. 15. p. 6.
• Summary: “Sacramento, California–A number of stock
men in the valley are feeding bean straw as a substitute for
roughage ordinary feed [sic], says the Union. Soy bean straw
is quoted in Southern California at $13 per ton.”
1576. Morison, A.T. 1917. Soy succotash for hogs: This
combination proved very successful in Indiana. Country
Gentleman 82(47):1846. Nov. 24.
• Summary: Discusses methods used by Fayette County,
Indiana, farmers in growing soy beans as a supplement to
corn for hogs, and the results obtained. “Fayette County
farmers are learning the need of protein to go along with
bushels of yellow ears in developing eighteen-dollar hogs.
Protein will pay with hogs at any price... They are coming
to realize that, while corn makes bulk, the hogs must have
tankage or some other muscle developer to support the fat
produced. They have no skim milk, and up to this year most
of them have depended upon clover pasture and tankage for
nitrogen. Last spring, however, the soy-bean proposition
was put to them, and more than a hundred decided to try the
crop... The planting was a new proposition to nearly every
farmer... Inoculation was the first question.”
“With legume seeds as large as the soy bean, the glue
method is the simplest. By this procedure the beans are
dampened with water in which glue has been dissolved–four
ounces of glue to a gallon of water. While the beans are
moist they are sprinkled with soil from a field where soy
beans have been successfully grown the year before. The
glue causes the soil, rich in bacteria, to stick to the beans.
They are then dried, care being taken that they do not get
direct sunlight, and are ready to plant.” Some farmers treated
their seed with commercial cultures. “The latter are perfectly
satisfactory, if fresh, but are more expensive than glue and
soil.”
To plant their soy beans, most farmers “mixed the
seed with fertilizer and let it run out at the same time as the
corn... Soys should not be put deeper than one inch in the
ground... Each farmer seeded from three to five acres of
this soy succotash, putting it in a field near his hog pasture.
Hollybrook was practically the only variety used... The beans
and corn came up together.”
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“This season’s crop proved to the doubters that soy
beans, planted with reason, will not cut the yield of the corn
in which they are grown... Sown at the rate of one bushel to
eight acres, there is no danger of corn injury.” This rate gives
more than one soy bean plant to every stalk of corn, “and that
is plenty thick enough for hogging down.” “By the first of
September the fields were ready to hog down and the spring
shotes were turned in.” They ate everything but the corn
stalks. “Five acres of corn and soys will accommodate more
than 100 shotes for more than a month and will add fully
sixty pounds to their individual weights.” The author predicts
“a big increase in soy-bean acreage in Fayette County next
year.” A photo shows a man standing in a field of soy beans.
1577. Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin (Berkshire Co. Farm
Bureau, Pittsfield, Massachusetts). 1917. Soy beans a
promising crop. 1(1):6. Nov. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Through the efforts of the County Agent many
farmers in Berkshire County planted this year soy beans with
their corn. From the observations made, the idea proved very
successful, for the soy beans have made an excellent growth,
without detriment to the corn, thus it is believed increasing
the food value of the silage as well as increasing the amount
to silage per acre. More complete data will be given later
regarding the percentage of increase in the feeding value as
experiments will be carried on this winter by some of those
who followed the County Agent’s instructions to determine
just how much increased value the soy bean has over corn
alone as feed for dairy cattle.
“The chief of the Bureau of Plant Industry of the
Department of Agriculture reports that notable progress is
being made in the commercial utilization of the soy bean
seed for the manufacture of oil, meal, and various more or
less complex products. The report states that the soy bean
is well adapted to this climate, and that the immature seed
makes a very delicious vegetable, an is canned with ease.
Efforts are now being made to induce canning factories to
put the product on the market.” Address: Fenn St.
1578. Lindsey, J.B.; Beals, C.L.; Smith, P.H. 1917. Digestion
experiments with sheep. Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 181. p. 241-335. Nov. See
p. 329, 335.
• Summary: Sheep were fed soy bean hay, which had been
cut and put into a silo about the middle of September. The
straw was tough and fibrous. Based on trials with 2 sheep,
the average coefficients were as follows: dry matter 56.65%,
ash 20.44%, protein 74.88%, fiber 52.56%, nitrogen-free
extract 59.75%, and fat 59.31%. “With the exception of the
protein the ingredients in soy bean hay appear to be about
equal in digestibility to those contained in average English
hay. The higher digestibility of the protein is due to the
presence of the beans. It is believed soy beans should be
ensiled with corn rather than made into hay.”

1579. Seed Reporter (USDA Bureau of Markets). 1917. Soy
beans in Mississippi and Louisiana. 1(2):8. Dec. 1.
• Summary: “The soy bean acreage is rapidly being extended
in these two States, especially in what is known as the Black
Land or prairie belt, and in the Delta section. Most farmers
plant soy beans in corn, as a second or catch crop, to be
grazed by livestock and for fertilizer, and the growing and
marketing of the soybean, for grain or seed is specialized in
by only a very few growers... Dealers obtain their supply of
seed from North Carolina, and the result of inquiries indicate
that consumers will have to pay about $4.00 per bushel for
their 1918 requirements. The retail price paid in the spring of
1917 was about $3.50 early in March, advancing to $5.00 by
May 1, 1917.” Address: Washington, DC.
1580. Seed World. 1917. Benefits from growing soybeans.
3(12):678. Dec. 5.
• Summary: “The soybean like clover and alfalfa is a
legume. If properly inoculated it has the power of taking
nitrogen from the air and building it up into its own tissue.
If grown it increases the protein of the farm for feeding
purposes and also gathers nitrogen to enrich the soil.
“In contrast to field beans, the soy bean has no
destructive diseases which attack it. It appears to be immune
from fungus diseases.
“The soybean is frost resistant, excelling both field
beans and corn in this respect. It is not hurt by light frost
in the spring when the plant is young, and is particularly
resistant to early frosts in the fall when it is nearing maturity.
Soy beans fit into crop rotations when red clover fails or as a
supplementary silage crop. Any soil that will grow corn will
produce soy beans, and soils that are too sandy to produce
corn will make yields of this crop. Soy bean hay is as
valuable for feeding dairy cows as alfalfa.
“The soybean improves the soil; can be grown for seed;
can be used as a human food; and is an excellent crop for
green manuring.
“The above information on the advantages of growing
soybeans are given as suggestions that seedsmen may use
in catalogs or other advertising matter, to encourage and
promote more general use of this crop. Southern states have
long realized the benefits to be derived from the growing of
soybeans, and the acreage in the southern states is increasing
each year. Northern states have been slow to utilize this
crop, possibly owing to the fact that it has not always been
possible to secure seed of varieties adapted to northern
conditions. Now, however, seed acclimated to the north is
obtainable and as soybeans under certain conditions have
many advantages, as a farm crop, a more extended use of this
crop would be of benefit.”
1581. Grageda, Gregorio F. 1917. Culture, selection and
acclimatization of soy beans. Los Banos, Philippines,
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College of Agriculture. Unpublished manuscript. *
• Summary: In 1917 the author, a thesis student at the
College of Agriculture, started a rigid selection of pure
cultures. Out of the several varieties which he tested, two
proved to be of possible future value because of their
superior yields of both soybeans and forage, and also in
adaptability to cropping more than once a year. Grageda
made considerable initial selection and began to multiply
some of the superior individual plants, thereby producing
enough materials for continuing the work he started.
1582. Crevost, Charles; Lemarié, Charles. 1917. Catalogue
des produits de l’Indochine. 5 vols [Catalog of the products
of Indochina. 5 vols.]. Hanoi: Imprimerie d’Extrême-Orient.
29 cm. Formerly published in Bulletin Economique de
l’Indochine, Vols. 25 and 26. [Fre]
• Summary: Volume 1 (published in 1917; 175 p.), titled
Produits Alimentaires et Plantes Fourragères (Nutritious
Products and Forage Plants), describes plants grown in
Indochina and the nutritive value of each. Pages 106-09
describe “Soja–Glycine Soja,” the soybean. Local names are
given in Annam and Tonkin, Cambodia, China, and Japan.
“The plant is widely cultivated in Indochina for its seeds,
which are consumed in various forms. Soybean seeds in
Indochina are typically yellowish white... It is well known
that the Japanese use the soybean to prepare a sauce named
shoyu (teou yeou in China), as well as a fromage de pâte or
vegetable cheese named to fu [tofu], or teou fou in Chinese.
The Annamites also prepare an analogous sauce named
tuong and a fromage de pâte named dau phu and dau phuao. Cambodia and the Indochinese province of Châu-dôc
produce significant quantities of soybeans, of which a part
is sent down to Saigon to be consumed or exported. There
are good varieties on the high plateaus of Tonkin, especially
in the province of Lang-son, whence large amounts can be
obtained for export.
“The dead leaves are ordinarily burned. However
some indigenous people partially burn the stems of the
soybean plants, stripped of their leaves, to obtain a very
fine charcoal dust or ash, which they mix with the resinous
balm of Canarium commune, to use in making joss sticks.
These are slender incense sticks burned as offerings in the
pagodas and at the altars of their ancestors in their family
homes.” [Note: A joss house is a Chinese temple or shrine.]
A large, excellent, and very detailed illustration (p. 108)
shows a soybean plant, with leaves, pods, seeds, and flowers.
Nutritional analyses of soybeans from Laos, Tonkin, and
Manchuria are given (from other sources).
Volume 3, titled Matières Grasses Végétales (Fats and
Vegetable Matter), includes analyses of Indochinese plants
and their fat and oil contents. The contents of Vol. 3. was
first published in the Bulletin Économique de l’Indochine
1922-1924. Pages 75-78 discuss “Soja–Soja Max (Lin.)
Piper,” the soybean. “Mr. Li Yu-ying, a member of the

Biological Society of the Far East, has greatly contributed,
following several attempts made for more than a century by
naturalists and those who acclimatize plants, to popularize
in France this plant of many uses. He introduced cultivation
of the plant in the area around Paris and, in Paris itself,
in 1908 he established a laboratory for the study of the
soybean, since completed by a soyfoods factory (l’usine de
la caséo-sojaïne), where all the products derived from this
plant are manufactured: Soymilk (regular, concentrated,
powdered, or fermented), tofu (fromage de soja), soya patés
(pâtes de soja), soya casein (caséïne de soja), soy flour and
bread, etc.” The rest of the article is concerned mostly with
characteristics, uses, and trade of soybean oil.
Crevost was born in 1858. Note: The meaning of soya
casein is not clear. Address: 1. Inspecteur des Services
agricoles et commerciaux; Conservateur du Musée [Maurice
Long] agricole et commercial de Hanoi; 2. IngénieurAgronome, Directeur des Services agricoles et commerciaux
du Tonkin, Lauréat de la Société nationale d’acclimatation.
1583. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1917. Die
Soja, eine Kulturpflanze der Zukunft und ihre
Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten [The soybean, a cultivated plant
of the future, and possibilities for its utilization (Continued–
Document part II)]. Berlin: Paul Parey. 40 p. 28 cm. [59 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Continued on p. 14. Ways of using the soybean
in its homeland (East Asia, especially Japan and China):
Note: In this section, starting on p. 15, the author repeatedly
uses the word Sojaspeisen meaning “soyfoods.” The soybean
probably originated in India. The Chinese and Japanese used
it to fortify their rice-based, protein-poor diet. The practice
came before the theory. The author says (incorrectly, p. 15)
that all the basic soyfoods are fermented. He then gives a
long description of koji and how it is made.
Shoyu or soy sauce (Shoju oder Soja-Sauce) (p. 15-17):
In Japan, 540-720 million liters are manufactured each year
so each Japanese uses 60-100 ml/year. The fermentation time
is 8 months to 5 years. The best soy sauce is fermented for
3 to 5 years. He explains how, as soy sauce is fermented,
the protein is broken down into amino acids such as leucine,
tyrosine, and members of the “Xanthin” group.
Miso (vegetable cheese, p. 17-18): Miso is widely used
in soups. More than half of the yearly Japanese soybean
harvest is used for making miso. This is 30 million kg
per year. Types of miso include shiro miso and Sendai
miso. Winkler, in his small work titled “The Soybean of
Manchuria,” mentions two other types of miso: Aka or red
miso and nuka miso. Kellner investigated five types of miso;
a table shows their composition. Loew reports that this
vegetable cheese (miso) is consumed either raw or in soups.
Kellner, Nagasaka and Kurashima report that, based on their
investigations, the amount of amino-nitrogen increases 3-fold
and the quantity of carbohydrates is significantly diminished
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through lactic acid and alcoholic fermentation. The carbonic
acid created thereby rises significantly during fermentation
(Loew).
Natto (p. 18): Discusses the findings of Yabe.
Japanese tofu or Chinese Tao-hu (p. 18-20): This is
the so-called “bean cheese” (Bohnenkäse). A table (p.
19, from König) shows the nutritional value of fresh tofu
(84.8% moisture) and frozen tofu (17.0% moisture). E.
Senft studied frozen tofu, a Japanese military preserved food
(Militärkonserve) that is not canned; he found it had a beige
color and a unique, slightly sour aroma which was at times
reminiscent of dextrin. It has a uniform texture throughout,
with many tiny pores. Winkler refers to five other types of
soy cheese. Concerning the military preserved foods, they
were highly regarded during the Russo-Japanese War and
(according to Senft) played a key role in the war. (Footnote:
The descriptions of the various preparations made from
soya make E. Senft’s treatises {1906 and 1907} valuable;
in them he published his investigations of a number of
Japanese vegetable foods and military preserved foods
or conserves). The well-known Maggi food factory in
Kempttal, Switzerland, has tried for many years to introduce
a commercial miso-like product, but it was not well received.
As a result it completely ceased further production of this
soy preparation. It is to be hoped, however, that despite this
first unsuccessful attempt, further attempts in this area will
be made.
The soybean as an oil plant (p. 20-26): Winkler, in his
brochure, discusses the uses of soybeans in Manchuria. After
1908, soybeans were sold in Europe at incredibly low prices
which resulted in the expansion of imports and production.
Then tariffs were levied on soybeans. There were some
major problems in the Austrian oil industry.
Soybean flour (Sojabohnenmehl; p. 26-28): In
recent years, various processes have been patented. One
manufacturer is Soyamewerke in Frankfurt am Main, which
makes Soyama Kraftmehl. Yellow soybeans are mechanically
cleaned, washed, dried, and dehulled according to the
process of Dr. Fritz Goessel. Agumawerke in Harburg also
makes soy flour.
The soybean as a coffee substitute and extender (p. 2831): Coffee is known to be detrimental to good health and
void of nutrients. Rye, for example, has been used since the
17th century as a coffee substitute. Barley also plays a major
role, especially as malt. A table (p. 30) shows the nutritional
composition of ten coffee substitutes, including chicory, figs,
lupin, and carob. Soy coffee tastes remarkably similar to real
coffee. In Istria (Istrien), in the Austrian alps, in Switzerland
as well as in Alsace (Elsass), the soybean has been used
since its introduction as a coffee substitute. Haberlandt
reported in his work that a teacher from Capo d’Istria told
him that the soybean was used as a coffee substitute in Istria,
and a friend told him that there was no difference between
the flavor of the two.

Just as with other legumes that are used as a surrogate
for coffee, the soybeans also can only be roasted after first
having been boiled and dried. At the large-scale operation,
the quality of the soybean coffee (Sojabohnenkaffee) ought
to experience a significant improvement through the use
of the Thun process. With this procure, which actually
represents a careful cleaning process, With this procedure,
which actually represents a careful cleaning process, [end of
first box] the beans are placed in a drum / trommel in contact
with water, are [truncated word–energetically?] brushed
at 65 to 70º [C]. And as a result of that, they are freed of
a great quantity of impurities, substances that taste burnt
such as fibers, membranes, dust [truncated word–acids?],
fats, etc. which very significantly affect the good flavor.
As recent research has shown, the effect of genuine coffee
that is harmful to the health is to be traced back less to the
caffeine than to the products produced by the roasting of
the caffeine (Röstprodukte des Koffeins). According to the
results of this research, these products do not consist of
caffeine, or consist only to a small degree of caffeine, since
roasted coffee contains nearly as much caffeine as raw coffee
does. They are products that are produced by decomposition
(Zersetzungsprodukte) from other components of the
beans that are reduced by the aforementioned process to a
minimum level. The coffee that has been purified in that way
also demonstrates a greater degree of digestibility. The aroma
of soybean coffee can also be improved even more by means
of an impregnation with an extract from the low caffeine
pulp of the coffee berry.
In addition to the great benefits of not containing
any substances that are harmful to the health and being
remarkably similar in flavor to coffee, soybean coffee
would also be a comparatively nutritious drink. According
to the figures from Dr. Schieber, soybean coffee contains
2,060 nutritional units (Nährwerteinheiten), regular coffee
1,120, and cocoa 2,100. It would therefore be in the interest
of public nutrition (Volksernährung) as well as the entire
national economy if it were possible for soybean coffee to
become established. Indeed, every year enormous sums go
out of the country for coffee. For example, the importation of
raw coffee into the German economic area in 1910 amounted
to 1,708,550 metric hundredweight [each of which equals
100 kg, and thus a total of 170,855 metric tons] with a value
of 176,478,000 marks.
Pages 32-33: Soybean milk (Sojabohnen-Milch). The
most popular vegetable milk is Dr. Lahmann’s Vegetable
Milk (Lahmannsche Vegetabile Milch), an emulsion made
from almonds and nuts. In Japan, they make milk from
soybeans; he describes the process, inaccurately, based on
information from Winkler. This milk is also used to make
cheese [tofu]. Also in Europe there have been successful
attempts to make a soymilk adapted to European tastes, as in
France by the Caseo-Sojaine at Vallées near Asnieres, and in
England by the Synthetic Milk Syndicate. Using the process
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of Dr. Fritz Goessel, the latter company has a factory in
Liverpool; it makes 100 liters of soymilk from: 10 kg ground
soybeans plus 5 gm sodium phosphate, 2.4 kg lactose, 2 kg
sesame oil, 6 gm common salt, and 60 gm sodium carbonate.
Also the Soyamawerke in Frankfurt makes a soybean milk,
named Soyama, as mentioned above (fresh and dried milk
and cream). Recently Prof. Melhuish developed a new
method using soybean, peanuts, and added coconut milk fat.
Soy meat substitutes (Soja-Fleischersatz; p. 33):
Soyamawerke makes a product named Soyama-FleischErsatz.
Soybean as a chocolate substitute (p. 34): Haberlandt
reports such a product.
Soya rubber substitute (p. 34): Goessel and Sauer have
developed a rubber substitute made from soybean oil.
The utilization of soya in agriculture (p. 34-38): Use as
fodder for cows. In 1880 Blascowicz [Blaskovics], Assistant
at the Royal Hungarian Academy in Hungarian Altenburg,
conducted fodder tests, whose results are given in various
tables.
Conclusions (p. 38).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020)
that uses the word Ersatz or the word Fleischersatz. They
mean “artificial or inferior substitute” and “meat substitute”
respectively. Though often associated with World War I, the
word “ersatz” (which means simply “substitute” in German)
was actually adopted into English as early as 1875, in
reference to the German army’s “Ersatz reserve,” or secondstring force, made up of men unqualified for the regular
army and drawn upon only as needed to replace missing
soldiers. Hence the meaning “inferior substitute.” Address:
Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].
1584. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1917. Die
Soja: eine Kulturpflanze der Zukunft und ihre
Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten [The soybean: a cultivated plant
of the future, and possibilities for its utilization]. Berlin: Paul
Parey. 40 p. Illust. No index. 21 cm. [59 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Dedicated to Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt,
who introduced the soybean to Central Europe. Contents:
Foreword. Introduction: The soybean. Ways of using the
soybean in its homeland (East Asia, especially Japan and
China). Shoyu or soy-sauce. Miso (vegetable cheese). Natto.
Tofu of the Japanese or Tao-hu of the Chinese (bean cheese).
The soybean as an oilseed. Soybean meal (and flour). Soy
as a coffee substitute or extender. Soybean milk. Soy meat
substitutes. Soybeans as a chocolate substitute. Soy rubber
substitute. The utilization of the soybean in agriculture: As
cow fodder. Summary. Bibliography.
Photos show: (1) A field of soybeans (p. 6). (2) A
soybean plant with the leaves removed to show the pods
(p. 12). (3) Soy beans and pods from inoculated and
uninoculated plants (p. 13).
Contains numerous tables, most without captions and

mostly from other sources–See pages 11, 16-17, 19, 25,
27, 30, 35-37. Contains one of the most extensive early
European bibliographies on the soybean; unfortunately this
bibliography contains quite a few errors and incomplete
citations.
Foreword: The author wrote this book during World War
I. In his first book, published one year earlier in 1916 and
titled “The Introduction of Soya, a Revolution in the Food
of the People,” he discussed what he believed to be the great
agricultural and nutritional value of the soybean. He uses two
terms, Die Soja and Die Sojabohnen to refer to soybeans. He
concludes the Foreword with these words:
In all areas, preparations are already being made for the
transition to the peacetime economy. It would be desired
that with these preparations, which are just as necessary in
the area of agriculture as in that of industry and trade, the
introduction of soy in the interest of general nutrition would
find attention that corresponds to its importance. May this
publication contribute to this.
Chapter 1 (p. 5-7): In 1908 England started to import
large quantities of soybeans; in 1909 these increased
to 400,000 tonnes and in 1910 to 800,000 tons. Also in
Germany, in the years just before World War I, imports
of soybeans climbed in an unexpected way, reaching
43,500 tonnes in 1910, 90,600 tonnes in 1911 and 125,200
tonnes in 1912. Note: These units are given in dz. One dz
(doppelzentner) = 100 kg.
The first manufacture of soyfoods in Europe took place
in France, at Valees near Asnieres, where they made flour,
bread, cakes, cheese [tofu], and soymilk (Mehl, Brot, Kuchen
und Käse, vegetabilischer Milch)–though only in small
quantities and, above all, for diabetics. In England, soy flour
has been used for a long time in the preparation of cakes (p.
5-6).
However it was in Germany that the utilization of
soybeans for food took place on a large scale; this began
shortly before the war. The supply of foods to Germany was
almost completely cut off during the war, so general attention
soon turned to the new foods prepared from soybeans and
people quickly became aware of their great nutritional value.
Thus, in the middle of the war, a soybean industry was
built in Germany. Unfortunately this youngest twig of the
food industry was left crippled due to lack of raw materials.
However one can predict that this industry has a bright
future because of the great encouragement given to these
products in so short a time. For example, in October 1914
the Agumawerke (Aguma Works) located in Harburg (near
Hamburg) on the Elbe, first began mass production of a soy
flour according to its own process. During the next few years
it made many thousands of tonnes of this meal, until the
production had to be stopped for lack of raw materials (p. 6).
Equally gigantic sales of soy products were made by the
Soyamawerke (Soyama Works) in Frankfurt am Main; this
company made only soy food products. In addition to a meal
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(flour), it also produced a meat substitute (Fleischersatz),
and, largely from soybeans, fresh and dried milk (Frischund Trockenmilch) as well as a fresh and dried cream
preparation (ein Frisch- und Trockenrahm-Präparat).
Likewise, this firm had to cease production of most of its
soy products because of difficulties in soybean procurement,
and concentrate only on the production of meat substitutes
(Fleischersatz). These articles likewise entered all classes of
the population splendidly as is seen from the large demand
for them. Within 3-4 weeks this firm had orders for more
than 1½ million pound cans, of which unfortunately it was
able to satisfy only a small part. In addition to these two
well-known firms, there are in Germany still a number others
that are occupied with the production of foods from the
soybean.
In Austria [the Austro-Hungarian empire], there exists
a unique firm, the food factory Santosa in Prague [in the
Czech Republic as of March 2015], which is still processing
soybeans. They introduced soy coffee into commerce. I
understand that in Austria a large-scale soy processing
venture is now being planned.
Certainly the soy processing industry finds itself in a
beginning state and, like all young industries, in need of
improvement. Remember the sugar-beet industry was also
once young but it made improvements and went on to great
success, as will be expected of this new twig on the food
industry. In any case, the beginning of utilization of the
soybean as food for the people has been made, and in the
foreseeable future the soybean may, as in China and Japan,
become an indispensable part of our people’s food.
It is different with the introduction of the soybean as a
cultivated plant in Central Europe. Forty years ago Friedrich
Haberlandt showed (and after him countless others have
shown) that the soybean grows well in Central Europe.
Although additional new tests verify this, there are still those
who object to soybean culture. One objection is the long time
required by the soybean to come to maturity; the answer is
the development of new varieties. Another is the relatively
low yield compared with other beans; the answer lies in the
use of inoculation. The author then discusses nutrient yield
per acre and per unit of money, showing both to be high for
soybeans.
Pages 10-11: It is well know that legumes possess the
ability to transform and fix free nitrogen from the air. In
1886 Prof. Hellriegel discovered that this capability is due
to certain bacteria that live in the soil and move through the
root hairs into the root, where they cause nodule formation.
The nitrogen-fixing bacteria living in the nodules nourish the
plant. The author then talks about inoculation using either
soil from a previous planting or “Nitragin,” a pure culture
of root bacteria, which is well known and has recently been
improved. Dr. Kuehn of Berlin-Grunewald showed that
soil inoculated with Nitragin gave a 3- to 4-fold increase
in yield, plus an increase in protein in the roots and leaves.

He then discusses improved cultural practices. Winkler says
that transplanting improves yields. Continued. Address:
Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].
1585. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1917. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois: Funk Bros.
• Summary: The one-third page section titled “Soy beans”
(p. 29) states: “Soy beans are grown for hay, grain, pasturage
and soil improvement purposes. Good soy bean hay is equal
to alfalfa hay as feed for dairy cattle. Soy bean meal is equal
in feeding value to cotton seed meal and makes a splendid
feed for dairy cows and hogs.
“Corn and soy beans may be grown together and the
crops put in the silo, harvested separately or pastured by
hogs. The last practice has been found profitable on the Funk
Farms. The beans are as a rule planted at the last cultivation
of the corn. If planted alone in rows far enough apart to
permit cultivation, use 30 to 40 pounds of seed per acre. If
sown broadcast, 60 pounds per acre. If seeded in corn, 20 to
30 pounds.
“We handle the standard proven varieties and can
furnish you with tested seed. This is important as soy beans
lose their vitality very fast and good looking seed may show
very poor germination.”
This same description appeared in the Funk catalog
for 1918. At the top of this page is written “Funk Farms–
Established 1824.” Address: Bloomington, Illinois.
1586. Gray, Dan T. 1917. Report of the Animal Industry
Division. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 39:21-47. For the year 1916. See p. 21-31, 45.
• Summary: Contents: Swine (Soybeans, waste peanuts,
mast, “soybean meal, and peanut meal” are being tested
as feed for hogs). Soybean pastures for fattening hogs
(Edgecomb Branch Station). Peanut against soybean pasture
as feeds for hogs (Pender Branch Station). Wheat shorts,
peanut meal, and soybean meal as feed for hogs (Central
Branch Station). The cheapening effect of peanuts, soybeans,
and mast upon the bodies of hogs. Soybean meal as a feed
for poultry (Edgecombe Branch Station, p. 45).
The section titled “Soybean Pastures for Fattening Hogs
(Edgecombe Branch Station)” states: “Farmers all over the
state are becoming very interested in soybean pasture, and
are calling upon us for accurate information as to just how
reliable this pasture is and how it should be used.”
The section titled “Wheat Shorts, Peanut Meal, and
Soybean Meal as Feed for Hogs (Central Branch Station)”
notes that soybean meal refers to ground full-fat soybeans.
Some packing plants and consumers believe that feeding
soybean meal to hogs produces an undesirable hog body.
Three lots of pigs were fed a ration of 2/3 corn plus 1/3 of
one of the above protein sources. Those fed the soybean
meal made the greatest average daily gains, 0.44 lb/day. “The
cost to make gains was extremely high, as it cost $19.80 to
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make each 100 lb of increase in the shorts lot, $11.79 in the
soybean lot, and $14.56 in the peanut-meal lot. Corn was
valued at $1 a bushel, soybean meal at $40 a ton, and peanut
meal at $30 a ton.” Address: Chief, Animal Industry Div.
1587. Robbins, Wilfred W. 1917. The botany of crop plants:
a text and reference book. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: P.
Blakiston’s Son & Co. xix + 681 p. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
[300+* ref]
• Summary: The soy bean is discussed on pages 455-58.
“Soja (Soy Bean): Generic Description.–The soy beans
are prostrate or erect herbs with pinnately three-, rarely fiveor seven-, foliate leaves. The flowers are in short axillary
racemes, and are purple or whitish. The pods are linear or
falcate, and two-valved. The seeds are globular and pea-like.
“There are between 15 and 20 species of Soja, natives of
tropical Asia, Africa, and Australia. There is only one species
of any economic importance. This is Soja max.
“Soja Max (Soy Bean, Soja Bean, Coffee Bean):
Description. This is an erect, bushy appearing, hairy annual,
varying from 1½ to 6 feet in height (Fig. 192). Unlike the
cowpea, it has a definite growth, that is, reaches a certain size
and matures its seed. All the pods of the soy bean mature at
one time. In the cowpea, new pods are formed as long as the
plant lives. The tap root is short and strong. The leaves are
trifoliate. Usually they have withered and fallen by the time
the pods are mature, but in some varieties remain green and
stay on the plant for sometime after the pods mature. The
flowers are borne in axillary clusters; they are small, and
either white or purple in color. The flowers are self-pollinated
as a rule, and are completely self-fertile. Occasional crossfertilization occurs in the field when varieties are planted
very close together. The pods are from 1 to 2½ inches long,
yellowish or brown, and covered with short bristly hairs. As
many as 300 to 400 pods have been found on one plant, and
each pod usually contains two or three seeds. In fact, the soy
bean is the greatest seed producer of any legume grown in
temperate climates. The seeds vary greatly in color; there
are shades of cream, white, yellow, green, brown, and black;
they also vary in shape from globose to elliptical. Under the
most favorable conditions, soy bean seeds do not retain their
viability for more than five or six years.
“Soja max is a native of China and Japan, The cultivated
varieties are adapted to the warmer sections of the United
States; they are intolerant of cool nights. However, there are
several very early maturing varieties which may be grown in
the northern tier of States. The soy bean will grow in moist
climates, and also manifests drought-resistant propensities.
The plant is grown on a variety of soil types, and will even
produce a fair crop on poor soils of a sandy nature.
“Uses.–The soy bean is the most important legume in
Asiatic countries, and is becoming of increasing value in the
United States. The chief product of the bean is the oil which
is expressed from the seeds. It is used in the manufacture

of soaps, lubricants, water-proof goods, linoleum, rubber
substitutes and printing ink; also in the preparation of
varnishes and paints, as a substitute for linseed oil. After the
oil is expressed from the seed, the ‘cake,’ either unground
or ground into a meal, is used as stock feed or as a fertilizer.
Soy-bean meal is of considerable value as human food.
Soy-bean flour is an important constituent in many food
specialties such as diabetic breads, crackers and biscuits.
Soy-bean flour is very low in carbohydrates, that made from
soy-bean cake having a carbohydrate content of 33.85 per
cent. (1) as compared with 75.35 per cent. in wheat flour.
The protein content of flour made from soybean cake is
given as 47.3 per cent., whereas that of wheat flour is but 11
per cent. Soy beans are also utilized to make a so-called soybean milk, which is valued for cooking purposes by bakers,
confectioners and chocolate manufacturers. The seeds of
soy beans are sometimes used as a substitute for coffee.
Soy-bean hay has a comparatively high feeding value. It is
recommended as a pasture for hogs. The plant is recognized
as a valuable soiling and ensilage crop. Nitrogen-fixing
bacterial nodules occur on the roots of the soy bean.”
References are at the end of each chapter. Address: PhD,
Prof. of Botany, Colorado Agricultural College.
1588. Van Nuis, Chas. S. 1917. Report of the Department
of Farm Crops. New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 37:319-25. For the year ending Oct.
31, 1916. See p. 393-97.
• Summary: Section VI, titled “Other crops” (p. 325) states:
“Beside the above, there were forage crops furnished from
the College Farm to the dairy department, as follows:” A
table shows: “Green rye 19,550 lbs., Green grass 1,080 lbs.,
Green clover 1,435 lbs., Green soybeans 10,360 lbs.
“Of the latter item [soybeans] 7,770 pounds were put
into a silo with corn for silage. Some small areas were
devoted to alterations of rye and soybeans, permitting two
crops per year on the same ground. The rye not fed green to
the cattle was cut for straw just after the rye headed, and was
immediately followed by soybeans for green forage, or to
be plowed under as green manure.” Address: Assoc. in Fram
Crops [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
1589. Wing Seed Co. 1917. The Wing Seed Co. (Mail order
catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 104 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: The front cover, which bears the date 1917,
shows iris growing around a pond, surrounded by trees.
On the back cover is an oval photo of a child surrounded
by flowers. Below that is the logo “Wing’s Quality Seeds.”
This catalog includes an expanded selection of flower seeds,
vegetable seeds, and plants and bulbs. The Introduction
states that the company has the largest assortment of gladioli,
iris, dahlias, and peonies in Ohio. “Ever since the great
European War has begun, all seedsmen have experienced
great difficulty in obtaining the stocks of seeds which they
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required from Europe.”
This catalog contains a fairly long section titled “Soy
beans” (p. 49-51) with the following contents: Introduction.
Planting and cultivation. Harvesting for grain. Harvesting
for hay. Varieties: Wing’s Mikado, Wing’s Mongol, Ito San,
Medium Green, Mammoth, trial ground’s beans. Forage
or dual purpose beans: Wing’s Extra Select Sable, Wing’s
Pedigreed Sable, Wing’s Royal (new; another selection from
Wing’s Extra Select Sable), Jet, Wilson.
Photos show: (1) A man standing atop a huge load of
soy bean hay on a wagon pulled by a white horse. “Making
soy bean hay.” (2-6) Mature uprooted plants bearing leaves
and many pods of the following varieties: Ito San, Wing’s
Mongol, Wing’s Mikado, Wing’s Pedigreed Sable, Wing’s
Royal.
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York. Address: Mechanicsburg,
Ohio.
1590. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1917. High grade seeds for 1917
(Mail order, with order form). Richmond, Virginia. 100 p. 25
cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Specialties in Seeds” (p.
4) a half page is devoted to “Soja Beans–A profitable crop.
It contains five testimonial letters for several varieties:
(1) “Considers Mammoth Yellow Soja Beans superior to
cow peas as land improver.” Jno. P. Hamilton, Charles
County, Maryland (9 Oct. 1916). (2) “Hogs, horses and
cows eager for Soja Beans” (Mammoth Yellow). Chas. P.
Barnum, Montgomery County, Maryland (8 Oct. 1916). (3)
“Tarheel Black Sojas surpass other kinds for hay.” Jas. L.
Karickhoff, Upshur County, West Virginia (17 Oct. 1916).
(4) “Consider Tarheel Soy Beans far superior for a forage
crop.” J.P. Agnew, Nottoway Country, Virginia (Oct. 1916).
(5) “Hollybrook Early Soja Beans.” B.P. Williams, Wake
County, North Carolina (14 Nov. 1914).
In section titled “Seeds for the Farm” (p. 88) a full page
is devoted to “Soja Beans–Profitable for crop of beans and
one of the best summer forage crops.” Following a half-page
description of the plant, are descriptions of the following
varieties: “Mammoth Yellow Sojas,” “Wilson Early Black
Sojas,” “Early Dwarf Green Sojas,” “Ito San Sojas,” “TarHeel Black Sojas,” “Hollybrook Early Sojas,” and “Brown
Sojas.” A photo shows a soja bean plant covered with pods.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Wilson Early Black.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #16631.
Address: Richmond, Virginia.
1591. Zavitz, C.A. 1917. Results of co-operative experiments
in agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 38:9-33. For the year 1916. See p. 10, 13, 1819.

• Summary: In the section on “Spring crops, 1916,” a table
titled “List of experiments for 1916” (p. 10), under “Grain
crops” includes “Testing two varieties of Soy, Soja, or
Japanese beans–2 plots.”
In the section on “Varieties of farm crops,” a large table
(p. 13) shows that 2 tests were conducted on “Soy beans.”
Brown (comparative value 100), yielded 0.40 tons/acre of
straw and 14.67 bu/acre (880 lb/acre) of grain. O.A.C. No.
81 (C.V. 100), yielded 0.28 tons/acre of straw and 13.67 bu/
acre (820 lb/acre) of grain.
The subsection titled “Soy beans” (p. 18-19) states:
“Only two good reports of experiments with Soy beans
were received from the experimenters in the past year. The
Brown variety gave exactly one bushel more than the O.A.C.
No. 81. This was the first year in which the O.A.C. No. 81
[apparently a selection from the Early Yellow variety] was
distributed for co-operative experiments. It has surpassed
the Brown Soy bean in yield per acre at the College but is a
little later in reaching maturity.” Address: Dr., Prof. of Field
Husbandry, O.A.C. [Ontario Agricultural College], Guelph
[Ontario, Canada].
1592. South Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural College,
Extension Bulletin. 1917? Soy beans [Questions and
answers]. No. 22. 15 p. Undated.
• Summary: Also titled: Farmers’ Reading Course Bulletin
No. 22. This bulletin consists of 110 questions and answers
divided into the following categories: History and general
use (questions 1-15). Varieties, adaptation, and general use
(16-39). Planting, preparation, fertilization and cultivation
(40-65). Harvesting and yield (66-105). Products and byproducts (106-110; soy bean meal and oil).
Page 6: “19 What are probably the best varieties
for South Carolina? Mammoth (Yellow), Holly Brook
[Hollybrook] (Yellow), and Ito San (Yellow).”
“20 Which of these is the best popular late maturing
variety for seed production? Mammoth Yellow.
“21 What is probably the best popular late maturing
variety for hay making in South Carolina? Mammoth Yellow.
“22 Name best varieties for hay production in South
Carolina. Mammoth Yellow, Ito San.
Pages 10-11: “55 What kind of planter should be used?
An ordinary corn planter or peanut planter will do.”
Page 11: “Harvesting and Yield:
“66 When should they be cut for hay? When the lower
pods begin to turn yellow.
“67 Should you cut for Hay when wet? No, cutting
should start after the dew is off the plants.
“68 If cut later what will be the result? The total food
constituents will be greater, but there will be considerable
waste, by shattering and in feeding, due to hard stems, and
loss of leaves, and less digestibility.
“69 When should we plant for Hay? So that the crop can
be put before frost.
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“70 After cutting, what should be done? Let the plants
lie in the swath until leaves are wilted, but do not put off
raking until the leaves are dry and brittle.
“71 Then what? Rake into windrows and let lie for a day
or two, depending on weather, then put into small cocks or
bunches.
“72 How long should the hay be left in cocks? Until no
moisture is shown by severely twisting a small wisp of the
hay.
“73 How should hay be stacked? It should be in good
sized stacks, or put under a shed. If in the open, some other
material should be put over the stacks, as Soy Bean Hay does
not shed rain well.
“74 What yield of hay can be expected from an acre?
From one to four tons; two tons is about the average.
The yield varies with the variety and other conditions. In
Mississippi Mammoth Yellow made 4400 pounds.
“75 Is it advisable to use Curing Frames, or Stakes, in
making hay? Often this can be done to advantage, much in
the same manner as Cow Pea Hay is cured on stakes.
“76 How does Soy Bean Hay compare in plant food with
other hays? One ton of Soy Bean Hay contains about 47.6
pounds of Nitrogen. One ton of Soy Bean Straw contains
about 35 pounds of Nitrogen. One ton of Crimson Clover
contains about 44 pounds of Nitrogen. One ton of Alfalfa
Hay contains about 46.8 pounds of Nitrogen.
“77 Can Soy Beans be planted with other plants for Hay
or Silage? Yes, with a number of other crops.
“78 How will they do with Cow Peas? Well, but the tall,
strong-growing varieties are to be preferred. The yield of hay
will be greater and better.
“79 Which do stock prefer? They prefer the Soy Bean.
“80 In what proportion should the beans be mixed with
Cow Peas for hay production? Not less than one bushel of
Soy Beans to 1½ bushels peas should be sown to the acre.
If planted in rows, less than half the quantity of each is
sufficient.
“81 What varieties are probably best for hay in this
mixture? Mammoth and Holly Brook Soy Beans and
Brabham or Iron Peas.
“82 Should any precaution be taken? Yes, if the Soy
Beans are planted more than two inches deep they will not
come up. The planting can best be done with grain-drill set to
plant shallow.
“83 How does the mixture cure? More easily than either
alone.”
Note: A stamp on the cover shows that this undated
bulletin was received by the National Agricultural Library on
12 Feb. 1917. According to a librarian at Clemson, the last
dated Bulletin in this series was No. 19, of July 1916; the
next was No. 38 of Feb. 1918. Address: Clemson College,
South Carolina.
1593. Whittle, Charles A. 1917? Why soy beans? Southern

Fertilizer Association, Soil Improvement Committee,
Circular No. 3. 4 p. Undated. But it was received by the
USDA National Agricultural Library on 24 May 1918.
• Summary: “If the boll weevil takes from 30 to 50 per cent
of the cotton crop then something else must be grown to
supplement cotton. Soy Beans can lay strong claims for a
place. The demand for its oil and meal is rapidly increasing.”
Contents: For human food: Soya biscuits (containing soya
flour), soy bean milk (used for centuries in Japan and China
“Because of its food value and for sanitary reasons, it is
of greatest importance to bakeries and confectioners”).
For stock feed. For industrial uses: Soap and paint. Wide
adaptation to soil and climate. The increasing demand.
Varieties. Yields and returns. Fertilization. Address: Atlanta,
Georgia.
1594. Bailey, W.S. 1918. Soy beans with corn: What one
grower has to say. Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin (Berkshire
Co. Farm Bureau, Pittsfield, Massachusetts) 1(3):4-5. Jan.
• Summary: “Soy beans were grown with the corn, by us
last season, as an experiment to increase the feeding value
of silage. They were mixed with the corn, in about the
proportion of 3 quarts of beans, medium green [sic, Medium
Green] variety being used, to 5 quarts of corn and sown with
a horse planter in the usual way.”
“The beans appeared above ground from 1 to 3 days
before the corn, and for a brief time kept ahead of it its
growth. With the better weather conditions prevailing during
late June and early July, corn came into its own however and
kept well above the beans throughout the remainder of the
season. The beans though rather shaded by the corn during
the last two months of growth were not apparently seriously
checked by this condition and by early September were well
podded with nearly mature beans.
“The vines attained a height of from 2 1-2 feet on the
low, heavier poorly drained and indifferently fertilized
portions of the field to four feet on the mellower and better
fertilized soil. At no time during the season did their rank
growth interfere with cultivation.”
“At the time of cutting, September 10th, the beans stood
in upright shape between the stalks of corn and occupied
but little more space between the rows than corn usually
does. Considerable doubt has been expressed as to whether
a harvester could cut the two crops, without troublesome
clogging. While we cut our crop by the slower hand process,
other conditions determining this course, I can see no reason
why a good harvester in proper working conditions should
not cut without any serious difficulty the two crops.”
“With silage composed of well matured corn and beans
fed with alfalfa hay, clover hay or oats and peas, I believe the
grain problem can be reduced to its lowest terms or pretty
nearly eliminated.
“The following ration varied slightly to suit the needs
of individual cows is yielding us good results: 35 lbs. corn
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and soy bean silage, 8 to 10 lbs. oats and pea hay, 5 to 7 lbs.
mixed hay, 2 lbs. cotton seed meal, nutritive ratio 1:5:7.
“No special fertilization other than that to insure a good
corn crop appears to be necessary to grow the soy bean.”
“In view of the slight increase in care and expense of
growing, and the added feeding value given to the silage,
fully 20% I believe, as compared with the present and
prospective high prices of grain feeds, it seems that the
growing of soy beans should be seriously considered and
entered upon by every dairy farmer.”
1595. Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin (Berkshire Co. Farm
Bureau, Pittsfield, Massachusetts). 1918. Soy beans. 1(3):12. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The farm bureau is now gathering whatever
data and other information it can as to soy beans grown in
Berkshire Co. for the purpose of increasing the feeding value
of silage. Most of our reports so far are favorable; some
report the crop not a success this year, but only one has yet
reported discouragingly of the crop. When our reports are all
in we will give tabulated results. We are, however, printing in
this issue, a letter written us by Mr. Bailey, Superintendent of
Mr. A.S. Eatons’ Farm, South Mountain Road, Pittsfield. We
are more than glad to give this letter to our readers, because
it sustains the contention which the County Agent maintains
and will continue to preach, namely that the dairymen of
our county should raise on their own farms a combination of
crops approximating a balanced ration of high feeding value
and thus eliminate the feed bill that robs the dairyman of his
profits.”
Note: The paragraph above this article explains that the
USA has entered World War I, and “is now putting every
other issue aside in order to give her entire attention to
winning this war. The strongest, healthiest and best men of
the country of fighting age are being whipped into shape for
services at the front. No person in the U.S. is exempt from
responsibility. We who stay at home should be as truly at the
front as those in the trenches, that is those of us who remain
here should be prepared to do our utmost in the matter of
production, and sacrifice to the limit if we consider ourselves
truly patriotic when the best blood of the land is being
sacrificed for the future safety, prosperity and happiness of
democracy...” Address: Fenn St.
1596. Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin (Berkshire Co. Farm
Bureau, Pittsfield, Massachusetts). 1918. Facts and figures.
1(3):5-6. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In agriculture, perhaps more than in any other
line of work, new methods are adopted only when proved
sound... The average farmer cannot afford to experiment on a
large scale.”
It is the work of the Farm Bureau to bring new and
better methods of production to the attention of farmers, and
to prove that they are sound and profitable.

“It is perhaps in this work that the Bureau’s agents
need the support and cooperation of its members more than
in any other. Unless co-operative demonstrators give their
assistance, the adaptation of these new methods will be slow.
“For example; if one farmer in each town were to plant
under the county agent’s advice, a portion of his field to soy
beans and corn, and if there was a demonstration meeting
held there at the time of planting and harvesting, and if the
farmer checked the results when the silage was fed to the
stock, and if his figures showed that it was profitable to grow
soy beans and corn together, then many farmers in that town
would grow that crop next year. Why?–because they were
shown, the facts were proved–there were figures to back the
statement up.”
1597. Good, E.S.; Mann, L.B. 1918. An experiment
comparing velvet bean meal, tankage and soy bean meal
as supplements to corn meal in feeding hogs. Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 20. 4 p. Jan.
• Summary: On 24 June 1917 lot of eight Duroc-Jersey and
Berkshire shoats [shotes] each weighing originally 125 lb.
was fed on corn meal and velvet-bean and hull meal (5:1)
another on corn meal and tankage (9.1) and a third on corn
meal and soy bean meal (7.1) for 89 days. Note: The “soy
bean meal” was actually ground soybeans, not defatted
soy bean meal. The average gains were respectively 0.8,
1.52 and 1.42 lb. per pig and the corresponding amounts of
feed consumed per pound of gain were 6.5, 4.2 and 4.5 lb.
Although the velvet-bean meal was much cheaper than the
tankage or soy bean meal, the animals getting velvet-bean
meal disliked it and grew slowly.
“This experiment again emphasizes the value of soy
beans as a supplement to corn in the growing and fattening
of hogs, for the results of the lot receiving soy beans in
its ration compared very favorably with those of the lot
receiving tankage in swine feeding operations and, as the
best grades of tankage are now retailing at about $100.00 per
ton, one can well understand the great economic importance
of the soy bean.” Address: Lexington.
1598. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1918. The soy bean
crop. Feb. 16. p. 12.
• Summary: “Last year various state and national
organizations urged upon Connecticut farmers the culture
of soy beans with much earnestness, but they omitted to
tell the public later what success they had or how great a
harvest was gathered... Despite this [early] frost, some of
the beans ripened, for the Amherst Agricultural College [in
Massachusetts] offers a limited quantity for seeding purposes
at $7 a bushel. We should be glad to know just how many of
these are bought and sown by New England farmers for other
purposes than ensilage.
“If famine ever strikes New England we take it that
soy beans will be the very last thing on the menu before the
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people take to leather and sawdust as staple articles of diet.”
1599. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina).
1918. Three great forage crops–How to grow them: How to
grow soy beans. 33(7):213. Feb. 16.
• Summary: Soils.–The soy bean has been particularly
successful in the upper two-thirds of the Cotton Belt,
especially on clay and clay loam soils. It is also very largely
grown on certain reclaimed lands in eastern North Carolina.
For the sandy soils of the lower South, we prefer velvet
beans for soil improvement and as a grazing crop for hogs
cattle.
“Fertilizers.–Being a legume, or nitrogen-gatherer, the
soy bean does well with fertilizers low in nitrogen content.
On a fair grade of soil we recommend leaving out nitrogen
entirely, using mainly acid phosphate at the rate of 200 to
300 pounds per acre, and possibly some potash, when prices
are low enough to justify its use.
“Preparation.–As with most other crops, good soil
preparation is important. Break well and use the harrow to
make the seed bed fine and mellow. An important point is to
see that the seed are not planted too deep, since poor stands
will result.
“Inoculation,–It appears fairly certain that to do best soy
beans should be inoculated when planted on land where they
have never been successfully grown. To do this, one of the
standard artificial cultures may be used, or soil from a field
where soy beans have done well may be scattered broadcast
over the field to be planted at the rate of from 500 to 2,000
pounds per acre.
“Varieties.–The Mammoth Yellow, because of its
luxuriant growth, is probably the most popular variety for
the South, especially for hay. Other popular varieties are:
Hollybrook, Ito San, Virginia and Haberlandt.
“Methods and Time of Planting.–As a hay crop after
oats, wheat or rye, soy beans are excellent, especially in the
upper two-thirds of the Cotton Belt. However, they should
be planted in rows and given two or three light cultivations,
rather than broadcasted. Another popular method is to plant
the beans in the corn rows between the hills of corn, the
beans thus getting the benefit of the cultivation given the
corn. Beans may be planted any time from the middle of
April to the first of July. One-half bushel seed per acre is the
usual rate of seeding in drills.
“Cultivation.–Whether planted with corn or in drills
alone, cultivation should be about the same with the primary
objects of keeping down grass and weeds and conserving
moisture with as little injury to the root system as possible.
“As a Seed Crop.–Soy beans may generally be depended
upon to make much heavier yields of seed than cowpeas,
crops of 20 to 30 bushels per acre being common. The cost
of cultivation is low and at present prices for labor it will be
seen that the crop may be grown quite profitably. In sections
where the beans are largely grown a special bean harvester

that harvests a row of beans at a time is used.
“As a Grazing Crop.–Because of its heavy yield of
seed, the soy bean is especially valuable for hogs, few crops
equalling it in the production of cheap pork.
“As a hay Crop.–Soy beans after small grain make a
hay of excellent quality, especially high in protein. The hay
should be cut after the pods are formed, but before they get
dry enough to shatter out their seeds. Yields of hay run from
one to three tons per acre.”
1600. Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin (Berkshire Co. Farm
Bureau, Pittsfield, Massachusetts). 1918. Crops. 1(4):4. Feb.
• Summary: “Beans which have been rarely grown as a
field crop were grown extensively throughout the County
with varied degrees of success. Twenty bushels to the acre
were commonly reported and in other cases the crop proved
a failure from rust, or failed to mature before the early Fall
frost. Quite a large number of dairymen were encouraged
to raise soy beans with corn for silage. The County Agent
believes that for the dairymen the results obtained from this
crop are as satisfactory as any recommended. A few farmers
grew the beans separately, but these were very largely
destroyed by the frost, whereas those grown with the corn
were protected. Growing the beans with the corn seems to be
the most satisfactory method.”
1601. Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin (Berkshire Co. Farm
Bureau, Pittsfield, Massachusetts). 1918. Medium Green Soy
Bean seed. 1(4):6. Feb.
• Summary: “Mr. E.F. Gaskill writes the county agent that
the Massachusetts Agricultural College last year ripened a
quantity of Medium Green Soy Beans which they are selling
to the farmers at $7 per bushel. As this is the variety adapted
to Berkshire conditions for growing with the corn for silage
we advise farmers wishing to try soy beans in their silage
this year to write to the Massachusetts Agricultural College
and secure their seed while it lasts.”
1602. Franklin County Farmers’ Bulletin (Massachusetts).
1918. Soil fertility and crop improvement: Project No. 6.
3(8):5-6. Feb.
• Summary: “Fifteen demonstrations of growing soy beans
with ensilage corn were conducted. Nitrogen gathering
bacteria cultures were furnished each of these, but there
were no beneficial results to be noticed from their use. It is
probable that the cultures were not active. In one instance
the germination of the seed was injured by the treatment.
Too late a variety was used in many cases, and where a fair
yield of vines was secured the beans did not mature enough
to make the best yield of nutriment. We hope to repeat these
demonstrations next year with more satisfactory results. With
comparatively little labor the soy beans add very materially
to the food value of a crop of ensilage, and reduce the
amount of grain necessary to be fed.”
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skins do not clog the pressure-release valve. Address: M.D.
1603. Kellogg, John Harvey. 1918. The soy bean. Good
Health (Battle Creek, Michigan) 53(2):111. Feb.
• Summary: “A new food product has made its appearance in
the United States, although up to the present time it has been
little appreciated. This new food is a legume, the famous
Japanese soy bean, which has for unknown centuries been a
staple food in Japan and China.”
“Another point in favor of the soy bean is the fact that
the protein which it contains is a complete protein. That is, it
is capable of fully supplying the place of lean meat, milk or
eggs. It is for this reason that the Chinese and Japanese are
able to prepare from the soy a very good substitute for milk.
A very fine cheese is also made from the soy which is in
many respects superior to ordinary cheese.
“The fat or oil of the soy is of excellent flavor and is
more easily digestible than animal fats.”
“The soy bean has been grown quite freely of late years
in the South as a forage plant and for feeding cattle, but
has been little used for human food. The chief obstacle in
the way of its introduction as a food product has been the
difficulty of preparing palatable dishes from it. Ordinary
cooking even when prolonged left the beans so tough as
to be hard to chew and unpalatable. A few months ago the
interesting discovery was made that by cooking the bean
under pressure it became remarkably tender and toothsome.
A temperature of about 225 degrees F. is required and the
cooking must be continued for four to six hours.”
A recipe is then given for “pressure cooking” whole dry
soybeans without a pressure cooker. “Soak the beans over
night in sufficient water to cover them. Provide an empty
stone jar with a tight fitting top, also prepare a strong brine
by adding to a gallon of water five pounds of common salt.
Put the soaked beans in the stone jar with a little salt, adding
tomato sauce if desired. Screw in the top, taking care to
make it tight. Immerse the jar in the brine and boil for five or
six hours. The brine has a boiling temperature of about 225
degrees F. Higher temperatures may be obtained by adding
chloride of calcium to the brine.
“Prepared in this way, the soy bean makes an
exceedingly rich and savory dish with a meaty taste and very
great staying and satisfying qualities.”
Note 1. The USA entered World War I in April 1917.
Starting in about 1916 there was great interest in finding
alternatives to meat and dairy products, so that the latter
foods could be shipped to American and allied soldiers.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb.
2021) that uses the term “complete protein” (or “complete
proteins”) and also the earliest that uses this term in
connection with soy.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (June 2013)
that mentions the cooking of soybeans under pressure or in
a pressure cooker. Note that the soybeans are apparently in
a separate container inside the pressure cooker so that their

1604. Miller, H.A. 1918. A simple way to increase crop
yields: Methods followed by farmers of the coastal plain
section of the Central Atlantic States in building up soil
fertility. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 924. 24 p. Feb. See
p. 10.
• Summary: The coastal plain section, which includes
portions of New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, and Virginia,
constitutes one of the oldest farming regions in the Central
Atlantic States. Over time, the fertility of the soil has
declined. In the section titled “Important crops for soil
improvement” is a subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 10), which
begins: “The soy-bean crop is not grown as extensively in
the region as it should be... soy beans as a rule are a more
profitable crop than cowpeas, except on very poor land.”
“Soy beans are especially valuable for feeding farm animals.
The yield of seed is usually double that of cowpeas, and
the hay is of equally good quality and easier to cure than
cowpea hay. Soy beans are much used as a crop for hogging
down, either when sown alone or with corn... The value of
soy beans, both as a feed crop and for the improvement of
the soil, warrants a much greater acreage than is at present
grown in this section.” Address: Agriculturist [USDA].
1605. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina).
1918. Harvesting soy and velvet beans: A Tennessee farmer’s
method ($2 prize letter) (Letter to the editor). 33(10):318.
March 9. *
• Summary: “A year ago I had never seen a soy bean
growing. But we improved on our sources of information in
harvesting, for seed.
“In the first place, following such information as we had
gathered from lectures and farm papers, we started in pulling
up the vines; but we gave this up, and cut them off with
pocket knives, just above the ground. Some rows, where the
land was richer the stems larger, we found it best to cut them
with brier scythe. Ours did not shatter.
“Then to thresh them out, we stretched a woven wire
over the wagon bed, and beat them out through this net into
the bed. We found about one-fifth the total number of beans
being scattered on the ground by this method. We wanted to
disk the land for rye at once, so there no chance for hogs to
save this waste. We tore off the woven wire net, ?ed them to
the house, then beat them out on the porch, having first put
my planks around the edge. Hardly a bean was wasted in this
way. Nearby we have a shed into which we stacked away
the stems and hulls, and better roughage for stock than corn
stover was the result. At least both our cattle and horses and
mules prefer it to the best corn stover. The lower part of the
stem only is woody, and it is left by the stock. This makes
fine bedding for stables and goes back...”
1606. Quinn, H. 1918. Success with soy beans: soy beans
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fine in central Alabama (Letter to the editor). Progressive
Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina) 33(10):317. March
9.
• Summary: “For hay, we sow one bushel of soy beans per
acre on a well prepared seedbed with an ordinary grain drill,
being careful not to cover more than one and one-half inches.
If it rains and a crust begins to form, before they are up, we
go over them with a spike harrow. They are cut when the first
pods begin to turn yellow. If the leaves begin to drop very
badly, we cut sooner. We cut them in the morning after the
dew is off, then rake, about noon, into windrows. About the
middle of the afternoon we turn with the hay rake by driving
across the windrows. Just as the tines are well under the
windrow we ‘dump,’ and the hay is ‘up side down.’ Before
the dew is on, it is put up in small cocks to stay until it is
cured.
“We have had fairly good results by sowing to harvest
for seed, but we find it better to plant in rows two and
one-half or three feet apart and cultivate. Rich land should
have one-half bushel per acre. By having them thick in the
drill, they grow spindling and we have no trouble in cutting
them with a grain binder. On thin land one peck per acre
in enough. We cut when the first pods are ripe, cure them
like oats, and thresh them on an oat thresher.” Address:
Montevallo, Alabama.
1607. Raiford, W. Burnley. 1918. Success with soy beans
($1 prize letter): Soy beans and prosperity (Letter to the
editor). Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
33(10):316. March 9.
• Summary: “After having grown soy beans for five years,
I have three reasons, any one of which would justify giving
this legume a prominent place on Southern farms.
“First, by actual measurement we harvest more corn
from one-third of the farm now than we did before on onehalf, as we now follow soy beans with corn, where we used
to simply alternate corn and peanuts. The reason for this is
that the soy bean plant goes back to the land in the form of
humus after the bean is eaten by hogs. Being a legume, it
also enriches the soil. After putting the soy bean in our crop
system, making a three-year rotation, the texture of the soil
has already become much finer, so that it is not so much
trouble to make a good seed bed as formerly.
“Second, as a hay crop we can get as many tons of nice
hay per acre from it as anything else we can grow. It is a
good feed for growing colts and calves, and is the next thing
to alfalfa for milk cows. We can make good crops of beans
on soils that are too poor to grow clover and alfalfa. The time
for mowing beans for hay is generally dry, thus making it
easy to cure and save.
“Third, as grazing for pigs we find it excellent, as it
makes from three to five times as much feed per acre as
cowpeas, and is ready to be grazed earlier than peanuts. If
pigs are put in early enough, they will eat lots of the green

leaves. We would hardly know how to farm now without the
soy bean.”
A photo shows soy beans grown in corn for grazing.
Address: Ivor, Virginia.
1608. Rosson, R.C.; & Son. 1918. Success with soy beans:
corn and soy beans a fine combination (Letter to the editor).
Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
33(10):316. March 9.
• Summary: “Last year we broke ten acres with a three-horse
riding plow as deep as possible, then worked down to a good
seed bed, planted corn about three feet apart with a two-row
planter, and followed in the same rows with another two-row
planter, planting one peck of Mammoth Yellow soy beans to
the acre, not so deep as the corn, however.
“When up good we harrowed twice to the row with
a fourteen-tooth cultivator. Later the corn and beans were
plowed three times. After the last working we used the same
fourteen-tooth cultivator to level the ground.
“We harvested the corn and beans with a corn binder,
tying same in bundles, making them easily handled. Then
this was shredded, making fodder as good or better than
good clover hay for dairy cattle. The yield was two tons per
acre, approximately. We also got 75 bushels of nubbed corn
and beans, about 75 per cent beans and 25 per cent corn,
which we ground into meal.
“The corn binder left enough beans on the ground to
graze 21 head of shoats all winter except when covered with
snow. With a supplement of skim milk, these shoats made a
gain of a pound per day.” Address: Adams, Tennessee.
1609. Thomas, Howard N. 1918. Success with soy beans:
soy beans great for hogs (Letter to the editor). Progressive
Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina) 33(10):317. March
9.
• Summary: “My experience with soy beans has been limited
to about three years, but in that time I have become firmly
convinced as to their value both as a feed for cattle and for
hogs.
“Two years ago I bought five shoats that weighed about
50 pounds each, and at that weight on the first of September
I started feeding them a ration of one part soaked soy beans
to four parts corn, giving them all they would clean up.
They showed a decided preference for the beans and would
always eat them before starting on the corn, although I think
that with a self-feeder they would consume more corn than
beans. I killed about the middle of December, and the hogs
averaged 200 pounds each, making a gain of 150 pounds, or
one and one-half pounds per day during the feeding period.”
Address: Alexander, Arkansas.
1610. Umstead, H.L., Jr. 1918. Success with soy beans ($1
prize letter): Planting soy beans with corn. (Letter to the
editor). Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
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33(10):316. March 9.
• Summary: “For the past two years I have followed the
plan of planting soy beans in my corn with such gratifying
results that perhaps some Progressive Farmer readers may
be interested.
“My corn is planted with a Cole planter, and, when a
field is done I fill the hopper with soy beans and go right
back to the same row planting beans, but not as deep as the
corn was planted. The corn and beans come up together
and are usually harrowed with a section harrow a couple of
times, by which time they are large enough to be worked
with a two-horse riding cultivator, with which I generally
cultivate them three times.
“When the corn is mature enough for cutting and
shocking, we take a mowing machine with good sharp blade
and guards, and mow corn and beans, a row at a time, pick
up corn and haul off and shock near the barn where it will be
handy when shredding time comes. The beans are then raked
up and cured in the usual way for hay.
“By the above method I made about twenty tons hay
last year on about ten acres, and in addition some of the land
made fully fifty bushels corn per acre. The beans did not
seem to injure the corn at all.
“Another thing I noticed, where the land was strong and
the beans made very rank growth and met in the row and
tumbled on the ground, the corn did not seem to suffer nearly
so much during a dry time as would have been the case had
there been no beans. Of course the additional supply of roots
absorbed more moisture from the ground, but the dense
foliage of the beans seemed to act as a blanket, preventing
evaporation, which in my opinion more than balanced that
taken up by the roots.”
A photo shows “Soy beans in corn for grazing.”
Address: Rougemont, North Carolina.
1611. Williams, C.B. 1918. Soy beans for southern farmers:
Products of soy beans and their commercial uses–A great
food and feed crop that in future will have a big place in
southern agriculture. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh,
North Carolina) 33(10):328. March 9.
• Summary: “Our people generally have not begin to fully
appreciate the possibilities of the soy bean in the way of soil
improvement and other purposes. It has a much wider range
of adaptation than any of the other leguminous crops in the
South, except possibly Japan clover.” It is a safer and more
productive crop than the cowpea.
“During the spring of 1915, farmers of the South were
confronted with a situation that forced them to put in some
satisfactory crop to take the place of part of the acreage that
had previously been devoted to cotton, because of the very
low price at which cotton had sold during the previous fall.
In many sections, farmers decided to put in more of the
leguminous crops, soy beans being used in many cases.
“Previously the beans that had been grown had been

used almost entirely for seed purposes; but with the large
crop of 1915” it was decided to try crushing some of the
beans in place of cotton seed. “A determined effort was made
along this line, and as a result, in North Carolina alone, a few
of the oil mills operated on the beans and crushed 80,000 to
100,000 bushels. It is believed that the operation, though a
new venture, was conducted at a reasonable profit in most
cases.
“First Commercial Crushing of Domestic Beans: The
first commercial crushing of domestic beans in this country
by an oil mill was started on December 13, 1915, by the mill
located at Elizabeth City, North Carolina. It is interesting
to note that right from the start this mill operated night and
day, the beans being secured from the local market and
surrounding counties, until it had crushed something like
20,000 bushels. This mill was able to crush and handle
almost a ton an hour. It is interesting to observe that they
had practically no difficulty in starting and operating on the
beans after they had been crushing cotton seed. They had to
incur no material expense in changing from the crushing of
cotton seed to the crushing of soy beans. From facts at hand,
it would appear that this mill had very little, if any, difficulty
in disposing of the oil and meal at fairly reasonable prices
secured from the crushing of soy beans. On an average they
were able to secure from 32 to 35 gallons of oil and about
1,650 pounds of meal from each ton of beans.
“In the crushing of soy beans one of the chief products
secured is the oil, which has wide usefulness in the
commercial world. The percentage of oil contained in beans
has been found to vary from 17 to 20 per cent.
“At the present time the oil is being used in this country
largely in the manufacture of soaps, paints, varnishes,
enamels, linoleums and waterproofing materials. It is being
used, too, to a limited extent in the manufacture of edible
oils. Soy bean oil may replace linseed and cottonseed oils in
the manufacture of many of the products into which these
latter oils are at the present time entering. It has been shown
that soy bean oil may comprise 20 to 25 per cent of the total
oils of a paint without seemingly interfering with the lasting
or other qualities required in a good paint. In this respect
this oil is decidedly superior to cottonseed oil as the latter
can seldom if ever be used for this purpose. It is significant
of the possibilities of the production of soy bean oil in this
country that last year there was imported into this country
about 19,000,000 gallons, which at present prices would be
worth more than $20,000,000. These importations have come
chiefly from Asia.”
“Soy Bean Meal–Composition and Value: most valuable
product secured in the crushing of soy beans is the meal.
That which is obtained in the crushing of yellow colored
bens is of a bright yellow color, while that produced from
the brown or dark colored beans is of a darker shade of
yellow. The cake or meal secured by expression methods has
a pleasant taste, not unlike that of malted milk. The meal is
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appetizing, highly nutritious and is relished by stock. When
compounded properly and cooked soy bean meal [flour]
makes a rich, nutritious bread for human consumption.
United States Food Administration has recently placed soy
bean among the substitutes to be used with wheat flour.
“Looking at this product purely from its fertilizing
value, it is more valuable than cottonseed meal and now
is selling for $12 to $15 per ton more than the cottonseed
meal. Analyses show that it contains 7 per cent nitrogen
(8.50 per cent ammonia), 1.25 per cent phosphoric acid,
and 2.25 per cent potash. It is believed that the availability
of these constituents contained in soy bean meal is just as
high as when they are derived from cottonseed meal. Based
upon these percentages, an exchange made purely from
the plant-food standpoint would be about 1,600 pounds of
soy bean meal of average composition for 2,000 pounds, or
33.33 bushels of beans, It should be borne in mind, however,
that the farmer in making such an exchange should at least
receive enough above this amount to cover well the cost of
the delivery of the beans at the mill and the hauling of the
meal back to the farm. When beans bring to the farmer a
higher price than about $2.50 per bushel the oil mills claim
they cannot handle the beans in their mills at the present
prices of oil and meal and cost of operation.
“Soy Bean Meal as a Feed: In feeding experiments
this meal has proved to be a superior product. When fed to
young chicks in equal quantities with wheat shorts, cracked
corn, mixed with sweet milk, it proved to be a most valuable
feed, being equal to rolled oats as a growth producer. From
results in the feeding of pigs, investigators have been led
to conclude that soy bean meal, if fed properly, does not
produce soft-bodied hogs as has been though to be the
case by some. Ordinarily oil mills, with which the writer is
familiar, paid in 1915 and 1916 from $1 to $1.50 per bushel
for the beans. Now they cannot get them at $2.50 to $3 per
bushel.
A very small, oval portrait photo shows Prof. C.B.
Williams. Address: [North Carolina].
1612. Worden, Alton M. 1918. Success with soy beans: soy
beans in Tennessee (Letter to the editor). Progressive Farmer
(The) (Raleigh, North Carolina) 33(10):316-17. March 9.
• Summary: “After over 15 years’ experience with soy beans
on ‘Altamont Range’ I am fully persuaded that is by far the
best forage crop we can raise, for all stock.
“We plant one-half bushel per acre on well prepared
soil in drills 28 to 35 inches apart, using a wheat drill and
closing all but three holes, planting-three rows at a time. We
cultivate with a harrow until 10 or 12 inches high. When the
sun shines hot vines are tough and limber and will not break
off.
“For hay we cut with a six-foot mower, three rows at
once, when the lower leaves begin to turn yellow and the top
pods are well filled. After cutting we let it lie 24 to 30 hours

if good weather, then rake up and place on racks to cure
until bone dry so no moisture can be wrung out of the larger
stalks.
“For seed we cut soya when fully ripe when the lower
leaves are dry, but still on the stalks, aiming to save all the
leaves. If soys get ripe and there is danger of shelling, cut
them while damp with dew and let them lie 24 or 48 hours.
“Rake them while damp if there is danger of shelling
or defoliation, placing on racks to dry. Threshermen insist
sometimes on having beans to be threshed cut and bound,
and some charge 10 or 15 cents more for threshing loose
beans. If bound they should be set up in long shocks and
capped with muslin hay caps of fine close woven cloth. If the
leaves are saved, the straw after threshing is as good as most
hays for feeding.” Address: “Altamont Range,” Tullahoma,
Tennessee.
1613. Worden, Alton M. 1918. Soy beans for profit, forage
and food crops. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). March 10. p.
A15.
• Summary: Nearly 20 years ago [i.e., about 1900] I
introduced soy beans as a forage crop in Coffee and Franklin
counties, Tennessee. After a short trial I predicted ‘That in a
few years soy beans would be raised by millions of acres for
forage and oil.’ That prophecy has been amply fulfilled and
today soybeans are looming up large also as an ideal article
of food to those who know how to prepare them. Browned
and ground it makes a fine coffee and far more healthful
(and very nourishing) than Java and Brazilian berries and
free from the slow poisons of the drug, caffeine. Through
the courtesy of Mr. W.L. Henderson of the Southern railway,
I was shown the coffee, also the beans processed, parched
and salted, a fine dinner dessert dish as any salted nuts, also
rival split peas for soups. Well cooked, they are as desirable
and palatable as the famous ‘Boston baked,’ and canned are
equaled by few and surpassed by none as a table delicacy.
Also a desirable dish eaten fresh and green from the garden
as string or stringless beans, besides furnishing one of the
finest table or salad or cooking oils in use today... As a
source of oil soys are far superior to any other vegetable that
I am familiar with, unless it is peanuts. A table shows the
composition of five seeds, starting with the percentage of
oil and protein contained in cow peas (1.72%, 20.72%), soy
beans (20.48%, 36.75), cotton seed (15%, 36%), velvet beans
(5.54%, 22.21%), and peanuts (34.43%, 23.00%).
“Soy beans are good for all kinds of stock.” One part
soy oil can be mixed with two parts linseed oil to make highgrade paints. Soy flour can be used as an extender for wheat
flour.
Also discusses soy beans used as a forage crop and
to make hay. How to sow and cultivate soy beans. How to
save seed and to cure soys using a rack made of four stakes.
Address: “Range,” Tullahoma, Tennessee.
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1614. Williams, C.B. 1918. Harvesting soy beans.
Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
33(11):349. March 16.
• Summary: “Many who are growing soy beans for the first
time are probably wondering what will be the best way to
harvest their crop this fall. Before cold weather comes on
and the leaves have only dropped a little it will be well for
those wanting hay to cut the vines. The leaves contain much
of the food constituents of the crop and it should be planned
to save as many of them as possible when curing the vines.
Where grown merely for hay, the cutting should take place
after the pods are formed and have grown considerably, but
before they have matured. If the plants are left until the pods
are mature the leaves will shed badly, and the stems will
become too hard and woody for the best quality of hay. After
the plants have reached the proper haying stage, there is a
rather rapid decline in the feeding value of the stems.
“In cutting, an ordinary mowing machine with a sidedelivery attachment or self-rake reaper, or any ordinary
mowing machine without any attachments may be used with
satisfactory results. It is well to cure the vines in the swath
and windrow as much as possible, finishing up in the cock, as
is done with cowpea-hay. Great care should be exercised that
the vines be exposed to direct sunlight as little as possible
after they have thoroughly wilted in the swath. If this
precaution is observed, there will be a minimum of shedding
of the leaves. The handling should be done, if possible, when
the vines are slightly damp from dew. If favorable weather
prevails the hay may be carried to the barn and stored there
with safety after remaining in the cocks for about a week.
“As with cowpeas, the curing may be done usually most
satisfactorily on some kind of curing frame or pole. The
cocks or small stacks should be so constructed as to shed
water and to admit of a free circulation of air through the
center of the pile.
“When the soybeans are to be cut for hay as well as
for seed, they should be cut later, after the pods are ripe but
before they have dried out sufficiently for the beans to pop
out. The curing of the vines should take place in the way
indicated, reducing the handling to the minimum so that
there will be but little, if any, shattering of the beans. After
the hay has been thoroughly dried the beans may be threshed
out with an ordinary threshing machine or with a husker and
shredder. Usually it will be necessary to reduce the speed of
the threshing part of the machines in order that there may
not be any splitting of the beans. After threshing, the beans
should be spread out evenly over the floor in a dry place
where a free circulation of air takes place.” Address: [North
Carolina].
1615. Calvin, Martin V. 1918. Goats and forage crops as a
source of wealth (Letter to the editor). Atlanta Constitution
(Georgia). March 25. p. 4.
• Summary: The Swiss Maltese goat could be introduced to

Georgia and other “cotton states.” “This is distinctly a milch
goat... After her first kids, the average nanny will give from
a quart to three pints of extra rich milk twice a day. Many
carefully kept nannies give a gallon of rich milk a day.”
“Just now farmers are running wild over the velvet bean
[old timers called them horse beans]... Why, we have the soy
or soja bean which is every bit as valuable as the velvet bean.
It yields a large crop of beans and an immense quantity of
forage. Most of all, it responds more than liberally to proper
fertilization and cultivation. There is just where the shoe
pinches...” He ends by discussing lack of fertilization of
cotton. Address: Marietta, Georgia.
1616. Gohier, -. 1918. Alimentation des porcs [Feeding
of hogs]. Revue Agricole et Veterinaire de Madagascar
2(17):125-31. March. [Fre]
• Summary: This appears (by looking at various articles in
this journal) to be an original article by Mr. Gohier. Contents:
Introduction. Feeds for hogs: Manioc, maize, sweet potatoes
(patate), soybean (Soja), Bambarra groundnuts (Graines
d’Ambrevade) [Voandzeia subterranea], broken rice or
rice flour, manioc pulp, trunks of banana trees, blood,
slaughterhouse by-products. Rations to feed to hogs: After
weaning, for fattening. Conclusions.
Concerning the soybean: “The soybean is not widely
cultivated (Le soja est peu cultivé), yet it is a concentrated
feed; its starch:protein value is greater than 100. It can
therefore support a net cost of 10 francs per 100 kg. Its
nutritive ratio of 1/6 (relation nutritive 1/6) enables it to be
used to complete a ration that is low in proteins.”
Note: The author is probably saying that the soybean is
cultivated in Madagascar–but not widely. However he could
be saying that the soybean is not widely cultivated in Africa.
We cannot be sure exactly what he means.
1617. Truog, Emil. 1918. Soil acidity: I. Its relation to the
growth of plants. Soil Science 5(3):169-95. March. [49 ref]
• Summary: “It has been known for a long time that certain
species of plants are affected unfavorably by soil acidity or
what is sometimes called a lack of lime,...” This question is
first discussed generally and 49 publications on soil acidity
are reviewed. Using data from various sources, the author
has compiled a table showing the relation between the lime
requirements and their response to the liming of acid soils, or
their capacity to grow in acid soil.
In the table, the soybean is found under “Legumes” (p.
188), along with alfalfa, cowpea, blue lupin, peanut, etc.
Hemp, cotton, and flax are listed under “Fibre crops.” Two
analyses of soybean hay showed that the lime constituted
2.76% of the plant’s dry matter. The relative quantity of lime
in soybean hay was high (4 out of 5). The relative rate of
growth was high (4). The relative amount of lime required
for growth was high (4). The relative feeding power of the
plant for lime was high (4). The relative lime requirement
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of the plant was medium (3). The response to liming or
reciprocal capacity to grow in acid soil was medium (3).
Conclusions: The amount of lime to be applied in
practical agriculture depends on: (1) the lime requirement of
the crop grown; (2) the acidity of the soil; and (3) the fertility
of the soil. The lime requirement of a plant is subjected
to the following three factors: (1) The lime content of the
plant; (2) the rate of growth of the plant; and (3) the feeding
power of the plant for lime, which depends on (a) the extent
and character of the root system, (b) the internal acidity
of the roots, and (c) the excretion of carbonic acid by the
roots. Address: Dep. of Soils, Agric. Exp. Station, Univ. of
Wisconsin.
1618. Cromer, C.O. 1918. Re: Mr. Thomas Myers of
London, Ontario, Canada. Soybean production in Indiana.
Letter to W.J. Morse, Scientific Assistant, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC,
April 13. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “I have been in communication with Mr.
Thomas Myers of London, Ontario, Canada, who wrote you
relative to the soybean products which he is attempting to
manufacture. I might say that he and his assistant are here
at the present time relative to a site for a factory for the
manufacture of these products.
“Our production for seed in this state [Indiana], of
course, at present is quite low. Mr. Bryant, the Field Crop
Estimates Agent places the seed acreage at 545 acres and
the hay acreage at 4630 acres. I feel, myself, that he is too
low on the seed acreage. I also believe that with an outlet
for the seed, soybeans will be more generally grown. In
fact I think the acreage will increase by leaps and bounds.
Up until this year seed has been selling for something like
$2.50 per bushel. These gentlemen promise 5¢ a pound and
can use all the seed than [sic, that] can be produced. I feel
quite optimistic over the proposition and will be quite glad
when the soybean in Indiana becomes one of the leading
crops. Any information you can give me will be gratefully
received.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#7.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Associate in Crops, Purdue Univ.,
Lafayette, Indiana.
1619. Smith, William C. 1918. The soy bean: A crop for
emergencies. It will grow and mature a big, valuable crop in
a short season. Country Gentleman 83(15):8. April 13.
• Summary: “One of the best emergency crops that can
be grown the coming season, which will produce large

quantities of food for the farmer’s horses, dairy cows, cattle,
sheep and hogs, and which will in its growing maintain and
add to soil fertility, is soy beans.
“But few farmers grow for forage those crops that
more than pay for their keep, like alfalfa, sweet clover or
soy beans. It is an unfortunate fact that these crops are
contemptuously called ‘farmers’ fads.’ Yet the one who thus
calls them will continue to grow timothy, although in return
for the affection bestowed upon it it furnishes little feed to
the acre.
“Now if we can find an emergency crop that will grow
and mature in a short season and the harvest produced is
of great food value, and its growing not only maintains but
builds up soil fertility, then we ought to grasp the growing of
such a crop with open arms. And such a one is the soy-bean
crop.”
A photo shows a man holding soy-bean plants from a
field sown thick for forage, on Mr. Smith’s own farm.
1620. Smith, J.W.R. 1918. Soy-bean experience (Letter to
the editor). National Stockman and Farmer 42(5):124. April
27.
• Summary: Discusses the writer’s very positive experience
with soy beans, the best varieties, and use as grain or forage.
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“Advocated by the agricultural journals, colleges and
experiment stations and by a great majority of good farmers
who have placed and are placing this unsurpassed legume
in the first place as a hay, grain and soil enriching crop, give
them a chance! A good yield of grain may be produced on
poor soil (in some cases when corn or oats would fail), yet
even a light application of stable manure before harrowing
or even before plowing, a liberal dressing of lime just before
drilling, especially on sandy soil, will insure a greatly
increased yield of hay. Always inoculate by using inoculated
soil or cultures.”
“Varieties: Nothing is more essential for profit than
planting the best yielder of hay and grain adapted to your
latitude. Of the twenty-five varieties I have tested I esteem
the Virginia No. 32906 unsurpassed for quantity and
quality of hay and straw as well as large yield of the most
valuable grain for seeding and propagating this excellent
sort. The Wilson is a most excellent variety of similar
characteristics.” Ebony and Peking are not quite as good.
“The bushy varieties–Hollybrook, Medium Green, Ito San,
Morse, Mongol, Ohio No. 9035 and Haberlandt produce
inferior quality and less quantity of hay, but the grain is
better adapted for human food, looks better at least, being
yellow and larger in size. For oil production, bean meal and
table service they are excellent, and mature as a rule north of
41ºlatitude.”
“In Jefferson county, Ohio, a pint of seed produced
as follows: Mongol 52 pounds, Virginia 45 pounds, Ohio
9035 45 pounds, Ebony 40 pounds, Ito San 35 pounds,
Chestnut 27 pounds, Medium Green 25 pounds, Haberlandt
25 pounds. The Virginia produced a third more hay than the
best and four times more hay than the Chestnut and Ebony.
Hence we should use care in selecting varieties this spring
when the seed is so scarce and expensive. The man who
has a corn harvester for cutting silage corn should grow his
‘corn and beans’ in the same row. Otherwise grow separately,
yet fill silo simultaneously. Beans may be cut a few days
previously.” Address: Jefferson county, Ohio.
1621. Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin (Berkshire Co. Farm
Bureau, Pittsfield, Massachusetts). 1918. Raise legumes and
cut down the feed bill. 1(6):13. April.
• Summary: “Until we learn to raise legumes as a major
part of our crop rotation, we will not farm efficiently
or economically. The point is our fertilizer bills are
enormous because of the nitrogen item. Our feed bills are
likewise exorbitant because of the protein we have to buy.
Leguminous crops which consist of clover, vetches, soy
beans, and the like have the ability as no other plants do
to take their supply of nitrogen free from the air. The crop
yields from these plants are usually much larger per acre,
particularly as a hay crop, than are the crops from grasses
alone. The feeding value in very much greater on account of
its high protein content.”

1622. Dorsey, Henry. 1918. Growing soybeans. West Virginia
Univ., College of Agriculture, Extension Dept., Circular No.
204. p. 1-8. April. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Importance of the crop. Requirements
of the crop: climate, soil, lime, fertilizers, inoculation.
Culture of the crop: seed bed, time of planting, manner of
planting, amount of seed, cultivation. Harvesting the crop:
for hay, for seed, for silage (harvest before loss of leaves;
mix 1 part soybean plants with 2 parts corn), for pasture
(turn in shoats before the seed is past the dough stage),
threshing, care of seed. Yields of the crop: soybeans vs.
cowpeas. Suitable varieties. Special uses. Human food. In
crop rotations.
Tables: (1) Composition of soybean hay and other feeds.
(2) Yields of various nutrients in soybeans cut at different
stages (1916).
“Within the last five years soybeans have assumed, due
to their many desirable qualities, an important place in West
Virginia agriculture and their importance is quite likely to
increase. Less than a decade ago the crop was practically
unknown. A conservative estimate derived from county
agents’ annual reports indicates an acreage of more than
6,000 in 1917. This acreage is almost equal to that of clover
alone according to the census figures of 1910.”
The section titled “Yields of the Crop” states (p. 7):
“The yields of soybeans are large enough so that they may
replace the oat crop in many places. While seed prices
are high, soybeans are one of the best cash crops one can
produce. The table shows the recorded yields of some of the
better varieties at the West Virginia Agricultural Experiment
Station. In 1917, 18 varieties averaged 15.6 bushels of seed
per acre.”
This table has 5 columns, with the 9 varieties listed in
descending order by seed yield. The columns are variety,
years, bushels of seed, years, pounds of hay. The first three
columns show:
“Morse, 3, 20.44
“Wilson 89, 1, 17.03
“Wilson, 4, 17.01
“Peking, 4, 16.02
“Virginia, 4, 15.44
“Roosevelt, 4, 14.97
“Sable, 4, 13.57
“Arlington, 4, 13.39
“Haberlandt, 1, 8.56
The section on “Human Food” states (p. 8): “The
scarcity of meats will doubtless lead to a wider use of
soybeans in the human dietary. For centuries they have
supplied a large proportion of the nitrogenous part of the
food of the Chinese and Japanese. In the Orient the whole
beans are not eaten directly but soy sauce, bean milk, bean
curd, and vegetable cheese are made from them. Americans
would doubtless object to many of these products. The
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whole beans have often been used like other beans–boiled,
baked, or with pork. They need to be soaked several
hours to remove the strong flavor. Soybean flour has great
possibilities as a substitute for part of the constituents of
various breads. When Americans learn to use the products of
the seed, then there will be a ready market for the crop and it
will take a regular place in our cropping scheme.” Address:
Asst. Prof. of Agronomy, West Virginia Univ., Morgantown.
1623. Gaskill, E.F. 1918. The soy bean. Massachusetts
Agricultural College, Extension Circular No. 56. 3 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses: For forage,
ensilage, pasturage, green manure or cover crop, grain, oil.
Culture: Climate, soil, fertilizers, inoculation, seeding and
cultivation, harvesting, threshing. Varieties. Advisability of
growing in Massachusetts (its economic value on most farms
is questionable).
“For green manure or cover crop: Soy beans like other
legumes are capable of assimilating most of the nitrogen
needed from the air. Some of this nitrogen remains in the
soil. It will be understood, therefore, that soy beans when
grown as a green manure crop not only add humus to the
soil but also fertility in the form of nitrogen. Soy beans do
well on light sandy soils when properly inoculated. For this
reason they will be found an excellent crop to restore humus
and fertility to some of the poorer soils in this State, and are
quite satisfactory as a cover crop in orchards.”
“In harvesting for seed the mowing machine may be
used, going around the field cutting two rows at a time and
having the inside rows mowed by hand in order to prevent
the machine passing over the beans on the following trip. If
several acres of beans are to be harvested it will undoubtedly
found an advantage to use a mowing machine with a side
delivery attachment. In order to prevent shattering, the crop
should be cut in the morning before the dew is off or on a
cloudy day.”
“Threshing: An ordinary grain thresher with a bean
attachment and properly adjusted as to speed may be used to
thresh soy beans since they do not split as easily as the field
or garden bean.”
“For oil: Soy bean oil finds a ready market for a variety
of purposes. Its principal use in this country has been in the
manufacture of paints.”
Varieties: “The early maturing kinds are invariably
small plants and produce light yields of beans, while the late
maturing varieties produce larger plants and yield a heavier
crop of seed. As a result of trials at the college of some two
hundred varieties, Medium Green has proven to be one of the
best for Massachusetts. Except in years of very early frost, it
matures its seed... Some of the varieties that will mature in a
shorter season than the Medium Green are Ito San, Ignotum
[same as Ogemaw] and Quebec 92. These varieties will
undoubtedly be found better adapted to the higher altitudes
of the State. The Hollybrook is similar to the Medium Green

in regard to maturity, characteristics of growth and yield, but
differs in that its seed is yellow. The Wilson because of its
small stems is considered an especially good variety for hay.
The Mammoth Yellow is probably more extensively grown
than all other varieties. It is a large variety which does not
mature in New England.” Address: Massachusetts Agric.
Exp. Station, Amherst.
1624. Moore, R.A.; Delwiche, E.J. 1918. Soybeans–A crop
worth growing. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 289. 16 p. April. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. What is the soybean?
Soils adapted to soybeans. How soybeans can be used: As
a protein concentrate (ground soybeans), for roughage,
for silage, as a pasture for hogs, as a soiling crop, as a soil
renovator. What varieties are best?: For southern Wisconsin,
for upper Wisconsin, breeding better soybeans. Growing the
crop: Soil inoculation, how to inoculate, soil preparation,
time of planting, method of planting, amount of seed
required, depth of planting, cultivation. Harvesting for hay:
When to cut, how to cut and cure. Harvesting for silage.
Harvesting for seed: Time of harvesting, how to harvest,
curing and handling, threshing, storing the seed.
“We recommend this crop for the careful consideration
of the Wisconsin seed growers, stockmen, and general
farmers.” Photos show: (1) A man standing in a field of
soybeans (front cover). (2) Soybean plant with roots (p. 3).
(3) Nodules on soybean roots (p. 10).
1625. Trabut, Louis. 1918. Le Soja: Soja Max (L.) Soja
hispida Savi [The soybean]. Algerie, Service Botanique,
Informations Agricoles. Bulletin No. 55. 16 p. April. [7 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: One cannot say that the soybean has been
introduced to the Western world only relatively recently;
it has been cultivated at the Jardin des Plantes since 1779.
There the soybean has always produced seeds, which have
been distributed to botanical gardens and amateurs interested
in plants. It would be unjust to say that for 138 years no one
has been involved in the utilization of soya in Europe. In
fact, there have been a number of fervent popularizers and
propagators of the plant. A history of this work is given,
including the Vienna Exposition of 1873, the work of Prof.
Haberlandt in Austria disseminating and testing soybeans
and his remarkable book on the soybean published in 1878,
the work of the Society for Acclimatization in France from
1855 (they made the vegetable cheese, tofu [To-fou]), and
exports from Manchuria to Europe.
Since 1898, Manchuria, which can no longer cultivate
the opium poppy, has greatly expanded its cultivation of
soybeans and has looked for outlets in European markets. In
1909 Manchuria exported 410,000 tonnes of soya, a figure
which rose to 650,000 tonnes in 1912.
A that time, according to Mr. Brenier, Director General
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of the Chamber of Commerce at Marseilles, the industry of
Marseilles, confronted with a influx of new oilseeds, tried to
obtain soya but ran into customs problems. It wasn’t clear
whether soya should be classified as a legume (because
it is a bean) or as an oilseed (graine oléagineuse). While
the matter was being debated, all the available beans had
been purchased by Hull, England, and Hamburg, Germany
(Académie d’Agriculture de France, 1917, p. 189).
“As the Director of the Chamber of Commerce of
Marseilles informs us, in England, Germany, and the
Netherlands, the industrial use of the soybean has been
growing in importance for several years. In Germany there
even existed an important manufacture of soymilk.
“A Chinese factory [run by Li Yu-ying] was installed
a few years ago near Paris to enable the soybean to realize
its full potential and to introduce various commercial food
products made from this seed. In 1912 Messrs. Li Yuying and Grandvoinnet published a work on the soybean,
recommending its cultivation in France.
“In 1917 Mr. Balland notified the Academy of Sciences
of the utilization of soya in war bread, biscuits, etc. All these
products, said the knowledgeable chemist, can contribute to a
good diet because of their rich nutrient content.
“The Swiss, who consume many coffee substitutes, roast
the soybean seeds to make a coffee.
In Algeria, starting in 1894, soybean agronomic trials
were started at the botanical station of Rouïba. The results
were communicated to the other French colonies in 1898 [by
Louis Trabut] in Bulletin No. 16 of the Botanical Service.”
The results of these and subsequent trials in 1896 and 1897
in Algeria are summarized.
In 1896 a soybean with a green seed coat yielded 2,980
kg/ha of soybeans.
Pages 7-11 include discussions of the nutritional value
of soybeans, their use in diabetic diets, the fact that soybeans
are rarely consumed as such but are almost always processed
into more sophisticated foods (including fermented foods).
Following these trials, that were focused on a very important
collection (80 soybeans in number) received [in France]
from a missionary in China through the intermediary of Mr.
H. de Vilmorin, the seeds were distributed and the results of
their cultivation were generally good. There follows a letter
from a person in Bou-Medfa [Bou Medfaa, Algeria]. Also
discusses the availability, benefits, and method of producing
soybean milk which the Chinese prefer to animal milks,
and which is free of bacteria that can cause tuberculosis.
In Algeria, soybean yields range from 12 to 30 quintals
per hectare. Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg. The Arabs consume
soybeans boiled in salted water. In England a Soya Flour
is sold which contains 75% wheat flour and 25% soy flour.
This flour is used commercially to make a soy bread. A Soja
Biscuit is made in the Netherlands.
Pages 12-14 list 26 soybean varieties in order of their
earliness. Synonyms and characteristics are also given:

Soja très hatif à grain noir (Extra Early Black; Vilmorin
or Ogema [Ogemaw] of Michigan. Matures in 80-90
days). Brun précoce (Early Brown from Indiana). Vireo
(Tokyo). Chernie (Khabarovsk, Siberia; black seed). Auburn
(American selection). Merko (Mekoechofka of Siberia;
brown seed). Elton (Khabarovsk, Siberia; yellow seed).
Chestnut (American selection 1907; brown seeds). Jaune
d’Etampes (Yellow Etampes, or Ito San in America; One
of the earliest varieties introduced to Europe and America).
Vert de Samarow (Green Samarow, or Guelph in America;
green seeds, matures in 120 days). Butterball (or Jaune
géant {Yellow Giant} from Dammann, from Tokyo; yellow
seeds. Matures in 110 days). Soja noir de Podolie (Black
Podolia [Podolia is in today’s Ukraine], or Buckshot in
America; black seeds). Wilson Black (Manchuria). Meyer.
Austin. Haberlandt. Huang-Tou (Yellow Bean, from
Ningouta {Ninguta, see Ning’an}). Bhetmas (from India;
seed chocolate and yellow). Medium Yellow. Shingto (From
Tieling {T’ieh-ling or Tiehling, Liaoning prov.}, Manchuria).
Swan (from Canton). Soja tigré (Striped, spotted, or speckled
soybean from Peking; seeds are grilled and eaten like
peanuts). Brooks (Manchuria and China). Maculata gigantea
(Large spotted, sold under this name by Dammann; probably
the same as the American variety Meyer). Mammoth
(American selection). Riceland (From China).
The importance of inoculation with bacteria is
emphasized. Soybeans can be cultivated with cowpeas for
forage. An illustration (line drawing) on the cover shows the
soy bean plant, with a close-up of the pods.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Wilson Black. Address:
Director of the Botanical Service for the Government of
Algeria.
1626. Kiesselbach, T.A. 1918. Soy beans. Nebraska
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 166. 16 p. May
1.
• Summary: Contents: Uses. Food values. Composition.
Adaptation and varieties. Relative yields of soy beans and
cereal crops. Time, rate, and manner of planting. Cultivation.
Harvesting and threshing. Soy beans as a forage crop. How
to use soy beans for human food: Soy bean flour, method of
using flour, recipes for using soy bean flour, dishes prepared
from whole soy beans boiled.
“Altho soy beans are an excellent supplementary protein
stock feed, with a feeding value about equal to that of oil
meal, investigations indicate that the yield is not sufficiently
large to justify growing them for this purpose in Nebraska
where alfalfa can be grown successfully. An acre bearing
three tons of alfalfa hay produces approximately two times as
much digestible protein and five times as much energy value
in the form of carbohydrates and fat as one acre of soybeans
yielding 15 bushels. On the other hand, soy beans are the
most productive of protein and energy value of any of the
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leguminous concentrates suitable for human consumption.”
“The yield of soy beans in the southern states in
proportion to the yield of cereal crops is so much greater than
in Nebraska that a natural adjustment of production is not
likely to make it profitable for Nebraska farmers to compete
extensively in the growing of soy beans for commercial
purposes.”
“The Experiment Station ground and sold considerable
soy flour during the winter 1917-1918, in an experimental
way, to a rather large number of people. This flour was
relished and held in high favor by nearly all who used it. It
was without doubt one of the most satisfactory substitutes for
wheat flour on the market. The keeping qualities of this flour
have proved very satisfactory during the winter time. A sack
full has been retained in good condition at ordinary living
room temperature (70 degrees F.) during the five months
from October until March.”
Ideas for using soy bean flour in recipes include: Raised
wheat bread with soy bean flour. Raised whole wheat bread
with soy bean flour. Steamed Boston brown bread. Muffins.
Biscuits with soy bean flour. Corn bread. Mush for frying.
Corn griddle cakes. Soy bean soup. Soy bean milk.
Ideas for using whole soy beans boiled in recipes
include: Soy bean loaf. Soy bean croquettes. Soy bean soup.
Roasted soy beans (like peanuts).
Photos show: A man standing in a field of soy beans.
Fifty seeds of five soy bean varieties (Early Yellow, S.P.I.
No. 36576, Habaro, Haberlandt, and Cloud). Tables give
experimental data and compositional analyses of soy beans.
Address: A.M. Agronomy, Lincoln, Nebraska.
1627. Justice, J.L. 1918. Soy bean seed. Hoard’s Dairyman
55(15):654. May 3.
• Summary: In this $3 letter to the editor, the writer describes
his experiments with the germination rates of different types
of soy bean seeds. “I took samples of seed from the cleanings
which we have been feeding to the hogs. These cleanings
consisted of 7.2% of immature beans, 59.5% of good, bright
seed, and 33.3% of shrivelled, cracked, and moldy beans. In
germination tests I found that 75.9% of the good, bright seed
were germinable, giving strong sprouts in four or five days.”
The author and four other local farmers have also
found that two-year-old soybean seed also “gave a high
germination percentage and the crops yielded round twenty
bushels to the acre.” Address: Indiana.
1628. Morse, W.J. 1918. Re: Seed of the Edward soy variety.
Letter to Prof. E.F. Cauthen, Agricultural Experiment
Station, Auburn, Alabama, May 4. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: Replying to your letter of April 30
advising that you wish to obtain seed of the Edward variety
of soy bean, will say that we have only a very small amount
of this seed on hand. I am taking pleasure in sending you

what we can spare. It is quite possible that if you desire a
larger amount of seed of this variety you can secure it from
the Georgia Experiment Station, Athens, Ga.
“Relative to the testing out of some of the varieties
which were included in last year’s variety test for oil, will
say that it might be well to test out the highest forage and
seed yielding varieties in comparison with the standard sorts
you are growing at your station. Some of the varieties tested
out for oil showed very good seed yielding qualities and I
think it would be of value to test them in plots with sorts you
have tested at the Station for a number of years.
“Very truly yours, Scientific Assistant.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientific Assistant [USDA].
1629. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1918. Soy beans, used
like navy kind, make valuable food: Ancient China’s product
can be served in numerous desirable ways. 5(42):3. May 22.
• Summary: “While the soy bean has been grown in the
United States primarily as a forage crop, its availability as
a valuable food for human beings is being given increasing
attention. Many schools of cookery and domestic science
in this country, as well as home economics experts and
home-demonstration agents of the United States Department
of Agriculture, have shown that dried beans can be used
successfully in the same manner as navy beans.” After the
beans are soaked, then boiled slowly, they “may be seasoned
and used as the principal part of a meal, as they are or may
be made into bean loaf, bean croquettes, or other dishes.
“When soy beans are three-fourths or more grown, the
seed make a palatable and nutritious green vegetable.”
Also discusses “soy-bean milk” (“a milky emulsion
is obtained which is similar in appearance and properties
to cow’s milk”), “tofu or bean curd” (the addition of either
magnesium chlorid [chloride] or calcium sulphate to soybean milk precipitates some of the proteid substances,
forming a grayish-white curd).
“Soy or shoyu sauce is a dark-brown liquid prepared
from a mixture of cooked and ground soy beans, roasted and
pulverized wheat or barley, salt, and water, inoculated with a
culture known as rice ferment and left in casks to ferment for
six months to a year or longer. The liquid obtained is used in
many countries, including the United States, as a sauce for
meat or vegetables.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2013) (one of three documents) that uses the
term “milky emulsion” to refer to soy-bean milk. Address:
Washington, DC.
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1630. Ohio Farmer. 1918. The great utility of
the soy bean. 141(21):695. May 25.
• Summary: Article is made up of four letters:
1. Soybeans as a rich source of protein (J.L.
Justice); 2. Soybeans as a cause in increasing
milk production (J.H. Withers); 3. Soybeans
as a feed for stock (“Bean Raiser”); and 4.
Soybeans as a good, though expensive food
for hogs (G.C. Kreglow). Address: 1. J.L.
Justice, Cass County, Indiana; 2. J.H. Withers,
Mahoning Co., Ohio; 3. Athens Co.; 4. G.C.
Kreglow, Logan Co., Ohio.
1631. Carrier, Lyman; Ashbrook, F.G. 1918.
Hog pastures for the southern states. Farmers’
Bulletin (USDA) No. 951. 20 p. May. See p. 2,
5, 9-10, 13, 19-20. Revised in 1920 and 1923.
• Summary: The section titled “Grain ration
for hogs on pasture” (p. 5) states: “The selffeeder system which permits hogs to eat
grain at will either in pastures or dry lots is
becoming more and more popular in the cornbelt States, and there seems to be no valid
reason why self-feeders should not prove
equally successful in the South. Some hog
raisers build a crib or bin in the pasture field
in which they store a quantity of grain, to
avoid the daily hauling of grain to the hogs.
“A distinction should be made between
such forage crops as soy beans, cowpeas,
peanuts, and velvet beans, which are hogged
off when the seed is mature or nearly mature,
and green forage, such as oats, chufas, sweet
potatoes, and clover. With the former not so
much grain is needed, and what is fed, usually
corn, is merely to balance the ration...”
In the section titled “Forage crops for
hogs,” the subsection on corn (p. 9) states:
“Hogging off corn has been tested thoroughly
at several agricultural experiment stations and
by practical hog raisers, and the practice is
strongly recommended. Corn alone is not a satisfactory hog
ration. Where the crop is to be hogged off, some other crop
should be combined with it. Pumpkins seeded at the same
time as the corn, soy beans or cowpeas seeded in the same or
in alternate rows with the corn, and rye, rape, or soy beans
seeded at the last working of the corn have all been used with
satisfactory results.”
The subsection on “Winter grains” (p. 10) notes:
“Wheat, rye, and oats are often used for hog grazing in
the South. They may be seeded after a crop of soy beans,
cowpeas, or peanuts has been grazed off.”
In the section titled “Forage crops for hogs” is a long

subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 13-14). “There is perhaps no
better crop for supplementary hog pastures throughout most
of the cotton belt than soy beans. The crops which rival it
most closely are peanuts and velvet beans. Soy beans have
an objectionable effect on the color of the pork and the
melting point of the lard, but not to such a marked degree as
peanuts or chufas. The best varieties of velvet beans do not
mature north of central Georgia and Alabama. Soy beans are
not thus restricted. The gains made by hogs on soy beans are
almost equal to those made on peanuts.”
Photos show: (1) Hogs, up to their chins, feeding in a
field of soy beans (front and rear covers). (2) “Hogs in soybean pasture. Hogs on such pasture will make cheap and
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rapid gains with a small amount of grain (p. 14).
In this same section there are also long subsections on
cowpeas (p. 14), peanuts (p. 15-16), chufas (p. 16-17), sweet
potatoes (p. 17), mangels (p. 17-18), and rape (p. 18).
The section titled “Suggested cropping systems” (p. 1820) contains five subsections; soy beans are used in the first
four: (1) “A four-year rotation for general farming” states:
“By rotation of crops is meant a definite system of crops
on fields of approximately equal areas. All of the crops are
grown each year. The terms first year, second year, etc. refer
to the order in which crops come on any one particular field.
This is shown diagrammatically in the system recommended
for fertile uplands (p. 21).” Soy beans are grown in the
second and third years. (2) “Hog pasturing system for fertile
bottom lands.” Soy beans are grown in the third year. (3)
“Hog pasturing system for fertile uplands.” Soy beans are
used in each of the three systems described for three acres
for three years. (4) “Hog pasturing system for poor clay
uplands.” Soy beans are used in the second year. Address:
1. Agronomist in Charge of Pasture Investigations, Bureau
of Plant Industry; 2. Junior Animal Husbandman in Swine
Investigations, Bureau of Animal Industry.

North Carolina 120,000
Indiana 100,000
Kentucky 57,000
Tennessee 50,000
Virginia 50,000
The states with the largest production of soybeans for
grain are:
North Carolina 840,000 bushels
Kentucky 108,000
Mississippi 72,000
Tennessee 50,000.
Generally speaking, the soy bean “is less favored than
the cowpea farther south and less so than clover farther
north... It is a legume of exceptionally great value whose
possibilities are only beginning to receive recognition in
most sections.”
Similar statistics and information is also given for
peanuts, cowpeas, and velvet beans. A table shows acreage,
production and disposition statistics for southern states.
Note: This is the most useful report on soybean
production and acreage in the USA since the 1910 census
which gave statistics for 1909.

1632. Monthly Crop Report (USDA). 1918. Special southern
grain and forage crops. 4(5):48-49. May.
• Summary: The two sections titled “Soy Beans” give the
most extensive and detailed statistics seen to date in the
USA, for the following 18 states: Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina,
New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Virginia, Vermont, West Virginia, Wisconsin.
The following statistics are given for each state
mentioned, and for the total of all reporting: Total acres on
which grown 1916 (181,000–Data for some states is lacking
or incomplete). Total acres on which grown 1917: 531,000.
Planted 1917: Alone (44%), With other crops (56%).
Harvested for: Grain (17%, 88,850 acres, yield of 17
bushels per acre, production of 1,186,000 bushels),
hay (44.1%, 209,000 acres, yield of 1.95 tons per acre,
production of 328,000 tons), placing in silo (8%).
Grazed or hogged off (27.2%). Plowed under for soil
improvement (3.7%).
Three maps of the southeastern United States
show the areas and planting density of soy bean, velvet
bean, and cowpea production. On each map are three
different shading patterns: (1) Plantings common, for
home use, principally as forage. (2) Plantings general,
for home use and sale of seed. (3) Plantings heavy, for
seed production on commercial scale. On the soy bean
map, the areas of greatest planting density appear to
be North Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, and central
Illinois.
The states with the largest total soybean acreage in
1917 are:

1633. Smith, Alfred G. 1918. Soy beans in systems of
farming in the cotton belt. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No.
931. 23 p. May.
• Summary: Contents: Commercial production promising.
Uses of soy beans. Area and soils adapted to soy beans.
Bearing on other legume crops. Combining soy beans with
other crops: As first crop for seed, as first crop for hay, in
the row with corn, with corn in alternate rows, soy beans
after small grain or Irish potatoes, in corn at last working,
in alternate middles in cotton. Varieties of soy beans and
seed required per acre. Farm practice in growing soy beans:
Inoculation, distance between rows, planting and cultivation,
fertilizers used, harvesting. Yields. Comparative labor
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requirements. Selling prices of soy beans and soy-bean
forage. Division of crop with croppers and tenants.
Varieties: “At least 90 percent of the soy beans grown in
the cotton belt are of the mammoth yellow [sic, Mammoth
Yellow] variety.” It is “suitable for both seed and hay,
and is well known in commercial channels. It is a yellow
bean and a variety that is suitable for human food. Cotton
mills like it on account of its oil content and its color, for it
makes a yellow meal which is acceptable to farmers who
are accustomed to cottonseed meal, and who look upon a
dark-colored meal as one that is damaged. The mammoth
yellow soy bean grows erect and stands well, so that it can
be harvested with a mechanical picker, which is not the case
with several other varieties.”
“Fertilizers used: Like cowpeas, soybeans are not
heavily fertilized, if at all, farmers usually depending upon
the residual effect of the fertilizers applied to other crops.
Lime, applied as ground limestone, ground oyster shell,
or burned lime usually increases the growth of soy beans
(except in limestone areas), but it is not always needed to
produce a profitable crop. In actual practice most of the
farmers in the soybean district of North Carolina use some
form of lime, since most of the soil there is acid. The lime is
secured quite easily, and the increased yields considerably
more than pay the cost. The lime is applied at the rate of 2
tons of ground limestone per acre once in four or five years,
or it is scattered on top of the row at the rate of about 1,000
pounds per acre just before the soy beans are planted. Light
applications, occasionally as low as 150 pounds per acre, are
frequently drilled in a furrow and covered, the beans being
planted above.
“Sometimes acid phosphate is used. This is applied
generally at the rate of 200 pounds per acre and is drilled
in the row before the beans are planted. On soils deficient
in potash kainit is sometimes used, but the most common
practice with both acid phosphate and kainit is to fertilize the
preceding crops and depend upon the residues for the soy
beans. Cotton-seed meal, as previously stated, is sometimes
used when planting soy beans for the first time,
and sometimes on other plantings where the soil
is sandy or sandy loam. The common application
is from 100 to 200 pounds per acre, drilled in the
row before planting the beans.
“Harvesting: The difficulty farmers have
experienced in harvesting has been the greatest
handicap in the extension of the production of soy
beans. The development of new machines and
accumulated experience with the crop, however,
have overcome most of the troubles, so that
farmers in the soy-bean district consider it little, if
any more, trouble to harvest soy beans, except for
hay, than it is to harvest oats or wheat.
“Harvesting soy beans for hay is practically
the same process as harvesting cowpeas for hay...

Sometimes a tedder is used for curing, but not often.” The
“usual custom is to shock them on hollow racks made of
poles” (see fig. 5). Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary
(1998) defines a tedder, a word first used in the 15th century,
as “a machine for stirring and spreading hay to hasten curing
and drying.”
“In harvesting soy beans for seed mechanical pickers
(see fig. 8) are used quite extensively. These pickers are of
different makes, but all have the same general principle.
They run astride the rows and knock out the beans, leaving
the stems, leaves, and hulls on the land. The machine
is drawn by two mules and operated by two men. One
man drives and another throws out the excess trash that
accumulates in the back of the machine. The picker will
hold from 4 to 6 bushels of beans. When it is full, the beans
are emptied and handled in different ways. In one common
method the beans are run through a half-inch mesh sieve to
remove the coarse trash and then are stacked. One or two
men handle the sieve. These men may be the same who
operated the machine or they may be extra men. After this
the beans are cleaned with a fanning mill. Note 1. This is the
earliest English-language document seen (Nov. 2006) that
uses the term “fanning mill” in connection with cleaning
soybeans.
“Harvesting with a picker begins some time after the
leaves of the plant have fallen (see fig. 9). The time to begin
is when the first pods pop open and throw out the beans.
As the picker works best only when the beans are dry, the
machine is not started in the morning until the dew is off,
which is usually from 9 to 11 o’clock... A machine will pick
from 3 to 6 acres per day, averaging about 4½ acres...”
“The waste of beans in picking usually varies from onetwentieth to one-fourth, and, as a rule, averages about oneeighth. If the plants are blown down or have long branches
so the machine can not handle them well, the waste may
be more than this, or if the beans are left on the vines too
late, so that many of them pop out, the waste may be higher.
Varieties of beans that begin fruiting some distance from the
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ground can be harvested with the least waste by a picker, and
this is one advantage of the mammoth yellow soy bean. Hogs
are usually turned in to clean up the waste beans, so that in
fact there is very little loss.
“A picker costs about $125, and so is within the reach
of many farmers. A farmer with a small acreage of soy beans
frequently buys a picker and, in addition to his own work,
does custom work for his neighbors. In this way his machine
is profitably used. The common price for picking beans with
a picker is 20 cents per bushel, or a toll of one-tenth of the
beans. In northeastern North Carolina approximately four-

fifths of the beans grown for seed are harvested with pickers.
Altogether there are now in use over 1,500 pickers, some of
which have been in use for 10 years [i.e., since 1908] and
have picked over 8,000 bushels of beans. It is noteworthy
that the pickers are replacing other methods of harvesting
and that the increase in the acreage of soy beans in the cotton
belt can be attributed largely to these machines.
“Another way of harvesting the soy beans is to cut them
with a binder and thrash them out with a grain thrasher (see
fig. 10) adjusted for handling beans.” When harvested with
a binder, the soy beans “are cut earlier than when harvested
with a picker, since to save the seed they must be cut before
the pods start bursting open.”
Photos show: (1) A man driving a two-wheeled machine
pulled by two horses in a field of soybeans (front cover).
(2) A field of soy beans in southeastern Oklahoma,
grown for seed.
(3) Soy beans planted in alternate rows with corn, ready
to be harvested.
(4) A man planting soy beans with a cotton planter.
(5) A field of soy beans at Danville, Kentucky.
(6) A hollow rack used for curing soy bean hay.
(7) Soy bean hay stacked on hollow racks.
(8) Baling soy bean hay in the field from hollow racks.
(9) Three people emptying a soy-bean picker and
screening the beans.
(10) A field of Mammoth Yellow soy beans to harvest
for seed.
(11) People and machines thrashing soy beans.
(12) Soy beans cut with a self-reaper and piled in small
bunches for curing preparatory to thrashing.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2001)
that contains the term “soy-bean picker” (or “soy bean
picker”). This machine, developed in North Carolina and
first described by Dacy in June 1916, was an early version of
the combine, and (like the combine) it greatly facilitated the
work of harvesting soy beans.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2021) that uses the word “mechanical” or the
terms “mechanical picker” or “mechanical pickers” in
connection with soybean production or harvesting.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003)
that uses the terms “pods pop open” or beans “pop out” to
refer to shattering. In about 1942 a non-shattering soybean
variety named “Rose Non Pop” was developed in North
Carolina. Address: Agriculturist, USDA.
1634. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1918. Soy beans with
other crops. June 9. p. 15.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction–”Briefly stated, the
different ways in which soy beans are planted in the soybean district of northeastern North Carolina, or other parts
of the south, are as follows:” 1. As a first crop for seed. 2.
As a first crop for hay. 3. In the row with corn. 4. With corn
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in alternate rows. 5. Soy beans after small grain or Irish
potatoes. 6. Sown broadcast or drilled in corn at the last
working. 7. Drilled in alternate rows of cotton at the last
working.
1635. Perkins, W.R. 1918. Turn soybean crop into hay
(Letter to the editor). Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). June
23. p. A13.
• Summary: “Soy beans may often be successfully grown
as a money crop, but there are some difficulties to be
encountered in harvesting the bean crop. There is generally
a lack of machinery for harvesting and threshing and
considerable loss from the popping of the seed pods in the
field [shattering]. While it is a splendid crop for the purpose
just mentioned, we believe that the really important place of
the soy bean in Louisiana is in the making of hay.
“The hill and cut-over pine sections of the state should
use soy beans as a substitute for alfalfa, which will not
succeed in these sections. The soy bean will make a hay fully
as palatable and nutritious as alfalfa.”
“Use the Mammoth Yellow or Biloxi varieties. Inoculate
the seed and plant about one-half bushel to the acre.”
Address: Louisiana State Univ.
1636. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. The soy
bean. 1(1):43. June.
• Summary: Contents: Wide use of soy beans [in North
Carolina]. Soy bean has food value. Soy beans for hay.
Concerning food value: “This remarkable legume has a
composition very closely resembling fat meat. Chemical
analysis shows in its composition one-third protein, or more
than is found in beef, and one-fifth of its weight in fat. And
so the soy bean serves the Chinaman for both beef and butter.
“Another point in favor of the soy bean is the fact that
the protein which it contains is a complete protein. That is, it
is capable of fully supplying the place of lean meat, milk or
eggs. It is for this reason that Chinese and Japanese are able
to prepare from the soy a very good substitute for milk. A
very fine cheese is also made from the soy, which is in many
respects superior to ordinary cheese.
“The fat or oil of the soy is of excellent flavor and is
more easily digestible than animal fat.
“The soy is a vigorous grower and produces more
bushels to the acre than does the ordinary bean. Pound for
pound the soy bean supplies one-half more nutriment, so that
a parcel of ground planted to the soy bean supplies one-half
more nutriment than if planted with ordinary beans.”
1637. Cauthen, E.F. 1918. Growing soy beans in Alabama.
Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 202.
p. 79-84. June.
• Summary: This is a popular edition of Bulletin No.
203. Contents: Introduction. Uses. Fertilizer and culture.
Inoculation. Harvesting and thrashing. Varieties.

Varieties mentioned: Biloxi, Blackbeauty [Black
Beauty], Ebony, Edward, Haberlandt, Hollybrook, Mammoth
Yellow, Wilson.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety “Blackbeauty”–spelled as one
word. Address: Assoc. Agriculturist.
1638. Crosby, M.A. 1918. Farm practices that increase crop
yields in the Gulf Coast region. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 986. 28 p. June. See p. 13-14.
• Summary: “The Gulf Coast region of Alabama,
Mississippi, and West Florida is that portion of the coastal
plain area which lies contiguous to the Gulf of Mexico (see
map) and is part of what is commonly referred to as the
‘long -leaf pine belt’...” In the section titled “Crops for soil
improvement” is a long subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 1314). “The soy bean, while not so well known or extensively
grown as the cowpea, ranks close to the latter in usefulness
as a source of soil improvement in this region. Soy beans do
not succeed as well as cowpeas on poor land, but on fairly
fertile soils are equal if not superior to the latter both as a
money and feed crop. They are more easily handled than
cowpeas, either as a hay or seed crop, and the yield of seed is
usually considerably more than that of cowpeas.”
“Soy beans make a very nutritious hay, relished by all
kinds of farm animals. They also make an excellent and
valuable grazing crop for hogs, and when thus utilized will
rapidly increase soil fertility. Soy beans are better adapted
to being grown with corn for silage than either cowpeas or
velvet beans, as they are upright in growth and do not tangle
up the corn. This is a crop worthy of a much wider use in this
section.” Address: Agriculturist [USDA].
1639. Haskell, E.S. 1918. Systems of hog farming in the
southeastern states. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 985. 40 p.
See p. 18, 28-29.
• Summary: In the section titled “Feeds and forage” a
subsection on cowpeas (p. 18) states: “Soy beans may be
advantageously substituted for cowpeas on the heavier
types of soil. But on the light soils to which this bulletin is
intended to apply, soy beans are a very uncertain crop.”
The section titled “A suggested grazing system for hogs”
(p. 28-29), in discussing a plan for the southwestern part
of Georgia, repeats the above information: “For example,
on heavier types of soil soy beans may frequently be
advantageously substituted for cowpeas...”
Peanuts are discussed in detail on pages 19-21, and in
less detail on pages 7-11, 20, 25-27. Peanut meal is also
mentioned (p. 11).
Chufas are discussed in detail on page 18, and in less
detail on pages 26-27. The section titled “’Soft’ pork” (p.
24) states: “When hogs are fed certain feeds, including
peanuts and chufas, the pork becomes ‘soft,’ the fat melting
at a lower temperature than does that on hogs fed on such
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feed as corn. Such pork ‘drips’ badly during the curing or
smoking processes, resulting in a low percentage of cured
products and a dark colored, ‘oily’ lard that on the market
is considered very undesirable. The results obtained at
a number of experiment stations in the South show that
soft pork will not become firm in the cooler at ordinary
temperatures, ranging from 29 to 34 degrees, but remains
soft and flabby. The pork from peanut-fed hogs has a
peculiar ‘nutty’ flavor, which is discriminated against on
markets accustomed to corn-fed hogs. This largely restricts
the market for peanut-fed pork to southern points, and to
a limited number of other markets which have become
acquainted with it.” Address: Asst. Agriculturist.
1640. Gardens’ Bulletin, Straits Settlements (The)
[Singapore]. 1918. Soy bean. 2(1):12. July 4.
• Summary: “The Soy bean is of enormous importance in
Japan, Manchuria and China; and thence a great feature in
world commerce. It is now being extensively planted in the
United States. It has been said that it could not be grown in
the Tropics, and some first trials of it in the Philippines a few
years ago led to statements that it could not be successfully
grown there. However this was merely a case of the wrong
variety for the season in which the planting was done; for
there are many distinct varieties of Soy of quite different
possibilities; and more comprehensive trials in the Philippine
islands developed the fact that certain varieties were suited
only to the wet season, others only to a drier period, and
some were heavier yielders of hay, others of grain, and so on,
it now being recognized that soy is a practicable crop for the
country.
“Three varieties were brought to Singapore from the
Philippines. Two did not germinate. The third gave but
few plants, but these grew well and are now setting pods.
Great care should be taken to continue and develop this
culture* since out of it may arise a real asset to the country.
Comprehensive trials of all the plant in furnishing direct
food for man and beast is but a part of its value, since its
secondary products are used the world over. Vast quantities
of the famous soy sauce** are consumed yearly in all parts
of the world, while bean curds [probably tofu] and oil from
this source are well known.
Footnotes: “* The second crop of Soy bean was for
some unknown reason a complete failure. E.H.M. ** Basis
also for one of the best known English [British] table sauces”
[Worcestershire sauce].
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning cultivation of soybeans in Singapore. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in Singapore (1918). Address: Singapore.
1641. Jordan, Sam. 1918. The soy bean a husky ally: But
you’ve got to know how to handle him. Country Gentleman
83(28):7. July 13.

• Summary: “To make the Kaiser bite the dirt and boche
hunt his hole. Our boys are red hot on his trail, and at home
men, women, boys, girls, cows, pigs, chickens and a lot more
of us are out on the same job. Some job we are doing too!
“Say, child, lend me your ear! A bunch of hogs so helped
a man in Carroll County, Missouri, that his corn and soy
beans made him $104 an acre, the hogs doing a big part of
the labor...”
Discusses the value of soybeans in farming during
World War I, feeding soy beans to lambs, and hulling soy
beans.
A photo shows Sam Jordan (wearing straw hat and
suspenders), Missouri County Agent, standing in a field
of 60-day-old soybeans. Several farm houses are in the
background.
Note: Webster’s Third New International Dictionary
(1963) states that “boche” is slang for “German.” So a
“boche hunt” is a hunt for a German. Address: Missouri
County Agent, Columbia, Missouri.
1642. Osawatomie Graphic (Osawatomie, Kansas). 1918.
Harvesting soy beans in South: mechanical seed pickers now
being used successfully in many localities. New machines
are big aid: growers in many districts now consider it no
more trouble to gather crop than oats or wheat–time for
work. July 18. p. 4, col. 5.
• Summary: “(Prepared by the United States Department of
Agriculture.)
“The difficulty soy bean growers have experienced
in harvesting their crop has been the greatest handicap to
increased production, but the development of new machines
and accumulated experience with the crop have overcome
most of the troubles previously experienced. Growers in
many districts now consider it little if any more trouble to
harvest soy beans except for hay than it is to harvest oats or
wheat.
“Harvesting soy beans for hay is practically the same
process as harvesting cowpeas for hay. Any difference is in
favor of the soy beans, for the vines are more erect and do
not become tangled like cow peas. Soy bean hay is usually
made by cutting when the pods are half filled and partially
curing in the swath before raking sometimes a tedder is used
for curing, but not often. After the soy beans are raked into
windrows they may be hauled directly to the stacks or barn,
but the usual custom is to shock them on hollow racks made
of poles. When the soy beans are shocked on these racks
there is a hollow space on the inside which allows a passage
of the air and causes more rapid and thorough curing. The
hay is so thoroughly cured on these racks that it can be baled
out of the shock, which frequently is done. The usual custom,
however, is to store hay loose in the barns.
“Harvesting for seed: In harvesting soy beans for
seed, mechanical pickers are used quite extensively. These
pickers are of different makes, but all have the same general
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principle. They run astride the rows and knock out the
beans, leaving the stems, leaves, and hulls on the land. The
machine is drawn by two mules and operated by two men.
One man drives and another throws out the excess trash that
accumulates in the back of the machine. The picker will
hold from 4 to 6 bushels of beans. When it is full, the beans
are emptied and handled in different ways. In one common
method the beans are run through a half-inch mesh sieve to
remove the coarse trash and then are sacked. One or two men
handle the sieve. These men may be the same who operated
the machine or they may be extra men. After this the beans
are cleaned in a fanning mill.
“Time for Harvesting: Harvesting with picker begins
some time after the leaves of the plant have fallen. The time
to begin is when the first pods pop open and throw out the
beans [called ‘shattering’]. As the picker works best only
when the beans are dry, the machine is not started in the
morning until the dew is off, which is usually from 9 to 11
o’clock. When the day’s work is once started, it is customary
to continue work until nightfall without stopping for dinner.
In the soy bean district picking usually begins about the
last of October and lasts through approximately 10 days of
good picking weather. If it rains, the maturing of the beans
is checked and picking is resumed when the weather again
becomes dry. A machine will pick from 3 to 7 acres per day.
“Waste in Picking: The waste of beans in picking usually
varies from one-twentieth to one-fourth, and, as a rule
averages about one-eighth. If the plants are blown down or
have long branches so the machine cannot handle them well,
the waste may be more than this, or if the beans are left on
the vines too late, so that many of them pop out, the wastage
may be higher. Varieties of beans that begin fruiting some
distance from the ground can be harvested with the least
waste by a picker, and this is one advantage of the mammoth
yellow [Mammoth Yellow] soy bean. Hogs are usually
turned in to clean up the waste beans, so that in fact there is
very little loss.”
1643. Howard, Bradshaw. 1918. A story of a bootstrap lift:
A Piedmont farmer has paid for poor land, and has made it
rich through clover and home-grown clover seed. Country
Gentleman 83(29):8. July 20.
• Summary: About Vernon T. Woods of Alamance County,
North Carolina. It is in the north-central part of the state in
the Piedmont region.
“On one field Mr. Woods, after ten years of success with
clover, has encountered clover sickness. He has never used
any lime on the place, but has devised a profitable shift in the
system to meet not only the clover sickness but the increased
demand and high price for hay. This field has been set aside
for a little rotation of its own. In the fall it is seeded to whiteblooming crimson clover and oats. This crop is cut for hay
the latter part of May or the first of June, and the ground is
immediately broken and put to soy beans. Twelve hundred

dollars’ worth of soy-bean hay was sold from this twentyfive-acre field last year, and back it went to oats and clover
again in the fall.”
1644. Dixon, H.M.; Drake, J.A. 1918. A study of farm
management problems in Lenawee County, Michigan. U.S.
Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 694. 36 p. July 24.
See p. 31.
• Summary: Lenawee County is in southern Michigan,
bordering on Ohio. The Summary states (p. 3): “Soy beans
do well on all the soils of the county. This crop could be
made valuable in the winter feeding of hogs and for starting
feeder lambs in the fall.” In the section titled “Special
crops,” the subsection on “Soy beans” (p. 31) begins:
“Apparently the soy bean crop has no special importance
in the agriculture of the area, except in the more sandy
sections or on lands where clover is grown with considerable
difficulty... The principal uses to which soy beans can be
put in this section are that of a crop to be plowed under in
a systematic plan of soil improvement, and extra crop to be
grown for winter feed for hogs, and a catch crop sown in
the corn at the last cultivation and pastured down by lambs
during the fist part of the feeding season. Soy beans may also
be used to some extent as an emergency crop to supply hog
pasture, but it apparently has no place of importance as a
regular part of the cropping systems of the section.” Address:
1. Asst. Agriculturist; 2. Agriculturist. Both: Office of Farm
Management, USDA.
1645. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1918. Building a
combination garage and stable. July 28. p. A11.
• Summary: “The first floor has space for a couple of cars...
The second story of the main building serves as a hay mow,
holding loads of alfalfa or soybean forage.”
1646. Abbot, J. Lloyd. 1918. Why I am planting over 400
acres of orchard to soy beans in preference to cowpeas or
velvet beans. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri) 1(2):11.
July.
• Summary: “On ground as good as ours, velvet beans are
out of the question after the first year, as it is impossible to
keep them off the trees to a sufficient extent to prevent them
from ruining the trees. This eliminates the velvet bean to start
with, leaving only the cowpea and soy bean to consider for
our own conditions, and both of them have done well in the
past in our orchards.
“The soy bean can be planted both earlier and later than
the cowpea, as it will germinate in weather too cool for the
cowpea to germinate, and will mature a big crop of grain if
planted late, in weather too cool for the cowpea to make a
satisfactory yield. Light frosts sufficient to kill cowpeas and
other tender plants do not affect the soy beans, either when
young or old. The more fertile the soil and the greater the
rainfall, the more apt the cowpea is to make big growth of
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vine and little grain, while under those favorable conditions
the soy bean will make still greater grain yields than
normally; this in addition to being a drought-resisting plant.
The large rainfall is a condition which we are likely to hit
every season.
“Soy beans which average 25 per cent protein and 20
per cent oil, as compared with 25 per cent protein and 1.7
per cent oil for the cowpea, are not equalled by any other
grain as a supplement to the corn and roughage of the farm,
and may even be substituted for that exceptionally rich feed,
cotton-seed meal.
“The oil mills will pay a profitable price for the soy
bean, and will not buy the velvet bean or the cowpea.
“The seed is not attacked by weevils and other insects,
as in the case of the cowpea.
“The seed may be threshed from the hay with a common
grain thresher, while the cowpea requires a special machine.
This after the crop has been cut with a mower or binder.
“The soy bean may be harvested directly in the field by
any one of the three soy bean harvesters (the Gordon, the
Prichard, and the Scott, all three manufactured in Elizabeth
City, North Carolina), while the cowpea crop cannot be
picked by machinery, and if the grain is to be picked by
hand, which is the practice in this section, where there are
so few threshing machines. If the cowpea grain is harvested
by a mower, or any other machine, preparatory to being run
through a thresher, only the ripe grain is secured, while the
grain which would have matured from the blossoms at the
time of cutting is lost. These soy bean harvesters can harvest
about five acres a day, and cost only about $125.00. A grain
yield of only 25 bushels to the acre, 125 bushels to 5 acres, at
a price of $4.50 per bushel, will pay for itself in one season,
with money saved over hand picking.
“The soy bean seed decay slowly when left on the
ground, and hence are suitable for winter hog pasture.
“The soy beans ripen together, hence the total yield
can be obtained by machine picking or harvesting, while to
obtain the total yield of cowpeas the expensive hand picking
has to be resorted to, and the picking has to be done several
times instead of just once, as with the soy bean.
“The soy bean grows erect instead of a vine, hence the
difficulty of controlling it is not an item in its culture.
“In planting a row of soy beans and a row of corn, over
my entire corn plantings, I get almost as much corn, just as
with the velvet beans planted in this way, but I can harvest
the corn at any time I wish, as well as harvest the soy beans
at the proper time, neither interfering with the other, and I
can get the crop off the land in time for a fall or early spring
crop, which is extremely difficult with the velvet bean when
It is pastured, and the velvet bean is only most profitable
when pastured.
“The soy bean is superior to cowpeas or velvet beans for
silage with corn.
“The grain yield of soy beans is about the same as the

yield of corn in this section, although Citronelle growers
made as high as 34 bushels of soys to the acre, and that only
after one year’s previous experience with growing the crop.
Thirty-four bushels is far above the average corn yield of the
section.
“The soap manufacturers and the paint manufacturers
are beginning to use the soy bean oil very extensively. The
refined soy bean oil is being used for table purposes, just as
some of the other vegetable oils. The Europeans are several
years ahead of us in this latter respect.
“The soy bean meal, the by-product of the oil mills, is a
valuable stock feed, competing with peanut meal and cottonseed meal.
“The soy bean may be used as a human food: It makes
the following delicious dishes: Roasted soy beans; soy bean
soup; boiled soy beans; soy bean muffins; baked soy beans;
soy beans cooked with tomato sauce; baked soy loaf; soy
bean crust; soy bean coffee. In this time of food scarcity,
we need every staple food we can grow. The soys can be
harvested and kept for food for years. What better insurance
is there against a food shortage than to grow soy beans?
“Canning factories are using the soy beans instead of the
navy beans to put up canned pork and beans. Try a sample of
the ‘Dyer’ or ‘Alice’ brands of ‘Pork and Beans’ put up by
the Dyer Packing Co., of Vincennes, Indiana.
“Soy beans are much richer in protein than lima beans
or sirloin steak. In fact, they contain double the amount of
protein contained by these two staple food products. The soy
bean contains about the same amount of fat that Is contained
in lima beans. The full value of the soy bean as a food
product is slightly higher than sirloin steak and lima beans.
It has been stated by food experts that for men who are
engaged in hard manual labor, where they burn up a lot of
their tissues in the effort, soy beans are as suitable for food
as is steak.
“Summary: The soy bean makes more grain per acre; it
can be harvested by machinery, hence more cheaply; it fits
into intensified farming better; there are a greater number
of uses for the grain, hence greater demand; and it is worth
more per bushel when harvested than either the cowpea or
the velvet bean. In addition to all these advantages, it is a
delicious human food and meat substitute.
“Can you afford not to grow soy beans?” Address:
Mobile, Alabama.
1647. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Inoculate
soybeans. 1(2):13. July.
• Summary: “The soybean has become an important crop,
and W.A. Albrecht, of the University of Missouri College
of Agriculture, believes that it deserves more extensive
cultivation, because it is an annual legume which gives
large yields of grain and hay. The crop furnishes good food
for mankind as well as excellent feed for livestock. Since
soybeans are legumes, they can utilize the free nitrogen of
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the air through the aid of certain bacteria which form nodules
on the roots, and are not forced to live on the soil alone.
Without these bacteria the soybeans, like corn, take all their
plant food from the soil and add nothing to it, save their own
roots. For the plants to make best growth, the nodules must
be present on the roots.
“The bacteria that cause the nodules and help the plant
are not always in the soil. No other crop has been found
which has the same bacteria as the soybean, and the soil is
not inoculated for this crop by growing another, as is the
case with alfalfa and sweet clover. Nor have the soybeans
themselves been grown extensively enough in the United
States, since their general introduction from Japan in 1898,
to distribute their bacteria widely. These facts make it
necessary to inoculate or add the proper bacteria when the
crop is seeded for the first time. This can be done either by
means of soil, or artificial cultures containing the bacteria.
“Soil for inoculation should be collected to a depth
of six inches from a field where soybeans, with plenty of
nodules on their roots, have been grown recently, and then
broadcast and harrowed in on the new field at the rate of
three hundred pounds, or more, per acre before the seed is
sown. Less soil may be used by drying it in the shade and
applying it through a fertilizer attachment when the beans are
being drilled. As soon as the soil has been scattered over the
entire field it should be harrowed in, to distribute the bacteria
thoroughly and incorporate them into the moist soil.
“When only very small quantities of a thoroughly
inoculated soil can be had it may be applied to the seed by
means of glue. The seeds are moistened with a glue solution,
containing enough glue to make it sticky, or about one pint of
liquid to a gallon of water, and the infected soil is sifted over
them. The moist seed and the soil should be mixed so well
that every seed becomes dirty. The seeds are large enough
that they will not clump together and give trouble in seeding.
They may be planted while wet, or may be allowed to dry.
This method is simple and gives good results.
“When properly inoculated soil cannot be had,
artificial cultures may be used. They are prepared by many
commercial firms and experiment stations with complete
directions for use. They are usually applied to the seed, and
in this way make inoculation very simple and easy to carry
out.
“When soybeans are planted for the first time,
inoculation will give the crop better color, improve its
feeding value, and increase the yield, unless the soil is
unusually fertile. On soils of medium, or even good fertility,
improvement in the crop may be expected. The cost of
inoculating is so small and the importance of increasing the
crop at this time is so great that one cannot run the risk of a
poor crop by failure to inoculate.”
1648. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Both
bread and meat in soy-bean flour: “High powered food”

made from vegetable used for many centuries in the Far East.
1(2):17. July.
• Summary: “Washington, D.C., June 28. What would you
think of a slice of bread that has the same food value as a
beefsteak sandwich?
“It isn’t a dream nor an exaggeration. It is a fact
supported by specialists of the United States Department
of Agriculture. It is based on chemical analyses of and
experiments with soy-bean flour, a ‘new’ product that is
expected to ‘pinch hit’ for wheat, and not only to do that, but
to work in meat’s place as well. The ‘high-powered bread’
that has the scientific resemblance to a beefsteak sandwich
does not even use all of the ‘voltage’ of the soy-bean flour.
This bread has been made from a mixture of 30 per cent soybean flour and 70 per cent wheat flour. It is extremely high in
the protein element and is really a substitute for protein foods
such as meat and cheese.
“Some people call soy-bean flour a ‘new’ food; it is far
from that, for the soy bean was used in China and Japan in
the dim dawn of history and has been used in those lands
ever since. Only recently, however, has this bean become of
importance in the world’s commerce and only within the past
few years has its food value been recognized in the United
States.
“Soy bean hay has many uses: The soy bean can be used
merely as a bean. It can be pressed, and the oil is valuable.
The pressing also produces a cake valuable as a food for
human beings and as a food for animals. When the press
cake is ground the soy-bean flour is produced.
“To make soy-bean flour available in large quantities the
Department of Agriculture is encouraging southern cottonseed millers to use their plants in manufacturing it after the
cotton-seed pressing season. It is believed that there will be
enough flour to supply any demand.”
1649. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Cowpeas
and soy beans plentiful [in Alabama]. 1(2):35. July.
• Summary: “Montgomery, Alabama–’There seems to be
an oversupply of cowpeas and a few unsold soy beans on
the market that are being offered at very reasonable prices,’
says J.A. Wade, Commissioner of Agriculture and Industry,
State of Alabama. ‘These peas and beans should all be
purchased and planted on the wheat and oats stubbles and
idle lands during the month of June... The country has never
had enough cowpea and soy bean hay produced in any one
season. If we are ever to make Alabama a live stock country,
as it should be, more legume hay, such as cowpeas and soy
beans, must be grown. If we ever improve our soils and
use less commercial nitrogen, it must be done by sowing
legumes on all stubbles and idle lands. These pea and bean
stubbles will come in very handy this fall as a wheat patch or
for corn or cotton next year. Many people are already sowing
their peas and beans. It is to be hoped that the farmers will
not put this off any longer than can possibly be helped.’”
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1650. Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin (Berkshire
Co. Farm Bureau, Pittsfield, Massachusetts).
1918. Demonstrations. 1(9):9-10. July.
• Summary: “Readers of this bulletin will
have noticed the Farm Bureau demonstration
signs throughout the towns in the county.
We have on our books sixty-five of these
demonstrations... We have seven plots in
which soy beans are being grown with corn;
the purpose of which is to demonstrate the
value of soy beans in silage. We have only
a few variety tests of the soy beans. Next
year this should be made a special part of the
demonstration work. A great many farmers
are growing soy beans with corn this year for
the first time besides those we have entered
in our project work, and all these should be
followed with interest by silage growers.
Some plots were not planted in this project on
account of failure to get soy beans. One large
plot in Alford where the soy beans had come up beautifully
with the corn was entirely eaten off by the large European
Jack rabbits which have come across from New York state
in Western Massachusetts. Evidently these soy beans were
much more palatable to rabbits than our native varieties, for
a considerable acreage of field beans growing nearby have
been untouched.”
1651. Monthly Crop Report (USDA). 1918. Field beans
acreage estimates. 4(7):78. July.
• Summary: A 10-column table gives statistics for three
types of field beans: Soy beans, cowpeas, and velvet beans.
For each type of bean it gives: Names of producing states,
acreage in 1917 and 1918, percent planted alone vs. with
other crops, percent sown for grain, hay, silo, grazing,
plowing under.
The 17 states that produce soy beans are Vermont, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Wisconsin, Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi,
Arkansas. The states with the largest soy bean acreage in
1917 are: North Carolina 120,000 acres. Indiana 100,00
acres. Kentucky 57,00 acres. Virginia 50,000 acres.
Tennessee 50,000 acres.
Of the 21 states where cowpeas are produced, those
with the largest cowpea acreage in 1917 are: Mississippi
3,300,000 acres. Alabama 1,057,000 acres. Georgia 771,000
acres. South Carolina 750,000 acres.
Of the 7 states where velvet beans are produced, those
with the largest velvet bean acreage are: Alabama 1,800,000
acres. Georgia 1,300,000 acres.
Note: Cowpea acreage in the United States is much
bigger than soybean acreage at this time.

1652. Morse, W.J. 1918. The soy bean: Its culture and uses.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 973. 32 p. July. Superseded
by Farmers’ Bulletin 1520. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Commercial importance.
Climatic adaptations. Soil requirements. Preparation of the
seed bed. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Time of planting. Depth of
planting. Rate of seeding. Method of seeding. Cultivation.
Varieties (22): Barchet, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow, Chiquita,
Early Brown, Elton, Guelph (“also known as Medium Green,
Early Green, Medium Early Green, and Large Medium”),
Haberlandt, Hahto, Hollybrook, Ito San (“has been known
under the names of Japan Pea, Yellow, Medium Yellow,
Dwarf Yellow, Early Yellow, Early White, and Coffee
Berry”), Lexington, Mammoth, Manchu, Medium Yellow
(“has been grown under the names Early Yellow, Mongol,
Banner, and Roosevelt”), Mikado, Peking (“In variety tests
the Peking, Sable, and Royal varieties appear to be identical,
and it is quite evident that the latter two are selections from
the Peking.”), Shanghai (“has been grown in North Carolina
under the name of Tarheel Black”), Tokyo, Virginia, WilsonFive [black seeded], Yokotenn [Yokoten].
Soy beans in rotations. Soy beans in mixtures: With
cowpeas, corn, sorghums, or Sudan grass. Soy beans for
seed: Yields of seed, feeding value, for human food, for oil
and meal, viability of soy-bean seed, cost of production, soybean straw. Soy beans for hay: Time of cutting, curing soybean hay, feeding value of soy-bean hay, yields of soy-bean
hay. Soy beans for soiling. Soy beans for pasture. Soy beans
for ensilage. Soy beans for soil improvement. Enemies of the
soy bean: Rabbits, root-knot caused by a nematode, cowpea
wilt due to a Fusarium, caterpillars, and black blister beetles.
“Commercial importance: The soy bean, also called the
soya bean, the soja bean, and in North Carolina the stock
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pea, is an annual leguminous plant, a native of southeastern
Asia. It has been cultivated in China, India, and Japan for
more than 5,000 years and in extent of use and value is the
most important legume now grown in these countries.”
“The soy bean was introduced into the United States as
early as 1804, but it is only during the last decade that it has
become a crop of much importance. At the present time it is
most largely grown for forage. In many sections, especially
southward and in some parts of the corn belt, a very
profitable industry has developed from that growing of seed.
During the past few years the acreage has increased to a very
considerable extent. The large yield of seed, the excellent
quality of forage, the ease of growing and harvesting the
crop, its freedom from insect enemies and plant diseases,
and the possibilities of the seed for the production of oil and
meal and as a food all tend to give this crop a high potential
importance and assure its greater agricultural development in
America” (p. 3).
Concerning the variety Hahto (p. 14): “This variety
recently introduced from Japan is a large producer of seed
and forage, and the seeds when from three-fourths to full
grown make an excellent green vegetable, similar to the
Lima or butter bean. Plants stout, erect, maturing in about
135 days; pubescence tawny; flowers purple; seeds olive
yellow, with a black seed scar, much flattened, very large,
about 75,000 to the bushel; oil, 14.8%; protein, 40.6%.” Note
1. This is the earliest English-language document seen (May
2003) that uses the term “butter bean” to refer to the lima
bean.
Uses for human food (p. 22-23): “Until 1916 the soy
bean had been used but little in the United States for food
and only as a special diet for persons [diabetics] requiring
foods of a low starch content. Much interest has been shown
during the last two years in the possibilities of the soy bean
for food. The United States Department of Agriculture
and many schools of cookery and domestic science have
conducted successful experiments in utilizing the dried
beans in the manner of the navy bean and the green beans
when three-fourths grown to full grown as a green-vegetable
bean. The variety and palatability of the forms in which the
bean can be served make it a very desirable article of food,
and undoubtedly it will grow in favor as it becomes better
known. Soy-bean meal or flour may be used as a constituent
of bread and muffins and in pastry.”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a field of soy beans
(front cover). (2) A typical mature soy-bean plant (p. 4).
(3) Roots of a soy-bean plant with abundant
development of nodules (p. 7).
(4) Cultivating soy beans. Cultivation should begin as
soon as the seedling plants appear. Two horses pull a man on
a harrow or weeder. (5) A field of the Biloxi variety of soy
beans in Mississippi (p. 13). (6) A field of the Black Eyebrow
variety of soy beans in South Dakota. (7) Plats of the
Mammoth and Virginia varieties of soy beans at Arlington

Farm, Virginia (p. 15). (8) A man standing in a field of the
Peking variety of soy beans grown in 24-inch rows. (9) A
field of soy beans and corn grown for ensilage (p. 17). (10) A
field of soy bean and Sudan grass grown in mixture for hay
(p. 22).
(11) Opened pods of Hahto variety soy beans on a plate,
showing the large seeds (p. 23). (12) Soy-bean hay on frames
(p. 25).
A diagram (p. 5) shows 67 different ways in which soy
bean plants and seeds are utilized. The plants are used for
green manure, forage (hay, ensilage, soiling), and pasture.
The seeds are used to make oil, meal, and food products.
The oil is used to make various non-food industrial products
(glycerin, explosives, enamels, varnish, waterproof goods,
linoleum, paints, soap stock {for hard or soft soaps},
celluloid, rubber substitute, printing inks, lighting oil
{illuminants}, and lubricating oil), and four food products
(butter substitute, lard substitutes, edible oils, and salad oils).
Food products include dried beans and green beans. From
dried beans are made soy sauce, boiled beans, baked beans,
soups, coffee substitute, roasted beans, breakfast foods,
and vegetable milk (from which is made soy cheese {fresh,
dried, smoked, or fermented}, condensed milk, fresh milk,
confections, and casein). The green beans are used as green
vegetables, canned, or in salads.
An outline map of the United States (p. 6) shows the
areas to which the soy bean is especially adapted, as to
varieties and purpose. The eastern half of the country is
divided horizontally into 3 zones: Southern, for later and
larger varieties for seed production; Central, for medium and
medium-late varieties for seed and the same varieties and
later varieties for forage; Northern (the line runs through
central Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, and southern Iowa) for
very early varieties for grain production and the medium and
medium-late varieties for forage and ensilage.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varieties Hahto, Yokoten, or
Wilson-Five.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (June 2009)
that describes a vegetable-type soybean variety (Hahto),
or says that a specific variety makes an excellent “green
vegetable.”
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2009) that contains the term “green-vegetable
bean.” Address: Scientific Asst., Forage-Crop Investigations,
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
1653. Williams, C.G. 1918. Livestock vs. grain farming.
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 328. p.
39-53. July. [9 ref]
• Summary: “What are the possibilities of maintaining
fertility in the State and Nation by the utilization of the
manure products of our livestock? There was in the United
States in 1910, according to the Thirteenth Census,” the
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equivalent of 96.91 million head of cattle. The same census
reports 878.79 million acres of farm lands in the USA.
“There is therefore one animal of the horse or cattle kind to
furnish manure for the maintenance of the fertility of 9.07
acres... The impossibility of maintaining fertility under these
conditions without recourse to outside sources will at once
be granted. Shall the farmer, then, be encouraged to keep
more livestock?” One answer is to grow legumes which
enrich the soil with nitrogen.
Page 43 discusses “The soybean crop,” which was first
tested here in 1911. Table III shows that from 1911 to 1917
inclusive, the average yield of seed per acre of livestock
farming was 21.88 bushels, whereas for grain farming it was
18.99 bu. The highest seed yield, 28.58 bu/acre, was attained
in 1912.
1654. Jordan, Sam. 1918. Let your hogs work and grow
fat: Harvesting the corn, they’ll fatten themselves and your
wallet. Country Gentleman 83(32):8. Aug. 10.
• Summary: “If, however, soy beans are growing in the field,
tankage would not be quite so necessary.”
“The piece of corn that is to be hogged down should be
so handled as will best meet these conditions. When one can
get a high-yielding early corn it is often advisable to plant
the first patch to be hogged down to early corn, planting
soy beans in the hills at the time the corn is planted. This is
easily done with a bean attachment to the corn planter, which
practically all planter manufacturers make at this time.”
“This combination of corn, soy beans, rape, a little
tankage, plenty of good, clean water and shade will assure
enormous gains. The gain to be made in the hog is not
the only object sought. If these gains were at the entire
expense of the fertility of the land it would modify things
considerably, but by this plan the land is in no appreciable
degree damaged, but on the contrary is often materially
improved. The hog is one of the best soil builders among all
the animals on the farm if given a chance.”
1655. McClelland, C.K. 1918. Curing cowpea hay: There
are two efficient methods–Both proved to be satisfactory.
Country Gentleman 83(33):8. Aug. 17.
• Summary: “The advantages claimed for this system of
curing are that there is no risk of loss, the curing is perfect,
the hay bright and of the best quality, and rain causes no
worry; some of the advocates claim to have put up their
crop in the rain and saved it. The disadvantages are the extra
amount of labor required to place the hay on the frames,
especially in handling it perfectly green without any curing,
and in the cost of the frames, the troubles of erecting, of
making, of removal from field and of storing. As mentioned
above, the method is more satisfactory with coarse-stemmed
plants, like cowpeas and soy beans, than with alfalfa and fine
grasses, the latter requiring to be partly cured before being
placed on the frames, especially in damp weather.”

1656. San Francisco Chronicle. 1918. Live stock. Aug. 18.
p. W3.
• Summary: “Soy beans are valuable to take the place of
other protein feeds usually purchased. They make a very
satisfactory feed when the beans are fed, thrashed, or as
hay, or when ground as meal. Soy-bean hay, to be most
satisfactory, should be cut early enough to avoid the popping
out of the seeds. The leaves and the seed both will be readily
eaten when handled in this manner.”
1657. San Francisco Chronicle. 1918. Home-grown hogs
lead. Aug. 25. p. 43.
• Summary: “Feeds that are rich in protein, such as shorts,
midlings, tankage and oil meal, so essential to the proper
development of hogs, are hard to get [during World War
I] and high in price. The United States Department of
Agriculture is urging that hog growers provide substitutes for
these feeds in the form of homegrown crops that are known
to be rich in protein, and are advising the use of fish meal
where it is obtainable. Alfalfa, hay, soybeans, cowpeas, and
oats are suggested as good substitute feeds. In addition as
good peanuts, cottonseed meal and velvet beans are available
to hog growers in the southern states.”
1658. Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin (Berkshire Co. Farm
Bureau, Pittsfield, Massachusetts). 1918. Demonstration
observations: Soy beans. 1(10):8-9. Aug.
• Summary: “Soy beans, a comparatively new crop in the
county, are being very largely grown in conjunction with
corn this year for the purpose of adding a protein to the
silage. At Stockbridge a nice field can be seen from the road
on the farm of C.S. Mellen. At South Lee the Ascension
Farm School, at Tyringham Raymond Taylor, at the West
Stockbridge, Walter F. Rutter, Great Barrington, Roy Busby,
Cheshire, Orrin Martin, Lanesboro. Teot Brothers are raising
soy beans as demonstration plots cooperating with the Farm
Bureau. Soy beans have made a good growth on these farms
but these are by no means all the soy beans being raised in
the country. There is hardly a section but where farmers have
added soy beans to help out the feeding ration for dairy cattle
this winter.”
1659. Morse, W.J. 1918. Re: Manuscript entitled “An
Economic Study of the Soy Bean in Eastern North Carolina”
by Messrs A.G. Smith and C.E. Holt. Mr. A.G. Smith. Letter
(memorandum) to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC, Sept. 5. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: With reference to the
manuscript entitled ‘An Economic Study of the Soy Bean in
Eastern North Carolina’ by Messrs A.G. Smith and C.E. Holt
of the Office of Farm Management, will say that I have gone
over this carefully, comparing it with recent publications on
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this crop.
“The first impression that I gained as I read through the
manuscript, was the similarity of contents with a previous
publication by Mr. Smith, Farmers’ Bulletin 931, ‘The
Soybean in Systems of Farming in the Cotton Belt’. In
criticising the manuscript as a whole, I would say that firstly;
the subject matter is rather loose, and there is a great deal
of repetition. Secondly; the various phases have been taken
up in Farmers’ Bulletin 931 with perhaps a little more detail
and the addition of tables, and thirdly; certain parts of the
manuscript treat on subjects that are strictly forage crop
work.
“To support the criticisms mentioned above, it might be
well to point out specific cases throughout the manuscript.
“Under the heading “Outlet for Soy Beans and Recent
Economic Development’, most of the matter in this is
contained in Department Bulletin 439, ‘The Soy Bean, with
Special Reference to Its Utilization for Oil, Cake, and Other
Products,’ also our Farmers’ Bulletin 973, ‘The Soy Bean Its
Culture and Uses.’ and Yearbook Article Separate 740, ‘The
Soy Bean Industry in the United States.’ In Farmers’ Bulletin
931, about the same things are discussed under the heading
‘Uses of Soy Beans.’
“Under the heading ‘Soils’, about the same thing is
discussed in Department Bulletin 931, under ‘Area and
Soils Adapted to Soy Beans’. With the subject ‘Varieties
and Seed’, this is a forage crop matter and is discussed to a
greater extent in our recent Farmers’ Bulletin 973. It is quite
evident from the author’s discussion here on Varieties and
Seed, and also his discussion under ‘’Factors Influencing
Yields’, that his information concerning varieties in Eastern
North Carolina is somewhat limited. The Office of Forage
Crops has been doing a very considerable amount of work
in cooperation with the North Carolina Experiment Station,
with improving the varieties in the Eastern part of North
Carolina and introducing new improved sorts. During the
past two years the Virginia, Tokyo, and Back Eyebrow
varieties have become quite well known. It is also to be
noted that this same information under ‘Varieties and Seed’
is contained in Bulletin 931.
“Under the heading ‘Growing Soy Beans’, the
information contained therein is practically the same as in
Farmers’ Bulletin 931 under ‘Farm Practice in Growing Soy
Beans’. Under ‘Harvesting Soy Beans for Seed’, the Office
of Forage Crops published in September 1917, Farmers’
Bulletin 886 entitled ‘Harvesting Soy-Bean Seed’. The
information and data contained in the manuscript under
this title is discussed also very full in Farmers’ Bulletin 931
under ‘Harvesting.’
“Under ‘Combination of Crops’, this matter is again
discussed in Farmers’ Bulletin 931 under the heading
‘Combining Soy Beans with Other Crops’. As I see it, this
subject again is a matter relating to the work of the office of
forage crops.

“On ‘Factors Influencing Yields’, it seems to me that this
is entirely a forage crop proposition, as the authors discuss
inoculation, improvement of seed, methods of planting, and
fertilizing. The use of soy beans as a pasture for hogs is
also discussed, and this subject has been taken up recently
in our Farmers’ Bulletin 973, and discussed quite generally,
showing the results of definite experiments.
“In summing up the situation, it seems to me that at
this time when there is a call for economy in printing, that
a manuscript or publication of this type is uncalled for. In
fact, under normal conditions, I can hardly see where in
view of the recent soy bean publications, another department
bulletin merely giving in detail the substance of other
publications, would be necessary. In fact, it is stated in
the Beginning of Farmers’ Bulletin 931 that the directions
given in the bulletin are based on an economic study of soy
beans in Northwestern North Carolina. You no doubt will
recall that there was a considerable discussion at the time
Farmers’ Bulletin 931 was in galley-proof. It was found
that a very considerable amount of the matter pertained to
forage crop work and when taken up with the office of Farm
Management, was admitted as such by that office.
“I am sending herewith copies of the publications
referred to above.
“Very truly yours, Ass’t. Agrostologist.”
Note: We can find no evidence that this manuscript
was ever published. However in April 1920 an article titled
“Farm practices with soybeans: Based on a survey of fifty
farms in northeastern North Carolina,” by A.G. Smith and
C.E. Hope [not Holt] was published in the North Carolina
Department of Agriculture, Bulletin.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Asst. Agrostologist [Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry], USDA,
Washington, DC.
1660. Howard, Bradshaw. 1918. Rye in the coastal plain:
A bread grain and soil improver that is always dependable.
Country Gentleman 83(39):8, 30. Sept. 28.
• Summary: Furthermore, the price that rye “brings, taken
in consideration with the fact that a crop of soy beans can
be grown after the rye harvested, thus dividing the land rent
charge, makes it one of the most attractive money crops for
the region.”
“After the rye is off, in late May or early June, it is
customary to follow with a crop of soy beans, grown either
for seed or hay. Following the beans the land is prepared
for corn during the winter, and at laying-by time next year
velvet beans are planted in the corn. Next year comes cotton
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again, and the cotton gives a bigger yield, with much
reduced boll weevil trouble.
“Farther toward the northern part of the Cotton
Belt cotton matures too late for best results with
rye as a follow crop. Rye, therefore, is being used
as a follow crop after corn. Next year the soy beans
follow the rye. After the beans are harvested in
the fall rye is sown again, to be plowed down in
preparation for cotton the following spring.”
1661. Jordan, Sam. 1918. Soy beans from soup to
nuts: A new crop with many uses both on farms and
in factories. Country Gentleman 83(39):7, 34. Sept.
28.
• Summary: Begins by discussing: The possibilities of soy
beans “as a substitute for meat.” The rising demand for “soy
oil” which started a few years ago when the flax crop was
little better than a total failure. “Industrial uses” of soy oil
in soap, paint, and varnish. “Several packing houses were
experimenting with the oil as a possibility in oleomargarine
manufacture.” “Soys fix soils for cotton.” “Varieties of soy
beans have been matured as far north as Quebec” [Canada].
The “development of the soy in the cotton sections will no
doubt be swifter from an industrial standpoint because of the
already existing facilities for oil extraction.”
Concerning food uses, the author believes that “the soy
bean as human food is destined to play a leading part in the
way of a substitute for meat. From studies made of soy beans
as food, the use of flour seems to be one form in which their
use will suit the American taste and palate best.”
“I have heard that the soy-bean milkman comes around
before breakfast each morning in the Orient and leaves soybean milk.” A Chinese student recently verified this story
and said that in his family’s household “it was customary to
drink a glass of the milk upon arising.” The student added
that fried bean curd was often served for breakfast, and
with soy sauce for dinner. “This soy sauce is something
more or less familiar to Americans, the acquaintance being
contingent upon the frequency with which our Chinese
restaurants are patronized. It is the dark-brown liquid usually

on the tables in the vinegar bottles. It is also the base of our
Worcestershire sauces.
“For supper a favorite dish is sprouted beans in salad
form, mixed with small pieces of meat or egg. They usually
have also some form of bean cheese or fermented boiled
beans. Next to baked and boiled beans, the preparation
of soy-bean milk is a thing which should be more widely
known.”
“The author gives a brief description of how this milk is
made, noting that it can be used in “cream sauces, puddings,
custards, and even ice cream when some high flavoring is
added to kill the beany taste. Much of the strong taste can be
eliminated by boiling the milk slowly and stirring to prevent
scalding.
“The residue [okara] obtained by straining the milk
makes an excellent base for muffins and even bread, when it
is used in the proportion of one part to three or four parts of
wheat flour.”
“In regard to fresh bean curd or ‘tofu,’ as the Chinese
call it, it is hardly probable that we shall use it generally at
an early date. The process of making it will no doubt come
through the activities of our increasing number of women
home-demonstration agents and, also, it is being made
commercially by several Chinese firms in this country. When
it does become more widely known, however, it is destined
to be used extensively. It has very little taste of its own, and
takes the flavor of everything with which it is used, generally
as a base. It is also highly nutritious.
“Soy sauce is likewise destined for greater
use, but the process of its manufacture is
too complicated for domestic preparation.
It can be purchased at Chinese groceries
in this country, and probably from the
majority of Chinese restaurants.
“Another dish which tastes as good as
it looks or sounds is soy-bean sprouts.
The smaller beans, of some yellow or
green variety, are usually used.” They
are excellent because of “their use in the
winter, acting as a green vegetable, and the
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fact that the vegetable can be had whenever wanted.”
“And here is one for vegetarians–a ‘vegetarian roast.’
This is made by using equal parts of soy beans and peanuts,
with the peanuts roasted and the beans boiled until soft
before both are mixed and treated as an ordinary meat loaf.
Such a roast as this is now being prepared by several foodmanufacturing firms in the South, where both peanuts and
soy beans are plentiful. It is being placed on the market in
one and two pound containers.”
“The beans served as a green vegetable are treated after
hulling in much the same manner as Lima beans or peas. To
hull, however, they should be boiled in the pods for about
five minutes, then dipped into cold water, after which they
shell easily. They can also be canned in this way, treating
them after hulling the same as Lima beans. It is often
desirable to serve them with rice or potatoes.”
“So here we have a small glimpse of what their [soy
beans’] future really is. A crop with a great industrial
importance, a crop with known forage and manurial
possibilities, and a crop holding forth a beneficent promise
as an essential food, soy beans will soon be giving corn and
wheat a close race for the more prominent places on our
agricultural map.”
Photos show: (1) Soy beans after being soaked but
before boiling. (2) Piles of hay, used for forage. (3) Side
view of a soy-bean harvester (with a man on top, pulled by
two horses) used in the South, showing the bags filled. (4)
A rear view of the same separating and bagging soy-bean
harvester. Note: This is actually an early harvester-thresher,
also called a “combine.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2012)
that uses the term “from soup to nuts” in connection with
soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term “soy-bean sprouts” to
refer to these sprouts. Address: Columbia, Missouri.
1662. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. When to
cut soy beans. 1(4):24. Sept.
• Summary: “When the pods of soy beans are well formed
it is time to cut the crop for hay. If seed is the object,
harvesting must be delayed until some of the seeds have
fallen, which indicates that the seed is matured. Varieties
that shatter the beans easily must be cut a little earlier. It is
sometimes advisable to cut soy beans on a damp, cloudy
day, which will prevent shattering to some extent. The grain
binder, mowing machine with side delivery attachment,
and the self-rake reaper have been the most satisfactory
implements for cutting soy beans for seed.”
1663. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Soy beans
in northern states. 1(4):24-25. Sept.
• Summary: “Soy beans have always been regarded as a crop
suitable only for southern states, but experiments covering

a period of years, made in various portions of the State
of Wisconsin under the supervision of State agricultural
authorities, have demonstrated that soy beans, as a crop, are
entirely practical for Wisconsin conditions.
“It has been found by these experiments that for
Wisconsin conditions, approximately 135 days are required
to mature soy beans for feed on the clay loam soils in the
southern part of the State. The cutting stage is reached in
about ninety days. The Ito San variety gave the largest yield
of beans to the acre, closely followed by Michigan Green,
Early Yellow and Medium Early Yellow. The Medium Early
Yellow is a very leafy variety, and was found to be most
desirable for hay and silage in southern Wisconsin.
“For the upper half of the State Early Black was found
to give good results. Ito San and Medium Early Green
gave heavy yields of forage, and are recommended for that
purpose. The Early Black is a safe variety to plant for seed in
localities which, on the average, are free from killing frosts
from June 1 to September 10. On sandy soil this variety
matures in from 90 to 105 days, depending upon the growing
season.
“The Wisconsin authorities are recommending the
Black Eyebrow and Manchu varieties for both seed and hay
purposes throughout the State.”
1664. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Urges
beans be used in fattening hogs. 1(4):26. Sept.
• Summary: “Feeds that are rich in protein, such as shorts,
middlings, tankage, and oil meal, so essential to the proper
development of hogs, are hard to get and high in price. The
Department of Agriculture is urging that hog growers provide
substitutes for these feeds in the form of home-grown crops
that are known to be rich in protein, and are advising the use
of soy beans, cowpeas, and velvet beans.
“Soy beans, it is pointed out, are valuable to take the
place of other protein feeds usually purchased. They make a
very satisfactory feed when the beans are fed threshed, or as
hay, or when ground into meal. Soy-bean hay, to be the most
satisfactory, should be cut early enough to avoid the popping
out of the seeds. The leaves and the seed both will be readily
eaten when handled in this manner.
“Velvet beans are largely raised and used in the Southern
States, and it is recommended that they be left in the field
and grazed.”
1665. Drake, J.A. 1918. Saving farm labor by harvesting
crops with live stock. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1008.
15 p. Sept. See p. 11-12.
• Summary: Four interesting, old photos are captioned as
follows: Fig. 14 (p. 11). “Soy beans for seed are cut with
the self-rake reaper, grain binder, or mower, and in some
instances with a bean puller. After cutting there is still
considerable work to be done.”
Fig. 15. “Soy beans furnish excellent grazing for lambs,
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and afford abundant forage free from the parasites common
to permanent pastures. This crop also is equally desirable
for hogs and may be harvested by these animals both as
forage and after the beans have ripened. Live stock thus save
the labor of cutting (as shown in figure 14), shocking and
hauling.”
Fig. 16. “As a usual thing it is difficult to get a
satisfactory outfit for thrashing soy beans. Here a special
machine is being used, but the ordinary separator is generally
the only machine available. Special attachments are
necessary and few thrashermen care to go to the trouble to
accommodate farmers with small acreages of beans. Large
growers generally own their own equipment.” Fig. 17. “The
labor and annoyance of thrashing soy beans, as in figure 16,
may be saved by feeding the soy-bean hay to hogs in the
winter. The beans supply the protein and save the purchase
of tankage. The oil in the beans and the leaves of the plants
which the hogs eat keep them in good condition. Soy-bean
hay and corn make and ideal winter feed.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2003)
that uses the word “equipment” in connection with soybean
production equipment. Address: Agriculturist.
1666. Skinner, John H.; Starr, C.G. 1918. Sheep feeding.
VIII. Fattening Western lambs, 1917-1918. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 221. 20 p.
Sept.
• Summary: In experiments conducted from 28 Oct. 1917
to 26 Jan. 1918 (90 days), the authors compared various
supplements such as ground soybeans, linseed meal, and

cottonseed meal
in the rations of
fattening lambs.
Cottonseed meal
gave better results
than ground
soybeans. Lambs
fed linseed oil meal
were valued at
$17.25 per hundred
pounds and returned
a net profit of $0.29
per head. Lambs
receiving cottonseed
meal were valued at
$10.00 and returned
a net profit of $0.10.
Lambs fed ground
soybeans were
valued at $17.00 and
returned a net profit
of $0.03 per head.
A 2-page table
(p. 18-19) gives a
“Summary of lamb
feeding experiment, October 28, 1917, to January 26, 1918
(90 days).” Address: 1. B.S., Chief, Animal Husbandry,
Lafayette, Indiana.
1667. McClelland, C.K. 1918. Farms and farmers: Hogging
down corn. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Oct. 6. p. A10.
• Summary: “Results secured from a series of experiments in
hogging down corn at the Ohio Experiment station indicate
that this practice may be profitably employed by farmers
this fall in harvesting the corn crop where labor can not be
secured” [due to World War I].
Using corn alone as the pasture crop is wasteful; for
better results use peanuts, soybeans, other legume pasture,
or tankage as supplemental feeds to balance the starchy corn
ration with protein. The general farm practice now is “to
plant velvet beans or peanuts with corn or to plant soybeans
or cowpeas between the rows at laying-by time,...” The
soybean-corn ration is the least expensive way of making a
pound of weight gain by hogs weighing 90 to 130 pounds.
Smaller hogs or shotes make smaller gains proportionally.
Address: Prof. and editor, Experiment, Georgia.
1668. Grantham, Arthur E. 1918. Report of the agronomist.
Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 122.
p. 10-20. Nov. 1. See p. 18.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy Beans” (p. 18) states:
“The variety test of soy beans and cowpeas has been
continued, with the result that there are now several strains
or varieties which seem to be as promising in yield as the
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Wilson and Peking, which were distributed to farmers some
five or six years ago. There are several strains of the Peking
variety that are exceptionally good. A study of the varieties
of soy beans has shown that they are adapted to almost any
condition of seeding, since they range in maturity from
90 to 140 days. The difference in growth habit offers a
considerable latitude in the choice of strain for seed or hay
production. The Wilson, Peking and other allied strains seem
to be better adapted for general farm purposes. One of the
best varieties for hay that has been tested is the Cloud. Its
vines and stems are not much coarser than Mammoth Red
Clover, which enables the hay to be cured easier and at the
same time produce a feed that is readily consumed by stock.
This variety makes a good growth and can be especially
recommended for this particular purpose.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2009) that uses the term “growth habit” in
connection with soy beans. Address: Agronomist, Newark,
Delaware.
1669. Morse, W.J. 1918. Re: Letter from Tennessee Board of
Control. Letter to Mr. R.A. Oakley, USDA, Washington, DC,
Nov. 18. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Oakley: Relative to the attached letter
from Tennessee Board of control requesting information
on the growing of crops in Tennessee for both farm and
vegetable products, will say that the soy bean has given
most excellent results, both for forage and for food. It might
be well to call the Board’s attention to the work being done
by the Nashville Agricultural and Normal Institute [NANI]
located at Madison, Tennessee. This Institute has a very large
farm and produces practically all of its food for the members
of the Institute as well as the Sanitarium.
“The Horticulturist in charge of the Institute is Prof.
Floyd Brailliar, who has done a considerable amount of
work with different food products from the soy bean. At the
present time they have a factory for canning several different
soy products from the soy beans which are grown on their
farm.
“Of course, the Cowpea is another crop which may be
used both for forage and for food. The Blackeye have given
very good results in Tennessee and no doubt would furnish
them with a great amount of food. I am attaching here with
our available publications on the Soy Bean and Cowpea.
“Very truly yours,...”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2017) that
mentions soy in connection with the Nashville Agricultural
Normal Institute (NANI, in Madison, Tennessee; named
Madison College after 1937).
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.

Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
1670. Cauthen, E.F. 1918. Soy beans in Alabama. Alabama
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 203. p. 85-123.
Nov. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Climate and
soil requirements. Fertilizers for soy beans: Acid phosphate
and kainit [kainite] for hay; acid phosphate, kainit, cotton
seed meal, etc., for seed and hay; acid phosphate vs. raw
phosphate in seed production; acid phosphate vs. raw
phosphate in hay production. Inoculation. Inoculation
experiments. Cropping systems. Culture: Preparation of soil,
planting, rate of seeding, tillage (“The same implements
used for cultivation of cotton can be used for cultivating
soy beans. If the rows are uniform in width, a ‘Gee Whiz’
cultivator may be used to make one trip to the middle while
the plants are small; later cultivations can be made with
scooter and scrape. The crop should receive frequent shallow
cultivation till the plants begin to bloom”).
Harvesting soy beans. Thrashing and storing seed.
Variety tests for seed. Soy bean straw. Variety tests for seed
and oil. Soy bean hay. Variety tests for hay. Rate of seeding
for hay. Mixtures of cowpeas and soy beans for hay: Heavy
seeded mixtures, light seeded mixtures. Soy bean as a soil
improving crop. Fertilizing effect on cotton: Comparative
yields on. Enemies of the soy bean.
Brief description of the common varieties of soy beans:
Acme 14954, Arlington 22899, Austin 17263, Baird, Barchet
23232, Blackbeauty [Black Beauty], Biloxi, Chinese 20797,
Ebony, Edward Soy, Haberlandt, Hollybrook 17278, Ito
San Soy, Mammoth Yellow, Otootan, Pekin 152, Rueland
[Riceland?] 20797, Shanghai 14952, Swan 22379, Tokyo
17267, Virginia 32906, Wilson (Black) 19185.
“Variety tests for seed” (p. 101-03) states that “the
Experiment Station has tested 30 different varieties or strains
for seed production. Much larger numbers have been grown
for observation purposes. Most of the varieties have been
furnished by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.” Table
VI (p. 102) gives the yields of seed from these 30 varieties
from 1908 to 1918, and the yield of straw during 1917 and
1918. Varieties mentioned here but not mentioned above
are: Flat King (from 1909), Medium Green (from 1916),
Medium Yellow (from 1916), Morse (from 1914), Rueland
(from 1912), Tar Heel (1916 only), and Wilson (yellow; from
1917).
“During the 11 year period Blackbeauty stood at the
head three years in production of seed; Haberlandt, two
years; Mammoth Yellow, Sherwood, Tokyo, Hollybrook and
Biloxi one year each. During the 11 year period the four most
productive varieties for seed of each year included Mammoth
Yellow seven times; Blackbeauty five times; Hollybrook five
times; Edward, Haberlandt, Ebony and Wilson each three
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times; Baird, Acme, Shanghai, and Swan each two times;
Flat King, Peking, Sherwood, Virginia, Biloxi and Otootan
each one time.”
“Enemies of the soy bean (p. 118-20): Probably the
greatest enemy to the growing of the soy bean is rabbits.
They are very fond of the young, green, tender foliage.
Where only a small patch is planted, the rabbit has been
known to destroy it entirely. It is suggested that the farmer
plant enough for the-rabbits and for the farm.
“A very small eel-like worm, called nematode,
(Heterodera radicicola) sometimes attacks the soy bean root
and causes irregular enlargements on it. The enlargements
are mistaken by some for nodules caused by nitrogengathering bacteria, peculiar to this plant. Where the soil is
badly infested with this insect, the farmer is advised to plant
some other crop that is not susceptible to its attack.
“The soy bean suffers from a disease that attacks the
underground part of the plant and causes the leaves and
stem to wilt. When the plant is examined, it is noticed
that the bark is soft, and the woody part of the stem dark.
This darkening of the stem is due to a microscopic fungus
(Fusarium tracheiphilum–Smith), which is said to be the
same organism that produces the wilt of cow-peas. When
a field becomes infested with this disease, it should not be
planted in soy beans or cowpeas susceptible to wilt.
“Root rot attacks the soy bean plant and causes a wilting
of the leaves, followed by the death of the entire plant. When
the plant is pulled up, a mat of white fluffy mold is usually
found on the stem directly below the point where the stem
enters the ground. On it may later appear small round bodies
(sclerotia) which perpetuate the fungus.
“Leaf spot sometimes appears when the plants have
about reached maturity. It does not do much injury.”
A photo shows a diseased soy bean root and the effects
of nematodes. Address: Agriculturist, Auburn, Alabama.
1671. Harris, Corra; Leech, Faith Harris. 1918. From sunup
to sundown. Country Gentleman 83(50):37-39. Dec. 14.
• Summary: “Ten minutes later I was standing beside him
staring in dumb amazement over the fence of the four-acre
soy-bean lot at about forty grunting, rooting pigs-black
pigs, yellow pigs, black-and-tan pigs, polka-dot pigs. So
far as marks of pure ancestry were concerned they were all
hyphenated to a shocking degree. As a matter of fact the field
looked for all the world like a porcine Ellis Island.
“’Well,’ John asked somewhat belligerently as I
continued to gaze in stupefaction at the pigs–in motley–
before me, ‘what do you think of them?’
“’Are they yours?’ I questioned, still clinging feebly to
the hope that he had sold his soy beans to the neighbors by
allowing their pigs to hog them off.
“’They certainly are,’ he retorted, evidently full of the
pride of possession. Then he explained.
“As I told you when I was at home John has been very

anxious about the success of the farm this year. That anxiety
increased when he saw that his corn would not produce much
over twenty bushels to the acre except in spots and that some
of it was a total loss from the flood. This meant that barely
enough corn would be produced to run the place for a year,
with no surplus.
“Our poor corn yield meant that some other crop must
meet the deficit. This crop was our soy beans. But John
realized that to sell them merely as beans would be like
selling a diamond in the rough. To get the full value of them,
as with the diamond, he must put them on the market a
thoroughly polished and finished product. Of course the last
word in polishing off a crop is to convert it into the ultimate
commodity by feeding it to stock and then selling the stock.
“’In other words, Dora,’ John continued, ‘those pigs you
see there are soy beans incognito, and as such will bring a
much higher price in the market than if I sold them in sacks.
I would not get more than $4.60 a bushel for them that
way, but transformed into pork in the magic crucible of that
spotted pig yonder they will bring me between sixteen and
seventeen cents a pound.’”
“As matters stand now we have forty pigs, averaging
five months in age and seventy pounds in weight when they
came to us. Within the next four months we must get their
weight to an average of 160 pounds apiece before they will
be marketable. To accomplish this we have eight acres of soy
beans available for hogging off, three acres of rape, and two
of turnips to be used with the feed of beans and rape.
“In addition to all this we have eight acres more of soy
beans in another field that John plans to have threshed out.
Stop? Only a certain percentage of these though would be
available, as we expect to use them in feeding our stock of
Duroc-Jerseys during the coming year. I wish we did not
have to feed it to them. I doubt seriously whether we can
develop a fine type of hog for breeding purposes on such a
diet. I am hoping, though, that we can buy another cow soon
and I can then feed a certain amount of skim milk with the
soy beans and that ought to help.”
Dora’s mother writes: “Of course you may be able to
fatten them with your soy beans and rape and turnips, but
in all my days I never knew pigs to fatten on anything but
corn.”
“Just get this in your mind, pigs flourish on a sour mash
of any grain as Germans do on beer made from the same
kind of mash. I merely mention this as a possible solution to
your problem in case John discovers that soy beans will not
fatten his foundling asylum of pigs, and in case your DurocJerseys require a more stimulating diet than skim milk.
“As I have already intimated, I do not know what soy
beans will do. I have heard that they were imported first
from China, and I have heard that Mongolians do not raise
hogs, but use cats instead. Still, I am open to conviction. I
hope I shall always be open to conviction where it does not
concern the salvation of my soul, about which I am a strict
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conservative.
“This year I planted three acres of soy beans just to
find out for sure what they are good for and what they are
really worth. So far they have done very well–that is to say,
they have produced enormously. The equinoctial gale we
had yesterday stripped them of leaves. Now the plants are
standing naked, waist high, with a row of beans hanging
from the stalk and every branch. If you can think of such
an image, they look as if they had on ruffled pantalets and
nothing else.”
Note: An “equinoctial storm” is “a storm of violent
winds and rain occurring at or near the time of an equinox
and popularly, but erroneously, believed to be physically
associated with it.”
1672. Shepard, Hiram H. 1918. Growing sheep on our farm:
with success, the small flock in Missouri brings several
worth-while profits. Country Gentleman 83(50):22, 33. Dec.
14.
• Summary: “To give more and better pasture to our
breeding ewes before and at breeding time we grow soy
beans and cowpeas in our corn and pasture the lambs in
the corn during late summer and early fall. Then a small
field of corn is cut early and removed from the field, when
the mature breeding ewes are turned in to harvest the rich
growth of legumes along the corn rows and the abundant
grass along turning rows, ravines and fence rows. This
gives the entire breeding flock an abundance of the best fall
pasture at an extremely low cost for the extra feed, as soy
beans and cowpeas drilled with the corn are handled with
comparatively no extra cost nor do they interfere with good
corn yields. In fact, these legumes grown with corn are a
positive benefit to the soil when pastured with lambs and
sheep, and the system is an excellent one for maintaining and
increasing the fertility of the cultivated fields. It is a method
of growing two good crops on the same land the same year,
and utilizing both crops to the best advantage. We have used
this method now for three years and have found it a means to
keep more sheep with other animals on the same amount of
land, and to keep them better.”
1673. Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin (Berkshire Co. Farm
Bureau, Pittsfield, Massachusetts). 1918. Soy bean
demonstrations. 2(2):34-35. Dec.
• Summary: “Soy beans have been grown with corn in
these demonstrations to determine their value in silage. The
experiment has not gone far enough yet to determine whether
the growers consider them worth while for this purpose.
Most of the raisers say they will grow them another year.”
Farmers who inoculated the seeds usually got plants
with root nodules, and vice versa. Details are given for the
following towns in Berkshire County: Tyringham: Raymond
Taylor planted 6 acres of Mammoth Yellow variety with
white flint corn on June 1. Great Barrington: Roy W. Busby

planted 6 acres of Medium Green variety the first week of
June. Cheshire: Orrin C. Martin planted 4 acres of Medium
Green variety on June 1. South Lee: Ascension Farm School
planted 1 acres of Medium Green variety on May 31.
Lanesborn: Teot Bros. planted soybeans that were eaten by
woodchucks. “A year ago, however, on another section of the
farm, they had a wonderful stand with their corn which they
considered increased the feeding value of the corn one third.”
“Altford: John Dellea had a very successful stand in a
small section of his field which was left by courtesy of the
jack rabbits and woodchucks.” Ashley Falls: R.L. Hurlburt
grew several acres separately. “He has raised them for
several years and says they increase the palatability of the
corn very much; and not only is the feeding value greater,
but he cattle will eat more of it. He says he will grow soy
beans as long as he farms. Mr. Hurlburt grew the following
varieties: Medium Green, Wilson, Sable and Hollybrook.
Medium Green averaged 6 tons to the acre. The Wilson,
Sable and Hollybrook 7 tons.”
1674. American Mutual Seed Co. 1918. Headquarters for
grass and field seeds: Selling at lowest wholesale prices.
Our customers share in the profits. Seed guide-season 1918
(Mail-order catalog). Chicago, Illinois. 48 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Three photos on the front cover show: (1) A
man riding on a farm implement pulled by two horses in
front of a field of tall sugar cane plants. “Cane produces big
crops of forage.” (2) A field with bales of hay made from
“Iowa–103–The champion early oats, making 100 bu per
acre. (3) Two varieties of corn. “Located as we are in the
Greatest Terminal Market in the World [Chicago], we are in
a position to secure the cream of the crop and to get it at a
price with which no competitor can compete.” The secretary
and general manager of the company is J.F. Summers of
Malvern, Iowa–but with headquarters in Chicago. He offers
a money back guarantee of high germination, honest weight,
and honest value if the seeds are returned within 30 days
of receipt. On page 2 is a full-page letter from Secretary
Summers, with a photo of him at his desk. Page 3 discusses
the profit-sharing plan, upon which the company was
founded.
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 20) discusses:
Introduction. Varieties: Mammoth Yellow, Medium Early
Yellow, Ito San, and Black Ebony (the latter is an unusual
varietal name). Concerning Black Ebony: “We have a nice
supply of this seed stock that has been carefully recleaned
and we feel sure that they will please you. Owing to
unsettled market we are unable to quote firm prices.” Note
1. After each variety is written: “Owing to unsettled market
we are unable to quote firm prices. See list.” Note 2. This is
the earliest English-language document seen (March 2003)
that uses the word “recleaned” in connection with cleaning
soybeans.
Growing the crop: Soil, preparation of seed bed,
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seeding, tillage, harvesting. A large horizontal photo shows
“A large field of soy beans, the greatest soil builder known.”
The introduction to the section on soy beans begins:
“No crop has increased in popularity in recent years more
rapidly than the Soy Bean, and it is rapidly becoming one of
the most profitable crops which can be grown throughout the
corn belt. It was formerly thought that it could not be grown
only in a limited territory, but the result of the numerous tests
by the several State experimental stations and by the United
States Department of Agriculture has proven that Soy Beans
may be grown over a much greater area than was at first
supposed possible.”
“Soy beans may be utilized either as a soiling crop,
pasture crop, hay crop or grown for seed. As a soiling crop
for cows, no crop surpasses them for producing a high yield
of milk. Hogs turned into a patch of Soy Beans as the beans
are commencing to form will make a phenomenal growth.
The Soy Beans will produce under favorable conditions 12
to 13 tons of fresh fodder per acre, containing large amounts
of crude protein and fat, which makes an excellent forage to
mix in with corn fodder or some other forage plant high in
carbohydrate but low in protein.
“If grown for seed this crop will produce from 25 to 40
bushels per acre of the most concentrated food stuff that can
be produced upon the farm, and the ground seed is equal
pound for pound with oil meal in feeding value, and it is
claimed that butter made from cows fed this meal has an
exceedingly fine texture and flavor.”
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Black Ebony. Address: 43rd &
Robey Streets, Chicago, Illinois.
1675. Cole’s Seed Store. 1918. Cole’s garden annual (Mailorder catalog). Pella, Iowa. 80 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: The half-page section titled “Soja or Soy Bean”
(p. 53) states: “This valuable legume is attracting more
attention each year. Soja Beans is an ideal crop for turning
under green to improve worn out soils and it fertilizes the
soil where grown like clover will.
“It is also valuable for hay or pasture for all kinds of
stock. Will mature in all parts of the corn belt, sometimes
growing 4 ft. high, heavily podded with seed, yielding 20
to 30 bushels per acre. The ground beans are equal to Oil
Meal or Cotton Seed Meal in feeding value. The hay is best
to feed in conjunction with corn fodder to reduce its excess
of protein. It should be cut for hay before the stems become
woody. Seed can be planted after corn planting time; can be
sown broadcast at the rate of ½ bu. per acre or in drills 30
inches apart.
“Price per pkt. 5 cts., lb. 20 cts., 3 lbs. 50 cts., postpaid;
by freight or express, pk. $1.25, bu. $5.00.”
An illustration shows a soy bean plant in full leaf, with a

bunch of pods in the corner.
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. Call number: #030485.
Address: Pella, Iowa.
1676. Gray, Dan T. 1918. Report of the Animal Industry
Division. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 40:33-63. For the year ended June 30, 1917.
See p. 33-43, 57, 62-63.
• Summary: One section, titled “Value of Soybean Pastures
for Hogs (Central Station Farm)” (p. 33-34) states: “It is
absolutely impossible to make money with any kind of live
stock unless pastures of various kinds are used as a basis...
One of the best pastures, and one that can be used practically
anywhere in the state, is soybeans... hogs running upon
soybean pasture gained just twice as rapidly as did those
which were enclosed in the lot and fed all the corn and shorts
they would consume... it cost $13.24 to produce each 100 lb
of increase in live weight in the dry lot and $5.50 to produce
an equivalent increase in live weight in the soybean-pasture
lot... 200 lb of pork were produced to each acre.”
Other sections are titled “Value of soybean pasture for
feeding dry brood sows (Central Station Farm)” (p. 34).
“The amount of corn which should be fed in conjunction
with soybean pasture (Edgecombe Branch Station Farm)”
(p. 36). “Value of soybean pasture in conjunction with corn
(Cotton Valley Farm)” (p. 36-37). “Relative value of soybean
and peanut pastures (Pender Branch Station Farm)” (37-38).
“The cheapening effect of peanut pasture, soybean pasture,
and mast upon the bodies of hogs” (p. 41-43). “Raising
chicks on soybean meal and buttermilk (Pender Branch
Station farm) (p. 62-63).
The section, titled “Soybean meal for little chicks
(Edgecombe Branch Station Farm)” (p. 57), states: “Soybean
meal is another new feed upon our markets and many
enquiries are coming to Dr. Kaupp relative to its value as a
chicken feed.” At the Edgecombe Branch Station Farm it was
found that when soybean meal was fed in equal quantities
with wheat shorts and cracked corn mixed with sweet milk,
the soybean meal proved to be a most valuable feed and one
to be recommended as a good ration for feeding little chicks.
One lot of chicks on soybean meal averaged 1.4 lb when 8
weeks old. A second lot, handled and fed exactly as the first,
except that rolled oats were used in place of soybean meal,
averaged 1.1 lb in weight at the same age. Results based
on tests with 16 lots of chicks showed that soybean meal
can replace rolled oats in chick feeding. Address: Chief in
Animal Industry [Durham, North Carolina].
1677. Hall, Bolton. 1918. Three acres and liberty. Revised
ed. New York, NY: The Macmillan Company. xviii + 276 p.
See p. 233. Frontispiece. Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 8, “The kitchen garden,” states (p. 7071): “Before the plowing is done, the land for the garden
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should be manured at the rate of twenty-five large wagon
loads to the acre. If you can get a suitable plot that has been
in red clover, alfalfa, soy beans, or cowpeas, for a number
of years, so much the better. These plants have on their roots
nitrogen-fixing bacteria, which draw nitrogen from the air.
Nitrogen is the great meat-maker and forces a prolonged and
rapid growth of all vegetables.
Page 91: The United States Agricultural Department
“supplied free to farmers the bacteria for inoculation. Now
they supply it only for experimental purposes. A laboratory
has been fitted up for the work. The method is to propagate
bacteria for each of the various leguminous plants such as
clover, alfalfa, soy beans, cow peas, tares, and velvet beans.
All of these plants are of incalculable value in different
sections of the country as forage for farm animals.”
Page 171: “The heaviest clay is made lighter and more
porous, and the lightest sand is readily made retentive of
moisture and extremely productive, by plowing in different
kinds of crops as green manure, such as cow peas, soy beans,
the vetches, etc.; crimson clover, winter oats, rye, turnips,
and numerous other crops may be sown in August or later,...”
In chapter 24, “Some experimental foods,” we read
(p. 231-32): “The future, it seems, has many strange dishes
in store for the American stomach. Whether you are rich
or one of the plain people that have to work, whether the
idea of new fantastic food appeals to your palate or to
your pocketbook, you will be attracted by the array of
foreign viands with curious names which have already
been successfully introduced and are now beginning to
be marketed in this country. Mr. William N. Taft, in the
Technical World Magazine, presents the following wild
menu for the dinner table: Jujube Soup. Brisket of Antelope.
Boiled Petsai Dasheen au Gratin. Creamed Udo. Soy Bean
and Lichee Nut Salad. Yang Taw Pie. Mangoes Kaki. Sake.
This, he assures us, is not the bill of fare of a Chinese eating
house, nor yet of a Japanese restaurant, it is the daily meal
of an American family two decades hence, if the Department
of Agriculture succeeds in its attempt to introduce a large
number of new foods to this country for the dual purpose
of supplying new dainties and reducing the cost of living.
Uncle Sam has determined to decrease the price of food as
much as possible, and, for this purpose, delegated Dr. David
S. Fairchild, Agricultural Explorer in charge of the Foreign
Plant Section of the Bureau of Plant Industry, in particular, to
see what can be done about it.”
And page 233: “The soy bean, once started, grows
wild and yields several crops a season. It can be prepared
in a multitude of ways, from baking to a delicious salad.
According to Doctor Yamei Kin, the head of the Women’s
Medical School near Pekin, milk can be made from it to cost
about six cents a quart and equal to cows’ milk. It would be
a blessing if we could get rid of the sacred but unclean cow.
One of the state dairy inspectors told me, ‘We consider milk
a filthy product.’” Address: Author.

1678. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, Augustine W. 1918. Report
of the Department of Soil Chemistry and Bacteriology. New
Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
38:333-68. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1917. See p. 350-68.
• Summary: The section titled “The continuous growing of
wheat and rye with and without a legume as green manure,
1917” (p. 350-52) reports the yields of yields of each cereal
alone (grain or straw) or followed by soybeans. In each case,
the yields followed by soybeans used as green manure are
greater.
The section titled “Vegetation experiments on the
availability of phosphorus and potassium compounds” (p.
353-66) mentions Guelph variety soybeans.
Summary: “When soybeans were grown in coarse white
sand, basic slag as a source of phosphorus gave about as
good yields as acid phosphate... The average percentage
of nitrogen in the dry matter (soybean hay) was about the
same with basic slag as with acid phosphate.” Address: 1.
Ph.D., Soil Chemist and Bacteriologist; 2. A.M., Assoc. Soil
Chemist [New Brunswick, New Jersey].
1679. Morse, W.J. 1918. The soy-bean industry in the
United States. Yearbook of the United States Department
of Agriculture p. 101-11. For the year 1917. See p. 101-06.
Contains many photographs by Frank N. Meyer.
• Summary: Contents: Early history of the soy-bean industry.
Soy beans in the United States. Cultural requirements.
Varieties. Soy beans as forage. Soy beans for oil. Soy-bean
meal. Soy beans for human food: Dried beans, green beans,
soy-bean milk, soy-bean cheese, soy sauce, soy-bean sprouts.
Possibilities of the soy-bean industry in the United States.
“The annals of Old China set forth the fact that the soy
bean was an important food fully 5,000 years ago. When the
ports of China were first opened to foreign commerce, the
trade in [soy] beans and bean products was found to have
been a long-established and flourishing institution. In value
and in extent and in variety of uses the soy bean is the most
important legume grown in Asiatic countries.” Note: This is
the earliest document seen (May 2003) which gives the age
of the soybean as “5,000 years.”
“Near the close of the eighteenth century the soy
bean found its way its way to Europe, its cultivation being
recorded in England in 1790. It is mentioned in the United
States as early as 1804. For several decades, however, it
was regarded more as a botanical curiosity than as a plant of
much economic importance. In 1875, Prof. Haberlandt began
an extensive series of experiments in Austria with the soy
bean and strongly urged its use as a food for both man and
beast. Although considerable interest was aroused during the
experiments, the soy bean failed to attend the success hoped
for by the experimenter.
“Previous to the Russian-Japanese war [1904-05] China
and Japan were not only the greatest producers but also
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the greatest consumers of the soy bean and its products.
During the war the production of the crop was greatly
increased throughout Manchuria. After the war, however,
it became necessary to find new markets for the surplus
beans, and trial shipments were made to Europe. The first
attempts to introduce the soy bean and its products into
European markets were generally unsuccessful because of
the unsatisfactory condition in which the beans and cake
were received, owing to poor shipping facilities. About 1908
a large trial shipment made to the English oil mills was
received in much better condition than previous shipments,
and the results obtained were so satisfactory that larger
imports were made.”
“Soy beans in the United States. As previously stated,
the soy bean was introduced as early as 1804, but it is
only within recent years that it has become a crop of much
importance in the United States. Until the present season
it has been grown primarily as a forage crop, though a
constantly increasing demand for seed for food and planting
has led to the development of a very profitable soy-bean seed
industry in many sections of the South and the corn belt. The
large yield of seed, the ease of growing and handling the
crop, the value of the beans for both human and animal food,
and the value of the oil and meal all tend to make this crop
one of great potential importance and to assure its greater
agricultural development in America.”
“Varieties:... At the present time about 20 varieties are
handled commercially by growers and seedsmen, although
more than 500 distinct varieties are known and have been
grown by the Department of Agriculture on its testing
grounds. The yellow-seeded sorts are preferred for food and
the production of oil and metal and include the following:
Mammoth (late), Tokyo (late), Hollybrook (medium late),
Haberlandt (medium late), Medium Yellow (medium),
Mikado (medium), Ito San (early), Manchu (early), and Elton
(early). For forage, the black and brown seeded varieties are
most suitable and include Barchet (late), Biloxi (late), Peking
(medium), Wilson-Five (medium [black seeded]), Virginia
(medium late), Early Brown (early), and Black Eyebrow
(early).
“Soy beans for oil: The soy bean was first utilized for
the production of oil and meal in the United States about
1910 by an oil mill on the Pacific coast. The beans were
imported from Manchuria, and the success of the industry is
indicated by the continued production of the oil and meal and
the increasing imports of soy-bean seed from Manchuria.
“American-grown seed was first crushed for oil the
latter part of 1915 by a few cottonseed-oil mills in North
Carolina. A shortage of cottonseed and a surplus of soy-bean
seed led to a rather extensive use of domestic-grown seed
for this purpose. However, during the season of 1916-17 no
domestic-grown beans were utilized for oil, owing to the
extremely high price of seed. The cottonseed-oil mills of the
South saw the possibilities of the soy bean as an oil seed,

and many mills throughout the cotton belt contracted with
planters for seed of the 1917 crop. This led to a considerable
increase of acreage. Large quantities of Manchurian beans
have been imported during the past few months and utilized
by southern mills in the production of oil and meal.
“The utilization of the soy bean as an oil seed has not
required any extensive changes in the equipment of the
modern oil mills. The methods are similar to those employed
with other oil seeds, such as cottonseed and linseed.
According to data obtained from different mills, 1 ton of soybean seed yields from 28 to 31 gallons of oil and about 1,600
pounds of meal.
“The oil extracted from the soy bean in many respects
resembles cottonseed oil, though it dries more rapidly.
This oil has a good color, has but a faint odor, and is rather
palatable. New trade uses are being constantly found for
soy-bean oil, and it has become an important competitor of
other vegetable oils. It was first used in the United States
in its crude state, principally in the manufacture of soft
soaps. In the search for new oils to replace linseed oil for
paint purposes, partly or wholly, soy-bean oil was found
most suitable. Paint grinders are using successfully large
quantities of this oil in the manufacture of certain types of
paint. Manufacturers of butter and lard substitutes are using
considerable amounts of soy-bean oil in their products. Other
uses for which this oil is employed are in the manufacture of
explosives, linoleum, varnish, and foodstuffs.
“Soy-bean oil has been studied with other oils by the
Office of Home Economics and found to compare favorably
with the more common table oils with respect to digestibility.
In view of the rapid improvement in the process of refining
this oil, there seems to be scarcely any use to which oil is put
in the manufacture of foodstuffs in which soy-bean oil may
not eventually be found to have an important place” (p. 104).
“Soy-bean meal:... The meal or flour produced from
American-grown yellow varieties is bright yellow in color
when fresh and has a sweet, nutty flavor. Samples of meal
from different sources range from 46 to 52 per cent protein
and from 5 to 8 per cent oil. As a human food, soy-bean
flour has been used in the United States principally as a
special article of diet and sold by companies manufacturing
special foods of low starch content. The flour or meal can
be successfully used as a constituent of bread, muffins,
biscuits, or pastry. Extensive tests have been conducted by
the United States Department of Agriculture with soy-bean
flour in the making of bread and pastry. In these various food
products about one-fourth soy flour and three-fourths wheat
flour has been found to be the proper proportion. In some of
the pastry products, however, as much as one-half soy flour
can be used. During the past year the use of soy-bean meal
has gained in popularity on account of the many palatable
products that may be made from it” (p. 105). Photos are
described in Part II. Continued. Address: Scientific Asst.
in Forage-Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry,
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USDA, Washington, DC.
1680. Prince, Ford S. 1918. Soy beans for silage. New
Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station, Press Bulletin
No. 96.
• Summary: “In the spring of 1917 the Experiment Station
published Bulletin 181, ‘The Soy Bean in New Hampshire,’
in which the soy bean was recommended chiefly as a crop
to supplement corn in the silo. Since that time we have
had favorable reports as to the use of the soy bean for that
purpose, and there is no doubt that there is still a field for
much wider use of the crop.
“The chief reason for the use of soy beans as a
supplement to corn in the silo is that they increase the protein
content of the silage.”
For making silage, the soy beans can either be planted
together with the corn, or planted alone in rows, then cut
and mixed with the corn at silo-filling time. If the soy beans
and corn are seeded together, select a variety of corn that is
not too heavy, rank, or tall, lest it shade the ground so much
that the soy beans do not grow well. Mix the seeds before
planting at the rate of 8 quarts of corn with 4-5 quarts of
soy beans per acre. “Some farmers prefer to plant the corn
first and put the soy beans in the rows with a hand planter
afterwards, but this involves more labor. The ideal way to
harvest soy beans and corn is with a corn binder.”
For silage, any of the larger growing soy bean varieties
may be used: Mammoth Yellow, Medium Yellow, Ito San,
Medium Green, or Hollybrook. Address: Durham, New
Hampshire.
1681. Virginia Department of Agriculture and Immigration,
Bulletin. 1918. Soy bean useful crop. May be utilized in
greater number of ways than almost any other agricultural
product. No. 126. p. 174-76.
• Summary: “In addition to its availability as a food, soybean oil has found important uses in the markets of the
world for making paints, varnishes, soaps, rubber substitutes,
linoleum, waterproof goods, and lubricants. It is also used
in the Orient for lighting and in the manufacture of printing
ink. In Japan the soy bean forms one of the most important
articles of food in use. It is one of the principle ingredients in
the manufacture shoyu (soy sauce), miso (bean cheese), tofu
(bean curd), and natto (steamed beans). The beans are eaten
also as a vegetable and in soups; sometimes they are picked
green, boiled, and served cold with soy sauce, and sometimes
as a salad. A ‘vegetable milk’ is also produced from the soy
bean, forming the basis for the manufacture of the different
kinds of vegetable cheese. This milk is used fresh, and a
form of condensed milk is manufactured from it. All of these
foodstuffs are used daily in Japanese homes, and for the
poorer classes are the principle source of protein.”
“An artificial milk like that manufactured in the Orient
has been produced in small quantities in the United States,

and recently a factory has been equipped to make this
product.” Photos show: (1) Soy beans as a forage crop,
arranged in stacks. (2) Lime spreader at work. Address:
Virginia.
1682. Wing Seed Co. 1918. The Wing Seed Co. (Mail order
catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 136 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: The front cover, which bears the date 1918,
shows a close-up of live iris and other flowers. On the
back cover is a photo of a boy, holding and surrounded by
cabbages, with a range of snow-capped mountains in the
background. Below that is the logo “Wing’s Quality Seeds.”
The Introduction states: “The past year has been such a busy
one with us, that we cannot resist the temptation of telling
you a little about it. To begin with, our business started
out about as usual in January and the first half of February.
About the middle of February, orders began coming nicely,
and presently we found that our regular force was unable to
take care of them. We doubled the force and finally trebled
it. Even then, we were unable to quite keep up with our
orders. Doubtless, some of you waited several days while we
were filling. Practically our entire force worked taking care
of orders. We worked overtime every day, and we worked
Sundays for about six weeks.”
The section titled “Field seed department” (p. 37-38)
contains a good history of this company and of Joseph E.
Wing’s early work with alfalfa. “Important things almost
always seem to start with some little incident not apparently
important of itself. Over twenty-five years ago our Mr.
Joseph E. Wing was compelled to go to the great ranches of
the West in order to develop more robust health. He stayed
there a year or so, securing the strength that he needed, and
then returned to Ohio. The important part of the whole matter
was that he brought back with him a love for the Alfalfa
plant, that he undertook to grow it on our old farm, and that
his first attempt was a complete success. In a few years we
were growing several acres of it, and after finding that it
grew readily and that our stock loved it dearly, Joe began
writing for the farm papers, advising everybody else to go
and do likewise.
“This happened early in the nineties. Times were
desperately hard. Had my father not left several thousand
dollars of money out at interest, I scarcely know how we
could have lived during those years from the very meager
receipts from the farm.”
“We did not get much of a start with Alfalfa until
probably 1893 or ‘94, but by 1900 we were growing seventyfive or a hundred acres, and since that time we have never
had less than a hundred and sometimes we have between
three and four hundred. About 1894, probably, Joe began
strongly urging other farmers to grow the plant, and largely
through his efforts it has become established throughout the
states east of the Missouri River.”
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 48-51) in this catalog
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is very similar to that in last year’s catalog in content,
varieties, and photos. One new variety (Haberlandt) is
offered as follows: Wing’s Mikado, Wing’s Mongol, Ito San,
Medium Green, Mammoth. Forage or dual purpose beans:
Wing’s Extra Select Sable, Haberlandt, Wing’s Pedigreed
Sable, Wing’s Royal (new; another selection from Wing’s
Extra Select Sable), Jet, Wilson. Contains 7 photos.
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York. Address: Mechanicsburg,
Ohio.
1683. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Association,
Annual Report. 1918. Report on the Association’s cooperative work. 17:26-27.
• Summary: The first section, titled “Soy beans” (p. 2627), begins: “Two pounds of seed were sent to members
in different parts of the state in the spring of 1918,
with directions for planting, cultivating and harvesting.
Inoculation was furnished with each lot. Twenty-four
members reported the results of their trial.” Reports are given
(for hay and seed) for three varieties: Early Black soy beans,
Ito San, and Manchu. Manchu matured the earliest, followed
by Ito San, then Early Black.
1684. Bailey, S. Waldo. 1919. Soy beans for hay and silage
(Letter to the editor). Rural New-Yorker 78(4516):67. Jan.
11.
• Summary: In this letter, the author recommends growing
Soy beans with corn for silage, which he has done
successfully for two years in Berkshire Co., Massachusetts,
where the growing season is very short. A brief sketch of his
1917 crop will be found in the Berkshire Farmers’ Bulletin.
His 1918 crop was even better in that both corn and beans
were more fully matured. The Medium Green soybean
variety seems to be best suited to his conditions. He believes
that adding soybeans to corn silage greatly increases its
feeding value.
Contains a detailed description of his silage and hay
growing and harvesting methods. Address: [Pittsfield],
Berkshire Co., Massachusetts.
1685. Jordan, Sam. 1919. A run-down farm that bought
itself: The story of twenty-five years’ experiences in building
up to success. Country Gentleman 84(1):6. Jan. 11.
• Summary: “If you will take a piece of land that will grow
just a little corn, put soy beans in the hills at planting time
and drill cowpeas between the rows at laying-by time, allow
the stock to feed it down, then plow under what is left about
two or three inches deeper than you ever plowed, sow rye on
it for a winter cover crop and pasture to be lightly plowed
under in early spring, and crop again the same way for three
years, I can guarantee a very productive piece of land.
“I used the cowpeas entirely at that time, as I was not
familiar with the value of the soy bean. My experience and

observation since then have clearly indicated that the soy
bean is preferable in nearly every respect. It can be planted
as early as you desire to plant corn, as it will endure a great
deal of cold weather both spring and fall.
“Soy bean is weevil-proof: It grows in a small bush,
does not interfere with cultivation and is more easily
harvested and more easily cured than the cowpea, since the
seed and the stems ripen at the same time. It produces seed
much more heavily than the cowpea, and weevils do not
molest the seed. It is doubtful, however, if anything is better
than New Era cowpeas for sowing between rows of corn
at laying-by time; some of the heavy-vining varieties are
perhaps better when it is desired to plow them under for a
green manure.
“The question is sometimes asked whether or not
soy beans, drilled in the hill with the corn at the time of
planting, about as many beans as there are grains of corn,
injure the corn. From my own experience, and from careful
observation, especially through the dry season of 1911,
1913, 1914 and 1918, I could not help but conclude that on
an average the beans growing with the corn did not either
damage or benefit the corn. We invariably found in the few
exceptional cases where the beans appeared to be injuring
the corn that there were no nodules on the roots of the beans,
indicating that they had not been inoculated. If the beans are
not getting nitrogen from the air they will perform the same
function as weeds and, of course, do mischief.
“Since the soy beans and cowpeas are short-season
plants and begin their nitrogen gathering very early in their
growth, it would seem apparent that during the growth of
the corn it is actually obtaining some of the nitrogen that has
been secured by the soy beans. Another cause for the corn’s
being benefited in a dry year is that cowpeas and soy beans
will assist in shading the ground and preventing too much
heat and evaporation. The soy bean will make a good growth
in an extremely dry season, and take less moisture from the
soil than would otherwise be taken from the exposed surface
of the ground by the hot sunshine, the wind and the cracking
of the earth.
“The soy bean will often yield from ten to twenty
bushels of seed to an acre, in addition to one or two tons of
threshed hay that makes a most excellent feed. A sixteenbushel yield of soy beans, with a ton of hay, is the equivalent
in feeding value of a forty-bushel yield of ear corn. When
sowing for hay or for seed best results are usually obtained
by drilling in rows about sixteen to thirty inches apart and
giving the growing crop good cultivation. A good implement
for cultivation is the common weeder or the spike-toothed
harrow. When the harrow is used the teeth should be slanted
well back. It should be kept in mind that it is always a
mistake to cultivate cowpeas or soy beans when the ground
is wet or when there is either dew or rain on the plants. The
work should be done in the heat of the day when the plants
are dry.
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“A substitute for tankage: For planting in the corn one
bushel of soy-bean seed will plant from sixteen to thirty
acres, depending upon the variety used. When sown from
sixteen to thirty-two inches apart for grain or hay, from a
peck to a half bushel of seed to an acre might be used.
“Soy beans fed to fattening hogs will largely take the
place of tankage. About one bushel of soy beans to five
bushels of corn makes a very high-class fattening ration.
“There are several methods of planting the beans in the
corn. Formerly, the corn and beans were mixed in the planter
box, but this is not very satisfactory. Sometimes, where corn
is drilled, the corn is first planted and the ground gone over
the second time, planting the beans in the same rows, but
not so deep. Judging from my own experience, however,
the most satisfactory way is to use a bean attachment on the
planter.
“I have become very enthusiastic over the virtue of the
soy bean, especially as a supplementary crop, and believe
that it will fill one of the greatest places in keeping up the
nitrogen content of the soil, adding materially to the amount
of our crops, and assisting in the control of noxious weed
growth in the fields. Soy beans should usually be inoculated,
as not all soils contain the proper bacteria. Trial packages of
inoculating material may be secured from the United States
Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Soil Bacteriology,
Washington, D.C.
“As a county agent, I am asking your help, that the boys
and girls who are to be the farmers to-morrow may work
out their destinies, pay for their homes, live in comfort and
contentment and be worth-while citizens in the communities
in which they live.”
A large aerial photo shows a farm, probably Sam
Jordan’s.
1686. Seed Reporter (USDA Bureau of Markets). 1919. Soy
bean, cowpea, and velvet bean seed outlook. 2(7):3-4. Jan.
11.
• Summary: “It appears that the supply of the 1918 crop
of soy beans for seed will be less than the 1917 crop. In
eastern North Carolina, where large quantities, principally
of the Mammoth Yellow variety, are normally produced
for shipment to other sections, many farmers harvested
large acreages for hay and also allowed livestock to graze
considerable acreage that was intended for seed purposes.”
Address: Washington, DC.
1687. Morse, W.J.; Hendrick, H.B. 1919. Illustrated
lecture on soy beans. USDA Syllabus No. 35. 16 p. Jan. 23.
Accompanied by 50 lantern slides. [16 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the increasing importance of soy
beans in the United States. Contents: Introduction. Feeding
value of soy beans: For sheep, for hogs, its use as pasture,
silage, and hay. Value of soy beans other than for stock feed:
Value of planting the beans for seed and for oil, use of soy-

bean meal as a fertilizer, soy beans and soy-bean meal as
human food. Requirements for successful production: Soil
and climate, soil preparation, fertilizers, inoculation, seeding
and cultivation. Varieties: Mammoth, Guelph, Haberlandt,
Tokio, Ito San, Medium Yellow, Manchu, Wilson, Peking,
Black Eyebrow, Biloxi, and Barchet. Place in the cropping
system: Mixtures, special rotation. Harvesting and storing:
Cutting soy beans for seed, storing. Soy beans and cowpeas
compared. The talk is accompanied by 50 lantern slides; a
description of each is given in the Appendix.
“Extensive tests are being conducted by the United
States Department of Agriculture with soy-bean flour in the
making of bread. The flour or meal can be successfully used
as constituent for muffins, bread, and biscuits in much the
same way as corn meal. In these various food products about
one fourth soy-bean flour and three-fourths wheat flour have
been found to be the proper proportions. When a special
food of low starch content is desired, as for diabetic persons,
a larger proportion of soy flour is used and some form of
gluten is substituted for the wheat flour...
“The green bean when from three-fourths to full grown
can be prepared like green peas, or green Lima beans and
compares favorably with these in palatability... Soy beans are
now being sold on the market in the form of baked pork and
beans. Several large canners are now putting up this product
and the industry seems to be established on a permanent
basis. In addition to other uses given, the soy bean has
been utilized not only in the United States but in European
countries as a substitute for the coffee bean. When roasted
and prepared it makes an excellent substitute for coffee. In
Asia the dried beans, especially the green-seeded varieties,
are soaked in salt water and then roasted. This product is
eaten after the manner of roasted peanuts” (p. 6-7).
“Mixtures: Soy beans can be grown satisfactorily in
combination with other crops, thus affording a greater
variety and a larger yield of forage. A mixture of soy beans
and cowpeas makes a very satisfactory hay. Soy beans may
also be grown either for hay or ensilage in a mixture with
sorghum. Sudan grass is also excellent for growing with
soy beans, both the yield and the quality of the forage being
improved by the mixture. Soy beans are more generally
grown with corn, however, than with any other crop. This
mixture is planted in different sections in various ways;
namely, in alternate hills with the corn in the same row, in
alternate rows of each, in alternate series of two rows of
each, or broadcast in mixture... Mixed fields may also be
profitably utilized by pasturing to hogs. Early and medium
varieties of soy beans are sometimes planted in between the
corn rows at the time of the last cultivation. Silage made
from a crop of corn and soy beans in combination is an
excellent succulent feed. The larger late-growing varieties
are most desirable for this purpose” (p. 11). Address: 1.
Scientific Asst., Forage-Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry; 2. Specialist in Agricultural Education, States
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Relation Service, USDA, Washington, DC.
1688. Harris, Corra; Leech, Faith Harris. 1919. From sunup
to sundown. Country Gentleman 84(4):36, 66-67. Jan. 25.
Illustrated by L.E. Parcell.
• Summary: “Well, from then on until the Saturday before
the fair opened on Monday it was one terrific scramble to
get our entries ready. We decided to show not only Queen
Elizabeth and her pigs but also our soy beans. John knew
the president of the fair association and managed by some
kind of buttonhole diplomacy to get a special booth for our
exhibits. I supposed of course that aside from the sow and
her pigs there would be very little work in connection with
preparing the exhibit. I thought the soy beans would be put
soberly in a sack with a small placard announcing ‘Soy
Beans: Raised by John Waring, Cloverset Farm,’ and that
Queen Elizabeth and her pigs would be placarded similarly
and, that done, so far as we were concerned every thing
would have been arranged that we could arrange. It would be
up to the public to digest and assimilate the exhibit.
“But no indeed! I had reckoned without John.”
“Inside, the booth had been divided with hog wire into
two parts. On one side was Queen Elizabeth and her pigs,
and on the other was the soy-bean exhibit. In one corner,
where the light came well on it, showing the fresh green
of its curing, were the bales of soy-bean hay topped with a
loose bunch of it for minute examination. The sign over this
read: ‘Soy-Bean Hay: Note that bean is well formed, thus
adding great nutritive value to hay.’
“Along one side of the booth was a broad shelf which
had been partitioned into shallow compartments. In one
of these half a bushel of soy beans had been spread so that
they showed their clean golden color admirably. The placard
above these read: ‘Soy Beans: Forty hogs at Cloverset Farm
are gaining over three-quarters of a pound a day hogging off
these beans.’
“In the three adjoining compartments were respectively
soy-bean meal, corn meal and ground oats. The sign above
these read: ‘Soy-Bean Meal, Corn Meal, Ground Oats: A
mixture of these is the feed the sow with the pigs received
before and after the pigs came.’
“On the wire in front of Queen Elizabeth’s inclosure
was her name and pedigree and that of Alexander, the sire
of her pigs. She herself was extremely nervous over her new
surroundings, and recognizing John and me as familiar spirits
she came to the fence and told us all about it. I had Henry
throw in some soy-bean hay, which distracted her attention
and quieted her. Later in the day she became accustomed
to the crowds and took up her life serenely again.” “From
what I could dig out of John’s modesty I imagine both men
were happily surprised to find a farmer of John’s type in this
section, which is still so bound by old tradition in farming.
They were both very pleased with our exhibit and the way
it was presented. Mr. Custer was one of the judges at the

fair, and I suppose it was his influence which won for us
three special prizes–one for Queen Elizabeth and her litter
as the best sow and pigs shown, one [page 66] for our soy
beans, and the third for our soy bean hay. In all fairness it
must be said that the livestock exhibitors from Tennessee
and Kentucky did not show a sow with her pigs, so Queen
Elizabeth had no competition; and our soy beans were the
only ones shown. But I am not looking a gift horse in the
mouth. I believe we would have gotten those prizes anyway.”
“Not twenty minutes afterward he met a well-to-do
farmer from South Georgia who offered him forty dollars
apiece for the six gilts and sixty dollars for one of the boars,
when they were three months old. John closed the trade
with him at once, tight and fast on paper. Another man from
Middle Georgia bought another one of the little boars and
seventy-five dollars’ worth of soy beans for seed. He was one
of the men John brought out in the car Thursday with Mr.
Custer and Mr. Darrell. He wanted to see Marigold’s pigs.
He bought two of the gilts at forty dollars apiece to be de
livered when three months old.”
“John had gotten Mr. Darrell to come out to look at
the forty hogs he was fattening on the soy beans. After a
good deal of dickering back and forth Mr. Darrell agreed to
take thirty-five of them at sixteen cents a pound, provided
they weighed between 155 and 160 pounds when delivered
and provided they were delivered on or before the first of
December. I don’t believe he was particularly eager about
buying the hogs, but he was about the soy-bean hay. He
wanted every bit John was willing to sell. He offered thirtyfive dollars a ton for it, and John accepted the offer. Of
course we know that Mr. Darrell’s firm will sell it later for
probably forty-five dollars a ton, but we are contented with
our thirty-five dollars a ton in hand right now. The hay is to
be shipped when we send the hogs.”
1689. Home Lands Inc. 1919. Wisconsin farms on credit
(Ad). Chicago Daily Tribune. Jan. 26. p. F14, col. 5.
• Summary: “You want a farm? Of course you do.” Choose
“from 100,000 acres of fertile, virgin soil in the Oconto
River Valley, Forest and Oconto Counties, Wisconsin. Prices:
$20, $25, or $30 per acre.”
“Field peas and soybeans fine forage and seed crops.”
You buy from owners and not from agents. Address: 417
Manhattan Bldg., 431 S. Dearborn st., Chicago, Illinois.
1690. Zavitz, C.A. 1919. Farm crops: Results of experiments
at the Ontario Agricultural College. Ontario Department of
Agriculture, Bulletin No. 268. 80 p. Jan. See p. 43-44, 77.
• Summary: The section titled “Varieties of soy or soja
beans” (p. 43-44) states that twelve soybean varieties have
been grown in competition in each of the past five years
in succession. A table (p. 44) shows the average weight
in pounds per bushel volume and the average number of
pounds of grain per acre for the following varieties, listed
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in descending order of pounds of grain per acre: O.A.C.
No. 111 (946 lb/acre), Buckshot (No. 17251, Wash.; 945 lb/
acre), Habara (No. 20405, Wash.; 940), Chernie (No. 18227,
Wash.; 927), Brown (918), Quebec No. 92 (886), Early
Yellow (851), Tsurunoko (839), Quebec No. 537 (815),
O.A.C. No. 81 (805), Ito San (800), Medium Green (370 lb/
acre).
“Three varieties were obtained through the Department
of Agriculture at Washington [DC] and these [Buckshot,
Habara, and Chernie] occupy second, third and fourth
places in the list in average yield per acre for five years. All
varieties, however, were surpassed by a selection [O.A.C.
No. 111 = Ontario Agricultural College] made at the College
which was started from an individual plant selected from
the Early Yellow variety. We obtained two selected varieties
from the Macdonald College, Quebec, under the name of
Quebec No. 92 and Quebec No. 537. The former occupies
sixth and the latter ninth place in average yield of grain per
acre. In 1918, the highest yield in the duplicate experiment
was obtained from the Habara [Habaro].
“In each of the past few years two varieties have been
distributed for co-operative experiments. The Brown variety
has proven early and in some seasons and under certain
conditions has given a little higher results that the O.A.C.
No. 81. In normal years the O.A.C. No. 81 has surpassed the
Brown variety.”
In the section titled “Summary regarding good seed”
(p. 76-77) we read: “Soy or Soja Beans. O.A.C. No. 111.–
Medium early, vigorous grower, yellow beans, heavy yielder
of fodder. O.A.C. No. 81.–Early, yellow beans, heavy yielder
of grain.”
A photo (p. 1) shows the field husbandry building.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety O.A.C. 111; it was developed
at the Ontario Agricultural College in Guelph, Ontario,
Canada. Address: Ontario, Canada.
1691. Harris, Corra; Leech, Faith Harris. 1919. From sunup
to sundown. Country Gentleman 84(5):26, 58-59. Feb. 1.
Illustrated by L.E. Parcell.
• Summary: Crimson Rambler is a sow whose pigs are due
in nine days. But now she was sick.
“I might as well say right here that I consider soy beans
the cause of her illness.
“When we changed her a few weeks ago to her special
quarters she was very lonely and bored, so I had Henry throw
in soy bean hay for her to occupy herself with during the
day. I am sure she got too many of the beans and that they
upset her digestion and trouble followed. They are too rich
a feed for a bred sow except in the most carefully regulated
quantities.”
1692. Latham, A.M. 1919. Farmers’ experience meeting:
Livestock essential in getting full benefit from velvet and soy

beans. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
34(6):221. Feb. 8.
• Summary: “Soy beans somewhat resemble the cowpea, but
in my opinion it is better to plant the cowpea on the poorer
soils. On the more fertile lands the soy bean will prove to be
a better crop to grow. Soy beans should not be planted except
on the better lands, and should the first year be inoculated
with artificial inoculation. They should be grown on the
same soil the second year, and a light application of barnyard
manure will be found to be beneficial. Soybeans do not
succeed very well when grown broadcast, but succeed better
when sown in rows so that two or more cultivations may be
given.
“Soy beans make a very nutritious hay, and all the farm
animals like it. This bean makes an excellent and valuable
grazing crop for hogs, and this is one way to get the full
benefit from this crop, for when they are utilized in this way
they will increase soil fertility. Another good way to use
them is to grow them with corn for silage, as they are upright
in growth and do not tangle with the corn. I think, however,
if one is starting in this year for the express purpose of
growing, a soy bean crop so as to get the very fullest benefit
from the same, they should arrange to graze it off with hogs.
You will be economizing in the expense of harvesting, and
will be returning the fertility to the soil. Velvet beans and
soy beans are, in my opinion, primarily grazing and soilimproving crops, and if we do not so use them we will miss
getting the maximum profit from the same.” Address: Anson,
Texas.
1693. Moss, B.L. 1919. Soy and velvet beans: Planting,
cultivation and utilization. Progressive Farmer (The)
(Raleigh, North Carolina) 34(6):218. Feb. 8.
• Summary: “In the soy and velvet beans we believe the
South has two of the greatest crops introduced in the past
50 years. Both are legumes and hence soil- enrichers; both
produce large quantities of splendid feed; and both are well
suited to inter-cropping with corn, with little hurt to the grain
yield of the latter.”
In the South, the Mammoth Yellow is by far the most
widely grown variety of soy bean. Describes methods of
planting and cultivating soy beans, which are a great crop for
producing cheap pork.
1694. Snypes, M.V. 1919. Farmers’ experience meeting:
Success with soy beans. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh,
North Carolina) 34(6):220-21. Feb. 8.
• Summary: “Four years ago I decided to plant my first crop
of soy beans, and about the 25th of June I selected a piece of
land that had been cultivated in corn the year previously, and
which had made about 20 bushels to the acre. I turned this
with a one-horse plow, and about the first of July I sowed
the beans. I used 200 pounds of an 8-2-2 fertilizer to the acre
and used a disk harrow in covering them. I mowed my crop
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about the 10th of October, and all told made about one-half
ton of hay to the acre. This I fed to my stock, thereby gaining
a little weight to the stock and the manure as a reward for my
labors.
“The following year I set out with the determination to
make a better success, in bean culture. The first thing I did
was to write to our Department of Agriculture at Washington
[DC] for the latest bulletins on the subject. I studied these
bulletins and practiced accordingly. I selected two acres
of ground that had been run in corn the year before, and
which had made around 25 or 30 bushels per acre. Early in
the spring I turned this with a heavy two-horse plow before
going to my other crops. About the middle of May I used a
heavy drag-tooth harrow to loosen up the top of the ground
and level it. Then I went over it twice with the disk harrow,
following again with the drag harrow; and of course by this
time the ground was thoroughly, pulverized. About the 20th
of May. I broadcasted 800 pounds of 10-4-4 fertilizer to the
acre, and broadcasted the beans at the rate of one and a half
bushels to the acre and used the disk to cover.
“I harvested the crop when the beans matured and
were beginning to turn yellow. This time my yield was
approximately three tons per acre, and worth something like
$30 to $40 a ton.
“Likewise I fed this hay to my stock and I believe that
I realized a greater gain from it indirectly than I would have
directly had I sold the hay at $30 per ton.
“Two years ago I used the same method in preparing
the soil for planting. The middle of May I laid my land off
in rows three feet apart and planted the beans very thickly in
rows. I gave them the same cultivation that I did corn. I made
a good crop. The stalks were literally loaded with well filled
beans, but before I could harvest them I was taken seriously
ill and was confined to my room three months and sixteen
days; so I lost the greater part of my crop.
“My advice is to prepare the soil well before planting.
Use a liberal supply of good fertilizer. If you are planting for
the bean crop, then plant in rows and cultivate practically the
same as you would for corn...”
“Last but not least, if you are not a subscriber to The
Progressive Farmer, subscribe to it at once. There is much
in it that will prove invaluable to you if you are a farmer.”
Address: Nebo, North Carolina.
1695. Walker, D.A. 1919. Farmers’ experience meeting:
Finds soy beans an excellent hay crop. Progressive Farmer
(The) (Raleigh, North Carolina) 34(6):221. Feb. 8.
• Summary: The author plants soy beans and corn separately
but in the same field. “The last of April or first of May I
prepare my corn land as thoroughly as possible and plant my
corn. I then change or adjust my planter plate and plant my
soy beans in the same drill with the corn. Many farmers mix
the seed before planting and plant the two with one furrow,
but when I did this I would often find several hills of corn

and no beans or several hills of beans with no corn. Hence, to
have the two equally distributed over the ground, I found it
more satisfactory to plant them separately. When I work the
corn I cultivate the beans.
“The last of September the beans are ready to turn the
hogs on, and as long as they get plenty of beans they do not
trouble the corn. So I watch and as soon as they begin to tear
down the corn I make haste to gather it, leaving only enough
to supplement the shortage in the bean supply.” Address:
Friendship, Tennessee.
1696. Bailey, Herbert S.; Reuter, B.E. 1919. The production
and conservation of fats and oils in the United States. U.S.
Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 769. 45 p. Feb. 10.
See p. 1-5, 25-27. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Importance of fats and oils.
Domestic production and importation. Terminology and
technology of oil trade. How to safeguard our oil and fat
supply. Vegetable oils: Cottonseed oil, olive oil, peanut oil,
coconut oil, palm kernel oil, palm oil, corn oil, soy bean oil
(growing importance, growing soy beans, expressing the
oil and its uses, increasing our output), linseed oil, castor
oil, miscellaneous vegetable fats and oils. Animal fats and
oils. Refuse fats and trade wastes. Fat and oil derivatives
or secondary products. Summary. Also Supplement of 29
Oct. 1919 gives updated statistics in tables. “Not only are
fats and oils a necessary part of our food supply, but they
also occupy and important place in the manufacture of
certain munitions, in the lubrication of aircraft engines, and
in the mixing of paints, varnishes, waterproofings, and like
compounds. Nowadays when a nation goes to war, one of its
first resources to feel the effect of the abnormal conditions
is the stock of fats and oils. Because the sum total of the
world’s supply of these substances is less than that of either
of the other two basic food constituents, carbohydrates
and proteins, a sudden drain, even though comparatively
small, is quickly noticed. A great war soon creates such
a drain, largely because of the imperative need for an
enormous amount of nitroglycerin, one of the component
parts of which is glycerin, obtained as a by-product in the
manufacture of soap from certain oils and fats. When it is
considered that 10 tons of fat are required to yield 1 ton of
glycerin, and that but 1 part of glycerin to every 9 parts of
fatty acids, or soap, is produced from the oils and fats, it is
not surprising that the price of glycerin in England soared
from $250 to $1,250 a ton within a very short time after that
country entered the Great War.”
Tables show: (1) Production of 17 vegetable oils in
the United States from 1912 to 1917. The leading oil,
by far, is cottonseed oil. Production of soy oil increased
from 2,764,000 lb in 1914 (the first year it was listed), to
9,920,000 lb in 1916, jumping to 42,074,000 lb in 1917. (2)
Production of 16 animal and fish fats and oils (not including
butter) in the United States from 1912 to 1917. The leading
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fat, by far, is lard, followed by tallow, packers’ and renderers’
greases, and oleo stock. (3) Total production of fats and
oils (including butter) in the United States, 1912-1917. (4)
Importation of 14 fats and oils into the United States, 19121917. The leading import in 1916 and 1917 was soy bean
oil, followed by coconut oil. Imports of soy bean oil were
24,959,000 lb in 1912, dropping to 12,555,000 lb in 1914,
jumping to 145,409,000 lb in 1916, up to 264,926,000 lb in
1917. Total imports more than doubled during this period.
(5) Exportation of 10 vegetable oils and 8 animal and
fish fats and oils from the United States, 1912-1917. The
leading vegetable oil export, by far, was cottonseed oil. The
leading animal fat export, by far, was lard. Exports of soy
bean oil were 184,000 lb in 1912, dropping to 3,000 lb in
1914, rising to 2,063,000 lb in 1916, up to 3,977,000 lb in
1917. (6) Comparison of production with importation and
exportation of fats and oils in 1917. (7) Monthly production
of fats and oils and their derivatives in the United States,
January to June 1918. Includes separate values for edible and
inedible soy bean oil.
The section titled “Soy bean oil” (p. 25-26) states: “It is
estimated that 750,000 acres of soy beans were planted in the
United States in 1917, which is about three times the acreage
of 1916. Only a small portion of the planting was allowed to
seed, however, most of it being cut for hay. Very few, if any,
of the domestic beans were crushed by the oil mills, which
used as raw material the Manchurian beans, as being cheaper
and in less demand by bean canners than those grown in
this country. In 1915, however, some 100,000 bushels of
American soy beans were pressed, and the cake and oil from
them were consumed in this country.
“Growing soy beans: Of the more than 500 known
varieties of the soy bean which have been grown on the
Government testing farms, at the present only about 15 are
handled commercially by seed men. The Mammoth (yellow)
the standard late variety, is probably more extensively grown
than any other.”
The flavor of soy bean oil is “distinctly beany... so
before it can be used in food products it must be refined and
deodorized like cottonseed oil. Even the cold-pressed oil is
not edible as it comes from the presses, in which respect the
peanut has an advantage over the soy bean.
“Belonging to the group of drying oils, soy bean oil
more closely resembles in its physical properties linseed
and other drying oils than peanut, cottonseed, and similar
semidrying oils, It has, therefore, been used largely as a
substitute for linseed oil in the making of paints, linoleums,
and like products.
“Increasing our output: The soy bean and the peanut
constitute the two most promising possibilities for a large
increase in our fat resources.”
Other vegetable oils for which statistics are given
include: Chinese nut (tung) oil, coquito oil, corn oil, mustard
seed oil, peanut oil, raisin seed oil, rapeseed oil, sesame oil,

shea nut oil, sunflower seed oil, vegetable stearin.
“Peanut oil–Rapid rise in favor” (p. 17-18): “Although
American peanut oil was an almost unknown product before
the Great War, in 1917 it ranked third in the vegetable
oils made from home-grown products, coconut oil being
produced exclusively from imported copra. Until recently
most of the imported oil came from France and Holland, but
these countries now have scarcely enough to supply their
own needs. China, however, has come into the market, and is
shipping us large quantities of a rather poor grade of peanut
oil.
“Even with the marked increase in the importation of
peanut oil, from a little over 7,600,000 pounds in 1912 to
27,400,000 pounds in 1917, the South to-day is making
more of this delicious food oil than ever before. The 1917
crop of peanuts was about 60,900,000 bushels. In 1917 we
manufactured over 50,000,000 pounds of peanut oil, some of
which, however, was made from imported peanuts. Reports
for the first six months of 1918 show an output of about
43,000,000 pounds of peanut oil.
“Pressing peanuts: Peanut oil, like olive oil, can be
obtained by cold pressing, and when so made from sound,
sweet nuts it need not be refined. Such cold-pressed oils
possess a characteristic flavor which, in the opinion of
many consumers, makes them superior, especially for
salad purposes, to the oils that are hot pressed and refined.
Cooking the peanuts and subjecting them while hot to a
very high pressure, however, gives a larger yield of oil than
cold pressing. It is customary, therefore, when a virgin, or
cold-pressed, oil is made to regrind and heat the cake, which
is then pressed a second time, to extract as much oil as
possible.
“In France, where the crushing of peanuts was an
important industry long before any peanut oil was produced
in the United States, the almost universal practice is to make
virgin oil from all the fresh sweet peanuts. The cold-press
cake and rancid nuts are then hot pressed, and the lower
grade oils thus obtained refined. Unfortunately, so far very
little virgin peanut oil has been made in this country, but
a number of mills are now producing it,...” Address: 1.
Chemist in Charge, Oil, Fat, and Wax Lab.; 2. Chief, Fats
and Oils Div., U.S. Food Administration.
1697. Grantham, A.E. 1919. An experiment with soy beans.
Practical Farmer 115(4):68. Feb. 15. Undated.
• Summary: Relates the experience of a farmer who found
his soybean crop was improved by inoculation, and the milk
production of his cows and appearance of his stock and
horses improved by feeding them soybeans.
“The second year he increased his acreage, planted
earlier, and thoroughly inoculated the field. His crop this
year yielded on the average two tons of cured hay per acre.
He told me a few days ago that he considered his soy beans
worth $40 per ton for feed; at the time, he was getting $35 a
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ton for timothy hay. He knew the feeding value of the latter
as compared with soy beans, and was glad to sell it all and
feed the soy bean hay. His experience is that of dozens of
farmers who have had the patience to give the comparatively
new crop a trial.”
1698. Harris, Corra; Leech, Faith Harris. 1919. From sunup
to sundown. Country Gentleman 84(3):32, 87. Feb. 15.
Illustrated by L.E. Parcell.
• Summary: “John looked up and laughed when he saw my
disappointment.
“’I’ll have to explain this to you,’ he said, drawing me
down to the arm of his chair: ‘This $1715.62 is only part
of the story. It is what we made net after we sold twenty
tons of soy-bean hay, fifteen bushels of soy beans, eight
gilts at three months old, two boars at three months old
and thirty-five hogs to the packing house. It represents in
a quick turnover about forty-three per cent on the original
investment of $4000 I made at Cloverset this year in general
improvements, machinery, stock, labor, seed, and so on.
“’But we have two bank accounts. The one at Stanton
says $1715.62, but the one here at Cloverset shows a balance
of fourteen tons of marketable clover hay, twenty pigs
marketable at three months old, fifty bushels of soy beans,
five tons of soy-bean hay, 400 bushels of corn, 2000 bundles
of fodder, wheat and oats left over from Henry’s crop and
enough staple foodstuffs on hand to provide for a family of
four for a year.”
1699. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1919. Soy beans
crushed. Feb. 21. p. 9.
• Summary: “Fitzgerald, Georgia, Feb. 20.–(Special.).–The
Fitzgerald Cotton Oil company made its first experiment
this week with crushing soy beans. Several hundred bushels
of these beans, grown on the farm of L.G. Whitley were put
through their mill, and, according to Superintendent W.T.
Paulk, the experiment has turned out a very satisfactory oil,
both in quality and quantity.
“Soy beans have been grown in this section for several
years in small plats, mostly for forage, but it is thought with
the satisfactory results secured by the oil mill, large acreage
may be planted another year for their commercial uses.”
1700. Justice, J.L. 1919. Cutting and threshing soy beans.
Country Gentleman 84(8):60. Feb. 22.
• Summary: The soy bean is not very difficult to cut and
thresh. If conditions allow it to be cut with a grain binder
and shocked like wheat or oats, it can be handled as easily
as wheat. The writer cut his first crop three years ago with
a grain binder. In and around Logansport, Indiana, the soy
bean varieties most widely grown, such as Hollybrook, Ito
San, and Early Brown, are best cut and handled in the sheaf
under normal conditions. One of his neighbors cut about
30 acres of “well-ripened soys” and began threshing them

before he had finished cutting with a side-delivery buncher.
The cut vines are put into windrows.
Frost hastens ripening. Some threshermen are reluctant
to undertake the threshing of soy beans believing the
adjustments to their separators needed to do the work will
not make the process worthwhile. Many farmers thresh
without any adjustment of the separators. This cracks some
of the beans, but the cracked soy beans make good hog feed.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2005) that contains the word “threshermen” (or
“thresherman”).
1701. Orange Judd Farmer. 1919. Soy beans on Meharry
farm. A crop which feeds both soil and stock. 66(8):312. Feb.
22.
• Summary: “Soy beans as a regular crop have been very
successful on the A.P. Meharry farm in Champaign County,
Illinois. They have been grown there for nine years and
the crop is considered of increasing value each year, as the
acreage has been gradually increased.” Address: Illinois.
1702. Withrow, W.A. 1919. Growing soy beans in Indiana:
What we have learned about the crop. Rural New-Yorker
78:303. Feb. 22.
• Summary: Contents: Hay, seed, or forage. Varieties
used. Later seeding. Drilling and cultivation. Cutting the
hay. Thrashing and yield. For planting with corn for early
hogging, the varieties Early Brown and Medium Yellow
mature earlier than Medium Green. For later hogging, use
“the Hollybrook variety of Soy, which requires 10 or 15 days
longer to mature than Early Brown.” “The yield varies from
eight to 30 bushels per acre, depending on the variety, soil,
season and time of planting. Heavy yields are often secured
on soils of medium fertility... Inoculation, either by the soil
or liquid culture method, should always be given if planting
on land which has never grown the crop.
A large photo shows two men and two teams of horses
cultivating a ten-acre field of Hollybrook soy beans 20 inches
high. The beans were planted on June 30 and the photo taken
on Aug. 10. Address: Montgomery County, Indiana.
1703. Burlison, W.L.; Flint, W.P. 1919. Fight the chinchbug with crops. Illinois College of Agriculture, Extension
Circular No. 30. 14 p. Feb. Revised 1923. No. 268. 16 p.
• Summary: “That the chinch-bug feeds only on grasses has
been known from about the time when it first caused damage
in this country in 1785...” “One of the most effective ways in
which to check a chinch-bug outbreak would be to abandon
the growing of corn and substitute crops on which the
chinch-bug will not feed.”
The first crop recommended in the soybean; this section
has the following contents: Introduction. Uses. Soil and
climatic requirements. Culture. Inoculation. How soybeans
are harvested. When to cut soybeans (for hay or seed). Kinds
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of soybeans to plant: “Haberlandt, Hong Kong, Chestnut,
Amherst, Ebony, Sherwood, Meyer, and Nuttall are leading
varieties in central Illinois for seed production... For southern
Illinois, Medium Yellow is considered the best early variety
of soybeans. Ebony is a desirable late variety. It produces
good yields of seed and hay, the beans possess high quality,
and the plants retain their leaves well.”
Photos show: (1) Soybean plant with pods and roots
exposed, and a close-up of the leaves. (2) A field of
soybeans, which make first-class hay (p. 4). (3) Soybean
roots with nodules / tubercles (p. 6).
Also discusses: Cowpeas, stock beets (mangels),
buckwheat, sunflowers, rape (Dwarf Essex variety), chinchbug damage. Address: 1. Chief in Crop Production; 2. Chief
Field Entomologist. Both: Illinois Natural History Survey.
1704. Madison Survey (Madison, Tennessee). 1919. Beans.
1(2):5. March 5.
• Summary: “During the past two years the school
[Nashville Agricultural Normal Institute, renamed Madison
College in 1937] has tested many varieties of soy bean,
arriving at the following conclusions: Ito San and Manchu
are perhaps the earliest edible seeded varieties, but the plants
are too small to be profitable for a general hay crop.
“Haberlandt is a heavy yielder of the edible seeded
varieties.
“Mammoth Yellow proves the best general bean for this
locality.
“Peking, the black seeded variety, produces the most
good hay.
“Virginia grows full six feet tall, is a semi-climber, and
so goes well with ensilage corn. It is a very heavy seeder, but
by most people is considered too strong in flavor for human
food.
“The soy bean lima, or Hito [sic, probably Hahto, see
Pelton 1920], is an exceptionally good garden vegetable,
making a very heavy yield of seed. The green beans are as
large as a small lima, and many people think they have a
better flavor.”
Note 1. The school got these soybean varieties from W.J.
Morse of the USDA. (See Madison Survey, 14 May 1919, p.
4, and 22 Oct. 1919, p. 4).
Note 2. This is the earliest issue of the Madison Survey
and the earliest document (Aug. 2011) seen that mentions the
“soy bean lima” (see also 14 May 1919 issue).
1705. Farver, Warner E. 1919. Cost of soy-bean hay (Letter
to the editor). National Stockman and Farmer 42(50):1234.
March 8.
• Summary: “In the issue of The Stockman of February 22,
Cary W. Montgomery touches a vital point when he mentions
the cost of producing soy-bean hay in comparison with the
production of clover. I believe that where clover can be
successfully grown it can be produced easier than soy beans,

but many farmers are taking a risk when they sow clover... I
fail to see good clover except where lime abounds or is either
purchased or burnt or crushed every year or two.”
“The figures we shall give will prove that in the end
soy-bean hay is more profitable than clover hay.” Clover
often heaves in freezing weather; “Who ever hears of soys
heaving?... Soys need lime too, but lack of it does not invite
disaster like in clover.” Note: “Heaving,” applied to plants
or roots, refers to the process whereby they rise or become
lifted out of the ground, usually by alternative freezing and
thawing.
“I would like to have some one show by figures wherein
clover beats soy beans. Tell me, can’t we afford to have a
little more expense on a crop that matures in 90 to 120 days
and takes no chance in winter-killing and then returns $90
profit per acre?” Address: Holmes county, Ohio.
1706. Acting in Charge. 1919. Re: The Biloxi soybean.
Letter (memorandum) to Prof. C.V. Piper, Biloxi,
Mississippi, March 13. 2 p. (including enclosure). Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: I am enclosing ‘copy’ on
the Biloxi soybean, prepared by Mr. Morse for inserting in
the soybean circular for enclosure in the package of Biloxi
soybeans to be distributed, which kindly review if necessary
and return to me for mimeographing. The 69 [?] bushels
of Biloxi soybeans are now in the warehouse available for
distribution. Please advise as [?] what quantity Professor
Tracy wants sent to Biloxi.
“Yours very truly, Acting in Charge. Encls.
[Enclosures].”
The one-page typewritten enclosure states: “Biloxi Soy
Bean.”
“The Biloxi variety is characterized by its dense
bushiness, leafiness, and coarse, erect stems, growing from
4 to 6 feet high. It requires a very long season in which to
make its full development and is therefore adapted only
to the southern part of the cotton belt for seed production.
The variety is especially suited to the rice lands as a green
manure and is also available for forage and ensilage. For
forage purposes the Biloxi can be grown much further
north than as a seed crop. From the standpoint of seed
production this variety is a most valuable sort on account
of its non-shattering character. The varietal characteristics
of the Biloxi are: tawny pubescence, purple flowers; deep
brown seeds, much flattened, medium large, 111,000 to the
bushel. Analysis of the seed of this variety grown at Biloxi,
Miss., shows it to contain 17.6 per cent oil and 44.9 per cent
protein.
Note: Prof. Piper is apparently traveling in Biloxi,
Mississippi. This letter is quite difficult to read. We do not
know who wrote the letter. At the top of the letter is unclear
handwriting which appears to read: “Copy also sent to White
House, Gainesville, Fla.” [Florida]
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Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Acting in Charge [Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry], USDA,
Washington, DC.
1707. Fort Wayne News and Sentinel (Indiana). 1919. Soy
beans are productive: Farmers discover unique result of
culturing beans. March 13. 14, col. 2.
• Summary: “A number farmers in Pulaski county are
co-operating with the county agent, I.J. Mathews, in
demonstrating the value of soy beans in building up the soil.
Here is what George Whybrow, of Franklin township wrote
about the soy beans:
“’Three years ago while driving along the road I found
part of a vine of soy beans. I took these home and planted
them and from this start I got about a gallon of seed. The
next year this gallon of seed was planted and produced about
three bushels. Last year I grew three acres of beans and they
yielded about ten bushels to the acre.
“’On the spot of ground where these 30 bushels of soy
beans were grown, I had continually tried to grow corn. The
wire worms kept taking it. They did not bother the soy beans
at all and I would have raised on this patch about five bushels
of corn. I have grown both soy beans and cow peas and I
prefer soy beans because the stock seems to eat them much
better and they are better yielders.’
“Soy Beans Help Pack Silage Tighter: Corn silage,
supplemented with soy beans, is particularly palatable for
livestock and the soys help in a big way to supply protein,
which is needed in any ration for livestock. In addition soy
beans help make the silage more compact.
“’I tramped about all the silage in the ten silos in an hour
and I believe Charles Mitchell and Horatio Linn had the best.
They had soy beans in their corn,’ said Charles D. Brown.
farmer of Pulaski county, telling of the effects of ‘soys in
silage.’”
1708. Ullsperger, H.W. 1919. Soy beans on marsh and sandy
soils. Hoard’s Dairyman 57(8):410. March 14. Reprinted
from Kellogg’s Kurio.
• Summary: “’At least ten acres of soy beans on every marsh
and sand farm’ should be the slogan in Wisconsin.” “Soy
beans can and should be grown extensively. They make
excellent hay... they can be grown as a cash crop, bringing
in net returns twice as large as that secured from corn or
rye; they can be used for silage with corn; and... they will
build up the soil fertility to such an extent that farming will
become profitable on many farms which now operate at a
loss.”

“First, get the right variety. If you want to raise seed,
grow the Wisconsin Early Black. For hay or silage use the Ito
San, which is a yellow bean.” Be sure to inoculate the soil,
plant in rows, if soils are very sour use lime, and do not plant
too thickly.
A table compares the total digestible nutrients and
protein in soy beans, alfalfa, red clover, and timothy. It
“shows clearly the value of soybeans as a feed for stock of
all kinds.” Mixed with corn, soy beans make an excellent
silage. Note: This article first appeared in Kellogg’s Kurio.
Address: [Peninsular Experiment Station, Sturgeon Bay]
Wisconsin.
1709. United States Dept. of Agriculture (USDA). 1919.
Soy beans are profitable. Kimball’s Dairy Farmer 17(6):287.
March 15.
• Summary: Soy beans offer high oil content and all
home-grown feed. “The soy bean, the most promising and
profitable forage and grain crop which has been widely
popularized during the last decade, merits a trial on every
livestock farm and introduction into the permanent cropping
schedule wherever the results indicate the wisdom of such
procedure.” Address: Waterloo, Iowa, and Columbus, Ohio.
1710. Montgomery, Cary W. 1919. Observations in Ohio.
National Stockman and Farmer 42(52):9. March 22.
• Summary: “On several of our experiment farms, because
of the drouth last season about the time of wheat and oats
harvest, the clover seeding is nearly a failure.
“To make up for the loss of the clover crop we are
planning to sow, on some of the land where the clover failed,
soy beans for hay. We can expect as a rule as great a yield of
hay from the soys as from the clover and in some parts of the
state a greater yield, and when the question is put to the cow
she answers in the pail that soy-bean hay is worth as much
pound for pound as clover hay of like quality. It is true that
this soy hay will cost us more per ton than the clover hay
would had the catch been good, but it is a case of doing the
next best thing.”
“We do not expect as much improvement in the soil
from the growing of the soy-bean hay crop as we would have
obtained from the growing of the clover hay crop.” Address:
Ohio.
1711. Lacey, James. 1919. Corn and soybeans for silage.
Hoard’s Dairyman 57(10):499, 503. March 28.
• Summary: Relates the experiences of Mike Flanagan of
LaFayette County, Wisconsin, in growing “the corn and soys
on the same field” for silage. He used the Mammoth Yellow
variety of soy beans, and is quoted as saying, “From the
standpoint of labor saving and also of securing maximum
production, I do not see how we can do better than to grow
those splendid crops in the same field...” Address: Wisconsin.
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1712. Churchill, F.G. 1919. The soybean, an annual legume.
Iowa Agricultural College, Extension Bulletin No. 68. 8 p.
March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soy bean plant.
Varieties. Climatic adaptations. Soil. The seed bed.
Inoculation: Soil transfer, soil and glue. Date and depth
of planting. Soy beans with corn: For pasture, for silage.
Soy beans for hay. Soy beans for seed. Soy beans for soil
improvement (plow down plants when in blossom for green
manure).
The soy bean (also called “soja bean” or “soya bean”)
was introduced into the United States as early as 1804, but
it is only during the past ten years that it has become an
important crop. Its chief use in the United States is as a feed
for livestock.
“Many favorable reports were received from the 800
members of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Association
who raised soy beans in 1918 in cooperation with the Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station. Most of the members were
well pleased with the results obtained where the soy beans
were planted with corn for hogging down or silage purposes
and stated that they intended to raise a larger acreage in the
future.”
“The purpose for which the crop is to be used will
often be the deciding factor in choosing a variety. Table
1 gives some of the characteristics of ten varieties of soy
beans which have given very satisfactory results at the Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station. The ten varieties are:
Black Eyebrow, Chestnut, Ebony, Ito San, Manchu, Mongol,
Medium Yellow or Medium Early Yellow, Medium Green,
Roosevelt, Wilson. For each variety is given: Shape & size of
plant, shape, size & color of seed, maturity of plant in days,
general remarks (best uses, e.g. Wilson: hay & silage; Ito
San: Grain, hay, hogs).
Table 2 shows yield of seed and hay of four soybean
varieties (Ebony, Ito San, Medium Yellow, Medium Green)
in four states (Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio). Table 3 shows
“Average digestible nutrients in soy-bean hay compared
with other important hay crops (cowpea, alfalfa, red
clover, timothy), air-dry basis.” Table 4 shows “Average
digestible nutrients in soy bean seed and other concentrates”
(cottonseed meal, linseed meal {new process}, wheat
middlings, wheat bran).
Photos show: (1) A man wearing a hat standing in a field
of waist-high soy beans, which produced 3 tons of hay per
acre. (2) A typical soy bean plant, uprooted.
1713. Dickey, J.B.R. 1919. Soybeans, cowpeas and Canadian
field peas. New Jersey State College of Agriculture,
Extension Bulletin No. 23. 23 p. March.
• Summary: The section titled “Soybeans” has the following
contents: Introduction. Purposes for which soybeans may be
grown: Hay, silage, soiling, pasture, grain, soil improvement,
place in the rotation, catch crop. Growing the crop: Soil,

fertilization, inoculation, time of sowing, manner of sowing,
planting with corn, cultivation. Harvesting: For hay, for
grain, threshing, care of seed. Varieties: Wilson, Virginia,
Lexington, Peking, Sable, Ebony, Cloud, Black Beauty,
Edna, Haberlandt, Mammoth Yellow, Tar Heel [Tarheel],
Hollybrook (Hollybrook Early, Hollybrook Late), Tokio,
Roosevelt, Mongol, Medium Yellow, Ohio 9035, Mikado,
Austin, Morse, Swan, Guelph or Medium Green, Ito San,
Chestnut, Early Brown, Manchu, Elton, Manhattan. Practical
experiences of New Jersey farmers with soybeans.
This Bulletin begins: “The most important problems of
New Jersey farmers are the maintenance or increase of the
organic content and nitrogen supply of the soil and, in the
case of stock farming, the growing of more protein stock
feeds. The rising prices of manure, nitrogenous fertilizers
and protein feeds are bringing more acute realization of these
problems and a pressing need for their solution. This solution
lies essentially in the growing of a greater proportion of
legume crops, which make feeds rich in protein and leave the
land richer rather than poorer.”
Photos show: (1) A large field of soybeans, planted in
rows, in Hunterdon County, 30 days after planting (p. 1).
(2) “A good crop of soybeans drilled in rows, in Morris
County, about 9 weeks after planting” (p. 5). (3) “Soybeans
30 days old showing the root nodules (Courtesy of Delaware
Agricultural Experiment Station)” (p. 11). (4) “Soybeans
drilled in the row with silage corn–Salem County” (p.
13). Address: Extension Specialist in Soil Fertility and
Agronomy, New Brunswick, New Jersey.
1714. Eckles, C.H. 1919. Legumes, Sudan grass and cereal
crops for silage. Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 162. 25 p. March. See p. 12-14. [21 ref]
• Summary: Three tests were made using soybeans as silage.
“Soybeans are in a proper stage of maturity for silage when
the plant shows signs of approaching maturity. The beans
should be well developed and the pods beginning to turn
yellow.”
Note: Clarence Henry Eckles lived 1875-1933. Address:
Dep. of Dairy Husbandry, Missouri Agric. Exp. Station,
Columbia, Missouri.
1715. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin.
1919. Soybean-rye rotations. No. 299. p. 19-21. March.
• Summary: This Bulletin is titled “Succeed with Sandy
Soils,” by A.R. Whitson and H.W. Ullsperger.
“The soybean-rye rotation should be used only on the
poorest of sandy soils to build up fertility. This rotation may
be used in combination with the clover rotations. Many
farmers cannot grow alfalfa and do not have enough money
to prepare much land for growing it. The soybean-rye
rotation is especially good on these farms.
“Grow Soybeans on Sand: Every farmer who cultivates
poor sandy soil should plant soybeans. About one-third of
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the total acreage planted may be harvested for seed. As large
a portion as the farmer can afford may be plowed under
for green manure and seeded to rye to prepare the field
for growing mammoth clover the following year, and the
remainder may be used for hay or silage.
“The soybean, although a southern forage crop, is more
resistant to frost than corn. Varieties have been developed
which will grow in any region where corn will mature. The
varieties adapted to Wisconsin are: Wisconsin Black, Ito San,
Medium Early Green, Manchu, and Black Eyebrow.
“The seed bed should be prepared about the same as for
corn. The seed either may be broadcasted or drilled in rows
from 18 inches to three feet apart.”
“On soil where soybeans have not been grown it is
necessary to inoculate if the largest and most profitable
crop is to be harvested. This is especially true on sandy
soil. Inoculation makes it possible for the soybean to take
the nitrogen of the air and place it in the soil. While adding
nitrogen to the soil, the plant is growing more luxuriantly
and making a more profitable crop. A pure culture or soil
from a field where soy beans have been grown may be used
to inoculate the seed.
“If grown for forage, the soybean crop should be cut
when the pods are starting to form and should be cured like
alfalfa hay. It requires a little more time, however, because
the stems are coarser. Soybeans may be grown between rows
of corn and plowed under for green manure purposes also or
harvested with the corn and placed in the silo, increasing the
feeding value of the silage. In the central and southern parts
of Wisconsin, soybeans can be planted after harvesting a
crop of rye and plowed under in the fall as a green manuring
crop to enrich the soil in humus and nitrogen. Lime should
be added to the soil on fields which need it badly to secure
the most satisfactory growth of soybeans. No other crop is
adapted to such a variety of uses. The soybean is a cash crop;
it can be grown for seed; it is often used for silage with corn
in the proportion of one load of soybeans to three or four of
corn; it makes excellent hay for all stock; the seed is ground
for concentrated feed similar to oil or cottonseed-meal...”
1716. Farver, Warner E. 1919. Replies to soy-bean inquiries.
National Stockman and Farmer 43(1):8-9. April 5.
• Summary: The names of two enquirers are given, followed
by their questions, then Farver’s answers. (1) E.A.W. of
Delaware county, Ohio, writes for information concerning
the seeding and harvesting of soy beans in corn, what variety
has been found best and yield per acre hulled beans, also
stage for cutting for hay.” Harvesting soy beans in corn
means lots of work, for there is only one way, and that
is by hand. Harvesting by hand in an age of machinery
seems foolish.” E.A.W.’s latitude is practically the same as
Farver’s. “We have used the Ito San successfully. It is pretty
early. However our main crops have been the Extra High
Yielder variety. The Medium Green variety does well here

but shatters badly when harvested for seed. In 1917 we tested
22 varieties and besides those already named, the Wilson,
Buckshot, Meyer, Ohio 9035 and Mongol would be suitable
in this latitude.
(2) E.H.J. of Noble county, Ohio, writes that soy beans
have not been grown in his locality. He asks nine questions.
For example: “2. What variety of soy beans should I sow?
Any of the above-named varieties should do well in Noble
county, and if I wanted hay I would use either the Extra High
Yielder or Medium Green. 3. Where can I get the seed? Seed
can be obtained from practically all houses advertising in
these columns... 9. Is soy-bean hay good to feed for milch
cows? Certainly. The best testimonial I ever heard on soybean hay for cows was from a farmer’s wife from another
part of our county who said that she could tell by the milk
buckets when they were brought in if the cows had their feed
of soy-bean hay or not. We have used it for three winters in
succession now, and expect to continue.” Address: Holmes
County, Ohio.
1717. McC., J.W. 1919. Utilization of the soy bean crop:
It is valuable for all kinds of stock. Orange Judd Farmer
66(14):536, 555. April 5.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Use of soy bean hay.
Soy beans as seed sellers (the great financial value of soy
beans as seed). Hogging down corn and soys. Aid to corn
crop. Soya for the silo.
“An early advantage of the soy bean crop is that its
seeding time follows the busy one of planting corn. Thus
a big farm can use its men right through the whole season
and not have the disadvantage to both the farm and men
of hiring only for the rush. The crop also fits in well in its
early harvesting, about August and September, for the wheat
is drilled in right on the heels of the soy bean binder. The
harvesting of the bean crop and the putting in of wheat do
not sandwich in quite so closely when the Early Brown,
Ito San or Medium Yellow is the bean harvested. They are
earlier in maturing than the Mongol, A.K. or Holly brook
[Hollybrook]. The Mongol is a prime favorite on the A. P.
Meharry farm, Champaign county, Illinois, of which W. E.
Riegel is manager. These later soys keep one and all hustling
to get them out of the way for wheat drilling.” Address:
Illinois.
1718. McQueen, Jacob. 1919. Alfalfa, soy beans, sweet
clover. National Stockman and Farmer 43(1):9. April 5.
• Summary: One reader (O.F., from Tuscarawas county,
Ohio) writes to ask: “When soy beans are wanted for hay
is it best to drill them solid like small grain or sow in rows
to be cultivated? How much soy-bean hay per acre would
you expect this field to produce? Aside from their value in
enriching the soil will I find soy beans a more profitable crop
than corn?”
Answer: “I prefer to drill soy beans solid when I wish to
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harvest for hay; it makes more than when planted in rows...
Sow 1¼-2 bushels good seed and harvest 2-4 tons of hay that
is equal to bran. I find soy beans more profitable on our farm
than corn, although I want enough corn to fill the silo... You
should inoculate all your seed and use plenty of 16 per cent
acid goods.” That means use plenty of phosphate.
Another reader (C.D. from Pennsylvania) asks: “How
deep should soy beans be covered when drilling for hay?”
Answer: “Soy beans should never be covered over one-half
inch deep.”
Note: A large (½-page) ad on this page (but unrelated to
this article) shows the Moline Universal Tractor, plowing,
discing [disking], cultivating, and with a new 10 foot grain
binder. Contact Moline Plow Co., Moline, Illinois. Soybeans
are not mentioned in the ad. Address: Tuscawaras County,
Ohio.
1719. Seed Reporter (USDA Bureau of Markets). 1919.
Movement and supplies of soy beans, cowpeas, and velvet
beans. 2(10):6. April 5.
• Summary: “Soy Beans–The 1918 crop of soy beans was
about normal, although, according to shippers’ reports, about
20 per cent less than the 1917 crop. Although the quality is
reported to be poor in some cases, the supply of good quality
soy beans for seed purposes is plentiful.
“The demand for soy bean for seed purposes is very
active but there appears to be little or no demand for them
for oil manufacture, canning, or other purposes than for
planting, which perhaps accounts for the recent slump in
prices. Earlier in the season growers were asking from
$4.50 to $5.00 per 100 pounds and dealers, not inclined to
buy at this price, preferred to stay out of the market and
await developments. During the last 30 days the price has
declined 75 cents to $1.25 per 100 pounds, and shippers
are offering them at $3.50 to $4.00 per 100 pounds, sacked,
f.o.b. shipping point. The low price, however, is not very
satisfactory to the growers and many of them are refusing
to sell and are feeding their soy beans to hogs.” Address:
Washington, DC.
1720. Mathews, I.J. 1919. Planting facts about the corn-soy
bean combination. Hoard’s Dairyman 57(13):663. April 18.
• Summary: This letter to the editor states: “The soy bean
and corn combination has firmly established itself in this
section of the country and the state... the corn and soy bean
silage is excellent for beef cattle and makes the best kind
of combination for hogging down purposes, not to mention
the soil building value of the beans. Over twelve hundred
acres of the corn and soy bean mixtures were planted in this
county last year and it will this year undoubtedly reach the
six thousand-acre mark.”
Last year, five different methods of planting were tested;
each is described briefly, with its pros and cons. “5. The
only really satisfactory method of planting soy beans with

corn is to get an attachment for the planter so that one can
sow the corn and soy beans and fertilizer all at the same
time across the field.” “Soy beans must be planted shallow–
preferably not over an inch deep. When planted two or three
inches deep, there will be much vitality of the bean spent in
trying to get up through the ground and should there come a
dashing rain, the plant will be unable to rear its cotyledons
through the hardened soil.”
“Concerning inoculation, scattering dirt over the field
is too irksome... and often scatters weed seeds...” A better
way is to “dissolve two ounces of powdered furniture glue
in a quart of water. Now put this solution into a quart hand
sprayer. Sweep the granary floor and put the beans down on
the floor. Sift on a quart of inoculated earth for each bushel
of beans... While one man sprays on the glue solution,
another shovels over the mass of beans and earth until every
bean is dirty. A quart of the solution will treat about 3 bushels
of beans...”
“In planting, do not plant too thick with corn. From two
to three beans in a hill is plenty and will provide as much
growth as five or six.”
“There is no question but that soy bean silage is superior
to straight corn, just how much no one is yet able to say
accurately. Wherever corn will grow, there soy beans should
grow also. In this section, the Holly Brook is preferred for
planting with corn intended for the silo. If the corn is to be
hogged down, the Ito San or Early Brown are a little better
as they ripen a few days earlier.” Address: Pulaski County,
Indiana.
1721. Kenyon, E.T. 1919. Soybeans for soil improvement
(Letter to the editor). Ohio Farmer 143(16):631. April 19.
• Summary: For the past 8 years the writer has grown
soybeans and compared them with other legumes such
as cowpeas, etc., but has he found nothing as good as the
soybean for building up land, ease of handling, and for use as
a feed. Gives details of his various methods of inoculating,
planting, and harvesting soybeans. Wheat grown after
properly inoculated soybeans (whose roots are covered with
nodules) was sometimes 4 inches taller than usual.
“More cowpeas than soybeans are grown here but I will
venture to say that after growing one crop of soybeans it
will be hard to get any man to try cowpeas again. One great
advantage is the ease with which soybeans can be handled.
They do not vine and can be handled easily with fork or hay
loader, or even can be cut with the wheat binder and shocked
as wheat in which way they can be cured fine.
“In handling, if cut with a mowing machine, they should
be raked into windrows while damp from morning dew and
let cure and dry. In this way there is no loss of leaves which
would occur if handles and raked while too dry. The curing
may be extended to the mow where beans are stored by
placing in a rail or pole now and then to let air to the center
of the mow. I have fed soybean hay and corn fodder to my
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cattle and while on that feed they need nothing more to keep
them growing and in fine condition.
“For land upbuilding, ease of handling and as feed I
have found nothing as good as the soybean. I have always
used the Mammoth Yellow here, but in other sections other
varieties may do better. That would be determined somewhat
by the growing season.” Address: Adams County, Ohio.
1722. Madison Survey (Madison, Tennessee). 1919. Sweet
clover. 1(9):2. April 23.
• Summary: “Early ensilage corn and soy beans were planted
the first week in April.”
1723. Kloser, Frank J. 1919. Soy beans with corn for silage.
Wallaces’ Farmer 44(17):946. April 25.
• Summary: Discusses the advantages of growing soybeans
with corn for silage and the best varieties for the purpose.
“The growing of soy beans with corn for silage purposes
is becoming more popular each year. Results indicate that
under normal conditions the beans do not reduce the yield of
corn, while some farmers secured the best corn where beans
were planted in the same hills, especially so if the beans
were inoculated.” A photo shows a man standing in a field
of cowpeas and tall corn. Soy beans have a less rank growth.
Address: Iowa Agricultural College.
1724. Mathews, I.J. 1919. The corn-soybean combination:
What Corn-Belt farmers think of the home balanced ration.
Ohio Farmer 143(17):669-70. April 26.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Rate of seeding.
Relation of inoculation to soil type. Inoculation. How to
plant (use a corn planted with a soybean attachment). What
variety? How much is the corn injured? Pigs balance corn
with soybeans. The silage very palatable. Stray thoughts.
The article begins: “Perhaps no crop has become so
popular in such a short space of time as the soybean. A few
years ago it was unheard of and today it bids fair to establish
itself upon every farm in the Corn Belt.” It is popular as
silage, for hogging down with corn, and as a soil improver.
“In 1917, three men in this county grew soybeans with their
corn–a total of 45 acres. Last year, 60 men that I knew tried
the combination in their corn and they had out an area of
more than 1,200 acres. This year the area will be increased to
6,000 and many farmers are going so far as to say that they
will never again plant corn without soybeans, even tho they
get only the soy building value from the soys.”
Gives the results of a questionnaire sent out to 44
farmers (36 came back answered) on the corn-soybean
combination. The 11 questions are directly related to the
contents, shown above. All but two of those replying planted
the Hollybrook variety; one planted Ito San and another
Early Brown. For planting with corn, Hollybrooks is clearly
the best.
Photos show: (1) Two horses pulling a piece of farm

equipment, with a man seated on top. (2) Three teams of
mules, with four mules in each team, each pulling a farmer
seated on disking equipment. Address: Pulaski County,
Indiana.
1725. Smith, J.W.R. 1919. Varieties of soy beans. National
Stockman and Farmer 43(4):110. April 26.
• Summary: “Thousands of alert farmers are preparing to
sow a field or more of soy beans and establish a meadow or
two of alfalfa this season.” Since the seed of the Virginia and
Wilson varieties is very scarce and comparatively expensive
this season, “secure a bushel or even a peck, plant in rows
24 or 28 inches apart and cultivate and you will be ‘on
the map’ next season if you cannot buy them in quantity.
Mongol, Hollybrook and Austin are worthy of a trial as grain
producers. Mixed with Virginia or Wilson they make very
rich hay in protein and fat. Ebony is great in Illinois but not
much in Jefferson county, Ohio.”
1726. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1919. Soy beans
as green vegetables. 1(11):26. April.
• Summary: “Hahto soybeans, introduced from Japan, are
excellent for the production of green beans similar to lima
and butter beans. About 115 days are required for the bean
to make sufficient growth for use as a green vegetable.
Although the Hahto bean is best adapted for growing in
the Southern States, it may also be successfully produced
as a green vegetable during favorable seasons throughout
the corn belt, according to specialists of the United States
Department of Agriculture. Being a bush variety, it also is
adapted for forage production, its yield of green feed or seed
being superior to many other varieties on the market. In a dry
form the Hahto bean cooks up easier than other varieties and
has a better flavor. This bean is to be grown extensively by
boys’ and girls’ gardening clubs in the Southern States during
the coming season.”
1727. Crepin, Joseph. 1919. Séance générale du 7 Avril 1919
[General meeting of 7 April 1919]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 66:289-96. April. See p. 295-96. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. de Guerne made a presentation on food uses
of the soybean (le Soja). In response, Mr. Charles Rivière
remarked that the soybean takes a long time to cook and that
its culture is very irregular. Mr. Bois noted the great number
of varieties of this plant; there are black seeded and yellow
seeded soybeans, the latter being better suited for human
food.
Mr. Charles Rivière recalled the experiments he had
conducted in Algeria. When soybeans are planted, they
won’t come up unless they are watered or irrigated; then they
make excellent forage but produce few seeds. In countries
which have no rain during the summer, the soybean won’t
ever produce anything. Address: Secretary of the meetings,
France.
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1728. Gray, Dan T. 1919. Soybean pastures for hogs. North
Carolina State College of Agriculture, Extension Circular
No. 85. 8 p. April.
• Summary: This is a “Reprint and Revision of Experiment
Station Circular No. 24.” Contents: Introduction (The value
of soybean pasture). Proper amount of corn to feed with
soybean pasture. Carrying capacity of each acre of soybeans.
Pounds of pork made on each acre.
“Until the farmer sees his way clear to make a
permanent pasture, or has one already made, he should
keep out of the livestock business. It is, in fact, almost
impossible to realize a profit upon any kind of stock without
good pastures. Therefore, the first thing to be done when
one contemplates engaging in stock raising is to establish a
pasture.” Address: Chief, Animal Industry Div., Raleigh.
1729. Smith, J.W.R. 1919. The Virginia no. 32906 soy-bean.
Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri) 1(11):15. April.
• Summary: “Having grown this great legume for several
years, testing by plot and field culture over twenty five of the
better varieties, I have selected ‘The Virginia’ as the best sort
to grow to produce the largest yield of hay, grain and straw
of the highest quality for feeding all kinds of live-stock–
sheep, horses, cattle and swine–as well as having frost and
drought resisting qualities. Its seed commands almost double
the price per bushel of most varieties where it is known
for its merits, while it is easily cured for hay or grain as
compared with bush varieties and unequaled in germinating
qualities.
“In 1912 I received a two pound package from Prof.
Morse, of the Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA], for testing,
along with a number of other varieties. I planted on June 24
and harvested during the first week of October. It yielded
double the amount of forage and excelled all the others is
grain production.
“Mr. C.W. Deselms tested it along with the following
varieties, planting a pint of seed in hills one foot apart,
in rows three feet apart, producing as follows: Mongul,
52 lbs.; Virginia, 45 lbs.; Ohio 9035, 42 lbs.; Austin, 35
lbs.; Chestnut, 27 lbs.; Medium Green or Guelph, 25 lbs.;
Haberlandt, 25 lbs., and Ebony, 25 lbs. The yield of hay or
foliage was a third more than any of the others, and four
times more than Ebony and Chestnut.
“The unexcelled quality of hay or straw is produced
because it has fine stems, grows erect until it is about 40
inches tall, then it often reclines and twines and grows on
and over when on rich soil, until it reaches a growth of 50
inches or more. Many varieties growing on rich soil settle
down, near the base of the plant, on the ground, injuring the
pods and quality of foliage, while the Virginia has a tapering
center stem that supports all the useful parts of the plant
well up from the ground, while the developing ends grow
on and twine on until their season closes. This is a most

unique quality. Another is the wavy, twining, wavy stems
and fine leaves. These stems make open swaths, windrows
and bunches, through which the air and sunlight pass freely,
while curing.
“It is preeminently the variety for the farmer who has
rich soil and grows large crop yields; while on sterile soil it
does not demonstrate its high-yielding qualities in such great
degree.
“The early September frosts of 1917 and 1918 cut
short the development of the grain in the pods near the tips
of the stems, thus reducing the yield of grain; yet the pods
underneath developed good grain. While the frost injured
corn near by, the Virginia’s foliage was not damaged.
“When planted with corn it twines up on the stalks, with
but little loss in harvesting, for ensilage or otherwise. Seed
more than a year old is much more likely to germinate than
‘Medium Green’ or other large round beans. Such varieties
as the Mongul, Hollybrook, Ohio 9035, Austin or Haberlandt
in some cases produce more grain per acre. Mr. E.R. Cole, of
Jefferson County, Ohio, grew 30 bushels of Hollybrook per
acre on rich, moist limestone soil. They look attractive in the
seedman’s catalog to the farmer, who estimates their merit on
grain production alone; to the seed men who sell seed alone;
yet to the grower who feed’s live stock and threshes part or
all of his crop of soy beans, feeding the excellent straw and
selling the grain for seed, the seed of such a high dual yielder
as the Virginia is worth even double the price that he pays for
other varieties.
“The Virginia flourishes as far north as Central Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois and Missouri. It was among the five highest
grain yielding varieties at Columbia (Missouri) Station. How
far north it may become acclimated is not known. Every
farmer interested in growing the great legume should test a
few varieties each year to ascertain those best adapted for
producing great yield of grain and forage in his locality.
“A few years ago in testing Ebony and Hollybrook for
early maturing the result at the Ohio Experiment Station
at Wooster. a degree north of Jefferson County, was just
the reverse of my trial. Therefore a trial is the only correct
method. Make one this spring and include the Virginia in
your list. I expect to test the high-as-your shoulder ‘Biloxi’
from Mississippi, and the ‘Hahto’ from Arlington U.S.
Experiment Station this year. What greater cause can we
promote than this line of agriculture?” Address: [Adena,
Ohio].
1730. Wing Seed Co. 1919. The Wing Seed Co. (Mail order
catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 136 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: The front cover shows a boy with a wooden
wheelbarrow and many pumpkins. On the back cover are
many large, colorful flowers. Inside the front cover are listed
the ten company directors (incl. Richard Hall, Manager),
the five-man advisory board, and the office address: Dillaye
Building, 308 S. Salina St., Syracuse, New York. Below
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the plow logo of the New York Grange Exchange, Inc. is a
headline: “Announcement to New York State Farmers: The
New York Grange Exchange, Inc. wishes to announce to
the farmers of New York State, that it has contracted with
The Wing Seed Co. to furnish them with standard varieties
of farm and garden seeds of high germination and purity...
Signed–New York Grange Exchange, Inc., Syracuse, New
York.”
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 48-51) offers the
following varieties (also called “Soys”): Wing’s Mikado,
Wing’s Mongol, Ito San, Mammoth. Forage or dual purpose
beans: Wing’s Extra Select Sable, Wing’s Pedigreed Sable,
Jet, Wilson, and Wing’s Royal (new; another selection from
Wing’s Extra Select Sable). Three photos show soybean
plants.
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York. Address: Mechanicsburg,
Ohio.
1731. Cauthen, E.F. 1919. Grow more soy beans: A great
crop that is destined to grow in popularity–How to succeed
with them. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North
Carolina) 34(18):787. May 3.
• Summary: Contents: Climate and soil requirements.
Fertilizers for soy beans. Inoculation. Preparation of land.
Planting soy beans. Cultivation. Harvesting. Threshing and
storing seed.
Concerning harvesting: “If the pods are left on the plants
to get completely ripe, the seed shatter badly when harvested
with binder or mower; but if the seed is to be harvested with
a special soy bean harvester, the plants should stand until the
pods become thoroughly ripe.”
“The special bean harvester, of which there are several
now in use, has revolving arms working in a large box,
which is mounted on wheels and drawn by two horses; while
the machine is passing over a row, the revolving arms strikes
the plants and knock out the ripe beans, which are caught in
the box. A team and two men harvest about five or six acres a
day. The harvester is not started in the morning until the dew
dries off. When such a machine is used, probably 20 per cent
of the crop is shattered on the ground, or is left on the plants.
When such is the case, hogs should be permitted to run in the
fields and gather them.”
1732. Smith, William C. 1919. Soy beans with corn: Why
farmers should grow them for the soil’s sake. Country
Gentleman 84(20):48, 50. May 17.
• Summary: “So much has been written about the soy bean
that every farmer ought to be familiar with it. And every
farm ought to grow it, for the soil’s sake if for nothing else.
Soy beans, properly inoculated, ought to be sown with
every acre of corn grown anywhere in our country, for the
one reason alone that they will put back into the soil more
nitrogen than the corn crop consumes in its growth, and then

the grower has the additional advantage of producing two
crops where he grew but one before.”
Soy bean seed, planted 12 pounds to the acre, costs only
about $1.20/acre at the present price. On July 27 last year,
Smith finished planting Early Brown and Ito San varieties.
Both thoroughly matured their seed before the first frost.
But he made the mistake of not disking the field in opposite
directions, so he had too many weeds with the crop. Yet not
one per cent of the beans shattered out of their pods. North
of the Ohio River, Hollybrook can also be grown for seed.
Mammoth Yellow should be grown in the South.
“In harvesting for seed those I planted with the corn
planter I mowed them in a mowing machine and did not
finish until late in November, yet but few of the pods
shattered their seed. At the time of mowing they were dry
enough to rake into windrows and thresh. The threshing was
done with a pea viner; threshing can be done with a threshing
machine or a flail. When the threshing machine is used some
of the concaves must be removed and the machine run as
slowly as possible, or the beans with be broken. It is better
that the threshing be done in rather damp weather, provided
that care is taken thoroughly to dry the beans before sacking
them or putting them in a tight bin.
“Harvesting with a self-binder used to be practiced with
us, but it was found that if the beans were not thoroughly
dry or ripe at the time of harvesting they would spoil in
bundle and shock and make inferior seed. The method now
generally followed is to cut the beans with a mower or selfrake mower, when fully matured–that is, when the plant has
shed all its leaves and the pods are brown–and then to let
them lie on the ground until threshing can be done. By this
method some beans will shatter out; but they need not be a
loss, for hogs can be turned into the field after the main crop
has been removed.” Photos show: (1) “The cheapest hired
man on the farm [hogs] harvesting the corn and soy bean
crop.” (2) Heavy crop of soy beans growing with corn.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the word “viner” or the term “pea viner” in
connection with soybean production or harvesting.
1733. Farver, Warner E. 1919. More soy-bean hints. National
Stockman and Farmer 43(9):253-54. May 31.
• Summary: The writer has been “monkeying” with soy
beans for four years. Advantages include their suitability
for later planting and better resistance than clover of the
hay to rain. Sow soy beans as soon as possible after cornplanting–when the ground is warm. If planted for hay too
late, they will mature by late August or early September, and
the weather will generally not be hot enough to cure the hay.
“We have had soy-bean hay lie ten days in rainy weather and
it did not spoil.” Address: Holmes county, Ohio.
1734. Mathews, I.J. 1919. More soybean questions. Ohio
Farmer 143(22):851. May 31.
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• Summary: “From the number of questions concerning
soybeans, there must be more than a passing interest in this
crop.” The author answers the following questions: 1. “Is it
better to use acclimated seed grown in one’s locality?” Yes.
2. “Would you advise planting soybeans intended for hay by
broadcasting them?” No. 3. When should soybeans intended
for hay be sown? 4. “Are soybeans quite free from insect
troubles?” Yes. 5. “In using commercial inoculation, will
soaking the beans in the solution for 15 minutes cause their
skins to come off?” Yes.
6. “Do you think a patch of soybeans for seed would
be profitable this year?” Yes. 7. When everybody grows his
own seed, as they no doubt will in two or three years, do you
think there will be any more market for soybeans?” Yes. 8.
“Is it advisable to use soybeans as a green manure crop and if
so, when ought they to be turned under?”–Ans: “Soys make
an excellent green manure crop, but it is scarcely advisable
to use them in this way. They are worth more for other uses
and their fertilizing value can be placed in the soil at less
expense with commercial fertilizers and manure. If they are
turned under, by all means do it early–not later than August
1,...”
9. “Do you think soybean growing is a fad, soon to die
out?”–A soon die out?”–Ans: “The soybean has sufficient
merit to put it out of the fad class.” Address: Pulaski County,
Indiana.
1735. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1919. Soy beans
for pasture. 1(12):34. May.
• Summary: From Seed World: “The soybean can be utilized
to advantage as pasture for all kinds of stock, the most
profitable method, perhaps, being to pasture with hogs,
supplementing the corn ration. This is especially desirable
when the harvesting is interfered with by bad weather, lack
of labor, or other causes, and when the crop is grown for soil
improvement.
“In this way the crop is profitable not only from the
standpoint of feeding value, but also in the increase of soil
fertility due to the manure and refuse vines. Hogs greatly
relish the bean plant, especially the ripening pods and seed,
and a considerable part of the growth of young hogs may be
made with soybean pasture.”
1736. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1919. Raise soy
beans in Mississippi. 1(12):38. May.
• Summary: “It pays to raise soy beans, corn and hogs in
Mississippi. The soy bean is comparatively a new crop, but
is already proving immensely valuable, not only from a
financial standpoint, but also from a soil-building viewpoint
as it is a legume.
“Yazoo county, formerly a great producer of cotton, has
gone in extensively for soy beans in the past few years, and
has found them immensely profitable.
“W.R. Ritch, the county agent there, is an enthusiastic

advocate of the soy bean, and practically every acre of corn
planted in the county now has soy beans planted with it.
“Mr. Ritch cites one instance of a small farmer in
the county who has made more money with diversified
agriculture, featuring the soy bean, than he ever did during
the all-cotton period.
“The farmer’s name is E.H. Irwin of Phoenix. He has
a 30-acre place. Last year he gathered 170 bushels of soy
beans, worth $600. He gathered $275 worth of soy bean hay.
On the same land he produced approximately $900 worth
corn and sold $475 worth of hogs. He only has one tenant on
the place, and is a typical small farmer.”
1737. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1919. Hahto soy
bean brought to U.S. by missionary. 1(12):43. May.
• Summary: “An American missionary in Japan, interested
in the introduction of good crops from the Land of the Rising
Sun into the domain of Uncle Sam, sent a sample of Hahto
soybeans, which he had purchased at an agricultural fair,
to the United States Department of Agriculture about three
years ago. This bean has since been grown successfully at the
department’s Arlington (Virginia) experimental farm, and has
been tested in other parts of the country. Although the Hahto
bean, which produces excellent green vegetables similar to
lima or butter beans, is preferably adapted for culture in the
southern states, the variety also produces profitable yields of
green beans during favorable seasons in the corn belt.
“The Hahto soybean is a bush variety which grows high
enough to produce abundant forage, yielding nearly as large
hay crops as the Mammoth Yellow, and is believed to be
superior in seed production to that variety. When the seeds
are from three-fourths to full grown they make, an excellent
green vegetable [edamamé]. A number of residents of the
District of Columbia and several states grew the bean in their
gardens last summer and canned the product, which has been
pronounced by epicureans to be at least the equal if not the
superior of the ordinary butter or lima bean.
“Dried Hahto beans cook up easier than any other
variety of ‘soys’ and have a more pleasant flavor than most
of the other sorts which have been used in this way. A
growing season of approximately 130 days is required to
produce mature beans, while the green beans are ready for
harvest at least two weeks earlier. During the current season
a Michigan canning company is to test out the Hahto bean
for commercial canning purposes. The department will not
be able to comply with requests for seed, as arrangements
have been made for the distribution of all the seed that is
available among boys’ and girls’ garden clubs of the South,
where the variety is best adapted.”
1738. Richey, P.S. 1919. Soybeans for cornbelt stock-farms.
Breeder’s Gazette 75(23):1358. June 5.
• Summary: “The soybean has a great future in the cornbelt.
No other legume yields so great a quantity of digestible
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protein to the acre. No other legume is so easily or so quickly
grown. It supplies a home-grown protein supplement to the
standard cornbelt grain crops at less expense than it can be
supplied by any other source. It is worthy of consideration on
every farm, and specially on farms where live stock is raised
and prepared for market.” Address: Mercer County, Illinois.
1739. Seed Reporter (USDA Bureau of Markets). 1919. Seed
dealers’ receipts of leading forage crop seeds. 2(12):8. June
7.
• Summary: “The accompanying table gives seed dealers’
receipts, by Divisions, of leading forage-crop seeds,
including grasses, clovers, alfalfa, vetches, millets, sorgos,
and rape seed, compiled from figures furnished by seed
dealers reporting in the general seed surveys. It will be noted
that the total value of the receipts of these seeds is nearly
$100,000,000. In addition to the forage-crop seeds included
here, seed dealers handle large quantities of seeds of other
crops, such as soy beans, cowpeas, gram sorghums, potatoes,
peanuts, cotton seed, and seed grains, the total value of
which may be published at a later date when the figures
available are more nearly complete.” Address: Washington,
DC.
1740. Worden, Alton M. 1919. What is the most profitable
method of handling soy beans? (Letter to the editor).
Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
34(25):1045. June 21.
• Summary: “Only in case of saving a crop from frost do we
cut for hay... All that are matured enough we cut and harvest
for seed. These we thresh, storing the stover in our cow barn.
We then reclean and grade the seed with a small handpower
fanning mill, sacking only the very best for seed. For these
seed we always find a good local market for all we do not
need for our own use. The smaller and cracked beans we
reclean again and grind finely in our little sweep mill.” Note:
This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2003) that mentions
an individual or company grading soybeans for use as seed.
“In this way the crop acts in triple capacity.” First, as
a money crop when the seed is sold. “Second, the stover
[mature cured stalks] when fed to cattle as an auxiliary to the
silage makes nearly a balanced ration, keeping our stock in
fine shape through the winter cutting down our cottonseed
meal bill to the minimum. In the third place, the soy bean
meal we make gives us a fine wheat flour substitute, very
wholesome, nourishing and palatable. Just try some mixed
with a little wheat flour and made into old-fashioned gems
or pudding. These small and cracked beans are also put to
many other uses. Properly parched and ground, they make
a palatable and refreshing drink [soy coffee]–far more
nourishing and healthful than coffee. They are also made
into a substitute for nut meats [soynuts], making a desirable
delicacy as a dessert dish. Many mills are now processing the
oil from soy beans, producing an oil used in cooking, making

salads, and also in mixing paints.
“We commenced raising soy beans 12 years ago in
a small way, at which time, I believe, we were the only
growers of them in either Franklin or Coffee counties”
[Tennessee]. Address: Tullahoma, Tennessee.
1741. Lepine, R. 1919. Le soja et le lait de soja [The soybean
and soymilk]. Revue Scientifique 57:373-74. June 28. [1 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Most of the information in this article is
summarized from two earlier articles: (1) Dr. Louis Trabut,
Director of the Botanical Service for the Government of
Algeria, which appeared in the April 1918 in Algerie, Service
Botanique, Informations Agricoles. Bulletin (No. 55, 16 p.).
(2) Mlle. Castet. 1918. Utilisation du soja [Utilization of
soybeans]. Revue Horticole de l’Algerie 22(10-12):160-61.
Oct/Dec. Session of 20 Oct. 1918. “D’après Mlle Castet
le lait de soja, pour toutes les préparations culinaires,
ainsi que pour les entremets, peut remplacer entièrement
le lait de vache. On a supposé que s’il était employé dans
l’alimentation du premier âge il diminuerait la mortalité
infantile”
There is also a brief reference to: Delaye, A. 1919.
Contribution à l’étude sur “l’utilisation du soja” au point de
vue de l’alimentation de l’homme [Contribution to the study
of utilization of soybeans for human food and nutrition].
Revue Horticole de l’Algerie 23(2/3):197-202. Feb/March
(1919).
In France, one pioneering soybean grower was Mr.
Gustave Dollfus, near Mulhouse, but he was unable to
continue. Most soybeans were cultivated for forage. To
give good yields of forage they demand a warm climate and
irrigation, which is only available in the south of France (le
midi de la France) and, above all, in Algeria.
We are ignoring entirely the nature of the protein
substances that it [soymilk] contains. A priori, it is doubtful
that, for the development of infants and children, these
proteins are as valuable as casein, which is of such great
importance in nutrition. But it is likely that soymilk will
render a great service in raising veal calves, which are reared
with a pap of the [full-fat] flour; for it would add some
fat and we now know, according to a recent article by Mr.
Maignon in l’Academie des Sciences, that fats plays a role in
the synthesis of albuminoids.
1742. Acosta Henríquez, Juan. 1919. Habichuelas soyas
[Soybeans]. Revista de Agricultura de Puerto Rico 3(1):1829. June. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: History. Varieties grown in Puerto
Rico and their characteristics. Soils. Sowing. Harvest.
Production and yield per acre. Seed storage. Uses. Silage.
Green forage. Hay. Green manure. Uses of the seed (for
humans and animals). Assimilation (by humans and animals)
and digestibility. Soya as a domestic food (incl. soymilk and
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tofu). Soy flour (harina de soya). General considerations.
Enemies of the soybean.
“The soybean (La habichuela soya) is a new crop
in Puerto Rico. It was introduced from the United States
and though, in some towns on the island it has been sold
occasionally as a domestic food, it has not been cultivated
for that purpose. The federal agricultural experiment station
of Mayagüez [Mayaguez] is the only site where experiments
have been conducted with this bean (grano). Its field of
experimentation has been expanded to almost all the towns
of Puerto Rico, where one would have been able to obtain
very satisfactory results if it were not for the carelessness
of the farmers on whose land the trials were conducted; for
after seeing that their plants had grown a little, the farmers
stopped tending them [assuming that the plants would grow
by themselves]. On the grounds of the station at Mayagüez,
we were able to carry out various experiments concerning the
cultivation and utilization of this crop, and all gave favorable
results.”
At the Mayagüez station, the author conducted soybean
trials for 18 months, and he is sure that the soybean can be
cultivated in and adapted to Puerto Rico. This is especially
important today when yields of native beans are decreasingly
rapidly. In 1918 at Mayagüez, the author planted the
following soybean varieties: Mammoth Yellow, Ito San,
Wilson’s Five, Tokyo, Haberlandt, Manchu, Chiquita,
Virginia, and Early Green. With these introductions an
average production of 1.128 tons of dry hay per acre were
obtained.
“The soybean has not been used to a great extent as a
food in people’s homes in Puerto Rico. Experiments have
been conducted in this regard and the results have been
satisfactory.” The author believes that in Puerto Rico, the
soybean has not been used as it should be for food. He does
not believe that Puerto Ricans will use the soybean as it is
used in Japan, with the exception of tofu (queso de soya).
“This cheese could be made in Puerto Rico with very good
results.” He then describes how to make soymilk and tofu,
and says that the tofu can be sold either fresh or refrigerated.
“The pods [las vainas; he probably means green vegetable
soybeans] can be used in salads before they harden. They
should be washed and the fibers on the peel of the pod
should be removed. The pods get lightly or briefly boiled,
as is done with tender beans, and are served with oil and
vinegar, resulting in a magnificent dish.” Note 1. Habichuela
means “French-bean or kidney bean.” Tables contain data on
production and composition of soybeans.
Note 2. This is probably the earliest Spanish-language
document seen (June 2009) that mentions green vegetable
soybeans, which it describes as shown above. Address:
Subinspector de Agricultura, Puerto Rico.
1743. Carter, C.E. 1919. Hogs, corn and soybeans: A good
combination in Knox County, Missouri. Swine World

6(11):7. June.
• Summary: Discusses the experiences of farmers in Knox
County, Missouri, with soybeans. “Knox County farmers will
plant soybeans in over 1,000 acres of corn this year. Three
years ago no soybeans were grown in this county... Knowing
that soybeans and corn make an excellent ration for hogs the
county agent persuaded some farmers to plant a patch of corn
and beans together where it could be hogged off. The above
mentioned 1,000 acres this year is the result.”
A close-up photo shows a field of soybeans grown with
corn.
1744. Guillin, R. 1919. Rapport sur les opérations effectuées
au Laboratorie en 1917 et 1918 [Report on operations
conducted at the Laboratorie in 1917 and 1918]. Bulletin
de la Societe des Agriculteurs de France: Revue Agricole
Mensuelle. June. p. 170-75. See p. 173. [Fre]
• Summary: This is a report on work done in the Laboratory
of the French Farmers’ Society in 1917 and 1918. A table
titled “Feeding products of good quality” (p. 173) gives
nutritional analyses of concentrated animal feeds used during
the war. These products are divided into four categories:
Oilseed cakes, bran and milling residues, various vegetable
products (incl. seaweed, kelp, whole chestnuts, husks of
chicory {used as coffee}, and dried beet pulp), animal
products (fish meal), and mediocre / poor food products
(incl. rice bran, buckwheat bran).
Under “Bran and milling residues,” soy bran (soybean
hulls; son de pois de soja) has the following composition:
Protein 9.90%. Fats 1.00%. Carbohydrates 32.09%.
Cellulose 40.56%. Minerals 4.70%. Water 11.75%. Note:
This is the earliest (and only) French-language document
seen (Aug. 2006) that uses the term pois de soja to refer to
soybeans. Address: Director of the Society’s Laboratory.
1745. Herman, V.R. 1919. Soybeans and cowpeas for North
Carolina. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 241. 40 p. June. See p. 24-40.
• Summary: Contents of the section on soybeans: Soybean
history and for North Carolina. Feeding value of various
hays compared. Seed production. Pasturing soybeans (in
summer). Soybeans for soil improvement. Methods of
culture. Rate of seeding. Time of planting. Fertilizer for
soybeans. Soybean varieties.
The last section, titled “Cowpeas and soybeans
compared,” discusses pasture, seed production, and hay
production.
Soybeans “were introduced into America in 1829,
but received very little attention until the variety known
as the Mammoth Yellow was introduced about 1882. The
introduction of this variety was followed by a decided
increase in the production of the crop.
“Prior to 1900, soybeans had not been grown very
extensively in North Carolina. Since that date, their value
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and uses have become better known, and its production has
steadily increased. At the present time it is quite an important
crop, particularly in eastern North Carolina, ranking sixth
in commercial importance among the crops of our State” (p.
24).
“Soybeans for seed: Unlike cowpeas, soybeans are
grown extensively for seed production... On the better soils
of the Coastal Plain the yields have ranged between 20 and
40 bushels per acre, while 15 to 25 bushels is considered a
good yield in the piedmont and mountain sections.
“The method of harvesting soybeans depends, to a large
extent, upon the amount grown. Small quantities may be
pulled up by hand or cut with a reap hook and threshed out
with a flail. One man should be able to thresh 5 to 6 bushels
a day by this method when the plants are thoroughly dried.
Where several acres are to be harvested, it will be necessary
to use machinery of some kind. Several special harvesting
machines are now on the market. Most of these machines
thresh the beans in the field, leaving the stalks for pasturage
and soil improvement. These harvesters gather from 60 to
75 per cent of the seed, the remainder being scattered on
the ground or left on the stalks. The seed left, however, are
usually eaten by the hogs or cattle pastured after harvesting.”
“For pasturage in the eastern part of the State, Black
Eyebrow, or Manchu, gives early pasturage, the Virginia or
Haberlandt, medium, and Mammoth Yellow, late pasturage.”
Tables and text give the results of soybean culture
experiments at various experiment stations in North
Carolina. For each variety, the date of seeding, yield of seed
(in bushels/acre) and yield of hay (in pounds/acre) are given.
The varieties tested were: Arlington, Austin, Black Eyebrow,
Chiquita. Early Dwarf Green, Haberlandt, Mammoth,
Manchu, Mammoth Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Medium
Yellow, Peking, Tar-Heel Black, Tokio, Virginia, Wilson,
Wilson Black.
“The soybean will stand a considerable amount of frost
in the spring or fall, while the cowpea is very sensitive to
cold.” Photos show: (1) A split view of a field of cowpeas
and soybeans (front cover). (2) A man holding two soybean
plants in a field of Virginia soybeans (p. 24). (3) Ventilated
stacks for curing soybean or cowpea hay (p. 27). (4) A man
working on machinery used in harvesting small grain (p.
28). (5) The Haberlandt soybean plant (p. 29). (6) A field of
soybeans grown in rows between corn for seed, pasture, or
soil improvement (p. 30). (7) A field of different soybean
varieties, incl. Virginia and Hollybrook (p. 34). Tables show
results of the experiments.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Mammoth Brown.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that uses the word “reap hook” in connection with soybean
production. Address: Asst. Agronomist.
1746. Cates, J. Sidney. 1919. Victory for the soys: The

experimental crop of a few years ago has become a staple.
Country Gentleman 84(33):10, 40-41. Aug. 16.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. A good poor-land crop
(“The forage is valuable for hay, for green manure and for
silage”). The inoculation test. A substitute for sky-high
[expensive] manure. New varieties do not shatter (In a
variety resembling Medium Green “the shattering trait has
been entirely eliminated).”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a field where
splendid growth of soybeans has occurred between rows of
corn. (2) Soy bean root tubercles.
1747. Stemple, F.W. 1919. Soybean experiments. West
Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 172.
19 p. Aug.
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Varieties.
Soybeans vs. cowpeas for hay. Soybeans and other plants
grown in combination for hay. Seeding. Time to cut soybean
hay. Immediate effect of lime on soybean yield.
“Experiments in the production of this important crop
were started at the West Virginia Experiment Station in
1912... The work on soybeans from 1912 to 1916 was done
under the direction of I.S. Cook and W.B. Kemp... Soybeans
are rapidly becoming a very important crop in West Virginia
agriculture. In fact the statement that the soybean is ‘the West
Virginia legume’ is quite true. The clover acreage in this state
is declining very rapidly because of the inability on the part
of our farmers to grow clover. Soybeans are not affected by
many conditions unfavorable to clover and consequently
they are being grown instead. From reports made by county
agricultural agents the following very conservative estimate
of soybean acreage in this state is given, from which some
idea of the growth in popularity of the crop can be gained.
“1916–3,500 to 4,000 acres.
“1917–6,000 to 10,000 acres.
“1918–12,000 to 18,000 acres.
“1919–15,000 to 22,000 acres.”
There are several methods used for inoculation of
soybeans: The pure culture method and the soil method. “The
pure culture method is rapidly growing in popularity and this
method can be highly recommended. The Government, to a
limited amount, will furnish free inoculation. Write the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soil
Bacteriology Investigations, Washington, DC, for particulars.
All good seedsmen sell this material in any quantity desired.”
Photos show: (1) A field soybeans ready to cut for
hay, with the pods well filled (front cover). (2) Soybean
varieties on the West Virginia Experiment Station Farm.
(3) Soybean root nodules. Many tables include descriptive
data on soybean varieties, and soybean hay. Address: M.S.,
Agronomist, Agronomy Dep., Morgantown.
1748. Hays, Frank A. 1919. Swine production in Delaware.
Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 124.
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43 p. Sept. 1.
• Summary: Experiment VI, titled “Soy bean forage for
fattening growing pigs (p. 38-39), contains a table of results
which gives such information as pork produced with one
acre of soybeans with grain, value of pork produced on one
acre soybean forage, and returns from one acre of soybean
forage.
The main “Deductions” (conclusions) from all these
experiments are: “1. Proteins from plant sources seem to
have a high degree of efficiency in comparison with the
animal protein, tankage; but more evidence is necessary on
this point. 2. Pigs seem to be able to select their own rations
efficiently when plant proteins are used. 3. Pigs gained most
rapidly on cocoanut oil meal, next to this was soy bean meal
[extracted, contained at least 48% protein], oil meal [from
linseed] stood third and tankage fourth. Gluten feed used as
a supplement decreased the rate of gain. 4. Soy bean meal
proved to be the most economical supplement.” Address:
Animal Husbandman, Newark, Delaware.
1749. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1919.
Der Frage des Anbauens und der Akklimatsation der Soja
[The question of the cultivation and the acclimatization of
the soybean]. 69(71):553. Sept. 3. [Ger]
• Summary: The question of the worthiness of the cultivation
of the soybean (Sojabohne) in Germany has been dealt
with for many years by both scientists and practitioners of
agriculture. In 1878, the renowned book by Prof. Haberlandt
was published in Austria, and the next year in Germany the
book by Dr. Wein, the one by Prof. Herz and Prof. Wollny in
1880, and then in 1881 the book by Henneberg and Drechsler
(Vienna) [sic, since no such work can currently (March
2021) be found, what was most likely meant by the author
of this article is the book by Ernst Wein, Die Sojabohne als
Feldfrucht [The Soybean as a Crop], published in Berlin in
1881 by Verlag Paul Parey and included as a supplementary
volume (Ergänzungsheft) to no. XXIX of the 1881 edition
of the agricultural periodical Journal für Landwirthschaft, of
which Wilhelm Henneberg and Gustav Drechsler were for
many years the editors].
After that, aside from various analytical experiments,
a certain standstill set in. The result of these publications,
which in general did not speak unfavorably about the
cultivation possibilities of the soybean (Soja), was, however,
a negative one according to the practical point of view. They
did not lead to the cultivation of this crop at the scale of the
garden and even less so at the agricultural level in any areas
of Germany. Since that time, the soybean has been dealt with
nearly every year by some institution from the nutritional
physiology and analytical standpoints. Immediately before
the war (1913), attention was drawn to the soybean once
again by the horticulturalist Winkler (in Mainkur) [a part of
today’s Frankfurt am Main, Germany] on the worthiness of
the cultivation of the soybean, but this question became acute

once again in Germany as well as in Austria only during
the war. In the search for new sources of fat, which in fact
led to the talking up of the cultivation of the most varied of
seeds that contain oil, the soybean was remembered once
again. While on one hand, Dr. Fruwirth in particular, on the
basis of his breeding trials, arrived at the result at that time
that this crop was in general not worthy of being cultivated
in Germany and couched this in the felicitous words that
the soybean could only be cultivated not where wine grows,
but rather where it is also drinkable, there was on the other
hand no lack of other voices that believed that they were able
to recommend the cultivation of the soybean (Sojaanbau)
in a wider range, such as in particular Dr. Heintze of the
Bacteriological Institute of the Chamber of Agriculture
for the Province of Saxony (Bakteriologische Institut der
Landwirtschaftskammer für die Provinz Sachsen). During the
period of the war, a variety of texts were published on this
subject, such as those by Hiltner, von Fürstenberg, Fruwirth,
Kurac [sic, perhaps Kuráz is meant?], Körnicke, etc. The
recommendations for the cultivation and the promotion that
was done from this by a certain side did not fail to make a
certain impression on the farmers and lead them to carry out
trials.
The Imperial Committee for Oils and Fats
(Reichsausschuss für Oele und Fette) (Unter den Linden 68
a, Berlin), which in numerous scientific commissions tested
the capability for use of a variety of oil crops for nutrition
as well as for the possibility of their cultivation in Germany,
was not able to get past these contradictory results. In
contrast, it decided to confront the testing of the worthiness
for cultivation itself, even though as a result of the scientific
and agricultural information that it had obtained, it had to
have seemed to it from the very start to be rather negative.
The Imperial Committee did then achieve results in 1918
for the first time that were reported in a conference of its
employees in Nuremberg. (Footnote: In that regard, see
“Anbau und Akklimatisation der Soja” [“The Cultivation
and Acclimatization of the Soybean”] by Prof. C. Fruwirth in
no. 41 of this journal.) The results of these trials are more or
less as follows:
“The various stocks (Herkünfte) that were tested are
extraordinarily unequal in the maturation time and yield
capability. But the most early maturing, developed seeds
did not achieve a suitable productivity in comparison to
the local bush beans. The medium late to late stocks hardly
developed seeds or did not develop any at all. The earlier
stocks of soybeans were compared with the local bush beans
by some of those who carried out trials, and the results of
that which were achieved are indicated below (in kg per
are) [equal to an area of 10 m by 10 m, or 100 sq. m., or
1/100 of a hectare]: [A table follows with the nine columns
Trial Site, Bush Beans subdivided into Neger Variety and
Hinrichs Variety which, in turn are subdivided into Seeds,
Straw, Seeds, and Straw; and Soybeans, subdivided into
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Hohenheimer fr. br. [probably Hohenheim Early Brown]
XXVI/13 and Tübinger XXI Strassburg I which, in turn, are
subdivided into Seeds, Straw, Seeds, and Straw, and the two
rows Hohenheim Seed Breeding Institute (Saatzuchtanstalt
Hohenheim) Eng. Pflz. [probably narrow planting],
Hohenheim Seed Breeding Institute Wt. Pflz. [probably
wide planting]; then the two columns Bush Beans, Seeds
and II/I Hamburger Yellow with the row Karlsruhe Chamber
of Agriculture (Landwirtschaftlich Kammer Karlsruhe)
(Ettlingen Trial Field) (with the footnote: Greatly infested
by cock chafer grubs); then the four columns English Dwarf
Beans, Seeds; XXII/12 Stedten fr. br, [probably Stedten Early
Brown], I/14 Mainkur Yellow Correns, V/14 Mainkur Black
Correns, Seeds with the row H. Lembke (Malchow) (with
the footnote: Greatly infested by cock chafer grubs) (and
with the footnote: With brown spot disease [perhaps Scirrhia
acicola]). The table shows yields that are significantly higher
for the straw of soybeans compared to the straw of bush
beans but otherwise consistently and substantially lower for
the seeds of soybeans compared to the seeds of bush beans.]
“From the table, it is to be deduced that in no case
did the soybean achieve the yield capability of the local
bush bean or even approach it, even though the latter
has a far shorter vegetative period, and even in the case
when it suffered greatly from cock chafer grubs and in
the other case when it suffered from brown spot disease
(Braunfleckenkrankheit). Thus, it is confirmed at least
for 1918 that even under the more favorable cultivation
conditions in Hohenheim and Karlsruhe, the early-maturing
soy beans demonstrated a thoroughly insufficient capability
for yield, which corresponds to the results from Prof.
Fruwirth. The trials showed that only few of the numerous
forms that were tested even produced seeds to some extent at
all, while the larger part had still hardly formed any mature
seeds even in October, but rather had only formed blossoms.
To be counted upon as the mature varieties are those which
for a longer time had already been cultivated in Germany
and had experienced a natural or systematic breeding
for early maturity, such as the varieties Schurigs Early
Brown (Schurigs frühe braune), Hohenheim Early Brown,
(Hohenheimer frühe braune), Tübingen Black (Tübinger
schwarz), Dahlem Brown (Dahlem braun), Uchtermoor
Brown (Uchtermoor braun), Lauchstedt Black (Lauchstedter
schwarz), Hamburg Yellow (Hamburger gelb), etc. The seeds
for sowing and the harvest from these trials were tested for
their chemical composition, namely for water, ash, fat, and
protein.
The trials were carried out by the Imperial Committee
in connection with numerous scientific institutes, plant
breeders, and practical agriculturalists in a broader range.
Within that context, and as a result of the broadest popular
distribution throughout the entire [German] empire, the
intention is to find the boundary of the acclimatization
capability in Germany. In order to arrange the trials to be

comparable, those who carried out the trials were provided
with a questionnaire, the purpose of which was to determine
in a numerically comparable manner the appearance of the
blossoms, the arrival at maturity, and the capability for yield
as well as other important determinations.
As the overall result of the trials, it can be stated that
not only are the recommendations for the cultivation of the
soybean in Germany premature as they had been indicated to
agriculture from a variety of sources, but very few prospects
exist in general for setting up the soybean through additional
breeding work to be so early maturing and capable of yields
that it could be cultivated at minimum in the most favorable
parts of Germany with success and exploitation. With this,
the great significance that this nutritious crop has and will
continue to have for nutrition is not contradicted. But for
greater consumption, it is almost exclusively importation that
will come into question, and from that point of view, its use
may in fact be recommended.
Imperial Committee for Oils and Fats,
Scientific Department, Berlin
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
1750. McKee, Roland. 1919. Re: Display of forage crops at
International Livestock Show. Letter to W.J. Morse, [USDA],
Sept. 23. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: This letter was written from General Delivery,
Yahoo, Mississippi. “Dear Mr. Morse: Re: This office [of
Exhibits] is going to make a display of forage crops at
International Livestock Show. similar to the one being made
at the Dairy Show. I believe you are informed regarding this
matter and have prepared some material for the same.
“Among other things, we wish to display at the
International Livestock Show, bales of hay of as many
different kinds as we can get together. Included in our list are
cowpeas, soybeans, Sudan grass, Japanese clover and velvet
beans are not baled for the commercial market, or even for
local use, but are fed loose on the farm or in the community
where they are raised. I am therefore not certain as to where
we can get bales of this material put up most conveniently
or even get it done at all. If you can arrange at some of the
points at which you may visit, or with an experiment station
or some individual to have bales of 50-pound or 10-pound
size made of these crops, I wish you would do so and advise
me.
“With such crops as timothy, clover, alfalfa, etc., we
will buy small bales of 10-pound size in the open market.
These will either be displayed entire or by cutting in
halves. I presume with miscellaneous crops it is going to be
impossible to get a uniform size bale made, so that you will
understand that a bale of 50 pounds or more, somewhat in
the shape of the usual commercial bale, is what is wanted.
“Any expense in connection with this will be paid
through the Office of Exhibits here. Of course all I wish for
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you to do now is to make arrangements at some place where
we can secure the material and have the bales made, and
instructions regarding the time and place of shipment will be
sent to the parties later.
“Very truly yours...”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2021)
that mentions an “International Livestock Show” (or
Exhibition).
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Asst. Agrostologist, Office of
Exhibits [USDA, Washington, DC].
1751. Morse, W.J. 1919. Re: Hay made from legumes.
Letter to Mr. Roland McKee [Assistant Agrostologist,
Office of Exhibits, USDA], Washington, DC, Sept. 28. 2 p.
Handwritten, with signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: Morse is writing from Beaumont, Texas. “Dear
Mr. McKee: Yours of the 23rd inst. received at Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. At once took up the matter of the different legume
hays with Prof. A.A. Kerr. We will be able to obtain bales of
soy bean, cowpea, velvet bean, and kudzu hays. Prof. Kerr
said the matter would be handled by Prof. Kidder and he says
that he did not think there would be any trouble getting what
we wanted. Very fortunately they received a new hay press
while I was there.
“Really do not know of any other station or planter that
I am yet to visit where we could obtain the four kinds or a
hay press is at hand. Prof. Kerr will write you in a day or two
and you can take the matter directly up with him. Very truly
yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Crosby House, Hageman-Kidd
Hotel Co., Beaumont, Texas.
1752. Skinner, John H.; Vestal, C.M. 1919. Cattle feeding.
XV. Winter steer feeding. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 240. 23 p. Sept.
• Summary: Two parts of this 3-part study discuss soybean
plants used in silage. Part II, titled “Corn silage versus cornsoybean silage in rations for fattening two-year-old steers”
states that cattle fed corn-soybean silage gained 0.23 lb daily
per head more.
Part III, titled “The value of cottonseed meal when fed
with corn silage and with corn-soybean-silage in rations

for fattening two-year-old steers” states: “The addition of
cottonseed meal to a ration of shelled corn, clover hay, and
corn-soybean silage did not especially affect either the total
feed consumption or the rate of gain.” Address: Lafayette,
Indiana.
1753. Farver, Warner E. 1919. Thick seeding makes best soy
bean hay. National Stockman and Farmer 43(27):744. Oct. 4.
• Summary: After four years of experience growing soy
beans for hay, “we believe we are able to explain more fully
just how the amount per acre should be determined. The size
of the seed will govern the amount it takes to plant an acre.
The larger the bean, the more bushels will be required per
acre. Of a small-seeded variety like Sable, Royal, Ebony,
Jet, etc., even as small a quantity as 1¼ bushels will be more
than two bushels of large-seeded varieties like Medium
Green, Buckshot, Chestnut, Austin, Ohio 9001, Ogemau
[sic, Ogema], etc. Of medium-sized varieties like Mikado,
Wilson, Mongol, Hollybrook, Extra High Yielder, Ohio
9035, Ito San, etc., 1½ bushels corresponds very nearly
to 1¼ bushels of small beans and two bushels of large
varieties.” Address: Holmes county, Ohio.
1754. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1919. Handy helps in
harvesting soy beans increase crop’s food and forage value.
7(10):6. Oct. 8.
• Summary: “With the widely increased popularity of
the soy bean the harvest of the crop has gained markedly
in importance in practically every section of the country.
According to specialists of the United States Department
of Agriculture the fact that practical and satisfactory
bean harvesters are now on the market at comparatively
reasonable prices and are efficient for harvesting the crop
either when grown under level or ridged-row methods of
cultivation, greatly increases the value of this crop not only
as a forage for live stock but also for human food purposes.”
Methods of harvesting are described. Address:
Washington, DC.
1755. Madison Survey (Madison, Tennessee). 1919. Soy bean
lima. 1(35):4. Oct. 22.
• Summary: “Professor [sic, Mr.] W.J. Morse, forage crop
expert of the United States Department of Agriculture, spent
the day with the School family not long ago, and soy bean
limas, one of the new variety of beans which he introduced
into the country, were served for dinner that day. Professor
Morse sent us the seed last spring, about one-half bushel
of it. This was the largest amount of seed furnished to any
one outside Government experiment stations, consequently
the School will have the largest stock of seed this fall to
be found anywhere in this country aside from that grown
directly by the Government.
“The soy bean lima as it grows is hard to shell, but
Government tests demonstrate that if the green beans are
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immersed in boiling water for three to five minutes they shell
easily. We have tried it, and it is true. This bean is about the
size of the Sieva lima, or the Southern butter bean, and it is
the mildest and best flavored of all soy beans.” Note: This is
the earliest English-language document seen (Jan. 2009) that
uses the word “Sieva” in connection with lima beans, or that
uses the term “Sieva lima” to refer to a type of butter beans.
1756. Morse, W.J. 1919. Re: Desire to secure bales of three
types of hay. Letter to Prof. E.F. Cauthen, Agricultural
Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama, Oct. 23. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Cauthen: We are desirous of
securing if possible bales of hay of about 100 pounds weight
of each of Kudzu, cowpea, and soy bean. These bales are to
be used in an exhibit of hays at the International Live-Stock
show to be held at Chicago, November 29 to December 6.
We had expected to get this material through the Louisiana
Experiment Station at Baton Rouge, but Prof. Karr just
advised me that on account of breaking of their baler, they
were unable to go ahead with this work. If it is possible for
you to have a bale of each of these mentioned hays put up for
me, I wish you would go ahead with the work and advise me
at your early convenience. Any expense to which you may
be put in supplying these hays will be borne by the Office of
Exhibits here.
“The bales of hay will need to be crated and shipped
by express collect to Mr. A.A. Ormsby [?], U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture, c/o Motor Service Corporation, Union Stock
Yards, Chicago, Illinois.
“Yours truly, Ass’t. Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Asst. Agrostologist [USDA].
1757. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1919. Spray soy
beans for clover worm. 2(5):44. Oct.
• Summary: “Raleigh, North Carolina.–Spraying with
arsenate of lead is being practiced by farmers in the soybean
belt throughout the Carolinas and Virginia to kill the clover
worm, which is playing havoc with this crop at present. This
practice is not practical, however, with large fields, and many
farmers are cutting the mature beans in order to save as much
forage as possible.”
1758. Heaton, E.B. 1919. Making the farm feed the cow: Soy
beans. Orange Judd Farmer 67(20):748-49. Nov. 15.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (inc. brief history of the
soybean). Value as human food (and feed for cows). With

corn for silage. Do best on rich soils. Rate of seeding (and
varieties).
“I believe that the most important place the soy bean
will have... in the dairy farm scheme is as a catch crop
where the clover and some of the small grain crops fail... In
practically the whole of the dairy section of the country the
soy bean is the best annual legume to use” to maintain and
build up the nitrogen supply in the soil.
Note: Du Page County is just west of Chicago; it lies
along the west border of Cook County, whose county seat is
Chicago. Address: Du Page County, Illinois.
1759. Le Goff, Jean. 1919. Le soja: Un aliment précieux pour
diabétiques [The soybean: A valuable food for diabetics].
Gazette des Hopitaux 92:1120-21. Nov. 18-20. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “In two preceding articles in this journal (22
May 1910 and 7 March 1911) I have called attention to the
use of soya in diabetic diets, I have demonstrated that it is
to cultivate this plant in France, and I am hopeful that some
day there will be interest in cultivating the soybean as a
garden vegetable.” In the United States the soybean is being
introduced to many states under the direction of Mr. W.J.
Morse, who has also written various bulletins dedicated to
the study of the soybean, its cultivation and usage.
From the viewpoint of food, the soybean has been
neglected up until the present. However I noticed in the New
York Herald (May 1916) the name of this seed among the
substances that the Germans have fed to our poor prisoners
of war. And these soybeans came from France!
“Here, in effect, is what one reads in the Journal de
Genève on Thursday, 10 August 1916, page 6, 1st edition.
“Export of soybeans.” Berne (Switzerland): “The Nouvelle
Gazette de Zurich, in its issue no. 1238, has published the
following note: ‘We have said that Mr. G. Liechti, in Zurich,
is the importer from France of 2,000 railway cars (wagons)
of soybeans. At a later date, these soybeans were re-exported
to Germany. He submitted to us the file of this case in which
the press took such great interest.’” Note: These soybeans
were probably not grown in France (or even Europe), but
rather imported to France from East Asia.
“We would like to know what the role of our Minister of
Blockade (Ministère du Blocus) has been in this affair, which
I brought to their attention.
“Food uses of the soybean.–The soybean can be used in
either the dry or fresh state. To date, it has been used only in
the dry state in Europe: (1) As a flour, with which one can
make biscuits, pastries, and bread. (2) As an edible oil. (3) As
a vegetable milk with which one can make a cheese [tofu],
that can be consumed fresh, dry, smoked, or fermented. (4) A
coffee substitute, after roasting.
“In the fresh state, the soybean is rarely used because
agriculture does not take enough interest in this plant,
which not only fertilizes the soil by fixation of atmospheric
nitrogen, but also furnishes forage and an edible seed of
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the first order. This is the vegetable of choice for those with
diabetes mellitus.” Soybeans harvested fresh in France are
very easy to cook–quite unlike dry soybeans. A table shows
the chemical composition of 3 samples of dry soybeans.
Two photos by Dr. Le Goff show: (1) A mature soybean
plant with pods, harvested in the suburbs of Paris; it bears 38
pods containing 90 soybean seeds. (2) A portion of the roots
of a soybean plant with nodules. Address: Dr.
1760. Miller, B.O. 1919. Re: Experiments with soy beans in
South Dakota. Letter to O.M. Scott & Sons Co. [Seedsmen],
Marysville, Ohio, Nov. 22. 1 p. Typed, with signature on
letterhead.
• Summary: “Last Spring I got some Soy Bean seed from
you which I planted with corn and rape for a hog pasture.
The results sure tickled me. Although the field had two
severe hail storms the twelve acres paid me more than the
rest of the quarter. I want to seed 40 acres this Spring the
same way and several neighbors have asked about seed so
would like for you to send prices.”
Note: This letter is printed in small type in the left
margin of the letterhead of O.M. Scott & Sons Co. on a letter
dated March 6, 1920 to Tuskegee Station, Tuskegee Institute
Alabama.
Location: Library of Congress, Washington, DC.
Microfilm of The George Washington Carver Papers in the
Tuskegee Institute Archives, Roll 6 #0547. Address: Mt.
Vernon, South Dakota.
1761. Cromwell, Richard O. 1919. Fusarium blight of the
soy bean and the relation of various factors to infection.
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, Research
Bulletin No. 14. 43 p. Nov. Based on his PhD thesis, Univ. of
Nebraska. [32 ref]
• Summary: The blight of soy beans is due to Fusarium
tracheiphilum. The first report of this soy bean disease
appeared in a publication by the author in 1917. “The
disease is characterized by a chlorosis and shedding of the
leaves or leaflets, followed by the death of the plants, and
is herein called ‘blight.’ Soy bean blight has been observed
in several localities within North Carolina on soils infested
with cowpea wilt...” The physical structure of soils under
natural conditions is not the limiting factor in the infection
of the disease, but acidity under certain conditions has some
influence. The nematode (Heterodera radicicola) also has
some influence.
The section titled “Economic importance of the soy
bean” (p. 6-7) states: “Its culture in England was begun
in 1790. The plant was introduced into the United States
from Japan in 1860. Since that time its cultivation as a
soil-improving and a forage crop has been confined for the
most part to the Southern States. North Carolina is probably
foremost among these States in the production of soy beans.
The yield in 1909 was only 13,313 bushels (29, p. 632), and

in 1915 was estimated as approximately 1,000,000 bushels.
Within the last three or four years, and especially since the
war began, this crop has become increasingly important
because of the large variety of products manufactured from
the oil and meal and because of its introduction in the United
States as a human food.
“The following is a list of the most important products
obtained from soy beans or in which soy beans enter:
Soy bean milk, vegetable cheese, meal or flour, macaroni
preparation, soups, pork and beans, meat substitutes, toilet
powder, fertilizer, and cattle feed from the meal, and high
explosives, soaps, linoleum, rubber substitutes, margarine,
Japanese sauce, paints, varnishes, water-proof cloth, salad
oil, lubricants, and lard substitutes from the oil.”
The section titled “Other soy bean diseases” (p. 7)
mentions nine, including Heterodera, and “Chlorosis and
crinkling (cause?).”
The section titled “History, occurrence and importance
of the disease” (p. 8) states that in 1900 Orton conducted
tests for disease caused by Fusarium on soy beans at Edisto
Island and at Monetta, South Carolina (see Orton 1902, p.
16-19). Eight varieties of soy beans [planted on 29 May 1901
in Monetta] were tried on ten plats. “The varieties tested
were Tokio, Buckshot, Yosho, Ito San, Manhattan, Guelph,
and Amherst [Footnote: The names in use for these varieties
in 1890 were respectively as follows: Best Green, Early
Black, Yoshoka [sic, Yoshioka], Rokugatsu, Gosha, Black
Round, Green Medium, and Bakaziro]. Orton reported that
at Edisto Island the soy bean made a heavy growth, 3 or 4
feet high, and was free from the wilt disease. It may be said
that a very considerable proportion of the several varieties
of cowpeas grown in adjacent plots succumbed to wilt. The
results of these tests accord with the observations of others
who have had opportunity to observe these crops when they
were grown on soil known to be infested with cowpeas wilt.”
The section titled “Field experiments to determine the
susceptibility of varieties” (p. 38-40) states that the following
soybean varieties were planted in May 1916 in Red Springs,
North Carolina: Black Eyebrow, Brown, Haberlandt,
Mammoth Yellow (which suffers greatly from Fusarium
blight), Medium Yellow, Pekin, Tar Heel Black. and Virginia.
Black Eyebrow seems to show some evidence of resistance.
A larger number of varieties were tested in this field in
1917, including the following not tested in 1916: Arlington,
Auburn, Austin, Barchet, Chiquita, Early Dwarf Green,
Guelph, Jet, Manchu, Peking (spelled differently this time),
Tokio, and Wilson Black. Again, Black Eyebrow showed
resistance. “The Brown variety, altho as badly infected by
the nematode and Fusarium as any of the other varieties,
deserves special mention because of its tolerance to these
parasites.”
Note: This is the earliest of two documents seen (Nov.
2020) that mentions Yoshoka, which Cromwell may have
intended to spell “Yoshioka.” Address: Extension Plant
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Pathologist, Iowa State College. Formerly Asst. Plant
Pathologist, North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station.
1762. Lindsey, J.B.; Haskins, H.D.; Smith, P.H.; Beals, C.L.
1919. Compilation of analyses. Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station, Special Bulletin. Nov. 101 p.
• Summary: In the section titled “Composition and digestible
ingredients...” by J.B. Lindsey, P.H. Smith, and C.L.
Beals (p. 4-29) are three long tables: Table I (p. 6-23) is
“Composition and digestible ingredients in cattle feeds.” In
the subsection on “Green fodders,” soy beans (early white
[Early White], medium green [Medium Green], medium
black [Medium Black], late) are mentioned under legumes
(p. 9), mixed and miscellaneous (p. 11, corn and soy beans),
silage (p. 13, corn and soy beans, millet and soy beans). In
the subsection on “Hays and coarse dry fodders,” soy beans
are mentioned under straw (p. 16), legumes (p. 17, “soy
bean hay”), and concentrated feeds (p. 18, “soy beans, soy
beans–meal, soy beans–medium green, and soy beans–oil
cake meal).” A typical analysis of the latter (ground cake/
meal) is: Water 8%, protein 41.6%, fat 8.6%, nitrogen-free
extract 31.6%, fiber 4.8%, and ash 5.4%. Also analyzes
foxtail millets (C. italica) and broom-corn millets (Panicum
miliaceum), barnyard millet (Panicum crus-galli), and pearl
millet (Pennisetum spicatum) (p. 6-7), alfalfa, cow peas,
“horse or broad bean (Faba vulgaris), corn gluten feed
(before and after 1910), peanuts, peanut bran and germ,
peanut oil cake meal, sesame oil cake meal, wheat gluten
flour and meal.
Table II (p. 24-28) is “Fertilizer ingredients in cattle
feeds and dairy products.” Soy beans are mentioned on pages
24-27 under green fodders, silage, hay, and concentrated
feeds. Also analyzes yellow and white lupine, red and white
adzinki [azuki] beans, linseed meal (new and old process),
peanut feed, peanut husks, peanut meal, and Proteina.
Soy beans are not mentioned in Table III, “Average
composition of dairy products” (p. 32-58).
In the section titled “Coefficients of digestibility of
American cattle feeds. Experiments made in the United
States,” by J.B. Lindsey and C.L. Beals (p. 30+) is Table
IV (p. 32-58), with the same title. Soy beans are mentioned
under legumes (p. 33), silage (p. 36-37, incl. Mammoth
Yellow silage), hay (p. 46), concentrated feeds (p. 48, 56).
For a bibliography of publications “consulted in compiling
the foregoing tables of digestibility, see p. 59.
In the section titled “Compilation of analyses of fruits
and garden crops,” by H.D. Haskins (p. 87+) Table VI, with
the same title, is on pages 89-95. Under Leguminosae (p. 94)
we read: Whole soy bean seeds contain 10% moisture, 4.80%
nitrogen, 2.86% ash, 1.26% potassium oxide (44.1% of total
ash), 0.03% sodium oxide (1.1% of t.a.), 0.17% calcium
oxide (5.9% of t.a.), 0.25% magnesium oxide (8.7% of t.a.),
1.04% phosphoric acid (36.4% of t.a.), 0.08% sulfuric acid
(2.8% of t.a.), and 0.01% chlorine (0.4% of t.a.). Note: Two

minerals, potassium oxide and phosphoric acid, comprise
more than 80% of the total minerals / ash in whole soy bean
seeds.
Whole soy bean plants contain 4.3% moisture,–%
nitrogen, 12.64% ash, 1.53% potassium oxide, 0.28%
sodium oxide, 2.31% calcium oxide, 0.50% magnesium
oxide, 0.61% phosphoric acid, 0.26% sulfuric acid, and–%
chlorine. Address: Amherst, Massachusetts.
1763. Hays, F.A. 1919. Efficiency of protein concentrates
from different sources for growing fattening pigs. Delaware
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 125. p. 18-19.
Dec. 1.
• Summary: This work is also titled “Annual Report of the
Director. For the Fiscal Year Ending June 3, 1919.” The
combination of corn and soy bean meal gave the lowest
total feed cost per 100 lbs. gain ($12.96). The price of soybean meal was $83.00 (probably per ton), which was less
expensive than tankage ($100.00) but more expensive than
gluten feed ($48.00), oil meal ($60.00), or O.P. cocoanut oil
meal ($60.00).
It is not possible to tell from the article whether or not
the soybeans were fed as ground beans or defatted meal.
Address: Newark.
1764. Carter, C.E. 1919. Corn plus soys equals pigs. Country
Gentleman 84(49):30. Dec. 6.
• Summary: “Farmers in Knox County, Missouri, planted
soy beans in over 1000 acres of corn this year. Three years
ago no soy beans were grown in this county. The county
agent realized that most of the soil was sour and lacked
humus and nitrogen. Farmers had sown clover seed year after
year and failure with this crop was a common thing.
“Knox is a livestock county, with hogs playing a leading
part. Soy beans and corn make an excellent ration for hogs,
so the county agent persuaded some farmers to plant a patch
of corn and beans together where it could be hogged off.
The above-mentioned 1000 acres this year is the result. Not
only the men who tried the combination but their neighbors
who have been ‘peeping through the crack in the fence’ are
planting soy beans in corn.
“There are two main reasons why these men believe in
this method: First, corn and beans together make a ration
for hogs or sheep, so that when they are turned in the field
they put on flesh very economically, at the same time leaving
the manure in the field. Second, beans being legumes add
nitrogen to the soil; and when planted with the corn reduce
the yield very little if any.”
T.F. Earley of Baring, E.B. Baker of Knox City, E.J.
Howerton and Floyd Rogers of Novelty, and Lee Fickle
of Edina, each describe their own experience and give a
“testimonial” to the value of growing soy beans in Knox
County, Missouri.
Conclusion: “We can see a time in the near future when
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on every farm where hogs are used in the scheme of farming
soy beans will be planted regularly.” Address: County Agent,
Knox County, Missouri.
1765. Justice, J.L. 1919. The moisture problem (Letter to the
editor). Ohio Farmer 144:691. Dec. 6. [1 ref]
• Summary: The writer comments on an article by Prof. Bear
in the last issue of Ohio Farmer on the subject of inoculation
and moisture requirements when soybeans are grown with
corn. “We have grown the corn-soybean combination for a
number of years, for hogging down, siloing and just to have
the soybeans in the corn for the benefit of the nitrogen fixed
in the soil...”
“We have grown the corn-soybean combination for a
number of years, for hogging down, siloing and just to have
the soybeans in the corn for the benefit of the nitrogen fixed
in the end, and I have had an opportunity of watching them
under various conditions. In one small field the combination
was grown for three years in succession. It was on soil that
had never been abused by such steady cropping before. The
beans were planted about four in a hill of corn. The yield and
quality of the corn all three years was as good (and better
in the third year) as corn grown alone on the rest of the
farm. The inference here is that the results secured from the
bacteria working on the soybean roots are more noticeable
the year after the soybeans are grown, but at no time did
the corn in the three seasons seem to suffer from a lack of
moisture due to the soybeans growing with them. It would
certainly have been evident, for corn was grown adjoining
the field, on one side at least, every year.
“Out of the 115 acres of corn we had this year (1914) 40
acres were planted to the corn-soybean combination; more
would have been planted but for the refusal of the attachment
on one planter to work. Because of the extremely dry
summer, I expected the soybeans to rob the corn of moisture,
but there was no sign of it indicated anywhere.
“What surprised me most was that the tables were just
turned; the corn was robbing the soys. The soys, adapted to
such conditions and showing fine inoculation, were short, did
not carry such heavy foliage and were not so sturdy. Perhaps,
I should not have noticed this so much had there not been
growing on one end of a 30-acre field of the combination
crop about 20 rows of soybeans, planted by themselves. The
latter were fine, big vines and full of heavy foliage, with a
good crop of beans. Both were planted and tended the same
way, but it was evident the corn was retarding the growth of
the soybeans and yet the corn did not seem to be suffering
from a lack of moisture any more than corn planted nearby
alone. It is making now, at shucking, between 70 and 80
bushels per acre.
“This year we have a 25-acre field of corn that followed
soybeans. The soybeans, threshed last year, made a luxuriant
growth, were harvested in the early fall and the vines and
leaves were put back on the field in January of this year.

Certainly there was no greater prospect for corn than this
season’s crop offers. The ears are large and round, and one
man brings in a 40-bushel load twice a day, shucking at the
rate of about an acre a day. It must be remembered that none
of this land is run down tho some of it has been tilled nearly
a hundred years. It is black and clay mixed, and special
care is taken to preserve the moisture thru proper tilling.
It takes a good deal of moisture to grow the corn-soybean
combination, and it is up to the farmer to help provide it, so
far as within his means, by proper preparation. It is a thing
worth our time to study out in practice, for the soybean has
found a place on our farms.” Address: Cass County, Indiana.
1766. Prince, Ford S. 1919. A legume crank. Country
Gentleman 84(49):30. Dec. 6.
• Summary: “And as I walked a step further round his alfalfa
drill my foot struck a large branching soy-bean stub, covered
with old pods. I looked up at him in surprise, for I knew the
field had been in sweet corn the year before. I asked him
what his idea was of having soy beans in sweet corn. He told
me that he had been growing soy beans for several years in
his silage corn and for hogging down. ‘Why,’ he said, ‘I’m
going to put soy beans into that field above the house where
the ten-acre plot for the corn contest is. They won’t hurt the
corn and I believe that the nitrogen they gather will even do
the corn some good. I am certain the wheat following will be
better because of the soy beans.
“’Two years ago,’ he went on, ‘my neighbor had a field
in corn, part of which was planted also to soy beans for the
silo. Last year you could tell to the very row by the growth of
the wheat just where the soy beans had been.
“’Oh, we don’t get them all when we cut the corn for
the silo. But we turn the hogs into the field after the corn is
harvested and they certainly do nicely on the beans that are
left.’
“Here is a man whom the neighbors are watching
closely. He moved upon the farm he now occupies shortly
after the Dayton flood in 1913 and started a small dairy.
His problem has been to get as much feed for his cows as
possible off his small acreage. He has done this by growing
these high-yielding legumes and by bolstering up his soil
fertility with nitrogen and manure.
“In three years after he started farming his neighbors
dubbed him ‘Soybean.’ To-day those who hog off corn or fill
a silo in his community are including soy beans in the corn
almost to a man.
“Feeling that his boosting has had good effect with the
soy beans he is now turning his attention to sweet clover...”
Address: County Agent, Greene County, Ohio.
1767. Bell, G.A.; Williams, J.O. 1919. Feeding horses.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1030. 24 p. See p. 6-8, 13, 18,
24.
• Summary: A long table (p. 6-9) titled “Classification,
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composition, and net energy values per 100 pounds of
feeding stuffs for ruminants” gives values for soy beans
in five categories: Hay and fodder from legumes, green
legumes, silage, leguminous seeds, and oil extraction (soybean meal, fat extracted). Also gives values for peanut cake,
gluten feed, and gluten meal.
The section titled “Principal feeds for horses” includes
subsections on “Soy beans, cowpeas, velvet beans, horse
beans, field peas” (p. 13; these hard seeds should always
be ground and should comprise less than one-third of the
concentrate ration–lest they cause digestive troubles),
“peanuts” (and peanut meal), linseed meal, shorts (wheat
middlings), cottonseed meal, gluten meal, gluten feed (p. 15,
both by-products of corn starch manufacture), tankage and
blood meal.
In the section titled “Roughages” is a subsection on
“Soy beans, cowpeas, velvet beans, and field peas.”
A table (p. 24) titled “Daily ration for 1,000-pound horse
at severe work” includes soy beans (ground) in one of the
five rations. Address: Animal Husbandry Div.
1768. Park, J.B. 1919-1920. The soybean. Ohio State
University, Agricultural Extension Service, Bulletin 15(11):14.
• Summary: Contents: Uses, soil and climatic requirements,
inoculation, time of seeding, manner and depth of seeding,
need for moist seedbed, planting with corn for silage and
hogging, effect of soybeans on corn yields when the two
are planted together, harvesting for hay and seed, threshing
methods, and varieties (for seed, hay, silage and hogging).
Photos show: A field of soybeans on the Ohio State
University Farm. Soybean plant, showing an abundance of
seed pods. Address: Dep. of Farm Crops, Ohio.
1769. Hedgson, E.R. 1919. Ten lessons on soy beans and
cow peas. Virginia Agricultural College, Extension Bulletin
No. 55. 26 p. *
• Summary: Utilization of the crop, and profits from it;
harvesting; value and yield of the seed; feeding value; use
as human food and for oil and meal; and soybeans as hay,
pasture, a soiling crop and ensilage are reviewed in the
lessons. Address: Blacksburg, Virginia.
1770. Burns, William A. 1919. Practical sheep husbandry.
Chicago, Illinois: Published by the author. 84 p. See p. 4849. Illust. 24 cm.
• Summary: In the chapter on “Field feeding,” the section
on “Better fall feeds provided” states: “The most successful
field feeders have found it expedient to provide more and
better field feeds to go along with the ordinary roughage
found on the average farm. Such forage crops as rape, soy
beans, field peas, etc., sown in with the corn, or in a field
alone, make excellent sheep feeds, and sometimes no grain
need be added at all;...”

“Noah Fouts, a lamb feeder of Camden, Indiana, writes
as follows regarding the merits of soy beans as sheep feed:
“’We turned to sheep several years ago because of the
available roughage we saw going to waste every year. We
soon learned, however, that this roughage alone would not
produce the finish required at the market. We began looking
for a supplement for high priced grain and think we have
found it in soy beans. We do not claim that we can always
finish our sheep or lambs without adding some grain but we
have reduced it to a minimum.
“’We have found soy beans a wonderful sheep feed.
We generally sow them in with the corn or rape and turn
the sheep in on them. We always produce an abundance
of clover, alfalfa and soy bean hay as well as corn stover.
We have found it imperative to have an abundance of dry
roughage for winter feeding.
“’We seldom miss the top of the market and our last load
or tail end feeding was good enough to put an extreme top
on the lamb market. When feeding in the dry lot, we feed a
ration of about equal parts shelled corn and soy beans. We
are raising bigger and better crops and have increased the
value of our land considerably. We find sheep practical on
our high priced land.’” Address: Secretary.
1771. Good, E.S. 1919. Animal husbandry I. Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 31:30-33.
For the year 1918.
• Summary: “We continued our experiment this year in the
hogging down of soy beans... The most money was made per
acre by the system of hogging down the corn check-rowed
and the soy beans planted in the rows one way.” A second
experiment was designed to determine the value of garbage
in pork production. Soy bean meal and soy beans were
mixed with different lots of garbage. Note: It is not clear
whether this “soy bean meal” was defatted or not. Address:
Head, Animal Husbandry [Lexington, Kentucky].
1772. Gray, Dan T. 1919. Swine experiments. North
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
42:43-47. For the year ended June 30, 1919.
• Summary: The section titled “Curing meat on the farm
(Pender Test Farm and Central Experiment Farm)” (p. 45-46)
states: “Packers usually make the claim that meat made from
hogs which have been fed upon soybean and peanut pastures
shrink very much more during the process than meat cured
from hogs fattened upon corn alone. In fact, this is one of
their main arguments for discriminating against soft-bodied
hogs. Our results for the past several years do not bear out
the packers’ charge. In our work meat cured from hogs which
never had peanut or soybean pasture shrank 19.4 per cent;
cured meat from hogs which were grazed upon soybeans
shrank 20.6 per cent; meat made from hogs fattened upon
peanut pastures shrank during the curing process 16.9 per
cent.” Address: Chief in Animal Industry [Durham, North
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Carolina].

Henderson’s Clydesdale Oats. Address: 35 and 37 Cortland
St., New York, New York.

1773. Harris, Corra; Leech, Faith Harris. 1919. From sunup
to sundown. Garden City, New York: Doubleday, Page &
Company. (The Country Life Press). [4] + 363 p. 20 cm.
• Summary: This book is composed of letters, many to
“My dear Dora” from mother, Farm Hill, Georgia. And the
others from daughter Dora at Cloverset, a farm in Northern
Georgia. As the book begins, Dora has just married John,
who owns and runs a farm and is very interested in soy
beans.
Soy beans and soy-bean hay are mentioned throughout
this book on pages 54, 59, 98, 124-25, 130, 161-63, 179,
202, 213, 224-25, 227, 233, 246, 249-50, 254, 257-58, 26466, 272-74, 277-78, 289-90, 305-06, 313-16, 333-34, and
347-48. Also mentions soy-bean meal (p. 310). “Soy Beans:
Forty hogs at Cloverset Farm are gaining over 3/4 of a pound
a day hogging off these beans.
“In the three adjoining compartments were respectively,
soy-bean meal, cornmeal, and ground oats. The sign above
these read:
“Soy-bean meal, cornmeal, ground oats: A mixture of
these is the feed the sow with the pigs received before and
after the pigs came.”
Page 54: “John, I remember, is slightly daft on the
subject of soy beans. But do not give the cow much soy-bean
hay. It increases the yield of milk and butter enormously, but
the flavour of the beans renders them unpalatable.”
1774. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1919. Henderson’s farmer’s
manual (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY: Printed by John
C. Rankin Co. 16 p.
• Summary: See next page. A green and white photo on the
cover shows farmers with pitchforks piling hay onto a wagon
pulled by horses.
The section titled “Early Green Soja or Soy Beans” (p.
14) begins: “This early green variety has proved its earliness
and value in the Northern States by not only producing
large fodder crops, but ripening the seed as far north as
Massachusetts. The grain is the richest known vegetable
substance, and when ground and fed to cattle gives a
milk richer and better than cotton seed or other meal. The
American farmer can now, by the aid of the Soja or Soy Bean
and Japanese Millet, grow on his own farm, at small cost, a
combination which, furnishes a wholesome, economical and
completely balanced feed for milch cows. This combination
should be composed of two parts millet or corn to one part
Soja Beans, grown separately, but mixed thoroughly, at the
time of cutting and filling the silo.”
“Price, 20c. per lb.; $2.50 per peck; $9.00 per bushel,
60 lbs; 10 bushel lots, $9.90 bushel.” Contains many blackand-white photos. One such photo shows a man standing in
a field of “Early Soja Beans.” An Index lists all plants that
appear in the catalog. On the back cover is a full-page ad for

1775. Hoffman (A.H.), Inc. 1919. Hoffman’s Farm Seeds
(Mail-order catalog). Landisville, Pennsylvania. 32 p. 25 cm.
• Summary: See page after next. A photo on the front
cover shows three men piling hay onto a wagon pulled by
two white horses. The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 22-24)
discusses: Introduction (alternative to expensive protein
feeds). Our stocks of soy beans (excepting Mammoth
Yellows). Facts about soy beans. How to grow soy beans
(nine points). Varieties: Wilson Blacks (“This is deservedly
the most popular Soy Bean.” Yields 20-30 bushels/acre), Ito
San (This new, early yellow-seed variety has been improved
by “years of seed selection on the Johnson Brothers’ Farms.”
Note: Probably E.F. “Soybean” Johnson and Elmer Solomon
Johnson of Stryker, Williams County, Ohio), Medium Green
(“Our ‘Medium Greens’ have been greatly improved by the
Johnson Brothers, who grow them successfully in Northern
Ohio.” Shattering problems have been largely overcome.),
Early Brown, Mammoth Yellow (will not mature beans
in Pennsylvania or Ohio), mixed soy beans (a mixture of
different varieties). An illustration shows the leaves and pods
on a soy bean plant. Photos show: (1) Soy beans growing in
corn for use as silage. (2) A field of Wilson Black soy beans.
(3) Close-up of Wilson Black soy bean seeds. (4) Harvesting
soy beans for hay.
Page 32 is about “Farmogerm–The standard
inoculation,” and rates of seeding: Soy beans (Broadcast)
60-90 lb/acre. Soy beans in drills 20-30 lb/acre. There are
60 pounds per bushel. An ad on the inside back cover, titled
“If you grow your own seed you need a ‘Clipper’ cleaner,”
shows photos of two models of this seed cleaner (Nos. 1-B
and 2-B) and a cross sectional diagram of how the cleaner
(made by A.T. Ferrell & Co., Saginaw, Michigan) works.
The parts are: Shoe, straw-spout, screening spout, vertical air
shaft, dust hood, and fan. It contains screens for many types
of seeds, including soy beans.
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York. Address: Landisville,
Lancaster Co., Pennsylvania.
1776. Lipman, Jacob G.; Blair, Augustine W. 1919. Report
of the Department of Soil Chemistry and Bacteriology. New
Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
39:179-92. For the year ending June 30, 1918. See p. 189-93.
[3 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “The influence of lime upon
the yield of dry matter and nitrogen from different varieties
of soybeans” (p. 189-93) examines the influence of lime on
the number of nodules and the percentage of nitrogen when
soybeans are harvested for hay, found in New Jersey that the
average yield of dry matter from 12 plants from the limed
plots was 84.4 gm and from the unlimed plots was 46.5 gm.
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The percentage of nitrogen in the dry matter was
0.25% higher for the limed than for the unlimed
plots. On the limed plots an average of 85
nodules per plant was found, compared with only
37 nodules on the unlimed plots. Of six varieties
grown to maturity on both series of plots, all
gave higher yields of soybeans and straw on
the limed plots, the average increase being 5.5
bushels of beans and 800 lb of straw. Plants
harvested for forage showed an average nitrogen
content in the tops of 3.08% on limed plots and
2.67% on unlimed plots, and in the roots 1.47%
and 1.24% respectively. Address: 1. Ph.D.,
Director of the Station and Prof. of Agriculture
at the State Agricultural College, Soil Chemist
and Bacteriologist; 2. A.M., Assoc. Soil Chemist
[New Brunswick, New Jersey].
1777. Michels (Henry) Golden Glow Farm.
1919. Soy beans. Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. 1 p.
28 cm.
• Summary: Printed with dark brown ink on
beige paper. The top half of this 1-page catalog is
titled: “Soy beans: Soy beans will soon be grown
in every field of silage corn. They are highly
recommended by the Agricultural College, Farm
papers, and the most progressive farmers.
“The crop is leguminous and therefore
corn planted with soy beans will make a bigger
growth than where it is grown alone, and besides
the beans furnish several tons of green forage per
acre and make silage 50% richer in protein.
“Soy beans have a high fertilizing value,
the roots and nodules leaving 75 to 100 pounds
of nitrogen an acre in the soil which at ordinary
fertilizer prices is worth at least $20.00 per acre.
Big crops always follow soy beans.
“Mammoth Yellow Soy Beans make the
tallest growth, biggest yield and stay green the
longest. They are the variety to plant for silage.
Mix 1/8 beans and two thirds corn in your
planter this year and get some real silage. One
bushel beans is enough for ten acres.
“We have had such a big demand for this variety that
we have now purchased a carload which is expected to
arrive about May 1st. We bought them right in the producing
country in Virginia at a low price and can therefore offer
them at a bargain.
“Price Per Bushel of 60 Pounds: $4.00
“Two bushel orders shipped in new burlap sacks free.
Less than two bushel orders in new seamless cotton sacks at
60¢ each
“There is a tremendous demand for soy beans this year
and we advise you to place your order at once.”

The bottom half of the page is titled “Golden Glow Seed
Corn.”
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usdanurseryandseedcatalog Address: [Seedsmen], Fond du Lac,
Wisconsin.
1778. Moore, Ransom A.; Halligan, Charles P. 1919. Plant
production. New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Boston, Atlanta:
American Book Co. 428 p. Illust. Index. 19 cm.
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• Summary: This book is divided into two main parts: Part I,
“Agronomy” (p. 11-200) and Part II, “Horticulture” (p. 201411).
Soybeans are mentioned on pages, 120, 132-140, 203,
257, 258, and 416.
Chapter 10, “Leguminous crops,” begins (p. 120):
“Leguminous plants increase the fertility of the soil by
adding nitrogen to it. If the roots of a legume are removed
from the ground and closely examined, small swellings, or
nodules, may be seen on them. In these nodules are bacteria
that have the power of taking nitrogen from the air and of
supplying it to the nodule-bearing plants. When the roots and
nodules finally decay, the nitrogen that has been taken from
the air is available for other crops that follow a leguminous
crop. The most common legumes are the clovers, alfalfa,
peas, field beans, soy beans, cowpeas, and vetches.
The section on “Soy beans” begins: The soy bean is a
native of southeastern Asia where it grows wild and forms
an essential part of the food for the inhabitants. It was
introduced early into Japan and is used there and in China
principally as human food. Soy beans were introduced into
the Southern States by the United States Department of
Agriculture. Until recently no extended effort has been made
to grow soy beans in the North. They are classified as early,
medium, and late, and each division has many varieties,
based on color.” This chapter has the following contents:
Habits of growth. Uses. Soy beans as a protein food. Soy
beans for hay. Planting. Cultivation. Harvesting. Threshing
and storing. Soil inoculation. Exercises [e.g., “What are the
principal characteristics of legumes?”]. Home projects [e.g.,
“3. Sow hairy vetch in the fall with and without rye as a
nurse crop, and note the development for hay the following
summer”].
Photos show: (73) A man standing in a field of soybeans
with a large barn in the background. (74) Early soy beans.
(75) A soy bean harvester. (76) Nodules on the roots of soy
beans.
Tables show: (1) Growing period and yield per acre of
soy beans from tests made at the Wisconsin station; For each
variety is given the growing period in days, yield per acre in
bushels, and weight per measured bushel. The varieties are
Ito San, Early Brown, Medium Early Black, Medium Early
Green, Medium Early Yellow, Michigan Green, Wisconsin
Black, Early Black.
(2) Nutritional composition of dry soy beans. (3)
Average digestible nutrients (crude protein, carbohydrates,
fat) in soy beans and other concentrates–including cottonseed
meal (choice), linseed meal (old process [not solvent
extracted]), wheat bran, oats, barley, dent corn. (4) Average
digestible nutrients in soy bean hay and other roughage–
including alfalfa hay, red clover hay, oat hay, timothy hay,
corn fodder with ears.
Part II. A table (p. 203) titled “Longevity of seeds (from
Vilmorin’s tables)” shows that the soy bean has an average

longevity of 2 years and an extreme longevity of 6 years. The
greatest longevity for any of the 23 seeds shown is 10 years.
In the chapter on “Fruit growing,” the section on “Cover
crops” in orchards states (p. 257): “When the trees are
producing a weak growth, some legume as winter vetch,
crimson clover, mammoth clover, peas, or soy beans should
be sown.”
A table (p. 258) titled “Quantities of cover crop seed to
sow per acre” specifies 90 lb for soy beans.
A table (p. 416) titled “Legal weight per measured
bushel in most states for the common field seeds, and rate
of seeding per acre” states: “Soy beans, broadcast” 60 lb
per bushel, 90 lb. per acre. “Soy beans, in drills” 60 lb per
bushel, 20 to 60 lb. per acre.
Note: Ransom Asa Moore was born in 1861. Address: 1.
Prof. of Agronomy, the Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison.
1779. Rouest, Léon. 1919. Contribution à l’Étude sur le soja
[Contribution to the study of the soybean]. Genie Rural (Le)
11(99-100):23-26. (New Series Nos. 39-40). Continued: See
Rouest 1920. [Fre]
• Summary: Gives a brief overview of the history of the
soybean in Europe and France, starting at the top left of
page 24: It was introduced into Europe, where it has been
cultivated at the Museum of Natural History since 1779.
In 1855 M. de Montigny sent, from China, several
soybean varieties to the National Society for Acclimatization
(France), which used them for trials in various localities in
France.
At the Vienna World Exhibition of 1873 there were
soybeans from Japan, China, and Mongolia.
In 1874 soybean cultivation was undertaken at Etampes.
In 1875, and during the following years, agronomic
trials with its culture were conducted in Austria [sic, actually
in the Austro-Hungarian Empire].
In 1888 it was introduced into the United States and
adopted as a forage crop in the southern states. From 1880
to 1896 it was discussed in many agricultural bulletins in the
USA. The soybean was also studied in Russia.
In 1905 Mr. Li Yu-ying foresaw the use of soya in
France as a commercial food. He established a laboratory
and a factory named La Caséo-sojaine was established at
Colombes (Seine).
Also discusses: Dr. Bloch, the Soyanna [sic, Soyama]
Werke near Bockenheim, Messrs. Paillieux, Sagot, Raoul,
and Jumelle, and the various soyfoods from China and
Japan that they describe (Miso, shoyu {Shoyua}, tofu
{Tofou}, dried frozen tofu {Kouri Tofou}, yuba {Uba}), and
the potential threat of soya to the French cheese industry.
“Finally in 1910-11 numerous soy products were presented
at the expositions in Brussels [Belgium], Turin [France], and
Dresden [Germany].”
Describes work on the Ferme Expérimentale de
Néoculture du Sud-Est, at Villardonnel, Aude. Mr. Semichon,
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Director of the wine station at Aude, sent this experimental
farm some soybean seeds which he received from the
USDA accompanied by a bulletin written by William
Morse (probably “The soy bean: Its culture and uses,”
1918). Rouest translates the Bulletin into French (p. 25-26).
The most important varieties mentioned are: Mammoth,
Hollybrook, Ito San, Guelph, Haberlandt, Medium Yellow,
Wilson, Peking, Tokio, Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Barchet.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2019)
by Léon Rouest about soybeans. In earlier years he had been
a journalist in the French colonies of North Africa (Tunisia,
Algeria, etc.).
Rouest was born on 11 Nov. 1872 in Paris; he died on 27
Feb. 1938 in Chartres, France. Illustrations (line drawings,
both non-original) show: (1) Soja hispida plant, with closeup of a cluster of pods. (2) Soja Hato [Hahto] soybean plant.
Address: Director, Ferme Expérimentale de Néoculture du
Sud-Est, at Villardonnel (Aude), France.
1780. Guard, Samuel R. 1920. Soybeans in a cornbelt
rotation. Breeder’s Gazette 77(2):67-68. Jan. 8.
• Summary: See above. Describes methods used by William
E. Riegel (“a soybean enthusiast”) on the 800-acre C.L.
Meharry farm in Champaign, Illinois. Discusses: Harvesting
for hay and seed. Place in the rotation (soybeans follow corn
and soys planted together). Preparing the seed. Inoculation
using the solution method, not the glue method. Planting
time and methods. Germination, a hard rain produces a hard
crust, and use of spike-toothed harrows, weeders, and rotary
hoes to break that crust. Killing weeds and grasses when
soybeans are 2 inches high by cultivation with a rotary hoe.
Harvesting for hay or (later) for seed. Threshing. Yields and
favorite varieties (Mongol and A-K). Effect of soybeans on
corn yield when they are planted in combination. Methods
of harvesting corn and soybeans depend on the hog market
outlook (when the demand for pork is strong, the crop of

corn and soybeans would be hogged-down. The same thing
applies to “cattling-down”). Use of western ewes and sheep,
or Percheron colts (horses) for harvesting. Great importance
of keeping down costs (Mr. Riegel’s subtle management is
everywhere in evidence).
Large photos show: (1) Two horses pulling a machine
for mowing soybeans for hay in central Illinois. A farmer is
standing waist-deep in soybeans to one side. (2) Two sets
of horses pulling two machines on the Meharry farm. The
machine in front is binding soybeans for seed, while the one
behind it is drilling (planting) wheat. (3) “Cattling-down
corn and soybeans to produce war beef.” Address: [Illinois].
1781. Bliss, G.R. 1920. Producing pork, beef and milk with
soy beans. Wallaces’ Farmer 45(3):162. Jan. 16.
• Summary: The increase in soybean growing in Iowa,
varieties suited to various uses, soybeans for hogging down
and silage, methods of inoculation, are discussed in part.
“The soy bean is gradually taking its place as an important
crop in Iowa... farmers of the corn belt have just recently
learned its value.” It is said that the soybean is “going to
prove a cheap source of beef, pork and mutton production,
as well as one of the most potent factors in enriching the
soil.” The following varieties are discussed: Ito San, Medium
Yellow, Medium Green, Black Eyebrow, Chestnut, Ebony,
Sable, Perley Mongol, Wilson, and Roosevelt. A photo shows
a person in a field of soybeans grown in corn. Address: Iowa.
1782. Mathews, I.J. 1920. Soil and soy beans (Letter to the
editor). Hoard’s Dairyman 59(1):26. Jan. 23.
• Summary: The writer comments on an article by James
Lacey in the 7 Nov. 1919 issue of this journal on the subject
of the adaptability of soy beans to specific soil types. “Five
years ago I got the soy bean ‘bug’ and decided to try some...
I planted Black Ebonies because they were the first ones I
saw advertised.” He made them into hay, which proved very
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acceptable to his cows. “From that time on, I have boosted
soy beans and I believe that, next to alfalfa, they are the
most important crop that has been brought forward in recent
years. The dairyman cannot afford to overlook soy beans as
silage...”
“In this county [Pulaski, Indiana], three years ago
there were about forty-five acres of soy beans growing in
combination with corn. Last year the combination acreage
was increased up to a little more than twelve hundred
acres, and this year soy beans growing either alone or in
combination with corn occupy about eight thousand acres
and represent some seven hundred farms.” The varieties
grown range from Ito San and Mammoth Yellow, the largest,
to Early Brown, the smallest. The write believes that soy
beans grow and yield best on sandy or light soil. They often
have a hard time pushing through the surface of stiff or clay
soil. The later the variety, the more difficulty they have.
“For planting in combination with corn or for late
hogging down purposes, the most popular varieties with us
are Hollybrook, Haberlandt, and Taki. Ito San, Ogemaw,
or Early Brown find considerable favor, especially when
planted in combination with early corn intended for early
hogging down purposes. The first three named are popular in
the order mentioned, the Hollybrook being by far the most
popular.”
“Soy beans are very popular, and deservedly so. In the
rotation scheme on most farms, I believe they will come to
occupy a position second only to clover.” Address: Pulaski
County, Indiana.
1783. Morse, W.J. 1920. Re: Work conducted with soy
beans and cowpeas at Whitehall, South Carolina. Letter
(memorandum) to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC, Jan. 24. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: With regard to your request
for a memorandum on the work conducted with soy beans
and cowpeas at Whitehall, South Carolina and also any
suggestions for work along this line, I submit to you the
following.
“In summarizing the work carried on at Whitehall, South
Carolina, in 1916 and 1917 with soy beans, Mr. Westover
in his report states that in general this crop made a very
satisfactory growth and the yields of forage were somewhat
greater on the rice lands than on the upland. Attempts
to grow seed met with failure, probably due to climatic
conditions, but Mr. Westover suggests that further work will
have to be done along this line to settle this problem.
“In looking over a more detailed report of the soy bean
work, the matter of seed maturing properly appears to be
the same for all varieties except the Hollybrook. Attempts
were made to grow two crops the same season of early
varieties, namely the Manchu and Ito San. The first seeding
was harvested for forage on July 21 and the varieties

were again seeded July 30. The second crop produced an
abundance of pods but they contained very few good seeds.
All other varieties tested, such as the Mammoth, Hollybrook,
Virginia, Biloxi, Chiquita, Barchet, Black Eyebrow and
Manchu, although producing an abundance of pods, did not
mature the beans properly. The beans instead of hardening
as they normally do, remain soft, the seed coats drying and
shriveling. With the Hollybrook, the seeds filled out well.
“Before any considerable field work should be
conducted on the rice lands or uplands, further work should
be carried on with the soy bean along the following lines.
“(1) Date of planting, beginning April 1 and continued
at intervals of 2 weeks up to August 1. The date of planting
test should include early, medium, medium late, and
late varieties. (2) Variety tests. Rows or small field plots
including all varieties now grown commercially and some of
our improved sorts such as the Hahto, Easy Cook, Laredo,
Biloxi, Mandarin, and Otootan. With such experiments,
studies can be made to see if time of planting has any effect
on the normal development of the seed and if all varieties
behave the same in seed production.
“Relative to the cowpea, which I suggested growing for
production of seed, I note that although good forage in 1916
was produced, little seed was obtained. The reason given is
that there was an abundance of rain at the time of bloom. In
1917, however, seed was produced quite abundantly but it
rotted as badly and was so infected with weevil that no yields
were obtained. If it is deemed desirable to grow cowpeas for
seed, I would suggest much the same line of experiments for
cowpeas as has been noted for soy beans, namely, date of
planting and variety tests.
“As a forage proposition, both cowpeas and soy
beans do very well and give excellent yields. The soybean
was found to range from 2750 pounds of cured hay with
the Tokyo variety to 5,600 pounds of cured hay with the
Chiquita variety. The cowpea with the Brabham variety gave
2750 pounds of cured hay, the Groit 4010 pounds of cured
hay per acre.
“Very truly yours, Assistant Agronomist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Asst. Agrostologist [Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry], USDA,
Washington, DC.
1784. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1920. Wholesale catalogue.
Spring edition for market gardeners and florists (Mail-order
catalog). New York, NY. 40 p. 27 cm.
• Summary: A full-page section (p. 34) is titled “Condensed
list of farm seeds” with the subtitle: “See full description
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in Henderson’s Farmers Manual sent post free.” In the left
column we read, under “Beans for soiling, fodder, etc.:
“Early Green Soja. It grows about 4 ft. high and yields
ten to twenty tons of green fodder per acre, or 20 to 40
bushels of Beans. Price, peck, $2.25; bushel (60 lbs.), $8.00;
10 bush., @ $7.90. Sow 3 pecks per acre.”
On the front cover is an illustration of a smiling, whitehaired man wearing a hat and rimless glasses, and holding a
rectangular basket full of vegetables.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York, New York.
1785. I.J.M. 1920. The hog grower’s delight. Successful
Farming 19:88-89. Jan.
• Summary: J.M. Ballard, a Grant County, Indiana, hog
grower, explains that he plants soybeans (through a separate
attachment) with corn, small pumpkins, and rape seed. As
a winter forage for his hogs he likes to use a combination
of equal amounts of soybeans and Sudan grass. “The man
who grows hogs will find it hard to do without soys after he
has once used them. They decrease the amount of tankage
necessary, supply a valuable leguminous forage or hay, are
ideal for hogging down with corn and build up the nitrogen
content of the soil instead of continually tearing it down.”
Address: Indiana.
1786. Mathews, I.J. 1920. Soybean facts for winter: A crop
that is rapidly gaining a place. Successful Farming 19(1):26,
47. Jan.
• Summary: “My first experience with soybeans dates back
five years... I bought some Black Ebony beans supposed to
be inoculated by the grower and planted them in rows three
feet apart. When they came up, I soon found that a soybean
was considerably different than a field bean, it rooted deeper
and could not be cultivated out so easily and was not subject
to anthracnose or blight.” Curing the beans for hay at the end
of September was a “rather irksome job.” When they finally
became dry enough to haul in, they were absolutely black
and the leaves were covered with sand. He fed this soybean
hay to cows. “Much to my surprise, I found that the cattle ate
this stuff with relish and there was no diminution in the milk
flow, all the sand withstanding. Soybeans immediately grew
in my favor.”
Under a bold heading proclaiming soybeans to be “A
wonder crop,” the author continues: “And today my faith in
the soybean is greater than it ever was before. I have seen
thousands of acres of them growing, grown and harvested.
They are a wonder crop and to my mind, rank next to alfalfa
in the crops that have been brought forward during the last
few years.”
Also discusses “handling inoculation soil,” feeding
soybean hay to chickens, using soybean hay or forage
to balance the hog’s ration, the difficulties of storing the

soybean grain (If the beans are even slightly damp, they will
heat in the bin and get musty; this greatly decreases their
germination rate. Storage in sacks is an alternative).
Photos show: Two varieties grown side by side in a test
plot; one is thriving and one is not. Medium green soybeans
grown in corn for silage.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1996)
that uses the word “wonder” or “wonder crop” to refer to
soybeans. Address: Pulaski County, Indiana.
1787. Philips, A.G.; Carr, R.H.; Kennard, D.C. 1920. Meat
scraps versus soybean proteins as a supplement to corn for
growing chicks. J. of Agricultural Research 18(7):391-98.
Jan. [6 ref]
• Summary: The introduction states: “McCollum and his
coworkers (1918) have shown that the cereal grains, although
they have a low biological value as compared to milk, have
a remarkable value as supplementary sources of amino acids
for certain vegetable proteins... The proteins of soybean are
usually considered of excellent quality (Daniels & Nichols
1917), but their biological value is thought to be of the same
order as that of corn and oats.”
“The object of this experiment was to determine the
value of corn protein in the growth of chicks when the
proteins were fortified with sufficient ash and with fatsoluble vitamines, as compared with their value when
supplemented by varying amounts of proteins derived from
meat scraps or soybean meal or from these proteins in
combination.”
Note: The term “soybean meal” probably refers to
defatted soybean meal, but could possibly be simply ground
dry soybeans. The article is unclear on this point.
Summary: The basal ration supplemented with “10 parts
of protein from soybean meal gave the best growth.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the term “soybean proteins”
(or “soybean protein”). Address: 1. Chief in Poultry
Husbandry; 2. Assoc. in Nutrition; 3. Asst. in Poultry
Husbandry. All: Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette,
Indiana.
1788. Schoene, W.J. 1920. Twelfth Report of the State
Entomologist and Plant Pathologist 1918-1919: Green clover
worm. Virginia State Crop Pest Commission, Quarterly
Bulletin 1(4):18-19. Jan.
• Summary: “Early in August [1919] letters and telegrams
began to arrive from various parts of eastern and southside
Virginia telling about a caterpillar that was destroying fields
of soy beans and cow peas. Fortunately, Mr. L.B. Smith of
this office, has for a number of years observed the work of
the green clover worm (Plathypena scabra Fab.) on soy
beans and cow peas so that when the first information arrived
regarding the serious outbreak of this pest information as to
its identity was at hand.” Many fields of soy beans planted
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for hay were severely damaged. Address: Blacksburg,
Virginia.
1789. Fred, E.B. 1920. They do the work: How nodule
bacteria increase the yield of soy beans and raise the per cent
as well as the total protein content of the forage. Hoard’s
Dairyman 59(4):171, 232. Feb. 13.
• Summary: Discusses the results of experiments on soybean
inoculation in Michigan. The effect of inoculation is not
confined to the yield of forage. Inoculation has different
effects on soy beans grown on different types of soils. “Soy
beans with nodules produced more than three times as much
dry forage as those without nodules.” And this forage has a
much higher nitrogen content.
Photos show: (1) Root from inoculated soy bean.
(2) Inoculated and uninoculated soy bean plants. (3) Part
of the inoculated and uninoculated plots of soy beans at
Princeton, Wisconsin. (4) Ito San soy beans from equal areas
of uninoculated and inoculated plots. Address: Wisconsin

College of Agriculture.
1790. Hackleman, J.C. 1920. Re: Request to send soybean
varieties to Illinois county farm advisers. Letter to W.J.
Morse, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC, Feb. 14. 1
p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “At a recent conference of farm advisers of
Southern Illinois it was decided that B.W. Tillman, County
Farm Adviser at Belleville, Illinois, St. Clair Co. would take
this particular project for his work along crop lines this year.”
Hackleman asks Morse to please send to Mr. Tillman seed of
3-4 varieties that look “especially promising for the St. Louis
territory.” He would like farmers to grow one plot of each for
seed and a second for silage or to be hogged off.
“We have another farm adviser, Mr. F.A. Gougler,
Quincy, Illinois, who would be glad to cooperate along
similar lines. Mr. Gougler is just across the river from
Hannibal, Mo. [Missouri]. We had demonstrations near
Hannibal last year and such varieties as the Wilson, Virginia,
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and Mikado did exceedingly well.”
Morse responds on Feb. 19 that his supply of seed of
improved soy bean varieties for cooperative work is rather
limited. “It is possible that we can supply one peck of each
of three or four of our varieties but we would prefer to have
them used entirely for seed purposes, as seed of all the
improved varieties is in demand and it is our policy to try to
get farmers to increase the seed supply.” He will try to send
at least 15 pounds of each of four varieties to Mr. Tillman
and to Mr. Gougler.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1928. Box 10–Idaho-Illinois. Folder–
Illinois–#2.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Crops Extension, Agric. Exp.
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1791. Grantham, Arthur E. 1920. The soy bean–It’s promise
as a farm crop. Practical Farmer 116(4):70-71. Feb. 15.
• Summary: “Systematic efforts towards bring the crop
[the soy bean] into general culture did not begin until the
agricultural experiment stations were established. About
1890, Professor Brooks, of the Massachusetts Agricultural
College on a trip to Europe, secured the seed of a few
varieties of the soy bean, which he planted and carefully
studied. This marked the beginning of the investigative work
by the experiment stations in many states.”
Discusses the history and description of the soybean,
its culture and uses, its future as a permanent crop in our
agriculture, its market value and its harvesting.
Note: Actually, soybeans were first grown by a U.S.
land grant institution at Rutgers Scientific School in New
Jersey in May 1879; this organization became an agricultural
experiment station in 1880 (see Cook 1879; Woodward
1932).
1792. Carrier, Lyman; Ashbrook, F.G. 1920. Hog pastures for
the southern states. Revised. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No.
951 (Revised ed.). 22 p. Feb. See p. 2, 5-6, 9-10, 13-15, 2022. First issued May 1918.
• Summary: The text of this revised edition is very similar
to that in the original May 1918 edition except: (1) Most
sections are on slightly different pages. (2) A few words such
as “Corn-Belt” and “Cotton Belt” have been capitalized. (3)
One sentence has been inserted into the subsection on “Soy
beans” (p. 13): “Experiments on the grazing of soy beans by
hogs have shown that they have a very marked effect on the
quality of the pork. The meat is inclined to be dark in color
and soft to oily. More extended experiments to determine
facts regarding the feeding of this product are now being
carried on.”

New photos show: (Cover). Hogs shoulder-deep in
pasture. (Fig. 1) “A field of soy beans ready to be pastured.
The large tree makes an excellent shade for the hogs.” (U.S.
experiment farm, Beltsville, Maryland). (Fig. 4) “Hogs on
soy-bean pasture. Hogs on such pasture will make cheap
and rapid gains with a small amount of grain.” Address: 1.
Agronomist in Charge of Pasture Investigations, Bureau
of Plant Industry; 2. Junior Animal Husbandman in Swine
Investigations, Bureau of Animal Industry.
1793. Monthly Crop Reporter (USDA). 1920. Cowpeas and
soy beans for hay, silage, grazing, etc. (not for seed). 6(2):11.
Feb.
• Summary: See next page. A table gives soy bean acreage,
and yield per acre for hay for the years 1918 and 1919 in
leading states. In 1919 the states growing soybeans for hay,
silage, grazing, etc. (in descending order of acreage) are:
North Carolina (82,000 acres, 1.5 tons of hay per acre),
Alabama (78,000), Mississippi (67,000, 1.5 tons), Tennessee
(60,000, 1.5 tons), Virginia (20,000), New England (13,000,
4.0 tons), Illinois (7,000), Georgia (3,000), Ohio (3,000),
Missouri (2,000), and Wisconsin (2,000). Total acreage for
these states is 337,000, up from 286,000 in 1918. Average
yield of soybean hay in 1919 is 1.5 tons/acre, down from 1.6
tons in 1918.
A second table (not directly related to soy but of interest)
shows the number and value of mules on farms by states,
from 1917 to 1920. Mules are most widely used in southern
states. The states with the largest number of mules are: Texas
792,000, Missouri 374,000, Georgia 344,000, Mississippi
316,000, Arkansas 315,000, and Alabama 304,000. By
comparison (in Corn Belt states): Ohio 28,000, Iowa 70,000,
Indiana 94,000, and Illinois 147,000.
1794. Ridgway, Frank. 1920. Soy beans. Chicago Daily
Tribune. March 4. p. 14.
• Summary: “In planning the cultivated crops for the coming
season, corn belt farmers will find it worth while to include a
few acres of soy beans.” “There are three common means of
using soy beans on the average farm, as green feed, cured for
hay, and cut for seed. A fourth might be added, for during the
last few years soy beans have been used for silage with good
results.”
“The most practical way of growing soy beans on
middle west farms is to plant them in the same hill with corn.
The two crops may be grown in combination successfully...
and can be harvested at the same time. They can be cut and
stored as silage or ‘hogged down.’ Sheep and hogs both do
well in a field of beans and corn, and this method has been
found a good labor-saving practice.
“The two crops also may be harvested separately. If the
beans are grown for seed they may be gathered before the
corn is harvested.”
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1795. Scott (O.M.) & Sons Co. 1920. Re: Offer to quote
prices for soy bean seeds. Letter to Experiment Station,
Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama, March 6. 1 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: This seed company, which specializes in home
grown clovers and timothy, also has quite a number of soy
bean varieties. D.J. Scott would “like to quote any seeds you
may need.” In the left margin of this company’s letterhead
is printed: “Soy beans mean better soil, better corn, better
silage, better milk, smaller feed bills, more corn, more silage,
more milk, more profits. Below that, under “What grower’s
say, are testimonials from three farmers who have had
good results growing the company’s soybeans in 1919: T.L.
Brundage of Kingsville, Ohio, B.O. Miller of Mt. Vernon,
South Dakota, and H.B. Randolph Co., Agent, in Noblesville,
Indiana. Address: [Seedsmen], Marysville, Ohio.
1796. Morse, W.J. 1920. Re: Sending seed and names
of growers. Letter to Mr. J.T. Williamson, Field Agent,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Auburn, Alabama, March
10. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I have your letter of March 3 with
reference to obtaining one-half bushel each of the Black
Beauty, Otootan, Virginia and Biloxi varieties of soy beans.
I regret to say that we do not have any Black Beauty variety.
We do have seed of the Peking and Wilson-Five sorts and I
think you will find these varieties do better under Alabama
conditions than the Black Beauty, as I recall during some of
my visits to the Alabama station the Wilson gave very good
results from the stand-point of a forage variety.
“I do not know just what amount of seed of the Otootan
I can send you. I have taken up the matter with Prof. S.M.
Tracy, Biloxi, Mississippi, but have not obtained any supply
of seed of this variety yet. Of the Virginia and Biloxi sorts
I am sending you today 30 pounds of each and will shortly
send you 30 pounds either of the Peking or Wilson-Five
varieties,
“As to growers handling Otootan and Biloxi, I refer you
to Mr. G.A. Swan, Lyman, Miss., for the Otootan and Biloxi
varieties, Mr. J. Lloyd Abbot, Mobile, Ala. for the Biloxi,
and Mr. J.M. Jenkins, Crowley, Louisiana for the Biloxi.
I cannot put you in touch with any growers of the Black
Beauty and Virginia varieties as I have learned that their
supply of seed has been exhausted. The Virginia, however,
is handled by T.W. Wood & Sons, Richmond, Virginia, and
William G. Scarlet & Co., Baltimore, Maryland.
“Very truly yours, Assistant Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers

Univ., April 2017. Address: Asst. Agrostologist [USDA].
1797. Graber, L.F. 1920. A corn and soy bean partnership.
Hoard’s Dairyman 59(9):527, 587. March 19.
• Summary: “’Corn, Soybeans & Co.’ is a new corporation
that has started business on many farms of the middle west
and eastern states and from numerous reports it appears this
combine has a broad and expanding future before it.” This
article summarizes the experiences of numerous farmers
with soybeans based on two summers of careful observation.
Many of them plant soys in the same field with corn. There
is one underlying principle in choosing a variety to use in
corn for silage: Choose one “which will grow erect an tall
enough in the corn to be harvested conveniently with a corn
binder and which at the same time will mature sufficiently to
form pods and not become too ripe so as to shed the leaves
and shatter the seed... Like corn, the earlier they mature,
the shorter they grow; and, vice versa, the later they mature
the taller their growth.” Early and short varieties include:
Ito San, Manchu, and Black Eye Brow. The medium early
kinds include the Medium Early Green, Elton, Mongol,
Haberlandt, and Ohio 9035. The very late, tall growing
types include the Hollybrook and Mammoth. The Mammoth
Yellow often has a very low germination rate, and tends to
sprawl [viny growth] rather than grow upright as desired in
corn.
“A very popular use of the soy bean on high-priced land
is to grow them with corn for hog or sheep pastures... for
hogging and sheeping down.”
“Many are thinking about the soy bean and a few are
trying to forget it. But after all is said and done–after all the
successes and failures have been put in the balance, there
will be a preponderance of evidence in favor of the soy bean
as an ‘emergency’ crop and as a ‘companion’ crop.”
Photos show: (1) Two men in a field of two varieties of
soybeans with differing heights; the late-maturing soy beans
grow taller. (2) A man holding two soybean plants of unusual
growth taken from a field of corn. (3) Soybean plants at three
stages of growth in adjacent rows.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2021) that mentions “sheeping down” (or
“sheeping off”) of soybeans. Address: Wisconsin College of
Agriculture.
1798. Reynolds, William. 1920. Soybeans on a stock-farm.
Breeder’s Gazette 77(13):818. March 25.
• Summary: “Several years ago as protein feeds began to
soar in price, and some of them became uncertain in quality,
I began to look for a home-grown form of protein to feed
cattle; one that would balance a ration as nearly as possible
with what feeds I was growing, such as silage corn. I wanted
a legume containing a large amount of protein.”
He visited a friend who “had tried different ways of
growing soys for seed.” “He was planting them broadcast
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with a wheat drill, sowing 3 pecks of seed per acre. His
crops yielded 25 bushels per acre without the extra work of
growing the beans in rows... Moreover, after the broadcast
crop was threshed the hay was more satisfactory than that
grown in rows, as it was much finer. The yield of grain was
as great, only a bit more seed being used. I found that the
selection of variety was important. In the cornbelt one that
would mature seed before frost was needed, such as Mongol,
Mikado and Ito San being used with success.”
He decided to grow soybeans for hay, and “found that
the varieties best for hay were not those which gave the
largest yields of grain. I wanted a variety that would produce
fine hay containing a large amount of leaves, and stalks not
so heavy as are needed to support a heavily loaded grain
crop. I have grown the Wilson, Pekin [Peking] and Sable
varieties. All are good.” Address: Cecil County, Maryland.
1799. Adolph, W.H.; Kiang, P.C. 1920. The nutritive value of
soy bean products. National Medical J. of China (Shanghai)
6(1):40-49. March. [15 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “One of the problems of science has been the
search for a perfect food. Though eggs and milk are presently
considered to be “perfect foods,” the authors believe that
the soy bean should also be considered. “The recent world
shortage of food, and the demand for foods which are high
in nutritive value has turned the attention of dietitians to the
possibilities of the soy bean.” It is a distinctly well-balanced
food.
“During the last few years, the soy bean has found
application in the West in the infant dietary, frequently with
an admixture of some cereal for additional carbohydrate
(Ruhräh 1915), and in summer diarrhea (Sinclair 1916).
It is one of the recognized diabetic foods. One of the most
satisfactory forms of artificial milk is made from soy beans.
The bread used by the French army in the recent war was
made essentially from soy bean flour.”
“Soy bean products in China: History–The use of
the soy bean in China dates back to the beginning of
China’s agricultural age under the emperor Shen Nung. It
is mentioned in the Ben Tsao Gang Mu [Bencao gangmu]
written by Shen Nung in the year 2838 B.C.”
Note 1. This is the second earliest English-language
seen (Aug. 2002) that treats Shen Nung as a real, historical
figure, or that says the first written record of the soybean
appears in a book written by him. The Bencao Gangmu (The
great pharmacopoeia) was actually written by Li Shizhen in
+1596.
“Tradition says that the manufacture of soy bean curd
[tofu] originated in China in 164 B.C. during the reign of
Han Wen Di, by a man named Liu An, the duke of Hwai Nan
[Huai Nan]. The colloquial name for soy bean curd is Do
Fu, and the classical name, Li Chi, probably meaning ‘the
morning prayer.’ Its exact derivation, however, could not be
traced. It is interesting to note that in China, at the present

day the bean curd is made in the early hours of morning, and
sold at daybreak.”
“Liu An was a great friend of the Buddhist monks, and
it is quite probable that he invented this bean curd in order to
provide a change or a delicacy to break the monotony of the
monastic ration. As a matter of fact, the bean curd is a real
delicacy if carefully made and well cooked. Chinese who
are connoisseurs on the subject assert that when so prepared
it has the taste of pig’s brain. The foreigners eating Chinese
food often eat carefully prepared bean curd thinking it pork.
With sugar it produces a dish like custard. Prepared with salt
it resembles scrambled eggs.”
“Application–The Chinese people make practically no
use of dairy products, and the bulk of the people consume
only very meager amounts of meat. Yet in spite of this they
have lived for centuries on what appears to be a remarkably
well-balanced diet by use of the soy bean.”
“A number of interesting examples are found in China
of the use of bean products as an agent for growth. One of
us has observed in Anking that dealers in birds employ bean
curd as the sole food for infant birds. The birds are robbed
away from their nests immediately after they are hatched,
and are then fed bean curd to tide over the infantile period till
able to feed themselves. Possibly more interesting is the case
of the true Buddhist monk who from birth is consecrated to
the priesthood, and is carried through the period of childhood
growth on a rather heavy diet of bean curd. The apparently
normal growth of these monks would seem to be paralleled
by the experiments of Osborne and Mendel (1917) on the
promotion of growth in rats by both the water-soluble and
fat-soluble vitamines contained in the soy bean. The country
monastic diet is noted for its high content of soy bean
products.”
“The Chinese coolie... in spite of the scanty intake of
meat and the constant exposure to overwhelming sources of
infection, still does possess a wonderful resistance. The diet
of the average coolie contains a surprisingly large amount of
beans and bean products.”
“A common saying in some parts of China terms bean
milk the poor man’s milk, and bean curd the poor man’s
meat... It is commonly stated that a meat diet is characteristic
of the most aggressive peoples of the world. Has the protein
of the soy bean replaced meat in the Orient?
“Bean milk is another bean product which is in
composition not far different from cow’s milk. In many
places in China bean milk is a food drink. It is usually
drunk sweetened with sugar. Western countries employ
a number of patented methods for removing the ‘beany
taste’ objectionable from the point of view of the Western
consumer.”
“It would be almost impossible to make a complete list
of all the products manufactured from the soy bean in China.
The best known and most important are the bean milk, bean
curd, bean sauce (soy), and bean oil. In addition to this are
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the different forms of bean curd preparations, bean sprouts,
and a large variety of sauces and condiments into which the
soy bean enters as one of the constituents.”
Details are then given on bean milk and bean curd. In
making bean milk, the “bean residue [okara] which does
not pass through the sieve is used as feed for hogs. On
coagulation of this solution the soy bean curd (tofu), often
called Chinese cheese, separates. As far as is known to the
authors there are at present four agents employed in China to
effect this coagulation. These are: (1) lu, the residue from the
crystallization of salt, (2) gypsum; (3) swan giang, the soured
bean milk whey remaining from the previous coagulation of
bean curd; and (4) vinegar.”
Table 1 gives the average chemical composition of the
yellow soybean [huangdou] common throughout Shantung.
Table 2 gives the chemical composition of two samples of
soy bean curd purchased on the streets of Tsinan and made
with lu [nigari] as a coagulating agent: The composition of
the first sample is: protein 10.22%, fat 3.66%, water 80.90%,
ash 1.09%, nitrogen-free extract 4.13%. This composition
is compared with that of cottage cheese. Table 3 compares
analyses of the ash of soy bean curd with that of soy bean.
When it is made by coagulating soybean milk with bittern
(from sea salt) the curd is rich in all the inorganic essentials
(especially calcium, sodium, and chlorine) missing from the
soy bean itself. The authors suggest that some of the racial
characteristics of the Japanese people can be traced to their
dependence largely on vegetable protein.
Table 4 gives analyses of 2 samples each of [soy] bean
milk, cow’s milk, bean milk whey, and bean residue [okara].
The chemical composition of the first sample of bean milk is:
protein 4.22%, fat 1.87%, ash 0.40%.
Note 2. This is the second earliest document seen (Jan.
2002) that mentions Liu An of Huai Nan in connection with
tofu.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) which states that Li Chi was an early or
classical name of tofu.
Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2016) that uses the term “poor man’s meat” to
refer to tofu. Address: Lab. of Chemistry, Shantung Christian
Univ., Tsinan, China.
1800. Briggs, George M. 1920. Grow soybeans. Wisconsin
College of Agriculture, Extension Service, Special Circular 6
panels. Grow More Feed series, No. 2. Undated. 22 x 10 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Why plant soybeans? When to plant
soybeans. How to plant soybeans. How to care for crops
(seed, hay, or silage). Precautions.
“Here are ten good reasons why farmers in many
sections of Wisconsin should try a limited acreage of
soybeans: 1. A majority of farmers in Wisconsin are having
good success with them. 2. Soybeans are just a common
crop for common people. It is not necessary to have a soil

free from acid for good yields. 3. The best annual legume
for medium to light soil is the soybean. It yields best on
fertile soils, yet yields on light soils where other legumes
fail to catch. 4. It is an annual plant–sureness of crop is a
certainty. 5. The soybean is the dual purpose member of the
legumes–an annual used as a green manure, silage, hay, seed
and pasture crop. 6. In feeding trials, soybean hay is equal
to alfalfa. 7. Soybeans take no more moisture when planted
with corn than do weeds and the leaves make rich silage. The
labor of caring for soys with corn is no greater than for corn
alone. 8. Properly cured the crop is relished by all stock. 9.
Soybeans are easy to grow, as they are not attacked by any
serious diseases. 10. Being a legume, the soybean builds up
soil by adding nitrogen.”
In the section “3. Where soybeans are used for silage”
we read: “6. Don’t plant the wrong variety. For seed where
Wisconsin No. 8 or Wisconsin No. 25 corn will mature, plant
Early Black. In localities where Silver King or Golden Glow
corn matures, plant Ito San or Manchu. Other varieties that
will mature are Early Black, Black Eyebrow, Medium Early
Green, Early Brown, Medium Early Yellow. For hay or silage
tall-growing varieties such as Ito San, Manchu, Medium
Early Green and Early Brown are proving very satisfactory.
Mammoth Yellows and Black Beauties [synonym of Ebony]
have proved successful in some localities.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2000)
by or about George M. Briggs in connection with soybeans.
“Soybean” Briggs was Wisconsin’s first and foremost
soybean pioneer. Address: Madison, Wisconsin.
1801. Burnett, L.C. 1920. Soybeans in the cornbelt: A crop
that demonstrated its worth. Successful Farming 19(3):18,
46. March.
• Summary: “Last year the farmers of Iowa bought, from
outside the state, $16,000,000 worth of high protein
concentrates... Feeders are now using all of the available
supply and our only solution of the protein problem lies in
our ability to produce more protein on cornbelt farms.
“The soybean is the crop best adapted for measuring the
production of protein in this section. It is an annual legume;
it will grow anywhere that corn grows, and with about the
same degree of success. The ways in which it may be utilized
are numerous and varied.”
The best known of the early soybean varieties are Ito
San and Chestnut. “These have been grown successfully
as far north as Minnesota, Ontario [Canada], and the New
England states. In the central parts of the cornbelt they
are advised for late planting. In the northern parts they
are chiefly used to plant with corn. The common medium
maturing varieties are Medium Early Yellow, Perley’s
Mongol, Medium Green, Manchu and Black Eyebrow.” The
most common late variety is Manchu. For silage the best
varieties are Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Medium Green, and
Medium Early Yellow. A photo shows a field of harvested
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soybeans, with a barn in the background. Address: Iowa.

lot...”

1802. Hughes, H.D.; Wilkins, F.S. 1920. Soy beans in Iowa.
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 65. 4 p.
March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Importance: In corn–for
hogging down, in corn for silage or sheeping down, alone
for hay, for seed. Climate, soil and inoculation: Method of
inoculation (soil inoculation, glue or sugar solution, culture).
Varieties: Seed production, hogging down, hay, for silage and
sheeping down, maturity. Seeding: Seedbed preparation, time
of seeding. Method of seeding: With corn, for seed or hay.
Rate of seeding: In corn, in rows, drilled like small grain,
depth of seeding. Cultivation: In rows, drilled like small
grain. Harvesting: For seed, for hay. Threshing. Cow peas.
The introduction begins: “The Iowa Agricultural
Experiment Station has grown a number of different varieties
of soy beans each year since 1910. It finds the crop very
dependable, the better varieties producing yields of from 15
to 25 bushels of seed, or 2½ to 3½ tons of hay per acre in
most seasons.”
The following varieties are listed (here alphabetically):
Black Eyebrow, Chestnut, Early Yellow, Ebony, Elton,
Habaro, Ito San, Manchu, Medium Green, Medium Yellow,
Minnesota 166, Minnesota 167, Mongol, Ohio 7496, Peking,
Roosevelt, Stone’s Ensilage, Wilson.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean varieties Minnesota 166, or Minnesota
167, or Stone’s Ensilage. Address: Agronomy Section, Ames,
Iowa.

1804. Megee, C.R. 1920. Soy beans. Michigan Agricultural
Experiment Station, Special Bulletin No. 100. 11 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (soy beans in Michigan).
Varieties. Adaptation. Preparation of seed bed. Time of
planting. Depth of planting. Inoculation. Method of planting:
For hay and green manure, for ensilage and hogging-off, for
seed, amount of seed required. Lime. Phosphate. Harvesting.
Summary.
The introduction begins: “Interest in soy beans has
increased greatly in Michigan during the past two years due
to the following reasons: First, frequent failure of clover
has made it necessary to secure an emergency hay crop
which will furnish hay the same season as planted; second,
increase in favor of the practice of sowing soy beans with
corn for ensilage and hogging-off; third, increased demand
for northern grown soy bean seed throughout Michigan and
bordering states; fourth, greater use of soy beans as a green
manuring crop.”
“Varieties: The selection of varieties is of great
importance as shown by tests conducted during the past
six years, some varieties yielding from three to four times
as much forage as others. The following varieties are
considered among the best for Michigan conditions: Manchu,
Ito San, Early Brown, Black Eyebrow... In northern counties,
the Early Black is apparently the best adapted variety.”
The section titled “Time of planting” (p. 550-51) notes:
“Mr. E.E. Evans, legume specialist of West Branch, Ogemaw
Co., Michigan, states that the greatest error of soy bean
growers in northern Michigan is too late planting, and that
he has never seen the crop seriously injured by frost between
May 10th and October 1st. The past season (1919) Ito San
soy beans planted at the Experiment Station on May 21st
yielded 624 pounds per acre more hay than did the same
variety planted June 7th.”
Tables show: (1) Soy bean variety test–1919. Planted
June 8, harvested Sept. 4. Varieties: Manchu, Ito San Early
Brown, Black Eyebrow, Medium Green, Mongol, Virginia,
Wilson 5 [Wilson-Five], Hollybrook, Wilson Black, Wilson,
Ogemaw, Mammoth Yellow. For each variety is given:
Pounds per acre of air dry hay adjusted to a 12% moisture
basis. Condition at maturity/harvest (e.g. seeds well formed,
seeds just forming, pods just forming). (2) The yields in tons
per acre of air dry hay produced by each of nine varieties
in five variety tests in four counties: Allegan, Bay, Monroe
(2), and Wayne. “The results of these tests correspond very
closely with the results of the Station.”
Photos show: (1) A soy bean variety test plot on the
College Station Field, Michigan (front cover). (2) Several
Ito San soybean plants, harvested, bundled up, and showing
pods. (3) “Soy beans are a valuable green manuring crop.
The above view shows soybeans drilled on an impoverished
sandy loam soil.” (4) Soybean root system, showing nodules.

1803. King, F.G. 1920. Ground soybeans for fattening cattle.
Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 237. 7 p. March.
• Summary: “’Can high-priced cottonseed meal and linseed
oil meal be replaced by a farm grown product?’ is a frequent
question with cattle feeders. All feeders desire the rapid
gains obtained by supplementing their rations with a protein
concentrate, but the cost of the feed is often so high that
farmers are skeptical about the economy of the practice.
Three years of experimental work at Purdue University
Experiment Station has shown that soybeans offer great
possibilities as a feed that can be used to supplement the
other farm grown feeds in fattening stock.”
“Analyses were made of soybeans from samples taken
of the ground beans fed during a series of trials to test their
feeding value. A composite sample was taken each year for
three successive years. The average of the three analyses is
shown in Table I, in comparison with the average analysis of
cottonseed meal fed in the same tests...
“The results of substituting ground soybeans for
cottonseed meal in a ration for fattening cattle are shown in
Table II, which is a summary of data secured from averaging
3 trials with 2 and 3 year old steers, with 10 animals in each
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(5) A field of soybeans. Address: Farm Crops Section, East
Lansing.
1805. Minnesota 166 and Minnesota 167: New U.S.
domestic soybean varieties. 1920.
• Summary: Sources: Hughes, H.D.; Wilkins, F.S. 1920.
“Soy beans in Iowa.” Iowa Agric. Exp. Station, Circular No.
65. 4 p. March. See p. 2. Minnesota 166, and Minnesota 167
gave the fourth and fifth largest seed yields of nine varieties
tested. They are both early varieties.
Wettach, Melville. 1923. “Soy beans for the Corn Belt.”
Hoard’s Dairyman 65(12):434. April 6. “For seed production
and hogging down the Iowa Experiment Station recommends
the following varieties–Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Chestnut,
Minnesota 166, Minnesota 167, Habaro, Early Yellow, Ito
San, and Elton.” Address: USA.
1806. Wiancko, A.T.; Cromer, C.O. 1920. Soybeans in
Indiana. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 238. 15 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Place in the
rotation. Soil preparation. Soil fertilization. Inoculation.
Time, method, and rate of planting. Cultivation. Harvesting.
Threshing. Varieties. Table IV (p. 14-15) gives a “Summary
of results of tests of varieties of soybeans for seed and hay
production, 1903-1919.” For each year and variety is given:
Days required to mature, color of seed, and average yields
per acre for grain (bushels), hay (pounds) or both. 1903-07:
Ito San, Early Black, Early Brown, Ogemaw, Olive Medium,
Medium Early Black, Mammoth Yellow, Medium Green,
Very Dwarf Brown. 1905-09: Ito San, Dwarf Early Yellow,
Hankow, Hollybrook. 1909-13: Ito San, Austin, Flat King,
Hollybrook, Mikado, Sherwood. 1910-14: Ito San, Black
Beauty, Hollybrook, Tashing. 1914-18: Ito San, Auburn,
Sable, Hollybrook, Mongol, Peking. 1915-19: Ito San, Black
Eyebrow, Manchu, Ohio 9035, Ohio 7490, Ohio 7476, Ohio
7406. 1916-19: Ito San, Elton, Hoosier, Mandarin, No.
28050, No. 30600, No. 30601, No. 30747, No. 36846, No.
36847, No. 36918. 1917-19: Ito San, Haberlandt, Lexington.
Photos show: (1) Corn and soybeans growing together
in a field, to be used “either for silage or for pasturing
down with hogs or sheep.” (2) “Pasturing corn and soybean
mixture with sheep. This is an economical way to harvest
the crop.” (3) “Hogs in soybean pasture. Many Indiana
farmers are using soybeans for hog-pasture, supplementing
it with corn.” (4) “Roots of soybean plants, showing nodules
of bacteria.” (5) “Cultivating soybeans with regular corn
cultivators [each pulled by 2 horses, with a man riding on
the back]. The rows are 36 inches apart and were drilled at
the rate of half a bushel of seed per acre.” (6) “Harvesting
soybeans with mower [pulled by two horses] with sidedelivery attachment, cutting two rows at a swath. In
harvesting for seed, the time of cutting is important, because
if the pods are too dry, much of the seed will be lost from

shattering.”
1807. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1920. Variety of soy beans (Letter
to the editor). 59(11):701. April 2.
• Summary: H.A.L. of Zumbrota, Minnesota, writes: “What
kind of soy beans do you recommend for black loam soil
from 6 to 10 inches deep with clay sub-soil? I want to put
10 acres with my corn for silage. Do you recommend hill
planting or drilling?”
The reply: “The problem of growing soy beans with
corn for ensilage purposes is more or less in the experimental
stage. There are those who have been doing this for the
past few years and who report very good results.” On
the other hand, some have discontinued their tests. “In
selecting a variety of soy beans to grow with corn it should
be remembered that it is not necessary to choose one that
will mature its seed. What is wanted is a variety that will
give as large a plant growth as possible. For Wisconsin and
Minnesota conditions varieties like the Medium Early Green
and Ito San have given very good results, especially the
former.”
“Drilling in the corn and beans is by far the preferable
method to follow. This has been the experience of those who
have grown them successfully.”
“The soy beans should be inoculated before planting to
insure the most vigorous growth possible. The inoculation
[inoculum] can be obtained from the experiment station at
Madison, Wisconsin, or perhaps from the Minnesota station,
together with complete directions for carrying out the
process.” Address: Iowa.
1808. Cobb, C.W. 1920. Soy beans not hard to raise.
National Stockman and Farmer 44(1):7-8. April 3.
• Summary: The author has raised soy beans for 18 years
and never used inoculation. “When planted on a piece of
ground that never raised them they won’t produce nodules
that year, but will grow just as large a crop of forage and
beans as when inoculated. Then if planted on this same
ground the next year the roots will be loaded with nodules,
which to may way of reasoning goes to prove they did gather
nitrogen and lots of it without inoculation.” “Is it any wonder
I became a soy-bean fanatic (for that is what I am called up
here in Erie County)?” The author gives tips on choosing
the best varieties and best soils. Address: Erie County,
Pennsylvania.
1809. Wilkins, F.S. 1920. Soy beans in the corn belt.
Wallaces’ Farmer 45(15):1081, 1093. April 9.
• Summary: “Soy beans are growing in popularity in the
corn belt at a very rapid rate. Reports from eighty-two
county agents show that there were over five times as many
soy beans grown in their counties in 1919 as in 1918, and
these same county agents state that indications are favorable
for a still greater increased acreage in 1920 if seed can be
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obtained... Farm Bureau reports show that 89% of the soy
beans grown in 1919 were seeded with corn.” Also discusses
uses of the crop and harvesting methods. Photos show a man
standing in a field of: Soy beans drilled solid for seed. Soy
beans for seed at the left and for hay at the right. Address:
Iowa Agric. Exp. Station.

and one bushels [of soybeans], making a yield of twenty-one
and a half bushels to the acre. These were threshed with the
ordinary threshing machine,...”
Discusses costs, yields and profits with reference to
the actual experiences of various farmers. Address: Pulaski
County, Indiana.

1810. Freehoff, W.A. 1920. Putting protein into silage: Soy
beans make it better. Orange Judd Farmer 68(15):6, 33.
April 10.
• Summary: “A few years ago the farmers of the northern
states thought of soy beans very much as they did of alfalfa
earlier in their career. They viewed this wonderful legume
with suspicion, and for the most part refused to grow it. But
the same painstaking pioneer work that has placed alfalfa
upon a firm footing in the agriculture of his country is
establishing soy beans on an equally secure basis.
“Last year C.S. Ristow, of Wisconsin, tried 9 acres of
Ito [Ito San] soy beans as an experiment in soy bean seed
growing. He planted them on some poor, sandy land, and
to his surprise they yielded 15 bushels to the acre. He sold
them for seed at $6 a bushel.” The Ito San and Medium Early
Green varieties were found best for adding protein to corn
silage.
Also discusses the importance of inoculation for starting,
how to plant and cultivate soy beans, and growing soybeans
for hay. A photo shows two horses pulling a piece of farm
equipment in a field of soy beans.

1812. Purdue Agriculturist (Indiana). 1920. Soy beans.
14(7):396, 398. April.
• Summary: “The Soy Bean, Glycine Hispida, is a native
legume of South Eastern Asia, and is one of the most
important agricultural products of Northern China and
Japan.”
“Soy beans yield a larger amount of seed than any other
legume suited to the temperate climate. Their main use in
this country at the present time is for forage. They will grow
on any good corn land and require practically the same
climate as corn. Due to their draught resistance they are well
suited to light sandy soil. They will grow on slightly acid
soil...
“...The chief value for soy beans in the north is for sandy
soil or as a catch crop when clover or other crops fail.”
“If soy beans are to be grown on land which has not
previously been used for soy beans they must be inocculated
[sic, inoculated] with nitrifying bacteria. This may be done
by using soil from fields previously used for soy beans or by
the use of pure cultures.
“Ito San, Early Brown and Holly Brook are good
varieties for Indiana; Holly Brook is a good variety to plant
in corn.
Photos show: (1) A field of soy beans. Caption: “An
excellent catch crop to take the place of clover that has
failed.” (2) Many hogs feeding in a field of dried soybeans.
Caption: “Excellent forage for hogs in a corn rotation.”

1811. Mathews, I.J. 1920. Some soybean experiences: Actual
results with an important crop. Successful Farming 19(4):12,
73. April.
• Summary: “The most promising legume that has been
developed in recent years is the soybean. It has been surely
winning a place for itself in the farm rotations of the
cornbelt. We know for a certainty that the crop has made
good in the South where it has become so common that the
oil is often pressed out and used in paints, etc., and we are
reliably informed that the wholesale use of such soybean oil
has made a dent in the use of cottonseed and linseed meal
as concentrated stock feeds, as the residue is used in this
manner.
“In this article, I shall not use the customary way of
treating yields but will give specific instances. The usual
way, in fact, the bulletin way, is to say that ‘soybean yields
will run from fifteen to thirty bushels per acre.’ I feel safe
in saying, however, that when grown on the soil which
is frequently used for soybeans, the yield is more often
under fifteen bushels than over it. Soy beans are frequently
relegated to worn and worthless fields and high sand and
for this reason, but little is known concerning their average
yields when grown on the best of land.
“Lloyd Madaus, an Indiana farmer, this year had
fourteen acres and from this area he threshed three hundred

1813. Robison, W.L. 1920. Soybean oilmeal as a feed for
swine: Comparisons with soybeans, linseed oilmeal, and
tankage. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Monthly
Bulletin 5(4):114-20. April.
• Summary: Contents: Soybeans a possible home-grown
source of protein. Soybeans not an entirely satisfactory
supplement. Soybean oilmeal superior to ground soybeans.
Pigs failed to balance ration when one feed was unpalatable.
Soybean oilmeal more valuable than linseed meal. With
forage soybean oilmeal is excellent supplement.
Includes the following tables the subject matter of
which is discussed in the test: I. Tankage and soybeans as
supplements to corn; II. Comparison of tankage, soybean
oilmeal and ground soybeans for supplementing corn; III.
Comparison of tankage, soybean oilmeal and soybeans
as supplements to corn for self feeding in dry lot; IV.
Comparison of Linseed oilmeal and soybean oilmeal for
supplementing corn in dry lot feeding; V. Tankage, soybean
oilmeal and soybeans as supplements to corn for feeding.
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Three photos show pigs fed different diets, including ground
soybeans and soybean oilmeal.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soybean oilmeal” or the
word “oilmeal” to refer to ground, defatted soybeans.
1814. Smith, Alfred G.; Hope, C.E. 1920. Farm practices
with soybeans: Based on a survey of fifty farms [in 1916] in
northeastern North Carolina. North Carolina Department of
Agriculture, Bulletin 41(5):1-30. April. Whole No. 267.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Summary. Outlet
for soybeans and recent economic development. General
characteristics of the soybean area of northeastern North
Carolina. General characteristics of the farms. Varieties and
seed. Growing soybeans. Harvesting soybeans for seed.
Soybean hay. Combination of crops. Distribution of labor.
Yields and costs. Factors influencing yields. Capacity of man
and work stock labor. Soybeans and hogs. Agreements with
croppers and tenants.
Page 3: “In that part of northeastern North Carolina
consisting of the counties of Hyde, Tyrrell, Perquimans,
Pasquotank, and Camden, more soybeans are produced than
in any other section of the State. Here, indeed, soybeans have
become the chief legume crop, almost entirely supplanting
cowpeas. Nearly every farm produces some soybeans, and
on many farms they are the leading crop both in acreage and
in crop sales. In fact, this is the only region in the country
in which this crop has developed to the point where the
beans are of great importance commercially. Approximately
500,000 bushels of the 1916 crop were shipped out of the
territory, principally for seed and feed purposes...
Summary: The stiffer soils of the area are best adapted
to the production of soybeans for seed, although the crop
does well on several types of soil.
“The farms in the soybean area were very profitable in
1916. This was partially due to the high prices received for
the farm crops, as well as to good methods of farming.
“The Mammoth Yellow is the main variety of soybean
that is planted in northeastern North Carolina.
“Soybean seed are usually harvested with mechanical
pickers which thresh out the beans and leave the hulls on the
land, or with reapers and binders, and are then threshed.
“Soybean hay is usually cured on hollow racks. It is
sometimes hauled directly from the windrow and stored. A
tedder is used on an occasional farm.
“The combination of crops in which soybeans are grown
in the soybean district varies with the type of soil. Cotton,
corn, and oats are the other principal crops, while peanuts
and Irish potatoes are grown on several farms. A few farms
grow small acreages of truck peas.
“Soybeans are so grouped with the other crops that there
is no serious conflict in the labor requirements except in
harvesting oats and in planting the second crop of soybeans.
“Soybeans, on the fifty farms studied, yielded from

four to thirty-nine bushels per acre, and averaged nineteen
bushels when planted as the first crop and eighteen and eighttenths bushels when planted as the second crop. On the best
soils, the yield frequently exceeds twenty-five bushels per
acre. Other yields on the same farms the same year averaged
as follows: seed cotton, 1,149 lbs., corn, 29.7 bushels, and
oats, 44 bushels.
“The crop area planted per man and per work animal
varied with the type of soil and the combination of crops. On
the fifty farms, the average total crop area planted per work
animal was twenty acres.
“Soybeans are used in fattening hogs, principally by
pasturing the fields to gather the waste after the crops are
harvested. In the agreements of landlords with croppers and
tenants, the terms of the contract are practically the same
with soybeans as with corn.
Outlet for Soybeans and Recent Economic
Development: Until the last few years, the market for
soybeans has been almost entirely limited by seed and
soil improvement demands. With only these uses for the
crop, however, soybeans have increased in the counties
in northeastern North Carolina, and have almost entirely
supplanted cowpeas. Farmers have stated that after growing
soybeans for several years, they have increased the yields
of corn by one-half and the yields of other crops in like
proportion. Even the yields of soybeans were increased and
are still increasing.
“Soybean forage is used for feeding work stock and
cattle and the green forage is sometimes used for feeding
hogs. The beans when planted in corn are pastured with
hogs. When planted alone, soybeans can be grazed by
hogs, but this is not a common practice. The yields after
harvesting, however, are almost invariably pastured by hogs
and cattle together, the hogs getting the waste beans and the
cattle the waste forage.
“In recent years there has been a great development of
the market for soybeans which should give an impetus to the
growing of the crop. This development is due to the demand
for the beans for human food, and for crushing by cotton oil
mills. In 1915, approximately 200,000 bushels of the North
Carolina crop were crushed for oil and meal. In 1916, the
mills again bought beans to crush, but an increase in price
made it more profitable to resell the beans for seed and for
food than to crush them for oil and meal. On this account
practically none of the 1916 crop was crushed, but in the
summer of 1917 fully 200,000 bushels were imported from
Manchuria and crushed by the North Carolina mills.
“When used for canning purposes, the beans are usually
mixed with navy beans and canned in the same way as
navy beans. One dealer alone shipped 14,000 bushels out of
Engelhard, North Carolina, in 1916, to a canning factory in
Indiana [Probably Dyer Packing Co. in Vincennes, Indiana],
and large quantities were sold to other canning factories. The
canners can therefore be regarded henceforth as purchasers
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of soybeans.”
“Harvesting Soybeans for Seed” (p. 11-12): “Difficulties
in harvesting have been such a limiting element in the
production of soybeans, that a full discussion of the methods
used in northeastern North Carolina seems justified.
The principal methods of harvesting soybeans are with
mechanical pickers and with reapers and binders. The pickers
run astride the rows, threshing the beans off the stalks and
leaving the hulls in the field, although some of the hulls that
are whipped off with the beans may be saved. To operate a
picker, from two to four men are required. One man drives
and one stands in the rear end of the machine and throws out
trash. When the picker is filled, the beans are emptied on a
sheet and then screened and sacked. If the two men operating
the picker screen and sack the beans, the machine must stand
idle while this is being done. On this account one or two
extra men are usually employed for this work. The picker
box holds from six to eight bushels of beans.
Footnote: “The term ‘hulls’ is used to designate all that
is left alter separating the beans, and includes the stems,
leaves, and hulls proper.”
“The picker does not get all the beans when the vines
are moist, therefore, before beginning work in the morning it
is necessary to wait until the dew is off, which is not earlier
than nine o’clock, and sometimes as late as eleven. Some
farmers eat an early dinner, start work about eleven o’clock
and then work through until night without intermission. On
one farm the team was changed during the afternoon. The
season for harvesting soybeans with a picker begins about
the last of October, when the pods begin to pop open, and
lasts for about ten days if the weather is good. Rain retards
the maturing of the soybeans, so that the total length of the
season is often prolonged for more than ten picking days.
On twenty-seven farms using pickers, the average acreage
picked per day, including housing, was 4.45, yielding eightyfive bushels of recleaned beans. In this work two men were
used on twelve farms; three on nine farms, and four on six
farms.
“With a picking season of ten days, from twenty to
fifty acres of beans can be picked with one machine, but it
is rarely safe to attempt more than forty acres, as the beans
are likely to become too mature and pop out on the ground
before they can be harvested. The waste of beans in picking
approximated one-eighth of the total yield. Sometimes it was
less than one-tenth and at other times it was one-fourth or
more. These waste beans, however, were mostly recovered
by hogs that were turned in after picking was finished, so that
not many were actually lost.”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a high-yielding field
of soybeans. (2) A field of Mammoth Yellow soybeans ready
to pick. (3) A Pritchard soybean picker with two men riding
on it. (4) A field of soybeans in the shock–Hyde County. (5)
Side view of one type of horse-drawn soybean picker. (6)
A Gordon picker in operation harvesting soybeans between

corn rows. (7) Two men threshing soybeans mechanically.
Address: Div. of Agronomy, USDA, Raleigh.
1815. Cobb, C.W. 1920. Increasing interest in soy beans.
National Stockman and Farmer 44(6):200. May 8.
• Summary: “Little did I think the article I wrote a short
time ago for The Stockman would cause the flow of letters
that I have been receiving, with all manner of inquiries. To
answer them separately would take an expert typist, so I will
try to answer here... All want to know where they can get
Medium Green soy bean seed. They can get them from seed
companies which advertise in Stockman, or possibly a few
from their experiment station... Those living in Crawford
county, Pennsylvania, I would advise to plant the Wilson
or Ito San as next best, to those further south in this state I
would plant Wilson and either Ohio 916 or Mammoth...”
The writer then describes in detail how he plants,
cultivates, cuts or mows, and stores soy beans–for hay or
threshed beans. “Put the soys in with commercial fertilizer
and there won’t be many weeds to contend with.”
“If cut by machine too many are lost by tramping. If cut
by binder more are threshed out than I care to lose. One man
with sharp scythe will cut a lot of them in a day, then drive
along rows and pitch them on, no need of raking. For hay roll
the ground after planting...” “I have never had less than 25
bushels per acre and from that to better than 60 bushels.”
“The soy is higher in protein than wheat middlings.
There is a process by which they can be made into a
substance resembling cow’s milk that would be hard to tell
the difference from cow’s milk so far as taste is concerned.”
Address: Erie County, Pennsylvania.
1816. J.W.M. 1920. The value of soy beans. Rural NewYorker 79(4585):901. May 8.
• Summary: “Advantages of the crop.–The growing of
Soy beans possesses a peculiar value to any farm running
a rotation, and to one which employs help the year ‘round.
Its seeding time follows the busy time of planting corn. Its
early harvest time, end of August or early September, fits
well with sowing of wheat, for the latter is drilled in right on
the heels of the Soy bean binder. If there is not enough help
to sandwich the crops as above, as on this farm in Central
Illinois, an earlier maturing variety may be used, viz., the
Early Brown, Ito San or Medium Yellow. The favorite here
has been the Mongol, and the only objection to it is its late
maturing. A.K. is becoming a close second in estimation, as
it matures a little earlier. Hollybrook is similar to Mongol.”
In addition: The soybean leaves the ground ready
for wheat; it has done the heavy Fall plowing, so that no
additional plowing for winter wheat is necessary. “It is
more resistant to moisture extremes than other legumes; it
is a good substitute for clover when clover fails. It ranks
with flax and cottonseed meal as concentrates [for feeding
livestock]; it gathers nitrogen for soil improvement; it may
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be grown upon a soil too acid for clover; it fits well into
rotation as carried on here, viz., corn, Soy beans, wheat and
clover. Its hay is equal to or superior to Alfalfa... Our stock
all like the hay–horses, cattle, sheep, and hogs... So the
acreage of Soy beans has increased from 70 acres four or five
years ago to 170 in 1919.”
“A valuable crop.–For a number of years Soy beans as
seed have had a ready sale from this farm. In 1918 we sold
1,600 bushels and put about 200 tons of hay in the barn.
Our acreage was 125 that year. In 1919, from 150 acres, we
sold 2,100 bushels on that, minus 200 saved from our own
planting... As human food the Soy bean is rich and palatable,
but long-time preparation is necessary, except in steam
pressure cooking.”
“This farm regards the Soy bean at its greatest value
when grown in conjunction with corn for hogging down. For
several years... the four-footed huskers have cleaned up the
corn and bean fields. While on this feed the hogs need 75 to
80 per cent less tankage... By having cattle in with the hogs
the fodder is eaten up closer than with hogs alone. In 1915,
80 acres of corn and Soy beans were hogged down. The
next year the manager, W.E. Riegel, estimated the corn at 45
bushels per acre, and the beans seven. In 1917 the acreage
advanced to 140. The crop was divided between the silos
and hogging down... The corn was used where it grew, the
manure scattered with no labor; in short the crop went direct
to consumer. In 1918 we had 235 acres of corn and Soy
beans...” Address: Tolono, Illinois.
1817. Rummell, L.L. 1920. Varieties of soybeans tested
(Letter to the editor). Ohio Farmer 145(19):798. May 8.
• Summary: Last year in Highland County, Ohio, 16 soybean
varieties were tested by the farm bureau in co-operation with
farmers. For hay, the best varieties were Wilson, Medium
Green, Ohio 9035, and Elton. For silage: Wilson, Ohio
9035, Elton, and Medium Green. For hogging down: Ito
San, Ohio 9100, Ebony, Medium Green, Elton, and Ohio
9035. Mammoth Yellow did not prove to be desirable. The
best way for seeding the soybeans in a cornfield seems to be
with a bean attachment to the corn planter. To gather both
corn and beans for the silo, a corn binder was generally
satisfactory, “altho in some cases there will be some tangling
of the vines if they make rank growth.” Address: Highland
Co., Ohio.
1818. Williams, C.G. 1920. Field crop notes: Soybean
culture. Ohio Farmer 145(19):798. May 8.
• Summary: C.T.M. of Preble County, Ohio, writes, saying
that he plans to grow 14 acres of soybeans, part for hay and
part for seed. He asks for advice on planting and caring for
the crop.
Williams gives details on drilling in rows, depth of
planting, inoculation, cutting and raking for hay or cutting
for seed with a mower having a side-delivery attached to

cutter-bar, followed by threshing using a regular bean huller.
The common grain separator is widely employed by using
blank concaves and running the cylinder at half speed with
special pulleys. Yet there will be many cracked beans, even
with these adjustments. This injures them for use as seed, but
they can still be fed. Small lots can be threshed easily with
a flail or by tramping them out. Address: Ohio Agric. Exp.
Station.
1819. Day, John. 1920. Success with soy beans and cow
peas. Practical Farmer 116(10):172. May 15.
• Summary: “Timeliness in planting soy beans and cow
peas for hay, so that the roughage will mature and be ready
for harvest while the sun is still strong and powerful, so as
to wilt the green stuff expeditiously and in order to favor
crop harvest before the equinoctial rains of autumn occur, is
a fundamental factor in the success of the crop. The writer
prefers soy beans to cow peas for hay making because the
beans are relatively frost resistant as compared with cow
peas, which succumb to the first touches of cold weather.”
“The writer always likes to grow soy beans or cow peas
in combination with sorghum, about five or six pecks of
the leguminous crop to one peck of sorghum per acre sown
broadcast in a grain drill. The sorghum makes a dense, rank
growth, which enables the grower to make better cocks
which will be more resistant to bad weather...
“If soy bean and sorghum hay is stored in the mow in
a well-cured condition there is little danger of spontaneous
combustion or fire fanging developing.”
“In all cases, if the hay gets wet in the windrow or
swath, it should be tedded or else turned over with forks by
hand so that it will dry out again.”
Note: Webster’s Third New International Dictionary
(1963) defines the verb “firefang” as “to become overheated,
excessively dry, or damaged as a result of slow oxidative
decomposition of organic matter–used especially of manure
or grain.” Address: Virginia.
1820. Lighty, L.W. 1920. Soy beans in the corn for silage.
National Stockman and Farmer 44(7):239. May 15.
• Summary: “Quite a few farmers grow soys in the corn for
silage but very few continue more than one or two years.”
During planting, a corn planter does not work well when soy
beans are mixed with the corn. During weeding, the weeder
or smoothing spike harrow used with corn has spikes or
harrows that kill many tender young soybean plants. But if
you refrain from using the weeder, weeds choke the crop and
you lose more than you gain. “The wise farmer grows his
corn on one area and the soys on another and grows much
with less work.”
The best soy bean varieties differ with the latitude.
Wilson Early Black is a good short-season variety; it needs
110-120 days. Ito San grows well further north. Ohio No.
9035 does well in Pennsylvania. “The soys are a wonderful
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crop when we discover them, but just when that will be is
difficult to say.” Address: Adams County, Pennsylvania.
1821. Landis, Harry A. 1920. Soybeans and their culture.
Ohio Farmer 145(21):872-73. May 22.
• Summary: Discusses the importance of soybeans, their
climatic adaptations in the United States, preparation and
time for planting, rate and method of seeding, varieties, and
harvesting and threshing. A diagram shows the numerous
uses of soybeans. A table lists popular varieties that will
mature north of the Ohio River: Elton, Black Eyebrow,
Virginia, Manchu, Guelph (Medium Green), Haberlandt,
Peking, Wilson, Ito San, and Mongol. For each variety is
given: Days to maturity, color of seed, percentage of oil,
percentage of protein, number of seeds per bushel, and seed
size. Elton shatters the least. Peking and Wilson make good
forage. Address: Wayne County, Ohio.
1822. Wilcox, E.V. 1920. Soy beans hobnobbing with corn:
They have won a place in the time-honored rotation on CornBelt farms. Country Gentleman 85(21):9, 33. May 22.
• Summary: Discusses reasons for the increased use of
soybeans in the rotation on Corn-Belt farms. W.E. Riegel,
manager of the 800-acre Meharry farm located a few miles
south of Champaign, Illinois, describes how he cultivates and
uses soybeans.
Photos show: (1) Stacking soybean hay using a huge
and tall wooden contraption. (2) The first cultivation with a
rotary hoe pulled by two horses. (3) The second cultivation,
using two teams of horses, each pulling a rotary hoe. (4)
Soybean plants ready for cutting as hay.
1823. Wells, H.N. 1920. Soy beans prove profitable (Letter
to the editor). Rural New-Yorker 79:1001. May 29.
• Summary: “G.D. Smith & Son of North Charlestown,
New York, have evidently proven that it is profitable to grow
Soy beans for mixing in the silage at silo-filling time, for
now, when they are feeding this mixture, their fed bull is
reduced at least $1 a day.” They ran a test on their 13 cows
(mostly Holsteins) under the direction of the Farm Bureau
and determined that Soy beans improved the quality of their
silage and enabled them to reduce the concentrate feeds. The
soy beans produced over $100 worth of feed on one acre, and
they also enriched the soil with nitrogen. Address: New York.
1824. Montgomery, Cary W. 1920. Factors affecting labor
and miscellaneous costs of producing crops. Comparison
of figures secured at county experiment farms. Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Monthly Bulletin 5(5):15458. May. Whole No. 53.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) A comparison of rotations–
five-year average yield and value per acre, 1915-1919 at the
Northeastern Test Farm. (2) Crop costs and net receipts per
acre for 1917, 1918, 1919. Soybean hay is included in each

table. Address: Wooster, Ohio.
1825. Tracy, S.M. 1920. Forage for the cotton belt. Farmers’
Bulletin (USDA) No. 1125. 63 p. May. See p. 37-38.
• Summary: Discusses various forage crops, including soy
beans (p. 37-38), velvet beans (p. 38-40), kudzu (Pueraria
thunbergiana, p. 45-47), peanuts (p. 47) and chufas (p. 49–
for hogs in cotton states).
The section titled “Making hay” (p. 55) states that
“Legumes like cowpeas and soy beans, in which the seed is
an important part of the forage, should not be cut until the
earliest pods begin to mature...”
The section titled “Temporary pastures” contains a chart
(p. 58) showing crops that can be used for fresh grazing each
month in the central and southern parts of the cotton region:
August–Cowpeas, soy beans. September, October and
November–Cowpeas, soy beans, chufas, peanuts. December–
Cowpeas, chufas.
The section on “Silage crops” (p. 58-59) notes that
“Corn and sorghum are the principal crops for making
silage, but the quality of the feed made from them is greatly
improved when mixed with even a small proportion of some
legume, like cowpeas, soy beans, or beggarweed.”
“A mixture of beggarweed and cowpeas or soy beans is
often used in the sandy coast region...”
The section titled “Soiling crops” states (p. 59): “On
soils where alfalfa can not be grown it is generally possible
to use vetches, cowpeas, or soy beans in its place.”
Photos show: Kudzu displaying its heavy vegetative
growth (p. 45). A Negro family (including children) piling
peanuts for hay (p. 47).
Note: Samuel Mills Tracy lived 1847-1920. Address:
Agronomist, Office of Forage-Crop Investiations.
1826. Deal, T.M. 1920. As we farm in Ioway. National
Stockman and Farmer 44(10):325. June 5.
• Summary: The writer disagrees with the statement made
by L.W. Lighty in his letter entitled, “Soy Beans in the Corn
Silage,” in this magazine for May 15, 1920, p. 239. Mr.
Lighty felt that planting soybeans in corn is only good in
theory. The present writer sets forth the advantages for the
practice. Address: Jefferson County, Iowa.
1827. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1920. Why soy
beans are growing in popularity. 3(1):88. June.
• Summary: “Soy beans increase the farmer’s supply of rich
protein feed and add fertility to the fields upon which they
are grown, says G.M. Briggs of the College of Agriculture
[Wisconsin]. Farmers in various sections of the state have
planted them a number of seasons with satisfactory returns
and for years the crop has been grown on the agricultural
experiment station farm. Here are several good reasons why
farmers in many sections of Wisconsin should try a limited
acreage of soy beans:
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“A majority of farmers in Wisconsin are having good
success with them.
“Soy beans are just a common crop for common people.
It is not necessary to have a soil free from acid for good
yields.
“The best annual legume for medium to light soil is the
soy bean. It yields best on fertile soils, yet yields on light
soils where other legumes fail to catch.
“It is an annual plant–sureness of crop is a certainty.
“The soy bean is the dual purpose member of the
legumes–an annual used as a green manure, silage, hay, feed
and pasture crop.
“In feeding trials, soy bean hay is equal to alfalfa.
“Soy beans take no more moisture when planted with
corn than do weeds and the leaves make rich silage. The
labor of caring for Soy beans with corn is no greater than for
corn alone.
“Properly cured the crop is relished by all stock.
“Soy beans are easy to grow, as they are not attacked by
any serious diseases.
“Being a legume, the soy bean builds up soil by adding
nitrogen.”
1828. Hartwell, Burt L. 1920. Field experiments which
included the soy bean. Bulletin (Rhode Island State College
Agricultural Experiment Station) No. 183. 15 p. June.
• Summary: Contents: Soy bean varieties. Soy beans and
silage corn. Soy beans versus cowpeas. The response of soy
beans to soil conditions. Summary.
Tables show: (1) Varieties of soy beans classified into
three groups on the basis of maturity (early, medium, or
late), and also of yield of beans (large, medium, or small).
The years of observation range from 1911 (for Chernie,
and Merko) to 1920. The named varieties are: Amherst,
Auburn, Austin, Black Eyebrow, Buckshot, Chernie, Early
Brown, Elton, Guelph (Medium Green), Hollybrook, Ito
San, Kentucky A, Manchu, Manchurian, Manhattan, Merko,
Mikado, Mongol, Ohio 02690, Ohio 06693, Ohio 749625, O’Kute, Pekin [Peking], Samarow, Swan, Tashing,...,
Virginia, Wilson Five.” (1A) Eight varieties tested for silage
in 1918 and 1920. “The Haberlandt, Austin and Swan appear
to be promising for silage.” (2) Corn and soy beans grown
separately and together; yield per acre as put into silo. (3)
Dry matter and nitrogen in corn when planted alone or with
soy beans. (4) Yields of soy beans and cowpeas per acre. Soy
beans always outyielded cowpeas.
The authors found the ability of soybeans to secure
their needs for phosphorus to rank between that of carrots
(which obtain their full requirements) and turnips (which are
practically unable to grow unless phosphates are applied).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that mentions the soybean variety Kentucky A. Address:
Ph.D., Director of the Station, Agronomy, Chemistry.

1829. Pynaert, L. 1920. Le soja [Soya]. Bulletin Agricole du
Congo Belge et du Ruanda-Urundi 11(1/2):151-86. March/
June. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botanical description
and habitat. Varieties: yellow, greenish, black, brown,
green, white. Cultivation/culture of soybeans: Necessary
conditions, cultural practices used in the USA, quantities
of seeds planted per acre, inoculation, harvesting soybeans:
Harvesting for the seeds, threshing, yield of soybeans/
seeds, harvesting as forage. Chemical composition of
the plant and seeds in various forms (forage, hay, seeds,
silage, etc.), digestibility. Value and use of the harvest:
Seeds, hay, preparation of hay, pole curing frames for the
preparation of hay. Reconstitution of the soil (by adding
nitrogen). Fertilizing value: Green forage, forage for
silage. Value of the seeds for feeding (a tables shows the
chemical composition; they are rich in protein). Soya for
pasture (in mixed culture with other crops). Necessary
fertilizers. The feed value of soya: For sheep, for dairy
cows, for pigs, comparison of soybean seeds and cottonseed
flour, comparison of soya with other oilseeds (tables show
chemical composition). Soy oil. Comparison between
the soybean and the cowpea. Storage of soybean seeds.
Conclusions (13 points). Culture of soya in West Africa.
“Following many satisfactory experiments, the culture
of soya has been introduced in West Africa... Soya can
be grown as the principal crop, intercropped, or used in
rotations with cotton an corn. The harvest of the last two
will be greatly improved by the introduction of soya in the
rotation.
“Dr. E.S. Edie, M.A., B.Sc. of the University of
Liverpool, Institute of Commercial Research in the Tropics,
has published the following report. ‘I am sending you
some analyses of soya cultivated in West Africa; they can
be compared with those from the Orient. The composition
of oil is as follows: Southern Nigeria 19.62 p.c. (%), Gold
Coast 21.29%, Sierra Leone 23.20%. The Bathurst Trading
Company (Gambia) [Note 1. Bathurst, later renamed Banjul,
is the capital of Gambia] likewise submitted the following
report: The seeds were shipped from Liverpool [England]
at the end of Sept. 1909 and samples of the harvest were
sent from Bathurst on 20 Jan. 1910. Analyses showed they
contained 17½% oil and we believe that this level would be
higher if the culture had been undertaken in the surrounding
countryside and not in the city which is nothing but a
sandbank.
The late Sir Alfred Jones had distributed numerous
works concerning soya in West Africa.
A footnote states that this work had been drafted
primarily with the aid of a brochure edited by Lever Brothers
Ltd., titled Soya Beans, Cultivation and Uses.
Illustrations (non-original) show: (1) The soybean plant,
with close-ups of flower and pods (p. 151). (2) Soybean
plant with leaves, pods, and roots with nodules (p. 153).
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(3) Yellow variety of soybean plant (p. 157). (4) A young
soybean plant (p. 160). (5) Soybean plant with pods. Inset
of pods included (p. 167). (6) Pole curing frame (p. 171). (7)
Stack of soybeans with horse nearby (p. 172). (8) Soybean
roots with nodules (p. 174). Photos show pods and beans
of: Seven varieties of soybeans (p. 156). Six varieties of
soybeans (p. 163).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Ruanda-Urundi (divided into Rwanda and Burundi in 1962).
Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Gambia, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Gambia (about Oct. 1909; one of three documents).
1830. Robison, W.L. 1920. The use of forage crops in the
fattening of pigs. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 343. p. 169-222. June.
• Summary: Experiment IX is titled “Soybean pasture; full
and limited feeding.” Table XIII (p. 201) shows the results
of the 8-week trial. The rate of gain and the concentrate
requirement per unit gain of pigs on soybean pasture varied
with the amount of concentrates fed. Full fed pigs given a
high protein supplement gained more rapidly and ate fewer
pounds of concentrates for each pound of gain produced than
others given only corn as a concentrate. In the case of limited
feeding the use of tankage did not increase the rate of gain
nor lower the concentrate requirement per unit of gain.
Experiment XIV (p. 208) includes feeding with
soybeans and rape. Experiment XVII is titled “Comparison
of sweet clover and soybean pasture.” Two lots of pigs fed
corn alone and corn and tankage on soybean pasture gained
more rapidly and required fewer pounds of concentrates per
unit of gain than either of the two lots similar fed on sweet
clover pasture. A small amount of tankage with corn proved
beneficial for feeding pigs on sweet clover pasture, but was
not needed by the pigs on soybean pasture.
Another experiment looks at corn replaced by tankage
in full feeding of forage, including soybeans (p. 214). A table
shows the results of each experiment.
Conclusions: “Pigs on forage need a smaller amount
of nitrogenous concentrates in the ration,...” “Soybean
pasture is an acceptable forage but furnishes pasture for
only a relatively short time.” Address: M.S., Asst. in Animal
Husbandry [Columbus, Ohio].
1831. Sherman, Franklin, Jr. 1920. The green clover worm
(Plathypena scabra Fabr.) as a pest on soy beans. J. of
Economic Entomology 13(3):295-303. June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The life stages (egg,
hatching to spinning of cocoon, larva in cocoon, true pupal
stage, emergence to mating, mating to laying of eggs;
total–51 days). Habits. Natural enemies. Field conditions.
Experiments with remedies. Possible danger in using the hay
[after it has been sprayed with powdered arsenate of lead].

Questions and answers.
“On July 29, 1919, the farm agent of an eastern county
in North Carolina wrote us of a worm destroying leaves of
soy beans. Within a week complaints were coming by the
dozen. Larvæ were identified at Washington [North Carolina]
as Plathypena scabra Fabr. the Green Clover Worm...”
Address: Entomologist, State Dep. Agriculture, Raleigh,
North Carolina.
1832. Truog, Emil. 1920. Testing soils for acidity. Wisconsin
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 312. 24 p.
June. See p. 2, 16, 20-24.
• Summary: “All soils in Wisconsin should be tested for
acidity, since soil acidity is at present the most important
soil problem in the state. About three-fourths of the soils in
the state are acid. The first step in attacking this problem
is testing the soil for acidity.” “Liming is usually the first
step in the improvement of drained acid soils.” “Fortunately
Wisconsin has inexhaustible deposits of limestone which are
the sources of different forms of lime” (p. 3)
A table (p. 16) shows “The amount of calcium carbonate
or pure calcium ground limestone required to furnish calcium
in common crops,” Soy bean hay requires 90 lb. of calcium
carbonate for 1 ton of dry [soybean] material.
“The amount of lime which should be used depends
upon four factors: the degree of acidity of the soil, the kind
of soil, the lime requirements of the crops grown, and the
kind and quality of the lime” (p. 18).
Among legumes, soybeans were found to have medium
or low lime requirements in rotations or cropping systems;
they tolerated acid soils well (p. 20-22). Limestone is
created when lime is leached out of the soil, leaving the soil
acidic; so it must be returned to restore soil fertility (p. 24).
Address: Agric. Exp. Station, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison,
Wisconsin.
1833. Roberts, George; Ewan, A.E. 1920. I. Report on soil
experiment fields. Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 228. p. 85-120. July 1.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed throughout this report.
Soybean and clover hay are valued at $1.00 per 100 lb (p.
92). Table 1 titled “Average crop yields per acre in the fouryear rotation, Lexington soil experiment field” (p. 95) gives
the yields of soybeans (in bushels/acre, average 8 years) and
soybean hay (pounds/acre, average 2 years) with 15 different
fertilizer treatments. The highest soybean yields (21.3 and
20.2 bu/acre) came from the two RLPK treatments. R = Crop
residues. L = Limestone. P = Acid phosphate. K = Potash
salts. The highest soybean hay yield (4,440 lb/acre) came
from the RP treatment.
Table 2 (p. 96) is a similar experiment but for a
three-year rotation, and with values for soybean hay only;
maximum 4,575 lb/acre with the R treatment.
Table 3 gives the “Average yield per acre of corn and
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soybeans in rotation on Series C.–Lexington” (average 2
years). The highest soybean yield (17.5 bu/acre) came from
the PN treatment.
Table 8 gives the “Average crop yields per acre–Lincoln
soil experiment field.” The highest yield of soybean hay
(average 6 years) is 6,475 lb/acre with the MLPK treatment;
M = manure.
Table 9 gives the “Average crop yields per acre, fouryear rotation–Greenville soil experiment field.” The highest
yield of soybean hay is 3,226 lb/acre (average 6 years) and
3,804 lb/acre (avg. 4 years) with the MLAP treatment. AP =
Acid phosphate.
Table 13 gives the “Average crop yields per acre–Lone
Oak soil experiment field.” The highest yield of soybean hay
(average 6 years) is 3,509 lb/acre with the MLRP treatment.
Conclusion: “It is much better... to depend upon a large
use of legumes, crop residues and manure for nitrogen and
potash than to supply these elements from commercial
sources” (p. 120). Address: 1. Head, Agronomy; 2. Asst.
Agronomy [Lexington, Kentucky].
1834. Roberts, George; Ewan, A.E. 1920. II. The
maintenance of fertility. Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 228. p. 121-30. July 1.
• Summary: There are four requirements for a fertile soil: “1.
Good drainage. 2. Good physical condition (good tilth). 3.
A sufficient supply of mineral plant food, including lime. 4.
A sufficient supply of organic matter and nitrogen.” Each of
these four requirements is discussed in detail.
Table 16, titled “Approximate amounts of nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium in farm products and fertilizing
materials” (p. 126-27) gives values for 42 materials including
soybean seeds (80, 13, and 24 lb in 25 bu), soybean straw
(80, 8, and 50 lb in 2¼ tons), total soybean crop (160, 21,
and 74 lb), and soybean hay (50, 6, and 38 lb in 1 ton).
According to Hopkins, legumes obtain, on average, about
one-third of their nitrogen from the soil and two-thirds from
the air.
“Actual feeding tests at the Ohio Experiment Station
have shown that as much as 1.3 tons of manure may be made
for each ton of feed and bedding used, when a rotation of
corn, soybeans, wheat, and clover furnished the feed, only
wheat grain being sold.” The soybeans yield about 2 tons
(4,000 lb) of soybean hay per acre. The four-crop rotation
yields 17,000 lb of feed. So 1.3 x 17,000 “would give a
production of 11 tons of manure per acre for one of the fields
in the rotation each year.” This manure greatly increases crop
yields. Used alone, manure was found to be worth $6.04/ton
in increased yields. Used with acid phosphate, the increase
in yields was worth $10.42 per ton. Address: 1. Head,
Agronomy; 2. Asst. Agronomy [Lexington, Kentucky].
1835. Orange Judd Farmer. 1920. Fields of “soys” in
Champaign: Club members make tour of crop inspection.

68(2):1062. July 3.
• Summary: “The soy bean club of Champaign county is the
first organization of its kind in the state. It was organized to
grow soy beans, to study the various varieties, to discover the
best ones for their purposes, and to sell these beans directly
to the people who wish them. They expect to build up,
through their organization a reputation for certified, pure soy
bean seed. There are about 700 acres of soy beans reported
that will be harvested for seed this fall.
Last Thursday, a group of farmers who are members
of this club, inspected about 300 acres of soy beans that are
being grown in connection with their club. They visited the
farms of Albert Carl, William Blue, B.F. Harris (manager
J.M. Dowell), T.P. Chester, “the Mebany farm” [sic, the
farm of Charles L. Meharry, managed by W.E. Riegel]. At
each farm they learned the details of how the soy beans
were grown, including date of planting, preparation of the
soil, inoculation, weed control, and harvesting. Varieties
mentioned: A.K. and Mongol.
A field of corn and soy beans was inspected on the
farm of William Blue. “In reply to the yield question, J.C.
Hackleman of the University said, ‘We have tried four
different varieties in corn where there is about one bean to
each stalk of corn. The heavier, later maturing beans affect
the corn yield four to six bushels, but the yield of beans is
about three bushels. Most livestock men say that a bushel of
beans is worth three to four bushels of corn in hogging down.
The medium yellow makes the least cut in yield. This is the
result of two years’ experiments.”
W.E. Riegel, manager of the Meharry farm and
“president of the Soy Bean club,” was in charge of growing
150 acres of soy beans on this farm. He explained that a four
year rotation of corn, soy beans, wheat and a pasture mixture
composed largely of clover was being used on the farm. Last
year out of 150 acres of beans, 50 acres were made into soy
bean hay, the only kind used on the farm, and the other 100
harvested for seed.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 1998) that
mentions soybean pioneer J.C. Hackleman at the University
of Illinois. Address: Illinois.
1836. Finch, F.R. 1920. Experience with soybeans. Ohio
Farmer 146(3):57. July 17.
• Summary: Experience proves profitable having a few acres
of soybeans joining corn, or being grown with the corn.
Address: Hamilton County, Ohio.
1837. Briggs, George M. “Soy Bean.” 1920. Soy bean jazz:
Wisconsin joins the boosters of the wonder crop. Country
Gentleman 85(30):5, 28. July 24.
• Summary: All over the state of Wisconsin, the “farmers
who are raising soy beans are filled with pep. Every yarn that
is repeated about soy beans some other fellow beats. In fact
we fellows who are going round the state spreading the soy-
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bean gospel are always prepared for one just a little bigger.”
“Wisconsin is enthusiastic over this crop because it is
filling a place which no other crop has even approached yet
in this state.” It is a high-protein legume that grows well
in light or sandy soils, can take the place of clover when it
fails, and is a soil improver. Soybeans also make a good hay,
equal to alfalfa hay. “One variety which we pride ourselves
on is the Wisconsin Early Black, a variety which has been
improved and selected here at the experiment station.” It will
ripen in the extreme northern part of the state.
Photos show: A man standing in a field of soy beans
grown with corn on the farm of John Fahey in Webster,
Wisconsin. A field of soy beans on a farm in Leef,
Wisconsin.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1996)
that uses the word “wonder” or the term “wonder crop”
in the title in connection with soy beans. Note 2. This is
the second earliest publication seen written by Briggs,
Wisconsin’s first and foremost soybean pioneer. Address:
[Madison], Wisconsin.

For each variety is given: Name, record number, color of
seed, seeds per ounce, character of stem (two variables: (1)
Medium thick, coarse, or fine; (2) Twining, straight, vining,
branching, slight twining), yield per acre (bushels) for 1917,
1918, 1919, three year average, and years in test (up to 9
years).
A variety which in a previous report was recorded as
number 1822 has been very successful in certain sections
of the Piedmont region, and has become well enough
established to justify giving it a name. The new name for this
variety is Patuxent.
“Soy beans were first grown at the Maryland station
in 1888.” An inquiry into their value for forage and soil
improvement was the purpose of the test. “To date, the
leading soy bean varieties for Maryland are: Virginia,
Wilson, Peking, Haberlandt, and Patuxent.”
Note: This is the earliest (and only) document seen (July
2013) that mentions the soybean variety Patuxent. Address:
1. Agronomy; 2. Asst. Agronomist. Both: College Park,
Maryland.

1838. Metzger, J.E.; Eppley, Geary. 1920. Variety tests
of corn, wheat and soy beans. University of Maryland
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 237. 23 p.
July. See p. 16-23.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 16-23)
begins: “The Soy Bean or Soja Bean (Soja hispida) was
grown on the Experiment Station farm during the first year
of its organization. The Annual Report of the Station made
in 1888 contains a record of the yields of one variety grown
on 27 plots having a total area of three and three-eighths
acres. This test seems to have been made to determine the
qualities of the soy bean for forage purposes, and to ascertain
the comparative productiveness of the plots on which they
were grown. Two difficulties were encountered in this trial.
First, the variety used required a longer season for maturity
than was available in this particular year, and second, the
plants were attacked by a disease which was called a blight,
causing them to temporarily stop their growth. However, the
desirability of the soy bean as a farm crop was apparent from
the beginning and during the years that followed tests were
made of its value as a forage plant, for green manure, and for
silage purposes. The work of the station in securing varieties
adaptable for both seed and hay production began in 1911.
Since then more than 150 varieties have been in the tests and
demonstrations and it is estimated that fully 10,000 acres of
the beans are now grown in the State, annually.
Table IV, titled “Varieties of soy beans in test for
seed” (p. 20) categorizes them into three groups by yield.
Some varieties have been in the test for up to 9 years. High
yields: Virginia, Edna, Flat King, Arlington, Haberlandt.
Medium yields: Cloud, Peking, Wilson, Morse, Ebony,
Swan, Meyer, Patuxent, Medium Yellow, Kentucky, Hope,
Taha, Ito San, Wilson-five [Wilson-Five], Mammoth Yellow.

1839. Ridgway, Frank. 1920. Corn and soy beans. Chicago
Daily Tribune. Aug. 10. p. 14.
• Summary: There is now “an enormous acreage of corn
and soy beans that will soon be ready to feed.” They “will
be ‘hogged down’ in Illinois, Iowa, and adjoining states. It
is estimated that 75,000 acres of corn and soy beans will
be used in this way by Iowa this fall. That is three times as
many acres as were used for this purpose last year. Farmers
are learning that this method of manufacturing pork not only
saves labor in harvesting the crop, but that soy beans grown
with corn and ‘hogged down’ will take the place of tankage
in the hog ration.”
1840. Wiley, James R. 1920. Hogging-down corn and
soybeans. Breeder’s Gazette 78(7):252-53. Aug. 12.
• Summary: “Lawrence Brown’s hogs made an average daily
gain of 2.9 pounds while hogging down corn and soybeans
last fall. ‘I could scarcely believe it at first,’ said this young
farmer of Fayette County, Indiana...”
“Last fall Brown’s hogs gained 728 pounds for each acre
of corn and soybeans which they hogged off. That is $96.94
worth of pork with hogs at 13 cents. Brown figures this is
a fair return for corn that would yield around 50 bushels
per acre. Besides, as he said, ‘It did not cost me anything
to harvest the corn and it was very little work to feed the
hogs.’” Address: Tippecanoe County, Indiana.
1841. Rindl, M. 1920. Vegetable fats and oils. IV-V. Semidrying oils. Soy bean. South African J. of Industry 3(6):51831. June; 3(8):742-49. Aug. [29 ref]
• Summary: These are 2 installments of a series of articles
on vegetable fats and oils, forming a Report to the Advisory
Board of Industry and Science on Vegetable Oils, Fats, and
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Waxes. Soybeans are considered among the semi-drying
oils. Contents of Part I: Introduction. Early [soybean]
experiments in South Africa. Botanical characters. Varieties.
Germination. Inoculation. Technique of inoculation. Soy
beans as a rotation crop for maize. Comparison of soy beans
and cowpeas. Storage of seed. The soy bean as human food.
Vitamines. Soy-bean [food] preparations: Soy-bean milk,
soy-bean curd [tofu], the soy bean as a vegetable (baked,
boiled, roasted, green beans [green vegetable soybeans],
soy-bean pulp (kara)). Soy-bean meal [soy flour and its
uses]. Fermented soy-bean products: Fermented boiled beans
(natto), ripened vegetable cheese (miso), the Chinese paste
chiang, soy-bean sauce (shoyu).
Contents of Part II: Oil content of seed produced in
South Africa. Quality of oil from South African beans.
Extraction of oils. Nature and composition of soy-bean oil,
and methods of treatment. Uses of the oil. Soy beans as
forage. Enemies of the soy bean. Method of shipment from
the East.
“The first systematic trials [with soy beans] were
initiated about 1903 at Skinner’s Court, on the Springbok
Flats, and at the Natal Experiment Farms, Cedara, Weenen,
and Winkle Spruit. These latter were continued until the
season 1910-1911 when the field trials referred to above [by
the Transvaal and Natal Departments of Agriculture] were
carried out by the Department of Agriculture in conjunction
with Messrs. Lever Bros. and a large number of farmers” (p.
519).
The best yields during the 1910-11 season at the three
Natal Experiment Farms were: At Cedara: Haberlandt 2,000
lb/acre. Winkle Spruit: Mammoth Yellow 1,191 lb/acre.
Weenen: Mammoth Yellow 1,400 lb/acre.
“Method of shipment from the East. The beans are
shipped in bags, vessels are well dunnaged, and a large
number of wooden pipe ventilators are placed in the ships’
holds to keep the cargo from getting heated. The beans, on
a long voyage from Eastern Asia to Europe, being liable to
sweat, are sometimes dried before shipment.”
Tables show experimental yields and chemical
compositions of soy beans from different countries and soyrelated products. A diagram (outline-form) shows the various
ways in which plants and seeds of soy beans are utilized.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soy-bean curd” to refer
to tofu. Address: Ing. D., Prof. of Chemistry, Grey University
College, Bloemfontein [Orange Free State, South Africa].
1842. Pharos-Tribune (Logansport, Indiana). 1920.
Purdue expert to address soybean conference Fri.: Farmers
to exchange views on growing, handling and marketing
soybeans. Sept. 3. p. 5, col. 1. Friday.
• Summary: “The Cornbelt Soybean conference, under the
auspices of the Extension department of Purdue university
and the Carroll County Farm bureau, will be held at Soyland

farm, ten miles south of Logansport, on the Michigan pike,
Friday. Every soybean seed producer of the county is issued
an invitation to attend the conference, which is being held for
the purpose of exchanging ideas on the growing, handling
and marketing of the soybean crop more successfully and
more profitably. The soybean farm is owned by Fouts
Bros. of Camden, and every arrangement has been made
to entertain the visitors who will be in attendance from all
sections of the state.
“The conference proper will begin promptly at 11
o’clock with an inspection of the soybean fields, corn and
beans, hogs and lambs in the fields, and will be followed by
the serving of a typical soybean dinner by the Ladies’ Aid
society of Camden, at noon. A brief musical program will
be given at 1 o’clock, and will be followed by an address by
G.I. Christie, director of the agriculture experiment station at
Purdue.
“Many other prominent agriculture instructors will also
speak to the soybean producers who attend this meeting,
among them being Wallace E. Hanger of the Agriculture
college of Columbus, Ohio, who will speak on ‘Soybeans
in Ohio’; W.L. Burlison of the Agricultural college of
Urbana, Illinois, who will speak on ‘Soybeans in Illinois’,
and George Briggs, of the Agricultural college of Madison,
Wisconsin, who will speak on ‘Soybeans in Wisconsin,’
the other speakers and topics being: J.W. Nicholson of the
Agriculture college at East Lansing, Michigan, on ‘Soybeans
in Michigan’; W.E. Riegel, Tolono, Illinois, ‘Growing
the Crop’; I.J. Matthews, Pulaski county agent, ‘Cost of
Producing Soybeans,’ and Guy McKinnis, Indianapolis,
‘Varieties of Soybeans.’”
Note 1. This announcement of the conference, published
on the day of the conference, is the earliest document seen
(Oct. 2012) concerning that historic conference.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012)
which contains the term “Soyland farm” and which states
that it belongs to the “Fouts Bros.”
1843. Lafayette Journal Courier (Indiana). 1920. Soybean
raising advocated at large meeting: Growers from five
middle western states convene at farm of Fouts Brothers.
Sept. 4. p. 4, cols. 4-5. Saturday evening.
• Summary: “(Special to the Journal Courier) Delphi,
Indiana, Sept. 3–Soybean growers from middle western
states, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan and Ohio,
attended the first annual corn-belt meeting of soybean
growers held today at the Fouts Brothers farms in the east
part of Carroll county. Nearly 1,000 persons attended the
meeting, some driving machines as far as 150 miles in order
to be here. All sections of Indiana were represented.
“The meeting was called for the purpose of discussing
methods of seeding, cultivating, and harvesting soy beans
and also for the purpose of standardizing varieties as much
as possible. It finally was agreed that Ito San should be the
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standard variety for planting with corn, especially where an
early variety was needed, and that Hollybrook or Mongol,
commonly known as Early Yellow, was best adapted to this
state for a late variety. Efforts will be made by the soybean
growers to have most of the crop in this state planted from
one of these two varieties, depending on what the beans are
to be used for.
Morning inspection: The morning program was given
over to an inspection of the soybean fields on the Fouts
farms, where 100 acres are being grown for seed purposes
and 150 acres more are being grown with corn for hogging
or lambing down. The visitors also were given a trip through
the community to see the large number of soybeans being
grown.
“Following a big dinner, at which baked and parched
soybeans were served free by the Fouts brothers, pioneer
soybean growers in this state, the afternoon program
opened with an address by Prof. C.L. Christie, director of
the agricultural extension and experimental departments at
Purdue university.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that contains the term “parched soybeans.”
It probably refers to dry roasted soybeans.
“’There are about 200,000 acres of soybeans in Indiana,
less than one acre to every farm in the state,’ he said. ‘When
we consider that an acre of soybeans puts back from 40, 60,
80, and sometimes 100 pounds of nitrogen into the soil, we
sometimes wonder that they are not being grown much more
widely than they now are. Thus, they are doing something
for the soil. They also help solve the labor problems by
letting hogs and lambs and sometimes cattle harvest the
crop.’
“’One of the biggest problems which the next
administration will have to face will be the agricultural
problem,’ he said.
“’Sometimes, folks are going to wake up to the fact that
they cannot pay a man in a factory four or five times as much
as a farm hand gets and still keep these men on the farm. If
the big proposition now going on of building up industrial
centers at the expense of the country is halted somewhere
within a reasonable time, the problem will solve itself by
forcing many of the men in the city back to the country in
order for them to live at all.’
“Modern homes: He urged construction of more modern
homes or the modernising of farm homes as one of the best
means to maintain a permanent set of people on the land.
“Wallace E. Hanger, of Ohio State Agricultural college,
discussed the outlook for the soybean business in Ohio. He
estimated only 10,000 to 15,000 acres in the state.
“Dr. W.L. Burlison, of the University of Illinois, told of
the effects of soybeans on the yield of corn in experimental
work in his state. Results obtained over the last five years,
he said, showed that the loss on the corn yield averaged
6.7 bushels per acre, but that the yield of beans, with

considerably more per bushel, as 5.4 bushels per acre, which
more than offset the corn loss. He also urged standardization
of varieties.
“George Briggs, of the University of Wisconsin, told
of methods used in handling soybeans in his state, declaring
that farmers there were interested in it as a means of
lowering the cost of milk production. He discussed various
phases of the business. E.C. McGee [sic, Megee], of the
Michigan Agricultural college, told of the soybean industry
in Michigan.
“’Soybean Bill’: William Riegel of Tolono, Illinois,
known as ‘Soybean Bill’ in Champaign county, where he
manages 800 acres for A.J. [sic, A.P.] Meharry, of Attica,
Indiana, discussed methods of growing the beans in his
state. C.B. Newton, a grower at Bowling Green, Ohio; Guy
McKinnis, of near Indianapolis, discussed growing and
harvesting problems, and I.J. Matthews, Winamac, county
agricultural agent in Pulaski county, gave cost of production
figures for the crop, showing that it took at least $43.79 per
acre to produce them. Taylor Fouts, one of the brothers,
discussed methods employed by himself and two brothers in
seeding, cultivating and harvesting their crop.
“All three men were former students at Purdue
university, Taylor having been graduated in 1902. One
brother, Noah, was a student there in 1885-86 and another
brother, F.E., in 1888.
“Plans were made for a similar gathering in 1921, which
may be sent to another state, as the first one was held in
Indiana. The meeting today was arranged by W.A. Ostrander,
of the soils and crops department at Purdue, and County
Agent A.L. Hodgson, in co-operation with Fouts Brothers.”
Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Oct.
2012) describing this historic conference.
Note 3. This is also the earliest document seen (Oct.
2012) that mentions W.A. Ostrander in connection with
soybeans.
1844. Urbana Daily Courier (Urbana, Illinois). 1920. Visit
soy bean farm in Indiana. Sept. 7. p. 1.
• Summary: “W.E. Biegele. John Andrews, C.L. Meharry
and William Redhed of Tolono, C.I. Oathout of Urbana, T.P.
Chester of Champaign, William Blue of Mahomet, W.L.
Hackleman [sic, J.C. Hackleman] and Dr. R.S. Smith of
the university [of Illinois], and W.J. Morris of the United
States department of agriculture composed a party that went
from Champaign to the Taylor Faust [sic, Taylor Fouts]
farm, 40 miles northeast of Lafayette, Indiana, to see a large
plantation of soy beans. The party returned much enthused
with the progress of soy bean culture on this farm, which is
one of the first to adopt the soy bean for seed and silage and
hog and sheep feed.”
1845. Carroll County Citizen-Times (Delphi, Indiana). 1920.
Carroll county center soy bean industry in U.S. Sept. 11. p. 7,
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col. 3. Saturday.
• Summary: “’Soyland,’ the farm of Taylor, Noah, and F.E.
Fouts, in Carrollton township, was the scene, Friday, of the
first annual national meeting of soy-bean growers... There
were one thousand in attendance and every part of Indiana
was represented. There are 400 soy-bean growers in Carroll
county and this section is known as the center of soy-bean
production in the United States. The program consisted of
talks on the methods of sowing, harvesting and marketing
soy beans and the standardization of varieties. Taylor Fouts
served baked and parched soybeans to the crowd. They were
shown to be good to eat, as well as being good for silage and
fertilizer. Soy bean oil is said to be as good as linseed oil in
paint and is also used instead of olive oil in salad dressing.
Taylor Fouts has been growing soy beans since 1902 and is a
pioneer in this work.”
“Plans were made for a similar gathering in 1921,
which may be sent to another state, as the first one was
held in Indiana. The meeting Friday was arranged by W.A.
Ostrander, of the soils and crops department at Purdue, and
County Agent A.L. Hodgson in co-operation with Fouts
Brothers.”
1846. Hoosier Democrat (Flora, Indiana). 1920. Soybean
seed producers’ meeting Friday a success. Sept. 11. p. 3, col.
3. Saturday.
• Summary: “The big soybean seed producers’ meeting held
at the Fouts brothers farms near Deer Creek, in Carrollton
township last Friday was attended by a great number of men
and women from Indiana and neighboring states. There were
297 machines on the ground at one time, which may give one
an idea of the number of people there were present, variously
estimated at 800 to 1000 people. The morning was given
over to visiting and an inspection tour of the soybean fields
in the neighborhood. About 50 machine loads of people
made this tour of inspection where beans were seen growing
for seed, with corn for hogging-off, silage, and lambingoff, all of which purposes looked good to the visitors. A
thing which was interesting to the visitors was the fact that
the soybeans can be grown successfully for seed with few
weeds in the fields, as the Fouts brothers and neighbors
have especially clean, well-tended and rank growing fields
of soybeans which made a very favorable impression on the
visitors. The dinner furnished by the Ladies Aid was served
in cafeteria style and was greatly relished by the visitors,
most of whom had driven great distances by automobile. A
very unique part of the menu, furnished free to all visitors
by Fouts brothers, was the baked and roasted soybeans.
The parched beans were very appetizing indeed and soon
disappeared. The afternoon program consisted of a very
forceful address by G.I. Christie, superintendent of Extension
in Indiana, a regular soybean song by Deer Creek male
quartette, and short, but snappy, talks...”
Details are then given on the afternoon program, with

the name of each speaker and the subject of his talk.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “roasted soybeans” to
refer to soynuts.
“W.A. Ostrander, of Purdue, who was chairman
of the meeting, then introduced the ‘Soybean Kings of
Indiana’ to the crowd and the Fouts brothers were lined
up for explanation of their evident successful methods in
growing and utilizing the soybean crops. Certainly Carroll
county should be complimented for having the privilege of
having the first big corn belt soybean seed producers’ field
meeting and conference. It was a great day. Fouts brothers
are considered pioneers in the soybean industry and their
experience is being followed throughout the corn belt states.
It was therefore very appropriate that this meeting should
be held on their farms. From this meeting will develop an
‘Association of Cornbelt Soybean Growers.’ Next meeting
to be held at Stryker, Ohio. Carroll county and ‘Soyland’ are
now on the map.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
which mentions that an association of soybean growers is
being developed. The name of the association is not given.
The National Soybean Growers’ Association–the forerunner
of the American Soybean Association (ASA)–was formed at
this meeting. Several photographs taken at the meeting (but
not shown in this article) prove this. The earliest article seen
that mentions the National Soybean Growers’ Association
by name was that by Ostrander in April 1923. Nevertheless,
this is the earliest publication seen related to that Association
or to its first meeting, or to its first involvement with foods
made from soybeans–they were served baked and roasted.
Note 3. The Association’s second meeting (Sept. 1921)
was not, in fact, held in Stryker, Ohio, but rather in Illinois,
at the University of Illinois and at the A.P. Meharry Farm,
near Tolono, Illinois.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2004)
describing food uses of soybeans in connection with the
American Soybean Association. Baked, roasted, and parched
soybeans were served here at ASA’s founding meeting.
Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “parched beans” to refer
to soynuts.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012)
which contains the term “Soybean Kings” or “Soybean
Kings of Indiana,” and the earliest document in which the
term “Soybean Kings” is used to refer to the three Fouts
brothers–Taylor, Finis, and Noah.
1847. Indiana Farmer’s Guide. 1920. Soybeans for fattening
cattle. 32(37):7. Col. 1. Sept. 11.
• Summary: “Soy beans are becoming a very important crop
in Indiana and as they contain a high percentage of protein,
both the hay and the seed make good feed for live stock.
Many feeders who depend upon cottonseed meal and linseed
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oil meal for their protein concentrates have wondered why
they could not substitute ground soy beans for these feeds
and thus cheapen the cost of fattening cattle. This matter
has been investigated by the Purdue experiment station and
as a result of three feeding trials it was found that as long
as ground soy beans were palatable they were as efficient
as cottonseed meal as a supplement to rations for fattening
cattle...
“In spite of the disadvantages of ground soy beans,
Professor F.G. King concludes that ‘the excellent results
secured show that cattle feeding offers an outlet for a greatlyenlarged production of soy beans. In fact, the most serious
drawback to the use of soy beans for fattening cattle is the
high cost of the beans.”

that the cowpea vines may be properly supported.”
The last section is titled “Cowpeas, soy beans, and
velvet beans compared” (p. 25-26). All are summer
annuals. The soy bean grows over a more extended area
and further north; it is much less sensitive to cold and can
stand considerable frost. Cowpeas and velvet beans both
succeed on poor soils better than the soy bean. The soy bean
is preferred for forage purposes on account of its upright
growth; it is more easily harvested and cured. “For the
production of seed, the soy bean has many advantages over
the cowpea and velvet bean. The soy bean matures all its
seed at one time and can easily be handled by machinery.
Hand picking is most commonly practiced in gathering
cowpea seed, although machinery can be used to advantage.
It is necessary to pick velvet beans by had because of the
abundant, tangled mass of vines.”
“The seeds of velvet beans, cowpeas, and soy beans are
all excellent feed for cattle and hogs. Cowpea seed, however,
is rarely cheap enough for feed, but it is extensively used,
especially in the Southern States, for human food. Soy-bean
seed, in addition to its value for feed, is valuable for the
production of oil and meal, and its use for human food is
increasing.” Address: Agronomist, Office of Forage-Crop
Investigations.

1848. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1920. Soy bean
growers. 3(4):38. Sept.
• Summary: “Soy bean growers from five states–Wisconsin,
Illinois, Ohio, Michigan and Indiana–met Sept. 3 at the
farm of Taylor E. Fouts, east of Delphi, Indiana, in the first
national gathering of soy bean growers. Approximately
1,000 attended and every part of Indiana was represented.
Four hundred soy bean growers live in the county where the
meeting was held. The program included talks on methods
of sowing, harvesting and marketing soy beans and the
standardization of varieties.
“Mr. Fouts served baked and parched soy beans to those
attending and showed them they were good to eat as well as
being good for silage, fertilizer and oil. He has been growing
soy beans since 1902 and is a pioneer in the business. He is a
graduate of Purdue university.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “parched soy beans” to
refer to soynuts.
“The meeting was attended by Wallace Hanger, of Ohio
State University; Dr. W.L. Burlison, of the University of
Illinois; George Briggs. of the University of Wisconsin; C.E.
McGee, of Michigan Agricultural College: W.A. Ostrander
and G.I. Christie, of Purdue University, and other school
men, growers and representatives of farm journals.”

1850. Morse, W.J. 1920. Cowpeas: Utilization. Farmers’
Bulletin (USDA) No. 1153. 23 p. Sept. See p. 22.
• Summary: Table IX (p. 22) lists fertilizing constituents
in 100 pounds of dry substance of the tops and roots of
important legumes: Red clover, alfalfa, crimson clover,
cowpea, soy bean, velvet bean, and common vetch. In the
tops, the soy bean contains 2.18 lb of nitrogen, 0.61 lb of
phosphoric acid, and 1.68 lb of potash. In the roots, the soy
bean contains 1.05 lb of nitrogen, 0.34 lb of phosphoric acid,
and 0.67 lb of potash.
Of all these legumes, common vetch has the most
nitrogen in the tops (2.99 lb), whereas red clover has the
most nitrogen in the roots (2.74 lb) per 100 pounds dry
substance. Address: Agronomist, Office of Forage-Crop
Investigations.

1849. Morse, W.J. 1920. Cowpeas: Culture and varieties.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1148. 26 p. Sept. See p. 2021, 25-26.
• Summary: Begins with a good history of the cowpea. The
section titled “Cowpeas in mixtures” includes a section on
“Cowpeas and soybeans” (p. 20-21). They “afford a very
satisfactory combination, either for hay or for pasture, and
the yield is nearly always greater than that of either crop
alone. Only the tall strong-growing varieties of soy beans
are desirable, as they assist very materially in supporting the
viny cowpeas. Varieties of these crops maturing at about the
same time should be selected... A mixture of soy beans and
cowpeas should have more soy-bean plants than cowpeas, so

1851. Photographs taken at Soyland, the farm of Taylor
Fouts near Camden, Indiana, in Sept. 1920 during the
foundation meeting of the American Soybean Association.
1920. Camden, Indiana.
• Summary: Four black-and-white photographs (each about
3 by 5 inches) were sent to Soyfoods Center in June 1998 by
Mara Hendress, the granddaughter of Taylor Fouts, who still
lives on his farm near Camden, Indiana. These photos show:
(1) The three Fouts brothers, Taylor, Finis, and Noah
(from left to right, each wearing a hat, coat, and tie) standing
in front of a barn on which is written “Soyland–Taylor
Fouts,” at the first Corn Belt Soybean Conference, in
September 1920. This was the birthplace of the American
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Soybean Association.
(2) Portrait of Taylor Fouts, wearing a coat and tie. He
has a bald head.
(3) The Farm of Taylor Fouts taken from a field when
there was snow on the ground. Four buildings are shown
(from left to right): A large dark barn with a silo attached
to its right. A smaller white barn with “Soyland” written on
the front. A small shed. The large two-story family home
(originally built by Taylor’s parents, Solomon and Margaret
Fouts), with three brick chimneys coming out the ridge of the
roof and two tall evergreens growing just to the right.
(4) Several fields of soybeans growing in rows with the
varieties identified on markers at the near end of each row.
In the foreground are three piles of soybean hay. Across the
bottom of the photo is written by hand: “Soyland. Sept. 3,
1920.”
1852. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin.
1920. Soybeans, a staple crop for sandy lands of upper
Wisconsin. No. 319. p. 20-21. Sept.
• Summary: This Bulletin is titled “Experiments in
Farming,” by H.L. Russell and F.B. Morrison.
“Extensive tests and breeding work with soybeans
have brought out very clearly that this plant, though one of
comparatively new introduction, is destined to be grown
as a staple crop on our sandy land. By means of variety
tests and selection of pure-line strains, varieties have
been obtained which are adapted to northern Wisconsin
conditions. Abundant crops of seed, hay, and silage can
be secured each season. Yields reported by the Agronomy
Department in 1919 ranged from 32 to 45 bushels of seed an
acre. With linseed oilmeal selling at $72 a ton the possibility
of growing soybeans as a concentrated feed for cattle looks
very promising. The fact that soybeans can best be matured
on sandy lands makes the crop of extreme value for this soil
type. Thousands of acres of such soils in central and northern
Wisconsin can be made to produce good crops of this
valuable plant and thus add greatly to the agricultural wealth
of the state.
“Of the varieties tested, the Pedigree No. 1 strain of the
early black [Early Black] has given the best results as an
average. Seed of this variety has been widely disseminated
and is available in considerable quantities. It is estimated that
from 3,000 to 5,000 bushels of this strain has been grown in
1919 by farmers in the northern and central sections of the
state.”
1853. Morse, W.J. 1920. Re: Otootan soy bean variety and
Everett Seed Co. Letter (memorandum) to Mr. R.A. Oakley
[USDA, Washington, DC], Oct. 9. 1 p. Typed, with signature
on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Oakley: With reference to the
attached letter from the Everett Seed Company [Macon,
Georgia] inquiring whether or not the Department would be

interested in buying seed of a new soy bean, will say that
they refer to the Otootan.
“The Otootan is not new by any means as it was brought
into this country several years ago by Professor C.K.
McClelland, Agronomist of the Georgia Experiment Station,
Experiment, Georgia. It has been tested out by nearly all
the southern experiment stations and, although it gives a
heavy crop of seed and a very good yield of forage, it has not
proved to be any wonder bean.
“The claims put forth by the Everett Seed Company
in the first paragraph of the attached letter are rather
extravagant and in my opinion the Otootan is not superior to
the Biloxi. In a recent letter from Prof. John R. Fain of the
Georgia Experiment Station, Athens, Georgia, it is stated that
neither the Biloxi or the Otootan varieties are outstanding
with them yet although he states, ‘we have more hope for the
Biloxi than for the Otootan.’
“Furthermore, regarding this letter I note that only two
men in the United States have had them up at all until this
season.
“I am planning to visit Mr. G.A. Swan of Biloxi,
Mississippi, who has a very considerable acreage of this
crop. Very truly yours,...”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2012) in
which W.J. Morse gives his title as Agronomist; previously
he was “Assistant Agrostologist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1854. Sheets, E.W.; Tuckwiller, R.H. 1920. Effect of winter
rations on pasture gains of yearling steers. U.S. Department
of Agriculture Bulletin No. 870. 20 p. Oct. 20.
• Summary: This article is divided into two parts: I. Winter
rations and their influence on pasture gains of yearling steers;
II. The use of silage and the cost of rations for wintering
yearling steers. Table 2 (p. 5) gives the composition of six
feeds fed to steers during the four winter feeding periods
(1914-1918); one of these was soy-bean hay. A description
of how this hay was made is given on the same page. Table 3
(p. 6) gives the “Dry matter, protein, carbohydrates, fat and
nutritive ratio of rations fed each year.” One ration, which
consists of about 77% corn silage and 23% soy-bean hay, has
a nutritive ratio of 1:6.3. It was fed in the winter of 191718 (p. 8). Table 5 (p. 9) shows the total and daily gains and
losses by the steers during four winters; the corn silage and
soy-bean hay ration gave the second best total gain (1917-18)
after the ration of corn silage, wheat straw, and cottonseed
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meal. Soy bean hay was relatively expensive (p. 16) at $17/
ton. Address: Animal Husbandry Div., USDA.
1855. O’Brien, Harry R. 1920. A visit to Soyland:
Enthusiasts say this wonder crop fills a gap in Corn Belt
rotations. Country Gentleman 85(44):11, 30. Oct. 30.
• Summary: The article begins with the lyrics to a song in
praise of soy beans:
“Oh, my name is Soja-bean; its a good name, don’t you
see? / And we’re growing soy beans to get along. / They are
good for lambs and piggies and for all you folks and me, / So
we’re growing soy beans to get along.
Chorus: Soy beans, oh soy beans, we are growing
soy beans to get along. / Soy beans, oh soy beans, we are
growing soy beans to get along. / For the land’s sake grow
more soy beans, in this Corn Belt, don’t you see? / ‘Twill
make fat pocketbooks and credits long. / But if you haven’t
any money, then we’ll let you have ‘em free, So you’ll grow
soy beans to get along.”
“Four middle-aged Indiana farmers stood up before
an audience of nearly a thousand people one day in early
September and sang, to the tune of Kindling Wood, the above
song. The four men who comprised this quarter, Taylor
Fouts, Garfield Todd, Vern McCloskey and J.E. [Jacob
Emmet] Kitchell, are all soy-bean growers, and they sang
with all the fervor of a choir at a Methodist revival meeting.
And like unto an old-fashioned revival meeting it was.
“But the church was the lawn at Soyland, the home of
Taylor Fouts, the one who wrote the song. The preacher was
W.A. Ostrander, farm crops extension specialist from Purdue
University. The head deacon was A.L. Hodgson, county
agent of Carroll County, Indiana.
As visiting talent there were assembled on the platform
Prof. G.I. Christie, director of the Purdue Agricultural
Experiment Station; Dr. W.L. Burlison, head of the
Department of Agronomy at the University of Illinois; W.J.
Morse, in charge of soy-bean investigational work for the
U.S. Department of Agriculture; and A.T. Wiancko, head of
the Agronomy Department of Purdue University.
“There were also George Briggs of the University of
Wisconsin–’Soy Bean Briggs, whose story appeared in a
recent issue of The Country Gentleman; Dean J.H. Skinner,
of the College of Agriculture at Purdue; Prof. Wallace E.
Hanger, from Ohio State University; J.C. Hackleman, of
the University of Illinois; C.R. Megee, from the Michigan
Agricultural College; and Dr. R.S. Smith, head of the
Soil Physics Department, from the University of Illinois.
There were county agents there by the dozen, including I.J.
Matthews, of Pulaski County, Indiana; C.H. Oathut, from
Champaign County, and I.S. Brooks, of LaSalle County,
from Illinois; and C.G. Fiedner, of Williams County, Ohio,
who had driven 150 miles in an auto to be present at the big
gathering.
“For audience, there were nearly 1000 farmers and

their families, assembled from at least six states...: Ohio,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Kentucky, Illinois, and Indiana.
“The occasion was a Corn Belt soy-bean conference
held on the Fouts’ brothers’ farms at Camden, Indiana,
south of Logansport, by the extension department of
Purdue University in cooperation with the Carroll County
Farm Bureau and Fouts Brothers. The purpose was for
the leading soy-bean growers of the Middle West to get
together, become acquainted, exchange ideas as to growing,
handling and marketing soy beans and, if possible, lay the
groundwork for an Indiana organization, and perhaps a Corn
Belt organization, that would work toward standardization
of varieties and business methods in a wider distribution of
good seed... If we are to believe what we heard, the soy bean
is destined to sweep the country... Speakers declared that it
was destined to become the second biggest crop in America,
second only to corn.”
“It was particularly fitting that this meeting should be on
the farms of the Fouts brothers. For these three men, pioneer
growers, have been the means of setting the whole country
for miles round to growing the beans until at least seventyfive per cent of the farms in Carroll and Cass counties have
beans on them–10,000 acres in Cass County and 4000 acres
or more in Carroll County–this year.
“So firmly convinced are the Fouts brothers that their
salvation lies in soys that they have built their whole system
of farm management round the crop.
“They bake ‘em and feed ‘em to the children. They roast
‘em and eat ‘em in place of salted peanuts. For at the dinner
which was served by the good ladies of the Presbyterian
Church there were baked soy beans and parched soy beans
furnished, with the compliments of Fouts Brothers, sufficient
for the whole crowd. They tasted right good too.”
Taylor Fouts, the youngest son, heard about soy beans
while at Purdue University. “So when he came home and,
in 1903, went to farming on the home place for himself, he
put out some beans and began to talk them up to his brothers
and neighbors. He began in a small way. His brothers planted
beans also” [starting in 1908]. His neighbors thought the idea
of trying to grow beans by the acre was crazy. “They just
laughed at Taylor Fouts and his fool notions–his high-toned
college ideas.”
“But the three brothers stuck to it. Their crops grew
larger in yield. The neighbors saw the Fouts lambs top the
market and bring special fancy prices year after year. So
gradually the soybean idea soaked into the heads of the
farmers round that part of Indiana, and they began to grow
the beans too.
“On our trip we first drove round Soyland, the 160-acre
farm of Taylor Fouts. Next came the 225-acre farm of Noah
Fouts, and then the 160-acre farm of Finis E. Fouts, where
the same characteristics were noticeable.
“In the fields where soys were grown with corn, the corn
was tall, green and thrifty looking. But across the road, in
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fields on exactly the same soil, corn without the soys was not
nearly so tall; it was somewhat fired and of a sickly-yellow
color.
“The three brothers own separate farms and are not in
any partnership except that they pool their soy-bean seed and
sell it under the name of Fouts Brothers.
“Last year round 2000 bushels of beans were sold for
seed at an average of about eight dollars a bushel. They
averaged twenty-six bushels to the acre.”
“The Ito San seemed to have no opposition for being the
best smaller, early variety and for hogging or lambing down.
Fully half of the men present were in favor of the Hollybrook
for a larger, later variety that could be grown for seed. Others
spoke up for the Mongol, which was decided by the experts
to be practically the same as the Hollybrook. All told, there
are only about thirty or forty good varieties.
“The enthusiasm of all the soy-bean growers present
at this meeting cannot be described. Soy beans to them
are a wonder crop destined to work a change in Corn Belt
agricultural rotations, particularly on the lighter types of
soils, and run alfalfa a close race. For the soy bean furnishes
hay. It provides a good concentrate as well as silage. It
makes the land more fertile. Finally, it seems to put pep and
optimism into the growers.”
Photos show:
(1) “The conference crowd lining up for a soy-bean
dinner” beside a big white barn on which is painted
“Soyland–Taylor Fouts.”
(2) The three Fouts brothers (from left to right): Taylor
(owns a 160 acre farm), Finis E. (160 acre farm), and Noah
(225 acre farm); they are standing in front of a large sign that
says “Soyland–Taylor Fouts.”
(3) People in a rowboat on a large pond, with many
ducks on the water, in Noah Fouts’ front yard.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012)
which states that Taylor Fouts has “Soyland” written on a
large sign on his barn.
Note 2. Jacob Emmet Kitchell, a physician in Deer
Creek, was a relative of the Fouts family. He was the brother
of Finis Fouts’ second wife, Louanna Kitchel.
1856. Rusk, E.W. 1920. Soy beans. Transactions of the
Horticultural Society of Central Illinois 54:298-309. Nov.
19. For the year 1920.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History. Soil
adaptations. Inoculation. Seed bed, time of seeding and
manner of seeding. Rate of seeding. Harvesting and
threshing. Yield. Uses for which soybeans are grown: Seed
(“at usual prices seed production pays well”), hay, forage.
Protein supplement. Silage. Soil improvement. Soiling crop.
Oil and soybean meal production. Human food. Varieties:
For seed production, hay varieties, early maturing varieties.
Concerning oil and meal: “The extraction of oil from
soybeans is becoming a rather important industry. The oil

is used in the manufacture of paints, varnishes, linoleums
and soap. The meal resulting from this extraction... makes a
valuable fertilizer of high nitrogen content.”
There follows a question and answer session with Mr.
Rusk, Mr. Funk [probably Eugene D. Funk of Funk Bros.
Seed Co.], and Mr. Mann participating. Mr. Rusk generally
answers questions. Mr. Mann, in a long statement, says:
“I had 57 acres of soys. They threshed out 54 bushels.”
Address: Farm Advisor, Adams County, Illinois.
1857. Jolliffe, C.F. 1920. Experience with soys (Letter to the
editor). National Stockman and Farmer 44(35):1037. Nov.
27.
• Summary: “We have been growing soy beans for four
years and for a hay crop we think they are the most profitable
of any we know.” The only objections are the difficulty of
curing and the high cost of seed. “The former objection is
not serious if we do not get excited about a little rain. Rain
is not injurious to beans as it is to other leguminous crops. In
fact they will stand a lot of wet weather after cutting without
serious injury, but they must be thoroughly cured and dried
when stored.
“The other objection, the high cost of seed, may be
met by growing your own seed. This year we set apart a lot
containing 1.4 acres for seed purposes.” The land produced
a little less than three pecks of seed. Notes: A U.S. dry
measure, 1 peck = 8 quarts = ¼ bushel = 8.81 liters. Address:
Wetzel County, West Virginia.
1858. Los Angeles Times. 1920. Soy beans given a thorough
test. Dec. 12. p. IX7.
• Summary: “Soy beans have been grown experimentally at
the University Farm at Davis [Yolo County, 15 miles west of
Sacramento] for several years, during which time numerous
varieties have been tested. As a general thing it has been
found that soy beans do not thrive so well in the interior
valleys of California as in the central and South Atlantic
states...”
“Experiments at the University Farm have demonstrated,
however, that certain varieties of cow peas, such as the
Whippoorwill and the Clay, excel the soy bean in this region
from the standpoint of forage production and that certain
drought-resistant types of beans, such as Blackeye and
Tepary [Phaseolus acutifolius], will exceed them greatly
from the standpoint of seed production. For example, at the
University Farm, on good land with good cultural practices
and an abundance of irrigation, the best varieties of soy
beans have yielded from 300 to 600 pounds of seed per acre
[5-10 bushels/acre]. Blackeye beans under similar conditions
have yielded from 1,500 to 2,000 pounds per acre.”
“Soy beans have made a much more favorable
impression in the cooler and more humid coast districts
of Central California, especially in the small white bean
territories skirting the coast from San Francisco to Santa
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Barbara, but in these localities small white and blue pod
beans are equally as productive or more so than soy beans
and have a higher market value.
“Soy beans may be satisfactorily grown in the cooler
mountain valleys at high elevation in California, where
climatic conditions resemble those found in our Eastern
States, according to the University Farm experimenters, but
when grown in the dry, hot summer climate of the interior
valleys they cannot compete with cow peas or sorghums for
either grain or forage production.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2006)
concerning soybean variety trials in California.
1859. Morse, W.J. 1920. Re: The forage crop entries at the
International Grain and Hay Show held at Chicago. Letter
(memorandum) to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC, Dec. 14. 3 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: I am giving below
a short statement regarding the forage crop entries at
the International Grain and Hay Show held at Chicago,
November 27–December 4, 1920 in connection with the
International Live Stock Show. The exhibits or entries of hay
were small and comprise but three crops as follows:
“Red clover–5 entries
“Alfalfa–11 entries
“Timothy–10 entries
“These were for the most part put up in commercial size
bales though there were several odd sized and odd shaped
bales among the lot. In this respect the entries were much
better than in 1919 when all sorts of bundles and bales were
entered. One thing noticeable at last year’s show was that the
blue ribbons were given for hay cut at quite an early stage of
growth and much earlier than would be practical in regular
farming operations.
“The entries of forage crop seeds were much larger
and covered a wider range of crops than was the case with
hay. The samples were about one peck [= 8 quarts = ¼
bushel = 8.81 liters] in size. The following is a list of the
crops together with the names and addresses of the persons
winning prizes:
“Soy Beans–65 entries
“First prize,–H.E. Shrock, Kokomo / Kakamo [?].
Indiana.
“Second prize,–Johnson Seed Farm, Stryker, Ohio.
“Third prize,–Johnson Seed Farm, Stryker, Ohio.
“(Out of the 65 entries, 36 were yellow seeded and 19
black seeded).
“Field Peas–35 entries.
“Names of prize winners not secured.
Milo–7 entries (6 heads each)
“First prize–R.E. Getty, Hays, Kansas.
“Kaffir–19 entries
“Names of prize winners not secured.

“Cowpeas–10 entries... The prize-winning varieties were
as follows: 1. Whippoorwill. 2. New Era. 3. Small Blackeye.
4. Groit. 5. Large Blackeye.
“Alsike Clover–28 entries.
“Red clover–43 entries.
“Timothy–33 entries.
“Alfalfa–30 entries...
“Yours truly, Agronomist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agronomist [Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry], USDA,
Washington, DC.
1860. Gapen, C.E. 1920. Speaking of soybeans: That’s what
W.E. Riegel of Illinois is usually doing. Successful Farming
19(12):24, 34, 48-49, 74. Dec.
• Summary: “In the last few years a peaceful invasion of
the cornbelt has been taking place. The veteran crops, corn,
wheat, oats and clover, have had to hunch over a bit to make
room for the newcomer, the soybean. But oats, not being a
particularly profitable crop,... has had to move farther than
the rest and on some farms has fallen off the bench... The
soybean showed its value as a feed, a soil improver and
as a dependable unit in the rotation before the gates of the
fields were thrown open to it. Much of the foundation for
the popularity of this Americanized alien has been built by
progressive farmers in Illinois and Indiana...”
The experience of William E. Riegel, manager of the
800-acre Charles Meharry farm in Champaign County,
Illinois, with the crop is discussed in detail. “Mr. Riegel,
who is a graduate of the college of agriculture of the
University of Illinois, has been operating the Meharry farm
for seven years.” The land used to be considered thin and
unproductive. But it has risen steadily in fertility by the
legume route until today it is much more fertile than most
farms in the neighborhood and still climbing. Much of
the credit is due to soys. “As evidence of his enthusiasm
over this crop I quote his first statement to me concerning
soybeans: ‘I would rather grow them than any other crop.’”
Why? They “fit conveniently into the rotation and return an
excellent crop while they improve the soil in fertility and
physical condition. Furthermore they make an excellent cash
crop as the seed is in excellent demand at the present time...”
While oats will return about $50 an acre, Mr. Riegel figures
“the returns on soya at from $85 to $130 an acre.” Photos
show: (1) Comparison of a field of shriveled corn blades
where corn is growing alone and fresh look where growing
with soys. (2) A team of horses and men planting wheat, with
the drill on the heels of the binder. No plowing is necessary
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for wheat when it follows soybeans. (3) A rotary hoe, with
emphasis on the soil before and after. (4) Mr. Riegel and his
two kids on a horse. Address: Des Moines, Iowa.
1861. Monthly Crop Reporter (USDA). 1920. Crop statistics:
Soy beans. 6(12):144. Dec.
• Summary: A table gives statistics for soy beans for 1918,
1919, and 1920. In 1920, the leading soybean states in
terms of acreage (in descending order) were: North Carolina
91,000 (48% of total U.S. acreage), Virginia 30,000,
Alabama 23,000, Illinois 8,000, Ohio 8,000, Kentucky 8,000,
Missouri 7,000, Tennessee 5,000, Wisconsin 4,000, Indiana
3,000.
Yields in 1920 averaged 15.8 bu/acre, but ranged from
19.0 for Virginia down to 8.0 for Ohio.
In 1920, the top ten soybean states in terms of bushels of
soybean seeds produced were: North Carolina 1,638,000,000
(54.6% of total U.S. production), Virginia 570,000, Alabama
228,000, Missouri 133,000, Kentucky 120,000, Illinois
92,000, Ohio 64,000, Tennessee 50,000, Indiana 42,000, and
Wisconsin 28,000. Statistics are also given for Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, Georgia, and Mississippi.
The average price on Dec. 1 was $3.064 in 1920 (range
$5.00 to $2.78), $3.467 in 1919, and $3.175 in 1918.
Total farm value of soy beans, based on the Dec. 1 price,
was $9.199 million in 1920, $8.530 million in 1919, and
$9.601 million in 1918.
Average farm value of soy beans per acre, based on
the Dec. 1 price, was $48.42 in 1920, $48.74 in 1919, and
$56.81 in 1918.
1862. Vilmorin-Andrieux et Cie. 1920. Prix courant général
pour 1920-1921 [General current prices for 1920-1921].
Paris: Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. See p. 54. Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section the titled “Non-grain forage
plants, etc.” (Plantes fourragères non graminées, etc.), under
“Soja hispida. Pois oléagineux” (p. 54) only one soybean
variety is listed with the prices in Paris: (1) Yellow (jaune).
330 francs per 100 kg, or 3.50 francs per kg. Address: Quai
de la Mégisserie, 4 (ancien 30) [Paris, France].
1863. Bergh, O.I. 1920. North Central Experiment Station,
Grand Rapids: Crop yields. Minnesota Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 28:76-78. For the years
1919-20.
• Summary: The section titled “Sunflowers and soybeans for
silage” (p. 78) states: “Sunflowers and soybeans were planted
for silage on a larger scale in 1919 than in any previous year.
Both were satisfactory. Soybean silage is especially relished,
cows preferring it to first-class corn silage.”
“A mixed silage of corn, sunflowers, and soybeans
can be recommended. Cows fed on this cleaned up forty
pounds and more a day without showing a preference for any
crop in the mixture. The seed was mixed in the following

proportion: Corn, 3 parts; sunflowers, 1 part; soybeans, 1
part; and planted at the rate of 20 pounds per acre, drilled
in rows 40 inches apart with a corn planter. This produced a
larger tonnage than either corn or sunflowers planted alone.”
Address: Superintendent, North Central Exp. Station, Grand
Rapids, Minnesota.
1864. Briggs, George M. 1920. Who says soy beans?
Wisconsin Agric. Exp. Association, Annual Report 18:23-24.
• Summary: “It seems as though we all do. Wherever you
go, someone is talking soy beans. The more the talk, the
more pep they seem to possess, which is quite comparable to
the soil, in that the more soys it produces the more and better
the following crops are. In these strenuous times when farm
labor is becoming such a problem, we are all interested in
increasing yields per acre and in raising more home grown
feeds. Farmers who have tried soy beans are convinced
that the soil is benefited beyond expectations and that as a
soil builder this crop has an important place on all farms,
especially where other legumes fail to grow. By the use of
soy beans as a hay crop, the farmers of this state, who but a
few years ago saw nothing but poverty, are now building up
their herds and getting fine cream checks, which in turn will
build up the homes, help educate the children and make life
worth living.
“Soy beans as a silage crop have met with great success
here in Wisconsin. In many places the soys are planted by
themselves, then mixed with corn at silo filling time. On
hundreds of farms, however, the corn and soy beans are
planted together and are being raised successfully... It’s
not luck that spells success with soy beans, but pluck. Get
acquainted with the dual purpose member of the legume
family.”
A full-page photo (p. 23) titled “Weeding soy beans–
Farm of C.S. Ristow, Black River Falls” shows two horses
pulling a rig on which a man is sitting. Address: Madison,
Wisconsin.
1865. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report. 1920. Work of the departments: Animal
Husbandry. 33:9-12. For the year ending June 30, 1920.
• Summary: The section titled “More than five percent of
fiber in a ration for fattening hogs decreases efficiency of
the ration” concludes (p. 10): “New and important lines
of investigation are being carried on which compare the
following protein feeds as supplements to corn for fattening
hogs: tankage, fish meal, soybean oil meal, ground soybeans,
semi-solid buttermilk and buttermilk.” The chief of this
department is John H. Skinner, B.S.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that used term “soybean oil meal” to refer
to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: Lafayette, Indiana.
1866. Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
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Report. 1920. Hogging down experiments. 32:39-40. For the
year 1919.
• Summary: Gives costs and profits of hogging down corn
alone, hogging down corn and allowing the hogs the run of a
self-feeder of tankage, hogging down of corn and soybeans
grown together, hogging down soybeans along, and hogging
down soybeans and feeding corn in a self-feeder.
1867. Scott (O.M.) & Sons Co. 1920. Scott’s soy bean
catechism. Marysville, Ohio. 1 p. 26 cm.
• Summary: See next page. This 1-page seed catalog is
printed with dark brown ink on beige paper.
“The growing of soy beans has long since passed the
experimental stage. Their adaptation to all parts of the
country and their value and place in agriculture, apparently
surpassing all other legumes, has been determined. Their
high feeding value and their usefulness as soil improvers
make them valuable additions to our list of field crops and
they merit a hearty welcome from every farmer. They furnish
the richest feed and improve your land while producing it.
We believe that we are the largest distributors of northern
grown soys in the country. We can at all times furnish most
varieties. However as there is an extraordinary demand this
season, please give first and second choice when ordering.
Many varieties are much alike. We not have several kinds not
named here. The Early Brown is exactly the same as the Ito
San, except that it seems to be hardier and is more plentiful.
We advise ordering Early Brown. Owing to the great
difference in price the Mammoth Yellow is an especially
goof bargain this year.
“1. What is this soy, or soja bean? The soy bean is an
erect, rather hairy, leguminous plant, somewhat resembling
the ordinary field bean. It has been cultivated in China for
more than 5000 years.
“2. What use is made of this crop? In extent and variety
of uses, the soy bean is one of the most important legumes in
Asiatic countries. At the present time, in the United States, it
is most largely grown for forage, although the soy bean and
its products are now being used in a large number of other
ways.
“3. Why should I grow the soy bean? It is a legume,
therefore a nitrogen gatherer. It produces a large yield
of seed, an excellent quality of forage that is relished by
all farm animals, is easily grown for harvest, is droughtresistant, and is practically free from insect enemies and
plant diseases.
“4. How far north can they be grown? In general, the
climatic adaptations are about the same as those for varieties
of corn. Varieties mature in from 100 to 145 days.
“5. What kind of soil does the soy bean require? The soy
bean will succeed on nearly all types of soil. The best results,
however, are obtained on mellow, fertile sandy loams, or
clay loams. On poor soils they make a satisfactory growth,
provided inoculation is present.

“6. How about an acid soil? Do I need to lime? The
soy bean thrives on soils that are too acid for the successful
culture of clovers. However, the application of lime has
invariably been found to increase the yield, both of forage
and of seed.
“7. Should soy beans be inoculated? Like all legumes
the soy bean can utilize the nitrogen of the air only through
the action of bacteria which produce nodules on the roots.
The soy bean will give good results without inoculation, but
in such case the nitrogen is taken directly from the soil and
the land is made poorer. Why impoverish the soil when by
means of inoculation the plant can get nitrogen from the air–
through the agency of legume bacteria?
“8. How inoculate? Natural inoculation does not occur
until the bacteria have been introduced into the soil. This
can be done by using soil from a field where soy bean plants
have previously produced nodules. The better and simpler
way, however, is by the use of pure cultures. Ask for “Scott’s
Bacteria–Questions and Answers.” Scott’s bacteria are
guaranteed to produce nodules. A dollar can is enough for a
bushel of beans.
“9. How should the seed bed be prepared? The same as
for corn. Like corn the soy bean readily responds to extra
cultivation. Plow early and deep. Harrow in the spring to
prevent growth of weeds. Disking is sufficient if the crop is
to follow wheat after harvest, provided the ground is fairly
mellow.
“10. When is the best time for planting? Soy beans may
be planted over a period extending from early spring until
midsummer, depending largely on the latitude and the use to
be made of the crop. In general the best time may be said to
be about that for corn.
“11. How deep should the seed be planted? About one
inch. If a crust forms before the plants are up, it is well to
break this with a weeder or light harrow.
“12. What is the best method of seeding soy beans?
Under nearly all conditions soy beans should be grown in
rows 28 to 40 inches apart, and given about three cultivations
in order to keep down the weeds. When the crop is to be used
for forage and the soil is quite free from weeds, the soy bean
may be drilled solid or broadcasted. Use the oats feed of the
drill. Allow only every fourth spout to run when planting in
rows.
“13. How far apart in the row should the plants stand?
Plants from 2 to 4 inches apart in the row give the best
results.
“14. How much moisture does this crop demand? One
of the best qualities of the soy is that it is drought-resistant.
However, they are not sensitive to excess of moisture.
Drainage is not required.
“15. What variety of soy beans do you recommend?
The choice of varieties depends largely on the purpose for
which the crop is to be grown. For early hay and for hogging
off, or for following oats or wheat or for planting at the last
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cultivation of corn to be used for fodder or for hogging off,
Early Brown, Ito San, Elton, Manchu and Black Eyebrow.
For a later (and larger) hay crop and for silage, Hollybrook,
Ohio No. 9035, Mongol, Haberlandt, Wilson, Sable, A.K.,
Morse, Mikado, Virginia, and Medium Green. For seed, in
the northern sections, Early Brown, Ito San, Manchu, and
Black Eyebrow. The Mammoth Yellows are very plentiful,
and cheaper than others. They can be used for hay, for silage,
or for soil improvement, but not for seed production except
in the south. In the lists above we try to indicate by the order
in which they are mentioned the ones we are surest of having
abundantly in stock. For instance, Hollybrooks, Ohio 9035’s,
Mongols, Early Browns, Ito Sans, etc., are more plentiful
than Virginias, Medium Greens, Black Eyebrows, etc.
“16. Can soys be used in rotations? Yes, they are the
most satisfactory legume, especially in short rotations. They
may be used as a whole season crop as in Corn, Soys, Wheat
and Clover or Grass rotation; or they may be used as a part

season crop following small grain as, for instance, wheat.
“17. How can I have a legume in the ground all the
time? Plant soy beans with your corn. Soys alone the next
year for hay, pasture, or seed. Follow with wheat in which
you sow clover.
“18. Does wheat or rye follow soys well in a rotation?
Yes, and the ground needs no more preparation than when
wheat follows corn. The yield is greatly increased because of
the additional nitrogen stored in the soil by the soys and the
better physical condition in which they leave the ground.
“19. How much seed is required? Twenty to 30 pounds
to the acre if in rows. Sixty to 70 pounds broadcast or drilled
solid.
“20. When should soy beans be sown for hay? Any time
after the soil warms up in the spring. From the first of May to
the first of August.
“21. At what stage in the development of the plant
should the hay be made? Any time after the pods form up to
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the time just before the leaves begin to drop off. At this stage
the largest yield and best quality of hay is obtained.
“22. What is the feeding value of this hay? Cut at the
proper time soy bean hay contains more digestible nutrients,
more carbohydrates than any other hay. Fed to dairy cows
the Tennessee Exp. Station found that it produced 12% more
milk and 18% more butter fat than alfalfa hay.” (Continued).
Address: [Seedsmen], Marysville, Ohio.
1868. Scott (O.M.) & Sons Co. 1920. Scott’s soy bean
catechism (Continued–Document part II). Marysville, Ohio.
1 p. 26 cm.
• Summary: (Continued): “23. What yields of seed and hay
can be expected under normal conditions? The soy bean will
yield from one to three tons of hay per acre and occasionally
four tons. In the northern states, the yield of seed ranges
from fifteen to thirty bushels per acre.
“24. What is the feed value of the soy bean straw? The
straw obtained from threshing the soy bean is a valuable
feed for all kinds of stock, making a valuable addition to the
roughage, especially in the feeding of dairy cows.
“25. What is the feeding value of soy bean seed? It
contains about 40% protein and 18% fat. Needless to say its
feeding value is very high.
“26. Can soy beans be seeded with corn? Yes, that is just
what we want to tell you about.
“27. When and how are they seeded with corn? The
most approved way is to drill them in the rows with the
corn at the time of planting. Many manufacturers make
attachments for corn planters which will either drill or checkrow the beans. If you do not have the attachments, after the
corn is planted change the plates in the planter to suit the
size of your soy bean seed and run over the field in the same
rows, planting the soys about one inch deep. The corn and
bean seed can be mixed but this is not as satisfactory. If your
planter has a fertilizer attachment, it is practicable to mix the
beans with the fertilizer or with dirt.
“28. How much seed does this seeding require? About
six to ten pounds per acre.
“29. Does this improve the soil at once? Yes, the soys
improve the soil so that the corn almost invariably grows
larger.
“30. What use can be made of such a crop as soys in
com? It can be hogged off or put in the silo. For hogging off
an earlier variety is recommended because the mature beans
are greedily eaten by hogs and have a greater food value. It
is best to pull some of the plants and feed to the hogs two or
three days before turning in.
“31. Is this a cheap feed for hogs? Yes, The Alabama
Exp. Station showed that hogs fattened on corn alone cost
2.8 times as much as on soy beans with only a one-fourth
ration of corn.
“32. Do the soy beans make good silage? Not when used
alone because they are too rich in fats, but as a supplement to

corn, nothing is equal to them.
“33. How harvest for silage when sown with corn? This
is the easy part of it. When the corn is cut with the binder for
filling the silo, the beans are bound in the same bundle with
the butts of the cornstalks, and fed right into the silage cutter
in this way. Simple, isn’t it?
“34. How much will this add to the bulk of my silage? It
will add 2 to 5 tons green silage per acre.
“35. What stage of development should the soys be in
for silage? Soys may be used for silage any time after the
appearance of bloom until seeds are fully developed. It is
best when seeds are about two-thirds developed.
“36. Is the soy bean and corn silage better than other
kinds? Tests show that dairy cows show gains in milk
production and in flesh when fed soy and corn silage and
require less grain or oil meal ration at the same time, because
the soy bean is so rich in protein and fats.
“37. Where can I get more information concerning soy
beans? Write your Experiment Station and the Department
of Agriculture at Washington [DC]. Send for our catalogue.
Ask for Questions and Answers on Sweet Clover and for
Questions and Answers on Scott’s Bacteria.”
Note: This catalog is owned by Special Collections,
USDA National Agricultural Library, Beltsville,
Maryland. It has been digitized and is available on the
Internet Archive website: https://archive.org/details/usdanurseryandseedcatalog Address: [Seedsmen], Marysville,
Ohio.
1869. Smith, Longfield. 1920. Report of the Virgin Islands
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1919. Virgin Islands
Agricultural Experiment Station, Report. For the year 1919.
p. 1-16. See p. 13.
• Summary: This report begins (p. 1): “The Agricultural
Experiment Station of St. Croix passed into the hands of
the Federal authorities on January 1, 1919, at which time it
became the Virgin Islands Agricultural Experiment Station
(Pl. I, fig. 1), the activities of the station being extended so
as to cover the three islands, St. Croix, St. Thomas, and St.
John.”
In the section on “Leguminous crops” we read (p. 13):
“Trials were made during the year with a large number of
legumes, both for green-manuring purposes and for grain.”
These include Madagascar bean (Phaseolus lunatus), lyon
beans, velvet beans, the closely related Pachylobium bean,
and canavalia beans (Canavalia ensiformis). Plus: “The
trials of legumes for grain included soy beans, tepary, pinto,
mungo, Botor tetragonoloba, black Venezuelan beans, White
Navy, Mohawk, Long Yellow Six Weeks, Lima, Black Wax,
and some others.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2017)
concerning soybeans in U.S. Virgin Islands, or the cultivation
of soybeans in U.S. Virgin Islands. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in U.S. Virgin Islands, or
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the cultivation of soybeans in U.S. Virgin Islands (1919).
The source of these soybeans was probably the Office of
Forage Crop Investigations, United States Department of
Agriculture, in the USA.
Note 2. The U.S. Virgin Islands consist of the three
main islands of St. Thomas, St. John, and St. Croix, and
about 50 islets. The total area is only 136 square miles and
the population in 1990 was 99,000. Brief history: Denmark
occupied St. Thomas in 1666 and 1672, St. John in 1684, and
St. Croix in 1733. In 1754 the three islands were established
as a Danish colony named the Danish West Indies. In 1867
and again in 1902 the United States made formal offers to
buy these islands from Denmark, but it was not until early
1917 that the purchased was finalized. The United States
took possession on 17 January 1917 and the islands were
now officially renamed the “The Virgin Islands of the United
States of America.” The formal transfer ceremony and
changing of flags took place on 31 March 1917.
Note 3. This document was found by Wayne Olson of
the National Agricultural Library. Address: Agronomist in
charge, Virgin Islands Agric. Exp. Station, St. Croix, Virgin
Islands, USA.
1870. Williams, C.B. 1920. Report of the Division of
Agronomy. North Carolina Extension Service, Annual
Report 5:72-79. For the year ended June 30, 1919.
• Summary: Pages 72-73: “Extension Work with Soybeans:
Beginning the first of May of the past spring, Mr. Herman
of the division visited eight counties in which soybeans at
present are not grown to any extent, to give information
regarding the value and culture of this crop.
“In each case the work was done in co-operation
with the county agent. Several letters recommending this
work have been received from county agents. In order to
establish some of the best yielding strains of soybeans for
the different sections, the division has co-operated with the
Philadelphus, Harmony, Bahama and Sand Hill Farm Life
Schools. Each of these, at the beginning of the season, were
furnished sufficient seed to plant a small piece of land to
Black Eyebrow, Virginia, Haberlandt, Mammoth Yellow,
and Mammoth Brown varieties of soybeans. The schools
had previously agreed to save seed from the best yielding
varieties in their respective sections of the State, to multiply
and distribute these among the farmers of their communities.
“Some of the best strains isolated on the Central
farm have been distributed to a few county agents who
agreed to have them grown by their co-operators, with
the understanding that an equal quantity of seed would be
returned to the division at the end of the season. Several of
the agents have reported very satisfactory results from these
specially selected seed.”
Pages 77-78: Why Grow More Soybeans?–During the
past three or four years there has been great interest in the
growth of soybeans in the State and throughout the South.

During this time thousands have been brought to see the
great value of this legume in their farming operations. The
main reasons why this crop has found its way so rapidly and
favorably into all parts of the State have been as follows:
“1. Because cowpeas have not proven satisfactory in
many places, and because some crop like soybeans must be
used to supplement or take the place of cowpeas.
“2. Because they are a relatively sure crop, succeeding
when even cowpeas were a total failure, either from
excessive rain or prolonged drought.
“3. Because of their great feeding value. One can hardly
find a better forage than soybeans for hogs. There is hardly a
better hay than that made from this crop.
“4. Because of its long planting season. They can be
planted ordinarily from May 1 until July 10 in most of the
State. They may be planted after early truck crops, and on all
grain stubble lands outside of the mountain section.
“5. Because of their great adaptability to different soils
and conditions, they grow well on most soil found in every
county in North Carolina. No other crop is quite so good to
grow for hay or soil improvement in melons, cucumbers,
and tobacco. They are ideal to grow in ‘skips’ in any crop.
Soybeans grown in corn, either between the corn hills or
drilled thick in rows of three feet in width, alternating with
the corn rows, will produce a good crop and take little or
nothing from the corn.
“6. Because the soybeans require relatively little labor to
grow. They can be gathered cheaply by harvesters.
“7. Because they are a great soil improver.
“8. Because seed are ordinarily plentiful in the State and
are obtainable at a very reasonable price.
“How North Carolina Farmers are Handling Their
Soybeans.–In the growth of any leguminous crop, unless a
goodly amount of it finds its way back into the soil, there
will not result any improvement of the producing power
of the soil from the growth. It is feared that in many cases
a misconception is in the minds of many farmers with
reference to this matter. Soybeans, one of our most important
leguminous crops, are being handled, generally speaking,
very intelligently from the standpoint of building up the
fertility of the North Carolina soil. From information at
hand, it would appear that about two-thirds of the crop, not
including the seed produced in 1918, went back into the
soil for its improvement. In most cases it is probable that
the seed were harvested before the beans were turned in.
It is of interest to know that North Carolina, during 1918,
produced almost one-half of all the soybeans grown for
seed in the United States. This is a remarkable showing for
the State, and is one that North Carolina farmers should be
proud of. This bean during recent years has found its way
into all sections of the South, and wherever it has been put in
properly and given a fair showing, has demonstrated its great
worth both for soil improvement and for feed for livestock.
It is highly important that in all sections where grown this
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year a good amount of seed shall be saved this fall in order
to have an ample supply on hand for the increased acreage
that will no doubt be planted next year in all the states where
this legume is suited for growth. The soybean fits in well
with crop rotations suitable for use throughout the South, and
when handled properly may be used as an effective means of
building up the productivity of southern soils. Soybeans may
be grown in corn and tobacco, or after small grains, in almost
any rotation.
“On an average, a ton growth of soybean vines will
return to the soil about 50 pounds of nitrogen, 8 pounds of
phosphoric acid and 26½ pounds of potash for every ton
of dry vines turned into the soil. These constituents at the
present time, in commercial fertilizers, would cost $31.01.
Of this amount about $17, or almost 55 per cent, is due
to nitrogen which the soybean crop took from the air, if
properly inoculated.
“Rotations Using Soybeans.–In work with farmers of the
State, it has been emphasized that in order to get the most out
of their farming operations, they should practice systems of
crop rotation in which leguminous crops come in at frequent
intervals. It has been shown that soybeans is one of the crops
that may be used in many cases to good advantage in rotation
with the main crops grown. Good rotations that have been
suggested for different sections of the State are as follows:
“I. For Coastal Plain Soils:
“(1) First year–Corn, followed by crimson clover, or rye
or both.
“Second year–Soybeans or cowpeas after crimson clover
has been cut for hay.
“(2) First year–Corn, with soybeans or cowpeas in the
corn.
“Second year–Oats and vetch, followed by soybeans or
cowpeas.
“Third year–Cotton, followed by crimson clover.
“(3) First year–Corn, followed by oats and vetch.
“Second year–Oats and vetch, followed by soybeans or
cowpeas.
“Third year–Cotton, followed by crimson clover.
“II. For Piedmont Soils:
“(1) First year–Corn, soybeans or cowpeas sown in the
middles, followed later by a broadcast seeding of rye.
“Second year–Tobacco, followed by oats.
“Third year–Oats, followed by soybeans or cowpeas in
turn followed by crimson clover sown during the early fall.
“(2) First year–Corn, soybeans or cowpeas sown in the
middles.
“Second year–Crimson clover, followed by soybeans for
hay, the soybeans in turn followed by crimson clover, which
is to be plowed in the spring for corn.
“III. For Mountain Section:
“(1) First year–Corn, followed by crimson clover sown
in fall, crimson clover followed by soybeans for hay, the
soybeans in turn followed by crimson clover, which is to be

plowed in the spring for corn.
“(2) First year–Corn, followed by crimson clover sown
during the fall.
“Second year–Crimson clover, followed by soybeans,
which are in turn followed by oats.
“Third year–Oats, followed by soybeans or cowpeas.
“(3) First year–Corn, followed by crimson clover.
“Second year-Crimson clover, followed by soybeans or
cowpeas, in turn followed by fall seeding of wheat or oats.
“Third year–Red clover sown during the early spring on
wheat or oats.
“Fourth year–Red clover for hay, the last growth being
turned into the soils during the fall.
“In closing this report I wish to commend the loyalty
and fidelity to duty of all those associated with me in the
Agronomy Extension Work.
“Respectfully submitted,...”
Note: Each of these annual reports is remarkable in
showing the many and varied services provided to the people
of North Carolina by the extension service of the North
Carolina State College of Agriculture and Engineering (at
Raleigh). Address: Chief, Div. of Agronomy.
1871. Wing Seed Co. 1920. Catalog (Mail order catalog).
Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 160 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: This large (160 page), attractive seed catalog
shows a company flush with success. On the front cover is
a round color photo of an elegant flower garden. The back
cover contains a color photo of a boy playing with huge
pumpkins and squashes. The Introduction inside the front
cover states: “The season just past was the seventh since the
opening of our vegetable seed department, and each year
since we went into that business, we have at least doubled
the previous year’s results” in terms of dollar sales. And
the bulb business is growing even faster than the vegetable
seeds. Yet each year the company has spent only 25%
more on advertising its products. After the world war, the
worldwide demand for food is greater than the supply; so the
price of food, land, seeds, fertilizer, and labor are all high.
The section titled “Soy beans” (p. 51-53) begins: “The
introduction of Soy Beans into American Agriculture marks a
decided advance and we are proud of the fact that just as we
were the first to push Alfalfa in the Corn Belt, we were also
the first to push the Soy Beans in that territory. We are also
proud of the fact that after having tested all of the important
varieties sent out by the Government as well as secured
from other sources, there are, we believe, no other varieties
of beans sold in any larger quantities throughout the Corn
Belt, excepting those which we ourselves have been pushing.
Beginning fifteen years ago to grow these beans on a small
scale on our farm, we gradually acquired experience with
this plant,...”
“The Soy Bean is simply a wonderful plant and one that
is unique in American agriculture, combining good qualities
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found in no other plant grown.”
After discussing planting and cultivation, and harvesting
for grain, it lists the varieties it sells: Wing’s Mongol (very
similar to Wing’s Mikado [which is not listed], but matures
about a week earlier), Ito San, Mammoth, Wing’s Extra
Select Sable [good for forage or grain], Jet, and Wilson (for
forage). Note that the company now offers only one of its
own named varieties, Wing’s Mongol.
Photos show: A customer standing waist-deep his field
of “Soys.” Ito San. Wing’s Pedigreed Sable (both plants with
many pods and leaves).
Wing was also a pioneer in promoting melilotus (also
called sweet clover; p. 54). The index on the inside back
cover list the products in five categories: Vegetable seeds
(48 types), field seeds (30 types, including soy beans,
legumes, grasses, corn and wheat), flower seeds (132 types),
plants and bulbs (16 types), and miscellaneous (books on
agriculture {incl. 3 books by Joseph E. Wing}, fertilizers,
inoculation {incl. Nitragin and Mulford Cultures}, etc.).
Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
1872. Zavitz, C.A. 1920. Results of co-operative experiments
in agriculture. Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union,
Annual Report 41:9-32. For the year 1919. See p. 11, 14-15,
21.
• Summary: In the section on “Spring crops, 1919,” a table
titled “List of experiments for 1919” (p. 11), under “Grain
crops” includes “Testing three varieties of Soy, Soja, or
Japanese beans–3 plots.” Note: Soy is never listed under
“Forage, fodder, silage and hay crops,” nor under “Culinary
[edible/food] crops” in this table.
The subsection titled “Soy beans” (p. 21) states: “The
past season has been more favorable for growing the Soy
beans than any one of the three previous years. Three
varieties of Soy beans have been distributed in each of
the past two years. The following gives the average yield
of threshed beans in bushels per acre per annum: Habara
[Habaro] 14.7; O.A.C. No. 81, 11.9; and Brown 10.7.
The Soy beans, when ground, are about equal for feeding
purposes to cotton seed meal. They are richer than any other
grain grown in Ontario and a small amount greatly helps the
meal ration, especially for dairy animals.” Address: Dr., Prof.
of Field Husbandry, O.A. [Ontario Agricultural] College,
Guelph [Ontario, Canada].
1873. Zlatarov, Asen Asenov. 1920. Soiata, yaponsiat bob,
neinoto kultivirane, sastav i izpolzvane kato hrana, furaj i
industrialno rastenie [Soya, the Japanese bean, its cultivation,
composition, and use as food, fodder, and in industry]. Sofia,
Bulgaria: Alexander Paskalev. 44 p. Reprinted in 1921 in
Biblioteka Savremenen Zemedelets (Library of Modern
Agriculture). No. 33. With St. Mateev as co-author. 3rd
enlarged edition, 1928, with St. Mateev as co-author, 130 p.
[21 ref. Bul]

• Summary: In 1926 Zlatarov wrote of this document
(in German) in Die Soja und Ihre Verwertung als
Nahrungsmittel, (in Fortschritte der Landwirtschaft, No. 17,
p. 643). in the references (#1): This brochure was written
(in Bulgarian) by Dr. Assen Zlataroff and St. Mateef. Sofia,
1921 (in Bulgarian). This, there is a 2nd author and the year
of publication is 1921.
Rosen L. Paskalev (1986) notes: “Alexander Paskalev
was my distant relative and a close friend of A. Zlatarov. He
published a broad spectrum of important books on various
topics.” Address: Bulgaria.
1874. W.J. 1921. A soy-bean enthusiast. National Stockman
and Farmer 44(40):1191. Jan. 1.
• Summary: On July 10, the writer planted Ito San and
Early Brown soy bean varieties. The beans were cut with
a mower after the first frost, about Oct. 9, and they will so
well matured that they will make first-class seed. Owing to
the pressure of labor, this remote field of beans “received no
attention. Although they were drilled in rows, they were not
cultivated. The ground was comparatively free from weeds,
however. The purpose of planting the beans was to enrich
the soil, and we planned to plow this field and plant rye and
hairy vetch. The beans did so well they were harvested.”
The soy bean seems to stand the considerably acid soils of
Ashtabula county. It is important to inoculate them, which is
easily done with dirt taken from any soy bean field.
“Our soy beans are stacked near the barn. The pigs are
working around the bottom of the stack, and every animal,
horse or cow that gets near samples it as eagerly as a boy a
hidden frosted cake. Even the hens pick away at the pods for
a few beans. Beyond question the soy bean will go hand in
hand with another valuable legume, hairy vetch, which not
only withstands a degree of acidity but a wet, heavy soil as
well.” Address: Ashtabula county, Ohio.
1875. Morse, W.J. 1921. Re: Soy bean oil. Letter
(memorandum) to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC, Jan. 14. 2 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: Concerning the request
of Mr. McRae relative to the soy bean and its new products
[such as “oil meal and flour”] as a basis for an industry to be
used in developing a community... Eastern North Carolina
strikes me as one of the best localities for the carrying out of
such an idea. At the present time North Carolina produces
over one-half of the soy bean seed of the United States. The
oil mills of that State have shown in previous years that it
is possible to utilize the soy bean for the production of oil
and meal without any great changes in the cotton oil mill
equipment. In the erection of a community mill no doubt
much could be learned from the experience of the several
cotton oil mills which have utilized soy beans extensively in
the past.”
“From statistics furnished by the Food Administration,
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it was shown that soy bean oil is employed very extensively
in the manufacture of lard and butter substitutes and quite
largely in the manufacture of soap and paints. That the
demand for soy bean oil in this country is very large is borne
out by the large importation of the oil from the Oriental
countries.”
Morse attaches a table showing the steady rise of
imported soy beans, soy bean oil, and soy bean meal since
1910. Large amounts of the meal are apparently being used
in the manufacture of feeds. The large quantities of soy beans
are quite likely being used, for the most part, by oil mills of
the Pacific Coast. Morse calculates that the 67,000 bushels
of soy beans imported in 1920 cost about $3.20 a bushel.
“The latest quotations I have of Mammoth Yellow soy beans
in the South show seed in lots of 100-500 bushels at $2.00
per bushel. Therefore, it is quite likely the farmer is getting
somewhere around $1.50-$1.75. With the development of an
oil mill the community is provided with a market that will
undoubtedly aid the soy bean in becoming a staple. Such
a mill should be fitted not only to crush oil but to be in a
position to furnish the meal as a feed. There is no doubt in
my mind that with a little advertising in the dairy regions of
the North that almost unlimited quantities of soy bean meal
would find a ready market. Later on possibly a little more
advertising would develop the soy bean flour industry all of
which could be readily handled by the community mill.
“Another factor which might enter into such a
community where soy beans would be largely grown is the
matter of different varieties seed of which is constantly in
demand for forage purposes. Such varieties as the Virginia,
Wilson-Five, Peking and Sable are varieties which a
community might handle and be counted upon as a reliable
source of seed of these varieties.
“At the present time I do not think that suggestions as
to other soy bean products would be feasible. The oil and
oil meal appears to me to be the one best thing for such a
community.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse. Folder–Morse, W.J.–#2 F.C.I.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1876. San Francisco Chronicle. 1921. Items of interest for
busy farmers. Jan. 23. p. W3.
• Summary: In the section titled “Pasture for hogs,” a
subscriber from Orland, California, asks: “What green feed
can I plant for summer pasture to go with grain? Also, what
is good for winter pasture?”
Answer: “There is nothing that will yield as much

forage, and supplement grain as well as alfalfa. It has to
become established, however, before it can be pastured.”
“In the South soy beans and Indian corn are planted
together and pastured or hogged off in the late summer, but
this is not really a green pasture crop.”
1877. Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin.
1921. What the agricultural experiment station is doing for
Missouri. No. 179. 60 p. Jan. For the year July 1, 1919, to
June 30, 1920. See p. 16-17.
• Summary: The section titled “Hogging down corn and
soybeans,” by L.A. Weaver (p. 16-17) begins: “Five lots
were hogged down and the additional ration fed as shown
in the following table: The crop was Corn, or corn and
soybeans. The additional feed was tankage or none.
“This year’s results indicate: First, that either corn alone
or corn and soybeans may be satisfactorily harvested by
hogging down. Second, that the feeding of tankage in a selffeeder to hogs on corn materially increases the rate of gain,
and in this case, also, the economy of gain. That is, the hogs
not only gained more rapidly but the gain was cheaper. Third,
that soybeans planted in the corn at last cultivation helped
to balance the corn; for when the crop is hogged down, the
combination thereby increases both rate and economy of
gain. Fourth, that when soybeans are used in this manner,
they will not completely take the place of tankage. Fifth, that
an acre of corn pastured off with hogs will produce more
pork, if tankage is fed in addition, than will an acre of corn
and soybeans` hogged down without additional supplement.
These results cannot be considered conclusive since they are
only for one year.” Address: Animal Husbandry Dep.
1878. Vestal, C.M. 1921. Corn, but not corn alone. Purdue
Agriculturist (Indiana) 15(4):148-50. Jan.
• Summary: Growing forage crops during their appropriate
seasons helps to balance the corn ration with protein, leading
to production of less expensive, better quality hogs. “The
demand for matured soybeans for seeding purposes largely
prohibits their use as a protein feed for hogs.” A series of
experiments have been started at the Purdue Experiment
Station to determine the feeding values of some high protein
feeds that are comparatively new on the market. The results:
1. Buttermilk (best). 2. Fish meal. 3. Soybean oilmeal. 4.
Tankage. 5. Semi-solid buttermilk. 6. Ground soybeans. 7.
Corn alone. “The results condemn the practice of feeding
corn alone.” Address: Assoc. in Animal Husbandry, Agric.
Exp. Station.
1879. Winters, R.Y.; Herman, V.R. 1921. Soybeans for the
Piedmont and mountain sections of North Carolina. North
Carolina State College of Agriculture, Extension Circular
No. 111. 15 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties (suited to
the sections studied). The use of soybeans in the rotation.
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Soybeans for hay. Seed production. Soybeans for soil
improvement. Culture of soybeans.
Page 3: “The soybean has been considered an important
crop in certain portions of Eastern North Carolina for more
than a quarter of a century [i.e., since before 1896]. At the
present time it holds a permanent place in this section as a
summer legume... the greatest value has come from its use as
a grazing crop, for soil improvement, and for hay.”
Page 11: “Several special machines are now being
used to harvest larger areas. (Write for circular on soybean
harvesters.) These soybean harvesters thresh the beans in
the field, leaving the stalks standing for pasturage and soil
improvement. Seed gathered in this way are mixed with hulls
and small pieces of stalks, so it is necessary to screen them
after the harvesting is done. These harvesters save from 60 to
75 per cent of the seed, the remainder being scattered on the
ground or left on the stalk.”
Tables show: (1) Soybean varieties for the mountain
section, Mountain Branch Station, Swannanoa. western
North Carolina. Seven varieties for seed and seven for hay.
For each variety is given the number of days to mature
and the yield of seed per acre in bushels. (2) Soybean
varieties for the Piedmont section, Piedmont Branch Station,
Statesville, western N.C. Same format as table 1. (3) Yield
of seed and hay from cowpeas and soybeans, Mountain
Branch Station. Groit, Early Red, and Taylor cowpea
varieties compared with Virginia, Haberlandt and Manchu
soybean varieties. Soybeans give, on average, 2.69 times
as much seed and 36% more hay. (4) Yield of seed and hay
from cowpeas and soybeans, Piedmont Branch Station. (5)
Food content of five hays compared. (6) Soybean spacing
test (1915-1917): Distance between plants in inches for 3
varieties. (7) Date of seeding Haberlandt variety soybeans at
Mountain Branch Station: Effect of date on yield of seed and
hay.
Photos show: (1) Piles of soybean hay (front cover). (2)
Good crop of soybean hay grown from broadcast seeding.
(3) “Harvesting soybean hay in the mountains” (p. 4).
(4) “Soybean hay curing in cocks. This method will give
splendid results in dry weather, but is not so sure as curing in
ventilated stacks shown in the next picture.”
(5) “Curing soybean hay in ventilated stacks. If the
stacks are shaped so as to shed rain this method will cure
hay in bad weather” (p. 6). (6) Two men in a soybean
field on a “special soybean harvester threshing the beans
in the field, leaving the stalks and hulls for pasturage and
soil improvement” (p. 8). Note: This is basically an early,
simple combine (combined harvester thresher). (7) A field of
soybeans ready to be harvested for seed (p. 8). (8) Piles of
soybeans.
(9) Soybeans harvested for seed with a reaper-andbinder (p. 10). (10) Harvesting soybeans with a reaper pulled
by a team of horses. (11) Men threshing soybeans with a
grain thresher (p. 12). (12) Threshing soybeans and baling

the tailings for hay. (13) A field of soybean varieties grown in
Buncombe County (p. 14). Address: Div. of Agronomy.
1880. Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation. 1921. Extraits
des procès-verbaux des séances de la Societe: Botanique
[Extracts from verbal proceedings of meetings of the
Society: Botanical (Mr. Rouest)]. 68:138-39. Meeting of Feb.
7. [Fre]
• Summary: “Mr. L. Rouest, director of the experimental
farms for new crops named Lacygrazailles à Carcassonne
(Aude) [in south central France] requests that the Society
obtain for him varieties of soya and of wheat native to
Manchuria for their acclimatization and study in France.
Note 1. Hervé Berbille of France, an expert on the life
of Léon Rouest, says (e-mail of 14 Nov. 2011) “La ferme
des Néocultures des Barthes,” is located in Villardonnel
(a village), closed to Carcassonne (the main city of the
département de l’Aude); and “Lucie-Grazaille,” which seems
to be a neighborhood of Carcassonne (a kind of hillside
to be precise). I guess L. Rouest worked at the farm of
Néocultures and lived in Carcassonne, at Lucie-Grazailles.
Note that “L’Aude” is the eponymous river of the department
of l’Aude. According to Le Génie rural. Pyc-Édition, 1914,
it seems that L. Rouest started to work at La ferme des
Néocultures des Barthes, Villardonnel, in 1914. (exact month
unknown to date).
“For some years, Mr. Rouest has cultivated American
varieties of soya which have acclimatized themselves well in
France’s wine and corn region(s)... With these varieties, he
has created numerous hybrids which are even better adapted
than their ancestors.
“He has obtained very early varieties, which can be
cultivated like the haricot bean. The goal is not to replace
the haricot, but to furnish agriculture with a plant with both
forage and industrial uses. The soymilk industry would be
very useful in the feeding of veal calves and piglets, says Mr.
Rouest. Using soybeans cultivated in France, one could also
make casein and numerous food products with a high protein
content.” Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2013) concerning the use of soymilk as a calf milk replacer.
It is only an idea or proposal, however.
“Mr. Rouest recalls that the Society for Acclimatization
was the first to propagate soybeans in France.
“The president adds that soybean cake is remarkable
for the feeding of carp. Very interesting experiments have
been made in America and Hungary on use of soya as forage.
Formerly, our colleagues Messrs. Paillieux and Bois have
published very complete studies on this legume.
“Mr. Chevalier gives very curious details on the soybean
plantations cultivated in the French Congo [les plantations
de Soja faites au Congo]. They only succeeded on land
where soil from the country of origin of the plants had
been spread. In this soil there are bacteria which favor the
development of the soybean.” Note 2. This is the earliest
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document seen (March 2021) concerning soybeans in the
French Congo (Congo Republic), or the cultivation of
soybeans in the French Congo. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in the French Congo (Congo
Republic), or the cultivation of soybeans in the French
Congo (1921). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
However, we have been unable to find the document by Mr.
Chevalier to which Mr. Rouest is referring.
Mr. Charles Rivière presented a fruit of Lodoicea
Seychellarum. Mr. Chevalier had traveled in Buitenzorg
(Bogor), in Peradeniya (Ceylon), and in Malaysia.
1881. Garrett Clipper (Garrett, Indiana). 1921. News of the
county agent: Soy bean meeting. Feb. 7. p. 2, col. 1.
• Summary: “During Farmers’ Week the men interested in
soy beans held a meeting at which the various questions
concerning the comparatively new crop were brought up and
discussed. Much enthusiasm was shown. W.A. Ostrander,
of the Soils and Crops Department at Purdue, presided. Mr.
Ostrander has been making quite a study of this crop for
Indiana. Here are some of the conclusions and words of
advice he gave to those present:
“’You cannot be a successful soy bean grower in one
year. It takes some experience to be able to grow and handle
this crop to best advantage. Different soils have different
effects on soy beans.’
“’We will have an over-supply of soy beans for seed for
some time. There is a big demand for seed but Indiana will
not have more than enough for her own supply. Inquiries for
seed are coming in to Indiana from other seed firms in other
states.
“’The price will be from $4 to $6 per bushel of seed. At
planting time price will likely be a little higher. Buy now.’”
“Varieties: ‘The Ito San is a good variety for northern
Indiana, for hogging-off and for hay. The Early Brown and
Ito San are practically the same except in color. The two
mix so we should discard one. Let’s keep the Ito San. There
are about 900 different varieties of soy beans. We must
eliminate and keep only a very few varieties. Since they
cross-pollinate, let’s standardize, or keep about two varieties
pure. Bees carry the pollen. The Ito San and Hollybrook will
answer our purpose for soy beans for seed and for hoggingoff; the Hollybrook for hogging-off, and for hay.”
“Good Demand for Seed: ‘For seed there will be a good
demand for the next two or three years at least. The northern
states cannot grow good seed. There is a good demand for
seed from Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota. This will be
a good money crop if properly handled...’”
Also discusses: Soy beans with corn. Inoculation.
Cultivation. Harvesting.
1882. Morse, W.J. 1921. Re: Enclosing Hahto and Virginia
soybean varieties. Letter to Mr. Adrian A. Parsons, Plainfield,
Indiana, Feb. 8. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.

• Summary: “Dear Mr. Parsons. No doubt you will recall
that during my visit with you last September I promised
to send you a small amount of seed of the Hahto and
Virginia varieties of soybeans. The Hahto variety is being
recommended for use as a green vegetable the same as you
would use the green lima or green garden pea. The Virginia
is strictly a forage variety and gives not only an excellent
yield of forage but also of seed also.
“We will be glad to have you try out these varieties and
give us your opinion as to their merits in comparison with
the others which you have grown.
“Very truly yours,... Agronomist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29.
Box 102. Folders–Parsons, John E.; Parsons, A.A.; ParsonsMcKinnis Corporation. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1883. Morse, W.J. 1921. Hahto soy bean a promising
new variety for food. Washington, DC. 2 p. Unpublished
manuscript. Feb. 23. 28 cm.
• Summary: “Attention of farmers in the Southern and
Central States is being attracted to the Hahto variety of soy
beans as a most palatable and nutritious green vegetable
similar to lima and butter beans. A small packet of seed
of this variety was obtained by a missionary at a county
agricultural exhibition in Japan about five years ago and
sent to the Department. In the variety trials it appeared
exceedingly promising for use as a green vegetable and
was found very prolific. During the past two years it has
been grown extensively by the boys’ and girls’ canning
clubs of the Southern states and the past year was in general
distribution. Reports indicate a large number of successful
results with the Hahto ‘both for man and beast’ as stated in
many of the reports. Its popularity has caused it to be listed
the present season by two large seed houses in the Eastern
States.
“Although the Hahto is best adapted to the Southern
States and the southern part of the corn belt, it may be
successfully produced as a green vegetable much further
North. As a green vegetable, the pods should be picked when
the seed is almost full grown. These beans may be canned
like green peas and make an excellent green vegetable for the
winter.
“The Hahto is a bush variety, very prolific and suitable
for forage and produce. It requires about one hundred and
thirty days to reach full maturity but may be used as a green
vegetable in about one hundred and fifteen days. In addition
to its use as a green bean, the mature seeds make an excellent
dried bean more easily cooked and a better flavor than the
varieties of soy beans ordinarily obtained on the market.”
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Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
1884. Briggs, George M. 1921. Should we consider soy
beans: The crop is profitable where alfalfa and clover cannot
be grown. Hoard’s Dairyman 61(6):219, 230-31. Feb. 25.
• Summary: The article begins: “With more than 5,000 acres
planted for seed production in 1920, hundreds of bushels
being planted with corn for silage in all parts of the state, and
many farmers trying small pieces for hay, there seems to be
no question but that the soybean is in Wisconsin to stay... So
many factors enter into successful soybean culture, whether
it be for hay, seed, silage, or green manure, that there is no
end to the open field for experimentation.
“Variety plots were planted last year in many different
parts of Wisconsin on various types of soils.”
“Make the cost of production less. If soy bean hay will
lessen the cost of the feed bill, plant soy beans. If soy beans
will help your soil so that you can raise something else that
will make your feed bill less, plant soy beans. If soy beans in
with your corn is profitable as a hogging off proposition, or
a lambing off deal, or a cattle filler after silo filling time, or
as a silage proposition, plant soy beans. Never admit defeat
until you have tried your best. Just plant soy beans.”
Photos show: A field of soy beans and corn grown on
the branch experiment farm at Marshfield, Wisconsin. A fine
stack of soy bean hay, with a ladder running up the side.
Address: Wisconsin College of Agriculture, Madison.
1885. Thom, Charles; Church, Margaret B. 1921. Aspergillus
flavus, A. oryzae, and associated species. American J. of
Botany 8(2):103-26. Feb. [54 ref]
• Summary: Introduction. “The numerous strains align
themselves into groups of closely related forms which
may for convenience be considered here under three series
names.”
Aspergillus flavus-oryzae series. The saké industry
of Japan is based upon the diastatic power of A. oryzae
(Ahlb.) Cohn. When “numerous cultures from the soy or
shoyu industry of Japan and China are brought together,
a whole series of forms are found which bridge the gap
morphologically between A. oryzae as the saké organism
and A. flavus as described and distributed also by Wehmer.
Material taken directly from fermenting vats in China by
Dr. Yamei Kin, formerly of the Bureau of Chemistry, shows
strains of this character. Inoculating material furnished by Dr.
Teizo Takahashi for experimental work on the fermentation

of soy sauce or shoyu proved to be a member of this
series. Dr. Takahashi had selected his strain for this type of
fermentation from among several recognized and studied by
him in Tokyo... All of these strains are regarded by him as
varieties of Aspergillus oryzae, not A. flavus.”
Aspergillus oryzae series. “In the Oriental industries in
which it has been long used, the separateness of this form is
largely lost. It becomes, therefore, a gigantic race in a group
in which other members possess the same habits, the same
essentials of structure, but differ slightly in color and greatly
in size... Aspergillus flavus was first described by Link
(1809) in terms vague enough to baffle any attempt at certain
identification.”
Aspergillus Wentii and related forms. “The Java culture
originally sent by Went to Wehmer was used in rice and
soy fermentation on that island by Chinese workmen.”
Aspergillus tamari and allies. “A second brown series of
forms is more closely associated in occurrence and in habit
with A. flavus and its allies than is A. Wentii. Many cultures
in this series have been obtained in forage and feeding stuffs,
from the Oriental soy fermentations... In size of colony,
habit, and appearance aside from color, these forms resemble
A. flavus. In the markings of conidia they suggest A. niger...
Kita (1913) described as A. tamari a culture discovered as a
contamination in a Japanese fermented product, tamari-koji.”
A photo (photomicrograph) shows the wide variety
of heads in a species and in a strain of Aspergillus tamari.
Includes a calyptrate head. Note: This is the second
earliest study seen of a fermented food published by
USDA researchers. Address: USDA Bureau of Chemistry,
Washington, DC.
1886. Briggs, Geo. M. 1921. How, when, and what of soy
beans. Hoard’s Dairyman 61(9):359, 391. March 18. USAAgEx
• Summary: The best-known soy bean in Wisconsin is
the little Wisconsin Early Black, which is used mostly to
produce seed. The Early Brown variety is very similar to
the common Wisconsin Black. Three varieties being quite
extensively grown and maturing seed in Wisconsin are Ito
San, Manchu, and Black Eyebrow, all of which come in the
middle maturing class requiring 100-115 days for ripening.
The Early Green and Early Brown are also grown in small
quantities. Discusses: Inoculation. How and when to plant
and grow soy beans for seed, silage, and hay.
“In variety tests for silage, the Mammoth Yellow showed
up about the poorest of any of our varieties, the Mongol,
Ohio 9035, Greens, and the Haberlandt all being much better,
while the Wilson, Ebony, Virginia, and many others had large
tonnage, but had poor standing qualities and lodged quite
badly.”
“Wisconsin farmers are finding that on light soils soy
beans are winners every time. They find that on heavy soils
nothing can be lost by planting them in with their corn or in
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some of the timothy meadows so as to have some real hay.
Soy beans are a new crop though and it is only by actual
experience that the needs of the crop can be learned.”
Photos show: (1) D.K. Barret of Wisconsin cutting soy
beans in the fall of 1920 with a mower. (2) A man standing
in front of a small bunch of soy beans to be cured for hay or
seed. Address: Wisconsin College of Agriculture, Madison.
1887. Morrison, Charles B. 1921. Meet Fouts brothers–
Soy bean pioneers: They grew 100 acres of seed and 150
acres with corn in northern Indiana–Corn and soys are
fed to live stock for profit. Farm and Home (Springfield,
Massachusetts; and Chicago, Illinois). March 21. p. 4, 17.
Western edition.
• Summary: “In no state in our union is the story of the
introduction and spread of the soy bean as extraordinary
as that of Indiana. Interwoven in the tale of the leading soy
bean producing state, with her annual crop covering over
200,000 acres, is a minor story of co-operation, correlation
and community enterprise which is outstanding in the annals
of corn belt agriculture.
“It involves the farming history of the three Fouts
brothers of Carroll county, Indiana, who have worked
together–shoulder to shoulder–under a system of family cooperation and unified effort, which is unique and unusual.
The three brothers, as well as the son of one of them and the
son-in-law of another, have all attended Purdue agricultural
college. Today the quintet are pulling together in one of the
leading soy bean businesses of the corn belt.
“Taylor Fouts is the father of the soy bean business in
Indiana. A graduate of the state agricultural college [Purdue],
in 1902 he began raising soy beans as soon as he started
farming.”
The three Fouts brothers–Noah, Finis, and Taylor–
operate their three farms as individual units, but they work as
one in marketing their crops. “Taylor Fouts, who has learned
the soy bean business from personal experience assisted
by the facts and figures furnished by the Purdue college of
agriculture, initially raised the beans for several seasons
and used sheep and hogs to harvest the crops and convert
them into more concentrated and valuable form, before his
two brothers essayed the work.” Their early work showed
the efficiency of “soys” in increasing crop productivity and
lowering production costs in making mutton, pork, and wool,
plus the chances to raise seed crops of considerable value.
Local farmers took notice. “The results are really amazing.
From practical oblivion and obscurity, the soy bean has come
to be one of the leading cash crops in eastern and central
Indiana. More than 20,000 acres of soybeans for seed and
hay and corn and beans were raised within a 10-mile radius
of the Fouts’ farms during the 1920 season... Recently the
first corn-belt soy beans conference, attended by more than
1000 farmers, was held at Soyland, the farm of Taylor Fouts.
“A cafeteria style luncheon was served, which featured the

use of soy beans as palatable and nutritive articles in the
human dietary. Then various specialists made short addresses
concerning the culture, harvesting, and marketing of soy
beans. The meeting was so successful that another similar
soy bean day will probably be held next year.
“The three farms aggregated 545 acres. The old
homestead owned by Taylor Fouts covers 160 acres; that
owned by F.E. Fouts [Finis Fouts, in southern Cass County,
just east of Deer Creek] is also a quarter section [160 acres],
while the farm of Noah Fouts aggregates 225 acres. The
brothers pool their crops each season. They raise 100 acres
of cultivated beans in rows annually which are harvested
and sold for seed purposes as well as an additional 150
acres of corn and beans which are largely harvested by hogs
and sheep after reservations are made for filling the three
silos. From a soil improvement standpoint, the fact that
250 acres are planted to soy beans each year is outstanding.
This system means that at the end of every second season,
practically all the land on the three farms has been cropped
to beans.
“Develop seed business: The Fouts brothers were
virtually forced into the seed business by the demands
of their neighbors and corn-belt farmers. When the local
farmers got the hunch that soy beans were prime assets for
them to annex to their coterie of farm crops, they–one by
one–applied to the Fouts boys for seed. Glad to aid in the
expansion of the bean business, the Fouts brothers supplied
these needs. The trade grew. Soon, farmers were coming
from a 50 to 100 mile radius. Then the mail and express and
freight ends of the business began to grow like quack grass
in an infested meadow. Noah Fouts, the oldest brother–or
by the way, all rattling good business men–saw that they
must specialize in seed production and feed live stock as a
subsidiary activity to furnish a home market for the surplus
roughage and to assist in maintaining soil fertility.
“At present, the Fouts’ seed package of 100 acres
produces about 2000 to 2600 bushels of high quality seed
each season. Early Hollybrook soys are grown, as they have
proved to be best adapted to local conditions. The boys grow
Hollybrooks in their corn, as this variety produces a wealth
of fodder and forage. They also grow a limited seed acreage
of Ito San for their northern Indiana seed trade, as beans of
this sort better weather the season farther north and yield
dependably and bountifully. The Fouts brothers sell their
select seed at fair prices. Last year, they received between
$6 and $8 a bushel for seed, their total sales amounting
to approximately $14,000. They sell directly to farmers
and thus eliminate the services of middlemen and seed
purveyors.”
There follows a detailed description of the methods
and equipment used by the Fouts brothers in growing soy
beans. “The four year rotation followed by the Fouts family
consists of corn, soy beans, clover and some small grain such
as wheat, oats or barley. The corn and soy beans are both
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profitable feeding crops and invaluable soil enrichers.”
Photos show: (1) The three Fouts brothers (oval
portrait). (2) Many farmers at the first Corn Belt Soy Bean
Conference in 1920 standing in front of a barn on which
is written “Soyland–Taylor Fouts.” (3) Two teams of two
horses each pulling old fashioned self-rake reapers for
harvesting soy beans. The brothers have found these work
better than mowing machines equipped with a special
bunching attachment. (4) Two people standing in a large field
of soy beans. “On the three Fouts farms aggregating 545
acres at the end of the second season practically all of the
land has been cropped to [soy] beans.”
1888. Morse, W.J. 1921. Re: Article on “Soy Bean Oil May
Prove an Industry in the Future.” Letter (memorandum)
to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC, March 21. 3 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: With regard to the
attached under [?] article, “Soy Bean Oil May Prove an
Industry in the Future”, will say that at your suggestion I
have rewritten the article. I have this matter up so that I
might get some information from oil mills and importer
regarding the present situation of the soy bean and its
products. As far as I have been able to find, no soy beans
have been crushed in the United States during the past two
years. This refers to both domestic and imported soy bean
seed.
“With regard to Dr. Taylor’s question on the importation
of soy bean oil for 1920, will say that the figures given in
the news letter were obtained from the Commerce Reports.
Relative to the difference in the statistics as given by Senator
Stevens [?], February 24, will say that the difference [?]
to our figures for the year ending June, 1920, and those of
Senator Stevens for the calendar year of 1920.
“As to the average price of oil, about 12¢, will say that
even at this price it would hardly render the soy bean crop
profitable to grow in this country for crushing...
“Very truly yours, Agronomist.”
“Soy Bean Oil Production: The large annual
importations of soy beans and its by-products, oil and
meal, and the rapidly increasing acreage of soy beans in
this country, would seem to indicate the possibilities of
a future industry for domestic grown soy beans. For the
year ending June 30, 1920, 4,022,552 pounds of soy beans
valued at $213,693,195, 195,773,594 pounds of oil valued
at $25,235,590 and 16,273,785 pounds of cake valued at
$408,695 were imported. Soy bean oil suitable for various
commercial purposes is used principally in the manufacture
of lard and butter substitutes and soaps and to some extent of
many grades of paint. The cake is used in the manufacture of
cattle feed and has become quite popular in the Pacific Coast
States.
“Soy bean oil was first manufactured from imported

beans about 1911 by oil mills on the Pacific coast and from
domestic grown beans in North Carolina in 1915. According
to available Census statistics, no soy beans were crushed
for oil in this country in 1919 or 1920. The failure of a soy
bean industry to become established may be ascribed to
the prevailing high price of seed due to the rapid increase
in acreage which has taken practically all domestic grown
seed. With the large acreage devoted to soy beans, it might
be assumed that a large production of seed would result
in a large surplus of seed and correspondingly low prices
Under such conditions oil mills would be in a position to
crush domestic grown beans profitably. As yet, however, the
soy bean in looked upon in the United States primarily as a
forage crop. The extensive production of seed is confined to
only a few localities. In many states, especially north of the
cotton belt, from 75 to 95 per cent of the soy bean acreage is
utilized for pasture, ensilage and forage.
“With the present low prices of oil and cake and the high
price of domestic grown seed, oil mills are not in a position
to crush soy beans profitably. The soy bean is now on an
established footing throughout the eastern half of the United
States and is a staple crop in many sections, especially
the Southern States. The production of soy beans as an oil
seed will undoubtedly be confined to the cotton producing
states. Although the crop will probably never attain such
importance as cotton, it will be raised on a large or small
scale with respect to the local conditions, proximity to oil
mills, and the farm uses to which it is put.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agronomist [Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry], USDA,
Washington, DC.
1889. Barber, W.A. 1921. He plants soybeans with corn.
Breeder’s Gazette 79(13):599. March 31.
• Summary: “Our best practice has been to use a soybean
attachment, and drill the beans in rows with corn at the time
of planting, Many men object to drilled corn, on account of
weeds, but we find that a good stand of beans will take care
of the weeds in the corn rows. Another advantage is that in
cutting the soys for silage the beans have a tendency to fall
across the rows, so that the corn binder will do a good job of
picking them up.
“We have been growing the Early Yellow variety, which
seems to be a few days earlier than the Hollybrook, but
otherwise the two are almost identical. Last year was our first
in growing them.” Address: Auglaize County, Ohio.
1890. Evans, Arthur T.; Fowlds, Matthew. 1921. Soybeans
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in South Dakota. South Dakota Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 193. p. 317-24. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The plant. Adaptations.
Varieties: Manchuria, Manchu, White Eyebrow, Ito San,
Black Eyebrow, Bopp, Saskatoon, Ogemaw, Mandarin,
Chestnut, Early Brown. Additional varieties tested for hay
in 1919 (Table 4): Mammoth Yellow, Swan, Haberlandt,
Hollybrook, Mongol, Mikado, Morse, Medium Green, Sable,
and Ebony. Note: All of these varieties failed to mature seed.
Commercial varieties from O.M. Scott & Sons, Marysville,
Ohio.
Culture: Seed bed, time of seeding, method of seeding,
inoculation, rate of seeding, cultivation, harvesting. Annual
rainfall at the Brookings, Cottonwood, Eureka, Highmore,
and Vivian stations.
Tables show yields of soybean varieties for seed, 19141920, and yields of soybeans for hay, 1915-1920. “Within
recent years the soybean has become increasingly popular in
South Dakota. This is probably in part due to a demand for
a plant high in protein to be used as a hogging-off crop in
corn. Rape may supply this but it lacks one feature which the
soybean supplies, namely that of fixing nitrogen.”
“The soybean is a relatively new crop in South
Dakota... About 30 varieties have been tested at the station
at Brookings for one or more years. Those which failed to
mature were discarded after the first year.” The variety with
the highest average yield was Manchuria, introduced from
northern Manchuria. Its 7-year average yield was 22.5 bu/
acre. Mandarin had 2-year average yield (1919-20) of 28.0
bu/acre, but Manchuria had an average yield of 36 bu/acre
for these 2 years.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Saskatoon–apparently
named after the capital of Saskatchewan province in Canada.
Address: Brookings, SD.
1891. Hinds, W.E. 1921. The Mexican bean beetle: A new
pest in Alabama. Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 216. p. 9-18 + 4 plates. March.
• Summary: This insect [Epilachna varivestis] attacks all
varieties of table beans, cow peas and soy beans. “Cowpeas
and soybeans constitute two very important forage crops
and both are grown very extensively as soil-building crops.”
Address: Entomologist, Auburn, Alabama.
1892. Kinney, E.J. 1921. Soybean project for junior
agricultural clubs. University of Kentucky, College of
Agriculture, Extension Division, Circular No. 94. 12 p.
March. Later revisions in 1925, 1930, & 1936. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Selecting the plot
for soybeans. Manure and fertilizers. Seed [varieties].
Preparing the seed bed. Time of seeding. The importance of
inoculation. How to inoculate. Sowing the seed. Cultivation.
Harvesting soybean for seed. Harvesting soybean hay.

Threshing. Storing the seed. Selection of exhibits. Club score
card–soy beans. Records. The story of the project.
Describes for young farmers (ages 10-18 inclusive)
how to grow and use soybeans. “The objects of the soybean
project are (1) to familiarize the boys and girls with the
culture of soybeans and their value to the agriculture of
Kentucky and (2) to increase the interest of farm boys and
girls in farm life.”
“Requirements (p. 2):
“1. Age–Club members must be 10-18 years (inclusive)
of age.
“2. The club member must agree to do the following
things:
“a. Enroll not later than June 1st.
“b. Plant one acre of soybeans.
“c. Use the best seed that he can get.
“d. Follow the cultural methods given in this bulletin.
“e. Cooperate in every way with his county agent and
other club members.
“f. Keep a record of the cost of growing the soybeans.
“g. Write a short story of the project.
“h. Make an exhibit of one peck [2 gallons or 8 dry
quarts] of soybeans at some club show or other fair.
“i. Attend club meetings.
“j. Send record book with record complete to county
agent not later than December 1st.
“3. Prices for horse labor, man labor, etc., found in the
record book, must be used in calculating the profit on the
project.
“4. In awarding prizes club members will be graded
upon the following basis:
“Best yield (seed or forage)–30 points
“Lowest cost of production–30 points
“Best exhibit–20 points
“Best story ‘How I Grew My Crop of Soy beans’–20
points.”
“The Importance of Inoculation (p. 5): Nitrogen is one
of the necessary plant foods. It is required in large quantities
by growing crops, but the cost of commercial fertilizers
supplying it is too great to permit using commercial forms
very freely on most farm crops. Four-fifths of the air is
free nitrogen, but plants cannot use nitrogen in this form.
First it must be combined chemically with oxygen and
other elements to form certain compounds which are taken
thru the roots of the plants. The members of one family of
plants, known as legumes, however, are able to get most of
their required nitrogen from the air. This family includes
the clovers, beans, peas, peanuts and many others. The
advantage they enjoy over other plants is due to the work of
certain bacteria which live on the roots of legumes. These
bacteria are able to combine the free nitrogen of the air
with other elements and it is then taken up by the plants
themselves. Thus legumes may take very little nitrogen from
the soil and when they are plowed under or eaten by stock
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and the manure produced returned to the land, they add to
the soil the nitrogen taken from the air. This is the method
by which farmers must obtain most of the nitrogen required
to keep their soils fertile; so legumes are of great importance
to agriculture. When legume bacteria are present, knob-like
enlargements called nodules are formed on the roots of the
legume and in these nodules the bacteria live and work.
This has led to their being called root-nodule bacteria. They
are spoken of sometimes as symbiotic bacteria because the
word symbiotic means living together in mutual dependence.
Root nodules vary in size on the different legumes. Those on
soybean and cowpea roots may be almost as large as peas,
whereas those on clover are not larger than turnip seed.
“There are many strains of root nodule bacteria each
living only on certain legumes. Where any legume has been
grown for one or more years the soil where it grew usually
contains great numbers of the particular kind of bacteria
associated with this legume and is said to be inoculated for
this particular legume and for any others upon
which the same kind of bacteria will produce
nodules. The bacteria live in the ground for many
years and if, at a future time, one of this group of
legumes is again planted on the same land, the
bacteria are there ready to inoculate the young
plant just as soon as it starts growing. This is
called natural inoculation. Clover has been grown
for so many years in all parts of the country that
most of our soils contain the clover bacteria and
natural inoculation occurs. The same thing is true
of cowpeas. In addition several cultivated and
some wild plants have the same strain of bacteria
as the cowpea. Soybeans are a relatively new
crop, however, and as far as known, no other
plant grown in this country bears the same kind
of root nodule bacteria; hence, when soybeans are planted
on land for the first time, the proper kind of bacteria is not
likely to be present and we must introduce it in some way in
order that the plants may become inoculated and be able to
get their nitrogen from the air. The process of introducing the
right bacteria is called artificial inoculation.
“How to Inoculate: If possible, get a few pounds of soil
from a field where soybeans were recently grown. Of course
it should be known that these plants bore root nodules.
Moisten the seeds and sprinkle the soil over them stirring
constantly so that every bean may have a bit of the soil
clinging to it. This bit of soil carries the bacteria which will
inoculate the young soybean plant. It is better to dissolve a
handful of carpenter’s glue in the water used to moisten the
seed, but not absolutely necessary. Keep the seed away from
sunlight because it will kill the bacteria.
“If inoculated soil cannot be obtained, use a laboratory
culture. Laboratory cultures contain bacteria grown on
certain substances in laboratories. Directions for use always
accompany the culture. County agents will furnish addresses

of manufacturers of these cultures.”
A photo on the cover shows a club member (a boy about
10 years old) standing in his acre of soybeans. Address:
Lexington, Kentucky.
1893. Marshall, F.R.; Potts, C.G. 1921. Raising sheep on
temporary pastures. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1181. 18
p. March. See p. 3, 6-9, 11, 13, 16-17.
• Summary: “Soy beans make one of the best temporary
pasture crops for sheep where the soil is thin. This crop can
be pastured from July until the first frost” (Summary, p. 17).
Experiments with temporary pastures were conducted at
Beltsville, Maryland, in mid-1917 and in 1919 (see p. 8-9).
One acre of soy beans can provide 319 days of grazing for
a mature ewe. After 25 days of grazing, soy beans put forth
new growth. “This feature of making new growth after being
grazed is a valuable one in soy beans, and sheep and lambs
eat the crop with great relish.”

A photo (p. 9) shows a flock of lambs grazing in tall soy
beans at Beltsville, Maryland, 10 July 1917. Address: Animal
Husbandry Div.
1894. Morse, W.J. 1921. La industria del “soy bean” en
los Estados Unidos [The soybean industry in the United
States]. Revista de Agricultura, Comercio y Trabajo (Cuba)
4(3):521-24. March. [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: This is a translation of Morse 1918, from the
USDA Yearbook of Agriculture (1917). Contents: Early
history of the soy-bean industry. The soy bean in the United
States. Cultural requirements. Varieties. Soya as forage.
Soya for oil. Soy-bean meal (Harina de “Soya”). Soy beans
for human food: Dried beans (frijoles de soya secos), green
vegetable soybeans (frijoles de soya verde), soy-bean milk
(leche de frijol de soya), soy-bean cheese (queso de frijol de
soya), soy sauce (salsa de soya), soy-bean sprouts (brotes de
frijol de soya). Possibilities of the soy-bean industry in the
United States.
A table shows the quantity and value of soybeans
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(Frijoles de soya), soybean cakes (Tortas de soya), and
soybean oil (Aceite de soya) imported by the United States
from 1910 to 1917, inclusive.
Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term frijoles de soya verde to
refer to green vegetable soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (April 2012) that uses the term salsa de soya to refer to
soy sauce.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term brotes de frijol de soya to
refer to soy sprouts. Address: USDA, Washington, DC.
1895. Biggar, H. Howard. 1921. Soybeans–South Dakota’s
new crop. Dakota Farmer 41(7):429-30. April 1.
• Summary: Discusses the history of the soybean, reasons
for its increasing acreage in the United States, inoculation,
and experiences of farmers growing the beans in South
Dakota. “Thus far the growing of soybeans in South Dakota
has been more or less of an experiment. However, during
1920 a considerable acreage was planted in various sections
of the state and the reports are on the whole pretty favorable.
The leading county in South Dakota in acreage of this crop
was Moody County, where County Agent Wilson reports that
in 1920 115 farmers planted 4,820 acres, the acreage in 1919
being only 500 acres.”
“The Agronomy Department of South Dakota State
College has made tests of many varieties of soybeans in
the past few years. They report in part as follows: ‘The
Mandarin, Manchuria 508, Manchuria 507 (now called
Manchu), have all produced seed at Brookings. The
Mandarin is the earliest and the Ito San the latest to mature
seed... The principal enemy of soybeans is frost... The
soybeans are valuable for planting with corn in order to make
the silage richer in protein, thus making a material saving on
the amount of grain required to feed with the silage.’
“In Clark County about 210 acres of soybeans were
planted in 1920. One of the best known growers is Chas.
Blackman of Clark who will plant 30 acres in 1921. Mr.
Blackman says in part: ‘I raised my first soybeans in 1916
when I ordered a few pounds from the State College at
Brookings.’”
1896. Marple, A.J. 1921. Soys–Good or bad? (Letter to the
editor). National Stockman and Farmer 45(1):11-12. April 2.
[1 ref]
• Summary: “In the March 12 issue Mr. Lighty discourages
the raising of soy beans for cow feed.” “I began raising soy
beans for hay six years ago and it was my belief that it was
the best cow feed I ever raised and also an excellent soil
improver.” Several of his neighbors share the same opinion.
He has begun encouraging farmers in his county to grow
soy beans as hay for cows and (when properly inoculated) to
improve their soil.

“Is it possible that we are all wrong or, is it not probable
that Mr. Lighty has not given soy beans a fair trial, as he
admits that he has grown them only in an experimental
way?” Address: Upshur county, West Virginia.
1897. Westover, Harvey. 1921. Re: Arrange for various silage
crops. Letter to W.J. Morse, [USDA], April 8. 1 p. Typed,
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: I wish you would kindly
make arrangements to have one-twentieth-acre plots of the
following crops for silage put out at our Arlington Farm this
season.
“Beggar Weed, Hemp, Russian Sunflower, Jack Beans,
Velvet Beans, Corn, Sorghum, Soy Beans, Cowpeas,
Buckwheat.
“Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agronomist [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
1898. Wilkins, F.S. 1921. Buying soy bean seed. Wallaces’
Farmer 46(14):613. April 8.
• Summary: Indications, evidenced by the fact that soybean
seed prices are higher than those of corn and small grain,
point to a scarcity of northern grown soybean seed. Advice
is given to buyers of seed. “For the past three years there
has been an acute shortage of soy bean seed which was
particularly noticeable at corn planting time. Toward the
latter end of the planting period in 1920 it was practically
impossible to buy northern grown seed. What little was
available sold as high as $15 a bushel.”
“Some of the popular early varieties are Chestnut,
Habaro, Ito San, Early Yellow and Wisconsin Black. Three
of the most popular medium early varieties are Elton, Black
Eyebrow and Manchu.” Medium late varieties include
“Mongol, Ebony, Jet, Medium Green, Roosevelt, Medium
Yellow, Hollybrook, Aksarben, and A.K.
“While they are somewhat early, according to many
growers, the Mongol, Medium Yellow, Hollybrook or
Roosevelt are undoubtedly among the best for silage
purposes in southern Iowa. The Sable is also one of the later
varieties which may be used for silage in southern Iowa, tho
it does not stand up well.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Aksarben. Address: Iowa
Agric. Exp. Station.
1899. Cobb, C.W. 1921. A soy-bean enthusiast. National
Stockman and Farmer 45(3):84-85. April 16. [1 ref]
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• Summary: In response to an article by Mr. Lighty, the
author discusses the results obtained in planting soybeans on
thin land and their feed value. “There are over 250 varieties
of the soy bean. The variety adapted to one locality may be
a failure some place else. I have grown them for 20 years,
being the first to attempt their culture this far north. I have
tested out a great many varieties with varying success...
I found the Medium Green to be the ideal all-around soy
to raise in Erie county, Pennsylvania. The next best is the
Wilson...”
“Feed value:... Nothing I ever fed milk cows ever
compared with the soy, taking everything into consideration.
For hogs either the bean ground with other grain or boiled or
hogged off as soon as a foot high up till maturity, no other
protein feed is its equal. For poultry the ripe seed is ideal
with other grain as a balanced ration. For horses it is too
loosening and must be fed with care.
“If this letter does not knock the spots off of Mr.
Lighty’s letter I can write an article three times as long and
every word the truth on what the soy has done to put money
in our purse for the last 20 years by bringing up a wornout farm to a good state of fertility.” Address: Erie County,
Pennsylvania.
1900. Lighty, L.W. 1921. Those soy beans. National
Stockman and Farmer 45(3):84. April 16.
• Summary: The author believes that “soy-bean hay is
most excellent feed” and that “the grain is a splendid feed
for livestock.” However, in “visiting thousands of farmers
I found many who had tried soys and found very few who
continued to grow them except for seed to sell. And why did
they discontinue? Some doubtless because they are fixed in
their ways. But the majority quit because the crop did not
adapt itself to their rotation and it was very hard to handle.
The hay was difficult to secure. If they grew such kinds as
made a fairly large crop of hay they came off so late that
the curing was almost impossible and it interfered with the
following crop.”
“Please do not infer that my experiments were
conducted in the garden. I planted soys and cowpeas by
the acre and ensiled them and otherwise fed them, but
grown by themselves they were more trouble than they
were worth, and grown with the corn in the cornfield they
were an unmitigated nuisance...” Address: Adams County,
Pennsylvania.
1901. Butler, Eugene. 1921. Varieties of soy beans, velvet
beans, and cowpeas. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh,
North Carolina) 36(18):486. April 30.
• Summary: “There are a large number of varieties of soy
beans, but only a few of them are extensively grown. The
following have shown promise and among them will be
found the varieties of greatest importance:
“Very Early: Ito San.–Erect of growth, good where

early grain is wanted. Black Eyebrow.–Especially adapted to
Northern conditions for both hay and seed.
“Medium Early: Arlington.–Does not shatter seed badly,
is good for hay. Black Beauty.–Good variety for hay, black
seed.
“Medium Late: Haberlandt.–Very prolific, but seed grow
close making it hard to harvest them. Hollybrook.–Not good
hay producer but very prolific. Acme.–Another variety grown
especially for seed. Peking.–Makes good hay, fairly prolific,
seed black, do not shatter easily. Wilson.–Good hay, easy to
mow, black seed, fairly prolific. Virginia.–Growth not very
upright unless planted with corn, brown seed. Chiquita.–
Good for hay and pasturage especially in dry regions, black
seed.
“Late: Mammoth Yellow.–Heavy seeder, good allpurpose pea, makes good hay, has great adaptability to length
of season, makes fruit at good height above ground, makes
slow, early growth. Tokio.–Quite prolific, dwarf variety,
green seed. Barchet.–Well adapted for hay and green manure
in Gulf states, brown seed.
“Very Late: Biloxi.–Erect, easy to mow, good for hay
and seed if planted early, brown seed. Chinese.–Good
for hay but not for seed. Otootan.–Good for hay, and soil
improvement, easy to mow, brown seed.
“Of these varieties, the Mammoth Yellow is by far the
most widely grown, and for average conditions is probably
the best.”
“At the Alabama Experiment Station, variety tests
conducted over a number of years indicated that in addition
to Mammoth Yellow, good yields might also be expected
from Black Beauty, Hollybrook, Haberlandt, Ebony, and
Wilson.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2000) that
mentions the soybean variety “Chinese.”
1902. American Food Journal. 1921. Soy-bean oil may
prove an industry. 16(4):33. April.
• Summary: “Figures on the importation of soy-bean oil,
particularly from the Orient, indicate the possibility of a
future industry in this country, in the opinion of specialists in
the United States Department of Agriculture.”
Importation of soy-bean oil” for the year ending June
30, 1920, amounted to 195,773,594 pounds, valued at
$25,233,590. The importation of soy-bean oil cake for the
same period amounted to 16,273,785 pounds, valued at
$408,895. Beans were imported to the amount of 4,022,552
pounds, valued at $213,696. The absence of a soy-bean
crushing industry in this country is ascribed by experts to the
rapid increase in acreage, which uses practically all the beans
for seeding, and to a large per cent of acreage utilized for
pasturage, silage, and forage.”
1903. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1921. Soy bean
situation is better than last year. 3(11):25. April.
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• Summary: “Early varieties of soy beans may be had at a
little lower figure than a year ago. There is not a big surplus
of seed and those contemplating buying are warned to buy
early.
“Soy beans grown with corn for ‘sheeping’ and ‘hogging
down’ is becoming a very common practice in many parts
of the country and has been found quite satisfactory and
profitable in this country. They can be grown with corn at
very little extra expense. They furnish lots of high protein
nutrients to supplement corn, and like clover and alfalfa are
soil builders.”
1904. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1921. Soy bean
makes its way north to colder climes. 3(11):51-52. April.
• Summary: “The soy bean, an Asiatic importation,
popularly associated with the South, is making its way north,
and is being well received.
“Most of the varieties first brought to this country were
from parts of Asia, whose climate corresponded more nearly
to the southern states. Within the last seven or eight years the
department [USDA] has obtained about 300 introductions of
soy beans from Manchuria, Korea and Japan, some of which
grew as far north as the 52d parallel. The most promising
northern varieties are the Black Eyebrow, the Mandarin,
and the Manchu, all native to a latitude of about 46 degrees,
on account of which they are adapted to our most northern
states. A large number of samples of Black Eyebrow soy
bean were sent to northern farmers last year, and out of 551
reports returned more than 400 were favorable. Reports
promise a great increase in acreage in northern states this
year. Seedsmen are laying in supplies of these more northern
varieties; but many farmers, if unable to obtain northern
seed, will plant old varieties, such as Ito San. From 90 to 95
per cent of soy beans are raised for hay, silage and pasture,
although they are prolific seed producers.”
1905. Lyle, Clay. 1921. The Mexican bean beetle: A serious
pest threatening Mississippi. Mississippi State Plant Board,
Quarterly Bulletin 1(1):13-19. April. [1 ref]
• Summary: Just as “Mississippi farmers are beginning to get
on their feet again after the onslaught of the boll weevil, two
other pests, equally if not more destructive than the weevil,
threaten the State on both sides. On the west, in Louisiana
and Texas, the pink bollworm, already known as a far more
injurious pest than the boll weevil, is menacing the cotton
industry in Mississippi... But on the east in Alabama, the
Mexican bean beetle [Epilachna varivestis] presents a more
difficult problem since it is already established over a large
area...” A map of Alabama shows where the bean beetle is
established and the quarantine line around that area.
The section titled “Probable damage in South” states (p.
15) that “crops of cowpeas and soybeans, while usually less
severely injured thus far, have in some cases been riddled
about as completely as the table beans... As the bean beetles

become more thoroughly established the damage to the
important forage crops, cowpeas and soybeans, is likely to be
far greater than has yet been seen.”
1906. Noll, C.F.; Lewis, R.D. 1921. Soy beans. Pennsylvania
State College. Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
167. 20 p. April. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and summary. Nature
of the plant. History of the culture of soy beans. Uses of the
soy bean crop: For stock feed, for silage, for oil, for hog and
sheep pasture, for human food (incl. “as green shelled beans
or as dry beans. The bean meal [or flour] made either by
grinding the beans or by grinding up the cake after the oil is
expressed promises to become an important article of food”).
Varieties of soy beans (p. 7): “The following are taken
up [listed] in the order of frequency in which they are
advertised: Mammoth Yellow, Ito San, Wilson, Medium
Green, Hollybrook, Early Brown, Ohio 9035, Ebony, Elton.
Soy beans vs. oats in a four year rotation (the common
Pennsylvania rotation is corn, oats, wheat, and clover and
timothy): Soy beans for seed or for hay. Soy beans grown
with corn for silage.
Culture of soy beans: Time and method of planting,
inoculation, soil and fertilizers (“Soy beans prefer a welldrained alkaline soil.”), harvesting, climatic requirements.
Page 3: “The objects of this bulletin are to call the
attention of Pennsylvania farmers to the possibilities of soy
beans as a farm crop, to give the results of investigations
with soy beans conducted at the Pennsylvania Experiment
Station, and to give the essential points in the culture of the
crop.
“Soy beans are a hardy annual legume adapted to culture
in Pennsylvania.
“The forage is valuable for stock feed, the hay being
equal to alfalfa or red clover. The seeds are high in protein
and oil and when ground may be used like cottonseed meal
or other supplementary protein feeds for stock. The oil meal
compares favorably with other oil meals as a stock feed.
“Hundreds of varieties of soy beans are known.
Varieties leading in yield of seed in tests at the Pennsylvania
Experiment Station are Ebony, Elton, Manchuria, Merko,
Mongol and Ohio 10,015; those leading in yield of hay are
Ohio 7,496, Ohio, 10,015, Elton, Ohio 9,035, Ohio 9,016 and
Merko.”
Page 4: “History of the Culture of Soy Beans: The soy
bean has been grown in China, India, and Japan more than
5,000 years and in these countries it is a very important crop.
The culture of this plant in the United States dates back to
1804 (Morse 1918), but only during the last few years has
it assumed commercial importance. In Pennsylvania, the
estimated annual area for the years 1917-1919 as published
in the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Yearbook for 1919 was only
2,000 acres. How small this total area is can be appreciated
by comparing it with our 1919 area 614,536,000 acres of
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corn and 1,664,000 acres of wheat.”
Page 29: “Inoculation: Where soy beans have not been
grown before, inoculation is necessary. Pure cultures may
be used or a soil transfer method. The soil and glue method
of inoculating the seeds, devised by the Illinois Experiment
Station (Burlison & Allyn 1917), is convenient and very
satisfactory. Dissolve six ounces of dry glue in a gallon of
boiling water. Sprinkle the glue solution over the seeds and
sift inoculating soil over the wet seeds. Stir the seeds well
and use only enough solution and soil to make the seeds
slightly dirty. As soon as dry enough, or within two days,
sow the seeds. A gallon of solution and two quarts of fine soil
are sufficient for over two bushels of seed.”
Photos show: (1) Soy bean variety plots for seed
production (cover). (2) A man standing in a field of soybeans.
“Soy beans in soy beans vs. oats rotation experiment July 30,
1915. The soy beans were planted May 17th.”
Contains 16 tables. Address: Centre County,
Pennsylvania.
1907. Layson, S.V. 1921. How to grow soy beans. Dairy
Farmer 19(9):264-65. May 1.
• Summary: Although concerned chiefly with cultural
methods, this article discusses the unique features and
benefits of soy beans, varieties, uses for soybeans on dairy
farms (mainly hay, but also green feed or silage), yields, the
price of seed, and enrichment of the soil with nitrogen.
1908. Davis, Russell S. 1921. Soybeans increase farm
efficiency. Breeder’s Gazette 79(18):816. May 5.
• Summary: “Soybeans furnish the stock-farmer with one
practical means of increasing his farm’s efficiency. Their
value for pork production was well demonstrated by the
following experiment...” Feeding tests made by the Purdue
University Experiment Station are also cited.
1909. Ridgway, Frank. 1921. Farm and garden: Old beans
best. Chicago Daily Tribune. May 7. p. 8.
• Summary: “The demand for soybeans is so great this
year that farmers are being offered all sorts of varieties for
the spring planting. New varieties are being gathered up in
various sections and rushed to the new soybean districts in
the corn belt, where growers have found it about as easy and
much more profitable to raise this crop along with corn than
it is to grow corn alone.”
“J.C. Hackleman, University of Illinois, says that it does
not seem advisable to try out new varieties merely because
they are highly advertised, nor because they do well in other
sections of the country.
“There are several of the commonly grown varieties
fairly well distributed through the soybean belt for the farmer
to select from, including Hollybrook, Peking, Ohio 9035,
Mongrol [sic, Mongol], and Ebony, or Black Beauty, as it is
sometimes called. Of course, Ito San and A.K. belong in the

list.
“Ebony is considered the most commonly grown of
the black seeded varieties in Illinois. It is good for hay or
pasture, and yields a fair amount of seed on its erect bushy
plants. Sheepmen like the Ebony. They plant it in with the
corn and turn the flock into the field in the fall.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2016)
that uses the term “soybean belt” (or “soy-bean belt”) to
refer to that part of the Midwest where soybeans are widely
cultivated.
1910. Scientific American. 1921. When oil barrels become
silos. 124:413, 420. May 21.
• Summary: “The expense involved in establishing a costly,
modern equipment for conducting numerous experiments
with ensilage as a palatable food for cattle has been adroitly
sidestepped by the Government. Instead of constructing a
silo plant, with all its costly appointments, the Forage Crop
Investigations, U.S. Department of Agriculture, acquired
10 motor-oil barrels at a cost of $1.50 apiece, and a hand
chopper for less than $20.
“The improvised equipment was stationed at Redfield,
South Dakota, the experiments having begun in the
fall of 1919, and will be in continuous operation for an
indeterminate period. Preliminary tests were made with
these mixtures: Alfalfa and corn, alfalfa and sorghum, and
sorghum and corn. The barrels were filled on September
1, containing from 150 to 200 pounds of ensilage, and the
containers were opened on November 20.”
“Alfalfa, sweet clover, sudan grass, corn sorghum, soy
beans, Russian thistle, and wild sunflower were among the
crops included in the major combinations already previously
referred to in this article... Palatability experiments were
conducted with the ensilagc observations. The South Dakota
experiments, both chemical and biological in their search,
will continue this year on a more comprehensive plan.”
A photo shows motor-oil barrels made of wooden
staves lined up on a table. A hand-chopper is shown in the
foreground.
1911. Agricultural Lime News Bulletin. 1921. Liming for
more soy beans. 2(2):1, 3-4. May.
• Summary: Published by the National Lime Association
in Washington, DC, this bulletin notes: “Because of its
many merits, the soy bean is assuming a larger place as a
general farm crop.” It adapts to a wide variety of soils but
inoculation is essential for good yields. Nitrogen-fixing
bacteria do not grow well in acidic soils; liming will correct
this acidity, thus creating a favorable environment for the
bacteria.
Tests on the response of soybeans to liming (average
of tests in 4 states) show hay yields increased to 2,651 lb/
acre from 1,964 lb/acre with liming, and grain / seed yields
increased to 12.25 bu/acre from 7.6 bu/acre with liming.
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A photo shows two men standing in a field divided
into two: (1) Limed soil with corn and soy beans, and (2)
unlimed soil with corn only. An illustrated bar chart shows
the response of soybeans to liming in yield of hay and grain;
the exact figures are given above.
1912. Kinney, E.J.; Roberts, George. 1921. Soybeans.
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 232.
p. 23-57. May. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: The utility of soybeans. Comparison
of soybeans and cowpeas (in the place they fill in the
cropping system or rotations). Varieties. Character of the
plants. Description of varieties: Haberlandt (the variety
grown most extensively in Kentucky), Lexington, Virginia,
Peking, Sable and Royal (both introduced and named
by an Ohio seedsman), Sooty, Mammoth, Ito San, Black
Eyebrow, Early Brown, Manchu, Wilson, Guelph (also called
Medium Green and Early Green), Medium Yellow, Mongol,
Mikado, Tokyo, Hollybrook, Tar-heel Black, Morse. Yields
of varieties (in trials at the Kentucky station, 1911-1920).
Farm yields. Hay yields. Soybeans in the rotation. Culture of
soybeans: Preparation of the seed bed, inoculation, methods
of planting soybeans, yields of hay from rows and solid
drilling, rate of seeding, setting the drill to sow soybeans,
time of planting, cultivation (with a weeder or spike-tooth
harrow), harvesting soybeans (when to harvest, methods
of harvesting), threshing soybeans. Combined soybean
harvesters and threshers. Soybean straw. Care of seed.
Growing soybeans with corn. Mixtures of soybeans and
other crops for hay production. Soybeans for silage.
Concerning small- vs. large-seeded soybeans (p. 30):
“Usually the very small seeded sorts do not yield quite as
heavily of seed as the larger seeded varieties. The difference
is not great, however. The size of the seed has no influence
upon the size of the plant produced; hence small seeded sorts
are much more economical to sow, for a bushel of a small
seeded variety may contain twice as many seeds as a bushel
of another having large seeds, so only half as much seed as
the former is required per acre. The shrewd buyer should be
willing to pay more for such seed. Furthermore, germination
of the small seeded sorts is likely to be better in hard crusted
ground because the cotyledons are smaller and encounter less
resistance in breaking thru the surface. The seeds of some
of the small black seeded sorts are very resistant to decay
and germinate after lying on the ground all winter. Where
the seed crop is hogged down or fed without threshing, there
is a decided advantage in using a variety with yellow or
green seeds, because stock can find them more easily when
shattered out on the ground. In threshing more cracking of
the seed occurs in large seeded sorts than in the small seeded
ones.”
Concerning the Mammoth variety (p. 33): “The chief
variety of the Cotton Belt and by far the most extensively
grown of any variety in the United States. The introduction

of this excellent variety in 1882 was largely responsible for
the greatly increased interest in the soybean in this country.”
Yields (p. 36): “In 1915, after a careful consideration
of the yield produced and other characteristics of these
varieties, it was concluded that Haberlandt and Lexington
had shown the best combination of desirable qualities for
general purpose varieties. Ito San was chosen as the best
of the early sorts, and Peking the best of the distinctly hay
varieties.”
Tables show: (1) Yield of soybean in variety tests,
1911-1920. (2) Yields of soybean hay on soil experiment
fields. (3) Yields of soybeans in 28 and 35-inch rows. (4)
Yields of soybeans drilled solid compared to 35-inch rows
for same years. (5) Yields of soybean hay from different
methods of seeding pounds per acre. (6) Yields from
thick and thin seeding. (7) Yields from various methods
of combined planting of corn and soybeans. Address: 1.
Assoc. Agronomist; 2. Head Agronomist. Both: Lexington,
Kentucky.
1913. Parsons-McKinnis Co-operation. 1921. Re: Soy bean
varieties for sale. Letter to potential soy bean buyers, May. 1
p. Undated. Typed, without signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir:–We have a large stock of the leading
varieties of Soy Beans that we have grown and carefully
prepared for shipment direct to farmers. You can readily
see the advantage to all concerned in dealing in this way.
It should be farmers aim in these trying times to save
distributing costs and to deal liberally with each other. We
have joined forces for these reasons, we save on equipment,
preparing seed and marketing and we give our customers the
benefit of this and our combined experience which extends
over a great many years work with the crop grown for every
purpose.
“Soy Beans are destined to become a very important
crop in modern agriculture. Just now is an opportune time
to push the crop to the place it deserves. We are top-heavy
with corn and other grains and our soils are low in fertility
that grain crops require. Introduce Soy Beans and change
this condition and incidentally produce some cheap protein
feed that the young stock needs so badly and seldom gets in
sufficient quantity.
“We believe in hogs and look forward to an early return
of proper values for them. We advocate feeding corn and
beans in the field by giving pigs or lambs free range and
have developed a plan after many years practice that we will
be glad to give to anyone interested in this practice. Beans
grown for hay ordinarily yield over two tons of the most
valuable feed and improves the condition of the soil. Black
beans are preferred for this purpose.
“Whatever your needs are we will be glad to take the
matter up and if we are sold out or unable to fill them we
will likely be able to assist you anyway. Our present prices
are $3.50 per bushel, sacked in burlap and f.o.b. our station.
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We guarantee beans to be of good quality and will refund if
not so found if returned within two weeks. Let us have your
orders early as there will likely be a shortage of beans and
higher prices may prevail. We now have Wilson, (Wing’s
Great Bean) Hollybrook, Ito San and Mikado in quantities.”
Note 1. A stamp shows that this circular letter was
received by the Forage-Crops Division of USDA on 11 May
1921.
Note 2. Across the top of this letterhead is printed
(in small letters, from left to right): A.A. Parsons, Pres.,
Plainfield, Ind. Norman Parsons, V-Pres., Plainfield, Ind.
L.W. Parsons, Treas., Camby, Ind. Guy P. McKinnis, Sec’y,
Indianapolis, Route O. Below the company name is written:
“Pure Bred Live Stock and Field Seeds.” and below that:
“Camby, Indiana.”
Note 3. Down the left side of this letterhead, in a
series of five connected boxes (each 1.75 inches wide), is
printed: (1) A.A. Parsons & Son. Indiana’s pioneer soy bean
growers. 30 years experimentation. Originator Mikado.
Breeder of Berkshires [hogs]. (2) Norman Parsons. Breeder
of Guernseys and Berkshires. Black [soy] beans. (3) L.W.
Parsons. Breeder of Berkshires. Wilson beans. (4) W.N.
Parsons. Breeder of Guernseys and Berkshires. Soy beans.
(5) Guy P. McKinnis. Breeder of Spotted Polands, Barred
Rocks. Hollybrook and Medium Early Yellow soys.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29.
Box 102. Folders–Parsons, John E.; Parsons, A.A.; ParsonsMcKinnis Corporation. Address: Camby, Indiana.
1914. Robison, W.L. 1921. Supplements to corn for fattening
swine. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
349. p. 131-83. May.
• Summary: Section III, titled “Supplementary feeds used”
(p. 135-39) describes (with photos) soybean oilmeal (which
“may be extracted by means of pressure or by the use of
solvents such as benzol or naptha” [naphtha]) and soybeans
(ground). Digester tankage, meat meal, peanut meal and
buckwheat middlings are also described, and Table 1 (p. 139)
gives the composition of each.
Section IV, titled “Soybean oilmeal as a supplementary
feed” (p. 139-40) compares soybean oilmeal with tankage,
then ground soybeans with tankage. “The soybean
oilmeal made an exceptionally good showing.” Section V,
“Comparison of supplements for self-feeding in dry lot” (p.
141-47) uses “soybean oilmeal” and “ground soybeans” as
supplements.
Section VIII, “Comparison of supplements for feeding
swine on forage” (p. 172-79) also uses “ground soybeans”
and “soybean oilmeal.” “With the exception of ground
soybeans, the results secured from feeding corn and the
protein feeds of plant origin [including soybean meal]

compared favorably with those secured from corn and
tankage.” Address: M.S., Asst. of Animal Industry, Wooster,
Ohio.
1915. Smith, J.W.R. 1921. Growing soy beans. Bean-Bag
(The) (Lansing, Michigan) 3(12):22-23. May.
• Summary: “There will be the largest acreage ever sown of
the soy bean this coming season, if the present inquiry for
seed is an indication of future activities.
“They should be grown because of their high feeding
value. In digestible nutrients they are four times as rich as
corn or oats, being equal to cotton seed meal for balancing
the ration. As a hay, soy beans are more palatable than alfalfa
and twice as rich in digestible nutrients as clover.
“Another advantage in growing soy beans is that these
beans may be grown with ensilage corn and harvested
without extra expense. The same method may be used when
‘hogging down’ the crop. Most farmers grow them for
hay; although farmers who grow them for seed are richly
rewarded by an increasing demand, at higher prices.
“In preparing the soil, use the same method as for oats.
After the corn is planted, re-harrow the ground and roll or
drag until smooth and firm, then drill with the grain drill
using all the hoes [sic, holes], or closing part, making the
rows 24 or 28 inches apart, that they may be cultivated.
Lime, phosphorus and bacterial inoculation are essential!
“Most every farmer who grows seed will supply freely,
or at small cost, richly inoculated soil to his neighbors or
customers. Ten or fifteen pounds of soil should be stirred
into water that has had a little sugar or syrup added to
make it a little sticky, until the water is very muddy. Then
apply the water to the beans, wetting the surface and then
excluding the light until put in the drill box. Keep the soil
in the dark until ready to mix in a dark room. This method
is very simple, inexpensive, and effective in starting a good
development of bacteria.
“Selecting varieties: Many inexperienced growers make
the mistake of buying the seed costing the least per bushel,
since it requires more bushels of large beans like Medium
Green or Holly Brook [Hollybrook], or Mammoth Yellow
than is required if Virginia, Wilson, or Ebony is used.
“When planted with corn, varieties maturing with
corn should be used, viz., Wilson or Virginia with Leaming
corn for ensilage, or Holly Brook, or Austin for ‘hogging
down.’ Large grained yellow varieties should be planted
for the latter use. Varieties such as Medium Green or Early
Brown should be used in the northern sections of the Corn
Belt, while the larger yielders like the Wilson, Virginia, and
Mongul [Mongol] that require a longer period for ripening
are the most profitable for seed and hay in the Central and
Southern Corn Belt.
“Buy acclimated seed from your neighbor, or a grower
in your latitude. Select the variety for your main crop and
then test one or more in one or two pound packages–testing
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is the only safe guide.” Address: Adena, Ohio.
1916. Wiley, James R. 1921. “Hogging off” demonstrations
in Indiana. Breeder’s Gazette 79(22):2062. June 16.
• Summary: “Hogging off” a mixture of corn and soybeans
is an economical method of feeding hogs, according to
the results of an experiment on twenty Indiana farms in
the fall of 1920. Gives a brief discussion of the methods
followed by Charles M. Shrader of Union Co., Indiana.
“These demonstrations show that ‘hogging off’ corn and
soybeans has three distinct advantages: Gains are produced
economically; labor and the expense of harvesting corn are
saved, and the corn is fed on the field where grown, a large
part of the plantfood in the grain being returned to the soil.”
Address: Tippecanoe County, Indiana.
1917. Hunt, R.E. 1921. Wintering dairy heifers. Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 225. 15 p.
June.
• Summary: Soybean meal (44.0% protein, 7.5% fat) was
one of 16 feeds (including peanut meal, linseed meal {OP
= Old Process}, and gluten meal) fed to dairy heifers in
three sets of experiments from 1918 to 1921. A table (p. 13)
shows the nutritional composition of these feeds. Summary:
“Soybean meal is rich in protein and therms net energy,
palatable and slightly laxative, tends to promote a sleek,
oily coat, and makes an excellent concentrate to supplement
corn silage for wintering dairy heifers, ranking first of the
concentrates used. This is a concentrate that should become
very popular with dairymen.” Address: Animal Husbandman,
Virginia Agric. Exp. Station.
1918. McCollum, Elmer V.; Simmonds, Nina; Parsons,
H.T. 1921. Supplementary protein values in foods. IV.
The supplementary relations of cereal grain with cereal
grain; legume seed with legume seed; and cereal grain with
legume seed; with respect to improvement in the quality
of their proteins (Open Access). J. of Biological Chemistry
47(1):207-34. June. [7 ref]
• Summary: “It is now recognized by students of nutrition
that the cereal grains individually and collectively are
incomplete foods.”
“In our laboratory we have for several years sought to
approach the solution of the problem of what constitutes
the optimum diet for the purpose of promoting growth,
of supporting highest fertility, greatest success in rearing
young, and of preserving for as long a period as possible
the characteristics of youth, and of extending to the extreme
limit the span of life.”
“The cereals may well be used as articles of human
food, but it is wiser to utilize more of the land for the
extension of the dairy industry in order to increase the supply
of milk and other dairy products...”
“We cannot agree with Daniels and Nichols that the

consumption of legume seeds such as the soy bean should
be increased. It is much better to use these seeds for feeding
dairy cows...” Address: Dep. of Chemical Hygiene, School
of Hygiene and Public Health, the Johns Hopkins Univ.,
Baltimore, Maryland.
1919. Pratt, J.W. 1921. Real soy success. Bean-Bag (The)
(Lansing, Michigan) 4(1):26-28. June.
• Summary: “Some Illinois farmers tried out soys for hay
and for the silo before there was much demand for seed.
They also discovered that soy beans left the soil in much
better physical condition for the next crop.
“Probably the Corn Belt farmers in Illinois and Indiana,
two or three of whom have made notable success in soy
growing, have had much to do with giving this legume its
rightful place. The C.L. Meharry farm near Champaign,
Illinois, grows soys successfully–200 acres of ‘em. Mr.
Riegel, manager of this 800 acre farm, has learned the game
thoroughly through eight years’ trial, the earlier years being
in some degree failures. With each of these failure years
came a lesson until now W. E. Riegel is sought from far and
near for information as to soys and also as a speaker on this
subject at Farmer Institutes and Short Courses.
“The 160 to 200 acre field of soys which appears every
season on this farm has become one of the show places of
the Corn Belt and as such is used frequently by the U. of I.
[University of Illinois] during the summer.
“This manager, to whose untiring energy and study is
due the success of the soy bean crop, believes success is to
a great degree due to careful preparation of the ground. The
soil must be worked and reworked till it is finely pulverized.
Then the seed–one bushel to the acre–must be inoculated
with dirt from a soy bean field. It may seem that much time
is consumed in preparing this ground, but note this fact: as
the reaper cuts the soy crop in the fall, the drill follows right
on its heels with the wheat sowing; for not even a disc need
run over the ground for wheat, which is the proper crop to
follow.
“After having the pulverized seed bed, the beans are
sowed with a grain drill using the oats openings and sowing
the seed 1 to 1½ inches deep. Cultivation must follow closely
on planting. Here boy labor may be used. The weeds must
be fought early and often. A boy can drive the favorite weed
fighter, a rotary hoe, across the field back and forth just as
well as a man. This cultivation comes at about the same
time as corn cultivation, hence the boy labor proposition is
valuable.
“If a crust has formed over the beans from a hard rain,
not an hour’s unnecessary delay should be allowed in getting
on the field with the rotary hoe or spiked-tooth harrow or
weeder. Thus the bean necks will be saved which otherwise
would break in trying to get through the crust. This use of
unskilled labor adds to the cash value of the crop.
“The fact that this growth leaves the ground in prime
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condition for wheat is no small one. Soys fit into the rotation
perfectly. As seed they produce a splendid cash crop. After
threshing out the seed the hullings are good feed. As hay a
soy bean crop is far superior to alfalfa in rich feed. These are
five good reasons for soys.
“On the C. L. Meharry farm soy beans have for six years
supplanted oats which both Mr. Riegel and the owner regard
as an unprofitable crop and a soil robber. The rotation now is
and has been for years, corn, soy beans, wheat and clover.
“Soys are put into every hill of corn. This corn and soy
combination is a money maker as well as labor saver.”
“Soy feed is a substitute for tankage. When soys or
soy bean hay is available in the self feeder, hogs eat less
tankage–in fact 75 to 80 per cent will be saved. This farmer
says that by actual observation they had 300 hogs eat 100
pounds tankage a day. When put on corn and soys in the
field, 100 pounds lasted them three days. The culls–i.e.,
the splits and smalls not suitable for seed–will be about 10
percent of the crop and these are good feed.”
“From 100 acres this farm harvested 2200 bushels of
soys which sold at $5 per bushel.” The Mongol soy bean
is a favorite here and for these reasons: it makes fine hay,
growing its pods 4 to 5 inches from the ground. Being
high the binder cuts it more easily than other varieties, as
the A.K., where the pods are low. The pods of the Mongol
hold the seed well and will stand much wetting without
shedding the seed–e.g., Early Brown pods split and scatter
the seed after repeated wettings. The Mongol splits less in
the thresher than other varieties and it matures later. The
earlier varieties, as A.K., are valuable to grow with corn for
hogging, or cattling or sheeping down.
A photo shows a rotary hoe used on the soy bean farm of
C.L. Meharry near Tolono, Illinois.
“For seed the crop is harvested in late September or the
first week of October when the leaves have fallen. A binder
is used for harvesting and an ordinary threshing machine to
thresh the beans, reducing the speed of the cylinder to 350
revolutions, but keeping the balance of the machinery to
normal speed.
“Before storing in bins to any depth, the beans must be
allowed to dry out; otherwise they will be damaged for seed.
“This manager believes soys can be grown as far north
as corn. He also believes that there is some reduction, though
a very small per cent, in the corn yield when soys are grown
with it.
“The success of this farm man in the soy business has
encouraged others to grow them. Now this grower and his
associates in the county–meaning the Soy Bean Association–
are cudgelling their brains to find the ways of utilizing the
crop when the seed business wanes. No sign of waning yet,
for the mail end of Mr. Riegel’s soy seed business keeps one
busy at his desk during the sale season. He sells direct to the
farmers when he might sell in 1000 or 2000 bushel lots seed
houses. Demand is greater than supply.

“At the formation of a National Soy Bean Association
last fall at the time of the International Stock Show in
Chicago, W.E. Riegel was made president. That association
is invited to meet on the C.L. Meharry farm where this
successful soy beaner is boss. Will you be one of the 3000
people expected at that picnic of soy beaners?” Address:
Tolono, Illinois.
1920. Tiedjins, V.A. 1921. Wisconsin’s white bean crop.
Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan) 4(1):33. June.
• Summary: “Distribution in state: The bean districts are
restricted to the light sandy team soils of the state, which are
principally in the central and northwestern parts of the state.
Waushara led the counties in 1919 by a total production of
21,000 bushels, with Marquette and Columbia counties very
near the top of the list.
“Beans were first grown by the early settlers as a crop
for their own food supply, but as lumbering increased in
importance”
“Prices stimulate production: During the years of the
war, 1917-1918, a strong demand was created for navy
beans, which is the common variety grown in Wisconsin.
The price went from $4.00 to $8.00 a bushel and many
farmers who never grew the crop before put in an acre or so
to take advantage of the high price. The result was that the
production was almost doubled and the price went down...
But because of their soil conditions they are restricted to a
few crops and are sticking to the navy bean.
“Sandy soil problems: The greatest difficulty in the
light soil districts is to get a good yield. The yield in the
state ranges from 8 to 17 bushels and the farmer who has
to depend on the crop, and grows the largest acreage, gets
the smallest yields. He must pick his crops from rye, beans,
potatoes, soy beans, and clover seed and possibly corn on the
heavier type of soil. He is up against the problem of working
out a rotation from these crops, keeping up the fertility of
the soil and also growing a cash crop, or else get into the
dairy business, which many are doing. Many of the beans
are raised as a side line on a dairy farm which makes a good
combination for them.
“Soy beans compete: Very little work has been done
with the navy bean at the Wisconsin Experiment Station.
Because of the greater number of uses that are being made
of soy beans, they are being recommended for the light soils,
and are replacing the navy bean. Soy beans are being used to
build up the sandy soils, they are used for forage, for silage
with corn, for hay, and for seed due to the great demand for
the crop. Navy beans have only the one use, that of human
food. The yield of soy beans is about the same and in case
the crop is frosted for seed it can still be used for hay.”
An illustration shows the five leading bean producing
states in 1919 (in million bushels): California 4.46. Michigan
4.03. New York 1.45. New Mexico 0.960. Wisconsin 0.136.
An outline map of Wisconsin, with county outlines,
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shows the leading bean producing counties. One dot = 500
bushels. Address: Marinette County, Wisconsin.
1921. Pratt, J.W. 1921. Utilization of the soy bean crop.
Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan) 4(2):26-27. July.
• Summary: In the last “issue of The Bean-Bag you were
introduced to W.E. Riegel, the soy-bean man. You learned
that he succeeds in the soy business because he is attentive to
details in raising the crop–such details as securing a perfect
seed bed, seldom using seed over a year old, doing careful
planting and wasting no time in the use of the rotary hoe for
fighting the weeds.
“In late August or early September the crop is harvested
when for hay, later when for seed. After mowing, the crop is
left on the ground to cure for several days. If rains come the
crop is apparently forgotten and is left alone till it dries out.
It is injured less than any other hay would be with repeated
wettings. Care is taken that the hay is well dried before
putting in the barn, to escape mold.
“Stock on this 800 acre farm thrive on soybean hay.
They like it and do not tire of it. It is rich in concentrates
and balances corn admirably. Stock fed upon this hay needs
less tankage and oil meal. Cows thrive on it as shown in
the increased milk supply. Hogs rush to the bins in the self
feeder which contain this feed either as hay or cull beans.
It is a favorite with horses and sheep. Mr. Riegel says, ‘We
know clover is better than timothy, alfalfa is better than
clover. We believe soy-bean hay is better than alfalfa.’
“The culls partially cooked and mixed with bran and fed
warm to a flock of a hundred hens three or four times a week
proved to be a good egg producer. Not a day in the coldest
weather but eggs were to be had from this small flock.
“As human food soy beans make an excellent winter
dish, but must be properly prepared to be palatable. A
farm family where hearty meals are necessary finds this a
nourishing and inviting edible. Here is the recipe: Soak 4
cups soy beans over night or better for 24 hours. Boil slowly
for 4 hours, putting 1 teaspoon soda in during last half hour.
Pour off this water and cover with cold, rubbing thoroughly
with hands. When many skins or hulls will come off. Drain–
Now comes the real recipe. To the beans thus prepared add 1
quart canned tomatoes and 1 cup catchup or 1 cup chopped
pickle, ½ cup brown sugar, 1 tb. spoon [tablespoon] fat,
pepper and salt and onion taste. Bake 4 hours or more.
“On account of the long preparation this is practicable
only to the big range in the farmer’s kitchen but it is
invaluable there as winter food. Each time warmed over adds
to the tastiness of this dish.
“The soy bean was a favorite in canning factories when
war prices sent navy beans soaring with prices of meat. You
probably have eaten soys in your canned beans from the
corner grocery and did not know it.
“Soy beans are straight money makers when harvested
for seed. The vines and hulls left after threshing out the

beans are also good feed, equal to timothy and are especially
good for horses and mules. When storing the beans in bins,
care is used not to fill deeper than two or three feet until the
beans are dry. They are shiny and smooth when in prime
condition.
“This crop is always in ready sale. The same customers
call year after year. Mr. Riegel has 2000 to 2100 bushels each
year. He reserves 200 to 300 bushels for his own planting.
He has taken the trouble year after year to sell direct to the
farmers or sometimes through the County adviser. Seed
houses are willing customers.
“In the sale season orders pour in through the daily mail,
by phone, by wire, by auto and even on horseback. ‘Beans
is beans’ is Mr. Riegel’s motto for the early spring months.
Bags are furnished free and sufficient inoculated dirt is
shipped for the order if requested. The orders run from onehalf bushel to 200. In fact a woman in Florida ordered a pint
and added a postscript, ‘Please send advice and directions
how to plant and harvest the crop.’
“Both Mr. Meharry, owner of the farm, and Mr.
Riegel, as well as the county adviser, have been pioneers
in spreading the knowledge of soy beans. They have been
desirous of seeing more farmers raise them. This is why
they have been willing to sell in small as well as in large
quantities. Indeed during the sale season this manager can
scarcely call his life his own.
“There are many reasons why soys are a fine crop for
any farm. They make good feed and good sale. Much labor
in plowing is saved for they leave the field ready for wheat
which is the proper crop to follow. The fertility of this large
farm has been greatly increased by using this crop.
“The Mongol and A.K. have been the two favorites
here, the Mongol perhaps being in the lead of favoritism.
However; the two work together better than either alone
because the A.K. ripens earlier, thus distributing the labor
of the crop. The Mongol ripens later and in Mr. Riegel’s
estimation is unequalled in all points for a commercial crop.”
“A use for soy beans which perhaps has given its
greatest value on the farm in question is that of feeding
hogs by turning them into the field where corn and soys are
grown together. This has proved to be a feed of excellence
for fattening hogs. ‘Hogging down corn’ is often heard.
‘Hogging down corn and soys’ is a newer term in farm
psychology, but is of greater value. The soys provide the
protein. This combined with the fat producing elements in
the corn makes a well-balanced meal for hog or horse or
cow or sheep. With access to this free cafeteria the stock
need little care. The temporary fence must be moved every
few days to enclose another ten or twenty acres as the feed
is consumed. A run of a few weeks here brings the hogs up
to excellent condition for market. Sheep gain fast and like
the feed. They are good gleaners. They had 400 feeder sheep
on this farm ninety days. They were on wheat stubble six
weeks and the rest of the time on corn stalks and beans. They
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gained twenty-eight pounds. Calves have been brought up
to 900 pounds in ten months on corn, soy-bean hay and cull
beans.
“Mr. Riegel considers soy beans are worth from $85.00
to $125.00 per acre. They yield two to three and one-half
tons of hay per acre and ten to twenty-five bushels of seed.
“On September 1 is to be held the second annual
meeting of the Soy Bean Association on the C.L. Meharry
farm near Tolono. This till be a gala picnic day. Men
prominent in the soy bean business will be present. Come!”
1922. Pharos-Tribune (Logansport, Indiana). 1921. Big
crowd at soy bean meeting. Aug. 24. p. 10, col. 1.
• Summary: “The Soy bean conference which was held
Tuesday at Soyland on the farm of Noah, Taylor and Finis
Fouts, 10 miles south on the Michigan highway in Carroll
county was well attended by Soy Bean raisers from all over
the central states. The Fouts brothers are the largest raisers of
Soy Beans in Indiana, and every year a meeting is held there
under the auspices of the county agent of Carroll county.
“At the noon hour a basket lunch was enjoyed, which
was spread on the beautiful shaded lawn at the Fouts
home. After the picnic dinner the following program was
carried out: For men: Soy Beans from all angles, varieties;
Inoculation (commercial and soil), Cultural methods, Uses,
(commercial and farm), Place in Rotation, Harvesting and
Threshing.
“For Women: A study in Beautifying the Farm House
and Modern Home Convenience. A lady being in charge of
this work.
“The main address of the afternoon was given by Ward
Ostrander, of the agriculture extension department of Purdue
university. He discussed the value of the soy beans to the
soil, explaining that while clover can be produced only on
certain kinds of soil, soy beans can be raised on any kind
of soil. It makes good hay, or the beans can be threshed out
for seed and sold and the straw used for feed purposes. He
explained that the soil is much enriched by the growing of
the beans. Other speakers of the day discussing the value
of the soy bean were William Schrock, winner of the first
prize for soy beans at the National Hay and Grain show at
Chicago [Illinois] last year; Noah and Finis Fouts, William
Brand, representing the Huntington Chemical company of
Huntington, Indiana, and M. Matts, county agent of Warsaw
[Indiana].
“A musical program was furnished by the Carroll
township quartette.”
1923. Adams, Bristow. comp. 1921. An agricultural almanac
for 1921. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1202. 65 p. See p.
52, 53, 61.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) “Soy beans and cowpeas”
states that 60-90 pounds of soybeans should be used per acre
when drilled or broadcast, but 25-40 pounds per acre when

planted in rows 24-40 inches apart (p. 52). (2) “Average
recognized weights of seed in a bushel of the common forage
crops” states: Soy bean 60 lb. Cowpea 60 lb. (3) “Fertilizing
value of farm products.” Soy bean (green): Ammonia 0.6%,
phosphoric acid 0.15%, potash 0.60%. Soy-bean hay:
Ammonia 2.75%, phosphoric acid 0.70%, potash 1.10%.
Soy-bean straw: Ammonia 1.10%, phosphoric acid 0.30%,
potash 0.75%. Also gives values for buckwheat, cowpea,
linseed meal, peanut meal, etc.
1924. Dungan, George H. 1921. Program: Second Annual
Corn Belt Soybean Day. Held at Urbana and Tolono in
Champaign County, Illinois. Thursday, September 1, 1921
(Leaflet). In: R.W. Judd, ed. 1979. 50 Years with Soybeans.
Urbana, IL: National Soybean Crop Improvement Council. 2
panels each side. Each panel: 22 x 14 cm. See p. 72-74. Also
In: Windish 1981, p. 184-85.
• Summary: On the cover, near the bottom: “University of
Illinois, Extension Service, Corn Belt Soybean Growers,
Champaign County Soybean Club, A.P. Meharry Embarrass
Farms Cooperating.”
The 4-panel program states: “8:30 A.M.–Soybean
experiments, South Farm, University of Illinois. Soybeans
in Illinois rotations. Soybean varieties in Illinois: Striking
differences may be noted among the varieties and strains
which will be seen. Special–Soybean variety test: Here will
be seen sixteen common varieties of soybeans from ten
states. Your ‘pet’ variety growing side by side with the same
variety from other states as well as alongside other good
varieties. Soybean varieties–How they are made: Notice
several new varieties in the process of making. Discussion
of the principles of breeding and their application to natural
crossing on the farm.
10:25 A.M.–Some relationships. Dean Eugene
Davenport.
10:45 A.M.–Urbana to A.P. MeHarry Farms, Tolono,
Illinois.
11:15 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.–MeHarry Farm. Events: 11:15
Auto Tour–400 acres soybeans on one farm, 300 acres for
seed and hay and 100 acres soys in corn. 12:00 Noon–
Soybean Luncheon for those who do not bring their own
dinner. (Served by the Crittenden unit of the Champaign
County Home Bureau.)
1:30 P.M.–Welcome to Embarrass Farm, Chas. L.
Meharry. Address–Henry J. Waters, Editor, Weekly Kansas
City Star, former president Kansas Agricultural College.
Then five-minute talks by the following soybean growers
of the states mentioned: Edward E. Evans–West Branch,
Michigan. Ralph Kenney–Lexington, Kentucky. F.S.
Wilkins–Ames, Iowa. Taylor Fouts–Camden, Indiana. F.E.
Russell–Columbia, Missouri. Geo. H. Briggs, Madison,
Wisconsin. C.B. Newton–Bowling Green, Ohio. W.E.
Riegel–Tolono, Illinois.
“At the conclusion of this program there will be a series
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of demonstrations with the machinery used in the production
and handling of the soybean crop on The Embarrass Farms.
This will include the actual thrashing of soybeans, with
a modified wheat separator, the Rotary Hoe being used
in cultivating beans, cutting soys for hay, harvesting the
beans for seed with a binder, followed immediately by drill,
seeding wheat in soybean stubble.”
“An excellent entertainment is planned for Wednesday
evening to accommodate those who come that afternoon and
evening.
“Autos provided: The Champaign County Soybean Club
will furnish autos for those who do not have transportation
provided. These cars will be available Thursday morning at
8:15 and will make the entire tour of the day.”
On the back panel a map shows where events will be
held. Tolono is located just south of Champaign, on the same
road (Egyptian Trail).
Note: A typewritten report of the meeting titled
“Soybeans Again Assert Their Value,” written by G.H.
Dungan, is given in a separate record with the same date (1
Sept. 1921). Address: Associate in Crop Production, Univ. of
Illinois.
1925. Dungan, George H. 1921. Soybeans again assert
their value: The Second Annual Corn Belt Soybean Day–
September 1, 1921. In: R.W. Judd, ed. 1979. 50 Years with
Soybeans. Urbana, IL: National Soybean Crop Improvement
Council. 86 p. See p. 68-71. Also In: Windish 1981, p. 18184.
• Summary: “When Old ‘Sol’ first peeped between the
swiftly moving clouds on the morning of September first, He
saw a yellow road sign on a highway in eastern Illinois. We
can imagine that His eye followed down the road, because
the yellow card bore a big black arrow and carried the words
‘Soybean Day,’ in bold type. And as he sought out the sign
at the next crossroad, He saw a Ford drive up and stop. The
driver was looking about, seemingly, to get some suggestion
as to which road to take. Presently his eye, too, caught sight
of the yellow card. A happy smile spread over his face, his
left leg straightened and then bent again, our driver and his
family were on their way. The lapse of time gave the solar
observer a wider view. His eye moved rapidly down the road
and then from road to road throughout central Illinois. All
crossings were marked with a Soybean Day card. The arrows
pointed to a common center–Champaign. Many automobile
drivers are following them, eager on their way, and with an
expectant look on their faces.
“The results was that by a little after 8:30 on the
morning of the first of September, 350 people were
assembled on the Agronomy South Farm, University of
Illinois. There were those in this crowd who had grown
beans extensively for many years; those who had just
recently taken up the culture of soys; some who would be
soybean growers but desired further information; newspaper

reports; moving picture men, etc. There were representatives
from Washington, D.C., 35 counties of Illinois, 9 counties
of Indiana, 3 counties of Kentucky, and one county each of
Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin.
“Dr. W. Burlison first explained the layout of the
Agronomy South Farm, dwelling particularly upon the
rotations on which soybeans appeared. Professor J.C.
Hackleman outlined the experimental work that is being
done with soybeans. The soybean series in the Northwest
rotation is devoted to a preliminary variety trial of new and
untried strains. The tour led along the end of these plots.
Such observations as the following were easily made: The
Arlington, the Columbian and Wilson No. 5 [Wilson Five]
promise to be good for hay. The Morse, Hahto, and the
Christian County soys because of their coarseness will likely
be better for seed than hay. The Hahto has such large seed
it may be difficult to thresh without injury. The Manchu is
an early bean, similar in some respects to the Ito San. The
extremely early Mandarin has no place in the corn belt
alongside our better varieties.
“On the South Central Rotation older well established
varieties are grown. Of these the Sable is the most beautiful.
The Virginia and the Illinois 13-19 are the best for hay. Other
good hay beans are the A.K., Mongol, Haberlandt, Hongkong
and Ebony. The early beans in this rotation include the Ito
San, the Manchu and the Black Eyebrow.
“In another plot the choice soys from all the corn belt
states were being grown side by side. This demonstration
showed that Ito San from Wisconsin is slightly earlier in
maturity than the same variety from Iowa and the states
south. It also seems quite clear from these tests that Mongol,
Medium Yellow and Hollybrook are practically one and the
same bean. The Lexington bean makes a very promising
showing under Illinois conditions. It attains more than
average height and bears many branches and possesses a
much less hairy leaf than most beans.
“Under the topic ‘How New Varieties of Soys are
Made,’ Dr. C.M. Woodworth discussed the tendency of
beans toward natural variation. He showed between 20
and 25 different plant types that he had selected out of the
one variety, A.K. Natural crossing helps to bring about
the occurrence of this multiple of types. In some special
experiments conducted by Dr. Woodworth, he learned that
hybridization occurred in nature l6 times in 10,000. This
does not seem frequent enough to be significant, but if two
varieties were grown side by side they would be hopelessly
ruined as to purity in the course of a few years. New varieties
are made then by plant selection which may or may not be
preceded by hybridization
“From the South Farm the procession moved to the
Stock Judging Pavilion where prominent animals of the
Dairy Department passed in review, as they were introduced
by Mr. Mason Campbell. Dean Davenport then gave a
wholesome, helpful address in which he advised the farmer
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to stick close to the Agricultural College and especially the
experiment station, to familiarize himself with its needs
as well as what it could do for him, and to continue his
industriousness and level headedness.
“The road from Tolono to ‘Embarrass Farm’ was
indicated by soybean markers. Bean plants had been dropped
in the middle of the road about every fifty yards. This trail
led through the farm just past Mr. Riegel’s soybean varieties,
alongside some A.K.s to be used for seed and by a patch
grown for silage. One hundred acres of soys were growing
in corn for pasture, and for soil improvement. Three hundred
acres were growing alone to be used for hay and seed
principally. A field of Mongols on the south side of the farm
took the eye of all who saw them. They were absolutely free
of weeds and almost as tall as rye.
“Demonstrations on the ‘Embarrass Farm’ included
the rotary hoe in operation and the threshing of soys with a
wheat separator. Some beans had been seeded on August 8
and on Soybean Day these were 3 inches high and ready for
cultivation. The rotary hoe will kill some small weeds but
its greatest value as a soy cultivator lies in breaking the soil
crust, enabling 100% seedling emergence and furnishing
proper soil aeration. The principal adjustment necessary on
a wheat separator to make it handle soy the reduction of the
speed of the cylinder to about 350 revolutions per minute and
maintaining the separating machinery at normal speed.
“It is reported that during the noon hour, 1627 people
were counted on the grounds. After lunch, which consisted
of sandwiches, soybeans in various forms, pie, ice cream
and coffee served by the Crittenden Unit of the Champaign
County Home Bureau, came the program and reports from
various states.
“Professor Hackleman as chairman first introduced
Chas. E. Meharry who described the crop rotation system,
thanked the people who had participated in making soybean
day possible and welcomed all in to Embarrass Farm.
“Henry J. Waters, Editor, Weekly Kansas City Star
and former President Kansas Agricultural College, gave
the principle address of the day. He emphasized the need
of sanity and clear thinking in these days of shifted price
equilibrium and predicted that the farmers` twelve hour day
and general frugality would carry him through.
“The soybean part of the program consisted of five
minute talks by representatives from Washington, D.C.
and six of the corn belt states. Professor Ralph Kenney,
Lexington, Kentucky, reported variety uses in his states as
follows: Mammoth Yellow for hay; Haberlandt, Lexington,
and Virginia for seed; and Haberlandt for growing with corn.
He introduced Mr. Chas. Caldwell of Danville, Kentucky,
who praised the Lexington very highly. The Lexington
has one third more leaves and finer stems than any other
variety. According to Mr. Caldwell it is the best soy for hay
production for one engaged in the beef cattle business.
“Taylor Fouts, Camden, Indiana, spoke of the increasing

importance of the soybean and predicted that it would have
been impossible to have had such a meeting as the present
one in the interest of any other crop.
“Missouri was represented by Prof. C.E. Carter of
Columbia. He felt it was important to reduce the number
of best varieties, and reported that in Missouri they were
recommending Morse and Medium Yellow for seed and
Wilson and Virginia for hay.
“That the dairy business is quite well adapted to soybean
utilization and that in Wisconsin soys are decidedly on the
increase was reported by Prof. Geo. H. Briggs of Madison.
Bean growing is becoming a sign of good farming. ‘A
Wisconsin farmer who had never grown soys went hunting
and to escape a storm crawled into a hollow log. The rain
continued for some time and when the farmer attempted to
crawl out he found himself fast in the rapidly swelling log.
Naturally in this predicament his mind reviewed the past and
when he thought of never having grown soybeans he slipped
out without difficulty.’
“C.B. Newton of Bowling Green, Ohio, stated that he
found the sugar beet drill and cultivator very satisfactory
for soys. These tools handle four rows at a time, making the
rows 22 inches apart.
“Dr. W.J. Morse, Washington, D.C. gave the principal
use of soys as hay and pasture. The possibility of utilizing
soy oil on a large scale is a problem for the future. Soybeans
are a legume crop and their usefulness as such has many
aspects without attempting to develop the commercial uses
of the grain.
“’Soybeans take the place of tankage when grown
with corn for hogging down’ said W. E. Riegel, manager of
Embarrass Farm. ‘Farmers can make no mistake in growing
more soybeans for feed.’
“At the close of the day’s program all in attendance had
profited by the information they had gathered thru both eye
and ear and by the inspiration of those who have pioneered
and attained success in soy growing. Thanks are due the
University Illinois Extension Service, the Corn Belt Soybean
Growers, the Champaign County Soybean Club and the A.P.
Meharry farms who have cooperated in making this day
possible.” Address: Associate in Crop Production, Univ. of
Illinois.
1926. Delf, E. Marion. 1921. Studies in experimental
scurvy–With special reference to the anti-scorbutic properties
of some South African food-stuffs. Publications of the South
African Institute for Medical Research No. 14. 105 p. Sept.
14. See p. 34-35, plus Table XI. [91* ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 5, “Preventive experiments with
Guinea-pigs,” section “(c) Germinated seeds (pulses
and cereals)” (p. 34-35) begins: “1. Comparison of the
antiscorbutic value of raw germinated cow-peas and
soy beans.” The author notes that soy beans “although
extensively used in India and China as food, and raised as
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a fodder crop in the United States of America, are almost
unknown in South Africa.”
When the author attempted to sprout soy beans, only
10-30% germinated, and these (unlike cow-peas) did not
protect young guinea-pigs from scurvy for 90 days. “This
unexpected result has considerable theoretical interest,
since the reserve material in this seed is oil, instead of
carbohydrate, and the metabolic processes of the seed may,
therefore, be considerably modified. It has not been followed
up for two reasons–in the first place, since soy beans do
not appear to grow well in this country... It was noticed,
moreover, that the animals greatly disliked even a small
ration of these beans when raw, in striking contrast to their
behaviour with the cow-peas.” Address: Johannesburg, South
Africa.
1927. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1921.
Seeds and plants imported by the Office of Foreign Seed
and Plant Introduction during the period from October 1 to
December 31, 1916. Nos. 43391 to 43979. No. 49. 117 p.
Sept. 14.
• Summary: David Fairchild is presently the Agricultural
Explorer in Charge of the Office of Foreign Seed and Plant
Introduction. In the “Introductory Statement,” he reports “the
death of our agricultural explorer, Frank N. Meyer, whose
unique and interesting descriptions of plants, particularly
from China, Siberia, and Turkestan, have formed for the past
10 years so important a part of the reading matter of these
inventories.
“The particulars regarding Mr. Meyer’s death will
probably never be known. The cabled advices show that he
fell overboard into the Yangtze River on the evening of June
1, 1919, from the steamer Feng Yang Maru while en route
from Hankow to Shanghai and that his body was discovered
30 miles above the town of Wuhu, near Nanking. The facts
that his wanderings in search of plants are over and his
contributions to these inventories at an end are chronicled
with great regret. It is perhaps a significant coincidence that
his only contribution to this number is a weeping variety
(No. 43791) of the dry-land elm, which was one of his
substantial additions to our list of useful trees.”
Soy bean introductions: Soja max (L.) Piper. Fabaceæ.
(Glycine hispida Maxim.) “43529-43533. An important
leguminous plant valuable for food and forage.
“43529. ‘Variety 1, race 1.’
“43530. ‘Variety 1, race 2.’
“43531. ‘Variety 1, race 3.’
“43532. ‘Variety 2.’
“43533. ‘Variety 3’
“43639-43641. From Canton, China. Presented by
the American consul general, through the Department of
Commerce. Received November 27, 1916. ‘Four varieties of
beans are grown in the Canton consular district: The black,
the red, the yellow, and the so-called white. These beans

are cultivated along the banks of the Tsochiang and the
Yuchiang, in Kwangsi. The best varieties are said to come
from near Siangshui and Lungchow in the southwestern part
of the Province. The actual acreage under cultivation can not
be estimated, on account of the fact that the beans are not
cultivated in any one district but in many places and in small
patches of from 1 to 3 mou. (the mou varies in different
parts of China; in Canton 4.847 mou equal one acre.)’ (From
Consular Report, November 7, 1916, p. 504.)
“43639. ‘White bean. The white bean is called by the
Chinese chutou or pearl-shaped bean. It is grown principally
in the Province of Kwangsi, although certain quantities are
produced in Kwangtung, Yunnan, and Kweichow Provinces,
which are within this consular jurisdiction.’ (Consular
Report, November 7, 1916, p. 504.)
“43640. ‘Black beans.’
“43641. ‘Yellow beans.’”
43492 Botor tetragonoloba (L.) Kuntze. Fabaceæ. Goa
bean. (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus DC.) From Mandalay,
Burma. “A climbing legume grown in tropical or subtropical
regions for the young tubers, which are eaten raw or cooked,
and for the young pods, which are an excellent vegetable.”
Address: Washington, DC.
1928. Weed, A.R. 1921. Soy beans a standard Illinois crop:
Many varieties studied at Illinois “soy bean day.” Orange
Judd Farmer 69(32):795. Sept. 15.
• Summary: “Let’s write down soy beans in the list of
standard crops for corn belt soils.”
“For many uses: Soy beans for hay, for seed, for soil
building, with corn for silage and hogging or sheeping down,
for pasture, for a catch crop or to substitute when clover
fails–these may not be all the uses of the soy beans, but these
are the ones that are well established.
“The ‘soy bean cranks’ (we might mention in passing
that they are rather proud of that name now) gathered at
South Farm of the University of Illinois to look over the
work that is being done with soy beans on the experimental
plots.” They learned that different varieties are best in
different states, and “soy bean tourists” studied how
soybeans are grown on 400 acres and used in the rotation on
the Meharry farm.
“Soy beans for lunch: There were strong indications
of the place soy beans may take for human food when the
crowd gathered for lunch in the big grove. The Crittenden
Home Unit Bureau served a fine lunch, and added to it were
some of the table products of soy beans. Everyone enjoyed
them baked and parched. Likewise everyone was asked to
help themselves to soy bean butter and soy bean cream.
Other products of soy beans were on display.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that contains the term “soy bean butter.”
However, it is not clear whether this term refers to soynut
butter (like peanut butter, made from roasted soybeans–
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probably so), or soy margarine, or soy bean butter (a product
resembling soy margarine that is not hydrogenated).
A small photo shows two horses pulling a plow–
probably in a field of or for soybeans. Address: Illinois.
1929. Ridgway, Frank. 1921. Farm and garden: Cut soy
beans for seed when leaves fall. Chicago Daily Tribune.
Sept. 16. p. 17.
• Summary: Farmers in Illinois, Iowa, and Missouri have a
simple rule: The best time to cut soy bean plants for seed is
when the leaves fall. The only exception is for the variety
Chestnut, whose plants do not shed their leaves until after the
beans are dead ripe.
“Where plump pods are not already on the plants they
are likely to be of varieties that will not mature before frost.
Such plants should be cut for hay, using care not to break off
the leaves. Handle soy bean hay as you would clover.”
1930. Lloyd, W.H. 1921. Possibilities of the soybean:
Farmers from three states gather to study and learn this
promising legume. Ohio Farmer 148(12):255, 275. Sept. 17.
• Summary: “Michigan, Indiana and Ohio joined in tribute
to the soybean as a legume last Friday [Sept. 16 or Sept. 9]
at the Johnson seed farms [at Stryker] in Williams County,
Ohio... Soybeans form the major part of the rotation on the
main farm because of the production of seed, while on other
parts of the Johnson estate it is used because of its value as a
protein supplement in hogging and in making silage, and its
value as a hay crop.
“Soybeans have formed one of the principal crops of the
Johnson farms for 14 years, and the present manager, E.F.
Johnson, is continuing their development as an integral part
of his scheme of farming largely because of the statement of
an instructor of his in college who stated that a grain farm
could not be maintained in fertility at a profit.”
“A legume is grown by Mr. Johnson every year on every
field. On the main or home farm of 160 acres a four-year
rotation of soybeans, soybeans, wheat or oats, followed by
sweet clover, and corn is followed.”
“Mr. Johnson, after 10 years observation of corn and
soybeans for hogs, is authority for the statement that one acre
of soybeans with six acres of corn is superior as a hog feed to
nine acres of corn by itself without a protein supplement.”
Five varieties were planted to demonstrate those best
adapted to Ohio conditions: Manchu, Elton, Black Eyebrow,
Mammoth Yellow, and Ito San. Manchu is perhaps the best
all-around bean. Medium Green makes a beautiful hay, but
the seed shatters badly.
In the variety plots, 40 varieties of soybeans were being
grown and studied. There was surprising variation among
varieties, long and short plants, stocky and lean plants, little
beans in big pods and big beans in little pods. These varieties
are: Minsoy, Soysota, Manchu, Early Brown, Elton, Ohio
7420, Johnson’s Manchu Selections, Ito San, A.K., Aksarben,

Otootan, Mammoth Yellow, Hahto, Mandarin, Pekin
[Peking], Columbian, Medium Green, Chestnut, Biloxi,
Ohio 9035, Mongol, Haberlandt, True Hollybrook, Indiana
Hollybrook or Northern Medium Yellow, Ebony, Johnson
4, Laredo, Sable, Meyer, Wilson 5 [Wilson-Five], Wilson,
Virginia, Early Wisconsin Black, and Jet.
W.J. Morse, the soybean expert of the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA), stated that the average
soybean growing season in Ohio was 115 days, however
many varieties require a much longer growing season. An
interesting exhibit showed “the Hahto variety, which is
being developed by the USDA as a possibility for human
consumption. It has a large flat seed that bears a great
resemblance to a lima bean. No great work has been done
yet in this country along this line but there are exceptional
cases such as religious cults and sanatoriums that are making
extensive use of the soybean as human food. It is also a well
known fact that the Chinese and Japanese have used soys for
years in various forms as a means of sustaining life. They are
a very valuable source of protein and are destined to have
wide use in America.”
“The demonstrations and conference were arranged thru
the untiring efforts of E.F. Johnson and Ralph Schreiber, the
assistant manager of the Johnson farms, in cooperation cooperation with the soils and crops department of the Ohio
State University.”
Also discusses soybeans and corn for hogs, planting
methods, soybeans for silage, etc. Photos show: Plots on
the Johnson Seed Farms (Williams County, Ohio) where 40
varieties of soybeans are growing. A field of soybeans and
corn planted together.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Early Wisconsin Black (a
synonym for Wisconsin Black). Address: Ohio.
1931. Times (London). 1921. “Manna” food. The soya bean
in England. Sept. 29. p. 7, col. 6.
• Summary: “Experiments in the growing of the soya bean–
the ‘manna food’ which formed the subject of an article in
The Times yesterday–in this country have been made by the
Board of Agriculture, but one of the varieties tried so far
appears to be suitable for the English climate.”
“The following is an account of the experiments of
growing the bean in England given by the Ministry of
Agriculture.
“’Previous to 1909 a few attempts had been made to
grow the crop in England, but without any success... With
the object of securing the hardiest sorts in cultivation the
Board of Agriculture obtained from an experimental station
in North Japan seed of 16 varieties, together with a small
quantity of the soil in which the crop had been grown. These
were sown at the Midland Agricultural and Dairy College
and on the Cambridge University Farm. At both centres the
results were similar–many of the varieties grew well, but
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none formed flowers. Where the Japanese soil had been
applied, the nodule formation was all that could be desired,
but where no inoculation had taken place no nodules were
formed. In 1910 the Board obtained seeds of several varieties
from Manchuria. These were grown at the same centres as
before. At the Midland College the crop grew vigorously,
but formed no seed, while at Cambridge the plants ripened a
small quantity of seed. This seed was sown in 1911, but the
crop made little growth, and in spite of the hot season, no
seed was produced.’”
“The conclusion come to from these experiments by the
Ministry of Agriculture is that the Japanese and Manchurian
varieties of the soya bean cannot be relied on to produce seed
in this country. But it is admitted that, as the plant appears
to be a very variable one, it is not impossible that a variety
suited to the climate and agricultural conditions of this
country may yet be produced.
“Apart from the production of beans for use as human
food, the plant might have some value in this country as a
forage crop.”
1932. Grinenco, Ivan; Capone, Giorgio. eds. 1921. Produits
oléagineux et huiles végétales: Etude statistique sur leur
production et leur movement commercial [Oleaginous
products and vegetable oils: Statistical study on their
production and trade]. Rome, Italy: Institute Internationale
d’Agriculture, Service de la Statistique Générale. xxxii + 421
p. See p. XX-XXI, 140-41, 144-47, 442-43, 480-81. Sept. 15.
Index in front. [Fre]
• Summary: In Sept. 1921 the IIA (Institute Internationale
d’Agriculture) published this monograph in French. Two
years later, by popular demand, an updated English-language
edition was published. Contents: Introduction. Northern
hemisphere: Europe, America, Asia, Africa, Oceania
(Hawaii, Guam). Southern hemisphere: America, Asia,
Africa, Oceania. Recapitulative tables of commerce, 191019. Note 1. All import and export statistics are given in
quintals. 1 quintal = 100 kg.
The soybean (introductory information, p. xxii-xxiii,
xxxii). Northern hemisphere–Europe. Germany (imports of
soybean and soy oil 1910-14, p. 4). Denmark (production
of soy oil in 1917, p. 17; imports and exports of soybeans
and soy oil 1910-19, p. 18-20). France (imports and exports
of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19, p. 28-31). Great Britain
and Ireland (treated as one country; imports, exports, and
reexports of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19, p. 32-35).
Norway (imports of soybeans 1910-19, p. 47). Netherlands
(Pays-Bas, imports and exports of soybeans and soy oil
1910-19, p. 49-52). Romania (In 1915 production of
soybeans on 3 hectares was 3,600 liters). Russia (in Europe
and Asia, imports of soy oil 1909-17, p. 70-71). Sweden
(imports and exports of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19, p. 7476).
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020)

that gives soybean production or area statistics for Eastern
Europe (Romania).
America: Canada (imports of coconut, palm, and soy
oil {combined} for the production of soap {in hectoliters}
1915-19, p. 88-89). Cuba (various attempts have been made
to introduce the soybean, p. 94).
United States (area and production in 1909 {659 ha},
then from 1917-1920, p. 97-98). An overview of soybeans
in the USA (p. 103, 105) states that the soybean, known
in the USA since 1804, has become of great economic
importance during the past few years. It is becoming
popular mainly as a forage plant, but also for its seeds, for
extraction of oil, and for making other products. Statistics
have been published regularly since 1917. The census for
1909 showed 659 hectares cultivated in soybeans. During
the years from 1917 to 1919 the cultivated area surpassed
60,000 ha. The three main states for soybean cultivation are
North Carolina, Virginia, and Mississippi, which in 1919
cultivated respectively 33,185, 12,141, and 3,238 hectares;
this was almost 75% of the total cultivated to soybeans in the
USA. In 1910, the seeds were used for the extraction of oil
in the USA, and for the first time the seeds were imported
from Manchuria. In 1915, domestically grown soybean were
used as a source of oil. This industry is developing rapidly,
because the extraction of the oil is easily adapted to existing
facilities that press oil from cottonseed and linseed. A table
(p. 106) shows production of 16 vegetable oils in the USA
from 1912 to 1917. Soybean oil production (in quintals) has
increased from 12,537 in 1914, to 44,996 in 1916, to 190,843
in 1917. Figures are also given for peanut oil, sesame oil,
etc. Other tables (p. 108-10) show imports, exports, and
reexports of soybeans and soy oil from 1910 to 1919.
Asia: China (exports of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19,
p. 161-62). French Indo-China (overview, esp. Cambodia
and Tonkin, p. 187). Japan (area planted and production of
soybeans 1877-1919, p. 190; overview, p. 191; production
of soy oil 1909-18, p. 192; imports and exports of soybeans
and soy oil 1910-19, p. 192-93). Korea (area planted and
production of soybeans 1909-1918, p. 194; imports and
exports of soybeans and soy oil 1909-11, p. 195). Formosa
[Taiwan] (area planted and production of soybeans 1901-06,
p. 196; imports and exports of soybeans and soy oil 190917, p. 197. In 1901 10,888 ha produced 8,056,400 liters of
soybeans. In 1904 21,960 ha produced 24,401,700 liters of
soybeans). Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan.
2005) that gives soybean production or area statistics for
Formosa (Taiwan; ceded to Japan in 1895 after Japan won
the Sino-Japanese War).
Kwantung [Kwantung Leased Territory in Manchuria]
(area planted and production of soybeans 1911-17, p. 198. In
1911 14,627 ha of soybeans produced 102,112 quintals. In
1916 29,902 ha produced 153,995 quintals of soybeans).
Africa: Algeria (in recent years, trials have been made to
introduce soybean culture to Algeria, p. 238). Egypt (imports
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of soy oil 1919, p. 244-47).
Southern hemisphere–America: (Note 4. Soy is
not mentioned at Argentina, Brazil, or any other South
American country). Asia: Netherlands Indies. (A) In Java
and Madura, the area planted to soybeans was 162,800 ha
in 1916, 175,696 ha in 1917, and 157,844 ha in 1918. Gives
imports of soy oil (1,085 quintals in 1914) and exports of
soybeans (46 quintals in 1913) (p. 297-98). (B) In outlying
territories, gives imports of soybeans from 1913 to 1919 (p.
299). Africa: Southern Rhodesia (attempts have been made
to introduce soybeans and several other oil plants from
temperate climates, p. 317). Oceania: Soy is not mentioned
at Australia, New Zealand, British New Guinea, former
German New Guinea [later Papua New Guinea], or any
other country in southern Oceania. (p. 297). Recapitulative
tables–Imports and exports from 1910-1919. Soybeans, p.
368-69. Peanuts, p. 370-75. Sesame seeds, p. 376-79. Palm
fruits (Amandes de palme, from which palm oil is obtained),
p. 392-93. Peanut oil, p. 414-17. Corn oil, p. 416-17. Sesame
oil, p. 418-19. Soy oil, p. 420-21. Other oils covered in detail
by this book are: Cottonseed, hempseed, linseed, rapeseed
(colza and navette), poppy (pavot or oeilette), castor, olive,
coconut, palm, and other–non-specified. Address: 1. Doctor
of Agronomics; 2. Doctor of Economics. Both: IIA, Rome,
Italy.
1933. Wester, P.J. 1921. The food plants of the Philippines.
Philippine Agricultural Review 14(3):211-384. Third quarter.
See p. 360.
• Summary: “Soya. Glycine max M. Leguminosae. An erect,
annual herb 35 or more cm tall, the beans of which are made
into flour or otherwise prepared in various ways for the
table in India, China and Japan, and from which a valuable
culinary oil is obtained. Of limited distribution and rarely
cultivated. Has proven very productive in Bukidnon and
Lanao below 700 meters altitude. A crop of undoubted value
for the Philippines, both for human food and as a stock feed.
Said to have been introduced during the Spanish régime. The
Soy bean.”
Note: The Spanish ruled the Philippines for about
100 years (putting down many revolts) until Dec. 1898
when the Spanish-American War brought the archipelago
under American control; the revolts continued. Address:
Agricultural Advisor.
1934. Dungan, George H.; Brown, P.T. 1921. Soybeans
as an aid to stock-farming: Recent field demonstrations
and discussions of varieties, culture and uses indicate the
multiple virtues of this legume crop in many states. Breeder’s
Gazette 80(16):553-54. Oct. 20.
• Summary: The first half of the article is by Dungan and the
second half by Brown. The article begins: “Taylor Fouts of
Soyland Farm in Indiana explained the future of the soybean
crop on the occasion of the recent second annual cornbelt

Soybean Day in Champaign County, Illinois. The University
of Illinois extension service, the cornbelt Soybean Growers’
Association, the Champaign County Soybean Club and the
A.P. Meharry Farms cooperated in planning, advertising and
directing this successful and inspiring meeting. The ‘seeing
is believing’ idea was carried out, so far as possible. Varieties
grown on the University of Illinois plots: Mandarin (short
season), Wilson, Virginia, Illinois 13-19, and Arlington (hay),
and Sable (beauty and hay), Hollybrook, Mongol, Medium
Yellow, Ito San, Haberlandt, Morse, Hahto, and A.K.
Dr. C.M. Woodworth of the plant breeding division,
Univ. of Illinois, discussed soybean breeding and the
importance of choosing good varieties. “On the A.P. Meharry
farm in Champaign County, Illinois, the soybean was
observed in all its glory. Four hundred acres of deep-brown
silt loam soil is growing soybeans on this farm There are 300
acres of beans growing alone–some for hay and others for
seed. One hundred acres of soybeans were growing in corn,
to be used for pasture, for silage, and for soil improvement.
The varieties most extensively used are the Mongol and the
A.K.
Prof. J.C. Hackleman of the University of Illinois was
chairman of the formal meeting, at which various experts
spoke. These included Chas. L. Meharry (crop rotation),
Taylor Fouts of Indiana (soybeans as a substitute for clover),
Geo. H. [sic, M.] Briggs of Wisconsin (using soybeans to
build up a good dairy herd), Dr. [sic, Mr.] W.J. Morse of the
USDA (expansion of soybean acreage in South Dakota from
200 acres a few years ago to more than 4,000 acres in one
county today), and W.E. Riegel (the value of soybeans as
feed).
“Prof. Ralph Kenny of the University of Kentucky says
that Mammoth Yellow is the best variety in his state for
hay; Haberlandt, Lexington and Virginia are valued, in that
order, for seed; while Haberlandt stands as a choice bean for
combination with corn.”
“C.E. Carter of Missouri listed Morse and Medium
Yellow as the best seed varieties for Missouri; the Wilson
and Virginia make the best yields of hay.”
The second half of the article describes the recent
soybean meeting on the Margaret Lake Farm of Chas.
Bower in Union township, Benton County, Indiana. Some
120 men from nearby counties attended. “R.S. Thomas,
soils and crops extension man from the experiment station
at Purdue University, declared that this was the largest and
most enthusiastic of the eight soybean meetings conducted in
Indiana this year. He pointed out the necessity of including
legumes in rotations, in order to help maintain soil fertility,
and furnish cheap protein feed for live stock.”
A photo shows some of Indiana’s agricultural leaders at
that meeting: County agent P.T. Brown, Ray Atkinson, Chas.
Bower, John Jansen, and Prof. R.S. Thomas. Address: 1.
Univ. of Illinois; 2. County Agent, Benton County, Indiana.
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1935. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1921. Soy-bean straw is
good roughage. 9(15):2. Nov. 9.
• Summary: This appears to be a short summary of
Price (1908) about research at the Tennessee agricultural
experiment station, which “compared soy-bean straw and
corn stover as roughage in the production of milk and butter.
The ration containing soy-bean straw was found superior to
that containing corn stover.” The soy-bean ration “produced
more pounds of milk and butter fat and produced them
more cheaply than the corn stover ration... It was concluded
from these tests that soy-bean straw is a valuable addition
to the roughage in the feeding of dairy cows.” Address:
Washington, DC.
1936. Jordan, Sam. 1921. Corn in Missouri: Also soybeans
and cowpeas. Missouri State Board of Agriculture, Monthly
Bulletin 19(11):1-47. Nov. See p. 34-47.
• Summary: In the section titled “Supplements to the corn
crop” (p. 34) is a subsection on “Soybean, the favorite
supplement” which begins: “The most popular one in
Missouri is the soybean supplement. The practice is to
plant soybeans and corn together at the same time, using
the soybean attachment to the corn planter for dropping the
beans. Usually, about as many beans are used as grains of
corn per hill or drill row.
“Care should be used not to plant too deeply. The use of
a “furrow opener” of some kind is to be recommended.
“That the stand of corn is the limiting factor can be
illustrated by the accompanying photograph of our own field
in a five-acre patch of good land...”
Photos show: (1) Sam Jordan holding a corn cob and
soybean plant in hand (p. 3, 36). (2) Sam Jordan in a field of
soy beans and corn, showing soybeans growing where the
corn stand was poor (p. 35). (3) Hogs feeding on a harvested
field of soybeans and corn (p. 37). (4) Sam Jordan holding
a well-seeded soybean plant (p. 38, 39). (5) Close-ups of
two uprooted soybean plants (p. 43). (6) A well inoculated
soybean plant root (p. 45). (7) Two men, one holding a corn
cob and the other a soybean plant (p. 46). On pages 37-47,
a section titled “Soybeans–40 questions and answers,” has
some material economic in character. Some examples: (1)
Q: Where did the soybean, sojabean, or soyabean originate?
A: It is a native of the Orient, and has been cultivated
extensively since ancient times, and is now one of the
leading crops of China and Japan. (29) Q: How much seed
per acre may be expected? A: Field yields often run from 8 to
25 bushels. Address: Farmers’ Inst. Lecturer, Missouri State
Board of Agriculture, Jefferson City, Missouri.
1937. Bulletin des Renseignements Agricoles et des Maladies
des Plantes (Rome). 1921. Expériences faites dans l’Indiana
(États-Unis) concernant le pâturage direct par les porcs
(Hogging Off) d’un mélange de maïs et de soja [Experiment
conducted in Indiana concerning the direct pasturage of pigs

(hogging off) of a mixture of corn and soybeans (Abstract)].
12(12):1096-96. Dec. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following
English-language article: Wiley, James R. 1921. “Hogging
off” demonstrations in Indiana. Breeder’s Gazette
79(22):2062. June 16.
1938. Cain, G.D. 1921. Station No. 3: North Louisiana
Station, Calhoun. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 32:13-14. For the year 1920.
• Summary: “The Mammoth Yellow variety is about the best
soybean for our use. There are a few other varieties such
as Barchett, and Virginia, that are becoming very popular,
especially for hay.”
For pork production, hogs grazed on corn and soybeans.
Address: Asst. Director, in Charge.
1939. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1921. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois: Funk Bros.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy Beans” (p. 15, twothirds page) states: “Better Hog and Sheep Pasture does not
grow than that furnished by Soy Beans. When you plant Soy
Beans with your corn for hogging down or pasture purposes,
your stock become corn shuckers, hay balers, and manure
spreaders–combined; with the corn and soy bean crop
marketed on four feet and at a good margin of profit over
the old style of feeding. Soy beans also add greatly to the
fertility of the soil...
“The feeding value of Soy Bean seed is very high. Pork
can be produced several dollars per hundred pounds less,
if Soy Bean pasture is used as a supplementary feed with
corn. We handle only such well known varieties as Mongol–
Hollybrook–Medium Yellow–A.K.–and Sable.” Photos
show: A man harvesting Mongol soy beans for Funk Bros.
Seed Co. A field of A.K. soy beans (135 acres) and wheat.
Address: Bloomington, Illinois.
1940. Hayes, Herbert Kendall; Garber, Ralph John. 1921.
Breeding crop plants. 1st ed. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill.
xvii + 328 p. Illust. 24 cm. [270 ref]
• Summary: In the chapter titled “Mode of reproduction in
relation to breeding” in the section on “Natural crossing with
self-fertilized plants” the subsection titled “Peas and beans”
states: “Natural hybrids of soybeans have been observed at
the United States experimental farm in Virginia and also at
the Kansas experiment station (Piper 1916 [Forage Plants
and Their Culture. Revised Edition, p. 533]). They were
detected by the peculiar color of their seed. Varieties of
soybeans were interplanted at the Wisconsin station and the
amount of natural crossing was determined by testing the
progeny. More than 10,000 plants were tested and only a
fraction of 1 per cent. of natural crossing was found.”
Chapter XI titled “Cowpeas, soybeans, and velvet
beans” (p. 143+) has a 2½ page section on “Soybeans (Soja
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max)” (p. 146-48) which discusses: Origin, classification
and inheritance, and breeding. “Little work has been done on
the inheritance of characters in soybeans. Beans with green
cotyledons may have green seed-coats, while beans with
yellow cotyledons may have either green or yellow seedcoats” (p. 147).
“Pure-line selections of soybeans have been made on
the basis of oil content, yield (both of seed and forage),
persistence of leaves, and other economic characters...
Considerable artificial hybridizing has been done by Morse
of the United States Department of Agriculture... As the real
value of the soybean becomes more generally appreciated, it
will undoubtedly receive more attention from the breeding
standpoint” (p. 148).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2008) that
uses the word “hybridizing” (or “hybridize,” “hybridized,”
“hybridizes”) in connection with soybeans. Address: 1.
Prof. of Plant Breeding, College of Agriculture, Univ. of
Minnesota; 2. Formerly Asst. Prof. of Plant Breeding,
College of Agriculture, Univ. of Minnesota; Now Associate
Prof. and Head of the Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of West
Virginia.
1941. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report. 1921. Department of Animal Husbandry.
34:10-14. For the year ending June 30, 1921.
• Summary: “Swine Production:... Hogging-off crops:... The
practice involves the questions of growing soybeans in corn
to furnish a part of the protein needed and the use of other
supplementary feeds for hogs running in the corn field.” 120
hogs divided into 6 lots were fed from 8 Oct. 1920 to 11
Nov. 1920.
“Buttermilk an efficient protein supplement... The
feeds being tested are buttermilk, semi-solid buttermilk,
fish meal, soybean oil meal, and ground soybeans. One trial
involving 12 lots of hogs has been completed during the year
and a second trial with an equal number of lots is nearing
completion. The results to date, while not conclusive,
indicate that fish meal is fully equal to, or slightly better than
tankage. Soybean oil-meal is practically equal to tankage.
Ground soybeans are not as palatable or as efficient as
tankage.”
Under “Cattle Feeding” the use of corn-soybean silage
for fattening steers is described. Soybeans can be effectively
substituted for cottonseed meal as a protein source. Address:
Lafayette, Indiana.
1942. Kellogg, John Harvey. 1921. The soy bean.
Composition of the soy bean (Document part). In: J.H.
Kellogg. 1921. The New Dietetics: What to Eat and How...
Battle Creek, Michigan: The Modern Medicine Publishing
Co. 950 p. See p. 299-302. 24 cm.
• Summary: In the chapter on “Legumes,” the section titled
“The Soy Bean” (p. 315-21) has the following contents:

Introduction and history (incl. a long extract from a
publication by W.J. Morse (1918), and discussion of soy
beans and diabetic diets). Composition of the soy bean
(according to Bailey and Street 1915). Soy bean milk. To
fu (tofu). Soy sauce. Soy bean sprouts. Composition of soy
bean sprouts compared with mung bean sprouts.
The section begins: “The soy bean has been used in
China since 2838 B.C. It was introduced into France in 1740,
England 1790, and this country not until a century later. This
bean requires a long season and does best in the Southern
states on this account. It is quite hardy, however, and some
varieties have been found which mature as far north as
Canada.
“The soy is the best of all beans. It differs decidedly
from other beans in its composition. It contains 40% protein,
practically no starch, and nearly 20 per cent fat, giving it
characteristics approaching those of the peanut more closely
than those of ordinary beans.
“More than one thousand varieties have now been tested
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Twenty varieties are
at the present time being handled by growers and seedsmen
in this country. The green and yellow varieties are best
adapted for food. The black and brown are chiefly for forage.
“In China, the soy bean is very little used in the manner
in which beans are used in this country. Instead, according to
W.J. Morse [1918], of the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
‘the beans are soaked in water and roasted, the product being
eaten after the manner of roasted peanuts.’” Dr. Kellogg
then quotes two passages from Morse; one about roasted
soybeans, and the other about soy beans which, when threefourths or more grown, can be used as “a most palatable and
nutritious green vegetable.”
“This bean not only contains a large amount of protein,
more than is found in the same weight of beef, but its protein
is of a particularly fine quality. Heretofore, the casein of
milk has enjoyed a unique reputation as a protein of finest
quality, but now ‘the protein of the soy bean appears to be
as valuable as the casein of milk.’ In view of the shortage of
milk, which is likely to increase, it is gratifying to know that
a protein has been discovered equally valuable as casein, and
one which may be produced in unlimited quantities.
“For promotion of growth, it is not only necessary for
the food to contain ‘complete’ protein in proper amount,
but it must also contain a sufficiency of the two vitamins,
designated as fat-soluble A and water-soluble B. Osborne and
Mendel demonstrated that the soy bean contains an adequate
supply of both fat-soluble and of ‘water-soluble vitamins,’ in
which respect it is superior to all seeds heretofore examined,
with the possible exception of flaxseed and millet.
“The soy bean is destined to become one of the great
food staples, not only of this country but of the world. It is
capable not only of supplying the essentials for growth and
maintenance, but may also act as a complement to other
imperfect foods, such as corn for example, in combination
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with which it has shown most excellent experimental results.
Composition of the soybean: A table shows the
composition of the soy bean, compiled from various sources.
“The above analysis clearly shows the soy bean to be a
most remarkable food product. Its composition is in some
respects more like that of a nut than that of other legumes.
In this respect it very much resembles the peanut. Its protein
content, nearly 40 per cent, is higher than that of any other
foodstuff. Even lean meat affords but half as much. Its high
percentage of fat gives it a very high food value and makes it
a rich source of oil for various industrial purposes as well as
for food.
“The soy fills the place of meat as well as milk in the
dietary of many millions of sturdy Orientals. Since the
composition of the soy has been understood, it has been
much used as a food for diabetics. It is evident from the
above [table] that it contains little which can be objectionable
in diabetes. The small amount of dextrin and sugar may be
easily removed, when necessary, by parboiling.
“Experiments by Holmes [1920], of the office of Home
Economics, U.S. Department of Agriculture, have shown that
the well cooked soy bean (cooked for two hours under steam
pressure) is very easily digestible, and is an exceptionally
wholesome article of food, superior to most other legumes.
“The soy bean may not become really popular until
the pressure cooker comes into general use, which may
be some time. In the meantime, while the patent pressure
cooker is coming, any resourceful housewife may improvise
a perfectly good and satisfactory pressure cooker from
inexpensive materials close at hand. Get a stone jug or
jar that can be hermetically sealed. The little stone jars in
which apple butter is sometimes sold are well adapted to the
purpose. After soaking the beans over night put [them] in the
jug with a little salt and enough water to cover, seal up tight
and secure the cover well, remembering that the pressure will
be from within. Set the jug in a saturated solution of common
salt, place over a smart fire and boil for one to two hours.
The salt solution boils at a temperature of 220ºF. and so the
beans are exposed to a higher temperature than in ordinary
boiling... Cooking at the higher temperature not only softens
the cellulose and so renders the foodstuffs tender, but greatly
improves the flavor.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 1996)
that uses the term “pressure cooker” in connection with soy
beans. Address: Battle Creek, Michigan.
1943. Kidder, A.F. 1921. Station No. 2: State stations, Baton
Rouge. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report 32:10-13. For the year 1920.
• Summary: Soybeans were used in several fertilizer
experiments and in a crops and live stock experiment for
hogging off. Ten steers grazed on kudzu. Address: Asst.
Director and Agronomist in Charge.

1944. Megee, C.R. 1921. Soy beans. Michigan Agricultural
Experiment Station, Special Bulletin No. 100. p. 546-54.
Bound with 59th Annual Report of the State Board of
Agriculture of the State of Michigan, and 33rd Annual
Report of the Experiment Station.
• Summary: This Special Bulletin was originally published
in 1920 with the same author, title, and number. No new
information has been added. Address: Farm Crops Section.
1945. Piper, Charles V. 1921. Samuel Mills Tracy.
Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Society for the
Promotion of Agricultural Science 40-41:155-61. Meetings
held in St. Louis, Missouri, Dec. 30-31, 1919; and in
Springfield, Massachusetts, Oct. 18-19, 1920. [180+* ref]
• Summary: “Samuel Mills Tracy, one of the most widely
known and loved of American botanists and agronomists,
died at the home of his daughter in Laurel, Mississippi,
about noon on September 5, 1920. For close to a half-century
his work on plants, both wild and cultivated, as well as his
customary attendance at the larger scientific meetings, made
him a host of acquaintances and friends, who will miss him
both for his prolific writings and his charming geniality.
“Professor Tracy was born at Hartford, Vermont, April
30, 1847, where he lived until the age of 16, when the
family went to the vicinity of Bloomington, Illinois, but
after the Civil War moved to Platteville, Wisconsin. In 1864
he enlisted for 100 days in Company A, 41st Regiment
Wisconsin Volunteers, and was honorably discharged
December 15, 1864. His active campaigning was in
Tennessee, Alabama and Mississippi, his first introduction
to the South where he later did so much work to further
its advancement. At the close of the war he engaged
in farming for one year and then entered the Michigan
Agricultural College, from which he received the degree
Bachelor of Science in 1868 and Master of Science in 1871.
After graduation he was engaged for a number of years in
commercial horticultural work and early became active in the
meetings of horticultural societies. During this period he was
secretary of the Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society, he
and Parker Earle being the most active spirits.
“Professor Tracy was married July 23, 1874, to Martha
A. Terry, who died nearly twenty years ago. To them three
children were born, a son Edward Terry, of the British navy,
and two daughters, Alice Emeline (Mrs. W.S. Welch) and
Elinor Lyon (Mrs. Howard Clark), all of whom are living.
For several years in the seventies he was editor of the
‘Practical Farmer’ and in 1876 was an official in connection
with the Missouri exhibits at the Centennial Exposition.
“In 1877 he was made professor of botany in the
University of Missouri. Almost immediately he departed
from the traditions of botanical teachers and began
conducting experiments with crop plants, the first of this sort
at any institution west of the Mississippi River. His interest
in horticultural work continued keen and he was secretary
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of the State Horticultural Society of Missouri 1881-1882,
and president 1883-1884. At the Cotton Centennial in New
Orleans in 1884 he had general charge of the horticultural
exhibits. In connection with this botanical work he spent
most of the year 1885 at the Gray Herbarium. As a natural
result of his economic work he was chosen in 1887 as the
first director of the Mississippi Experiment Station, and
then moved permanently to the South, to the progress of
which he devoted all his enthusiasm and energy for the
remainder of his life. Before he went to Mississippi he
began his collaboration with the United States Department
of Agriculture, which was more or less continuous until
1897, when he resigned as director of the Experiment Station
and thereafter he devoted his whole time to departmental
activities. Before this he had purchased a beautiful spot on
the Gulf Coast near Biloxi, Mississippi, known as Treasure
Point. Here he built his home, to which in 1890 he moved
his family and where he continued to reside until 1919. At
Treasure Point, Professor Tracy kept open house in true
southern style, and none who have had the good fortune to
share his hospitality will soon forget either the charming
host or the romantic beauty of the spot, which he loved with
a passionate devotion. For many years Professor Tracy had
specialized in grasses, and on his experimental plats at Biloxi
tested every new kind he could get to determine its forage
value. It is safe to say that more kinds of grasses and legumes
were tested at Biloxi than at any other spot in the South. A
considerable number of these have become widely utilized
in southern agriculture, including Rhodes grass, Carib grass,
Bahia grass, giant Bermuda, Natal grass, Napier grass, Biloxi
soybean, Chinese velvet bean and others.
“Professor Tracy was throughout his life a keen
student of plants. As early as 1886 he published a Flora of
Missouri, and immediately on his moving to the South he
began collecting extensively the flowering plants and fungi.
His activities in this direction added enormously to the
knowledge of the southern flora, and his specimens were
supplied to many herbaria. Much of this work was done in
conjunction with Frank S. Earle. His collecting extended in
time over all the Southern states. In addition, he gathered
copious material in the Davis Mountains of western Texas
in 1902 and in the La Plata Mountains of Colorado in 1889,
accompanied both times by Earle. The two men jointly
published several papers dealing with southern fungi.
Professor Tracy’s special love, however, was the grasses, and
he retained his collections of these until recently, when they,
together with his library, were secured by the Agricultural
College of Texas.
“While Professor Tracy’s interest in plants was broad
and intense, he was always more concerned in their
economic uses than in their purely botanical aspects. His
agricultural keenness is attested by the fact that he was the
first to point out the value of many southern crops which
have since became important, such as carpet grass, Melilotus,

velvet beans, Para grass, pifine [maidencane, pifine grass;
Panicum hemitomon], beggarweed and others.
“Professor Tracy was a member of many scientific
societies in addition to the Society for the Promotion of
Agricultural Science, of which he was president 19091911. The others include the American Association for
the Advancement of Science; New Orleans Academy of
Science; Botanical Society of America; American Genetic
Association; American Society of Agronomy; New York
Academy of Science; Torrey Botanical Club; Davenport
Academy of Science; Louisiana Society of Naturalists; the
Charles Mohr Society.
“His published writings are many, and there is appended
a bibliography, probably complete, excepting the numerous
popular articles he contributed to many agricultural and
horticultural journals. For twenty-seven years continuously
he prepared several columns of agricultural matter weekly
for the Commercial Appeal of Memphis–in itself a whole
library of southern agriculture. And yet Professor Tracy,
like Huxley and many another famous man, always dreaded
the task of writing. The germ of ‘Caccoethes scribendi’ [an
uncontrollable urge to write] never found lodgment in his
system.
“His old friend and botanical companion Prof. F.S. Earle
writes, ‘I need not tell you that as a man he was one of the
most genial of companions. According to the old saying,
“One does not know a woman until he marries her nor a man
until he has camped with him.” I have camped with Tracy
many times and under all conditions and I never found him
wanting. No matter how exasperating the circumstances he
could always meet them with a smile.’”
Note: The last 3 pages consist entirely of a bibliography
of his writings, from 1876 to 1920. Address: [U.S. Dep. of
Agriculture].
1946. Rouest, Leon. 1921. Le Soja est l’objet en France de
nombreux essais, de 1876 à 1881 [The soybean is the object
of numerous trials in France from 1876 to 1881 (Continued–
Document part II)]. In: Leon Rouest. 1921. Le Soja et
Son Lait Végétal [The Soybean and Its Vegetable Milk].
Carcassone (Aude), France: Lucie-Grazaille. 157 p. See p.
17-22. [Fre]
• Summary: (Continued): The results obtained from the
center of France up to Paris show that the varieties were
still too late but a few would be able to acclimatize with a
bit of patience and especially some scientific knowledge of
acclimatization.
20. Region of Pas-de-Calais (Arras).–I planted 4-5 seeds
spaced a foot apart in May. That’s too close. The plants were
so thick that a cent would not have fallen to the ground; [they
yielded] many beans, however.
In a field I planted 3 ares [300 square meters] at the end
of May. At the moment of flowering, it was a true curiosity
to see the weeds and the plants intertwined so tightly that it
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would have been materially impossible to run in the harvest
[amidst the jungle of plants]. I had 150 liters of pods in these
3 ares. My horses eat the woody soybean stems (bois de
Soja).
21. Region of Nord (Mr. Olivier-Lecq, Templeuve).–
Soybeans will ripen in France when sown before May 15.
The transplanted plants become less strong but yield more
pods. The test that I did this year is very conclusive. Growing
soybeans is easy and inexpensive.
22. Region of Somme (Sautin par Péronne).–Sown late,
[the soybeans] furnished considerable quantities of little
pods that I suspend in the silos. I count 1,400 liters on 1.2
hectares. Because of the late harvest, I had to dry it with
care.
23. Region of Meuse (Montgarny).–This plant can be
advantageously cultivated for it well suits horses and cows
and, I think, sheep, for a goat was very fond of it. Rainy and
humid weather impedes maturity.
24. Switzerland (Donneloye, in Canton Vaud, southwest
Switzerland).–Sowed 3 kg April 18, irregular germination
from May 5 to June 1, height at the end of July 40-50 cm.
The pods are forming well. The plants bear 80 pods [on
average]. I had to wait a bit for maturity until the end of
September, which can present some inconveniences in
bringing in the harvest in good condition in this humid
season. Sown in very clayey soil, its vegetation is too
plentiful and it yields less beans.
The agronomic trials seem abandoned in France from
this time until 1888, the date of its introduction into America
in the Southern states. Address: Directeur des Fermes
Expérimentales de Néoculture, Carcassonne (Aude), France.
1947. Rouest, Leon. 1921. Le soja et son lait végétal:
Applications agricoles et industrielles [The soybean and its
vegetable milk: Agricultural and industrial applications].
Carcassone (Aude), France: Lucie-Grazaille. 157 p. Illust.
No index. 25 cm. [42 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface, by Louis Forest.
Introduction–What is soya? 1. History of the dissemination
of soya: In 1712 the naturalist Kaempfer introduced soya,
introduction of soya to France and Europe, soya is cultivated
in Austria in 1875 by Prof. Haberlandt, soya is the object
of many trials in France from 1876 to 1881, the study and
acclimatization of soya becomes widespread, the causes of
setbacks in the cultivation of soya.
2. Cultivation of soya: Botanical characteristics of soya,
the varieties of soya, Chinese varieties and soya in China,
Japanese varieties and soya in Japan, American varieties
and soya in America (varieties: Mammoth, Hollybrook, Ito
San, Guelph, Haberlandt, Medium Yellow, Wilson, Peking,
Tokio, Mandchu [Manchu], Black Eyebrow, Barchet), soya
in Europe–France and Italy, seven varieties of soya tested
in France, soya in the experimental farms for new crops
(les Fermes Expérimentales de Néoculture; Many varieties

from the USA were tested, including Manchu, Wilson Five,
Haberlandt, Tokio, Virginia, Hato [Hahto], Early Medium
Green), the cultural and geographical appearance of soya, its
production worldwide, planting soybeans, heat units (degré
thermique) and the germination of soya, the importance
of spacing between plants, number of seeds per hectare,
soya during its vegetative stage, the vegetation of soya
compared with that of the haricot at high altitudes, rolling
the seeds and types of crop maintenance, growth of the plant,
acclimatization, the enemies of soya.
3. Composition of the soybean plant. 4. Soya forage:
Green soya forage, soya hay, soya as a plant for soil
improvement. 5. Harvesting soybean seeds: Maturity of the
seed, harvesting soya, the food value and composition of
soya seeds. 6. Soya as an oil plant: Richness in oil, defatted
soybean cake, imports and exports of soya cake from 1915 to
1919 (Imports to: Sweden, Canada, Korea, Japan, Formosa.
Exports from: England, China, Korea), production of soya
cake from 1915 to 1919 (Denmark, Great Britain and
Ireland, Netherlands, Sweden, USA, Japan, Formosa, Korea,
Java and Madura).
7. Soymilk: Its manufacture (in 1910-1913 Li Yu-ying
installed a factory named “La Caséo-Sojaïne” at Vallées
{Asnière-Seine} near Paris. Rouest visited this factory and
saw them make soymilk, which was filtered using a filterpress resembling those used in sugar refineries), its properties
and composition, composition compared to other types of
milk, powdered soymilk, soymilk in the nursing and feeding
of animals, soymilk related to tuberculosis in animals and
in humans, soymilk would allow the milk and butter from
animals to be reserved exclusively for human foods and
could be used for raising many piglets, manufacture of nondairy milk in Canada (a factory is now under construction).
8. Soya in Industry: Soymilk and soy casein, Sojalithe (like
Galalithe).
9. Soya in human nutrition: Soy flour and its
applications (incl. Li Yu-ying’s usine de la Caséo-Sojaïne,
and bread made of soya and wheat), soya compared to dry
legumes (such as lentils, haricots, peas, beans), soya used
as a legume (green vegetable soybeans; whole soybeans),
the food value of soy sprouts, preserves and confections
made from soya, soya chocolate and coffee, the amount of
nutrients produced by soya and other crops from a unit of
land, a meal of soya served in France (prepared and served
some years ago by Li Yu-ying’s soyfoods plant La CaséoSojaïne for the major print media, the medical press, the
National Society for Acclimatization, etc.; it consisted of
2 soups {one with ‘soya meat’ and one with soymilk}, 2
entrees {an omelet with smoked soya ham, and fritters
stuffed with soy meat}, soy [actually mung bean, lüdou]
sprouts in a salad and sauteed, 3 desserts {soya cake,
biscuits, and confection}, and soy coffee; a recipe for each is
given; soya meat is smoked tofu).
10. Use of soya in East Asia: Tofu (fromage végétal),
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soy-based condiments (such as natto {Ping ming Natto and
Tokio-Natto}, miso, Chinese miso or tao-tjiung [doujiang],
and shoyu {Soyou or Schozou}), making soy sauce in
Kwantung, China (from Groff).
11. The opinions of several authors concerning
soya (from the French medical and hygienic press):
Introduction–E. Maurel. Soya and soy bread in diabetic
diets–Dr. Dujardin-Beaumetz, Dr. Bloch, Dr. J. Le Goff, L.
Beille, M. Gautier. Soya used as a bean–M. Gautier. Soy
sauce used in place of meat extracts. The state of cheese. The
popularization of soya in Europe–A. Paillieux.
Conclusions: The influence of cultural technology
on variation. Appendix: Advice to experimenters on the
acclimatization of soya in France. Other methods of
obtaining early-maturing soybeans.
The author concludes (p. 140): We must make every
effort to acclimatize soya in France. We must develop the
will and learn from past mistakes. Most soybean varieties
now available in France are too late. We must get varieties
from Manchuria, whose climate is similar to that of
southeastern France, and from the northeastern USA. It is
urgent that, in the near future, we start a Soybean Experiment
Station to take responsibility for this work. The setbacks
since 1830 can be overcome by present science and genetics.
The first step is to introduce better varieties.
On the last page is a full-page advertisement for various
seeds sold by Mr. Rouest, including 30 varieties of soybeans
(Soja hispida); the names of the individual varieties are not
given.
Illustrations show: (1) A soy bean plant with many pods
(title page). (2) Flowers and pods of the soy bean plant (p.
29). (3) Soy pods and beans (p. 30). (4) A soy bean plant
drawn by a Chinese artist (p. 32, from Li Yu-ying). (5)
Pods of the Hato [Hahto] variety of soy bean (p. 51). (6)
Germinating soy bean seeds (p. 54, from Li Yu-ying). (7)
Soy bean roots with nodules (from a photo by Dr. Le Goff; p.
73). (8) Soy bean pods, opened to show 3 beans in each (p.
82).
Tables show: (1) Production of soybeans by color
in China in 1916 and 1917 (p. 35, in quintals, from the
International Yearbook of Rome, Vol. 1, 1919): In 1917:
Yellow 4,069,822. Other 953,012. Green 181,190. White
71,234. Black 40,066. Total: 5,315,324.
(2) Percentage composition of various oilseed cakes (p.
95, from Kellner). (3) Imports and exports of soybean cake,
by country, from 1915 to 1919 (in quintals, p. 96). Imports
are given for Sweden, Canada, Korea (from 1916), Japan,
and Formosa [Taiwan]. Exports are given for England (6
quintals in 1915), China (including Manchuria, by far the
biggest exporter, from 1916), and Korea (from 1916).
(4) Production of soybean cakes, by country, from
1915 to 1919 (p. 97, in quintals, based on statistics from
the International Bureau of Agriculture, Rome, 1919). In
descending order of production in 1915 (in quintals): Japan

5,439,337. Korea 3,209,238. Great Britain and Ireland:
1,513,059. Denmark 921,782. Java and Madura 503,025.
Note that China is not listed. Netherlands 144,523. Formosa
[Taiwan] 62,131. Sweden 1,733. USA 0, but 501,822 in
1916.
Note 1. When Alsace was occupied by the Germans
during World War I, the Rouest family moved from Alsace to
Paris. Mr. Rouest brought soybeans from Africa and adapted
them to France. He paid for the publication of this book.
Note 2. On the title page of this particular book is
the signature “L. Rouest” following the inscription “A M.
Meuninier, Hommages de l’auteur.” Address: Directeur des
Fermes Expérimentales de Néoculture, Carcassonne (Aude),
France.
1948. Rouest, Leon. 1921. Le soja et son lait végétal:
Applications agricoles et industrielles [The soybean and its
vegetable milk. Agricultural and industrial applications].
Carcassone (Aude), France: Lucie-Grazaille. 157 p. Illust.
No index. 25 cm. [42 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is a summary of interesting points
throughout this book. The main early use of soy in Europe
was more therapeutic than nutritional (p. 3); it was used
mainly in diabetic diets.
Nothing remains of the early trials conducted 20 years
ago in France and Austria. The reasons for the crop’s failure
were lack of understanding of the laws of acclimatization
and genetics, and the fact that soya (soja) was introduced as
a new food legume, when actually it can only be utilized as
a forage plant and industrially (for oil, cakes, and casein).
Later, when the plant has been adapted, when it is understood
that soya is not being propagated to competed with other
dry legumes, that it is not being cultivated to extract from
the seeds a vegetable milk for people, but simply as a forage
plant–and the most remarkable one that exists (p. 3).
The English are trying to acclimatize soya to their
colonies, especially those in southern Africa. In 1908 some
200,000 tonnes (metric tons) of soybeans were exported
from China [including Manchuria] to Europe, followed
by 500,000 tonnes in 1909. One can extract from soybean
seeds a vegetable milk (lait végétal) which has the same
value as animal milk for use in raising young animals. Its
seeds and forage are also fine for raising farm animals and
for industrial products. The author thanks all those who
have helped him to acclimatize the soybean to France and to
create new varieties of soya in France (p. 4).
Introduction of the soybean to France and to Europe (p.
6-7): A good but brief review of the literature on this subject.
In 1739 Buffon was made director of the Jardin des Plants
in Paris. Shortly thereafter, Christian missionaries in China
sent him specimens of seeds and plants. The soybean must
have been among them. The soybean has very probably been
cultivated at the Museum since 1779, certainly in 1779 and
later from 1834 to 1880. In 1855 Baron de Montigny was
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charged by the Society for Acclimatization to distribute five
varieties of soya sent from China by Mr. Montigny; these
were from northern China. The plants first bore seeds in
France in 1854; their acclimatization is assured. In 1857 Mr.
Lachaume transmitted to the Society for Acclimatization
details of the success he obtained at Vitry-sur-Seine with
soy culture. The seeds were planted in 1856. In 1858 a
report to the Society for Acclimatization indicated that the
acclimatization of the soybean was complete. In 1859 Mr.
de Vilmorin reported on cultural trials sent from China by
Mr. Perny. The varieties matured too late. The same year Dr.
Turrel harvested soybeans at Toulon. In 1862 the Society
for Acclimatization received seeds from Mr. Guillemin;
the yellow soybean was said to be used for making tofu.
Following the events of 1870, the cultivation of the soybean
in France was apparently discontinued. Note 1. The brief
war of 1870 between France and Bismark’s Germany ended
in France’s defeat and the ceding to Germany of AlsaceLorraine.
In the long section on Prof. Haberlandt’s work with
soya, starting with his cultivation of it there in 1875, is
a quotation from him: “I don’t know, in this history of
cultivation, any example of a plant which has, in so few
years and to such a high degree, excited such general
interest” (p. 8).
From 1876 to 1881, the soybean was the object of
numerous trials in France by the Society of Horticulture
at Etampes (Seine-et-Oise). During this same period, one
Dr. H. failed with varieties sent from Japan but succeeded
in cultivating a yellow soybean sent from China, and used
the latter to make his own tofu (fromage végétal) for use at
home. In 1880 Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux introduced in
their catalog a species cultivated in Austria-Hungary (p. 1718).
In 1878, Japan, China, and the Indies (les Indes)
presented all the varieties of Soya at the Universal
Exposition, and their seeds filled more than 20 boxes. In
1880 the National Society for Acclimatization was able
to distribute soy in France and tests were conducted in 24
regions; they were largely successful, especially in central
and southern France (p. 19-22).
Tests were then abandoned from this time until about
1888, when the soybean started to grow in the southern states
of the USA. That same year Messrs. Lecerf and DujardinBeaumetz first had the idea of using soy bread in diabetic
diets (p. 22).
Causes of setbacks in soybean culture (p. 24-27): First,
the varieties used matured too late and were not acclimatized
in a progressive manner. We must choose varieties from
northern China and adapt them to the south of France (le
Midi) [which is on the same latitude as Toronto, central
Wisconsin, or southern Minnesota]. From these, we must
develop hybrids, and gradually move them northward.
The soybean has been ostracized in France. Major

commercial, financial, and social interests have viewed
with terror the production of an inexpensive food and have
retreated into the egotistical “Malthusian agriculture.” This is
the truth! (p. 26).
Soy cheese is even feared by the cheese industry in
France. They ask if they should abandon their excellent
cheeses in order to adopt a vegetal cheese (fromage végétal).
A long quotation from the Chinese Imperial
Encyclopedia of Agriculture (p. 34) gives the various colors
of soybeans, including black, white, grey, and even some
speckled / mottled with blue. The black ones can be used
for medicine. And they are used as an ingredient in the
condiment called fermented black soybeans (Chi [douchi]),
made of soybeans, ginger, and salt.
In 1910-1913 a factory named “La Caséo-Sojaïne” was
installed near Paris. I (Rouest) visited this factory in which
were installed all the modern conveniences (tout le confort
moderne), and presented the best guarantees of hygiene. The
milk was filtered using a filter press similar to those used in
sugar factories (p. 99).
Note 2. Rouest has borrowed a great deal of material
from earlier publications by Li Yu-ying, usually without
acknowledgment and often arriving at very different
conclusions, especially on the question of using soya to make
human foods (Li) vs. foods and milk for animals (Rouest).
Rouest strongly recommends the use of soymilk to
feed young domesticated animals. For us, soy will not
replace green beans, milk or cheese. During World War
I, the Germans were actively involved with the study of
soymilk. A translation of an article from the Schweizerische
Milchzeitung (Nov. 1918) tells how to make soymilk
and tofu (p. 102). By using soymilk, there is no fear of
transmitting tuberculosis. Address: Directeur des Fermes
Expérimentales de Néoculture, Carcassonne (Aude), France.
1949. Ridgway, Frank. 1922. Farm and garden: No money in
feeding cow minerals. Chicago Daily Tribune. Jan. 6. p. 20.
• Summary: “Dr. W.B. Nevens, expert on dairy nutrition at
University of Illinois, says the best possible way to supply
minerals to dairy cattle is by the use of liberal amounts of
leguminous roughage, such as alfalfa, soybean, or cowpea
hay, both in the rearing of young stock and in feeding for
milk production.”
1950. Brown, L.C. 1922. Soy beans aid balanced farming:
Fit in rotations and feeding plans. Orange Judd Farmer
70(2):28, 34. Jan. 15.
• Summary: “We need to do closer figuring of costs. We
need to grow more of those crops which can be utilized
for balancing up corn in feeding dairy cows, hogs and beef
cattle.
“Let’s see how soybeans fill the gap.” Address: Illinois.
1951. Malin, D.F. 1922. Soy beans as a corn substitute: A
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soil building crop that can either replace or supplement corn.
Wallaces’ Farmer 47(4):99. Jan. 27.
• Summary: This article concludes: “The soy bean offers
excellent possibilities to corn belt farmers, not only as a
substitute for part of the corn but also as a supplement for
part of the corn planted in 1922.” Photos show: (1) A man
wearing a hat standing in a field of soy beans; the left hand
rows are Ito San, a seed variety, and the right hand rows are
Medium Green, a hay or silage variety. (2) A man standing in
a field of soy beans which yielded 2½ tons of hay. Address:
Iowa.
1952. Parsons, A.A. 1922. Re: Hot summer weather killed
some soy beans. Thank you for the ride. Letter to W.J.
Morse, Forage-Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC, Jan. 31. 1 p. Handwritten.
• Summary: “My Dear Mr. Morse. A part of the last growing
season was the most unfortunate we have had for many years
as to soybeans; they were just blooming when the hot spell
came on. We did not lack moisture but the intense heat of
the wind and sun seemed to scald the tender shoots so they
withered and died, and no others came until the late rains.
This condition was not general and most of our growers had
good crops.
“The Virginia and Hahto was more affected than the
Micado [Mikado] from which we secured a good crop of
seed. The Virginia were threshed the 27th of Nov. and were
not near dried out then but I think we handled them so they
will grow all right as there has been no hard freezing.
“The Hahto was just in good condition to eat green when
the freezing weather came. I put some in basement where the
furnace heat dried them out so I think they will grow. They
are a great bean and surely will be a leader as they will be
heavy seeders and good to eat. The Virginia in our location
will be ideal for the corn and silage crop. They actually twist
round the corn a little and go to the top of it.
“We surely will give both of them a chance to adjust
themselves to all of our conditions.”
“Thanking you again for the pleasure you gave me
in our long ride [in Sept. 1920 to the Fouts family farm in
Carroll Co., Indiana] with our live wire McKinnis.
“I am yours truly. A.A. Parsons.
Note: Lee Parsons (June 2014) guesses that Morse went
to Indianapolis by train, went to visit Adrian’s farm, and
from there McKinnis drove them to the Fouts’ farm where
the American Soybean Association was founded. Adrian and
McGinnes were business partners in a co-operative named
Parsons-McKinnis Corporation. McKinnis handled the
business side of their soybean enterprise. McKinnis spoke at
the Fouts’ meeting; Adrian was a fairly old man by that time;
he didn’t speak.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops

and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29.
Box 102. Folders–Parsons, John E.; Parsons, A.A.; ParsonsMcKinnis Corporation. Address: Plainfield, Indiana.
1953. Evans, Edward E. 1922. Some soy bean experiments.
Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan) 4(8):31-32. Jan.
• Summary: Source: Michigan Farmer [periodical]. “My
soy bean trials cover a period of more than a quarter of a
century, during which I have grown more than one hundred
and thirty varieties. Many of these proved of no value in
Ogemaw county (latitude 44), and some would not mature in
the southern tier of the state. Of the varieties included in the
1920 trials I have had Early Black since 1897; Ogemaw and
Ito San, 1898; Merko, 1909; Manchu and Black Eyebrow,
1912; Wilson has been grown four times within ten years. All
the numbered varieties, Peking and Wisconsin Black were
grown for the first time in 1920.
“The land on which the trials were made consists of a
surface soil of eight to fifteen inches of clear sand. Under this
did lay a stratum of hard brown hardpan, varying in thickness
from ten to twenty-four inches. This hardpan was broken
up shortly before planting, by the use of a stick of dynamite
every fifteen feet. Under this lies a heavy clay subsoil.
The previous crop on this land was corn. It had grown
three previous crops of soys since 1911. It is thoroughly
impregnated with the bacteria of many species of legumes.
The fertilizer used was four hundred and eighty pounds of
bone black per acre. Planting was made on May 28, or about
ten days later than usual. Had I been able to plant on May 14
or 15 the period of growth would have been shortened fifteen
to twenty days on all these varieties which did not reach
maturity before September 15, because of the cloudy weather
and great humidity later.
“In the following table, ‘Maturity’ refers to the time
when the plants have attained their maximum growth and
development, at which time they contain the maximum
amount of protein and are at the correct stage for the
silo. The weight at maturity was taken at this stage. Airdry weight was taken when the preceding had attained a
consistency approximating tinder. The weight of seed is from
the crop after becoming thoroughly ripe and dry. The wide
variation in the per cent of moisture at maturity is in some
measure due to the variety; also to the amount of humidity
in the atmosphere on different days; and to the presence or
absence of large numbers of capillaries on the stalks, pods
and leaves.
“Of the seeds planted Merko, Manchu, Black Eyebrow,
Ito San, Ogemaw and Early Black were grown in Ogemaw
county and are thoroughly acclimated. Wilson No. 5 and
Peking were Virginia grown. Mandarin and the numbered
varieties, though originally from northern Manchuria, a
considerably colder climate than Ogemaw county, had
been grown at the United States trial grounds at Arlington,
Virginia, thus in a measure lengthening their period of
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growth. From past experience I believe that two or three
seasons here in Michigan will very materially shorten their
growing time. It seems probable that both Mandarin and No.
30600 will be among the earliest of the species, while the
others will probably ripen along with Manchu, Ito San and
Medium Green.
“Bearing in mind that one season’s trial is not conclusive
proof in any instance, nevertheless some of the figures
obtained are quite startling. No. 30600, though attaining a
height of only twenty-eight to thirty inches, was so widely
branched as to create a square flat head, overlaid by clusters
of pods. This variety is one of the erect, rigid type, as
distinguished from the slender, willowy Ito San and the
decumbent Merko. It seems probable that several of the
numbered varieties may in future displace a number of our
standard sorts. Ten to twelve tons of soy ensilage per acre,
from rows three feet apart, certainly looks good. The seed is
not available as yet and should not be distributed until more
thoroughly tried out.
“The trials very forcibly illustrate the necessity of
knowing where one’s soy seed was grown. Home-grown
Merko matured its crop fully. Maryland-grown Merko seed,
while it produced large healthy plants, still lacked two weeks
of maturity when killed by the frost, the last week in October.
Wilson also matures here, occasionally, when Michigan seed
is planted. This variety was just forming pods when killed by
frost. While the bulk or weight of these late or undeveloped
soys is often great, it should be remembered that they simply
make bulk in the silo and do not balance the ration, as the
protein content is low at that stage. I very much doubt if the
21,050 pounds of green Pekings contained anywhere near
the amount of protein that was in the 8,900 pounds of fully
developed and practically ripe Early Blacks. The varieties
that are densely covered with capillaries (fine hairs) have the
greatest resistance to both extremes of temperature, but the
ripening up process requires longer.
“Of the standard varieties included in the trials Ito San
(my introduction of 1901) has been longer in cultivation. It
is probably the most widely disseminated variety, having
been grown in nearly all agricultural countries of the world.
It seems to be a general favorite, though inferior to Manchu
and Black Eyebrow. These are both a little earlier and during
eight years’ trials have continuously produced heavier crops
of both forage and seed than Ito San. Manchu produces the
heavier crops of seed and Black Eyebrow a slightly heavier
crop of forage. During the past three years Manchu has
given very satisfactory results in Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa,
Nebraska and South Dakota. When acclimated Mandarin
will prove earlier than my Ogemaw, which it far outyields
in both forage and seed. Mandarin, in common with all the
numbered varieties, retained their foliage until fully ripe.
Mandarin had not shed any leaves thirty days after all the
pods were dry.
“Several old standard sorts were not included in these

trials for various reasons. Medium Green, introduced from
Japan by Dr. Brooks, of Amherst, Massachusetts, in 1888,
still remains the favorite in the New England states. It was
grown continuously in Michigan from 1897 to 1915. It is
a superb variety for the silo, but in this state shatters seed
badly. By crossing this variety with Dr. Brook’s dwarf
brown I produced (1898) Olive Medium (Evans No. 13).
By crossing Olive Medium with Medium Green the Ohio
Station produced Ohio No. 9035, very popular in central
and southern Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, but too late for
Michigan. Medium Early Yellow, introduced from Japan by
Prof. Georgeson, of Kansas, about 1890, was included in my
trials from 1896 to 1899, but never passed the blossom stage
before killing frosts. Ebony (Black Beauty) still occasionally
grown, at one time very widely, was generally discarded
because of inferior crop production. Hollybrook or Mongol,
also occasionally called “Medium Early Yellow,” has never
been popular north of latitude 39, but is still a favorite
in central Indiana and Illinois. It is too late for Ogemaw
county.”
A table shows maturity dates and yields of numerous
soy bean varieties–some named, the rest numbered. The table
contains five columns: Maturity date, weight at maturity (of
one acre), air dry weight, weight of seed per acre. The named
varieties and maturity dates are: Ogemaw–Aug. 25. Early
Black–Sept. 1. Mandarin–Sept. 5. Wisconsin Black–Sept.
15. Ito San–Oct. 1. Manchu–Oct. 1. Black Eyebrow–Oct.
5. Merka (Michigan)–Oct. 5. Wilson No. 5–Did not mature.
Peking–Did not mature.
1954. Robison, W.L. 1922. Soybeans and soybean oilmeal
as supplements to corn for hogs. American Society of Animal
Production, Record of Proceedings p. 48-54. Jan. Annual
Meeting of Nov. 1921. [7 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans doubtless deserve a place on a great
many farms for some purposes, especially under certain soil
and climatic conditions. For the feeding of hogs the beans
themselves, however, are not an adequate supplement to corn
and should not be relied upon to take the place of tankage
or similar feeds. Soybean oilmeal, however, or beans from
which the oil has been extracted, is a valuable source of
protein.” Address: Ohio Agric. Exp. Station.
1955. Riegel, W.E. 1922. Some soy bean suggestions:
Veteran Illinois grower describes his methods of raising soy
beans. Wallaces’ Farmer 47(7):216. Feb. 17.
• Summary: “The soy bean is at last coming into its own.
Its value as a feed for live stock is each year becoming more
definitely known. Every live stock farm should grow soy
beans because of their feeding value and other farms should
have them because of their value as a soil builder.
“On our farm soy beans replaced the oat crop seven
years ago, much to the advantage of our live stock, the
fertility of our farm and the financial returns from the land.
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For the past five or six years our soy bean crop has made
more money per acre than our corn. This has to no small
extent been due to the flourishing demand for seed.”
“A farmer should choose a bean that grows tall and
gives a large yield of seed and hay. The Mongol, our favorite,
the Hollybrook or Medium Yellow (all of which are one and
the same bean–the name depends on the locality), grows
tall, gives a large yield of hay, and handles easily with the
binder.”
“The time to cut for hay is when the bean in the pod is
full grown and yet soft. Soy bean hay is one of the best hays
produced. We, after several years’ use of it, consider it better
than alfalfa, and we have fed many tons of each.” Address:
[near Tolono, Illinois].
1956. Elms Jersey Farm. 1922. Soy beans for ensilage
(Letter to the editor). Hoard’s Dairyman 63(6):213. Feb. 24.
• Summary: Elms Jersey Farm of Minnesota writes: “Last
year we made our first attempt to grow soybeans in our
field corn for ensilage. We spent a large amount of time in
preparation of our seed bed... The piece selected was about
ten acres of rich, sandy loam upon which clover had been
raised for two years... The day we planted the corn we
treated 2 bushels of Early Brown soy beans with inoculation
obtained for the purpose, using it liberally. The following
morning we set the corn planter for about two inches in
depth, changed the discs in it to seed about 6 quarts of the
beans per acre and again went over the field, drilling the
beans directly over the planting of the corn in the same drills.
Thus we made the two bushels of beans cover the ten acres
of ground. This planting was made about June 2nd or 3rd.”
The corn came up first.
“We do not think that the beans cut down the production
of the corn at all... For the most part of the field, the stand
of beans was good, growing to about 30 to 36 inches in
height. There were many pods nearly ripe at cutting time...
We estimated that the beans yielded about two or three tons
per acre as they were hauled from the field. Three men were
placed in the silo to tramp and the ten acres of corn and
beans filled a silo 14 feet by 34 feet and this silage has only
settled about five feet since it was filled.”
“At this time we can make no report as to the feeding
value of the silage... We need only add that we were well
pleased with the experiment.” Address: Minnesota.
1957. Burnett, L.C. 1922. Soybeans on cornbelt farms: A
crop with many uses and how to grow it. Successful Farming
21(2):11, 32-33. Feb.
• Summary: “In the readjustment of crop acreage which will
be made this season on a large number of farms, soybeans
will be found of great value. They will help to solve the
problem incident to rearranging crops so as to provide
for more acres of legumes and fewer acres of corn. While
soybeans have demonstrated their right to a place on cornbelt

farms under normal conditions, the crop is worthy of more
than ordinary consideration under the situation which exists
this year.”
1958. McCandlish, Andrew C.; Weaver, Earl; Lunde, L.A.
1922. Soybeans as a home-grown supplement for dairy cows.
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 204. p.
45-52. Feb. [3 ref]
• Summary: Page 52: The results of the tests showed that
raw “cracked soybeans, when fed with the home-grown
ration mentioned, [corn silage, alfalfa hay, cracked corn and
ground oats] are worth one-third more than oilmeal. The
soybeans were palatable and had no deleterious effects on
the animals. Consequently, it would appear that soybeans
if grown more extensively, not only for seed purposes or
for the purpose of adding protein to silage, would be a
valuable home-grown protein supplement and would render
many dairymen independent of the purchase of high-priced
protein feeds. In this way it would be possible to conduct a
dairy farm with the use of practically no purchased feeds.”
Address: Animal Husbandry: Dairy Husbandry Section.
1959. Walters, J.A.T. 1922. The velvet bean. Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal 19(1):21-28. Feb.
• Summary: The section titled “Yields and Harvesting”
states (p. 24): “The velvet bean is grown in Rhodesia for hay,
seed and green fodder for ensilage. Its value as a stock feed
is bound up with the fact that, being a leguminous crop, it
is high in protein content, this being as high as 14 per cent,
in good velvet bean hay. In this respect it is only excelled
by vetch hay (17 per cent.), cowpea hay (16.6 per cent.),
soybean hay (15.4 per cent.) and lucerne hay (14.3 per cent.).
The harvesting and curing of this crop into hay is far from
being an easy matter. On account of the intertwining of the
vines it is almost invariably cut by hand, and as the vines
take a longer time to dry than the leaves, there is always a
considerable loss of the latter.”
Note: A table on page 30 of this issue shows that maize
is the main crop grown in Rhodesia, accounting for 78.4% of
the total cultivated area. Tobacco is no. 2 (4.0%), and wheat
is no. 3 (3.0%). Soybeans are not one of the 13 major crops.
Address: B.A., Agriculturist.
1960. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin.
1922. Soybeans for light soils. No. 339. p. 89-92. In Annual
Report, 1920-21. Feb.
• Summary: “Soybean plants were grown as early as 1898
on experimental plots of the Station Farm. One of the first
successful varieties was the Early Black, and, while it has
been pedigreed, other varieties have also been introduced,
such as the Manchu, Ito San and Black Eyebrow all of
which have been raised among the farmers of the state. The
methods of harvesting, threshing, cutting for hay and silage
have been worked out to such an extent experimentally that
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this legume can now be handled to advantage.
“Especially is the soybean adapted as an emergency
hay crop for farmers who lost their clover seeding by winter
killing. After the failure of the clover is discovered ample
time remains to put in soybeans, for they will readily come
into cutting stage for hay within the ninety day period. With
yields of two tons an acre of good hay, which compares
favorably with cutting of red clover, soybeans are practically
a sure crop; and even on poor sandy lands that have grown
soybeans previously by the proper inoculation of the seed,
an exceedingly good growth can be secured at first attempt.
One grower, asked why the field remained so clean with
soybeans, replied, ‘The soil is too poor to raise weeds.’
“In Portage County soybeans are so popular that many
individual farmers have a total of 100 acres or more apiece.
Wisconsin not only grows all the seed needed in our state
for planting at the present time but supplies the Dakotas,
Minnesota and the northern Michigan peninsula with a large
portion of seed for their farms. This has developed a very
satisfactory seed business among many farmers of the state.
“Breeding Increases Yields: Soybeans have been
gradually improving in the state, and while it was once
deemed impossible to raise them here effectively because
they were a late maturing plant, breeding methods have
produced early varieties adaptable to Wisconsin conditions.
The acreage has increased from 4,500 in 1919 to 8,000 in
1920.
“Net results obtained at Spooner Branch Station by
E.J. Delwiche (Agronomy) prove the worth of the breeding
work. Compared with the parent strain as seed producers, the
pedigreed strains of Manchuria showed that, while the date
of maturity was not changed, the yield has been increased
from 19 per cent to 96 per cent. All varieties ripened about
September 19 except the Mandarin Pedigree, which was
mature on August 30. The Mandarin has an erect habit (38
inches high), a high-podding character, and an early maturity
thus making it adaptable to a wide range of conditions.
“Tests at Marshfield and Spooner Branch Stations, in
spite of the unusually long and hot season, again showed that
not only do the early types produce more seed than the late
kinds but they are equal to them as producers of hay. Of the
twenty-four varieties planted in duplicate plots at Marshfield
the following failed to ripen seed and were killed by frost
October 4: Ebony, Wilson, Sable, Ohio Manchu, Mammoth
Yellow, Elton, Hollybrook, Virginia, and Medium Early
Green. The Medium Early Green and the Hollybrook both
yielded 2,880 pounds of air-dried hay, but the average of the
later maturing was only 2,500 pounds an acre.
“Sudan Grass and Sudan-Soybean Mixture: Sudan
grass has proved admirably adapted to late seeding, which
permits it to be used not only as an emergency hay crop but
also as a crop planted after fallowing to eradicate quack
grass. Although the best time for planting sudan is during the
period from corn planting up to the middle of June,... Quack

grass has been successfully eradicated by it at the Station
Farm in two infested fields.”
“Sudan and Soybeans a Good Combination. In 1920
it was satisfactorily proved that soybeans and sudan grew
very well when planted together; and during 1921 different
rates of seeding were used to determine the proper mixture.
The rate of sudan grass used was 10 pounds an acre and
soybeans 1.5 bushels an acre, with the varieties, Medium
Early Green, Ito San, Manchu, and Wisconsin Early Black.
The average total yield of the two plots of the Medium Early
Green was 4.1 tons of cured hay an acre, of the Manchu 4.3
tons, Ito San 4.6 tons, and Early Black 3.5 tons. The average
percentages of soy beans were 17.5 per cent, 23 per cent, 29
per cent and 42 per cent respectively. The highest average in
the combination was with the Early Black variety, where, due
to the advanced stage of maturity, nearly one-half the total
weight of air-dried hay was soybeans. The early varieties
seem preferable, for they mature at nearly the same time the
sudan is cut for hay, thus giving a higher relative yield of
soybeans.
“The average percentage of soybean hay for the four
trials, being approximately 25 per cent, means an increase
in total protein per 100 pounds of dry roughage from 8.96
pounds in sudan hay alone to 10.75 pounds in sudan-soybean
hay, an increase of 19.9 per cent–the increase in pounds of
protein per 100 pounds being 1.79...”
1961. Dairy Farmer. 1922. Everyman’s legume–The
soybean. 20(5):110, 123. March 1.
• Summary: “For the renter who cannot wait for clover, for
the man short of legume feeds and for those who expect to
reduce their corn acreage, there is the soybean.” Soybeans
as a cash crop, and soybeans for feed and silage are briefly
discussed. A photo shows Fred Wieffenbach of North Lake,
Wisconsin, holding up 2 large samples of soybean plants.
1962. Weather, Crops, and Markets (USDA). 1922. Demand
for field seeds. 1(9):185. March 4.
• Summary: Compares the prospective demand in 1922
compared with 1921. “More cowpeas and soy beans will be
sold in the corn belt because of the lower price of these seeds
and the increasing popularity of soy beans as a grain, forage,
and soil-improving crop.” No prices are given. A table shows
the comparison (as a percentage figure) for many states.
1963. Benton, R.H., Jr. 1922. Soy bean cultivation.
Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
37(11):250. March 18.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Biloxi does not shatter
badly. Planting. Cultivation. Harvesting. Threshing. As a
forage crop.
“During these hard times for farmers and low prices for
farm products, we have been continually holding communion
with ourselves, trying to find where we made money, and
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what crops it will pay us to plant during the coming year. A
crop that is near the head of our list for 1922 is the Biloxi soy
bean.
“The United, States Department of Agriculture tells
us that there are more than 560 known varieties of soy
beans but that only about 15 varieties are of commercial
importance in the whole United States, and some of these
are adapted entirely to the northern part The botanical name
of the soy bean is Soja max, and commonly they are called
soy bean, soja bean, Manchurian bean, and in parts of North
Carolina are known as stock peas. Of the varieties adapted
to Southern conditions, we have the Biloxi, the Mammoth
Yellow, Laredo; etc. Several other varieties may be profitably
grown in the South, but they are for special purposes, as the
Hahto for green table use, being similar to green Lima beans,
while others yield best for hay, and still others yield best for
grain or seed.
“Biloxi Does Not Shatter Badly: The Mammoth Yellow
shatters so badly when maturing that it is very hard to save
seed, and from this one variety the entire soy bean family has
the reputation of shattering badly. However we find that the
Biloxi variety is a big improvement in this respect, holding
its seed very well, in fact, not any more easily shattered than
peas. We are trying the Laredo on a small scale this year...”
1964. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1922. Grain
with soy-bean hay and silage. 4(10):40. March.
• Summary: “I am feeding my milch cows corn silage with
lots of corn in it, and soy-bean hay with the beans in, twice a
day, and they have corn stover during the day. What should I
add to this to make a good dairy ration?–C.D.
“Soy-bean hay, if properly cured, is a very good feed
for cows, being rich in protein. Corn silage is also a splendid
bulky food but in addition to this, you ought to feed a good
grain ration. I would suggest that you feed corn and oats
and wheat bran, equal parts by weight, and feed the cows
one pound of this grain for every three or four pounds of
milk which they produce in a day. In addition to this, I think
it probably would be profitable to feed a pound or two of
cottonseed or oil meal.”
1965. Etheridge, W.C.; Helm, C.A. 1922. Productive
methods for soybeans in Missouri. Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 195. 32 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Importance of the crop. Ten reasons
why soybeans are popular in Missouri. Superior varieties
of soybeans for some of the important sections of the State,
together with their descriptions and the time they require
for maturing. How to prepare the land for soybeans. The
value of inoculation. The profit from lime, fertilizers and
manure. When to plant soybeans. How to plant. How to
cultivate. How to harvest, thresh and store soybean seed. The
usefulness of the soybean hay crop. The value of soybeans
in rotation with corn, wheat and clover. The preparation of

soybean stubble for the seeding of wheat.
1966. Fred, E.B.; Davenport, Audrey. 1922. Bacteria for
legumes. Wisconsin College of Agriculture, Extension
Circular No. 143. 23 p. March.
• Summary: A chart (p. 7) shows that soybean hay contains
51.2 lb of nitrogen per ton, more than any other hay. Another
chart (p. 8) shows that soybean hay contains 31.5 lb of
calcium per ton, second only to alfalfa hay (37.2 lb).
Many legumes cross-inoculate; that is, they are all
inoculated with the same kind of bacteria. But soybeans are
inoculated with the bacteria from the soybean nodule only
(p. 8). Soybean nodules are large and round. Each nodule
contains billions of bacteria. The nodules of a soybean plant
contain 5.67% nitrogen. The roots without the nodules
contain 1.31% nitrogen and the above-ground portions of the
plant (the tops) contain 2.41% nitrogen.
How long do legume bacteria live in the soil? “In a
fertile silt loam neutral soil, soybean bacteria have been
known to live more than 18 years, but as a rule the number of
legume bacteria in a soil free from legumes decreases rapidly
after two or three years, and in an acid soil the disappearance
is even more rapid.”
Does soil acidity affect the inoculation? “Not all
legumes are equally sensitive to an acid condition. For
example, soybeans are fairly resistant to acid conditions of
the soil.”
How much nitrogen does a legume crop add to the soil?
A 25-bushel crop of soybeans with 2¼ tons of hay adds 107
pounds of nitrogen per acre. Artificial cultures for legumes
have been used since 1896. In 1921 in Wisconsin, clover
with timothy was by far the best legume crop (2,576,454
acres), but 4,500 acres of soybeans were grown for hay and
3,500 acres for grain.
Photos show: A close-up of the nodules and their
bacteria (one round photo of each) from soybeans, red
clover, alfalfa, and peas (p. 13). A man in a field of Ito San
variety soybeans on sandy soil; the left half of the field
(growing luxuriantly) is inoculated, the right side (growing
poorly) is not (p. 21). Illustrations (line drawings) show:
Soybean bacteria (p. 13). Distribution of nitrogen in soybean
plant (p. 15). Address: Madison, Wisconsin.
1967. Hutcheson, T.B.; Wolfe, T.K. 1922. Silage
experiments. Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 227. 16 p. March.
• Summary: “Corn and soybeans are the best crops yet tested
at this Station for silage production. These crops produce
a large yield per acre of green material which is rich in
digestible nutrients, especially protein.
“The prolific varieties of corn such as Cocke’s Prolific,
Virginia Ensilage, and Pamunkey Ensilage, give larger
yields per acre and in most cases more total nutrients per
acre than the grain varieties such as Boone County White
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and Leaming. The grain varieties produce a higher quality
of silage than the prolific varieties on account of a higher
percentage of nutrients. The prolific varieties are generally
preferable for silage since the acre-yield of total nutrients is
of first importance.
“The best varieties of soybeans for silage are those
which are best adapted to hay production in the various
sections of Virginia.”
Mammoth Yellow soybeans produced 10.15 tons per
acre, which was 5,239.0 lb/acre of dry matter. In terms
of food constituents [lb of nutrients] this was 966 lb of
protein, 207 lb of fats, 1,639 lb of crude fiber, and 2,007 lb
of carbohydrates. Soybeans produced much more protein
and much more fat than any of the other crops tested
(corn, sorghum, cowpeas, millet). Address: Blacksburg,
Montgomery Co., Virginia.
1968. Williams, C.B. 1922. Soybean growing in North
Carolina. North Carolina Agricultural Extension Service of
the State College, Extension Circular No. 127. 14 p. March.
Revised in Jan. 1929.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. North Carolina leads in
soybean seed production. The growing plant. Distribution in
North Carolina. Soybeans vs. cowpeas. Soybeans compared
with peanuts. Suitable varieties of soybeans: In mountains, in
Piedmont section, in coastal plain. Selection and preparation
of soil. Inoculation essential. Kinds of fertilizer to use.
Seeding and cultivation. Rotation with soybeans: For
coastal plain soils, for Piedmont soils, for mountain section.
Soybeans in mixtures (with sweet sorghum or millet).
Harvesting for hay. Harvesting for seed. Soybean for soil
improvement. Soybeans for soiling purposes. Soybeans for
pasturage.
“The soybean is probably a native of tropical Africa
and was introduced into the southeastern part of Asia more
than 3,000 years ago by ancient travelers trading between
Zanzibar [which became part of Tanzania in 1964] or India
or Ceylon... It was probably used for food in China before
the time of Confucius.”
“It must be gratifying to all North Carolinians to know
that this state produces more soybeans than all the remaining
part of the United States. From the latest available statistics,
North Carolina produces over two million bushels annually
for seed.” Soybeans are produced chiefly in the northeastern
part of North Carolina.
Photos show: (1) A field of soybeans sown in corn at
last working (front cover). (2) A field of soybeans in rows
for seed and soil improving purposes. (3) Soybean hay being
cured in cocks. (4) A field of soybeans ready to be harvested
for seed. (5) Two men harvesting soybean seed in the field
with a harvester. (6) “One way of harvesting soybeans.”
Appears to be hogs eating soybeans in a pasture. Address:
Chief, Div. of Agronomy, Raleigh, North Carolina.

1969. Cates, J. Sidney. 1922. More soys: Many farmers see
in the beans a sound new money crop. Country Gentleman
87(8):10, 16. April 1.
• Summary: “The three Fouts brothers, at Camden, Indiana,
own farms close together, and they call the group Soyland.
They are not only making money selling seed but by feeding
hogs and sheep. Soys are the main crop on all three farms.”
“At present the price of soy beans in the Corn Belt is the
lowest in many years, seed selling on farms at $1.30 to $1.60
a bushel.”
“In North Carolina, where more seed beans are raised
than anywhere else, 34 per cent of the crop is grown for
seed. Illinois now comes next with 28 per cent of the whole
planted area harvested for seed.”
“New varieties, some 300 in number, were brought
in from Manchuria during the winter of 1913-1914. The
whole importation was tested out at the government farm
at Arlington, Virginia, and the markedly inferior ones were
discarded.”
Photos show: (1) Soys being cultivated with a rotary hoe
on the A.P. Meharry Farm in Illinois; a young black boy sits
on the equipment and 2 mules pull it. (2) Piles of soybean
plants which were grow for seed and harvested with a grain
binder.
1970. Wilkins, F.S. 1922. Use soy beans to replace oil meal:
Iowa farmer describes his methods of growing beans for a
seed crop. Wallaces’ Farmer 47(14):456. April 7.
• Summary: William McArthur of Cerro Gordo County,
Iowa, shows that it is “a paying proposition to grow soy
beans for feed to take the place of oil meal as a feed for
stock... Many experiments have shown that ground soy beans
have about the same feeding value as oil meal when fed to
cattle.” McArthur grew his first crop of soy beans in 1920,
growing 66 bushels of the Manchu variety on 3 acres of poor
soil; they yielded on average 22 bushels per acre.
McArthur believes that soy beans are easier to grow
than corn. “I planted the soy beans just as soon as I got thru
planting corn, but first I inoculated the beans. ‘In inoculating,
I moistened the beans with thin sugar syrup and then
scattered inoculated soil on them from my soybean patch of
the year before. (I inoculated the seeds for my 1920 patch
with cultures.) I used about a pint of soil for each bushel of
beans. I shoveled the beans over several times until each
bean was covered with fine bits of soil; then I spread them
out on the barn floor to dry, which took a couple of hours.’”
He planted the seed in 35-inch rows with a grain drill.
He began harvesting when nearly all the leaves had dropped
off the plants, but just before the pods became dry. By
cutting at that stage he lost very few from shattering. He
had no difficulty cutting two rows at a time with a grain
binder. He threshed them with a grain separator. Next year he
expects to grow 20-30 acres. Address: Cerro Gordo County,
Iowa.
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1971. Morse, W.J. 1922. Re: Requesting information on the
forage and seed yields of soybean varieties grown in your
state. Letter to Prof. E.F. Cauthen, Agricultural Experiment
Station, Alabama Polytechnic Inst., Auburn, Alabama, April
11. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Cauthen: We are endeavoring
to obtain information as to the forage and seed yields of
the varieties of soy beans grown in this country. Enclosed
you will find a general form which I have prepared for the
various varieties now grown in the United States. If it will
not inconvenience you too much, I would greatly appreciate
all the information you can give me as to the average yields
of these varieties in your state. In addition, I would like very
much your opinion as to the best forage and seed varieties
now being grown in your state.
“Yours very truly, Agronomist.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence with State
Agricultural Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Alabama. Box
no. 1.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agronomist [USDA].
1972. McKinnis, Guy P. 1922. Re: Request for opinion about
soy bean varieties. Letter to W.J. Morse, USDA, Washington,
DC, April 14. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir:–About a year ago a letter from you
stated that you placed Virginia, Peking and Sable at the
head of the forage bean list. We would like to know if your
opinion is still the same and also what you advise for a seed
crop. We are topheavy with Hollybrook and believe that
some of us ought to go in for some other varieties and refuse
to present black beans to the farmers for a logical bean for
hay or forage, for which purposes we believe they excel
yellow varieties.
“They are taking up Manchu with the claim that its high
oil content will make it profitable for extracting purposes. I
am on the fence regarding oil extraction. What information
have you on it? Also advise me concerning varieties and
sources of high class seed. We need the very best seed
available for varieties that we can sell to advantage and we
would be interested in getting started with a variety that has
a future and that is not being produced in greater amounts
than there is outlet for the seed. We rather like the Wilson
Five and Pekin for ensilage and hay. The Black-Eyebrow
seems to be a good early sort for hogging with 90-day corn
and Mikado is satisfactory for foraging in the corn field after
corn husking, which requires a late sort that holds in the
pod well. Probably for seed yield and easy handling Hollys
[Hollybrooks] or Mongols are as good as any but everyone
will have them next year in Indiana and we need something

that we can sell. Will appreciate any advice you will give and
if there is any co-operative work we can do with you will
take it up.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29.
Box 102. Folders–Parsons, John E.; Parsons, A.A.; ParsonsMcKinnis Corporation. Address: Parsons-McKinnis Cooperation, Camby, Indiana.
1973. Morse, W.J. 1922. Re: Best varieties of soy beans
for the Corn Belt. Letter to Guy P. McKinnins, ParsonsMcKinnis Co-operation, Camby, Indiana, April 19. 2 p.
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I have your letter of April 14th
relative to my opinion of the merits of varieties of soy beans
for the Corn Belt. As was stated to you about a year ago, I
still place the Virginia and Peking at the head of the forage
list in the Central States. For varieties in the central and
northern part of the Corn Belt, I have been recommending
the Manchu and Black Eyebrow varieties. The Manchu is a
high oil yielding strain giving about 19.5% oil.
“With regard to sources of Peking, Black Eyebrow and
Manchu, I refer you to the following:
“Black Eyebrow: Mr. Peter Labouisse, 149 Broadway,
New York City (c/o B.L. Kennelly). Mr. E.E. Evans, West
Branch, Michigan. Johnson Seed Farms, Stryker, Ohio. Mr.
W.L. Stoltzfuss, Atglen, Pennsylvania.
“Manchu: Mr. E. Brooks, Salem, Indiana. Kelley Seed
Co., San Jose, Illinois. Mr. P.L. Mark, Westerville, Ohio.
“Peking: Mr. Arvel Landes, Hammond, Illinois. Johnson
Seed Farms, Stryker, Ohio.
“Wilson-Five: Johnson Seed Farms, Stryker, Ohio.
Wallace Bros., Wallaceton, Virginia.
“With reference to the Peking and Sable varieties, will
say that in our classification tests at Arlington the past year
these varieties were identified.”
“The Indiana Station has given varietal names to
three of the Department’s varieties which were obtained
from Manchuria a few years ago. These varieties are the
Wea, Dunfield and Pinpu. Other varieties which might be
of interest to you are the Aksarben, Elton, Hoosier and
Saskatoon. All of these are early or medium early sorts, and
are specially good grain yielders. If you care to try out these
varieties, we will be able to spare you perhaps one pound of
seed of each.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29.
Box 102. Folders–Parsons, John E.; Parsons, A.A.; ParsonsMcKinnis Corporation. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
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DC.
1974. Wiancko, A.T. 1922. Re: Soybean varieties widely
grown in Indiana. Letter to W.J. Morse, Agronomist, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Washington, DC, April 19. 1 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: After filling out a form sent by Morse, Wiancko
notes: “Certain varieties on the list were not tested here. The
figures represent averages of five years or more.
“The varieties most used in this state and best adapted
for seed purposes are Ito San and Manchu for the northern
part of the state, and Manchu and Hollybrook for the
southern part. Hollybrook is particularly popular for planting
in mixture with corn and not because of its grain yield
record at the Station here. For hay production the Sable,
Lexington, Haberlandt and Hollybrook are more or less
used and recommended. We also suggest Medium Green
and Sherwood. Where something early is needed, Ito San is
used.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric.
Exp. Stations, 1899-1923. Box 12–Illinois-Indiana. Folder–
Indiana Experiment Station–#9.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Chief in Soils & Crops, Purdue
Univ. Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
1975. Hackleman, J.C. 1922. Re: Soybeans grow well on
poor soil in Illinois. Letter to W.J. Morse, Forage Crop
Investigations, USDA, Washington, DC, April 25. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “We have just completed a series of farm
advisers’ conferences and I find that we have added a
few counties to the list of applicants for soybean variety
demonstrations.”
“Johnson County, the third one on the list, is a county
which is very slow to take up the soybean because their
soil is one of the poorest in the state and their farmers have
grown cowpeas for many years. The adviser was reluctant
to go against what he thought was a popular belief but at
the conference of advisers the other men who had had the
demonstrations last year stated that they were in much the
same position, namely: that cowpeas had changed things
materially. If possible, therefore, I would like to have two
demonstrations for Johnson County or 8 pounds each of the
three varieties mentioned and in addition, one other variety.”
Please include a hay type similar to the Wilson 5
[Wilson-Five] or Virginia. In northern Illinois, “a general
purpose type such as the Peking, Manchu, or the Medium
Yellow would be satisfactory.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and

Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 11–Illinois. Folder #5–Illinois Exp.
Station.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Crops Extension, Agric. Exp.
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
1976. Carmichael, B.E. 1922. Soybeans for cattle. Breeder’s
Gazette 81(17):562. April 27.
• Summary: The “best way to use soybeans in cattle feeding
is to make either hay or silage of them. Ground soybeans
are likely to be rather unpalatable, and their high oil content
may induce an undesirable looseness of the bowels if they
are fed in moderately generous amounts. Soybeans that are
not marketable for seed purposes might be used in limited
amounts, perhaps 1-2 pounds daily per steer, with good
results...” Address: Univ. of Maryland.
1977. Wilkins, F.S.; Stephenson, R.E. 1922. A popular threepurpose legume: The soybean, which produces hay and seed
high in protein, and adds nitrogen to the soil, is a profitable
cooperator. Breeder’s Gazette 81(17):561-62. April 27.
• Summary: This is two articles in one. F.S. Wilkins
discusses soybean seed prices, value of soybeans per acre
for feed, and their use as food for poultry. R.E. Stephenson
discusses the possibilities of the soybean in the United
States, its value as a soil improver, value when grown with
corn and ease of harvesting for hay.
Wilkins states: “When soybeans are grown either for
hay or silage, it is best to use the later and smaller-seeded
varieties. Those varieties yield more, and have another
advantage, in that there are about one-fourth more beans
in a bushel. Medium-late, small-seeded varieties, such as
Wilson, Wilson-five [Wilson-Five], Jet, Sable and Mongol,
are recommended for hay or silage; while Manchu, Black
Eyebrow, Ito San, Wisconsin Black and Chestnut are leading
seed varieties in the corn belt.”
A photo shows nodules on the roots of soybeans.
Address: 1. Iowa Agric. Exp. Station; 2. Univ. of Kentucky.
1978. Morse, W.J. 1922. Re: Sending soybean varieties
to Illinois. Letter to J.C. Hackleman, Illinois Agric. Exp.
Station, Urbana, Illinois, April 28. 2 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “I have your letter of April 25th, enclosing
a copy of the proposed demonstration with the soy bean
varieties in different counties in Illinois. In all cases except
one, that of the Mammoth Yellow, I will be able to supply the
variety desired. We do not have any of the Mammoth Yellow
and have not had any this season. In place of the Mammoth
Yellow I am substituting the Tokio. Relative to adding
another variety to the list submitted to you, I have added in
each case the Easy Cook variety, a selection which I have
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experimented with 2 or 3 years, and it has given excellent
results for forage and grazing purposes, and in addition is
a most excellent edible bean, either green or dry. In Peoria
and Cook Counties I have added the Wea, which is an early
Manchuria variety rather high in oil, and gives an excellent
yield of grain.” Morse will also send the Haberlandt variety.
Hackleman responds in a letter dated May 2: “I am
certainly delighted to know that you can furnish us seed for
practically all of our demonstrations. We are writing all the
farm advisers concerned this morning giving them copy of
your letter and also the approved list of varieties.”
A table in his letter to Morse of May 10 shows that
Hackleman intends to tests the following named soybean
varieties in Illinois: From USDA–Black Eyebrow, Easy
Cook, Manchu, Peking, Virginia, Wilson 5 [Wilson-Five].
From local sources: Ebony, Ito San, Mongol, Ohio 9035.
In his letter of June 30, Hackleman notes that he has
soybean demonstration plots in about 16 Illinois counties and
seven of the soil experimental fields [at the University].
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 11–Illinois. Folder #5–Illinois Exp.
Station.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agronomist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC.
1979. Smith, William C. 1922. Soy bean in the Corn Belt.
It’s the gilt-edge insurance of profits from pigs. Country
Gentleman 87(12):4. April 29.
• Summary: “This is one of a series of articles... for the
purpose of suggesting to farmers ways of increasing their
income.
“For the next few years the solution of the Corn Belt
farmer’s financial troubles will be found in the hog... But fed
with corn alone he is not the money-maker he is when corn
supplemented with feeds that furnish the protein is fed.
“Experiments prove that soy beans and rape are the
supplements...” Photos show: A well-inoculated soy bean
plant with roots. A man (wearing a hat and suspenders)
standing in a field “showing the way soy beans grow upon
the author’s Carroll County, Indiana farm.” Address: Carroll
County, Indiana.
1980. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1922. Soy bean
facts. 4(11):10. April.
• Summary: “Taylor Fouts, the soy bean king of Indiana,
gives the following eleven (11) splendid reasons for growing
the crop.
“1. Soy beans make one of the best protein forage feeds,
grown annually.
“2. They build up the soil like clover, and nothing beats

them for a green manure crop, economically grown.
“3. If inoculated, they make a very satisfactory growth
on poor soils.
“4. Soy beans will grow on even an acid soil that fails to
produce clover.
“5. They will resist drouth better than any of the
common farm crops, likewise survive excessive wet periods.
“6. They may be planted over a period from early spring
until mid-summer, and as far north as corn or as far south as
cotton. A most wonderful range of adaptability to climate and
soils.
“7. Especially desirable for dairy cows, and produces the
best quality of milk and butter. Enlarges quantity.
“8. Soy bean forage and hay is especially appetizing and
efficient for feeding lambs, cattle and horses.
“9. Soy bean straw is ideal for winter roughage.
“10. Soy beans and corn are ideal ration for hogs and
lambs, most pounds of meat per acre.
“11. Fattens your pocketbooks while enriching your
soils, absolutely.”
1981. Hackleman, J.C. 1922. Growing soybeans in Illinois.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 255.
16 p. April.
• Summary: Introduction: As an annual legume, fits well
into rotations, makes excellent hay, good for pasture,
furnishes good silage, has few diseases and pests, heavy
seed yields, valuable oil crop. Adaptation and culture: Soil,
temperature. Seed bed. Inoculation. Seeding: Time, method,
rate. Cultivation. Harvesting: The hay crop, the seed crop.
Threshing. Varieties: Early maturing, medium maturing,
medium late to late maturing. Varieties classified as to use: A
table shows varieties recommended for seed, hay, pasturing
off, or silage, in northern Illinois, central Illinois, or southern
Illinois.
“There are a number of factors which have contributed
to the great increases in the soybean acreage in Illinois.
Among the more important are: (1) it is an annual legume;
(2) it fits well into corn-belt rotations; (3) it makes excellent
hay; (4) it is good for pasture; (5) it furnishes a good silage
material; (6) it is subject to few diseases and has few insect
pests; (7) it produces seed abundantly; and (8) it is rich in
oil, therefore valuable to commerce” (p. 2). Varieties (a 4-10
line description of each is given): (1) Early maturing–Early
Black = Wisconsin Black, Black Eyebrow, Manchu, Ito
San (Medium Early Yellow), Early Brown. (2) Medium
maturing–A.K., Medium Yellow (Mongol or Hollybrook),
Ebony = Black Beauty, Peking (Sable or Royal), Ohio 9035.
(3) Medium late to late–Haberlandt, Illinois 13-19, Virginia,
Wilson-Five, Lexington, Mammoth Yellow, Mammoth Black
(also called Tarheel).
Most of these appear in the table titled “Varieties
classified as to use” (p. 16). There are 4 uses (Seed, hay,
pasturing off, and silage), and 3 regions in Illinois (northern,
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central, southern). For example, the 3 best varieties for seed
use in northern Illinois are Manchu, Ito San, and Black
Eyebrow. “Mammoth Black, or Tarheel, is another southern
variety which is grown to some extent in Illinois. Seed of
this variety is jet black and approximately the same size as
Mammoth Yellow. Plant characters and time of maturity are
also similar to those of Mammoth Yellow.”
Photos show: Soybeans at the right stage for hay (front
cover). (1-6) Man standing in fields of different varieties of
soybeans–Ito San, Manchu, Mongol, Wilson 5, Illinois 1319, Virginia. (7) Two teams of horses and men cultivating
a field of soybeans using a rotary hoe. (8) Teams of horses
and men going through soybean stubble, which makes an
excellent seed bed for wheat. The first team pulls a binder for
soybeans, the second pulls a drill for wheat. (9) Homemade
machine, made by E.L. Gillham of Edwardsville, attachment
for picking up lodged soybeans. (10) A man walking in a
field of Virginia soybeans harvested with a binder. (11) Three
large conical stacks of soybeans ready for the thresher. (12) A
plot of Virginia soybeans growing on sand in Clark County.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Mammoth Black. Note 2.
This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) which states
that Mammoth Black is the same as Tarheel. Address: Assoc.
Prof. of Farm Crops Extension, Illinois.
1982. Mullen, Frank E. 1922. Soy beans in corn belt: “Corn,
soybeans and hogs” is a good slogan to assure more profit;
a particularly successful combination for hogging-down
purposes. Swine World 9(17):7-8. April.
• Summary: This article is intended primarily to show the
value of soy beans in raising hogs. A photo shows a man,
wearing a white hat, standing in soy beans growing with
tall corn in a corn field. Caption: “This makes an excellent
combination for ‘hogging off.’”
1983. Wiancko, A.T. 1922. Soybeans in the corn belt:
A leguminous substitution for corn in the rotation. Field
Illustrated and System on the Farm 32(4):205-07. April.
• Summary: Discusses the reasons that “the soybean is
rapidly establishing itself as a regular crop in the corn belt
states,” the advantages of planting soybeans in the crop
rotation, the prices obtained for grain and seed, uses of the
crop, and its future prospect as a commercial crop.
Photos show: (1) A man in a vast field of soybeans. (2)
Two teams of horses plowing a crop of soybeans. (3) “A
good crop of soybeans will gather one hundred pounds of
nitrogen per acre from the air.”
(4) Hogs feeding on a field of soybeans. “At present the
principal use for the soybean is as feed for hogs, along with
corn, and doubtless most of the crop will continue to be used
in this way.” (5) Soybeans planted together with corn. “The
soybean may be given a regular place in the crop rotation for
either grain or hay or, it may be planted along with corn for

hogging off or for silage.” (6) A flock of sheep in tall pasture.
“Soybeans raised with corn may also be sheeped off.”
Address: Indiana.
1984. Dairy Farmer. 1922. The last call for soybeans.
20(9):206-07. May 1.
• Summary: This article is made up of statements by various
farmers on their experiences with soybeans. Among the
advantages of the crop mentioned are its uses for dairy cows,
in combination with corn, for hay, to replace oilmeal, and the
ease of threshing it.
“Why grow soybeans? 1. They add nitrogen to the soil
like alfalfa and clover. 2. They provide a legume hay in one
season. 3. They will grow on a wide variety of soils and
with the exception of the extreme south will grow wherever
corn will mature. 4. They will stand considerable frost. 5.
They are easily raised and harvested. 6. Added to silage they
greatly increase its feed value. 7. The ground beans are a
valuable feed for dairy cows.” A photo shows the roots of a
soybean plant with many large nodules.
1985. Wilkins, F.S. 1922. Growing soy beans in corn:
Experiments at Iowa experiment station show profits in this
practice. Wallaces’ Farmer 47(19):608. May 12.
• Summary: “That it is a profitable practice to plant soy
beans with corn for silage is indicated by results to date of
experiments conducted by the farm crops section of the Iowa
experiment station. These results show an increase in total
silage yield per acre for land on which soy beans were grown
with the corn, over land which grew corn alone. A summary
of results of feeding tests conducted by several experiment
stations indicate that a mixture of soy bean and corn silage
is considerably better than straight corn silage as feed for
stock.”
“Straight corn silage is lacking in protein or musclebuilding food.”
“Thousands of Iowa farmers are now telling us that
it pays to plant soy beans with corn as a homegrown
supplement for hogging down. They state that the beans
reduce the yield of the corn, but that they more than make up
the difference.”
A photo shows a man (wearing a straw hat) in a field
of soy beans planted with corn. Address: Iowa Agric. Exp.
Station.
1986. Sherlaw, Fleming Murray. 1922. The soy bean in
agriculture and commerce. MSc thesis, University of Illinois.
94 leaves. May 15. Illust. 28 cm. [77 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Part I: I. Botanical History and
Classification.
II. History and Development.
III. Distribution.
IV. Some Important Varieties in the United States.
V. Climate and Soil Requirements: Climate, Soil, Seed-
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bed, Inoculation.
VI. Growing and Harvesting (Culture): Planting,
Seeding, Cultivation, Harvesting, Threshing and Storing,
Growing for Silage, VII. Place in a Corn Belt Rotation:
Average yields of wheat following various crops.
Part II. I. Introduction. Table I, Average Composition
of Various American Feeding Stuffs. Table II. Average
Digestible Nutrients in Various American Feeding Stuffs.
Percentages of Protein Digested, Work of Nutrition
Laboratories.
II. Soy Beans for Hogs.
III. Soy Beans for Beef Cattle.
IV. Soy Beans for Other Classes of Livestock: Table III.
Average Composition of Various Forages and Silages, Dairy
Cattle, Sheep, Poultry, Horses.
Part III: I. The Manufacture of Soy Bean Oil: The
Expression Method, The Extraction Method.
II. Production and Imports in the United States: Table
IV. Quantity and Value of Soy Beans, Soy Bean Cake and
Soy Bean Meal Imported into the United States, 1910-1916.
III. Uses of the Soy Bean and Its Products: Table V. Uses
of Soy Bean Plants and Seeds, Uses in the Orient, Uses of
Soy Bean Oil in Europe and America.
IV. Soy Beans as Human Food: Table VI. Composition
of Oriental Food Products, Table VII. Composition of
Various Flours.
V. Plan for a Co-operative Soy Bean Mill.
Maps: Areas of the United States adapted to Soy Beans.
Areas of the United States suited to the production of Soy
Bean Oil.
Bibliography. Address: Dep. of Animal Husbandry,
Univ. of Illinois.
1987. Wenholz, H. 1922. Summer leguminous crops:
Cowpeas, soybeans, and velvet beans. Agricultural Gazette
of New South Wales 33(5):323-31. May.
• Summary: “Soybeans grow fairly well on the coast, but for
green manuring purposes cowpeas compete too strongly for
them to make much headway. Good results have, however,
been secured from soybeans in the cooler tableland districts,
where velvet beans and cowpeas are out of the question on
account of the warmth and moisture they require.”
The section on “Soybeans” (p. 326-29) has the
following contents: Introduction. The utility of soybeans.
Planting. Varieties (Otootan, Hollybrook, Mammoth Yellow,
Haberlandt). As hay or fodder crop.
“For many years soybeans were tried on the North
Coast and in other warm districts on the western slopes, but
without any sign of success. From this failure it has been
wrongly concluded that the climate of New South Wales is
wholly unsuited to the culture of soybeans.” Address: B.Sc.
(Agr.), Inspector of Agriculture.
1988. Guillaumin, A. 1922. Les variétés de soya d’Extrème-

Orient: Origine probable du soya [The varieties of soybeans
in East Asia: The probable origin of the soybean]. Revue de
Botanique Appliquee & d’Agriculture Coloniale 2(10):25458. June 30. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “The soybean (Le Soya; Glycine Soja Sieb. et
Zucc., Dolichos Soja L, Soja hispida Moench, S. angustifolio
Miq.) has been cultivated in the Far East since antiquity.
Shen-Nung (le Shénon), written up by Houandi in about
3,000 to 3,500 years before Jesus-Christ, already mentioned
the soybean. Since then, its culture has expanded to
Indochina, India, Malaysia, Europe, America, and Africa.
“Long ago, in Austria and in France, varieties such
as Soja d’Etampes, were selected for their high yield. In
America, efforts have long been made to obtain, for the
diverse climates, both forage varieties and seed varieties.
And the U.S. Department of Agriculture has assembled in
its test fields more than 500 varieties, of which about 20 are
currently in commerce. Among the forage varieties are (Ball
1907): Early Brown, Black Eye Brown, Peking, Wilson Five,
Virginia, Barchet, Biloxi, Laredo, Atoo San [sic, Ito San?],
Tarheel Black, and Wisconsin Early Black. Among those
grown for their seeds are: Ito San, Manchu, Elton, Medium
Yellow, Mikado, Hollybrook, Haberlandt, Mammoth, Tokyo,
Guelph, Austin, Easy Cook, Morse, Hahto, Early Medium
Green, Mandarin, and Chiquita.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) that mentions the soybean variety Black Eye Brown.
However, it does not appear in Ball (1907) as stated, nor
does any name even vaguely resembling it appear. The Black
Eye Brown variety is mentioned in only 3 known documents,
all published in France in 1922.
“Note that the forage varieties all have black- or darkcolored seeds, whereas the seed varieties have yellow or
greenish seeds.
“In Turkestan it seems that the only varieties are ovoid
(5.7 x 3.7 mm), brilliant yellow, with brown hilum and
traversed longitudinally by a bright line.” Note 2. Turkistan
or Turkestan is an historical region of Central Asia, usually
thought to comprise Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, southern Kazakhstan, western China, and
northeast Afghanistan.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Turkestan, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Turkestan (not including Chinese Turkestan).
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Turkestan, or the cultivation of soybeans in Turkestan (not
including Chinese Turkestan) (1922). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. Unfortunately, it is not clear in which
part of Turkestan the soybeans were grown.
“In India, soybeans are cultivated in the United
Provinces and at the foot of the Hamalayas from Kashmir
to Darjeeling.” David Hooper (1912) distinguished five
different soybean races in India.
“In Cambodia, the only known variety is ovoid (6.3 x
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4.2 cm), dull yellow, brown hilum, with a long, clear white
line, known as Sandek sieng in Cambodian and dau nanh
in Annamite. It is cultivated along the steep banks of the
Mekong River.
“In Cochin China, the soybean is cultivated only on the
red soils of the provinces of Chau-doc, Baria, and Bien-Hoa;
in the western provinces, cultivation is insignificant and the
seeds come from Cambodia. It seems that there is only one
variety, closely related to that of Cambodia, called dau nanh
or dau-xa, but it is not well established / widely grown, for it
bears black or brown seeds.
“In the province of Baria one can obtain two harvests in
a wet year–one in September, the other in December-January.
In the province of Bien-Hoa, there is only harvest.
“In Annam, there is one variety similar to that cultivated
in the lower parts of the provinces of Bin-dinh, Thua-hien,
Dong-hoï, and Tanh-hoa.
In Tonkin, the soybean is known as dau tuong; in
the [Mekong] delta, one can distinguish a small, ovoid
variety (5.1 x 3 mm), with a yellow seed coat and a hilum
surrounded by a brownish black aura that sometimes
overflows the sides. In the region of Lang-son, on the
plateaus 100-500 meters in height, it is replaced by a larger
variety, ovoid (7.1 x 5 mm), dull yellow, and a hilum that is
uncolored [pale] or brownish; one variety is also cultivated at
Lao-kay.
“In Laos, the soybean is known as Mok toua kon and
Ta tone, according to Dr. Spire, but precise information is
lacking.
In the territory of Kwang-cho-wan (French: Kouangtchéou-wan, in southeast China) the soybean is cultivated
in the region of Taï ping, at an altitude of 30 meters. It is
planted in the spring and harvested in the summer. One can
distinguish two varieties here. One is very elongated (8
mm x 4.6 mm), dull yellow with a very clear brown hilum,
called Wong tao or Wong tao tsaï in Cantonese. The other
is small, flat (6.4 mm x 3.7 mm), dull black, with a large
hilum, called Hat tao in Cantonese; it is absolutely the same
as the variety Nigra cultivated at the botanical gardens of
Cluz (Romania), and in Trieste (Italy), but different from that
which is cultivated under this name at the botanical gardens
of Cracow / Krakow (French: Cracovie) (Poland), Tabor
(Czechoslovakia), and Delft (Netherlands), which is fatter,
more round (7 mm x 4.8 mm) and of a velvety black color.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Czechoslovakia
(which became a country in 1918). This document contains
the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in
Czechoslovakia (June 1922). The source of these soybeans is
unknown.
“In China, in Szechwan, only the yellow and green
varieties are known. In the region of Shanghai, R.P. Courtois,
of the Museum of Zi-ka-wei, has assembled an important
collection of soybean varieties. Descriptions are given of

varieties with the following colors and names: (1) Yellow:
Ta hoang téou (large, yellow, almost round), Kiu hoang
téou (ovoid, brilliant yellow). (2) Green: Tsing pi téou
(roundish, 7.1 x 5.5 mm, clear green with clear hilum). (3)
Brown: Large, ovoid (9.1 x 6.4 mm), reddish brown, with
a slightly clearer hilum; no name given. (4) Black: Many
varieties. (4A) Large ovoid seeds (9 x 4.3 mm), with large
hilum; indigenous name unknown; (4B) A little smaller and
bulging (8.3 x 5.4 mm), with ornate hilum and a longitudinal
white line, named Ta hé téou; (4C) Ovoid (8.1 x 4.7 mm)
with a wide hilum traversed by a white line, called Hé téou;
(4D) Small (6.7 x 3.1 mm) and brownish black named Siao
hé téou; (4E) And finally a very small, flat (6 x 2.7 mm),
brownish black named Ni téou. By their shape, form, and
color, the seeds of these last appear very similar to the
American variety Laredo.”
“In Europe, soya has its apostles, but it will never
amount to anything more here than a small-time vegetable.
Despite the Caséosojaïne at Vallées near Paris, France (Li
Yu-ying, 1911) and the Soyama Werke at Bockenheim,
Germany (1914), the milk, cream, butter, and cheese [tofu]
made from soya will never be more than ersatz. The “soy
bread” is only good for diabetics and the “soy ham” (jambon
de Soja) in nothing but a weak imitation of pork. Soybeans
themselves are indigestible and require a very long time
to cook–even the yellow or white varieties. Soy sprouts
(germes de Soja), which enjoyed some popularity before the
war and deserved it, for they are a nice hors d’oeuvre, are
actually nothing but mung bean sprouts.”
Based on other sources (most of which are cited), the
writer also discusses the soybean varieties of Manchuria
(Hosie 1901), and Japan (Lemarié 1910), and discusses
soybeans briefly in Korea, Philippines, Netherlands Indies.
In Europe, the soybean has its apostles: Caséosojaïne at
Vallé near Paris (1911), and Soyama werke at Bockenheim
(Germany) (1914). The latter makes milk, cream, butter
and cheese (le fromage de Soja [tofu]), which are nothing
but imitations. Soy bread has a good taste, especially for
diabetics. Soy ham (jambon de Soja) is but a vague imitation
of the pork product. The seeds, themselves, are hard to digest
and take a very long time to cook, even the yellow or white
varieties. As for the soy sprouts (germes de Soja), which
enjoyed some popularity before the war, which they deserved
as an agreeable hors d’oeuvre, they are nothing but young
mung bean sprouts (de jeunes germinations du Haricot
Mungo).
Also mentions foods such as soy sauce, fermented tofu,
and tofu, made from soybeans in India, Indo-China, China,
and Japan. Tofu is known as dau phu in Annamite, tao fou
in, Cantonese, téou fou in Chinese, and to fou in Japanese.
A significant amount was being exported from China before
the war. In Manchuria soybeans occupy 1/5 of the cultivated
land. Speculates on the origin of the soybean. Address: Asst.
to the Crop Service, Museum of Natural History (Assistant
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du Service de culture au Muséum d’histoire naturelle).
1989. Beemer, Alex W. 1922. The soy bean industry. Staley
Journal (Decatur, Illinois) 5(12):5-11. June.
• Summary: In a box (like a horizontal sidebar) at the top
of this article we read: “Staley Company Installs Soy Bean
Plant: The A.E. Staley Mfg. Company announces that in
response to the general and urgent desire on the part of the
farmers of Central Illinois, it has been decided to install a
Soy Bean Oil Plant in conjunction with the Decatur Starch
and Glucose manufactory.
“A satisfactory building is now in readiness. Several oil
expellers have been purchased and delivered. Bean dryers
are under construction. Storage for 150,000 bushels of beans
is ready for use. The plant is so planned that large increases
in capacity may be had without expensive changes. The first
unit will have a capacity of about 500 bushels per day, and
will be finished in ample time for the 1922 crop.”
“The soy bean is an annual leguminous plant, native to
the Orient. It has been grown and used as human food for
more than 5000 years. It is raised all the way from India and
Java on the South, up through China, Manchuria, and the
islands of Japan. In value and variety of uses it has long been
the most important legume grown in the far East. The people
of these countries eat but little meat, believing it to be more
economical to eat the vegetables, rather than feed them to
animals and then eat the animals. By a combination of the
soy bean, which is exceedingly high in protein, with rice,
which is high in carbohydrates, they have evolved a ration
by which they can nourish a country much more densely
populated than ours, with little or no foreign aid.
“However, a bean diet would get monotonous to these
Orientals the same as any other class of people. In China
and Japan, where centuries in the use of the soy bean can be
drawn upon, we find it used very little in its original state.
Shoyu (soy sauce) is already familiar to most of us, although
unrecognized. It is this sauce which gives chop suey its
characteristic flavor, and it is the basis of the now world
famous Lea and Perrins Worcestershire Sauce. A vegetable
milk is manufactured from the bean. It is made every night,
bottled and delivered fresh to the customers in the morning.
Tofu (bean curd) is made from this vegetable milk and there
are records to show that it was in use nine hundred years
B.C. Miso (bean cheese), is made from a mixture of beans,
salt, and rice malt [rice koji]. The beans are often picked
green [edamamé], boiled, and served cold with soy sauce
and in salads. All these foodstuffs are in daily use in Oriental
homes.
“Big Industry in Manchuria: In Manchuria, the soy
bean center of the world, the bean is grown in nearly all
parts where farming operations are conducted and thrives
under varied conditions, such as semiarid regions, in valleys
subject to floods in the rainy seasons, and in northern
latitudes similar to the Dakotas and Minnesota. Its average

yearly exports from 1911 to 1918 inclusive were over
25,000,000 bushels of beans, besides large quantities of oil
and cake. There are now about 60 oil mills in Dairen alone
with an approximate annual capacity of 1,300,000 tons of
bean cake and 300,000,000 pounds of oil annually. When
the capacities of the other large oil centers are taken into
account, besides the many small interior mills, one can
readily see the extent of this industry.
“Great Success in Europe: The soy bean was first
introduced into Europe in about 1790, but did not attract
much attention.
“During the Russo-Japanese war it had been one of the
main food supplies for the Japanese armies, and the farmers
had increased their acreages tremendously. As a result there
was a big surplus of beans when peace was declared. In
1908 shortly after the close of the war, some shipments of
beans were sent to England by some enterprising Japanese
merchants [Mitsui & Co.] in the hope of developing a
market. The experiment met with instantaneous success,
as the English concerns recognized the high value of the
beans for oil and meal, and large orders followed. Germany
and France were quick to recognize the merits of the soy
bean, and were soon heavy importers. The demand in that
year became so great that 50,000,000 bushels of beans were
shipped from three ports in Manchuria, chiefly to Europe.
At the present time the soy bean is only grown in Europe to
a limited extent but large quantities are imported, mostly in
the form of the whole bean, as there are quite a number of
crushing plants in operation.”
“The soy bean was first cultivated in the United States as
early as 1804, but was never considered of much economic
importance, and it as only been within recent years that it has
been grown to any extent. It makes an excellent forage crop,
and has largely been grown for this purpose. On account
of the high protein content of both the bean and the plant,
farmers in the corn belt have found that it makes a valuable
and economical supplement to corn in producing beef, pork
and mutton.
“Soy beans were first crushed for oil and meal in 1910
by an oil mill on the Pacific coast [Seattle, Washington.
Pacific Oil Mills; Albers Bros. Milling Co.]. The beans were
imported from Manchuria. In 1915 and 1916 American
grown seed was first crushed for oil and cake by a few of
the cottonseed oil mills of North Carolina. This was brought
about by a shortage of cottonseed in the south and a surplus
of soy bean seed in North Carolina. North Carolina was the
pioneer state in growing the bean to any great extent and that
the farmers of that state think pretty well of it is evidenced
by the fact that they grew over one-half of the soy beans
produced in this country in 1920.
“The methods used in the extraction of oil from the soy
bean are similar to those employed with other oil seeds, such
as linseed and cottonseed. Three methods are in use, namely,
the hydraulic, expeller and extraction processes. In the
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hydraulic and expeller processes the beans are crushed into
meal, treated with steam and then subjected to pressure, in
the extraction process the beans are crushed and then treated
directly with a solvent such as benzine, which removes the
oil. The solvent is then separated from the oil by distillation,
and used again. The whole bean contains about 18 per cent
of oil, and about 40 per cent of protein. The oil cake contains
anywhere from 1 to 9 per cent of oil, and about 45 per cent
of protein.
“Has Large Variety of Uses: The soy bean can be used
in the same way as the navy bean in soups or in baking, but
requires a somewhat longer soaking and cooking. Some
manufacturers of canned baked beans use the soy bean in
their products. It can be used as a substitute for the coffee
bean and when properly roasted and prepared it makes an
excellent substitute for coffee. The Orientals soak the bean
in salt water and then roast it, this product being eaten in a
way similar to salted peanuts. The green bean [when cooked]
makes a very good substitute for the butter or Lima bean.
“The cake or residue left after the oil has been extracted
from the soy bean, makes an excellent stock feed. Its value
for producing meat, milk and butter is well established. On
account of its high nitrogen content it is well adapted for
balancing rations deficient in nitrogen. Soy bean meal is
manufactured into a flour in the proportion of about 25 per
cent soy bean meal and 75 per cent wheat flour. The low
starch content of soy bean meal makes it a valuable food for
people requiring a low starch diet, and enters largely as a
constituent in many of the so-called diabetic breads, biscuits
and crackers” Continued.
1990. Blackwell, C.P.; Jeffords, S.L. 1922. Soy beans. South
Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural College, Extension Circular
No. 36. 12 p. June.
• Summary: Contents: Introductory. Varieties (Otootan,
Wilson, Hollybrook, Guelph, Mikado, Barchet). Soil
adaptation. Soil preparation and methods of planting.
Inoculation. Fertilizers. Lime. Time of planting. Rate
of seeding. Method of cultivation. Time and method of
harvesting. Uses: Forage, hay, silage, cash crop, soil
improving crop. Soy bean enemies. Harvesters. Reasons for
planting soy beans.
Page 7: “To operate one of the commercial harvesters or
pickers it will be found necessary to have one man to drive
and one to stand in the rear end of the machine and keep the
excess of trash and empty pods thrown out of the hopper.
When the hopper is filled, the beans are emptied out and
screened and sacked. A third man can follow the machine
with a screen and sheet and keep the beans sacked without
stopping the picker. The hopper will hold from six to eight
bushels of beans, depending on the make of the machine.
The number of acres that one machine can handle in a day
will vary from four to six, and the length of harvesting
season will vary from ten to fifteen days. In the commercial

soy bean districts the farmers estimate that 40 to 50 acres is
about the amount that one harvester can take care of during
an average season.”
Photos show: (1) The Big Jumbo soy bean harvester
manufactured by Geo. E. Pritchard, Elizabeth City, North
Carolina. (2) The Little Giant soy bean harvester made by
Hardy & Newsom, La Grange, North Carolina. (3) Threshing
soy beans on an ordinary threshing machine after they have
been harvested with a reaper. Courtesy of International
Harvester Co. Address: 1. Chief of Agronomy Div., Clemson
Agricultural College, South Carolina.
1991. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report.
1922. Protein and oil content of soybeans. Liming increases
protein content of soybeans. Soybean roots and tops. 41:xiiixviii. For 1921-22. June. Also titled Bulletin No. 362.
• Summary: Soy is mentioned in 3 different places in this
annual report and bulletin as follows:
“Protein and Oil Content of Soybeans: The Station has
determined the protein and oil content of 61 varieties and
strains of soybeans which it is growing. The extremes are
recorded in the following table.”
A table has three columns: Variety or strain, percent
protein (N x 6.26), and percent ether extract. The varieties
are:
“Ebony-20065
“Mammoth Yellow
“Ebony-B
“Ito San-9100
“Manchu-1926
“Blackeyebrow
“Elton-20233
“Midwest
“Wilson-5
“Manchu
“Medium Green
“Medium Green-9110
“Elton
“Manchuria
“Manchuria-20173
“The above analyses are based on a moisture content of
10 percent.
“It is apparent that high protein is very generally
associated with low oil, and high oil with low protein.
The variety showing the highest content of oil–Manchuria
20173–also has the lowest protein content of any of the 61
varieties analyzed.
“The range in protein is from 33.33 percent to 42.44 and
of oil from 12.86 to 19.26.”
“Liming Increases Protein Content of Soybeans:
Soybean hay grown on unfertilized land contained 17.20
percent protein where limestone was applied and 14.50
percent on the unlimed land. Similarly, the protein content
of soybean seed averaged 42.85 percent on limed land
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and 39.62 percent on unlimed. On plots receiving various
treatments including nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and
different carriers of sulphur, the average protein content was
19.00 percent where limestone was added and 16.50 percent
on the unlimed portions of these plots. The amount of protein
per acre was 170 pounds greater on the limed land.
“The soybeans were cut while green, before any
shattering of the leaves; pods only partially grown.”
“Soybeans Roots and Tops: Some studies were made of
the roots and stubble, as compared with the tops of soybeans.
On the average the weight of the roots and stubble amounted
to one-tenth of the weight of the part removed for hay. The
crop was probably cut a little closer to the ground than in
ordinary farm practice.
“The percentage of nitrogen in the roots was 1.33; in
the hay, 2.85. The nitrogen left in roots and stubble was 6
pounds per acre; that removed in the hay, 128 pounds. While
this shows but little nitrogen left behind in the soil, when
the soybean is grown for seed a very large percentage of the
leaves is left on the ground, often amounting to one-third
of the total weight of the tops. All told these residues might
easily amount to 40 pounds of nitrogen per acre.” Address:
Wooster, Ohio.
1992. Park, J.B.; Willard, C.J.; Borst, H.L. 1922. Growing
soybeans in corn: Experiments on Ohio State University
Farm, Columbus. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Monthly Bulletin 7(5-6):75-78. May/June. Whole nos. 77-78.
• Summary: This is a preliminary report of experiments
conducted for the three-year period 1919-1921. A
comparison is made of corn alone, corn drilled with
soybeans, and soybeans alone. “The practical way of
combining corn and soybeans is to drill the two together
in the same row at the same time. This is best done with
a special attachment on the planter, or by double drilling.
Mixing the beans and corn in the planter box will not give a
satisfactory stand of corn.”
“Subject to the limitations mentioned, it seems probable
that under average Ohio conditions the combination will
produce more feed per acre than corn alone both for silage
and hogging-down.”
“The soybeans must be inoculated or they will compete
with the corn for nitrogen.” Address: Columbus, Ohio.
1993. Thatcher, L.E. 1922. Corn and soybeans for silage:
Yields obtained in experiments at Wooster. Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station, Monthly Bulletin 7(5-6):79-81. May/
June. Whole nos. 77-78.
• Summary: “The results obtained [1917-1921] from
growing soybeans with corn for silage by the Agronomy
Department of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station at
Wooster agree, in the main, with those obtained at Columbus
by the Department of Farm Crops as reported in the
preceding article, ‘Growing Soybeans in Corn’ [in this same

issue of the Monthly Bulletin, p. 75-78].
“This experiment indicates that in a combination of
soybeans and corn or sunflowers, the yield of the soybeans
is determined by the amount of competition with the
companion crop, a competition which varies greatly with the
rate and method of planting and with weather conditions, as
is pointed out in the preceding article.”
Tables show: (1) Yield of corn and soybeans planted in
same hills for silage (tons per acre), 1904-05, 1913-17. (2)
Yield of corn and soybeans for silage, 1917, tons per acre.
(3) Yield of corn and soybeans for silage, based on date of
planting each. (4) Combination crops planted in the same hill
(Blue Ridge corn, Blue Ridge corn and soybeans, soybeans
alone, sunflowers alone, sunflowers and soybeans). The
highest total yield comes from sunflowers alone (14.25 tons/
acre) followed by Blue ridge corn alone (11.37 tons/acre).
Address: Ohio.
1994. News and Observer (Raleigh, North Carolina). 1922.
Elizabeth City soy bean center: Hundred thousand bushels
shipped out every year. July 11. p. 6.
• Summary: “Elizabeth City, July 10–Elizabeth city is now
the soy bean center of the United States. More bushels of
this profitable legume are grown in the half-dozen counties
of which this city is the commercial center than any other
area of comparable extent in the entire country. More than
100,000 bushels of soy beans are shipped out of Elizabeth
City every year.
“Just as New York rules the potato and produce markets,
Elizabeth City rules the soy bean market. Elizabeth City
prices on soy beans are quoted all over the country and
are the basis upon which the beans are bought and sold in
all the leading marketing centers. In the same fashion that
Southern farmers clamor for seed Irish potatoes grown in
Aroostock county, Maine, the soy bean producers seek seed
of the legume grown in Pasquotank county, North Carolina,
of which Elizabeth City is the county seat. Elizabeth City is
the leading city in the United States in the manufacture of
soy bean harvesters. Practically half the bean harvesters sold
in this country annually are made by three firms here. And
the production of harvesters at this city is increasing as the
popularity of the soy bean as a money crop and an improver
of the soil is resulting in a large increase of acreage planted
in the crop in the United States each year.
“Twenty-five years ago, the soy bean was first raised
in this section. Then, it was regarded merely as a good crop
for hay and stock feed. Ten years ago the farmers began to
thresh out the beans, and market them; and today, the bulk
of the crop is marketed. Soy beans are used in a variety of
ways. The bean has a high commercial value as a food for
man or beast, as well as for various technical uses in the
manufacture of soaps, paints, varnishes and the like.
“Because it is a legume, and stores large quantities of
nitrogen in the soil upon which it is raised, the soy bean is a
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most valuable aid to the soil upon which it is grown. Some
years when fertilizer was comparatively cheap, it was figured
by experts that the bean on the average, added fertility to the
soil to the value of more than $20 an acre a year. Besides,
the texture of the soil is improved by the addition of the
considerable quantity of humus in the leaves and stalk of the
plant.
“The older residents of Northeastern North Carolina
relate that the soy bean was first brought to this part of the
United States from the Orient about the year 1865, under
the name of the ‘Japan pea.’ It was later sold, half a dozen
soy beans for a dime, in the cities as a freak, the ‘American
coffee bean,’ and attracted much loose change from the
pockets of the curious. Many years elapsed before the
value of the imported legume was widely recognized in the
country; and it was scarcely until the year 1900 that it had
become a crop of importance in the United States.
“Soy beans can be raised successfully in nearly every
section of the United States. The crop has a surprisingly short
growing season, and experienced growers say that when it
is planted after wheat, oats, rye, or any winter cover crop, it
gives nearly the same yield as if planted earlier. By its use,
one may grow two crops a year on the same land, both of
which will bring in an income, and besides the fertility of
the soil will actually have been increased without extra cost
when the last crop has been harvested.
Many Northeastern North Carolina farmers who have
used the soy bean as the basis for an intelligent system
of crop rotation have succeeded in bringing up poor
and worn-out soils to a state of great fertility. In fact, in
some impoverished sections, the soy bean has effected
the salvation of unproductive farms whose owners were
financially unable to renew their productiveness by the use of
expensive commercial fertilizers.
“The soy bean is rapidly approaching a position of
importance as a money crop in Northeastern North Carolina
alongside cotton and truck potatoes, largely because of
the low cost of its production, and the fact that the market
price in recent years has not been subject to the wide range
of fluctuation of the other two crops. The varieties of the
beans raised here, and the length of the growing seasons,
are as follows: Black Eyebrow, 113 days; Hollybrook, 121
days; Haberlandt, 125 days; Arlington, 136 days; Mammoth
Brown, 144 days; Tar Heel Black [Tarheel Black], 145
days; Mammoth Brown, 144 days; and Mammoth Yellow,
150 days. The Wilson Black and the Virginia, which are
especially adapted to raising for hay, mature in 128 days.”
1995. Associated Press (AP). 1922. Soy beans in corn belt.
Legume rapidly nearing a place as a major crop in central
west. Washington Post. Aug. 26. p. 6.
• Summary: “The soy bean is rapidly taking a place as a
major crop in the farming systems of the corn belt, replacing
oats to a considerable extent and taking part of the corn

acreage, says the Department of Agriculture. Although
primarily used for forage, pasture and ensilage, the growing
of seed during the last few years has become a very
profitable industry.”
“County soy bean associations, growers, county agents
and extension officials, notably in Illinois and Indiana, have
concerned themselves in the development of a commercial
outlet for the seeds, it is noted. Several mills in those States
have become interested in the possibilities of that bean as a
source of oil and meal.”
“Soy bean oil is largely used in the manufacture of soaps
and paints, and it is also used in the manufacture of lard and
butter substitutes, rubber substitutes, linoleum and printing
ink, and as a salad oil. The cake or meal is a superior cattle
feed and of high value for human consumption.”
1996. Ewing, P.V. 1922. Minerals and soy beans. Swine
World 10(3):18. Sept. 5.
• Summary: “The Indiana Agricultural Experiment Station
is carrying on some very fundamental feeding tests looking
towards the solving of the problem of supplying a suitable
home grown protein concentrate for feeding along with corn.
The results of recent trials indicate that soybeans with ample
minerals will meet this need.
“Previous experiments showed conclusively that
soybeans alone do not measure up to tankage, fish meal or
buttermilk in supplementing the corn ration. The result of
recent feeding trials indicate that the deficiency is in the
mineral content of the corn and soybean ration. Adding home
mixed minerals greatly increased the rate and economy of
grains.”
1997. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1922. Hoosiers see profit in
soy bean acreage. Sept. 24. p. A14.
• Summary: In northern Indiana last summer, thousands of
acres of soy bean flourished in “soil that had been growing
corn, oats, and wheat for generations. Wise farmers who
multiplied by ten their soybean acreage of last year at
planting time have attracted the attention of farmers all
around the lower point of Lake Michigan. So much interest
was taken that a soy bean day was staged a few days ago by
growers and the farm bureau of Laporte county [Indiana].
Some 139 farmers from northern Indiana attended the
meeting on two farms six miles east of Laporte; many had
never grown soy beans. The meeting was part of a drive
organized by “C.A. Buechner, county agent, and the farm
bureau to encourage the growing of more soy beans and to
standardize varieties.”
“Inoculation, time and method of planting, cultivation
and harvesting of soy beans were subjects discussed at the
meeting by W.A. Ostrander of the soil and crops extension
staff at Purdue.” In northern Indiana, he recommended
the Hollybrook variety for hay only and the Ito San and
Manchu varieties for seed or hogging down. I.C. Bradley,
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representing a soybean processing company in Chicago
Heights [about 32 miles south of Chicago, Illinois],
discussed soy bean oil extraction and the sale of the oil and
of the by-products, meal and flour. “He said soy bean flour
is being used in hospitals, especially for the treatment of
diabetes, because it contains no starch.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2020)
that mentions I.C. Bradley in connection with soybeans.
Although the name of his company is not clearly given, it
was in Chicago Heights, Illinois.
1998. Blythe, Stuart O. 1922. Selling soys: Linn County
[Missouri] couldn’t meet the demand for its guaranteed
product. Country Gentleman 87(34):7, 24. Sept. 30.
• Summary: Describes the methods used by the Linn
County (Missouri) Soybean Grower’s Association in selling
soybeans. Organized in 1921, with headquarters at Linneus,
Missouri, the Association’s sign or “framed name board...
is unique in that it consists of soy beans–hundreds of ‘em–
glued on wall board, the background in green beans and
the lettering in black. The black soy beans–which are of the
Wilson variety–have no part in this story, but of the green
soy beans, in the jars and on the board, much may be said.
“These green beans are of the Morse variety. Of the
hundreds of varieties of soy beans, Linn County has taken
the Morse for its own. Others have been tried out, but none
has proved so satisfactory as the Morse; it has made good.
And so, with the exception of one corner of the county where
the Medium Yellow–Mongol–is in favor, it is the Morse on
every farm that grows soys.
“This preference for the Morse has resulted in Linn
County becoming known as a Morse soy-bean center.” But
with more and more farmers starting to grow soybeans,
“Linn County found itself a year or so ago with a surplus of
seed and no machinery to market it. The logical outcome of
such a situation was the formation of a coöperative selling
organization of some kind. And it was not long after J.
Robert Hall came to Linneus as county agent in January,
1921, that this came to pass.
“There was organized the Linn County Soy-Bean
Growers’ Association in conjunction with the farm bureau
and it set out to sell the seed. There were growers with some
2,000 bushels of seed on their hands and with no means of
disposing of it.”
This was one of the earliest U.S. attempts at organized
soybean marketing. In 1921 there were 360 farmers in
the county who grew soy beans. There were many distant
buyers. “This first season, of 1921, saw shipments of soy
beans from Linn County to a dozen states–close at hand
in the Corn Belt, westward to Oregon and Montana, down
south to Alabama and Tennessee, to Oklahoma and Texas.”
“There were ninety members of the Soy-Bean Growers’
Association in 1921, but the bulk of them were interested in
culture rather than marketing. They produced enough seed

for their own use, but did not have a surplus to sell. This
year, however, twenty-five farmers listed seed for sale, and
it is expected that in 1923 there will be fully seventy-five
growing soys for seed. Most of the seed available this year
had been sold by April first, and the association has also sold
the crops of two other counties–some 5,000 bushels in all.
“’This has been accomplished on the strength of our
advertising and method of selling,’ said Mr. Hall. ‘We realize
that the great demand for soy beans was due to the late
season preventing the sowing of oats, and as a consequence
our farmers resorted to soya to take the place of the oat crop.
But our own beans were all sold before this demand had
developed. We doubtless shall have orders for 10,000 bushels
which cannot be supplied.” Farmers hand-pick the beans to
guarantee purity. A complex procedure allows the association
to sell its soy beans with a money-back guarantee.
“A clever plan: “’The astonishing thing about the SoyBean Growers’ Association,’ remarked Mr. Hall, ‘is the
volume of correspondence that has arisen. Half the letters
we receive are requests from farmers who have heard of the
association, for information on how to grow soy beans.”
For years, the two pioneer soy bean growers in Linn
County were Ed Loomis and W.P. Brinkley. They became
interested in them early in the present century. “The Morse
variety was introduced in 1917 by Ross Nicholls, then
county agent. ‘Few counties have such good seed as we
have,’ said Mr. Hall, ours being excellent because of its
source. Nicholls brought a bushel of hand-picked seed from
the college of agriculture at Columbia [Missouri] and it has
been kept pure. It came from the highest-testing strain.” A
small acreage of the Medium Yellow, or Mongol, is raised in
one corner of the southern end of the county.
“In offering its seed for sale the Linn County Soy-Bean
Growers’ Association declares that soy beans ‘are good for
seed production, hay or silage.’ This is the message it is
trying to get across.”
Photos show: A man standing in a field of chest-high
Morse soy beans. A sign, made of green and black soybeans,
which reads: “Linn County Soybean Grower’s Ass’n
[Association]. Farm Bureau, Linneus, Mo” [Missouri].
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2016)
describing an organization designed to market soybeans.
1999. Bregger, Thomas. 1922. Report of the Plant Breeder.
Porto Rico Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report.
p. 14-16. Sept. For the year 1921.
• Summary: “General work: The principal crops upon
which work was commenced during the year included corn,
rice, soy beans, cowpeas, beans, vanilla, and certain forage
grasses...
“Soy beans and cowpeas.–This station is continuing
to make selections from the soy-bean varieties Mammoth,
Virginia, Haberlandt, and Hahto... In the past four or five
years the soy-bean varieties introduced and tried at the
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station have included the Mammoth, Chiquita, Virginia,
Haberlandt, Wilson Five, Tokio, Bachet [Barchet], and
Hahto... The reduction in the number of varieties tested may
be ascribed in part to unfitness of all but four varieties of soy
beans.”
Various forage grasses have been planted in small plats
to determine their comparative yield for forage purposes.
These include “Job’s-tears (Coix lachryma-jobi) from the
Philippines” and teosinte. Address: Plant Breeder, Mayaguez,
Puerto Rico.
2000. W.H.L. 1922. The soybean–A crop with a future. Some
plain facts regarding a remarkable plant of many uses. Ohio
Farmer 150(15):354. Oct. 7.
• Summary: “The soybean has become definitely established
as a commercial crop in the Middle West. It promises to
rank with alfalfa as a hay crop; it will give clover a race
as a soil-improving crop; it has already proven its value
as a supplement to corn for both silage and hogging down
purposes. As a cash crop it has great possibilities since the oil
which it yields is in great demand both for food and for use
in the arts. Either the raw bean or the resultant cake left after
the oil is extracted or expressed has a high value as a protein
supplement when combined with the proper mineral mixture.
“These are facts which were gleaned at the recent
Soybean Field Day at the Ohio Experiment Station and
which account for the remarkable rise in popularity of the
soybean in the last few years. W.J. Morse, soybean specialist
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, told in his talk of
the thousands of acres that were being devoted to this crop
in Iowa, Illinois and Indiana. Growers in these states are
establishing co-operative oil mills, Piatt County, Illinois,
alone devoting 1,200 acres to soybean seed production and in
addition has 50,000 acres of soybeans planted in corn.
“A large part of this development can be credited to
Mr. Morse, thru his work of introducing and establishing
soybeans in this country from their native home in
Manchuria.”
The first soybean was introduced by the USDA seed
and plant introduction program in 1899 “and since that time
between 1,500 and 2,000 introductions have been made by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, there being between 800
and 900 distinct varieties in this number. These varieties are
given their initial test at the Arlington, Virginia, Experiment
Farm maintained by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. If
they prove of value co-operative tests are made in different
sections of the country by the state experiment stations. If
a variety proves adaptable to a section of the country it is
disseminated following its trial by the experiment station,
first thru tests with picked farmers and then to the farming
public generally.”
2001. Morse, W.J. 1922. Re: Attaching three articles, one
each on soybeans, velvet beans and cowpeas. Letter to Prof.

C.V. Piper, USDA, Oct. 25. 4 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: I am attaching herewith three
articles, one each on soybeans, velvet beans and cowpeas.
Also you will find a table giving the acreage of soybeans,
velvet beans and cowpeas for seed production in the years
1917, 1918, 1919 and 1920. I went to considerable pains to
look up in various sources the acreages of the three crops
for several years. The results were rather disappointing, as
in many cases the acreages for the same year were quite
different. The table, which I give you, represents the points
that I have brought out in the articles, but I feel that the
soybean acreage is not large enough. I trust that the material
submitted is what you desire for the Yearbook article.”
“Yours very truly, Agronomist.”
The paper titled “Soybeans” states: “The large recent
increase in acreage of the soybean seems to indicate that
it will become in the near future one of the leading farm
crops in the United States. Although used many as a forage
crop, and even for this purpose the acreage has increased
greatly annually, the large increase has been in the acreage
for seed production, especially in the corn belt states. In
many sections the soybean has proved a more profitable crop
than oats, the crop which it is replacing in many corn belt
rotations. The increase in acreage in seed production in 1922
is estimated fully threefold that of 1921, being largely due
to the possibilities of utilizing the seed for the production of
oil and meal. The total area for seed production in the United
States in 1920 was 190,000 acres. It is estimated that not
more than 20 per cent of the soybeans are harvested for seed,
the greater per cent being utilized for forage, pasture and
ensilage. On this basis the total acreage of soybeans grown in
1920 would be 950,000 acres.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist [Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry], USDA,
Washington, DC.
2002. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1922. How to
make hay of the soy bean crop. 5(5):15. Oct.
• Summary: “Having received many inquiries concerning
the proper time and method of cutting soy bean hay, Harrison
Fahrnkopf, farm adviser of McLean County, makes the
following reply in the Bloomington Pantagraph:” [Central
Illinois].
“There are many small patches of beans in the county
and indications are that a large number of them will be cut
for hay. It seems assured that many milk cows are going to
have the privilege of eating a new roughage this winter.
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“If the hay is properly made the cows will feel that they
have gotten something that is almost if not quite as good as
alfalfa. The chemist tells us, as far as analysis is concerned,
soy bean hay when properly made ranks right along with
alfalfa hay.
“Before cutting for hay the beans should be pretty well
formed in the pods. Some make a practice of cutting any
time between the time beans first start to form in the pod
and the falling of the leaves. Best results, however, seem
to be secured when pods are allowed to become pretty well
filled. Also the leaves should begin approaching maturity
somewhat, but should not be so far along that they will be
lost at time of cutting. In other words, cut when the bean is
well formed but before the leaves begin to fall.
“The most common way of cutting is with the mower.
After mowing leave in the swath for a day or perhaps a little
longer. Then rake into wind rows and if desired the hay can
be allowed to finish curing in this manner. Or, and it seems a
little more advisable to do so, they may be bunched in small
shocks and be allowed to cure for four or five days. The soy
bean should stay in the field several days after cutting it for
hay. After you once get it started on the road to curing it will
stand quite a lot of bad weather. If you put in the mow too
soon, although it seems to be in fairly good condition, you
are very apt to have some bad hay on your hands.
“A few men cut for hay with a binder. Do not bind your
bundles too tightly or make them too large. If you plan to
keep some for feeding the brood sows in the winter, it is
advisable to let them get pretty well along toward maturity
before cutting. These can be handled nicely with a binder and
are almost ideal for feeding to the brood sows in the winter.
“In cutting for seed you will, of course, want the beans
to become almost matured and usually the leaves will be
practically all off at the time the beans are cut. It should
be shocked and allowed to dry out completely before you
attempt to thresh them. If you thresh a large quantity be sure
that you do not pile them up in a small, tight bin.”
2003. Mathews, I.J. 1922. Soy beans help the ground.
Hoard’s Dairyman 64(16):447. Nov. 3.
• Summary: “In this county we have been studying soy
beans intensively for the last five years... And as the years
come and go, more men are added to the ranks of the soy
bean enthusiasts when they find that this crop offers them a
way out in their live stock operations.” Discusses soybean
cultural practices, including the importance of inoculation,
depth of planting, and use of fertilizer. “With the recent work
of Purdue Univ. which indicates that ground soy beans and
corn will produce as good gains on hogs as corn and tankage,
provided a proper mineral ration is used to supplement the
ground soy beans, it looks as though the live stock farmer
were going to see the fruition of that old slogan, ‘Grow your
own protein’.”
A photo shows a field of soy beans growing in rows.

Caption: “Soy beans are unusual nitrogen gatherers. A
20-bushel [per acre] crop of soy beans will carry 40% more
protein and 25% more fat than a 50-bushel crop of corn;
or 30% more protein and 65% more fat than a 2-ton crop
of clover hay. They are especially adapted to sandy soils.”
Address: Indiana.
2004. Campbell, J.T.; Squirrell, W.J. 1922. Soybeans in
Ontario (Letter to the editor). Breeder’s Gazette 82(20):641.
Nov. 16.
• Summary: In this first of two letters to the editor, Campbell
(of Illinois) writes: “It is only within the past ten years
that the soybean has become a crop of importance in the
United States, and about three years ago [i.e., about 1919]
its cultivation began in Canada.”’ Jeffrey Bros., and the
Broadfield Stock Farm, near Whitby, Ontario, Canada
cultivated nearly 100 acres of soybeans this year. People
are growing soybeans in a commercial way in Canada.
Climatically soybeans have about the same adaptations as
corn. They are more drought-resistant and less sensitive to an
excess of moisture. They will thrive on soils too acid for the
successful growth of red clover, and provided the seed has
been inoculated, on poorer soil than corn requires.
Many appetizing dishes served in Chinese restaurants
are made from soybeans. “Cooked as we cook navy beans,
they are a failure. They must be prepared and served
differently. Ground soybeans served as a loaf can scarcely be
distinguished from meat loaf. As flour they make tasty and
nutritious muffins, especially valuable for diabetics.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “ground soybeans” to
refer to whole soybeans that gave been cooked and ground.
In this second letter, Squirrell (of Ontario Agricultural
College) writes: “... soybeans have been grown for fodder
and seed production at the Provincial Experiment Station at
Guelph, Ontario, [Canada], since 1894, and been distributed
through the Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union
to farmers in Ontario each year for the past twenty-three
years... The most promising varieties which have been tested
at Guelph are the O.A.C. No. 211, the Ito San, the Minnesota
No. 167, the Early Brown and Early Yellow.
“The chief weakness in soybean growing in Ontario is
the lack of varieties maturing early enough to produce seed,
and at the same time, a sufficient quantity to make them
profitable to grow. Recognizing this fact, we have carried on
considerable plant breeding work with this crop. The O.A.C.
No. 211, which was originated at Guelph, and which has
been grown by a number of farmers, seems to be a variety
which will reach maturity in many sections in Ontario, and at
the same time is a large yielder.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
that gives soybean production or area statistics for Canada;
nearly 100 acres of soybeans were cultivated this year on two
farms. “People are growing soybeans in a commercial way in
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Canada.”
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety O.A.C. 211; it was
developed at the Ontario Agricultural College in Guelph,
Ontario, Canada. Address: 1. Cook County, Illinois; 2.
Ontario Agricultural College [Guelph, Ontario, Canada].
2005. Heinze, B. 1922. Ueber den Anbau der chinesischen
Oelbohne (Soja hispida) in unserem eigenen Lande und
deren Bedeutung fuer unsere Land- und Volkswirtschaft
und fuer die Volksgesundheit [On the culture of “Chinese
oilbeans” (soybeans, Soja hispida) in our own country, and
their significance for our agriculture, economy, and national
health (Continued–Document part II)]. Chemische Umschau
29(47/48):361-63. Nov. 30. [Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): With good care and good
fertilizing, with the varieties that have been used thus far
8 to 10 metric hundredweight (i.e., 800 to 1,000 kg) of oil
beans can already be harvested per acre. Within that context,
though, it must not be left out of consideration that with
the oil bean, a crop is represented which, when measured
just with protein and fat values alone, is approximately
three times as valuable as our usual bush beans and peas.
According to our observations thus far, the oil bean has up
to 48% protein and up to 25% fat in the dry mass with only
8 to 10% water. In addition, it is richer in calcium than other
legumes and the crop that is the richest in lecithin that we
have come to know so far. In any case, it is much richer
in lecithin than corn, our usual species of grain, and other
legumes. In its mature state, the oil bean no longer has any
more starch, and it also has less cellulose than other legumes.
The health value and the value to the national economy
of the Chinese oil bean (chinesischen Oelbohne) is unusually
high. The oil bean is a crop that is exceedingly valuable.
But it is not just an excellent food and fodder. It is also
a good remedy and tonic in the cases of many illnesses.
Furthermore, it is a good preventive measure against many
illnesses, as well as a good raw material for various industrial
uses. As a green plant and as a mature bean, it is a very good
concentrated feed and, on top of everything else, the attempt
can also be made to use it as a green manure plant (similarly
to how it is used in North America). As such, the attempt
can be made at the same time to substantially improve the
water conditions of many soils. In that way, along with other
legumes and species of clover, from time to time it can also
form a good preventive measure against some plant diseases.
The oil bean may also gradually take on great
importance for the overall healthcare of animals in a similar
way to that of healthy and ill people, and specifically because
of its content of calcium and phosphoric acid, among other
things, in the form of lecithin. The lecithin content can
amount to close to 2%. The seeds are very rich in fat and
protein. The oil bean needs to be broadly extended as a food
and fodder. The straw is an equal in every way to a good

meadow hay.
In its most important areas of cultivation in Asia, the
oil bean has also already been enlisted for a long time now
in large quantities, specifically for human nutrition. In
particular, in the East the seeds of the oil bean are used with
the collateral effect of suitable molds for the preparation
of easily digestible seasonings, types of cheese [tofu], and
sauces, as well as broths for dishes of all sorts (namely,
the Chinese and Japanese soy sauces (Soja-Saucen)). And
with us here, too, as well as in France, a number of foods
and delicacies were already being produced a few years
before the war from imported oil beans (incidentally, in
just a few years, the imports here with us grew from very
small quantities at the beginning to approximately 1¼
million metric hundredweight [and thus a total of 125,000
metric tons]): for example, fine meal for the kitchen, types
of vegetables, milk, and cheese; spreads for bread similar
to liverwurst, economical chocolate, economical cocoa and
coffee, likewise tea made from the leaves, pods, and roots;
high nutrient bread (Kraftbrot) and cakes made along with
other flours, and others, too; as well as all sorts of foods for
diabetics and those with kidney disease, nervous disorders,
anemia, stomach illnesses, and intestinal illnesses. Very
good mixed dishes can be made with vegetables, specifically
with tomatoes. In their multifaceted preparations, the oil
beans also have great significance for nursing mothers for
increasing the secretion of milk and above all else in those
cases in which the secretion of milk drops off very quickly.
Along with this, the oil bean has especially great value for
children, to have a healthy new generation. And for battling
consumption, it is expected that the oil bean will become
very important according to some observations which a
variety of doctors have already managed to make. And just
as with animal milk, tasty and healthy fermented products
can also be obtained from oil bean milk (Oelbohnenmilch)
that are similar to kefir and yogurt. Oil bean milk would
also be very important for the raising of young livestock.
At the same time, large quantities of [animal] milk would
then be free for other purposes. On top of everything, an
oil is pressed from the seeds that can be used very well,
and in fact has also already been used, as an edible oil
for the production of plant-based butter (margarine), for
the preparation of soap, and for the production of paint.
The press cakes (oil cakes) that are obtained within that
context form a valuable fodder that has already long been
highly esteemed. A more simple lifestyle that is associated
with the oil bean-based diet (Oelbohnenkost)–similar to
the Chinese and Japanese soybean and rice-based diet
(Sojareiskost)–and thus a partial substitution of animal
protein and fat by soybean dishes (Sojaböhnengerichte; sic,
Sojabohnengerichte) would only be helpful for the recovery
to health and the maintaining of the health of our people.
In East Asia, the large variety of foods and delicacies made
from the oil bean play a significant role in the households of
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the Chinese and the Japanese and specifically in all classes
of the society. With us, the exploitation of the new bean is
still at its first beginnings, as is, unfortunately, its cultivation,
in part through the fault of most of the authorities, and as
a result of too little understanding by them, with regard to
matters that are important for crop cultivation. In any case,
in other countries and above all in France, agronomic trials
have now been picked up once again, as have experiments
on the multifaceted use of the oil bean, and specifically with
the greatest enthusiasm and everywhere with far greater
understanding than here with us in Germany. A great deal
has already been clarified with regard to the successful
cultivation of the oil bean in our own country, but there are
some things that still have to be worked out in greater detail.
In connection with other measures, a gradual cultivation
of the oil bean at the mass scale in our own country would
make us far-reachingly independent of foreign countries for
many things–specifically for concentrated feeds and highnutrient foods–and, at the same time, it would support the
healthy nutrition of our people. With greater enthusiasm, the
cultivation of the oil bean as an extremely valuable crop for
fat and protein in our country to an increased degree would
gradually be as successful as the cultivation once was of
the potato and the sugar beet and, in more recent times, the
successful cultivation of common bird’s foot (serradella) and
lupines on light and heavy soils. And in some sandy areas,
it is also expected that the oil bean will soon be able to enter
into successful competition with the lupine.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Halle (Saale), Germany.
2006. Robison, W.L. 1922. Cooking soybeans for hogs
(Letter to the editor). Ohio Farmer 150(25):652-53. Dec. 16.
• Summary: This reply to a brief letter to the editor
(concerning an article in the Oct. 7 issue) discusses tests
in feeding cooked soybeans pigs at the Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station.
“At the rate at which they were used in the experiment
200 hogs would require 140 pounds of soybeans daily and
300 hogs 210 pounds. In cooking the beans for a number of
hogs a feed cooker, such as those offered on the market, or
else a largo iron kettle, would be desirable.
“Cooking soybeans greatly improves their palatability.
In our experience when the feeds were self-fed separately,
the pigs failed to take enough of the beans to balance their
ration and when they were ground and mixed with the
other feeds pigs getting the mixture containing soybeans
ate considerably less feed than those fed tankage as a
supplemental feed, indicating in another way their dislike
for the raw beans. On the other hand, no difficulty has been
experienced in getting the pigs to eat the cooked beans.
Lot 1 of the experiment under discussion, which is still in
progress, ate an average of 42 lb. of feed daily a head during
the first 19 weeks of the trial. They received corn and ground

soybeans (raw). Lot 5 getting corn and cooked soybeans ate
an average of five pounds of feed daily a head during the
same time.
“As was mentioned in the article referred to, cooked
soybeans gave much better results than the raw beans. This
has been true of two experiments in dry lot and one on
forage.” Address: Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Cleveland, Ohio.
2007. Kennard, D.C.; White, P.S. 1922. Mineral mixtures for
growth of chickens and egg production. Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station, Monthly Bulletin 7(11-12):171-78. Nov/
Dec. Whole nos. 83-84. [4 ref]
• Summary: The authors found that soybean meal may
be successfully used as a protein supplement to rations
for growth of chickens or for egg production if a suitable
mineral mixture is added. It is not clear whether they used
ground whole soybeans or defatted soybean meal. The
mineral mixture increased the value of the vegetable protein
ration for growth and egg production by over 40%.
2008. Wiancko, A.T.; Mulvey, R.R. 1922. Soybeans in
Indiana. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 238 (Revised ed.). 16 p. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Place in the
rotation. Soil preparation. Soil fertilization. Inoculation.
Time, method, and rate of planting. Cultivation. Harvesting.
Threshing. Varieties. Table V (p. 14-15) gives a “Summary
of results of tests of varieties of soybeans for seed and
hay production, 1903-1922.” The variety that was named
Hollybrook in the original March 1920 edition is now named
“Midwest (Hollybrook).” First tested in 1905-09, it was
also tested in 1917-21. Four varieties that had only numbers
in 1916-22 are now named: Pinpu (28050), Wea (30600),
Dunfield (36846), and Aksarben (36576, named by the
Nebraska Station). Varieties tested in 1919-22 were Ito San
(check), A.K., and Arlington.
A sidebar summary facing page 3 states: “Indiana
farmers should make more extensive use of the soybean.
Its chief value on the ordinary farm lies in its high feeding
quality, as either grain, hay, or green forage, and in its
beneficial effect upon the productiveness of the soil for
crops which follow in the rotation. The soybean should find
a place wherever additional protein feed is required, as it
will readily take the place of such high-priced concentrates
as tankage and cottonseed meal. On account of its nitrogenfixing ability, it provides an excellent leguminous substitute
whenever clover fails in the rotation. A fair trial of the
soybean will easily demonstrate its claim to an important
place in Indiana agriculture.”
The photos are similar to those in the 1920 edition. One
additional photo (p. 16) shows soybean hay in cocks on a
farm near Clark’s Hill, Indiana.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) that
mentions the soybean variety Midwest.
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2009. Anders, C.B. 1922. Raymond Branch Agricultural
Experiment Station. Mississippi Agricultural Experiment
Station / Agricultural and Mechanical College of Mississippi,
Annual Report 35:49-52. For the fiscal year ending June 30,
1922. See p. 51.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage Crops” (p. 51)
states that, at the Raymond Branch Agricultural Experiment
Station, six varieties of soy beans were compared for their
value as forage. “Hollybrook Early was the earliest to
mature. The O-Too-Tan [Otootan] is considered best suited
for hay and the Mammoth Yellow best for grain and soil
improvement.” Address: Asst. Director in Charge, Raymond
Branch Station [Raymond, Mississippi].
2010. Brown, W.H. comp. 1922. The farmers’ handbook.
4th ed. Sydney, NSW, Australia: New South Wales Dept. of
Agriculture. vi + 966 p. See p. 565-67. Illust. 24 cm. 1st ed.
was 1911. 3rd ed. was 1918. 5th ed. was 1943.
• Summary: Section 7, “Leguminous crops (p. 532-89),
has the following contents: Introduction: Soil inoculation,
summer crops (incl. soybeans), winter legumes. Lucerne
[alfalfa] (now the chief leguminous crop of NSW). Cowpeas.
Soy beans. Velvet beans. Peanuts. Field peas. Vetches and
tares. Clovers (the 3 basic types are annual, biennial, and
perennial, and there are several varieties of each, in the
genera Trifolium and Medicago). Medics (incl. Burr medics,
Spineless medics), trefoils (Medicago lupulina {English
trefoil}), and crowfoots (Erodium sp.).
The subsection on soybeans (p. 565-67) states:
“Introduction: A crop which is grown to the extent of
190,000 acres in the United States seems surely to merit
some place in the agriculture of New South Wales, which in
many parts is climatically similar to America.
“For many years soybeans were tried on the North
Coast and in other warm districts on the western slopes, but
without any sign of success. From this failure it has been
wrongly concluded that the climate of New South Wales is
wholly unsuited to the culture of soybeans. Evidence is now
available to the effect that it is in the cooler climates of the
State chiefly that soybeans will be generally most successful.
On the North Coast, both velvet beans and cowpeas are
too strong competitors as green manures or even as fodder
crops, with perhaps the exception of one outstanding variety
of soybeans. Though resistant to a certain amount of dry
weather, soybeans are not sufficiently drought-resistant to
stand the long dry spells experienced during the summer
in the western districts, except in favoured localities on the
slopes.
“Although killed by heavy frost, soybeans will stand a
considerable amount of frost without injury, and have already
been successfully grown on parts of the Northern, Central,
and Southern Tablelands.”
“The utility of soybeans: The soybean is one of the most

important crops of China and Japan, and from these countries
a large amount of soybean oil is exported, some of which
finds its way into Australia.” The semi-drying oil is used
chiefly in the manufacture of paint and soap.
“It is not, however, as a grain crop for this purpose that
it is likely to make headway here. Apart from its value as
green manure (being a legume, it maintains or increases the
nitrogen of the soil also), the soybean excels mainly–(1)
as a grain crop for hogging down, on account of its heavy
production of seed of very high protein and oil content and
excellent feeding value, and (2) as an emergency hay crop
on account of the high value of its fodder... the hay is about
equal in feeding value to lucerne hay, and superior to clover
hay, and it has the added virtue of being able to produce
good crops of hay on soils too poor or too sour for clover or
lucerne.
“Unlike cowpeas, the soybean ripens all its seed at about
the same time; on the tablelands, the best varieties take about
four months to reach the hay or fodder stage, and about 5
months to mature seed.”
The soybean is comparatively free from attacks of
insects and diseases. Even the seed in storage is not affected
by the bean weevil which infests cowpeas and other beans
so badly. Rabbits are, however, very partial to the crop, even
when plenty of other feed is available...”
Planting: The best time to soy soybeans is a little after
maize has been planted. “Soybean seed heats very quickly in
storage (especially in a warm, moist climate) and also loses
its germinating power very quickly if kept for any length of
time, especially over one season.
Varieties: “Of the varieties tried so far in New South
Wales, the following seem to do best:” Otootan, Hollybrook,
Mammoth Yellow, Haberlandt.
As a hay or fodder crop: “It is as an emergency hay crop
that soybeans are destined to fill a place in our tableland
agriculture.” The soybean’s five chief qualities are described.
Address: Editor of Publications, New South Wales Dep. of
Agriculture, Sydney, Australia.
2011. Cain, G.D. 1922. Station No. 3: North Louisiana
Experiment Station, Calhoun. Louisiana Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 33:11-13. For the year
1920.
• Summary: Mentions “pea vine hay” [from cowpeas]. “In
the variety tests of soy beans, the largest yields for hay were
made by Arlington and Virginia. They also seemed to yield
the largest amount of grain of any of the new varieties tried
at this Station.
“Grazing hogs on corn and soybeans gave 667.67 lbs. of
pork per acre. The yield of beans was not estimated... Where
cowpeas were substituted for the soybeans in the grazing
experiment, 12.3 pounds of pork were per bushel of corn.”
Address: Asst. Director in Charge.
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2012. Greene, S.W. 1922. Coastal Plain Experiment Station.
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station / Agricultural
and Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual Report
35:52-59. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922. See p.
58-59.
• Summary: In the section titled “Forage crops,” the
subsection on “Plot tests” (p. 58) states that at the Coastal
Plain Experiment Station, variety and time-of-planting tests
were conducted on soy beans. No details or variety names
are given. Address: Animal Husbandman in Charge, Coastal
Plain Station [Newton, Mississippi].
2013. Hunnicutt, Benjamin Harris. 1922. A cultura do feijao
soja [The cultivation of soybeans]. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil:
Typ. Revista dos Tribunaes. 21 p. [Por]
• Summary: This is an expanded edition of his 1920 booklet
by a similar title. Contents: Introduction. Agricultural history.
Botany. Botanical description. Soil. Climate. Desirable
characteristics. Varieties (tested in Brazil, and grown in
the USA). Preparation of the soil. Planting (the seeds).
Inoculation. Period of growth and days to maturity. Time
of cutting for hay. Fertilizer / manure. Companion crops /
intercropping. Crop rotation. Production of seeds. Use of
the soybean as a forage crop. Feeding soybeans to pigs.
Diseases. Varietal improvement. Comparison of the soybean
with the cowpea.
Photos show: (1) A close-up of a man in a field of
soybeans. (2) A soybean plant next to a ruler for size
comparison. (3) A field of soybeans. Address: Prof., Director
of the Agricultural School of Lavras (da Escola Agricola de
Lavras), [Brazil].
2014. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report. 1922. Department of Poultry Husbandry:
Can soybean oil meal be substituted for tankage? 35:39-40.
For the year ending June 30, 1922.
• Summary: “Poultry is rapidly becoming one of the
important sources of income on the farms of Indiana.” And
“soybean oil meal is becoming a permanent feed on Indiana
farms and is a cheap source of protein...” In an experiment:
“Six pens of 30 Barred Plymouth Rocks were each fed a
basal ration and in addition, tankage alone, soybean oilmeal
alone, and soybean oilmeal and tankage combined in
different proportions and supplemented with enough steam
bone meal to more than make up for the shortage of ash
in the soybean oilmeal.” The results “indicate that either
soybean meal is not very valuable as a feed for poultry or
that steam bone (it being tricalcic phosphate) does not take
the place of ash in the tankage. Other data available point to
the latter as a logical conclusion and so the next experiment
will involve a change in the kind of ash added to the soybean
meal. Evidently same tankage might be replaced with
soybean meal.”
A similar trial was made with sixty White Leghorn

pullets. “While the tankage pen did not lay as well as might
be expected, it did twice as well as the soybean-meal-fed
birds. Something was lacking in Pen No. 2.”
Note 1. The terms “soybean oil meal,” “soybean
oilmeal,” and “soybean meal” are used interchangeably in
this article.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) with the term “soybean oil meal” in the
title. Address: Lafayette, Indiana.
2015. Kidder, A.F. 1922. Station No. 2: Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 33:9-11. For the year 1921.
• Summary: In fertilizer experiments: “Soybeans in corn,
followed by cotton, in a two year rotation of corn and cotton
produced considerably more cotton than adjoining plats
given over to the same rotation without soybeans.”
Crop production: “Different varieties of cowpeas and
soybeans are being planted for grain as well as for hay.”
Address: Agronomist and Asst. Director in Charge.
2016. McCallan, E.A. 1922. Report of the Director of
Agriculture for the year 1921. Reports of the Board and
Department of Agriculture, Bermuda For the year 1921. p.
7-29.
• Summary: The section titled “Vegetable Experiments”
states (p. 9): “Hollybrook and Ito San soy beans were planted
on eleventh July [1921], and the former especially gave a
good crop of beans. The cultivation of the soy beans as a
summer crop is strongly recommended. The green shelled
beans are delicious for table use, the plant is an excellent
fodder, and is a valuable nitrogenous green manure when
the soil is inoculated with its bacteria. As a green manure it
does not yield as heavily as the cowpea, but is more cheaply
plowed under.”
Page 12, under “Green and Stall Manuring,” notes:
“Nearly all the vegetable plots were planted to Mammoth
Yellow soy beans, after having received a moderate dressing
of stall manure. Eight tons per acre was produced, the greater
part of which was forked under for green manure, and the
remainder fed to the stock.” Address: Director of Agriculture,
Agricultural Station, Bermuda.
2017. Tiedjens, Victor Alphons. 1922. A study of sixty two
varieties of soy beans with special reference to Wisconsin
conditions. MSc thesis, University of Wisconsin. 40 p. See
p. 24
• Summary: This is a thesis for the degree of Master of
Science at University of Wisconsin.
Variety names of soy beans on photographic plates (p.
24) are: 1. Amherst. 2. Austin. 3. Chiquita. 4. Dunfield. 5.
Habaro. 6. Haberlandt. 7. Hollybrook. 8. Hong Kong. 9.
Kentucky A. 10. Mandarin. 11. Mongol. 12. Mikado. 13.
Mikado. 14. Silage (Footnote: A bean identical with No. 13
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which was called Mikado). 15. Manchu. 16. Med. Yellow.
17. Minnesoja. 18. Morse. 19. Tokio. 20. Wea. 21. Ohio
9016. 22. O’Kute. 23. A and K. 24. Aksarbeen [Aksarben].
25. Elton. 26. Feldun. 27. Habeno. 28. Ito San. 29. Kentucky.
30. Minn. 166. 31. Minn. 109. 32. Pinpu. 33. Ohio 9100.
34. Illinois 13-164. 34A. Mammoth Yellow. 35. Black
Eyebrow. 36. Taba. 37. Lexington. 38. Medium Green. 39.
Shigto [Shingto]. 40. Brown. 41. Chestnut. 42. Early Brown.
43. Illinois 13-19. 44. Ogema. 45. Ohio 9635. 46. Soysota.
47. Sojasota. 48. Virginia. 49. Arlington. 50. Auburn. 51.
Chernie. 52. Ebony. 53. Johnson. 54. Jet. 55. Meyer. 56.
Silage. 57. Sable. 58. Wisconsin Early Black. 59. Wilson. 60.
Illinois 13-28. 60A. Wisconsin Medium Early Black. 61 &
62 show color markings.
The names of each of these varieties is followed by
a description; here are the descriptions of the first three
varieties in the section titled “Varieties” (p. 25):
“Arlington: The Arlington variety was introduced from
Paotingfu, Chihli, China in 1908. The stem is medium to
coarse, the branches somewhat erect and twining. It did not
mature for seed but would be good for a hay crop. It lodged
quite badly in the plot. There was very little if any difference
between the different plots and the data obtained checks with
Pipers descriptions.
“A and K: The A and K variety is probably a selection
by the Illinois Experiment Station. It failed to mature seed
in Wisconsin. A slender, medium coarse stem with very few
branches, but showed a decided tendency to lodge.
“Austin: The Austin variety is a selection from a bean
imported from Pingyang, Korea in 1901. This variety failed
to mature seed in the test plot. The stem is coarse, erect and
bushy, the branches medium and spreading. This variety
stood up well in the plot and would make a variety to try
with corn as a silage crop.”
Tables: Varieties grouped according to color: Yellow
seeded group (hilum yellow), greenish yellow seeded group
(hilum yellow), yellow seeded group (hilum dark), black
seeded group, brown seeded group, green seeded group,
mottled seeded group.
Varieties grouped according to length of maturing
season: Very late varieties requiring over 140 days to mature,
late varieties requiring between 130 and 140 days to mature,
medium late varieties requiring 120 to 130 days to mature,
early varieties requiring 110 to 120 days to mature, very
early varieties requiring less than 110 days to mature.
Varieties grouped according to desirability: Varieties
showing qualities desirable for silage with corn, varieties
showing qualities desirable for seed production, varieties
showing qualities desirable for hay purposes, varieties that
did not show any superior qualities.
The Introduction to the thesis begins (pages 2-3):
“The data obtained in this thesis are the results of testing
62 different varieties of Soy Beans on the Experiment
Station farm at Madison Wisconsin, during the summer

of 1921. Samples were obtained from nine different
experiment stations, as well as from several growers and
seed companies, with the idea of trying out new varieties in
a comparative way, primarily to find those varieties having
certain desirable characteristics that would determine their
adaptability to this state. The large number of samples
obtained, 124 in all, did not warrant the use of large enough
plots to obtain yield data, because it was expected that there
would be a large number of these lots of seed that would
not mature seed in this climate. The test was more or less
preliminary to a yield test which is to be carried out on those
varieties having the desirable characteristics looked for in
a variety for this state. Enough data was taken, as is shown
in the tables, to give a working basis on which a variety can
be judged as to its usability, either as a hay, grain, silage or
combination crop.
“There are many varieties being grown under different
names, as well as different varieties being grown under the
same name, so that it was deemed advisable to discuss the
classification and nomenclature sufficiently to clear up some
of the misnomers, and possibly offer some suggestions that
might help to clear up some of the present confusion.
“The 1921 season was peculiar as the drought during
August stopped the plants from growing, but as soon as the
late summer rains came the plants started a new growth,
some of them growing as much as eight inches and some
of the plants, which were not too far advanced, even started
to bloom again after a large number of pods were well
formed and filled out. This had a tendency to lengthen the
maturing season, and the result is that more days were
required to mature the varieties than is shown in data from
other stations, where similar work was done. For this reason
it seems advisable to continue the work another year for
fear that some varieties might be eliminated from the yield
test plots which would show very desirable qualities under
normal conditions.
“Piper’s descriptions of varieties in Bureau of Plant
Industry Bulletin 197 has been taken as a basis for
comparisons of the varieties taken up in this paper. It was felt
that one connected with the importations of varieties as well
as the naming of many of those varieties would be a suitable
authority to which other workers could easily refer their
results in doing similar work and thus avoid duplications in
nomenclature.
“Classification and Nomenclature: Much work covering
classification and variety testing has been done at the various
experiment stations in cooperation with the United States
Department of Agriculture. The Soy Bean is of such a nature
that it is necessary to adapt varieties to certain localities
to get the maximum possibilities in the plant, because of
the difference in growing season and the use for which the
plant is grown. The large number of variations between
the same varieties grown at different places, particularly
foliage differences and length of maturing season, makes it
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difficult to give specifications
for minor characteristics in
describing varieties. Just as
with other seed plants, it has
been necessary to have varieties
named, classified and described
to prevent duplications in the
nomenclature. The large number
of importations, as well as the
selections and hybrids made at
the various experiment stations
to meet the needs of the state
makes this especially necessary.
Observations seem to indicate
that similar varieties, although
resembling each other in every
detail, will differ in time of
maturity, so that it is necessary
to develop the beans where they
are grown, or adapt them to the
locality by growing them in small
test-plots for several years.
“Since 1900 it is safe to say the number of Soy Bean
importations from foreign countries exceeds several hundred,
so that some means of classification and identification is
necessary to prevent confusion in handling the varieties
with some workable system which will not be upset
when additional varieties are added. The first attempt to
classify Soy Bean varieties in this country, as far as can
be determined, is outlined in the Bureau of plant Industry
Bulletin 98, in 1907, by C.R. Ball, agronomist in charge of
investigations. This is a very practical classification, based
on color of bean which is less changeable than the other
plant characteristics that are easily effected by environmental
conditions. The first division in this classification places the
varieties in six general grounds based on color, as Black,
Brown, Mottled, Greenish yellow, and pure yellow seed.
Each group is subdivided into large, medium and small and
each subdivision into length of maturing season...” Address:
Univ. of Wisconsin.
2018. Walker, G.B. 1922. Delta Branch Station. Mississippi
Agricultural Experiment Station / Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual Report 35:45-49.
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922. See p. 48.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage and legume crops”
(p. 48) states that, at the Delta Branch Station, soy beans and
peas were tested as forage and legume crops. No details are
given.
Note: A financial statement in this annual report (p. 7)
shows income and expenses. The Mississippi agric. exp.
station received from the U.S. government $15,000 from
the Hatch Fund and $15,000 from the Adams Fund; it also
earned $8,247 from the sale of farm products. So the Station

had $38,248 available for its work in 1921-22. The two main
expenses each year were for salaries ($19,000) and labor
($6,800). Address: Asst. Director in Charge, Delta Branch
Station [Stoneville, Mississippi].
2019. Adrian A. Parsons feeding a soybean plant to one of
his Yorkshire hogs (Photograph). 1922? Undated.
• Summary: This 4-by-6 inch black-and-white photo, taken
sometime during the 1920s, shows Indiana soybean pioneer
Adrian A. Parsons (1846-1929), dressed in a white shirt,
pants held up with suspenders, and a hat, in a barnyard at
his Wa Pa Ka Way Farm in Plainfield, Indiana, feeding a
soybean plant to one of his prize Yorkshire hogs.
The photo is in the Virginia Parsons Vapor collection.
This photo, with date and caption, was sent to Soyfoods
Center by Lee Parsons, Adrian’s great-grandson, of
Indianapolis, Indiana.
2020. Mathews, I.J. 1923. A crop that gives grain and hay:
Soybeans supply legume hay and a high protein grain. Dairy
Farmer 21(1):5, 23. Jan. 1.
• Summary: Discusses the practical experience with
soybeans of several farmers in Pulaski County, Indiana.
“Farmers everywhere welcome the soybean as a crop that
will give them a legume hay for feeding and a grain crop
that can be ground and fed with corn silage to make a more
nearly balanced ration that can be produced right at home.
But with this welcome comes specific problems of how to
work the crop into the rotation system; how to put them
out so they will not compete with corn, for labor is of first
importance.”
A photo shows piles of soybean hay on the farm of C.L.
Zellar, a Holstein breeder in Pulaski County. He uses the
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Hollybrook variety as a hay crop. Address: Indiana.
2021. Ridgway, Frank. 1923. Farm and garden: Fresh silage
is good winter poultry feed. Chicago Daily Tribune. Jan. 12.
p. 16.
• Summary: “Supplying the flock with green feed from the
time grass dies down in the fall until it springs up again at
the end of winter is a big problem for every poultry keeper.”
It cannot be neglected.
“Within the last few winters farmers in the middle west
have been feeding silage to their chickens and find it an
excellent feed, especially where sour milk is plentiful. Silage
made from various kinds of materials, including corn, cane,
soybeans and clover, makes good winter feed for chickens.
“It should be fed to birds in small amounts and a fresh
supply can be given each day.”
2022. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1923. Wholesale catalogue
for market gardeners and truck farmers. New York, NY. 32 p.
Jan. 27 cm.
• Summary: A full-page section (p. 27) is titled “Condensed
list of farm seeds” with the subtitle: “See full description
in Henderson’s Farmers Manual sent post free.” In the left
column we read, under “Beans for soiling, fodder, etc.:
“Early Green Soja. It grows about 4 ft. high and yields
ten to twenty tons of green fodder per acre, or 20 to 40
bushels of Beans. Price, peck, $2.25; bushel (60 lbs.), $8.00;
10 bush., @ $7.90. Sow 3 pecks per acre.
“Early Wilson Black Soja. Price, peck, $1.75; bushel,
$6.00; 10 bush., @ $5.90.”
The back cover of this catalogue, titled “Three
generations of Hendersons–1847-1923” shows a simplified
family tree and states: “The business house of Peter
Henderson & Co. was founded in 1847 by Peter Henderson
and is now carried on by his son Charles Henderson and
two grandsons of the founder, viz., Peter Henderson [son of
Alfred Henderson, deceased] and Howard M. Henderson
[son of Charles Henderson], thus ensuring its continuance
along the lines originally laid down by its founder.” “Peter
Henderson & Co. do a larger business with market gardeners
than any other seed house in the United States.” The
signatures of the three owners appear at the bottom of the
page.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 & 37 Cortlandt St., New York, New York.
2023. Westbrook, E.C. 1923. Results with special crops
in the Piedmont section in 1922. Georgia State College of
Agriculture, Extension Circular No. 89. 4 p. Jan.
• Summary: “The tremendous losses from the ravages of the
boll weevil have forced the farmers of the Piedmont Section
of Georgia to supplement a part of their acreage formerly in
cotton with some other cash crop.”

“In an effort to determine which crops were showing the
greatest promise in the Piedmont section a brief survey was
made in December to find out what returns the farmers had
gotten from special crops in 1922.”
“Soy beans were the most outstanding and most
promising forage crop grown in 1922. While the acreage was
not large, the yields were very satisfactory. On twelve farms,
with a total of 86 acres of O-too-tan soy beans, an average
of 3,300 pounds of hay and 8 3/4 bushels of seed were
produced. These yields were produced with very little rain.
In some cases one ton of hay was produced per are where
cowpeas did not get high enough to cut because of long
drought. The soy beans will also withstand more extremes of
wet than cowpeas.
“It is very likely that the soy bean is destined to replace
the cowpea in the Piedmont section. The O-too-tan is
meeting with much flavor as a hay crop and soil builder.
The principal objection to it is that it is late in maturing.
The Laredo soy bean is very similar to the O-too-tan, but
it is about six weeks earlier. This is a new variety but is
showing great promise and is well adapted to north Georgia.”
Address: Farm Management Specialist, Athens, Georgia.
2024. Smith, Alfred G. 1923. New grist for the oil mills:
Soys have a great market in Dixie’s cottonseed plants.
Country Gentleman 88(6):8, 42. Feb. 10.
• Summary: “More boll weevil, more soy beans! That’s the
prospect in sight. There are sporadic plantings all over the
Cotton Belt, and though the acreage isn’t large soy beans
look like a comer... The chief soy-bean section of the country
has been along the northern limits of cotton production.”
North Carolina is the leader, followed by Tennessee and
Kentucky.
“Fortunately the South has the biggest market in the
world for soy beans. There are in round numbers 1,000
cotton-oil mills that crush cottonseed, and every one of these
mills can be used for crushing soy beans with practically
no additional expense for change of equipment. The only
difficulty is to get a sufficient quantity of soy beans to make
it worth while. During the war [World War I] some cottonoil mills imported soy beans from Manchuria for crushing
purposes. I know of at least two North Carolina mills that
used over 5,000 tons of Manchurian beans. Jonathan Haven,
at Washington, North Carolina, has been crushing soy beans,
both local and foreign, in his cotton-oil mill for years.”
“The North Carolina soy-bean picker is the best machine
for harvesting beans for seed in the Cotton Belt. There are
various makes of this machine, but they are all built on the
same general principle and sell for from $100 to $150. The
machine straddles the row and by means of revolving beaters
knocks the beans off into the body of the machine. A part of
the vines and leaves are also knocked off, but a man stands
in the back of the machine and throws out the trash, leaving
the beans in the bottom to be taken out later. The machine
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is pulled by two horses and has to be emptied when from
four to six bushels are picked. These beans are run through
a fanning mill and are then ready for storage. From an
eighth to a sixth of the beans shatter out on the ground while
picking, but the usual custom is to save these by following
with hogs.
“These pickers will not pick the beans when they are wet
or immature...A picker will pick from four to six acres in a
day and from twenty-five to forty acres in a season. In heavy
beans the machine makes a good pull for a team, and where
work is rushed and no stops made at noon it is advisable to
change teams, but where the beans are light a team will pull
the machine all day with ease. These machines are not made
to harvest broadcast beans.
“The sample of beans harvested with a picker is superior
to that of beans run through a threshing machine. There are
no cracked or immature beans, and after cleaning they do not
spoil when put in bins in bulk. I saw 2,000 bushels of picked
beans stored seven feet deep in a bin for four months, and
they were still in perfect condition.”
A photo shows this machine being pulled by two horses.
One man is seated on top, holding the reins; another is
standing behind one of the back wheels.
2025. Bill, F.W. 1923. Turning soy beans into money:
Farmers of Piatt county, Illinois, build co-operative soy bean
mill. Wallaces’ Farmer 48(8):301. Feb. 23.
• Summary: “A group of farmers down in Piatt county,
Illinois, have undertaken the task of promoting the soy bean
to the second rank as a cash crop. They have organized
a coöperative company and established a soy bean oil
extracting plant at Monticello in order to provide the
necessary competition in milling, to be sure that the market
price of beans will be sufficient to promote the crop. And
the farmers are not alone in the venture. Business men
and bankers, some who have no farms of their own, have
contributed to the capital stock of the mill.
“The movement has a double purpose. It is intended to
forward the work of replacing an unprofitable crop, oats, by a
profitable one. By reducing the oat acreage, and to an extent,
that of corn, it is expected to help stimulate the price of those
crops...
“The Piatt County Farm Bureau, with its adviser, J.W.
Watson, originated the idea of having a mill. The acreage of
beans in 1919 was not worth mentioning in the census report.
There was only a small acreage in 1920. In 1921, 1,700
acres were planted in Piatt county and several surrounding
counties also became interested. There were fully 12,000
acres in the county last year, and there would have been three
times that many were it not for a shortage of seed.”
Photos show: (1) Exterior of the Piatt County Soy Bean
Mill. (2) Hulling soybeans in front of a barn on the farm of
Finis Fouts, Deer Creek, Indiana, and transporting the hay up
to the loft.

Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2008)
that mentions the “Piatt County Soy Bean Mill.”
2026. Ferris, E.B. 1923. Soy beans for south Mississippi:
Seem to be better than cowpeas for that part of state.
Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina)
38(8):210. Feb. 24.
• Summary: “It has been my experience that soy beans give
better returns in this section than cowpeas.” “We have been
growing Mammoth Yellow soy beans for 20 years and find
them always hardy, generally making a heavy growth of
vines and pods and far preferable to cowpeas if planted in
rows and given some cultivation. They have not been found
so good as cowpeas for broadcasting or for planting in corn
at the last cultivation. However, my experience here has been
that it is a bad practice to plant any legume with corn except
in individual rows and early enough to give them some
cultivation.”
“We have found this trouble with Mammoth Yellow soy
beans; they are poor germinators and it is very hard to get
good stands when planted. They also pop out badly when
mature and unless gathered promptly when ripe, are largely
lost, especially if the weather is wet the fields cannot be
promptly grazed off by hogs.”
“We think we have found in the Laredo and Otootan soy
beans two varieties that are greatly superior to the Mammoth
Yellow in the ease with which they germinate and come up
to stands, in the ability to hold the fruit when mature, as well
as in the fact that the vines and stems are less coarse and the
quality of hay made from them correspondingly better.”
Another good variety is Biloxi, which “was originated in
South Mississippi.” “Of the varieties named above, I would
class them as to earliness as follows: Laredo, Mammoth
Yellow, Otootan, and Biloxi.” Also discusses methods of
cultivation and fertilizing (using potash and nitrate of soda).
2027. Bechdel, S.I. [Samuel Irvin]. 1923. Silage feeding
investigations for milk production. Pennsylvania State
College. Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 178.
Feb. 23 p.
• Summary: This bulletin is a summary of investigations
with various kinds of silage. Part I is titled “Corn-soybean
silage compared with corn silage for milk production.” It
begins: “Introduction: The practice of ensiling a mixture of
corn and soybeans is becoming common in some localities.
It is the popular belief that such a silage mixture has greater
feeding value because of the increased protein resulting from
the presence of the soybeans. A search through experiment
station literature reveals the fact that no feeding trials have
been conducted in which corn silage and corn-soybean
silage have been directly compared in feeding value for
milk production. The Indiana Station (Bulletin No. 240)
used corn-soybean silage in some steer feeding experiments,
and found that in one instance it was slightly better for beef
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production than corn silage. In several previous trials there
were no differences between the two kinds of silage.
“Whether the extra protein in corn-soybean silage will
enable one to feed less grain, or an appreciably wider and
cheaper grain mixture for milk production, has apparently,
up to this time, not been a subject of investigation. Because
of the demand for information on this phase of dairy
cattle feeding, the Dairy Husbandry Department started an
investigation in the fall of 1919.”
It was found that silage composed of one-third soy
bean forage and two-thirds corn by green weight had an
insufficient amount of additional feeding value as compared
with corn silage to insure adequate returns for the extra
trouble and expense of producing the corn-soybean silage.
Oat and Canada field pea silage are inferior to corn silage
for milk production. However, a ration consisting of grain
and mixed hay was decidedly improved for milk production
by substituting oat and pea silage for most of the hay.
Pennsylvania farmers will profit by providing oat and pea
silage for summer feeding when corn silage or good pasture
is not available. Roughage composed of clover silage and
hay was decidedly better for milk production than hay
alone as the sole roughage. Clover hay may profitably be
ensiled when for any reason a sufficient amount of corn is
not available for an adequate silage supply. Address: State
College, Pennsylvania.
2028. Crepin, Pierre. 1923. Extraits des procés-verbaux des
séances de la société. Séance générale du 4 Décembre 1922
[Excerpts of verbal proceedings from meetings of the society.
General meeting of 4 Dec. 1922]. Bulletin de la Societe
d’Acclimatation 70(2):17-23. Feb. See p. 22-23. [Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “Botanical” (p. 22-23) states:
Since Prof. Bois was unable to attend our meeting, a reading
is hereby given of a series of observations made by our vice
president on the crops tested at the experimental garden of
the Museum in 1922.
The first part of this note concerns cultural trials of
soybeans (du Soja). The subject of these trials, in which
practical interest has been diminished by the abnormal
weather conditions during the summer, and by the age of
certain seeds whose germinative power had been rendered
almost null, was: (1) 23 varieties from the USA; (2) Varieties
provided by European botanical gardens; (3) Varieties
provided by Mr. Rouest; (4) Varieties of Asiatic origin sent
by the Government General of Indo-China and by R.P.
Courtois, director of the Museum of Zi-Ka-Weï.
Mr. Bois concludes as follows: These experiments,
pursued during two consecutive years, one favorable (hot
and dry), the unfavorable (cold and wet), show that there
exist, in addition to the varieties Early Podolia (Sojas hâtif de
Podobé) and Etampes, some varieties of this legume which
can be cultivated in the climate of Paris in ordinary years.
The second part of Mr Bois’ note concerns Asiatic seeds

other than soybeans.
On the other hand, Mr. A. Meunissier sent us a note
about the cultivation trials of soybeans (de Sojas) submitted
by the Society for Acclimatization and conducted by Messrs.
Vilmorin-Andrieux, at the town of Verrières-le-Buisson
(Seine-et-Oise). Overall, the variety named Tokyo Black
(dite Tokio noir) seems to give the most encouraging results.
Mr. de Chapel of Gard [a department in southern
France], to whom we had shipped soybean seeds from
Indo-China, informed us that he had only one plant with
long pods. He succeeded better with seeds from the same
place that he had received directly; they prospered in a clay/
calcareous [limestone] soil.
Finally, as far as the soybean and its numerous varieties
are concerned, Messrs. Ch. and G. [Charles and Gustave]
Rivière confirm their previously voiced opinion concerning
the small economic value of this crop in France and in
northern Africa.
It is a plant that gives very small yields, and an
uncertain crop, which performs poorly in dry seasons and
under irrigation, and in either case its production of seeds
is insignificant or null, however it yields abundant forage.
Cooking the seed requires three hours of strong boiling.
We must always remember that the Society, at least 40
years ago, recommended the cultivation of only one variety
obtained at Etampes by Blavet, president of the Horticultural
Society of that town. It seems that this variety disappeared
long ago.
Note 1. M. Mailles, member of the Council, presided at
the meeting.
Note 2. Piper & Morse (1910, p. 28) state their belief
that Ito San, the most famous early American soybean
variety, was actually the same as the Yellow Etampes,
imported from Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. See: “The soy
bean: History, varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau
of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 187. 84 p. Dec. 31. Address:
Secretary of the meetings, France.
2029. Kidder, A.F.; Dalrymple, W.H. 1923. “Hogging
down” crops: Cost of producing crops and pork. Louisiana
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 187. 19 p. Feb.
• Summary: Summary (p. 3-4): “Soy beans, grown alone,
was the cheapest crop to produce. Corn and soy beans
and corn and cowpeas were practically the same in cost of
production.”
“Corn and soy beans gave the cheapest gains when
‘hogged down’ in comparison with corn and cowpeas, corn,
soy beans and sweet potatoes, sweet potatoes and soy beans
and sweet potatoes alone. With corn and soy beans, the cost
of producing 100 pounds of feed amounted to 2.9 man hours
and 4.6 horse hours and the cost of producing 100 pounds
of pork was 13.6 man hours and 21.6 horse hours. The corn
and soy beans should be planted at the same time, using two
planters in order to plant the corn slightly deeper than the
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beans. The beans will produce a larger yield when planted
early and the shade from the corn will not affect the beans to
much extent.”
“Soy beans should be substituted for cowpeas in south
Louisiana.” Address: 1. Agronomist; 2. Prof. of Veterinary
Science, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
2030. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The
soybean. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
xv + 329 p. Feb. Illust. Index. 24 cm. Reprinted unrevised in
1943 by Peter Smith Publishers, New York. [563 ref]
• Summary: This classic is the first comprehensive book
about the soybean written in English, and the most important
book on soybeans and soyfoods written in its time. Contains
an excellent review of the world literature on soybeans and
soyfoods with a 22-page bibliography on soy that is larger
than any published prior to that time (563 references), a good
description of the present status of the soybean worldwide
based on the authors’ extensive contacts, and a great deal
of original information. It quickly became a key source
for people and organizations working with soybeans and
soyfoods in all countries, and a major factor in the expansion
of the soybean in the western world. Because of its scope
and influence, Soyfoods Center considers the year of its
publication to mark the end of the “Early Years” of the
soybean worldwide. It remained in print until about 1986.
Facing the title page is a list of “McGraw-Hill
Agricultural and Biological Publications. Dr. Charles V.
Piper, Consulting Editor.” The authors and titles of twelve
books already published in this series are listed.
Contents: Preface. 1. Introduction: Name of the plant,
origin, literature, use by the Chinese and Japanese, present
importance, future prospects in the U.S., recognition
of the possibilities. 2. The commercial status of the
soybean: Manchuria and China, Japan, Europe, U.S., other
countries, summary of imports and exports of soybeans and
soybean oil. 3. Botanical history of the soybean: History
prior to Linnaeus’ “Species Plantarum” 1753, Linnaeus’
misunderstandings of the soybean, Prain’s elucidation, other
and the correct botanical name.
4. Agricultural history of the soybean: Vernacular
names of the soybean, China, Korea, and Japan, India and
neighboring regions, Cochin China, Malayan region, early
introduction into the United States, later U.S. introductions,
the early introduced varieties (grown in the USA by
1898–Ito San, Mammoth, Buckshot, Guelph or Medium
Green, Butterball, Kingston, Samarow, Eda, Ogemaw or
Ogema), soybean in Europe, varieties grown in Europe
and identification, Hawaiian Islands, Australia, Africa,
Argentina (p. 50), Canada (“Soybeans are grown in very
small quantities in Canada and then usually as a forage
crop”), Philippines, Egypt, Cuba (p. 52), British Guiana,
Mauritius (p. 53), present culture distribution. 5. Culture of
the soybean: Climatic adaptations, soil preferences, water

requirement, preparation of seed bed, time of planting,
methods and rate of seeding, seeding for pasturage, depth
of seeding, inoculation, fertilizer reactions, cultivation,
soybeans in mixtures (with cowpeas, sorghums, Sudan grass,
Johnson grass, millet, corn, or sunflowers and corn).
6. Harvesting and storage of soybeans: harvesting
soybeans for hay, silage, for the seed, seed yields, proportion
of straw to seed, storing seed, separation of cracked from
whole soybean seed, viability of soybean seed, pedigreed,
inspected, registered, and certified seed. 7. Composition
of the soybean: Proportions of stems, leaves and pods,
composition of plant and seed, nutritive and mineral
constituents, forms of nitrogen in soybean nodules, factors
affecting oil content of seed. 8. Utilization of the soybean:
Diversity of uses (a chart, p. 129, shows 59 products that can
be made from soybean seeds, and 6 more that can be made
from soybean plants), soybeans for green manure, pasturage,
soiling, ensilage, hay, straw.
9. Varieties: Japanese classification of varieties,
classification of varieties in Manchuria (3 yellow, 2 green,
3 black), botanical classifications, vital characteristics,
descriptions of important varieties (43 varieties and
7 synonyms), key for identification, breeding and
improvement, genetic behavior, oil content.
10. Structure of soybean seeds. 11. Soybean oil:
Methods of extraction [Manchurian, and solvent], American
oil mills, methods of shipping and marketing, prices,
utilization in soap manufacture, food, paint manufacture,
miscellaneous. 12. Soybean cake or meal: Feeding value,
composition, use for feeding for dairy cows, cattle, swine,
sheep, poultry, digestibility, injurious effects, fertilizer.
13. Soybean products for human food: Food value of the
soybean, digestibility of the soybean and its products, mature
or dry soybeans, immature or green soybeans (a “nutritious
green vegetable”), soybean flour, digestibility of soybean
flour, soybean bran (p. 225-26), soybean sprouts, soybean
coffee, soybean or vegetable milk [soymilk] (preparation,
composition, residue from the manufacture of vegetable
milk [okara], utilization of soybean milk, condensed
vegetable milk, vegetable milk powder, fermented vegetable
milk), vegetable casein, tofu or soybean curd (names and
brief history, method of manufacture, coagulating agents,
manufacturing yields, digestibility, utilization of bean curd
and manufactured products, bean curd brains or tofu nao, dry
bean curd or tofu khan, thousand folds {chien chang tofu},
fried bean curd {tza tofu}, Fragrant dry bean curd {hsiang
khan}, frozen tofu {kori tofu}, Chinese preparation, various
dishes), natto, hamananatto [hamanatto], yuba, miso, shoyu
[soy sauce], confections. 14. Table dishes of soybeans and
soybean products: mature or dry beans, flour, tofu, sprouts
(86 recipes). 15. Enemies of the soybean: bacterial, mosaic,
fungous [fungus], and nematode diseases, insects, rodents.
This last chapter is a comprehensive review of the literature
on soybean diseases and insects published before 1922.
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The Preface begins: “The soybean, also known as soya
or soja bean, has assumed great importance in recent years
and offers far-reaching possibilities of the future, particularly
in the United States. It is, therefore, desirable to bring
together in a single volume the accumulated information
concerning this crop...
“The aim has been to present the information so as
to make it useful from both agricultural and commercial
standpoints, not omitting, however, much that is mainly of
historical or botanical interest...”
The introduction begins: “There is a wide and growing
belief that the soybean is destined to become one of the
leading farm crops in the United States.”
Note 1. C.V. Piper lived 1867-1926. Note 2. This is the
earliest English-language document seen (July 2003) that
uses the term “soybean bran” to refer to soy bran.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2003)
in which Piper or Morse describe natto, Hamananatto
[Hamanatto], yuba, or miso.
Note 4. This book was published by March 1923 (See
Ohio Farmer, 10 March 1923, p. 313).
Note: The word “Russia” appears on 3 pages of this
book in connection with soybeans: p. 18 (in 1912, 1913,
and 1914 Russia imported soybeans, soybean cake, and
soybean oil), p. 54 (cultivated in “southern Russia {Podolia,
Samarow}”), p. 227 (“In Japan and southern Russia soybean
coffee is prepared and put up in small packages for the
market”).
Note 1. The terms “Soviet Union” or “USSR” do not
appear in this book–even though the Soviet Union was
established in Dec. 1922.
Note 2. Podolia is in today’s Ukraine. Address: 1.
Agrostologist; 2. Agronomist. Both: United States Dep. of
Agriculture, Washington, DC.
2031. Tabor, Paul. 1923. Soy beans for Georgia. Georgia
State College of Agriculture, Extension Circular No. 90. 4 p.
Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Principal varieties for
Georgia. Additional varieties. The effect on the soil. Planting.
Cultivation. Harvesting. The “four varieties believed to be
best for Georgia are the Laredo and O-too-tan for hay; the
Mammoth Yellow and Southern Prolific for seed.” “The
Mammoth Yellow and Southern Prolific soy beans both are
bushy and have rather coarse central stems. The seed of
both are yellow and about equal in size. These varieties are
adapted primarily to the northern part of the state.
“Their value will be mainly in producing seed. For this
purpose, the Southern Prolific has given better results in
small plats. Mammoth Yellow has been used for hay in the
past, but it is believed either Laredo or O-too-tan is superior
for this purpose.”
Additional varieties: Early varieties–Ito San Yellow,
Haberlandt, Virginia. Medium varieties–Acme, Edwards [sic,

Edward], Brown, Black. Late variety–Biloxi.
A table titled “Results of tests with soy beans at Athens,
Georgia” (p. 3) lists each of the 12 varieties mentioned
above. For each variety it gives: Years grown, yield of hay in
tons per acre, yield of seed in bushels per acre. Biloxi gave
the highest hay yield at 2.00 tons/acre. Southern Prolific
gave the highest seed yield at 23.81 bu/acre. A photo shows a
Laredo soy bean vine.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Southern Prolific. Address:
Assoc. Prof. of Agronomy, Athens, Georgia.
2032. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin.
1923. Soybeans as an important Wisconsin crop. No. 352. p.
41-42. Feb.
• Summary: This section states: “The soybean seems
destined to become a crop of considerable economic
importance in Wisconsin. A great deal of interest has been
aroused in recent years in the growing of this crop, especially
among the farmers on light and sandy soils. Some of them
are now depending almost wholly for their silage, hay, and
concentrated feeds on the soybean plant. For the beginner on
light Jack-pine soils especially, this crop is an important one,
because it grows well under these conditions and it can be
put to a great variety of uses.
“Experimental work with soybeans during the past year
under the direction of B.D. Leith (Agronomy) has been
confined very largely to the selection of the most satisfactory
strains for seed production with some attention also given
to the growing of the crop for hay. As a result of the
experimental work at Madison, it appears that the Manchu
variety (Wisconsin Ped. No. 39) has on the whole given the
most satisfactory yield, an average of 21.7 bushels being
obtained during the past year and an average of 20.9 bushels
for the past five years. In growing the plant for hay, a yield
of 4.2 tons per acre was obtained from seedings at the rate of
two bushels per acre with a grain drill. Ordinarily, however,
considerable difficulty is experienced with the curing of
soybean hay, and work on this subject will be continued.
“Due to the rapid increase in soybean acreage in the
state, an unusually large supply of seed has been produced.
In former years there was considerable demand from
surrounding states for seed, but as considerable quantities
of this crop are now grown in these states the market
demand for our surplus seed is limited. There will remain
a considerable need of seed for seeding purposes, but other
than a seed outlet must sooner or later be developed.
“Flax seed production in the West is gradually declining,
due largely to the ravages of the wilt disease. The problem
of the adaptability of soybean oil as a substitute has been
given much attention and much effort has been made by
both the agronomy and genetics departments to improve the
oil qualities of the soybean. To some extent soybean oil is
now used in industry. Several mills have been established
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in neighboring states, but at present the oil interests are
somewhat reluctant to establish the milling industry in
Wisconsin. One of the problems has been to dispose of the
soybean meal, which is a by product remaining after the
oil is expressed. Experiments have shown that this soybean
meal has a feeding value about equal to that of linseed meal.
In dairy states, such as Wisconsin, it seems probable that it
should not be very difficult to dispose of this by-product,
and it is possible that a satisfactory outlet for our surplus of
soybeans may be obtained through the oil industry.”
2033. Orange Judd Farmer. 1923. Over half million acres
in soys last year: Estimate of Illinois Experiment station and
advisors may tell this year’s prospects for soybean growers.
71(5):133. March 1.
• Summary: Describes the first official Illinois soybean
acreage survey. “Through inquiry every farm advisor in the
state, and from other information in each Illinois county, the
agronomy department at the University of Illinois recently
completed a state-wide survey to determine definitely the
soybean acreage. In 1922, 504,119 acres were reported in all
but 12 counties of the state.” The names of these counties
are given. “For this reason it would be safe to place the
total 1922 soybean acreage at about 561,270...” This figure
includes soybeans used in corn, cut for hay, or matured for
seed. About 373,026 acres of soybeans (74% of the total
reported) are being grown in corn and 131,093 acres (26%)
are being grown alone. Of the latter, 74,840 acres (14.9% of
the total reported) are for seed and 56,253 acres (11.1% of
the total reported) are for hay.
A table shows the 1922 acreage of major crops in
Illinois: Corn 8,819,000 (44.0%). Oats 3,860,000 (19.2%).
Tame hay 3,645,000 (18.1%). Wheat 3,196,000 (15.9%).
Soybeans 561,270 (2.8%).
Seventeen counties in Illinois reported over 10,000 acres
of soybeans in 1922. The top 3 are: Kane Co. 50,200 acres
(northeast), Macon Co. 31,008 (central), and Sangamon Co.
23,000 (central). The next 5 are Fulton, Clark, Champaign,
Piatt, and Knox.
One of the biggest factors affecting soybean acreage is
“the price which the seed beans bring, and the commercial
prices paid by the crushing mills. This in turn is affected
by the demand for soybean oil and oilmeal cake. The larger
part of the soybean acreage this season will doubtless be for
home consumption, feeding in corn or for hay, or threshing
to feed during the winter in place of tankage in the hog
ration.”
J.C. Hackleman of the University of Illinois expects
even more soybeans to be grown in 1923. “Mills offer $1.25
to $1.40 per bushel...” Address: Illinois.
2034. Morse, W.J. 1923. Re: Important soybean varieties
grown in the United States. Letter (memorandum) to R.A.
Oakley, Forage Crop Investigations, Washington, DC, March

2. 8 p. Typed, with signature on USDA letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Oakley: With reference to the
attached letter from Dr. Galloway, requesting memoranda
touching important accomplishments in the matter of forage
crop introductions, I am submitting herewith the following
data on soybean varieties. In my talk with Dr. Galloway
some time ago, he advised that he would like to have a
list of varieties that are now out in trade, giving the S.P.I.
number, date of introduction and source, and brief mention
of the section to which the variety is specially adapted and
its importance in that section. In the data submitted I have
followed out this suggestion.”
This one-page letter is followed by a seven-page
typescript dated March 5, and titled “Varieties of soybean
introductions through the Office of Foreign Seed and Plant
Introduction that have become of economic importance in
the U.S.” The following varieties are discussed: Arlington,
Aksarben, Austin, Auburn, Barchet, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow,
Chernie, Chestnut, Chiquita, Columbia, Dunfield, Ebony,
Elton, Easy Cook, Habaro, Haberlandt, Hoosier, Hahto,
Laredo, Lexington, Manchu, Mandarin, Merko, Midwest,
Morse, Peking, Pinpu, Shanghai, Southern Prolific, Tokio,
Virginia, Wea, Wilson, Wilson-Five, Yokotenn, Wisconsin
Black.
The entry for Arlington is typical: “S.P.I. # 22899;
introduction from Paotingfu, China, 1908. An excellent
forage variety grown to a slight extent in parts of Ohio,
Indiana, and Missouri.”
Note: This list is quite different from that which
appeared in The Soybean, by Piper and Morse (1923, p. 16272).
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse. Folder–Morse, W.J.–#3 F.C.I.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
2035. Ostrander, W.A. 1923. Soy beans assure legumes
for dairy farms: They are filling a place which will keep
the dairy cow from gradually slipping down to a ration of
corn stover and fresh air. Jersey Bulletin and Dairy World
42(11):505, 541-43. March 14.
• Summary: Red clover has been the standard legume
roughage for dairy cattle. But when a dairy farmer finds
himself short of clover hay, the soy bean is a good “pinch
hitter.” “As near as can be found out, everyone who has
started growing soy beans is still doing so. The soy bean is
practically our only legume which has a high feeding value
and will grow on our more acid soils. Not only is the hay of
high feeding value, but the grain also makes a good feed.”
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“The soy bean grain and hay has a place on dairy farms
where the one quest is for abundant and cheap protein feed.”
Address: Prof., Lafayette, Indiana.
2036. O’Brien, Harry R. 1923. Soy-bean magic: It is shown
in feedlots as well as in factories. Country Gentleman
88(13):4, 18. March 31.
• Summary: Describes the results obtained by feeding a
soy-and-mineral ration in a pasture to hogs, cows, poultry
and horses. The idea was conceived in 1920 by three faculty
men at Purdue University (W.A. Ostrander–extension farm
crops specialist, S.D. Conner–chemist, and C.M. Vestal–dep.
of animal husbandry). “Soy bean products are being used
commercially to make salted peanuts and peanut brittle,
meat substitutes, cheap coffee, synthetic milk, margarine,
axle grease and other lubricants, chocolate, sardine packing
oil, lard substitutes, soap, linoleum, artificial suet, foundry
casting-cores, printer’s ink, vegetable cheese, toilet powder,
fertilizer, high explosives, rubber substitutes, waterproof
cloth, and salad oil. The Chinaman makes an oil to use in
lamps as a kerosene substitute.
“The use of soy-bean products commercially is just in its
infancy in this country, hitherto the two most important uses
being paint and soap. Most of the oil used has been imported
from the Orient... Since 1912, when oil was first produced
commercially in the United States from home-grown soy
beans, the oil has been produced by the flaxseed crushing
mills. But within the past year a number of mills for crushing
soys alone have been projected. I visited Peru, Indiana, last
summer, where one was being erected, and Monticello,
Illinois, where a company was being organized to erect one.
“The past year there has been a big demand for soys
from the paint companies who cannot get enough flaxseed.”
Prof. W.E. Hanger, extension farm crops specialist at
Ohio State University, says: “It is quite possible that before
long, instead of feeding many beans, the farmer will sell his
bean crop and buy back the soy-bean oil meal to feed... Last
year there were somewhere between 40,000 and 50,000 acres
of soy beans grown in Ohio, where in 1920 only about 7,000
acres were grown... and the acreage will doubtless be largely
increased this year.”
Photos show: (1) A man standing in a thriving “thirtyacre field of soy beans on the farm of Noah Fouts, Camden,
Indiana. For two years previous this field has been in soy
beans and corn and pastured with lambs. The present crop
indicates there is nothing wrong with the system.” (2) A
man driving a tractor “harvesting and hulling soys in one
operation on the Homer Johnson farm in Sheridan, Indiana.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014)
that contains a photo of a tractor in or near a field of soybeans.
Note 2. This harvester-thresher looks like a primitive
combine, which is pulled alongside the tractor. Address:
Indiana.

2037. Hamilton: New U.S. domestic soybean variety.
Synonym: Ohio 9035 (Piper & Morse 1923, Morse 1927).
1923. Seed color: Brown or auburn (reddish brown).
• Summary: Sources: Mark, P. Lewis. 1923. “Soybeans
have many differences.” Ohio Farmer. 151:313. March 10.
A small table shows the protein and oil content of 5 soy
bean varieties, including Hamilton, which has the highest
oil content (19.70%). Since Hamilton is one of the heaviest
yielders of seed in the Corn Belt, it deserves its popularity.
Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The soybean.
New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 329 p. March.
See p. 165. “Introduced by the Ohio Agric. Exp. Station as
Ohio 9035. Plants stout, erect, maturing in about 125 days;
pubescence tawny; flowers purple, 50 to 55 days to flower;
pods brown, 45 to 55 mm. long, 10 to 11 mm. wide, 6 to 7
mm. thick, 2-3 seeded, shattering little; seed brown, 9 to 10
mm. long, 7 to 8 mm. wide, 5 to 6 mm. thick; hilum brown;
germ yellow; oil 19.2%; 123,800 to the bushel.”
Park, J.B. 1924. “Varieties of soybeans for Ohio.” Ohio
State University, Extension Service, Crop Talk No. 8. 4 p.
March. See p. 2 and 4. Hamilton is stated as a desirable
variety for pasturing with lambs in corn because of its
abundant foliage. It was introduced by the Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station.
Morse, W.J. 1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.”
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. See p. 9.
“Ohio 9035.–The same as Hamilton.” Address: USA.
2038. Hamilton, T.S.; Uyei, N.; Baker, J.B.; Grindley,
H.S. 1923. The quantitative determination of amino acids
of feeds. II. The amino acids of linseed meal, wheat bran,
soy beans and red clover hay. J. of the American Chemical
Society 45(3):815-19. March. [16 ref]
• Summary: “The Van Slyke method for the determination
of certain amino acids is limited in its application to pure
proteins, solutions of practically pure proteins or protein
substances comparatively free from carbohydrates, fiber,
fats, etc. A method for the direct application of the Van Slyke
method to the analysis of feeds has been designed in this
Laboratory and applied to the determination of amino acids...
of linseed meal, wheat bran, soy beans, and red clover.”
The authors conducted 4 complete analyses of Medium
Early Yellow soy beans containing 6.791% of nitrogen.
Table I (p. 817) shows the “Distribution of nitrogen in the
common feeds–Expressed as percentage of total nitrogen
of the feed” for 13 feeds. Soy beans: Total basic N 28.94.
Ammonia N 9.38. Humin N 2.87. Arginine N 15.70. Cystine
N 1.46 Histidine N 5.60. Lysine N 6.18. Mono-amino acid
N. Amino N in filtrate from bases 48.28. Proline, oxyproline,
tryptophan, etc. Non-amino N in filtrate from bases 2.43.
Ether-soluble N 2.16. Alcohol-soluble N 0.58. Non-protein
N soluble in cold 1% CCl3.CO2H in filtrate from colloidal Fe
5.55. N lost in method of analysis 2.23. Total 100.53.
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“Summary: 1. The Van Slyke method... can be used
with as high, or very nearly as high, a degree of accuracy in
estimating the amino acids of feeding stuffs as in the analysis
of pure proteins.” The results so obtained represent the true
amino acid content better than those obtained by the analysis
of extracts.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2021) that mentions “tryptophan” (regardless of
capitalization but spelled that way) in connection with soy.
Address: Dep. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Illinois.
2039. Hughes, H.D.; Wilkins, F.S. 1923. Soybeans. Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 84. 15 p.
March.
• Summary: “The Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station has
grown a number of different varieties of soybeans each year
since 1910. In only one year have the best varieties produced
less than 16 bushels of seed or 2 tons of hay per acre... In
Iowa soybeans have more uses than any other legume. They
may be grown either alone or in combination with corn.
The seed is one-third protein and contains two important
vitamins, making it a high grade, home grown supplemental
feed for any kind of livestock. The soybean plant is as high
in feeding value as alfalfa and may be used in the form of
hay, pasture, silage or soilage, or as a protein concentrate...
“The many uses of the crop on Iowa farms, the ease and
certainty with which it may be grown and the profits derived
from its production account for the fact that the soybean
acreage in Iowa is more than doubling each year.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 1996)
that contains the word “soilage.” Webster’s Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary says the word was first used in 1928
(5 years later) to mean “green crops for feeding confined
animals.”
Photos show: (1) A man waist-high in a field of
soybeans. (2) Close-up of a man in a field of soybeans in
corn. (3) Typical soybean plant nearly mature. Address:
Ames, Iowa.
2040. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Soybeans in
Australia (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The
Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 49,
51.
• Summary: “Numerous experimental trials with the soybean
have been made, in Victoria, Queensland and New South
Wales. The crop has not given promising results in New
South Wales but success resulted in Victoria and Queensland
for both seed and forage.”
A map (p. 51) shows that soybeans are grown mostly in
the eastern one-third of Australia. See also p. 23.
2041. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Soybeans
in Africa (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The
Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 49-51,

53-54.
• Summary: “Africa: Although the soybean was successfully
cultivated as a rotation crop with corn in the upland, midland
and coast districts of Natal and throughout the Gambia,
Sierra Leone, Nigeria and Gold Coast Colony, it was not
until about 1910 when everything pointed to a further
advance in the price of all oil-seeds that special efforts
were made to secure the adoption of the soybean as a South
African staple. Previous to this time the prices for soybean
seed offered little prospect of a remunerative crop except to
the advantages as a rotation crop.
“The first trials of soybeans at Cedara, Natal, in 1903
gave a maximum yield of 920 lb to the acre. It was found
that imported seed for planting purposes gave very poor
results whereas local grown seed resulted in satisfactory
results. In West Africa the first experiments gave from 6 to 8
bu to the acre, the low yields being due to the low viability
of the seed. The continued poor germination of imported
seed in various parts of Africa led to experiments which have
resulted in the establishing of strains giving very satisfactory
results. Results from the extensive experiments point to the
fact that the soybean is adaptable to a wide range of elevation
and temperature. In general, the climate most suitable for
corn seemed to furnish the required conditions for soybeans,
although certain sorts gave most excellent results in the
tropical conditions in the Gold Coast country. One of the
greatest difficulties encountered in the culture of soybeans
has been the finding of a satisfactory method of harvesting.
“Extensive investigations have been made with all of the
Governmental Experimental farms in Africa in cooperation
with English firms handling oil and oil-seeds. It was found
that beans grown in South Africa yield 20 to 22 per cent
oil, as against 15 to 16.5 for the same varieties grown in
Manchuria.
“Egypt: Tests with the soybean have shown that it
succeeds as a summer crop. Seed was sown the latter part
of June, and the crop harvested at the end of September.
When cut for hay nearly 6 tons to the acre were obtained.
It was found that cattle, sheep and goats ate the fodder, but
that donkeys and mules would not do so. The following
yields of seed in pounds per acre were obtained: Manchurian
[Manchuria?], 1,257; Medium Yellow, 1,596; Elton, 1,061;
Morse, 1,486.
“Mauritius: Trials with soybeans have not given very
satisfactory results. If sown as early as May or June, the
plants suffer from the effect of cyclones and torrential rains,
whereas, if sown later in the year, they are liable to attack
by the ‘haricot fly’ and to destruction by birds and small
mammals.”
2042. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Soybeans
in Canada (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The
Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 50.
• Summary: “Canada: Soybeans are grown in very
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small quantities in Canada and then usually as a forage
crop. Experiments have been carried on by the Ontario
Agricultural College for several years. About 20 varieties
have been tried, but most require too long a season to mature.
The very early maturing varieties and selections from these
have been quite thoroughly tested in cooperative experiments
as reported by Zavitz (1916). The Early Yellow (Ito San)
variety has given an average of 15 bu to the acre for the past
15 years. The average yields of twelve varieties grown in
competition for the past 5 years at the Ontario Agricultural
College are: O.A.C. No. 111, 15.8 bu; Buckshot, 15.8 bu;
Habaro, 15.7 bu; Chernie, 15.5 bu; Brown, 15.3 bu; Quebec
No. 92, 14.8 bu; Early Yellow (Ito San), 14.2 bu; Quebec No.
537, 13.6 bu; O.A.C. No. 81, 13.4 bu; Ito San, 13.3 bu; and
Medium Green (Guelph) 6.2 bu.”
2043. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Soybeans in
the Philippines (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923.
The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p.
50-51.
• Summary: “Philippines: The soybean is not a native crop
in the Philippines. Varieties imported from the United States,
China and Japan, Java and India have been tried out at
various times at the different experiment stations in Luzon.
Variety trials at Singalong and Batangas gave returns of
forage and seed that were unsatisfactory. At Alabang and
Lamao, the plants grew normally in every way, but were
one-third smaller than plants of the same variety in Virginia.
Layosa (1918) and Norona (1919) have done considerable
successful breeding work with strains of this crop. At the
present time the soybean is not recommended for general
culture in the Philippines.”
2044. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Photographs
and illustrations (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923.
The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p.
• Summary: Photos show: (Fig. 1) Typical soybean plant
(p. 1). (2) Plant of wild soybean (p. 2). (3) A fleet of junks
engaged in carrying soybeans to Newchwang, Manchuria,
from different points in the interior, taking away bean oil
and bean cake to other places * (p. 6). (4) Soybeans in sacks
brought to a bean center by horses in winter in Manchuria
(p. 8). (5) Chinese bean cart loaded with beans in wicker
containers in Manchuria (p. 8).
(6) Type of cart and method of hauling soybeans with a
horse in Manchuria (p. 10). (7) Manchurian farmers hauling
the bean crop to market in winter on sleds (p. 10). (8) Plants
of a soybean variety from India (p. 38). (9) Plants of the
wild soybean from Soochow, China, grown at the Arlington
Experimental Farm, 1908 (p. 38). (Fig. 15) Soybeans grown
on the edges of a rice field in southern China * (p. 58).
(16) A man in a field of the Peking variety of soybean
grown in rows and cultivated (p. 61). (17) A broadcast field
of soybeans showing how weeds have overrun the field (p.

61). (18) The ordinary grain drill furnishes a most convenient
method of seeding in rows or broadcast (p. 63). (19)
Soybeans and corn grown in alternate rows for pasturage;
a man in a hat stands between the rows (p. 65). (20) The
roots of a soybean plant, showing abundant development of
nodules (p. 66).
(21) A man standing in a plat of soybeans without
inoculation (in the foreground) and an adjacent plat which
had been inoculated, in the background (p. 67). (22) A man
seated on a cultivator pulled by two horses doing the last
cultivation on a field of soybeans (p. 79). (23) Soybeans and
sorghums grown in mixture for forage purposes (p. 80). (24)
A field of soybean and Sudan grass grown in mixture for hay
(p. 81). (25) A field of soybeans and corn grown in the same
row for ensilage (p. 82).
(26) Soybean hay on frames. Under favorable weather
conditions, hay can be successfully cured in this manner (p.
86). (27) A field of mature soybeans ready to cut for seed
(p. 90). (28) Harvesting soybeans for seed with a bunching
attachment on the mower (p. 90). (29) Self-rake reaper used
in cutting soybeans for seed (p. 91). (30) Soybeans cut for
seed with binder and soybeans placed in shocks for curing
(p. 92).
(31) The ordinary gasoline threshing outfit which may
be used in threshing soybeans (p. 92). (32) A special bean
harvester used in gathering the soybean seed from the
standing mature plants and also cleaning it (p. 94). (33) A
special bean harvester by which the plants are cut, thrashed,
and cleaned (p. 94). (34) A special soybean harvester used
to gather soybean seeds from the standing mature plants,
and which can be adjusted to level or ridged cultivation.
On one side is written “The Little Giant Bean Harvester,”
manufactured by Hardy & Newsom, La Grange, North
Carolina (p. 95). (35) Method of storing soybean seed
awaiting shipment in Manchuria. The beans in sacks are
stacked under Chinese mats (p. 98).
(37) Pasturing a corn and soybean mixture with sheep
(p. 133). (38) Thrashing soybeans from the field and baling
the straw (p. 141). (39) The larger plant is the Guelph or
Medium Green which is very pubescent, while the smaller
plant is a nearly smooth variety from Japan (p. 149). (40)
Pods of soybeans showing the range in size and shape
(natural size; p. 151).
(41) Seeds of the most important varieties of soybeans
now grown in the United States showing the wide range
in size and shape of seed. The name of each of the 20
varieties is given. A side view and a ventral view of each
pair of seeds is given (p. 152). (42) Seeds of a black and
white variety (Widower) from Korea. The white is due to
the splitting of the outer later of the testa. A side view of
six varieties is shown (p. 155). (43) A field of the Biloxi
soybean, which requires a long season to mature (p. 163).
(44) A man standing in a field of the Virginia variety of
soybeans (p. 170). (45) Seeds of a natural soybean hybrid
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showing peculiar types of coloration (p. 175). (46) Pods of
soybeans, hairy and smooth (p. 176). (47) A sterile soybean
plant obtained from a natural hybrid (p. 176). (49) Seeds
of an artificial soybean hybrid, showing peculiar types of
coloration (p. 181). (56) An old style Chinese oil bean press,
Manchuria (p. 195). (57) Coolies at Newchwang, Manchuria,
carrying loads of soybeans from the junks to big stacks,
where they are kept until the factory needs them for oil
manufacture * (p. 196). (58) “Seeds and pods of the Hahto
variety of soybeans, the seeds being especially valuable as
a green vegetable” (p. 222). (59) Baskets of sprouted, small
yellow soybeans and sprouted mung beans * (p. 226). (60)
Men making soymilk, working with machinery with which
the soybeans are ground and the milk strained. Note the
2 grinding stones and the cloth strainers suspended from
the ceiling over the tub. The cabinet with rack for bottles
is noted in the background (p. 228). (61) Motor stone mill
for grinding soybeans in preparing tofu with brass water
tank (A), funnel reservoir (B), stones (C), and brass guard
(D) (p. 229). (62) Delivery coolies holding baskets full of
bottles showing the way soybean milk is delivered by the
factory in Changsha, China (p. 231). (76) A courtyard filled
with large earthenware containers with cone-shaped wicker
tops for ripening soy sauce mash [in Ichang (I-ch’ang or
Yichang), Hupe / Hupeh / Hubei province, China]; a small,
strong basket is placed into each, with its rim just above the
surface of the mash. The soy sauce collects or accumulates
in each basket and is then dipped out, ready for consumption
* (p. 251). (77) A man standing next to an iron cauldron in
which soybeans are boiled for the manufacture of soy sauce
(p. 252). (79) Fermenting room for yeast and soybeans in
preparation of soy sauce (p. 253). (80) Rows of pots with
cone-shaped wicker lids filled with soybean and wheat
mixture for soy sauce * (p. 254). (81) A box press in which
sacks of fermented soybeans are placed for pressing out the
liquid forming soy sauce * (p. 254). (82) A man next to a
kettle for boiling the soy sauce. After it is boiled, the sauce is
ready to be placed in kegs at left side (p. 255). (83) Rows of
soybean sauce in jars ready for shipment (p. 255). (84) Root
of a soybean plant showing rootknot caused by the nematode
(Heterodera radicicola) (p. 285).
Note: * means photo by Frank N. Meyer in China or
Manchuria.
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (Fig. 48) Flower of
the soybean enlarged. Front view. Side view. Parts of the
corolla, standard, wing, one of the keel petals. Stamens. Pistil
(p. 177). Figures 50-55, from Kondo (1913) are described at
Kondo.
Maps show where the soybean is extensively and
successfully grown in: (Fig. 10) The Orient (p. 51). (11)
North and South America (p. 52). (12) Europe and Africa (p.
53). (13) A map of Manchuria shows the soybean districts
and seed production of different localities (p. 56). (14)
An outline map of the United States shows the areas with

shading to which the soybean is especially adapted as to
varieties and purposes (p. 57).
A diagram (Fig. 36, p. 129) shows the various ways in
which the plants and seeds of soybeans are utilized. Level 2:
The first two categories are seeds and plants.
Level 3: Under seeds: Food products, oil, and meal.
Under plants: Hay, ensilage, soiling.
Level 4: Under food products: green beans and dry
beans. Under oil: Glycerin, explosives, enamels, varnish,
food products, waterproof goods, linoleum, paints, soap
stock, celluloid, rubber substitute, printing inks, lighting
[illumination], lubricating. Under meal: Human food, stock
feed, fertilizer. Under forage: Hay, ensilage, soiling.
Level 5: Under green beans: Green vegetables, canned,
salads. Under dried beans: Soy sauce, boiled beans [from
whole dry soybeans], baked beans [whole], soups, coffee
substitute, roasted beans, vegetable milk, breakfast foods.
Under soap stock: Soft soaps, hard soaps. Under oil–food
products: Butter substitute, lard substitutes, edible oils. salad
oils. Under meal–human food: Breakfast foods, diabetic
foods, flour, infant foods, macaroni, crackers, [soy] milk.
Level 6: Under dried beans–vegetable milk: Cheese,
condensed milk, fresh milk, confections, casein. Under
meal–human food–flour: Bread, cakes, muffins, biscuit.
Level 7: Under cheese: Fresh, dried, smoked, fermented.
2045. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Harvesting
and storage of soybeans (Document part). In: Piper and
Morse. 1923. The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv +
329 p. See p. 85-101. Chap. VI. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Harvesting soybeans for
hay: Time of cutting (Mammoth Yellow), curing soybean hay
(cut the plants, allow to lie in the swath until the leaves are
thoroughly wilted, rake into windrows, place the hay in small
cocks or bunches for curing, curing in the shocks, curing
frames {three- or four-sided pyramids} or poles), shrinkage
in curing (Table 20 showing varieties, 1915-1917, from
Arlington Farm, Virginia: Austin, Arlington, Barchet, Black
Eyebrow, Chiquita, Mammoth, Midwest, Tokio, Virginia,
Wilson), yields of soybean hay (typically 1-3 tons/acre,
occasionally 4 tons).
Harvesting for silage (“The crop may be harvested with
a side-delivery reaper or a twine binder. The latter implement
is, perhaps, the best and most satisfactory as the beans can be
handled in bundles easily and without waste.”).
Harvesting for seed: Time of harvesting, method of
harvesting, methods of curing and handling, thrashing,
special bean harvesters. Seed yields. Proportion of straw
to seed. Storing soybean seed. Separation of cracked from
whole soybean seed. Viability of soybean seed. Pedigreed,
inspected, registered and certified seed: Indiana, Wisconsin,
Virginia (Varieties: Black Eyebrow, Wilson, Virginia,
Hollybrook, Mammoth Yellow, Tokio, Mammoth Brown,
Haberlandt). Ohio (Varieties: Manchu, Midwest, Ito San,
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Elton, Hamilton, Medium Green, Peking, Wilson, Virginia).
Michigan (“The Michigan Crop Improvement Association
inspects three varieties of soybeans: Manchu, Black
Eyebrow, and Ito San.”).
The introduction states: “Soybeans present no especially
difficult problems in harvesting by machinery. Several
special types of machines have been devised for harvesting
and thrashing soybean seeds, which reduce greatly the cost
of production.”
“Time of harvesting.–The soybean is strictly determinate
as to growth–that is, the plants reach a definite size,
according to variety and environment, and then mature
and die. Nearly all varieties shatter their seeds somewhat,
if allowed to stand after reaching maturity... When special
harvesters are used to gather the seed, the plants must reach
full maturity to obtain the best results (Fig. 27)... In the
Oriental countries the plants are pulled or cut usually just
before the pods are mature so as to prevent loss of seed by
shattering” (p. 88-91).
Table 30 (p. 89) shows tons of soybean hay to the acre
at different experiment stations in the USA for different
varieties: Aksarben, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow, Chestnut,
Chiquita, Elton, Early Brown, Ebony, Habaro, Haberlandt,
Hamilton, Ito San, Mammoth, Manchu, Mandarin, Mikado,
Medium Green, Midwest, Morse, Peking, Tokio, Tarheel
Black, Virginia, Wilson, Wisconsin Black.
Method of harvesting.–”When the cutting is done
with a mowing machine, it is well to have a side-delivery
attachment (Fig. 28) in order that the horses will not need
to trample on the swath of cut beans... The self-rake reaper
(Fig. 29) has given very satisfactory results, as the cut plants
are placed in bunches out of the way of the machine and
team. The self-binder can be used to good advantage with
the taller growing varieties of beans if the plants are not too
coarse. This method of harvesting is rapidly coming into
favor in many sections... The bean harvester which is used
to a slight extent in the northern states is mounted on wheels
like a riding cultivator. It has knives that can be adjusted to
run just beneath the surface of the ground, cutting the plant
where it is soft. This machine will cut two rows at a time
and place both in a windrow for curing and convenient for
handling” (p. 91-92).
“Thrashing.–The ordinary grain separator (Fig. 31) can
be adjusted to thrash soybeans successfully, but as equipped
for small grains, a large percentage of cracked beans will
result. The chief cause of split beans is the high speed of
the cylinder which should be reduced at least one-half, but
the speed of the fan and other parts of the separator should
be maintained. This may be accomplished by doubling the
size of the cylinder pulleys. In some cases a special set of
thin concaves is used, while in other instances the concaves
are removed. Good judgment on the part of the thrasherman
will enable him to adjust the ordinary separator so that the
beans may be thrashed with practically no splitting... Special

pea and bean separators of different sizes are now on the
market. These types of machines do clean hulling and split
practically none of the beans... Soybeans, if thoroughly dry,
can easily be thrashed with a flail... In some sections of
eastern North Carolina, a thrashing table is employed” (p.
91-93).
“Special bean harvesters.–The harvesting of seed
from the mature standing vines by means of patented bean
harvesters, of which there are several types (Fig. 32, 33) is
rapidly gaining popularity in sections where the soybean is
grown rather extensively for seed. The commonest type is a
two-wheeled, box-like machine as is drawn by two horses
(Fig. 34). As the machine passes over the row of plants,
four sets of rapidly revolving arms or long teeth on a large
revolving cylinder like the cylinder of a separator shatter
the beans from the pods into the body of the harvester. As
the machine moves up the row, the seed is constantly raked
by a man to the rear of the box. As the seed box becomes
filled, the seed is removed and the pods and broken stems are
screened out. To secure the best results the rows should be
ridged, though recently patented machines are suitable either
for ridged or level rows. One of the types of machines also
has a cleaning arrangement. Under favorable conditions, two
men with a team [of horses] can harvest one acre in about
two hours by this method. Although there is some loss of
beans, it is more than compensated by the saving of time and
labor” (p. 94-95).
Photos show: (Fig. 26) Soybean hay piled high on
frames (p. 86). (27) A field of mature soybeans ready to cut
for seed (p. 90). (28) Harvesting soybeans for seed with a
bunching attachment on the mower being pulled by a team
of horses and led by a man (p. 90). (29) A man next to a
self-rake reaper used in cutting soybeans for seed (p. 91).
(30) A man next to soybeans cut for seed with a binder
and bundles placed in shocks for curing (p. 92). (31) “An
ordinary gasoline thrashing outfit may be used in thrashing
soybeans (p. 92). (32) A special bean harvester used in
gathering the soybean seed from the standing mature plants
and also cleaning it (p. 94). (33) A man using a special bean
harvester by which plants are cut, thrashed, and cleaned (p.
94). (34) A special bean harvester (called the “Little Giant
Bean Harvester” made by Hardy & Newsom, La Grange,
North Carolina) used to gather soybean seed from the
standing mature plants, and which can be adjusted to level
or ridged cultivation (p. 95). (35) Method of storing soybean
seed awaiting shipment in Manchuria. The beans in sacks are
stacked under Chinese mats (p. 98).
Note 1. Some of the “special bean harvesters” (p. 94-95)
appear to be crude, early versions of the combine (combined
harvester-thresher), though the word “combine” is not used.
Photos show: (Fig. 32) A special bean harvester used in
gathering the soybean seed from the standing mature plants
and also cleaning it (p. 94).
(Fig. 33) A special bean harvester by which the plants
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are cut, thrashed, and cleaned (p. 94).
(Fig. 34) A special soybean harvester used to gather
soybean seeds from the standing mature plants, and which
can be adjusted to level or ridged cultivation. On one side is
written “The Little Giant Bean Harvester,” manufactured by
Hardy & Newsom, La Grange, North Carolina (p. 95).
These were the first such machines designed specifically
for soybeans. Soybeans were first harvested using a combine
(designed for wheat) in 1924. But, surprisingly, some 50
years would pass before combines would again be designed
specifically for soybeans.
Note 2. The tractor is not mentioned anywhere in this
chapter or in this book.
2046. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Seed yields.
Proportion of straw to seed (Document part). In: Piper and
Morse. 1923. The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv +
329 p. See p. 95-97. Chap. VI. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In regard to the seed yield of the soybean, there
is considerable variation in the figures given by authorities in
different countries. In Manchuria experts estimate the yield
from 1,100 to 1,600 lb. to the acre, commercial authorities
from 1,600 to 1,800 lb., and Japanese agricultural experts
from 400 to 2,000 lb. In the best bean-producing districts the
average yield is said to be more than 1,800 lb. to the acre.
The average yield of soybeans to the acre in Japan for the
decade 1904-1913 is 15.7 bu. The highest average yield,
21.6 bu. is recorded on the west or Japan Sea coast, while the
lowest average yield, that of the Soochoo Islands, is 8.48 bu.
“In South Africa at the Government Experiment farms
as high as 2,000 lb. per acre were recorded, while in many
instances the yield was well over 1,000 lb. to the acre.
“When grown alone for seed, the best varieties under
proper culture in the United States yield from 30 to 40 bu. of
seed to the acre. A maximum yield of 50 bu. to the acre has
been reported from North Carolina.”
Table 31 (p. 96) shows soybean seed yields (in bushels
to the acre) of the more important varieties grown in
the United States as reported by investigators at various
Experiment Stations. “It will be seen that the yields vary
greatly with the same variety at different stations. This in
most cases may be attributed to the adaptability of the variety
to certain localities for seed production. In general the figures
given represent the average yield for a number of years, and
indicate the best seed-producing sorts.”
The varieties shown in Table 31 are: Aksarben,
Black Eyebrow, Biloxi, Chiquita, Ebony, Elton, Habaro,
Haberlandt, Hamilton, Ito San, Mammoth, Manchu,
Midwest, Mikado, Medium Green, Morse, Mandarin,
Peking, Tokio, Tarheel Black, Wilson, Virginia. The states
are: Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia,
Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, North
Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota,

Tennessee, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin.
In the section titled “Proportion of straw to seed,”
Table 32 (p. 97) gives the relative yields of straw to seed
for different varieties of soybeans at the Ohio Experiment
Station (5-year average). For each variety the average 5-year
yield of seed (bushels) and straw (pounds) is given. The
varieties are: Sable, Taha, Cloud, Yosho, Hamilton, Mikado,
Amherst, Auburn, Midwest, Ito San, Ebony, Medium Green,
Habaro, Ohio 9001, Ohio 9016, Elton. The four varieties
with the top 5-year average seed yields are: Ohio 9016
(29.22 bushels/acre). Elton (26.51). Midwest (24.06). Ohio
9001 (24.00).
2047. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Early
introduction of the soybean into the United States (Document
part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The Soybean. New York:
McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 39-41.
• Summary: “There are fortunately fairly complete records
for the early history of the soybean in the United States. The
facts emphasize the difficulties with which a new crop wins
its way to recognition.
“The earliest records.–The first mention of the soybean
in American literature is by Mease (1804), who writes ‘The
soybean bears the climate of Pennsylvania very well. The
bean ought therefore to be cultivated.’
“Thomas Nuttall (1829) grew a variety with red
flowers and chocolate brown seeds in the botanic garden at
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and from his observations wrote
a brief account concerning it. He writes:
“’Its principal recommendation at present is only as a
luxury, affording the well-known sauce, soy, which at this
time is only prepared in China and Japan.’
“In the same journal two years later, November 23,
1831, is an account of the successful culture of the plant at
Milton, Massachusetts, the seed having been obtained from
Nuttall.
“No further mention of the plant in America literature
appears until 1853, when a brief account appeared under the
name ‘Japan pea’ by Ernst [of Ohio] (1853), as follows:
“’The Japan pea, in which so much interest has been
manifested in this country for a year or two past, from
its hardihood to resist drought and frost, together with its
enormous yield, appears to be highly worthy of the attention
of agriculturists.’”
“The Perry Expedition to Japan.–The Perry expedition
in the year 1854 brought back two varieties of ‘soja bean’
from Japan, one ‘white’ seeded, the other ‘red’ seeded.
These, together with the Japan pea, were distributed by
the Commissioner of Patents in 1854, (Browne 1854)
and, thereafter frequent references to the plant occur in
agricultural literature under such names as Japan pea, Japan
bean, and Japanese fodder plant. Most of these articles speak
of the plant as the Japan pea, none of them as the soy or
soja bean. It is apparent from the early accounts that there
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were at least two Japan peas, one early enough to mature
in Connecticut (Patent Office Report, 1854, p. 194), the
other very late (American Agriculturist, 1857, vol. 16, p.
10). Judging from all the accounts, we suspect that the early
Japan pea may be the Ito San variety, which, however, has
red flowers, while the late variety may be the Mammoth.
The Ito San is still occasionally called the Japan pea, while
the introduction and source of the Mammoth has never
been definitely determined. From these early accounts the
Mammoth may well be the ‘white-seeded’ soja bean obtained
by the Perry expedition. The ‘red-seeded soja bean’ was,
probably, the adsuki bean (Phaseolus angularis), as no redseeded soybean is known.
Later Introductions.–Prof. G. H. Cook, of New
Brunswick, New Jersey, obtained seed of the soybean at
the Bavarian Agricultural Station [in Germany] in 1878. In
the same year Mr. James Neilson obtained seeds of several
varieties at Vienna, Austria. Both of these gentlemen planted
the seeds and gathered crops of the different varieties
in 1879. These varieties were without doubt some of
those grown and distributed through Europe by Professor
Haberlandt of Vienna.
“A yellow-seeded soybean was grown at the North
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station in 1882 and
reported on in some detail. The source of the variety is not
given, but by implication it is the same as the variety stated
to be grown by a number of persons in the State, and is
probably the Mammoth.
“Two varieties, one black seeded, the other with
white seeds, were grown at the Massachusetts Agricultural
Experiment Station in 1888.
“In 1890 Prof. C. C. Georgeson (1890) secured three
lots of soybeans from Japan which were grown at the Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station in 1890 and subsequently.
“Prof. W. P. Brooks, (1890) of Amherst, Massachusetts,
brought with him from Japan in 1889 a number of soybean
varieties, including the Medium Green or Guelph, and the
Ito San. It is quite certain that other importations of soybeans
from Asia were made by others, but no definite records have
been found.
“Since 1890 most of the agricultural experiment stations
have experimented with soybeans and many bulletins have
been published dealing wholly or partly with the crop.”
2048. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Tables
(Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The Soybean.
New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p.
• Summary: Tables: (1) Acreage, production and yield of
soybean seeds in the United States. Gives statistics for each
for 1918, 1919, and 1920 for 14 states, other, and total. The
states are listed in descending order of soybean acreage in
1921, as follows: North Carolina, Virginia, Alabama, Illinois,
Ohio, Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee, Wisconsin, Indiana,
Georgia, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Mississippi.

(2) Estimates of soybean production of Manchuria for
various years (in million tons): 1906 = 0.6. 1907 = 0.6 to 0.9.
1908 = 1.150. 1909 = 1.150. 1910 = 1.4. 1913 = 1.2 1921 =
4.52.
(3) Cost of production of soybeans per acre in
Manchuria, 1910. (4) Monthly capacity of steam oil mills
at Newchwang, Manchuria, 1917. (5) Export of soybeans,
bean cake, and bean oil from the principal ports of South
Manchuria, 1909 to 1913, inclusive. (6) Five-year averages
(1897-1919, inclusive) of acreage, production, and yield per
acre of soybeans in Japan. (7) Amount and value of soybeans
imported by Japan. (8) Importations of soybean cake and
bean oil into Japan. (9) Quantity and value of exports of
soybeans and soybean oil from Japan to foreign countries,
1913 and 1914.
(10) Quantity and value of exports of miso (bean cheese)
and shoyu sauce, 1903 to 1907, inclusive. (11) Quantity
and value of imports of soybeans, bean cake, and bean
oil by European countries, 1912 to 1914, inclusive. (12)
Comparative prices per ton of cottonseed and soybeans in
European markets, 1911 to 1914, inclusive. (13) Quantity
and value of soybeans, soybean cake, and soybean oil
imported into the United States, 1910 to 1920, inclusive. (14)
Quantity of imports of soybeans in the world’s trade, 19201919 inclusive. (15) Quantity of imports of soybean oil in the
world’s trade, 1910-1919 inclusive. (16) Quantity of exports
of soybean oil in the world’s trade, 1910-1919 inclusive. (17)
Quantity of exports of soybeans in the world’s trade 19101919 inclusive. (18) Acre yields of seed and hay of soybeans
at different dates of planting at Arlington Farm, Virginia.
(19) Yields of soybeans variously spaced.
(20) Acre yields of soybean hay and seed when planted
at different rates. (21) Germination of soybeans at different
depths of planting at Arlington Farm, Virginia. (22) Influence
of nodules on the composition of seed. Michigan Experiment
Station. (23) Effect of various nitrogenous fertilizers on the
yield of soybeans. Massachusetts Experiment Station. (24)
Effects of different phosphatic fertilizers with and without
lime. Rhode Island Experiment Station. (25) The influence of
different potash salts on yields of soybeans. Massachusetts
Experiment Station. (26) Effects of different kinds of lime
on the yield of soybeans. Massachusetts Experiment Station.
(27) Effect of fertilizers on soybeans. Delaware Experiment
Station. (28) Composition of hay of Mammoth soybean at
different stages of development. Arlington Farm, Virginia.
(29) Comparison of the loss in moisture in 10-lb. samples
of green forage of ten varieties of soybeans when air dried.
Arlington Farm, Virginia.
(30) Tons of soybean hay to the acre at different
experiment stations in the United States. (31) Bushels of
soybean seed to the acre at different experiment stations in
the United States. (32) Relative yields of straw to seed in
different varieties of soybeans. Ohio Experiment Station.
(33) Viability of soybean seed. (34) Proportions of stems,
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leaves, and pods. (35) Nutritive constituents contained
in each part of the soybean plant. After Lechartier. (36)
Composition of the different parts of the soybean plant at
different stages of growth, at Arlington Farm, Virginia.
(37) Total weights of mineral materials in 1,000 kilos of
dry forage. After Lechartier. (38) Mineral Materials in
1,000 kilos of dry forage. After Joulie. (39) Percentages of
nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash contained in different
parts of the soybean plant at different stages of growth, at
Arlington Farm, Virginia.
(40) Composition of soybean seed compared with that
of other legumes. (41) Composition of common American
varieties of soybeans. (42) Percentage composition of
the different parts of soybean seed. After Lechartier. (43)
Percentage composition and comparison of the amino
acids of the protein of the soybean and of cow’s milk. (44)
Percentage composition of the nitrogen-free extracts of the
soybean. (45) Starch content of commercial varieties of
soybeans in the United States. (46) Maximum, minimum,
and average of the more important constants of soybean oil
from 48 varieties, compared with those of other well-known
oils. (47) Comparison of the more important constants
of soybean oil by different observers. (48) Constants for
soybean oil. (49) Composition of the ash of the soybean
seed. After Pellet.
(50) Mineral content of the soybean seed compared with
those of cowpea, navy bean, and peanut. (51) Oil content
of soybeans gathered at various stages of maturity. (52) Oil
content of soybeans as affected by partial defoliation. (53)
Oil content of soybeans as affected by partial removal of
very young seed pods. (54) Oil content of soybeans of large
and small size seed from the same plant. (55) Oil content
of soybeans planted at intervals of two weeks in 1911, at
Arlington Farm, Virginia. (56) Varietal differences in the
oil content of soybeans grown at Arlington Experiment
Farm, Virginia, in 1907, 1908 and 1910. (57) Oil content of
soybeans grown under different environmental conditions.
(58) Oil and protein content of soybean varieties grown
under different environmental conditions. (59) Fertilizing
constituents of soybeans contained in crop and roots on one
acre. Connecticut (Storrs) Experiment Station.
(60) Yields of hay of different legumes and content of
fertilizing ingredients. Michigan Experiment Station. (61)
Fertilizing constituents of soybeans cut at different stages
of growth. Arlington Farm, Virginia. (62) Data and results
of soiling experiments with milch cows. Iowa Experiment
Station. (63) Soybean soiling experiment with milch cows,
Pennsylvania Experiment Station. (64) Analyses of soybean,
soybean and corn, and corn silages. (65) Digestibilities of
soybean and other silages. (66) Digestible nutrients in 100
lb. of air-dry substance. (67) Digestible nutrients in 100 lb.
of soybean straw and in other roughages. (68) Fertilizing
constituents of soybean straw compared with those of wheat,
oats, barley, and rye. (69) Number of seeds per bushel and

weight in grams of 100 seeds of the most important varieties.
(70) Results of planting a single variety of soybean
at different dates. Vienna, Austria, 1877. (71) Results of
planting different varieties of soybeans at different dates at
Knoxville, Tennessee. (72) Life period of soybean varieties
grown at the Arlington Experimental Farm, Virginia, for
eight seasons. (73) Life periods of American varieties of
soybeans grown at Sabour, India, 1911 (from Woodhouse
and Taylor, 1913). (74) Life period of soybean varieties
planted at intervals of two weeks in 1911 at the Arlington
Experimental Farm, Virginia. (75) Behavior of flower color
in natural hybrids. (76) Behavior of pubescence colors in
natural hybrids. (77) Behavior of amount and colors of
pubescence in an artificial hybrid. (78) Behavior of the color
of pods in natural hybrids. (79) Behavior of seed colors in
natural hybrids.
(80) Soybean crosses in the study of seed color. (81)
Behavior of cotyledons in natural hybrid selections. (82)
Behavior of cotyledons in soybean crosses. (83) Variations
in the cooking qualities of seed of different varieties of
soybeans. (84) Consumption of vegetable oils by the soap
industry in the United States. (85) Consumption of vegetable
oils in the production of lard substitutes and oleomargarine
in the United States (incl. coconut oil, cottonseed oil, peanut
oil, soybean oil, and corn oil). (86) Composition of soybean
cake, meal, and other important oil feeds. (87) Two 17-week
comparisons of soybean meal with other supplements for
fattening pigs. (88) Growth and nitrogen elimination of
chicks fed varying amounts of meat scrap or soybean meal
or both, in addition to a corn ration. (Indiana Experiment
Station). (89) Comparison of the digestibility of soybean
meal and other oil meals.
(90) Digestion coefficients of soybean meal obtained
with sheep. Massachusetts Experiment Station. (91)
Fertilizing constituents of soybeans, soybean meal, and
cottonseed meal. (92) Analyses and calories of soybeans
compared with those of other legumes and foods. (93)
Composition of soybean flour in comparison with wheat
flour, corn meal, rye flour, graham flour, and whole wheat
flour. (94) Composition of the sprouts from the soybean and
mung bean. (95) Composition of soybean milk compared
with cow’s milk. (96) Yields of bean curd obtained from
different varieties of soybeans. (97) Compositions of tofu
and tofu products. (98) Nitrogenous substances in natto. (99)
Composition of hamananatto. After Sawa.
(100) Composition of yuba. (101) Composition of red
and white miso. (102) Composition of shoyu or soy sauce.
(103) Composition of soybeans of the same variety dried,
soaked, and roasted.
2049. Radoslavov, Al. 1923. Soiata (Glycine soja, iaponskii
bob) [Soybean (Glycine soja, the Japanese bean)]. Priroda
(Sofia) (Nature) 23(6):100-02. Feb. [1 ref. Bul]
• Summary: “In Bulgaria soybeans have been planted in
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small quantities in Panagyurishte, Gorna, Oryakhovitsa,
and other places. Dr. As. Zlatarov carried out successful
experiments in the village of Sestrimo (40 km west of
Pzardzhik). He got 360 kg of soybeans from 2½ kg of seeds
sown on two decares of arable land. [Note: 1 decare, a metric
unit of area = 0.1 hectare or 10 ares or 0.2471 acres]. In
Bulgaria more of the yellow variety is grown; it is richer in
oil and better for... (?dobra za ogoiavano). It seems that in
our country soybeans will be cultivated as an oil-bearing
and forage plant. Soybeans are also grown in mixed (hybrid)
cultures, most often with corn (maize). It is planted when
the corn stalks reach a height of 20 cm. One kg of soybeans
is planted with 6 kg of corn; the more a field is planted with
soybeans, the more suitable it becomes for good soybean
crops, because the roots are implanted with bacteria that
enrich the soil with nitrogen.
“Footnote: According to the editors, a large quantity of
soybeans was produced last year, and now the seed is being
sold by ‘Ganzin’ Agricultural Bureau in Nova Zagora. This is
for the information of those wishing to do experiments with
soybeans.”
A photo shows a single soybean plant growing. An
illustration (labeled) shows 3 soybean leaves, 4 pods, 3
views of a seed, and soybean flowers.
Note: The first few pages give general information about
soybeans; Bulgaria is not mentioned. The author does not say
where his soybeans came from, but the title suggests Japan.
Address: Bulgaria.
2050. Sumner, H.R. 1923. Growing soybeans in eastern
Kansas. Kansas Agricultural College, Extension Circular
No. 39. 7 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Soybean grain. soybean
forage. Soybeans for soil improvement. The seed bed and
inoculation. Seeding: Time of seeding, rate and method
of planting, depth of seeding. Cultivation and harvesting.
Threshing and storing the seed. Varieties. For seed: A.K.,
Haberlandt, and Manchu. For general use: Morse and
Midwest. For hay and forage: Virginia and Wilson.
“Morse, Mikado, and Midwest yield best when grown
on the more fertile soils of southern Missouri.”
“The soybean is a promising crop for grain and forage in
eastern Kansas, and should be given a thorough trial in that
section.”
“There is an active demand for soybean oil and
its by-products. In 1921 more than $13,000,000 was
expended for soybean oil imported into this country.”
For the past six years, the Kansas Experiment Station has
been conducting soybean variety trials, comparing many
varieties. Photos show: (1) A plot of soybeans grown in
rows. (2) Uninoculated roots of soybean plants; no nodules
are clinging to these roots. (3) Inoculated roots of soybean
plants; the “nodules on the roots contain nitrogen gathering
bacteria.” Address: Extension Agronomist, Manhattan,

Kansas.
2051. Wilkins, F.S. 1923. Soybeans in the cornbelt: A legume
that is easily grown and yields well. Successful Farming
20(3):5, 92-93. March.
• Summary: Discusses the increasing acreage planted
to soybeans in the Corn Belt, selecting the right variety,
good silage varieties, growing soybeans for seed, and the
advantages and uses of the crop. Good varieties: Mammoth
Yellow, Midwest (formerly known as Medium Yellow,
Mongol, and Hollybrook), Manchu, Peking, Wisconsin
Black, Morse, Wilson, Virginia. Photos show: (1) A man
riding behind a team of horses pulling a farm implement.
“The weeder, harrow, or rotary hoe, excellent for killing
weeds in soybean fields.” (2) “Grain separators, with a few
minor changes, do excellent work in threshing soybeans.” A
huge mound of chaff stands next to the machine. (3) Animals
eating soybean hay at a trough; it is equal in feeding value to
alfalfa. Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station.
2052. Ostrander, Ward A. 1923. A legume crop for soils and
stock: Soybeans produce high-protein feed; and increase the
productivity of worn land. Breeder’s Gazette 83(14):463-64.
April 5.
• Summary: Discusses the use of soybeans for feed, when to
cut for hay, harvesting with a binder, use of the beans with
corn for silage, and expected yields.
All over the cornbelt during the last few years, red
clover is failing more and more as the soil is slowly
becoming more acid. It takes a lot of hard work to apply
pulverized limestone to give first aid to this “sleeping
sickness.” Any farmer who raises live stock should consider
a rather new crop, the soybean, which “is being called to
bat as the pinch hitter to pull the clover slump out of its bad
situation... The soybean is practically our only legume that
has a high-protein feeding value in both grain and hay, and
will grow on our more acid soils.”
“When to cut for hay: The plants should be harrowed
after they get to the third or fourth leaf; the weeder also
works successfully. The rotary hoe, where it available, is
excellent. When the pods are about half-formed and before
any leaves drop off, they should be cut for hay.”
“Soybean hay does not cure easily, as there is a good
deal of it per acre; let it cure out rather than try to dry it up
too rapidly. Many men jump to the conclusion that the hay is
too coarse for good feed. Let them withhold their judgment;
let the cow decide. After a cow has picked it over and left
some stems, the residue is an excellent horse feed, and it will
help to carry ewes through the winter.”
“Where soybeans are to be grown for grain or seed,
1 bushel of seed per acre, if the wheat drill be used, is
sufficient.”
Harvesting with a binder: Whether the beans are planted
one way or the other, the harrow and weeder should be
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used... The binder is used by many growers; it works well...
It can be followed with the wheat drill, if time or weather
presses... The mower, with a clover seed windrower, does
well, and some men swear by the old self-rake reaper. Where
soybeans are in rows the soybean harvester, which goes
down the rows and harvests the beans in the field, gives
excellent results.
“As a rule, the bean can be threshed practically as soon
as cut, but if a machine is not available, it is well to stack
or put the crop in a barn, and let it go through the sweat.
Beans are threshed in the regular way, with the ordinary
grain thresher, by removing most of the concaves, and using
special pulleys which slow down the cylinder to about 350
revolutions per minute, but keep the rest of the separator up
to full speed, as for small grains. If the crop is in bundles it
will feed much faster into the thresher.”
Describes how to use soybeans as a soiling crop.
“Soybeans are not intended to take the place of red clover,
but to supplement it.” Remember that a home-grown protein
feed is the cheapest.
“It is always best to get in close touch with men in one’s
community who have been growing soybeans, and learn their
experience. Each summer the National Soybean Growers’
Association has a cornbelt meeting at which all interested
farmers get together to talk over their problems. This year it
will be held in Wisconsin.”
The article concludes: “Give soybeans a chance to fit
in with your farming operations, and you will find that they
will return all you expect, and many times more. Grow some
soybeans for your land’s sake, some for you live stock’s
sake, and for your own sake. Eat a few!”
Photos show: (1) “Cutting soybeans with a tractor-drawn
binder, followed by a drill sowing wheat.” Horses are pulling
the drill. (2) Nodules on the roots of a soybean plant. (3) A
crop of soybean hay in cocks. (4) A man mixing inoculated
soil with soybean seed for planting. Address: Secretary,
National Soybean Growers’ Assoc. He from Lafayette,
Indiana.
2053. Wettach, Melville. 1923. Soy beans for the Corn Belt.
Hoard’s Dairyman 65(12):434. April 6.
• Summary: Discusses varieties and harvesting the
crop. “For seed production and hogging down the Iowa
Experiment Station recommends the following varieties–
Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Chestnut, Minnesota 166,
Minnesota 167, Habaro, Early Yellow, Ito San, and Elton.”
“Those varieties which give the largest yields and
which have the pods well filled and the leaves beginning to
turn yellow about the time the corn is ready for silage are
best adapted for sheeping-down or silage. Medium Green,
Wilson, Roosevelt [Midwest], Ebony, Manchu, and Black
Eyebrow give large yields of hay and are very well suited for
this purpose. Manchu and Black Eyebrow are two of the best
seed varieties; and being good varieties for hay, a make them

good all-purpose beans.”
Photos show: A field of soy beans in corn for silage. A
man in a field of soy beans for hay. Address: Iowa.
2054. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1923. Iowa farmers and the soy
bean: Growers of soy beans are finding out how best to grow
and use this crop. 48(15):581. April 13.
• Summary: Iowa farmers describe their own experiences.
A clean seed bed is extremely important. The crop has a
multiplicity of uses. Soy bean varieties discussed: Elton,
Ito San, Manchu, Midwest (formerly known as Mongol or
Hollybrook), Morse, Ohio 9035, Peking, and Wilson.
A photo shows a man walking behind a team of horses
cultivating a field of young soy bean plants. “While a harrow
does the work effectively, a weeder or rotary hoe is less
severe.” Address: Iowa.
2055. Briggs, George M. 1923. Soy beans as an economical
dairy feed. Hoard’s Dairyman 65(15):556. April 27.
• Summary: “Those farmers... raising soy beans have
certainly found as near a substitute for linseed and cottonseed
meal as can be found on the market. The wonderful results
from soy bean hay and ground beans should inspire anyone
at all interested in economical dairy production.” A photo
shows a man (wearing a white hat) standing in a vast field of
soy beans. Caption: “Soy bean hay will yield 357 pounds of
digestible protein per acre and stands only second to alfalfa.”
Address: [Madison], Wisconsin.
2056. Barnett, E.; Goodell, C.J. 1923. Corn and soy beans
for pork production. Mississippi Agricultural Experiment
Station, Circular No. 49. 7 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (This work began in
1917). Methods of handling. Growing crop. Hogs. Number
of hogs to be used. Length of grazing period. Rates of gain.
Pork produced per acre. Summary.
“Corn and soy beans are among the most valuable crops
grown in Mississippi for the production of pork. From the
standpoint of economy, they are the most satisfactory feeds
that have been used in the finishing of spring pigs at the
Mississippi Experiment Station and the results of several
years’ work indicate the wisdom of their more extensive
propagation for this purpose.”
“Summary: For the production of pork, growing soy
beans and corn together is more economical than growing
them separately, the two crops grown on the same land
representing a greater total feeding value than either grown
alone.”
2057. Odle, L.A. 1923. Soy beans for stock feeding. Purdue
Agriculturist (Indiana) 17(7):134, 136. April.
• Summary: “Animal proteins as tankage, milk, and meat
meal are of limited amount and their price often is so high as
to make the profit of their feeding questionable. Cotton seed
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meal and linseed oil meal have similar restrictions and also
have a high freight charge from their place of production.
If the farmers of the Corn Belt can produce a satisfactory
protein, they are independent of limited amount and high
prices. The soybean seems to be the logical plant.”
When using soybeans for feeding dairy cows or pigs it
is important to supplement the ration with a mineral mixture,
because of the low ash content of the soybeans–which is less
than one-third that of tankage. Address: Class of 1924.
2058. Thatcher, L.E. 1923. The status of the soybean crop
in Ohio. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Monthly
Bulletin 8(3-4):59-64. March/April. Whole nos. 87-88.
• Summary: Contains an interesting statewide survey of
cultivation practices, based on 300 questionnaires mailed out
by the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station. The soybean is
still a minor crop in Ohio. Only 14% of the farmers crowing
the crop for seed had 16 acres or more, while 72% of those
growing soybean hay had 5 acres or less. “That the number
of growers is increasing is evidenced by that fact that last
year 27 percent of those reporting were growing seed for the
first time; 38 percent were growing hay for the first time;
14 percent, soybeans and corn for silage; and 28 percent,
soybeans and corn for hogging-off for the first time. Of the
whole number 90 percent will continue to grow soybeans in
some way, and the 10 percent who are quitting are for the
most part small seed growers.”
A table shows the average yields reported per acre as
follows: Soybean hay 2 tons, other hay 1.9 tons, soybeans for
seed 19.8 bushels, corn 55.3 bushels, oats 47.2 bushels, and
wheat 20.8 bushels. “A corn-soybean-wheat rotation in place
of the standard corn-oats-wheat-clover rotation was reported
by 52 percent of the growers.” 69% of respondents found
soybean hay better than clover hay for feed.
“Ohio farmers, generally have shown good judgment
in the choice of soybean varieties for various purposes.
Altogether, 15 varieties were named. Ito San, the most
popular variety, makes up 24 percent of the seed acreage;
Midwest, 22 percent; Manchu, 12 percent; Medium Green
or Guelph, 10 percent; and Wilson and Elton each 5 percent.
The popularity of Ito San, which is due to the fact that it is
an old variety and the seed easy to get, is one the wane... It is
being replaced by Manchu in a majority of cases.”
“In harvesting the crop, 24 percent of all growers use
the grain binder, in some cases without twine; 35 percent
use the mower without windrower; 25 percent use mower
with windrower; 9 percent use the self-rake or reaper, and
7 percent depend on emergency or special methods such as
a 2-row bean puller, Champion potato digger, mower with
special platform, and combined harvester and thresher” [later
called a “combine”].
“The ordinary grain separator was used by 82 percent of
all growers in threshing the seed crop; the corn husker by 12
percent; while the remaining 6 percent flail by hand, tramp

out with horses, use navy bean thresher or special combined
harvester and thresher.”
Corn and soybeans are grown together for either silage
or hogging; they can be planted together in hills or drilled in
rows. “For hogging the rule is 3 plants per hill of corn and 2
of soybeans. As to yields, 88 percent said the mixture gave a
larger tonnage than corn alone, 7 percent said it did not, and
5 percent did not know. As to whether the soybeans reduced
the yield of corn, 73 percent said ‘No’ and 23 percent said
‘Yes.’”
A table on page 64 shows the protein and oil content of
61 soybean varieties: Ohio 20173–Manchuria. Ohio 9110–
Medium Green. Manchu. Manchuria. Medium Green. Ohio
10015–Medium Green. Elton. Ohio 13166–Habaro. Ohio
20185–Manchuria. Bulk no. 20. Ohio 9016. Shingto. Ohio
15081-23. Hamilton (Ohio 9035). Ohio 20178–Manchuria.
Ohio 20128–Manchuria. Blackeyebrow [Black Eyebrow].
Mandarin. Ohio 15040-25. Johnson 4’s. Ohio 20125–
Manchuria. Ohio 9001. Amherst. Ito San. Habaro. Ohio
20233–Elton. Ohio 20114–Manchuria. Bulk No. 23. Mikado.
Ohio 20287–Elton. Ohio 20225–Elton. Arlington. Bulk No.
9. Midwest–Wooster. Wilson. Peking. Yosho. Bulk No. 25.
Midwest (Mongol). Auburn. Midwest (Indiana). Virginia. Ito
San 17268. O.S.U. 1926–Manchu. Ohio 7491. Hurrelbrink’s
Sel. [Select/Selection?]. Ohio 20019–Ebony. Mammoth
Yellow (Southern grown seed). Easy Cook [Easycook]. Taha.
Ohio 9100–Ito San. Ohio 13163–Ebony. Ohio 13185–Cloud.
Cloud. Ohio 20026–Ebony. Ohio 20085–Ebony. Ebony
‘A.’ Ohio 20065–Ebony. Ebony ‘B.’ Wilson No. 5. Note:
Hollybrook is now known as Midwest.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021) that
uses the term “combined harvester and thresher” to refer to a
combine in connection with soybeans. Address: Ohio.
2059. Fox, Kirk. 1923. Don’t overlook the soybeans. They
furnish cheap protein and build soil fertility. Dairy Farmer
21(9):18. May 1.
• Summary: “There is no crop which can claim as rapid
a climb to such general popularity in the United States as
soybeans. Coming at a time when the difficulty in getting a
stand of clover or alfalfa was seriously reducing the acreage
of legumes, it was eagerly accepted by farmers the country
over.”
“Why has this crop met with such favor and how is
it able to compete with such old standbys as red clover,
alfalfa and the other legumes? As sated earlier, the acreage
of clovers was falling off because increasing acidity of the
soil made it difficult to get a stand. When a clover seeding
fails, the rotation is upset as well as feeding plans because it
takes two years to get a clover crop. Soybeans, on the other
hand, will grow better on acid soils than most clovers but
are helped by applications of limestone. The also have the
advantage in that they require one season only to mature a
crop. Thus they fit remarkably well into the rotation.”
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“Summing up the main reasons then why soybeans are
so popular, it can be said that they furnish a cheap, homegrown protein and at the same time are soil builders.” A
photo shows variety test plots of Medium Green and Ito San
varieties of soybeans growing at the Iowa experiment station.
2060. Orange Judd Farmer. 1923. Chinch bugs no longer
a “bug-a-boo.” Macoupin County farmers recommend soy
beans in corn for the trouble. 71(9):267. May 1.
• Summary: “Chinch bugs are not the ‘bug-a-boo’ that
they once were to farmers in Macoupin County, Illinois.
Even though the trouble still has to be guarded against, the
development of interest in growing soy beans along with
corn in that section of the state has lessened their losses
considerably in the last two years or so.”
Chinch bugs do not like moisture. “Soy beans tend to
shade the ground, holding moisture. This fact, combined
with the distastefulness of the plants themselves, seems to
be enough to keep out bug troubles.” Several farmers around
Macoupin have been growing soy beans to keep out chinch
bugs since 1921. They include M.E. Fullington (1921), Frank
Chism (has grown soy beans in his corn for 5 years), J.S.
Davis, F.M. Kirkland, H.J. Schultz, H.W. Day (soy beans
are very drouth resistant), J.P. Denby, J.P. Enslow, and C.C.
Coots (finds the varieties Ohio 9935, Morse, and Hurrelbrink
work best as a resistant against chinch bugs; they have
heavy foliage). Coots adds that, “above all, soy beans are the
greatest feed, either to hog down or feed threshed.”
The Morse variety “was named after the ‘soy bean man
of America,’ who is the government expert on this crop. He
has written a book on soy beans just printed, which is the
most complete work on beans we have ever seen.” Address:
Illinois.
2061. Morse, W.J. 1923. Re: Request for 2 pounds of pure
Mikado seed. Letter to L.W. Parsons [Parsons-McKinnis Cooperation], Plainfield, Indiana, May 6. 1 p. Typed, without
signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Parsons: I would like to obtain if
possible from you 2 pounds of pure Mikado seed for our
variety plot test at Arlington Farm, Virginia. I am including
all of the varieties in our field plot test, to obtain cooperative
results and data on the yield of hay and seed. I desire to have
the pure varieties, and, therefore, am writing you to see if
you are not able to find enough to send me 2 pounds of your
seed. I am enclosing herewith our franked tag, which may be
used in forwarding the seed for your postage.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29.
Box 102. Folders–Parsons, John E.; Parsons, A.A.; ParsonsMcKinnis Corporation. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,

DC.
2062. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1923. Soy beans versus rape with
corn: Ohio [Agricultural Experiment] Station compares soy
beans and rape for hogging down with corn. 48(19):725.
May 11.
• Summary: This is a report of the experiments made in
1922 by the Ohio Experiment Station comparing soybeans
with rape for hogging down with corn. W.L. Robison was
in charge of the experiments. A photo shows a “field of corn
and soy beans ready to be hogged down.” Address: Ohio.
2063. McKinnis, Guy P. 1923. Re: Opinions and request for
opinions about soybean varieties and harvesters. Letter to
W.J. Morse, USDA, Washington, DC, May 12. 1 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir:–We like to exchange letters with
you at least once each year as you always give us some
suggestions that help in our business. Have had a very good
trade on soybeans this year and expect to sell our remaining
stock of about 100 bu. Cert. Midwest and same uncertified.
Could sell many more Wilsons and Sables if we had them.
We have been advocating Sable for hay, Wilson for ensilage
and Mikado for late hogging, foraging after corn is husked
and for shredding with corn and the demand for Midwests
for all these purposes has taken the supply in the past. We
believe that there is some likelyhood [sic, likelihood] of this
condition changing, overproduction of Midwest and a better
demand for special purpose beans. We desire your opinion on
all these matters and if there are better varieties than we have
we wish to know. Wilson is hardly stiff stemmed enough.
Who is doing field selection work with soybeans? We used
some re-selected Wilson last year and they were inferior to
old stock, earlier and shattered badly. We are adding Manchu
to our line this year as we have considerable call for them.
And note that Haberlandt is coming into general use south of
us. Are they more desirable as a late bean than Mikado? We
are informed that Lexington and Arlington are good forage
beans. We are always looking for better seed and practices
and are putting in beet and bean planters and cultivators.
“Particularly interested in harvesters and would
like to know what machines you have observed and can
recommend. Have plans for a power field harvester and
thresher and expect to make a trial machine and apply for
patents. Note in the Farm Implement News that a similar
machine has been patented. Where could information
concerning what has been done along that line be obtained
and do you happen to know good people who render the
service we may need in securing a patent that would not
enfringe [sic, infringe] on others? We have bulletins from
S. Carolina describing the machines in use there but they
seem to be rather crude. Our idea is to plant, cultivate and
harvest in four 22-inch rows and we believe the time is not
far distant when beans can be produced as cheaply per acre
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as the small grain crops. We will have a fall meeting here and
if you can send us samples of soybeans that are promising
we will be glad to test them in our demonstrations. We are
working with Purdue but as you probably know they confine
themselves to about two yellow varieties Midwest and just
recently they have replaced Ito San with Manchu. They are
taking some interest in a new selection called Dunkirk [sic,
Dunfield]. What do you know about Dunkirk? Will be glad
to have an answer to the many questions and will cooperate
with you if the opportunity arises.”
“Wish a copy of your Soybean book. Check enclosed.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29.
Box 102. Folders–Parsons, John E.; Parsons, A.A.; ParsonsMcKinnis Corporation. Address: Indianapolis, Route O,
Indiana.
2064. Wall Street Journal. 1923. Soy beans in Nebraska.
May 21. p. 8.
• Summary: “Lincoln–Agricultural extension service says
a largely increased acreage of soy beans is being planted
in eastern Nebraska this year. It is a relatively new crop in
this section, grown primarily for hogging off, silage, soil
building, and hay.”
2065. Morse, W.J. 1923. Re: Opinions concerning best
varieties of soy beans, and harvesters. Letter to Guy P.
McKinnins, Parsons-McKinnis Co-operation, Route O,
Indianapolis, Indiana, May 25. 2 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I have your letter of May 12 with
reference to the soybean situation in your state. I am very
glad indeed to learn that you have had such a good trade in
seed beans this year. For the past three or four years many
of the growers in the corn-belt states have had the idea that
there would be an overproduction of soybean seed. In the
fall after harvest although the seed was abundant and there
seemed to be an overproduction, yet the following spring
the seed has been disposed of quickly and there has been
considerable demand for seed from those states which seem
likely to have an overproduction. In view of the greatly
increased acreage annually for forage, pasturage, and
ensilage purposes, it hardly seems to me that there will be
an overproduction, and if there should be a greater supply of
seed than could be handled for seed purposes the oil mills
will be in a position to take the seed at a price, I think, that
will be profitable to the farmer.
“Relative to selection work with the soybeans, the
Department is doing a very considerable amount of work
at the experiment station in Virginia. We have just planned
out around 1,000 selections which we made last year. The
selection work involved high yield and protein content,

high seed and forage field, habit, seed color, and disease
resistance.
“Concerning the Manchu variety, will say that the seed
of this variety has been in very great demand throughout the
northern states. It is the leading variety in Iowa, central and
northern Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio.
“The Haberlandt is one of the favorite varieties in
Kentucky. It is a week to ten days later than the Mikado and
by many is considered a more desirable variety.
“The Lexington and Arlington varieties are both good
forage sorts, the Arlington being a black-seeded sort while
the Lexington is a small olive-yellow-seeded variety. I know
that the Arlington will give a much heavier yield of forage
than the Lexington, but I do not believe it will outyield
it in seed. If you care for any of the varieties such as the
Lexington, Arlington, or Haberlandt, I will be very glad
indeed to send you trial packages.
“With reference to the harvesters that are being used in
different parts of the country, will say that most harvesters
are now used in southern Virginia and in North Carolina.
There are several different types used in these states, some
of which do very good work. I understand that in your state
two men have invented a two-row harvester. I suggest that
you write to Prof. W.A. Ostrander, Indiana Experiment
Station, Lafayette, Indiana, who can put you in touch with
these men. Last season I had an opportunity of seeing a
four-row harvester at work in Virginia. This harvester was
manufactured by the planter and as yet has not been put on
the market.
“Relative to your fall meeting, I am sending you
four-pound samples of varieties that may be of value for
demonstration.
“Concerning the selection called Dunkirk, I must
say that I have no data as yet. I will write Prof. Ostrander
regarding this variety and obtain from him a history of it and
possibly a sample of seed.
“As to the soybean book which was recently published,
I refer you to the McGraw-Hill Book Co., 370 Seventh Ave.,
New York, N.Y.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29.
Box 102. Folders–Parsons, John E.; Parsons, A.A.; ParsonsMcKinnis Corporation. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
2066. Anthony, Ernest L.; Henderson, H.O. 1923.
Soybean vs. alfalfa hay for milk production. West Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 181. 10 p.
May.
• Summary: “In order to ascertain how the soybean
compares with alfalfa as a feed for the production of milk,
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the following experiment was planned in which soybean hay
was to be fed in comparison with alfalfa hay... Twenty cows
fed on soybean hay along with a basal ration for 21 days
produced 64.6 pounds of milk and 5.42 pounds of butterfat
more than did the same 20 cows fed for the same period with
alfalfa hay and the same basal ration.
“The 20 cows fed soybean hay and the basal ration
gained a total of 151 pounds in weight during the 21-day
period, while the same 20 cows fed alfalfa hay and basal
ration lost a total of 22 pounds in weight. Feeding trials
herein described indicate that good soybean hay is superior
to alfalfa hay as a feed for milk and butterfat production and
for maintenance of body weight of milk cows.”
A photo shows a field of soybeans in West Virginia.
2067. Mitchell, H.H.; Villegas, Valente. 1923. The nutritive
value of the proteins of coconut meal, soy beans, rice bran,
and corn. J. of Dairy Science 6(3):222-36. May. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents of this animal study: Introduction.
The losses of nitrogen on an N-free ration. Results with lowprotein rations. Results with medium-protein rations. The
net protein values of feeds. The method developed by the
late Dr. H.P. Armsby for determining the food requirements
of animals, is regarded as the most systematic and scientific.
Armsby’s standards for the maintenance, growth, and
fattening of farm animals, and for the maintenance of milk
production, are not basically empirical (as are so many
others) but rather are the result of an in-depth analysis of
physiological functioning. They are so superior to other
methods as to be “in a class by themselves.” The most
difficult part of the process is the determination of protein
requirements. Karl Thomas (1919) has developed the useful
concept of “biological value,” which makes it possible to
determine the “net protein” value of feeds in much the same
way that Armsby has determined their net energy values.
Soy beans are used at two different levels (11.9% and
23.8%) in these rations, both alone and in combination with
corn. “Soy bean and corn proteins have an average value of
66. This may indicate a slight supplementing effect of one
source of protein on the other, though the data are too few to
permit a definite statement to this effect.” Table 6 shows that
soybeans contain 30.7% digestible protein (second only to
cottonseed meal at 37.0%), a biological value of 64 for their
digestible protein (third behind rice bran = 67 and cottonseed
meal = 66), and a content of 19.6% net protein (second
only to cottonseed meal = 24.4). Address: Dep. Animal
Husbandry, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
2068. Spillman, W.J. 1923. Distribution of types of farming
in the United States. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1289. 30
p. May. See p. 17-18, 29-30.
• Summary: In the section titled “Distribution of major
crops–The Cotton Belt,” the subsection on “Alternatives”
states (p. 17): “Very large quantities of coconut oil, soy-bean

oil, peanut oil, and other vegetable oils are imported into
this country, the largest import being of coconut oil. Peanut
oil can be substituted for coconut oil in all of its uses and
is fully equal to it for any purpose. In 1919 we produced
about 80,000,000 pounds of peanut oil and imported about
80,000,000 pounds from China. Imported soy-bean oil comes
mainly from Manchuria and coconut oil from the Tropics.
We could easily produce enough peanut oil to replace all of
these imports, but this would have to be done in competition
with oriental and tropical labor.”
“The soy bean thrives throughout this region. It yields
well and the seed contains about 18 per cent of oil of
high value. The entire plant makes good forage. With the
development of cattle and hog farming, this crop might have
an important place here. Should the oil mills be able to pay
enough for the seed to make soy beans a profitable crop the
acreage of the crop might be expanded greatly” (p. 18).
In the section titled “The Corn Belt,” the subsection on
“Possible new crops for the Corn Belt” states: “The soy bean
crop is already coming into Corn Belt agriculture at a rapid
rate. Students of farming in this region foresaw this result
many years ago. In the southern half of the Corn Belt farmers
have long felt the need of some spring crop to sow between
corn and wheat. It is not satisfactory to sow wheat after corn
unless the corn is cut and shocked, and it is not practicable to
utilize the corn fodder from so large an acreage as is grown
here. Oats have hitherto been much used for this place in
the rotation. But in this section oats are an uncertain crop,
and the yield averages low. Soy beans appear to be the ideal
corp to substitute for oats to follow corn and precede wheat.
They leave the land in excellent condition for wheat without
plowing unless it is very weedy, and even this difficulty can
be overcome by planting the beans in rows and cultivating
them a few times. It is well to remember, however, that
the necessity of cultivation the soy beans would reduce the
acreage of corn a given working force could manage. The
crop is a legume, and leaves considerable nitrogen in the soil
for the wheat crop that follows. Soy beans after corn and
preceding wheat also assist in controlling scab, which is due
to a fungus affecting both corn and wheat.
“Farther north, where oats are a logical crop, soy beans
are being sown very generally in corn; in fact, they are often
planted with the corn. When this is done, rape may be sown
between the rows at the last cultivation of the corn and
beans. This practice is particularly advantageous on farms
where corn is hogged off. In fact, soy beans may be planted
with corn throughout the Corn Belt to excellent advantage.
The crop thus has two important places which it may occupy
in Corn Belt rotations. It makes good hay, and is a splendid
substitute for alfalfa or clover in the winter feeding of brood
sows and other hogs. Not only that, but the seed contains
about 18 per cent of an oil which is intermediate in character
between the semidrying and drying oils. A considerable
proportion of soy-bean oil can be substituted for linseed oil
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in the manufacture of paints, varnishes, linoleum, etc.
“Enormous quantities of soy-bean oil are imported
every year, mainly from Manchuria. Factories are now
being built in the Corn Belt for handling soy beans as a
source of oil. If it should turn out that these factories can
pay farmers a sufficient price for soy beans to make the crop
profitable, there is every reason to expect soy beans to rise
to the proportion of a major crop in this section.” Address:
Consulting Specialist, Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
2069. Todd, G.R. 1923. Growing cow peas and soy beans.
Rural New-Yorker 82(4747):846-47. June 16.
• Summary: Contents: Soy beans are preferred to cow
peas for every purpose. Seeding methods. Soil inoculation.
Cutting and curing (for hay). Cow-pea hay. Harvesting for
seed. A photo shows a farmer with his soy bean plants in
St. Lawrence County, New York. “This crop is great for
dairymen–to feed along with corn silage. It is an annual crop,
makes a fair growth on acid soil, and gives as strong a feed
as clover or Alfalfa hay.” Address: New York.
2070. Kammlade, W.G. 1923. Soybeans for fattening lambs.
Breeder’s Gazette 83(25):848. June 21.
• Summary: “Shelled corn and soybean straw or hullings,
supplemented with whole soybeans, ground soybeans,
soybean oilmeal or linseed oilmeal, were used in fattening
four lots of western lambs at the Illinois Experiment
Station... In this experiment there was no difference in the
results secured through the use of whole soybeans, ground
soybeans, soybean oilmeal or linseed oilmeal.” Address:
Illinois Agric. Exp. Station.
2071. Levine, C.O. 1923. Soy beans versus oil meal in the
ration of the dairy cow. Lingnaam Agricultural Review
1(2):7-14. June. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Most of the work represented in this paper was
done by the writer when in the Graduate School at the Iowa
State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, during the
winter of 1919-20.”
“In the experiment conducted at Ames, soy beans gave
6% less milk and 8% more fat than did oil meal... Soy beans
and soy bean cake are palatable and are excellent feeds for
both European and water buffalo cows... One-fourth to onehalf of the concentrate part of the ration of the dairy cow
may consist of ground or soaked soy beans, or ground soy
bean cake.” Address: Canton Christian College, China.
2072. Moore, J.S.; Brintnall, Earle. 1923. Annual report of
the dairy department. Mississippi Agricultural Experiment
Station / Agricultural and Mechanical College of Mississippi,
Annual Report 36:29-30. For the fiscal year ending June 30,
1923.
• Summary: Prof. Moore states (p. 28): “Relative values of
alfalfa, soy beans, and lespedeza hays:–Experiments were

made last winter to show the value of these hays for dairy
cows. The results are interesting in that there was no marked
difference in the yield of milk from the use of the different
hays, but there seemed to be quite a decided loss in the body
weight of the cows receiving soy bean hay. The data is not
sufficient to draw conclusions, but in view of the importance
of the subject, we expect to repeat the work this winter on a
more extensive scale.”
Brintnall writes: “We carried on the past winter, feeding
tests on lespedeza hay, soy-bean hay, and soy-beans, ground,
to discover their value as a feed for dairy cows. This work
will be repeated the coming winter in even more detail and
fullness, after which we expect to publish the results.” The
author hopes the results “will give definite proof regarding
the value of these two feeds.” Address: 1. Prof. of Dairy
Husbandry; 2. Dairy Husbandman.
2073. Wall Street Journal. 1923. Improvement in crops for
last week in June: American Steel & Wire reports favorable
developments–drought conditions relieved. July 4. p. 14.
• Summary: The article ends: “Tobacco is doing well,
favorable growth reported on sweet potatoes, and the more
specialized forage crops in the south, such as peanuts, velvet
beans, soy beans and kafir corn.”
2074. Piper, C.V. 1923. Re: Write Mr. Littleton about use
of soybeans for hay. Letter [memorandum] to W.J. Morse,
[USDA], July 10. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Please write to Mr. Littleton
advising him in regard to soybeans for hay, particularly
varieties that he can use and dates of planting so that he can
cut his hay crop after September 15. He is also interested in
soybeans for hog pasture, and you might indicate dates of
seeding and varieties he can use for having his pasture ready
at different times. Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agrostologist in Charge
[Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].
2075. Piper, C.V. 1923. Re: Hackleman’s upcoming
presentation on “The Soybean and its Future” in Chicago.
Letter to Prof. J.C. Hackleman, Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana,
Illinois, July 13. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Hackleman: I have yours of the 9th
instant and am delighted that you will present the subject
of The Soybean and Its Future at the forage conference in
Chicago in November. I am asking Mr. Morse to write up a
series of suggestions in connection with the topic that may be
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of value to you. What I would really like to have covered is
a sort of prophecy based on its progress of the last few years
and what we may expect the importance of the soybean to be
in the near future.”
“Copy to Mr. W.J. Morse.” Location: National Archives,
College Park, Maryland. Record group 54–Bureau of Plant
Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div.
of Forage Crops and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with
State Agric. Exp. Stations, 1899-1928. Box 11–Illinois.
Folder #7–Illinois Exp. Station.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agrostologist in Charge, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
2076. Cates, J. Sidney. 1923. New stunts in harvesting
soys: Cheaper ways to handle the job are being worked out.
Country Gentleman 88(28):5, 30. July 14.
• Summary: “This is one of a series of articles gathered...
from every part of the United States... for the purpose of
suggesting to farmers ways of increasing their income.”
“Prof. J.C. Hackleman, of the University of Illinois,
voiced the point of view I found all through the Corn Belt
states when he remarked to me a few weeks ago: ‘The soy
is one crop we are trying to raise with machinery which
belongs to other crops. I am not sure that is going to be a
success very much longer. We have passed the experimental
stage and are ready to get into commercial production of
beans. This is going to mean special machinery.
“’We have special machinery for every other crop... The
fellow with ten to twenty acres of beans is going to cut the
crop for hay. The grain crop is always going to be grown in
large acreage. It will have to be in order to be economical.’”
The most economical way of harvesting soy beans
is with a picker, which was developed in eastern North
Carolina years ago. “The economy of this outfit, as compared
to harvesting with a binder, a self-rake reaper or with a
mower, was brought out several years ago in a study of a
large group of soy-bean farms made by A.G. Smith of the
old Office of Farm Management. This study, summarized,
shows that it took .84 man days and .55 horse days to harvest
an acre of beans by the picker plan. Using a grain binder and
thresher, as is now the usual Corn Belt practice, it took .99
man days and .77 horse days to complete an acre. This is an
increase of approximately 18 per cent man labor and 40 per
cent horse labor over the picker scheme. In this study the
self-rake reaper required 1.4 man days and 1.29 horse days
to the acre. Harvesting with mower and thresher, the man
labor was 1.02 days an acre, and horse labor .60.” Also the
picker, which picks the beans directly from the stalk, gives
a much higher quality of beans than any other harvesting
plan. Moreover the beans are not cracked in harvesting as is
sometimes the case when the beans are threshed.
Harvey Clapp in Accotink, Virginia, raises 100 acres of
soys. “His farm is entirely motorized.” Mr. Clapp built his

own planter, cultivator, and harvester. While the binder has
proved the most popular harvesting implement, a great many
farmers still use the old-style self-rake reaper. Mowers with
a buncher attachment are also in use on many farms. Beans
harvested with the binder are set up in shocks without caps.
“Wherever corn is a crop of importance, the soy is
creeping in, for forage and for hogging down. Soy beans
and corn supplemented by a mineral mixture puts the same
rapid growth on hogs as corn and tankage. And at the Indiana
station they are crying from the housetops the results of a
study which seems to show that twelve acres of beans and
forty acres of corn will feed just as many hogs as eighty
acres of corn alone. And they are claiming out in Ohio and
Indiana that clover-sick land after a round of soy beans can
be put back to clover and will grow a splendid crop.
“All these findings seem to mean a year by year increase
in seed demand and a good price for the man with seed beans
for sale.”
A large photo shows a grain drill following a reaper
harvesting the soys. Each machine is pulled by a team of
horses. Broadcast beans leave the land in good shape for
wheat seeding.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2007)
that mentions Harvey Clapp of Virginia; he developed an
early soybean harvester, considered a forerunner of the
combine.
2077. Ohio State Journal (Columbus). 1923. Soy beans give
Ohio important crop now: Acreage this year is 69 per cent
greater than that of ‘22, West reports. July 14. p. 14, col. 1.
Morning.
• Summary: The soy bean is rapidly becoming an important
crop in Ohio. In a report issued yesterday, C.J. West of the
state-federal crop reporting service says the acreage planted
to soy beans this year is 69% greater than last year. This
acreage now amounts to 5% of that planted to corn and 10%
of that planted to oats. The farms studied in preparing the
report have 2,306 acres in soy beans and 48,287 in corn. Last
year the same farms had only 1,356 acres in soy beans.
West says soy beans are favored by Ohio farmers
because the plants make a nutritious hay and the beans are
rich in protein for stock food. The plant, a legume, “is also
a soil improver similar to clover, so that many fields are
planted with the idea, not of harvesting, but of turning the
crop under for other crops to feed upon” [as green manure].
2078. New York Times. 1923. Jersey hay crop light: State
experiment station says drought is cause. July 15. p. E5.
• Summary: Hay is the staple crop for winter cow feed in
New Jersey. But this year dairy farmers here “are wondering
how they are going to have enough forage to keep their
milk production up to standard. The yield of grass and hay
throughout the State is so small that the State Agricultural
Experiment Station [at New Brunswick] is broadcasting
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advice to farmers to put in special sowings of millet, Sudan
grass, soybeans and cowpeas.”
2079. Hackleman, J.C. 1923. Re: Long-term research on soy
beans in Illinois. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Agrostologist
in Charge, Forage-Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC, July 17. 2 p. Typed, with
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: When I came to Illinois
four years ago we formulated a program for the crops work
which we thought would require from three to five years.”
This program had three main parts: “(1) corn disease
work and the establishment of field practices which would
assist in its control; (2) the encouragement of the soy bean
industry and the introduction of better adapted varieties; and
(3) the more general utilization of sweet clover as a pasture
and green manuring crop.” There were also several minor
projects.
“It appears to us that during this general depression
in our agricultural sections and especially with the grain
farmers we should go still farther in the urging of forage
crops, not being content to stop with sweet clover and soy
beans.” They now propose to begin an alfalfa campaign, and
are looking for other forage crops to include in both their
demonstrations and investigations.
“During the past four years we have co-operated with
Mr. Morse, of your division, with the finest kind of results,
and I am sure that had it not been for his co-operation we
would not have gotten as far as we have with the soy bean
in Illinois–and we are selfish enough to believe that he could
not have gotten the same results without our assistance. In
other words, I feel that this co-operation was absolutely
necessary. I am sure that if you will discuss this with Mr.
Morse he will give you a still better idea of the type and
extent of the work we are doing with the soy bean.
“I am wondering, therefore, if it is not possible for us
to arrange for starting some forage crop work next year or
possibly this fall, patterned somewhat after the co-operative
work that we have done with Mr. Morse.
“We are enclosing copy of the project that we have used
this year, in order that you may have some idea as to the
manner in which we are handling these demonstrations.
“We are already getting reports from our soy bean work
this year, and it promises some excellent data.
“Will you be kind enough to write me at your
convenience your opinions as to such co-operative work and
whether or not you think it worth while for us to figure on
such a co-operative plan?”
The 4-page project report that Hackleman encloses
is titled: “University of Illinois College of Agriculture–
Department of Agronomy. United States Department of
Agriculture–Bureau of Plant Industry. _______ County Farm
Bureau Cooperating.
Title of project: Soybean varieties. Location: Twenty-

seven counties in Illinois. Object (four objects). Previous
work. Organization. Method of procedure. Form titled “Field
notes of soybean variety demonstrations.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 11–Illinois. Folder #7–Illinois Exp.
Station.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: In Charge, Farm Crops
Extension, Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2080. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1923. Soy bean
hay feed. 6(2):14. July.
• Summary: “Dairymen in the middle west have tested the
value of soy bean hay as a cattle feed.
“Ray Wood of Bismark, Illinois, has had better results
with it than with alfalfa, he says.”
“He believes that the heavy tonnage of soy bean hay
produced on an acre will make it a very desirable hay for
farmers in the corn belt.”
2081. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1923. Beans in
corn. 6(2):17. July.
• Summary: “Growing beans in corn is generally acceded to
be a wise policy. While in some cases it may slightly reduce
the yield it is always an excellent defense against bugs.
“One Illinois farmer this season planted one soy bean
in every hill of corn. This he believes will ward off the
chinch bugs by shading the corn row bottoms and will tend
to keep the bottoms moist by retaining the moisture, thereby
promoting the growth of the corn.
“Many others planted soy beans in their corn this year
for the purpose of hogging, down next fall and marketing
the corn and beans through a better grade of live stock. The
combination is popular in many sections of the country that
have experienced the depredations of ravaging chinch bugs.
“That soy beans in corn do not cut down the yield was
recently pointed out by W.P. Flint, Illinois field entomologist.
He stressed the advisability of growing the combination this
year as a drastic step against chinch bugs.
“’Chinch bugs do not like shade,’ he said, ‘and soy
beans seem to be unpalatable to them. A rapid rank growing
variety of beans planted with the corn this year seems as an
added insurance for a corn crop since it will tend to ward
off the bugs. However, experiments show that the beans in
with the corn seedlings may cut down on the yield two or
three bushels to the acre under normal years and conditions,
the practice of growing the crops together has its merits, and
should be advised this year since the bugs are threatening the
crops in such numbers.’”
2082. J. of the Department of Agriculture, Union of South
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Africa. 1923. Cowpeas versus soya beans for pigs. 7(1):1314. July.
• Summary: Gives the results of a feeding trial at Cedara
using the 2 crops as pasture for pigs. Superior results were
obtained from soybeans. Address: South Africa.
2083. J. of the Department of Agriculture, Union of South
Africa. 1923. Inoculation of legumes. 7(1):14-15. July.
• Summary: During the 1921-22 season, the effect of
inoculation on yield was tested on a small scale under pot
culture conditions. Inoculation with “nitragin” was found to
be effective on the soya bean variety Brownie. “All plants in
the inoculated sections produced a liberal supply of nodules;
these were absent in the uninoculated sections.” Soya beans
were also successfully inoculated by the use of cultures from
the “Agricultural University, Wisconsin.”
“Soya beans have produced good yields of seed, and
have produced good healthy plants comparatively free from
disease. The following varieties provided the best yield of
seed:–Brownies, Mammoth, Chinese White, and American
White.”
Also discusses: Cowpeas and the kudzu vine.
Note: This is the earliest research seen (Aug. 2018) on
inoculation of soybeans in Africa. Address: South Africa.
2084. Malin, D.F. 1923. “Bill” McArthur’s soy beans: Soy
beans are all important in the cropping system at Ianoka
Farm [Iowa]. Wallaces’ Farmer 48(35):1149. Aug. 31.
• Summary: Bill McArthur’s soy beans are one of the
agricultural features of Cerro Gordo County in Northern
Iowa, and he is considered the dean of soy bean growers in
the area. On his farm, soy beans have the limelight. This year
he has planted 90 acres of Manchus and Early Blacks.
“On the McArthur farm soy beans are probably used
for more different purposes than on any other Iowa farm.
The crop is annually planted with corn, both for silage and
hogging down. A considerable acreage is harvested for seed
each year and a part is always cut for hay. The beans in
ground form are extensively used for feeding the live stock
kept on Ianoka Farm, as the McArthur place is known.”
Also discusses: Method of making soy bean hay. Rate of
seeding for seed crop. Soy beans in the crop rotation.
A photo shows men using a regular threshing machine to
thresh soy beans in front of McArthur’s barn. He changes all
the pulleys on the cylinder shaft, putting on the larger pulleys
to slow down the cylinder and speeding up the separation.
The cylinder speed should be reduced to about 300 to 400
revolutions per minute. Address: Iowa.
2085. Park, J.B. 1923. Harvesting soybeans for seed. Ohio
State University, Extension Service, Crop Talk No. 1. 4 p.
Aug.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Time of harvesting.
Methods of harvesting. Special soybean harvesters.

Threshing. Storage of seed.
“The time at which soybeans ripen varies with latitude,
variety, and season, extending from the first or second week
of September in northern Ohio to early October for the
later varieties in southern Ohio. A striking characteristic
of soybeans, which makes them better adapted to seed
production than most legumes, is their uniform maturity.
Many legumes continue blooming for a long period so that
flowers and ripe seeds are present on the same plant, but
the soybean is nearly as definite in its maturity as wheat. As
maturity approaches, the leaves turn yellow and drop, the
lower leaves first. At the same time the pods turn yellow and
then brown as they ripen. Most varieties have a tendency
for the pods to burst open and hatter the seeds soon after the
pods are dry. Varieties differ in this respect. Medium Green
shatters especially badly while Peking and Manchu are
notable nonshattering. A hot dry season will cause greater
loss from shattering than a cool, moist season.”
“Special soybean harvesters–Machines especially built
for harvesting soybeans from the mature standing plants are
used extensively in the southern states. The most common
type is a two-horse, single-row machine consisting of a
rectangular box mounted close to the ground on two wheels.
As the machine passes over the row, a wooden bar cylinder
with long iron fingers, revolving parallel to the row threshes
the beans out and throws them back into the box along with
many threshed pods and pieces of stem. A man with a fork
rakes them to the rear of the box and throws out the coarser
trash. Another type of harvester cuts, threshes, and cleans
the beans in one operation, discharging the straw upon the
ground.” Address: Ohio.
2086. Univ. of Wyoming Agricultural Experiment Station,
State Farms Bulletin. 1923. Division of State Farms. No. 4.
Aug. p. 10-12.
• Summary: The subtitle of this bulletin is: “Some results
from agricultural stations over the state from the 1923
report.” In the section titled “Forage crops,” pages 10-12
state: “Out of ten varieties of soy beans and four varieties
of cow peas, seeded in 1922 for the first time, one of each
matured seed by September. The cow peas produced three
bushels of seed and a ton of forage to the acre.”
Note 1. No mention is made of the seed or forage yield
from the soy beans, or the location of the 1922 trials, but
Quayle (1944) notes that the first soybean trials in Wyoming
“were made on the Sheridan Field Station* (Footnote: *The
work at the Sheridan Field Station, by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture and the Department of Agricultural
Substations, cooperating), 1923 to 1927, where the frost
free period is 142 days and the altitude is 3,800 feet... Dry
farming methods were used at this station. Unfavorable
weather conditions for some of these years and the use of
unsuited varieties together with rabbit and grasshopper
damage resulted in very light yields.”
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Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (June
2016) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Wyoming.
This document contains the second earliest date seen for
the cultivation of soybeans in Wyoming (spring 1922). The
source of these soybeans is unknown, but it was probably the
USDA. Address: Laramie, Wyoming.
2087. Lloyd, Walter H. 1923. Let George do it and he did!
Briggs made national soybean field day a real success. Ohio
Farmer 152(13):294. Sept. 29.
• Summary: A summary of talks given at the National
Soybean Field Day at the University of Wisconsin (at
Madison), and organized by George Briggs “that stemwinding human dynamo who planned and carried out the
program... George was born in Minnesota, graduated from
the University of Minnesota, farmed in the Dakotas, then
was a county agricultural agent in Wisconsin and now is the
chief soybean enthusiast in the farm crops department of the
college of agriculture of the University of Wisconsin. He has
other interests for his associates in the college call him ‘Corn
Tassel’ Briggs, while in soybean circles it, is ‘Soybean’
Briggs... We also heard it rumored that George baked the
soybean bread served at the excellent soybean luncheon.”
The “earnest disciple of soybeans from northwestern
Ohio, E.F. Johnson,” explained which soybean varieties are
best suited to various uses in Ohio: For seed production or
oil–Manchu. For hogging down with corn: Northern half
of Ohio–Manchu, Ito San. Southern half of Ohio–Manchu,
Elton. For ensilage: Peking, Midwest, Medium Green, and
Johnson Four. For hay: Early–Black Eyebrow. Medium–
Special Hay Mixture, Medium Green.
The field program included visits to many demonstration
plots, covering most phases of soybean production, including
depths of planting, rates of seeding, curing soybean hay, etc.
“Farmer’s best emergency crop: Then George pulled his
biggest lesson of all which was a simple demonstration of
the fact that soybeans are the best emergency crop a farmer
can grow. If one runs out of hay he can cut part of the beans
he had planned to harvest for seed or he can disk his wheat
ground and get a ton and a half of good hay to the acre
following wheat.”
Other speakers included William Wright (bacteriologist,
inoculation), R.A. Moore (What soybeans mean to
Wisconsin), C.R. McGee [Megee] (Michigan), F.B. Morrison
(author of the indispensable book Feeds and Feeding), C.M.
Vestal (swine feeding), F.W. Ives (threshing soybeans).
Mr. E.F. Johnson of Ohio said that he planned to “hold the
biggest soybean field day in the history of the country at
his farm in Williams County next September (1924) and he
invited the national association to hold its meeting at the
same time.”
Note: In 1924 the fifth annual soybean field day was
not held at the farm of Mr. E.F. Johnson in Ohio. Rather, it
was held in Ames, Iowa, at the Iowa Agricultural College

and Experiment Station on 29-30 Aug. 1924. Mr. Johnson
did not speak at this event; we do not know whether he
was in attendance. Moreover, in Jan. 1999 Rod Miller, a
Johnson family genealogist in Stryker, searched every issue
of the local newspaper (the Bryan Democrat) for August,
September, and October 1924 looking for an article about a
soybean meeting at E.F. Johnson’s farm; he found nothing.
Address: Ohio.
2088. Thomasson, R.R. 1923. Soybeans to the rescue: In
Missouri the crop has found a soft spot in the heart of the
farmer with a rundown farm. Dairy Farmer 21(19):16-17,
29. Oct. 1.
• Summary: The article begins: “There are two types of
farmers: One who says ‘Give me the season, plenty of rain,
and keep the chinch bugs away and I still can grow enough
crops on the old fields to feel my stock;’ and the other who
says, ‘Give me soybeans I will defy drouths and insect pests.’
Any man can have his soybeans, but it is a long, long wait
for the other fellow until all seasonal conditions are right.
The sheriff will pass the farms of a lot of soybean growers
on his way to foreclose a mortgage on the man who waits for
the Lord to bless him with rain at the proper times thruout
the season.”
In Pulaski County, says County Agent C.C. Keller,
there are thousands of acres of poor upland soil. “A legume
in the rotation and more roughage to make more manure
has been badly needed. And still the farmers knew so little
about growing soybeans two years ago that I had difficulty
persuading five or six to plant small demonstration plots.
Those demonstrations resulted in fifty men growing 300
acres this year, and with hardly an exception they were
satisfied when they cut the hay. They were more than
satisfied when they began feeding that hay to their dairy
cows.”
The Virginia variety is best adapted to thin soils, with
Wilson as a second choice. The Virginia and Wilson were
the only two that could be harvested with a binder or mower.
Morse is a favorite on the more fertile farms of the state.
So is Haberlandt, but it has not been grown as extensively.
“The greatest objection to the crop that the farmer is finding
is probably the difficulty in obtaining seed. Machinery is
not available in most communities for threshing the beans.”
However counties such as Linn and Pettis are developing
the seed end of the crop. “Linn county produced a surplus
of 4,000 bushels this year. It was a pioneer soybean county.
Two men, E.A. Loomis and W.P. Brinkley, have grown
soybeans since 1903. For several years they were the only
men in the county to devote any attention to the crop. There
are now more than 1,200 men finding a place in their rotation
for the soybean, according to County Agent J. Robert Hall.
The majority of these men use them for hay and as a soil
builder. The Linn county soybean growers association was
organized in 1920 to facilitate selling the surplus seed.”
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The article concludes: “The crop offers itself as a last
chance for the man on the road to a completely worn-out
soil who has passed the turn in the road where he might have
taken on clover in his crop rotation.”
Photos show: (1) Three men standing in a field of
soybeans and cowpeas on the farm of D.N. Dabbs in
McDonald County, Missouri. (2) Hulling soybeans in front
of a barn on the farm of Finis Fouts, Deer Creek, Indiana,
and transporting the hay up to the loft.
2089. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1923. Soy bean demonstration.
66(13):362. Oct. 12.
• Summary: Contains a summary of some of the speeches
given at the summer meeting of the National Soy Bean
Grower’s Association held at Madison, Wisconsin. “R.A.
Moore, Wisconsin veteran field crops investigator, was one
of the pioneers in seeking to adapt the crop to the farming
practices of his state... He marks the year 1898 as the date
when the initial effort was made to grow soy beans in the
Badger State. Following the early investigations their true
worth as legumes ideally suited to regions of light, sandy,
nitrogen deficient soils gradually came to be recognized.”
Wisconsin Black, Ito San, and Manchu are the three
most popular soy bean varieties in Wisconsin, with over 50%
of the state’s entire acreage (which totals 30,000 to 50,000
acres) being devoted to Wisconsin Black.
Indiana’s total soy bean acreage is about 240,000 acres
this year. Hoosier soy bean activities were summarized by
C.V. Vestal and W.A. Ostrander. Iowa’s soy bean acreage was
estimated at 200,000 acres by F.S. Wilkins; much of this was
sown to soy bean-corn combinations. “Severe clover failures
brought the soy bean into use in Illinois as an emergency hay
crop with the result that this year’s acreage totals 674,000
acres.
“Surprise was expressed at the wide usage which the
by-products of the soy bean enjoy. Oils of the bean are used
extensively to free a certain percentage of linseed oil in
paints and varnishes. Soap is another soy bean oil product,
while the refined oils have found fairly extensive use in
edibles for some time past. New uses are constantly being
found for soy bean flour, another edible prepared from the
bean.”
“F.B. Morrison of the Wisconsin Agricultural College is
convinced that soy beans are an excellent protein-rich feed
for live stock.” Conclusive trials show this. “Experiments
have shown that in feeding dairy cattle, ground soy beans
may be used successfully as a substitute for linseed meal or
cottonseed meal. In fact, soy beans are worth as much per
ton as these expensive feeds. The bean may also be used
successfully in sheep feeding.”
“Soy bean oil meal is free from the disadvantage of
the whole soy bean in producing soft pork. At the present
time the amount of this meal produced in the United States
is not sufficient to meet the demand, but a considerable

amount is imported from the Orient. Consequently this feed
has become quite common on the Pacific coast, Morrison
concluded.”
A photo shows about 100 men, delegates from the
Midwest, dressed in coats, hats, and ties, gathered at the
Experimental Farm, Wisconsin College of Agriculture, to
attend a meeting of the National Soy Bean Association.
Those in the middle are holding up a large sign that reads:
“50 varieties. Soy bean tests, from 15 states.” Address: Fort
Atkinson, Wisconsin.
2090. Kelsey, Ray T. 1923. Will soys replace tankage?
Purdue trials show economy of soybean ration. Ohio Farmer
152(15):346. Oct. 13.
• Summary: Results of hog feeding tests made at Purdue
University Experiment Station and disseminated at “Swine
Feeders’ day.
“Soybean about to replace tankage: C.M. Vestal” stated
that “the ration of corn and tankage is still the old standby
for the hog feeder in the corn belt where quick gains, altho
it is in danger of being replaced by a corn-soybean ration,
for in the rations where soybeans were used as the protein
supplement the gains were some [sic, somewhat] cheaper per
one hundred pounds.”
Details are given on a dry lot feeding experiment. “The
feeding of a mineral mixture with the corn-soybean ration
helped considerably in average daily gain as it pushed it
up to 1.60 lb with a cost of $5.94 per cwt [hundredweight,
probably 100 lb].
“The mineral mixture that was used consisted of 10 parts
wood ashes, 10 parts of 16 percent acid phosphate, and 1 part
of common salt by weight.” Address: Ohio.
2091. Morse, W.J. 1923. Re: Suggestions for a talk to the
American Society of Agronomy in Chicago in November.
Letter to J.C. Hackleman, Illinois Agric. Exp. Station,
Urbana, Illinois, Nov. 5. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “I have taken the matter up with Prof. Piper in
regard to what he would like to have done, and he said he
desired to have you give some idea of the importance the
soybean is likely to attain in the Corn Belt during the next
few years at least, and the progress it has been making in the
Corn Belt in the last three or four years. I think one of the
important items would be the statistics that you obtained the
past summer. No doubt you could obtain from the statistician
from whom you obtained these figures other figures from
some of the Corn Belt States.
“It perhaps would be well to give a little history of the
soybean in the Corn Belt States for the last ten years, that
is reviewing history briefly, pointing out the great strides
the crop has made, and, if possible, give the part it plays in
the different rotation systems and the manners in which the
crop is utilized. Then, also the progress of the oil and meal
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industries throughout the Corn Belt States.
“With regard to the progress of soybeans in the other
parts of the Country, I might add that with the exception of
North Carolina the progress, or rather increase in acreage,
has been very much greater in the Corn Belt States than
anywhere else. Of course, the acreage in North Carolina
has been rather slow, but it has been for some time the
leading soybean state in the Country. The increase in acreage
throughout the Southern States has been rather slow, but
during the past two years the various Southern States have
been doing more or less work with the soybean, but it will
take years to reach the place the Corn Belt States, especially
your state, has attained with soybeans at the present time. In
North Carolina they do use some quantities of soybeans for
oil and meal, but not to any great extent.
“Undoubtedly throughout the Country the soybean will
always be primarily a forage crop, the largest acreage being
used for pasture, hay and silage. As to the oil and oil mill
industry, I doubt seriously that during the next few years
there will be a place for the community oil mill, as there are
too many old established oil mills now that are in position to
handle whatever surplus seed we may have.
“I think from your knowledge of the situation
throughout the Corn Belt that you will be able to give a very
good prophecy as to the future of the soybean.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 11–Illinois. Folder #7–Illinois Exp.
Station.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agronomist, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Washington, DC.
2092. Brown, F.A. 1923. Sudan grass and soy beans
for hay crops (Letter to the editor). Rural New-Yorker
82(4768):1390. Nov. 10.
• Summary: This letter begins: “North Carolina Crop.–With
this I am sending you a photograph of a field of Sudan grass
and Soy beans on the farm of Mr. E.B. Foushee, fast outside
of Roxboro, N.C. The crop was planted on August 5 and
the picture was taken on October 2, the day it was cut. Mr.
Foushee, who is shown standing in the grass, is 6 ft. tall. The
wind was blowing hard, so the grass does not show up to its
full height. Estimated yield, four to five tons of dry hay per
acre, and a hay that is superior to Timothy in feeding value,
and better liked by the stock.
“Does not this answer your question of a few weeks
ago as to what hay crop can be grown as a second crop? The
Sudan was just heading and the beans setting. Both would
have made far more and even better hay if left for two or
three weeks longer, but the weather was perfect for hay
drying, and Mr. Foushee. was afraid to wait. If frost holds off

till the middle of November, as usual, there will be another
light cutting of the grass or a lot of mighty good pasture.”
A large (9 by 5 inches) photo shows two men and a
horse in a field of Sudan grass and soy beans on the farm of
Mr. E.B. Foushee, just outside of Roxboro, North Carolina.
One of the men, Mr. Foushee, is 6 feet tall; the Sudan grass is
about as tall as he is. Address: North Carolina.
2093. Hackleman, J.C. 1923. The future of the soybean
as a forage crop. Paper presented at the American Society
of Agronomy meeting. 9 p. Held 12-13 Nov. at Chicago,
Illinois.
• Summary: Contents: Overview of legumes in the USA.
Effect of World War I was to decrease legume acreage in
USA, increase grain production, and deplete soils. New
conditions after 1918: Phenomenal rise of soybean acreage
in Illinois, due to at least four factors. Soybeans grow
well on sour soils where clovers fail, yet also respond to
limestone applications. Overemphasis on the soybean as a
soil-builder: Importance of inoculation. Place in the rotation:
Before wheat. Soybean hay one of best leguminous forages
when cut and handled properly. Decreasing costs of soybean
production. Great value of soybeans in livestock feeding: An
inexpensive, home-grown, nitrogen-rich feed. Increase in the
number of soybean oil mills since 1921. Conclusions.
“Red clover is the most important legume, in point of
seeded acreage, that we have in the United States. It makes
excellent pasture, is good for hay, and, under favorable
conditions, is a highly valuable green manuring crop” (p.
1). The corn belt states have slightly more than 9.1 acres out
of every 100 acres of improved land in legumes; this is too
small a portion.
After World War I, corn belt farmers were looking to
legumes to rebuild their depleted soils, including acidic soils.
They listened to the recommendations of state agricultural
colleges and the USDA. The were “ready and willing to
adopt the soybean.” A table (p. 3) shows acreage in Illinois
of five legume crops in 1909, 1919, and 1923. The crops are
clover alone, clover with timothy, alfalfa, soybeans alone,
and soybeans with other crops. Soybeans alone were 300
acres in 1909, 3,288 acres in 1919, and 218,000 acres in
1923. Soybeans with other crops were unknown in 1909,
36,000 acres in 1919, and 674,000 acres in 1923.
“The increase in acreage devoted to the soybean each
year since 1918 is nothing short of phenomenal. In fact, this
is probably the greatest change in an agricultural practice in
the history of corn belt agriculture. This remarkable increase
is traceable to at least four factors. First, the campaign which
had been conducted in all states to increase the legume
acreage was beginning to bear fruits, and the farmer was
looking for a legume; second, the oat crop seemed to offer
less returns each successive season and became less popular
throughout the corn belt, and the farmers began to search for
a substitute for this crop; third, because of this phenomenal
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increase in acreage, seed production could not keep pace
with the demand, and therefore prices were maintained
at a comparatively high figure, making seed production
attractive; and fourth, the comparatively few farmers who
had been producing and using soybeans on their farms were
finding them excellent feed and all reports of feeding trials at
experiment stations had shown the crop to have great merit
as a home-grown feed.”
A table (p. 5) shows the amount of limestone required to
grow hay or fodder from nine leguminous crops. The amount
of limestone required to grow on ton of ranges from 20 lb for
timothy hay or oat hay to 90 lb for soybean hay or cowpea
hay. Corn fodder gives the highest average yield (9 tons),
followed by alfalfa hay (4 tons), and red clover hay; soybean
hay gives a relatively low yield (2 tons). The amount of
limestone required to grow one acre of crop ranges from 340
lb for alfalfa and 270 lb for corn fodder (60 bushel crop)
down to 30 lb for oat hay; soybean hay requires 180 lb.
“Summarizing, therefore, it would seem conservative
to draw the following conclusions: First, that the acreage
of soybeans will and should increase; second, the most
profitable outlet for the production will be as a seed crop
and as a home-grown nitrogenous feed, substituting for the
high-priced commercial concentrate; third, limestone must
be recognized as essential to the most successful permanent
production of soybeans; fourth, after sweetening the soil
more efficient methods of inoculation must be found; and,
fifth, legumes must be classified more nearly on the basis
of their special or particular values. Alfalfa is pre-eminently
a hay plant; sweet clover the best for green manure and
pasture; red clover for dual-purpose hay and pasture legume–
and soybeans the best annual nitrogenous seed and hay
producing plant.”
Note: Talk with David Crowell, American Society of
Agronomy, Madison, Wisconsin. 2000. Sept. 5. This meeting
was held on 12-13 Nov. 1923 in Chicago.
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. Exp.
Stations, 1899-1928. Box 11–Illinois. Folder #7–Illinois Exp.
Station.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Crops Extension, Agric. Exp.
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2094. Hanger, Wallace E. 1923. Uses of soybean seed. Ohio
State University, Extension Service, Crop Talk No. 4. 4 p.
Nov.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans as a feed:
Soybeans equal tankage as feed for hogs, ground soybeans
and cottonseed meal compared, mineral supplements to
balance the ration. Soybeans supply high-grade oil. Soybean
oil meal: Oil meal as a supplemental feed for cattle, oil meal

as poultry feed, the outlook for soybean oil mills. Soybeans
for seed purposes.
In Ohio, soybean “acreage has nearly doubled each year
for the past two years.” “In the state as a whole the acreage
for soybeans grown for seed is much less than that grown for
forage purposes. This would indicate that there should be a
good profit in putting beans on the market for seed purposes,
as has been the case. It should be kept in mind, however,
that all threshed soybeans are not suitable for use as seed.
Producing soybean seed for planting purposes is a business
for which relatively few farmers are properly equipped.”
Address: Ohio.
2095. Ragsdale, A.C.; Turner, C.W. 1923. The minimum
milk requirements for calf raising. J. of Agricultural
Research 26(9):437-46. Dec. 1. [4 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “The problem of raising
dairy calves on farms where the whole milk is sold
to be utilized in the manufacture of dairy products or
for consumption in the cities is one of ever-increasing
importance. On these farms skim milk is not generally
available and whole milk is so valuable that dairy men
quite generally question the profitableness of raising dairy
calves under such conditions. Under these circumstances
a substitute for milk in raising calves would be a boon to
dairymen, since it would greatly simplify the problem and
undoubtedly be the means of saving many well-bred calves.
A decreased cost of calf raising would also result from the
sale of more of the milk now fed to calves.” Page 438: “Part
of the time cut alfalfa hay was fed, but the calves seemed to
prefer the uncut hay. Due to the coarse stems of some of the
soybean hay, it was found desirable not to cut the latter, so
that the calves could select the choicer portions of the plant...
In selecting the grain mixtures the chief point considered was
to adopt one simple enough to be practical on the average
farm and yet one which would contain all the essential
factors in a balanced ration. The nutritive ratio of milk was
taken as a guide. Lot I was fed a grain mixture composed
of ground corn 40 parts, wheat bran 10 parts, and linseed
meal 10 parts by weight. The roughage fed was soybean
hay.” Address: 1. Chairman, Dep. of Dairy Husbandry; 2.
Instructor in Dairy Husbandry. Both: Missouri Agric. Exp.
Station.
2096. Mark, P Lewis. 1923. Sensible talk about soy beans.
Rural New-Yorker 82(4773):1514. Dec. 15.
• Summary: The author first grew soy beans as a separate
crop in 1917; he used them as a soil builder. He also
discusses the returns in wheat where soy beans have been
grown, the uses of soy beans for seed, hay and forage, their
limitations as pasture, yield of seed, and comparison with
other crops. A table shows the protein and oil content of
the following soy bean varieties: Black Eyebrow, Manchu,
Mongol, Ito San, and Hamilton. Address: Franklin County,
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New York.
2097. Thompson, J.B. 1923. Report of the agronomist in
charge. Virgin Islands Agricultural Experiment Station,
Report. For the year 1922. p. 2-4. See p. 3-4.
• Summary: In the section titled “Leguminous Crops” (p. 3)
after a subsection on cowpeas, we read: “Soybeans.–Short
row tests were also made with 22 varieties of soybeans,
the seed of which had been received from the Office of
Forage Crop Investigations, United States Department of
Agriculture. The beans were planted December 3, 1921,
on a plat immediately adjoining that devoted to cowpeas.
Although the soils of the two plats was [sic, were] similar
in character, many of the soybean varieties failed. Those
showing possibilities were, in order of merit, Biloxi,
Otootan, Early Brown, and Virginia, which yielded at the
rates of 545, 436, 299, and 272 pounds, respectively, of
shelled beans per acre.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in the Virgin Islands of the United
States or the cultivation of soybeans in the Virgin Islands
of the United States. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Virgin Islands of the United
States, or the cultivation of soybeans in Virgin Islands of the
United States (3 Dec. 1921). The source of these soybeans
is the Office of Forage Crop Investigations, United States
Department of Agriculture.
Note 2. This annual report was issued on 15 December
1923. This experiment station was located on St. Croix in the
Virgin Islands.
Note 3. This document was found by Judith V. Rogers,
Acting Campus Librarian, University of the Virgin Islands,
St. Croix Campus Library. Address: Agronomist in charge,
Virgin Islands Agric. Exp. Station, St. Croix, Virgin Islands,
USA.
2098. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1923.
Seeds and plants imported by the Office of Foreign Seed and
Plant Introduction during the period from April 1 to June 30,
1922. Nos. 54969 to 55568. No. 71. 62 p. Dec.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Soja max (L.) Piper.
Fabaceæ. (Glycine hispida Maxim.)
“55069-55070. From Omagari, Akita-Ken, Japan. Seeds
presented by Isabura Nagai, director of substation, Rikuu
Branch, Agricultural Experiment Station. Received April
29, 1922. ‘It has been our experience that the smooth or
“Hadaka,” varieties of soy beans from Japan do not shatter
their seed nearly so easily as the hairy sorts.’ (W.J. Morse.)
‘The pods of the first variety are smooth and of the second
variety slightly hairy. Both varieties were grown at our
experiment station.’ (Nagai.)
“55069. Hadaka No. 3.
“55070. Hadaka No. 260.
“55424/55441. From Harbin, northern Manchuria.

Presented by B.W. Skvortzow. Received May 10, 1922.
Quoted notes by Mr. Skvortzow. A collection of seeds from
northern Manchuria.
“55437-55441. Introduced for forage-crop experiments.
“55437. ‘Black soy beans.’” Address: Washington, DC.
2099. Bottari, Fulvio. 1923. La soja nella storia,
nell’agricoltura e nelle applicazioni alimentari ed industriali
[The soybean in history, in agriculture, and in food and
industrial applications]. Torino & Genova, Italy: S. Lattes &
Co. 243 p. Preface by Prof. Oreste Mattriolo (R. Università
di Torino). With 34 illust. 22 cm. [25 ref. Ita]
• Summary: This is the first major book in Italian about the
soybean.
Contents: Preface. Reason for the work; its scope
and limits. Part I: The origin and history of the soybean.
Reason for this history, the origin of the soybean and its
early dissemination, soya (including production statistics)
in Oriental countries (China, Manchuria, Japan, Formosa,
Korea, French Indochina), how the soybean was introduced
to Europe, the cultivation of soya in France, Soya in
England, Austria, Germany, Denmark, Holland, Russia,
Sweden, Alsace-Lorraine (now in northeast France), Spain,
Italy, America, Conclusion.
Part II: Cultivation of soya.
Part III: Soya in the feeding and nutrition of humans and
animals. 1. The analysis and physiology of metabolism as an
element in the study of nutrition. 2. Soybean forage in the
feeding of animals. 3. Soybeans (il grano di soja) and soy
products in the feeding of humans and animals: Commercial
and nutritional value and digestibility of the soybean, how
to prepare and cook whole soybeans, soy broth, thick soups,
salads, and meat dishes, soy purée (puré di soja), soybean
cakes (torté di soja), soybean sprouts (germi di soja), roasted
soybeans (grano di soja come frutta secca), soy coffee (caffé
di soja), soy chocolate (cioccolata di soja), soy confections
(confetture di soja), special soy sweets and chocolates for
diabetics and tuberculosis patients, the soybean as a feed for
animals.
Note 1. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Nov. 2012) that mentions soy coffee, which it calls
caffé di soja.
4. Flour, pasta, and bread in feeding. 5. Soymilk (il latte
di soja) and its use in the feeding of animals and humans.
6. Tofu (il formaggio di soja; p. 209). 7. Soy oil and oilcakes (L’olio ed i panelli di soja; p. 212). 8. Condiments
and sauces: Natto, miso, soy sauce (le salse, called Schogon
[sic] in Japan, Tsinag-Yeou [sic] or Tao-yu in China, Ketjap
in Java, and Tuong in Annam). 9. Enzymes (I fermenti, incl.
urease). 10. Conclusions.
Part IV: Industrial applications of soya. 1. Various
industrial applications of soya and its derivatives. 2.
Chemical composition of vegetable casein compared with
animal casein. 3. The industrial applications of animal
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casein. 4. If it is possible, it is convenient, necessary and
appropriate to replace vegetable casein for the animal casein
in industrial applications. 5. Vegetable casein factories.
6. Process for extracting casein from soy. 7. How to
manufacture galalith / galalite.
Part V: General conclusions.
The first test of the lactation of calves with soymilk was
conducted in the winter of 1916-17 by the Bonafous Institute
in Turin. The results were splendid, and have encouraged
eminent pediatricians such as Dr. Casalini, Prof. Dr. Alberto
Muggia (teacher of clinical pediatrics at the University of
Turin), and Dr. Enrico Gasca (vice director general of infants
at Turin) to extend their experiments (p. 6).
A table (p. 31) shows soybean and cotton hectarage and
production in Korea from 1909 to 1917. Soybean hectarage
increased from 277,776 ha to a record 487,134 ha. Soybean
production grew from 1,991,126 quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg
or 0.1 metric tons) to a record 3,816,498 quintals.
Page 35: “Prof. Rouest of Luxey (Landes) in France
wrote us on 30 Nov. 1921. ‘I have finished only the period
of acclimatization of the soybean. It remains for me to
propagate it a little everywhere. The experiments of 1921
were extended in all the Departments, being viewed from an
industrial and commercial point of view. I must now study
which variety adapts among those I am cultivating. Soy flour
will not be able to be made until we have many thousands of
hectares under cultivation, and then we will be able to think
of other applications as well... Actually the firm Hendebert
de Lion sells its flour, originating in China, at 10 French
francs per kg, a prohibitive price.’”
Page 206: At the pediatric congress held in Milan in
Sept. 1922, the question of lactation (feeding children) with
vegetable milk was discussed in a favorable way, proposed
by Prof. Muggia and sustained by the illustrious Prof.
Berghius, Director of the Pediatric Clinic of the University
of Padua, and by Prof. Francioni of Bologna. We can also
add that experiments on lactation are proceeding in Italy at
the pediatric clinics of Turin, Bologna, Padua, Genoa, and
Florence, and also at the Infant’s Dispensary in Turin.
Photos and tables are discussed in a separate record.
A diagram (p. 227) compares the chemical composition
of animal casein and vegetable casein.
Note 2. Quite a bit of the historical and non-Italian
information in this book comes from Léon Rouest’s 1921
book Le soja et son lait végétal: Applications agricoles et
industrielles.
Note 3. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Jan. 2012) that mentions natto, of which it says: “il
Natto in Giappone che corrisponde al Tao-Teche della Cina.”
Note 4. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that mentions soy sprouts, which it calls
germi di soja.
Note 5. This is the earliest Italian-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions soybean cake (a co-product

of soybean oil), which it calls panelli di soja. Address: Dr. of
Economic and Commercial Science, Turin [Torino], Italy.
2100. Bottari, Fulvio. 1923. La soja nella storia,
nell’agricoltura e nelle applicazioni alimentari ed industriali
[The soybean in history, in agriculture, and in food and
industrial applications (Photos and tables–Document part)].
Torino & Genova, Italy: S. Lattes & Co. 243 p. Preface by
Prof. Oreste Mattriolo (R. Università di Torino). With 34
illust. 22 cm. [25 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Photos show: (0) An infant fed soymilk in Turin
in 1921, together with a table showing its weight gain from
18 July 1921 until 14 Jan. 1922 (p. 7). (Figs. 1-3) Three
different varieties of soybean plants (p. 70-71). (4) The
leaves of 3 different varieties of soybean plants (p. 72). (5)
Close-up of the stem and pods of a soybean plant (p. 73). (6)
Beans and pods of soybeans (p. 74).
(7-8) Different stages of germinating soybean seeds (p.
75). (9) Close-up of soybean roots and nodules (p. 76).
(10-12) Fields of soybeans at the “Istituto Bonafous” (p.
106, 108, 113). (13-14) Field of soybeans grown with corn
(p. 122, 123). (15-18) Cellular transverse section through a
soybean (facing p. 152).
(20-21) Soy flour and wheat flour, each in a sack and
loose (p. 177). (22) Pasta made from soy (p. 181). (2328) Bread and baguettes / breadsticks made with various
percentages of soy (Pane di soja) (p. 183-89).
(29-30) Soy bran and wheat bran, each in a sack and
loose (p. 191). (31) Two bottles of soymilk (p. 194). (32)
Two bottles of soy oil (p. 214).
Tables show: (1) Imports and exports of soybean seeds
from 1910 to 1919 by various countries, Imports into Europe
(Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland, Norway, the
Low Countries {Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg},
Sweden), into Asia (Netherlands Indies {today’s Indonesia},
Java & Madura, External Possessions, Japan, Formosa).
Exports from Europe (France, Great Britain and Ireland, the
Low Countries), from Asia (China, Japan, Formosa) (p. 3).
(2) Imports and exports of soybean oil from 1910 to
1919 by various countries, Imports into Europe (Denmark,
Germany, Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland,
the Low Countries {Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg},
Russia {both European and Asiatic} Sweden), into North
America (Canada, United States), into Asia (Netherlands
Indies {today’s Indonesia}, Java & Madura, Japan,
Formosa), into Africa (Egypt). Exports from Europe
(Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland {re-export},
the Low Countries, Sweden), from North America (United
states, re-export), from Asia (China, Japan) (p. 4).
(3) The weight gained by a baby fed soymilk at the
dispensary of Lattanti at Torino. The trial ran from 18 July
1921 to 14 Jan. 1922. The baby’s weight increased from
3,000 gm to 6,140 gm (p. 7).
(4) Production of soybeans in China in 1916 and 1917
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by color. And production of soybean cakes and soy oil in
China in 1916 and 1917 (p. 21).
(5) Exports of soybeans and soybean cakes from
Manchuria yearly from 1905 to 1908 (data from Rouest) (p.
23).
(6) Area and production of oilseed plants (cotton,
linseed, colza/canola, peanut, and soya) in Japan from 1877
to 1920. Soy is by far the greatest, and both the area and
production of soybeans increase during this time (p. 26).
(7) Production of the principal vegetable oils (colza/
canola, sesame, cotton, linseed, soya, peanut, coconut) in
Japan from 1886 to 1918.
(8) Area and production of major oilseeds (cotton, soja)
in Korea from 1909 to 1917 (p. 31). Soybean hectarage
increased from 277,776 ha to a record 487,134 ha. Soybean
production grew from 1,991,126 quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg
or 0.1 metric tons) to a record 3,816,498 quintals.
(9) Imports of soybean oil to England from 1910 to 1919
(p. 38). (10) Imports of soybean oil to Denmark from 1910
to 1919 (p. 46). (11) Imports of oilseeds (copra, soya, peanut,
sesame, linseed, colza / canola & mustard seed) to Denmark
in 1917 (p. 46).
(12) Exports of soybean oil from Denmark from 1910
to 1919 (p. 47). (13) Imports of soybean oil to the Low
Countries from 1911 to 1919 (p. 47). (14) Imports of soybean
oil to Russia from 1909 to 1915 (p. 48). (15) Imports of
soybean oil and cottonseed oil to Sweden from 1912 to 1919
(p. 48). (16) Imports of soybean oil to Alsace Lorraine from
1913 to 1919 (p. 49). (17) Area of oilseeds and production
of oil in Italy from 1909-1920 (p. 50). The area was about
constant and the production of oil increased. (18) Median
annual production of oil in Italy from 1870-1874 to 1920
(p. 50). Production decreased. (19) Trial comparing the
nutritional value of cow’s milk and vegetal milk (soymilk).
The name of each of the 8 calves is given (p. 56-57). (20)
Area and production of soybeans in the United States from
1909, and 1917-1919.
(21) Imports of various vegetable oils (olive, palm,
coconut, soya) to the United States from 1910 to 1919 (p.
63).
(22) Cultivation of soybeans in Spain as described by
Coll. D. Santiago Felice Valderrama of Montilla. The five
columns are: (a) Classification, from 0 to 10. (b) Provenance
/ Source (China). (c) Seed color. (d) Development (large,
medium, small). (e) Maturity date (Late, semi-late, early,
etc.) (p. 85).
(23) Fertilizer tests with Soja hispida, The five columns
are: (a) Parcel number, 1-9. (b) Fertilizers used and dosage.
(c) Stems, kg per 50 square meters. (d) Production of pods,
kg per 50 square meters. (e) Grain, kg per 50 square meters
(p. 95).
(24) Chemical composition of soybeans grown in
Vienna, yellow from Mongolia, Yellow from China, reddish
brown from China. Composition is given for both the

original seed and for its progeny (p. 98).
(25) Weight of soybean stems, pods, and seeds of
soybeans grown by Prof. Manvilli of the Bonafous Institute
(p. 98).
(26-28) Effect of planting distance and pattern on the
weight of soybean stems, pods, and seeds (p. 102, 105).
(29) Effect of place of origin and variety on the time to
germination, time of flowering and formation of the pods.
The soybeans came from Tunisia, China, Ceylon, New
South Wales, Podolia [in today’s Ukraine], and Lithuania,
France, Northwestern Italy (Piemonte, [Piedmont]), United
States, Indochina [Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Burma, Siam,
Peninsular Malaysia, Singapore], and India (p. 109).
(30-31) The effect of applying electrical voltage to
soybean plants on the yield of stems, pods, and seed (p. 110111).
(32) Ito San Soybean production per ha in Connecticut
from 1877 to 1918 (p. 120).
(33) The yield of protein and oil from common beans,
peas and soybeans (p. 121).
(34) The yield of various minerals from the stem, leaves,
pods, seeds and entire plant (p. 121).
(35) Chemical analysis of the soybean plant, on both an
“as is” and a dry basis, in the stem, foliage, pods, and entire
plant (p. 141).
(36) Composition of the soybean–various parts from
various places. entire plant, forage after the plant blooms and
sets pods, hay from Japan, hay from Massachusetts, straw
from Massachusetts (p. 142).
(37) Nutritive elements in hay from different types of
plants, both green and dry, for crude substance and digestible
portion (p. 143).
(38) Distribution of the various nutritive components
in the various parts of the soybean seed. The parts are entire
seed, cotyledons, embryo, seedcoat (scorza) (p. 145).
(39) Complex analysis of the seed of the soybean (in
parts per 100) (p. 146).
(40) Analysis of the seed of various colors of soybean by
various researchers, incl. Dr. Emil Pott, Meissl & Böcker, &
Pellet.
(41) Nutritional composition, both crude substance and
digestible portion, of various protein sources: beef, common
beans, lentils, peas, broad/fava beans, soybeans (p. 149).
(42) Protein content of various basic protein sources,
incl. meat, peas, broad beans and soya (p. 155). (43) Bar
graph. The soybean as a source of nutrients, compared with
other legumes, wheat flour, soy flour, wheat pasta, soy pasta,
75% wheat + 25% soy pasta, wheat bread, soy bread, 75%
wheat + 25% soy bread, cow’s milk, soymilk, mother’s milk
(p. 159).
(44) Chemical composition of soybean hay according to
Oscar Kellner 1885, p. 82 (p. 162).
(45)
(45) Chemical composition of soybean hay according to
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Emil Pott 1907 (Vol. 2, p. 3) (p. 163).
(46) Composition of soybean straw, according to Emil
Pott (p. 165).
(47) Chemical composition of soybean pods according
to Emil Pott (p. 165).
(48) Nutritional composition of soy coffee from Tyrol
and Dalmatia (p. 171).
(49) Nutritional composition of soy jams (confetture di
soja).
(50) Nutritional composition of soy flour compared with
the flour of various cereals (p. 176).
(51) Nutritional composition of various types of soy
pasta: 100% soy, 25% soy, pasta from Naples (p. 182).
(52) Nutritional composition of soy bread, four analyses,
compared with two analyses of wheat bread (p. 185).
(53) Nutritional composition of soymilk made from
whole soybeans or soy flour (p. 195).
(54-55) Nutritional composition of soymilk, 7 analyses,
compared with mother’s milk, cow’s milk and goat’s milk (p.
200-201).
(56) Nutritional composition of okara (the residue from
making soymilk), various analyses (p. 207).
(57-58) Nutritional composition of soybean oil vs.
cottonseed oil, and according to five different analysts (p.
213).
(59) Nutritional composition of soybean cake according
to five different analysts (p. 215).
(60) A diagram compares the chemical composition of
animal casein and vegetable casein (p. 227).
(61) A table compares the chemical composition of
animal casein and vegetable casein (p. 228). Address: Dr. of
Economic and Commercial Science, Turin [Torino], Italy.
2101. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. United States
(Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 1923.
Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production and
Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture,
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 131-35, 140-41, 144-47.
[Eng]
• Summary: Crop production: Tables (p. 131-32) show the
area under and production of oil-yielding crops in the USA
from 1849 to 1922. In 1849 and 1859 census data, only
linseed production data was recorded: 14,050 long tons
(1 long ton = 2,240 lb) in 1849 and 14,175 tons in 1859.
Though small amounts of flax were grown for fiber (to make
linen) prior to 1900, the plant has always been cultivated
mainly for its seed–linseed. But starting in 1869-72 we see
that cottonseed was by far the leading U.S. oil-yielding crop,
with 1,176,465 tons produced, compared to only 43,250 tons
for linseed. The earliest cottonseed oil press was established
in 1834, but the process was not widely adopted in the U.S.
before 1870. Cottonseed remained king; in 1922 more than
ten times as much cottonseed was produced as linseed–the
second largest oil crop. Production of hemp (Cannabis) is

first shown in 1889 with 24,881 acres that year, decreasing to
7,647 acres in 1909; the plant was grown exclusively for its
fiber, and mainly in Kentucky. The decrease in cultivation is
due mainly to the increased use of jute. Likewise, production
of groundnuts (peanuts) is first shown in 1889, with 35,236
tons grown on 203,946 acres that year, rising to 190,663
tons in 1909. In 1917 groundnuts passed linseed to become
America’s second largest oil-yielding crop.
Production of soya beans is first shown in 1917, when
57,007 tons were produced on 154,000 acres. Production and
acreage remained approximately constant until 1920, then
rose to 70,291 tons on 186,000 acres in 1921.
Pages 140-41 note of the USA: “Although known in the
United States as far back as 1804, it was not until a few years
ago that this plant became any of great economic importance.
Soya made its appearance in the first place as a fodder-plant,
then, be it due to either the demand for beans for sowing
purposes or for oil-extraction and for the manufacture of
other products, the extension of soya cultivation received a
strong impulse.
“Statistical data concerning this crop have been
published regularly since 1917. The census report for 1909
gives the cultivated area under soya in that year as 1,629
acres; during the years from 1917 to 1921, the land devoted
to soya cultivation for the production of beans covered more
than 160,000 acres.
The most important growing centres for this crop are
the three States of North Carolina, Virginia, and Mississippi,
where is there cultivated, altogether, nearly 75% of the total
area of land under this crop in the United States.
“In 1910, soya beans imported from Manchuria
were utilized for the extraction of oil in the United States
for the first time. In 1915, home grown beans, too, were
used. This industry developed rapidly owing to the fact
that the machinery plant already in use for the extraction
of cottonseed and linseed oils, were easily adapted for
compressing soya beans. But, since 1919, the production of
soya oil has lost the importance it held during the war.”
Production of Vegetable Oils in the United States: A
table (p. 144) shows that in 1912, America’s leading oils
(made from home-grown or imported seeds) were cottonseed
oil (crude; 640,763 tons), linseed oil (162,769 tons), corn
oil (32,512 tons), and coconut oil (14,164 tons). Figures for
soya oil were first recorded in 1914 (1,234 tons), increasing
to 4,428 tons in 1916, then 18,782 tons in 1917, and 35,650
tons in 1918. No statistics for soya oil are given for the
years 1919 to 1921. In 1918 soya oil was the fifth largest oil
produced in the USA, after cottonseed, linseed, coconut (in
1899 in Florida 48,664 coconut palms were growing), maize
and groundnut oils. Other interesting oils shown in this table
include: Palm oil (peak of 3,848 tons produced in 1916).
Mustard oil (5709 tons in 1918). Olive oil (652 tons in 1916;
Olive culture is concentrated almost entirely in California;
the olive planted in 1769 in San Diego was first utilized for
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oil at Santa Barbara in 1872). Coquito (from the palm tree
Jubaea spectabilis; 358 tons in 1916). Grapeseed oil (336
tons in 1916). Sesamum oil (136 tons in 1917). Rapeseed oil
(552 tons in 1919). Sheanut [Shea-nut oil, more commonly
called shea butter from the tropical shea tree Butyrospermum
parkii] (1,774 tons in 1916). Sunflower oil (2 tons in 1917).
A table (p. 145) titled “Total production of fats and oils
in the United States, shows that during the period 1912 to
1921 vegetable oils comprised approximately 34-42% of the
fats and oils produced in the USA. Animal fats and butter
were the two main fats. Production of animal fats (incl.
lard) increased by 69% during this period, while production
of butter decreased by 31%. Total production remained
unchanged at about 2,189,463 tons.
Imports of vegetable oils into the USA: A table (p. 146)
shows that in 1909 the main oils imported were palm and
palm kernel oil (31,034 tons), coconut oil (19,505 tons),
and olive oil (13,733 tons). Statistics for soya oil imports
were first recorded in 1911, when 5,039 tons were imported,
increasing to 11,142 tons in 1912, then rising dramatically
to 64,911 tons in 1916 (when it became America’s largest
imported oil), 118,263 tons in 1917, and a record 149,983
tons in 1918. Thereafter imports of soya oil fell to 87,409
tons in 1919, and only 7,715 tons in 1921. Imports of wood
oil increased from 1911 to 1922.
Exports of oleaginous products: In 1909 the U.S.
exported 19,315 tons of cottonseed, 2,643 tons of
groundnuts, and 1,598 tons of linseed. In 1922 groundnuts
were the leading export (5,635 tons), followed by cottonseed
(1,624 tons) and linseed (60 tons). No soya bean exports are
shown from 1909 to 1922.
Exports of vegetable oils: In 1909 the U.S. exported
huge amounts of cottonseed oil (152,382 tons), followed by
corn oil (9465 tons) and linseed oil (891 tons). Statistics for
soya oil exports were first recorded in 1919, when 12,372
tons were exported during the last half of the year. This
figure increased to 19,424 tons in 1920, but had dropped to
1,097 tons by 1922.
Soya oil was also re-exported (this is, imported then
exported): Re-exports rose from 20 tons in 1911 to 1,775
tons in 1917, to a peak of 7,961 tons in 1919, falling to only
228 tons in 1921.
Note: In 1912, cottonseed oil was by far the leading
vegetable oil consumed in the USA at 481,876 long tons; this
was 22.3 times as much as consumption of olive oil. Address:
1. Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. Both:
IIA, Rome, Italy.
2102. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1923. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois: Funk Bros.
• Summary: The section on soy beans has now expanded to
2 pages. The first page (p. 2), titled “Soy Beans,” describes
the merits of the crop. The second page, titled “Essentials of
Success with Soys” offering information on cultivation and

varieties. Funk Bros. now features the following varieties:
Midwest (the new name given to Mongol, Medium Yellow,
Hollybrook, and others), Ito San (also called Medium Early
Yellow), A.K., Manchu. They also sell Ebony, Ohios [Ohio
varieties], Virginia, Sables [Sable], and Early Browns.
Photos show: (1) Soy bean roots with nodules. “Good
inoculation–Worth $8.00 an acre to enrich your soil.” (2)
Soy beans growing in rows. (3) Soy bean hay curing in the
cock. (4) Field of soy beans at the proper stage to cut for hay.
Address: Bloomington, Illinois.
2103. Henderson (Peter) & Co. 1923. Henderson’s farmers
manual (Mail-order catalog). New York, NY. 16 p.
• Summary: In the section titled “Soja or soy beans” (p. 10)
is quite similar to that in the 1920 edition of this manual.
However a new variety is offered and described: “Early
Wilson black soja bean: Possessing all the good qualities of
the early green variety, this sort is considered superior on
account of its extremely vigorous constitution. On poor soil,
Early Wilson will make a growth of from three to four feet,
and on rich soil it will attain a height of six feet.
“Many growers prefers Early Wilson because the stems,
which are strong enough to support the heavy top growth, are
very slender, and it is therefore considered better for hay and
ensilage.
“Early Wilson will mature and ripen its large crop of
beans in the latitude of New York. If combined with Millet as
recommended for Early Green, it will furnish a wholesome,
economical, and nutritious feed for cattle.
“Price, 15c. per lb.; $1.75 per peck; $6.00 per bushel, 60
lbs.; 10-bushel lots, $5.90 per bushel.” Note 1. Early Wilson
is about 25% less expensive than Early Green.
Note 2. The soja bean appears at three places in the
index to this 1923 manual: (1) Beans, Soja. (2) Glycine
hispida–See Soja Bean. (3) Soja Bean or Soy Bean.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
35 and 37 Cortland St., New York, New York.
2104. Kidder, A.F.; Hernandez, P.; Breeden, E.K.; Calloway,
R.C. 1923. State Station, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Louisiana
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 34:14-25.
For the year 1922. See p. 14, 15, 25.
• Summary: In the section titled “Farm department,” the
subsection on “Soil fertility” states (p. 14): “Velvet beans in
comparison with soy beans and cowpeas for green manuring,
continued to give better yields of cotton in the two-year
rotation of cotton, oats, and legume. Soy beans sown in corn
at the last cultivation increased the yields of cotton as in
previous years. Continuous cotton was not profitable... The
velvet bean appears to be a better green manure crop for corn
and cotton on the bluff soils than soy beans or cowpeas.”
The subsection on “Crop production” notes (p. 15):
“Biloxi and Mammoth Yellow soy beans have given the
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largest yield of seed. Otootan, Virginia and Barchet varieties
are better for hay. It seems at the present time that the Ebony
soy bean may be used for early seed production. Many other
varieties have been planted but none have proven as good as
those mentioned.”
In the section titled “Experiment station dairy, Baton
Rouge,” the subsection on “Crops” begins (p. 25): “The
crops of last session consisted of corn and soy beans for
silage, corn and velvet beans, oats, root crops, and lespedeza
for hay.” Address: 1. Agronomist; 2. Asst. Agronomist; 3.
Farm Manager; 4. Dairy Superintendent.
2105. North Carolina: the land of opportunity. Compiled
and published by State Board of Agriculture, W.A. Graham,
commissioner (Continued–Document part II). 1923. Raleigh:
Mitchell printing Co. 384 p. Portraits. 24 cm.
• Summary: (Continued): In order to test out the best rates
of broadcast seeding, several plantings have been compared
at the Mountain Branch Station, near Swannanoa. Broadcast
plats were sown at the rates of 30, 60, 90, and 120 pounds of
seed per acre. In these tests the 90 and 120 pound seedings
produced the largest yields of actual soybean hay. From the
plats receiving the lighter seedings the hay was principally
weeds. The best results will be secured when seedings are
made at the rate of 50 to 60 pounds of beans per acre in twofoot rows, and 35 to 40 pounds in three-foot rows. The yield
of seed will usually be greater from the row planting.
“The best time to plant soybeans varies with the climate
of the locality. Soybeans will stand almost as much cold as
corn, and could be planted soon after corn is planted. The
early seedings will give the best results, the best results being
obtained from seedings made between May 1 and June 1.
“The fact that soybeans can take a part of their nitrogen
from the air is no reason why they should not receive
additional plant food in the form of commercial fertilizers.
If we wish to get the most good from soybeans they should
receive a mixture of 200 to 300 pounds of acid phosphate
and 50 to 75 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre, or its
equivalent in other forms of manure. When the beans are to
be grown on soil that has not previously grown soybeans, it
is best to inoculate the seed before planting.
“Varieties for Different Sections of the State: In the
eastern part of the State the Mammoth Yellow soybean has
been decidedly the highest yielder of seed and the variety
most generally grown. In recent years the high price paid
for early varieties, such as Virginia, Black-Eyebrow, and
Haberlandt, has restricted these popular varieties to limited
areas in the eastern section. For hay production in the
Coastal Plain Section the Tar-Heel Black [Tarheel Black]
has produced the largest yields, but the hay is not so good in
quality as that produced from the Virginia bean.
“In the Piedmont Section the Mammoth Yellow has been
the highest yielder of seed, and the Virginia best for hay.
When it is necessary to plant around June 1, or a little later,

the Virginia and Haberlandt beans have been the best for
seed production in the Piedmont Section. During the season
of 1921 the Virginias yielded 34 bushels per acre on a farm
in Catawba County. Under the dry conditions that existed
that year the Virginias yielded heavier than the Mammoth
Yellows. In the Mountain Section the Medium Yellow,
Haberlandt, and Black-Eyebrow have yielded best for seed
purposes, and the Virginias have been best for hay.
“The best varieties of soybeans for the State are
Mammoth Yellow, Virginia, Haberlandt, and Black-Eyebrow.
At Raleigh the Mammoth Yellow beans require 148 days,
Virginia 117, Haberlandt 112, and Black-Eyebrow 102, to
mature seed. The time required to mature seed will vary
somewhat with the time of planting, late planted beans
requiring a smaller number of days to mature.”
2106. North Carolina: the land of opportunity. Compiled
and published by State Board of Agriculture, W.A. Graham,
commissioner. 1923. Raleigh: Mitchell printing Co. 384 p.
Portraits. 24 cm.
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on 29 pages of this
report:
Page 124-29: “The Culture of Soybeans: The soybean
has been an important crop in certain portions of Eastern
North Carolina for more than a quarter of a century. Its
culture, beginning with a few counties in the northeastern
part of the State, has spread gradually to every county in the
State. The recent introduction of earlier varieties has made
it a popular summer legume throughout the Piedmont and
Mountain sections. At present our State is producing a larger
quantity of soybean seed than any other State in the Union,
and the acreage is increasing each year.
“Soybeans and Other Summer Legumes Compared: The
summer legumes with which the soybean must compete are
cowpeas, the mung bean, and velvet beans. When compared
with the best varieties of cowpeas, the soybean has produced
a third more hay and nearly twice as much seed per acre in
all sections of the State.
“At the time of planting, soybeans require a better seed
bed, and usually give a poor stand if planted deeper than one
and one-half inches. The soybean will stand a considerable
amount of frost in the spring or fall, while the cowpea is very
sensitive to cold. With the exception of a few varieties, the
soybeans are upright in growth, being easy to harvest for hay
or seed. Cowpeas, on the other hand, are viney plants, and
therefore more difficult to handle. Soybeans mature more
nearly at one time, while the cowpeas usually continue to
grow until frost.
“In order to compare the yields of seed and hay from
the best varieties of soybeans and cowpeas, the following
tables have been prepared from results at the different branch
stations. In each case the soybeans and cowpeas were grown
under the same conditions in 3-foot rows.
Table 1.: “Cowpeas and Soybeans Compared, Mountain
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Branch Station, Swannanoa, N.C.” For each is given: 1. Seed
yield per acre in bushels. 2. Hay yield per acre in bushels.
Soybean varieties: Virginia (15.25; 5,225), Haberlandt
(18.20; 3,920), Manchu (14.21; 2,810).
Table 2.: “Cowpeas and Soybeans Compared, Piedmont
Branch Station, Statesville, N.C.” For each is given: 1. Seed
yield per acre in bushels. 2. Hay yield per acre in bushels.
Soybean varieties: Mammoth Yellow (16.62; 3,066),
Haberlandt (13.96; 2,749) Virginia (12.87; 2,330).
“When compared with the mung bean, the soybean does
not make as large growth, but produces a greater quantity
of seed. The seed of the soybeans are more easily harvested
than those of the mung bean. At present the seed of the
mung bean are too high to be generally used. When the seed
are cheaper they may be used to advantage for hay and soil
improvement.
“The soybeans will not make as much growth on poor
land as will velvet beans, and so cannot compete with velvet
beans for improving poor soils. For maintaining the soil
fertility of measurably fertile lands soybeans are superior for
planting in corn or other crops.
“Soybeans for Hay: The large yield of hay and the
high food content is certain to give this crop an important
place in all sections of the State. This will be especially
true in sections adapted to livestock production. Soybeans
are usually cut for hay when the lower pods are full grown,
but still green. The stage of cutting will vary with weather
conditions. A long drought coming at the time of blooming
will usually cause shedding of the leaves. In such cases it is
best to cut them before too many of the leaves shed. Because
of its upright growth, the soybean is more easily harvested
than cowpeas for hay. When planted thick, 90 to 120 pounds
broadcast, 75 to 90 pounds with the grain drill, and 50 to 60
pounds in two-foot rows, they will make more hay and will
be more easily cut with the mowing machine. When planted
too thin the stems may grow too coarse. Soybean hay is not
very difficult to cure. It should be cut after the morning dew
has dried, and the vines allowed to wilt. When thoroughly
wilted, but not so dry that the leaves will crumble, the hay is
raked in rolls and stacked in ventilated stacks in the field, or
to the side of the field, if the land is to be broken soon after
the hay crop is taken off.
“The scarcity and high price of seed from suitable
varieties have in the past prevented a more general use of
soybeans in the Piedmont and Mountain sections of our
State. Some of the varieties best suited to these sections may
be secured in considerable quantities this season and at a
reasonable price.
“The demand for soybean seed of the early varieties in
this and other states should make the production of good
seed profitable in our Piedmont and Mountain sections.
Under favorable conditions the better varieties have yielded
between 15 and 25 bushels per acre. On land that produces
30 to 40 bushels of corn per acre one should secure 15 to 20

bushels of beans.
“The method of harvesting seed depends upon the
amount grown. Small quantities may be pulled up by hand
and threshed with a flail. Several special machines are now
being used to harvest larger areas. (Write for the circular on
soybean harvesters.) These soybean harvesters thresh the
beans in the field, leaving the stalks standing for pasturage
and soil improvement. Seed gathered in this way are mixed
with hulls and small pieces of stalks, so it is necessary to
screen them after harvesting is done. These harvesters save
from 60 to 75 per cent of the seed, the remainder being
scattered on the ground or left on the stalk. The seed left
on the stalk are usually eaten by hogs or cattle pastured
after harvesting. In order to secure good results from these
machines the pods must be dry. When moist from dew or
recent rains the pods are tough and will not thresh well with
any machine.
“In the Mountain and Piedmont sections, where
small grain is grown, it will be best to use the small grain
machinery for harvesting soybeans. The reaper and binder,
reaper, or mowing machine may be used to advantage. In
fact, large soybean growers have used these implements
successfully for several years. In order to use the reaper and
binder or mowing machine most successfully, the beans
should be planted thick so that the stalks will not grow too
coarse. When harvested in this way the beans are cut just
before the top pods turn brown. If the pods and stalks are
allowed to become too dry before cutting, there will be some
loss from shattering. When cut with a reaper and binder the
bundles are stacked like wheat or oats and allowed to dry.
When cut with the mowing machine the buncher is attached
and the vines placed in small cocks to dry. The threshing
may be done on an ordinary grain thresher or with a corn
shredder. The vines and pods should be thoroughly dry when
the threshing is done. The cylinder of the thresher should be
run at a lower rate of speed than is used for threshing small
grain. A speed of 600 revolutions per minute with a portion
or all the concaves taken out has given good results. Unless
this precaution is taken a large portion of the beans will be
cracked. It is customary among some of the growers of the
Coastal Plain Section to bale the finer portions of the straw
and pods and use the coarser materials for bedding or feeding
cattle. The finer portions usually come out as tailings and
consist of broken pods, small stems, and a few seed that stick
to the pods. When not damaged by wet weather, this material
is readily eaten by all livestock.
“Culture of Soybeans: The culture of soybeans is about
the same as for cowpeas, except the soybean requires a better
seed bed. When seeded in a poorly prepared seed bed or
planted too deep the soybean usually gives a poor stand. The
seed should not be planted more than one to one and one-half
inches deep.
“When grown for seed or for grazing, the soybeans
are usually grown in narrow rows and cultivated. Some
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growers of the Piedmont Section who have had considerable
experience with soybeans recommend broadcast plantings
for all purposes. Whatever method of seeding is used it
should be kept in mind that the thick plantings will usually
give the best results for hay or seed production. Poor stands
are usually due to the planting of poor seed or planting too
few to the acre. Be sure that the seed you buy will give a
good germination, and plant them thick” (Continued).
2107. Stewart, Sidney. 1923. North Louisiana Experiment
Station, Calhoun. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 34:26-35. For the year 1922. See p. 28, 33.
• Summary: The section titled “Explanation of manure
rotation plots” states (p. 28): “Corn and velvet beans, oats
followed by cowpeas or soy beans, and cotton with oats and
crimson or burr clover, at last cultivation.”
A table titled “Forage crop varieties. Plot 1, North of
Barn, Soy beans,” gives for 15 soy bean varieties: Variety
name, source of seed, percent stand, weight hay, and yield
in tons per acre. The varieties are: Biloxi, Mammoth Yellow,
Otootan, Mongol, Itosan [Ito San], Ebony, Virginia, Tarheel
Black, Hollybrook, and Barchet.
The seed came from five sources: (1) T.W. Wood &
Sons, Richmond, Virginia. (2) Chris Reuter, New Orleans,
Louisiana [“Reuter’s Seeds” was one of The South’s
foremost seedsmen]; (3) H.G. Hastings, Atlanta, Georgia.
(4) E.G. Seed Co., Media, Illinois. (5) North Louisiana
Experiment Station, Calhoun.
The highest yield of hay was from Otootan–3.54 tons/
acre. Address: Superintendent.
2108. Fouts Brothers. 1923? Soyland Seeds: Soybeans
our specialty (Mail order catalog). Camden, Indiana. 24 p.
Undated. 23 cm.
• Summary: This is a seed catalog combined with a manual
on soybean cultivation, utilization, and promotion. Internal
evidence suggests that it was probably published in 1923.
On the cover, a photo shows a soybean plant in a vertical
rectangle. Above it is written “Soyland Seeds” (in large
letters). Below the photo are 3 lines of text: (1) “Soybeans
our Specialty” (medium size letters). (2) “Fouts Brothers”
(large letters). (3) “Camden, Indiana” (medium size letters).
Contents: Location of Soyland farms. References.
Thoughts (about life and success). Introduction. Soybean
facts (“The soybean has long reigned as a miracle crop in
Eastern Asia countries...”): Soybeans–became our specialty
(“We started with soys in 1903, in a small way, by testing
out several varieties.”), Midwest soybeans (This variety
was previously known as Indiana Hollybrook, Mongol, and
Medium Early Yellow. The shattering of the 1922 crop of
Midwests was very unusual, and must have been due to the
great heat of August), Ito-Sans, Manchu soybean. Growing
soybeans: Planting, cultivating soybeans, corn and bean
combination, planting corn and beans. Utilizing the soybean

crop: As a green manuring crop, for hay, pasturing soybeans.
Seed production: Introduction (harvesting), threshing, corn
and bean silage, putting corn and beans on the hoof, those
beans in the corn, converting corn and beans into mutton,
soybeans–soil builders, soil inoculation, Soyland inoculation.
Certified seed (certified by the Indiana Corn Growers’
Assoc.–99.5% purity): Seasonal mottling of soybeans,
uncertified seed beans. Other Soyland seeds: Michikoff
seed wheat, Victory oats, Calico seed corn, clover seeds.
Remember. Our guarantee. About ordering: Prices subject to
change, kindly use order blank. Soyland Seeds bag tag.
Photos show:
(1) A collage of three–Noah, Finis and Taylor Fouts.
A line of farmers standing in front of Soyland barn on
Soybean Day–3 Sept. 1920. Two people standing in a field of
soybeans with a barn and farmhouses in the background.
(2) One person standing in a huge field of soybeans.
(3) Corn and soybeans growing in the same field.
(4) Piles of soybean hay in a field at Soyland.
(5) Pigs “hogging down” corn and soybeans.
(6) Sheep feeding in a field of corn and soybeans. Four
uprooted soybean plants, showing the bare root nodules.
(7) Two farmers driving two teams of three horses each
at Soyland. The first is harvesting soybeans, the second is
drilling wheat.
(8) Two teams of horses in a soybean field.
(9) A canoe and ducks on a pond at Noah’s house.
(10) A man examining soybeans in a large field. (11)
The home of Finis E. Fouts.
(12) The home and farm of Noah Fouts.
(13) The home and yard of Taylor Fouts, partly obscured
by large trees to the left and right.
(14) On the back cover is an outline map of the state of
Indiana, with a star showing the location of Soyland, at 41º
north latitude. The text at the top of the page reads: “Soyland
Seeds are the kind you need in your practical farm rotation.
Corn–soybeans–wheat–clovers.” Inside the outline map (in
a circular logo) we read: “Soyland. Fouts Bros. Camden,
Ind. Certified Farm Seed.” Below that: “Soyland seeds are
selected right, grown right, cleaned right, priced right, by
Fouts Bros.” And below the map: “The logical location for
the production of vigorous northern grown seeds.”
Location: Soyland is in the northern portion of Indiana,
about 73 miles from the Indiana-Michigan state line, at
40.7º north latitude. “Our farms are near the village of
Deer Creek, in eastern Carroll County, ten miles south of
Logansport, on the Michigan pike, and eight miles east of
Camden. Camden, Indiana, is our regular shipping point.
Being on the Pennsylvania railroad, we get prompt service
daily... Long distance Bell Telephone connections at Camden
Indiana. Telegraph service at Camden, but local telephones
on Deer Creek Co-Operative Telephone Company. Visitors
are welcome to inspect our farms and crops at any time,
except Sundays. We will appreciate your acquaintance and
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try to make your visit pleasant and helpful. We always try to
keep in close touch with scientific facts as brought out by the
Experiment Stations of the Corn Belt. It is our aim to apply
these instructions to our farm operations.”
“Seasonal mottling of soybeans: Heretofore the
mottling of yellow soybeans was thought to be evidence
of a cross or hybridization with some darker variety, hence
the impurity. The general mottling of the [variety] Midwest
in 1922 was the subject of much discussion, and collection
of experience. There seems to be conclusive evidence that
it is not an impurity–for with our purest developed strains,
some sections of a field have shown mottling–whether it is a
weather, or a soil or a moisture factor during some growing
stage of the crop, or some genetic reversion, we cannot
explain. This is a subject for careful experimental work by
the experts.”
“Introduction: We are farmers, living upon, and
managing our own farms.”
Note 1. This is the earliest (and only) document seen
(Nov. 2020) which states that Medium Early Yellow is
a synonym for Midwest. It is also the earliest of many
documents seen stating that Indiana Hollybrook is a
synonym for Midwest.
Note 2. This is the earliest English language document
seen (July 2007) that uses the word “miracle” (or “miracles”
or “miraculous”) or the term “miracle crop” in connection
with soybeans. Address: Camden, Indiana.
2109. Campbell, James T. 1924. The growing popularity
of soybeans. Farmer’s Advocate (Ontario, Canada)
59(1633):43. Jan. 10.
• Summary: Briefly highlights the importance of soybeans
in the United States. “At the recent International Live
Stock Hay and Grain Show in Chicago, Minnesota made
a wonderful exhibit of Soybeans, and what can be grown
in Minnesota can be duplicated in Ontario; in fact, as far
as soybeans are concerned, it is being done at the present
time in Ontario both by the Ontario Agricultural College
and by private growers throughout the Province.” The
growing importance of the crop for Ontario is emphasized.
“Soybeans require from 95 to 115 days to mature, the times
varying according to the variety grown. If desirous of seed
crop, grow an early maturing soybean. If grown for hay or
for ensiling with corn, use a later maturing variety, because
the later the maturity, the greater the height and the foliage
growth.” Address: Ontario County, Ontario, Canada.
2110. Barr, J.E. 1924. Seedsmen and the soybean industry.
Seed World 15(2):18-19. Jan. 18.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Excellent seed demand.
Varieties for the Cotton Belt (Biloxi, Otootan, Laredo,
Mammoth Yellow, Wilson, Midwest, Ito San). Future looks
bright. Seedsmen should profit. Pure and adapted varieties.
“Seedsmen have played an important part in the

development of the soybean industry, which only five
years ago was in its infancy. At that time production was
more or less confined to the state of North Carolina.” “This
was, and still is, made up almost entirely of Mammoth
Yellows.” “Now it has spread north, south and west, with
over 3,000,000 acres planted in various parts of the United
States.”
“State extension agents helped to put the industry over
in a big way. They saw the need for soybeans to grow on
lands where clover would not grow, to take the place of oats
where this crop was not profitable, to be used as a legume
catch crop instead of millets, etc., and to provide a better
balanced ration for hogging down in corn. As a result the
crop has become firmly established in the farm rotation. It is
no longer an experiment. Some states this year have a half
million or more acres. And the total for the United States
probably runs around 3,000,000 acres for hogging down in
corn, for hay, silage, etc., and 200,000 acres harvested for
seed.”
The heart of the soybean industry is pure and adapted
varieties. “The value of soybean seed lies in the varietal
purity and adaptability of a variety for planting in a particular
section and for the specific purpose desired.”
“There may be a sharp distinction between the market
price of a given variety of soybeans and its agricultural
value. Regardless of the market price of a variety it has little
value agriculturally until it is placed where it can be used in
the section and for the purpose for which it is best suited.
The soybean industry was made possible by the introduction.
propagation, and distribution of adapted varieties; and its
future depends in a very large measure on how well the
varietal purity of these varieties is safeguarded and on the
efforts made to supply seed of the varieties best adapted to
local conditions.” Address: Investigator in Marketing Seeds,
USDA.
2111. Better Crops with Plant Food. 1924. Table giving the
amounts of fertilizer ingredients (potash, phosphoric acid and
nitrogen) contained in the crop from one acre. 2(1):56. Jan.
• Summary: This full-page table lists many crops including:
Soybean: Yield: 20 bushels. Straw, etc.: 2,000 lbs.
Potash: 54 lbs. Phosphoric acid: 36 lbs. Nitrogen: 100 lbs.
Soybean seed: Yield: 20 bushels. Straw, etc.: 2,000 lbs.
Potash: 24 lbs. Phosphoric acid: 22 lbs. Nitrogen: 64 lbs.
Address: County Agent, Scioto Co., south-central Ohio.
2112. Crawford, C.W.; Edmonds, J.L. 1924. Soybeans for
horses and mules. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Circular No. 276. 8 p. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: “A number of farmers in central Illinois have
found rations of soybean hay and corn or soybean hay, corn,
and oats to be very satisfactory for feeding work horses...
Soybean straw has been found to be a very satisfactory
roughage for wintering idle work horses and mules... A small
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amount of beans fed in the spring seemed to aid in getting a
horse’s hair smooth and sleek. Soybean hay has been found
to be an excellent roughage for fattening mules. Mules fed
on this hay finished with exceptionally smooth coats of hair.
Fattening mules also gained well on soybean pasture...”
Address: 1. Associate in Animal Husbandry; 2. Chief in
Horse Husbandry.
2113. Crops and Markets. Monthly Supplement (USDA).
1924. Annual legumes, 1922 and 1923: Soy beans.
1(Supplement 1):10. Jan.
• Summary: This table gives statistics for 19 states. The
states with the leading soy bean acreage in 1922 were North
Carolina (225,000 acres), Illinois (193,000), Tennessee
(154,000), and Indiana, Iowa, and Alabama (113,000 each).
The other soybean-growing states in 1922 are Missouri
(99,000 acres), Ohio (90,000 acres), Kentucky (65,000
acres), Virginia (63,000 acres), Wisconsin (48,000 acres),
Mississippi (43,000 acres), Maryland (18,000 acres), Georgia
(12,000 acres), Michigan (12,000 acres). South Carolina
(10,000 acres), West Virginia (7,000 acres), Delaware (6,000
acres), Louisiana (3,000 acres).
But in 1923 Illinois became the leader. The figures for
that year were Illinois (442,000), Missouri (250,000), North
Carolina (240,000), Indiana (199,000), Iowa (170,000),
Tennessee (159,000).
The following columns are given in the table: Equivalent
solid acreage utilized: Primarily for beans, primarily for hay,
primarily for grazing, hogging, etc., total. Beans gathered:
Yield per acre from acreage grown primarily for beans
or peas, production (from acreage grown primarily for
beans, from acreage utilized primarily for other purposes,
total). Hay: Yield per acre from acreage primarily for
hay, production from acreage primarily for hay. Address:
Washington, DC.
2114. Edmondson, J.B. 1924. Soy beans and permanent
agriculture. Purdue Agriculturist (Indiana) 18(4):63, 80. Jan.
• Summary: The introduction notes that “Mr. Edmondson
was editor-in-chief of The Agriculturist in 1910-11, and is
now engaged in general farming and has done a great deal of
experimental work with soy beans.”
“In Indiana agriculture, the rotation of corn, wheat and
clover has become so firmly established that any suggestion
of change is considered, either not at all, or as bordering on
the revolutionary. The two- or three-cornered game is much
easier to play than a four-cornered one in farming operations,
so the idea of diversification has never developed by leaps
and bounds but has been literally forced on the farmer an
inch at a time by the pressure of economic necessity.”
But today’s economic conditions and farm surpluses are
demanding still more diversification. The prices of wheat,
hogs, and corn are all very low. The logical solution to the
problem lies in adding another crop to the rotation–the soy

bean. “By all counts, I believe the best program for the
Indiana farmer today is to build on a four-year rotation of
corn, soy beans, wheat and clover, both from the standpoint
of profits and the future welfare of the soil.” This would “cut
the corn and wheat acreages twenty-five per cent and at the
same time would likely increase the yields per acre, due to
the beneficial effect of the added legume on the soil.” This
would help reduce the troublesome surpluses of corn and
wheat.
“The question naturally arises in this connection as to
whether soy beans grown so extensively can be utilized
profitably. As the general knowledge of this remarkable plant
grows, so will its uses. Eventually I believe the soy bean
crop will be considered indispensable on every livestock
farm. For hay, its value is just beginning to be appreciated.”
It can also be grown for seed, for selling to oil mills, or–as a
last resort–for feeding to hogs with corn.
A table shows the prices per bushel, yields, and value for
the traditional 3-year rotation and the proposed new 4-year
rotation. The average return per year for 3-year rotation
is $26.70 compared with $32.00 for the proposed 4-year
rotation.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2000)
by or about soybean pioneer J.B. Edmondson in connection
with soybeans. Address: Class of 1911, Clayton, [Hendricks
County], Indiana.
2115. Live Stock Journal. 1924. Soybeans for dairy cattle.
99:9. Jan. 4. *
2116. Schoene, W.J. 1924. Fourteenth Report of the State
Entomologist and Plant Pathologist 1922-1923: Mexican
bean beetle (Epilachna corrupta, Muls.). Virginia State Crop
Pest Commission, Quarterly Bulletin 5(4):7-9. Jan. [2 ref]
• Summary: In July 1920 this insect (now named Epilachna
varivestis) was found in the vicinity of Birmingham,
Alabama, having seriously injured all kinds of beans,
including cowpeas and soybeans. “Owing to the general
practice of planting soybeans and cowpeas for forage and
to build up the soil, the insect will have ample opportunity
to spread and to cause serious loss.” It can be controlled by
spraying with zinc arsenite. Address: Blacksburg, Virginia.
2117. Noll, Charles F. 1924. Soy beans for Pennsylvania.
National Stockman and Farmer 47(47):1254. Feb. 23.
• Summary: Includes material on the value of soybeans
versus oats, feeding value and yields of soybeans, the
uses of the crop, its harvesting, and the varieties suited to
Pennsylvania. Address: Pennsylvania State College.
2118. Hodgson, R.E. 1924. Soybeans: Their use and culture
in southern Minnesota. Univ. of Minnesota, Agricultural
Extension Division, Special Bulletin No. 82. 8 p. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans as hay,
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for hogs, and for seed. Feeding of soybean straw. Culture
of soybeans. Inoculation. Curing for hay. Harvesting for
seed. Threshing. Varieties adapted to Minnesota: Habaro,
Elton, Manchu, Chestnut, Wisconsin Black, Minsoy, Black
Eyebrow, Mandarin, Early Brown, Ito San, Soysota. A table
shows the seed yield of each variety (in bu/acre) from 1920
to 1923.
Introduction: “One of the greatest uses of soybeans in
southeastern Minnesota seems likely to be as a home-grown
high protein grain supplement, to take the place of oilmeal as
a means of supplying the protein not provided in the ordinary
dairy ration of corn silage, alfalfa hay, corn, and oats.
“This is a conclusion drawn from experience with
soybeans at the Southeast Demonstration Farm and
Experiment Station at Waseca, and it throws light on the
question as to the best use to make of a crop, which, by the
seeding of adapted varieties, can be grown and matured in
practically all parts of Minnesota.
“The greatest danger lies in the fact that many farmers
believe that by planting soybeans in their silage corn they
have adequately provided for the protein needs of their
stock, and that when not feeding a legume hay such as clover
or alfalfa, they may think they have no need of a protein
supplement such as linseed meal. The soybeans in a field of
corn and beans planted together vary from 10 to 20 per cent
of the total tonnage. But even if the beans did produce as
much as 10 to 20 per cent of the total tonnage, they would
still come a long way from yielding enough protein for even
the ordinary producing cow, without legume hay.
“A 1200-pound cow, producing 25 pounds of 4 per
cent milk a day requires 2.2 pounds of protein daily. Thirty
pounds of straight corn silage contains 0.38 of a pound of
digestible protein. Silage containing from 10 to 20 per cent
of beans provides 0.4 of a pound of protein or an increase
of 0.02 of a pound. Ten pounds of prairie hay contain 0.3
of a pound of protein, or an increase of 0.2 of a pound. Ten
pounds of prairie hay contain 0.3 of a pound of protein, and
4 pounds of corn and 4 of oats contain 0.74 of a pound of
protein. Such a ration, therefore, contains a total of 1.44
pounds of protein, or three-quarters of a pound less than
the amount required. If, however, 10 pounds of alfalfa hay,
containing 1.17 pounds of protein, is substituted for the 10
pounds of prairie hay, the total of protein is brought to 2.3
pounds, or a slight fraction more than the amount required.”
Address: Southeast Demonstration Farm and Exp. Station,
Waseca, Minnesota.
2119. Johnston, R.E. 1924. Growing soybeans in South
Dakota. Annual legume used for hogging off, seed, silage,
grain and hay. Dakota Farmer 44(6):291. March 15.
Reprinted as “Soybeans in South Dakota” S. Dakota Agric.
Exp. Station Leaflet.
• Summary: Uses of soybeans, threshing of the crop, and
varieties for various uses, are briefly mentioned. Address:

South Dakota.
2120. McNair, A.D. 1924. Labor requirements of Arkansas
crops. USDA Department Bulletin No. 1181. 64 p. March 15.
See p. 5, 7, 19, 61.
• Summary: This Bulletin begins: “A farmer knows, in a
rough-and-ready way, the labor requirements of the crops he
has grown. He knows that cotton requires more labor than
corn and that there is a busy season for cotton in the spring
and early summer, an idle period in August, and another busy
season in the fall in harvesting the crop. This knowledge
about crops, like his knowledge of the seasons and rainfall,
is of utmost importance in managing the farm, but unless this
knowledge is translated into figures and charts it can not be
used by others who may be interested in these problems.
“The purpose of this study is to put that knowledge
in tangible form for all the crops grown in Arkansas. The
figures, however, must be interpreted with reason and
judgment, as they can not, in the nature of the case, be
anything more than fair averages for a series of years. These
labor data are subject to modifications due to weather,
character of soil, relative weediness of land, presence of
stumps and stones, length of rows, and other factors which
will be discussed later...”
Page 5: Table 2, “Assumed crop yields per acre,” states
that Soy-bean seed gives a yield of 12-15 bushels per acre.
Page 5: Table 3, “Labor requirements on 10 acres of
various crops by months” gives requirements for “Beans,
Soy, seed” in Ashley County. In March, 3 hours of man labor
and 6 hours of horse labor are required. In April, 6 hours of
man labor and 12 hours of horse labor are required. In both
May and June, 4 hours of man labor and 4 hours of horse
labor are required. In September, 4 hours of man labor and
4 hours of horse labor are required. Thus, a total of 21 man
hours and 30 horse hours are required to produce soy bean
seed.
Page 19: “Soy Beans for Seed: The soy-bean crop
is now grown only to a limited extent, but it promises to
become much more important. (Fig. 15) Soy beans are raised
extensively for hog feed interplanted with corn, but they are
also raised alone for seed and harvested with a machine of
the North Carolina type. The seed crop is planted in May and
harvested in September. The variety is the Mammoth Yellow.
The crop can be planted at a later date, hence the labor may
come later than is shown in the chart. If the crop is hogged
down there will be no work in harvesting except that of
looking after the hogs.”
Page 61: Table 4, “Labor requirements for various crops
on 1-acre basis,” includes entries for peanuts, corn (shocked
and shucked), corn silage, cowpea hay, etc. “Soybeans for
seed” in Ashley County requires 2.1 man days and 3.0 horse
days, not including hauling the crop to market. Address:
Farm Management Specialist, Bureau of Agricultural
Economics, USDA.
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2121. Hackleman, J.C. 1924. The future of the soybean
as a forage crop. J. of the American Society of Agronomy
16(3):228-36. March.
• Summary: “Paper read as part of the symposium on ‘The
Forage Problem’ at a meeting of the Society held in Chicago,
Illinois, November 12, 1923.
“Summarizing, therefore, it would seem conservative
to draw the following conclusions: First, that the acreage
of soybeans will and should increase; second, that the most
profitable outlet for the production will be as a seed crop and
as a home-grown nitrogenous feed, substituting for the highpriced commercial concentrates; third, that applications of
limestone to the soil must be recognized as essential to the
most successful permanent production of soybeans; fourth,
that, after sweetening the soil, more efficient methods of
inoculation must be found; and, fifth, that legumes must
be classified more nearly on the basis of their special or
particular values. Alfalfa is pre-eminently a hay plant; sweet
clover the best for green manure and pasture; red clover for
dual-purpose hay and pasture legume; and soybeans the best
annual nitrogenous seed and hay-producing plant.” Address:
Prof., Farm Crops Extension, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
2122. Morrison, F.B.; Savage, E.S.; Hulce, R.R. 1924. New
facts in farm science: Soybean hay for milk production.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 362.
p. 99-100. March.
• Summary: “Especially in the sandy sections of the state
soybeans are of great and increasing importance as a source
of legume hay for stock feeding. Even on heavier soils,
soybeans are one of the best hay crops to grow when clover
or alfalfa winterkills.” This study investigated the relative
value of soybean hay and alfalfa hay for dairy cows. Manchu
soybeans, raised on the University Farm, “were cut when the
pods had formed, and cured in windrow and cock so that a
good grade of hay was secured.” Some 17.8% of the soybean
hay fed was not consumed, this part consisting of the coarse
stems. “The yield of milk per cow was 1.1 pounds less and
of fat 0.2 pound less on the soybean hay ration than on the
alfalfa hay ration. Furthermore the cows did not maintain
their weights quite as well on the soybean hay ration. These
results were probably due to the fact that the cows actually
consumed less of the soybean hay than the alfalfa.” This trial
shows that “soybean hay is excellent for dairy cows, even
though not quite equal to alfalfa–the best of all legume hays
for milk production.”
2123. Park, J.B. 1924. Varieties of soybeans for Ohio. Ohio
State University, Extension Service, Crop Talk No. 8. 4 p.
March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties for special
uses: Varieties for grain and seed production, varieties
for hay, for growing with corn for hogging or lambing,

for growing with corn for silage. Description of varieties:
Manchu, Ito San, Midwest, Peking, Virginia, Wilson,
Hamilton, Black Eyebrow, Medium Green.
A description of each of these varieties is given.
“Varieties of soybeans are mainly distinguished by the
following characteristics: habit of growth; length of growing
season; color of the flowers; color, weight (in seeds per
bushel), and shape of the seeds; and color of the pubescence
or hairs that cover the plant. There is also a difference in the
readiness with which the pods pop open and shatter the seeds
after ripening. Nonshattering is an important advantage.
Color of flowers, of pubescence and of hilum or seed scar
have no practical importance except as aids in distinguishing
varieties.” Address: Ohio.
2124. Piper, C.V. 1924. The possibilities in new forage
plants. J. of the American Society of Agronomy 16(3):224-28.
March.
• Summary: This issue is devoted to a “Symposium on the
‘Forage Problem.’” Piper’s paper states (p. 224): “Soybeans
were introduced as early as 1820, but received little attention
until a second introduction in 1854. The crop became of
some importance beginning in about 1885, but it is only
in the past few years that it has gained large favor, as the
rapidly increasing acreage shows.”
Page 225: “The study of soybeans has revealed the
existence of a large wealth of varieties, the best of which
have added greatly to the potentiality of the crop.”
Recent introductions include: Giant Bermuda grass,
other Bermuda grasses, Mung bean (it “has never been
of real importance, as both the cowpea and the soybean
are superior”), Hungarian vetch. Bahia grass. Molasses
grass. Address: Agrostologist in charge of Forage-crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dep. of
Agriculture, Washington, DC.
2125. Sumner, H.R. 1924. Growing soybeans in eastern
Kansas. Kansas State Agricultural College, Extension
Circular No. 39. 7 p. March.
• Summary: This Circular was first published in March 1923.
The contents of the two is identical, although the format
makes the 1924 edition somewhat easier to read. Address:
Extension Agronomist, Manhattan, Kansas.
2126. Wolfe, T.K. 1924. Soybean culture. Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 235. 32 p.
March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climate. Soil. Varieties
(from early to late–Medium Black, Black Eyebrow, Duggar,
Ito San, Tashing, Elton, Ogemaw, Mongol, Chernie,
Pingsu, Jet, Virginia, Wilson, Shingto, Peking, Early Green,
Arlington, Manhattan, Wilson Black, Chestnut, Haberlandt,
Royal, Meyer, Austin, Swan, Flat King, Okute, Tokio,
Edna, Chiquita, Hope, Hollybrook). Seed. Preparation of
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the seedbed. Fertilizers. Lime. Time of seeding. Methods
of seeding. Spacing. Machines used for seeding. Rate of
seeding. Depth of seeding. Inoculation. Effects of fertilizers
on inoculation of soybean seed. Cultivation. Soybeans in
mixtures [intercropping]: With corn, cowpeas, sorghums,
Sudan grass, or millet. Place in rotation. Soybeans for soil
improvement. Harvesting for hay. Harvesting for silage.
Harvesting for seed. Harvesters (Special harvesters, other
harvesters). Threshing. Comparison of soybeans and
cowpeas.
“The soybean or soja bean has recently become of great
importance in Virginia... The great increase in production
of soybeans is due largely to the fact that the seed can be
produced more cheaply than those of any other leguminous
crop now grown in Virginia. The relatively low cost of
producing soybean seed is due mainly to the high acre yields
and to the ease of harvesting...
“It is unfortunate that sometimes the same variety is
known by several different names. For example, Midwest
is erroneously called Mongol, Medium Yellow, Roosevelt,
Banner and Hollybrook; Guelph is sometimes called Medium
Early Green and Medium Green. However, of the large
number of varieties of soybeans only about 20 are handled
by growers and seedsmen in the United States.”
Photos show: (Cover) Shocks of soybean hay in a field;
proper shocking is important in the production of good
quality soybean hay. (1) Two children standing in a field
of tall soybeans (Courtesy Wallace Brothers, Wallaceton,
Virginia). (2) Tests of soybean varieties in a field; the end
of each row is marked. (3) Six people in a field of soybeans
pulling out all plants which are not true to type. (4) A
man standing to the rear of a disk, pulled by two horses.
(5) Soybeans growing with corn. “A wonderful crop for
hogging off or for silage.” (6) One group of plants cut at
the right time for hay, the other at the right time for seed.
(7-8) Shocking soybean hay properly over a tripod curing
frame. (9) Two properly built tripod curing frames. (10-11)
Soybeans growing in a field at different stages of maturity
for harvesting. (12) A special soybean harvester–”The Little
Giant Bean Harvester. (13) A self-rake reaper. (14) Threshing
soybeans.
Table 1 gives yields of seed and hay of soybean varieties
at Blacksburg. For most varieties, the figures are based on
8 years of tests. The highest seed yields were produced by
Haberlandt (28.3 bu/acre), Manhattan (26.6), Virginia (26.0),
and Mongol (25.0). The highest yields of hay came from
Austin (3.0 tons/acre), Flat King (2.9), Haberlandt (2.8),
Tokio (2.8), and Hope (2.8). The earliest maturing variety
for seeds at Blacksburg was Medium Black (107 days). The
varieties recommended for general purpose in all sections
of the state for both hay and seed are: Virginia (129 days to
mature seed), Wilson (129 days), and Haberlandt (134 days).
Table 3 gives, for each of the varieties listed above:
Color of pubescence, bloom / flower, seed, seed scar / hilum.

Shape of seed. Habit of growth (slender or stout, erect,
bushy or twining terminals). Address: PhD, Agronomist,
Blacksburg, Virginia.
2127. Briggs, George M. 1924. Coming sure with soy beans.
Hoard’s Dairyman 67(13):481, 510-11, 514. April 11.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Where to plant them.
Selection of variety. Preparation of seed bed. When to plant.
Inoculate the seed. How to plant. Soy beans and corn (for
silage or hogging off). Machinery used in planting. Seed
required. Care of crop after planting.
“After years of trials, the Wisconsin Early Black is
recommended for all purposes on heavier soils or the fertile
sandy soils of northern Wisconsin. On central Wisconsin
heavy soils, Manchu, Ito San, and Black Eyebrow are
proving popular for all purposes, as also the rest of the state,
and in the northern third of the state on light and medium
soils as hay or silage.” Other good varieties: Medium Green,
Hollybrook (now called Midwest), Mammoth Yellow.
“In 1917, when acting as county agent in a northern
county, I ordered 200 bushels of Ito Sans for my farmers
from a seed company.” They grew tall but did not blossom–
because they were Mammoth Yellows.
“Soybeanisms: 1. Plant only on a well prepared seedbed.
2. Use only good seed. If in doubt, test. 3. Plant about corn
planting time. 4. Inoculate–take advantage of free nitrogen.
5. Plant shallow–especially on heavy soils. 6. Use harrow
or weeder frequently–in heat of day when plants are 3 to
6 inches high. 7. Plant solid 1½ bushels per acre, but only
on fertile soils. 8. Plant in rown to cultivate, on soils low in
fertility and low in moisture retaining qualities. 9. In planting
with corn, mix one-third soy beans and two-thirds corn, or
use attachment. Plant one soy bean to each kernel of corn.”
Photos show: (1) Two horses pulling a grain drill for
planting soybeans. (2-3) Farmers standing in a field of
soybeans, holding up soybean plants by the roots. Address:
[Madison], Wisconsin.
2128. Farmer’s Advocate (Ontario, Canada). 1924.
Soybeans in the farm cropping system. 59:585, 614. April
17.
• Summary: The soybean “is a new crop in Canada but it has
‘taken’ with remarkable rapidity.” It “is only during the past
two or three years that the crop has come into prominence.
Last year it was grown quite extensively with corn for silage,
and, to a limited extent, for hay and grain.”
Seven farmers throughout Ontario province describe
their generally positive experiences growing soybeans. At
Weldwood Farm the Manchu and Ito San varieties were
grown. J.E. Benner of Lambton County planted Ontario
Black soybeans on 24 May 1923. Jeffrey Bros. of Ontario
County have grown soybeans for the past five years, mostly
for seed. They have grown 7-8 varieties, but the Ontario
Early Black is earlier than any of the rest by two weeks.
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W.J. Dockstaeder of Dundas County has sowed soybeans
with corn for silage, using the Black Eyebrow and Manchu
varieties. I.L. Benn of Frontenac County grew soybeans
last year for the first time, planting them with corn. F.A.C.
Darling of Lanark County mixed one part soybeans with two
parts corn for silage. Wm. Butterworth of Ontario County
tried soybeans for the first time in 1923, mixing them with
corn, which made a good feed for hens and pigs. “The crop
has been experimented with considerably at the Ontario
Agricultural College at Guelph, and Dr. C.A. Zavitz has
recently issued a circular setting forth the results. The O.A.C.
No. 211 is a variety which stands highest in yield of seed per
acre and weight per measured bushel.” “The Ontario Early
Black is a variety which a number of our readers have been
growing with success.” Address: Canada.
2129. Wright, P.A.; Shaw, R.H. 1924. A study of ensiling
a mixture of Sudan grass with a legume [soybeans or
cowpeas]. J. of Agricultural Research 28(3):255-59. April
19. [7 ref]
• Summary: “This paper reports a study of ensiling a silage
crop high in protein and low in carbohydrates, mixed with
one low in protein and low in carbohydrates, mixed with
one low in protein and high in carbohydrates, to determine
whether such a mixture makes better silage than the same
crops ensiled separately.
“Two legumes, soybeans and cowpeas, were the highprotein crops used, and Sudan grass was the low-protein,
high carbohydrate crop.” Address: Research Labs., Dairy
Div., Bureau of Animal Industry, USDA.
2130. Robison, W.L. 1924. Soybeans for feeding hogs.
Breeder’s Gazette 85(17):524. April 24.
• Summary: Results of experiments at the Ohio Experiment
Station are briefly summarized, with emphasis on the
financial aspects of the question. Address: Ohio Agric. Exp.
Station.
2131. Wilkins, F.S. 1924. Facts about soybeans in corn:
Summary of results secured to date by different stations.
Wallaces’ Farmer 49(17):661, 665. April 25.
• Summary: “F.S. Wilkins... has probably spent more time
experimenting with soybeans than any other man in Iowa... A
soybean article by Wilkins is worth reading with great care.”
“That there is only a slight margin of profit in favor of
planting soybeans with corn for hogging down over growing
corn alone is the consensus of opinion of four corn belt
state experiment stations after investigating this problem
rather thoroughly. I am of the opinion that most experiment
stations believe that farmers who plant soybeans with
corn for hogging down are making a slight profit and are
recommending the practice to a greater or less degree, with
the rather confident feeling that those farmers are at least not
losing money by the practice.”

“The soybean, which is increasing by leaps and bounds
all over the corn belt, has so many points in its favor when
grown alone for seed and hay as feed, and as a soil builder,
that it is able to proceed strictly on its own merits without
an exaggerated valuation from any quarter.” Address: Iowa
Agric. Exp. Station.
2132. Bibbins, A.L. 1924. Soy beans a sure hay crop. Rural
New-Yorker 83(4792):691. April 26.
• Summary: The value of soybean hay, the method of
making it, yield, and the success found in planting a
combination of soybeans and sudan grass, are discussed.
Address: New York.
2133. Laude, H.H.; Zahnley, J.W. 1924. Soybeans in Kansas.
Kansas State Agricultural College, Extension Circular No.
48. 11 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Value of soybeans as a
crop. Culture: Introduction, inoculation, planting, cultivation,
harvesting, soybeans in corn (for hogging down). Varieties.
Conclusions: “1. The soybean is the best annual
legume for hay, pasture, and grain in eastern Kansas. 2. It is
especially suited to the eastern 3 tiers of counties. 3. Good
soybean hay is about equal in feeding value to alfalfa or red
clover. 4. The seed is a satisfactory substitute for cottonseed
meal, linseed meal, and tankage. 5. The soybean fits well into
crop rotation and increases the nitrogen content of the soil. 6.
Inoculation and clean cultivation are necessary for successful
soybean production.” Address: 1. Agronomist in Charge of
Cooperative Experiments; 2. Assoc. Prof. of Farm Crops.
Both: Manhattan, Kansas.
2134. Noll, Charles F.; Lewis, R.D. 1924. Soybeans: Their
culture and uses. Pennsylvania State College. Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 187. 15 p. April. [19 ref]
• Summary: “The purpose of this bulletin is to report
soybean investigations to date, make recommendations in
regard to varieties, and give brief cultural directions for the
crop.”
Table II. gives average yields per acre of seed and of
field cured hay of varieties of soybeans, in order of yields
of hay, 1913-23; Table IV. shows a comparison of yields of
crops in the oats rotation and in the soybean rotation; and
Table V. gives the feeding values of oats and of soybeans
grown on alternate plots.
A description of each of the following varieties is given
(p. 8-9): “Mammoth Yellow, Ito San, Wilson, Midwest
(advertised under various names: Hollybrook, Medium
Yellow, Mongol, Roosevelt), Hollybrook, Medium Green
(Guelph), Virginia, Manchu, Hamilton (Ohio 9035, Ohio),
Ebony, Black Eyebrow, Early Brown, Morse, Elton.”
Address: Agronomy, Farm Crops, State College, Centre
County, Pennsylvania.
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2135. Davis, Russell S. 1924. A legume crop for cornbelt
farms. A Hereford breeder outlines his personal experience
with soybeans. Breeder’s Gazette 85(19):575. May 8.
• Summary: Cites experiments of the Indiana Experiment
station to show the profit in using soybeans for hog feed,
and finds that they are also useful for stock feeding. No one
soybean variety can be used for all purposes. For hogging
down or pasturing use the shorter varieties: Ohio 9035,
Midwest, Manchu, Morse, Ito San, Haberlandt, Medium
Green. For silage use the Virginia, Sable, and Illinois 13-19.
For hay use the Sable, Black Eyebrow, or Illinois 13-19,
which may be harvested with a binder. For stalkfield use
Ebony for its black seeds. None but the earliest varieties can
be used north of the 42d parallel [which runs horizontally
across the middle of Iowa, the northern part of Illinois, and
just above the northern boundary of Indiana and Ohio].
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Ontario (Canada) and most of
Michigan lie north of the 42nd parallel. Address: Adams
County, Illinois.
2136. Pieters, A.J. 1924. Re: Chapter on hay-making. Letter
to W.J. Morse, USDA, Forage-Crop Investigation [USDA,
Washington, DC], May 10. 1 p. Typed, without signature
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: You will have noted that
Mr. Oakley has placed you on the Committee to prepare the
Chapter on Hay-making for the Hay Article in the 1924 Year
Book.
“I shall have to depend on you largely for that portion
of the chapter which will treat on making soybeans and
cowpeas hay and any other coarse hay made from summer
legumes. I wish that you could give me by about Thursday,
next, a brief note as to the scope which such a discussion
should have, together with suggestions in regard to
illustrations. Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of
Rutgers Univ., March 2012. Address: Agronomist,
Clover Investigations [Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC].
2137. A.L.B. 1924. Soy beans and Sudan grass. Rural NewYorker 83:779. May 17.
• Summary: These are two articles by A.L.B. in response
to two letters, the first from Michigan, the second from
New York. Planting Soy beans with Sudan grass is a very
good idea. One should get good results by using Manchu or
Ito San. Be sure to inoculate the seed. “You could cut the
Soy beans for hay and should obtain a very good yield of
valuable leguminous hay crop.” To plant the two together,

use about 15 lb of Sudan Grass to a bushel (60 lb) of
soybeans.
Soy beans are well adapted to a clay soil. Even better is
Japanese millet or Golden millet. Address: New York.
2138. Wing, Chas. B. 1924. Soy beans and Sudan grass:
Curing soy bean hay. Rural New-Yorker 83:779. May 17.
• Summary: Curing soybean hay in the stack does not work
well in rainy or wet weather. The best way to cure it is to
just mow it down, leave it in swath, then forget about it until
it has had about a week’s time to cure. If it rains during this
time, don’t worry and don’t touch it; rain does not hurt the
plant when in swath. When it is dry enough to go into the
barn, go out early enough in the morning to rake when it is
just a little bit tough. Rake it, load it onto the wagons, and
put it into the barn.
Remember that Soy bean straw from thrashed beans is
an excellent forage. Wing found that it increases the flow
of milk from dairy cows better than Medium clover hay.
Address: Ohio.
2139. Regan, W.M. 1924. Expensive feeding with expensive
hay. Los Angeles Times. May 18. p. H12.
• Summary: “The value of a feed is determined by the
amount of the food essentials, digestible carbohydrates and
protein, that it contains.” For a dairy cow, the optimum feed
has nutrients in the proportion of one pound of protein to five
pounds of carbohydrates. “When it becomes necessary to
purchase alfalfa hay for more than $20 per ton, cottonseed,
linseed or soybean meals at $60 per ton furnish a cheaper
source of protein.” Address: Div. of Animal Husbandry,
Univ. of California, Davis.
2140. McArthur, William. 1924. Soybeans make hay on short
notice: Northern Iowa farmer tells how beans fill the gap in a
short hay year. Wallaces’ Farmer 49(22):820. May 30.
• Summary: “Three years ago we found ourselves in much
the same situation as thousands of farmers find themselves
this spring. We had just one 20-acre field in clover, which
was so thin that it yielded less than a ton per acre. Ordinarily
we feed from 60 to 75 tons of leguminous hay every winter.
How were we going to make up the deficit for the year?”
“At the time we had never used soybeans for hay, altho
we had heard of their having been used satisfactorily.”
“The first planting was cut for hay in early September,
before the leaves began to turn and when the pods were
beginning to fill. The beans were windrowed with a side
delivery rake as soon as wilted, then allowed to dry. They
usually dry in two or three days, but we have had them lay
for two weeks with no apparent damage. The second planting
was cut for hay just before frost and handled in a similar
manner.” Address: Iowa.
2141. A.L.B. 1924. Soy beans and corn silage. Rural New-
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Yorker 83:883. June 14.
• Summary: “A very common corn-belt practice, and one
followed in a limited manner in New York State, is to plant
Soy beans with corn, harvesting the entire crop for silage.
A few years ago Western farmers thought that Soy beans by
drawing nitrogen from the air, increased the yields of corn,
but it has been found that the Soys reduce the yield of corn
a little; however, the total amount of feed harvested per acre
in the corn and Soy bean mixtures is greater than with corn
alone. If the Soy beans are well inoculated and the soil is
fertile, with plenty of moisture, the difference in yield is very
little. The difference is more than offset by the increased
feeding value of the silage. Eastern farmers usually plant
corn much thicker than do Western farmers. I believe we
should reduce the amounts of corn planted in order to have
best success with the Soy bean and corn mixture. About six
quarts of corn and two to three quarts of Soys should give
best results. I do not believe that over eight quarts of corn
should be used, and then only on well-manured and fertilized
soil.
“Method of Seeding: Special Soy bean plates may be
placed in the fertilizer attachments of the corn planter and
both the Soys and corn may thus be planted at once, whether
drilling or check-rowing. If these plates are not readily
obtainable, the Soys and corn may be mixed together, but
only a small quantity should be put in seed bags at one time.
If large amounts of the mixture are put in at once, the Soys,
being smaller, work down to the bottom of the seed bags,
causing uneven planting. Another method is to drill the corn
in and then follow with Soy beans, readjusting the planter for
beans.. This is a very good method as the beans are not put in
so deep as when put in with the corn...”
“Soy Bean Varieties.–Care should be exercised in
selection of the seed, being particularly careful that only
good reliable seed of the proper variety is used. There are
a large number of varieties of Soy beans, and in the past
they have been so misrepresented as to cause failure where
otherwise the grower would have been successful. Some
varieties are called early, whereas in reality they are late
maturing, and not well adapted to northern conditions. The
best varieties for general use in the North are the Manchu,
Hollybrook and Wilson. The Manchu from a standpoint
of manner of growth, maturity and yield is very superior,
except for such warmer sections as are found in Hudson
River Valley or Chautauqua County, where some of the later
varieties, such as Wilson, Hollybrook or Midwest may yield
a little more hay. For a safe secure Soy bean hay crop or for
silage I would rather take my chances with the Manchu, Ito
San or Black Eyebrow. The Medium Green is a well-known
variety that is very good, but it really is no better than the
above three, and because the seed shatters badly the price for
Medium Green seed is quite a bit higher.
“Differing Characters: Manchu matures in about 105
to 110 days, plants being quite stout, standing erect, making

an easy crop to harvest. Variety very good for hay and for
northern territories; excellent to plant with corn. Ito San is a
widely grown commercial variety, often misnamed. Matures
a few days earlier than the Manchu. Plants are erect and
stout, but yields usually not quite equal to Manchu. Seed
often sells about 50 cents per bushel less than the Manchu.
Black Eyebrow matures in about 100 to 105 days; plants
not quite as tall as Ito San and Manchu. Crop well adapted
to northern conditions, as it matures a little earlier. Midwest
matures in about 115 days; grows a little taller than the
above-named varieties. A good variety of bean to plant
with corn for silage, but the yield of hay as a rule is not
quite as good as Ito San and Manchu. Hollybrook is a late
maturing variety, requiring 120 to 135 days to ripen. Best
adapted to warmer territories, but can be easily harvested
with corn. Wilson is similar to the Hollybrook in maturity
and adaptation. Much of this seed is grown in New Jersey
and brings a higher price than the Hollybrook or Midwest.
Mammoth is a standard commercial variety, which is quite
late in maturity, requiring about 145 days. The plants are
somewhat coarse, best adapted to such territories as Virginia
and Tennessee. Should not he used in the North as other
varieties are superior. Medium Green is an old variety. Hay
is very green in color but inclined to be coarse. Does not
usually yield as well as Ito San or Manchu. The following
varieties are quite widely used in Illinois and Iowa; but
are not so good for New York or surrounding territories:
Mongol, Ebony, Jet, Medium Yellow, Virginia and Chestnut.”
Address: New York.
2142. Brintnall, Earle. 1924. Annual report of the dairy
department. Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station /
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Mississippi, Annual
Report 37:16-17. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1924.
• Summary: “The study of the value of Soybean Hay,
Ground Soybeans, and of Soybean Oilmeal as a feed for
dairy cows has been continued. The results of this work
are briefly as follows: Soybean hay was equally as good as
alfalfa hay for milk production. Ground soybeans produced
slightly more milk with an increased percentage of butterfat
and more total butterfat than did cottonseed meal when fed
with Johnson Grass hay.” Address: Dairyman.
2143. Robison, W.L. 1924. Soybeans in corn for hoggingdown: Prove less effective than tankage for supplementing
standing corn. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Monthly Bulletin 9(5&6):75-80. May/June. Whole nos. 10102.
• Summary: The author refers to tests in feeding pigs made
at the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station. Pigs harvesting
standing corn containing soybeans usually gain more rapidly
and produce more gain per bushel of corn consumed than
pigs harvesting standing corn alone. But, because of the
reduction of corn brought about by the presence of soybeans,
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it is questionable whether any more gain in live weight per
acre results from the combination than from standing corn
alone. Address: Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster.
2144. Morse, W.J. 1924. Re: Soybean movie film. Letter
[memorandum] to Dr. Oakley [USDA, Washington, DC],
July 17. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Dr. Oakley: In correspondence with Dr.
J.B. Park, Chief of the Department of Farm Crops, Ohio
Experiment Station, Columbus, Ohio, it has been suggested
that a soybean movie film might be a good thing in view of
the extensive interest that is being taken in the crop and its
products and the great increase in acreage during the past
five years. The soybean undoubtedly will become one of our
major crops in the eastern half of the United States. In many
sections of the Northern States and the Corn Belt, as well as
the southern States, the soybean now occupies a permanent
place in rotations. Naturally with a great increase in acreage
many problems relative to varieties, methods of planting,
culture, harvesting, thrashing and utilization of the crop
have presented themselves. The Department of Agriculture
with the State Experiment Stations have been studying these
questions and have been of great aid in solving the problems
and thereby extending the acreage and greater utility of the
soybean.
“Many states, especially those of the northern and
central portions of the country, hold county soybean days,
state soybean days, and the northern and central sections
hold a National Soybean Day once a year. At these various
state, county, and national meetings the various problems
connected with the soybean industry are discussed and
demonstrations are held. It seems to me that a movie film
showing the working out of these various problems, in fact
the most interesting things connected with the soybean
industry, would reach a greater number of people through the
county agents and growers’ associations, of which there are a
number throughout the Southern and Central States.
“The Ohio State University, at Columbus, Ohio, is
planning to hold a sectional soybean meeting, September 10,
and in their preparation for this Field Day it will be possible
to show on a film practically the entire series of operations
connected with the whole soybean industry, presenting
many troublesome problems which confront the grower and
giving methods of handling these problems. The University
people will have hay-making in all its stages, planting,
inoculation, culture, harvesting, thrashing, preparing the
seed-bed, pasturing with hogs and sheep, ensilage and
feeding bean straw and hay to stock. With all these things
being demonstrated, it would be possible with a minimum
effort and expense to get a film which will be very useful
to extension workers. Moreover, it will be of special value
to stockmen, dairymen, hog raisers and farmers in general
who are planning to include soybeans in their rotation
either for hay or grain. In fact, the entire eastern half of the

United States and a few states in the western half such as the
Dakotas, Nebraska, Kansas and a portion of Texas would be
benefitted by such a film. Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
2145. Oakley, R.A.; Westover, H.L. 1924. Forage crops in
relation to the agriculture of the semi-arid portion of the
northern Great Plains. USDA Department Bulletin No. 1244.
53 p. July 31. See p. 38-40.
• Summary: As a result of the development of shorter season
varieties of soy beans, interest in this crop has extended
to the eastern part of North Dakota, South Dakota, and
Nebraska. Soy beans have been grown at Redfield, South
Dakota, from 1914 to 1922. In Mandan, North Dakota,
they were tested as a forage crop in 1914, 1915, and 1916.
They were tested at Williston, North Dakota, and Moccasin,
Montana, in 1915. Address: Agronomists, Office of ForageCrop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
2146. Willard, C.J. 1924. Soybean hay. Ohio State
University, Extension Service, Crop Talk No. 12. 4 p. July.
• Summary: Soybeans as a supplement to clover, harvesting
of the beans, handling of the hay, and value of the hay are
considered. Address: Ohio.
2147. Briggs, George M. 1924. Making soy bean hay.
Hoard’s Dairyman 68(5):101, 118. Aug. 15.
• Summary: Methods of harvesting the soybean crop for hay
are discussed. Address: [Madison], Wisconsin.
2148. Piper, Charles V. 1924. Forage plants and their culture.
Revised edition. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xxv +
671 p. Aug. See p. 571-96. Illust. Index. 19 cm. [9 ref]
• Summary: This book is 57 pages longer than the 1914
first edition. Since most of the chapters have different titles,
different contents, and different numbers, we will include the
entire new table of contents here.
Preface to the revised edition. 1. Introduction:
Definitions.–Knowledge of Forage Crops Compared with
Other Crops.–Forage Crops and Civilization.–Forage Crops
in Europe and America.–Perennial Hay Plants in Europe
and America.–Botany of Forage Crops.–Aggressiveness
Necessary in Perennial Forage Crops.–Characteristics of
Grasses.–Legumes–Root Nodules.–The Nodule Organism.–
Forms of Root Nodules.–Natural Inoculation.–Artificial
Inoculation.–Dependence of Legumes on Root Nodules.
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2. Preservation of Rough Forage: Preservation of Rough
Forage.–Time of Cutting.–Haymaking in Dry Weather.–
Curing of Hay.–Haymaking under Humid Conditions.–
Special Devices to Facilitate Hay Curing.–Completion
of Curing.–Artificially Dried Hay.–Shrinkage of Stored
Hay.–Loss of Hay or Fodder in the Field.–Relation of Green
Weight to Dry Weight.–Loss of Substance from Growing
Plants.–Hay Stacks.–Spontaneous Combustion.–Statistics
of Hay Yields.–Brown Hay.–Silage.–Advantages of Silage.–
Plants Useful for Silage.–Soiling or Soilage.–Soiling
Systems.
3. Choice of Forage Crops: What Determines the Choice
of a Forage Crop.–Special Purposes for which Forage
Crops are Grown.–Adaptation to Conditions.–Yields to
the Acre.–Yields under Irrigation.–Cost of Seeding.–Time
of Harvesting.–Ease of Harvesting and Curing.–Demands
or Prejudices of the User.–Feeding Values.–Feeding
Experiments.–Chemical Analyses.–Chemical Composition as
Affected by Soil and by Fertilizers.–Chemical Composition
as Affected by Stage of Maturity.–Variation in Chemical
Composition from Unascertained Causes.–Digestible
Nutrients.–Net Energy Values.–Starch Values.–Comparison
of Feeding Values.
4. Seeds and Seeding: Quality.–Genuineness.–Purity.–
Viability.–Actual Value of Seed.–Superiority of Local
Seed.–Standards of Purity and Germination.–Adulteration
and Misbranding.–Color and Plumpness of Seeds.–Age
of Seeds.–Source of Seeds.–Seed Inspection.–Sampling.–
Guaranteed Seeds.–Fungous Diseases.–Hard Seeds.–Most
Dangerous Weed Seeds.–Weight of Seeds.–Number of Seeds
in One Pound.–Seed Production of Forage Crops, United
States, 1919.–Seeding in Practice.–Rate of Seeding.–Time of
Seeding.–Depth of Seeding.–Experimental Results.–Nurse
Crops.–Vegetative Multiplication.
5. Meadows and Hayfields: Definitions.–Meadow
Mixtures.–Composition of Meadow Mixtures.–Treatment of
Permanent Meadows.–Scarifying Old Meadows.–Reseeding
Old Meadows.–Fertilizers for Hay Crops.–Top-dressing
for Aftermath or Rowen.–Principal Hay Plants.–Principal
Hay-Producing States.–Importance of Perennial Grasses in
Rotations.
6. Pastures and Pasturage: Definitions.–Fallow
Pastures.–Seedling Pastures.–Stubble Pastures.–Aftermath
Pastures.–Crop Pastures. Improved Pasture Land.–
Unimproved Pasture Land.–Most Important Tame Pasture
Plants.–Palatability of Tame Pasture Grasses.–Pasture Yields
as Determined by Number of Cuttings.–Pasture Mixtures.–
Pasturing Meadows.–Miscellaneous Farm Pasturage.–
Temporary. Pastures.–Temporary Pasture Crop Systems
for Hogs.–Treatment of Permanent Pastures.–Overgrazing
and Undergrazing.–Periods and Degree of Grazing.–
Systems of Grazing.–Grazing Systems in Different Pasture
Regions.–Renovating Old Pastures of Creeping Grasses.–
Renovating Bunch Grass Pastures.–Burning Over Pasture

Lands.–Rotation of Animals.–Poisonous Plants in Natural
Pastures.–Rodents.–Bloating or Hoven.–Carrying Capacity
or Supportage.
7. The Statistics of Forage Crops for the United States:
Total Forage Production by Groups of Forages, United
States, 1919. Concentrated Feeds.–Hay and Fodder.–Straw
and Stovers.–Root Crops, Wet Beet Pulp and Silage.–The
Major Crop Plants Producing Forage.–Classification of
Crops in Statistical Returns.–Mature crops pastured off.–
”Hay and Forage” by Classes, United States, 1919.–Kafir,
Sorghum and the Like for Forage.–Silage Crops.–Wild
Salt or Prairie Grasses.–Root Crops for Forage.–Major
Hay Producing Crops.–The Ten States Leading in Forage
Production.–Canadian Statistics.
8. Timothy: Botany.–Agricultural History.–Agricultural
Importance.–Climatic Adaptations.–Soil Preferences.–
Advantage of Timothy.–Rotations.–Seed.–Preparation of
Seed Bed.–Heavy Seeds or Light Seeds.–Rate of Seeding.–
Depth of Seeding.–Methods of Seeding.–Seed Bed.–
Fertilizers for Timothy.–Lime.–Irrigation.–Time to Cut for
Hay.–Yields.–Pasture.–Pollination.–Seed Production.–Life
History.–Life Period.–Depth of Root System.–Proportion of
Roots to Tops.–Regional Strains.–Feeding Value.–Injurious
Insects.–Diseases.–Variability.–Disease Resistance.–
Breeding.–Methods of Breeding.–Desirable Types of
Improved Timothies.–Comparison of Vegetative and Seed
Progeny.–Field Trials with Improved Strains.
9. Bluegrasses and Meadow-Grasses: Kentucky
Bluegrass (Poa pratensis): Botany; Adaptations; Importance;
Characteristics; Culture; Fertilizers; Lime; Yields of Hay;
Seed Production; Seed; Hybrids.–Canada Bluegrass (Poa
compressa): Seed; Culture; Adaptations; Importance.–Texas
Bluegrass (Poa arachnifera).–Fowl Meadow Grass (Poa
triflora).–Rough-stalked Meadow Grass or Bird Grass (Poa
trivialis).–Wood Meadow Grass (Poa nemoralis).
10. Orchard Grass, Tall Oat-Grass and Brome
Grasses: Orchard Grass (Dactylis glomerata): Description;
Botany; Agricultural History; Climatic Adaptations; Soil
Preferences; Adaptation to Shade; Variability; Advantages
and Disadvantages; Importance; Seeding of Orchard Grass;
Life History; Harvesting for Hay; Yields of Hay; Harvesting
Orchard Grass for Seed; Weeds; Seed; Sources of Seed;
Utilization of Stubble and Aftermath; Mixtures; Pasturage
Value; Feed Value; Value as a Soil Binder; Improvement
by Selection; Pests.–Tall Oat-grass (Arrhenatherum
elatius): Names; Botany; Agricultural History; Adaptations;
Importance; Characteristics; Seeding; Hay; Seed Production;
Seed; Mixtures.–Brome Grass (Bromus inermis): Names
and Description; Botany; Agricultural History; Adaptations;
Depth of Roots; Method of Seeding; Rate of Seeding Brome
Grass; Time to Cut for Hay; Hay; Fertilizers; Treatment of
Meadows; Seed Production; Seed; Pasture Value; Mixtures;
Variability.
12. Fescue, Rye-Grasses and Wheat-Grasses:
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Meadow Fescue (Festuca elatior): Botany and History;
Characteristics; Adaptations; Importance; Seeding; Hay;
Seed Production; Seed; Pasture Value; Pests; Hybrids.–Tall
Fescue.–Reed Fescue (Festuca arundinaceae).–Sheep’s
Fescue and Closely Related Species: Importance and
Culture; Seed.–Red Fescue (Festuca rubra).–Perennial or
English Rye-grass (Lolium perenne): Name; Agricultural
History; Botany; Characteristics; Adaptation; Importance;
Agricultural Varieties; Culture; Hay Yields; Seed
Production.–Italian Rye-grass (Lolium multiflorum):
Characteristics; Botany; Agricultural History; Adaptations;
Culture; Irrigation; Hay Yields; Seed Production; Seed.–
Wimmera Rye-grass (Lolium subulatum).–Slender
Wheat-grass (Agropyron tenerum).–Western Wheat-grass
(Agropyron occidentale).–Crested Wheat-grass (Agropyron
cristatum).–Quack Grass (Agropyron repens).
13. Miscellaneous Northern Perennial Grasses:
Meadow Foxtail (Alopecurus pratensis): Characteristics;
Adaptations; Culture; Seed.–Sweet Vernal grass
(Anthoranthum odoratum): Botany; Culture.–Reed Canary
grass (Phalaris arundinacea): Botany and Agricultural
History; Characteristics; Culture.–Harding grass (Phalaris
stenoptera).–Velvet grass (Holcus lanatus).–Erect Brome
(Bromus erectus).–Yellow Oat-grass (Trisetum flavescens).–
Crested Dogstail (Cynosurus cristatus).
14. Southern Grasses: Bermuda grass (Cynodon
dactylon): Botany; Characteristics; Agricultural History;
Adaptations; Variability; Importance; Culture; Yields of Hay;
Rootstocks; Pasture Value; Feeding Value; Seed Production.–
Giant Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon var maritimus).–
Transvaal Kweek grass (Cynodon incompletus).–Star grass or
Thungari (Cynodon plectostachyus).–Igoka grass (Cynodon
sp.).–Dallis grass (Paspalum dilatatum).–Bahia grass
(Paspalum notatum).–Carpet grass (Axonopus compressus).–
Seed Production.–Para grass (Panicum barbinode).
Guinea grass (Panicum maximum).–Rescue grass (Bromus
unioloides).–Crab grass (Digitaria sanguinalis).–Natal grass
(Tricholaena rosea).–Chess or Cheat (Bromus secalinus).–
Rhodes grass (Chloris gayana).–Molasses grass (Melinis
minutiflora). (Continued). Address: Agrostologist in Charge
of Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA.
2149. Piper, Charles V. 1924. Forage plants and their culture.
Revised edition (Continued–Document part II). New York,
NY: The Macmillan Co. xxv + 671 p. Aug. See p. 571-96. [9
ref]
• Summary: (Continued): 15. Cereal Grasses: Maize or
Indian Corn: Corn as Forage; Grain; Corn Fodder; Corn
Stover; Corn Silage; Corn Pasturage; Mixed Cropping.–The
Small Grain Grasses: Wheat: Importance as Forage; Wheat
Hay; Wheat Silage; Wheat Pasturage.–Oats: Oats as Forage;
Importance as Forage; Oat Grain as Forage; Oat Hay; Oat
Straw; Mixtures; Oats for Pasturage.–Barley: Barley Hay;

Barley Straw; Importance.–Rye.–Emmer and Spelt.–Mixed
Small Grains.–Canary Grass (Phalaris canariensis).
16. Millets: The Principal Millets.–Foxtail Millet
(Setaria italica): Agricultural History; Adaptations;
Importance; Agricultural Varieties; Culture.–Rate of
Seeding.–Hay; Feeding Value; Silage from Foxtail Millet;
Injurious Effects; Seed Production; Seed; Diseases and
Insects.–Japanese Millet (Echinochloa frumentacea).–
Broomcorn Millet (Panicum miliaceum).–Comparative Hay
Yields of Different Millets at Several Experiment Stations.–
Shama Millet (Echinochloa colona or Panicum colonum).–
Ragi, Finger millet or Coracan (Eleusine coracana).–Texas
Millet (Panicum texanum).–Browntop Millet (Panicum
fisciculatum).
17. Sorghums, Japanese Sugar Cane and Other Grasses:
Sorghum (Sorghum sorghum): Botany; Agricultural
History; Adaptations; Root System; Agricultural Groups;
Importance; Culture; Time of Seeding; Seeding in Rows;
Seeding Broadcast; Number of Cuttings; Yields of Forage;
Seed; Agricultural Varieties; Seed Production; Utilization;
Soiling; Fodder; Hay; Silage; Sorghum and Legume
Mixtures; Pasture Value; Poisoning; Diseases; Insect Pests;
Sorghum Improvement.–Sudan Grass (Sorghum sorghum var
Sudanense): Description (“first introduced into the United
States in 1909”); Adaptations; Culture; Utilization; Hay; Hay
Mixtures; Chemical Analysis; Seed Production.–Pasturage.–
Johnson Grass (Sorghum halepense): Botany; Agricultural
History; Adaptation and Utilization; Poisonous Qualities;
Seed.–Japanese Sugar Cane (Saccharum sinense): History
and Characteristics; Varieties; Adaptations; Planting; Culture;
Utilization; Yields; Seed Cane.–Other grasses: Penicillaria
(Pennisetum glaucum); Teosinte (Euchloena mexicana):
Guatemala grass (Tripsacum laxum).
18. Alfalfa: Agricultural History.–Origin of the
Common Names–Heat Relations.–Cold Relations.–Humidity
Relations.–Soil Relations.–Distribution of the Alfalfa
Crop.–Botanical Varieties of Alfalfa.–Cultivated Varieties
of Alfalfa.–Importance of the Varieties.–Influence of Source
of Seed.–Comparison of Regional Strains.–Important
Characteristics of Alfalfa.–Life Period.–Roots.–Relations
to Soil Moisture.–Seedlings.–Rootstocks.–Shoots.–
Relative Proportion of Leaves, Stems and Roots.–Seed
Bed.–Inoculation.–Liming.–Fertilizers.–Rate of Seeding.–
Time of Seeding.–Method of Seeding.–Nurse Crops [an
annual crop used to aid in establishing a perennial crop]–
Clipping.–Winter-killing.–Time to Cut for Hay.–Number of
Cuttings.–Quality of Different Cuttings.–Irrigation.–Time
to Apply Irrigating Water.–Winter Irrigation.–Relation of
Yield to Water Supply.–Care of an Alfalfa Field.–Alfalfa in
Cultivated Rows.–Alfalfa in Mixtures.–Alfalfa in Rotations.–
Pasturing Alfalfa.–Use as a Soiling Crop.–Alfalfa Silage.–
Alfalfa Meal.–Alfalfa Straw.–Seed production.–Pollination.–
Seeds.–Viability of Seed.–Alfalfa Improvement.–Breeding
Methods.–Weeds.–Dodder or Love-vine.–Diseases.–Insects.–
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Rodents.
19. Clovers, Especially Red Clover: Botany of Red
Clover.–Agricultural History.–Importance and Distribution.–
Soil Relations.–Climatic Relations.–Effect of Shade.–
Agricultural Varieties.–Comparison of Red Clovers from
Different Sources.–Time of Seeding.–Rate of Seeding.–
Seedlings.–Seeding with a Nurse Crop.–Seeding without a
Nurse Crop.–Depth of Seeding.–Winter Killing.–Treatment
of Clover Fields.–Fertilizers.–Gypsum.–Lime.–Irrigation.–
Red Clover in Mixtures.–Use in Rotations.–Effect of
Clover in Rotations when Only the Stubble is Turned
Under.–Volunteer Crops.–Stage to Cut.–Composition at
Different Stages.–Number of Cuttings.–Yields of Hay.–
Relation of Green Weight to Hay Weight.–Feeding Value.–
Comparative Feeding Value of the First and Second Crops
of Hay.–Soiling.–Pasturage.–Silage.–Number of Flowers
and Seeds to the Head.–Pollination and Fecundation.–Seed
Production.–Harvesting the Seed Crop.–Yields of Seed.–
Statistics of Seed Crop.–Value of the Straw.–Seed.–Color
of Seeds.–Roots.–Shoots.–Proportion of Roots to Shoots.–
Relative Proportions of Stems, Leaves and Flower Heads.–
Diseases.–Clover Failure.–Reduction of Acreage Probably
Due Mainly to Clover Failure.–Insects.–Improvement of Red
Clover by Breeding.–Disease-resistant Strains.
20. Crimson Clover and Related Annual Legumes:
Crimson Clover (Trifolium incarnatum): Botany;
Agricultural History; Description; Adaptations; Importance;
Variability and Agricultural Varieties; Seeding; Time of
Seeding; Methods of Seeding; Time to Cut for Hay; Yields;
Other Uses of Crimson Clover; Seed Production; Seed.–
Shaftel or Schabdar (Trifolium suaveolens).–Berseem
(Trifolium alexandrinum).–Strawberry, Subterranean and
Hop Clovers: Strawberry Clover (Trifolium fragiferum);
Subterranean Clover (Trifolium subterraneum).–Hop Clovers
(Trifolium Spp.). Bur Clovers (Medicago spp.); Seed.
21. Other Clovers–Alsike, Hungarian and White: Alsike
Clover (Trifolium hybridum): Botany of Alsike; Agricultural
History; Adaptations; Characteristics; Regional Seeds;
Importance; Culture; Hay; Seed Production; Seed; Value
for Pasturage.–Hungarian Clover (Trifolium panonicum).–
White Clover (Trifolium repens): Botany; Agricultural Sorts,
Description; Agricultural History; Adaptations; Importance
of White Clover; Seeding; Yields; Pollination; Seed
Production; Seed.–Ladino White Clover.
22. The Melilots or Sweet Clovers: Bokhara melilot
(Melilotus alba): Climatic Adaptation; Soil Relations;
Agricultural History; Seeding; Securing a Stand; Relative
Proportion of Tops and Roots; Utilization; Advantages
and Disadvantages; Yields of Hay; Seed Production;
Value of the Straw; Seed.–Annual or Hubam Bokhara
melilot.–Hubam (Melilotus alba annua).–Official melilot
(Melilotus officinalis).–King Island melilot (Melilotus indica
or Melilotus parviflora).–Daghestan melilot (Melilotus
suaveolens).

23. Miscellaneous Perennial Legumes: Sainfoin
(Onobrychis viciaefolia): Description; Agricultural History;
Culture; Seed; American Data.–Sulla or Spanish Sainfoin
(Hedysarum coronarium). Kudzu (Pueraria thunbergiana).–
Flat Pea (Lathyrus silvestris var. wayneri).–Kidney Vetch
(Anthyllis vulneraria).–Goat’s Rue (Galega officinalis).–
Bird’s-foot Trefoil (Lotus corniculatus).–Sickle-milk Vetch
(Astragalus falcatus).–Furze (Ulex europaeus) (Continued).
Address: Agrostologist in Charge of Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
2150. Piper, Charles V. 1924. Forage plants and their culture.
Revised edition (Continued–Document part III). New York,
NY: The Macmillan Co. xxv + 671 p. Aug. See p. 571-96. [9
ref]
• Summary: (Continued): 24. Peas and Pea-like Plants:
Pea (Pisum sativum): Botany and History; Description;
Adaptations; Importance; Agricultural Varieties; Seeding;
Development of the Plant; Hay; Peas and Oats; Pasture
Value; Garden Pea Vines; Irrigation; Seed production; Seed.–
Pea Weevil (Laria pisorum or Bruchus pisorum).–Chick-pea
(Cicer arietinum).–Grass-pea, Vetchling or Chickling Vetch
(Lathyrus sativus).
25. Vetches and Vetch-like Plants: Kinds of Vetches.
Common Vetch (Vicia sativa): Description; Botany and
Agricultural History; Adaptations; Importance; Agricultural
Varieties; Culture; Time of Seeding; Rate of Seeding;
Harvesting for Hay; Pasturing; Feeding Value; Rotations;
Fertilizers; Lime; Silage; Seed Production; Seed.–Hairy
Vetch (Vicia villosa): Description; Botany; Climatic
Adaptations; Soil Preferences; Rate of Seeding; Time of
Seeding; Depth of Seeding; Inoculation; Uses of the Crop;
Pollination; Harvesting for Hay; Feeding Value; Use in
Rotations; Advantages and Disadvantages; Growing Seed;
Sources of Seed; Seeds.–Narrow-leaved Vetch (Vicia
angustifolia). Hungarian vetch (Vicia pannonica). Purple
Vetch (Vicia atropurpurea). Woolly-pod Vetch (Vida
dasycarpa).–Ervil or Black Bitter Vetch (Vicia ervilia).–
Horse Bean (Vicia faba). Bird or Tufted Vetch (Vicia cracca).
Tangier Pea (Lathyrus tingitanus). Flat-podded Vetchling
(Lathyrus cicera).–Ochrus (Lathyrus ochrus).–Comparison
of Vetch Species.–Fenugreek (Trigonella foenum-graecum).–
Lupines (Lupinus spp.).–Serradella (Ornithopus sativus).–
Square-pod pea (Lotus tetragonolobus).
26. Cowpeas: Cowpea (Vigna sinensis): Botanical
Origin; Agricultural History; Adaptations; Importance; Uses
of the Crop; Varietal Distinctions; Life Period; Pods and
Seeds; Correlations; Important Varieties; Rate and Method of
Seeding; Time of Seeding; Inoculation; Number of Cuttings;
Hay; Hay Yields; Feeding Value; Cowpeas in Broadcast
Mixtures; Cowpea Mixtures not Sown Broadcast; Pasturage;
Silage; Growing Cowpeas for Seed; Pollination; Seed Yield;
Proportion of Seed and Hulls; Seeds; Viability; Root System;
Disease Resistance; Insect Enemies.
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27. Soybeans: Agricultural History.–Botany.–
Description.–Soil Preferences.–Climatic Relations.–
Importance.–Statistics.–Desirable Characters in Soybean
Varieties.–Commercial Varieties.–Preparation of Soil and
Cultivation.-Rate of Seeding.–Time of Seeding.–Method
of Seeding.–Depth of Seeding.–Inoculation.–Life Period.–
Time to Cut for Hay.–Hay Yields.–Fertilizers.–Soybean
Mixtures.–Silage.–Rotations.–Feeding Value of Soybean
Hay.–Pasturage. Seed Production.–Storage.–Pollination.–
Seed Yield.–Feeding the Seed.–Seeds.–Pests.–Breeding.–
Soybeans and Cowpeas Compared.
28. Other Warm Season Annual Legumes: Lespedeza
or Japan Clover (Lespedeza striata): Description;
Agricultural History; Varieties; Adaptations; Culture;
Pasturage Value; Hay; Seed Production.–Korean Lespedeza
(Lespedeza stipulaceae).–Florida Velvet Bean (Stizolobium
deeringianum): Description and History; Adaptations;
Utilization; Other Species of Stizolobium.–Importance.–
Insects and Diseases.–Peanut (Arachis hypogaea).–Florida
Beggarweed (Desmodium purpureum, formerly called
Desmodium tortuosum or Meibomia tortuosa).–The Jack
Bean (Canavalia ensiformis).–Mung Bean (Phaseolus
aureus).–Urd Bean (Phaseolus mungo).–Moth Bean
(Phaseolus aconitifolius).–Adzuki Bean (Phaseolus
angularis).–Bonavist or Hyacinth Bean (Dolichos lablab).–
Guar (Cyamopsis tetragonoloba).–Dakota Vetch (Hosackia
americana or Lotus americanus).
29. Miscellaneous Herbs Used as Forage: Sunflower
(Helianthus annuus).–Mexican Clover (Richardsonia
scabra).–Prickly Pear (Opuntia spp.).–Spurry (Spergula
sativa).–Yarrow (Achillea millet olium).–Sachaline
(Polygonum sachalinense).–Burnet (Sanguisorba minor).–
Buckhorn (Plantago lanceolata).–Prickly Comfrey
(Symphytum asperrimum).–Australian Saltbush (Atriplex
semibaccata).
30. Root Crops and Other Comparable Forages: Root
Crops: Importance of Root Crops; Kinds of Root Crops;
Comparison of Various Root Crops; Roots Compared with
Corn and Sorghum.–Rape (Brassica napus): Importance;
Seeding; Place in Rotations; Sowing with Another Crop;
Utilization; Carrying Capacity of Rape Pastures; Yields;
Insects.–Kale (Brassica oleracea): Diseases; Yields of
Kale, Cabbage and Other Brassicaceous Plants.–Jerusalem
Artichoke (Helianthus tuberosus).–Chufa (Cyperus
esculentus).–Cassava (Manihot utilissima).
List of plates (14 full-page photos).
References appear at the end of each chapter. Address:
Agrostologist in Charge of Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
2151. Piper, Charles V. 1924. Soybeans (Document part).
In: C.V. Piper. 1924. Forage Plants and Their Culture. New
York, NY: MacMillan Co. xxv + 671 p. Aug. See p. 571-96.
[9 ref]

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Agricultural history.
Botany. Description. Soil preferences. Climatic relations.
Importance. Statistics (“In 1920 the acreage of soybeans in
the United States harvested for seed was 190,000 acres and
the seed production 3,000,000 bushels, an average of 15.8
bushels an acre. Probably only 20 per cent of the crop was
harvested as seed, so the total acreage was about 900,000
acres. In the past five years the acreage, especially for seed
production, has greatly increased”). Desirable characters
in soybean varieties (For forage: erect, tall, slender, leafy,
yellow-seeded, non-shattering, disease resistant; For seed
production: high yielding, high oil content). Commercial
varieties. Preparation of soil and cultivation. Rate of
seeding. Time of seeding. Method of seeding. Depth of
planting. Inoculation. Life period. Time to cut for hay. Hay
yields. Fertilizers. Soybean mixtures: Soybeans and corn,
soybeans and cowpeas, soybeans and sorghums, soybeans
and Johnson grass, soybeans and millet. Silage. Rotations.
Feeding value of soybean hay. Pasturage (for hogs or sheep).
Seed-production. Storage. Pollination. Seed yield. Feeding
the seed. Seeds (weigh about 60 pounds to the bushel).
Pests. Breeding. Soybeans and cowpeas compared. List of
references.
“The soybean is the most productive as regards seed of
any legume adapted to temperate climates. This fact alone
gives the crop a high potential importance and insures its
greater agricultural development in America. At the present
time the soybean is most largely grown for roughage, but the
high value of the seed for human food, as well as animal feed
and for oil, will in all probability result in its being more and
more grown for the seed and the crop will then become of
major importance.
“Agricultural history.–The soybean, or soja-bean, is
a plant of ancient cultivation in Japan, China, Korea and
Manchuria, and to a much less extent in northern India and
in the highlands of Java. As grown in these countries, it is
used mainly for human food, the beans being prepared in
various ways. A large amount of the beans is utilized by first
extracting the oil. In this case the bean cake is used both for
cattle food and as a fertilizer.
“The soybean was first cultivated in the United States
in 1804 [sic], but it apparently attracted but little attention
until 1854, when two varieties were brought back from Japan
by the Perry expedition. Other varieties were introduced
from time to time, among them the Mammoth, which
was introduced previous to 1882. It is largely due to the
introduction of this variety that the soybean has become an
important crop in the Southern States and a large percentage
of the acreage there is still planted to this variety. Between
the years 1900 and 1920, the United States Department
of Agriculture introduced about 800 varieties from all
portions of the Orient. In Europe a number of varieties
were introduced by Haberlandt of Vienna in 1875, who
experimented with them for a number of years. The crop,
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however, never obtained any great importance in Europe,
but is cultivated to a limited extent, especially in France and
Italy.
“Beginning with 1908, large amounts of soybeans were
exported from Manchuria to Europe and the United States.
The beans were utilized for extracting the oil, which was
used for various industrial purposes, and the bean cake was
used largely as cattle feed. This trade has had the effect
of increasing interest in the soybean crop, especially from
the standpoint of producing seed. The total yield of seed in
Manchuria in 1921 was estimated at 4,500,000 tons.
“Botany.–The erect or nearly erect form of the soybean,
as cultivated in Japan and Manchuria, is not known to grow
wild. The nearest wild relative of the cultivated plant is a
slender-stemmed vining plant with smaller flowers, pods
and seeds. This has usually been considered a distinct–
species under the name of Glycine ussuriensis, and occurs
wild in Japan, Manchuria and China. The Indian varieties
of soybeans are quite intermediate between this wild plant
and the Japanese and Manchurian varieties, being for the
most part rather slender-stemmed, vining, small-flowered
and small-seeded varieties. A critical study of an extensive
series of varieties shows that all inter-grades between the
wild plant and the cultivated erect forms exist, so that there
can be but little doubt that but one species is represented.
The usual botanical designation for this species is Glycine
soja, but under recent botanical codes it must be changed
either to Soja max or to Glycine max. If two species are to be
recognized, then both are cultivated, as some of the Indian
varieties are much more like the wild soybean than they
are like the erect Japanese varieties. The large number of
varieties of the soybean and the great range of differences in
these varieties indicate a very ancient cultivation.”
“Importance.–The soybean has been slowly but steadily
increasing in importance in America during the past thirty
years.
“In the past five years the acreage and production have
been increasing rapidly, especially in the ‘cornbelt’ states.
From present prospects this acreage will continue to increase
greatly, especially for seed production. It is now clear that
American-grown soybeans can compete with Manchuria and
command prices which over considerable regions make the
crop more profitable than oats.
“Statistics.–In 1920 the acreage of soybeans in the
United States harvested for seed was 190,000 acres and
the seed production 3,000,000 bushels, an average of 15.8
bushels an acre. Probably only 20 per cent of the crop
was harvested as seed, so that the total acreage was about
900,000 acres. In the past five years the acreage, especially
for seed production, has greatly increased.
“Desirable characters in soybean varieties.–As the
number of soybean varieties is very large, and as new
sorts are easily secured by crossing, the most desirable
characters, both for forage and for seed production, need

to be considered. In this crop as in others, yield is the most
important single desideratum. Secondary considerations are
habit, coarseness, ability to hold leaves, color of seed, and
ease of shattering.
“An ideal variety for forage should be erect; tall, so that
the pods are not too near the ground; slender, but without
tendency to lodge, so as to permit easy mowing; leafy and
with the ability to retain the leaves late; yellow-seeded,
as hogs will more readily find such seeds as are shattered;
non-shattering, a character more common in small-seeded
than in larger-seeded varieties; disease-resistant, especially
to nematodes and cowpea wilt, which seriously affect most
varieties of the soybean.
“For seed production alone, percentage of oil content
is second in importance to yield and leafiness and ability
to hold leaves of practically no concern. Yellow-seeded
varieties are, however, preferred for milling.
“Commercial varieties.–At present, 1923, the most
important varieties of soybeans are the following, the
approximate percentage for each, of the total acreage, being
indicated: Mammoth, 40 per cent; Midwest, 15%; Ito San,
8%; Virginia, 6%; Manchu, 6%; Wilson, 5%; Peking, 3%;
Black Eyebrow, 2%; Wisconsin Black, 2%; Biloxi, 1%; and
Itootan [sic, Otootan], 1 per cent.
“These percentages are rapidly changing with the
increase of soybean culture in the North. The Mammoth
owes its high position to the fact that it is the dominant
variety in the region where the culture of the soybean
became important earlier than in the North.”
“Pests.–Soybeans are troubled by very few serious
enemies. On the whole, rabbits are most troublesome, as they
are extravagantly fond of the herbage, and where they are
abundant soybean culture is practically impossible. At the
Tennessee Experimental Substation at Jackson, rabbit injury
was much reduced by using scarecrows, to each of which a
lantern was hung at night.
“Rootknot caused by a nematode (Heterodera
radicicola) often injures soybeans considerably, but the
Laredo and three unnamed varieties are almost immune...”
“Breeding.–The soybean lends itself readily to
improvement, and considerable work in breeding is being
carried on by the United States Department of Agriculture,
and by various experiment stations. The Ohio Station is
testing individual plants in duplicate plant row work in much
the same way that it is testing ears of corn and is finding
decided differences in yield of seed and forage, in tendency
to shatter and in habits of growth. The Tennessee Station is
conducting selection work with a number of varieties and
has found considerable variation in maturity, habit of growth
and plant characters within the same varieties, so that several
strains of the same variety are under test. The United States
Department of Agriculture has done a very considerable
amount of work toward the improvement of the soybean
by selection and hybridization. The results of the breeding
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work thus far indicate that it is easily possible to improve the
varieties now on the market.
“Soybeans and cowpeas compared.–Inasmuch as
soybeans are adapted to so nearly the same uses and
same place in farm rotation as the cowpea, an agronomic
comparison of the two crops has often been made.
“The soybean is determinate in growth; that is, it reaches
a definite size and matures. Nearly all varieties of cowpeas,
on the other hand, are indeterminate, continuing growth
until killed by frost. With the exception of a few varieties,
the soybean does not vine, but grows erect or nearly erect.
Cowpeas, on the other hand, are viny plants, and therefore
more difficult to harvest. Soybeans mature all of their pods
at one time. Cowpeas continue to produce green pods as long
as the plant lives.
“Soybeans will withstand rather heavy frosts, both in
the spring, when young, and in the fall, when nearly mature,
while the same frosts are fatal to cowpeas. They are more
drought resistant than cowpeas, and in a dry season will
give much greater yields; they will also withstand excessive
moisture much better.
“For green manuring or soil improving, the cowpea is
far more valuable than the soybean, as it will smother weeds
much more successfully.
“The value of the hay of the two plants is nearly the
same. There is frequently doubt as to which is the more
desirable to grow. On relatively poor soil or when sown
broadcast, cowpeas are always preferable. When cultivated,
the soybean will yield the greater return, and if cut late, the
hay is more easily cured.
“The feeding value of an acre of soybeans for beef
cattle was found by the Tennessee Agricultural Experiment
Station to be about 50 per cent greater than that of cowpeas
grown on an adjoining acre. This was also approximately the
difference in yield of the two crops.
“As a grain producer the soybean is in every way
preferable to the cowpea, as it produces larger yields of
richer grain and can be harvested much more easily.
“The soybean, therefore, is to be recommended above
the cowpea where intensive rather than extensive farming is
practicable and desirable.” Address: Agrostologist in Charge
of Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA.
2152. Piper, Charles V. 1924. Soybeans–Tables and figures
(Document part). In: C.V. Piper. 1924. Forage Plants and
Their Culture. New York, NY: MacMillan Co. xxv + 671 p.
Aug. See p. 571-96. [9 ref]
• Summary: Tables: Page 577: “Important varieties of
soybeans and their characteristics.” The varieties are Biloxi,
Black Eyebrow, Easy Cook, Ebony, Guelph, Haberlandt,
Hahto, Ito San, Itootan, Laredo, Mammoth, Manchu,
Mandarin, Midwest, Mikado, Peking, Tarheel Black, Tokio,
Virginia, Wilson Five, Wisconsin Black. For each variety is

given: (1) Life period, days. (2) Color of flower. (3) Color of
pubescence. (4) Color of testa. (5) Color of germ. (6) Habit
(erect or erect-tall) (7) No. of seeds to bushel [ranges from
75,000 for Hahto to 466,000 for Laredo].
Page 579a: “Acre yields of soybean hay and seed when
seeded at different rates.” The columns are: (1) “Rate of
seeding to the acre” (from 15 to 120 pounds). (2) “Width of
rows in inches” (ranges from 8 to 36). (3) “Thrashed grain”
in Ohio, Indiana, Tennessee. (4) “Hay” in Ohio, Indiana,
Tennessee. Highest yield of threshed grain was 24.5 bushels
per acre in Tennessee from seeding 60 pounds per acre, row
width 28 or 18 inches. Highest yield of hay was 3.18 tons per
acre in Indiana from seeding 60 pounds per acre, row width
28 or 18 inches.
Page 579b: “Acre yields of seed and hay of soybeans at
different rates of seeding at Arlington Farm, Virginia. The
columns are: (1) Date of seeding (ranges from May 1 to Aug.
1). (2) Green forage in 1915 and 1916. Hay in 1915 and
1916. Grain in 1915 and 1916. Highest yield of green forage
was 10.06 tons from seeds planted May 15. Highest yield of
hay was 2.39 tons from seeds planted May 15. Highest yield
of grain was 34.0 bushels from seeds planted May 15.
Page 581a: “Yields of soybeans variously spaced.” The
columns are: (1) Distance between rows–broadcast or drilled
solid with distance ranging from 14-42 inches. (2) Yield
of grain in Illinois, Indiana, Tennessee. (3) Yield of forage
in Indiana and Tennessee. The highest yield of grain was
24.50 bushels per acre from rows drilled 18 inches apart.
The highest yield of forage was 3.04 tons per acre from rows
drilled solid (= 8 inches apart).
Page 581b: “Germination of soybeans at different depths
of seeding. Arlington Farm, Virginia. The columns are: (1)
Variety–Mammoth and Peking. (2) Per cent germination at
different depths: the depth range from 1 inch to 4 inches.
Mammoth had 100% germination at 1 inch depth and 95%
at 2½ inches. Peking had 97% germination at 1½ inches and
92% at 2½ inches.
Page 583: “Composition of soybean leaves, stems and
roots, inoculated and not inoculated, Michigan Experiment
Station.” The columns are: (1) Inoculated or not: Leaves,
stems and roots. (2) Dry matter, protein, ash, nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, and potash. Each of the 3 parts of the plant
had a higher composition of each of the nutrients when
inoculated.
Page 584: Relation between date of seeding and life
period of soybean. The columns are: (1) Variety: Mammoth
and Ito San. (2) 1907 and 1908. (3) For each year: Date
planted, date harvested, life period in days. For both
varieties, both years, the earliest planting date (April 3) gave
the longest life period. For Mammoth, planted April 3 or
April 2 and harvested Oct. 5 or 7, the life period was 186
and 188 days. For Ito San, planted April 3 or April 2 and
harvested Aug. 9 or July 25, the life period was 114 days.
Page 585a: “Chemical analyses of Mammoth soybean
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hay cut at four different stages. Arlington Farm, Virginia.
The columns are: (1) Stage when cut: Full bloom, first
pods, seed half grown, seed full grown. (2) Nutritional
composition: Water, protein, fat, nitrogen free extract, fiber
ash. “The crop is best fitted for hay when the pods are well
formed. If allowed to stand much longer than this the stems
rapidly become woody and the percentage of protein lower;
and if left too long there is much loss in leaves.”
Page 585b. “Yields of soybean hay at various American
experiment stations in tons to the acre.” The columns are:
(1) Variety–Black eyebrow, Ebony, Haberlandt, Ito San,
Mammoth, Midwest, Peking, Virginia, Wilson. (2) States
+ top yielding variety–Kansas (Midwest 2.8 tons/acre),
Illinois (Haberlandt 2.9), Iowa (Haberlandt 2.5), Virginia
(Haberlandt 2.9), Mississippi (Midwest 2.6), New Hampshire
(Ito San 2.4), Tennessee (Mammoth 3.2 tons/acre).
Page 591: “Acre yields in bushels of soybean seed at
various experiment stations.” The columns are: (1) Variety.
(2) States + top yielding variety–Arlington, Virginia
(Haberlandt 27.3 bu/acre), Tennessee (Midwest 25.9),
Kentucky (Midwest 20.6), Delaware (Peking 32.7), Indiana
(Ebony 24.9), Ohio (Ebony 24.9), Arkansas (Wilson 11.5),
Illinois (Wilson 35.8), North Carolina (Mammoth 22.5).
Page 593: “Viability of soybean seeds.” The columns
are: Variety. Seed color. 1 year old per cent. (range 100.0 for
Ito San down to 76.0 for Haberlandt). 2 year old per cent.
(range 93.0 for Shanghai down to 2.5% for Haberlandt). 4
year old per cent. (range 46.5% for Chernie down to 0.0%
for Haberlandt). “The seeds do not retain their viability well,
and it is not advisable to sow seed two years old without
previously testing.
Figures: Page 572: A non-original illustration (line
drawing) of a soybean.
Page 582: Roots of soybean plant, showing nodules.
Address: Agrostologist in Charge of Forage Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
2153. Dairy Farmer. 1924. Soybeans for seed and feed:
National Soybean Association reviews experiments at Iowa
State. 22(18):7. Sept. 15.
• Summary: For fifteen years the Iowa experiment station
has been growing and studying soybeans. In that time it has
been demonstrated that soybeans have more uses in Iowa
than any other legume. Probably the work of the college
in bringing out the versatility of the crop, together with
the ease and certainty with which it may be grown and
the returns from its production in hay, seed, silage, forage
or concentrates has been responsible for the fact that the
acreage has more than doubled each succeeding year.
“It was therefore fitting that the national association
of soybean growers should hold their fifth annual meeting
in Ames on August 30th. Nearly a thousand enthusiastic
farmers and experimentalists went over the fields and
had pointed out the results of different methods of soil

preparation, rates of seeding, time and manner of cultivation,
harvesting and threshing practices. Many of the tests had
been laid out in anticipation of this event, and while it must
be remembered the conclusions are with reference to Iowa
conditions, they apply for the most part to other states where
soybeans are grown as well.
“It is needless to go into the details of the experiments;
most of them corroborate results of previous years.
Interpretation of the tests in terms of recommendations to
those who are beginning with soys will serve the purpose:
“1. The college recommends that the beginner grow the
variety which will produce the largest yield of both seed and
forage in his locality. Over the state as a whole the Manchu
has given largest yield on a seven-year average. In sections
further south the Peking furnishes seed for hay and silage
to good advantage. A number of other varieties out of the
hundred and thirty-eight tested have done nearly as well in
their ability to yield and in some cases better than Manchu or
Peking for special purposes.
“2. It is necessary that the seedbed be free from weeds
before the crop is planted. Thoro shallow cultivation
previous to planting will insure the beans a start over the
weeds. To remove weeds after the crop is started is almost
impossible.
“3. For the beginner it is desirable to seed in cultivated
rows thirty-six inches apart. This insures more certainty of
keeping the crop free from weeds. The thirty-six-inch width
between rows allows cultivating without the purchase of
special machinery. For hay, drilling like small grain is best.
After the grower has become experienced this method will
be most profitable for seed purposes as well. For hogging
down drill in the rows at corn-planting time.
“4. The most profitable yields of seed and hay have
come when twice as much seed per acre as ordinarily
recommended has been used. Such seeding insures greater
freedom from weeds and allows for loss in cultivation,
which is generally fifteen to twenty-five percent with harrow
weeder or rotary hoe. For seed, drilling two bushels per acre
has given the largest yields; for hay, from one and one-half
to two bushels with the heavier seeding preferable; in corn
for hogging down three to four beans per three-stalk hill; in
corn for silage three to six beans per three-stalk hill. 5. In
cultivating, the foremost maxim should be to kill the weeds
and let the beans take care of themselves. Experiments to
date over a number of years indicate that cultivations when
the beans are one-half inch, three inches and six inches high
are most fruitful so far as accomplishing results is concerned.
At these sizes eighteen percent loss of beans is obtained. At
three inches the most beans are destroyed but likewise the
most weeds.
“6. For seed the beans should be cut when the pods are
nearly ripe. If delayed too long some varieties shatter badly.
For hay let the pods become half-full, or shortly before the
leaves turn yellow. At this stage the quality is the best and
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the feeding value highest.
“A threshing demonstration was conducted by
agricultural engineering specialists who have experimented
along these lines. A regular threshing machine was used
equipped as for wheat except the concaves were removed
and the speed of the cylinder reduced to 300 or 400
revolutions per minute by changing the size of the pulleys on
the driveshaft. Beans cracked in threshing make good protein
concentrate for hogs or milk cows.
“Space will not permit a detailed account of all the
interesting facts about soybeans and their culture the
experimentalists have brought to light. The above is but a
brief summary of some of them; there are others equally
as important. Soybeans can be grown anywhere corn can,
and they have wide possibilities both as a concentrate and
roughage. If questions come to you that have not been
answered here, and there are many, we will answer any
inquiry you make by personal letter.”
2154. Etheridge, W.C.; Helm, C.A. 1924. Corn and soybeans.
Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 220.
23 p. Sept.
• Summary: “In this bulletin the results of 7 years of
investigation of the corn-soybean combination are reported.
The comparative feeding value of corn and soybeans and of
corn alone, for fattening hogs, is shown in the summary of a
five-year test. Yields of forage for sheep or cattle, produced
by soybeans in corn are recorded. The relation of the mixed
crop to drought, chinch bugs and soil fertility is discussed...”
“Summary: 1. For the most valuable mixture of corn and
soybeans, both crops must be planted together in the same
row at the same time. If the beans are planted late in the corn,
by any practical method, they are not likely to succeed.”
“3. There was always a substantial yield of soybeans in
the corn and this yield was increased by planting the beans
thick and the corn thin. The yield of beans was sometimes
even greater than the loss in corn, but more frequently it
equaled about one-half to three-quarters the corn loss.”
Address: Columbia, Missouri.
2155. Ayres, W.E. 1924. Much feed at little cost: Oats and
soybeans will help out. Progressive Farmer 389(40):940.
Oct. 4.
• Summary: This is an account of experiments in planting
soybeans and oats at the Delta Experiment Station at
Stoneville, Mississippi, 1922-24. The financial returns and
labor requirements for the crop are cited.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2017)
that mentions Stoneville, Mississippi, in connection with
soybeans. Stoneville is in the center of the Mississippi Delta.
2156. Prairie Farmer. 1924. New soybean harvester.
96(43):1183. Oct. 25.
• Summary: “The latest in farm machinery is the combined

soybean harvester and thresher. A 12-foot machine that cuts
and threshes the beans in one operation will be demonstrated
on he Garwood Brothers farm, near Stonington, in Christian
county, Illinois, on Saturday, October 25. In writing us about
the demonstration, Clair Hay, farm advisor, says; ‘The boys
have harvested 40 acres of Manchu beans with it and it
does very well but needs a few more adjustments. It works
as well as the ordinary threshing machine. They have 160
acres of AK’s to work on and it will be in AK’s that the
demonstration will be held. The machine cuts and threshes
the beans all in one operation; the clean beans going into a
wagon which is pulled right along with the harvester. The
straw is thrown back out of the machine ready to be plowed
under, or with the proper attachments the straw can be
bunched and picked up to be put in the barn or stack.’”
Note 1. On 22 Oct. 1924 the first combine was used to
harvest soybeans on the farm of the Garwood brothers in
Stonington, Illinois. A representative from Prairie Farmer
covered the event and took a photo–which appears in
Soybean Digest, Sept. 1944, p. 26.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013)
concerning a combined harvester and thresher in Illinois. The
first combine that ever operated in Illinois was brought into
the state specifically to harvest soybeans.
2157. Vuillet, J. 1924. Essais de Légumineuses fourragères
poursuivis dans la Vallée du Niger en 1923 [Trials with
forage legumes in the Valley of the Niger in 1923]. Revue de
Botanique Appliquee & d’Agriculture Coloniale 4:690-92.
Oct. 31. [Fre]
• Summary: Soybeans were grown near Ségou in Mali. The
trials started in 1923 at the experiment station created in
1921-22 in the valley of the Niger River, at the place named
Niénébalé (Cercle de Ségou). The soybean variety grown
was Early Yellow (Soja jaune hâtif). The soybean yield on
the one good plot was 600 kg/ha, which is considered good.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
that clearly concerns soybeans in Mali, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Mali. This document contains the earliest clear
date seen for soybeans in Mali, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Mali (1923; one of two documents). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. Address: Experiment Station, Valley
of the Niger, near Segou, Mali.
2158. Cullison, W.V. 1924. The soy bean and commerce.
Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois) 8(4):5-10. Oct. Reprinted
on Oil Miller, Nov. 1924, p. 17-18, 20-22.
• Summary: “The development of the soy bean from, an
article produced and consumed by a few Asiatic nations, and
regarded by the rest of the world as almost a curiosity, into
a commodity of world commerce, receiving the attention of
tariff legislation, and reported individually in the statistics of
imports of European nations and of the United States, shows
the importance of the soy bean industry and the value of its
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products.
“The China Year Book of 1912 and subsequent years,
begins its discussion of the soy bean with the statement,
‘The phenomenal rise in China’s trade in soy bean has
been the chief commercial feature of recent years.’ Bean
and bean cake trading flourished in China, Japan and a few
other Asiatic countries for more that 5,000 years. The trade,
however, remained entirely domestic until about 1890 when
a few shipments were made from China to Japan. After the
China-Japan [Sino-Japanese] war in 1894, the bean trade
between these countries developed rapidly. During the
Russo-Japanese war in 1904, soy bean products were a large
part of the food of the troops. The acreage planted in beans
especially in Manchuria increased largely.
“At the close of the war the production had increased to
such an extent that it was necessary to find new markets. In
the spring of 1908 a Japanese firm, Mitsui Bussan, shipped
a trial consignment of Manchurian beans to England.
The suitability of the seed for oil and cake was readily
recognized. Orders immediately followed and the export of
beans from China that year rose to the value of $5,900,000,
and by 1911 foreign export had increased to $21,300,000.
In 1909 owing to the failure of the linseed crop in Argentine
[Argentina] and a very small cotton crop in Egypt, the bean
trade grew rapidly extending to other European countries
and to America. War and necessity of lowering the cost
of production and keeping the consumer’s price low have
played a part in the development of the soy bean industry.
“J. Lewkowitsch, an eminent English authority on oils,
writing in 1911 about the soy bean industry said, ‘the soy
bean in less than one-half year captured the world market.’
Until 1909 the soy bean was considered a curiosity in
Europe and in 1911 the commercial status of the bean was
secure. Enormous amounts of soy bean oil soon found use
in the soap industry of England. The margarine and sardinecanning industries were also large consumers.
“Due to the fact that Germany and France had a high
import duty on all kinds of beans, England enjoyed for a
time a monopoly of trade in soy beans. Many of the large
oil mills devoted their plants entirely to the crushing of soy
beans. The series of tests conducted by several of these mills
demonstrated the value of the cake, meal and oil. The value
of the tests was such that the utilization of the soy bean as
an oil seed extended rapidly to other countries. Germany,
France, and Austria removed the import duty on soy beans,
thus taking away the monopoly in the trade of soy bean
products from England.
“The soy bean has been grown in the United States since
1804, under the names of Coffee bean, Japan pea, Soja, Soy,
Soya and Stock pea. During the period of the Civil War the
soy bean was used rather extensively in the southern States
as a coffee substitute. For a considerable while seedmen sold
certain varieties under the names Coffee Berry and Coffee
Bean. For many years soy beans were grown primarily as

a forage crop. It has been comparatively recently that it has
become a crop of much importance.
“The success in the utilization of the soy bean as an oil
seed in European countries linked with the failure of the
linseed crop in Argentine and the cotton seed crop in Egypt,
already referred to, forced an interest in the possibilities
of the oil and meal in the United States. Soap and paint
manufacturers forced to find new oils, if their production
was not to be curtailed and if the consumer was not to
pay exorbitant prices, had their research chemists conduct
extensive experiments with soy bean oil. The results of the
experiments were so successful that they soon led to large
importations of the oil from Asiatic countries and Europe.
The first extensive work in the United States with soy bean
as an oil seed was done in 1910 by an oil mill on the Pacific
coast. The beans containing from 15 per cent to 19 per cent
oil were imported from Manchuria.
“The cotton-oil mills of the South entered upon
extensive work with American grown soy beans in the
latter part of 1915. Several cotton-oil mills after making
preliminary tests, entered upon an extensive production
of oil and meal, crushing about 100,000 bushels the first
season. The extensive area over which the soy bean can be
profitably grown, the large yield of seed, the ease of growing
and harvesting the crop, the value of the beans for both
human and animal food, and the increasing demand for the
oil gives the soy bean great importance and assures its great
agricultural development in America.
“The average amount of soy oil imported yearly from
the years 1913 to 1924 is 107,530,167 pounds with a value of
$10,260,770 with a maximum yearly amount of 336,999,646
pounds valued at $32,834,034 imported in 1918. This large
importation of oil indicates a ready market.
“The latest bulletin of the Department of Agriculture on
the subject of soy beans lists more than 50 different uses for
bean products. In the Orient soy beans are grown primarily
for seed. This is largely used for human food and for the
manufacture of numerous food products, Much, however, is
crushed for oil. The resulting cake or meal is utilized as feed
and as fertilizer. Unlike most other legumes, the soy bean
is rich in oil [sic] which makes it one of the most important
sources of vegetable oil. For the immediate future, it is likely
that increased culture in the United States will be largely for
oil and meal, although its use as forage will also doubtless
continue to increase.
“Soy bean oil is one of the most important commercial
products of the seed. In the Orient the oil is used largely for
food and in the manufacture of foodstuffs, paints, waterproof
goods, soaps, printing inks, and for lubricating and lighting.
“Soy bean oil is produced today in three different ways:
“1. By the old method of grinding, heating, and pressing
by hydraulic pressure–the residue being left in the form of
cake, known as Soy Bean Oil Cake. The temperature of the
meal as it leaves the heaters varies considerably in practice.
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“2. By the Extraction Process wherein the ground seed
is leached with light petroleum naptha [naphtha], which
dissolves the oil, leaving a meal containing less than 4 per
cent oil. The naphtha extract is distilled, the naptha recovered
and used over again, and the soy bean oil obtained as a
residue from this distillation.
“3. By the Anderson Expeller Mill, in which the meal
is heated only slightly and is forced by a screw through a
conical grating–the oil coming through the grating, and the
meal coming out at the end of the expeller. The advantages of
the Expeller over the Hydraulic Press are principally that the
Expeller is continuous in operation, eliminates the necessity
of cooking the soy beans, obtains as great a per cent and in
most cases a higher percentage of oil from the material. The
continuous feature of the process eliminates to a large extent
the labor problem in an oil mill and, furthermore enables
the operator to obtain a more uniform result. The meal made
from soy beans in the oil expeller is used for stock food and
is also ground into flour for culinary purposes.
“Although the extraction process is used abroad it is
used very little in this country. The process is not continuous
and exceeding care must be taken to remove all the solvent
from the cake or meal, otherwise this valuable product can
be used only for fertilizer. The extraction method cannot be
utilized when an edible oil is desired, as the solvent gives the
oil an odor which cannot entirely be removed.” Continued.
Address: Research Chemist, A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur,
Illinois.
2159. Cullison, W.V. 1924. The soy bean and commerce
(Continued–Document part III). Staley Journal (Decatur,
Illinois) 8(4):5-10. Oct.
• Summary: (Continued): “Soy Beans and the Farmer: Soy
beans as a crop can be grown under very much the same
climatic conditions as corn or cotton. The soy bean is less
susceptible to frost than corn. Light frosts have little effect
on the plants when young or even when nearly mature. The
soy bean resists drought better and is less sensitive to an
excess of moisture than corn. A planter in North Carolina,
when asked why so many soy beans were raised in that
state, replied, ‘They thrive well in a season of drought, and
in a wet season their growth and production is not reduced.’
North Carolina has led in the acreage planted in beans until
1923, when Illinois gained first place. Although the yield in
bushels may be from 15 to 20 per cent less than the yield of
corn, a selling price of 20 cents per bushel over corn would
make them a profitable crop, especially when the beneficial
value of the soybean to the soil is considered, which is
of vital importance to the farmer, and will continue to be
more so as the fertility of the land is decreased by continual
cropping. The acreage planted in soy beans has increased
from year to year, accompanied by a similar increase
in the number of inquiries concerning different points
relative to the possibilities of the bean and the utilization

of the products derived from it. Most of the Agricultural
Experiment Stations of the middle west [Midwest] and south
have issued bulletins on the possibilities of growing soy
beans in their respective states.
“Growing the soy bean introduces no special difficulties.
Unsatisfactory results are usually due to the lack of
inoculation or else to the employment of a variety not suited
to the season or locality. Harvesting the beans by machinery
is not a difficult problem. Several types of machinery have
been devised for threshing soy bean seeds, which reduce
greatly the cost of production. The higher yield of seed
obtained and the planting and harvesting of the crop by
machinery should enable the American planter to compete
with the Manchurian product.
“J.E. Barr, investigator in Marketing Seeds, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, writing on the subject, ‘Soy
Beans Mean More Cash,’ says: ‘The value of soy beans
depends upon the quality of the product and quality means
sound, clean sock, free from splits, damaged and discolored
beans, and foreign matter, and of low moisture content.’
Discussing the subject further he says, ‘Mills are more
concerned at present with efforts to obtain a continuous
supply than they are with fears of over-production. With
sufficient soy beans available to keep the machinery in
operation continually, the cost of manufacturing may be
reduced, which should be reflected either in higher prices
to growers for beans or lower prices for the meal, which
represents a greater percentage of the total value of the
products manufactured from soy beans and which must be
consumed by dairy and other farmers.’
“Given care, soy bean seed can be stored for long
periods without loss. The soy bean is less effected by
destructive diseases and insects than are most other forage
or food plants. In the last ten years the soy bean has rapidly
come to the front as one of our important crops and is likely
in the next ten years to go ahead of oats in acreage.
“The demand and market for soy bean products,
especially the oil, is here and now. Whether or not this
demand will be filled by American grown beans, or by
beans and oil imported from Manchuria depends upon the
American farmer.
“There is no doubt but what many new uses will be
found for soy bean products. Even the Japanese have not
exhausted their ingenuity in this field. A Japanese scientist,
Sato, has invented a new plastic which he has called
‘Satolite.’ This material is made from soy bean meal and is
used to make combs, buttons, and anything that is made from
hard rubber or celluloid.
“Tried and proved by 5000 years of service, the soy
bean and its products are ready to be tried and proved again
by giving profit to the grower and manufacturer and service
to the consumer–the ultimate test of commerce.”
A map (p. 6) of the United States shows “localities
where the soy bean is being successfully grown.” Almost all
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soybeans in the USA are grown east of the 100th meridian.
A flow sheet (p. 7) shows the “fundamental steps in
the manufacture of soy bean and meal and some of their
chief uses. The oil is used for soap, paint, linoleum and
edible products (butter substitutes, oil for packing sardines,
and salad oil). The meal is used for cattle feed, fertilizer,
[defatted] flour, and vegetable milk.
A photo (p. 8) shows “Machines which extract soy
bean oil” (a group of Expellers at the A.E. Staley Mfg. Co.).
Address: Research Chemist.
2160. Weaver, L.A. 1924. Hogging down corn and soybeans.
Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 224.
20 p. Nov.
• Summary: Reports a five-year investigation of the pork
producing value of corn and soybeans planted together and
hogged down.
“1. Hogs harvesting corn and soybeans produced more
pork per acre, made more rapid gains and required less feed
per 100 pounds gain than did hogs harvesting corn alone.
“2. More pork was produced per acre, gains were more
rapid and less feed was required per 100 pounds gain with
corn and tankage than with corn and soybeans.
“3. The corn and tankage combination produced more
pork per acre, made more rapid gains with a smaller feed
requirement per 100 pounds increase in live weight than did
the combination of corn, soybeans, and tankage, indicating
that soybeans will not entirely take the place of tankage
if planted in corn to be hogged off.” Address: Animal
Husbandry Dep., Columbia.
2161. Chevalier, Aug. 1924. Légumineuses fourragères
cultivées dans l’Inde anglaise [Forage legumes cultivated
in British India]. Revue de Botanique Appliquee &
d’Agriculture Coloniale 4(40):809-18. Dec. 31. [Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “Soja” (Soybeans, p. 818)
states that the cultivation of soybeans has been introduced
rather recently in British India, and the plant is cultivated
here solely for food use of its seeds. In experiments at the
farm at Pusa it yielded 7,836 pounds/acre (8,786 kg/ha) of
green forage.
2162. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1924. Big
increase in soya bean acreage. 7(7):14. Dec.
• Summary: “The acreage of soya beans grown for the grain
in the northern states, where the crop is rapidly gaining in
favor, as increased about 25 per cent this year according to
the Federal Crop Reporting Board. The total United States
acreage grown for the beans rather than for forage this year
is estimated at 534,000 acres compared with 452,000 acres
last year.”
The following states showed the following percentage
increases in the acreage grown for grain / beans: Missouri
50%. Alabama 40%. Iowa 40%. Indiana 25%. Michigan

25%. Illinois 20%. Ohio 18%. Kentucky 10%. Tennessee
10%. But a reduction of 6% for grain was shown in North
Carolina, which is the leading U.S. state producing this crop.
2163. Evvard, John M. 1924. Soybean hay for the breeding
ewes. American Society of Animal Production, Record of
Proceedings p. 88-93. Annual Meeting of 1923.
• Summary: “With the collaboration of Russell Dunn and
C.C. Culbertson.
“In order to determine just how good this feed is for
ewes, and how it compares with alfalfa hay, we carried out
the following experiment.” Address: Animal Husbandry
Section, Iowa Agric. Exp. Station.
2164. Stigliano, N.I. 1924. Osservazioni e considerazioni
sulla coltivazione della soia come pianta foraggera del
Mezzogiorno [Observations and considerations on the
cultivation of the soybean as a forage plant in the south of
Italy]. Rivista di Zootecnia (Portici) 1(3):69-74. [Ita]*
• Summary: The author has grown soya experimentally in
the R. Istituto Zootecnico of Bella (Province of Potenza)
[Italy] at an altitude of 450 meters. The plants were sown in
May after beans and following plowing to a depth of 20 cm.
They were harvested from mid-August to mid-September,
The seeds proved to be a mixture of four different varieties;
twenty crops were obtained without manuring, inoculation,
or any special cultivation operations.
The plants succeeded well, although during the 4 months
of their vegetation no rain fell. As its seeds are dehiscent,
they sow themselves and thus reconstitute the meadow.
From these results the author concludes that soya can be
cultivated as a forage crop in South Italy without interfering
with the ordinary crops or rotations, for it only occupies
the ground for a period during which no other herbaceous
plant can, as a rule, be counted upon for a certain crop. He
therefore strongly advises the extended cultivation of soya,
not only as forage, but also as a pulse crop. Address: R.
Istituto Zootecnico of Bella (Province of Potenza) [Italy].
2165. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1924. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois. See p. 16-17.
• Summary: Page 16 states: “At the annual summer meeting
of the National Soy Bean Association held at the Wisconsin
State College of Agriculture it was the general opinion
farmers could profitably replace part of their oats acreage
with Soy Beans. Land that will produce 50 to 60 bushels
of corn will grow 20 to 25 bushels of Soy Beans. Twenty
bushels of Soy Beans, 60 pounds to the bushel means 1200
pounds of grain, while 40 bushels of oats means 1280
pounds of grain. In other words we can grow almost as many
pounds of Soy Beans per acre as oats and beans are worth
at least twice as much for feeding and more than double for
market purposes.
“Prof. J. C. Hackleman told of the rapid increase of Soy
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Beans in Illinois which now totals 674,000 acres. Severe
clover failures in Illinois brought on the use of Soy Beans
as a substitute hay crop. Indiana reported acreage doubled
in 1923 and now totals 240,000 acres. Iowa estimated the
acreage at 200,000 acres. Farmers are being compelled to
give more attention to the growing of Soy Beans. Their
success is no longer an experiment.”
At the bottom of page 16 we read in large, bold letters:
“We offer only those varieties that have proven a success. We
make a specialty of supplying only the best seed obtainable
in this country.”
Page 17 describes the four main soy bean varieties sold
by Funk Bros.: Manchu (105-110 days), Ito San (105-110
days), A.K. (110-115 days), and Midwest (110-115 days); a
photo shows each. Other minor varieties sold by Funk are
Ebony, Sable, Early Brown, Illinois 13-19, Ohio 9035.
At the top of page 17: “Funk Farms established 1824–
25,000 acres in our farms.” Address: Bloomington, Illinois.
2166. Hutcheson, Thomas Barksdale; Wolfe, Thomas
Kennerly. 1924. The production of field crops: A textbook
of agronomy. 1st ed. New York, NY and London: McGrawHill Book Company. xv + 499 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
Series: Agricultural and Biological Publications, C.V. Piper,
consulting editor. [3 soy ref]
• Summary: Preface: This book is designed to meet the
needs of a standard course in field crops.
A table (p. 44) shows the yields per acre (of hay in
tons, and seed in bushels; average of 6 seasons) of different
soybean varieties tested at the Virginia experiment station.
The varieties tested are Haberlandt, Mongol, Austin,
Hollybrook, Virginia, Sable, Chiquita, and Medium Black.
The highest hay yields came from Austin (3.14 tons) and
Haberlandt (2.90). The highest seed yields came from
Haberlandt (27.25 bu) and Mongol (24.58).
A full-page photo (p. 45) shows a field where a variety
test is being conducted. “Note differences in degrees of
maturation.”
The section on “Shrinkage in grain” states (p. 132):
“Soybeans.–According to Welton the percentage of shrinkage
of soybean seed, containing 17.67 per cent moisture at time
of storage, was 3.76 per cent from Nov. 2, 1911 to Oct. 23,
1912.
The section on “The proper stage for harvesting some of
the principal forage crops” has a subsection on “legumes.”
Soybeans (p. 146) can be successfully cut for hay over a
period of several weeks. Generally, they are best harvested
when the pods are well filled and the lower leaves turning
yellow. At the West Virginia Experiment Station, results
reported by Dorsey (1918) showed that dry matter increases
more than three times after blooming until the pods are full.
“Each constituent studied, except for the protein, was found
to be highest when the leaves had begun to fall from the
lower portion of the stems.”

A table on this same page 146 shows the “Yield of
various nutrients in soybeans cut in different stages, in
pounds per acre, at the West Virginia experiment station.
The columns are: Date of harvest. Maturity (e.g., in bloom,
or pods forming). Green forage. Dry matter. Protein. Fats.
Carbohydrates. Fiber. Ash. Note: Protein peaked about 1
week after all the other nutrients.
The chapter on “Hay making” has a section titled
“Practices in curing some of the principal crops.” The
paragraph on soybeans (p. 160) begins: “Soybean hay can be
more easily cured than can cowpea hay. However, with these
two legumes, as with alfalfa and the clovers, the object is to
prevent the loss of leaves as far as possible.”
The chapter on “Silage” has a section titled “Crops for
silage.” Corn and soybeans (p. 164) are considered “the most
desirable crops for silage purposes.”
Chapter 44, titled “Soybeans (Soja max)” has the
following contents: Introduction. World production.
Production in the United States. Historical. Classification.
Varieties and their distribution. A table shows, listed
alphabetically: Barchet, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow, Chestnut,
Chiquita, Early Brown, Ebony, Elton, Haberlandt, Hahto,
Hollybrook, Ito San, Laredo, Mammoth Yellow, Mammoth
Brown, Morse, Tarheel Black, Virginia, Wilson, Wilson Five;
for each is given the number of seeds per bushel (seed size),
and the number of days to maturity. Composition. Botanical.
Uses (incl. oil, hay, silage). Culture: Seeds, time of seeding,
rate of seeding, depth of seeding, inoculation, methods of
seeding, time of cutting for hay. Curing soybean hay. Time of
cutting for seed. Methods of harvesting seed.
Crops to which a full chapter is devoted: Cereals. Corn.
Wheat. Oats. Barley. Rye. Buckwheat. Sorghums. Cotton.
Tobacco. Potatoes. Sweet potato. Peanuts. Some cultivated
grasses. Clovers. Alfalfa. Soybeans. Miscellaneous crops:
Cowpeas, millets, vetches, rape, field pea, sunflowers,
mangel-wurzels, sugar beets, sugar cane, flax, rice. Contains
a lengthy bibliography (p. 464-77). Also contains many
interesting black and white photos, many tables, and a few
maps.
Thomas B. Hutcheson was born in 1882. Thomas
Kennerly Wolfe was born in 1892. Address: 1. MS, MSA; 2.
MSc, PhD. Both: Prof. of Agronomy, Virginia Polytechnic
Inst.; and Agronomist, Virginia Agric. Exp. Station,
Blacksburg, Virginia.
2167. Kidder, A.F.; Stoneberg, H.; Breeden, E.K.;
Hernandez, P. 1924. Station No. 2: Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
35:17-32. For the year 1923. See p. 18.
• Summary: The section titled “Crop production” states:
“The variety tests of corn, cotton, oats, soy beans and sugar
beets have been continued.”
“Four plantings of soy bean varieties were made at
intervals of two weeks, beginning on the 10th of May. The
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earliest planting produced the highest yield in both seed
and hay. Biloxi and Mammoth Yellow are recommended
for seed. The Ebony matures seed much earlier and is a
good variety for hogging down with early corn. Otootan,
Barchet, Laredo and Virginia are the varieties to use for hay
production.” Address: 1. Agronomist; 2. Asst. Agronomist; 3.
Farm Manager; 4. Asst. Agronomist.
2168. Minami Manshû Tetsudô K.K. Kôgyô-bu. Nômu-ka.
[South Manchuria Railway Co., Industrial Div. Bureau of
Agriculture]. 1924. Daizu no kakô [Soybean processing].
Dairen, Manchuria: SMRC. 777 p. 30 cm. (Sangyo Shiryo
21). [250 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Name of company with diacritics is: Minami
Manshû Tetsudô K.K. Kôgyô-bu. Nômu-ka. This important,
major work was written by Yoshitane Satô. Contents: Photos
(on unnumbered pages at the front of the book) show 16
scenes of soybean transportation, storage, and processing
in Manchuria, as follows: (1) Mule drivers whipping mules
trying to pull carts loaded with large sacks of soybeans
over muddy roads. (2) Cylindrical osier storage bins for
soybeans. (3) Row upon row of sacks of soybeans piled
high in storage near docks. (4) Soy sauce being made in a
courtyard; each earthenware jar is covered with a woven
conical lid. (5) The inside of a huge and modern soy sauce
plant. (6) Wooden kegs and glass bottles of Yamasa shoyu.
(7) Soy sprouts (daizu moyashi) growing in round woven
baskets. (8-11) Soy oil being pressed using vertical screw
presses [as an alternative to hydraulic presses]–four views.
(12) Boilers used in a soybean mill. (13) A wooden barrel
of soybean oil being sealed. (14) Soy oil packaged in many
small containers, each surrounded by a wicker basket. (15)
Round soybean cakes stacked high on railway flatcars. (16)
The inside of a modern soy oil factory.
Note 1. This is the earliest Japanese-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term daizu moyashi to refer to
soy sprouts.
Contents: 1. Current status of soybean production
and consumption: A. Production: Overview (p. 2), Japan
(p. 4), Korea (p. 12), Manchuria (p. 16), China (except 3
eastern provinces, but including Eastern Inner Mongolia,
p. 31), USA (p. 34), British colonies (p. 37), European
countries (p. 40). B. Consumption: Japan (p. 41), Korea (p.
52), Manchuria (p. 57), China (p. 59), Dutch East Indies
(Indonesia, p. 60), USA (p. 61), European countries (p. 63).
2. Characteristics of soybeans: A. From a physical
sciences viewpoint (p. 67): Structure (overview, cotyledons,
hypocotyl, seed coat), contents of each system (p. 70),
appearance (p. 73; color, gloss, shape, size, hilum (fusuma)
color, young plumule leaf color, ratio of seed to seed coat).
B. From chemical viewpoint (p. 82): General composition,
structure of each component (p. 109; protein, oil,
carbohydrate, ash/minerals, vitamins). C. Appearance and
relationship between oil and protein content (p. 126): Oil and

protein color related to color, glossiness, shape, size, hilum
color, young plumule leaf color. D. Evaluating soybean
quality (p. 140): Overview, key points (sizes, shapes, colors,
glossiness, hilum color, young plumule leaf color, ratio of
seed coat to seed, dryness of seed, volume, weight, smell,
mixing of different varieties, ratio of imperfect seeds,
amount of other types of seeds), collection of materials for
testing, testing and evaluating commercial soybeans.
3. Soybean usage and processing (p. 175). A. One
view of main usage of soybeans. B. Nutritional value of
soybeans as food (p. 183): Nutritional value of soy protein.
C. Processed soyfoods (p. 208): Soy sprouts (p. 208), natto
(itohiki nattô, p. 212, Hamanatto, p. 224), types of tofu
(regular tofu [nama-dôfu, p. 226], kori-dofu or koya-dofu, p.
240, aburaage, p. 245, tofu curds [tofu nô, p. 247], hard tofu
[tofu-kan, p. 247], fragrant hard tofu [kô-kan, p. 248], senchô
tofu, p. 249, fermented tofu [nyûfu or funyû, p. 249]), tofu-p’i
or yuba (p. 256), soymilk and artificial cow’s milk, p. 259,
soybean flour raw, or roasted (kinako, p. 263), shoyu (p. 266;
overview of miso and shoyu, Japanese traditional regular
shoyu, p. 267, Japanese traditional special shoyu and tamari,
p. 269, Chinese soy sauce, p. 272, recent shoyu research
and development, p. 274), miso (p. 280; Japanese traditional
regular miso, Japanese traditional special and processed
miso, p. 282, Chinese miso, recent miso research and
development, p, 285). D. Soybeans as feed or fodder (p. 287;
green soybeans as feed, p. 290): Fresh forage, dried forage or
hay. E. Soybeans as manure or fertilizer (hiryô, p. 297; in the
Kaijô area of Manchuria, have been roasted and steamed, and
mixed with compost, and used for green manure (ryokuhi) or
soybean cake (daizu kasu). This method has also been used
in the northeastern provinces (Tohoku Chiho) of Japan in rice
fields). F. Soybeans as oilseeds (p. 302). G. Use of soybean
protein in industrial products (p. 304).
4. The soy oil extraction industry (p. 305): A. Methods
of removing the oil (origins, traditional methods, hydraulic
pressing, extraction method, p. 340). B. Advantages and
disadvantages of each method (p. 348). C. The soy oil
industry in Manchuria (p. 357): History of development,
important places for soy oil on the Manchurian Railway,
economic condition of the Manchurian oil industry (p. 420),
oil extraction in Japan (history, p. 437, commercial factories,
p. 442, development of these factories, p. 451).
5. Soybean meal or cake and its composition (p. 464). A.
The varieties of soybean meal or cake and the composition
of each. B. Evaluation of quality (p. 473). C. Soybean meal
or cake as a fodder (p. 478): Feeding value and digestibility,
incorrectness of the theory that there are bad effects from
feeding soybean meal or cake (p. 479). D. Soybean meal or
cake as a fertilizer (p. 490). E. Soybean meal or cake as food
(p. 504): Use as a raw material for shoyu production (p. 506),
use to make soy flour (p. 509). F. Soybean meal or cake as a
source of protein in industrial products.
6. Soy oil and its processing (p. 526). A. Characteristics
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of soy oil: Composition, physical characteristics (p. 535),
chemical characteristics, testing and evaluating soy oil (p.
564), the quality of commercial soy oil products (p. 577). B.
Refining soy oil (p. 587). C. The use and processing of soy
oil (p. 631): Overview, refined soy oil as a food, substitute
for salad oil, or for deep-frying oil, as an illuminant, as
a cutting oil, lard substitute, margarine, in paints, soap,
hardened oil, for waterproofing, substitute for petroleum oil,
glycerin, fatty acids, stearine.
7. Exports and imports of soybeans, soybean meal or
cake, and soy oil (p. 708). A. Manchuria. B. Manchurian
exports. C. China. D. Japan. E. Korea. Appendix:
Bibliography of soybeans (Japanese-, German, and Englishlanguage works; p. 748). List of photos.
Note 2. This is the earliest Japanese-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that mentions fermented tofu, which it calls
nyûfu or funyû.
Note 3. This is the earliest Japanese-language document
seen (Feb. 2012) that uses the term itohiki nattô to refer to
natto. Address: Dairen, Manchuria.
2169. Mumford, H.W. 1924. Progress of investigations.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
36:1-24. For the year ended June 30, 1923. See p. 11, 14-15.
• Summary: The section titled “Agronomy” states (p. 14):
“The physiological life history studies of corn, wheat, and
soybeans promise to be a fruitful line of research.” Kudzu is
also mentioned on this page.
The section on “Animal husbandry” states (p. 1415) states: “The beef cattle division has started a series of
investigations to determine the relative value of cottonseed
meal, soybean meal, and ground soybeans as nitrogenous
supplements to corn in the ration for fattening mature steers
in dry lot on short, heavy feed.”
“Ground soybeans proved to be inferior to either
cottonseed meal or soybean oil meal.”
The section titled “Dairy husbandry” states (p. 19): “The
division of milk production has been making a study of the
use of soybean oil meal, soybean hay, and soybean straw for
dairy cattle.”
This annual report mentions “olericulture” (p. 23) which
Webster’s Third New International Dictionary (1963) defines
as “a branch of horticulture that deals with the production,
storage, processing, and marketing of vegetables.” In this
article they are called “truck crops.” Other branches of
horticulture are pomology and floriculture. Address: Director
of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2170. Georgeson, C.C. 1925. Report of the agronomist in
charge. Alaska Agricultural Experiment Stations, Annual
Report. p. 1-28. For the year 1923. Published Jan. 1925. See
p. 13.
• Summary: In the section titled “Silage” (p. 13) is a
subsection on “Soybeans,” as follows: “The varieties

Mandarin and Pekin [Peking] were planted May 15 [1923]
and grew slowly. By the end of August, the plants stood
only 22 inches high, and none of them reached the blooming
stage. Evidently interior Alaska is not a soybean country.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Alaska, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Alaska. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Alaska, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Alaska (15 May 1923).
Note also that a C.C. Georgeson was the key figure in
soybean research at the Kansas Agric. Exp. Station in the
1890s. Address: Sitka, Alaska.
2171. Mumford, H.W. 1925. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 37:1-196. For the year
ended June 30, 1924.
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on the following
sections and pages: Animal husbandry (p. 14-18): “In
cooperation with the sheep division, an investigation was
conducted, the purpose of which was to determine the
digestibility and metabolizable energy for sheep of soybean
hay, soybean straw, soybeans, and soybean oil meal.
Another project has been started, the purpose of which is to
determine the maintenance energy requirement of sheep and
the utilization of the energy of alfalfa hay.” “The beef cattle
division has started a series of investigations to determine
the relative value of cottonseed meal, soybean meal, and
ground soybeans as nitrogenous supplements to corn in the
ration for fattening mature steers in dry lot on short, heavy
feed. The cottonseed meal used in the first trial was of choice
quality analyzing 43 percent crude protein. The soybean
oil meal was secured from a factory that uses the expellor
process to separate the oil from the meal. Most of the meal
was made from Mid-West varieties of beans and contained
approximately 7 percent oil and 48 percent crude protein.
The ground soybeans were also of the Mid-West variety.
They were ground to medium fineness in the Station mill,
only a week or ten days’ supply being ground at one time.
This meal contained about 19 percent oil and 41 percent
crude protein. The first year’s results indicate that cottonseed
meal is more palatable than either ground soybeans or the
soybean oil meal used in this trial. The cattle receiving
cottonseed meal made the most rapid gains, attained the
highest finish, and sold for a higher price on the Chicago
market than the cattle from any other lot. However, the
lot that received the soybean oil meal consumed less feed
per hundredweight of gain. Ground soybeans proved to be
inferior to either cottonseed meal or soybean oil meal. The
ground soybeans apparently were less palatable than either
soybean oil meal or cottonseed meal and in addition had a
tendency to cause the cattle to scour.” “Manchu takes lead as
best soybean seed” (p. 32-33).
“Further tests made on soybean as soil builder (p. 33-
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35).
“Progress made in tests to improve soybeans” (p. 35-36).
“Soybeans found to vary in nodule production” (p. 36-37).
“Measure effect of inoculation on soy seed yield” (p. 37).
Livestock investigations: Soybean and soft pork
question being probed (p. 60-61). No losses caused by
soybean hay fed to ewes (p. 74-75). Test of soybean
digestibility is extended (p. 75-76).
Dairying and dairy products: Thickly planted soybeans
make best quality hay (p. 90-91). Legume hays fill lime
needs of dairy cows (p. 91-92).
Fruits, vegetables, and commercial floriculture: Vast
seed marketing business being studied (p. 126-26; 44%
of the soybean seed is not raised on the farm where it is
sown). Future of soybean marketing being considered (p.
127-28; Soybeans “are a relatively new crop in Illinois.” In
accounting for the 1923 crop of shelled soybeans, 6.6% was
kept by the growers as seed. The percentages sold to various
takers were: farmers 28%, seed companies 26.7%, elevators
10.7%, oil companies 4.5%, and other buyers (mostly farm
bureaus) 1.8%).
Farm mechanics: Survey shows machines used in
soybean growing (p. 141-42; The greatest difficulties in
growing and handling soybeans for seed are in harvesting
{100}, threshing {72}, cultivation and weeds {36}, planting
{12}. “Electricity is the newest type of power available to
the farmer”). Address: Dean and Director of the Station,
Urbana, Illinois.
2172. Riegel, W.E. 1925. Utilization of the soy bean crop.
Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan) 7(8):13-14. Jan.
• Summary: “Soy beans are becoming a crop of distinct
commercial importance. Recently mills have begun grinding
large quantities of soy beans, extracting the oil and leaving
soy bean oil cakes for feed. Twenty to thirty-five percent
of soy bean oil may be used in paints instead of linseed oil.
Soap manufacturers are using large quantities of this oil in
making shampoos and toilet articles. Large quantities of
beans are being used for human foods. Soy bean oil meal
is very rich in protein, so cattle feeders and hog feeders are
finding it a very satisfactory feed. Probably, however, the
biggest place for the soy bean in our farming system is to
furnish the farmer a crop that he can grow on his own farm
land to furnish the necessary higher priced concentrate to
supplement corn in feeding all kinds of livestock. Feeders for
many years have appreciated the value of tankage and cotton
seed meal as a supplement in feeding livestock, but this
means that we must spend considerable amounts of money
each year in buying these feeds, while the soy bean can be
grown on our own farms and supply this very necessary
feed at greatly reduced costs. We have been growing soy
beans in all of our corn for ten years on the Meharry farms
at Tolono, Illinois. We do this for three reasons, any one of
which probably would justify using soy beans in the corn.

First: Certainly anyone who is following the practice of
hogging down corn cannot afford to leave soy beans out of
the corn. One can plan an early maturing variety of corn
and an early maturing variety and hog pasture in August.
By planting medium varieties of corn and beans, then use
medium maturing varieties and thus have corn and beans,
for it is possible to produce pasture for hogging down from
August through the fall and many times through December
and some times through the month of January. It is a good
practice, just before the last cultivation of corn, to sow about
three pounds of rape seed per acre and cover it with the corn
cultivator. This practice gives a good crop of rape about three
years out of five. I do not believe one can produce pork as
cheaply anywhere as in a good field of corn full of soy beans
and rape.
“Second: Many farmers largely winter their surplus
work horses and dry cows in the stalk field. This kind of
pasture is worth twice as much if there are soy beans in the
field. Also, this makes a splendid range for the brood sows
most of the winter, picking up the waste corn and eating
the soy beans, at the same time getting the very necessary
exercise. We have also had splendid results from sheep,
bought in August, allowed to range in the stubble fields
until the corn is husked and then turning them into the stalk
fields, where they feed upon the waste corn and beans for
several weeks. At different times, we have had from twenty
to twenty-eight pounds gain per sheep. By this method the
flock may be shipped to market before severe winter weather
sets in. Soy beans should be planted in all corn which is to
be used for silage. Experiments have shown that corn and
soys grown together give to larger tonnage per acre than
corn grown alone for silage. Also corn and soy bean silage
furnishes a more nearly balanced ration.
“Third: Nearly all of our farming land is very deficient
in organic matter and nitrogen, and when beans are planted
thin one bean to the hill of corn as indicated before, there
will be considerable growth to plow under and considerable
added to the soil. Experiments have shown that the yield of
corn has been reduced by growing beans in the corn field,
but in the case where the corn and soys are to be hogged
down, the loss of three to five bushels per acre of corn is not
worth nearly as much as the same number of bushels of soy
beans to balance up the ration. In the case where the soys
are to be used for fertility purposes only, if the seeding is
thin, say only one soy bean plant to a hill of corn, I do not
believe the yield of corn will be reduced very much. There
is an ideal condition to which we shall all work toward and
which the presence of the soy bean in the corn field, I think,
will give a larger yield. That is where there is an excess of
available nitrogen in the soil, as for example when on rich
land a heavy crop of sweet clover has been plowed under for
corn. The corn plant is a very economical one in a certain
stage of its growth. When there is a surplus of this nitrogen
in the soil it sends out suckers to keep this nitrogen from
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wasting. When there are soy beans growing in the same hill
with the corn, the bean plant will utilize this nitrogen and
not allow the corn plant to sucker, so in the fall when there is
dry weather, the rows of corn with beans in them which have
prevented the corn from suckering, stands the drought much
better than the rows where the corn has a lot of suckers. We
have seen this in our corn field a good many times where
we have left twenty or more rows without beans as a check
for sake of comparison. We have grown soy beans of the
Meharry farms for more than 10 years and we consider them
one of our most profitable crops in the corn belt.”

under all conditions, two methods are used in the case of the
three concentrates being tested. An analysis of the results
will be made from the standpoint of the total protein and its
relation to the results and from the digestible crude protein,
not considering the nitrogen balance or the metabolic feces
nitrogen. Second, a modification of Thomas’ formula that
was used for data on growth will be used here and discussed.
The last method is an attempt to apply Thomas’ method to
milk production, an adaptation of which was used by Nevins
(8) and Mitchell and Villegas (9) in work on growth...”
Address: Blacksburg, Montgomery County, Virginia.

2173. Piper, C.V. 1925. Re: Want to start plots of
forage plants at new station in South Carolina. Letter
[memorandum] to W.J. Morse, A.J. Pieters, and H.N. Vinall
[USDA], Feb. 21. 1 p. Typed, without signature (carbon
copy).
• Summary: “Gentlemen: The Office of Cotton
Investigations is starting a new station in South Carolina. The
man in charge is D.M. Simpson, Route 1, Charleston, South
Carolina. They are just starting out this spring, but want to
put in a lot of 1/20 acre plots of forage plants. I suggested
that they should include in this the following: soybeans,
cowpeas, velvetbeans, beggarweed, Bermuda grass, carpet
grass, bur clovers, narrow-leaf vetch, Melilotus, sorghums,
and various grasses which I will attend to. Some of these,
of course, should be planted in the spring, and some in the
fall. The soil is Norfolk sandy loam. Will you kindly make
up packages of the different seeds you think that they should
have in their preliminary trial plots and send them direct
to Mr. Simpson with such letter as you deem necessary. In
the case of the soybeans, cowpeas, and velvetbeans I would
suggest that they be sent not more than five varieties of each.
Very truly yours,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Senior Agronomist in Charge,
Office of Forage Crop Investigations [Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC].

2175. Kammlade, W.G.; Mackey, A.K. 1925. The soybean
crop for fattening western lambs. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 260. p. 197-211. March.
• Summary: “The two experiments reported in this bulletin
were undertaken to determine the usefulness of soybean
hay, soybean straw, whole soybeans, ground soybeans,
and soybean oil meal when fed with shelled corn, for
fattening western lambs.” Address: 1. Asst. Chief in Animal
Husbandry; 2. First Asst. in Animal Husbandry.

2174. Holdaway, C.W.; Ellett, W.B.; Harris, W.G. 1925.
The comparative value of peanut meal, cottonseed meal,
and soybean meal as sources of protein for milk production.
Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, Technical Bulletin
No. 28. 43 p. + 11 p. of Appendixes. Feb. [11 ref]
• Summary: “The work here reported is a compilation of
data of feeding trials with peanut meal, cottonseed meal, and
soybean meal...
“Since no satisfactory method has been found to
compare the utilization of feed protein for milk production

2176. Mathews, I.J. 1925. Soybeans will balance the hog
ration: With minerals they make cheap pork. Successful
Farming 23(3):70. March.
• Summary: “The case being as above stated, there is no
alibi now for sending expensively produced pork to market
for want of protein to balance up the corn in the ration. Every
farm upon which soybeans can be produced is capable of
sending cheap pork to market.” Address: Indiana.
2177. Russell, E.Z. 1925. Swine production. Farmers’
Bulletin (USDA) No. 1437. 30 p. March. See p. 1-2.
• Summary: “In some sections [of the South] hogs may
be on pasture 12 months in the year. Cowpeas, soy beans,
and peanuts are leguminous crops that can be successfully
grown in the different sections. Corn grows readily in many
sections, and feeders report success with cassava, chufas, and
sweet potatoes.
“On many farms, particularly in the New England States
and on specially equipped feeding lots near large cities,
the feeding of garbage is carried on somewhat extensively.
Garbage-fed hogs do not make so rapid gains as corn-fed
hogs but they produce pork of equally good quality.”
“Soy beans are a rich protein feed, and should only be
fed when supplemented by corn or some other carbohydrate.
When soy beans are fed alone satisfactory gains will not be
made, and if fed alone for any considerable time the hog
carcasses will not be firm.” Feeding peanuts alone can cause
the same problem (p. 1-2).
“Castration: Pigs should be castrated while they are still
suckling their dams–early enough to allow plenty of time for
the wounds to heal thoroughly before weaning. For detailed
information on this subject consult Farmers’ Bulletin 1357,
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Castration of Hogs” (p. 15). Address: Animal Husbandman
in Charge of Swine Investigations, Animal Husbandry Div.,
Bureau of Animal Industry.
2178. Willard, C.J. 1925. The time of harvesting soybeans
for hay and seed. J. of the American Society of Agronomy
17(3):157-68. March.
• Summary: “Contribution from Department of Farm Crops,
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio...” When
should soybean be cut for hay? The earliest date that can be
considered is when the beans are at the “well formed stage”
when vegetative growth is completed; earlier cutting leads
to a loss of yield. The latest possible date is when the onefourth of the leaves appear yellow; at that point the greatest
dry weight is obtained but the hay is difficult to cure. “The
maximum green weight is reached one or two weeks earlier
than the maximum dry weight.”
When should soybeans be harvested for seed? At “any
stage in which it is practical to cure them for seed under
corn-belt conditions. In the South, where soybeans are cured
on frames, they are sometimes cut when only half the leaves
have fallen, in order to avoid the loss from shattering when
cutting with a mowing machine, and to improve the feeding
value of the straw.” About 40% of the mature crop is seed.
“These conclusions apply to soybeans of the determinate
high-seed-producing type such as Manchu, Midwest, Ito San,
and Mammoth. It is probable that they apply in general to
vining varieties such as Wilson, Arlington, and Virginia, but
this has not been determined.”
The study includes tables showing yields of soybeans
at different periods of maturity, 1919-1922; and other data
concerning soybeans at different periods of maturity, 19191922. Address: Asst. Prof., Ohio State Univ., Columbus,
Ohio.
2179. Morse, W.J. 1925. Re: Memorandum from Dr. Taylor.
Letter (memorandum) to Prof. C.V. Piper, USDA, April 22. 1
p. Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Dr. Piper: With reference to the
memorandum from Dr. Taylor relative to information
suitable for use to the Secretary in talks through the west,
the soybean would come under the topic ‘New Crops, if
there are such, worthy of our consideration’. Although the
soybean has been grown in the United States for many years,
its culture has been confined, especially seed production,
to the Middle and Southern states. With the introduction of
early sorts suitable for Iowa, Minnesota, the eastern half of
North and South Dakota and Nebraska, the soybean became
increasingly popular in these states. In the above region, the
soy bean undoubtedly has more uses than any other legume.
The soybean plant is as high in feeding value as alfalfa, and
may be used in the form of hay, pasture, silage, soilage, or as
a protein concentrate.
“The production of seed of improved northern varieties

in sections of Iowa, Nebraska, eastern South and North
Dakota has proved a very profitable industry for many
growers and is worthy of consideration by many more.
Soybean acreage is devoted, at least ninety percent in the
above states, to hay, pasture and silage. About ten per cent is
given to seed production, and large quantities of seed must
be imported from nearby States to plant the acreage which in
increasing annually. The many uses of the soybean, the ease
and certainty with which it may be grown and the profits
derived from its production account for the fact that soybean
acreage is more than doubling each year. This is especially
true of Iowa conditions when in 1917 the first field acreage
estimates were made, that state did not have sufficient
soybean acreage to be listed, whereas in 1923 Iowa had a
total of 164,000 acres, of which 157,000 acres were given to
pasture, hay, and silage.
“Yours very truly, W.J. Morse.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929.
Piper, C.V. Box no. 108.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., April 2017. Address: Agrostologist [Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry], USDA,
Washington, DC.
2180. Cardwell, G.A. 1925. Why not soybeans? Farming–
The Business Magazine 23(1):8-9. April.
• Summary: Discusses the merits of the soybean in the
cropping system, its superiority over the cowpea, varieties
for good production, and experiences with soybeans of
several producers from North Carolina and South Carolina.
“Large seed varieties like Mammoth Yellow and Biloxi yield
from fifteen to twenty-five bushels of seed per acre, or one
to three tons of hay. O-too-tan [Otootan] and Laredo, small
seed varieties, yield from six to seven bushels of seed per
acre or two tons or more of good hay on good soil.” “During
the past several years there has been an increasing demand
for seed of a few promising varieties of soybeans such as:
Laredo, O-too-tan, Biloxi and Haberlandt, or Haberlandt No.
38.” Concludes that “There is a place for soybeans on every
farm.”
Note: The author is promoting soybeans on behalf of his
railway. Address: Agricultural & Industrial Agent, Atlantic
Coast Line Railroad Co.
2181. Dvorachek, H.E.; Herzer, F.H.; Mason, R.H.; Reed,
H.E.; Martin, E. 1925. Legume forages with corn and
cane for silage. Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 196. 14 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Method of procedure.
Trial 1917-18. Trial 1918-19. Trial 1919-20. Trial 1920-21.
Trial 1921-22. Trial 1922-23. Trial 1923-24. Beef trial. Dairy
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trial. Conclusions.
“The Southern States are admirably adapted to
the growing of a large number of legume forage crops,
particularly soybeans and cowpeas. At the time of harvest,
however, the rainfall is sometimes heavy, making the curing
of them into a good quality of hay rather difficult. In 1917
an experiment was begun at this station to determine the
advisability of ensiling such legume forages with corn or
sorghum instead of curing them for hay. Feeding trials were
made of these mixed silages to determine their feeding
value.” Soybeans were tested every year except the first,
1917-18.
Conclusions: “Corn and soybeans are a splendid
combination for silage making. The resulting silage is of
very good quality and more palatable than corn silage.
“Corn and soybean silage was considerably more
valuable than corn silage for both milk and butter fat
production...”
“Silage made from mature [sugar] cane and soybeans
is more valuable than silage made from immature corn,...”
Address: 1. Animal Husbandman and Dairyman; 2. Resigned
Sept. 1, 1918. All: Fayetteville, Arkansas.
2182. Moore, R.A.; Delwiche, E.J.; Briggs, G.M. 1925.
Soybeans–A good legume crop, borrowed from the Orient.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 375.
31 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans as a stock
feed. Soybeans for hay. Soybeans provide rich concentrates
for stock feeding. Soybean oil meal or oil cake. Corn and
soybeans grown together. Soybeans for silage. Hogging
off and sheeping off. Soybeans for pasture. Soybean straw.
Soybeans are a good cash crop. A catch and emergency crop.
Soybeans improve the soil. Where it is profitable to grow
soybeans? Soybeans fit into rotation. Preparing the soil.
Inoculation necessary first year. Planting with corn. Care of
growing crop. Harvesting soybeans. Threshing soybeans.
Storing the crop. The soybean plant. Selecting the variety.
Tests of soybean varieties. Best varieties for Wisconsin. First
trials with soybeans at Wisconsin Station.
Table IV (p. 28) shows average yields of soybeans
at Madison, Wisconsin, 1917-1924. Varieties tested (in
descending order of yield): Wis. No. 39 Manchu (19.4 bu/
acre 7-year average), Black Eyebrow (16.1 bu/acre), Wis. 45
Chestnut, Wis. 51 Ito San, Wis. 47 Elton, Wis. 48 Soysota,
Wis. 50 Aksarben.
“Soybeans were first grown at the Wisconsin Station
in 1901 and have been grown annually since that time” (p.
28). “Breeding work with soybeans was started in 1902.”
“It is quite largely through the introduction of soybeans that
the sand barrens of Wisconsin have been able to maintain
sufficient forage to support dairy herds;...” (p. 30).
“In 1902 several small fields of soybeans were started
with the object in mind of seeing whether or not it was

profitable to have hogs do the harvesting of the soybeans...
it was found that gains of a pound a day were secured by
pasturing soybeans with a fringe of blue grass around the
plots without other feed.”
“As early as 1910, soybean centers were established
at Ellis Junction, Stevens Point, Grand Rapids, and near
Friendship. In these parts of the state, soybeans were grown
in large quantities and sold to various farmers living in the
sandy regions. Eight hundred members of the Wisconsin
Experiment Association were furnished with soybeans in a
single year and grew them for seed. Through this method of
procedure, soybeans were grown in large quantities and seed
sold to farmers.” (p. 31).
2183. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin.
1925. Soybeans vs. alfalfa hay for dairy cows. No. 373. p.
92. April. For the years 1923-24. In Annual Report 41:92
“New Pages in Farm Progress.”
• Summary: Results of feeding trials conducted by Morrison,
Savage, and Hulce. Address: Madison.
2184. Robison, W.L. 1925. “Hogging” soybeans and corn.
Breeder’s Gazette 87(21):579. May 21.
• Summary: Tables show influence of soybeans in checked
and in drilled corn on the yields secured. Address: Ohio
Agric. Exp. Station.
2185. Fairchild, L.H.; Wilbur, J.W. 1925. Soy bean oilmeal
and ground soy beans as protein supplements in dairy
rations. J. of Dairy Science 8(3):238-45. May. [6 ref]
• Summary: “An experiment, divided into two parts, has
recently been completed at the Purdue Experiment Station.
The first part of this experiment was conducted to compare
the value of soy bean oilmeal with linseed oilmeal as protein
supplements in the grain ration of the dairy cow. The second
part compared the value of ground soy beans with linseed
oilmeal for milk and fat production.” Address: Dep. of Dairy
Husbandry, Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.
2186. Hastings, E.G.; Fred, E.B. 1925. Bacteria feed legumes
with air nitrogen. Wisconsin Agricultural College, Extension
Circular No. 185: 20 p. May.
• Summary: Contents: Wild and Cultivated Legumes Use
Same Bacteria. Legumes Help Increase Farm Inventory.
How Legumes Differ From Other Plants. Legumes for Feed.
Legumes for Fertilizers. Legumes Put Air Nitrogen into Soil.
Legumes Help Grains and Grasses. Why Legumes are Best
for Green Manures. How Much is a Legume Crop Worth?
Why Buy Nitrogen? Do Nodules of Different Legumes
Differ? What are False Nodules? How Do Bacteria Produce
Nodules? Bacteria Feed the Plant Nitrogen. What is Natural
Inoculation? The Importance of Cross-inoculation. How
Far Can Crossing Be Used? When is Seeding With Nodule
Bacteria Necessary? When Desirable? Do Nodule Bacteria
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Ever Injure the Legume? Bacteria Without the Legume.
Soil Acidity and Bacteria. Effect of Sunlight and Frost
on Bacteria. Growing Seed Bacteria. Bacteria in Bottles.
Bacteria in Soil. Wild Legumes and How to Recognize
Them.
This article begins: “The common legume crops in
Wisconsin are the clovers, mammoth, medium red, alsike,
and white; alfalfa and the sweet clovers, both white and
yellow; peas of the field, garden and canning varieties, and
closely related to them the vetches; the various garden beans,
the soybeans, the cowpeas. and the lupines. Farther south the
velvet bean, peanut, and japan clover are familiar legume
plants.” In illustration shows a pea plant with flowers and
pods.
Page 7: A bar chart shows the pounds of calcium in one
ton of hay from four legumes and from four grasses. The
legume hays contain, on average, about 3 times as much
calcium as the grass hays. The two legume hays richest in
calcium are: Alfalfa hay 37.2 pounds per ton. Soybean hay
31.5 pounds per ton.
Page 8: A 2nd bar chart shows the pounds of nitrogen
in one ton of hay from four legumes and from four grasses.
The legume hays contain, on average, about twice as much
nitrogen as the grass hays. The three legume hays richest in
nitrogen are: Soybean hay 51.2 pounds per ton. Field pea hay
48.4 pounds per ton. Alfalfa hay 47.6 pounds per ton.
Page 12: A full page illustration of a soybean plant
shows “Distribution of nitrogen in soybean plant.” The tops
(everything above ground) contain 2.41% nitrogen. The
nodules alone contain 5.67% nitrogen. The roots without
nodules contain 1.31% nitrogen.
Page 17: “Bacteria Without the Legume: The kind of soil
and its reaction, the temperature and moisture, all determine
the length of life of the legume bacteria. In a fertile silt loam
neutral soil, soybean bacteria have been known to live more
than 18 years, but as a rule the number of legume bacteria in
a soil free from legumes decreases rapidly after two or three
years, and in an acid soil the disappearance is even more
rapid.
“Soil Acidity and Bacteria: Since the bacteria of most
legumes do not long persist in an acid soil, it follows that
one of the conditions of successful inoculation is proper
soil reaction. To get the best results from inoculation and,
in fact, from legume production, the farmer should first
investigate the acidity of the soil. Not all legumes are equally
sensitive to an acid condition. For example, soybeans are
fairly resistant to acid conditions of the soil; red clover has
medium resistance; alfalfa is very sensitive. In other words,
a field in which soybeans thrive may give only a fair yield of
red clover, and may utterly discourage alfalfa, in spite of the
fact that all three crops were inoculated. Liming of the soil to
counteract the acidity is the first necessity. On the other hand,
if liming is not possible, the field may be seeded to legumes
if a more acid-resistant crop, such as soybeans, is used.”

Page 18: A photo shows “Effect of inoculation on
soybeans.” On the left is a Manchu variety soybean plant
inoculated. On the right is a much smaller Manchu variety
soybean plant uninoculated. So inoculation causes soybean
plants to grow bigger. Address: Madison, Wisconsin.
2187. Hughes, H.D.; Wilkins, F.S. 1925. Soybeans for Iowa.
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 228. p.
345-405. May.
• Summary: “Soybeans have been under continuous
observation and test at the Iowa Station since 1910... Interest
in the crop was not evident thruout the state until about 1916,
but since has been keen, and the acreage in many counties
has increased remarkably.” Soybeans have more uses in Iowa
than any other legume, and are well adapted to the climate
and soils of this state. 157 different varieties have been
grown in the tests at Ames. Manchu is recommended for
seed production. Peking is recommended for hay and silage
purposes. Address: Agric. Exp. Station, Iowa State College
A&M, Ames, Iowa.
2188. Thatcher, L.E. 1925. The soybean in Ohio. Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 384. p. 31-68.
May. [27 ref]
• Summary: Partial contents: Residual effect on soil fertility.
Harvesting and threshing the grain crop. Making soybean
hay. Soybean silage. Varieties. Soybeans as an emergency
crop. Corn and soybeans as mixed crop. Sudan grass and
soybeans for hay. Labor cost of producing soybean hay and
seed.
The following tables are appended to the bulletin: 1.
9-year average yields of crops in various rotations–Wooster
1916-1924, inclusive. 2. Soil nitrates, soil moisture, and
wheat yields following soybean hay cut at different dates.
3. Composition of soybeans harvested for hay at different
dates, Wooster. 4. Nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium,
and magnesium content of soybean hay and roots. Date-ofharvest test at Wooster, 2-year average percentage, 1922-23.
9. Soybean varieties grown at Ohio State University, yield
per acre. 10. Soybeans in variety test at Wooster: yield per
acre. 11. Soybean hay in variety tests at Wooster: yield per
acre. 12. Average yield of soybean seed in variety tests on
experiment farms of the state. 13. Average yield of soybean
hay in variety tests on experiment farms of state. 14. Corn
and soybeans (grain), average per acre of triplicate test plots
at Wooster, 1923. 15. Corn and soybeans (silage), average of
triplicate test plots at Wooster, 1923. 16. Average expectancy
of corn and soybean per acre based on 23 separate tests in
Cornbelt states. 17. Ebony soybeans and Sudan grass mixture
for hay, rate of seeding and yield per acre.
2189. Ayres, W.E. 1925. Soybeans: Delta branch station.
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
227. 39 p. June.
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• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil and climatic
adaptations. Producing the crop. Varieties. Uses of soybeans:
For hay, grain, soil improvement, soiling, and silage.
Soybean pests: Insects, diseases, rabbits.
“The growth of the soybean area in Mississippi has been
very rapid. In 1920 only 4,000 acres are reported. The 1924
planting was 110,000 acres.”
Ayres studied the yield (in bushels per acre) of grain
from corn-soybean combinations as compared with corn
alone–based on a 4-year average. The five sets of conditions
were: (1) Corn 24 inches apart, soybeans between hills at
planting: Corn 17.1. Beans 7.17. Both: 24.87 = the best. (2)
Corn 24 inches apart, soybeans between hills 3 weeks later:
Corn 22.5. Beans 4.70. Both: 27.20. (3) Corn 24 inches
apart, soybeans in alternate rows: Corn 15.1. Beans 5.93.
Both: 21.03. (4) Corn 12 inches apart, soybeans in alternate
rows: Corn 16.0. Beans 5.27. Both: 22.27. (5) Corn alone 24
inches apart in the drill: Corn 24.20. Both: 24.20. Address:
A&M College, Mississippi.
2190. Brown, B.A.; Slate, W.L., Jr. 1925. Soy beans in
Connecticut. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 129. p. 255-87. June. [1 ref]
• Summary: “There is a good demand for the oil [of the
soybean] in the manufacture of soap, cooking fats, and paint.
Large quantities of soy beans have been imported from the
orient for oil extraction and in some of the Southern states,
notably North Carolina, the acreage planted has increased
rapidly during the last few years. As a forage crop, the soy
bean is gaining each year in popularity, especially in the corn
belt, where it is widely planted in corn for hogging down,
and alone as a hay or seed crop. Complete statistics are not
available, but the following data give some indication of the
situation. In 1917, the estimated acreage of the United States
was 154,000, and by 1921 had increased to 186,000 acres.
This refers only to that portion of the crop threshed. No
statistics are available on production for forage purposes, but
all estimates indicate a rapid increase.
“In Connecticut the crop has not as yet attained any
great importance. There are no statistics on acreage, and
conditions have not recently been favorable for any increase
in their popularity. The seed of adapted varieties has been
high in price and labor very scarce. Also there is a lack of
general information regarding the crop and it is the purpose
of this bulletin to supply such information and to present the
results of experiments at this Station.”
Points out the place of soybeans in Connecticut
agriculture, their uses for hay, silage, soiling, seed, pasture
and as a green manure, and briefly discusses harvesting.
Tables show the results of tests from 1914-1920 using
many varieties to produce green forage. Address: 1. Asst.
Agronomist; 2. Agronomist, Director of the Agric. Exp.
Station. Both: Agric. Exp. Station, Storrs, Connecticut.

2191. Olson, Thomas M. 1925. Soybeans for dairy cows.
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
215. 15 p. June. [7 ref]
• Summary: “The object of the investigations at South
Dakota State College was to determine the feeding value of
ground soybeans and soybean hay and to note if the ground
soybeans had any deleterious effects on the butter...
“The results indicate that ground soybeans can be fed
with profit by dairy farmers for the high protein feed, and
thus decrease the cost of milk production materially...”
2192. American Thresherman. 1925. Cutting and threshing
soybeans. Slow cylinder speeds recommended. 28(3):7. July.
• Summary: Methods used in harvesting hay and seed are
outlined.
2193. American Elevator and Grain Trade. 1925. Soybean
fattening feed. 44(2):116. Aug. 15.
• Summary: “Possibility of a mixed feed containing
soybeans is suggested from the facts contained in a recent
Colorado Agricultural Bulletin. Many trials have been
conducted in which soybeans have been compared with
cottonseed meal as the only supplement to corn in fattening
swine. In 12 trials averaged, 100 pounds of ground soybeans
replaced 65 pounds of tankage and five pound of corn in the
feed necessary to put on 100 pounds of gain. Pigs that are
fattening on soybeans as a supplement to corn will not gain
quite as rapidly as those receiving cottonseed meal.
“Soybeans fed to hogs are very apt to cause the
production of soft pork...”
2194. Willard, C.J. 1925. Harvesting soy beans for hay.
Hoard’s Dairyman 70(60):145. Aug. 21.
• Summary: Methods of handling the crop are discussed.
Address: Ohio.
2195. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association.
1925-1930, 1935-1940. Serial/periodical. American Soybean
Assoc. Annual.
• Summary: Volume 1, covering the years 1920 to the fall
of 1928, was published in late 1928. Volume 2, covering
1928-29, was published in 1930. Vol. 3, covering 1930,
was published in 1931. 1931-34 were never published. The
American Soybean Association (ASA) held annual meetings
each year, starting in Sept. 1920. Proceedings of the first
through 11th annual meetings were published once a year,
starting in 1928. Most early issues were compiled and edited
by William Morse of the USDA. Volume 1 contained no
advertising; the costs of editing, printing and distribution
were apparently borne by the USDA. Subsequent volumes
each contained some advertising, which partially offset the
publication costs.
In each volume there are many interesting articles
about soybeans, most of which are not about the American
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Soybean Association. These articles were originally talks
presented at the annual meeting at a particular place where
those present gathered. For example, the following articles
appeared in Vol. 3 on the first of three days at the “Joint
Meeting of the American Soybean Association and Annual
Illinois Soybean Day. Agronomy South Farm. University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.”
“Wednesday Morning, Sept. 10. Utilizing soybeans on
the farm. At University South Farm.
9:00 Music–Male Quartet (R.I. Shawl, in charge)
9:20 Welcome–Dean H.W. Mumford
9:30 Making the best use of soybeans in hog feeding–
W.E. Carroll
10:05 Making the best use of soybeans in feeding beef
cattle–H.P. Rusk
10:30 Making the best use of soybeans in feeding dairy
cattle–W.B. Nevens
10:55 Machinery best suited for harvesting soybeans–
A.L. Young
11:15 Cost of producing and harvesting soybeans–R.C.
Ross
12:00 Special Soybean Lunch–University South Farm,
Prepared by ladies of First M. E. Church, Urbana. (Soybean
fed pork, soybean fed beef, soybean bread, soybean muffins,
baked soybeans, a soybean health drink, soybean ice cream,
and soybean ice.)
Wednesday Afternoon, September 10
1:15 Music
1:30 Tour University South Farm, inspecting soybean
experimental work:
Rates of seeding soybeans–J.J. Pieper
Soybean diseases–Benj. Koehler
Soybean hay studies–G.H. Dungan, C.A. VanDoren
Soybean varieties and dates of seeding–J.C. Hackleman
Inoculating soybeans–O.H. Sears
Soybean breeding–C.M. Woodworth
Soybean insects–W.P. Flint
Soybean seed and hay shrinkage–W.L. Burlinson
Wednesday Afternoon, September 10
5:00 Inspected soybean machinery–Farm Mechanics
Bldg.
Special Tour–Urbana Laboratories
Wednesday Evening, September 10
The Soybean in Industry–At Home and Abroad
7:30 Music–Auditorium–U. of I. [Univ. of Illinois]
Campus
8:00 Aims and Purposes of the Soybean Marketing
Association–J. H. Lloyd, Manager, Soybean Marketing
Association
Possibilities of Soybean Oil in Industry–Dr. Otto
Eisenschiml, President, National Soybean Oil Manufacturers’
Association.
Soybeans in the Orient, Illustrated–Prepared by W.J.
Morse, U.S.D.A. (At that time in Manchuria)

The 11th annual meeting was held in Sept. 1930, early in
the Great Depression. Then no proceedings were published
for the next four years (1931-1934). Publication resumed
with the proceedings of the 15th annual meeting in 1935.
Note: There are two publications for the 1935
proceedings; both are owned by the USDA National
Agricultural Library (Beltsville, Maryland), One is only 20
pages (counting the front cover, inside cover, back cover, and
inside back cover). This publication contains mostly ads and
administrative-type information. The front and back covers
are the only two pages with color on them. On the cover,
the background is black, typeset white, and the soybeans
are kind of a natural tan color. The other publication is 52
pages, again counting the 4 cover pages, and contains the
proceedings articles. It has the blue background, white
lettering, and tan soybeans. The back cover is the same as on
the first publication described. So the front and back cover of
both publications are the only pages with color on them.
The 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939 publications each had
more two-color color pages.
The last published proceedings were those for the
20th annual meeting held at the Dearborn Inn, Dearborn,
Michigan, on 18-20 Aug. 1940, at the invitation of the Ford
Motor Co. Soybean Digest began publication in Nov. 1940
as a monthly magazine, the official organ of the ASA. From
then on, it published news of and selected papers presented at
the annual meetings. So these proceedings can be considered
the forerunner of Soybean Digest.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2007)
that uses the term “American Soybean Association.”
Note 2. This is the earliest periodical published by the
American Soybean Association.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2018)
that mentions “Urbana Laboratories” in Urbana, Illinois.
Founded by Albert L. Whiting in 1919, it was a maker of
inocula for legumes, including soybeans.
2196. Ayres, W.E. 1925. Soybeans in the Mississippi Delta.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 1:118-21.
Sixth annual field meeting. Held 1-3 Sept. at Washington,
DC.
• Summary: Ages ago the Gulf of Mexico extended to what
is now southern Illinois. Through the centuries, as it receded,
the Mississippi River carried into its delta huge amounts of
dissolved limes, nitrogen, phosphorus, potash, humus, and
other plant foods, plus fine soil particles. This slowly built
up a great alluvial empire of more than 30 million acres of
the finest land in the world. Today this empire comprises
parts of Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, Illinois, Tennessee,
and Missouri. Prior to 1913 the might Mississippi regularly
overflowed its banks and replenished the soil. But a series of
levees now prevents the flooding.
Fortunately the supply of everything but nitrogen
seems sufficient to last for many years. “Here is where the
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soybean enters the system. On the Delta Station in 1923,
plots of corn were grown with and without soybeans. In
1924, the entire area was planted to cotton. Cotton following
soybeans and corn produced 732.2 lbs. of seed cotton more
than cotton following corn alone. Common observation
indicates positively that cotton following soybeans and other
leguminous crops is greatly benefitted by both the humus and
nitrogen added by them.
“Planted in corn, Otootan and Laredo soybeans produce
from two to five tons of forage per acre. If this is pastured
off and the residue turned under, good crops of cotton may
be grown for at least four years without further treatment.”
Other soybean varieties that give good results are Virginia
and Biloxi.
Farmers in the Delta are looking for a field harvester
for soybeans. “With such a machine the empire will keep
thousands of dollars at home now sent out for seed, and
become one of the largest soybean growing areas in the
country. The eleven Delta counties of Mississippi are now
planting near a quarter of a million acres of soybeans. As
soon as a suitable harvesters are available this area will
increase fourfold in a short time.” Address: Delta Branch
Station, Mississippi.
2197. Bulletin Agricole de l’Algerie-Tunisie-Maroc. 1925.
Reprise des importations de Soja en Europe [Revival of
imports of soybeans to Europe]. 31(9):207. 2nd Series. [Fre]
• Summary: The first soybeans were imported to Europe
in 1908, from Manchuria. In 1909 imports to Europe were
442,000 tonnes of soybeans and 3,000 tonnes of soy oil. In
1910 soybean imports reached a peak of 450,000 tonnes.
Then, with some fluctuations, they diminished during the
war, and in 1917 totaled only 22,000 tonnes. The year 1919
marked the revival of imports with 228,000 tonnes. Finally,
in 1924, the “Universal Company of the Maritime Suez
Canal” was able to register / record shipments of 550,000
tonnes of soybeans and 112,000 tonnes of soy oil (according
to Bulletin decadaire de la Compagnie Universelle du Canal
maritime de Suez, 25 Jan. 1925).
In Europe the oil is used as an industrial oil (in soaps,
candles [bougies], and paints) and research is being
conducted on the use of the cake for feeding milk cows and
fattening pigs.
The soybean does very well in Algeria, where a number
of varieties have been introduced during the past 30 years.
The soybean serves as an excellent forage for dairy cows and
the seeds cause pigs to fatten rapidly.
2198. Country Gentleman. 1925. Soy-bean adulteration.
90(35):52. Sept.
• Summary: An account of the South Carolina false-label
soybean seed fraud (using O-too-tan [Otootan]), the worst
such fraud seen to date in America. The culprit was arrested
under a law that forbids use of the mails to defraud.

South Carolina was one of the slowest of all southern
states “in taking up soys,” though North Carolina led the
USA in production of seed beans. Only four years ago, South
Carolina grew but 1,000 acres soys. Then in 1921 the South
Carolina extension service added to its staff an extension
specialist, R.W. Hamilton, who devoted practically all of
his time to selling the soy-bean idea to county agents and
farmers. Acreage grew like wildfire, planted to O-too-tan,
“the most wonderful bean variety yet discovered for the
Southern states.” The seed of this variety is very small. One
bushel easily covers eight acres if planted in rows. O-too-tan
makes the best hay crop of any Southern soy-bean and also a
good seed crop.
“Soy acreage” climbed to over 10,000 acres in 1922,
20,000 acres in 1923, 40,000 acres in 1924, then jumped
to 120,000 acres in 1925. Then Hamilton smelled a rat.
He wired every county agent in the state to examine every
shipment of beans coming in as O-too-san. Tests found that
Ebony, Wilson, and in some cases Peking were being sold as
O-too-san.
2199. Davis, W.J. 1925. Soybeans in South Georgia.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 1:114-18.
Sixth annual field meeting. Held 1-3 Sept. at Washington,
DC.
• Summary: “The soybean for hay, for a summer covercrop, for grazing, and for seed production is a new crop of
much promise in South Georgia. It deserves a much more
prominent place in the agriculture of South Georgia than has
been accorded it. The crop is being grown to some extent
in at least two-thirds of the counties of the entire state.
Approximately half of the counties of South Georgia are
growing soybeans to some extent in 1925.”
“The advent of the boll weevil, marking a new era in
the agriculture of the section, and resulting in the rapid and
almost phenomenal development of the livestock industry in
its various phases, has created a statewide demand for more
and better forage crops. The soybean has answered the call as
a crop which produces good yields of excellent leguminous
hay for stock feeding.”
For many years the cowpea was the chief hay crop of
the Coastal Plain region, but now soybeans have supplanted
cowpeas as a hay crop in many South Georgia counties. “The
results of the soybean tests which have been conducted at
the Georgia Costal Plain Experiment Station indicate that the
Laredo and Otootan varieties of soybeans are the varieties
best suited to hay-making in Georgia.” Small acreages
of Mammoth Yellow and Biloxi are also grown for hay.
Address: Georgia Coast Plain Experiment Station [Tifton,
Georgia].
2200. Fouts, Taylor. 1925. Putting soybeans on the hoof.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 1:123-26.
Sixth annual field meeting. Held 1-3 Sept. at Washington,
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DC.
• Summary: “The soybean may be utilized in many ways.
Our first experience with this new crop trained us to look
to the seed outlet as the most profitable and simple in
operation... but now other ways of using the crop are being
advocated. Oil mills are using large quantities of seed and
after the oil is extracted, the oil meal enters into a multitude
of feed rations for livestock and flour for human food.
These products are destined to become more important and
necessary as factors in the soybean industry.” The soybean
crop can also be used for soil improvement and as a source
of protein to balance the livestock rations.
“On Soyland Farms, we have specialized in the
production of high class seed of the most promising varieties.
We have also made extensive use of some part of the crop for
hay and the corn-soybean combination for hogs and lambs
and the straw and seed screenings for winter rations. This
farm utilization is becoming more attractive each year and
will eventually become our major outlet... We believe that
it is more practical to grow protein than spend hard cash for
it. Grow it, have it, eat it, and the farm still retains it. The
theory of purchasing high-protein feeds to balance the corn
ration is often an illusion, easy to pass up when the time
comes. Soybeans are proving very efficient as a supplement
to corn for cattle, hogs, lambs, and the dairy–as the various
experiment stations are demonstrating.
“The corn-soybean combination as a field crop affords
an ideal ration for western lambs. For many years we have
brought Idaho lambs about September 1 and turned them
into these fields to browse the soybean leaves and pods and
nibble the ripening ears of corn. It is a progressive cafeteria
method, comparatively safe in practice, and results in
vigorous, fat lambs.”
“The corn-soybean combination is a very efficient farm
produced ration for our hogs. Nothing is more ideal for fall
fattening in the field. When minerals are added freely, it is a
big self-feeder set at the opportune time for economic gains
and practical returns. This combination produces 150 pounds
or more gain to the acre than a ration of corn alone, and is
a successful competitor of tankage as a supplement to corn.
Grazing the fields late in fall and winter with brood sows and
shotes is an excellent practice and soil improvement is sure
to result. Hogs of all sizes feed greedily upon soybean hay
throughout the winter months and it is an economical method
of furnishing a protein supplement with exercise involved to
advantage.
“Properly made soybean hay is a successful rival of
alfalfa in the dairy ration. All farm animals greatly relish
soybean hay and it is economically produced.”
“To those of us who have adopted soybeans into our
system of farming and livestock feeding, we can imagine it
speaks a various language. In our leisure hours as we walk
through the fields of our verdant growth, our musings will
likely be:

“Oh, Soybeans, Soybeans, you’re like a musical band
“To the farmer who’s tuned for the best on his land.
“Microbic composers on the millionth wave-length
“Sing love to the rootlets as they’re reveling in strength.
The chlorophyll hums in the rays of old Sol
“And frosts, rains, and winds form a medley for soys.
“The pop o’ the pods is jazz to the pig,
“Puts pep in the porkers–they grunt and grow big.
“The rustle o’ leaves to the lamb is sublime,
“He waltzes to market in zest and on time.
“The harvest of hay, pasture, and seed
“Give enchantment to tune and thrill to the chime.
“The kiddies they hop to the jingle o’ coin
“That daddy rakes in while your music’s a goin’.
“Oh, Soybeans, Soybeans, you’re a symphony grand
“To the farmer who’s tuned for the best on his land.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012) that
contains the lyrics to this song, by Taylor Fouts. It was later
published elsewhere. Address: Camden, Indiana.
2201. Hamilton, R.W. 1925. Seed frauds in soybean
varieties. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
1:106-10. Sixth annual field meeting. Held 1-3 Sept. at
Washington, DC.
• Summary: “The soybean is comparatively a new crop in
South Carolina. Four years ago, our acreage totaled less than
1,000 acres. The loss in production of cotton caused by the
boll weevil forced our farmers to look for a supplementary
cash crop. Various crops were tried. Some succeeded in one
section, some in another; many were a total failure; none
filled the needs of the large and small farmers alike in all
sections of the state.
“Our Director of Extension, Dr. W.W. Long, is a native
of the great soybean-producing section of North Carolina.
He believed that the soybean would come nearer filling
the needs of all our farmers for a supplementary cash,
hay, grazing and soil-improving crop than any other. His
belief has proven correct. He had the Trustees of Clemson
College create and fill the position in the Extension Service
of ‘Specialist: Soybeans, Cowpeas, and Peanuts,’ in 1921.
The following year, our acreage jumped to 10,000; then
to 20,000, last year, to 40,000, and this year to well over
100,000 acres.
We have men who raise as a side line crop and sell
$12,000 to $15,000 worth of soybean seed a year.”
“The Otootan is our leading variety, closely followed by
the Biloxi, Mammoth Yellow, and Laredo, Ebony, Wilson...
Our crop of Otootan seed last year was good, in fact, South
Carolina had the only large commercial quantities of Otootan
seed in the South. The demand from all of the Southern
States for our seed was tremendous. The price opened in
January at $9.00 per bushel wholesale and every indication
pointed to a sharp advance. Those best informed looked for
$15 or even $20 per bushel by June.
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“Then at points in Georgia, which had been a very heavy
buyer of South Carolina Otootans at $9.00 per bushel, the
price broke sharply to $8.00, $7.60, and to $7.00 and even
$6.50 wholesale. Fraud had entered. On suspicion only,
investigation was started; findings were startling. The Ebony,
Wilson, Peking, Wisconsin Black and possibly other black
seeded varieties, all worthless varieties for our conditions
and purposes, were being sold under the name of Otootan.
Allow me to read the headlines of clippings from the Press
of South Carolina. The Press has given invaluable assistance
in exposing this fraud. These clippings are largely from The
State, Columbia, S.C., our leading daily paper, and from the
South Carolina Gazette, a weekly paper of great influence.
“First, here is a list of names of 166 farmers in the
South who were defrauded in the purchase of soybeans by
a man who is now serving eighteen months in the Atlanta
Penitentiary, thanks to the Post Office inspectors.
“(1) Federal Agencies Probe Fraud in Otootan Seed.
“(2) Seedsmen of Orangeburg to Help Prevent Frauds.
“(3) Fraud in Otootan Seed Described by Specialist.
“(4) Probe of Otootan Fraud Goes Beyond This State.
“(5) Service Agents Consider Fraud.
“(6) To Prosecute Seedsmen.
“(7) Nationwide Clean-up of Fraudulent Seed Sales
Which Have Cost South Carolina Farmers Untold Thousands
This Year Expected to Result.
“(8) Low Grade Soys Widely Planted.
“(9) Perpetrators of Soybean Fraud Now Face
Prosecution.
“(10) Charges ‘Cow Pea King’ with Illegal Use of Mails.
“(11) Pure Seed Needed Says Sumter Agent.
“(12) Real Pure Seed Act Needed and Efficient
Enforcement.
“(13) Growers of Soys Called to Meet in the Capital
City.
“(14) Producers of Soybeans Form State Association.
“(15) Soybean Growers’ Rules Are Drafted.
“(16) Throw Full Force in Soybean Fight.
“Gentlemen, I hope this has given you an idea of
the soybean fraud and of what we have done and are
doing in regard to it. It has cost South Carolina farmers
alone hundreds of thousands of dollars in crop loss and
millions of dollars in the Southern States. I know from
personal investigations that this fraud extends into North
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana.
I have some very interesting evidence as to what the
agricultural authorities of some of these states did after
being notified of the fraud, which I might present here, but
I will leave this exposure to the farmers of their respective
states. The soybean industry has been set back years in its
development.” Address: South Carolina Agric. Exp. Station.
2202. Howard, Bradshaw. 1925. A new plan for plowing.
Country Gentleman 90(35):52, 55. Sept.

• Summary: A radically new plan for plowing is in operation
on the farm of Harvey Clapp of Accotink, Virginia. The new
plow does a better job at about half the cost.
The section titled “Soys need new tools” discusses
shallow plowing with a “narrow shared bull tongue plow.”
This new planting method comes as farmers attempt to
adjust their procedures to the soy-bean crop. Farmers
started out cultivating soys like corn with corn machinery,
then harvesting them like wheat with wheat machinery.
But if they ever become a big crop, then will need their
own machinery and cultural methods. Years ago, farmers
in Eastern North Carolina, where wheat machines were not
available, harvested soys with a special row harvester which
threshed the pods from the standing stalk. Corn Belt farmers
found that the rotary hoe worked well to clear the weeds
from broadcast soybeans. Row-planted beans never make
good hay; the stalks are too heavy and coarse. So soys are
planted in rows only when they are needed for seed or silage.
Eight years ago Harvey Clapp was a lawyer with a large
practice in Duluth, Minnesota. He suddenly decided to give
up law and take up farming. Union farm, where he now
resides, used to be part of George Washington’s estate. Mr.
Clapp “got the soy-bean bug” and his farm is now patterned
around this crop. With fierce determination, and the help
of William Morse (“America’s soy-bean leader”), he set to
work developing a harvester for broadcast soybeans. His
new harvester goes on the market in a limited way this year.
Now he is working on a cheaper way of plowing that is
specifically designed for soy beans. The plow digs in without
turning the soil upside down. Corn Belt farmers would do
well to study his inventions.
2203. Meharry, Charles L. 1925. First annual field meeting:
Camden, Indiana–September 1 [sic. September 3], 1920.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 1:39-42.
• Summary: “Under the auspices of the Indiana Experiment
Station and with the support of the Crops Extension
Department and the cooperation of the Farm Bureau of the
Corn Belt states, a Corn Belt Soybean Conference was held
at the Soyland Farms of the Fouts Brothers, pioneer soybean
growers, near Camden, Indiana, Friday, September 3, 1920.
“Wide publicity by the Agricultural Extension Service
through circular letters and the agricultural press brought
together more than a thousand people from Ohio, Illinois,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Kentucky, Indiana, and the United
States Department of Agriculture.
“The forenoon was spent in getting acquainted and in
inspection of soybean fields, corn and beans, and hogs and
lambs in the fields. Seed fields of the Indiana Hollybrook
and Mongol varieties, methods of planting, cultivation and
inoculation were discussed under the leadership of County
Agent A.L. Hodgston and W.A. Ostrander of the Indiana
Crops Extension Service. Fields of corn and soybeans
were visited where western lambs were harvesting the crop
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and also where hogs were pasturing corn and beans. An
automobile tour was made over the Soyland Farms, where
150 acres of seed beans and 200 acres of the corn-soybean
combination were growing. Several large fields grown for
seed and for hay in the immediate neighborhood were also
visited.
“An excellent cafeteria lunch was served at noon by
the Presbyterian Ladies’ Aid Society. Soybean dishes, such
as baked soybean salad and roasted, salted soybeans were
served.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “salted soybeans” or the
term “roasted, salted soybeans” to refer to soynuts.
“The meeting was called to order after lunch by W.A.
Ostrander, of the Purdue Soils and Crops Department, who
was chosen Chairman of the Conference by unanimous
consent. Mr. Ostrander gave an interesting review of soybean
demonstration work throughout Indiana and similar work
developed in adjoining states.
“A quartette of local soybean growers sang a very
appropriately worded song: “Growing Soybeans to Get
Along.”
“Dr. G.I. Christie addressed the growers, giving
numerous facts and reasons for the need of improving farm
rotations by the more extensive use of legumes. He stated
that about 200,000 acres of soybeans were being grown in
Indiana and emphasized the practice of hogging and lambing
off corn and soybeans to reduce production costs and
improve soil fertility.
“Prof. W.E. Hangar of Ohio State University told of the
increasing popularity of the soybean in Ohio and estimated
that more than 15,000 acres were being grown in 1920.
Dr. W.L. Burlison of the University of Illinois commented
on the status of soybean growing in Illinois. Data were
presented showing the relative yields of soybeans and corn in
combination.
“Prof. George Briggs of the Wisconsin Extension
Service told of the value of the soybean in Wisconsin,
especially the dairy sections where soybeans were producing
‘two squirts of milk where one squirt dribbled out before.’
“Prof. C.R. Megee of the Michigan Agricultural College
talked on the use of soybeans as a forage crop for Michigan
farmers.
“Mr. I.J. Matthews, County Agent of Pulaski County,
Indiana, presented very interesting data on the cost of
production of soybeans on a series of farms under his
supervision. Mr. W.J. Morse, in Charge of Soybean
Investigations, United States Department of Agriculture,
gave a review of the soybean throughout the United States,
elaborating on the breeding and developing of new varieties
carried on at the Arlington Experimental Farm, Virginia.
“Short talks were given by prominent soybean growers,
W.E. Riegel of Tolono, Illinois; C.B. Newton, Bowling
Green, Ohio; E.F. Johnson of Stryker, Ohio, and Guy

McKinnis of Camby, Indiana.
“After discussion, the growers were of the opinion that
a definite organization seemed necessary for the soybean
industry, and the name, ‘The National Soybean Growers’
Association’ was agreed upon. A motion was presented and
carried that a business session and program be held during
the coming International Hay and Grain Show in Chicago. A
motion was made and carried that a National Soybean Field
Day be arranged for the fall of 1921.”
A photo (p. 41) shows “The First Annual Meeting of
the Association at the Soyland Farms, Camden, Indiana,
Sept. 1920.” The three Fouts brothers, Taylor, Finis, and
Noah (from left to right, each wearing a hat, coat, and tie)
are standing in front of a barn on which is written “Soyland–
Taylor Fouts.” Between the three brothers and the barn,
many farmers are standing in line. Address: Acting secretary.
2204. Meharry, Charles L. 1925. Second annual field
meeting: Illinois–September 1, 1921. Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association 1:42-46.
• Summary: “The Second Annual Field Meeting of the
National Soybean Growers’ Association was held on 1 Sept.
at the University of Illinois and at the A.P. Meharry Farm
near Tolono, Illinois, the University of Illinois Extension
Service, the Champaign County Soybean Growers’
Association cooperating in arranging and conducting the
program. The Champaign County Soybean Association and
the Champaign County Farm Bureau furnished transportation
and lunch was served by the Crittenden Unit of the
Champaign County Farm Bureau.
“More than 1,600 people representing 35 counties in
Illinois, 9 counties in Indiana, 3 counties in Kentucky, one
county each in Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin and the United
States Department of Agriculture assembled at the South
Farm of the University of Illinois, where representatives of
the Extension Department explained the various soybean
experiments, and the use and place of soybeans in rotations
for Corn Belt conditions. Field plot tests of varieties suitable
for different uses, soil types and latitude were inspected and
the characters and behavior of each variety discussed. A
special feature of variety demonstration was a test of sixteen
varieties secured from each of ten different states... Visitors
were then shown the work of Dr. Woodworth and others
who are developing new varieties through selection and
breeding. Dr. Woodworth discussed quite fully the principles
of breeding and their application to natural and artificial
crossing.”
“At 10:30 the visitors started in automobiles for the
A.P. Meharry Farm near Tolono... After arrival at the farm,
several hay varieties, Illinois 13-19 (Ilsoy), Virginia, Mongol
(Mid-west [Midwest]) and others were inspected. Several
large fields of the Manchu, A.K., and Mongol (Midwest) for
seed production were viewed.”
“At noon a cafeteria lunch was served in the grove. In
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addition to the regular lunch, the A.P. Meharry Farm served
a number of soybean dishes, including baked soybeans,
soybean coffee, soybean milk, and soy sauce. An exhibit
of soybean products consisting of soybean oil, soybean
oil meal and flour, various paints and varnishes, soaps and
photographs of various operations in the soybean field was
furnished by County Agent C.H. Oathout.
“After luncheon President Riegel called the meeting
to order, and Professor J.C. Hackleman, Illinois Extension
Specialist in Farm Crops, presided.
“Mr. Charles L. Meharry welcomed the visitors to
the A.P. Meharry Farm and spoke briefly of the place and
importance of soybeans on the Meharry Farms.
Mr. Henry J. Waters, former President of the Kansas
State Agricultural College, addressed the growers on the
economic distress of the times and the economic situation at
the close of the World War.
Professor E.J. Kinney, of the Kentucky Experiment
Station, told briefly of the soybean in Kentucky...
For Kentucky conditions the Mammoth Yellow was
recommended for forage and the Haberlandt for seed.
“Mr. Charles Caldwell, soybean grower of Kentucky,
told briefly of ten years’ experience with soybeans.”
“Mr. Taylor Fouts, soybean grower of Indiana, stated
that he had been growing soybeans for a great many years,
and emphasized their value as a soil-building leguminous
crop on poor soils, especially where clover fails. He
suggested that while corn is King of the midwest crops, the
soybean would be known as the Queen, when we realize the
wonderful possibilities and many uses of the crop.
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (July 2007) that uses the word “Queen” to refer to the
soybean.
“Mr. C.E. Carter, of the Missouri Experiment Station,
reported on the soybean situation in Missouri... The Morse
and Medium Yellow (Midwest) are regarded as the best seed
varieties and Wilson and Virginia as the best forage sorts.
“Professor George M. Briggs, of the Wisconsin
Experiment Station, praised the performance of soybeans in
his state.”
“Mr. W.J. Morse, of the United States Department of
Agriculture, gave a general review of the soybean situation
in the United States. He stated that the interest in soybeans
has increased very rapidly during the past few years, not only
in the Middle West, but also on the Pacific Coast, in New
England and throughout the Northern and Southern States.”
“Mr. O.L. Cunningham, Kentucky, reported that
soybeans were so generally grown and favored in Fulton
County that soybean demonstrations were not essential. Of
the 20,000 acres of corn, at least 16,000 acres were said to
be planted with soybeans. The Mammoth Yellow variety was
grown with late corn and the Haberlandt with early corn for
pasturage. In Fulton County the corn is cut off and the hogs
allowed to pasture the soybeans.

“Mr. C.B. Newton, Ohio, reported on soybeans growing
in Ohio.”
“Mr. W.E. Riegel, manager of the A.P. Meharry Farm,
in a brief talk, stated that there was a place for soybeans on
every farm to produce whatever amount of feed could be fed
upon the farm, and that farmers should produce their protein
feed instead of buying tankage, cottonseed meal and other
high-priced feeds. It was also thought that soybeans should
be developed as a human food in the United States as already
had been done in the Orient.”
“Chairman Hackleman emphasized his belief that the
farmer should think of the soybean crop as a feed, forage,
and pasture crop, and as a legume to enrich the soil. He made
the point very emphatically that farmers should not depend
on growing the soybean crop for seed alone, and more
converts are needed to soybeans for their value on the farm.
When the farmers get this attitude towards the crop, the seed
crop will take care of itself.
“A demonstration of threshing soybeans followed the
program of speakers. Several loads of unhulled beans of
the 1920 crop were threshed to demonstrate that the proper
adjustment of an ordinary grain separator is all that is
necessary to successfully thresh beans. The growers were
shown the necessary adjustments and attachments in the way
of different sized pulleys which reduced the cylinder speed
without reducing the speed of the remainder of the thresher.
“The growers and guests after a unanimous vote of
thanks to the hosts of the A.P. Meharry Farms departed about
sundown.”
Four small photos (p. 41) show “The Second Annual
Field Meeting of the Association at the A.P. Meharry Farm
near Tolono, Illinois, September 1, 1921.” (1) Men standing
in a field with silos and barns in the background. (2) People
and children standing around luncheon tables covered with
white table cloths. (3) Many men seated on the ground under
trees, wearing white dress shirts (some wearing straw hats)
and listening to a speaker. (4) Men standing around talking
under trees. Address: Acting secretary.
2205. Meharry, Charles L. 1925. Fourth annual field meeting:
Madison, Wisconsin–September 11, 1923. Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association 1:46-48.
• Summary: “The Fourth Annual Field Meeting of the
Association was held under the direction of the President,
G.M. Briggs, at the Wisconsin University Hill Farm near
Madison, Wisconsin, September 11, 1923. Delegates from
eight different states and Washington, DC were present. The
meeting was in the form of field demonstrations and a short
lecture program. In the afternoon the following program was
presented: Twenty-five years of soybean work in Wisconsin,
by R.A. Moore, Wisconsin. Soybean oil mills, by W.A.
Ostrander, Indiana. Soybean and soybean oil meal for stock
feeding, by F.B. Morrison, Wisconsin. The value of soybean
in swine feeding, by C.M. Vestal, Indiana. Soybeans as a
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source of protein for poultry, by J.G. Halpin, Wisconsin.
“Five minute talks on various phases of the soybean
industry were given by delegates from various states. The
morning was spent by the delegates in inspection of field
experiments and demonstration of machinery used in the
soybean industry.
“Field experiments: 1. Soybean varieties from fifteen
different states. 2. Rate, depth and date of plantings. 3.
Soybean and corn combinations. 4. Recent introductions of
soybeans. 5. Miscellaneous plots of mottling and breeding
studies. 6. Curing of soybean hay in windrows, cocks, and
various other methods. 7. Soybeans in combination with
Sudan grass, millet, oats, and other grains.
“Machinery Demonstrations: 1. Cultivating a field of
soybeans with the harrow. 2. The Johnson two-row soybean
harvester. 3. The adjusted threshing machine. 4. The regular
separator with attachment. 5. Threshing beans by the corn
shredder and other methods. 6. Meal grinder used in the
grinding of soybean hay. Lunch was served at the Hill Farm
and a soybean menu provided.”
A full-page photo (p. 47) shows all the delegates seated
or standing in front of a barn at the Wisconsin University
Hill Farm. About 83 delegates are shown (77 men and 6
women); all the men are dressed in suits and ties, with some
wearing hats. All the women are wearing fancy hats. / Note:
F.S. Wilkins is reported to have presented data on the yields
of corn grown with and without soybeans “before the 1923
meeting of the National Soybean Growers’ Association”
(Robison 1924, p. 76). Address: Acting secretary.
2206. Meharry, Charles L. 1925. Fifth annual field meeting:
Ames, Iowa–August 29 and 30, 1924. Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association 1:49-52.
• Summary: “The Fifth Annual Field Meeting was held
at Ames, Iowa, under the auspices of the Extension and
Agronomy Divisions of the Iowa Agricultural College
and the Iowa Experiment Station... Soybean growers and
agronomists from fourteen states assembled at a soybean
dinner at ‘The Maples.’ After dinner the meeting adjourned
to the Agricultural Assembly Hall where it was called to
order by President W.J. Morse. The following papers were
presented: “Soybean in the South, by Prof. A.F. Kidder
(Louisiana). “Breeding soybeans,” by Dr. C.M. Woodworth
(Illinois Experiment Station). “Inoculation studies with
soybeans,” by Dr. W.H. Wright (Wisconsin Experiment
Station). Results of inoculation experiments with soybeans,
by Prof. F.S. Wilkins (Iowa Experiment Station). “Progress
in the study of soybean grades,” by Mr. J.E. Barr (USDA).
“On Saturday morning, August 30th, growers again
met in the Agricultural Assembly Hall for a continuation of
the program. More papers were presented: Investigations
to determine the cause of mottling in soybean seed, by
Mr. E.A. Hollowell (Iowa Experiment Station). “Diseases
of soybeans,” by Dr. J.B. Kendrick (Indiana Experiment

Station). “The soybean-wheat combination for Iowa,” by Mr.
J.N. Horlacker (Iowa soybean grower). “The cooperative
marketing of soybeans,” by Mr. J.B. Edmondson (Indiana
soybean grower). “Standardization of varieties,” by Mr. John
T. Smith (Illinois soybean grower). “The present status of the
domestic soybean oil industry and future prospects,” by Mr.
I.C. Bradley (Illinois soybean oil manufacturer).
“At 10:30 a.m. the meeting was adjourned that the
growers might inspect the soybean experiments on the
college field. After luncheon a short program was held under
the maples on the campus. More papers were presented:
“Why the Iowa farmer will continue to increase his soybean
acreage, by Professor F.G. Churchill. “The feeding of
soybeans to dairy cattle, by Professor G.E. Weaver (Iowa
Experiment Station). “The future of soybeans in the
northwest,” by Professor George M. Briggs (Wisconsin
Experiment Station).
“At the conclusion of the program the growers were
taken to the Agronomy Farm where the following soybean
experiments were inspected: 1. Methods of curing soybean
hay. 2. Thirty-five varieties compared for hay. 3. Varieties
of soybeans from different states. 4. Soybean varieties for
grain production. 5. Methods and rates of planting soybeans
in corn for hogging down and silage. 6. Methods and rates
of seeding solid for seed as compared with cultivated rows.
7. Comparison of width of rows and rate of planting in
cultivated rows. 8. Two soybean hay crops versus one hay
crop per season. 9. Soybean inoculation studies. 10. The
effect of lime and fertilizers on soybeans.
“After inspection of the soybean fields, a demonstration
of farm machinery most efficient in the production of
soybeans was held.
“A discussion on ‘some machinery the soybean grower
needs’ led by Mr. W.E. Riegel of Illinois, brought to a close
one of the most successful field meetings of the Association.”
A full-page photo shows many people meeting during
a short program, seated on the grass, under the maples on
the campus of the Iowa State College. Most are wearing a
long-sleeved white dress shirt and a necktie; quite a few are
wearing flat-brimmed straw hats. Address: Secretary.
2207. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association.
1925. American Soybean Association. 1:5-6. Sixth annual
field meeting. Held 1-3 Sept. at Washington, DC.
• Summary: “Object: To bring together for mutual
cooperation and coordination of effort, those interested in the
production, distribution, utilization and investigation of the
soybean industry in all its phases;
“To stimulate and hasten soybean investigations
everywhere and to encourage the coordination of such
investigations by the United States Department of
Agriculture and State Experiment Stations and the Dominion
and Provincial Departments of Agriculture and Experiment
Stations of Canada;
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“To stimulate the development and improvement of
soybean varieties possessing greater adaptability to special
soil or climatic conditions, particular purposes, greater
protectiveness, or marked immunity to diseases or insect
depredations;
“To create a more general interest in better seed, provide
for the proper description and nomenclature of varieties,
encourage seed certification through uniform field and bin
inspection, and the increase and dissemination of proven
worthy new introductions;
“To stimulate the investigation of methods for the
profitable utilization of surplus and cull beans;
“To establish market standards and grades for soybeans
and to encourage the establishment of more effective systems
of distribution and marketing;
“To encourage measures designed to safeguard our
American industry against the introduction of disease and
insect pests;
“To encourage the rational use of the soybean as a crop
for soil building, forage, grazing, as a money crop, especially
on lands too poor or too poorly drained to be profitable for
other crops, and as a smother crop for bad, low-growing
grasses;
“To promote and establish the true function of soybean
demonstrations, exhibitions and contests;
“To collect and disseminate the best available
information relating to both the practical and scientific
phases involved in increased yields coupled with lessened
cost.
“Eligibility: Any person interested in soybeans, who
agrees with the purposes of this Association, is eligible to
membership subject to the approval of the Board of Directors
and subject to the membership rules and payment of the
membership dues fixed by the By-laws.
“Meetings” The Association shall hold its Annual
Business Meeting for the election of officers and transaction
of general business at a time and place to be fixed by the
Board of Directors.
“At least one Field Meeting or, Demonstration shall be
held each year at such a time and place as may be fixed by
the Board of Directors.
“Special meetings of the Association may be called
by the President upon the written request of twenty-five
members.
“Regional Meetings of a local character for exhibitions,
demonstrations, lectures, etc., may be called by any Regional
Leader with the consent of the President, upon notice to
all local members. All exhibitions and meetings involving
awards by the Association shall be conducted in conformity
with the rules of the Association.
“Publications: The Association shall publish bulletins,
from time to time as the Board of Directors may direct,
containing such material as the proceedings of the
Association, papers presented at the meetings, membership

lists, articles on the different phases of soybean culture or
utilization and any other material approved by the Board of
Directors. The Board of Directors shall appoint an editor or
editors to edit and publish the bulletins of the Association.
“The members of the Association may secure additional
copies of the bulletins by notifying the editor in advance of
their publication, or as long as they are available, and by
paying to the Secretary-Treasurer the cost of the same.
“If you are interested in soybeans, the Association needs
you, and you need the Association. Mail the Secretary $1.00
for dues for one year. He will mail you your membership
card and copy of proceedings of the last meeting.”
2208. Slate, William L., Jr.; Brown, B.A. 1925. Corn and
soybeans as a combination crop for silage. Connecticut
(Storrs) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 133.
p. 353-78. Sept. [24 ref]
• Summary: This is a report of four years’ work with corn
and soybeans for silage. “To be of any great value the
soybeans must sufficiently reduce the nutritive ratio and
increase the total yield of feed per acre, to pay a profit on the
cost of adding them to the farm crop.”
The combination increased the yield of green forage
by approximately 1 ton/acre and the dry matter about 500
lb/acre over corn alone. The corn and soybeans cut for
silage contained 670 lb/acre of protein, while the corn alone
contained 550 lb/acre, narrowing the nutritive ratio from
1 to 13, to 1 to 9.8. Drilling was significantly better than
checking. A stalk of corn to 3 of beans per 12 inches of row
gave the largest total yield of green and dry matter and of
protein. Under Connecticut conditions planting soybeans in
the corn will add $10.00 per acre to the value of the silage
produced.
The various problems connected with the growing of the
crops in combination are discussed. Address: Storrs, CT.
2209. Garber, R.J.; Odland, T.E.; McIlvaine, T.C.;
Quisenberry, K.S. 1925. Varietal experiments with soybeans.
West Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
196. 16 p. Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultural practices.
Methods used in experiments. Experiments on the agronomy
farm. Description of varieties: Haberlandt, Hamilton, Wilson
and Wilson 89, Peking, Peking 1-21-7 and 1-21-8, Virginia.
Experiments at the Maggie substation. Summary.
“Soybeans are rapidly becoming one of the most
important leguminous crops grown in West Virginia...
The object of this bulletin is to present the results of
certain varietal experiments that have been carried on at
the Agronomy Farm near Morgantown and at the Maggie
Substation located in Mason County.”
Trials of 26 varieties were conducted between each year
from 1921 to 1924 near Morgantown. The highest yielding
variety, S.P.I. 36902, had an average seed yield of 31.2 bu/
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acre over the 4 years. The highest yielding hay variety
was Haberlandt, with an average yield of 10.53 tons/acre
green and 2.60 tons/acre air dry. At the Maggie Substation,
14 varieties were tested from 1922 to 1924. The variety
Ohio 9035 (Hamilton) gave the best average seed yield for
the 3 years, 37.3 bu/acre, while the variety Virginia gave
the best yield of air dry hay, 3.10 tons/acre. Address: 1-3.
Agronomists, Morgantown, WV.
2210. Metzger, J.E.; Holmes, M.G.; Bierman, H. 1925.
Soybeans: Production, composition and feeding value.
Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 277.
p. 75-101. Oct.
• Summary: Discusses the place of soybeans in the crop
rotation, the conditions influencing soybean yields, the
varieties of soybeans, and soybean hay.
“Soybean production–Introduction: The total area
planted to soybeans in Maryland in 1920 was estimated
at 10,000 acres, and in 1925, at 35,000 acres, or an
increase during the intervening five-year period of 250
per cent. About nine-tenths of this acreage is used for the
production of forage, and one-tenth for seed purposes and
soil improvement. Soybeans were first grown in this state
in 1888, but they did not assume any importance as a farm
crop until about 1910. At first they were grown mainly as
a substitute for cowpeas on the Coastal Plains section, but
during the past ten years they have become a common crop
in all of the counties of the State. The largest acreage for
forage is now found in the dairy section of the Piedmont
region. The southeastern part of the Coastal Plains region is
the principal seed producing area.
“The rapid increase in the soybean hay acreage is
due to the attempt on the part of farmers to reduce their
expenditures for concentrated feeds. Good soybean hay
contains as much protein as the usual proprietary feed, and
because of its lower cost, it is capable of producing milk at a
lower rate per unit of production. Throughout this period of
rapid increase in soybean acreage, growers experienced low
returns on their cereal crops, especially wheat. Thus, much of
the corn stubble land ordinarily seeded to wheat, was planted
to soybeans for hay and seed. Furthermore, the soybean fits
well into the established crop rotation, replacing either wheat
or spring oats.
“Although the soybean acreage may be said to have
increased by leaps and bounds, it is still far short of what it
might be...” Address: College Park, Maryland.
2211. Gleaner and Journal (Henderson, Kentucky).
1925. County farmers find soybeans are profitable: Many
progressive means of harvesting crop have been introduced
in few years. Dec. 20. p. 8. Sunday.
• Summary: “Henderson county has taken a leading part in
the producing of soybeans in recent years...” According to
the county agent, approximately 1,450 bushels of soybean

seed was sold to local farmers last spring. “This seed was
used for the planting of 189 acres for seed purposes, 725
acres for hay and 6,000 acres of corn and beans to be used
either for hogging down as a winter stock pasture or as a
legume to enrich the land... College of agriculture specialists
have estimated that at commercial prices a rank growth of
soybeans will absorb as high as $30.00 worth of nitrogen per
acre from the air.”
“Many local farmers are growing soybeans for seed
purposes and using a specially built harvester which
straddles the rows of beans, threshes off the seed, and leaves
the stalks standing in the fields. Five such harvesters are
now being used here. Henderson county was the pioneer
county of the state to use such harvesters purchased the
first machine last year, this progressive step being taken by
A.G. Crutchfield, of Smith Mills, and the late J.T. Latta, of
Geneva. This year many Kentucky counties have purchased
these machines.
“During this past growing season eighteen varieties of
soybeans were planted in two variety plats upon the farm
of Mrs. P.T. Latta, Geneva, and Harrey Gentry, McDonald’s
Landing. Many farmers visited these plats to note the
characteristics of the various varieties.” Their general
conclusions: “Virginia variety for hay on medium to poor
land; Laredo or Morse for hay on good land; Henderson
or Haberlandt for hogging down with corn; Mammoth
Yellow for late hogging down with corn; and Henderson or
Haberlandt for summer and fall hog pasture.
“Soybean hay is equal to any for feeding cattle, sheep
and work stock, and where ground can be used for hog and
poultry meal. There is a use for this crop on every farm in
Henderson county and the quicker it is adopted the sooner
will appreciation and respect for it be felt.”
2212. Ferris, E.B.; Anderson, W.S. 1925. Report South
Mississippi Branch Experiment Station 1925. Mississippi
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 232. 16 p.
Dec.
• Summary: Corn grown alone produced 35.6 bushels/acre;
corn with soybeans 29.9 bushels; corn with cowpeas 29.5;
with velvet beans 13.6. Cowpeas alone made 32.2 bushels,
and when grown with corn 19.7 bushels. Soybeans alone
made 12.1 bushels per acre, and 6.9 bushels when grown
with corn.
The section titled “Soy bean varieties” states (p. 5): “On
April 1, six varieties of soy beans were planted here...” The
yields of forage and beans are given for each variety: Wilson,
Virginia, Mammoth Yellow (misnamed), Laredo, Biloxi,
Otootan. Address: 1. Director; 2. Horticulturist. Both: South
Mississippi Branch Station.
2213. Kinney, E.J. 1925. Soybean project: Junior agricultural
clubs. University of Kentucky, College of Agriculture,
Extension Division, Circular No. 94 (Revised). 12 p. Dec. [4
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ref]
• Summary: Contents: Objects. Requirements. Introduction.
Selecting the plot for soybeans. Manure and fertilizers. Seed
[varieties]. The preparation of the seed bed. Time of seeding.
The importance of inoculation. How to inoculate. Sowing the
seeds. Cultivation. Harvesting soybeans for seed. Harvesting
soybean hay. Threshing. Storing the seed. Selection of
exhibits. Club score card–soy beans. Records. The story of
the project.
Page 4: Seed: It is best to raise a variety that is well
known and popular in the state. This makes it easier to obtain
seed for planting and also gives a better opportunity for
disposing of any surplus that may be grown.
“Varieties that may be used are Haberlandt, Lexington,
Mikado, Midwest and Virginia. Seed should be ordered early.
This gives the best chance of getting good seed of the variety
desired and insures the seed being on hand when needed.
County agents or club leaders will assist club members in
getting seed.”

paints and enamels, also refined and used in different food
products.
“Soy bean oil meal the product left after expressing the
oil is very rich in protein, very palatable and probably has no
equal when used in a ration for feeding Dairy Cows, hogs,
calves, pigs and sheep and in a mash for poultry.”
Page 21, titled “Soy Bean Inoculation,” notes that
inoculation is the key to success in growing soy beans since
“the prime object of the soy bean crop is for a nitrogen
fertilizer for the soil.”
A headline atop the page states: “Funk Farms established
1824. 25,000 acres in our farms.”
Attached to these pages are photocopies of the pages
or pages on soy beans from Funk Bros.’ catalogs of the
following years: 1926 (1 page), 1927 (2 p.), 1928-29 (2 p.),
1931 (2 p., including an analysis of the composition of soy
bean oil meal and an ad for Illini brand soy bean oilmeal),
1932 (1 p.), 1934 (½ page), 1938 (½ page), 1939 (½ page).
Address: Bloomington, Illinois.

2214. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1925. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois. See p. 20-21.
• Summary: Five pages are devoted to soybeans in this
catalog, compared with only 2 pages the previous year
(1924). Pages 18-19 give basic information about soybean
cultivation and varieties under several headings: There
are many reasons for the increased acreage and spreading
popularity. Preparation of soil for planting. Time of planting.
Method of seeding and cultivation. Soy bean varieties (for
seed, hay, fertilizer, hogging down, or all of these): Manchu,
Midwest, Ito San, A.K., Ebony, Wilson, Sable, Peking, and
Virginia. The principal characteristics of each variety are
given. Harvesting and threshing.
Page 18 begins: “The greatest proof of the popularity of
Soy Beans among agriculturists is the tremendous increase
in acreage in the last five years. In 1919 Illinois grew 16,000
acres of Soy Beans, 37,000 acres in 1921 and 229,000 acres
in 1923. Some of the Middle West and Central States that
could scarcely find a 1,000 acres in the whole State are
now boasting of from 5,000 to 10,000 acres in one county
alone. Soy Beans are destined to become one of the Major
American Crops.” A photo shows a man in a field of soy
beans.
Page 20 contains a section titled “Soy Beans for
Commercial Purposes.” A photo shows a partial view of
Funk’s newly acquired soy bean crushing plant. “Believing
that it is essential to the greatest development of the Soy
Bean Industry, and that a market is assured the grower for
surplus beans, we have installed a crushing plant at our seed
house where beans are processed and oil expressed, and in
this manner converted into valuable products, that already
have found a favorable market.
“Soy bean oil is a semi-drying oil having many of the
characteristics of Linseed Oil and is used in some of the finer

2215. Hughes, Harold DeMott; Henson, Edwin Ray. 1925.
Crop production data: Notes for students in Farm Crops 51
and 52 consisting of a digest of data bearing on certain crop
production problems. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State College, Farm
Crops and Soils Dep. 258 p. Illust. No index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Soy is mentioned on many, many pages in this
book–which is crippled by lack of an index. The interesting
and more important mentions are as follows:
Page 28: Table 9, “Crop acreage, yields and values in
Iowa” for 1923. Soybeans grown alone: Acres: 7,155. Yield:
18,0 bu/acre. Price: $1.75. Soybeans with other crops: Acres:
150,582. Footnote: Only recently did statistics start to be
kept on soybeans in Iowa.
Page 48: “39. Adaptation of Soybean Varieties. Varieties
have different habits of growth and certain varieties have
proven better adapted for one purpose than for another. Iowa
Bulletin No. 228 gives the yields and recommendation of
varieties as a six-year average.
“Table 24. Varieties of Soybeans for Various Purposes.
(Figures in parenthesis are the yields of the variety.)” The
purposes are: (1) Alone for seed (bu per acre). (2) Alone for
Hay (tons). (3) In Corn to Hog Down (in order of value). (4)
In Corn for Silage.
Page 129: Table 100, “Crop acreages and number
of animal units it would support.” The 287,000 acres of
soybeans grown will support 57,000 animals.
Pages 131-33 have the following contents: Uses of
soybeans. Time to plant. Method and rate to seed. Cultivation
of soybeans. Harvesting soybeans, Soybeans in corn. Table
105. “Yield of soybean seed in bushels with rates given.”
Drilled in 8-inch of 10-inch rows, or broadcast. Table 106.
“Cultivation of soybeans, implement use, direction to
cultivate and the effect on stand and yield.” Implements are
harrow, weeder, and rotary hoe.
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Harold Hughes lived 1882-1969. Edwin Henson was
born in 1896. Address: 1. Prof. of Farm Crops, and Chief in
Farm Crops, Iowa State Agric. Exp. Station; 2. Asst. Prof. of
Farm Crops. Both: Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
2216. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report. 1925. Recent progress in solving some farm
problems of Illinois. 37:1-196. For the year ended June 30,
1924.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Manchu soybean shows
promise as a seed producer (p. 28). Investigation started on
heredity in soybeans (p. 28-30). Soybean inoculation not
substitute for lime (p. 30-31). Improved nodule development
on soys is sought (p. 30-31). Soybeans being bred for higher
oil content (p. 31-32). Selection fails to alter soy composition
(p. 32-33). Test companion cropping of soys and corn (p. 5152).
Livestock: Soybean meal equal to cottonseed meal (p.
76; “Already soybean meal in Illinois and neighboring states
is on a scale that ensures the extensive use of this crop as
a source of vegetable oils and fats in the near future. An
important by-product of this oil extractive industry will be
soybean oil cake, or soybean meal, which, because of its
high protein content, offers great possibilities as a feed for
livestock. This possible addition to the available supply of
nitrogenous feeding stuffs will fill a large need, inasmuch as
the United States as a whole and the corn belt in particular
are short of feeds of this kind. At the present time the
standard protein supplement for use in feeding beef cattle is
cottonseed meal of choice grade.” In this experiment: “Two
lots of 18 two-year-old Hereford steers of select grade were...
fed for 105 days. Ground corn, corn silage, and alfalfa hay
were used as the basic rations for the steers in both lots
and, in addition, cottonseed meal was fed to one group and
soybean oil meal to the other.
“While the steers fed the soybean oil meal made
somewhat faster and slightly more economical gains than
those that received the cottonseed meal, the difference
between the two lots was not large enough to be of practical
significance. Both feeds proved highly satisfactory when fed
as they were, and from the results obtained it appears that the
two have practically the same feeding value. No difficulties
were met in getting the cattle to eat soybean meal”).
Show value of soys for fattening lambs (p. 76-80; The
“experiment showed that the edible part of soybean hay is
on a par with alfalfa hay for fattening western lambs when
fed with shelled corn. However, there was much more
refuse from soybean hay than from alfalfa hay”). Soybean
digestibility for sheep studied (p. 82-83).
Dairy cattle and dairy products: Soybeans prove
valuable crop for dairymen (p. 110-11). Farm mechanics:
Better methods sought for harvesting soys (p. 177-78).

2217. Piper, C.V.; Oakley, R.A.; Vinall, H.N.; Pieters, A.J.;
Morse, W.J.; et al. 1925. Hay. Agriculture Yearbook (USDA)
p. 285-376. For the year 1924. See p. 322. [4 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soybeans” states: “Like
cowpeas, the production of soybeans is confined principally
to the Eastern States (See fig. 27)... Unlike the cowpea,
the soybean acreage has increased rapidly in recent years
principally in the Corn Belt and adjoining States. The
estimated acreage of soybeans in 1923 was 2,037,000. There
were 794,000 acres of this total [39%] cut for hay, producing
1,155,000 tons. A large acreage of soybeans is interplanted
with corn and pastured off when the crops have matured.
“Soybeans are not so sensitive to cool weather as are
cowpeas and they succeed better on heavy clay soils... The
plants are upright and are easier to harvest for hay than are
cowpeas. The hay, although coarse, is relished by all kinds of
livestock.
“Soybeans should be cut for hay as soon as the pods are
formed. Not more than half of the roughage given to horses
should be soybean hay, and in fattening steers the quantity
should be limited on account of its laxitiveness. The extent
of this laxative effect depends largely upon the quantity
of beans which the hay contains. It is a valuable hay for
growing stock and for dairy cattle it ranks just below alfalfa
and red clover. It is considered second only to alfalfa as a
roughage for sheep and goats. or hogs the value depends
largely upon the content of the beans. Soybean hay cut early
and cured properly may be fed to poultry with good results.”
A map (p. 320) shows the acreage of annual legumes
cut for hay in 1919. Each dot represents 2,000 acres. “The
annual legumes, including cowpeas, soybeans, field peas,
peanuts, and vetches, are most important in the Southeastern
States. That portion of the crop cut for hay represents only
a small part of the total acreage of these legumes.” A photo
(p. 322) shows soybeans being harvested for hay by a farmer
on horse-drawn farm machinery. It notes that soybean hay
is especially valuable as a feed for dairy cattle. Address:
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2218. Wood (T.W.) & Sons. 1925. Wood’s seeds for 1925
(Mail order, with order form). Richmond, Virginia. 88 p. 25
cm.
• Summary: Page 74 is titled “Soy or Soja Beans–They
make poor land good–they make good land better.” Pages
74-75 discuss: Worth knowing about soy beans (sidebar).
Feeding value. Sowing with other crops (such as cow-peas
or corn, to yield a larger crop of forage and give a better
balanced ration). Culture. Inoculate (with bacteria, such as
Farmogerm).
Varieties available: Laredo, Otootan, Tar Heel Black,
Wilson Early Black, Tokio, Mammoth Brown, Virginia,
Certified Virginia, Biloxi, Haberlandt, Hollybrook Early, and
Mammoth Yellow.
Photos show: A farmer in the middle of a field of
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soybeans (p. 74). A group of soybean leaves and pods (p.
75).
This catalog is owned by the Smithsonian Horticulture
Branch Library in Washington, DC. The call number:
#53342. The company operates the following departments
at different addresses in Richmond, Virginia: Offices/
Salesrooms, Shipping, Storage, and Branch Stores. Address:
Richmond, Virginia.
2219. W.B.N. 1926. How to grow quality soybean hay:
Illinois experiments show effect of thickness of planting on
feeding value. Dairy Farmer 24(1):6-7. Jan. 1.
• Summary: “During a feeding trial with soybean hay in
the winter of 1923-24, in Illinois, it was observed that
the proportion of the hay refused by the cows depended
somewhat upon the coarseness of the stems. This observation
led to an actual test by the Illinois experiment station on
growing and feeding hay differing in the coarseness of the
plants. During the summer of 1924, several plots of soybeans
were grown for this purpose and the hay fed during the
following winter.
“Five small plots, each about one acre in size, were
used. The soybeans (Mongol or Midwest) were planted with
a wheat drill on the different plots at the rate of 28, 34, 49, 54
and 72.5 pounds per acre, respectively. Heavy rains packed
the ground several times after the beans were planted, but the
crust was broken and weeds kept down by cultivation with
a rotary hoe. It was not possible to keep down all the weeds,
however, but it was observed that the growth of weeds was
much greater in the thinly seeded plots. Before the beans
were harvested, men went thru the field and pulled and
carried out the largest weeds so that the feeding value of the
hay would not be influenced by the presence of weeds.
“The hay was placed in the mow, each plot being kept
separate, and fed to grade Holstein cows. From sixteen
to eighteen pounds of hay were fed to each cow daily,
in addition to fifteen pounds of corn silage and a grain
mixture in proportion to milk yield. The silage was fed in
the morning and the hay in the afternoon, so that the cows
would have a long time to pick over the hay before the next
feeding. A twenty-five gallon, garbage can was kept in front
of each cow’s manger, and each day the refused feed (stems)
was carefully collected and placed in the can. When the
cans were filled, the contents were weighed and placed in
gunny sacks to dry. Later the feed left by each cow was again
weighed and the stems cut and sampled for analysis. The
results of analysis showed that the stems consisted of more
than fifty percent crude fiber and were very low in feeding
value.
“A very striking difference was found in the amounts
of the stems which were refused. The hay from the thinlyseeded plots had large coarse stems which were not relished
and were not eaten. The hay from the most heavily-seeded
plot had much finer stems and was nearly all consumed. In

all cases the leaves, beans and finer parts were cleaned up by
the cows, and the chief reason for the refusal of more stems
from one plot than another was evidently their coarseness.
The actual amounts of hay (stems) refused, in terms of
percentage of the hay feed, were 6.2 percent for the hay from
the most thickly-seeded plot, and 12.3 percent, 17.8 percent,
15.6 percent and 18 percent, respectively, for the thinner
plantings. The amount of refused feed from Plot 3 was
higher than expected, but it is believed that this is due to the
fact that this hay was fed last in the trial, ending in May, and
that it had become dried out and was less palatable than the
remainder of the hay.
“The differences between the percentages of hay refused
do not seem large at first thought, but when considered upon
the basis of pounds per ton, the differences are more striking.
Only 120 pounds (6 percent) of stems remained from each
ton of hay from the most thickly-seeded plot, but from the
thinly-seeded plot, 360 pounds, (18 percent) were left, a
difference of 240 pounds for each ton of hay fed. The value
of the 240 pounds of hay would, in most cases; be more than
sufficient to offset the extra cost of seed necessary and leave
a profit besides, to say nothing of the improved quality of the
hay due to fewer weeds.
“It is possible that especially favorable growing seasons
may cause a ranker growth of soybeans than would be the
case if conditions for growth were less favorable. On this
account and because the plots in 1924 were small, it was
planned to repeat the trial during 1925-26. Accordingly, a
24-acre field was planted with certified Manchu seed, but the
dry weather prevented good germination and the work had to
be postponed. It is planned to continue work on the project,
however, using different methods of planting and possibly
several varieties.”
Photos show: (1) Soybeans respond to cultivation with a
rotary hoe and the cost is small. (2) Mongol soybeans grown
for hay on university of Illinois dairy farm. (3) This crop of
soybeans contained over 600 pounds per acre of seed, a high
priced feed essential. Two horses are pulling a man seated on
a cultivator.
2220. Morse, W.J. 1926. Re: Mr. L.L. Hidinger, Memphis,
Tennessee, wants information about soybeans. Letter to Prof.
C.V. Piper, USDA, Washington, DC, Jan. 15. 1 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Dr. Piper: With regard to the request of
Mr. L.L. Hidinger, Memphis, Tennessee, for information as
to the best kind of soybeans that will grow on the Delta land
on the Arkansas side of the Mississippi river, will say that
the Laredo and Otootan have given the best esults for forage
purposes on this type of land. Last fall I had occasion to visit
the Upper Delta of the Mississippi, which is directly across
from the region referred to by Mr. Hidinger. Throughout the
Upper Mississippi Delta and the Otootan and Laredo are
grown very extensively for hay and give very high yields.
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It is noted that Mr. Hidinger does not look with favor on
planting soybeans because of the high cost of the seed.
Although Otootan and Laredo are selling from 7 1/2 to 10
dollars per bushel, it must be remembered that a bushel of
either of these varieties will plant about 6 to 8 acres in rows.
Throughout the Mississippi Delta all soybeans were planted
in rows even for forage purposes. Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
2221. Mumford, H.W. 1926. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 38:1-191. For the year
ended June 30, 1925.
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Manchu takes lead as
best soybean seed (p. 32-33). Further tests made on soybean
as soil builder (p. 33-35). Progress made in tests to improve
soybeans (p. 35-36). Soybeans found to vary in nodule
production (p. 36-37). Measure effect of inoculation on soy
seed yield (p. 37).
Livestock investigations: Soybean and soft pork
question being probed (p. 60-61). No losses caused by
soybean hay fed to ewes (p. 74-75). Test of soybean
digestibility is extended (p. 75-76). Dairying and dairy
products: Thickly planted soybeans make best quality hay (p.
90-91). Legume hays fill lime needs of dairy cows (p. 9192).
Fruits, vegetables, and commercial floriculture: Vast
seed marketing business being studied (p. 126-26; 44%
of the soybean seed is not raised on the farm where it is
sown). Future of soybean marketing being considered (p.
127-28; Soybeans “are a relatively new crop in Illinois.” In
accounting for the 1923 crop of shelled soybeans, 6.6% was
kept by the growers as seed. The percentages sold to various
takers were: farmers 28%, seed companies 26.7%, elevators
10.7%, oil companies 4.5%, and other buyers (mostly farm
bureaus) 1.8%).
Farm mechanics: Survey shows machines used in
soybean growing (p. 141-42; The greatest difficulties in
growing and handling soybeans for seed are in harvesting
{100}, threshing {72}, cultivation and weeds {36}, planting
{12}. “Electricity is the newest type of power available to
the farmer”). Address: Dean and Director of the Station,
Urbana, Illinois.
2222. Schmidt, Julius. 1926. Gehirnentzuendung verbunden

mit Schlundkopflaehmung bei Pferden nach Verfuetterung
von Sojabohnen [Encephalytis and paralysis of the pharynx
in horses after eating soybeans]. Berliner Tieraerztliche
Wochenschrift 42(2):20-22. Jan. [Ger]
Address: Erxleben, Germany.
2223. Traeder, Albert. 1926. Soybeans for cows (Letter to the
editor). Prairie Farmer 98(6):14. Feb. 6.
• Summary: From a Wisconsin dairy farmer who grows
soybeans with corn for use as silage. Address: Jefferson
County, Wisconsin.
2224. Mann, Frank I. ed. 1926. Soybeans for silage. Prairie
Farmer 98(7):18. Feb. 13.
• Summary: F.L.P. from Stark County, Illinois writes “Is
there a variety of soybeans which grow high enough to be
harvested with corn for the silo and does this make good
silage? We have never gotten any to grow high enough for
this.” Mr. Mann answers his question.
2225. Philadelphia Public Ledger. 1926. Dr. Charles
V. Piper: Agriculture department expert and U.S. Golf
Association officer. Feb. 13.
• Summary: A brief obituary. “Washington, Feb. 12.–(AP)–
Dr. Charles V. Piper, forage crop expert of the Department
of Agriculture and nationally known for his interest in golf,
died here last night.
“He had served as a chairman of the greens section of
the United States Golf Association. Dr. Piper was born in
Victoria, British Columbia, fifty-eight years ago.”
2226. Official Record of the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture (The).
1926. Dr. Charles V. Piper. 5(7):4. Feb. 17.
• Summary: “Dr. Charles Vancouver Piper, in charge of the
Office of Forage Crop Investigations, died Thursday evening,
February 11, at Emergency Hospital, Washington. For some
time Doctor Piper had been in poor health, but continued to
carry on his work. He suffered a light stroke of paralysis at
his office the previous Monday morning, was taken to his
home, and then to the hospital the following day.
“Doctor Piper was connected with the department for 23
years, during which time be made a world-wide reputation as
an authority on forage crops and grasses. Through his efforts
many plants and grasses of inestimable value to American
agriculture were introduced from foreign countries and
established in the United States.
“Probably Doctor Piper was more widely known to the
general public through his work in developing the creeping
bent grasses for use on golf greens than through any other
single accomplishment. In his introduction of various grass
seeds for lawns and other purposes he found a number of
varieties of creeping bent grass. Some of these were isolated
and tested at the Arlington farm [Virginia] where, due to the
lack of seed development, he devised the vegetative method
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of propagating and distributing them.
“In 1919 Doctor Piper discovered a clump of bent grass
growing on a green at the Washington Golf and Country
Club. By the vegetative method of propagation he secured
a quantity of roots of this grass and in 1921 distributed the
stolens or roots to various golf associations for trial. The
grass has since become known as the Washington creeping
bent and is now found growing on thousands of golf greens
throughout the northern section of the United States.
“At the time of his death Doctor Piper was chairman of
the greens committee of the United States Golf Association,
which he was largely instrumental in organising, and
editor of the monthly publication issued by the association.
Through its columns he brought about the use of these
improved grasses for greens and by his efforts created
golfing conditions enjoyed by thousands of golfers
everywhere. Through this medium be also found an outlet
for his characteristic philosophy, which he expressed under
a monthly contribution called ‘Meditations of a Peripatetic
Golfer.’
“The contributions which Doctor Piper made to the
forage and grass industry of practical agriculture are so
numerous that it is difficult to single out the most outstanding
achievement. However, it was the work of Doctor Piper
that secured the introduction and establishment of the now
widely known Sudan grass, which is native to Africa. In a
comparatively short time this grass has become one of the
very valuable hay and pasture grasses over a large part of
the United States. Likewise the rapid spread of soy beans
in this country can be credited to his introductions and
investigations.
“Doctor Piper is the author of more than a hundred
papers and books on botany, agriculture, and allied subjects.
He was also consulting agricultural editor for the McGraw
Hill Book Company.
“In his search for new forage plants and other crops
Doctor Piper has traveled widely, having spent much time in
Japan, China, India, Java, Egypt, the Philippines and Alaska.
His last trip outside the United States was made several years
ago to Panama in the interests of the Army for the purpose of
advising the best methods of growing, handling, and utilizing
native hays and grasses there as a feed for Army horses and
mules.
“Doctor Piper was born at Victoria, B.C., June 16,
1867, In 1885 he received his B.S. degree at the University
of Washington, and his M.S. in 1892. He remained at that
institution [sic, he taught for 11 years at the State College
of Washington, at Pullman] as professor of botany until
1903, when he received his appointment to the department
[USDA] at Washington, D.C. He was a member of the
Botanical Society of Washington and its president in 19089; the Biological Society of Washington; the Society for the
Promotion of Agricultural Science, and the American Society
of Agronomy, of which he was president in 1913-14.

Note: A later correction in this same periodical on
March 10, 1926, p. 3 stated: “According to information
concerning Dr. C. V. Piper, furnished The Official Record at
the time of his death and published in the issue of February
17, the statement was made that he taught for 11 years in
the University of Washington. This was a mistake. Doctor
Piper’s teaching experience was in the State College of
Washington, at Pullman.”
2227. Kephart, L.W. 1926. Charles Vancouver Piper. 7 p.
Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: “Charles Vancouver Piper, ex-president
and recently elected Fellow of the American Society of
Agronomy, and for twenty-three years Agrostologist in
Charge of the Office of Forage Crop Investigations of the
United States Department of Agriculture, died at Washington,
D.C., February 11, 1926. He was in his 59th year. He had
been in poor health for nearly two years and had been forced
to curtail the extraordinarily active interests in which he was
engaged, but he had been attending his office regularly until
a few days before his death.
“In the passing of Prof. Piper, the science of agronomy
loses one of its most distinguished exponents and staunchest
friends. In a day when the study of field crops consisted
mostly of simple plot tests and its proponents were looked
upon merely as glorified farm hands, he insisted on the
maintenance of the highest scientific standards in agronomic
research and, by the example of his own individual
contributions, did much to convince the classical sciences
that agronomy was worthy of a place among them. In that
conception he never faltered and his many writings, while
clear, lucid and practical, are accepted as the authoritative
treatises on these subjects throughout the world.
“Professor Piper belonged to that fast disappearing
class of truly versatile naturalists who are competent in all
branches of biology. He was primarily a taxonomic botanist
and, in that difficult field, had gained distinction long
before the science of agronomy, as such, was conceived. He
was almost equally proficient in entomology, while in the
hundred or more technical papers from his pen are found
treatises on pathology, histology, soil chemistry, historical
geology and plant and animal physiology. In addition, he
was a master of etymology and of languages and understood
the derivation and use of words as perhaps no other man
in the agricultural professions. Exactness and precision of
phraseology were his hobby and he coined many words
or called attention to the incorrect use of words in both
technical and popular speech.
“Perhaps the reason for his broad interest in the natural
sciences can be found in the background of his boyhood
days. He was born in Vancouver, British Columbia and his
early years were spent amid the teeming life of the northwest
Pacific Coast. Probably there was an inborn spirit of the
naturalist, or it may have been merely the urge of his rugged
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physique that took him out into the woods and fields and
early gave him an interest in the living world about him. At
all events, while still in his teens, he began the systematic
study of the fauna and flora of his native region. To such
good effect did he apply himself that before he was eighteen
he had graduated as Bachelor of Science from Washington
State College [sic, Univ. of Washington]. Before he was
twenty-six he had acquired his Master’s degree and had been
appointed Professor and Head of the department of Zoology
and Biology of the same institution. To the upbuilding of
that department he devoted the next ten years of his life,
setting an example of interest and enthusiasm that inspired
those about him to a degree not common in those branches
of study. Somewhere he found time during the summers to
go East and study at Harvard, where he obtained an M.S.
in 1900. Years later the doctorate was conferred upon him
by the Kansas Agricultural College. Most of his vacations
at Pullman, however, were spent exploring the little known
mountains, forests and plains of Washington, in the course
of which he built up an extensive collection of plants, which
culminated in 1915 in the publication of the Flora of the
Northwest Coast, the first and foremost manual of the plants
of that region.
“In 1903, Prof. Piper came to the Department of
Agriculture to take charge of the agrostology or grass
investigations of the old Office of Farm Management. Two
years later Forage Crop Investigations became a separate
office and Prof. Piper was placed in charge. Immediately
his attention turned to the possibility of applying his
botanical knowledge to the solution of forage difficulties.
The most promising avenue of approach appeared to be the
introduction and testing of forage plants from other parts
of the world. Arrangements were therefore made with the
Office of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction for explorers
to be sent to the remote corners of the earth in search of
unknown plants and a systematic combing of the earth
began, which has continued to the present time. This search
was by no means a blind hit-and-miss peregrination. Each
journey was definitely for the purpose of uncovering some
type or species of plant whose existence seemed probable
because of the botanical relation to other plants, but whose
like had never actually been seen. Such a program on the
part of a botanist can be compared only to the efforts of the
chemist, who, having at hand the composition and behavior
of the known substances, constructs a Periodic Table of the
elements, predicting that the gaps in the table will be filled
at some time in the future by the discovery of other elements
corresponding exactly in chemical composition to the
hypothetical figures in the table. Or it may be likened to the
effort of the astronomer, who, carefully arranging the known
celestial bodies in orderly fashion, predicts that at some
precise moment, perhaps years in the future, two bodies will
come into juxtaposition. Botanical exploration, based on
such a premise, had not, so far as known, heretofore been

made, and it required courage of the convictions of a rare
order to risk the funds and reputation of the government in
such pursuits.
“That these endeavors were richly rewarded is well
known. Probably the most spectacular success was Sudan
grass. This plant, now so important a part of the agriculture
of the great plains, would today be utterly unknown in
America had not Prof. Piper, by pure deductive reasoning,
decided that in a certain part of Africa there was almost
certain to be found the missing link between Johnson grass,
a perennial, and its evolutionary forms, the annual sorghums.
Seed of the sorghums was accordingly assembled from all
northern Africa, and in a small packet received from the
director of agriculture at Khartum [Khartoum], in the Sudan,
and labeled simply Sorghum Halepense, was contained the
precious seeds so earnestly sought. After careful trials, the
plant was released to the public and, since 1915, the crop has
been estimated to be worth $10,000,000 a year to the people
of the United States.
“Next in importance to Sudan grass and apparently
destined to exceed it in value are the improved varieties
of soybeans which have made possible the culture of this
crop north of the Mason and Dixon Line. So gradually and
systematically have the seeds of these new varieties been
diffused through the northern states that their origin is
sometimes obscured. But it is a fact that soybeans would still
be an unprofitable curiosity outside of the cotton belt had not
Prof. Piper brought together and segregated and cross-bred at
various places the hundreds of varieties found in Mongolia,
Korea and the Far East” (Continued). Address: [Asst.
Agronomist, Office of Forage-Crop Investigations, Bureau of
Plant Industry [USDA, Washington, DC].
2228. Kephart, L.W. 1926. Charles Vancouver Piper
(Continued–Document part II). 7 p. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: (Continued): “Of recent years, Prof. Piper’s
interest had centered largely in the southeastern states
and most of the more important recent introductions have
been destined for that region. This was partly because the
unexplored portions of the world, which are the best sources
of new material, are mostly in the subtropics, but chiefly
because the need of new forages is much more acute in the
southern states than in Other portions of the United States.
To the northerner these newcomers are merely names,
but to the southerner they are the harbingers of a new
economic era, for, of the two factors that have been retarding
diversification in the South, the presence of animal parasites
and the lack of suitable forage, the latter at least is in fair
way of correction. The culture of Natal, Rhodes, Carpet,
Napier, Kikuyu, Angleton, Bahia and Centipede grasses and
of Brazilian joint-pod and the new varieties of soybeans and
velvet beans are either largely or entirely the result of Prof.
Piper’s advocacy of their usefulness.
“Of recent years an activity of Prof. Piper’s which has
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brought him much attention has been the development of
new methods of making fine turf for lawns and golf courses,
especially the vegetative method of propagating bent grasses.
This activity illustrates again how botanical knowledge
was put directly to practical use. While playing golf on the
courses near Washington, Prof. Piper was impressed with
the poor quality of the turf, especially on the putting greens.
This was a matter directly in his line. Accordingly, he began
a search for other grasses and soon the discovery was made
of a small but excellent piece of turf growing on one of the
fairways. Systematic study of this small sod revealed it to be
a distinct species of bent grass, but one not clearly defined in
any botanical manual and not commercially available. This
necessitated a thorough re-working of the genus Agrostis
with the result that all the various bent grasses are now
clearly defined and planting material is available of any
species or strain desired. The millions of golfers who now
enjoy the carpet-like turf of modern putting greens may
thank a scholarly botanist for achieving in a few months
what highly paid golf architects and expensive greenkeepers
had, through many years, failed to do.
“This brief biography would be incomplete without
a word of tribute to his personal qualities. Prof. Piper
was big in mind as he was in body. Small thoughts were
foreign to his nature. When he did not agree with one, as
was frequently the case, it was not for personal or petty
reasons. It was because of a sincere and honest conviction.
To some it seemed that he was brusque in manner and not
sufficiently considerate of their opinions. Nothing could have
been farther from the fact. If, while one were presenting a
matter to him, he interrupted before one were fairly started
and settled the discussion before it apparently had begun,
it was because the extraordinary keenness and incisiveness
of his mind had seen the whole proposal almost before
it was presented, and he had arrived at a decision almost
simultaneously. If, subsequently, he was shown to be in
error, no one was quicker to acknowledge it. All he wanted
was the facts. He was an uncommonly quick and accurate
reader and writer and could digest a manuscript or prepare a
paper before the ordinary person had his thoughts in mind.
Yet rarely was it necessary for him to make corrections.
He was a prodigious worker and during the past ten years
had not only been in active charge of the Office of Forage
Crop Investigations, but had been editor of the McGrawHill series of agricultural books, editor of the Agronomy
section of Botanical Abstracts, editor of the Bulletin of the
Green Section of the U.S. Golf Association, and a member
of several standing committees entailing much effort. Any
two of these enterprises would have taxed the capacity of
ordinary men.
“It was a favorite saying of Prof. Piper’s that no man or
thing was indispensable in the scheme of things. Possibly
not; but in reviewing the results of such a productive life it is
difficult to say that he is not irreplaceable.”

Note: A line at the end states that this fine obituary
was supposed to have been published in Wallaces’ Farmer,
however we have not been able to find it. Instead, a much
shorter one appeared on 19 March 1926, p. 442. Address:
[Asst. Agronomist, Office of Forage-Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA, Washington, DC].
2229. Progressive Farmer. 1926. Agriculture loses one of its
best workers [Dr. C.V. Piper]. 41(10):306. March 6.
• Summary: Dr. Charles V. Piper has been connected with
the USDA “for 23 years, during which time he made a
world-wide reputation as an authority on forage crops and
grasses.”
“One of his outstanding achievements was his work in
securing the introduction and establishment of... Sudan grass
in this country.” A native of Africa, it has quickly become
a very valuable hay and pasture grass in a large part of the
United States, especially the South.
“Likewise the rapid spread of soybeans in this country
can be credited, largely at least, to his introductions and
investigations.
“... few men have done more for the good of agriculture
than Dr. Piper.”
2230. Morse, W.J. 1926. Re: Material for the Secretary of
Agriculture on his southern trip. Letter (memorandum) to
Dr. R.A. Oakley, USDA, Washington, DC, March 22. 1 p.
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Dr. Oakley: With reference to the
attached B.P.I. [Bureau of Plant Industry] Memorandum 204
from Dr. Taylor regarding material for the Secretary on his
southern trip, the soybean, cowpea and velvet bean may offer
some helpful suggestions. Practical experience and extensive
investigations have shown that these leguminous crops are
of the utmost importance in the greater development of
southern agriculture.
“The cowpea is the best known legume in the South, and
is used extensively for soil improvement, fed to livestock, as
pasturage, hay or ensilage, and the seed used as human food.
The velvet bean is especially valuable as a grazing crop of
cattle and hogs in autumn and winter for soil improvement.
It is doubtful if any other crop offers so many opportunities
to southern agriculture as the soybean. It may be grown as
a cash crop, for hay, pasturage, ensilage, oil and oil meal,
human food and soil improvement.
“Attached herewith are brief articles giving data and
possibilities of each of the above crops. Yours very truly,...”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
92–Morgan-Morse.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers
Univ., March 2012. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop
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Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington,
DC.
2231. Hughes, H.D.; Wilkins, F.S. 1926. Sudan grass. Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 233. p. 121-49.
March.
• Summary: The section on “Mixture with other crops”
(p. 143) has a subsection titled “With soybeans.” Sudan
grass and soybeans grow successfully when mixed. The
mixture does not yield much hay as Sudan grass alone, but
the feeding value should be greater. A photo (p. 145) shows
sudan grass growing with soybeans for hay. Address: 1. B.S.,
M.S.A., Chief in Farm crops; 2. B.S., M.S.A., Asst. Chief in
Farm crops. Both: Ames, Iowa.
2232. Vinall, H.N. 1926. Charles Vancouver Piper
[Obituary]. J. of the American Society of Agronomy
18(3):295-300. March. [66* ref]
• Summary: This obituary contains the best biography of
Charles V. Piper we have seen to date. An ex-president
and recently elected Fellow of the American Society of
Agronomy, he died on February 11, 1926 at Washington, DC,
at age 58. He is survived by a wife, mother, three brothers,
and three sisters. “The immediate cause of his death was
uremic poisoning due to Bright’s disease” [a kidney disease].
High blood pressure forced him to be careful in his work for
several years before his death.
He was born on 16 June 1867 in Victoria, BC, Canada,
one of the nine children of Andrew William and Minna
(Hausman) Piper. After completing his common school
education, he entered the University of Washington and
received the degrees of Bachelor of Science in 1885, and
Master of Science in 1892. In 1893 he went to Pullman,
Washington, as Professor of Botany and Zoology in the
Washington Agricultural College (now State College of
Washington) and remained as head of the department until
1903. He married Laura Maude Hungate on 15 Sept. 1897.
In 1900 he attended summer school at Harvard University (in
Massachusetts) and earned an M.S. degree there.
In 1903 he went to work for the U.S. Department of
Agriculture in Washington, DC. He was in charge of the
Office of Forage Crop Investigations from the time of its
organization as a separate unit in 1905 until his death.
“Mr. Piper was elected to two honor fraternities, Phi
Beta Kappa and Sigma Xi, and was granted the D.Sc. degree
by the Kansas Agricultural College in 1921. Besides the
American Society of Agronomy, he was a member of the
American Association for Advancement of Science, the
Washington Academy of Science, the Biological Society
of Washington, and the Botanical Society of Washington
(President 1908-09). He was a member of the Division of
Biology and Agriculture in The National Research Council,
and chairman of the Subcommittee on Crops in the Advisory
Board from the American Society of Agronomy.

“In the death of Dr. Piper, agriculture and the biological
science in general lost a most efficient worker. A survey of
his life work indicates that he had an astonishing capacity
for productive effort. In the last ten years of his life he
was successfully discharging tasks that would ordinarily
demand the time and energies of at least three men. He was
administrative officer in charge of the Office of ForageCrop Investigations, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and
personally directed and carried on the experimental work
with grasses and miscellaneous forage plants; chairman
of the Green Committee of the U.S. Golf Association,
and Editor of the Green Section Bulletin; Editor of the
Agricultural Series of McGraw Hill books and of the
agronomy division of Botanical Abstracts; and Associate
Editor (Crops) for the Journal of the American Society of
Agronomy. With all these duties demanding his attention,
he found time to write an authoritative text book on forage
crops and numerous scientific articles and papers relating to
botany and agronomy.
“He was first and foremost a botanist, recognized all
over the world for his broad knowledge of plants and their
taxonomic relationships. His interest in biology in general
was such, however, that his activities were not confined to
systematic botany. He knew insects almost as well as he
knew plants,...” “He became the proponent of many new
agronomic terms and served as chairman of the standing
committee on Agronomic Terminology in the American
Society of Agronomy.”
In 1911 at the request of the War Department, he
spent 4½ months in the Philippines surveying forage crops
potentially useful to army horses and mules. He returned via
Java, India, Egypt, and Europe, collecting plants and seeds
for the USDA and visiting botanic gardens and museums en
route.
“In Dr. Piper’s conduct of forage investigations his
most spectacular achievement was his introduction of Sudan
grass into the United States. Since 1918 it has been worth an
estimated $10 million annually to the country.
His seven books include three, The Flora of the Palouse
Region (1901), Flora of Southeastern Washington and
Adjacent Idaho (1914), and Flora of the Northwest Coast
in collaboration with R. Kent Beattie; Turf for Golf Courses
(1917) in collaboration with R.A. Oakley; The Soybean
(1923) in collaboration with W.J. Morse; and two of which
he was the sole author, Flora of the State of Washington
(1906), and Forage Plants and Their Culture (1914, 1924).
Between 1893 and 1926 some 51 botanical papers (all
but one of which he was sole author) and 55 agricultural
papers and bulletins were published. A detailed chronological
bibliography of these is given (p. 298-300).
2233. Vinall, H.N. 1926. Johnson grass: Its production for
hay and pasturage. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1476. 21
p. March. See p. 13.
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• Summary: In the long section titled “Hay production” is
a subsection on “Mixtures [of Johnson grass] with cowpeas
and soy beans.” Both combinations make good hay if the
right varieties are chosen. Address: Agronomist, Office of
Forage-Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry.
2234. Progressive Farmer. 1926. Mistakes and successes
with soybeans: What readers have learned about this great
soil-building feed and forage crop (Letter to the editor).
41(17):462. April 17. Mississippi Valley Ed.
• Summary: Seven letters from farmers, most of which
mention soybeans. Address: Mississippi, Tennessee;
Kentucky.
2235. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1926. Soy beans on the dairy farm.
71(11):467, 498-99. April 25.
• Summary: The uses for soybeans on the dairy farm,
their feeding value, expected yields per acre, and method
of harvesting are several of the areas discussed. Address:
Wisconsin.
2236. Hamilton, R.W. 1926. Soybeans. South Carolina
(Clemson) Agricultural College, Extension Bulletin No. 76.
16 p. April. Revised April 1931.
• Summary: “The varied uses to which soybeans may be
put makes this crop adaptable to any farming or cropping
system followed in South Carolina. They can be used as
a soil improving crop, as a grazing crop, as a hay crop, a
supplementary cash crop, or as a combination of these.
The impartiality of soybeans to soil type further widens
their use to all sections of the state... Soybeans are of more
universal utility than any other legume crops grown in South
Carolina.” Address: Extension agronomist.
2237. Hankins, O.G.; Ellis, N.R. 1926. Some results of softpork investigations. USDA Department Bulletin No. 1407. 67
p. April. See p. 34-44. [24 ref]
• Summary: Contents related to soy beans: D. Soy beans:
Introduction. Nature of the feed. Softness of carcasses of
soy-bean-fed hogs. Relation of initial weight and gain to
softening effects of soy beans. Feeding results with soy
beans fed without grain supplement.
E. Corn with tankage following soy beans. F. Soy beans
plus a medium ration of shelled corn: Weights of pigs used,
softness of carcasses, relation of initial weight and gain to
softness of hogs fed soy beans and corn supplement, feeding
results with soy beans grazed with a medium of shelled corn.
Note 1. “Soft pork” is pork having fat of low melting
point.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2016)
with the term “soft-pork” (or “soft pork”) in the title.
2238. Science Service. 1926. Good cows declared very
hearty eaters. Toronto Star (Ontario, Canada). May 27. p.

26.
• Summary: “Urbana, Illinois, May 26.–Good cows eat
about 5,800 pounds of silage, 1,900 pounds of hay, and
2,800 pounds of grain each year in addition to being on
pasture about five and one-half months, according to figures
compiled by Prof. C.S. Rhode, agricultural experiment
extension specialist at the University of Illinois.”
“’An adequate supply of good alfalfa, soybean, clover
and cowpea hay is the backbone to a good dairy ration,’ he
claims.” Dairymen should plan to grow large acreages of
legumes.
2239. Bechdel, S.I. [Samuel Irvin]. 1926. Soybean hay for
milk production. Pennsylvania State College. Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 201. 16 p. May. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction and Summary: The importance of
leguminous roughages in the dairy ration is well appreciated
by Pennsylvania farmers. Although the acreage of alfalfa
has been rapidly increasing, red clover is by far the most
important legume grown in the state. Even under the best of
farm practices, failures in the production of these important
hays will occasionally occur. Where poor seed or winter
killing is responsible for an inadequate hay supply, the
farmer can still resort to soybeans or some other summer
annual legume for a supply of leguminous roughage which
is almost indispensable to a profitable dairy business. The
Bureau of Statistics of the Pennsylvania Department of
Agriculture has estimated the annual legume crop of the
state at 18,000 acres in 1924 and 17,000 acres in 1925. Since
soybeans probably make up the greater part of this acreage,
it is evident that they are coming into favor rapidly as an
emergency hay crop. When the proper variety is used, seeded
soon after corn planting time, the crop matures sufficiently
for harvesting and curing into hay in three to four months.
“The purpose of this bulletin is to report the results of
feeding trials in which soybean hay was compared with
alfalfa hay for milk production. Since soybean hay carries
digestible nutrients just slightly higher in amount than alfalfa
hay... it is evident that the comparison should give reliable
information on the feeding value of the former.” Address:
State College, Pennsylvania.
2240. Brown, B.A. 1926. El cultivo de la soja [Soybean
culture]. Hacienda (La) (Buffalo, New York) 21(5):138-41.
May. [Spa]
• Summary: Discusses the introduction of the soy in the
United States, its adaptation, the use of soys for hay, silage,
for pasture and as a green fertilizer, and their cultivation and
harvesting.
2241. Evvard, John M.; Culbertson, C.C.; Hammond, W.E.;
Henness, K.K. 1926. Soybean hay for fattening lambs. Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 234. p. 153-83.
May. [4 ref]
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• Summary: “This publication is to be considered as a
progress report, the intention being to do further work on this
subject as soon as facilities are available.
“With the collaboration of Q.W. Wallace.”
This study is in two parts: the first giving an historical
summary of the previous work done in soybean hay feeding,
and the second giving an account of the authors’ experiments
in feeding soybean hay to fattening lambs. The objects of
the experiment “were to find out the relative values of red
clover hay, whole soybean hay and ground soybean hay for
fattening lambs; to study the effect of feeding the concentrate
allowance mixed with ground soybean hay; and to note the
effect of the various rations on feed consumption, gains,
water consumption, feed requirement, market finish, market
value, shrinkage in shipping and character of carcasses.”
2242. Cox, Herbert R. 1926. Soybeans for New Jersey. New
Jersey Agricultural College, Extension Bulletin No. 55. 4 p.
June.
• Summary: Contents: Why raise soybeans? How to grow
soybeans: The soil, seed-bed, time of sowing, methods of
sowing, amount of seed, inoculation, fertilization (“On
good land the only fertilizer needed is acid phosphate”),
harvesting, varieties, in mixtures, silage, soil improvement,
seed and grain, soiling, pastures.
“Inoculation (p. 2): If the crop is being grown for the
first time on a field, the seeds should be inoculated. Although
soybeans will make a better growth without inoculation than
alfalfa or sweet clover, especially on good land, it usually
pays to inoculate the crop. This is especially true for the
reason that there is no other crop or wild plant in New Jersey
which takes the same inoculation as soybeans. Cultures may
be used or the ‘soil and seed’ method may be employed. The
latter method consists in slightly moistening a bushel of seed
and then stirring in a quart of soil from an old soybean field.”
“Varieties (p. 3): When the crop is raised for hay, the
question of variety is not as important as when it is raised for
seed. There are differences in the varieties for hay purposes,
however, and it is well to consider them. Wilson is the
favorite in this state, and for southern New Jersey there is
none better. Virginia, Peking and Haberlandt are varieties of
about the same growing season as Wilson and are also good.
For central Jersey and north Jersey, these same varieties are
good for planting not later than early June. For later planting
in that territory, it is probable that a little shorter season
bean should be used. The Manchu and Ito San are varieties
that offer promise under such conditions. If the question of
price is important it is sometimes a good plan to used mixed
soybean seed.”
“In mixtures: Soybeans and Sudan grass make a good
hay mixture, being a little easier to cure than soya alone.
This is a good general purpose hay for cows and horses. A
good rate of sowing is 50 pounds of soybeans and 10 pounds
of Sudan grass per acre. The soybean seed may be put in

the grain hopper of the drill and the Sudan grass seed in the
grass-seed hopper. After this mixture is mowed, Sudan grass
generally makes a renewal growth.”
Photos show: (1) Harvested soybean plants in piles for
hay on a New Jersey dairy farm. (2) Two men with a tractor
in a field of soybeans; one man is disking down soybeans as
a green manure crop. Address: Specialist in Agronomy, New
Brunswick, NJ.
2243. Godbey, E.G.; DuRant, A.L. 1926. Soybean forage for
hogs. South Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 228. 15 p. June.
• Summary: “The high price of corn and tankage makes the
cost of producing pork on this ration very high. The acreage
planted to soybeans in South Carolina has increased rapidly,
both as a hay crop and for forage. The series of tests reported
in this bulletin was planned to determine the value of this
crop as a forage for hogs. The results given were obtained
from experiments conducted on soft pork in cooperation
with other Southern experiment stations and the United
States Department of Agriculture. Only the feeding value of
soybean forage is reported in this publication; no reference
is made to the quality of pork produced...”–Introduction.
Address: 1. Assoc. Animal Husbandman, Clemson.
2244. Hayden, C.C. 1926. Alfalfa and soybean hay for
growing heifers. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bimonthly Bulletin 11(120):98-103. May/June.
• Summary: Among the conclusions the following is made:
“1. This one test is not sufficient to warrant final conclusions
but it indicates practically no difference in the feeding
value of soybeans preserved by the two methods. Dairymen
probably can use either method with equally good results.”
Address: Wooster, Ohio.
2245. Moore, J.S.; Cowsert, W.C. 1926. Soybeans for dairy
cows. Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 235. 15 p. June. [4 ref]
• Summary: Gives the results of using soybean hay as
compared with alfalfa hay, lespedeza hay, and Laredo hay,
and ground soybeans as compared with cottonseed meal and
soybean meal. Ground soybeans were found to be superior to
both cottonseed meal and soybean meal for the production of
butterfat.
“Mammoth Yellow soybean hay produced 6.67% more
milk and 3.62% more butterfat than was produced when the
same amount of Laredo hay was given.
“Well ground soybean hay produced 9.53% more
milk and 6.00% more butterfat than an equal amount of
underground soybean hay, but the increase was not sufficient
to pay the cost of grinding.”
2246. Rauchenstein, Emil; Ross, R.C. 1926. Cost of
producing field crops in three areas of Illinois, 1913-1922.
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Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 277. p.
37-67. June.
• Summary: The crops studied include corn, wheat, oats,
clover, and soybeans. Detailed cost records were kept on a
6-10 farms in four Illinois counties. One table (p. 44) gives
“Summary of cost accounts on crops, Franklin County
1913-22,” which includes data for soybean hay, 1920-22.
Another table (p. 48) gives a “Summary of cost accounts on
crops, Champaign and Piatt counties, 1920-1922,” which has
figures for soybeans for 1922. Address: Urbana, Illinois.
2247. Ellis, N.R.; Isbell, H.S. 1926. Soft pork studies.
III. The effect of food fat upon body fat, as shown by the
separation of the individual fatty acids of the body fat. J. of
Biological Chemistry 69(1):239-48. July. [9 ref]
• Summary: Among the various feeds used were soy beans
alone and peanuts alone. Sample 5 is representative of the
system of grazing soy beans. “A complete separation of
fatty acids was made on six samples of fat obtained from as
many lots of hogs fed rations varying in fat content.” The
following fatty acids appeared in all samples: oleic, linolic,
arachidonic, myristic, palmitic, and stearic. Palmitic and
stearic appeared in the ratio of 2:1.
Feeding soy beans caused the deposition of small
quantities of linolenic acid. The oils of soy beans and
peanuts have a pronounced effect on the composition of the
lard, making it softer. “A greater likeness was noted between
peanut oil and ‘peanut lard’ than between soy bean oil and
‘soy bean lard.’” Address: Nutrition Lab. and Swine Office,
Animal Husbandry Div., Bureau of Animal Industry, USDA,
Washington, DC.
2248. Garber, R.J.; Odland, T.E. 1926. Influence of adjacent
rows of soybeans on one another. J. of the American Society
of Agronomy 18(7):605-07. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: “At the West Virginia Experiment Station the
soybean varietal experiments are carried on in rows 18 feet
long and 30 inches apart. Each variety is grown in four or
more systematically distributed plats. Each plat consists of
four rows. After discarding a foot of the end of each of the
two inner rows the remainder of one of them is used for
obtaining yield of seed and the remainder of the other for
yield of forage.”
“Conclusion: Soybean varietal experiments carried on
under the conditions and in the manner described did not
show an appreciable effect of height or yield of one row
upon the yield of an adjacent row. It appears, therefore, that
under these conditions it is not necessary to grow border
rows. Since alternate rows are harvested for forage, the
distance remaining between the rows to be harvested for
seed is great enough so that there is very little danger of
mechanical mixtures.” Address: 1. Agronomist; 2. Assoc.
Agronomist. Both: West Virginia Agric. Exp. Station,
Morgantown, WV.

2249. McInnis, E.C. 1926. Soybeans and corn in the
Mississippi Delta. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 1:150-54. Seventh annual field meeting. Held
9-12 Aug. in Mississippi.
• Summary: “Soybeans are now playing a most important
part in the agriculture of the Mississippi Delta. To my
mind they are destined to play a far greater part in the near
future. At this time, a large portion of the beans planted in
the Delta are grown in combination with corn. It is about
this combination that I shall talk to you, giving some of the
results obtained and some of the practices followed by our
farmers and found worthwhile. These facts and practices
are based on experiment station results and personal
observations.
“First, let me digress long enough to impress this salient
fact on the minds of Delta land owners. While we boast of
being the possessors of the most fertile lands on the face
of the earth, we must come to a realization of the fact that
they are amenable to the same laws of nature as are soils the
world over. Notwithstanding the fact that we have farmed
many of these lands fifty, seventy-five and even a hundred
years to clean, cultured crops, impoverishing crops, if you
please–crops that take out fertility and put none back–sooner
or later we must do something toward repairing the damage
we are doing. Our more progressive planters realize that
our old soils are getting harder to handle, their mechanical
condition is getting poorer each year, and that this is due to
the fact that but little vegetable matter is left in them. We
have one consolation, however, and that is, we can bring
them back quicker than can be done with most other soils.
One good legume crop turned under and wonderful results
are again to be had for several years. At the present time, no
summer legume offers more than soybeans.
“In discussing ‘Soybeans and Corn in the Delta,’ I want
to take it up from three angles or values. First, let us discuss
the soybeans as a grain crop or feed crop. When you mention
grain, our people immediately think of corn as it is the one
grain crop most generally planted in this section. In late years
corn has yielded fifty to sixty bushels one year and fifteen
to twenty bushels the next. This wide variation in yield has
created a doubt in the minds of a number of our farmers as to
whether or not it can be considered a profitable crop. Some
of us believe that we know some of the reasons for these low
yields and we further believe that ere long these problems
will be remedied and that corn will be grown consistently
profitably. On the other hand, soybeans have proven to be a
sure crop under nearly all conditions and on most soil types.
The combination of the two crops comes more nearly solving
the Delta farmers’ feed problem than anything yet brought to
our attention.
“Field observations and experiment station results show
that the combination of corn and soybeans produces from
fifty to seventy-five percent more feed to the acre than when
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either is planted alone. Sometimes, as is the case this year,
we have a good corn crop and with it a good soybean crop,
making an abundance of feed to the acre. In other years we
have had a poor corn crop, but an excellent soybean crop,
still making a profitable crop to the acre. If the beans were
left out of that corn crop, we would have had an unprofitable
crop of feed.
“Results of extensive investigations show that beans
in corn will reduce the yield of corn from twenty to thirty
percent. The bean yield is doubtless reduced a like amount.
Generally speaking, we can safely count on producing
seventy-five percent of a normal yield of both corn and
beans when planted together. In nearly all instances the grain
crops from both amount to more than either alone. These
conclusions have been reached by other experiment stations
and we are, therefore, safe in concluding that we can grow
fifty percent more feed from the combination than we could
possibly get from the crops when planted singly.
“When one desires to harvest both crops for grain, a
good practice is to plant them in alternate rows, leaving the
same number of stalks of each to the acre. This means that
twice the number of stalks of corn will be left in the corn
row–the same with beans–and the yield of each to the acre
is about the same as when planted in successive rows. This
scheme facilitates the handling of the bean crop whether
intended for grain or hay. It makes it possible to harvest
the beans with a row harvester or to cut the beans for hay
minus the corn stalks. Our large southern varieties of corn
are very objectionable in this respect. Another popular
practice is to plant ninety-day Early Dent corn with beans
in every row. The small stalk made by this type of corn is
not so objectionable. The stalks may be cut and hauled in or
baled with the bean hay. When the bean crop is harvested
for seed the corn stalks will go through a row harvester with
little interference. This type of corn yields rather well with
us when planted early and the average Delta planter is by no
means opposed to an early feed crop.
“The Mammoth Yellow, Otootan, Laredo, and Biloxi
soybeans are most generally used in this section and are
accepted as the best adapted varieties. The Otootan does
not yield as heavily in grain, but it does make an awfully
good hay crop. With the other varieties yields of from ten
to twenty bushels to the acre in corn are common and much
better yields have been obtained in many instances. We do
not usually get over sixty percent of the beans as we have
been handling them.
“Being essentially cotton growers, no doubt too
exclusively so, we have very little data on the grazing value
of soybeans and corn. While we cannot boast of our big corn
crops, except in some instances, we do know that we grow
wonderful beans. It is not unusual to produce three to four
tons of bean hay to the acre with our southern varieties and
they fruit well too.
“We cannot give you authentic data as to how many

days of grazing an acre of beans and corn will afford cattle
or mules. In years gone by when hogs had a better social
standing in Mississippi than at the present time, we know
that in many instances we produced more than seven hundred
pounds of pork to the acre from this combination and we
really shouldn’t expect more than that.
“The last value of this combination of which I want
to tell you lies in its soil building properties and this value
cannot be too strongly stressed. As already stated, no soils
of which I have any knowledge, will respond more quickly
or so fully to a little human kindness as the Delta soils. You
know we always measure things in terms of cotton in the
Delta. We use cotton as a check on our results. If a thing
will produce more cotton it is all right and if not, it is all
wrong. Where soybeans in corn have been turned under,
or grazed and then turned under, and followed by cotton,
we get approximately one-third more cotton to the acre. In
actual test at our Delta Station this scheme gave an increase
of 48.8 percent, or 732.2 pounds of seed cotton to the acre.
At eight cents a pound, about current prices, this increase
would amount to $58.57 an acre. Is not this fact worth more
attention than our people are giving it? These results were
obtained on our sandy soils the first year and good results
were had for the following two to four years. On our heavy
clay soils, the first year’s results are not so apparent. This
is, no doubt, due to the slowness with which these soils
assimilate vegetable matter, especially if the crop turned
under is rather dry and turned under during the winter
months. I have an idea that the results would be just as good
as on the sandy lands if the soybeans were turned under
while in a succulent state. In the end it makes no difference
for the second and third years, the results from turning under
the beans are far better than on the sandy land.
“So much for the practices we now use and the results
we are getting. They are good; they are sound; they are
almost wonderful; and they should be more generally
accepted. But let us visualize a bit, or rather reason a bit,
if you please, and see if we cannot find some wonderful
possibilities in corn and soybeans? To my mind the three
outstanding needs of Delta agriculture today are these:
“1. A successful and profitable grain crop.
“2. A soil-improving crop that fits well into our farming
system.
“3. Another cash crop to take a little of the burden
from our cotton crop. For a few minutes, let us look into the
soybean and corn combination and see what we can find.
Why is it that on a piece of Delta soil we grow sixty, seventy
or even a hundred bushels of corn, and then in a few short
years we are only getting fifteen to twenty-five? Is it not due
to the fact that we have permitted our nitrogen content to
run too low and to the fact that we have burned out all the
vegetable matter by continuous cropping to clean cultured
crops? Are we not starving the corn of the one element it
must have and destroying the water holding capacity of the
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soil? Will not the turning under of good crops of soybeans
or some other equally good legume remedy the situation?
Experiment station results and good farm practices indicate
that it will. So the first need can be solved.
“Many of our planters are paying from ten to twenty
thousand dollars annually for nitrate of soda to make cotton.
Is this not a mighty heavy drain on our cotton crop? Our
nitrogen bills will pay our taxes several times over and
on many plantations it approaches good land rent. Our
experiment station tells us that every time you turn under a
soybean crop of one ton of dry hay that you add 100 pounds
of nitrogen to the acre. This is equivalent to 600 pounds of
nitrate of soda, or approximately $18.00 an acre. Now one
ton of soybean hay to the acre is a mighty poor crop for the
Delta. Two tons would be more nearly correct. The only
fertilizing element we need on Delta soils is nitrogen, so we
can put our soybeans in corn and meet our second need.
“America is importing millions of pounds of vegetable
oils annually. In 1923 more than thirty-eight million pounds
of soybean oil were imported to say nothing of the others.
Soybean oil can take the place of most of these other oils
and continued research will find more uses for this valuable
oil. With soybeans in corn we can grow ten, twenty, or even
thirty bushels of beans to the acre, and we have in our cotton
oil mills the necessary machinery for crushing. Then we have
the cake for feed. About the only thing needed to make it a
howling success is to spread a little of the manufacturers’
protective tariff against foreign oils and we have our third
need, a cash crop. Just think of these possibilities! It beats
‘Three in One’ oil. It is the only way I know for a fellow
to eat his cake and have it too.” Address: Greenwood,
Mississippi.
2250. Morse, W.J. 1926. The distribution of soybeans in
the United States. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 1:132-37. Seventh annual field meeting. Held
9-12 Aug. in Mississippi.
• Summary: “The soybean, according to our earliest records,
was first grown in the United States in 1804 and until about
1880 was considered chiefly as a curious plant from the
Orient. Since about 1880, when the soybean was first looked
upon as having agricultural possibilities, the crop has greatly
increased in acreage, production and utilization.
“Available statistics show that about 500,000 acres of
soybeans were grown in 1917 and more than 2,500,000
acres in 1924. The production of seed increased from about
3,000,000 bushels in 1917 to more than 9,500,000 bushels in
1924. The statistics for 1924 also show that about 1,200,000
acres were grown for hay, about 1,000,000 acres for
pasturage and silage, and more than 500,000 acres for seed.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2017)
which states that about 500,000 acres of soybeans were
grown in 1917.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2017)

which states that about 2,500,000 acres of soybeans were
grown in 1924.
“What has been the cause of this marked increase
in acreage and utilization of the soybean crop? The
development of varieties, adapted to a wide range of
conditions and uses, undoubtedly, has been one of the
most important factors. The number of varieties has been
increased extensively in the past fifteen years. Soybeans
vary widely in their adaptation to climate and soil. Some
varieties are especially suitable for fertile land, others
for less productive land; some for a seed crop, others for
forage; some for planting with corn for pasturage or silage,
others for planting with sorghum or Sudan grass. One may,
however, find a few varieties or even a single variety adapted
to the climate of a certain section, which will fill all of the
local requirements of the crop.
“Other factors, such as improved methods and greater
use of inoculation, improved and more economical
methods of planting, culture and harvest, and successful
results in extensive feeding trials by experiment stations,
without doubt, have played no small part in extending the
popularity of the soybean. A careful study of the history of
the development of the soybean in the United States shows,
however, very clearly that increased acreage and utilization
of the crop has followed increased development of varieties.
“At this point–for it fits well into a logical discussion
of the adaptability and distribution of the soybean in our
country–I wish to pay a brief tribute to a man, who, more
than two decades ago, very frequently prophesied that the
soybean would, in the not distant future, be one of our major
farm crops, especially in the eastern half of the country.
I refer to Dr. C.V. Piper of the Office of Forage Crops of
the United States Department of Agriculture, who passed
away last February. Dr. Piper was responsible for the many
hundreds of introductions received from the soybean regions
of the Orient. Not only was Dr. Piper interested in the
development of new varieties, and he held this of the greatest
importance, but he also urged a greater utilization of the
soybean, as an oil crop, for human food in various forms, and
a more general use for pasturage and forage purposes. We,
of the Association, owe much to Dr. Piper, and I know of no
greater tribute to the man than to carry on his work and fulfill
his prophesy.
“Previous to 1907 not more than eight varieties of soy
beans were grown in the United States. In the Southern
States, principally North Carolina, was the Mammoth
Yellow, and in the North–Indiana, Illinois, Ohio and a few
sections in New England, Wisconsin, and Michigan–were
the Ito San, Buckshot, Ogemaw, Black Beauty (Ebony),
Medium Yellow (Midwest), and Medium Green varieties, all
of which were quite limited in adaptation to soil and climatic
conditions, and to use. At the present time about forty-five
varieties are handled by growers and seedsmen and the
Mammoth Yellow is the only one of our early introduced
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varieties grown to any appreciable extent.
“The culture of the soybean is confined at present,
almost entirely, to the eastern half of the country. The states,
however, bordering the west bank of the Mississippi River
are increasing their soybean acreage. The distribution and
adaptability of the soybean, perhaps, will be more clearly
understood if we draw a line from Canada through the
center of North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, Kansas, and
Oklahoma, which is about the 99th meridian west. Then from
the Atlantic Ocean at the northern border of North Carolina
let us extend a line west and along the northern borders of
Tennessee, Arkansas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arizona, and
take in the southern third of California. We now have the
country divided into four sections, the northeast, southeast,
northwest and southwest.
“Northeastern Section: The greatest increase in
acreage and utilization has been in the northeastern section,
especially in the Corn Belt area. As yet the soybean is not
extensively grown in the New England States, and very little
seed is produced, the seed for planting coming from the seed
producing sections of Delaware, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois.
In this region the soybean is used mainly for pasturage, hay
and ensilage, although considerable quantities of seed have
been crushed during the past two or three years for oil and oil
meal in the Corn Belt states. Food companies in this section
have for several years manufactured special soybean flour
products. Such concerns have increased to a considerable
extent during the last few years. Soybeans are now being
made into breakfast foods, soy flour, soy sauce, bean curd
and special flour preparations for various purposes. Two of
the most recent developments are the manufacture of soy
sauce and bean curd. Soy sauce, especially, has found a very
favorable and extensive market throughout the United States.
“We can divide this section into three regions, namely:
northern, central and southern, basing the division on the
maturity and use of the varieties most generally grown.
“Northern Region.–In this region, the Mandarin,
Wisconsin Black, Minsoy, and Soysota will under normal
conditions mature seed. For hay, pasturage and silage, later
varieties may be used as full maturity of the crop is not
essential. The forage varieties most generally grown are
the Black Eyebrow, Ito San, Manchu, Wisconsin Black and
Mandarin.
“Central Region.–Varieties for seed production are Ito
San, Dunfield, Elton, Habaro, Manchu, and Black Eyebrow.
For hay, silage and pasturage, the varieties generally used are
Illini, Black Eyebrow, Peking, Wilson, Midwest, Mansoy and
Virginia.
“Southern Region.–The most suitable varieties for seed
are Illini, Haberlandt, Lexington, Mansoy, Midwest, Morse,
and Dixie. The Ebony, Herman, Ilsoy, Illini, Laredo, Peking,
Wilson and Virginia are good forage varieties.
Southeastern Section: In the southeastern section we
find the oldest and largest seed producing section of the

country. For many years, North Carolina has led all other
states in acreage and production of seed, the eastern counties
being especially adapted to seed production. The acreage
and utilization of the soybean is not so extensive as in the
northeast region but with the new varieties being distributed
indications are for a much greater utilization and increase
in acreage. At the present time the soybean is used most
extensively for pasturage and for hay. In years of surplus
seed, the cottonseed oil mills of North Carolina have crushed
more or less seed for oil and oil meal. With suitable varieties,
the crushing of soybeans by southern cottonseed oil mills
should become an important industry throughout the Cotton
Belt states.
“In view of the fact that the varieties for the southeastern
section are not so numerous and the lines of maturity not
quite so marked as in the Northeast section, two divisions are
sufficient–northern and southern regions.
“Northern Region.–Varieties suitable for seed production
are the Dixie, Chiquita, Haberlandt, Herman, Mammoth
Yellow and Tokio. The Laredo, Virginia, Goshen Prolific,
Herman, Old Dominion, George Washington, Otootan,
Tarheel Black, and Mammoth Brown and Biloxi are most
generally grown for forage purposes.
“Southern Region.–The same varieties grown for seed
in the northern region are also used in this region with the
exception of the Biloxi, Otootan, and Barchet which are
rather late and adapted only to the southern part for seed.
For pasturage, hay and ensilage the same varieties are used
as in the northern region” (Continued). Address: USDA,
Washington, DC.
2251. Morse, W.J. 1926. The distribution of soybeans in the
United States (Continued–Document part II). Proceedings of
the American Soybean Association 1:132-37. Seventh annual
field meeting. Held 9-12 Aug. in Mississippi.
• Summary: (Continued): “Northwest Section: Extensive
variety trials have been conducted throughout this region
but with only successful results in the Willamette Valley in
Oregon. Varieties as the Dunfield, Wea, Manchu, and a few
unnamed early selections from Manchuria have given the
best results for forage and seed production. Due to climatic
conditions, it is doubtful if the soybean will be grown very
much outside of Oregon. “Southwest Section: The soybean
is of value in many of the irrigated sections of the southwest
region as indicated by numerous variety tests. In the irrigated
districts of California, especially the orange section and the
river valleys of Arizona, the soybean has proved a valuable
summer cover crop. In California, the Virginia variety has
given best results while in Arizona, the Otootan and Laredo
are used mainly. Variety tests in eastern New Mexico show
that the soybean has possibilities for forage and seed.
“In California and Arizona the soybean seldom
develops seed normally, although an excellent growth of
forage is produced. This abnormal development of seed is
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undoubtedly due to the prevalence of extremely hot weather
during the period when the seed is forming. Seed must be
imported from the southeastern section. It is rather doubtful
if the soybean will ever be extensively grown in this section,
although continued research may find better adapted varieties
and a solution of the seed development problem.
“I believe that doubt no longer exists as to the high value
of the soybean and its products to American agriculture. It
is not likely that the soybean will become one of our major
field crops for forage purposes alone. It will, no doubt,
continue to grow in importance as such but indications
are that the future increase in acres will be largely for the
production of oil and oil meal. Oil mills in the Corn Belt
states and cottonseed oil mills in the Southern States have
crushed fairly large quantities of domestic grown beans, and
found ready markets for the oil and oil meal.
“Increased acreage and greater utilization of the crop
have brought about more efficient methods and new or
improved machinery in the handling of the soybean crop.
The development of more economical methods of harvesting
and threshing has been one of the serious problems in the
production of soybean seed. Many types of machines are
now available, ranging from the single row harvester and
broadcast harvesters of the beater type to the combine
harvester used in the harvesting and threshing of wheat and
other small grains.
“Numerous state experiment stations have made
extensive investigations of the different feeding problems of
the soybean. Feeding tests of silage, hay, grain, pasturage,
and oil meal have shown the high value of the soybean and
its products for all kinds of farm livestock. Outstanding
results in these experiments have been obtained from the use
of mineral mixtures with the grain and oil meal, especially in
feeding tests with swine and poultry.
“The soybean has advanced in the last decade from the
place of a substitute crop to one of major importance. It is
now grown in the regular rotation for hay, grain, pasturage,
and with corn as silage. The many uses of the soybean in
the manufacture of food products, oil and oil meal and the
more general utilization for forage, pasturage, and ensilage
point to the high potential value of the crop, and its greater
agricultural development in America.” Address: USDA,
Washington, DC.
2252. Moses, D.B.D. 1926. Sowing-chart for the Transvaal.
Farming in South Africa. 1:156-57. Aug.
• Summary: A 2-page full-page table gives planting
information for 22 crops, including soya beans:
“Climate requirements: Similar to beans. Considered
more frost and drought resistant.” Note: Beans need a “Frostfree period of 4 months and a moderate amount of rainfall.”
“Soil requirements: Same as for beans.” Note: Beans
“Do well on many soils. Loam soil best.”
“Time of seeding: Oct. to mid-Dec.

“Rate of seeding per acre: 15-20 lb.
“Method of seeding: Maize planter or broadcast.”
Page 157: “Treatment: Cultivate as for other crops in
rows.
“Time of harvesting: Cut for forage when pods green,
but well formed. For seed, before fully mature [perhaps to
prevent shattering].
“Method of harvesting: Cut with mower or by hand or
pull by hand. Move as little as possible.
“Yields: 1-4 tons hay. 4-8 bags seed.” Address: M.Sc.,
Lecturer in Field Husbandry, School of Agriculture,
Potchefstroom.
2253. Smith, John T. 1926. Combines for harvesting
soybeans and other crops. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association 1:148-50. Seventh annual field meeting.
Held 9-12 Aug. in Mississippi.
• Summary: “The successful operation of a combineharvester in the Corn Belt depends upon several factors of
which the most important are: the grower can wait for ten
to fourteen days after grain is cut with the binder until the
grain is fully matured and the moisture content is down to
about 14½ percent; the selections of pure line varieties that
will mature uniformly and are non-shattering; and grains
with a stiff straw. These factors apply to all grains. The nonshattering factor is especially important for the grain may
have to stand for weeks if unfavorable weather conditions
prevail.
“In the harvest of the soybean crop, the combine
has proved very successful... The methods employed in
harvesting and threshing the crop with the binder and
threshing machine have been costly. The prices charged for
threshing have been entirely out of reason, ranging in the
main from 15 cents to fifty cents per bushel in some cases...
The average threshing run last year was 840 bushels per day
which does not include the cost of twine, cutting, shocking,
and hauling to the threshing machine.
“On the other hand, the combine pulls in a field and
cuts, threshes, and delivers the grain into the wagon at
one operation which very materially reduces the cost of
harvesting and threshing.”
“When one decides to employ the combine for
harvesting soybeans, the selection of non-shattering varieties,
as the Manchu, in the Corn Belt, is of utmost importance.
The bean crop must stand until thoroughly matured... At least
six different companies are now manufacturing combine
harvesters.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the use of a combine-harvester or combine for
soybean production. Address: Tolono, Illinois.
2254. Templeton, George S. 1926. Soybeans for southern
livestock. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
1:145-48. Seventh annual field meeting. Held 9-12 Aug. in
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Mississippi.
• Summary: “The acreage planted to soybeans has increased
very rapidly throughout the South during the past few years.
There are so many varieties of this crop available that it is
possible to select one that will suit almost any soil type or
condition throughout the Southland. Planting dates from
March until July make it possible to utilize soybeans in
almost any system of farming in this territory. The forage
and the seed of this new crop have been used extensively
in livestock feeding and we are all interested in developing
a better quality of forage for our livestock. “The following
tables gives some conception of the relative cost of forage
and grain feeds in the different sections of the country:”
(1) Cost comparison from 1914 to 1920 (average) of 1 lb
digestible nutrients in corn, oats, and hay in the following
states: Mississippi, Iowa, Connecticut.
(2) Dry matter, crude protein, and total digestible
nutrients in two types of crops: (a) Legumes: soybean hay,
alfalfa, lespedeza, cowpea, vetch (hairy), and clover (red).
(b) Carbonaceous: Johnson grass hay, timothy hay, Bermuda
grass hay. Address: Mississippi A&M College & Exp.
Station.
2255. Williams, C.B. 1926. Producing soybean seed for the
oil mills. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
1:137-45. Seventh annual field meeting. Held 9-12 Aug. in
Mississippi.
• Summary: “According to the most reliable information
available, the total acreage in soybeans in the United States,
on an average, for the years 1922, 1923, and 1924 was
utilized primarily 28% for seed, 46% for hay, and 26% for
grazing. In the older producing states, like North Carolina,
this crop for the same three years was used primarily 47%
for seed, 29% for hay, and 24% for grazing...
“During the past season, something like 200,000 bushels
of soybeans have been bought and presumably crushed by a
few cotton oil mills in eastern North Carolina...
“At the present time, soybean oil is used in this country
chiefly in the manufacture of soaps, varnishes, paints,
enamels, linoleums, and water-proofing materials. It has
entered, also, to some extent in the manufacture of edible
salad oil and butter substitutes... The untreated oil may
replace linseed oil completely, with quite satisfactory results,
in the manufacture of soft soaps; but it can only partially take
the place of cottonseed oil in making hard soaps...
“Based upon statistics for 1924, soybeans produce the
largest amount of oil (86 lb) per acre of the three major
oil-producing crops grown in the United States.” Note: The
other two crops are cotton and flax. Address: North Carolina
Agric. Exp. Station.
2256. Sapp, C.H. 1926. What can we believe? Pennsylvania
Stockman and Farmer 50:570. Sept. 25. [1 ref]
• Summary: After reading Mr. Zinn’s soy bean story in the

August 7th Stockman, I asked my farmer son, ‘Does the
growing of a soy-bean crop increase the fertility of the soil
so that succeeding crops will yield better than they otherwise
would have done?’ He promptly answered. ‘Certainly. At
least that is the teaching of the experiment stations and the
alleged experience of many agricultural writers.’
“Then I began reading to him Mr. Zinn’s story in which
he quotes a correspondent as saying, ‘I am not having good
results with grass on land where I have grown soy beans
for hay, especially clovers, and more noticeably where
more than one crop of bean hay has been grown, though not
successively.’ Then my son interrupted with the question,
‘Did he inoculate the beans?’ And I had to answer, ‘We are
not told.’
“I continued to read Mr. Zinn as saying, ‘It may be
that we will have to revise our teaching in regard to the
soy bean being a great soil builder. Many farmers say they
have proved beyond a doubt that soy beans will improve the
land, while many other farmers claim that crops do not do
well for them when sown after soy beans’ and experiment
station director C.G. William’s letter saying, ‘Let me say that
not only our wheat yields have been low after soy beans,
but quite frequently the clover yields have been lower in
rotations which contained soy beans in place of oats. The
wheat yields have been lower because of less nitrates in the
soil following soy beans than in other rotations. The cause of
lower clover yields is under investigation.’
“Getting Mixed: Then my listener asked, ‘What, then
can we believe?’ evidently intimating that the teachings
of the experiment stations are not to be relied on, or that
they are sometimes misleading to say the least. And I
wonder what the answer to his question should properly be
Personally I have always believed that the teachings of the
experiment stations could be of very great advantage to those
farmers who would diligently and faithfully apply them to
the attempted solution of the problems of crop rotation. And
I have as yet seen no reason to change that opinion. In scores
of cases I have seen valuable results come to those who have
carefully followed the instructions that the experimenters
have given. And on the other hand, I have known anticipated
favorable results to fail to materialize to the disappointment
of one who had been trying to secure them by following the
suggestions of the experiment stations. I am sure that if we
could fully know all the conditions that prevailed in any one
case of these failures we would discover that the teachings
of the experiment stations were not really responsible for the
undesirable results.
“It is probably true that is some instances the stations
have given out conclusions which they have formed from
their observations covering a comparatively short period
of experimentation in a particular line of work, which later
observation over a longer period of time have [sic, has]
shown to be erroneous in whole or in part. But my reading
has shown that in giving out these preliminary and premature
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conclusions the teachers have been careful to state that
they were of that nature and that later developments might
lead them to change their conclusions in a greater or less
degree. They have also been careful to state the condition
of the soil, its previous care, its state of fertility and other
matters under which the trials were made, and which might
be an influence for the good or the bad in the results in the
particular case. The careless reader, ‘whose name is legion,’
and to which class very many of us belong, will often get the
main facts of the story as they seem to him to be, and fail to
realize the necessary details of the conditions under which
the experiment was originally made. If under such neglect
expected results are not received the experiment station
should not be blamed.
“A failure: Some few years ago a neighbor sowed
soy beans on a trial plat of about one acre. It was a low,
undrained tract of not very fertile soil, not at all well suited
to the crop. Moreover, it was well filled with weed seeds.
The season proved a wet one and naturally the beans did not
grow thriftily. But the weeds put in a speedy appearance and
soon so crowded the beans that they mark no crop worth
harvesting. Had the planter studied the teachings of the
experimenters he would have learned that such conditions of
soil and surroundings were not favorable to even a fair crop
of soy beans, and that his neglect to obey the instructions that
he might have received was really the cause of his failure.
“I gave this as an example of how we often make
failures in our attempts to improve our farm practices
in accordance with the advice of our experiment station
workers because we fail to carry out those instructions in
complete detail. I might recite many other examples of a
similar nature that have come under my observation. Of
course there have been occasions where all the details of
the instructions have been carried out to the best of the
farmer’s ability where the results have not been up to the full
average measure of the success that had been attained at the
experiment station through a series of years, and where no
one has been able to tell the reason why.
“Nature sometimes has ways thwarting our best
endeavors, ways were not in evidence in the seasons of the
experimentations. And these occasional ways, unknown,
unexplained and often unrecognizable in the present state of
human intelligence, are left out of consideration when we
unwittingly and unnecessarily criticize the conclusions of the
experimenters. They are really our servants who are studying
the ways of nature and honestly endeavoring to point out the
way to better systems of crop production. Let us honor them
and believe that their teachings are founded on the truth as
their study has been able to reveal them.”
2257. George Washington: New U.S. domestic soybean
variety. 1926. Seed color: Brown, hilum brown.
• Summary: Sources: Morse, W.J. 1926. Re: Sending
soybean and cowpea varieties. Letter to Dr. Henrique Lobbe

dated 28 Sept. 1926. In: Henrique Löbbe. 1942. Cultura da
soja no Brasil. 6a ed. [Culture of soybeans in Brazil. 6th
ed.]. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: Serviço de Informaçao Agrícola,
Ministerio da Agricultura. 35 p. See p. 9. “Dear Dr. Lobbe
(c.o. Hotel McAlpin, New York, N.Y.): “In accordance with
a promise made to you on your visit to Arlington Farm, I
am taking pleasure in sending you one ounce each of the
following varieties of... Soybeans:... George Washington,...”
Proceedings of the American Soybean Assoc. 1928.
“Ninth annual meeting, American Soybean Association,
Indiana: August 15, 16 and 17, 1928.” p. 3-11. See p. 11. The
regional meeting in Eastern Indiana was held on the farm of
J.A. Jenkins in Wayne County. A pioneer in this county, he
had been growing soybeans for ten years. He was currently
testing twelve varieties, including George Washington–about
which no details are given.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Assoc.
1935. “Leading varieties grown in states indicated, or
recommended by the experimental station.” p. 45. 15th
annual meeting. Held 21-22 Aug. 1935 at Evansville and
23 Aug. at Lafayette, Indiana. George Washington is grown
only in Mississippi, for hay.
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. “Improvement in
soybeans.” Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA). p. 1154-89.
For the year 1937. See p. 1187. Selection by Clapp, Virginia,
1921.
Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1939. “Soybeans: Culture and
varieties.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1520 (Revised ed.)
39 p. Nov. See p. 10. “George Washington–Nonshattering
selection developed from the Virginia variety by H.S. Clapp,
Accotink, Virginia, in 1921. Maturity, about 135 days;
pubescence, tawny; flowers, purple, appearing in 65 to 70
days; pods, two- to three-seeded; seeds, brown with brown
hilum, about 3,200 to the pound; germ, yellow; oil, 20.67
percent; protein, 45.86 percent.” Address: USA.
2258. Mumford, H.W. 1926. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 39:1-184. For the year
ended June 30, 1926.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Promising strain found
in search for better soys (p. 29-30; strain A.K. 3, or Illini,
is better than Ebony. A pure-line selection from the A.K.
soybean variety, it gave the highest yield this year in the
variety test on the South Agronomy Farm. In a cross between
Sable and Manchu, yellow seed coat proved to be dominant
to black).
Illini soybean now leading one in variety tests (p. 30-31;
it made an average yield of 50.9 bushels/acre on two plots in
variety tests made during the past year by J.C. Hackleman
and W.L. Burlison. Other varieties tested: A.K. A.K. 2
{second best yield, 48.2 bu/acre}, Aksarben, Arlington,
Black Eyebrow, Columbia, DeKalb, Dunfield, Ebony, Elton,
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Haberlandt, Hamilton, Hong Kong, Hoosier, Hurrelbrink,
Illinois 13-181, Ito San, Lexington, Manchu, Midwest,
Mikado, Morse, Peking, Virginia, Wea, Wilson 5 [WilsonFive], and Wisconsin Black).
Inoculation brings big increase in soybean yields
(p. 32; tests made by O.H. Sears, Soil Biology). Further
work confirms cross-inoculation results (p. 32). Certain
commercial legume cultures worthless (p. 32; But Sears
found some commercial cultures to be effective). Pure
cultures better than soil for inoculation (p. 32-33). Wheat not
always unsatisfactory after soybeans (p. 33).
Livestock Investigations: Oil in soybeans found to be
cause of soft pork (p. 54-59). Soybean study yields only
results of their kind (p. 73-76; Digestibility of soybeans and
soybean oil meal for sheep).
Dairy cattle and dairy products: Economy of grinding
soybean hay is doubtful (p. 89-90).
Agricultural economics: Scope of soybean marketing
studies widened (p. 119; studies by C.L. Stewart and L.F.
Rickey have been extended to include the results of the 1925
census).
Farm mechanics: Combine shows promise for soybean
harvesting (p. 131-32; “Tests made by E.W. Lehmann and
I.P. Blauser, Farm Mechanics, in connection with their
studies on soybean harvesting and threshing show that the
loss of soybeans is much less when they are harvested with
the combined harvester-thresher than it is when they are
harvested by any other method. Furthermore, the cost of
harvesting soybeans with the combine was about one-third
of what it is with the ordinary methods. The significance
of these tests lies in the fact that harvesting soybeans for
seed or commercial purposes has been the biggest problem
the soybean grower has had to meet. Even tho the soybean
acreage has increased immensely during the past decade,
the grief encountered in harvesting the crop has prevented a
more rapid increase. Harvesting probably will become even
more important in the future as the commercial possibilities
of the soybean are developed.
“Harvesting with the combined harvester-thresher is
the most recent method of handling the soybean crop. The
first machine was used by Garwood Brothers of Stonington,
Illinois, in October, 1924, to harvest 212 acres of soybeans.
That the combine made a successful demonstration is evident
by the fact that 7 combines were sold in Illinois by July,
1925, and 12 by October 1925.
“Tests made of the different methods of harvesting
soybeans show that the losses in some cases were as high
as 45 percent. Counts were made back of the cutter bars of
the mower, self-rake reaper, and binder in soybeans where
the yield was 36.8 bushels an acre, and the losses were 18.2
percent, 14.6 percent, and 25.2 percent respectively. These
figures represent only the loss back of the cutter bar. A loss
of 15 to 20 percent, which occurs between the machine used
in cutting and the threshing machine, and a 1-percent to

2-percent loss for the threshing machine itself, must be added
to the above figures to get the total loss. Taking the lower
figures, the total losses for this particular series of tests for
the mower, self-rake reaper, and binder are approximately 34
percent, 30 percent, and 41 percent respectively.” A photo,
p. 132, shows soybeans being harvested with a combined
harvester-thresher near Tolono in 1925).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that uses the term “combined harvester-thresher” to refer to
a combine in connection with soybeans. Address: Dean and
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2259. Hayden, C.C.; Perkins, A.E. 1926. Soybean hay and
soybean silage. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bimonthly Bulletin 11(5):178-79. Sept/Oct. Whole No. 122.
• Summary: Among the conclusions the following is made:
“1. This one test is not sufficient to warrant final conclusions
but it indicates practically no difference in the feeding
value of soybeans preserved by the two methods. Dairymen
probably can use either method with equally good results.”
2260. Power Farming. 1926. New harvester-thresher solves
problem: Harvesting 25 to 30 acres of soybeans in a ten hour
day is now possible, as proven in Mississippi by this new
machine. 35(10):8, 12. Oct.
• Summary: This is a description of “a new type of powerdriven combine soybean harvester” which was demonstrated
at the Delta Experiment Station, Stoneville, Mississippi,
before the American Soybean Association’s 7th annual field
meeting. This machine, made by McCormick-Deering “cuts
and threshes the beans in one operation. ‘Once over and
its all over’ is the slogan of soybean growers who use this
machine. Power for operating the harvester-thresher is taken
directly from the tractor. The machine cuts a 10-foot swath
and with it 25 to 35 acres [of soybeans] may be harvested
in a 10-hour day. The beans are delivered to a bagging
platform, where an operator sits and supervises the bagging
of the beans. The same machine with proper attachments can
be utilized also for harvesting small rain, cow peas, clover
seed, etc., the combine way.
“The idea of operating the mechanism of a machine in
the field by the tractor power-take-off-shaft was first applied
to grain binders and corn pickers, and the arrangement has
proved so successful and so convenient that it has now been
applied to the more difficult job of operating harvesterthreshers and found to work out satisfactorily... It has been
proven especially effective in harvesting soybeans and
saves a much greater percentage of beans than by any other
method.
“Soybeans are becoming an important crop in the
YazooÄMississippi Delta region, and many large scale
planters are seeing in soybeans a means of relief from the
need of continually growing so much cotton. Indeed, the
production of soybeans for hay only has helped planters
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in this wonderfully productive region to reduce very
considerably their outlay for costly imported stock feeds.
With a satisfactory and efficient means of harvesting the
beans, provided in the harvester-thresher, the outlook for
another important money crop seems very bright. At the
same time, soybeans help wonderfully to build up the soils
which have been depleted because of continuous growing of
cotton.
“Necessary attachments for harvesting soybeans with the
new power-drive harvester-thresher shown are mud scraper
for rear of main wheel, necessary sprockets to provide
cylinder speed of 600 r.p.m., cover for riddle comb bar on
chaffer riddle, extension cover for rear of recleaner riddle.
“As fast as the beans are cut, they fall upon the platform
canvas and are delivered directly to the cylinder which acts
as a self feeder for the thresher, carrying the beans to the
cylinder.”
“The platform canvas is continuous up to the point
where the grain is delivered into the carrier, but the elevation
of the beans from the platform to the carrier is made positive
by a short slatted belt.
“The cylinder runs on ball bearings. It has eight bars
which are set into slots in cast iron heads and bolted in place.
Steel bands shrunk on the heads reinforce this construction.
“The concave equipment consists of two concaves
with two rows of teeth each and two with one row of teeth.
A grated section is also supplied. With these concaves
any combination necessary for threshing can be made The
concaves are adjustable from the outside of the machines.
“For transportation, the reel can be removed and hung
on hooks on the side of the machine. Then the platform can
be folded at approximately the center, thus reducing the
width for passing over ordinary bridges and through gates
and lanes.”
Photos show: (1) “Cutting a ten-foot swath, this tractorhauled combine harvests and threshes satisfactorily in a
Mississippi demonstration.”
(2) Mississippi farmers examine the combine as it works
in a soy-bean field.
(3) “A thresher all his own! Here is the bail-bearing
International outfit owned by E.E. Statton and used
excluslively on his 910 acro farm near Morocco. Indiana.
Last year Mr. Statton had 300 acres of wheat and 275 acres
of oats, so you see why he makes his own custom outfit pay.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the use of a “reel” in a combine for harvesting
soybeans.
2261. Gray, Dan T. 1926. Thirty-eighth annual report:
Fiscal year ending June 30, 1926. Arkansas Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 215. 67 p. Nov.
• Summary: The section titled “Effect of legumes on corn”
(p. 13) notes that corn grown with cowpeas, soybeans,
or velvet beans averaged 33.3 bushels per acre, while

corn grown alone averaged 46.4 bushels. However the
ultimate effect of the legumes can only be determined by
the comparative yields obtained from the same land in
succeeding years. So the experiment will continue.
The section titled “Soybeans” (p. 17) begins: “In
the experiments conducted many varieties and strains of
soybeans were studied from the standpoint of both seed
production and hay production. All excepting the earliest
varieties of soybeans were good yielders of hay. During the
past season 30 or more varieties and strains of soybeans
yielded two or more tons of hay per acre, the highest yield
being two and a half tons... For highest quality of hay one
should select such medium-stemmed varieties as Chiquita,
Laredo, Virginia, and others.” The highest yields of soybeans
were 15-16 bushels per acre; early varieties such as Morse,
Virginia, and Wilson yielded well.
Other sections include: “Cowpea production. Effect
of legumes (incl. soybeans). Alfalfa. Peanuts. Other
legumes” (lespedeza, burr clover, hairy vetch). A section
titled “Soybean hay versus alfalfa hay for dairy heifers” (p.
31-32) concludes “that leafy, bright-colored soybean hay
cut before the stems become too mature is equal to alfalfa
hay for growing dairy heifers.” The “addition of bone meal
and cod liver oil to the ration of soybean hay and grain had
no beneficial effects on growth of dairy heifers.” Address:
Fayetteville.
2262. Meharry, Charles L. 1926. Seventh annual business
meeting. Chicago, Illinois–1926. Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association 1:29-34.
• Summary: The meeting was called to order at 10:30 a.m.,
November 30, 1926, by President W.E. Ayres. Members who
were present outlined soybean experiments being conducted
in the various states: Prof. G.M. Briggs of Wisconsin; Prof.
John Buchanan of Guelph, Ontario, Canada; Mr. Munn
and Mr. E.A. Hollowell of Illinois; Mr. M.O. Pence and
Prof. K.E. Beeson of Indiana; Mr. E.S. Dyas of Iowa; Mr.
E.L. Utterback of Missouri; President W.E. Ayres of the
Mississippi Delta Experiment Station.
Prof. Buchanan noted that the province of Ontario
extends as far south as the 42nd parallel. “It is therefore,
quite possible to grow soybeans in Ontario. The Guelph
Station has conducted extensive variety tests and one new
variety, a selection from Habaro, was developed by this
station. Experiments on time and methods of planting and
cultivation are in progress. In 1926 about one thousand
acres of soybeans were grown in Ontario, used principally
as a substitute hay crop. The corn borer is rapidly forcing
soybeans and other substitute crops to the attention of the
farmers.”
“Professor Beeson stated that soybeans are still
considered by most Indiana farmers as a substitute crop
and from 250,000 to 300,000 acres of soybeans are being
grown in Indiana. Of this acreage from 10 to 12 percent
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are harvested for seed, about 25 percent for hay and the
remainder grown in corn and for soil improvement. There is
a marked tendency in Indiana to substitute soybeans for oats
in the rotation. Professor Beeson reported that in harvesting
demonstrations very satisfactory work had been done with
the combine and that several Indiana growers have purchased
combines. The new Dunfield variety was mentioned as
giving the highest seed yield at the Indiana Station.”
Three men spoke enthusiastically about the use of the
“combine harvester-thresher” for soybeans: Mr. Taylor
Fouts of Indiana, Mr. C.W. Tabaka of Illinois, and Mr. F.R.
Shultz of the Case Company, Peoria, Illinois. Mr. Fouts
noted: “If the European corn borer forces a reduction in corn
acreage, soybeans are much more likely to become a useful
substitute crop, because combine harvesting will simplify the
greatest obstacle to soybean culture, that is, the difficulty of
harvesting and threshing.”
“It was moved, seconded, and carried that on and after
November 30, 1926, the membership dues be fixed at one
dollar per year.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012)
that mentions a combine in connection with Taylor Fouts
(or any other Fouts brother) of Indiana. Address: SecretaryTreasurer, American Soybean Assoc.
2263. Zavitz, Charles A. 1926. College-bred varieties of farm
crops. Ontario Department of Agriculture, Circular No. 49.
4 p. Nov.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Oats. Barley. Winter
wheat. Spring wheat. Spring rye. Field peas. Soy beans.
Millet. Mangels. Conclusion.
“Soy beans: The soy beans is a legume grown
extensively in the eastern countries, especially in Japan,
Manchuria and Siberia. According to a report issued by the
United States Department of Agriculture, ‘The feeding value
of the soy bean has been found to be greater than that of any
other forage plant except the peanut.
“O.A.C. No. 211–Matures in Southern Ontario, vigorous
grower, beautiful yellow grain of fine quality well adapted
for use as a grain producer, fodder producer, or a crop for
plowing under for enriching the soil.
“In all, about one hundred varieties of soy beans have
been under test at the Ontario Agricultural College. The
O.A.C. No. 211 has given the highest yield of grain and,
along with another variety, the highest yield of fodder of
all varieties under test at Guelph for five years.” Address:
B.S.A., D.Sc., Prof. of Field Husbandry and Director of Plant
Breeding and of Field Experiments, Ontario Agricultural
College, Guelph, Canada.
2264. Wenholz, H. 1926. Soybeans–A new farm crop.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 37(12):915-20.
Dec. 1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climate and soil.

Soybeans for hay. Soybeans as a supplementary crop in
maize. Soybeans for seed. Place of soybeans in crop rotation.
“In soybeans Australia may be said to be on the verge
of discovering what should prove, for many districts, a
valuable farm crop. Soybeans were introduced and tried out,
chiefly on the coast, several years ago, but were discarded as
having no special merit. Further introductions (from America
and elsewhere) were made more recently, and the crop was
tested in some of the tableland districts with much more
encouraging results.”
“Mr. J.S.R. Crawford, Emu Swamp, Orange, who has
probably had more experience with soybeans than any other
farmer in this State [New South Wales], having grown this
crop first in 1914, states that farmers in this district “’want
a summer crop, a legume if possible, that we can harvest
before ploughing for wheat. This is where soybeans are
valuable. We either cut for hay or graze down. Sheep graze
the crop right to the ground. They are very keen on it and
we have found this is also the case with horses and cattle*.”
(Footnote: *”Rabbits are also extremely fond of soybeans.)”
We are pleased with the way soybeans stand a dry time
[drought].’
“Further particulars regarding the culture of this
crop are given in a leaflet published by the Department
of Agriculture.” Address: B.Sc. (Agriculture), Special
Agricultural Instructor.
2265. Crops and Markets. Monthly Supplement (USDA).
1926. Soy bean, cowpea, and velvet bean production, 1926.
3(Supplement 12):421. Dec.
• Summary: “About 6,517,000 bushels of shelled soy beans
were produced in 1926 compared to 5,102,000 bushels in
1925 and 5,680,000 in 1924, according to returns of growers
to the department. Cowpea production is estimated at
7,484,000 shelled bushels in 1926 compared with 4,214,000
bushels in 1925 and 5,371,000 bushels in 1924.
“These figures refer to the shelled bushels of soy beans
and cowpeas actually harvested. The estimates are based
upon reports of crop correspondents covering the acres
grown, the percentage of the total from which beans or
peas are gathered, and bushels actually gathered per acre.
The total production and the quantities gathered in shelled
bushels can not be determined with the same assurance as
for other crops, owing to the various methods followed in
the growing and harvesting of these legumes. The peas and
beans are planted both alone and in with other crops. Some
are harvested with machines, mostly when legumes are
grown alone. From a considerable proportion of the acreage,
the pods are picked by hand, this method being commonly
followed when they are interplanted with corn. Some fields
are partially picked and afterward grazed or turned under,
some are harvested entirely for hay. The use made of the crop
is dependent partly upon weather conditions and partly upon
the price prevailing for the seed, thus determining whether it
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is more profitable to utilize the crop for hay, for grazing, or
for the seed.
“The stated quantities of seed produced must be
considered as only an approximation. The total soy-bean
acreage for all purposes is estimated at about 2,602,000
acres in 1926 compared with 2,237,000 acres in 1925 and
2,303,000 acres in 1924. The total area of cowpeas grown in
1926 is estimated at about 2,603,000 acres compared with
2,146,000 in 1925 and 2,890,000 in 1924.”
2266. Russell, H.L.; Morrison, F.B.; Ebling, W.H. 1926.
Gleanings from science: Soybean vs. alfalfa hay for dairy
cows. Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 388. p. 127-28. Dec.
• Summary: “The experience of farmers, not only in
Wisconsin, but also in other states, has shown that soybeans
are an excellent hay crop for feeding dairy cows. They are
particularly well adapted to sandy soils and are important on
the heavier types of soil, especially as a substitute for alfalfa
or clover when these crops winterkill.”
2267. Young, E.C.; Hobson, L.G. 1926. Costs and profits
in producing soybeans in Indiana. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 306. 28 p.
Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Method of study.
Location of study. Type of farming. Methods used in
soybean production. Scope of study. Soybeans as a grain
crop. Causes of variation in costs: Yield, time of planting,
method of planting, variety (Ito San, Manchu, Midwest), rate
of seeding, cultivation, economic use of straw, experience
of grower. acreage grown, other causes. Cost and value of
soybeans. Use of soybeans. Soybeans as a hay crop. Cost
and value of soybean hay. Use of soybean hay. Soybeans
in relation to the farm organization. Labor distribution on
soybeans grown for grain. Labor distribution on soybeans
grown for hay. Soybeans in rotation.
“Soybeans are a relatively new crop in Indiana... This
study was made with the purpose of determining the most
economic methods of producing soybeans for grain and
hay and also to determine to what extent soybeans could be
profitably fitted into the general farming plan...
“104 farmers furnished detailed information upon costs
and methods of soybean production on their farms for the
1923 crop. 177 farmers furnished similar information for
the 1924 crop... In addition to securing the dollar costs of
soybean production care was taken to obtain quantities of
labor and materials used in order that the study might have a
permanent value...
“The farms studied were located in ten counties in
central Indiana as shown by the map (Figure 1).”
Photos show: (1) A man seated on a cultivator pulled
by two horses in a field of soybeans. (2) A man seated on
a rotary hoe pulled by two horses in a field of soybeans.

“Large areas are covered with a minimum time and cost.” (3)
(4) A man seated on a beet cultivator pulled by two horses
in a field of soybeans. This device “was used on many farms
where row planting was practiced. Four 21-inch rows can
be cultivated at one time.” (5) A farmer in a field with a
pitchfork in one had, standing next to a pile of soybean hay.
(6) “Harvesting soybeans and planting wheat. The wheat drill
[with a man seated on top, pulled by two horses], follows
immediately behind the binder [with a man seated on top,
pulled by horses] and bundles of soybeans drop on ground
already planted to wheat.”
A table shows: (1) Range in net cost for growing and
marketing soybeans for grain, 1923 and 1924. The average
cost was $1.46 per bushel.
Graphs show: (1) Yield vs. time of planting. Soybeans
planted on May 15 gave the highest yield. (2) Seed planted
per acre (in bushels) vs. yield per acre. The more seed
planted, the higher the yield per acre. Practically, 1.5 bushels
per acre gave the highest yield (above the seed planted). (3)
Bar chart showing different economic uses of straw. The top
three are: Fed to dairy cattle (31% of total), used for manure
and bedding (22%), fed to horses (18%). (4) Bar chart
showing various economic uses of soybeans as grain: Sold
(59%), fed to hogs (18%), carried over (13%), used for seed
(4%). Address: Dep. of Farm Management, Purdue Univ. &
Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette.
2268. Biography of Charles Vancouver Piper (Website
printout). 1926. www.pwrc.usgs.gov/resshow/perry/bios/
PiperCharles.htm 1 p. Retrieved 30 June 1917.
• Summary: At the top of the biography is a well-known
portrait photo of C.V. Piper.
“Charles was born on June 16, 1867, in Victoria, British
Columbia. His parents were both born in Germany and he
spoke German as his native language. He attended the State
University of Washington, getting a BS degree in 1885 and
an MS degree in 1892. He received a second MS degree
from Harvard in 1900, remaining there as a professor of
botany and zoology until 1903, when he was appointed to
the Department of Agriculture. He was first put in charge
of the Grass Herbarium in the Office of the Agrostologist
from 1903 to 1905 and then was put in charge of the office
of Forage Crop Investigations from 1905 to 1926. Kansas
Agricultural College conferred an honorary DSc degree on
him in 1921. He did field work in Alaska (1904), Philippines
(1911), Canal Zone (1923), and Europe (1924).
“He was much interested in the flora of Washington
State and published several manuals and a number of
taxonomic articles throughout his working career. He
became well known in agronomy thanks to his work on
several forage legumes and grasses. He was instrumental in
introducing Sudan grass (a kind of sorghum) from Africa. He
was a golfer, who revolutionized greens by his discoveries.
“Charles died on February 11, 1926, in Washington,
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D.C.
“He was elected to the Washington Biologists’ Field
Club in 1908 and terminated his membership in 1910.
Source: USGS, Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
(Maryland). “Since its establishment in 1936 as the first
wildlife experiment station in the United States, the
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center has been a leading
international research institute for wildlife and applied
environmental research, for transmitting research findings
to those responsible for managing the United States’s
natural resources, and for providing technical assistance in
implementing research findings so as to improve natural
resource management.
“Patuxent’s scientists have been responsible for many
important advances in natural resource conservation.”
2269. Kellner, O.J. 1926. The scientific feeding of animals.
Authorised translation by William Goodwin. [2nd ed.,
revised]. London: Duckworth; Plymouth, England: The
Mayflower Press. 328 p. [Eng]*
• Summary: Oscar Johann Kellner (lived 1851-1911)
originally wrote this book in German in 1908 for both
practical men and for students of agriculture and veterinary
science.
Kellner credits formulation of the first milk replacer to
Liebig.
Note that this 1926 edition was published 15 years after
Kellner’s death. Address: PhD, Prof., Germany.
2270. McCallan, E.A. 1926. Report of the Director of
Agriculture for the year 1925. Report of the Department of
Agriculture, Bermuda For the year 1925. p. 3-35.
• Summary: Pages 23-24, under “Soil Improvement by
Green Manuring,” state: “Several leguminous green manure
crops have been tested at the Station, and cowpeas and
soy beans have to date proved the most suitable. Cowpeas
possess two advantages over soy beans, namely, the
attendant bacterium is present in most soils, and heavier
crops generally secured. The soy bean, on the other hand,
possesses the following advantages, the seed is cheaper, the
plant is of erect growth and is thus more easily handled, it is
more resistant to drought, and is far more readily eaten by all
kinds of farm stock. When used as fodder 80 per cent of its
manurial value may be returned to the soil.
“The soy bean is the most valuable agricultural plant
recently introduced into Bermuda. In addition to its high
value as a soil renovator, it is an excellent fodder crop.”
A table shows the digestible crude protein and the
percentage of carbohydrates and fat in dried soy bean seeds,
and soy bean hay (based on figures from W.A. Henry).
“Soy beans possess a third use, namely, as a green
table bean. Though difficult to shell, their flavour is most
excellent.
“In conclusion, the benefits which follow leguminous

green manuring are briefly set down: (1) Addition of humus,
(2) addition of nitrogen, (3) conservation of plant-food, (4)
concentration of plant-food, (5) improvement of physical
condition of soil, (6) control of weeds, (7) saving of labour
and (8) more effective use of fertilisers.” Address: Director
of Agriculture, Agricultural Station, Bermuda.
2271. United States Tariff Commission. 1926. Certain
vegetable oils. I. Costs of production. II. Economic study of
the trade in and the prices and interchangeability of oils and
fats. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. 174
p. See Part I, p. 55-71, 77; Part II, p. 114-17, 138-40, 159-61.
Tables. Diagrams. 31 cm. [6 ref]
• Summary: This document gives the best picture of the
soy oil industry and market in the U.S. and worldwide
up to this time. Part 1. Costs of production, Section 4,
titled “Soya-bean oil” (p. 55) has the following contents:
Rates of duty. Uses. Raw material and its sources: Foreign
production, domestic production. Joint products. Domestic
production and consumption: History, production statistics,
geographic distribution of mills, domestic consumption.
Imports. Principal competing country (Manchuria).
Exports of domestic and foreign oil. Foreign production
and consumption: Production (China [Manchuria], Japan,
Europe), consumption. Costs of production: United States
(proportion of the industry covered, cost data by companies,
shipping charges), China (Manchuria; Introduction,
verification of cost data, Dairen, shipping charges from
Dairen to the U.S., Harbin, Newchwang, Antung), Japan,
Great Britain, comparison of these cost data.
The Act of 1921, an emergency tariff that went into
effect on 28 May 1921, placed the first tariff on soya-bean
oil, at the rate of 20 cents per gallon (2.67 cents per pound).
The Act of 1922 (which went into effect on 22 Sept. 1922)
reduced this slightly to 18.75 cents per gallon (2.5 cents per
pound). “For a number of years prior to 1921 soya-bean oil
was used in the United States chiefly in the manufacture
of soaps, and to a lesser extent in paint, varnish, and lard
compounds... Since 1921 the domestic consumption of soyabean oil has been chiefly in the manufacture of paints and
varnishes and in foundry core oils. In lesser quantities it finds
use in the manufacture of linoleum and of printing inks” (p.
55)
“Foreign production.–Chinese official statistics estimate
that the area under soya beans in the whole of China in recent
years has been 12 million acres (Chinese Economic Monthly,
June 1924). Generally accepted show that China produces
about 80 per cent of the world’s production of [soya] beans,
or from 3 to 4 short tons annually, of which Manchuria
produces from 2 to 3 million tons. Japan and Chosen [Korea]
grow the beans in about equal quantities, each producing
approximately 600,000 tons per year or about 15 per cent of
China’s production. Some soya beans are grown in Central
European countries, but there, as in the United States, they
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are used mainly for forage. Japan, Chosen, and the interior of
China consume practically all of the beans they produce, but
Manchuria, which is less densely populated, exports in the
raw state or as manufactured products about 60 percent of its
production. It is from Manchuria that the other nations of the
world obtain their supply for crushing.
“Domestic production [USA].–The domestic soya
bean crop is grown primarily for forage. The chief States
harvesting soya beans in 1923 and 1924 were North
Carolina, with 2,675,000 and 2,560,000 bushels, Illinois,
with 1,722,000 and 1,548,000 bushels, and Indiana, with
790,000 and 650,000 bushels, respectively. Sixteen other
States, of which Ohio and Missouri were the most important,
produced soya beans in much smaller quantities... The total
harvest in the United States was 8,944,000 bushels (268,320
short tons) in 1923 and 9,567,000 bushels (287,010 short
tons) in 1924. Only about 20 per cent of the acreage planted
is harvested, and of the quantity harvested less than 2 per
cent is crushed for oil. This is because the seed necessary for
the next crop of beans requires nearly all the beans that are
harvested” (p. 55).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) that
gives total soybean production or area statistics worldwide.
However the information lacks detail, except for the USA.
Table 82 (p. 56) shows that the amount of soya beans
crushed in the U.S. increased from 2,978 tons in 1922
(1.70% of the total soya beans harvested), to 3,724 tons in
1924 (1.3% of the total). Imported soya beans were first
crushed in about 1910 on the Pacific Coast.
Table 83 (p. 57) shows that production of crude soyabean oil in the U.S. rose from 751,108 lb in 1922, to to
1,404,035 lb in 1923, to 950,437 lb in 1924, to 1,406,112 lb
in 1925. “Domestic production has at all times been small
compared with imports. In 1923 the domestic output was 4
per cent of imports; in 1924 and 1925 about 8.5 per cent.”
The soy oil tariff of 1921 led to a rapid increase
in soybean crushing in the U.S. “The commission’s
investigators interviewed the managers of eight domestic oil
mills–all that had produced soya-bean oil since 1921. Four
of these mills were located in Illinois, three in Indiana, and
one in North Carolina. Of these, two had used the benzine
extraction process and after extracting a few tons of beans
had closed down because of mechanical difficulties, high
cost of operation, and high cost of beans. Nearly all the other
mills used Anderson expellers, although a few of them used
hydraulic presses.”
Table 86 (p. 58) shows imports of soya-bean oil into
the U.S. by countries, 1918-1925. In 1918, the peak year for
imports (335,984,143 lb), 68.7% came from the Kwantung
Leased Territory (principally from Dairen on the southern
tip of the Liaotung Peninsula in South Manchuria), 27.2%
came from Japan, and 4.0% came from other parts of China.
In Japan 19 mills are known to be crushing soya beans. Their
production of soya-bean oil in 1922 was 44,714,000 pounds.

Table 88 shows imports of soya beans into Germany,
United Kingdom, Denmark, and Holland 1919-1925. In
1925 Germany was by far the largest importer (370,585 short
tons), followed by the UK (181,420), Denmark (121,389),
and Holland (39,301).
Part I, Section 5, titled “Interest on capital invested in
crushing vegetable oils,” has a passage on soya-bean oil
which gives that information for 1924.
Part 2. Economic Study of the Trade in and Prices and
Interchangeability of Oils and Fats, includes references to
the domestic production of soybean oil, net imports of oils,
including soybean oil, into the United States 1910-1924;
and 1916-1924; international supply and consumption
of soybeans and soybean oil; price changes of soybean
oil and beans; statistics of these price changes. The
Interchangeability of Oils and Fats in Consuming Industries
has scattered references to soybean oil, and a special section
on soybean oil giving data received from questionnaires on
the interchangeability of oils and fats.
This is the earliest document stating that soy oil, itself, is
used in printing inks. Address: Washington, DC.
2272. D.O.T. 1927. Taylor Fouts–Master Farmer: Soybeans
and livestock make his farm profitable. Prairie Farmer
(Indiana Edition) 99(10):4, 32 March 5.
• Summary: This long article about Taylor Fouts, his family,
and his Soyland Farm, follows his selection as a Master
Farmer by Prairie Farmer magazine in January of this year.
His farm has been in the family for some 75 years. James
Bridge, Taylor’s grandfather on his mother’s side of the
family, was the pioneer who obtained this farm along Deer
Creek–with its well-drained timber land. One large grove of
the original maple trees still stands on the farm, and the trees
are tapped each spring. The sap is boiled down into syrup,
furnishing lots of fun and a goodly supply of Mapleview
Syrup. The three Fouts children at Soyland Farm are Pauline
(a senior in high school), Frederic (a junior in the same
school), and Mary Margaret–”a little seven-year-old ray of
sunshine. In 1902 Fouts graduated from the four-year course
of Purdue University College of Agriculture. He immediately
“started farming as a renter upon the homestead of 160 acres,
and also rented 95 acres from a sister. Five years later, upon
the death of his father, Solomon Fouts [on 2 April 1907],
the estate was divided. Taylor inherited the 80 acres where
the homestead buildings are located, and later purchased the
adjoining 80 acres from the other seven heirs.”
Soybeans have been grown on this farm extensively
“every year since 1903. They are used for pasturing lambs
and for hogging down, both in the cornfields and separately;
they are used for pasture, hay, and seed. The seed is disposed
of largely through a selling agency composed of the three
Fouts Brothers, Noah, Finis, and Taylor. Other seed products
of the three farms are also sold collectively through this
agency.”
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The fine old brick house on Soyland Farms has recently
been renovated; the many splendid things of the old house
have been combined with the best of the new. Taylor Fouts,
who was recently named as Master Farmer by Prairie
Farmer magazine, willingly acknowledges that a large share
of the honor should go to his wife, the daughter of Wm. F.
Wagoner, and the Master Mistress of her home and family.
Photos show: (1) Taylor Fouts seated at his desk, with
a typewriter to his right (round photo). (2) The family home
and two barns at Soyland Farm with snow on the ground.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012)
stating that Taylor Fouts has been named as Master Farmer.
2273. Prairie Farmer. 1927. Soybeans in Hendricks County
[Indiana]: They are a profitable farm crop. 99(12):5. March
19.
• Summary: “Hendricks county holds the blue ribbon for
soybean production in Indiana.” “The persistence of a group
of farmers organized as the Mid-State Soy Bean Growers’
Association has had much to do with encouraging farmers to
try soys.
“What has been accomplished in the last few years, and
what will be done in the next five years in raising soybeans
in Hendricks county and throughout Indiana, has come about
largely because of the ideals, faith and work of one man. He
is Adrian Parsons of Plainfield, now past 80 years old, alert
in every faculty, full of wisdom and busy work. Mr. Parsons
is a Civil War veteran and served under Colonel Eli Lilly.
He had five boys, all farmers, and reared nine children to
become good citizens.
“Thirty-seven years ago [i.e., in about 1890 or 1891]
people were likely to say Adrian Parsons seemed a ‘bit
queer’ about soybeans. He talked beans, studied beans, and
begged others to try them, but for a while he met with no
success. Three times he had failed to get a stand of clover,
and in studying legumes, decided to try soys, which were
recommended to him by the University of Kansas. He
brought two gallons of early and medium late yellow soys.
Neither variety matured enough for the entire crop to ripen,
and it was a problem to get enough seed, by picking a few
beans here and there, to furnish seed for his fields.”
“For years Parsons grew many broad fields of Mikados,
and sold seed to farmers in Ohio, Kentucky, and other
southern states long before Indiana farmers could be induced
to grow them.
“Parsons harvests with a binder, when the first leaves
turn yellow, and saves all the leaf, stalk and seed.”
“One summer he discovered a different bean in his
field. He staked it, and when fall came, found that it matured
two weeks earlier than any of the others. This specimen he
sent to Washington [DC], and later, after he had isolated
and perfected it, he was recognized as the originator of the
Mikado bean, which he still grows.”
“Members of the Mid-State Association have all grown

the Dunfield variety for the past three years... The Dunfield
matures as early as the Mikado, is not as coarse for hay, and
does not shatter as does the Midwest. They are hard and do
not pop out when ripe. They take their name from the former
owner of the farm where they were perfected by Purdue,
having been referred to so many times as ‘the beans in the
Dunn fields.’
“When the Dunfield beans were brought from Purdue,
the Mid-State Association was organized by a group of farsighted farmers of Hendricks county, who saw the need to
standardize beans, and to produce true to type. They agreed
to produce none but Dunfields, and to go through every row
on every field and destroy any plant of off-colored bloom or
stem. This they have done faithfully, and are producing beans
of superior type, seed of best quality, which cannot be sold
unless it meet their requirements. Harvesting machinery is
thoroughly cleaned before Dunfields are threshed by them,
and inspection by Purdue for certified seed is made in each
field each year.”
Photos show: (1) Adrian Parsons, Indiana’s pioneer
soybean grower. (2) J.B. Edmondson, President of the MidState Soy Bean Growers Assoc. (3) Frank Hanna, wearing a
Ben Hogan-style golf cap.
2274. Burleson, D.J.; McClelland, C.K. 1927. Soybeans.
Arkansas Agricultural College, Extension Circular No. 230.
8 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties: Adaptations
of varieties, Laredo (most popular variety for Arkansas
as a whole), Virginia, Mammoth Yellow, Otootan, Biloxi.
Cultural methods: Preparation (of the land), planting, drilling
with grain drill vs. in three foot rows (“To avoid cultivation,
the beans may be drilled ‘solid’ with an ordinary oat drill...”),
planting with corn, effect of soybeans in corn, yields of
soybean forage in corn, rates of planting / seeding, dates of
planting, inoculation, fertilizers, grazing, time to cut for hay,
curing hay, yields of hay, harvesting seed, yields of seed, soil
improvement.
“More than 800 varieties have been introduced and
tested in different sections [regions] of the United States.”
Only about 40 varieties are now being grown. Address: 1.
Extension Agronomist; 2. Asst. Agronomist. Both: Little
Rock.
2275. Burlison, W.L. 1927. Better varieties cut production
costs. Prairie Farmer 99(14):3, 16-17. April 2.
• Summary: The item most neglected by farmers is the
importance of good seed. Poor varieties lead to poor profits.
Proper section of varieties is particularly important when
growing soybeans–which have spread in popularity even
more than sweet clover and alfalfa. The Illinois experiment
station has tested dozens of soybean varieties. A table titled
“Average yields of soybean varieties tested during 1925
on the University south farm” lists the following varieties:
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A.K. 3 (Illini), A.K. 2, Dunfield, Aksarben, Wea, Ebony,
Wilson 5 [Wilson-Five], Hoosier, Midwest, Mikado, Peking,
Lexington, Arlington, Wisconsin Black, Elton, Hong Kong,
A.K., Haberlandt, Morse, Illinois 13-181, Manchu, Virginia,
Hamilton, Hurrelbrink, Columbia, Ito San, Black Eyebrow.
For each variety is given the yield of seed (bushels/acre) or
straw (tons/acre) in the Northwest rotation (corn, soybeans,
potatoes, corn, soybeans, potatoes, alfalfa–6 years) or the
South-Central rotation (corn, corn, corn, soybeans–4 years).
The four varieties with the highest seed yields in the
Northwest rotation were A.K. 3 (Illini) 50.9 bu/acre, A.K.
2–48.2, Dunfield 37.5, and Aksarben 35.6 bu/acre. Note
the great superiority of the Illini variety, which has been
developed by the Illinois experiment station.
The four varieties with the highest seed yields in the
South-Central rotation were Hong Kong 30.3 bu/acre, A.K.
28.3, Haberlandt 27.5, and Morse 27.2 bu/acre. Note that
these yields are all lower than the lowest on the Northwest
rotation. A small oval photo shows Dr. Burlison. Address:
Univ. of Illinois.
2276. Moore, R.A. 1927. Severe winter on clover seedings:
Dairy farmers should try soy beans. Hoard’s Dairyman
72(7):370, 422. April 10.
• Summary: When freezing weather kills clover, it is
calamity for dairy farmers, who lose their leguminous hay.
No crop makes a better replacement than the soy bean. “Soy
beans are becoming grown generally throughout Wisconsin
as a hay making crop. Soy beans, when cut and cured
properly, make a grade of hay that is even more nutritious
than clover hays and ranks almost equal with alfalfa.” Gives
details on planting soy beans after winter-killed clover.
Address: Wisconsin.
2277. Forbes, E.B.; Braman, W.W.; Kriss, M. 1927. Netenergy values of corn silage, soy-bean hay, alfalfa hay, and
oats. J. of Agricultural Research 34(8):785-96. April 15. [3
ref]
• Summary: “The following net energy values, per kg of dry
matter of feeds, for the maintenance of approximately 800-lb
2 to 3 year old beef steers are submitted, these values being
determined by direct calorimetry, using the heat production
during fast as the measure of the maintenance requirement of
net energy: Corn silage, 2,098 calories; soy bean hay, 1,502
and 1,689 calories; alfalfa hay, 1,272 and 1,327 calories; and
ground oats, 2,224 and 2,476 calories.”
The heat values were more nearly proportional to the dry
matter present than to the metabolizable energy of the foods;
the latter in turn depended on the nature of the material,
notably whether bulky or concentrated. Address: Inst. of
Animal Nutrition, Pennsylvania State College.
2278. McArthur, William. 1927. Soybeans as emergency
hay crop: Grower rates soya as best substitute for alfalfa or

clover. Wallaces’ Farmer 52(16):620. April 22.
• Summary: “William McArthur has grown soybeans
as extensively as any farmer in Iowa. His experience in
growing, handling and feeding soybeans has taught him
many things about this crop. In this article and another to
appear soon, he tells how to make use of soybeans with the
greatest profit.
“Ten years’ experience in growing soybeans leads us to
believe that they have a place on almost every farm. They
may be grown with the corn either for silage or hogging
down. They may be grown for seed either to feed or sell as
a cash crop. But their greatest field of usefulness is in being
grown as an emergency legume hay crop. Planted after the
corn planting is done, in ninety days they will make legume
hay equal to clover or alfalfa.
“Many tenant farmers find themselves on farms without
any clover or alfalfa meadows. Many more of us find
ourselves out because of drouth or winter killing. Two years
in succession now our alfalfa has been winter killed, but
soybeans have met the emergency and in ninety days made a
legume hay. second to none.
“Livestock Favor Soybean Hay: All classes of livestock
like soybean hay, and time after time we have seen our cattle
turn down alfalfa hay and eat the soybean hay first. For
young cattle and dairy cows, soybean hay gives splendid
results, partly because of its laxative effect.
“But for feeding 1.000-pound steers, we found that this
same laxative quality was almost disastrous. We could never
understand why soybean hay gave such poor results in John
Evvard’s steer feeding experiments at Ames until we got
some 1,000-pound western steers quite similar to the steers
used in the college experiments, and started feeding them
soybean hay. They relished the soybean hay, but it caused so
much scouring that we had to discontinue feeding it and give
them mixed hay.
“The seed bed for soybeans must be thoroly prepared;
making it firm and moist before the seed is planted. One
spring we had a field for soybeans which was fall plowed.
About the third week of April we planted a strip on one side
to potatoes. In doing so we disked and harrowed a couple
of acres in excess of what we needed for the potatoes. The
balance of the field wasn’t worked until a month later, when
the whole field was prepared for planting. Apparently it
seemed to be in as nice a state of tilth as the ground worked
in April. But, alas, that thirty days’ delay in preparation
meant just the difference between a good crop and a near
failure. On the early worked land the soy beans all came up
evenly, making a splendid stand. The balance of the field had
lost so much moisture that the beans came up very straggly
and unevenly. The first part made a splendid growth all
summer, Apparently never lacking moisture, and practically
free from weeds. The balance suffered from drouth and was
almost smothered out by the weeds.
“We had a, similar experience in preparing corn stalk
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ground for soybeans. A part of the field was disked when we
were putting in oats. The entire field stood until the last of
May before we found time to plow it. It was then carefully
worked down and planted to soybeans with a grain drill.
Where the ground had been disked early, the beans came up
readily and made a good crop. On the other part there was
not sufficient moisture to germinate the seed, and they didn’t
come until we got a soaking rain a month later. This made
them so late that they were fit only for hay.
“Now we religiously prepare our soybean land in April
if possible, always disking the corn stalks down early and
plowing the ground at least three weeks before time for
planting. Then the plowed ground is worked every week at
least, to destroy the weeds and make a firm seed bed. We
found it easier to destroy a lot of the weeds before planting
than afterwards. It is better to be a week or two late than to
have the weeds choke out the entire crop. Especially is this
true when the soybeans are put in with a grain drill and have
to be cultivated with a harrow or weeder.
“We have always used dirt for inoculating our soybeans.
All that is necessary is to get a little soil from a field where
soybeans have been grown that showed a good development
of nodules on the roots. We understand that the smaller and
more numerous these nodules are on the root oysters [sic] the
better inoculated that soil is. Our observation has been that
after the first inoculation of a field we found a few extremely
large nodules on the roots, but in later years these nodules
become more numerous and not as large in size.
“By planting a bean or two in every hill of corn, with
a soybean attachment, we spread the inoculation over the
entire farm very quickly, making it unnecessary to inoculate
the seed after that. We have also found that livestock are
very efficient inoculators. In foraging over the farm from
one field to another during the fall and winter months they
carry enough soil on their feet to inoculate fields which we
positively know have never grown any legumes.
“We moisten the soil until it is like thick cream and then
merely dirty the beans. A small cupful is sufficient to dirty up
a bushel very efficiently, and they will not be sticky, either.
We generally advise beginners to plant their soybeans with a
corn planter, using a bushel of seed per acre and cultivating
like corn. Most planters and cultivators can be reduced to
36-inch rows. Three or four cultivations will keep them free
of weeds till they are large enough to smother out any weeds
coming up later.
“Thick Stand Is an Advantage: To make the greatest
income from our farm, we believe it is necessary to have
one-half of our acreage in corn each year. Replacing part of
our oats acreage with soybeans gave us too great an acreage
in cultivated crops to handle effectively. For that reason, we
came to planting our soybeans with a grain drill. We have
tried spacing the rows from seven inches twenty-eight inches
and using from one half bushel to two bushels of seed per
acre. A thick stand is an advantage in keeping down weeds,

and the soybeans do not grow so rank and top heavy, thus
making better quality hay and easier to harvest for either hay
or seed.” Address: Iowa.
2279. McArthur, William. 1927. Ten years of soybean
experience: This farmer grew soys with corn for silage, and
alone for seed and hay. Wallaces’ Farmer 52(17):656. April
29.
• Summary: “During the ten years we have been growing
soybeans rather extensively, we have grown them, handled
and used them in practically every possible way. We first
grew-soybeans with the corn for silage. Because of the high
price of seed we decided to grow our own seed if possible.
Three acres were planted with the corn planter, using the
largest corn plates and driving over the same rows twice.
A bushel per acre in rows made a good stand. Three or
four cultivations kept them free from weeds and they made
marvelous growth during the hot summer months. They were
harvested with a grain binder and set up in small shocks. By
letting soybeans ripen until all the leaves fall off, they stood
more erect and the binder worked much better.
“Could Shock Faster With Forks: Shocking soybeans is
hard on gloves and hands, because of the sharp pods. This
led to shocking them with forks. After a little practice we
found we could shock them faster with forks than by hand.
“The first crop was hauled to the machine and threshed
like small grain. This cracked a small per cent which were
easily removed with the fanning mill. Since then we have
secured a set of large pulleys whereby the cylinder is reduced
to less than half speed and the separation maintained at
the regular rate. A special type of sieve was secured which
did not allow so many pods to go thru with the seed. Thus
equipped, we were able to thresh soybeans without much
cracking, but we also found that the slow-moving cylinder
did not get all the seed out, especially when a little damp
and tough. So we have returned to the high speed cylinders,
preferring to have them all threshed out, even tho a higher
per cent are cracked. The cracked beans are taken out with a
fanning mill and used for feeding. In cleaning soybeans we
found it very important to run the fan fast enough to lift the
cracked beans over the tail board. The clean halves will go
thru the sieves, but the halves with hulls adhering to them
must be blown out.
“Our experience leads us to believe that in Iowa,
soybeans have their greatest field of usefulness as an
emergency legume hay crop. Making the best quality of
soybean hay is no easy task. The weather in September is
extremely uncertain. It may be hot, dry and windy, or it may
be very rainy with little sunshine. If the beans stand up well,
we like to cut them with the grain binder when the pods are
still green and before any leaves turn yellow. It is seldom
possible to take a full swath with a grain binder; the driver
must cut whatever width the binder will handle without
clogging. We set the bundles up in small shocks two by two
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and let them stand until thoroly cured, and haul them in
whenever convenient. Soybean hay which is cured in this
manner makes a splendid quality and is easy to handle during
the winter months.
“We have mowed soybeans for hay many times and
always had plenty of grief and hard work and many times a
poor quality of hay. But last fall we tried raking them with
a side delivery rake in light windrows, the same afternoon
they were mowed, and left them until they were thoroly
cured. One field lay over a month thru very bad weather and
still made very good hay. Soybean hay will stand more bad
weather than any other hay and not show any damage.
“Soybeans Have Solved Headland Problem: Soybeans
have solved our headland problem around the corn fields.
We work the headland until the corn has been cultivated
twice, then drill it to soybeans. By that time the weeds have
been very well exterminated, and the turning of teams and
cultivators during the last cultivation does very little damage
to the soybeans. The result is a beautiful green, weedless
border around the field, which makes a splendid hay crop
along in September, and after that we leave an open land
around the field ready for the corn harvesting machinery.
“Soybeans leave the soil in a wonderfully mellow
condition, due to the enormous development of a fibrous
root system. But unlike alfalfa and sweet clover, this root
system does not penetrate very deep. We have secured our
best stands of alfalfa following a soybean crop. Because of
the firm, mellow condition, it holds moisture extremely well
the following spring, and we always find it quite sticky to
disk long after the other fields are dry. Because of this moist,
mellow condition, it gives the alfalfa a wonderful start and
continues to be moist and mellow all season when the corn
stalk fields come dry and crack open.
“Soil in Poor Physical Condition for Corn: But this same
quality which is so favorable for small grain and sowing
of legumes has reverse effect on a corn crop following
soybeans, especially our heavy black soils of northern. Iowa.
This same mellow condition tends to conserve the cold
winter water in the soil, thus preventing the warming up
process that is so necessary to give the corn a good start. At
first this caused us to wonder what was the matter with corn
following soybeans. We naturally expected to find the corn
doing better after a legume crop which was supposed to add
nitrogen to the soil and make it more productive.
“Many farmers have been disappointed by the poor
showing of corn after soybeans, and accused the soybeans,
but we believe it is purely a mechanical and physical
condition brought about by the wonderful fibrous root
system of the soybean plant. When we correct this seed bed
condition in the early spring, we will get splendid results
with corn following soybeans. To accomplish this result we
are using a spring shovel cultivator, which stirs the soil in a
much more effective manner than a disk or harrow. We have
learned that sugar beets have very much the same physical

effect on our soil as the soybeans have. Some wonderful
crops of small grain have been obtained following a crop
of sugar beets, but corn starts off very slowly in the spring
because of the cool, moist condition of the soil, but generally
makes up later in the season.” Address: Iowa.
2280. Garver, Samuel. 1927. Forage crops and their culture
in Northern Nebraska and the Dakotas. Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 1511. 46 p. April. See p. 6-7, 19-22.
• Summary: The section titled “Legumes” (p. 6-7) states
that soy beans are one of the “leguminous crops of greatest
economic promise in this region.” Directions for planting soy
beans are given.
A long subsection titled “Soy beans” (p. 19-22)
discusses their basic uses, varieties, place in the cropping
system, time, rate and depth of sowing, cultivation, hay and
silage production, and seed production.
“The soy bean is grown for both pasture and seed
production in the more humid parts of eastern Nebraska and
eastern South Dakota, but in southeastern North Dakota its
use is confined largely to pasturage. It may also be grown
with a fair degree of success under the more favorable
conditions in adjoining dry-farming districts.”
“Varieties: Thirty-nine introductions of soy beans were
under test at the Redfield station [in northeast central South
Dakota] in 1914 and 1915, and of this number 12 have been
retained as promising. The average seed yields per acre
of the better-known varieties for 12 years are as follows:
Mandarin, 11.7 bushels; Pinpu, 11.4 bushels; Manchu, 12
bushels; Aksarben, 11.4 bushels. The Wisconsin Black is the
earliest maturing variety tested. It is black seeded, matures in
about 100 days, and ordinarily may be grown safely for seed
as far north as southern North Dakota.
Photos show: (1) A field of soybeans with farm houses
and a barn in the background. (2) “A mixed sowing of soy
beans and corn in wide rows furnishes pasture and silage of
exceptional quality.” Address: Assoc. Agronomist, Office of
Forage Crops, Bureau of Plant Industry.
2281. Morse, W.J. 1927. Soy beans: Culture and varieties.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1520. 34 p. April. Revised
1939 and 1949. Supersedes Morse 1918b. The Soy Bean.
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin No. 973. [36 ref]
• Summary: Contents: History of the soy bean. Climatic
adaptations. Soil preferences. Varieties: Descriptions
of varieties (59 varieties and 44 synonyms). Varieties
recommended for different areas. Preparation of seed
bed. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Time of seeding. Methods of
seeding. Rate of seeding. Depth of seeding. Cultivation. Soy
beans in rotations. Soy beans in mixtures: Soy beans and
corn, cowpeas, Sudan grass, millet. Insect enemies of soy
beans: Grasshoppers, blister beetles, Mexican bean beetle,
other beetle enemies, leaf hoppers, army worms and other
caterpillars, the green clover worm, chinch bugs. Diseases
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of the soy bean: Bacterial blight, bacterial pustule, mosaic,
fusarium blight or wilt disease, stem rot, pod and stem blight,
sunburn, downy mildew, anthracnose, root knot (caused by
a tiny eelworm or nematode, Heterodera radicicola). Other
enemies of soy beans (rabbits, woodchucks).
The soy bean is “also called the soja bean, the soya
bean, and in North Carolina the stock pea.” “Previous to
1908 the trade in soy beans was largely confined to oriental
countries, particularly China, Manchuria, and Japan. Since
that time the value of the soy bean and its products has
gradually been realized in other countries, and during the
last decade they have attained considerable importance in
the world’s commerce. At the present time the soy bean is
cultivated principally in China, Manchuria, Japan, Chosen
(Korea), and the United States, but it is also of more or less
importance in northern India, Indo China, and the Malayan
Islands. Soy beans are grown also in Italy, France, southern
Russia, Hungary, Hawaii, Egypt, South Africa, and in a
few countries of South America, but the acreage in these
countries is very limited.
“The soy bean was introduced into the United States as
early as 1804 and for several decades was regarded more as
a botanical curiosity than as a plant of economic importance.
Since 1890 nearly all of the State Agricultural Experiments
have experimented with soy beans and many bulletins have
been published dealing wholly or partly with the crop.”
“The soy bean has been used mainly for forage purposes
in the United States, but as a forage crop alone it would not
likely become one of the major field crops. The acreage
in soy beans has increased very rapidly during the last
decade. Previous to 1917 considerably less than 500,000
acres were grown. In 1924 there were more than 2,500,000
acres, of which 1,000,000 were grown for hay, 932,000 for
pasture and silage, and 613,000 for the production of seed.
More than 10,000,000 bushels of soy-bean seed and about
1,360,000 tons of soybean hay were produced in 1924.”
The 103 soy bean varieties and synonyms described
on pages 5-11 are as follows (in alphabetical order): A.K.,
Aksarben, Arlington, Austin, Banner–same as Midwest,
Barchet, Biloxi, Black Beauty–same as Ebony, Black
Eyebrow, Black Sable–same as Peking, Bopp–same as
Chernie, Brown–same as Mammoth Brown, Chernie,
Chestnut, Chiquita, Columbia (from China), Columbian–
same as Columbia, Dixie, Dunfield, Early Brown, Early
Green–same as Medium Green, Early Virginia Brown–same
as Virginia, Early Wilson–same as Wilson, Early Wisconsin
Black–same as Wisconsin Black, Early Yellow–same as Ito
San, Easycook (from Shantung province, China in 1894),
Ebony, Elton, Essex–same as Peking, Extra Early Black
Eyebrow–same as Black Eyebrow, Extra Select Sable–same
as Peking, Giant Brown–same as Mammoth Brown, Goshen
Prolific, Green–same as Medium Green, Guelph–same as
Medium Green, Habaro, Haberlandt, Hahto (“Introduced
under S.P.I. No. 40118 from Wakamatsu, Japan, in 1915. It

is commonly known in Japan as ‘dove killer,’ and is said to
be used boiled in the green stage... Especially valuable as
a green vegetable bean when three-fourths to full grown”),
Hamilton, Herman, Hollybrook, Hongkong, Hoosier, Illini,
Ilsoy, Indiana Hollybrook–same as Midwest, Ito San, Jet,
Laredo, Large Brown–same as Mammoth Brown, Large
Yellow–same as Mammoth Yellow, Late Yellow–same as
Mammoth Yellow, Lexington, Mammoth–same as Mammoth
Yellow, Mammoth Black–same as Tarheel Black, Mammoth
Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Manchu, Manchuria–same as
Pinpu, Mandarin, Medium Early Green–same as Medium
Green, Medium Early Yellow–same as Ito San, Medium
Green, Medium Yellow–same as Midwest, Merko, Midwest,
Mikado, Minsoy, Mongol–same as Midwest, Morse,
Ogemaw, Ohio 9035–same as Hamilton, Old Dominion,
Otootan, Peking, Perley’s Mongol–same as Midwest, Pinpu,
Red Sable–same as Peking, Roosevelt–same as Midwest,
Roosevelt Medium Early Yellow–same as Midwest, Royal–
same as Wilson Five, Sable–same as Peking, Shanghai–same
as Tarheel Black, Sooty, Southern–same as Mammoth
Yellow, Southern Prolific, Soysota, Tarheel–same as Tarheel
Black, Tarheel Black, Tarheel Brown–same as Mammoth
Brown, Tokyo, Virginia, Virginia Early Brown–same as
Virginia, Wea, White Eyebrow, Wilson, Wilson-Five,
Wisconsin Black, Wisconsin Early Black–same as Wisconsin
Black, Wisconsin Pedigreed Black–same as Wisconsin
Black, Yoko–same as Yokoten, Yokoten, Yellow–same as
Mammoth Yellow.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean varieties Black Sable, Early
Virginia Brown, Extra Early Black Eyebrow, Giant Brown,
Large Brown, Tarheel Brown, Virginia Early Brown, or
Wisconsin Pedigreed Black.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
which states that Black Sable is the same as Peking, or that
Brown, Giant Brown, Large Brown, and Tarheel Brown are
the same as Mammoth Brown, or that Early Green is the
same as Medium Green, or that Early Virginia Brown and
Virginia Early Brown are the same as Virginia, or that Early
Wisconsin Black and Wisconsin Early Black and Wisconsin
Pedigreed Black are the same as Wisconsin Black, or that
Extra Early Black Eyebrow is the same as Black Eyebrow,
or that Mammoth Black is the same as Tarheel Black, or that
Yellow is the same as Mammoth Yellow.
Photos show (unless otherwise stated): (1) A typical soybean plant growing alone. (2) “Outline map of the United
States showing by numerals the areas to which the soy bean
is especially adapted. The varieties suited to the various areas
for different purposes are discussed on page 11. Outside
the unnumbered areas the soy bean either can not be grown
profitably or it is in the experimental stage.” A vertical line
shows that the soybean grows east of the 99th meridian. The
area east of this line is divided into 5 zones by 4 lines parallel
to the latitudes. Soybeans can also be grown in small parts of
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Arizona, New Mexico, and California, where extremely hot
weather prevails during the period when the seed is forming.
(3) Roots of a soy-bean plant showing abundant development
of nodules.
(4) Soy beans and corn planted in alternate rows; two
men and waist-deep among the plants. (5) “The ordinary
grain drill may be used for sowing either in rows or in close
drills.” It is pulled by horses and a man, seated on top,
is looking backward. (6) Seeds of the 22 more important
varieties of soy beans now grown in the United States
showing the wide range in the size of the seed. Soybeans
range from 1,250 seeds to the pound for the Hahto (large) to
9,950 seeds to the pound for Barchet.
(7) “The rotary hoe is an excellent implement for either
solid or row plantings.” This one is pulled by two horses; a
man is seated on top. (8) “Soy beans seeded in the same row
with corn. They are more generally grown with corn than
with any other crop.” A man is standing in front of the tall
plants. (9) “A field of soy beans and Sudan grass grown in
mixture for hay.” (10) Roots of a soy-bean plant showing
galls caused by the nematode Heterodera radicicola.
Address: Agronomist, Office of Forage Crops, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.

automobile.” Address: Formerly Chief of the Radio Service,
USDA, now secretary of the Federal Radio Commission.

2282. Tomhave, A.E. 1927. Soybean meal and ground
soybeans as protein supplements for dairy cattle. Delaware
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 148. 19 p.
April. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Part I of this bulletin deals with the results
obtained from the feeding of soybean meal, followed in
part II by the results obtained from the feeding of ground
soybeans.” Address: Newark, Delaware.

2286. Burger, A.A. 1927. Strayer grows soys: A twelve-year
experience. Successful Farming 25(5):5, 28. May.
• Summary: “Twelve years ago [i.e., in about 1915] the
soybean was first being generally introduced in the cornbelt.
At that time Bert Strayer of Black Hawk county, Iowa,
secured some black eyebrow [Black Eyebrow] seed and
the results were so satisfactory that he has been growing
soybeans ever since. With him the acreage has increased
every year until he is now recognized as one of the largest
growers of soybeans in the state. Last year on his quartersection farm he grew 60 acres of beans. Soybeans are a
favorite crop with Strayer because they are easy to grow and
handle, because they make a high protein feed, and because
they are nitrogen-gathering, soil-enriching plants. The crop
has been so satisfactory that it has entirely replaced the corn
crop. Bert says that it pays him better to grow soys and buy
his corn.”
Soys add nitrogen to the soil, but not quite as much
as clover, alfalfa, or sweet clover–nor is the soybean root
system so extensive. The soybean gathers nitrogen by means
of nodules on the roots, and adds both nitrogen and humus
to the decaying roots, stems, and leaves that are left on the
ground. Last year Strayer grew both oats and barley after
soys; they grew taller and ranker, had a deeper green color,
and yielded 5-10 more bushels per acre. “Such results have
been recorded for twelve years; soys are practically the only
legume grown on the farm, yet the land is becoming more
fertile and larger crops are grown every year.” Strayer’s
average soybean yield on his 60 acres last year was 25
bushels per acre.

2283. Pickard, Sam. 1927. Farmers making their radio sets
pay big dividends: 10,000 letters show financial, educational,
spiritual and recreational profit. Survey reveals wide use
made of outfits. Thousands regulate shipment of crops by
broadcast market data. Washington Post. May 8. p. F7.
• Summary: Evidence that farmers in every state of the
union are making their radios pay concrete dividends is
contained in 10,000 letters received by the USDA in a
nationwide survey from farmers, agricultural agents and
commercial radio station operators. They state that a radio
brings the world and its intelligence right into farm homes,
shortens the long winters, dispels loneliness, gives now ways
to study everything (incl. farm problems), provides the latest
weather information, market situation, current events, and
entertainment. It keeps young people home at night and even
brings an occasional talk by the nation’s President.
One farmer regulates the ventilators in his poultry house
by weather forecasts. “Another saved his soybean hay crop
by giving attention to weather reports.”
One county agent says he wouldn’t be without
three things on the farm: “Radio, the telephone, and the

2284. Mann, Frank I. ed. 1927. Handling soybeans. Prairie
Farmer 99(21):11. May 21.
• Summary: H.R. from Whiteside County, Illinois writes
“Please give information on handling soybeans both for hay
and for seed.” Mr. Mann answers his question.
2285. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1927. Hay crops to replace late
corn: Soybeans and sudan [grass] promise more feed than
corn planted after June 1. 52(21):780. May 27.
• Summary: “Two Outstanding Crops in Iowa: What crop or
crops should we plant? For Iowa conditions, two crops are
really outstanding. They are soybeans and sudan grass. While
late May is the recommended time of planting for both of
these crops, they can be planted safely up until June 10. Both
call for a seedbed prepared as for corn. Both have trouble
with weeds if their sprouting and early growth are delayed
by extremely cool weather or a poorly prepared seed-bed.
Neither requires labor during corn plowing time. Soybeans
make hay equal or nearly equal to clover or alfalfa.” Address:
Des Moines, Iowa.
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He has tried a great many different soybean varieties.
Last year he grew black eyebrow, Manchu, and Dunfield.
Details of how Strayer cultivates and harvests soybeans are
given.
Photos show: (1) Two horses pulling a weeder, which
gives young soybeans a good cultivation. (2) A man wearing
a hat standing in a field of soybeans “that will give a good
yield of hay.” (3) A close-up of soybean seeds.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2008)
that mentions Bert Strayer, or any member of the Strayer
family of Iowa, in connection with soybeans.
2287. Horvath, A.A. 1927. Notes on the big horned cattle
of Inner China: Historical data on cattle-breeding in China.
Chinese Economic Journal 1(5):473-83. May. [2 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The section on “Feeding” states: “In the winter
the fodder of Chinese big horned cattle consists only of
straw of different kinds of corn, of groundnuts, the straw of
kaoliang, [soy] bean straw, and husks... Females apparently
never receive concentrated fodder, such as bran, barley, or
[soy] bean cakes.” Address: China.
2288. Lehmann, Emil W.; Blauser, I.P. 1927. Combines in
Illinois. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular
No. 316. 16 p. May.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Old methods wasted
30-percent of soybeans. Combine cuts two-thirds off losses.
Wheat losses reduced one-third. Combines also efficient
on clover seed. Combine idea dates back to 1840. Helped
solve labor problem in Kansas. Combines found on all sizes
of farms. Three types now being used in Illinois (in terms
of power source). 15-30 tractor most common for pulling.
Horses sometimes used to pull combines. Threshing costs cut
half to two-thirds. Combines harvest 11,105 acres in 1926.
Five factors limit acreage harvested. Combine can be used
about half of July. Grain must be ripe to “combine.” Two
men ordinarily can handle combine. “Combined” grain of
high quality. Scattered straw easily plowed under. Troubles
and adjustments of the combine: Bean losses high unless
combine cuts low, weeds sometimes handicap combine,
slow cylinder speeds prevent split beans, sweet clover gives
combine severe test. Combine can claim many advantages.
Machine also has its disadvantages.
“The first combine, or harvester-thresher, was used in
Illinois in the fall of 1924. Two hundred twelve acres of
soybeans were harvested with it. The following year the
number of combines in the state increased to 12 and in 1926
to 64, one farmer having two machines in 1926.
“The first combine was bought by farmers who were
trying to solve a serious harvesting problem. They were not
satisfied with the loss, expense, and labor of cutting soybeans
with a mower or binder and then threshing them with a grain
separator. Tests of these methods showed that the losses
ranged all the way from 15 percent under the most ideal

conditions to 45 percent under less favorable conditions, the
average being about 30 percent.
“Farmers who brought the combine into Illinois had
trouble buying the machine. They were turned down by
two of the larger machinery companies and when the
third company finally did sell them a combine there was
no guarantee that it would do the work. Nevertheless
the machine harvested soybeans efficiently and in good
condition, even the 60 acres were so weedy that they could
hardly have been harvested by any other method.”
The main crops harvested in 1926 were soybeans (5,856
acres), wheat (2,876), and oats (1,252). Quality of harvested
crop was generally improved. The old methods wasted 30%
of the soybeans, whereas the results of 24 tests in harvesting
soybeans with combines showed an average loss of only
8.89%. The combine originated in about 1840 in the Pacific
Northwest, then in about 1917 it began to move eastward,
mostly for harvesting wheat, as in Kansas. Combines are
drawn with a tractor or by horses.
In Illinois, the most combines (12 of 52) are used on
farms 301 to 400 acres in size. The the first combines were
9-12 feet wide and had “separate motors mounted on them to
operate the combine. These may be drawn with a tractor or
by horses... The third type of combine was given its first trial
in the fall of 1926 in soybeans. It is mounted on a tractor and
driven by the tractor through the belt pulley. The cutter bar
is directly in front of the tractor, the threshing and separating
parts are on the right side, and the grain tank on the left. The
machine has possibilities but will have to be changed to cut
lower before it will harvest soybeans as efficiently as the
other two types of combine” (p. 6-7).
“Bean losses high unless combine cuts low: Losses [on
the ground] back of the cutter bar are the heaviest ones in
harvesting soybeans with a combine. The amount of loss
depends upon the amount of lodging, the height of cut, and
the height of the lowest pods on the stems. With a properly
adjusted combine on level ground it is possible to cut as low
as 4 inches above the ground. To do this it is necessary in
some cases to use a special low-cutting type of cutter bar.
Special shoes are used as runners on each end of the cutter
bar to keep the guards from entering the ground. This change
is necessary if the cutter bar is to run as low as possible at
all times. Lodge beans, even when leaning in the direction
of travel, are picked up quite satisfactorily by slowing down
the forward motion of the combine. The reel slats then move
faster than the forward travel of the combine and the reel
picks up the stalks and puts them back on the platform” (p.
13).
Photos show: (Fig. 1) A combine harvesting soybeans (p.
4). (3) Measuring losses from a combine harvesting soybeans
(p. 6). (4) The common peg-tooth cylinder used in combines
(p. 7). (5) The bar type of cylinder used in combines. Table
2 (p. 10-11) shows the “Amount and quantity of crops
harvested with 52 combines in Illinois, 1926.” Soybeans
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were most frequently combined, followed by wheat. In most
cases, the grade or quality of the combined crop was better
than with ordinary methods.
Note 1. This is one of the two earliest tests conducted on
combine header losses in soybeans.
Note 2. These combines used draper conveyor side feed
headers; the soybean yield was 12 bushels/acre. Address: 1.
Chief in Farm Mechanics; 2. First Asst. in Farm Mechanics.
2289. Wand, F.A. 1927. Soil and the soybean special. Staley
Journal (Decatur, Illinois) 10(11):10-11. May.
• Summary: “The Illinois Central Railroad company, cooperating with the A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. and the University
of Illinois, operated a Soil and Soybean special train over
the company lines in Illinois from March 28 until April 16
[1927]. The train made 105 scheduled stops at towns located
on the Illinois Central lines, from Freeport and Galena in the
northern part of the state to Mounds and Metropolis in the
southern part.
“The special was made up of six cars; an office car
containing eating and sleeping quarters for the officials who
were in charge of the train, a car containing an exhibit of
soybean products prepared at the Staley plant in Decatur,
a car containing a soil, soybean and European Corn Borer
exhibit prepared at the University of Illinois, two motion
picture cars and a lecture car.
“According to H.J. Schwietert, general development
agent of the Illinois Central, the train was operated to
encourage farmers to grow more soybeans. The Illinois
Central officials believe the results obtained justified the
operation of the train; 33,939 people passed through the train
during the period of operation. The total distance traveled
was 2,478 miles.”
“The soybean exhibit car contained 34 by-products of
soybeans, prepared at the Staley plant under the direction
of Howard File, chief chemist. The products were displayed
in large glass jars along with varieties of soybeans best
adapted to Illinois soil and climatic conditions. The four
market grades of soybeans, prepared by Government
inspectors, were also shown. Placards showing the feeding
value of soybean hay, soybean oil meal, fertilizing value
of soybean straw, imports of soybeans and by-products,
increase in the Illinois soybean acreage in recent years, and
the varieties of soybeans most valuable for manufacturing
purposes, furnished a background for the glass containers
of by-products. A number of transparent pictures, placed
below the products and showing the planting, cultivating,
harvesting, grading and manufacturing of soybean products,
caused much favorable comment. In the center of the car a
house painted with soybean oil paint, was shown... A feature
of special interest in the soybean car was a five gallon glass
bottle containing approximately sixteen quarts of soybeans
of the Mammoth Yellow variety. The guests were given cards
and requested to place their names and addresses on the card

and estimate the number of soybeans in the bottle; the prize
being a 50-ton car of limestone furnished free of charge by
the Illinois Central.”
“Before passing on through the train the guests were
urged to accept circulars describing machinery for planting,
cultivating and harvesting soybeans. A large number of
Staley circulars containing a list of products manufactured
from soybeans were distributed in that manner.
“The soil exhibit car was prepared under the direction
of Dean H.W. Mumford of the College of Agriculture
of the University of Illinois. The car contained three
complete exhibits, the first being a soil laboratory where
a large number of samples of soil were tested for farmers.
Methods of soil treatment were also shown. The second
was a soybean exhibit showing the varieties of soybeans
and boxes containing soybeans growing in rows planted
with wheat drill and also planted in rows 28 inches apart
with corn planter. The third exhibit showed the damage
that is being done to our corn crop by the European Corn
Borer and recommended control methods. The soil and
soybean exhibits were handled by members of the Agronomy
Department of the College of Agriculture, while the Corn
Borer exhibit was handled by the Department of Natural
History.
“Professor J.C. Hackleman of the College of Agriculture
was in charge of the soybean exhibit.”
“The two motion picture cars were operated by
P.R. Farlow and George Lierly of the Illinois Central
Development Department. The first car was used for showing
two reels of motion pictures on soybean culture, while the
second car was used for showing pictures of corn borer
control methods... The lecture car was used most extensively
in southern Illinois, and was handled by speakers from
Southern Illinois State Normal University at Carbondale.”
“The Staley company was represented on the train by
Frederick Wand, soybean expert.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 1998)
that clearly describes the use of a special train by a railroad
company to promote soybeans and soy products in the USA.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2000)
published in the Staley Journal which was published from
June 1917 to 1964 by the A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. in Decatur,
Illinois. As of April 1993, according to Jill, the Staley
librarian, The full set is available only on microfilm in
“Corporate Records,” a Quonset hut about 30 miles from
Decatur. The Decatur Public Library also has some issues–a
broken set.
Note 3. This is the second earliest document seen
(Nov. 2004) that mentions motion pictures about soybeans.
Nothing else is known about the two motion pictures on
soybean culture. Address: A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur,
Illinois.
2290. Holstein-Friesian World. 1927. Summary of
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experiments in a cowpea-corn rotation at Tennessee station:
Effects of cowpeas and soybeans planted with corn. 24:1036.
June 4.
• Summary: “1. Experiments were carried out for 6 years
with soybeans and for 4 years with cowpeas to determine the
effects of these crops when planted in the row with the corn,
a not uncommon practice. In every case the yields of corn
were greatly reduced, the average reduction for the 10 years’
trial being 15.5 bushels per acre.
“2. The average yield of soybeans when planted with
corn was 17.1 bushels per acre, but that cowpeas was only
8.2 bushels.
“3. The average yield of 6 crops of soybeans planted
alone was 25.9 bushels per acre. The reduction in yield when
the soybeans were planted with corn was 8.8 bushels, or 34
per cent.
“4. The mixed crop of corn and Tokio soybeans
produced, as a 6-year average, 49.9 bushels of grain and seed
per acre, as compared with an average of only 37.9 bushels
per acre when the 2 crops were planted separately on equal
areas.
“5. The practice of planting soy beans with the corn
is considered advantageous from the point of view of
soil productivity and the increased value of the crop for
‘hogging-off’ purposes.”
2291. Edmonds, J.L.; Crawford, C.W. 1927. Soybean hay
and sweet-clover pasture for growing purebred draft fillies.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 292. p.
485-500. June.
• Summary: “The results of this experiment indicate that
soybean hay when properly supplemented is a satisfactory
roughage for growing draft fillies. In fact, a comparison with
previous experiments indicate that it is equal to alfalfa for
this purpose...”
2292. South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report. 1927. Poultry Husbandry. p. 28-30. For the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1927.
• Summary: In this report is a section titled “Comparison
of high protein foods” (p. 29). Trials showed that ground
soybeans ranked third in cost of feed to produce a dozen
eggs, in comparison with five other high protein feeds.
Note: Elsewhere we find that G.L. Stevenson was the
poultry husbandman at this time. Address: Brookings, South
Dakota.
2293. Trabut, Louis. 1927. Le soja légume [The soya
legume]. Comptes Rendus des Seances de l’Academie
d’Agriculture de France 13(18):611-13. Meeting of 1 June
1927. [Fre]
• Summary: For 150 years the question of soybean
utilization in the west has been discussed. However only
in the United States is the cultivation of this legume

practiced, and it is quite popular in certain states, such as
Kansas, where the farmers use the soybean plant as forage,
and reserve the seeds for feeding their hogs. In addition,
American industries use large quantities of soya. The oil
is even imported from Manchuria, where certain factories
process 50 tonnes/day of soya. England, Germany, Holland,
and Italy extract oil from soya and use the cake for feeding
animals and even humans. At Trieste, the cake is converted
into a flour which, at the 10-15% level, fortifies and
improves bread.
In China, for 50 centuries, soya has been used for the
production of milk and cheese. Recently in Italy, soymilk
has been made and used experimentally for the feeding of
young infants at clinics in Turin, Bologna (Bologne), Genoa
(Genes; Ital. = Genova), Padua (Padoue), and Florence.
In France, soya has been recognized since 1855 as a new
legume and a variety named Soja d’Etampes is now found in
seed catalogs.
In Algeria, for some years, a pressure cooker has been
imported from Spain under the name “marmite espagnole.”
Having observed that chickpeas, which ordinarily remain
hard after several hours of cooking, become soft after
15 minutes of pressure cooking, the author tried cooking
soybeans (which had been soaked in water for 24 hours) the
same way. The result surpassed his hopes, for by this rapid
and economical process of cooking, the soybean becomes
superior to the Haricot in many ways, including its high
nutritional value. The author urges that more attention be
paid to the soybean in France. Address: Directeur du Service
botanique du Gouvernement général de l’Algéríe.
2294. Arnold, H.C. 1927. Agricultural Experiment
Station, Salisbury. Annual report of experiments, 1925-26
(Concluded). Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 24(7):740-56.
July.
• Summary: “Soya beans.–Trials with these were continued
this year, and have proved more successful than last season.
Better stands were obtained and the weather was more
favourable, which, coupled with a dressing of six tons per
acre of farmyard manure, resulted in an increase of 100 per
cent. on the previous season’s yields.” O-too-tan [Otootan]
proved itself superior to other varieties again this season
with a yield of nearly 5 bags of seed to the acre (1 bag = 200
lb). Yet this yield is not economically viable at the present
market value of 8 shillings per 100 lb. “Nevertheless, stock
owners might find in it a profitable crop for its hay, which,
when well cured, is much relished by stock, and its value as
feed is equal, if not superior, to that of clover or lucerne.”
Address: Manager, Salisbury Agric. Exp. Station.
2295. Skinner, John H.; King, F.G. 1927. Cattle feeding:
Winter steer feeding. Part I. A comparison between
cottonseed meal, soybean oilmeal, whole soybeans, and
whole soybeans plus mineral mixture. Indiana (Purdue)
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Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 314. p. 1-10.
July.
• Summary: Daily feed consumption, weight gains, feed
required to make a pound of gain, and selling value of
the cattle were all the same for the four diets tested. “The
addition of a mineral mixture to a ration containing whole
soybeans had no appreciable effect on any factor in the
feeding operation.”
2296. Morse, W.J. 1927. The present outlook of the soybean
industry in the United States. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association 1:167-71. Eighth annual field meeting.
Held 9-12 Aug. in North Carolina.
• Summary: “In 1907, the soybean was considered but a
minor crop in America, less than 50,000 acres being devoted
to its culture. North Carolina had the largest acreage at that
time, and produced at least 90 per cent of the seed, possibly
more.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2008) that
gives statistics for soybean production in the USA before
1909. It is also the earliest document seen (May 2008) that
mentions the number “50,000 acres” in connection with the
year 1907–statistics that were repeated by many subsequent
publications. Yet we have been unable to find Morse’s source
for these earliest baseline statistics. He may have somehow
derived the figures from those in: U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1913. Thirteenth census
of the United States taken in the year 1910. Volume V.
Agriculture, 1909 and 1910.
“Not more than six varieties were being grown [in
America]. The most important of these were the Mammoth
Yellow, Ito San, Ogemaw, and Medium Green, varieties
limited as to soil and climatic conditions, and also as to
purpose. At this time, it seemed unlikely, to all except a few
soybean enthusiasts or ‘soybean cranks’ as they were then
called, that the soybean would ever amount to much more
than a minor or emergency crop. Several experiment stations
had conducted tests with the crop as pasture, hay and silage,
and with the seed as a concentrated feed... One soybean
enthusiast, the late Dr. C.V. Piper, then Chief of the Office
of Forage Crops, United States Department of Agriculture,
had a remarkably clear vision of the great potential value
of the soybean as a major crop in American agriculture.
After studying the soybean in the Orient, it seemed to Dr.
Piper that more and better varieties were essential to meet
the widely diverse conditions found in the United States...
Through the Office of Foreign Plants, therefore, numerous
introductions were made from the soybean regions of China,
Manchuria, Korea, and Japan. Additional introductions
and numerous tests indicated the wisdom of Dr. Piper’s
conclusions. The introductions were found to be adapted to
wider ranges of soil and climatic conditions. The new and
varied uses of the crop stimulated new and greater interest in
possibilities, and the soybean’s march of progress was on.

“Moving forward slowly through the years with new
varieties, increased acreage, wider interest, greater utilization
of crop and by-products, its safety and dependability under
adverse conditions, more efficient methods of planting,
cultivating and harvesting, its availability as a relief crop (as
in the recent Mississippi flood area in the South and in the
corn-borer infested territory in the North), the lowly soybean
of 1907 has risen to the rank of a major crop in 1927.
“In 1926, the acreage of soybeans for all purposes
was estimated at more than 3,000,000 acres and the seed
production at about 148,000,000 bushels. At present (1927),
all states east of the Mississippi River are growing soybeans
and with yearly increasing acreages. Moreover, the states
bordering the west bank of the Mississippi are greatly
increasing their soybean acreage. For 1927, the average
increase of soybean acreage over that of 1926, is estimated at
about 20 percent.
“Let us consider the forage outlook in the United States.
The soybean undoubtedly will be utilized primarily for
forage purposes, and by forage purposes is meant as hay,
pasture, ensilage, and soilage. In 1924 (we have no later
statistics), more than 1,500,000 tons of soybean hay were
produced, nearly doubling the production of 1922. No figures
are available as to acreage devoted to pasturage and ensilage;
but, you of the states producing soybeans know that a very
considerable part of the soybean acreage of your state was
devoted in 1924 to these two purposes. For instance, Illinois,
with a total soybean acreage in 1924 of 747,000 acres, had
only 90,000 acres for seed production. North Carolina had
a total acreage in 1924 of 255,000 acres of which 120,000
were for seed. For forage purposes, soybeans are increasing
in favor on the farms of the North, South, East and West.
Without a doubt, as hay, pasturage, and ensilage, soybeans
will be used more and more in the farming systems of
America.
“Seed production has become a very important and
profitable industry in many sections. During the past few
years, the growers in certain sections have been confronted
in the fall with the surplus-seed problem. Before the passing
of the next planting season, however, first-class seed for
planting has been at a premium, and during the past two
years (1926 and 1927), there has been an acute shortage in
some sections of seed of desirable varieties. Commercial
possibilities today offer a potential outlet for a supply above
seeding requirements, many times the size of the present
surplus. Several oil mills are now crushing domestic-grown
soybeans for oil and oil meal in the Southern and Western
States, and many others are being equipped for this purpose.
Complaint is often made that oil mills pay too little for
seed, making seed production for this purpose unprofitable.
We must take into account, however, that the soybean is a
legume. We must consider the fertilizing value, the feeding
value of the straw, and not expect too much in comparison
with other standard crops. Let us be fair with this oil-mill
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industry, and forget the high prices for seed which have
prevailed with the introduction of new varieties and the large
increase in acreage. To me, the production of soybean seed
for oil and oil meal appears to be one of the bright spots in
the future of the soybean which will firmly establish it as a
major crop.
“Increasing imports of soybeans, soybean oil, and
soybean cake from China and Japan, in spite of a tariff on the
beans and oil, indicate a ready market for these products in
the United States. Soybean oil is a strong competitor of other
vegetable oils and is used extensively in the manufacture
of butter and lard substitutes, paints, enamels, waterproof
goods, rubber substitutes, linoleum, and edible oils; and
constantly new uses are being found for this valuable oil.
Soybean oil meal is a valuable concentrate for all kinds
of livestock. Oil meal is also valuable as a flour, and is
extensively used in the manufacture of glue, of buttons,
etc. The following table shows the increasing demands for
soybean products through imports for the past five years.
This table, “Soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean cake
imported into the United States, 1922-1926 inclusive,”
shows that imports of soybean oil ranged from 9.1 million lb
in 1924 to a high of 41.7 million lb in 1923. Soybean cake
ranged from 4.2 million lb in 1922 to a high 47.1 million lb
in 1924. Imports of soybeans ranged from 3.5 million lb in
1922 to a high 4.2 million lb in 1924.
“Soybean seed is employed for various other purposes
and its uses, no doubt, will further increase. There are
established in the United States several factories for the
manufacture of soy sauce, which in previous years was
imported in large quantities from China and Japan. There are,
also, a large number of food factories using soybean seed in
the manufacture of special foods. And we must not overlook
the value of soybean seed as a highly valuable stock feed,
relished by all kinds of farm stock. Practical experience and
extensive tests by experiment stations have indicated the
value of soybean seed as a home-grown concentrate.
“No doubt, most of you will recall that soybean
bulletins of a few years ago told you that the ordinary farm
equipment was all that was necessary to produce a crop of
soybeans. Today, however, after extensive experiments, we
have more efficient and economical methods of planting,
cultivating, harvesting and marketing the crop. In the
matter of machinery, we have soybean seed drills, soybean
cultivators, and soybean harvesters. Just a word concerning
harvesters, of which we have several types adapted to
various conditions. There is the beater type for rows and for
broadcast beans, and these have gradually brought about the
combine harvester, now used successfully in the Western
States.
“Further brightening the path of the soybean is the
extensive work of experiment stations. Nearly all state
experiment stations (and the United States Department
of Agriculture) are engaged in various tests with regard

to variety testing, breeding work, feeding experiments,
inoculating, fertilizing, methods of culture and harvesting,
and in greater utilization of the soybean and its products.
From this review of experimental and other work during a
score of years, I think you will quite agree that the outlook
is decidedly bright for the soybean, and that, through the
efforts of the American Soybean Association, we must keep
this work going, and place the soybean where it belongs–in
the ‘King’ row with King Corn and King Cotton.” Address:
USDA, Washington, DC.
2297. Russell, E.Z. 1927. Soybeans as related to pork
production in the United States. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association 1:176-82. Eighth annual field meeting.
Held 9-12 Aug. in North Carolina.
• Summary: USDA began investigating soft pork problem
in about 1920-21. “Our investigations have shown that
soybeans produce what is called soft-pork... It is pork that
when cooled in the coolers for the regular length of time
does not become firm but is of a soft greasy nature. The
lard when rendered will not congeal but remains in a liquid
state or nearly so. Particularly the bacon after curing is
of a soft flabby nature and unattractive in appearance and
consequently less saleable.”
“We believe the cause of soft pork is primarily that of fat
in the feed... We have found in our investigations that if there
is a total fat content of the feed very much in excess of six
percent, soft pork is apt to result.” Various ways of feeding
whole soybeans to hogs (such as “hogging-down corn and
beans”) are discussed. Soybean meal is not mentioned.
Address: USDA.
2298. Schaefer, O.G. 1927. Soybeans and soybean hay in
the dairy ration. Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 239. 16 p. Aug. [15 ref]
• Summary: Ground soybeans were found to be equal to
linseed oilmeal as a protein supplement in the grain ration for
milking cows. The study is divided into parts: For the first,
Feeding the Soybean Seed, the following conclusions are
reached: “1. Linseed oilmeal proved slightly more valuable
than ground soybeans for milk production, while ground
soybeans proved superior for butterfat production; though
for all practical purposes one pound of ground soybeans will
replace one pound of linseed oilmeal in the dairy ration. 2.
Feeding the ground soybean supplement resulted uniformly
in raising the percentage of butterfat in the milk. The average
butterfat test for the ground soybean group was 4.01% as
compared to 3.82% for the linseed oilmeal group.”
For Part II. Feeding Soybean Hay, the author concludes:
“1. Soybean hay proved more palatable than timothy hay,
the soybean hay consumption for the trial being 34% greater.
2. Feeding soybean hay instead of timothy hay resulted in
a 46% saving of concentrates. 3. Feeding the low-protein
timothy hay required the purchase of 53% of the concentrates
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as compared to only 5% when soybean hay was fed. 4.
Feeding soybean hay instead of timothy hay reduced the
expenditure for mill feeds by 93.6%.” Address: Div. of Dairy
Husbandry.
2299. Winters, R.Y. 1927. The soybean’s contribution to
North Carolina agriculture. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association 1:187-90. Eighth annual field meeting.
Held 9-12 Aug. in North Carolina.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soybean as a money
crop. A legume in the rotation. A source of feed (and total
hay acreage). Future of soybeans.
“Just when the soybean came to our state is not
recorded. Those most familiar with its history place the time
at approximately fifty years ago [i.e., about 1877]. One of the
first authentic records of its growth in the state was written
by Dr. Chas. W. Dabney, Jr., in the annual report of the State
Agricultural Experiment Station for 1882. In his discussion
of varieties grown at that time, the following is of interest:
“’Between varieties the yellow bean (palinda) [sic,
pallida], the brown bean (castanea) and the black, round bean
(astroperma) [sic, atrosperma], there is really little difference.
The yellow bean has been the most popular, however, and
is said to be a little heavier than the other varieties. This the
variety we have tried in North Carolina’
“The above descriptions would naturally lead one
to believe that he was discussing our old stand-bys, the
Mammoth Yellow, Mammoth Brown, and Tar Heel Black.”
The soja bean or Japan pea first became a popular crop
in the eastern part of North Carolina. “The introduction
of soybeans into other sections of the state was not
accomplished until the extensive campaign led by Mr. C.B.
Williams in 1916, and following years.” Address: North
Carolina Experiment Station.
2300. Zimmermann, A. 1927. Die Sojabohne [The soybean].
Tropenpflanzer (Der) (Berlin) 30(9):353-77. Sept. [31 ref.
Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Description of the plant. 2.
Varieties (Morse {1927} gave a list of the most important
U.S. soybean varieties. Zimmermann arranges them in two
interesting tables ranging from early to late maturing, and
showing which varieties are used for seed, hay, pasture
and silo. Table 1 {34 varieties} goes from Biloxi to
Wisconsin Black. Table 2 {27 varieties} goes from Barchet
from Medium Green). 3. Climate. 4. Soils. 5. Tillage. 6.
Fertilization & manuring. 7. Bacteria of the root nodules. 8.
The nature of the seeds. 9. Time of planting. 10. Distance
between seeds and quantity of seeds. 11. Depth of planting
seeds. 12. Subsequent care & maintenance. 13. Crop rotation
and mixed cultures. 14. Harvest. 15. Pests and diseases. 16.
Yields (in various soybean-growing countries, according
to various writers). 17. Chemical composition (of the seed,
plant and straw). 18. Utilization. 19. Production (in various

countries).
Page 372: Food uses in East Asia include tofu
(Bohnenkäse, Tofu), soy sauce (Sojasosse, Shoju), miso
(Bohnensülze, Miso), and soymilk (vegetablische Milch).
The pods, which are around 3/4 matured, are also enjoyed as
vegetables or in salads [green vegetable soybeans]. Finally,
the seeds, soaked in salt water and roasted, are eaten in the
same way as roasted peanuts [soynuts]. The production
of these products has been described by (among others)
Honcamp (1910) and Fesca (1898).
Page 373: In Germany and Austria, during World War
I, foods were made from soybeans in various factories:
Soy flour (Sojamehl), fresh and dried soymilk (Frisch- und
Trokenmilch), dry cream (Trockenrahm), etc.
In Austria (according to Fürstenberg 1916, vol. I, p.
24) soybeans have long been used as a coffee extender or
substitute. They are also used for the same purpose in the
United States.
Church (1923) investigated closely the Japanese method
for making soy sauce and considers it possible that this
industry could also develop in the United States.
Soybean cake (Sojakuchen) and soybean meal
(Sojamehl, Sojabohnenschrot) are both residues (Rückstände)
left from making soy oil (Sojaöl).
2301. Zavitz, C.A. 1927. Forty years’ experiments with grain
crops. Ontario Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 332.
98 p. Oct. See p. 36-37, 49-51, 84-87.
• Summary: The section titled “Dates of seeding soy beans”
(p. 36-37) contains a table showing the results of sowing
three varieties (Early Brown, Early Yellow, and O.A.C. No.
211) on four different dates from May 8 to May 28 during
the three years 1924, 1925, and 1926. For each variety is
given the date of maturing and the yield of grain. The highest
yield came from O.A.C. No. 211, sown on May 14 and
matured on Oct. 8; it yielded 27.91 bu/acre.
The section titled “Soy beans, Dent corn and sunflowers
grown alone and in combination for grain and fodder” (p.
49-51) “The highest total yield of green crop per acre was
obtained from the Soy beans, Dent corn and sunflowers
when grown in combination, the average being 18.8 tons or
1.7 tons per acre more than sunflowers when grown alone.”
An interesting phase of this line of investigation is the value
of a combination of Soy beans and Dent corn. The average
7 years for the following crops were: Soy beans, 7.9; Dent
corn, 13.8; Soy beans and dent corn, 13.8. The average for
the 7 years gives exactly the same total weight for corn
alone as for corn and Soy beans combined. The Soy beans
being rich in albuminoids will make a much richer and better
balanced ration for feeding purposes when mixed with corn.
When everything is taken into consideration for grain
production, it is preferable to grow Dent corn and Soy
beans separately rather than in combination. Three acres
of corn and 2 acres of Soy beans would give a greater total
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production of each crop than if 5 acres of the 2 crops were
grown in combination.
The section on “Soy beans grown with millets,
sorghums, etc., for fodder (p. 51) notes that in each of the
past two years the O.A.C. 211 variety of Soy bean has been
grown alone and with seven other fodder crops, whose
names are given. The results are unclear.
The section titled “Varieties of Soy beans” (p. 84-87)
states: “We have tested in all fully one hundred varieties of
soy beans, most of them for five years or over. The Early
Yellow variety has been under test for thirty-one years [i.e.,
since about 1896], during which time it gave an average
annual yield of grain per acre of 16.78 bushels, or 1,006.8
pounds. In a twenty-two-year test the average annual yield
of grain per acre was 1,055 pounds for the Early Yellow Soy,
and 950 for the Ito San. In another test, running twenty-two
years, the Early Yellow gave 5.9 and the Ito San 7.5 tons
of green crop per acre per annum. It will be seen that... the
Early Yellow was higher in production of grain and the Ito
San in production of fodder.
“Eight varieties, which have been grown under similar
conditions in each of the past fourteen years. The following
table gives the average results for the fourteen-year period.”
For each variety is given the average height (inches),
weight per measured bushel (lbs), yield per acre of green
fodder (tons), and of grain (bushels by weight). The eight
varieties are listed in descending order of grain [seed] yield:
Habaro No. 20405 (20.38 bu/acre), O.A.C. No. 111 (19.92),
Tsurunoko (19.91), Early Yellow (19.81), Quebec No. 92
(18.64), Brown (17.94), Ito San (17.30), Medium Green
(13.51).
“The Habaro was imported from the United States
Department of Agriculture at Washington. It was first
introduced in 1906 from Khabarovsk, Siberia. The O.A.C.
No. 111 was obtained through selection work from the Early
Yellow variety, the latter being originally obtained from
Dr. C.C. Georgeson, then connected with the Agricultural
Experiment Station at Manhattan, Kansas. This was one of
the leading varieties imported by Dr. Georgeson from Japan
a few years previous.
“The Tsurunoko variety, third on the list, was started 19
years ago, from 4 ounces of seed obtained directly from the
College of Agriculture, Sapporo, Japan. The Quebec No. 92
was originated by selection by Dr. Leonard S. Klinck, when
in charge of the agronomy work at Macdonald College,
Quebec. The Medium Green has been growing at the College
for a long time, but owing to its late maturity does not give
satisfactory results as a grain producer.”
A second table (p. 85) gives the average yields of fodder
and seed of thirteen varieties grown at the College in the
last five years. These include the eight listed above plus (in
descending order of seed yield): O.A.C. No. 211, Manchu,
Habaro, Minnesota No. 167, Early Soja (Steele, Briggs),
Early Soja (Bruce). The top six varieties in seed yield are:

O.A.C. No. 211 (28.1 bu/acre), Manchu (27.38), Tsurunoko
(26.43), O.A.C. No. 111 (25.97), Habaro (25.97), Early
Yellow (25.82). Note that O.A.C. No. 211 has the highest
average seed yield. “This variety has now been accepted
as eligible for registration by the Canadian Seed Growers’
Association. It is the only variety of soy beans which has
been so honoured.”
The Manchu was imported in the U.S. in 1913 from
Niguta, Manchuria, and was entered into the College tests
in 1922... The Manchu has a black, and the O.A.C. No. 211
what is usually termed a yellow eye. Other than the color
of the eye, both of these varieties are of a beautiful yellow
appearance.”
A table (p. 87) shows 26 varieties of soy beans that
have been under test at the Ontario Agricultural College
experimental grounds in the three years 1924, 1925, and
1926. Those not mentioned above are (in descending order
of seed yield): North’s, Black Ontario, Mandarin, Black
Eyebrow (Jeffrey), Black Manchurian (Jeffrey), Oyaji,
Shiro Kotsubu, Kuro-otsubu aka, Argyle (Jeffrey), Ogemaw,
Hollybrook (Jeffrey), Chagara, Wasa-Otsura, Washe Otuku.
The top eight varieties in seed yield are: O.A.C. No. 211
(1,821 lb/acre), Manchu (1,746), North’s (1,737), Black
Ontario (1734), Mandarin (1,699), Black Eyebrow (Jeffrey)
(1,670), Habaro No. 20405 (1,629), O.A.C. No. 111 (1,618).
“It will be seen that the O.A.C. No. 211 variety stands at the
head of the list in yield of grain, and second highest in yield
of green fodder.”
Photos show: (1) The Field Husbandry Building at
O.A.C. (cover). (2) Soy bean plants growing with Dent corn
for fodder (p. 50). (3) A man standing in an acre plot of
O.A.C. No. 211 Soy Beans grown for grain (p. 86).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Black Ontario. Address:
B.S.A., D.Sc., Prof. of Field Husbandry and Director of
Plant-Breeding and Field Experiments, Ontario Agricultural
College, Guelph.
2302. Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin.
1927. Annual report of the director, for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1927. No. 152. 54 p. Nov. See p. 14-15.
• Summary: The section titled “Soybeans for baby chicks,”
by A.E. Tomhave and C.W. Mumford (p. 14-15) describes
three trials or protein supplements. Pen 1 did by far the best
(9,133 eggs) with a supplement of 50 lb of dried buttermilk
and 50 lb meat scraps. Pen 2 did 2nd best (7,735 eggs)
with a supplement of 50 lb of dried buttermilk and 75 lb
ground soybeans. Pen 3 did the worst (4,844 eggs) with
a supplement of 120 lb ground soybeans. Note that Pen
III contained no animal product supplement. “It is hoped
that Pen III can be kept intact during the coming year to
allow a study of the fertility of the eggs produced by the
hens that have been reared on a ration in which soybeans
have been the only protein supplement used.” Note the
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implicit question: Do soybeans cause infertility problems in
chickens? Address: Newark, Delaware.
2303. Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin.
1927. Annual report of the director, for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1927. No. 152. 54 p. Nov. See p. 15-16.
• Summary: The section titled “Ground soybeans in the
ration for laying pullets” by A.E. Tomhave and C.W.
Mumford (p. 14-15). Ground soybeans were found to be
about 80% as efficient as meat scraps. “2. Ground soybeans
maintain birds in excellent physical condition during
the laying year. 3. The mortality in the soybean pen was
considerably below the mortality in the meat scrap pen. 4.
Ground soybeans are relished and readily eaten by laying
birds.” Address: Newark, Delaware.
2304. Robison, W.L. 1927. Soy beans for hogs. Pennsylvania
Stockman and Farmer 51(40):858-59. Dec. 17.
• Summary: Gives the results of experiments in feeding
soybeans to swine in various ways, mentions soybeans as
a cause of soft pork, and suggests that “soy beans that are
suitable for seed have always been worth more for that
purpose than for swine feeding.” Address: Ohio Agric. Exp.
Station, Wooster.
2305. Farming in South Africa. 1927. Soya bean as an
alternative summer legume: Useful as a stock-food and a soil
renovator. 2(21):497-98. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Alternative legumes. Food value
of soya bean. Is a soil renovator. How to inoculate. Useful
varieties. How to plant. When to plant. Fertilizer treatment.
Cultural treatment. Harvesting of seed. Harvesting as hay
or silage. Yield of seed and hay. Reasons why soya beans
should be grown.
In Natal, the cowpea is the traditional summer legume.
But soybeans do better under very sour soil conditions and
during an exceptionally wet season. Trials carried out at the
Cedara School of Agriculture also show that the soybean is
more disease-resistant than the cowpea. The food value of
soya bean lies in its ability, when fed with corn, to increase
the milk yield of dairy stock and to give excellent results
in fattening oxen. The varieties Mammoth, Southern, and
Chinese White are commonly grown in Natal for hay and
silage, yielding 1½ to 2½ tons per acre. Brownie is a prolific
seed producer, yielding up to 12 bags/acre.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2000) that
mentions the soybean variety “Chinese White.”
2306. Bois, Désiré. 1927-1937. Les plantes alimentaires chez
tous les peuples et à travers les âges. Histoire, utilisation,
culture. 4 vols. [The food plants of all people across the
ages. History, utilization, culture. 4 vols.]. Paris: Paul
Lechevalier. See vol. 1, p. 119-30. Vol. 3, p. 153-55 (shoyu).
(Encyclopedie Biologique, vol. I, III, VII, XVII. Fourth

edition of Le Potager d’un Curieux by Paillieux and Bois).
Illust. Index + Index of Illust. 25 cm. [12 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Vol. I. Phanérogames légumières. The section
on the soybean (le Soya) (p. 120-130), discusses the history
of the plant in various countries, the oil and its uses, the
preparation of soybean cheese and soy sauce, the nutritive
value of the soybean, the place of the soybean in the culture
of various countries including the United States, yields of
various varieties, and use as a forage crop.
At its annual lunch on 15 May 1911, following its
tradition of introducing new products from little-known
plants, the Society for Acclimatization (in France) served
samples of various soyfoods (plusieurs préparations à base
de Soya) prepared by Mr. Li Yu-Ying, technical director
of a factory established on the outskirts of Paris for the
preparation of various products from this legume: vegetarian
ham (jambon végétal), soy cheese (fromage de Soya), soy
preserves (confitures de Soya), soy bread (pain de Soya), etc.
(p. 126).
Vol. III. Plantes à épices, à aromates, à condiments. The
section on shoyu (p. 153-155) describes soy sauce and its
preparation. Note: Désiré Bois lived 1856-1946. Address:
Prof., France.
2307. Vestal, C.M. 1927. Soft pork–Cornbelt. American
Society of Animal Production, Record of Proceedings p. 7577. Annual Meetings of 1925-26.
• Summary: Soybeans are cited as a reason for soft pork in
the Corn Belt, and soft pork studies in that section are said
to rightly center around them. Address: Purdue Agric. Exp.
Station.
2308. Christie, G.I. ed. 1927. Officers of the Indiana Corn
Growers’ Association. Indiana Corn Growers’ Association,
Annual Report 27:3.
• Summary: Taylor Fouts of Camden is an officer of the
Association–Vice-President, Second District.
Under Committees: Members of the “Soybean
Committee” are:
K.E. Beeson, Lafayette [Indiana].
Taylor Fouts, Camden [Ind.].
Roy Caldwell, Camden.
J.B. Edmondson, Clayton.
Charles Meharry, Attica.
Paul Morton, Lebanon.
Perry King, Columbus [Ohio].
C.P. Jenkins, Greensfork.
P.L. Johnson, Vincennes.
Note: Taylor Fouts is also on the “Limestone
Committee.”
On pages 120-21 of this annual report, is a report from
the Soybean Committee:
“To the Executive Committee, Indiana Corn Growers’
Association:
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“The invitation extended to the American Soybean
Association on behalf of the Indiana Corn Growers’
Association and the Extension Department of Purdue
University to hold its annual meeting in Indiana during the
summer of 1928 extended by the chairman of this committee,
has been accepted and the Soybean Committee of the
Association is making plans for this convention. Regional
meetings in four important soybean growing centers in four
sections of the state will be arranged to run concurrently on
August 15th and will adjourn to Purdue University for a joint
session on August 16th and 17th.
“More than 150 variety demonstrations were planned
for 1927, and wherever meetings were held, the attendance
indicated the increasing interest in this legume. The crop
estimate for 1927 shows a twenty-five per cent increase
in the acreage devoted to both seed and hay. Soybean
growers cooperated in supplying Certified seed for these
demonstrations.
“Of special importance were the annual meetings held
at the Jenkins Farm in Wayne County, and the farms of J.B.
and Ralph Edmondson in Hendricks and Morgan counties.
Both meetings were attended by over 200 growers, and this
plan of holding annual meetings at the farms of specialized
growers is recommended for other sections of Indiana.
“Recommendations:
“1. That the soybean variety demonstrations be
continued in 1928 and that if necessary the association
furnish a speaker to supplement the Extension Division for
these meetings.
“2. That Certified seed growers co-operate with the
Extension Division by furnishing high quality seed for these
demonstrations. The use of Certified seed is an excellent
means of stressing the value of such seed.
“3. That the work of the Certification Committee be
commended and that the high standard set for Certified seed
be maintained.
“4. That the importance of soybeans for hay during
the year 1928 be brought strongly to the attention of the
Indiana farmer because of the impending hay shortage,
and that the other outstanding uses of this crop shall also
be stressed whenever possible. That more emphasis be laid
upon the feeding value of soybeans in order that farmers may
appreciate more fully their importance for farm use.
“5. That the co-operation of soybean growers generally
be urged in planning and executing the program for the
meeting of the American Soybean Association, and that the
membership of the Corn Growers’ Association give special
support to this meeting.
“Respectfully submitted.” The names of the soybean
committee members (including Taylor Fouts) are listed.
Address: Secretary.
2309. Horvath, A.A. 1927. The soybean as stock feed and
human food. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria Monitor)

(Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 8. p. 5-7. English edition. p.
13-23. Russian edition. [19 ref. Eng; Rus]
• Summary: A brief but good introduction to soybeans and
soybean products including soybean meal, soybean flour,
soybean oil, bean milk [soymilk], to-fu, frozen to-fu, soy
sauce, and mizo [sic, miso] or tsiang [jiang].
“When boiled with gypsum or chlorate of magnesia
bean milk curdles, and is known as ‘to-fu.’ Its constitution
varies dependent upon the method of preparation employed.
Fresh soy curd contains on the average, 8% protein and 3%
fat. ‘To-fu’ when smoked or fried, owing to loss of water,
becomes somewhat allied to meat, thereby substantiating the
Chinese proverb that–’to-fu is meat without bones.’”
“Frozen ‘to-fu’ prepared during the cold season contains
up to 50% protein. Bean curd is almost totally assimilated,
and may be used in the preparation of a considerable
number of European dishes, the recipes for which have
been published by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The
Chinese prepare an unlimited number of dishes based upon
this comestible, including artificial meat. In order to obtain
the specific taste of meat, smoking soybean sauce is used.”
Address: Manchuria.
2310. Horvath, A.A. 1927. [Oleaginous (soya) beans as a
fodder and food plant]. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria
Monitor) (Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 9. p. 29-34. Russian
edition. [11 ref. Rus]*
Address: Manchuria.
2311. Horvath, A.A. 1927. [Oleaginous (soya) beans as a
fodder and food plant]. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria
Monitor) (Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 10. p. 26-36.
Russian edition. [18 ref. Rus]*
Address: Manchuria.
2312. Horvath, A.A. 1927. Maslyanichnye (soevye) boby
kak kormovoe i pischevoe rastenie [The soybean as stock
feed and human food]. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria
Monitor) (Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 7. p. 29-35. Russian
edition. [15 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Based on data from the M.R.S. Address:
Manchuria.
2313. Jardine, William M. 1927. The year in agriculture. The
Secretary’s report to the President. Yearbook of Agriculture
(USDA) p. 1-120. For the year 1926. See p. 66.
• Summary: “No single agency has done more to develop
the soy-bean industry in the United States than has the
Department of Agriculture. Introduced from the Orient many
decades ago, the soy bean only recently attained a recognized
place in the cropping system of American farmers. As
late as 1917 less than 500,000 acres were devoted to the
growing of soy beans for all purposes. In 1924 there was
a total of 2,500,000 acres, of which about 1,000,000 acres
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were used for hay, 1,000,000 acres for pasture and ensilage,
and 500,000 acres for seed. This increase in the acreage
devoted to soy beans in the United States is largely due to the
development of better-adapted varieties.”
Note: William M. Jardine of Kansas was secretary of
agriculture (1925-29) under President Calvin Coolidge.
He was the brother of James T. Jardine, who was head of
USDA’s Office of Experiment Stations from 1931 to 1946.
Address: Secretary of Agriculture.
2314. Khorbat, A.A. 1927. Maslianichnye (soevye) boby
kak kormovoe i pishchevoe rastenie [Oil-bearing (soy)
beans as fodder and food plants]. Kharbin (Harbin):
Obschestvo Izucheniia Man’chzhurskogo Kraia. TorgovoPromyshlennaia Sektsiia. [Society for the Study of the
Manchurian Area. Trade and Industry Section]. Series D, No.
7. 126 p. [Rus]
Address: Harbin, Manchuria.
2315. Morse, W.J. 1927. Soy-bean output increasing in
United States. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA) p. 671-73.
For the year 1926.
• Summary: “Although introduced as an unknown immigrant
from the Orient many decades ago, not until recently has
the soy bean won a recognized place in the cropping system
of American farmers. The great interest shown in the soy
bean and its products and the largely increased acreage and
production during the last decade indicate that it is destined
to become a crop of considerable economic importance in
the United States.
“In 1917 less than 500,000 acres were devoted to
soy beans for all purposes. In 1924 there were 2,500,000
acres, of which about 1,000,000 acres were grown for hay,
about 1,000,000 acres for pasture and silage, and more
than 500,000 acres for seed production. About 2,283,000
bushels of seed were produced in 1917, while in 1924 nearly
10,000,000 bushels of seed and 1,360,000 tons of hay were
produced. Although the increase in acreage has been general
over the eastern half of the United States, the most marked
increases have been in the Corn Belt States and in a few
of the Southern States. In 1924 the five leading States for
total acreage were Illinois, 747,000; Missouri, 400,000;
North Carolina, 255,000; Indiana, 210,000; and Tennessee,
167,000; and for seed production North Carolina, 2,560,000
bushels; Illinois, 1,548,000 bushels; Missouri, 1,379,000
bushels; Ohio, 728,000 bushels; and Indiana, 650,000
bushels. The soy bean can now be grown successfully in
any climate suitable to corn or cotton. The Department of
Agriculture during the past 10 years has developed, through
introduction and by breeding methods, varieties which have
extended the range of profitable soybean culture far beyond
what were at first considered its limits. The principal uses
of the soy bean are hay, pasture, silage, grain, oil and oil
meal, and human food. With such a wide range of uses the

production of the soy bean is no longer localized and its
increasing importance is assured.
“Gaining Favor as Forage: As a forage crop alone, it is
not likely that the soy bean will become a major field crop
in the United States. However, even as a forage crop it has
gained steadily in favor as indicated by the increased acreage
from year to year. The forage is preserved either as hay or
silage, or cut and fed green as soilage. It is also pastured
extensively with sheep and hogs. Not infrequently, the soy
bean is employed as a green manure or summer cover crop
in orchards. Unlike most other legumes the seed is rich in oil
which makes the soy bean an important source of vegetable
oil. Although the soy bean will no doubt continue to grow
in importance as a forage crop, indications are that the
future increase in soy bean acreage will be largely for the
production of oil and oil meal. During the past few years, oil
mills in the Corn Belt States and some of the Southern States
have crushed fairly large quantities of domestic beans, and
found ready markets for the oil and oil meal.
“Soy-bean oil is used largely in the manufacture of
soaps, paints, varnishes, linoleum, enamels, lubricating oils,
printing ink, waterproof goods, salad oils, and substitutes for
rubber, lard, and butter. The oil has now an important place
in the world’s trade and commercial utilization of vegetable
oils. The cake or oil meal remaining after the oil is extracted
is a highly concentrated and nutritious feed, and is relished
by all kinds of livestock.
“As an article of food, the use of the soy bean in the
United States has been very limited. For many years a few
food companies have manufactured special soy-bean flour
products. The number of such concerns producing soy-bean
food products has increased to a considerable extent during
the last few years. Soy beans are now being made into
breakfast foods, crackers, wafers, soy sauce, bean curd, soy
flour, and special flour preparations for various purposes.
One of the most recent developments is the manufacture of
soy sauce and bean curd from domestic grown beans. This
has been found a most profitable industry in some parts
of the Corn Belt, and soy sauce has now a fairly extensive
market in the United States.
“Improved Production Methods: Increased acreage
and greater utilization of the soy bean have brought about
improved methods in planting, culture, and harvesting.
Implement manufacturers, who in the past took no interest
in the soy bean, are now actively engaged in a study of the
planting, cultural, and harvesting problems of the crop. The
development of an efficient method of harvesting the seed
crop has been one of the serious problems connected with
the production of soy beans. Many types of machines are
now on the market, ranging from the single-row harvester
to broadcast harvesters of the beater type and the combine
harvester like those used in harvesting wheat and other small
grains.
“Because of this rapid increase in the importance of the
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soy bean, State experiment stations have greatly extended
their investigations of the different feeding problems, such
as the value of soy-bean silage, hay, grain, pasture, and oil
meal. One of the most outstanding results of this work has
been the use of a mineral mixture with the grain and meal.
Extensive feeding trials with hogs and poultry have shown
that when minerals are added to a soy-bean ration the results
compare favorably with those from a ration of tankage and
meat scrap.
“In the last decade the soy bean has advanced from a
position of minor to one of major importance. Previously soy
beans were grown only occasionally, usually as a substitute
crop when clover or some other crop failed. At the present
time the plant is grown regularly for hay, grain, and pasture,
and with corn as silage.”
A photo shows: “Best results in making soy-bean hay
are obtained where the vines are piled in tall, narrow cocks.”
Address: USDA, Washington, DC.
2316. Morse, W.J. 1927. Soy-bean varieties newly developed
for U.S. farms. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA) p. 676-79.
For the year 1926.
• Summary: “The acreage of soy beans in the United
States increased from about 500,000 acres in 1917 to over
2,500,000 acres in 1924. This enormous increase in the use
made of soy beans in this country has been largely due to
the development of better-adapted varieties. The number of
real or supposed varieties has increased very rapidly in the
United States during the past few years, resulting in much
confusion concerning varietal names and characters. In
many instances disapointment and loss have been caused to
the grower by the lack of reliable information, and the soy
bean brought into disfavor in some localities. At the present
time about 60 varieties of soy beans are handled by growers
and seedsmen in the United States. Varietal names greatly
exceed the number of true varieties, for different varieties
are often sold under the same name and different names are
often applied to the same variety. It is therefore essential
not only to know the name of a desired kind, but also its
varietal characteristics in order to prevent substitution in
purchasing seed. Varieties of soy beans are differentiated
largely by the color and size of seed, though they also differ
in time of maturity, habit of growth, disposition to shatter
their seed, disease resistance, oil and protein content, and in
yield of forage and seed. They vary also in their adaptation
to climate and soil. Some varieties are especially suitable for
fertile land, others for less productive land; some for early
planting, others for late planting; some for a seed crop, others
for forage; some for planting with corn, others for planting
with Sudan grass and sorghum. One may find a few varieties
or even a single variety adapted to the climate of a certain
section which will fill all the local requirements of the crop.
No single factor has greater influence upon the success of the
crop than the selection of the right variety to meet the needs

and the conditions of the section where it is to be grown.
“Only Eight Varieties Grown in 1898: Previous to
the numerous introductions made by the United States
Department of Agriculture, beginning in 1898, there were
not more than 8 varieties of soy beans grown in the United
States, namely, Mammoth Yellow, Ito San, Butterball,
Guelph or Medium Green, Eda, Ogemaw, Buckshot, and
Kingston. All of these varieties were rather limited in
adaptation, and at present the Ito San and Mammoth Yellow
are the only ones grown to any appreciable extent. In 1907,
23 varieties of soy beans were being grown, and of these 15
were introductions made by the department prior to 1905.
Vigorous efforts were inaugurated about 1907 to obtain
additional varieties through consuls, agricultural explorers,
foreign seedsmen, and extensive correspondence with
missionaries and others until in 1909 the department had in
its trials about 200 distinct varieties; by 1913, 400 varieties;
by 1919, 600 varieties, and by 1925, about 1,200 varieties.
“The records of introduction indicate that every Chinese
village has its own distinct varieties. There is no seed trade
in China, consequently local varieties are never widely
disseminated. Undoubtedly numerous varieties are yet
obtainable from the agriculturally unexplored villages of
China, Manchuria, Korea, Japan, and India.
“When new introductions are received they are
thoroughly tested at Arlington Experiment Farm the first
year, and if mixed, single plant selections are made for
the second year’s test. After three years’ work with these
selected strains, those giving the best results in comparison
with standard varieties are disseminated among the State
experiment stations, where they are grown again under
careful observation and test conditions. Finally seed is
distributed among farmer cooperators who assist the
department in its practical field investigations. Varieties that
appear promising in these field trials ultimately are assigned
suitable varietal names and made available for general use
and distribution in the localities to which they are adapted.
“One thousand varieties introduced: During the past
20 years more than 1,000 varieties have been introduced
into the United States from China, Japan, Manchuria, India,
Korea, Siberia, and the East Indies. Several of these have
become established in American agriculture, either as direct
introductions or as selections from introductions. Others,
introduced in the past year have proven so valuable in trials
that they are deemed important acquisitions and doubtless
will become widely grown. It is universally appreciated and
acknowledged by all soy-bean authorities that the annual
introductions of soy beans into the United States have been
of fundamental importance in the rapid rise of the crop in
public favor.
“The soy bean lends itself readily to improvement.
Considerable breeding work is being carried on by the
department, several State experiment stations, and a few soybean growers. Although the Orient abounds with varieties,
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it is evident that they are the result of natural crossing
and selection, as very little breeding work has been done.
Introductions, for the most part, are admixtures, containing
two or more varieties. The progeny of individual plants
has shown decided differences in yield of forage and seed,
in tendency to shatter, in maturity, and in oil and protein
content. Many new varieties have been introduced into the
seed trade of the United States as a result of selection work.
Some of these varieties originated from natural hybridization
and a few are almost certainly mutations or sports. The most
important of such varieties are Chestnut, Dixie, Goshen
Prolific, Hamilton, Herman, Illini, Ilsoy, Lexington, Mikado,
Minsoy, Peking, Sooty, Soysota, Virginia, Wilson-Five,
and Wisconsin Black. Introductions without selection have
given us the following important varieties: Biloxi, Black
Eyebrow, Chiquita, Columbia, Haberlandt, Hahto, Hoosier,
Laredo, Manchu, Mandarin, Morse, Old Dominion, Otootan,
Southern Prolific, Tarheel Black, Tokio, Wea, and Yokoten.
“Work justified by results: The results that have been
obtained by this wholesale search have justified the work and
expense many times over. When the department work began,
the soy bean was a very minor crop, and of importance only
in limited areas, owing primarily to the lack of suitable
varieties. To-day, its culture, due to a wide range of excellent
varieties, is widespread and lends substance to the belief that
the soy bean will become one of our major crops.
“Table 24 shows the total value of soy-bean seed and
hay produced in 1924 by varieties introduced and developed
by the department. These data, which do not include the
value of the soy beans pastured or fed as silage, indicate that
over half (52 per cent) of the total soy-bean hay and seed
produced in the United States was obtained from these new
varieties. The wide use that is being made of these varieties
shows most conclusively the effect this introduction and
breeding work has exerted on the development of the soybean industry in the United States.”
Photos show: (1) Field trials of varieties of soy beans at
Clemson College, South Carolina. (2) Two men standing in
a “field of Otootan soy beans, one of the newer introductions
by the United States Department of Agriculture.”
Table 24 has six columns: 1. Variety (18 varieties). 2.
Year introduced. 3. Estimated value as seed. 4. Estimated
value as hay. 5. Estimated value, total. 6. Percent of value
of all soybean hay and seed. Those with the highest percent
of value are: Midwest 11.4%. Manchu 6.8%. Virginia 6.7%.
Wilson 6.2%.
The 18 varieties, listed alphabetically, are: Biloxi, Black
Eyebrow, Ebony, Hamilton, Haberlandt, Laredo, Lexington,
Manchu, Midwest, Minsoy, Mandarin, Morse, Peking,
Tarheel Black, Tokio, Virginia, Wisconsin Black, Wilson.
Address: USDA, Washington, DC.
2317. Mumford, H.W. 1927. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural

Experiment Station, Annual Report 40:1-288. For the year
ended June 30, 1927.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Many new strains tried
out to improve soybeans: High and low oil lines developed
further (p. 41-43). New Manchu strain best yielder in
soybean tests (p. 43). Soybean yields again increased by
inoculation (p. 44). Some cowpea nodule bacteria also
function on soys (p. 44). Wheat yields again unaffected by
soybean crop (p. 45).
Livestock investigations: Soybean test compares
hogging down vs. dry lot (p. 82-84; An investigation “on
the relative values of hay and seed types of soybeans when
planted with corn for hogging-down. Also, the effect of these
types of soybeans upon the quality of the resulting pork
when they are hogged-down with corn...” The results of the
year’s work is summarized). Hogs should be fed less than 12
percent of beans (p. 84-85). Method sought of getting hard
pork from soybeans (p. 85-86). Soybeans and their products
compared for cattle (p. 101-02). Dairy investigations: Cows
do only slightly better on ground soy hay (p. 148-50).
Agricultural economics: Illinois soybeans go to widely
scattered markets (p. 195-96).
Farm mechanics: Efficiency of combine on Illinois crops
studied (p. 212-13; “The first combine was used in Illinois in
1924 to harvest soybeans, but has since been used to some
extent in harvesting every small grain crop, soybeans, and
the clover and grass seeds. Tests of combines in 1926 show a
loss of 8.89 percent in harvesting soybeans and a loss of 4.72
percent in harvesting wheat.” Fifty-two of the 63 combine
owners in the state were visited, and records received from
them. Table 84 shows the number of acres harvested by each
combine and the grade of crop harvested. A more complete
report of the preliminary study of combines in Illinois is
reported in Circular 316, ‘Combines in Illinois’”).
Bean [soybean] harvesting losses again lowered by
combines (p. 213-17; A photo, p. 216, shows soybeans being
harvested with a combine on the Illinois Experiment Station
farm).
Note: One section in this report is titled “Many
worthless bacterized fertilizers found” (p. 44). These
fertilizers are promoted as containing bacteria for soil
inoculation. The word “bacterized” seems to have been
coined in about 1915 (“A method of treating peat to make it
more active as a fertilizer and as a medium for the growth
of nitrogen-fixing bacteria {so-called bacterized peat})...”
Address: Dean and Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2318. Williams, C.B. 1927. History and achievements of
research in agronomy in North Carolina during fifty years
(1876-1927). Raleigh, North Carolina: North Carolina
Experiment Station. 36 p. Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: “During the early years of the North Carolina
Experiment Station, its work in the field of Agronomy was
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carried on mainly by the Director and his assistant chemists.
Later on the efforts of the Botanist, Gerald McCarthy (18881897), and of the Horticulturist, W.F. Massey (1889-1905),
were devoted to some problems in this particular field.
“On Agronomy subjects, McCarthy devoted himself
mainly to laboratory studies on the purity and vitality of farm
seeds and to the preparation of bulletins on “Lucerne as a
Forage Crop” (No. 60), “Indian Corn” (No. 65), “Weed Pests
of the Farm” (No. 70), “Best Agricultural Grasses” (No. 73),
and “Grass and Forage Crops” (No. 80a); While Massey
confined himself chiefly, outside of his special field of
Horticulture, to publicity and to the preparation of bulletins
or general agricultural subjects such as “Agricultural
Suggestions to the Waldesians” (Special Bul. No. 28) and
“Farming in North Carolina” (No. 162).
“At its December meeting in 1885, the State Board
of Agriculture, under which the N.C. Experiment Station
operated from its establishment on March 12, 1877 until
the passage of the Hatch Act on March 2, 1887, purchased
for field experimental purposes a ten-acre farm, located
one and a half miles northwest of Raleigh and adjoining
the property of the State Agricultural Society. To this was
added 25 acres more by a gift from said Society, making 35
acres for buildings and for field experiments with different
crops and fertilizers. During April of the following year,
Milton Whitney assumed charge of the experimental field as
superintendent. He remained with the Station in this capacity
until December 1887, at which time he resigned to take up
work with Clemson College, South Carolina, and later with
the Maryland Experiment Station, U.S. Weather Bureau
and Federal Bureau of Soils. It was while connected with
this Station that Whitney started his studies on the physical
properties of soils and the relation of meteorology to plant
growth.
“During 1887, J.R. Chamberlain became connected
with the Station as Agriculturist. He was succeeded by
F.E. Emery, three years later, who remained Agriculturist
until 1899. Associated with him part of the time was J.M.
Johnson, as assistant in livestock work, who remained in the
Department from July 1897 to July 1901. During the period
covered by Chamberlain and Emery, the Agriculturist had
charge of all the work now embraced in the Departments
of Agronomy and Animal Husbandry. Following Emery as
Agriculturist came B. Irby who acted in this capacity from
August 1899 until July 1901; and C.W. Burkett, from July
1901 to July 1906.
“In July 1906, C. B. Williams, entered upon the duties
of the first Agronomist of the Station, which position he has
held up to the present, except for one year.
“Early History of Agronomy Work: From the time of
its establishment, the study of value of different fertilizing
materials, and fertilizers, and the plant-food requirements
of the different soils of the State has occupied a prominent
place in the work of the Station. Director Dabney in the

Station Report for 1881 stated that ‘the subject which
most interests our people is that of fertilizing the soil.’ The
earliest publications dealt mainly with formulas for making
composts, where to buy and how to make bones useful,
the most reliable fertilizers, the use of different fertilizing
materials, experience with homemade manures, finely
ground phosphate rock, value of Peruvian guano, value
of marl, and how to use cotton seed, ashes (leached and
unleached),... the growing of soybeans, alfalfa, cowpeas, and
crimson clover.
Page 3: Field Experiments with Farmers: During the first
year after the establishment of the Station, field experiments
with different fertilizing materials were conducted with
six farmers living in Orange and Chatham counties, using
cotton, Irish potatoes, oats and turnips as crops for the
studies. In 1889, a number of forage crops, including
soybeans, sugar cane, sorghum, pearl millet, Canada field
pea, sunflower, flax, broom corn, Kaffir corn and ramie were
tested out on the farms of farmers in various localities of the
State with very satisfactory results.”
Pages 6-7: “Since 1900 to the present, Agronomy work
has been conducted continuously on the College farm, the
main lines having been in soil fertility investigations; a
comparison of various carriers of lime, phosphoric acid,
potash and ammonia; regular fertilizer experiments; variety
tests of cotton, corn, soybeans, cowpeas, alfalfa, wheat, oats,
rye and barley; crop rotations, grasses and grass mixtures for
hay and pasturage; value of corn suckers; spacing tests with
cotton and corn; rata and date of seeding tests with small
grains; method of fertilizer application to different crops; and
the improvement of staple crops by seed selecting.”
Page 14: “5. Very extensive field trials of all obtainable
varieties of cowpeas, soybeans, cotton, oats, wheat, rye,
corn, barley, tobacco and peanuts have been carried on and
the results made available to farmers.”
“8. Promoted the wider growth and use within North
Carolina of the soybean crop.
“12. Injury to corn and soybeans has resulted from
liming some of the sandy soils of the Coastal Plain to
neutrality. This injury is independent of the form of lime
used.”
Page 15:
“16. Inheritance of certain characters in cotton and
soybeans have been studied.
“18. Through variety tests and selection work the
yielding powers of corn, small grains and soybeans have
been greatly improved on farms of the State.
“19. The best rates of seeding for small grains and
soybeans have been determined by careful field tests.
“21. The best planting dates for small grains for
Piedmont soils and for soybeans and cotton for different
sections of the State.
“27. Shows that usually soybeans is [sic] a larger yielder
of seed and hay than cowpeas.”
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Page 16:
“V–On Methods of Harvesting and Utilizing Crops.”
2. By analyzing the corn plant, cowpea and soybean
vines at different stages of growth to determine the beet time
to cut each of these for obtaining the greatest amount of food
material per acre of best quality.”
“VI–On Farm Drainage, Machinery, and Buildings.”
“3. Made known to farmers the different makes of
soybean harvesters manufactured in the State and given a
brief description of the special features of each.”
Pages 20-25: Contains a complete bibliography of all
serial publications issued by the North Carolina Experiment
Station and the State Department of Agriculture–Bulletins,
Circulars, Press Bulletins, etc.
Source: Charles Burgess Williams Papers, MC 00016,
Special Collections Research Center, North Carolina State
University Libraries, Raleigh, North Carolina. Address:
Chief, Div. of Agronomy, Raleigh, North Carolina.
2319. Miller (The). 1928. The soya bean. 53(2555):832. Jan.
9.
• Summary: Based on a publication by Messrs. Kelly & Co.,
Ltd. of Liverpool concerning soybean production and uses.
Address: England.
2320. Horvath, A.A. 1928. Soybean feeding and blood
calcium. Japan Medical World 8(1):1-5. Jan. 15. [32 ref]
• Summary: “It is a general belief that soybeans are poor in
calcium. This belief is supported by Forbes (1909), Osborne
and Mendel (1917), Adolph (1922) and others.” Yet various
chemical analyses show that the soybean seed contains about
0.25% of calcium oxide, which is higher than most foods,
including whole cow’s milk. Rabbits were fed a diet of raw
yellow soaked soybeans for 4 weeks, and of other soybean
preparations (“sprouted soybeans” and “soybean curd” made
with calcium sulfate) given for three weeks more. The blood
calcium level generally fell. Possible reasons for this are
discussed.
“In China the black soybean has been used for feeding
animals since ancient times and is thought to be more
suitable than the yellow variety. It is known that the black
variety contains much less fat than the yellow soybean.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term “sprouted soybeans” (or
“sprouted soybean”) to refer to soy sprouts. Address: Dep. of
Medicine, Peking Union Medical College, Peking, China.
2321. Medley, R.N. 1928. Grazing trials with summer
legumes: Wollongbar Experiment Farm. Agricultural Gazette
of New South Wales 39(1):55-56. Jan.
• Summary: “A grazing trial with cowpeas, soybeans, patani
beans, gotani beans, velvet beans, and Dolichos beans
(Dolichos lablab) was conducted during the past season at
Wollongbar Experiment Farm.” On March 15, cowpeas gave

the largest weight of green fodder (7 tons, 3 cwt per acre),
followed by velvet beans, Dolichos beans, and soybeans (4
tons, 18 cwt per acre). Cattle liked to graze each of these
four.
Note: Hawkesbury Agricultural College was an early
agricultural college in New South Wales, located on the
northern outskirts of Sydney. George Valder, who was
principal by 1900, was one of the first Australians to study
and write about soybeans, starting in 1898. Address: H.D.A.
[Hawkesbury Diploma of Agriculture], Experimentalist.
2322. Clark, Charles W. 1928. Food, feed and cotton.
Country Gentleman 93(2):109. Feb.
• Summary: Discusses the place of soy bean growing in the
Cotton Belt as a step in bringing about diversified farming.
2323. Hankins, O.G.; Ellis, N.R.; Zeller, J.H. 1928. Some
results of soft-pork investigations, II. USDA Department
Bulletin No. 1492. 50 p. Feb. Research done in cooperation
with 6 state experiment stations. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: The soft-pork problem: Cooperation
in the investigations, Fundamentals of the problem,
Broadened scope of the work. Relation of composition of
fat to firmness of carcass. Results of the investigations: A.
Corn with nonsoftening supplements following peanuts.
B. Corn with tankage following soy beans. C. Corn with
tankage following soy beans supplemented with a medium
ration of shelled corn. D. Soy beans with corn in definite
proportion. E. Rice bran with tankage. F. Rice bran with
tankage followed by corn with tankage. G. Rice polish with
nonsoftening supplements followed by corn and brewers’
rice with nonsoftening supplements. Summary. Literature
cited. Address: 1. Animal Husbandman; 2. Assoc. Biological
Chemist; 3. Asst. Animal Husbandman. All: Animal
Husbandry Div., Bureau of Animal Industry, USDA.
2324. Morse, W.J. 1928. Soybeans for feed and fertility.
Paper presented at the 29th annual meeting of the
Association of Southern Agricultural Workers. 5 p. Held 2
Feb. 1928 at Memphis, Tennessee. *
• Summary: “More general recognition by farmers of the
value of hay, pasture, seed, and oil meal undoubtedly will
further stimulate the production of soybeans, especially
in livestock sections. Reduced cost of production which
agronomists are successfully bringing about, will naturally
provide cheaper home-grown protein concentrates, and,
therefore, more economical production of farm animals.”
Address: USDA, Washington, DC.
2325. Hamilton, T.S.; Mitchell, H.H.; Kammlade, W.G.
1928. The digestibility and metabolizable energy of soybean
products for sheep. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 303. p. 237-95. March. [49 ref]
• Summary: Sheep were fed soybean hay, straw, and seeds,
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and soybean oil meal, hydraulic, expeller, and solvent
processed.
2326. Heitshu, D.C. 1928. The combine in Virginia. In:
1928. Present Status of “Combine” Harvesting: Papers,
Discussion, and Reports Presented at the “Combine” Session
of the Meeting of the Power and Machinery Division of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers [ASAE], at
Chicago, November, 1927. St. Joseph, Michigan: ASAE. 38
p. See p. 11-12.
• Summary: “At the present time there are four combines
in Virginia, all being new machines this year. Three were
in use during the small grain harvest, the fourth being sold
for the soybean harvest. One of the first three machines was
not used during the soybean harvest so that three combines
operated in Virginia in both the small grain and soybean
harvests. One of them was the machine controlled by the
experiment station and it was used to harvest rye, wheat, oats
and soybeans in southwestern Virginia. The other machines
harvested only wheat and soybeans.”
“The soybeans harvested this fall seemed to store
without any trouble. The moisture determinations have
not been completed as we were cutting soybeans as late as
November 23. While the clean soybeans from the combine
seem to be keeping perfectly, old soybean growers say that
the trash must be left in the beans harvested by any of the
field harvesters if they are to keep without heating. Soybean
specialists are inclined to believe that the high content of
oil present in the beans removes practically all danger of
moisture troubles in storage.”
“Seventy-five acres would seem to be the maximum
single crop of small grain to be grown for the present
small-sized combine. Since the ripening of soybeans can
be controlled to some degree by their planting time the
maximum for this crop may be larger. However, because
of the damp weather and short days encountered during the
soybean harvest an acreage much over one hundred is not to
be recommended.”
“When the soybean industry grows to the point that
there is a large demand for the bean, other than for seed,
more erect varieties than are now grown in Virginia will
be better adapted to the combine. Non-shattering strains of
soybean are of great importance, for on several occasions the
natural shattering losses ran higher than the total machine
losses.
“In considering the combine itself, it seems that the
machine is basically unbalanced for eastern use. The present
small combine is purely a small edition of other tried and
time-proven older and larger machine...In view of our
experiences the following proportions are approximately
what are needed to load the entire machine efficiently:
Cylinder, 100 per cent; cutter bar, 75 per cent; separator,
125-150 per cent. This same machine with a propersized extension for the cutter bar would meet almost any

harvesting conditions met with anywhere in the country.
“In connection with the mechanical features of the
combine, it may be well to mention that there seems to be no
place for the power take-off type of machine in Virginia. The
auxiliary engine type has so many advantages that the extra
investment called for is very well spent.
“The saving of the combined straw is purely a
mechanical problem. A hayloader will save it...”
“While the combine handles the small grains
satisfactorily at rated speeds, the same cannot be said for it in
soybeans. The ‘Virginia’ soybean is grown very extensively
in our state. Indeed, the three combines harvesting soybeans
this fall worked in this variety only. For the Virginia variety
the recommended cylinder speeds proved too high, and a
careful inspection of the various tests indicate that a cylinder
speed of 2500 feet per minute is the maximum to be used,
and that approximately 2300 feet per minute is the best for
beans in good threshing condition.
“The Virginia soybean is primarily a hay variety and
with its tough, heavy stems an increase in vibrator, riddle,
and fan speeds is necessary to secure a good, clean job of
separation. While all of our work was done with Virginia
soybeans we believe that an increase in the separator speeds
is desirable for all varieties.
“For our field conditions the three-wheel crosssuspension with a hinged header is practically a necessity for
satisfactory performance. In small grains that are standing
erect the two-wheel combine with a rigid header works
very satisfactorily, but when cutting all the straw as we
want to do, or are forced to do, we have our troubles. One
machine of this type picked up a large stone as the outer end
of the header dipped into the ground and what happened is
unnecessary to repeat. This objectionable feature becomes
more pronounced in soybean harvesting. Here the stubble
loss is over twice that of the hinged-header type. In many
places in the field the header missed practically one-half
of the swath of beans, while in others it was combining the
entire bean stalk, including the roots. The hinged header also
is easier to manipulate in adjusting its height and this feature
is essential in combining soybeans. One rigid-header type of
machine needed four men to work with any satisfaction and
the conditions were not especially adverse.”
“The majority of our small grain and soybean fields
are rolling and performance on grades [slopes] is essential
to the success of the combine. We worked on grades which
momentarily went as high as 20 per cent and found much of
the loss to be caused by the grain running to one side of the
sieves.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that uses the word “header” in connection with soybean
harvesting. Address: Asst. agricultural engineer, Virginia
Agric. Exp. Station.
2327. Missouri (Agricultural Experiment Station?) College
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of Agriculture, Leaflet. 1928. Soybean varieties for seed and
for hay. No. 25. March. *
2328. Present status of “combine” harvesting: Papers,
discussion, and reports presented at the “combine” session
of the meeting of the Power and Machinery Division of
the American Society of Agricultural Engineers [ASAE],
at Chicago, November, 1927. 1928. St. Joseph, Michigan:
ASAE. 38 p.
• Summary: This report is divided into three parts: 1.
Combine field investigations in 1927 (p. 3-23); 2. Recent
developments in the combine (p. 24-25; discussions by
four representatives of farm machinery manufacturers); 3.
Results of grain drying experiments (p. 26-38; the threshed
grain is often artificially dried in bins after it comes from
the combine. Soybeans are discussed in detail on p. 37).
The subtitle to Part 1 reads: “This symposium of reports on
field investigations conducted during 1927 on the use of the
combine harvester-thresher, or ‘combine’ as it is commonly
called, includes contributions from fourteen states of the
United States–north, south, east, and west–and western
Canada. Soybeans are discussed mostly in Part 1, which
consists of papers (reports) by various authors on use of the
combine in the following states. In states followed by an
asterisk, soybeans were harvested by a combine, whereas
in those followed by a plus sign, soybeans were only
mentioned: Iowa+, Michigan, Louisiana+, South Dakota*,
Indiana*, Pennsylvania*, Idaho, Minnesota, Virginia*,
New York, Illinois*, Montana, Wisconsin*, North Dakota,
western Canada (Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Manitoba), and
Saskatchewan. Papers in which soybeans are discussed are
cited separately.
This is a very early report on combines in the United
States. The first combine was used in South Dakota in
1920, however in most states, combines have been used
for only a few years. States and Canadian provinces in
which many combines were operating in 1927 include:
Saskatchewan (530), Illinois (300+), Alberta (221), South
Dakota (200+), North Dakota (200), Indiana (65), Manitoba
(23). Manufacturers of combines include: Case, McCormickDeering, and Advance-Rumely. The width of the cutting
blade ranges from 8 to 24 feet, with most being in the range
of 9 to 16 feet wide. Combines generally cut standing
grain as clean as did binders, and they thresh out the grain
as efficiently as did stationary threshers. Most combines
studied are drawn by a tractor (a relatively new piece of
farm machinery) having typically “15 drawbar horsepower,”
although smaller ones can be drawn by a team of 12 horses.
Combines can be powered in several ways: By an auxiliary
engine to operate the cutting and threshing mechanism, or
by power take-off from a tractor. “While some of the small
machines may be operated by one man after the thresher has
been properly set and all adjustments have been properly
made, it usually requires one man to take care of the tractor

and a second man to look after the combine, besides the
necessary help and equipment to haul away the grain” (p.
9). Problems with combines: They work best on fairly even,
flat land and do not work well on very small farms. However
photos (p. 8) taken in Idaho show: (1) A combine at work on
a 29-degree hillside. (2) A 26-degree hillside after combining
with tractor power. (3) Badly lodged grain which was almost
completely recovered by combining.
Early history (p. 8-9): The first combine in Minnesota
was built in 1884 in Minneapolis by the late J.L. Owens,
founder of the J.L. Owens Company. It was designed to
harvest only the heads of the grain stock. The manufacture
was not continued due to lack of capital, and concerns with
even ripening of the grain. In 1927 eleven combines were
purchased an used by Minnesota farmers.
Parts of a combine: Bulk grain tank (p. 24), cutter bar
(p. 6, 11, 14, 24), cylinder (toothed vs. bar; p. 11, 12, 17),
extension straw carrier (p. 16), header (rigid vs. hinged; p.
12, 15, 20, 24; “The machines both worked admirably when
used as headers”), pick-up devices or attachments (as a
windrow pick-up device; p. 20), platform (p. 14), platform
canvas (p. 6, 14), reel (p. 6, 14), separator (p. 11), sieves (p.
12), supplemental conveyor (p. 15), swather or swathing
equipment (p. 20, 37), windrowing device (p. 37).
Many small photos show combines harvesting various
crops.
Note 1. These proceedings show, among other things,
the great importance of the tractor (which was still a new
and revolutionary machine during the 1920s) in making
the combine a viable piece of farm machinery. Without the
tractor, the combine would have had to be pulled by horses,
which would have made it much less useful and efficient,
and much more difficult to use.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that uses the word “header” to refer to part of a combine in
connection with soybeans. Address: St. Joseph, Michigan.
2329. Schaefer, O.G. 1928. Soybeans cut feed cost. Dairy
Farmer 26(3):9, 22-23. March.
• Summary: Summarizes the results of feeding experiments
conducted by the University of Minnesota’s dairy division
to determine the value of soybean seed and soybean hay as a
source of protein in the dairy ration.
2330. Arnold, H.C. 1928. Agricultural Experiment Station,
Salisbury. Annual report of experiments, 1926-27. Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal 25:377-97. April. See p. 390-91.
• Summary: Pages 390-91 state: “Soya Beans.–A few
varieties of this crop were introduced as much as fifteen
years ago [i.e., about 1913, but actually by April 1906],
and thorough trials were then made with them for several
seasons. The results were very favourable, and further
experiments were discontinued until two years ago. The
recent introductions have given heavier yields of both hay
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and seed than the older varieties, but it cannot be claimed
that their yields of fodder equal those of the dolichos and
velvet bean...
“Its upright habit of growth renders the crop easier to
handle with hay-making machinery and less troublesome for
ploughing under than plants which have trailing vines, so
that if a variety can be found whose yields of fodder and seed
equal those of the dolichos or velvet beans, it would be of
great value to this country...
“The variety named O-too-tan [Otootan], which was
kindly sent to the Department from the Old Umtali Mission,
has thus far given the best results.”
In 1924-24 O-to-tan yielded 438 lb/acre of seed,
increasing to 930 lb/acre in 1925-26. In 1926-27 O-tootan yielded 960 lb of seed and 200 lb of hay per acre.
Haberlandt, Columbia, Biloxi, and Virginia were each tested
during these three periods, but they always gave lower seed
yields. In 1926-27, however, Haberlandt gave the highest
yield of hay, 1,360 lb/acre.
Ground nuts (peanuts) are discussed on pages 377-80
and the kudzu vine (Pueraria thunbergiana) on pages 39293. Address: Manager, Salisbury Exp. Station.
2331. Burger, A.A. 1928. Is the soybean here to stay? A crop
that is winning its way. Successful Farming 26(4):18, 53.
April.
• Summary: Recounts the results obtained on various farms
growing soybeans, and their value to the soil and for feeding.
Mentions Bert Strayer, Hanson, and Robert Mitchell from
Iowa, Chas. Meharry from Indiana.
On Bert Strayer’s farm in northern Iowa, the soybean
has largely taken the place of clover as a soil builder; today,
Strayer grows very little clover, yet the soil is becoming
noticeably more fertile and productive. On the nearby
Hanson farm, soys follow soys or clover.
The article concludes by noting that the acreage of
soybeans is increasing faster than that of any other crop that
has been introduced in the last few years–35% in 1926 and
almost 100% in 1927.
Photos show: (1) Soybean pods on the stems (circular
photo). (2) Inoculating soybeans on the farm of Charles
Meharry, Indiana. A man is standing in the back of a wooden
flatbed truck, shoveling. The bushel measure contains fresh
dirt from a field in which soybeans have been previously
grown. The wooden bucket is used to mix some of the dirt
with water. This mixture is then sprinkled over the soybeans
and mixed well until all of the beans have come in contact
with it and are inoculated. (3) A child standing in a field of
soybeans.
2332. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1928. If your legumes are winter
killed: Soybeans and sudan grass may help supply hay and
pasture. 53(19):746. May 11.
• Summary: With hay in short supply, soybeans and sudan

grass, grown either alone or combined, seem like the best
bet for now. “For hay, soys planted at least two or three
weeks after the close of corn planting, are best both from the
standpoint of keeping free of weeds and of the best time of
making them into hay. Experienced growers are emphasizing
more and more the value of thoro killing of one crop of
weeds before sowing.” Address: Des Moines, Iowa.
2333. Robison, W.L. 1928. Effect of cooking soybeans for
pigs. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 10.
p. 5-6. June 1.
• Summary: This short circular states: “Good soybeans,
unless they were cooked, were worth more for seed than
for feeding to pigs. In the present test the raw ground beans
were worth 54 cents a bushel as compared with tankage at
$80 a ton. In three similar tests they had an average value
of 84 cents a bushel. For pigs on pasture and for heavier
shotes they have had a higher value, but still were not an
economical feed.
“Does it pay to go to the bother and expense of cooking
the beans? This question is often asked. In this experiment
the whole cooked beans were worth $2.92 a bushel, or $2.38
more than the raw ground beans. In three other trials they
were worth an average of $2.64 a bushel, or $1.80 more
than the raw ground beans. Furthermore the pigs fed cooked
beans were ready for market 81 days earlier than those fed
the ground beans. This shortening of the feeding period
would largely, if not completely, offset the extra labor of
cooking the beans.
“After 28 weeks of feeding, pigs given the same amount
of feed, but having the beans cooked, averaged 44.4 pounds
heavier in weight and required 119 pounds less feed for each
100 pounds of gain than those getting the raw beans.
“Because of their high oil content there is danger of
soybeans causing soft pork, if they are used as the only
protein feed in balancing grains. When more soybeans are
produced than are needed for seed they might be pressed for
their oil and the resulting meal fed. Six trials show soybean
oil meal to be worth 89 percent as much as tankage when
minerals are included in the ration.”
A large table, titled “Effect of cooking soybeans for
pigs,” shows the results of 5 trials.
A photo shows “A convenient pig creep,” which is a
white pen for pigs in a field of grass. Note 1. According
to thepigsite.com–”Creep feeding is the practice of
feeding a solid diet to piglets while they are suckling the
sow, preparing their digestive system for weaning. Creep
feeding initiates and promotes gut and digestive enzyme
development, which enables the piglet to digest nutrients
from food sources other than that of milk.”
Note 2. This article is included in the Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station, Circular No. 10, June 1, 1928, 16 p.
2334. Hackleman, J.C.; Sears, O.H.; Burlison, W.L.
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1928. Soybean production in Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 310. p. 465-531. June. [26
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Seeding practices in
Illinois. Some reasons for popularity of the soybean in
Illinois: A valuable nitrogenous feed, Illinois experiments
demonstrate feeding value, a satisfactory substitute for
oats and a good emergency hay crop, adapted to practically
all Illinois soils, has merit as a soil-builder, fits well into
Illinois rotations. Essential cultural practices: A good seed
bed, thoro inoculation, seed soon after corn planting, give
careful attention to cultivation. Harvesting and threshing
soybeans: Harvesting the hay crop, harvesting for seed,
threshing the seed crop, special machines for harvesting and
threshing, handling threshed soybeans. Soybeans and corn
as companion crops. Soybean variety studies in Illinois:
Performance of varieties in northern Illinois, performance
of varieties in central Illinois, differences among and within
soybean varieties, description of varieties. Commercial
utilization of the soybean crop: Soybean cake one of the
most valuable products, market for soybean oil increasing,
soybean products as human food (introduction, soybean oil,
soybean flour, dry soybeans {incl. roasted as a substitute
for salted peanuts, soybean “coffee”}, immature or green
soybeans). Early history of soybean production in Illinois.
Literature cited.
Introduction: In 1914 only about 2,000 acres of
soybeans were harvested in Illinois; by 1927 the acreage had
jumped to 776,000.
Reasons for growing the soybean in Illinois (p. 409): 1.
It is the richest protein-producing grain on the Illinois farm.
2. It is the richest nitrogenous roughage adapted to most
farms. 3. It is adapted to many uses and relished by most
livestock. 4. If properly handled it furnishes a satisfactory
substitute for oats in the cropping system and is a good
emergency hay crop. 5. It is adapted to a wide range of soil
types. 6. Being a legume, it has merit as a soil builder if
properly used. 7. It ranks well as a cash crop. 8. It fits well
into Illinois rotations.
“The average November and December farm prices paid
Illinois growers for their soybeans for the five-year period
1921-1925 were $1.48 and $1.90 a bushel respectively...
During each of the past three seasons (1925, 1926, 1927)
soybean mills have paid the producer approximately $1.25 a
bushel f.o.b. the mill” (p. 473).
The section titled “Special machines for harvesting
and threshing” states (p. 491-93): “Soybean harvesting and
threshing methods have been very unsatisfactory for the
grower who harvests 50 to 200 acres or more of seed beans
each year. During the past four years, as the result of an
increasing call from the soybean producers for improved
seed harvesters and threshers, the machinery manufacturers
are now offering several field threshers of the same type as
those used in the wheat fields of the West. The combine was

first used in Illinois as a soybean thresher in 1924. Twelve
machines were reported in operation in Illinois in 1925, 64 in
1926, and with five manufacturers offering machines in 1927
the number available during October and November, 1927,
exceeded 300.
“The combines all work on the same general principle,–
that of cutting the mature plants and elevating them to the
cylinder, where the beans are threshed out. The hulled beans
are then passed over screens and thru the blast of a fan just
as in the ordinary thresher. The clean seed is then elevated
and either conveyed to a seed bin which is carried on the
machine, run directly into a wagon which is drawn along
the side of the combine, or run into sacks which are tied
and dropped off the machine. The straw, pods, leaves, and
trash are carried to the rear of the thresher, where they may
be scattered over the land by means of a beater or straw
spreader or may be bunched to facilitate their collection in
case the farmer wishes to feed the straw.
“The combines when properly adjusted and in charge
of a careful operator will gather a greater percentage of seed
than any other harvesting machine, according to observations
made by the Farm Mechanics Department of the University
of Illinois.
“The advent of the combine marks a new epoch in
soybean production. There are several points in favor of
these machines which bespeak an increasing interest in
them, namely: 1. They do the work with a single operation
and therefore reduce harvesting costs. 2. They shorten the
harvesting season, thus enabling the grower to take full
advantage of favorable weather. 3. When properly adjusted
they enable the farmer to harvest the crop with less loss
than by other methods. 4. They leave the residues in the
field where produced. 5. Standing beans are not injured by
inclement weather, as are beans that are cut and shocked
awaiting the thresher. 6. Mature soybeans harvested with a
combine will usually have a lower moisture content than the
average lot that is cut, shocked, and threshed, especially if
rains are frequent.
“On the other hand, there are objections which must
necessarily be weighed before one comes to a decision as to
the most satisfactory method of handling the soybean seed
crop, namely: 1. Late harvesting is likely to endanger, if not
prevent, the seeding of winter wheat in the soybean stubble.
2. Combines are costly. 3. There is danger of losing straw
which might otherwise be used as winter roughage.”
Regular variety trials of soybeans were begun at
the University of Illinois in 1906 by comparing the seed
production of seven varieties, two of which had little or
no value under Illinois conditions. In 1919 the following
varieties were tested: Chestnut, A.K., Ebony, Ito San,
Sherwood, Nuttal [Nuttall, no longer commercially
available], and Wilson. A detailed description of the
following varieties is given (p. 516-26), including plant
adaptation and plant and seed characters: A.K., Aksarben,
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Amherst, Arlington, Black Eyebrow, Chestnut, Columbia,
Dunfield, Ebony, Elton, Guelph, Habaro, Haberlandt,
Hamilton, Hong Kong, Hurrelbrink, Illini, Illinois 13-181,
Ilsoy (Illinois 13-19), Ito San, Jet, Lexington, Mammoth
Yellow, Manchu, Mandarin, Mansoy, Midwest, Morse,
Ogemaw, Peking, Sherwood, Virginia, Wea, Wilson, Wilson
V [Wilson-Five], Wisconsin Black.
“Commercial utilization of the soybean crop: “The
soybean, during its early history under corn-belt conditions,
was considered primarily a forage or hay plant. Difficulties
in harvesting the seed, lack of information regarding
satisfactory methods of threshing, and the cost threshing
during those early years caused many farmers to grow
the crop solely for hay. As a result, the early studies of
the experiment stations were concerned with the value of
soybean hay as compared with other common hays.
“The utilization of native-grown soybeans in the
commerce of North America is practically an untouched
field. American manufacturers have almost unlimited
possibilities with this crop.”
“Early history of soybean production in Illinois.–The
first published records pertaining to the production of
soybeans at the Illinois Station are for 1897. These trials
were mainly to ascertain the general adaptation of the crop
rather than to study types or strains. Variety studies as such
started in 1906. More than 200 varieties and strains have
been tried out, but many proved unsatisfactory and were
retained but one year. Only two of the original varieties,
Ebony and Ito San (Medium Early Yellow), are still
commercially important in Illinois.
“Soybean production on Illinois farms apparently
antedates the variety work at the Station. J.C. Utter, Mt.
Carmel, began growing beans in 1890. W.H. Stoddard, in
a paper before the Macoupin County Farmers’ Institute in
December, 1898, reported several years’ experience with
the crop. C.A. Rowe, Jacksonville, began to grow the crop
in 1899. Ralph Allen, Delavan, and Frank Hurrelbrink,
Taylorville, were also among the early growers.
“Pioneer growers were located in central, south-central,
and southern Illinois. In these areas production made
considerable progress before any significant acreage was
noted in northern Illinois. In fact, not until after 1919 did
the acreage in the northern portion of the state make any
appreciable gain. Since that date the acreage has steadily
increased, and much greater production can be predicted now
that earlier maturing varieties are available.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2003)
that mentions Taylorville, Illinois, in connection with soy
beans.
Note 2. In a 1956 speech titled “Sixty years of soybeans
in Illinois,” W.L. Burlison said that this bulletin was “a most
comprehensive publication dealing with nearly all phases of
soybean management... This bulletin, after almost a third of a
century, enjoys a wide interest.”

Note 3. Tables, figures, and photos are described in a
separate record.
2335. Hackleman, J.C.; Sears, O.H.; Burlison, W.L. 1928.
Soybean production in Illinois (Continued–Document
part II). Tables, figures, and photos. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 310. p. 465-531. June. [26
ref]
• Summary: Tables: (1) Comparisons for a ten-year period
of the yields of corn and soybeans on the standard plots in
the south-central rotation, University South Farm, Urbana.
(2) Comparison of yields of cowpeas and soybeans on the
university experiment fields at Unionville and Oquawka
in the extreme southern and western parts of Illinois. (3)
Comparative response of red clover and soybeans to soil
treatment on dark-colored silt loam soils. (4) Influence
of soybeans on yield of corn in a rotation of corn, corn,
corn, and soybeans, south-central rotation. (5) Influence
of soil treatment on yields of soybean hay, University
Experiment Fields. (6) Influence of soils treatment on
yields of soybean seed, University Experiment Fields. (7)
Effect of inoculation on composition and yield of Manchu
soybeans, University Farm, Urbana, 1924. (8) Number of
nodules on two varieties of soybeans grown on limed and
unlimed plots, University South Farm, Urbana, 1925. (9)
Effect of space between rows on yields of soybean hay
and seed crops, University South Farm, Urbana. (10) Yield
of corn in corn and soybean companion crop experiment,
University Farm, Urbana. (11) Yield of corn and of
soybeans in corn and soybean companion crop experiment,
University Farm, Urbana. (12) Total digestible nutrients,
digestible crude protein, and net protein produced per acre
by corn and soybeans as companion crops, University
Farm, Urbana. (13) Dekalb field: Soybean seed production,
annual yields of the different varieties and their percentage
ratings using Ito San as the standard for comparison.
(14) Dekalb field: Soybean seed production, comparable
average yields of the different varieties using Ito San as
the standard for comparison. (15) Dekalb field: Soybean
hay production, annual yields of the different varieties and
their percentage ratings using Ito San as the standard for
comparison. (16) Dekalb field: Soybean hay production,
comparable average yields of the different varieties, using
Ito San as the standard for comparison. (17) Urbana field:
Soybean seed production in south-central rotation, annual
yields of the different varieties and their percentage ratings
using Ebony as the standard for comparison. (18) Urbana
field: Soybean seed production in south-central rotation,
comparable average yields of the different varieties using
Ebony as the standard for comparison. (19) Urbana field:
Soybean seed production in northwest rotation, annual yields
of the different varieties and their percentage ratings using
Ebony as the standard for comparison. (20) Urbana field:
Soybean seed production in northwest rotation, comparable
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average yields of the different varieties using Ebony as the
standard for comparison. (21) Urbana field: Soybean hay
production in south-central rotation, annual yields of the
different varieties and their percentage ratings using Ebony
as the standard for comparison. (22) Urbana field: Soybean
hay production in south-central rotation, comparable
average yields of the different varieties using Ebony as the
standard for comparison. (23) Urbana field: Soybean straw
production in south-central rotation, annual yields of the
different varieties and their percentage ratings using Ebony
as the standard for comparison. (24) Urbana field: Soybean
straw production in south-central rotation, comparable
average yields of the different varieties using Ebony as
the standard for comparison. (25) Urbana field: Soybean
straw production in northwest rotation, annual yields of the
different varieties and their percentage ratings using Ebony
as the standard for comparison. (26) Urbana field: Soybean
straw production in northwest rotation, comparable average
yields of the different varieties using Ebony as the standard
for comparison. (27) Percentage composition of three
nitrogenous concentrates.
Figures (photos unless otherwise stated): (1) Map
of Illinois showing the distribution of soybeans into four
different production categories based on the percentage of
total soybean acreage grown alone: (1) 0-20%. (2) 20-40%.
(3) 40-60%. (4) 60-100%. Soybeans are grown alone mainly
in the southern half of Illinois. The practice of planting
soybeans with corn, then putting both mature crops into the
silo, predominates in the dairy section of northern Illinois.
(2) Well-selected seed is necessary for good results. A
photo depicts various samples of seeds, some of which are
in good condition while others are rotted, split, or cracked.
(3) A thoroly inoculated soybean plant. Photo of a soybean
plant’s roots, containing nodules. (4) Inoculating soybeans
by the “muddy-water” method. (5) Drilling soybeans in a
well-prepared seed bed. (6) Drilling four rows of soybeans
at a time. (7) A rotary hoe breaking the crust that forms after
rains. (8) The rotary hoe is also widely used in cultivating
drilled soybeans. (9) Another tool for cultivating soybeans.
The harrow may be used effectively provided the work is
done frequently enough to kill each crop of weeds while
in the seedling state. A light harrow can be used until the
beans are 6 to 8 inches high. (10) Cultivating soybeans with
a weeder. (11) Beet and bean cultivator used for soybeans.
(12) Harvesting a good crop of Manchus with the combine.
(13) Two and a half tons of excellent hay. (14) A thirtyfour bushel crop of Illinois on the university farm. (15) A
promising crop of Manchus.
2336. Morse, W.J. 1928. Re: Soy bean meetings. Change
of itinerary. Letter to Dr. A.J. Pieters, USDA, Aug. 19. 2 p.
Handwritten, with signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: “Tuesday. In all my travels in the Corn Belt,
never have seen such soybeans as this year. With good

weather for soybean hay and soybean __ bumper crops
should result, which should bring a much larger acreage next
season.”
Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland.
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box
93–Morse-Napier. Folder–Morse, W.J.-#4 F.C.I.
Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: The Fowler [hotel], La Fayette
[Lafayette], Indiana.
2337. Keepers, Floyd. 1928. In pioneer soybean country:
Regional meeting in Hendricks Co. Prairie Farmer (Illinois
Edition) 100(34):11, 22. Aug. 25.
• Summary: Describes the regional field meeting, held on
15 Aug. 1928, at the farm of J. Ben Edmondson located
1½ miles southwest of Hazlewood, Indiana, in Hendricks
County. “This farm is not far distant from the home of A.A.
Parsons, Indiana’s pioneer grower who first planted soybeans
37 years ago [i.e. 1891] and who has grown them every
year since without a single crop failure.” About 250 people
attended; these “soybeaners” thrive on discussion. This was
one of four such meetings held at farms around Indiana in
conjunction with the Ninth Annual Meeting of the American
Soybean Association.
The following soybean varieties were shown and
discussed by K.E. Beeson of Purdue University: Ebony or
Black Beauty (a black-seeded variety that makes good hay
in western or southwestern Indiana), Wilson 5 [Wilson-Five]
(another black bean, which has a fine stem and matures late),
Virginia (a brown bean), George Washington (a selection
from the Virginia; both grow tall and therefore often fall
down), Laredo and Peking (both mature later), Illini (a
yellow hay bean which is gaining popularity), Manchu (has
a black seed scar), Mansoy (a selection from Manchu),
Perry King Manchu, Dunfield (a Purdue selection, popular
in central Indiana), Midwest or Hollybrook, Pine Dell
Perfection, Ito San.
Outlines what each of the various speakers said and
the discussion that followed. One of the most interesting
speakers was Ralph Edmondson, who talked about his
experience with soybeans. For lunch, the Hazelwood Home
Economic Society “served a fine luncheon, with baked
soybeans as one of the inviting dishes.” Photos show: (1)
Floyd Keepers (small oval portrait). (2) An aerial view of the
Edmondson Farm and meeting.
2338. Page, Arthur C. 1928. Soybeans a great hay crop: They
are pinch-hitting in eastern Indiana. Prairie Farmer (Illinois
Edition) 100(34):11. Aug. 25.
• Summary: On Aug. 15 some 100 farmers left their
threshing to attend a soybean meeting on the farm of J.A.
Jenkins in Wayne County, Indiana. In eastern Indiana
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soybeans are giving great results as a hay crop. Photos
show: (1) Arthur Page (small oval portrait). (2) M.O. Pence
of Purdue, John Silpher of Ohio State, and Hugh Heckard.
(3) An aerial view of the Jenkins Farm and “soybeaners”
inspecting the beans.
2339. American Thresherman. 1928. Harvesting and
threshing soybeans: Illinois agronomists describe approved
methods. 31(4):9. Aug.
• Summary: “Several harvesters or strippers designed to
gather beans grown in rows have been developed in the
South. These machines strip the beans and pods from
the standing stalks, depositing the harvested material in
large hoppers. The beans, pods, and trash are later run
over cleaning equipment to separate the clean seed. These
harvesters have not been widely used in the North. They may
help the grower who produces a small acreage for seed and
is interested in utilizing the straw for soil improvement only;
but tall-growing varieties must be grown in such machines
are to be used.
“The combine was first used in Illinois as a soybean
thresher in 1924. Twelve machines were reported in
operation in Illinois in 1925, 64 in 1926, and with five
manufacturers offering machines, 300 in 1927. These have
proven highly successful, the only drawbacks being high
initial expense of the combine, the lateness of harvesting,
and the loss of straw which might provide winter roughage.”
Photos show: (1) “Herman Jones, Merom, Indiana, uses
his combine to harvest his soybean crop.” The huge machine,
with 3 men standing atop it, is pulled by a tractor. (2) More
than 80 threshermen and their families who spent a happy
day together at an outing in New York.
2340. Carrick, C.W. 1928. Soybeans for poultry. Proceedings
of the American Soybean Association 2:17-18. Ninth annual
field meeting. Held 15-17 Aug. at Indiana. Talk given at
Purdue University.
• Summary: “Soybean meal can be used satisfactorily to take
the place of meat scrap or other animal protein materials in
the laying ration.” This fact “makes it possible to make up
a laying ration using more home-grown feeds and cheaper
sources of protein.
“Soybean meal alone in the ration as a substitute
for tankage or meat scrap did not prove satisfactory in
experiments with laying pullets at Purdue University, but
when a simple mixture was added to the ration, excellent
egg laying results were obtained. A ration consisting of five
pounds each of wheat bran and wheat middlings and 4 to 4½
pounds of soybean meal with 1½ pounds of mineral was fed
with satisfactory results. The mineral mixture was made up
of 24 lb ground limestone, 22 lb steamed bone meal and 15
lb of salt. A scratch grain of yellow corn and wheat, 10 lb
each, and oats 5 lb each, was fed with the mash.
“Similar good results were obtained when ground

soybeans were used in the ration in place of soybean meal.
However, there were marked disadvantages to this method.”
Address: Poultry Dep., Purdue Univ. [Indiana].
2341. Harper, Claude. 1928. Soybeans for fattening lambs.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 2:15-17.
Ninth annual field meeting. Held 15-17 Aug. at Indiana. Talk
given at Purdue University.
• Summary: “The Purdue Agricultural Experiment Station
has conducted fifteen tests relating to soybeans for fattening
lambs. Two general problems have been studied. First, the
value of whole soybeans, ground soybeans and soybean
oilmeal as a protein supplement to corn, and, second, the
value of soybean hay.” In each case the soybean product was
compared with cottonseed meal; the latter usually gave better
results. However a simple mineral mixture, consisting of 10
parts of 16% acid phosphate, 10 parts wood ashes, and 1 part
salt, increased the efficiency of [soy] beans when fed to hogs
as a supplement to corn. Address: Purdue Univ. Experiment
Station [Indiana].
2342. Hilton, J.H. 1928. Soybeans for dairy cattle.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 2:14.
Ninth annual field meeting. Held 15-17 Aug. at Indiana. Talk
given at Purdue University.
• Summary: “Soybeans provide an excellent protein
supplement for use in the grain ration for dairy cattle.
Numerous experiments conducted by some of the leading
experiment stations in the United States have proven
ground soybeans to be equal to linseed oilmeal as a protein
supplement in the dairy ration. Usually high protein feeds
such as linseed oilmeal, cottonseed meal and corn gluten
feed are high in price and if dairymen would grow more
soybeans it would make them more independent of these
high priced protein feeds and insure a greater dairy income.
“In feeding trials conducted at the Purdue University
Agricultural Experiment Station in 1923 comparing ground
soybeans with linseed oilmeal, soybeans proved to be equal
to linseed oilmeal as a protein supplement for dairy cattle
when fed in the grain ration of corn and oats.
“Experiments conducted at the Purdue and South Dakota
stations comparing soybean hay with alfalfa hay, soybean
hay was found to be practically equal to alfalfa hay when fed
to dairy cattle.
“Trials conducted at the Iowa Station in 1922 in
comparing ground soybeans with linseed oilmeal, as a
protein supplement for the dairy ration, the ground soybeans
proved to be worth $60 per ton when old process linseed
oilmeal was selling for $45 per ton. In other words, the
ground soybeans fed as a protein supplement to the basal
grain ration of corn and oats were worth one third more than
the linseed oilmeal.
“As a roughage for general herd feeding, good quality
soybean hay has proven to be just as good as alfalfa hay in
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the Purdue dairy herd the past winter. In fact, we think so
much of the bean hay that this year we will have seventy-five
tons for winter feeding.” Address: Dairy Staff, Purdue Univ.
[Indiana].
2343. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association.
1928. Ninth annual meeting, American Soybean Association,
Indiana: August 15, 16 and 17, 1928. 2:3-11.
• Summary: “Over one thousand farmers and soybean
enthusiasts from Indiana and adjoining states attended
the various meetings which comprised the ninth annual
meeting of the American Soybean Association. On August
15, regional meetings were held in four different sections
of Indiana which were attended by Purdue specialists and
representatives of the Associations and interested growers.
These meetings were designed to spread the influence of
the Association’s annual meeting over as much territory as
possible, and the interest certainly justified this plan.
“Much of the material that follows is extracted from the
August 25, 1928, issue of the Prairie Farmer.”
Note: The portions concerning regional meetings must
be extracted from a regional edition (or editions) of Prairie
Farmer.
The article is divided into the following parts:
Introduction (incl. list of prominent Hoosier soybean
farmers). Soybeans in commerce. Northern Indiana regional
meeting. Western Indiana regional meeting. Central Indiana
regional meeting. Eastern Indiana regional meeting.
“Northern Indiana regional meeting: Perhaps no better
point in the Middle West could have been selected for a
regional meeting of the American Soybean Association than
Soyland, the farm of Taylor Fouts, and those of his brothers,
Noah and Finis, in Carroll county, Indiana, where more than
150 farmers and soybean growers gathered August 15 to talk
their favorite subject–soybeans.
“Soyland, with its 200-odd acres of certified soys of
the varieties Manchu, Midwest and Dunfield, is one of the
pioneer soybean growing regions in Indiana, and is today one
of the greatest centers of production of fine soybeans in the
United States.
“A score or so of years ago, when Taylor Fouts was a
student at Purdue University, the soybean was being ‘played
with’ by experimenters at Purdue. Taylor took a small
quantity of seed home with him and planted the first patch
on the Fouts farm. Today it is the major crop on the farm,
and the practice has spread to neighboring farms in Carroll
county and adjoining counties.”
“Following an ample repast served by the ladies of
the Presbyterian church, the ladies assembled on Taylor
Fouts’ front lawn, where Taylor, who was president of the
Association, introduced prominent soybeaners,” including
William Morse. “A comedy sketch was enacted by Chester
Royce and Roy Caldwell, who kept the crowd in an uproar
with their humorous discussion of the relative merits of the

Dunfield and Manchu varieties... They closed their number
by singing the latest rural hit song of the season–’Soybeans,
That’s All’ by themselves. With their guitars they made
an excellent harmony team.” At Finis Fouts’ farm, Claude
Harper of Purdue discussed the results of lamb feeding trials
in which soybeans and soybean hay played an important part
in the ration.
A photo shows an aerial view of Finis Fouts’ farm in
Carroll County at the time of the meeting.
Western Indiana regional meeting: Between 150 and
200 farmers from West Central Indiana and Illinois attended
the meeting at the Charles Meharry farm near Odell in the
southwest corner of Tippecanoe county. “For 20 years,
Meharry has been growing soybeans on his farms, the
one of 320 acres at Odell; two others of the same size at
Romney, Indiana, in Tippecanoe county, and another of
about 800 acres in Champaign county, Illinois.” Meharry’s
farm manager, Edmund N. Stafford, showed the 60 acres of
soybeans and variety trials. A number of speakers discussed
various topics.
Central Indiana regional meeting: Some 250 soybean
growers met on the J. Ben Edmondson farm, which is “not
far distant from the home of A.A. [Adrian Alkanah] Parsons,
Indiana pioneer grower, who first planted soybeans 37 years
ago [about 1891] and who has grown them every year since
without a single crop failure. The men who are enthusiastic
about this crop in this community... know what a good
crop soys are and they are making money from the crop.”
At noon, the group transferred the discussion to the grove,
where the Hazelwood Home Economic Club served a fine
luncheon, with baked soybeans as one of the inviting dishes.”
After the meeting, a “tour was made of the community where
nine farmers, members of the Midwest Association, are
growing Dunfield beans for certification.
Eastern Indiana regional meeting: The meeting, attended
by 100 people, was held on the farm of J.A. Jenkins in
Wayne county, where soybean acreage has tripled in the
last 3 years. Jenkins “has been growing soybeans for 10
years and is generally considered to be the pioneer of the
county with this new crop. He was conducting a trial of 13
different varieties: Dunfield, Ito San, Manchu, Mansoy, Illini,
Midwest (formerly called Hollybrook), Wilson 5 [WilsonFive], Virginia, George Washington, Peking or Sable, Laredo
and Illinois 1319.” Details are given for each variety; each
has its own particular growing habit and characteristics. The
earliest maturing is Ito San; the first soybean to be introduced
into Indiana, it is still widely grown. Manchu, probably the
most widely grown variety in the state, matures about one
week after Ito San.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 1998) that
mentions the soybean variety George Washington.
2344. Vestal, C.M. 1928. Soybeans pay in fattening hogs.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 2:12-14.
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Ninth annual field meeting. Held 15-17 Aug. at Indiana. Talk
given at Purdue University.
• Summary: “Experiments conducted at the Purdue
Agricultural Experiment Station show that soybeans are
more valuable in fattening rations than in growing rations for
swine. Extensive use of soybeans as a supplement to corn
and other grains for fattening hogs will conserve the proteinrich feeds as tankage, skimmilk and buttermilk for the brood
sows and growing pigs, where there is greatest need for these
efficient feeds.
“A good mineral mixture should always be fed with
soybeans in the ration because soybeans are deficient
in important minerals required by swine. A mineral
mixture composed of 10 pounds wood ashes, 10 pounds
superphosphate and 1 pound salt has proved efficient in the
Purdue experiments. Another good mineral mixture is 10
pounds limestone dust, 10 pounds special steamed bone meal
and 1 pound salt.
“The experiments at Purdue show that a pound of
soybeans fed with minerals will practically replace a pound
of tankage when supplementing corn and legume pasture
for fattening spring pigs. In six experiments pigs fed shelled
corn and ground soybeans free choice in self feeder on
legume pasture gained an average of 1.47 pounds daily and
required 334.6 pounds of corn and 38.1 pounds of soybeans
for each 100 pounds of gain. The cost including pasture was
$5.10. A similar group of pigs which had minerals in addition
to shelled corn, ground soybeans and legume pasture made
an average daily gain of 1.57 pounds and required 329.4
pounds of corn, 25 pounds of soybeans and 4.5 pounds of
minerals for each 100 pounds of gain. The cost was $5.81.
A third group of pigs had tankage with the shelled corn and
legume pasture. They gained an average of 1.67 pounds daily
and required 342.3 pounds of corn and 23 pounds of tankage
for 100 pounds of gain. The cost was $6.08.
“Growing soybeans with corn and hogging off the two
crops with mineral mixture fed in self feeders is an efficient
method of using soybeans to supplement the corn for
fattening hogs. Best results are secured when the hogs start
with weights of 125 pounds or more.
“Soybeans should not be used as a substitute for corn in
rations for fattening hogs because of the danger of producing
soft pork. When soybeans are used properly as a supplement
to corn the danger of soft pork is practically eliminated.
“Experiments to determine the best methods of
preparing soybeans for hogs show some interesting results.
At the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station it was proved
that cooking greatly increased the efficiency of soybeans in
the ration. At the Purdue Experiment Station it was found
that whole soybeans were as palatable as ground soybeans
and equally good gains resulted.
“Soybeans have an important place in the swine
production of the corn belt states. They may be grown in
abundance on corn belt farms to supplement the limited

supplies of tankage, milk and other protein-rich feeds which
are used to balance the grain ration for hogs.
“Will Soybeans Replace Tankage as a Supplement to
Corn for Fattening Spring Pigs on Legume Pasture? Average
results of six trials with fattening spring pigs at the Purdue
Experiment Station, four trials on alfalfa and two on clover
pasture. The pigs were fed from a weight of 69 pounds to
219 pounds. Rations were self fed, free choice. 10 pigs to the
lot in each trial.
“All lots had access to pressed block salt. A table shows
the results.
“Hogs required ½ acre of pasture in all trials, excepting
one on clover, where the hogs fed soybeans required 3/4 of
an acre.
“Prices of feeds: Shelled corn 84¢ a bushel, ground
soybeans $1.35 a bushel, tankage $65.00 a ton, mineral
mixture 2¢ a pound, pasture $6.00 an acre.
“These results show that a pound of soybeans when fed
with minerals practically replaced a pound of tankage. On
this basis soybeans may be used to advantage if obtained
at a lower cost per pound than tankage. Since soybeans can
he produced on the majority of corn belt farms for less than
the usual cost of an equal weight of tankage, they should
be more generally used with corn and legume pasture for
fattening hogs.
“Another good mineral mixture to use with corn and
soybean rations:
“10 lbs. limestone dust
“10 lbs. special steamed bone meal
“1 lb. flake salt.” Address: Purdue Univ. Experiment
Station [Indiana].
2345. Wand, Frederick A. 1928. Commercial outlet for
soybeans. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
2:35-36. Ninth annual field meeting. Held 15-17 Aug. at
Indiana.
• Summary: Illinois farmers “were not satisfied with
harvesting their soybeans with a grain binder because of
the large loss due to shattering. A number of prominent
soybean growers became interested in developing a machine
that would cut and thresh the crop at one operation, leaving
the straw in such condition that it could be plowed under
for fertilizer. At that time the wheat combine was being
introduced into the Southwest, but even our Agricultural
Experiment Stations could not be enthused over the idea
of introducing such a large machine on Corn Belt farms.
However, one machine was used in Illinois in 1924 for
harvesting 212 acres of soybeans and was purchased by
Garwood Bros., of Stonington, Illinois.
“I was fortunate in being asked to visit the executive
offices of the Massey-Harris Harvester Company at Batavia,
New York, for the purpose of convincing their board of
directors that they should expand their sales organization
in order to introduce and sell Combines in territory that a
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number of agricultural authorities believed was not adapted
to Combine harvesting. I insisted the Combine would take
the “H” [hell] out of harvesting and revolutionize soybean
growing in the Central West. I also maintained that the
machine could be used for harvesting small grain, as the
Staley Company had developed an efficient and economical
grain dryer suitable for installation in country elevators for
the purpose of drying Combine grain and soft corn. After
talking the proposition over with Mr. Joseph N. Shenstone,
president of Massey-Harris Harvester Co., Inc., and his
board of directors, they decided to support the project. The
Staley Company designed and built a portable grain dryer
that was used in connection with harvesting the first field of
wheat that was harvested with a combine in Illinois. They
also helped to sell the first eight combines that were sold in
Illinois and convinced the manufacturers of farm equipment
that they should develop small combines for use on corn
belt farms. The same procedure has been carried through in
developing special equipment for planting and cultivating the
crop.
“The A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company is the largest
independent corn products manufacturing concern in the
world. We ship our products to 54 national markets. During
the first three months of the present year, the Associated
Manufacturers of Corn Products ground 26,000,000 bushels
of corn. It is possible to manufacture a greater variety of
products from soybeans than from any other farm crop
and there is no doubt in our estimation, but that there is a
commercial outlet for 26,000,000 bushels of soybeans.
“Every acre planted to soybeans means one less acre of
our surplus crops; corn, wheat, and oats. Large quantities of
soybeans will always be fed on the farms and our industries
are pleading with farmers to grow more soybeans for market.
With the present amount of flaxseed that is being produced
in the Northwest, our farmers can readily produce enough
soybeans to supply our domestic needs for vegetable oils. At
the present time 40% of our protein is being imported in one
form or another. Farmers should increase the production of
crops that are now being #1.”
“The price of soybeans for manufacturing purposes is
determined by the price of the products derived from the
beans. At the present time the mills are manufacturing crude
and refined soybean oil, soap, varnish, soybean oil meal,
soybean health flour, plastic paints for interior decorating and
waterproof glue. The casein may be extracted from soybean
cake and used for sizing paper.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 1998) that
mentions the Garwood Brothers in connection with the first
use of a combine to harvest soybeans in Illinois. Address:
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois.
2346. Wand, Frederick A. 1928. The soybean industry in
this country: Development of high yielding seed varieties
through efforts of state experiment stations in Illinois and

Indiana. Grain World 100(11):11-12. Sept. 26.
• Summary: Discusses soybean culture, the marketing of
soybeans, manufacturing possibilities, and sound farm relief.
“With the passing of the draft horses in our cities
the demand for oats was curtailed to a great extent. The
Agricultural Experiment Stations in the Central West were
forced to develop and promote a new crop that could be
grown in rotation in place of oats. The soybean was chosen
as having the greatest possibilities, being a legume that will
produce well on acid soils where clover or alfalfa will not
thrive.”
The soybean varieties Manchu and Illini have been
developed by the Illinois Experiment Station, and the variety
Dunfield has been developed in Indiana. “The Combine
is the ideal machine for harvesting soybeans... Combine
harvesting saves all the beans and leaves the straw in such
condition that it may be plowed under for fertilizer.” In 1928
more than 450 combines will be used for harvesting the
soybean crop in Illinois.
“Sound farm relief: Every acre planted to soybeans
means one less acre of surplus crops, such as corn, wheat and
oats.”
“The acreage of soybeans has been increased in the
Central West as a result of the soybean milling activities
of the Blish Milling Co., Funk Brothers Seed Co. and the
A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co. The concerns have built
mills and have assured farmers of a ready market for their
surplus soybeans. The Development Department of the
Illinois Central Railroad Co. has shown a splendid spirit of
co-operation in operating a Soybean Special Train over their
lines in Illinois. The train was operated for a period of three
weeks, making 107 stops and was visited by 34,000 farmers.
The soybean exhibit car contained 34 products manufactured
from soybeans.
“On April 16, 1928, Funk Brothers Seed Co., The
Grange League Federation, and the American Milling Co.
announced that they would contract with farmers for 50,000
acres of soybeans, the crop being delivered at Peoria or
Bloomington on the basis of $1.35 per bushel for Grade
No. 2 soybeans. As a result of their activities they have
contracted over 40,000 acres of soybeans in Illinois. It has
been reported that the American Milling Co. has an outlet for
the product from 5,000,000 bushels of soybeans a year. They
should prove to be an important factor in developing the
soybean industry in the Central West.”
Photos show: (1) Illini soybeans growing on the
University of Illinois Experimental Farm. (2) A field of
soybeans planted solid with a wheat drill (1.5 bushels/
acre). The crop was harvested when 6 inches high and later
cultivated several times with a rotary hoe. Address: Manager,
Soy Bean Dep., A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois.
2347. Skinner, J.T.; Peterson, W.H. 1928. The iron and
manganese content of feeding stuffs. J. of Biological
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Chemistry 79(2):679-87. Oct. [22 ref]
• Summary: The manganese content of 54 samples and the
iron content of 51 samples of feeding stuffs are given.
Table 3 (p. 684) lists the iron and manganese content
of various feeding stuffs, including soy bean seed (59.5 &
29.5 mg/kg) and soy bean hay (304.0 & 84.1 mg/kg). The
average iron content of all substances in this table is about
3 times that of the manganese. However many seeds and
grains contained more manganese than iron. Address: Dep.
of Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison.
2348. Ingham, L.W. 1928. Ground versus unground soy bean
hay. Hoard’s Dairyman 73(21):1005. Nov. 10.
• Summary: “During the last few years there has been a
decided change in the methods of feeding dairy cows. With
the increased cost of both roughages and concentrates and a
decided increase in the amount of ground concentrates fed in
the form ready mixed feeds, along with a greatly increased
demand for milk, it seems only natural that an effort has been
made to devise ways of lowering the cost of milk production
by increasing the efficiency of the available feeds. It is well
known that the feed costs constitute a large proportion of
the total cost of producing milk. It is also well known that
roughages, especially when they are home grown, are a
cheaper source of nutrients than are concentrates. Many
broad statements have been made by manufacturers of
roughage grinding machinery regarding the benefits obtained
from the grinding of roughage for dairy cattle. As a result of
all these, it is quite natural that the idea should have become
prevalent that the cost of milk production could be lowered
and the value of the roughage increased through grinding.
Many Maryland dairymen have the opinion that grinding
roughage, especially leguminous roughage, adds materially
to its efficiency as a feed.
“The following experiment was undertaken in order
to obtain definite information on this question and to
obtain definite figures on the cost per ton to grind, whether
increased yields of milk and butterfat may be secured
through grinding, and whether it is more practical and
profitable to feed ground or unground roughage.
“Two groups of six cows each were selected from the
experiment station herd for this experiment. In the choice of
cows only those were used which were expected to continue
in well beyond the close of the feeding trial. Although all the
cows were on Advanced Registry test they were kept with
the remainder of the herd, milked twice a day and the milk
weights to recorded. Night and morning samples of milk
were taken from each cow for one day each week for the
purpose of determining the percentage of butterfat. Group
1 was composed of three Ayrshires and three Guernsey
cows and Group II of three Ayrshires, one Jersey, and two
Guernsey cows.
“The double reversal method was used. The trial was
continued for ninety days divided into three periods of thirty

days each. The first five days of each period was regarded as
a preliminary feeding period and the milk collected during
those five-day periods were not used in computing the
results. Group 1 was fed ground soy bean hay for the first
thirty-day period, was then changed to the unground hay for
the second thirty-day period and returned to the ground hay
for the third thirty-day period. Group 2 was fed unground
soy bean hay the next days, then changed to then ground
hay for 30 days, and returned to the unground hay the third
period. The cows were fed soy bean hay at the rate of one
pound per day for each hundred pounds of live weight.
Roughage was fed throughout the trial at the rate ate of three
pounds per day for each hundred pounds live weight. The
hay and silage were fed twice a day, equal amounts being
fed morning and evening. The quantity of hay silage fed was
not increased or decreased with a change in live weight; a
constant amount of hay silage, based on the initial weights of
the cows, was fed throughout the experiment; a grain mixture
consisting of 600 pounds ground corn, 500 pounds wheat
bran, 400 pounds ground oats, 200 pounds linseed meal, 200
pounds peanut meal, 200 pounds gluten feed, and 20 pounds
salt was fed throughout the experiment. All of the twelve
cows used being on Advanced Registry test, they were fed
all the grain they would clean up. The grain fed amounted to
one pound for each 2½ to 3 pounds of milk produced. The
grain was fed morning and evening on silage before milking.
After the grain and silage were cleaned up the mangers and
feeding alleys were swept before the hay was fed. The hay
was weighed morning and evening on a 60-pound milk scale.
Before the grain and silage were fed again, the refused hay
was swept up and weighed. In this way the amount of hay
fed and the amount refused was weighed and recorded at
each feeding. The soy bean hay used was of good quality,
leafy beans which were cut after the pods were well filled
but before the seeds were mature. A large part of the stalks
were so coarse that the cows would not eat them when fed in
the unground state. The cows were weighed at the same hour
and day each week throughout the test. A charge was made
of seventy cents per hour for the tractor and the mill; this
included the cost of grease, oil, and gasoline. And a charge
of thirty cents per hour was made for the labor. The cost per
ton for grinding the soy bean hay wags $3.42 for the tractor
and mill, and $2.93 per ton for labor, or a total of $6.35. This
is much higher than results at any other station. This was
due very largely to the small capacity of the mill, only 410
pounds being ground per hour. (The Minnesota Experiment
Station conducted a grinding trial with baled alfalfa hay in
which 2565 lbs. were ground per hour, requiring 2.46 man
hours per ton. The total cost was considerably under $2 a
ton.–Editor’s Note.)
“It is difficult to measure the normal decline in milk
production for a group of cows. However, it would be
expected that the average of the milk and fat produced
during the first and third twenty-five day periods would
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closely approximate the normal production during the second
twenty-five day period. In this experiment the production of
milk and fat for the first and third periods was averaged and
compared with the production for the second period, any
differences being considered as due to the influence of the
ground or unground hay.
“There was an increase in both butterfat and milk
production by both groups when they were fed the ground
hay. When the results for both groups were combined there
was an increase of 95.9 pounds milk and 15.7 pounds fat
produced by the twelve cows during the twenty-five day
period that they were fed ground hay. This was an average
increase in production of 0.32 pound milk (1.311%) and 0.05
pound fat (4.838%) per cow per day when fed the ground
hay. The average butterfat tests were 0.155% higher for both
groups during the period in which they received ground hay.
The twelve cows were fed 2750 pounds hay during each
twenty-five day period. When ground hay was fed, 2445.5
pounds were eaten and 304.5 pounds were refused. When
the unground hay was fed, 1947 pounds were eaten and 803
pounds were refused. Expressing the results in percentage it
was found that 88.93% of the ground hay was eaten, whereas
only 70.8% of the unground hay was eaten. There was 18.13
% less waste when the ground hay was fed.” Address: USA.
2349. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1928. Foreign agricultural
explorations: Introduction (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett
and W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations
in Japan, Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan
(Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon.
Washington, DC: Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818
p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5. No author, date or place are given. “It
is primarily through plant introduction in the form of new
species or those related to the ones already established [new
varieties] in the United States, and their fullest utilization
which, not only promise most for the further extension,
development and success of agriculture, but also tend to
make the United States more nearly self supporting.
“The world is a ‘Gold Mine’ of plant wealth accessible,
alike to all nations, however the development of country’s
interest in this vast and practically inexhaustible storehouse
of potential agricultural possibilities is not dependent upon
the united efforts of the nations but is directly in proportion
to the efforts exerted by each country independently in its
search for plant nuggets [?] adaptable to its needs.
“The United States has perhaps accomplished more in
this important field of agricultural research than any of our
sister countries, and yet she has but yet touched the fringe of
its possibilities, both as to plant introduction and adaptation.
“It has been stated on good authority that more than
90% of the cultivated plants now being grown in the
United States, are directly or indirectly the result of plant

introduction. Under these conditions it is self evident that
Foreign Plant Introduction is one of the most important lines
of research investigations now being pushed by the United
States Department of Agriculture.”
Page 8. “Through plant introduction, selection and
breeding, soybean culture in the United States is being
rapidly extended throughout both the cotton belt of the
South and the corn belt of the North. The acreage devoted
to the growing of this plant alien in the United States has
increased from 500,000 acres in 1917 to approximately
4,000,000 acres for the year 1928. The Virginia, Manchu and
Laredo soybean selections made from introductions made
by the late Mr. Frank N. Meyer, Agricultural Explorer of
the Office of Foreign Plant Introduction, in 1906, 1911 and
1914 respectively, returned in the aggregate in money value,
to their adopted country in 1924, for hay and grain alone
upwards of $7,700,000.00” [$7.7 million].
Note: The soybean was probably the most import and
best known of the many plants introduced to the United
States.
Pages 9-10. “While the work as a whole is general
agricultural explorations and every thing possible will be
done to accomplish results in this connection, there are two
principal objectives which it is hoped the expedition can
accomplish. They are First to round up, in so far as possible,
the work of observation, investigation and seed collection
of desirable varieties, strains, etc. of the Soyabeans in the
Orient, and also to secure data and photographs not alone
of field operations but also of practices and methods of the
utilization of the soybean for food and all other byproducts,
especially those industrial. Second, to study the persimmon
industry of the Orient...”
Pages 11-12.
“Ninety-five percent or more of the agricultural crops
of America today are either directly or indirectly the result
of plant introductions. The United States heads the nations
of the world in its activities in agricultural exploration and
plant introduction, As a result of this work this nation’s
diversification of important and valuable crop production and
agricultural research investigations are not surpassed by any
other country of the world.
“The work of agricultural exploration in northeastern
China during the period from August 1924 to December
1926 [by P.H. Dorsett] resulted in the introduction of
valuable types of soybeans, mung beans, wheat, rice, barley,
chestnuts, pears, jujubes, persimmons, and other deciduous
fruits, vegetables, forest trees, and ornamental shrubs and
vines. All were adapted for trial in the temperate regions of
the United States and many of them suitable for trial in the
semi-arid Great Plain region of America, where the need for
such material is so very great.
“The observations made, data, and still and motion
pictures secured, concerning the Chinese practices of
growing, harvesting, handling, and storing soybeans in
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a country which leads the world in its production has
materially stimulated the interest in N.E. China, Japan,
Korea & Formosa of farmers and research investigators,
who have put America’s acreage of this extremely valuable
plant immigrant ahead of all other countries and next to
Manchuria.”
Note: The next paragraph (p. 12) is similar to the
one above it, discussing the importance of agricultural
exploration in 1924-1926 on the Chinese persimmon, and
has helped to make the persimmon an important crop in
California.
“Regions to be covered [by this expedition]: Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Taiwan (Formosa), and Northeastern
China...”
Page 13. “Objectives: It is proposed to conduct
extensive agricultural investigations in the previously
mentioned regions, primarily on the following crops:
“1. Soybeans: No one factor has contributed more to the
increase of the soybean in America than the development
of new varieties through introductions from the Orient.
The soybean is a crop of local adaptation, as shown by
the numerous varieties in Asiatic countries and the results
of extensive tests in the United States. Although grown
primarily for forage in the United States, many sections are
looking forward to the production of soybeans as a cash
crop for oil and oil meal, and for human food and industrial
uses. It is quite generally predicted that the soybean will
become one of our major crops, particularly in the South of
the boll weevil sections and in the Corn Belt states through
the menace of the corn borer. To attain this importance in
American agriculture high yielding varieties for different
uses and adapted to a wide range of soil and climatic
conditions are essential. Also, extensive investigations
are necessary as to the best methods of planting, culture,
storage, marketing, and the extensive utilization of the seed
for human food and industrial purposes as practiced in these
Oriental countries where the soybean has been the most
important food crop for many centuries.”
Pages 14-15. 2. Mung bean: 3. Kudzu: 4. Persimmon. 5.
Forage, green manure, and cereal crops; fruits, vegetables,
trees, and other crops and plants of potential value to
American agriculture.
Personnel: The Office of Foreign Plant Introduction
plans to send on the proposed Agricultural Explorations to
Japan, Chosen, Northeastern China and Formosa in 1929,
Mr. W.J. Morse, Agronomist in the Office of Forage Crop
Investigations–in charge of Soybean, Mung Bean, Kudzu
and other Oriental leguminous crops, and Mr. P.H. Dorsett,
Horticulturist in the Office of Foreign Plant Introduction.
leader of the Agricultural Exploration work in N.E. China in
1924 to 1927.
Pages 26-28: “Regions to be explored: The countries
included in the proposed exploration are Manchuria,
Northeastern China, Chosen (Korea) and Japan including

Formosa. On completion of the work in the above countries,
provided conditions are favorable, a short time will be spent
in the Dutch East Indies, especially Java and Sumatra [Note:
This never happened].
Next come descriptions (location, latitude and longitude,
etc.) of each of the countries they intend to visit: Manchuria:
Chosen (Korea): Japan: Formosa (Taiwan): Dutch East
Indies:”
Pages 28-29: “Prospective crops: Soybeans: The
rapid expansion of soybean culture has been one of the
outstanding developments in the recent history of American
agriculture. From an area of less than 50,000 acres in 1907
it has expanded in 1927 to approximately 11,500,000 acres,
with a production of over 8,000,000 bushels of seed valued
at nearly $14,000,000. The value for hay, forage, silage
and pasture is estimated to be equal to a similar amount.
The present industry is based primarily on the more than
1,500 varieties of soybeans already introduced by the
Department [USDA]. The present area in which soybeans
are now being grown is indicated on the inclosed map. Over
½ of the area of the United States is involved. While the
soybean is primarily grown for hay and forage its use for
oil is also increasing and oil mills are being erected (see
map 2). In Manchuria and Japan the soybean oil meal ranks
first in importance as a soybean product, being especially
valuable for animal feed and fertilizer. Soybean oil, now
imported, is being used in lard and butter substitutes, paints
and varnishes, glue, linoleum, rubber substitutes and also is
refined as an edible oil.
“Varieties for expanding present area: The area in
which soybeans are grown in this country can be greatly
expanded provided drought resistant types can be found
for the southwest and early maturing types for the northern
and northwestern regions. The prevalence of the soybean
throughout the widely varying districts of Manchuria and
Japan gives ample promise of supplying these types.
“Soybeans are being extensively cultivated throughout
Java for food and green manure. It is a highly important
article in the products of the country. It is believed that types
can be found here that will be successful in the milder, moistsummered southern states.
“In the present area where soybeans are grown, swine
feeders demand [?] varieties of low oil content while the
demand for oil mills is for varieties of high oil content. The
range in both directions can be extended it is believed by
introduction of new varieties.
“Leaf, stem, and root diseases are gradually increasing
in some of our older soybean production regions. In the
event these diseases [become] prevalent, a special study and
selection of resistant strains is highly desirably.” Address:
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
2350. Nevens, W.B.; Tracy, P.H. 1928. The relation of
soybean hay and ground soybeans to flavor and composition
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of milk and butter. J. of Dairy Science 11(6):479-87. Nov. [2
ref]
• Summary: “Several reports which reached the [Illinois
University] Department of Dairy Husbandry during the past
year stated that rations containing soybean hay or ground
soybeans caused undesirable flavors in milk, cream, and
butter; these products being affected to such an extent that
they were not marketable or that their value was lowered...
“Experiments were therefore undertaken with the object
of determining the effect of rations containing soybean hay
and ground soybeans upon the flavor and composition of
milk, cream, and butter.” Address: Dep. of Dairy Husbandry,
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
2351. Reynolds, Mark H.; Dunlop, D.V. 1928. Farmers’
experiment plots: Summer green fodder trials, 1927-28.
Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales 39(11):821-26.
Nov.
• Summary: The section titled “Legume variety trials” notes
that soybeans were grown at Singleton, Mitchell’s Flat,
Middle Falbrook, Maerannie, and Armidale. Biloxi and
Otootan soybean varieties were planted at the rate of about
24 pounds of seed per acre. The highest yields of green
forage were both at Singleton. Otootan: 11 tons, 18 cwt per
acre. Biloxi: 10 tons, 2 cwt. At Armidale, rabbits ate lots of
the soybean plants.
Cowpeas, haricot beans, velvet beans, lupins, and grey
field peas were also tested. Cowpeas gave by far the highest
yields of green forage (22 tons, 5 cwt per acre). Address:
Both: H.D.A.
2352. USDA Bureau of Agricultural Economics. 1928.
Tentative United States standards for soybean and
soybean mixed hay (Leaflet). Washington, DC. 2 p. Nov.
Mimeographed.
• Summary: “These standards have been prepared for the
purpose of providing a definite basis of quality for use in
marketing of Soybean and Soybean Mixed Hay... Uniform
standards will assist materially in stabilizing the industry,
in promoting better production methods, and in developing
more extensive marketing of Soybean and Soybean Mixed
Hay in regions of present or potential surplus production.
Such use will demonstrate the practicability of these
standards before they are made a part of the Official Hay
Standards of the United States.” Address: Washington, DC.
2353. Moore, Ransom A. 1928. Hunter of Kewaunee:
Growing alfalfa and soy beans for Wisconsin dairy cattle.
Hoard’s Dairyman 73(23):1074, 1104. Dec. 10.
• Summary: Note: Ransom Asa Moore was born in 1861.
Address: Wisconsin.
2354. Ryerson, Knowles A. 1928. Re: Memorandum for
W.A. Taylor (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J.

Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC:
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Dec. 19.
Unpublished log.
• Summary: Pages 61-64. This letter, dated Dec. 19, begins:
“Dear Dr. Taylor:
“In accordance with tentative plans discussed at various
times during the past month, I wish at this time to ask formal
approval for the proposed expedition of Mr. Dorsett and
Mr. Morse to Manchuria, China, Chosen, Japan and also the
Dutch East Indies.”
“Of the plant material to be sought, new soybean
varieties are the most important. The extension of the
area where they can be grown in this country, both in the
northwest and southeast, depends upon securing drought
resistant strains.”
According to reports of workers in Japanese Experiment
Stations and to Consular reports, there are at least 500
varieties of soybean in Japan. Not more than 50 of these
have been introduced into this country. Breeding work has
been under way at the Japanese Experiment Stations for
the past decade. Few of the new types developed have been
obtained. On the North of the Island of Hokkaido, 250,000
acres of early maturing varieties are grown. Experience of a
cooperator in Canada indicated that these varieties are better
suited to the northern conditions than any of the varieties
grown in the United States.
“Manchurian varieties vary from 90 to 130 days in the
time required for maturity. In China, exclusive of Manchuria,
the time to maturity ranges from 125 to 175 days. Many
introductions have been made from Northern Manchuria but
better varieties with a longer maturing period are needed in
the southern part of the corn belt and the northern part of
the northern part of the cotton belt. Japanese Experiment
Stations in Korea have carried on extensive breeding work.
At least 300 varieties are known in that country, many of
which appear promising for the southern corn belt and
adjacent cotton belt. Late maturing varieties are also grown
extensively in the Island for Formosa.”
Page 62. “According to various Dutch reports, soybeans
are extensively grown in Sumatra and Java, principally for
green manure purposes. There are many varieties of the late,
yellow-seeded type which are of low oil content and are
grown for forage, pasture, and soil improvement.”
Page 63. “Personnel: It is proposed to head the
expedition by Mr. P.H. Dorsett, Office of Foreign Plant
Introduction, who led the expedition to Northeastern China
and Manchuria in 1924 to 1927. He would be accompanied
by Mr. W.J. Morse, a Bureau specialist in soybean and other
Oriental legumes. In addition it is desired to send Mr. C.C.
Thomas, of the Office of Foreign Plant Introduction who
as specialized in the study of Oriental persimmon varieties,
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culture and storage problems, to spend six months, either
in the fall of 1929 or 1930, to cooperate with Dorsett in the
study of Korean varieties and the root stock problem in both
Japanese and Chinese persimmon districts.”
“Mr. Morse has planned to have Mrs. Morse accompany
him and Mr. Dorsett has tentatively planned for his daughterin-law also to go on the trip. This is a matter, however, which
I wish to talk over with you.
“If approved, it is hoped to have the expedition sail from
San Francisco, March 1, 1929, to be gone for two to three
years.”
“Expenses: The salaries of the men will be carried by
the Offices concerned. Field expenses for the remainder
of the fiscal year, 1928 and 1929, are estimated at $4,025
for the two men. Of this sum, the Office of Forage Crops
will contribute $1,000 and the Office of Foreign Plant
Introduction the balance.”
“Concurred in (Signed) A.J. Pieters, Acting in Charge
of Forage Crops.” Address: Senior Horticulturist in Charge
[Div. of Foreign Plant Introduction, USDA].
2355. Helm, C.A. 1928. Growing soybeans for hay. Missouri
Agricultural Experiment Station, Leaflet No. 26. 2 p. *
• Summary: Includes a paragraph on harvesting and curing
for hay.
2356. Helm, C.A. 1928. Soybean varieties for seed and for
hay. Missouri Agricultural College, Extension Leaflet No.
25. 2 p. *
• Summary: Suggests varieties for seed on good land, and on
medium to poor land, and varieties for hay.
2357. Hromadko, Jar.; Pech, V. 1928. Vysledky krmneho
pokusu se sojovymi pokrutinami [The results of a foddering
experiment with soybeans]. Regional School for Agriculture
in Roudnice and Labem, Annual report. For the years 1927
and 1928. [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2358. Hitchcock, Albert S. 1928. Charles Vancouver Piper,
1867-1926. Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences 57:275-76. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Professor Charles Vancouver Piper died at
Washington, D.C., February 11, 1926, at the age of 58 years.
He was born at Vancouver, B.C., (though his father was an
American citizen), June 16, 1867, but lived much of his early
life in the neighboring state of Washington, from whose
State University he was graduated with the degree of B.S. in
1885. In 1892 he received the degree of M.S. from the same
institution and later (1900) a similar degree from Harvard
University. The honorary degree of D.S. was conferred
on him in 1921 by the Kansas Agricultural College. From
1892 until 1903 he was professor of botany and zoology in
the Washington Agricultural College (now State College

of Washington) and then entered the service of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, first in charge of the Grass
Herbarium, Office of the Agrostologist (1903 to 1905) and
later (1905 to 1926) in charge of the Office of Forage Crop
Investigations.
“Professor Piper was much interested in the flora of
Washington and the adjoining region. He wrote several
manuals of different parts of this area (some in collaboration
with Professor R. Kent Beattie) and published in scientific
periodicals many new species. He continued this interest
even after going to Washington, D.C., and contributed
taxonomic articles up to the last year of his life.
“After entering the government service, Professor Piper
turned his attention to many practical problems concerning
agronomic work. To the solution of these problems he
brought a fundamental training in botany which aided
him greatly. He had a critical knowledge of the botanical
relationships of the grasses used as forage plants and for
lawns. He had also made numerous contributions to our
knowledge of certain genera of legumes that are used as
forage plants. He was instrumental in introducing Sudan
grass, a kind of sorghum, which has taken its place in
American agriculture as a valuable forage plant. Several
other grasses and legumes have been introduced or
advocated by him, among which may be mentioned Natal,
Rhodes, elephant grasses, many sorts of beans, peas, and
other legumes. He has been prominent in golf circles because
of his investigations on the grasses suited to golf greens,
having developed methods for the vegetative propagation of
bent grasses.
“In 1904 Professor Piper spent the summer in Alaska
collecting especially the grasses. In 1911 he went to the
Philippine Islands at the request of the War Department to
examine the problem of hay production for army purposes.
On this trip he visited other parts of the Orient and also
Europe. On a similar mission he visited the Canal Zone in
1923. The following year he went to Europe to study the turf
grasses used there on golf courses.
“In appearance Professor Piper was tall, well built, and
of commanding presence. Until shortly before his death
he was physically robust and an indefatigable worker. In
character he was kindly and sympathetic. He was positive
in his statements and critical in his attitude toward scientific
work. He did not hesitate to criticize things as they are but
his criticism was helpful because constructive. He was
well liked by his associates and held the confidence of his
scientific colleagues.
“The following biographical notes have been published:
“Oakley, R.A. Dr. Charles Vancouver Piper. Bull. Green
Sect. U.S. Golf Assn. 6:54-57. 1926.
“Pieters, A.J. Charles Vancouver Piper. Science n. ser.
53:248. 1926.
“Vinall, H.N. Charles Vancouver Piper. Journ. Amer.
Soc. Agron. 18:295-300. 1926.
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“Beattie, R. Kent. Charles Vancouver Piper and the
Flora of the Pacific Northwest. Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington
41:61-66. 1928.
Note 1. Each of the above biographies and obituaries has
been cited separately in this book.
Note 2. Albert Spear Hitchcock (1865-1935) was an
important American botanist and agrostologist (one who
studies the grasses scientifically). He worked for the USDA
from 1928 until the time of his death. Address: [Principal
Biologist in charge of Systematic Agrostology, USDA].
2359. Lehman, Samuel G. 1928. Department of Botany:
Division of Plant Pathology. North Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 50:95-96. For the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1927.
• Summary: “A brief statement of the progress of the work
conducted by the Division of Plant Pathology in the study of
the nature and control of plant diseases during the past year
is herein presented.
“Soybean Diseases: Studies of the Cercosporo disease
of soybean ascribed to Cercospora Daizu Miura are nearing
completion. A paper setting forth the results of these studies
is now in course of preparation. This disease, originally
found in Currituck County, is now known to be widespread
in the State. The chief symptom is a spotting of the leaves
and when infection occurs in some susceptible varieties the
area effective for photosynthetic production of carbohydrates
is often greatly reduced. The value of the leaves for forage
and the yield of beans on infected plants decrease with
increase in severity of the disease.
“The presence of another disease due apparently to a
second species of Cercospora (probably Cercospora kikuchii)
has recently been discovered in the State. This fungus grows
between the layers of the seed coat and on light colored
seeds produces a purplish or lavender discoloration [purple
seed stain]. The infected bean appears to be sound, but the
discoloration gives it the appearance of a hybrid and for
that reason is undesirable to the producer of pure strains of
varieties with light colored seeds. Our information retarding
this disease is as yet very meager but observations will be
continued with a view to learning more of the life history of
the parasite and the nature and control of the disease.
In an effort to determine the value of seed treatment in
control of seed-borne diseases of soybeans Mammoth Yellow
seeds from plants diseased with mildew (Peronospora
manshurica) and bacterial blight (Bact. sojae) were treated
with various chemical disinfectants. No mildew developed
on either treated or untreated seed. Bacterial blight was
absent from most of the treated lots but appeared in very
moderate amount on plants from untreated seed and from
certain of the treated lots. While it is believed that the
treatment reduced the amount of the bacterial blight disease,
no satisfactory conclusion can be drawn from the test owing
to the fact that development of the disease was greatly

hindered by the unusually dry weather which prevailed
during the time the beans were growing.
“The tests to determine the effect of various
disinfectants on the germination of soybean seed have been
continued using seed of the Mammoth Yellow and Biloxi
varieties. Formaldehyde when used in such concentrations
and for such periods of time as would be effective in killing
seed-borne parasites reduced the germination of the seed.
Mercuric chloride reduced germination slightly in some
tests but not in all. The organic mercuries, such as Semesan
and Uspulun, showed no injurious effects. These materials
can undoubtedly be used on the above mentioned varieties
for reasonable lengths of time without fear of injury to
germination.
“Soybean and Cowpea Wilt: Comparative tests are
being made with strains of wilt producing fungi isolated
from cowpea and soybean. In farm practice it is important to
know if one can safely substitute soybeans for cowpeas on
land where cowpeas die of the wilt disease. Pot cultures on
Norfolk sandy loam indicate that blackeye cowpeas are more
readily attacked by Fusaria isolated from wilted cowpea
plants than by Fusaria obtained from wilted soybeans. On the
other hand under the same test conditions neither the strains
isolated from soybean nor cowpea produced wilt of soybean.
It appears that the soybean plant is markedly more resistant
to wilt producing Fusaria than is the cowpea. When Norfolk
sandy loam was compared with coarse sand a much greater
number of cowpea plants succumbed to wilt on the latter
than on the former soil. There appears also to be a positive
relation between the amount of root infestation with larvae
of the bean beetle and the amount of wilt which develops on
cowpea when grown on infested soil. A number of soybean
plants likewise showed root infestation with bean beetle
larvae, but none of these plants, although growing on coarse
sand inoculated with Fusaria from wilted cowpeas, showed
infection with the cowpea wilt fungus.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2017)
concerning purple stain disease of soybeans in North
Carolina. Address: In charge, Div. of Plant Pathology, Dep.
of Botany.
2360. Mumford, H.W. 1928. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 41:1-322. For the year
ended June 30, 1928.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Promising yielders
found in new soy strains (p. 52-54). Illini makes record
three-year average (p. 55). Worth of soybean nodule bacteria
varies widely (p. 55-56). Double duty of some legume
bacteria confirmed (p. 56). Phosphorus involved in wheat
yields after soys (p. 56-57).
Livestock investigations: Soybeans need not be ground
for cattle (p. 88-89). No way found to avoid soft pork from
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soybeans (p. 139-40). Feeding of soybeans will be tried
further (p. 140). Soybean meal as good as meat scraps for
chicks (p. 172).
Dairy investigations: Thickness [planting density]
affects quality and yield of soybean hay (p. 181). Corn and
wheat only grains to show profit (Threshed soybean costs
shown in detail) (p. 210-12). Facts sought on soybean costs
and practices (p. 212).
Agricultural economics: Soybean marketing complicated
by bigger volume (p. 219-21). Farm mechanics: Combines
again do well in soybean harvesting (p. 243-47; “Soybeans
were again harvested successfully with combines during
1927, the third year the E.W. Lehmann, R.I. Shawl, and I.P.
Blauser, Farm Mechanics, have tested this machine in the
harvesting of this crop. Losses for eleven different machines
of five different makes operated under both good and bad
conditions averaged only 11.38 percent a machine”). Table
86, titled “Efficiency of combines in harvesting soybeans,”
shows for each make: Size (width, 8¼ to 16 feet), type
(power take-off or auxiliary motor), condition of beans (dead
ripe + leaning, or down), height (plate, stubble, lowest pods),
width of row (7 to 34 inches), acre yield (bushels, from
machine, total), acre loss (bushels, from cutter bar, total),
percentage of loss (from machine, cutter bar, total), moisture
content.
“Soybean meal as good as meat scraps for chicks” (p.
172): “Expensiveness of protein supplements commonly
used in rations for growing chicks makes it worthwhile for
the practical poultryman to compare the cost of the various
supplements, as well as their efficiency in promoting growth,
with a view to producing each pound of chicken at the
least practicable cost. Because of the increasing interest in
soybean production in the state, it seems worthwhile to find
out to what extent soybean protein may be used in rations for
growing chickens, as a substitute for the usual animal protein
supplements.
“It is for this reason that L.E. Card, Poultry Husbandry,
has been studying the value of soybean oil meal as a protein
supplement in rations for young chickens. All chickens used
were grown indoors on board floors so that their food intake
could be controlled. Twenty chicks were used in each lot and
they were kept on the experimental rations until eight weeks
old.
“It was found that soybean oil meal could be used to
replace meat scrap and that the chickens fed the soybean
oil meal were in every way as good as those raised on meat
scrap, provided there were no other limiting factors. Since
commercial meat scrap contains a considerable amount of
mineral matter as well as protein, it is necessary to supply
minerals in some form to the soybean ration in order to make
sure that the only varying factor is the protein. It was found
that 4 percent of steamed bone meal and 1 percent of salt
supplied the mineral needed, when 20 parts of meat scrap
were replaced with 20 parts of soybean oil meal.

“One interesting point brought out during the
investigation, which is being continued for another year,
was that it is possible to overdo the matter of mineral
feeding. When 4 percent of bone meal was added to a
ration containing 20 percent of commercial meat scrap, the
chickens did not grow normally and showed symptoms of
leg weakness closely resembling rickets. If the bone meal
was removed by the time the chicks reached four weeks
of age, they seemed to make almost complete recovery.”
Address: Dean and Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2361. Ruffner, R.H. 1928. Soy bean hay versus alfalfa
hay for winter maintenance of sheep. North Carolina
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 50:48-50.
For the year 1927.
• Summary: Feeding experiments show soy bean hay gives
good results.
2362. Vivenza, A. 1928. La coltivazione della soja in Italia e
nelle sue Colonie [The cultivation of the soybean in Italy and
in its colonies]. Atti della Societa Italiana per il Progresso
delle Scienze (Perugia) 16:375-93. Oct. 30 to Nov. 5, 1927.
[3 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soybean (La
soja). Characteristics of the plant (and places where its
cultivation is being tested). Varieties of soybeans. Ecological
requirements. Cultural requirements. Current state of
soybean cultivation in various countries: France, Spain,
Central Europe, United States and Canada, Manchuria,
Ceylon, New South Wales (Nova Galles del Sud). More
recent soybean trials in Italy (Manvilli, Bottari, Marignoli
in Spoleto, Ferrero in Sardegna, etc.). Experiments
conducted at Perugia. Cultivation of soybeans in the Italian
colonies (experiments in Italian Somalia, Libya (Tripoli),
and potential in the Eritrean plateau (l’Altipiano Eritreo)).
Ploughing under soybeans as green manure. Possibilities for
cultivating soybeans on a vast scale in Italy. Conclusions.
Pages 388-89 discuss cultivation of soybeans in the
Italian colonies. “The amazing ability of soya to benefit
from intense sunlight, provided that the soil does not lack a
certain level of humidity, makes one think of the potential of
this crop on the fertile, well-watered soil of Italian Somalia.
In this region, a legume very similar to the soybean has
already been cultivated for several years and with excellent
results–Vigna sinensis, called ‘cowpea’ by the Americans.
This should be an indication of conditions favorable to the
cultivation of soybeans, probably also as an intercrop.
“I understand that soybean experiments are being
conducted by the large agencies of S.A.I.S. (Società Agricola
Italo-Somala [Italo-Somalian Society of Agriculture]) in the
Scidle (under Uebi Scebeli) headed by the eminent S.A.R.,
the duke of Abruzzi.
“The agricultural director of these agencies, Dr.
Giuseppi Scassellati-Sforzolini, who is handling the
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experiment with great skill and interest, relates however
that the initial results are less than satisfying. But these tests
do not rule out altogether the soybean crop’s potential for
success in our colony.
“In Libya, under the care of the Office of Experimental
Agriculture in Tripoli, experimental cultivation of soybeans
was carried out this year, but with negative results. In the
autumn, the soybean plants demonstrated little resistance
to the cold, and in the spring they showed a need for much
irrigation.
“This information led me to the esteemed Prof. G.
Leone, director of agricultural services of Tripolitania, who
among other things, supports a repeat of the experiments
next year.” However the author apparently favors phasing
out the planting of crops like the soybean in Libya.
“Further experimentation by the worthy Istituto agrario
sperimentale di Tripoli [Experimental Agricultural Institute
of Tripoli] will determine if soya resists normal minimum
temperatures in the spring and the notorious gibli winds, and
therefore will decide definitively on the possibility of spring
crops in non-irrigated lands. If indeed possible, soya could
then be planted in autumn, grow during the winter, and ripen
in spring to either whole dry soybeans or green forage. Of
course it would need to be provided with the introduction
and diffusion of the specific nitrogen-fixing bacteria it
requires.
“With regard to the Eritrean Colony, it can’t be denied
that on the Eritrean plateau, soya could become successfully
cultivated. But this is also awaiting experimental resolution.”
In summary: Soya had been cultivated in Somalia and Libya
by Oct. 1927.
“In Italy the soy bean cannot be grown as a second crop
following a cereal, but only as a principal crop, partially
replacing maize, beets or beans. Irrigation is needed for best
results in the arid conditions of southern Italy... The early
varieties of soy bean are the only ones which can be grown
in Italy, and the yield of these is rather low, 5-20 bu. per acre,
depending on soil fertility. While the culture of the soy bean
in Italy may sometimes be usefully substituted for that of
maize or beans, no great hopes should be built on it. Hitherto
very few experiments have been made of soybean cultivation
in the Italian colonies. The indications are that it would
succeed in Somaliland and on the Eritrean plateau [Note
that Eritrea is a province in northern Ethiopia; its capital is
Asmara]. This is less probable for Libya, where the irrigated
zone is limited and occupied by other more remunerative
crops.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Libya, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Libya. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Libya, or the cultivation of soybeans in Libya
(by Oct. 1927). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March
2021) concerning soybeans in Somalia, or the cultivation of

soybeans in Somalia. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Somalia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Somalia (by Oct. 1927). The source of these
soybeans is unknown.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Eritrea and Ethiopia.
Note 4. Libya was occupied by Italians in 1914. The
provinces of Tripolitania (in northwestern Libya) and
Cyrenaica (in northeastern Libya) were united in 1934.
Tripoli is a region in north Africa (in today’s Libya) and a
seaport city on the Mediterranean in that region. Long the
object of Italian aspirations, Tripoli was finally ceded to Italy
by Turkey as a result of the Tripolitan War (1911-12); under
Italians the entire western part of the colony of Libya (191219) became known as Tripolitania; it was separated from
Cyrenaica in 1919 and reunited in 1929. In 1934 the settled
portion in the north was divided into four provinces for
administrative purposes; one of these was Tripoli. Address:
Professor.
2363. Wright, Philip G. 1928. The tariff on animal and
vegetable oils. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xviii +
347 p. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: On the title page, under the author’s name:
“With the aid of the Council and Staff of the Institute
of Economics.” The “Director’s Preface,” by Harold G.
Moulton begins (p. vii-xi): “Within the last decade a new
set of economic relationships between the United States
and the rest of the world has developed... The tariff, as
the most important expression of the trade policy of this
country, requires a fresh examination, and this the Institute
of Economics has undertaken.” The present study is one of a
series on agricultural products.
The Introduction begins (p. 1): The tariff acts of 1921
and 1922 placed heavy duties on linseed, cottonseed, peanut,
coconut, soya bean, and edible olive oils. Three of these oils,
cottonseed, coconut and soya bean, were previously on the
free list... Flaxseed, cottonseed, peanuts, and soya beans,
raw materials of four of the above-mentioned oils, were also
made dutiable at high rates, two of them, cottonseed and
soya beans, being removed from the free list.” Other oils,
including perilla and sesame oils, remained on the free list.
“The duties were not so much in the interest of the producers
of the oils as of the producers of the raw materials of the oils;
namely, dairymen, soya bean” growers, etc.
Chapter 2, “Properties, uses, and commercial importance
of the fatty oils,” discusses 10 different vegetable oils:
Castor oil, Chinese nut or tung oil, coconut oil, corn oil,
cottonseed oil, linseed oil, olive oil (grown mostly in Spain
and Italy, with some in California), palm oil and palm
kernel oil, peanut oil, and soya bean oil. It also discusses
5 animal fats, incl. butter substitutes and whale oil. A table
(p. 37) shows “Production, consumption, imports, and
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exports of cottonseed oil, 1920-1926.” Cottonseed oil ranks
first among U.S. vegetable oils in both production and
consumption (including edible and inedible consumption). In
1914 production reached 1,790 million lb and consumption
was 1,589 million lb, or 89% of the output and 64% of the
consumption of all vegetable oils in the USA. Production
then fell due to the boll-weevil, and by 1922 it had sunk
to but little more than half its level in 1914. Since that
year there has been a rapid recovery. Production in 1926
reached 1,760 million lb, and accounted for about 55% of
all the vegetable oil consumed in the USA that year (p. 36).
Corresponding figures are given for the other oils discussed
in this chapter.
The section on “Soya bean oil” (p. 50-52) has the
following contents: Raw material, properties and uses,
methods of production, table showing production, imports,
and exports of soya bean oil for the years 1914, and 19191926.
The soya bean is not grown to any considerable extent
in the USA for its oil. “It is grown rather for forage and
for introducing nitrogen into the soil.” The quantity of oil
“produced” in the USA (refined from crude oil imported
from the Orient) is less than 2% of domestic consumption.
The crude oil “has a distinctly ‘beany’ taste and odor. When
refined and deodorized it is light yellow, nearly odorless
and tasteless, closely resembling refined cottonseed oil.
It is primarily a soap oil, but is also a semi-drying oil and
hence is used in the manufacture of paints, varnishes, oil
cloths, linoleums, and printers’ inks. As a drying oil it is
for most purposes inferior to linseed but may be mixed
with linseed in proportions not to exceed 20 per cent with
satisfactory results. For some uses it is used alone and is
said to be superior to linseed. Finally, when refined, and, if
necessary, hydrogenated, it is an edible oil and is used, but
not extensively in the United States, in the manufacture of
lard substitutes, oleomargarin, and as a salad oil. The value
of soya bean oil has been fully appreciated only within
recent years... Refining and especially hydrogenation have
expanded its usefulness. It is now among the most important
of the vegetable oils.”
The oil, constituting about 18% of the bean, “is obtained
by crushing or by the use of a solvent, such as benzine. A
higher percentage of the oil content of the bean is obtained
by the use of a solvent–95 as against 50 to 75 per cent–but at
a loss of the oil cake.” “The chief sources of imports of soya
bean oil are China (especially Kwantung [Manchuria]) and
Japan. Both imports and exports have declined greatly since
1919. European countries import large quantities of the beans
for crushing. This, however, is not the practice in the United
States and there is no record of imports of soya beans.”
A full-page table (p. 108) gives “Rates of duty on
principal fatty oils, under tariff acts from 1909 to 1922
inclusive.” Figures are given for 33 oils and fats. Soybean oil
was imported free of any duty under the tariff acts of 1909

and 1913. In 1921 the rate of duty was 20 cents/gallon or
2.667 cents/lb. In 1922 it was slightly lower, 2½ cents/lb.
Another full-page table (p. 109) gives the “Rates of
duty on specified raw materials of vegetable oils” under the
same 4 acts. In 1909 Soya beans had the highest duty of any
oilseed, 45 cents per bushel of 50 lbs. In 1912 and 1921 they
came in free. In 1922 the duty was ½ cent/lb. A table (p. 132)
shows the rise in price of various oils (incl. soya bean) from
June 1921 to Dec. 1923 and Dec. 1925.
Chapter 7, titled “Effects of recent tariff changes on
prices, production, and trade” includes a discussion of soya
bean oil (p. 218).
In Chapter 8, titled “What shall we do with the oils
duties?,” the section on “The food oils” begins (p. 23337): “The duties on cottonseed, peanut, and soya bean oils
have failed to accomplish the purposes for which they were
imposed or have done more harm than good... In the case
of soya bean oil the price difference has been increased
by virtually the full amount of the duty, and to this extent
domestic crushers of soya beans have doubtlessly benefited.
But it is very doubtful whether this benefit has extended to
growers.”
The appendix contains numerous statistical tables which
include information on soybean oil: I. Domestic production
of the principal oils and fats, 1914 and 1919-1926 (p. 26061). II. Imports of the principal animal and vegetable oils
and fats for the years specified (1914-1926) (p. 262-63). III.
Exports of the principal animal and vegetable oils and fats,
1914, and 1919-1926 (p. 264-65). IV. Domestic consumption
of the principal animal and vegetable oils and fats, 1914,
and 1919-1926 (p. 266-67). V. Data indicating the extent to
which the United States is self-sufficient in the production
of the fatty oils (1920 and 1926) (p. 268-71). VI. Domestic
production and foreign trade [imports & exports] of the
United States in raw materials of the vegetable oils, 1914
and 1919-1926 (p. 272-73). VII. Revenues derived from
imports of the principal animal and vegetable oils and fats,
by months, Jan. 1920 to Sept. 1927, inclusive (p. 274-75).
Note: This is the earliest U.S. document seen (Sept.
2003) that analyzes the effects of tariffs and other U.S.
government policies on soya beans and soya bean oil.
Also discusses: hempseed oil, oil cake (Chinese nut,
coconut, cottonseed, linseed, soya bean), and peanuts.
Address: Inst. of Economics, Washington, DC.
2364. Brillmayer, Franz Anton. 1929. Die Kultur der
Sojabohne [The cultivation of the soybean]. Wiener
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 79(3):2-3. Jan. 19.
[Ger]
• Summary: Reply to question 4:
The cultivation of the soybean (Sojabohne) or its use
can take place in two different ways. Through the planting
of tall growing, late maturing varieties for green fodder, use
as hay (Heunutzung), or addition to silage, and through the
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production of the dried beans (Trockenbohne) through the
planting of varieties that are certain to mature here with us.
American agriculture has made use of the advantages
of the cultivation of the soybean (Sojakultur) to the broadest
extent possible. While in 1910, it was merely a plant that
was known in the national experiment stations, by 1920
some 950,000 acres were already planted with soybeans
(Sojabohnen). Even though the American scale is not
immediately applicable for us, the experiences there in
any case give us many hints. Above all else, the American
varieties are not usable for our climatic conditions, as
one trial showed that was carried out in 1928 on my
farm that was set up as a legume-growing station for
the Federal Institute for Crop Farming and Seed Testing
(Luguminosenzuchtstation der Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenbau
und Samenprüfung) in Vienna. The “Ito san” variety, for
which a maturation period of 115 days was indicated in
America, required 157 days, while the “Mammoth Yellow”
variety, for example, which was supposed to mature in 145
days, did not even properly set the pods with us.
The main matter with soybean cultivation (Sojakultur)
is the question of varieties. High-yielding varieties with a
longer growth period do not mature with us, while earlymaturing varieties do not provide any satisfying yields.
Out of twenty-two varieties from the countries of origin of
America, Austria, China, Germany, Hungary, and Romania
in a comparison planting, only the following turned out to be
definitely maturing, and they are listed in the order of their
maturation period: Frühe Braune [Early Brown] (Germany),
Fruwirth’s frühe braune [Fruwirth’s Early Brown], Platter
frühe braune [Platter Early Brown], Platter schwarze Soja
[Platter Black Soy], Frühe gelbe [Early Yellow] from
Budapest, Schwarze [Black] from Rastatt (Germany), and
Fruwirth’s Black Eyebrow. (Reference is to be made to the
fact that on the seed market, soybeans of undetermined
origin are offered, the cultivation of which will most likely
lead to a fiasco.)
Out of all crops, the soybean provides the greatest
quantities of protein and fat per unit of area, no matter
whether it is used as hay or as dried beans. The following
consideration serves to illustrate the value of the soybean
as a mass producer of high-quality nutrients. The following
yields per hectare may be assumed under the same
conditions, and these figures should be rather accurate:
A table shows the following:
1. Soybean seeds yield 1800 kg/ha. Soybean straw
yields 3000 kg/ha. Both produce 561.6 kg of protein per ha
and 320.4 kg of fat per ha.
2. Soybean hay yields 8000 kg/ha. It produces 824.0 kg
of protein per ha and 187.0 kg of fat per ha.
3. Barley seeds yield 2400 kg/ha. Barley straw yields
3000 kg/ha. Both produce 164.4 kg of protein per ha and
60.6 kg of fat per ha.
4. Pea seeds yield 2000 kg/ha. Pea straw yields 2500 kg/

ha. Both produce 423.0 kg of protein per ha and 37.5 kg of
fat per ha.
5. Lucerne / Alfalfa hay yields 4000 kg/ha. It produces
248.0 kg of protein per ha and 48.0 kg of fat per ha.
For the time being, in discussing the use of soy hay, it is
to be mentioned that in Platt, I had very good successes with
the 1.5 m high American varieties that no longer mature with
us: “Mammoth Yellow”, “Wilson”, and “Soja hispida Nigra”.
The green fodder yield was 400 metric hundredweight
per hectare, which has to correspond to approx. 80 metric
hundredweight of hay. The sowing can also take place even
later, perhaps even after early winter barley. Row spacing 40
cm, seed spacing within the rows 7 to 8 cm. With regard to
the requirement for sowing seeds, the following figures are
calculated according to the weight of a thousand seeds: for
Mammoth Yellow 100 kg, for S. hisp. Nigra 55 kg, and for
Wilson 45 kg per hectare. The best time for cutting is before
the yellowing of the leaves when the seeds have begun to
develop in the pods. The percentage of protein content is in
fact the highest at the time of the blossoming of the plant, but
the yield in quantity is still too low then. The composition
of the soybean hay at different times of the cutting is shown
by the following American analysis: A table follows with
seven column headings: Point in Time of the Cutting,
Water in %, Protein in %, Fat in %, Nitrogen-free extract
[carbohydrates] in %, Crude Fiber in %, and Ash Component
in %, and the four row headings: Full bloom, Beginning
of the development of the pods, Seeds half developed,
and Seeds fully developed. The table shows the greatest
protein with the plant in full bloom, while the greatest fat is
achieved at seeds fully developed. Seeds for sowing must be
newly acquired every year. It might perhaps be successful
to produce seeds for sowing in climatically favorable areas
and to pass them on to fodder growing areas. The costs for
the sowing seeds are not much higher than for fodder mix
(Futtermischling) that consists of vetch, peas, and oats.
The ensilage of soybeans by themselves is difficult
to carry out because of the high protein content and low
carbohydrate content. But according to American experience,
the concurrent use (Mitverwendung) with green corn is
immediately possible and substantially raises the protein
content. Corn silage has too broad of a proportion of
nutrients, and for a rational feeding, it must be mixed with
protein-rich fodders. American analysis of corn ensilage and
that of soybeans as well as of a mixture of both of them is
depicted in the following table.
For cultivation for the obtaining of dry beans, all those
areas come into consideration in which corn still matures.
Extremely early varieties also still mature in harsher areas.
For cultivation, the same conditions apply as for bush beans.
Soybeans (Soja) get along well with themselves, that is, they
can be planted repeatedly in succession. They also flourish
after the application of fresh barn manure without the stems
and leaves growing [excessively]. An excess of nitrogen
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delays maturity. In contrast to bush beans, soybeans are not
sensitive to frost, and in 1927 and 1928, they withstood late
frosts in the field cultivations in Platt down to -5º C, even
though they had already reached a height of 15 cm. They
can therefore already be planted as early as March. But
since soybeans require a certain minimum heat of the soil to
germinate, it is advisable to set the planting date before that
of corn.
A table follows with the seven column headings
Ensilage from, Water %, Protein %, Carbohydrate %, Fat
%, Ash %, and Crude Fiber %; and the three row headings
Soybeans, Corn, and Soybeans + Corn. The table shows that
all values are highest with soybeans alone with the exception
of carbohydrate. (Continued). Address: Platt [Austria].
2365. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1929.
Grazing trials with summer legumes. 40(1):16. Jan.
• Summary: This is the second year of grazing trials at
Wollongbar Experiment Farm. The same legumes were
planted; raised caused low yields.
2366. Farming in South Africa. 1929. Inquiries from farmers:
Pasture for milk production. 3(34):1231. Jan.
• Summary: “Hidcote.–What would be the best mixture of
crops or single crop as a milk-producing pasture crop for
February, March, and April grazing? Should I grow cowpeas
or soya beans as the legume? This district is more suitable
for soya beans, but I have not the soya bean culture in the
field I wish to use. Further, cowpeas are of indeterminate
growth and would they not, therefore, stand grazing better
than soya beans? I believe cowpeas become temporarily
poisonous after a slight frost and, therefore, would not soya
beans be better and safer? Would Algerian oats or some
other variety of oats be better than say Italian rye grass, in a
mixture of crops? Would anything else improve the mixture?
“Cedara School of Agriculture replies: Soya beans or
cowpeas will give you the highest quality pasture for milkproduction. Since your soils are not inoculated for soya
beans, I would suggest growing cowpeas, unless your soil is
exceptionally well supplied with nitrogen, in which case the
soya beans can be grown quite satisfactorily without forming
nodules. Cowpeas also withstand grazing better than soya
beans. It may best serve your purpose to grow a proportion
of both crops. There are, however, other methods of
obtaining high protein-content grazing for milk-production,
and it may be more profitable to make use of these and
utilize your cowpeas or soya beans as hay. You will get a
greater yield per acre in the form of hay than if the crop were
grazed off...”
2367. Helmrich, F.H. 1929. Feeding of soybeans to hogs
in definite proportions and their effect upon the quality of
pork. American Society of Animal Production, Record of
Proceedings p. 105-06. Jan. Annual Meeting of 1928.

• Summary: “The South Dakota Experiment Station has
completed two years experimental work and an additional
year’s work has been completed at Ohio State, toward the
writer’s graduate study. The object of the trials was to find
in what proportions soybeans could be fed with corn without
affecting the quality of the pork; likewise, the influence of
the hog’s age and length of feeding period upon the pork was
produced.” Address: Ohio State Univ.
2368. Morrow, K.S.; LaMaster, J.P. 1929. Ground hay for
milk production. South Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 255. p. 31 p. Jan. [17 ref]
• Summary: Grinding soybean hay for cows cost $3.28 per
100 lb of milk produced. No clear advantage in favor of
grinding hay for milk production was found. Address: 2.
Dairyman, Clemson, South Carolina.
2369. Pope, Felix T. 1929. World trade in soy beans. Oil
Miller and Cotton Ginner (The) 33(5):30-31. Jan.
• Summary: From Commerce Reports: “Owing to the many
new uses that are constantly being found for vegetable oils
and the ever-increasing popularity of oil cake and meal as
a stock feed, oilseeds are year by year assuming a more
important place in world trade. World production for the year
1926 approximated 35,900,000 short tons, of which about
one-third was exported from the country where it was grown,
either in the form of seed or as oil and oil cake and meal.
“Cottonseed is by far the most important of all oilseeds,
world production in 1926 having been nearly 14,000,000
short tons, or about 40 per cent of the total production of
all oilseeds. Other oilseeds in the order of their relative
importance are sesame seed, flax, and soy beans (peanuts
not being considered, as a comparatively small proportion of
them are crushed.) Soy beans are of Asiatic origin and have
been raised in China for many centuries. That country is still
the chief source of supply and they play an important part in
China’s foreign trade. Manchuria is the great producing area,
supplying about 40 per cent of China’s total crop.
“In Asiatic countries–especially China and Japan–the
soy bean is largely used as human food, being second only to
rice in its importance as a food crop.
“Exports of soy beans and their by-products from
China during 1925 were 5,824,296,000 pounds; in 1926,
6,877,302,000 pounds; in 1927, 7,576,493,000 pounds.
“Production of Soy Beans in the United States: The soy
bean was introduced in the United States as early as 1804
and for several decades was regarded more as a botanical
curiosity than as a plant of economic importance. With the
introduction from Asiatic countries of new varieties into the
United States, the soy bean has assumed great importance
and offers far-reaching possibilities to the future agriculture
of this country. A short ton of soy beans (33½ bushels)
produces about 240 pounds of oil when crushed and 1,620
pounds of cake or meal, the remaining 140 pounds being
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invisible waste, mostly moisture thrown off in the process
of manufacturing. Soy beans bring the highest price for
seed and for food purposes, and least for crushing, so that
with the limited supply of home-grown beans available, it
is only after other demands are met that mills are able to
buy. In spite of this, cotton-oil mills are active in promoting
the growth of soy beans, as it gives them an opportunity to
use their plants for longer seasons than they can depending
entirely on cottonseed, the same machinery being used
without additional equipment being required. Soy beans were
first used for the production of oil and meal in the United
States in 1910, imported seed being used.
“American-grown seeds were first used in 1915 by
cottonseed oil mills in North Carolina. according to Dr.
W.J. Morse, of the United States Department of Agriculture.
The production in this country has increased rapidly in
recent years. While no accurate figures are available
back of [before] 1924, it is estimated that in 1917 only
about 1,000,000 bushels were produced for seed. In
1924 production had increased to 5,190,000 bushels, the
succeeding years being as follows: 1925, 5,131,000 bushels;
1926. 6,063,000 bushels; 1927, 7,925,000 bushels; 1928
(estimated), 8,052,4100 bushels. (These figures do not
include soy beans grown as a forage crop.) The increase has
been the most marked in the State of Illinois, production in
that State having increased from 30,000 bushels in 1919 to
1,750,000 bushels in 1926, 2,405,000 bushels in 1927, and
2,650,000 bushels (estimated) for 1928.
“Imports Into the United States: Production has not kept
pace with the demand, however, and the United States is still
a large importer, not only of the beans, but also of the cake
and oil. Imports of cake and meal for the first nine months of
1928 approximated 40,000 short tons.
Soy-Bean-Oil Industry and Trade of the United States:
Soy-bean oil, the product of the soy bean, is perhaps one
of the most versatile of the great varieties of vegetable
oils in world commerce to-day. Its most extensive use as
an edible oil is in the manufacture of lard compounds and
oleomargarine, and a small amount in salad oil. In addition to
its uses as an edible product, it has the properties of a drying
oil, which lends itself to the paint and varnish industry,
the soap kettle, and the manufacture of linoleum and
oilcloth, while small amounts are used for illuminating and
lubricating purposes in its native country.
“Soy-bean oil is obtained by two methods–pressure and
solvent, the former producing the better grade products, oil
and cake. The oil content of soy beans ranges from 12 to 23
per cent, depending on the locality of production and the
efficiency of the presses–many of the bean mills in China
and Manchuria being so primitive that they get only about 8
to 10 per cent of oil. The following table shows the extent of
this industry in the United States today:
“Soy-Bean Cake and Meal: Owing to its high protein
content, ranging from 46 to 52 per cent and from 5 to 8 per

cent oil, soy-bean meal is in great demand as cattle feed and
commands a considerably higher price than either cottonseed
meal or linseed meal. Soy-bean meal at Portland, Oregon,
one of the principal markets, has ranged from $50 to $60 per
ton in the past five years.
“The accompanying chart, furnished by the Department
of Agriculture graphically shows the many uses of the soy
bean, starting with plant and seed. The plant can be used as
forage, pasture, or green manure. The types of forage are
hay, ensilage, soilage, and straw.
The seed can be used for oil, food products, or oil meal.
The oil can be used for soap stock (soft of hard soaps),
enamels, varnishes, paints, rubber substitutes, food products
(salad oils, lard substitutes, butter substitutes, edible oils),
linoleum, printing inks, lubricating, lecithin, waterproof
goods, celluloid, petroleum, lighting [illumination],
explosives, glycerine. The food products consist of dried
beans or green beans. The dried beans can be made into soy
sauce, coffee substitute, soups, sprouts, roasted beans, baked
beans, vegetable milk (confection, casein milk powder,
condensed milk, cheese [tofu] (fresh, dried, fermented,
smoked). The green beans can be used for canned green
beans, green vegetables, or salads). The oil meal can be
used to make flour, diabetic foods, infant foods, macaroni,
breakfast foods, feeds, glue, or fertilizer.
Tables show: (1) Imports of soy-bean oil, soy-bean cake,
and soy beans into the United States (pounds), 1925-1928.
(2) United States production, consumption, imports and
exports of soy-bean oil (thousands of pounds), 1925-1927.
Note: The front cover has Vol. XXXII, No. 5 and the
inside “title page” has Vol. XXXIII, No. 5–Vol. 33 is correct.
Address: Foodstuffs Div., U.S. Dep. of Commerce.
2370. Williams, C.B. 1929. Soybean growing in North
Carolina. North Carolina State College of Agriculture,
Extension Circular No. 127. 19 p. Jan. Revised.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The growing plant.
Distribution in North Carolina. Soybeans vs. cowpeas.
Soybeans compared with peanuts. Suitable varieties of
soybeans (for seed and for hay; in the mountains, piedmont,
or coastal plain: Biloxi, Herman, Laredo, Mammoth Yellow,
Otootan Southern Prolific, Tokyo, and Virginia). Selection
and preparation of the soil. Inoculation essential. Kinds of
fertilizer to use. Seeding and cultivation. Rotations with
soybeans (for coastal plain soils, for piedmont soils, for
mountain soils). Soybeans in mixtures (with sweet sorghum,
millet, or corn). Harvesting for hay. Harvesting for seed.
Soybeans soil improvement. Soybeans for soiling purposes.
Soybeans for pasturage. How soybean crop is utilized (in the
United States and in North Carolina by percentages). Cost
of growing the beans. Crushing beans from the standpoint
of millmen and farmers. Products secured by oil mills in
crushing (oil, meal). What can oil mills afford to pay for
beans. Possibilities as indicated by important uses of soybean
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products (soybean oil and meal). Some advantages to farmers
of soybeans over other oil-bearing seed crops.
“North Carolina produces from 18 to 20 per cent of the
soybean crop of the United States grown for all purposes
including seed, hay, and soiling. Approximately 19 per cent
of all soybean seed is produced by North Carolina Growers.
The acreage planted annually in the state is now about equal
to that of cowpeas and the crop from year to year is finding
favor with growers in new territory.”
“Inoculation essential: Soybeans, like other legumes,
are characterized by their ability to take free nitrogen from
the air, if the soil is inoculated with the proper bacteria for
this crop. In growing soybeans on land for the first time,
especially in a locality where this crop has not been grown
previously, it will pay to inoculate the soil by either using
soil from an inoculated field or one of the commercial
cultures. The latter may now be secured at very reasonable
prices. In some parts of the state I would say, however,
that the bacteria suitable for inoculating this crop seem
to be quite widely distributed in the soil. When soybeans
are planted on many soils, it will usually be found that
nodules are present on the roots in large numbers by natural
inoculation. Experiments have shown that something like 50
per cent more nitrogen was found in the stems and leaves of
soybeans which were planted on inoculated soil than in those
grown on uninoculated soil.
“Kinds of fertilizer to use: As soybeans on inoculated
soil will be able largely to gather their nitrogen from the
atmosphere, it will not be necessary to add but little, if any,
commercial nitrogen. However, if the soil is poor it will pay
to make an application of barn-yard manure or add sufficient
cotton-seed meal, nitrate of soda, sulphate of ammonia, or
other commercial carriers of nitrogen to give the fertilizer
mixture 1 to 2 per cent nitrogen. Ordinarily from 200 to 300
pounds of 16 per cent acid phosphate and 25 to 50 pounds
of muriate of potash will supply the necessary amount of
phosphoric acid and potash needed by this crop when grown
on average soils in the eastern part of the state. The acid
phosphate alone will be sufficient to add on average soils
in the piedmont and mountain sections. With poor soils, 25
to 30 pounds of nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia per
acre will supply sufficient nitrogen if the crop is inoculated.”
Address: Chief, Div. of Agronomy, North Carolina State
College of Agriculture and Engineering, Raleigh.
2371. Edmondson, J.B. 1929. Growing soybeans in the corn
belt: This crop is putting hay into barren mows. Prairie
Farmer 101(6):3, 33. Feb. 9.
• Summary: “No system of agriculture can hope to be
permanent that is not built on the solid foundation of
legumes and livestock.” It is hopeless to try to grow
livestock profitably “without legume pastures in the summer
and legume hay in the winter...” Discusses: The place of
soybeans in crop rotation. Importance of buying good seed

from a reliable source, based entirely on a rigid germination
test–not on appearance. Importance of inoculation. Planting
in rows makes cultivation easier; use an ordinary corn planter
with wheels set at 32 inches. Making soybean hay, incl.
curing. Harvesting soybeans for seed; the combine. “Always,
the problem of harvesting [soy] beans has been one of
saving them from shattering and from weather exposure...” A
combine causes little shattering. Threshing and storage.
Photos show: (1) A portrait of J.B. Edmondson wearing
a white driving cap, glasses, and a black bow tie. (2) An
“airplane view of his farm.” Address: Hendricks county,
Indiana.
2372. Fertilizer Green Book. 1929. Inoculation tripled
weight of soy-bean hay. 10(2):27. Feb.
• Summary: “To plant soy beans from the same lot of seed
in the same field during the same summer with the same
amount of fertilizer and make one plot yield three times the
weight of cured hay as another plot is an accomplishment
worthy of mention. Such a large increase, measured in terms
of the weight of dried hay, resulted during the past summer
from the inoculation of soy bean seed with nodule bacteria,
according to observations and measurements recently
completed by specialists in soil microbiology of the United
States Department of Agriculture.”
The 30-acre field was on the farm of F.R. Fred, near
Middleburgh, Virginia.
“Dr. E.B. Fred, of the University of Wisconsin, Dr.
Charles Thom, chief of the division of microbiology and
L.T. Leonard, bacteriologist of the Bureau of Chemistry and
Soils, inspected the field.”
2373. Weaver, L.A. 1929. Soybeans and soybean oil meal
in swine rations. Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 266. 20 p. Feb. [21 ref]
• Summary: “This bulletin reports the results of two
investigations made with a view of finding methods of
feeding which will give maximum returns from the use of
soybeans and soybean oil meal when used to supplement
corn fed fattening hogs on pasture...” Address: Columbia.
2374. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1929. Soy beans to the rescue:
Facing a shortage of legume hay, southern Wisconsin farmers
turn to the soy bean for relief. 74(5):242-43. March 10.
• Summary: This long article contains a short passage on
harvesting and expected yields. Farmers in Jefferson County,
Wisconsin, had heard and read quite a lot “about soy beans
for an emergency hay crop.” They knew that the soybean, a
legume, was “almost equal to alfalfa as a dairy feed.” Indeed,
the soy bean did come to the rescue. Address: Wisconsin.
2375. Eisenschiml, Otto. 1929. History and prospects of
domestic soya bean oil. American Paint Journal 13(22):22,
24, 26, 28, 30. March 18. [2 ref]
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• Summary: Soya beans were first brought to America
in 1804 and “were grown as a curiosity until 1880, when
commercial crops began to appear here and there. In 1914
only 2,000 acres were planted in beans in the state of Illinois,
but by 1927, this acreage had increased to 776,000. In the
entire United States 50,000 acres were planted in 1917,
2,500,000 in 1924, and the acreage for 1928 was 2,847,000.
Figuring an average yield of 18 bushels to the acre, it can
readily be seen that the soya bean crop is fighting its way
through to the smaller major crops of our country with a
rapid stride.”
“North Carolina led the way and produced a small
amount of [soya] oil in 1916 and intermittently from then
on. The first oil was produced in a cotton oil mill with
the existing machinery and during a time when the mill
otherwise would have been idle.
“Pioneers of the industry: So far as I have been able
to ascertain, the first soya bean oil made outside of North
Carolina was made at Chicago Heights, Illinois, in 1920
by the Chicago Heights Oil Manufacturing Company. An
Anderson expeller was used, and I bought and sold the
first 20 barrels made. In 1922 oil was made by the A.E.
Staley Manufacturing Company, of Decatur, Illinois. At
that time only one expeller was installed by this concern,
but two more were installed shortly afterwards and 90,000
bushels of beans were crushed. The capacity of this mill
today is over a million bushels per year. Mr. A.E. Staley, a
North Carolinian by birth, is taking an active interest in all
developments pertaining to soya beans. In 1923 the Blish
Milling Company, of Seymour and Crothersville, Indiana,
also began to crush soya beans, and their production rose to
317,000 pounds in the season 1927-28.
“In 1924 Funk Brothers, of Bloomington, Illinois, joined
the ranks of these pioneers, engaging the services of I.C.
Bradley, of the Chicago Heights Oil Mfg. Co., and one of
the greatest living authorities on soya beans and their allied
lines. Mr. Bradley today has under his supervision mills
that will crush in the season of 1928-29 a probable total
of 700,000 gallons. This compares with a total of 20,000
gallons made by him in Chicago Heights in 1921.
“The total domestic production of oil was too small to
be tabulated by the Bureau of the Census in Washington until
the year 1922, when the production was given as 751,000
pounds. Since that time it has risen in 1928 to 4,716,000
pounds as may be seen from the following table:
“1922–751,000 pounds.
“1923–1,404,000 pounds.
“1924–950,000 pounds.
“1925–2,520,000 pounds.
“1926–2,645,000 pounds.
“1927–3,088,000 pounds.
“1928–4,716,000 pounds (estimate).
“The greatest handicap the soya bean oil industry has
had to combat has been the scarcity of mill beans. Only one

or two mills have ever been able to run the year through. The
farmers would either feed the beans to live stock or else they
would hold them for seed purposes so that the mills could
not work continuously and therefore economically. Last year
Funk Brothers, in connection with the American Milling
Company, at Peoria, offered the farmers a base price of $1.35
a bushel for a quantity up to a million bushels received for
crushing purposes, and thereby seem to have stabilized their
source of supply.
“At the present time new mills for the crushing of
beans are springing up everywhere and others are planned
in various localities. Soya beans are now being grown in
practically all states east of the Mississippi, and the erection
of oil mills appears quite a logical sequence, especially in
the South where existing facilities could be utilized to good
advantage.”
In crushing soya beans, “some producers are using
expellers; others are using hydraulic presses. One mill, at
Monticello, Illinois, used an extraction plant, but apparently
not with good success. The solvent used was benzol, and
difficulties were encountered in removing the last traces of
solvent from the meal.”
A table shows imports of Manchurian soya bean oil
from 1918 (335.98 million lb) to 1928 (13.12 million lb),
and exports of soya bean oil from the USA during the same
period. “A 2½ cents per pound duty on foreign soya bean
oil has been in effect since 1922 which makes it impossible
for it to compete with domestic products of a similar nature
except in localities where the freight rate offsets the duty,
principally on the Pacific Coast.”
“Soya bean oil can be used in unlimited quantities for
soap making purposes; it can also be used as an edible oil,
but is not particularly well adapted for that purpose.” Other
uses are those in the paint and varnish industry, in which
field soya bean oil has a well-defined place.
Footnote on page 26: “Crop Reporting Board,
Washington, D.C.–According to its official figures the
[soybean] acreage for the whole United States in 1927 was
2,815,000 with the following disposition:
“Hay, 1,653,000;
“grain, 621,000;
“grazing, hoggings [hogging down], silage, etc.,
541,000.
“For 1928 the figures show a total crop of 2,847,000
acres with the following disposition:
“Hay, 1,725,000;
“grain, 651,000;
“grazing, hogging, silage, etc., 471,000.
“For the state of Illinois the total acreage in 1927 of
776,000 was divided as follows:
“429,000 acres grown alone;
“347,000 acres grown in corn.
“The Government board allows the latter 1/10
equivalent of solid acreage which would make a total solid
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acreage for Illinois of 464,700.”
Note: This paper was first read before the Northwest
Paint & Varnish Production Club, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
on 11 March 1929. It was next read before the annual
meeting of the American Soybean Association, on 10 Sept.
1930, at the University of Illinois at Urbana.
A small portrait photo shows Otto Eisenschiml. Address:
President, Scientific Oil Compounding Co., Chicago, Illinois.
2376. Brillmayer, Franz Anton. 1929. Wert und Verwendung
der Sojabohne als Futtermittel [The value and use of
the soybean as fodder]. Bauernbuendler (Der) (Vienna)
23(645):1-2. March 30. [Ger]
• Summary: Experiences have already been collected in
Austria about the planting and cultivation of the soybean
(Sojabohne), but not about the use of the bean in agriculture.
From our viewpoint, we are first and foremost interested
in the use of the soybean as fodder, which is possible in a
variety of different ways.
In the form of green fodder or hay and as an addition to
ensilage.
In the form of dried seeds that are either steamed or
coarsely ground.
In the form of soybean cakes (Sojakuchen) or defatted
soybean grits (Sojaschrot).
As soy straw (Sojastroh) and soy chaff (Sojaspreu).
As in many cases, with the exploitation of the
advantages of soybean cultivation (Sojakultur), America
also leads the way in an exemplary manner. The Agricultural
Department [sic, Department of Agriculture] of the United
States of America has recognized the economic value
of the soybean for agriculture, industry, and the national
economy and in a genuinely American, generous manner has
advertised (propagiert) and spread its cultivation.
Special significance will be attained in all probability by
the cultivation of soybeans that are tall growing, that provide
a lot of mass, and that are late-maturing varieties but which
do not mature here with us. In any case, the seeds for sowing
have to be procured again every year for their cultivation in
the event that it is in fact not successful in enlisting them in
climatically very favorable areas. The quantities of protein
that are produced in this way are very considerable and are
not achieved by any other crop. At a trial cultivation in Platt
in 1928, green fodder was harvested at the rate of 400 metric
hundredweight [equal to 100 kg, and thus 40,000 kg] on
one hectare, which would correspond to around 80 metric
hundredweight of hay. With this yield per unit of area, what
results is a production of 824 kilograms of protein and 187
kilograms of fat per hectare if it is cut at a time at which
the seeds are half developed in the pods. This can then be
compared, for example, to the harvest of fat and protein
with barley: a harvest of 24 metric hundredweight of barley
and 30 metric hundred weight of barley straw contains 164
kilograms of protein and 60.6 kilograms of fat.

The correct point in time for cutting the soybeans and
the exploitation of the hay is present when the seed in the
pod begins to develop, before the leaves turn yellow. If
the cutting is carried out earlier, then although the protein
content of the plant is higher, the yield per unit of area
is lower. What have proven themselves to be especially
appropriate for our climate for the purpose of the exploitation
of hay have been the American varieties “Mammoth Yellow”
and “Wilson” which, with a height of 1.30 meters, were
extraordinarily dense and abundant.
Few experiences have been gathered yet with the
feeding of livestock with dried seeds in the steamed or
coarsely ground state, although that is primarily because
the soybean is enlisted first and foremost for the obtaining
of oil and is not fed to the animals directly. The favorable
successes and the extraordinary digestibility as a human
food, however, cause it to be assumed to be absolutely
probable that with the feeding of livestock, soybeans will
have the most favorable effect and will be utilized well.
“The greatest significance is ascribed to soybean cakes
(Sojabohnenkuchen) or defatted soybean grits, the high
value of which has already been acknowledged for dairy
livestock and growing animals. The use of this fodder is
extraordinarily widespread in Denmark and Germany.
Reference need only be made to the fact that one single oil
mill in Germany, the “Hansa Mill” in Hamburg, processes
3,500 to 4,500 metric hundredweight of soybeans per day,
and that the residues that are left over from the oil extraction,
around 4,000 metric hundredweight per day, are completely
used up by German agriculture for fodder purposes.
The soybean straw (Sojabohnenstroh) that accumulates
with the harvest of dried soybean seeds (Sojatrockenkorn)
and the soybean chaff (Sojabohnenspreu) that results as
waste from threshing are also valuable fodders. As chaff or
in the form of roughage, the straw is gladly accepted by all
ruminants, and the same holds true for the chaff when mixed
with other fodder (such as beets). Soybean straw contains 8
percent digestible protein, 35.2 percent carbohydrate, and 1.2
percent fat, while the pods contain 6.5 percent protein.
This is compared with the composition of oat straw, with
1 percent protein, 37 percent carbohydrates, and 0.5 percent
fat.
The primary advantage of the soybean for the feeding of
animals lies in its high protein content. Its cultivation makes
it possible to produce the highest achievable quantities of
high-quality nutrients per unit of land area as is the case with
no other plant,
In the feed practice, the protein content of a fodder
is compared with its content of carbohydrates and then a
nutrient ratio is spoken of. For certain services, a certain
nutrient ratio is then necessary (with rational feeding) with
the feed adjustment (Futterpassierung). This nutrient ratio
is, for example, from 1:3 to 1:6 for growing animals (that
is, one part protein to three to six parts carbohydrate), and
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a further ratio for fattening animals, around 1:7 to 1:11.
Growing pigs with a live weight of 20 kilograms need fodder
with a nutrient ratio of 1:4.3, while pigs with 180 kilograms
of live weight need one with a ratio of 1:7.3.
If the nutrient ratio of some fodders is then provided
below, then it is easy to see from this how difficult it is to
combine a feed ration with a narrow nutrient ratio from
fodders that are self-produced within agriculture. The
nutrient ratio of protein to carbohydrates is 1:7 in red clover
hay, 1:18 in the potato, 1:11 in barley, and 1:7.8 in oats,
while on the other hand, it is 1:2 in soybeans and 1:4.2 in
soybean hay (Sojabohnenheu).
In actuality, rational milk production and profitable pig
feeding are possible in agriculture only through the purchase
of protein-rich concentrated feed (meat meal, fish meal, oil
cakes, yeast, and so on).
The great significance of the cultivation of soybeans
from the macroeconomic and microeconomic viewpoints
is then provided by the fact that the farmer becomes
independent from the purchase of concentrated feed, and it
is made possible for agriculture to arrange the production of
animals to be more profitable.
In order to show how the areas under cultivation have
grown by leaps and bounds in the United States of America
by means of an advertising campaign (Propagandafeldzug)
by the government, and in what a large-scale way the
soybean is used in agriculture, it is to be noted that around
1910, the soybean was only known with state experimental
institutions, but by 1920, 950,000 acres were already planted
with it. Two oil mills with a minimum capacity of 150,000
tons each were built in one year.
“In Austria, the cultivation for the use of the dried
beans is in general restricted to those areas in which corn
still matures. Extremely early varieties will mature, though,
in areas where corn no longer thrives. The production of
soybean green fodder (Sojabohnengrünfutter), soybean hay,
and soybean silage can, however, be carried out everywhere.
Next time, an explanation is to be provided about the
obtaining of oil from the soybean and its use in industry and
as a food for humans.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest and only article seen
(April 2020) in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO)
database that contains the German words Sojaspreu or
Sojabohnenspreu (soybean chaff). Address: Seed Breeder
(Samenzuechter), Platt [Austria].
2377. Mortimer, G.B. 1929. If winter kills your hay. Hoard’s
Dairyman 74(8):401, 425. April 25.
• Summary: The advantages of soy beans over other crops,
cost of the seed and expected yields of the crop are briefly
touched upon.
When making soybeans into hay, the variety of soy bean

grown is an important factor to be considered. When clover
and alfalfa fail, it is best to plant soy beans, “for the quality
of hay obtained more than meets any objections raised
against them in their culture.
“The cost of the seed should not be more than five
dollars an acre and usually is somewhat less. An acre seeding
of field peas and oats would cost a minimum on the basis of
this year’s seed prices, six and a half dollars; likewise sudan
grass would cost at least two dollars and millet one dollar
an acre. Although the seed cost for soy beans is one of the
highest, the quality of the hay justifies this crop at the head
of the list. Furthermore, the cost of seed may be cut down
if the crop is seeded in cultivated rows, since the amount of
seed can practically be cut in half when seeded in this way,
and in addition it is probably easier to control the weeds.
“One point in particular we wish to make about soy
beans for hay is this. While it is true that the greatest yield
of hay is usually obtained when the first pods are beginning
to form, there may be circumstances when the crop should
be cut before this stage has been reached. Ordinarily, if the
crop is planted at the proper time, it will have reached the
correct stage of growth for cutting by the middle of August,
but sometimes on account of late planting and unfavorable
seasons, it would be some time in September before this
stage would be reached. Little good haying weather can be
depended upon after the middle or third week in August. For
northern states we would advise taking the crop not later
than the middle of August regardless of the stage of growth.
Better sacrifice a little on yield and avoid the difficulties
involved in poor hay making weather.
“For the lower half of Wisconsin such varieties as
Manchu, Midwest, Black Eyebrow, and Ito San are all suited
for hay. The Wisconsin Early Black is the best variety for
the North, although when grown on the sandier soils in this
region some of the others may be used, and, by the way, the
soy bean is the best sandy soil legume we have.” Address:
USA.
2378. Belden, L.A. 1929. Soybean hay for horses. Purdue
Agriculturist (Indiana) 23(7):168, 180-81. April. [1 ref]
• Summary: Article based on a bulletin published by
the University of Illinois “containing the experience and
opinions of farmers who were successfully feeding soybeans
to horses and mules.
“The entire problem summarized indicates that soybean
hay, corn and oats makes satisfactory feed for farm work
horses. Soybean straw is an excellent roughage for wintering
idle horses and mules. No bad results from feeding soybeans
in any form were reported by any of the farmers questioned.”
2379. Godby, R.W. 1929. Why he grows soybeans: Soybean
enthusiast reports on their feeding value. Wallaces’ Farmer
54(18):689-90. May 3.
• Summary: Soybeans used as a protein supplement for milk
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cows, fattening calves, and hogs. Address: Iowa.
2380. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1929. Soybean hay for the
dairyman. 54(19):741. May 10.
• Summary: “When we remember that soybean hay stands
as high as alfalfa as a protein roughage, and supplies protein
cheaper than linseed meal, that it can easily be added to the
farming program for 1929, that it is a sure crop, with no extra
equipment or liming costs, and that it is highly palatable to
all classes of livestock, it would seem that many farmers
should avail themselves of this method of avoiding a hay
shortage next winter.” Address: Des Moines, Iowa.
2381. Elvehjem, C.A.; Hart, E.B. 1929. The copper content
of feedingstuffs. J. of Biological Chemistry 82(2):473-77.
May. [7 ref]
• Summary: The copper content of 47 common feeds is
given. Table 1, “Copper content of feedingstuffs” (in mg. per
kg in dry matter at 100º) includes values for: Soy beans 22.7.
Soy bean hay 8.2. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry,
Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison.
2382. Moore, R.A.; Delwiche, E.J.; Briggs, G.M. 1929.
Soybeans–A good legume crop borrowed from the Orient.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 375
(Revised ed.). 32 p. May. Revision of April 1925 Bulletin
No. 375. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans provide
rich concentrate for livestock feeding. Soybean oil meal or
oilcake. Corn and soybeans grown together. Soybeans for
silage. Soybeans for pasture. Soybeans improve the soil.
Where is it profitable to grow soybeans? Soybeans fit into
rotation: In cultivated area, in grain area, in hay portion of
farm. Preparing the soil. Inoculation necessary first year.
How to inoculate. Planting soybeans. Planting with corn.
Care of growing crop. Harvesting soybeans: For hay, for
silage, for seed. Threshing soybeans. Storing the crop.
The soybean plant. Selecting the variety. Tests of soybean
varieties. Best varieties for Wisconsin: Wisconsin Early
Black, Pedigree Mandarin, Ito San, Manchu, Black Eyebrow,
Midwest. Table III (p. 28) gives the uses of soybeans (hay,
seed, silage, hogging and sheeping off) recommended for
northern, central and southern Wisconsin. Table IV gives
average yields of soybeans at Madison, Wisconsin, 1917-24.
First trials with soybeans at Wisconsin Station (1901).
Page 32 states: “In 1902 several small fields of soybeans
were planted with the object of seeing whether or not it was
profitable to have hogs do the harvesting of the soybeans...
Tests determining whether or not it was advisable to grow
soybeans in connection with corn for silage were carried on
not only by the station, but in connection with 500 members
of the Wisconsin Experiment Association.
“As early as 1910, soybean centers were established
at Ellis Junction, Stevens Point, Grand Rapids, and near

Friendship. In these parts of the state, soybeans were grown
in large quantities and sold to various farmers living in the
sandy regions. Eight hundred members of the Wisconsin
Experiment Association were furnished with soybeans in a
single year and grew them for seed. Through this method of
procedure, soybeans were grown in large quantities and the
seed sold to farmers.”
2383. Arnold, H.C. 1929. Salisbury Agricultural Experiment
Station. Annual report, 1927-28 (Continued). Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal 26(6):596-612. June. See p. 601-03.
• Summary: “Many years ago a number of [soya bean]
varieties were tested at this station, but the results were
disappointing. About three years back several kinds were
obtained, and trials with these have given more encouraging
results, though on the poorer types of soil the yields are still
low.
“The chief value of this crop in this Colony would be in
the excellent fodder which it yields. This, when converted
into hay or silage, provides a roughage equal to and possibly
better than that of any of the other annual legumes at
present grown as summer hay crops. It has an advantage
over dolichos, velvet beans, etc., by reason of its upright
habit of growth, which allows it to be handled rapidly and
economically by means of hay-making machinery. Surplus
seed could be used on the farm as stock feed, or, as an
alternative, sold for the extraction of oil, of which it contains
some 15 per cent. to 20 per cent., while the residue of the
seed provides an excellent concentrate for feeding to live
stock.
“In the trials conducted at this station the Soya bean
crop has responded in a remarkable manner to dressings of
farmyard manure... Of the varieties introduced and tested
here, that known as Otootan has given the best results... This
variety has produced as much as eight tons of green fodder
and 1,200 lbs. of seed per acre when grown under favourable
conditions. Through the courtesy of Mr. Kapnek, of
Frogmore, Glendale, three new varieties have been received,
namely, Herman, Chiquita and Dixie.”
A section on ground nuts is found on pages 462-67.
A section on kudzu vine is found on pages 704-11.
Note: Page
Note: Page 599 notes that the “Dolichos bean” is the
same as the Bonavist or Hyacinth Bean. Address: Station
Manager.
2384. Borst, H.L. 1929. Rate and date of sowing soybeans.
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Bimonthly Bulletin
14(138):81-86. May/June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Date of sowing results.
Early May sowing desirable. Rate of sowing. Thick sowing
most desirable for production of hay. Good yields of seed
from thinner rate. Recommended rates.
This Bulletin begins: “An experiment on the rate and
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date of sowing soybeans was begun at Columbus in 1922
and continued thru 1927. Manchu and Peking varieties were
used thruout the test. Manchu, which has become the most
popular seed variety for Ohio, is an early bean maturing in
about 135 days at Columbus. It has a medium large yellow
seed with a characteristic black seed scar or hilum. Peking is
a later very erect-growing variety, valuable for hay and for
silage when planted with corn. It has a small black seed, and
matures in about 145 days at Columbus.
“The two varieties were grown in rows 28 inches apart
in order to control weeds. The yields were determined from
two-row plots, either 12 or 16 feet in length, grown in four
replications. One row in each plot was harvested for hay and
one for seed.
“Three rates of planting were used; thick, plants threefourths to one inch apart; medium, plants three and one-half
inches apart; thin, plants eight inches apart. These rates were
selected with the idea of using two extreme rates and an
average rate.
“The thick rows were not thinned. To obtain the desired
spacing in the medium and thin plantings, seeds were
sown at heavier rates and the seedlings thinned to the stand
desired.
“Except in 1923, plantings were made on April 10, April
20, and May 1, and every two weeks thereafter until the first
of August, or as near as possible to these dates.
“Hay yields were obtained by cutting the plants at the
best hay stage, that is when the pods had formed and the
beans were approximately one-fourth grown.”
Tables: (1) Hay yields of Manchu and Peking soybeans
sown at different rates and dates. (2) Grain yields of Manchu
and Peking soybeans sown at different rates and dates.
Bar charts show: (1) Forage yields of Manchu soybeans,
in pounds vs. date planted. Both varieties were seeded at
three rates and on nine successive dates. Five year average,
dry weight per acre. The highest yields (5,100 lb) were from
plants 3/4 inch to 1 inch apart, planted May 1 or May 15. (2)
Forage yields of Peking soybeans, in pounds vs. date planted.
The highest yield (5,200 lb) was from plants 3/4 inch to 1
inch apart, planted May 1 or May 15.
(3-4) Seed yields of Peking (above) and Manchu (below)
soybeans, seeded at three rates and on nine successive dates.
Four year averages.
The highest seed yield for Peking (38 bushels per acre)
came from seeds planted on April 10, plants 3/4 inch to 1
inch apart.
The highest seed yield for Manchu (37 bushels per acre)
came from seeds planted on April 15-20, plants 3/4 inch to 1
inch apart.
Recommended rates: Rows 28 inches apart.
Manchu (or similar sized seed): For seed 4-5 pecks. For
hay 6-8 pecks.
Manchu (or similar sized seed): For seed 2-3 pecks. For
hay 4 pecks. Address: Asst. Prof. of Farm Crops, The Ohio

State Univ. Asst. Agronomist, The Ohio Agric. Exp. Station,
Wooster, Ohio.
2385. South Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report. 1929. Influence of ground soybeans
on market milk and butter. 42:54-55. For the year ended June
30, 1929.
• Summary: “There is a conflict of opinion and experimental
evidence as to the effect of soybeans on dairy products. In
January, February and March, 1929, a study was made of
the influence of ground soybeans on the flavor and odor of
market milk, and on the flavor, odor, and texture of butter
obtained by churning cream from cows being fed soybeans
in different portions in their grain mixtures.” Address:
Clemson Agricultural College.
2386. Wiggans, R.G. 1929. Varietal experiments with
soybeans in New York. New York (Cornell) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 491. p. 1-19. July.
• Summary: Contents: Soybean production in the United
States. Utilization of soybeans. Cultural practices.
Experimental results: Method of varietal testing, percentage
of dry weight, green-weight yields, dry-weight yields, yield
of threshed grain. Varietal characteristics: Size of seed, aids
in identification of varieties. Discussion and conclusions.
The introduction begins: “The soybean, an annual
legume, although introduced into this country more than
a century ago from its native habitat in the Orient, has
only recently attained importance in American agriculture.
The history of few crops, however, shows the remarkable
gains that this comparatively new crop presents for the past
decade, during which time the acreage has increased many
times, the numbers of varieties have multiplied, and the area
of production has been extended well outside the Corn Belt,
the region of its most general adaptation.”
Estimates made by the USDA “show an increased in
total acreage of this crop for all purposes from 500,000 acres
in 1917 to more than 2,500,000 acres in 1924.”
Although New York is not ideally situated for either corn
or soybean production, “New York can and does produce
a considerable quantity of soybeans by paying particular
attention to varieties adapted to the conditions and to cultural
practices.” “Only one farmer in New York reported any
production of soybeans for the 1909 census, while 906
reported for the census ten years later” (p. 3).
Utilization: “In the United States the soybean has
been grown very largely as a forage plant. The chief use
of the mature seed has been for seeding purposes, with the
production of oil and a high-protein concentrate of secondary
importance” “The soybean may be used as forage either as
hay, silage, soiling or pasture.
Tables show: (1) The value of soybean hay as compared
with other hays: Digestible nutrients in 100 pounds of
dry matter in various hays. The hay crops are soybeans,
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alfalfa, clover (alsike), clover (red), red top, and timothy.
The nutrients (measured in pounds) are crude protein,
carbohydrates, fat, and total. Soybeans contain the highest
crude protein.
(2) Percentage of dry weight in 23 soybean varieties
compared with the standard check, Wilson, for the years
1922 and 1928. (3) Gain or loss in green-weight yield per
acre (in pounds) of soybean varieties, compared with the
standard check, Wilson. (4) Gain or loss in dry-weight yield
per acre (in pounds) of soybean varieties, compared with the
standard check, Wilson.
(5) Yield of grain of new early-maturing soybean
selections from the United States Department of Agriculture,
tested in 1928.
(6) Varieties: Hamilton (127,500 seeds per bushel),
Mammoth Yellow (128,700), Elton (133,400), Biloxi
(134,900), Haberlandt (140,800), Medium Green (147,700),
Ohio 9016 (152,000), Ito San (166,600), Manchu (167,200),
George Washington (167,700), Black Eyebrow (168,500),
Mansoy (170,700), Habaro (179,600), Dunfield (209,500),
Minnesota 110 (Chestnut) (226,400), Illinois 13-19
(237,200), Wilson (240,200), Virginia (242,100), Midwest
(254,300), Peking (291,300), Ebony (294,900).
Then comes the section and a table (7) titled “Aids in
identification of varieties” concerning many of the varieties
mentioned above. Columns in table 7: Variety, average stage
of maturity September 20, color of seed and flower, habit of
growth, size of stalk, other characteristics. (8) Varieties of
soybeans best adapted for various uses in New York State.
Figures: (1) Comparison, in green weight yields,
of soybean varieties with a standard check, Wilson. (2)
Comparison, in dry-weight yields of soybean varieties with
a standard check, Wilson. (3) Seeds, natural size, of the
varieties of soybeans tested.
A photo on the cover shows rows of soybeans in a field
growing next to rows of corn. Address: Cornell Univ. Agric.
Exp. Station, Ithaca, New York.
2387. Edmondson, J.B.; Edmondson, C.V.; Rushton, C.J.;
et al. 1929. The Mid-State Soybean Association and the
Dunfield. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
2:101-06. Tenth annual field meeting. Held 22-23 Aug. at
Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: In writing a sketch of the Mid-State Soy Bean
Association (based in Hendricks and Morgan Counties,
Indiana), it is difficult to determine “whether it was this
association or the Dunfield soybean that first made its
appearance on the stage; for we find that from the first these
two have been so closely associated that it is difficult to
consider the one separate from the other.
“Several years ago, W.A. Ostrander, then head of the
crops extension department at Purdue, made arrangements
to hold a soybean variety demonstration on the farm of J.B.
Edmondson, in southern Hendricks County. This was about

the time that the idea of growing soybeans as a permanent
crop in the rotation was emerging from the dream stage into
practical use. A number of varieties were sent to be tested.”
The Dunfield attracted attention because it defied the
tendency of most soy beans to shatter.
“In the meantime, the invasion of the soybean had
steadily gained ground and had claimed as its victims a
number of enterprising young farmers in southern Hendricks
County. As the experience of these men grew, so did their
enthusiasm. Thus it was that the spring of 1924 found
several thousand bushels of soybeans to be marketed in the
community, with the prospect of all these growers competing
with each other for the market. Out of this situation grew the
idea of forming an organization, not only to consider market
problems, but all other phases of soybean culture as well.
“The first meeting was called at the suggestion of
A.T. Edmondson, a one-time inspector of aeroplanes for
Uncle Sam during the war; that was before the soybean
bug got hold of him. The outgrowth of this meeting was the
Mid-State Soybean Association. Three things of primary
importance were agreed on, which no doubt contributed
largely to the success of the venture later. First, the members
agreed to grow and market one variety of beans only; second,
that all members should attempt to grow only certified seed
of uniformly high quality and purity; and third, that absolute
square dealing with the public should be the iron-clad rule of
every member.”
The one soybean variety chosen by the association was
the Dunfield–which was then an unknown variety with no
pure seed available.
“Beginning with a new and unknown variety, the
association in its four years of existence has seen the variety
which it sponsored become a leading one in Indiana and
adjoining states. During the spring of 1928, over 6,000
bushels of certified Dunfields were distributed to growers in
ever direction, without satisfying the demand.
“The education policy of the association has been broad
and definite. Every possible means of disseminating soybean
knowledge to the public has been seized on; and all members
have been expected to use special care in giving definite,
practical information on soybean growing to whomever may
inquire.”
“Any permanent system of farming must be based
on a rotation in which the legumes are the main support.
Eliminate the legume crops and what you have left is a flat
wheel, headed straight for the junk pile... Impoverished
soil, unsatisfactory crop yields, empty hay mows, barren
pasture fields, and skinny livestock are the inevitable marks
of a legumeless farm... The permanent use of soybeans
in a rotation of corn, soybeans, wheat or oats, and clover
admirably meets this situation... The clover crop is always
risky; if it goes out, you have the soybeans to fall back on,
either for hay or grain feed.”
“Most farmers who grow soybeans are soon entered on
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the list of soybean ‘cranks.’ But on close analysis we find
that the soybean crank is not a crank at all; he is an enthusiast
for a cause; and like all enthusiasts he is not slow to tell
the world about where he stands, for his feet are planted
on solid, well inoculated ground. He follows a rotation that
really rotates.”
The weed problem: “Weeds are a perpetual menace
to soybeans and not infrequently inexperienced growers
are overwhelmed by them. The one great chance to get the
weeds is before seeding time. Consequently, a good practice
is for early plowing, dragging the ground down and letting
it lie long enough for the weeds to sprout. Then they can be
killed at one mighty stroke with the disk.” Sowing in rows
and cultivating “gives us tremendous advantage in fighting
the weeds, especially after an untimely wet spell. One the
weeds and grass get rooted, nothing except a cultivator can
disturb them very much, and where the beans are drilled
solid, about all the farmer can do is sit on the fence, grit his
teeth and pull his hair. In all cases, however, a good thick
stand of beans is essential in controlling weeds.
“The harvesting problem: No greater advancement has
been made in any farm practice than in the harvesting of the
soybean crop in the central west... Only a short time ago, the
story of a soybean harvest was one of bitter disappointment;
of a fine crop shattered on the ground; of beans moulding
and rotting in the windrow; of inability to persuade a
thresherman to bring his outfit and thresh them at any price...
The introduction of non-shattering varieties was the first
step toward easier harvesting, and made possible the use of
present day methods and machinery... The non-shattering
varieties and the combine are a good combination and under
average conditions will greatly increase the number of
bushels harvested per acre and cut the cost of harvesting to a
fraction of its former cost. In harvesting beans, there are two
important points to keep in mind.” (1) Do not harvest until
the moisture content falls to the level desired for storage.
(2) Use a low cylinder speed in the machine that threshes
the crop. “A machine running at the high speed required for
threshing wheat is sure to break a high per cent of the seed
and will lower the germination on the rest.”
Photos show: (1) Nine prominent members, dressed in
white shirts and ties, each holding a straw hat and standing
in a field of soybeans: J. Benj. Edmondson (president),
Clarence V. Edmondson (secretary-treasurer), Ralph W.
Edmondson, Alva T. Edmondson, J. Frank Edmondson, C.J.
Rushton, Albert Harlan, William E. Lydick, and C. Walter
Thompson. All reside in Indiana. (2) “Special equipment
on binder for handling lodged soys.” (3) Many bags of
certified Dunfield soybeans on a back of the flatbed truck.
(4) A tractor pulling a planter in an empty field. Address:
Hendricks & Morgan Counties, Indiana.
2388. Fouts, Taylor; Fouts, Noah; Fouts, Finis E. 1929.
Soyland–Fouts Bros., Camden, Indiana. Proceedings of the

American Soybean Association 2:92-97. Tenth annual field
meeting. Held 22-23 Aug. at Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: Note: This article is written in a light, witty
style.
“The name ‘Soyland’ is but a modern name applied to
farms that have been under cultivation since earliest pioneer
days in Carroll County. Our grandparents located where the
forests were easiest to subdue, and drainage most direct;
hence the Creek farms along the winding Creek Road have
been our heritage. We are still exemplifying the pioneer
spirit in its application to present times, for we take an active
interest in things pertaining to soil and crop improvement,
and the betterment of the farmer’s method in managing his
farm as a producing, profitable, proposition.
“We have been ‘up against’ the actual problem of worn
soils, and know the need of the incessant application of
necessarily economic methods to transform these poor soils
into fertile fields, and at the same time realize reasonable
returns. We hope that our success, and our failures as well,
may be stepping stones upon which our fellow farmers will
be able to build for themselves better farms, and a happy
country life.
“Fellow farmers, although these may be strenuous and
unattractive times for the farmers–’the weeds grow thick
and furious, and the bugs sure get penurious’- yet ours is
a job of wholesome activity, and replete with possibilities
of achievement and contentment. Could we but see the
wonderful miracles of nature being transacted daily in our
fields, the transformation of common dirt and water and air
into the complicated and specialized plants with which we
now deal–we would sing more songs to King Corn, Lady
Wheat, Miss Oat, Mr. Potent Clover, as we would now give
this tribute to our favorite–’Queen Soybean.’
“Soybeans! Soybeans! You’re like a Musical Band
“To the Farmer who’s tuned for the ‘Best on his Land.’
“Microbic Composers, on the millionth wave length,
“Sing ‘love’ to the Rootlets as they’re reveling in
strength.
“The Chlorophyll hums in the rays of ‘Ole Sol,’
“And frosts, rains and winds are a ‘medley with Soys.’
“The ‘Pop o’ the Pods’ is Jazz to the Pigs“Puts pep in the Porkers–they grunt and grow big.
“The ‘Rustle o’ Leaves’ to the Lamb is sublime,
“He waltzes right up in full zest and on time.
“The harvests of hay, pastures and seed-time
“Give enchantment to tune and thrill to the chime.
“The Kiddies they hop to the ‘Jingle o’ Coin’
“That Daddy rakes in while Soy Music’s a goin’!
“Oh! Soybeans! Soybeans! You’re a symphony grand
“To the Farmer who’s tuned for the ‘Best on his Land.’
“In this brief article we will stress only the phases
of soybeans that relate to soil improvement and practical
utilization for the crop on the farm. With all due appreciation
for the splendid commercial outlets or markets for soybeans
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as a concentrate, and cash product–we do feel that a broadly
used system of ‘farm consumed soybeans’ is the healthiest
basis upon which to build the industry. Large farm utilization
will ultimately mean a good surplus for commercial uses–
both seed and oil-mills.
“Legumes are very essential in a soil improvement
program–we must use more of the legumes. Legumes furnish
the ‘home’ for the wonderful nitrogen-gathering bacteria
that develop on the root system in forms called nodules, and
these colonies of bacteria have power to draw the nitrogen
from the air–use it in their daily processes of growth, and
evidently feed it to the plant also daily, and besides at end
of season’s growth, the roots and colony decay and become
an abundant source of plant nitrogen available for following
crops. Without these bacteria the soybean plant must draw
nitrogen from the soil similar to corn, oats or wheat. Careful
analysis of the plant residues and adjacent soil indicate that
properly inoculated soybeans in one season’s growth draw
around 25 to 150 pounds of atmospheric nitrogen and deposit
it as plant food nitrogen–worth approximately $10 to $25
per acre, commercially. Of course, a good fertile soil is a
good favorable place for healthy development of legumes
bacteria. However, the soybean bacteria adapt themselves to
a wide range of soil conditions, even withstanding an acid
soil handicap, and also a wet or dry, warm or cold soil. This
gives soybeans a wonderful advantage over the clovers and
alfalfa, and should prove a friend indeed to a farmer in need!
Our own faith has been shaken many times with clovers
because of acid soils, but soybeans not only saved the ‘day
in need,’ but we believe indirectly made our soil more fertile
and physically fit as a home for clovers later on, at least we
are having better success with clovers after several years of
soybean growing on the acid reacting fields. Incidentally
the utilization of soybean hay and straw, and feeding of
livestock, have been important.
“Inoculation is very important for the first crop on any
particular field. Either a reliable commercial culture, or
else well inoculated soil may be used. Inoculation increases
yields of both seed and total plant weight. Wisconsin
Experiment Station has found increase of 60 pounds of
seed on richer soils up to 324 pounds of seed increase on
medium light soils per acre. In some seasons there may be
no apparent difference in size or looks of seed grown from
inoculated and un-inoculated seed. However, there is a
difference by careful analysis. In a dry season the dry weight
yields showed an average gain due to inoculation of 247
pounds per acre. The inoculated plants showed an increase
of 9.29 per cent nitrogen per acre, compared with the uninoculated plants. During a cool, wet season the inoculated
plants showed a gain of 1,640 pounds per acre over the
un-inoculated plants, and also an increase of 15.4 per cent
nitrogen per acre. Another two year average on eight farms
showed a gain of 1,108 pounds per acre dry weight, for
inoculation. The average increase in nitrogen content of the

inoculated plants was 44.58 pounds per acre-equivalent, or
278.63 pounds more protein than from un-inoculated plants.
“In Ohio it was shown that seeds of inoculated plants
contained 42.47 per cent protein–while the un-inoculated
only contained 35.26 per cent protein. ‘Soybean’ Smith many
years ago, as pioneer in hogging off soybeans, observed
that hogs had a decided preference for soybean pasturage
and seed grown from inoculated seed, as compared to uninoculated part of field–all free choice demonstration.
“From such definite results it is certainly advisable to
inoculate seed soybeans to be utilized as forage-seed, and for
the ‘lands sake’ especially.
“Rotation Suggestions: Soybeans, as a catch crop and
for hay, pasture or seed, is unsurpassed.
“2-year–Soybeans and wheat (sowing sweet clover,
plow under in May). Soybeans and oats (clover or rape
seeded for fall pasture). Soybeans and corn (beans in corn,
hogged or lambed off).
“3-year–Soybeans and wheat or oats, and clover pasture
complete. Soybeans and small grain with clover-corn
(beans).
“4-year–Soybeans, small grain, clover pasture, seedcorn (beans). Soybeans, small grain (clover)-corn crib-corn
(beans, stock).
“Utilization of the Soybean Crop: No phase of the
soybean proposition is more important than a realization of
the many ways in which soybeans may be utilized for profit
and convenience. When we farmers fully appreciate how to
turn the crop, into cash and soil improvement, it is easy to
learn the ‘how’ and ‘why’ of its production. The livestock
route is most practical, and should be seriously considered in
all its possibilities.
“Pasturage While Green: A very practical way of
utilizing the crop with the least expense and best results
to the soil is through pasture. Plant thickly in rows so that
stock tramp mostly between rows in harvesting. Stock may
be turned into the field when pods are formed and foliage
abundant and green, gradually progressing to the seed
stage–a very safe method for sheep and hogs, and especially
well adapted to their digestive requirements during August
and September, when other pasture crops are usually dry and
least desirable. With hogs pasturing soybeans, and having a
part ration of corn, too, an increase of around 400 pounds per
acre may be expected for the soybeans alone. Sheep or lambs
do especially well, producing gains of 350 to 500 pounds
meat per acre, cleaning up fields of beans and weeds ideally
for fall seeding of wheat or rye. Often, portions of fields
most convenient may be pastured by use of portable fencing
moved forward as stock clean up the crop.
“An ideal ration for lambs or a breeding flock of sheep
is to drill oats or barley and soybeans just before corn
planting. About July 1, fence across a field with woven wire
and movable supports. Our farms utilized a field with 310
western lambs from July 5 to August 25. Lambs made gains
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of 508 pounds per acre, and were most all fat enough for
market. This practice is excellent, the labor element small,
and soil improvement very best scheme, although the market
gamble must be considered at all times.
“Green Manure: The plowing under of soybeans as a
green manuring crop is a beautiful theory, but little of it is
done. However, the same results in soil improvement may be
gotten by first pasturing the crop, then plowing or thoroughly
discing. The same plant residues and manure is retained on
the ground, and at same time a nice profit is raked off to
balance the costs involved. The thoroughly disced soybean
pasture residues make an ideal site for fall grains and clovers,
and supply readily available plant food and much physical
protection just where needed” (Continued). Address: 1.
President, American Soybean Assoc., 1920, 1928. All:
Camden, Indiana.
2389. Fouts, Taylor; Fouts, Noah; Fouts, Finis E. 1929.
Soyland–Fouts Bros., Camden, Indiana (Continued–
Document part II). Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 2:92-97. Tenth annual field meeting. Held 22-23
Aug. at Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: (Continued): “Putting corn and beans on the
hoof: This practice is a very simple and satisfactory method,
and we have the habit firmly established on Soyland. We
never figure just bushels of corn per acre; forget it; it’s
always pounds of meat per acre, and the King and Queen of
the field are responsible from plenty of live, juicy meat. One
year, by official test of county agent and committee, a lot
of 104 shotes converted a field of 50 bushels of corn, with
soys additional, into 831 pounds of pork per acre. Another
lot of 79 shotes made themselves into hogs at rate of 877
pounds per acre off 10 acres, estimated at 65 bushels of corn.
At same time a nearby field of corn alone, estimated at 45
bushels yield, produced only 451 pounds pork per acre. Back
several years ago we noticed 99 shotes convert a 65 bushel
yield corn and soys (midwest) into 961 pounds of pork per
acre. No question about meat production.”
Note: “(midwest)” probably refers to the soybean variety
Midwest.
“Converting Corn and Soybeans into Mutton: This
practice is another great delight, both to the lambs and to us.
It is ideal feed throughout their stay on the farm. Starting
on leaves and browsing fence rows about September 1st,
they move along the cafeteria rows of appetizing feed that
gradually nears maturity as the lambs become accustomed
to the more concentrated feed of grains. Plenty of water and
minerals, good robust bred lambs, corn and beans aplenty;
no question about meat production. The lambs usually
increase 20-25 pounds each and go to market finished during
November and December, leaving a neatly cleaned field and
higher ears available for the crib. Study the market, however.
Soybeans in corn do greatly enhance the pasture value of the
stock fields for grazing by cows, brood sows and flocks, and

are frequently estimated at $10 per acre practical value.
“Soybean Hay: It’s becoming more popular each year,
and there’s a reason for it. Dependable crop, annual, high
protein content, very appetizing, simple to cure and mow
away, fits into farm rotation, or as catch crop most anyway–a
superior feed as proven by the animals that eat it greedily.
Seed drilled solid at rate of two bushels per acre, harrowed,
rotary hoed and watch ‘em grow. Mow when pods fully
developed, but green, allow to wilt for day or two, place in
high doodle for air curing, when brash stemmed, haul to
barn. However, in bad rainy weather, perhaps best to let lie
in swath for curing, and then use side delivery rake and hay
loader when opportunity allows. Yields of 5,000 to 8,000
pounds per acre of cured hay may be expected. Our cows and
feeding lambs prefer good soybean hay to any other. Even
alfalfa is surpassed, although the reason is hard to explain,
but the proof of the puddin’ is in the eatin’. If soybeans are
desired for a hog ration concentrate, simply allowing the
crop to mature on stalk, then use binder or self-rake, cure
a little and place in barn mow. A fork full rattle proves a
dinner-bell, always heard.
“Harvesting for Seed: We have certainly tried all
methods from the row-gopher blades, mower, self-reaper,
binder, and our present method, the combine-harvester. Our
harvest time has always been the great gamble, although
leaving the crop to thoroughly mature, then cutting it and
threshing it promptly seems the best procedure with the
more common equipment. However, the combine certainly
presents the simplest and most economical method. On
normal crop soybeans the saving of seed alone that usually
shatters out or is left in field as droppings will amount to
2-5 bushels per acre, an item that will pay for the running
expenses. The combine does an especially clean job of
gathering the stalks, and the straw residues are nicely
scattered again where needed. This straw mulch is ideal
as protection and food for the following small grain crop.
Following combine with disc and drill makes quick,
economic production costs. The combine is likely to stay. We
may have to adapt varieties and reform practices to insure
better experience.”
Photos show: (1) Nodules on the roots of four soybean
plants. Caption: “Some busy-bee bumps that boost.” (2)
Harvesting the 1927 soybean crop at Soyland using a
combine pulled by a tractor. (3) “A cheap and efficient
method of harvesting corn and soybeans” (using hogs). (4)
“Lambing off corn and soybeans.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2012)
that mentions Taylor Fouts (or any other Fouts brother)
of Indiana actually using a combine on his farm. Address:
1. President, American Soybean Assoc., 1920, 1928. All:
Camden, Indiana.
2390. Henderson, John. 1929. Soybean production in central
Indiana: Henderson Brothers. Proceedings of the American
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Soybean Association 2:98. Tenth annual field meeting. Held
22-23 Aug. at Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: “Soybeans are badly needed on all corn belt and
stock farms as a profitable legume in the rotation, a good hay
crop, and a fine home grown protein supplement for feeding
hogs and cattle.
“Many failures in bean culture can be traced to weeds.
The weeds become so rank as to crown out the beans or at
least cut the production drastically, particularly when grown
as a seed crop. A fair return on one’s labor can be assured in
cultivating the crop. Under a system of cultivation beans can
stand more adverse conditions than most any other crop and
still produce a good crop.
“We always grow our beans in rows. They are sown with
a four row beet and bean drill and cultivated with a four row
cultivator, also made for beets and beans. The rows are 24
inches apart. Any other width might be used that would fit in
with tools already on the farm, if one did not feel justified in
buying any additional equipment. They often are sown with a
corn planter and cultivated with a corn cultivator.
“In growing in the 24 inch rows, the tops of the plants
soon meet and completely cover the ground. So by keeping
the weeds down for the first few weeks, the beans are then
able to choke out all competition. We have used them in
getting rid of a bad patch of Canada thistles, with complete
success.
“We never use more than 45 pounds of seed per acre,
and many times less in sowing in the rows. This is quite
a saving in the cost of seeding over the method of sowing
‘solid.’ This saving in seed costs will be a big aid in paying
the cost of the necessary cultivations.
“The number of cultivations needed will vary with the
seasons and fields, but usually two are sufficient. We never
cultivate after they start blooming.
“If one could keep his beans clean, he might sow them
‘solid’ with good results. Even then beans sowed in rows will
yield as well or outyield the ‘solid’ sown field. Beans sown
in the row have more space for each plant, therefore they
grow much larger, have more pods, and thus can keep up
with the ‘solid’ sown field.”
A photo shows man riding on a cultivator pulled by two
horses, cultivating soybeans. The caption: “Cultivation pays
with soybeans even though weather conditions may be so
unfavorable as to be a severe handicap.”
Note: Talk with Phil Henderson of Indiana. 1998. Nov.
25. Phil’s father was Ray Henderson, who was the brother of
John Henderson. Ray and John owned Henderson Brothers
farm in Tipton County, Indiana. Today a grandson grows
soybeans on the same farm. Address: Atlanta, Indiana.
2391. McKee, Fred. 1929. Growing soybeans in Newton
County [Indiana]. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 2:100. Tenth annual field meeting. Held 22-23
Aug. at Guelph, Ontario, Canada.

• Summary: “The Midwest, Manchu, or Dunfield do equally
well for hay but for the seed crop I prefer the Dunfield. They
do not shatter from the pod, so they can be left in the field
until all the beans are ripe and dry.” Midwest shatters badly.
Soybeans are usually drilled in rows with corn or wheat.
“While the beans are small, they are cultivated a time or two
with the weeder or rotary hoe. Then the bean cultivator is
used. This tool plows the four rows at the same time. The
disc attachment is used first and then the narrow shovels.”
Some beans are cut for hay to feed to milch cows, some
are “hogged off” with corn, and some are left to ripen and
harvested for seed. “In summary you will see why I like the
crop. It is a nitrogenous feed and makes a balanced ration.
It adds fertility to the soil.” A photo shows man riding on
a planter pulled by two horses, planting soybeans in corn.
Address: Kentland, Indiana.
2392. Meharry, Charles L.; Riegel, William E.; Stafford,
Edmund N.; Withrow, Lewis L.; Crumbaker, James W. 1929.
Twenty years with soybeans: Conclusions derived from
experience on Meharry farms. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association 2:58-91. Tenth annual field meeting.
Held 22-23 Aug. at Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: This long and detailed article, packed with good
photos (all but five taken on the Meharry Farms), is one of
the best seen to date on soybean cultivation. Meharry Farms
are four in number: Odell, Ridgecrest, and Sugar Grove
Farms in west-central Indiana and the A.P. Meharry Farm
in east-central Illinois. Contents: Introduction. Good seed
is first essential for success with soybeans (certified seed is
best). Varieties: Adaptation to locality, quality of straw is
important requirement, seed quality is an important factor,
experience with varieties, one variety to a farm enough, socalled “hay mixtures” impractical. Inoculation is important
and easily done. Seedbed preparation must be thorough:
Fields should be cleared carefully when soybean follow corn,
make a well pulverized, compact seedbed. Drilling solid
is preferred planting method on the Meharry Farms: Two
inches deep enough, thick seeding gives best results, sow
soybeans about corn planting time. State of germination of
weeds determines time to cultivate: Special tools necessary
(weeder and rotary hoe useful for both corn and soybeans).
Harvesting: Cut soybeans for hay after seed forms and before
leaves turn yellow, windrow method a good one, swath
method of curing hay saves labor, baling soybean hay in the
field, combine harvesting most economical, moisture content
determines safety in storage. Utilization: The most profitable
way to use soybeans is to feed them, seed trade offers good
market, commercial outlet for soybeans at last a reality
(“Several commercial firms are now grinding and pressing
soybeans for oil and meal”). Co-ordination with other crops
and enterprises determines profitability: Soybeans make
wheat pay better, spring wheat following soybeans, soybeans
help distribute farm labor, some suggested rotations for the
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Corn Belt, soybeans lead to diversification of livestock and
crops. Summary.
“Success with soybeans depends upon: Good seed,
adapted varieties, careful inoculation, thorough seedbed
preparation, proper planting, timely cultivation, economical
harvesting, intelligent utilization, and correct co-ordination
with other crops and enterprises. Good soybean crops are
seldom accidental.”
Soybean “hay is the dried whole plant, foliage and
immature seed included. Straw is the residue after ripened
soybean plants are threshed” (p. 85).
Photos show: Two teams of horses pulling cultivation
equipment in a large field. 1. Two sacks of “Certified Seed,
grown in Indiana, certified by the Indiana Corn Growers
Association”–the best guarantee of varietal and mechanical
purity, high quality and germination. 2. Close-up view of
two samples of super quality Indiana certified Mansoy seed.
3. Several soybean plants growing nearly 4 feet tall, next to
a measure. 4. Black Hilum Manchu seeds. 5. “Sweepstakes
sample of Mansoy soybeans [seeds] at 1928 Indiana Corn
Show.” 7. Two men seated at machines “roguing” or handpicking to eliminate undesirable seed types and maintain
varietal purity. 8. A sample of so-called “Hollybrook”
seed from a state which had no workable seed law and
no certification. Contains much foreign material and nonsoybean seeds. 9. A boy using the “muddy-water” method
to inoculate soybeans in a flat-bed truck. 10. A farmer, Mr.
Stafford, using a shovel to mix soys during inoculation.
12. A man and his six horses disking a field of corn before
plowing, for the soybeans that are to follow. 13. Two teams
each of horses and mules pulling a well-weighted drag to
level the furrow slices after plowing and to prepare the soil
surface to receive and conserve moisture. 14. The trampling
of many horses is effective in compacting a seedbed. 15.
After dragging, disk (pulled by 6 horses driven by a man)
does excellent work because all the disks cut uniformly.
16. A springtooth harrow, pulled by 6 horses, brings the
clods to the surface and works fine dirt down into holes and
crevices. 17-18. A cultipacker or pulverizer, pulled by 6
horses, “is a splendid implement to crush clods and compact
the seedbed.” 20. A field of soybeans 8-10 inches high.
The rows are wide apart for inter-row cultivation, which
saves seed but is uneconomical of labor at the cultivating
season. 22. Shallow planting (no more than 2 inches deep)
is a necessity with soys, shown emerging. They make break
their necks trying to break through a hard crust. 24. “As
soon a germinated weed seeds can be found in a soybean
field, the harrow, weeder, or rotary hoe should be used
vigorously, without consideration of the age or stage of
growth or germination of the soybeans.” Two photos show
mules pulling those implements. 25. A soybean plot at the
Iowa Experiment Station. 26. A man (Mr. Withrow) and
child searching for germinated weed seed in a soybean
field; a close-up view of the germinated seed. 27. Young

soys before and after harrowing. 29 & 31. A rotary hoe,
pulled by 2 horses, “cultivating little soys” and corn. 30. An
implement (pulled by 2 horses) “embodying the principle
of an ordinary weeder is a good tool for tending small
beans.” 31. This tractor and pair of 10 foot rotary hoes have
no difficulty in cultivating 65 to 70 acres of corn per day.
33. Horses pulling two cultivators. “Soybeans should be
cultivated as long as weeds keep coming. Plants should be
thick enough to occupy the ground completely before they
begin blooming.” Stop cultivating when soys begin to bloom.
35. Two horses pulling a mower, “the most satisfactory
implement for cutting soybean hay.” 36. Shocks of soybean
hay in a field. Shock only after the plants are well wilted and
before they are dry enough to be stiff. 37. Two horses pulling
a side-delivery rake, “the best implement for putting soys
in windrows.” 40. A combine (McCormick-Deering model)
harvesting soybeans. Pulled behind a tractor it is a proven
success; it saves more seed and requires less labor than other
methods. 41. Any good grain separator, properly adjusted,
will hull soybeans satisfactorily. Powered by a tractor takeoff, this one stands by a huge pile of hay. 42. Similar to No.
41 but different angle. “The damage done in hulling a crop of
soybeans on a single farm would often more than pay for all
the attachments necessary to make a separator do excellent
work.” 43. Soybeans intercropped with tall corn. 44. Cattle
gleaning soys from a corn stalk pasture on the A.P. Meharry
Farm. 45. “More than 35 bushels per acre of wheat on A.P.
Meharry Farm following soybeans plowed under.” 46. “Seed
cleaner and grader and elevator leading to overhead bins
on Odell Farm. The tractor was used only temporarily. This
machinery is now electrically driven.” 47. “Type of machine
used to expel oil from soybeans.” Near the base of this huge,
powerful machine is written “Expeller.” Note: This is the
earliest document seen (Sept. 2003) that contains a photo of
an expeller used to make soybean oil.
48. “Binding ripe soybeans and drilling wheat into
soybean stubble without seedbed preparation. This practice
offers a good economy in wheat production.” Two teams of
horses do the work. 49. Winter wheat following soybeans
with Odell Farm buildings in background. Drilled into
soybean stubble, the wheat yielded over 40 bushels per acre.
50. “Left–Winter wheat killed by the severe winter of 192728. Right–The bare spots in this field were disked thoroughly
and sowed with soys in very late spring.” 51. “Much clover
and alfalfa ‘heaved out,’ and looked like this plant in the
spring of 1928. Even after corn planting such clover can
be torn up and soybeans substituted. Why be without good
legume hay because clover and alfalfa have winterkilled?”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the term “cultivation equipment” in connection
with soybean production. Address: 1. Attica, Indiana; 2.
A.P. Meharry Farm, Tolono, Illinois; 3. Odell Farm, Attica,
Indiana; 4. Ridgecrest Farm, Romney, Indiana; 5. Sugar
Grove Farm, Romney, Indiana.
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2393. Meharry, Chas. L. 1929. Minutes of the business
meeting of the American Soybean Association: August
16, 1928–Purdue University. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association 2:53.
• Summary: “The meeting was called to order by Mr.
Taylor Fouts who presided. Mr. Fouts made a few remarks
concerning the history of the organization. He called upon
Mr. C.W. Tabaka to make a report upon the meeting in North
Carolina the year before. Mr. Tabaka told briefly of his trip
to the southern state and reported that he had had a very
profitable and enjoyable trip. Mr. Keller E. Beeson of Purdue
also gave a brief account of the Carolina meeting.
“An amendment to the constitution providing for
a change in the time and place of the annual business
meeting of the Association was carefully considered. After
considerable discussion it was moved and seconded that
the annual business meeting of the American Soybean
Association be held at the same time and place as the annual
field meeting. The motion was placed upon its passage and
was unanimously adopted.
“Letters from Arkansas, Washington, D.C., and Toronto,
Canada, asking that the 1929 field meeting be held at these
places, were read and discussed. Director G.I. Christie, who
had but recently accepted appointment to the presidency of
the Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph, was recognized
and extended a very cordial invitation to the Association to
meet in Ontario.
“Mr. W.E. Riegel moved that Dr. Christie’s invitation
be accepted. The motion was seconded by Prof. Delwiche
[of Wisconsin] and by Mr. Noah Fouts. The motion was
unanimously carried.
“President Fouts announced that nominations for
president of the Association for 1929 were in order. Mr.
Riegel nominated Dr. G.I. Christie. Some one moved
that nominations be closed and that the secretary cast the
unanimous ballot for Dr. Christie. The motion carried.
“Inasmuch as there was some doubt regarding the
interpretation of the period to be served by the old officers
of the Association, Mr. J.B. Edmondson moved that it be the
sense of the meeting that the officers for 1928 should serve
until the end of the calendar year.
“Prof. C.K. McClelland was nominated for the office of
vice-president. It was moved that the nominations be closed
and that the secretary cast the unanimous ballot for Prof.
McClelland. Motion carried.
“Mr. J.B. Edmondson was nominated for secretarytreasurer. It was moved that nominations be closed and that
the secretary cast the unanimous ballot for Mr. Edmondson.
Motion prevailed.
“Prof. Buchanan of Guelph, Ontario, and Harvey S.
Clapp, Accotink, Virginia, were nominated for directors.
Motion was made that nominations be closed and that the
secretary cast the unanimous ballot for Prof. Buchanan and

Mr. Clapp. Motion carried.
“Mr. W.J. Morse was again made editor by acclamation.
It was moved by Prof. Willard of Ohio that all matters
relating to the publication of bulletins be referred to the
directors with power to act.
“Inasmuch as Editor Morse was contemplating a visit of
two years to the Orient to study soybeans, it was considered
advisable to appoint an editorial committee to serve with him
or in his stead during his absence. Secretary J.B. Edmondson
and Director W.E. Ayres were appointed on this committee.
“Mr. Parkhurst, manager of the International Grain and
Hay Show at Chicago, asked for the co-operation of the
Association in making the show of Soybean seed and hay
more successful and satisfactory to the soybean growers.
This matter was referred to the committee on exhibitions.
“Mr. Fouts called for the report of the resolution
committee, which proposed the following resolution and
moved its adoption:”
Note: The meaning of the last paragraph is unclear.
Address: Acting Secretary.
2394. Squirrell, W.J. 1929. Experience with soybeans in
Ontario. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
2:43-44. Tenth annual field meeting. Held 22-23 Aug. at
Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: “The soybean crop has been grown
experimentally at the Experiment Station at Guelph since
1894 and variety material has been distributed for cooperative experiments to farmers since 1900. In all over one
hundred varieties of soybeans have been under test at this
station, in addition to experiments in dates of seeding, rates
of seeding, methods of cultivation and mixture experiments.
The O.A.C. No. 211 variety, which is a plant selected strain
of the Habaro variety which latter variety was imported
direct from Japan by the Ontario Agricultural College, has
been the outstanding variety under test... It is now grown to a
limited extent in southwestern Ontario and is the only variety
eligible for crop registration in Canada...
“In order to bring this crop into greater prominence
and to convince farmers of the value of both the forage and
the grain a number of demonstrations under the direction
of Dr. G.I. Christie were planned in the spring of 1929.
These demonstrations were placed in the principal counties
of central and southwestern Ontario, in most cases three in
each county. Each demonstration consisted of an area of
two acres, one acre growing the O.A.C. 211 and the other
acre the Manchu varieties. One-half of each variety was cut
for forage and the other half cut for seed. The sections cut
for seed were planted in rows thirty inches apart and those
cut for forage were planted by using every spout of the
grain drill. The members of the association during this trip
through Western Ontario were able to examine some of these
demonstrations.
“There can be no question but what the soybean can
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be successfully grown over most of the area of Central,
Western, and Southwestern Ontario, when suitable varieties
are selected and the crop grown under proper soil conditions.
One of the factors effecting the increase in area of the
soybean crop in Ontario is the lack of machinery to remove
the oil from the soybean. A greater appreciation of the value
of this crop by farmers and industrialists will before many
years undoubtedly result in a greatly increased acreage
of soybeans in Ontario.” Address: Prof., Dep. of Field
Husbandry, Ontario Agricultural College [O.A.C.].
2395. Woodworth, C.M. 1929. Illini soybeans. Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 335. p. 545-56.
Aug. [2 ref]
• Summary: The Illini is a single plant selection from the
A.K. variety in 1920. The latter has been facetiously called
“All Kinds” because, as commonly grown, it is a mixture of
so many types (p. 547). There was enough seed for a small
test plot in 1923. Illini is primarily a seed type soybean rather
than a hay type. For the 5-year period 1924 to 1928, the Illini
yielded 6.1 bushels per acre above Dunfield, the next highest
yielder in this test, and 11.4 bushels above Ebony. Many
growers reported good yields in 1927 and 1928. Illini is
adapted best to central Illinois. Its oil content (range 18.95%
to 21.02%) compares favorably with that of other varieties.
Address: Assoc. Chief in Plant Breeding.
2396. Wheeler, A.J. 1929. From the agricultural department.
Madison Survey (Madison, Tennessee) 11(36):141. Sept. 4.
• Summary: Last year members of this department
broadcasted two acres of the fertile river bottom land with
Mammoth Yellow soybeans, and turned them under soon
after frost. “There was a splendid crop of beans and we
debated the advisability of using them for hay, but decided
to give them to the soil” to improve its fertility. “Next year
we plan to sow most of this [bottom land] to Japan clover or
soybeans, which are annuals and can be sowed after the flood
season.”
2397. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1929. Whole dry soybeans
used as beans in Japan (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and
W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC:
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 2640 (11 Oct. 1929, Yotsugaya, northeast
Japan). “One of the principal forages used on the farm is
soybean hay and bush clover (Lespedeza bicolor). We also
learned from the director that soybeans are largely used by
the farmers of this prefecture for the feeding of horses in
place of oats. For this purpose the beans are soaked over
night and 4 or 5 pounds fed to each animal during the day; in
addition the horses are also given a ration of [soy] bean hay

or some other forage.”
Page 3478 (8 Jan. 1930, Tokyo). “This soybean product
is sold in tubs in Tokyo small stores. It is named ‘Gomoku
Mame.’ It consists of a mixture of five cooked products,
namely: soybeans, lotus root, fish sausage, seaweed and
burdock roots. Purchased at a small grocery stand in Tokyo,
Jan. 6, 1930. It is eaten just as it is. Product is on bamboo
leaf which measures 8 inches long and 5 inches wide”
(Negative #44738).
Page 3516 (11 Jan. 1930, Tokyo). “Glass jars of soybean
and other vegetable mixture. The jars are 5 inches deep
overall” (Neg. #44751).
Page 3530 (11 Jan. 1930, Japan). “Cooked, sugared and
canned yellow soybeans. Yellow soybeans canned in a sweet
syrup. Can 4½ inches high and 3 inches in diameter” (Neg.
#44756).
Page 3531 (11 Jan. 1930, Tokyo). “Black soybeans
cooked and canned in a sweet sauce. Can 4½ inches high and
3 inches in diameter. This variety (black) is also sold in bulk
form and is more generally used than the yellow variety for
this purpose” (Neg. #44757).
Page 3535. “Candied soybeans and other products.
Sticks of candy in which are imbedded black soybeans
(green germ), yellow soybeans, peanuts, peas and sorghum
seed. Box 8 inches long and 6 7/8 inches wide” [Native name
‘Kawayanagi’] (Neg. #44761).
Page 3586 (16 Jan. 1930, Tokyo, Japan). “A nearby view
of whole and sectioned cakes which are made of rice flour
and have soybeans imbedded in them. The two outside ones
measure 2¼ inches, the other 2 3/4 inches across” (Neg.
#44778).
Page 3712 (28 Jan. 1930, Tokyo). “Life size picture of
rice flour cakes in which there is a liberal supply of cooked
soybeans. Immediately after baking, soy sauce is brushed
over the cakes” (Neg. #44851).
Note. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “cooked soybeans” to
refer to whole soybeans that have been cooked and ground.
Page 3713. “Soy bean and puffed rice candy. Size of
package is 7½ by 10 inches” (Neg. #44852).
Page 3715. “Small rice flour cookies thickly covered
with yellow and black soybeans” (Neg. #44854).
Page 3730 (30 Jan. 1930). “Two classes of pickled
soybeans and perilla. The glasses are 2½ inches across the
top and 4 inches long” (Neg. #44863).
Page 3731 (Jan. 31, 1930, Tokyo). “Worked at the office
today making pictures of soybean products and in getting
material ready and in shape for packing for a shipment
to Washington [DC] at the first opportunity. Morse and
Suyetake rounded up about a dozen samples of soybean
made products in their hunt of yesterday, and we secured [?]
some very good close-up pictures of these products today.
“The finding of soybean made products is by no means
as simple as one may think.
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“They are more or less localized and not to be had from
any one store in a city or village. We are finding products in
villages outside of Tokyo which we have not been able to
pick up anywhere in the city.
“Last week when at Shizuoka, we found several
products which we have not seen elsewhere.
“We expect to avail ourselves of every opportunity from
now until we leave for Dairen, Manchuria, to clean [?] up
pretty completely on soybean products in Japan.”
Page 3734 (Jan. 30, 1930, Tokyo). “Mame Senbei. Small
rice cakes with black soybeans imbedded and cooked in
them. The size of the bag is 7 inches across and 11 inches
deep” (Neg. #44866).
Page 3736. “Sugar coated soybeans.” The resulting
product is white and brown in color. “The bag measures 7
inches by 11 inches long” (Neg. #44868).
Page 3741. “Soybeans uncooked and imbedded in
rice flour dough and sliced thin, ready for frying. The bag
measures 5¼ inches across and 6¼ inches long” (Neg.
#44873).
Page 3797 (Feb. 5, 1930, Tokyo). “Today we spent
some little time getting pictures of feeding soaked soybeans,
sometimes mixed with rice, at Asakusa Park [Koen] and
Temple. Here there are a half dozen or so women sitting
behind small tables, selling the soaked soybeans.
“A nearby view of Japanese woman and her stand
with its tin plates of soaked soybeans, which are sold to
individuals for feeding to the pigeons. Many bushels of
soybeans are disposed of in this way during the year” (Neg.
#44885).
Two photos each, taken at Asakusa Park, showing
Japanese women at their tables and people feeding the
pigeons are found on pages 3798, 3799, and 3800 (Negs.
#44886-44890).
Page 3939 (19 Feb. 1930, Tokyo). “Wheat flour cakes
in the form of a child’s face with black soybean for eyes.
Purchased in wholesale confectionary store in Tokyo, Japan,
February 18, 1930. Native name is ‘O-Menkoshi’ [honorable
face candy]. Wholesale price is 8 for 5 sen. Actual
measurement of face 4 inches long” (Neg. #44938).
Page 3941 (19 Feb. 1930, Tokyo). “Wheat flour cakes
in the form of fish with black soybean for eyes. Purchased in
a wholesale confectionary store in Tokyo, Japan, February
18, 1930. Native name is ‘Taikoshi’ [seabream candy].
Wholesale price is 8 for 5 sen, Dish of soybeans measures 3
inches across” (Neg. #44940).
Page 3942 (19 Feb. 1930, Tokyo). “Wheat flour
cakes in the form of rabbits with black soybeans for eyes.
Purchased in wholesale confectionary store in Tokyo, Japan,
February 18, 1930. Native name is ‘Usagikoshi’ [rabbit
candy]. Wholesale price is 8 for 5 sen. The dish of soybeans
measures 3 inches across” (Neg. #44941).
Page 4028 (23 Feb. 1930, Tokyo). “Soaked soybeans
flattened and covered with dough and baked. Small pieces

of [nori] seaweed distributed over the surface. Native name
‘Noritsuke mame.’ Purchased in confectionary store in
Tokyo, Japan, Feb. 22, 1930. Sell for 20 sen per pound”
(Neg. #44973).
Page 4037 (25 Feb. 1930, Tokyo). “Soybean product
#3878. A life sized picture of soaked soybeans flattened,
covered with rice dough and baked. Covered with ground
seaweed. Purchased in Tokyo, Japan, Feb. 24, 1930. Native
name ‘Noritsuke mame.’ Price 28 sen a pound” (Neg.
#44982).
Page 4342 (15 March 1930, Tokyo). “A nearby view
of soybean products left to right bottom row; #4242, pink
color; #4243, white color; #4244, brown color. Images made
of millet in the colors noted. The millet is sugared and the
eyes are of black soy beans. The images measure 3 inches
across and 3½ inches high. The upper row (back view) is
of pink and white colored images. Purchased at a stand
in the Tamelike Temple grounds. Native name ‘Daruma
Okashi.’” (Neg. #45027). Note: Daruma is the Japanese
name for Bodhidharma, the Buddhist monk who lived during
the 5th/6th century CE and is traditionally credited as the
transmitter of Ch’an (Sanskrit: Dhyana, Japanese Zen) to
China.
Page 4343. “Life sized picture of small and large images
made of sugared millet with soybean eyes... Native name
‘Daruma okoshi’” (Neg. #45028).
Page 6826 (24 Dec. 1930). Tokyo, Japan. “W.J. Morse’s
notes: During the day we visited different sections to see
if there are any special soybean products put out for the
Christmas and New Year celebrations. We found no new
special products but did learn that large quantities of the
black soybeans which are soaked in syrup are used by the
Japanese on New Year’s day. This product is eaten at the first
meal and is supposed to bring good health during the coming
year.” Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington,
DC.
2398. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1929. Soybeans in Chosen
(Korea) (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse.
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore,
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 2732 (22 Oct. 1929) “... at 8:50 [a.m.,
Oct. 23] we pulled into the station of Keijo (Seoul) Chosen
[Korea; from Shimonoseki, Japan, via Pusan]. We went
direct to the Chosen Hotel which will be our headquarters for
the time we are working in Chosen.” “We spent the afternoon
at the Chosen Expedition where we saw many interesting
products, among them quite a number of soybeans...”
Page 2773 (25 Oct. 1929). “We left Keijo [Seoul] at 7:30
this morning with Professor Dr. N.I. Vavilov, Member of the
Academy of Sciences, Director of the Institute of Applied
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Botany, Leningrad, Herzen Street, 44, Russia, whom we
met by chance at the hotel last night, to visit the Agricultural
Experiment Station, Government-General of Chosen.”
“The experimental work of the station embraces breeding,
selection and cultivation of rice, soybeans and other
legumes,...” “They have a collection of about 625 samples
of soybeans and are actually growing something like 200. Of
these we hope to get samples for trial at home.”
Page 2774. “We saw two varieties of fasciated soybeans
which were developed at the Station which is [sic, are] very
interesting, see Neg. #44443, 44444, and 44445. The stem
is broad and flattened and the pods are borne in a cluster at
the top of the broad flat stem. However, we understand that
it is the intention of the Experiment Station to distribute this
variety as a green vegetable bean.”
Page 2775. Negative #44436 shows a “View (but a poor
one) of... the Suigen Agricultural Experiment Station.
Page 2779. Neg. #44443. View of a variety of soybeans
with fasciated stems. The beans are borne in clusters. Suigen
Experimental Station, Suigen [today’s Suwôn, South Korea],
Chosen.
Neg. #44444. A nearby view of fasciated stems of
soybeans; the pods are in clusters near the top. Suigen...”
Page 2787 (30 Oct. 1929). Left Keijo [Seoul] at 8:30
this morning for the soybean section at and in the vicinity
of Chotan, where we arrived at 9:45 a.m.” “In a number of
instances the land from which soybeans was harvested is in
winter barley or wheat, and in numerous instances the wheat
is up and making a good showing.
“As soon as we arrived at Chotan we called at the office
of the Village Cooperative Society. The Director or manager
sent a man with us to show us the soybean area and to assist
us in any possible way.”
Page 2780 (Neg. #44445). An excellent, clear photo.
“Prof. Dr. N.I. Vavilov holding two stems of the variety
of fasciated soybeans. This shows well the fasciation and
the clustering of the pods. Suigen Agricultural Experiment
Station, Suigen, Chosen.
Page 2788. “We saw soybeans in sacks, two bushels to
the sack, weight about 126 pounds. The rice straw bags cost
this farmer 25 to 33 sen each, depending upon the quality
and grade.
“We secured quite a number of samples of soybeans, got
a lot of information concerning soybeans and also quite a
number of still and motion pictures.
Ginseng: There are two commercial kinds, red and
white. The ‘red’ ginseng, which we understand brings the
highest price, is different from the white only in processing,
which gives it its red color. The ginseng raised in the vicinity
of Heijo [Pyongyang], the former capital, for 470 years, is
considered the best ginseng in the world. It is recorded that
the medicinal ginseng is obtained from the roots of plants six
years old.
“The principal demand for ginseng is from China,

especially South China.”
Page 2789. Having missed a train and with a long
wait for the next: “We secured quite a number samples of
soybeans, and a number of still and motion pictures.”
Page 2792. Neg. #44452. “Sacks of soybeans piled in
a rick at the Chotan Railway Station. A motion picture was
made of this.
Page 2792. Neg. #44455. “A view showing Korean
farmers flailing out soybeans. Chotan, Korea.
Page 2792. Neg. #44456. “A close-up view of threshed
‘Chotan’ soybeans. The straw and litter was pushed aside to
show the beans below, Chotan, Chosen.”
Page 2793. Neg. #44458. “View at one of the soybean
inspection stations at Koryoho, Chosen.”
Neg. #44459. “Showing the taking of samples and
inspection of soybeans at Koryoho, Chosen.”
Page 2794. Neg. #44460. “A nearby view of sacks of
soybeans on the river bank. Taken to show the rice straw
sack and how the sacks are tied with rice straw rope.
Koryoho, Chosen.”
Page 2795. Neg. #44462. “Sacks of soybeans piled
along the side of the road to be transported to the railway
station, Koryoho, Chosen.
Neg. #44463. “Raking soybean straw and litter from the
recently flailed soybeans. Near Chotan, Chosen.”
Page 2799. Neg. #44470. “Mr. W.J. Morse and Mr. N.
Suyetake and a group of Korean farmers taking soybeans.
Near Koryoho, Chosen.”
Page 2803 (31 Oct. 1929). “At 10:00 a.m. we visited the
three Keijo markets: Nandaimon, Central, and Todaimon,
where we rounded up the following seed: 28 numbers of
soybeans, three of adzuki beans, 2 of cow peas, 2 of mung
beans, 2 of rice, 2 of beans and 3 of barley.
“We also visited a mung bean vermicelli factory and
saw them making bean vermicelli. The beans are soaked
for about 12 hours then ground in dripping water. From the
ground product the hulls and foreign matter is floated out
and the resultant product is then put into a cloth and pressed
into a more or less square form. When needed it is melted
in hot water and after mixing, depending upon condition, in
the following proportions: 3 parts bean paste to 2 parts of
kaoliang flour, it is worked into a dough, then put through a
perforated strainer or former into boiling water, from this it
is transferred to cold water and then hung up in a sheltered
place and later out in the air to dry.
Page 2807. Forecast of crops for 1929. “From American
Consul General Ransford S. Miller. Seoul, Chosen. Date of
completion: Sept. 17, 1929. Source of information: Official
Gazette of the Government General of Chosen, Sept. 16,
1929.”
“2. Forecast:... “Soya beans were forecasted at
4,077,028 koku (20,874,383 bushels) from 800,602.6 cho
(1,962,037 acres) of land under cultivation, the former
showing an increase of seven percent or 266,367 koku
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(1,363,901 bushels) but the latter decreased by 20.7 cho (51
acres), as compared with the previous year.”
Page 2808. I. Comparison by years. (1 cho = 2.4507
acres. 1 koku = 5.12 U.S. bushels).
Soya beans: Area of land (cho); amounts of production
(koku).
1924–690,858.7 cho; 3,657,623 koku
1925–803,495.1 cho; 4,612,033 koku
1926–791,636.9 cho; 4,351,527 koku
1927–793,628.8 cho; 4,747,062 koku
1928–800,623.3 cho; 3,010,641 koku
1929–800,602.6 cho; 4,077,028 koku
Page 2809. A large table shows land area under
cultivation for soya beans by province, for 1928 and 1928,
for the following provinces: Keiki, North Chusei, South
Chusei, North Zenra, South Zenra, North Keisho, South
Keisho, Kokai, South Heian, South Heian, Kogen [Kegen?],
South Kankyo, North Kankyo.
Page 2810. A large table shows soya bean production by
province, for 1928 and 1928, for the same provinces shown
above.
Page 2849 (1 Nov. 1929). “In the forenoon we visited
the Capitol... [then we visited] the Prefectorate Seed and
Plant Nursery of Keijo... Here we met Mr. S. Yamaguchi,
Director of the Institution. He explains that this organization
tests for, and supplies tested seed... to farmers throughout
the prefectorate. This organization, we understood, is really
under the direction of the agricultural experiment station at
Suigen... The Director showed us the two standard soybeans
recommended by the Station, and the ones most generally
grown by the farmers.
Page 2850. They are known as ‘White eye,’ best adapted
for good ground in valley conditions, and the ‘Black eye’
most suitable for poor valley and upland soils. The former
is the best yielder and most desired by the market, but on
account of prevailing land conditions throughout the region,
the ‘Black eye’ variety is most generally grown.
“Nematodes are present in a good many sections and
this is frequently the cause or more or less small yields of
grain. The average yield of soybeans is given at 8 bushels
per acre, which is really quite low. Soybeans in the district
are planted from about the middle of April to the last of May,
and usually harvested in October.
“Soybeans are usually, in this region, planted by making
a hole in the ground with the heel, dropping two or three
beans in it and covering the seed with the foot. Sometimes
soybeans, one or two rows about a foot apart, are planted
between barley which normally is planted in rows three feet
apart.” “Green manure is seldom used by local farmers.”
Page 2853. Neg. #44477. “A fairly close-up view of
a hand stone mill, used for grinding beans and other small
grain. Keijo, Chosen.” Address: Agricultural Explorers,
USDA, Washington, DC.

2399. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1929. Soybeans in Chosen
(Korea) (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse.
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore,
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 2864 (1 Nov. 1929). “Left Keijo [Seoul] at
7:30 a.m. for Suigen [today’s Suwôn, south of Seoul] where
we arrived at 8:45 a.m. We went direct to the Agricultural
Experiment Station from the railway station... We also
secured two still pictures of fasciated soybeans.
Negative #44484. “A nearby view of fasciated soybean
stems which are being grown at the Agricultural Experiment
Station at Suigen.”
Page 2866. Neg. #44485. Another nearby view of
fasciated soybean stems...”
Page 2869 (4 Nov. 1929). “We left Keijo at 7:30 a.m.
and arrived in Suigen at 7:45. [We visited] a farmers street
market. We thought we would likely find a good collection
of locally grown soybeans...” But they found nothing of
interest. They then arrived at Jinsen [today’s Incheon,
west of Seoul] at 12:25. “Jinsen is a domestic and foreign
shipping port for soybeans and other farm products as well as
commercial products.”
Page 2873. Neg. #44489. “Ricking sacks of soybeans
near the wharf at Jinsen, Chosen. These are being unloaded
from a car.”
Page 2874. Neg. #44490. “Loading a cart with sacks of
soybeans. Jinsen, Chosen.”
Neg. #44491. “Loading sacks of soybeans onto a boat.
Jinsen, Chosen.”
Page 2875. Neg. #44492. “Loading sacks of soybeans on
a boat by man-power, See #44491. Taken at Jinsen, Chosen.
Neg. #44493. “A good-sized rick of soybeans [in sacks]
on the wharf at Jinsen. The sacks and tying are of rice straw.
Jinsen, Chosen.”
Page 2891 (7 Nov. 1929). “Left at 8:50 this morning for
Rensen [today’s Yeoncheon railway station, north of Seoul,
in far northern South Korea] which is some 2 hour ride by
train... The region is an extensive soybean growing section
and we visited it to get pictures and samples of the several
varieties said to be grown here... We also secured quite a nice
collection of samples. We walked the distance from Rensen
to Zenkoku, the next station en route to Keijo, a distance
of some five miles or so, and in addition to getting some
additional of soybeans we secured seed of several interesting
native plants from the wild...”
Page 2892. “The more we see of Chosen the more
convinced we become that it is an interesting country for
plant exploration work.”
Page 2893. Neg. #44503. “A native tying a sack of
soybeans with rice straw rope. It looks easy! Try it! Rensen,
Chosen.”
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Neg. #44504. “Another view of the same man shown in
the above picture further advanced with the tying of the sack
of soybeans.”
Page 2821. Neg. #44505. “Another view of the same
man at another stage of the soybean sack tying. Rensen,
Chosen.”
Neg. #44506. “The same man at still another stage of the
tying of sacks of soybeans. Rensen, Chosen.”
Page 2895. Neg. #44507. “The same man in the last
stage of the tying of sacks of soybeans. Rensen, Chosen.”
Neg. #44508. “At the left, from left to right, Mr.
Suyetake and Mr. Morse discussing the sampling and
inspection of soybeans. Rensen, Chosen.”
Page 2896. Neg. #44509. “A fairly nearby view of
the inspector attaching his inspection certificate to bags of
soybeans which have been inspected. Rensen, Chosen.”
Neg. #44510. “Loading an ox cart with bags of
soybeans. Rensen, Chosen.”
Page 2897. Neg. #44511. “Lashing the bags of soybeans
onto the cart. Rensen, Chosen.”
Neg. #44512. “Sampling and inspecting bags of
soybeans. Rensen, Chosen.”
Page 2899. “An oxen [ox] eating a feed of chopped
kaoliang and soaked or boiled soybeans [from a wooden
bucket], Rensen, Chosen.”
Page 2900. Neg. #44517. “W.J. Morse examining
soybeans in bundles in a farmer’s yard. Rensen, Chosen.”
Page 2905 (8 Nov. 1929). “Today we met with a serious
disappointment. As previously noted, we arranged, or
thought that we had arranged, to secure samples of soybeans,
mung beans, adsuki beans, millet, sorghum and buckwheat
from the extensive display which we found at the Exposition
when we first arrived in Keijo.
“This morning we sent Mr. N. Suyetake (our interpreter)
to learn how things were progressing and if we could be
of any assistance in getting and bagging the material. He
returned about 2:00 p.m. with 8 samples of seed, two each of
soybeans, mung beans, adsuki beans and two kinds of garden
beans.” He was told there had been a misunderstanding.
Page 2918 (9 Nov. 1929). “We saw a good many small
green planted soybeans alone and with corn and millet which
was being harvested by cutting, or is yet to be harvested.”
“Morse advised this morning that last night he met Mr.
Oda, Secretary to the Governor-General, who inquired how
we were getting along. (He had special reference to our
getting grain samples from the collection at the Exposition
which we had requested). Morse replied that we were
not getting along at all, for we only got two samples of
soybeans. Mr. Oda expressed surprise and arranged with
Mr. Morse and Mr. Suyetake to call at his office about 10:30
this morning and he would go with them to see one of the
principal officials about the matter of taking up with the 13
prefectorates the problem of getting samples for us.”
Page 2919. “They attended to that this morning and

reported that Mr. Oda had started things moving to get
a collection of local as well as commercial varieties of
soybeans, also samples of mung beans, adsuki beans, wheat,
barley and buckwheat. We will supply the small bags to be
sent to the proper authority in each prefectorate.”
Page 2934. Neg. #44530. “Large bales of soybeans in a
farmer’s yard near the village of Koka, Koka Island [today’s
Ganghwa Island], Chosen.
Page 2935. Neg. #44533. “Picking a few soybeans from
large bundles at a farm house. Koka Island, Chosen.”
Page 2936. Neg. #44534. “Korean farmers standing in
front of large bundles of soybeans. This is the only region
where we have seen such large bundles. Koka Island,
Chosen.”
Page 2945. (12 Nov. 1929). Mr. Morse and Mr. Suyetake
“also delivered the bags to Mr. H. Yamamoto who is getting
for us a collection of soybeans and other seed from each of
the 13 prefectorates of Chosen.”
Page 2951. We “pulled into Shariin [today’s Sariwôn
/ Sariwon, south of P’yongyang, North Korea], our
destination.” “When the wheat [planted in furrows] is
harvested, the area is ridged and planted to soybeans,
which are harvested in the fall.” “They are testing about
300 varieties of soybeans at the Station and we have been
promised samples of these.”
Page 2955. “Tomorrow the Doctor is going to show us
the use of a two-oxen Korean plow and will also stage for us
to photograph, a soybean planting scene characteristic of the
growing practices in this region.”
Page 2956. Neg. #44546. “A Korean farmer and his wife
flailing out soybeans. Shariin, Chosen.
Page 2957. Neg. #44547. “Soja max. Soybean hay.
Shariin, Chosen. Korean farmers’ wives bundling soybean
straw after the beans have been flailed out.”
Neg. #44548. “Soja max. Soybeans in the straw. Shariin,
Chosen. A good-sized pile of soybeans, unthreshed.”
Page 9258. Neg. #44549. Soja max. Soybean. Shariin,
Chosen. “A Korean farmer’s wife raking bean straw from the
flailed out beans.”
Neg. #44550. Soja max. Soybean. Shariin, Chosen.
“Korean farmers at work cleaning soybeans which have been
flailed out.”
Page 2959. Neg. #44551. Soja max. Soybean. Shariin,
Chosen. “Winnowing soybeans by means of a piece of
matting.”
Neg. #44552. Soja max. Soybean. Shariin, Chosen.
“Balls of soybeans [meju] each prepared to grow the culture
and make miso.”
Page 2965 (14 Nov. 1929). “We called at the Experiment
Station this morning and found Dr. Takahashi ready to
demonstrate for us the common Korean practice of planting
soybeans in this section, so that we could try to get still and
motion pictures of the several practices.
“The first method he showed us was the planting in
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4-foot hills on ridges among other crops. Opening the hill
with a short handled hoe and dropping the beans (three or
four) in a hill and covering with the hand hoe.
“Planting thickly, 6 inches to 8 inches apart in the row
for grain or other purposes. Opening the hole with the heel,
dropping the beans and covering with the feet.
“The Doctor also demonstrated for us the Korean double
and single oxen plow in preparing land for seeding. From
what we could see in a trial of this kind, the Korean plow
does excellent work and perhaps for the Korean method of
farming is superior to the Western plow.”
“In the afternoon we visited a nearby village and tried
photographing scenes and operations in the making of
soybean mash balls [meju] for the home manufacture of miso
and soy sauce.
Page 2966. Neg. #44558. “Planting soybeans on the
side of ridges by means of a small short handled hoe. Shariin
Agricultural Experiment Station. Shariin, Chosen.”
Neg. #44559. “Another and a little closer view of
women planting soybeans on the side of ridges with a short
handled hoe. Shariin Agricultural Experiment Station.
Shariin, Chosen.”
Page 2967. Neg. #44560. “Planting soybeans by means
of making a depression with the heel, dropping in the
beans and covering them with the foot. Shariin Agricultural
Experiment Station. Shariin, Chosen.” Address: Agricultural
Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
2400. Ingham, L.W.; Meade, DeVoe. 1929. Ground
versus unground soybean hay for dairy cows. Maryland
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 316. p. 217-29.
Oct.
• Summary: “This bulletin is based upon data presented by
Mr. J.Z. Miller in partial fulfillment of the degree of Master
of Science at the University of Maryland.
“In any comparison between ground and unground
roughage the practical dairyman is primarily interested in
knowing what increased yields of milk and butterfat may be
secured, which manner of feeding is the more practicable
and profitable, and what it costs per ton to grind roughage.
The experiment herein discussed was undertaken in order
to obtain data which might throw light on these and other
aspects of this question.” Address: College Park, Maryland.
2401. Lovell, John H. 1929. Soy bean as a honey plant.
Gleanings in Bee Culture 57(10):646-48. Oct.
• Summary: The soy bean “belongs to the same family as the
pea, bean, and clovers, plants which produce their seeds in a
legume or pod.”
“Up to the present time it has been cultivated chiefly
as a hay or forage crop; but, with our population increasing
twenty times faster than the food production, it must soon
become important as a food for the human race.
“Soy beans, before they have fully ripened, may be

shelled and used as a green vegetable like green peas. A few
hills might well be planted in every garden. They may also
be canned and used in winter, or they may be sprouted and
the sprouts used like asparagus tips, to which, however, they
are much inferior. The dried beans when cooked also make
a palatable dish, and more than 100,000 bushels are packed
annually by American canning factories. As the seeds are
used as a substitute for coffee, soy bean is often called coffee
berry.”
“By boiling the crushed beans in water a vegetable milk
may be obtained, which may be used in making cakes and
custards... From the milk a curd or cheese [tofu] is prepared,
which is on sale in the Chinese markets of America.
This may be flavored with fruits and jams and made into
puddings, and used for sandwiches and luncheon novelties.
“But of all the preparations made from the soy bean,
none is more widely distributed or better known than soy
sauce, a dark brown liquid which in odor and taste resembles
a good meat extract. In Japan alone the annual production is
more than 2,000,000 barrels. While it is largely consumed
by the Chinese and Japanese it has been introduced into both
Europe and America and may be purchased at all Chinese
markets.”
There is conflicting evidence as to whether or not
soybean flowers are a source of sugar-rich nectar from which
bees make honey. The soy bean plants “grown in my garden,
had small inconspicuous flowers, with the corolla hardly
visible. They were odorless and apparently nectarless and
wholly unattractive to bees. Plants under glass from which
all insects were excluded formed pods in great abundance
which were well filled with large seeds. The soy bean is selffertile and not dependent on bees for pollination.
“The flowers, the young leaves, and the stems are
densely hairy as can be seen in the illustration [photo], but
the older leaves are smoother. The specific name hispida was
evidently selected because of the roughness of the stems.
But this coating of hairs is not sufficient to defend the plants
from insect attack.”
“If it is honeydew which is stored by the bees from soy
bean, then the erratic, scattering and infrequent reports of
honey flows would be fully explained.” Note: Honeydew is
a sugar-rich sticky substance, secreted by aphids and some
scale insects as they feed on plant sap.
“Therefore without more reliable evidence than is at
present available, the writer does not think that soybean
should be ranked as a honey plant.”
A photo shows the upper part of a soy bean plant with
stems, leaves, and blossoms. Address: Waldboro, Maine.
2402. Morse, W.J. 1929. Soybean hay and seed production.
Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1605. 12 p. Oct. Supersedes
USDA Farmers’ Bulletin 886, Harvesting soy-bean seed. [4
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean hay
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production: Time of cutting, method of cutting, curing
soybeans for hay, baling the hay, yields of hay, soybean
hay grades. Soybean seed production: Time of harvesting,
methods of harvesting, methods of curing and handling,
methods of threshing, special harvesting and threshing
machines, proportion of straw to seed, yields of soybeans,
storage of soybeans, grading and marketing soybeans.
Photos show: (1) Soybean hay after curing in the swath
or windrow may be taken up with the mechanical drum hay
loader. Two men are standing atop the huge pile of hay. (2)
A wooden curing frame standing next to six piles of soybean
hay in front of a barn. “The use of curing frames is very
generally practiced in the Southern States.”
(3) Two horses standing still, hitched to a self-rake
reaper; this machine has given very satisfactory results in
cutting soybeans for seed. (4) A man wearing a coat and tie
standing in a field next to a shock of soybeans. “When cut
with a binder, the bundles of soybeans should be shocked
and allowed to remain in the field until thoroughly dried.”
(5) The ordinary grain separator, which can be adjusted
to thresh soybeans successfully. (6) A special soybean
harvester, a machine used to gather soybean seed from the
standing mature plants.
(7) A man standing on a large combine, working in
a field of soybeans. Soybeans have been harvested and
threshed successfully with combines. Address: Senior
Agronomist, Office of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2403. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1929. Whole dry soybeans
used as beans in Korea (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and
W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC:
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 2899 (7 Nov. 1929, Chosen [Korea]). “An
oxen [ox] eating a feed of chopped kaoliang and soaked or
boiled soybeans [from a wooden bucket], Rensen, Chosen.”
Note: Korea is, a this time, a Japanese colony, which the
Japanese call “Chosen.”
Page 2982 (15 Nov. 1929, Kokaikoshu, Korea). “A
nearby view of a Korean farm animal [ox] eating a feed
of boiled soybeans and chopped kaoliang stems. This is a
common feed in this region” (Negative #44578).
Page 2983. “A nearby view looking into the nose bag
shown in #44578 (Neg. #44579).
Page 5658 (30 Aug. 1930, Heijo, Chosen). “After lunch
we visited a grain market section of the city... We obtained
nine samples among which were the largest yellow and green
seeded varieties [of soybeans] we have come across. These
varieties are said to be used by the Koreans in making their
own miso and soy sauce.”
Page 5766 (6 Sept. 1930, Heijo, Chosen). “Heijo is

noted for its fine beef cattle and in the prefecture there are
about 10 cattle to every 30 farmers, The principal feed of the
cattle is soybeans with chopped millet straw in the winter
months and soybeans with grass or hay in the other months.
In the late summer and early fall, soybean plants in the green
stage are often fed. The Agricultural Society is encouraging
the use of silos and in some parts of the prefecture, the use of
silage is increasing.”
Page 5836 (12 Sept. 1930, Jidori, Chosen). “We learned
that the Koreans feed their hogs soybean seed, each hog
receiving about 1/10 of a to (1 to = 3.9703 gallons) per day.
In the summer the beans are soaked in cold water while in
winter the beans are boiled. In addition to the beans, other
ground grains are added such as wheat, adsuki [azuki]
beans and in fact all sorts of grain. The mash from soy
sauce factories and hochu (kaoliang liquor) are also used.”
Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
2404. Prairie Farmer. 1929. Yes, beans are a good crop:
That’s what L.B. Scribner of Fayette County [Illinois] finds.
101(45):12. Nov. 9.
• Summary: A photo shows Mr. Scribner next to his soybean
plants. A beginner with soybeans this season, he grew 10
acres for hay. His farm is situated north of Vandalia in
Illinois.
2405. Bureau Farmer–Illinois Agricultural Association
Section. 1929. Soybean industry looks up: Producers
organize co-operative to assist in developing new markets.
5(3):9-10. Nov.
• Summary: The Soybean Marketing Association was
organized at Decatur, Illinois on 16 Oct. 1929 in an attempt
to get a higher minimum price from soybean processors.
“With the announcement of $1.50 per bushel delivered
as the going price for soybeans for the 1929 crop which is
17 cents more than the price guaranteed by the processors,
interest in soybean production picked up throughout the
heavy producing counties in central Illinois.
“The growers appreciate the fairness shown by the
processors and the good will that has been fostered between
buyer and seller. When the agreements were framed early
last season, the millers, including Funk Bros. Seed Company,
the American Milling Company, and the G.L.F. Exchange,
Inc. [these three initiated the Peoria Plan], consented to
the Farm Bureau’s proposition to pay a higher price than
the $1.33 minimum should the market justify an increase.
Demand from new buyers coming into the soybean growing
territory, resulting from the short flax crop and higher prices
for linseed oil, have been influential in raising the price 17
cents per bushel. Many growers are netting from $1.41 to
$1.47 per bushel for their beans after elevator and freight
charges are paid.
“The Vermillion County Farm Bureau, alive to the
situation, is urging local soybean growers to retain plenty of
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good seed to fill an expected increase in demand next spring.
Illini, Black Ebony, and Manchu beans are preferred in this
county.
“Sign members: Organization work to sign up the
membership in the Soybean Marketing Association was
under way last week following meetings of advisory councils
in many of the central Illinois counties. No radical change
in the method of selling beans is contemplated, at least for
the time being. The Association hopes to maintain friendly
relations with the processors and seeks only a fair price in
line with market demands.
“A simple membership agreement has been drawn up
and is now being circulated throughout the soybean growing
territory.
“The member agrees to deliver to the Association
all soybeans produced by him for market. Beans kept for
seeding and feeding are not included in the agreement.
“Work for Association: The member appoints the
Association his sole and exclusive agent for handling
and marketing his commercial soybeans. For this service
the Association may deduct a small charge which in no
case shall exceed 5 cents per bushel. The Association is
required to keep the member advised and informed of
market demands of soybeans from year to year, to adopt
standards and grades, to seek new markets when necessary,
to investigate commercial uses and help in every way to
stabilize the soybean industry on a profitable level.
“The agreement becomes effective at the beginning of
the 1930 crop year and will continue in full force and effect
through the 1932 crop marketing year and remain in force
from year to year thereafter, unless cancelled by written
notice of either of the parties.
“The Peoria millers during the last year have added
700,000 bushel of soybean storage capacity to their local
facilities. The American Milling Company and the G.L.F.
Exchange together are shipping out an average of 46
carloads of mixed feed daily from this city. Soybean meal
is one of the important concentrates used in the mixture.
Funk Brothers Seed Company at Bloomington is selling its
soybean meal to the G.L.F. Exchange at Peoria.
“Grading beans according to federal standards is well
established. All the prices quoted above are based on No. 2
beans.”
Farmers in central Illinois are finding that growing
soybeans is more profitable than growing oats. Oats at 40
bushels per acre and $0.30/bushel brings in only $12.00 per
care, whereas soybeans at 20 bushels per acre and $1.40/
bushel brings in $28.00–more than twice as much. “The
added value of soybean straw, either as feed or as a fertilizer
left on the field, is another factor in favor of soybeans. The
soybean is a legume, and when properly inoculated takes
nitrogen from the air and stores it in the soil.
“New Uses: New uses constantly being developed
for soybean oil promise to keep demand well in advance

of supply, particularly if an effective tariff on soybean oil
and soybean meal is provided in the new tariff bill. Should
production overtake demand the new co-operative will be
of material assistance in keeping the [soybean] acreage
within reasonable limits. Illinois farmers grow a substantial
percentage of the total crop produced in the United States.
While the Soybean Marketing Association was organized
by Illinois growers, it may branch out into other states if
the occasion demands, and develop into a national soybean
marketing association.
“The uncertainty of flax and its susceptibility to adverse
weather conditions promises to redound to the benefit of
soybeans as a farm crop. This year for example, the flax crop
was short and linseed oil advanced approximately 45 cents
per gallon during the current season. Soybean oil is being
used in paints and soaps to replace linseed oil. The supply
and price of oil and feed concentrates are the chief factors in
determining the price of soybeans.”
A photo shows the 12 officers and directors of the
Soybean Marketing Association; after each person’s name is
the name of the county in which he resides.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2008) that
mentions the “Soybean Marketing Association.” Address:
Illinois.
2406. Schuster, George L. 1929. Annual report: Department
of agronomy. Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 162. p. 12-26. Nov.
• Summary: The section titled “Fertility rotation
experiments” (p. 12) notes that early results of this work
were published in Bulletins 137, 138, and 146 of this Station.
“In 1924 the plan was changed slightly. The rotation consists
of corn, (cover crop) soy beans, wheat, clover and timothy.
The corn continuous has a cover crop each year.” Table
II summarizes the average annual yields (1925-1928) of
corn, soy beans, wheat, or hay, with 15 different fertilizer
treatments.
The section titled “Soy bean variety tests” (p. 17-18)
states: “There are forty-nine soy bean variety tests for seed at
the Deputy plots near Milford and also at the Experimental
Farm, Newark. Seventeen of the more promising varieties
for hay production are on test at Newark.” The best average
hay yields for the two years 1927-1928 were given by Old
Dominion (5,915 lb/acre) and Geo. Washington (5,665). The
best seed yields came from Pine Del Perfection (32.3 bu/
acre) and Geo. Washington (29.)–both at Newark. Address:
Agronomist, Newark, Delaware.
2407. Etheridge, W.C.; Helm, C.A.; King, B.M. 1929. A
classification of soybeans. Missouri Agricultural Experiment
Station, Research Bulletin No. 131. 54 p. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Purposes of
classification: The exhibit of structural features, the listing
of variety names, the identification of varieties. Material
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for classification. Method of classification. Nomenclature.
Selections from specimens. Factors in classification: Testa
[seed coat] color, blossom color, pubescence, cotyledon, seed
forms and sizes, hilum, pod formation, size and color, growth
periods (100 to 150 days), height and form of the plant,
growth habits ({a} vining, {b} mostly erect but showing
a tendency to trail in the wavy attenuation of the tips, {c}
wholly erect and stiff, the tips ending abruptly; lodging,
leaves).
There are two general growth or pod-bearing habits in
the soybean: (a) “a dense array of pods on the central stem,
terminating there in a blunt apex, with a thin dispersal on
the lateral branches; and (b) a sparse and comparatively
even distribution of pods over all branches and stems, a
diminishing frequency toward the tip of the central stem
being notable,” Note: Neither the word “determinate” nor the
word “indeterminate” are mentioned.
Group key (based on seed color, within seed color on
blossom color, and within blossom color on pubescence).
Group I–Seed, yellow, blossoms purple, pubescence
white to gray or sandy: S.P.I. 37246, Easycook, Edward,
Pinpu, Easycook Selection, Yokotenn [Yokoten], S.P.I.
40371, Thurnoko [Tsurunoko], Kentucky, Wea, Mandarin,
Haberlandt, Aksawa, Toyonaga, S.P.I. 37062 Selection,
Elton, Manchu Selection, S.P.I. 37062, Aksarben.
Group II–Seeds yellow, blossoms purple, pubescence
tawny: Hollybrook Selection, Nemo, Mikado, Midwest,
Ito San, Minsoy, Mansoy Selection II, Amherst, Manchu,
Habaro, A.K., S.P.I. 37241.
Group III–Seeds yellow, blossoms white, pubescence
white to gray or sandy: Ohio 9001, S.P.I. 37261, Hollybrook,
S.P.I. 37261 Selection, Mammoth Yellow, Kentucky
Selection, Lexington, Chiquita, S.P.I. 44210, Sherwood.
Group IV–Seeds yellow, blossoms white, pubescence
tawny: Hongkong, Brooks, Hoosier.
Group V–Seeds green, blossoms purple, pubescence
white to gray or sandy: Columbia, Tokio.
Group VI–Seeds green, blossoms purple, pubescence
tawny: Tashing, Guelph, Green, Verea, Hahto, Early Green,
Yosho, F.C. 1829, Okute.
Group VII–Seeds green, blossoms white, pubescence
white to gray or sandy: Hope, Morse.
Group VIII–Seeds green, blossoms white, pubescence
tawny: Illinois 178, Shingto, Sonoma.
Group IX–Seeds brown, blossoms purple, pubescence
white to gray or sandy: Buster Brown, Chestnut.
Group X–Seeds brown, blossoms purple, pubescence
tawny: Barchet, Ohio 9035, Hamilton, Early Brown,
Mammoth Brown, Ogemaw, Virginia, Biloxi.
Group XI–Seeds brown, blossoms white, pubescence
white to gray or sandy: Auburn, Trenton.
Group XII–Seeds brown, blossoms white, pubescence
tawny: Eda, Merko, Ito San Cross.
Group XIII–Seeds black, blossoms purple, pubescence

white to gray or sandy: Riceland, Chernie, Watson Black,
Early Black.
Group XIV- Seeds black, blossoms purple, pubescence
tawny: Black Champion, Ebony, Arlington, Wisconsin Black,
Jet, Wing Jet, Hybrid 5-L3, Buckshot, Royal, Tarheel Black.
Group XV–Seeds black, blossoms white, pubescence
white to gray or sandy: Cloud.
Group XVI–Seeds black, blossoms white, pubescence
tawny: Kingston, Fairchild, Sooty, Nuttall, Peking, Wilson.
Group XVII–Seeds bicolored, blossoms purple,
pubescence white to gray or sandy: Manchuria.
Group XVIII–Seeds bicolored, blossoms purple,
pubescence tawny: Meyer, Taha, Black Eyebrow, Otootan.
Group XIX–Seeds bicolored, blossoms white,
pubescence white to gray or sandy: None.
Group XX–Seeds bicolored, blossoms white,
pubescence tawny: Laredo.
“This classification of 134 varieties of the soybean
is constructed mainly on the basis of their morphological
features.” “In 1917 this Station collected all varieties of
the soybean then available in the United States. They were
obtained from the Office of Forage Crops of the United
States Department of Agriculture, from state experiment
stations, and from seedsmen. The first collection contained
867 specimens, which at that stage of the investigation
represented an unknown number of varieties. Frequent
additions to the list were made after 1918, so that by 1928,
the last year of the project, a total of 1117 specimens had
been grown and studied.”
Color photos show: (1) Varieties 1-49, with a side
view and a top view (showing the hilum) of each of the 49
varieties. (2) Varieties 50-98. (3) Varieties 99 to 134, plus
four pods (side view): brownish-black, dark brown, greenish
brown, and straw colored.
Black and white photos: (1) The forms of soybean
seeds distinguished in this classification: globose, ovoidal,
ellipsoidal, truncate, subrentiform. (2) The arbitrary grouping
of pod three different pod sizes: small, medium, and large,
with six examples of each. (3) Plants representing the four
different relative heights: tall, medium, short, dwarf. (4) The
two modes of pod formation in the soybean: thin distribution
on central stem, dense array on central stem. (5) The slender
type of soybean, denuded to show (a) its erect habit, (b)
the wavy attenuation of its tip, (c) the sparse and uniform
distribution of its pods. (6) The bushy, spreading type of
soybean plant. (7) The bunchy, compact type of plant. (8)
The vining growth characteristic of a few soybean varieties.
(9) The erect, stiff type. (10) “The extreme degree of lodging
shown here is typical of the varieties which are unable to
stand erect under their load of ripe seed.
Index to varieties, listed alphabetically (p. 53-54).
Address: Field crops, Columbia, Missouri.
2408. Gazette (Indiana, Pennsylvania). 1929. Soybeans.
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• Summary: This article seems to be based on a USDA press
report of early 1929: “W.J. Morse, forage-crop specialist,
Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
who has been in Japan for several months collecting new
varieties of soybeans, reports that to date he has collected
more than 5,000 lots, representing every type of soybeans
grown in Japan.”
“Samples from every lot of seed collected by Mr. Morse
will be planted at the United States experiment farm at
Arlington, Va. [Virginia], this spring, and when the seed is
harvested tests will be made for oil content. In this way it
is hoped that selections may be made which will ultimately
develop into varieties with a wide range of oil content.
“Mr. Morse writes that the Japanese use the soybean in a
number of ways in their diet. They grind the beans and make
flour, they serve the green beans as we would green lima
beans, and they cook the dried beans in a manner similar
to navy beans. Besides this, they make soy sauce, soybean
curd [tofu], beverages, and bean sprouts from the soybean.
He believes that the use of soybeans as a human food in this
country will increase steadily.
“Mr. Morse is now spending the winter in Tokio [sic],
studying the Japanese methods of utilizing soybeans.
While he expects soybeans to grow in favor as a feed for
livestock and food for people, he feels that the largest future
development of the crop in the United States will be in the
utilization of the oil and meal in industry.
“Samples of the seed collected in Japan will be sent to
some of the State experiment stations for trial, but will not be
available for distribution to individuals.”
2409. Alaska Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual
Report. 1929. Fairbanks Station. Forage crops: soybeans. p.
10-12. For the year 1928.
• Summary: Minnsoy soybeans, a very early variety from
Minnesota, made slow growth and did not bloom. At the time
of the first frost, September 3, the plants were 18 inches high.
Address: Sitka; Fairbanks.
2410. Brillmayer, Franz A.; Drahorad, Fritz. 1929. Die
Sojabohne, ihre Bedeutung, Kultur und Verwendung [The
soybean, its significance, culture, and utilization]. Vienna,
Austria: Published by the authors. 62 p. Illust. 21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Some soybean breeders and devotees in Austria
consider this to be Brillmayer’s “definitive work on soybean
cultivation and utilization.”
Contents: Foreword. 1. History of the soybean in its
homeland and its introduction to Europe and America. 2.
Current area where soybeans are grown worldwide and
world production. 3. Soybean botany. 4. Use of the soybean:
As a food (in East Asia, in Europe and America [in the form
of flour, for making soymilk, as a coffee substitute, a meat
substitute, and for making chocolate]), as an oilseed, as a
source of fodder.

5. Soybean cultivation: Climate and the northern limit of
growth, soil, crop rotation, seedbed (Saatbeet), manuring or
fertilizing the soil, the seeds, care of the plants, diseases and
enemies, harvest & threshing (Drusch), cultivation for hay,
green manure or silage, soybean varieties, agronomic trials
with 22 varieties, overall assessment (Gesamtbeurteilung),
root bacteria and inoculation. 6. Significance of the soybean:
For agriculture, as a food for the people, economic effects of
the use of soybeans in agriculture and as food.
According to Brillmayer (1947, p. 14), the first edition
of this work was self-published as a “brochure” in 1928, but
it is not mentioned in this 1929 edition.
Note 1. This book was translated into Dutch in 1936 by
J. J. Helmus, soya specialist.
Note 2. This book describes the last intensive research
on soybean variety improvement in Austria until 1970.
Address: 1. Seed breeder in Platt, Austria; 2. Commissioner,
Federal Institute for Agronomy and Seed Testing
(Kommissaer der Bundesanstalt fuer Pflanzenbau und
Samenpruefung), Vienna.
2411. Mumford, H.W. 1929. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 42:1-270. For the year
ended June 30, 1929.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Measure fertility value
in soybean plant (p. 28-29). Push search for best combination
of forage crops (p. 29). New facts worked out on abortive
soybeans (p. 32-34). Illini soybean outstanding yielder
in poor season (p. 34-35). Soil’s lime needs enter into
inoculation question (p. 35). Get new facts on principles of
legume inoculation (p. 35-36). Soybeans affect soil “germs”
and thus help corn (p. 36-37).
Livestock investigations: Soybeans good supplement to
brood-sow rations (p. 88-90). No “hard pork” combination of
soybeans found (p. 90-91). Still seeking way to use soybeans
for swine (p. 91-92). Entomology investigations: Launch
studies on cowpea and soybean insects (p. 142).
Farm organization and management: Costs around
$26 an acre to grow soybeans (p. 167-72). Agricultural
economics: Plan bulletin on soybean marketing (p. 182; by
Stewart, Whalin, and Rickey). Farm mechanics: Combine
harvesting of soybeans is increasing (p. 203). Address: Dean
and Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2412. N.V. Potash Export MY., Inc. 1929. Three tons of
soybean hay per acre removes from the soil 140 pounds of
actual potash... (Ad). Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 2:39.
• Summary: This half page black-and-white ad continues:
“... which is equal to 280 pounds of muriate of potash or 700
pounds of fertilizer containing 20% potash.”
This ad also appeared in the 1930 issue of these
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Proceedings, p. 59. Address: Amsterdam, Holland, and
Buckingham Building, Chicago, Illinois.
2413. Prinz, H. 1929. Ueber die Bedeutung der
Knoellchenbakterien fuer den Anbau der Sojabohne [On the
significance of root nodule bacteria for soybean production].
In: L. Berczeller. 1929. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy
Flour. Vol. II. 4 p. Unpublished manuscript. [Ger]
• Summary: In the seventies of the last century [1870s],
Prof. Haberlandt propagated the cultivation of soybeans in
Vienna, after which extended cultivation trials were carried
out in various areas of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy,
southern Germany and Italy. These experiments have shown
that soybean grows well in many areas.
As early as 1892, the agricultural research institute
in Dresden employed acclimatization experiments with
soybeans, through breeding and cross breeding, to
obtain new varieties which ripened under the climatic
conditions prevailing there. These experiments, as well as
the Oesterreichische Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenbau and
Samenprüfung, were so far successful in that it was possible
to cultivate varieties which are fully matured after a growth
time of 120 to 130 days and provide satisfactory yields of
beans. Other varieties which do not mature in this climate,
due to the extraordinarily large protein and fat content of the
plant, give a particularly valuable green fodder.
But these attempts were less important for large-scale
cultivation of soybeans, because the climate of Germany and
of today’s Austria is generally unfavorable for this seed. It is
the maize-growing countries of southern Europe that will one
day supply of the rest of Europe with soybeans, because that
is where they are naturally meant to grow. If the cultivation
attempts hitherto made no particularly favorable results,
this is due to another circumstance, namely the absence
of nitrogen fixing bacteria in the soil, as the American
experience shows.
As is known, the legumes only obtain a small portion
of the nitrogen required for building up their albuminous
substance from the soil; by far the largest part of their
nitrogen requirements comes from the air, mediated by
bacteria on their roots. Of these bacteria, there are a large
number of different varieties, some of which can live
together with several types of leguminous plants, others with
only a single type. And especially in the soybean, as was
determined by detailed experiments, that the plants show
only a satisfactory growth and the protein and fat content of
the seed only reaches a maximum, if at the roots a certain
bacterial species, the soybean bacteria, can be found. It is
quite clear that in areas where soya has never been grown
before, these bacteria can not be present in the soil, and
therefore growing trials that do not take into account this fact
will have to yield unsatisfactory results in terms of the results
obtained.
This would soon be recognized in Germany as well, and

as early as 1903 the agricultural research institute in Dresden
had begun to sow seeds and to inoculate the soybeans with
bacterial cultures that they had produced from specially
imported Manchurian soil.
Even earlier, the importance of inoculation was
recognized in America, where already in 1901 experiments
had begun, which subsequently resulted in a large-scale
government propaganda campaign was conducted for the
legume inoculant, with the result that today there is no
American farmer who does not treat his seed with bacterial
cultures grown at his agricultural experimental station. These
institutes, which exist in almost all states of the United
States, have studied the question of legume inoculation
with great exactness, in large-scale trials that bred for each
genus appropriate bacteria in pure cultures, that were the
cheapest, with the highest yields supplying types isolated
from various existing species. Their more than 25 years of
experience are available to any farmer who turns to them.
Yes, even more, they provide each farmer with a certain
amount of these bacterial cultures for experimental purposes
free of charge and, if he has convinced himself of the success
of the inoculant, they will supply him with any quantity of
these cultures at cost price; every year so many hundreds of
thousands of bottles of pure cultures are shipped to American
farmers, and most of these bacteria are used to grow
soybeans.
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (Prof.
Leonard), the following state experiment stations send out
free bacterial cultures for root nodules:
“Georgia Department of Agriculture, Atlanta, Georgia.
“Idaho Agricultural Experiment Station, Moscow, Idaho.
“Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station, College
Park, Md.
“Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station,
Amherst, Mass.
“Michigan College of Agriculture, East Lansing,
Michigan.
“Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Columbia,
Mo.
“New York Agricultural Experiment Station, Ithaca,
New York.
“North Carolina Department of Agriculture, Raleigh,
N.C.
“Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station, Corvallis,
Ore.
“Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station, State
College, Pa.
“South Carolina Department of Agriculture, Columbia,
S.C.
“Virginia Department of Agriculture, Richmond, Va.
“Washington Agricultural Experiment Station, Pullman,
Wash.
“Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Madison,
Wisconsin.
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“Wyoming Agricultural Experiment Station, Laramie,
Wyoming.”
What quantities are handled is clear from a letter from
Prof. Albrecht, according to which for the year 1927/28 alone
the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station (Columbia)
sent out enough soya bacteria for the inoculation of 38,500
bushels of seed. This is equivalent to about 75% of the total
amount of legume bacteria released and soybean cultivation
area of about 38,500 ha in that state.
Note: According to Soybean Bluebook, in 1927 Missouri
planted 252,000 acres of soybeans and harvested 63,000
acres for beans and 181,000 acres for hay. 8,000 acres were
grazed or plowed under. 1 hectare = 2.47 acres.
The profitability of soybean production is not doubted
by any specialist; anyone who deals with this question
emphasizes the enormously increased amount of soybean
nutrients compared to other crops. I do not want to speak
of America, where hundreds of thousands of hectares are
already planted with soy, but I would like to quote only one
article from the Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung, where
F.A. Brillmayer under the title “Die Kultur der Sojabohne”
[The culture of the soybean] makes following statement:
A table titled It delivers under the same conditions per
hectare, shows:
Soybean seed, yields 1800 kg/ha. Protein per ha: 561.6.
Fat per ha: 320.4
Soybean straw, yields 3000 kg/ha
Soybean hay, yields 8000 kg/ha. Protein per ha: 824.0.
Fat per ha: 187.0
Barley seed, yields 2400 kg/ha. Protein per ha: 164.4.
Fat per ha: 60.6
Barley straw, yields 3000 kg/ha.
Pea seed, yields 2000 kg/ha. Protein per ha: 423.0. Fat
per ha: 37.5
Pea straw, yields 2500 kg/ha
Lucerne hay, yields 4000 kg/ha. Protein per ha: 248.0.
Fat per ha: 43.0 It should be noted that the yield figures for
soy are from the author’s own experience on the estate of
the Austrian Federal Institute for Plant Breeding and Seed
Testing (Oesterreichische Bundesanstalt fuer Pflanzenzucht
und Samenprufung) where cultivation trials were conducted.
Since, as already stated, the climatic conditions in Austria are
generally not favorable for soybean cultivation, far higher
yields have to be achieved in other countries, especially in
southern Europe.
As much as one deals with the question of soy
cultivation and as warmly as this is generally recommended,
so little emphasis is placed in the publications on the
inoculation of the seeds, but nevertheless attempts in which
this important circumstance is neglected, are condemned
to failure from the outset. Either the need for a inoculation
is not mentioned at all, as in the article “The Soybean” in
the Kleine Blatt of 28 January 1928, or this fact is briefly
referred to, without its importance being emphasized

accordingly. This circumstance is likely to discredit a good
thing in itself and to seriously endanger the whole action.
So far, the small-scale cultivation attempts in Europe have
not come off the mark because there was a lack of suitable
inoculum and new attempts in this direction cannot have any
other result, if not provided in time–ideally by the state–to
ensure the presence of soybean cultures becomes available.
In America, seed inoculation is no longer a problem, as
agricultural institutes are already encouraging farmers to
fortify the soil with lime, phosphorus and potash to achieve
greater yields–that soil inoculation is an indispensable
prerequisite to successful soybean culture is generally seen
as obvious.
The cultivation of soybean is extremely easy; I would
like to quote again the essay of F.A. Brillmayer in the Wiener
landwirtschaftliche Zeitung of 10 Jan. 1929 [sic, 19 Jan.
1916, p. 2; Die Kultur der Sojabohne]: The amount of seed
varies according to the grain size, between 45 and 55 kg. per
hectare, The sowing depth is 3-4 cm, distance between rows
40-45 cm. Distance in the row 6-7 cm. At the beginning of
the culture, the soybeans grow slowly. To keep the weeds
out and keep the moisture in the soil, a double hoeing is
indicated.
It should be noted, however, that according to the data of
all US agricultural experimental stations as well as reliable
Hungarian data, a seed quantity of 30 kg (1 bushel) per
hectare is completely sufficient. Address: PhD, Austria.
2414. Sprecher von Bernegg, Andreas. 1929. Tropische
und subtropische Weltwirtschaftspflanzen; ihre Geschichte,
Kultur und volkswirtschaftliche Bedeutung. II. Teil:
Oelpflanzen [Tropical and subtropical plants in international
commerce; their history, cultivation, and economic
significance. Vol. II. Oilseeds]. Stuttgart: Verlag von
Ferdinand Enke. See vol. 2, p. 128-70. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
[48 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (p. 128-70). Contents:
Introduction. Name, place of origin and history. Description
of the plant: Systematic, morphology, varieties, selection.
General conditions for growth: Climate, soil. Cultivation of
the plant: Planting, care. Harvest and storage. Composition
and products. Utilization: As a fodder plant, as a coffee
substitute, industrial non-food uses, as a food (as a green
vegetable, soy sprouts, soy chocolate, soymilk, casein, tofu
and soybean quark {tofu oder Sojabohnenquark}, natto
{Buddhistenkäse}, hamananatto, yuba, miso, shoyu or soy
sauce {Sojasauce}). Production and trade.
Concerning green vegetable soybeans, the author states:
“Three-quarter ripe soybean seeds yield a good, green
vegetable (Dreiviertelreife Sojabohnen geben ein gutes,
gruenes Gemuese).”
Note. This is the earliest German-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term Sojabohnenquark
to refer to tofu. Address: PhD, Titularprofessor an der
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Eidgenoessischen Technischen Hochschule, Zurich,
Switzerland.
2415. United States Tariff Commission. comp. 1929.
Summary of tariff information, 1929 on Tariff Act of 1922.
Schedule 1. Chemicals, oils, and paints. Washington, DC:
U.S. Government Printing Office. 419 + xv p. Printed for
the use of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of
Representatives.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy-Bean Oil” (p. 283-84)
briefly discusses: Description and uses. Production of soy
bean oil in the United States (1922-1928). Imports into
the United States (1919-1928). Exports (1922-28; They go
mainly to Cuba, the Dominican Republic, British South
Africa, and Canada–but we are not told how much was
exported to individual countries or when those exports
began). Cost of production. Prices (1923-1928). Competitive
conditions (mainly for use as a soap oil, a drying oil, and as
ensilage).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2008)
concerning soybean products (soy oil) in the Dominican
Republic. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybean products (soy oil) in the Dominican Republic
(definitely by 1928, perhaps as early as 1922); soybeans
as such had not yet been reported by that date. Address:
Washington, DC.
2416. Prairie Farmer (Indiana Edition). 1930. Our pioneer
soybean grower: Adrian A. Parsons experimented with soys
forty years ago. 102(2):6, 26. Jan. 11.
• Summary: This story was published about five months
after Adrian Parsons died. “The man who probably exerted
the greatest influence on the early development of the
soybean industry in Indiana was the late Adrian A. Parsons
of Hendricks county. He it was, as nearly as I can learn, who
first imported soybean seed from Japan to Indiana, and grew
the crop–first in a garden, and later on a scale so large that he
sold beans by the carload. He experimented with the crop for
years, and as he learned he wrote up the results of his work
for the farm papers. He firmly believed that he had found one
of the best legume crops that could be grown in Indiana, and
he wanted other farmers to learn about it.
“Mr. Parsons had an insatiable curiosity regarding plant
life, and his experiments with corn and soybeans and other
plants gave him pleasure and recreation. A severe gunshot
wound, sustained during his Civil War days, had left him far
from robust, and the fact that he was unable to stand a heavy
day’s work in the field gave him more time for studying and
writing.
“One of his sons, Norman E., who is a large farmer and
soybean grower in Hendricks county, says that as nearly
as he can figure out, it was in 1886 or ‘87 that his father
bought his first batch of seed, and it is his impression that
he imported them from Japan. It was believed that soybeans

could be used as a substitute for coffee, among other things,
and Mr. Parsons’ curiosity was thoroughly aroused.
“The new plant did well. Mr. Parsons read everything
he could find on the subject of soybeans, and as he enlarged
his acreage he was delighted to find that both the hay and
the beans were eagerly eaten by all classes of livestock. He
began to grow the crop in earnest.
“During all of the early years he was forever
experimenting, and his writings indicate that he was familiar
with all problems of inoculation, cultivation and utilization
of the crop. It was unfortunate that clippings were not kept
of his articles on soybeans, but among his effects there
was found a collection of manuscripts, a number of which
doubtless appeared in the farm press.”
One manuscript revealed that Parsons had tried for a
number of years, unsuccessfully, to get red clover bacteria to
grow on and inoculate soybeans. “His work with soybeans
led to acquaintance and friendship with the late Joseph E.
Wing, the ‘apostle of alfalfa.’ In later years he began to
grow alfalfa, probably through Mr. Wing’s influence, and
in a clipping from ‘The Ohio Farmer’ which unfortunately
is not dated, Mr. Parsons went on record as listing the
soybean second to alfalfa, which he characterized as ‘king
of the legumes.’ That by no means meant that he had lost his
enthusiasm for soybeans, as he continued to grow this crop
in large quantities. He sold seed by the carload to the Wing
Seed Company of Ohio.”
Another undated manuscript, which was marked ‘For the
Department of Agriculture,’ was written after he had grown
24 successive crops of soybeans. His highest yield had been
30 bushels/acre and his lowest 10 bushels. He grew one acre
of soybeans the first year he tried them and 140 acres the
year this manuscript was written.
“In another manuscript, which was apparently written in
1902, and which was marked ‘for the Farmer’s Guide,’ Mr.
Parsons stated that the seed should be covered very lightly,
that he found that drilling in rows gave best results, and the
early cultivation was exceedingly important.
“Mr. Parsons passed away last August. He lived to see
the soybean develop to a crop almost of major importance
in Indiana, and his satisfaction in seeing his own community
become a leader in soybean production must have been
great. He was a prophet who was recognized in his own
community. The entire state may well give him credit for the
big part he played in developing soybean growing into an
industry which is destined to add millions to the wealth of
Indiana.”
A photo shows: “Adrian Parsons of Plainfield, Indiana,
pioneer soybean grower of the Middle West. Originator of
Mikado soys. He was past 80 when this picture was taken.”
Letter from Lee Parsons, great-grandson of Adrian
Parsons. 2000. April 4. “I believe it was Prairie Farmer
writer Dave Thompson who wrote this article. Dad (Edgar
Parsons) remembered Thompson’s visit and interviewing
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people in Hendricks County about Adrian.”
2417. Kinney, E.J. 1930. Soybean project: Junior 4-H clubs.
Univ. of Kentucky College of Agriculture, Extension Div.,
Circular No. 94 (Revised ed.). 14 p. Jan. [7 ref]
• Summary: “The objects of the soybean project are (1) to
familiarize the boys and girls with the culture of soybeans
and their value to the agriculture of Kentucky and (2) to
increase the interest of the farm boys and girls in farm life.”
Contents: Introduction. The kind of land to select. The
question of fertilizers. The preparation of the seed-bed. When
to plant. The choice of variety. Inoculate legumes. Seeding
operations. Cultivation. Harvesting soybean hay. Harvesting
soybean seed. Threshing soybeans. Selection of exhibits.
Club score card–soybeans. Records. The story of the project.
Address: Lexington, Kentucky.
2418. Morse, W.J. 1930. Soybean utilization. Farmers’
Bulletin (USDA) No. 1617. 27 p. Jan. Revised 1932.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans for human
food: Dried beans (“The Easycook and Hahto varieties,
however, cook fully as soft as other beans.” Also used
as a substitute for coffee or for salted peanuts), green or
vegetable beans (“The Hahto and Easycook varieties have
been found especially valuable for use as green beans”),
soybean flour, soybean oil, soy sauce, soybean sprouts,
soybean vegetable milk (“used so extensively in China.”
Also mentions the residue [okara]), soybean curd. Soybeans
for livestock: For swine, dairy cattle, beef cattle, sheep,
poultry. Soybeans for oil: Methods of processing beans for
oil, utilization of soybean oil. Soybean meal: Soybean meal
for human food, soybean meal for stock feed, for swine, for
dairy cattle, for beef cattle, for poultry. Soybean meal as a
fertilizer. Miscellaneous uses of soybean meal. Soybeans for
hay: Soybean hay for dairy cattle, for beef cattle, for horses
and mules, for sheep, for swine, for poultry. Soybeans for
pasturage: Swine, sheep, or poultry on soybean pasturage.
Soybeans for silage. Soybeans for soilage [green crops
for feeding confined animals; a term first used in 1928].
Soybeans for soil improvement. Soybean straw: Feeding
value, and fertilizing value of soybean straw.
“Soybean milk in the form of a powder is a commercial
product in some European countries, and in parts of the
United States it has been used in special feeding cases”
(p. 5). “In many cities in the United States having a large
oriental population fresh bean curd may be found in the
Chinese and Japanese markets” (p. 6).
Photos show: (1) Six men steaming soybeans while
making miso in Japan. (2) Muffins made from wheat flour
and soybean flour. (3) Making soy sauce in a Chinese
courtyard. (4) Grinding soybeans with a stone mill to
make soybean milk in China. (5) “Blocks of freshly made
bean curd, ‘tofu,’ as sold in the markets of the Orient.”
(6) Loading soybean oil in tanks at a soybean oil mill,

Harbin, Manchuria. (7) Soybean cakes awaiting shipment
at a Manchurian port. (8) Hogs in a field of soybeans. (9)
“Pasturing soybeans and corn with sheep is a common
practice in the Corn Belt states.” (10) Corn and soybean
plants growing together for use as silage; a boy is standing
by the plants. (11) “A fine growth of soybeans to be used
for soiling.” Address: Senior Agronomist, Office of Forage
Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
DC.
2419. Odland, T.E. 1930. Cultural experiments with
soybeans for silage and for hay. West Virginia Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 227. 24 p. Feb. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Crop known for soil
improvement qualities. Historical review. Methods used in
West Virginia experiments. Experimental results: Yield of
green and air-dry material per acre, corn and soybeans in
combination, soybeans grown alone, proportions of soybeans
to corn in combination plots, yield of shelled corn grown
alone, yield of shelled corn in combination with soybeans,
composition of silage, protein content of silage in the various
methods compared, yield of protein and of total nutrients
per acre, composition of corn and soybeans alone and in
combination. Discussion. Soybeans for hay. Methods used in
experiments: Rate of planting, time of planting, soybeans in
combination for hay.
Photos show: (1) Soybeans and sudan grass on a farm in
Harrison County. (2) Corn and soybeans grown together for
silage on the agronomy farm. (3) May 5 seeding of soybeans
on right; May 20, center; later seedings at left. (4) Soybeans
with millet (right), sudan grass (center), and sorghum (left).
Tables: (1) Yield in tons of green forage per acre of corn
and soybeans, grown separately and in various combinations.
(2) Yield in tons of air-dry forage per acre of corn and
soybeans grown alone and in various combinations. (3)
Percentage by weight (green) of soybeans in the various
combinations of corn and soybeans. (4) Yield in bushels of
shelled corn per acre of corn grown alone at various rates and
in combination with soybeans. (5) Average composition of
corn and soybeans grown alone and in various combinations,
1923 to 1925 (green weight). (6) Yield per acre in pounds
of protein and of total nutrients of corn and soybeans grown
alone and in various combinations. (7) Average composition
of corn grown alone and in combination and of soybeans
grown alone and in combination, 1923 to 1925 (green
weight). (8) Yield in tons per acre of air-dry hay from
soybeans planted at various rates. (9) Yield in tons per acre
of air-dry hay from soybeans planted on various dates. (10)
Yield in tons per acre of air-dry hay from soybeans grown
alone and in various combinations. Address: Morgantown,
WV.
2420. Uhland, R.E. 1930. Time of harvesting soybeans: In
relation to soil improvement and protein content of the hay.
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Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 279.
28 p. Feb. [4 ref]
• Summary: “The recent increase in the soybean acreage in
Missouri, the possible future increase, and the irregularity in
times of harvest indicate the necessity of knowing something
about the yield and composition of soybeans at different
stages of growth as a means of determining the proper time
to harvest soybeans for maximum results in terms of hay,
seed, and soil improvement.
“Use of crop influences harvest: There are various
conditions which influence the value of soybeans to the
farmer. When they are grown for hay it is not only desirable
to have a large yield but to have hay which contains a
maximum amount of protein. The dairyman, or other
livestock farmer, is interested in having a high protein hay
that is palatable and easily digested. It is well known that
as a plant becomes older it increases quite rapidly in crude
fiber but the percentage of protein becomes less. This causes
a widening of the nutritive ratio which has been shown to
decrease the digestibility of the feed.
“The man who grows soybeans for seed is naturally
interested in securing a large seed yield and at the same time,
he is concerned as to the influence of the crop on the soil.
When a crop of soybeans is harvested for seed, most of the
leaves are left in the field. The use of the newly designed
harvesters [combines] for soybeans will insure the return to
the soil of all the plant parts except the seed. It is important,
therefore, to know how much nitrogen is returned to the soil
by this method of handling.
“Whether soybeans are grown for hay, or for seed
does not lessen the significance of this crop as a help in
maintaining the productivity of the soil. The growers of
soybeans must, therefore, be concerned with returning to
the soil as much of the nitrogen gathered from the air as is
economically possible. When hay is produced and fed and
when the manure is properly preserved and spread on the
land about 70 per cent of the nitrogen contained in the hay is
thereby returned. Little, however, has been said regarding the
amount of nitrogen returned in the leaves and stems when the
crop is harvested for seed.” Address: Soils Dep., Columbia,
Missouri.
2421. Zahnley, J.W. 1930. Soybean production in Kansas.
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 249.
31 p. Feb.
• Summary: The following summary is given: “1. The
soybean is adapted to the eastern three or four tiers of
counties in Kansas. Drought and rabbits are the principal
hindrances to growing it farther west. 2. It is adapted to
about the same general conditions as corn, but will produce a
fair crop on soils that are too acid for alfalfa or sweet clover.
3. No other crop in Kansas will produce so much protein
per acre as the soybean. The seed may be substituted for
the expensive protein concentrates as cottonseed or linseed

meal or it may be marketed as a cash crop. 4. Soybean hay
compares favorably with alfalfa or clover in feeding value
and may be used to supplement a shortage of alfalfa in the
eastern third of the state. 5. When grown as a companion
crop with corn and pastured off a better balanced feed is
produced on which sheep or hogs make good gains with
a saving of the cost of harvesting...” Address: Agric. Exp.
Station, Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan.
2422. Toronto Daily Star (Canada). 1930. Milton: Soya
bean plant in Milton is new Canadian industry. For the
manufacture of meal which ranks high as cattle feed: Also
edible oils. Governments to encourage the growth of soya
beans in Dominion. March 1. p. 28.
• Summary: “Milton, March 1.–The first mill in Canada
for the manufacture of meal and edible oils from the soya
bean and cotton seed will be in operation here shortly.” The
new company, Milton Oil Refineries Ltd., has one complete
crushing unit installed and ready to begin, and has a carload
of cotton seed, imported from the United States, waiting to
be crushed nearby. This is the first carload of seed imported
into Canada for the purpose of milling [crushing].
The meal from both seeds, which remains after the oil is
extracted, contains 41-45% protein and is an excellent cattle
feed.
“The oil of the soya bean is termed by the enthusiasts as
‘the oil of a thousand uses’”; it can be used to make anything
from automobile parts to salad oil and oil for deep-frying
fish and chips. Coat buttons, baby foods, and breakfast
cereals can all contain some part of the soya bean. The little
brown bean can be used in the treatment of diabetes. A
bread containing 10% soya flour, it is claimed, will retain its
freshness for 2-4 weeks. Domestic shortening is now largely
made of soya bean oil or cotton seed oil.
Beans can be grown here: Although the company will
import all the cotton seed and soya beans it needs from
the United States, efforts are presently being made, by the
Dominion and provincial departments of agriculture, to
interest Ontario farmers in growing soya beans as a new cash
crop. It is said that the beans can be cultivated on any land
suitable for growing corn.
Describes how soya beans are crushed by [hydraulic]
presses at Milton to make oil and meal. The crude oil is
shipped away in tank cars. The meal may be finely ground to
make flour.
The owners and officers of the new company foresee a
large market for their products in and around Toronto. The
factory is presently able to turn out one ton of product an
hour, but there is room in the current quarters for adding nine
more presses.
“While experiments have been conducted at the Ontario
Agricultural college, Guelph, for the last 17 or 18 years
[sic, since 1893 = last 37 years] on soya bean culture, and
there are upwards of [more than] 500 acres grown in Essex
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county alone, the cultivation of the bean has reached its
highest point in the United States. In 1909 there were 2,000
acres under cultivation there, while for 1929 the acreage is
estimated at 3,000,000 acres. Last year Canada produced
30,000 bushels of the beans, which were largely sold in the
United States, since there was no mill to handle them in
Canada.”
Ted Harop, who owns a 240-acre farm north of Milton,
has been growing soya beans for the past 7-8 years; he has
been planting them with his corn and ensiling the two crops
together. He said he thought soya beans could be grown
successfully in that district for use in a mill, such as the one
at Milton.
Discusses how to cultivate and inoculate the soya bean;
the inoculum is available from the various departments of
agriculture. It costs only 25 cents to inoculate one bushel.
A long passage about the soya bean from the
Encyclopaedia Britannica is quoted.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
concerning a soybean crushing company in Canada. Milton
Oil Refineries Ltd. (Milton, Ontario) began crushing
soybeans in March 1930. Address: Special to The Star by
staff reporter.
2423. Lepka, R. 1930. O pestovani soje pro krmne ucely [On
growing soybeans for fodder]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec
(Czech Farmer) 12(11):165-66. March 14. [Cze]
Address: Ing., Komarno, Czechoslovakia.
2424. Franklin Evening Star (Franklin, Indiana). 1930.
Soybean becomes valuable crop in U.S. (Photos with
caption). March 15. p. 1.
• Summary: This collection of three photos at the top of page
1 show: (1) Steaming soybeans being poured onto a pile by
3 Japanese miso makers. (2) An American standing in a field
of soybeans which come almost to his waist. (3) A portrait
photo of William J. Morse in a circle. The caption reads:
“Soybeans, introduced 20 [sic] years ago from the
orient, have become a major forage crop in the United States.
Last year’s crop was in excess of $70,000,000. William J.
Morse, U.S. Department of Agriculture specialist shown in
the insert, has been collecting species of the bean in China.
Japanese shown here are steaming soybeans for their dish,
miso. At right is a growth of beans in the United States.”
Note: There is no additional article.
2425. Kiltz, B.F. 1930. Soybeans for Oklahoma. Oklahoma
Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 77. 14 p.
March.
• Summary: Discusses in part the importance of soybeans for
Oklahoma, their adaptation to soil conditions in the State, the
varieties of soybean and their characteristics, harvesting the
hay, harvesting seed, and the uses of the crop.
“In general, soybeans seem to require about the same

climatic and soil conditions as corn. It is sometimes claimed
that soybeans are more drouth resistant than corn. However
true this may be, those who have worked with soybeans in
the state seem to think that they will never be an important
addition to the agriculture of that part of the state which does
not have enough rainfall to grow a corn crop. According
to experimental work up to the present time, the growing
of soybeans has been very disappointing over most of the
western sections of the state. The drouthy conditions that
prevail during the mid-summer months and the depredations
by rabbits upon the young plants, with the consequent higher
yields and greater reliability of other crops such as cowpeas
and mung beans, will prevent the soybean from extending its
range of importance.
“Progressing from west to east soybeans can he
expected to increase in acreage very noticeably. This should
be especially true in the eastern third of the state where
acid soils prevent legumes such as alfalfa and sweet clover
from thriving. The dairymen, especially, are in need of a
leguminous hay crop that can be grown on soils deficient
in lime. Although not particularly adapted to acid soils,
soybeans will thrive on such soils much more readily than
will alfalfa which has become so useful in central and
western Oklahoma. Soybeans have been grown with varying
success through the central part of the state. Many express
a great deal of enthusiasm for the crop; others have failed.
The successes have been numerous enough to lead those
interested in the soybean to believe that it has possibilities.”
Address: Stillwater, Oklahoma.
2426. Seattle Public Library, Technology Div. 1930.
Bibliography on soy beans. Seattle, Washington: Seattle
Public Library, Technology Div. 36 p. March 30. 28 cm.
References from 1890-1930. 2nd ed. 1933? 12 p. [426 ref]
• Summary: “Includes material on the soybean and its
products published from 1890 to date, with the exception of
(1) patent literature; (2) material on the agricultural phases
of the subject such as culture, varieties, use as a forage
crop, etc. Entries starred* are not in the [Seattle Public]
library: except as they are listed in abstracts.” Contents:
BIbliographies. General. Chemistry. Uses: General, fertilizer,
food (studies in nutrition, human food, feed for livestock).
Soy bean oil. General, analyses and tests, uses.
Note: This is the earliest American monographic
bibliography seen on soy beans. However in The Soybean,
by Piper & Morse (1923) included the most extensive
bibliography available at that time (563 references). Address:
Seattle, Washington.
2427. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Dairen, Manchuria
(Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 19281932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea),
Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java,
Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
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Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 4499 (2 April 1930). Dairen, Manchuria.
“This morning we called at the South Manchurian Railway
Company and met Mr. Kan Matsushima, one of the high
officials in charge of the agricultural activities of the
company.
“Mr. Matsushima was in the United States a few years
ago and visited the Department. During this visit he met Mr.
Morse and a number of other officials.
“We went over the plan for this season’s work with Mr.
Matsushima, and got from him a number of interesting and
valuable suggestions. He also presented us with a number
of pamphlets of the South Manchurian Railway relative to
soybeans and other Manchurian crops. He outlined for us
the important soybean, fruit and vegetable sections which he
thought we should visit.
“With the exception of 30 meters on each side of the
S.M. Ry. in the Japanese leased territory, practically all
farmers are Chinese.
“We had lunch with Mr. Matsushima and then went with
him to the Museum building, where we saw a relief map of
Manchuria and got a very good impression of the important
agricultural producing regions.
“We also saw a rather extensive and interesting exhibit
of soybeans, soybean cake and other soybean products. They
had a very good collection of millets, sorghums, rice, barley,
mung beans, adsuki beans;...”
Pages 4525, 4526, 4527 (10 April 1930, Dairen,
Manchuria). “This morning we called at the office of Mr. K.
Matsushima and a little later, in company with Mr. Yoshitane
Sato of the Bureau of Agriculture of the South Manchuria
Ry. [Railway Co.; S.M.R.] we visited the soybean exchange.
“Here, as in all other grain exchanges, of which we have
had an opportunity to see everything, pandemonium raged on
the floor of the chamber.
“The room looked to be 40 feet or more in width and
75 feet or so in length, with a gallery extending around
the entire room.” Of the 100 members, 60 are Chinese, 30
Japanese and 10 are of other nationalities–Russian, Danes,
British, etc.
“From the exchange, we went to one of the research
laboratories of the Agricultural Branch of the S.M.R.,
where we met Mr. Takamori, also the assistant director of
the Bureau of Economic Research, Mr. Igarashi. These
gentlemen offered to assist in any way possible; both speak
good English and understand a good deal. We next visited
Dr. Y. Nakanishi, Secretary of the Soybean Oil Association.”
“After lunch we visited a good sized shoyu sauce factory
and looked over the plant, including culture chambers and
ageing mash vat rooms. They demonstrated for us their
method of vat mash stirring by compressed air. It is a simple
method. The air passes through a one-inch pipe to the bottom
of the tank, as the pipe is moved about over the bottom the

air expelled from the pipe forces its way up through the
mash, which gives the impression of boiling. The practice
appears to be much more effective and easier than the
hand or paddle method of stirring the mash which is pretty
generally followed.
“The refuse left after pressing out the soy sauce is sold
for cattle feed (we understand primarily for hog feeding).
It is also resoaked and used for making a much inferior and
cheaper grade of soy sauce, for which this concern has quite
a demand.”
“We received several official letters from the office
today, the contents of which especially regarding our work
for the year, are more or less disconcerting. They are at
variance with our understanding of much of the work
outlined and arranged for at Washington [DC] before
our departure and by no means in accord with the policy
concerning the work in Japan outlined quite differently to
us in correspondence received shortly after we took up our
work in Japan in the spring of 1929.
“The letters to which we refer are under date of March
10 and 13, these, together with our reply, where a reply is
deemed advisable, will be found under a later date in this
field trip report.”
Page 4539 (14 April 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “Went
to the American Consulate in the morning and discussed
with Mr. Langdon, the Consul, the soybean industry in South
Manchuria. He has collected statistics on the exports of [soy]
beans, bean cake and bean oil and gave us a summary of
much data for 1929, which is as follows:”
The 1st table titled “Exports–Manchuria–1929” shows
exports (in short tons) of the three commodities by country
of destination.
Soybeans: To Japan 604,753 tons. To Europe 1,403,589
tons.
Bean cake: To Japan 652,687 tons. To Europe 62,775
tons.
Bean oil: To Japan 1,443 tons. To Europe 59,849 tons.
The 2nd table titled “Percentage of Manchurian area
sown” gives figures for 1929 and 1928.
Soybeans 29.2% and 29.0%
Other beans 2.7% and 3.2.0%
Kaoliang 22.5% and 22.5%
Millet 17.2% and 16.9%
Corn 6.9% and 7.8%
Wheat 7.7% and 10.2%
Paddy rice 0.6% and 0.7%
Upland rice 0.9% and 0.8%
Miscellaneous grains 10.5% and 9.2%.
Page 4541 (15 April 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. In the
morning visited Mr. Satoh of the S.M.R. with reference to
soybean oil mills and soap factories using soybean oil in
Dairen. Arrangements were made to visit the oil mill of the
Mitsubishi Trading Co.”
“This Oil Company crushes about 300,000 tons of
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soybeans yearly, producing about 270,000 tons of bean cake
and about 30,000 tons of bean oil.”
Page 4542. “For Japanese trade, where bean cake is used
chiefly for fertilizer, and to a slight extent for poultry feed,
the cakes are ground into a very coarse meal. Permission was
given to take any pictures we might wish within the mills or
mill yard.”
Page 4543 (16 April 1930, Dairen). “In the morning
visited the Mangylku Soap Mfg. Co. where crude soybean
oil and hydrogenated soybean oil are used in the manufacture
of soap.”
“Mr. Satoh suggested that we get in touch with Dr.
Satoh, botanist and author of the bulletin [on wild legumes
which shows 28 genera and 102 species] as he might be
of assistance to us in our collections of wild legumes in
Manchuria, North China, and Chosen” [Korea].
Page 4546. “The wild soybean is very abundant
throughout this vicinity...” No soybean work is being carried
on by the station. Most of the work is placed on cotton and
apples. “Mr. Nakatomi assured us of his hearty cooperation
in our studies of Manchurian agriculture.”
Page 4547 (12 [?] April 1930). Dairen. “In the morning
we went to the South Manchurian Ry. Central Laboratory
to see Dr. Kato concerning the various soybean products of
which he had promised us samples. The products were not
ready and I was promised to send them to our office in the
Gohin [?] Building shortly.
“Mr. Kato is much interested in the utilization of
soybean flour in bread making and is conducting extensive
experiments along this line. He was very much interested
in the work which Dr. J.A. Le Clerc of the U.S. Bureau of
Chemistry is doing with various kinds of soybean flour and
intends taking up correspondence with Dr. Le Clerc.
“At 5:00 p.m. Messrs. Morse and Suyetake went to the
Auditorium of the South Manchurian Ry. Club and gave
a talk on the soybean industry in the United States before
Members of the Dairen Oil Mills Association, Dairen
Soybean Trading Corporation, and the Agricultural Division
of the South Manchurian Railway.”
Pages 4553-4554 (21 April 1930, Dairen). “In the
morning we went to the office of Mr. Satoh of the S.M.Ry.
and found a package of fifteen varieties of soybeans that
had been sent to us from the S.M.R. Experiment Station at
Kungchuling. This station is the principal soybean breeding
station and the varieties sent us represent selected varieties
from their 1929 variety test of over five hundred varieties.
The following list gives the varieties sent. An table with no
title gives the D.&M. number (from 5649 to 5663), varietal
name, and use of each of the 15; the three uses are grain,
forage, and pasture. The varietal names are:
Hakube (Mukden White)
Changchung #220
Kingen
Kungchuling #319

Kohonshu [?]
Kungchuling #543
Kungchuling #483
Kaiyuan #191
Mochoto
Kungchuling #480
Kungchuling #235
Chanchu #391
Kungchuling #262
Kungchuling #420
Kungchuling #224
“In the afternoon samples of different forms of soy bean
oil cake and oil cake meal were received from Mr. Yoshida,
manager of the Mitsubishi Soybean oil Mills.” They are:
(1) “Coarse flakes. Made for export to Japan for cattle feed
and fertilizer. Moisture 11%. Protein 44%. Fat 7.5%.” (2)
Finely cracked like cracked corn. Made for export to Japan
for cattle feed; 10%, 44.5%, 7%. (3) Coarse meal for export
to the United States for cattle feed. 9.11%, 45.6%, 7%. (4)
Finely ground meal for export to the United States. 9.10%,
45.6%, 7%. (5) Medium coarse flakes for export to Japan for
poultry feed. 10%, 44.5%, 7%. (6) Coarse flakes for export
to Japan for fertilizer. 11%, 44%, 7.5%.
Pages 4565-4566 (25 April 1930, Port Arthur,
Manchuria). “We then visited the museum and looked over
the agricultural exhibits of the Kwantung Province. The
Nisshin Oil Mills of Dairen has rather an extensive exhibit
of various forms of soybean oil and oil cake. The Manchuria
Paint Co. has a very good exhibit of many kinds of paints,
enamels, varnishes and plastic paints in the manufacture
of which soybean oil was used” (Continued). Address:
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
2428. Thompson, John. 1930. Growing soybeans for hay:
This legume should be used more as catch crop. Wallaces’
Farmer 55(16):796-97. April 19.
• Summary: “When I refer to soybeans as being a valuable
hay or roughage crop, I do not mean to say that it is more
valuable for that purpose than alfalfa or common red clover,
where the latter can be grown. Unfortunately, however,
alfalfa and clover are sometimes winter killed or fail for
some other reason.”
“There are, of course, several crops–catch crops, as they
are called–that can be grown for this purpose. Among them
are millet, sudan grass, sorghum and some others, but they
are all non-legumes and not nearly so valuable for feeding
purposes as soybean hay because of its high protein content.
The difference in the feeding value of hay crops is frequently
not fully appreciated. Too many judge hay by the ton and
not by its nutritive constituents, which often leads to grave
errors.”
Peking and Wilson are the two varieties of soys suitable
for all sections of the state. Second choices are Black
Eyebrow, Manchu, and Ebony. Dunfield is excellent for
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the southern two-thirds of the state. Virginia and Morse
are best suited for the southern one-third of Iowa. “Peking,
mentioned above, is given first rank as a hay producer
because of its fine stems, and also because it stands up well.”
However it produces small beans. “It is always a good plan
to talk over the matter of varieties to grow with your county
agent.” Also gives details on preparation of the seedbed.
A photo shows inoculated soybean roots containing
many nodules.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016)
with the term “catch crop” in the title in connection with soy
beans. Address: Iowa.
2429. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1930. Harvest more soybeans: Feed
home-grown protein to the livestock. 55(17):833. April 26.
• Summary: “There are several reasons why the growing
of soybeans as a grain crop deserves serious attention.
First, because of the decline in our horse population it is
desirable to reduce the oat acreage in Iowa and the corn belt
in general. Second, we are not growing enough protein to
balance the excess of carbohydrates and fats contained in
our corn and small grains. It is because of the need of more
protein in our feeding operations that soybeans should be
given more thought and attention as a grain crop. Soybeans,
especially when they take the place of a portion of the oat
acreage, are a much more valuable crop than most farmers
realize. Under most conditions in this state it is about as easy
to grow twenty bushels of soybeans per acre as it is to grow
forty-five bushels of oats, one crop weighing 1,200 pounds
and the other 1,440 pounds.
“Feeding Value of Soybeans High: Soybeans contain
35 per cent of digestible protein, or a little more than is
contained in linseed meal and cottonseed meal, while oats
carry only 9.7 per cent of this constituent. Since protein is
much more expensive, pound for pound, than carbohydrates,
it follows that a ton of beans has a greater value than a ton of
oats.
“From tests it appears that when soybeans are fed as
a protein concentrate with other farm grown grains they
have a greater value, pound for pound, than linseed meal
or cottonseed meal. This at any rate has been found to be
true when fed to milk cows. Thus when linseed meal costs
$60 a ton or 2 cents a pound, a bushel of beans would have
a feeding value of more than $1.80 a bushel. On that basis,
a twenty-bushel crop of beans would be worth $36 an acre,
while a forty-bushel crop of oats at 50 cents a bushel would
have a value of $22.50.
“The more protein the farmer grows on his own farm,
especially so long as to produce a surplus of carbohydrate
grains, the greater will be his profit. For dairy cows, when
fed as a protein supplement, cracked soybeans proved to
be worth one-third more than linseed meal at the Iowa
experiment station. At the South Dakota station soybeans
had 18 per cent greater value for the production of butterfat

than linseed meal and nearly 20 per cent greater value for
the production of milk. At the Tennessee station ground
soybeans gave practically the same results as a protein
supplement for dairy cows as cottonseed meal.
“As a supplement to corn for beef, cattle and sheep,
cracked or ground as have been soybeans have been found
to be fully equal to other protein supplements. At the Indiana
station ground whole soybeans took the place of tankage in
a laying mash for hens when a good mineral mixture was
fed in addition. For hogs, a protein supplement containing
one third ground or cracked soybeans gives good results if
supplemented with a good mineral mixture.
“So much for the value of soybeans as a carrier of
protein. Let us now refer to methods of growing them. Corn
ground makes an ideal seed bed for this crop. Fall plowed
stubble ground is generally considered as second choice.
Both should be disked as early in the spring as possible
and the soil be stirred every week or ten days up until the
last week in May so as to kill as many weeds as possible
before planting. Soybeans are poor weed fighters during the
early period of growth. For this reason the beans should be
harrowed shortly before they come up and after they are well
established. Some use a weeder for this while others prefer
a rotary hoe, especially so when it can be drawn by a tractor.
The rotary hoe does much better work when it is moved
more rapidly over the field than it can be drawn by horses.
“Methods of Planting and Care: Some prefer planting
the beans in rows for grain while others prefer drilling
them like small grain. Prof. H.D. Hughes, head of the crops
section, Iowa State College, leans toward the latter method,
because, in his opinion, it results in larger yields and the crop
is also more easily handled at harvest time. Reasonably clean
land is needed for broadcast drilling and before seeding one
must also carry out the weed killing program mentioned.
Being a legume, the seed should be inoculated before
planting, either with a commercial culture or with soil front
an old soybean field.
“As to varieties to grow for grain. Manchu, Dunfield
and Black Eyebrow are suitable for all sections of the state.
The Dunfield, until the last few years, was considered too
late for the northern third of the state, but very good success
has been secured with this variety in recent years even in the
extreme northern counties. An earlier variety for northern
Iowa is the Minsoy, originated In Minnesota. It is especially
suitable for the northern third of the state for late planting.
For southern and central Iowa the Illini variety, originated
in Illinois, is meeting with favor and is to be recommended.
For the southern two or three tiers of counties, the Virginia
variety is well liked, especially on poor soils.
“With the exception of the Illini, all the varieties
mentioned have been tested by the Iowa State College for
five to ten years and are recommended by the crops section
of that institution.” Address: Iowa.
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2430. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Kungchuling,
Manchuria (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J.
Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan,
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa),
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC:
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations,
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: (Continued): (6 May 1930). Page 4615.
Negative #45103. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling
(today’s Gongzhuling, Jilin province), Manchuria. View
showing the [round] Osier storage bin in which soybeans are
stored. This bin is made of straw matting. Taken in yard of
Chinese Soybean oil Mill. This bin holds 3 carloads of beans.
Each carload has 150 sacks of 160 pounds each.
Neg. #45104. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling,
Manchuria. View showing storage of soybean seed in Osier
bins in the yard of a soybean oil mill.
Page 4651, 4652, 4653 (9 May 1930). Kungchuling,
Manchuria. “Although may is the dry month of the year, it
was anything but that during the night. A very heavy rain
fell...”
“About 9:00 a.m. we went to the Experiment Station
where we had a talk with Dr. Kanda on soybeans in this
section. Although there are many insects and diseases
affecting the soybeans in Manchuria, none of them, with the
exception of the pod borer, affects the crop very seriously.
The only way to combat these pests and diseases is by
breeding resistant strains as it is impossible to get the
Manchurian farmer to take up spraying for the soybeans are
grown too extensively and the farmer is too poor.
“We were advised by Dr. Kanda, that Mr. Nakamoto,
the soybean expert, had returned to his office this morning
for the first time since his illness, and wished to talk with
us on soybeans. After arriving at Mr. Nakamoto’s office, we
found that we had met in Washington [DC] a few years ago
when he came to study the soybeans in the United States.
Mr. Nakamoto took us to his laboratory room and showed
us samples of his selections and native varieties. He is doing
much work with the ‘Moshito’ variety, the seed of which
appears identical with our U.S. Virginia variety. Complete
chemical analyses have been made of all collections and
varieties. On a moisture basis, the varieties ranged from
about 14 to 21% fat.
Mr. Nakamoto said that he had tried out many Japanese
and Korean varieties but they were not suited to the dry
conditions of Manchuria. The small-seeded varieties from
Siberia [in the eastern Russian SSR] make good growth and
are considered the best forage sorts.”
“Soybeans were being planted in a field of the station
so we were taken to see the method of planting which is the
same that the Dorsetts took motion pictures of at Harbin in
1926. A few snap shots were taken of the planting but under
rather adverse conditions as a fine mist was falling. After the
planting we visited Dr. Kanda to thank him and say good

bye.
“We left on the 5:35 p.m. train, arriving at Ssu-pingkai [today’s Siping, Jilin province] at 6:39 p.m. and went at
once to the Japanese Inn. Shortly after we had settled down
in our rooms, Mr. Yukutaro Yamazaki, in charge of the local
commercial office of the S.M.Ry., and his assistant, Mr.
Yutaka Shimizu, called to make arrangements with us for
tomorrow. Although there are six large Chinese soybean
oil mills in this place, they have been idle for these years.
In a Chinese village about five miles from here there are
some of the old native wedge soybean oil mills which Mr.
Yamazaki thought we might be interested in seeing. He said
he would make arrangements with the Chinese governor for
some soldiers as an escort as the country about Ssu-ping-kai
is rather badly infested with bandits and only the previous
day a Chinese policeman had been killed by bandits a short
distance from the town.” Arrangements were made to take a
taxi with soldiers the next day.
Page 4654. Neg. #45109. “Soja max. Soybeans.
Kungchuling, Manchuria. Tramping ploughed ridge for
planting soybeans.”
Neg. #45110. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling,
Manchuria. Planting soybeans [shows wooden plow].
Page 4655. Neg. #45111. “Soja max. Soybeans.
Kungchuling, Manchuria. Scattering soil compost between
last year’s millet rows for fertilizing 1930 crop of soybeans.”
Neg. #45112. “Soja max. Soybeans. Kungchuling,
Manchuria. Showing Manchurian plow used in making
ridges for planting soybeans and also used for covering seed.
Page 4657-4658 (10 May 1930). Ssu-ping-kai,
Manchuria. Mr. Hideji Miura, director of the local office of
the territory controlled by the S.M.Ry. “stated that soybeans
are extensively planted in this region and in 1927 about
427,000 tons of beans were shipped from the station. Ssuping-kai is the terminal point of a Chinese railroad extending
for a considerable way in Mongolia and large amounts of
Mongolian crops, especially kaoliang, come to this place.”
After a delay and suspecting trickery, the taxi trip to the
native wedge soybean oil mill was cancelled.
“At 3:20 p.m. we left for Kaiyuan [Liaoning province]
where a soybean seed farm of the South Manchurian Railway
is located. As we passed along we noticed that the farmers
were busy planting soybeans. Only occasionally did we see
kaoliang or millet being planted... We arrived at Kaiyuan
at 5:31 p.m. and were met at the station by Mr. Sazuo [?]
Kofuku, director of the local office of the S.M.Ry. and also
director of the soybean seed farm located on the outskirts of
Kaiyuan. After a short talk with Mr. Kofuku, during which
he said he would make arrangements to see the farm and
soybean planting about Kaiyuan, we went to the Japanese
Inn ‘Futaba’”
Page 4659. Neg. #45113. “Soja max. Soybean. Ssuping-kai, Manchuria. View showing the floor or bottom of
an Osier bin used in the storage of soybean seed. The floor is
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made of kaoliang stalks Osier bins of soybean seed are noted
in the picture. In a Chinese merchant’s storage yard.”
Neg. #45114. “Soja max. Soybean. Ssu-ping-kai,
Manchuria. Mr. Suyetake holding standard Manchurian
bushel measure which is 22 kilos.”
Page 4665 (11 May 1920). Neg. #45117. “Soja max.
Soybean planting. Kaiyuan, Manchuria. Manchurian making
ridges with plow. Soybeans are planted on top of ridges,
covered with plow and then the ridges are rolled with a
wooden roller.”
Neg. #45118. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria.
Making ridges for soybean planting on a farm near
Kaiyuan.”
Page 4666. Neg. #45119. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan,
Manchuria. Making ridges for planting soybeans on a farm
near Kaiyuan.”
Neg. #45120. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria.
View showing the tramping for a row on top of ridge,
planting beans, and covering with plow.”
Page 4667. Neg. #45121. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan,
Manchuria. Planting and covering soybeans on a farm near
Kaiyuan.”
Neg. #45122. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria.
View showing the wooden roller used in rolling down ridges
or compacting soil after soybeans are planted.”
Page 4668. Neg. #45123. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan,
Manchuria. View showing the rolling down of top of ridges
with wooden roller [pulled by a donkey ridden by a man].
Soybeans were planted on ridges and covered with plow.
Neg. #45124. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria.
View showing soybean seed stored in Osier bins in the
storage yard of a Chinese merchant.”
Page 4669. Neg. #45125. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan,
Manchuria. View of Osier bins full of soybeans. In the
storage yard of a Chinese merchant.
Neg. #45126. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria.
View showing the storage of soybean seed in Osier bins in a
Chinese merchant’s storage yard.”
Page 4673 (13 May 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “After
lunch Mr. Tamakura of the S.M.Ry. Agricultural Bureau
called at the office with reference to information on
the various kinds of machinery used in soybean culture
and harvest in the United States. We referred him to the
International Harvester Company, Chicago [Illinois], as this
concern manufactures many implements used in the planting,
cultivation, harvesting and threshing of soybeans and other
grain crops.
“Mr. Tamakura gave us more information on the
transportation of soybeans through the port of Yingkou
(Newchwang). Before the days of railroad transportation,
Yingkou was the largest soybean port in the export of
soybeans and soybean products. At the present time, little
foreign trade is handled at Yingkou but it still remains the
largest Chinese junk port in Manchuria. The junks and river

boats bring down large quantities of soybeans and other
grains from sections along the Liao River.
“We received today four samples of soybean seed from
the Island Master of Saishu-to [today’s Cheju-do, South
Korea] Island, Chosen. This is the island on which we were
told grow very small seeded varieties of soybeans.” It was
“stated that they were very small seeded and had been grown
for many years with no export of seed. The seed received
was by no means the small seeded varieties.” Address:
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
2431. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Yingkou
(Newchwang), Manchuria (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett
and W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations
in Japan, Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan
(Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon.
Washington, DC: Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818
p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 4753 (29 May 1930). Yingkou
(Newchwang), Manchuria. “For some time we had been
advised by Mr. Satoh of the S.M.Ry. [South Manchuria
Railway] that we should go to Yingkou (Newchwang) to
see junk transportation of soybeans on the Liao River. There
have been so many things to see on the soybean industry in a
short time that we did not find time until today.
“We left on the 9:00 a.m. express and arrived in TaShih-Chiao [Dashiqiao] at 1:08 p.m. where we changed
trains. The Yingkou train left at 2:00 p.m. and we arrived
at Yingkou at 2:35 p.m. Newchwang has always been a
familiar name to us for from here, by Frank N. Meyer,
were sent in four samples of soybeans, three of which were
given varietal names by Dr. C.V. Piper as follows: S.P.I. No.
19183, Wilson; 19184 Fairchild; 19186 Morse. From 19186
the Virginia was selected and this variety is one of the most
generally grown in the United States and since its selection
and distribution has brought millions of dollars to American
farmers. The Wilson is extensively grown in the Middle
Atlantic States and Corn Belt states for forage and the Morse
is quite generally grown in Arkansas, Missouri and the
southern half of Illinois. These introductions were sent in by
Meyer in 1906 and through the years have brought many,
many millions of dollars to U.S. farmers through seed, forage
and pasture. Little did Meyer realize the money he was
pouring into the farmers’ pockets through these three small
samples of soybeans. We are in hopes that we will be equally
as fortunate in picking some good varieties.
Page 4754-4756. “During our few minutes stop at
Haiungyaocheng Mr. Hisatake of the S.M.Ry. [South
Manchuria Railway] Experiment Station at this place met us
and said he phoned to Mr. Satoh at Dairen that farmers were
now planting soybeans in the corn and we should come by
Friday to see this method. We told him arrangements had
been made for us at Yingkou with some of the S.M.Ry. men
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to be with us this afternoon and Friday, but that we could
come Saturday.
“Upon arrival at Yingkou we were met at the station by
Mr. U. Kawashima of the Foreign Service Department and
Mr. Shitami, Agricultural Engineer of the S.M.Ry. Co. We
were first taken to the railway storage yards which are along
the banks of the Liao river. Large quantities of soybeans
and bean cake were in outside storage stacks and in the
warehouses along the river bank. Nearly all of the beans
in storage were yellow seeded varieties used for oil and oil
cake. We found some stacks of black soybeans which were
being loaded on freight cars. These had been brought down
the river in junks from near the Kaiyuan district and were
a mixture of black seeded varieties which resemble very
closely the Wilson, S.P.I. 19183, as it was first introduced.
We were told that this black soybean was especially good for
poor soils and is used only for green manure purposes.
“Chinese coolies were busily engaged in loading freight
cars with bags of beans and bean cake. On the river, the
current of which reminds one of the Mississippi, were seen
junks coming and going, loaded with bags of beans and
bean cakes. After taking some snapshots and movies of the
storage and loading of beans and bean cake, we went to the
local office of the S.M.Ry. where we met Mr. Sekimoto,
the manager. Through him we learned that in the Yingkou
section there is much alkali land and the agricultural
engineers of the S.M.Ry. are working on methods of
reclaiming this land...”
“Large quantities of soybeans, bean cake and bean oil
are brought from interior points down the Liao River to
Yingkou by Chinese junks. A large percent of these products
as well as other agricultural products are shipped by rail to
Dairen.
“The products shipped by boat go to Southern China
ports and to various islands of the East Indies. Although
water freight to Dairen is cheaper than rail freight, the
railway is very much quicker and allows the merchant
advantages of better prices for his products. River
transportation of beans, in fact all agricultural products, is
most active in October and part of November. The river then
freezes up and no more river transportation until the middle
or latter part of April when there is a heavy river freight,
especially of beans and bean cake until the forepart of June.
“After our visit with Mr. Sekimoto we went to a
Japanese Inn. Mr. Shitami advised us just before leaving that
some freighters would be loaded early in the morning with
beans and bean cake, and that it was also the best time to see
the Chinese junks come to the wharves with bean cake and
beans from northern points along the river. He said he would
call for us about 7:00 a.m. so we could see the busy time at
the wharves.
Page 4757. Neg. #45200. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. View of stacks of bean cake and bags of beans in
outside storage yards of S.M.Ry. Co.”

Neg. #45201. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
Stacks of bean cake and bags of beans in outside storage in
yards of S.M.Ry. Co.”
Page 4758. Neg. #45202. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. Stacks of bean cake and bags of beans on wharf
of S.M.Ry. Co.”
Neg. #45203. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
Chinese coolies carrying bags of soybeans from stack to
freight car in yards of S.M.Ry. Co.”
Page 4759. Neg. #45204. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. Soybean oil cakes in open storage in the storage
yards of the South Manchuria Railway Co.”
Neg. #45203. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
View of stacks of soybeans in open storage in yards of
S.M.Ry. Co.
Page 4760. Neg. #45206. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. View of stack of soybeans stored under matting
and canvas in the storage yards of the S.M.Ry. Co.”
Page 4761. Panoramic view of stacks of soybeans in
storage yards.
Page 4763 (30 May 1930). Yingkou, Manchuria. “Mr.
Shitami of the local office of the S.M.Ry. called at the inn
about 7:00 a.m. to take us to the wharves to see the Chinese
junks from up the Liao river unloading beans and bean
cakes and also the loading of beans and bean cakes on
large freighters. We first went to another section of railway
storage yards which we did not see yesterday and found large
quantities of beans and bean cakes stored under matting and
canvas. A few samples of beans were gathered from under
the stacks.
“At the wharves we saw coolies busily engaged in
loading a large Japanese freighter with beans and bean cake
for Formosa. From one side the cakes and beans were being
carried on the boat while on the other side small Chinese
junks were carrying the loads of bean cakes to be loaded
from that side. The river was quite lively with Chinese junks
going up and down the river and for the most part these were
loaded with bags of beans and bean cakes. It was a very
pretty sight and panoramas, stills and movies were taken...”
Page 4765. Neg. #45209. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. Chinese junk loaded with bean cakes, on the
Liao River.
Neg. #45210. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
Chinese coolies carrying bean cakes from warehouse to
Japanese freighter.”
Page 4766. Neg. #45211. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. Chinese coolies unloading a Chinese junk, The
black soybeans were loose and are being bagged. These
beans came from the Kaiyuan district along the Liao River
and are used for green manure.”
Neg. #45212. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
View of a Japanese freighter being loaded with bean cakes
and bags of beans. On the wharf side Chinese coolies are
carrying cakes and bags of beans while on the water side,
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Chinese junks are unloading bean cakes.
Page 4767. Neg. #45213. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. View of a Chinese junk loaded with bags of
soybeans on the Liao River.
Neg. #45214. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
View of a Chinese junk bringing bean cake down the Liao
River from a northern point.
Page 4768. Neg. #45215. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou,
Manchuria. View of a soybeans in bags stored under matting
and canvas in the storage yards of the S.M.Ry. Co.”
Neg. #45216. “Soja max. Soybean. Yingkou, Manchuria.
View of Chinese coolies carrying bean cakes from warehouse
to freighter at wharf of the S.M.Ry. Co. on the Liao River.”
Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
2432. Kinney, E.J. 1930. Soybeans and cowpeas for hay.
Kentucky College of Agriculture, Extension Circular No.
232. 8 p. May.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Planting time. Varieties:
Mammoth, Southern Hollybrook, Tar Heel Black [Tarheel
Black], Biloxi, Laredo (very small black seeds and extremely
fine stems), Virginia, Midwest, Wilson Black, Ebony,
Peking, Lexington, Haberlandt, Mansoy, Harbinsoy. Land
preparation. Inoculation. Seeding (Thick seeding for hay
is advantageous), cultivation, Stage for harvesting. Curing
soybean hay (“The beans should be tedded, if possible,
before the leaves become dry enough to crumble. After
curing in the swath for about 2 days, the hay should be raked
into small windrows, using a side-delivery rake...”). Cowpea
hay. Fertilizers for soybeans and cowpeas.
Note: “Tedded” means turned over and spread out to dry.
“Inoculation (p. 4-5): Inoculation is very important in
getting good results with soybeans. When the field has not
grown the crop previously, artificial inoculation is necessary.
It is not always easy to get good inoculation with soybeans.
The safest way is to drill dry, screened, inoculated soil thru
the fertilizer attachment of the drill. About 100 pounds of
seed per acre is required. Sifting dry, inoculated soil over
moistened seed at the rate of a peck or more to each bushel
of seed is also effective. Commercial cultures are, of course,
most convenient, but do not always give a good setting of
nodules, altho generally effective.” Address: Lexington,
Kentucky.
2433. Morse, W.J. 1930. Utilizacion de la soya [Utilization
of soybeans]. Cuba (Santiago de las Vegas). Estacion
Experimental Agronomica, Circular No. 69. 40 p. May.
Translation by Emma L. Sena of USDA Farmers’ Bulletin
1617. [Spa]
• Summary: In the introduction, Ing. Francisco B. Cruz,
Director of the Agronomic Experimental Station, E.C.,
praises an imported soy oil named “Aceite comestible de
Soya.” A full-page ad for this product (just before p. 36),
apparently with the brand name Excelsior, is also shown.

Contents: Introduction. Soybeans for human food:
Dried beans (Los frijoles secos. Also used as a substitute for
coffee or like roasted peanuts), green or vegetable beans (Los
frijoles verdes), soybean flour (harina de soya), soybean oil
(aceite de soya), soy sauce (salsa de soya), soybean sprouts
(vastagos de soya), soybean vegetable milk (leche vegetal
de soya, including the solid material or residue {la materia
sólida, el residuo} [okara] which is separated from the liquid
soymilk), soybean curd [tofu] (cuajada de soya).
Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term vastagos de soya to refer
to soy sprouts.
Note 2 This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (June 2013) that mentions okara, which it calls la
materia sólida, el residuo.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term cuajada de soya refer to
tofu.
Soybeans for livestock (la soya para el ganado): For
swine, dairy cattle, beef cattle, sheep, poultry. Soybeans
for oil: Methods of processing beans for oil, utilization of
soybean oil. Soybean meal: Soybean meal for human food,
soybean meal for stock feed, for swine, for dairy cattle,
for beef cattle, for poultry. Soybean meal as a fertilizer.
Miscellaneous uses of soybean meal. Soybeans for hay:
Soybean hay for dairy cattle, for beef cattle, for horses
and mules, for sheep, for swine, for poultry. Soybeans for
pasturage: Swine, sheep, or poultry on soybean pasturage.
Soybeans for silage. Soybeans for soilage [green crops
for feeding confined animals; a term first used in 1928].
Soybeans for soil improvement. Soybean straw: Feeding
value, and fertilizing value of soybean straw. Address:
USDA, Washington, DC.
2434. Robison, W.L. 1930. Soybeans and soybean oilmeal
for pigs. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
452. 42 p. May.
• Summary: Pig-feeding trials show that a mineral salt
supplement to soybean oilmeal is necessary. Cooked beans
gave better results than uncooked. Good quality soybean
meal (after oil extraction) used as a supplement to maize in
pig rations was superior to the whole beans, but the quality,
digestibility, and palatability of the meal varied considerably
with the process of manufacture. Soft pork fat may result
from feeding soybean oil or whole beans. The meal, having a
lower oil content and correspondingly higher protein content,
does not produce this effect.
Note: Wayne Lewis Robison was born in 1891. Address:
Wooster.
2435. Beeson, K.E. 1930. Soybeans for Indiana farms.
Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural College, Extension Leaflet No.
151. 6 p. June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses. Varieties.
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Inoculation. Culture. Harvesting for hay. Harvesting for seed.
Future.
“Soybeans are rapidly increasing in popularity in
Indiana as a hay crop, as a home-grown protein supplement,
and as a cash crop. Because of their adaptation to both sweet
and acid soils, their comparative freedom from disease, their
tolerance of drouth and poor drainage, and their ability to do
well on thin soils once they are properly inoculated, they can
be grown throughout the state. Properly handled they serve
as soil builders, although less nitrogen is left in the roots and
stubble than is the case with clovers. On all soils the shallow
roots have a marked loosening effect upon the surface layer.”
Varieties commonly grown in Indiana are Ito San,
Dunfield, Manchu, Wilson, and Virginia. Newer varieties that
look promising but about which less is known are Mansoy,
Illini, Harbinsoy. Address: Div. of Agronomy, Lafayette,
Indiana.
2436. Vestal, C.M. 1930. Soybeans as a substitute for
tankage in fattening spring pigs on legume pasture. Indiana
(Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 341.
14 p. June.
• Summary: Soy beans may be used to conserve tankage,
fish meal, milk and other protein-rich feeds, as long as
mineral supplements are also provided. Address: Purdue
Univ., Dep. of Animal Husbandry.
2437. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Dairen, Manchuria
(Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 19281932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea),
Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java,
Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5082 (2 July 1930). Kungchuling,
Manchuria. W.J. Morse’s notes. “We went to the S.M.Ry.
Experiment Station in the morning where we met Dr.
Nakamoto, the expert in charge of soybean work. It was
learned that Mr. Kanda who was director of the station on
our previous visit had been retired and that Dr. Nakamoto
will succeed him as director of the station in the near future.
“Dr. Nakamoto went over thoroughly the soybean work
being done by the station and also the soybean situation in
the Kungchuling region. He also made many suggestions
regarding our soybean investigations in Manchuria whereby
we might save time and at the same time see all phases of
the soybean industry in North and South Manchuria. We
were taken over the experimental grounds and found very
extensive soybean selection and variety work being carried
on, The soybeans are all looking excellent and for the most
part are in bloom.
After lunch, Mr. Ota, assistant engineer at the
experiment station, took us in the nearby farming section
where we could see the cultivation of soybeans. The second

cultivation is now being given the crop and is being done
with a harrow shovel plow and by hand hoeing. Soybeans are
grown very extensively about Kungchuling and we saw some
very large fields. On our return to the inn we passed through
the Chinese section where the Chinese grain merchants
have large store yards. Most of these yards or compounds
contained a large number of Osier bins of soybeans. The
Chinese merchants were very badly hit by the low demand
of European countries for soybeans The seed was purchased
last fall at a fair price but with the slow demand and great fall
in the price of silver, the merchants are very heavy losers.”
Page 5084. Letter from P.H. Dorsett, Agricultural
Explorer in Dairen, Manchuria, to Mr. Leon H. Ellis, Second
secretary of Legation of the United States of America,
Peiping, China.
Dear Sir; My delay in replying to your favor of April
18th is due to the fact that I was in the hospital when the
same arrived, and have only recently been discharged...
“I am planning to leave Dairen shortly after July
15 for Peiping, and trust that upon arrival there I will
find conditions in that region favorable for agricultural
exploration work.
“Please arrange to hold any mail which may be received
at the Legation and addressed to P.H. Dorsett and Ruth S.
Dorsett... Very truly yours,...”
Page 5184-5185 (17 July 1930). Chinchou, Manchuria.
W.J. Morse’s notes. “In the early part of the season we were
taken to the wall surrounding Chinchou by Mr. Nakatomi
of the Experiment Station and found more or less alfalfa
plants which varied in habit of growth and color of flowers.
We were told that this alfalfa was probably introduced
from Russia by the Russians during their occupation of this
territory many years ago (previous to 1905 [when they lost
the Russo-Japanese War]).
“We have watched this alfalfa at various times that seed
might be collected as the variety might have value in the
study of disease resistant strains which the Department is
now carrying on extensively...
Page 5185. Neg. #45310. “Medicago sativa. Alfalfa,
Chinchou, Manchuria. View showing P.H. Dorsett picking
alfalfa seed along road of wall surrounding Chinchou.”
Page 5186 (18 July 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “P.H.
Dorsett’s notes. Mr. Y. Nakanishi, Secretary of the Soybean
Oil Association, whom we intended going to see, was in
Shanghai and would not return before the 24th, we were told
by Mr. Takamori. However Mr. Takamori promised to tell
him that it was our intention to call, and to carry to him our
kindest personal regards.”
Page 5222-5223. Letter from P.H. Dorsett, Agr. Exp.,
dated Sunday 27 July 1930, in Peiping, China, to W.J. Morse.
“Dear Morse: It will be a week tomorrow since we pulled out
of Dairen and left you and the family as well as other good
friends at the railway station.”
“We had a very pleasant ride from Dairen to Mukden
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where we arrived on time... I saw many fine lots of soybeans
on the way up, both alone and in interplantings which would
make excellent pictures and I itched to be out with the
cameras.”
“Most of the time since our arrival it has been close,
muggy and fearfully hot.
“From the time we got up last Tuesday morning until
within a short distance of Peiping the plantings of soybeans
and other crops were about the same as we saw between
Dairen and Mukden, except that there was much more
kaoliang than corn. About noon on the way to Peiping we
ran into a section where we saw an interesting feature in
connection with interplanted soybeans in kaoliang. Here and
there we saw areas where the lower leaves of the kaoliang
had been stripped off for some three feet above the ground.
I judge that this was done primarily to give more light to the
interplanted soybeans. The stripped off leaves, perhaps were
used for stock food. I will try to get pictures showing this
practice. It might be well for you to be on the lookout for this
practice while on your field trips in Manchuria.”
“Living here is very much cheaper than in any place I
have been in the orient. We have two nice large rooms and
a private bath on the third floor, front of the Grand Hotel
Des Wagons-Lits with board, American plan, at a monthly
rate of 400,000 Mex per month.” This equals “$107.96 per
month, which seems unbelievable, in comparison with what
we have paid in Japan and Manchuria... If the above proves
to be correct, it will pay you to wind up your work over there
as soon as you can and come to Peiping. From what I saw
Tuesday en route to Peiping there is fully as much for you to
see in the field here in China as there is in Manchuria, but of
course not in the way of shipping.
“On Thursday we went to the Peiping Union Medical
College.” Dorset saw Dr. McIntosh, the lung specialist who
“found my lungs in pretty good condition but that he would
like to have a dental X ray, also an X ray of my lungs, as
well as an electro cardiogram and an examination of my
eyes. Well I have run the gamut and am still alive and none
the worse for the wear. The doctor told me yesterday that
none of the examinations showed anything to be especially
alarmed at, but that it would be necessary for me to take
things a little easier and under no circumstances should I do
any mountain climbing and should not get fatigued by long
tramps or over work. The Dr. may however have a different
story to tell Ruth when she gets a chance to talk with him
concerning my condition.
“I plan to get started on field work next week... I hope
this finds you all well and happy and that your work is
progressing nicely. Sincerely yours,...”
Page 5224 (28 July 1930) Peiping, China. “P.H. Dorset’s
notes... We saw two or three vegetables which we did not see
in 1924-25 while here.
Page 5224-5225 (28 July 1930). Nanzen, Manchuria.
“W.J. Morse’s notes. Left by the Chinchou bus and stopped

off at Nanzen where we have observed the best and most
extensive soybean plantings. The soybeans are in nearly all
mixed plantings with the corn. The largest per cent of the
fields have the beans and corn in the same row. The rows are
about 21 inches apart The corn was planted about May 1 in
42-inch hills. About June 1 the corn was thinned to 1 plant
per hill and a hill of beans planted between the corn hills.
“In this section a few fields were noted in which two
rows of beans alternated with three rows of corn. The rows
were about 21 inches apart. The corn was sown about May 1
and the beans about June 1.
Some excellent fields of Italian millet were observed and
only a few fields of Japanese millet.
Page 5226. Neg. #45381. Soja max. Soybean. Nanzen,
Manchuria. Fields of soybeans and corn Three rows of corn
and two rows of corn planted alternately. Corn planted about
May 1 and beans about June 1. Rows 21 inches apart.
Neg. #45382. Italian millet. Nanzen, Manchuria. Field
of Italian millet on farm near Nanzen. Millet is used quite
extensively as food by the Manchurian farmer. Morse is
standing in the field with the millet waist high. He is wearing
a straw hat with a black band around the rim.
Page 5230 (29 July 1930). Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria.
“Mr. Morse’s notes. Left on the 9:00 a.m. express for the
S.M.Ry. Experiment Station at Hsiungyaocheng. We went at
once to the experiment station with Mr. Hisatake, the expert
in charge of crops. Mr. Hisatake was first connected with
the Kungchuling station and Mr. Nakamoto first started the
soybean work at that station which is now doing the most
extensive work with soybeans in Manchuria.
“We visited the soybean variety plots which are kept
up for supplying seed to different stations. About eighty
varieties are under test but no breeding work is being carried
on. One of the most outstanding varieties is the Moshito
variety, the seed of which is very similar to that of the
Virginia. However the plants are quite different from the
Virginia principally in plant characters. The habit of growth
is somewhat similar to Virginia, more or less twining at the
terminal. It is grown principally on new land and makes
an excellent forage and ensilage sort. Some of the Moshito
selections also look very promising.
Page 5231. Neg. #45387. “Soja max. Soybean.
Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria. Variety plot of the Moshito
variety of soybean in the variety plot test on S.M.Ry.
Experiment Station. This variety is used for green manure on
new land. Appears to be an excellent variety for forage and
silage in the U.S.”
Neg. #45388. “Soja max. Soybean. Hsiungyaocheng,
Manchuria. Soybeans grown in 21-inch rows in young
mulberry plantation for green manure.
Page 5231. Neg. #45389. “Soja max. Soybean.
Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria. Plot of the Moshito variety of
soybeans in variety plot test on S.M.Ry. Experiment Station.
The Moshito is used for green manure on new land and looks
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to be a very promising variety for forage and silage in the
U.S.”
Neg. #45390. “Soja max. Soybean. Hsiungyaocheng,
Manchuria. Soybeans planted in 21-inch rows in mulberry
plantation for green manure purposes.” Address: Agricultural
Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
2438. Arnold, H.C. 1930. Agricultural Experiment Station,
Salisbury. Annual report of experiments, season 1928-29
(concluded). Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 27(7):722-31.
July.
• Summary: Pages 725-27 discuss “Soya Beans.” “All the
standard leguminous crops presently grown in this Colony
have trailing vines, which by becoming intertwined, prevent
the free passage of machinery used during haymaking or
harvesting operations. With the increasing use of machinery
in field work, a demand for legume crops which can be
reaped by mechanical devices is inevitable, and for this
reason the soya bean crop, which can be handled by these
means, would be much more generally useful than either
the velvet bean or dolichos bean [also called bonavist or
hyacinth bean]... The seed yields obtained here so far are not
high enough to justify its cultivation as a grain for export,
but the Oo-too-tan [Otootan] variety has given fairly heavy
yields of fodder which at this centre place it in front of all
other upright growing, leguminous hay crops.”
In 1927-28 Otootan yielded 2,080 lb of hay and 6,80 lb
of seed per acre. In 1928-29 these figures increased to 4,608
lb of hay and 1,309 lb of seed. Other varieties that gave
lower yields in 1927-28 were Haberlandt, Biloxi, Herman,
Chiquita, and Dixie. Chinese White and Southern were
added to the varieties tested in 1928-29. Address: Manager,
Salisbury Agric. Exp. Station.
2439. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Tofu, soybeans in the
pod, and soybean sprouts in Peiping, China (Document part).
In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural
Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China,
Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon.
Washington, DC: Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818
p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5431 and 5432 (13 Aug. 1930). “We
visited an open street market in the northwestern part of the
city this morning.” Vegetables include: (1) “Soybeans in the
pod, quite abundant.” Also: “Pea sprouts. Soybean sprouts.”
“In the afternoon we went to the Temple of Heaven grounds
and got more seed...”
Page 5434. Vegetable market scene. Hei Tan Pai Lou,
Peking. Cucumbers, eggplants, soybeans,... displayed on the
ground for sale” (neg. #45540). At the same market, photo
of bean curd. “This Chinese bean curd looks firmer than the
Japanese curd” (neg. #45541).
Page 5435. “Peiping. Square cakes of brown bean curd.

The cakes of white curd are put into cold soy sauce and when
the combination is brought to a boil the cakes are of a brown
color” (neg. #45543).
Pages 5436 and 5437. Four photos taken in an open-air
show: “Southern soybean curd, Peiping. This curd appears
quite firmer than the ordinary curd. The curd, that is the
grain, appears to be finer and is considered much better than
ordinary curd. It also sells for more money.” (2) “White and
brown cakes of soybean curd in a Chinese market.” (3) “To
the left is a pile of shredded soybean curd, on the right a pile
of the sheets of curd from which the shredded curd is made”
(Negs. #45544-46). Note: Pressed tofu sheets are called (in
Wade-Giles transliteration) pai-yeh or ch’ien-chang p’i.
Pinyin: Qian zang pi. Tofu is pressed into very thin sheets
that look like a 6-to-12-inch square of canvas.
Page 5455, 5456, 5467. This is a letter dated Aug. 14
from P.H. Dorsett in Peiping, China, to Mr. W.J. Morse,
c/o Yamato Hotel, Dairen, Manchuria. “Dear Morse: I was
delighted to get your letter of August 3rd, for it seems an
awful long time since we left you and the family... on July
21st.
“Yesterday we visited an open street fruit and vegetable
market which extends for several blocks along Chien-men
[Chienmen, Chinman?] Street. It was surely an interesting
experience. We saw bean curd at quite a number of stands,
also soy sauce. The curd was in several different forms. The
white, in somewhat thinner and smaller pieces, small pieces
in different forms fried, also round and square brown cakes
which they call dry curd [doufu-gan]. It is not really dry but
is pressed much dryer than the ordinary curd and can readily
be handled without breaking, The brown color, we learned, is
the result of putting the curd in cold soy sauce and bringing
the sauce to a boil.”
Pages 5779 and 5780 (18 Aug. 1930). Letter from Mr.
W.J. Morse in Dairen, Manchuria, to Mr. P.H. Dorsett, c/o
U.S. Legation, Peiping, China. “Today by mail I sent you all
of the negatives of pictures that I have taken up to date. The
negatives were sent in two lots–one of the 3¼ by 4¼ and the
other of the panoramas. Tomorrow I will send you the field
reports to date which may be destroyed after they are copied
in the report.
“I am planning to go to Korea for two to three weeks
in the very near future to complete our movie story of
the soybeans as well as the still picture story. We lack the
connecting links–scenes of varieties, fields, methods of
culture and harvesting–and I hope to get these if possible in
a short time to complete the whole soybean story of Korea. I
also desire to get some data on the growing varieties for you
will recall that we did not see the beans growing at all. The
Manchurian maturing season soon will be here and again I
want to take notes on varieties and make a complete story
of the Manchurian soybean. You can rest assured that I am
going to collect all possible data, seed and products of the
crop. I trust that my allotment holds out for I do not want to
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miss anything.”
“I regretted very much to learn of Dr. Harvey Wiley’s
death [on 30 June 1930] as I knew him very well. Several
years ago he came to see me about soybeans for his dairy
farms up at Bluemount [Note: After leaving government
in 1912, Wiley raised dairy cows and became head of the
laboratories at Good Housekeeping magazine]. I started him
with the Virginia as a silage bean and it was a great success.
He became quite a soybean man and occasionally came
around to talk soybeans with me.
“Your comments on the bean-curd at the Chinese market
are very interesting and I hope to be able to see some of these
different things when I come down to [China] some time
this fall. I doubt if I will find anywhere in the Orient such
a collection of products as we picked up in Japan last year.
You will note in the field reports being sent you that lately
we have stumbled across a few new products and we are
always on the lookout for new ones.” Address: Agricultural
Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
2440. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Soybeans in Chosen
(Korea) (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse.
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore,
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5739 (5 Sept. 1930). Taihei, Chosen. W.J.
Morse’s notes. “Yesterday while returning from Chinnampo
it was noted that soybeans alone and soybeans in mixed
plantings were very generally grown from Taihei to near
Heijo, a distance of fifteen miles. This morning we started
for Taihei...”
“Wild legumes were found in great abundance along
the roadsides, especially the wild soybean. Wild adsuki
beans and several species of lespedeza were also found
in abundance along the roadsides. A small patch of wild
soybean was found badly affected by leafspot. In previous
trips in Manchuria and Korea we had not noticed leafspot on
the wild soybean.
“In the mixed plantings of soybeans and other crops
several small fields of castor beans and soybeans were
found. The castor plants were anywhere from 2-4 feet apart
in the soybean rows. In this region we saw more buckwheat
and soybeans together than in any section yet visited. Hills
of buckwheat were sown along side of the soybean row at
intervals of 2-3 feet. Many fields of cucumbers and soybeans
and melons and soybeans were observed. These were on
ridged beds about 4 feet wide. The cucumbers and melons
were planted up the middle of the beds while soybeans were
planted in hills along the edges of the beds from 2-4 feet
apart.”
“Some excellent fields of soybeans alone were seen...
Page 5740. “A few kaoliang fields have been cut. In the

millet and soybean fields at least 90% of the millet has been
harvested. Many soybean fields are beginning too yellow and
with good weather should mature rapidly.
Negative #45353. “Setaria italica. Millet. Taihei,
Chosen. Millet curing in large shock in millet and soybean
field. Millet is one of the principal foods of the Koreans. The
millet stalks are used chiefly for animal feed.”
Neg. #45734. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei, Chosen.
Soybean and melon field. Soybeans planted in middle of 4
foot beds and hills of soybeans planted along edges of beds.
Melons have been harvested & soybeans now have whole
field. The shelter is used during the melon season for the
watchman.”
Page 5741. Neg. #45736. “Soja ussuriensis. Wild
soybean. Taihei, Chosen. Wild soybeans growing very
abundantly along embankment in Taihei section. Wild
soybeans were found quite generally throughout this region.”
Page 5742. Neg. #45738. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei,
Chosen. Soybeans growing along the edge of a rice paddy in
a rice section of the Taihei District.”
Page 5743. Neg. #45739. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei,
Chosen. Soybeans and castor beans grown in same row
(rows 21 inches apart). Castor plants 30 inches apart, hill of
soybeans between castor plants.”
Neg. #45740. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei, Chosen.
Soybeans and castor beans grown together in the same row.
Castor bean plants 30 inches apart with hill of soybeans
between. Rows 21 inches apart.”
Page 5744. Neg. #45741. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei,
Chosen. Field of soybeans and buckwheat. Rows 21 inches
apart. Buckwheat planted in hills at intervals of 3-4 feet
along row of soybeans.”
Neg. #45742. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei, Chosen.
Close-up view of soybeans and buckwheat planted together.
Rows 21 inches apart. Buckwheat planted in hills 3-4 feet
apart along row of soybeans.”
Page 5745. Neg. #45743. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei,
Chosen. Soybeans and cucumbers planted on ridged bed
about 4 feet wide. Cucumber plants about 15 inches apart
in row in center of bed. Hills of soybeans about 5 feet apart
along each side of bed.
Neg. #45744. “Soja max. Soybean. Taihei, Chosen. Field
of soybeans and millet with millet just harvested. Soybeans
were planted in hills at intervals of 8 feet along side of millet
row.
Page 5771 (9 Sept. 1930). Shariin, Chosen. W.J. Morse’s
notes [Dorsett is in Peiping, China]. “We left at 9:30 a.m.
to visit the Agricultural Experiment Station at Shariin to
look over the soybean experimental work. From a short
distance west of Kokai-Koshu [Kokaikoshu] we began to
observe quite extensive plantings of buckwheat more than
any section yet seen. Many large fields were sown alone
but for the most part buckwheat was in mixed plantings. In
most of the [soy] bean fields, two to four rows of buckwheat
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were grown on the sides. Mixed plantings of soybeans and
buckwheat and mung beans and buckwheat were quite
common.
After reserving rooms at the Shariin Inn we went to the
Experiment Station where we met Mr. Hoshino, one of the
crop assistants.”
Page 5772. “Mr. Takehashi is at present on the Main
Island and it is not known just when he will return. We
were taken to visit some of the experimental plots between
showers.
“In the soybean variety work, they have over 1,500
numbers under test. Over 200 are varieties that the Shariin
station has been working with while 800 were received from
the Suigen station the past spring. About 500 samples were
received from the Chosen Fair last fall, representing the best
native varieties from all prefectures in Chosen. In the variety
tests and breeding work 10 plants are grown to a number, the
plants being about [?] inches apart in the row and the rows
about 30 inches apart. many very interesting varieties were
noted in the various tests.
“The soybean expert, Mr. Sawamura, was sick today
but may be with us tomorrow to give more information
concerning the soybean work and also to take us out to some
of the farming sections.
Page 5773. Neg. #45769. “Soja max. Soybean. Shariin,
Chosen. View lengthwise of rows of soybean-millet field.
Bean hills about 12 feet apart along side of millet row. No
fertilizer was applied to this field.
Neg. #45770. “Soja max. Soybean. Shariin, Chosen.
View at right angle to rows of millet-soybean field after the
millet has been harvested. Hills of soybeans about half way
up row ridge and about 12 feet apart. Rows 21 inches apart.”
Page 5800 (10 Sept. 1930). Shariin, Chosen. W.J.
Morse’s notes. “In the morning we went to the Shariin
Experiment Station where we met Mr. Sawamura, the
soybean expert. With reference to not sending seed of the
soybean varieties the past winter. Mr. Sawamura advised that
when they came to check up the seed of the varieties the past
winter they found the seed of many varieties did not check
up with the native varietal names. They decided to grow the
varieties again, correct the errors and send us seed of the
1930 crop.
“We were taken to the variety and breeding plots and
the work [was] explained to us by Mr. Sawamura. All
work is being done with native Korean varieties toward the
development of improved pure strains. The varieties received
from the 1929 Chosen Fair (500 numbers) showed some
very interesting and valuable sorts. This is the collection
we saw at the Fair last October and tried to secure. Through
a misunderstanding, we only received six soybean seed
samples. When the situation was explained to Mr. Sawamura,
he thought he could give us the sample of each this fall. In
addition he will give us samples of the 208 native Korean
varieties the station has been working with.

“We then went out in the farming sections and saw some
excellent fields of soybeans.”
Page 5802. Neg. #45784. “Soja max. Soybean. Shariin,
Chosen. Field of soybeans, adsuki beans, mung beans, and
buckwheat in same rows (21 inches apart). A very common
practice in this district.
Neg. #45785. “Soja max. Soybean. Shariin, Chosen.
Close-up view of the large flat-stemmed soybean selection in
variety test at the Shariin Experiment Station. The pods are
bunched at the top.
Page 5803. Neg. #45786. “Soja max. Soybean. Shariin,
Chosen. An excellent field of a native variety of soybeans
near Shariin.
Neg. #45787. “Soja max. Soybean. Shariin, Chosen.
Close-up view of large flat stem selection in variety test at
Shariin Experiment Station. The pods of this variety are
bunched at the top.
Page 5811 (11 Sept. 1930). Heijo, Chosen. W.J. Morse’s
notes. “Went to the office of the Agricultural Society to see
Mr. Yamazaki with reference to silos and silage in Daido
County. He advised that he was going to look over some
of the silos in a nearby section on Saturday and would be
glad to have us go with him. Soybeans were grown also in
this section but were used principally for cattle feed. As yet
no tests have been made with soybean and corn silage. The
silage for the most part is corn, weeds (grasses and legumes),
and alfalfa. In 1929 there were five silos in the county and in
this year (1930) there were forty silos scattered about in the
county.”
They then went to a hill section west of Heijo. “We
found the wild soybean growing abundantly and it is quite
evident there are two distinct varieties–one with narrow
pointed leaves and the other with larger leaves more
rounding at the tip. Again we found leafspot [disease] very
bad on the wild soybean.”
“On our way through the city in the morning we saw
shelled green vegetables in baskets at several Korean
vegetable stands. Mung bean sprouts are now on the market,
more generally than when we first came to Heijo. At several
stands soybean sprouts were noted for the first time.”
Page 5814. Neg. #45795. “Soja max. Soybean. Shariin,
Chosen. View of soybean-millet field on steep hillside
about two miles west of Heijo. Millet has been harvested.
[Soy] Bean hills are about 6 feet apart in row.” Address:
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
2441. Albrecht, W.A. 1930. When to cut soybean hay.
Successful Farming 28:9. Aug.
• Summary: A photo shows a man seated on a cutter pulled
by two horses. The caption: “Cut soybean hay when the pods
are formed and just ready to fill.”
“Cutting the beans at this time means almost a
maximum weight of hay, a very small loss of leaves, a fine
quality of hay with least stemminess [woodiness], and a high
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yield of protein distributed throughout the entire plant. Hay
so made comes earlier in the season, with warmer and better
drying days and will cure better because of fewer pods that
retain moisture or delay the curing.
“Then, too, it feeds out better with less waste because
all parts are equally appetizing to the cows or other animals.
Harvesting at this season will do much to increase the
popularity of this legume as a source of cheap feed protein.”
Address: Univ. of Missouri.
2442. Kempster, H.L. 1930. The influence of various protein
concentrates on egg production. Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 288. 20 p. Aug.
• Summary: Protein concentrates used include “cottonseed
meal, soybean meal, ground soy beans, tankage, meat scrap,
fish meal, and dried buttermilk.” A table (p. 5) shows the
composition of each.
This bulletin is divided into two main parts: “I.
Experiments with protein concentrates of animal origin.” “II.
Experiments with protein concentrates of vegetable origin.”
Commercial meat scrap, a by-product of packing houses,
has long been widely used a protein supplement in rations for
egg production. Tankage is “quite similar to meat scrap, but
is likely to be less uniform in quality.”
In Part II the long section on “Soybean meal” (p. 1112) contains two tables. It begins: “During recent years
soybean meal has come into use as a source of protein for
laying hens.” And it concludes: “It is thus seen that by
properly supplementing the soybean meal with minerals the
results compare favorably with any other type of protein
concentrate. The hens laid twice as many eggs as did those
fed similar rations but where no mineral supplement [bone
meal and salt] was used” (p. 11). “Ground soybeans even
though supplemented with minerals did not prove to be an
adequate protein supplement” (p. 19).
Yet when 30% of ground soybeans were fed in the
laying mash, eggs laid in July did not keep well in storage,
although eggs laid in April did keep well. Address: Poultry
Husbandry, Columbia, Missouri.
2443. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Soybeans in Chosen
(Korea) (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse.
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore,
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5828-5829 (12 Sept. 1930). Heijo (today’s
Pyongyang) and Jidori, Chosen. W.J. Morse’s notes. Neg.
#45805. “Soja max. Soybean. Jidori, Chosen. Kaoliangsoybean field. Rows 21 inches apart. Two kaoliang plants
every five feet apart in row and three hills of soybeans
between the hills of kaoliang.”
Page 5837. Neg. #45512. Silo. Ryojo. Chosen. Cement

silo on Korean farm near Ryojo. Silo is 6 feet deep and 5 feet
in diameter. It extends about 12 inches above ground and
holds about 6,000 pounds of silage. Chopped corn (without
the ears), alfalfa, and weeds are most commonly used.
Wooden cover on silage is weighted with stones.
Neg. #45513. Korean silo. Ryojo. Chosen. Cement pit
silo is 6 feet deep, 5 feet in diameter and the wall 4 inches
thick. It holds 6,000 pounds of silage which lasts one ox
from 3-4 months. Corn, alfalfa and wild legumes & weeds
are used for silage.”
Page 5842-5843 (15 Sept. 1930). Rikiho to Chuwa,
Chosen. “Left by train this morning for Rikiho and walked
from Rikiho to Chuwa.” “Nearly all of the millet has been
harvested and about 50 per cent of the kaoliang. The fields
are for the most part mung beans, soybeans, adsuki beans
and buckwheat. Many fine fields of soybeans were noted and
are beginning to mature. All millet fields have only soybeans
in them while the harvested kaoliang fields have mostly
mung beans.”
“Arriving at Chuwa we found market day on so we
looked over the different farm products. In the grain section
[?] kaoliang seed predominated followed closely by wheat.
There are also more or less mung beans and adsuki beans
but very few soybeans. Neg. #45815. “Soja max. Soybean.
Chuwa, Chosen. Soybean section of grain market on Korean
market Day. Farmers’ Market Days are held in Korean
villages and cities every 5 days.”
Page 5844. A large and interesting vertical panoramic
photo with illegible handwritten description.
Page 5871 (17 Sept. 1930). Heijo, Chosen. W.J. Morse’s
notes. “Field notes from August 17 to September 15,
inclusive, as well as eighty-nine 3¼ by 4¼ negatives and 12
panoramas of pictures covering the above period were sent to
P.H. Dorsett at Peiping, China to be included in our quarterly
field trip report.
“In view of the fact that the Shariin Experiment Station
soybean expert said it would pay us to visit the Suigen
Experiment Station to see the soybean variety and breeding
work, we left Heijo at 2:31 P.M. and arrived at Keijo [today’s
Seoul] at 8:50 P.M.
“In the Shariin region we noted as we passed through
many excellent fields of soybeans and the crop seemed to be
more advanced in maturity than we have observed elsewhere.
Millet and soybeans are most generally seen. The hills of
soybeans seemed [?] to be planted at no uniform distances
apart along the millet rows. The hills ranged from 4 to 20
feet apart in different fields.
Pages 5879-5880 (18 Sept. 1930). Suigen, Chosen. W.J.
Morse’s notes. “We left early in the morning for the Suigen
Experiment Station where we met Dr. Nagai, plant breeder of
the station.
“The principal work at the station with soybeans
consists of developing pure strains from native Korean
varieties through selection and hybridization. The variety
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test is made up of about 80 varieties selected from more than
one thousand samples of the native Korean, Japanese and
Manchurian sorts.
“We were taken out to the experimental plots by Dr.
Nagai and had an opportunity of seeing the grown varieties
which we missed last season due to the lateness of our arrival
in Chosen. In the variety test some excellent varieties were
observed ranging from 3-4½ feet high and very prolific.
Especially interesting and promising were the Chotan and
Orusan, selections from native Korean varieties.
“In the selection tests, many hundred individual plant
selections were being grown in 30 inch rows, the plants
about 9 inches apart in the row. Dr. Nagai tries to have fifty
plants per individual plant selection. In planting a seed is
dropped every 8 inches so there is no thinning to do. There
were many very promising selections but all of the grain
type.
During the spring, Dr. Nagai received a full set of named
American varieties from the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Each variety was given about two rods [1 rod = 16.5 feet]
and with the exception of the very early sorts were showing
up exceptionally well. The Harbinsoy (S.P.I. 54906) placed
in the U.S. farmers’ hands in 1927 looked to be the best and
was highly spoken of by Dr. Nagai. The varieties ranging in
maturity from 115-130 days appear to be best under Korean
conditions in this section.
“After looking over the experimental plots we went to
the farming section west of the station. Soybeans were grown
in rows with susu (sorghum) and perilla, and with millet and
susu. All of the crops are planted in beds 3-4 feet wide. In the
planting of susu, millet and soybeans, the soybeans are sown
first, right after barley harvest (about the 20th of June). The
beans are sown in hills (4-6 plants per hill), four across the
bed, 8-12 inches apart. At the same time susu plants 24-30
inches high, are transplanted in a row in the center of the bed
at intervals of about 5 feet–4-5 susu plants per hill... Very
few mung beans, adsuki beans and buckwheat are grown in
this region in comparison with the planting of these crops
in northern Korea. Soybeans are grown in mixture with
many other crops such as cotton, cucumbers, upland rice and
melons.”
“Dr. Nagai found that the number of stems per leaf bore
a direct correlation to the resistance of the plant to disease.
The most susceptible plants had the largest number of stems
per plant.”
Page 5881. Neg. #45852. “Soja max. Soybean. Suigen,
Chosen. Plot of ‘Koshu’ [?] a native Korean variety of
soybeans in the variety test at the Suigen Experiment Station.
Neg. #45853. “Soja max. Soybean. Suigen, Chosen.
Field of soybeans, millet and susu (sorghum) on a farm near
Suigen.
Page 5882. Neg. #45854. “Soja max. Soybean. Suigen,
Chosen. Plot of ‘Chotan’ a native Korean variety, fully
mature... This variety is an excellent grain sort and is

extensively grown in the Chotan region.
Neg. #45855. “Soja max. Soybean. Suigen, Chosen.
Soybeans and susu (kaoliang) planted in beds about 4 feet
wide. Bean hills (4-6 plants per hill) about 10 inches apart
and four across the bed. Each row of four hills about 21
inches apart. The sorghum (susu) is transplanted when about
30 inches high about every 8 feet in the center of the bed.”
Page 5883. Neg. #45856. “Soja max. Soybean. Suigen,
Chosen. Dr. Nagai, plant breeder of the Suigan... Station,
showing the growth of the ‘Harbinsoy (S.P.I. 54906–
American variety) under Korean conditions.
Neg. #45857. “Soja max. Soybean. Suigen, Chosen. Dr.
Nagai (on right) in a plot of ‘Orusan’ variety of soybeans
at the Suigen... Station. This appears to be one of the most
promising varieties for the Keijo [Seoul] section.”
Page 5897 (20 Sept. 1930). Seoul (Keijo), Chosen.
W.J. Morse’s notes. They took a bus to Tokusan which is a
valley region they found largely devoted to truck crops. “No
soybeans were found in the lowlands but when we came to
the hill region we found soybeans planted with susu, perilla
and millet. We also observed many rather small fields of
peppers planted in beds with soybeans in hills on the edges
of the beds. Several fields of upland rice were also seen
with hills of soybeans between the beds and on the ends. We
walked as far as Senyari where we took a bus back to Keijo.”
Page 5598. Neg. #45868. “Soja max. Soybean. Tokusan,
Chosen. Soybeans planted between beds of upland rice.”
Neg. #45869. “Soja max. Soybean. Tokusan, Chosen.
Perilla planted with soybeans on beds about 4 feet wide.
Perilla plants are about 4 feet apart and extend up center of
bed.”
Page 5899. Neg. #45870. “Soja max. Soybean. Tokusan,
Chosen. Mixed planting of soybeans, perilla and susu
(sorghum). Perilla is grown to a considerable extent in this
region with soybean. The plantings are in beds about 4 feet
wide.”
Neg. #45871. “Soja max. Soybean. Tokusan, Chosen.
Soybeans grown on the edges and between pepper beds.
Peppers were grown quite generally in this section and
always with soybeans.”
Page 5900. Neg. #45872. “Soja max & Coix lachryma.
Soybeans & Job’s tears. Tokusan, Chosen. Soybeans and
Job’s Tears grown on the edges of a rice paddy.”
Pages 5902-5903 (21 Sept. 1930). Seoul (Keijo) to
Heijo, Chosen. “We left Seoul at 9:05 a.m. and passed
through an extensive which we came through at night on
our way down to Seoul. Some rather different methods of
planting crop mixtures were observed in the region north of
Kinkou than we have ever seen elsewhere.
“Soybeans on ridges 24 inches apart and millet planted
in the furrows.
“Soybeans on ridges 24 inches apart and castor beans
planted at intervals of about 8 feet along the side of the
soybean ridge.
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“Many excellent fields of soybeans
alone were noted and in nearly all cases
the leaves were nearly all yellow... In many
millet and soybean fields, the millet has
been harvested and the soybean, though not
yet mature, were being cut to make ready
for planting barley... Arrived at Heijo at
3:06 p.m.” Address: Agricultural Explorers,
USDA, Washington, DC.
2444. Burlison, W.L. 1930. Shrinkage of
soybeans and soybean hay and soybean
oil paint investigation. Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association 3:86-87.
Eleventh annual field meeting. Held 10-12
Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: “For a number of years, the price of soybean
has been governed largely by the demand for seed, but,
within the last three or four years the quantity of soybeans
has increased in Illinois to such an extent that the beans are
now offered as a commercial product other than for seed.
This has brought about a very keen interest in the so-called
‘by-products’ of soybeans, such as soybean oil cake, soybean
oil for edible purposes, and soybean oil for paints. The Home
Economics Department of the University of Illinois is taking
care of the research having to do with soybean oil for edible
purposes...”
“The Department of Agronomy began early in
September, 1930, to determine the value of soybean oil
when used in paint. Eight cribs representing this series were
painted with paints varying in amounts of soybean oil...”
A photo shows ten numbered farm structures that were
painted with paints containing soybean oil. Address: Dep. of
Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.
2445. Carroll, W.E. 1930. Making the best use of soybeans
in hog feeding. I. Soybean crop has limited use in rations for
swine. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
3:7-15. Eleventh annual field meeting. Held 10-12 Sept.
1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: Contents: Use of beans should be confined to
brood sows. Soybean pasture and soybean hay for hogs.
Beans unpalatable to pigs. Cooking makes beans more
palatable. Age of pig an important factor. Soybeans deficient
in minerals. Not necessary to grind soybeans. The soft-pork
objection to soybeans.
“Summary: 1. Because of their detrimental effect on the
quality of pork produced, soybeans should not be used at all
extensively in rations of fattening hogs. Even aside from this
soybeans are not a satisfactory supplement to corn for pigs
weighing much less than 100 pounds.
“2. Soybeans have been successfully fed to brood sows
both during gestation and lactation.
“3. The practice of planting soybeans in corn for

hogging down seems to have little to recommend it.
“4. Soybeans do not make a satisfactory pasture crop for
swine.
“5. Soybean hay of good quality has been successfully
fed to brood sows in dry lot and may later be found useful in
the dry-lot ration of fattening pigs.
“6. Soybean oil meal, as pointed out in the next section,
pages 39 to 41, is an excellent protein supplement for all
classes of swine.
“7. The addition of a simple mineral mixture to swine
rations supplemented with either soybeans or soybean oil
meal is advisable.”
Tables: (1) “Value of cooking soybeans when fed
with corn and minerals to fatten pigs in dry lot. (2) Effect
of adding minerals to a ration of corn and soybeans for
fattening pigs in dry lot and on pasture. (3) Value of grinding
soybeans and feeding with corn and minerals to fattening
pigs in dry lot; feeds fed free choice. Five pigs in each lot.
Photos show: (1) A large brood sow followed by
her litter of piglets, walking outdoors. (3) Three photos
comparing soft pork and lard with regular park and lard.
“Tankage or soybean oil meal generally produce firm
carcasses.” Address: Dep. of Animal Husbandry, Univ. of
Illinois.
2446. Dungan, G.H.; van Doren, C.A. 1930. Soybean hay
studies. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
3:65-68. Eleventh annual field meeting. Held 10-12 Sept.
1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Hay varieties. Time of
cutting. Curing soybeans for hay.
“Of the 514,000 acres of soybeans grown in 1929,
in Illinois, 274,000 acres were made into hay or utilized
as pasture.” “At Urbana, in east south-central Illinois,
the leading hay beans are Peking, Hong Kong, Midwest,
Morse, Columbia, Virginia, Ilsoy, and Wilson V [WilsonFive]. These varieties are also well adapted to conditions in
southern Illinois.
“At De Kalb, in northern Illinois, Black Eyebrow,
Manchu, and Illini are among the better hay producers of
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early varieties. Ebony, Midwest, and Peking, while too late
for seed production, make good hay yields under northern
conditions.”
A graph shows: “Moisture in leaves, stems, and pods of
soybean plants harvested for hay as determined from samples
taken during the curing process.” Zero to 17 days after
cutting. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.
2447. Morse, W.J. 1930. La utilizacion de la soja en diversas
industrias [The utilization of soya in various industries].
Hacienda (La) (Buffalo, New York) 25:298-301. July;
25:347-49. Aug; 25:394-96. Sept. [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: This is a translation of USDA Farmers’ Bulletin
1617, but with excellent new illustrations. Contents:
Introduction. Soybeans in the human diet: Whole dry
soybeans, green vegetable soybeans, soy flour, soy oil,
soy sauce, soy milk, tofu (cuajada de soja). Soybeans in
the feeding of domestic animals. Soy oil: Extraction, use.
Soybean cake: as a human food, as a livestock feed, as a
fertilizer. The value of soybean forage. Soybean in silage.
Soya as green forage. Soybeans for the improvement of soils.
Soybean straw.
This article contains many interesting photos: 1. A man
with a hand turned stone mill in China grinding soybeans to
make soymilk. 2. Soybean cakes stacked and partly covered
with tarpaulins at a port in Manchuria. 3. Earthenware
vats used for making soy sauce in a courtyard in China. 4.
Steamed soybeans being cooled to make miso in Japan. 5.
Soybeans intercropped with corn. 6. Manchurians outside a
soy oil factory in Dairen. The equipment was installed by the
French Oil Mill Machinery Co. 7. Carrying round soybean
cakes in a cart at the same factory. 8. A soybean mill at
Yokohama, Japan. 9. An Anderson Expeller for the extraction
of soy oil. 10. A tractor pulling rotary disks for cultivating
soybeans in the USA. 11. Harvesting soybeans with a
tractor in the USA. 12. A tractor pulling a harvester-thresher
combine in the USA. Address: USDA, Washington, DC.

2448. Morse, W.J. 1930. Utilizacion de la soya
[Utilization of soybeans]. Revista de Agricultura,
Comercio y Trabajo (Cuba) 11:43-60. Sept. [Spa]
• Summary: This is a translation of USDA Farmers’
Bulletin No. 1607 titled “Soybean Utilization”
(Morse, Jan. 1930). With an introduction by
Ingeniero Francisco B. Cruz, Director de la Estacion
Experimental Agronomica, de Santiago de las Vegas,
Cuba. Translated by Emma Lopez Seña. Contents:
Introduction. Soybeans for human food: Dried beans
(los frijoles secos), green or vegetable beans (los
frijoles verdes), soybean flour (la harina de soya),
soybean oil (aceite de soya), soy sauce (salsa de soya),
soybean sprouts (vástagos de soya), soybean vegetable
milk (leche vegetal de soya), soybean curd [tofu]
(cuajada de la soya).
Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (April 2013) that uses the term cuajada de la soya to
refer to tofu.
Soybeans for livestock: For swine, dairy cattle,
beef cattle, sheep, poultry. Soybeans for oil: Methods of
processing beans for oil, utilization of soybean oil. Soybean
meal: Soybean meal for human food, soybean meal for
stock feed. Soybeans for hay. Soybeans for pasturage.
Soybeans for silage. Soybeans for soilage. Soybeans for soil
improvement. Soybean straw.
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term frijoles verde to refer to
green vegetable soybeans. Address: USDA, Washington, DC,
USA.
2449. Nevens, W.B. 1930. Making best use of soybeans in
feeding dairy cattle. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 3:30-36. Eleventh annual field meeting. Held 1012 Sept. 1930 in Illinois. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Good reasons for popularity of crop.
Quality of ration favors use as hay. Acre-returns better
from well-manured hay than from seed. Returns from hay
better than from straw and seed. Dairymen recognize value
of beans in grain mixture. Should beans be exchanged for
[soybean] oil meal? Soybeans for silage. Growing soybeans
for hay. Feeding soybean hay. Effect of soybeans on milk
and butter.
Tables (1) “Feeding value of soybeans per acre when
harvested as hay and when harvested for seed.”
(2) “Yields of hay and protein from soybeans harvested
at different stages of development: Illini variety planted at
Urbana in 24-inch rows, May 23, 1930.” Address: Dep. of
Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Illinois.
2450. Ross, R.C. 1930. Costs of growing and harvesting
soybeans in Illinois. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association 3:46-56. Eleventh annual field meeting. Held 10-
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12 Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cost of producing
soybeans in central Illinois. Current costs of growing
soybeans. Harvesting costs on grain and hay. Disposition
of soybeans. Income and profit. Yield and price. Costs
of producing soybeans in the Montgomery County area.
Growing costs. Disposition of grain beans. Income and
profit.
Small photos show: (1) Harvesting a heavy crop of
soybeans with a binder, pulled by four horses. (2) Harvesting
two acres of soybeans an hour with a combine (combined
harvester-thresher), pulled by a tractor. Address: Farm
Organization & Management Dep., Univ. of Illinois.
2451. Rusk, Henry Perly. 1930. Soybeans for beef-cattle
feeding. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
3:19-29. Eleventh annual field meeting. Held 10-12 Sept.
1930 in Illinois. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Hay a valuable
roughage for fattening cattle. Tests indicate straw has worth.
Soybeans prove value on acre basis. Soybeans can be used
with corn in silo. Soybean seed a valuable source of protein.
Conflicting results with soybean oil meal.
“Summary: On the basis of the available experimental
evidence, the following conclusions concerning the value of
soybeans for beef cattle appear to be justified.
“1. The soybean plant may be used profitably as a
roughage in cattle-feeding operations. For this purpose, both
soybean hay and soybean straw have demonstrated value.
“2. The waste due to coarse stems is usually large when
either soybean hay or soybean straw is fed.
“3. On the basis of actual amounts consumed, the
efficiency of soybean hay compares favorably with that of
other legumes.
“4. Soybeans alone do not make satisfactory pasture for
beef cattle.
“5. Soybeans in combination with corn make good
silage.
“6. No other feed crop commonly grown on corn-belt
farms produces grain so high in protein as does the soybean,
and these proteins have a high biological value.
“7. Soybean seed and soybean oil meal are valuable
sources of protein for both breeding and fattening cattle.
“8. Grinding soybeans reduces their value for beef
cattle.”
Tables: (1) “Soybean hay for fattening two-year-old
cattle: 10 steers in each lot fed 140 days.”
(2) “Soybean hay vs. clover hay for fattening yearling
cattle: 10 steers in each lot fed 154 days.”
(3) “Soybean straw as a substitute for corn silage for
fattening two-year-old steers, 1922: 10 steers in each lot fed
90 days.”
(4) “Comparison of acre-value of soybeans, cowpeas,
and corn for cattle feeding: 4 steers each lot.”

(5) “Gain per acre from various crops fed to cattle.”
(6) “Cottonseed meal and whole soybeans as
supplements to rations for fattening two-year-old cattle,
average of two experiments: 10 steers in each lot each fed
150 days.”
(7) “Soybeans and soybean products as nitrogenous
concentrates for fattening calves, 1926-27: 15 calves in each
lot fed 200 days.”
(8) “Soybean oil meal vs. cottonseed meal for two-yearold steers: fed 90 days.”
(9) “Soybean oil meal vs. cottonseed meal for two-yearold steers: fed 105 days.”
(10) “Ground soybeans vs. linseed oil meal for yearling
steers, 1918-19: 10 steers in each lot.” Address: Dep. of
Animal Husbandry, Univ. of Illinois.
2452. Sears, O.H. 1930. Inoculating soybeans. Proceedings
of the American Soybean Association 3:74-77. Eleventh
annual field meeting. Held 10-12 Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: “It has been said that inoculation of legumes
is one of the most profitable kinds of soil treatment that the
farmer may employ. The soybean is no exception to this
general statement with reference to the importance of good
inoculation. It pays a big interest on the investment because
the cost per acre is small and the crop increases large. These
benefits are exhibited in an increased yield both of hay and
of seed, in an improved quality of the crop, when judged by
the protein content, and in its influence upon the nitrogen
economy of the soil.
“There are individual exceptions, but, in general, nodule
development was unsatisfactory this year on soybeans
grown on land where the nodule organisms were not already
present. This condition existed regardless of the kind of
inoculants used, altho there were marked differences among
the commercial cultures sold in the state. Inoculants that
produced an average of 12 nodules per plant last season
produced about 3 nodules per plant this year. However, this
difference in nodulation is not necessarily a reflection on
the cultures, but rather an expression of a seasonal condition
which was unfavorable for the life and activity of the
organisms introduced into the soil for the first time.
“On the other hand, good nodulation resulted where
the nodule organisms were already present in the soil. This
situation may be illustrated by a field on the A.P. Meharry
Farms in Champaign county.
“One portion of this field had grown inoculated beans
previously, while the remainder of the field grew beans for
the first time this year. The seed sown on both portions of
this field were inoculated with a good commercial legume
inoculant. That portion of the field which grew the soys for
the first time produced a fair crop of seed, altho the number
of nodules per plant was small, averaging but seven nodules
on 10 plants, and the crop matured several days earlier than
the other part of the field. The portion of the field which had
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grown inoculated soys previously had 365 nodules on 10
plants and will probably yield from 25 to 50 percent more
beans than the part growing soys for the first time.
“Altho the differences in nodule formation between
fields growing soys for the first time and second time,
respectively, is somewhat exaggerated this year, it is not
unusual to find more nodules the second time the beans are
grown than was secured with the first seeding. This is one of
the reasons why the second soybean crop frequently is better
than the first one grown in a given field.
“It is for the same reason that some farmers have
followed the practice of seeding soys in the corn preceding
the first regular soybean crop. In case there is no possibility
of using the beans for feed, it is doubtful whether the practice
of sowing soybeans in corn ordinarily is a profitable one
since a reduction in yield of corn results on account of the
competition with the soys. Where they can be hogged or
lambed off, or even put in the silo, there is considerable
to be gained by this practice because the beans not only
make a good protein supplement, but are valuable also in
establishing an active flora of soybean nodule bacteria.
“In the above test, even with poor nodulation, a fair
yield of beans was secured. Such a result is unusual on
soil of only medium fertility. During the past season, a
moderate soil moisture and high soil temperatures favored
the formation of available or nitrate nitrogen from the
unavailable nitrogen supply in the soil. For this reason,
the beans are somewhat less dependent on the fixation of
atmospheric nitrogen by the nodule bacteria than would have
been the case ordinarily. Consequently, a fair crop of beans
was produced even when the crop was dependent almost
entirely upon the supply from the soil itself. Furthermore,
legume crops appear to prefer soil nitrogen rather than air
nitrogen and utilize the soil nitrogen when it is available. It is
possible, therefore, that the conditions favoring nitrification
this year had a tendency to limit nodule formation by
furnishing a ready supply of this element to the soybean
crop.
“There has been much interest in the matter of
repeated inoculation. The question has been asked whether
it is necessary to inoculate the seed after one or two
well nodulated crops have grown in a field. A number of
observations in various parts of Illinois are similar to the
one mentioned on the Meharry farms, and, while they do not
answer the question completely, the results are interesting
in this connection. In these cases the residual effect of a
previous inoculation is more effective than the immediate
inoculation. It should be kept in mind that, altho many
conditions will influence the effectiveness of repeated
inoculation, the most marked benefits are secured where
no soys have been grown previously and where the nodule
bacteria have not already been carried.
“Like all other good things, satisfactory inoculation
cannot be had for nothing. The cost may be largely a matter

of time spent in planning and preparing the inoculating
material, or it may also include an actual money outlay. In
any case, however, the benefits are large in proportion to the
cost.
“A lack of appreciation of the importance of inoculation
in the past, together with this slight cost of the treatment,
has been responsible for many fields of uninoculated
beans. Consequently, there has been a desire on the part of
some seedsmen and owners or managers of tenant farms
to inoculate the seed before it is sold in order to make sure
that this important step in the growing of the soybean crop
is not neglected. Unfortunately, this procedure has not been
found very satisfactory. The results of this year’s studies
confirm the findings of previous investigations that the best
nodulation results when the organisms are placed on the
seed near the time of seeding. Desiccation or drying is a very
effective method of destroying a class of bacteria to which
the legume nodule organisms belong, and, as the interval
between inoculation and seeding increases, the chances for
good nodulation decrease.
“Until recently soil served as the chief source of legume
nodule bacteria in Illinois. More recently, the proportion
of commercial inoculants has been increasing. Two factors
have contributed to this changing condition. Improved
methods have resulted in better commercial cultures, and
on the other hand soil has been used which was unsuited for
inoculation purposes. In order to be a suitable inoculant, the
soil should contain an abundance of legume nodule bacteria.
The mere fact that a crop such as soybeans has grown on the
land is no guarantee that the soil is a desirable source of the
proper nodule bacteria. Some farmers have made sure than
an adequate supply of the nodule bacteria was present by
going into a field and digging soybean roots from which they
stripped the nodules. One or two gallons of these nodules are
then mixed with 2 to 4 gallons of soil which is placed in a
wooden box sunk in the ground in the garden. The decaying
nodules release the nodule bacteria which they contain and a
heavy seeding of the organism in the soil results. This soil is
then used for next year’s inoculum.
“A number of commercial companies are supplying
legume nodule bacteria at a reasonable cost. Some of these
inoculants contain an abundance of efficient nitrogen-fixing
bacteria and, if used according to directions, should give
good results. In fact, the best commercial cultures will be
found superior to the ordinary soil inoculation altho the latter
may be used effectively. As previously stated, however,
commercial inoculants differ greatly in their efficiency.
During the last two years, dry types of cultures have been
sold extensively in Illinois.
“The United States Department of Agriculture has
found none of the ‘dry-applied’ materials as effective as
those applied with water when judged by nodule formation.
Two years’ investigations in the greenhouse and field at the
Illinois station are in accord with these findings.
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“In conclusion, it may be said that good seed, a good
seed bed, and a fertile soil are all important considerations
in planning for the growing of soybeans, but, in addition to
these, the matter of inoculation must not be overlooked if
one expects to succeed with this wonderful crop.” Address:
Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.
2453. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Nanzankai,
Manchuria, and Peiping, China (Document part). In:
P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural
Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China,
Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon.
Washington, DC: Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818
p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 6181-6182 (15 Oct. 1930). Nanzankai,
Manchuria. “W.J. Morse’s notes: We went to the American
Consulate where we met Dr. Cabot Coville, Vice Consul,
who recently advised us he would like to go with us out in
the farming sections.”
Page 6182. Neg. #46052. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. Carrying kaoliang-stalk baskets of
soybean pods and finely threshed material from the threshing
ground. Used for cattle feed.
Page 6183. Neg. #46053. Panoramic view of
Manchurian village and threshing grounds. Illegible
handwritten caption.
Page 6184. Neg. #46054. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. View of threshing ground on farm
near Nanzankai showing soybean plants on threshing floor
and stack of unthreshed soybeans in background.”
Neg. #46055. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai,
Manchuria. Close-up view of rolling or threshing out
soybean seed with a stone roller.”
Page 6185. Neg. #46056. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. Close-up view of threshing out
soybeans with stone roller.”
Neg. #46057. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai,
Manchuria. General view of threshing ground showing
soybean plants on threshing floor after first rolling. In
foreground, Chinese coolies knocking peanuts off vines over
pitch-fork handle.”
Page 6187. Neg. #46060. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. Stack of bundles of soybean straw
on edge of threshing ground to be used for winter fuel. The
coarse material after threshing is saved for fuel while the fine
material (pods, etc.) is used for cattle feed.”
Neg. #46061. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai,
Manchuria. After threshing scraping the threshed material
into piles for cleaning out the seed.”
Page 6188. Neg. #46062. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. Close-up view of Chinese farmer
raking threshed soybean material in piles in preparation for
cleaning out the seed.”

Neg. #46063. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai,
Manchuria. Raking up seed, pods and trash into piles in
preparation for cleaning out the seed by the wind method.”
Page 6189. Neg. #46064. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. View showing the sweeping up after
threshing in seed cleaning.”
Page 6190. Neg. #46065. Panoramic view of
Manchurian village and threshing grounds. Illegible
handwritten caption.
Page 6191. Neg. #46066. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. Cleaning soybeans of straw and trash
by throwing shovelfuls in air and letting the wind act as a
cleaner.
Neg. #46067. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai,
Manchuria. Cleaning soybean threshed material on threshing
ground.
Page 6192. Neg. #46068. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. Throwing shovelfuls of threshed
material in the air in cleaning soybean seed.”
Neg. #46069. “Soja max. Soybean. Nanzankai,
Manchuria. Close-up view of Chinese farmer throwing
shovelfuls of threshed soybean material in air cleaning out
the seed.”
Page 6193. Neg. #46070. “Soja max. Soybean.
Nanzankai, Manchuria. Cleaning seed by throwing
shovelfuls in the air.
Page 6194. Neg. #46072. Panoramic view of threshing
grounds in a Manchurian village. Illegible handwritten
caption.
Page 6224 (18 Oct. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “W.J.
Morse’s notes: When visiting the National City Bank of New
York [several years ago], we were advised by Mr. French, the
manager, that the soybean situation in Manchuria was rather
dull at the present time, much more so than a year ago. This
is due to the light demand from European countries for beans
and the somewhat uncertain condition in the soybean oil and
cake industry.”
Page 6226. This is a letter dated 14 Oct. 1930 from W.J.
Morse, c/o American Consulate, Dairen, Manchuria, to Mr.
P.H. Dorsett, c/o U.S. Legation, Peiping, China. “Your letter
of October 9 just at hand and very glad to have such good
news.”
“I want to thank you for the news clippings which give
some idea of what is going on in the U.S.A. many letters
have been received from Experiment Station friends but such
information is mostly local. However from such sources of
information, I am led to believe that the soybean is saving
the day as a feed and grain crop in the drought-stricken areas.
In many sections, soybean hay is the only forage the farmers
will have for their winter feed.”
“As plans are now, we will leave Dairen Sunday
morning on the 9 A.M. express which will put us in Peiping
Monday (Oct. 20) evening.”
“... with all the legumes you have been sending, it
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seems they should be at least a little satisfied. In one box
we have seed packages representing 24 genera (not species)
and in another 20 genera. Al run rather high in the number
of species. After this week, my mind won’t be at all guilty
considering the wild legumes and grass problems. I will feel
perfectly at ease in devoting my whole time to the ‘most
important,’ the soybean industry. I have several problems
I want to study thoroughly and with an easy mind an
unhampered! I feel that I can get excellent results.”
Page 6230-6231 (19 Oct. 1930). En route Dairen,
Manchuria to Peiping, China. “W.J. Morse’s notes: We left
Dairen on the 9:00 A.M. express en route to Peiping, China.
During the ride from Dairen to Mukden, various forms of
activities were observed. All crops had been harvested and
with the exception of a small section north of Liaoyang [in
today’s Liaoning province] the crops had been removed to
the threshing grounds.
“One of the interesting things noted all along the line
was the digging of the corn, kaoliang and soybean stubble
and roots. These are used by the farmers as winter fuel. In
some cases the plow was used in taking out the stubble. Men,
women and children were knocking the soil free from the
roots and placing them in piles.
“A few miles out of Kaiping we saw large groups of
carts loaded with sacks of grain coming from different
directions. These were on the way to Kaiping market from
the distant farming sections.”
Page 6238-6239 (22 Oct. 1930). Peiping, China. P.H.
Dorsett’s notes: Morse, Suyetake, Liu and Dorsett left the
hotel about nine o’clock this morning for a day’s field trip by
auto.
“Our main objective was the park area of Tang Shan to
inspect the Undetermined legume our #7119, growing there
in considerable quantity, and which Dorsett feels is not only
extremely interesting, but quite probably by all odds the most
valuable legume which the Expedition has thus far located in
the region about Peiping.
“Neither Morse nor Suyetake recognized this small
pea podded plant, but both are much interested in the plant.
The plants in general appearance and habit of growth very
much resemble alfalfa. They are more or less decumbent or
creeping and sometimes grow to a length... of six feet.” They
“are of the opinion that the plant will make a good hay crop.
The plants bear seed in abundance and we believe the seed
will be easily harvested.
“On October 13th Dorsett collected something more
than a pound of seed of this legume which will leave Peiping
tomorrow, October 23, 1930, under field number 7119, in the
diplomatic pouch for Washington.” Morse thinks it may be a
Medicago [medick or burclover; Alfalfa is Medicago sativa].
Page 6241. Neg. #46095. “Soja max. Soybean. Tai Ping
Chuang, China. A slightly different view of Chinese farmers
chopping dry soybean straw for food for stock, perhaps
primarily for donkeys.”

Neg. #46096. “Soja max. Soybean. Tai Ping Chuang,
China. Chinese farmers chopping dry soybean straw, from
which the beans have been threshed, for hay for their stock.”
Page 6246. Shipment of 22 Oct. 1930, includes “Soja max,
#’s 7340 7341, 7342, 7343, 7351, 7352, 7352, 7353, 7354,
7355, 7356, 7377, 7378, 7379, 7380, 7381, 7385, 7392,
7393, 7400, 7401, 7402. These twenty-one numbers of
soybeans, collected in different and quite widely separated
farming districts, are for the legume collection in Forage
Crops, and unquestionably will be of interest to the soybean
workers of that office.”
Page 6403 (10 Nov. 1930). En route Peiping, China to
Dairen, Manchuria. “W.J. Morse’s notes: Arrived at Mukden,
Manchuria at 6:00 A.M. and found it very cold and windy.
We left on the 1:26 P.M. express for Dairen, Manchuria.
“On the train we met Mr. Kufuku, Director of the
Soybean Seed Farm at Kaiyuan, who was on his way to
Dairen to attend a series of lectures on agriculture at the
S.M.Ry. Agricultural Bureau.
“Mr. Kufuku advised us that the trade and movement
in soybeans is very slow this season due to the low price of
beans. Last year at this time beans were selling at Yen 4.00
per sack while at the present time a sack is selling for about
Yen 2.50. Practically all the soybeans have been threshed and
cleaned but the farmers are slow in bringing in the seed to
the collection centers, awaiting better prices.
Page 6435-6436 (13 Nov. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria.
“W.J. Morse’s notes: Received a visit from Dr. George N.
Vitt, District Representative of the Caterpillar Co. of San
Leandro, California. Mr. Vitt is interested in establishing
machinery for the planting, culture and harvest of soybeans
and said that arrangement had been made with the
Kungchuling Agricultural Experiment Station of the S.M.Ry.
to carry on such an experiment on the farm of some Japanese
in North Manchuria.
“With deep plowing and sub-soiling, he seems to
think that level cultivation can be carried on. With the
level cultivation all machinery can be used from preparing
the land to the harvesting and threshing of the crop and a
much cheaper production of beans than with coolie labor.
Coolie labor is cheap; ridged cultivation is the experience
of centuries; machinery and fuel are very expensive; and
the handling of machinery requires experienced hands, the
cost of which is high–’Nuf said!’” Address: Agricultural
Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
2454. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1930. Big
increase in area under soybeans in U.S.A. 41(10):724. Oct.
• Summary: Extensive use of soybeans for forage and
increased use for oil and meal and for human food have led
to very large increases in the crop’s acreage and production
in the United States. Because of the good taste of the many
forms in which it can be served, “the soybean has come to
be considered a very desirable article of food, and its use as
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such is gradually increasing.”
2455. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1930.
Soybeans deserving of more attention. 41(10):788. Oct.
• Summary: Soybean cultivation “in New South Wales
has so far been restricted to a few experiment farms and a
handful of farmers in scattered districts,” but the useful of
the crop is evident from these tests. “The good growth made
under a wide range of conditions, the high protein value, the
palatability of the forage, and the beneficial effect on soil
fertility should result in the rapid extension of the area sown
to the crop once farmers have given it a proper trial.”
2456. Hughes, Harold DeMott; Henson, Edwin R. 1930.
Crop production–principles and practices: A handbook of
information for the student of agriculture. New York, NY:
The Macmillan Co. x + 816 p. Oct. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
Reprinted in 1935. [40 soy ref]
• Summary: A comprehensive, innovative classroom
textbook. Both authors are interested in methods of teaching.
Harold Hughes lived 1882-1969. Edwin Henson lived 1896(for biographies see p. vi).
A large table titled “Botanical classification of crop
plants” (p. 59-60) is divided into two equal parts (classes):
monocotyledons (such as corn, wheat, millet) and
dicotyledons (soybeans, cowpeas, peanuts, alsike clover,
etc.). For each plant is given (e.g.): Common name: soybean.
Order: Rosales. Family: Leguminosae. Genus: Soja. Species:
max. Subspecies: None. Spermatophytes (such as soybeans)
are seed-producing plants; they are considered the most
highly organized in the vegetable kingdom. Spermatophytes
are further divided into two divisions: the Gymnosperms and
Angiosperms (such as soybeans, which have their ovules
enclosed in an ovary).
A table titled “Water requirements of certain crop plants
and weeds” (p. 129, based on Briggs and Shantz, 1914)
shows that soybeans require 744 lb of water to produce 1 lb
of dry matter. Several weeds require only 200-300 lb.
A table (p. 156) shows that soybeans have low lime
requirements; they tolerated acid soils well. Various studies
support this.
A table titled “Legumes grouped on the basis of those
which may be inoculated by some strain of bacteria” (p.
163) contains 8 groups: Alfalfa group, red clover group,
cowpea group, vetch group, soybean group, bean group,
and lupine group. Some groups (such as the vetch group)
contain as many as 8 crop plant members. But the soybean
group contains only one member: the soybean. Inoculation of
soybeans is discussed on pages 162-66.
Soybeans are also discussed in the following sections:
“Green manures” (p. 180-82). “Plowing, subsoiling and
deep tillage” (p. 209). “Cultivation of soybeans” (p. 258).
Effect of drying seeds on germination (p. 342; “Soybean
seed dried for 26-59 hours at temperatures ranging from

85 to 115 degrees F. was considerably injured when 50%
of combustion gases were used”). “Supplementary crops
in the corn field” (their effect on corn yields) (p. 375-76).
“Corn [interplanted] with soybeans” (p. 376-79). “Sorghum
for silage...” (p. 405). “The combine harvester” (p. 436-37;
a photo shows a combine harvester harvesting wheat in
Indiana). “Composition of grass and legume hays (p. 53637; large table). “Annual crops pastured off when mature (p.
541; table comparing corn, cowpeas, velvet beans, peanuts,
and soybeans; soybeans have by far the smallest acreage,
production, and estimated quantity eaten by livestock, while
corn has by far the biggest).
Chapter 29, titled “Soybeans,” has the following
contents: Introduction. Description of the plant. Soil
adaptation. Climatic adaptation. Soybean varieties. Uses of
the crop (large diagram from Morse 1927). Culture of the
crop. Cultivation of soybeans (to get rid of weeds). Soybeans
in mixture with other crops. Rotation value of soybeans.
Harvesting soybeans for seed. Soybean hay. Soybeans in
corn for silage. Feeding value of soybeans: Hogs–hogging
off, lambs–hay, dairy–beans, dairy–hay. With 5 photos, 8
tables and 23 references.
“Sudan grass in mixtures” (p. 677). “Forty of the
most important diseases affecting crop plants” (table, p.
739-42; Soybeans are affected by Mosaic (virus), Root
knot {Heterodera radicicola, nematode}, Anthracnose
{Colletotrichum sp.}, Bacterial blight {Bacterium sp.}, Stem
rot {Sclerotium rolfsii}).
“Effect of rotation of crop yields” (p. 749, 752; incl.
table titled “Yields of crops in rotation, Indiana”). “Crop
sequence” (p. 753-54). Address: 1. Prof. of Farm Crops, and
Chief in Farm Crops, Iowa State Agric. Exp. Station; 2. Asst.
Prof. of Farm Crops. Both: Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
2457. Welton, F.A.; Morris, V.H. 1930. Effect of fertility
on the carbohydrate-nitrogen relation in the soybean. Plant
Physiology 5(4):607-12. Oct. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: In connection with a study of the
cause of lodging in soybeans as grown in corn for silage it
was found that the shading by the corn resulted in a reduction
of the percentage of carbohydrates and total dry matter, and
that the stems of soybeans thus developed were relatively
soft, pliable, and weak. In cereals like oats and wheat a
similar situation in the stems with consequent lodging has
been found to develop as a result not only of shading but
also from hyper-nutrition. In the latter case, particularly
in the presence of an abundance of nitrates accompanied
by suitable moisture relations, there was set up within the
oat and wheat plants a low carbohydrate-nitrogen relation
characterized by a preponderance of vegetative growth,
soft, pliable stems, and consequent lodging. Conversely,
under relatively poor soil conditions there was developed
a high carbohydrate-nitrogen relation characterized by a
preponderance of reproductive growth, hard, rigid, stiff
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stems, and non-lodging.”
Photos show: (1) “Root system of soybean grown on
sand. Nodules very abundant.” (2) “Root system of soybean
grown on soil. Nodules less abundant.” (3) “Root system of
soybean grown on manure. Sparse nodule development.”
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Ohio Agric. Exp. Station,
Wooster, OH.
2458. Farming in South Africa. 1930. Plant life in the Union.
Developing the products of the soil. 5(56):383-97. Nov. See
p. 385.
• Summary: Page 385 (near bottom of the center column):
“Legumes and Fodder Crops.–The work on leguminous
crops still progresses favourably. Many new varieties
of soya beans, cowpeas, peanuts were introduced from
America and Central Africa; some have promising qualities.
Considerable interest is shown by farmers in soya beans as
a rotation, soiling and cash crop. In the past few years the
utility of the soya bean has been demonstrated in several
parts of the country. Breeding work with a view to securing
non-shattering strains of soya beans is being continued.
A selection of a variety introduced from China has shown
marked non-shattering characters. The main object of this
work is to obtain cash and forage legumes suitable for
rotation crops in the maize producing areas, and to a minor
extent in cotton growing areas.”
2459. Welton, F.A.; Morris, V.H. 1930. The lodging
of soybeans. J. of the American Society of Agronomy
22(11):897-902. Nov. [2 ref]
• Summary: For many years the practice has been growing
among farmers to mix soybeans with corn in the silo in
order to have a better balanced and more nutritious feed than
results from the ensiling of corn alone. Formerly, it was the
general custom to grow each crop in a separate field and
to mix the two together as they went into the silo. In more
recent years it has become common to sow the two crops
together in the same field, planting the seeds of soybeans
sometimes in the same hills with the corn, sometimes
midway between the corn hills, or perhaps in alternate rows
with the corn. Various methods of distributing the seed have
been followed, depending on whether the corn was planted in
hills or drilled.”
The soybean varieties Elton, Ebony and Cloud were
used. “Conclusions: Soybean plants grown under the
influence of reduced light contained less dry matter and less
total carbohydrates than did those grown in the open.
“The reduction in total carbohydrates and, therefore,
indirectly in total dry matter, was due in general to the
development of less easily hydrolyzable carbohydrates, less
cellulose, and less lignin.” Address: Associates in Agronomy,
Dep. of Agronomy, Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster, OH.
2460. Arny, Albert C.; Hodgson, R.E. 1930. Grow more

soybeans in Minnesota. Minnesota Agricultural Extension
Division, Special Bulletin No. 134. 12 p. Dec. Revised in
1934, 1935, 1936, and 1937. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Production in the United States: Soybean seed
was introduced in the United States in 1804. Since 1900,
seed of a large number of varieties have been brought in,
but the crop was not important, except in limited areas,
until about 1912. With the introduction and development
of varieties maturing in from 90 to 160 days, production of
soybeans became practical in the United States, as it requires
almost the same climate and soil as corn.
“At first the crop was grown largely for seed, for hay,
and in combination with corn for silage. During the last few
years, the growing of soybeans with corn as a silage crop has
decreased materially, whereas their production for planting
as hay and pasture crops and for seed from which oil is
extracted has increased rapidly. The states leading in soybean
production, with acre yields, December price per bushel, and
value per acre at December 1 farm prices are given in Table
1.
“Soybean acreages in 1929 were: Illinois, 240,000
acres; North Carolina, 162,000; Missouri. 161,000; Indiana,
100,000; and Ohio, 49,000. This is a marked increase in
each state over the six-year average. Values of corn per acre
for the period 1924-29, at December prices were: Illinois.
$24.80; North Carolina, $20.60; Missouri, $20.80; Indiana,
$22.70: and Ohio, $26.80.
“In these states the values of soybeans per acre have
compared favorably with those for corn, and the cost of
production per acre is not far different. Considering all this,
there are advantages in favor of growing soybeans, one of
which is the effect on crops that follow.” Address: 1. Div.
of Agronomy & Plant Genetics; 2. Southeast Exp. Station,
Waseca.
2461. Capus, Guillaume. 1930. Les produits coloniaux
d’origine végétale [Colonial products of vegetable origin].
Paris: Larose. 499 p. See p. 80-83. 26 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: The soybean (soja) is mentioned on 11 pages in
this book: p. 1, 74, 78 80-83, 420, 484. 488, 496.
Contents: Introduction. Uses of the soybean (industrial
uses and food uses): oil, cake, soymilk, tofu, fermented
tofu, sauce, coffee substitute, green vegetable soybeans
[edamame], whole dry soybeans, soy flour used to make
bread for diabetics. The leaves and stems make an excellent
green forage. Finally, in the USA, the soybean is cultivated
as a forage plant, for use as silage, and also as green manure
to enrich the soil for other plants.
Capus Guillaume lived 1857-1931. Address: Doctor
of Science, former Director General of Agriculture in
Indochina.
2462. Grimes, J.C.; Sewell, W.E.; Taylor, W.C. 1930.
Soybean hay as a supplement to white corn and tankage
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for growing and fattening hogs. Alabama Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 40:13-14. For the year
ending June 30, 1929.
• Summary: Progress reports of feeding trials. The second
and third reports are for work done by J.C. Grimes W.E.
Sewell. Address: Auburn.
2463. Hromadko, Jar.; Pech, V. 1930. Sojova krmiva
(pokrutiny a srot) ve srovnavacim krmnem pokusu s
Lovosickou smesi pokrutin [Soybean feeds (whole beans
and defatted meal) in a comparative feeding experiment with
Lovosice bean mix]. Roudnice nad Labem. [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2464. Mumford, H.W. 1930. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 43:1-296. For the year
ended June 30, 1930.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Ways being found to put
hay on high-profit basis (p. 36-37). Make progress toward
better quality of beans (p. 38-39). New soybeans give chance
to show worth in Illinois (p. 39-40). Nodule bacteria vary in
distribution and efficiency (p. 40-42). Commercial legume
inoculants differ widely in value (p. 42). Soybeans best
judged by long-time effect on soil (p. 42-43).
Livestock investigations: Soybeans at last find a place in
swine rations (p. 87-88). No faultless way to fatten hogs on
soybeans (p. 88-90). Soybean oil meal is poorly-utilized feed
for hens (p. 100-01).
Farm organization and management: High yields lower
bushel cost of growing soybeans (p. 168-71). Agricultural
economics: Two developments of interest in soybean
marketing (p. 183-84).
Farm mechanics: Losses vary widely in mechanical
harvesting of corn (p. 210-14; “As in previous years, the
study of harvesting wheat, oats, and soybeans has consisted
principally of tests to measure grain losses for the combine
and the binder-thresher methods”). Test new equipment
for artificially drying grain (p. 215-17). Address: Dean and
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2465. U.S. Senate, Finance Committee. 1930. The 1930
Tariff Bill (H.R. 2667): Debate–International competition.
Washington, DC. 4 p.
• Summary: The following is part of the debate in the Senate
on 14 Nov. 1929. Mr. Copeland is opposed to a tariff on
soybean meal and cake, which is “one of the chief livestock
feeds. It is used extensively in the east by the dairy farmers
to feed their cattle...” Only a very small quantity is imported.
The Illinois Farm Bureau and the American Farm
Bureau both favor this duty.
Mr. Blain states: “Mr. president... I just want to sound
a warning to those who seem to have become considerably

interested in an attempt to jack up the price of certain alleged
farm products by tariffs.
“Soybeans in the United States can be raised profitably
for one purpose, and that is forage, and the production
of that part of the seed essential for planting. There are
practically no soybeans used for oil-producing except the
seed that is discolored, shriveled, or partly decomposed. The
soybean oil cake is merely a by-product in the crushing of
these discolored soybeans that cannot be used for planting
purposes.
“I think to encourage the farmers of the country to
undertake the production of soybeans for the purpose of
producing oil is nothing short of a betrayal of the farmer.”
Blain, who may be from California or Oregon, opposes
tariffs on soybean meal imported as feed for dairy herds.
In the end, the finance committee imposed a tariff duty
of 3/10th of 1 cent per pound on soybean oil cake and meal.
This is the same as $6.00 per ton of 2,000 lb.
Location: University of Illinois Archives (Urbana),
Agriculture, Dean’s Office, Subject file, Record Series
8-1-2, Box 134, Folder: Soybeans, 1930-1949. Address:
Washington, DC.
2466. Wing, Charles B. 1930. Wing’s field and garden book–
1930 (Mail order catalog). Mechanicsburg, Ohio. 30 p. 23 x
15 cm.
• Summary: The format of Charles Wing’s catalog is now
larger. A map (p. 1) shows the old and new locations of the
Nursery, plus a new Wing Branch Nursery in Columbus,
Ohio.
Alfalfa is still the flagship crop. Soy beans are also still
offered (p. 3), the only variety being “Manchu. A midseason
variety that is equally well adapted to hay and grain.” But the
short text now reads: “This crop is becoming so well known
as to need no introduction.” On the back cover is written:
“Field seeds, ornamental trees, and shrubs, hardy perennials,
peonies, iris, glads [gladioli, gladiolus].”
A separate sheet, titled “Price List No. 1–February 14,
1930” is folded in half and tucked into the catalog. Seed is in
short supply, and prices are up. Ten field crops are listed and
prices per bag are given for nine of them; for some reason no
price is given for “Soy Beans, Manchu.”
Location: Bailey Hortorium, Mann Library, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York.
Note: This is the last Wing catalog that Soyfoods Center
has been able to find. Address: Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
2467. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1931. Morse in Japan
(Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 19281932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea),
Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java,
Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
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• Summary: Page 6953-6954 (14 Jan. 1931). Himeji and
Tatsuno, Japan. “W.J. Morse’s notes: Left Kyoto at 8:33
A.M. for Himeji and went at once to the Hyogo Animal
Industry Experiment Station where we had a letter of
introduction from Mr. Sato of the S.M.Ry., Dairen, to Prof.
Makino, the director. We found that Prof. Makino was ill
in bed with influenza. His assistant, Mr. Onuma, took us in
charge and explained the feeding experiments with soybean
products.
“The station was established in 1921 and conducts
breeding and feeding experiments with dairy and beef
cattle and hogs. Soy sauce mash (after the sauce has been
pressed out), bean curd mash [okara] and soy bean oil cake
have been used in mixed feeds for cattle, hogs and poultry
since the founding of the station. The South Manchurian
Ry. through Mr. Sato’s visit last fall, arranged cooperative
experimental work in which larger amounts of soybean oil
cake are used. Mr. Onuma kindly gave us the standard feed
formulas used at the station for dairy and beef cattle, hogs
and poultry. In all of these soybean oil cake has an important
place.
“In this section farmers formerly used whole soybeans
for cattle and hog feed but now soybean oil cake is
wholly used as it is much cheaper. However, about 80%
of the soybean oil cake imported in the district is used for
fertilizing purposes in the rice paddies. The farmers use
soybean [curd] mash [okara] and soybean sauce mash.
As there is a section (Tatsuno) nearby where soy sauce is
extensively manufactured there is an abundance of mash
which sells at the present time for 3 sen per kan. When used
for feed much of the salt is removed by soaking the mash
which is fed only to hogs and cattle. As roughage, genge
(Astragalus sinensis) is used as silage.
“Mr. Onuma thought we should visit the Tatsuno soy
section as the factories make a light colored sauce quite
different from the sauce made in other parts of Japan.
He gave us a card of introduction to Mr. Yokoyama,
the secretary of the Tatsuno Soy Sauce Manufacturers’
Association. This Association consists of sixty factories
in the Tatsuno region, all making the light colored sauce.
These factories use about 200,000 koku (1,000,000 bushels)
of soybeans yearly. Light colored soy sauce is said to have
a higher flavor and does not color the food in cooking. It is
used most extensively in the Kyoto and Kobe districts and
along the shores of the Inland Sea.
“We were taken to one of the largest soy sauce factories
(Asahi Shoyu Corp.) by Mr. Shizu Tada, chemist of the
Association. The manager of the factory took us through the
entire plant which covered a very large acreage. The factory
has adopted the latest methods and machinery and at present
is enlarging the plant.”
Page 7011-7012 (22 Jan. 1931). Chiba, Japan. “W..J.
Morse’s notes: We left early in the morning for China where
the Imperial Dept. of Agriculture’s Animal Industry farm is

located. We had letters of introduction to the director. Dr.
Kimura, from Mr. Sato, S.M.Ry. Dairen and Mr. Matsuda,
S.M.Ry. Tokyo.
“The Animal Industry farm. known officially as the
‘Zootechnical Experimental Farm’ is located on the outskirts
of Chiba and has about 65 hectares of land. It is a similar
institution to the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Animal Industry
Farm at Beltsville, Maryland. The station has well equipped
laboratories for chemistry, dairy and meat products, forage
crops, and also some up-to-date dairy and cattle barns and
poultry houses. Experimental work is carried on with dairy
and beef cattle, hogs, rabbits, poultry and bees.
“In the dairy cattle work, Holsteins are used and some
very high grade stock for breeding has been imported from
the U.S. Soybean oil meal to the content of 20% is used
in the standard dairy mash. Up to the present year, cornsoybean silage was used–80% corn and 20% soybeans.
The growing of silage crops was discontinued because of
insufficient land. In the dairy products line, experiments are
being conducted with butter, cheese, milk powder, condensed
milk, milk casein and even soy sauce. Milk casein and soy
sauce are made from skimmed milk.
“With hogs, the Middle White Yorkshire breed is chiefly
used although some work is being done with the Berkshire,
Du Roc [Duroc] and Poland China breeds. About 5%
soybean oil meal is used in the standard hog mash.
“The station is doing a very considerable amount of
work with poultry. Soybean oil meal with minerals in the
standard mash has given more economical results and better
quality eggs than fish meal. A large number of experiments
are being run with soybean oil meal for egg and flesh
production.
“Several breeds of rabbits or hares from European
countries, America, Japan and New Zealand are being bred
and fed for fur and flesh production. Soybean oil meal and
soybean curd mash [okara] are used in some of the feeding
experiments.
“In feeding experiments with hogs, poultry, dairy
and beef cattle, and rabbits, soybean meal, soybean curd
mash, and soy sauce mash are used in varying amounts in
comparison with fish meal. Soy sauce mash is used only in
hog and cattle feeding work.
“We were given several publications containing results
of feeding tests in which soybean oil meal, soybean curd
mash, soybean hay, and soy-corn silage were used.”
Pages 7106-7107 (4 Feb. 1931). “W.J. Morse’s notes:
We called on Dr. Ryoji Iwajumi, Chief of the Animal
Husbandry Department of the Tokyo Imperial College of
Agriculture, to whom we had a letter of introduction from
Mr. Sato, S.M.Ry., Dairen, Manchuria. Dr. Iwazumi is held
the best authority on forage and feeding experiments of
Japan. During the past season he visited the U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture and several of the state experiment stations to
study animal industry problems. especially dairy and beef
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cattle.
“At present soybean seed is used in many sections of
Japan as feed for horses and work cattle. The beans are
always soaked first. Experiments comparing soaked beans
and cooked beans indicate no advantage in cooking. More
farmers are beginning to use the [soy] bean oil cake or meal
in place of beans. As high as 20% of soybean oil meal can
be used in mixed feeds with safety but usually 5-10% of the
bean oil meal is used in mixed feeds for hogs, poultry, and
dairy and beef cattle.
“Dr. Iwazumi stated that the present forage resources
will be sufficient to take care of the increase of beef and
dairy cattle for several years at the present rate of increase.
As forage, mostly wild grasses and legumes (especially
Kudzu) are used. In sections where genge clover is grown in
the rice paddies for green manure, the top of the clover is cut
and used for forage. No soybean hay is used.
“No experiments have been made and there is no
practical experience to go by in the matter of the hardness of
pork in feeding soybeans or soybean oil meal. Dr. Iwazumi
stated that Japanese farmers never feed soybeans to hogs,
bean oil meal being used only in mixed feeds for hogs.
“We were given publications showing the production of
various grains in Japan that can be used for animal feeding
and the per cent of each and its products such as bran that is
used for animal feed.”
Page 7070 (31 Jan. 1931). Tokyo, Japan. “W.J. Morse’s
notes:... we met Professors Matsuzaki and Honda who gave
us much information and some publications concerning
wild legumes and grasses in the Japanese Empire. With
reference to the wild soybean, both botanists stated that
they knew of only one species, Soja ussuriensis. They had
not found or heard of S. tomentosa or S. gracilis which
Professor Skvortzow of Harbin, Manchuria, said occurred in
Manchuria. They are inclined to believe that the two species
are varieties of Soja ussuriensis.”
Page 7138-7139 (9 Feb. 1931). Tokyo, Japan. “W.J.
Morse’s notes: With reference to species of the wild soybean,
Dr. Nakai stated that he knows of only one = Soja (Glycine)
ussuriensis. He had never heard of S. tomentosa or S.
gracilis which Prof. Skvortzow of Harbin stated are found in
Manchuria. He is rather inclined to believe that such species
are varieties or subspecies of Soja ussuriensis.” Address:
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
2468. Ful as-suya [The soy bean]. 1931. Letter from
Egyptian Consul in Liverpool to the Ministry of Trade and
Industry in Egypt, Jan. 16. 1 p. Handwritten. [Ara]
• Summary: Results of testing the oil content of soybeans
grown in Egypt and Manchuria. Shuang Wen’s translation:
We can establish that the Egyptian soybeans have been
improved so that they are no less acceptable than the ones
from Manchuria, especially in terms of the percentage of oil
that they contain. It is with confidence to emphasize that the

benefits in Egyptian soybeans in terms of nutritious values
is no less than that in Manchurian soybeans. It is completely
usable to make forage mix for cattle.
Note: This is the earliest document seen that mentions
the soybean in Arabic. The name is a combination of the
Arabic term ful for “bean” and the transliteration of the
English word “soya.” The document is in the Egyptian
National Archives (Dar al-Watha’iq al-Qawmiyya) in the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs section (Wizarat al-Kharijiyyah),
folder number 0078-023565.
2469. East, Lewis P. 1931. Hendricks county majors in
“soys”: But its diversification ranges over the entire scale
of crop and live-stock production. Indiana Farmers’ Guide
(Huntington, Indiana). Jan. 17. p. 5.
• Summary: An aerial photograph of Hendricks county,
Indiana, might shows that the south part is an area of
intensive soy-bean cultivation. “In a relatively small area
around Clayton [where the Edmondson family grows soybeans], application was made to the Indiana Corn Growers’
Association last year for the certification of 400 acres of
Dunfield beans for seed. Throughout the county, a picture
from the air would show good farming practices to be in use.
“Probably as much interest has been manifested in soy
beans as in any other one crop in recent years. E.L. Hawk,
county agricultural agent, tells me that in 1909, figures
show that there were only 3,054 acres in legumes while the
acreage had been increased to 10,606 acres by 1928. Much
of this increase was in soy beans.
“In the first place, part of this interest in soy beans has
no doubt been due to the fact that Hendricks county has
had the pioneer of all soy-bean growers in Indiana in the
personage of Adrian Parsons. The Edmondson brother, Ben,
Ralph and Clarence, have also been pioneers along this line
and they now produce beans on a very extensive scale.”
Other soy-bean enthusiasts include Walter Thompson
and Herbert Jenkins (located north of Danville, Jenkins
grows large quantities of soy-bean hay as feed for his sheep).
A photo shows a Hendricks county farmer holding up
two soy-bean varieties by the roots. The Dunfield variety in
his left hand is much bigger than the other.
2470. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1931. Roasted soybeans
and bean-scattering ceremonies in Tokyo (Document part).
In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural
Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China,
Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon.
Washington, DC: Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818
p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 7104-7105 (3 Feb. 1931). Tokyo. W.J.
Morse’s notes: “The section about Shinagawa was visited to
look up products of soybeans. We succeeded in rounding up
three new products, two from soybean flour and one soybean
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candy. In addition we succeeded in collecting several fancy
colored posters put out by street car companies and railroads
announcing bean scattering ceremonies at several big shrines
in Tokyo, Nikko and some nearby places. If all the homes,
temples and shrines celebrate this day, throughout Japan, the
amount of soybeans must run into a considerable item.”
A sample color leaflet (vermillion, light blue and
dark blue), with blue Japanese characters, is inserted. An
illustration (line drawing) shows a man scattering soybeans
with his right hand from a small tray held in his left hand,
two stations on a street car line (Narita on the left, Oshigami
on the right), and the face of Okame, a symbol of fun and
happiness. This “specially chosen / famous man” (toshi
otoko) is wearing the only traditional clothing suited for
the occasion: A wide-sleeved kamishimo on top and a
man’s formal divided skirt called a hakama on the bottom.
Shadowy red devils run away. An illustration of street car
line is shown.
The text of the leaflet, an ad printed by the railroad line,
reads: Feb. 4. Setsubun get-together. The No. 1 place in the
greater Tokyo area for scattering soybeans (mame-maki) is
Narita Mountain. A train will leave from Oshigami station to
Narita station every 15 minutes all night long. The number
of connecting trains has been increased for the occasion. For
more information, contact the person in charge of customer
relations at Keisei Railway’s Oshigami branch office at
Sumida 3005. Fast. Cheap. No waiting. 86 sen one way.
Page 7129 (7 Feb. 1931). Tokyo. “During the day we
visited the Shiba district and found several stores dealing
in beans and bean products. For the most part the soybean
products were roasted beans, sugared roasted beans, roasted
soybeans in cakes and candies and roasted soybeans in balls
of baked rice dough. The greenish yellow variety was used,
the beans being soaked until fully swollen before being
roasted.” Two photos (p. 7130) related to Setsubun, show:
“A small bundle of dry soybean straw or stems and hollylike plant branches above a door of a home. To a stem of
the soybeans is attached a fish head. This is used to keep out
the devils which were chased from the home on the night of
“Mame Maki” bean scattering night. Parched soybeans were
scattered about to chase devils out of the house.” The second
photo includes Mr. Suyetake–their Japanese interpreter.
Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.
2471. Beeson, K.E. 1931. Soybeans for hay crop. Prairie
Farmer 103(8):25. Feb. 21.
Address: Purdue Univ., Indiana.
2472. Hilton, J.H.; Wilbur, J.W.; Epple, W.F. 1931. Early,
intermediate and late cut soybean hay for milk and butterfat
production. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 346. 24 p. Feb. [6 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Time to harvest
soybeans for hay (review of the literature). Purdue

trials. Cultural methods. Description of hay: Early hay,
intermediate hay, late hay. Yields per acre at different stages
of maturity. Feeding trials: Plan of experiment. Experimental
data. 1928 early versus late cut hay. Effect on body weights.
1929 intermediate versus late cut hay. 1930 intermediate
versus late cut hay. Hay refused (very little; 3% of early
hay, 5% of intermediate hay, 5.4% of late hay). Discussion.
Varieties for hay. Summary and conclusions.
“The soybean hay cut when the pods were completely
formed, the beans practically fully developed in the pods
with the lower beans turning yellow, was superior for both
milk and butterfat production to hays cut in the earlier stage
of maturity.”
Contains 14 photos and 12 tables. Address: Lafayette,
Indiana.
2473. Hilton, J.H.; Wilbur, J.W.; Hauge, S.M. 1931. Ground
soybeans and linseed oil meal for growing dairy calves.
Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 354. 8 p. Feb. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contains a review of the literature. “Experience
has demonstrated that in most instances grain rations for
farm animals should be supplemented with an adequate
source of protein to give satisfactory and economical
growth and production. Since most protein supplements are
expensive, dairymen are becoming more and more interested
in home-grown protein feeds for dairy cattle. Such a source
of protein is soybeans. Due to their high protein content,
their productiveness and ability to grow on various types of
soils, soybeans have attracted the attention of investigators
and feeders as a source of protein in the rations of different
farm animals during various periods of development and
production.”
Note: The review of the literature section cites 10
documents, yet surprisingly they do no appear in the
document. Address: Lafayette, Indiana.
2474. Carroll, W.E. 1931. Utilizing the soybean crop in
livestock feeding: Soybean crop has limited use in rations for
swine. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No.
369. p. 30-38. April.
• Summary: Contents: Use of beans should be confined to
brood sows. Soybean pasture and soybean hay for hogs.
Beans unpalatable to pigs. Cooking makes beans more
palatable. Age of pig an important factor. Soybeans deficient
in minerals. Not necessary to grind soybeans. The soft-pork
objection to soybeans. Summary. Address: Chief in Swine
Husbandry.
2475. Edmonds, J.L.; Crawford, C.W. 1931. Utilizing the
soybean crop in livestock feeding: Soybeans for horses and
mules. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No.
369. p. 27-29. April.
• Summary: Contents: Soybean hay excellent roughage
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for work animals. Growing colts make good use of hay.
Straw ranks with timothy and oat straw. Little use for beans.
Address: Asst. Chief in Sheep Husbandry.
2476. Kammlade, W.G. 1931. Utilizing the soybean crop in
livestock feeding: Soybeans for sheep. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Circular No. 369. p. 23-26. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean hay good
single roughage for ewes. Soybean hay good for fattening
lambs. Use finest soybean hay for young lambs. Soybean
straw a low-quality feed. Both beans and oil meal are good
supplements. Some suggested rations for sheep. Address:
Asst. Chief in Sheep Husbandry.
2477. Nevens, W.B. 1931. Utilizing the soybean crop in
livestock feeding: Making best use of soybeans in feeding
dairy cattle. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Circular No. 369. p. 5-11. April.
• Summary: Contents: Good reasons for popularity of crop.
Quality of ration favors use as hay. Acre-returns better
from well-matured hay than from seed. Returns from hay
better than from straw and seed. Dairymen recognize value
of beans in grain mixture. Should beans be exchanged for
oil meal? Soybeans for silage. Growing soybeans for hay.
Feeding soybean hay. Effect of soybeans on milk and butter.
Address: Assoc. Chief in Dairy Cattle Feeding.
2478. Rusk, Henry Perly. 1931. Utilizing the soybean crop in
livestock feeding: Soybeans for beef-cattle feeding. Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 369. p. 12-22.
April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Hay a valuable
roughage for fattening cattle. Tests indicate straw has worth.
Soybeans prove value on acre basis. Soybeans can be
used with corn in silo. Soybean seed a valuable source of
protein. Conflicting results with soybean oil meal. Summary.
Address: Chief in Cattle Husbandry.
2479. Sloan, H.J. 1931. Utilizing the soybean crop in
livestock feeding: Soybeans for poultry. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Circular No. 369. p. 42-44. April.
• Summary: Contents: Soybean oil meal a good protein
supplement. Deficiency in minerals must be corrected.
Supplying the necessary minerals. Beans not so satisfactory
as oil meal. Soybean hay a good green feed for poultry.
Suggested poultry rations with soybean oil meal.
“Sloan reports soybean oil meal as a good protein
supplement for poultry, and states that when supplemented
with sufficient minerals is about equal to meat scraps and fish
meal, and somewhat better than tankage, gluten feed, cotton
seed meal, and not quite so good as dry milk products. He
reports the feeding of ground soybeans not as satisfactory as
the feeding of soybean oil meal. He also states that soybean
oil meal has an advantage over some other vegetable protein

supplements in apparently not affecting the yolk color of
eggs.” Address: First Asst. in Poultry.
2480. Wilbur, J.S. 1931. Soybean hay. Purdue Agriculturist
(Indiana) 25(7):160, 175. May.
Address: Prof. of Dairy Husbandry.
2481. Colter, C.E. 1931. Soybeans win favor on farm:
Ceres Essay Contest winner. Purdue Agriculturist (Indiana)
25(9):183, 196. June.
• Summary: Discusses the use of the soybean as an
emergency farm crop, in crop rotations, for soil improvement
(the nodules fix nitrogen in the soil), as green manure, as a
forage for livestock, as a catch crop or cash crop, for hay or
straw, and as a protein supplement. Address: Class of 1933.
2482. Godbey, E.G. 1931. Rations for fattening hogs on
soybean forage. South Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 274. 15 p. June.
• Summary: Conclusions: “1. A 2½ per cent ration of corn or
corn and tankage produced cheaper gains on hogs than full
feeding these rations when soybean forage was used.
“2. Tankage increased the gain and profit when hogs
were fed a 2½ per cent ration of soybean forage.
“3. Tankage increased the gain but decreased the profit
when hogs were full fed on soybean forage.
“4. Both limited and full feeding corn or corn and
tankage to hogs on soybean forage produced cheaper gains
than a full feed of corn and tankage in dry lot.
“5. Hogs finished on mature soybeans and receiving a
2½ per cent ration of corn or corn and tankage have soft or
oily fat and will be docked about $2.00 per 100 pounds on
the market.”
Note: In dry-lot feeding, the animals (such as hogs or
dairy cattle) are kept in a small area with a firm floor but
no roof or walls. All food and water are brought to them.
Contrasted with dry-lot feeding is grazing in a pasture on live
forages. Address: Assoc. Animal Husbandry, Clemson, South
Carolina.
2483. Hammond, W.E.; Evvard, J.M.; Culbertson, C.C. 1931.
Soybean and alfalfa hays for wintering pregnant ewes. Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 282. p. 241-56.
June. [6 ref]
• Summary: This report gives the results of experiments in
feeding 4 lots of the ewes on soybean and alfalfa hays and
on certain combinations of these two hays. Address: Ames,
Iowa.
2484. Eastman, W.H. 1931. The utilization of the soybean in
the oil milling industry. American Paint Journal 15(46):56,
58, 60, 62. Aug. 31.
• Summary: This is the text of an address given before
the recent annual convention of the American Soybean
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Association in Columbia, Missouri.
Contents: Introduction. Manchurian production. United
States soybean crop. Consumption of soybean products
necessary. Soybean oil consumption. Meal consumption
important. Experience in Denmark. Meal value not realized
in U.S. Efforts in other sections. Conclusion.
“The soybean will always have considerable value as a
hay, forage and fertilizer crop, yet whether it will maintain or
surpass its present importance depends upon the possibility
of an outlet for a good proportion of the crop in the oil
milling industry.”
“Soybean oil consumption:... “It is being consumed in
large quantities by the soap and edible oil industries, in fact
during the past six months several hundred tanks of the oil
were taken by the edible interests. There is also a steadily
increasing demand for the oil in the paint and varnish, coated
fabrics, and core oil industries to mention but a few of the
larger users.”
“The production of soybean oil in 1930 was 13,500,000
pounds, as compared to 11,000,000 pounds in 1929.”
Denmark is “a country whose agricultural history is
interesting in itself, and whose experience with soybean
oil meal is very enlightening. Denmark, an agricultural
country with a population about the size of Chicago, is today
probably the most prosperous nation in the world. This little
country supplies to the world market about one-third of the
total amount of butter, one-fourth of the bacon, and one-tenth
of the eggs, as well as furnishing considerable quantities of
other agricultural products.
“In order to attain this position in the world market,
Denmark has really industrialized its agriculture to a
remarkable extent. It has standardized to a high degree
the uniformity and quality of its products.” Denmark also
practices “Scientific Feeding.” In 1930 Denmark consumed
approximately 138,000 tons of soybean oil cake and meal; of
this total, about half (68,000 tons) was imported and the rest
was crushed in Denmark.
“I have shown the scope of the soybean milling industry
at the present time, particularly in relation to the continued
development of the soybean crop. I have demonstrated
that the milling industry is important to the production
of soybeans on a large scale, and that a greater and more
widespread demand for soybean products is necessary to
provide a continued outlet for a large share of the crop. And
I have emphasized particularly the importance of a greater
consumption of soybean oil meal in order to provide an
outlet for the product representing the greatest value of the
milling beans.” A photo shows W.H. Eastman.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019)
showing that Whitney H. Eastman has replaced Otto
Eisenschiml as president of the National Soybean Oil
Manufacturers Association. Address: President, National
Soybean Oil Manufacturers Assoc.

2485. Beeson, K.E. 1931. Solving “soy” problems: When
and how to harvest is important in handling this hay and
bean crop. Indiana Farmers’ Guide 87(37):773. Sept. 12.
• Summary: The best time to cut soy beans for hay is “when
the beans are swollen to practically the maximum size in
the pod, and the lower leaves are yellowing and beginning
to drop. The tonnage of hay is greatest at this stage, and
the feeding value the highest.” In terms of the weather, it is
much safer to harvest soybeans in early September than in
late September.
“In handling nonshattering varieties like the Dunfield or
Manchu, the seed will cure better on the standing stalk than
if mowed and bunched, or shocked. In fact, a good practice
is to delay cutting until the day of threshing. Shattering
varieties like the Midwest (Hollybrook) or Wilson, however,
must be cut before all the leaves have dropped to avoid
heavy losses from shattering.”
A photo shows soybean hay being loaded on a wagon
pulled by two horses on a farm in Fountain County, Indiana.
On man is standing atop the high pile of hay; another is
working nearby on the ground. Address: Indiana.
2486. Arnold, H.C. 1931. Salisbury Agricultural Experiment
Station. Annual report, 1929-30. Rhodesia Agricultural
Journal 28(9):846-52. Sept.
• Summary: “The need for a leguminous hay crop which
can be grown during the summer rains and which can be
reaped with the aid of modern mechanical devices has long
been recognised, and of the many plants which have been
introduced and tested with this end in view, certain varieties
of Soya bean have given the most promising results...
“The O-too-tan [Otootan] variety has out-yielded all
others which have been tested here, and although its black
seed may not be favoured by the oil trade, which gives
preference to yellow seeds, its value for hay or silage is not
diminished by the colour of the seed coat. A yellow-seeded
variety called Herman has also given moderately good
results.” Address: Manager, Salisbury Agric. Exp. Station.
2487. Hoover, M.M.; McIlvaine, T.C.; Garber, R.J. 1931.
Soybean culture and varieties. West Virginia Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 243. 16 p. Sept.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Commercial
importance: Hay, green manure, crop rotation, seed. Lime
and fertilizers. Soil and climatic conditions. Inoculation: Soil
method, pure-culture method. Time and method of seeding.
Soybean hay mixtures. Methods used in experiments [for
testing varieties]. Experiments at the agronomy farm [with
35 soybean varieties and pure-line selections]. Experiments
at the Lakin experiment farm. Description of varieties [which
produced high average yields of seed and hay]: Haberlandt,
Peking, Wilson, Peking selection I-21-7, Hamilton,
Sherwood, Virginia.
Table 1 shows “Yield in bushels per acre and days to
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mature of soybean varieties grown on the agronomy farm”
from 1921 to 1930, with average yield for 1921-30 and for
1925-30. The varieties are: Haberlandt, U.S. 369002, U.S.
30745, Manchu, Wilson, Ohio 9016, Hamilton, Wilson
(Check), Peking Sel. I-21-8, Peking Sel. I-21-7, Wilson Sel.
I-21-9, Virginia, Black Eyebrow, Medium Green, Peking Sel.
I-21-5, Aksarben, Mikado, Elton, Peking, Morse, Hoosier,
Dixie, Merko, Ebony, Lexington, Austin, Hollybrook,
Wilson-Five, Columbia, Midwest, Hahto, Chiquita,
Haberlandt 38, Laredo, Mammoth.
Table 2 shows “Yield in tons of air-dry hay per acre,
with height and days to mature of soybean varieties grown
on the agronomy farm” from 1921 to 1930, with average
yield for 1921-30 and for 1925-30. The varieties are the same
as in Table 1. Address: Morgantown, WV.
2488. Prairie Farmer. 1931. Soybeans make poor quality
pork: Soybean oilmeal O.K.–There is danger in feeding
whole soybeans. 103(32):3, 20. Oct. 31.
• Summary: When whole soybeans are fed to hogs, the
result is undesirable soft, oily pork. “Soybean mills located
in Prairie Farmer territory are: Allied Mills, Peoria, Illinois.
Funk Bros., Bloomington and Taylorville, Illinois. ArcherDaniels Midland Company, Chicago, Illinois, and Toledo,
Ohio. Evans Milling Company, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Ralston-Purina Company, LaFayette, Indiana. Procter and
Gamble, Louisville, Kentucky. Early-Daniels Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio. Staley Company, Decatur [Illinois].
Shellabarger Company, Decatur [Illinois].”
Two photos show: “The loin and bacon on the left are
from a soybean-fed hog. The right from corn-fed hog.” The
samples on the left are soft (drooping over a pail) and fatty.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2020)
that mentions Ralston Purina Co. in connection with
soybeans.
2489. Godbey, E.G.; Starkey, L.V. 1931. Dry lot rations
for fattening hogs. South Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 281. 15 p. Oct. [3 ref]
• Summary: Introduction: “The [high] price of corn in the
Southern States makes it necessary that the cheapest and
most effective protein supplements be used for fattening
hogs in dry lot. The standard protein supplement for
fattening hogs has been fishmeal or tankage. Since these
feeds are high in price, it is desirable to replace all or part of
them with cheaper feeds if this can be done without lowering
the efficiency of the ration. Numerous tests have shown that
protein supplements of animal origin cannot be satisfactorily
replaced by those of vegetable origin.”
Summary: “A mixture of equal parts of fishmeal and
soybean meal produced a faster and cheaper [weight] gain
than fishmeal alone when fed with corn to fattening hogs in
dry lot.”
“When cottonseed meal cost $36.00 per ton and soybean

meal $60.00 per ton, there was little difference in the cost of
the gains produced by these mixtures.”
“As used in this test, soybean meal was worth $68.81
per ton, cottonseed meal $51.63 per ton and peanut meal
$32.04 per ton. Cottonseed meal was worth about 75 per
cent as much per ton as soybean meal.” Address: 1. Assoc.
Animal Husbandman; 2. Animal Husbandman. Both: Animal
Husbandry Dep., Clemson, South Carolina.
2490. Cincinnati Times-Star (Ohio). 1931. $100,000 fire
sweeps grain storage plant: 2,50,000 pounds of soy bean
meal destroyed. Roof collapses. Spectacular blaze viewed by
thousands of persons. Nov. 17. p. 1, 22.
• Summary: The soy-bean plant of the Early & Daniel
Company, grain dealers, 3790 Ludlow avenue burned early
Tuesday [Nov. 15]. “Damage was estimated at between
$100,000 and $150,000. The building, which was formerly
used as a part of the old Clifton Springs Distillery, was
destroyed.”
A sidebar states: “Soy bean of Indian and Chinese
descent: The soy bean, or soy pea, is a small erect herb of
the bean family of India and China cultivated for the seeds
and grown for forage in the United States. Flour prepared
from the soy bean is used as a food for persons afflicted with
diabetes.”
“The blaze, the origin of which is undetermined, was
discovered about 4:30 a.m. The flames leaped high into
the air and attracted thousands of persons from the western
section of the city.
“More than 2,500,000 pounds of soy-bean cake and
meal, which is used as cattle and livestock feed, and
1,500,000 pounds of the original soy-bean were destroyed.
The meal and bean proved ready fuel for the flames.”
“A number of slight explosions occurred. Fortunately
nobody was injured by them... The building was about 125
feet long, 70 feet high, and 75 feet wide.” The meal and soy
beans were stored in 20 bins, each 20 feet square and 60 feet
deep. The firemen worked to keep the “fire from spreading to
ten tanks containing 20,000 gallons of soy-bean oil and 4,000
gallons of molasses.” Soy bean oil is highly inflammable
but not explosive. The fire started in the roof of the elevator
according to Robert L. Early, treasurer of the Early & Daniel
Co.
A large front-page photo shows the burning building.
Note: This fire was at an elevator or warehouse, not at a
soybean crushing plant.
2491. Farming in South Africa. 1931. Safeguarding the
Union’s soil products Nursing our plantlife. 6(68):319-31.
Nov. See p. 320.
• Summary: Under “Field husbandry, Field crops,” soy is
mentioned in column 2 in a subsection titled “Legumes
and fodder crops” which states: “Work in connection
with soyabeans is progressing favourably, particularly
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in connection with yellow non-shattering varieties. The
selections of the Chinese White variety introduced four
years ago have consistently outyielded all others included
in the test during the last three years. A strain of Mammoth
soyabean has given excellent promise and seems to possess
definite non-shattering characters. The main object of this
work is to obtain cash and forage legumes suitable for
rotation in the maize-growing areas.”
2492. Tomhave, A.E.; Mumford, C.W. 1931. Utilization
of ground soybeans for poultry. Delaware Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 172. p. 23-24. Nov.
• Summary: “It was found in this experiment that when the
laying ration contained over 7 percent of ground soybeans,
egg production per hen decreased [by 9%] and mortality
increased.” Address: 1. Poultry Investigator and Animal
Husbandman; 2. Asst. in Poultry. Both: Newark, Delaware.
2493. Willard, C.J. 1931. The moisture content of forage
at different times in the day. J. of the American Society of
Agronomy 23(11):853-59. Nov. [3 ref]
• Summary: In alfalfa, soybeans, and 3 types of clover.
“After the dew is off, the range in the percentage of dry
matter in the green forage was almost never greater than 3%,
and the average range for periods of a week or more was
always less than 2%. Since in curing hay it requires but a
comparatively short time to evaporate 1 to 3% of moisture, it
seems clear that there is not sufficient change in the moisture
content of forage after the dew is off to be a practical factor
in hay-making.”
“The data showed a gradual and fairly uniform increase
in the percentage of dry matter in the green forage as the
forages became more mature. This was not so noticeable in
soybeans as in red clover and alfalfa.” Address: Associate
in Agronomy, Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, and Prof. of Farm
Crops, Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio.
2494. Morse, W.J. 1931. 6. Utilization of soybeans and
soybean products in Oriental countries. J. of the American
Society of Agronomy 23(12):1067. Dec. Presented as part of
Symposium on Soybeans. Leader: W.J. Morse.
• Summary: Manchuria, the largest soybean-producing
country in the world, had a production of more than
5,000,000 tons of which more than 400,000 tons were used
for food, 253,000 tons for feed, and 225,000 tons for seed.
The remainder, more than 4,000,000 tons, was used in
the production of oil and oil meal and for export. Japan in
1929 used over 39,000,000 bushels of soybeans of which
only 13,000,000 bushels were grown in Japan proper, the
difference being imported from Manchuria and Korea. The
following shows the various ways in which this large amount
of beans was utilized by the Japanese people: Miso, 22.7%;
soy sauce, 22.7%; soybean oil and oil cake, 21.5%; bean
curd, 15.4%; confections [roasted whole soy flour], 6.1%;

forage, 6.2%; green vegetable beans, 0.8%; green manure,
2.5%; seed, 1.6%; miscellaneous, 0.5%.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2019)
that gives industry or market statistics on green vegetable
soybeans (edamame) for any geographical region. Address:
U.S. Dep. of Agriculture [Washington, DC].
2495. Sheehy, E.J. 1931. The effect of dietary fat on the fat
content of cow’s milk. In: Conference Papers, 1st Section,
The International Dairy Congress, English Edition. See p.
76. *
2496. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1931. Catalog. Bloomington,
Illinois. See p. 23, 32.
• Summary: Page 31 states: “We carry a very complete line
of varieties adapted to Central West conditions. Write us
concerning your needs.” No specific varieties are listed. How
the company does sell “Funk’s soy bean hay mixture” which
“Makes a sure shot hay crop and meets the demand for
high quality hay... The hay mixture is made of hay varieties
such as Ebony, Virginia, and Wilson, with sufficient early
maturing yellow varieties to permit cutting so that a proper
balance of leaves and grain are obtained.” Funk advises:
“Inoculate all legumes. We carry a complete line of legume
inoculation. Many new cultures have recently been put on
the market... Jelly cultures, moist cultures, dry cultures. We
have them all.” Photos show: (1) “A part of hundreds of
acres of Soy Beans grown in rows on the Funk Farms. The
row method saves seed and permits better weed control.
Experiment Station data show the rowed beans to be higher
yielding.” (2) “Soy Bean hay cocked for curing. High quality
legume hay on short notice.”
On page 32 is an analysis of soy bean oil meal, and
the percentage digestibility of the protein, fat, nitrogen free
extract, and crude fiber. This meal “is manufactured from a
home-grown product. It has been used successfully with all
classes of live stock. Excellent results have been obtained.
Write us for special descriptive booklet.”
An ad reads: “Ask for Soy bean oil meal–Illini brand.
Manufactured by Funk Bros. Seed Co., Soy bean oil mills, at
Bloomington & Taylorville, Illinois.” Address: Bloomington,
Illinois.
2497. Grimes, J.C.; Sewell, W.E. 1931. Soybean hay as
a supplement to white corn and tankage for growing and
fattening hogs. Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 41:25. For the year ending June 30, 1930.
• Summary: Progress reports of feeding trials. Address:
Auburn.
2498. Mumford, H.W. 1931. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 44:1-304. For the year
ended June 30, 1931.
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• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops (p. 13-77): Dependable
forage mixtures will solve hay problem (p. 40). Soybean
varieties differ widely in yield factors (p. 42-43). New
facts fortify state’s lead in soybean growing (p. 43-45).
Nodule bacteria die fast after applied to soybeans (p. 45-46).
Handiest legume inoculants may not be the best ones (p.
46-47). Residual effect of soybean inoculation is variable
(p. 47-48). Livestock investigations: Soybean hay makes
excellent hay for bred ewes (p. 99). Dairy investigations:
Soybeans best cut for hay when pods are well filled (p. 12628). Milk-flavor studies still suspended (p. 128-29). Farm
management investigations: Good yields during drouth
make soybeans more profitable (p. 169-70). Agricultural
economics investigations: Decline in prices of soybeans has
about run course (p. 181-85). Farm mechanics investigations:
Tests supply hints for lowering harvesting losses (p. 21011). Farm mechanics investigations: Artificial drying lowers
disease infestation on corn (p. 215-217; “Two samples of
alfalfa, one sample of soybean plants, and one of soybean
stems were crushed between rollers and dried under
controlled conditions of 90ºF and 32% relative humidity.”
Table 58 show the “Effect of crushing on speed of drying.”
For each pair of samples gives: Original moisture content,
final moisture content, and drying time). Address: Dean and
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.

to retain its leaves to maturity, whereas most soybean
varieties drop their leaves as they mature. Address: 1. PhD,
Agronomist and Geneticist; 2. Asst. Agronomist: Both:
Morgantown, West Virginia.

2499. Riede, W.; Rewald, B. 1931. Einige Ergebnisse
deutscher Soja-Anbauversuche im Jahre 1930 [Some results
of German soybean agronomic trials in the year 1930].
Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 113(1-2):83-92.
(Chem. Abst. 26:4110). [Ger]
• Summary: Describes successful agronomic trials.
Numerous analytical data are presented in an examination of
the soy bean as a green fodder, hay, silage, and oil-seed crop.
Address: 1. Bonn, Germany; 2. Hamburg.

2502. Bull, Sleeter. 1932. Soybeans not guilty: Scientists say
lack of finish is real culprit in soft pork indictment. Breeder’s
Gazette and Daily Tribune 97(2):10. Feb.
• Summary: “Extensive experiments at the Illinois and
other experiment station have shown that when soybeans
are fed in the ration of fattening hogs in amounts sufficient
to furnish the necessary protein, soft pork usually results. In
this connection, it should be noted that soybean oil meal (i.e.,
the ground beans with the oil expelled or extracted) produces
pork of satisfactory firmness and also makes more rapid and
more economical gains than soybeans.” Address: Univ. of
Illinois.

2500. Garber, R.J.; Hoover, M.M. 1932. Pekwa–a new
soybean. West Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 247. 8 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Distinguishing
characteristics. Yields at Lakin experiment farm. Retention
of leaves. Quality of hay. Summary.
Pekwa originated from a single planted selected from the
Peking variety. Photos show: (1) “A field of Pekwa soybeans
grown on the agronomy farm at Morgantown in cultivated
rows, to be harvested for seed.” (2) Device for testing leaf
retention of Wilson and Pekwa soybeans. (3) Bundles of
Pekwa and Wilson varieties, before and after flailing with the
spokes of a wheel, showing superior leaf retention by Pekwa.
(4) Mature Wilson and Pekwa soybeans ready to harvest for
seed; Pekwa has much greater leaf retention, making it better
for use as forage or hay.
Note: As noted above, Pekwa has an unusual ability

2501. Brillmayer, Franz Anton. 1932. Zum Anbau der
Sojabohne: Eine wertvolle Eiweissquelle [On the cultivation
of soybeans: A valuable protein source]. Zentralblatt fuer die
oesterreichische Landwirtschaft (Wien) No. 7. p. 65-67. Feb.
20; No. 14. p. 124-25. March 19. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: No. 7. Introduction. Already
Haberlandt understood that the soybean question is a
question of varieties. Table showing the composition of
different foods and feeds:
Soybeans: 40.00% protein; 17.00% fat
Barley: 6.10% protein; 1.90% fat
Common beans: 19.30% protein; 1.20% fat
Linseed: 19.10% protein; 1.20% fat
Beef, fatty: 17.40% protein; 23.50% fat
Veal: 19.00% protein; 5.00% fat
Alfalfa hay: 6.20% protein; 1.20% fat
Soybean hay: 10.31% protein; 2.34% fat.
The main future of the soybean in Austria is in its use in
agriculture.
No. 14. Soybean’s yield. Enemies. Address:
Samenzuechter, Platt, Austria.

2503. Shrewsbury, Charles L.; Vestal, C.M.; Hauge, S.M.
1932. The effect of yeast and casein supplements to corn and
soybean rations when fed to rats and swine. J. of Agricultural
Research 44(3):267-74. Feb. [8 ref]
• Summary: “One of the problems of the corn-producing
area has been the inadequate supply of efficient protein
concentrates for livestock. Because of the increasing acreage
of soybeans (Soja max), in the Middle West, this seed has
received attention as a possible protein supplement for corn
in animal rations.”
“A basal ration of corn, soybeans, and mineral is not
adequate for satisfactory growth of rats under experimental
conditions or for young pigs in dry lot. The growth of pigs
and rats on corn-soybean rations can be improved by the
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addition of casein in amounts sufficient to 2.25 or 5 per
cent protein. Although casein supplements corn alone, the
addition of casein to corn-soybean rations was of no value
in improving the utilization of soybeans. No evidence
was obtained that soybean protein supplemented soybean
protein.” Dried yeast (3%) does not supplement either corn
or soybeans to an economic extent. Cooked beans are of
greater nutritive value than raw beans.
“Growth on the cooked soybeans was definitely
superior to that obtained with raw soybeans... Although the
explanation of the greater nutritive value of cooked soybeans
is not clear at this time, there is some reason for believing
that certain materials of a toxic nature are removed or
destroyed during the heating process” (p. 271). Address: 1.
Assoc. Chemist; 2. Assoc. in Animal Husbandry; 3. Research
Assoc. in Biochemistry. All: Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp.
Station [Indiana].
2504. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural College, Extension
Bulletin. 1932. Feeding soybeans and soybean oilmeal on
Indiana farms. No. 180. 8 p. March. Revised in 1938 and
1943. *
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans and soybean
oilmeal in hog rations. Soybeans in rations for fattening
hogs: with pasture, without pasture, hogging off (for hogs
weighing 123 pounds or more). Soybean oilmeal in rations
for fattening hogs: with pasture, without pasture, good
mineral mixtures to feed with soybeans or soybean oilmeal.
Soybeans in sheep rations. Soybeans in beef rations. Soybean
hay for sheep and beef cattle. Soybean supplements in grain
rations for dairy cattle. Time to harvest soybean hay for dairy
cattle. Soybean oilmeal and ground soybeans for chickens:
Soybean products for layers, soybean products for young
chicks.
2505. Latta, William Carroll. 1932. A century of Indiana
agriculture: A short history of a remarkable period of
development. Purdue Agriculturist (Indiana) 26(6):83, 96.
March.
• Summary: Indiana farmers were blessed with fertile virgin
soils, but by the 1840s and 1850s accelerated land depletion
had begun–for a variety of reasons. Indiana farmers did not
begin to adopt better soil husbandry techniques until 1875
or later. The experiment stations played an important role
in this. Alfalfa came into Indiana in the 1880s. Commercial
fertilizers came into use in the state at about the same time.
Sweet clover and the silo became common in the 1890s.
“Cow peas and soybeans appeared almost simultaneously
about a decade later than the silo.” The highest yielding
soybeans, and those with the highest germination rate, were
both “found in the medium maturing group.”
A sidebar, with a photo of Prof. Latta, contains a brief
biography. He “was born 82 years ago in the little town of
Union Mills [which is 2008 is in Noble Township, LaPorte

County, in northwest Indiana]. Having received his early
education in the one roomed schools of Noble county
[Indiana], he entered the Michigan Agricultural College in
1874 from which he was graduated in 1877. After teaching a
few years he took graduate work in the same institution and
received his master of science degree in 1882.
In the fall following his graduation Latta took over the
agricultural work at Purdue University. He immediately
started on a series of experiments which he continued until
1905, when he became consulting agriculturist.”
“In 1911 he gave up teaching but continued with the
institute work until 1925, when he began the writing of The
History of Indiana Agriculture.
Note: There is a discontinuity between the text at the
end of p. 83 and that at the start of p. 96 (the back page).
Address: Prof., Agric. Exp. Station.
2506. Drahorad, Fritz. 1932. Sojabohnenanbau in
Oesterreich. I. Die Kultur der Sojabohne [The cultivation of
soybeans in Austria]. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung
(Vienna) 82(15):113-14. April 9. [Ger]
• Summary: Part I concerns soybean culture (Die Kultur
der Sojabohne), starting with a brief history of soybean
investigations in Austria from the Vienna Exposition of
1873, through which Prof. Haberlandt obtained seeds, and
including Brillmayer.
I. The Cultivation of the Soybean: Agronomic trials with
the soybean (Sojabohne) in Europe, but especially in Austria,
go back a long time. The first impetus for this was offered
by the Chinese section of the Vienna World Exposition
(chinesiche Abteilung der Wiener Weltausstellung) (1873),
through which Professor Haberlandt became aware of this
new crop. He carried out trials at the College of Agriculture
(Hochschule für Bodenkultur) in Vienna and made efforts to
introduce the soybean here with us. The thoroughly favorable
and satisfying results which were achieved at that time
were summarized by Professor Haberlandt in a small book,
Die Sojabohne [The Soybean], Verlag Carl Gerold’s Sohn,
Vienna 1878, in which he published the results of the studies
and trials on the merits of the cultivation of this crop that was
to be newly introduced.
The fact that in the subsequent period, it was not
possible for the soybean to be generally introduced is all
the more regrettable since we are not aware of any other
agricultural crop that can thrive in our climate and at the
same time is such an excellent supplier of oil and protein.
One obstacle to its further introduction lay in the fact
that the soybeans that were imported from other areas
first had to be adapted to our climate and that most of the
varieties had a vegetative period that was much too long
and, as a result of that, only matured with difficulty or else
matured only in very favorable years.
During the war, agronomic trials with the soybean
(Sojaanbauversuche) were also once again resumed in
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Austria, but their end result cannot be considered to have
been conclusive for the reason that those trials were carried
out above all else with seeds that had not been acclimatized
or bred, and because the test methodology that was common
at that time could not provide any conclusive assessment
about the actual productivity of this agricultural crop.
Furthermore, at that time it was not correctly known
how this bean would be utilized in agricultural terms, which
legitimately very much toned down the interest in the
cultivation of it, especially with farmers. And in spite of that,
the introduction of the cultivation of soybeans is desirable
as agricultural cultivation! The soybean (Soja) may become
not only a source of healthy and abundant nutrition for broad
classes of the people, but also a new means of livelihood that
is not to be underestimated. Because of the fact, then, that
the soybean possesses such outstanding properties, though,
and after the many years of agronomic trials, an introduction
of this East Asian crop with us lies within the realm of
possibility, and being occupied with this plant that is so
multifaceted is in fact justified. Of course, we can only also
grow the soybean in Austria in those places where it finds the
necessary climatic conditions for existence from nature. And
it would be completely mistaken to recommend it for areas
where it does not get on well. With conscientious breeding
work, in association with the strictest testing of performance
and yield, it will however be possible to turn the soybean
into an Austrian crop. The breeding progress that has been
achieved thus far by myself and my employee Brillmayer
allows this to be hoped for. Further improvements and
increases in productivity still have to be striven for. This will
only be successful if the breeding experiments are continued
on a broad basis, as has been the case up until now. In
addition to the laborious work of the breeder, the trial
activity with respect to plant cultivation must not, however,
be neglected.
The soybean, which in general is a plant that requires
heat, possesses a broad reaching capacity for adaptation to
the climate. By means of systematic acclimatization breeding
that has been carried out correctly, the variety that is, it could
be said, suitable for every soil and for every climate zone can
be enlisted.
If the climatic conditions of Manchuria, the primary area
of cultivation for soybeans, is compared with our Central
European climate, then what is found is a broad reaching
concurrence in the temperature and precipitation conditions.
Manchuria (Tung-san-sheng) [sic, in modern pinyin
orthography, Dongsansheng] extends between the Amur
River in the north, the Gulf of Chihli (Tschi-li) [today’s
Bohai Sea, China] in the south, Mongolia in the west, and the
Ussuri River in the east. Its area is approximately 942,000
square kilometers, and it is therefore nearly twice as big as
that of Germany. Although it is for the most part a hilly land,
the broad valleys of the Sungeri River [sic, Sungari, today’s
Songhua River, China] and the Liau-ho River [known today

as the Liao River] offer abundant opportunities for farming.
The largest quantities of Manchurian soybeans are harvested
in the valleys of the Liao.
If the 10ºC. annual isothermal line (10ºC-JahresIsothermenlinie)–which in Central Europe touches the cities
of Cologne and Brünn [today’s Brno, Czech Republic]
and, as its course continues, goes through the Crimea–
is compared with that of Manchuria, then what results
from these meteorological observations is that Europe
has on average a warmer annual temperature than that of
Manchuria. With a comparison of the climate zones, though,
the fact that has to be emphasized above all else is that the
thriving of a plant and its getting on well do not depend
solely on the heat units which it requires for its complete
maturity, but rather first and foremost on the favorable
distribution of the climatic and environmental factors on the
individual sections of the development of the plant during its
vegetative period.
In the center of Manchuria, in Kirin [today’s Jilin City,
China], a mean average January temperature prevails of
-15ºC, similar to that in Sweden, and a mean average July
temperature prevails of approximately 20.8ºC, as they have
in Breslau (today’s Wroclaw, Poland). A very hot summer
therefore corresponds to the strictly continental climate
of Manchuria. It lies between the 20ºC and 25ºC July
isothermal line, and it is interesting and characteristic that in
comparison to the same temperature areas in Central Europe,
this area lies north of the limit for winegrowing. This fact
makes it possible to derive the plausibility that therefore
in Central Europe as well, the northern limitation of the
cultivation zone would lie along the 20ºC July isothermal
line which corresponds to the line through Paris–Frankfurt
am Main–Dresden–Wroclaw–Warsaw.
In Austria, therefore, only those areas come into
consideration for the cultivation of dried soybeans
(Sojatrockenbohne) in which corn still definitely matures.
But in spite of that, specially acclimatized and bred strains
reached maturity even in climatically very unfavorable
cultivation areas, and for those conditions they yielded
very satisfactory results. The time may perhaps not be all
that far away in which it will be successful to introduce
the cultivation of the soybean into the cultivation areas
of Austria that come into consideration for it, while the
cultivation of soy (Sojabau) for use as green fodder, hay, and
silage also appears to be generally feasible in climatically
very unfavorable areas.
The results of the cultivation and productivity test trials
with acclimatized and bred varieties that have been carried
out by this author since 1925 with twenty different varieties
of soybeans (Sojasorten) can be summarized as follows:
In general, soybeans can be cultivated on all types of soil
with the exception of very heavy loam soils. Even on very
light sandy soils, they continue to provide very satisfactory
harvest results with the corresponding inoculation with
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nodule bacteria. Locally acclimatized soybeans withstand
dry periods and periods of drought rather easily, but stagnant
wetness is very detrimental to them. It provides the highest
yields on medium humous soils. Soybeans prefer sandy loam
soils and also get on well on calcareous soils, but specifically
on marl soils. The warmer the location is, the sooner heavy
soils may be used for the cultivation of soybeans. Too much
moisture in the soil damages the plant but according to our
experiences, its sensitivity to moderate soil acidity is not
great.
The soybean requires heat, and it therefore grows best
in the winegrowing climate, where it achieves the maturity
of its seeds the earliest. In comparison to varieties from
abroad that are foreign to the location, the varieties that
have been acclimatized and bred by the author are much
less sensitive to frost and, after many years of observations,
they have withstood frosts of as low as -5ºC. and, once in
1927, even down to -7ºC. without any damage. This has
been proven repeatedly by trials at the state breeding stations
“Mittelbergalpe” near Gaming in Lower Austria (elevation
950 m above sea level) and “Kraglgut” in Matterndorf,
in the Styrian section of the Salzkammergut (elevation
890 m above sea level). The sowing on these trial fields
took place toward late May, and in late September the
seeds were fully matured. During germination and the first
development, warm weather ought to prevail if possible and
the corresponding moisture should be present (Continued).
Address: PhD, Senior Commissioner of the Federal Institute
of Plant Cultivation and Seed Testing (Oberkommissaer der
Bundesanstalt fuer Pflanzenbau und Samenpruefung).
2507. Drahorad, Fritz. 1932. Sojabohnenanbau in
Oesterreich. I. Die Kultur der Sojabohne [The cultivation of
soybeans in Austria (Continued–Document part II)]. Wiener
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 82(15):113-14. April
9. [Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): The sowing period for soybeans
with us here fluctuates between the last week of March and
early May. In mild locations, they can already be sown in
mid-March, in harsher areas late April to mid-May, so that
enough time is available to them for growth and so the seeds
can mature. Sowing that is all too early has no purpose, since
the seeds will only germinate when the soil temperature has
reached the necessary level for that. Sprouting takes place on
average eight to fourteen days after sowing, and therefore it
takes somewhat longer than with green beans.
With our early varieties, the blossoming occurs on
average from late June to early July, while in mountainous
areas, in late July at the latest. For the obtaining of seeds,
sowing in rows is absolutely to be preferred. The latematuring varieties are taller in their growth and therefore also
require greater standing space. On soils that are very low in
nutrients and dry, the soybean lags in its growth. Upon taking
these circumstances into consideration, with moderately

growing varieties on medium soils, a row distancing of 40 to
50 cm is to be selected. With taller growing varieties and on
all better soils, the row distance cam be increased by 10 to
12 cm. With row sowing, the requirement for the seeds for
sowing comes out to around 50 to 60 kg per hectare.
For obtaining green fodder, silage, and hay, it is in
particular the massive growing varieties of American origin
Mammouth yellow [Mammoth Yellow], Wilson, and Soja
hispida nigra that are to be selected. The larger the seeds,
the more [that is, the greater the weight of the] seeds for
sowing that are required. With drill sowing with a row
distance of from 40 to 50 cm, 100 to 110 kg per hectare
of seeds for sowing are required. The sowing depth on
heavy soils consists of 3 cm, and on light soils, 5 cm. The
sowing for green fodder soy (Grunfuttersoja) or silage soy
(Sauerfuttersoja) can take place in June or July. In favorable
locations, green soybean plants (Grünsoja) can also be
grown as a subsequent crop (Nachfrucht) [that is, within a
crop rotation], for example, after winter barley.
If soybeans are planted on a field for the first time, then
the inoculation of the seeds is to be carried out with pure
cultures of root nodule bacteria, which for local soybeans
are produced at the Federal Institute of Plant Protection
(Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenschutz) in Vienna.
The soybean tolerates itself well [that is, it can be
planted successively on the same field without a different
crop in between] and thrives after all crops. With repeated
cultivations one after another, it even grows better, because
the soil is enriched with nodule bacteria that are passed on
to the roots of the soybean plants. In general, fertilized root
crops which leave the soil behind in a loose, weed-free, and
healthy state are especially suitable prior crops [in a crop
rotation] for soybeans. They can also be planted with good
success on newly cleared fields (Neurissen). The possibility
of their arrangement in the crop rotation in the place of peas
is worthy of note, since the later often suffer very much from
pea weevils (Erbsenkäfer).
The soil preparation is the same as for other legumes.
What is most favorable is the normal autumn plowing, after
which the soil is left to lie in coarse furrows over the winter.
In order to maintain the winter moisture, in the spring only
an aeration or loosening of the soil is carried out, but the
plow is not used. The exception would be in those cases in
which the soil is inclined toward a great growth of weeds, or
if the weeds that have already germinated and sprouted are
to be destroyed. In that case, a shallow plowing takes place
before the sowing.
The nutrient requirements of the soybean are rather
considerable. Barn manure should be added in the autumn
or, if that is not possible for some reason, then in the
spring several weeks before sowing. Liquid manure has an
unbalanced effect and is above all else too low in phosphoric
acid to be able to provide any particular use to the soybean.
During the first development period, up until the
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point at which a sufficient quantity of nodule bacteria are
present, artificial nitrogen fertilizer ought to be applied in
order to ensure the nitrogen requirement of the soybean
plants (Sojapflanzen). This is all the more the case when the
nitrogen requirement is not covered by fertilizing with barn
manure. Forms that are quickly effective are sodium nitrate
[also known as Chile saltpeter] (Chilesalpeter) and calcium
nitrate [also known as calcium saltpeter] (Kalksalpeter).
Normally, with 75 to 100 kg nitrates per hectare, that is
found to be sufficient. The requirement for phosphoric acid
is unusually high, since phosphorus accumulates in large
quantities in the lecithins that are contained in the seeds.
By means of an enrichment of 1.5 to 3.5 quintals [1 quintal
= 100 kg, and thus 150 to 350 kg] of superphosphate in the
spring before sowing, the requirement is covered. On light
soils, the use of Thomas meal in the autumn is indicated. In
particular in the case in which no barn manure is applied, the
potassium requirement of the soybean has to be taken into
consideration. It is covered by means of the enrichment of
1 to 1.5 quintals of 40% potassium salt per hectare. The raw
salts are not really beneficial to the soybean. For thriving
growth, a moderate calcium content of the soil is also
desirable.
The care of the soybean is rather simple, but very
important! During the young stage, it grows rather slowly,
such that the soil between the rows hardens and crusts over
and the young plants may be slightly repressed by weeds. It
is absolutely necessary to hoe two or three times during the
first eight to ten weeks until the plants get stronger and shade
the soil. Most of the failures in the cultivation of soybeans
are to be traced back only to the lack of care during the first
growth period of the plant. In that case, the weeds usually
overgrow the stands and with the upcoming harvest, they
depress the yields per hectare by many metric hundredweight
(each one equal to 100 kg). This failure cannot be remedied
later by any means.
According to the agronomic trials of varieties that
have been carried out since 1925 with various strains
that have been bred of locally acclimatized soybeans, the
seeds mature fully in the second half of August, and in
transitional and mountainous areas, at the latest through the
end of September. The yields fluctuate depending upon the
cultivation area, the particular measures of cultivation, and
the suitability of the seeds for sowing from 15 to 20 quintals
per hectare. Especially favorable cultivation areas achieved
yields per hectare of up to 25 quintals. In unfavorable years,
and especially in those with a great deal of rainfall, it goes
without saying that the yields sank below this average. A
thriving in our climate can only be counted upon with those
varieties that have an average vegetative period of at a
maximum 130 to 145 days. Local varieties always met this
requirement without exception.
That which is to be regarded as a sign of the maturity
is the wilting of the plants, the leaves turning yellow and

dropping, the pods turning gray or black, and the seeds
turning hard. The harvest can be delayed somewhat without
the risk of loss because the pods do not open easily. The
mature plants are pulled up, but they can also be cut with
a scythe or mown with a mowing machine. After cutting,
the plants are bound into small bundles and placed in
shocks (Puppen) for drying and completing after-ripening
(Nachreifen). Threshing takes place best with a machine, but
within that context, it is necessary to proceed very carefully
so that the seeds do not shatter. With a simple flail threshing,
it is difficult to get them out completely because the pods
remain tightly closed for a long time. It is therefore necessary
to wait with threshing until severe frost weather sets in and
the hulls become brittle.
For green fodder and silage, the soybeans are cut at
the latest when the seeds are half developed and before the
leaves have begun to drop. The drying takes place best on
hay frames (Hiefel), rickstands (Reiter), or frames.
Experiences that have been gathered with the planting
of soybeans in Austria justify the assumption that our
agricultural and weather conditions are suitable for the
cultivation of this plant. Within that context, though,
attention has to be drawn to the fact that with the current
agricultural crisis and today’s very low price for foreign
soybeans, the cultivation of it on a large scale can only
be advised if the yields per hectare that are achieved can
guarantee profitability. Information about this can only be
provided and be decisive in each individual case with an
agronomic trial at the general location and specific place. In
conclusion, it should not remain without mention that the
soybean requires less care than the usual beans, while its
yield is greater for the same planted area.
(Conclusion to follow)
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020)
in the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database
that contains the German word Grünsoja (green soybean
plant(s)). This word appears in only 2 different issues of
these newspapers, both in 1932. Address: PhD, Senior
Commissioner of the Federal Institute of Plant Cultivation
and Seed Testing (Oberkommissaer der Bundesanstalt fuer
Pflanzenbau und Samenpruefung).
2508. Drahorad, Fritz. 1932. Sojabohnenanbau
in Oesterreich. II. Die Verwertung der Sojabohne
[The cultivation of soybeans in Austria]. Wiener
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 82(16):122-23. April
16. [Ger]
• Summary: Part II concerns the utilization of the soybean
(Die Verwertung der Sojabohne), including green fodder,
soybean meal, and oil. Address: PhD, Oberkommissaer der
Bundesanstalt fuer Pflanzenbau und Samenpruefung.
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2509. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1932. Getting ready for soys:
Contest letters suggest using crop to replace clover failures.
57(2):222. April 16.
• Summary: A summary of the best ideas from the
magazine’s recent Soybean Letter Contest. Prepare the
seedbed, so that weeds are kept down until the soybean
plants are off to a safe start. It is recognized that soybeans do
not rank with clover or alfalfa as a soil-building crop. Plant
soybeans after the middle of May. The most popular generalpurpose varieties in the latitude of Iowa seem to be Manchu,
Illini, and Dunfield. Peking as been widely grown for hay
and silage.
A photo shows a horizontally mounted wooden
drum, into which a man is pouring a sack of soybeans.
“A convenient device for thoroly mixing soybeans with
inoculating material.”
2510. Dugard, Jean. 1932. La valeur alimentaire et
industrielle du soja [The food and industrial value of soya].
Genie Civil (Le) 100(17):419-20. April 23. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. USDA Farmers’ Bulletin
No. 1617, by W.J. Morse. Botanical characteristics of the
soybean. Composition and food value of the soybean.
Products derived from soya eaten by humans: Tofu, soy oil,
shoyu [soy sauce] (called “soy” in English), soy flour, soy
sprouts, miso, natto. The use of soya as forage. Industrial
uses of soy oil and cake. The soybean in western Europe:
Hansamuehle in Hamburg, Germany; Englehardt & Cie.
in Frankfurt, Germany (making powdered soymilk, soy
caseine, soy lecithin, etc.); Soybean cake used for animal
feed in England, Denmark, Holland, Sweden, and–above
all–in Germany, where more than 2 million tons/year are
consumed.
2511. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1932. Seeding soy beans: If you
need to plug up the weak places in this year’s hay supply, try
soy beans. This article explains to you how and when and
what to do. 77(8):220. April 25.
• Summary: An excellent overview and summary of how to
grow soy beans for the beginner. “An increasing number of
dairy farmers are finding soy beans a valuable emergency
hay crop for dairy cows.” For a farmer growing soy beans
for the first time, the most important questions are: (1) What
variety is best suited to a particular location? (2) How much
seed to plant per acre? (3) How to plant the seed. (4) What
kind of seed bed? (5) When to plant? (6) Inoculation of the
seed. (7) Weed control. (8) When and how to cut for hay.
“In Iowa the best seed yielding varieties are Manchu,
Black Eyebrow, Habaro, and Soysota. The best hay varieties
are Morse, Wilson, Peking, and Virginia. (These cannot be
depended on to mature seed every year.) The best varieties
in corn for hogging down are Manchu, Midwest, Black
Eyebrow, Soysota, and Habaro. In corn for silage the
recommended varieties are Peking, Midwest, Manchu, and

Black Eyebrow.
“These same varieties are dependable in Illinois,
Indiana, and Ohio except that in Illinois the Illini and in
Indiana the Dunfield are two of the best seed yielding
varieties. In Minnesota the Manchu, Habaro, and Chestnut
varieties are recommended for both seed and hay in the
southern and south central parts of the state. Minsoy is a
high yielding seed variety in Central Minnesota but is too
short for hay. Farther north the Wisconsin Black and Minsoy
varieties should be used.”
Photos show: (1) A farmer in a field holding up a bunch
of soy bean plants with a pitchfork. (2) A man standing
behind two white horses pulling an implement [probably a
harrow or weeder] for weed control.
A table shows the number of seeds per pound and the
number of pounds of seed to plant per acre for the following
varieties: A.K., Black Eyebrow, Chestnut, Columbia,
Dunfield, Early Brown, Ebony, Elton, Habaro, Haberlandt,
Ito San, Jet, Manchu, Mandarin, Medium Green, Midwest,
Mikado, Morse, Peking, Virginia, Wilson, Wilson-five
[Wilson Five], Wisconsin Black.
2512. Squirrell, W.J.; Laughland, J. 1932. Soybeans in
Ontario. Ontario Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No.
366. 16 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Origin and importance. Description.
Composition. Climatic adaptation. Rotation. Soil and
soil preparation. Manures and fertilizers. Varieties. Seed
selection. Inoculation. Harvesting. Threshing. Uses of
the crop: Hay, as a soiling crop, ensilage, pasture, soil
improvement, ripe seed, straw, soybean oil, meal, other
products. What farmers think of soybeans (Extracts from
reports by 21 men who have grown and fed the crop from
the following places (mostly counties): Durham, Dundas,
Brant, Elgin, Frontenac, Grenville, Halton, Hastings, Kent,
Lambton, Middlesex, Oxford, Perth, Simcoe, Welland,
Wellington).
“Soybeans were first tested in the experimental plots at
the Ontario Agricultural College in 1893 and first distributed
for co-operative tests from the College to farmers in 1901.”
“More than one hundred varieties of soybean have
been tested for fodder and grain production by the Field
Husbandry Department of the Ontario Agricultural College.
Some of these varieties matured sufficiently early to be
successfully grown in Ontario. Many, however, are too late
for the climatic conditions of the Province and do not even
reach the best fodder conditions before the arrival of killing
frost.”
Two tables (p. 6-7) show the average results for 6
years in testing 21 varieties of soybeans for fodder and for
grain by the Department of Field Husbandry at the Ontario
Agricultural College. In each table the varieties are sorted
by descending yield of green fodder or grain [seed]. The
varieties are: O.A.C. No. 211, Habaro No. 20405 (Wash.
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[Washington, DC]), Ito San Soja, Black Eyebrow (Jeffrey),
North’s, Minnesota No. 167 (Minnesota Exp. Station),
Manchu, Early Yellow (O.A.C. No. 111), Elton, Medium
Green (O.A.C.), Mandarin, Chestnut, Tsurunoko, Oyaji,
Shiro Kotsubu, Early Yellow, Black Ontario, Quebec No.
92, Black Manchurian (Jeffrey), Brown, Ogema. For fodder,
the “O.A.C. No. 211, which stands first with an average
yield of 10.16 tons of green fodder per acre for the 6-year
period, is a plant selected strain, developed by the Ontario
Agricultural College, from the Habaro variety and is the
only variety of soybeans eligible for registration in Canada.”
The plants were cut on Sept. 7. For grain/seed production
Black Ontario has the highest average yield over the 6 years
at 28.47 bushels/acre, followed by North’s (28.42), O.A.C.
No. 211 (27.73), and Black Manchurian (Jeffrey; 27.12). The
plants were cut for harvest between Sept. 23 and Oct. 9. The
Black Ontario was received from a grower in the Manitoulin
Island in 1924. It produces small, black grain and straw of
medium length. “The O.A.C. No. 211 has proven to be the
best general purpose soybean tested at the College.”
“Soil improvement: The soybean like clovers and other
legumes is able by means of bacteria on the roots to gather
nitrogen from the air and leave it in the soil for the benefit of
crops that follow. It must be remembered, however, that the
best results can only be obtained when the soybeans are well
inoculated and some part of the plants left on the land. After
a seed crop of soybeans there is considerable organic matter
in the way of leaves and stubble to be turned under.”
Soybean oil “is used in the manufacture of soaps, paints,
rubber substitutes, printers ink and other articles. It is also
used as a salad oil and as a substitute for butter and lard.”
“In China and Japan soybeans are used in many ways as
human food. The green pods, dried seed cakes, soy sauce and
soybean milk, all have their place. In America soybean flour
is made into cakes, biscuits, muffins, and being low in starch
it has a special place as a diabetic food.”
The article contains 11 photos, including one of 2 horses
pulling a rotary hoe, and fields of soybeans growing in Peel,
Welland, Dundas, Kent, Middlesex, and Lincoln counties.
Address: Dep. of Field Husbandry, Ontario Agricultural
College, Guelph.
2513. Edmondson, J.B. 1932. If your clover failed, try
soybean hay. Successful Farming 30:5, 56-57. May.
• Summary: “The livestock capacity of any farm can
be measured by its ability to grow legumes, and this
relationship, so important in any permanent system
of farming, has brought the soybean to the front as a
satisfactory source of legume hay.” Address: Secretary,
American Soybean Assoc. [Clayton, Indiana].
2514. Hilton, J.H.; Wilbur, J.W.; Hauge, S.M. 1932.
Comparison between ground soybeans and linseed oilmeal
as protein supplements for growing dairy calves. J. of Dairy

Science 15(4):277-81. July. [9 ref. Eng]
• Summary: For heifer calves on a lucerne diet, ground
raw soya beans and linseed meal were equally effective
protein supplements. Address: Depts. of Dairy Husbandry
and Research Chemistry, Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp. Station,
Lafayette, Indiana.
2515. Burlison, W.L.; Whalin, O.L. 1932. The production
and utilization of soybeans and soybean products in the
United States. J. of the American Society of Agronomy
24(8):594-609. Aug.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Acreage. Yield per acre.
Acreage harvested for beans. Acreage harvested for hay.
Acreage harvested with livestock. Imports of certain soybean
products. Production of important oils in the United States.
Net imports of oils and fats into the United States. Import
duties levied on soybeans and soybean products. Utilization
of soybeans in United States. Soybean products. Summary.
“Soybean acreage harvested for beans has expanded
rapidly in the United States since 1925, reaching an
estimated production of approximately 18,000,000 bushels
for 1931. More than half of the acreage grown each year has
been cut for hay. The acreage harvested with livestock has
not shown any increase since 1927.
“Imports of soybeans and soybean cake and meal have
always been of minor importance. Soybean oil imports
represented significant quantities at the close of the World
War, however, but have since diminished to negligible
amounts as import duties have become effective. The imports
of such competing oils as cocoanut and linseed have been of
greatest importance.
“Approximately one-fourth of the soybean oil being
utilized in the United States is going into paints and
varnishes, another one-fourth is finding its way to the soap
kettle, nearly one-fifth is being used in edible products, and
about one-eighth is being consumed in linoleum and waterproofing products. The number of commercial products
being placed on the market that contain soybeans or soybean
products is increasing rapidly. A most encouraging feature
of soybean progress has been the research development in
utilization of soybeans and soybean products within the
last two years and the corresponding expansion in demand
along commercial lines.” Contains numerous statistical
tables illustrating these facts. Tables show: (1) Production
of soybeans harvested for beans, selected states and the
United States, 1924-31, 1,000 bushels. (2) Total equivalent
solid acreage of soybeans, selected states and the United
States, 1922-30, 1,000 acres. (3) Yield in bushels per acre.
(4) Acreage of soybeans harvested for beans, selected states
and the United States, 1922-31, 1,000 acres. (5) Acreage of
soybeans harvested for hay, selected states and the United
States, 1922-30, 1,000 acres. (6) Acreage of soybeans
harvested with livestock, selected states and the United
States, 192230, 1,000 acres. (7) Imports into United States of
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soybean oil, soybean meal and cake, and soybeans, 1915-31.
(8) Domestic production of soybean oil and other oils and
fats from domestic materials, 1916-30, 1,000 pounds. (9) Net
imports of animal and vegetable oils and fats, with special
reference to soybean oil and five other kinds of vegetable
oils, oil equivalent being used for imported materials, United
States, 1916-30, 1,000 pounds. (10) Exports of soybean oil
and other leading vegetable oils, United States, 1919-31,
1,000 pounds. (11) Duties levied on soybean oil, soybean
cake and meal, and soybeans by the tariffs of 1909, 1913,
1921, 1922, and 1930. (12) How the 1929 and 1930 crops of
soybeans were utilized in the United States. (13) Utilization
of soybeans and soybean products in the United States, 1930
crop. (14) List of soybean products produced in the United
States.
Table 13 (p. 607) “Utilization of soybeans and
soybean products in the United States, 1930 crop.” The
13,323,000 bushels of soybeans were used as follows:
Crushed 4,800,000 bu, seed 4,623,000, feed 3,500,000,
ground 400,000 (half used for feed and half for food). The
37,200,000 lb of soybean oil was used as follows: Edible:
Oleomargarine 750,000 lb, lard substitutes [shortening]
500,000, other food products 4,750,000. Industrial uses:
Paint and varnish 9,000,000 lb, soap kettle 8,500,000,
linoleum and oil cloth 4,000,000, other 3,500,000. Increased
stocks including oil equivalent 5,700,000. The 110,000 tons
of soybean meal was used as follows: Commercial feeds
89,100 tons, other feed 20,000, edible soy flour 850, diabetic
foods 50. The 100,000 tons of soybean meal was very small
compared to its competing products: Cotton seed meal
2,350,000 tons, and linseed oil meal 1,750,000.
Table 14 (p. 608) “List of soybean products produced
in the United States.” The accompanying text states that this
list “does not pretend to be complete. Attention is called to
the large number of food products actually being placed on
the market in the United States from soybeans at the present
time. This list has grown rapidly during this last year.” The
extensive list includes commercial food, feed, and industrial
products derived from soybeans. Some products have brand
names and others only generic names.
“Food products–USA: Soybean flour. Soybean meal
flour. Refined edible soybean oil. Soybean salad oil.
Chocolate bars (30% soybean flour). Cocoa (up to 60%
soybean flour). Sausages (up to 50% soybean flour). Bread
(7½% soybean flour). Rolls (10% soybean flour). Macaroni
(20% soybean flour). Soybean muffins. Soybean cookies.
Soybean doughnuts. Vegetable shortening. Infant foods.
Diabetic foods. Oleomargarine. Lard substitutes. Filled
sweets. Soybean sprouts. Soybean cheese. Soybean milk.
Soybean buns. Soybean ice cream [perhaps that served in
Sept. 1930 in Illinois at the American Soybean Association’s
annual meeting]. Soya cream biscuits. La Choy-soy sauce.
Soyolk (flour). Soy biscuits. Soy flour. Vi-Zoy. Lektizoy.
Zoy soup. Zoybeans (cooked beans). Bacon and Zoy beans.

Zoy bouillon. Soy bean biscuit. Casein gluten flour [meaning
unclear]. Non-fat mayonnaise. Fatless spread. Fluffo.
Canadian food products: Milqo (soy milk). Vi-Tone
(chocolate). Soya flour. Soyex-Malt-Cocoa drink. Soyex.
Macaroni
“Feed products: Cake or meal. Commercial feed. Dairy
feed. Hog chow. Poultry chow. Dog chow. Chicken chowder.
Steer fatena. Calf chow. Lay chow. Rabbit chow. 34%
protein chow chow. 24% protein chow chow. Chick startena.
Chicken fatena. Olelene. Grainola.
“Industrial uses: Paint. Varnish. Enamels. Oil cloth.
Linoleum. Printers ink. Glycerine. Celluloid. Lauxtex
plastic wall coat. Lauxein waterproof soybean glue.
Lauxein emulsifier (all 3 made by I.F. Laucks, Inc., Seattle,
Washington). Soap (liquid). Soap (potash). Core binders.
Rubber substitutes.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2013)
that mentions the following commercial soy products: La
Choy-soy sauce (made in the USA). Soyex-Malt-Cocoa
drink. Zoybeans (cooked soybeans). Lauxtex plastic wall
coat. Lauxein waterproof soybean glue. Lauxein emulsifier.
All were on the market by late 1931.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2020) that uses the term “vegetable shortening” to
refer to shortening made without animal products. Address:
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
2516. González, A. de J. 1932. Cultivo y utilizacion de la
soya como forraje [Cultivation and use of the soybean as
forage]. Revista de Agricultura, Comercio y Trabajo (Cuba)
14(3):5-42. Sept. [12 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: General considerations. Agricultural
history of the uses of soya. Botanical characters. Varieties.
The soil and its preparation. Legume bacteria. Inoculation.
Importance of calcium. Planting soya. Fertilizers. Diseases
and insects (lists many names in Spanish). Other pests. Yield.
Threshing and warehouse rent. Soya and Sudan grass. Soya
and chicharo de vaca. Utilization of the green forage. Making
hay. Silage. Use of the seeds. Food for milk cows. Food for
beef cattle. Food for hogs. Food for horses and mules. Food
for barnyard fowl. Balanced rations. Chemical composition
and digestibility. Summary.
The paper is based in large part on findings of
experiment stations of the United States. Numerous tables
show the return in seed for various varieties, chemical
composition of seed of various varieties, chemical
composition of soy hay (Mammoth variety), and digestible
nutrients of soybeans in the various forms in which they are
used for animal feed. A graph shows the digestible protein
in soy cake as compared with other animal feeds. Address:
Zootecnico, Section of Animal Industry.
2517. Drahorad, Fritz. 1932. Einiges ueber die Kultur der
Sojabohne [Some information on the cultivation of the
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soybean]. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna)
82(44):331. Oct. 29. [Ger]
• Summary: (At the same time, the Reply to Question no.
143)
In general, the soybean (Soja) can be cultivated on
all types of soil, with the exception of very heavy loam
soils. Even on very light sandy soils, there have been
very satisfactory harvest results all the same with the
corresponding inoculation of nodule bacteria. Locally
acclimatized soybeans survive periods of dryness and
drought rather easily. Stagnant water is, however, very
detrimental to them. Soybeans provide the highest yields
on medium humous soil (humose Mittelböden). Soybeans
prefer sandy loam soils and also do well on calcareous soils
(Kalkböden), namely on marly soils (Mergelböden). The
warmer the location is, the earlier heavy soils may be used
for soybean cultivation (Sojakultur). Too much moisture in
the soil (Bodenfeuchtigkeit) is detrimental. Soybeans can also
be grown on moderately acidic soil after liming (Kalkung).
In mild locations with us here, soybeans (Sojabohne) can
already be sown as early as the middle of March; in harsher
areas, from late April until the middle of May. There is no
purpose to sowing that is all too early, since the seeds will
only germinate once the soil has become warm enough. The
sprouting will take place on average eight to fourteen days
after sowing. The soybean’s sensitivity to frost is not very
high.
With our early varieties, the blossoming occurs on
average from late June to early July, and in mountainous
areas at the latest in late July. With regard to the yield in
seeds, planting in rows is absolutely to be preferred. The
late-maturing varieties are taller with their vegetation and
therefore also require greater spacing (Standraum). On
soils that are very low in nutrients and dry, the soybean
remains behind in development. In consideration of these
circumstances, with moderately growing varieties on
medium soils, a distance between rows of 40 to 50 cm is to
be selected. With taller growing varieties and on all better
soils, the row distance can be increased to 60 to 65 cm. With
row planting, the sowing seed requirement comes out to
around 50 to 60 kg per hectare (28½ to 35 kg per joch [an
old Austrian unit of land measure equal to 0.5755 hectares or
about 1.422 acres.])
For green fodder, silage, and making hay, it is especially
the massively growing (massenwüchsig) varieties that are to
be selected. All the more sowing seeds are required the larger
the seeds are. With drill sowing with a row distance of 40
to 50 cm, it is likewise 50 to 60 kg of sowing seeds that are
required per hectare. The sowing depth on heavy soil should
be 3 cm, on light soil 5 cm. The sowing for green fodder
or for silage can take place in June or July. In favorable
locations, green soybean plants (Grünsoja) can also be
planted as a succession crop (Nachfrucht), for example, after
winter barley.

If soybeans are planted on a field for the very first
time, then the inoculation of the seeds is to be carried out
with pure cultures of nodule bacteria that are produced by
the Federal Institute of Plant Protection (Bundesanstalt für
Pflanzenschutz) in Vienna.
The soybean thrives after all crops and is compatible
with itself [that is, within a crop rotation]. With several
successive plantings one after another, it even grows better
because the soil is enriched with nodule bacteria. In general,
fertilized root crops which have left the soil in a loose,
weed-free, and strong condition are also especially suitable
crops before the soybean in the rotation (Vorfrüchte). It
can be planted with good success on newly plowed lands
(Neurissen) [that is, which have been converted from
grassland or vineyard]. What is notable is the possibility of
fitting it in with a crop rotation in the place of peas, which
often suffer very much from pea weevils (Erbsenkäfer)
[Bruchus pisorum]. The soil preparation is the same as
with other legumes. What is most favorable is the normal
autumn plowing, after which rough furrows are left to lie
over the winter. In order to maintain the winter moisture, no
plowing takes place the following spring, but rather only the
cultivator and the harrow (Egge) are used. The exception
would be those cases where the soil is inclined toward a
major weed infestation (Verunkrautung) or where the weeds
that have already spread are to be destroyed. Then shallow
plowing is to take place before sowing.
The requirement for nutrients by the soybean is
relatively considerable. Barn manure should be applied
in autumn, or if that is not possible for some reason, then
in the spring a few weeks before sowing. Liquid manure
has too partial of an effect and is above all else too low in
phosphoric acid to be able to be of any particular advantage
to the soybean. During the first development period up until
a sufficient quantity of nodule bacteria is present, artificial
nitrogen fertilizer is to be applied in order to ensure that the
nitrogen requirement of the soybean plant (Sojapflanze) is
met. This is all the more the case if the nitrogen requirement
is not covered by fertilizing with barn manure. Forms that are
effective quickly are Chile saltpeter (Chilesalpeter) [sodium
nitrate] and calcium nitrate (Kalksalpeter). Normally, 75
to 100 kg of nitrate (Salpeter) per hectare are found to be
sufficient. What is unusually high, though, is the requirement
for phosphoric acid, since phosphorous accumulates in
large quantities in the lecithin that is contained in the seeds.
Through enrichment of 1.5 to 3.5 quintals [equal to 100 kg,
and thus 150 to 350 kg] [per hectare] of superphosphate
in the spring before planting, the requirement is covered.
On light soils, the use of Thomas meal (Thomasmehl) in
the autumn is indicated. Especially in the case when no
barn manure is available, the potassium requirement of
the soybean also has to be taken into consideration. It is
covered by means of enrichment of 1.0 to 1.5 quintals of
40% potassium salts per hectare. The raw salts are not really
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beneficial to the soybean. For flourishing growth, a moderate
calcium content of the soil is also desirable. The care of the
soybean is rather simple but very important. During its young
stage, it grows rather slowly, such that the soil between the
rows hardens and crusts over, and the young plants can be
lightly repressed by weeds. It is absolutely necessary to hoe
two or three times during the first eight to ten weeks until
the plants get strong and shade the soil. Most of the failures
in the cultivation of the soybean (Sojabohnenanbau) can be
traced back to the lack of care during the first growth period
of the plant. In that case, the weeds will usually overgrow the
plantings (Bestände) and will depress the yields per hectare
with the upcoming harvest by many metric hundredweight
[equal to 100 kg] (Continued). Address: PhD, Federal Inst.
of Plant Cultivation and Seed Testing (Bundesanstalt für
Pflanzenbau und Samenprüfung), Vienna.
2518. Drahorad, Fritz. 1932. Einiges ueber die Kultur
der Sojabohne [Some information on the cultivation of
the soybean (Continued–Document part II)]. Wiener
Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 82(44):331. Oct. 29.
[Ger]
• Summary: (Continued): The soybeans are mature when the
plants wilt, the leaves turn yellow and drop, the pods turn
grey or black, and the seeds get hard and take on their final
color. The harvest can be delayed somewhat without the risk
of losses because the pods do not burst easily. The mature
plants are pulled up, but they can also be cut with a scythe or
with a mowing machine. After reaping, the plants are tied in
small bundles and they are placed in shocks (Puppen) to dry
out and for after-ripening (Nachreifen). In damp areas and
with very uncertain weather, it is better to leave them to dry
and after-ripen on hay frames (Hiefel) or rickstands (Reiter).
Threshing takes place best with machines, but within that
context it must be carried out very carefully so that the
seeds are not smashed. By means of simple flail threshing
(Flegeldrusch), it is difficult to get everything out because
the pods remain tightly closed for a long time. It is therefore
necessary to wait with the threshing until harsh frost weather
arrives and the pods become brittle. For obtaining green
fodder, silage, and hay, soybeans are cut at the latest when
the seeds are half developed and before the leaves have
begun to drop. The drying takes place best on hay frames,
rickstands, or frames.
According to the experiences that have been had up until
now in Austria, soybeans can be grown with success in the
areas that are suitable for it. Within that context, however,
attention must be drawn to the fact that with the current
crisis in agriculture and today’s very low price for foreign
soybeans, the cultivation of soybeans on a large scale can
only be advised when the yields per hectare that are achieved
can guarantee profitability. Information about this can only
be provided and be decisive in each case by the agronomic
trial at the general location and specific place. For the

Northern Marchfeld plain, what comes into consideration
as a suitable variety are only the varieties that have been
acclimatized and bred in Austria “Platt Yellow Soybean”
(“Platter gelbe Soja”) and “Platt Yellow Giant” (“Platter
gelbe Riesen”).
In order to avoid a lack of success or even a total
failure with the first time cultivation of soybeans because of
possible cultivation errors and damage by deer (a spraying
with limewash {Kalkmilch} [calcium hydroxide] has
proven itself very well as a prevention against being eaten
by hares and rabbits), it is advisable with the first trials to
not cultivate areas that are too large and to then obtain the
soybeans for sowing (Sojabohnensaatgut) for later, more
intensified cultivation on one’s own farm. As a source of
supply for local, acclimatized soybean seeds for sowing,
what comes into consideration first and foremost is the
Legume Breeding Station (Leguminosenzuchtstation) of
the Federal Institute of Plant Cultivation and Seed Testing
with F.A. Brillmayer in Platt, post office and railway station
at Zellerndorf, Lower Austria, and all primary agricultural
entities (landwirtschaftliche Hauptkörperschaften) have also
taken on providing them.
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: PhD, Federal Inst. of Plant
Cultivation and Seed Testing (Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenbau
und Samenprüfung), Vienna.
2519. Borst, H.L.; Park, J.B. 1932. Experiments with
growing corn and soybeans in combination. Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 513. 26 p. Oct.
[7 ref]
• Summary: Three experiments were conducted:
I. A comparison of soybean varieties with corn for
silage.
II. Corn and soybeans planted together for silage and for
grain at different rates,
III. Corn and soybeans in combination under field
conditions.
“Experiments II and III indicate that, even under
conditions favorable to the mixture and where most of
the soybeans grown in the corn are saved, the growing of
soybeans and corn together for silage has little to recommend
it. In Experiment II a small increase in protein was obtained.
Under field conditions enough soybeans might easily be lost
in harvesting to offset this increase in protein.
“The Value of the Combination for Grain Production:
The combination may have more practical value for hogging
off than for the production of silage. A low rate of planting
the soybeans is desirable for this purpose since hogs will
not consume many soybeans when they have access to corn.
Besides, a high percentage of soybeans in the ration produces
pork with soft fat and thus reduces the market value.”
Note: Harold Lamont Borst was born in 1889. Jay
Boardman Park was born in 1884.
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2520. Lothrope, Leon. 1932. Soya beans. Alleged cause
of war in Manchuria and soft pork in Ontario, interest in
Western Canada now centres around growing them on
prairies. Their strong points and weaknesses are recorded
herein. Nor’-West Farmer and Farm & Home (Canada)
51(18):8-9, 29. Oct.
• Summary: Discusses the possibilities of the soybean crop
in western Canada, the value and importance of soybeans
in various countries, their uses, amount of production in the
United States, and the prices which might be expected if
soybeans are grown in western Canada.
“There was something over a million pounds of soya
bean oil imported into Western Canada last year which is
about 35 tank carloads. It is largely used in the manufacture
of soaps, shortening and salad oil. Contrary to popular
opinion, only very small amounts are utilized in paints
and varnishes, due to its slow drying qualities and lack of
hardness...
“It is not surprising, then, that when the National
Government in Great Britain imposed a ten per cent tariff
on soya bean oil, cake and meal imported from foreign
countries, and they are without duty from Empire countries,
that the industries affected would look around for new
sources of supply. Nor is it surprising that Canadian railroad
officials and other business interests would evince some
enthusiasm in the establishing of a new industry in Canada
that has such potentialities as to cause a war in Manchuria
and to be directly responsible for placing the Japanese
Merchant Marine in third place among the nations. If Canada
could ‘horn in’ on such an industry it should be all to the
good.
“This accounts for the visit of a member of the Corn
Exchange, of Liverpool, to Canada in recent months whose
firm deals in soya beans and soya bean products, and owns
large warehouses along the South Manchuria Railway. His
visit was for the express purpose of seeing if Canada could
supply soya beans for the European trade.”
“The Manitoba Agricultural College commenced work
with soya beans fifteen years ago [about 1917]. Professor
Southworth, who is now in England, developed a strain
of Ogema [Ogemaw], known as Manitoba Brown, that
consistently ripens seed at the College and in several other
parts of the West where they have been grown. The only
other strain that has shown much promise in the Prairie
Provinces are selections of Wisconsin Black. Some success
has been obtained with this latter variety at the Dominion
Experimental Farm, Brandon [Manitoba] and by Don Bark of
the C.P.R. [Canadian Pacific Railway] Demonstration Farm
at Brooks, Alta. [Alberta; Brooks is a town located 100 miles
southeast of Calgary]. The three stations mentioned above
are the only ones that report at all favorably on this crop
and we have had communications from most government
institutions in the West... The returns received from the

three Dominion Experimental stations in British Columbia
are neither more nor less encouraging than from the Prairie
Provinces.
“Dr. McRostie of the Manitoba Agricultural College,
who was formerly in charge of all the forage crop work for
Dominion Experimental Farms system, has probably done
as much on the growing of soya beans as anyone, states
that ‘fifteen bushels to the acre is a reasonably good yield
to expect under field conditions in Manitoba with the early
varieties so far developed.’”
“A World Crop: The best argument in favor of
endeavoring to grow soya beans in Western Canada lies
in the fact that it is a world crop and if we can grow it in
competition with the world as we do wheat it is worth trying
as it will give us greater diversification. The Agricultural
Section of the Winnipeg Board of Trade is making
arrangements to distribute small amount of soya bean seed to
different districts in the Province of Manitoba. They hope to
have in 100 acres next year for a trial. Mostly home grown
seed of the black and brown types will be used.”
A photo shows 5 products that contain soya bean oil or
meal, including Vi-Tone Malt Chocolate Flavor, Domestic
brand Shortening (purely vegetable), MacDowell’s Soy Bean
Flour (Brockville, Ontario), Pearl White Naptha [Naphtha]
Soap, and Jif Flaked Soap.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (March 2000) that uses the word “shortening” to refer to
such a product made from soy oil.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2019)
that mentions the soybean variety Manitoba Brown. Address:
Canada.
2521. Becker, R.B.; Neal, W.M.; Dawson, C.R.; Dix
Arnold, P.T. 1932. Soybeans for silage. Florida Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 255. 24 p. Nov. [20 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Review of literature. Plan of
investigation. Presentation of results. Growing the soybeans.
Capacity of the silo. Changes in composition during the
ensiling process. Losses in natural curing into hay during the
summer. Comparative feeding trials. Soybean silage versus
No. 1 alfalfa hay. Palatability of the feeds: Effect of soybean
silage on flavor and odor of milk, Proximate and mineral
contents of feeds used, Consumption of mineral supplements.
Discussion of results. Summary and conclusions.
Acknowledgements. Literature cited.
Two soybean varieties, Otootan and Biloxi, were tested
for use as silage.
“Summary and Conclusions: More protein and mineral
matter and less total digestible nutrients were produced per
acre with soybeans than with corn used as a silage crop.
“A silage of good quality was produced even when the
green soybeans contained as little as 25 percent dry matter.
Putrefactive odors were apparent in the surface spoilage only.
“The principal losses of nutrients in the ensiling process
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were of the protein and nitrogen-free extract. The crude fiber
was affected very slightly. Some increase was noted in the
amount of ether extract, due to the ensiling processes.
“Soybean silage required less space, ton for ton, than
corn silage.
“Soybean silage is less palatable than corn silage of
equal quality. The cow’s capacity seems to be about three
pounds of corn silage and three pounds of soybean silage per
hundred pounds live weight. A greater offering resulted in
increased, refusals.
“Measured in terms of No. 1 federal graded alfalfa hay,
2.93 pounds of soybean silage were equivalent to one pound
of alfalfa hay.
“No flavor or odor characteristic of soybean silage could
be detected in the milk.
“The mineral composition of the soybeans varied from
year to year with the amount of rainfall. Soybean silage
contained about four times as much calcium and one and
one-half times as much phosphorus as the corn silage. Even
with the legumes used in the experimental rations, the cows
took additional calcium and phosphorus in the form of bonemeal, the amount taken being greater after the dry season of
1931.”
Note: This is the earliest publication seen (Nov. 2020)
by the Florida Agricultural Experiment Station that mentions
soy. Address: Gainesville, Florida.
2522. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin,
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean
products. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec. [34 ref]
• Summary: Loaded with statistics, graphs, tables, maps, and
photos, this is one of the best reports on soybeans in America
published to date. Contents: Introduction. The supply of
soybeans and soybean products: Domestic production
of soybeans, production of soybeans in Illinois, soybean
varieties in Illinois, costs and returns in producing soybeans,
imports of soybeans and soybean products (soybeans,
soybean oil meal and cake, soybean oil, net imports,
exports including reexports, export-import balance), import
duties levied on soybeans and soybean products, supply of
soybean oil and competing oils and fats. Consumption of
soybeans and soybean products: Disposition of the domestic
crop, utilization as beans, utilization of soybean oil meal,
utilization of soybean oil (in food and industrial products),
methods of processing soybeans for consumption (expeller,
hydraulic press, solvent extraction), competition from other
oils, distribution of gathered soybeans by uses. Practices
in marketing soybeans and soybean products: Sources of
market information, time of movement, varieties marketed
in different sections of Illinois, selling soybeans for seed,
selling soybeans for industrial uses (the Peoria Plan of
1928-29, Grange League Federation Exchange of Ithaca,
New York, the Soybean Marketing Association of Illinois

formed in Oct. 1929 {p. 490-91}), selling soybean oil and
oil meal (National Soybean Oil Manufacturers Association
of Chicago). Elements of cost in marketing soybeans:
Marketing mill beans, processing beans, marketing seed
beans, exporting beans. The inspection system and soybean
grades. Special considerations applying to the valuation of
soybeans and soybean products: Use-values of soybeans and
soybean products in feeding, derivative products as factors
in the market valuation of soybeans. Prices of soybeans and
soybean products: Prices of seed beans, prices of soybean
oil, prices of soybean oil meal, use as affected by prices.
Meeting the price risks in marketing. International trade in
soybeans and soybean products. Summary. Literature cited.
Sources of data.
“In Manchuria in 1930 there were 13 districts in which
over 40% of the crop land was devoted to soybeans, the
highest proportion being 65%. The proportions for the
three Manchurian provinces as units were as follows: Kirin
(eastern) 33.2%; Hailungkiang [Heilungkiang] (northern)
30.7%; and Liaoning (southern) 22%.” Some soybeans were
grown in Inner Mongolia.
Illinois was the largest soybean producer in 1924,
followed by North Carolina, Missouri, and Indiana. “Few
soybeans were grown in Illinois previous to 1890, when
J.C. Utter of Mt. Carmel, Wabash county, began production
of this crop. Frank Hurrelbrink of Taylorville, Christian
county, known because of his work with the Hurrelbrink
variety of soybean, started his work in 1897. He has grown
soybeans continuously since that time, experimenting with
many varieties. C.A. Rowe and his father, of Jacksonville,
Morgan county, grew soybeans about 1899. Somewhat
earlier than this the late Ralph Allen of Delavan, Tazewell
county, became interested in soybeans and furnished seed
beans to Illinois farmers as well as to interested persons
in other states, in Hawaii, and in Alaska. C.L. Meharry of
Attica, Indiana, who owns a large tract of land near Tolono,
Champaign county, Illinois, has been an active soybean
grower since 1909. The year following the Meharry venture,
John T. Smith, also near Tolono, began to grow soybeans
on a very limited scale, and in 1921 undertook active
production. During the last decade soybeans have become an
increasingly popular crop on Illinois farms.”
Of the 1915 U.S. soybean crop, 52% of the entire crop
acreage was used for hay, 15% was grazed, 4% was plowed
under, and only 29% was harvested for beans; 18.2% was
used for seed, 0.9% for human food, and 9.9% as beans for
feed.
In 1930 some 11,975,000 bushels of soybeans were
gathered or harvested in the U.S. Of these soybeans, 40.1%
were crushed, 33.6% were used as seed, 23.0% were used
whole directly as feed, 1.7% were ground and used as feed,
and 1.7% were ground and used as food.
From the soybeans crushed in 1930, some 37,200,000
lb of soybean oil were produced. Its four main uses were:
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(1) Paint and other industries: Paint and varnish 24.2% of
the total oil, linoleum and oil cloth 10.8%, other uses 9.4.
(2) Soap kettle 22.8%. (3) Edible uses: Oleomargarine
2.0%, lard substitutes 1.3%, other food products 12.8%. (4)
Increased stocks including oil equivalent 16.7%.
In 1930 some 110,000 tons of soybean meal resulted
from crushing. Of this, 76.5% was used in commercial
feeds, 13.6% in other feeds, 0.8% as soybean flour for food,
0.045% as infant and diabetic foods, and 9.0% as other uses
including glue.
Page 460 lists the types and brand names of many
commercial soybean food, feed, and industrial products.
Consumption of soybeans as foods has increased appreciably
since 1930. U.S. food products include chocolate bars
(30% soybean flour), cocoa (up to 60% soybean flour),
sausages (up to 50% soybean flour), bread (7½% soybean
flour), soybean cheese, soybean milk, soybean ice cream,
Soya Cream Biscuits, La Choy Soy Sauce, Soyolk (flour),
V-Zoy, Lektizoy, Zoy Soup, Zoybeans (cooked soybeans),
Bacon and Zoy Beans, Zoy Bouillon, Soy Bean Biscuit,
etc. Canadian food products are: Milqo (soy milk), Vi-tone
(chocolate), Soya Flour, Soyex-Malt-Cocoa Drink, Soyex,
Macaroni.
“In the foreign trade of the United States imports of
soybean oil have appeared since 1910 and of soybeans since
1914. The United States exported domestic soybeans to
Europe in quantity for the first time during the fall of 1931,
more than 2 million bushels being shipped from the 1931
crop.” Address: 1, 3-4. Dep. of Agricultural Economics; 2.
Dep. of Agronomy. All: Univ. of Illinois.
2523. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin,
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean
products: Tables 1-19 (Document part). Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Value of the soybean crop
in Illinois, 1928-31. (2) Soybean production in selected
countries, average 1909-13, annual 1920-31 (in tons of 2,000
lb). The countries: Manchuria, Korea, Dutch East Indies,
Japan, United States, total for these 5 reporting countries.
(3) Soybean production in the United States by geographic
divisions, 1929. The greatest production was in the “East
North Central” states; 4.977 million bushels comprising 57%
of total U.S. production.
(4) Production of gathered soybeans in selected states
and in the United States, 1922-1931 (thousand bushels).
In 1922 the top six soybean producing states were North
Carolina (1,600), Illinois (812), Ohio (465), Indiana (240),
Virginia (208), and Missouri (165). Total USA: 4,333.
In 1924, Illinois (1,380) passed North Carolina (1,160)
to become the leading U.S. producer. In 1931 the top six
states were Illinois (6,055), Indiana (3,062), North Carolina
(1,498), Missouri (1,080), Iowa (578), and Ohio (560). Total
USA: 14,917.

(5) Total equivalent solid acreage of soybeans grown
in selected states and in the United States in 1922-1930
(thousands of acres). In 1922 the top 4 states were North
Carolina (224), Illinois (169), Tennessee (154), and Indiana
and Alabama (113, tie). Total USA: 1,226. In 1923 Illinois
passed North Carolina to take first place. In 1930 the top 4
states were Illinois (719), North Carolina (478), Iowa (463),
and Indiana (402). Total USA: 3,758. (6) Yield per acre of
gathered soybeans in selected states and in the United States,
1922-1931 (bushels per acre). In 1922 the U.S. average was
13.8 bushels. Iowa had the highest: 22 bushels. In 1931 the
U.S. average was 15.6 bushels. The top 4 states were Ohio
(20), Indiana (17.8), Illinois (17.5), and Iowa (17).
(7) Proportion of soybean acreage gathered for beans,
cut for hay, and interplanted with other crops, Illinois, 19221931. Gathered for beans rose from 32.1% in 1925 to 55.7%
in 1930. Cut for hay rose from 41.4% in 1922 to 54.4% in
1931. Interplanted with other crops dropped from 20.1% in
1922 to 1.3% in 1931. (8) Production of soybeans in twelve
leading Illinois counties, with rank by years, 1929-1931.
The top four counties were Christian (692,200 bu in 1931),
Champaign, Piatt, and Moultrie. (8A) Soybean varieties in
Illinois: Varieties gaining favor: Illini, Manchu, Dunfield,
Mansoy, Laredo. Holding their own: Ebony, Virginia,
Ilsoy, Peking, Black Eyebrow, Wilson V [Wilson-Five],
Hurrelbrink. Losing favor: Haberlandt, Mammoth Yellow,
Hamilton (Ohio 9035), Ito San, A.K., Midwest.
(9) Varieties of soybean seed offered for sale by growers,
in order of frequency of offers printed in Farm-Bureau
publications, Illinois, 1921, 1925, and 1931. For each year
the varieties are listed under nine crop reporting districts,
and also for the entire state. In 1921 for the entire state,
in descending order of frequency: Midwest, Ebony, A.K.,
Peking, Ohio, Ito San. In 1925: Manchu, Midwest, A.K.,
Ebony, Virginia, Ilsoy, Ohio, Black Eyebrow, Haberlandt,
Peking, Wilson, Ito San. In 1931: Illini, Manchu, Virginia,
Ilsoy, Ebony, A.K., Mansoy, Dunfield, Peking, Wilson,
Midwest, Black Eyebrow, Haberlandt. (10) Average cost
of producing soybean in Illinois and Indiana for specified
periods, 1921-1930. The highest return above computed cost
per acre (profit) is from soybeans gathered for seed using a
combine: $9.55/acre. When soybeans are cut for hay, a loss
usually results.
(11) Imports of soybean oil, soybean oil meal and cake,
and soybeans, United States, 1915-1931. (12) Duties levied
on soybean oil, soybean oil meal and cake, and soybeans
under recent tariff acts, United States, 1909-1930. In 1909
and 1913 all three commodities were on the “Free list.” In
1921 oil the tariff on oil was 20 cents per gallon (2.67 cents
per lb); the other two were free. In 1922 the tariff on oil
was reduced to 18.75 cents per gallon (2.5 cents per lb), the
tariff on soybeans was ½ cent per lb (30 cents per bushel),
and meal was free. In 1930 the tariff on oil was increased to
26.25 cents per gallon (3.5 cents per lb, not less than 45%
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ad valorem), the tariff on meal and cake was $6/ton, and the
tariff on soybeans was increased fourfold to $1.20/bushel.
(13) Domestic production of soybean oil and other
vegetable oils from domestic materials, United States,
1912-1931 (thousands of pounds). Statistics are given for
cottonseed oil (the leader by far during the entire period),
peanut oil, olive oil, corn oil, linseed oil, soybean oil, and
total vegetable oil. Soybean oil rose from 751,000 lb in 1922
(the first year for which figures are given) to 39,129,000 lb in
1931. The ranking in 1931 was: Cottonseed oil (1,417,226 x
1,000 lb), linseed oil (203,613), corn oil (113,145), soybean
oil (39,129), peanut oil (13,730), and olive oil (1,509).
(14) Imports of foreign vegetable oils, oil equivalent
being used for oil-bearing materials, United States, 19101931 (thousands of pounds). Statistics are given for soybean
oil, coconut oil and copra, peanut oil, olive oil (edible),
olive oil (inedible, including olive oil foots), palm oil (incl.
palm kernel), linseed oil and flaxseed, all other vegetable
oils and materials, total vegetable oils and materials. For net
soybean oil imports, the earliest figure is 24,784 in 1912; it
peaked at 335,439 in 1918, and had fallen to 4,018 in 1931.
Total vegetable oils and materials imported increased from
440,412 in 1910 to 1,525,114 in 1931.
(15) Exports of soybean oil and five other leading
vegetable oils, United States, 1919-1931 (thousands of
pounds). Statistics are given for soybean, cottonseed,
coconut, linseed, corn, and peanut. The leading export
throughout this period was cottonseed oil. For soybean oil
exports, the figure for the last half of 1919 is 27,715 and fir
1920 it is 43,512. Thereafter the amount exported each year
is very small, rising from 1,944 in 1921 to 5,448 in 1931.
(16) Total production, imports, exports, and net balance
of vegetable oils and animal fats, exclusive of butterfat but
inclusive of fish oils, United States, 1912-1931. (17) Use of
soybeans, by acreage, United States, 1915, 1929, and 1930
crops. The percentages of the entire crop acreage in 1915
are: Hay 52%, grazed 15%, plowed under 4%, and gathered
for beans 29% (of which: Seed 18.2%, human food 0.9%,
and feed 9.9%). In 1930: Hay 56%, grazed 14%, plowed
under 4%, and gathered for beans (11,975,000 bushels) 30%
(of which: Seed 10.5%, crushed or ground 11.5%, and feed
8.0%).
(17A) Commodities in which soybeans or soybean
products are used (p. 460): Food products (USA and
Canadian), feed products, industrial products. (18) Soybean
oil meal produced and imported into the United States,
1922-1930 (tons of 1,000 lb). Domestic production increased
from 3,811 tons in 1922 to 110,000 tons in 1930. Imports
increased from 15,612 tons in 1922 to 55,107 tons in 1930.
Total of domestic production + imports increased from
19,423 tons in 1922 to 165,107 tons in 1930.
(19) Adaptability of soybean oil to use in various
products (p. 464): The products are: Drying products
(paint, varnish, linoleum and oil cloth, waterproof goods),

soap products (hard and soft soaps), edible products (Lard
compounds, cooking oils {if odor permanently eliminated},
salad oils, fountain drinks, candy, mayonnaise, margarin),
miscellaneous (core oil, printer’s ink). Four levels of
adaptation and a maximum percentage are given for each
use: Probable, inferior, satisfactory, and superior. The two
superior adaptations are paint (to prevent yellowing), and
soft soaps. Note: “The margarin industry was one of the first
to use considerable amounts of soybean oil and at present it
absorbs in the United States approximately 750,000 pounds
annually.”
2524. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin,
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean
products: Tables 20-49 (Document part). Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec.
• Summary: Tables show: (20) Total industrial utilization
of soybean oil and percentages used in specified industries,
United States, 1916-1931. The total pounds used rose from
143.34 million in 1916 to a peak of 335.44 million in 1918,
then fell to a low of 7.53 million in 1924, rising slowly to
35.50 million in 1931. In 1917 (the peak year) soybean oil
comprised 10.3% of all oils used in soap industry. In 1918 it
comprised 4.6% of all oils used in the lard-substitute industry
and 2.6% of all oils used in the margarin industry.
(21) Iodin [iodine] numbers, saponification numbers,
acid numbers, and uses of oils and fats (p. 471). Values are
given for: Chinese tung or wood oil, coconut oil, corn oil,
cottonseed oil, fish oil, linseed oil, palm oil, palm kernel oil,
peanut oil, soybean oil, tallow, whale oil. For soybean oil:
Iodin number 124-148. Saponification number 189-194. Acid
number 2-7. Uses: “Considerable quantities go into paint,
varnish, enamel, linoleum, and waterproofing products. Used
in soaps. Utilized in a large variety of food products. Used in
core oils.”
(22) Utilization of soybeans and soybean products by
amounts, United States, 1930 crop: Beans (bushels)–Feed,
seed, ground (for food {200,000 bu}, for feed), crushed,
total (11.975 million bu). Oil (lbs): Edible purposes
(Oleomargarine {750,000 lb}, lard substitutes {500,000
lb}, other food products {4,750,000 lb}), paint and other
industries (paint and varnish, linoleum and oil cloth, other
uses), soap kettle, increased stocks including oil equivalent,
total (37.2 million lb). Meal (tons): Feed (commercial feeds,
other feeds), food (flour {850 tons}, infant and diabetic foods
{50 tons}), other uses including glue, total (110,000 tons).
(23) Estimated distribution of gathered soybeans
according to use, Illinois, 1926-1931 crops. The four
categories for each year are (with figures for 1931): Used by
oil mill and feed manufacturers (50%), used for seed in state
(22%), used for seed outside state (13%), used for feed on
farm (15%).
(24) Extent to which soybeans came from local sources
or were shipped in from outside the locality, and extent to
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which beans sold went to local purchasers or were shipped
out of the locality, 151 identical country elevators and local
seed dealers, Illinois, 1930 and 1926 crops. (25) Soybeans
purchased by 151 country elevators and local seed dealers,
Illinois, 1931 crop. Gives figures for 10 crop reporting
districts. (26) Proportion of soybean crop leaving growers’
hands that was out of their hands by middle of November,
December, and January, Illinois, 1922-1932 (crop storage).
Typically about 60% (range 30-70%) was out of their hands
by Jan. 15.
(27) Estimated proportion of soybean seed shipped
out of the locality by wholesale dealers and jobbers before
specified dates in January, selected states and United States,
1919-1931 crops. The states are: Illinois, Indiana, Missouri,
and North Carolina. For the USA, 38.9% on average had
been shipped by Jan. 26. (27A) Soybean varieties marketed
in different sections of Illinois, 1926 crop (11 localities) and
1930 crop (13 localities). The leading varieties of soybeans
marketed in Illinois are Illini, Manchu, Midwest, A.K.,
Virginia, and Ebony.
(28) Estimated costs (cents per bushel) of handling
soybeans for all purposes by 166 identical country elevators
and local seed dealers, Illinois, 1930 and 1931 crops. For
9 crops reporting districts gives the percentage recleaned
(23-30%) and the costs of recleaning and other costs. (29)
Costs of handling soybeans other than cleaning by identical
country elevators and local seed dealers in leading producing
counties, Illinois, 1926, 1930, and 1931 crops. Costs 3.2 to
4.4 cents per bushel.
(30) Costs of raw materials and other items of soybean
oil production, United States and selected foreign countries,
1923-1924 (per bushel of soybean crushed). The foreign
countries are Manchuria (All Manchuria, Dairen only),
Japan, Great Britain. The total cost is lowest in all Manchuria
(6.26 cents) and highest in the USA (10.21 cents). (31)
Estimated cost of handling soybeans used mainly for seed,
151 identical country elevators and local seed dealers,
Illinois, 1926 and 1930 crops. (31A) Cost per bushel of
moving soybeans from central Illinois on board boat at New
Orleans [Louisiana], 1931 crop.
(32) Carloads of soybean federally inspected in leading
soybean producing states, 1928-1932. The states are Illinois,
Missouri, Indiana, North Carolina, Ohio, and Virginia. The
most carloads were inspected in Illinois (in Peoria (2,412)
and Chicago (1,284)). (33) Federal grade requirements for
yellow, green, brown, black, and mixed soybeans (Grades
1-4 plus sample grade and Extra No. 1).
(34) Digestible nutrients in feed products of soybeans
(soybean hay, seed, straw, seed and straw, oil meal; incl.
yield per acre and digestible protein). (35) Digestible
nutrients in soybean oil meal and other protein feeds (Incl.
linseed meal {old process}, cottonseed meal {41%}, gluten
meal, wheat middlings, wheat bran, tankage). Only tankage
has a higher “feeding value” than soybean meal. (36) Total

gross value of products obtained from a bushel of soybeans
at different prices of oil and meal. Gives figures when the
price of a pound of soybean oil ranges from 2½ cents to 10
cents per pound, and the price of meal ranges from $15 to
$40 per ton.
(38) Average farm prices of soybeans by seven selected
crop reporting districts, Illinois, January-May, 1925-1931.
The average price over the years ranges from $1.70 to $2.07
per bushel. The lowest price in one year was $0.97/bu in
1931 in Champaign. (39) Average monthly farm prices
of soybeans in three crop reporting districts important in
soybean production, Illinois, October-June, 1925-1930 crops.
The price is always lowest in October and highest in June. So
storage pays.
(40) Average prices paid to producers for soybeans
by 151 identical country elevators and local seed dealers,
Illinois, October-July, 1930 and 1926 crops (Dollars per
bushel). (41) Average yearly wholesale selling prices of
soybean seed, selected markets; quotations given for first
five months of the following year, 1919-1931 crops. The
places are: Chicago, Illinois; Louisville, Kentucky; Kansas
City, Missouri; Minneapolis, Minnesota; and Baltimore,
Maryland. The average price of the ten year period at various
cities ranged from $2.25 (Baltimore) to $2.80 (Minneapolis).
Prices were highest in 1920, lowest in 1932.
(42) Retail selling price of good-quality soybean seed
in selected states, March-May, 1926-1932. The states are:
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Ohio, Tennessee.
(43) Average prices paid to producers for thresher-run
soybeans and average wholesale and retail selling prices,
Illinois, 1925-1931 crops. Prices were highest in 1925,
lowest in 1930. In 1925 the average price paid to farmers
was 63.6% of the retail price, and the average wholesale
price was 90.9% of the retail price.
(44) Average advertised price of soybean seed offered
for sale by producers, by varieties, Illinois, March-June
1920-1930. The varieties are: Illini, Manchu, A.K., Midwest,
Ebony, Virginia, Wilson, Black Eyebrow, Peking, Ito San,
Ilsoy, Haberlandt, Ohio, Dunfield, Mansoy.
(45) Exports of soybeans from eight selected exporting
countries, 1923-1930. Gives figures (1,000 lb) for total,
China, Japan incl. Chosen [Korea], and Netherlands. (46)
Imports of soybeans into selected countries 1913, and 19191931. Gives figures (1,000 lb) for total, Denmark, Japan incl.
Korea, France, Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom,
United States. Figures in footnote for Sweden and Italy. The
leading importers are now Germany, Denmark, and United
Kingdom.
(47) Imports of soybean oil into seven selected
countries, 1913 and 1919-1931. Gives figures (1,000 lb)
for total, Denmark, Japan (incl. Chosen), France, Germany,
Netherlands, United Kingdom, United States. Gives figures
in footnote for Algeria, Austria, and Sweden. (48) Exports
of soybean oil from eight selected countries, 1913 and 1919-
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1931. Gives figures (1,000 lb) for total, China, Denmark,
Japan incl. Chosen, France, Germany, Netherlands, United
Kingdom, United States. Figures in footnote for Algeria,
Sweden, Austria, and Italy.
(49) Exports of soybean cake from Manchuria as a
whole and from the port of Dairen, with destination of bean
cake from Dairen, 1926-1931 (tons of 2,000 lb). Exports
from Dairen to Japan, Korea, Europe, United States, China,
Other destinations.
2525. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin,
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean
products: Figures (Document part). Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec.
• Summary: Figures show: (1) Shaded map–Percentage of
cultivated acreage in soybeans in Manchuria and in adjacent
provinces of Inner Mongolia [both part of China]. The
percentages for the three Manchurian provinces are: Kirin
(eastern) 33.2%, Hailungkiang [Heilungkiang] (northern)
30.7%, and Liaoning (southern) 22%. (2) Bar chart–Average
acreage and value of soybeans compared on a percentage
basis with selected harvested crops, Illinois, 1929-1931. The
main crops are corn, oats, all wheat, and tame hay. Soybeans
comprise only about 3.1% of total acreage and value.
(3) The soybean plant (Soja max) at two stages of
growth (photos). (4) Shaded map–Percentage of farms in
the principal soybean producing areas in the United States
growing soybeans, by counties, 1929. “Nearly all the
soybeans grown in the United States in 1909 were found in
the southern states.” By 1919 “soybeans had considerable
prominence in New England and in Texas, Oklahoma, New
Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, Utah, Idaho, and Montana.
(5) Dot map–Acreage of soybeans grown in principal
soybean producing areas in the United States, by counties,
1929. Most soybeans are grown east of the Meridian 100. In
the South, they are typically planted in a row alternating with
a row of some other crop. (6) Dot map–Acreage of soybeans
grown in principal soybean producing areas in the United
States, by counties, 1924. In 1924 there was less acreage
in the important regions of soybean production. (7) Dot
map–Production of gathered soybeans grown in principal
soybean producing areas in the United States, by counties,
1929. “No state gathered as much as 50,000 bushels of
soybeans in 1909. Two states, Virginia and North Carolina,
produced more than 100,000 bushels in 1919, and the latter
approached 500,000 bushels. By 1924 four states, Illinois,
North Carolina, Missouri, and Indiana, produced more than
500,000 bushels and two states, Illinois and North Carolina,
produced more than 1,000,000 bushels each. By 1929 Iowa
was producing 500,000 bushels, Indiana 1,000,000 bushels,
and Illinois 3,250,000 bushels.”
(8) Graph of production of gathered soybeans in
six leading states, 1924-1931 crops. The states, listed in
descending order of their production in 1931, are: Illinois,

Indiana, North Carolina, Missouri, Iowa, Ohio. (9) Graph
of total equivalent solid acreage of soybeans in five leading
states, 1922-1930 crops. The states, listed in descending
order of their acreage in 1930 are: Illinois, North Carolina,
Missouri, Indiana, Tennessee. (10). Map of acreage, yield,
and production of soybeans in Illinois, by crop reporting
districts, average of 1929-1931 crops. Gathered: 48.6%. Cut
for hay: 51.4%. Yield: 17.2 bu/acre.
(11) A field of soybeans cut with a binder and threshed
with a regular grain thresher (photo). This method makes
straw available for feeding. (12) Harvesting soybeans with
a combine (photo). “The combined harvester and thresher,
or combine, has made great headway since 1927 as a means
of harvesting the soybean crop, especially in Illinois.” This
method of harvesting is usually less expensive that the use of
both binders and threshing machines.
(13) A large barn and other farm buildings covered with
paint containing 25% soybean oil. The paint was not tacky,
and was holding up well after one year. (14) Equipment and
supplies in soybean paint tests.
(15) Four soybean crushers of the expeller type. The
oil is removed by pressure under very high heat. (16) Filter
presses used after the expeller-type crusher. The oil goes
through a filtration process to clarify it. (17) Four pie charts
showing proportion of gathered soybeans utilized for seed,
feed, and crushing in the United States and Illinois, 1926 and
1930 crops. In 1930 in the USA and Illinois: Crushed: 38%
/ 52%. Seed: 35% / 37%. Feed: 27% / 11%. A rapid increase
in crushing (and decrease in percentage used for seed) took
place between 1926 and 1930, and Illinois emerged as the
leading state.
(18) Four bar charts showing monthly movement
of soybeans by local handlers in Illinois, 1920 and 1926
crops. The four graphs show: Purchased locally, shipped in,
shipped out, and sold locally. (19) Map of Illinois showing
areas served by six leading receiving markets for soybeans
produced in Illinois, determined mainly by freight costs.
Illinois is well supplied with crushing mills. (20) Terminal
storage elevator at Peoria, Illinois, used by the Soybean
Marketing Association for the storage of soybeans (photo).
(21) A ship loaded with soybeans for export movement.
Shows the first cargo of soybeans exported from Illinois by
way of the Great Lakes. This cargo of 205,000 bushels left
Chicago during April, 1932. (22) Soybean meal being fed to
beef cattle (photo). (23) Graph of the average price of five
soybean varieties in Illinois, 1921-1930 crops: The varieties
are Virginia, Midwest, Manchu, Ebony, and A.K. Prices
dropped during this time. (24) Graph of prices of soybean
oil and four other leading vegetable oils at New York, by
months, 1920-1932. The other four are linseed oil, corn oil,
coconut oil, and cottonseed oil. Prices dropped during this
time. (25) Four graphs showing the price of soybean oil
compared prices of four other leading vegetable oils at New
York, by months, 1920-1932. The other four are the same
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as above. (26) Graph of prices of soybean oil and five other
leading vegetable oils at important milling centers, 19281932. Peanut oil is included. Linseed oil was generally the
highest in price and cottonseed oil the lowest. (27) Graph of
prices of soybean oil at Dairen (Manchuria), Hull (England),
and New York, 1919-1932. The price was lowest at Dairen
and highest at New York. (28) Graph of prices of soybean oil
meal and two other leading vegetable meals at Chicago, by
weeks, April 1931 to Aug. 1932. The other two are linseed
meal and cottonseed meal. Linseed meal was generally the
highest in price and cottonseed meal the lowest. (29) Graph
of prices of soybean oil meal at five important markets, by
weeks, April 1931 to Aug. 1932. The markets are Boston
[Massachusetts], Minneapolis [Minnesota], Kansas City and
St. Louis [Missouri], and Chicago [Illinois]. The price at
Chicago is generally the lowest.
2526. Wiggans, R.G. 1932. Corn and soybeans for silage.
New York (Cornell) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 548. 36 p. Dec. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Comparative feeding value.
Comparative productivity. Soybeans in New York.
Experimental work: Plan of planting, planting and cultural
methods, method of harvesting, method of calculating
yields. Comparisons of corn and soybeans grown alone.
Comparisons of corn grown alone and combinations of two
rows of corn and two rows of soybeans grown alternately.
Comparisons of corn grown alone and combinations of two
rows of corn and one row of soybeans grown alternatively.
Comparisons of corn grown alone and combinations of corn
and soybeans grown in the same row. Further comparisons
of corn grown alone and combinations of corn and soybeans
grown in the same row. Varieties of soybeans to be grown for
silage in combination with corn. Effect of corn on the growth
of soybeans. Digestible nutrients. Conclusions.
This Bulletin begins: “The utilization of soybeans as a
crop to be combined with corn in the making of silage dates
back almost to the beginning of silage-making, and certainly
to the time when corn came so commonly into use for this
purpose. The obvious reason for this is an attempt to increase
the feeding value of the silage made from corn, a low-protein
plant when the entire plant is considered, by the addition
of a legume, soybeans, rich in protein. By the combination
of the two the protein content of the resulting silage can be
increased by 50 to 100 per cent, according to the amount of
soybeans in the mixture. The recommended proportion of
soybeans to be used for this purpose varies from 25 to 30
per cent. This proportion will increase the protein content at
least one-half, thereby narrowing the nutritive ratio, which
would seem sufficient to warrant reducing the amount of
concentrates otherwise necessarily supplied from other
sources.”
“Conclusions: The experimental work reported herein,
covering the period of ten years from 1922 to 1931 and

including widely different varieties of corn (among which
were the highest-producing varieties for silage purposes) and
several varieties of soybeans known to be among the best for
New York conditions, seems to justify on careful analysis
the following conclusions, applicable to conditions similar to
those under which the tests were conducted:
“1. Good soybean varieties, when grown alone in
cultivated rows the same distance apart as corn, will produce
from one-half to three-fourths as much green weight and
from 65 to 80 per cent as much dry weight as will corn.
“2. Soybeans and corn grown alternately in two-row
blocks will give from 15 to 20 per cent less green weight and
from 7 to 15 per cent less dry weight than will corn grown
alone. This practice is therefore of questionable value.
“3. One row of soybeans and two rows of corn grown
alternately will show approximately one-half the loss found
to occur in the preceding combination. This method of
culture is therefore much to be preferred, from the standpoint
of production. It will also give a ratio of corn to soybeans
approaching very closely the ratio recommended for silage
purposes.
“4. A combination of corn grown at the optimum rate for
silage, one stalk every 9 inches in the row, with three times
that number of soybean plants in the same row, will produce
significantly more total dry weight, on the average, than will
corn alone. The ratio of corn to soybeans in the silage from
this combination will approximate 3 to 1, the recommended
proportion.
“5. Any combination of these two crops will reduce the
yield of corn, and the proportion of grain in the corn will
likewise be reduced.
“6. The grain in the soybeans will not make up for the
loss of grain in the corn.
“7. The effect of soybeans on corn in the combination
of the two crops is somewhat in proportion to the size of
the corn. The smaller the corn, the greater is the percentage
reduction in corn and the greater the proportion of soybeans
in the mixture.
“8. Any one of several varieties of soybeans growing in
the same row with a good silage corn will increase the total
dry-weight production.
“9. The total digestible nutrients produced on a unit
area are increased by the combination of the two crops. The
nutritive ratio is materially narrowed at the same time.
“10. All things considered, it seems that a combination
of the two crops, corn and soybeans, is a practice to be
highly recommended to the dairymen of New York as a
means of improving the silage, increasing production,
decreasing the amount of concentrates necessary, and
improving the land all of which tend to decrease the cost of
production.”
2527. Leplae, Edmond. 1932-1933. Traité d’agriculture
générale et de cultures spéciales des pays tempérés,
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subtropicaux et tropicaux [Treatise on general agriculture
and special crops for temperate, subtropical, and tropical
countries. 3rd ed. 2 vols]. Louvain, Belgium: Librairie
Universitaire. Vol. 2, 796 p. See p. 306-07. 25 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: The author classifies the soybean among the
leguminous forage plants, among starchy (féculentes) plants,
and among oilseeds. “Soybean seeds have a nutritive value
for humans greater than that of all other seeds, except
peanuts.” The peoples of East Asia prepare soybeans and
their flour in 100 different ways, many of which are now
also known in Europe. The Chinese make from soybeans
an artificial milk and a cheese [tofu]. Soy flour is easy to
digest and can be mixed with wheat in making bread and
pastries. The soybean is used in the production of so-called
“English sauces” [such as Worcestershire], which are widely
consumed in Europe and America. Finally, soybeans are
imported into Europe at the rate of 600,000 tonnes/year and
the oil is used to make soap and margarine. Address: Prof.
à l’Univ. de Louvain, Directeur général de l’Agriculture au
Ministère des Colonies.
2528. Abadal, D. José; Soroa, José María de. 1932. Cultivo
y aplicaciones de la soja [Cultivation and applications of the
soybean]. Madrid: Patronato Central para la Protección de
Animales y Plantas. 44 p. Illust. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (preliminary notes). Part
I: Cultivation and applications of soya. Chart of utilization of
the soybean seed. Agronomic notes and details on soybean
cultivation. Part II: Soya as a food. Nutritional value, soya as
a vegetable (green vegetable soybeans; Soja, como verdura),
soy sauce (salsa de soja), soymilk (leche), condensed
soymilk (leche concentrada / condensada), powdered
soymilk (leche en polvo), fermented soymilk (leche
fermentada), soy cheese (queso de soja) [tofu], soy casein
(caseina de soja), soy flour (harina de soja), soy bread
(pan de soja), Soyolk (soy flour made by Dr. Berczeller),
whole-grain soy bread (pan integral), soy flour tablets
(comprimidos), pastries, biscuits, puddings, etc. (pasteles,
bizcichos, puddings), soy oil (aceite de soja), fermented
soy products (productos de la soja fermentada: natto, miso,
shoyu), confectionery products (productos de confiteria),
chocolate (chocolate), coffee (café), soy ferments/enzymes
(fermentos de soja), products made by Caséo-Sojaïne
(Caseo-Sojaina de Paris). Soy as a livestock food. Appendix.
“As early as 1918 a Spanish public official, Don Julio
de Palencia, the Spanish Consul in Shanghai, sent the State
Department (Ministeria de Estado) a magnificent report
specifying the great attention that representatives of the
principal countries of the world were giving to this crop
[the soya bean], and the relevance that it would have in the
agricultural economy of the future. What a pity that Spain
has been the only civilized country to ignore the study of the
soya bean and its exploitation on a large scale” [p. 5].
“Finally we must make public our thanks to the

spokesmen of this foundation/board (Patronato) for the
special work they have done in writing this booklet: Don
José Maria de Soroa, secretary of the Special School for
Agricultural Engineers (Escuela Especial de Ingenieros
Agrónomos), and Dr. Don José Abadal, chief of the Bureau
for the Inspection of Pharmaceutical Services of the
Ministry of War (Negociado de la Inspección de Servicios
Farmaceuticos del Ministerio de la Guerra)” [p. 6].
“In 1917 the Spanish Consul in Shanghai, Don Julio
Palencia, sent to the State Department a study on cultivation
of soya, proposing that tests be done to acclimatize this
valuable crop to our country.
“In Motril and later at the southern agricultural station
of Malaga, the agricultural engineer D. Arsenio Rueda has
been cultivating soya for the past 10 years [i.e. since 1923]
in plots of 5 ares [1 are = 100 square meters], obtaining 60
liters (each liter weighing 780 gm) in each one.
“The white as well as the black varieties give good
results, though the white ones do best. The seeds have been
distributed to farmers who have noticed that, even though at
first the goats that were given them as food rejected them,
after a few days of getting used to this grain preferred them
to such an extent that one must avoid growing this plant near
the herd’s path lest the herd be attracted and devour it all.
“Although soya is a legume which draws many nutrients
out of the soil (esquilmante), it has according to Mr. Rueda,
sufficient interest since it allows usage of terrains where field
beans cannot be used due to the invasion of the pest called
Orobanche speciosa, commonly called ‘Jopo.’ This parasite
does not attack soya...
“Besides the quoted trials, it has been more than 25
years since soy has been grown in Spain with success due
to the interest and zeal that in their patriotic work, the
agricultural engineer Mr. Eduardo Noriega undertook with
his partner, Mr. Ortiz, on the farm of ‘Jerez.’
“He was successful during many years using the yellow
and black varieties, later on also cultivating it in the Spanish
central region.
“We think it useful also to state in writing the following
data about soy grown by Dr. D. Jose Abadal in Lerida during
the years of 1925-1926.
“The experiment was done only out of curiosity, with
the intention of seeing if it could be grown in said province.
Japanese seeds of the hirsute soy variety, yellow seed, used
as food for diabetes, were used. The planting was done in a
garden with seeds that had been soaked for ten hours, with
no more care or fertilizers than those used for all the existing
plants of that garden. The terrain of course was one of easy
irrigation and located in Lerida where it is very hot all during
the summer.
“This brief essay demonstrates that soy can be grown in
irrigated terrain in very hot places and with little care.
“Fifteen years ago, the agricultural Engineer D. Jesus
Andreu, in the province of Pontevedra [in the northwest
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corner of Spain, just north of Portugal, bordering the Atlantic
ocean], did some tests with good results on growing soy as a
forage plant.
“We also have news, though not concrete, of other
successful tests done in the provinces of Madrid and
Toledo.” Address: 1. T.C. Farmaceutico Militar; 2. Ingeniero
Agronomo e Ingeniero Sanitario, Spain.
2529. Bosman, Andrew M. 1932. Cattle farming in South
Africa. Johannesburg, South Africa: Central News Agency.,
Limited. 458 p. 23 cm. South African Agricultural Series,
Vol. 10. [2 ref]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned as follows: Pages 19293: In the section on “Manurial value of feeds:... Since
nitrogen is the most costly plant nutrient, it is evident that
nitrogenous feeds as a class have higher manurial values than
carbonaceous feeds. This is particularly noticeable in the
case of the highly nitrogenous cakes and meals derived from
seeds such as flax, cottonseed, soybean and peanut...”
Pages 204-05: “Soy (or Soya) Bean Meal: While
cowpeas have greatest value as a fodder and green-manuring
crop, Soy beans–Glycine hispida–are grown chiefly for their
seed. Leppan and Bosman state that ‘the high prices obtained
for soy bean seed will attract greater attention in South
Africa as farming becomes more intensive,’ and that ‘failures
are frequently due to imported seed which has remained on
seedsmen’s hands for a number of years and is consequently
of low vitality; it is not unlikely that these failures may be
due to an absence of soy bean nodular bacteria.’ (1) The
troubles that have been experienced in these and other
respects are at present being investigated on the Pretoria
University Experimental Farm by the Department of
Agronomy, and it is hoped some of the difficulties facing
successful soy bean cultivation will be overcome.
“The oil, which has great value for commercial
purposes, is always extracted from the seed and the residue is
put on the market as soy bean meal.
“The meal is low in fibre and often as high, or even
higher, in protein than cottonseed meal or peanut meal. Its
extended cultivation will consequently form one of the most
valuable sources of protein for the rations of livestock. One
would have to compare its price per pound of digestible
protein with the price of such feeds as peanut meal,
cottonseed meal, etc., before deciding which fed to purchase.
In Europe, it is a well-known cattle feed, yellow soya bean
being imported from Manchuria.
“For Dairy cows it forms one of the best nitrogenous
concentrates. It is liable to develop a bitter taste when it ages
in storage, but it is a feed that may be used with impunity.
The same, however, applies to this as to any other heavy
protein-rich feed, namely that ordinarily not more than 4 lb.
per day should be incorporated in the ration.
“For Growing and Fattening Cattle this meal may
serve the purpose of increasing the protein content and thus

making the ration narrower in its nutritive ratio.
Page 222: “The importance of ensilage in South African
farming... Furthermore, the summer rainfall areas of the
Union in particular are eminently suited for the raising of
ensilage crops. Such bulky crops as maize, the sorghums,
sunflowers and Napier fodder are easily grown, whereas
cowpeas, soybeans and similar annual legumes may be
raised to correct a deficiency in protein.”
Page 223-24: “Changes that take place during ensiling...
The most important changes brought about in the ensilage
are those due to fermentation... Some of the decomposition
products of the proteins are evil smelling, and, when present
in any quantity, detract from the quality and palatability of
the silage. Because of this, it is not desirable to ensile crops
such as cowpeas, soybeans and lucerne alone.” Note: 75%
maize mixed with 25% well-chopped soybean plants makes
an excellent silage.
Pages 230-31: “Crops for Ensilage: Maize... Although
it is sometimes suggested that the deficiency in protein and
minerals in maize might be corrected by the incorporation
of a leguminous forage like cowpeas, soybeans or lucerne
with the maize in the silo, still it is usually preferable to turn
these leguminous roughages into hay. They make better hay
than ensilage and meet the requirements for a hay feed in the
ration.”
Page 232: “Legumes. In summer rainfall areas in South
Africa the annual legumes, cowpeas, soybeans, mung beans,
velvet beans, etc., may be turned into ensilage, preferably
mixed with a crop like maize or kaffir corn. As pointed out
previously, the legumes alone do not make silage of the best
quality. A mixture of about two or three parts maize to one
part legume is preferable.”
Page 233: “The Digestible Nutrients in Ensilage.” Table
26 gives the “Average digestible nutrients in 100 lb. feed
(After Henry and Morrison).” The composition of a mixture
of “Maize and soybean” is given. It is much richer in protein
(1.6 to 1.1) than well-matured maize, and slightly richer in
fat.
Pages 398-99: Table 1 gives “Average composition of
common cattle feeds” (extracted from Feeds and Feeding, by
Henry and Morrison). Values for soy bean are given on page
399, 400 (fresh green roughages, silage), 401 (soy bean cake
or meal).
Pages 402-03: Table II, “Average digestibility of some
common cattle feeds.” Values for soy bean are given on p.
400 (soy bean meal, soy bean hay) and 403 (fresh green
roughages, maize and soybean silage).
Pages 404-07. Table II. “Average digestible nutrients
in cattle feeds.” Values for soy beans and soy bean meal are
given on p. 405, 406 (soy bean straw), and 407 (fresh green
roughages, maize and soy bean silage, soy bean silage).
Pages 408-10. Table IV. “Digestible nutrients in different
weights of common cattle feeds.” Values for Concentrates–
soy bean meal appear on page 410.
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Pages 415-17: Table VI. “Net energy values for 100 lb.
of cattle feeds.” Values for soy are shown on pages 415, 416,
and 417. Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry and Dean of
the Faculty of Agriculture–Univ. of Pretoria, South Africa.
2530. Grimes, J.C.; Sewell, W.E. 1932. Soybean hay as
a supplement to white corn and tankage for growing and
fattening hogs. Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station,
Annual Report 42:22-23. For the year ending June 30, 1931.
• Summary: Progress reports of feeding trials. Address:
Auburn.
2531. Koukl, J. 1932. Jsou pro dojnice vyhodnejsi sojove
pokrutiny ci sojovy srot extrahovany? [Which is better for
milch cows: Soybeans or solvent extracted soybean meal?].
Prague: Vyzkumny ustav pro biotechnologii zivocisnou
(Research Institute for Zoological Biotechnology). [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.
2532. Lebedev, I.A. 1932. Smeshannye posevy na korm
kukuruzy soi podsolnechnika [Mixed sowings for fodder
of maize, soybeans and sunflowers]. Moscow, USSR:
Vsesoiuznyn nauchnoissledovatel’skii institut sou i
spetsial’nykh kul’tur [All Union Institute for the Scientific
Investigation of Soybeans and Special Cultures]. 152 p. [28
ref. Rus]
• Summary: Mixed sowings for fodder of maize, soybeans
and sunflowers. Includes some discussion of yields per acre
in mixed sowings of those crops, and their feeding value as
silage. Address: USSR.
2533. Lebedev, N.A. 1932. Soia na seno i vypas [The
soybean for hay and forage]. Nauchno-issledovatel’skii
Institut Soi i Spetsial’nyk Kul’tur. Kuborke Urozhaia Soi i
Nov’ikh Kul’tur (Moscow). Bulletin No. 1. p. 73-77. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
2534. Lebedev, N.A. 1932. Soia na vypas [The soybean for
pasture]. Nauchno-issledovatel’skii Institut Soi i Spetsial’nyk
Kul’tur. Kuborke Urozhaia Soi i Nov’ikh Kul’tur (Moscow).
Bulletin No. 1. p. 70-73. [Rus]
Address: USSR.
2535. Mumford, H.W. 1932. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 45:1-286. For the year
ended June 30, 1932.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Legume studies showing
up rotations in new light (p. 13-15). Strains of new soybean
hybrids showing promise (p. 40). Old varieties of soybeans
outyield new strains (p. 41-42). Inoculated soybeans rival
red clover as soil builder (p. 43-44). Search for new crops is
yielding promising results (p. 67-69; soybean oil can be used

in paint as a substitute for part of the linseed oil).
Livestock investigations: Soybean oil meal superior for
pasture-fed steers (p. 73-74). Soybean hay compared with
silage for beef calves (p. 75). Soft pork produced in other
ways than by soybeans (p. 87-88). Soybean oil meal good
chick feed (p. 108).
Dairy investigations: Soybeans cut late produce largest
yields of hay (p. 115-17).
Agricultural economics investigations: Export outlet
marks new trend in marketing soybeans (p. 167-68).
Drying studies help protect three different crops (p. 184-85;
including soybean hay).
Home economics investigations: Soybean oil’s flavor
handicap’s its use for food (p. 238-39; studies by Sybil
Woodruff and Olga Zwermann). Address: Dean and Director
of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2536. Snell, M.G. 1932. Machine dried versus field cured
soybean hay for beef steers. American Society of Animal
Production, Record of Proceedings 25:67-69.
• Summary: “Losses in the cutting and curing of hays are
due to two chief causes; namely (a) shattering of leaves
and (b) rain and dew. Such losses are extremely heavy in
Louisiana at times and in order to alleviate the losses, the
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station has developed a
hay drying machine.
“This machine consists of a furnace, a rotatory drum
about eight feet in diameter and thirty feet long, an ensilage
cutter, an expansion chamber, and an elevation auger
together with the necessary driving mechanisms. This
particular machine is driven by electric motors, but a 15-30
horsepower tractor would furnish sufficient power to run the
whole plant.
“The green material is fed into the ensilage cutter, cut
into 3/16 inch lengths, blown into a cyclone separator and
from there fed into the high temperature end of the drum,
which is revolving at twelve revolutions per minute. It comes
out of the other end of the machine, a bright pea green hay
with the moisture ranging from 9 to 10 per cent. At the
present time, this machine will produce one ton of 10 per
cent hay per hour from fresh green material averaging 70 per
cent moisture. The approximate total cost of drying is about
$3.31 per ton. These figures are based on records of drying
500 tons of 10 per cent moisture hay.” Address: Louisiana
Agric. Exp. Station.
2537. Toit, F.M. du. 1932. Soy beans in the Union. Union of
South Africa, Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 107.
22 p. Also published in Afrikaans as “Sojaboontjies in die
Unie,” in Unie van Suid-Afrika, Departement van Landbou,
Pamflet No. 107. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Origin of the soybean
and its history in world commerce. Description and
climatic requirements. Soil requirements. Cultural methods.
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Harvesting soy beans for hay. Harvesting soy beans for
grain. Threshing. Storage. Soy bean varieties in the Union
(grown at the present time). Value of soy bean products in
commerce. Value of soy bean on the farm. Diseases of the
soy bean. Conclusions. Literature cited. Acknowledgments.
In 1910 there was a serious effort on the part of
certain soap manufacturers to establish the soybean as a
commercial crop in South Africa. In that year, seed was
distributed amongst farmers, particularly in Natal. Due to
unremunerative prices for the grain, the crop has been grown
in Natal since that time particularly for hay and forage
purposes.
During 1927 the London price for soy beans was in
the neighborhood of £12 per ton and this was influential in
stimulating renewed interest in the crop in South Africa.
Soy bean varieties in the Union (p. 16-17): “At different
experiment stations in the Union of South Africa, we have
records of some 50 varieties which have been tested up to
the present time... The following table [p. 17] gives some
of the chief characteristics of the 10 [sic, 8] most important
varieties so far tested in this country:–American Eyebrow,
Morse, American White, Mammoth, Brown, Chinese White,
Haberlandt, A.K.” For each variety is given the name, growth
habit, height, seed colour, flower colour, days to maturity
(Natal, Transvaal), oil content (analyses made in England),
yields of hay in pounds and grain in bags per Morgen (Natal,
and Transvaal–4 year average).
Photos show: (1) A field of soy beans at the Cedara
School of Agriculture. (2) Soy bean roots (against a black
background) showing the distribution and size of nodules.
(3) Mammoth variety soy beans planted in November,
1928. Photographed 15th March 1929. Peoria University
Experimental Farm. (4) Pods of a non-shattering strain
of “Mammoth” soy bean. Photographed against a black
background four months after plants were pulled. (5) A
man (wearing suspenders and a hat) standing in a field
of soybeans holding a measuring pole in March 1930 at
Pretoria University Experimental Farm. The soy bean variety
Mammoth is to the right of the pole and Brown is to the left.
Address: M.Sc., Research Officer, Field Husbandry Section,
Div. of Plant Industry.
2538. Winton, Andrew Lincoln; Winton, Kate Barber. 1932.
The structure and composition of foods: Vol. I. Cereals,
starch, oil seeds, nuts, oils, forage plants. New York, NY:
John Wiley and Sons; London: Chapman & Hall, Ltd. xiv +
710 p. See p. 512-24. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [67 soy footnotes]
• Summary: Volume 1 of this 4-volume set contains 274
superb illustrations by the authors. The book is divided into
three parts: I. Cereals. II. Oil seeds. III. Forage plants.
In the chapter on “Seeds of the pea family
(Leguminosæ)” (p. 497+) the section titled “Soy bean” (p.
512-24) has the following contents: Scientific and common
names. Introduction. Macroscopic structure. Microscopic

structure: Spermoderm, hilum cushion, endosperm, embryo
(palisade cells, oxalate crystals, starch, aleurone grains and
fat), chief structural characters. Chemical composition:
Changes in composition during growth, soy bean cake,
meal, and flour, proteins, carbohydrates, phosphorus-organic
compounds, saponins, enzymes, mineral constituents, minor
mineral constituents.
The chapter begins: “A native of the Far East, the soy
bean has been cultivated since the dawn of civilization
in China and Japan, where the seeds furnish millions of
human beings with food. From the seeds are prepared soy
cheeses (tofu, natto, miso [sic, none of these three are “soy
cheeses”]), soy milk, and soy sauce, the latter being used in
chop suey. Because of the absence of starch in many varieties
soy bean flour has come into use in the Occident as a diabetic
food. Soy bean oil is of growing industrial importance.”
An illustration by Winton (p. 512; Source: Winton 1906,
p. 248) shows the outer portion of the soy bean seed in cross
section, with each of the layers (X 160 magnification).
In the introductory section on “Forage legumes,” soy
beans are discussed under the following headings (p. 64245): Comparative macroscopic structure, comparative
microscopic structure (table), comparative chemical
composition of green fodder (p. 644) and of hay (p. 645).
The section titled “Soy bean” (as forage plant, p. 666-67)
has the following composition: Introduction. Macroscopic
structure. Microscopic structure: Stem, petiole, petiolule,
leaf, stipule, flower, chief structural characters. Chemical
composition (values from Pellet, Schwackhöfer, and Haskins
for: Total ash, potassium oxide, sodium oxide, calcium
oxide, magnesium oxide, ferric oxide, phosphoric acid,
sulfur trioxide, silicon dioxide, and chlorine).
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2004) that uses the word “petiolule” in describing
the soybean plant.
This book also discusses: Lecithin (p. 8, 14). Kudzu
starch (Pueraria hirsuta Schneider, p. 37). Gluten (p. 5759, 72-73, 199-200, 211-25). Coix (Job’s tears, p. 100-04).
Hemp seed (p. 413-21). Almond (p. 476-85). Peanut (p. 497512, 642-43, 663-66). Linseed (p. 525-35). Sesame seed (p.
598-605). Alfalfa (p. 642-43, 646-59).
Note: Andrew L. Winton lived 1864-1946. Kate Grace
Barber Winton was born in 1882. Address: 1. Sometime
state and federal chemist; 2. Sometime state and federal
microscopist.
2539. Woodward, Carl Raymond; Waller, Ingrid Nelson.
1932. New Jersey’s Agricultural Experiment Station, 18801930. New Brunswick, NJ: New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station.
645 p. See p. 15, 29-30, 105, 163, 167-69, 179, 182, 268,
357-58, 414, 418, 421, 444, 446, 448, 508-09. [30+ ref]
• Summary: Dr. George Hammell Cook (born 1818) was
the first director of the New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station. His
photo, taken on 9 Oct. 1887, is shown opposite the title
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page, and his biography appears on pages 14-22. “One of
Dr. Cook’s chief contributions during the early days was his
share in the introduction of the soybean into America. While
visiting Europe in 1878 in company with James Neilson, he
saw the plant under cultivation at the Bavarian Agricultural
Experiment Station at Munich, and believed that it would
probably be a desirable addition to our forage crops. A few
seeds were given him, and Mr. Neilson procured seeds of
several other varieties in Vienna. The seeds were planted at
the College Farm in May 1879, and harvested in October,
with encouraging results. Dr. Cook obtained data on their
composition from Munich and, in reporting on the test,
pointed out their superior food content. Three-fourths of
an acre was planted to the crop in 1880. Only a few earlier
introductions of soybeans into the United States have been
recorded” (p. 30).
“An elaborate series of experiments with forage and
soiling crops was begun in 1896. Fifty acres were laid out in
acre plots and planted the first year to rye, wheat, crimson
clover, oats and peas, corn, cowpeas, soybeans, and barley
and peas. Other crops were subsequently included. Annual
observations were taken of each crop, its yield, composition,
place in the rotation, and adaptability to the system of dairy
farming. These experiments proved that soiling crops could
be grown with profit to supplement pasture (Bulletins 130,
158). A marked increase in the flow of milk resulted from the
feeding of green fodders to the Station herd” (p. 358).
“In 1923 a survey of the growing of soybeans in
New Jersey was begun. The majority of the 42 farmers
interviewed, growing altogether 512 acres of soybeans,
reported that they were pleased with the crop” (p. 418).
Through the pioneering efforts of Dr. Cook, an
experiment station was finally established in New Jersey in
1880. “New Jersey thus became the third state to establish
an Agricultural Experiment Station by special act of
Legislature, being preceded only by Connecticut in 1875,
and North Carolina in 1877. Experiment stations had been
begun in three other states, though not under legislative
enactment. In California, agricultural research was initiated
in 1875 with the use of funds appropriated by the Regents of
the State University. In 1878 the Trustees of Massachusetts
Agricultural College started an agricultural experiment
station, which after three years ceased to function until
placed on a permanent basis by act of legislature in 1882. In
New York State the experiment station at Cornell University
was begun informally in 1879, and operated two years
without any special funds.”
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in New Jersey, or the cultivation of soybeans in
New Jersey (May 1879).
Note 2. This document describes the earliest cultivation
of soybeans by a U.S. land grant institution (in May 1879) or
by an agricultural experiment station (in 1880).
Note 3. “The Grange had its birth in the aftermath of

the Civil War and the unrest among farmers who believed
they were not getting a square deal from the railroads and
the manufacturers. At first, cooperation in buying and selling
was one of the major objectives; social and educational
features were also emphasized” (p. 11) The first Grange in
New Jersey was formed on 26 Nov. 1871. Address: 1. Asst.
to the president, Rutgers Univ.; 2. Formerly Assoc. Editor,
New Jersey Agric. Exp. Station.
2540. Briggs, George M. 1933. Soybeans and other
supplementary feed crops. Wisconsin Agricultural College,
Extension Service, Special Circular. Jan. 4 p.
• Summary: Most farmers prefer hay made from alfalfa
or clover. But when these are not sufficient or available,
soybeans make a good annual hay. The Manchu, Illini,
and Wisconsin Black are considered the best varieties for
Wisconsin soils. Soybeans are adapted to and thrive on many
soils. Their planting requires no new machinery. Suggestions
and precautions for planting are given. Soybean hay is
harvested and cured like any other hay. The use of the crop in
mixtures (with corn for silage, or with oats, sudan grass, or
millet) is discussed. Address: [Madison] Wisconsin.
2541. Csonka, Frank A.; Jones, D. Breese. 1933. Differences
in the amino acid content of the chief protein (glycinin)
from seeds of several varieties of soybean. J. of Agricultural
Research 46(1):51-55. Jan. (Chem. Abst. 27:2167). [8 ref]
• Summary: In the varieties examined, the tryptophan
content of the glycinin was 1.89-2.84% and cystine values
were 0.74-1.46%. Variations are ascribed to differences in
the relative proportions in which the globulins comprising
the glycinin fractions occur in different varieties. Nutritional
aspects of these variations are discussed. Address: 1. Senior
Chemist; 2. Principal Chemist. Both: Protein and Nutrition
Div., Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, USDA.
2542. Cates, J. Sidney. 1933. Soy beans go domestic.
Country Gentleman 103(2):6, 58. Feb.
• Summary: Discusses the discovery by Morse and Dorsett
of new green-vegetable varieties for human consumption,
and the importance of soybeans as a source of protein. The
Japanese use the word daizu to refer to the soybeans that
they grow for dry beans, soil improvement, forage and
grain, whereas they use the word mame for the soy-bean
varieties they grow for green-vegetable use. “The new greenvegetable bean varieties were first grown a year at Arlington
[Virginia], where they were sorted out, on the basis of
growth habits, into Northern, Southern, and the mid-latitude
kinds, and then sent out to field stations for further trial.”
2543. Culbertson, C.C.; Hammond, W.E.; Thomas, B.H.
1933. Salt, minerals, tankage, soybeans, soybean oilmeal
and yeast for fattening spring pigs. A.H. Leaflet [Animal
Husbandry], Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station,
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Cooperative Extension Service No. 142. 8 p. Feb. [2 ref]
• Summary: This is a mimeographed leaflet. Contents:
Introduction: “A good many swine feeders are wondering
if it is an economical practice these days to feed a protein
supplement along with the corn grain to growing and
fattening pigs on rape pasture. The supply of corn has been
plentiful and the price surely has been low during the past
year. Is it a paying proposition under these conditions to feed
a high class protein supplement along with the corn and salt
or corn and minerals to growing and fattening pigs on rape
pasture? If we do feed a protein supplement what shall it
be?”
“A good many of us have soybeans available. How
does this home-grown protein feed compare with some
of our other well known protein feeds such as meat meal
tankage?... Is soybean oilmeal, the residue after the oil
has been removed from the soybeans, a more satisfactory
grain balancer for the growing and fattening pigs than the
soybeans?”
The allotment and rations fed on rape pasture were:
Series I
1. Salt–Shelled corn self fed plus barrel salt self-fed.
2. Minerals–Shelled corn self fed plus Mineral Mixture
A self-fed. Mineral Mixture A: Salt 20 pounds; limestone,
ground, 40 pounds; bone meal, special, 37.95 pounds; iron
oxide, 2 pounds; copper sulphate, 0.03 pound; potassium
iodide, 0.02 pound; total 100 pounds.
3. Meat meal tankage
4. Meat meal tankage or soybeans
5. Soybeans
6. Meat meal tankage–soybeans
7. Soybean oilmeal
8. Soybean oilmeal with minerals
9. Meat meal tankage–soybean oilmeal
Series II
10. Corn–oat mixture dry
11. Corn–oat mixture soaked
12. Corn–oat mixture soaked and fermented
The feeds and methods of feeding described. (Manchu
soybeans were used. These beans carried approximately
17% oil. The soybean oilmeal was an expeller process meal
carrying 42% of protein). Chemical studies made on certain
of the individual pigs. Comments.
Tables: (1) Salt, minerals, protein supplements and
yeast for fattening spring pigs. (2) Hardness of body fat
produced: For each lot is given: Weight on day slaughtered.
Cold dressed weight (during the dressing procedure a 250
lb. live hog is reduced to 180 lbs. dressed). Iodine number of
back fat sample. Depth back fat over last thoracic vertebra
(inches). Lot 5, Soybeans, has the highest average iodine
number (82.13) and thus the softest pork fat. Lot 7, soybean
oilmeal, has a low average iodine number (74.46) and this
hard pork fat.
Note: The oil contained in whole soybeans is clearly

the cause of pigs with undesirable soft carcasses. However
feeding pigs soybean oilmeal, which is expensive at this
time, is not cost effective. Lot 2 was the most profitable,
$2.51 per pig. Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station, Animal
Husbandry Section, Ames, Iowa.
2544. Culbertson, C.C.; Hammond, W.E.; Thomas, B.H.
1933. Supplemental mixtures and soybeans for fattening
spring pigs in dry lot. A.H. Leaflet [Animal Husbandry], Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station, Cooperative Extension
Service No. 143. 4 p. Feb. [2 ref]
• Summary: This is a mimeographed leaflet. Contents:
Introduction. The supplemental feed fed and methods of
feeding the groups were:
1. No additional protein.
2. Regular Trinity Mixture self-fed. Trinity mixture is
meat meal tankage 50; linseed oilmeal 25; alfalfa meal 25;
total 100 pounds.
3. Regular Trinity Mixture self-fed–later whole soybeans
self fed.
4. Whole soybeans self-fed plus alfalfa meal self-fed.
5. Modified Trinity Mixture hand-fed.
Chemical studies made on certain of the individual pigs
(“The iodine number is employed to indicate the degree of
softness of each carcass. These numbers are reported for
each lot in Table 2. The higher the iodine number the greater
the proportion of unsaturated fatty acids present, hence the
lower the melting point and the softer the fat”). Comments.
Tables: (1) Protein supplements for fattening pigs in
dry lot (Lot 2 was the most profitable at $1.73 per pig). (2)
Hardness of body at produced (Lot 4, with whole soybeans
self-fed, had the highest iodine number and thus the softest
pork fat). Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station, Animal
Husbandry Section, Ames, Iowa.
2545. Gottschalk, F. 1933. Zur Wirtschaftlichkeit der
Oelbohne in Deutschland: Anbauwuerdigkeit und
Verwendungsmoeglichkeit als Viehfutter [The economic
viability of the soybean in Germany: Its suitability for
cultivation and potential for use as a fodder]. Deutsche
Landwirtschaftliche Presse 60(12):144-45. March 25. [Ger]
• Summary: The author also refers to the soybean as
“Sojabohne.” Address: Oberinspektor, Petersdorf (LiegnitzLand).
2546. Godbey, E.G.; Kyzer, E.D.; Clyburn, T.M. 1933.
Green soybeans, alfalfa, and permanent pasture as forages
for fattening hogs. South Carolina (Clemson) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 289. 16 p. March.
• Summary: Introduction: “Previous feeding tests at the
South Carolina Experiment Station and other stations have
shown that soybeans furnish excellent summer grazing.”
Conclusions: “1. Hogs fed corn and fishmeal free-choice
on green soybeans made faster and cheaper gains than hogs
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in dry lot.
“2. A 2½ per cent ration of corn and fishmeal fed to hogs
grazing green soybeans produced slow, unprofitable gains
and carcasses that were decidedly inferior in quality.
“3. When green soybean forage was grazed, hogs fed
corn and fishmeal free-choice made faster and cheaper gains
than those full-fed corn.
“4. Biloxi-soybeans were slightly better than Otootan
soybeans when judged by the rate and cost of gains made by
hogs grazing them.
“5. Hogs grazing green soybeans and fed a limited ration
of corn and fishmeal for the first part of the fattening period
and the same ration free-choice for the last part of the period
made slower but cheaper gains than when fed free-choice for
the entire period.” Address: 1. Assoc. Animal Husbandman,
Clemson, South Carolina.
2547. Neal, W.M.; Becker, R.B. 1933. A chemical study of
ensiling soy beans. J. of Agricultural Research 46(7):669-73.
April 1. [9 ref]
• Summary: A mild and slightly aromatic silage was
produced from soy beans cut in the early flowering stage and
with less than the customary dry-matter content. The loss
of dry matter (9%) was largely due to protein and nitrogenfree extract. Downward movement of water and organic
matter occurred in the silo, but that of mineral constituents
was small. Address: 1. Associate in Animal Nutrition; 2.
Specialist in Dairy Husbandry. Both: Florida Agric. Exp.
Station.
2548. Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Report. 1933. Report of
the agronomy division: Soybeans. 1932:5. May.
• Summary: Page 5: “Twenty-five varieties of late-maturing
soybeans (Soja max) were introduced for trial through the
courtesy of the Division of Forage Crops and Diseases of
the United States Department of Agriculture, the Missouri
Agricultural Experiment Station, and the North Carolina
Agricultural Experiment Station. Many of the varieties
originally came from China and from Japan. It is hoped that
one or more will prove to have superior value as forage or as
food for human consumption.”
2549. Tomhave, A.E.; Mumford, C.W. 1933. Ground
soybeans as a protein supplement for growing chicks.
Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 183.
24 p. May.
• Summary: The first experiment was conducted in 1927.
Conclusions: “1. Ground soybeans, supplemented with bone
meal, cannot be used to replace all of the animal protein
concentrates in a growing ration without affecting the growth
of chicks, mortality, and the feed requirement to produce a
unit of gain.
“2. Ground soybeans are less palatable for baby chicks
than meat scrap containing 55 per cent protein.

“3. Ground soybeans, supplemented with bone meal, can
be used to replace one-third of the meat scrap in a growing
ration without seriously affecting the growth of chicks,
mortality, or the feed requirement to produce a unit of gain.
“4. When a unit of protein in ground soybeans costs the
same as a unit of protein in meat scrap containing 55 per cent
protein, there is no advantage in using ground soybeans as a
protein concentrate.”
On the cover is a photo of “Brooder houses with wire
sun porches in which chicks were reared in experiments 4
and 5.”
Note: Oh happy days, when chickens had access to
sunlight. A brooder usually refers to some type of heated
enclosure for raising baby poultry–whether those are baby
chicks, turkey poults, goslings, etc. Typically, a brooder
includes a heat lamp, a source of food and water for the
chicks, and bedding such as pine shavings. Address: 1.
Poultry Investigator and Animal Husbandman; 2. Asst. in
Poultry. Both: Newark, Delaware.
2550. Arnold, H.C. 1933. Salisbury Agricultural Experiment
Station. Annual report, 1931-32. Rhodesia Agricultural
Journal 30(6):475-500. June.
• Summary: The main object of these soya bean variety trials
was “to obtain strains which, owing to their large quantities
of vegetative growth, will be suitable for use as hay silage
or green manure.” The best yields (in lb/acre) were obtained
from the following varieties: Otootan (3,970 hay; 1,204
seed), Selection No. 6 (one of the new varieties, 3,840 hay;
1,280 seed), Selection No. 10 (3,520 hay; 1,254 seed) and
Nyasaland Black (3,160 lb/acre). Soyolk, a yellow-seeded
variety used in the United Kingdom for the manufacture of a
number of foods [such as whole soya flour], was also tested
(1,576 hay; 596 seed). “The Herman [2,360 hay; 1,166 seed]
is the only yellow-seeded variety whose seed production
approaches that of the black-seeded kinds, but it is doubtful
whether the five or six bags per acre which it produces could
be grown at a profit...” Address: Manager, Salisbury Agric.
Exp. Station.
2551. Boletin de Agricultura y Trabajo (Nicaragua
Ministerio de Agricultura y Trabajo). 1933. Soya o soja
(Soja Híspida Moench) [Soya or soja]. 5(48):19-20. June.
2nd Series. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and history of the
soybean (“it is also called ‘soya’”), with its extension in the
United States. Climate. Soil. Fertilizer. Inoculation. Varieties
widely cultivated in the USA (Biloxi, Peking, Virginia
and Wilson Five for hay and ensilage. Ito-San, Manchu,
Mandarin, and Tokio [Tokyo] for seed. Hahto for use as a
food legume at the table {legumbre de mesa}). Uses of the
plant: Green manure, forage, pasture (pastaderos), hay, green
forage. Food products made from the seeds: Flour, oil, soy
sauce, cooked whole soybeans, coffee substitutes, soups,
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soybean roasts or steaks (soyas asadas), porridge or mush,
soymilk (leche vegetal), condensed soymilk, fresh soymilk,
casein, confections, soy cheese (tofu; fresh, dry, smoked, or
fermented; queso fresco, seco, ahumado, fermentado).
Food products: Dry soybeans (semillas secas) are used
to make soy sauce (salsa de soja), cooked soybeans (sojas
cocidas), coffee substitutes (sustitutos del cafe), soups
(sopas), roasted soybeans (soyas asadas), porridge / pap
(gacha), vegetable milk [soymilk] (leche vegetal), condensed
milk (leche condensada), fresh milk (leche fresca), casein
(caseina), confections or sweets (dulces), and soy cheese
([tofu] fresh, dried, smoked, or fermented {fresco, seco,
ahumado, fermentado}), and green vegetable soybeans
(semillas verdes) are cooked and canned or served in salads.
Enemies of the soybean.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009)
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in)
Nicaragua.
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that mentions fermented tofu, which it calls
queso fermentado.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that mentions roasted soybeans / soynuts,
which it calls soyas asadas.
Note 4. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term semillas verdes to refer to
green vegetable soybeans.
Note 5. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Nov. 2014) that mentions a meat alternative, which it
calls soyas asadas (soybean roasts or steaks).
2552. Culbertson, C.C.; Hammond, W.E. 1933. Fattening
steer calves; protein supplements; limited grain allowance;
finishing steers in dry lot and on pasture. A.H. Leaflet
[Animal Husbandry], Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station,
Cooperative Extension Service No. 144. 6 p. July.
• Summary: This is a mimeographed leaflet. Contents:
Introduction. Allotment and rations fed to steer calves. A
word about the steer feeder calves. The hogs following and
how handled. The results in tabular form (the steer calves
were both whole soybeans and soybean oilmeal). Address:
Iowa Agric. Exp. Station, Animal Husbandry Section, Ames,
Iowa.
2553. Ryerson, Knowles A. 1933. History and significance
of the foreign plant introduction work of the United States
Department of Agriculture. Agricultural History 7(3):110-28.
July. See p. 126-27. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Introduction activities
important in colonial period. Early federal period. Influence
of Henry L. Ellsworth. Pre-Civil War period. Civil War
years. Post-war period. Influence of William Saunders.
Influence of Secretary James Wilson (incl. David Fairchild,
Bureau of Plant Industry). Turn of the century. Organization

of activities. Influence of plant breeding. Some additional
present day problems. A few significant results (incl. Frank
Meyer, development of the soybean industry, human foods
made from soybeans, Henry Ford’s work with soybeans).
“The development of the soybean industry has been
one of the most spectacular phases of recent agricultural
development in this country... Through new introductions
from the Orient, made by Department explorers, and
selections from these new strains by Federal and State
investigators, the acreage has increased from less than fifty
thousand in 1907 to nearly four million in 1932. Of the
twenty varieties now commercially grown in the United
States, all but three are introductions of the division of
foreign plant introduction. In 1921 there was no soy oil
produced in this country; in 1932 there were thirty-nine
million pounds. In 1928 there was no export of soybeans; in
1932 there were two million bushels. In 1932 the value of
the soybean crop was estimated as follows: thirteen million
bushels of seeds, $9,000,000; two million tons of hay,
$22,500,000; grazing, $4,000,000; cover crops, $500,000;
total, $36,000,000.
“Factories for the preparation of human foods from
soybeans are appearing and many preparations are on the
market. Many oil mills have already been established. The
uses of the oil are many, including the manufacture of paint,
linoleum, and insulating material. Henry Ford has established
a laboratory for soybean experiments and produced eighteen
thousand tons of soybeans in 1932. His laboratory has
already devised steering wheels, knobs, distributor shells,
insulators, and other parts from the seeds. It reports the oil
as more satisfactory than linseed and 25 per cent cheaper in
connection with auto-body making. The soybean has already
become an integral part of the agriculture of many states” (p.
126-27).
Mr. Ryerson “has been principal horticulturist in charge
of the Div. of Foreign Plant Introduction, Bureau of Plant
Industry, USDA, since 1928. He is a graduate of the Univ.
of California (B.S., 1916; M.S., 1924) and has received
the Chevalier du Merite Agricole, from France. Ryerson
was horticulturist at the agricultural experiment station
of the Service Technique, Port au Prince, Haiti, during
1925-27, and for the Joint Palestine Survey during MayNovember, 1927.” Address: In Charge, Div. of Foreign Plant
Introduction, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
2554. Seattle Public Library. 1933. Bibliography on soy
beans: Supplementary list, 1932–June 1933. Seattle,
Washington: Seattle Public Library, Technology Div. 12 p.
July. 28 cm. Mimeographed unpublished manuscript. The
first ed. was 1930. [118 ref]
• Summary: This bibliography, located at the Seattle
Public Library, is appended to its 1930 predecessor; both
have the same call number. Contents: Bibliographies.
General. Chemistry. Uses: General, fertilizer, food (studies
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in nutrition, human food, feed for livestock), soybean
oil (general, analyses and tests, uses). Address: Seattle,
Washington. Phone: 206-386-4646 or 4645.
2555. Wallaces’ Farmer. 1933. Linseed meal vs. soybeans:
Iowa farmers at cattle feeders’ day. 58(16):342. Aug. 5.
• Summary: Feeding test made at Iowa State College last
year, and repeated again this year, has clearly demonstrated
that linseed meal is a better and more economical protein
supplement to be fed with corn to calves over whole
soybeans.”
“Soybean hay is almost as valuable, pound for pound, as
alfalfa, whenever the beans are not allowed to grow too rank.
2556. Sayer, M. Wynne. 1933. Soybean (Glycine hispida
Maxim.). Agriculture and Live-stock in India 3(5):470-74.
Sept. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and history. Economic
importance of the soybean. Cultivation. Green fodder for
cattle. Green manure. Standard varieties of soybean of the
Pusa Farm.
“Green Fodder for cattle: The soybean has been tested
here [on the Pusa Farm] for a number of years against
other important leguminous crops such as meth (Phaseolus
aconitifolius), cowpeas, and guar. The results of 12 years
trials from 1917-18 to 1928-29 are given below.” Soybeans
yielded 1,166 lb/acre of grain and 7,453 lb/acre of “green
stuff.”
Note: This article contains the following sentences
and phrases which are of linguistic interest: “Soybean is
a monsoon crop” (p. 470). “... by growing soybean mixed
with maize...” “Soybean has been tested here for yield” (p.
471). “In India, soybean is considered one of the best fodder
crops” (p. 472). “Soybean occupies an important place in
the grazing cycle.” In standard American or British English,
the word “soybean,” in each of these examples, would
be preceded by the word “the.” Address: Offg. Imperial
Agriculturist.
2557. Van Vlissingen, Arthur, Jr. 1933. Automobiles and
soybeans: An interview with Henry Ford. Rotarian (The)
43:6-8, 58-59. Sept.
• Summary: Utilization of the soybean in the automobile
industry is discussed. Mr. Ford is quoted as saying:
“Anything that can be grown for industry’s raw materials
will bring new revenue to agriculture, will help to raise
prices of old-line, conventional crops. It will thus add doubly
to the purchasing power of the farmers, and so will directly
increase industry activity and employment.”
“Soybeans have been grown in this country for years,
chiefly to be pressed into oil for soaps and paints, and oil
cake for cattle feed. Many farmers raise them for dairy
silage. But they have been unimportant as a source of
industrial raw material and they have cut no really large

figure in American agriculture.
“Our chemists began to study soybeans from many
different angles. For one thing, they discovered that soybean
oil is quite as effective for mixing with sand to make foundry
cores as is linseed oil. So far, we have used a good many
thousand gallons in this way...
“Research on the meal left after extracting the oil
suggested that it might be incorporated in what are known
as molding compounds, the resinous materials which are
molded and pressed into such small parts as the button you
press when you sound the horn, the ball on top of the gearshift lever, and so on. This residual meal proved excellent for
the purpose...
“The most startling development in the soybean saga
at Ford’s has to do with making a new body finish [paint]
from the oil. The laboratories worked out a process for
producing from the oil a synthetic resin which can be made
into an enamel superior to lacquer in every respect, from
original gloss to its complete resistance to deterioration. It
costs less by the gallon, uses less gallons to the job, saves
tremendously on labor. To match its qualities the chemists
are working on a better finish for fenders, using the soybean
resin as a coating and soybean oil as a carrier of the pigment.
“One entire class of cars was last winter scheduled to
carry this finish. The only reason why Ford did not shift
over on his entire line was that he had not as yet enough oilcrushing capacity to do it.
“Last summer, said Mr. Ford, ‘we had almost ten
thousand acres of land under cultivation, most of it in
soybeans. The yield is approximately fifteen bushels to the
acre. Last year’s planting is equivalent to about 7 million
pounds of soybean oil. About fifteen pounds of oil are
needed for finishing one of our cars. Think what this means
as a new outlet for farm products when the new enamel
becomes standard for the industry, as it probably will!’”
A large photo shows Henry Ford hunkering down to
inspect a patch of soybeans; his left hand is touching the
plants and his right hand holds his straw hat. A smaller photo
shows two pairs of horses pulling a cultivating rig in a field
of soybeans.
2558. Wilsie, C.P. 1933. Territory can grow dairy feed:
considerable amount imported from mainland despite fact
that fodder or pastures can be grown in Islands without
difficulty. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). Dec. 16. p. 67.
• Summary: “In regions where rotation crops are grown.
cow peas, soybeans and velvet beans make the most
valuable addition to the green forage supply.” Address:
PhD, Agronomist, Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station,
University of Hawaii.
2559. Duck, R.W. 1933. Growing soy beans in the East.
Rural New-Yorker 92(5273):626. Dec. 23. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Suitable soils. Seeding. Care and
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attention. Harvesting and handling. Varieties. Feeding to
livestock (as hay or pasture).
“During my visits to the Central West for the past ten
years I have seen Soy beans and Soy-bean products gradually
become a principal source of protein for dairy cattle,
especially in Indiana and Illinois.” Soy bean researchers
in New York state include Dalton and Barron of New York
State Agricultural College, and H.B. Hartwig of the N.Y.
Experiment Station at Ithaca. The author emphasizes the
necessity of keeping weeds from choking the soy beans.
2560. Popp, M. 1933. Sojabohnen auf Moorboden
[Cultivation of soy beans on moors]. Deutsche
Landwirtschaftliche Presse 60(52):657. Dec. 30. [Ger]
• Summary: Soybean trials were conducted in Germany
during World War I, and they succeeded to some degree
in central and southern Germany. However soybeans have
not yet been made to ripen in Germany’s coastal climates.
Recently, however, Friedrich Kuhlmann of Hundsmuehlen,
succeeded in growing soybeans as a silage plant on his land
in the high moors. He obtained very noteworthy yields.
Individual plants grew to a height of over 1 meter. Also the
well-known old farmer Diedrich Paradies, of Nueunbrok bei
Grossenmeer i.O. brought us well-developed soybeans from
his moor. Chemical analyses are given of these two types of
soybeans grown in central and southern Germany. Address:
Prof. Dr., Versuchs- und Kontrollstation der Oldenburgischen
Landwirtschaftskammer [Germany].
2561. Crane, Helen R. 1933. The story of the soya. Scientific
American 149:270-72. Dec.
• Summary: The article begins: “During the Civil War the
Union soldiers were fed a coffee which they did not like very
well. It tasted ‘so-so’ but it failed to whip them on and keep
them awake as did the coffee they had back home. No one
bothered to tell them it was soybean coffee, and if they had
been told what it was, the news probably would have meant
nothing to them, for few people in this part of the world had
ever heard of the soybean in that time.” This “Civil War
coffee” was “brought back by some of our traders to the
East...”
“Time went on and then, in 1915 a shortage of
cottonseed in the South coincided with a surplus of North
Carolina’s soybeans that were being cultivated for live-stock.
The Department of Agriculture began to dream dreams of
an American soy-oil. Had not the Orient been using this oil
for thousands of years in making lacquers, varnishes, paints,
soaps, printing-inks, candles, waterproofing, and all such?”
Americans discovered that soybean “oil could be
extracted by grinding the beans and then placing them in
some chemical solvent such as benzol, naphtha, or ether.
The solvent was later evaporated, distilled, and used over
again...” The Orientals have made comparatively “little use
of soy meal for animal feed.”

“It was not until as recently as 1917, when conditions
brought on by the World War forced the Department of
Agriculture to search for a cheap source of proteins for
human consumption, that the soy bean was ‘discovered’ as
a real food. More than 400 different recipes exist in Chinese
cook-books, some of them dating back to about 3000 B.C.,
but we Americans did not find them. Our scientists went to
work directly on the bean itself–although they may have
accepted ideas from the Orient of using it as a flour, a curd,
milk, oil, and meal.”
“Our food experts, too, have taken with enthusiasm to
this new ‘almost perfect food... it fills a crying need in our
dietary,’ they say, and they add that, ‘... for some strange
reason, our knowledge of foods has lagged far behind our
other technical accomplishments and we have only just
begun to realize the deficiencies of our present foods... the
soya will be come a very important accessory.’”
“Soy-milk, which is prepared in a similar manner to
almond-milk, is reported by several of our universities to
be suitable for use as the only source of proteins in the diet
of babies, as well as being adequate for promoting normal
growth in children. It is further stated in these reports that
invariably better results are obtained from its use in such
cases than from cow’s milk.”
“As for the cheese, or curds, they do not appeal greatly
to Occidental taste at first. They seem a trifle strong in flavor
and are sponge-like in consistency, but it is prophesized
[prophesied] that they will undoubtedly come to be looked
upon as the delicacy they are considered to be in the Orient.
These curds, prepared in an infinite number of ways, may
appear in one form as the ‘meat’ course, in another as the
salad, and in still another as the dessert.”
“Flour is now an important product from the soy, and
is being manufactured in various parts of the country by
the ton. It is used for making breads, cakes, and pastries. To
diabetic patients and others in need of a starch-free diet it
comes as a blessing, as well as adding a very palatable and
nutritious item to the pantry list of any housewife.”
“’Ice Cream by the Mile’ is the title of an article, to be
published soon, which tells the story of the development of a
new and better process for making that frozen delicacy.”
Photos show: (1) A field of Oo-too-ton [Otootan]
soybeans in Orangeburg County, South Carolina. (2) William
Morse of the USDA holding a round soybean cake made by
pressing the oil from the beans. (3) Laredo soybeans cocked
up in the field for curing in White County, Arkansas. (4)
A soybean plant growing taller than a man, with corn, in
South Carolina; they are used for soil building and “hogging
down.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2000),
published in the USA, that uses the term “the soya” as a
noun.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2016) contains the term “soy-oil.”
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2562. Ferrin, E.F.; Johnson, D. 1933. Soya beans in relation
to soft pork. American Hampshire Herdsman 8(10):16. Also
in Biedermanns Zentralblatt, 1935 A, 5, 355. *
• Summary: Prolonged feeding of even small proportions
of soya beans involves the risk of producing soft pork. A
ration of corn and soya-bean cake for grazing pigs proved
satisfactory.
2563. Morse, W.J. 1933. Soybeans now a major crop
in United States; Few grown before 1898. Yearbook of
Agriculture (USDA) p. 198-205. For the year 1933.
• Summary: Contents: Variety adaptation. Variety utilization
(incl. bean curd, bean milk, soy sauce, miso (bean paste),
bean sprouts, green vegetable beans, bean flour, roasted
beans, bean confections [made using roasted whole soy
flour], beverages, oil and meal, special fermented bean
products). Soybean oil and meal industry. Soybean meal.
Soybean oil. Soybeans for human food. Soybeans as an
export crop.
“Variety adaptation: The Virginia, Laredo, Manchu, and
Biloxi have a greater range than most other varieties. The
Virginia, Mansoy, and Harbinsoy varieties excel on the less
productive types of soil, while on better soils the Mansoy
and Harbinsoy give inferior results.
“Since the Department of Agriculture began to introduce
soybean varieties more than 7,000 samples of beans have
been collected from Japan, Chosen [Korea], Manchuria,
China, Taiwan (Formosa), Java [in today’s Indonesia],
Sumatra, and India. There are more than 2,000 distinct types
in this large collection, ranging from 75 to more than 200
days in reaching maturity. At present about 40 varieties are
generally grown in the United States.”
“In Japan, where the soybean is used extensively as a
green vegetable, more than 60 varieties, ranging in maturity
from 75 to 160 days and differing in flavor, are grown
solely for this purpose. The soybean in used in the United
States primarily as forage, being preserved either as hay or
silage, or cut and fed green as soilage, and is also pastured
extensively with hogs and sheep.”
“Soybeans for human food: In Asiatic countries the
soybean is grown primarily for the beans, which are used
largely in the manufacture of numerous food products that
supply the principal source of protein in the Asiatic diet as
that in the diet of western people is furnished chiefly by meat
and dairy products. “Oriental people use very few dairy and
meat products, yet for many centuries they have lived on an
apparently well-balanced diet of which the protein is derived
largely from the soybean.
“The most commonly used soybean foods in the Orient
are soy sauce, miso or bean paste, bean curd, bean milk, bean
flour, roasted-bean confections, green-vegetable beans, bean
sprouts, roasted bean flour, boiled beans (with rice, millet,
or sorghum), coffee substitute, and health drinks made from

roasted soybeans.
“In the United States the soybean and its products have
attracted attention as an article of food at various times,
but only within the last three or four years have there been
any extensive investigations along this line by commercial
interests. Soybean flour, made by grinding either the whole
bean (preferably yellow-seed varieties) or the press cake
after the oil has been removed from the beans, is finding
increasing favor in the manufacture of various products, such
as malted milk, macaroni, vermicelli, spaghetti, noodles,
crackers, cookies, ice-cream cones, breakfast foods, health
foods, diabetic foods, and infant foods. Within the last year
several large baking companies have began using 15 to
20 per cent of soybean flour in making bread and cakes.”
Address: Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
2564. Mumford, H.W. 1933. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 46:1-295. For the year
ended June 30, 1933.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Success of soybeans
permits farmers to adjust crops (p. 31-32). Breeding studies
make soybeans meet needs of trade (p. 32-34). Soybeans
valuable soil improver if properly handled (p. 35-36).
Changing conditions are being met with new crops (p. 63-65;
soybean oil in paints).
Livestock investigations: Objections to soybean hay
for beef cattle overcome (p. 71-72). Processing method may
make soy oil meal unpalatable (p. 72-74; Tests were made
“to determine the relative feeding value of soybean oil meals
manufactured in different ways. The cattle making the largest
gains of any in the experiment were those fed meal produced
at the lowest temperature”). Soybean oil meal protein tested
for fattening pigs (p. 80-84). Alfalfa pasture worth $24 an
acre for lamb feeding (p. 95-97; also discusses soybean hay).
Feeding ewes silage might cut cost of lambs and wool (p. 9798; silage should be supplemented with soybean oil meal).
Different soybean oil meals about equal for chicks (p. 11315).
Entomology investigations: Soybeans and cowpeas
remain free from insect damage (p. 142).
Agricultural economics investigations: Soybeans
paid higher acre-returns than other crops (p. 179-80; The
average after-tax profit per acre for the 3 years 1930-32 in
Champaign and Piatt counties was: Soybeans {hay} $2.97.
Soybeans {combined} $2.70. Winter wheat $2.25. Corn
$2.16. Oats $1.26. Soybeans {threshed} -$0.18). Soybean
marketing studies taking on new importance (p. 187-88).
Crushing lessens weather risks of field-cured hay (p. 208-10;
crushing soybean hay in the field shortened the curing time
to slightly more than half that required for hay cut with the
ordinary mower).
Home economics investigations: Food products may
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expand market outlook for soybeans (p. 265; During the past
year, Sybil Woodruff has tested ways of making nutritious
and pleasing dishes from soybeans. Four mimeographed
pages of recipes have been compiled for distribution. No
details about these recipes are given).
Note: Page 181 shows that during the Great Depression
in Illinois, many farmers started losing money, beginning
in 1930 or 1931. Address: Dean and Director of the Station,
Urbana, Illinois.
2565. Tomhave, A.E. 1933. Wheat and soybeans as a food
for swine. American Society of Animal Production, Record of
Proceedings p. 131-3. Annual Meetings of 1932-33. *
2566. Vestal, C.M.; Shrewsbury, C.L. 1933. Nutritive value
of soybeans with preliminary observations on the quality
of pork produced. American Society of Animal Production,
Record of Proceedings p. 127-30. Annual Meetings of 193233. *
• Summary: Reported that the cooking of soybeans causes an
increase in their growth promoting properties for rats.
2567. Cannon, C.Y.; Johnston, Floyd. 1934. Soybeans for
dairy cows. Iowa Agricultural College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts, Extension Bulletin No. 196. 16 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Soybeans in the dairy
cow’s ration: Feeding value of soybeans, roughage value
of soybeans, when should soybeans be cut for hay?, shall
soybean hay be ground or chopped?, soybeans in silage,
soybean straw, soybeans used as grain, fat in soybeans, effect
of fat on the cow, effects of feeding soybeans on milk and
butter flavors and on butter quality, value of soybean oilmeal.
Growing the soybean crop: Varieties of soybeans, seedbed
and cultivation, planting, inoculation, harvesting the crop.
2568. Culbertson, C.C.; Thomas, B.H.; Hammond, W.E.;
Beard, F.J. 1934. Supplemental mixtures and soybeans for
fattening spring pigs on rape pasture and in dry lot. A.H.
Leaflet [Animal Husbandry], Iowa Agricultural Experiment
Station, Cooperative Extension Service No. 146. 9 p. Feb. [2
ref]
• Summary: This is a mimeographed leaflet. Contents: In
Series I, Pigs on rape pasture, the pigs were divided into 10
lots based on what they were fed:
1. Minerals.
2. Meat meal tankage.
3. Meat meal tankage or soybeans.
4. Meat meal tankage or soybeans #2
5. Meat meal tankage or soybeans #3
6. Soybeans
7. Soybeans or meat meal tankage.
8. Soybean oilmeal.
9. Soybean oilmeal with minerals.
10. Meat meal tankage–Soybean oilmeal.

Series: Pigs in dry lot. Shelled corn, mostly yellow, and
Mineral Mixture A were self-fed to all groups in dry lot.
1. Regular Trinity Mixture self-fed. Trinity mixture:
Meat meal tankage 50 pounds, linseed oilmeal 25 pounds,
alfalfa meal 25 pounds; total 100 pounds.
2. Regular Trinity Mixture self-fed–Later whole
soybeans self-fed
3. Regular Trinity Mixture self-fed–Later whole
soybeans self-fed #2
4. Regular Trinity Mixture–Later corn oil.
5. Regular Trinity Mixture–Later soybean oil.
The facts and methods of feeding described. The
chemical studies made on certain of the individual pigs.
Comments.
Tables: (1) Growing and fattening pigs on rape pasture.
(2) Growing and fattening pigs in dry lot. (3) Hardness of
body fat produced [hard is desirable].
“The carcasses of the pigs that were fed soybean
oilmeal were firmer than those in the groups that consumed
appreciable amounts of whole soybeans, indicating that the
oil in the beans was the ‘chief offender’ in producing soft
fat.” Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station, Animal Husbandry
Section, Ames, Iowa.
2569. Rhoad, A.O.; Carneiro, Geraldo G. 1934. Valor da
soja moida para producao de leite [The value of ground
soybeans for the production of milk]. Boletim de Agricultura,
Zootecnia e Veterinaria (Minas Gerais, Brazil) 7(2):69-78.
Feb. [3 ref. Por]
• Summary: Soybean meal is probably ground soybeans
rather than defatted meal. Address: 1. Prof. Catedratico de
Zootecnia da Escola Superior de Agricultura e Veterinaria do
Estado; 2. Eng. Agronomo, Prof. Aux de Zootecnia.
2570. Van Vlissingen, Arthur, Jr. 1934. Un industrial habla
sobre automoviles y soja [An industrialist [Henry Ford] talks
about automobiles and soybeans]. Hacienda (La) (Buffalo,
New York) 29(2):45-47. Feb. [Spa]
• Summary: This is similar to an English-language article by
the author in Sept. 1933.
Photos show: (1) Henry Ford hunkering down to inspect
a patch of soybeans; his left hand is touching the plants and
his right hand holds his straw hat. (2) Two pods of soybeans,
one open showing 3 beans, the other closed. (3) Soybeans in
a field growing in long, straight rows. (4) Round traditional
warehouses filled with soybeans in Manchuria. (5) Many
rows of hydraulic presses pressing soybean cakes.
2571. Laughland, Jas. 1934. Farm tests on soybeans: Farmers
find soybeans useful for both hay and grain–Results best
when grown in drills. Farmer’s Advocate (Ontario, Canada)
69:176. March 15.
• Summary: “During the past few years soybean
demonstrations have been conducted in every county of
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Ontario. The work was carried on by farmers in cooperation
with the Field Husbandry Department, Ontario Agricultural
College.” The average yield of seed over a 3-year period
as reported by 92 farmers was 19 bushels per acre, and that
of hay, from 139 tests, was 2.2 tons per acre. The growers
reported favorably, as evidenced by quotations from farmers
in many different counties. The author gives 30-45 pounds as
the amount of seed required per acre when the soy beans are
grown for seed production in rows 28 inches apart, and 1½
to 2 bushels (90-120 lb) when drilled solid for hay. Address:
Dep. of Field Husbandry, Ontario Agricultural College,
Canada.
2572. Coker’s Pedigreed Seed Co. 1934. Coker’s seed
catalog–Spring 1934. Hartsville, South Carolina. 28 cm.
• Summary: The full page (unnumbered) devoted to soy
beans is titled “Two valuable new hybrid soy beans.” (1)
“Coker 31-9 (Mammoth Yellow x Laredo). The most shatterresistant bean we know of (only 2/10 of 1% shattered to
November 23). A beautiful yellow bean, about one-half the
size of Mammoth Yellow. The best combination grain and
hay bean. Grows very erect; most excellent for combine
harvesting. You can harvest more beans per acre with this
variety than any other.” Prices: $3.50 per packet, or $10.00
per bushel. F.O.B. Hartsville. “Very limited quantity to
offer.”
(2) “Coker 31-15 (Laredo x Otootan). A black bean
slightly larger than Otootan. (Coker 31-15, 320,640 per bu.,
Otootan 364,800.) Is the best hay bean that we know of.
Highly productive.” Prices: $2.00 per packet, or $5.00 per
bushel.
Photos show: (1) Coker’s farm manager, J.F. Clyburn,
wearing hat, two-piece suit, and tie, in a field of Coker 31-9
soybeans, holding up one erect plant. (2) A large field with
several wagons, pulled by two horses each, piled high with
soybean hay, and many shocks of this hay piled as high as
a man. “1933 crop of Coker 31-15 averaged nearly 2½ tons
hay per acre.”
Note: This catalog was received by the USDA National
Agricultural Library on 6 March 1934.
This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address:
Hartsville, South Carolina.
2573. Duke, W.W. 1934. Soy bean as a possible important
source of allergy. J. of Allergy 5:300-02. March.
• Summary: Reports the case of an individual who was
extremely sensitive to soybeans; age 43, his residence was on
one side of a soy bean mill and his office was on the other.
Depending upon wind direction, he would have asthma at
his home or in his office. He stated that he was unable to
escape soy bean in his diet, and he was “so sensitive that he
would have asthma if he drank milk obtained from cows fed
on soy bean fodder.” All soy products that he brought gave

“enormous positive skin tests.” He was even sensitive to
soy bean oil–unless it had been filtered through stone. This
proves that the oil was inert, but that minute particles of the
soy bean contained in the oil cause the reaction.
Four additional individuals who worked in the soy
bean mill and who had cough and asthma were tested with
soy bean extract; in each case a positive reaction to scratch
tests was obtained. In one case asthma developed when the
patient ate food containing soy beans and in this case passive
transfer of hypersensitivity to the nonallergic skin was
demonstrated easily. The patient seemed definitely to benefit
from repeated administration of small and then gradually
increasing doses of the extract of soy bean. This treatment,
however, was not effective in controlling symptoms when
the patient was in contact with dust from soy beans.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that uses the word “allergy” (or “allergic,” etc.) in connection
with soybeans, and that suggests soybeans are a probable
cause of the allergy.
Note 2. Mortimer (1961) states that this is the earliest
document seen reporting an adult case of anaphylaxis.
Catsimpoolas and Meyer (1968, p. 128) state that this is the
earliest document seen concerning the antigenic properties of
soybeans. However neither the word “anaphylaxis” nor the
word “antigenic” appears in this article. For a discussion of
this paper by Piness and Figley, see p. 322-23.
Messina (2019) states: “The first report in the scientific
literature of soy allergy dates to 1934, although in this case
the allergic response was the result of airborne transfer of soy
allergens among workers in a plant that milled soybeans.”
Address: M.D., Kansas City, Missouri.
2574. King, B.M. 1934. The soybean crop in Missouri.
Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 174.
15 p. March.
• Summary: Includes discussion of the advantages of
soybeans grown in mixtures with other crops, the harvesting
of soybeans for hay and seed, the place of soybeans in the
crop rotation, their effect upon the yield of wheat, the cost
of producing soybeans and the feed value of soybean hay.
Address: Columbia, Missouri.
2575. Miller, K.C. 1934. Soybeans feeding tests show
varying results. Purdue Agriculturist (Indiana) 28(6):47, 51.
March.
• Summary: Discusses the value of soybeans for growing
and fattening pigs. Experiments at the Purdue Agric. Exp.
Station show that whole soybeans should be cooked / roasted
and fed with corn. Address: Class of 1934.
2576. Morris, H.T. 1934. All the world again looks at
soybeans. Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois). March. p. 3-11.
• Summary: This article begins with a brief, folksy and
largely inaccurate early history of the soybean in Asia (the
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earliest record dates from 2,700 years before the birth of
Christ). It came to the USA in 1804 and to Illinois prior to
1890.
“The Staley company’s part in pioneering the soybean
industry in America goes back to an incident in the life of an
American boy–a half century ago. A missionary, returning to
his home in America, brought with him a quantity of peculiar
looking beans. These, by chance, fell into the hands of an
observant chap who was a tiller of soil. Upon being told that
these beans were the main crop of the Orient and furnished
sustenance to both man and beast, the observer planted the
seed and from actual experience saw that it enriched the
ground and that livestock relished the beans and hay. Little
did he realize that half a century later his intimate knowledge
of the soybean would perhaps be a factor in shaping the
destiny of the industry.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2018)
in the Staley Journal that mentions a “missionary” giving
young A.E. Staley the first soybeans he had ever seen. A half
century ago would have been about 1884. Mr. Staley started
promoting soybeans in about 1921, but he waited some 13
years before he got around telling the story of the missionary.
This story is told at least 22 times in this book, each time
somewhat differently. In one retelling, for example, the
missionary is a woman.
“The farms in Illinois had been worked overtime.
The ground has been ‘corned to death.’ Unheard of prices
during the World War were an incentive to plant more and
more corn. The scheme of crop rotating had been neglected.
Farmers complained of low yield. They were, relatively
speaking, harvesting nubbins [stunted, undeveloped ears
of corn] instead of well matured ears. Although chargeable
to freak seasons, there was further indication of worn out
ground in the form of low protein and immature corn. The
observer knew what remedy to apply. He began to preach
‘diversity with soybeans.’ He was so sincere and intent that
this gospel should be spread that through the Staley company
a promotional department was created. This staff had one
specific job–that of selling the farmers on the possibilities of
soybeans. In conjunction with the Staley company, soybean
trains were operated throughout the country–stopping at all
stations and demonstrating soybeans and soybean products.
“Needed new methods: From a comparatively few fields
the seed look root. Many growers became discouraged. They
were ‘corn farmers.’ The same methods employed to produce
a bumper crop of corn would not raise soybeans. The idea
prevailed that soybeans would be a ‘catch’ crop. If due to a
late season the corn acreage was cut short, the ground might
be planted in soybeans.
“Through the ‘test’ period many farmers gave up in
disgust, but others tried their hand at raising beans. For a
number of years this shifting about took place. The more
progressive farmers found that certain methods proved
successful. Some tried a finely mulched seed bed or proper

inoculation of the seed. Others tried planting sufficiently
early in the season to permit full growth, maturity and
harvesting before the fall rains and early frost and the right
kind of machinery.
“The University of Illinois, College of Agriculture, lent
its full support in developing soybean culture. This work
is particularly noteworthy for having developed a strain of
beans adapted to this climate and soil. This is known as the
Illini. Its particular characteristic is a sturdy stem, which has
a tendency to withstand wind and rain and in the early fall to
shed the foliage, but retain the pods.
“The farm machine industry developed special
machinery for the cultivation and harvesting of the crop. In
this respect the combine–a machine which cuts and threshes
with one operation–is probably most outstanding...”
Most of the rest of the article is about Soybean Oil Meal,
one of the soybean products pioneered by A.E. Staley Mfg.
Co.
Also discusses: an influential article by Dr. A.A.
Horvath, soybean flour, soybean milk (supposedly “equal
in biological value to the casein of milk”), soybean curd,
soybean sauce, soy sauce as the basis of Worcestershire
sauce, use of soybeans (a legume) to enrich the soil, the
importance of crop rotation, soybean hay as one of the best
known feeds.
According to Dr. Horvath’s article: “’The soybean
protein is not only equal in biological value to the casein of
milk, but is similar in properties. If the soybean is boiled in
water, the protein will not coagulate. It belongs to a group of
globulins which is similar to the casein of milk. The Chinese
are soaking the soybeans over night and afterwards grinding
them between millstones, getting a cream. This cream is
diluted with water and boiled after being filtered through
cheesecloth. They get a milk such as almond milk, which is
made from sweet almonds. Soybean milk contains oil and the
protein necessary to the emulsification.
“’This soybean milk has been used in China since
time immemorial and in the streets of Peking one can see
men carrying bottles labeled similar to our milk here. This
soybean milk, if kept at room temperature for hours, will
turn acid and coagulate. Curds are formed exactly as curds
are formed in ordinary milk. But the Chinese cheese is made
not by turning the milk acid, but by curdling it in a special
way. They use the mother liquid from sea water [nigari]
(after table salt is manufactured) or a little plaster of paris.
By boiling soybean milk with plaster of paris, about one-half
gram for a quart, a curd can be obtained which resembles
cheese and which can be cut like cheese. The Chinese and
Japanese both use this. This soybean curd is called ‘To Fu’
and it is the standard food of every Oriental.
“’The Chinese do not use the soybean curd as it is,
because it tastes neutral and nobody likes a food which has
no taste. A Japanese scientist said to me, “You Occidentals
may not like the soybean, nor do we like it. We add to the
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soybean, soy sauce and in China and Japan no food is taken
without a few cubic centimeters of this soybean sauce.” The
average consumption of soybean sauce and other similar
products in Japan and China per person is from 50 to 100
grains a day.
“’This sauce is nothing but fermented soybeans. The
soybeans are cooked, then crushed between stones, table salt
and water added and the mixture kept in big jars in the open
air–sometimes covered–up to six months and even five to six
years. The bean undergoes fermentation, especially under the
action of bacteria and the specific mold Aspergillus Oryzae.
This is [the mold’s enzymes are] capable of splitting the
soybean, thus hydrolyzing the soybean protein. The resulting
product equals the taste of beef extract. This soybean sauce
for 20 to 30 years has been exported from China and Japan
and it is then spiced and labeled “Worcestershire” Sauce.’
“’Dr. Horvath concludes his article by saying–’Soybeans
are going to revolutionize nutrition.’
Photos show: (1) A soybean plant loaded with pods; also
shows the roots and a lead. (2) A field of soybeans planted
in rows; they are “becoming more common in the middle
west.” (3) A “picturesque if not highly practical method of
harvesting soybeans;” in many small mounds or shocks in
a field. (4) Three horizontal photos with soft pork and firm
pork compared in each one. Soft pork results from feeding
hogs a high percentage of whole soybeans, but not from
feeding them soybean oil meal (from which all or most of the
oil has been removed). (5) A row of soybean expellers at the
Staley crushing plant. (6) Horizontal soybean dryers at the
Staley crushing plant. (7) The big elevator in which soybeans
are stored at the Staley plant, and a rail siding. Address: Feed
sales manager, A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois.
2577. Morse, W.J. 1934. Utilizacion de la haba soya
[Utilization of soy beans]. Irrigacion en Mexico. Revista
Mensuel 8(3):189-99. March. [Spa]
• Summary: This article is quite similar to the article
with almost the same title (Utilizacion de las habas soya)
that Morse wrote in Spanish in April 1934 in Revista de
Agricultura, Comercio y Trabajo (Cuba). The photographs
are also similar. Address: USDA, Washington, DC, USA.
2578. Kunz, E. 1934. K otazce pestovani soje jako
picniny [On the cultivation of soybeans as a fodder crop].
Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec (Czech Farmer) 16(16):183-84.
April 20. [Cze]
• Summary: A photo (p. 183) shows Professor Dr. Otakar
Laxa, who did extensive work with soybeans. Address:
Czechoslovakia.
2579. Getty, R.E. 1934. Experiments with forage crops at
the Fort Hays Branch Station, Hays, Kansas, 1913 to 1928.
USDA Technical Bulletin No. 410. 92 p. April. See p. 83-85.
• Summary: This branch station is located about one half

mile south of Hays, the county seat of Ellis County, Kansas.
It is about 100 miles west of the 98th meridian, which is
ordinarily considered the eastern boundary of the Great
Plains, and at an altitude of 2,000 feet.
The section titled “Soybeans” (p. 83) states: “The
soybean tests in 1913 all failed entirely. They consisted of
single-row tests of F.C. 6928, 6929, and 6930; S.P.I. 18227,
20854, 30745, 30746, and 30747. In 1914 open-field plot
tests of one twentieth to one tenth of an acre were grown
of three varieties, with yields per acre as follows: Green,
S.P.I. 28050, 1.19 tons of forage, 10 bushels of grain; Black
Eyebrow, S.P.I. 30744, 0.44 tons of forage, 3.3 bushels
of grain; Tashing, S.P.I. 20854, seeded 13 days later, was
destroyed by rabbits.”
Table 31 shows the “Yields of annual legumes, 1913-28:
Acre yields of total crop.” The crops are field peas, Early
Buff cowpeas, soybeans, white tepary beans, yellow tepary
beans, and pinto beans. Soybeans are divided into open field
and fenced. For open field, the yield ranged from 0 (7 years)
to 1.22 tons/acre (in 1920). For fenced, the highest yield
were in 2.40 tons/acre (in 1925), 1.88 tons/acre in 1915, and
1.49 tons/acre in 1927.
Table 33 shows the results with ten S.P.I. numbers of
soybeans (including Manchu, Wea, and Black Eyebrow) in
1915. Table 34 (p. 83) shows the results with the following
soybean varieties from 1924 to 1928: A.K., Arlington,
Haberlandt, Lucas, Manchu, Morse, Peking, Sable, Virginia,
Wilson. The best seed yields came from A.K. (12.0 bu/acre)
and Lucas (11.3 bu/acre).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2008)
that mentions “the Great Plains” in connection with
soybeans–but not the first time they have been grown on the
Great Plains. Also discusses grass sorghums, bromegrass,
fundi, millet, sweetclover, tepary beans, Korean lespedeza,
kudzu, sainfoin, tedera, sunflowers, rape, kale, hairy vetch,
chickpeas, mung bean, navy bean, Melilotus officinales
[yellow sweet clover, also know as yellow melilot], white
and yellow annual sweetclovers. Address: Formerly: Assoc.
agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of
Plant Industry.
2580. Hawaii Agric. Exp. Station, Report. 1934. Forage
crops and forage plants: Soybeans. 1933:6. April.
• Summary: “Of 30 varieties of soybeans under test for 2
years, Biloxi, Mammoth Yellow, F.P.I. 80495, Laredo, Illini,
F.P.I. 82548, Yellow Biloxi, and Edward have given the
highest yields of seed at Honolulu. In forage yields Biloxi
surpasses all the other varieties tested. Soy beans mature in
less time in Hawaii than they do on the mainland. Biloxi,
Laredo, and Edward, which mature in 140 to 170 days
in Missouri, mature in 110 to 130 days at Honolulu. The
difference in length of day is probably the most important
factor causing a shorter period of growth in Hawaii.
“Considerable local interest is being shown in the use
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of green soybeans as a vegetable. Preliminary tests made
to learn their value in the dietary have shown the following
strains and varieties to possess good flavor and to be suitable
if the yields are satisfactory: F.P.I. 80483, which has a large,
flat, yellow seed with a black saddle; F.P.I. 81780, which has
a large straw-yellow seed; Mammoth Yellow; S.P.I. 40114,
which has a medium-sized yellow seed; Yellow-Biloxi; and
a large green-seeded local variety (Accession no. 2692). In
general the varieties most suitable for use as green vegetables
are not the highest-yielding kinds, and efforts are being made
to select superior strains from some of the varieties that have
the desired flavor.
“For studies of composition and vitamin potency of
green soybeans, see page 24.”

2582. Morse, W.J. 1934. Utilizacion de las habas soya
[Utilization of soybeans]. Revista de Agricultura, Comercio y
Trabajo (Cuba) 14(52):77-90. April. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans for human
food: Dried beans, coffee substitute, toasted soybeans, fresh
green or vegetable beans (Habas frescas o legumbres),
soybean flour, soy sprouts (retoños tiernos), soy sauce,
soybean vegetable milk, tofu (cuajada o queso de habas
soya), soy oil. Soybeans for livestock: Soybeans for hay, for
pasture, for ensilage, for fresh forage, for grain. Soybeans for
oil. Soybean flour and cake. Soybeans for soil improvement.
Address: USDA, Washington, DC, USA.

2581. Mighell, Albert; Hughes, H.D.; Wilkins, F.S. 1934.
Soybeans in Iowa farming. Iowa Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 309. p. 145-206. April.
• Summary: Contents: Summary: Soybeans as a concentrate,
soybeans for hay, an emergency crop. Expansion of the
soybean acreage in Iowa: Rapid increases in acreage, recent
changes in the distribution of the soybean acreage in Iowa.
The competitive strength of soybeans in different parts of
the state: Soybeans hasten erosion on rolling land, soybeans
have an advantage on acid soils low in nitrogen and organic
matter, soybeans are a new factor in the cropping program,
soybeans change the labor program, relation of soybeans to
the livestock system. Recommended varieties of soybeans:
Manchu, Illini, Dunfield, Mukden, Black Eyebrow, other
varieties. Growing the soybean crop: Conditions essential to
successful culture (a well prepared seedbed, thick planting
recommended, cultivation usually essential to weed control,
inoculation necessary to satisfactory results), alternative
methods of growing soybeans (labor and power used in
growing soybeans up to harvest time, drilling gives higher
yields at less cost), harvesting soybeans as seed, harvesting
soybeans as hay, the time element in soybean production
(labor distribution on selected farms, the speed of labor
and power outfits used on soybeans, order and number of
operations on soybeans). Adjusting plans in response to
changes in prices and costs of production: Determining the
advantages of emergency plans in a specific case, evaluation
of soybeans in a permanent program. Contains 9 photos.
“Summary: 1. The Iowa soybean acreage, exclusive of
that interplanted with corn, has expanded from 471 acres
in 1919 to 192,000 acres in 1933. The acreage planted with
corn reached a peak in 1923 and since has dropped to about
one-fifth of the former total.
“2. Thirty-five percent of the crop is harvested as seed,
while 65 percent is cut for hay. The percentage harvested for
seed has been declining.
“3. It is estimated that in 1931 68 percent of the crop
acreage was used to supply feed for cattle, 8 percent for hogs
and 1 percent for horses, 5 percent to supply operators’ own

2583. Torres Herrera, José M. 1934. El haba soya, su cultivo
y beneficio [The soybean, its culture and benefits]. Boletin
Agricola (Medellin, Colombia) 8(189):1180-92. April. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climatological
conditions. Soils appropriate for this crop. Inoculation with
bacteria. Preparation of the soil. Soya in crop rotations.
Sowing the seeds. The work of cultivation. Calculation of the
cost of production for 6,400 square meters (Data taken from
the Palmira Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 1;
the cost is $0.45 per arroba = ca. 25 lb). Soybean varieties
(“Agriculturists interested in planting this crop which has no
equal, can obtain seeds free of charge from the Pamira [sic,
Palmira] Agricultural Experiment Station or the Antioquia
Agricultural Society [Sociedad Antioqueña de Agricultores,
Colombia]”). Production of seeds. Yields of various varieties.
Harvesting and threshing of the grain. The uses of soya (la
soya).
Utilization of the plant and seeds of the soybean (de las
habas soyas): I. The plants as hay, pasture, green forage,
ensilage, green manure. II. The seeds as: 1. Whole dry
soybeans (habas secas, for making infant foods, flour, soup,
butter, diabetic foods and breads, cooked whole soybeans,
confections, health foods (alimentos para sano): soymilk,
soybean roasts or steaks, soy sprouts. Breakfast foods:
Vegetable curd or cheese (cuajada o queso vegetal), soy
sauce, malted milk, soy coffee cakes, flour, livestock feed).
2. Green vegetable soybeans (habas verdes). 3. Soy flour
(harina de habas). 4. Soy oil (aceite de habas).
Soya as human food. The composition of various
legumes. Soy flour. Soy oil. Soy milk (leche de soya):
Nutritional comparison of soy milk and cow’s milk,
powdered soymilk, fermented soymilk, tofu (queso soya),
soy casein (Caseína).
Whole dry soybeans: Roasted soybeans (habas
tostadas), soy coffee (café de soya), soy chocolate (chocolate
de soya). Green-seeded soybeans (habas soyas verdes o
legumbres): Soy sprouts, soy sauces. Edelsoya (soy flour
made by Berczeller).
The value of soy forage. Soybeans in mixtures with

seed, and 18 percent was sold.”
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other crops. Green manure. The concept of Dr. Uribe
Echeverri, minister in Brazil.
Page 1180 states: “Climatological conditions. The
soybean is suited to the temperate zones but it can become
acclimatized to warmer climates and it has succeeded at the
agricultural experiment stations of Valle de Cuaca and of
Tolima and in various regions of the Intendencia del Chocó.
It is probable that some varieties from England and from
the north of Canada can acclimatize themselves in good
conditions in our cold lands.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009)
concerning soybeans in Colombia, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Colombia. Note 2. No mention is made of soya
in Nicaragua.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term habas tostados to refer to
soynuts.
Note 4 This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term habas verdes to refer to
green vegetable soybeans.
Note 5 This is the earliest document seen (March 2020)
that mentions the word “Edelsoya,” spelled with a “y”
rather than the usual “j.” Address: Agrónomo Nacional de la
Intendencia del Chocó [Colombia].
2584. Vignes, R. 1934. Mas sobre el cultivo y
aprovechamiento del frijol o haba “soya” [More about the
cultivation and exploitation of the “soybean”]. Irrigacion en
Mexico. Revista Mensuel 8(4):252-63. April. [Spa]
• Summary: This is a reproduction of an article originally
published in the Bulletin published by the agricultural
section of the Banco hipotecario of Ecuador. It is a general
treatise on growing soya with special reference to the results
obtained hitherto in Ecuador–which seem to be promising.
Contents: Introduction. Weather conditions. Soil.
Fertilizers. Inoculation or bacterization. Preparation of
the soil. Time of planting. Depth of planting. Method
of planting. Density of planting. Cultivation. Varieties.
The soybean in mixed cropping (with maize, garbanzos,
sorghum, with Sudan grass). Soybeans for cattle. Soy flour as
a fertilizer. Miscellaneous uses of soy flour. Soy for hay. Soy
for green forage. Soy for soil improvement (inoculation and
nodulation are important), Soy straw. Value of soy straw for
forage. Value of soy straw as a fertilizer. Report. Elements
used. Commentary. Summary (Determining that soil bacteria
are present). Address: USDA, Washington, DC, USA.
2585. Wilbur, J.S.; McVey, E.J.; Arbuckle, W.S. 1934.
Soybeans for dairy cows increase fat in milk. Purdue
Agriculturist (Indiana) 28(7):51, 59. April.
• Summary: Soybean plants, cut in a late stage of growth
when the beans were plump in the pods, and the lower onefourth to one-fifth of the leaves had turned yellow, made
an excellent legume hay when fed to cows, and caused a

permanent increase in the fat content of their milk. Address:
Dep. of Dairy Husbandry.
2586. Beaumont, A.B.; Stitt, R.E. 1934. Soybeans for
Massachusetts. Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 309. 16 p. May.
• Summary: “The place of soybeans in New England
agriculture: Generally speaking, the future of the soybean in
New England agriculture lies in its ability to produce forage,
either as green feed or cured hay. With yields of only 2.5 to
3 tons of cured hay, however, it can hardly be expected to
compete with red and alsike clovers and alfalfa, which will
yield 3 to 6 tons of cured hay under favorable conditions.
Therefore, the main use of soybeans will be as an emergency
forage crop to be grown when seedings of clover or alfalfa
fail, or when cropping plans need to be changed on short
notice, or for special cases. The soybean is perhaps the best
emergency leguminous forage for New England.
“Summary: Twenty varieties of soybeans were tested for
yield of hay for the three-year period 1929-1931. In two of
these years yield of seed was also obtained. In the fourth year
all varieties which had yielded less than 2.5 tons of cured hay
were dropped from the test, and six new introductions added.
The principal results and conclusions are as follows:
“Generally the forage-producing capacity was found
to be in an inverse ratio to the seed-producing capacity of
the varieties tested, but there were some exceptions. Seed
production varied widely according to the season. Production
data of both forage and seed should be accumulated through
a longer range of seasons before a definite conclusion can be
made on this point.
“In the three-year test reported, 11 of 20 varieties
averaged 2.5 to 3.02 tons of cured hay. The five highestyielding varieties were: (1) Dunfield, 3.02 tons; (2) Habaro,
2.75 tons; (3) Medium Green, 2.74 tons; (4) Harbinsoy, 2.70
tons; and (5) Virginia, 2.67 tons. The fine stems of Dunfield
and Habaro make them preferable for hay. Medium Green
and Harbinsoy have somewhat coarser stems. These four
varieties also have an erect or suberect growth, a point
in their flavor. Virginia is fine-stemmed but decumbent.”
Address: 1. Prof. of Agronomy; 2. Formerly Asst. Research
Prof. of Agronomy. Both: Massachusetts Experiment Station,
MA State College, Amherst.
2587. Oldenburg, F.W. 1934. Soybeans for hay and seed.
Maryland Univ. Extension Service, Circular No. 106. p. 1-8.
May.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Where soybeans will
grow. Varieties. Methods of seeding. Time of planting.
Inoculation. Fertilizing. Cutting for hay. Harvesting soybeans
for seed. Threshing. Special soybean harvesters (incl. the
combine).
In Maryland, the best varieties for both hay and seed
are the Virginia and the Wilson-Five. When these are not
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obtainable, other varieties grown are the Mammoth Yellow,
Illini, and Manchu.
“Special Soybean Harvesters: In regions where beans
are grown extensively for seed, special machines that harvest
the seed from the standing vines are in use. There are several
types of these machines. The most common kind is a long,
box-like affair mounted on two wheels and drawn by two
horses. As the machine passes over the rows, sets of rapidly
revolving arms on a cylinder shatter the beans from the pods
into the body of the machine, from which they are removed
at the end of the row. With such a machine, two men and a
team can harvest an acre in about two hours. The machine
can be used satisfactorily only when the pods are so dry that
the beans shatter easily. On this account one machine can be
depended upon to harvest only 40 to 5O acres per season.
Under favorable conditions they obtain about 95% of the
beans. There is an attachment for the machine that removes
the straw and pods and screens the beans. This saves the time
of one man.
“The latest type of machine, however, is one that takes a
swath six feet wide, flailing the beans off the standing stalk
as it goes. It is pushed along by a tractor, attached to the
machine by a side hitch. It harvests the beans at the rate of
about two acres an hour. This machine promises to be a great
help to soybean growers and is well worth investigating.
“The most efficient machine for harvesting soybeans
is the combine. However, only large acreages would justify
going to the expense of securing such a machine.” Address:
College Park, Maryland.
2588. Wiggans, R.G. 1934. Cayuga soybean: A home-grown,
high-oil high-protein concentrate. New York (Cornell)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 601. 32 p.
May. [26 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Place of the soybean in United
States agriculture. Place of the soybean in New York
agriculture. Considerations for the dairyman: Composition
and digestibility of ground soybeans, monetary value of
one bushel of soybeans, feeding trials with dairy cattle.
Cayuga soybean: Description, origin, chemical composition.
Experimental trials: Tests in cultivated rows, tests in drill
plots, commercial varieties, a comparison of soybeans,
oats and barley, test of new strains. Experiences of owners.
Essentials for successful soybean production: Variety,
requirements of soil and fertility, residual effect of soybeans,
inoculation, preparation of seedbed, time of planting, rate of
seeding, cultivation, harvest, threshing, handling of threshed
grain. Summary.
This new soybean is excellent as a fodder for dairy cows
in New York. Address: Dep. of Plant Breeding, Cornell Univ.
Agric. Exp. Station, Ithaca, New York.
2589. Finley, Harold M. 1934. Among our neighbors: Farm
and garden. Los Angeles Times. June 17. p. K2.

• Summary: “Lancaster: The Dolichos bean, a variety that
requires little water for its growth, is being tried again this
year in Antelope Valley under dry farming condition. Several
farmers have small test plots and Joe Gisler of Del Sur is
giving several acres over to it by way of experiment after
having planted small patches for the past three years. The
seed was originally secured from the College of Agriculture
at Davis. Growers see in the bean a crop that can possibly
be grown in rotation with wheat or barley. It is said to have
feeding value for live stock, giving forage for summer and
fall. The beans themselves are small, but in dried form are
said to have some merit as a food.”
Note 1. This bean is probably the soy bean; its first
scientific name was Dolichos soja, used in the late 1700s and
early 1800s.
Note 2. Lancaster is a city in Los Angeles County,
southern California, northeast of the city of Los Angeles.
2590. Elliott, H.G. 1934. Soya bean trials, 1933-34. J. of the
Department of Agriculture of Western Australia 11:327. June.
• Summary: “The soya beans which were obtained through
the courtesy of the Ford Motor Company of Australia were
the subject of experiments at various centres to determine
their possibility as a summer growing legume...” The
soybeans were to be used as a protein-rich fodder. A table
gives the results of the trials for the season 1933-34 in 4
locations in Western Australia: Margaret River, Muresk,
Denmark, and Munja Station. The soybeans generally failed
even though all seeds were inoculated with the “Soya bean
bacteria” just prior to planting. “It is believed that this crop
is quite unsuitable in Western Australia, with the exception
perhaps of some of the irrigated areas.” Cow peas do better
as a summer legume. Address: Agricultural Adviser, Dairy
Branch.
2591. Stitt, R.E. 1934. A comparison of the dry matter
content of annual lespedezas, alfalfa, and soybeans. J. of the
American Society of Agronomy 26(6):533-35. June.
• Summary: Analyses of plants at varying stages of growth
are recorded. Address: Asst. Agronomist, Div. of Forage
Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.
2592. Phillips, J.B. 1934. The utilization of the soya bean. J.
of the Society of Chemical Industry (London), Chemistry &
Industry Transactions and Abstracts 53(29):627-28. July 20.
• Summary: This article is based on a “Lecture delivered
before the Montreal [Canada] Section of the Society of Feb.
21, 1934.” It contains a short overview of soybean history,
nutritional composition, and utilization (for feed, food, and
industry), plus some statistics. In the USA some soybeans
are “ground into flour and used in such articles as bread,
macaroni, sausage, chocolate, baby food, etc. Most of the
beans which are not used for forage are crushed and the oil
separated... The annual consumption of soya bean oil in the
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United States is approximately as follows” (in million lb):
For paints and lacquers 9.0; soaps and candles 9.0; cooking
oil, mayonnaise, sardines, lecithin manufacture 5.0; linoleum
and oilcloth 4.0; printing ink 3.5; oleomargarine and lard
substitutes 1.5.
“In Manchuria, where the soya bean is a staple article
of diet, little meat is eaten; the protein of the bean resembles
that of meat and may very well be substituted for it.”
“The uses of the oil cake are many and varied. When
fermented, the meal produces a cheese which has a strong
odour at first, but which decreases with age. The soya meal,
after being heated with lime and then treated with caustic
soda, produces an adhesive which is quite water-resistant and
is used extensively on the Pacific Coast in the manufacture
of plywood. It is also used as a cement in the manufacture
of insulating boards intended for use in refrigerators. The
soya meal may also be treated with salt solution and borax
and the protein extracted. After precipitation, a pure casein
is obtained which may be used as sizing for paper and as an
adhesive.”
“Macaroni may contain as much as 30% soya flour,
which is also used in the manufacture of cocoa. Some
chocolate bars are known to contain 60% of soya flour. A
plastic may be made from soya bean casein by the use of
formaldehyde as in the case of milk casein. The soya bean
is unique among vegetables in containing a relatively large
amount of lecithin.” The commercial product is found to
contain about 70% true lecithin and 30% oil or fat. Lecithin
is used in the chocolate and baking industries. Address: Dr.
[Canada?].
2593. Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station Leaflet.
1934. Soybeans. No. 2. July. p. 1-4.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties: For hay, for
grazing, for soil improvement, for bird feed. Culture: Land
preparation, planting, rate and time of seeding, inoculation,
fertilization, cultivation. Harvesting: For hay, grazing,
for seed. Address: Dep. of Agronomy and Soils, Auburn,
Alabama Polytechnic Inst.
2594. Carneiro, G.G. 1934. Valor do farelo de soja para
producao de leite [The value of soybean meal for the
production of milk]. Boletim de Agricultura, Zootecnia e
Veterinaria (Minas Gerais, Brazil) 7(7):3-11. July. [2 ref.
Por]
• Summary: Soybean meal is probably ground soybeans
rather than defatted meal. Address: 1. Eng. Agronomo, Prof.
Instituto de Zootecnia.
2595. Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois). 1934. Soybeans are
salvation. July. p. 17-18.
• Summary: “When weather and politicians failed the
farmers of Illinois this summer, they found a very present
help in the Staley company. Drouth and chinch bugs held

high carnival in northern and central Illinois corn, wheat and
oats fields and by the first of June it was brought home to the
people that crops simply were not to be, unless something
happened. That something, most of them were convinced,
would have to be a miracle, and the average farmer isn’t a
firm believer in miracles.
“Many of them have almost been converted to that belief
since the Staley company announced its plan for aiding
them, early in June, This plan was to sell to the farmers, at a
very low price, soybeans, which they could still sow and for
which they could be sure of a good market next year. So far
soybeans have shown no fear of drouth nor chinch bugs nor
any other pests; they will mature in this climate if planted
as late as June 25, and there is a good market for them. Last
year the state of Illinois was about two million bushels short
of its usual six million crop. The seed supply was exhausted
early this spring.
“Earlier in the season the Staley company had sold to
relief organizations 25,000 bushels of beans for planting for
forage crops. These beans were sold for $1.65 and $1.85 a
bushel. When it announced its plan to work with drouth and
pest stricken farmers the Staley company announced a much
lower price, and the beans were sold with the understanding
that they were not to be used for a forage crop, but were to
be used for commercial purposes only. The price asked was
only $1.35 sacked F.O.B. Decatur, considerably under the
market price for beans.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2018) that
uses the term “F.O.B. Decatur” in connection with soybeans.
“The announcement sent out by H.J. Kapp. manager
of our grain department, to grain dealers of Central Illinois,
follows:
“In view of the existing emergency relative to the
difficulty Illinois farmers are experiencing in securing
soybeans for seeding on abandoned oats or wheat acreage,
we are endeavoring to co-operate in every way possible to
meet this drastic situation.
“As you well know, our company pioneered the
production of soybeans in Central Illinois and we shall
continue with the policy of increasing soybean production,
believing it to the advantage of all concerned to cultivate and
promote this crop.
“Enclosed find a few slips which, when properly signed,
will secure soybeans for the purpose as specified until our
supply is exhausted. We will ask that these beans be allotted
to farmers who will use them on their own acreage for
commercial purposes only and not for forage, as our supply
is not sufficiently large to permit selling for forage purposes.
Execute orders in duplicate, a separate order for each farmer.
“Out-of-state truckers are very eager to secure soybeans
for seed and, we are informed, will use every scheme
possible to secure their requirements. For this reason we
will ask that you check closely on your allotments in order
to protect the small supply that we have to offer, and place
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same to secure the most good.
“The price per bushel at our plant in 2 bushel bags is
$1.35 to the grower for recleaned No. 2 yellow soybeans
of last year’s crop. It will be impossible for us to guarantee
variety or germinating test, however, we are firm in the belief
that they will germinate very good and be highly satisfactory
for seed purposes.
“To say that this announcement was received with
enthusiasm by central Illinois farmers, is putting it much too
mildly. Armed with signed orders from their local elevator
men, farmers from districts more than a hundred miles away
flocked in to the grain department. Victor Dewein, who had
charge of the orders in the office, and Harold Wilber, who
has charge of the elevator where they were delivered, were
swamped with orders. Probably nearly a thousand growers
took advantage of this offer.
“As each man buying beans had to haul them from
our elevator, they arrived in every sort of wagon and truck
imaginable. During the ten days that this offer was open
there was always a line in the office drive, of smart new
trucks, wabbly old one-lungers [single cylinder engines],
trailers hitched to the family car and horse-drawn wagons. It
was evidence of the most satisfactory kind that the farmers
of Illinois were anxious to try this crop. To some, soybeans
are a new crop, but because of their promising future they
are welcoming them. They require little cultivation and
so far have been impervious to most pests. When sold for
commercial purposes, as these will be, they bring a high
price compared with other crops.
“In supplying beans for seeding to produce another
crop, the Staley company has also had to keep in mind
the consumer of soybean oil meal as it is very necessary
to keep trade channels open to take care of the new crop
of beans. Although no crusher has been able to secure the
amount of beans desired for milling, Staley’s are trying to
take care of its meal customers as long as possible and feels
the customers too will eventually receive a benefit from the
comparatively small amounts released for planting. It is also
felt that the customers will be willing to substitute for a short
time in order that drouth-stricken territory be enabled to get
enough forage to partially care for the necessary livestock.
“With the increase in uses for soybeans there is a
growing demand, especially in Illinois. Climate and soil in
the corn belt suit them and the farmers are growing more
enthusiastic about them each year.”
2596. Truksa, V. 1934. Soja [Soybeans]. Zemedelsky Pokrok
(Agricultural Progress) 1(6-7):159-61. July. [4 ref. Cze]
• Summary: Page 160 contains a chart showing the many
ways of using soybeans, mostly as foods. Soybeans would
make a good fodder crop in arid areas of Slovakia. Address:
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia.
2597. Csonka, Frank A.; Jones, D. Breese. 1934. The

cystine, tryptophane, and tyrosine content of the soybean. J.
of Agricultural Research 49(3):279-82. Aug. (Chem. Abst.
28:7299). [10 ref]
• Summary: It was found that the percentage of these
three amino acids varies in different soybean varieties.
The composition of defatted soybean meal from 6 soybean
varieties grown at Arlington Farm was measured. The
range of values was as follows: Nitrogen: 8.96 to 9.87.
Cystine: 3.49 to 4.76. Tryptophane: 9.33 to 1.17. Tyrosine:
2.39 to 3.01. Moreover, the protein content of the soybean
is influenced by climatic conditions. If a variety is able to
mature in both the southern and northern parts of the United
States, the one grown in the North will tend to produce seed
with a higher protein content.
The cystine content of the seed generally parallels
the nitrogen content. Concerning cystine deficiency: “The
analytical data here presented do not support the idea of a
quantitative deficiency of cystine in soybean proteins, but
they do admit the possibility of a qualitative deficiency, due
to low availability of amino acids, when the raw meal is fed,
particularly when soybeans containing the lower cystine
values are used.” Address: 1. Senior chemist; 2. Principal
chemist. Both: Protein and Nutrition Div., Chemical and
Technological Research, Bureau of Chemistry and Soils,
USDA.
2598. Snell, M.G. 1934. Machine-dried soybean hay for
fattening cattle. Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 257. p. 1-18. Aug. [40 ref]
• Summary: Soybean hay, regular cut and machine-dried,
was fed to steers. Both calves and steers gained weight faster
on the machine-dried product.
2599. Culbertson, C.C. 1934. Getting the most out of the
soybean hay and grain. Bureau Farmer (Iowa ed.) 10:20.
Oct. 1. *
2600. Guerpel, H. de. 1934. Le soja fourrage [Soybean
forage]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 98(44):363-65. Nov.
3. [Fre]
Address: Ingenieur agricole, France.
2601. Krcek, Karel. 1934. Vysledky pokusného krmení
dojnic sojou [The results of experiments feeding soybeans
to milch cows]. Zemedelsky Pokrok (Agricultural Progress)
1(11):274-75. Nov. [Cze]
Address: Ze Zootechnického ústavu St. vyzkumnych ústavu
zemed, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia.
2602. Torres Herrera, José M. 1934. El haba soya, su cultivo
y beneficio [The soybean, its culture and benefits]. Boletin de
Agricultura y Trabajo (Nicaragua Ministerio de Agricultura
y Trabajo) 6(54):24-26. Aug.; 6(55):6-8. Sept.; 6(56-57):612. Oct/Nov. 3a Epoca. [Spa]
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• Summary: The article begins with the following: “In
previous editions of this bulletin we inserted various articles
concerning the cultivation of soya; however, given the
large importance of this legume, we decided to reprint this
article by José M. Torres Herrera from the Boletín Agrícola
of Medellín, Colombia” [April 1934. 8(189):1180-92]. The
soybean variety Brazilian Yellow can be obtained in Sao
Paulo for 10 cents gold at the most” (i.e., it is inexpensive).
Contents: Part I. Introduction. Climatological conditions
for different varieties. Soils appropriate for this crop.
Inoculation with bacteria. Preparation of the soil. Soya in
crop rotations.
Part II. Sowing the seeds. The work of cultivation.
Calculation of the cost of production for 6,400 square meters
(Data taken from the Palmira Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 1; the cost is $0.45 per arroba = ca. 25
lb). Soybean varieties (“Agriculturists interested in planting
this crop which has no equal, can obtain seeds free of charge
from the Pamira [sic, Palmira] Agricultural Experiment
Station or the Antioquia Agricultural Society [Sociedad
Antioqueña de Agricultores, Colombia]”). Production of
seeds. Yields of various varieties.
Part III. Harvesting and threshing of the grain. The uses
of soya (la soya). Utilization of the plant and seeds of the
soybean (de las habas soyas): The plants as hay, pasture,
green forage, ensilage, green manure. The seeds as whole dry
soybeans (habas secas, for making infant foods, flour, soup,
butter, diabetic foods and breads, cooked whole soybeans,
confections, health foods [alimentos para sano]: soymilk,
soybean roasts or steaks, soy sprouts. Breakfast foods:
Vegetable curd or cheese [cuajada o queso vegetal], soy
sauce, malted milk, soy coffee cakes, flour, livestock feed),
green vegetable soybeans (habas verdes), soy flour (harina
de habas), soy oil (aceite de habas). Soya as human food.
The composition of various legumes. Soy flour. Soy oil. Soy
milk (leche de soya): Nutritional comparison of soy milk
and cow’s milk, powdered soymilk, fermented soymilk, tofu
(queso soya), soy casein (Caseína). Whole dry soybeans:
Roasted soybeans (habas tostadas), soy coffee (café de
soya), soy chocolate (chocolate de soya). Green-seeded
soybeans (habas soyas verdes o legumbres): Soy sprouts, soy
sauces. Edelsoya (soy flour made by Berczeller). The value
of soy forage. Soybeans in mixtures with other crops. Green
manure. The concept of Dr. Uribe Echeverri, minister in
Brazil.
Note: No mention is made of soya in Nicaragua.
Address: Agrónomo Nacional de la Intendencia del Chocó
[Colombia].
2603. Truksa, V. 1934. Sojova slama jako krmivo [Soybean
straw as a livestock feed]. Zemedelsky Pokrok (Agricultural
Progress) 1(11):280. Nov. [Cze]
Address: Czechoslovakia.

2604. Delegación de los Servicios Hidráulicos del
Guadalquivir. 1934. Campos de experimentación
agrícola. Ensayos con la “Soja.” Laboratorio [Agricultural
experimentation fields. Trials with soybeans. And the
laboratory]. Sevilla, Spain. 89 p. [Spa]
• Summary: This Directorate of Waters, Delegation of
the Guadalquivir (Jefatura de Aguas de la Delegación
del Guadalquivir), has knowledge through lectures and
references of trials conducted in different regions with
the legume called ‘soy,’ whose products have numerous
applications, both agricultural and industrial. I endeavored
in late August 1932, while taking charge of the Delegation
of Hydrological Services of the Guadalquivir, to see that this
plant was tested at the Agricultural Experiment Fields that
this organization had established in Córdoba and Granada.
The tests began in 1933.
More than 20 years ago in Spain, soybean trials were
conducted with good results by the Count of San Bernardo
at his farm “El Alamillo,” located in Ecija (Sevilla). In 1910
the soybean was cultivated by the agricultural engineer Mr.
Noriega in Jerez (Cádiz) and even though the seeds were not
in good condition, the plant showed its excellent resistance
to drought. In 1917 the Spanish Consul in Shanghai, China,
made three varieties of soya available for testing. Nowadays
this plant is examined with care and curiosity, and later [p.
81-82] we shall say that what has been done by us at the
experiment field of Córdoba.
In 1933 the varieties Lorca and Laredo were tested,
and additional plantings of Laredo were done to test its use
as fodder and to gather its beans. In 1934 the soybean trials
were repeated, to test for both grain use and hay. Address:
Seville, Spain.
2605. Dimmock, F.; Kirk, L.E. 1934. Soybeans. Canada
Department of Agriculture (Ottawa), Pamphlet No. 155. 18
p. New Series. Revised in 1939 as Farmers’ Bulletin No. 80.
[1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the
soybean plant. Soil and climatic adaptation. Uses of soybean
seed: Soybean meal, soybean oil, soybean flour. Uses of the
soybean for forage and soil improvement. Varieties: Yields,
varietal adaptation, protein and oil content of seed, size of
seed, colour of seed, registration. Culture: Soil preparation,
time of seeding, inoculation of seed, method of seeding,
depth of seeding, cultivation, harvesting, threshing. Storage
and marketing of seed.
“The soybean gives every indication of becoming
a valuable addition to the field crops of Canada. Its
possibilities are being actively investigated in almost every
province of the Dominion, although production is so far
limited almost entirely to the Province of Ontario. The total
acreage for the Dominion in 1933 is estimated at 15,000
acres. Since the total acreage in 1929 was probably less than
1,000 acres the increasing interest in the soybean as a field
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crop is fully evident.
“Present production of the soybean in Canada is chiefly
for seed, which, being extremely rich in protein and oil has
a high commercial value. The industrial uses for which it
can be utilized are numerous. The seed also has considerable
value on the farm for live stock feeding and, since the
soybean plant itself possesses a high nutritive value for
fodder, it is quite possible that as production increases the
crop may find its greatest use on the farm, rather than in
industry.
“The Dominion Department of Agriculture during the
past ten years has introduced and tested hundreds of varieties
and strains of soybeans from various parts of the world.”
“Since the soybean is comparatively new as a farm crop
in Canada this pamphlet is intended to give information
as to the characteristics of the soybean plant and seed;
its adaptation to soil and climatic conditions; the various
purposes for which soybeans are used; the most suitable
varieties that are available; and general instructions on how
the crop should be grown and handled.”
“Based upon results of tests conducted by the Dominion
Experimental Farms Branch, the following varieties
are considered the best of those available at present for
production in Canada.” A table (p. 11) lists seven varieties;
for each is given the maturity and colour of the seed.
Manitoba Brown, very early, brown. Wisconsin Black, early,
black. Mandarin (Ottawa), medium early, yellow. Manchu
(Hudson), medium late, yellow (black hilum). O.A.C. No.
211, medium late, yellow. Manchu, late, yellow (black
hilum). A.K. (Harrow), very late, yellow (brown hilum).
Table 5 (p. 15) shows “Soybean hay and seed
production, 1933” for the six of the seven varieties
mentioned above in the following places: Nappan, Nova
Scotia; Fredericton, New Brunswick; Lennoxville, Quebec;
and Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island. At Fredericton,
New Brunswick, the soybeans, grown for seed, were
harvested from Sept. 21 to Oct. 12. The average plant height
ranged from 29 to 42 inches. The yield (in bushels per acre)
ranged from 29.8 for Mandarin (Ottawa) to 12.8 for Manchu.
At Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island the soybeans, grown
for seed, were all harvested on Oct. 31. The average plant
height ranged from 18 to 28 inches. The yield (in bushels
per acre) ranged from 24.7 for O.A.C. No. 211 to 19.2
for Manitoba Brown. Below this table we read: “Date of
seeding: Nappan, May 25; Fredericton, May 26; Lennoxville,
June 3; Charlottetown, June 6. Maturity of seed: Fredericton
and Charlottetown–Manitoba Brown and Wisconsin Black–
ripe; Mandarin–fairly mature; other varieties–immature.
Table 6 (p. 15) shows “Protein and oil content of
soybean seed” at 12% moisture for the same six varieties
in the following places: Ottawa, Ontario (averages, 4 years,
1929-1932); Harrow, Ontario (averages, 5 years, 19281932); Brandon, Manitoba; Calgary, Alberta; Avonport, Nova
Scotia; and Sidney, British Columbia. The last four locations

are for 1932 only. The highest protein content was 39.72%
for Manitoba Brown at Harrow.
Size of seed: A table (p. 16) lists the average weight in
grams of 1,000 seeds obtained from seed grown at Harrow
during a period of several years: Manitoba Brown 199,
Wisconsin Black 165, Mandarin 205, O.A.C. 211 225 (the
largest seeds), Manchu 185, A.K. 162.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2019)
concerning soybeans in New Brunswick province, Canada,
or the cultivation of soybeans in New Brunswick.
Note 2. This is also the earliest document seen (June
2019) concerning soybeans in Prince Edward Island, Canada,
or the cultivation of soybeans in Prince Edward Island.
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans
in Prince Edward Island, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Prince Edward Island (6 June 1933). The source of these
soybeans was probably the Central Experimental Farm,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Mandarin (Ottawa).
Address: 1. Div. of Forage Plants, Dominion Experimental
Farms; 2. Dominion Agrostologist, Ottawa, Canada.
2606. Jones, D. Breese; Csonka, Frank A. 1934. Soybeans
content of amino acids varies greatly with variety. Yearbook
of Agriculture (USDA) p. 330-32. For the year 1934.
• Summary: This chapter is only about animal feeds:
“Supplementing feeds to obtain a balanced protein ration
is one of the most effective means of more efficient crop
utilization, and at the same time tends to decrease the volume
of crop production.
“Protein is the most expensive constituent of foods and
feeds. Every bag of feed, such as meals and mixed feed, is
required by law in every State to be labeled with its protein
content. Graduated premiums are paid for wheat according to
a scale of increasing protein content. Protein is the element
that produces muscle. Without enough protein of the right
kind in the diet, animals will not grow, remain healthy, or
reproduce.
“Not all proteins have the same food value. One sack of
feed may be an ideal ration, whereas another containing the
same quantity of protein may be almost worthless because of
the poor quality of its proteins. A protein which contains all
the nutritionally essential amino acids in sufficient quantities
and in a form available to meet the nutritional needs of an
animal is referred to biologically as a protein of good quality.
Proteins are made up of about 18 or 20 amino acids, 4 of
which are essential for the growth and nutrition of animals.
These are lysine, tryptophane, histidine, and cystine. When
any one of these four amino acids is lacking in the diet, an
animal cannot grow or be nourished satisfactorily.
“Proteins in some of our most important foods are
deficient and even lacking in one or more of these essential
amino acids. Other proteins contain all of them in relatively
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large quantities. It is of utmost importance to farmers to
know how to mix different feedstuffs to produce a balanced
protein ration. Satisfactory utilization of foods and feeds
depends on the knowledge of how to combine them so that
the protein deficiency of one foodstuff can be corrected by
mixing it with the proper quantity of another. In order to
do this the quantity of amino acids in different foods must
be known. This can be developed only by fundamental
investigations on the properties and composition of proteins.
“The chief proteins in many foodstuffs have been
isolated in the [USDA] Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, and
their amino acid composition has been determined. Work
is in progress on a method for determining amino acids in
feedstuffs without first isolating and purifying the individual
proteins. This should give a better picture of the protein
value of the feedstuff in its entirety.
“Recent studies in the Bureau of Chemistry and Soils
on the proteins of soybeans have disclosed the fact that
different horticultural varieties of the same seed may show
differences in the amino acid composition. In view of the
great increase in the production of soybeans in the United
States during recent years, any significant difference in the
food value of one variety over another becomes a matter of
importance. The production of soybeans in the United States
has increased from nearly 3 million bushels in 1931 to more
than 16 million bushels in 1932 (1933 Yearbook). In 193132, more than 283 million pounds of soybeans were crushed
(1933 Yearbook). After the oil was expressed, they yielded
200 million pounds of soybean cake. This press cake, or cake
meal, is used for feeding as a protein concentrate. It contains
from 37 to 40 percent of protein. The value of soybeans as
a source of protein has long been recognized by practical
feeders of farm animals. The proteins contain all the known
nutritionally essential amino acids, and are rich in lysine and
tryptophane. Because some of the proteins of certain of the
grains, notably corn and wheat, are deficient in these two
amino acids, soybean meal is an excellent concentrate to
use as a supplement to these foodstuffs. Studies made with
laboratory experimental animals showed that a mixture of
1 part of soybean meal or peanut meal with 3 parts of corn
meal or wheat flour is between two and three times more
efficient for growth production than either corn meal or
wheat flour alone, because of protein supplementation.
“Few, if any, seeds have as many varieties as the
soybean. W.J. Morse, of the Bureau of Plant Industry,
brought from the Orient samples of soybeans representing
between 2,000 and 2,500 different types and varieties. The
unusually wide range of differences in the characteristics of
a number of soybean varieties raised the question of whether
there may be differences in the nutritional value of the
protein of different varieties. Information on this point would
be of importance in the selection of varieties grown for the
production of seed intended for food or feed.
“Significant Differences Demonstrated: Analysis of

glycinin, the chief protein of soybeans, in 12 different
varieties, most of them selected on the merit of their
widespread popularity among the soybean growers of the
United States, has shown significant differences in their
composition with respect to 2 of the 4 nutritionally essential
amino acids, cystine and tryptophane. The percentages in the
different varieties range from 0.74 to 1.46 for cystine, and
from 1.89 to 2.84 for tryptophane. Because these analyses
were made on the isolated protein of the soybeans and not
on the whole seed they do not give an accurate measure
of the amino acids in the whole seed or meal. There are
other proteins present in smaller proportions concerning the
composition of which we have no information. In order to
get a better picture of the protein quality of the whole seed
or meal, recently developed methods have been applied for
the determination of cystine and tryptophane in soybeans
which give a fairly accurate picture of the amounts present in
the whole seed or meal. Lysine and histidine, the other two
essential amino acids, are known to be present in soybeans in
adequate amounts and, therefore, have not been considered
in these analyses. In table 8 are given the percentages of
cystine and tryptophane in the defatted meal of several
varieties of soybeans.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the term “protein quality” in
connection with soy.
This table contains 3 columns: variety name, cystine
(%), and tryptophane (%). The percentage of cystine ranges
from 0.29 to 0.49 The percentage of tryptophane ranges from
0.91 to 1.17.
“The first six varieties listed in the table (Herman,
Mammoth Yellow, Tokyo/Tokio, Peking, Illini, Chiquita),
which are among the most popular grown in the United.
States, show differences in their cystine content which are
significant from the standpoint of their protein nutritional
value. For example, the Herman variety contains more
than one and three fifths times as much as the Illini variety.
The six listed last in the table represent varieties of Korean
and Japanese soybeans which have not yet been grown
in the United States, except on an experimental basis.
Their relatively high cystine and tryptophane values are
of interest in case they prove to be adapted to the soil and
climatic conditions in the United States.” Address: Bureau of
Chemistry and Soils.
2607. Kirk, L.E. 1934. Division of Forage Plants. Report of
the Dominion Agrostologist 44 p. For the years 1930 to 1933
inclusive. See p. 39-41.
• Summary: The section titled “Soybeans” (p. 39-41) begins:
“During the past ten years the Division of Forage Plants has
introduced and tested hundreds and varieties and strains of
soybeans from various parts of the world. Based on these
and other tests in practically all of the Branch Experimental
Farms the following varieties are considered the best of those
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available at present for production in Canada.” A table (p.
39) shows the variety name, maturity, and colour of seed of
these 7 best varieties: Manitoba Brown, very early, brown.
Wisconsin Black, early, black. Mandarin (Ottawa), medium
early, yellow. Manchu (Hudson), medium late, yellow (black
hilum). O.A.C. No. 211, medium late, yellow. Manchu,
late, yellow (black hilum). A.K. (Harrow), very late, yellow
(brown hilum).
Each variety is described together with the conditions
and areas best suited for its growth. “Manitoba Brown is a
semi-dwarf variety. Harvesting of the seed is difficult due
to its short length. It is essentially seed type... Mandarin
is a seed type rather than a hay type,... In Quebec and the
Maritime Provinces, Mandarin can be depended upon to
mature only in those sections most favoured with regard to
both soil and season... In Ontario, Mandarin, O.A.C. No.
211, Manchu and A.K. are being grown at present. Mandarin
matures regularly at Ottawa and is therefore adapted for
production over a fairly wide portion of Eastern Ontario...
The Prairie Provinces are limited almost entirely to the early
maturing varieties, Manitoba Brown and Wisconsin Black...
Mandarin has been grown to maturity in southern Manitoba
but only under favourable conditions can it be depended
upon to produce seed. Both Mandarin and O.A.C. No. 211
have been matured in British Columbia, and it is probable
that these varieties may be adapted for seed purposes to
certain favoured sections of the province.”
Table 6 (p. 41) shows the yield of different soybean
varieties at Ottawa (where Mandarin {Ottawa} gives
the highest yield at 30.36 bu/acre with 12% moisture)
and Harrow, Ontario, Canada (where Manchu gives the
highest yield at 35.99 bu/acre). There is also a section on
soybean breeding. Note: This is the earliest document seen
(Oct. 2004) that mentions the Mandarin (Ottawa) soybean
variety (one of two documents). Address: Ph.D., Dominion
Agrostologist, Canada Dep. of Agriculture, Div. of Forage
Plants, Ottawa, Canada.
2608. Listovnycha, U.J.; Hooley, M.F. 1934. [Nitrogenous
metabolism in soy bean feeding of horses]. Ukrains’kyi
Biokhemichnyi Zhurnal (Ukrainian Biochemical Journal)
7(1):153-61. [Rus; Ukr; eng]
• Summary: Feeding of soya beans increases nitrogen
metabolism. Urinary nitrogen (daily excretion) increases
and the urea:total nitrogen ratio declines through increase
in other nitrogen constituents, especially ammonia. There
is increased excretion of creatinine owing to higher
endogenous protein metabolism. Soy bean is a valuable
fodder as it causes a considerable accumulation of proteins in
the organism (a clearly expressed positive nitrogen balance).
Note: Webster’s Dictionary defines endogenous as
“produced or synthesized within the organism or system.”
Address: Ukraine, USSR.

2609. Mukai, Seizo. 1934. Manshû daizu oyobi sono seihin
[The soybean of Manchuria and its products]. Tokyo:
Iwamatsudo Shoten. xvii + 340 p. Illust. 28 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Part I: Introduction. The
position of soybeans in the world and in Manchuria.
Soybeans in Manchuria and Japan.
Part II: Soybeans: Outline, varieties, cultivation,
character, quality and appraisal, usage of soybeans,
packaging and shipping, demand of the production and
foreign trade (Manchuria, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, China,
South Pacific Ocean, Europe and USA), the custom of
selling and buying.
Part III: Soybean cake/meal and soybean oil. Outline,
varieties, method of production, quality and appraisal, usage
(Cake: Fertilizer, fodder, raw material for foods, for drugs,
and for the chemical industry. Table of soybean cake usage.
Oil: Table of soybean oil use), packaging and shipping (pulp
and oil), production, consumption, and trade (supply and
demand in Manchuria, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, China, South
Pacific and India, Europe and USA), the custom of selling
and buying.
Part IV: Remarks. Bibliography.
Appendix: Table of equivalents in Manchuria, money
system, rate of exchanging money, about the money the
Central bank makes in Manchuria, money exchange, amount
of exporting, soybean and soybean cake/meal related
exchange rate table, important Japanese & Manchurian
market weight and volume exchange rates, general or
Manchurian abbreviation of words.
Photos, charts & graphs: 21 such items are described.
Address: Manchuria.
2610. Culbertson, C.C.; Thomas, B.H.; Hammond, W.E.;
Beard, F.J. 1935. The influence of soybeans upon the gains,
feed requirements and character of the fat produced when fed
to growing and fattening spring pigs on alfalfa pasture. A.H.
Leaflet [Animal Husbandry], Iowa Agricultural Experiment
Station, Cooperative Extension Service No. 147. 5 p. Feb.
• Summary: This is a mimeographed leaflet. Contents:
Introduction. The allotment and rations fed on good alfalfa
pasture (includes whole soybeans and soybean oilmeal).
The feeds and methods of feeding described (All feeds were
self fed. Manchu soybeans were used). Chemical studies
made on certain of the individual carcasses. Comments (“4.
Growing and fattening pigs fed rations containing soybeans
exhibited a marked tendency to produce softer carcasses than
are desired by the packer or the consumer... It appears as
though pigs can consume up to five percent of their ration as
soybeans without noticeably affecting the firmness of their
carcasses”).
Tables: (1) Growing and fattening pigs on alfalfa
pasture. (2) Hardness of body fat produced (Soybean oilmeal
gave hard carcasses). Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station,
Animal Husbandry Section, Ames, Iowa.
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2611. Wiggans, R.G. 1935. Pole beans vs. soybeans as a
companion crop with corn for silage. J. of the American
Society of Agronomy 27(2):154-58. Feb.
• Summary: Claims that in the northeastern states pole
beans are definitely unsatisfactory for companionship with
corn grown for silage. Gives 6 reasons why. Address: Prof.
of Plant Breeding, Dep. of Plant Breeding, Cornell Univ.,
Ithaca, New York.
2612. Guerpel, H. de. 1935. La culture du soja en Normandie
[Soya culture in Normandy]. Revue de Botanique Appliquee
et d’Agriculture Tropicale 15(163):186-88. March. [1 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: The author has conducted soybean trials in
Basse-Normandie for use as grain, forage, and green manure.
One farmer reports a yield of green forage of 30,000 to
35,000 kg/ha during the dry season of 1934. The general
opinion is that the soybean deserves considerable attention in
France. Address: Ingenieur Agricole, Chateau de Plainville
pres Mezidon (Calvados).
2613. MacConkey, C.A. 1935. Soybeans. Ottawa, Canada:
Div. of Research Information, National Research Council,
Ottawa. 93 p. March. 28 cm. [152 ref]
• Summary: A very important and interesting report. In 1932
the first two sections of this report were prepared; in 1934
the third section was added in order to bring it up to date.
Contents: Summary of Part I. Summary of Part II. Summary
of Part III. Part I (p. 14): Cultivation, utilization and trade.
Introduction. Cultivation: Varieties, differences, maturity,
hardiness, color of bean, climate, soil, seeding, harvesting.
Production of oil and cake. Applications: Introduction,
the plant (forage, hay, pasturage, silage, soilage, straw,
soil improvement and fertilizer), the bean (grain, flour,
soy sauce, bean curd [tofu], vegetable beans, other uses),
the cake (cattle feed, flour, fertilizer, other uses), the oil
(general, the soap industry, the paint and varnish industry, the
food industry). The soybean industry in the United States:
Importance of the crop, history and development (incl. Henry
Ford who is said to have 10,000 acres under cultivation),
standards (classes of soybeans), production of oil and cake,
consumption of soybean oil, export trade in soybeans.
Statistics of world trade: Beans (production, exports, imports
[statistics, pre-war average {1909-13} + 1926-1931 for
Germany, Japan, Denmark, UK and British Empire countries,
Dutch East Indies, Sweden, Italy, Formosa, and Holland],
consumption [net imports], prices), oil (production, exports,
imports, consumption, prices), cake (production, exports
and imports). Statistics of the German oil seed industry:
Oil seeds in Germany [by far the world’s largest soybean
importing country and largest European producer of soybean
oil] (imports and exports), vegetable oils (production,
consumption and value), oil cake and meal (production,

imports, exports, consumption and relative values), soybean
experiment stations in Germany.
Part II (p. 56): Development in Canada. The difference
between growing soybeans for forage and for seed.
Present status of soybean cultivation in Canada. The
future for soybeans on the Prairies. Extent of Canadian
Experimentation. Varieties suitable for Canada. The climates
of Manchuria and Canada. Planning the development of
soybeans in Canada. Consumption of vegetable oils in
Canada by industries. Consumption of oil cakes in Canada.
Firms engaged in the soybean industry in Canada. Casein in
Canada.
Part III (p. 69): Survey of the Literature, 1931-34.
Cultivation. Green manure. Breeding. Germination of
seeds. Diseases and parasites. Soil. Manufacture of oil cake.
Composition of the soybean. Properties and composition
of soybean oil. Feedstuffs. Edible products. Detection in
food (e.g. detection of soybeans in wheat flour, pasta, meat
products, etc.). Inedible products. Economics. Table (p.
79-80)–Imports of soy products into Canada: Soy sauces
(1931-1933), edible peanut and soyabean oil, peanut and
soyabean oil for the manufacture of soap and peanut oil for
canning fish, soybeans, soyabean cake and soyabean meal
for use exclusively in the manufacture of cattle food and of
fertilizers. References (102). Other references (Nos. 103117). References not consulted (35).
The section titled “Development in Canada” (p. 56-62)
states: “Soybeans are at present being grown for seed on a
commercial scale in southern Ontario, chiefly in Kent and
Essex Counties [the Niagara Peninsula]. Prior to 1931 the
acreage under soybeans was about 1000 or 1500. The efforts
of persons interested in establishing oil mills increased this
to about 5000 in 1931 and to 6000 or 7000 in 1932. The
average yield of seed has been about 23 bushels per acre,
which is quite equal to yields in the U.S., while another
variety, the A.K., has yielded at the rate of nearly 40 bushels
per acre during a six-year test at Harrow, Ontario.”
“T.B. Macaulay, President of the Sun Life Assurance
Company of Canada has been experimenting for a number of
years on the growing of soybeans in the hopes of being able
to make the western farmer more free from his dependence
on wheat, and believes that he is near to discovering suitable
varieties...
“A statement appearing in the Montreal Financial Times
(Nov. 18, 1932) reports that a number of varieties introduced
from Urbana [Illinois] and tried in various parts of Alberta
made an excellent growth of forage...
“The work being carried out at T.B. Macaulay’s
experiment farm at Hudson Heights, Quebec, is particularly
worthy of mention. Here the testing of varieties has been in
progress for 8 years. Mr. Macaulay’s method of approaching
the problem consists in obtaining samples of hitherto untried
varieties from the most northerly regions where soybeans
grow and the earliest varieties from Asia and elsewhere...
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Mr. Macaulay has a new variety which he calls Toyanaga.
It matures 5 days to a week earlier than the variety called
Manchu, which is being grown to a small extent in southern
Ontario.”
“Varieties suitable for Canada: Besides O.A.C. 211
which is the one outstanding variety that has shown itself
suitable for cultivation in Canada albeit only in southern
Ontario, a number of other varieties have been tried and
experimented with such as Mandarin, Manchu, Wisconsin
Black, Quebec 92, Quebec 537, Early Yellow, Early Brown,
and Manitoba Brown, but none of these have been very
satisfactory.”
Table 29 (p. 60) gives a summary of current (1932)
Canadian experiments with soybeans: Ontario Agricultural
College (Guelph), grown for 39 years (i.e. since 1893), tested
125 varieties. Dominion Experimental Farms (Ottawa and
Harrow, Ontario), 9 years, 100 varieties. Macdonald College
(Quebec), 20 years, 16 varieties. Manitoba Agricultural
College (Winnipeg), 10 years, 12 varieties. University of
Alberta, Edmonton, 3 years, 7 varieties. Brooks (Canadian
Pacific Railway Irrigation Experimental Station, Alberta),
unknown number of years and varieties. Pointe Platin
(Quebec, by J. deLothinière [deLothiniere]), unknown
number of years and varieties. Hudson Heights (Quebec,
by T.B. Macaulay), 8 years, 100 varieties. University of
Saskatchewan, 10 years, 25 varieties.
Page 65 lists “Firms Engaged in the Soybean Industry
in Canada.” The Soy Bean Oil and Meal Co-operative
Company of Canada, Ltd., Chatham, Ontario; Canadian
Soyabeans Ltd., Milton, Ontario; The Vitone Co., Hamilton,
Ontario; Dominion Soya Industries, 355, Place Royale,
Montreal, Quebec.
Note 1. In Shepherd’s City of Chatham (Ontario)
Directory 1934-35 (p. B-166) we read: “Soyabean Oil &
Meal Co-operative Co Ltd, G E Biles, mgr, Colborne n, w
cor Adelaid.”
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2010)
that mentions Dominion Soya Industry, Ltd. (Montreal,
Quebec, Canada) in connection with soybeans.
Table 33 (p. 67) gives “Consumption of oilseed cake and
meal in Canada” for the calendar years 1926 to 1931. Figures
(taken from Trade in Canada) are given for cottonseed,
linseed, palm nut, soya and total. Consumption of soya cake
and meal (in tons) were: 200 in 1926 (0.6% of total); 680 in
1927; 560 in 1928; 1,560 in 1929 (5.0% of the total); 1,190
in 1930; and 2,500 in 1931. The value in dollars role from
$8,000 in 1926 to about $50,000 in 1931. Apparently all of
this soyabean cake and meal was imported.
Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soyabean meal” to refer
to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: Div. of Research
Information, National Research Council, Canada.
2614. Vestal, C.M.; Shrewsbury, C.L. 1935. The effect of

soybeans, soybean oil meal, and tankage on the quality of
pork. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 400. 47 p. March. [21 ref]
• Summary: “Conclusions: 1. Soybeans fed as a supplement
to corn to 60 pound pigs in dry lot will produce a high
percentage of soft carcasses in market hogs.
“2. Soybeans fed as a supplement to corn to pigs
weighing 75 pounds or more on pasture will produce a high
percentage of firm carcasses in market hogs.
“3. Soybeans fed as a supplement to corn in dry lot
to hogs weighing 125 pounds or more will produce a high
percentage of firm carcasses.
“4. Hogs fed soybeans as a supplement to corn will
produce a high percentage of commercially satisfactory
cured and smoked hams and bacons.
“5. Hogs fed tankage and soybean oil meal as
supplements to corn will generally produce firm carcasses,
and a high percentage of commercially satisfactory cured and
smoked hams and bacons.
“6. Soft and commercially unsatisfactory hams and
bacons will sometimes be produced from firm carcasses,
irrespective of whether the hogs are fed soybeans, soybean
oil meal, or tankage as supplements to corn.” Address: Dep.
of Animal Husbandry and Agricultural Chemistry.
2615. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1935. Soy beans–
Limitations under local conditions. 43(4):429. April 1. (Dep.
of Agriculture, Brisbane).
• Summary: Notes on the disappointing trials in New South
Wales. Address: Australia.
2616. Horn, V.; Weber, J.; Jungermann, K. 1935. Die
Fuetterung nich entfetteter Sojabohnen an Mastschweine
[Feeding non-defatted soybeans to pigs for fattening].
Biedermanns Zentralblatt, Abteilung B: Tierernaehrung
7(2):131-40. April. [16 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: Substitution of uncooked soya beans for
part of the fish meal and barley in the customary ration
caused a decrease in the percentage utilization of food,
smaller live weight increases, and somewhat lower carcass
quality. No ill-effects on health were observed. Address:
Agrikulturchemisches Institut der Landes-Universitaet
Giessen.
2617. Bowdidge, Elizabeth. 1935. The soya bean: Its
history, cultivation (in England), and uses. London: Oxford
University Press. xii + 83 p. Foreword by Sir John T. Davies
(Director, Ford Motor Co., Ltd.). Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. The soya bean
in the East: Europe, United States, Canada. 3. Description
of the plant: Results of experiments in England, the
1934 experiment in Essex, yields from the four varieties,
description of the four varieties, composition of English
and other varieties. 4. Culture of the soya bean: Soil
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requirements, inoculation of the seed, preparation of soil,
rates of seeding, sowing seed, cultivation, fertilizers,
harvesting the crop, threshing, storage, yields in various
countries, soya bean prices. 5. Soya bean hay: Feeding
values, time of cutting, soya straw, soya in the mixed crop
(in mixed cropping plans with sorghum, maize, etc.). 6.
Soya beans for soil improvement. 7. By-products of the soya
bean: Oil and its uses, notes on experiments in breeding for
oil, methods of extraction, soya cake and meal, results of
comparative feeding tests. 8. Food products of the soya bean.
This book describes the successful introduction and
cultivation of soybeans in England. The Foreword notes (p.
v): “In past years no sustained effort has been made to grow
the plant on a large scale in England. The Royal Agricultural
Society devoted several years to experiment at Woburn, but
in 1914 they reported that the plant was quite unsuitable for
growth in this country as it required more warmth than could
be obtained here. The British Board of Agriculture reported
in 1916 that ‘the Japanese and Manchurian varieties hitherto
tested cannot be relied upon to produce seed in this country.”
In the Preface (p. ix) Ms. Bowdidge acknowledges:
“That very able and unique work The Soybean, by
Messrs. Piper and Morse, has been my principal source of
information.”
“Efforts to introduce the [soy] bean to English
agriculture were begun in 1909 and given up in 1914, and
except for the work of Mr. J.L. North nothing further has
been done” (p. 9).
The section titled “Results of experiments in England”
(p. 15-17) states: “One of the first attempts to acclimatize the
soya bean in England began in 1914 at the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Regents Park, when it was shown by Mr. North that
certain varieties could be ‘advanced’ sufficiently to produce
a mature crop towards the end of September. Many years
devoted to careful selection of seed from the varieties in
his collection had resulted in several early strains. In 1928,
a hybrid was received from Canada which, on passing the
experimental stage, was planted out on a number of small
plots in various parts of the country. It proved to be a very
reliable cropper and matured earlier than any of the sixty
varieties previously under test. Planted in the first week
in May it was harvested at the beginning of September,
and reports of good results came from Middlesex, Essex,
Berkshire, Oxfordshire, and Hampshire.
“The largest experimental test ever conducted in this
country took place in 1933 at Boreham, Essex, when fortyseven different varieties of the soya bean originating from
North America, Canada, Manchuria, and Japan were grown
under observation. The selection included four varieties
which had been acclimatized by Mr. North. Mr. North was
engaged to supervise operations, and 50 lb. of his special
seeds was purchased. The results obtained were most
interesting.”
“There is no doubt at all that the four varieties

acclimatized by Mr. North were a great success; two reached
maturity on September 1st and two on September 6th. In
many cases plants bearing between 300 and 400 seeds were
harvested.”
“It has been found by Mr. North in the course of more
than twenty years’ study of the subject, mainly with foreign
beans grown in various parts of the country, that no variety
of soya bean has any chance of success in England unless it
matures in less than 100 days in America. Varieties requiring
this length of time in America need nearly a month more
in this country and, owing to our colder spring weather, no
advantage is gained by earlier sowing. Mr. North’s seeds
require 124 to 127 days to reach maturity in England but, if
grown in America, they would only require 85 to 90 days.
The section on “The 1934 Experiment in Essex” (p.
17-23) notes: “The result of the 1933 experiment was so
encouraging that it was determined that a further attempt
should be made in 1934 to ascertain whether it would be
possible to grow the plant profitably as a field crop and, with
this in view, a field of nearly 20 acres was specially prepared
for the acclimatized seeds from the 1933 crop.”
Joseph Bramah, an English engineer, invented the
hydraulic press in 1796, leading to a “great advance in the
oil-extraction industry.” All “old methods in the western
world immediately gave place to the new appliance.”
More recently the method of solvent extraction has been
developed; it is now used throughout the world and removes
nearly all the oil from the seeds (p. 69).
“There is plenty of evidence as to the efficiency of soya
meal in live-stock feeding, yet it does not appear to be used
in this country as widely as its feeding value merits. The
prejudice formed when it was first introduced in England as
dairy food seems still to exist. It was thought at that time that
the use of the meal might affect the taste of milk and butter;
but, although this was disproved later, England remains a
small user” (p. 72).
Food products of the soya bean (p. 80-83): “It is
unfortunate that the inherent conservatism of English people
to anything new has been the cause of past failures to
popularize soya bean food products for consumption in this
country. The bean contains iron, magnesium, calcium, and
other mineral salts; phosphorus in the form of lecithin makes
it valuable in cases of nervous disorders...
“Soya ‘sprouts,’ which have been grown and used for
centuries in the East, have recently been introduced as a
green vegetable. The beans gathered before ripe and prepared
in the same manner as green peas are a very satisfactory
vegetable and the dried beans, if soaked for forty-eight
hours, may be cooked like haricot or butter beans and make a
most delicious and nutritious vegetable dish.”
There is no doubt that soybean products are gradually
becoming established in Western countries. We sometimes
eat soybeans without knowing it. “The bean, when
properly prepared by roasting, makes an excellent cereal
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beverage which looks, smells, and tastes like coffee; a
sauce, appropriately seasoned with spices, is the so-called
‘Worcester Sauce’, and soya soups made from the bean taste
like beef extract. During the late war, when Germany found
herself on the verge of starvation, glutamic acid, produced
from the soya bean, was used in German hospitals to form
the basis of beef-tea, and it is said that the ground bean also
was used at that time for the making of bread. Soya bread,
made from properly prepared flour, is obtainable in England
and is stated to be of high nutritive value” (p. 81).
Soya flour has long been used in foods for diabetic
persons requiring a low starch diet. “The flour contains more
protein and fat, and less carbohydrates than ordinary cereal
flours, and a certain variety manufactured in England is
stated by the proprietors to contain 42 per cent. protein and
20 per cent. fat, having good keeping qualities, 0.13 per cent
lecithin phosphoric acid and the vitamins A, B, D, and E.
There are many food products on the London market under
the names that conceal their soya bean origin. Just before
the late war [World War I] an enterprising English firm was
making great strides with soya products. Vegetable butter,
biscuits, cocoa, milk chocolates and other confectionery,
cream, cakes, bread, &c., proved quite a success until a wartime embargo placed upon the importation of soya beans
put a stop to the business; the organizers eventually went to
America!” (p. 82).
The author concludes (p. 83): “The soya bean is by far
the most valuable of all known beans and our farmers ought
to make a serious effort to grow it. It has already been shown
that the acclimatized bean will grow in this country, and if
crops can be raised profitably and on a commercial basis, a
service will be rendered both to the farmer himself and to the
country.”
Excellent photos show (see p. xiii): (1) A typical
example of the soya bean plant grown at Boreham, County
of Essex, in 1933. (2) The soya bean plant in full maturity.
(3) Bags of English acclimatized soya beans harvested on
Fordson Estates, Boreham, Essex, in 1933. Left to right:
Brown ‘C,’ yellow ‘J,’ black ‘O,’ and green ‘Jap.’ (4) A
sturdy specimen of the ‘Jap’ soya bean plant grown at
Boreham, Essex in 1934. (5) The ‘J’ variety. (6) The ‘O’
variety (for hay) at the seed stage. (7) Aerial view of the soya
bean field as it appeared on 29 Aug. 1934. (8) Soya beans
inoculated the previous day being fed into the horse-drawn
drill prior to sowing. (9) A man seated on an ordinary horsedrawn grain-drill, planting soya beans in rows wide enough
to enable cultivation later on. (10) Six men stooping in a
field, planting small quantities of different varieties of soya
beans by hand in 30-inch rows. (11) A man walking beside
a horse pulling a cylindrical roller, which helps to give the
seeds a better growth and even stand. (12) Harvesting soya
beans with a reaper and binder pulled by a tractor. (13)
Threshing soya beans in 1934 with a mechanical ‘Ruston’
Thresher; many beans were split. (14) Loading sacks of soya

beans onto an open-bed truck for conveyance to storage
barns. (15) The first English rick of soya hay, grown in 1933.
(16) Baled and trussed soya bean straw being ricked; a man
is shouldering a bale atop the rick with a ladder propped
against one side. (17) Heated cakes of crushed soya beans
ready for hydraulic pressing at Erith Oil Mills, Ltd. (18)
Soya bean cakes, after leaving the press, are passed through
a paring machine where the edges are trimmed at Erith Oil
Mills. Address: England.
2618. Gay, H. 1935. La culture et les usages du soja [The
cultivation and uses of the soybean]. Revue de Botanique
Appliquee & d’Agriculture Tropicale 15(165):309-24. May;
15(166):447-53. June. [15 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Geographical area and
climatic requirements. The plant and its varieties: Taxonomy,
anatomy, physiology. Soybean cultivation: Place in the crop
rotation, preparation of the soil, manure and fertilizer, sowing
(the seeds, time of sowing, details of sowing), vegetation
and the points of [crop] maintenance / management, harvest
(of seeds, of forage), grain storage, yields (of seeds in kg/ha
{3,500 in Manchuria, 2,700 in China, 1,700 in France, 1,200
in Japan}, of forage in quintals/ha {in America they range
from 163 to 168}), enemies. Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg.
Technology of soya: Soymilk (production, properties,
uses), soy cheeses (Fromages de soja, called “tofu” in Asia),
soy oil and cake, soy flour and products made from it (bread,
rusks {biscottes}, cakes, and pancakes {galettes}). Soya as
livestock feed: Soya forage, soya hay, soymilk for calves,
soybeans seeds and cake.
Economic data: Hectares planted to soya in 192930: Northern China and Manchuria (11,800,000), USA
(500,000), Japan and Korea (400,000), Russia (300,000),
Sunda or Soenda Isles (100,000 ha);
Note: The Iles de la Sonde are the islands of the Malay
Archipelago divided into two groups: (1) Greater Sunda
Islands, comprising Java, Sumatra, Borneo, Celebes, and
adjacent islands; (2) Lesser Sunda Islands, comprising the
chain of islands east of Bali to and including Alor and Timor,
but not Wetar.
Exports of soya from China in 1929-30 (in tons): To
Japan 1,700,000, to Europe 1,500,000, to southern China
600,000, to the Netherlands Indies [Indonesia] 100,000, to
other countries 100,000. Address: France.
2619. Wiggans, R.G. 1935. Combinations of corn and
soybeans for silage. New York (Cornell) Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 634. 34 p. June. SS-NY; [31
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Comparative feeding value.
Comparative productivity. Soybeans in New York.
Experimental work. Digestible nutrients. Conclusions.
Corn and soybeans, grown together for silage, are
preferably sown in the proportion 3:1 (seeds) in the same
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drill, in order to produce maximum yields of nutrient matter
and a suitably narrowed nutrient ratio in the product. “All
factors considered, a combination of corn and soybeans
for silage is a practice to be highly recommended to the
dairymen of New York State as a means of increasing
production, improving silage, reducing the amount of
concentrates necessary, and adding another legume to the
cropping system, all of which tend to decrease the cost per
unit of production.”
2620. Wilkins, F.S.; Hughes, H.D. 1935. Choosing legumes
and perennial grasses. Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 331. p. 89-152. June.
• Summary: Page 1: “Legumes of greatest value for different
uses or soil conditions in Iowa are (1) alfalfa, (2) medium red
clover, (3) mammoth red clover, (4) alsike clover, (5) white
clover, (6) the biennial white and yellow sweet clovers, (7)
hubam clover, (the annual white sweet clover), (8) Korean
lespedeza, (9) dalea, and (10) soybeans. A discussion of
soybeans is largely omitted in this publication since the
growing of this crop is entirely different from that of the
others.
Footnote 3: Information on soybeans is reported fully in
Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Bulletin No. 309 [published in 1934].
Page 94: “The annual legumes, Korean lespedeza,
soybeans, and dales are the most acid soil tolerant of the
legumes suitable for Iowa conditions.”
Pages 120-21: Legumes for green manure: “Inoculated
legumes take part of the nitrogen for their growth from
the air. The percentage of nitrogen that comes from the air
depends largely upon fertility of the soil. More of it comes
from the air when the legumes are grown on soils low in
nitrogen than when they are grown on soils high in nitrogen.
All of the other nutrients besides nitrogen must come from
the soil. Choosing a legume for soil improvement with the
purpose of returning as much as possible of the growth to
the soil, either as green or as animal manure, therefore, is
exceedingly important and cannot be over emphasized.
“Extent of root growth must be considered carefully,
also, when weighing the relative soil improvement merits of
different legumes. The biennial and perennial legumes have
a large part of their weight in the roots, since food is stored
there for growth the next year. Annual legumes, because they
die as soon as they form seed, do not store much food in the
roots, and the roots of these plants comprise a comparatively
small part of their total growth. It is apparent, therefore, that
if the top growth of biennial or perennial legumes is removed
and sold off the farm, considerable root growth and aftermath
remain to be incorporated with the soil. On the other hand,
when annual legumes are handled in a similar manner the
amount of material returned to the soil in stubble and roots is
small. Furthermore, annual legumes like dalea, hubam clover
and soybeans die as soon as they are cut at mower height and
no aftermath develops, while perennial legumes such as the

true clovers and alfalfa keep on growing until late fall. It is
apparent, therefore, that if annual legumes are used for soil
improvement more top growth must be returned to the soil,
as green or animal manure, than when perennial legumes
are used in order to make up for the difference in root and
aftermath growth.
“Legumes suitable for green manure in Iowa include the
biennial sweet clovers, hubam clover, red clover, and alsike
clover, alfalfa, Korean lespedeza, dalea and soybeans.”
Page 126: Other green manure legumes: “While a
discussion of soybeans is omitted from this bulletin, there
is so much confusion among growers concerning the soil
benefits to be derived from growing this crop, that brief
mention is in order under choice of crops for green manure.
In recent Iowa tests, soybeans grown as a grain crop with
the straw not returned to the land did not increase the
following corn crop yields when compared with corn which
followed oats on other plats. Approximately 90 percent of the
nitrogen and organic matter of the soybean plant is in the top
growth. It is therefore apparent that a well inoculated crop
of soybeans, grown and removed from the soil, either as hay
or for seed, cannot but decrease the soil’s nitrogen content,
rather than increase it. If soybeans are to increase soil
fertility, appreciably the crop must either be plowed under,
or else the product–either as seed and straw or as hay–fed on
the farm and the manure carefully conserved and applied to
the land.” Address: Ames, Iowa.
2621. Brown, H.B. 1935. Effect of soybeans on corn yields.
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 265.
p. 1-31. July. [12 ref]
• Summary: Otootan soybeans or similar vigorous, rankgrowing varieties were used in the tests. “The soybeans
planted in the row of corn when the corn was planted
invariably made good growth. They lowered the corn grain
yield 19.1 per cent the first year, 33.6 per cent the second,
but increased to 12.7 per cent the third, 51.7 per cent the
fourth, and 35.2 per cent the fifth. The soybeans grown in
the soybean plats just mentioned gave an average yield of
3108 pounds of dry soybean hay per acre... If both corn and
soybeans are to be grown, it is more economical to grow
them both on the same land rather than on separate acres.
When grown separately, the average production per acre was
20 bushels of corn and 3089 pounds of dry bean hay, but
when grown in combination, the production per acre was
33.9 bushels of corn and 4020 pounds of [soybean] hay...
Alternate row planting is better for harvesting both the corn
and the hay.”
2622. Elting, E.C. 1935. Molasses as a preserving agent in
making soybean silage. J. of Dairy Science 18(7):440. July.
• Summary: One percent by weight of blackstrap molasses,
diluted with an equal weight of water, was added to the
soybeans at the cutter. The finished silage was of good
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quality. Address: Clemson, South Carolina.
2623. Hunt, Wells E. 1935. A survey of the sheep industry
of Maryland. Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 378. 43 p. July.
• Summary: 48 producers of sheep were interviewed; 25
fed soybean hay to their sheep and 23 did not. “Of those
who fed it at some time, 12% reported poor results from
its use. There is an opinion occasionally encountered in the
State that soybean hay will cause digestive and lambing
[reproductive] troubles and that it is not a suitable feed for
sheep. No specific information could be obtained from those
interviewed regarding the possible cause of the poor results
attributed to soybean hay.”
Note 1. Subsequent research indicated that these
reproductive disturbances in sheep fed the soybean plant as a
large part of the diet might be due to estrogens or isoflavones
in the plants–although these two terms are not used in this
publication.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020)
that concerns reproductive problems related to soybean
consumption. Address: Univ. of Maryland, Agric. Exp.
Station, College Park, Maryland.
2624. New York Times. 1935. ‘Rented’ acres put in soil-aid
crops: Third of 27,600,000 taken under AAA this year so
utilized. Big increase in legumes. Greatest in our history with
alfalfa and soy beans in the lead. Aug. 6. p. 19.
• Summary: More than 27 million acres, or about onetwelfth of the cultivated land in the USA, are being shifted
from “surplus basic crops” to forage crops or vegetables
under USDA’s Agricultural Adjustment Administration
(AAA). Soy bean acreage increased to 5,463,000 from
4,223,000, up more than 29%. The main surplus crops whose
acreage has been reduced are corn (11,969,000 acres), cotton
(10,293,000), wheat (4,912,000), and tobacco (430,000).
2625. Etheridge, W.C.; Helm, C.A.; Brown, E. Marion.
1935. Winter barley, a new factor in Missouri agriculture:
Soybeans-barley-lespedeza rotation. Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 353. 28 p. Aug. See p. 1922.
• Summary: “Although the barley-soybean rotation, grown
and handled as here outlined, is an excellent substitute for
corn, and by every logical reason of good yields of feed well
distributed through the year, a low unit cost of production,
and a conserving effect on soil fertility, it should be widely
practiced on 20 to 30 bushel corn land. It will require good
management for the best returns, but that is a part of smart
farming.
“The 1-year rotation of soybeans and barley may be
extended to a 2-year or 3-year rotation of soybeans-barleylespedeza by adding Korean lespedeza and allowing it to run
either one or two seasons.” Address: Columbia.

2626. Evansville Chamber of Commerce; Evansville
Seedsmen; Warrick County Soybean Growers Association;
Southwestern Indiana Soybean Growers Association. 1935.
We welcome you to the heart of hay producing soybean
seed territory of the United States (Ad). Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association Inside front cover.
• Summary: A full page ad. “We believe you will find
the Purdue Research plot in Warrick County, the variety
demonstration plot in Vanderburgh County, the American
Soya Products Company plant [that makes soy flour] at
Evansville, the exhibits of products manufactured from
soybeans at the Coliseum, the soybean production machinery
at Kamp School and the thousands of acres of growing
soybeans along the route, most interesting and instructive.
“We want to be sure to make your visit most pleasant as
well as instructive.” A square map, with a cross-hatched heart
in the center, shows parts of Indiana, Illinois, and Kentucky,
with Evansville and Boonville (both in Indiana) labeled.
2627. Morse, W.J. 1935. Soybeans: Ancient and modern
uses. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p.
34-35, 37. 15th annual meeting. Held 21-22 Aug. 1935 at
Evansville and 23 Aug. at Lafayette, Indiana. [1 ref]
• Summary: The soybean “was sown yearly with great
ceremony by the Emperors of China and poets in the ages
before the Christian Era extolled the virtues of the soybean in
its services to humanity.
“The soybean was included in the 2nd class of drugs
and was regarded as having many medicinal virtues. We
learn from a materia medica written about 452 A.D. that
the soybean was not poisonous but was a specific remedy
for proper functioning of the heart, liver, kidneys, stomach
and bowels. It was also used as a remedy for constipation,
as a stimulant for the lungs, eradication of poison from
the system, improving the complexion by cleaning the
skin of various impurities, and stimulating the growth and
appearance of the hair. We also find that the fresh or green
bean was used as a remedy for the following: Dropsical
affections, gastric fever, paralysis, bladder trouble, improper
circulation of the blood, catarrh or improper flowing of the
fluids of the vital organs, heart, liver, kidneys, stomach and
bowels, chills and poisoning from eating aconite. Further,
it is learned that when the bean was cooked in a powder
or meal-like form, the taste was sweet and good and was a
remedy for gastritis, fevers, tumorous swellings, paralysis,
inability to digest grain foods, and abdominal dropsy. The
yellow soybean was used to increase lung power, make the
body plump, and beautify the complexion. The beans were
also cooked until they were of an oily consistency, mixed
with hog’s fat and taken in the form of pills in order to fatten
and increase the strength of the body, and as a remedy for
hoarseness. The soybean was said to have a cooling effect on
the human system. If the beans were boiled into a liquid form
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and eaten, they eradicated all poison from the system and
cured gastric fever, paralysis, pains, and bladder troubles.
Bean or soy sauce was considered an antidote for poison
caused by eating fish, fresh meat, vegetables, mushrooms,
etc. It was also said to cure poison from bites of worms,
insects, and bee stings. The yellow, green, and white varieties
were regarded as valuable foods for the use of mankind. The
black beans were used for food and it was also customary
when taking a long journey to feed the horse black beans in
order to make it strong. In addition to the use of the beans,
many references are made on value of bean sauce, bean
milk, bean curd, and bean sprouts for various diseases and
other bodily ailments. The stems and leaves of the young
bean plants were boiled and eaten by the farming people. No
mention is found of the use of bean oil so it is concluded the
crushing of beans for oil occurred at a much later date.
“In reviewing the old records, it is most interesting to
find that many of the ways in which the ancient Chinese
used the soybean as a remedy for human ills are now being
found applicable to the same ailments by scientific research
in America and Europe.” Address: Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA, Washington, DC.
2628. National Soybean Oil Manufacturer’s Association.
1935. Soybean utilization, 1933 and 1934 crop years.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 4. 15th
annual meeting. Held 21-22 Aug. 1935 at Evansville and 23
Aug. at Lafayette, Indiana.
• Summary: Six pie charts show for crop year 1933 and
1934 (estimated): (1) Soybean utilization: Hay & forage,
processing (3 million increased to 8.5 million bushels), feed,
and seed. (2) Soybean oil meal utilization: Feed (70,000 tons
increased to 200,000 tons), and industry (industrial uses) is a
narrow wedge of the pie. (3) Soybean oil utilization: Edible,
paint, linoleum, soap, other uses. In 1933, the leading use
of the oil was for paint (about 58%), whereas in 1934 the
leading use was for edible use (about 67%).
2629. Nitragin Company, Inc. (The). 1935. Soybean
inoculation increases protein content of hay and seed (Ad).
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 48.
• Summary: A full-page ad. A long quotation from Iowa
Agric. Exp. Station Bulletin No. 298 supports the claims of
the title of this ad. “Ever since 1898, Nitragin–The original
legume inoculator–has served the American farmer. Dated
for your protection. Guarantees billions of fresh, efficient
legume bacteria packed in every can. Always reliable and
profitable. Nitragin is the cheapest legume crop insurance
money can buy.”
“Free–A valuable 20-page, 6 x 9 [inch] booklet [titled
Double profits from legume crops] the most complete
information on legumes and inoculation ever published. Ask
your dealer or write Nitragin Co. direct for your copy.”
“Nitragin is the oldest and most widely used inoculator

in the U.S.A. Nobbe-Hiltner process.” Small photos show:
(1) Soybean roots covered with nodules. (2) A new 25 bushel
size can of Nitragin. “Inoculates 1,500 lbs. seed. Special low
price.”
Note: This is the earliest advertisement seen (Oct.
2016) for Nitragin inoculant (or “inoculator”) in connection
with soy beans. Address: 3747 N. Booth St., Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
2630. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association.
1935. Leading varieties grown in states indicated, or
recommended by the experimental station. p. 45. 15th annual
meeting. Held 21-22 Aug. 1935 at Evansville and 23 Aug. at
Lafayette, Indiana.
• Summary: Arkansas: Medium to late maturing–Virginia,
Laredo, Chiquita, Arksoy, Mammoth Brown, Tokio,
Mamredo. Very late–Otootan, Biloxi, White Biloxi. New
varieties–Ozark, Arksoy.
Illinois: Varieties leading in favor–Illini, Manchu,
Dunfield, Mansoy, Laredo. Other popular varieties–Ebony,
Virginia, Ilsoy, Peking, Black Eyebrow, Wilson V [WilsonFive], Hurrelbrink.
Indiana: Northern two-thirds–Dunfield, Illini, Mandell,
Manchu. Southern third–Colored varieties–Kingwa, Pekwa,
Wilson, Virginia, Laredo (for extreme southern Indiana).
Yellow varieties–P.K. Manchu, Mansoy, Haberlandt.
Iowa: Manchu, Illini, Dunfield, Mukden, Black
Eyebrow.
Kansas: For hay–A.K., Laredo, Peking, Hongkong. For
seed–A.K., Manchu, Hongkong, Illini.
Kentucky: For general use–Virginia, Wilson. Western
Kentucky–Laredo. Mountains–Mammoth Yellow.
Miscellaneous varieties used to some extent–Peking, Sable,
Wilson-5. Sooty.
Mississippi: For hay–George Washington, Laredo,
Otootan, Tanloxi. For combination with corn and fertility–
Otootan, Tanloxi, Mamloxi, Delsta, Delnoshat, Tokio, Biloxi.
Miscellaneous: Mamredo, Looney No. 1, Looney No. 2,
Matthews.
Missouri: Moderate to thin land: Virginia; Wilson for
seed. Productive land–Wilson for hay; Midwest, Wilson
for seed. Moderate to fertile land in Southern Missouri, and
Southeastern lowlands–Laredo for hay. Sable, Peking as
good as Wilson for hay or seed.
Ohio: Southern Half–For hay–Pekwa, Kingwa, Virginia,
Scioto, Peking, Wilson. For seed–Scioto, Manchu, Illini,
Dunfield. Central Ohio–For hay–Scioto, Pekwa, Kingwa,
Manchu, Illini, Dunfield. For seed–Scioto, Manchu, Illini,
Dunfield. Northern Ohio–For hay–Scioto, Illini, Manchu,
Dunfield. For seed–Manchu, Illini, Dunfield.
Tennessee: Mammoth Yellow, Tokio, Laredo.
Texas: Laredo and Otootan.
Wisconsin: For hay–Manchu, Illini, Dunfield, Ebony,
Midwest. For seed–Manchu No. 3. For seed in Central
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Wisconsin–Wisconsin Early Black, Selected Mandarin.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Delnoshat, which is grown
only in Mississippi, for hay.
2631. Robison, W.L. 1935. Soybeans and soybean oilmeal
for pigs. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association
p. 27-29. 15th annual meeting. Held 21-22 Aug. 1935 at
Evansville and 23 Aug. at Lafayette, Indiana.
• Summary: “When soybean production first began to
assume a place of economic importance in the corn belt,
experiments to determine the worth of the beans as a protein
supplement for pigs were carried on. The raw beans proved
unsatisfactory for pigs without forage that were placed on
feed at a weight of 75 pounds or less. Soybeans, like the
grains, are relatively low in ash or minerals and in vitamin D,
or the antirachitic factor. But poor results were still obtained
when materials to correct these deficiencies were supplied.
“In six trials with pigs that were placed on feed at
an average weight of 49 pounds, those fed soybeans as
a supplement consumed 73 pounds more feed per 100
pounds of grain and were not ready for market until 62 days
later than those fed tankage. With corn valued at 70 cents
a bushel; tankage at $2.50, ground alfalfa at $1.00, and
minerals at $2.00 a 100 pounds, the soybeans were worth 21
cents a bushel.
“Soybeans were worth more for pigs on pasture than for
those of similar weight in dry lot. In four trials on forage,
the pigs given soybeans with corn and minerals took 22
pounds more feed per 100 pounds of gain and were ready for
market 15 days later than those given tankage. Under these
conditions, the soybeans were worth 75 cents a bushel.
“Soybeans had a higher value for shotes than for
younger pigs. In an experiment in which they were compared
with tankage under both dry lot and pasture conditions and
were fed to shotes which were carried from approximately
133 to 250 pounds in weight, values of $0.79 and $0.95 a
bushel, respectively, were obtained for the beans. In dry lot it
took the shotes receiving soybeans 15 days longer than those
receiving tankage to make a gain of 125 pounds. On pasture
the rates of growth were practically the same. When the
soybeans were cooked they gave excellent results, so far as
production was concerned.
“If pigs having no forage, however, are fed soybeans
from weaning time or shortly afterwards until they are ready
for market, and if the beans are the only protein concentrate
and are fed in sufficient quantities to balance corn according
to recognized feeding standards, there is danger of them
producing soft pork. Soft fat in pork is objectionable to the
consumer because of the oiliness of the lard and the flabby,
unappetizing appearance of the meat.
“The softening effect of soybeans may be illustrated by
an experiment with shotes carried from 110 to 225 pounds in
weight. Fourteen out of 22 that received rations containing

10 per cent or more of soybeans killed out soft. Five similar
shotes which were fed tankage all killed out firm. In a series
of experiments at the Illinois Station, which were reported
in their Bulletin 366, the carcasses of all but two pigs out
54 that were fed rations containing from 18 to 20 per cent
of soybeans were lacking in firmness. In the same series the
carcasses of only five pigs out of 23 that received rations
containing from 12 to 13 per cent of soybeans were of a
satisfactory degree of firmness. Other investigators have
shown somewhat similar results. Apparently, not more than 8
to 10 per cent of soybeans can be included in the ration and
fed for any prolonged period of time without danger of an
appreciable percentage of soft carcasses.
“The softness of the pork fat when soybeans are fed
is due chiefly to the richness of the beans in oil that is of a
softening character. Cooking the beans does not materially
reduce the danger of their causing soft pork. Since a large
share of the oil is removed in the manufacture of soybean
oilmeal, when it is used as the protein supplement, the
danger of producing soft pork is eliminated. As determined
by the refractive indexes of the back fat, 65 out of 66 head
of hogs that were fed a supplement of soybean oilmeal at
the Ohio Experiment Station and that were slaughtered and
tested by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, killed out firm.
The one that was soft was lacking in finish and weighed less
than 100 pounds when slaughtered.
“Early experiments showed a wide variation in the
worth of soybean oilmeal for pigs. In a 1919 trial on rape
pasture, groups of pigs fed soybeans and soybean oilmeal
as supplements to corn gained 1.38 and 1.60 pounds daily
a head and consumed 398 and 346 pounds of feed per 100
pounds of gain, respectively. In 1922, groups of pigs on rape
pasture that were likewise fed supplements of soybeans and
soybean oil-meal gained 1.13 and 0.98 pounds daily a head
and consumed 441 and 461 pounds of feed per 100 pounds
of gain, respectively.
“Such wide differences made further investigations
imperative if an estimate of the worth of soybean oilmeal for
pigs was to be secured. Three processes of manufacturing
soybean oilmeal were in use. One of these was the hydraulic
process, corresponding to that used in making hydraulic or
old-process linseed meal. Another was a solvent process, in
which the oil was extracted by a chemical or solvent. The
third was that of expressing the oil by the use of a continuous
screw type press, which is known as an expeller.
“Some of the expeller meals obtained had a pleasing
aroma and a roasted or nut-like taste. Others had a rather
disagreeable bean-like taste. The expeller manufacturers
claimed that whether the meal had a nut-like taste depended
on the temperature reached in removing the oil. According to
them, the lower the moisture content of the beans when they
were pressed the greater the friction that could he produced
and the higher the temperature that could be developed
during the expelling process.
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“Three comparisons of solvent, hydraulic, raw tasting
expeller, and nut-like expeller soybean oilmeals were made:
Two of these were in the same experiment, the pigs being
self fed in one and hand fed in the other. A summary of the
three comparisons showed that the pigs on the raw-tasting
expeller, the solvent, the hydraulic, and the nutlike expeller
meals made average gains of 0.64, 0.68, 0.86, and 1.03
pounds daily and consumed 529, 520, 453, and 410 pounds
of feed on the average, respectively, for each 100 pounds of
gain produced.
“A new and continuous process which is claimed to
produce an oil and a meal of improved quality is now being
used in the manufacture of solvent soybean oilmeal. A half
per cent or less of oil is left in the meal. Because of the
smaller amount of oil carried, the protein content is higher
and is guaranteed not to be less than 44 per cent.
“During the summer and fall of 1934 a dry lot pig
feeding test was carried on at the Ohio Station in which
the newer type of solvent meal was compared with a nutlike expeller meal made at a temperature of 135 degrees
Centigrade. The feeds were mixed in the proportions
required to make rations having total protein contents of
approximately 16 per cent and 14 per cent before and after
the pigs averaged 120 pounds in weight, respectively. Those
receiving solvent soybean oilmeal, those receiving expeller
soybean oilmeal, and those receiving tankage as the protein
concentrate gained 0.8, 1.23, and 1.23 pounds daily a head
and consumed 476, 376. and 416 pounds of feed per 100
pounds of gain. The pigs were carried from approximately 50
to 200 pounds in weight.
“Differing results in similar tests at other stations have
been obtained. Consequently the data as to the relative worth
of the two types of meal for pigs are not conclusive. My
present personal opinion, which is based on the experiences
related and which is subject to change if the future evidence
should indicate otherwise, is that such factors as the
temperature reached in the manufacture of the meal and
the moisture content of the beans or meal when the heat is
applied influence the quality of soybean oilmeal for pigs.
If this is correct, it is probably possible to produce soybean
oilmeal of high feed value for pigs by any one of the three
processes of manufacture.
“In twelve Ohio experiments comparing nut-like
soybean oilmeal with tankage for pigs in dry lot carried from
approximately 50 to 200 pounds in weight, those receiving
soybean oilmeal gained a little more slowly, or were ready
for market five days later, on the average, but took slightly
less feed per unit of gain than those receiving tankage. Based
on the feed required per unit of gain, and at the relative
prices of other feeds previously given, the soybean oilmeal
showed a value of 94.8 per cent that of 60 per cent protein
tankage.
“A summary of two trials on pasture shows that soybean
oilmeal produced as rapid gains and as much gain per unit of

feed as did tankage. Its value in these tests was 91.6 per cent
that of the tankage.
“As previously pointed out, the worth of raw soybeans
as a supplement to corn for pigs varied greatly, depending
upon the age of the pigs and the conditions under which they
were fed. For pigs in dry lot that were placed on feed at a
weight of approximately 50 pounds, soybeans were worth
$7.08 a ton. Assuming an 80 per cent yield of oilmeal from
soybeans, and considering only the saving in feed per unit of
gain in live weight, the meal produced from a ton of beans
had a value of $37.92.
“For pigs on pasture that were started at a weight of
approximately 50 pounds, a ton of soybeans was worth
$25.00. Under the same conditions the meal produced from
an equal quantity of beans was worth $30.19. If the more
rapid gains produced and the elimination of the danger of
producing soft pork were taken into account, the differences
in values of the raw beans and of the soybean oilmeal would
be still greater.” Address: Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster,
Ohio.
2632. Stehlé, H. 1935. Le soja [The soybean]. Revue
Agricole (Point-à-Pitre, Guadeloupe) 7(9):249-56. Aug. [8
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and history in
Guadeloupe. The soybean plant. Agricultural utilization.
Food value. Industrial uses. Soybean cultivation: Climatic
needs, soil, preparation of the seedbed, planting, varieties,
harvesting and yields. Conclusion.
“The soybean is a plant of multiple uses. Its cultivation
could be of great interest here. Already in 1928 the
introduction of the seeds of this legume were made by the
Service of Agriculture, and in spite of bad conditions from
very clayey soil at the breeding nursery in Pointe-à-Pitre,
good results were obtained. An area of 6 ares (600 square
meters) was planted in 1929 from the seeds harvested at the
same spot in 1928.”
Industrial uses include soy flour, soy oil from which
is derived lecithin and glycerines, which are used in the
production of soaps, candles, margarines, linoleums, paints,
varnishes, artificial rubber, special inks, lubricants, and
illuminants. In North Africa soya oil competes with olive oil.
Its drying properties lead it to be classified between linseed
oil and cottonseed oil. From the seeds one can extract a
milk, in the form of a condensed liquid or pulverized, and
casein which can be made into sojalithe. Soybean cake is an
excellent animal feed.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2008) that
gives soybean production or area statistics for any Caribbean
country or major island (Guadeloupe).
2633. Wilbur, J.W.; Hilton, J.H. 1935. Soybeans and soybean
products for dairy cows. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association p. 24-25. 15th annual meeting. Held
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21-22 Aug. 1935 at Evansville and 23 Aug. at Lafayette,
Indiana.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean oil meal–a
valuable protein supplement for dairy cattle (A table shows
that soybean oil meal is just as valuable as linseed oil meal
for milk and fat production, based on 3 feeding trials with
dairy cows). Fat content of milk affected by soybeans. Time
to harvest soybean hay (6 observations). Address: Dep.
of Dairy Husbandry, Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp. Station,
Lafayette, Indiana.
2634. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1935. Soybean acreage
in U.S. 100 times that of 1907. 128(11):24. Sept. 9. Also
abridged in Industrial and Engineering Chemistry (News
edition) 13(18):377. Sept. 20, 1935.
• Summary: Soybean acreage has increased from 50,000
acres in 1907 to more than 5 million acres in 1935.
In 1935 American farmers planted 5,463,000 acres of
soybeans grown alone–almost one-third more than in 1934.
A large acreage was also grown with corn and other crops
for forage. In 1934 about 17.762 million bushels of soybeans
(seeds) were harvested; this was about 6 million bushels
more than in 1933. Soybeans are now grown in 27 states.
About 40% (6.9 million bushels) of the 1934 seed crop
was processed from 1 Oct. 1934 to 30 June 1935 to make
soybean oil and meal.
In 1934 factories in the USA used 20.9 million lb of
soybean oil. About half of that–10.45 million lb–went into
the making of paint and varnish. The remainder was used in
compounds and vegetable shortenings, other edible products,
soap, linoleum and oilcloth, printing inks and miscellaneous
products.
2635. Hulbert, H.W.; Spence, H.L. 1935. Soybean
production in Idaho. University of Idaho, College of
Agriculture, Bulletin No. 218. 13 p. Sept. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Experiments started with the crop in 1914
at the University Farm, Moscow, and since continued
at frequent intervals have proven their [soybeans]
impracticability for such areas.” But soybeans are adapted
to the warmer areas of Idaho. The authors recommended
planting soybeans in rows like corn or navy beans, spacing
the crop in hills 20 to 24 inches apart and planting two seeds
to the hill. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Idaho,
Moscow, Idaho.
2636. Iowa Agricultural College, Extension Circular. 1935.
Feeding soybeans. No. 215. 24 p. Sept. Reissued, May 1940.
• Summary: The value of soybeans as hay, straw, silage,
and pasture, for feeding dairy and beef cattle, sheep, swine,
horses, mules, and poultry.
2637. McKee, Roland. 1935. Summer crops for green
manure and soil improvement. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)

No. 1750. 16 p. Sept. See p. 1, 7-8, 14.
• Summary: “The crops most commonly used for summer
green manure and soil improvement are alfalfa, red clover,
soybeans, cowpeas, velvetbeans, sweetclover, crotolaria,
and lespedeza. These are all legumes, which take nitrogen
from the air through symbiotic bacteria that are found in the
nodules on the roots” (Abstract).
“The use of summer crops for green manure is not
as common a practice as the use of winter crops for that
purpose. This is for the simple reason that the summer
season is the time when most cash crops must be grown.”
“Soybeans, cowpeas, and velvetbeans are used in rotations as
cash crops, as crops too turn under for green manure, and a
crops to grow in combination or intermixed with corn” (p. 1).
“There are four types of summer green manuring that
need to be considered.” “Where early fall seeding of lawns
can be practiced or is advised, a summer green-manure crop
of soybean, cowpea, or other legume can be used to prepare
the land to receive the grass seeding” (p. 7).
A photo (p. 8) shows corn interplanted with soybeans.
“Soybeans and velvetbeans are commonly planted with
corn in this way in the Cotton Belt, and the practice is to be
recommended.”
On page 11 is a section on “Cowpeas.” The section
titled “Soybeans” (p. 14) states: “While the crop is grown
primarily for seed, it is used extensively for forage and soilimprovement purposes. In the United States, it is grown
mostly east of the ninety-ninth meridian or a line passing
through the middle of the Dakotas and south through central
Texas. When soybeans are used for a green-manure crop,
late-maturing varieties usually will give the largest yields;
when used as a regular crop in rotations varieties should
be selected that will give high yields of seed or hay as the
grower may desire. For green-manure, the crop should be
sown broadcast or in close drills, from 60 to 100 pounds of
seed being used per acre, depending on the size of the seed,
which varies with varieties.” Address: Senior Agronomist,
Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry
[USDA].
2638. R.A.L. 1935. Les produits dérivés du soja [Products
derived from soybeans]. Bulletin des Matieres Grasses
(Paris) 19(9):232-40. Sept. (Institut Colonial de Marseille).
Summarized in Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi)
38:830. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is a excerpt from an article said to be
published in the Revue des Produits Chimiques. However,
after a long search, we cannot find the original. So here is the
contents of this excerpt:
Uses of soya. Soymilk. Soy caseine (La Caséine de
soja), defatted soybean oil cakes (les torteaux deshuilés),
vegetable caseine (caséine végétale) as made in Vietnam.
Industrial, food and feed applications of the soybean and the
products derived from it (... des produits dérives): Shoyu
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or soy sauce, green vegetable soybeans [edamame], soy
flour (free of starch, which is good for in diabetic diets),
use as an incomparable forage plant, soymilk for humans
or young animals (it is free of tuberculosis bacteria),
powdered soymilk, a type of cheese called tofu (which
can be fermented, dried, salted, or smoked), soy oil (for
food or industrial uses–such as paints, varnish, lubricants,
printing inks, candles, and oilcloth), hydrogenated soy oil,
soybean cakes (which make excellent animal feed). Address:
Ingénieur chimiste ICMp, Licencié ès Sciences, France.
2639. Juday, C.B. 1935. Development of combine reduces
soybean losses. Purdue Agriculturist (Indiana) 29(1):1, 9.
Oct.
• Summary: “During the past decade, there has been a
remarkable increase in the acreage of soybeans in Indiana
and the other Corn Belt States. The crop is used mainly as
a forage crop for livestock and as a source of raw material
for a growing number of commercial products. While
much interest is being shown in the value of soybean hay,
perhaps the greatest advance has been along the line of
seed production. A recently increasing interest in soybeans
has been the result of the discovery of their practical use in
the manufacture of oils, soybean flour, numerous synthetic
products, and various articles of food such as salad oils,
sauces, and soybean milk. Because there is a ready market
and the crop has proved itself profitable, many farmers each
year are establishing soybeans as a new crop in their rotation.
“In Indiana five regions stand out as centers of
soybean farming. One region is that of Howard and Tipton
Counties, one is that of Hendricks County, a third is the
region centering in Tippecanoe County, another is that
of Vanderburg and adjoining counties, and the last is the
Adams, Wells, and Jay County group. These regions broaden
out year by year as the problems of soybean raising are
gradually overcome.
“Probably no other phase has caused the soybean grower
as much concern as that of successfully harvesting the crop.
Many factors have to be considered and many obstacles
overcome. When green weeds are abundant in the crop,
cutting becomes exceedingly difficult and the efficiency of
the operation is materially reduced. The individual farmer
is sometimes puzzled to know what type of harvesting
equipment will be most satisfactory and profitable for his
use. Also there is a variety of methods of actually doing the
harvesting, with varying losses and quality of the beans.
The time of harvesting is very important, not only as to the
proper date but also as to the best hours during the day. All of
these problems confront the soybean grower to a more or less
degree, but he can profit by the experiences and suggestions
of others who have been responsible for the improvement in
soybean harvesting.
“The shattering property of the variety of soybeans
grown and the method of harvesting used will determine the

time of cutting. The optimum condition is that in which the
crop is ripe enough to insure low moisture content in the
harvested beans and at the same time not be so ripe and dry
as to cause excessive shattering losses. Common varieties
which shatter quite badly are Midwest, Peking, and Ito
San. Some of the varieties which shatter least are Manchu,
Mansoy, Kingwa, Dunfield, and Illini. Varieties which
are early maturing are Ito San and Early Brown. Medium
maturing varieties include Dunfield, Manchu, and Illini,
while Mansoy is a late variety. The moisture content of the
harvested soybeans should not be greater than 14% for the
best keeping qualities. When harvesting with a combine, the
plants should have shed their leaves and be dry so the beans
will thresh out satisfactorily and keep well after storing.
“There are various methods of harvesting the crop.
From one third to one half of the soybeans of the state are
harvested by the combine which has many advantages.
Another method is to cut the crop with the grain binder and
shock the beans until they are cured suitable for threshing
with a stationary thresher. This means is used extensively
because the machinery is available to most farmers and the
first cost is lower. Other methods are cutting with a mowing
machine with a side delivery or buncher attachment, cutting
with a self-rake reaper, and using special devices of varying
utility.
“Combining is the most economical and satisfactory
way of harvesting soybeans for seed. In fact this crop
was responsible for the introduction of the combine into
Indiana in 1925, and approximately three fourths of the 500
combines in the state in 1931 were purchased primarily
for soybeans. Extensive tests have been carried on at the
Purdue Agricultural Experiment Station by Prof. I.D. Mayer
and others and the results have been in agreement with the
findings of soybean growers that the combine harvester
thresher places a larger percentage of the beans grown into
the bin than any other method. There are many advantages
to the use of the combine. Not only is the efficiency greater
than in other methods of harvesting but also the quality of
the beans is good. The actual losses of the beans are much
less with the combine than with the binder-thresher method.
In the former method cutter-bar and threshing losses are low.
Shattering loss is also low because the time of cutting can be
controlled and the beans are handled only once. On the other
hand, the binder-thresher method allows a number of chances
for large losses–such as knock-off, shock, hauling, and
threshing losses, which average nearly 35% of the yield and
run up as high as 50% to 60%. The losses with the combine
average about 10%.
“The cost of the harvest with the combine is about two
thirds of that of the binder-thresher method. In the studies
mentioned above it was found that the average total cost
of harvesting grain with combines was $2.11 per acre as
compared with $3.35 for the binder-thresher method.
Other advantages of the combine are that less total
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man hours are required, the combine operates better on soft
ground than does the binder, weather risks are minimized,
and the combine also satisfactorily harvests wheat, rye, oats,
barley, millet, timothy, English bluegrass, alsike, red and
sweet clover, and buckwheat. In this way the machinery cost
is distributed over a number of different crops.
“There are a number of other factors which should be
considered in the operation of the combine. Since the beans
should be dry when harvested, cutting is usually not started
before nine o’clock in the morning nor continued later than
four o’clock in the afternoon. According to U.S. Weather
Bureau Reports for Indiana there are on the average nearly
fifteen clear days during each of the months of September
and October. This should allow sufficient drying weather for
harvesting under proper conditions.
“Records indicate that approximately 135 acres of crops
should be combined annually to make a ten foot unit more
economical than the binder and thresher. When the acreage
of small grains and soybeans is less than this amount, some
of the other crops listed above might be harvested or custom
harvesting might be done for other farmers. In 1931 the
average custom rate was $3.05 per acre for soybeans and
$2.45 per acre for wheat and oats. These rates are slightly
lower at the present time. Co-operative ownership of
combines has proven unsatisfactory except in the case of
related parties.
“The ten foot combine has proved most popular in this
state. The units may be purchased with an auxiliary motor to
operate the moving parts or without the motor and the power
taken from the tractor. The former unit is probably more
satisfactory because two-man operation is more efficient
in the long run, and does not require more power than that
which can be furnished by the ordinary two-plow tractor. On
the average 1.8 acres of soybeans can be harvested per hour.
“Soybeans should be cut less than three inches from the
ground to get the low beans. To meet this need and permit
satisfactory operation when the grain or beans are tangled
and the weeds are troublesome, the combine is provided with
stub guards, low cutting sickle bars, non-clogging cutterbars,
and special dividers for the end of the platform. When
harvesting soybeans the cylinder is slowed down to one half
to two thirds of the normal speed as used on small grains, but
the other parts of the thresher are operated at normal speed.
This change is easily made by different pulleys or sprockets.
Thin concave teeth are also provided to insure a minimum of
splitting and bruising of the beans.
“Several means of using the binder to harvest the
soybeans can be applied. In case wheat is to be sown, a
good plan is to have the drill follow the binder. The shocks
can then be set up on the planted field to cure and await
threshing. The cutting should be done when most of the pods
are ripe and about one half of the leaves have fallen. The
bundles should be comparatively small, loosely bound, and
set up in small shocks.

“Another plan which is satisfactory where the threshing
apparatus is not in great demand is to allow the beans to
ripen and cure on the standing stalk. Cutting can then be
done in the morning when the plants are tough and the
threshing in the afternoon. This method saves shocking labor
and possible molding in the field.
“When the mowing machine is used to cut the soybeans,
a side delivery or bunching attachment should be used to
avoid the shattering of the beans by tramping on the next
round. The self-rake reaper will also cut the soybeans and
bunch them out of the way. The plants may be left the way
they are or be placed in small cocks to cure. Wet weather
does not seriously injure the crop, provided the plants are not
allowed to rest on the ground for any length of time.
“Curing may be completed in four or five days in good
drying weather. To prevent loss from shattering the crop
should not be handled unless the plants are tough from
dew or rain. Threshing can be done with the ordinary grain
separator with the cylinder slowed down to one half to two
thirds of the speed used for small grain. In dry weather the
number of concaves can frequently be reduced or thin teeth
substituted in the concaves to reduce cracking.
“If the crop has been correctly harvested and threshed,
the moisture content of the beans will be sufficiently low
to permit safe storage in a bin. However, it is a good plan
to examine the beans occasionally for any signs of heating.
When the beans are too damp for binning, they may be
spread out on the barn floor and shoveled about from time
to time. They may also be sacked and ricked so that air can
circulate around them freely.
“With the increase of soybean acreage the combine
harvester thresher has been adapted to this crop, giving the
most efficient and practical implement for the operation of
harvesting at low cost. However, other methods, although
more tedious, may be employed and satisfactory harvesting
of soybeans can be done if the precautions of proper cutting
and handling are observed. Regardless of the method used,
the aim is to harvest efficiently at the right time, to handle
the crop with the minimum of shattering and other losses,
and to preserve the best quality of the beans.”
A photo shows a tractor pulling a ten-foot combine.
One man drives the tractor and one man is standing on the
combine. Address: Class of 1935.
2640. Van Wyk, N.J. 1935. Cowpeas and soybeans as fodder
crops. Farming in South Africa 10(115):444. Oct.
• Summary: “The advantage attaching to the cultivation of
these crops does not consist only in the provision of better
feed, for the plants, having deep roots, open up new sources
of plant-food in the soil, thereby enriching it in mineral
plant-foods and nitrogen as well as improving its physical
condition. These plants therefore constitute ideal crops for
the establishment of a sound rotation system with maize and
teff.” Address: Extension Officer, Sanderton.
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2641. Wilbur, J.W.; Hilton, J.H.; Hauge, S.M. 1935. The
effect of soybeans in the rations of dairy cows upon the
vitamin A value of butter. J. of Dairy Science 18(10):661-65.
Oct. [6 ref]
• Summary: When cows were fed soybeans, the vitamin A
content of the butter produced decreased markedly. Soya
beans suppress the transference of vitamin A from the ration
to the milk, but a fairly high vitamin A content may be
maintained in butters by feeding roughage of high vitamin
A potency with a soya-bean ration. Address: Dep. of Dairy
Husbandry and Research Chemical Lab., Purdue Univ. Agric.
Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
2642. Newlander, J.A. 1935. The digestibility of artificially
dried roughages. Vermont Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 400. 12 p. Nov.
• Summary: Soybean hay was fed to cows. The digestibility
of various artificially dried roughages was determined. In
soybean hay, the percentage of digestible crude protein was
9.00 and the percentage of total digestible nutrients was
71.43. Address: Burlington.
2643. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal. 1935. Editorial: Soya
beans. 32(11):767-68. Nov.
• Summary: “We have received numerous enquiries from
farmers regarding the cultivation of soya beans. For a
number of years experiments have been continued on the
Salisbury Experiment Station and practically all the better
known strains have been tested. It is definitely proved that
the growth of the crop may be much increased by inoculating
the seed with the specific bacteria required by the crop,
excepting perhaps when the crop is grown on fertile soils,
well supplied with organic matter.” Under these conditions,
Otootan, Otoxi, and Biltan are remarkably successful as
fodder crops. “For the export trade the yellow-seeded
Herman variety is the only one which could be grown, but
at the present time the depressed condition of the overseas
market renders the export of this seed unprofitable.” Address:
Dep. of Agriculture, Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia.
2644. Hilton, J.H.; Hauge, S.M.; Wilbur, J.W. 1935. The
vitamin A activity of butter produced by cows fed alfalfa
hay and soybean hay cut in different stages of maturity. J. of
Dairy Science 18(12):795-800. Dec. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Comparisons were made of the vitamin A
value of artificially dried and field cured alfalfa and soybean
hay, cut at two different stages of maturity.” “Alfalfa plants
contain greater vitamin A potency than do soybean plants.”
Address: Dep. of Dairy Husbandry and Research Chemical
Lab., Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette, Indiana.
2645. Crespí, Luis. 1935. La soja y su cultivo en España
[The soybean and its cultivation in Spain]. Spain. 32 p.

Series: Catechisms for Farmers and Cattlemen/StockFarmers (Catechismos del Agricultor y del Ganadero). 17
cm. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: I: Cultivation of the soybean (la
soja; p. 3-18): 1. Description of the plant. 2. Origin of the
soybean. 3. Varieties of soybeans (Variedades de sojas):
Early maturing, semi-late, late. 4. Needs of the soybean: In
water, in soil, in fertilizer. Fixation of nitrogen from the air
in soybeans. 6. Place in the rotation. 7. Preparatory work.
8. Planting: Carrying out the sowing, the necessary seeds,
depth of planting. 9. The seeds sprout. 10. Cultural care. 11.
Maturity. 12. Diseases (enfermedades). 13. Harvest: As a
forage plant, as a producer of seeds. 14. Yield.
II: Applications of the soybean (p. 19-28). 1.
Composition of the plant: Composition of soybean forage,
composition of the seeds, composition of the straw (la paja).
2. The soybean in the feeding of animals: As a forage plant,
as a plant that produces seeds, soybean cakes (tortas de
soja), soybean straw. 3. The soybean as a human food. 4.
Industrial products from the soybean (from the oil: paints
and varnishes, soap). 5. The soybean as a fertilizer.
III: Geographic distribution: 1. Worldwide cultivation of
the soybean. 2. The soybean in Spain.
The soybean as a human food (p. 27): The seed is rich
in protein. Whole soybeans (Semillas de soja) can be used
like French beans and peas, mature and dry, and toasted
like peanuts. The first two leaves of very small soybean
plants (Plantitas de soja) can be used in salads or cooked.
Soy flour can be used in bread, pastries, biscuits, or diabetic
diets. Condiments, widely used in China and Japan, include
natto, miso, tou-chiang, and shoyu. One can make soymilk
(leche de soya), and use it to make soy cheeses (quesos de
soja). The seeds of certain varieties can be roasted to make
substitutes for cocoa or coffee.
Soybean cultivation worldwide (p. 29-30): In France,
starting in 1880, the house of Vilmorin, started selling the
variety Etampes. Also in 1880, the soybean was cultivated in
Portugal in the Botanical Garden at Coimbra (in west central
Portugal).
“The soybean in Spain (p. 30): Thirty five years
ago [i.e. in 1900] my father tried cultivating soybeans in
Pontevedra. [Note: Pontevedra is a province and city in
the northeast corner of Spain, just north of Portugal, on the
coast of the Atlantic Ocean. The city is near the mouth of the
Ria de Pontevedra, at about 42.4º north latitude]. For two
consecutive years, and using seeds of the variety Etampes
from the House of Vilmorin seedsmen, he obtained identical
results: excellent vegetation, but a small yield of seeds
because the plants failed to fully mature.
“More than thirty years ago [i.e. before 1905], the count
of San Bernardo tried growing the soybean, with excellent
results, on his estate “El Alamillo,” at Ecija (near Seville,
Spain).
“In 1910 the soybean was cultivated by Mr. Noriega in
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Jerez (near Cádiz {Cadiz}, Spain), and the results obtained
seem to indicate that the harvest was of medium size due
to the poor condition of the seeds; but the plant responded
brilliantly, showing healthy growth and resistance to the
drought.
“In 1917 the ambassador of Spain stationed in Shanghai
forwarded to the Commercial Information Center of the
Spanish Secretary of State three varieties of soybean seeds:
small black, yellow, and green. These seeds were very
probably used in cultural trials, even though we do not know
the results that were obtained. In the same year Mr. Juan
Abril reported in the periodical Revista Ibérica [Iberian
Review] of his successful soybean trials conducted in Tortosa
(in Tarragona province [in northeastern Spain]).
“Finally, during the years 1914 and 1915, Mr. Santiago
F. Valderrama, the brigadier general from Artillería
[Artelleria], conducted soybean cultural trials in Montilla (in
Córdoba / Cordova province).
“To his cultivation and enthusiastic encouragement of
the cultivation of this plant in Spain, we owe the photograph
on the cover of this little instruction book. It shows the top of
a mature soybean plant grown by him in Montilla. Two more
generations of soybean plants were cultivated in the same
locality.”
Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) Leaves of the
soybean and the common bean (judía = Phaseolus vulgaris)
(p. 4). (2) Flowers of the soybean and the common bean.
(3) A soybean stem, with 3 leaves and 2 pods; an opened
soybean pod showing 3 seeds (p. 5). (4) An uprooted
soybean plant, showing nodules on the roots, and abundant
pods (p. 12). (5) Comparison of two soybean plants, with
and without nodules. The one with nodules is larger and has
many more and larger pods (p. 13).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2015)
concerning soybeans in Portugal, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Portugal. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in Portugal, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Portugal (1880 at the botanical garden in
Coimbra). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Address: Catedratico de Agricultura de Instituto-Escuela,
Spain.
2646. Dittes, Frances Linda. 1935. The biological availability
of cystine found in soybean cheese. PhD thesis, George
Peabody College for Teachers. xiv + 18 p. In: Doctoral
Dissertations Accepted by American Universities, 1936. [38
ref]
• Summary: This is an 18-page abstract of her 50-page thesis
about tofu nutrition. The experiments were done using rats
[which we now know–because they are covered with hair–
have a much greater need for the two limiting amino acids in
tofu; methionine & cystine]. The main focus was on the need
of rats for cystine.
Contents: 1. Introduction: Brief historical sketch

of previous research on the soybean. The problem. 2.
Experimental: general method, basal diet, materials used. 3.
Discussion. 4. Summary and conclusions. Bibliography.
The Introduction begins: “The present knowledge of the
biological value of proteins reveals the need of experimental
evidence on the quantitative nutritional relationship of amino
acids in natural foods, the amino acid deficiencies of proteins
occurring in natural foods, and the supplementing value
of one protein for another. Such information is important
in indicating which combinations of foods will approach
more nearly the amino acid mixture necessary for the daily
requirements of maintenance and growth in the living
organism.
“Although the soybean (glycine hispida or Soja max)
has long been used in the Chinese dietary (1), the Occident
is now awakening to the potential utility of this legume as an
economic food source of valuable protein, fat, and minerals.
A general review of the voluminous literature on the soybean
and its culture showed that the soybean was introduced into
the United States from the Orient as early as 1804, but until
1917 it was largely a forage crop. Much of the research on
the soybean was done from the standpoint of improving
stock rations. The results of investigations made shortly
before and during the World War placed new emphasis upon
the value of the soybean as human food, which developed
industries in certain sections of the United States for the
manufacture of various soybean food products...” Address:
Dep. of Home Economics, George Peabody College for
Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee.
2647. Hughes, Harold De Mott; Henson, Edwin Ray. 1935.
Crop production–principles and practices: A handbook of
information for the student of agriculture. New York, NY:
The Macmillan Co. x + 816 p. Illust. 25 cm. [40 soy ref]
• Summary: This book is copyrighted 1930; it is a 4th
printing of the original 1930 edition.
Harold Hughes lived 1882-1969. Edwin Henson lived
1896-. Address: 1. Prof. of Farm Crops, and Chief in Farm
Crops, Iowa State Agric. Exp. Station; 2. Assist. Prof. of
Farm Crops. Both: Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
2648. Kornfeld, Arnold. 1935. Die Oelbohne oder Soja [The
oilbean or soybean]. Hamburg, Germany: F.W. Thaden.
(Neues Handbuch der tropischen Agrikultur...Ergaenzung).
32 p. Illust. No index. 21 cm. [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. The history of the soybean
(Ölbohne) and its present dissemination / extension
(Verbreitung) in various countries. 2. The cultivation of
the soybean: Botany of the plant, varieties, and origins,
the conditions necessary for cultivation, cultivation (in
the tropics {on the mainland of the Far East, on the Sunda
Islands–today’s Indonesia}, in Europe and America
{preparation of the soil, use of manure or fertilizer,
inoculation, seed, care and maintenance of the crop, harvest,
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storage, crop rotation}).
Diseases and pests / enemies in various countries. Uses
of the soybean (der Ölbohne): in one’s own economy (seeds,
silage, hay, green fodder and pasture), as a crop to be sold,
on the economics of soybean production. Outlook.
In today’s Yugoslavia a German, Mr. Rainer in Essig, is
both a soybean grower and a plant breeder. Address: Leiter
des Versuchswesens an der Siebenbuergisch-Saechsischen
landwirtschaftlichen Anstalt in Mediasch (Medias), Romania.
2649. Mumford, H.W. 1935. A year’s progress in solving
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 47:1-287. For the year
ended June 30, 1934.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Value of forages for
adjusting acreage varies (p. 26-27; Timothy, red clover,
alfalfa, and soybeans are compared in a rotation of corn,
oats, and wheat). Study aims to find forage crop for every
need (p. 41-42; “Soybeans seeded with Sudan grass reduced
chinch bug damage to a minimum”). Seed-type soybeans
yield more hay and seed (p. 43-44; “Over a 5-year period the
Dunfield yielded 3.59 tons of hay an acre; the Mansoy, 3.53
tons; and the Manchu, 3.36 tons. All of these are seed-type
beans. The Kingwa [black seeded] and Peking, both hay
types, yielded only 3.29 tons and 3.21 tons respectively.”
Illini produced 3.16 tons of hay per acre. In a 10-year test
for seed yield at Urbana, the winner was Illini at 38.9 bu/
acre). Soybean yield factors are apparently heritable (p.
44-46; “Soybeans of high oil content are demanded by
processors, while large yields of seed are demanded by the
grower”). Maximum soil improvement sought for soybean
crop (p. 47; “Where corn follows soybeans, tests prove that
soybeans may be plowed under most satisfactorily at a date
in the fall before many leaves have been lost, but when the
plant has made its maximum growth. The seed in the pods
should be completely developed”). New crops and new uses
relieve surplus problem (p. 69-70; “Extensive studies on the
use of soybean oil in paints were continued with promising
results”).
Livestock investigations: “Toasting” soybean oil meal
lowers palatability (p. 73-75; Tests were made “to determine
the relative feeding value of soybean oil meals manufactured
in different ways. The cattle making the largest gains
were those fed meal produced at the lowest temperature”).
Soybean meals better than ground beans for chicks (p. 11315). Dairy cattle can utilize lespedeza straw to advantage (p.
135-36; Compared with soybean hay. Although cows refused
23.1% of their soybean hay {compared with 10.0% of
lespedeza hay}, they yielded more daily milk per cow {35.5
vs. 33.5 lb} but made less daily weight gain per cow {0.08
vs. 0.37 lb}).
Entomology investigations: Safety of soybeans being
guarded by insect surveys (p. 142; Soybean plantings were

vastly increased in 1934 as a result of the drouth and chinch
bug situation. Protection of this comparatively new crop
from insects is made possible by annual surveys which the
Illinois Natural History Survey conducts in cooperation with
the Univ. of Illinois Department of Agronomy).
Agricultural economics investigations: Guides to lower
grain costs are found in studies (p. 178-79; In 1933, soybeans
that were harvested using a combine cost $15.05 per acre.
The yield was 23.0 bu/acre. So the cost per bushel was
$0.65. This compared with $0.41 for corn and $0.48 for oats
and $0.61). Three-year figures show soybean costs being
lowered (p. 179-80).
Home economics investigations: Many varieties of
soybeans have promise as foods (p. 255; Sybil Woodruff
has studied the palatability of a large number of soybean
varieties. Several varieties, including the popular Illini and
a variety found in September to be very palatable as a green
vegetable, were tan or ivory in color). Address: Dean and
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2650. Sweeney, O.R.; Arnold, Lionel K. 1935. Processing the
soybean. 2nd ed. Iowa State College, Engineering Extension
Service, Bulletin No. 103. 59 p. 28 cm. (Ames, Iowa). First
published in 1929. Official publication, Vol. 34, No. 14. 4
Sept. 1935. [42 ref]
• Summary: This is a revised version of the original 1929
bulletin. Contents: 1. The soybean and the farm problem:
Characteristics of the soybean, uses of the soybean, soybeans
in Iowa, the soybean and the nitrogen problem, the soybean
and the protein problem, the soybean and the vegetable
oil problem. 2. Methods of producing soybean oil: The
hydraulic press method, the Anderson Expeller method, the
solvent extraction system (stationary, large-scale Soxhlet
type, rotary, continuous [Hansa Company, Ford Motor Co.],
extraction solvents incl. trichloroethylene). 3. Plant design. 4.
Production costs: Operating costs, calculation of costs. “The
authors have endeavored to present the philosophy of small
plants located close to the grower of the beans who would
also be the buyer of the meal at a price not loaded by high
freight costs. The farmer would thus retain on the farm the
protein portion of the bean with its high feed and fertilizer
values.”
Page 39 notes: “A continuous process said to be suitable
for a small scale plant is being experimented with by the
Ford Motor Company. In this process the flaked beans are
fed into the bottom of a pipe set at a 10 degree angle and
fitted with a screw conveyor. The flaked beans are moved
through the pipe against the solvent, which flows in at about
halfway between the upper and lower end. The upper end
of the pipe forms a steaming chamber where the solvent
is vaporized off. A similar process has been patented by
Flumerfelt.”
Photos show: (1) Experimental hydraulic press. (2) An
Anderson Expeller.
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Table 31, titled “U.S. soybean oil mills” (p. 55), lists 22
establishments that “are, or have been, processing soybeans
for the production of soybean oil: Archer-Daniels-Midland
Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota. The Chicago Heights Oil
Co., Chicago Heights, Illinois. The East St. Louis Cotton
Oil Co., East St. Louis, Illinois. The Eastern Cotton Oil
Co., Elizabeth City, North Carolina. The Elizabeth City
Oil and Fertilizer Co., Elizabeth City, North Carolina.
Falk and Co., Carnegie, Pennsylvania. W.F. Fancourt and
Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Ford Motor Co., Detroit,
Michigan. Funk Bros. Seed Co., Bloomington, Illinois.
Wm. O. Goodrich Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin [subsidiary
of ADM]. W.R. Grau and Co., New York, New York. The
Havens Oil Co., Washington, New Jersey. National Oil
Products Co., Harrison, New Jersey. The New Bern Cotton
Oil and Fertilizer Mills, New Bern, North Carolina. The
Peru Products Co., Peru, Indiana. Wm. H. Scheil, Inc., New
York, New York. Soybean Products Co., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Spencer Kellogg and Sons, Inc., Des Moines, Iowa.
The A.E. Staley Co., Decatur, Illinois. Standard Soybean
Processing Co., Centerville, Iowa. Welch, Holme and Clark,
Inc., New York, New York. The Winterville Cotton Oil Co.,
Winterville, North Carolina.” Address: Iowa State College,
Ames, Iowa.
2651. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1936.
Sojabohnensauerfutter fuer Milchkuehe [Soybean silage for
dairy cows]. 86(1):5. Jan. 4. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: At the National Experimental Institute
(Bundesversuchsanstalt) in Wieselburg, cows were fed with
soybean silage (Sojabohnensauerfutter) instead of fodder
beets or concentrated feed. The result was that the milk
quantity was not influenced by this substitution, nor was the
fat-free dry substance. On the other hand, the fat content
of the milk increased on average by 0.2 percent. Therefore
silage that was produced from soybeans (Sojabohnen)
that were harvested during milk ripeness (Milchreife)
possesses the specific property of increasing the fat content
of milk. This fodder had no influence upon the live weight
(Lebendgewicht). Soybean silage has proven itself as a very
good fodder produced right on the farm for dairy cows.
It is probable that the amides of this silage play a role in
the formation of milk. As a result of the trial, the cash
value of 100 kg of soybean feed (Sojabohnenfutter) can be
determined, the production value of which is equal to 110
kg of fodder beets plus 9.5 kg of concentrated feed. If 100
kg of fodder beets are valued at 1.50 Austrian schillings
and 100 kg of concentrated feed mixture at 17.45 schillings,
then 100 kg of soybean silage is worth 3.30 schillings, or
2.2 times as much as fodder beets, whereby in any case the
yields in fodder beet leaves seem to have not been taken
into consideration and the silage costs [or acidification
costs] (Einsäuerungskosten) were also disregarded.
(Dr. W. Liebscher and Dr. K. Liebscher, Die Landesk.

[Landeskultur?] no. 11, 1935.)
Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California. Address: Austria.
2652. Banks, G.H. 1936. Arkansas soybeans in 1935. East
Arkansas Record (Helena, Arkansas) 5(138):2. Jan. 28.
Soybean section.
• Summary: “The All-American triple-threat footballers have
gone into eclipse until next September, so we will take time
out for a discussion of a ‘triple-purpose’ friend of the farmer,
the widely-distributed but little-known soybean. Some crops
are grown for cash income, others for feed for livestock, and
still other crops to build up the soil. The soybean combines
all these three functions in one crop.
“In every country of Arkansas some farmers grow
soybeans, either alone or planted with corn or grain sorghum.
A great majority of these cut the beans for hay, or turn the
stock into the field to eat the beans. A smaller number turn
under the soybean plants as green manure to build up the
humus and nitrogen content of the soil. Mostly acreages
devoted to soybeans are in small units, and very few of the
growers save their own seed.
“On Grand Prairie, and in some sections of the Arkansas
and Mississippi River Delta, farmers are growing beans for
harvest and using them as a cash crop to supplement rice
and cotton. Many rice farmers use the binder and thresher
method, but there were at least thirteen combined harvesterthreshers in operation on Grand Prairie in the fall of 1935,
mostly in Arkansas and Prairie counties.
“The rice farmers have been at the commercial soybean
business the longest and Stuttgart has become a nationally
recognized source of planting seed. The estimated 1935
acreage on Grand Prairie rice farm was 30,000 acres, of
which about half was cut for hay or turned under, and the
other half harvested for beans. The soybean fits into the riceland rotation as a crop to clean up the land from obnoxious
weeds and grasses, hence the general practice is to plant
in rows and keep cultivated. Commercial inoculations are
almost universally used, in order to get the most benefit of
the nitrogen-storing bacteria.
“The Rice Branch Experiment Station of the University
of Arkansas College of Agriculture has conducted numerous
experiments with soybeans. Based on a six-year average, the
best bean for high quality fine-stemmed hay are Otootan,
Laredo and Chiquita. Coarse-stemmed but making a good
tonnage are the White Biloxi, Biloxi and Mamloxi. The
Virginia variety has the merit of being early and of good
quality, but has ranked nineteenth out of twenty-five varieties
in total hay produced over the period of 1930-35 inclusive.
For bean production, high yielding honors go to Mamloxi,
White Biloxi, Mammoth Brown, Delta 6677, Biloxi and
Laredo.”
2653. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1936. Maize
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and legume silage: Balanced rations for the North Coast.
47(1):58. Jan.
• Summary: Lucerne does not thrive in many areas of the
Upper North Coast district. “As one way of approaching
this problem, velvet beans and soy beans were grown in
trials at Swan Bay (Richmond River), Kangaroo Creek,
and Coramba, to put into the silo with green maize in the
proportion of three loads of maize to one of legume with a
view to improving the feeding value of the silage.” Soybeans
were found to give better results than either velvet beans
or (previously) cowpeas. Mr. M.J.E. Squire, Agricultural
Instructor, concluded that the Otootan soybean is the most
suitable for this purpose.
“For the successful cultivation of soybeans, verminproof areas are required, as hares, rabbits, etc., are very
severe on them during the seedling stage.” They eat the
young soybeans.
2654. Revue Agricole de l’Afrique du Nord. 1936. La culture
de soja [Soybean cultivation]. 34(865):131-32. Feb. 28.
(Institut Agricole d’Algerie, Alger). [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Although it has been recommended [in Algeria]
on several occasions, especially by Dr. Trabut, soybean
cultivation has been given only limited trials here, and then
mainly for production of forage. Certain varieties of soya
yield a very nutritious forage whose composition approaches
that of lucerne. But in East Asia large amounts of soybean
seeds are used as a source of oil, flour, a milk substitute,
etc. In Algeria the soybean has not yet been used as food,
except in feeding pigs. The various types of soybeans
and their cultivation is discussed. Soybean cultivation is
now expanding in Europe; last year soya was grown on
25,000 hectares in Romania. Soybeans have been grown
successfully in Normandy, France. The results of these trials
have been published by Guerpel in the Journal d’Agriculture
Pratique (5 Oct. 1935); the importance of proper inoculation
when planting for the first time is emphasized.
Because of the low price paid at European ports
for soybeans grown in Manchuria, it seems that the
cultivation of soya, intended for sale to oil mills, will not
be remunerative in Algeria. But there would be interest in
this country, especially in the irrigated areas, in growing
soybeans for forage or for the seeds which could be fed to
livestock. Address: Algeria.
2655. Culbertson, C.C.; Thomas, B.H.; Beard, F.J.;
Hammond, W.E. 1936. The influence of soybeans upon the
gains, feed requirements and character of the fat produced
when fed to growing and fattening spring pigs on rape
pasture. A.H. Leaflet [Animal Husbandry], Iowa Agricultural
Experiment Station, Cooperative Extension Service No. 150.
6 p. Feb.
• Summary: This is a mimeographed leaflet. Contents:
Introduction. The allotment and rations fed on good rape

pasture (includes cracked soybeans and soybean oilmeal).
The feeds and methods of feeding described (All feeds were
self fed. Manchu soybeans were used). Chemical studies
made on certain of the individual carcasses. Comments
(Growing and fattening pigs fed rations containing soybeans
exhibited a marked tendency to produce softer carcasses. Use
soybean oilmeal instead).
Tables: (1) Growing and fattening pigs on rape pasture
(with cracked soybeans and soybean oilmeal). (2) Hardness
of body fat produced. Address: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station,
Animal Husbandry Section, Ames, Iowa.
2656. Tomhave, A.E.; Mumford, C.W. 1936. Ground
soybeans as a protein supplement for laying birds. Delaware
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 197. 37 p. Feb.
• Summary: Discusses the results of six experiments.
Conclusions
“1. Ground soybeans replacing meat scraps in the laying
ration for pullets, in part or all, reduce the egg production per
pullet. This decrease is important above levels of 6.8 per cent
of soybeans in the laying ration.
“2. Ground soybeans in the laying ration for pullets are
not as efficient in producing a dozen of eggs as meat scraps
and dried buttermilk.
“3. Mortality due to prolapse of the oviduct appears to
bear a relationship to the percentage of ground soybeans in
the laying ration for pullets.
“4. The high fat content of ground soybeans is not
responsible entirely for the reduction in egg production when
fed in the laying ration for pullets.
“5. Ground soybeans in the laying ration for pullets
or hens do not have a detrimental affect upon eggs in cold
storage.
“6. The breaking strength of egg shells is not affected by
ground soybeans in the laying ration.
“7. Ground soybeans replacing meat scraps in part,
or whole, in the laying ration for yearling hens do not
consistently and significantly effect egg production or feed
requirement to produce a dozen of eggs.
“8. Ground soybeans in the laying ration for yearling
hens does not appear to affect the hatchability of the eggs.
“9. Ground soybeans are more effective in replacing
meat scraps and dried milk in laying rations for yearly hens
that have completed their growth, than for pullets in their
first year of production.” Address: 1. Research Poultryman
and Animal Husbandman; 2. Asst. in Poultry. Both: Newark,
Delaware.
2657. King, B.M. 1936. Soybean hay production. Missouri
Agricultural College, Extension Circular No. 336. 4 p.
March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean vs. alfalfa or
clover hay. Growing soybeans for hay (“Virginia, Wilson,
Laredo and Pinedell are the four best hay varieties for
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Missouri. Of the four, Virginia is superior to all others for
average conditions and especially on soils of low fertility”).
Harvesting soybean for hay (“Soybeans require only 60 to 80
days to reach the best stage for cutting for hay, depending on
the time of planting and the variety used”).
This circular begins: “On most Missouri farms the
soybean crop may be used far more profitably for the
production of a high quality legume hay than for the
production of threshed beans. Missouri’s agriculture is and
should be based largely on a system of livestock production.
For such a system to operate most efficiently, ample supplies
of high quality homegrown legume hays and pastures are
absolutely essential. Soybeans properly handled offer one
excellent means of supplying a large part of the legume
hay needed. The value of soybean hay and the methods
recommended for its most satisfactory production are briefly
outlined in this circular.” Address: Columbia, MO.
2658. Kinney, E.J. 1936. Soybean project for 4-H clubs.
Univ. of Kentucky College of Agriculture, Extension Div.,
Circular No. 94 (Revised ed.). 16 p. March. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Objects. Requirements. Introduction.
The kind of land to select. The question of fertilizers. The
preparation of the seed-bed. When to plant. The choice of
variety. Inoculate soybeans. Seeding operations. Cultivation.
Harvesting soybean hay. Harvesting soybean seed. Threshing
soybeans. Record of soybean project. Business account.
Story of how I grew my soybeans.
Sent to Soyinfo Center by the Univ. of Kentucky
College of Agriculture. Address: Lexington, Kentucky.
2659. Stephenson, R.E. 1936. The nitrification process and
plant nutrition. Soil Science 41(3):187-96. March. [28 ref]
• Summary: Includes soybean hay. Address: Oregon Agric.
Exp. Station.
2660. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries. Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical
Agriculture (International Institute of Agriculture, Rome)
27(4):117T-49T. April.
• Summary: Note: The authors use the terminology “Soya
is...” throughout the document.
Contents: Part 1. I. General remarks. II. Breeding:
Natural selection breeding, pedigree selection, mass
selection, selection by cross fertilisation, characters sought
for in selection (richness in oil and protein, resistance to
disease, yield in seed).
III. Classification of the different varieties of soya
(by colour of the seed coat, blossom colour, pubescence,
cotyledon colour, seed forms and sizes, hilum colour, pod
formation and size and colour), growth periods (early,
medium, late, etc.), height and form of plant, growth habits
(vining, upright, etc.), leaves (size and shape).

IV. Varieties cultivated in the different countries. A.
America: United States (lists alphabetically the names,
synonyms, and principal characteristics of the 183 most
important varieties presently cultivated; the description
of each includes, if known, the date of introduction and
place of origin, description of plant, days to mature, seed
color, size, and composition). The following varieties are
listed. Those followed by an asterisk (*) are not found in
any previous seed list: A.K., Aksarben, Aksawa*, Amherst,
Arlington, Auburn, Austin, Banner (see Midwest), Barchet,
Biloxi, Black Beauty (see Ebony), Black Champion, Black
Eyebrow, Black Eyebrow selection I, Black Eyebrow
selection II, Black Sable (see Peking), Bopp (see Chernie),
S.P.I. 1492, S.P.I. 1492 selection, F.C. 1829, S.P.I. 19186,
S.P.I. 19981–I, S.P.I. 20409, S.P.I. 37246, S.P.I. 30594,
S.P.I. 30745, S.P.I. 30746, S.P.I. 37053, S.P.I. 37062, S.P.I.
37062 selection, S.P.I. 37241, S.P.I. 37261, S.P.I. 37261
selection, S.P.I. 37294, S.P.I. 37298, S.P.I. 37301, S.P.I.
37396, S.P.I. 38455, S.P.I. 40114, S.P.I. 40371, S.P.I. 44210,
S.P.I. 44212, S.P.I. 44508, S.P.I. 44510, S.P.I. 46689, S.P.I.
47131, Brooks, Brown (see Mammoth Brown), Buckshot,
Buster Brown*, Buster Brown selection*, Cayuga, Chernie,
Chestnut, Chiquita, Cloud, Columbia, Columbian (see
Columbia), Dixia [sic, Dixie], Dunfield, Early Black, Early
Brown, Early Green (see Medium Green), Early Green
selection, Early Virginia Brown (see Virginia), Early Wilson
(see Wilson), Early Wisconsin Black (see Wisconsin Black),
Early Yellow (see Ito San), Easycook, Easycook selection,
Ebony, Eda, Edward, Elton, Essex (see Peking), Extra
Early Black Eyebrow (see Black Eyebrow), Extra SelectSable (see Peking), Fairchild, Giant Brown (see Mammoth
Brown), Goshen Prolific, Green (see Medium Green),
Guelph (see Medium Green), Habaro, Haberlandt, Hahto,
Hahto selection, Hamilton, Herman, Hollybrook, Hollybrook
selection, Hongkong, Hoosier, Hope, Hope selection, Hybrid
5-L-3*, Illini, Ilsoy, Indiana Hollybrook (see Midwest),
Ito San, Ito San Cross, Jet, Kentucky*, Kingston, Laredo,
Laredo Selection, Large Brown (see Mammoth Brown),
Large Yellow (see Mammoth Yellow), Late Yellow (see
Mammoth Yellow), Lexington, Mammoth (see Mammoth
Yellow), Mammoth Black (see Tarheel Black), Mammoth
Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Manchu, Manchu selection I,
Manchu selection II, Manchuria (see Pinpu), Mandarin,
Medium Early Green (see Medium Green), Medium Early
Yellow (see Ito San), Medium Green, Medium Yellow
(see Midwest), Merko, Meyer, Midwest, Mikado, Minsoy,
Mongol (see Midwest), Morse, Nemo, Nuttall, Ogemaw,
Ohio 9001*, Ohio 9035 (see Hamilton), Ohio 9035
selection*, Okute, Old Dominion, Otootan, Peking, Perley’s
Mongol (see Midwest), Pinpu, Red Sable (see Peking),
Riceland, Roosevelt (see Midwest), Roosevelt Medium Early
Yellow (see Midwest), Royal (see Wilson Five), Sable (see
Peking), Shanghai (see Tarheel Black), Sherwood, Shingto,
Shingto selection, Sonoma*, Sooty, Southern (see Mammoth
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Yellow), Southern Prolific, Soysota, Taha selection, Tarheel
(see Tarheel Black), Tarheel Black, Tarheel Brown (see
Mammoth Brown), Tashing, Tokyo, Tokio selection,
Toyonago*, Trenton, Thurnoko* [Tsuronoko?], Verea*,
Virginia, Virginia Early Brown (see Virginia), Watson
Black*, Wea, White Eyebrow, Wilson, Wilson-Five, Wing
Jet, Wisconsin Black, Wisconsin Early Black (see Wisconsin
Black), Wisconsin Pedigreed Black (see Wisconsin Black),
Yellow (see Mammoth Yellow), Yoko (see Yokoten),
Yokoten, Yosho, Yosho selection.
Varieties grown in each of America’s 5 regions.
Principal states of North America where soya is grown
(Gives a little history and lists the most popular varieties
and how/where grown): Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, North
Carolina.
A sample description of one of the 183 varieties listed
is: “Morse.–Introduced from Newchwang, Manchuria, in
1906. This variety is said to be the most commonly used for
oil extraction, the pressed cake being exported to Japan and
Southern China as a very valuable fertilizer. Plants stout,
erect, bushy, maturing in about 130 days; pubescence gray;
flowers both purple and white, 50 to 55 days to flower;
pods 2 to 3 seeded; seeds yellowish green with brown
hilum, about 2,500 to the pound; germ yellow; oil 18.1%.”
Note: Though soybean pioneer William Morse did not join
the USDA until June 1907, this variety (S.P.I. No. 19186,
collected and sent to the USDA in Aug. 1906 by Frank N.
Meyer) was later named after Morse.
Example of a state (p. 172): “State of Maryland: The
total area planted with soya in Maryland in 1925 was 35,000
acres and since then it has increased steadily. This increase
in the area cultivated is due to the fact that farmers wished
to reduce their expenditure on concentrated foods. To begin
with soya was grown to replace cow peas in the coastal
plains and afterwards was generally grown in all the counties
of the State. The principal region of cultivation for forage
is the dairying district of Piedmont; for seed production, the
South-Eastern part of the coastal plains.
“The Experiment Station of Maryland has tested more
than 200 varieties, but of these only 30 have been entirely
satisfactory.
“With the exception of the quantities necessary for
domestic consumption, soya is almost exclusively grown for
forage, the best varieties for this purpose being Virginia and
Wilson. The late varieties should only be employed in cases
where there is a lack of seed.” Address: Rome, Italy.
2661. Law, H. Drake. 1936. The properties of processed
soya. Food (Processing, Packing, Marketing. London)
5(55):269-72. April. For responses, see the May, June, and
Aug. issues of this journal.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Analysis (of whole
soya flour made by Soya Foods Ltd.). Preparation. Lecithin.
General food value. Proteins (effect on growth of pigs).

Mineral matter. Alkali balance (Soyolk is alkali; wheat
flour is acid). Vitamins. Preserving action (whole soya flour
prevents rancidification due to its antioxidant action). “Soya,
without a doubt, possesses many notable attributes, but too
much over-statement has been associated with its possible
use in industry. It appears desirable, therefore, to place on
record an accurate account of facts, rather than a view based
on excessive enthusiasm.” Feeding tests on pigs show that
20% soya added to the mash is equivalent in protein to 10%
fish meal. Address: D.Sc., F.I.C., England.
2662. Morse, W.J. 1936. Soybean introductions named in
January 1936 (Leaflet). Washington, DC: USDA, Bureau of
Plant Industry, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases. 2 p. April
7.
• Summary: A table (p. 1-2) lists the following 25 soybean
varieties, sorted by F.P.I. numbers. For four varieties, the
FC (forage crop) number is given in parentheses after the
F.P.I. number: Georgian, Palmetto, Monetta, Creole, Waseda,
Osaya, Chusei (FC 19976), Chame (FC 19977), Higan (FC
19978), Sousei (FC 19979), Goku, Rokusum [Rokusun],
Fuji, Bansei, Shiro, Hakote, Sato [black seeded], Kura
[black], Kanro, Hokkaido, Hiro, Toku, Jogun, Suru, Nanda.
For each variety the following information is given:
F.P.I. Nos., seed color, days to maturity, use, and states
grown (such as southern, north and north central, etc.). Use
codes: G = Grain. F = Forage. G.V. = Green vegetable. D.B.
= Dry edible bean. Color codes: S.Y. = Straw yellow. O.Y. =
Olive yellow. Gr. = Green. Bl. = Black. Br. = Brown. Note:
Black soybean varieties are Sato, Kura, and Hiro.
An attached page, titled “Soybeans named in January,
1936,” by W.J. Morse, lists 21 soybean varieties in a
3-column table, along with the F.P.I. numbers and (in some
cases) the FC [forage crop] number in parentheses. All of
these varieties appear among the 25 varieties listed above.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the following soybean varieties: Chame, Fuji,
Goku, Hakote, Higan, Hiro, Hokkaido, Jogun, Kanro (in
USA), Kura, Nanda, Osaya, Sato, Shiro, Sousei, Suru, Toku,
and Waseda.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen in which
soybeans are classified by use as “green vegetable” or “dry
edible bean” or both. The difference between the two is not
explained. Eight varieties are classified as “green vegetable”
only: Chame, Hakote, Hiro, Kura, Nanda, Sato, Sousei, and
Waseda. Twelve varieties are classified as both: Bansei,
Chusei, Fuji, Higan, Hokkaido, Jogun, Kanro, Osaya,
Rokusun, Shiro, Suru, and Toku. No varieties are classified
only as “dry edible bean.” By “dry edible bean” Morse
apparently means that this variety is suited to be made into
various types of food. The next year, in the 1937 USDA
Yearbook of Agriculture Morse and Cartter, in an article titled
“Improvement in Soybeans” state (p. 1163): “Experiments
by commercial firms have shown that these varieties are
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superior to commercial varieties for the manufacture of food
products, such as bean flour, roasted beans, bean milk [soy
milk], and bean curd [tofu].” Address: Div. of Forage Crops
& Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA [Washington,
DC].
2663. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Latin America (Document part). Monthly Bulletin
of Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute
of Agriculture, Rome) 27(5):180T-84T. May.
• Summary: “3. Argentina. The first trials in acclimatisation
of soya in Argentina were carried out, it appears, in 1908 at
the Experimental Station of Córdoba. It was not, however,
until 1924 that trials of any real economic importance
were made. At that time the Seed Section, dependent on
the Division of Experiment Stations, purchased seed of 15
varieties of soya from the United States and distributed it
among agricultural schools, experiment stations and about
6,000 farmers throughout the principal parts of the country.
From this distribution a considerable amount of information
may be obtained on the adaptation of the various varieties
to the different zones of the country... The chief results were
obtained at the Experiment Station of Puerta de Diaz [which
is situated in the valley of la Lerma], Department of Salta,
and Loreto, Department of Misiones.
“4. Bermuda. Soya has been cultivated here for several
years. The Department of Agriculture has recommended its
use as green manure and as a feed for livestock. There are
no native varieties. The only variety introduced is Mammoth
Yellow, the growth period of which allows sowing to take
place at the beginning and harvesting at the end of summer.
“5. Brazil. Investigations on the adaptation of different
varieties of soya to the particular conditions of Brazil were
and are carried out at the Experiment Station of Sao Simao.
Trials were made with the following varieties a detailed
description of which will be found under the heading of the
United States...
“As a result of the first investigations it was possible to
classify all these varieties into 5 groups according to their
precocity. They were also divided into: (1) tall varieties (1.30
to 1.50 meters) yielding a large quantity of green material
and suitable for forage production; (2) medium tall varieties
(0.50 to 0.80 meters); (3) dwarf varieties (0.20 to 0.40
meters).
“The principal varieties are:–Very early varieties
(duration of growth period: 80 to 90 days): Artolfi, Arlington,
Aksarben, Easycook, Hamilton and Hoosier. Early varieties
(growth period: 90 to 100 days): Austin, Ebony, Hahto,
Ilsoy, Goshen Prolific, and Virginia. Semi-early varieties
(growth period: 100 to 110 days): Barchet, Chiquita, Dixia
[sic, Dixie], Dunfield, George Washington, and Wilson
Five. Semi-late varieties (growth period: 120 to 130 days):
Herman, Medium Green, Mammoth Yellow, Merko and

Sherwood. Late varieties (growth period: 130 to 150 days):
Biloxi, Tarheel Black, Ito San, Minsoy, Old Dominion and
Mikado.
“The varieties particularly recommended by the
Experiment Station of Sao Simao are as follows:–For seed
production: Artolfi, Aksarben, Chiquita, Herman, Tarheel
Black, Hamilton and Haberlandt. The seeds of these
varieties are very rich in oil. For forage production: Biloxi,
Wilson Five, Mammoth Yellow, Goshen Prolific, Ebony
and Virginia. For human consumption: Easycook, Hahto
and Hoosier. A table (p. 183) gives the composition of the
principal varieties of soya cultivated in Brazil: Peking,
Wilson Five, Minsoy, Dunfield, Mandarin, Haberlandt,
Virginia, Habaro, Dixie, Mammoth Yellow, Chiquita, Tarheel
Black.
“6. Chile. The first trials in soya acclimatisation in Chile
date back to 1934. In 1934 this cultivation emerged from
the experimental into the practical stage. Investigations on
the acclimatisation of various introduced varieties were
carried out chiefly by the Experiment Station of the National
Agricultural Society. These trials were made with 27
varieties. At present 4 of these varieties are recommended for
cultivation, namely: Ito San, Dunfield, Illini and Manchu.”
“Ito San.–The variety is the most wide-spread and the
most adaptable... The growth period, at the Experiment
Station, is from 110 to 120 days. In many parts of the
country this period is prolonged to as much as 150 days. This
variety gives good results from Anconcaga to Bio-Bio. It is
most suitable for the regions of Maule, Nuble and Bio-Bio
on account of its hardiness. It, however, has the disadvantage
of having pods which open” [shatter]... Dunfield and Illini
give very good results in the regions of Curico and Talca.
Manchu matures a little later than Dunfield and Ito San. It is
particularly suitable for the central zone.
“In general, these 4 varieties yield seed of excellent
quality and a high oil content. When sown and grown under
favourable conditions, the growth period allows harvesting
to take place in March. The average yield in seed per hectare
on the farms is 16.1 quintals. In the course of trials carried
out by the Experiment Station of the National Agricultural
Society at Santiago, Chimbarongo, San Fernando and Talca,
these varieties gave a yield of 33.6, 24.2, 30.2, and 37.7
quintals, respectively. The yields in oil vary round about
19%; at times as much as 22.5% has been obtained.”
Note 1. 1 quintal = 100 kg. Note 2. This is the earliest
document seen (May 2009) concerning soybeans in Chile, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Chile. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Chile, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Chile (1934). The source of these soybeans is
unknown. See also a French version of this document by the
Institut International d’Agriculture (1936) which gives 1924
as the date of the first soybean trials in Chile; we think the
1934 date is more likely to be correct. Address: Rome, Italy.
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2664. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Latin America (Document part). Monthly Bulletin
of Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute
of Agriculture, Rome) 27(5):187T-89T. May.
• Summary: “14. British Guiana [Guyana]. Soya growing
was introduced in 1927. Trials in acclimatisation were
carried out by the Agricultural Experiment Stations. There
is no cultivation on a commercial scale. Only introduced
varieties are grown, the best being Caracas White [perhaps
from Venezuela?]. Efforts have been directed towards finding
a variety adapted both to forage and seed production. Soya
is grown in places where the soil is light. The yields in seeds
vary from 1,500 to 2,500 lb per acre.
“15. Dutch Guiana [Suriname]. Soya is grown here
solely by farmers from Java. It is not a commercial product
and is generally consumed by the producers. The variety
grown is one with black seeds which was imported in 1905
by Mr. Van Hall. It is grown in light, sandy soils. An average
yield is obtained of 6 to 12 quintals of seed per hectare.
Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg.
“The Experiment Station of Paramaribo imported,
several years ago, numerous varieties from the United
States and Java. The trials in cultivation carried out in the
Experiment Garden have shown that none of these varieties
give as good results as the variety imported in 1905.
Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Suriname, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Suriname (1905). The source of these soybeans is unknown,
but it may well have been Java.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the work of Indonesians (farmers from Java) with
soybeans overseas.
“16. Mexico. The first trials in soya growing date back
to 1925. Investigations in acclimatisation are now carried
out by the Direction of Agriculture in the states of Vera Cruz
and Mexico, at the Agricultural School of Ciudad Juarez
and in the region of Tuxtepec, State of Caxaca [sic, Oaxaca,
in southeast Mexico].” The following varieties have been
introduced to Mexico: Virginia, Laredo, Hollybrook, and
Mammoth. The first two have given the best results.
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Mexico (one of
two documents). This document contains the third earliest
date seen for soybean in Mexico (1925), and the second
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in Mexico
(1925). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
“17. Peru. Trials in acclimatising soya were first started
in Peru in 1928, and have not yet passed the experimental
stage. These trials are carried out chiefly by the Experiment
Stations of Moquega, Ancash, Piura, Lambayeque and La
Molina, at Lima.
Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Peru, or the cultivation of soybeans

in Peru. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Peru, or the cultivation of soybeans in Peru
(1928). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
“18. Porto Rico [Puerto Rico]. An attempt was made to
introduce soya growing into Porto Rico in 1912. Different
trials were carried out for establishing this crop, but without
success as farmers were not interested in this plant.
“19. Salvador [El Salvador]. In 1932, the government of
Salvador imported soya seeds from Brazil for the purpose of
acclimatisation. Up to the present the results have not been
sufficiently definite for any deductions to be made. In fact,
these results are sometimes positive and sometimes negative,
without discovering any reason for the lack of success.
interesting commercial information on the soybean.
Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in El Salvador, or the cultivation of
soybeans in El Salvador. This document contains the earliest
date seen for soybeans in El Salvador, or the cultivation
of soybeans in El Salvador (1932). The source of these
soybeans was Brazil.
“20. Uruguay. On account of the economic importance
soya might have for this country, the Industrial and Forage
Plants Section, from the date of its foundation in 1929,
undertook an extensive study of this plant. As a point
of departure, abundant material was assembled for the
purpose of study from all parts of the world. The first trials
in cultivation were made with two varieties, Biloxi, which
originated from trials carried out in 1925-1926; and a yellow
variety of soya which was subsequently recognised to be
the variety Mammoth. The Section received, in November,
1929, a large collection from the Plant Production Institute
of Leningrad, including 66 varieties. This collection was
afterward completed by other varieties from North America
and other parts of the world, so that at present the Section
has 233 varieties available. In the spring of 1929, the section
undertook trials in cultivation and adaptation,... in 1933-1934
of the 233 varieties cultivated, only 28 were retained, so that
up to the present, 205 varieties have been eliminated. Of the
varieties retained, only 10 appear to be very promising;...
all the soya from seed obtained from Brillmayr [Brillmayer]
in Austria and large quantities from the Industrial Plants
Institute at Leningrad and from Germany, proved to be
quite unsuitable for cultivation in Uruguay. All this shows
the fundamental importance of the biological problem of
adaptation.
“It may be said that, at present, the varieties of soya
best adapted to cultivation in Uruguay are the following: (1)
Varieties cultivated for industrial purposes.–These are almost
all varieties with light coloured seeds, with the exception
of 3 varieties in which the colour of the seeds is entirely
different from that required by industry, namely, the varieties
Biloxi, with brown seed; Hispida Moench Baird with brown
seed; Hispida Moench Ednce, with black seed [Note 7. Is this
Edna, which had black seed?]. (2) Varieties suitable only for
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forage production.–Laredo and Otootan. Generally speaking,
it may be said that according to the investigations carried out
by Professor Henry, Chief of the Industrial and Forage Plant
Section of Estanzuela, the 4 most important varieties of soya
best adapted to environmental conditions in Uruguay, are as
follows: Mammoth, Laredo, Linea genetica 4-a, Japonesa.”
Address: Rome, Italy.
2665. Law, H. Drake. 1936. The author’s reply: To the Editor
of Food. [Concerning criticisms of his article titled “The
Properties of Processed Soya.”]. Food (Processing, Packing,
Marketing. London) 5(56):315-16. May. [1 ref]
• Summary: The author responds to three comments on his
original article. Soya is unsuitable for bacon pigs since it
produces a soft fat. The amount added to bread should be
not greater than 3%, otherwise the color is affected. For
sausages it is essential that the soya should be correctly
processed and should not exceed 5%. “Processed soya has
now been firmly established as an inhibitor against the
rancidity of fats... Many sausage makers have made soya
flour a standard ingredient of their mixtures, and have found
it to be advantageous in many respects. It not only increases
the life of their product, but it improves the meaty flavour
and the dietetic properties of the chopping. The bloom is also
enhanced, provided always that the prescribed limits of 3 to
5 per cent. of the mixture are not exceeded.”
2666. Breedlove, L.B. 1936. Soy bean–The magic plant:
Different varieties suitable for any climate or soil. Article III.
Chicago J. of Commerce and La Salle Street Journal. June 6.
p. 11.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soya max only
important specie [sic, species]. Imported seeds badly mixed.
Thrive in our climate. Soil preferences of the soya. Varieties
recommended by official agronomists. Trend in the varieties
grown.
A large table titled “Soybean varieties recommended for
the different growing areas,” contains 25 large boxes, each
containing the names of 5 to 12 soybean varieties. Across
the top are cropping for seeds, hay, pasture, or silage. Down
the left side are regions I through V. Region V (a northerly
region), for example, is “Very early and early varieties,
maturing in 90 to 110 days. The varieties in Region V best
suited for producing seed are: Aksarben, Black eyebrow
[Black Eyebrow], Elton, Habaro, Ito San, Mandarin, Minsoy,
Ogemaw, Soysota, and Wisconsin.
Varieties now gaining favor in the “corn belt district” are
Illini, Manchu, Dunfield, Mansoy, and Laredo.
“The soybean belongs to the genus Soja, family of
Leguminosae–the second large family of seed plants whose
species total over 12,000. Of the fifteen species of the genus
native to Asia, Africa and Australia only one, Soja Max–the
soybean–produces sufficient protein and other chemical
properties to be of economic importance.” Note the use of

the terms “the soya,” “Soya Max,” and “Soja Max” to refer
to the soybean.
“The soybean is a self-fertilizing plant: the flowers
produce both the pollen grains and ovules. Pollination occurs
before the flower opens and there is little chance of pollen
from other plants carried by insects or by falling from other
plants to enter and effect fertilization.
“Apparently Chinese emperors or imperial gardeners
gave no thought to improving the soybean strains, while
the farmers naturally enough, had no idea that controlled
propagation was possible. So, through the centuries, the god
of soya had to look out for himself. However, as the plants
rubbed shoulders slight variations came into existence, to
be handed slowly on as the crop seed was planted again and
again, in spite of the soya god. Even at that, plant variations
through mutation, without the necessary artificial segregation
of the plants, developed slowly.” Address: Staff member,
Chicago Journal of Commerce.
2667. Breedlove, L.B. 1936. Soy bean–The magic plant:
Crop fits calendar of operations on grain growing farms.
Article IV. Chicago J. of Commerce and La Salle Street
Journal. June 9. p. 11.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil preparation as for
corn. Inoculation necessary. Rate of seeding not important.
Cultivation of plants. Curing of soy hay. Diseases are rare.
“Soybean bacteria, more healthy in the acidic soils
than in neutral or alkaline soils, live long enough–in fact
longer than the bacteria of other legumes–to supply natural
inoculation, provided that a crop of soybeans is grown every
five to ten years.”
Soybean varieties vary widely in seed size, ranging from
1,250 to the pound for the large-seeded Hahto, to 9,600 for
the tiny Barchet. The rate of seeding does not vary with the
seed size.
“For hay, soiling, or green manure soybeans are
sown by means of drills. For seed or bean crops the beans
are generally planted in rows 28 inches apart to provide
sufficient space for cultivation. For silage or pasture
soybeans are often planted with corn in the jump hill or
alternate hill method or may be planted in the same hills.”
“The soybean plants provide the best quality of hay
when the seeds are nearly half-developed. If the crop is cut
earlier, the percentage of protein will be higher but total hay
yield will be lower and the difficulty of curing will be much
greater. If cutting is delayed, however, the stems begin to
get woody and hard–a process which moves rapidly–with
consequent loss in palatability and feeding value.”
“The combined harvester and thresher, or combine, has
in recent years been extensively applied in harvesting of the
soybean crop, especially in the chief producing states.
“Diseases are rare: In Asiatic countries the soy max
is affected by a large number of destructive diseases–the
Orientals never attempted to study the diseases until fifteen
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years ago when some of their youths began to return from
our agricultural colleges–but as yet no disease of the plant
has assumed any degree of economic importance in America.
It is attacked by several fungus and bacterial diseases in
the United States, even though the soy is far less affected
by diseases than most forage or food crops grown in this
country.”
“Grasshoppers, beetles, leaf hoppers and green
clover worms, who habitually feed on legumes, have no
special liking for soybeans... But rabbits, and surprising
woodchucks, have proved to be more modern in the ganging
up to feed on the soya and, if such population is plentiful, the
bean field must be protected by close-net fences or the crop
sprayed by an arsenical poison.”
Note the use of the terms “soy max,” “the soy,” and
“the soya” to refer to the soybean. Address: Staff member,
Chicago Journal of Commerce.
2668. Breedlove, L.B. 1936. Soy bean–The magic plant:
Source of manifold foods for man, woman, and child. Article
VIII. Chicago J. of Commerce and La Salle Street Journal.
June 18. p. 12.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (experiments on the diet
of prisoners; the scientific knowledge of foods in relation to
life and work). Removing bitter taste. Composition of soy
flours. The count in amino acids.
One table shows the average composition of five types
soy bean flours made from: (1) whole soybeans, (2) high
fat content cake, (3) medium fat content cake, (4) low fat
content cake, (5) solvent extracted cake. Flour made from
whole soybeans contains 20.45% fat and 36.63% protein.
Flour made from solvent extracted cake contains 1.58% fat
and 68.74% protein. A second table gives the “Composition
of the principal protein of various grains,” as follows: Barley
(hordein). Oats (glutelin, gliaden). Rice (globulin, glutelin).
Rye (gliaden, glutelin). Wheat (glutin, gliadin, glutenin,
leucosin). Soybean (glycinin). Navy bean (phaseolin).
A large diagram titled “Uses of the soy bean,” shows 91
different uses. For example: The plants can be used for green
manure, forage, pasture, or soiling. The beans can be used
to make meal, oil, dried beans, and green beans. The oil can
be used to make 13 different non-food industrial products
plus food products and lecithin. These food products include
butter substitute, lard substitute, edible oils, and salad oils.
Lecithin is used in leather tanning, candy manufacture,
medicines, and as an emulsifier. The dried beans can be made
into 9 foods and beverages plus stock feed. The “vegetable
milk” can be made into bean curd (which can be used fresh,
dried, smoked, or fermented), “condensed soy milk, canned
soy milk, fresh soy milk, soy milk powder, and soy casein.”
The casein can be made into “paper sizing, paints, textile
dressing, waterproofing for textiles, drugs, or synthetic
wool.” Green beans can be used as a green vegetable,
canned, or in salads.

“History indicates that the Chinese because of the soy
bean were first among racial groups to have a well-balanced
diet, and being better nourished, they were for centuries able
consistently to drive off the barbarians.
“Western nations took little interest in diet other than
that which grew up in the customs born out of trial and error
methods. For more than one hundred years after experiments
on prisoners began, the whole matter was looked upon as one
of economy for the state and it was not until Carl von Voit
laid down seventy years ago, his famous dictum, i.e., a man
doing little work should have daily 118 grams of proteins,
500 grams of carbohydrates and 56 grams of fat, that any
interest in a diet providing sufficient nutrition became
manifest.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Aug. 2003) with the term “soy casein” to refer to
isolated soy protein products.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2017) that uses the term “synthetic wool” to
refer to spun soy protein fiber used like a textile fiber
(such as wool). Address: Staff member, Chicago Journal of
Commerce.
2669. Breedlove, L.B. 1936. Soy bean–The magic plant:
Food for all farm livestock and excellent fertilizer. Article
XII. Chicago J. of Commerce and La Salle Street Journal.
June 27. p. 11.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. More than proteins
necessary. Cheapest source of protein. Good for all farm
stock (including poultry). Hay good rations for stock. Soya
as a plant for foods (soybean meal as fertilizer).
This article focuses on the use of soybean cake and
meal in livestock feeding and as a fertilizer. “Poultrymen
on the Pacific coast have used the imported soy bean meal
for years and consider it a most excellent feed for flesh and
egg production, when combined with a mineral mixture.
For many years proteins from an animal source have been
thought to be superior to proteins from a plant source but
poultry feeding tests of recent years indicate that there is no
difference.”
Soybean cake and meal are used as fertilizers primarily
as a source of nitrogen, but they also contain some
phosphorus and potash. “Stable manures average around
10 pounds of nitrogen per ton of weight, 6 pounds of
phosphorus and 12 pounds of potash. The composition of soy
bean or the meal fertilizer exceeds these proportions per ton
of weight.
“The soy bean plant, like all leguminous plants,
through the aid of root-tubercle organisms, are able to add
to the available nitrogen of the soil and, therefore, are used
extensively for restoring soil deficient in that basic element.”
In nitrogen-deficient soil, the soybean plant “obtains about
one-third of its nitrogen from the soil and the other twothirds–more than in the case of other legumes–from the air.
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However, if the soil has plenty of nitrates, the plant gets
almost all its nitrogen from the air.”
Table I gives “Analyses of soy beans [seed] and other
concentrates” used to feed livestock, such as cottonseed
meal, linseed meal (new process), wheat middlings, and
wheat bran. Soy beans are high in protein and that protein is
much more digestible than the protein in other seeds. Table
II gives “Analyses of soy bean meal and other important oil
meals.” Soybean meal contains the highest percentage of
protein (44.65%), ahead of second place cottonseed meal
(40.29%).
Table III gives “Analyses of soy bean hay in comparison
with other important hay crops.” Table IV gives the
“Fertilizing constituents of soy beans, soy bean meal, and
cottonseed meal.” The four constituents shown are nitrogen,
ammonia, phosphoric acid, and potash. For each constituent
except phosphoric acid, soybean meal is a richer source.
Table V shows the “Fertilizing constituents of Midwest
soy beans cut at [seventeen] different stages of growth,”
from full bloom to seed mature. The nitrogen content is
highest when the seeds are full grown but not mature (i.e.
still green). The potash and phosphoric acid contents are
highest when the seeds are mature (i.e. dry). Address: Staff
member, Chicago Journal of Commerce.
2670. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Western Europe (Document part). Monthly
Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture (International
Institute of Agriculture, Rome) 27(6):216T-28T. June.
• Summary: “1. Germany. In spite of numerous attempts
extending over a long period of time, and particularly since
1920, soya cultivation in Germany has remained in the
experimental stage. From a practical standpoint it cannot be
said that economic cultivation of soya exists...
“All the varieties introduced for trial have failed as they
were not adaptable to the climatic conditions of the country.
Certain growers, however, (Schurig at Stedten; Brandt at
Gierdorf; Heinemann; Winkler, etc.) and several professors
of State Institutions (Professor Riede of the Bonn University;
Professor Sessous of the Giessen University; Professor
Berkner of the Breslau University; Dr. Heinze of the
Chamber of Agriculture of Halle) have carried out breeding
work and have obtained lines superior to the varieties which
were used as the point of departure. These lines are at present
being tested in various regions in Germany.
“Several varieties have been obtained by the botanical
station of the Higher School of Agriculture of BonnPoppelsdorf:
“Yield per hectare of Bonn 373 is 20.9, and yield per
hectare of Bonn 456 is 19.1.
“2. Austria. Soya cultivation was introduced in 1870
by F. Haberlandt. Since that time breeding work and tests in
acclimatisation have been carried out at various times. The

most important work of this kind was started in 1923 by Dr.
Fritz Drahorad and his assistant M.F. Brillmayr [Brillmayer].
Trials were made with 28 varieties in various parts of the
country and the results centralized at Platt (Lower Austria)
at the Leguminous Plant Breeding Station dependent from
the Federal Station of Plant Cultivation and Seed Selection.
In this way early varieties were bred at Platt with a growth
period of 110-125 days.
“The principal varieties bred are: Platter Schwarze Soja,
Platter Kleine Gelbe Soja, Platter Gelbe Riesen.
“In Austria the only varieties that may be cultivated
with success are those selected in the country which have a
growth period of from 130 to 145 days at the most.
“3. France. Soya was introduced into the Botanical
Garden at Versailles in 1740. Several trials in cultivation
have been made since 1855. L. Rouest in Aude and Charles
de Carbonnières, in Tarn, carried out test of some importance
from 1918 to 1925. But it was not until 1932 that the first
scientific investigations were made on the possibilities of
acclimatising soya in France. These researches were carried
out chiefly by M.H. de Guerpel, in Basse-Normandie. The
results obtained in the first year were so encouraging that
it was decided to sow 5 hectares of soya in ten communes
in Normandy, the principal being: Cagny, Saint-André-surOrne, Vieux-Fumé, Percy-en-Auge, Villons-le-Buissons,
Saint-Contest, Beny-sur-Mer. The seed was taken both from
the harvest of the previous year and also from seed from
Poland... Yields varied from 1400 to 1800 kg per hectare.
“Another trial was made with a variety with yellow seed
from Manchuria.
“In 1934 trials were made in the Department of Eure
with the variety Tokio with black seeds.
“4. Great Britain (and Colonies). One of the first tests
in acclimatisation of soya in Great Britain took place at the
Royal Botanical Garden, Regents Park, in 1914. During these
tests Mr. North found that certain varieties were sufficiently
early to mature at the end of September. By careful selection
with these varieties for several years lines were obtained
which were particularly early. In 1928, a hybrid was
introduced from Canada which proved to be earlier than any
of the 60 varieties tested up to that time. By sowing the seed
the first week in May it was possible to harvest the beginning
of September. Good results were obtained in Middlesex,
Essex, Berkshire, Oxfordshire and Hampshire.
“The most important researches were made at Boreham
in Essex in 1933 where 47 varieties were grown originating
from North America, Canada, Manchuria and Japan. Trials
were also made with the varieties already bred by Mr. North.
Interesting results were obtained.
“The investigations were continued in 1934 with the 4
best varieties acclimatised, known as Jap, ‘C,’ ‘O,’ and ‘J.’
“6. Italy. Sporadic trials in soya growing were made in
Italy from 1740 to 1880, but it was chiefly at the beginning
of this century that an attempt was made to introduce this
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crop into the national economy. Soya has been the object of
patient and continuous research at the Bonafous Institute in
Turin, where two varieties were selected, well adapted to
the region, one with yellow and the other with green seeds,
large and spherical in shape. In the district of Spoleto, the
Marquis G. Marignoli obtained good results, in 1926, with
this plant and is of the opinion that soya cultivation for seed
production would be completely successful in Puglia and the
South. He found that the American variety Mammoth Yellow
is easily acclimatised in Central Italy and he has undertaken
mass selection of this variety which is of great importance
on account of its precocity and yields. In respect of forage
production, he has successfully experimented with a variety
with green seeds which, owing to its great development,
is doubtless the same as the variety that gave good results
in Piedmont. According to information received from the
Director of the Travelling Chair of Agriculture of Cagliari,
similar trials have been made in the Sanluri farm and certain
other private farms. In 1928, a Yellow Japanese variety gave
3.3 quintals of seed per hectare at Sanluri. This same variety,
grown at Santa Margherita di Pula, only gave 2.3 quintals. At
Simacis, in 1919, a light coloured variety of soya yielded 3
quintals per hectare. In the experimental plots of the Faculty
of Agriculture of the Perugia University, small trials have
been made with 4 varieties of soya which had already been
tried and selected before the war by Professor Bottari at the
Bonafous Agricultural Institute. Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg.
“Soya was grown for the first time at the Agricultural
Station of Bari in 1921. Seeds obtained from Professor
Borzi were used. This variety proved to be very productive,
but rather late. In the following years Professor Pantanelli,
Director of the Station, procured 45 varieties from the United
States and India.
“7. Netherlands. Soya growing is not widespread in
the Netherlands and only small trials in acclimatisation are
carried out. It is not yet known whether soya can be grown
on a remunerative basis in the humid climatic conditions of
this country.
“10. Switzerland. The first trials in soya growing in
Switzerland date back to the time of the Universal Exhibition
of Vienna in 1873, in fact, a great quantity of soya seeds
belonging to different Manchu varieties were shown. In
1878, Professor Haberlandt, who had carried out cultivation
trials in various countries in Europe, made a few tests in
the town of Coire [Chur]. A little later, Professor Kraemer
made a few trials in Zurich for three years and published a
pamphlet in 1880 giving the results obtained. In practice,
soya growing had not developed and it is only recently that
further efforts in soya cultivation have been made.
“At present trials are carried out solely by the
Establishment of Agricultural Research of Oerlikon-Zurich,
foreign varieties being the principal object of study. There
are no native Swiss varieties. The first varieties tried were
those obtained by the German breeder Dieckmann at

Hamburg. Late an Austrian variety was introduced: Platter
Gelbe Riesen, and a whole series of American varieties
obtained from Professor Wiggans of the Cornell University,
Ithaca. Finally, 3 Polish varieties from Vilna were introduced
which, it appears, came from the Botanical Garden of Basle
[Basel, Switzerland]...
“Soya grown for seed: There are also wide variations in
seed yields. With the 22 varieties tested in 1935, they varied
from 1.5 to 16.5 quintals per hectare.
“In Switzerland, forage production is the principal
object of soya growing. There are, however, factories which
are interested in soya for the production of foods for persons
suffering from diabetes. Local production of soya cannot
compete with the present imports from abroad.” Address:
Rome, Italy.
2671. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Eastern Europe (Document part). Monthly Bulletin
of Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute
of Agriculture, Rome) 27(6):221T-33T. June.
• Summary: “5. Hungary. Since 1870-1880 several attempts
have been made to introduce soya cultivation into Hungary,
but, although climatic conditions and particularly the
temperature are more favourable than in Germany, it has not
been possible, up to the present, to develop this cultivation.
Soya is only grown to supply the forage requirements in
farms and is used solely for feeding live-stock (pigs, dairy
cows). This check on soya growing on a commercial scale
is due partly to the fact that up to the last few years, no early
varieties with a high yield were available and partly owing
to the fact that soya could not be sold at a price remunerative
to the producer. [Note 1. The source of this 1870 date is
unknown].
“Trials in cultivation are carried out at the Royal
Hungarian Station for Plant Cultivation at Magyarovar and
questions relative to feeding live-stock are studied at the
Station of Animal Physiology at Budapest.
“8. Poland. The first attempts to introduce soya into
Poland date back to the end of the 19th century. These
attempts were not crowned with success and were abandoned
until 1923... Varieties grown in the Trial Garden of the Vilna
University (U.S.B.): Brown Vilna soya, brown Szlotenice
soya, brown Dublany soya, yellow C.S.S. soya, yellow
Canadian soya from Montreal, yellow Canadian soya
(Quebec 92), yellow Podolia soya, black soya (Granum
4041), black soya.
“It may be concluded that the soya varieties of Vilna,
Szlztenice and Dublany may be grown in the whole of
Poland as they are early and can mature even in the province
of Vilna.
“9. Rumania [Romania]. Soya growing was introduced
in 1910-13. The principal research centrés are the
Phytotechnical Station of the Institute of Agronomical
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Research of Rumania, Budapest, and the various regional
experiment Stations of the Institute: Baraganul (district of
Ilomutsa); Valul lui Traian (district of Constantsa); Cenad
(district of Timis); Tighina (district of Tighina); Agricultural
School of Medias (district of Tarnava-Mare).
“At present the following varieties are cultivated:
Platter gelbe–Braun gelbe I and II–Platter Riesen–Black
Eyebrow–R.E.A.Z.–Ossyek. Varieties rich in oil are sought
for. Harvesting takes place in August and September. Yields
in seeds vary from 7 to 18 quintals per hectare. Note 2. 1
quintal = 100 kg.
“11. Czechoslovakia. “Trials in acclimatisation of soya
in Czechoslovakia are carried out with non-improved foreign
varieties and varieties improved in the country. Results show
that the most suitable varieties are those with yellow seeds
obtained from M. Frankel at Siarovicia and, for Moravia, the
selected Austrian Platt varieties.
“The improved varieties of Czechoslovakia were bred
by F.A. Brillmayr of the Osterreichisch Bundesanstalt
für Pflanzenbau and Pflanzenzuechtung (Federal Plant
Cultivation and Selection Station, Platt, South Austria).
They are known under the general name of ‘Plattske.’ The
cultivation of selected Austrian varieties was introduced into
Czechoslovakia by Dr. Hanreich at Vlasatici, near Pohorelic
(Moravia)... These varieties came from the State Agricultural
Trial Station at Roudnice.
“13. U.S.S.R. It is only a few years ago that the
U.S.S.R. contemplated soya growing from an economic
standpoint. Up to 1927, this plant was of little importance
in the economy of the country. Just before the Revolution,
soya crops occupied 4,000 hectares. The best regions for this
cultivation are the northern parts of the Caucases [Caucasus]:
Transcaucasia, the Ukrain [Ukraine] and districts on the
Pacific Ocean (province of Primorskaja). These are the best
seed producing regions. In addition, soya may be grown for
forage also in the northern regions where maturation is not
always regular or sure...
“All the land suitable for soya growing is distributed
into 5 zones and subzones according to the possibility of
successful cultivation...
“Varieties: Amour 01, Besentchuk No. 8, Chestnut,
Dronsag soja No. 905, Dronsag soja No. 907, Dunfield,
Ebony, Gounciulin, Habarovsk (Habaro) No. 109, Harbin
No. 19, Harbin No. 118, Harbin No. 199, Harbin No. 199-b,
Harbin No. 231-a, Hollybrook, Illini, Krouchoula No. 9/3,
Krouchoula No. 10/10, Manchu, Mandarin, Mansoy, Minsoy,
Peking, Stavropol Local, Transcaucasian, Old Ukrain [sic,
Ukraine], Virginia, Wilson, Wisconsin Black.” Address:
Rome, Italy.
2672. MacConkey, C.A. 1936. Experimental cultivation
of soybeans: Information obtained through inquiries. In:
National Research Council of Canada. 1936. Proceedings
of the Third Conference on Soybeans. Ottawa, Canada. 34

p. See Appendix E, p. E1-E2. Held on 30 June 1936 in the
National Research Building, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: The author sent a letter of inquiry to 5
universities or colleges, and to several individuals and
organizations in Canada, and visited Mr. T.B. Macaulay,
Hudson Heights, Quebec. “At Edmonton [Univ. of Alberta]
a few varieties have been grown each year since 1930, with
nothing of promise resulting.
“In Manitoba [Univ. of Manitoba, Winnipeg] soybeans
have been grown for 15 years [i.e. since 1921]. By
hybridization a yellow-seeded variety suitable for southern
sections of western Canada has been obtained and it is
believed that by large-scale operations on inexpensive land, a
profitable crop may soon be grown.”
“At Saskatoon [Univ. of Saskatchewan] a few varieties
were grown in 1925 and 1926 and a dark-seeded variety is at
present being tried. No results of promise are reported.
“At Guelph [Ontario] over a hundred varieties have been
tested in the last 43 years [i.e. since 1893]. Selected varieties
have been successfully established in this part of Canada. In
1929 an extensive soybean demonstration including every
county in the province was organized. Co-operative tests
have been carried out on hundreds of farms and information
obtained regarding times and rates of seeding, methods
of planting, harvesting and so forth. This work is being
continued.
“At Platon, Quebec, Mr. A.J. de Lotbinière has grown a
few varieties during the last 4 or 5 years. Strains satisfactory
for fodder purposes have been developed by selection and a
great future is foreseen for the soybean here.
“At Brooks, Alberta, a few varieties have been grown by
Mr. Don. H. Bark, of the C.P.R. [Canadian Pacific Railway],
since 1922. Earliness was considerably increased by
selection but little of promise resulted. Mr. Bark died in 1935
and no information is available as to what has been done
since then.
“At Hudson Heights, Quebec, Mr. T.B. Macaulay has
been breeding soybeans for a number of years. This work is
of considerable importance and a report is given in Appendix
F.
“At Macdonald College [Quebec] a few varieties have
been grown since 1906. Two varieties have been selected and
named, one is suitable for the production of grain, the other
is more suitable for fodder.”
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Alberta province, Canada, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Alberta province (1922, by Mr. Don H. Bark
of the C.P.R. at Brooks). The source of these soybeans is
unknown; it may have been the Ottawa Research Station,
Ontario, Canada. Note 2. As of Feb. 1993 the archives
of the Canadian Pacific Railway are located at: Canadian
Pacific Ltd., Windsor Station, P.O. Box 6042–Station A,
Montreal, QUE H3C 3E4, Canada. Phone: 514-395-5146.
However a careful search by the archivists uncovered no
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early documents related to soybeans in Alberta. They did
find a 1919 publication by Don H. Bark titled “Profitable
Irrigation Crops,” which mentions alfalfa and field peas, but
not soybeans.
2673. McClelland, C.K. 1936. Soybean varieties for hay,
seed, and oil production. Arkansas Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 334. 42 p. June.
• Summary: Contents: Methods of conducting the
experiment. Soybean varieties at the main station. Soybean
varieties at the cotton branch station. Soybeans at the rice
branch station. Soybeans at the fruit and truck branch station.
Soybeans at the Scott experimental field. Oil analyses of
various soybeans. Summary. Appendix.
“It as been less than a score of years (i.e., less than
20) since soybeans came to be of importance in the farm
programs of Arkansas. Field days at the Main Station and
branch experiment stations, demonstrations with cooperating
farmers, and publicity have served to popularize the crop
and acquaint the people with its value and possibilities.
Since 1920 the acreage in Arkansas has increased from a few
small, scattered areas to as high as 90,000 acres in a single
year.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy.
2674. National Research Council of Canada. 1936.
Proceedings of the Third Conference on Soybeans. Ottawa,
Canada. 34 p. Held on 30 June 1936 in the National Research
Building, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Confidential.
• Summary: Contents: Minutes. In addition to the people
present at the second conference on May 4, Mr. F. Dimmock
was also present. Dr. E.S. Archibald and Dr. G.S. Whitby
were unable to be present. Summary of six reports that were
presented, followed by a general discussion, including the
following subjects: Relative prices of soybean and linseed
oil cake. Construction of central extractors to which the
farmers could bring their soybeans, then take away their
own oil cake for feeding purposes. Use of soybeans for
hay and silage. Resistance of soybeans to drought; “It
was not believed, however, that they could be profitably
grown in southern Saskatchewan.” Carbohydrate content
of soybeans. Development of early soybean varieties by
the Dominion Experimental Farms especially adapted to
Canadian conditions. “Mr. Dimmock stated that testing
was in progress at six different farms this year and that
substantially increased supplies of seed from selected
varieties should be available for next year. It was felt,
however, that Manitoba Brown represented about the limit
of earliness attainable. The acreage in western Ontario had
increased considerably owing to the good price (90-95 cents)
paid by the mills in 1935. A new mill [Edgar Soya] had been
erected at Belle River, which had contracted for the produce
from 3000 acres.” Could the National Research Council help
the Department of Agriculture in developmental work and
cytological studies. There was agreement that there was no

likelihood of the large scale development of soybeans in the
prairie provinces of western Canada except perhaps in the
Red River Valley [in southern Manitoba province]. However
“farmers in a large area might find it profitable to grow a few
acres of soybeans each year in a program of mixed farming.”
Use of abundant soybean lecithin to inhibit rancidity in other
food products. The making of plastics from soybeans should
be studied.
The meeting lasted 1 hour and 4 minutes–from 2:30 to
4:10 p.m. Appendixes contain the 6 reports, plus 2 submitted
after the meeting. All are cited separately. Address: Ottawa,
Canada.
2675. Sayer, Wynne. 1936. Fodder and forage crops at Pusa.
Agriculture and Live-stock in India 6(4):519-26. July. See
p. 525-26. Reprinted from Herbage Reviews, Vol. 3, No. 3,
Sept. 1935. [4 ref]
• Summary: The soybean attracted some attention as a
fodder crop at Pusa in Bihar, especially in November when
fodder was scarce. Address: Offg. Imperial Agriculturist,
Imperial Inst. of Agricultural Research, Pusa, Bihar.
2676. Williams, N.K.; Cannon, C.Y.; Espe, D.L. 1936.
Production of dairy cows when fed only silage and cracked
soybeans. J. of Dairy Science 19(7):459. July.
• Summary: “Four pairs of dairy cows in the early stages of
lactation were selected from the station herd and divided into
two lots consisting of one cow from each pair.”
During the five months of the trial, both groups of cows
were in good health and produced milk and fat at about
the same rate. Chemical analyses of the milk were made
periodically and the results compared. Address: Iowa State
College.
2677. Thone, Frank. 1936. The soybean goes to town: Used
in scores of products, from noodles and beer to steeringwheels and paint, Chinese bean shows versatility. Science
News Letter 30(799):74-76. Aug. 1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Food for recovery.
Wallpaper and glue. Oil requires processing. Economical and
efficient. For mixing with silage. Fifty varieties listed. A oneingredient meal.
Under the latter heading (p. 75-76): “The beans
themselves are boiled for the table, and eaten in a dozen
other ways, including the succulent bean sprouts you fish for
in your plate of chow-mein, and salted parched soybeans that
are much like roasted peanuts. It is quite possible to make
up a reasonably complete, appetizing meal out if soybeans
alone.
“We are beginning to appreciate their value as food,
too, in the Occident. Canned soybeans are on the market
and soybean flour is at a premium among knowledgeable
housewives.
“And finally there is our old friend, the soybean sauce
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of the chop-suey restaurants–that dark stuff in the hairtonic bottles, that has such a tangy, salty taste. It is made
by fermentation, and after proper aging is shipped to this
country. That is, the cheaper kind of ‘dragon’s blood’ comes
here. The really choice varieties, aged in jars for years, with
daily exposure to the sun, are for merchants and mandarins,
not export.”
Three photos show: (1) Two men in a field of beans.
“The crop looks good: in a soybean field down south.” (2)
William Morse standing in front of a cupboard in his office,
with many shelves well filled with soybean products. (3)
The upper part of a soybean plant, showing pods, leaves and
seeds. Address: Dr.
2678. Funk Bros. Seed Co. 1936. Classified ad: Feeds–Hay–
Tankage. Pantagraph (The) (Bloomington, Illinois). Aug. 29.
p. 13.
• Summary: “Over 40 kinds of poultry and livestock feeds
at fair prices. Dr. Salisbury’s Poultry remedies. Free poultry
diagnosis. Arrange for 100% exchange new crop SoyBeans
for Funk’s Minrol-Soy or Funk’s Soybean Oil Meal.
“Feed and Seed Specialists.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen that mentions
“Funk’s Minrol” or “Funk’s Minrol-Soy.” This product,
soybean oil meal fortified with added minerals and
vitamins, was advertised from 1936 to Jan. 1941. Address:
[Bloomington]. Phone: 173.
2679. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Burma (Document part). Monthly Bulletin of
Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute of
Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):284T-85T. Aug.
• Summary: “4c–Burma. The soya plant is very well known,
but is not cultivated on a large scale. The variety grown in
the plains of Pe-Ngapi tend to be forked and to resemble
the wild form. The varieties cultivated in the hill regions
(Shan States) have an erect growth habit and resemble the
types grown in China. Soya is grown in Burma only for local
consumption.
“The Experiment Station of Mandalay-carried out work
in pure line breeding from 1915 to 1919 and from 1924 to
1928 and similar work is now in progress at the Agricultural
Station of Tatkon. Samples of the varieties Pekyat-pyin,
Behrum and Santonauk, analysed at the Imperial Institute,
London, had the following characteristics: these soyas
resemble commercial soyas in respect of composition;
they have a very high protein content; Pe-kyat-pyin and
Santonauk contain less oil than the Chinese and Japanese
varieties; Bechrum is the variety resembling most closely the
standard commercial types.
“Regions of cultivation.–This plant is grown on the river
banks and islands after the subsidence of the floods, also on
sandy up-land soils and in the hill regions and sometimes in

rice nurseries after the young rice plants have been removed.
Trials in introducing foreign varieties have not been
successful. There are three principal native varieties, namely:
“(1) A variety with yellow seed shading to brown in
the region of the hilum, round or oval. The unripe seed is
greenish. This variety includes 3 sub-varieties; one large, one
medium and one small. (2) A variety with greenish yellow
seeds shading to brown in the region of the hilum. Green
seeds are generally unripe. (3) A variety with dark brown
or olive brown seeds shading to black in the region of the
hilum.
“Cultivation.–In Burma no crop rotation exists in
which soya is included though it is sometimes grown in
biennial rotation instead of Mat-pe (Phaseolus Mungo) or
Pe-yin (Phaseolus calcaratus Roxb. [Roxburgh]). The seed
is generally sown broadcast from July to December when
climatic conditions are favourable. After sowing, very little
attention is given to the crop. When the young plants are 10
to 15 cm high the soil is hoed in two directions to remove
weeds and clear the crop. On inundated land no manure is
applied; on other land farm manure is sometimes used. The
harvest is cut with the sickle 90 to 100 days after sowing, the
seed is trodden out by cattle, the yields are from 200 to 670
lb per acre.
“East central region of Burma.–This region includes,
inter alia, the Southern Shan States where soya is
extensively grown. The area cultivated in 1935 amounted to
about 50,000 acres.
“Varieties.–There are two distinct varieties; an early
variety called Hto-nang and a late variety called Hto-nao.
Both varieties have small seeds, yellow and brown. Varieties
from China, Manchuria and India are now being introduced.
“Cultivation.–No precise crop rotation is practised and
manure is rarely used. The entire plant is harvested and
threshed immediately afterwards. The average yield in the
Southern Shan States is about 1000 lb per acre. In the plain
of Burma it is 850 lb.
“Circle of Myingyam (Province of Burma).–The
cultivation of soya is of no importance and no work of
investigation has been undertaken up to the present. Soya is
grown chiefly on the banks of the Irrawaddy and Chindwin
rivers. The only cultivated variety is a native one, greenish
yellow in colour. It occupies no definite place in crop
rotation. The seed is sown broadcast on land which has
been dug and sometimes harrowed. The yields are about
200 to 250 lb of seed per acre and 1500 to 2000 of forage.”
Address: Rome, Italy.
2680. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: India–Berar, Presidency of Madras, Presidency
of Bombay, Bengal and neighbouring Indian States, Assam,
North West Frontier Province, and United Provinces
(Document part). Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical
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Agriculture (International Institute of Agriculture, Rome)
27(8):283T-85T. Aug.
• Summary: “4. India. 4d. Berar: Studies on soya cultivation
were undertaken in 1927 and are still in the experimental
stage. These investigations are made by the Government
Farm of Nagpur. Soya is grown in certain places in the
districts of Napgpur and Akola. The areas cultivated are not
known. There are no native varieties. The foreign varieties
are: Nos. 49-53-57-59. In respect of forage production,
the plant must be early and prolific to compete with other
leguminous crops. Soya does not yet enter into crop rotation,
but it might do well in a rotation including cotton. The yields
are about 1200 lbs of forage and 500 lbs of seed per acre.
“4e. Presidency of Madras: Soya growing has been
studied at the Agricultural Research Stations of Adurai,
Maruteru, Hagari and Nandyal, Samalkota.
“Research work at Adurai.–Started in 1932. Cultivation
is still in the experiment stage and has not developed greatly
on account of the fact that the market is not organised
though numerous varieties grow extremely well in the soils
of the Tanjore delta. Studies at present are limited to variety
trials. There are no native varieties, but 25 varieties have
been introduced 17 of which have flourished. The growth
period is from 3 to 6 months. The land utilised at the Adurai
Station is rice land formed of alluvial deposits from the river
Cauvery. Soya is now being tried in crop rotation with rice
and it is proposed also to cultivate early soyas as a first crop
from June to September in rice land before planting rice
in September-October. The seed is sown broadcast on land
which has been dug and is afterwards turned under either
with the harrow or a light wooden plough. From 10 to 20
lbs of seed is sown per acre. Harvesting takes place when
the plants have begun to lose their leaves and the ripe pods
are yellow or yellowish-brown. The yields are from 1500 to
2000 lbs per acre.
“Research work at Maruteru.–Soya cultivation was
introduced in 1932. As far as is known there are no native
varieties. The varieties introduced are: Burma, Pe-Ngapi,
Kachin, Behrum.”
“Research work at Hagari and Nandyal.–Soya growing
was introduced into this region in 1932-33. Cultivation
trials carried out by the Research Station were not very
successful.”
“Research work at Samalkota.–Soya was introduced
at the Samalkota Experiment Station in 1932. 5 American
and 2 Burmese varieties are being tested. The best results
have been obtained with the varieties Pe-Ngapi and Behrum
(Kachin). Up to 1935, this crop hardly existed outside the
limits if the experimental farm. In 1936 a few seeds were
distributed for trial in the district... In rich irrigable soils,
soya may yield from 1000 to 1500 lbs. per acre.”
“4f. Presidency of Bombay. This leguminous plant was
introduced for the first time in 1932 by the Stock-breeding
Expert, but for the purpose of replacing animal proteins in

poultry feeds. Soya is now on trial on about 50 acres in the
districts of Poona, Nagar, Satara, Sholapur and Ratnagiri
with a view to determining the yields in these localities.
Trials are made also at the Northcote Stock-breeding Farm
at Charodi (district of Ahmadabad [Ahmedabad]), the
Poultry-breeding Farm of Kirkee (district of Poona) and
the Government Stock-breeding Farm of Bankapur (district
of Dharwar). Trials are made with 6 varieties bought from
Calcutta.
“4g. Bengal and neighbouring Indian States. It is
believed that soya was introduced by the Chinese in remote
times. It does not receive any particular attention, the only
investigations known have been carried out at Sabour. At
the Government Farm at Kalimpong variety trials have been
made with 9 or 10 distinct varieties only the majority of
which have now disappeared.
“The principal regions of cultivation are: Nepal, Bhutan,
Sikkim and the north of Bengal (district of Darjeeling [in
India]). In the Darjeeling district, as in the three independent
States mentioned above, the areas cultivated amount to about
20,000 acres. The following are the 5 principal varieties:
small pale yellow, medium white, large brown, small brown,
green... The varieties with large seeds are always preferred.”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2010)
that gives soybean production statistics in India or in South
Asia.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012)
concerning soybeans in Bhutan, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Bhutan. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Bhutan, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Bhutan (June 1936; one of two documents). The source of
these soybeans is unknown.
“4h. Assam. Soya was introduced in 1913, but so far no
research has been effected. It is grown on about 5 acres at
the Government Experiment Farm at Upper Shillong, near
Shillong, also in the districts of Khasi and Jaintia Hills, but
no information is available on the areas cultivated.
Note 3. As of Oct. 2010, the Jaintia Hills are in Central
Assam and at the far eastern end of the state of Meghalaya,
India.
“4i. North West Frontier Province. None of the trials
carried out for introducing soya into this province have been
successful. The crop is invariable attacked by Rhizoctonia
Solani Kuhn and no efficacious remedy has been found. Note
4. This is the earliest document seen (July 2006) that clearly
refers to soybeans in Pakistan, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Pakistan–though the cultivation was not successful.
“4j. United Provinces. Soya is hardly cultivated at all
and is confined to a few districts situated at the foot of the
mountains. It is found in the Almora hill regions up to an
altitude of 5,500 feet. It is a crop that should be grown in
the rainy season on very poor soils. The forage, harvested in
November-December before complete maturity, is excellent
for all farm animals.”
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Note 5. Each of these places were former provinces
of British India. Berar in west India has been part of
Maharashtra state since 1960. Presidency of Madras in
southeast India on the Coromandel Coast is now the state
of Tamil Nadu. Presidency of Bombay in west India was
divided in 1960 into Gujarat and Maharashtra states. Bengal
in northeast India is now a region encompassing West Bengal
(India) and Bangladesh. Assam in far eastern India is now
a state. North-West Frontier Province became a province
of Pakistan in 1947. United Provinces (of Agra and Oudh)
became the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh. Note: Madhya
Pradesh was formerly named Central Provinces and Berar.
Address: Rome, Italy.
2681. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Africa (Document part). Monthly Bulletin of
Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute of
Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):291T-95T. Aug.
• Summary: “1. French West Africa: Trials were carried out
in 1923 and 1926 at the Experiment Station of Soninkoura
[probably Soninnkoura in the Segou region of Mali] with
very little success; hence soya growing is not extensively
practised. In 1935, trials were started again at the Banankoro
Station (probably in Mali), but the results are not yet known.
The only variety cultivated is Soja Hispida, the crops being
used as green manure for the rice fields and for fuel oil
production.” Note: This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Mali, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Mali (1923; one of two documents). The source of these
soybeans is unknown.
“2. Algeria: Soya is not cultivated in this country though
a few trials were carried out which showed that it would
be possible to grow this crop in easily worked soils if kept
sufficiently cool in spring. Following large scale trials at the
Agricultural Institute of Algeria, near Algiers, it was noted
that only small harvests were obtained in a dry year. This
plant cannot be grown on the coast where similar crops, such
as haricot beans, chick peas and lentils are grown. A few
soya plants may be found in the collections of the Botanical
Garden, the Botanical Station and the Agricultural Institute.
In the future soya may perhaps be grown to a certain extent
among the irrigated crops of the Chelif.
“3. Belgian Congo: Observed about 30 years ago [i.e.
about 1906] at Stanleyville by Commandant Lemaire, soya
is found in the collections of the Eala Botanical Garden and
was the object of experiments made at Sankuru in 19141915. It may appear strange that the cultivation of this
leguminous plant has not developed to a greater extent in the
Belgian Congo, all the more in that it has been introduced
into West Africa, especially into Southern Nigeria, the Gold
Coast [later Ghana] and Sierra-Leone.
“The oil content is as follows: Nigeria: 19.62%–GoldCoast: 21.29%–Sierra Leone: 23.2%–Gambia: 17.5%.

“Among varieties grown in the Eala Botanical Garden
mention may be made of a yellow variety, a purple, and
the variety Otootan. Analysis has shown that they are as
rich in total nitrogenous substances and oil as the soyas of
West Africa and Cambodia. Note 1. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in the Belgian Congo
(renamed Zaire in 1971), or the cultivation of soybeans in
the Belgian Congo (about 1906). It is not absolutely certain
that the soybeans were being cultivated at Stanleyville. The
source of these soybeans is unknown.
“4. Egypt: Soya growing was introduced into Egypt
in 1910. This plant is cultivated at present only on a small
scale and chiefly for experimental purposes. Trials have been
made of different varieties principally at the Higher School
of Agriculture and Agronomical Sections of the Ministry of
Agriculture. Cultivation is confined to a small district of the
province of Giza.
“There are no native varieties. Among introduced
varieties, the following have given certain positive results:
Mammoth Yellow, Virginia, Manchu, Biloxi, Tokio and
Hispida. Note 2. This document contains the second
earliest date seen (April 2004) for soybeans in Egypt, or the
cultivation of soybeans in Egypt (1910). However Egyptian
documents from 1912 and 1913 state clearly that soybeans
were cultivated in Egypt in June 1911.
“Soya is a summer crop. When grown for forage it is
cut in August when flowering has begun; when grown for
seed, harvesting takes place in September or October. The
average yields obtained per acre are: 6 tons of green forage
and 400 to 600 kg. of seed. Note 3. This document contains
the earliest reference seen for the cultivation of soybeans in
Egypt.
Madagascar: Soybean culture was introduced in 1911
and various trials have been carried out. Note 4. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Madagascar, or the cultivation of soybeans in Madagascar
(1911) (one of two documents). The source of these soybeans
is unknown.
“5. Morocco: Soya growing is still in the experimental
stage in Morocco where trials have been carried out for
about 15 years [i.e., from about 1921]. Cultivating has not
developed owing to the low yields obtained and also to a
tendency to shedding shown by the majority of varieties
so far tried out–a tendency which appears to be somewhat
increased by the climatic conditions of Morocco.
“Trials in acclimatisation with new varieties have been
carried out in Morocco by the Agricultural Service, the
Central Station of Rabat and other Experiment Stations of
the Protectorate.
“There are no native varieties. The foreign varieties
were obtained chiefly from Canada and Manchuria. Qualities
required are: (1) pods which do not shed the seed; (2)
adequate productivity.” Note 5. This is the earliest document
seen (March 2021) concerning soybeans in Morocco, or the
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cultivation of soybeans in Morocco (one of two documents).
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in
Morocco, or the cultivation of soybeans in Morocco (about
1921). The source of these soybeans was chiefly Canada and
Manchuria.
“6. Rhodesia: Trials in acclimatisation have been carried
out for a certain number of years at the Experiment Station
of Salisbury and all the best known varieties have been
tested. Several of these varieties, such as Otootan, Otoxi
and Bilton [sic, Biltan], give excellent results as forage
crops. The two best lines have been obtained by breeding
from Otootan. They are rather more productive than their
parent, but, on account of their black seeds, are not suitable
for industrial purposes. The only variety recommended for
export is Hermann, with yellow seeds.
“Several crossings have been made between lines with
pods which do not shed but which are otherwise inferior
in quality, with a view to obtaining varieties suitable for
Southern Rhodesia where, owing to drought or reasons
yet unknown, the pods have a marked tendency to open”
(Continued). Address: Rome, Italy.
2682. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Punjab, Bihar and Orissa, India (Document part).
Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture
(International Institute of Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):283T.
Aug.
• Summary: “4. India. 4a. Punjab. Soya is practically
unknown as a crop though, in the course of the last few years
a certain number of farmers have given it a trial with the
result that it has been introduced into the Punjab on a very
small scale. It does not appear that it will ever be of any
importance here. No work of experimentation or research has
yet been carried out with the exception of a few variety trials
made by certain experiment farms during the last few years.
The Botanical Experiment Station of Lyallpur and the SubStation of Ludhiana have also carried out a certain amount
of botanical research. There are no native varieties; the two
varieties recently introduced are ‘Yellow’ and ‘Chocolate.’
“4b. Bihar and Orissa. Soya is cultivated on only a
very small scale on the plains of Bihar and Orissa, though
trials carried out since 1918 have shown that it might be
satisfactory on the plateau of Chota Nagpur. This crop has
not yet been adopted by farmers in the Province, though
efforts have been made to encourage its diffusion; hence
it is grown only in the Government farms. There is only
one native variety: Mirjanhat. The variety introduced is
Black Mottled Java which grows well in the alluvial soils
of the Indus-Ganges plain. Crop rotation as practised at the
Experiment Farm of Kanke is as follows... Black Mottled
Java is an early variety, ready for harvesting at the end of
August. The variety Mirjanhat is late and cannot be cut
before November. The yields are about 100 maunds of green

forage and 12 maunds of seed per acre.
Note: Each of these places were former provinces of
British India. Punjab in northwest India was divided in
Aug. 1947 into East Punjab (with 1/3 the area and ½ the
population of the original region) which became a province
of India (capital, Chandigarh), and West Punjab, which
became a province of Pakistan (capital, Lahore). Lyallpur
(later renamed Faisalabad) was in Punjab, Pakistan, after
1947. Ludhiana was also in Punjab, but in northwest India
near the Sutlej River.
Bihar and Orissa in west India was divided in 1936 into
two provinces. Address: Rome, Italy.
2683. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection,
classification of varieties, varieties cultivated in various
countries: Africa (Continued–Document part II). Monthly
Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture (International
Institute of Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):293T-95T. Aug.
• Summary: Continued from page 293T. “7. Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan: Trials in acclimatisation are carried out chiefly at
the Experiment Station of Gezira and by the Agricultural
Research Service of Wad-Medani.
“Trials carried out at Gezira: Soya growing was first
introduced at the Gezira Station in 1931-1932. No native
varieties are grown, all have been introduced either from the
United States, the Union of South Africa or India...
“In general, the following observations may be made:
The Indian types of soya grow better than the American or
South African. The variety Poona Black is the best, followed
by Kalimpong Brown Small. The variety Barberton showed
very poor growth. Among American varieties Otootan was
the best, then Biloxi and Virginia. The varieties Mammoth
Yellow, Mammoth Brown, Illini and Haberlandt gave fairly
good results. Mansoy and Easycook 17 failed completely.
The others gave very mediocre results.
“Trials carried out by the Agricultural Research Service
of Wad-Medani [a city located in East Central Sudan on the
Blue Nile River, as of March 2019]: Trials carried out since
1912 have shown that the climate of the central region of the
Anglo Egyptian Sudan is completely unfavourable to soya
cultivation.
“The following varieties were introduced during the
course of trials: In 1912 varieties were introduced from
India and South Africa... In 1916 varieties were introduced
from the United States:... In 1931 varieties were again
obtained from America:... As has already been said, all the
trials showed that this region was not at all suitable for soya
cultivation.
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen for
the cultivation of soybeans in the Sudan (1912). The source
of these soybeans was India and South Africa.
“8. Tripolitania [later part of Libya]: Soya growing has
not yet emerged from the experimental stage. Investigations
have been made at the Royal Experimental Agricultural
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Institute of Sidi Mesri. It may be said, however, that soya
growing for seed production will not be practised generally,
as this is only possible in irrigated regions involving high
costs.” Note 2. This is the second earliest document seen
(Aug. 2009) concerning soybeans in Libya, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Libya. The earliest is by Vivenza (1928).
“9. Tunisia: Trials with varieties of soya have only been
made with a view to cultivation for forage. At present soya
growing is of no practical importance in Tunisia.
“10. Union of South Africa: The various Agricultural
Experiment Stations in the Union of South Africa have tested
about 50 varieties of soya introduced from the East and
United States. The differences between these varieties lie
chiefly in the following characters: Colour of the seed coat,
colour of the flower, existence or absence of pubescence,
colour of the cotyledons, shape of the seeds, size and colour
of the hilum, characters of the pods, duration of growth
period (varying from 100 to 150 days), height and growth
habit of the plant, size and shape of leaves.
“It was observed that two varieties gave entirely
different results and that, consequently, there was a
possibility of obtaining a variety adapted to the particular
climatic conditions and to the utilisation required. Table
XXVIII, taken from the publication of F.M. Du Toit, on
soya growing in the Union of South Africa (Soy Beans in the
Union, Pretoria, 1932) gives the characteristics of the 8 most
important varieties in the Union.” Address: Rome, Italy.
2684. Barnard, H.E. 1936. Soybeans and the Farm
Chemurgic Council. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 8-14. 16th annual meeting. Held 14-16 Sept.
in Iowa.
• Summary: The Farm Chemurgic Council emerged as a
new organization from the Dearborn meeting. It was created
with the definite purpose of advancing the industrial use of
farm products through applied science. The name of this new
organization translates simply as “chemistry at work for the
farm.”
Today every country is striving towards selfcontainment for their food supply. Ten years ago 10,520
tons of soybeans were crushed for the production of oil cake
and meal. In 1935, 272,745 tons were crushed–more than
25 times the volume in 1925. “A report issued the last of
January by the Bureau of the Census showed that 49 mills
were listed as soybean crushers for the last quarter of 1935...
These figures compare with 19 active mills crushing 60,183
tons of beans and producing 16,779,450 pounds of oil and
49,254 tons of cake during the same quarter in 1934; 12
active mills, 26,876 tons, crushed, and 7,609,999 pounds of
oil and 21,615 tons of cake in 1933; 12 active mills, 36,341
tons crushed, and 10,154,983 pounds of oil and 30,154 tons
of cake in 1932.”
“Fifteen years ago when the soybean was grown largely
as a forage crop, the need was for more legumes in the

rotation; more homegrown, high protein feeds in the feed
bin; and substitutes in the rotation for red clover and oats...
soybean has advanced beyond a substitute crop and has
become the ‘wonder’ bean.
“Indeed so important to industry is this ‘wonder’ bean
that a major section of the Second Dearborn Conference of
Agriculture, Industry and Science was devoted entirely to a
discussion of the soybean crop... At the present time most
of the oil used by paint manufacturers is largely imported as
linseed oil from the Argentine, tung oil from China, perilla
oil from Manchuria and Japan. But 4% of the oil used by the
paint industry is soybean oil.”
Soybean oil was reported at the conference to not
only hold its own but showed outstanding performance in
certain lines. In automobile baking and air-drying synthetics
soybean oil “gives a depth of color, a freedom from ‘orange’
peel and ‘silk,’ and a permanent elasticity not possible with
other oils... It also exhibits humidity and grease resistance
and permanency of color not possible with linseed, perilla or
tung oils.”
In 1932 the Glidden Company undertook the isolation
of protein from soybeans. “At that time it was found that
the ordinary type of soybean meal such as the expeller or
hydraulic meals, which were then available in the U.S.,
was not suitable for obtaining a protein which would have
the proper characteristics of color, purity, adhesion, and
viscosity.
“The protein in the soybean meal is very sensitive to
temperature, so modifications had to be made in the process
to extract at as low a temperature as possible.”
When the Farm Chemurgic Council was organizing
an important Western Conference at Fresno, California,
they were told by lumber manufacturers in Seattle that the
plywood industry in the Northwest was using large quantities
of soybean glues, one company [I.F. Laucks] alone reporting
that its plywood output used the proteins from more than
60,000 acres of soybeans.
“Figures just obtained from the Ford Motor Company
show that during the past year the company used in various
ways the soy beans grown on more than 75,000 acres. The
oil found use in the enamels for painting cars, more than a
million gallons of it. More than half a million more gallons
were made into glycerine and used in shock absorbers and
200,000 gallons went to the foundries for use as a binder for
core sand. The meal is combined in a chemical reaction with
phenol and formaldehyde into a moulding compound, not
as a filler but as an actual part of the plastic which we see in
our cars as gearshift knobs, horn buttons, electrical switch
assemblies and distributor cases... What will the development
of these new plastic products require of soybean grower?...
There is a potential requirement of some 5 to 10 million
bushels of soybeans annually... The experimental soybean
extraction unit which has operated at Greenfield Village
for more than a year has been enlarged and developed into
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commercial units which are now in full operation. The
experimental unit... will handle in 200 days some 40,000
bushels or the production of 2,000 acres at a processing cost
of about 15 cents a bushel. A unit of this size may well lend
itself to farm community operation and so carry forward the
Farm Chemurgic Council’s belief that one practical form of
farm relief lies in the partial processing of farm crops close
to the source of raw material.” Address: PhD, Director of
Research, Farm Chemurgic Council, Dearborn, Michigan.
2685. Bohstedt, G. 1936. Feeding soybeans and soybean oil
meal. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p.
25-26, 28. 16th annual meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. in Iowa. [1
ref]
• Summary: “One of the most amazing things in the world of
feeding stuffs has been the increase in soybeans and soybean
oil meal. The protein of these feeds is, or can be made to be,
very high grade protein with respect to its biological value
for certain classes of livestock...”
Whole soybeans, ground or unground, work well in
the rations of cattle and sheep. “Soybeans are not used at
all extensively for horses, although when fed in limited
amounts or as a minor part of the concentrated ration they
have proved satisfactory. For pigs, soybeans whether raw
or cooked or otherwise heat treated, should be used with
great caution on account of the tendency of soybeans to
produce soft pork.” Pigs “fed in dry lot should not have the
ration balanced with soybeans until the pigs weigh about
125 pounds. Pigs on pasture, that do not need anywhere
near as much protein feed to balance their ration, may be fed
soybeans beginning at a lighter weight.” Raw soybeans are
poorly utilized by young pigs. “Cooked or toasted soybeans,
to be sure, are very much more palatable and efficient from
the standpoint of producing gains, but the high oil content of
cooked soybeans naturally produces soft or oily pork.
“Soybean oil meal in rations of pigs and poultry: For
several years a nutritional research program with soybean
oil meal has been conducted at the University of Wisconsin,
which project has been supported by Allied Mills, Inc. This
work was conducted on an industrial fellowship basis, where
Dr. J.W. Hayward, during two years, was the research worker
or industrial fellow who had immediate supervision of the
work, and where Dr. H.J. Deobald has succeeded” [after Dr.
Hayward left to work for ADM]. It was found that soybean
oil meal must be heated at the proper temperature for the
correct time in order to provide the best nutritional value.
Address: PhD, Univ. of Wisconsin.
2686. Cannon, C.Y. 1936. Soybeans for dairy cattle.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 24.
• Summary: “Cracked soybeans as well as soybean oil meal
are among the most desirable high protein concentrates
available in Iowa. Not only are soybeans relished by the
cow but the oil as well as the other nutrients present have

a high biological value. A certain fraction of the oil can be
transformed into butterfat with less effort than when the cow
must depend largely upon carbohydrates as the source of
the fat in the milk. Between three and seven per cent of fat
in the ration appears to be most desirable for optimum milk
production.
“One-third of the grain ration of heavily fed, high
producing cows may consist of soybeans without appreciably
altering the physical character of the butter. Even when
average producing cows were fed soybeans as the sole grain
supplement, along with what silage and alfalfa hay they
would clean up, no change in the butter could be detected,
except by chemical means, from that produced on a standard
Corn Belt ration.
“The method of preparation of soybean oil meal alters
its palatability as well as its biological value.” Address: Iowa
State College.
2687. Hayward, J.W.; Steenbock, H.; Bohstedt, G. 1936. The
effect of cystine and casein supplements upon the nutritive
value of the protein of raw and heated soy beans. J. of
Nutrition 12(3):275-83. Sept. [18 ref]
• Summary: “Several investigators have analyzed the soy
bean to determine the completeness of its protein.” A list of
the four earliest is given, starting with Osborne and Clapp
(1907). They have shown “that the protein of the soy bean
contains in quantity all of the essential amino acids with the
possible exception of cystine. Mitchell and Smuts (1932)
and Shrewsbury and Bratzler (1933) claimed a quantitative
deficiency of the amino acid, cystine,” in soy bean protein.
The addition of 0.3% l-cystine to raw soy beans or the
application of sufficient moist heat “practically doubled the
nutritive value of the protein.”
The summary ends: “Since heating of the soy bean gave
its protein a nutritive value practically equal to the nutritive
value of the protein of the raw soy bean when supplemented
with cystine, it appears that heating the soy bean caused the
cystine fraction of the protein to become available.” Address:
Depts. of Agricultural Chemistry & Animal Husbandry,
Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison.
2688. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association.
1936. Leading varieties grown in states indicated, or
recommended by the experiment stations. p. 61. 16th annual
meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. in Iowa.
• Summary: The best 2 to 10 varieties are listed for each
of the following states. In some states, the best varieties
for specific uses (hay, seed, green manure, grazing, silage)
or soils (moderate to thin land) or location within the state
(northern two-thirds) are distinguished: Arkansas, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri,
New York, Ohio, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, West
Virginia, Wisconsin.
Varieties include: A.K., Arksoy, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow,
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Cayuga, Chiquita, Delnoshat, Delsta, Dunfield, Ebony,
George Washington, Haberlandt, Hongkong, Illini, Ilsoy,
Kingwa, Laredo, Looney No. 1 & 2, Macoupin, Mamloxi,
Mammoth Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Mamredo, Manchu,
Manchu No. 3, Mandell, Mansoy, Matthews, Midwest,
Mukden, Otootan, Ozark, Peking, P.K. Manchu, Sable,
Scioto, Tanloxi, Tokio, Virginia, White Biloxi, Wilson,
Wisconsin Early Black.
2689. Slawson, H.H. 1936. Agriculture’s Jack of all trades:
Introducing the versatile soybean with which you may either
build automobiles or run them and in which many people
see possibilities for farm relief without benefit of subsidy.
Nation’s Business 24(9):24-26, 94. Sept.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (Henry Ford will need
61,500 acres of soybeans this year). A program for soybeans
(Regional Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois). Wood
glue from soybeans (I.F. Laucks). Helps bread stay fresh. A
twenty-year development.
Five years ago at the Univ. of Illinois soybean
researchers searched the USA and Canada for commercial
soy products; they collected about 100. “Today that list
numbers more than 300 and the ball seems just beginning to
roll.”
On 1 July 1936 a systematic research program on
soybeans was started at the University of Illinois at Urbana.
Funded by the federal government, with 12 midwestern
state agricultural colleges cooperating, an industrial research
laboratory as been established in Urbana. Dr. O.E. May of
USDA’s Bureau of Chemistry has been placed in charge,
with the “help of Dr. W.J. Morse, government scientist,
who has made the study of soybeans his life work.” The
program will have three objectives: “1. Improvement of
present industrial uses and development of new industrial
uses for soybeans.” 2. Research on the effects of different
processes on the quality and quantity of soybean processes.
“3. Facilities for testing different varieties as to adaptability
for industrial use.”
In 1930 a research chemist in a private laboratory
developed a new method for improving the head of foam on
beer–using soy flakes. “Today soybean beer flakes are being
made on a commercial scale in Chicago and from there they
are pouring into many of the country’s biggest breweries.”
In the Pacific Northwest, five new fir plywood factories
(making a total of 23) have been constructed this year–
because glue made from soybeans is less expensive than and
superior to (incl. more water resistant) traditional plywood
glues. Together with several pine plywood factories in
California and British Columbia, they are using tons of the
new soybean glue each day.
The initial impulse for this new industry came from
automobile manufactures who complained that the plywood
they were buying was not sufficiently water resistant. So the
Pacific Coast Plywood Manufacturers Association sponsored

a contest to find a new glue. A newcomer, I.F. Laucks, Inc.,
of Seattle [Washington], won with some soupy stuff that did
not look like glue at all. And “today this soybean glue–its
formula a trade secret–is the standard glue of the plywood
industry. Mr. Laucks discusses the reasons for the success of
this new glue: (1) Most important is its low cost. (2) Since
soybeans are an annual crop, “production can be increased
as the demand grows. This is not true of casein or blood,
which are by-products of other industries more or less fixed
in their production.” (3) It is more uniform. (4) It is more
“foolproof” than other water-resistant bases.
At Iowa State College, Dr. O.R. Sweeney is producing
gasoline from soybean oil; he cracks it by heating to 350ºC
using animal charcoal as a catalyst. He then distils one of the
fractions. The first person to make petroleum from soybean
oil was the Japanese scientist Satow, who made a calcium
soap from the oil then subjected it to destructive distillation
to get light, middle, and heavy grades of petroleum. Forty
gallons of soybean oil yielded about 25 gallons of soybean
petroleum, 33 pounds of glycerine (for use in explosives),
and 480 cubic feet of combustible gas.
The U.S. paint industry was one of the first to make
large use of soybeans–especially in Illinois. Soybean flour
helps bread to stay fresh longer. Soybean lecithin is used
by confectioners. Tanners use soybeans to increase the
grease-absorbing properties of chrome leather. Textile
manufacturers use it to make their fabrics soft, supple, and
lustrous. It is also used by rubber makers, linoleum makers,
soap makers, and sausage and wiener makers. Doctors
prescribe soybean ‘milk’ (which is practically free of starch)
for some babies and many diabetics. Even the family dog
now consumes soybeans, which are less expensive than meat
and make his [or her] coat sleek and shiny.
“Not half the story of this amazing development has
been told here. U.S. soybean production jumped from around
5 million bushels in 1925, to 18.6 million in 1934 and 39.6
million in 1935. Illinois is the leading state.
“Almost two decades ago, when the first president of
the American Farm Bureau Federation, James R. Howard,
was beginning that organization’s constructive efforts to
aid agriculture by other means than politics, he made a
remark which is just beginning to be appreciated at its full
significance.
“’The surest relief for agriculture,’ Mr. Howard said,
‘will come from the production of new agricultural output
that will go to industry rather than to the human stomach.’
“The response to that, so far as soybeans are involved,
is seen in a recent government statement that at present more
than 120 industrial concerns are making soybean products.
They include about 35 soybean mills in ten states and a
number of cottonseed mills which crush soybeans for oil
and meal; 15 soybean flour mills; 20 soybean food products
factories and more than 50 plants where various industrial
commodities are fabricated from the magic soybean.
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“It looks as if industry is beginning to know its beans.”
Photos show: (1) A tractor in a field of piles of soybean
hay pushing a device designed to speed the job of getting
the hay to the baler. Caption: In Illinois more than 21
million bushels of soybeans were produced last year. (2) A
warehouse in Manchukuo filled with piles of round soybean
cakes. Two men are carrying 3-4 each on one shoulder up a
wooden ramp. (3) A workman standing by a vat filled with
a thick white liquid. “The first step in making auto parts is
to feed the [soy] bean fibers into the rills that mix them.”
(4) Black auto parts grown on the farm, with a pile of some
soybean powder that has not yet gone to the press. (5)
“Powdered soybean fibers fed into this press come out in the
form of distributor terminal plates for automobiles.”
2690. Suro Picó, Alfonso. 1936. Algunas indicaciones sobre
el cultivo y la utilization de las habas soyas [Some remarks
about the cultivation and utilization of soybeans]. Agricultor
Venezolano (El) (Ministerio de Agricultura y Cria, Caracas)
1(5):26-27. Sept. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Climate. Soils. Preparation of the
soil. Methods of planting. Distance between seeds. Quantity
of seeds. Depth of planting. Inoculation. Fertilizer and soil
amendments. Cultural cautions.
Utilization: As human food. As a forage or feed for the
various types of livestock and poultry. As green manure
(abono verde). A large black and white photo shows a field of
soybean plants, apparently in Caracas, Venezuela. Address:
Agronomist, Ministry of Agriculture and Husbandry
[Venezuela].
2691. Loskowske, Corinne. 1936. Canning green soy beans.
Herald (Edison Inst., Dearborn, Michigan) 3(20):1, 3. Oct.
30.
• Summary: Contains a detailed description of every step in
the process, from cutting and shelling to canning of Manchu
soybeans. “Canning green soy beans is a new process.
It is believed that this is the first time it has been tried;
that is, commercially. Two years ago a few were taken to
Owosso, where they were threshed and canned; last year the
production was 500 cans. They were put on the market and
they sold very well; therefore, this year 1,000 cases were
canned in Dearborn.
“The beans are cut with a binder and hauled to the place
where they are to be threshed. The machine used for this
called a viner. It is the kind of machine that is used to thresh
lima beans and peas. There is a hexagonal cylinder, made up
of screens, in the viner. It revolves in one direction. The stalk
of the beans are passed into this. Inside the cylinder is a shaft
with paddles on it. It revolves in the opposite direction at a
higher speed. These paddles beat the beans out of their pods.
“Soy beans are harder to get out of their pods than peas
or lima beans, because they are fastened to a membrane
which is attached to the pod; therefore, it takes longer for

them to be beaten loose. After the beans are beaten out of
their pods, they fall on a moving canvas. They roll off this
canvas into bushel baskets. The straw passes out and is
stacked in a pile. It will be used for feed for cattle or some of
it may be used for fertilizer.
“The beans are then taken to the fanning mill, where
they are cleaned by passing on to another machine–a washer.
They go down a chute with a riffle-board over which is a
stream of running water. The purpose of this board is to catch
the stones and dirt. This gets rid of all the substances heavier
than water. A screw type of conveyor catches the things
lighter than water and conveys them to an overflow by which
they are carried away from the beans.
“The beans are next put through a spray washer which
has a revolving cylinder on which the beans are carried. As
they pass along this cylinder cold water is sprayed on them.
Then they pass up a goose-neck elevator, which conveys
them to the blancher.”
A photo shows a “machine used for extracting oil from
ripe soy beans. This is the first of its kind used in the oilextraction process. The apparatus is located in Greenfield
village.”
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug.
2001) that describes machinery or equipment for picking /
harvesting and shelling green soybeans.
2692. Hurst, W.M.; Humphries, W.R. 1936. Harvesting with
combines. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1761. 36 p. Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Trouble chart. Development of the
combine. Sizes and types. Description and function of
parts: Header and platform, feeder, cylinder and concaves,
separator, cleaners. Dry grain essential. Operation. Care of
the combine. Combine attachments: Grain wagon bin hitch,
sacking attachment, platform extension, sickles and pickup guards, straw spreader and buncher, windrow harvester
and pick-up, equipment for transporting the combine. Crop
characteristics and combine problems (incl. soybeans, p. 2526).
Contains a good description of each part of a combine.
One cross-sectional illustration (p. 5) shows the platform,
feeder house, conveyor, beater, cylinder, concaves, grate,
beater or stripper, grain and straw elevator, baffle, picker,
agitator, straw walkers, grain return pan, straw spreader, fan,
chaffer, sieve, tailings auger, tailings elevator and spout,
grain auger, grain elevator, rotary weed screen, weed-screen
spout, grain bin, and engine.
Concerning soybeans: “The time of harvesting will vary
somewhat with weather conditions. In a hot, dry fall greater
care should be taken with the varieties tending to shatter. A
few varieties of the nonshattering type, such as the Biloxi,
Manchu, and Mansoy, can be left until dead ripe in almost
any kind of season with but little loss of seed.”
“Varieties of the Wilson, Virginia, Laredo, and Otootan
types frequently lodge badly in very fertile soils and under
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such conditions are difficult to harvest. Figure 12 shows a
combine harvesting soybeans.
“Harvesting soybeans with a combine necessitates
the use of special or extra equipment, which is obtainable
from the several manufacturers. This includes pulleys and a
belt for reducing cylinder speed, sprockets for maintaining
normal speed for the rest of the separator; in some cases
special sieves are recommended, although soybeans may be
harvested with the regular sieve equipment used for wheat.
Under some conditions pea and bean concaves are used.
These permit of greater clearance between the cylinder and
the concave teeth and reduce splits to a minimum.”
A photo (p. 26) shows a combine, pulled by a tractor,
harvesting soybeans. One man drives the tractor and another
rides on the combine. “On this machine a spiral conveyor is
used on the header instead of canvas.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021)
that mentions the use of an “auger” as part of a combine
for soybean production. Address: 1. Associate agricultural
engineer; 2. Chief engineering aide. Both: Div. of
Mechanical Equipment, Bureau of Agricultural Engineering.
2693. Aikman, Duncan. 1936. China’s sacred bean lends us
its magic. New York Times Magazine. Nov. 1. Section 8. p. 7,
20.
• Summary: Begins with a history of the soybean in
East Asia, Europe, and America. In China “the soybean
recognized as the vegetable that gave strength to millions
whose meatless days lasted for centuries. Nursing mothers
throve on it, farm animals grew sleek and strong when
soybeans were mixed in their diet; men and women, ill of
a long list of wasting, degenerative and digestive ailments,
grew better and often recovered entirely when they ate
soybean concoctions plentifully. As far back as 2838 B.C. the
Emperor Shen-Nung, an all-round pundit of China’s ancient
sciences, listed 300 ways in which soy products were good
for human ailments.
“But food and medical uses were only a part of the story.
The rich bean oils were good for lighting homes, for waterproofing the fabrics of the mandarin’s pre-rubber raincoat,
for letting the light through the paper and cloth fabrics that
served he Chinese for windows.”
During the past 20 years power-age technicians have
discovered close to 1,000 uses for soybeans in industry
alone. In its new phase in the 1930s it “seems the entering
wedge for a vast and thriving market for American farm
products in American industry.
“’If we (industrialists) want the farmer to be our
customer,’ Henry Ford said several years ago, ‘we must find
a way to become his customer.’ The bean which has solved
five millenniums of famine and farm-profits problems for
China, today in Mr. Ford’s own opinion is supplying a more
diversified exchange commodity between farm and factory
than any other plant in the vegetable kingdom.”

The more progressive farm economists are beginning to
speak of the “soybean revolution.” But it was really World
War I which gave the “little honorable plant” its first chance
to prove itself in America by helping to fill oil shortages.
“The pioneer laboratory work with plastics during
World War I and down into the early 1920s gave Mr. Ford
the idea that the soybean was the answer to the automobile
manufacturer’s demand for a cheap farm-grown product
that could be used practically anywhere in the motor car’s
anatomy except the engine and the driving shaft. It was an
idea which led to the appointment of a vast soybean research
staff in the Ford factories–and last year to the building of
a $5,000,000 soybean processing plant at the River Rouge
establishment.”
Photos show: (1) Farmers cultivating soybeans in
Manchuria. (2) A man waist-deep in soybeans in a storage
vat filling them into a sack by hand with a wooden box. (3)
Coolies walking across and gang-plank carrying sacks of
soybeans onto a ship for export. (4) A large machine grinding
soybeans to a fine meal or flour. (5) Dolls made of soybean
plastic. (6) A combine harvesting soybeans. (7) Two men
standing among rows of soybeans in a field. (8) Using a
machine to make soybean hay. (9) Close-up of a soybean
plant showing pods, leaves and a hand.
2694. International Institute of Agriculture (IIA). 1936. Use
of leguminous plants in tropical countries as green manure,
as cover and as shade. Villa Umberto 1, Rome: IIA. 262 p.
See p. 124-25, 130-31, 209-10. Index. 24 cm. [50+* ref]
• Summary: In the Belgian Congo, Lupins and Soja hispida
are practically the only plants used in Kivu as soil improvers
in coffee plantations. “Soja hispida was introduced in 1931,
it gives very good results in the coffee plantations as green
manure. This plant yields 25,000 kg. of green material per
hectare, and sows itself in such a degree as to ensure the
establishment of the crop. It gives results even in districts
where the lupin will not grow” (p. 124-25).
Page 131 notes, in the chapter on “Tea,” that in about
1905, on the suggestion of Dr. H.H. Mann, the first Scientific
Officer employed by the India Tea Association, Mr. Claud
Bald of Tukvar Tea Estate, Darjeeling [as of 1994 in West
Bengal, India], introduced Glycine soja as a green crop in
the hill districts. It is listed as one of the leguminous plants
(ground crops) now commonly used for shade and green
manure in tea cultivation.
Pages 209-10 describe the use of Glycine max Merr.
in 10 tropical countries: “India: In Assam, it is grown as a
garden crop in the hills, has been tried as a green manure for
sugarcane in limed soil with success. It is used as a rotation
crop with sugarcane, and also as a green manure in Bihar.
In Patna, it is cultivated as a fodder crop and green manure
plant, grown in rotation with spring cereals. In the United
Provinces, it is sparingly cultivated for its pods which are
used as green vegetable. Introduced within comparatively
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recent times into Bombay; not used as a green manure,
established in an acclimatisation station, but has not got
beyond that stage of introduction. Only sparingly cultivated
in Punjab for its fruit, not used in any other way. Grown
only for seed in Burma, never as a cover or green manure
plant, date of introduction unknown, probably indigenous.
Used for green manuring of tea in the Darjeeling districts.
At Tocklai, the plant was found to do best in shady places;
it is considered very effective in keeping down weeds and
preventing soil erosion.
“Ceylon: A white-seeded variety is reported to have
made good growth at Peradeniya, but on another occasion,
the crop was completely destroyed by Kalutara snails.
“Netherlands Indies: Has long been cultivated in Java,
and is now almost universally grown in the drier parts of
the island. It is to be recommended as a green manure for
rubber and also for perennial plants. Experiments are being
carried out on its use as a green manure for irrigated rice at
high altitudes, where other green manure plants (Crotalaria
juncea, C. anagyroides, Tephrosia candida) have not such a
vigorous growth. It is too soon to obtain any results.
“Philippines: It has long been grown in the Batangas
Province and is of considerable local value as a food. Its use
as a green manure and as a temporary cover crop is of recent
date. When grown on rich soils, covers spacings of 60 cm.
The crop was found very productive in Bukidnon and Lanao,
below 700 metres altitude.
“Mauritius: Introduced many years ago, but not much
grown in the island; not utilized as a green manure.
“Nyasaland: Used as a rotation crop with tobacco and
cereals, and also in various other ways; good results are
obtained.
“Sierra Leone: It was introduced from Russia in 1913
and from England in 1928, but without success. Note: This
document contains the earliest clear date seen for soybeans
in Sierra Leone, or for cultivation of soybeans in Sierra
Leone (1913) (one of three documents). The source of these
soybeans was Russia.
“Belgian Congo: Introduced into Kivu in 1931; gives
very good results when utilized as a green manure for coffee.
It furnishes about 25 tons of green material per hectare; it
is self-sowing; results are obtained where even the lupin
will not grow. At Uele, it was found to be of little value,
being too susceptible to disease and it is also a host plant for
Helopeltis.
“Trinidad: Occasionally cultivated as pulse, but is not
used at all for other purposes.
“Peru: Experiments are now being carried out for the
acclimatisation of this species.”
At the end of this book is an excellent “Index of
leguminous plants” with scientific names only listed
alphabetically. Includes: Arachis hypogea Linn, p. 155,
178. Psophocarpus tetragonolobus D.C., 237. Pueraria
Thunbergiana Benth, see P. hirsuta Schneider. p. 238 [kuzu].

Address: Rome, Italy.
2695. Agricultor Venezolano (El) (Ministerio de Agricultura
y Cria, Caracas). 1936. La soya: Alimento, abono, y material
de gran valor industrial [Soya: Food, fertilizer, and material
of great industrial value]. 1(8):15-16. Dec. [Spa]
• Summary: Soya is a species of plant closely related to the
french bean (caráota) in its needs during cultivation and
its basic nature. A large number of varieties have excellent
flavor and nutritional value, and can be used in many
different applications. Because the soybean is a legume, its
seeds are rich in protein and very nutritious.
Other types of soybeans exist which produce large
amounts of foliage for use as forage for cattle or as green
manure.
In the latter case, the plants are plowed under so that
they enrich the soil at the same time they improve its
physical condition by increasing its porosity and its ability to
retain humidity / water during droughts.
Edible varieties have a reputation among many for their
good flavor. From their seeds you can make soy flour or
soymilk. From the soymilk you can make a cheese [tofu],
or various drinks and dishes. Breads and cakes are also
widely enjoyed, and have excellent nutritional value. Some
varieties are very rich in oil, and from them we can extract
oil for either food use or industrial uses. The residue left after
extracting the oil can serve as a concentrated feed for pigs,
dairy cows, and other animals.
The Ministry of Agriculture and Husbandry has, for a
long time, distributed different varieties of soybean seeds,
whose adaptability to Venezuela has been verified with
certainty. Anyone who wishes to obtain soybean seeds of
these varieties should contact the Ministry; they will be sent
at once. Likewise, anyone with questions related to soya,
such as varieties, methods of planting and cultivation, uses as
forage, green manure or human food can contact the Ministry
of Agriculture for reliable answers.
Photos show: (1) Two soybean pods, one unopened and
the other open with 3 seeds showing. (2) Two large fields of
soybean plants growing, apparently in Venezuela.
Note 1. This article states that soybeans have long been
distributed in Venezuela by the Ministry of Agriculture and
Husbandry, which strongly implies that the soybean has been
cultivated in Venezuela. If it has, this would be the earliest
document seen (May 2009) concerning the cultivation of
soybeans in Venezuela.
Note 2. This periodical began publication in May 1936;
28 cm. From 1937 to 1961 this same ministry published
another agricultural periodical titled Memorias y Cuentas.
2696. Ross, R.C. 1936. Soybean costs and production
practices. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 428. p. 341-88. Dec. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Sources of data. Production costs
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in 1934. Changes in costs: 1928-1934. Costs in enterprise
study: 1928-1929. Practices influencing soybean costs:
Before harvest practices, harvest practices. Income and
profit from the crop. Harvesting soybeans for hay. Place of
soybeans on Central Illinois farms: Relative profitableness of
soybeans, place of soybeans in crop sequence, competition
with other crops for labor and power, soybeans and feed
requirements for livestock, soybeans as an emergency crop.
Summary.
“The present study was... undertaken in order to
ascertain what the detailed costs are that enter into the
production of this crop on Illinois farms; the effects which
different practices used in growing and harvesting have upon
yields and costs; and the probable place of soybeans in cornbelt farming.” Address: Assoc. Chief in Farm Management,
Univ. of Illinois.
2697. Thatcher, L.E.; Park, J.B. 1936. Protein content
of soybean hay. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bimonthly Bulletin No. 183. p. 131-36. Nov/Dec.
• Summary: Table 2 shows that as the season advances from
August to Oct., the total protein in a crop increases. As the
protein in the leaves decreases, the protein in the stems and
pods, and in the seeds, increases.
2698. Institut International d’Agriculture (International
Institute of Agriculture). 1936. Le soja dans le monde [The
soybean in various countries of the world]. Rome, Italy:
Imprimerie de la Chambre des Deputes, Charles Colombo.
viii + 282 p. Bibliography, p. 276-82. No index. 25 cm. [90
ref. Fre]
• Summary: A superb early work, containing extensive
original information, looking at developments with soybeans
and soyfoods country by country, worldwide.
Contents. Preface (p. 1). A. Cultivation of soy (soja;
p. 4): 1. Botanical description, selection, classification of
the varieties. 2. Cultivation properly said. 3. Enemies and
illnesses.
4. Cultivation in the various countries: 4a. The Americas
(p. 38): Antigua, Argentina, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
USA (gives details on all varieties grown, and describes
production, history, varieties, and cultural practices in North
Carolina, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Mississippi, Missouri, New York, Ohio, West Virginia,
Wisconsin, Conclusion), Guadeloupe, Guatemala, British
Guiana, Dutch Guiana, British Honduras [Belize], Jamaica,
Barbados, Martinique, Mexico, Montserrat, Peru, Puerto
Rico, El Salvador, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay.
4b. Europe (p. 101): Germany, the Danubian countries,
Austria, Spain, France, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy,
Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia,
Turkey, USSR.
4c. Asia (p. 128): Ceylon, China and Manchuria,

Cyprus, Federated States of Malaysia, British India (incl.
Punjab, Bihar and Orissa, Burma, Berar, Madras Presidency,
Bombay Presidency, Bengal (incl. Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim,
and the district of Darjeeling), Assam, North-West Frontier
Province, United Provinces), Netherlands Indies, Indochina
(incl. Tonkin, Annam, Laos, Cambodia, and Cochinchine),
Japan, Palestine, Siam.
4d. Africa (p. 146): French West Africa, Algeria, Belgian
Congo, Cyrenaica, Egypt, Eritrea, Madagascar, Morocco,
Mauritius (Ile Maurice), Reunion (Réunion), Rhodesia,
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, Tripolitania, Tunisia, Union of South
Africa.
4e. Oceania (p. 153): Australia, Fiji Islands, Hawaii,
New Caledonia, New Zealand, Philippines.
B. Utilization of soya (p. 158): 1. The soybean in human
nutrition and in industry: Whole soybeans, chart of the uses
of whole soybeans, use of soya in the green state (green
vegetable soybeans), soy sauce (dau-tuong of the Annamites,
or toyo, named shoyu by the Japanese, or chau-yau or chiang
yoo by the Chinese), condiments and sauces based on soya
in the Netherlands Indies (tempe, ontjom, tempemori and
tempe kedele [various types of tempeh and onchom, p. 16870]), tao tjo [Indonesian-style miso], tao dji [fermented
black soybeans], ketjap, ketiap benteng [Indonesian-style
soy sauce], soymilk (le lait de soja), yuba (crème de lait
de soja), tofu (le fromage de soja) and fermented tofu (des
fromages fermentés, made by Li Yu-ying near Paris), soymilk
casein (caséine du lait de soja, for industrial use, including
vegetable albumin, or galalithe [galalith]” [isolated soy
protein], and artificial wool), soy lecithin (lécithine de soja),
soy flour (la farine de soja, incl. soy bread, soy pastries, and
soy cocoa).
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010)
that uses the term benteng or ketiap benteng to refer to an
Indonesian-style soy sauce.
2. Soy oil (p. 194): Food uses, industrial uses (including
soaps, products resembling petroleum, paints, varnishes,
linoleum, and artificial rubber), extraction, directory of
U.S. manufacturers of materials and equipment for soybean
processing, directory of U.S. and Canadian manufacturers
of food products based on soya (produits alimentaires à
base de soja, p. 205-06), directory of U.S. manufacturers of
industrial soy products (p. 206-07).
3. Soybean in the feeding of domestic animals (p. 207):
Forage, hay, silage, pasture, soybean seeds, the minerals in
soybeans, soya as a feed for dairy cows, cattle, buffaloes,
sheep, hogs, horses and mules, poultry.
4. Use of soya as fertilizer (p. 257). C. The trade of soya
and of its by-products (p. 363): Production of soybeans in
the principal countries, economic importance of soybean
cultivation in the USA, soybean trade/commerce including
tables of the major importers and exporters, and amounts
traded annually in 1931-1934, price of soybeans, cost of
production.
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List by region and country of people and organizations
that responded to a questionnaire sent by IIA (p. 273-76).
Bibliography of main publications consulted, listed by region
and country of publication.
Reunion (Ile de la Réunion): “The soybean (Le Soja)
is only cultivated as an experimental crop, on a few square
meters at the agronomic station” (p. 148).
Fiji (Iles Fidji): Soybean cultivation is not yet practiced
in this colony; however soybean seeds are currently being
imported in order to conduct a trial.
New Caledonia: In 1928 soybean cultivation was
introduced to New Caledonia.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007)
concerning soybeans in Bhutan, Costa Rica, Dominican
Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Israel, Jamaica,
Madagascar, Morocco, New Caledonia, Palestine, Peru, or
Réunion, or the cultivation of soybeans in Bhutan, Costa
Rica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Israel,
Jamaica, Madagascar, Mexico, the Middle East. Morocco,
New Caledonia, Palestine, Peru, or Réunion. It is also the
earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) concerning soybeans
in connection with (but not yet in) Cyprus; it is stated that
soybeans are not grown on the island of Cyprus. Soybean
cultivation is not practiced in the Italian colonies of Eritrea
(Erythrée, now part of Ethiopia) or Cyrenaica (Cyrénaïque,
now part of Libya).
Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Bhutan, New Caledonia, or Réunion, or the
cultivation of soybeans in New Caledonia (1928), or Bhutan
or Réunion (1936) (One of two documents).
Note 4. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (March 2020) that mentions tempeh, which it calls
“tempe” (p. 168). It notes that, in general, the indigenous
people of the Netherlands Indies use soybeans mainly to
make tempe, a product which, throughout central and eastern
Java, takes the place reserved for ontjom in western Java.
Tempeh is found in two forms: either in large flat cakes
which are cut at the time of sale into small square morsels,
or wrapped in folded banana leaves. A detailed description of
the preparation of each of these two types of tempeh is given
as well as another type of tempe, called tempemori, which is
made with soybeans and coconut presscake.
Soybean cultivation is not known to be practiced in the
following countries or colonies: Antigua, Barbados, British
Honduras (renamed Belize in about 1975), Trinidad and
Tobago.
Note 5. The name “Georges Ray” is mentioned in this
book on an unnumbered page. Address: Rome, Italy.
2699. Kale, F.S. 1936. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics,
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. Baroda State, India:
F. Doctor & Co. xxxi + 375 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm. 2nd ed.
1937. [75 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. Deficiencies in the Indian

diet and soya bean as a means to rectify them. 2. History of
the origin and growth of soya bean. 3. The use of soya bean.
4. World trade in soya bean. 5. Botany of the soya bean plant.
6. Classification of soya bean. 7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8.
Diseases and pests of soya bean. 9. Cultivation of soya bean
in India. 10. The constituents of soya bean. 11. Soya bean
milk. 12. Soya bean flour. 13. Industrial uses of soya bean.
14. Enriching soil by addition of nitrogen and use of soya
bean as fodder. 15. Food requirement of the human body.
16. European and American soya bean recipes. 17. Diabetic
dishes, Mahatma Gandhi’s experiments at Magan Wadi and
opinion of scientists on soya bean. 18. Chinese and Japanese
soya bean dishes. 19. Indian soya bean dishes: Hindustani
dishes, Moglai dishes, Gujarati dishes, Maharashtrian dishes,
Bengali dishes, Goa dishes, Tanjore dishes. Appendix.
For a more detailed table of contents and summary of
the work, see the 2nd edition (1937).
Photos on unnumbered pages show: (1) Color photo
(at front of book just before the Preface) His Highness the
Maharaja Sir Sayaji Rao Gaekwad of Baroda, Royal Farmer,
who takes keen interest in Soya Bean. (2) H.H. the Maharaja
Gaekwar of Baroda the first Indian ruler to inaugurate the
soya bean planting ceremony in his state–24 Nov. 1933. (2)
H.H. The Maharaja of Baroda, seated in a chair, lecturing on
the dietetic and industrial importance of soya bean. (3) The
mature soya bean pods of Mammoth Yellow variety grown
in Baroda territory. (4) Map of Baroda state showing areas
of soya bean cultivation. (5) Map of Baroda state showing
local distribution of soya bean. (6) A field of soya bean in
rows grown by Patel Hargovan Bavabhai of Achisara Baroda
District (with two white bullocks) who has been awarded the
first prize for his good cultivation.
(7) Bavabhai B. Patel, a farmer age 65 who is interested
in cultivation of soya bean; dressed in white, he is standing
in a field of soya beans behind two large white bullocks. (8)
The author’s own child, three months old, fed on soya bean
milk.
(9) Mahatma Gandhi who uses soya bean at
Maganwadhi; he is seated in a chair reading.
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “soya bean” in a new
way–as a singular noun, like the words “corn” or “wheat,”
not preceded by “the.” Examples: “2. History of the origin
and growth of soya bean. 3. The use of soya bean. 4.
World trade in soya bean... 6. Classification of soya bean.
7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8. Diseases and pests of soya
bean.” This usage originated in developing countries.
Note 2. This book was written as the princely state of
Baroda was studying the possibility of growing the soya
bean plant for food, feed, and fodder. It looked promising,
but little headway was actually made in either production or
utilization.
Note 3. The author’s name is pronounced KAL-ay, not
KAYL (rhymes with sail or tail). Address: Food Survey
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Officer, Baroda State, India.
2700. Morrison, F.B. 1936. Feeds and feeding. A handbook
for the student and stockman. 20th ed. New York, NY: The
Morrison Publishing Co. 1050 p. 21st ed. 1948; 22nd ed.,
1956, 1165 p. See also W.A. Henry. [100+* ref]
• Summary: Partial contents: Soybeans for forage, p. 265268; food value of soybeans, p. 369-371; production of
soybean oil, and use of the cake, p. 371-372; soybean byproducts, p. 372-373; soybeans as feed for dairy cows, p.
532-533; soybean hay, p. 540-541; soybeans and soybean oil
meal as feed for beef cattle, p. 672-674; soybean hay for beef
cattle, p. 680; soybean silage, p. 693; soybeans and soybean
oil meal as feed for sheep, p. 759; soybean hay for sheep,
p. 763; soybeans as feed for swine, p. 886-888; soybean oil
meal for swine, p. 888-890; soybean oil meal combinations
for swine, p. 890-891; soybean pasture for swine, p. 902.
Note: Under “shorts” the authors list three types: 1.
Wheat standard middlings; brown shorts. 2. Wheat red dog;
wheat white shorts. 3. Wheat flour middlings; wheat gray
shorts.
The frontispiece is a portrait photo of William Arnon
Henry (1850-1932), the author of the early editions of
this book. Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry & Animal
Nutrition, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.
2701. Mumford, H.W. 1936. A year’s research at Illinois.
Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report
48:1-331. For the year ended June 30, 1935.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crop investigations: Soybean
hay and seed yields sensitive to soil fertility (p. 27-29;
Two bar charts show the dramatic effects of soil treatments
on yields. Seed yields are highest when the soil is treated
with R = residues, L = limestone, and P = rock phosphate.
Soybeans are more acid-tolerant than most of the widely
grown legumes. Nitrogen is usually deficient in acid soils).
Soybean acreage sets new record in crop adjustments (p.
40-41; In 1934, for the first time in history a single legume
occupied more than a million acres of farm land in Illinois;
soybeans occupied only 1,000 acres in 1914 in Illinois. The
10 varieties with the highest seed yields (in bushels per
acre) at Urbana in 1934 were: Type 117, 38.1. Manchuria
13-177, 36.4. Mansoy, 36.3. Scioto, 34.9. A.K. 125, 33.9.
04002-B, 33.4. Illini, 33.2. Macoupin, 32.7. A.K. 146,
32.0. Manchu, 31.5). Work for better soybean varieties is
continued (p. 41-43). Susceptibility to nodulation inherited
characteristic (p. 43-44; “The Peking soybean variety shows
scanty nodulation, whereas Illini is abundantly nodulated”).
Quality of inoculant outweighs its ease of application [in
affecting yields] (p. 44; Those “recommended for use with
water were superior to those designed to be used dry”).
Experiments keeping pace with interest in new crops (p.
69-72; “Investigations on the use of soybean oil for paint

purposes have been continued with satisfactory results”).
Livestock investigations: Home-grown proteins being
brought into wider use (p. 78-79; “Discovery that soybean
oil meal and animal tankage can be used successfully in
fattening cattle has made considerable in the protein buying
habits of Illinois farmers. Formerly all standard protein
concentrates used for balancing beef-cattle rations were
produced mainly outside the corn belt”). Tankage proves
satisfactory supplement for steers (p. 81-83; Ordinary steamrendered tankage is less palatable and less digestible that dryrendered tankage, or meat scrap. Rendering is the process
that converts waste animal tissue into stable, value-added
materials, including fats such as lard and tallow). Lespedeza
hay equals alfalfa for feeding steers (p. 83-86; In this test,
soybean hay was slightly inferior to alfalfa- or lespedeza
hay). Soybeans found richer in certain vitamins than corn (p.
90-91); “Altho record acreages of soybeans are now being
grown, the food value of this crop is only incompletely
understood. Much misinformation on this subject has been
disseminated. In particular very little is known concerning
the vitamin values of soybeans. What information has been
obtained by experimental investigation is contradictory to
some extent. In an attempt to throw some light upon this
latter situation H.H. Mitchell and Jessie R. Beadles, Animal
Nutrition, are investigating the value of whole soybeans as a
source of vitamins A, B, and G, particularly as it compares
with the value of yellow corn.
“Vitamins are food nutrients essential for animal
growth and health. Altho required in extremely small
amounts, they are present in most food materials in very
small concentrations. Hence it is quite possible that
practical rations or diets occasionally may be deficient in
one or more vitamins. Like other good things vitamins
are appreciated most when they are absent. In such cases
pathological conditions develop which are more or less
characteristic of vitamin shortages. When vitamin A is
absent from the diet, for instance, the animal is subject to
an inflammatory condition of the eye, decreased resistance
to disease, stones in the kidney or bladder, and nerve
degeneration. A lack of vitamin B is followed by loss of
appetite, nerve inflammation, paralysis, breathlessness,
and digestive disturbances, while a deficiency of vitamin
G leads to serious inflammations of the mouth and tongue,
extending thruout the alimentary canal, inflammations of
the skin symmetrically distributed, and mental disturbances.
The diseases beriberi and pellagra in man are entirely or in
part the result of dietary deficiencies of vitamins B and G
respectively. Both in human nutrition and in animal nutrition
it is evidently important to discover which foods are good
sources of the various vitamins necessary to animal and
human life.”
Supplemented [corn] silage equal to soybean hay for
sheep (p. 118-20). Soybean meals are compared further for
chick feeding (p. 128-30).
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Entomology investigations: Prompt control halts
insect threat to soybean crop (p. 159-60; Cutworms and
armyworms caused heavy damage, but were controlled by
poisoned bait).
Agricultural economics investigations: Accounting
studies show ways to reduce farm costs (p. 200-02; net
profit per acre in 1932, 1933, and 1934 is given for soybeans
{harvested with a combine}, soybeans {threshed}, and
soybean hay. Farmers lost money on all three in 1932
and 1933, but made a profit on all 3 in 1934). Demand is
one of the factors affecting [soy] bean prices (p. 218-19;
“Production of soybeans in Illinois and also in the United
States in 1934 was the highest on record, owing largely to
the AAA {Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, which paid
farmers to reduce crop acreage} programs and to the severity
of chinch bug damage”).
Home economics investigations: Best varieties of
soybeans for food being located (p. 298-300; There “is a
rapidly expanding list of manufactured food products made
of or containing soybeans,–that is, soybean flour, oil, and
milk.” About 35 “varieties of soybeans which are known
as vegetable types have been used and compared with the
so-called commercial types.” “The beans while immature
all had a vivid green color which makes them a very
promising fresh vegetable.” Some varieties, such as Illini,
are very acceptable as a garden vegetable in both the green
and mature states. Freedom from shattering in the field is
probably directly connected with difficulty of shelling the
beans in the green state). Address: Dean and Director of the
Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2702. North, James L. 1936. Introductory chapter. In:
G.D. Gray. 1936. All About the Soya Bean: In Agriculture,
Industry and Commerce. London: John Bale, Sons &
Danielsson Ltd. 144 p. See p. 1-9.
• Summary: This is the story of early attempts by Dr. North
and others to grow soybeans in England. “In 1913 chance put
in my hands thirteen small seeds of a variety of soya bean
said to have come from North China in 1910 and to have
ripened pods in Germany for two successive years. Sown by
me the following May the plants grew to a height of 1½ feet
and ripened seed in October. This took place at the Gardens
of the Royal Botanic Society, of which I was then Curator. I
was aware that of the many attempts to grow soya which had
taken place in this country, all had failed, also that no others
were being attempted, since it was the considered opinion
of the Ministry of Agriculture and the Royal Agricultural
Society that the soya bean was quite unsuited for growth
here, as it required heat that would ripen maize.
“The podded beans were brought to the notice of
Professor Bottomley, of King’s College, and Professor
Greenish, of the Pharmaceutical Society, and both considered
the matter to be important. They pointed out that this
country possessed no oil plant and was importing soya from

Manchuria to the extent of half a million tons per annum...
They advised me to increase my stock as rapidly as I could.
“The result of the first year’s crop was four hundred
seeds from the original thirteen seeds; the second year four
thousand and the third twelve thousand. In 1917 it became
a question of finding space to grow them and it was decided
to have part grown by a firm of market growers at Uxbridge,
Middlesex and the rest on a farm at Manningtree, Essex,
belonging to Mr. C.P. Ogilvie. Both were failures.” The first
crop failed because the land had been too heavily manured
and the seeds were sown too far apart. The second crop,
sown in the middle of a field of wheat, had been eaten by
rabbits. Rabbits are still a major pest for soya beans.
Since little was known about the soya bean, Mr. North
tried to gain experience by sending seeds to the Chelsea
Botanic Gardens, the Horticultural Society at Wisley, the
Cambridge Botanic Gardens, Messrs. Sutton and Sons,
Reading, and to a friend in Hampshire. But the reports
received were not encouraging. “That same year I got in
touch with the United States Department of Agriculture at
Washington [DC], I received from it not only soya bulletins
and seeds of a number of American soya varieties for trial in
England, but the promise of further assistance. I owe a very
great debt of gratitude to that department and to Dr. W.J.
Morse, its agronomist and soybean expert, the man who,
more than any other, has made the United States the soya
bean centre of the world and now a growing competitor with
Manchuria as world exporter.
“The results of 1917 were better than those of the
previous year and in 1918 I had sufficient seed of my one
variety to plant half an acre on land lent by Mr. Clark at
Virginia Water. These were sown in company with 12
American varieties, half being inoculated with a nodule
culture supplied by Professor Bottomley.”
Following some poor years, 1921, a drought year, was
the best year to date. “Accounts of my success appeared
in the Press and I wrote an article which came out in the
Illustrated London News in October. As a result many
applications for seed reached me and I sent samples to over
one hundred places, among others to Professor Southworth
of Manitoba College, Winnipeg [Canada]. He found my
variety better than anything he had had there, both for fodder
and seed, but not early enough in seasons with early frost. In
return he sent me seed of a brown variety ‘Manitoba Brown,’
a selection from a well-known American variety ‘Ogemaw.’”
1922 was a wet year and at his plot and not one person
to whom North had sent seed reported success. On his own
plot at Chiswick, where he had twenty varieties under test,
only one, “Manitoba Brown,” succeeded.
“In 1923 appeared Messrs. Piper and Morse’s
encyclopædic work, ‘The Soybean,’ in America; it solved
a good many of my problems and I determined to follow
American practice in future. From it I learned that two-thirds
of the American crop was consumed as fodder upon the
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farm; that every variety had a fixed time ranging from 80 to
160 days for maturing; that in industry the chief value of the
bean rested upon its oil content; and that the plant possessed
what is now called ‘local limitations,’ meaning that a variety
that grew well in one place could not be depended upon at
another and that in American agricultural practice it was
usual to test two or more varieties before growing it as a
crop. This last was particularly interesting to me because it
explained the erratic behaviour of some of my varieties when
sent to other places.
“Convinced by the failure of my 1922 trials that soya
was not yet ready to put forward as a crop plant, I extended
my search to new sorts and with the help of friends abroad
obtained many varieties from China, Manchuria, Japan,
South Africa and India.” North then began to specialize in
short season varieties. “My friend Dr. Morse approved the
plan and from then onward sent me only varieties which in
America took less than one hundred days to mature... Using
Manitoba Brown Soya as a standard I was able to select
several varieties as early or even earlier than it.” In 1930
Messrs. Sutton and Sons of Reading [seedsmen] decided to
put the variety Brown C in their catalogue.
“In 1931, Mr. A.F. Secrett, a Twickenham market
grower, offered the use of a piece of land at Brentford,
Middlesex; it enabled me to grow on a larger scale than
had been possible previously. In September the same year
a photograph of the crop appeared in the Evening News.
By chance it was seen by Sir John Davis, a Director of the
Ford Motor Co. and manger of the Ford Estate at Boreham,
Essex, who at the request of Henry Ford had tried to grow
soya with American seed and had failed. At his request I
agreed to supply acclimatized seed and to superintend its
growing. All my four varieties of soya were used and under
field conditions the crop was a success. From 2 acres the
first year it was increased to 12 acres in 1934 and to 20 in
1935, the last two crops being grown without assistance. The
Boreham trials were visited by farmers from every part of the
United Kingdom and visitors from America pronounced the
crops to be as good as any grown in that country. The seed
was distributed in 1935 and that year saw it being grown in
quantity in some hundreds of places throughout the British
Isles.”
A photo facing page 1 shows Mr. J.L. North standing in
a field with soya bean plants which he has grown. Address:
60, Grove Park Terrace, Chiswick, London, W.4, Engalnd.
Late curator, Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent’s Park, London.
2703. Rouest, Leon; Guerpel, Henry de. 1936. Le soja
français et ses applications agricoles et industrielles [The
French soybean: Its agricultural and industrial applications].
Chateauroux, France: G. Langlois. xxiii + 99 p. 28 cm. [42
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface, by L Brétignière (Prof. at
Grignon, Member of the Academy of Agriculture). Preface

to the first edition, by Louis Forest (1921). Introduction to
this new edition: Soviet Russia and the soybean (le Soja;
includes the story of Rouest’s stay in the Northern Caucasus,
Russia, from 1930 to 1933), Germany and Poland take up
the soya question, the canons [guns] of Germany versus
the Manchurian soybean, a secret contract to provide the
weapons of war, organization of a Polish bank in Manchuria,
Germany cultivates soybeans in Romania and Bulgaria
in preparation for the war, France and the cultivation of
soybeans.
1. What is soja? 2. History of the propagation of soja:
Introduction of the soybean into France and Europe, the
soybean is cultivated in central Europe, in Austria, in 1875,
in France the soybean is the object of numerous trials from
1876 to 1881, its cultivation worldwide, the study and
acclimatization of soya become generalized.
3. Botanical characters of the soybean: And the varieties
of soybeans. 4. Chinese varieties: The soybean in China, the
production of soya in China in 1916 and 1917, production
of soya in the Far East during the year 1928, exportation of
soya from the Far East to Europe.
5. Japanese varieties: The soybean in Japan, varieties
of soya from Indochina and from other Asian countries. 6.
The soybean in America: American varieties, cultivation
of soybeans in Ohio, selection of soya using pure lines in
Connecticut.
7. The soybean in Europe: Italy, Russia, France,
French climatic zones for the cultivation of Soja hispida,
the Atlantic zone, the continental zone, the Mediterranean
zone and climate, can the soybean be cultivated in all the
French climates including those in the north, northeast,
and northwest, speedy production of soybeans in view of
agricultural production and of the creation of early varieties
for the regions in north and northeast France.
8. Instruction for growing soja in France. 9. Soja
in Manchuria. 10. Soja seeds. 11. Selection of soja. 12.
Varieties of soja. 13. Different ways of planting soya seeds.
14. Soy yield. 15. Nitrogen fixation in soya seeds. 16. Tilling
and preparing the earth. 17. Soja fodder. 18. Soja, striking
and improving. 19. Harvesting soja grain. 20. Soja oil. 21.
Soja oil-cake for animal feeding. 22. Vegetable milk, soja
milk and industrial casein.
23. Soja in human food: Soy flour and its applications,
soy bread with wheat, nutritional composition of soja
compared to dry legumes, soy viewed as a dry legume
to replace meat, comparative production of nutritive
elements among the various legumes used for human food,
comparative value in calories of the usual foods and of soja,
preparation of soy soups and meals in compressed tubes,
what varieties of soy can serve the special needs of human
nutrition, Sojenta, potatoes stuffed with soy, force meat balls
(boulettes) of rice and soy, bread of rice and soy, pudding
of soy and rice, soy sprouts and their food value, fresh soy
sprouts in a salad, soy sprouts with vegetables, soy preserves
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and confections, soy chocolate, soy coffee, soybeans
conserved in containers, soy with smoked fish, soup with
soy vegetable meat, soymilk soup, omelet with smoked soy
vegetable ham, green soy sprouts, soy cake, soy force-meat
fritters.
24. The utilization of soja in the Far East: Vegetable
cheese (tofu), soy-based condiments, Japanese natto (2
types), Japanese miso, Chinese miso, soy sauce (soyou or
schoziou), making soy sauce in Kwantung, China, making
soy sauce in Japan, koji or molded rice.
25. The culture of soja in North Africa (Rouest has
varieties that would grow and yield well in the French
colonies of Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco). 26. Opinions of
some authors on soja. Conclusions. Bibliography on soja.
A small photo on the “Dedication” page shows Léon
Rouest (born in Paris on 11 Nov. 1872).
Concerning soy in Russia (USSR) (p. 52-53): In Russia,
the soybean has been known for quite a long time, specially
in Ukraine and Bessarabia, but it was never grown over
a large area, and was given a back seat (low priority) in
agriculture until after the revolution of 1917. It was not until
1926-27 that cultural trials were conducted on farms in the
state of Northern Caucasus (d’Etat du Caucase du Nord).
In the regions of Rostov-on-Don (Rostow-sur-Don; Rostovna-Donu), Eisk (near Krasnodar), Stavropol, Prim-Koumsk,
Yessentuki / Essentuki in the Kuban and Kuban River area
of the North Caucasus region of southern Russia, the yields
were 11 to 16 quintals.
In 1927 there were 600 ha planted to soybeans,
increasing to 17,000 in 1928, in the kolkhoz (collective)
farms or the sovkhoz (state owned) farms.
In 1929-1930 and until 1932-1933 there were very
laudable / praiseworthy efforts to propagate soybeans in
favorable regions, especially in the North Caucasus, but the
soils of this region, although they are very rich and well
suited to soybeans are also very rich in bad weeds and the
results obtained up to the present do not seem favorable. As
I said earlier, the soybean is a technical plant of the intensive
cultivation type. It is very well suited to the soil and climate
of Russia, but it is less well suited to the indolent character of
people who are accustomed to cultivating only small parcels
and who are suddenly, through collectivization, thrown into
cultivating immense fields. In spite of the remarkable efforts
at mechanization, the peasants who submit to collectivization
and who do not yet understand it very well, the cultivation of
soybeans does not assume the importance hoped for (p. 52).
Note: This is Rouest’s first book about soy since 1930.
Address: France.
2704. Taylor, Norman. ed. 1936. The garden dictionary: An
encyclopedia of practical horticulture, garden management,
and landscape design. Boston, Massachusetts: Houghton
Mifflin Co. vii + 888 p. Illust. (part color). 28 cm. [ soy ref]
• Summary: Contains basic information on soybeans and

soybean culture, including insect pests and diseases. The
soybean is more of a farm crop than a garden crop. While the
soybean has been grown as a food crop in China, Manchuria,
and Japan for thousands of years, its utilization in the United
States is mainly for forage, green manure, and for its seeds.
Norman Taylor was born in 1883.
2705. Renaud, Cl. 1937. Le soja (Essai de culture en Saôneet-Loire) [The soybean: Cultural trial in Saône-et-Loire,
France]. Bulletins de la Société des sciences naturelles de
Saône-et-Loire... No. 2. p. 24-26. Jan. 1. [Fre]
• Summary: Page 25: The soybean is thus an extremely
interesting plant through the varied products one derives
from it. It may one day be of great importance in the
markets. One thus should not be surprised that the cultivation
of such a precious plant did offer a temptation to the growers.
The first difficulty to be overcome was to find a variety
suited to our climates. The soybean, the cultivation of which
originally was in the Far East from the equator to 60 degrees
northern latitude, holds a very wide breath of varieties. One
could go so far as to say that a specialized variety is adapted
to each given climatic condition. It is in America that trials
are the most advanced and the cultivation of soybeans is
being developed most rapidly. In 1917, some 500,000 acres
were cultivated. By 1930, we were up to 3,738,000 acres
and by 1935, 5,463,000 acres. I do not know the date of the
first trials in France, but in the “L’Agriculture du Sud-Est”
(Agriculture of the South-East), dated August 12th, 1934,
Mr. A. Poncins reminds us that in 1911, he tried several
varieties that he had to give up on because the beans,
ripening too late, were caught by the frost. Mr. de Guerpel,
in the Journal d’Agriculture Pratique (Journal of Practical
Agriculture), mentioned a variety coming from Poland, Soja
Vilnensis, that can ripen its beans in about 120 days. It is
with this variety that I ran trials with Mr. Marius Petitjean, a
grower in Sagy, in the Saône and Loire region.
On May 6, 1936, Mr. Petitjean, seeded with 600 grams
of seed (one liter weights between 760 to 800 gm), a field
of one are, a portion seeded by hand (rows 0.5 meters apart,
with a density of 8 to 10 seeds per meter and in packets of
3 seeds spaced 0.35 meters apart in the row) and a portion
done by plow. On May 11, I too seeded, by hand, a square
of garden, approximately 25 meters square, by seeding in
rows and in packets. Germination required about eight days.
In both fields the depth of the seed determined the success
of the rise. In my garden, many seeds were swallowed in
the dirt. The plants subsequently developed normally. The
ground received several hoeings. Everywhere the pods were
numerous but with little yield (2 seeds on average). One
must note that it rained on the flower. The soybean plants
with ripe seeds were cut on September 4th, tied into bundles
and brought back in on September 12th. It provided about
12 liters of seeds. The volume harvested was lower than the
harvest provided by another plant, the bean for example. Mr.
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Petitjean also used another planting for green forage. This
one was well accepted by the animals, rabbits included but
there again, the production of forage was lower that forage
corn for example for the same surface of cultivation, Soja
Vilnensis not growing past 0.5 meter in height.
Trials thus appear to provide, a priori, little satisfaction
in our area, with the Soja Vilnensis variety. We should
however not be too exclusive in our conclusions. Our
trials only lasted one year. We must take into account the
exceptionally rainy summer that we experienced and which
may have skewed the results of our experiment. However
we are under the impression that the variety Vilnensis is not
exactly adapted to our land in Bresse where we mostly have
an intense agriculture. It occupies the soil for too long for
such small yields, whether for forage or for seeds. We should
test other varieties.
In an e-mail of 2012 Dec. 27 Hervé Berbille of France
notes: The author’s first name (given name) is probably
Claude. The text provides a wealth of information. For
example:
(1) soybean acclimatization is not fully mastered (or
mastered at all) in France at this time (cf. pitiful agriculture
yield mentioned).
(2) Rouest cultivars are not disseminated or known, in
any case mentioned;
(3) In my opinion, the main lesson is that there is
still no proactive policy of the state in France at this time
(1936), exactly the opposite of the USA at the same time;
this is another reason of the failure of soybean in France.
As is shown in this text, soybean propagation is only based
on individual initiatives, isolated and dispersed, without
nationwide or widespread coordination.
2706. Lovvorn, R.L.; Kime, P.H.; Stitt, R.E. 1937. I. Factors
in soybean production. II. Variety recommendations and
characteristics. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment
Station, Agronomy Information Circular No. 102. 6 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Part I: Factors in soybean
production. Introduction. Time of planting. Methods of
seeding. Inoculation. Rate of seeding. When to cut for hay.
Curing the hay. Seed production. Harvesting the seed. Soil
improvement. Soybeans for pasturage. Soybeans for silage.
Edible types.
Part II: Variety recommendations and characteristics.
Varieties recommended for Coastal Plain (for seed hay, hog
pasture, planting in corn). Varieties recommended for Lower
Piedmont. Varieties recommended for Upper Piedmont and
Mountain sections. Description of varieties. Address: 1-2.
Dep. of Agronomy, North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station; 3.
Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry,
USDA.
2707. Culbertson, C.C.; Beard, F.J.; Thomas, B.H.;
Hammond, W.E. 1937. The influence of soybeans and

soybean products upon the gains, feed requirements and
character of the fat when fed to growing and fattening pigs
on rape pasture. A.H. Leaflet [Animal Husbandry], Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station, Cooperative Extension
Service No. 152. 8 p. Feb. [2 ref]
• Summary: This is a mimeographed leaflet. Contents:
Introduction: “During the past four years we have tried
feeding soybeans early and late in the feeding period and
in various combinations with other protein feeds but have
not been able to produce a high grade carcass when the
percentage of soybeans in the ration was above about five
percent. Soybean oilmeal, however, was a satisfactory
source of protein and the quality of the product met the
requirements of firmness.”
“The allotment and rations fed to the pigs on rape
pasture were:
1. No protein supplement.
2. Meat meal tankage.
3. Cracked soybeans, self-fed.
4. Cracked soybeans–5.0 percent level.
5. Cracked soybeans–7.5 percent level.
6. Cracked soybeans–10 percent level.
7. Cracked soybeans–20 percent level.
8. Soybean oilmeal
9. Soybean oilmeal and soybean oil.
10. Tankage–soybeans.
The feeds and methods of feeding described (Manchu
soybeans, containing about 17% oil, were used. A new
supply of soybeans was cracked each week so that they were
not rancid. The soybean oilmeal was an expeller process
meal with a guaranteed analysis of 42% crude protein).
The grades made on certain of the individual carcasses
(“Forty pigs, four from each group, were slaughtered at the
time the pigs in each lot averaged 225 pounds in weight... All
carcasses were hung in the cooler for 48 hours before they
were graded. Each carcass was graded immediately after it
was taken out of the cooler by two graders. The grades were
Very Hard, Hard, Medium, Soft, Very Soft and Oily, with
modifications of each grade”). Comments.
Tables: (1) Tankage, soybeans and soybean products for
growing and fattening pigs. (2) Carcass firmness and grade
(Lots 6 and 7, fed cracked soybeans at the 10% and 20%
level, had Soft and Very Soft carcasses respectively. Lot 8,
fed soybean oilmeal, had a Hard carcass).
Note: The oil contained in whole soybeans is clearly the
cause of pigs with undesirable soft carcasses. Address: Iowa
Agric. Exp. Station, Animal Husbandry Section, Ames, Iowa.
2708. Hauge, S.M.; Wilbur, J.W.; Hilton, J.H. 1937. A further
study of the factor in soybeans affecting the vitamin A value
of butter. J. of Dairy Science 20(2):87-91. Feb. [7 ref]
• Summary: Three previous publications have shown that
whenever soybeans were introduced into the rations of dairy
cows, either in the form of soybean hay or as part of the
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grain rations, “the soybeans had a suppressing action on the
formation of vitamin A in butter.”
This factor was found in both the soybean oil and the
soybean meal obtained by either the expeller process or the
solvent extraction process. The factor could not be removed
using ethyl alcohol.
It was also reported that roasting the soybeans, which
improves their nutritive value for growth, did not modify
the factor responsible for the lowered vitamin A content of
butter. Address: Research Chemical Lab. and Dep. of Dairy
Husbandry, Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp. Station, Lafayette,
Indiana.
2709. Wiggans, R.G. 1937. Soybeans in the northeast. J. of
the American Society of Agronomy 29(3):227-35. March.
• Summary: “The objective of this paper is to give certain
experimental results as evidence upon which to form an
opinion in regard to the possibilities of soybeans in the
northeast and in New York State in particular.”
Discusses soybeans as forage, silage, and for grain in the
northeast, based on experiments from 1929 to 1934. Results
show: “The narrower the space between rows, the higher
the yield.” An 8-inch spacing gives the highest yields, about
38 bu/acre. Conclusion. The “place of the soybean plant in
northeastern agriculture is not entirely clear,” but “it shows
sufficient promise to justify more study...” Address: Prof. of
Plant Breeding, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.
2710. Ladejinsky, W. 1937. Agriculture in Manchuria–
possibilities for expansion. Foreign Agriculture (USDA
Foreign Agricultural Service) 1(4):157-82. April. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Manchuria with its large undeveloped land
areas is one of the last of the pioneer agricultural countries in
the temperate zone. Development was retarded by the small
population and the restrictive immigration policy which
existed prior to 1900, but since that time the agricultural
area has expanded considerably. Soybeans have proved to
be especially adapted to Manchurian conditions and are the
most important commercial crop.”
In 1924, 112,055,000 bushels of soybeans were
produced. In 1930, the number rose to 196,944,000 bushels,
and dropped to 155,424,000 bushels in 1936. “During the
years 1924-31, the acreage under the crop almost doubled,
but since the latter year it has declined about 20%. Political
and economic factors were responsible for this development.
On the one hand, the Manchurian ‘incident’ of 1931 and
the political disturbances in the countryside led to the
curtailment of crop area in many districts; on the other hand,
the sharp fall in soybean prices, with its adverse effect upon
the generally meager farm income, caused many farmers
to abandon the land for more remunerative occupations in
the building trades and railway construction projects, where
labor was in considerable demand.
“Soybeans are produced both in South and in North

Manchuria. The principal producing districts of South
Manchuria are to be found along the Liao River; in North
Manchuria, on the fertile plains along the Sungari River.
Until very recently soybean production was considerably
larger in the South, but with the expansion of agriculture
in the North, the relative importance of the two sections is
being changed. Thus, in 1936, North Manchuria accounted
for 47% of the total output.”
Soybeans are “divided into three groups according to
their color: yellow, green, and black. The first two are used
almost entirely for extracting oil, while the black soybeans
are used more as feed for domestic animals and fertilizer and
for human consumption.” During the last decade, the annual
share of the soybean and its derivative products in the total
export trade of Manchuria averaged 53%. Address: Asst.
Agricultural Economist, Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
2711. Naranjo, Enrique Arca. 1937. El frijol soya y su cultivo
[The soybeans and its cultivation]. Revista de Agricultura
(Cuba) 20(4/5):88-91. April/May. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction to soybean cultivation.
Varieties. Soils: preparation of the soil, manuring,
inoculation. Planting. Cultivation, Harvest and yields. Use as
a forage (especially the varieties Dixie, Hollybrook, Tokyo,
Mammoth-Brown and Southern-Prolific) and green manure
plant (turn under before flowering).
2712. Shrewsbury, C.L.; Vestal, C.M. 1937. The nutritive
value and mineral deficiencies of soybeans. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 420. 25 p.
May. [17 ref]
• Summary: “Conclusions: 1. The addition of protein
supplements such as tankage, meat scraps, and casein to
the corn-soybean ration resulted in a marked increase in its
growth-promoting properties.
“2. Proteins added to corn-soybean rations appeared
to correct the deficiencies of corn, rather than those of
soybeans.
“3. No evidence was obtained to indicate that the
deficiencies of soybeans, as a protein supplement to corn,
can be corrected by the addition of other proteins to the
ration.
“4. The cooking or roasting of soybeans resulted in a
change that made them an excellent protein supplement to
corn.
“5. The corn-soybean ration was not found to be
deficient in vitamin B.
“6. The corn-soybean ration utilizing either raw, cooked,
or roasted soybeans, or soybean oil meal was improved by
the addition of a mineral supplement.” Address: Dep. of
Animal Husbandry and Agricultural Chemistry.
2713. Soth, Lauren K. 1937. The soybean invasion of the
Corn Belt. Agricultural Situation (The) (USDA Bureau of
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Agricultural Economics) 21(5):14-16. May. Reprinted in
American Cattle Producer 19(4):9. Sept. 1937.
• Summary: Accompanied by a chart which shows acreage
of hay, beans, grazed or hogged-off, and equivalent of total
solid acreage, 1924 to date. The last paragraph contains
a warning against assuming that “soybean growers can
continue to expect an ever-expanding market.”

(Nashville, Tennessee). Aug. 8. p. 6. Sunday.
• Summary: E.M. Bisalski is the manager of Madison Foods.
Dr. Philip S. Chen is a research chemist from China. “It
all started twenty-five years ago when some agricultural
chemists at small, self-supporting Nashville Agricultural
Normal Institute started some experiments with the soy bean,
then used primarily as forage and for nitrogenizing the soil.”

2714. Megee, C.R. 1937. Soybean production in Michigan.
Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular Bulletin
No. 161. 14 p. June.
• Summary: Contents: History, adaptation, and uses. A
high protein emergency or annual hay crop. Digestible
nutrients and feeding value per acre of soybeans and
other Michigan crops. Soybean oil meal. A supplementary
protein feed. Soybeans for silage. A cash crop. Soybeans
as a soil improving crop. Cultural practices: Varieties, time
of planting, rate and methods of planting, inoculation.
cultivation, harvesting for hay, harvesting for seed, threshing,
storage of soybean seed. Industrial and commercial uses of
soybeans: Soybean oil, soybean oil meal, dried beans, for
human food.
“As early as 1902 and for 20 years afterwards, E.E.
Evans of West Branch, Michigan, took an active part in
introducing, breeding, and distributing varieties of soybeans.
The Ogemaw is an introduction of Mr. Evans and is the
result of a cross between his No. 6 Early Black and Dwarf
Brown. Since 1918 the Michigan Agricultural Experiment
Station has conducted numerous variety tests for both hay
and seed production at East Lansing and at various points
over the state” (p. 3).
Table 4, titled “Soybean variety adaptation” (p. 10)
lists the following: Manchu, Ito San, Mandarin (Canada),
OAC 211 (Ontario), Dunfield, Illini (Illinois), Mandell
(Indiana), Sciota (Ohio), Cayuga (New York), Ogemaw
(Early Michigan), Wisconsin Early Black, Virginia, Wilson,
and Mammoth Yellow. For each variety is given the
name, maturity, seed color, and adaptation. “The Manchu
is the leading general-purpose variety for hay, seed, and
commercial uses in Michigan.”
Under “Industrial and commercial uses of soybeans,”
a table shows 10 industrial and food uses of soybean oil, 15
industrial and food uses of soybean oil meal (incl. diabetic
foods, flour, crackers, soy milk, bean curd [tofu], soy sauce),
and 12 industrial and food uses of dried beans (incl. roasted
beans, coffee substitutes, soups, baked beans, boiled beans).
“When soybeans are to be used as a green vegetable, the
Easycook and Hahto are preferred because of their milder
flavor.” Address: Section of Farm Crops, East Lansing.

2716. Vivet, E. 1937. Le soja, sa culture et ses utilizations
[The soybean, its culture and utilization]. Revue Agricole de
l’Afrique du Nord (Algeria) 35(943):544-46. Aug. 27. [Fre]
• Summary: “Some soybean trials have been made but the
results, not having been judged satisfactory, the cultivation
of soybeans has not been undertaken here until the last few
years; before that it was sporadic and on small plots...
“The cultivation of soybeans, for the production of seeds
destined for oil mills, does not seem likely to become very
important in France and Algeria since the price is too low to
support competition against soya originating in East Asia.
It is therefore as a forage plant or one whose seeds can be
used for feeding animals that soya could be of interest to
agriculture in France and Algeria. In China and Manchuria
the plant, in its green state, is distributed as forage for horses
and mules. But it is preferable, as is done in the USA, to use
soya with other forage plants, such as maize or sorghum, to
make silage. Finally, the soybean plant can be plowed under
as green manure, a practice in which there would be interest
in the soils at the perimeters of irrigated areas in Algeria and
especially in those of the valley of Chélif, which are poor in
humus.” Address: Algeria.

2715. Groce, Ben. 1937. Romantic story of a bean unrolled
in Madison Sanitarium test-tube as milk, meat, coffee,
auto accessories produced from vegetable: operations
conducted near Nashville for three months. Tennessean (The)

2717. Arny, A.C.; Brookins, W.W.; Hodgson, R.E. 1937.
Soybeans for Minnesota. Minnesota Agricultural Experiment
Station, Special Bulletin No. 134 (Revised ed.). 14 p. Aug.
Revised again 1940, 12 p.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Extensively grown
in foreign countries (an Smoot-Hawley Tariff). Acreage is
increasing in the United States. Use of crop can be changed
as season progresses. Soybeans leave soil in good condition
for other crops. The soybean provides high-protein feed: hay,
seed, meal, straw. Choice of variety: varieties for southern
Minnesota, varieties for central Minnesota, varieties for
northern Minnesota. Use high-germinating, well inoculated
seed. Good corn land suitable for soybeans. Control of weeds
before planting important. Sow soon after corn planting.
Thick planting gives highest yields. Adjusting drills to plant
soybeans. Cultivation of soybeans. Harvesting hay–time
affects yields. Harvesting seed–dry well before storage.
This Special Bulletin begins: “In Minnesota the soybean
crop is grown largely as an emergency hay crop when there
are shortages of alfalfa or clover. Well grown crops of
soybeans approach alfalfa and clover fairly closely in yields
of hay per acre. Soybean hay takes the place of alfalfa and
clover in most livestock rations.
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“In a number of states, in recent years, soybeans have
replaced oats to a considerable extent as a cash seed crop.
Soybean seed yields in the southern and central parts of
Minnesota have been high enough to warrant substituting
soybeans for oats as a cash crop in this state when a steady
demand develops at prices that will bring higher net returns
per acre than oats.”
“Use high-germinating, well inoculated seed (p. 8-9):
“... Unless the proper bacteria are present in nodules on their
roots, soybean plants will not do well usually, because then
they must obtain all their nitrogen from the soil. The bacteria
in the nodules are able to use the free nitrogen in the air, and
this becomes available to the soybean plants. An abundance
of nodules on the roots of plants indicates the presence of
adequate numbers of the proper bacteria. The root of a well
inoculated soybean plant is shown in Figure 2.
“Until such time as the soybean crop is grown regularly
in rotations on farms in the state, it is always necessary to
inoculate the seed before planting it. The clovers, alfalfa,
and other legumes require different kinds of bacteria
and do not supply the bacterial requirement of soybeans.
Commercial inoculants may be purchased from seed houses
and have been found to be satisfactory if the directions on
the container are carefully followed. Soil from a field that
has produced well inoculated soybean plants the previous
year, sifted and mixed with moistened seed in about equal
quantities, usually brings about satisfactory inoculation.”
Address: 1. Div. of Agronomy and Plant Genetics, Univ.
Farm, St. Paul; 2. Agricultural Extension Div., Univ. Farm,
St. Paul; 3. Southeast Experiment Station, Waseca. All:
Minnesota.
2718. Grinnells, C.D.; Moore, J.L. 1937. The comparative
values of peanut and soybean hay for milk production. North
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 312.
28 p. Aug. [16 ref]
• Summary: “The data indicate that peanut hay of similar
quality is equal to soybean hay for milk production. The
results from one feeding trial do not, however, warrant one in
drawing definite conclusions...
“The price of the peanut hay usually runs about onethird less than that of soybean. On a basis of feed cost per
hundred pounds of milk, considerable saving may be effected
by the use of peanut hay in feeding dairy cows.” Address:
Raleigh.
2719. Bull, Sleeter. 1937. Soybeans and soybean products
in pork production. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 37-43. 17th annual meeting. Held 14-16 Sept.
at Urbana, Illinois.
• Summary: Discusses “soft pork.” Concludes that
“soybeans should not be used in rations of fattening hogs...
2. Soybean oil meal is an excellent supplement for all classes
of swine, being two-thirds to three-fourths as valuable

as tankage. 4. The practice of planting soybeans in corn
for hogging down seems to have little to recommend it.
5. Soybeans do not make a satisfactory pasture crop for
swine...”
Photos show: (1-3) “The effect on pork and lard of
feeding soybeans.” In these experiments, feeding whole
soybeans generally produced carcasses lacking in firmness.
Tankage or soybean oil meal generally produced firm
carcasses. Each photo has a left and right side. The left side
is soft pork or lard, the right side is firm. The 3rd photo
shows two balls of lard photographed after they had been
exposed to room temperature, 70ºF., for two hours. Source:
Illinois Experiment Station. Address: Dep. of Animal
Husbandry, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
2720. Morse, W.J. 1937. Soybean variety studies of the
United States Department of Agriculture. Proceedings of
the American Soybean Association p. 16-18. 17th annual
meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. at Urbana, Illinois.
• Summary: “One of the outstanding results of soybean
improvement work in the United States has been, the
realization of the importance of varietal adaptation... Varietal
adaptation is obviously the reason why practically every
locality in the soybean regions of the Orient has its own local
varieties... Of the large number of introductions obtained
from Asia, the same variety rarely has been secured a second
time unless introduced from the same locality... Before
numerous introductions were made by the Department,
beginning in 1898, there were not more than eight varieties
of soybeans grown in this country, and the culture of these
varieties was confined to limited areas in a few states...
Seed samples were obtained through consuls, missionaries,
seedsmen, government agencies, and foreign explorers
until by 1909 we had 175 varieties; by 1913, 427 varieties;
by 1919, 629 varieties, by 1925, 1133 varieties, and at the
present time more than 2,500 distinct types. Since 1989
the Department of Agriculture has made more than 10,000
introductions of soybeans from China, Manchuria, Japan,
Chosen [Korea], Java, Sumatra, Siberia, and India. This large
collection, ranging in time of maturity from 75 to 200 or
more days, has show wide differences in adaptation to soil
and climatic conditions...”
After preliminary testing at Arlington Farm, Virginia,
the introductions are sent to various experiment stations for
cooperative studies...
“The soybean has been used chiefly as a forage crop
in the United States and for many years breeding work
tended largely toward the development of varieties for hay,
silage, and pasture. With the rapid development during the
past few years of the soybean for oil, food and industrial
purposes, acreage for bean production has increased greatly.
The improvement and development of varieties adapted to a
wide range of conditions and uses undoubtedly has been one
of the most important factors in increased acreage and seed
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production.”
“Extensive cooperative investigations with more
than 3,000 introductions and selections of soybeans have
been carried on during the last three or four years with
experiment stations and special cooperators in 44 states and
the insular possessions, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. Many of
these selections gave outstanding results when compared
with standard varieties in different sections and are being
increased for more extensive field tests. Several of the
varieties in different sections were found especially suitable
for use as green shelled beans, dry edible beans, or beans of
high oil and protein content, as commercial beans.
“In 1936, more than 5,000 individual soybean plant
selections from introductions and natural hybrids were
under test at Arlington Farm. Although improvement
work at Arlington has been largely plant selection, some
hybridization work has been started, especially with the wild
soybean and the most promising cultivated types. Oil and
protein studies have been conducted along with the breeding
work, analyses being made of introductions grown in the
same and under different environmental conditions. An
extensive series of varieties, introductions and selections at
Arlington Farm ranged from 12 to 26 per cent oil and from
28 to 50 per cent protein... In view of the interest in soybean
oil for paint purposes, studies were conducted to show the
range in iodine number. The results of these investigations
showed a range from 118 to 143 for domestic varieties and
155 for the wild soybean.
“The increasing use of soybeans for food has resulted
in a demand for varieties especially suited for various food
purposes. Extensive cooperative cooking experiments
with the Bureau of Home Economics of the Department of
Agriculture and with several state experiment stations have
shown considerable variation in flavor and cooking quality
in both the green and dry beans of edible varieties from the
Orient. The most promising of these have been named and
distributed to special cooperators by several state experiment
stations. Some of these varieties are especially valuable as
green shelled beans, flour, dry edible beans, roasted salted
beans [soynuts], bean curd, bean milk, and bean sprouts.”
Address: Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.
2721. Nevens, W.B. 1937. Experiments in time of harvesting
soybeans for hay. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 34-36. 17th annual meeting. Held 14-16 Sept.
at Urbana, Illinois.
• Summary: “What is the best time to harvest soybeans for
hay? This is an ever-recurring question on the part of farmers
using this crop for hay. It is a question like many others
pertaining to agricultural topics to which an exact answer
cannot be given but it is one concerning which a large
amount of factual information can be obtained. This paper
reports the results of three years’ investigations dealing with
the time of harvesting soybeans for hay.

“There are a number of reasons for harvesting soybeans
at an early stage of development. First, weather conditions
at that time are usually such that the crop may be cured with
less labor and with less loss than at later stages. Also, the
early stages of development usually come at a time when
there is a slack period in the farm program. Later on, making
hay from soybeans may interfere with silo filling and other
farm operations. Thirdly, many dairymen are of the opinion
that a very leafy, green hay is higher in feeding value than
that made from the crop after the leaves have begun to turn
yellow. They think also that at the early stages the stems are
not as hard and consequently there is less waste in feeding.
“On the other hand, many people advance a number of
reasons for late harvesting. Most important of these is the
larger yield obtained. The late-cut crop contains more seed,
of course, and some feeders maintain that the hay at this
stage has a greater feeding value.
Plan of Experiments: Harvesting was done during
two years of the experiments at five different stages of
development and in another year at four different stages.
The first harvest was made at the full-blossom stage and
succeeding harvests at about two-week intervals. The final
stage was that of seed ripening and leaves beginning to fall.
“Curing was done by permitting the crop to remain
in the swath a few days and then windrowing with a side
delivery rake, placing in shocks, and leaving until thoroughly
cured. Each plot was then baled in the field and each bale
was tagged with a colored tag, using a different color for
each cutting. The hay was stored in the barn for winter
feeding.
“Winter feeding trials were carried out in which yearling
dairy heifers were fed by using two groups of heifers and
the double reversal method. In the first year, thirteen heifers
were used; in the second year, twenty one; and in the third
year, eighteen. The hay was fed as long hay; that is, uncut.
Grain mixture and hay were the only feeds supplied. The
stems refused were saved, dried, and the percentage of hay
refused was calculated.
“Four criteria, or factors, were used in evaluating the
results of the. experiments.
“First: The Yields. These were calculated in two ways.
Field samples were taken on each date of harvest using ten
lineal feet of row at each of a number of different points in
the field. The second method was to obtain scale weights of
the hay immediately after it was baled.
“Second: Chemical Analysis. Chemical analyses were
made of the field samples and samples of the hay fed during
the feeding trials. From these the protein content of the hay
and the yield of protein per acre were calculated.
“Third: Gains in Weight of Experimental Animals. All of
the experimental feeding was done with yearling heifers and
results were based upon gains in weight, during the feeding
trials.
“Fourth: Refused Hay. The hay was fed in amounts
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such that the heifers cleaned up the leaves, pods, and finer
portions of the stems. The remainder, consisting of coarse
stems, was collected from the manger of each animal, placed
in a labeled gunny sack, weighed, dried, and re-weighed, and
the percentage of refusal calculated in terms of the hay as
fed.
“Results:
“Yields. By far the most important factor in determining
which is the best stage for harvesting soybeans for hay is the
yield per acre. In all three years it was found that the yield of
hay per acre nearly doubles during the four weeks following
the full-blossom stage. This means, therefore, that very
early harvest causes the sacrifice of a large portion of the
crop. After the leaves begin to fall, however, yields decrease
rapidly. Other factors which must be considered in this
connection, however, are that delayed harvest makes the crop
more subject to loss by storms, that is, lodging may result,
making complete harvest impossible; and the storms may
also cause a loss of leaves when the crop is nearly mature.
Late harvest may also subject the crop to insect damage.
“The greatest objection to late harvest, of course, is the
possibility of encountering weather that may cause a very
great loss during curing. In one of the three years in which
these experiments were conducted, the last cutting of hay
was of very poor quality and there was a great loss in weight
caused by bad weather conditions.
“Even with good weather conditions, late cut soybeans
require a much longer time to cure because of the moisture
in the seed which disappears very slowly. It is possible,
however, when weather conditions are favorable to produce
high-quality hay from late-cut beans.
“Chemical Analyses. Results to date indicate that there
is not a wide difference in the protein content of soybean
hay harvested at different stages of development. In the case
of the 1936 crop, however, the later cuttings had somewhat
more protein than the early cuttings. This is attributed to the
large amount of seed in the late cuttings. Upon the whole, it
appears that early-cut hay certainly is not superior in protein
content to the late-cut hay.
“Complete analyses were made of the leaves, stems,
and pods of the samples of the crop taken at each of the five
harvest dates in 1930. It was found that the yield per acre
of protein, phosphorus, and lime doubled from the time of
first harvest at the full-blossom stage up to the fourth cutting
made on September 9. Following the fourth cutting, the
yields of protein and lime decreased, presumably because
of the loss of leaves. The yield of phosphorus, however,
continued to increase slightly. At the time of maximum
yield per acre of these three constituents, namely, protein,
phosphorus, and lime, the leaves contained approximately
one-third of the protein and two-thirds of the lime of the
crop, whereas the pods contained about two-thirds of the
phosphorus and two-thirds of the protein.
“An interesting feature in connection with the stems of

the hay is that at the stage of maximum yield of hay, namely,
the fourth cutting, the stems furnish only one-fifteenth of the
protein, one-tenth of the phosphorus, and one-seventh of the
lime. From the standpoint of the dairy farmer, therefore, the
loss of stems, or refusal of stems by the cattle, is very much
less serious than the loss of leaves or pods.
“Gains in Weight. Neither the early-cut nor the late-cut
hay has proved distinctly superior in feeding value as judged
by gains in weight of the experimental animals. In some
trials, gains in weight favored the early-cut hay and in others
the late-cut hay. So far as our data are concerned, it appears
that the differences in feeding value of the early-cut and
late-cut hays are less than the variability in the experimental
animals.
“Percentage of Refused Hay. In six feeding-trial
comparisons of early-cut and late-cut hay one trial showed
a greater refusal of the late-cut hay, while five other trials
showed that there was a greater waste of stems when earlycut hay was fed.
“This finding may seem out of line with expectations in
view of the fact that plant stems usually become harder with
maturity. Our results are logical and to be expected, however,
when one considers the fact that in early-cut hay the crop
consists of leaves and stems only, whereas in late-cut hay
the pods may form from twenty-five to fifty per cent of the
weight of the hay. In other words, one hundred pounds of
late-cut hay contains a smaller number of pounds of stems
than one hundred pounds of early-cut hay.
“Summary: Investigations covering three seasons were
carried out to study the best time of harvesting soybeans
for hay. The hay was harvested at four or five different
stages, beginning at the full-blossom stage. Four different
methods of measuring the results were used; namely, yields,
chemical analyses, gains in weight of experimental animals,
and percentage of refused hay. The yields of hay obtained
from the later cuttings were nearly double that of the early
cuttings, and this is considered the most important factor
influencing the best time to harvest soybean hay. Chemical
analyses showed that the protein content of soybean hay
harvested at different stages of development is usually
not widely different. The gains in weight of yearling dairy
heifers fed soybean hay from different cuttings gave no
significant indications that either early-cut or late-cut hay
was superior. In most cases, the proportion of the hay fed
which was refused as coarse stems was greater in the case of
the early-cut hay.” Address: Dep. of Dairy Husbandry, Univ.
of Illinois, Urbana.
2722. Ross, R.C. 1937. Changes in costs and practices in
the production of soybeans. Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association p. 52-57. 17th annual meeting. Held 1416 Sept. at Urbana, Illinois.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: land charges, operating
costs, changes in costs. Differences between farms. Income
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and profit. The future trend of costs.
Tables: (1) Soybean costs for two periods and for
different methods of harvesting. East central Illinois. The
two periods are 1927-31 and 1932-36. For each period the
methods of harvesting are: Combine, binder and thresher,
and hay (6 columns). In the far left column are: before
harvest, harvesting, and land. Total. Profit, cost (per bushel
or ton), and yield. The only method of harvesting that gave a
profit in both time periods was a combine.
(2) Cost per acre on selected farms, 1936. East central
Illinois. The farms are: 1936 average 27 farms, Farm A,
Farm B, Farm C, Farm D. Column 1 is:
Acres in soybeans
Yield an acre (bu.)
Labor an acre: man hours, horse hours, tractor hours,
truck miles.
Before-harvest costs: man labor, horse labor, tractor use,
truck use, machinery, seed, fertilizer, general farm expenses,
miscellaneous.
Total before-harvest costs.
Harvesting costs: man labor, horse labor, tractor use,
truck use, combining.
Total harvest costs
Total operating costs
Taxes
Interest on land
Total cost
Income
Grain (1)
Straw
Pasture
Total income
Net profit an acre
Net cost a bushel
(1) Based on market price at harvest time.
“Income and profit: The income from soybeans is
largely a matter of yields produced and market prices. Profits
depend, of course, upon the difference between production
costs and income. Many of you may have been surprised that
the profits shown were not larger. You will recall that prices
in recent years have been far from stable. For the past five
years the average per-acre profits, when income was figured
at market prices at harvest time, were as follows: 1932, a
loss of $5.89; 1933, a loss of $3.45; 1934, a profit of $4.54;
1935, $3.56, and 1936, $8.63. Most growers do not figure
actual costs, but rather the difference between the income
and cash expense; and cash expense represents only about
one-fourth the total. When there are losses, a farmer doesn’t
necessarily go bankrupt but contributes his labor or use of
power, equipment or land without getting full compensation.
Recall, also, the differences between individual growers.
Some do better than average, and those who lose, hope for
better success the next year.
“The Future Trend of Costs: What is the trend of

costs for the future? We are in a period of generally rising
prices, and various comparisons with the 1929 peak are not
uncommon. Increases in wage levels, prices of machinery
and land values all point to higher costs. Are we likely to go
back to pre-depression levels when soybean costs equalled a
dollar a bushel? While soybean costs may increase somewhat
it appears unlikely that they will reach the earlier level. This
prediction is based upon two factors: first, the more efficient
methods made possible through the use of modern equipment
help to keep acre costs low; and second, the improvement in
varieties and technique have tended to raise acre yields. In
this connection it should be remembered that higher yields
take more from the land, and increasing acreages place a
drain on more of the farm, and it is entirely possible that
unless we follow good practices which will maintain fertility,
and control erosion on rolling land, our present success may
prove our future undoing.” Address: Dep. of Agricultural
Economics, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
2723. Sears, O.H. 1937. What do we know about the fertility
value of soybeans. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 49-51. 17th annual meeting. Held 14-16 Sept.
at Urbana, Illinois.
• Summary: “There is probably no phase of the soil fertility
problem in which there is a greater conflict of opinion than
exists on the subject of soybeans in their relation to soil
fertility and productivity.
“These views range from belief that the soybean is one
of the most effective soil improving crops to the extreme
viewpoint that soybeans will ruin the land.
“It is not the purpose of this discussion to prove that
either of the views is right or that either is wrong. Rather it
is proposed to consider the various effects which soybeans
have on the land, and, perhaps, suggest some practices which
will make soybeans a more valuable crop in the rotation.
“The effect of soybeans upon soil productivity cannot be
ascertained by taking into consideration only one of the ways
in which soybeans affect the soil. Only when one takes into
consideration all of the various influences of soybeans upon
the soil can a satisfactory conclusion be reached.
“There are three principal ways in which soybeans affect
the soil. They may be classed under the three heads:
“A. Physical
“B. Chemical
“C. Biological
“Obviously these three factors are not separate and
distinct from each other because any one factor must have its
influence upon the other factor.
“A–Physical Effects of Soybeans upon the Soil: It
is well recognized by farmers and by investigators that
soybeans have a decided tendency to improve the tilth of
the soil. It is well known that the land ‘works’ much easier
following a crop of soybeans. Of course, this ‘loosening’
effect on the soil is not peculiar to soybeans. In fact, most
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legumes and a few non-legumes improve the soil structure.
I mention it here because the culture of soybeans creates a
problem on rolling land which must be recognized. Because
the land is ‘loose’ after a crop of soybeans has been grown
and because the crop is harvested from the land, there is
a tendency for erosion following soybeans. This fact is
illustrated by data secured at the Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station where land following continuous corn
lost 20.68 tons of soil per acre. After soybeans grown in
rows and cultivated, 19.52 tons per acre were lost, and after
soybeans seeded solid, 9.39 tons an acre were lost. It should
be pointed out that a cover crop of rye was seeded after the
soybeans. However, the data do not include results where
soybeans were seeded across the slope. Results with other
crops indicate that such a practice would have reduced the
erosion losses.
“It appears reasonable to conclude that soybeans should
not be grown in cultivated rows up and down the slope, but
that they should be seeded solid across the slope.
“B–Chemical Influence of Soybeans: This phase of the
problem may be considered from the standpoints of nitrogen
and mineral elements. It need not be pointed out to this
group that without good nodulation success with soybeans
is impossible. Even where good nodulation is obtained the
effect of soybeans upon the nitrogen balance in the soil is
determined by the use of the crop. This fact is shown in
Table 1, “Effect of Soybean Use Upon Nitrogen Addition to
the Soil.” The two columns are “Method of handling crop”
and “Pounds of nitrogen added per acre.”
Green manure (soybean plants plowed under) adds 88 lb
of nitrogen.
Harvesting with a combined adds 16 lb of nitrogen.
Seed harvested and straw removes 3 lb of nitrogen.
Use as hay removes 30 lb of nitrogen per acre. “It is
apparent that only where the beans are used as a green
manure or ‘combined’ is there any appreciable addition of
nitrogen to the soil. Even in these cases too much stress
must not be placed on these results because unless properly
handled the losses of nitrogen by leaching may be greater
than the nitrogen additions.
“Table 2 gives the removal of mineral elements as well
as nitrogen from the soil by different crops. “Plant Food
Elements Added and Removed by Various Crops.” The
columns are: Crop. Acre yields. Added nitrogen. Nutrient
elements per acre removed. The elements (in pounds) are
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, and magnesium.
The crops are corn, oats, wheat, soybeans, alfalfa, and red
clover. When soybeans are sold and their straw returned, they
add 16 lb of nitrogen per acre to the soil. But when soybean
hay is sold and no manure is returned, they add no nitrogen
to the soil.
Corn, at 40 bu/acre is the biggest remover of nitrogen at
40 lb/acre.
Soybeans, at 2.5 tons/acre (with the hay sold and no

manure returned) is the biggest remover of phosphorus at 13
lb/acre.
Alfalfa, at 2 tons/acre (with the hay sold and no manure
returned) is the biggest remover of potassium at 96 lb/acre
and the biggest remover of calcium at 120 lb/acre.
Soybeans, at 2.5 tons/acre (with the hay sold and no
manure returned) is the biggest remover of magnesium at
31 lb/acre. “These figures show that while soybeans remove
more phosphorus and potassium, than corn or wheat, they do
not remove as much of these elements as alfalfa.
“C–Biological Activity in Soil Following Soybeans:
Because the soybean crop is relatively high in nitrogen, the
return of any part of the crop to the soil has a direct effect
upon the activity of the soil microorganisms. On the Urbana
South Farm where a rotation consisting of corn, corn, corn
and soybeans is practiced, the following results were secured
in the soil growing corn:
Table 3: “Effect of soybeans on Biological Activity:”
In the first year after soybeans, there will be 14.5 million
bacteria per gram of soil and 27.7 pounds of nitrate nitrogen
per acre.
In the 2nd year after soybeans, there will be 11.2 million
bacteria per gram of soil and 16.9 pounds of nitrate nitrogen
per acre.
In the 3rd year after soybeans, there will be 9.5 million
bacteria per gram of soil and 13.3 pounds of nitrate nitrogen
per acre.
“It is clear that the bacterial population as well as the
available nitrogen content is highest the first year after
soybeans and lowest the third.
“Relation of Soybeans to the Succeeding Crop: Because
soybeans contribute to erosion and because they increase the
available nitrogen of the soil, it is desirable to protect the
soil against losses through leaching and erosion by seeding a
fall grain crop after soybeans. Obviously, on rolling land this
grain crop should be seeded across the slope.
“Many reports have been received from farmers that
wheat does not yield well after soybeans. Two factors appear
to be responsible for this condition. (1) The seedbed is too
loose, and, (2) the available phosphate in soils after soybeans
is low. This latter condition is due to the fact that soybeans
not only draw heavily upon the phosphorus supply of the soil
but also they use phosphorus late in the season.
“The loose seedbed situation is difficult to correct. The
seeding of wheat directly after the ‘combine’ rather than
preparing the soil by plowing and disking appears desirable.
“The lack of phosphorus can be taken care of by drilling
125 pounds of a phosphatic fertilizer in the row with the
wheat or by applying large applications of phosphatic
fertilizer broadcast. Results secured here show increases of
as much as 10 bushels per acre for phosphate fertilization
where wheat follows soybeans.
“On level lands spring seeded crops following soybeans
do well without fertilization.
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“In conclusion, it may be said that soybeans should be
considered a cash crop primarily and that other legumes
should be grown in the rotation for soil building purposes.”
Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
2724. Snapp, R.R. 1937. Soybeans and soybean products
for beef cattle and sheep (Continued–Document part II).
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 29-33.
17th annual meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. at Urbana, Illinois.
• Summary: (Continued): “Strange as it may seem, soybeans
are the only important domestic crop which produce both
a protein concentrate and a legume roughage. Hence, it is
of double importance to cattle and sheep feeders who to
a large extent may balance their rations by feeding either
soybean oil meal or soybean hay. In fact, the importance of
soybeans to the sheep industry is due largely to the use made
of the hay, since the amount of protein concentrates fed to
sheep is relatively small except at large commercial sheep
feeding stations. Large amounts of legume hay are fed to
both breeding flocks and to lambs which are being fattened
for market, and soybean hay has given excellent results with
both classes of animals. Three comparisons of soybean and
alfalfa hay for fattening western lambs, made at the Illinois
station, disclosed no significant difference between these
two roughages except that a larger amount of the soybean
hay was refused. Approximately 20 per cent of the soybean
hay fed to the lambs was left in the mangers to be weighed
back as orts, while only 7 per cent of the alfalfa was refused.
When the weight of the hay refused was subtracted from
the weight of hay fed, it was found that almost the same
quantities of alfalfa and soybean hay had been consumed by
the two lots. Since both lots of lambs made approximately
the same gain, the difference between the feeding value of
alfalfa and soybean hay was represented by the difference
in the percentage of the hay wasted, which was about 13 per
cent.
“Soybean hay is also an excellent roughage for breeding
ewes. For this class of animals soybean hay has given results
at the Illinois station equal to those secured from alfalfa.
Lambs from ewes wintered on 3.75 pounds of soybean hay
per head daily were as heavy and as thrifty as those from
ewes fed 3.125 pounds of alfalfa. Inasmuch as 13.5 per cent
more of the soybean hay than of the alfalfa was weighed
back as refuse, approximately the same amounts of the two
kinds of hay were consumed.
“Several trials involving a comparison of soybean and
other legume roughages have been made with beef cattle
by different cornbelt experiment stations. In each of three
trials at the Indiana station soybean hay was a better dry
roughage than clover hay to feed with shelled corn, corn
silage, and a protein supplement. Likewise at the Illinois
station soybean hay was equal to alfalfa hay for steer calves
fed ear corn silage. However, at both the Iowa and Illinois
stations considerably better gains were secured from clover

and alfalfa than from soybean hay where. corn silage was not
fed. This is additional evidence that soybeans whether fed
as beans or in the form of hay give more satisfactory results
when they are fed with corn silage than they do when silage
is absent from the ration.
“Some difference of opinion exists concerning the stage
of maturity at which soybeans should be cut to make the
most satisfactory hay for beef cattle. In a single trial reported
by the Iowa station, hay made from Manchu variety of beans
cut September 2, when the pods were about one-fifth filled,
produced larger gains on two-year-old cattle than hay made
four weeks later when the pods were medium-well filled.
However, our observations here at the Illinois station lead us
to believe that cattle prefer hay made from fairly ripe beans
to that made from beans which are still green, even though
the latter hay consists of a much larger percentage of leaves.
That the variety of beans may have considerable effect upon
the feeding value of the resulting hay is indicated by the
fact that steers at the Iowa station fed hay made from forage
varieties of beans, mostly Pekin [Peking], made much larger
gains than similar cattle fed the same amount of hay of the
Manchu variety.
“Soybean hay as it is produced up and down the
cornbelt is far from being a standard product. In fact, it is
doubtful whether any other feeding stuff of comparable
importance from the standpoint of the amount used in
livestock production offers as much variation in quality and
feeding value. Varieties of beans cut for hay differ greatly
in their proportions of stems and leaves. Diversity in the
rate of seeding results in much variation in the texture
of the hay, particularly in the size of the stems and main
branches. Variation in the stage of maturity at which the
beans are cut and in the method of handling the hay to insure
thorough curing results in wide discrepancies in the per
cent of leaves saved, and variable weather conditions at the
time of harvest result in every stage of quality from almost
rotten and worthless to strictly No. 1 choice. However, the
lack of uniformity in soybean hay which is most serious
from the standpoint of the livestock feeder who buys hay
from his neighbor or on the open market is the diversity in
its composition. Far too often 10 or even 20 per cent of the
weight of soybean hay consists of velvet weeds, fox-tail,
crab grass, smart weeds, rough pig weed, bindweed, and
cockle burrs. Not only is such material wholly worthless
as a feed for cattle and sheep, but the wide distribution
of these undesirable weeds through the movement of hay
and the spreading of the resulting manure constitutes a
real menace to the future productiveness of our farms. So
seldom is a field of soybeans encountered that is free from
injurious weeds, that all soybean hay of unknown origin
must be regarded as a possible source of weed infestation.
In my opinion, the American Soybean Association could
take no more worthy action than to insist that its members
plow under all beans which contained more than a stated
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density of certain undesirable weeds before their seeds
become viable. Such a plan would not only be an effective
means of weed control but it would also aid our present
soil building program materially, as well as help greatly to
prevent a burdensome surplus of beans and hay. Lastly it
would tend to restore the soybean grower in the good graces
of the traveling public, from which he has fallen because of
the unsightly condition of many bean fields during the last
few years.” Address: Beef Cattle Husbandry Div., Univ. of
Illinois, Urbana.
2725. Rozul, J.B. 1937. Cost of production of soy bean
(Glycine hispida). Abstract by Felix J. Madrid. Philippine
Agriculturist 26(5):475-76. Oct.
• Summary: This abstract of Rozul’s 1937 thesis, presented
for the degree of Bachelor of Agriculture no. 675, analyzes
the cost (in pesos) of production under Los Baños conditions,
in both the wet and dry seasons. The cost of production was
86.90 pesos/hectare for the wet-season culture and 62.39
pesos/ha for the dry season. The cost of production per cavan
of soy bean seeds was 5.19 pesos for the wet-season crop and
15.07 for the dry season. Yields per hectare were as follows:
16.73 cavans of seeds and 2,900 kg of straw from the wetseason crop, and 4.14 cavans of seeds and 270.5 kg of straw
from the dry-season crop.
2726. Webster, James E. 1937. Soybeans in Oklahoma.
Oklahoma Farm Chemurgic Conference, Proceedings 1:1-8.
Nov. (Chem. Abst. 34:5194). [7 ref]
• Summary: On the title page: “Proceedings of the First
Oklahoma Farm Chemurgic Conference. Municipal
Auditorium, in Oklahoma City’s Civic Center. Nov. 9 and
10, 1937.”
Contents: Introduction. Uses (industrial). Food uses
(soybean milk, a kind of vegetable cheese [tofu], soybean
flour, oil). Soybeans in Oklahoma (a table shows that
soybeans harvested increased from 6,000 acres and 4,500
bu in 1927 to and estimated 19,000 acres and 12,000 bu in
1936).
Soybeans are best suited to eastern Oklahoma. One
problem is erratic rainfall.
This presentation begins: “In the time allotted me, I
wish to review for you something of the history of soybean
culture in the United States; also, tell you something of its
present importance to farmers and industrialists; and finally,
to present to you something of the present status and future
importance of the soybean crop to Oklahoma, as revealed by
a study of our experimental data.
“The soybean is a summer leguminous annual with
branched and rather woody stems growing from 2 to 3.5 feet
or more in height. The plant has a wide adaption [adaptation]
and is grown in many sections of the United States, being
more acid-tolerant than most of the legume crops grown in
the corn belt. In general, it seems to require about the same

climatic and soil conditions as corn, and may be harvested
with a binder or combine and threshed with a small grain
thresher when a few adjustments have been made.
“The soybean plant is one of the oldest crops grown,
being described in a Chinese book written nearly fifty
centuries ago. In China and Japan, the soybean has been
and still is of prime importance and may be considered the
outstanding legume grown in these countries. Records show
that the bean was introduced into this country as early as
1804, but has become of importance only in the last twenty
years or so. To quote from an article by Professor Burlison
of the University of Illinois–’Two decades ago the soybean
was only a substitute in American agriculture. Today there
are few, if any, crops that outrank it in interest and future
possibilities. The need, in 1920, was for more legumes in the
rotation, more home-grown, high-protein feeds in the feed
bin, and substitutes for red clover and oats in the rotation.
For these purposes, the soybean was then promising.
This early promise has been more than fulfilled. The real
preeminence of the soybean, however, was to come later
with the trend toward the development of industrial uses for
agricultural products, the finding of new uses for old crops,
and the creation of new markets for the farmer. It is with this
new outlook for agriculture that the soybean has become the
wonder bean.’”
The section titled “Uses” (p. 2) states (p. 2-3): “The
meal is also used to produce a glue which is widely used
in the plywood industry and in the manufacture of soybean
flour which will be discussed under food products.
“Regarding uses for the oil it will probably be of interest
to quote some figures showing the factory consumption of
this product in 1935. Of approximately 92 million pounds
used, 52 million pounds were used in shortenings and
compounds, 2 million pounds in oleomargarine, 9 million
pounds in other edible products, 2.5 million pounds in soap,
13 million pounds in paints and varnishes, 5 million pounds
in linoleums and oil cloth, and the remainder in uses of lesser
amounts. Little needs to be said about these uses, which are
self-explanatory, unless it is the use in paints. It is perhaps
needless to recall to mind the use that the Ford Motor
Company is making of the oil in the manufacture of enamels
for motor cars. As a result of farmer interest in 1935, much
research has been done upon the use of soybean oil paint
at the University of Illinois. It was estimated that one out
of every ten farmers in Illinois had one or more buildings
painted with soybean oil paint. For my own part, this
summer in redecorating my home, I found that one of my
interior paints contained a considerable quantity of soybean
oil. Quoting again from Professor Burlison,–’Results of
the exposure and other tests indicate that soybean oil has a
permanent place in the manufacture of paint. The condition
of the panels supports the findings of other workers to the
effect that 30 percent and more of the oil used in the paint
can consist of soybean oil when properly treated and when
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driers suited to this kind of oil are used.’
“Unquestionably, the amounts used in the different
industries will bear considerable relation to the price, and,
at the present time, November 1, soybean oil is quoted at
eight and one-half cents a pound, cottonseed oil at nine and
one-fourth cents a pound, peanut oil at seven cents a pound,
and linseed oil at about eleven and a-half cents a pound.
The soybean oil also contains a valuable fat-like constituent
known as lecithin, and this can be extracted and sold as
a separate product for use in the medical field and in the
manufacture of confections such as fine chocolates, and in
the baking industry.”
Dr. H. J. Harper, Professor of Soils at the Oklahoma
A. & M. College, in a letter to the speaker, says–’Soybean
yields in Oklahoma are quite variable because of erratic
rainfall and high temperatures which occur during the
summer time. Seed production is more seriously affected
than forage. Experiments which have been conducted
recently indicate that additional research is needed in order
to determine the adaptation of new varieties which have
been produced from crosses between some of the yellow and
black soybeans.
“’The most promising area for soybean production
occurs in the eastern one-third of the state. Because of a
wide variation in soi1 fertility, yields of soybeans obtained in
different soil types will be quite variable. Experiments have
been conducted which show that phosphorus fertilization
will double and sometimes triple the yield of soybean hay.
“’Definite information is not available concerning
the effect of fertilization on the yield of seed. Soybeans
harvested for seed would not be as harmful as far as the
removal of plant nutrients are concerned as soybeans
harvested for hay. Nitrogen and phosphorus are the important
nutrients removed in the seed.
“’One of the big problems in successful soybean
production in Oklahoma has been the sparse nodule
development which occurs during periods of limited rainfall.
When nodules are not present on soybeans, no nitrogen will
be added to the soil. Since the soybean is also planted in
rows and cultivated, it cannot be considered a crop which
will protect the soil from erosion. Close planting of the beans
does not give very good results as far as forage yields are
concerned.
“’Those individuals who have been interested in the
problem of comparing cotton seed production with soybean
production in Oklahoma believe that the income from
soybeans and cotton seed will be quite similar, whereas the
cotton farmers will have in addition to his cotton seed the
income from the lint. If soybeans can be grown in areas
where boll weevil damage is severe and it appears that the
market will be sufficiently stable to warrant a change in
farming practices, no expensive machinery will be needed
other than that which is already available on the average row
crop farm, consequently a shift to soybeans will be easier

than a shift to small grain.’” Address: PhD, Oklahoma Agric.
Exp. Station, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
2727. Adams, J.E.; Boggs, H.M.; Roller, E.M. 1937. Effect
of fertilizers on composition of soybean hay and seed and
of crop management on carbon, nitrogen, and reaction of
Norfolk sand. USDA Technical Bulletin No. 586. 35 p. Dec.
[32 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: Results of fertilizer experiments
with Biloxi soybeans reported in this bulletin were secured
at the Sandhill Experiment Station, a branch of the South
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, near Columbia,
S.C. this part of a general study of green-manure and
fertilizer problems on the soils of this section.”
“The largest yields of soybean hay, seed, and oil have
been obtained by the use of fertilizers containing nitrogen,
phosphoric acid, and potash in the approximate ratio of
1:3:1 (3-9-3 analysis).” Address: 1. Assoc. soil technologist;
2-3. Asst. chemists. All: Div. of Soil Fertility Investigaions,
Bureau of Plant Industry.
2728. Smalcelj, Ivan. 1937. Primjena soje i sojinih produkata
kod prehrane krava muzara [The use of soybeans and
soybean products for feeding milch cows]. Jutarnji List
(Morning Newspaper) 26(9129):31. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
2729. Bailey, C.F. 1937. Dominion Experimental Station,
Fredericton, N.B. [New Brunswick]: Results of experiments
1931-1936 inclusive. In: 1937. Experimental Farms Reports
1930-1938, Branch Farm Reports (Eastern Edition). Ottawa,
Canada: Canada Department of Agriculture, Dominion
Experimental Farms. See p. 38-40.
• Summary: In the section on forage crops, the subsection
titled “Annual Hays” (p. 38-39) notes that 90 lb of Mandarin
soybeans yielded 2.02 tons/acre of hay and 90 lb of
Wisconsin Black soybeans yielded 2.01 tons of hay. These
soybeans were tested for 3 years, from 1934 to 1936. “The
yields were not as large as those from either oats alone,
the oat mixtures, or the millets. The hay, however, was of
superior quality, as it had a high percentage of protein. By
using straddles, this crop was readily made into hay... Oats,
oat mixtures and soybeans were sown with an ordinary grain
drill.”
The next subsection, titled “Soybean,” states: “While
the widespread interest shown by farmers in New Brunswick
in the soybean is largely due to the good results obtained
in other provinces of Canada, and the United States, where
the growing season is longer, results obtained at this station
indicate that fair yields can be obtained in this section of
New Brunswick. When the high percentage of protein in the
soybean is taken into consideration, the possibilities of this
crop seem well worthy of consideration.
“Early maturing soybeans have ripened satisfactorily
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every year. Medium early varieties usually ripen seed and
they have produced the largest yields in favourable seasons...
The late maturing varieties such as Manchu, Disco and
O.A.C. 211 have not been suitable as a seed crop even in
favourable years.
“For the three years 1933, 1934 and 1935, Manchu
(Hudson) and Mandarin, two medium early varieties,
yielded an average of 26.61 and 26.6 bushels seed per
acre respectively. In the same period Wisconsin Black and
Manitoba Brown, two early varieties, yielded 24.69 and
23.11 bushels per acre respectively...
“Manitoba Brown, which is the earliest variety tested,
required 117 days to mature in 1933 and 1934, and 130
days in 1935. Also discusses varietal tests in 1935 and 1936,
effect of inoculation on yield, effect of superphosphate on
maturity, and the use of soybeans for hay.” Address: B.S.A.,
Superintendent (of this station).
2730. Baird, W.W. 1937. Dominion Experimental Farm,
Nappan, N.S. [Nova Scotia]: Results of experiments 19321936. In: 1937. Experimental Farms Reports 1930-1938,
Branch Farm Reports (Eastern Edition). Ottawa, Canada:
Canada Department of Agriculture, Dominion Experimental
Farms. See p. 36, 39-40.
• Summary: In the section titled “Forage Crops,” soybeans
are first discussed in the subsection titled “Annual Crops for
Hay.” Wisconsin Black soybeans were one of a number of
crops tested; 90 lb were seeded. They “produced a crop of
hay which was only fairly satisfactory, but further tests may
show these to have some value as an annual hay crop.”
The subsection titled “Soybeans for Seed” states:
“Soybeans are a comparatively new crop in this province.
They have been compared with other crops for annual hay
purposes in another section of this report... Only the earlier
varieties can be matured with certainty under conditions
as they exist in this locality. Manitoba Brown, the earliest
variety tested, has matured every year during the past four
years, but it has not yielded quite so well as some of the later
maturing varieties, even though the later varieties had not
entirely reached maturity when killed by frost. Wisconsin
Black, which is about a week later in maturing than
Manitoba Brown, has been successfully ripened.
“Mandarin is about as late a variety as is likely to mature
and it cannot be depended upon every year. O.A.C. 211 is
later than Mandarin and has ripened in favourable years only.
Manchu has not matured in any year of the test.
“Manitoba Brown and Wisconsin Black are likely to
be most satisfactory when full maturity is desired, although
Mandarin has given a higher yield.
“Substantial increases in yield have been secured by
inoculation of the seed, which indicates that the seed should
always be inoculated unless the organism is known to be
present in the soil.” Address: Superintendent (of this station).

2731. Becker, Joseph A.; Froehlich, Paul; Hendrickson,
Roy F.; et al. comps. 1937. Agricultural statistics 1937.
Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. 486 p.
Index. 24 cm. For soybeans and soy products see p. 218-220.
• Summary: This volume presents information formerly
published [until 1935] in the statistical section of the
Yearbook of Agriculture” (p. 1).
Page 218: Table 290. Soybeans: Acreage, yield,
production, and season average price per bushel received by
producers, by States, average 1928-32, and annual 1935 and
1936.
Page 218: Table 291. Soybeans: Production in specified
countries, 1924-25 to 1935-36 (in 1,000 bushels). The
countries are: United States, Manchuria, Chosen (Korea),
Japan, Netherland India (later Indonesia). Note: Data from
Manchuria are reports from the South Manchuria Railway
and do not include the large production of China proper.
Manchuria is by far the biggest soybean producer in 1936,
with 155.424 million bu produced. U.S. production increased
from 4.947 million bu in 1924 to 44.378 million bu in 1935.
Page 219: Table 291. Soybeans: Average price per
bushel received by producers, United States, 1926-27 to
1936-37. The weighted average price ranged from a low of
$0.48 in 1931-32 to a high of $2.00 in 1926-27.
Page 219: Table 203. Soybeans for seed: Average
wholesale selling price per bushel at Baltimore [Maryland]
and St. Louis, Missouri, 1926-1925. The price in St. Louis
ranged from a low of $0.94 in 1933 to a high of $2.66 in
1929.
Page 220: Table 294. Soybeans crushed and crude oil
produced by quarters, 1926-27 to 1935-36 (in 1,000 pounds).
The total soybeans crushed increased from 335,000 bu in
1926-27 to 25,181,000 bu in 1935-36. The total soybean oil
produced rose from 2.650 million lb in 1926-27 to 208.964
million lb in 1935-36.
Page 220: Table 295. Soybean oil, domestic crude:
Average price per pound, in drums, New York, by months,
1929-30 to 1936-37.
Page 221: Table 296. Soybeans and Soybeans and
soybean oil: International trade (principal importing and
exporting countries), average 1925-29, annual 1933-35.
Page 225: Table 394. Hay, tame by kinds: Acreage
and production, United States, 1919-1936. Note: Soybean,
cowpea, and peanut vine hay are grouped together. Their
total acreage rose from 2.332 million acres in 1929 to a
peak of 8.027 million acres in 1934, falling to 6.829 million
acres in 1936. Their total production rose from 2.078 million
short tons (1 short ton = 2,000 lb) in 1929 to a peak of 7.788
million short tons in 1935, falling to 5.411 million short tons
in 1936 (preliminary).
Page 265: Table 471. Imports of principal agricultural
products into the United States by countries, 1928-29 to
1935-36. Soybeans were imported from China, Japan,
Kwantung, Germany, other countries, and total. The total
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decreased (because of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act of 1930)
from 76,366 tons in 1928-29 to 18,277 tons in 1935-36.
Page 368: Table 471 continued. Soybean oil was
imported from Kwantung, China, Japan, other countries, and
total. The total decreased from 17.172 million lb in 1928-29
to 11.284 million pounds in 1935-36 (because of SmootHawley).
Page 371. Table 472. Oil cake and oil-cake meal:
International trade, average 1925-29, annual 1933-35. The
main cakes are from cottonseed, flaxseed, peanuts, corn,
etc. Soybean cake is not included in this table. The principal
exporting countries in 1925-29 were the USA, USSR, and
British India. The principal importing country in 1925-29
was Germany (by far).
Page 372: Table 473. Vegetable oils: Exports from the
United States, 1909-10 to 1935-36. The main vegetable
oil exported (by far) in 1909-10 was cottonseed oil at 223
million lb. but by 1935-26 it had been reduced to a trickle,
3.5 million lb. Soybean oil was first exported in 1919-20
when 67.7 million lb were exported. This decreased to 4.4
million lb in 1935-36.
Page 372: Table 474. Vegetable oils: imports into the
United States, 1909-10 to 1935-36. Statistics for soybean oil
imports started in 1911-12 with 28.021 million lb, increasing
to a peak for 336.825 million lb in 1917-18 (during World
War I), then decreasing to 11.284 million lb in 1935-26.
Soybeans are also mentioned on pages 378 (farm
business and related statistics. Crop and livestock summary:
Acreage, production, numbers and value, average 192832, and annual 1935 and 1936), 381 (total acreage an total
farm value of principal crops, by States, 1935 and 1936.
Note: Soybeans are not separated out from the many crops
grown, Illinois and Iowa have the largest farm value in
1936: 368 and 363 million dollars respectively). 382 (gross
income from farm production, USA, by commodities, 1934
and 1935). Address: U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, Yearbook
Statistical Committee, Washington, DC.
2732. Bordas, Jean. 1937. Le soja et son rôle alimentaire
[The soybean and its role as a food]. Paris: Hermann & Cie.
36 p. 24 cm. Series: Actualités Scientifiques et Industrielles,
No. 557. [24 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Botanical
characteristics and principal varieties. 2. Chemical
composition of soya. 3. Alimentary physiology and the
nutritional uses of soya: Seeds (energy value, protein,
vitamins, use as a milk substitute), forage. 4. Different
uses of soya: Agricultural, industrial (oil, casein, sterol),
as human food (sprouts, tofu, fermented tofu, shoyu, miso,
tuong of Annam, roasted soy coffee, soy bread for diabetics,
the future of soya). 5. The economics of soya: Production,
imports, exports. Conclusions. Address: Director, Station
d’Agronomie et de Pathologie vegetale d’Avignon, France.

2733. Clark, J.A. 1937. Experimental Station, Charlottetown,
P.E.I. [Prince Edward Island]: Results of experiments
1932-36 inclusive. In: 1937. Experimental Farms Reports
1930-1938, Branch Farm Reports (Eastern Edition). Ottawa,
Canada: Canada Department of Agriculture, Dominion
Experimental Farms. See p. 31-32.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the section titled
“Forage Crops.” “Soybeans and millet: Soybeans have been
grown experimentally to determine their usefulness as a seed
and hay crop. As these experiments have been conducted
for the past few years only, definite conclusions cannot be
drawn.
“A number of the varieties tested have never matured
owing to the shortness of the growing season. Manitoba
Brown and Wisconsin Black have matured every year, with
yields of ripe beans varying from 10 to 21 bushels and 13 to
23 bushels per acre respectively. The yields were governed
chiefly by the season and the fertility of the land. When cut
before maturity, Manitoba Brown gave a yield of 4 to 6 tons
of green material per acre, and Wisconsin Black, 6 to 8 tons.
Mandarin matured seed in 1934 with a yield of 22 bushels
per acre, and over a four-year period produced from 7 to 10
tons of green material per acre. In rod row trials, Manchu
(Hudson) and O.A.C. 211 gave a larger green yield than
Mandarin. In 1936, a field crop of Mandarin, O.A.C. 211
and Manchu (Hudson), seeded May 23, in rows 28 inches
apart, were ensiled with the field crop of corn. The yields
of soybeans were 9 tons, 1,882 pounds, 14 tons, 1,603
pounds, and 14 tons per acre respectively.” Address: D.Sc.,
Superintendent (of this station).
2734. Grinnells, C.D.; Moore, J.L. 1937. The comparative
values of peanut and soybean hay for milk production
(Abstract). Proceedings of the Annual Convention of the
Association of Southern Agricultural Workers 38:235. Held
1937 in Atlanta, Georgia.
• Summary: In three trials, peanut hay was more effective
in milk production than soybean hay. Tables show: (1)
Digestible nutrients in peanut and soybean hay. (2) Average
feed consumed per unit of production. (3) Average feed
consumed per cow. (4) Average milk and butterfat produced
daily per cow. Peanut hay yield slightly more milk and
butterfat. (5) Average changes in body weights (3 trials).
Address: North Carolina State College, Raleigh, North
Carolina.
2735. Grinnells, C.D.; Moore, J.L. 1937. Peanut versus
soybean hay for dairy cattle (Abstract). Proceedings of
the Annual Convention of the Association of Southern
Agricultural Workers 38:225. Held 1937 in Atlanta, Georgia.
• Summary: Gives the results of three feeding trials, which
found that good peanut hay is of equal or slightly greater
value than an equal quantity of soybean hay. “The peanut
groups produced 368.32 pounds of milk and 8.49 pounds
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of butterfat more during each thirty-day period than did the
soybean groups.” Address: North Carolina State College of
Agriculture, Raleigh, North Carolina.
2736. Kale, F.S. 1937. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics,
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. 2nd ed. Baroda State,
India: Baroda State Press. xxx + 375 p. Illust. (35 leaves of
plates, described in a separate record). Index. 22 cm. 2nd ed.
1937. [66 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Deficiencies in the Indian diet and
soya bean as a means to rectify them. 2. History of the origin
and growth of soya bean: Derivation of the word soya bean,
origin of soya bean, literature, primitive man and soya bean,
name of the plant, home of soya bean and its expansion,
varieties of soya bean, the culture of soya bean is very
remote (It “has been the chief article of diet in China for over
7,000 years.”), reference of soya bean in old Chinese records,
how and when soya bean became known to Europeans, soya
bean in England (from 1890; J.L. North and Henry Ford),
soya bean in France (from 1739), soya bean in Italy, soya
bean in other countries of Europe, soya bean in United States
of America, India and soya bean.
3. The use of soya bean: Importance of soya bean,
dietetic importance, industrial importance, agricultural
importance (Russia, Mussolini in Italy), medical importance,
soya bean is alkalising in its effect (“Soya bean milk as well
as its flour is used in foods for invalids and infants, like
Nestle’s food”), longevity and soya bean.
4. World trade in soya bean: Imports to Europe,
production of soya bean in Manchuria (58% in North
Manchuria), exports from Manchuria, oil and cake industry
in Manchuria, soya bean production in Japan, in America,
in Africa, in Australia, in Europe, in Java, in India, in
other British possessions, estimate of world production
of the soya bean, the desirability of the expansion of soya
bean cultivation, imports and exports of soybeans, soya
bean oil, and soya cake–1913-1927: Denmark, Holland,
United States, Great Britain, Japan, France, Russia, China,
Germany, Norway, Korea. Source: International Institute of
Agriculture, Bureau of Statistics, 1921, p. 420-21. A table
(p. 38) shows statistics for world production of soybeans “as
estimated by the leading firm of London soya bean dealers”
for various years from 1923 to 1929. This includes individual
statistics each year for China [incl. Manchuria], Japan, and
USA. The world totals in tons are: 3,095,000 (for 1923-25).
3,397,000 (for 1926). 4,325,000 (for 1927). 6,000,000 (for
1928), and 6,570,000 (for 1929; incl. China 5,250,000; Japan
550,000; USA 250,000; Java & Dutch East Indies 120,000;
Other Asiatic countries & Africa 400,000).
5. Botany of the soya bean plant. 6. Classification of
soya bean. 7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8. Diseases and pests
of soya bean. 9. Cultivation of soya bean in India. 10. The
constituents of soya bean. 11. Soya bean milk. 12. Soya bean
flour. 13. Industrial uses of soya bean. 14. Enriching soil by

addition of nitrogen and use of soya bean as fodder. 15. Food
requirement of the human body. 16. European and American
soya bean recipes. 17. Diabetic dishes, Mahatma Gandhi’s
experiments at Magan Wadi and opinion of scientists on
soya bean. 18. Chinese and Japanese soya bean dishes:
Toffu [tofu] or soya bean curd: Digestibility, utilization,
toffu khan, toffu nao [doufu nao], tze toffu (fried bean curd),
chien chang toffu (thousand folds), hsiang khan, kori toffu
(frozen toffu), preservation of toffu. Natto. Tokio natto and
Kyoto natto etc. Hamanan natto [Hamanatto]. Yuba. Misso
[miso]. Soya sauce. Soya bean confectionery. Roasted beans
(Chinese).
19. Indian soya bean dishes: Hindustani dishes, Moglai
dishes, Gujarati dishes, Maharashtrian dishes, Bengali
dishes, Goa dishes, Tanjore dishes. Appendixes. 1. Acreage
of soya bean in Manchuria during the last 5 years. 2. Total
figures of export during last 5 years. 3. Bibliography. 4.
Some opinions about the first edition of this book.
The preface begins (p. iii): “This little book is written
in response to innumerable inquiries I have had from time
to time after the inauguration of the plantation ceremony of
Soya Beans at the State Agricultural Experimental Station by
H.H. the Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda in November 1933.
“A few months after this a food exhibition was held in
Baroda where many Soya Bean dishes–Indian, European and
Chinese–were exhibited. The leading papers and journals all
over the country spoke in very glowing terms about the Soya
Bean dishes that were exhibited... Later on at the request of
Messrs. Mitsui Bussan Kaisha Ltd., a leading Japanese Firm
in Bombay, a Soya Bean Exhibition and Restaurant were
run in the Japanese village at the H.O.H. fete. So keen was
the interest and enthusiasm evinced by the cosmopolitan
public of Bombay that seats in the restaurant had to be
reserved in advance. The presence of H.E. the Governor and
Lady Brabourne and many Indian princes was an additional
evidence of the ever growing popularity of the tasty Soya
Bean dishes served there.
“At the closing of the H.O.H. fete many prominent
people of Bombay requested me to continue the restaurant
at a convenient place in the city, and asked me to open soyabean milk centres for the children of the poor who could not
afford to buy cow’s milk. Many were ready to finance any
scheme that I would propose, but unfortunately my time was
not my own as I had to attend to my duties in the State and
could not take advantage of their generous offer.
“The Departments of Agriculture of the various
provinces of India as well as many Indian States asked me to
supply them with literature regarding the cultivation and the
uses of this most useful bean. The Department of Commerce
and Industry of the Government of Bombay inquired if I
could furnish them with information about the machinery for
the extraction of Soya-bean milk. Letters of inquiries from
private individuals kept pouring in daily from all parts of
India. All this has induced me to undertake the preparation
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and the publication of this book...
“From the number of experiments carried on in the
Baroda territories and outside it, I feel sure that the Indian
soil is most suitable for the cultivation of soya bean...
“The leading thought of the day in India is, ‘Village
uplift,’ and ‘Rural reconstruction.’
“Baroda, 7th January 1936, F.S.K. (p. iv)
“Preface to the Second Edition: I feel grateful to the
public for having given such a hearty reception to the first
edition of my book. It is running into a second edition within
a year...
“Now, Soya Bean Bakeries and Restaurants have been
started in the city of Bombay and in many other towns in
India, and Soya Bean products are exhibited in almost all the
exhibitions...
“I feel highly thankful to His Highness the Maharaja
of Baroda who gave me an opportunity last year of visiting
Russia, where I have seen that seven to ten per cent. of Soya
Bean flour was being added to the wheat flour in order to
enhance the nutritive value of the bread. The Soya Research
Institute at Moscow is making researches into the nutritive,
industrial and economical values of Soya Bean. I have seen
there the actual working of the Soya-bean milk extracting
plant. They make casein out of Soya-bean milk. Soya-bean
cream is sold in the market.
“I visited the dietetic clinics in England, France,
Germany, Austria and other European countries, where
doctors prescribe Soya Bean bread for diabetic patients.
In Russia, rickets and consumption are treated by Soyolk
extracted out of Soya Bean...
“France is growing Soya Bean on côlt de jura [sic, Côte
d’Azur, on the Mediterranean?]. In England, through the
efforts of Mr. J.L. North, Soya Bean is realised as a field crop
for the last two years.
“Paris, 3rd April 1937. F.S.K. (p. ix).”
Note: author’s name is pronounced KAL-ay, not KAYL
(rhymes with tail or sail). (Continued). Address: Food Survey
Officer, Baroda State, India.
2737. Kale, F.S. 1937. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics,
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. 2nd ed. Chapter 9.
Cultivation of soya bean in India (Document part). Baroda
State, India: Baroda State Press. xxx + 375 p. See p. 79-111.
• Summary: Contents: Experiments in Baroda State (1934
and 1935) (p. 79-83): In June 1934, 15 lbs. of good seed was
acquired by F.S. Kale, the Officer in Charge, Food Survey
Department, Baroda state. Describes: Preparatory tillage,
sowing on July 12, germination, interculturing [hoeing],
gap filling, pod formation, ripening of pods on Sept. 26,
harvesting, thrashing (by beating of sticks), yield (167 lb of
seed total), cost of cultivation, net profit, and net profit per
acre (in rupees). Experiment of 1935, using acclimatized
seed from last year’s crop. The germination rate increased
to 95% from 60% in 1934. The average number of pods per

plant increased to 130 from 110. The yield doubled (given in
maunds and seers). Signed: Hargovind Bavabhai Patel. Food
Surveyor’s remarks.
Cultivation of soya bean in Surveys Nos. 199-212,
supervised by Ranchhod Raghav Baria, head man of the
village, Kerianagas, Amreli District, Gujarat (p. 83-85): The
seed was given to 16-17 farmers; some intercropped it with
cotton and others with Bajri [pearl millet]. After sowing,
the soya bean was attacked by a beetle and so about 1/3 of
the seed was spoiled. After 15 days only half the crop had
survived. When pod formation began, crows and parrots
began to attack the plants; half the pods were spoiled or
damaged by them. Then the monsoons brought less rain than
usual. The growth of both cotton and bajri was clearly aided
by the soya bean. Food surveyor’s remarks: “We are very
hopeful that this part of Gujarat will be very well suited for
soya bean crop.”
Experiments of 1934 at the Baroda Agricultural
Experiment Station. Soya bean–fodder type (p. 86-90): Two
varieties of soya beans were planted in 1934: Poona greenish
white, and Poona yellowish white, both brought from Poona
Agricultural College. Both were planted on July 3, flowered
on Sept. 28 and 29 respectively, pod formation on Oct.
20 and 15 respectively, both harvested on Dec. 4. A photo
shows one plant that had more than 500 pods. Description of
varieties. For Poona greenish white: Preparation of the soil,
cultivation, ripening, harvesting (using a sickle), how to cure
it for hay, the yield (900 lb per acre of seed, or 3-4 tons per
acre of green crop). “We have given the green fodder to the
bullocks on the farm and it seems that they relish it much and
they put on more fat and seemed to be healthy and strong.
The plants when uprooted showed the growth of big nodules
on the roots. For Poona yellowish white, the seed yield was
460 lb per acre and the yield of green matter was only about
75% as much. Mammoth Yellow soya beans from Baroda
contained 41.1% protein and 9.9% moisture; the same soya
beans from Manchuria contained 38.5% protein and 9.7%
moisture.
Dep. of Agriculture, Central Provinces and Berar (p. 9094): Soya bean (“In this province the Agriculture Department
started some preliminary work on this crop as early as 1911.
A collection of different varieties from foreign countries
was made and grown on the Nagpur farm. Particular
attention was given to acclimatize it and to obtain suitable
high-yielding early strains, possessing at the same time a
satisfactory percentage of oil. The work continued for some
years but the results obtained were not satisfactory as none of
the varieties were acclimatized. Further work was, therefore,
dropped and the growing of Soya beans did not make any
headway.
“In 1927, the Botanical station started the investigation
of fodder supplies, and in this connection a large number of
leguminous crops including Soya beans were tested. Of the
Soya beans, two varieties, viz., Java black and Wilson early,
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were tested and gave encouraging results as regards their
yield of green fodder” per acre (the sum of two cuttings)):
In a table of 7 crops: #1. Alysicarpus rugosus (Shevra)
20,105 lb per acre. #2. Glycine hispida (Soya bean Java
black) 12,505 lb per acre. #4. Glycine hispida (Soya bean
Wilson early) 11,905 lb per acre.
In recent years, tests of seed production have also been
carried out on soybean. “A large number of fresh varieties
from Kalimpong (Bengal), Kuala Lumpur (Federated Malay
States), Barberton ([Ohio] USA) and Leningrad [USSR],
etc. were obtained and tested. Of these, three white seeded
and one black seeded varieties gave promising results as
regards their adaptability, earliness and yield.” An analysis
(see table) of their chemical composition shows “that these
selected strains are about 1½ times more nutritious than
mung and urid and also contain a high percentage of oil”
[12.8 to 15.2% compared with 0.73 to 1.46%].
“With a view to test its taste and other cooking qualities,
the selected and acclimatized varieties were distributed for
trial in small quantities amongst garden servants and some
officials in Craddock Town, Nagpur. Their report shows that
the soya bean is quite palatable and does not suffer from
bad taste on account of the high percentage of oil. When
ground into flour it can be mixed with wheat flour to make
chapatis, puris, kachoris, fritters (bhajias) and other Indian
preparations. One drawback, however, which has been
noticed, is that it does not very well mix with [absorb] water
in the preparation of ‘dal’ like other pulses.”
The biggest problem is that India conservative farmers
“take a long time to add a new crop to those already grown,
unless they can be persuaded that the crop will bring them
more profit per acre.”
Soya beans in Berar, by Mr. R.R. Dokras, B.A., LL.B.,
Chandur, Berar (p. 94-98): Improves soils (“It is of great
value to persons who must abstain from meat and thus is
a great help to the vegetarian population of the country”).
Can be grown in Berar (“all over on a profitable commercial
basis”). My experience (“growing soya bean from 1931 to
1934). A helpful crop. Best cattle feed.
Imperial Department of Agriculture of India, by
Mr. Wynne Sayer, Esq., B.A., Dip. Agri. (Cantab.) Offg.
Imperial Agriculturist, Pusa, Bihar (p. 98-101): Summarizes
the strengths and weakness of the crop. “3. In India it is
generally used as green vegetables, dal and sattoo.” “4.
Experts in India and outside are unanimously of the opinion
that extension of soya bean cultivation is of great economic
value as human food, cattle food and as seed of commercial
interest in various industries.”
“The only drawback is that there is no ready market
for its disposal in India as the people of this country are
generally ignorant of its valuable properties–an ignorance
which can only be removed with the advancement of
scientific knowledge and propaganda among the people.”
Soya Bean (Glycine hispida Maxim), by M. Wynne

Sayer, Esq., B.A., Dip. Agri. (Cantab.) Offg. Imperial
Agriculturist, Pusa, Bihar (p. 101-07): Introduction: “The
soya bean... is cultivated extensively throughout India,
chiefly in the north Indian tract which extends from the
Punjab to the Khasia and Manipur Hills and Burma. It is also
grown on the slopes of the Himalayas up to an altitude of
6,000 feet” (Duthie 1905, Watt 1890). Economic importance
of the soya bean: “The bean is much appreciated as human
food on account of its protein and vitamin contents of high
physiological value... It occupies a position next to rice in
China and Japan. Various preparations such as Tofu (Soycheese), Miso (Soy-paste), Shoyu (Soy-sauce), etc. are
made from the bean and widely used in those countries...
In India it is used in various forms such as sattu, atta and
dal. Cultivation of fodder-type soya-bean. Green fodder
for cattle: At Pusa farm, cattle are grazed on soya bean in
November. Green manure. Standard varieties of soya bean on
the Pusa Farm: A table shows 10 varieties from 1917-1923,
with the yield of each. The varieties: Local (Pusa), Nepali
twining, Riceland, Barchet, Black early, Black late, Yellow
hilum brown (highest yield, 1127.9 lb/acre), Chocolate (#2
highest yield, 1026.5 lb/acre), Assam, Barmeli. Chemical
composition (table) of Yellow, Chocolate, and Black early.
Soya bean, by R.R. Rao Bahadur D. Ananda Rao Garu,
B.Sc., Director of Agriculture, Madras (p. 107-08): “Soya
bean is under trial from 1932 in the Research stations
Aduturai, Maruteru, Hagari, Nandyal and Samalkota. The
two varieties of Soya bean from Burma viz. Behrum and
Pengypi have done well and the trials are being continued.
Soya bean, by K.S. Kulkarny, Professor of Agriculture,
Agricultural College, Poona (p. 108-09). Gives basic
information about cultivation of soya bean.
Soya bean, by H.H. Stewart, Esquire, I.A.S., Director
of Agriculture, Punjab (p. 109-110): “The area under soya
bean crop in this province is practically nil. The crop has
been tried on a few experimental farms of the Agricultural
Department, where it yielded 12 to 16 maunds of seed per
acre.”
Soya bean, by the Superintendent of Agriculture,
Darjeeling, Kalimpong (p. 110-11) [as of Sept. 2010
Darjeeling and Kalimpong are neighboring towns in the
Indian state of West Bengal]: “Soya bean is cultivated chiefly
as a secondary crop in rotation after maize or on the Alis or
ridges of the paddy fields. The approximate 5 years’ average
under this crop in the Darjeeling District is about 200 acres;
but in the neighbouring independent States, such as Sikkim,
Bhutan and Nepal the approximate average is 750 to 800
acres. The average yield for 5 years would be about 7,500
to 8,000 maunds and there are 6 or 7 varieties of soya beans
grown in and around this district.” The crop is grown mainly
for seed and human consumption, also as a green-manuring
crop in Tea Estates.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2021)
that uses the term “Soy-Paste” (hyphenated) to refer to miso.
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Address: Paris, France; Formerly: Food Survey Officer,
Baroda State, India.
2738. Kale, F.S. 1937. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics,
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. 2nd ed. Photos and
illustrations (Continued–Document part II). Baroda State,
India: Baroda State Press. xxx + 375 p. Illust. (35 leaves of
plates). 22 cm. 2nd ed. 1937. [66 ref]
• Summary: Photos (mostly original) show: (1) “H.H.
the Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda the first Indian Ruler
to inaugurate the soya bean plantation ceremony in his
State 24th November 1933” (frontispiece, facing the title
page). (2) “Dedicated to my noble master, His Highness
the Maharajah Sir Sayajirao Gaekwar, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E.,
Farzande-Khas-e- Daulate-Englishia (p. 1). (3) Soya bean
ready for shipment at port Dairen, South Manchuria (p. 28).
(4) View of Dairen harbour with bags of soya bean ready for
shipment (p. 30). (5) Transport of soya beans [on sleds] on
the frozen Liao-ho River near New-chwang [Newchwang,
later Yingkou], North Manchuria (p. 31). (6) The Maharaja
of Baroda seated in a chair, lecturing on the dietetic and
industrial importance of soya bean (p. 37). (7) The Indian
method of interculturing; two bullocks in a field (p. 80).
(8) Bavabhai B. Patel, 65-year-old farmer interested in the
cultivation of soya bean, in a field of soya beans with two
bullocks (p. 82). (9) A field of soya beans grown [in 1934
or 1935] by Hargovan Bavabhai Patel, of Achisara, Taluka
Sinor, Baroda District; he has been awarded the first prize
for his good cultivation (p. 84). (10) A soya bean plant
having more than 500 pods, fodder type variety grown at
the Agricultural Experiment Station, Baroda (p. 86). (11)
Poona fodder type green variety grown at the Agricultural
Experiment Station, Baroda (p. 89). (12) Bags of soya bean
seeds grown as Baroda State crop of 1935 (p. 91). (13) The
luxuriant growth of the fodder type variety at the Baroda
Agricultural Experiment Station (p. 103). (14) “The biggest
soya bean milk factory at Moscow (Russia).” Four small
photos show the plant at work, “Milking the earth” (p. 138).
(15) “The author’s own child 3 months’ old fed on soya bean
milk” (p. 144). (16) “Soya bean oil pressing mill worked by
hydraulic power” (p. 158). (17) The Palace Bakery–”The
first soya bean Bakery in India” (p. 196). (18) “Mahatma
Gandhi who uses soya bean at Maganwadi” (p. 251). (19)
Many people seated at tables in the “Soya Bean Preparation
Restaurant” at the H.O.H. Fete, Bombay (p. 278). (20) Many
Indian men standing at the “Soya Bean Restaurant at the
Rural Life Exhibition, Baroda, on the occasion of H.H.’s
Diamond Jubilee, 7 Jan. 1936 (p. 332).
Illustrations show: (1) “Shen-Nung. The Chinese
emperor 2838 B.C. called ‘the heavenly farmer.’ He used to
plant Soya bean every year with great ceremony” (p. 17). (2)
A plant with branches showing the various ways in which
the soya bean plants and seeds are used (p. 23). (3) Cartoon
(from the American Medical Assoc. cartoon series) of a

skeleton raising a glass of milk in one hand; he is standing
behind a table on which is a bowl labeled “impure milk.”
The caption: “’I drink to the death of the whole table’–the
dangers of contaminated milk” (p. 132). Address: Paris,
France; Formerly: Food Survey Officer, Baroda State, India.
2739. McClary, J.A. 1937. Experimental Station,
Lennoxville, P.Q. [Quebec]: Results of experiments 19311935. In: 1937. Experimental Farms Reports 1930-1938,
Branch Farm Reports (Eastern Edition). Ottawa, Canada:
Canada Department of Agriculture, Dominion Experimental
Farms. See p. 23-24.
• Summary: In the section titled “Forage Plants” there is a
subsection titled “Soybeans.” “The first experiments with
soybeans at this station were conducted in 1924 and 1925.
At that time the varieties of which seed was readily available
were rather late in maturing, and, in the climate of this
district, were of value only as a source of forage...
“With the introduction of early high-yielding varieties,
of which the seed can be ripened in the average season at
Lennoxville, experiments with soybeans were started in
1933. Results in the growing of the crop for hay were again
unsatisfactory, but for grain or seed production excellent
crops have been obtained.
“Under average conditions and with suitable varieties
it would seem that yields of from 20 to 25 bushels may be
expected in a normal season. Moreover, as the grain is an
excellent high protein feed, and as the crop is suitable on a
wide range of soil types, it is one that farmers throughout the
district served by this station could grow to advantage.
“Variety Tests.–Of 4 varieties that have been tested for
seed production, 3 have consistently ripened satisfactory
crops. Manitoba Brown, which is the earliest, ripens usually
about the 1st of September. The plants are about 18 inches
high and seed is of a dark brown colour. Its average yield for
the past 3 years was 24.67 bushels per acre.”
Wisconsin Black has given a 3-year average yield of
29.40 bushels/acre and Mandarin has given an average
yield of 28.03 bu/acre. “Of the 3 varieties, Mandarin is the
most desirable, in that the seed is of value commercially
for processing as well as for feeding purposes. It is too late,
however, for average conditions throughout this district.”
Dates of seeding are also discussed. Address: Superintendent
(of this station).
2740. Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. Improvement in
soybeans. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA) p. 1154-89. For
the year 1937. [67 ref]
• Summary: Contents: History of the soybean. World
distribution and production. Utilization of the soybean
(with chart). Improvement of soybean varieties. Methods
in breeding: Natural and artificial crossing, mutations.
Inheritance studies and cytology: Plant characters (flower,
stem, pubescence, and foliage; height of plant and maturity;
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pod-bearing habit and pod characters; sterility, growth habit),
seed characters (color of seed coat, hilum, and cotyledon;
other seed characters), yield of seed. Disease resistance.
Identification of genes and chromosomes. Selected
references on genetics of the soybean. Appendix: 1. Workers
identified with soybean improvement: United States, foreign
countries. 2. List of soybean genes (table). 3. Linkage of
soybean characters (table). 4. Soybean varieties: Origin and
varietal characteristics (table listing 101 named soybean
varieties; for each is given the place and date of introduction
or origin, days to mature, flower color, pubescence color, and
seed characters {coat color, germ color, hilum color, seeds
per pod, seeds per pound}, uses {dry-edible beans, forage,
green-vegetable beans, grain}).
The section titled “History of the Soybean” states: “The
early history of the soybean is lost in obscurity. Ancient
Chinese literature, however, reveals, that it was extensively
cultivated and highly valued as a food for centuries before
written records were kept. It was one of the grains planted
by Hou Tsi, a god of agriculture. The first record of the plant
is contained in a materia medica describing the plants of
China, written by Emperor Sheng Nung [sic, Shen Nung] in
2838 B.C. The crop is repeatedly mentioned in later records
and it was considered the most important cultivated legume
and one of the five sacred grains essential to the existence of
Chinese civilization. Seed of the plant was sown yearly with
great ceremony by the Emperors of China, and poets extolled
its virtues. The records of methods of culture, varieties for
different purposes, and numerous uses indicate that the
soybean was perhaps one of the oldest crops grown by man.”
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Nov. 2017) which states that: (1) The soybean was
one of the “five sacred grains.” (2) “The early history of the
soybean is lost in obscurity.” (3) The soybean was planted
at an early date by “Hou Tsi, a god of agriculture.” (4)
The “soybean was perhaps one of the oldest crops grown
by man.” It is also the earliest document seen (May 2014)
in which William Morse mentions the mythical Chinese
emperor “Sheng Nung” in connection with soybeans.
More broadly, this entire story linking Shen Nung with
the earliest written record of the soybean, is completely
incorrect. Yet because the story was written by Morse (highly
regarded as America’s leading authority on the soybean) in
a USDA publication, it has unfortunately been repeated, and
this source cited, again and again down to the present day
(see Hymowitz 1970; Hymowitz and Shurtleff 2005).
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2014) in which the emperor’s name is spelled
“Sheng Nung.”
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2007)
in which William Morse tries to write an early history of
the soybean in China. Unfortunately, he does not cite his
sources.
The section titled “Improvement of soybean varieties”

states: “In the United States, more than 50 percent of the
acreage devoted to soybeans is used for forage and pasture;
breeding work, therefore, has tended largely toward the
development of varieties for hay, silage, and pasture. The
development of such varieties as Virginia, Laredo, Otootan,
Wisconsin Black, Manchu, Wilson-Five, Kingwa, Peking,
and Ebony by selection from introductions has been the
principal factor in the increased use and acreage.
“Beginning with 1929, the use of soybean seed by oil
mills has led to a demand for yellow-seeded varieties of high
oil content. Agronomists and plant breeders have attempted
to meet this demand by making large numbers of selections
from foreign introductions and locally grown varieties
and by analyzing these for oil content. This has brought
about the development of several superior oil varieties and
has resulted in a large increase in production of beans for
milling purposes. The most popular of these varieties are
Illini, Dunfield, Mukden, Mandell, Scioto, Mansoy, Manchu,
Mamredo, Delsta, and Mandarin. Results of analyses with
more than 1,000 selections and varieties have shown a range
of from 12 to 26 percent in oil content. From studies of the
oil content of varieties grown in a given locality, it seems
possible, from the breeding standpoint, to produce varieties
high or low in oil, at least within the known ranges of
variation exhibited by common varieties.” (p. 1161-62).
Soybean varieties that have excellent flavor and become
soft in less than 2 hours of cooking include Easycook,
Bansei, Rokusun, Jogun, Chusei, and Sousei. These are
“now in the hands of growers and seedsmen. Experiments
by commercial firms have shown that these varieties are
superior to commercial varieties for the manufacture of food
products, such as bean flour, roasted beans, bean milk, and
bean curd [tofu].
“In Japan, certain varieties of soybeans were found that
were used solely as green shelled beans. Ranging in maturity
from 75 to 170 days, many of these introductions, and
selections from them, have been found especially promising
for the various sections of the United States. The vegetable
soybean offers an excellent food of high nutritional value,
especially in the fall when other green beans are lacking
and in sections where the Mexican bean beetle prohibits the
growing of garden beans. As a result of selection, cooking
tests, and adaptation studies, eight green vegetable varieties–
Hahto, Kura, Kanro, Hokkaido, Higan, Chusei, Sousei,
and Jogun–have been introduced in various sections of the
country” (p. 1163).
Photos show: (1) “The late Charles Vancouver Piper,
agronomist, United States Department of Agriculture, 190226. Pioneer in the introduction and development of soybean
varieties for United States conditions.” (2) “Storage yard of a
Chinese grain merchant near Kungchuling, Manchuria. More
than 80 osier bins, each holding four cartloads of soybeans,
were in this yard.” (3) A Manchurian farmer and how he
harvests, threshes and cleans soybeans by methods learned
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from his ancestors; comparison with modern U.S. machine
harvesting. (4) “Millions of soybean oil cakes are stored
in warehouses in Manchuria awaiting shipment to Japan,
Chosen, China, and the East Indies, where they are used
for fertilizing purposes and for cattle feed.” A person looks
up at the towering stacks. (5) Coolies loading large sacks
of soybeans on a freighter for shipment to the oil mills of
Europe. One man has hoisted a huge sack onto his back. (6)
Five Manchurian farmers who have been awarded certificates
and prizes for producing high-quality soybeans. (7) Twenty
seeds of a natural soybean hybrid showing peculiar types
of coloration. (8) Illustration (line drawing) of a soybean
flower and its parts enlarged. Front view, side view, parts of
the corolla (standard, wing, one of the keel petals), stamens,
pistil. (9) A. Stems and pods of fasciated soybean plants; B.
Determinate pod-bearing type; C. Indeterminate pod-bearing
type. 10. Chromosome chart showing four groups of linked
genes in soybeans.
A table (p. 1157) shows: “Increase in production
of soybeans over an 11-year period, 1924-25 to 193536, inclusive, in the principal producing countries of the
world” (Manchuria, Chosen [Korea], Japan, United States,
Netherland India).
Soybean seed size (p. 1177): “The range in size of
soybean seed varies according to the variety, each variety
having its own typical seed size. Varieties and introductions
tested at the Arlington Experiment Farm ranged in average
weight of 100 seeds from about 4 grams for the smallest
to about 40 grams for the largest.” Address: 1. Senior
Agronomist; 2. Assoc. Agronomist. Both: Div. of Forage
Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA,
Washington, DC].
2741. Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. Improvement in
soybeans: Appendix–Table 4. Soybean varieties: Origin
and varietal characteristics (Document part). Yearbook of
Agriculture (USDA) p. 1154-89. For the year 1937. See p.
1187-89.
• Summary: This table lists 101 named soybean varieties;
for each is given the place and date of introduction or origin,
days to mature, flower color (pink or white), pubescence
color (gray or tawny), and seed characters (coat color {black,
black (dull), brown, green, olive yellow, straw yellow, plus
combinations such as black and brown}, germ color {green,
yellow}, hilum color {black, brown, pale to brown, yellow,
yellow to brown}, seeds per pod {2-3 or 2-3-4}, seeds
per pound {ranges from 1232 for Hokkaido to 9950 for
Barchet}), uses (dry-edible beans, forage, green-vegetable
beans, grain).
For example, the first variety listed is Agate. Origin:
Introduction, from Japan. Year: 1929. Days to mature: 90.
Flower color: Purple white. Pubescence color: Tawny. Seed
coat color: Straw yellow + brown. Germ color: Yellow.
Hilum color: Brown. Seeds per pod: 2-3. Seeds per pound:

2816. Use: Green vegetable beans.
The following varieties are listed alphabetically. All
varieties are introductions from East Asia unless otherwise
noted. (* = green vegetable; ** = dry edible): Agate*,
A.K., Aksarben, Arlington, Arksoy, Avoyelles (Selection
by Gray, Louisiana, 1932), Bansei*, Barchet, Biloxi,
Black Eyebrow, Cayuga, Chame*, Chernie, Chestnut
(Selection by Arlington Experiment Farm, 1907), Chiquita,
Chusei*, Columbia, Creole, Delnoshat (Selection by York,
Mississippi, 1925), Delsta (Selection by York, Mississippi,
1925), Dixie (Selection by Arlington Experiment Farm,
1914), Dunfield, Easycook**, Ebony, Elton, Fuji**,
George Washington (Selection by Clapp, Virginia, 1921),
Georgian, Goku*, Habaro, Haberlandt**, Hahto*, Hakote*,
Harbinsoy (Selection by Arlington Experiment Farm,
1922), Hayseed, Herman (Selection by Herman, North
Carolina, 1915), Higan*, Hiro*, Hokkaido*, Hollybrook
(Selection by Wood, Virginia, 1902), Hongkong, Hoosier,
Hurrelbrink (Selection by Hurrelbrink, Illinois, 1902), Illini
(Selection by Woodworth, Illinois, 1921), Ilsoy (Selection
by Smith, Illinois, 1913), Ito San, Jogun*, Kanro*, Kingwa
(Selection by Garber, West Virginia, 1921), Kura*, Laredo,
Lexington (Selection by Arlington Experiment Farm,
1907), Mammoth Brown (Selection, North Carolina, date
unknown), Mammoth Yellow, Mamredo (Selection by York,
Mississippi, 1925), Manchu, Mandarin, Mandell (Selection
by Cutler, Indiana, 1926), Mansoy (Selection by Arlington
Experiment Farm, 1915), Medium Green, Merko, Midwest,
Mikado (Selection by Parsons, Indiana, 1905), Minsoy
(Introduction, from France, 1910), Monetta, Morse, Mukden
(Selection by Arlington Experiment Farm, 1920), Nanda*,
Nanking, Norredo (Selection by unknown person, date
unknown), Ogemaw (Selection by Evans, Michigan, 1902),
Old Dominican, Oloxi (black seeded; Cross by Wilds, South
Carolina, date unknown), Osaya*, Otootan, Ozark, Palmetto,
Pee Dee (black seeded; Cross by Wilds, South Carolina,
date unknown), Peking (Selection by Arlington Experiment
Farm, 1907), Pine Dell Perfection (Selection by Grisenauer,
Virginia, date unknown), Pinpu, Rokusun*, Sato*, Scioto
(Selection by Park, Ohio, 1925), Shiro*, Sooty (Selection
by Arlington Experiment Farm, 1907), Sousei*, Southern
Prolific, Soysota (Introduction, from Italy, 1910), Suru**,
Tarheel Black, Toku**, Tokyo**, Virginia (Selection by
Arlington Experiment Farm, 1907), Waseda* (Selection by
Arlington Experiment Farm, 1907), White Biloxi (Selection
by York, Mississippi, 1925), Wilson, Wilson-Five (Selection
by Arlington Experiment Farm, 1912), Wisconsin Black
(Selection by Wisconsin Experiment Station, 1898), Yelredo
(Cross by Wilds, South Carolina, date unknown), Yokoten.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2013) that
mentions the soybean varieties Agate, Oloxi, Pee Dee, or
Yelredo. It is also the earliest that describes the Haberlandt
as a “dry edible” soybean variety. Address: 1. Senior
Agronomist; 2. Assoc. Agronomist. Both: Div. of Forage
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Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA,
Washington, DC].
2742. Mumford, H.W. 1937. A year’s progress in solving
farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 49:1-331. For the year ended June 30,
1936.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Soils and crop investigations: Soybeans
are soil improvers if properly handled (p. 29-30; “Rising
importance of the soybean in Illinois agriculture is indicated
by the fat that more than 1,500,000 acres are now grown
annually in the state.” Best results for soil improvement
are secured when the entire crop is plowed under as green
manure. “The soybean definitely improves the tilth of
the soil. This tendency to loosen the soil makes it easy to
prepare a seedbed). Long-time studies guide expansion in
soybean crop (p. 30-31). Breeding may advance soybean
crop still further (p. 31-33). Inoculation studies further
growing of legumes (p. 33). Shrinkage of hay studied to
improve handling methods (p. 47-48; includes soybean hay).
Search for new crops and new outlets is continued (p. 64-65;
“Studies on the utilization of soybean oil for paint purposes
have been continued during the past year with gratifying
results”).
Livestock investigations: Further tests needed to
evaluate protein supplements (p. 66-67; incl. old-process
soybean oil meal and tankage). Lespedeza and soybean hays
put same gain on steers (p. 82-83). Soybeans much poorer
than yellow corn in vitamin A (p. 83): “Proper utilization
of the increasing production of soybeans in Illinois and
surrounding states depends in no small measure on the
evaluation of the beans as a food for man and livestock.
Such an evaluation includes a study of the vitamin content
of the beans. Continued studies in this field by H.H. Mitchell
and Jessie R. Beadles, Animal Nutrition, show that the Illini
variety of soybeans, at least, is relatively poor in vitamin
A and much poorer in this respect than yellow corn. The
bean probably contains considerably less than one-tenth the
concentration of vitamin A that is found in Reid Yellow Dent
corn.”
Soybean oil meal found good protein feed for chicks (p.
120-21).
Entomology investigations: Distillate, soybean oil aid in
coddling moth control (p. 159-60).
Agricultural economics investigations: Part of increased
soybean demand may be permanent (p. 188-91; A graph
{Fig. 32} shows net U.S. soybean imports and domestic
production {including the bean equivalent of oil} from 1912
to 1936. The period from 1915 to 1921–during World War
I–was an era of imports; the peak year was 1918. Domestic
soybean production is shown as starting in 1922. The first
soybean exports were in 1932.
A bar chart {Fig. 33} shows “Factory consumption of

soybean oil in the United States for various major purposes”
from 1929 to 1936 estimate. The consumption rose rapidly
after 1934. Edible products accounted for about 50% of
the total, followed by {2} Miscellaneous inedible products,
{3} Paint, varnish & printing ink, and {4} linoleum and
oilcloth). Abnormal conditions back of 1935 soybean
expansion (p. 191-92; The main two conditions were the
more general distribution of soybeans in Illinois and the
greater concentration in the heaviest producing areas). Costs
of production rising with better farm prices (p. 193-94; Table
43 shows the cost of producing eight selected crops–incl.
soybeans, harvested with a combine–in East-Central Illinois
in 1933 and 1934). Costs of harvesting with combines were
low in 1935 (p. 194-96. A table includes data on soybeans).
Crop adjustment by farming type area is studied (p. 197300). Smaller combines make satisfactory records in tests (p.
230-32). New methods of drying grain and hay are tested (p.
233-36).
Horticultural investigations: Spring-plowed green
manure may lower truck yields (p. 267-68).
Home economics investigations: Studies of soybeans
as human food are continued (p. 294-97. “Soybeans as
green vegetables offer great promise as a food.” “During
the current year the Department of Agronomy has grown
and the Department of Home Economics has tested ninetyfive varieties for palatability and other factors. Part of these
have been vegetable, or edible types, so called because
they are used as food in the orient; the remainder have been
field types, accepted as being valuable for forage, seed, and
industrial purposes.” The “vegetable types 81044-1, 81780,
85666, 87615, and Higan Mame, and the field type, Illini,”
all have superior properties for food use. “It was a pleasing
coincidence that the varieties which were considered most
palatable also gave very high yields in the field”).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2013)
that clearly distinguishes between “vegetable, or edible
types” of soybeans and “field types.” Address: Dean and
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2743. Towle, R.S. 1937. Soybeans. University of Wyoming,
Sheridan Research and Extension Center, Annual Report.
• Summary: Seed for short rows of 16 varieties, and for a
larger seeding of 2 varieties, was furnished by the Division
of Forage Crops and Diseases [USDA]. All varieties, except
Kura and Bansei, of which the most seed was furnished,
matured some seed. Kura and Bansei both made a good
growth, but would have taken some time yet after October
1 (not damaged much by frost on September 25) to have
matured any seed. Six varieties were matured by August 24,
but all those varieties made only a short vegetative growth,
they shattered badly before it could be determined that they
were ripe enough to harvest, and could only be pulled, or
picked by hand. Other varieties ripening from September 4 to
23 produced fair amounts of seed and made a fair vegetative
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growth. Macauley Manchu, a few plants of which were
ripe September 13, showed some promise for both seed and
forage. The stand of all varieties was too uneven for any
direct comparison of yields.”
The same report for subsequent years shows that
soybean varieties were tested each year from 1938 to 1950,
except for 1941 and 1949.
Note: This annual periodical has no formal title page.
R.S. Towle was Superintendent of the Sheridan Field Station
until 1945; he was replaced by Charles R. Hill in 1946. The
pages are not numbered until 1940. As of March 1990, 1
copy of these documents is located at the Sheridan station in
the superintendent’s office, and there may be another copy at
the agricultural college in Laramie, in the basement storage
room. Steven D. Knox at Torrington, Wyoming, sent these
documents to Soyfoods Center on 4 March 1991. He notes:
They contain the earliest evidence that I could find regarding
soybean production in Wyoming... After 1950 there is no
further mention of soybeans in the station notes. Similar
notes may have been kept at the Torrington Station, but
were probably discarded when the new facilities were built.
An old-timer named Leon Paules found these documents at
the Research and Extension Center. Superintendent Roger
Hybner (phone: 307-737-2415) knows where they are. The
Sheridan station started in 1916. Address: Superintendent,
Sheridan Field Station, Sheridan, Wyoming.
2744. Woertge, Karl Heinz. 1937. Entwicklung und
weltwirtschaftliche Bedeutung der Sojabohnenerzeugung
und -verarbeitung [Development and international economic
significance of soybean production and processing]. Thesis,
Friedrich Alexander University, Erlangen, Coburg, Germany.
119 p. 28 cm. [112 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Part I: History and
culture of the soybean. 1. History, natural requirements and
technology of soybean production; chemical composition
of the soybean. 2. Occurrence of the soybean and methods
of production in various countries: Asia (Manchuria and
China, Japan, Korea, Formosa, Dutch East Indies, other
Asian countries incl. British India, Cochin China, Ceylon),
America, Europe (Southeast Europe, Austria, USSR, France,
Italy, England, Poland, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia,
Germany), Africa and Australia.
Part II. Scale and global economic significance of
soybean production in the main producing areas. 1. General
overview of world soybean production: Production for seeds,
for fodders. 2. Scale of soybean production in the main
producing areas: Asia (Manchuria, Japan, Korea, Formosa,
Dutch East Indies [Java and Madura/Madoera]), America,
Europe (Southeast Europe, USSR).
Part III. Development and global economic significance
of soybean processing. 1. Soybean processing possibilities:
A. Processing soybeans to make foods: Asia (general,
methods used in China and Japan to make vegetable-type

soybeans and salads, koji, soymilk, shoyu [soy sauce],
miso, natto, tofu, methods used in the Dutch East Indies),
Europe (general overview, preparation of soybean meal,
soymilk, coffee- and chocolate substitutes). B. The soybean
as an oilseed: General, methods of obtaining the oil (in
Asia, Europe, USA), use of soy oil (as human food, other).
C. Obtaining lecithin from the soybean. D. Use of soybean
press-cake for livestock feed. E. Use of the soybean meal for
fertilizer. 2. World trade in soybeans, soy oil and soybean
cake/meal (Sojakuchen/Sojaschrot): World trade in soybeans
(Manchuria, Asia, Europe, USA), world trade in soy oil,
world trade in soybean meal.
Closing remarks: The state of the world soybean market
with special consideration for the current German conditions.
Appendixes and tables. Address: Nuernberg [Nuremberg],
Germany.
2745. Hartz, Jacob. 1937? Soybeans in the South. Paper
presented to farmers in Arkansas. 4 p. typescript. Undated.
Unpublished manuscript. 28 cm.
• Summary: This lecture, which has no date or title, was
almost certainly presented by Jacob Hartz in late 1937
or early 1938 (see L. Windish 1981, p. 94). It begins: “I
thought it would be interesting to relate the experience we
have had in the past thirteen years, in growing, marketing
and experimenting with various varieties of Soy Beans in
our section of the state, the Rice Belt. So we trust you will
excuse occasional personal references that will be made in
our talk.
“Being in the seed growing and marketing business, as
well as conducting a farm supply and equipment business,
it was only natural that we first acquaint ourselves with the
agricultural possibilities of Soy Beans in the territory that we
serve with our stores, which is strictly agricultural, and only
a few years ago was practically a one crop territory, rice.
“Because our Rice lands were becoming badly infested
with water grass and other noxious weeds, and our rice
production per acre was declining rapidly, my associates in
business and I could see the necessity of introducing a crop
that would not only clean up our rice lands, but would also
put fertility back into the soil, to try to build back our yield
per acre, to somewhere near where it was when our land was
first farmed in rice.
“This was in 1925 and Soy Beans were just beginning
to be recognized as a soil building crop in the United States,
and the possibilities for them as a commercial crop looked
good, so we decided to introduce Soy Beans as the crop for
our farmer customers and friends to adopt in cleaning up and
building up our worn out Rice Lands.
“We enlisted the support of our bank, they agreeing to
pay for twenty bushels of Laredo Soy Beans, we to distribute
them and follow up the results. We gave them away in lots of
one peck and one-half bushels to our key farmers. From this
small start in 1925 we have pushed the culture of Soy Beans
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in the Rice Belt of Arkansas until the acreage has grown to
the point that in 1937 there were more than 60,000 acres
planted in our territory. From the start of this movement we
promised our farmers a cash market for all the Soy Beans
they would bring to us, in marketable condition and suitable
for seed purposes.
“We have truly lived up to this promise, and he results of
this program can be seen by the new seed plant and elevator
we have recently completed at a cost of about forty thousand
dollars. And our section is now considered a chief source of
supply for Soy Beans seed.
“We shipped the first Soy Beans to be used for
processing or milling purposes in June 1937, have already
shipped several cars for crushing this year, and at the present
time it looks like we will have 25 or more cars above seed
trade requirements.
“In my opinion, I see soy beans as one of the major
crops of the South in the next ten years. If you had been told
ten years ago that the United States would produce about
forty million bushels of Soy Beans in 1935, 29 million in
1936, and 40 million in 1937, you would have had a good
laugh, but this is what actually happened. You would still
have had a better laugh if anyone had even suggested that
soy beans would be traded in on the Chicago Board of Trade
in both spots and futures in 1936. Yet the fellow who dubbed
soy beans as being the infant of the 1936 commodity markets
was certainly right, as the new born babe is cutting wath [sic,
teeth?] for himself, at the present time.
“Our basis of prediction for soybeans being one of
the major coming crops of the South is based on three
fundamental facts: first the adaptability of the plant in all
cotton and corn growing sections of the South; second,
the recognized value of soybeans by the farmers as a land
builder and a forage crop; and, third, the cotton seed crushing
industry of the South is highly over-industrialized and is
clamoring for an auxiliary product to use in addition to
cotton seed, with which to keep their plants busy during their
slack periods. This situation will be more pronounced since
the Farm Bill was passed, curtailing the cotton acreage about
one third.
“My friend G.H. [George Heartsill] Banks, former
Director of our Rice Branch Experiment Station, refers to
Soybeans as being the triple threat crop of the legume plants:
first, as a soil builder, second, as a forage crop, and third,
as a grain crop. We will take up the merits of the plant in
their rotation. As a summer legume for soil building, we
believe most Southern Farmers will agree that the crop has
no superior and is better than most summer legumes. The
crop adapts itself to most every type of soil and will do well
wherever corn or cotton is grown.
“As a forage crop, we believe soy beans can be
produced cheaper per ton in the South than any other legume.
When the proper hay varieties are seeded, such as OTooTan
[Otootan] and Southern Laredos, yields of two to three and

one-half tons of hay per acre are being made, depending, of
course, upon the richness of the soil.
“In our opinion, however, the greatest possibility for
the crop in the South is as a grain producer. The farmers
of Illinois, Indiana and Iowa are finding soybeans very
profitable to grow on their very best and highest priced corn
land. These beans, as you know, are sold to the Soy Bean
crushing industry. This is a new industry that has sprung up
in the North in the past ten years, and in this connection, we
might say this industry is giving our cotton seed crushers
plenty of competition, which they would have been in better
shape to meet had they recognized the possibilities of Soy
Beans as an auxiliary crushing crop a decade ago.
“By encouraging the farmers of the South to go into
soybeans as a secondary money crop at that time, they
would now be in position to meet the soybean meal and oil
competition they are having, with the same product, which
has many more and varied uses than have cotton seed oil
and meal. when it is realized that the average amount of
lint cotton per acre produced in Arkansas and the South is
about 186 pounds, you can readily see the need of a rotation
crop, such as soy beans, to help rebuild and maintain the
productiveness of our soils.” Address: Stuttgart, Arkansas.
2746. Guerpel, H. de. 1938. Le soja–sa culture [The
soybean–Its culture]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique
102(4):126-27. Jan. 22. [Fre]
• Summary: “The cultivation of soybeans in France has
taken a great step forward this year, judging from the
numerous demands for samples of seeds from throughout
the country. We have sent seeds to 45 departments and have
received 100 letters from agronomists at research stations
that want to conduct agronomic trials.” From August to
September the soybean provides large quantities of an
excellent green forage.
2747. Hackleman, J.C. 1938. La soja y sus multiples usos
[The soybean and its multiple uses]. Hacienda (La) (Buffalo,
New York) 33(1):6-9. Jan.; (2):53-55. Feb. [Spa]
• Summary: Discusses the increasing soybean production
in the United States, the reasons for it, the value of the
soybean in crop rotations, its use as a soil improver, and
harvesting for hay and seed. A table shows the numerous
uses for the soybean and its oil and meal. Address: College
of Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois.
2748. Culbertson, C.C.; Beard, F.J.; Hammond, W.E.;
Thomas, B.H. 1938. The influence of soybeans and soybean
oilmeal upon the gains, feed requirements and character of
the fat when fed to growing and fattening spring pigs on
rape pasture–II. A.H. Leaflet [Animal Husbandry], Iowa
Agricultural Experiment Station, Cooperative Extension
Service No. 155. 4 p. Feb.
• Summary: This is a mimeographed leaflet. Contents:
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Introduction. The allotment and rations fed on good rape
pasture (includes cracked soybeans and soybean oilmeal).
The feeds and methods of feeding described (All feeds were
self fed. Manchu soybeans were used). The grades of certain
of the individual carcasses. Tables (1): Tankage, soybeans
and soybean oilmeal for growing and fattening pigs. (2)
Carcass firmness and grade (Tankage gives the hardest pork
{80.00}, but 5% soybeans and soybean oilmeal give the next
firmest {67.50% and 62.50%}). Address: Iowa Agric. Exp.
Station, Animal Husbandry Section, Ames, Iowa.

Tokyo 346.4
Cerna, roundnicka C.B. 342.7
C. 40 312.5
Of the varieties from which seeds were able to be
harvested, the three with the highest seeds yields per plant
(in gm) were:
Cerna C.F., var. roundnicka 10.4
Braunatna Wilenska 10.3
Amurskaya jaune 01 10.2. Address: Professeurs a
l’Institut agronomique.

2749. Journée, C.; Tilkin, F. 1938. Un essai de culture du
soja en Belgique [A soybean culture trial in Belgium].
Bulletin de l’Institut Agronomique et des Stations de
Recherches de Gembloux (Belgium) 7(1):5-13. Feb. [Fre;
dut; ger; eng]
• Summary: Prof. Damseaux (no citation given) has already
cultivated soybeans with the goal of seed production–but he
had little success. He concluded that in the average year, the
soybean would not mature seeds at Gembloux.
Only some of the 62 soybean varieties tested were able
to mature in Belgium. The yields of forage were fair but
the seed yields were very low. Table I gives the varieties
harvested in the vegetative state; there are 5 columns.
Soybean variety name. Country of origin. Date of harvest.
Number of plants harvested. Shortages (%). Average weight
per green plant (gm). Theoretical yield of green forage in
kg per ha (166,667 plants). From France: Yellow seeded
soybean from Vilmorin. Tokyo Dwarf Black from Vilmorin.
From USA: Mandarin. Illini. Mukden. Bansei. Dunfield.
From Argentina: Virginia. O-Too-Tan [Otootan]. Biloxi.
From Uruguay: Ednce [sic]. Tokyo. Laredo.
From Canada: A.K. (Harrow). Manchu. Mandarin.
O.G.C. No. 211
From Czechoslovakia: C. 141. C. 40. HnedaH’, var
roudnicka. CernaC.B., var. roudnicka. Yellow soybean, de
Schenck, Bruxelles. Sl.
From Germany: No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6.
Table II gives varieties from which seeds were
harvested. There are 11 columns: Soybean variety name.
Seed color. Sate of harvest. Number of plants harvested.
Shortages (%). Number of pods per plant. Number of seeds
per pod. Weight of the seeds per plant (gm). Theoretical yield
in kg of seeds per ha (166,667 plants). Weight of 1000 seeds
(gm).
In this table, new countries of origin are: Poland, USSR.
Soybean varieties which gave a yield of more than 300
gm per green plant are (in descending order):
A.K. Harrow 397.4
Virginia 376.1
O-Too-Tan 375.8
Dunfield 368.4
Mandarin 362.3
Ednce 354.8

2750. University of Arkansas, College of Agriculture,
Agricultural Experiment Station, Data Sheet. 1938. Soybean
variety experiment, 1930 to 1938, inclusive. No. 1-38. Feb.
• Summary: “Since 1930 a commercial Soybean Variety
Experiment has been conducted on the Rice Branch
Experiment Station for the purpose of studying the yielding
ability, earliness, character of growth, and other factors of
importance in soybean production. The number of varieties
used in this experiment has varied from year to year,...”
“Leaders in bean production over a long period of years
include Mamloxi, White Biloxi, Delnoshat, Arksoy, Delsta,
Delta 6677, Mammoth Brown, Brown Biloxi, Laredo, and
Virginia. Varieties that have been studied three years that are
showing promise include Looney No. 3, Palmetto, No. 3908,
F.P.I. 95727, Mamatan [Mamotan], Georgian, Monetta, and
Creole. Macoupin, an extra early variety, has some promise
particularly on good land and where earliness is desired. Red
Tanner, tested for the first time in 1938, appears to produce
more beans per acre than Laredo and is about equal to this
variety in hay yield. The Otootan, a late, viney [viny], blackseeded variety, leads in tons of cured hay per acre. Laredo,
Chiquita, F.P.I. 71570 Pee Dee, and Barchet are heavy
yielding, fine-stemmed hay beans.”
Note: Dan T. Gray is Director of the experiment station.
This information was collected by the Federal Writers’
Project of the W.P.A. in Arkansas in the late 1930s and early
1940s. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Fayetteville Arkansas;
Rice Branch Exp. Station, Stuttgart, Arkansas.
2751. Newlander, J.A.; Ellenberger, H.B.; Camburn, O.M.;
Jones, C.H. 1938. Digestibility of alfalfa, timothy, and
soybeans as silages and as hays. Vermont Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 430. 24 p. March.
• Summary: Soybean silage, as is, sun wilted, or with
molasses added was fed to cows. Address: Burlington.
2752. Woodward, T.E.; Shepherd, J.B. 1938. Methods of
making silage from grasses and legumes. USDA Technical
Bulletin No. 611. 33 p. March. See p. 18. [30 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans were used in the tenth trial. Address:
1. Senior dairy husbandman; 2. Assoc. dairy husbandman.
Both: Div. of dairy cattle breeding, feeding and management
investigations, Bureau of dairy industry.
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2753. Stoa, T.E. 1938. Soybeans–Have they a place in N.
Dak. [North Dakota]? Suggestions to growers who may be
wanting to try soybeans on their farms for the first time.
North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station, Agronomy
Mimeo. Circular No. 67. 3 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans for hay. How
to grow soybeans. This short circular discusses the place
of the crop and furnishes cultural directions. “Soybean
production on farms in North Dakota is relatively new.
Experiment Station tests which have been made show that
in order to produce ripe beans for market only the earliest
varieties can be used, and these may not always fully ripen
before fall frost. Growing season temperatures, length of
frost free period, and seasonal rainfall are factors that have
an important bearing on production of this crop in North
Dakota. Climatic conditions that favor corn production will
be favorable to soybeans, which means that soybeans will
have a better opportunity to do well and ripen in the southeastern counties than elsewhere in the state.
“Minsoy is the earliest yellow variety commercially
available, yields relatively good but grows rather short
and bears pods near the ground, making it a little more
difficult to harvest efficiently. At Fargo, Minsoy usually
blossoms in late July or early August. From 6 to 8 weeks
more, depending upon the ripening temperature, are usually
required after blossoming to bring the crop to maturity.
Manitoba Brown is a few days earlier than Minsoy but
shatters readily. Wisconsin Black blossoms a few days later
than Minsoy and grows taller. Yellow beans have preference
on the market. Habaro and Mandarin, yellow beans, are
from a few to several days later than Minsoy, grow taller and
are satisfactory when they can ripen completely. Varieties
like Manchu and Illini are usually too late to ripen here.”
Address: Agronomist, Fargo.
2754. Gouin, Raoul. 1938. Le soja, fourrage vert [The
soybean, green forage]. Agriculture Pratique (L’)
102(19):657-59. May 7. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Seeds. Manure and
bacteria. Varieties. Seed production. Harvest. Nutritive value.
From August to September the soybean provides large
quantities of an excellent green forage. A photo shows
nodules on the roots of soybean plants. Tables show: (1)
Green soybean forage. The three columns are: Coefficient of
digestibility of various nutrients. Before flowering (Corrado
Paci), Cremone / Crémone. Average (Lechartier) Britain.
The rows are: Dry matter. Crude protein. Oils and fats. Nonnitrogen extracts. Cellulose. Ash. Nutritive value as starch.
Medium yield per hectare. Units of starch per hectare.
(2) Production of soybean forage in 1934, 1935, and
1935. For each year gives the weight (in quintals) of green
forage (ranges from 240 to 325), the dry matter, percentage
of protein in the dry matter, amount of protein per hectare

(ranges from 82 to 87). Address: Ingenieur Agronome,
France.
2755. Malis, Oskar. 1938. Zkusenosti s pestovanim soje na
zelene krmeni v Polsku [The experience with cultivation of
soybeans as forage in Poland]. Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec
(Czech Farmer) 20(20):156. May 20. [Cze]
Address: Dr. V. Praze, Czechoslovakia.
2756. Beeson, K.E. 1938. Soybeans in Indiana. Indiana
(Purdue) Agricultural College, Extension Bulletin No. 231.
16 p. May. Revised in Feb. 1944 and 1955.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses. Soil building.
Green manure. Erosion. Inoculation. Seed storage and
selection. Varieties. Yellow varieties: Richland, Mandell,
Dunfield, Illini, Manchu. Colored soybeans. Bland and
brown soybeans: Kingwa, Wilson. Soil preparation and
time of seeding. Rate and method of seeding. Cultivation.
Harvesting for hay. Harvesting for seed. Future (about
750,000 acres of soybeans are grown each year in Indiana; of
these about half are harvested for commercial uses).
“Summary: From a few thousand acres grown in the
State twenty-five years ago to over three-quarters of a million
acres grown in l937 is the remarkable history of soybeans
which now rank as one of Indiana’s major crops with an
annual value of from fifteen to twenty million dollars. Need
for hay, and demand for seed promoted the early acreage
expansion. The adaptation of the combined harvesterthresher to corn belt conditions, and the development of
soybean oil mills made possible the expansion of soybean
acreage for cash crop purposes. Soybean oilmeal, oil, and
flour going into livestock feeding, human food and industrial
fields provide the outlets needed for these soybean products.
“Soybean hay is equal to red clover in feeding value.
“Soybean oilmeal compares favorably with other
supplements of similar protein content in livestock rations.
“Soybeans are not as effective soil builders as clovers
because much less residue is left in the soil.
“Under most soil conditions, soybeans should be used as
a supplementary legume to clovers in the rotation.
“Yields of small grain are usually benefited by soybeans,
but should be liberally fertilized with phosphate and potash.
“With a good cover crop such as wheat or rye following
solid seeded soybeans, danger of erosion is not great.
“Seed should be inoculated until soil in the producing
field carries abundant inoculation as indicated by many
nodules clustered on the roots of the soybeans.
“Varieties should be selected according to the section of
the State in which they are to be grown and the use for which
they are intended.
“A seed bed prepared as for corn, with thorough weed
control practices both before and after planting, is essential
for success with soybeans.
“For maximum feeding value of the hay, the seed should
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be well developed in the pod before harvest.
“Oil mills prefer yellow varieties that are rich in both oil
and protein.”
Photos show: (1) A farmer in a field of soybeans, seated
on a cultivator, pulled by two horses. “Cultivating soybeans
while weeds are in the ‘white’ is essential to weed control,
and helps struggling soybean plants through a crusted soil.
The rotary hoe is extensively used by growers. Cultivation
from shortly after seeding until soybeans are ten to twelve
inches high may be practiced.
(2) A farmer seated on a plow pulled by 5-6 mules in a
large field of soybeans. “A crop of soybeans plowed under
for green manure leaves as much nitrogen per acre as a good
crop of clover.”
(3) A farmer inoculating soybeans, standing with a
shovel in the back of his truck. “Inoculation should be
carried on for seed for each field until roots are covered with
an abundance of nodules.”
(4) Two farmers, one standing and one seated on a rig,
each pulled by a team of mules or horses. “Soybeans require
a thoroughly prepared seed bed.”
(5) Many piles of soybeans in a field. “Soybeans for hay
are widely used. Approximately half of the soybean acreage
annually is used for this purpose.
(6) “A combined harvester-thresher is extensively used
by farmers who produce soybeans as a cash crop.” Address:
Div. of Agronomy.
2757. Bratton, R.W.; Epple, W.F.; Wilbur, J.W.; Hilton, J.H.
1938. A study of some of the physico-chemical effects of
soybeans on the fat in cow’s milk (Abstract). J. of Dairy
Science 21(5):109-110 (Abst. #P16). May.
Address: Purdue Univ., Indiana.
2758. Grove, Ernest W. 1938. Soybeans in the United States;
Recent trends and present economic status. USDA Technical
Bulletin No. 619. 31 p. June. [30 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Development of the
soybean industry in the United States. Soybeans in the
world market: Relation of United States to world market
for soybeans. Soybean production in the U.S. Amount
of beans used for crushing: Soybean oil, soybean meal.
Factors affecting the price of soybeans. Present economic
position of the bean and its products: Soybean oil, soybean
meal, elasticity of demand, elasticity of supply, soybean
production.
Tables: (1) Production of soybeans in specified
countries. (2) Imports of soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean
cake and meal, U.S. 1912-36. (3) U.S. tariff rates on
soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean cake or meal, 1913-37.
(4) Soybeans: Acreage for hay, beans, and grazed or hoggedoff, U.S., 1924-37. (5) Soybean production, quantity crushed,
exports, change in stocks, quantity used for feed or seed,
and average farm price 1924-37. (6) Factory consumption

of soybean oil, by classes of products, 1931-36. (7) Factory
production, net imports, stocks, and disappearance of crude
soybean oil, 1922-36. (8) Production of soybean, cottonseed,
and linseed oil, 1922-36. (9) Production of high-protein fees
in the U.S., average 1928-32, annual 1933-36. (10) Value of
soybean oil and meal produced per bushel of soybeans, farm
price, and spread between farm price and total value, U.S.,
October 1922-September 1937. (11) Average price per pound
of soybean oil, linseed oil, and cottonseed oil, in tank carlots,
specified localities, by months, 1929-36. (12) Average price
per ton of soybean meal, cottonseed meal, and linseed meal,
bagged, specified markets, by months, 1929-36. (13) Total
acreage, acreage harvested for beans, yield per acre, and
production of soybeans in the U.S., and selected regions
and States, 1924-37. (14) Total acreage, acreage harvested
for hay, acreage grazed or hogged off, acreage harvested for
beans, yield per acre, and production of soybeans in the U.S.,
and selected regions and States, 1924-37.
Figures: (1) Graph. Acreage of soy beans for hay, beans,
grazed or hogged off, and equivalent of total solid acreage,
1924-1937. (2) Graph and bar chart. Production, utilization,
and average farm price of soybeans of soybeans, 1924-1936.
The price hit bottom in about 1931-33. (3) Map. Soybeans:
Total acreage in the United States, 1934. Each dot represents
1,000 acres. More than 99% of all soybeans are grown east
of the Mississippi River. (4) Map. Soybeans: Production in
the United States, 1934. Each dot represents 5,000 bushels.
The North Central States account for about 90% of total U.S.
production.
(5) Graphs. Value of oil and meal produced per bushel of
soybeans, Oct. 1930 to Sept. 1937. During 90% of this time,
the value of the meal in one bushel was worth more than
the value of the oil. The oil was worth more only from Aug.
1935 to April 1936.
(6) Bar chart. Factory consumption of soybean oil by
groups of industries, 1931-1936. “Before 1935, soybean
oil was used mostly as a drying oil. Its use in this field has
not decreased materially, but increases in production during
recent years have been accompanied by stronger demand for
edible oils. Consequently most of the larger supplies have
entered into the manufacture of food products, chiefly lard
substitutes, and soybean oil is now predominantly an edible
oil.”
(7) Graphs. Farm price of soybeans, value of oil
and meal produced, and spread between price and value,
Oct. 1933 to Sept. 1937. (8) Graphs. Prices of soybean,
cottonseed, and linseed oils at specified markets. Oct. 1929
to Sept. 1937. During most of this time, soybean oil was
generally the lowest in price of the three.
(9) Graphs. Prices of soybean, cottonseed, and linseed
meals at specified markets. Oct. 1929 to Sept. 1937. During
most of this time, cottonseed meal was generally the lowest
in price of the three. Address: Asst. Agricultural Economist,
USDA Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
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2759. McIlroy, G.G. 1938. Twenty years experience in
growing soybeans. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 37-42. 18th annual meeting. Held 12-14 Sept.
at Wooster and Columbus, Ohio.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Marketing. Planting.
Fertilizer. Harvesting. “I grew my first field of soybean on
the farm where I now live in 1909... I have had a tremendous
lot of satisfaction in observing skeptical neighbors, one after
the other, begin the production of large acreages of beans.
Today we are in the soybean center of Ohio where the crop
is generally considered profitable. Until 1930 or 1931 all the
beans I grew were sold for seed purposes...
“Until 1926 all beans grown were either ‘hogged off’
or harvested with a grain binder, shocked, and afterward
threshed with a regular separator. The grain binder-separator
method of harvesting was expensive and tedious harvesting,
and costs per bushel usually ran close to $0.50. Such a
cost would be disastrous today. A loss of 5% of the crop at
harvesting time was a minimum.” Address: Irwin, Ohio.
2760. Monroe, C.F. 1938. Soybeans and soybean products as
feed for dairy cattle. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 9-16. 18th annual meeting. Held 12-14 Sept.
at Wooster and Columbus, Ohio. [43 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans as a hay
for dairy cattle: compared to alfalfa hay. Other trials with
soybean hay. Soybeans for silage. Soybeans for grain:
Ground beans versus linseed meal. Ground soybeans
versus other protein supplements. Soybean oilmeal as a
protein substitute, Soybean versus soybean oilmeal. Effect
of soybeans on product. Effect of soybeans on vitamin A
content of butter. Summary.
A table shows the average production of milk and
butterfat as 2-year-olds of cows on a legume-hay and corn
ration. The three rations are: alfalfa and corn, soybean hay
and corn, clover hay and corn. The amount of both milk and
butterfat produced are much greater on the soybean hay and
corn ration.
“Summary: From the work herein reported it may be
said that soybeans make a very acceptable dairy roughage
and that ground soybean seed, as well as soybean oilmeal,
has proved an excellent high protein feed.
“There is a need for more feeding work with soybeans
and soybean products using longer feeding periods than in
the past. With trials of extended duration the long-time effect
of the feeds may be demonstrated. Some hazards attend the
assumption that 20 to 30 day tests results may be applied to a
program of 6 months’ continuous feeding, such as dairymen
follow during the winter season.” Address: Assoc. in Dairy
Industry, Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster, Ohio.
2761. Robison, W.L. 1938. Soybeans and soybean oilmeal
for pigs. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association

p. 18-22. 18th annual meeting. Held 12-14 Sept. at Wooster
and Columbus, Ohio.
• Summary: There are different ways in which soybeans can
be used for hogs. One of these is an annual or emergency
forage crop. Soybeans are usually ready for grazing in 6
to 8 weeks after the time of seeding. Soybean pasture is
of excellent quality and is especially palatable to pigs. In
seven Ohio comparisons with Dwarf Essex rape, the pigs
on each gained at approximately the same rate and required
approximately the same amount of concentrates per 100
pounds of gain produced. Since soybeans do not produce
much new growth after being grazed and do not withstand
frost, they do not carry as many pigs per acre or provide
grazing for as long a time as does Dwarf Essex rape.
Soybean pasture does not cause sun scalding or blistering
of the skin as rape sometimes does. Possibly the soybean
plant is also adapted to a wider range of conditions than is
rape. Like rape, soybean pasture is suitable for providing an
abundance of palatable green feed during mid-summer when
permanent pastures, such as bluegrass, may be of little worth.
For the reason pointed out later, soybeans should not be
pastured after the pods have filled.
“Green, leafy, sun-cured, leguminous hay is an
important ingredient of winter rations for swine. Such
hays furnish some protein, are rich in calcium and other
minerals, and are a source of vitamins, particularly vitamin D
which aids in bone formation and the prevention of rickets.
Although less commonly used, if it is of equal quality,
soybean hay would be expected to compare favorably
with alfalfa hay for hogs. The hay may be fed in racks or
ground and mixed with the supplement or other feed. For
growing and fattening pigs, it usually constitutes 20 to 25
percent of the supplement, or 3 to 5 percent of the total feed.
Leguminous hay should make up 10 percent or more of the
winter ration for pregnant sows.
“Although the green or dry foliage of the immature
soybean plant is excellent, there are serious drawbacks to the
beans or the grain portion of the plant as a feed for pigs. Like
corn or the small grains, soybeans are deficient in minerals
and vitamins. In many of the earlier trials, no minerals were
fed and no leguminous hay or other material supplying
vitamin D, when the pigs were kept in confinement, was
included in the ration. Soybeans are fairly high in protein.
Nevertheless, even when minerals and ground alfalfa were
fed, they were not satisfactory as a protein supplement to
corn for pigs that had no pasture and that were placed on
feed shortly after weaning time and carried to normal market
weights. Raw soybeans as a rule are distasteful to pigs.
“Under the above conditions, pigs fed soybeans were not
ready for market until two months later than similar pigs fed
tankage. They also took 73 pounds more feed per 100 pounds
of gain produced. With corn at 70 cents a bushel, tankage at
$2.50, ground alfalfa at $1.00, and minerals at $2.00 a 100
pounds, the soybeans had a comparative value of only 21
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cents a bushel.
“A study of a number of experiments showed that in
general the younger the pigs when they were placed on
feed the lower was the value obtained for the soybeans. The
various experiments with the feeding of raw soybeans may
be briefly summarized as follows: Soybeans were worth
more when minerals and ground alfalfa were included in the
ration than when they were not. Soybeans were worth less
for younger than for older pigs. Soybeans were worth more
for pigs on pasture than for those having no pasture. When
minerals were fed, well-grown shoats [shotes] were used
and the experiments were conducted on pasture, soybeans
produced as rapid and practically as efficient gains as
tankage.
“Cooking soybeans made them an effective supplement
even for pigs that were placed on feed soon after they were
weaned. Pigs fed boiled soybeans took more feed, gained
more rapidly, made greater gains per unit of feed, and were
ready for market earlier than similar pigs fed tankage. In
trials at the Indiana Station, roasted soybeans likewise
proved more effective than raw soybeans.
“If sufficient soybeans to balance corn, so far as the
protein is concerned, are fed to pigs that are not on pasture
and that are carried from shortly after weaning time until
they are finished for market, their pork will be soft. Soft pork
is objectionable to the consumer. The richness of soybeans
in oil, which is liquid at ordinary temperatures, is chiefly
responsible for their softening effect. Cooking the soybeans
does not greatly reduce the-danger of them producing soft
pork.
“Since, under one set of conditions, a given quantity of
soybeans may produce a fairly firm pork and under another
set of conditions a pork that is too soft, the maximum amount
of beans that can be fed without danger, set by different
investigators, has varied somewhat.
“The following statements are quoted from the reports
of some recent Iowa experiments:
“’It appears as though pigs can consume up to 5 percent
of their ration as soybeans without noticeably affecting the
firmness of their carcasses.’
“’Pigs fed a ration carrying more than 5 percent of
soybeans from weaning time to final marketing time are very
likely to produce softer carcasses than are desired by the
packer or the consumer.’
“’Swine feeders who intend to produce pigs which
will not yield undesirable carcasses must not feed soybeans
during the growing and fattening period in excess of 5
percent of the ration.’
“The unfavorable influence of soybeans on the quality
of pork cannot be disregarded without serious consequences
to the hog industry of the country. If soybeans do not exceed
5 percent of the ration, only about one-half bushel per pig
can be utilized. With a liberal supply available, one would
probably be tempted to feed larger amounts.

“In the manufacture of soybean oilmeal, a large share of
the oil is removed. Consequently, soybean oilmeal can be fed
to pigs as a protein concentrate without danger of producing
soft pork. As determined from the refractive indexes of the
back fat, no soft carcasses were found among those from 65
head of finished hogs that had received soybean oilmeal as a
supplement to corn in a test at the Ohio Station.
“In Bulletin 400 of the Indiana Station, Vestal and
Shrewsbury state: ‘Hogs fed tankage and soybean oilmeal as
supplements to corn will generally produce firm carcasses.’
“Culbertson, Thomas, Hammond, and Beard, in their
mimeographed A.H. [Animal Husbandry] Leaflet 146 of the
Iowa Station, state that: ‘The carcasses of the pigs in these
groups were firmer than those in the groups that consumed
appreciable amounts of whole soybeans–indicating that the
oil in the beans was the chief offender in producing soft
pork.’
“In their A.H. Leaflet 152 they conclude: ‘The soybean
oilmeal was a more satisfactory supplement than the
soybeans and in addition the pigs fed the soybean oil meal
produced carcasses with a considerably harder fat.’
“Another statement in their A.H. Leaflet 146 is that ‘The
combination of soybean oilmeal and meat meal tankage was
a high class grain balancer.’
“In early experiments with soybean oilmeals widely
different results were secured. In some instances, when it
was fortified with minerals, and also with ground alfalfa, in
case the pigs were not on pasture, soybean oilmeal compared
favorably with tankage. In others, it gave no better results
than raw soybeans.
“Comparisons of different soybean oilmeals were made.
A raw tasting meal, manufactured by the expeller process
and another manufactured by a solvent process were as
unsatisfactory as raw soybeans. A hydraulic meal and an
expeller meal having a roasted or nut-like taste ranked in the
order named but were both satisfactory supplements.
“The soybean oilmeals of today are of much higher
quality than those used in these early experiments. Different
methods are employed and a different extractive is used in
the production of solvent soybean oilmeal. Improvements
have likewise been made in the manufacture of hydraulic and
expeller soybean oilmeals.
“Since 1934 the Ohio State has conducted four trials
in which a rather flat or tasteless solvent soybean oilmeal,
a nut-like expeller soybean oilmeal, and a mixture of
tankage and linseed meal were compared for supplementing
corn, ground alfalfa, and minerals for pigs in dry lot. Pigs
receiving the three as named gained 0.84, 1.21, and 1.29
pounds daily; ate 3.98, 4.75, and 5.17 pounds of feed daily
a head, and required 473, 392, and 402 pounds of feed for
each 100 pounds of gain produced, respectively” Continued.
Address: Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Wooster, Ohio.
2762. Robison, W.L. 1938. Soybeans and soybean oilmeal
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for pigs (Continued–Document part II). Proceedings of
the American Soybean Association p. 18-22. 18th annual
meeting. Held 12-14 Sept. at Wooster and Columbus, Ohio.
• Summary: (Continued): “The rather flat or tasteless solvent
soybean oilmeal was compared with a toasted solvent meal
in three trials. The pigs fed the ration containing the toasted
meal gained 29 per cent more rapidly and required 10
percent less feed per unit of gain than those fed the ration
containing the rather flat or tasteless meal.
“In a single Ohio comparison, a nut-like expeller
soybean oilmeal and a hydraulic soybean oilmeal, made at
a higher temperature than was formerly used but at one that
is now regularly employed, produced gains at the rates of
1.23 and 1.34 pounds daily on requirements of 384 and 365
pounds of feed per 100 pounds of gain, respectively.
“In the three tests at the Wisconsin Station, pigs fed an
expeller meal, made at a relatively high temperature, and
others fed a hydraulic meal, made at the temperature now
employed, which is higher than was formerly used, gained at
the average rates of 1.19 and 1.33 pounds daily a head and
consumed averages of 403 and 389 pounds of feed per 100
pounds of gain produced, respectively. Meals of both types
which were made at lower temperatures than were those just
referred to produced slower gains and less gain per unit of
feed consumed.
“In our experience, soybean oilmeals having a pleasant,
roasted, nut-like taste and aroma are more palatable and have
a higher feeding value for pigs than those having a flat, or
disagreeable, raw, beany taste.
“A summary of seven dry lot trials in which soybean
oilmeal was compared with a mixture of tankage and linseed
meal shows that the pigs that received the ration containing
soybean oilmeal were not ready for market until 6 days later
but that they required 9 pounds less feed for each 100 pounds
of gain produced than did those with which they were
compared.
“In eleven comparisons on pasture, pigs receiving a
supplement of soybean oilmeal reached a given market
weight 4 days later and consumed 5 pounds more feed
per 100 pounds of gain than others receiving tankage.
Thus, there was but little difference in the merits of the
two supplements. The soybean oilmeal was fortified with
minerals. An experiment is in progress at the Ohio Station
in which the newer type of solvent soybean oilmeal, having
a pleasant, nut-like aroma, is being compared with meat and
bone scraps, with dry-rendered, 60 percent protein tankage,
with fish meal and with iron treated expeller cottonseed meal
as supplements to corn for pigs on mixed clover and alfalfa
pasture. Up to the present time or for eight weeks, the group
of pigs receiving soybean oilmeal has out-gained the other
groups. Although a pasture experiment is less exacting than a
dry lot trial, the results so far indicate that soybean oil-meals
having high feeding values for pigs are now being made by
each of the three processes of manufacture.

“Under dry lot conditions, combining soybean oilmeal
with some other protein-rich feed is probably preferable
to feeding it as the only protein concentrate in the ration.
Soybean oilmeal should be fortified with suitable minerals,
regardless of whether it is fed to pigs in dry lot or on pasture.
If the pigs are kept in confinement, some good quality
leguminous hay or other source of vitamin D should also be
included in the ration.” Address: Ohio Agric. Exp. Station,
Wooster, Ohio.
2763. Wiggans, R.G. 1938. Soybeans in the Northeast.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 3337. 18th annual meeting. Held 12-14 Sept. at Wooster and
Columbus, Ohio.
• Summary: “Soybeans in the northeastern United States
have not reached and probably never will reach the
importance they have attained in the corn belt. This actuality
or realism does not prevent a manifest interest in the crop,
neither does it mean that soybeans may not become of
considerable consequence in the area, and that possibly
with the proper varieties, cultural methods, and utilization
they might attain such proportions as to have an economic
influence on the production in the corn-belt.
“Northeastern agriculture is conservative, based on
diversification, and with a few exceptions can not be
considered a one-crop agriculture. Furthermore, in general
it is a region of small fields unadapted to the use of large
farm machinery. For these and other reasons it can hardly be
expected to be able to compete successfully with the great
agricultural areas to the west and south.
“Through the initial stages of introduction, experimental
trials, and development and expansion in production during
the past decades, the Northeast has not been entirely asleep.
Although largely outside of what has been and probably will
continue to be the main producing sections, this large border
or transitional area may in the end become a part of the
soybean belt. Such has been the agricultural history of other
crops introduced into new environments. With increased
knowledge of the crop, improved varieties, and repeated
experiments, the border areas of production are continuously
changing. What was once the frontier area becomes absorbed
and the frontier is driven back. The maturing of corn at 48
degrees north latitude on the Gaspe Peninsula and at 56 to
60 degrees in Sweden, as well soybean in southern England
at 53 degrees and in southern Sweden at 56 degrees, may be
cited as examples of this fact. The above-mentioned material
is at present in the experimental plantings at Ithaca, New
York. Many other examples might be given.
“It is reasonable, however, to conclude in the beginning
that with climatic restrictions, small units of tillable
land, unsuitable machinery, lack of adapted varieties,
cultural idiosyncrasies, uncertain utilization of the crop
and long distances from cash markets for surpluses or
for the main crop, all suggest that the northeastern area
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can not be expected to compete on an even basis with the
more favorably situated agricultural sections. A logical
supposition, based on the experiences of many farmers in the
area over a long period of time and the limited experiments
made on a scientific basis by investigators, would be that
soybeans in the Northeast offer the greatest promise as a
forage crop.
“I assume that this and Dr. Morse’s paper are supposed
to give a picture of the border areas of soybean production, a
task which becomes difficult because of a lack of published
information, an absence of statistical reports, a wide
diversification of conditions, and an inadequate fund of
direct information.
“The interest of the farmer in the Northeast in soybeans
as a possible home-grown addition to his limited highprotein animal food supply is of long standing, but the
interest of the general public has been manifest only since
the tremendous increase in production in the corn belt
and the publicity in connection with the use of the crop in
industry. The manifestation of these interests appears in
the increased correspondence of agronomists at all of the
agricultural experiment stations, more bulletins with a wider
distribution, large numbers of articles in the popular press,
exhibits at agricultural gatherings, and in numerous other
ways. Steece (1937) lists 21 active projects on soybeans at
8 state experiment stations in the area, involving studies
on culture, breeding, and utilization. The United States
Department of Agriculture has seen fit to report in 1937
production in 5 of the 11 states in the area, two more than
previously. The active cooperation of the United States
Department of Agriculture with the experiment stations in
the Northeast and a conscious effort to introduce varieties
which might logically be expected to be adapted, has
stimulated the efforts of station workers.
“In considering soybeans for the Northeast, the climatic
conditions are among the factors of greatest importance.
The climate of the higher elevations in West Virginia is
similar to a considerable acreage of agricultural land in
Pennsylvania, and even to the more favorable conditions in
New York. Maryland offers a climate not too different from
those prevalent in the regions of concentrated production.
The valleys of southern and central Pennsylvania also offer
fairly favorable environments for soybeans. New Jersey,
Connecticut, and Rhode Island are likewise favored as
compared to New York in general and the remaining New
England states. In the northern areas longer days, cooler
nights, higher humidity, and shorter seasons in general
introduce limiting factors to soybean production as well as to
the production of many other crops.
“The soils in the Northeast offer no particular difficulty
to the production of soybeans, in fact, the fertility in general
is such as to indicate the great need for increased legumes.
Generally, the addition of phosphorous gives a favorable
response in increased yields, and soybeans should seldom be

grown without the addition of phosphate in some form.
“The idiosyncrasies of the soybean crop seem to be
greater as the border-line areas are approached. The cultural
needs of soybeans in the Northeast are the same as in the
central area of production, but each necessary factor becomes
of the utmost importance and may easily be the limiting one.
The following illustrations may be given:
“1. As fertility decreases inoculation becomes more
and more essential. In the larger part of the Northeast there
is absolutely no chance for the soil to have been inoculated
previously. The value of reinoculation probably is greater
under such conditions.
“2. Depleted organic matter and heavier clay soils make
necessary greater care in the depth of seeding.
“3. The necessity of fertilization places an added
responsibility on the farmer in order to prevent the toxic
effect of direct contact of the fertilizer with the seed.
“4. Time of planting becomes more important because
of the necessity of utilizing every possible available day for
growing the crop to the stage of maturity desired.
“5. The rate of seeding fortunately offers little difficulty
provided there is an even distribution and the competition
with weeds is successfully eliminated. The soybean plant
has a surprising power of adjustment to space, provided the
space is free to be occupied.
“6. Weeds, including grass, present an even greater
problem in the Northeast than in the central area of
production. (I know you will not agree with me on this point,
but I am willing to argue the issue.) The essential reason
for this is universally recognized in the fact that soybeans
at best grow rather slowly during the seedling stage, and
that the best growth is secured under warm conditions, both
day and night. These ideal conditions are seldom present
in the greater part of the area under discussion, and never
present early in the season. Thus, conditions less favorable
for soybeans are at the same time more favorable for some of
their greatest competitors. All growers recognize the futility
of attempting to produce soybeans in active competition
with weeds early in the life cycle of the soybean plant.
Therefore, weed control becomes absolutely necessary
if a reasonable crop is to be expected. Probably the best
way to handle this situation is to do the cultivating before
seeding. Since seeding can not be too much delayed in the
Northeast, some form of cultivation capable of eliminating
most of the competing plants, and at the same time leaving
enough soybean plants to form a desirable stand, becomes
a necessity. Successful production of soybeans is next to
impossible without cultivation. The later the planting the less
cultivation is essential.” Continued. Address: Cornell Univ.
2764. Wiggans, R.G. 1938. Soybeans in the Northeast
(Continued–Document part II). Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association p. 33-37. 18th annual meeting. Held 1214 Sept. at Wooster and Columbus, Ohio.
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• Summary: (Continued): “Varieties adapted to the
environment and the purpose for which the crop is to be
grown are essential to satisfactory results with soybeans as
with other crops. With the diversity of climatic conditions
in the area assigned for discussion, a wide range of varieties
is to be expected, and this is just the situation. Beginning in
the southern portion, varieties for grain are similar to those
in the central areas of production with Manchu, Dunfield,
Illini, Mansoy, and Harbinsoy playing an important role.
Farther north these same and other varieties in the same class
of maturity become suitable for forage purposes and earlier
varieties, such as Early Manchu, O.A.C. 211, Cayuga, Early
Brown, and others, must be employed as grain producers.
New varieties better adapted and higher producing must
be found for the northern areas if soybeans for grain are to
become highly important. Selection within existing stocks,
a more thorough and continuous search for and introduction
of new sorts, and hybridization of present varieties offers a
promising field of research.
“The utilization of soybeans in the Northeast probably
interests this group more than any other. It is a live question
as to whether or not the increase in production of soybeans
for grain will be sufficient to influence the volume of
soybean meal shipped into the area. The Northeast offers
an important, if not the main, outlet for soybean meal from
this and regions farther to the west and south. The price of
proteins is a vital one to the dairy and poultry farmer in our
region. Anything he can, do to reduce his cost of production
will be highly acceptable. For many years he has been using
soybeans in a limited way as a crop to increase his supply
of legume forage. Now comes the question of producing
a home-grown high-protein concentrate to be mixed with
other home-grown feeds. The economics of this question is a
subject in itself and can well be discussed in this paper.
“Soybeans in the Northeast produced as hay, particularly
as an emergency crop, as a soiling crop, or as silage either
alone or with corn, are increasing in usefulness. This has
little influence on general soybean production, except to offer
an outlet for a certain amount of seed from the central areas
of production. The varieties generally suitable for the above
uses in the Northeast are the ones best suited for grain in the
central producing sections.
“The increase in the use of soybeans for such purposes
is well illustrated by the increased sales of two important
seed distributors in the northeast. A considerable percentage
of the increase is due to the increased use of soybeans with
corn for silage in New York. I am of the opinion that this
practice will continue to increase. Time prevents a discussion
of this particular problem.
“Soybeans for grain in the Northeast is a speculative
feature. Not only is there an appeal for the production of
a home-grown high-protein crop but the farmer is looking
for a cash crop, even as farmers have always looked for
such crops. The tremendous increases in production in the

past few years in the corn belt and the unlimited amount of
publicity given the subject has tended to bring this question
to the mind of every farmer in the area. Furthermore, it has
aroused to some extent the large processors and to a greater
extent prospective small processors in the possibility of
plants for processing locally grown seed. Just how this will
work itself out remains a question. The production of early
maturing varieties is on the increase for seed distribution and
for local grinding as a home-grown protein concentrate, with
a limited amount of surplus seed going to processors that
happen to be located for other reasons within a reasonable
distance. In this connection I might mention one farmer in
the New York area who is growing 205 acres this year and
distributed 1500 bushels of seed to his neighbors this past
spring.
“This rather general discussion of points of importance
in considering the subject of soybeans for the Northeast leads
to only general conclusions, which may be summarized in
the following statements: Interest in the crop is decidedly on
the increase.
“For satisfactory production, special attention must be
given to the cultural needs of the crop.
“The use of soybeans for forage will continue to have a
minor place in the agriculture of the Northeast. Their use for
this purpose may be expected to increase to a degree.
“The widespread use of soybeans as a grain crop awaits
the introduction of suitable varieties and the possibilities of
suitable means of disposal of the entire crop, or at least the
surplus part of the crop.
“Climatic conditions probably preclude, or at least
handicap to a high degree, any considerable production of
this crop in the Northeast.”
See also Wiggans 1937. “Soybeans in the northeast.”
Address: Cornell Univ.
2765. Winter, A.R. 1938. Soybean products as a feed for
poultry. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p.
22-24. 18th annual meeting. Held 12-14 Sept. at Wooster and
Columbus, Ohio.
• Summary: Contents: Soybean forage. Soybeans. Soybean
oilmeal. Mineral supplement is needed. Vitamine G
supplement is needed.
Tables: (1) Proteins fed vs. hatchability of fertile eggs.
The highest hatchability rate (64%) was from a basal ration
plus bluegrass range. (2) Type of roughage vs. Sherman
vitamine A units per gram. (3) Kinds of soybeans (the
best was “Soybean oilmeal–solvent extracted at 98 deg.
Centigrade”) vs. protein value (92) and relative vitamine G
content (3). Address: Dep. of Poultry Husbandry, Ohio State
Univ.
2766. Axtmayer, Joseph H.; Hernandez, G.R.; Cook, D.H.
1938. The nutritive values of some forage crops of Puerto
Rico. II. Legumes, grasses and a mixture. Puerto Rico Univ.
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J. of Agriculture 22(4):455-481. Oct. [9 ref]
• Summary: Soybean fodder was fed green to sheep. “Soy
beans in the full pod stage of maturity yield the highest value
for the total digestible nutrients followed closely by the
pigeon pea in the before-flowering stage.” Address: Dep. of
Chemistry, School of Tropical Medicine, San Juan, Puerto
Rico.
2767. Berg, D.J. v.d.; Toit, F.M. du. 1938. The soybean:
Its production and industrial use. Farming in South Africa
13(151):391-93. Oct.
• Summary: Part I, by Berg, is titled “Soybean production
in South Africa.” It discusses adaptation, uses of soybeans
as a fodder crop, for industrial purposes, and for human
consumption, cultural practices, and soybeans in diversified
farming systems. Concerning use in human foods, the author
notes: “But it is in the meal, after the oil is extracted, that its
greatest value lies. The meal contains nearly 43 per cent. of
protein, an ingredient so often absent from the diet of a very
large proportion of South Africa’s population. The value that
this meal, judiciously mixed with maize meal, would have in
the feeding of the working classes and the native population
of South Africa cannot be overemphasized.”
Part II, by Toit, is titled “The importance of the soybean
in industry.” Fig. 2 (photo) shows ten soybean food products,
including soybean flour (Soyolk, 7 lb), Worcestershire
sauce (Lea and Perrins), soybean biscuits, soybean cocoa,
soybean chocolate (Eden Chocolat au Soja), soft soap,
laundry soap, invalid and diabetic food, soybean meal, and
compressed soybean cake for stock feed. With the exception
of the chocolate and cocoa which originated in France, all
of these products were made in England. Fig. 3. shows auto
parts made of soybean protein and oil made at the Ford
River Rouge plant. “One firm in this country is treating and
milling soybeans and preparing a meal which is becoming
increasingly popular as a source of protein in the rations of
mine natives. This firm is to-day forced to import a large
proportion of its requirements owing to the low production
of soybeans in the Union.” Address: 1. Research Officer and
Superintendent, Summer Cereal Station, Kroonstad; 2. Field
Husbandry Section, Div. of Plant Industry.
2768. Hayward, J.W. 1938. Feeding soybeans and soybean
oil meal to dairy cattle. In: Soybean Nutritional Research
Council, ed. 1938. The Composition and Nutritive Properties
of Soybeans and Soybean Oil Meal; A Literature Review.
Chicago: SNRC. 62 p. See p. 38-43. Oct. [30 ref]
• Summary: “Dairy Calves: Investigators at Cornell
University [Ithaca, New York] have found that a properly
cooked soybean oil meal can be successfully substituted
for at least a part of the dried skimmilk in their calf starter
ration. The soybean oil meal ration which gave satisfactory
results in their experiments is as follows:”
Ground yellow corn 33.25%

Rolled oats (oat meal) 28.00%
Wheat bran 10.00%
Linseed meal 5.00%
White fish meal 3.00%
Dried skim milk 10.00%
Soybean oil meal 9.00%
Steamed bone meal 0.5%
Ground limestone 0.5%
Salt 0.5%
Cod-liver oil concentrate 0.25%
At Purdue University [Indiana], in two trials lasting 360
and 330 days respectively, Hilton, Wilbur, and Hauge (2)
fed eight calves on alfalfa hay and a grain ration containing
linseed meal, and eight calves on a comparable ration in
which ground raw soybeans were used in place of linseed
meal as a protein supplement. It was concluded from these
experiments that ground raw soybeans were equal to linseed
meal as a protein supplement in the grain ration for growing
heifer calves fed alfalfa hay. It seems logical to conclude,
however, that this experiment did not represent a critical test
of the growth promoting properties of the raw soybeans and
linseed meal. Later, these investigators (3) reported that a
ration consisting of clover hay, corn silage, and grain was
equally efficient in promoting growth of calves as a similar
ration supplemented with raw or roasted ground soybeans.
“Shoptaw (4) in a 70 day feeding experiment using eight
calves, compared the merits of cow’s milk with soybean milk
for use in rations for dairy calves. The soybean milk was
prepared by mixing one part of soybean flour with nine parts
of water. Grain and hay were fed ad libitum. The soybean
milk was found to be less efficient than the cow’s milk in this
particular experiment.
“Following extensive feeding experiments with several
protein supplements, Hunt (5) of the Virginia Agricultural
Experiment Station concludes the following: ‘Soybean (oil)
meal is rich in protein and therms net energy, palatable and
slightly laxative, tends to promote a sleek, oily coat, and
makes an excellent concentrate to supplement corn silage for
wintering dairy heifers, ranking first of the concentrates used.
This is a concentrate that should become very popular with
dairymen.’
“Dairy Cows-Milk Production: Early experiments (6, 7)
in this country to determine the feeding value of soybeans
for dairy cows compared the soybeans with cottonseed meal.
The results of these tests seemed to indicate that ground
soybeans were equal to cottonseed meal for milk production.
Moore and Cowsert (8) reported that ground soybeans were
superior to both cottonseed meal and soybean meal for the
production of butter fat.
“Gilchrist (9) of Armstrong College, England, found
soybean cake (soybean oil meal) slightly superior to
cottonseed cake for milk production. Six cows were fed
for six weeks on each protein supplement. The basal ration
consisted of hay, oatstraw, crushed oats, and roots.
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“Hansen (10) of the Royal Agricultural Academy of
Germany found soybean cake and linseed cake practically
equal in feed value for milk production when added to a
basal ration of hay, bran, and sugar beet chips. No ill effects
resulted although four to seven pounds of soybean cake were
fed daily.
“Several investigators (11, 12, 13, 14, 15) in this country
have reported that cracked or ground soybeans are practically
equal or slightly superior to linseed oil meal when used as a
protein supplement in the grain ration for milking cows. The
feeding periods for these tests were from 28 to 40 days. In
most cases the double reversal system of feeding was used
and the data collected during the first week, or in some cases
the first two weeks, following the exchange of rations were
discarded in the hope of avoiding the carry-over effects of
the previous ration.
“The workers (12) at Purdue University reported that
soybean oil meal was_ at least equal to linseed meal for milk
and fat production, whereas ground soybeans gave better
results than either soybean oil meal or linseed meal. Hayden
and Perkins (14) and McCandlish and Weaver (16) reported
similar results for soybean oil meal vs. linseed meal, but the
results at the Ohio Station (14) did not point to any clear-cut
advantage for ground soybeans over soybean oil meal.
“Tomhave (17) of the Delaware Agricultural Experiment
Station concluded following feeding experiments with dairy
cows that soybean oil meal, due to its higher protein content,
had a higher value per ton than peanut meal. He also reported
for similar reasons that soybean oil meal has a higher value
per ton than ground soybeans. Experiments at the Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station (18), designed to measure
protein efficiency of certain feedstuffs, showed peanut meal
to be superior to soybean oil meal in protein efficiency
and soybean oil meal superior to cottonseed meal in these
regards. Attention is called to the fact that at least up to the
time the above experiments were conducted with dairy cows,
the soybean processors were not generally aware of the
importance of heat in producing a high quality soybean oil
meal, and therefore it is possible that much of the soybean oil
meal used did not contain protein with a maximum feeding
value.
“In many cases the previously cited investigators
reporting a rather satisfactory feeding value for soybeans
have failed to give serious. consideration to the effect that
soybeans have upon the composition of milk and butter
due to the high content of a ‘soft-fat producing’ oil in the
soybeans. However, it has been pointed out by certain
workers (13, 14, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24) that the feeding of
soybeans or soybean oil in any appreciable quantity to dairy
cows causes the body of the butter produced to be noticeably
soft.
Nevens (22) of the Illinois Station summarizes the
situation very well in the following remarks: ‘When ground
soybeans formed 10 to 25 per cent of the grain mixture and

clover hay the roughage, the flavor of the products was not
affected, but when the higher proportions of beans were fed,
the body of the butter was slightly gummy. This lowered the
score of the butter one to two points, which, of course, is an
objection from the commercial standpoint.’
“Horn and Muhl (23) have made similar observations
and have considered in addition the effect of solvent
extracted soybean oil meal upon yield of milk and fat
and the effect upon butter quality. The results of their
investigations have been summarized as follows: ‘In two
period experiments with 5 and 3 cows, in which soya beans
were substituted for not more than 35 per cent of the total
concentrates, a small increase in the yield of milk and fat
was recorded. Percentage of fat and the general composition
of the milk were unaffected, but the butter made from it was
soft and soya-like in aroma. This defect was eliminated when
30 per cent palm kernel cake was also fed. Similar effects
on yields of milk and fat were obtained with extracted soya
meal, in this case without detriment to the quality of the
butter.’
“Sheehy (25) of the University College of Dublin
reported on the results of feeding experiments extending over
a period of three years (1928-1931), intended to determine
the effect of dietary fat (or oil) on the fat content of cow’s
milk. These experiments differed from those frequently
reported in that the observations on variations of milk fat
were made under conditions where the milk yield was held
as constant as possible. These tests showed that the feeding
of 10 ounces of soybean oil daily for nine days, in addition
to the roughage and grain ration, did not cause any increase
in the butter fat produced. It is interesting to note that these
results were obtained when the grain ration contained only
1.8 per cent of fat. In consequence of this observation and
similar ones where other oils were fed, it was concluded that
a production ration containing 1.8 per cent of fat supplied a
diet which was capable of supporting the maximum yield of
butter fat in milk.
“There is another serious objection to the feeding of
ground or whole soybeans to cattle that has been frequently
overlooked and that is the tendency of soybeans, because
of their high oil or fat content, to produce scours in cattle
when fed in any large quantities especially if the silage part
of the ration is restricted appreciably (26). This objection to
soybeans should not apply to soybean oil meal due to the fact
that in its manufacture most, or in some cases practically all,
of the soybean oil or fat has been removed.
“Effect of Feeding Soybeans and Soybean Oil Meal
Upon the Vitamin A Value of Butter: Wilbur, Hilton, and
Hauge (27) of Purdue University reported after preliminary
investigations that the inclusion of soybeans in rations for
dairy cows resulted in an inhibition of the transference
of vitamin A from the feed to the butter produced. This
suppressing factor present in the beans was apparently
thermostable since roasted soybeans had virtually the same
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effect as raw soybeans. Butters of fairly high vitamin A
value, however, could be produced even when soybeans were
used providing roughage of high vitamin A content was also
fed. Since the substitution of soybean hay for alfalfa hay in
the ration resulted in butter of slightly lower vitamin A value,
these investigators later (28) studied the effect the maturity
of the plants at harvest, had upon the vitamin A content of
the butter. They found young plants had no suppressing
action whatsoever, but those harvested after the beans were
well formed in the pods were significantly guilty. Apparently,
then, the beans alone contained this suppressing factor. In
a more recent publication (29), these workers reported on
their attempt to determine which particular fraction of the
bean carried it. They stated that in the removal of the oil, the
greater portion of this factor followed the oil, but a small
amount remained in the residue. They concluded from this
that the inhibition of the transference of vitamin A was not
due to the presence of the oil itself in the soybean. In these
experiments, the cattle were fed a roughage of alfalfa hay
and corn silage with a grain mixture containing 400 pounds
of ground white corn and 200 pounds of ground oats which
they supplemented with various protein concentrates. The
results they obtained expressed in vitamin A units per gram
of butter are as follows:” A complex table gives the results.
Later (3) these investigators attempted to remove the vitamin
A suppressing factor from soybean oil by adsorbents. They
found that activated carbon would remove a good portion of
this factor.
“These investigations are of theoretical interest, but it is
doubtful that the suppressing action of soybeans would have
much practical significance.” Address: USA.
2769. Peck, Lyman. 1938. Feeding soybean products to
beef cattle and sheep. In: Soybean Nutritional Research
Council, ed. 1938. The Composition and Nutritive Properties
of Soybeans and Soybean Oil Meal; A Literature Review.
Chicago: SNRC. 62 p. See p. 44-46. Oct. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Morrison’s Feeds and Feeding, 20th Edition,
states, ‘Because soybean oil meal is not high in fat like
soybeans, fattening cattle do not usually show the tendency
to tire of the feed during a long fattening period, as is
sometimes the case with soybeans. Also, there is much less
tendency to undue laxative effect with soybean oil meal.’
“’In three experiments with fattening calves in which
soybean oil meal has been directly compared with soybeans
as a protein supplement, the average daily gain on the
soybean oil meal has been 0.27 pounds greater. Also, the
selling price of the calves fed soybean oil meal has been
higher in each trial, the average difference being 42¢ per
hundredweight.’
“Gerlaugh at the Ohio Experiment Station (1) states,
‘Probably ten pounds of minerals per hundred pounds of
soybean oil meal is a minimum for rations which do not
include generous quantities of clover or alfalfa hay for

animal proteins... I know of no ration that is not better by
using a palatable soybean oil meal in place of soybeans...
We are hopeful that conditions will continue to encourage
the soybean crop and thus furnish soybean oil meal in
abundance, because either alone or in combination with other
proteins it is an excellent feed and its source is well located
for corn belt feed lots.’
“’The tests at the University of Illinois (2), a comparison
of soybean oil meal and cottonseed meal, for steers
averaging 1100 pounds... two year old steers receiving
soybean oil meal with a basal ration of ground corn, corn
silage, and alfalfa hay, made an average daily gain of 2.91
pounds, while similar cattle receiving cottonseed meal and
the same basal ration gained 2.77 pounds.’
“At Purdue University (3) they found soybean oil meal
was as efficient as cottonseed meal as a supplement to corn
in a ration for fattening steers. The steers gained 2.36 pounds
per day per head on soybean oil meal and 2.35 pounds on
cottonseed meal. The results of three trials are so nearly
identical in respect to the quantity of feed required per pound
of gain and the finish of the cattle that little doubt can exist
as to the fact that when cattle are fed under such conditions
as obtained in these trials, the effect of soybean oil meal and
cottonseed meal will be practically the same.
“Tests at the University of Tennessee (4) revealed the
fact that steers fed soybean oil meal made a faster gain and
the cost per pound of gain was lower than lots getting peanut
meal, cottonseed meal, or tankage.
“In tests conducted at the Iowa Agricultural Experiment
Station (5) using calves weighing about 450 pounds each,
the cost per 100 pounds of gain where soybean oil meal
was used were slightly under that of the lots fed linseed oil
meal, tankage and later linseed oil meal or of those started on
soybean oil meal and finished on linseed oil meal.
“Experiments at Iowa State College (6), ‘Last year in an
experiment with steers, linseed oil meal and soybean oil meal
proved to be more efficient balancers of a basal ration of
shelled corn, corn silage, alfalfa hay, salt and minerals, than
whole soybeans. The soybeans were fed at three different
levels, namely 1.0, 1.8, and 2.5 pounds per steer daily.
All of the steers fed whole soybeans ate less feed per day,
gained less, required more feed per unit of gain, and sold for
less money per 100 pounds than those fed either linseed or
soybean oil meal.’
“In the experiments reported in this trial the average
daily gain on soybean oil meal was 2.10 pounds, whereas the
gains where soybeans were fed light, medium, and heavy,
varied from 1.84 to 2.03.
“Sheep: In tests conducted at the University of Illinois
(7) soybean meal proved to be more palatable than ground
soybeans when fed to western lambs in two experiments. The
authors conclude, ‘Soybean oil meal used as a supplement to
shelled corn and soybean straw resulted in somewhat more
rapid gains and in the use of slightly less feed per hundred
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pounds than did linseed meal. The lambs getting soybean
oil meal had good appetites at all times, and were never “off
feed.”’
“Turk, Morrison, and Maynard (8) conducted
metabolism studies on growing wether lambs to determine
digestibility, storage, and biological value of the proteins
of soybean oil meal, corn gluten meal, and linseed meal.
Each of the feeds was added to a low nitrogen ration in
such amounts as to furnish a protein level of 10% with
approximately 1% additional being furnished by the
other ingredients of the ration. All rations were equalized
in energy content. The average coefficients of apparent
digestibility for protein, the average percentage of protein
intake stored, and the average of the biological values of
the protein were, respectively, 67.0, 33.8, and 72.8 for the
soybean oil meal, 66.3, 26.5, and 65.7 for the corn gluten
meal, and 63.3, 26.7, and 67.7% for the linseed meal. These
data show the superiority of the protein of soybean oil meal
over those furnished by linseed meal, and corn gluten meal.
They indicate that it is possible to measure differences in
quality of protein using sheep and the N-valence type of
experimentation.” Address: USA.
2770. Scharrer, K.; Nebelsiek, H. 1938. Untersuchungen
ueber die Verdaulichkeit von Sojabohnenstroh und
Sojabohnenstroh-Melasse an Schafen [Investigations on the
digestibility of soybean straw and soybean straw-molasses
mixture for sheep]. Zeitschrift fuer Tierernaehrung und
Futtermittelkunde 1(1):72-81. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Four related experiments were conducted, all
involving soybean straw. The last two involved digestibility
trials with chopped and unchopped soybean straw plus
molasses. Soybean straw / hay and soybean straw meal were
fed to sheep. The nutritive value of these soybean products
for sheep is improved by heating.
Note: Melasse (molasses, treacle) is mentioned several
times. This journal is published by the Agrikulturchem. Inst.
Univ. Giessen. Address: Agricultural-chemical Inst. of the
Univ. of Giessen (Germany).
2771. Riede, W. 1938. The German soybean problem.
Translated from the German by G.M. Roseveare. Herbage
Reviews 6(4):245-58. Dec. [17 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Manchuria, the home of the
cultivated soybean. Monsoon climate, the original soybean
climate. Differences between the climates of Germany and
Manchuria. Fifteen years of breeding produces German
varieties. Long term experiments elucidate cultural technique
(rotation, soil, manuring, inoculation, sowing, cultivation,
harvesting). Experiments and observations indicate the
soybean regions (warmth is the most important factor).
Vernalization, planting out, and intercropping. Harvesting,
utilization, yield, prospects.
“Although many desiderata are still wanting, it must

be emphasized that the four bred strains certified in 1937,
namely Dieckmann’s Black No. 11, Dieckmann’s Greenyellow No. 18, Delitzsch Black and Giessen Black, are
entirely suitable for present needs. They are all mediumearly, that is to say, fully ripe in September or October in
accordance with region, situation, weather and cultural
technique. The victor in many years’ trials, Dieckmann’s
Black Soybean No, 11, is large-grained; all the others are
medium large-grained” (p. 249).
“Warmth is the most important factor in the growing
of soybeans [in Germany], for which reason the 19ºC. July
isotherm (Mainz-Main frontier–Silesian plain) and the 18ºC.
July isotherm (Bonn–Berlin–Lyck) are indicated.
“Especially good soybean regions are those in which
the 20ºC. period–that is to say, the period between the first
and last occurrence of a mean temperature of 20ºC.–lasts
for 100 days (Mannheim–Ludwigshafen), 90 days (Leeheim
-Oppenheim–Worms–Frankenthal–Speyer) or 80 days
(Freiburg, Hanau–Aschaffenburg–Frankfurt–Wiesbaden–
Bingen–Darmstadt–Dürkheim–Germerscheim–Landau–
Karlsruhe–Lauterburg–Friedrichshafen)...” (p. 251).
Vernalization, in general, means: Subjection of seeds
or seedlings to low temperature in order to hasten plant
development and flowering. But with the soybean there is
an additional meaning: “The soybean is one of the shortday plants which respond with hastened development to a
reduction in day length. The short-day manner of reaction
is present to a more or less marked degree in nearly all
varieties” (p. 253).
In Germany the soybean should be grown as a grain
crop, with the beans intended for human consumption.
“Grain yield varies from 12 to 26 dz. per hectare, on an
average a harvest of 16 dz per hectare may be anticipated.
To grow the soybean as a forage plant in Germany is nonadmissible until more productive and rapidly growing
varieties have been produced by breeding... It may be
mentioned in passing that soybean straw and soybean
chaff represent a good fodder” (p. 255). Note: One dz
(doppelzentner) = 100 kg.
Tables show: (1) Differences in the temperature and
precipitation of localities in Manchuria and Germany. (2)
Comparison of the total warmth of localities in Manchuria
and Germany. (3) Comparison of 1934 (a good soybean
year) and 1936 (a bad soybean year) at Bonn. (3a) Härle’s
phenological tables (Haerle’s) for various locations in
Germany. (4) Chemical composition of full flour [whole soy
flour, full-fat soy flour], extract meal, and straw. Address:
Bonn, Germany.
2772. Husbandry, D.; Husbandry, P. 1938. Feeding soybeans
and soybean oilmeal on Indiana farms. Indiana Agric.
Cooperative Extension, Bulletin No. 180. 8 p. *
Address: Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.
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2773. Ritzman, E.G.; Benedict, F.G. 1938. Nutritional
physiology of the adult ruminant. Carnegie Institution of
Washington Publication No. 494. p. 1-200. Washington, DC.
*
• Summary: Soybean hay was fed to cows.
2774. Abreu Velho, H. de L.; Gossweiler, John. 1938. A soja
[The soybean]. Luanda, Angola: Imprensa Nacional. 48 p.
(Conselho de defesa da producao e do comercio). [8 ref. Por]
• Summary: Cover title: Soja; o que os agricultores devem
saber sobre a sua cultura (Soya: What farmers must know
about its culture). The section titled “Possibilities of soybean
(soja) cultivation in Angola” (p. 34) states:
If, in the entire continent of Africa, with the exception
to a certain point of South Africa, soybean cultivation is
still in the experimental phase, we may say that in Angola
the first steps are still being taken. We now refer, although
superficially, to that fact regarding the production and the
principal varieties cultivated in different countries.
In Mozambique, in 1909-1910, trials were made of
this crop directed by a technician who dedicated himself
exclusively to these trials and, it appears, published a report
on this subject, which unfortunately we are not familiar with.
Regardless, the crop was abandoned, since we have heard or
read no mention of it at present.
Thus, regarding this crop in Africa, we only have
knowledge of the processes used and results obtained in the
Union of South Africa (6) which we will now describe.
The trials carried out at the experiment stations covered
some fifty varieties from the Orient and the United States of
America. One of the observations made is that two varieties
may give completely different results, thus [offering] the
possibility of adapting a variety not only to the special
conditions of a climate but also to the product to be obtained.
According to du Toit (6), the principal varieties of
soybeans cultivated are:
American Eebrow [sic, American Eyebrow]–plant erect
but not vigorous, 45 to 60 cm in height, reaching maturity
between 100 and 115 days; white flowers; green seeds with a
brown streak (hilum?; mancha) at the top; percentage of oil
17.97.
Morse–similar to Chinese White, 75 to 90 cm in height,
reaching maturity between 115-130 days; purple flowers;
yellow seeds; yield of oil around 18.07%.
American White–erect, 90 to 120 cm in height, reaching
maturity between 130-135 days; white flowers; yellow seeds;
yield of oil 16.0%.
Mammoth–erect, from 90 to 120 cm in height, reaching
maturity between 130 and 135 days; white flowers; yellow
seeds; around 16.5% oil.
Brown–branched, from 75 to 90 cm in height, reaching
maturity between 125-135 days; white flowers; brown seeds,
17.7% oil.
Chinese White–similar to Mammoth, with about 90 cm

in height, maturation between 110-125 days; white flowers;
yellow seeds; 17.2% oil.
Haberlandt–similar to the previous one, 75 to 90 cm
in height, reaching maturity between 106-120 days; white
flowers; yellow seeds; 19.17% oil. A.K.–similar to Chinese
White but less branching, about 60 cm in height, reaching
maturity between 104-120 days; purple flowers; yellow
seeds; 18.8% oil.
In Natal and East Griqualand (6) large areas are
commercially cultivated today; in the Transvaal cultivation is
less intense.
The areas cultivated are approximately 3,200 to 4,000
hectares in the first two regions and 1,200 in the Transvaal.
Soybeans enter in crop rotation as a forage (forragem)
green manure (adubo verde), and equally to produce beans
(grao) in humid regions, with rainfall of 750 to 1000 mm,
being very resistant to rust fungus (ferrugens). Generally, the
crop is planted in the summer alternating with maize (milho),
with seeding done ordinarily with a two-line planter; in
humid regions the spacing [between rows] is 75 cm and the
interval between plants varying from 5 to 8 cm.
The first tilling is done in the winter to a depth of 20
cm and the tilling of the seedbed (sementeira), a short time
before [planting], is done to 8 cm. The crop also receives
two or three weedings with hoes. Generally, [chemical]
fertilizing is not done, and when practiced it is solely with
superphosphate at a rate of 225 kilograms per hectare.
When the crop is to be used as a forage, as soon as the pods
(vagens) are well-formed, it is harvested in the usual manner.
When the crop is destined for the production of beans, and as
there do not yet exist in the Union [of South Africa] varieties
that do not open the pods at maturation, plants are pulled
up or cut off before complete ripening, dried, and the beans
removed by hand or machine. On average the production is
from 2,450 to 4,900 kilograms of hay (feno) and 996 to 1,494
kilograms of beans per hectare.
Soybeans are not used for human consumption. The
introduction of soy meal (farinha de soja) into the food
rations of native people was tried, but the price of this meal
is higher than that of others.
Hay is used for the feeding of cattle, especially for milk
cows.
Soybean oil (óleo de soja) is used in industry and in
food preparation. In importance, it follows that of peanut oil.
Although on a relatively small scale, some trials have
been carried out in Angola with soybean cultivation.
At the Cotton Experimental Station (Estaçao
Experimental do Algodao) in Catete, some trials were
carried out in 1929 and 1930 with a yellow variety for the
purpose of studying the crop in rotation with cotton and
maize. The seeds were fresh (fresca) and because of this
their germination was rapid and uniform, but in none of the
seedbeds did the plants pass 30 cm in height.
The inoculation of the soil by bacteria nodules (nódulos
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das bactérias) was not always done, nevertheless production
was always normal both in the cold season as well as the
warm. The vegetative cycle was always less than 90 days.
The best results were obtained in the Chernozem
(Chernosem) soils of Catete (black soils) with seeding during
the last 8 days of April.
Because of that, we suppose that this would be the best
time for planting on those lands. At the Upland Polyculture
Experimental Station (Estaçao Experimental de Policultura
Planáltica) at Bié, in the years 1928 to 1931, soybeans were
among the plants in trials for the study of green fertilizers.
We transcribe the following section from the report presented
by the director, published in the Bulletin of the Directorate
of the Agricultural and Commerce Services, year IV,
numbers 12-15, 1931 (Boletim da Direcçao dos Serviços
de Agricultura e Comércio): “Among the plants whose
introduction has been attempted, two at this time merit
special attention, Soja hispida and Macuna utilis.
“Regarding the first, I carried out a small trial last year
with seeds obtained directly and with others furnished by
the Directorate of Services; regarding the results I transcribe
the information given in my note no. 10 of 15 July 1930: on
5 March I planted a small quantity of soybeans, about 20 g
of seeds–8 kg per hectare; they sprouted very well but the
development of beans was very rapid, certainly because of
climatic factors, and thus the plants grew only to a height of
15 to 20 cm. Production was 80 g, that is, 36 kg per hectare,
and was certainly influenced by the small growth of the
plants.
“This year, seedbeds have been prepared every ten days
since 20 October, and up to now the results, still needing
finalization, are not more promising than those of the first
trial.
“But, as it appears, the plant is particularly demanding
regarding the characteristics of the soil in which the action of
toxic factors (iron, manganese, and aluminum) [parentheses
in the original] have especially great influence” [End of
quoted passage] (Continued). Address: Angola.
2775. Latta, William Carroll. 1938. Outline history of
Indiana agriculture. Indiana: Alpha Lambda Chapter of
Epsilon Sigma Phi in Cooperation with Purdue University
Agric. Exp. Station and the Dept. of Agric. Extension and
the Indiana County Agricultural Agents Assoc. 372 p. For
soybeans, see p. 146-47, 353-55, 371. [2 soy ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans–Soybeans closely followed cow peas
into Indiana. It is reported that this crop was introduced into
Bartholomew, Dearborn, Fountain, Hendricks, Huntington,
LaGrange, Randolph and Washington Counties prior to 1900.
The fact that it is now doubtless grown in every county of
the state shows that its spread has been rapid. Like other
legumes, the soybean is a valuable soil-renewing crop. It is
chiefly grown in Indiana, however, for its seed, which has a
high feeding value as a supplement to corn... Some dairymen

consider soybean hay superior to alfalfa or red clover in the
production of milk.”
Table 2, titled “Approximate year of introduction of
improved crops and farm practices” (p. 353-55) gives the
dates that soybeans were introduced into various Indiana
counties. Some of the earliest (in chronological order)
were: Hendricks 1888, LaGrange 1893, Bartholomew
1895, Dearborn 1895, Huntington 1895, Washington 1895.
Randolph 1897, Fountain 1898, Allen 1900, Cass 1900,
Delaware Co. 1900, Elkhart 1900, Jay 1900, Marshall 1900,
Ohio Co. 1900, Orange Co. 1900, Porter 1900, Union 1900.
Note 1. This document contains the earliest clear date
seen for the cultivation of soybeans in Indiana (1888 in
Hendricks County); those soybeans were almost certainly
grown by Adrian Parsons. However page 371 states (in
error) that soybeans were introduced to Indiana in 1910. Yet
Soyfoods Center research indicates that the soybean may
have been grown in Indiana at an even earlier date by G.
Champley of Oxford, Benton County (in Jan. 1856 he wrote
to the Agricultural Division of the Patent Office requesting
seeds of the Japan pea = soybeans), and perhaps by L.D.
Brown of Tippecanoe County by 1885.
Note 2. Some of the “earliest” dates in this table seem
incorrect. In Carroll Co., soybeans were first grown in 1896
or 1898 by Solomon Fouts (see Indiana Farmer’s Guide.
1920. Sept. p. 1728-29), then in 1902 by Taylor Fouts, not in
1908 as the table shows. In Tippecanoe Co., soybeans were
first grown in 1892 at the Indiana Experiment Station (see
Plumb 1894), not in 1913 as the table shows. In Hamilton
Co., soybeans were grown by about 1897-98 (See letter from
L.W. published in Indiana Farmer, 1 Feb. 1902, p. 3), not in
1910 as the table shows.
The section titled “The author” (p. 5-7) notes that
William Carroll Latta (1850-1935) was especially well
qualified to write this book. He was born on 9 March 1850
on a farm in LaPorte County, Indiana, “but grew to manhood
on a farm in Noble County. In 1877 he graduated in
agriculture from Michigan State College and after teaching
rural schools for a few years returned to his alma mater for
a master’s degree, which he obtained in 1882. In August of
that year he came to Purdue University [established in 1869]
as a teacher of agriculture. Although some preliminary work
had been done, Prof. Latta really organized the first courses
in agriculture on the campus and taught all of them.
“Full of ambition and desirous of finding new facts for
farmers he instituted shortly after his arrival on the campus
the first experimental work in agriculture, laying out plots,
some of which have been in continuous use since the fall
of 1882, for experimental purposes...These experimental
plots served as a stepping stone to the much more extensive
program inaugurated after the Purdue University Experiment
Station came into being in 1887, almost five years after the
pioneer effort on the part of this farseeing instructor. When
the Experiment Station began to function as such, Professor
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Latta was one of the guiding hands in planning and carrying
through many of its projects.
“Realizing that information developed by research in
laboratory, fields, or feed lot meant little unless it could
be put to work by the actual farmer, Professor Latta early
conceived the idea of taking this new knowledge to the
farmers. He started holding farm meetings along the
highways and byways of Indiana to discuss current problems
of crop and livestock production, important topics to the
farmers of the state.
“These meetings were called farmers’ institutes. The
legislature of 1889 provided $5,000 to develop this type
of work. These meetings gained rapidly in popularity and
became an important medium of contact with the man on
the land. As many as a quarter million persons per year have
attended these institutes and more than 100,000 person a
year still find them sources of inspiration and information.
Thus, today, after almost half a century of service, the idea
developed by the tireless worker for the common good,
remains as a powerful force for the betterment of the state of
Indiana, a monument to the skill and zeal of Professor Latta.
“This brief review reveals Professor Latta as the founder
of teaching, research, and extension phases of agricultural
education in Indiana.”
In 1923, at his own request, he was relieved of his
more strenuous duties as State Leader of Institutes. But
“he continued as consulting specialist on the staff of the
Department of Agricultural Extension, that he might a history
of the field to which he had devoted his life. For this purpose
he not only drew from his own rich fund of knowledge but
also from the hundred of sources of information in the state
that he had learned to known through his years of activity.
Facts were assembled with painstaking care in every detail,
corrected and recorrected as he gathered more accurate
knowledge, until finally presented in their present form.
“The history was practically finished in 1930 but
Professor Latta continued his work, ever making more
complete the information in his crowning task, which
was completed only a few months before his final illness.
Because of lack of funds, the history was not published at
once, but was deferred until its sponsorship was undertaken
by Epsilon Sigma Phi, honorary fraternity for agricultural
extension...”
“No record of Professor Latta’s activities in the field of
agriculture would be complete without some reference to his
exemplary private life which was well summarized in one
paragraph from an editorial that appeared in the Lafayette
Journal and Courier at the time of his passing, December 22,
1935. It reads as follows:
“’The fifty-four years he serve the people as a forceful
factor in the development of the progressive usefulness of
Purdue University were golden years for both Professor Latta
and friends of the institution. The memory of this stately,
modest, serene, poised, and potent Christian gentleman, for

many years a familiar and courtly personality, will abide
long, a benediction and a blessing upon the lives and works
of all who knew him either as a teacher, associate, leader or
neighbor.”
Note 2. This book was published 2-3 years after Prof.
Latta’s death. A full-page photo (p. 3) shows Prof. Latta ate
age 80 writing at his desk. Address: Prof. of Agriculture
and Consulting Specialist, Dep. of Agricultural Extension,
Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.
2776. Miege, M.E. 1938. Les cultures complémentaires
au Maroc [Complementary crops in Morocco]. French
Morocco: Service de l’Agriculture et de la Colonisation. 339
p. Preface by J. Lefevre. Illust. Index. 22 cm. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Miège considered the extension of any crop
as subordinate to the utilization of varieties that withstood
drought and were high yielding. Within irrigated zones,
the soybean furnished yields of 14,000 to 16,000 kg/ha of
excellent green forage. But the seed yield was very small,
usually not exceeding 1,000 kg/ha when unirrigated. That
would not make the crop financially viable.
On the other hand, the bean can be used to make a great
variety of preparations: transformed into flour, into milk,
into cheese [tofu], or consumed green, dried, or grilled
[roasted], it enters into the daily feeding of several millions
of human beings, for whom it represents a very rich food, as
it contains, on average, 38 to 40% proteins, 16 to 22% lipids,
and 14 to 15% carbohydrates.
In Morocco, this legume has so far, only been used
on a small scale as forage or green manure; however, they
are beginning to use the beans, boiled or ground into flour,
to raise calves and baby pigs, as well as to make oil (in
Casablanca).
Note: “Complementary” in this sense means alternative,
secondary or additional to the main or primary crops. It
could also mean a source of protein and/or oil to make up for
a shortage of traditional protein and/or oil sources.
Also discusses: Peanuts (p. 20-25; 5 refs). Sesame (p.
52-55; 1 ref). Address: Director, Center for Agronomic
Research, French Morocco (Directeur du Centre de
Recherches Agronomiques du Maroc).
2777. Montreuil, J.E. 1938. Experimental Station,
l’Assomption, Que [Quebec]: Results of experiments 19301936 inclusive. In: 1938. Experimental Farms Reports
1930-1938, Branch Farm Reports (Eastern Edition). Ottawa,
Canada: Canada Department of Agriculture, Dominion
Experimental Farms. See p. 17-18.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the section on forage
plants. “Soybeans: Soybeans for grain.–At the request of
numerous farmers, commercial organizations and agricultural
county agents, the growing of soybeans was commenced in
1934 and continued in 1935 and 1936 with varying results.
The two varieties grown in 1934 and 1935 were Manitoba
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Brown and Mandarin... Manitoba Brown produced 22.77
bushels and Mandarin 25.95 bushels of the beans per acre.
In the case of both varieties the beans were of excellent
quality... In this district Manitoba Brown would probably
reach maturity in every normal year. Mandarin, however,
cannot be depended upon to mature seed unless planted very
early and on a warm soil. To make a success of soybean
growing in this district, a variety having yellow seed and
about as early in maturity as Manitoba Brown is necessary.”
“Soybeans for hay.–In 1935, five varieties of soybeans
were grown as a hay crop on a light sandy loam soil,
fertilized with about 400 pounds of a 3-12-10 chemical
fertilizer per acre. The beans were planted with a disk drill
May 21 and were harvested a little too ripe for best quality
fodder. The crop obtained was quite heavy but much more
difficult to cure than clover or alfalfa without a great loss of
leaves.”
A photo shows Mandarin and Manitoba Brown soybeans
varieties growing in rows in a field. Address: Superintendent
(of this station).
2778. Silva Cortes, Cesar. comp. 1938. El poroto soya [The
soybean]. Santiago, Chile: Ediciones Ercilla. 87 p. Illust.
Index. 19 cm (Colleccion Manuales Ercilla). [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: General outline off
its importance and use, composition of various legumes,
general characteristics of the meal (harina), oil, lecithin,
cake and other derivatives of the soybean (poroto soya). Part
I: Cultivation of the soybean. 1. Botanical characteristics of
the plant: Leaf, flowers, pods, seeds, roots and nodules. 2.
Varieties and desired characteristics: Various varieties, those
most suited to Chile, characteristics of other varieties. 3.
Cultivation of soybeans: Climate, the soil and its preparation,
fertilizers, inoculation of the seeds, planting, cultivation,
harvest, diseases, enemies, and their cures.
Part II: Utilization of the soybean. 1. Generalities:
Applications of the plant and its seeds. Summary of the uses.
2. Soy oil and its derivatives: Extraction of the oil, edible
oil, industrial uses of the oil, soya phosphatides and lecithin
(Fosfáticos y lecitina de soya), soybean cake, commercial
enzymes. 3. Soybeans in human nutrition: Green vegetable
soybeans (porotos verdes) and whole dry soybeans, soy
sprouts (vástagos de soya), soy flour (harina de soya),
nutritive and caloric value, types of flour, bread with soy
flour, doughs (pastas) and biscuits, sausages with soy flour,
soymilk (leche vegetal de soya), soybean curd (cuajada de
soya [tofu]). 4. Soya for livestock: Soybean straw, soybean
pasture (pasto), soya for silage, soybean hay, soybean hay
for animals to be slaughtered, soy meal (harina de soya) for
various animals.
A table (p. 19-20) lists soybean varieties suited for
different uses: For hay: Barchet, Chiquita, Goshen Prolific,
Laredo, Old Dominion, Otootan, Virginia. For green forage:
Dixie, Easycook, Hahto, Hollybrook, Mammoth Brown,

Mammoth Yellow, Southern Prolific, Tarheel Black, Tokio.
For silage: Biloxi, Mammoth Brown, Mammoth Yellow,
Tarheel Black, Tokio. For beans (oil, cakes, flour, etc.):
Biloxi, Chiquita, Dixie, Hollybrook, Mammoth Yellow,
Southern Prolific, Tokio, Ito San, Dunfield, Illini, Manchu.
Varieties most suited to Chile (p. 20): About 27 varieties
have been tested at various locations in Chile. Those which
gave the best results were Ito San, Dunfield, Illini, and
Manchu. Ito San gave good results from Aconcagua to BíoBío. It performed especially well at Maule, Ñuble, and BíoBío. Dunfield and Illini gave very good results in Curicó and
Talca. Manchu, which matures a little later than Ito San and
Dunfield, is very appropriate for the Central Zone.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 1998;
one of two documents) that uses the word “poroto” or
“porotos” in connection with soybeans.
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (June 2009) that uses the term porotos verdes to refer to
green vegetable soybeans.
Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen that uses the word “lecitina” to refer to lecithin, or the
term Fosfáticos y lecitina de soya to refer to phosphatides
and soy lecithin.
2779. Towle, R.S. 1938. Soybeans. University of Wyoming,
Sheridan Research and Extension Center, Annual Report.
• Summary: “The same varieties of this crop were planted
as last year. The stand was much better and there was a fair
growth generally. Several varieties were ready to cut for
forage between August 25 and September 1. Ogemaw and
Manitoba Brown were harvested for seed August 29, Cayuga
September 1, Macauley Manchu [sic, Macaulay Manchu]
September 8, and New York Manchu September 28. New
York Manchu yielded the most total forage 2,490 pounds
per acre, cured weight, but yielded only 389 pounds per acre
of grain. No. 65334 yielded the most grain, 587 pounds per
acre, but only 1,660 pounds total forage... Varieties grown as
a green vegetable produced well and matured the latter part
of August.” Address: Superintendent, Sheridan Field Station,
Sheridan, Wyoming.
2780. Demolon, A.; Dunez, A. 1939. Observations sur la
culture du Soja et l’inoculation des semences [Observations
on soybean cultivation and the inoculation of the seeds].
Comptes Rendus des Seances de l’Academie d’Agriculture de
France 25(8):361-68. March 1. [8 ref. Fre]
• Summary: In 1946 Demolon was Inspecteur General des
Stations et Laboratoires de France. Starts with a brief early
history of soybean culture in France. Gives a brief account
of trials of different soybean varieties conducted at Versailles
and 9 other localities in France, with specific reference to
inoculation. There is no doubt about the value of the soybean
as a forage crop in France, but the costs of production are
still too high. Once the best varieties have been determined,
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it is thought desirable to establish and maintain in France
a stock of seed of these varieties, to expand the practice of
seed inoculation, and to continue it until the soil acquires a
satisfactory infective capacity. Lack of adequate inoculation
may have been the key constraint limiting past yields.
Address: Centre de Recherches Agronomiques de Versailles.
2781. Farmers’ Weekly Review (The) (Illinois). 1939. About
soy beans. March 15. p. 1.
• Summary: “Illinois’ claim to the title of soy bean capital
of the world is to be strengthened by construction of another
soy bean processing plant at Decatur, center of the industry
in the State, according to the Bureau of State Promotion.
Spencer Kellogg and Sons Company, one of the nation’s
largest grain processing corporations, has announced it will
build a $200,000 plant there. Eighty acres of land have been
bought for the company.
“More than half of the nation’s soy bean and soy bean
hay crops are produced in Illinois.”
2782. Lloyd, J.W.; Burlison, W.L. 1939. Eighteen varieties
of edible soybeans: Their adaptability, acceptability, culture
and characteristics. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 453. p. 385-439. March.
• Summary: This is the most complete and interesting report
on this subject published up to this time. “The original
stock of most of the varieties of edible soybeans included in
these studies was supplied by W.J. Morse, Bureau of Plant
Industry, U.S. Department of Agriculture, who has inspected
the growing crops every year and given many helpful
suggestions... The Department of Home Economics has
supplied valuable data on a number of points and prepared
the directions for shelling and cooking the green soybeans
given at the back of this bulletin” (p. 383).
The authors use the two terms “edible soybeans” and
“vegetable-type soybeans” repeatedly and interchangeably
to refer to these soybeans which are especially adapted to
use as human food. By contrast “field types” are used for
manufacturing oil or industrial products, or for forage. The
edible or vegetable types can be consumed in either of two
forms: (1) As “green soybeans” or “green shelled beans,” or
(2) as “dry mature soybeans” or “dry, ripe soybeans,” or “dry
soybeans.”
Contents: Introduction. Distribution of seed for tests.
Results of the cooperative tests: Reports from home
gardeners, state institutions, market gardeners, and canners.
Range of adaptation: Northern and southern United States,
East and Middle West, Illinois reports concerning adaptation,
comparison of adaptability in Illinois and other states.
Performance of 18 varieties at Urbana: Relative earliness
of different varieties, duration of edible period, agronomic
characters, yields of dry beans, blossom, pod, and seed
characters, yields of shelled green beans. Market qualities
of the green soybeans. Protein and fat contents of the green

soybeans. Characteristics of the 18 different varieties: Very
early–Giant Green. Early–80494, Bansei, Fuji. Midseason–
Illini, Hokkaido, Jogun, Willomi, 80490-1, 89162, 84979,
87617. Late: Illington, Imperial, 87606, Funk Delicious,
Emperor, Higan (p. 401). One other variety (Kura, p. 387)
was not tested. Varieties recommended. Method of culture:
Time of planting, preparation of seedbed, distance and
depth of planting, equipment for planting (a beet-and-bean
drill pulled by two horses), inoculation of the seed, tillage.
Damage from rabbits and grasshoppers. Harvesting green
soybeans. Harvesting, curing, and threshing ripe soybeans.
Summary and conclusions. Directions for shelling and
cooking green soybeans.
While the University of Illinois Department of Home
Economics was doing palatability studies on vegetabletype soybeans, the agronomists were doing a parallel set of
studies from 1935-1938 on yields, cultural practices, time to
mature, and suitability for home and market gardeners. In the
spring of 1936, four varieties were available for distribution:
Fuji (81029), Higan (80475), Willomi (81044-1), and
Hokkaido (85666); packets of three of these were sent to
197 persons. Their 11 most recommended vegetable-type
soybeans contained an average of 40.7% protein on a dry
weight basis (range 36.4–42.9%) and an average 100-seed
weight of 28.0 gm (range: 21.2–31.9 gm). From the 100-200
interested home gardeners who were sent trial seed packets
each year came a very positive response. The vegetabletype soybeans were considered high yielding and resistant
to drought. “Several gardeners liking the soybeans because
they were available for use as a fresh vegetable at a season
of the year when vegetables in the home garden are likely to
be scarce.” But above all the gardeners reported that “Fresh
soybeans had a satisfying flavor” (p. 390): “They were
delicious... We like them better than peas or beans... I served
soybeans to all guests this summer and most everyone liked
them... Everyone who tried them said they were splendid...
We have never eaten beans as good... The beans were
delicious to eat and were universally liked by my family
and guests. In fact it took persuasion to leave any for seed.”
Other representative comments from the hundreds printed
in the report include: “I think the vegetable soy will soon
become a standard vegetable... I think it is only a question of
time until these beans are very popular.
Reports from market gardeners were also positive: “I
put some of the soybeans on our sales counter and found that
about 80% of the people who tried the beans once came back
for more.” In a large grocery store in Chicago directions
for shelling and cooking the green beans were furnished
with each purchase and over 1,200 lb were sold the month.
Canning companies reported that certain varieties made “a
very fine canned product, the appearance being very good
and the flavor excellent.”
Soon interest was widespread, with 3,000 requests for
seed from all states, Hawaii, and 7 foreign countries. Outside
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of Illinois, good results were obtained from cooperators
in Minnesota (Le Sueur), Wisconsin (Burnett county),
Idaho (Kamiah), Oregon (Florence, Dundee), Washington
(Kennewick, Vader), Montana (Bozeman), New Mexico
(Valley Ranch), Colorado (Edgewater, above 5,000 feet),
South Carolina, Arkansas, Kansas, and Texas (p. 394-96).
At the end of 1939 reports were received back from 810
people who had been sent seeds of vegetable-type soybeans
that spring; 80% reported success in growing a good crop
and 70% were enthusiastic about their quality as a green
vegetable.
Yields of green soybeans in the pods were roughly 218
bu/acre, while yields of shelled green soybeans averaged
6,350 lb/acre (range 7,100 for Giant Green to 6,000 lb for
Willomi). Green soybeans weigh, on average, 2.44 times as
much as after they are allowed to dry. It takes an average of
10.8 minutes to shell 1 lb of pods. Lloyd and Burlison rated
6 of the green vegetable soybeans as having a quality rating
(flavor, texture, and appearance) of very good: Hokkaido,
Jogun, Willomi, Imperial, Funk Delicious, and Emperor (p.
419).
Concerning harvesting green soybeans: “For commercial
canning, green soybeans could be harvested and handled
with the equipment usually employed in the handling of the
Henderson Bush lima for canning” (p. 435).
Tables show: (1) Relative earliness of the 18 varieties
grown at Urbana, Illinois, 1934-1938. For each variety for
all 3 years gives the number of days to blooming, number of
days to edible condition, and number of days to maturity. (2)
Duration of edible period of 13 varieties of soybeans grown
at Urbana, Illinois, 1937-1938. The duration was shortest
for the earliest varieties (10-11 days) and longest for the
latest varieties (17-20 days). (3) Agronomic characters of
18 varieties of soybeans grown at Urbana. For each variety
for 5 years gives the height of plant at maturity (inches),
average height, lodging, and shattering. Illini was the only
variety with no shattering. (4) Acre-yields of dry beans from
18 varieties of soybeans, Urbana, 1934-1938. Illini had the
highest 5-year average yield (33.6 bu/acre), followed by
Bansei (3.05 bu/acre). (5) Temperature and rainfall during
growing months for soybeans, Urbana, 1934-1938. Months:
May to Sept. (6) Yields of soybean seed from multiplication
plots, 14 varieties, Urbana, 1938. Illini had the highest yield,
39.3 bu/acre. (7) Blossom, pod, and seed characters of the
18 varieties of soybeans tested. For each variety gives: Color
of blossom. Color of pubescence. Color of seed. Color of
hilum. Shape of seed. Weight of 100 dry beans (an average
figure, computed from the weights of these beans for the
years 1934 thru 1938). (8) Weight of 100 dry soybeans, 18
varieties, Urbana, 1934-1938. Gives weights for a sample of
each variety for most of 5 crop years, plus the average. The
varieties with the largest seeds were Hokkaido (31.88 gm)
and Funk Delicious (31.65 gm). (9) Weights and shelling
percentages of 7 varieties of green vegetable soybeans,

Urbana, 1936. Gives for each variety: Weight of 100 pods
of green beans, weight of shelled beans from 100 pods,
shelling percentage (average 55.0; range 59.5–49.7), average
number of beans per pod (range: 1.62–2.24), weight of
100 green shelled beans (range 55.8–84.2 gm), and ratio
of weight of 100 green shelled beans to weight of 100 dry
beans (average 2.44 to 1). (10). Yields of green soybeans
shelled for canning, 1937 (Reported by canning company
for 6 varieties). Giant Green had the largest yield, 7,100 lb/
acre. Average 6,350 lb/acre. (11) Market qualities of the
18 varieties of green soybeans tested at Urbana: Color of
pods toward close of edible period, size of pods, size of
green beans, weight of shelled beans from 100 grams pods,
shelling time for 1 pound of pods (by hand; average 10.8
min), quality rating. (12). Protein and fat contents of the
mature soybeans of the 18 varieties tested at Urbana, crop
of 1938 (water-free basis). Protein averaged 40.73% (range
38.5–44.13). Fat averaged 20.47% (range 18.12–22.42).
Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “vegetable-type
soybeans” or that has the term “edible soybeans” in the title.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020)
that mentions the soybean variety Emperor. Address: 1. Chief
in Olericulture; 2. Chief in Crop Production. Both: Urbana,
Illinois.
2783. Zahnley, J.W. 1939. Soybean production in Kansas.
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 282.
28 p. March.
• Summary: This is a revised version of Bulletin 249 (Feb.
1930). Contents: Summary. Importance of soybeans in
Kansas. Utilization of soybeans. Soybeans as a soil builder.
Adaptation of soybeans. Production methods: Preparation of
the ground, inoculation, importance of good seed, time and
methods of planting. Seed production: Planting, cultivation,
harvesting, threshing, handling the threshed seed. Soybean
hay production: Planting soybeans for hay, harvesting for
hay, soybeans and cowpeas compared as hay crops. Growing
soybeans with corn. Varieties: Importance of choosing a
good variety, characteristics of a desirable variety, results
of variety tests at Manhattan, results of variety tests in
southeastern Kansas, yields in cooperative tests with farmers,
description of varieties.
“Although the soybean is still of relatively minor
importance as a crop in Kansas, the acreage has increased
more than fourfold during the ten-year period, 1925 to 1934.
A decrease during the period 1935 to 1938 may be attributed
to a reduction in the number of livestock and a marked
increase in the acreage of wheat in eastern Kansas.
“The increased interest in the crop is due largely to the
constant need for protein feed on the farm and the high cost
of protein concentrates [such as tankage, cottonseed meal,
and linseed meal].” “The utilization of the crop for hay has
increased gradually during the last ten years. In 1925, only
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23 percent of the total acreage in Kansas was harvested for
hay as against 45 percent in 1936.”
2784. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1939. Pennsylvania
six-weeks old pheasant plan. April 2. p. SM12.
• Summary: For the 1939 season, Pennsylvania has provided
for a limited distribution of six-weeks old pheasants to
sportsmen’s organizations for further rearing. The “pheasants
will be shipped, charges collect, or may be called for at a
designated game farm.” The applicant assumes all expenses.
Inside the holding pens, the soil must be thoroughly limed
and turned over in the spring. “Clover or rape or both must
be sown therein and Manchu soja beans, buckwheat, timothy,
millet, sunflower, kafir corn and field corn can be added.”
Note: This is the last document seen (Nov. 2006) in
the ProQuest database of major American newspapers that
contains the term “soja beans” (or “soja bean”).
2785. Wienerwald-Bote. 1939. Eine neue Einnahnsquelle
fuer den Bauern! Der Anbau der Sojabohne [A new source
of income for farmers! The cultivation of the soybean].
40(15):3. April 8. [Ger]
• Summary: One of the most important tasks of the food
economy of Greater Germany [Grossdeutschland–the
colloquial name for the Nazi-era name Grossdeutsches
Reich, meaning Germany proper plus all of the lands
that it had taken over and incorporated into the Reich]
is that of increasing the production of fat to the greatest
extent possible. The fat supply of Greater Germany is still
dependent upon the import from foreign countries, and
efforts are being made to produce as much fat as possible
in our own land. With these efforts, the cultivation of the
soybean (Sojabohne) is to be paid very special attention. It
is the only legume which in addition to the high content of
approximately forty percent protein also contains sixteen
to twenty-two percent excellent fat. Its cultivation must
therefore also be supported with all possible means in the
provincial farming community (Landesbauernschaft) in the
land of the Danube (Donauland).
Only recently were agreements reached with the Reich
by means of which the price for the 1939 soybean harvest
for all cultivation contracts that have been concluded
through the Soya Circle (Sojakreis; Schaffnergasse 6,
Vienna District I) has been set at 46.00 reichsmarks per
hundred kg ex delivery station of the producer. This price
shall be regarded for the time being as an introductory
price for 1939. It ought to make possible the expansion
of the cultivation of a plant that is so important for public
nutrition and for animal feed. This price offers to farmers
who grow soybeans (Sojabohnen) a very good exploitation
of the harvest. The soybean has the most favorable influence
upon crop rotation, it enriches the soil with nitrogen, and
it contributes overall to the improvement of the soil. The
seeds for sowing that are necessary for the cultivation, the

inoculant, and the instructions for the cultivation of soybeans
(Sojabohnenanbau) are all provided by the Soya Circle.
Ensuring Nutrition: The soybean thrives and matures
best in winegrowing and corn cultivation areas. The varieties
of soybeans that have been bred (Sojazuchtsorten) in the
Ostmark [Austria] can also be planted beyond these areas
in less favorable climate zones with good success. What
is most suitable for soybeans is a light loam soil. With
regard to the preceding crop [in a crop rotation], it is not
at all sensitive. And in the same manner, any crop may be
planted after it, but the most advantageous would be winter
wheat or summer wheat. With regard to fertilizing, it is to
be noted that the soybean does not tolerate barn manure
fertilizer. The nutrients that are necessary for it to flourish
are to be provided before planting in the form of commercial
fertilizers (Handelsdüngermittel). Planting is to be carried
out from early to mid-April on fields that had already been
plowed in the autumn which are then to be harrowed in the
spring.
Good soybeans ought to have a water content of ten
percent. The soy straw (Sojastroh) as chaff provides a good
fodder for cattle. But aside from its exploitation as a horn
crop (Hornfrucht: sic, probably Kornfrucht = seed crop), it
can also be mown in its green state and dried as hay, or else
siloed along with other green fodder plants such as silo corn
or sunflowers.
“The soybean is a valuable plant. It deserves to be
planted to a degree that is far higher than that which has
been done thus far for the ensuring of human and animal
nutrition. And that needs to occur all the more in the area
of the provincial farming community of the land of the
Danube, since broad areas there are especially suitable for
the successful cultivation of the soybean.
Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long
Beach, California.
Note 2. The German word “Ostmark” was first used
by the Nazis in 1939–the year after Anschluss. From the
Anschluss until 1939, the official name used was Land
Österreich. (“State of Austria”)
However Wikidata says: “Ostmark” was used from 14
October 1938 until 1939
“Reichsgaue der Ostmark” was used from 1940 until
1942.
“Alpen- und Donau-Reichsgaue” was used from 1942
until 1945
Note 3. The subtitle of this newspaper is Mitteilungsblatt
des westlichen Wienerwaldes [Bulletin of the western Vienna
Woods, that is, Vienna and Lower Austria].
2786. Coulter, Francis C. 1939. The soy bean: Important
plant. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan) 21(11-12):9-11.
April/May.
• Summary: From Seed World: An overview. Contents:
Introduction (Engelbert Kaempfer). Introduction to America
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(by Admiral Perry). The soybean at home (in China). The
garden soy (“the garden soybean” is edible green soybeans).
“The Soybean at Home: The Chinese have been growing
soybeans for 5,000 years. and naturally have developed
many uses for such a versatile commodity. As babies they
begin on bean milk, usually made at home from crushed
beans–but also to be had condensed in cans! They are
weaned on bean curd [tofu], the principal food [sic] of China
and Japan, made by treating the milk chemically. Salted bean
curd [fermented tofu] is the great breakfast dish, bean curd
fried in bean oil [fried tofu] is the appetizing delicacy for any
other time of the day and, so many are the varieties of soys,
you can have a whole meal from soup to nuts made only
of beans but looking and tasting like all the other things–
including the drinks.
“In the field it is pasture which enriches the ground on
which it grows; saved, it affords good hay while the beans
are threshed. If these go to the mills, which are almost as
common there as cotton gins are in our south, two great
products result; oil and cake. The oil is not only used
for food and cooking but is raw material for soap, paint,
glycerine and a dozen other purposes. The large, round, flat
slabs of bean cake, looking like old millstones, are as good
as money and have been used for it. They provide stock feed,
even human food in a pinch, and fertilizer. Mills are now
being built where soy cake is going to be transformed into
rayon.
“The soybeans of Manchuria are vital to the existence
of Japan, and that single fact explains her primary reason for
seizing the Land of Beans.
“With us, the soybean has up to the present meant first,
forage; second, industrial raw material; and third, by a long
way, food. As we are now growing about seven million acres
of it this crop is pretty well known, especially in the Corn
Belt, where it does best, but to get an idea of its potentialities
in industry let us look at what is being done by the Ford
Motor company, as told by R.H. McCarroll, chief chemist
at Dearborn, Michigan. They started in 1932 with a planting
of 8,000 acres and tried out some 300 varieties; now they
use 20,000 acres and are still expanding. The beans after
threshing and cleaning go into storage, from which they are
drawn as required, moisture conditioned and crushed into
flakes. These are treated to yield oil and meal.
“Of the oil, a gallon per car is used, half in enamel, and
half in glycerin for the shock absorbers. In addition, the
foundry uses 200,000 gallons a year for sand cores and other
large amounts are used in soaps and paints. New uses are
being found.
“From the meal a molding plastic is produced by
reaction with formaldehyde and from this are made gear shift
balls, switches, distributor parts, etc. It also provides glue,
size and other useful materials. Last year after 18 months
of work, the Ford technicians found a way to produce
a satisfactory fiber from it, which will be used for car

upholstery.
“In addition to what the chemists of the Ford Motor Co.
and other industrial users are doing, the U.S. department of
agriculture recently set up a research laboratory at Urbana,
Illinois, to study the chemistry of the soybean and seek new
applications of its products.”
2787. Langsford, E.L.; Thibodeaux, B.H. 1939. Plantation
organization and operation in the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta
area. USDA Technical Bulletin No. 682. 92 p. May. See p.
63-66, 69-70.
• Summary: “Introduction: The Yazoo-Mississippi Delta area
is one of the most highly specialized cotton-producing areas
in the world. A large percentage of the land in farms is in
large plantations ranging from 400 to several thousand acres,
and operated largely by tenants.”
Pages 63-66: “Soybeans for Seed: Soybeans grown in
the area, may be grouped into two major categories–largeseed and small-seed varieties. The large-seed varieties
produce a bushy stalk that is too coarse-stemmed for very
desirable hay, but the yield of seed under local conditions
is considerably higher than in the, case of the small-seed
varieties. The small-seed varieties, on the other hand,
produce an abundance of relatively fine-stemmed vines.
“Consequently, the soybeans grown commercially for
seed are principally of the large-seed varieties, while those
grown for hay usually are of the small-seed varieties. The
principal large-seed varieties grown on these plantations
were Mamloxi, Delsta, and Mamredo.
Fig. 17 is a yearly calendar: “Periods during which
operations are performed on soybeans for seed, and usual
distribution by months of man labor, mule work, and tractor
work per acre.
“Although soybeans are one of the principal hay crops,
the commercial production of beans has not been important.
On the basis of production data from the United States
census and an assumed yield of 15 bushels per acre, it is
estimated that approximately only 4 percent of the soybean
acreage in the area was harvested for seed in 1934. The
commercial production of soybean seed has been relatively
unimportant because of the greater comparative advantage
in producing cotton. On the basis of normal yields of 350
pounds of lint cotton and of 15 bushels of soybean seed per
acre, the relative prices of the two commodities have not
favored soybeans sufficiently to justify a material expansion
in the latter.
“Some planters have found it profitable to obtain special
equipment and engage in the enterprise on a commercial
basis, but their production of beans usually has been sold for
planting seed at prices substantially higher than prevail in
surplus-producing areas or than are paid for oil milling. This
local price advantage in a seed-deficit area would be lost
if production were to exceed the local demand for planting
seed and the surplus production were sold for processing.
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That would further reduce the competitive position of the
soybean-seed enterprise as compared with cotton.
“Soybean seed usually is produced commercially
only on plantations on which there are tractors and
combines, hence the data in table 30 and figure 17 are
based upon practices involving the use of such equipment.
Approximately 7 hours of man labor, 5 hours of tractor work,
and 1.5 hours of mule work are used per acre. The heaviest
labor demands of the crop are in May, when land preparation
is completed and planting is done, and in November, when
harvesting is done. There is considerable conflict with cotton
for labor and power during both of these periods.
“Soybeans for Hay: Annual legumes are the principal
hay crops. Census data for 1934 show that approximately 65
percent of the harvested acreage in hay and forage sorghums
in the 10 counties completely within the area was in annual
legumes. Of the acreage in annual legumes harvested or
grazed that year, 75 percent was in soybeans, 23 in cowpeas,
and the remainder in miscellaneous legumes like velvetbeans
and peanuts. Data on hay-production practices are presented
here for soybeans only because of the importance of the crop
in the area, but the production practices, labor, and power
used on crops like cowpeas and others with similar growth
characteristics are not materially different.
“Small-seed varieties of soybeans generally are planted
for hay because of their relatively abundant vine growth and
fineness of stalk as compared with the large-seed varieties.
The principal small-seed varieties grown on the plantations
studied were the Otootan and the Laredo. Soybeans for hay
usually are grown alone.
“The predominance of soybeans over alfalfa for hay
production is explained by the greater adaptability of the
former to a wide range of soil conditions. Satisfactory yields
of soybean hay are obtained on practically any well-drained,
productive soil in the area. Alfalfa, on the other hand, usually
cannot be successfully grown on acid soils unless lime is
added. “The usual production practices and amounts of
labor and power used in producing an acre of soybean hay
with mules and with tractors are shown in table 31. Data
are shown both for hay baled in the field and for hay hauled
loose to the barn. Soybean hay is baled for sale off the
plantation or to provide for greater ease in storing. Relatively
little soybean hay is produced commercially, although small
surpluses occasionally are sold.
“The usual distribution by months of the labor and
power used in producing soybean hay is shown in figure
18. There is considerable conflict in the labor demands
of soybeans and other crops, but the critical operation of
harvesting usually is performed before cotton picking starts
and at a time when the labor demands of other crops are
light.”
Figure 18 and tables 30 and 31 are explained in the text.
Address: 1. Agricultural economist; 2. Senior agricultural
economist. Both: Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

2788. Mihaeloff, S. 1939. L’utilité économique d’introduire
et d’encourager la culture du soja en Égypte [The
economic utility of introducing and encouraging the
culture of soybeans in Egypt]. Egypte Contemporaine (L’)
30(185):493-501. May. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The soybean is one of the most ancient and
important crops cultivated in East Asia. It is of interest both
as a food and industrial crop. From it is made the famous
liquid shoyu. Its flour is useful in making bread for diabetics,
a vegetable milk can be made from the seeds, and its casein
has many industrial applications. In France, Mr. J. Bordas,
Director of the Agronomic Research Station at Avignon,
has shown that it can play an important role in solving the
current agronomic and economic difficulties in France.
Various tables give the nutritional composition of soybean
seeds from Egypt and France. The author then discusses
soybean cultivation and production worldwide, including
Algeria. Based on this information, the author believes
that soybeans have a good chance of success in Egypt, and
should be tested in lower (north) Egypt, with tests gradually
moving toward upper (south) Egypt.
In addition to the role it can play as a human food,
the soybean can also be used as a feed for animals (in the
form of forage, defatted cake, or milk), and as a source of
vegetable oil.
Use of the oil (p. 500): 1. The British use it to replace
linseed oil, for the dissolution of rubber, in the production of
dynamite or margarine, as a lubricant for automobile motors,
and in making soaps. The soy protein (casein) can be used as
a binder for lime in agriculture, to make industrial plastics,
and as a substitute for gelatine in the manufacture of paper.
In short the soybean could play a very useful role in
Egyptian national economy. Address: Doctor of Sciences
(Docteur ès-sciences).
2789. Maynard, L.A.; Gardner, K.E.; Hodson, A. 1939.
Soybeans as a source of fat in the dairy ration. New York
(Cornell) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 722.
30 p. June. [29 ref]
• Summary: “Two experiments are reported in which
concentrate mixtures containing ground soybeans were
compared by the double-reversal system with mixtures
containing solvent-extracted soybean meal plus starch to
replace the removed fat... The results of these experiments
add to the evidence previously obtained at this Station that a
certain level of fat intake is important from the standpoint of
maximum milk and fat secretion. They also furnish evidence
that the use of ground soybeans is a satisfactory and practical
method of providing the fat needed.” Address: Ithaca, New
York.
2790. Williams, N.K.; Cannon, C.Y.; Espe, D.L. 1939. Two
methods of feeding soybean fat to cows and their effect
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on milk and butterfat production and on the nature of the
butterfat. J. of Dairy Science 22(6):442-43. June.
• Summary: “In one of a series of experiments on soybean
feeding conducted at the Iowa station, two groups of cows
were used in a double reversal trial of four week periods.”
Soybeans were used in one of the rations. Address: Iowa
Agric. Exp. Station, Ames.
2791. York, H.A. 1939. Growing soybeans in the YazooMississippi Delta. Mississippi Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 331. p. 1-31. June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Origin of the soybean,
soybeans in the United States, purpose of this bulletin. 1.
Soybean production: Methods of planting, culture, and
harvest: Preparation of the soybean, inoculation of soybeans,
method of planting, depth of seeding, rates of seeding,
dates of seeding. 2. Utilization of the soybean: Soybeans
with other crops, soybeans planted in corn, soybeans for
hay, soybeans for soil improvement, soybeans for pasture,
soybeans for grain, the soybean as a food. 3. Soybean
breeding. 4. Soybean varieties: Avoyelles, Biloxi, White
Biloxi, Chiquita, Delsta, Delnoshat, George Washington,
Haberlandt, Illini, Lexington, Laredo, Looney No. 2, Looney
No. 3, Mammoth Yellow, Mammoth Brown, Mamredo,
Mamloxi, Mamotan, Nanking, Norredo, Otootan, Peking,
Virginia, Wilson-Five. 5. Appendix: Northern v. southern
varieties, diseases, insects, pests, calcium arsenate injury.
Soybeans in hill sections of Mississippi.
Table 13, titled “Soybean varieties: Origin and
characteristics” (p. 30-31) lists 45 varieties, and for each
gives: Origin (introduction or selection, name of breeder,
state), year, flower color, [seed] coat color, plant type
(slender, erect, bushy or tips inclined to twine), height of
plant, and date of bloom. The varieties are: Avoyelles, Biloxi,
Charles, Chiquita, Clemson, Creole, Delnoshat, Delsta,
Delsta 51035, Delsta 51125, George Washington, Georgian,
Hayseed, Illini, Kingwa, Laredo, Looney No. 2, Looney No.
3, Mammoth Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Mamloxi, Mamloxi
Gray Pod, Mamloxi 5573, Mamloxi 5604, Mamotan,
Mamotan 51391, Mamredo, Mamredo 578, Mamredo 519,
Mamredo 535, Monetta, Nanking, Otootan, Palmetto, Pee
Dee, Peking, Tanloxi, Tanloxi Yellow, Tanner, Tokio, Tokio
Brown, Unknown, White Biloxi, Wilson, Yellow Biloxi.
Address: Agronomist, Delta Branch Exp. Station, Stoneville,
Mississippi.
2792. Good Health (Battle Creek, Michigan). 1939. Green
soybeans growing in favor. 74(7):219. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: Originally the soybean varieties planted in the
United States “were best adapted for forage and for industrial
uses, but the Federal authorities have been distributing seed
for raising edible types. Tests of eighteen kinds of soybeans
have been made at the University of Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station.” Through the cooperation of many

people, a large body of practical information has been
gathered.
“To cook the green beans, add a cup of boiling water and
three-quarters of a teaspoon of salt. Cover and cook for 10
minutes after boiling starts. Drain or season with butter or as
desired.
“The Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review reports
that the consumption of the soybean is increasing in Great
Britain; the importation amounted to 98,916 tons in 1937...
Germany, being highly scientific, has recognized very
clearly the qualities of this crop and imported 591,376 tons
in 1937... Russia has a soy institute in which the beans are
converted into milk and milk products.”
2793. Albert, A.R. 1939. Soybeans in central Wisconsin
on light sandy soils. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 10-12. 19th annual meeting. Held 11-12 Sept.
at Madison, Wisconsin.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties in use. Yields
per acre. Culture. Harvesting. Soybeans as green manure.
Soybeans for seed or grain. Soybeans for hay. Soybeans for
silage. Summary.
“The soybean crop was introduced on the light sandy
soils of central Wisconsin in about 1916, primarily as
an emergency hay crop.” “Varieties in use: Variety trials
have been conducted on Plainfield Sand at the Hancock
Experiment Farm intermittently since 1921. Grain
yields averaged about 10 bushels per acre with but slight
differences between Ito San, Manchu, Black Eyebrow,
and Mandarin. Of the hay varieties, the Wilson outyielded
Midwest, Peking, and Virginia. These latter do not mature [in
Wisconsin] and are not much used.
Recent trials of the newer varieties have indicated
possibilities in the Manchu No. 3, Mukden, Illini, Mandell,
and some others. The Manchu has become the most
popular soybean, and more recently the Manchu No. 3 is
coming in. Of the early varieties the Mandarin is preferred
to the Wisconsin Early Black because of higher podding
tendencies.”
Yields: “The yield of seed on light soils will range from
six to twenty bushels per acre, averaging about ten to twelve
bushels. The farm crop scheme in which soybeans have
been used usually relegates soybeans to the poorer soil with
consequent low yields.
“Yields of hay will range from one-half to one and onehalf tons per acre with an average of about one ton.”
2794. Bohstedt, G. 1939. The preparation and feeding value
of soybean silage. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 29-34. 19th annual meeting. Held 11-12 Sept.
at Madison, Wisconsin.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Aids to “pickling”
soybeans in the silo. How much molasses, acid, and the like
is necessary. Effect of acid on silo walls. Silage acids are
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food acids. Avoiding unfavorable fermentation. Reducing top
spoilage. What about pressure in a silo? Best time to ensile
soybeans. Ensiling soybeans with corn. Ensiling soybeans
by themselves. Avoiding loss of protein in soybean silage.
The chemical composition of soybean silage (it is nearly
twice as rich in protein as corn silage). How do cows eat
soybean silage? Recommendations and conclusions. Tables:
(1) Composition of soybean and corn silage. Composition of
soybean silages, wilted and unwilted. Treated and untreated
with molasses.
“How do cows eat soybean silage? Soybean silage
has repeatedly and successfully been fed to the cows of
the University of Wisconsin dairy herd. Various methods
of soybean silage preparation have been used: the A.I.V.
method, molasses, and green corn. None of the various
legume silages tried out has been found quite as palatable
as corn silage. Nevertheless cows with few exceptions have
readily eaten soybean silage, the same as alfalfa silage, in
amounts that corn silage is ordinarily eaten.
“It has been difficult to get the whole herd to eat all of
their roughage by way of legume silage. If as much legume
silage as reasonably possible is to be fed, it is usually best to
feed at least one-half of the normal amount of hay.
“With plenty of legume silage in the ration, and where
a good grade of legume hay or mixed legume and grass
hay is fed along with the legume silage, this together with
a home-grown grain mixture will easily balance the ration
for milking cows. No purchased protein concentrates are
necessary.
“The milk likewise is more apt to be high in the several
vitamins, including carotene, that make it a more nutritious
product than can be produced on ordinary winter rations.
“The cows have eaten corn-soybean silage more
readily than soybean silage alone. The protein content of
this mixture is usually still high enough to permit feeding
a home-grown grain mixture, if the hay that is fed is good
legume hay.
“Recommendations and conclusions: With the foregoing
observations in mind, care at silo filling time needs to be
taken with soybeans to insure the following results:
“1. A favorable moisture content–from about 65 to 75
per cent moisture, or conversely from about 25 to 35 per cent
dry matter. Very succulent green soybeans may need to wilt
in the sun for 2 or 3 hours. Where the pods are filling with
immature beans, wilting is not necessary.
“2. A good compaction in the silo and exclusion of
excess air through fine cutting in the ensilage cutter–3/8 inch
or preferably ¼ inch cut–also by
“3. Thorough tramping and distributing in the silo,
although tramping is not so necessary in a large, tall silo.
“4. Adding plenty of molasses–80 pounds or more per
ton, unless the cost should be prohibitive–or sufficient acid
or corn or sweet sorghum, as is done by mixing 1 part or
preferably 2 or more parts of corn or sweet sorghum with

every 1 part of soybeans. This treatment then should yield
“5. A reasonably high acid content–about pH 4, or not
weaker than pH 5.
“With these precautions there should result a palatable
and nutritious soybean silage, the kind that reduces or
eliminates the need for purchased protein concentrates and
at the same time supplies the other nutrients that are so very
necessary for milking cows, for breeding stock, and for
growing animals.” Address: Univ. of Wisconsin.
2795. Duffee, F.W. 1939. Putting up grass or legume silage.
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 4748. 19th annual meeting. Held 11-12 Sept. at Madison,
Wisconsin.
• Summary: Contents: What’s the idea? What crops?
When to harvest. How to harvest. Type of cutter. Applying
molasses. Checking the flow. Seal the silo. A photo shows
an “ensilage cutter equipped with molasses pump.” Address:
Agricultural College, Madison, Wisconsin.
2796. Mumford, H.W. 1939. A year’s progress in solving
farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report 50:1-351. For the year ended June 30,
1937.
• Summary: This report marks half a century of work by this
outstanding experiment station, whose annual reports are
now perhaps the best in the USA. The five main (and noble)
goals of this station are outlined by Mumford on pages 5-6.
Soybeans are discussed in the following sections and
pages: Soils and crop investigations: Soybean management
affects balance of nutrients in the soil (p. 32-35; Depletion
of basic nutrients is strongly affected by whether the
soybeans are plowed under as a green manure at maturity,
or harvested as hay at the full bloom or full pod stage, or
harvested for seed at maturity by the binder method or
the combine method. Nutrients examined are dry matter,
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, and magnesium.
If depleted nutrients are not returned to the soil, it will
gradually be depleted). Four recommendations set up for
handling [cultivating] soybean crop (p. 49). Better varieties
a key to future soybean development (p. 49-50; A bar chart
shows Illinois acreages for hay, beans, and total from 1927
to 1936. In 1925 bean acreage first permanently passed hay
acreage). Further improvement in soybean crop sought thru
breeding (p. 51-52; Discusses an “extension of the soybean
chromosome map” and “gene linkage”). Careless handling
may make legume inoculants worthless (p. 53-54). Recovery
of soybeans from hail injury is measured (p. 86-87).
Livestock investigations: Old- and new-process
soybean oilmeal compared as feed (p. 88; New process is
solvent extracted. Calves find old-process meal slightly
more palatable. “From the present evidence cattle feeders
are justified in choosing between new- and old-process
soybean meals on the basis of price, since there appears
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to be no significant difference in their feeding value. The
guaranteed protein content usually favors new-process meal.
Chemical analyses of the meals used disclosed no significant
difference in amount of protein present”). Corn substitutes
recommended only during corn scarcity (p. 89-91; Soybean
oilmeal is much better than cottonseed meal; dried brewers’
grains and oats give less gain). Labor saving is principal
gain in use of pasture for calves (p. 91-93). Nutritive value
of soybean proteins improved by heating (p. 93-95, by H.H.
Mitchell and Jessie R. Beadles; Heating soybeans at the
proper temperature for the proper time affects the amino
acids and raises the coefficient of digestibility and the
biological value of the protein. “The amino acid limiting the
value of the protein of the heated [or raw] bean is cystin”
[cystine]. Tests on 10 growing rats, based on nitrogen
balance studies, were confirmed in two ways. “Cystin added
to the cooked soybeans increased the growth promoting
value of the protein markedly).
Different varieties of soybeans differ in quality of
protein (p. 95-97). “In 1932 this station (Mitchell and
Smuts) was the first to demonstrate that soybean proteins are
deficient in the sulfur-containing amino acid cystin, a fact
that was later confirmed in other institutions.” The cystin
content is the main determinant of the “nutritive value of the
proteins of soybeans...” Table 18 shows this clearly.
Dairy investigations: Further tests show hybrid corn
valuable for silage (p. 155-56; “Soybeans ensiled alone
usually produce a bad-smelling, unpalatable silage which
does not keep well. The addition of molasses improves
the quality, but not very much). Delayed harvest increases
feeding value of soybean hay (p. 158-60; “By delaying the
harvesting of soybean hay until the seed is developed to half
its full size or more, much larger yields of hay are obtained
and the feeding value of a ton of hay is higher than that of
hay cut at an earlier stage.” Tables show: {1} Characteristics
and yields of soybean hay from different cuttings. {2}
Feeding value of soybean hay cut at different stages).
Entomology investigations: Special formula needed for
grasshopper bait in soybeans (p. 168).
Agricultural economic investigations: Farm costs
show less manpower now used for crops (p. 206-08; “For
a considerable time after the introduction of soybeans into
Illinois, there was a very general feeling that the cost of
growing the crop was so high that there was no profit in it,
except for seed purposes.” Since 1930 that has changed, and:
“Since 1932 soybeans have been one of the most profitable
crops in east-central Illinois”). Smaller combines coming
into wider use in Illinois (p. 208-09; The 5- and 8-foot cuts
are the most popular of the smaller sizes; the 12 foot cut is
the most popular of the larger sizes).
Agricultural engineering investigations: Small combines
have relatively more threshing capacity (p. 246-47; These
small combines cut strips 5 and 6 feet wide). Best power
and machines for soybean production studied (p. 247; “In

preparing the seedbed, the farmers used three distinct types
of plows, including the moldboard, the pulverator, and the
Wheatland disk plow. Some of the soybeans were drilled
solid and cultivated with a harrow and with a rotary hoe.
Others were drilled in rows, and a bean cultivator was used
where weed conditions made it advisable.” Labor, power
and machinery make up 35-40% of the total cost of soybean
production). Fuel gas from ground soybeans not feasible (p.
252-55; This gas is produced by fermentation).
Home economics investigations: Frozen soybeans now
bid for place among winter vegetables (p. 310-13; With the
advent of frozen fresh vegetables on the retail market, green
soybeans may become popular among winter vegetables).
Address: Dean and Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2797. Miege, M.E. 1939. Les possibilités de la culture
de soja au Maroc [Possibilities of soybean cultivation in
Morocco]. Bulletin des Matieres Grasses (Paris) 23(1112):248-49. Nov. [Fre]
• Summary: This is an extract from the work titled “Les
Cultures complementaires au Maroc” [Complementary Crops
in Morocco], which summarizes the extensive results of the
trials conducted over 20 years at the Centre de Recherches
Agronomiques du Maroc [Moroccan Center for Agronomic
Research] under the eminent direction of M.E. Miege. It
summarizes what one can look forward to from soya in the
protectorate of Morocco.
“Soybean culture is not yet developed in Morocco
although trials have been undertaken for about 15 years [i.e.
since about 1924]. This situation is due to the rather low
yields frequently obtained in unirrigated crops on a large
scale, and to the low market price for the seeds on the world
market.”
The situation is the same in Algeria. The cultivation of
soya as a forage grain seems perfectly possible in Morocco
and is likely to give good yields, especially around irrigated
areas or in the deep, fresh soils in the region of Rharb, which
seem very favorable to the development of this legume and
where one crop in the spring, escaping the risk of immersion
and flooding, will be especially appreciated.
Up until recently, soja cultivation has only been
undertaken sporadically and on very small surface areas.
Moreover, soybean produced in Morocco and used
domestically as a source of oil, can easily find an outlet in
the local commerce where this product has been enjoying
now for several years a growing appreciation among the
local population, mostly due to its lower cost (5 to 7 francs),
compared to the price of olive oil, that is much higher and
almost prohibitive (15 to 16 francs). Address: Directeur,
Centre de Recherches Agronomiques du Maroc.
2798. Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1939. Soybeans: Culture and
varieties. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1520 (Revised ed.).
39 p. Nov. Revision of April 1927 edition, further revised in
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1949.
• Summary: Contents: History. Description. Distribution and
production. Climatic adaptations. Soil preferences, Varieties
(classified by length of growing season into 7 groups,
and divided within each group into “Seed, forage, green
vegetable, and dry edible” types). Description of varieties
(describes 125 varieties). Preparation of the seedbed.
Fertilizers and lime. Inoculation. Time of seeding. Methods
of seeding. Rate of seeding. Depth of seeding. Cultivation.
Soybeans in rotations. Soybeans in mixtures. Soybeans
drilled in small grains. Cost of production. Insect enemies of
soybeans. Soybean diseases. Other enemies of soybeans.
“History: Ancient Chinese literature reveals that the
soybean was extensively cultivated and highly valued as
a food centuries before written records were kept. The
first record of the plant is contained in a materia medica
describing the plants of China, written by Emperor Sheng
Nung in 2838 B.C. Methods of culture, varieties for different
purposes, and numerous uses are repeatedly mentioned in
later records, indicating the soybean to be of very ancient
cultivation and perhaps one of the oldest crops grown by
man. It was considered the most important cultivated legume
and one of the five sacred grains essential to the existence
of Chinese civilization. Soybean seed was sown yearly with
great ceremony by the emperors of China, and poets through
the ages have extolled the virtues of the plant in its services
to humanity.
“The soybean was first made known to Europeans by
Engelbert Kaempfer, a German botanist, who spent 2 years,
1691-92, in Japan. Seed sent by Chinese missionaries was
planted as early as 1740 in botanic gardens in France...”
“Distribution and production: The soybean is grown
to a greater extent in Manchuria than in any other country
in the world. It occupies about 25 percent of the total
cultivated area and is relied upon by the Manchurian farmer
as a cash crop. China, Japan, and Chosen [Korea] are large
producers and the soybean is cultivated more or less also
in the Philippines, Siam, Cochin China, Netherland India
[later Indonesia], and India. In other parts of the world,
particularly Germany, England, Soviet Union, France,
Italy, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Mexico, Argentina, Cuba,
Canada, New South Wales, New Zealand, Algeria, Egypt,
British East Africa, South Africa, and Spain, various degrees
of success have been obtained.”
The section on diseases discusses the following: Purple
spot of seeds, bacterial blight, bacterial pustule, mosaic, wilt,
brown spot, sunburn or aphid injury, downy mildew, pod and
stem blight, anthracnose, sclerotial stem rot, frog-eye spots,
and Pythium root rot.
A table (p. 6-7) shows different varieties of soybeans
recommended for four different uses (seed, forage, green
vegetable, or dry edible), classified by the length of the
growing season. Green vegetable–Very early (100 days or
less): Agate, Sioux. Early (101 to 110 days): Bansei, Chusei,

Goku, Kanro, Waseda. Medium early (111 to 120 days): Fuji,
Hakote, Hiro, Hokkaido, Jogun, Kura, Osaya, Sato, Shiro,
Sousei, Suru, Toku, Willomi. Medium (121 to 130 days):
Chame, Funk Delicious, Imperial. Medium late (131 to 140
days): Aoda, Hahto, Higan, Rokusun. Late (141 to 160 days):
Nanda.
Dry edible–Early (101 to 110 days): Bansei, Chusei,
Goku, Kanro, Waseda. Medium early (111 to 120 days):
Hokkaido, Jogun, Osaya, Sousei, Suru, Toku, Willomi.
Medium (121 to 130 days): Funk Delicious, Imperial.
Medium late (131 to 140 days): Easycook*, Haberlandt*,
Higan, Rokusun, Tokyo*. Late (141 to 160 days): Nanda.
Note: All dry edible varieties except three (Easycook,
Haberlandt, and Tokyo–which are followed by an asterisk
(*)) are also included in the green vegetable group. But many
in the green vegetable group are not included in the dry
edible group.
Detailed descriptions of the following 125 varieties
are given (p. 7-17): Agate, A.K., Aksarben, Aoda, Arksoy,
Avoyelles, Bansei, Barchet, Biloxi, Black Beauty (same
as Ebony), Black Eyebrow, Cayuga, Chame, Charlee,
Chernie, Chestnut, Chiquita, Chusei, Clemson, Columbia,
Creole, Delnoshat, Delsta, Dixie, Dunfield, Early Green
(same as Medium Green), Early Virginia Brown (same as
Virginia), Early Wilson (same as Wilson), Early Wisconsin
Black (same as Wisconsin Black), Early Yellow (same as
Ito San), Easycook, Ebony, Elton, Fuji, Funk Delicious,
George Washington, Georgian, Goku, Guelph (same as
Medium Green), Habaro, Haberlandt, Hahto, Hakote,
Harbinsoy, Hayseed, Herman, Higan, Hiro, Hokkaido,
Hollybrook, Hongkong, Hoosier, Hurrelbrink, Illini,
Ilsoy, Imperial, Indiana Hollybrook (same as Midwest),
Ito San, Jogun, Kanro, Kingwa, Kura, Laredo, Large
Brown (same as Mammoth Brown), Large Yellow (same
as Mammoth Yellow), Late Yellow (same as Mammoth
Yellow), Lexington, Macoupin, Mamloxi, Mammoth
Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Mamredo, Manchu, Mandarin,
Mandell, Mansoy, Medium Early Green (same as Medium
Green), Medium Early Yellow (same as Ito San), Medium
Green, Medium Yellow (same as Midwest), Midwest,
Minsoy, Missoy, Monetta, Morse, Mukden, Nanda, Nanking,
Norredo, Northern Hollybrook (same as Midwest), Ogemaw,
Old Dominion, Oloxi (formerly Coker’s Black Beauty),
Osaya, Otootan, Ozark, Palmetto, Pee Dee (Coker’s 31-15),
Peking, Pine Dell Perfection, Pinpu, Richland, Rokusun,
Sato, Scioto, Shiro, Sioux, Sooty, Sousei, Southern Green,
Southern Prolific, Soysota, Suru, Tarheel Black, Toku,
Tokyo, Virginia (selection {19186-D} from the Morse
variety at Arlington Experiment Farm in 1907), Waseda,
Wea, White Biloxi, Willomi, Wilson, Wilson-Five, Wisconsin
Black, Woods’ Yellow, Yelredo (a nonshattering selection,
Coker’s 319), Yokoten. Address: 1. Senior Agronomist; 2.
Assoc. Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases;
Both: USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.
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2799. Grand Rapids Press (Grand Rapids, Michigan). 1939.
Ford’s work is reflected in gains in soybean crop. Saline is
Michigan’s soybean capital. Dec. 13.
• Summary: “Saline–Henry Ford, Detroit automobile
magnate, literally moved the soy bean capital of Michigan,
perhaps of the United States, to this little city in Washtenaw
county in 1938 when he established his processing plant
here.
“The plant has created a ‘home’ market for all the
surplus soy beans produced in the state. Michigan’s surplus,
however, is not large as farmers raise the crop chiefly
for livestock feed. Ford imports large quantities from
out-of-state to keep his mills operating. The automobile
manufacturer, through his research studies at Dearborn, has
done more to promote the soy bean industry in the United
States than perhaps any one person in the nation. While he
may never realize his dream of making soy bean growing
more popular in Michigan than the production of wheat pea
(navy) beans, he has brought the crop from the tail end of
the list to a position well up on the rounds of the nation’s
commodity ladder. The crop’s industrial uses promise to
eclipse its value as an agricultural feed crop.
“Crop Increases Eightfold: Since Ford first announced
his plans for the Saline plant the American production of
soy beans has shown annual increases that are little short of
sensational. The 1938 crop was 12,000,000 bushels larger
than the 1937 production, while this year’s harvest was
22,000,000 bushels larger than last year.
“Ten years ago when Ford was just becoming interested
in the crop, the entire soy bean production in the United
States was less than 10,000,000 bushels. This year’s
production was estimated at 79,689,000 bushels. Only a
fraction of the crop was threshed for market. Large acreages
were cut for hay or ensilage.
“Ford’s soy bean plant, founded to manufacture products
according to formulas worked out in the Dearborn research
laboratories, is Saline’s leading industry. There are two
buildings in the unit. One is the renovated Schuyler grist
mill, which has been converted into a cleaning and storage
plant. The other is a newly constructed building which
houses the oil extraction equipment.
“Uses Oil in Plant: Thousands of gallons of soy bean
oil are extracted for use of the Ford Motor Co. in the
manufacture of car finishes and a binder for foundry sand
cores. The oil-free meal is ground and bagged and a portion
of it is sent to Dearborn where it is chemically processed to
make a durable plastic material for use in the manufacture
of gear shift knobs, horn buttons and distributor parts. Meal
is also used as a cereal binder in large foundry cores and
removable tops for ingot molds in the steel mill.
“Four men are required on each eight-hour shift for
the operation of the processing equipment. However, seven
additional men are employed in the maintenance of buildings

and equipment, laboratory control work and in the cleaning.
handling and storage of incoming beans.
“Farmers growing beans with company seed return the
seed advanced to them at the beginning of the season, but are
at liberty to sell the balance of their crop to buyers other than
the Ford company.”
Photos show: (1) “Saline is Michigan’s soybean capital.
Before Henry Ford took over the four-story plant in the upper
picture, it was just an ordinary flour and grist mill in the city
of Saline, near Ann Arbor. The automobile manufacturer
converted it into a soybean mill where the beans are cleaned,
ground and prepared for oil extraction in the smaller building
in the picture.
(2) “A soybean enthusiast, Ford was photographed in
the field (lower view) last summer as he was inspecting
soybeans on a plot of ground near the Saline plant.” He holds
a straw hat in his right hand.
2800. Dimmock, F. 1939. Soybeans. Canada. Department of
Agriculture, Farmers’ Bulletin No. 80. 22 p. Dec. Also called
Canada. Dept. of Agriculture, Publication No. 660. Revision
Pamphlet 155. Also in Plant Science Literature 11:06 (1940).
[1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Description of the soybean plant. Soil
and climatic adaptation. Uses of soybean seed: Soybean oil,
soybean meal, soybean flour. Uses of the soybean for forage
and soil improvement. Varieties: Yields, varietal adaptation,
protein and oil content of seed, size of seed, colour of seed,
registration. Culture: Soil preparation, time of seeding,
inoculation of seed, method of seeding, depth of seeding,
cultivation, harvesting, threshing. Storage and marketing of
seed.
In Canada, the “area devoted to the crop in 1938
probably did not exceed 20,000 acres, nearly all of which
was in the province of Ontario. Small patches were being
grown in Nova Scotia, Quebec, southern Manitoba and
British Columbia. At the present time, investigations
are under way in practically all provinces to determine
the possibilities of the soybean in various parts of the
Dominion.” Address: Div. of Forage Plants, Experimental
Farms Service, ONT, Canada.
2801. A handbook of Philippine agriculture. 1939. Manila,
Philippines: College of Agriculture, University of the
Philippines. vii + 803 p. No index. 18 cm.
• Summary: On the title page: “Issued in commemoration of
the thirtieth Anniversary.” The University of the Philippines
was founded in 1908. The Foreword (by L.B. Uichanco,
Dean, College of Agriculture) states that its College
of Agriculture opened on 14 June 1909, at which time
“scientific Philippine agriculture was virtually nonexistent.”
The idea for the book originated with the former dean of the
College of Agriculture, Dr. B.M. Gonzalez, before he was
appointed president of the University of the Philippines.
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Soybeans and soyfoods are discussed extensively.
“Coffee adulterants” (p. 104), commonly mixed with
ground coffee, include roasted ground corn, soybean, peanut,
mungo, cashew, and sometimes ipil-ipil (Leucaena glauca).
In Chapter 1, “Field crops” is a long section titled
“Peanut, soybean, cowpea” (p. 132-43). Contents of “Culture
of soybean” (p. 134-41): Varieties. Preparation of the land.
Planting. Cultivation. Harvesting and threshing. Yield. Green
and yellow seeds of Ami soybean. Soybean sprouts. How to
prepare–Soybean coffee, soybean cake [dessert, with baking
powder], soybean milk, “tao-si” (salted soybean [fermented
black soybeans]; Method furnished by Superintendent of the
Davao Penal Colony), “toyo” or soy sauce.
Note: This is the earliest document, and the earliest
English-language document seen (Jan. 2012) that mentions
fermented black soybeans from the Philippines, or that uses
the term “tao-si” to refer to this type of salted, fermented
soybean food.
The section titled “Method of preparing ‘tao-si’” (p.
139-40) gives a full-page description of making tao-si on
a small commercial scale–as follows: Wash dry soybean
seeds and soak in clean water overnight. In the morning,
remove the water. Transfer the soaked soybean seeds into a
pot containing fresh clean water; boil until beans are soft.
Remove boiled beans from the pot and place in shallow
baskets to drain the excess water; allow them to cool. Dry
beans in the shade for about one-half hour or one hour in
the sun. For every 2½ petroleum cans of boiled soybeans,
add 1-2 kg of wheat flour. Stir the mixture until beans are
thoroughly coated with flour, then dust over about ½ kg of
yellow fungus known as Aspergillus oryzae; thoroughly stir
again. Cover open mouth of basket with a piece of abaca
cloth or clean Manila paper and place in a dark room to
allow the fungus to incubate. After 2-3 days the mixture will
be thoroughly covered with a thick growth of yellow fungus
and is now ready for salting. Transfer mixture into an earthen
jar (tapayan), and to every 2½ petroleum cans of it, add 16
kg of native salt dissolved in two petroleum cans of water.
Sun the jar for five days to facilitate curing, then move jar
into a shed for further fermentation. “The ‘tao-si’ is ready
for use after two months, but the longer it is left to cure, the
better the quality becomes.”
The two main kinds of insecticides in 1939 (p. 223-31)
were stomach poisons (which kill when eaten; incl. lead
arsenate, calcium arsenate, Paris green) and contact poisons
(incl. concentrated tobacco decoction, as in Black Leaf
“40”).
“Diseases of beans and other legumes (p. 319+) include
downy mildew of soybean and rust of soybean.
A table (p. 448) gives the content of five vitamins found
in various feeds incl. soybean seeds, soybean leaves, soybean
meal, peanut meal, and peanut seeds.
“Leguminous silage” includes that from cowpea,
soybean, and mungo [mung bean] (Phaseolus aureus). Tables

give: (1) The “Average digestible nutrients in feeds” incl.
soybean (p. 459, 462).
(2) The “Nutritive value of foods” incl. seaweeds
(ara-rosip, Gracilaria crassa, p. 534), mungo sprouts (p.
536), green soybeans (p. 537), seguidilla or kalamismis
(Psophocarpus tetragonolobus, fresh and sun-dried seeds, p.
538), soy products (p. 538-39) incl. soy sauce (toyo, Superior
{Senkee and Co.}, Commercial), soy milk–boiled, soy
residue (sapal), soy residue after second drawing of toyo, soy
curd (toqua [tofu]).
(3) “Foods as sources of minerals” (calcium,
phosphorus, iron; p. 580-81), incl. miso or soybean mush,
soybeans–baked flour, soybeans–baked sprouts, soy curd or
toqua, soy sauce or toyo (four brands: Solo, Great Eastern,
Violin, Rooster), tahuri or soybean curd preserved in strong
brine solution (solid portion).
(4) “Foods as sources of vitamins” (p. 593-94) incl.
bean–asparagus or cigarillas (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus),
bean–mungo (in pods or sprouts), bean–soy (dry, green, or
leaves), peanut butter, seaweed, sesame (p. 601). Address:
Manila, Philippines.
2802. Ames, Oakes. 1939. Economic annuals and human
cultures. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Botanical Museum of
Harvard University. vii + 153 p. See p. 10, 52-55, 119, 124.
Illust. Index. 29 cm. Reprinted in 1953 without change in
text or pagination. [100+* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. Significance of the
Angiosperm seed. 2. Antiquity of economic annuals. 3.
Economic plants of the Pleistocene. 4. The more important
economic annuals. 5. Plants as measures of time.
Economic botany is the link between anthropology and
plant industry. The rise of Angiosperms laid the foundations
for the rise of human civilizations. Angiosperms (the
word was first used in about 1828, and generally refers
to flowering plants) are plants which produce seeds by
sexual reproduction on land, without the need of external
water. In the matured seed of the Angiosperms is a partially
developed young plant provided with a supply of food for
growth during the early stages of germination. This enabled
the embryo to pass through a long dormant period and to
withstand considerable dryness without loss of its vitality.
Angiosperms began to exhibit advanced structures associated
with sexual reproduction prior to the Cretaceous Period
about 120 million years ago. Once the seed-producing
capability was perfected, Angiosperms spread rapidly over
the land, rapidly diversified, and soon became the most
successful part of the vegetable kingdom. Today there are at
least 10,000 genera and 200,000 species of Angiosperms.
Human history can be divided into two significant
periods: (1) The hunting period, which lasted at least 300,000
years, and (2) The agricultural period, when humans became
predominantly food producers, which lasted about 8,000
years. Ethnobotanists believe that the extraordinary disparity
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between these two time periods may be explained by the fact
that humans remained ignorant of the economic significance
of the Angiosperm seed. Agriculture requires that humans
incur a temporary loss for the sake of a future gain by
sowing seeds. Horticulture is the link between hunting and
agriculture.
DeCandole discussed the importance of herbaceous
annuals such as the soybean, noting that all the major ones in
use today were known and used 2,000 years ago. (p. 10).
In the chapter titled “The more important economic
annuals,” under Leguminosae, the soybean is discussed (p.
52, 54-55), with a full-page illustration from Herbarium
Amboinense, by Rumphius (1747). The soybean has been
cultivated in China since ancient times. In 1712, it was
first made known to Europeans by Engelbert Kaempfer,
who called it Daidsu, which was one of its more than 50
vernacular names. In the USA, the soy bean was first grown
as a forage crop. Since 1854, cultivation for its seeds has
become increasingly important. In 1937 some 36 million
bushels of soybeans were produced in the USA. A plastic
made from soybean protein has recently become a valuable
substance in the automobile industry; it is used in making
steering-wheels, horn buttons, etc.
The cultivated soybean, Glycine Soja, is a different
species from its wild ancestor Glycine ussuriensis (p. 124).
Also discusses: Hemp (Cannabis sativa, p. 25-30).
Quinoa (p. 32). Amaranth (p. 33-39). Peanuts (p. 4449). Voandzeia subterranea (p. 64). Sesame seeds (p.
70-73). Address: Research Prof. of Botany and Director
of the Botanical Museum, Harvard Univ. [Cambridge,
Massachusetts].
2803. Bailey, L.H. 1939. The standard cyclopedia of
horticulture. 3 vols. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co.
• Summary: This is a reprint of the 1935 edition. On page
3199 is the entry for “Soybean (Glycine Soja, formerly called
G. hispida) is a legume, long a staple crop in Japan, but
somewhat recently cultivated more or less extensively in the
United States. (Figs. 479, 483). In its native country, Japan,
the seed is an important food product, but in the United
States its principal use at present is as a forage plant for farm
live-stock and as a soil renovator.”
2804. Erdman, Lewis W. 1939. Important facts you should
know about soybean inoculation (Brochure). Milwaukee,
Wisconsin: The Nitragin Co. 4 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: “’Without good nodulation, success with
soybeans is impossible.’ This statement was made by a
leading soil bacteriologist while addressing the annual
meeting of the American Soybean Association. Obviously
every grower of soybeans is anxious to learn the very latest
facts concerning soybean inoculation. The purpose of
this pamphlet is to present these facts and help you to get
maximum benefits and profits from your soybean crop.

A photo shows a field of soybeans. The crop on the left
is inoculated with Nitragin, that on right not inoculated.
“Soybeans and Soil Improvement: For soybeans to
function as soil builders, it is necessary to plow them
under as green manure, or feed them on the farm and
return the manure to the soil. The reason for this is that
about nine-tenths of the soybean plant is above the ground.
If this portion is used for hay and sold, or if the seed is
harvested and the straw is removed, there will be a loss of
nitrogen rather than a gain, even though the soybeans are
well inoculated. The extent to which the use of the crop
determines the gain or loss of nitrogen in the soil, is shown
by the figures in the following table.”
A table titled “Effect of soybean use upon nitrogen
added to soil” has two columns: (1) Method of handling crop
and (2) Pounds of nitrogen added per acre.
Green manure: 88 lb. Combined 16 lb. Seed harvested
and straw removed: -3. Hay -30. Source: “University of
Illinois data. Published in Proceedings of the American
Soybean Association.
“In ‘Studies on Nitrogen Fixation by Inoculated
Soybeans’ made at Iowa State College and published in
Proceedings and Papers of The First International Congress
of Soil Science, the following statements were made. ‘The
results show that soybeans offer very little promise as a soilbuilding crop unless they are exceptionally well inoculated
and that the degree or intensity of the inoculation on soybean
roots determines, to a large extent, the amount of nitrogen
fixed from the atmosphere. Where the plants are only slightly
inoculated the amount of nitrogen fixed by soybeans is
practically negligible, but when they are well inoculated,
very appreciable amounts of nitrogen may be expected to be
taken from the atmosphere.’
“Effect of Inoculation on Yield of Soybeans: In Circular
326 of the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, the
effect of inoculation on yield of hay and seed is reported
as follows:” A table shows–Yield per acre for Manchu
soybeans:
Inoculated: Hay–2.99 tons. Seed: 33.9 bushels.
Not inoculated: Hay–2.07 tons. Seed: 21.5 bushels.
Gain for inoculation: Hay–0.92 tons. Seed: 12.4 bushels.
“’By assigning money values to the hay and seed, we
may get some idea of the value of this treatment just from the
standpoint of yields, disregarding its value in improving the
soil. Assuming that soybean hay sells for $15 a ton and that
the cost of harvesting and marketing is $5 a ton, the net value
of the increase secured by inoculation is $9.20. If we further
assume that 2 bushels of seed are sown per acre and that it
costs 50 cents a bushel for inoculation, the interest on the
investment in the inoculation is 920 per cent. Who would not
take advantage of an investment yielding such a return?’
“’The yield of hay was almost doubled and the yield
of seed was tripled, as a result of the combined lime and
inoculation treatments on Soybeans grown on the Grundy
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Silt loam.’ (From Iowa Exp. Station Bulletin No. 298.) The
Wisconsin Station (Bulletin 375) reported on inoculation
tests on soybeans at three substations. The increase in seed
production ranged from 60 pounds on the richer soils to as
much as 324 pounds on the medium light soils. The two year
average in three counties on eight farms with six varieties of
soybeans shows a gain of 1108 pounds per acre dry weight
for the inoculated plants over the uninoculated soybean
plants.
“Effect of Inoculation on Protein Content of Soybean
Hay and Seed: Inoculation increases the protein content and
feeding value of soybean hay and seeds. Soybeans having
relatively high content of protein, usually bring greater
cash returns to the grower. The Missouri Station reports
data which shows that uninoculated soybean hay contained
151 pounds of protein per ton, while the inoculated hay
crop contained 298 pounds, a real gain of 147 pounds of
protein per ton. In Iowa, ‘the quality of the soybean crop, as
measured by the protein content, was also improved by lime
and inoculation. The percentage content of protein in the hay
was practically doubled, and in the seed, it was increased
about one-third.’
“In Wisconsin, it was found that the average increase
in nitrogen content of the inoculated plants was 44.58
pounds per acre. This is equivalent to 278.63 pounds more
protein per acre from the inoculated plants than from the
uninoculated soybean plants.
“Effective vs. Ineffective Strains of Soybean Bacteria:
Laboratory studies have made possible the discovery of
all sorts of legume bacteria–some are found to be highly
effective in furnishing nitrogen to legume plants–while
others may be definitely ineffective, that is, they form
nodules, but cause no increase in growth or other benefit to
the legume plants. Then there are all gradations of strains
of legume bacteria between these two extremes. This is
the reason why some plants may be well inoculated, while
others are poorly inoculated. Recent work reported by the
Wisconsin Station emphasizes the fact that legume bacteria
living in the soil may be largely of the ineffective type. Two
hundred random soybean fields were examined. Nodules
were obtained from plants growing in these fields, soybean
bacteria were isolated and these strains or cultures used to
inoculate soybeans grown in sand pots in the greenhouse.
The results showed their ability to benefit the soybean plants
as follows: 50 per cent were poor or ineffective; 25 per cent
were only fair; 25 per cent were good or effective.
“Results of this nature have led Experiment Stations
to urge farmers to inoculate soybean seeds whenever and
wherever they are planted.
“Summary: With the above Agricultural Experiment
Station facts in view, no farmer can afford to neglect to
inoculate his soybeans whether they are to be used for hay,
seed or green manure. The main purpose in good inoculation
is to obtain abundant nodulation with effective strains

of soybean bacteria capable of taking large quantities of
nitrogen from the air and making it available for the growth
of the soybean plants.
“Why Nitragin Leads Everywhere: During each
growing season, representatives of the Nitragin Company
select nodules from different varieties of soybeans growing
under a wide range of soil and climatic conditions. From
these nodules a large number of different strains of soybean
bacteria are obtained. These are tested in the laboratory
for purity, and finally on soybean plants, to determine their
ability to utilize air nitrogen. Individual strains are used to
inoculate soybean seeds which are grown under controlled
conditions in pots of sterilized nitrogen-free sand in the
Nitragin greenhouse. At the end of the growth period, the
entire plants, tops and roots, are analyzed for nitrogen
content. The difference in nitrogen between the inoculated
and uninoculated plants used as controls is the gain in
nitrogen, or the amount of nitrogen actually taken from the
air. The plants showing the highest amount of nitrogen are
produced by the most effective strains of soybean bacteria. A
selection of the very best strains is thereby made possible.
“There is as much difference in strains of soybean
bacteria as among varieties of seed or breeds of livestock...
and selected strains of legume bacteria show the same
superiority over natural or chance inoculation, as do
pedigreed seeds or breeds over wild plants or scrub livestock.
Nitragin strains have been built up by nearly 40 years of
continued research, selecting and triple testing... tests in the
laboratory, in the greenhouse and in the field.
“Only Nitragin bacteria are propagated by the exclusive,
perfectly-controlled Nitragin patented process in Nitragin
patented incubators. Only Nitragin has proved itself by
nearly 40 years of profitable use by practical farmers.
Nitragin was the first commercial inoculant in the world;
first to sell on the bushel basis; first to use a moist humus
medium; first to print the number (billions!) of bacteria
packed in each can; first to put expiration date on every can
for your protection against stale stock. Nitragin features are
constantly being imitated, but Nitragin has set the pace for
nearly 40 years, and today is more widely used than all other
commercial inoculants.”
“Nitragin ‘S’ Culture was ordered by dealers for over
980,000 Bushels of Soybeans in 1938.”
“The picture [photo] on the right shows how different
strains of soybean bacteria vary in their ability to aid the
soybean plant. Two strains are highly effective while one
strain was poor when compared to the uninoculated check.
All plants were grown under controlled conditions...”
A photo shows “The way a can of Nitragin looks before
and after opening.” Address: Director of Research and
Production, The Nitragin Co., Inc., [3747 North Booth St.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin].
2805. Granhall, I. 1939. Växtförädlingsstudier beträffande
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sojaböna, lin m.m.i Östersjöländerna och Mellaneuropa
[Plant cultivation studies regarding soybeans, flax and
other plants in the Baltic countries and Central Europe
(Continued–Document part II)]. Sveriges Utsaedesfoerenings
Tidskrift 49(2&4):161-79, 336-50. [Swe]
• Summary: (Continued): Austria (page 336) As is well
known, in the middle of March of 1938 there was a great
deal of political tension in Central Europe brought on by
Austria’s Anschluss [annexation by Germany]. In the middle
of my first visit to Vienna (March 8-10), there was still
autonomy. When I returned from Romania on March 20th,
Austria was part of Germany.
For soy growing, it seems that certain parts of Austria,
Burgenland in particular, have more climactically favorable
conditions than Germany. As far as we know, the area
planted with soybeans is still relatively small (in 1937 it was
estimated to be up to roughly 700 ha), but cultivation will
probably increase considerably.
Successful soybean growing has been done for a
long time by Samenzüchterei Franz Anton Brillmayer,
Platt, Zellerndorf, in Lower Austria. Planting is done in
cooperation with the Bundesanstalt für Pflanzenbau und
Samenprüfung in Vienna, where Dr. Fritz Drahorad is a
specialist. I did not pay a visit to Platt, since at the time of
year in question there was very little to see. Instead I looked
up Dr. Drahorad in Vienna and from him was able to get a
good glimpse at the methods used and their results.
In all, about 80 different testing sites have been used for
soy experiments. These sites are located at widely varying
elevations, including up to 1,100 meters above sea level.
Because of the soybean’s relatively good frost resistance,
harvests of 800-2,600 kg/ha of mature beans have been
obtained at elevations of up to 800-1,000 meters above
sea level. On average, a per-hectare harvest in Austria is
generally 1,800-2,500 kg. In the most favorable locations,
planting is done at the end of April, otherwise it is generally
done at the beginning of May. Harvesting usually takes
places during the latter half of September.
The Drahorad-Brillmayer soy varieties have also
achieved a wide distribution outside of Austria, even if in
our own minds they could be described as being fairly late.
The “Delitzscher Schwartze” is thus grown at Platt and is
identical to the “Platter Schwartze SS 427”. This has nearly
average time to maturation, with 110-120 days vegetation
time in Austria, during which time “Platter Gelbe Riesen”
matures a full 10 days later.
Regarding breeding methodology, Dr. Drahorad believed
crossbreeding to be time-consuming and difficult. He
primarily uses natural selection (sowing populations in more
or less exposed areas, especially in the mountains). He then
visits these places (about 30 in all) in the fall, equipped with
a “backpack laboratory” and performs the necessary analyses
out in the field. Like most other soy growers, Dr. Drahorad
emphasized the importance of the length of the day. Among

other things, he studied some Manchurian material, covering
some 90 lines, which all however proved to be shorter-day
varieties. For Swedish conditions, where the summer days
are particularly long, he believed that people should try to
plant varieties that can be sown as early as possible so that
during their earliest stages of development they are exposed
to the shorter day lengths of spring.
Among the different appearing varieties at Platt, there
is a rather wide variation in fat and protein contents. Certain
lines exhibit as much as 25% fat and 43% protein.
Silage soybeans (silosoja) are also grown in Austria with
rather decent results. Platter Gelbe Riesen is used mostly for
this. New special stems have now been grown that can reach
a height of 175 cm, providing an abundance of green fodder.
The harvesting of silage soybeans should be done when the
seeds reach the size of a grain of rice, since at that time there
will be a minimum of leaf loss.
Domestic soy paid 38-43 Austrian schillings during
the winter of 1937-1938. Two production facilities for the
processing of meal and other soy products (sojaprodukter)
for human consumption operate in Austria, namely Sojaölund Sojamehl-Fabrik Dr. Winkler & Co., Vienna, and
Edelsoja-Werke in Schwechat, outside of Vienna.
During my stay to Vienna, I also paid a visit to the soy
plant operated by Dr. Winkler. The raw material, which is
Austrian soy but only of the yellow-seed variety, generally
contains about 15% water. The first procedure is soaking in
warm water, whereby the bitter substances (glycosides) that
soybeans contain are removed. Without this process, the
soy cannot be used for human consumption. Afterwards, the
beans are hulled, dried and broken up. Hydraulic presses are
used for oil production. The mechanical equipment clearly
appeared to be modern, including milling machinery, sifters,
etc.
Hungary (p. 338): In contrast to the surrounding
countries, soybean growing has not really taken off
in Hungary. Growing is done by professor K. Kolbai
of Keszthely, as well as at experimental facilities in
Magyaróvár and Szeged, but not to a very great extent.
Previously, Dr. R. Fleischmann of the Königliche Ungarische
Pflantzenzuchstätte in Kompolt, also worked with soy, but
has now focused his attention to hemp and other textile
plants, as well as corn. Of these growers mentioned, I only
visited Dr. Fleischmann. Generally speaking, it seems that
about a 38-39% protein content and a roughly 17% fat
content appear in Hungary, where the Brillmayer and Kleine
Gelbe Ungarische are the most commonly grown varieties.
In the drier regions, soy is generally not successful, and
instead is of interest for more humid zones.
With regard to hemp, Dr. Fleischmann observed a very
strong photoperiodic reaction capability. Hemp (in this case
the Southern European variety), like soy, is a typical shortday crop.
Translated by Thor Truelson of Minneapolis.
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Summarized in Herbage Abstracts (March 1940, p. 25).

oil.

2806. Matagrin, Am. 1939. Le soja et les industries du soja:
Produits alimentaires, huile de soja, lécithine végétale,
caséine végétale [The soybean and soy industries: Food
products, soy oil, vegetable lecithin, and vegetable casein].
Paris: Gauthier-Villars. x + 390 p. Illust. 18 cm. [300 ref.
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. The agricultural,
industrial, and commercial history of soya: Asiatic origins
and propagation in Europe, soya in America (its cultivation
and industries), soya in Europe, Asia, Africa, and Oceania
(1936) (1. Admission of soya in the agriculture and
industry of European nations (p. 35): Soya in France, soy
industry and commerce in central and northern Europe
{England, Germany, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Poland,
Austria and Hungary, Switzerland}, penetration of soya
into southern Europe {Iberian peninsula, Italy, Balkan
countries of Dalmatia, Istria, Yugoslavia, Greece (p. 47),
Bulgaria, Romania, Ukraine}, the grandeur and decadence
of soya in Russia. 2. Soya in modern Asia (p. 51): China
and Manchuria, Japan, Korea, Formosa, French Indochina
{Tonkin, Cambodia, Cochin China}, the British and Dutch
Indies {Siam, Assam, Bengal, Burma, Ceylon, India, Straits
Settlements [later Singapore] / Malacca}, western Asia
{Turkestan, Persia (p. 57)}. 3. Soya in Africa and Australia
(p. 57-58): South Africa, Rhodesia, Nigeria, Gold Coast
[later Ghana], Cote d’Ivoire, Dahomey, Togo, Algeria,
Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt, Australia {Queensland, New South
Wales, Victoria}, Tasmania, New Zealand, not yet in British
New Guinea [later Papua New Guinea], Philippines, Java).
2. The botany and agronomy of soya: The plant, its
names, its botanical characteristics, its varieties (original and
created by selection), the cultivation of soya.
3. The general chemistry of soya: Chemical composition
of the plant, structure and chemical composition of the
beans.
4. Using soya in soyfoods and soyfood products: Whole
soybeans (whole green, dry, sprouted, roasted and salted
{soja á l’état vert, fève de soja sèche, fève grillée, fève salée
de soja, fèves de soja salées, p. 166-67}, soynut butter {un
mélange rappelant les beurres végétaux}, soy coffee, soy
confections {confiture de soja}, soy chocolate, soy sprouts
{fèves de soja germées, germes de fèves de soja}), soymilk
and tofu (le lait et le fromage de soja; soymilk cream,
concentrated soymilk, soymilk powder / powdered soymilk,
fermented soymilk {lait fermenté, yoghurt, kéfir, koumys,
p. 189}, fermented tofu {fromages de soja}), okara (pulpe
résiduaire de la préparation du lait de soja), fermented soy
products (solid, paste, and liquid condiments; natto, miso,
and shoyu [soy sauce]; kiu-tsee and lactic ferments), soy
flour and bread.
5. The soy oil industry and products derived from it:
Extraction and refining of soy oil, properties and use of soy

6. The vegetable lecithin industry: Extraction of
vegetable lecithin, properties and use of vegetable lecithin.
7. The vegetable casein industries and plastic materials
based on soya: Soybean cakes and flours from which the oil
has been removed, use of such cakes and flours, in the crude
state, as a raw material for plastics, manufacture and use of
vegetable protein, soybean cellulose for artificial silk, soya
furfural and furfuraldehyde (phenolic resins). Conclusion:
How to launch soya industries in France. Important terms. A
bibliography appears at the end of each chapter.
Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document
seen that uses the terms Fève grillée, fève salée de soja, or
fèves de soja salées, “roasted soy beans” to refer to soynuts.
Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document
seen (April 2005) that mentions soynut butter, which it calls
un mélange rappelant les beurres végétaux.
Summary: Matagrin wrote two previous books: Manuel
du Savonnier (Paris, no date given) and L’Industrie des
Produits chimiques et ses Travailleurs (Paris, 1925).
Francis G. Beltzer, a practical chemist, became a major
force in visualizing new industrial uses for the soybean in
the West. By contrast, Li and Grandvoinnet (1912) paid little
attention to soy oil in their book, devoting only 3 pages out
of 150 to the subject, and only ½ page to industrial uses,
while largely ignoring lecithin. These two books had a great
influence on soy in France and they nicely complement each
other (p. vi).
The Soybean, by Piper & Morse (1923), was
published in both New York and London. Horvath was a
Russo-American chemist. Italians who made important
contributions to the soybean were professors Bottari, Mattei,
Panatelli, and Tito Poggi (p. vii).
Leon Rouest, French the agronomist, wrote an important
book titled Le soja français et ses applications agricoles et
industrielles (Chateauroux 1936). Since 1920 he has devoted
himself to the culture of soybeans and to the selection of
acclimatized varieties. He was director of the Laboratory of
Soja in the north Caucasus from 1930 to 1935, and in 1921
he had already published a book, Le soja et son lait végétal.
His new (1936) book benefitted from the collaboration of
Henry de Guerpel, an agricultural engineer and mayor of
Percy-en-Auge, who was also an indefatigable prophet of
soybeans in France, until his untimely death in Jan. 1937.
Anyone in the world can order (from the U.S.
Government Printing Office in Washington, DC) the many
U.S. publications about soybeans from the USDA or state
agricultural experiment stations. These substantial works are
based on careful research and enriched with numerous tables
and photos–a fine example of the key role that governments
can play in introducing and popularizing soya. Recently J.A.
LeClerc (of USDA’s Bureau of Chemistry and Soils) said the
soybean has become a naturalized American (p. viii).
More than a century ago Lord Byron wrote Beppo, the
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first Western poem on soy. It was an account of a carnival
at Venice, Italy, in 1818. He advised the tourists to bring
“Ketchup, Soy [sauce], Chili-vinegar.”
Maurice Druel was one of the young engineers who
worked with competence to launch a soy industry in France
(p. x).
For an early chronology of soybeans and soyfoods in
France (1856+, see pages 8-12). 1857-58: Lechaume planted
soybeans at Vitry-sur-Seine and got encouraging results. A
report by the National Society for Acclimatization declared:
“The acclimatization of the soybean is complete.”
1859–Setback for the first tests by Vilmorin with
Chinese beans that were too late, but success by Dr. Turrel in
le Var.
1862-69–Success of Mme. Delisse, in Gironde.
Then the Franco-Prussian war arrested these tests, so
the center of interest moved to central Europe. The world
exposition of Vienna in 1873 and Friedrich Haberlandt. In
his book one finds the first analyses of the seed by Steuf, of
the cake by Woelker / Voelker, the results of texts by Berndt
on oil extraction (p. 9).
Podolie is in Ukraine.
Of Haberlandt’s 148 trials in 1877, only 12 failed for
lack of warmth. Much new agronomic information was
accumulated.
Back in France: 1874-80–Society of Horticulture
d’Etampes (Seine-et-Oise) grew a yellow Chinese variety
which succeeded. This “soja d’Etampes” was studied
intensively from the chemical and agronomic points of view
by Lechartier and various authors. A doctor from the region
prepared, for his personal use, a vegetable cheese (tofu).
But the grain did not find buyers so its cultivation did not
spread. There now remain only 2 or 3 innovators to cultivate
soybeans and on 5-10 acres maximum. But Chinese soybeans
mature in the region of Paris, as in 1879 at Marseille.
1880–While the tests of Boursier in l’Oise have
succeeded. and while Olivier-Lecq, ardent propagator of
soybeans, distributed 100 kg to farmers in the north, the
national Society for Acclimatization organized cultural
trials all over France. Results were obtained in each of the
regions, some with record yields. The general objection of
the farmers was the difficulty found in using the soybean as a
legume (it was too hard) or to find buyers.
As Paillieux said so well: “Our point of departure has
not been happy one; the soybean has been presented simply
as a new legume” (p. 10).
The German successes in soybean cultivation were
studied by Wein in 1881 (p. 10).
In the 1880s there was a big growth of interest in
vegetarian diets in Europe. Compare this with the USA (p.
11).
Li Yu-ying: After his 1905 speech, in 1908 he
created a laboratory for studies, which soon founded
the factory La Caseo-Sojaine at Vallees, near Colombes

(Seine), administered by a French-Chinese company. This
establishment made soyfoods using imported soybeans,
especially tofu (p. 12).
Dr. Bloch of France recommended thin sheets of pressed
tofu as a reserve ration for troops.
Lever Bros. soap works used lots of soy oil in Britain (p.
12).
The British did some cultural trials in India, Burma,
Siam (Thailand), and South Africa.
Japan, in effect, annexed Korea in 1895.
It was only after 1905 that soybean tests took place, first
in Guyana, where the soybean matured easily.
Soybeans were grown for forage more in the South of
USA than in the north. Continued. Address: France.
2807. Matagrin, Am. 1939. Le soja et les industries du soja:
Produits alimentaires, huile de soja, lécithine végétale,
caséine végétale [The soybean and soy industries: Food
products, soy oil, vegetable lecithin, and vegetable casein
(Continued–Document part II)]. Paris: Gauthier-Villars. x +
390 p. 18 cm. [300 ref. Fre]
• Summary: (Continued): The agricultural experiment
stations and the scientific labs have played an important role
in the U.S., also the farm equipment manufacturers.
The experiment stations in many states have helped
the farmers to clarify cultural questions which greatly
influence yields, preparation of the soil, type and proportion
of fertilizer use, dates and methods of planting, how many
seeds per acre, choice of varieties according to the climate
and soil, role of the soybean in mixed cultures and in crop
rotation, etc.
In this book, Matagrin always uses the term fèves de
soja to refer to “soybeans.”
1936 listing of soyfoods firms (p. 27): Fearn Soya Foods
Co., Chicago, Illinois. Soybean Health Prods Co. Oakland,
California (tofu). Soyex Co. Nutley, New Jersey. La Sierra
Industries, Ontario, California (soymilk). American Lecithin
Co., Atlanta, Georgia. Ten soy flour companies (p. 29).
American Lecithin Co. in 1936 was in Atlanta, Georgia.
From when to when was it in Illinois?
Soy in France (p. 36): Prof. Beille of Bordeaux
published a good work on soy but it is no longer available.
Also the books of Prof. Jumelle of Marseille on colonial
crops and vegetable oils. Prof. R. Lepine of Lyon in 1919 in
Revue Scientifique, wrote about soy culture in Algeria and
the preparation of soymilk.
Mr. Rouest perfected again the selections of yellow
or green varieties that he had undertaken from 1907, with
success. Using American seeds, others who experimented
were Messrs. Brioux at Rouen, Carle of Carbonniere in le
Tarn, and Semichon at Carcassonne; he likewise cultivated
it at l’Aude from 1918. A list of 42 of Rouest’s varieties
(chosen from 2,000 others) were given in Rouest’s book Le
Soja Francaise showing that he was more qualified than
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anyone to write a book of this tile. He pursued his cultures
and selections in France from 1921-30, in the Caucasus from
1930 to 1935, and thus fulfilled the efforts started by the
Society for Acclimatization and its successors. He worked
with another apostle, Henry de Guerpel, and agronomist
and mayor of Percy-en-Auge (Calvados), who developed
and perfected during 5 years the culture of the best varieties
of soybeans in the regions surrounding his country house
at Plainville, near Mézidon. He did not only collaborate on
the book with Rouest, but also published interesting articles
in several reviews in France and the colonies. Also Mr.
Denaiffe of Carignan (Ardennes), author of the esteemed
book Les Haricots, did important culture work and provided
information.
Today production of soybeans in France is no more than
several thousand hectoliters of beans = several 100,000 liters.
For forage, the crop / culture has developed only in North
Africa. It was encouraged by Rouest and de Guerpel.
Caseo Sojaine’s products [made by Li Yu-ying] were
excellent but expensive.
The products of Heudebert (probably diabetic products
made with soyflour?), were well known in England as in
France (p. 39).
Since 1913 the oil mills of Marseille, France, have
started to use soy oil (mainly for hydrogenation) and those of
the north (mainly for manufacture of soft soaps).
Recently the foundation (at Chateauroux) of a Society
of Friends, Producers and Technicians of Soja has been
announced by M. Druel.
In England the fine botanist J.L. North tested with
success 13 Manchurian soybean seeds in 1913 and in the
third harvest expanded these to 12,000 seeds, which he
sent in 1917 to a farm at Uxbridge in Middlesex and to the
Ogilvie Farm in Essex. There was a remarkable harvest
in 1921, followed by good development of the enterprise.
It advanced thanks to Piper and Morse’s 1923 book The
Soybean which told of American successes. North succeeded
in 1928 in getting 20-80 pods per stalk. In 1921 North’s work
drew the attention of the Ford establishment in Boreham
which was not able to obtain good yields with American
soybeans but succeeded with North’s. Today England
cultivates soybeans on about 15 hectares and yields are 1,400
to 2,500 liters per ha.
In England. Lever Bros. are big users of soy oil in soap.
The main oil mills using soybeans are J. Bibby and Sons in
Liverpool, three others in Hull, one in Erith and one refinery
on the outskirts of London. Huge amounts of soy oil and
meal are imported by a subsidiary of Lever Bros.
Germany: The recent agreement between Germany and
Japan foreseeing an exchange of arms, explosives, etc. in
exchange for soybeans which can furnish explosives (for
nitroglycerine, naturally) is a barter / swap (of cannons for
soybeans) analogous to that with Manchuria in 1934. What
is certain is that the agents of I.G. Farbenindustrie A.G.

under the patronage of the Economic Federation of Central
Europe has been enforcing for 3 years soybeans culture in
the Balkans which trade voluntarily with Germany.
Spain was rich in other oil sources (mainly olive oil), so
it did not pay much attention to soy.
Italy: In 1918 a trial by Prof. Borzi, on a parcel of 2.5
acres at the Colonial Garden in Palerme / Palermo gave a
yield of 20 liters/ha. In 1918-20 at the Institute Bonafous in
Turin, a scientific research center, did research on yellow
soybeans. Then trials were done in Liguria, Lombardia
and Capo d’Istria [the Italian name of the city of Koper; in
today’s Slovenia], and Palerme about the 1920s–a total of
a dozen localities. Retaking in 1922 these tests of 1884 in
Piedmont, Prof. Tito Poggi seeded 8 parcels in Monferrat,
then helped to popularize soybeans in Italy. By the mid1920s soy flour was widely used in baking. In March 1926 a
“Bread for ammunition = pagnotto di munizione” containing
10% soy flour was heartily welcomed by the garrison in
Rome. Already an official tasting by Mussolini (of the bread
by him?) has been commented upon by the Italian press. The
success of the campaign to promote use of wheat limited,
after that, the outlets for soy in human foods, but the oil
remained widely used by industry and the cake [was fed to
cows] for production of milk.
Bulgaria and Rumania were influenced by the example
of Ukraine = Podolie?
The grandeur and decadence of soja in Russia: The book
by L. Rouest, who was director of the Soy Laboratory in the
North Caucasus from 1930 to 1935, brings together, but in a
somewhat dispersed way, a very instructive documentation
on soya in Russia. He described the grandeur and decadence.
Soya was cultivated, it seems, since the victory of the
Tcherkesses (p. 48) and the incursions in east Turkestan,
about 1860, then introduced into Ukraine and Bessarabia
[the latter in today’s Moldova and Ukraine], either from the
Caucasus or from Hungary in the following years. Finally
better known when the construction of the Transsiberian
railroad connected (conduisit) Russia and Manchuria (18961900). But the soybean could not fail to interest the higher
government officials. Before the universal success of the
soybean after World War I, it was seen not only as an interior
resource but also as an export crop. However in 1931, of
the 5,970,000 ha in Russia used to grow oilseeds, less than
1,100 were used to grow soybeans versus 5.2 million used
for sunflowers, 300,000 for castor oil, 140,000 for sesame,
30,000 for peanuts, and 350,000 for others such as rapeseed.
But the industry began to demand soybeans. A large furniture
factory in Oklanskaia made glues of vegetable proteins.
The oil was studied for use in soaps and paints. The famine
which menaced the working population because the moujiks
[muzhiks, mujiks], resisted the exploitation of the lands
into collectives, was able to be prevented or delayed by the
progress in the culture of soybeans. Also the 5-year plan
foresaw the extension of this crop onto 3-5 million ha with
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harvests of at least 1,500 kg per ha. To guide the farmers and
perfect management techniques, specialists were recruited
and concessions were granted to Germany in diverse regions.
For how would the USSR itself have harvested the 1935 crop
of about one million quintals = 100,000 MT. The number is
enormous by comparison with the rest of Europe. (Did the
Soviets see themselves as pioneers of a revolutionary new
crop?)
Here, according to the agronomist Rouest, are the
causes of the Russian setback. 1. Negligence and ignorance
of the Russian peasant. 2. Disadvantages of the communist
regime, 3. The general ideological method, always little
reconcilable with the needs of the changes and hazards of
agriculture (e.g., research to find varieties permitting the
use of large harvesters). 4. Poorly chosen cultural methods.
5. Use of most of the harvest for food. The best literature
concerns the moujik [muzhik, mujik] peasants, and one
long study of 1911, of which we have a copy, written by a
Russian doctor,... Sowed in the black earth of the Caucasus
and Ukraine, these soybeans, said Rouest, evidently saved
the lives of thousands of people... We have been told that the
Russians are disgusted at the compulsory use of soybeans,
result of unskilled cooks...? Address: France.
2808. Nye, G.W. 1939. Reports of the botanical section:
Report of the Senior Botanist, Bukalasa. Uganda
Protectorate Department of Agriculture, Annual Report. Part
II. p. 42-56. For the year ended June 30, 1938. See p. 54, 56.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy Beans” states: The
importance of Soy beans from a nutritional standpoint
needs no emphasis. Excellent crops have been obtained
at Bukalasa in both seasons, i.e., early and late rains and
there is every reason to expect higher yields as the seed
becomes acclimatized and soils become infected with the
nodule forming organism. Actually, nodule formation has
only occurred on one very small plot at Bukalasa. Numerous
varieties have been obtained from America and South
Africa, and these are being increased for proper yield trials.
Considerable variation in earliness, straw production, etc.
was observed.”
A trial of three soybean varieties gave the following
yields in pounds/acre: Barberton Y 1 1,060, Serere 840,
Laredo 25. Note: Barberton Y1 originated in South Africa,
Serere is an agricultural station in Uganda, and Laredo
originated in the USA.
“Barberton Y 1 [which originated in South Africa] was
definitely earlier maturing than Serere. The Serere variety
selected by Mr. Hosking in Trinidad appears to be very
suitable for forage owing to the large amount of vegetable
material produced. Quarter-acre increase plots sown in the
late rains gave yields at the rate of 664 lbs. per acre for Local
and 626 for Barberton Y 1, which were very satisfactory.
Very little disease occurred, although at that time of the year
Cercospora is usually very severe on all types of beans.”

The last section titled “Other Crops” notes: “Collections
of Yams, Tannias, Sweet Potatoes, Peas, Soy Beans and
Bambarra Groundnuts [Bambara; Voandzeia subterranea
(L.) Thouras var. subterranea] are being made with a view
of selecting the best types for supplementing the native diet.
Several new varieties of these crops have been obtained
from other countries.” Address: Senior Botanist, Botanical
Section, Bukalasa, Uganda.
2809. Towle, R.S. 1939. Soybeans. University of Wyoming,
Sheridan Research and Extension Center, Annual Report. p.
20.
• Summary: “Seven varieties of soybeans were planted
in single rows in triplicate on land in corn and late forage
crops in 1938, and in two single rows on fallow. The stand
was not good, but the crop made a fair growth and all
varieties matured by October. The best yield of beans was by
Macauley Manchu, all ripe by September 21, of 519 pounds
per acre. No. 03654A produced the most forage, 2,263
pounds per acre. The stand on fallowed land was very poor,
and the yields were low.” Address: Superintendent, Sheridan
Field Station, Sheridan, Wyoming.
2810. Burlison, W.L.; Van Doren, C.A.; Hackleman, J.C.
1940. Eleven years of soybean investigations: Varieties,
seeding, storage. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 462. p. 123-67. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Plan of variety trials. Performance
of different varieties: Northern Illinois, central Illinois,
southwestern Illinois, studies on quality of soybean hay.
Seeding practices–Effects on yields: Rate and method of
seeding, date of seeding. Effects of storage on quality of
soybeans: Long storage reduced stand and yield, shrinkage
in storage, germination tests of stored beans, chemical
composition of three-year-old beans. Summary and
recommendations. Appendix: Characteristics of 66 varieties
and strains of soybeans.
The Bulletin begins: “Soybeans have attracted more
attention and have been more rapidly and more widely
adopted than any other new crop ever introduced into
Illinois. During ten years the Illinois acreage of soybeans
harvested for grain expanded more than fivefold,–from an
average of 369,000 acres in 1924-1928 to an average of
about 2 million acres during 1934-1938.” (p. 123). Tables
show: (1) Illinois soybean production: Acreage and yield,
hay and beans, 1919-1937. (2) De Kalb field. Grain yields
of 25 soybean varieties, 1927-1937. (3) De Kalb field:
Hay yields of 16 soybean varieties, 1930, 1934-1935. (4)
De Kalb field: Straw yields of 24 soybean varieties, 19271937. (5) Urbana field, south-central rotation: Grain yields
of 36 soybean varieties, 1927-1937. (6) Urbana field,
south-central rotation: Hay yields of 37 soybean varieties,
1927-1937. (7) Urbana field, south-central rotation: Straw
yields of 37 soybean varieties, 1927-1937. (8) Urbana field,
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miscellaneous plots: Hay yields of 21 soybean varieties,
1929-1935. (9) Urbana field, miscellaneous plots: Grain
yields of 32 soybean varieties, 1927-1937. (10) Urbana field,
miscellaneous plots: Straw yields of 26 soybean varieties,
1927-1935. (11) Alhambra field: Grain yields of 34 soybean
varieties, 1927-1937. (12) Alhambra field: Hay yields of 17
soybean varieties, 1933-1935. (13) Alhambra field: Straw
yields of 31 soybean varieties, 1927-1937. (14) Soybean hay:
Leaves, stems, and pods in grain-type and hay-type soybean
varieties sampled before harvest, Urbana, 1931-1935. Weight
of each and percentage of total weight. (15) Soybean hay:
Leaves, stems, and pods retained in field-cured hay, Urbana,
1931-1934. (16) Rate and method of seeding: Effect of
yield on soybean grain, Illini variety, Urbana, 1928-1932.
24-inch rows (bean drill) vs. 8-inch rows (grain drill). (18)
Date of seeding: Average yields of 12 varieties of soybeans
seeded at different dates, Urbana, 1926-1931. (19) Date
of seeding: Year by year yields of 12 varieties of soybeans
seeded at different dates, Urbana, 1926-1931. (20) Age of
seed: Effect on stand and yield of soybeans, Urbana, 19271934. (21) Age of seed: Stand and yield of five varieties of
soybeans grown from seed of different ages, Urbana, 19271934. (22) Monthly weight changes: Illini soybeans stored
over five-year period, Urbana. (23) Depth of storage: Effect
on moisture and laboratory germination of soybean seed
sampled on different dates. (24) Depth of storage: Effect
on germination and yield of Illini soybeans. (25) Depth of
storage: Effect on properties of meal, oil, and whole grain of
soybeans (Carbohydrate content of meal. Acid number, iodin
[sic, iodine] number, and refractive index at 25 deg. C. of
oil).
(26) (p. 166-67) Characteristics of 66 named and
unnamed varieties and strains of soybeans: Variety name,
seed color, type. days to maturity, shattering, seed size
(beans per pound), hilum color, flower color, pubescence.
The named varieties, listed alphabetically by name, are:
A.K. 92, A.K. 114, A.K. 125, A.K. 141, A.K. 146, Aksarben,
Arlington, Black Eyebrow, Cayuga, Chestnut, Columbia,
Dunfield, Dunfield (Illinois), Dunfield (Indiana), Ebony,
Ebony (Special), Elton, Funman, Guelph, Haberlandt,
Hamilton, Harbinsoy, Hong Kong, Hurrelbrink, Illini,
Ilsoy, Indiana 5584, Ito San, Kingwa, Laredo, Lexington,
Macoupin, Manchu, Manchu (Perry King), Manchu Sel.
(Thomas), Manchu (Thomas), Manchu (Wisconsin),
Manchuria 13-177, Mandarin, Mandell, Mansoy, Midunk,
Midwest, Minsoy, Morse, Morse Sel. 230, Morse (Wilson),
Mukden, Norredo, Peking, Scioto, Strain B, Tokyo, Type
117, Type 119, Type 120, Virginia, Wea, Wilson-Five,
Wisconsin Black. Address: 1. Chief in Crop Production;
2. Formerly Asst. in Crop Production; 3. Prof. of Crops
Extension. All: Urbana, Illinois.
2811. Krauss, Frederick G. 1940. Diversified agriculture in
Hawaii. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Feb. 18. p. 42.

• Summary: “The Soja (Soy Bean): The most versatile of
annual field crops. Potentially an important leguminous
‘grain’ (seed), forage and hay, and green manuring crop for
Hawaii, with industrial possibilities.”
“Introduction: No other crop is used for so many
purposes as is the soybean, or of which there are so many
agronomic forms, making it adaptable to many cultural
conditions. For centuries the most important legume in
Asiatic countries, it is fast gaining a like ascendancy in some
parts of the continental United States, notably in Illinois,
Iowa, Indiana, and on especially to North and South Carolina
to and throughout much of the cotton Belt. Strange to say,
although the crop has been experimented with in California
for twenty years, it has rarely produced above a thousand
pounds of seed per acre under the most favorable conditions
that could be supplied there, and at $40.00 per ton, such
small yields would be unprofitable. Consequently the
soybean has not become established on the Pacific Coast, nor
does it seem likely to, which has resulted in continued heavy
importation of the seed from the Orient.
“It is the writer’s opinion that light intensity, or
‘length of day’ growing factor, termed photoperiodism (the
response of the plant to relative length of day and night), is
the limiting factor in the region rather than other climatic
conditions such as temperature, humidity, etc., too often
attributed to causes of failure in crop production.
Hawaii’s Adaptability: As to Hawaii’s adaptability
to the profitable production of the soybean (also termed
the soja from its generic name), many varieties have been
tested over a long period. Krauss in Bulletin No. 23, entitled
Leguminous Crops in Hawaii, published by the Hawaii
Experiment Station in 1911, records the successful culture of
some dozen varieties, ranging from very dwarf types, which
mature in 60 to 100 days, to varieties which attain a height
of 4 feet or more, and requiring 4 months to mature. In
succeeding years the Hawaii Experiment Station has added
numerous other varieties, the most outstanding among them
being the two Biloxi varieties from Mississippi. All together
at least 200 varieties have been tested in cooperative field
trials, among them some 40 varieties collected by the writer
in China and Japan in 1909, 1927, and 1936.
“From this extended experience we would affirm that at
least a half dozen varieties are available to the commercial
grower that will produce average crops of a ton of seed per
acre under favorable conditions.
“The writer would estimate that 2000 to 5000 acres
might gradually be brought into this crop in rotation with
potatoes corn and other similar field crops, including even
sugar cane and pineapples. Such an acreage should produce
from 2000 to 5000 tons of seed which would justify the
setting up of a small oil expressing plant, and or a mill for
producing soybean flour such as the well known British
manufactured ‘Trusoy’ flour [launched in 1932] and several
American brands, in addition to supplying the local demand
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for beans used in the manufacture of Oriental products such
as tofu (soybean curd) and its by-product kirazu [okara],
tonyu (soybean milk), miso (fermented rice and soybeans),
shoyu (soybean sauce) and other, which together necessitate
the importation of some 2½ million pounds annually,
the product of more than a thousand acres. Lastly should
mention be made of the important remaining by-product
should Hawaii see fit to set up a soybean expressing plant–
the resultant oil cake which is one of the most satisfactory
sources of food from a vegetable source, used for livestock
feeding, feeding especially for dairy cows. Large quantities
of this feed concentrate are imported into Hawaii, at a cost
ranging from $40 to $50 per ton.
“History and Adaptability; Botanical Characteristics:
The soybean (Soja max), relatively new to American
commercially, is one of the oldest and most important food
crops grown in the Orient. The plant was referred to in
Chinese literature at least 4800 [sic, 3100] years ago. It was
first introduced into the United States about 1800 [sic, 1765].
However, it is only since 1908 [sic, 1890] that the crop
has become generally known to those places of the United
States where it now flourishes. The Hawaii Agricultural
Experiment Station began conducting extensive experiments
with the crop in the middle 1900s. By 1910 a hundred
varieties were under comparative test at the Pensacola
Street Station [in Honolulu] (See Bulletin 23, Leguminous
Crops for Hawaii, 1911). In 1909 the writer collected some
40 varieties in China and Japan, which were added to the
already large collection under test. One of these new Asian
varieties, O-too-tan, is now said to be a foremost variety in
the southern states, where it is grown in excess of a million
acres, principally as a hay and silage crop (see such southern
seed catalogs as Wood’s, Reuter’s and Hastings–the latter
terms it the ‘Hawaiian’ soybean).
“To indicate the importance of the soybean as an Asiatic
crop, mention may be made of Manchuria’s production
of 142 million bushels, in Korea 250 million bushels are
produced and in Japan 11 million bushels, and in NetherlandIndia [today’s Indonesia] 7.5 million bushels as of 1935.
During the same period the United States produced about
40 million bushels, while in 1907 less that 50,000 bushels
were produced, Remarkable progress has been made in
recent years in the United States in the developing of food
and industrial uses from the soybean, especially in the
manufacture of oil, flour and oil meal cake, and lastly, plastic
materials such as is being used in the automobile industry,
in greatly increasing volume. Henry Ford alone used 2
million pounds of soybean oil, the product of 10,000 acres
of soybeans annually, for the manufacture of the enamel
with which he coats his automobiles. The resultant soybean
meal, by-product after the oil is extracted, is used for making
plastics used in numerous automobile parts. At present about
45 soybean oil mills are in operation in the United States.
These, during the 1935-36 season produced 209 million

pounds of oil, the product of 25 million bushels of soybeans
grown on a million acres. The price paid for these beans is a
few cents below $1.00 per bushel of 60 pounds. So important
has the domestic soybean industry become that an exhaustive
text by A.A. Horvath has recently been published by the
Chemical Publishing Company under the title The Soybean
Industry (second edition 1939).
“Description of the Plant:” A long, typical botanical
description follows.
“(To Be Continued Next Sunday).” Address: PhD.
2812. Krauss, Frederick G. 1940. Diversified agriculture in
Hawaii. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Feb. 25. p. 34.
• Summary: “(Continued from Last Sunday)
“Average yield: The average yield of seed per acre
over a wide area ranges from about 10 to 20 bushels (600
to 1200 pounds) per acre depending upon variety and soil
as well as climate. Especially in the soybean are flowering
and consequent seed production closely related to the daily
period of illumination or ‘photoperiod,’ as this factor is
technically termed.
“Under favorable conditions the medium to medium late
maturing, 110-130 day maturing sorts, such as the brownseeded Biloxi, introduced from Mississippi in 1918 [sic,
Jan. 1915], produce under favorable cultural conditions a
ton or more of seed per acre with good regularity. Wilsie,
former agronomist of the Hawaii Experiment Station, has
reported experimental plantings in excess of 2 tons pr acre of
some varieties (see table of 14 varieties and their respective
yields under ‘Varieties’), while Krauss in 1910 reported
average yields ranging from 30 to 50 grams each, slightly
less than one ounce to more than 1½ ounces per plant. Full
stands seeded 10 inches apart in rows 30 inches apart at
the above rate would produce up to or in excess of 3000
pounds per acre. (See illustration herewith which shows the
heavy podded plants without foliage.) In these experiments
it was common to find plants yielding 200 to 300 seeds in
some varieties. Biloxi plants have subsequently yielded
considerably in excess of any of the figures given above and
may be relied upon to produce a ton of prime seed per acre
under favorable and climatic conditions.
“Varieties, Adaptation and Culture: There are said to
be approximately 800 more or less distinct varieties of
soybeans. However, seedsmen catalogue only about 20
varieties mostly in the southern United States. The writer
recommends the following for trial before any extensive area
is sown for commercial purposes:
“Group I. Culinary Varieties. (Dwarf type maturing in
from 60 to 100 days, yellow seeded.)
“Hollybrook, Manhattan, Swan, Elton, Acme.
“Group II. Culinary and ‘Grain’ varieties.
“Medium to large type, best suited for ‘grain.’ Yellow
seeded (except Biloxi.)
“Edward, a desirable variety for the manufacture of miso
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and other Japanese food products (Mamakami Hawaiian Soy
Co., 1910); Ito San Riceland, Barchat, and Ruralnook (if
seed obtainable); Biloxi, an excellent canning variety, Tokio,
Mammoth Yellow.
“Group III. Green foliage and hay varieties.
“Biloxi (brown seeded), O-too-tan, Tar Heel Black,
Laredo.
“The following table is taken from the 1936 annual
report of the Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station,
representing the very creditable work done by Dr. C.P.
Wilsie, an ardent advocate of the soybean as a field crop for
favorable Hawaiian conditions:
“Concerning these experiments Wilsie says: ‘Soybeans
produced with high yields during the summer. Forty-two
varieties were compared for seed and foliage yields. The
summer crop harvested in August and September, 1935,
was excellent, the highest yields ever recorded at the station
being obtained. The table gives the yields of the 14 highest
yielding varieties, each variety replicated four times during
the experiment.
“’Fourteen varieties were planted during the winter
season at the University Farm (Manoa Valley). Grown at
that time of the year the plants were much smaller, only
the O-too-tan exceeding 18 inches in height. Early and
late varieties matured within two weeks of the same date,
and yield and quality of seed due to unfavorable weather
conditions were poor.’”
A table shows: “Comparative yields of 14 varieties of
soy beans grown at the Pensacola Street Station, Honolulu.”
The four columns are: (1) Variety, arranged in descending
order of seed yield. (2) Yield of green forage per acre in tons.
(3) Yield of seed per acre in pounds. (4) Yield of seed per
acre in bushels.
Brown. 12.8 tons. 4,152 pounds, 69.2 bushels.
Tokio. 15.2 tons. 4,034 pounds, 68.1 bushels.
Nanking. 14.0 tons. 3,505 pounds, 58.4 bushels.
Mammoth Yellow. 14.4 tons. 3,369 pounds, 56.2
bushels.
Black, F.P.I. 80495. 13.1 tons. 3,335 pounds, 55.7
bushels.
O-too-tan. 22.1 tons. 3,097 pounds, 51.6 bushels.
Tar Heel Black. 10.6 tons. 3,029 pounds, 50.5 bushels.
Selection 2567-2-11. 12.6 tons. 2,756 pounds, 45.9
bushels.
Laredo. 12.4 tons. 2,620 pounds, 43.7 bushels.
Selection 2567-2-1. 12.6 tons. 2,586 pounds, 43.1
bushels.
Seaweed. 11.1 tons. 2,586 pounds, 43.1 bushels.
Biloxi. 14.2 tons. 2,212 pounds, 36.8 bushels.
Virginia. 10.3 tons. 2,178 pounds, 36.3 bushels.
Yellow Biloxi Hybrid. 15.1 tons. 2,076 pounds, 34.6
bushels.
Photos show: (1) “Planting soybeans with a beet-andbean drill. This implement is said to be much superior to the

grain drills sometimes used. This drill handles seeds of all
sizes and plants four rows at a time.”
(2) “Heavy seeding ‘A’ and heavy foliaged (forage type
[left]) soybeans ‘B’ contrasted. Plant A bearing more than
100 pods and about 300 seeds. Both types thrive in Hawaii.
“(To Be Continued Next Sunday)” Address: PhD.
2813. McRostie, G.P.; Laughland, J. 1940. Soybeans in
Ontario. Ontario Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No.
407. 12 p. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The plant. Uses:
Hay, seed, straw, soybean meal, soiling crop, ensilage,
soil improvement, soybean oil, other products. Feeding
value. Climatic adaptation. Place in rotation. Culture:
Soil, preparation of seed bed, manure and fertilizers, seed
selection, inoculation, dates of seeding, methods and rates of
seeding, depth of seeding, seasonal care, harvesting for hay
or seed, threshing, storing. Varieties. Description of varieties:
Manitoba Brown (Brown, Ogemaw), Kabott (From Mr.
R.R. Kabalkin in Manchuria), Mandarin, Cayuga, Minsoy,
Hudson Heights (Hudson; a selection by T.B. Macaulay of
Hudson Heights, Quebec), O.A.C. No. 211 (selected from
the Habaro variety), Goldsoy, Quebec No. 92, Manchu, Illini.
Soybeans in mixtures (with grains and grasses). Enemies of
the soybean.
Concerning other food products (p. 3): “Soybean flour,
which is made into bread, cakes and muffins, due to its very
low percentage of starch, is of especial value as a diabetic
food. Soybean milk, curd [tofu] and breakfast foods are
products of this bean. Lecithin, a complex fatty material
containing phosphorus and nitrogen, is also obtained from
the soybean and is used in candy making. Green soybeans
(probably green vegetable soybeans), dried beans and bean
sprouts are used in many ways for the table.”
Concerning varieties (p. 9): “Both Manitoba Brown
and Brown are varieties which have been selected from
Ogemaw which was introduced by E.E. Evans, West Branch,
Michigan, 1902, as a supposed cross between Early Black
and Dwarf Brown varieties. The Manitoba Brown is an early
selection made at the University of Manitoba. All three are
similar in appearance and may be described as follows: seed
colour brown, medium to large in size, hilum chocolate;
plant short, erect, bushy; flower purple. They are very early
varieties suitable for seed and may be successfully grown in
northern districts.”
Concerning enemies (p. 12): “In Japan, according to
reports, there are many destructive diseases which attack
the soybean. In the United States, no pest has assumed
any great economic importance, but there have been some
losses due to rabbits, woodchucks, root rot, cowpea wilt and
caterpillars. Forty-three years of experiments at the Ontario
Agricultural College have shown little loss due to fungus and
bacterial diseases, but some parts of Ontario have reported
that groundhogs show a preference for this crop. This
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comparative freedom from plant enemies is a favourable
factor in promotion of soybean culture in Ontario.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Kabott. Address: 1. PhD,
Prof. and Head of Dep.; 2. B.S.A., Extension specialist.
Both: Dep. of Field Husbandry, Ontario Agricultural College,
Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
2814. Ozouf, René. 1940. Le soja [The soybean]. Journal
des Instituteurs et des Institutrices (France) 86(12):47.
March 2. [2 ref. Fre]*
• Summary: This article appears in the section of this
issue titled “Partie Scolaire,” in the subsection titled
“Pour les Grandes et les Adultes.” Contents: Introduction.
Its cultivation (one of the oldest cultivated plants in the
world, widely cultivated for ages in East Asia (especially
Manchuria)), it is an annual, which prefers temperate
climates, there are more than 1,200 varieties, cultivated in
the Corn Belt of the USA, and in Korea, Japan, Java, the
USSR, Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and France
(but yields here are low).
Its utilization: The bacteria in the nodules on its roots
are a source of nitrogen fertilizer. It can be used as a green
forage crop, like lucern / alfalfa. If this is dried, it can be
made into hay or silage. Pigs can be raised on soybean
pasture in the open air. It is much appreciated as a green
manure. Because the seeds are rich in nitrogen, protein and
oil, it is utilized in the form of beans or of oilseed presscake
for the feeding of all farm animals. It also has many uses as
an industrial product. Above al, it is used as a source of oil
and cake / meal.
The modern soybean utilization industry is most highly
developed in Manchuria, where the principal centers are (in
order of importance) Dairen, Harbin, Antung and Yingkou
(W.-G. Ying-k’ou; formerly Newchwang or Niuchwang);
in China, above all in Nanking and Shanghai; in Korea at
Konan (in today’s North Korea) and in the ports of Seishin
(Ch’ongjin, Chongjin, in today’s North Korea), and Rashin;
in Japan at Kobe-Osaka and Tokyo-Yokohama; in Siberia, in
the Russian Far East at Khabarovsk and Vladivostok.
In Europe, Germany is in first place in the various soy
industries, and especially of oil, lecithin, and cakes. Hamburg
and its surroundings are the leading center, followed by
Bremen, Stettin [part of Germany in 1940; Szczecin, in
Poland as of July 2014], Berlin, etc. In the years immediately
preceding the war of 1939, the Reich imported 40-50% of
the soybeans produced in Manchuria. Hull is the principal
soybean crushing center in England. Throughout Scandinavia
the soybean is transformed into cake and margarine, as
well as in the Netherlands and in Belgium. In France, two
factories that make oil and lecithin are in operation near
Arras and Lille.
In the United States soybean processing industries are
developed everywhere, particularly in Chicago [Illinois] and

Milwaukee [Wisconsin] and in the towns of Illinois and New
York. Ford automobile factories use soybeans to make plastic
accessories.
Soybean trade and commerce.
2815. Krauss, Frederick G. 1940. Diversified agriculture in
Hawaii. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). March 10. p.
32
• Summary: “(Continued from last Sunday).
“The crop may be sown broadcast, drilled solid with
a grain drill as in wheat, or in rows of varying spacing. We
would give preference to sowing the seed in rows spaced
either 18, 24, 30, 36 or 42 inches apart depending on variety,
fertility of the soil and season. One of the best crops of the
variety Biloxi we have ever seen (University Farm, Manoa
Valley) was planted in rows spaced 60 inches apart. So dense
was the foliage in this case that it was difficult to distinguish
the 5-foot spaced plant rows.
“The distances apart of the seed within the row, or rate
of seeding, is likewise important. When planting for a hay or
forage crop heavier seeding should be practiced than when
the crop is grown primarily for seed. Depending upon the
size of seed, variety of growth habit and the use to which the
crop is put, rate of seeding may range from 40 to 80 pounds
of seed per acre or more.
“All conditions being favorable, one may expect to
harvest 100, 200, or even 300 fold over the amount of seed
sown in the heavier seeding or ‘grain’ varieties.
“Cultivating the crop: As the crop develops, cultivate to
keep down weeds but do not cultivate too deeply because of
root injury which may greatly depreciate the yield.
“Soybeans may of course be planted with other crops,
such as Sudan grass for pasture or hay in which case the
crops are sown together broadcast. In some parts of the
Mainland such forage crop mixtures have been found very
satisfactory both in yield (20 tons green vegetation per acre)
and are highly nutritious for all classes of livestock.
“The rotation value of soybeans as with most
leguminous, nitrogen gathering crops, is well known and
may well be taken into consideration in favoring this crop.
“Harvesting the soybean: In harvesting the rank growing
varieties for green forage or hay the best time to mow the
crop is when the foliage is at its best and most abundant,
which is when the pods and seeds are about half mature.
Such forage, especially when inter-cropped with corn or
Sudan grass, is said to make excellent silage for dairy cows
and beef cattle, as well as soiling green or curing as hay.
“When harvested for seed, the seed crop must or should
be fully matured and may then be harvested with a beanharvester or combine. As the seed shatters rather badly when
mature, harvesting early in the morning when the plants are
moist with dew is very desirable to avoid excessive loss of
seed.
“Especially in Hawaii must special precautions be
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taken to avoid weevil infestation of the mature seed when
stored. Likewise must care be taken to prevent heating and
molding in storage. Seed should be examined frequently and
fumigated when necessary.
“Uses of the crop: Wm. Morse gives the following
diagrammatic outline of the various uses of the soy bean
plant and seed:
“Green manure
“Forage (hay, ensilage, soiling)
“Pasture
“Meal (human food {breakfast foods, diabetic foods,
flour (breads, cakes, muffins, biscuits), infant foods,
macaroni, crackers, milk}, stock feed, fertilizer)
“Oil (glycerin, explosives, enamels, varnish, food
products {butter substitutes, lard substitutes, edible oils,
salad oils}, linoleum paints, soap stock {soft soaps, hard
soaps}, celluloid, rubber substitute, printing inks, lighting
[illumination], lubricating)
“Dried beans: (soy sauce, boiled beans, baked beans,
soups, coffee substitute, roasted beans, vegetable milk
{cheese [tofu], condensed milk, fresh milk, confections,
casein, breakfast foods})
Green beans (green vegetables, canned, salads)
To the above may be added the use of surplus or
poor quality oil meal, unfit for feeding, as fertilizer. Japan
formerly used 1 to 1½ million tons of soy bean oil cake meal
per year for fertilizer to excellent advantage.
“Further investigations are needed to determine (1) the
composition of the soy bean and its products as affected by
climatic, soil and varietal differences, (2) to discover new
uses for this most versatile plant and to improve the products
which are now utilized in feeding and by the industries,
(3) to improve by breeding varieties better suited to the
needs of their environment and industry, (4) to determine
the economic place of the soy bean in our agricultural and
industrial program and others that will suggest themselves
from time to time.
A large photo shows: “Illini soybeans at flowering stage:
Approximately 40 million bushels (60 pounds per bushel)
of soybeans were grown in the continental United States in
1935, occupying more than 1½ million acres. No other crop
is as rich in protein and oil as this versatile annual field crop
which yields larger crops in Hawaii than have been recorded
elsewhere under reliable experimentation. Besides furnishing
highly concentrated protein feed on the farm, soybeans
are finding a wide use in industry. Various edible products
of high nutritive value made from them are becoming
available in the markets of the world. Soybean oil is being
used extensively in the manufacture of paints, and in the
fabrication of a long list of important commercial products.
The protein from soybean meal is receiving much attention
as a raw material for the preparation of plastics, paper
sizing, glue, etc., and most recently of all as a substitute for
cows’ milk, the white of eggs (albumin) and other ‘ersatz.’”

Address: PhD.
2816. Granhall, I. 1940. Plant breeding studies on the
soybean, flax and other plants in the Baltic countries and
Central Europe (Abstract). Herbage Abstracts 10:25. March.
[1 ref]
• Summary: “In February and March the author visited a
number of countries, namely Finland, Esthonia [Estonia],
Latvia, Poland, Lithuania, Germany, Austria, Hungary,
Rumania, and Czechoslovakia, to study the results of
cultivation and variety trails. A brief account of his
experiences is given.” A translation is available from the
Imperial Bureau of Pastures and Forage Crops, Aberystwyth,
Great Britain.
Note: This summary does not state which countries
were testing or growing soybeans. The original article was
titled “Växtförädlingsstudier beträffande sojaböna, lin m.m.i
Östersjöländerna och Mellaneurope,” published in Sveriges
Utsaedesfoerenings Tidskrift 49:161-79, 336-50.
Herbage Extracts is published in the U.K. by the
Imperial Bureau of Pastures and Forage Crops (its name
from 1938-46). A translation is available.
2817. Peck, Lyman. 1940. The widening market for soybean
oil meal. National Farm Chemurgic Council, Chemurgic
Paper [No. 19]. 4 p.
• Summary: Presented at the “Sixth Annual Farm Chemurgic
Conference, Chicago, Illinois, March 27-29, 1940.”
“Surely during the last century no other agricultural
crop has developed so rapidly, none has received so much
publicity in so short a time as this oriental immigrant, the
soybean.
“Possibly the chemurgic Movement has had
considerable influence upon this publicity. It may be that this
crop has been over-publicized both for the farmer’s good and
the good of the industry processing it. Unguided enthusiasm
which disregards known facts of science has always proved a
boomerang.
“The first agricultural problem involved a certain
apple-picking episode wherein Eve was ill-advised.
Apparently times have not changed. The soybean industry
is still suffering from ill-advised enthusiastic statements
made years ago regarding the feeding value of whole or
ground raw soybeans. This same misguided enthusiasm
has caused some to jump into the processing field without
a careful investigation of the responsibilities both chemical
and mechanical which are incumbent upon the processor’s
operations. There is no royal road to success via the soybean
route over any other one agricultural product. Soybeans like
any other crop have to be grown, processed, and marketed.
The more intelligently all these are planned and carried out,
the more profit to everyone concerned.
“Roughly speaking, the soybean crop affords two
marketable products–soybean oil meal and soybean oil. What
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the future holds for the processing industry depends upon the
intelligence with which these products are produced and put
into consumption.
“Merely buying beans and processing them is not
enough. Accurate control, both chemical and mechanical,
is necessary at every step in processing in order to assure
consumers that the oil and the meal they purchase are
suitable for their purposes. If this industry prospers, it is
necessary that the feeder receives uniform meal of the
highest nutritive value. The day has already passed when all
soybean oil meals are considered to be of equal value.
“Much has been written and said about the merits of the
different methods of processing. The facts are: the amount
of heat used and the length of time it is applied have more
influence upon the nutritive value of the meal than the
particular method used in processing.
“The annual production of soybean oil meal in the
United States has increased from 21,000 tons in 1926 to
over 1,000,000 tons last year. Indications are that this season
will show a decided gain. My purpose during the next few
minutes will be to review the reasons for this extraordinary
development.
“Any new agricultural crop under present farming
conditions should:
“1. Afford the farmer a better rotation, increasing the
yield of the crop that follows. Tests prove that soybeans do
this, and in addition are an excellent fertilizer when plowed
under.
“2. Fit into the deficiencies of other crops. In case of
a failure or partial failure of other forage crops, soybeans
furnish an excellent hay crop when cut at the proper time.
“3. Present opportunities for a cash crop. Farming is,
after all, a business requiring cash crops as well as those
that may be converted into meat, milk, and eggs, and sold as
such.
“4. Fit into a farm chemurgic program. Because
soybeans have met these conditions so satisfactorily,
growers have greatly increased the acreage devoted to
them. Processing facilities have kept pace with increased
production providing a steady market for the beans.
“Approximately 90-95% of the soybean oil meal
produced in this country at present finds its way into the
rations for livestock and poultry and small animals. The real
reasons for the acceptance of soybean oil meal by feeders
may be summed up by two words: Research and Extension.
“Research: From the Agricultural Experiment Stations
and Colleges, especially during the past ten years, there has
come an ever-increasing flood of experimental data proving
the advantages of soybean oil meal as a protein supplement
in the rations of livestock and poultry. These data indicate
that it is equal or superior to linseed or cottonseed oil meals
meat scraps, and tankage when properly supplemented with
minerals. In the case of poultry, sufficient Vitamin G is also
required. We must not overlook the fact, however, that best

results, particularly with poultry and swine, are obtained
when soybean oil meal is used in combination with animal
proteins instead of replacing them entirely.
“The research work at Wisconsin and at Cornell
[University; Ithaca, New York] involving the effect of heat
during processing has had a most significant effect, because
it has enabled processors to know how to govern their
operations to produce meal of the highest nutritive value.
The larger processors with adequate laboratory facilities and
an efficient personnel were quick to apply this information.
As a result, the feeding value and uniformity of their meals is
much superior to what it was a few years ago.
“It would be unfair to the processors of soybeans to
mention this research at our Agricultural Experiment Stations
and colleges without stating that quite a lot of this research
has been made possible by funds which the processors
provided for this purpose.
“This sponsoring of research by industry has had a
two-fold effect. In the first place, it brought forth unbiased
factual data which is the only firm foundation upon which
to build a business, whether it be processing soybeans or
feeding livestock. In addition, it has brought about a better
relationship between the research workers in our agricultural
institutions and industries. Working together in a common
cause both groups have became better acquainted and, as a
result, have a broader view of the whole problem and a better
appreciation of each other.
“Extension: After research has uncovered basic facts,
the practical problem is to get these facts before the ultimate
consumer.
“About two years ago the National Soybean Processors
Association formed a group known as the Soybean
Nutritional Research Council. This Council is at present
composed of seven technical men from different processors
whose main purpose is to study experimental data, contact
the research workers at various Agricultural Experiment
Stations and Colleges, and assist them by exchanging ideas
and data.
“The other activities of the council are directed toward
extension work. A literature review of the experimental
data concerning soybean oil meal was prepared and widely
distributed among research workers and teachers. Popular
articles on the feeding value of soybean oil meal were
prepared, carefully checked for accuracy, and then released
through the agricultural press all over this country. Some
of these articles were combined in a booklet which has
been widely distributed to feeders. In this distribution they
have been materially aided by the Agricultural Extension
departments of the railroads, County Agents, Vo-Ag.
teachers in high schools, the field men of commercial feed
manufacturers, and many other agencies. Exhibits have also
been prepared and shown at various large shows attended by
farmers.
“One of the main reasons why the Soybean Nutritional
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Research Council has been so successful is because all
the members develop their commercial affiliations while
engaged in this work and regardless of the fact that they are
all competitors, work shoulder to shoulder in a common
cause–advancing the knowledge of soybean oil meal.
“Other Uses: Now let us consider where the balance
of the soybean oil meal finds a market. Industrial research
is developing new uses every day. There is considerable
advance in the field of plastics. Glue and sizing for washable
wallpaper, water paint, and other uses find soybean protein
valuable.
“Last, but by no means least, is the rapidly increasing
use of soybean flour and other byproducts in the human
edible field. All of these subjects are being discussed at this
meeting by men far better qualified in these fields.
“Fertilizer: Due to the research of Anderson and
Swanbeck in Connecticut quite a lot of soybean oil meal is
being used for fertilizer in growing shade tobacco. Where an
organically-bound nitrogen is indicated, soybean oil meal is
an excellent and relatively cheap source.
“The small amount of research and observation to date
indicates that soybean oil meal may have an increasing use
as a component part of fertilizer for golf greens and lawns.
“Additional Research Required: Merely because we
have a great deal of research data on the nutritional value
of soybean oil meal we must not lose sight of the fact
that many questions remain unsolved. Much more data is
needed, particularly on the feeding of this excellent protein
concentrate to horses and dogs. More long-time, carefullycontrolled data is needed to determine the relative value of
soybeans and soybean oil meal for feeding dairy cattle and
sheep.
“The soybean industry, like all other industries
that afford opportunities, must be willing to accept
responsibilities.” Address: [Soybean Nutritional Research
Council].
2818. Pittman, D.W. 1940. Advisability of extensive
introduction of soybeans investigated: Income of 34 to 37
dollars an acre possible. Farm and Home Science 1(1):3.
March.
• Summary: “Yields of 22 to 27 bushels per acre of threshed
soybeans have been obtained by the Experiment Station on
good irrigated land in Utah under favorable conditions. At
a normal price of about $1.25 per bushel this would give a
total income of $27.50 to $33.75 per acre. It has been found
that late varieties of soybeans will not mature in Utah. Early
varieties mature easily but do not yield well. Mid-season
varieties, such as Illini and Mukden give the largest yield in
Utah but run considerable risk of injury by early fall frosts.
These facts are the result of tests covering a five-year period
conducted by the Agronomy and Soils Department in an
investigation of the practicability and desirability of the
development of the soybean industry in this state...

“Investigations at the Experiment Station have shown
that if the soybean is to be grown in Utah it should be
planted about May 1, and the seed should be inoculated
when planted on land not previously in soybeans. Inoculant
with instructions for its use, may be obtained from the seed
companies...
“The amount and seasonal distribution of irrigation
water needed by soybeans is about the same as for corn. The
plant is not especially drought resistant and needs much of its
water in late summer. Soybeans should be harvested as soon
as most of their leaves have fallen...
“There is as yet no local market for threshed soybeans
and probably will not be unless some relatively large local
industry should be developed to handle them. A press to
separate the oil from the cake will be the first requirement.
Then some industry to utilize the oil in paint, margarine
or plastics will be needed. The cake will find a ready local
market as stock feed, as there are already 200 carloads of
this feed shipped into the state each year, used mostly by the
poultry industry. It may also supplant the cottonseed cake of
which a considerable amount is also shipped into the state.
“Although soybeans are grown extensively in the
middle west for forage they will probably never become an
important forage crop in Utah where alfalfa grows so well. It
may be found desirable, however, to grow them where a oneyear crop is wanted as alfalfa does not mature a crop the year
it is planted. Soybeans may be grown along with corn in the
same row and used for green feed or as silage.
“The question of the introduction of soybeans into Utah
should be decided on economic considerations. Soybeans
would displace some other crop on good irrigated land.”
Note: This journal was later renamed Farm and Home
Science. Address: Utah.
2819. Arnold, H.C. 1940. Salisbury Agricultural Experiment
Station. Agriculturist’s annual report on experiments, season
1938-39. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 37(4):220-40. April.
• Summary: Soya beans, planted on 11 Nov. 1938, were used
as a hay crop for winter feeding of cattle.
“Soya beans were first grown on an experimental scale
in this colony more than twenty years ago, but the varieties
available at that time were not suited to local climatic
conditions and their cultivation was not generally adopted.
One of the main reasons for the crop’s unpopularity was that
the plants ripened unevenly, and that a large proportion of
the seed-pods sometimes burst open and scattered the seed
before it was possible to harvest it. Since that time, however,
numerous varieties have been received from various
sources, and from these selections of types suitable for local
cultivation have been made, but the more vigorous of these
can only be used for cattle food, as their seed coats are either
brown or black, whereas only those which have cream or
creamy-yellow-coloured seed are considered suitable for
human consumption or for oil extraction.
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“In the year 1937 some ten strains of Soya beans were
received from the School of Agriculture, Potchefstroom [in
the southern Transvaal, South Africa]. These were included
in trials with other varieties, which are reputed to be suitable
for human consumption, although in some cases their skin
colour is brown. The Potchefstroom strain No. 35 S. 184
has proved itself to be a heavier yielder of seed than any of
the other yellow-seeded kinds, though its fodder yields are
considerably lighter than those of the strains recommended
for hay. The Potchefstroom strain also retains its seed for
three or four weeks after it has reached maturity, and for this
reason it will be possible to delay harvesting the crop for
two or three weeks should pressure of other work demand. A
large number of selections and crosses are still under trial...”
Address: Manager, Salisbury Exp. Station.
2820. Forbes, E.B.; Bratzler, J.W.; French, C.E. 1940. The
utilization of certain feeding stuffs by cattle. Pennsylvania
State College. Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No.
391. 14 p. April.
• Summary: Steers were fed soybean silage, with molasses
or phosphoric acid added, or soybean oil meal, hydraulic,
expeller, or solvent processed. Calcium and phosphorus
balances were determined with the rations containing six
kinds of silage. “The experimental periods were 28 days
in length, including 10-day preliminary feeding periods
and 18-day periods of collection of feces and urine...
The digestibility of the three soybean meals differed
comparatively little, but the product of the solvent process
had a slightly higher content of digestible protein and
slightly lower content of total digestible nutrients than had
the two other soybean oil meals...
“Among the soybean oil meals, the solvent product was
highest in digestible protein but lowest in total digestible
nutrients and metabolizable energy.” Address: Inst. of
Animal Nutrition, Pennsylvania State College.
2821. Snyder, W.W.; Moore, L.A. 1940. The carotene content
of several herbages during the growing season. J. of Dairy
Science 23(5):363-71. May. [11 ref]
• Summary: Herbages studied for variation in the carotene
(an orange pigment) content during the growing season were
alfalfa, brome grass, corn leaves, the oat plant, the soybean
plant, Sudan grass, and sweet clover. The carotene content
of these plants is much greater during the earlier stages of
growth, so this is the best time to cut them, to make hay or
silage, in order to obtain the greatest carotene content–which
gives butter with the best color.
Tables show weekly variation in carotene during July
and August in soybeans and the five other plants. Address:
Section of Dairy Husbandry, Michigan Ag. Exp. Station, East
Lansing.
2822. Culbertson, C.C.; Shearer, P.S.; Hammond, W.E.;

Robinson, J.L. 1940. Fattening yearling steers. A.H. Leaflet
[Animal Husbandry], Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station,
Cooperative Extension Service No. 158. 9 p. June.
• Summary: This is a mimeographed leaflet. Contents: Part
I: Corn of different degrees of hardness. Part II: Linseed
meals, soybean oilmeals and cottonseed meal. Introduction
(explanation of the two parts). The allotment and rations
fed to the cattle (includes two different levels of soybean
oilmeal). The varieties of corn and the hardness of each.
The protein supplements fed. The feeder cattle. The hogs
following and how handled. Results in tabular form: Table
(3): Corn of different degrees of hardness. (4) Protein
supplements for fattening steers (includes Expeller soybean
meal and Solvent extracted soybean meal). (5 & 6) Fattening
yearling steers. Address: Animal Production and Farm Crops
Subsection, Agric. Exp. Station, Iowa State College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Ames, Iowa.
2823. Newlander, J.A.; Ellenberger, H.B.; Camburn, O.M.;
Jones, C.H. 1940. The conservation of alfalfa, timothy
and soybean nutrients as silages and as hays. Vermont
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 459. 42 p.
June. [56 ref]
• Summary: Soybean silage, regular, sun wilted, with
molasses or phosphoric acid added, was fed to cows.
Address: Burlington, Vermont.
2824. Hamilton, Tom S.; Nakamura, F.I. 1940. The cystine
content of eleven varieties of soybeans. J. of Agricultural
Research 61(3):207-14. Aug. [28 ref]
• Summary: “The soybean (Soja max (L.) Piper) is fast
becoming a factor of major importance in American
agriculture. A valuable crop to the agronomist, a source of
raw materials for many industrial commodities, such as glue.
plastics, paint, artificial wood, etc., as well as a valuable
feed and food supplement for both man and animal, the
soybean occupies an important place among the cultivated
crops in many parts of the world. While soybean hay, whole
soybeans, and soybean oil are valuable foodstuffs, the
proteins of the beans are of chief interest and importance so
far as the nutritive value of the crop is concerned.
“By 1925, 1,133 varieties had been described, and
of these more than 100 named varieties are widely grown
or are being distributed in the United States (16). Some
varieties are useful for their oil content or for their feeding
value for animals. However, a number of the newer varieties
are valuable as food for human beings. Woodruff (28) of
the University of Illinois has tested 467 varieties of edible
soybeans for their eating qualities and has rated 6 as very
good and 70 as good.
“The value of soybeans or soybean oil meal, or of any
feed, as a source of protein to the animal body depends
not only upon the total amount of protein present, but also
upon its digestibility and biological value when consumed.
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That the total amount of protein in a sample of soybeans
may vary widely, depending upon the variety, soil fertility,
climatic conditions, etc., has been shown by a number of
investigations. References to investigations of this nature to
1938 may be found in a review by the Soybean Nutritional
Research Council (10).”
“Summary and Conclusions: The cystine content of
extracts, containing on an average 96.2 percent of the total
nitrogen content of 11 varieties of soybeans all grown in the
same year on uniform soil, was determined. Expressed as a
percent of the whole soybean seed. the cystine content varied
from 0.213 for Virginia beans to 0.553 for Mansoy beans.
Expressed in milligrams of cystine per grain of nitrogen,
a variation from 33.1 for the Virginia beans to 89.4 for the
Mansoy variety was found. These latter figures show nearly
200 percent variation, much of which probably represents
true varietal differences.
“Since cystine or its equivalent in nutrition has been
shown to be the limiting factor in the utilization of at least
certain varieties of soybeans, and since there may be large
differences in their cystine content, it is concluded that
perhaps certain varieties should find their greatest value as
protein supplements in human diets and in animal rations
while others should find their greatest usefulness in the
industries.” Address: 1. Assoc. chief in animal nutrition; 2.
Asst. in animal nutrition. Both: Illinois Agric. Exp. Station.
2825. Moya, Martin A. de. 1940. La soya en Venezuela
[The soybean in Venezuela]. Agricultor Venezolano (El)
(Ministerio de Agricultura y Cria, Caracas) 5(51-52):25-30.
July/Aug. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soil and climate. Trials
in Maacay. Preparation of the soil and method of planting.
Harvest. Uses. Benefits to the soil. Chemical composition of
different parts of the soybean.
Among the various plants imported to Venezuela in
recent years, the soybean (la Soya) has been assigned a
significant place in the program of crops and an important
factor in the development of the industry for using livestock
for economic gain (Industria Pecuaria). This esteemed and
valuable plant is a member of the legume family and its
technical name is Glycine hispida.
Scarcely 20 years ago it was unknown in the Western
Hemisphere [sic]. However its cultivation has been extended
to such a degree that today it is one of the most important
grains in countries as advanced as the United States of North
America, where its production grows from year to year.
The tests conducted in the region of Maracay, Aragua
State, once again demonstrate the good adaptability of this
plant; very good results were obtained. Unfortunately, we
have been able to test only a very small number of the 134
varieties that are currently known in North America. Among
the varieties tested, the Mammoth Yellow, with its long
vegetative cycle of 140-150 days, has prevailed decidedly

over the others, for its good production of seed and exuberant
growth. It is very probably, however, that early varieties,
although they may not give as high a yield of seed and forage
as the Mammoth Yellow, they fit better into the cropping
programs of some agriculturists, such as producers of maize,
cotton, etc., despite their shorter vegetative cycle of 100-120
days.
Experimental trials conducted with Mammoth Yellow in
the region of Maracay gave yields of 1,400 to 1,600 kg per
hectare of yellow seed. Trials in other places have given 4-7
tons per hectare of forage.
The best time for harvest seems to be in the months of
January to March, since there are no torrential rains and the
rays of the sun do not fall so directly on the plant as in other
months of the year.
The three main ways in which the soybean is used are as
green forage, hay, and ensilage. In our country, the greatest
benefit is likely to be obtained from forage.
One of the results of soybean cultivation is enrichment
of the land on which it is grown. If cultivated on hard,
compact land, the physical condition of the land will be
improved with complete certainty. If the plant used as forage
to feed animals and their manure is returned to the soil,
approximately 80% of the nitrogen, half of which comes
from the air [through nitrogen fixation by root nodules], will
be incorporated in the land.
Photos (all taken at the Maracay agricultural experiment
station) show: (1) Large soybean plants of the variety
Mammoth Yellow ready for harvest. (2) Varietal experiments
growing in a large field. (3) Another field of Mammoth
Yellow soybean with two men in suits and hats standing
in it. (4) A man standing in a field of Mammoth Yellow
with mountains in the background. Address: Director de la
Estacion Experimental de las Delicias, Maracay [Venezuela].
2826. Wilcox, R.H.; Case, H.C.M. 1940. Twenty-five
years of Illinois crop costs, 1913-37. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 467. p. 357-455. Aug.
• Summary: Contents: Description of the cost-accounting
study. Important factors influencing crop costs, 1913-1937.
Variations in crop costs. Some fundamental trends in farming
brought out by the cost study: Greater efficiency in crop
production, changes in farm labor requirements, changes in
acreages planted to different crops, use made of time saved,
changes in character of farm expenses. Summary. Tables:
Year-by-year costs of crop production.
Table 3. Hours of man labor, horse labor, and tractor use
per acre in producing corn, wheat, and soybeans. Tables 2527. Soybeans threshed, combined, and as hay: Champaign
and Piatt counties, cost of production, income, and efficiency
factors, 1920-1937. Table 37. Soybean hay: Southwest
Illinois, cost of production, income, and efficiency factors,
1924-1928.
“The twenty-five years covered by the data reported
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here was a period of rapid and fundamental change in Illinois
agriculture. The ‘horse economy’ that had dominated midwestern farming after the invention of the reaper and binder,
gangplow and cultivator, gave way to a ‘tractor economy’
characterized by larger machinery units, decreasing amounts
of man labor per unit of land and crops, and increasing
proportions of direct cash costs incurred in producing crops.’
Fig. 12. Hours of man labor, horse labor, and tractor use
per acre in producing soybeans, 1923-1937. The latter figure
notes: “From the beginning of the commercial production
of soybeans in Champaign and Piatt counties in the early
1920s, the horse labor used per acre declined from 29.1
hours in 1922-1924 to 1.5 hours in 1936-1938. During this
period tractor use in soybean production rose from 0.7 hours
to 2.4 hours an acre. The amount of man labor in soybean
production and harvesting was affected as much by the
adoption of the combine as by the use of the tractor. Man
labor in producing soybeans declined from 13.4 hours per
acre in 1922-1924 to 4.0 hours in 1936-1938.” Address: 1.
Assoc. Chief in Farm Management; 2. Chief.
2827. Wirt, F.A. 1940. What the implement manufacturers
are doing to assist the soybean grower. Proceedings of the
American Soybean Association p. 40, 43-52. 20th annual
meeting. Held 18-20 Aug. at Dearborn, Michigan.
• Summary: “Addressed delivered Aug. 20, 1940 at the
20th Annual Meeting of the American Soybean Association,
Dearborn, Michigan.”
Contents: Introduction: Some reasons for rapid increase
in soybean acreage. Preparing the seedbed (Plows, disk
harrows, notched coulter blades, levers). Disk harrows.
Planting (grain drills, fertilizer attachments, beet and bean
planters). Cultivating (spike tooth harrow, rotary hoe, beet
and bean cultivator–for rows less than 21 or more than 21
inches apart). Harvesting for hay (horse-drawn mowers,
tractor mowers, side delivery rakes, hay loaders, silage
cutters, power row-crop binders). Harvesting for beans
(combines). Tractors. Conclusion.
“Surprising to many within as well as outside agriculture
is the rapidly increasing acreage planted to soybeans–
especially in the mid-west states.
“It is not within the scope of my remarks on ‘What the
Implement Manufacturers are Doing to Assist the Soybean
Grower’ to discuss the many reasons why soybean acreage
has increased so rapidly beginning with the year 1929.
“Other speakers at this and previous meetings have
explained these reasons–commercial use, effect of ChineseJapanese war on shipments from Manchuria, increased
demand from Europe until very recently, reduced corn
acreage, soil conservation program, more drouth resistant
than most crops, freedom from chinch bug and most other
insect damage, the Fat and Oil Tariff of 1934, the Bailey
Amendment of 1936, improved varieties, and better cultural
methods.

“Every acre planted to soybeans, and then later
turned under, grazed, or harvested, requires the use of
farm machinery. This equipment has been and is today
an extremely important factor in making this increasing
acreage possible and profitable. Before discussing recent
developments in farm machinery, therefore, it might be well
to look at the record of acres planted to soybeans, and bushel
yields in the last few years.
“Last year (1939), 9,023,000 acres were grown
in soybeans alone; 4,226,000 acres were raised for
beans; 4,423,000 acres for hay and, taking into account
interplantings, 1,357,000 acres for grazing or plowing under.
“This year there is an increase of 17.6 percent over last
year in soybeans grown alone, or a total of 10,610,000 acres.
“In 1919 the number of acres grown for beans was
sufficient to justify recording by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. The increase since then is nothing short of
phenomenal–from only 99,000 acres in 1919 to 1,008,000
acres in 1930; and 4,226,000 acres grown for beans alone in
1939. (See Chart 1)
“From 1924 to 1939 the yield in bushels virtually
doubled–from 11 to 20.7 bushels. Three of the important
factors tending to bring about this increase in yield include
improved varieties, better cultural methods and more
efficient harvesting. (See Chart 2)
“In total number of bushels of beans a phenomenal
increase has taken place in the last fifteen years. In 1924 only
4,947,000 bushels were harvested. By 1939 it had climbed
to 87,409,000, and for 1940 it is estimated that if yields this
year equal those of 1939, a total of 110,000,000 bushels may
be expected. (See Chart 3)
“In 1929, there were 2,400,000 acres of soybeans grown
alone for beans, hay, grazing and plowing under. By 1940
this acreage had increased to 10,610,000. Previously it was
stated that the indicated 1940 acreage was 17.6 percent
greater than last year. (See Chart 4)
“The amazing increase in acreage is illustrated by what
has happened in the four leading soybean states. In the last
four years, 1936 to 1940, the soybean acreage in Illinois
has increased from 1,887,000 to 3,108,000; in Indiana from
748,000 to 1,652,000; in Iowa from 560,000 to 1,496,000;
and in Ohio from 330,000 to 1,111,000.
“The operations of preparing the seedbed, planting
and harvesting will be discussed in that order, from the
standpoint of ‘What the Implement Manufacturers are Doing
to Assist the Soybean Grower’.
“Where soybeans are turned under to add organic matter
to the soil, plowing takes the place of harvesting. If the
soybeans are grown for grazing, the ‘harvesting’ is done by
animals.
“Preparing the Seedbed: About five years ago, I was
driving through Illinois when the farmers were plowing
under their cornstalks and soybean vines. Toward evening
fires could be seen in every direction. Farmers were burning
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crop residues which the soil required.
“Just as I was leaving an implement dealer’s place of
business, a farmer drove up. When introducing me, the dealer
explained, ‘Here’s a farmer who doesn’t burn his stalks and
vines.’ When asked the reason, this farmer told me that his
neighbors were still using old, light-weight tractor plows
which long since should have been replaced with modern
equipment. These old plows had been built to sell at a price,
but please note that I did not say they were low-priced plows.
Actually these plows proved to be an expensive investment.
“This spring a week was spent driving through the
Corn Belt. Again cornstalks were seen raked in windrows
and burning, but fortunately there were not so many
being handled in this Manner as five years ago. Why the
difference?
“First, there is a better understanding of the need for
organic matter in the soil, and how plowing under crop
residues improves tilth, increases water-holding capacity and
makes soils easier to work.
“Second, plows and disk harrows developed and
marketed within recent years are better adapted to turning
under cornstalks and soybean vines.
“Recent tractor moldboard plows have more clearance
between bottoms and between soil and beams. They are built
so bottoms raise high when the plow is tripped at the end
of the field, so very little trash, if any, catches on the share
points when turning.
“Notched coulter blades, eighteen inches in diameter,
improve the non-clogging qualities of a plow operated in
trashy conditions.
“Levers for raising and lowering plow bottoms, and for
leveling the plow, have, within the last few years been made
adjustable in length and angle, so regardless of tractor or
operator, plow levers can now be operated more easily from
the driver’s seat.
“In connection with lever control, one important
development has been the half-notch adjustment of the depth
lever. That is, the depth of the plowing as the bottoms are
raised or lowered varies as little as one-fourth of an inch
from notch to notch. In the past, the depth adjustment was
likely to result in going deeper or shallower than the operator
desired to meet the soil, crop and power conditions.
“Purchasers of small tractors buy the lighter and less
expensive plows which, for want of a better description,
might be referred to as two-wheel plows. They are built to
sell at a price and, for obvious reasons, cannot incorporate
all of the many advantages of the larger, more substantial
three-wheel tractor plows previously described. At that, these
lighter plows of recent years are surprisingly efficient under
difficult soil and trash conditions.
“Disk Harrows: The tandem and wide-cut disk harrows
are important machines in the operation of preparing the
seedbed. Some times the disk harrow alone is used for
this purpose. More frequently disking precedes plowing,

especially if the field is covered with trash.
“A Wheatland Disk Plow can take the place of a disk
harrow. Being heavier, it has better penetration, but if not
already available, its purchase is not recommended for this
one operation. In general, soybean growers very properly
wish to use their present machinery rather than invest in
special soybean equipment.
“Marked improvement has taken place in disk harrow
design and performance within recent years.
“Blades are heat-treated, and cutting edges are sharper,
even when subjected to adverse conditions.
“Connections between the front and rear gangs improve
penetration–that is, the ability to cut through crop residues
and the soil surface.
“Lubrication of bearings has been improved by pressure
fittings and the use of heavy oil or soft grease.
“For those who prefer wide-cut harrows in the single
style, they can be obtained in the ten, fourteen and twentyone foot size.
“Sod strips are more noticeable this spring than a year
ago. Before crossing sod strips, the disk gangs, of course,
should be straightened. After crossing they are angled to
resume working position. Straightening and angling can be
accomplished in different ways “1. Pull a rope, without stopping, for automatic
straightening or angling of the gangs;
“2. Stop and back up to straighten the gangs before
crossing the grassy draw. To angle, pull a latch, and go
ahead.
“From the nature of the plant the seedbed must be firm
with no air pockets and free from large lumps to obtain
maximum yield of soybeans. Seedbed preparation, therefore,
frequently includes the use of a roller packer. In outward
appearance of working parts very little change has taken
place in this machine, but they are now built for tractor
operation, which is of no little importance” (Continued).
Address: Chairman, Advisory Council to the Research Dep.,
Farm Equipment Inst.
2828. Wirt, F.A. 1940. What the implement manufacturers
are doing to assist the soybean grower (Continued–
Document part II). Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 40, 43-52. 20th annual meeting. Held 18-20
Aug. at Dearborn, Michigan.
• Summary: (Continued): “Planting: The accepted method
of planting soybeans for either beans or hay has been drilling
with a grain drill. Soybeans, however, do not fight weeds
very well. Weeds become steadily worse, making efficient
harvest increasingly difficult. All too frequently one can
hardly see the soybeans for the weeds when time for harvest
rolls around. Through careful preparation of the seedbed with
machines previously mentioned, also cultivating before and
after planting, drilled beans under favorable conditions can
be kept reasonably clean.
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“Within recent years there has been a marked tendency
for growers to plant soybeans in rows for cultivation and
for larger yields. Three types of machines are available for
planting soybeans: (1) The Grain Drill; (2) A two or four-row
horse or tractor Corn Planter; (3) A four or six-row Beet and
Bean Planter. These units will be discussed briefly.
“Grain Drills have been accurate seeding machines
for many years. Recent improvements have increased the
accuracy of seeding and uniformity of depth of planting. The
length of time drills will retain this accuracy has been greatly
prolonged by modern materials and construction. Disk
furrow opener bearings are better protected against dust and
dirt, and are easier lubricated. They last longer.
“Fertilizer attachments now provide for distributing
fertilizer apart from the seed. A scatterer at the bottom of
each distributing spout places the fertilizer on each side,
above, and not in contact with the seed.
“While the grain drill is most frequently used for drilling
solid, it is also satisfactory for row planting by covering
some of the seed cups. A 12 x 7 grain drill, for instance, can
be arranged to obtain 21-inch rows; a 16 x 7, 28-inch rows.
The grain drill is a splendid machine for planting solid or in
rows approximately 21 or 28 inches apart.
“Corn Planters are not very much different from what
they were some years ago except in quality of materials and
construction. Soybean plates or beet and bean attachments
are available for owners who wish to use their corn planter
for planting soybeans.
“By setting corn planter furrow openers 36 inches apart,
cultivating equipment already on the farm will be found
satisfactory. Owners set the planter at 42 or 44 inch rows and
half lap to obtain 21 or 22 inch spacing. This may call for
a special cultivator or special attachments for their regular
cultivator. Horse-drawn cultivators, with few exceptions, and
some tractor corn cultivators can be narrowed to handle 28inch rows.
“Beet and bean planters are excellent machines for
planting soybeans and are quite popular for the purpose in all
sections where soybeans as well as beets are grown. These
planters can be obtained in four and six row sizes, with
width of rows easily adjustable. The beet and bean cultivator
is admirable for use where beans are planted with this
combination planter.
“No discussion of planting would be complete without
reference to fertilizer and its application to soybeans.
Experiments at the Ohio State Agricultural Experiment
Station a few years ago demonstrated that even small
applications of fertilizer in contact with the seed would
damage germination. Soybeans seem to be peculiarly
sensitive to fertilizer injury. Purdue University, the
University of Illinois and, no doubt, other agricultural
experiment stations, are now carrying on fertilizer tests with
soybeans.
“Several machines with fertilizer attachments are

available for distributing fertilizer: (1) Fertilizer grain drills;
(2) Corn planters with twin band fertilizer attachments which
place the fertilizer on both sides of, not touching, the seeds;
and (3) Beet and bean planters with fertilizer attachments
similar to the kind obtainable with corn planters.
“Should experiments in placing the fertilizer with
soybeans prove that some other method of applying than the
above is required, the implement industry will be quick to
take advantage of the opportunity to supply the grower with
the equipment best adapted for the purpose.
“Cultivating: The most effective cultivation, of course,
is done before the crop comes through the ground. A firm,
well prepared seedbed, clean of weeds, is ideal for soybeans.
Even so, cultivation will be required. Whether planted solid
or drilled in rows, cultivation before and after planting will
produce larger yields
“For cultivating soybeans, many machines–none of them
especially new in design–can be chosen by the grower.
“A four-section spike tooth harrow behind a tractor
can kill a lot of weeds before they get started by harrowing
immediately before planting. It can also be used as a
cultivator after the soybeans are up a few inches. Some of the
soybean plants will be injured, but more good than harm will
result, according to users.
“A rotary hoe is justifiably popular with soybean
growers. It can be used after planting, but before beans come
through, to break the crust, if one forms as a result of a hard
rain. As a cultivator of small soybean plants, especially when
planted solid, the rotary hoe is hard to beat. Surprisingly few
plants are injured and, again, far more good than harm is
accomplished.
“The beet and bean cultivator is ideal for rows less
than 21 to over 28 inches apart, except where the land is not
level. In rolling fields, 6-row cultivators at times will cut too
shallow or too deep at one end or the other.
“Regular corn cultivators, when narrowed to fit the
rows, are eminently satisfactory.
“Either horse or tractor drawn cultivators will be found
on almost every farm.
“Possibly some mention might be made of rotary hoe
attachments for tractor-mounted corn planters; for first
cultivation these are quite valuable.
“Mention should be made of the different materials out
of which shovels and sweeps are manufactured. Soft-center
steel shovels and sweeps scour better, pull lighter and will
not roll the dirt like a non-scouring shovel. With tractors, the
operator has ample power at his command so, unfortunately,
less attention is being paid today to scouring qualities.
Cheaper shovels, of crucible steel, are purchased. If they do
not scour in many soils, the additional draft is too small to be
noticed, yet the work done is not as good as that of the softcenter steel shovel.
“Harvesting for Hay: Certain changes are taking place
in design and types of hay machines used for soybean hay as
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well as for harvesting alfalfa, clover and other hay crops.
“Horse-drawn mowers are slowly giving way to the
more recent tractor mowers of the mounted and pull-behind
types, although many farmers in the Midwest say they intend
to use horses on mowers and tractors for other work.
“Within the last year or two, side delivery rakes have
been built in tractor models, with anti-friction bearings,
and gears enclosed and running in oil. To obtain gentle
raking with tractors traveling three to six miles per hour,
not only have the gear speeds been changed but such rakes
are equipped with four bars instead of the usual three. The
new models handle the hay as gently as the three bar horse
machines with which we are all familiar.
“With the coming of green grass silage made of alfalfa,
clover and timothy, soybean vines or other crops, it became
necessary to develop stronger hay loaders, green hay being
much heavier than cured hay.
“With the adoption of green grass silage by an
increasing number of farmers, the industry quickly
developed special green grass silage cutters.
“To handle bulky hay, whether green or dry, these
cutters are designed with a wider feed table and carrier than
are found on ordinary silo fillers. Special provision is made
for compressing bulky hay by suitable gathering hay and
feed drums. A pump to deliver molasses or acid between feed
rolls and knife wheel, or to elevate the preservative to the
distributor pipe at the top of the silo has been made available
by the manufacturers.
“Field harvesters, still in the experimental stage, were
displayed in operation before seventy-five hundred farmers
at the Annual Wisconsin Experiment Station Field Day, held
July 13th. Two companies demonstrated machines for cutting
the standing crop in the field. In this particular case, it was a
mixture of clover and timothy. The crop was cut into pieces
only a few inches long and delivered into wagons alongside
or behind the respective machines. When loaded, the wagons
were hauled to units developed to blow the cut material with
molasses or ground shelled or ear corn in place of molasses,
into a silo.
“Future development of these machines will no
doubt depend upon how well they fit into field harvesting
operations of farmers in various sections.
“Power grain binders and row-crop binders are both
used by some farmers to bind soybeans into bundles for
shocking. A prominent farmer near Racine, Wisconsin
has used a power binder quite successfully in soybeans
planted solid. The soybean hay cured quite well in the shock
under adverse weather conditions” (Continued). Address:
Chairman, Advisory Council to the Research Dep., Farm
Equipment Inst.
2829. Wirt, F.A. 1940. What the implement manufacturers
are doing to assist the soybean grower (Continued–
Document part III). Proceedings of the American Soybean

Association p. 40, 43-52. 20th annual meeting. Held 18-20
Aug. at Dearborn, Michigan.
• Summary: (Continued): “Harvesting for Beans: The
implement companies have made a great contribution to
the welfare of the soybean grower by the development
and introduction of machinery for low cost harvesting of
soybeans as a seed crop.
“Formerly soybeans were cut with the binder and
threshed with a threshing machine. The operation included
binding, shocking, hauling to the machine and threshing.
Losses were experienced at the binder cutter bar, packers
and bundle carriers, in shocking, in hauling, and in pitching
to the feeder of the threshing machine. The operations of
binding and threshing were costly and tedious, and much
more expensive than combining.
“Curing soybeans in the shock, cock or windrow has
always been hazardous in the big soybean growing states, for
harvest comes in the fall when days are shorter, rains likely,
and weather unsuitable for drying. A fall rain, with beans in
shock, might delay threshing as much as a week, and every
week’s delay made drying even more difficult. At times
weather conditions were such that they could not even get
into the field to use the binder or even the mower.
“As early as 1924, a combine was used for harvesting
soybeans in Illinois.
“Manufacturers very naturally were reluctant to sell
combines for harvesting soybeans until they were tried
out. Results soon proved that the combine offered the ideal
method of harvesting soybeans.
“In a 1926 combine folder we read, ‘For combining peas
and beans, it is only necessary to decrease the cylinder speed
somewhat and still maintain the same speed of the separating
mechanism.’
“With the coming of the combine, harvesting efficiency
went up, costs came down, and farmers who heretofore
could not grow soybeans profitably could do so on an everincreasing scale. The tremendous savings of combining over
the binder-thresher method are shown by the following: 3.6
man hours of labor are required per acre when binding and
threshing and only 0.75 man hours per acre when combining,
or a ratio of 1.0 to 4.8 in favor of combining.
“The ability of the combine to harvest soybeans under
exceptionally bad conditions is illustrated by what took place
in Illinois on December 13, 14 and 15, 1932. Thirty acres
of soybeans on one farm were still unharvested when rain
and mud made harvesting tough going and finally stopped
operations. Not until the middle of December was another
attempt made to harvest. Weather conditions overhead were
favorable but snow still remained on the ground. Skids were
placed under the main wheels of the combine and harvesting
was resumed. On that day the thermometer was registering
around zero. Twenty-five bushels to the acre were saved. In
spite of adverse weather and field conditions the combine
proved to be the one best harvesting method.
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“The adaptability of the combine to bad conditions is
also shown by what took place in the fall of 1936. A large
percentage of the soybeans in one locality were still to be
harvested as late as October 31st. During November only
six days were really satisfactory for combining and then
only for the small combines. Most of the larger machines, I
am informed by eye witnesses, didn’t function satisfactorily
under such conditions.
“At first the larger sizes of combines predominated. In
1927 4,805 combines with a 10-ft. cut or less were sold and,
of course, a number of them were used in soybeans. The next
year, 1928, the number sold increased to 8,100, but in 1930
only 3,320 were purchased.
“The small combine, 6-ft. or less, was introduced in
1935. Census figures tell us that 970 combines with a cutter
bar of 10-ft. wide or less were sold that year in the United
States. In 1936 the number leaped to 8,594, nearly ten times
as many as the preceding year. In 1937, 15,292 combines
6-ft. cut or less and 5,544 7-ft. to 10-ft. in cutting width were
sold.
“In 1938, 26,584 combines 6-ft. cut or less and 6,458 of
the 7 to 10-ft. size were sold.
“The number dropped off a little in 1939, but the 6-ft.
cut or less was continually very popular, 25,450 being sold,
while the number of 7 to 10-ft. combines decreased to 2,175.
(See Chart 5)
“Size of combine has been referred to here by width
of cut, but it should never be forgotten that actual combine
capacity depends upon several important factors in addition
to width of swath. I refer to speed of travel, effectiveness of
threshing cylinder, efficiency of separating mechanism, and
the work done by the cleaning device.
“In Illinois, the largest soybean growing state, 434
combines, it is estimated, were owned in 1928. The number
did not increase very rapidly, for in 1931 there were only
47 more, or 481. But by 1938, 7 years later, we find 1,968
on Illinois farms, and in 1939 the number had increased to
2,624.
“In Indiana 98 combines could be found on farms of that
state in 1928. By 1939. eleven years later, the number had
increased to 1,408.
“In Iowa there were 83 in 1928, and 1,296 in 1939. (The
figures for Illinois, Indiana and Iowa are estimates.)
“Combines were originally built primarily for the
harvesting of small grains, but designers have never lost
sight of the fact that threshing machinery, either stationary or
moving, must be completely and successfully adapted to the
threshing of other crops as well.
“For decades pea and bean attachments for decreasing
the speed of the thresher cylinder have been available for
threshers. With the introduction of the combine, similar
arrangements were made to reduce the speed of the combine
cylinder.
“With the new method of combining, no twine was

required; no shockers were necessary. The combine replaced
the binder and thresher, and in one operation the beans were
harvested and ready for hauling to bin, granary or elevator.
Costs were tremendously reduced and, as a far-reaching
result, the door was thrown open to farmers throughout the
Midwest to grow soybeans in quantity [for seed].
One important effect of the combine has been to
promote the development of non-shattering varieties of
beans. Like other crops, farm machinery has influenced the
development of varieties which have proved more profitable
for the farmer to raise.
“The small combine has extended the advantages of
combining to a much larger number of farmers. Every
farmer fortunate enough to own a combine can harvest
his small grain, soybean and other threshable crops when
he and the crop are ready. Should harvest be postponed
because of adverse weather conditions, he can more quickly
harvest when conditions permit if he owns his own machine.
Where individuals did not feel like buying a 10-ft. or larger
machine, they enthusiastically buy a combine with a 40-in. to
6 or 7-ft. cut.
“The small combine–that is, 6-ft. or less–is constantly
being improved by the various manufacturers. It is not my
purpose to discuss the advantages of the different designs.
All of them will get down to within an inch-and-one-half
from the ground, thus saving the low growing pods which
constitute from three to five percent or more of the crop.
“All have simple, inexpensive methods whereby the
cylinder speed can be reduced when the machine is used for
harvesting beans rather than wheat or oats.
“Many farmers in the Corn Belt pick corn in the
forenoon, and combine soybeans in the afternoon. They pick
corn when it is damp, and combine soybeans when it is drier,
a most excellent arrangement.
“Wherever soybeans can be grown for seed, the small
combine has encouraged increased acreage and has made
the crop more profitable to grow. Combining shortens the
harvest period; it saves time; it saves labor for men in the
field and women in the home; it saves beans, putting more
of them from the field into the bin; yields are higher; costs
are less; the crop is more profitable to grow” (Continued).
Address: Chairman, Advisory Council to the Research Dep.,
Farm Equipment Inst.
2830. Wirt, F.A. 1940. What the implement manufacturers
are doing to assist the soybean grower (Continued–
Document part IV). Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 40, 43-52. 20th annual meeting. Held 18-20
Aug. at Dearborn, Michigan.
• Summary: (Continued): “Tractors: If time permitted
I would like to talk at length on the tractor. Mechanical
power to pull or operate the machines required for seedbed
preparation, planting, cultivating and harvesting is an
important factor in timely, efficient, low-cost production of
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soybeans.
“Great progress has been made in producing outstanding
tractors at costs considerably less than they were not so many
years ago. Tractors from the 1-plow size up, with implements
to go with them, are available for use on farms of all sizes for
faster, better work at lower cost.
“Conclusion: Many farm machines are utilized in
raising soybeans. Recent changes in design of some of the
more important units have been briefly discussed. This talk,
however, would be incomplete unless some reference was
made to the general characteristics of the machines of today
contrasted with the machines of yesterday. Even where little
change has occurred in outward appearance, much has been
done to improve their performance.
“Better materials are ordered to more rigid
specifications. Upon arrival and during manufacturing
processes, these materials are tested chemically,
mechanically, or both.
“Individual parts which make up complete machines in
replacement are carefully manufactured and inspected.
“Steel replaces wood and iron casting. Welding greatly
reduces number of bolts and rivets, adding materially to
strength and simplicity of complete machines.
“Important gears and clutches to a much greater extent
run in oil instead of being exposed to dust and dirt.
“Heat-treated disk blades on drills and harrows add to
field effectiveness and prolong life.
“More anti-friction bearings are found in the machines
of today. All bearings are made of better material-easier
lubricated.
“Working parts are manufactured of superior materials–
they are more thoroughly lubricated–and easier replaced if
the occasion ever arises.
“Farm machines of 1940 last longer, require less time
to get ready for the day’s work, function more continuously
with less loss time, and do better work at less cost.
“Many machines have exerted a far reaching influence
on the development of American agriculture. Mention might
be made of a few.
“The steel plow industry which began at Grand Detour,
Illinois in 1837 has furnished plows that would scour in
the rich soils of the Middle West. Otherwise our present
agriculture from Illinois on west would be unknown.
“The reaper, later the binder and the thresher, and now
the combine have made possible the harvesting of grain
grown on vast acreages. Bread, consequently, has become
available to all.
“The combine tremendously decreases the cost of
growing soybeans. It is no exaggeration to say that farmers
would not be growing ten million acres of soybeans in
1940; nor would commercial use of soybeans be steadily
increasing, but for the combine. No other factor has so
greatly encouraged the growing of soybeans. If we were to
take the small combine, 10-ft. cut or less, away from the

soybean grower, acreage would no longer increase. It would
decrease immediately. Commercial use of soybeans would
fall off. Processing plants would become idle, and labor now
employed would be looking for jobs.
“In other words, the proper use of farm machinery has
resulted in lower production costs. Growers can make a
profit on lower market price. If grown for food, the lower
selling price means an increased demand. If grown for
commercial use, as is the case with soybeans, the industry
secures the raw material at a price which promotes extensive
utilization.
“While farm machinery is only one factor influencing
favorably the returns to the soybean grower, it is of great
importance, not only to the farmer but to all those interested
in commercial utilization of this wonderful crop. The
farm machinery industry has been of great assistance to
the farmers of the United States. It is the desire of every
manufacturer to be of increasing assistance to the soybean
growers and all other farmers.”
Bar charts show: (1) Acres of soybeans grown for beans
in the United States (1919-1939). (2) Soybean yield (bushels
per acre, 1924-1939). (3) Production of soybeans grown for
beans (1924-1939). (4) Acres of soybeans grown alone (not
intercropped, 1929-1940).
(5) Combine sales in the U.S. (10 foot cut or less,
1935-39). Sales rose from about 500 in 1935 to a little more
than 30,000 in 1938, then fell to about 25,000 in 1939.
The caption states: “With the introduction of the 5 and 6
ft. combines in 1935, the number of machines with cutting
width of 10 ft. or less increased rapidly. Machines cutting 6
ft. or less have been especially and deservedly popular.”
A photo shows a farmer “cultivating rowed soybeans
with a 2-row tractor-mounted cultivator.” Address:
Chairman, Advisory Council to the Research Dep., Farm
Equipment Inst.
2831. Davidson, Glenn M. 1940. The use of soybean oil
in edible products. National Farm Chemurgic Council,
Chemurgic Paper [No. 42]. 7 p. Sept. 17.
• Summary: Presented “at the Second Mid-American
Chemurgic Conference September 16 and 17, 1940,
Cleveland, Ohio.”
“Available records indicate the first soybeans were
introduced into the United States in 1804. At that particular
time, soybeans ware regarded as a botanical curiosity and it
was not until recent years when this industry was extensively
developed. The first soybeans milled in this country were
pressed in a cottonseed oil mill in North Carolina in 1913.
The industry is now using three methods for extracting oil
from the soybean, namely, the hydraulic, the expeller, and
the solvent process. The resulting oils are known according
to the method of extraction employed. Hexane is used in this
country for all commercial extraction of soybean oil and the
resulting oil has very desirable characteristics as concerns its
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use in edible products.
“During the past few years, we have witnessed the
rise of soybean oil to a position of major importance in
our domestic consumption of fats and oils. The extent of
the uses of soybean oil in the edible and inedible products,
particularly the former, and the keen interest in same, have
been steadily growing in our country and offer ample room
for further expansion of soybean oil consumption. It is
expected that trading in soybean oil futures will be instituted
on the New York Produce Exchange in the near future. This
futures market will afford hedging facilities to merchants
and processors of soybean oil, such as have been available
hitherto in cottonseed oil and other agricultural commodities.
“Soybeans have been grown for many years in the
United States, but the crop and its processing have become
of major commercial importance only during the past few
years. Up to 1929 the major portion of the crop was cut
green for hay, plowed under for green manure, and grazed or
hogged off. From the 1929 crop of soybeans approximately
eighteen per cent was crushed for oil, yielding 13,424,000
pounds. Ten years later, in 1939, the production of beans
aggregated 87,409,000 bushels, and it was estimated sixtysix per cent was crushed for oil, yielding approximately
535,000,000 pounds. It appears possible that the coming
decade will witness continued rapid expansion in the
acreage, and production of soybean oil in the United States.
“The rapid growth of soybean production during the
past few years is attributed to a number of causes. The
tariff act of 1930 imposed a duty of $1.20 a bushel on
imported soybeans. The acreage restriction programs of
the agricultural adjustment administration, beginning in
1933, made available millions of acres that formerly had
been planted in major crops. The government slaughter of
pigs in 1933 and the draught in 1934 created a shortage of
fats and oils for human consumption and of feed for cattle
that sent soybean prices soaring. Farmers’ response to
this combination of available acreage and high prices was
inevitable. In 1939 soybeans were grown in twenty-eight of
the 48 states with Illinois leading in production.
“The utilization of soybean oil as an edible oil on a large
scale is new to this generation. During the world war and
the immediate post-war period, however, large quantities of
soybean oil were imported from the Orient for processing
into oleomargarine and compound lard. At that time, the
United States was exporting large quantities of lard and
other fats to the Allies, and the resultant shortage in domestic
supplies of edible fats and oils and the attendant very high
prices necessitated the importation of soybean and other oils
for edible purposes. The 1921 price decline, larger supplies
of domestic fats and oils, and the imposition of duties in
1921 and 1922 put a halt to large imports of soybean oil. In
1934, coconut oil originating in the Philippines, formerly
duty free, was subjected to an excise tax of three cents a
pound on the first domestic processing. At about the same

time, a number of states imposed excise taxes of ten to
twelve cents a pound on oleomargarine containing imported
oils. As a consequence of these measures, the demand for
domestically produced soybean oil for processing into
oleomargarine was greatly enhanced. Coincidentally,
the low level of hog slaughter and the short 1934
cottonseed production enhanced the demand for soybean
oil for processing into compound lard, and vegetable oil
shortenings.
“Consumption of fats and oils for edible and inedible
purposes has been increasing steadily for many years and
this is partly the result of a gradual change in dietary habits
and partly the result of new uses in industry. In 1920, the
United States consumed 5.9 billion pounds of all fats and
oils, including butter and lard, or 55.8 pounds per capita.
Last year, 1939, consumption was the largest on record,
aggregating 9.8 billion pounds, or 75.0 pounds per capita.
Domestic consumption of soybean oil in 1939 of 447
million pounds constituted 4.5 per cent of the all fats and
oils total. This may appear small, but soybean oil stood in
seventh place last year among all fats and oils. The relative
position is shown in the following table:
“Total Consumption of Leading Fats and Oils in the
United States in 1939
“1. Butter 2,325,205,000 pounds
“2. Lard 1,655,182,000 pounds
“3. Cottonseed Oil 1,415,334,000 pounds
“4. Tallow (Inedible) 878,437,000 pounds
“5. Coconut Oil 609,575,000 pounds
“Linseed Oil 561,151,000 pounds
“7. Soybean oil 446,925,000 pounds
“The consumption of soybean oil in edible products
alone, for the United States during the year 1939, was
approximately as follows:
“Shortening Products 201,599,000 pounds
“Oleomargarine 70,822,000 pounds
“Other edible Products 32,345,000 pounds The use of
oleomargarine in the United States is not large, but is tending
to increase. During recent years, it has averaged around
three pounds per capita, comparing with an average per
capita butter consumption of around seventeen pounds. In
some European countries where the per capita consumption
of butter is fully as high as in the United States, per capita
consumption of oleomargarine is much greater. Exponents
of increased domestic oleomargarine consumption aver that
it compares favorably in nutritive value with butter, and that
prejudice and legislation are preventing a large portion of the
population from using sufficient quantities of table fats.
“The per capita consumption of oleomargarine and of
butter in United States and in some foreign countries in 1937
is interesting in that it suggests the possibilities for some
domestic expansion of oleomargarine consumption.
A table shows Per Capita Consumption of
Oleomargarine and Butter in Various Countries (in pounds)
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and total.
“1. United States: O = 3.1 B = 16.7 T = 19.8
“2. Denmark: O = 45.6 B = 17.9 T = 63.5
“3. Sweden: O = 21.6 B = 17.2 T = 38.8
“4. Belgium: O = 14.6 B = 17.2 T = 31.8
“5. Germany: O = 11.9 B = 19.6 T = 31.5
“6. United Kingdom: O = 6.5 B = 24.2 T = 30.7
“7. Australia: O = 3.6 B = 36.1 T = 39.7
Note: Lowest per capita consumption of margarine is in
the USA, highest is in Denmark.
Lowest per capita consumption of butter is in the USA,
highest is in Australia.
Lowest per capita consumption of the total (by far) is in
the USA, highest total (by far) is in Denmark.
“The comparatively low level of consumption of table
fats in the United States is partially offset by a larger use of
fat meats and of lard, compound lard, standard vegetable
shortening (part hydrogenated) and 100% hydrogenated
vegetable shortenings than in most other countries.
“The composition of oleomargarine has undergone
considerable change over the years. Originally, it was
produced largely from animal fats and oils, of which oleo oil
and neutral lard were the principal constituents. Gradually,
the use of animal fats declined, and they now constitute but
a minor component. Coconut oil replaced animal fats and
oils to such an extent that, at one time, it constituted 75 per
cent of the total of all fats and oils used in the production of
oleomargarine. As a consequence of the revenue act of 1934
and of taxes in some states on oleomargarine containing
imported oils, the use of coconut oil has declined very
rapidly during the past few years. Simultaneously, the use of
cottonseed oil and soybean oil has increased sharply.
“The following table shows the changes that have
occurred in the use of fats and oils in the production of
oleomargarine in the United States:” (Continued). Address:
General Superintendent, Durkee Famous Food Div., The
Glidden Company, Chicago, Illinois.
2832. Bricker, John W. 1940. Progress of the soybean
industry in Ohio. Proceedings of the American Soybean
Association p. 75-77.
• Summary: The Ohio Department of Agriculture made no
mention of the soybean prior to its 1915 annual report. That
year less than 5,000 acres were planted. In 1939 soybean
acreage in Ohio was 13 times what it was in 1924 and 1925,
and more than 4 times what it was in 1934. “Up to 1935 the
soybean was utilized principally as a supplementary hay and
seed crop. Not until 1938 did the acreage harvested as beans
exceed that harvested as hay.” During the past 2 years the
rate of increase in the production of soybeans in Ohio has
been faster than that in any other state in the USA.
“Of course, we know the Japanese invasion of
Manchuria and the present war situation has been responsible
for the fact that the United States became an exporter of

soybeans to the extent of 628 million bushels in 1939.”
Gives 7 reasons for the rapid increase in soybean
production in Ohio: (1) The entire state lies in a favorable
climatic belt. (2) “The Extension and Agronomy
Departments at the Ohio State University have been
successful in working out more crop rotations to include
soybeans.” (3) “The geographical location of Ohio places
it in the line of traffic from the Corn Belt to the industrial
sections and heavy feeding areas of the East.” (4) Ohio ranks
first among all the states in diversity of population location;
it is both urban and rural. (5) Today 10 huge soybean
processing plants are located in Ohio. “These plants have
twice the crushing capacity of the soybean production of the
state in 1939.” (6) Chemists in laboratories are finding new
and varied uses for soybean oil and meal. (7) The combine
has greatly decreased the time and cost of harvesting
soybeans for beans. Not until 1926 were soybeans first
harvested by combines in Ohio. Before that time they “were
either ‘hogged-off’ or harvested with a grain binder, shocked,
and afterwards threshed with a regular separator.” This was
an expensive and tedious procedure costing more than 40
cents per bushel, while combine harvesting may cost less
than 10 cents per bushel.
Last year the Ohio Chemurgic commission was created
to help find new ways to put men and idle acres back to
work.
“You had the courage and vision to pioneer in the
development of that industry. You are entitled to protection
in that industry from the importation of products with which
you cannot possible compete.” Address: Governor of Ohio.
2833. Brioux, Ch. 1940. A propos de la culture du soja
[Concerning soybean cultivation]. Comptes Rendus des
Seances de l’Academie d’Agriculture de France 26:828-33.
Meeting of Oct. 30. [Fre]
• Summary: Includes a discussion of some selection and
acclimatization trials conducted at the agronomic station of
Seine-Inférieure [later renamed Seine-Maritime; located on
the English Channel northwest of Paris] from 1920 to 1924,
inclusive. These showed that the soybean is of great potential
interest because of its seeds and forage.
2834. Arnold, H.C. 1940. Soya beans. Notes on cultivation.
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 37(10):588-606. Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties for milling.
Soil and rainfall conditions. Date of sowing. Seed sowing.
Depth of sowing. Weeding. Harvesting. Yields. Market
prospects. Production costs. market values. Place in the
crop rotation. Inoculation with specific bacteria: Seeddusting with prepared soil. Fodder varieties: Rate of sowing,
retention of seeds in the pods, Jubiltan No. 65, 67, 77, 109.
Summary.
“The undesirable features of previous strains of soya
beans which made their successful cultivation on a large
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scale a difficult matter, appear to have vanished in the new
strains which have been tried out at the Salisbury Experiment
Station. The most important of these is Potchefstroom No.
184... The soya bean is a valuable food: although the costs
of growing would be higher, the marketing costs would be
lower than those for maize.”
Note: By May 1941 this article was available as the
station’s Bulletin No. 1165. Address: Manager, Salisbury
Experiment Station.
2835. Schad, Christian. 1940. La culture du Soja en Limagne
[The culture of soybeans in Limagne]. Revue de Botanique
Appliquee & d’Agriculture Tropicale 20(232):809-15. Dec.
[Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Collection. Group I
varieties–early (less than 120 days to maturity). Group II–
semi-early (120-140 days). Group III–semi late (140-144
days). Group IV–late (more than 144 days). Temperature
sums and number of days to maturity (1937, 1938, 1939).
Micro-trials. Table of varieties sorted in groups by number
of days to maturity: For each variety is given the length of
the vegetative cycle, days to maturity, relative yield (average
yield = 100), percentage of grains that are not mature or ripe,
% of oil, % of protein, yield in kg of oil per ha. Comparative
trials. Results of 1939. Seed multiplication.
The study of soybean cultivation at the Station of
Clermont-Ferrand, in southern France, began in 1936. The
goal of the work was to obtain seed and forage varieties
which would give an economic yield sufficient to permit
their cultivation in the Massif Central, and particularly in
Limagne.
Note: Limagne is the name given to the agriculturally
rich plains of the Massif Central in the departments of
Haute-Loire and Puy-de-Dôme. They are drained by the
Allier River. Address: Station de Clermont-Ferrand, southern
France.
2836. Turk, Rudolf. 1940. Znacaj soje za ishranu stoke [The
importance of soybeans for feeding livestock]. Tezak (Farm
Worker) 68(21):660-62. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
2837. Guatemala. Dirección General de Agricultura. 1940.
Las habas soya [Soybeans]. Secretaria de Agricultura. 20 p.
19 cm. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climatological
conditions. Soil. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Preparation of the
soil. Time of seeding. Depth of planting seeds. Method of
seeding. Density of seeding. Tillage. Varieties. Cultivation
of soybeans in rotation. Soya in mixed cultures: With corn,
with garbanzos, with sorghum (zahina), with Sudan grass.
Uses of soya. Soybean hay. Soybean pasture (Pastaderos de
soya). Soya for ensilage. Soya as green forage. Value of soya
for improving the soil. Production of soybean seeds: Harvest

and threshing of the grain, the food value of soybean seeds,
soybean seeds for human nutrition, soy oil and flour, the
straw or grain chaff. Enemies of the soybean.
This document tells quite a bit about the rise of soybeans
in the United States, but does not say when the soybean was
introduced to Guatemala. Address: Guatemala.
2838. Mitra, S.K. 1940. Annual report of the economic
botanist, Assam. Annual Report of the Department of
Agriculture, Assam For the year 1938-39. See p. 111, 126.
• Summary: “Soybean.–Nine varieties of soybean were
grown in pure cultures and observations were made with
regard to the following characters:–(1) Habit, (2) Ability to
retain leaves, (3) Number of pods per plant; (4) Colour of
seed, (5) Shattering habit and (6) Maturity.
“In view of the success of soybean as a Kharif crop in
almost all the districts of Assam, a good number of varieties
are being collected for a systematic investigation with this
important crop.
“Small quantities of seeds of the type ‘Chocolate’ for
grains and the type ‘Black’ for green fodder which are the
best among the varieties grown here have been distributed
to several persons who are very much interested with this
crop.”
Page 126 states: “17. Soybean. Cercospora was noticed
in the Upper Shillong Farm. The extent of attack was not
very negligible in the seedling stage. But this being a week
parasite, no step was necessary. The plants revived with
age.” Address: Assam, India.
2839. Mitra, S.K. 1940. Annual report of the Deputy Director
of Agriculture, Livestock, Assam. And demonstrations.
Annual Report of the Department of Agriculture, Assam For
the year 1938-39. See p. 132, 134, 147-48, 171, 176, 177,
188-89.
• Summary: As a fodder crop in the Assam Valley
“soyabeans gave the following outturn [yield] per acre:
Seed–37 srs. 14 ch. Bhusa [the husk of wheat or rice, used
as an animal feed]–7 mds. 30 srs. Green 46 mds. 8 srs... Ten
varieties of soyabeans were tried but only the South African
variety was successful.” Note on Indian units of weight: (1)
ch. = chadak; 16 chadak = 1 seer. (2) srs. = seers; 1 seer =
2.057 lb. (3) mds. = maunds; 1 maund = 82.28 lb; 40 seers =
1 maund.
Seeds of soyabean and other crops were distributed from
the farm throughout the province. 0.43 acres of soybean were
planted in the monsoon season. The outturn was 10,258 lbs.
green, the equivalent of 23,856 lb/acre. In Sylhet, soybeans
grew well, giving an outturn equivalent to 24,840 lb/acre.
They could be sown as late as the end of June, rains affected
them little, and the stems were much softer than Jowar.
In the Upper Assam Valley, 12 plots of soyabeans were
sown at Jorhat and North Lakhimpur. The average yield
was 1,288 lb/acre. Page 177 notes that the soyabean “grew
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successfully in places where sowing was done either by
dibbling or by drilling. A demand may easily be created for
this crop among the educated middle class farmers who can
be made to realize its food value.”
“Cultivation of soyabean is well known in the Khasi
and Jaintia Hills, the crop being grown along with other
crops in Jhum and other gardens... During the year, Bormali
soyabean was indented from Kalimpong and distributed in
small quantities in the different centres of the district with
successful results.” Address: Assam, India.
2840. Piedallu, André. 1940. Produisons du soja [Let’s
produce soybeans]. Gouvernement General de l’Algerie.
Direction de la Production Agricole. Documents et
Renseignements Agricoles. Bulletin No. 19. 4 p. [Fre]
• Summary: Describes the basics of cultivation: Soil, culture,
fertilization, sowing for forage or seeds, time of planting,
harvest, threshing, yield (forage and seeds), composition
of the seeds compared with wheat and beef. Products made
from soybeans: Flour for diabetics, oil, lecithin, paints and
varnishes, soymilk, tofu, artificial wool, soybean cake for
feeds, soy sprouts, roasted soy coffee that is popular in
Switzerland and Italy, soy oil mixed with hydrogenated
fish oils is used in Germany to make margarines. Address:
Pharmacien Lieutenant-Colonel, Docteur es-Sciences,
Ingenieur Chimiste.
2841. Smalcelj, Ivan. 1940. Pokusi s primjenom soje u
ishrani prasadi [Experiments with the use of soybeans in
feeding pigs]. Poljoprivredna Naucna Smotra (Scientific
Review of Agriculture) 2:59-76. [4 ref. Scr; ger]
• Summary: The pigs were fed whole, cooked soybeans.
Address: Iz zavoda za hranidbu domacih zivotlnja polj. sum.
fakulteta u Zagrebu, Yugoslavia.
2842. Tommey, James Coy. 1940. Feeding large amounts
of cottonseed meal to pigs of varying initial weights while
grazing sudan grass and green soybean forage. MSc thesis,
Dep. of Animal Husbandry, Mississippi State University. 29
leaves. Illust. 28 cm. *
Address: Mississippi.
2843. Towle, R.S. 1940. Soybeans. University of Wyoming,
Sheridan Research and Extension Center, Annual Report. p.
15.
• Summary: “Five varieties of soybeans were planted in
three replications... Only three varieties, Cayuga, Macauley
Manchu, and No. 65344, produced any seed at all, yields
ranging from 97 pounds per acre for the last named, to 229
pounds for the first. The crop was not materially better on
fallow, although producing more forage on fallow with some
varieties, 1,585 pounds by Macauley Manchu on fallow
being the best.”
Note: There were no soybean trials in 1941. Address:

Superintendent, Sheridan Field Station, Sheridan, Wyoming.
2844. Williams, Neil K. 1940. The effect of soybeans and
soybean oil on milk and butterfat production and on the
quality of the butterfat. PhD thesis, Iowa State University.
16 p. In: Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by American
Universities, 1940. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.
2845. Balzli, Jean. 1941. Le soja: La plante aux cent
richesses [The soybean: The plant of a hundred riches].
Toulouse, France: Editions “Le Soc.” 134 p. Jan. 9. 25 cm.
[10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Dedication. Keynote.
Preamble. By way of introduction. To the memory of Léon
Rouest. The soybean around the world. A little physiocracy
[on the value of agriculture]. A peace-making plant. Marital
status and soybean reporting. The cultivation of soybeans.
Varieties from which to choose. Preparation of the soil.
Fertilizers and manure. Nitragin fixation / inoculation
and planting. Harvesting: Green forage and hay, seed
and straw. Threshing. Homecoming and storage of the
seeds. Transplanting. Mixed cropping and crop rotation.
Assimilation effect (according to S. Strakosch). Diseases
and enemies of the soybean. Condensed sunlight: chemical
composition of the soybean. Conclusions: Routine or
renewal? The soybean and our table, by my cousin Annette.
Soy sprouts and recipes. Utilization of the seeds (incl.
vegetarian ragout). One soy recipe for each of the 12 months
of the year.
Pages 30-31 are titled “To the memory of Leon Rouest.”
Nobody prepared better the arrival of soya in France than
Léon Rouest (1872-1938), a promoter and martyr to whom
I shall apply Louis Pasteur’s famous quote: “I suffer of the
scorn that France has for the great works of the mind.”
Since the end of the previous war [World War I],
Léon Rouest never stopped experiencing the need for an
agricultural and economic renewal in France. Soya attracted
his attention. He devoted himself completely to the study
of this plant from which other countries already had drawn
great advantages.
As early as in 1907, Léon Rouest had undertaken,
with success, selections of soya plants. He started again,
with zeal, such selections in 1918. By 1925, he was able to
declare himself satisfied.
The results he achieved prove that, better than anyone
else, this patient and learned selector was qualified to
definitely acclimate soya in metropolitan France. He
bestowed upon us forty two beautiful varieties, named
Rouest, as they should be. Mr. Henry de Guerpel, Mayor of
Percy-en-Auge (Calvados), deceased since then, collaborated
on the work of these selections. Around his manor at
Planville, near Mezidou (Calvados), he developed and
perfected, for five years, the cultivation of the best varieties.
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Léon Rouest’s trials took place in various areas of France.
These two promoters published, together, in 1936, a beautiful
book titled: The French soybean: its agricultural and
industrial applications [Le soja français et ses applications
agricoles et industrielles].
Nobody is a prophet in his own Mother land. Léon
Rouest experienced this sad truth. Instead of being
encouraged, he was mocked, fought and defamed. Pushed to
the end of his resources, he found himself forced to accept
the offer extended to him by the Soviet Russia to direct Soya
cultivation trials in the Caucasus. From 1930 to 1935 he was
the Director of the Soya Laboratory in the North Caucasus.
He returned to France disillusioned and full of bitterness.
The USSR could not put to good use the teachings that Léon
Rouest bestowed upon it. It only achieved mediocre results.
This partial failure was due to the carelessness and ignorance
of the Russian peasants (muzhiks / moujiks); to the general
method applied, far too ideological and not sufficiently
conciliatory with the demands and the risks inherent to
agriculture; to the modes of cultivation poorly selected
because they were stupidly mechanical in nature.
After such worthy efforts, Léon Rouest died in total
deprivation. He faced the bitter fate and the discouragement
that many French scholars experienced before him. But with
the benefit of time, he will appear in the history of French
agriculture as he truly was: one of the best of the most
dedicated champions of a cause [paladins] in France: one of
those who, through his foresight, was worthy of others like
him [de leurs congénèrs].
Letter (e-mail) from Hervé Berbille of France. 2011
March 9. Hervé is a great admirer of Léon Rouest and has
studied his life and work. He writes that Léon Rouest’s soy
project failed because of the hostility toward it from the
colonial peanut lobby of Bordeaux and the colonial coconut
lobby of Marseilles / Marseille. These two cities were (and
still are) two of the largest ports in France. At the time
Rouest was researching soybeans, all of France’s peanuts
were imported. For a long time, peanut oil was the main
edible oil used in France; peanuts were cultivated mostly in
Senegal even after that colony became independent. This
situation had terrible consequences during the German
occupation of World War II. The sea routes by which peanuts
had been imported were been cut by the Allies and France
suddenly discovered its dramatic dependence on this raw
material and, more generally, on edible oils (corps gras).
Remarkably, Rouest realized and discussed this dependence
at a very early date, but nobody paid any attention to his
warning. Address: Docteur, Nutritionist, Toulouse, France.
2846. Chouard, Pierre. 1941. Un plan d’action sur le
problème du Soja en France pour 1941 [A plan of action
on the problem of Soya in France for 1941]. Revue des
Agriculteurs de France 73(1):14-18. Jan. [Fre]
• Summary: Discusses: What is the soybean? A brief history

of soybean culture, with emphasis on Europe. Cultural needs
of the soybean. Uses of the soybean: forage, etc.
“In Europe, the first attempts at commercial soybean
culture date from 1856, by the members of the Société
d’Acclimatation, in France, at Vitry-sur-Seine, at Verrièresle-Buisson, in Gironde, attempts crowned sometimes by
success, sometimes by failure, according to the seeds and
circumstances. At the end of 1875, similar experiments were
pursued actively in Central Europe under the impetus of
Haberlandt, while the French trials were resumed starting
in 1874, notably by the Société d’Horticulture d’Etampes,
at Etréchy. A major effort was undertaken, from 1907 to
1930, by Rouest, selecting for France a good 100 interesting
varieties from among the 2,000 tested. Experimental
cultivation was undertaken at the same time at Percy-enAuge by Henry de Guerpel, by the agricultural station
at Rouen with Mr. Brioux, and by the seed companies,
especially Clause, Vilmorin, and Denaiffe. At this time the
Chinese man Li Yu-ying created at Colombes the factory ‘La
Caséo-Sojaine,’ to make soy-based food products.”
“Among the private organizations doing soybean
promotion or culture are the Institut National de Soja,
the Institut International du Soja, the Société agricole et
industrielle du Soja, and finally the Centre Centre National
du Soja (headquartered at 8, cours de Gourgue, à Bordeaux,
France), which has been charged by the officials of various
organizations to ensure the practical execution of the
politics of soybean culture in France.” Address: Professeur
d’Agriculture au Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers.
2847. Deasy, George F. 1941. Geography of the United
States soybean-oil industry. J. of Geography 40(1):1-7. Jan.
[2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Development of the United States
soybean industry. Distribution of American soybean mills.
Uses of soybean oil. Future of the United States bean soil
industry,
Tables show: (1) “United States production of vegetable
oils from domestic oil-yielding seeds.” Cottonseed oil 1,678
million lb. Soybean oil 323 million lb. Linseed oil 157
million lb. Corn oil 137 million lb. Peanut oil 78 million lb.
Olive oil 5 million lb. Tung oil 2 million lb. Thus, soybean
oil ranks second only to cottonseed oil–but a distant second.
The amount of soybean oil produced is only 19% as much as
the amount of cottonseed oil.
(2) United States acreage and production of soybeans,
1924 to 1938. For even-numbered years gives: Total soybean
acreage (increased from 1.78 million in 1924 to 7.79 million
in 1938). Acreage harvested for soybeans (increased from
0.448 million to 2.898 million). Total production of soybeans
(increased from 4.947 million bushels to 57.665 million).
Soybeans crushed (increased from 0.307 million bushels
to 48.886 million). Percent of total production crushed
(increased from 6.2% in 1924 to 84.8% in 1938).
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(3) Comparative conditions of the soybean industry
in selected regions and states of the U.S., 1937. Defines
and gives figures for 2 regions and 2 states: North-central
states, southern states, Illinois, Mississippi. Gives for each:
Percentage cut for hay, hogged off, and cut for beans. Yield
of beans in bushels/acre. Total soybean production.
(4) U.S. factory consumption of soybean oil, 1938
(million pounds): Edible products: Shortening 137.133.
Oleomargarine 39.885. Others 11.280. Inedible products:
Paint and varnish 15.183. Soap 10.897. Linoleum and
oilcloth 3.605. Miscellaneous products: Unclassified 5.399.
Loss: (incl. foots) 14.046.
Bar charts show: (1) Estimated soybean production in
leading countries, 1938: China, Manchukuo, United States,
Chosen [Korea], Japan. (2) Estimated soybean production
in leading U.S. states: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Ohio, North
Carolina, Missouri, Others.
Maps show: (1) Total U.S. soybean acreage, 1934. Each
dot represents 1,000 acres (2) Total U.S. soybean production,
1934. Each dot represents 5,000 bushels. (3) Location of
soybean mills in the USA, Nov. 1939. Each dot represents a
mill which processes soybeans, or is reported to be equipped
or will be equipped for soybean crushing. Most of the mills
are in the Midwest, or the central Atlantic seaboard. Address:
Formerly Univ. of Cincinnati, Ohio.
2848. East African Agricultural Research Station, Amani
[Tanganyika Territory]. 1941. Food crop varieties available
for distribution. Nairobi, Kenya: Government printer. 8 p.
• Summary: A table on pages 6-7 lists 63 varieties of
soybeans. For each, a variety name, Amani number,
country of origin and remarks (such as height, early or
late, “Excellent as a fodder,” etc.) are given. Concerning
the sources, 2 varieties came from Sirsa, India; 10 from
Potchefstroom, South Africa; 2 from Poona, India; 6 from
Uganda; 31 from Rubona, Ruanda Urundi [Note: By 1957
Rubona was in the Belgian Congo, later renamed Zaire]; 7
from USA; 1 from Kisozi, Ruanda Urundi; 2 from Ukiriguru,
Tanganyika Territory, and 2 from Nyasaland. It is noted that
“Seed will not be available for distribution until Sept. 1941.”
Address: Amani, Tanganyika.
2849. Beeson, Kenneth C. 1941. The mineral composition
of crops with particular reference to the soils in which they
were grown. A review and compilation. USDA Miscellaneous
Publication No. 369. 164 p. March. [607* total; 14 soy ref]
• Summary: The content of various minerals in soy is
mentioned in tables throughout this book, and a source is
given in the extensive bibliography for each value. Tables:
(20) The principal chemical elements in some important
crops. The nine columns are: (1) Plant or plant part, soil type,
and location. (2) Fertilizer used. (3) Number of analyses. (4)
K (potassium %). (5) Ca (calcium). (6) Mg (magnesium). (7)
P (phosphorus). (8) S (sulphur). Reference No. The plants

are (p. 111): Soybean leaves, grown in France. Soybean pod,
grown in France. Soybean stem, grown in France. Soybean
hulls and vines, grown in South Carolina. Soybean vine, in
full bloom, summary. Soybean vine, pods forming, grown in
Massachusetts. Soybean hay, maturity unknown, grown in
Dekalb silt loam, Kentucky, with fertilizer: None, ML, MP,
MPK, MLP, MLPK. Grown in Tilsit silt loam, Fertilizer:
None, M, ML, MP, MPK, MLP, MLPK. Summary:
Maximum, minimum, mean. Soybean, entire plant including
roots, grown in Kentucky. Soybean, green, shelled, matured
as for food, summary: Maximum, minimum, mean. Soybean,
mature seed. Summary: Maximum, minimum, mean. Refs:
335, 339, 215, 14x, 452.
(21) The minor-element content of some important
crops. Barium (p. 21) Soybean seed mature, grown in
Kentucky. Soybean, above ground portion, cut for hay,
grown in Kentucky. Soybean, stems and leaves, grown in
Missouri. Refs: 369, 469.
Boron (p. 123). Soybean seeds mature, grown in
Virginia. Soybean, above ground portion, grown in Virginia.
Ref: 120.
Chlorine (p. 123). Soybean leaves, France. Soybean
pods, France. Soybean stems, France. Soybean seed, mature,
Ohio. Refs: 335, 192.
Copper (p. 134). Soybean leaves, Kentucky. Soybean
seeds, mature, Kentucky. Soybean seeds, green, Wisconsin.
Soybean, above-ground portion, cut for hay, Kentucky. Refs:
372, 166, 14x.
Iodine (p. 138). Soybeans, above-ground portion, cut for
hay, South Carolina. Ref. 423.
Iron (p. 144). Soybean leaves, Kentucky. Soybean seed,
green, Kentucky. Soybean seed, mature, Kentucky. Soybean,
above-ground portion, cut for hay, Kentucky. Refs: 372, 14x.
Manganese (p. 151-52). Soybean leaves, Kentucky.
Soybean seeds, green, Wisconsin. Soybean seeds, mature,
Kentucky. Soybean, above-ground portion, cut for hay,
Kentucky. Refs: 372, 528, 371, 14x.
Sodium (p. 158-59). Soybean leaves, France. Soybean
pods, France. Soybean stems, France. Soybean hulls and
vine, South Carolina. Soybean, above-ground portion,
full bloom, South Carolina. Soybeans, seed mature, South
Carolina. Soybeans, above-ground portion, cut for hay,
Kentucky. Refs: 335, 359, 14x.
Zinc (p. 164). Soybean leaves, Kentucky. Soybean seed
mature, Kentucky. Soybean, above ground portion, cut for
hay, Kentucky. Refs: 372, 14x. Address: Chemist, Bureau of
Plant Industry, USDA.
2850. Hayward, J.W.; Hafner, F.H. 1941. The supplementary
effect of cystine and methionine upon the protein of raw and
cooked soybeans as determined with chicks and rats. Poultry
Science 20(2):139-50. March. [31 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “The exact nature of the
change that occurs in the protein of the soybean as a result of
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cooking has been a subject of study for many years.
“Osborne and Mendel (1917) described experiments
with rats which showed that the protein of raw soybeans
would not support appreciable growth. Cooking ground raw
soybeans was effective in converting the protein into a form
that stimulated normal gains.”
This is the earliest study to show that cystine and
methionine are important amino acids in improving soy
protein quality as determined by feeding both raw and
cooked soybeans to rats and chicks.
Homocystine, choline and/or lecithin may also be part
of the explanation. Address: Dep. of Nutritional Research,
Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
2851. Arnold, H.C. 1941. Agricultural Experiment Station,
Salisbury. Annual report of experiments, season 1939-40.
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 38(5):240-62. May.
• Summary: Biltan soya beans were tested for use as a
fodder crop, starting in the 1935-36 season. Over 5 years,
they gave an average of 506 lb/acre of protein, which was
less than velvet beans (693 lb/acre). “Their fodder contains
a higher percentage of protein than that of any other crops
included in these trials as is palatable to all classes of
livestock.” The variety Biltan has now been replaced by the
Jubiltan strains which are less prone to shatter their seed and
yield somewhat heavier crops, though they require a longer
period in which to complete their growth.
“So far, the most promising soybean strains are those
evolved by crossing the Otoxi variety with a yellow-seeded
non-shattering type which originated in the Union of South
Africa.” In distance-planting trials, close spacing (rows 12
inches apart) was found to increase soybean seed yield,
compared to rows 18 or 24 inches apart. Address: Manager,
Salisbury Exp. Station.
2852. Dimmock, F. 1941. Canada includes many excellent
soybean acres. Soybean Digest. May. p. 5.
• Summary: “Canada has won six world’s championships
for soybeans at Chicago in the last 9 years. This should
certainly dispel any doubt which may exist concerning the
ability of Canada to produce soybeans... At the present time,
good crops of soybeans are being produced across Canada–
in Ontario, southern Quebec, southern Manitoba, and
British Columbia. Small areas in Nova Scotia have reported
satisfactory yields, while experimental trials on irrigated land
in southern Alberta have indicated possibilities in that region
also...
“While little or no soybeans were grown in 1929, by
1940 it had reached only an estimated 12,000 acres, 10,600
acres of which were in the province of Ontario. Around 95
percent of the present acreage is harvested for seed, and
not more than 15 to 20 percent of this is disposed of to the
processing mills. There are two of these in Ontario. A new
one is reported to be under construction in British Columbia.

The bulk of the soybeans produced are fed to livestock on
the farms on which they are produced...
“Ottawa Mandarin is the most commonly grown
variety... An active soybean research program has already
resulted in the development of the following varieties:
Mandarin (Ottawa), A.K. (Harrow), Kabott and Pagoda by
the Dominion Experimental Farms, Dominion Department of
Agriculture, and O.A.C. No. 211 and Goldsoy by the Ontario
Agricultural College, Guelph.”
A table gives the average composition (protein and
oil percentages, and iodine number) for soybeans grown
in Canada at the following locations: Brandon, Manitoba;
Lethbridge, Alberta; Agassiz, British Columbia; Harrow and
Ottawa, Ontario; Lennoxville, Quebec; and Nappan, Nova
Scotia. The highest protein content was found at Brandon
(42.5%) and Harrow (42.1%), and the highest oil content at
Lennoxville (22.9%) and Ottawa (20.6%). The highest iodine
numbers came from Nappan (135.4) and Lethbridge (134.7).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013) that
mentions the soybean variety Pagoda. Address: Dominion
Experimental Farms, Div. of Forage Plants, Ottawa, ONT,
Canada.
2853. Culbertson, C.C.; Shearer, P.S.; Hammond, W.E.;
Robinson, J.L. 1941. Fattening yearling steers–II. A.H.
Leaflet [Animal Husbandry], Iowa Agricultural Experiment
Station, Cooperative Extension Service No. 159. 9 p. July.
• Summary: This is a mimeographed leaflet. Contents: Part
I: Corn of different degrees of hardness. Part II: Linseed
meals, soybean oilmeals and cottonseed meal. Introduction
(explanation of the two parts). The allotment and rations
fed to the cattle (includes two different levels of soybean
oilmeal). The varieties of corn and the hardness of each.
The protein supplements fed. The feeder cattle. The hogs
following and how handled. Results in tabular form: Table
(3): Corn of different degrees of hardness. (4) Protein
supplements for fattening steers (includes Expeller soybean
meal and Solvent extracted soybean meal). (5 & 6) Fattening
yearling steers. Address: Animal Production and Farm Crops
Subsection, Agric. Exp. Station, Iowa State College of
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Ames, Iowa.
2854. Arnold, H.C. 1941. Soya beans. Results of trials
season 1940-41. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 38(9):47586. Sept.
• Summary: This season, which was marked by severe
drought, showed that “soya beans are able to withstand
droughty conditions quite as well a maize.” The Salisbury
station conducted fertiliser trials, distance planting trials,
strain [variety] trials [Potchefstroom No. 184 and various
Hernon strains did best]. In palatability trials, 40 different
strains were subjected to cooking tests. Hernon strains No.
16 and 36 ended up being softer than others, including
imported edible varieties, and had a “nutty” texture in
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contrast to the “mushy” texture found in other varieties of
beans. “Fairly large quantities of kaffir beans and haricots
are used in this Colony in natives’ rations... The merits of
soya beans as food and the ease with which the crop can
be cultivated suggest that the mines and other employers
of native labour may eventually purchase large quantities
of them. The chief obstacle to be overcome is the innate
prejudice which natives have against any new kind of
foodstuff. At this Station little difficulty in breaking down
this prejudice was experienced. During the cooking tests
several Europeans ate the beans and freely expressed a liking
for them. The curiosity of native employees was thus aroused
and they were given some to taste. Next about 5% of soya
beans were mixed with their ration of kaffir beans... Their
prejudice against soya beans has vanished and they now eat
them parched or toasted as well as boiled.”
The author also compared yields of soya beans
with those of maize (corn), using different treatments of
manure, and noted that Jubiltan [black-seeded] varieties
of soybeans have again proved their superiority over other
kinds for fodder production. “Several owners of horses in
the Salisbury district are now using soya bean hay for their
animals.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March
2004) that mentions the Hernon soybean variety. Address:
Manager, Salisbury Experiment Station.
2855. Balzli, Jean. 1941. La culture et l’utilisation du soja
[The cultivation and utilization of the soybean]. Nice,
France: Chambre de Agriculture des Alpes Maritimes. 10 p.
[Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. What is the soybean?
Preparation of the soil. Applying fertilizer and manure.
Nitrogination (including via root nodules). Seeds. Quantity
of seeds. Varieties of seeds to choose from. Evolution. Care
of the crop. Irrigation and watering. Transplanting. Diseases
and enemies of the soybean. Spoilers of the soybean (rabbits,
hares, and roe-deer are very fond of young soybean shoots /
sprouts. Rats, field mice, voles and hamsters devour the pods
with their seeds. Pigeons and crows steal the seeds. To stop
or reduce the exploits of these thieves, you can use a hand
rattle, a loud shout, or any means of terrorizing them using
traps, snares, or poisons).
Harvest (the seeds and the straw), threshing and the
storage of the seeds, mixed cultures and rotations, soybeans
in France’s colonies. Advantages of soybean culture. Green
soybeans and soybean hay. Soybean straw. Using soybeans
to feed animals. The use of soymilk by farmers (to raise
lambs, piglets, chicks, fatten hogs, etc.). How farmers can
make soymilk. Soybean cakes (les tourteaux de soja). Use of
soybeans and soybean cakes as fertilizer.
Soybeans as human food (soy oil, soy flour, soy coffee,
soy chocolate, Worcestershire sauce, soymilk, tofu, and soy
sprouts). Industrial uses of soy (soy protein, soy oil).

Note: A similar but shorter document was published
in Revue Internationale du Soja, March 1941, p. 41-45.
Address: Doctor.
2856. French, M.H. 1941. Notes on the compositions of
some Tanganyika feeding stuffs. East African Agricultural
Journal 7(2):72-73. Oct.
• Summary: The section titled “Notes on some protein-rich
seeds” observes that the composition of soya beans grown
at Mpwapwa (in the Tanganyika Territory) is seen in Table
IV to be similar to those from other parts of the world.
“No successful variety has so far been found for the dry
arid areas.” Address: M.A., Ph.D., Dip. Agric. (Cantab.),
Mpwapwa, Tanganyika Territory.
2857. Matagrin, Am. 1941. Soya et carburants [Soybeans
and motor-fuels]. Revue Internationale du Soja 1(6):224-33.
Nov.; 1(7):267-77. Dec. [20 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This 2-part article is published in two
consecutive issues. Contents: Introduction. 1. The problem
of replacements for motor fuels: Plant-based substitutes or
synthetic motor fuels: Natural and organic substitutes for
petroleum motor fuels: animal or vegetable oils; alcohols;
gas from wood (soy diesel works well as diesel fuel),
synthetic liquid motor fuels from natural or artificial gas,
from coal or from organic oils.
2. The potential of soya for furnishing heat energy: Soy
oil for can be used to power motors, soy oil as the starting
point for the synthesis of a motor fuel, the whole soybean for
the synthesis of a liquid motor fuel, soybean straw and green
pods as sources of motor fuel. Conclusion. Address: France.
2858. Genevois, L. 1941. Recherches sur la culture et la
selection du soya faites à Bordeaux en 1941 [Research on the
cultivation and selection of soybeans conducted at Bordeaux
in 1941]. Bordeaux, France. 8 p. Unpublished typescript.
Undated. 30 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Goal of the research. Horticultural
soybean varieties: Harvest and use as green vegetable
soybeans or dry soybeans. Industrial uses: Soy flour. Forage
uses: Black and late varieties (Biloxi).
Bordeaux is a commercial seaport and the capital
of Gironde department in southwest France. Research
conducted in 1941 is a continuation of that from 1940 at
the request of the National Center for Scientific Research.
The research of 1940 showed that the soybean thrives in the
sandy and humus-rich soils of Gironde, and gives very high
yields of both seeds and forage. Address: Prof. of biological
chemistry and plant physiology [Bordeaux, France].
2859. Matagrin, A. 1941. Soja et carburants [Soybeans and
motor-fuels]. Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux
et du Material Colonial 16(185):170-89. Dec. [20 footnotes.
Fre]
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• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. The alternative fuels
problem: plant substitutes or synthetic fuels. 1.1. Natural and
organic substitutes for petroleum fuels: vegetable or animal
oils; alcohols; gas from wood. 1.2. Liquid synthetic fuels,
from natural or artificial gases, of coals, or of organic oils.
2. The soybean as a supplier thermal energy. 2.1
Soybean oil as a motor fuel. 2.2. Soybean oil as a starting
point for fuel synthesis. 2.3 Whole soybeans for liquid fuel
synthesis. 2.4. Soybean straw and empty pods as sources of
fuel.
Page 170: Since the topic of soybeans (soja) has finally
raised some interest in the “average Frenchman” with regard
to its chemical rather than mechanical uses, more than one
writer for the general public (which does not always mean
an “eleventh-hour worker,” but may only imply limited skill)
was able to slip a quick allusion into their homage of the
soybean to how it could help combat fuel shortages. They
were absolutely right, because these shortages, which have
already become nationwide in several European countries,
are highly likely to become worldwide if the wartime
consumption of gasoline, some of which is diluted with
natural or synthetic substances, continues to grow and is
sustained over time: whether it takes twenty-five years or
just over a half-century to deplete American and Asian oil
reserves (geologists tend to disagree), it is now certain that
their use is increasing, considering the pace of extraction
inflicted upon these reserves in order to supply countless
land-, sea- and air-based motor vehicles, all working to
destroy one another, along with fires, shipwrecks, and
voluntary destruction. As we will show, the drawback to all
mineral-based syntheses is that they slow the depletion of
other natural resources that take not just years, but rather
thousands of years to regenerate: perhaps cosmologically
improbable conditions. Using plant-based materials
(matières végétales), particularly those that produce a new
harvest every year, is surely a sound plan in such a highly
“motorized” world, where fuel has become almost as
important as supplies of more human foods.
But no doubt, while cleverly sparking people’s curiosity
by juxtaposing the idea of soybeans and the fuel problem,
this curiosity was not entirely satisfied, if I am to judge by
questions I have been asked by engineers or correspondents
from other professions, who were all relative soybean
specialists but could only partially grasp how and to what
extent the plant or its bean (fève) could help provide an
alternative to the highly prized gasoline. This is my reason
for covering the topic here, first summarizing what there
is to know about the production and relative advantages of
alternative fuels in general, and then detailing what soybeans
could offer in this field. Not long ago, those in France would
have hesitated to focus on plant-based resources, when,
with powerful companies investing hundreds of millions in
setting up oil refineries and synthetic fuel plants, the journals
controlled by these companies dismissed, with the disdain

of a city resident for a rural dweller, the studies on this
systematic utilization of plant-based products and waste by
the industrial chemistry the Americans have dubbed “Farm
Chemurgy” (Footnote 1: Cf. S. Jamin, “`Farm Chemurgy’
in the United States.” Revue Chimie Industrielle [Industrial
Chemistry Journal], Nov. and Dec. 1938, January 1939.):
but, today, when automobile transport relies so heavily on
wood gasifiers, when the most important lesson from the
defeat [probably last year’s defeat by the Nazis] emerges,
highlighting the significance of the agricultural effort in the
lives of a people, it seems appropriate to present, without
pretension or excessive details, the technical aspects of this
calorie supply; for my part, I would prefer to see soybeans
supplying food above all.
Page 181: Possibilities of soybeans in thermal energy
supply
The above section examined organic fatty substances,
and soybean oil (huile des fèves de soja) should also be
considered as an alternative to gasoline fuel, or as a starting
point for creating the synthesis: it therefore makes sense
to begin the review of these possibilities with this part of
the Asian bean, soybean oil. (2.1) Soybean oil as a fuel for
engines
Outside of primitive countries, which lack commodities
for commercial exchanges and have an abundance of
organic fatty substances, we now forget to what extent
these substances can be used for heating and lighting. It
may seem anachronistic and pointless to consider using
soybean oil directly as a supplier of heat / calories: those
who have had the privilege of studying the subject in the
Far East (President Li Yu-Ying, Artemy A. Horvath, Dr.
Douglas Gray, etc.) teach us that, in Manchurian villages,
the local economy gets many uses out of this oil–uses that
our grandfathers also got from national oils exploited for
technical purposes rather than food supply: canola, rapeseed,
hemp and even poppy seed. Like the citizens of distant
Asia, our ancestors made do with entirely empirical notions
on these combustible liquids. Until 1900 or thereabouts,
technologists readily avoided specifying the respective
characteristics for each of the oils used for lighting or
heating, citing the pretext that they were often sold as mixes,
and sometimes even diluted with American cottonseed oil.
Today, the concern for exact, detailed information is driven
by more intense competition between a greater number
of combustible materials. And to judge by the useful role
soybean oil can play in diesel engines, for instance–the only
machines to sufficiently replace gasoline or gas motors–there
is some specific numerical data to be aware of regarding the
composition and properties of this fatty substance. We will
therefore recall that, depending on varieties and climates,
the composition of soybean oil varies within the following
limits: linolenic acid 2%-3%; linoleic acid (or isomers),
48%-56%; oleic acid, 28%-32%; palmitic acid, 6-7%;
stearic acid 4-5%; arachidonic acid, 0.5%-0.8%; lignoceric
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acid, 0.1%-0.2%; on average, saturated fatty acids make up
12% of the acidic content of these glycerides, and this oil
generally contains only 0.5% free fatty acids or less. It also
contains 1.5% to 3% phosphatides (lecithin-cephalin) and
0.5%-2% unsaponifiable matter (in the raw product). Along
side the physical or chemical properties of soybean oil that
are secondary here (color, 70Y, 12R-30R on the Lovibond
colorimeter, 133 mm cell; viscosity, 0.50-0.60 poises at
25ºC; iodine number 128-129.5; saponification value, 189192; foots and impurities 1-1.5%; moisture 0.15%-0.20%),
the following are more significant for our purposes: a relative
density at 15ºC of 0.920-0.928; flash point, 300ºC-320ºC;
fire point, 350ºC-355ºC; break point, 0.1-1%; calorific value,
approximately 9,500 cal./kg (Footnote 13: These figures are
provided by Artemy A. Horvath, The Soybean Industry, New
York: Chemical Publishing Co. 1938, pp. 79-80).
In total, although soybean oil contains no erucic acid,
C22H4202, which provides significant fuel in canola oil, and
only a small amount of arachidic acid, C20H4002, which
does the same for peanut oil, soybean oil at least benefits
from a homogenous group of 18-atom carbon chains (stearic,
oleic, linoleic, linolenic acid; palmitic acid contains C16).
In relation to these two other oils, which both have more
unsaponifiable matter and much greater free acidity, soybean
oil is still a comparable liquid fuel, except considering the
drawback that it is more oxidizable than peanut oil, and at
least as much as canola. In diesel or similar engines, its high
density (which has been exaggerated in the past up to 0.950–
on average, its density hardly exceeds 0.920) is very close to
that of canola, peanut and olive oil (0.915-0.921), and is in
no way prohibitive: fuel oil often reaches 0.900. Of course,
mineral oil benefits from a fire point between 150ºC and
180ºC (even nearly 90ºC for the light components), but oil
engines are flexible enough to adapt to fuels with a variety
of characteristics. Finally, because energy comes in a variety
of forms, it is quite likely that the dielectric properties
of an oil have a directly positive effect on the complex
disintegration process on which an oil’s thermal capacity
depends: and yet, Dall’Acqua has shown that soybean oil
is uniquely equipped in this way, because it discharges an
Elster and Geitel electroscope in less than one second, while
the other vegetable oils only do so within 15 seconds or more
(Footnote 14: According to George S. Jamieson, Vegetable
fats and oils, New York, 1932).
Whatever the case, when considering soybean oil and
peanut oil, which have the same thermal capacity (canola oil
has a thermal capacity of 9,490 cal./kg, but olive oil is hardly
above 9,325, which is still much higher than tar or shale
oil, which are between 8,900 and 9,250 cal./kg), we would
certainly like to be able to compare results from systematic
tests conducted under a variety of conditions, examining
soybean oils with diverse origins and properties. But the
United States has too great a need for edible oils, and the
large supply of gasoline disincentivizes the use of soybean

oil as fuel. In Manchuria, however, the railroad company
has long been interested in the use and cultivation of this
oilseed that fills thousands of its freight cars every year.
After having used this oil for lighting during the previous
world war, and then tested it (as blown oil) for lubrication,
they began studying its performance in diesel engines. Using
this vegetable oil could foster economic independence in the
State created by Japan [then-occupied Manchuria]. Japan on
its own only extracts 300,000 tons of petroleum annually,
while consuming up to 3 million tons. It does not appear
that detailed reports have been published for these tests, but
there is no question that soybean oil is, like canola or peanut
oil, technically usable in engines designed for such fuels. It
is also likely that the economic conditions that will affect
the Far East if the European conflict spreads will lead to a
broad “soy-diesel” experiment, because it is more practical
to utilize this resource than to conquer the rich oil reserves in
the Dutch East Indies (Continued).
2860. Vukics, J. 1941. 10 evestapasztalatok a szojabab
termesztesevel es takarma-nyozasaval [Ten years of
experience with growing and feeding soybeans]. Koztelek
Zsebnaptar 2:137-46. [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
2861. Blanchard, Marcel. 1941. Le soja en France: Ses
possibilités culturales. Ses débouchés industriels. Son
intérêt économique [The soybean in France: Its cultural
possibilities. Its industrial outlets. Its economic interest].
Paris: Societe d’Editions Geographique, Maritimes et
Coloniales, 17 rue Jacob, 6eme. ii + 200 p. Illust. 22 cm.
[158 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Part 1: Cultivation of
soya. 1. The soybean. 2. Soybean cultivation worldwide.
3. The varieties of soybeans. 4. The requirements of the
soybean crop. 5. Sowing soybeans. 6. The soybean during its
vegetative stage. 7. Harvesting soybeans. 8. Mixed cropping
and intercropping of soybeans. 9. The enemies and diseases
of the soybean.
10. History of soybean cultivation in France
(introduction in 1739 at Jardin des Plantes under direction of
Buffon, 1850–National Society for Acclimatization, around
1880 MM Vilmorin-Andrieux, M. Paillieux, M.P. OlivierLecq, Messrs. Lechartier, Denaiffe, Dr. Le Goff, Boulanger
& Dausse, Brioux, Semichon, Carle de Carbonnières,
Rouest, de Guerpel).
11. The vegetative cycle of the soybean in France. 12.
The soybean at the various French agricultural research
centers (les Centres de Recherches agronomiques français)
including Centre de Versailles, Station de Dijon, de Colmar,
de Clermont-Ferrand, d’Antibes. 13. The possibilities of soya
in France in terms of its cultivation.
Part 2: The nutritional value of the soybean. 1. The
nutritional value of the soybean.
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Part 3: Utilization of soya. 1. Soybeans in the farm
economy. 3. The soybean in human nutrition and in industry.
Part 4: The soybean from an economic viewpoint. 1.
Commerce and trade in soybeans and soybean products
up to Sept. 1939. 2. The present economic possibilities
of the soybean in France. Conclusion. Bibliography. 16
illustrations. 8 maps.
The introduction begins: “In a letter written on 15
Jan. 1935, on board the Chenonceaux which was sailing
toward Shanghai, Li Lu-Ying [sic, Li Yu-ying], president
of the National Academy of Peiping (l’Académie Nationale
de Péping) offered to furnish us with the translation of
important documents in the Chinese, Japanese, and Russian
languages concerning all aspects of soya. Let him find here
the expression of our gratitude, because he introduced us to
a plant, in which there is more interest abroad than in the
country of its origin.”
The publisher was formerly named Maison Challamel,
founded in 1839.
Illustrations show: (1) The branch of a soybean plant,
with the flowers and young pods, enlarged 3x. (2) The flower
of a soybean plant as it is about to open, enlarged 5x. (3)
A soybean branch with mature pods and leaves, enlarged
2x. (4) Two views of a soybean seed with parts labeled.
C = chalaza (chalze). H = hilum (hile). M = micropyle
(micropyle). R = radicle (radicle). A-H = hypocotyl
axis (germ) (axe hypocotylé). G = raphe, bud, leaf-bud
(gemmule). Enlarged 3x. Note: The raphe is a small grove
extending to the chalaza, where the integuments were
attached to the ovule proper.
(5) Microscopic view of a transverse section of the
seedcoat: C.P. = palisade layer of cells (cellules en palisade).
C.S. = hourglass cells (cellules en sablier). P.E. = spongy
parenchyma (parenchyme externe). C.A. = aleurone
layer (cellules à aleurone). P.I. = remains of parenchyma
cells of endosperm or internal parenchyma (parenchyme
interne). Enlarged 247x. (6) Cells of the epidermis facing
the microscope. Enlarged 460x. (7) Microscopic view of
a transverse section of a cotyledon, two views, showing
starch grains (grain d’amidon), oil droplets (oléolaste), and
aleurone grains (grain d’aleurone; high in protein). (7a) Six
large maps of soy in Asia and in Oceania, in North America
and in South America, in Europe and in Africa in 1939 (p.
12-36). (8) Nodules containing nitrogen-fixing bacteria on
the roots of a soybean plant (p. 66). (9) Planting soybeans;
a man walks behind a planter pulled by two horses (p. 84).
(10) Cultivating soybeans; a man sits on a cultivator pulled
by two horses (p. 89). (11) A field of long, straight, weedfree rows of soybeans in the United States. (12) Drying of
soybean hay in shocks. (13) Harvesting soybeans; a man
sits on a harvester pulled by two horses. (14) Threshing
soybeans using a machine (p. 99). (15) Intercropping of soya
and maize. (16) The soybean variety Lisbonne growing at
the Central Station for Seed Trials (Station Central d’Essais

d Semences) (p. 122). (17) Map of France with isotherm
lines of July and a line showing the northern limit of maize
cultivation (p. 134).
Tables: (1) Asiatic varieties: Chinese and Manchurian
varieties (6 varieties), varieties from the British Indies (7),
from the Dutch Indies (11), Japanese varieties (17).
(2). American varieties: Canadian varieties (7), U.S.
varieties (40 varieties) (for each is given: Days to maturity,
flower color, seed color, color of the oil, oil content, protein
content, weight of 1,000 seeds in grams, seed yield (in kg/
ha), yield of hay containing 15% moisture (in kg/ha)). (3)
European varieties: German (7), Austrian (3), English (4),
Italian (1), Polish (7), Czech (9), Soviet Russian (9).
Mineral needs of the soybean. Yield of two soybean
varieties, with and without inoculation. Yield of three
soybean varieties with and without inoculation. Germination
percentages of 8 French soybean varieties at the Station
Centrale d-Essais de Semences in 1938-39 (ranges from 91%
to 100%). Variation in the composition of soybean hay at
4 stages of maturity. Weight of seeds vs. straw for 10 U.S.
soybean varieties (the straw weighs 1.5 to 2.7 times as much
as the seeds). Average yield of soybeans in four countries in
1933 (in kg/ha): Manchuria 1,200. Japan 1,000. Korea 650.
China 950. Length of the vegetative cycle at four stations
with 10 varieties in France (ranges from 98 to 157 days).
Length of the vegetative cycle at four more stations with 16
varieties in France (ranges from 95 to 172 days). 18 varieties
that completely matured their seeds at 2 stations in 1921
and in 1922. Oil and protein content of 7 French soybean
varieties at Station de Clermont-Ferrand. The seed yield of
10 soybean varieties at the same station. The seed yield of 6
soybean varieties at Station d’Antibes. Six tables (p. 138-42)
on the nutritional value of soybeans. Six tables (p. 148-61)
on the utilization of soybeans in the farm economy and for
feeding animals 2 tables (p. 162-42) on the soybean in the
human diet and in industry. 5 tables (p. 175-42) in trade in
soybeans and its by-products. 7 tables (p. 181-86) on the
present economic possibilities of the soybean in France.
Chinese and Manchurian varieties soybean varieties (p.
48): Chu Yen Tou Erh, Kung-Chu-ling pai Mei, Pai Hoa Tso
Tse, Su Li Huang, Ta Li Huang, Tieh Chia, Tou Tse.
Soybean varieties from the British Indies (des
Indes britanniques) (p. 48): Behrum, Hto-nao, Htonang, Mirjanhat, Pekyat-pyin, Pe-Ngypi [pè-ngapi], and
Santonauk. Note: According Thompstone & Sawyer (1914),
some of the above names are the names of the yellow
soybean in different parts of Burma.
Soybean varieties from the Dutch Indies (des Indes
néerlandaises) (p. 48): Djepoen, Idjo, Ireng, Krawe, Mentik,
Poetik, No. 16 sélectionné, No. 17 sélectionné, No. 27
sélectionné, No. 28 sélectionné, No. 29 sélectionné.
One variety from Indochina (p. 48) is Langson.
Soybean varieties from Japan (p. 50): Akasaya,
Banseihikarikuro [Bansei hikari kuro], Chinseihikarikuro
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[Chinsei hikari kuro], Gindaizu [Gin daizu], Ishikarishiro
[Ishi kari shiro], Kanro, Kurosaya, Mitsuishidaizu [Mitsuishi
daizu], Naktchadaka, Oyachi no. 2, Rankoshi no. 1,
Shimoshirazu no. 1 [Shimo shirazu no. 1], Shirokotsubu,
Shirotsurunoko, Tsurunoko, Wasehodaka / Waschodaka,
Yoshiokatairin [Yoshio katairin].
Soybean varieties from Canada (p. 50): A.K. (Harrow),
Brun du Manitoba, Soja jaune de Montréal / Montreal, Soja
jaune de Québec / Quebec 92, Manchu (Hudson), Mandarin
(Ottawa), O.A.C. No. 211. Address: Directeur interimaire,
Station d’Essais de Semences (Ministere de l’Agriculture),
France; In 1946 Chef de Travaux at this station.
2862. Fallon, F. (Baron). 1941. Le soja [The soybean].
Belgique. Ministere des Colonies. Direction Generale de
l’Agriculture et de l’Elevage. Propagande et Vulgarisation
Agricoles No. 21. 39 p. Bruxelles: Impr. Industrielle et
Financiere. [17 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Botanical description: Introduction,
the plant’s needs, varieties. Soybean cultivation in Europe:
Introduction (for some countries preferred early, medium,
and late varieties are listed), France, Great Britain, Hungary,
Poland (selection has been done at the Wilna experiment
station using varieties imported from Hungary and
Czechoslovakia), Romania (About 30,000 ha are devoted
to soybeans, primarily in Bessarabia [Besarabia], Dobrouja
[Dobrudja, Dobrogea], Bukovina [Bucovina], Walachia or
Wallachia or Valachia [now called Muntenia, a fertile belt
across southern Romania], and Moldavia. Most of these
varieties came from Austria), Switzerland, USSR (the main
soybean regions are all warm ones–the Caucasus, Ukraine,
and Transcaucasia). Soybean cultivation in America.
Soybean cultivation in Africa (especially in South Africa,
mainly for forage in the Natal and Transvaal). Soybean
cultivation in Asia: China and Manchuria, Malaysia, British
Indies, Dutch Indies, Indochina, Japan. Soybean cultivation
in Oceania (mainly Philippines).
Cultivation: Crop rotation, inoculation, planting
and propagation, maintenance and manuring the land,
harvest, seed storage, yield, selection of varieties. Soybean
utilization: As human food (dry soybeans, soy sauce, soy
flour, soymilk, tofu, soy oil), industrial uses (soy oil, refining
and use, soymilk casein). Soya as a fertilizer: Green manure,
or soybean cakes. Soya as a feed for domestic animals:
Green forage, hay, silage, pasture, seeds, cakes. Soybean
cultivation in the Belgian Congo. Soybean trade.
In the Congo various soybean trials have been
undertaken since 1936 at the stations of the National Institute
for Agronomic Study of the Belgian Congo (l’Institut
National pour l’Etude agronomique du Congo Belge).
Numerous varieties from the USA and Manchuria have
been tested. Address: Directeur au Ministere des Colonies,
Professeur a l’Institut Agronomique de Gembloux [Belgium].

2863. Rodriguez, Juan P. 1941. Varietal experiments
with soybeans. University of Puerto Rico (Rio Piedras)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report p. 40. For
the years 1940-1941. [Eng]
• Summary: In the section titled “Animal industry” under
“Livestock feed crops” we read: “Twenty-four soybean
varieties were sown in a variety test this year. Due to the
adverse weather conditions the majority of varieties failed
as the soil was too dry most of the time. Otootan, Clemson,
Biloxi and Pee Dee were the only varieties that produced a
crop, despite the bad weather. These four varieties can be
recommended for forage to be given to the cattle combined
with grasses which are low in protein. Otootan and Biloxi
under favorable conditions produce a satisfactory amount of
green roughage. (J.P. Rodriguez.)
“At the Isabela Substation preliminary plantings were
made with 28 varieties of soybeans which had made a good
record recently in some parts of the Continental United
States. Out of this group, the following six varieties were
selected: Otootan, Palmeto, Biloxi, Clemson, Avoyelles and
U.S.D.A. 86722. All of these varieties showed good vigor
and heavy bearing ability. (L.A. Serrano, C.J. Clavell and P.J.
Julia).” Address: B.S., Asst. Agronomist, Rio Piedras, Puerto
Rico.
2864. Soroa, José Maria de. 1941. La soja. Su cultivo y
aplicaciones. Segunda edicion, corregida y aumentada [The
soybean. Its cultivation and utilization. 2nd ed.]. Madrid,
Spain: Ministerio de Agricultura. Seccion de Publicaciones,
Prensa y Propaganda. 87 p. Undated. No index. 16 cm. First
ed. was by Abadal and Soroa, 1932. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: The soybean. Recent history.
Some antecedents to the present trials conducted in Spain.
Agronomic notes (incl. soybean varieties). Preparation of the
soil. Utilization of soybeans. Food uses. Other applications
of the seed. Industrial uses. Soybean oil. Extraction and use
of the flour and milk of the soybean. Exploitation of the
soybean plant as feed. Forage. Use of soybean in clinical
analysis (urease). Appendix: Soybean production worldwide
in 1925-1929 and 1933 (from IIA, Rome).
For some years the author has been dedicated to the
economic propagation of this legume (la soja) in Spain. He
has succeeded in calling attention to its merits, both with the
first edition of this book (1932) and with subsequent work
and demonstrations; a number of farmers have experimented
with the crop. He was asked to do a new edition of this
booklet by the Ministry of Agriculture’s Department of
Publications, Press, and Propaganda / Advertising, in order to
synthesize some observations of recent years and to give an
opinion on the possibilities and economic advantages of ‘la
soja’ in Spain. The author reflects that the days of hunger in
the ‘red zone’ are not far away (p. 5).
The Station of Cereal Culture (Estación de
Cerealicultura) and the Institute of Agronomic Investigations
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(Instituto de Investigaciones Agronómicas) are already
working on soybean cultivation. The author offers to the
Superior Council of Scientific Investigations the subject of
the use of soy in the diet, and how to perfect the soybean,
lower its price, and employ its derivatives in as many
technical fields as other countries already do. In effect, not
alone did Russia start giving maximum attention to the
soybean (p. 7).
In southeast Spain, soybeans have been cultivated on
the farms of Jerez de la Frontera by the author’s esteemed
teacher and the director of the Center D. Eduardo Noriega
Abascal (p. 8). A graph on page 10 shows soybean imports
and exports for 1934 for various countries.
Some antecedents to the present trials conducted in
Spain: In 1917 the Spanish council in Shanghai, don Julio
Palencia, sent to the Spanish Department of State a study on
the cultivation of soybeans, proposing that trials be made to
acclimatize the valuable legume to their country.
In Motril (a city in south central Spain on the
Mediterranean) and then in the Southern Agricultural Station
at Malaga (a town just to the west of Motril, also on the
Mediterranean), soybeans started to be cultivated about 10
years ago (c. 1931) by the agronomic engineer D. Arsenio
Rueda, in parcels of 5 ares = 0.5 ha, from which he obtained
yields each of 60 litres (.78kg/liter), so 46.8 kg per 5 ares.
Both white and black varieties have given good results,
but the white was better, and the seeds obtained have been
divided among agriculturists...
In Spain, besides the trials cited above, for more than
25 years (since ca. 1916) the soybean has been cultivated
with excitement thanks to the zeal and the interest, realized
in patriotic labor on the farm in Jerez (southeast Spain),
of the agronomical engineer Eduardo Noriega, and also of
Mr. Oritz, comrade of the former. They shared yellow and
black varieties with Valencian farmers; Valencia is on the
Mediterranean. Cultivation has since been accomplished
in the central Spanish region. There is also a record of the
cultivation of soybeans in Lerida in the years 1925-26 by the
doctor don Jose Abdal, an illustrious pharmacist.
The sowing was done with seeds procured from Japan
of the variety soja hispida, yellow seeded, with the object
of seeing if it would grow in this province. The seeds were
soaked for 10 hours in water, then planted in a garden
without more security or care than they would take with any
other plant. They were sown at the end of April and most
of the seeds germinated, reaching a height of 65 cm. They
developed and flowered perfectly, and were completely
developed by the end of August. This small trial can only
demonstrate that the soybean will grow in irrigated terrain,
on a warm site, and without much care (p. 12-14).
The agronomic engineer Jesus Andreu, 20 years ago, did
tests on the culture of soy as a forage plant in the province
of Pontevedra with good results. There is also news, if
incomplete, of other successful tests in the provinces of

Madrid and Toledo.
As a consequence of this news–and perhaps of the
spreading of these and of the foreign trials, and of the
experiences of the National Agronomic Institute–soybeans
have been divided among individuals and farms for the last
10 years by the General Direction of Agriculture. And the
Institute of Cereal Culture has resumed trials with seeds of
Japanese origin. The author’s companions, don Felix Sancho
Penasco and don Fernando Gaspar are studying a hundred
varieties, and will determine the requirements of each variety
in order to select the ones appropriate for each region (p. 15).
Note: No date is given in this book. However a
bibliography in the Sept/Oct. issue of Revue Internationale
du Soya gives the date as 1941. Address: Ingeniero
Agronomo, Madrid, Spain.
2865. Ziegelmayer, Wilhelm. 1941. Rohstofffragen der deutschen Volksernaehrung: Eine
Darstellung der ernaehrungswirtschaftlichen und
ernaehrungswissenschaftlichen Aufgabe unserer Zeit. 4.,
verbesserte und erweiterte auflagel. [Issues of raw materials
in German public nutrition: a portrayal of the tasks for
the food industry and nutritional science in our time. 4th
improved and expanded edition]. Dresden and Leipzig: T.
Steinkopff. xii + 374 p. Illust. 24 cm. 1st ed. was 1936. [1
ref. Ger]
• Summary: The chapter titled “Rohstoff Sojabohne” (p.
128-46) has the following contents:
General overview: Ways of using soybeans as food
(unripe seeds [edamame], ripe seeds [20 uses], as fodder, as
green manure and fertilizer, in industry [15 uses]).
Questions concerning cultivation and utilization: On the
necessity of growing soybeans in Germany: Tables (p. 134)
show (1) the approximate yields of soybeans in Manchuria,
Germany, Japan (the lowest), the Balkans (highest 10-28 dz/
ha), America, Austria. (2) European production of soybeans
in 1000 metric tons: 1932 = 1.5. 1933 = 1.6. 1934 = 2. 1935
= 31. 1936 = 44. 1937 = 85. 1938 = 61 (Page 135: a halfpage map uses symbols to show where in Germany soybeans
were cultivated in 1933, 1934, and 1935). The success of
soybean cultivation depends primarily on the choice of
variety. The soil requirements.
The soybean as a protein source (soymilk, shoyu,
miso, tofu, natto). The significance of soybean meal. The
procedural question in the production of soy flour suitable
for human consumption.
The soybean as a source of oil: The extraction of oil
from the soybean (using solvent extraction).
The soybean as a source of lecithin. Lecithin as a good
article for export: It utilization. The margarine industry. In
the chocolate industry. In the pasta industry. In the bakery.
In the pharmaceutical industry. As a pest control agent. In
the textile industry: for use in spinning, weaving and wet
twisting, artificial silk finishing, cotton finishing, bulging
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under pressure, in dyestuffs, in printing.
Note: The author was born in 1898. Address: PhD,
Senior Councilor in the Supreme Command of the
Armed Forces, Berlin, Germany (Oberregierungsrat im
Oberkommando des Heeres).
2866. McComas, Earl W.; Hazen, M.W.; Comfort, J.E. 1942.
Soybean and Korean lespedeza hays compared with alfalfa
for wintering beef calves. USDA Circular No. 629. 7 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Experimental procedure:
cattle used and methods of feeding and handling, feeds used.
Weather conditions during the experiments. Experimental
results: experiment 1 (1934-35), experiment 2 (1935-36).
Summary and conclusions.
“In recent years a decreased acreage of grain crops
on farms in the Middle West, followed by a proportionate
increase in the amount of land devoted to forage crops,
particularly legumes, has tended to heighten the demand for
knowledge about the value of the latter in livestock feeding.
“Soybeans have been definitely established in the crop
rotation on many farms, and Korean lespedeza, although a
legume relatively new to the Corn Belt area, gives promise of
becoming a crop of considerable importance. In view of this
trend, it was deemed advisable to determine experimentally
how these crops, harvested as hay, compare with alfalfa for
wintering beef calves. Accordingly, such experiments were
conducted cooperatively at Sni-A-Bar Farms, Grain Valley,
Missouri, by the United States Department of Agriculture
and the University of Missouri. In these experiments beef
calves, immediately after being weaned in the fall, were fed
the three hays in addition to a limited quantity of concentrate
mixture and silage. The results are reported in this circular.”
Address: Bureau of Animal Industry; Univ. of Missouri.
2867. Toit, J.J. du. 1942. Cultivation of soybeans. Farming
in South Africa. 17(190):9-16, 53. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses and market
prospects: as food for man and beast, in industry, effect
on soil fertility. Adaptation. Varieties. Soil and fertilizer
requirements (incl. inoculation). Method of planting.
Cultivation. Harvesting. Yields per morgen (“25 bags or
more under irrigated conditions are not impossible”). Hay
and silage. General observations.
“(1) As a food for man and beast.–As mentioned before,
the protein content of the seed is exceptionally high, viz.,
approximately three times as high as that of wheat and more
than twice that of fresh meat. Soybeans can be successfully
stored for long periods more readily than meat and although
it may not possess the same biological value as food, it is
a very good substitute for meat, especially in time of war.
Apart from its value as food for soldiers, the soybean is
undoubtedly an asset in countries where the poorer classes
cannot afford meat regularly, since it can be produced much
more economically than meat. Soybeans are also used in

the form of meal (prepared by a special process) mixed
with wheaten flour and mealiemeal [coarsely-ground corn
flour] in order to increase the nutritive value of the latter and
furnish a better balanced ration for man and beast. In future
large quantities of soybeans will probably be used in South
Africa, e.g., in the diet of natives on the mines. At present
there are millers at Delmas, Johannesburg and elsewhere
who are anxious to obtain soybeans for milling purposes
and offer comparatively high prices. From experiments
carried out by the Low Temperature Research Institute at
Cape Town, soybeans can be canned successfully for human
consumption. This bean is also suitable for table use both
in its green, shelled form and after ripening. Various tasty
dishes can be prepared from these beans.
“From a stock-feeding point of view soybean meal
can be used to advantage in intensive dairy, poultry and
pig farming as a substitute for a portion of the meat meal
in the rations, when meat meal is expensive and difficult to
obtain. Most farmers wish to be selfsupporting and therefore
try to produce all the stock-feed they require. This crop
makes excellent hay and silage. The plants are erect and
can therefore readily be cut with a mower. The hay contains
approximately 12 per cent. digestible protein and can be
used instead of lucerne where the latter cannot be raised
successfully under dry-land conditions.” Address: Lecturer in
Agronomy, Potchefstroom College of Agriculture.
2868. Rouest, Antoine. 1942. Le soja français [The French
soybean]. Argenton, France: Langlois. 48 p. Preface by J.
Bordas. Illust. No index. 24 cm. [9 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Dedication (To Léon Rouest, born
on 11 Nov. 1872 in Paris; died 27 Feb. 1938 at Chartres).
Introduction. Part I. 1. What is the soybean? Composition
properties of the soybean. 2. Cultivation of the soybean
in France: Climatic zones in France for the cultivation
of soybeans, A–Atlantic Zone, B–Continental Zone, C–
Mediterranean Zone and climate, influence of latitude on the
soybean, soils best suited for soybeans, fertilizer / manure,
bacteria, soybean varieties, crop rotation, intercropping.
Part II. 3. Technical advice (Conseils techniques) for
the cultivation of soybeans in France: Labor and preparation
of the soil, seeds, soybean vegetation, germination, ways
of cultivations (façons culturales), irrigation of soybeans,
flowering and fruiting, diseases and enemies of the soybean,
harvesting soybeans, harvest soybeans as forage, threshing
and storage, yield.
Part III. 4. Use of soybeans on the farm: As green
manure, green forage, hay, silage–which uses the stems
and leaves of the plant. 5. Soybean seed and cake in the
feeding of animals: Soybean cake in the feeding of dairy
cows, conclusions, soybean cake in the fattening of animals,
soybean cake in the feeding of pigs, conclusions, the value
of soybean cake, soymilk, how to make soybean milk (on the
farm).
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6. Use of the soybean as a human food: Soybean coffee,
dry roasted soybeans, Sojenta (made from cooked potatoes
and whole soybeans), soybean pâté (a meat alternative),
soybean sprouts, salad of soybean sprouts, soybean sprout
casserole with vegetables, sweet soya preserves (Confiture de
soja), soy flour and its use by Germany during World War II,
Comparative production of nutritive elements by the various
legumes (haricot beans and peas), calorie content of various
foods (table), soy flour (again), soy sauce. 7. Industrial uses
of soybeans. Conclusion.
The Dedication reads: In homage to my father, the man
who acclimatized the soybean to France. Léon Rouest. Born
in Paris on 11 Nov. 1872. Died at Chartres on 27 Feb. 1938.
A small portrait photo shows Léon Rouest. Address: Son of
Léon Rouest, France.
2869. Quail, Betty. 1942. Vary your menus with Chinese
foods: While their cooking techniques are different from
ours, we can adapt some of their vegetables to our advantage.
Los Angeles Times. March 29. p. F5.
• Summary: The Chinese, our old friends and new allies [in
World War II] have long used soybeans as a staple in their
diet. But in America, until recently, they were grown solely
as a forage crop. “Fresh green soybeans rank higher in food
value than any of our common table beans...” Dried soybeans
contain about 12 times as much fat as other beans. Today
soybean flour and bread are widely available in American
food stores.
“The Chinese, however, were not content with just
beans. They set to work with the skill of alchemists and
accomplished some surprising results. They sprouted the
dried beans...” to yield bean sprouts, now starting to be sold
in American markets. Then they made a milk out of crushed
soybeans and turned it into bean curd. Cut it into squares
and try adding it to an omelet, to hard-cooked eggs, or meat
loaf. It may also be seasoned and be used as a stuffing for
tomatoes, celery, or green pepper rings for salad. Soybean
milk can be substituted for cow’s milk. And of course
there is “soy sauce, or mandarin sauce.” Unfortunately
most Americans limit its use to those “half-caste dishes,
chop suey and chow mein. As a matter for fact, this dark
brown seasoning should have a place of honor on every
American pantry shelf...” Like all good seasonings, it brings
out the best in other foods, remaining in the background,
“completing a dish while claiming no recognition for itself.”
A photo shows bean curd.
2870. Health News (Hollywood, California). 1942. Health
book reviews: Complete book of soy–The Soybean Industry,
by A.A. Horvath. 10(8):7. April 30.
• Summary: “What a thrill to old timers who remember
when the public knew soy only as a mysterious Chinese
bean, and even the few U.S. producers thought of it merely
as fodder. Here is revealed a giant young industry even now

expanding to meet war needs.
“Dr. Horvath was invited to author this book.”
“Since 1934 Dr. Horvath has been frequently quoted
in Health News and has sent first hand fresh data to Clarke
Irvine personally.”
The price of this cloth [hardcover] book is $4 from the
publisher.
2871. Cutler, G.H.; Probst, A.H. 1942. Gibson and Patoka
soybeans. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station,
Circular No. 270. 8 p. April.
• Summary: “Black-seeded soybeans have been grown
for many years almost to the total exclusion of the
yellow-seeded varieties in a large section of southern and
southwestern Indiana, for the market outlet was chiefly
for seed for soybean hay production. With an increasing
demand for soybean oil in recent years a new emphasis has
been given to the commercial production and use of yellowseeded varieties, the present commercial varieties of which
yield larger quantities of a superior quality of oil and an oil
meal with a more desirable color. Yellow-seeded varieties
now sell for 10 to 25 cents more per bushel than the blackseeded kinds.”
Gibson and Pakota are improved yellow-seeded
varieties. Gibson is a selection from a cross between
Dunfield and Midwest. Patoka is a pure line selection from
P.I. 70218-2.
2872. Dies, Edward J. 1942. A certain man of science
(Document part). In: E.J. Dies. 1942. Soybeans: Gold from
the Soil. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. 122 p. See
Chap. 1, p. 1-5. April. 21 cm.
• Summary: This chapter focuses on William Joseph Morse,
C.V. Piper (his mentor at USDA), and soybean pioneers in
the United States. Morse was born in 1884 around Lowville,
New York, the son of John Baptist Morse. On June 20,
1907 Morse was handed his degree at Cornell University.
Two days later he reported for duty at the Bureau of Plant
Industry, within the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, DC. There he was assigned to work under
Dr. C.V. Piper, “a man of intense enthusiasm and vision,
a plant scientist of superior talent. Young Morse was
placed in charge of forage crop investigations at Arlington
Experimental Farm in Virginia, where a dozen or so distinct
types were being nurtured. Dr. Piper became his constant
companion there on Sundays, evenings and at other odd
times, talking, dreaming, painting word pictures of a future
agricultural economy in which the little bean would play a
tremendous role.
“’Young fellow,’ he used to say, ‘these beans are gold
from the soil. Yes, sir, gold from the soil. One must truly
stand in awe of their potential power in the life of the
western world.’
“In some strange way Dr. Piper seems to have turned a
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switch in the heart of young Morse and created there a strong
desire to see through to the final act the colorful and exciting
drama of the soybean.
“And so for thirty-four years, heedless of material
gain or personal honor, shy, modest, but with the repressed
intensity of a crusader, Bill Morse has carried with steady
hand the lamp lighted by Dr. Piper. By the irony of fate
Piper the Prophet passed away without tasting the joy of full
success that came from their joint labors.”
In the early years, interest in the new crop ebbed and
flowed. Most saw it as an oriental curiosity; few believed it
would become a major crop.
Morse began writing factual articles about the soybean;
“he started talking with farmers and to other scientists; he
made a journey through the South as early as 1914, when
soybeans were grown principally in eastern North Carolina,
to study the feasibility of cottonseed mills launching a
soybean crushing industry, and found the time too early.
“But the army of Morse disciples grew, his desk at the
Forage Crops division became an official clearing house of
information, and in 1919 [sic, Sept. 1920] there was formed
the American Soybean Association and Bill Morse served as
president for three terms, helping to unify and direct a new
and more forceful crusade of research and experimentation.
He wrote and published more than forty official government
bulletins, made hundreds of addresses, inspired scores of
agrarians, research experts, plants scientists and industrialists
to new endeavors, and brought in from distant lands more
than ten thousand samples of soybeans, including those
gathered in the two years (1929-31) as an agricultural
explorer for the government.
“So the work of Bill Morse, the agreeable, easy-going
Senior Agronomist, runs like a bright thread through the
whole tapestry of soybean development in the western
world.”
“Bill Morse would be the first to cry out against any
implication that credit for the amazing development be
given to one or two men. True, he has only lighted the way
with indomitable courage and persistence. There have been
many helpers–the brilliant Burlison, the persistent, thorough
Hackleman of the University of Illinois, Beeson and
Ostrander of Indiana, Delwiche and Briggs of Wisconsin,
Wilkins of Iowa, Park of Ohio, Wiggans of Cornell [New
York], and [C.B.] Williams of North Carolina–all top-flight
in their respective fields, and Barr of the Department of
Agriculture with his research in commercial grades.
Then there were the real pioneers among the growers–in
Illinois, John T. Smith and W.E. Riegel; in Ohio, Elmer and
E.F. (Soybean) Johnson, and G.G. McIlroy; in Indiana, J.B.
Edmondson, the three Fouts brothers, and the late Charles
Meharry, charming, lovable enthusiast who sometimes stirred
fires that had begun dying out at the universities. All were
close friends and co-workers of such early processors as I.
Clark Bradley, the late A.E. Staley, whose life story is closely

associated with the soybean, and E.D. Funk. All of them
made their early contributions–important contributions–to
the birth of a new industry, a hundred million dollar annual
industry that has changed the Midwest landscape...”
“Prophet Piper dreamed the dream and saw the miracle
bean as ‘gold from the soil.’
“Crusader Morse helped make the dream come true.”
A table (p. 5) shows soybean acreage, yield, and
production from 1924 to 1941. During this time acreage
has increased more than 12-fold from 448,000 to 5,855,000
acres. Yield as increased 88% from 11.0 to 20.7 bushels/
acre. Production has increased more than 21-fold from 4.947
million to 106.712 million bushels. Address: USA.
2873. Dies, Edward J. 1942. Tables (Document part). In: E.J.
Dies. 1942. Soybeans: Gold from the Soil. New York, NY:
The Macmillan Co. 122 p. April. 21 cm.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) U.S. soybean acreage, yield,
and production, 1924-1941 (p. 5). During this time acreage
has increased more than 12-fold from 448,000 to 5,855,000
acres. Yield as increased 88% from 11.0 to 20.7 bushels/
acre. Production has increased more than 21-fold from 4.947
million to 106.712 million bushels.
(2) Soybean production in specified countries and
estimated world total (p. 10-11). The countries are:
China, Manchuria, United States, Chosen [Korea], Japan,
Netherlands India [later Indonesia], Kwantung [Leased
Territory], Taiwan, U.S.S.R., Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia,
other Europe (incl. Poland, Czechoslovakia, and what was
formerly Austria).
(3) Illinois soybean acreage, yield, and production,
1919-1941 (p. 25). Production (in bushels) increased from
30,000 in 1919, to 46,000 in 1920, to 167,000 in 1921, to
812,000 in 1922, to 1,431,000 in 1925, to 6,970,000 in 1930,
to 24,012,000 in 1935, to 34,912,000 in 1940, to a peak of
49,128,000 in 1941.
(4) “Soybean varieties–Origin and varietal
characteristics” (p. 38-47). For each variety is given: Place
of origin, year introduced to USA, days to mature, flower
color, pubescence color, seed characters (seed coat color,
germ color, hilum color, seeds per pod, seeds per pound, oil
percentage, protein percentage), use (de = dry edible beans, f
= forage, gra = grain, gv = green vegetable).
Soybean varieties described in the table on p. 38-47 are:
Agate, A.K., Aksarben, Aoda, Arisoy, Arksoy, Avoyelles,
Bansei, Barchet, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow, Cayuga, Chame,
Charlee, Chief, Chernie, Chestnut, Chiquita, Chusei,
Clemson, Columbia, Creole, Delnoshat, Delsta, Dixie,
Dunfield, Easycook, Ebony, Elton, Emperor, Etum, Fuji,
Funk Delicious, George Washington, Georgian, Green Giant,
Goku, Habaro, Haberlandt, Hahto, Hakote, Harbinsoy,
Hayseed, Herman, Higan, Hiro, Hokkaido, Hollybrook,
Hongkong, Hoosier, Hurrelbrink, Illini, Ilsoy, Imperial,
Ito San, Jogun, Kanro, Kanum, Kingwa, Kura, Laredo,
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Lexington, Macoupin, Magnolia, Mamloxi, Mammoth
Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Mamredo, Manchu, Mandarin,
Mandell, Mansoy, Medium Green, Midwest, Mingo, Minsoy,
Missoy, Monetta, Morse, Mount Carmel, Mukden, Nanda,
Nanking, Norredo, Ogemaw, Old Dominion, Oloxi, Ontario,
Osaya, Otootan, Ozark, Palmetto, Patoka, Pee Dee, Peking,
Pine Dell Perfection, Pinpu, Richland, Rokusun, Sato,
Scioto, Seminole, Seneca, Shiro, Sioux, Sooty, Sousei,
Southern Green, Southern Prolific, Soysota, Suru, Tarheel
Black, Tastee, Toku, Tokyo, Virginia, Waseda, Wea, White
Biloxi, Willomi, Wilson, Wilson Five, Wisconsin Black,
Wood’s Yellow, Yelredo, Yokoten.
(5) U.S. production and crushing of soybeans, and
production of soybean oil and meal from 1924 to 1941 (p.
53, based on government reports). Domestic production
of soybean oil, only 2.2 million lb in 1924, had increased
almost 6-fold by 1929 to 13.424 million lb. Then in June
1930 the protective Smoot-Hawley tariff went into effect.
By levying a tariff on imported soybeans and soybean oil, it
stimulated domestic soybean crushing and production. Oil
production (in million lb) jumped immediately, from 13.424
in 1929 to 34.688 in 1930 (even though the Great Depression
had begun), to 208.9 in 1935, to 565.2 in 1940. Note: A
semi-log graph of U.S. soy oil production vs. time shows
that it increased at the most rapid rate from 1924 to 1935.
This rate decreased slightly between 1935 and 1942, then
decreased again from 1942 to about 1980.
(6) Soybean oil imported and exported (pounds to and
from USA, from 1912 to 1940) (p. 58). The first soybean
oil was exported from the USA in the latter half of 1919. At
least 1 million pounds/year was exported from that time until
1940. The peak year was 1920, when 46.7 million lb were
exported. Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census.
(7) Factory consumption of soybean oil by classes of
products, 1931-1940 (p. 61). The classes are: Compounds
and cooking fats [shortening], oleomargarine, other edible
products, soap, paint and varnish, linoleum and oilcloth,
printing ink, miscellaneous, foots and loss, total. In 1931 and
1932, and in most subsequent years, the leading class was
shortening. In 1939 the top four classes were (in million lb):
shortening 212.3, oleomargarine 87.1, other edible products
39.9, and paint and varnish 29.8. Source: Bureau of Census
reports.
(8) Supplies of feed in 1939 (p. 78). Feed supplies are
composed of feed grains (91.73% of the total), cereal byproducts (5.16%, including wheat meal products, gluten
feed, distillers and brewers dried), and oil and cake meals
(3.10%, including cottonseed {1.55%}, soybean {1.04%},
linseed {0.32%}, and other 0.17%). Address: USA.
2874. Guillaume, A. 1942. L’utilisation du Soja dans
l’alimentation et dans l’industrie [The utilization of soybeans
in food and industry]. Revue de Botanique Appliquee &

d’Agriculture Tropicale 22(247-248):191-97. March/April.
[7 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Food uses: Whole
soybeans, soy sprouts, soy coffee, soy milk, tofu, shoyu,
miso, natto, soy flour. Industrial uses: Soy oil, Henry Ford
and hexane solvent extraction, lecithin, soybean cake, animal
feeds, plastics, green forage. Address: Professor, Univ. of
Strasbourg.
2875. Lang, A.L.; Miller, L.B. 1942. What about fertilizing
soybeans? Illinois Extension Service Agron. Home
Economics Leaflet. AG1087. 5 p. April. *
Address: Illinois.
2876. Jackman, E.R. 1942. Re: Experiment station results
with soybeans in Oregon. Letter to Eastern Oregon County
Agents, May 20. 5 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead
(photocopy). [4 ref]
• Summary: This internal letter discusses previous soybean
trials by Oregon experiment stations. It begins: “Interest
in this crop has become acute this year due to the wartime
expansion needs and attendant publicity. The crop is not well
adapted to most parts of eastern Oregon, but can be grown
in the Malheur, Hermiston, Milton, and Dalles areas, and
probably in the vicinity of Richland in Baker County.”
The earliest soybean trials in Oregon were conducted at
the Sherman Branch Experiment Station at Moro. According
to a report from M.M. Oveson: “In 1917, four varieties
of soybeans were planted on May 19. The yields of these
plantings were as follows: Early green 11.4 bu/acre, Ito San
10.5, Manchu 10.5, Black Eyebrow 7.8. In 1918 12 varieties
were planted on May 4. These 12 included the 4 mentioned
previously and 8 new varieties. Good stands were obtained,
but rabbits destroyed most of the plants and the trial was
discontinued. In 1941, 35 varieties were seeded on May 6 in
16-foot rows 2 feet apart. The yields from this seeding varied
from 1.4 to 9.6 bushels per acre.” F.P.I. 68488 harvested on
Sept. 22 gave the highest yield, 9.6 bu/acre.
The earliest trials reported from the other stations
were as follows: At the Eastern Oregon Branch Livestock
Experiment Station at Union, soybeans were tested as
a forage and seed crop in 1924, 1936, 1937, and 1941
(according to D.E. Richards).
At the Pendleton Field Station, Pendleton, soybeans
have been grown “for several years, but they just don’t
mature here. We have secured seed yields only once in 8
years of trials; 1941 was a particularly favorable season.”
Manchu yielded 2,116 lb/acre of fodder.
At the Umatilla Branch Experiment Station at Hermiston
(according to H.K. Dean), Soybean nursery trials for forage
were conducted in 1937. The highest yielding variety was
Mukden (2,071 lb/acre), and the average yield of 18 varieties
was 1,395 lb/acre.
Ralph Brooke in Ontario, Malheur County, East Oregon,
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reported that 12 varieties were tested for seed in 1937.
Cayuga gave the highest yield, 63.65 bushels, and took 109
days to come to maturity.
Note: Each field station issues its own annual report.
Some old documents are found at the libraries archives
in Corvallis. No publications are mentioned in the letter.
Address: Farm Crops Specialist, Cooperative Extension
Service, Corvallis.
2877. Laumont, P.; Dauphin, M. 1942. Conseils pratiques
sur la culture du Soya en Algérie [Practical advice on the
cultivation of soybeans in Algeria]. Revue Internationale du
Soja 2(12):181-84. May/June. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The cultivation
of soybeans for seeds. The regulation of the crop. The
cultivation of soybeans as a forage crop. How to obtain
seeds. Address: 1. Professor; 2. Assistant-Professor
(Préparateur). Both: of Agriculture at the Agricultural
Institute of Algeria (à l’Institut Agricole d’Algérie).
2878. Laumont, Pierre; Dauphin, M. 1942. Conseils
pratiques sur la culture du soya en Algérie [Practical advice
on soybean cultivation in Algeria]. Revue Internationale des
Produits Coloniaux et du Materiel Colonial 17(188):77-80.
May/June. [2 footnotes. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultivation of soybeans
for seeds. Regulations in Algeria. Cultivation of soybeans
for forage (best varieties: Wisconsin Early Black, Virginia,
Haberlandt, Palmetto, Monetta; plant alone or with maize–30
kg maize + 60 kg soya). Sources of seeds and information in
Algeria. Address: 1. Professor; 2. Assistant (Préparateur):
Both: of Agriculture at the Institut Agricole d’Algérie
[Algeria].
2879. Zahnley, J.W. 1942. Soybean production in Kansas.
Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 306.
31 p. Sept. (Bulletin No. 282, revised).
• Summary: This is a revised edition of Bulletin No. 282,
first published in 1939. Soybean production in Kansas has
increased since 1940 due to war conditions.
2880. Arnold, H.C. 1942. Soya beans. Rhodesia Agricultural
Journal 39(5):384-90. Sept/Oct.; 39(6):418-32. Nov/Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Notes on cultivation. Edible and
manufacturing varieties. Strain [variety] trials: Hernon No.
18, No. 107. Soil and rainfall conditions: The humus content
of soil seems to be of great importance. Fertiliser trials.
Inoculation with specific bacteria. Material for inoculating
the seed. Seed inoculation: The dry soil method, the muddymilk method. Sowing the seed: Early sowing is best.
Part II: How to sow. Distance planting trials. Depth of
sowing. Weeding. Harvesting. Comparison of yields of soya
beans with those of maize. Market prospects. Method of
using and nutritive value. Soya beans produce more protein

per acre than other food crops. Palatability trials. Green
soya beans as vegetables. Fodder varieties: Jubiltan (black
seeded) and Hernon strains. Rate of sowing. Harvesting: The
retention of seeds in the pods. Summary.
Using 12 inch, 18 inch, and 24 inch spacings in
Rhodesia, he consistently got his best yields from the 12inch spacings, even in droughty conditions, but he also
commented that this spacing precluded mechanical tillage.
Address: Manager, Agric. Exp. Station.
2881. Purdue University (Indiana), Dep. of Agricultural
Extension, Extension Leaflet. 1942. Soybean oil meal for
cattle, hogs, poultry, and sheep. No. 234. 8 panels. Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean oil meal for
hogs: Must have mineral mixture, feeding facts, feeding
suggestions, mixtures give faster gains. Soybean oil meal for
dairy cattle. Soybean oil meal for beef cattle. Soybean oil
meal for sheep and lambs: Suggested grain rations. Soybean
oil meal for poultry: Good pasture necessary, chick starting
and growing rations, rations for layers. Address: Lafayette,
Indiana.
2882. Scientific American. 1942. Miracle beans: Long called
“The Cow of China,” the soybean is now invading almost
every field of endeavor. 167(5):216-18. Nov.
• Summary: This article begins: “America in general has
just begun to ‘discover’ the widely varied possibilities
of the soybean. Henry Ford makes steering wheels of it,
midwestern farmers look on it as a promising money crop,
diet and health practitioners are starry-eyed about its protein,
calcium, and iron content... the little bean is a capital meat
substitute; that coffee, cheese, candy, salad oil, lubricating
oil, printer’s ink and celluloid and glue, airplane bodies and
rubber substitutes are made from it. It’s good for cattle–good
for dog food and linoleum and paint and rayon panties, good
for explosives, good for building bone and muscle in fighting
men. It’s a fine forage crop and, like alfalfa, it will enrich the
soil.
“But five years from now, when the present war has
made the soybean as familiar an institution in America
life as cellophane and synthetic rubber, it will be well to
remember that the ‘discovery’ of today was known to the
Chinese thousands of years before the birth of Christ. The
emperor Shen Nung speaks of it in his “Materia Medica,”
written in 2838 B.C. Whole ages before this... a legend was
current which had been handed down in northern China and
Manchuria to the present day, telling how man first became
acquainted with the soybean.
“A caravan of merchants, says the legend, was
homeward-bound, loaded with gold after a successful
trading expedition, when it was attacked by bandits. Taking
shelter in an easily defended ravine, the traders held off the
attackers for several days until their food ran low. Starvation
threatened–until one of the servants returned to camp with
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a sack of beans he had found on a vine-like plant which the
animals were eating. They mashed up these beans to a paste
with a little water and baked them–and on this crude biscuit
the famished men regained enough strength to hold off the
attackers until help arrived.
“The Chinese have looked on the soybean as their staff
of life for ages.” Many have never tasted milk except that
from the soybean, which costs one-fourth as much as cows
milk. “Long it has been called the Cow of China. The Orient
uses the bean not so much as a vegetable as for making
cheese [tofu], [soy] sauce, bread, and meat substitutes. For
thousands of years it has been the basic protein food in
Manchuria, China, Korea, Japan, and the Malay Peninsula.
“Soybeans first came to America in 1804 on a clipper
ship whose Yankee master had ordered several bags tossed in
the hold in case his provisions ran low.”
William J. Morse, now senior agronomist at the USDA,
worked for 34 years “with the quiet fervor of a missionary
to bring the miracle bean prominently into the agriculture of
this country.”
In 1929 some 9 million bushes of soybeans were grown
in the USA, increasing to 91 million bushels in 1939. The
soybean is now America’s fourth largest cash grain crop; “we
grow as much as Manchuria. The cow of China has become a
hundred-million-dollar American industry.
More than 75% of America’s soybean oil goes into
food products; most of the rest goes into paint, lacquers, and
soaps. About 95% of the soybean meal is fed to livestock; the
remaining 5% is used to make plastics, flour for baking, glue,
fertilizer, dog food, breakfast cereals, macaroni, baby foods,
reducing diets, and diabetic foods.
Discusses (at great length) the work of Henry Ford and
Robert Boyer with soybeans, including soy fiber (which
has the potential to replace wool), Ford’s suit made of 25%
soybean fiber, plastic parts in cars, the car of the future with
a plastic body over a tubular steel framework (it will weigh
only 85% as much as 1942 models did), and his solvent
extraction system.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2014)
with the term “Cow of China,” referring to the soybean, in
the title.
2883. France’s Commercial Agent in Chicago. 1942. La
culture et le marché du Soya dans le Middle West des EtatsUnis [The cultivation and market for soybeans in the Middle
West of the United States]. Revue Internationale du Soja
2(15):277-81. Nov/Dec. [22 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Overview. Production.
Methods of cultivation and varieties. Standards. The market
for soybeans. Soybean exports in 1939 by country: The top
5 export markets are The Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden,
Norway, and Canada. Utilization of the soybean: Whole
seeds, soybean straw (used as forage), soybean cake (the
residue left after extraction of the oil; On the other hand,

it is reported that the laboratories of Ford factories have
manufactured a new artificial textile based on this cake), soy
flour (the three different types are whole soy flour, low-fat
soy flour made by the expeller process, defatted soy flour,
made by the solvent process; a table compares the nutritional
composition of the three types of soy flour), soy oil (is made
in the USA using three different processes; the hydraulic
press, the screw press or expeller, and solvent extraction. Soy
oil is used mainly for various food products. Indeed, from
a production of 360,760,000 pounds in 1939, 201,509,000
pounds were used by the margarine industry. Soy oil is now
used in preference to egg yolks for obtaining lecithin. Soy oil
is also used for making various industrial products such as
paints and varnishes).
2884. Stanley, Louise. 1942. Studies of Bureau of Home
Economics (on soybeans). Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 4, 10.
• Summary: “During the last war an effort to promote
the wider use of soybeans was unsuccessful because the
vegetable varieties were not generally grown and processed
products from the other varieties were on the market to a
limited extent. Soys were grown then largely as a forage crop
and used in animal feeding.
“The earlier work of the Bureau on soybeans was
undertaken in cooperation with the Bureau of Plant Industry.
We tested the vegetable varieties–those most satisfactory as a
green vegetable–those that were easily cooked as dried beans
and did not have the beany flavor characteristic of many
varieties.
“The green vegetable soys are too little known and used.
They have good flavor and food value, being good sources of
efficient protein, calcium, vitamins A, C, thiamine, riboflavin
and probably a fair source of other members of the B
complex.
“Satisfactory methods of preparing and using soybean
milk, the curd, and the mash were worked out and the
varieties most satisfactory for this use determined. Home
methods were worked out for sprouting the dried beans.” A
photo shows Dr. Louise Stanley. Address: Chief, Bureau of
Homes Economics, Washington, DC.
2885. Smalcelj, Ivan. 1942. Hranidba prasaki sojom [Feeding
pigs with soybeans. II.]. Poljodjelska Znanstvena Smotra
(Scientific Review of Agriculture) (5):21-39. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
2886. Giraud-Gilliet, J. 1942. Le soja, aliment d’avenir:
manière de le cultiver; 2 à 300 façons de le consommer
[Soya, food of the future: How to cultivate it; 200-300 ways
to consume it]. Saigon: Imprimerie de C. Ardin. 285 p.
Index. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Dedication. Introduction. Part I:
Summary study of soya (the soybean): Its cultivation. 1.
The nature of soya: Its area of expansion. 2. Cultivation of
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soya: Soil, manure & fertilizer, seeds. 3. Interest in soya:
Its richness in nutritive elements and comparison with other
foods. Various possibilities for utilization: therapeutic uses
for hygiene and diseases (vegetarian diet, diabetes, beriberi,
diseases of the nervous system, anemia, slimming, milk diet),
agricultural uses for fixation of nitrogen in the soil and as
a fertilizer, use in the feeding of animals (green forage, dry
forage, soybean cake, flour, seeds, germinated seeds, straw
and pods, soymilk, milk), industrial utilization (soybean
oil and its derivatives, glycerine, soy casein), use as human
food (whole dry soybeans, soy sprouts, soybeans mashed or
ground after they are cooked, soybeans cracked or crushed
before they are cooked, fermented soybeans, soymilk,
soymilk derivatives / foods made from soymilk {tofu / dâuphu, yuba / tao hu ky, dry yuba rolls / phu chuc, beverages},
edible oil), utilization for social work (drops of milk, bowls
of soya, inexpensive restaurants, battle against malnutrition
and degeneration, for school gardens, pagodas, waste lands).
Part II: The main soyfood products and how to prepare
them at home. 1. Soymilk, soymilk curds (tau hu hoa), small
white cheeses (petits fromages blancs {dâu-hu miêng}),
folded sheets of yellow yuba (feuille jaune plissée de crème
de soja {dâu-hu ky vang}), white sheets of yuba (feuille
blanche unie {dâu-hu ky trang}), dried or smoked yuba
(plaquettes séchées ou fumées {dâu-hu ky ngot}), fermented
tofu–like cream cheese (fromages fermentées: cancoillotte
comtoise au soja). 2. Soy flour: Roasted soy flour, soy bread,
sojenta (soy polenta), pasta (soy vermicelli and vermicelli of
mung beans {dâu xanh} or song than). 3. Soy condiments.
Solid condiments: natto and douchi (taotché), condiments
that are pastes: miso and doujiang (tao tjiung) and koji [sic,
not a paste but used to make miso, doujiang, shoyu, and
jiang-you], liquid condiments: shoyu, jiang-you (tsiang
yeou), (tao yu), ketjap (Indonesian soy sauce), Vietnamese
soy sauce (tuong).
Part III: Recipes. 1. Introduction: Essential
recommendations, the cookery of the poor, comparative
cuisine, general recipes. 2. Soups and paps. 3. Hors
d’oeuvres and salads. 4. Vegetables. 5. Meat, fish and egg
dishes. 6. Breakfasts, sweets, and desserts.
Conclusion. Appendix. Errata. Address: Administrateur
des S.C. de l’Indochine; Vietnam.
2887. Jouven, Maurice. 1942. Les plantes à huiles [Oilbearing plants]. Paris: Editions de Montsouris. 160 p. See p.
82-101. Illust. No index. 18 cm. Series: Collection Rustica.
[Fre]
• Summary: Contents related to soy: Part V: Exotic oilbearing plants susceptible to cultivation in France. 1. The
soybean–Characteristics of the plant, Origin and distribution.
Importance of the crop. Varieties (overseas and developed
for France). Composition of the plant (as for green forage).
Climate. Nature of the soil. Elements needed from fertilizers.
Manure / fertilizer (engrais).

2. Cultivation of soybeans–Place in the crop rotation.
Preparing the soil. Planting. Transplanting. Nitrogen fixation,
incl. inoculation and nitrogen-fixing bacteria. Cultural styles
(façons culturales). Enemies of the soybean.
3. Harvesting the soybean–Threshing. Yield. Storage.
4. Utilization of the soybean–As animal feed. As
human food. Soy flour. Soy bread. Soy oil. The soybean as
a vegetable [green vegetable soybeans]. Condiments (made
with molds, such as soy sauce. The Chinese consume each
year 700 to 800 million liters of soy sauce). Various other
products (soy chocolate, soy coffee, soy wine, fermented
soymilk). Industrial uses (soaps, candles, paints, soy
casein for sojalithe, artificial petroleum, soy gasoline {by
distillation of the petroleum}).
Organizations actively involved with soya: (1) Institut
National du Soja, 5, rue de Logelbach, Paris 17eme. (2)
Institut Agricole et Industriel du Soja, 13, rue des Saussaies,
Paris 8eme. (3) Centre National de Soja, 8, cours de
Gourgues, Bordeaux. (4) Revue Internationale du Soja,
(Editions E.-V. Letzgus, 97, rue Saint-Lazare, Paris 9eme).
Illustrations show: (1) A soybean plant with enlarged
pods (p. 83). (2) A weeder (Extirpateur) (p. 89). (3) Many
ways to plant soybean seeds (p. 93). (4) Devices for drying
soybean forage (p. 96).
5. The peanut.
6. Castor-oil plant, sesame seed, and niger seed
(Guizotia oleifera / abyssinica). Address: Ingenieur
Agronome.
2888. Löbbe, Henrique. 1942. Cultura da soja no Brasil. 6a
ed. [Culture of soybeans in Brazil. 6th ed.]. Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil: Serviço de Informaçao Agrícola, Ministerio da
Agricultura. 35 p. 23 cm. 4th edition, 1939, 33 p.; 7th ed.,
1945, 74 p. [Por]
• Summary: Contents: History (in East Asia, Europe, and the
USA). Markets. Soybean trials in Brazil (from March 1921
at Campo de Sementes de Sao Simao). Letter dated 28 Sept.
1926 from W.J. Morse of the USDA to Dr. Henrique Lobbe
(after Lobbe’s visit with Morse to Arlington Farm [Virginia],
Morse sent Lobbe one ounce each of 51 varieties of named
American soybeans, plus 17 varieties of cowpeas). Table
showing the 48 varieties of soybeans tested at Sao Simao
in 1927, with the dates of planting, germination, flowering,
maturation, and harvest, days to maturity, resistance to pests
(vagens), height of the plant, and yield (in grams). Botanical
description. Nomenclature (in Brazil the soybean is called
“soja,” “feijao China,” “ervilha oleaginosa do Japao,” “feijao
Japones,” and “fava da Mandchúria”). Varieties (divided
into 5 groups from very early [80-90 days] to late [130-150
days]). Green manure. Climate and soil. Chart showing
products of the soybean (from Piper & Morse, The Soybean
1923). Preparation of the soil. Inoculation with bacteria.
Sowing. Chemical fertilizer. Things to be careful of during
cultivation. Diseases and pests. Harvest and yield. Cost of
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cultivation. Use as forage. Chemical composition of the
seeds. Oil. Cake. Use as a food for humans: Hahto and
Easycook, soy sauce, soymilk and tofu (leite e queijo de
soja), use in diabetic diets, soy flour. Address: Brazil.
2889. Mumford, H.W. 1942. A year’s progress in solving
farm problems of Illinois, 1937-38. Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 51:1-350. For the year
ended June 30, 1938.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following
sections and pages: Introduction (p. 5-6; “Phenomenal
growth in the Illinois acreage of soybeans, largely as a result
of the station’s investigations and encouragement, can be
cited as an outstanding example in production adjustment.
Not quite two decades ago only about 15,000 acres of
soybeans were grown in this state, while in 1937 more than
two million acres were in this crop. More than half of the
total volume of soybean produced was grown in Illinois.
Only 17 years ago the first car of domestic soybean oil
produced in the state was sold on the Chicago market. In
1937 about 170 million pounds of this oil were processed
in Illinois and about 490,000 tons of soybean oilmeal
manufactured”).
Soils and crops investigations: Farm practices determine
effects of soybeans on soil (p. 38-39; “When farm practices
are properly adjusted to prevent erosion, soybean plantings
need not be injurious to the soil”). Soybean investigations
at Illinois extend over 40 years (p. 39-40; “Studies on
production have been conducted for the most part at DeKalp
in northern Illinois, at Urbana in central Illinois, and at
Alhambra in the southwester part of the state.” Tests include
rates and methods of seeding, age of seed). High-yielding,
early maturing varieties of soybeans sought (p. 40-41; By
C.M. Woodworth). Nodulated legumes save $33 million
dollars in Illinois (p. 42; “Investigations with the Peking
soybean and its nodule bacteria have shown that of the two
strains of this variety that have now been isolated, one is
very easily nodulated and the other is almost completely
resistant to the action of nodule bacteria. Reasons for this
unsatisfactory nodulation have not yet been discovered”).
Good inoculants available to Illinois farmers (p. 42-43; “To
insure satisfactory results in the field, tests of commercial
inoculants sold in Illinois are carried on systematically year
after year...” Farmers should “make certain that the cultures
they obtain are suited to the seed to be inoculated and that
they have not been exposed to direct sunlight”). Hail injury
shown to delay and reduce soybean yields (p. 77-78).
Livestock investigations: Sows and pigs thrive on rye
pasture, corn and supplement (p. 99-10; “This supplement
consisted of a mixture of two parts tankage and one part of
soybean oilmeal).
Dairy investigations: Hybrid corn, legume crops again
prove valuable for silage (p. 147; legumes include soybeans).
Higher yields from dairy pastures obtained in tests (p. 147-

48; Includes soybeans).
Agricultural economics investigations: Trend is toward
smaller combines (p. 200-01; Soybeans made up 74% of the
6,635 acres on which records were secured”). Methods of
growing and harvesting soybeans compared (p. 244-47; The
wheatland disk, sometimes called the one-way plow, was
found superior to the mouldboard plow, which is commonly
used on Illinois farms. The three-plow tractor was compared
with the two-plow tractor).
Home economics investigations: Green soybeans [fresh]
deteriorate rapidly in storage (p. 308-11; “Beans held at
room temperature lost flavor more rapidly than those held
in refrigerators. The Hokkaido variety was rated as being
‘very good’ when it was eaten during the first 24 hours after
harvesting,...).” Table 110, titled “Loss of sugars in green
soybeans during storage” (vacuum-dry basis) has 4 columns:
(1) Varieties (Hokkaido, Illini). (2) Length of storage after
harvest (6 times, from 1 to 72 hours, room temperature or
refrigerated). (3) Reducing sugars (%). Total sugars (%).
Palatability rating (from very good to poor).
“The methods of utilizing soybeans for human
consumption are rapidly becoming numerous. However,
vegetable varieties are still in the experimental state in the
Occident, and are not generally available.”
Both fresh and dry soybeans with a high sugar content
were found to rate highest in palatability. Address: Dean and
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.
2890. Schulze, E.W. 1942. Soja kao ljudska i stocna hrana
[Soybeans as food for humans and cattle]. Zagreb. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
2891. Towle, R.S. 1942. Soybeans. University of Wyoming,
Sheridan Research and Extension Center, Annual Report. p.
14.
• Summary: “Four varieties of soybeans were grown.
Seeding was late on account of the wet weather, and
emergence was slow and uneven. They made a rapid growth
after emerging, but a large part of them were again destroyed
by grasshoppers and rabbits. Those left were harvested
and weighed, although damaged some. Yields of all
varieties were light, both for forage and for seed.” Address:
Superintendent, Sheridan Field Station, Sheridan, Wyoming.
2892. Comptoir Agricole de Centre. 1942? Soja: Haricot
de Chine [Soya: The bean of China (Leaflet)]. Chareauroux
(Indre), France. 2 p. Front and back. Undated. [Fre]
• Summary: This organization now sells an expanded list of
soy products: 1. Seeds: Soja hatif de Chéron (early, brown
seeded), Soja VAH (for forage), Soya–special for amateurs.
2. For livestock feeding: in sacks of 50 kg. 3. Human food:
Whole soybeans for dry roasting, dry soybeans, stabilized
soy flour, Diasoy–Soy flour for baking, Sojannia–breakfast
sweetener, Grillsoy–Roasted soybeans.
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On the other side of this leaflet is a “Notice of soybean
cultivation” by the Groupement Interprofessionnel des
Oléaginoux Metropolitains (Palais de la Foire, Lyon); it
gives a basic description of how to grow soybeans: Soil
and climate, preparation of the soil, fertilizer, inoculation
of the seeds, planting. In the USA soybean area increased
from 350,000 ha in 1924 to 2,395,000 ha in 1941. Address:
35, Rue Ledru-Rollin, Chareauroux (Indre), France. Phone:
1077.
2893. La culture du soja [Cultivation of soybeans]. 1942?
Bordeaux, France. 2 p. Unpublished typescript. Undated. 30
cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: 1. The soil. 2. Climate. 3. Preparation
of the soil. 4. Planting: For seeds, for forage. 5. Yields. Note:
Inoculation. Address: Bordeaux, France.
2894. Holt, Jane. 1943. News of food: Soy beans, the source
of oil, flour, milk and cereals, winning ‘terrific’ popularity.
New York Times. Jan. 27. p. 16.6.
• Summary: “The wallflower became the belle of the ball.
That, figuratively, is the American history of the soy bean.”
Several decades ago the soybean was considered fit only for
fodder, but now it is found, in one form or another, “on the
best of dinner tables.”
Soy flour is creamy yellow in color and lighter in texture
than wheat flour. It may be used for baking muffins, soft
cookies, or bread. In one Manhattan department store, soy
flour is sold in 1-pound tins for $0.30 each. Dried soybeans
(or “dried soys”) are sold in New York City shops for about
$0.10 per pound.
Although the canning of soy beans has been ruled out
for the duration of the war, some tins are still available.
“Giant green beans, those not fully ripe, are sold in six-ounce
containers for 18 cents, and a one-pound four-ounce tin of
the mature soys costs a quarter [$0.25]. The fresh green
variety does not seem to be available at the moment.
Soybean milk is sold in a Manhattan store–$0.20 for a
14 oz tin. The curd is also sold in tins–$0.30 for 13 ounces.
Soybeans are also converted to breakfast cereals. One
that recently arrived on the market, made solely from soy
beans, “looks and tastes very much like chopped nuts. It is
ready to serve with milk or cream, or to use in place of nuts
as garnish for cakes and cookies. An eight-ounce package,
which holds more cereal than you may suspect, costs a
quarter [$0.25]... Various soy cereals have been compounded
and set forth as coffee substitutes.”
2895. Kiesselbach, T.A. 1943. Soybeans in Nebraska.
Nebraska History 24(1):25-35. Jan/March. [3 ref]
• Summary: Note: “Address at Annual Meeting, State
Historical Society, September 27, 1941.”
Contents: Adaptation and economics of production
(“While enumerating the various pests which need to be

considered, the jackrabbit should not be forgotten. In some
communities, small isolated plantings of five or ten acres
may be virtually destroyed by this unwelcome guest”).
Composition. Utilization: Feed, food (“Soybeans have an
extremely high value as food for human consumption”),
industrial uses (Regional Soybean Industrial Products
Laboratory located at Urbana, Illinois). Growing the crop:
Crop rotation value, varieties (Illini, Dunfield, Richland),
seedbed preparation, seed inoculation, manner and date of
planting, time of planting, tillage, harvest, threshing and
storage.
Page 28: “In round numbers the following annual
acreages [of soybeans] were grown in Nebraska: 1936, 3,000
acres; 1937, 4,000 acres; 1938, 7,000 acres; 1939, 14,000
acres; 1940, 20,000 acres. The farmer’s chief interest in this
crop has been its use for forage, as evidenced by the official
estimate that only 20% were planted for grain in 1940.”
“Nine varieties were tested at the Station during 1903
and 1904, with an average grain yield of 26.2 bushels per
acre.”
Table: (1) “Summary by five-year periods of annual
yields of soybeans and other crops; maximum and mean
temperatures during the four months, June to September, and
annual precipitation Oct. 1 to Sept. 30 Nebraska Agricultural
Experiment Station, 32 years, 1909-1940.”
(2) “Composition of soybeans and other grains, forage,
and certain by-products.” Address: Univ. of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Nebraska.
2896. Gay, H. 1943. La culture du soya en Tunisie [Soybean
cultivation in Tunisia]. Revue Internationale du Soja
3(17):31-41. March/April. Also in: Bulletin de la Direction
des Affaires Economiques, 2nd trimester, 1936. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: The environment. Climatic factors
affecting soybean trials during 1932-34 near Tunis. Varieties
tested during these years: white seeded and colored, early
and late, those suited for grain vs. forage. Design and
implementation of the trials. Results of the trials: Influence
of the date of planting, of spacing, of the soil type, of the
fertilizer used, of the bacteria used for inoculation, combined
action of the fertilizer and bacteria, of irrigation, crop
management, harvest and yield (of seed and forage; the
highest seed yields came from Mansoy, Virginia, Illini, and
Mandarin; the highest forage yields came from Virginia,
Laredo, and Tarheel Black), the influence of soybean culture
on the following wheat crop. Enquiry and investigation of
farmers who grew soybeans in other parts of the country
(1932-34). Notice and advice concerning soybean varieties
and cultivation addressed to farmers in 1934.
Trials of the utilization of soybean products: Soymilk,
tofu (le fromage de soya), soy coffee, whole dry soybeans
and soy nuts (Soya Légume, soya salés et grillés), soybean
forage. Conclusions. The results are inconclusive. Special
thanks goes to Mr. Serge Livoff, Mr. Chabrolin, and Mr.
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Parisot. The latter is directeur du Domaine des Fermes
Françaises de l’Oued Tessa. Address: Conseiller a la
Direction des Affaires Economiques de Tunis.
2897. Jennings, R.D. 1943. Feed consumption by livestock,
1910-41. Relation between feed, livestock, and food at the
national level. USDA Circular No. 670. 57 p. April.
• Summary: Table 35 “Dairy feeds: Feed materials used in
manufacture in 1940 as reported by feed manufacturers,”
by region and state, includes soybeans and soybean meal.
Two regions using high percentages of soybean meal are:
Kentucky and Tennessee (23.9%). Ohio, Indiana and Illinois
(23.5%). Address: Senior Agricultural Economist, Bureau of
Agricultural Economics.
2898. Planiol, M. 1943. Notes sur la Soja [Notes on soya].
Paris. 36 p. May 12. Unpublished typescript. 30 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: These notes, based largely on extracts from
existing publications, were compiled in Paris during the
month before publication on May 12.
Contents: A word of introduction: History of personal
interest in soybeans, and sources. The soybean around the
world: Climate, acclimatization (USA, Central Europe,
France, England). Characteristics and varieties. The soil.
Preparation of the soil. Fertilizer. Inoculation. Date of
planting. Planting practices (Pratique des semailles).
Maintenance practices (Façons d’entretien). Date of harvest.
Harvesting. Soybean yields. Storage and preservation.
The soybean as a food. Green forage and pasture. Soybean
hay–its production. Soybean hay–its consumption. Mixed
forages. The soybean for ensilage. Soybean seeds as animal
feeds. Soybean cake. Soybean straw. Effect of fertilizers
on soybeans. Enemies of soybeans. Photoperiodism and its
discovery. Views of the future. Henry Ford and the soybean.
In the Introduction, the author explains that upon
arriving in Enfidaville [Enfida, a town in northeast Tunisia]
in Oct. 1912 for a course in agriculture, he first heard about
soybeans at the Colonial School of Agriculture (l’Ecole
Coloniale d’Agriculture) in Tunis, where the crop was being
studied. In July, in the region of Mornag, he had seen the
first field of soybeans (Mammoth variety), which had made a
strong impression on him.
In 1920, I happened to come into contact with Léon
Rouest, a true misunderstood genius who would die a poor
man in 1938, after battling tirelessly for thirty years to
promote soy (soya), spending six years selecting soybeans
from the Soviets, creating some of our best soybean varieties
and writing a book with Mr. de Guerpel that can no longer be
found.
In 1921 his contact with soya was interrupted for 20
years. Then in 1941 he rediscovered the soybean at Rennes,
where Mr. Winter was Director of the Botanical Garden
(Jardin des Plantes), and himself a remarkable geneticist
and convinced experimentalist. Winter introduced Planiol

to The soybean in France, by Blanchard, Marcel (1941),
an excellent book. Blanchard was director of the Station
for Seed Trials (Station d’Essais de Semences) at 33 rue
de Picpus in Paris, where he maintained a collection of
many soybean varieties; in addition he had organized
here a veritable headquarters for soybean trials conducted
throughout France–and all of this (remarkably) on his own
initiative.
Mr. Winter introduced him to Mr. Cuisance at Reims. In
late March 1943 Mr. Blanchard introduced him to many of
the world’s key publications on soybeans–which he cites.
2899. Donaldson, Ralph W. 1943. Soybeans for field and
garden. Massachusetts State College, Amherst, Extension
Service, Leaflet No. 90. 8 p. May. Revised.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Table: Digestible
Nutrients (Morrison). Soys may serve in emergency: For
hay, for silage or green feed for soil improvement, for
grain, for human consumption. Table of varieties–field
and garden (days to maturity for forage and seed; Edible
soybeans–Ready to use when pods turn to yellow green).
May grow with other crops: corn and soybeans, sudan
grass and soybeans, Hungarian millet and soybeans, Jap
millet and soybeans. Requirements for growing: fertility of
soil, inoculation is indispensable, firm and clean the seed
bed, planting, shallow covering, planting time, cultivation,
pests (rabbits and woodchucks). Edible soybeans. Growing
soybeans in the garden. Address: Extension Agronomist.
2900. Hartz, Jacob. 1943. Soybeans in the south. Chemurgy
Digest. June 30. p. 99-100.
• Summary: “The history of soybeans in the South has been
very brief. Soybeans were first grown for hay and forage
purposes approximately twenty years ago in a very small
way in the Mississippi Valley...
“When the small harvester-threshers, commonly called
combines, were introduced for the harvesting of soybeans,
the acreage increased by leaps and bounds. At that time,
(1933) the cotton reduction program was staged by the Triple
A. This took out of production 13½ million acres of cotton
land in the South and Southwest. Therefore, soybeans really
made the first big increase in acreage a decade ago.
“However, the big impetus to soybean growing in the
South was given when all supplies of vegetable oils and high
protein meals were shut off from the Orient and Southwest
Pacific. Japanese aggression resulted in freighters being
put to uses other than bringing these products to the Pacific
coast.
“The writer has been growing and selecting adapted
varieties and distributing soybeans as a seedsman in the
South for the past eighteen years” [i.e. since 1926].
“Had Southern farmers and seedsmen insisted on their
colleges of agriculture and experiment stations doing half as
much work in the propagation of new varieties as has been
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done in Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, our soybean program for
the South would be much further advanced than it is today.”
“World War II has stopped the flow of vegetable oils and
meal from the Orient and South America to our West Coast.
The War Production Board, acting last year through the
A.A.A., encouraged Southern farmers to triple their soybean
acreage by pegging the price at $1.60 per bushel. This
resulted in the South’s largest production.”
“For several years past the United States Regional
Soybean Research Laboratory has directed a program in the
twelve northcentral soybean growing states. Unfortunately,
their funds were not sufficient to permit work in the South.
However, funds have been made available since January 1
through the Bankhead-Jones Act to enable this laboratory,
working under the direction of the United States Department
of Agriculture Bureau of Plant Industry to carry on the same
type program in twelve southern states including Oklahoma
and Texas. This work is being done with the cooperation of
the colleges of agriculture and experiment stations in those
states.”
“Mr. Jacob Hartz is a member of the Chemurgic
Council, and is recognized as one of the leading authorities
on soybean growing, being Southern Director of the
American Soybean Association. He is owner of the Jacob
Hartz Seed Company at Stuttgart, Arkansas, and is a member
of the Arkansas State Plant Board, representing the Arkansas
Seed Growers’ Association. He has been active in various
seedsmen’s groups including the Southern Seedsmen’s
Association.” Note: This article was adapted from one in
Southern Seedsmen. Address: Owner, Jacob Hartz Seed Co.,
Stuttgart, Arkansas.
2901. Castelli, Tommaso. 1943. Les avatars de la culture du
Soja en Italie [The misadventures of growing soybeans in
Italy]. Revue Internationale du Soja 3(18):59-64. May/June.
[11 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The article begins: There have many a number
of attempts, aided by persistent propaganda, to introduce
soybeans (le soja) in Italy. People have primarily emphasized
the vegetable’s great versatility and the seed’s many uses.
I will not discount the good work done by several very
qualified pioneers, and it would be dishonest not to mention
the following authors’ publications: Mattei (1 [1919]),
Bottari (2 [1923]), Vivenza (3 [1927]) and Pantanelli (4
[1935]).
However, despite the efforts of these promoters, soybean
growing has hardly spread at all in Italy. Soybeans have even
begun to elicit a certain feeling of repugnance–even greater
than the initial reluctance.
It seems to me that farmers around the world are
generally opposed to introducing new crops, and even more
so in Italy. The history of corn in Italy is a good example.
In Southern Europe, corn met almost insurmountable
resistance. And do you remember the obstacles faced by

sugar beets? It was only after a number of delays, against
stubborn opposition and through tireless propaganda that
this plant was finally accepted, to the great benefit of
planters, in regions where it grows well. The result was an
amazing industrial boom. However, I do not believe that this
intolerance to change was the primary obstacle to growing
soybeans on our peninsula.
Although our farmers are prone to their routines and
traditionalism, we must admit that their mentality has
changed considerably over the last several years. For
instance, they have worked continuously to identify and test
new varieties of wheat. Consequently, the routine-driven,
conservative mentality in an old farming country such as
ours was very significant 30 to 40 years ago, but nowadays,
it plays a lesser role.
From my perspective, there are many causes that are
slowing the expansion of soybean farming in Italy. These
causes are both technical and economic.
The first of these reasons is ignorance. People were not–
or are not–aware of soybeans’ growing requirements, and
this profound lack of knowledge has very often led to total
failures, even quite recently. It has even led to results that
were totally contrary to those expected. The commendable
authors cited above notwithstanding, Italian attempts at
growing soybeans have more often failed than succeeded.
Quite often, the seeds planted by farmers have come from
the holds of ships returning from the Far East. Other times,
forage varieties (variétés fourragères) have been mixed with
seed soybeans (sojas à graines), or early soybeans (sojas
précoces) had been mixed with late soybeans (sojas tardifs).
One planter even sowed some seeds that were several years
old, and never had the pleasure of seeing the stalks grow.
“The lack of root nodules has also hindered the
expansion of soybean crops. I cannot lay out all of the
reasons why the prepared and recommended nitrogen-fixing
products were ineffective. Suffice it to say that the research
conducted in Italy by Vivenza in 1927 and by Rossi (5) in
1929 has not yielded any results.
This has meant that, with few exceptions, our soybean
farmers have not had root nodules. Needless to say, this
has prevented the expansion of this crop. Here is what A.
Vivenza–one of the greats of Italian agriculture–said on
the subject in 1927: “Before encouraging farmers to grow
soybeans, we need to conclude the experimental phase of
the issue, particularly concerning the legumes’ root nodules.
This is essential for the success of the crops from an agrarian
economic standpoint.”
One other factor limiting soybean growth in Italy is
economic. Several years ago, one quintal [100 kg] of wheat
cost 120 Italian lire; one quintal of corn was worth over
90 lire, but less than 90 lire were offered for a quintal of
soybeans. Clearly, no Italian farmers could grow soybeans
under these conditions. It was therefore primarily for
economic reasons that this plant did not spread in Italy.
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However, for several years now, the price of soybean
seeds (graines de soja) has increased considerably. This has
allowed for a renewal in soybean-growing propaganda.
When soybean seeds from the Far East began to run out,
Central Europe and its partner Italy realized they needed to
grow soybeans on site...
Note: The text continues on to one more full page which
we have not translated.
Note: Perugia is a lake in Italy (see Trasimene) or
a province of Umbria, Italy. Address: Prof., Institut de
Microbiologie Agraire et Technique de l’Universite de
Perouse (Perugia), Italy.
2902. Auphin, L.-F. 1943. De Parmentier a Rouest [From
Parmentier to Rouest]. Action Francaise (L’) (Edition de
Lyon). Aug. 10. p. 1. Tuesday. [Fre]
• Summary: The first half of this article is about AntoineAugustin Parmentier (1737-1813) and how he used very
skillful means to introduce the potato to France and to
promote its use. Thanks largely to his efforts, the Paris
Faculty of Medicine declared potatoes edible in 1772. He
won a prize for his work with potatoes in 1773.
Note: In 1748 the French Parliament had actually
forbidden the cultivation of the potato (on the grounds that it
was thought to cause leprosy among other things), and this
law remained on the books in Parmentier’s time.
Yet even after 1773 resistance to eating potatoes in
France continued. Parmentier therefore began a series of
publicity stunts for which he remains notable today, hosting
dinners at which potato dishes featured prominently and
guests included luminaries such as Benjamin Franklin and
Antoine Lavoisier, giving bouquets of potato blossoms to
the King and Queen, and surrounding his potato patch at
Sablons with armed guards to suggest valuable goods–then
instructing them to accept any and all bribes from civilians
and withdrawing them at night so the greedy crowd could
“steal” the potatoes. (These 54 arpents of impoverished
ground near Neuilly, west of Paris, had been allotted him by
order of Louis XVI in 1787).
The rest of the article is about Leon Rouest.
Around 1920, a French agronomist named Léon Rouest
made it his mission to acclimatize soybean cultivation in
France–this same plant that Mr. Paillieux had drawn attention
to in the agricultural community forty years earlier.
In Asia, the soybean (le soja) has been grown and used
since time immemorial as human food and animal fodder. It
is a legume, a type of bean with hairy leaves and pods and
flat or round seeds.
It is remarkable for its extraordinary productivity.
Depending on the variety, one seed can produce from 100 to
500 seeds, which makes it easy to breed.
It is also noteworthy for its significant protein, mineral
and oil content.
Soybeans can be used to make a plant-based / vegetal

milk (lait végétal), which can be added to the diet of young
animals.
Soybean seeds and forage can be a part of the general
diet of domesticated animals, and when they are transformed,
of man’s diet.
As a leading British figure declared, “Soy has become
vitally important. With its wealth of protein and fat, it can
be substituted for meat, milk and eggs. It is not an `ersatz,’
but rather an extremely valuable supplementary food, whose
nutritive value has been recognized for centuries in the Far
East.”
Soy has countless industrial applications: the plant oil
industry, and all of its sub-products: the production of soap,
stearin, glycerin, paint, varnish, linoleum, waterproofing
agents, synthetic fuel, synthetic rubber; the lecithin industry,
and casein industry: glue, paper, paint, plastic materials,
artificial wool, and so on.
Léon Rouest came up against greater difficulties than
those Parmentier faced one hundred and forty years earlier.
He not only had to struggle against the status quo, but also
against powerful interests, particularly the “trusts” that hold
and wish to monopolize the market of industrial fats and oils.
Like Parmentier, he had unshakable faith. He also
looked for protection on high, but there was no longer a king,
so he went to those who had ostensibly replaced the king.
He went from the legislature to the senate. He went from one
minister to the next, and knocked on all doors, to no avail.
Finally, he understood. There is nothing to gain from
the authorities. He had to rely on himself, and himself alone.
And he had none of the financial resources he needed to get
his project off the ground.
But he was determined to find these resources. And
as it happened, Russian representatives offered him the
directorship of the Moscow Soy Institute (Institut du soja à
Moscou).
While he felt some distaste for the Soviet regime, he
accepted it, and left France with his son. In Russia, he found
excellent agrological and climatic conditions.
He put together a collection of more than two hundred
and twenty soybean varieties, which he himself created or
improved.
He also saved up almost one hundred thousand francs.
He decided it was time to return to France to spread
soybean cultivation.
However, he had not anticipated the criminal nature of
the Soviet leaders. Counter to their initial agreement, they
would not let him take his money back with him to France. It
was the French consul in Moscow who gave Rouest the five
hundred francs he needed to return to France with his son.
No matter.
He could still bring back his two hundred and twenty
varieties of soybean seeds. With them, he would try his luck;
he was convinced he could succeed and disseminate soybean
cultivation in France. He was full of hope. However, he
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soon became disillusioned. He went from disappointment
to disappointment, until the day he was literally stripped of
everything. He died in Chartres in a state of utter destitution
on February 27, 1938.
As he was dying this miserable death, shameless
speculators were selling off seeds that were over two years
old, or that were not acclimatized, thus increasing the
negative preconceptions of farmers towards this plant.
In the catastrophic times we are now facing, soy would
be of great value if it were being grown on every farm, as
Rouest advised.
Our readers may compare Parmetier’s resounding
success and Léon Rouest’s sad string of bad luck and draw
the necessary conclusions.
These two situations are a reflection of two regimes.
Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle,
Washington.
2903. Cartter, J.L. 1943. Save weather-damaged soybeans:
Our country needs this crop. USDA Agricultural War
Information (AWI) AWI-71. 11 p. Sept. [4 ref]
• Summary: “If the fall season is unfavorable, soybean
growers should be prepared to protect their harvests from
weather damage that may result from late plantings.
“How to handle a late crop: Cut the crop immediately it
is ready. Frosted soybeans may combine very well if frost is
followed by dry weather. But don’t risk the weather too long.
“To facilitate handling and to keep down moisture
content, harvest frosted or rain-damaged beans as late in the
day as practicable.
“Use every precaution to keep down the moisture
content, especially if it already exceeds 13 or 14 percent.
Spread the beans thinly on bin floor and turn often. If there
is much chaff or dirt, have them cleaned, or send them to a
commercial elevator that has facilities to care for them.
“Beans may be dried artificially by using forced air at
moderate temperatures. High temperatures will dry them; but
under too rapid drying they will lose in test weight and may
suffer a lowering of grade or a loss of viability.
“For soybeans with less than 14 percent moisture,
Commodity Credit Corporation is authorizing a premium
over base price–and a discount for those over 14 percent.
“Under official standards all types of damage are
considered together. The maximum total damage in the
various grades is as follows:
“2 percent in No. 1
“3 percent in No. 2
“5 percent in No. 3
“8 percent in No. 4.
“Soybeans usually are the driest, keep the best under
farm storage conditions, and give the best germination the
following spring.
“Seed from fields harvested late in fall is more apt to
be high in moisture content, contain more weather-damaged

beans, and have a lower viability than seed from early
combined fields. The moisture content of soybean seed is
the factor that controls their keeping well in storage. One
precaution to observe, especially with weather-damaged
seed, is to be sure that the moisture content is low enough to
prevent molding and heating in the bin.
“What to do about it next year: It is important to plant
adapted varieties of soybeans. The kinds that are a little too
late for a given section are very apt to be those that give
the highest yield during seasons favored by late fall frosts.
For this reason some varieties are at times planted farther
north than the region to which they are safely adapted under
ordinary conditions. These are the beans usually damaged
most severely by frost.
“It is strongly recommended that farmers consult State
agricultural experiment stations for information on the
proper varieties to grow in any specific locality. It is also
recommended that seed be tested for germination before
planting, to insure adequate stands and prompt emergence.
If seed with a moisture content above 12 percent has been
stored over winter, a germination report obtained during the
winter months may indicate a viability that will be higher
then than at the time of spring planting. This is due to bin
damage that may occur during the warmer temperatures
that are usually experienced late in spring. When in doubt,
the safest procedure is to obtain a germination test before
planting time in spring.
“For further information on the subject of soybean
production, write to the Office of Information, Department of
Agriculture, for any of the following publications:
“Farmers’ Bulletin 1520, Soybeans: Culture and
Varieties.
“Farmers’ Bulletin 1605, Soybean Hay and Seed
Production.
“Farmers’ Bulletin 1617, Soybean Utilization.
“Farmers’ Bulletin 1937, Soybean Diseases and Their
Control.
“The State agricultural experiment station will have
information on the best varieties to grow and the best cultural
practices for a given locality.
“Facts are Ammunition: Listen to Department of
Agriculture radio network broadcasts for facts about wartime
farming and homemaking.
The National Farm and Home Hour gives farmers facts
from the Department of Agriculture about the changing
war needs for their products, information on Government
programs to help meet production goals, and policy
discussions by agricultural war leaders. It gives homemakers
facts about food supplies, ideas on how to save food and
clothing, and suggestions on keeping families well fed under
rationing.
“Consumer Time presents a dramatized story and
discussion combined with the expert advice of a guest
authority. These broadcasts present to the consumer the
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latest facts on conservation, nutrition, rationing, and the
wise purchase and use of food, clothing, and household
equipment, together with practical tips on wartime living.
“Listen to–National Farm and Home Hour:
“Monday through Friday over stations associated with
the Blue Network.
“12:30 p.m. Eastern War Time.
“11:30 a.m. Central War Time.
“10:30 a.m. Mountain War Time.
“6:15 a.m. Pacific War Time. (In California, Oregon, and
Washington the early morning broadcasts are the programs
presented the previous day in other parts of the country.)
“The National Farm and Home Hour is available to all
Blue Network stations.
“Listen to–Consumer Time
“Saturday over stations associated with the National
Broadcasting Company.
“12:15 p.m. Eastern War Time.
“11:15 a.m. Central War Time.
“10:15 a.m. Mountain War Time.
“9:15 a.m. Pacific War Time.
“Consumer Time is available to all NBC stations.
Consult radio schedule in local newspapers for stations
carrying the program.” Address: Senior Agronomist,
Director, U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana, Illinois.
2904. Forbes, E.B.; Swift, R.W.; Bratzler, J.W.; et al. 1943.
Conditions affecting the digestibility and the metabolizable
energy of feeds for cattle. Pennsylvania State College.
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 452. p. 1-34.
Sept.
• Summary: Steers were fed soybean silage with molasses
added, or soybean & sorghum mixed silage. Address: Inst. of
Animal Nutrition, Pennsylvania State College.
2905. Shrewsbury, C.L.; Vestal, C.M. 1943. The mineral
deficiencies of soybeans for hogs and rats. Indiana (Purdue)
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 489. 19 p.
Sept. [18 ref]
• Summary: “It has been known for several years that
soybeans are deficient in minerals, especially calcium and
phosphorus. A review of the earlier literature on this subject
has been made elsewhere (Shrewsbury & Vestal 1937).
Soybeans and soybean oil meal are good protein supplements
for livestock, particularly hogs, but to complete the ration a
good mineral mixture is necessary.
“The present study was designed to define both the
amounts of calcium and phosphorus necessary to adequately
supplement a corn-soybean ration for hogs and the ration
in which these mineral elements should be combined for
optimum results.” Address: 1. Depts. of Animal Husbandry
and Agricultural Chemistry; 2. Dep. of Animal Husbandry.
Both: Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.

2906. Parkes, Betty Ann. 1943. Edible soybeans. Illinois
Agriculturist 48(1):13. Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Rich in fat and protein.
Soybean flour on market. Recipes: Soybean loaf (with 3 cups
cooked soybeans). Stuffed tomatoes (with 2 cups soybean
pulp; cooked & ground).
This article begins: “Soybeans have long been popular
as a forage crop even before their contribution to industry
was discovered, and now they have taken another step
toward popularity by being a nutritive addition to the family
table. Soybeans are available in a variety of products as bean
sprouts, flour, milk curd [tofu?], refined oil for salads and
cooking purposes, and soy sauce from the dried bean, as well
as the green shelled bean.
“Since meat rationing, everyone has heard much about
the need for meat substitutes in the diet, as the protein in
meat is necessary to maintain strong body tissues. Soybeans
are the only legume that contain the twenty-two known
amino acids which constitute the ‘complete protein’ found
in meat, eggs, cheese, and milk. Thus, the lowly soybean
provides an excellent source of the all essential protein in our
diet.”
“The green beans may be easily shelled if boiled in the
pods first for three to five minutes. Then cook the shelled
beans in lightly salted water. The length of cooking time
depends upon the variety. The cooked green beans should not
be mealy, but have a pleasant firm texture and a nutty flavor.
The beans may also be cooked in the pods and eaten with
the fingers after dipping in melted butter. The pods should be
thoroughly washed to remove fuzz and grit and then cooked
in boiling water until the beans are tender and can be slipped
out by pressing the pod between thumb and finger. Green
soybeans may be canned in the steam-pressure cooker.”
Address: Editorial staff.
2907. Planiol, Maurice. 1943. Vue d’ensemble sur la culture
du soya [Overview of the culture of soybeans]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 3(20):104-36. Sept/Oct. [12 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Much of this long, detailed article consists
of quotations from other publications, many of them from
the USA. Contents: A word of introduction (including
important books about soy). The soybean around the world.
The climate. Acclimatization: America, Central Europe,
France, England (J.L. North, Royal Botanical Society of
London, Henry Ford). Characteristics and varieties. The
soil. Preparation of the soil. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Date of
planting. Method and details of planting. Crop maintenance
(weeding and dealing with disease). Date of harvest.
Method or practice of harvesting. Soybean yields (17-27
quintals/ha is considered good). Storage and conservation.
The soybean as a food (in East Asia, in Europe). Forage
and pasture. Soybean hay and how to produce it. Soybean
hay–consumption. Mixed forages. The soybean for silage /
ensilage. Soybean plants with their beans intact as feed for
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animals (e.g. hogging off). Soybean straw. The fertilizing
effect of soybeans (by fixing nitrogen in the soil). Soybeans
in crop rotation. Enemies of the soybean (including rabbits).
The selection of soybeans according to Léon Rouest (his key
book is Le Soya française. Rouest also discusses Le Jardin
Potager, by Pierre Joigneaux, which does not mention the
soybean). Photoperiodism and its discovery. Views of the
future. Henry Ford and soybeans.
2908. Franks, Gaston. 1943. They grow soybeans in
Oklahoma. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 7.
• Summary: “More and more farmers are planting soybeans
in Oklahoma. This crop has been grown in the eastern onehalf of the state for 15 to 20 years [i.e. since 1923 to 1928]
but not many farmers became interested in its usefulness and
possibilities until the last three or four years.
“There are two types of soybeans grown in Oklahoma,
namely forage and oil. Perhaps more farmers in the past
have grown the forage beans for pasture and hay. Very few
farmers gave much thought to oil beans for commercial
market. During the last three years, however, the acreage of
oil beans has increased tremendously as well as that of the
forage bean. The trend is for more soybeans during 1944
and 1945. The shortage of protein feeds, need for oil and
the market have been responsible for this shift in cropping
practices. Farmers of eastern and northeastern Oklahoma
have found that they can utilize soybean roughages for
livestock if the grain yield is low.
“Several years ago, 1927 to 1930, a very extensive
soybean program was advocated in northeastern Oklahoma.
This program was largely responsible for the forage soybean
acreage in our state. Most of the varieties recommended
were forage varieties and of course were low in oil content.
But between 1930 and 1940 farmers seemingly became
discouraged with soybeans. The oil bearing varieties were
coming to the front and our farmers who were growing the
forage varieties of course could not sell their beans for oil.
Through the results of the Experiment Station and County
demonstrations new oil varieties were introduced. Now
practically all beans produced in the soybean section of
Oklahoma are oil varieties.
“There are several reasons why soybeans have not
been grown more extensively in Oklahoma. Farmers as a
rule look upon soybeans as another cowpea crop and they
think it should grow on ordinary upland prairie soil. The old
saying goes, ‘Land which will not sprout blackeyed peas is
worn out.’ Of course average land which will grow excellent
cowpeas will not produce soybeans in Oklahoma. In the
past soybeans have been planted on soils too low in fertility
for best yields and high oil content. For this reason the state
average yield is around 7 to 8 bushels per acre. This average
could be pushed up to 12 or 15 bushels per acre if the beans
were planted on good corn land soils. Often the soybean
territory of Oklahoma is subjected to summer droughts. The

result is shriveled, low oil content beans. This factor could be
partially eliminated, however, if the beans were planted on
the better soil types.
“Varieties also have held down the average acre yields.
The old varieties often used for forage and oil are not our
best grain varieties. During the last few years new varieties
and hybrids are being introduced. which will help to not only
increase the oil content but the average acre yield. Last year
the Oklahoma Experiment Station conducted several variety
and strain tests with the county agents and found some of the
newly introduced varieties and hybrids produced as much as
25 to 30 bushels per acre. Some of the leading varieties for
the state are Arksoy, Macoupin, Ogden, Hongkong and AK.
Several new hybrids are excellent but seed is not available
for farmers.
“This year the state of Oklahoma participated in the
U.S.D.A. regional soybean breeding and testing program.
Several uniform nurseries were planted in the northeastern
part of the state to determine what maturity class of beans
should be planted. At the present time it is questionable if
Oklahoma farmers should plant medium early or medium
late beans. These uniform nurseries not only will answer
these questions but will help to find out the best varieties in
each class. The oil percentage also will be given an important
place in the improvement program.
“Farmer Questions: One of the important questions
farmers in Oklahoma are asking at the present time is, ‘Will
soybeans be in demand after the war is over?’ Of course they
are wondering if the supply will be adequately taken care
of from the Orient and the larger-producing corn belt states.
Also they are interested in knowing if soybeans will compete
with corn as a feed and cash crop. It is fairly definite that at
the present time when protein feeds are so badly needed with
the present price of soybeans the farmer can more than equal
the corn crop if the same attention is given to soybeans as is
given to corn.
“It is common knowledge that Oklahoma soybeans
in the past have been lower in oil content than beans from
the states farther north. This has been largely due to the
fact that Oklahoma farmers have been growing the forage
type of beans rather than oil beans. Chemical analysis of
several hundred samples of oil beans at the Oklahoma
Experiment Station show that soybeans grown in regions
of low average rainfall are low in oil and as the beans are
moved into regions of higher rainfall the oil content goes up
proportionately. The oil content of the best varieties last year
averaged around 20 percent to 22 percent.
“If oil mills and markets are close and the price justifies
planting the crop–that is, if they can make more from beans
than from corn–Oklahoma farmers in northeastern Oklahoma
will grow four or five times more beans than they are now
growing.”
A photo shows: “A soybean demonstration at the
Oklahoma A.&M. College test plots in Ottawa County. Left
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to right: Lonnie Rose, Armin Groeneman, Claude Farley,
Walter Freese, Prof. Hi Staten, Paul Henson, A.G. Anderson,
Glen Thomas, Wesley Chaffin, J.W. Burnett, A.H. Freese,
W.J. Martin, Melvin Jones, and the author, Gaston Franks.”
Address: County Agent, Miami, Oklahoma.
2909. Morse, W.J. 1943. Introducing the soybean. In: U.S.
Food Distribution Administration, War Food Administration,
ed. 1943. Soybeans and Soya Products. Program for Meeting
of Interdepartmental Nutrition Coordinating Committee. 25
p. See p. 1-2. Dec. 7. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The people of oriental countries, especially
China, have much to teach the rest of the world in the matter
of economy in the use of food products. For thousands of
years the protein part of the diet of hundreds of millions of
Chinese has been supplied or supplemented largely from
soybean products. Fermented, the soybean yields all of
their different sauces, which furnish the basic flavoring
of their foods; pressed, it gives oil for cooking; sprouted,
it gives a fresh vegetable rich in vitamins; picked when
green, it makes an excellent green vegetable; ground dry,
it makes flour; soaked, ground, and with water added, it
provides milk; and the curdled milk furnishes the famous
bean curd–the boneless meat of the Orient–used in the form
of various cheeses and as a meat substitute. It has meant
bread, meat, milk, cheese, and vegetables to these people,
and has furnished what appears to be a well balanced diet at
a relatively low cost. It is rapidly becoming one of the most
valuable, if not the most valuable, of China’s gifts to the
people of the Western World.”
Note. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Dec. 2016) that uses the term “boneless meat of the
Orient” refer to tofu.
“Although the many and peculiar uses of the soybean
have long been appreciated by the Chinese, it is only within
comparatively recent years that the soybean has received
much attention as a human food in either Europe or America.
Strange to say, the first published use of the soybean in
the United States, other than for forage purposes, was as a
coffee substitute by the Indiana Experiment Station in 1892
[sic, 1894]. It was revealed that an Indiana farmer and his
neighbors had been using the roasted beans for coffee for
about 8 years. During the past two years, as many of you
know, the soybean has been sold as ‘Coffee Berry”, and
‘Coffee Plant’, and used extensively to blend with coffee.”
“The soybean was first used for food in America,
beginning about 1910, as a flour prepared chiefly for
infant foods and for persons requiring a food of low starch
content” [diabetics]. At various times the soybean has
attracted attention as an article of food, but it was not until
World War I, when a cheap, and easily obtainable source of
protein being sought, that the soybean was really considered
seriously as an American food and the name soybean became
fairly familiar. At that time the dry beans were prepared in

many ways but owing to the time required for cooking, the
peculiar taste, and improper methods of processing, soybean
products in general received a poor reception. In most of
the oriental foods made from the soybeans, the disagreeable
flavor is avoided by the use of special edible varieties and
also because of the nature of the products, the preparation of
which, for the most part, involves some sort of fermentation,
thus changing the flavor entirely. During that period cooking
tests were conducted with all the varieties and introductions
then available, in an attempt to find varieties lacking the
unpleasant beany taste and which would cook quickly. Only
two edible types–the Hahto and Easycook–were found in our
500 varieties and these had rather limited soil and climatic
adaptations. For a brief period these varieties became popular
in the green and dry stages but food habits are difficult to
change, as is revealed in the history of the introduction of
the potato, tomato and other foods now generally used. Most
people have thought of the soybean primarily as a stock feed,
a crop, to turn under for enriching the soil, or processing for
oil and oil meal. Prejudice, custom, and ignorance of foods
and food values have much to do in the retarded progress in
the utilization of the soybean as food. In 1925 the American
Soybean Association held its annual meeting in Washington
[DC] and in the exhibit of products, the only articles of food
shown were canned baked soybeans, diabetic and infant
foods, soy sauce, and health soy flour. At the present time
more than 50 different foods made wholly or in part from
soybeans by about 200 manufacturers are on the market.
“The importance of the soybean as an economical and
valuable source of food in the human diet is becoming more
generally recognized by the average American citizen. The
rapid increase in the production of soybeans in the United
States during the past decade has caused an expanding
interest in the nutritional value of the soybean and in its
possibilities as a food. Extensive nutritional studies made
during recent years by industry, State experiment stations,
and the Department of Agriculture have revealed the unique
dietary value of the soybean and its products, and have had
much to do with the rapid and growing popularity of the
soybean as a food.
“The introduction of vegetable varieties of soybeans,
which are now available in all sections of the soybean
growing region is doing much to overcome earlier prejudices
against the use of dry soybeans. This type of soybean has
also become quite popular as green shelled beans used in
the same manner as green peas or lima beans. During the
past season vegetable soybeans were grown extensively in
victory gardens, and several commercial concerns canned
large packs of the green shelled beans in a similar manner to
green peas. Vegetable soybeans led the list of new vegetables
planted in the rural gardens in 1942 in South Carolina.
Approximately 2000 home demonstration club women in
44 of the 46 counties in South Carolina planted them in
the vegetable garden for the first time. In the winter and
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spring of 1943, 10,000 one-pound packages of dry vegetable
soybeans were sold throughout South Carolina.
“The soybean through the past few years’ has risen from
an emergency crop to one of major importance, having won
its way to its present recognition as a valuable aid to food
farming, a commercial worth while crop, a useful nutritious
human food, a source of raw material for numerous vital
industrial products, and as a highly essential factor in the
present international emergency program. It has been stated
that the real problem with respect to the post-war food of
the world population lies in marshalling the agricultural
resources of the world and the proper distribution of foods
based on human needs. The comparatively low cost of
soybean food products makes them an ideal source of high
quality protein. An adequate supply of protein at reasonable
cost will be an important point in the post-war feeding of
low-income groups in our own country. It will be doubly
important in the problems presented by the people to be fed
abroad.
“The soybean is very much in our news these days
and it is said, seemingly with truth, that the country
growing soybeans provides food for its people, its cattle,
and its guns.” Address: Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils,
and Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural Research
Administration, USDA, Washington, DC.
2910. Drown, Marion Julia. 1943. Soybeans and soybean
products as food. USDA Miscellaneous Publication No. 534.
14 p. Dec. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nutritive value of
soybeans: Why soybean protein is important, minerals
and vitamins of soybeans, the fat of soybeans–soybean
oil. Recent increase in soybean production [in the USA].
Soybean products: Soya flour, soya grits, flakes and meats,
soya with sausage and in soup. Soybeans as a green or dried
vegetable: Varieties, growing and harvesting, preparation and
cooking. Soybean “milk.” Soybean curd. Soybean sprouts.
(Note: A description is given of how to make the three
previous foods at home.) Other edible soybean products (Soy
sauce, Worcestershire sauce, soya crackers and breakfast
foods, a coffee substitute, and salted soys [soynuts]).
“In 1942 nearly 210 million bushels of soybeans were
produced on about 11 million acres [yield = 19.1 bushels/
acre]. If the 4.6 million acres on which soybean plants were
grown for forage and other purposes are added to this figure,
only five other crops–corn wheat, hay, oats, and cotton–
occupied more land in the United States in that year. These
figures contrast strikingly with those of 1924, when less than
5 million bushels of soybeans were harvested from 448,000
acres” [yield = 11.16 bushels/acre]. Figure 1 shows soybean
production in the USA (in million bushels) from 1924 to
1942. The rapid increase in production began in 1934. In
1942 production doubled as a result of wartime needs.
“Soybean meats are split or coarsely ground soybeans,

dehulled and debittered. They are chiefly used in place of
roasted peanuts in confectionery and baked goods, but they
can also be cooked and eaten like navy beans.
Vegetable soybeans make an excellent Victory Garden
crop. “The most suitable varieties for green shelled or dried
beans have straw-yellow or olive-yellow seeds that cook
easily and have a mild flavor.” A table (p. 8) shows: “Some
of the desirable garden varieties for green and dried beans,
classified as to their length of growing season” (from Morse
& Stuart, Nov. 1943). State experiment stations can usually
supply information about the “seeds of vegetable varieties
of soybeans... Many State experiment stations furnish pure
cultures of soybean bacteria at cost, and commercial seed
firms also sell them” (p. 9).
“When soybeans follow corn on fertile land, they should
produce a good crop without direct application of fertilizers.
The use of fertilizers, however, is recommended on sandy
soils or soils of low fertility, the best results being obtained
with stable manure or superphosphate and muriate of potash.
Wood ashes may be used if the potash is not available.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (May 2005) that uses the word “debittered” (or
“debitter,” “debitters,” or “debittering”) in connection with
flavor problems in soybeans. Most early documents that
used the term were written in German. Address: Associate
editor, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering.
2911. Foa, Carlo. 1943. Feijao soja na alimentacao do
homem e do gado [The soybean in the feeding of men and of
cattle]. Brazil. [Por]*
2912. Huebscher, Adolf. 1943. Die Soja: Ihre Kultur,
Verwendung, Zukunft! [The soybean: Its culture, use, and
future!]. Grenchen, Switzerland: A. Niederhaeuser. Published
by the author. 52 p. Undated. Illust. with 18 line drawings.
[Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Soya–The dispenser
of work and bread. Botanical description of the soybean.
Cultivation and manuring of the fields. Seeds and sowing.
Nutritional composition and food value. Harvest, storage
and use as silage. Enemies of the soybean. Economic
significance of the soybean. Preparation of the soybean for
use as food. Soya minestra (an Italian dish, also consumed
in Switzerland). Soya beefsteak. Soya cutlets. Tomatoes
stuffed with soya. Soy sauces–Japanese shoya [sic, shoyu]
and Shimosa. Vegetable cheese [tofu]. Miso-cheese. Natto
cheese. Soy coffee. Soy flour (Soja-Mehle, made by Morga
S.A. of Ebnat-Kappel, Switzerland). Soya cakes. Soya
salad. Green vegetable soybeans (Soja-Gruengemuese).
Soya Muesli. Soya Kasha (Soja-Kascha, the newest food
for soldiers, athletes, and heavy laborers. It consists of a
mixture of soy flakes, rolled oats, corn flakes, sugar, salt,
and powdered milk). Soymilk (The first soymilk in Europe
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was made in Paris in 1882). Soy yogurt (Soja-Yoghurt). Soy
cream for the tropics (Soja-Crème-Tropenmilch). Address:
Dr. and veterinarian, villa Bel-Air, Corseaux (Vaud),
Switzerland.
2913. New South Wales Dept. of Agriculture. 1943. The
farmers handbook. 5th ed. Sydney, New South Wales,
Australia: Alfred Henry Pettifer, Acting Government Printer.
viii + 1028 p. See p. 572-75. Illust. Index.
• Summary: The section titled “Soybeans” (p. 572-75)
discusses: Growing soybeans in New South Wales. Climate
and soil. Planting. Varieties. Soybeans for hay. Soybeans as a
supplementary crop in Maize.
“Soybeans were introduced and tried out, chiefly on
the coast [of New South Wales], several years ago, but were
discarded as having no special merit. Further introductions
(from America and elsewhere) were made more recently,
however, and the crop was tested in some of the tableland
districts with much more encouraging results.” A few latematuring soybean varieties that were introduced recently
show excellent promise.
“The growing of soybeans in New South Wales has so
far been restricted to a few experimental farms and a handful
of farmers in scattered districts, but the utility of the crop is
evident from these tests.” In the coastal districts the varieties
Otootan and Biloxi do the best, whereas Virginia and Pekin
[Peking] do best on the tablelands. Address: New South
Wales, Australia.
2914. Ricino, soja y sesamo: Siembra, cultivo, cosecha
e industrializacion de estas tres plantas oleaginosas. 2nd
ed. [Castor-oil plant, soybeans and sesame: Sowing,
cultivation, harvesting, and industrialization of these three
oleaginous plants. 2nd ed.]. 1943. Buenos Aires, Argentina:
Editorial Atlantida, S.A. 148 p. See p. 41-150. Illust. 17 cm.
(Biblioteca de “La Chacra” Dirigida por Waldemar Martínez
Pintos). [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Products obtained
from the soybean (chart). As a human food. The seeds (los
porotos; the soybean is called poroto soja). Green vegetable
soybeans (porotos verdes). Soy flour. Soy oil. Soy sauce. Soy
sprouts (vastagos). Soy milk (leche vegetal). Tofu (queso).
Curd (cuajada). For livestock or cattle destined for slaughter.
For sheep and poultry. Preparation of the seeds for obtaining
oil. Utilization of the oil. Defatted soybean flour (harina de
torta). Soybean cake for animals. Soybean cake for fertilizer.
Other uses of the cake. The soybean for hay. For pasture. For
silage. Address: Buenos Aires, Argentina.
2915. Swardt, S.J. de; Saunders, A.R.; Bergh, W.F.; Roux,
L.L.; Bronkhorst, J.J.; van Wyk, D.J.R.; Hoek, T.; Groene
woud, P.W.G. 1943. Soya beans in South Africa. South
Africa, Department of Agriculture and Forestry, Bulletin
(Capetown) No. 240. 58 p. [15 ref]

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The production of soya
beans, by A.R. Saunders. The economic aspect, by S.J. de
Swart. Use as livestock feed, by W.F. Bergh and L.L. Roux.
Nutritional value and domestic use, by D.J.R. van Wyk and
Miss T. Hoek (Mrs. P.J. Serfontein) (Composition, mineral
content of selected foods, comparative analyses of selected
foodstuffs, soya bean bread. Soya beans on the menu: 41
recipes). The industrial preparation and uses of soya bean
products, by P.W.G. Groene woud (Edible soya-bean flour,
oil, plastics). Address: South Africa.
2916. Norum, Enoch B. 1944. Do soybeans hurt soil? Some
Iowa tests. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 15-16.
• Summary: “There is very little doubt but that most northcentral Iowa farmers who planted corn on soybean ground in
1942 received larger yields of corn than would have been the
case if the field had been in corn the previous year.
“That, in brief, is the conclusion we have drawn here
at the Iowa Station following some tests to try to find the
answer to whether soybeans are hard on the land.
“The first test, which we made in 1942, was to find
out the comparative yield of corn following soybeans and
following a corn crop. Thirteen fields in Story and Hamilton
counties were selected. These were all handled uniformly
except that in 1941 part of each field was planted to corn
and part to soybeans. Then, in 1942, field samples were
taken from the corn grown on corn ground and from the corn
following soybeans to determine yields and moisture content.
Since both parts of the field had been handled alike, the
differences in yield were probably the result of the effect of
the soybeans grown in 1941.
“We confined our study to sails of the Webster series
and to Clarion loam. The results of the yields are shown in
table 1. On the Webster soils the yield in one field following
soybeans was 18.8 bushels an acre more than when corn
followed corn. The average was 8.3 bushels more from the
land which had been in soybeans the previous year.
“On the Clarion loam, as on the Webster soils, all fields
yielded more following soybeans than following corn, with
one field producing 14.4 bushels more. The average was 9.5
bushels larger for the corn following soybeans.
“From what we know of the nitrogen needs of corn,
the results are about what would be expected, especially on
the Clarion soils. A 60-bushel corn crop may be expected to
remove about 60 pounds of nitrogen, whereas a 25-bushel
soybean crop may actually add a little nitrogen if the plants
are well inoculated. As a general rule one may expect more
nitrogen to be available for a crop following soybeans than
for a crop following corn.
Nitrogen: The importance of nitrogen to corn yields is
shown by the results that we get when corn follows clover.
In an 8-year test at the Indiana Station, corn following
clover yielded 7.6 bushels per acre more than corn following
corn. Although the straw was removed from the field, corn
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following soybeans yielded 2.4 bushels more per acre than
corn following corn. If the soybean straw had been left on
the ground, a still greater increase would have been expected
for corn following soybeans. Corn takes nitrogen out of the
soil but adds none; both clover and soybeans should add
some nitrogen.
“In our tests we were interested in the fact that the
Clarion soil which gave the largest percentage increase (field
10) had the most sand and was the shallowest of all the
Clarions we used. One would expect such a soil to furnish
less nitrogen from native sources than the less sandy and
deeper soils. Why was this field out in front? The operator
of the farm told us that in 1941 the soybean crop had carried
unusually heavy nodule development. We assume that from
the extra nitrogen furnished by the soybean nodules came
this large increase in corn yield the next year. Soybeans may
affect the yield of crops that follow in other ways besides
adding nitrogen–they have a loosening effect which is
particularly marked in soils with much clay. We think that
probably accounts for some of the increase we obtained on
the Webster soils.
“In an experiment run for several years at the Ohio
Station, soybeans had a beneficial effect on corn, oats and
sugar beets that followed. The yield of corn following
soybeans was 34.8 bushels an acre as compared with 21.6
bushels following corn and 34.2 bushels for corn following
sugar beets. The beneficial effect in this test was attributed to
the loosening action of soybeans on the heavy soil used.
“In all likelihood more nitrogen is available following a
soybean crop than following a corn crop and this is of benefit
to corn. The loosening effect of soybeans may be important
in increasing yields on heavy soils. In other years, however,
differences in rainfall, differences in season and other
factors that vary may lead to results different from those we
obtained in 1942.
“When plowed under for green manure, soybeans, like
other legumes, are a soil building crop. When grown for hay,
however, soybeans may deplete the soil of some nitrogen
and organic matter. In contrast, alfalfa and clover grown for
hay will result in the addition of nitrogen and organic matter.
The main reason for the difference is that alfalfa and clover
roots make up about one-fourth of the total growth of these
plants, whereas soybean roots make up only about a tenth
of its growth. If grown for grain, a well inoculated crop of
soybeans may add a little nitrogen if the straw is left on the
ground.
“From the standpoint of removing mineral nutrients,
soybeans rank about average among the crops grown in
the Corn Belt, provided the straw is left on the ground. A
25-bushel crop of soybeans will remove from the soil about
the same amount of phosphorus as a 60-bushel corn crop and
about twice as much potassium, but only about half as much
potassium as a 2-ton crop of clover hay.
“With conditions as they were in 1942, there seems to be

little doubt but that corn following soybeans will yield more
than corn following corn–at least on these soil types.
A table shows yield of corn following corn and
following soybeans in (a) Webster soils, and (b) Clarion
loam.
A portrait photo shows Enoch Norum. Address: Iowa
State College, Ames, Iowa.
2917. Fried, Otto. 1944. Etude sur la culture du Soya en
France [The study of soybean cultivation in France]. Revue
Internationale du Soya 3(22):6-15. Jan/Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: Geographical area. Botanical characteristics.
Principal varieties. The soybean in Europe. Crop rotation.
Planting. Fertilizer / manure. Analyses. For feeding animals
(as forage, as silage). As human food. Industry (soy oil,
soybean meal). In the national economy (and in the future).
Note: Castelnaud-de-Gratecambe is a commune in
the Lot-et-Garonne department in south-western France.
Address: Propriétaire et champ d’expérience à Castelnaudde-Gratecambe, près Villeneuve-sur-Lot (L.-et-G.).
2918. Johnston, Myrna. 1944. Soy, the new food. Better
Homes and Gardens 22(7):38-39, 49. March.
• Summary: “We’re cooking more with soys! It’s the first
time in years we homemakers have had a chance to pioneer
a product, one that’s new as well as packed with cooking
adventures and top nutrition.
“You’ve been reading about the miracle bean for a year
or more; maybe you’ve eaten those crunchy, salted soys or
had golden pancakes, waffles, or muffins from packaged
soy mixes. Some of you grew the beans in your gardens last
summer. But to most of us these packaged soy products are
new. So let’s go trailbreaking four ways with soys.
“Wherever you live, you’ll probably find soys in at least
one of these forms in your grocery–beans, flour, and grits or
bits, and in mixes and other products...
“We find three main groups of soybeans–the
Ècommercial varieties which are grown for mills to turn into
oils, flour, and feed; the vegetable varieties which you can
buy or grow for food; and the forage types. Make certain it’s
vegetable soys you buy for cooking.”
Four recipes, each accompanied by 4 photos, are given
for the following: 1. Baked soybeans with molasses. 2. Meat
loaf with soy grits. 3. Orange loaf cake with soy flour. 4.
Sprouted soybeans.
2919. Roach, Howard L. 1944. The Iowa farmer and his
soybean baby. Soybean Digest. March. p. 11-12.
• Summary: From a speech before the Iowa Processors’
Conference. “Twenty five years ago a new crop was
introduced to the farmers of the Corn Belt. This, shall we
say new baby, had been conceived years before when the
United States Department of Agriculture sent Dr. W.J. Morse
to China to investigate and send to the United States the
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results of his discoveries, together with identified samples of
soybeans.
“For a number of years farmers paid little attention
to this new arrival. Some farmers planted soybeans for
hay when they were short of roughage, but, for the most
part, soybeans were a special crop and new skills had to
be acquired to grow them. Long debates were held in the
country elevators, and on cracker boxes in the village stores,
as to whether it was better to broadcast, or drill, or plant in
rows so the crop could be intertilled. Other debates were held
regarding the rate of seeding, how hard soybeans were on
the ground, the best way to inoculate, how to harvest and all
the other details that are necessary for the farmer to know in
order to successfully grow and harvest a crop. Agricultural
colleges, through their experiment stations, started to find
the answers to these questions, yet some of them are still
unanswered.
“All this took place during the time we now look back
to as the ‘Roaring Twenties.’ Most farmers were making fair
money and interest was not as great as the advocates of the
‘wonder’ crop wished. During this time the agricultural press
described soybeans under such captions as ‘What’s New in
Agriculture.’
“The baby became an adolescent during the drouth years
and depression of the thirties [1930s]. Twelve cent corn
and $2.50 hogs made 65 cent beans look like a gold mine.
Lack of sufficient forage, due to the drouth and the killing of
legume seedings, forced farmers to plant soybeans for hay.
The Triple A programs encouraged this youth and industry
started to afford a market for the grain. A few feeders became
acquainted with the meal as a source of protein for their
animals, and the National Farm Chemurgic Council, with
Henry Ford as the spokesman, told the American public
about this youth that was becoming a man and prophesied
great things for the future.
“Pearl Harbor: Then came Pearl Harbor and the loss of
our source of vegetable oils from the Orient. This soybean
youth, over night, became a man and the nation looked to it
to do a man’s job, even as your lad and mine were expected
to do their duty. The growers responded and in 1943 we
produced the largest acreage of soybeans in our history. We
are being asked to do even more in 1944.
“The American Soybean Association, with a directorate
composed of soybean growers, met in December 1943 at
Chicago [Illinois] and passed a resolution recommending
that the support price of soybeans be fixed at approximately
two and one-half times the price of corn, if the goals of the
War Food Administration were to be reached. This action
was taken after conference with the American Society of
Farm Managers, an organization having membership in the
United States, Canada and Mexico.
“It is hard to convince the farmer that he is doing more
for the war effort by producing 1500 pounds of beans per
acre than by producing 3920 pounds of corn or 1600 pounds

of oats both of which are used on the farm for feed. This
is particularly true when corn will be far more profitable,
and oats acreage has been cut to the minimum, from the
standpoint of labor utilization and feed requirements. Within
the past few days the addition of 10 cents to the announced
support price making it now $2.04 per bushel, comes nearer
this goal.
“At a meeting of the Iowa Association of Farm
Managers held here on the campus at Ames two weeks ago,
the unanimous opinion was expressed that Iowa probably
would not have a greater acreage of soybeans planted this
year than in 1943. The reasons given were the low support
price, the lack of harvesting facilities in those areas that had
not previously grown many beans, and the need for corn
to be used as feed to support our livestock population.”
Address: Vice President, American Soybean Assoc., and
President, J. Roach’s Sons, Inc., Plainfield, Iowa.
2920. Smith, T. Jackson. 1944. Search for suitable [soybean]
varieties in Arizona. Soybean Digest. March. p. 15-16.
• Summary: “Work with soybeans has been conducted for
the past several years at the Arizona Agricultural Experiment
Station in the hope of finding or developing varieties suitable
for southwestern irrigated areas. The only consistent grower
in Arizona has been the manager of one of the larger dairies,
who has used soybeans as a soiling crop.”
“The better types have consistently produced 3½ to 4½
tons of forage and 35 to 40 bushels of beans per acre when
grown under irrigation at the lower elevations in the State.”
Hundreds of different strains and varieties have been
tested. Irrigation tests were first started in 1943.
“We are not yet ready to recommend unlimited
production of soybeans in Arizona. However, by using
improved strains, we feel that the better farmers and ranchers
should be able to grow soybeans profitably. A limited amount
of seed is being released for planting in 1944.”
A photo (p. 16) shows D.C. Aepli, superintendent of
the Salt River Valley Experiment Farm at Mesa, Arizona,
examining the Amredo variety about Sept. 20. This variety,
developed at the University of Arizona, yielded 30 bushels
per acre. Address: Asst. Agronomist, Univ. of Arizona.
2921. U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory. 1944. Southern
States Soybean Planning Conference, U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory, Stoneville, Mississippi, February 29 to
March 3, 1944. RSLM (U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory
Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 112. [March.] 14 p.
• Summary: “The following persons representing eleven of
the twelve states in the southern region; the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois; the Division of
Forage Crops and Diseases; and the Agricultural Research
Administration attended this conference:
“O.S. Aamodt, Beltsville, Maryland
“H.W. Marston, Washington, D.C.
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“J.L. Cartter, Urbana, Illinois
“L.F. Williams, Urbana, Illinois
“W.B. Allington, Urbana, Illinois
“R.T. Milner, Peoria, Illinois.
“J.E. Adams, Stoneville, Mississippi
“P.W. Gull, Stoneville, Mississippi
“P.R. Henson, Stoneville, Mississippi
“R.B. Carr, Stoneville, Mississippi
“Clay Lyle, State College, Mississippi
“J.F. O’Kelly, State College, Mississippi
“T.F. Akers, West Point, Mississippi
“H.A. York, Raymoud, Mississippi
“H.R. Albrecht, Auburn, Alabama
“C.K. McClelland, Fayetteville, Arkansas
“C.R. Adair, Stuttgart, Arkansas
“G.E. Ritchey, Gainesville, Florida
“U.R. Gore, Experiment, Georgia
“J.L. Weimer, Experiment, Georgia
“J.L. Stevens, Tifton, Georgia
“J.P. Gray, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
“J.A. Bigney, Raleigh, North Carolina
“E.E. Hartwig, Raleigh, North Carolina
“H.W. Staten, Stillwater, Oklahoma
“W.R. Paden, Clemson, South Carolina
“J.B. Washko, Knoxville, Tennessee
“K.F. Manke, College Station, Texas
“First Session: 2:30 p.m., February 29
“Dr. J.E. Adams conducted a tour of the Delta
Experiment Station.
“Second Session: 8:30 a.m., March 1 at Hotel
Greenville, Greenville, Mississippi. Dr. J.E. Adams,
chairman
“This was a joint meeting with county agents and
planters from the Delta section of Mississippi.
“1. Dr. J.E. Adams: Reviewed the history and
development of the Delta Experiment Station, Stoneville,
Mississippi, and outlined the scope of the experimental work
being conducted at that Station.
“2. H.W. Marston: Outlined the work being conducted at
the nine U.S. Regional Laboratories and the legislation that
made these possible.
“Funds were made available by the Bankhead-Jones act
which was passed June 29, 1935.
“The nine regional laboratories are;
“a. U.S. Regional Vegetable Laboratory, Charleston,
South Carolina
“b. U.S. Regional Pasture Laboratory, State College,
Pennsylvania
“c. U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
“d. U.S. Regional Swine Laboratory, Ames, Iowa
“e. U.S. Regional Sheep Laboratory, Dubois, Idaho
“f. U.S. Regional Animal Disease Laboratory, Auburn,
Alabama
“g. “U.S. Regional Poultry Laboratory, East Lansing,

Michigan
“h. U.S. Regional Salinity Laboratory, Riverside,
California
“i. U.S. Regional Plant, Soil, and Nutrition Laboratory,
Ithaca, New York
“3. Dr. O.S. Aamodt: Outlined the organization of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
“a. Extension
“b. Agencies such as AAA and SCS that give advice and
financial assistant to farmers.
“c. Research: The research work or the Department is
carried on in cooperation with the state experiment stations
in order to avoid duplication of efforts. This also makes it
possible to carry on fundamental regional investigations that
would not be possible for the state experiment stations to do
when working as single units.
“4. J.L. Cartter: The work done by the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory in the North Central states was reviewed
and a summary of the work was presented. It was pointed out
that this program had been expanded to include the twelve
states in the southern region so that we now have a real
cooperative organization for the entire soybean production
area. 5. P.R. Henson: The southern region was defined and
the cooperators from each state were introduced. Virginia
was not represented. Ninety-two variety tests were grown
in 1943. Seventy-seven of these were completed and fifteen
were lost because of dry weather, diseases, insects, livestock
damage, or lack of labor to harvest. Five dates of planting
tests were conducted.
“A short time was given over to a discussion of the
problems in soybean production in the Delta section of
Mississippi. This was entered into by the farmers and county
agents of that section. Most of the farmers seemed to want
a variety that was early in maturity, non-shattering, and
produced good quality beans, with a high oil content.
“Third Session: 1:30 p.m. March 1, Stoneville,
Mississippi. Mr. H.W. Staten, chairman
“Reports on the results of previous investigations and
needs for the future were given by the representatives of the
experiment stations in the southern region.
“1. Alabama Experiment Station, Auburn. H.R. Albrecht
Drought, diseases, and insects were serious at most locations
in Alabama. Sclerotium rolfsii, mildew, pod and stem
blight, Cercospora, and nematodes caused injury at several
locations. The need for breeding work to develop resistant
varieties was pointed out. A breeding program to develop
hay type varieties is underway. In this project selections are
being made from introductions from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
“2. Arkansas Experiment Station, Fayetteville, C.K.
McClelland; Stuttgart, C.R. Adair.
“The history of soybean production in Arkansas was
mentioned briefly. The crop was first grown in the State
about 1921. In 1945 it was grown on 267,000 acres.
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“In 1943 there was normal to excessive rainfall in the
early summer which was followed by a serious drought in
mid and late summer. Probably because of the drought in
July and August no disease was serious. There was very little
insect damage except caterpillar damage to the late varieties
at Stuttgart.
“Based on needs of growers the breeding program
should seek to produce:
“a. A short season variety that can be used to precede or
follow fall sown small grains
“b. An edible variety that can be produced on a field
scale
“c. A hay variety that will produce high yield of beans
for grain
“d. A high yielding, medium maturing, high oil content
variety
“3. Florida Experiment Station, Gainesville. G.E.
Ritchey
“Most varieties produce good forage yields but produce
very low seed yields although the plants set pods. Plants
that were covered with cheese cloth produced a good crop
of seed but plants shaded in a lath shed did not set any
more seed than plants in the open. The non-setting of seed
did not appear to be caused directly by insects although
it was suggested that it might be caused by a virus or
bacterial disease that was transmitted by insects. It was also
suggested that the soybeans were planted too early although
one introduction from the U.S. Department of Agriculture
produced a good yield when planted April 15 and vegetable
varieties grown in gardens set seed.
“The velvet bean caterpillar caused serious damage;
Tennessee Non-Pop was the most resistant to that insect.
“4. Georgia Experiment Station, Experiment. U.R. Gore
“Low yield caused by late summer drought, poorly
adapted varieties, insects (velvet bean caterpillar), disease
(root rot), and shattering.
“Most of acreage devoted to hay varieties.
“A new hay variety, Gatan, which was selected from
Otootan is being increased.
“The breeding program includes work on seed, hay, and
edible varieties. At this time the best varieties are: seed–
Ogden; hay–Gatan; and edible–Seminole.
“Tifton–J.L. Stephens
“The uniform groups were grown at five locations. The
variety-station interaction was high which indicates that none
of the varieties now available are widely adapted in south
Georgia. The demand in that section is for a dual purpose–
high seed and hay production-variety.
“One of the serious problems is ‘rust’ which might be a
potash deficiency.
“5. Louisiana Experiment Station, Baton Rouge. J.P.
Gray
“The need in Louisiana is for a forage type variety that
will control the weed growth and produce a high yield of

seed. Varieties that mature in midsummer are not reliable in
yield and the seed produced is of low quality and viability.
Early varieties sown after fall grains usually make high
yields which suggests the need for further date of planting
experiments.
“Mr. Gray suggested that the factors used for
designating lodging were not suitable for viny forage type
varieties.” Continued. Address: U.S. Regional Soybean
Industrial Products Lab., Urbana, Illinois.
2922. U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory. 1944. Southern
States Soybean Planning Conference, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Stoneville, Mississippi, February 29 to March 3,
1944 (Continued–Document part II). RSLM (U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 112.
[March.] 14 p.
• Summary: (Continued): “6. North Carolina Experiment
Station, Raleigh. J.A. Rigney
“Nutritional deficiencies were observed at several
locations. At Rockymont none of the varieties produced a
significant yield of seed although there were differential
varietal responses. Deficiencies were also noted at other
locations. The Soils Department of the North Carolina
Experiment Station plans to carry on comprehensive
fertilizer studies with soybeans in 1944. Demonstration plots
of a few fertilizer treatments will also be grown adjacent to
the experimental plots.
“Dry and hot weather prevailed at Raleigh in 1943 so
the nurseries were not harvested. Sclerotium rolfsii was
severe at one location and a differential varietal response
was observed. Fusarium wilt was severe at another location.
Nematodes caused damage at one location. Palmetto
appeared to be resistant so it will be included in the
hybridization program.
“The breeding program was started in 1941. Selections
from introductions have been made and also a hybridization
program has been started.
“7. Oklahoma Experiment Station, Stillwater. H.W.
Staten
“Excessive rainfall in May (23 inches) followed by a
drought in midsummer caused yields to be low in 1943.
Group IV grown in the northeastern part of the state and
Group V in the east central and central part. No soybeans
grown in the western part of the state because of the low
rainfall and rodents.
“Soybeans were formerly grown for forage but farmers
are now interested in growing them for seed production in
the eastern part of the state. Most farmers plant soybeans on
their poorer soils. An effort is being made to have some of
the better soils used for the production of this crop.
“Favorable harvesting conditions usually prevail in
September and October so a variety of Arksoy type maturity
is about right.
“Blister beetles are usually the most serious insect pest.
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Bacterial pustule and pod and stem blight were the most
serious diseases in 1943.
“Information on date of planting, varieties, and
fertilizers are needed.
“Drought and hot dry weather may occur any place in
the state although an average rainfall is higher in the eastern
than in the western part of the state. It is thought that low
humidity at flowering time is detrimental to seed setting.
“8. South Carolina Experiment Station, Clemson. W.R.
Paden
“The yields have been very low in South Carolina. In
the past most of the interest has been in forage varieties. The
leading variety has been Otootan with Red Tanner becoming
more prominent.
“The cooperative project has stimulated interest in
soybeans at Clemson. Groups V and VI were grown in 1943.
An early frost damaged the late varieties. Varieties of Ogden
to Volstate maturity were best. Boone, Macoupin, and S100
were too early. The Clemson variety shatters too badly for
seed production. There is a need for a non-shattering variety
of the Clemson type.
“Florence and Monetta. E.E. Hartwig
“Drought and velvet bean caterpillar were serious in
the Florence area. The late varieties suffered most from
the drought. Volstate is being promoted by the Coker’s
Pedigreed Seed Company, Hartsville, South Carolina.
“Groups V and VI were grown at Monetta and the
variety, Monetta, looked good there.
“9. Tennessee Experiment Station, Knoxville. J.B.
Washko
“West Tennessee may be the best situated for soybean
production because of the proximity of oil mills.
“In 1943 there was a drought in the western part of the
state but normal rainfall was obtained at Knoxville.
“Ogden and Volstate best varieties. Tennessee Non-Pop
also good but it has been dropped from certification because
of lack of uniformity. It was suggested that desirable uniform
types might be obtained from that variety by selection.
“Non-shattering Ogden types should be obtained. Rate
of planting, Ogden variety, 1943 (2½ ft. spacing)
rate (lbs/A); yield (bu/A)
“10 21.3
“20 23.6 3.0 bu/A for sig. diff.
“30 25.7
“40 28.0
“50 25.5
“Row spacing, Ogden variety, 1943 (rate of planting: 30
lbs/A)
“spacing (ft.); yield (bu/A)
“2½ 14.6
“3 18.0 3.1 bu/A for sig. diff.
“3½ 16.3
“drilled (7-inch rows) 14.4 10. Texas Experiment
Station, College Station. K.F. Manke The coastal and eastern

parts of the state are not adapted to soybean production
because of high humidity. The central ‘black-lands’ section
cannot produce soybeans because of root rot. Production is
limited to the western and northern irrigated sections. The
Rio Grande section is not important as a soybean producing
area because of competition with other crops. It has been
observed that low humidity is not harmful to seed setting if
ample soil moisture is provided by irrigation.
“Insects and rodents usually cause some damage in
western area.
“Soybeans are sometimes planted in Rio Grange section
about September 15. When planted at that time, all the
varieties matured in 85 to 95 days.
“A system of planting nurseries by using a two-row
planter and dropping by hand was described.
“Dr. R.T. Milner of the Northern Regional Research
Laboratory, Peoria, Illinois, gave an illustrated lecture
on ‘Interesting War-Time Developments at the Northern
Regional Research Laboratory.’
“Fourth Session: 8:30 a.m., March 2, Stoneville,
Mississippi
“J.L. Cartter, chairman
“Discussion of soybean diseases
“W.B. Allington, U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory:
“Most important diseases in the South are:
“a. Pod and stem blight (Diaporthe sojae)
“This disease caused by a weak parasite. Any
unfavorable environmental condition may predispose the
plant to infection. The causal fungus is saprophytic [lives
on dead or decaying organic matter] so it cannot readily be
controlled by crop rotation. It is most severe on lighter soils.
Arksoy strains are susceptible.
“b. Southern root rot (Sclerotium rolfsii)
“This disease is widespread and causes much damage.
“c. Charcoal rot (Sclerotium bataticola)
“Other soybean diseases are:
“a. Anthracnose (Glomerella glycenes)
“Symptoms may be similar to pod and stem blight but
the picnidia are not usually in a definite pattern.
“b. Nematodes (Heterodera marioni)
“Cause serious damage in some locations in the
southeast. There seems to be differences in varietal reaction.
“c. Downy mildew (Peronospora manshurica)
“The amount of damage is difficult to determine. Some
varieties have only a flecking and the lesions do not develop.
“d. Bacterial leaf spots
“(1) Blight (Pseudomonas glycinea)
“(2) Pustule (Xanthomonas phaseoli var. sojense)
“There are probably two other bacterial leaf spots also
which make it extremely difficult to know which of the four
diseases are being dealt with in any particular case and so to
determine varietal response.
“e. Frog-eye (Cercospora daizu)
“There is differential varietal response to this fungus.
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Otootan is very susceptible.
“f. Mosaic
“Symptoms appear early but the plant seems to
overcome the diseased condition and produces normal seeds.
“g. Purple spot on seeds (Cercospora sp)
“Experiment conducted in Illinois in 19S3 to study
effect of this disease on the succeeding crop. It did not
reduce the yield but there were more infected seed on plants
from diseased seed than there were on plants from healthy
seed.
“h. Bud blight (virus) Infection of the plant in early
stages kills terminal bud. The axillary buds may then
develop and produce a dwarfed, branched plant. When pods
are infected early, no seeds are developed and the pods
turn brown and drop off. If the pods are infected late, they
produce seeds and the seeds are normal in appearance except
for size. A 50 percent infection in the field was estimated to
cause 25 percent reduction in yield. This disease may not be
present in the South.
“There are two strains of the virus. These are
indistinguishable in the field but they can be separated in the
greenhouse.
“i. Wildfire (bacterial) This disease is new on soybeans
but potentially it is the most serious disease.
“General considerations in the disease program
“a. Because of the naturally spotted occurrence of many
diseases in the field, care should be exercised and a variety
studied under a wide range of conditions before concluding
that it is resistant.
“b. Nurseries should be conducted in areas where
diseases are known to occur so that the varietal reaction can
be determined.
“c. Seed treatment experiments should be undertaken.”
Address: U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Lab.,
Urbana, Illinois.
2923. Garden Gate, Columbia Broadcasting System. 1944.
Interview with W.J. Morse. Radio broadcast. CBS. 9:15 to
9:45 AM. April 22. 3 p. transcript.
• Summary: “Worcester: I’ve a guest with me today to tell
about a relatively new crop in the Victory Garden. He’s W.J.
Morse–well known authority on soybeans. And after you
hear him tell of the uses and values of the soybeans that can
be grown easily in the average Victory Garden–I’m sure
you’ll agree that most any garden plot of reasonable size
ought to include a row or two of vegetable soybeans this
year.
“Mr. Morse–I’d like to know first off, what’s the
difference between these so-called vegetable soybeans and
the kind farmers in the middlewest have been raising by the
millions of acres for these past few years–for oil and for
livestock feed?
Morse: There really isn’t a great deal of difference.
They’re all soybeans. They look alike and grow alike. But

the vegetable varieties have certain qualities that make them
better eating. For instance, most of the regular soybeans are
more difficult to prepare and are tougher and harder. Many of
the beans used for livestock feed have a less desirable flavor.
So the vegetable soybeans are really just a selected group of
varieties better suited for table use.”
“Tell me Mr. Morse–have we paid much attention to
soybeans in this country until recent years?
“Morse: A little over 50 years ago the Indiana
Experiment Station mentioned the use of soybeans as a
coffee substitute [Plumb 1894]. That’s the first published use
in this country other than for forage purposes. It seems that
some Indiana farmer and his neighbors had been roasting
the beans to make a coffee substitute. Only in recent years
however has there been widespread interest in soybeans as
human food in this country.
“Worcester: Well let’s get down to the facts of raising
these vegetable soybeans in the home victory garden. What
kind of crop are they? Anything like other beans?
“Morse: They grow much the same as the regular green
bush beans. You plant them about the same time of year as
corn or beans. They grow best in rows, 2½ to 3 feet apart and
about 3 inches apart in the row. Seed ought to be inoculated
before planting, and seeds can best be planted by hand in a
small garden, putting them in about 1 inch deep.
“Worcester: How long before they’ll be ready for the
table?
“Morse: That depends on the variety you plant and the
way you use them. Some kinds like the Giant Green and
the Sioux will mature in about 100 days. Others like the
Hahto and Rokusun will take half again that long or about 5
months.
“Worchester: That’s a little too long for some gardens in
the northern states.
“Morse: Yes, I’m afraid so. In fact, unless the season is
unusually favorable, many parts of the northern states are too
cold for soybeans–the growing season just isn’t long enough.
Of course, if you use the beans as a green vegetable, shelled
from the pod like peas or lima beans, then you can harvest a
little earlier than if you are trying to get mature dry beans.”
Also discusses how to harvest, shell, cook vegetable
soybeans. The biggest pest is rabbits, which can be stopped
by dusting with hydrated lime. The key point is to be sure
you have the right variety “and a long enough growing
season so that the soybeans will mature before frost. They
take quite a bit more time than the usual green beans.”
2924. Soil Conservation Service. 1944. Soil conservation
aids soybean production. USDA Agricultural War
Information (AWI). AWI-92. 6 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Conservation measures needed in
growing soybeans. Method of planting affects soil and water
losses. Contouring increases yields. Terracing gives adequate
protection. A place for soybeans in the rotation. Winter cover
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before and after soybeans. Increase the yield by protecting
the land.
This bulletin begins: “Soybeans play an essential role
in the production of many civilian and war goods. Oil, flour,
meal, and other soybean products have many commercial
uses. The importance of this crop is indicated by the fact that
the acreage of soybeans harvested for beans has increased
from nearly 4½ million acres in 1939 to approximately 11
million in 1943. To reach this acreage, much sloping land
has been planted, and serious erosion has resulted. Unless
conservation measures are employed, acre yields will drop
and it will be difficult to reach production goals.
“Special care should be taken to plant soybeans on land
not subject to severe erosion or to plant where adequate
conservation measures and practices can be used to control
excessive soil and water losses. Land which has lost most of
its topsoil should not be planted to soybeans. The yields will
be disappointing, and gully erosion may be started. Soybean
fields left unprotected after harvest are subject to severe
erosion.”
Photos show: (1) Curving rows of soybeans planted
on the contour. (2) “Serious erosion occurs when soybeans
are planted and cultivated in straight rows up and down the
slope.”
(3) “A close-up view of gully erosion in a soybean field
where land is sloping and the topsoil is thin.” (4) “Sheet
and gully erosion caused by excessive water runoff after
soybeans have been harvested.”
(5) Soybeans drilled solid give greater protection to
the soil. Erosion is greatly reduced (Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station).” (6) “Soybeans in 42-inch rows
adequately protected from erosion by terraces and contour
tillage.”
(7) “Combining soybeans on a terrace ridge. No
evidence of erosion.” (8) “Soybeans in a 3-year rotation
of red clover-soybeans-grain. The beans are planted and
cultivated in 42-inch rows in a contour strip-cropping
system.”
(9) “Plowing under a grass-legume sod for soybeans.
The soil is protected by the plants until shortly before beans
are drilled. The legumes provide nitrogen and organic matter
leaves the soil loose and in good tilth to absorb moisture.”
(10) “Rye sown in soybeans the last of August with a 5-hole
grain drill. Beans are ready to be harvested and the good
growth of rye will provide winter protection to the soil.”
(11) “Drilling winter wheat on soybean stubble
immediately behind a combine harvesting soybeans. No
seedbed preparation is necessary, the soybean straw is not a
tillage obstacle, and the crop residue provides a protection
to the surface of the soil” (Illinois Agricultural Experiment
Station).
On the bottom half of the last back cover: “Further
information can be obtained from the regional, State, or
local office of the Soil Conservation Service, your State

agricultural college, or your county agent.”
2925. Barthélemy, M. 1944. Contribution a l’étude du soya
en France [Contribution to the study of soya in France].
Clermont-Ferrand, France: Jean de Bussac. 91 p. June 20.
Based on his thesis, Strasbourg Univ., Faculty of Pharmacy.
[34 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is a published thesis, presented to the
Faculty of Pharmacy at Strasbourg. Contents: Introduction.
Part I: The cultivation of soybeans. 1. History of cultivation
(its origin and importance). 2. Botanical characteristics.
3. Soybean cultivation in detail. 4. Conclusions. Part II:
Chemical composition of soybean seeds. Proteins, lipids, oil
and lecithin, carbohydrates (glucides), minerals, diastases,
vitamins, sterols–soyasterol.
Part III: Utilization of soya as a food and in industry.
1. As food (nutritional value, whole soybeans, soy sprouts,
roasted soybeans, soy coffee, condiments liquid and solid,
soymilk, Li Yu Ying, products derived from soymilk {kefir,
yogurt, tofu}, shoyu, miso, natto, soy flour, soy confections,
recipes and formulas). 2. In industry: Oil, lecithin, cake. 3.
Other uses of the plant.
Part IV: Laboratory work. 1. In human nutrition.
2. Animal feeds for the farm. 3. In industry. General
conclusions. Address: Univ. of Strasbourg, France.
2926. Probst, A.H.; Cutler, G.H. 1944. Lincoln: A new midseason variety of soybean well adapted for central Indiana.
Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural College, Agronomy Mimeo
No. 42. Aug. 5 p.
• Summary: “Lincoln is the most promising mid-season
variety of soybean released to date.
“Origin: The Lincoln soybean variety is a selection
from a natural cross, probably between a white-flowered
Mandarin plant and Manchu, made in 1934, by Dr. C.M.
Woodworth, Chief in Plant Genetics, Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station. The final selection, L6-685, was made
by Dr. L.F. Williams, Associate Agronomist, U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory*, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils,
and Agricultural Engineering, United States Department
of Agriculture, cooperating with the Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station in soybean breeding.
“Description: The Lincoln soybean resembles the
Mandell variety in appearance, height, standing ability,
time of maturity, and in most other respects except that it is
higher yielding, produces seed of much higher oil content,
and has white flowers instead of purple. The white flowers
distinguish it from all other varieties with brown pubescence
now grown in Indiana. Lincoln is intermediate in height
between Dunfield and Illini. It lodges less than either of these
two varieties, but is not as stiff-stemmed as Richland.
“The seed is yellow with a prominent black hilum,
medium in size (3,000 per pound), about the same size
as Mandell, slightly larger than Illini (3,200 per pound),
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and slightly smaller than Dunfield (2,750 per pound),
and Richland (2,800 per pound). Three seeds to the pod
predominate when grown on fertile soil.
“Cooperative Tests in Indiana: The U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory has cooperated in the testing of soybean
varieties at eight different locations representing different
soil and climatic conditions in Indiana. Lincoln has been
included from one to four years at all locations and the yield,
chemical composition, and maturity results as compared to
several other varieties of soybeans are given in Tables 1, 2,
and 3.
Footnote: * A cooperative organization participated
in by the Bureau of Plant Industry Soils, and Engineering,
Agricultural Research Administration of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture and the Agricultural Experiment Stations of
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
Nebraska, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma,
South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia,
and Wisconsin.
On page 3 are 2 tables: (1) “A Comparison of Yield,
Maturity, and Chemical Composition of Lincoln and Several
Other Varieties of Soybeans Grown at Four Locations in
Northern and North Central Indiana.” The other varieties
are: Early: Earlyana, Richland. Mid-season: Dunfield,
Illini, Lincoln. The four locations are LaGrange, Wanatah,
Bluffton, Lafayette. The chemical composition gives (in all
tables) the percentage of oil, percentage of oil, and iodine
number of the oil.
(2) “A Comparison of Yield, Maturity, and Chemical
Composition of Lincoln and Several Other Varieties
of Soybeans Grown at Three Locations in Central and
Southeastern Indiana.” The other varieties are: Mid-season:
Dunfield, Illini, Lincoln. Late: Patoka, Chief. The three
locations are Lafayette, Greenfield, Vernon.
Page 4: The top half contains a third table and the
bottom half more text: (3) “A Comparison of Yield,
Maturity, and Chemical Composition of Lincoln and Several
Other Varieties of Soybeans Grown at Two Locations in
Southwestern Indiana.” The other varieties were: Midseason: Illini, Lincoln. Late: Patoka, Chief, Gibson, Kingwa.
“Adaptation: The Lincoln variety of soybean is well
suited to the same conditions under which other varieties
of the same maturity group, such as Dunfield, Mandell,
Manchu, and Mingo, are grown in Indiana, and might well
replace these varieties in this state because of its high yield,
good standing ability, and high oil content. It is best adapted
in central Indiana. Lincoln should be used only for early
planting in northern Indiana and for medium-late planting
south of U.S. Highway 50, because of its time of maturity.
Earlyana, Richland, Patoka, Gibson, and Chief, are expected
to continue to fill the conditions of their Special adaptation
for which they have been recommended.
“Seed Quality: Lincoln has equalled or excelled Illini

and Dunfield in seed quality in central and northern Indiana.
It has produced seed of a poorer quality than Gibson or
Chief, when planted in May in southwestern Indiana in 1942
and 1943, but has about equalled the seed quality of Illini in
this area of the state. Date of planting studies at Evansville
indicate that fairly good seed quality is obtained with Illini
when planted after the first week of June. Similar results may
be expected with Lincoln.
“Cooperative Regional Tests: Lincoln has been widely
tested throughout the soybean belt in 95 cooperative
tests between the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory and
the Illinois, Ohio, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Michigan,
Wisconsin, Virginia, and Purdue Agricultural Experiment
Stations. The tests were conducted in Illinois in 1938: Illinois
and Ohio in 1939: Illinois, Ohio, Iowa, and Indiana, in
1940 and 1941: Illinois, Ohio, Iowa, Indiana, Missouri, and
Nebraska, in 1942: and in Illinois, Ohio, Iowa, Missouri,
Nebraska, Michigan, Wisconsin, Virginia, and Indiana, in
1943. The results of these tests are presented in Table 4.
Page 5 contains two tables plus text. Table (4):
“Summary of Yield and Chemical Data for Lincoln, Illini,
and Dunfield Soybeans Grown in Regional Tests in Indiana,
Illinois, Ohio, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Wisconsin,
Michigan, and Virginia, 1938-1943.”
“Lincoln has exceeded the average yield of Dunfield and
Illini in each of the individual years and has averaged 5.2
bushels, or 18.6 per cent. higher than these varieties for the
six-year period. It likewise has had better quality seed and
has lodged less than either of these varieties. The oil content
has been high, even exceeding Dunfield, a variety noted for
its high oil content. In these tests, Lincoln has matured about
one and one-half days earlier than Illini and about the same
as Dunfield.
“Lincoln Excels Mandell in Grain Yield and Oil
Content: In 31 of the cooperative regional tests conducted
in the states indicated above during the three-year period
1940-1942, Lincoln averaged 34.2 bushels per acre and 21.4
per cent oil in comparison to Mandell which averaged 28.3
bushels per acre and only 19.1 per cent oil.
“Hay Yields: Hay yield tests were made at Lafayette,
Indiana, by R.R. Mulvey, Associate in Crops in Agronomy,
Purdue University, and are presented in
Table 5: “Yield of Hay of Lincoln and Several Other
Varieties of Soybeans Grown at the Soils and Crops Farm,
Lafayette, Indiana, 1942-1943.” The varieties are: Early:
Earlyana. Mid-season: Lincoln, Dunfield. Late: Gibson,
Patoka. Gibson had the highest hay yield at 2.82 tons/acre
compared with Lincoln at 2.68.
“Lincoln Soybean Seed Available for 1945:
Approximately 5,600 acres were planted with the Lincoln
soybean in 1944 in 75 Indiana counties by some 300 growers
who agreed to have the seed certified and make it available
for planting in 1945. Since Lincoln growers are located in all
the important soybean-growing counties in the state, a supply
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of seed should be available locally. The names of local
growers may be obtained from the county agent: or seed
sources secured by writing to the Indiana Corn Growers’
Association, West Lafayette, Indiana.” Address: 1. Assoc.
Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering,
Agricultural Research Administration, USDA; 2. Asst.
Chief in Agronomy, Purdue Univ. Agric. Exp. Station [West
Lafayette, Indiana].
2927. Staten, Hi W. 1944. Soybeans for the Southwest.
Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 9-10.
• Summary: Editor’s introduction: “Interest in oil-bearing
soybeans is increasing in the southwestern states. An
excellent survey of soybeans and their possibilities in the
Southwest by the agronomist at the Oklahoma experiment
station. From an address before the Southwestern Regional
Chemurgic clinic.”
“The soybean seems to be peculiarly sensitive to
changes of soil and climate. Differences in the behavior of
a variety in different localities are often so striking as to
make it appear like another variety. In general, the climatic
adaptation of the crop is about the same as for corn. The
crop is especially adapted to the northern half of the Cottonbelt and the southern half of the Cornbelt. After the plant
is well started, it withstands short periods of drought, and
wet seasons do not seriously retard growth or decrease
yields. The period of germination is the most critical stage,
when excess moisture or prolonged drought is likely to be
injurious. It is less susceptible to frost than are cowpeas, field
beans and corn, light frosts having but little effect on the
plants when young or when nearly mature.
“The soybean will succeed on nearly all types of soils,
the best results being obtained on the mellow fertile loams
or sandy loams. In general, the soil requirements are about
the same as those for corn, but the soybean will make a
more satisfactory growth than corn on soils of low fertility,
provided the inoculating organisms are present. It must be
recognized, however, that soybeans grown for grain are a
‘good land crop.’ This is contrary to the often prevailing
opinion that grain soybeans will make profitable yields on
low-fertility soils. It is evident from this discussion that
soybeans should not be considered a ‘poor land’ crop. Just
as with other crops, high yields can only be obtained on soils
in a good state of fertility. This point is especially important
in the Southwest where soil moisture is the primary limiting
factor in crop production.
“After this brief discussion, I will now give
consideration to the possibilities of soybeans in the
southwestern states, namely Kansas, part of Missouri,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma, and eastern
New Mexico and Colorado. The climatic factors for crop
production in this large area are quite variable. The average
annual rainfall varies from 15 inches in the west to more than

50 inches in the eastern section. The altitude ranges from sea
level to over 6,000 feet. Other natural factors which must
be given serious consideration in soybean production are
summer rainfall, length of growing season, temperatures, hot
winds, evaporation, and humidity.
“Increase justified: Most of the experiment stations of
this southwest area report 20 to 25 years of historical data
in soybean research. In summarizing these reports, there is
a general trend toward a larger acreage of soy-beans for oil.
This is especially true in the states of Kansas, Missouri and
Arkansas. The other southwestern states have not, in the
past, grown a very large acreage of oil beans. The general
plantings have been for forage and soil building. During
the past two years, however, there are signs of increased
interest among farmers. This is especially true in Oklahoma,
Louisiana, and Texas. The western semi-arid states have not
given much attention to soybean production.
“The state of Kansas reports further increase in the
acreage of soybeans is justified in the eastern one-fourth of
the state. Missouri reports successful production off soybeans
as a grain crop is vitally important now from the standpoint
of war needs and requires quite different consideration from
growing the crop as a hay. The sharp upturn in the need
and prices has stimulated interest in growing soybeans for
grain. Arkansas and Louisiana report definite trends towards
increased acreages.”
A 4-column table gives harvested soybean acres for the
states of Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, and
Oklahoma. The columns are: (1) Name of state. (2) 1943
soybean harvested acres. (3) 1944 indicated prospective
soybean acreage alone. (4) 1944 as a percentage of 1943.
In 1943 Missouri had the most harvested soybean acres
(561,000), followed by Arkansas (267,000), Kansas
(244,000), Louisiana (41,000), Texas (25,000) and Oklahoma
(10,000).
“The summer drought of 1943 perhaps is largely
responsible for the decreased acreage in some of the southern
states.
“Research data from the various experiment stations
definitely points out the hazards encountered in attempting
to expand soybean production into the semi-arid sections.
A possible exception is in areas where the crop can be
irrigated. During the period of 1924 to 1934, the Oklahoma
Experiment Station made test plantings of soybeans in all
sections of the state. These plantings were located at Granite,
Good-well, Lone Grove, Pauls Valley, Purcell, Carrier,
Eufaula, Durant, Okmulkee, Sapulpa, Nowata, McAlester,
Heavener, and Stillwater. This widely-distributed research
program, which includes many variable climatic factors, is
now being used as the basis for present research emphasis.
“Climatic Sections: When one summarizes the
data of the historical work in the southwestern region
here considered, the entire area can be divided into
three general climatic sections for probable commercial
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soybean production. The climatic factors, particularly
during the summer growing season, which determine
these three sections are rainfall, temperatures, hot winds,
and evaporation. The western section including the area
west of the 30-inch rainfall belt is hazardous for soybean
production. The central area bounded by 30-inch rainfall on
the west and 35-inch rainfall on the east includes a section
where soybeans may be grown successfully provided they
are planted on soils of above average fertility. The section
east of the 35-inch rainfall belt is the area most suitable for
producing oil soybeans.
“The average yield data for the western section indicates
that one may expect frequent crop failures because of the
very light summer rainfall and hot winds, particularly during
July and August. This is the time of the year when beans are
normally setting blooms. This unfavorable weather condition
causes shriveled and low oil content beans. Sections favored
with irrigation may overcome these low-quality factors.
Another serious problem encountered in the western section
is the enormous damage annually caused by jack rabbits.
The soybean plant is the ‘ice cream’ crop for rabbits and the
population is large enough to destroy a considerable acreage.
“The central and eastern sections are more favorable
for commercial bean production because of a higher rainfall
during the growing season, lower maximum summer
temperatures, and less damage resulting from hot winds.
The average yield data for these two sections, particularly
in Oklahoma and Texas, is dangerously low; however, the
figures are not indicative of the possibilities because a large
percentage of the acreage has been planted on soils of low
fertility. Many farmers in Oklahoma report 20 to 25 bushel
average yields per acre when beans were planted on cornland soils.
“Missouri reports that ordinarily soybeans produce
grain in the ratio to corn 1 to 3. This is the general ratio on a
typical Missouri farm. Where the corn yield is 30 bushels per
acre, the bean yield will be about 10 bushels per acre. This is
due largely to the corn being grown on the best land on the
farm and the beans on the medium or poorer soils. Farther
eastward in that state, where it is customary to grow beans on
land more comparable to the corn land in fertility, this ratio
narrows to 1 to 2½ or even 1 to 2.
“Introduce New Plasm: This is a matter of primary
importance in the soybean growing areas of the Southwest.
Soybeans must compete with corn, cotton, and other cash
crops which are normally planted on our best soils. If the
soybean-per-acre income can be measured with other cash
crop returns in dollars and cents per acre to the farmer, then
the acreage will expand very materially.
“The shift to oil-type beans now means that new germ
plasm must be introduced into the southern growing sections.
Realizing the need for new varieties of adapted highproducing oil beans for the Cottonbelt, the Department of
Agriculture and the Regional Soybean Laboratory at Urbana,

Illinois, in cooperation with the state experiment stations,
inaugurated in 1943 a regional soybean testing and breeding
program for the Cottonbelt. This new experimental work is
known as the United States Regional Soybean Laboratory
testing program for the Southern states. A similar program
was started in the central and northern states in 1942...”
Address: Prof. of Agronomy, Oklahoma Agric. Exp. Station,
Stillwater, OK.
2928. Honey, Edwin E. 1944. Soybean diseases in
Wisconsin. Plant Disease Reporter (USDA) 28(27):871-72.
Sept. 1.
• Summary: “A brief inspection trip for soybean diseases
was made between August 11 and 15 inclusive, in company
with Drs. F.R. Jones, W.B. Allington, W.H. Johnson and
Wayne Bever. Professors R.E. Vaughan and James H. Torrie
were present also on August 11 in Dane County.
“Inspections of soybean fields were made in Dane, Sauk,
Eau Claire, Dunn, Washburn, Wood, Adams, and Columbia
Counties. In Dane, Eau Claire, and Washburn Counties
examination of Nursery and Variety Test Plots at State
Experimental Farms were made.
“Soybeans for seed production were in the blossom to
late podded stages. Some fields in a much earlier stage of
development appeared to have been broadcast to soybeans
following other crops and were evidently for forage use only.
“Diseases observed, based on field symptoms, and their
degree of severity are given in Table 1. Bacterial Blight was
the most general disease of soybean observed, occurring
as traces in all counties inspected. Bacterial Pustule was
markedly absent; only one case was observed in Eau
Claire County. Brown Spot caused by Septoria glycines
first reported for Wisconsin on volunteer soybeans at the
University Hill Farm (PDR 28(20): 656) has since been
found in soybeans in the Variety Test Plots in Dane County.
A trace of Mosaic was observed in 4 of the 8 counties
inspected. Bud Blight, also a virus disease, believed to be
one of the more important diseases in the Middle West,
was found in the Variety Test Plots in Dane, Eau Claire and
Washburn Counties only. Under Wisconsin conditions this
year, the incidence and severity of Bud Blight appears to
be rather limited. In marked contrast to last year. Downy
Mildew was absent or present in very slight amounts. A trace
was observed in 2 fields in Dane County only.
“A characteristic marginal yellowing of leaves and the
occurrence of somewhat dwarfed plants with such yellowed
leaves was observed in small areas or spots in fields in all
Counties inspected. The symptoms suggested a Deficiency
trouble of some kind. In many instances such spots were
associated with abundance of quack and foxtail grasses
which suggested that the competition between the grass and
soybean resulted in a deficiency trouble in the soybean.”
A large table (p. 872) is titled “Diseases and injuries of
soybeans examined in Wisconsin August 11-15.” It shows
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in tabular the findings discussed above. The table has 3
basic columns: County, Soybean diseases encountered, and
Drought conditions. The five soybean diseases encountered
are Mosaic, Bud Blight, Bacterial Blight, Brown Spot, and
Downy Mildew. In 4 counties the drought conditions were
“Severe.” The 8 counties inspected are Adams, Columbia,
Dane, Dunn, Eau Claire, Sauk, Washburn, and Wood.
Below the table we read: “Drought, conditions were
assuming damaging effects in all counties inspected except
Dane and Washburn where marginal conditions existed. The
severity of drought and damaging effect is somewhat spotty
varying with type of soil and soil management.” Address:
Emergency Plant Disease Prevention Project.
2929. Carroll, W.E. 1944. Nutritive values of soybeans and
soybean hay in livestock rations. Feed Bag (The) 20(9):2930, 104. Sept. *
2930. Nature’s Path (New York City). 1944. The soybean.
Sept. p. 333.
• Summary: From Catholic Digest: “The soybean was
introduced into the U.S. about 1804 [sic], but serious
experiments in cultivation started only in 1808 [sic, 1765],
when it soon became established mainly as a forage crop.
After the first World War it began to attain commercial
importance, due chiefly to the development of the oilextracting industry.” It is now a crop of major importance in
this country. In 1931 some 15 million bushels (about 400,000
tons) were harvested. That same year, soybeans grown in the
U.S. were exported for the first time to Europe–mainly to
Germany.
2931. Ostrander, W.A. 1944. It’s fun to remember [the birth
of the American Soybean Assoc.]. Soybean Digest. Sept. p.
16-17.
• Summary: One of the best early histories of the A.S.A. It
all began on the Fouts Bros. farms near Camden, Indiana.
The author, now a farm manager, was formerly a member of
the Purdue University faculty. He was one of the founding
spirits of ASA and served as its secretary for the first four
years. “The American Soybean Association grew out of
the soybean campaign that was started in 1920 in Indiana
because we needed a larger acreage of legumes in the
cornbelt rotation. Clover was failing us possibly because of
soil acidity, its biennial growth, or things we didn’t know
anything about. Soybeans looked like an answer.”
“It was in the fall of 1920 that we in Indiana decided to
have a sort of statewide get-together to see where we stood
on the soybean situation, appraise what we had, and outline
where we were going. We had had county soybean field
meetings over the entire state and it seemed right that we
hold a big get-together to finish it up. As we worked out the
plan for this meeting it occurred to us that a good neighbor
policy would be to invite the growers and experiment station

men from our surrounding states to join us. Start it off with
a bang. So out of that which started to be a state meeting
was a Cornbelt meeting and out of it the American Soybean
Association. All this on the Fouts Bros. farms near Camden,
Indiana. Our idea was to take the soybeans to the farmer
and the farmer to the fields of soybeans in his country.
Conversion on the ground.
“The response to this meeting was away above what
A.L. Hodgson, County Agricultural Agent of Carroll County,
and I had any reason to expect. Illinois, Ohio, Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Kentucky sent growers, county agents and
men from the experiment stations. Over a thousand came.
We fed them well. The start was made.
“All speeches were limited to three minutes; it shut off
some of the long-winded folks but it gave all a chance.
“G.I. Christie reported for Indiana. He said we had
200,000 acres and thought he had the record stopped and I
guess it was for the day. No one dared to go higher, but this
year it is just 10 times that amount, 2 million acres. In those
days we counted every acre that had a bean on it, in the corn,
for hay and for seed.
“W.L. Burlison of Illinois said there were 25,000 acres
in his state and more in sight. He was right. Last year they
had 4 million acres.
“George Briggs was modest in reporting 4,000 acres for
Wisconsin and he still is modest for they had 115,000 acres
there last year.
“Wallace Hanger of Ohio surmised that Ohio had 15,000
acres and there the acreage is now 1,500,000.
“Iowa reported 50,000 acres and now has 2,200,000
acres and still going strong.
C.R. McGee [Megee] of Michigan said they were just
getting going with 5,000 acres but they now have 150,000
acres.”
“After visiting the soybean fields on the three Fouts
Bros. farms, eating soybeans and talking our heads off and
making many new friends, it was decided to hold a winter
meeting at the time of the International Hay & Grain Show
at Chicago, to keep the iron hot and to carry on. The first
meeting was held on the bridge connecting the two exhibit
rooms as we were not considered important or big enough
to rate a room. Each year our numbers grew until we had to
have the largest room they had. At these winter meetings we
hashed over the latest soybean findings, worked on standards
for the grading of the crop, talked over certification rules and
always as a final job selected the state in which was to be
held the summer meeting. Each year it was to be a different
state.
“Our first big problems were better varieties, methods or
harvesting, and the utilization of the crop.
“Just by a lucky break we brought the Manchu down
from Michigan and this was our first unintentional success,
a bean that was a ‘natural’ for the Cornbelt at that time. It
did well most anywhere for hay or grain and did not shatter
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as did those we had. We were growing largely the old socalled Hollybrook (the Association changed its name to the
Midwest) and the Ito San was our early variety. Our big
headache was the harvesting of the crop... A combine seemed
to be the answer.
“Then came the utilization of the crop. Up to 1920 we
had been using all soybeans produced in the Cornbelt for
seed, for hay, hogging off and seed again. It was not a grain
crop yet. We went to the oil extraction companies and they
said sure we will put in additional machinery to take care
of them as soon as you have the quantity to make it worth
while. Back to the farmers we went but they came right back
and said sure we will put in more acreage and glad to as soon
as we are certain we can get rid of the crop at a fair price.
So–there we were. It is too long a tale to tell all that came
and went until the oil plant at Chicago Heights was taking all
beans offered. It was the old hydraulic system and it worked
fairly well. The late Russel East and I got the corn starch
plant at Edinboro, Indiana, to try some beans through their
Anderson Expellers. It worked. It wasn’t long then before
Bloomington, Monticello, and Taylorville, Illinois, had
plants and that chapter was ended.
“It had not been hard to sell the idea to our farmers that
they were wise to grow their own protein feed. That was a
natural. When we fed the soybeans alone as a supplement the
oil in the beans gave us soft pork and that was a black eye for
a few years but now that, too, has been eliminated.
“Where we fell down the worst, as I see it now, was that
we did not stress the human food side stronger. We talked
about it enough but got nowhere. The principal reason, I
believe, was in our shortsightedness in not dropping the word
‘bean’ and just using the word ‘soy.’ Let’s give away half of
the name after we work on the grain and open up the road to
unlimited food uses of this best of all protein grains raised on
our farms.
“Many still with us: One of the fine things as we look
back over the past 25 years is that so many of the boys that
were with us at that first meeting are still going strong for
soys. I don’t believe the old mainspring, W.J. Morse of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, has missed a single
meeting, at least not of his own volition. Probably the ones
we miss most are the two Fouts Bros., Noah and Finis,
Charles Meharry and Dean J.H. Skinner. They were always
on hand. You can not meet Burlison, Hackleman or Bill
Riegel of Illinois without talking soybeans. George Briggs of
Wisconsin is still his old soybean story self.
“Helms of Missouri, McGee [Megee] of Michigan, and
Hanger of Ohio still talk of that first meeting under the trees
on the Fouts farm. Hughes of Iowa is as strong as ever for
the beans and Christie, while he has been gone to Canada,
this some time, can still tell a tall soybean story. Our own
A.T. Wiancko here in Indiana, who guided us so well from
behind the scenes, is still the active pusher for soys that he
always was.

“We have been making soybean history in the
Association for the past 25 years. If we can go on as much
farther in the next 25 years–soybean history will have been
made.”
Photos show: (1) “The birthplace of the A.S.A.” The
three Fouts brothers, Taylor, Finis, and Noah (from left to
right, each wearing a hat, coat, and tie) standing in front of
a barn on which is written “Soyland–Taylor Fouts,” at the
first meeting of the ASA, September 1920. (2) “1,000 at
first meeting.” The top half of this photo shows hundreds
of attendees seated on the grass under trees in the yard at
Soyland listening to a speech. “Attendance was far beyond
that expected, with representatives from many states.” The
bottom half shows 25-30 mean and women standing in a
soybean field at Soyland. Address: Lafayette, Indiana.
2932. Riegel, W.E. 1944. Twenty-five years of soybean
growing in America. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 23-24.
• Summary: “Prominent among the early soybean growers in
the Midwest, who began to study and visualize the possible
future of this new crop as early as 1890 in Illinois was
J.C. Utter of Wabash County, later followed by Stoddard,
Hurrelbrink, Rowe, Allen, Meharry, Smith, Oathout, and
Riegel. In Indiana were the Fouts Brothers of Carroll County,
J.B. Edmondson of Hendricks County, and Frank Goodwine
of Warren County. In Ohio were Glen G. McIlroy of Union
County and Leonard Hill of Miami County. In Iowa, Bert
Strayer, William McArthur, John Sand, and J.W. Horlacher
were some of the earlier growers. Many other states like
Wisconsin, Missouri, and the Carolinas had their earlier
growers and champions.”
“As early as 1915 demonstration projects were set up
in different counties in the various states for the purpose
of acquainting farmers with the new soybean crop and
its culture.” “Early processors: The value of such field
demonstrations may be illustrated by referring to some
of Illinois’ early progress. First in 1920, Illinois had three
demonstrations in the state and in 1925, 28 counties had
demonstration plots. This brought the soybean work to the
very front door of many farmers.
“Second in 1922, approximately 50 bushels of a pure
selection of Manchu soybeans were introduced into the state
from A.A. Evans, West Branch, Michigan, and certification
of that seed started. A soybean survey made at the end of
1927 indicated that the Manchu occupied between 65 to
70 percent of the commercial soybean-producing area in
Illinois.
“Third, the rapidity with which farmers have changed
to new and better varieties of a crop is illustrated by the
swing from Manchu to Illini... Illini was introduced into the
(demonstration) plots in 1924 and was released for increase
in 1926. A survey made in the fall of 1930 showed the Illini
on three-fourths of the commercial acreage.
“A very definite ‘bottle neck’ began to show up in the
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soybean production in the early ‘20’s, because of the lack of
proper harvesting equipment. The small grain harvesting and
threshing machinery was not at all adequate and satisfactory.
Due to the fact that soybean were not ready to harvest until
late fall, the soybean grower encountered many difficulties,
such as fall rains, mud, competing with corn harvest, etc.
“As early as 1920, at a large soybean meeting held on
the Fouts Brothers farm at Camden, Indiana, Taylor Fouts
showed us a small direct harvesting machine for soybeans.
I am sure that the most optimistic persons attending that
meeting did not realize that the combine harvester would
become prominent in harvesting soybeans so quickly.
“In the fall of 1924 Garwood Brothers used the
first combine in the state of Illinois to harvest soybeans.
Fortunately the first combines which came into the soybean
fields did a good enough job to prove that they had a future
in soybean harvesting, but they were far from being perfect.
Consequently for several years, many of the combine
builders spent days and weeks with their respective machines
in the soybean fields. From 1926 to about 1930 it was no
uncommon sight to see a carload of men, including president,
vice-president, chief engineer and the best mechanics the
company had drive into the soybean field and spend plenty
of time, not only studying to improve their own machine but
not missing an opportunity to see what improvements the
other manufacturers had made. The agricultural engineers
of the various college made a very definite contribution in
helping improve the combine. As an example, during those
early years Mr. Blauser and Mr. Young of our own [Illinois
Univ.] Agricultural Engineering Department spent many
days in the fields behind the combine gleaning the straw and
stubble for wasted soybeans.
“Another stalemate in the development of the soybean
industry seemed unavoidable previous to the establishing
of a commercial market for the surplus beans. The earlier
popularity and demand for seed kept pace with production
for a few years but in the early 20’s many of the producers
began to see the day when the demand for seed beans
would not be equal to the crop harvested. Efforts to find a
commercial processor willing to help pioneer a new industry
made relatively slow progress. The processor immediately
found it difficult to interest manufacturers of mixed-feeds
in soybean products. They were reluctant to attempt to add
soybean oil meal to their formulas because there was no
assurance of being able to get the needed amount each year.
The producer, at the same time, was thinking about reducing
his acreage of soybeans because he feared there would
not be a market outlet for his beans. This rather uncertain
production program came to a climax in 1928.
“Peoria Plan: As a result of suggestions made in the
winter of 1927-28, H.G. Atwood, president, and Arthur G.
Heidrick, vice president, of Allied Mills offered to discuss
the possibilities of working out a marketing plan for the
increased output of soybeans. At a conference attended by

Messrs. Atwood, Heidrick, James McConnell of G.L.F.
Farms, Farm Adviser Wilfred Shaw and J.C. Hackleman,
a plan was formulated for underwriting the production of
50,000 acres of soybeans. Press and radio helped acquaint
producers with the program.”
“This guaranteed price for soybeans did not stop in 1928
but was renewed in 1929 not only with Illinois but was also
offered to Indiana and Ohio. This was surely the turning
point in soybean history.
“In the winter of 1928-29 a small group of members
of the American Soybean Association, Walter Godchaux of
Louisiana, C.L. Meharry of Indiana, John T. Smith and W.E.
Riegel of Illinois went to Washington [DC] in the interest
of tariff protection in soybeans, soybean oil and soybean oil
meal. Until 1930 soybean producers had very little protection
on beans and oil and none on the meal.
“With the increased demand for soybean products
in the United States, many people felt that our soybean
farmers should not and could not compete with the Orient in
producing cheap soybeans. As the result of the committee’s
week in Washington, we now enjoy the protection of the
tariff passed June 18, 1930, of $1.20 per bushel on soybeans,
3½ cents per pound on soy oil and $6.00 per ton on soy oil
and meal.” Also discusses the Peoria Plan, and the NSPA,
soybean standards (1925), the Bankhead-Jones Act, and the
U.S. Regional Industrial Products Laboratory.
A portrait photo shows W.E. Riegel. Address: Farm
manager of the Meharry land in Champaign County, Illinois.
2933. Carroll, W.E. 1944. Utilizing soybean hay and
soybeans in livestock rations. Feedstuffs 16(41):13-16. Oct.
7. *
2934. McKeon, C.J. 1944. Soy bean. Queensland
Agricultural Journal 59(5):261-63. Nov. 1.
• Summary: “Although the soy bean is not a recent
introduction to Queensland, it is only within the past few
years that it has shown promise of becoming a useful crop
in this State.” Describes the cultural requirements and the
varieties under test in Queensland for forage (Otootan is the
most promising and consistent) and for seeds (A.K., Tokyo,
and Easycook have given good yields). Seeds are not yet
available to farmers from the Department of Agriculture and
Stock.
“The chief named forage-type varieties under test in
Queensland are A.K., Black Eyebrow, Ebony, Virginia,
Wilson (early maturing), Laredo, Mammoth Brown, Tarheel
Black (medium-late), Biloxi and Otootan (late-maturing).”
“Grain types include A.K., Dunfield, Illini, Ito San,
Kingwa, Manchu, Mandell, Tokyo (early maturing),
Easycook, Haberlandt, Herman, Mammoth Brown and
Mammoth Yellow (medium- and late-maturing).” “Mammoth
Brown, Biloxi, and Mammoth Yellow varieties have seeds
three or four times as large as those of Laredo, Otootan, and
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Ebony.”
2935. King, Willis A. 1944. Comparison of molassessoybean silage and corn meal-soybean silage as feeds for the
milking cow. New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin No. 713. Nov. 20 p. [30 ref]
• Summary: “General Summary and Conclusions: The
addition of corn meal to soybeans resulted in a wellpreserved and very palatable silage. Molasses-soybean silage
was also well preserved, but was not so palatable as the corn
meal silage or as corn silage.
“The soybean silages preserved by corn meal and by
molasses were found to be as valuable as corn silage in the
rations of milking cows. There was no significant difference
in the economy of milk production of the cows fed these
silages.
“For the average cow producing 25 or more pounds of
milk daily on roughage only, soybean silage preserved with
250 pounds of corn meal per ton of green material fed with
hay was found to be impractical.
“The apparent digestibility and the apparent
metabolizable energy of the corn meal-soybean silage were
higher than those of the molasses-soybean silage, but not so
high as had been expected. Chemical analyses, results of the
feeding trial, and the total digestible nutrient values of the
corn meal silage indicate a loss of nutrients of approximately
10 per cent in excess of normal silage losses.
“The molasses-soybean silage was less digestible and
contained less metabolizable energy when fed to milking
cows as the sole feed than was similar silage fed as a part of
a complete ration. The coefficient of digestibility of the crude
fiber of the corn meal silage was significantly lower than that
of the molasses silage.
“The importance of nitrogen analyses on fresh samples
of silage and feces is emphasized. If these losses had not
been recognized there would have been a significant error in
the coefficient of digestibility of the crude protein and in the
nitrogen balances of the cows.” Address: Associate in Dairy
Husbandry, Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick, New Jersey.
2936. Steece, Henry M. 1944. Soybean projects of the State
agricultural experiment stations, 1944. Washington, DC;
Office of Experiment Stations (USDA). 23 p. Unpublished
typescript.
• Summary: Page 2, “Explanatory notes” states: “This is
a list of the research projects concerned with soybeans,
including edible soybeans and soybean products, currently
active at the several State agricultural experiment stations.
It was compiled in response to requests from the State
experiment stations, the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
and other agencies for such information as an aid in their
work on various problems connected with the production,
handling, and utilization of soybeans.
“This list supersedes a similar publication entitled

Soybean Projects of the State Agricultural Experiment
Stations, 1937 (May 20, 1937). Most of the projects listed
as active in the earlier publication have been completed
and replaced by new researches. These deal with numerous
problems constantly arising in the soybean industry and
reflect the broader scope and greater complexity of the
general problem. Enormous expansion in the United States
soybean acreage, with recent shift in center of production
from the Southeastern States to the Corn Belt, has brought
forth problems inherent in the peculiar sensitiveness of
soybeans to variations of soil and climate. In addition
are those problems concerned with newer production
methods, changes in cropping systems, insects and diseases,
harvesting, and storage. Other fields of inquiry have come
out of wartime demands for soybean oil and meal for use in
strategic materials, and the increasing use of soybean meal
as a high-protein feed for livestock and poultry. Changes
in eating habits in which the soybean plays an important
part as a green or dried vegetable and as a protein food to
supplement animal products, like meat, eggs, milk, and
cheese, have also provided many problems for station
research.
“Stations cooperating with the U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois) in conducting coordinated
adaptation (nursery) tests with groups of varieties and
selections include the Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin Stations.
At several stations these tests are carried on as distinct
projects, while at other stations the tests proceed as phases of
other projects.
“The entries in the list include the project title,
experiment station departments involved, and cooperation
with the U.S. Department of Agriculture.”
As an example, here is the first state listed:
Alabama
“Breeding of legumes for forage and soil improvement,
Agron. & Soils (Coop. B.P.I. S.A.E.).
“Soybean variety test, Agron. & Soils, 3 substations.
“Cooperative uniform tests, Agron. & Soils (Coop. B.P.I.
S.A.E.).
“Factors influencing seed production of legumes, Agron.
& Soils.
“Adaptation of edible soybean varieties, Agron. & Soils.
“Forage tests for hay, temporary grazing, and winter
grazing value, Agron. Soils.
“The inorganic nutrition of plants, Agron. & Soils.
“Effect of inoculation on certain legumes, Agron. &
Soils,
“Factors affecting vitamin A stability and utilization, An.
Indus.
“Oil crops for Alabama, Agron. & Soils.”
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Note 1. Abbreviations:
Agron. = Agronomy
An. Indus = Animal Industry
B.P.I. = Bureau of Plant Industry (USDA)
Coop. = Cooperating with
S.A.E. = Soils and Agricultural Engineering.
Note 2. In addition to “Stations cooperating with the
U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory,” states where soybeans
are a very minor crop are also listed with their projects, e.g.,
Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Delaware, Hawaii,
Washington State, West Virginia, and Wyoming. Address:
Senior Experiment Station Administrator.
2937. Bordas, Jean. 1944. Le Soja: Agronomie du soja,
utilisations agricoles et alimentaires, usages industriels,
économie du soja, état actuel de la question en France.
Dieuxème ed. [The soybean: Agronomy, agricultural and
food uses, industrial uses, economics, and present status in
France. 2nd ed.]. Montpellier, France: Dubois et Poulain. 32
p. The 1st edition (36 p.) was published in 1937. [39 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction (he notes that
World War II is “the war we have just lost”). 2. Soybean
agronomy: Botanical characteristics, varieties (in Japan,
China, Manchuria, USA), acclimatization trials in
Europe, soybean cultivation (incl. inoculation), 3. Food
and agricultural uses of soya: Chemistry of the soybean,
alimentary physiology, as a feed for animals (soybean cake,
forage, soybean seed and flour, soymilk mixed with 25%
animal milk), other agricultural uses, as a human food (soy
sprouts, tofu, fermented tofu, smoked tofu, how to make
tofu), condiments–sauces (soy sauce, miso, tuong of the
Annamites, soy coffee, provisions / rations), human therapy
(incl. infant foods).
4. Industrial uses: Soybean oil, casein, plastic materials
(Sojalithe), vegetable lecithin, cellulose, sterol.
5. Soy in the economy: Production, imports and exports.
6. The present state of the soybean question in France–
Conclusion.
A full-page table (p. 7) shows varieties developed and
acclimatized to various countries. France: Rouest 29. Rouest
250. Rouest 104. Rouest 14. Rouest 71. Rouest 60. Rouest
178. Rouest 16. Rouest 36. Rouest 85. Rouest 6. Rouest 67.
Rouest 40. Rouest 500 M. Rouest 13. Vilnensis.
Russia: Schribaux (Rouest). Lawes et Gilbert (Rouest).
Miège (Rouest). Staroukrainskaya. Halton 502/2. Kouben
0.354. Kouben 0.375. Kharbinskaya 190.
Germany: Früheste Mittelhôhe gelbe. Mittel Frühe.
Mitteleurope. Diekmanns frühgelbe. Diekmanns hel’gelbe.
Diekmanns grungelbe. Platter silo [what does this name
mean?]. 236 Pappelsdorf. 238 Pappelsdorf.
England: Green Jap. Brown C. Yellow J.
United States: Cayuga. Manchu. Illini. Tokio noir
[Tokyo Black]. Mandell. Black Eyebrow. Wisconsin.
Chestnut. Mandarin. Lisbonne.

On page 8 is an interesting map of France which shows:
(1) Twelve centers of agronomic research. (2) A shaded
zone which is the area of optimal production of soybean
seeds. It is in the southeast of France and along the eastern
side of France all the way to the northern border. This zone
includes (from southwest to northeast) the following centers:
Toulouse, Montpellier, Avignon, Antibes, Clermont, Dijon,
and Colmar (in Alsace).
Pages 5-6: The first trials made by the agronomic
stations in France date from 1901. Mr. Lechartier, director
of the station at Rennes, concluded at the end of his
observations, that the production of soybean seeds would be
more advantageous in a climate that was drier and warmer
than that of Brittany (Bretagne).
These were the same conclusions that Mr. Brioux,
director of the agronomic station at Rouen, arrived at some
years later.
Starting in 1924 the agronomic station at Avignon, the
central station for plant improvement at Versailles, in 1935
the stations at Colmar, Clermont-Ferrand and Dijon, and in
1940 the School of Merle (Bouches-du-Rhône), established
soybean [germplasm] collections which originated in
many different places, in order to test the earliest and most
productive varieties that were adapted to each region.
Rouest and Rondet in the south of France, Dr. Balzli
in Alsace and de Guerpel in Normandy were the main
agronomists and selectionists who were passionately
interested in the cultivation of Soya in France.
Note: Rouen is the historic capital city of Normandy,
in northern France on the River Seine. Address: Ingénieur
Agronome, Directeur de la Station Régionale de Recherches
Agronomiques d’Avignon, France.
2938. La soya: Excellente alimento así para el hombre como
para el ganado, y valiosa materia prima de numerosos usos
industriales: Indicaciones para su cultivo y aprovechamiento
[The soybean: Excellent food for people and for livestock
and valuable raw material with numerous industrial uses.
Remarks on its cultivation and utilization]. 1944. New York,
NY: Reader’s Digest. 32 p. [3 ref. Spa]
• Summary: On the cover: This book was compiled
from information from the Farmers’ Bulletins of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture; the Boletín de la Unión
Panamericana and other sources. Edited by Selections
from the Reader’s Digest for free distribution in the Latin
American republics. Address: New York City, New York.
2939. Markley, Klare S.; Goss, Warren H. 1944. Soybean
chemistry and technology. Brooklyn, New York: Chemical
Publishing Co. vii + 261 p. Foreword by Edward Jerome
Dies, President, Soybean Nutritional Research Council.
Illust. Index. 28 cm. [684 ref]
• Summary: Pages iii-iv: Foreword by Edward Jerome Dies,
President, Soybean Nutritional Research Council.
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“In the long stream of agricultural history, few events
are more fascinating than the astonishing rise of the soybean
in America.
“From a minor forage crop little over a decade ago,
production has doubled and doubled time and again until,
last year, it topped the huge total of 209 million bushels, a
magnificent contribution to the war effort.
“In production of edible oil, it is now a leader in the
field, having surged ahead of the great cottonseed oil output.
“Production of soybean oil meal, a superior protein
ingredient for livestock and poultry feeds, has swollen to
figures undreamed of a few years ago.
“And now soy protein has pushed into the human food
field, with production capacity estimated by the government
at the end of 1943 as one and a half billion pounds. Soy flour,
soy grits and soy flakes are moving in a steady stream to
allied nations; they are going into the rations of our fighting
men; they are included in bakery and innumerable other food
products, and are being packaged for direct sales by stores
to the housewives of the nation. As a meat supplement, soy
protein is gaining ground.
“Such is the record of the versatile oriental bean in a
short span of time.
“Much of the credit must go to the men of the
laboratory, who, staring into test tubes with repressed
excitement, have made new discoveries, and new
contributions, one after another, to the forward stride of the
industry.
“There has been a tremendous public demand for more
scientific facts–for the chemistry and technology of the
soybean and its products.
“At last, the present work has been concluded and
will be hailed everywhere for its clarity of approach and
its thoroughness of execution. It was a monumental task,
discharged as could be done only by scientists of broad
perspective and infinite patience for detail.
“The volume will be on the ‘must’ list of all technical
libraries here and abroad; professors, students, research
workers, industrialists engaged in vegetable oil and protein
trades, all will find it an indispensable mine of factual
information. It is perhaps the most complete work of its
kind on the ancient soybean, which pre-dates the Pyramids
and was hoary with age before the building of the Tower of
Babel, and centuries before Solomon fashioned his temple.”
Note: Before Prof. Theodore Hymowitz published his
classic paper on “On the Domestication of the Soybean”
(Dec. 1970), no one had tried to determine this date.
Professor Hymowitz, using historical and geographical
evidence concludes that the soybean “emerged as a
domesticate around the 11th century B.C.” (during the Chou
dynasty) in the eastern half of North China.
The oldest Egyptian pyramid, the Pyramid of Djoser,
also known as the Step Pyramid, was built in the 27th
century B.C., more than 1,000 years before the domestication

of the soybean.
The Tower of Babel, mentioned in the Book of Genesis
(11:1-9) is an origin myth meant to explain why the world’s
peoples speak different languages. It is unclear whether
or not it was an historical building; if it was historical
(some scholars think it was the Etemenanki, a ziggurat in
the ancient city of Babylon), it is not known when it was
constructed; Wikipedia gives the dates 604 BCE–562 BCE,
about 500 years after the domestication of the soybean.
The conventional dates of Solomon’s reign are circa
970 to 931 BCE. This puts the date of the construction of
Solomon’s Temple in the mid-10th century BCE. 1 Kings
9:10 says that it took Solomon 20 years altogether to
build the Temple and his royal palace. The Temple itself
finished being built after 7 years. So the soybean was
probably domesticated at least 100 years before construction
Solomon’s Temple was finished. Address: 1. Principal
Chemist, Southern Regional Research Lab., New Orleans;
Northern Regional Research Lab.; 2. Senior Chemical
Engineer, Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.
2940. Martin, William H. 1944. Growing better plants–
Growing plants better. New Jersey State Agricultural
Experiment Station, Annual Report 64:20-28. See p. 22-23.
This annual report is also titled “Plowshares and Swords.”
The 56th Annual Report of the New Jersey Agricultural
College Experiment Station, 1942-43.
• Summary: Under “Variety testing,” field soybeans and
edible soybeans are discussed. Recommended field or grain
varieties are Chief, Granger, and Harbinsoy. New Jersey
was a pioneer in soybean variety testing, starting in 1879.
Soybean acreage grown for grain has increased tenfold in 5
years, from 3,000 acres in 1938 to an estimated 30,000 acres
in 1943. In addition, the state raises more than 45,000 acres
of soybeans for silage, hay, and green manure purposes.
Recommended edible soybean varieties are Giant Green,
Etum, Sousei, Hokkaido, and Jogun. “Four of these varieties
were planted on some 250 acres in New Jersey in 1943 and
seed for planting should be available next year.” Address:
Director of the Station, Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick, New
Jersey.
2941. Matagrin, Am. 1944. Le soja: Culture et utilisations
[The soybean: Cultivation and utilization Continued–
Document part II]. Paris: Gauthier-Villars. 72 p. Illust. No
index. 28 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: (Continued): Besides the leading figures
described above for seed supply, we can name the following
people who are capable of guiding beginners in large- or
medium-scale cultivation / farming (culture): Mr. Vincent
Colcombet, agricultural engineer and director of the model
farm in Saint-Bonnet de Cray, by Charlieu (Loire), at the
outer limits of the Charolais; Baron Dugas de la Catonnière,
La Rey in Saint-Galmier (Loire), cooler climate; engineer P.
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Laurance, in Viguéron (Tarn-et-Garonne), who also works
with the bean’s industrial uses; Dr. Albert Delucq, mayor
of Vic-Fezensac (Gers) and director of “Agricultural and
Viticultural Armagnac” (L’Armagnac agricole et viticole),
ardent proponent of new crops: soybeans, sunflowers,
oilseeds, sweet sorghum, Jerusalem artichoke for making
alcohol, and so on; Mr. L. Van de Putte, at the Château du
Perron, in Madiran (Hautes-Pyrénées), who also specializes
in sorghum; and particularly, with Mr. Bataillet, who was
already mentioned as regards contracts, his ex-associate, Mr.
Henri Roudet, in Aubignan (Vaucluse), who met and helped
the trailblazer Léon Rouest.
Pages 68-69: Of the 534 correspondents who consulted
with us between December 1939 and November 1943
concerning information about soybeans (soya) and how they
are grown or used, only around fifty of them were living
in the occupied zone (Ile-de-France, Lorraine, FrancheComté, Vendée, Saintonge [modern day Charente, CharenteMaritime and Deux-Sèvres], Guyenne [today’s Gironde,
Lot-et-Garonne, Dordogne, Lot, and Aveyron]). In this zone,
besides Henry de Guerpel, son of a Norman agronomist who
collaborated with Léon Rouest on a publication and helped
spread soybeans in the Mézidon [today’s Mézidon-Canon]
region, we must point out the kitchen-garden crops in Côted’Or and Nièvre, grown by Mr. Ed. Garnier, a Burgundian
and sporting goods merchant in Paris, who was authorized
to make radio communications on this subject (whereas in
the non-occupied zone (Z.N.O.), administrative constraints
and other private affairs interfered with the publications and
work of a technologist who had a background of twenty
years of study in this topic, and six seasons of experience
growing soybeans on several 100-meter plots in soil that
is conducive to this plant). Mr. Perdriat, from Saint-Jeand’Angély (Charente-Maritime), recently shared some
interesting acclimatization results with us; Mr. Eugène
Drouard, a Parisian agent from a large plant oil factory, was
able to compare the effect of different locations on this plant,
during a long stay as a refugee in Saint-Paul-en-Jarez, before
returning to the outskirts of the capital, where he continues to
grow this crop.
Page 71: Growing contracts for 1944:
According to some late information, growing contracts
for 1944 will be drawn up by the official representatives
from the Ministry of Agriculture (Ministère de l’Agriculture)
or the Interprofessional Group of Metropolitan Oilseed
Crops (Groupement Interprofessionel des Oléagineux
Métropolitains) (G.I.O.M., which has taken over the former
National Soy Center (Centre national du Soya)), with the
following conditions:
1. A contract, subject to specific conditions, will be
signed by the farmer;
2. The minimum surface area for cultivation will not be
smaller than 1,000 square meters (instead of the previous 1
hectare, at least on adjoining sites);

3. The purchase of the entire crop is guaranteed at the
price set by the government;
4. It seems that the benefits in kind accorded to farmers
in 1943 will be continued: 4 kg of oil and 10 kg of “soybased feed meal” (farine alimentaire à base de soya) per 100
kg of delivered beans;
5. The retail price for the seeds will be approximately 45
francs per kilogram, with cash-on-delivery shipping.
Illustrations: (p. 5) Eight different parts of the soybean
plant. (p. 16) Nitrogen-fixing bacteria radicicola on soybean
roots. (p. 26) Four different types of soybean plants with
seeds. (p. 45, 47) Six views of soybean cultivation around
the world: Tonkin, harvesting potatoes intercropped with soy,
shocks of mown soy in Rumania, mixed culture of soybeans
with maize for forage or ensilage in the USA, selection of
soybean seeds in Holland, mowing soybean seed with a
small combine in Bône, Algeria. (p. 59) The Chinese device
used for grinding soybeans to make soymilk.
Photos: (p. 42) Soybeans grown as a garden vegetable
in Chautagne (in east-central France): Above, Mandarin du
Canada. Below: Hahto variety.
Tables: (p. 9) Composition of soybean seeds compared
with other common plant foods (other legumes, wheat, oats,
barley, maize, rice, bread or pasta). (p. 14) Composition of
the soybean plant compared with other forage plants (hay
at 15-17% moisture–lucern, sainfoin {a legume}, trefoil /
clover; straw at 8-10% moisture–soya, wheat, oats). (p. 34)
Amounts of mineral fertilizers to use for soya.
Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle,
Washington. Address: France; In 1946: Technical Consultant
to Bureau Francais du Soja.
2942. Saillenfest, Jean. 1944. Le Soya: Sa culture et ses
utilisations [The soybean: Its culture and uses]. Paris:
Editions de Montsouris, 1 rue Gazan, Paris XIV. 96 p. 19 cm.
Series: Collection Rustica. Preface by Pierre Chouard. [10
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Foreword. 1. The soybean
worldwide and in France. 2. The plant: Botanical description,
varieties, vegetative cycle, climate, area of cultivation. 3.
Soybean culture: In fields (fertilizer and soil amendments,
symbiotic bacteria, sowing, soya forage), in the garden. 4.
Diseases and enemies of the soybean. 5. Soybean utilization:
Table of uses, main industrial uses, uses on the farm, the
soybean in the family cuisine (green vegetable soybeans
[graines de soya vertes], soy sprouts [germes de soya],
soaking soybeans, cooked ground soybeans [pâté de soya],
soya desserts (dry roasted soynuts [Soya grillé], soy cakes
and confections with roasted soy flour), soy coffee, how to
make soy flour at home, soymilk, tofu [fromage de soya]). 6.
Regulation of soybean varieties: Table of varieties: The role
of G.I.O.M. (Groupement interprofessionnel des oléagineux
métropolitains), growing contracts, classification and catalog
of varieties, prices of seeds, how to obtain seeds. Address:
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France.
2943. Division of Agronomy. 1944? Late planting of corn
and soybeans. Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural College, Mimeo
No. 56. 4 p. Undated. [1 ref]
• Summary: This mimeo (which is mostly about corn and
corn hybrids) says the following about soybeans:
“How late can soybeans and corn be planted and still
be reasonably sure of maturing crops that can be stored or
marketed? So many factors affect the maturity of these crops,
such as variety, fertility, soil type, amount and distribution
of rainfall, September and October temperatures, etc. that no
absolute answer can be given to this question. Nevertheless
farmers have to face this problem of delayed planting,
because of excessive rains.
“The attached table [p. 4] gives the latest dates that corn
hybrids and soybeans of the different maturity groups can
be planted, in different parts of the state, with reasonable
expectation of safe maturity. These planting dates are based
on time of planting, experiments and maturity studies of both
corn and beans by the Agronomy Department of Purdue,
and should be applied on the basis of average fertility and
average dates of killing frosts. Later than average frost dates
or higher than average fertility would make slightly later
planting dates possible and, vice versa, earlier than average
frost and lower than average fertility would require slightly
earlier planting than indicated.”
“Late planting shortens the necessary growth period
of Soybeans, but later than normal planting results in less
growth and lower yields even tho beans mature fully. Late
corn planting results in high moisture content late in the
season when the weather is such as to double the time
required to dry the crop sufficiently for storage as compared
to the same corn planted at an earlier date. Too much delay
results in a soft corn crop that will not dry out for safe
storage.
“Soybeans for Hay may be planted later than is shown
in the table, with the result that hay making will be late
unless the crop is harvested at an earlier stage than is usually
followed.”
The full-page table (p. 4) concerns safe planting dates
when the state is divided into four regions: north, north
central, south central, and southwestern. For soybeans, one
set of dates is given for Richland (from June 15 to July 20),
another set for Mandell, Dunfield, and Illini (from June 5 to
July 15), and a third set for Kingwa No. 7, Kingwa No. 5,
Chief, Patoka, and Gibson (from June 10 to June 30).
Note 1. The date received stamp shows that this
document was received by USDA’s National Agricultural
Library (NAL) on 11 July 1944.
Note 2. Purdue Univ. Special Collections states: This
mimeo was published once (in about 1944; undated) with
two separate revisions published afterward (total of three
publications numbered 56ar, 56ar2, and 56ar3 at four pages

each equals 12 total pages); published in 1956. Address:
Purdue Univ. Dep. of Agricultural Extension [Lafayette,
Indiana].
2944. Burlison, W.L. 1945. Some observations on the
development of soybeans in Illinois. Soybean Digest. Jan. p.
13-14.
• Summary: “Soybeans were being studied at the Univ.
of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station before the
turn of the 20th century. In April, 1896, Dr. C.G. Hopkins
wrote a bulletin entitled ‘Composition and Digestibility
of Corn Ensilage, Cowpea Ensilage, Soja Bean Ensilage
and Corn Fodder.’ This was Bulletin 43 and was the first
official publication distributed by the Illinois Agricultural
Experiment Station in which soybeans were discussed. In
1897 the University of Illinois issued a circular entitled “The
cowpea and the Soybean.”
Not much on soybeans was published for the next 20
years, yet research on both cowpeas and soybeans continued,
with the emphasis gradually shifting to soybeans. As early
as 1903 six soybean varieties were planted in trial plots.
Today, soybean yield is practically double what it was in the
early years in Illinois. Dr. C.M. Woodworth selected Illini
as a promising variety as early as 1923. Researchers have
also worked toward the improvement of cultural practices,
including thorough inoculation, which is essential. “It not
only contributes to improved subsequent crop yields, but
immediate benefit is obtained in the form of increased yield
of beans. Furthermore, the bean crop itself contains a higher
percentage of protein than the uninoculated crop.
Machinery: “The mechanics of planting soybeans has
never been a very serious problem. The wheat drill and the
corn planter have both been used effectively. The University
of Illinois agricultural engineers are now working with a
farm implement company on the development of a tractor
drawn combination seeder and cultivator, a one man outfit”
[a combine].
“We at Illinois have been particularly interested in
the development of edible soybeans, that is, soybeans
particularly adapted for use as human food in the green
state.” Dr. Sibyl Woodruff did important early work on the
“development of so-called edible soybeans.” Tests on 466
varieties were tested and 6 were found to be of special merit.
The soybean appears to have a bright future. “In 1925
the United States produced 4,875,000 bushels of soybeans as
compared to the world’s production of 179 million bushels or
about 2.7% of the world’s production. Fifteen years later the
U.S. production was 87,409,000 bushels as compared to the
world’s production of 285,000,000 or 30.7% of the world’s
production for 1939.”
Photos show: (1) W.L. Burlison. (2) The Boone Valley
Co-op Processing Association facility at Eagle Grove, Iowa.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2005)
showing a soybean processing plant at Eagle Grove, Iowa.
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Address: Head, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.
2945. Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of Agricultural
Economics). 1945. Statistics of important crops, by states,
1943 and 1944, with comparisons: Soybeans for beans,
soybeans for hay, soybeans grazed or plowed under.
22(1):12. Jan.
• Summary: Gives statistics for the following states: New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,
Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas, United
States [total].”
Under “Soybeans [harvested] for beans,” gives for each
state: (1) Acreage harvested (Average 1933-42, 1943, 1944).
(2) Yield per acre (bushels) (Average 1933-42, 1943, 1944).
(3) Production (in 1,000 bushels) (Average 1933-42, 1943,
1944).
Under “Soybeans [harvested] for hay,” gives for each
state: (1) Acreage harvested (Average 1933-42, 1943, 1944).
(2) Yield per acre (bushels) (Average 1933-42, 1943, 1944).
(3) Production (in 1,000 tons) (Average 1933-42, 1943,
1944).
Under “Soybeans grazed or plowed under,” gives for
each state (in 1,000 acres): Average 1933-42, 1943, 1944.
In 1944 the top states in acreage harvested for beans
(in million acres) were: Illinois 3.400, Iowa 2.129, Indiana
1.403, and Ohio 1.308.
2946. McCay, Jeanette B.; Loosli, J.K.; Adolph, W.H.;
Brewer, Lucille; Munn, M.T.; Neidert, Marion; et al. 1945.
Soybeans: An old food in a new world. Cornell University,
Extension Bulletin No. 668. 65 p. Feb. Illust. Index. 28 cm.
Produced by the Soybean Committee of the New York State
Emergency Food Commission. [38 ref]
• Summary: Contents: A potential food resource:
Introduced into the United States, new American industries.
Composition and food value of soybeans: Proteins, fats,
carbohydrates, minerals, vitamins, the enzymes of the
soybean. How to use soybeans and soy products (contains
many recipes): Fresh green soybeans (how to cook, how
to can, how to freeze), dry soybeans (how to cook, how to
can, how to freeze, 3 recipes, salted soybeans [oil-roasted
soynuts], how to prepare bean pulp {by running drained
cooked soybeans through a meat chopper}, 4 recipes),
sprouted soybeans (vitamin C forms during sprouting,
exposure to light does not affect vitamin C, riboflavin and
niacin are also increased, how to sprout soybeans at home
{9-step process}, store sprouts in refrigerator, how to
freeze sprouted soybeans, how to cook sprouted soybeans,
illustration of apparatus [equipment] for sprouting soybeans
in quantity, 6 sprouted soybean recipes), grits, flakes and

flour (protein equivalents {one pound of low fat soy flour
is equal in protein value to two pounds of cheese, 2 pounds
of navy beans, 2½ pounds of beefsteak or chicken, 3 dozen
eggs, 5 pounds of bread, or 12 pints of milk}, a little soy
flour with wheat flour improves protein quality (p. 35),
amount of protein, iron, and calcium also increased, 23 soygrits and flour recipes {divided into 3 main dishes, 3 quick
breads, 17 desserts}), a stronger staff of life–bread (rats
fed bread containing only 5% soy flour grow much better
than those eating white bread, does soy bread taste good?,
little change required in baking with soy flour, 6 yeast bread
recipes), soybeans in large-quantity cooking (6 recipes),
other soybean products (soybean curd, soybean milk, soy
sauce). Production, varieties, and culture of soybeans.
Soybeans in animal feeding: For cattle, for sheep, horses,
swine, and poultry, soybean hay a substitute for alfalfa, for
dogs and fur-bearing animals. References. Index.
Contains nine bar charts in the form of illustrations /
pictorial drawings / symbolic graphics (which may be by
Kenneth Washburn).
How to sprout soybeans at home (p. 26-27):
“1. Select a stock of clean, bright, new-crop soybeans
of one of the field varieties. The yellow seeds have less
conspicuous skins than do the black beans, although the
black beans may be preferred. The garden varieties are not
satisfactory because the sprouts break off easily, but the
exact variety is unimportant so long as the seed is good.
“2. Handpick the seed thoroughly, and discard
everything except clean, whole beans.
“3. Wash the beans and place them in a suitable
container for sprouting, such as a one- or a two-quart glass
fruit jar. The bean sprouts increase to about six times their
original volume.
“4. Cover the seeds with at least four times their volume
of lukewarm water and let them stand for a few hours, or at
most overnight, until they are swollen.
“5. Pour off this water, and wash or rinse the swollen
beans thoroughly, then pour off the last wash water.
“6. Cover the top of the jar with a piece of cheesecloth
or other thin cloth, and tie it on securely. Quarter-inch mesh
screening also makes a good cover.
“7. Invert the jar and place it in a cupboard or dark
place, in a slightly tilted position, so that the excess water
can drain away.
“8. At least three times a day, or better every four hours,
place the jar under the water tap or pour on plenty of cool
water, thus thoroughly and carefully washing the swelling
and sprouting seeds, so that bacteria or molds which may
have developed are carried away. The better the washing,
the better the sprouts. After washing, place the jar back in its
slanting position.
“Chlorinated lime water to kill fungus growth is not
needed if the seed is well selected. If such a solution is used
(1 tablespoon of chlorinated lime in 1 gallon of water), it
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should not remain on the seeds longer than for ½ hour; the
soybeans are injured by a longer exposure.
“9. In from three to four days at room temperature, the
sprouts will be from 1 to 2 inches long and ready for use.
Then pour the sprouts into clean cold water and shuck off
the skins if this is desired. With the yellow-seeded varieties,
however, the skins are not conspicuous and need not be
removed. If a flower pot or similar receptacle is used for
sprouting with a piece of cloth over the bottom hole for
drainage, be sure that the surface of the beans is also covered
with a piece of moist cloth to prevent drying; otherwise the
sprouts will be tough and will not be uniform.
“It is not wise to attempt sprout production in the
summer, because good sprouts will not be produced in
warm weather unless the place where they are sprouted can
be kept at about 70ºF. The sprouting of old, badly cracked,
discolored or shriveled soybeans should not be attempted, for
this only causes trouble. Soybeans packaged for cooking and
baking are not likely to sprout too well. When in doubt, one
should make a preliminary trial. If, after the first day, or after
soaking, the beans become soft or soggy, they are probably
unfit for sprouting.
“The commercial production of soybean sprouts in
large quantities proceeds along the same lines as outlined,
except that larger sprouting devices or tanks are used and the
process is more carefully controlled. An apparatus with an
automatic watering device developed at Cornell University
to sprout a large quantity of beans is shown in figure 6.
“Store sprouts in refrigerator: Sprouts not used
immediately must be stored in a covered container in the
refrigerator, as is any fresh, crisp vegetable, for as long as a
week. They must be kept moist; otherwise they will wilt or
discolor. If kept longer, they must be blanched for 2 minutes,
then canned as a green beans, dried, or frozen.”
Tables show: 1. Proximate and mineral composition of
soybeans and soy flours. Essential amino acids in servings
of certain protein-rich foods (lean meat, eggs, cooked
soybeans). 3. Calcium, iron, and B vitamins (thiamine,
riboflavin, niacin) supplied by common serving portions
of certain foods. 4. Vitamin composition of 7 soy products.
5. Food values of sprouted soybeans and of some common
vegetables per 100-gram edible portions. 6. Thiamine,
riboflavin, and niacin content of soybeans during sprouting,
storage, and dehydration. 7. Soybean milk, cow’s milk, and
human milk (typical nutritional analyses). 8. Composition of
some [seven] soybean products used for food in the Far East.
9. Varieties of soybeans most suitable in New York State for
animal feed and human food (For green vegetables: “Garden
varieties such as Green Giant, Hokkaido, Jogun, Bansei,
Fuji, Tortoise Egg, and Willomi”).
Concerning “Fresh Green Soybeans: When gathered
from the garden while the pods are still greenish and the
seeds are still soft but fully developed, the soybean is a new
green vegetable that some persons say is more attractive and

delicious than the fresh lima bean. Many Victory gardeners
have grown them for the first time, and they may be
purchased commercially canned as are green peas.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Jan. 2016) that contains the term “protein quality.”
Address: New York.
2947. Record, P.R. 1945. The soybean situation. Chemurgic
Digest 4:114-15. March 31.
• Summary: “Although the soybean has been grown in the
Orient for thousands of years and was brought to this country
in 1904 [sic, 1765], it is only within recent years that it has
become important in our agricultural production program.
Soybeans were grown rather extensively in some parts of
the country during the early part of this century as a forage
and soil improvement crop. In the early twenties, the first
equipment for processing soybeans was installed in plants
in this country. The processing capacity has increased as the
production of soybeans has increased, gradually but steadily
from a crop of about 5 million bushels in 1924 to over 105
million bushels in 1941. At the request of the government
the farmers of the nation markedly increased the acreage of
soybeans to meet the nation’s requirements for fats, so that
during the war years, the production has reached almost 200
million bushels.
“This increased production during the war years has
not only supplied the additional fat required to prevent “fat
hunger” but has given the livestock producer increased
protein of high quality to sustain an almost unbelievable
increase in the livestock products–meat, milk, and
eggs.” Address: Director of Feed Nutrition, A.E. Staley
Manufacturing Co., Decatur, Illinois.
2948. Morse, William J.; Cartter, J.L.; Probst, A.H.;
Williams, L.F.; Saboe, L.C.; Heuskinveld, D.; Collins, F.I.;
Kroeber, O.A.; Kalton, R.R.; Feaster, C.V.; Geeseman,
G.E.; Lawrence, R.E. comps. 1945. Results of the
Cooperative Uniform Soybean Tests, 1944: Part I. North
Central States. RSLM (U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory
Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 125. April. 95 p. Not for
publication. https://www.ars.usda.gov/arsuserfiles/50200500/
nust/1944%20nust.PDF
• Summary: Near bottom of title page: “United States
Department of Agriculture. Agricultural Research
Administration. Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and
Agricultural Engineering, Division of Forage Crops and
Diseases, cooperating with State Agricultural Experiment
Stations.”
Contents: Introduction. Cooperation. Location of
Uniform Tests. Map of North Central region. Methods.
Uniform Test, Group 0. Uniform Test, Group I. Uniform
Test, Group II. Uniform Test, Group III. Uniform Test,
Group IV. Preliminary Uniform Test, Group IV. Effect of
location on composition.
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The section titled “Cooperating agencies and personnel
for the North Central Region” (p. 2-3) includes: Bureau of
Plant Industry and Soils, and Agricultural Engineering (their
Cooperators are the authors of this report). Illinois Agric.
Exp. Station, Agronomy Dep.: W.L. Burlison and C.M.
Woodworth. Iowa Agric. Exp. Station, Farm Crops Dep.:
I.J. Johnson. Kansas Agric. Exp. Station, Agronomy Dep.:
J.W. Zahnley. Michigan Agric. Exp. Station, Agronomy
Dep.: Leyton V. Nelson. Minnesota Agric. Exp. Station,
Agronomy Dep.: A.C. Arney, [Jean Lambert]. Missouri
Agric. Exp. Station, Farm Crops Dep.: W.C. Etheridge, B.M.
King. Nebraska Agric. Exp. Station, Agronomy Dep.: T.A.
Kiesselbach. North Dakota Agric. Exp. Station, Agronomy
Dep.: T.E. Stoa. Ohio Agric. Exp. Station, Agronomy Dep.:
R.D. Lewis. Purdue Agric. Exp. Station [Indiana], Agronomy
Dep.: G.H. Cutler. South Dakota Agric. Exp. Station,
Agronomy Dep.: E.L. Erickson. Wisconsin Agric. Exp.
Station, Agronomy Dep.: J.H. Torrie.
The map shows that the test sites range from Park River,
North Dakota on the far northwest, to Thayer, Kansas on
the far southwest, to Sikeston, Missouri on the far south, to
Blacksburg, Virginia on the far southeast, to Strongsville,
Ohio on the far northeast.
“The Group 0 Test (p. 7) consisted of twelve named
varieties: Early White Eyebrow, Goldsoy, Kabott, Kagon,
Mandarin (Ottawa), Minsoy, Montreal Manchu, Norsoy,
Flambeau, Ontario (from New York), Pagoda, Wisconsin
Mandarin. A table gives the source or originating agency, and
origin of each.
“The Group I Test (p. 22) consisted of seven named
varieties, two U.S.D.A. plant introductions, and seven
selections from hybrids.” A table shows the names and
origins of these varieties. The named varieties are: Earlyana,
Habaro, Manchukota, Mandarin (Ottawa), Ontario, Wis.
Manchu 3, Wis. Manchu 606, F.C.31596 [F.C. = Forage
Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry].
Group II named varieties (p. 37) are: Dunfield, Earlyana,
Harman, Illini, Lincoln, Mingo, Mukden, Richland, Wis.
Manchu 3. Group III named varieties (p. 59) are: Chief,
Dunfield, Illini, Lincoln, Patoka, Viking.
Group IV named varieties (p. 78) are: Boone, Chief,
Gibson, Macoupin, Patoka.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004)
that mentions the soybean variety Harman. Address: 1.
Principal Agronomist; 2. Senior Agronomist; 3. Associate
Agronomist. All: Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau
of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering,
Agricultural Research Administration, USDA.
2949. Gattoni, Luis A. 1945. Frijol soya [Soybeans].
Honduras Agricola No. 8. p. 5-7. June. English-language
summary in Soybean Digest, March 1946, p. 29. [Spa]
• Summary: The diet of the people of the tropical countries
of America is composed almost exclusively of rice, bananas,

corn, and beans. The author believes that the ideal daily
diet consists of daily consumption of 1 pound of meat and
a half liter of milk. However since the people cannot afford
such a diet, especially with the rapid population growth, Mr.
Gattoni believes that these countries are faced with a postwar
nutrition crisis.
As a partial solution, he recommends that they produce
soybeans on a large scale, both to be consumed as whole
soybeans, and to be made into oil and flour. He proposes
that the schools, radio, movies, conferences, etc. be used as
mediums for educating the people about soybean production.
He points out that soybeans can be cultivated satisfactorily
in areas where corn, beans, and peanuts are grown. In
Honduras, the best soil and climate for the crop exists in the
tropical zone of the coast. Some interesting experiments with
adapted varieties are being conducted at the Pan American
agricultural school of El Zamorano.
In the area of La Lima in the department of Cortés (a
“county” in northwest Honduras), according to a report
of the Office of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs, 9
soybean varieties have been tested (see USDA Farmer’s
Bulletin 1520 of 1939). “In the Experimental Grains
department of the Institute of Inter-American Affairs at
Toncontín, Comayagua (35 miles northwest of Tegucigalpa),
and Danlí (45 miles east of Tegucigalpa), the following
edible yellow varieties were sown, besides some forage
types: Mammoth Yellow, Bansei, Funk Delicious.” Yields
were good when the soybeans were inoculated.
In Santa Ana, Wallace Farm, Costa Rica, 11 varieties
(Fuji, Hahto, Hakute, Gogun [Jogun], Kanro, Kura, Sato)
were tested. Seed yields ranged from a high of 3,186 lb/acre
(53.1 bu/acre) for Hahto No. 20, down to 868 lb/acre for
Hakute.
On May 15 the following varieties were planted at
Toncontin: Ogden, Arksoy, Ralsoy, Volstate, Cherokee,
Delsoy, Tastee, Hahto, Rokusun, Aoda, and Woods Yellow.
The author then discusses soybean cultivation, soils,
bacteria that fertilize the plants, planting, harvest, and yield.
He concludes: “Note: The National Commission on Food
and Agriculture encourages all people interested in soybean
cultivation to apply to them, indicating the quantity of seed
that they wish to cultivate so that, for one-time trials to find
the best-yielding and most useful varieties in Honduras, we
can tell how much we need for planting in September, which
is the most appropriate time for its cultivation.”
Photos (black and white) show: (1) An experimental
plot of inoculated soybeans cultivated at the Central Project
of Toncontin [near Tegucigalpa]. The development and
yield have been satisfactory. (2) The same soybean varieties
planted in the same soil but without inoculation; the results
are noticeably inferior.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2011)
concerning soybeans in Honduras, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Honduras. This document contains the earliest
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date seen for soybeans in Honduras, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Honduras (May 1945). The source of these
soybeans is unknown. It seems likely (but not certain) that
the soybeans described in this paper were planted in Sept.
1944.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2013)
that mentions the soybean variety Delsoy. Note: It seems
like there must be an earlier record announcing this variety
in the USA. Address: Ingeniero Agronomo del Instituto de
Asuntos Inter-Americanos (Inst. of Inter-American Affairs),
Honduras.
2950. Smith, Harry C. 1945. 21 years of soybean harvesting.
Soybean Digest. July. p. 11-12.
• Summary: Discusses the early use of the combine in
harvesting soybeans, and the importance of the combine in
transforming the soybean into a major American crop. “The
growing of soybeans as a major grain producing crop did not
become of importance until about 1924. It was first grown
in America as a forage or hay crop and a soil builder. Many,
at that time, knew of the varied possibilities the soybean
possessed as a grain crop but because there was no suitable
equipment to harvest such a crop of ripened grain, its field
was limited.
“The same equipment that planted and harvested the
yearly wheat crop was used to harvest the bean, namely, the
grain drill, the grain binder and stationary thresher.
“The soybean, when grown to maturity and ripened,
shatters out of the pod quite easily. Consequently, the grain
binder caused quite a loss in cutting and binding the crop.
Also, the soybean kernel cracks or breaks quite easily, and
the stationary grain thresher damaged too great a percentage
of beans in threshing what was left of the crop after the
binder and attendant handlings had taken their toll of losses.
These losses plus the costs of seeding and cultivating–plus
the absence of a visible market for soybeans as a product–
stifled anyone’s enthusiasm for growing the crop extensively.
“Gene Staley, founder of The Staley Co. of Decatur,
Illinois and Garwood Brothers, Stonington, Illinois, the
former a processor and the latter producers; partly through
environment and partly through faith and vision might well
be given credit for creating the impetus that started the
phenomenal growth of the soybean industry.”
It was the Garwood Brothers who first showed the world
that soybeans could be grown without excessive crop losses
or without exorbitant hand labor costs. The displacing of
the horse with trucks and motor cars had cut deep inroads in
the oats market. Visualizing the necessity for another farm
crop to take the place of this loss of a market for their oat
crop, the Garwoods turned to soybeans and a study of the
attending problems. Their study of the harvesting problem
took them to the makers of the combined wheat harvesters
that had already proven successful in wheat growing areas.
“Here, the Garwoods were rebuffed with the usual

barrier that confounds every new enterprise. They visited
two prominent manufacturers of combine-harvesters and
were told that it was neither practicable nor possible to try
to harvest a crop or ripe soybeans with a ‘wheat machine.’
This, however, did not stop them. They next visited the
Massey-Harris Harvester Co. Here their story was greeted
with a note of optimism. An agreement was eventually made
whereby a Massey-Harris Reaper Thresher built to cut a 12foot swath would be sent to the Garwood farms and tried out
in a field of ripened beans at no cost to them if the machine’s
operations proved unsuccessful. After some changes and
alterations had been made by the Massey-Harris engineers,
the reaper thresher was accepted by the Garwood Brothers as
a successful and economical harvester of ripe soybeans.”
“Before the advent of this equipment (1924) 13 manhours, 29 horse-hours and three-quarters of a tractor hour
where required to grow and harvest 1 acre of soybeans. Now
an acre can be grown and harvested with 3.7 man-hours and
2.1 tractor hours. The horse had practically disappeared from
this field of activity.”
A large photo shows a six-foot clipper type combine,
pulled by a tractor, harvesting a field of soybeans.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2021) that
mentions the term “wheat harvester” in connection with soy
bean production. Address: Service Manager, Massey-Harris
Co., Racine, Wisconsin.
2951. Soybean Digest. 1945. 71 Wisconsin counties know
“Soybean” Briggs. July. p. 7.
• Summary: A full-page article. “Among the earliest of
soybean enthusiasts is George M. Briggs, agronomist at the
University of Wisconsin.
“His interest in soybeans began when he was county
agent in Burnett County, Wisconsin, 25 or more years ago.
He has kept up this interest to such an extent that he is
familiarly known as ‘Soybean’ Briggs to farmers throughout
Wisconsin and soybean growers everywhere. “When
Briggs became an extension specialist at the University
of Wisconsin he was asked to continue his soybean work
because of the interest he had been taking in the crop while
serving as a county agent. From 1920 to 1923 he established
soybean plots in 40 counties of Wisconsin–just to familiarize
farmers with the crop.
“Over the years he has been interested in testing out the
various varieties for seed and forage in all the counties of
the state and he has about succeeded with that ambition. To
do this he has had variety plots in 10 to 15 counties for each
of the many years he has been an extension specialist at the
university.
“While extension workers ordinarily do not feel that
they have any official responsibility with breeding programs,
Briggs has repeatedly been on committees which have had
to do with selection and breeding of soybeans and has had
a very definite part in the improvement of varieties that are
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now standard in Wisconsin. Part of his work has been the
evaluation, in cooperation with others, of certain varieties.
This work has helped purify and develop seed lots from the
varieties that are most desirable for Wisconsin, including
Mandarin 507, Manchu 606, Manchu 3, and the improved
strain of Mukden.
“The Wisconsin crop specialist helped initiate the plan
of growing, when other high protein feeds were not readily
available, one acre of soybeans for each four head of dairy
cattle.
“Briggs has been Wisconsin’s delegate to national
meetings of soybean enthusiasts and helped to organize
the American Soybean Association. He was president of
the association in 1923, and one of its directors for several
years. Two meetings of the association have been held at the
University of Wisconsin, one in 1923 and the other in 1940.
“Briggs sees soybeans as a pinch-hitter crop when good
hay and concentrates are scarce.”
A portrait photo at the top of the article shows George
M. Briggs.
2952. Wilcox, Roy Harold; Harris, J.R. 1945. Complete
costs and farm business analysis on 24 farms in Champaign
and Piatt Counties, Illinois, 1944 (Grain-farming section).
University of Illinois, Dep. of Agricultural Economics. 56 p.
July. AE2334.
• Summary: The average net cost of producing an acre of
soybeans was $20.33 in 1944 compared to $18.84 in 1943.
The average yield was 24.8 bushels/acre, and the average
cost was 82 cents a bushel (p. 4). Soybean hay was cut on
18 of the farms. The average cost per acre of soybean hay in
1944 was $31.57 (p. 5).
Pages 12-14 give a detailed analysis of the cost of
producing soybeans per ace on 24 farms (2,262 acres, 56,192
bushels). The net profit per acre of soybeans (average 24
farms) was $30.43 in 1944, $26.69 in 1943, and $22.58 in
1942. Page 15 shows that this was slightly less profit than
derived from growing corn. Address: Dep. of Agricultural
Economics, Agric. Exp. Station, College of Agriculture,
Uniov. of Illinois.
2953. Bender, C.B. 1945. Soybeans for silage. Soybean
Digest. Aug. p. 16.
• Summary: “The soybean has become increasingly popular
in our farming system. Because it is an annual it can be used
as a catch crop or part of a planned rotation. It is high in
protein and is frequently planted for hay in place of alfalfa
under certain conditions. Because of the coarseness of the
stems it is quite difficult to cure as hay; however, excellent
silage can be made from this plant if the proper precautions
are followed.
“Soybeans as ensilage is not a new use for this popular
legume. As early as 1919 Eckles of Missouri tried to ensile
this plant but found it to be more difficult than most crops

to preserve properly. Other investigators in 1924 tried
ensiling the soybeans alone and in combination with sudan
grass and observed that the combination made better silage.
Since then soybeans were ensiled with sorghum, corn or
millet with success. Evidently these crops furnish sufficient
carbohydrates to preserve the soybeans.
“In 1935 Elting preserved soybeans by using molasses
and found the silage quite palatable to the dairy cow. Bechdel
in his work with soybean silage concluded that the ensiling
of the soybeans is preferable to curing the crop for hay. Other
investigators reported no difference between the feeding
value of soybean hay and soybean silage.
“Good soybean silage should be free from obnoxious
odors and when ensiled alone should be handled in the
following manner for best results:
“1. Immature soybeans should be allowed to wilt
slightly and then ensiled with 100 pounds of molasses or 250
pounds of corn meal or corn and cob meal per ton of green
material.
“2. Mature beans, i.e., when the beans have filled the
pods, but before leaves are lost from the bottom of the plants,
will make excellent silage when preserved with 80 pounds of
molasses or 200 pounds of corn and cob meal.
In 1943 the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station
studied the comparison of molasses-soybean silage and
corn meal-soybean silage as feeds for the milking cow.
The feeding values, apparent digestibility, metabolizable
energy, protein and mineral metabolism of these silages were
carefully evaluated.
“The results of this study showed that milking cows fed
both the molasses-soybean silage and corn meal-soybean
silage showed excellent calcium and phosphorus retention
but the protein of the soybean silage was not quite adequate
for the needs of the animals.
“Both methods of preservation resulted in very good
soybean silage and were found to be as valuable as corn
silage in the rations of milking cows.
“The molasses-soybean silage was less digestible and
contained less metabolizable energy when fed to milking
cows as the sole feed than when fed as part of a complete
ration.” Address: Prof. of Dairy Husbandry, New Jersey
Agric. Exp. Station.
2954. Garrison, C.S. 1945. Growing soybeans in New Jersey.
New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No.
499. 8 p. Aug.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses. Soybeans in the
rotation. Prepare a fine, firm seedbed. Soybeans need ample
fertilizer and lime. Date of planting. Seedling rates. Row
versus solid seedings for grain. Shallow planting ensures
better stands. Inoculation is essential for high yields. Use
good seed of adapted varieties. Control weeds in soybeans.
Harvesting methods. Mixtures for hay, ensilage, and pasture.
Soybean acreage in the Garden State has increased
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from less than 4,000 acres in 1930 to 57,000 acres in 1943.
Address: Assoc. Extension Specialist, Farm Crops, New
Brunswick, New Jersey.
2955. Miller, M.F.; Shirky, S.B.; L’Hote, H.J. 1945.
Investigations for the benefit of the Missouri farmer: Work
of the agricultural experiment station during the year ending
June 30, 1944. Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin. No. 491. Aug. 71 p.
• Summary: Pages 42-43: “Soybeans for Missouri: The
Boone variety of soybeans bred and developed by this
Station on a statewide basis has contributed substantially
to the utility of soybeans as a Missouri crop. Previously a
discovery of the adaptation of the Virginia variety to a broad
range of Missouri conditions had developed a useful and
popular legume hay for livestock feeding in places where the
production of other legumes was not feasible. The soybean
improvement program under the supervision of B. M. King
has been concerned with the testing of varieties for seed
production, the testing of strains developed by this Station
for hay and seed production, and the breeding of new strains
by hybridization and selection.
“Scioto with an acre yield of 21 bushels lead all varieties
at Columbia. Highest seed yields at Sikeston were obtained
from Ralsoy, Arksoy, Arksoy 2913, and Ogden. Hay strains
S. 55-10 and S. 55-12 substantially exceeded other strains in
the production of field cured tonnage per acre. In seed yield
tests, these strains exceeded Chief, the highest yielding check
variety, by several bushels per acre. Strain S. 55-10 will be
increased in seed for distribution to farms.
“A total of 1,675 progenies of 62 different hybrid crops
were grown in plant-to-row plots. Approximately 200 of
these were selected for further study in 1944. The progeny
of 20 crosses made in 1941 were advanced to the third
generation. Lincoln, an early type excellent in composition
for processing, was crossed with several other productive
varieties. The possibility of developing a productive early
strain, excellent for processing, is very promising.” Address:
Columbia, Missouri.
2956. Morse, W.J. 1945. Soys in food: Future of vegetable
varieties. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 35, 58.
• Summary: “The present and future of soy foods from
several standpoints is discussed in the following pages.”
“One of the chief factors in the retarded progress in the
use of the soybean for food in this country has been the lack
of varieties suitable for food purposes, although prejudice
and food habits have been contributing factors. During World
War I, efforts to promote the wider use of soybeans for food
were unsuccessful because of the unsuitable varieties and
the poor quality of processed soybean foods. The varieties
commonly used for forage and industrial purposes are, in
general, difficult to cook and have a rather strong bean flavor
and, therefore, are not particularly suitable for food.”

“During the period 1929 to 1931 a large collection
of oriental varieties used solely for food purposes was
introduced by the United States Department of Agriculture.
The term ‘vegetable’ varieties has been applied to these
introductions to differentiate them from varieties grown for
other purposes... Results have shown these varieties to be
much superior to the field varieties in ease of cooking, flavor,
and texture, and they differ markedly among themselves in
these qualities.” Address: USDA, Washington, DC.
2957. Simonsen, W.E. 1945. Soybean oil meal for beef
cattle. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 20-21.
• Summary: “This is the sixth in a series of eight special
articles by well-known nutrition authorities on feeding
livestock and poultry.”
“American livestock have for years suffered from
protein starvation. This has, in many cases, resulted in small
profits or even financial losses from feeding ventures. It has
been much easier for the feeder to evaluate the different
feeds that might be given the laying hens or the dairy
cows when the eggs could be counted each day or the milk
weighed twice a day than it is with beef cattle where the
gains are seldom known until the cattle go to market.
“As a result, cattle feeders after years of costly
experience have found that they produced good gains
when using a certain formula and they are very reluctant to
change the formula because of the difficulty of measuring
the comparative value of other feeds. Changing amounts of
various available feed supplies make it necessary or more
economical to change feeding formulas from time to time.
“With the present limited supply of some protein oil
meals and the comparative liberal supply of soybean oil
meal, many cattle feeders are finding it desirable to use
soybean oil meal as the principal protein supplement for
feeding beef cattle. Such use, based on a knowledge of the
characteristics of soybean oil meal and substantiated by
considerable experimental work, is proving to be profitable
to many cattle feeders.
“One of the first things to note in the use of soybean oil
meal for feeding cattle is that cattle learn to like it so well
that they will often select it in preference to other ingredients
in the ration unless it is thoroughly mixed with the grain
or silage. It is also good practice at the start of the feeding
period to use soybean oil meal with the grain to avoid
excessive protein hunger. Properly balanced rations promote
normal feeding and maximum gains.
“It is good business to feed soybean oil meal whenever
cattle are eating corn, corncob meal, corn silage, corn fodder
or any corn product. The technical reason for this is the low
protein content of corn products and the fact that soybean
protein combines especially well with corn protein. This
may be the underlying reason for the exceptional value of
soybean oil meal for use in rations for growing and fattening
beef calves. When soybean oil meal is added to a cattle
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ration containing corn, less feed is required per unit of gain
than when a ration is made up of less efficient proteins.
“Remarkably good results have been observed when
small to moderate amounts of soybean oil meal were used in
combination with corn or some corn product. The Nebraska
North Platte Sub-Station report (Mimeographed Circular No.
7) on comparative values of protein feeds for steer calves,
shows that one pound of soybean oil meal per day with
silage had a feeding value 5.7 times that of alfalfa hay-that
is, when alfalfa hay was worth $10 per ton, soybean oil meal
had a feeding value of $57.50 per ton.
“Cottonseed and Soybean: Purdue Agricultural
Experiment Station reported steer feeding trials September
13, 1939, in which steers fed shelled corn, silage, clover hay
and salt with one lot receiving 1½ pounds cottonseed meal
per day and another lot receiving 1½ pounds soybean oil
meal per day. The steers receiving the soybean oil meal made
$8.27 more profit per head than those receiving cottonseed
meal when the cost of the two kinds of protein supplements
was the same per ton.
“Another interesting lot in this same report received the
same basic ration as above but with 3/4 pound soybean oil
meal per head per day. This lot of steers made $4.92 per head
more profit than the cattle receiving 1½ pounds per head of
cottonseed meal per day and within $3.35 per head as much
profit as those receiving 1½ pounds soybean oil meal per
day. These figures indicate that in most cases the use of 3/4
pound to 1½ pounds per steer per day of soybean oil meal is
very practical and profitable.
“Rex Beresford, reporting in Iowa Farm Economist for
July, 1944, estimated that land producing at the rate of 70
bushels of corn per acre would yield the corn, clover, hay
and corn silage sufficient to produce 781 pounds of beef per
acre if 1½ pounds soybean oil meal were fed per animal per
day. If the margin on the cattle is used to pay for the soybean
oil meal and the 781 pounds of beef sold for 14½¢ per
pound, the return would be $109.34 per acre; this is truly a
remarkable return for land use.
“When we calculate the amount of corn, corncob meal,
corn silage, corn fodder and other corn products available
for cattle feeding in the Cornbelt states and the increased
returns to be secured by adding soybean oil meal, the total
figures become astronomical. The proper selection of feeds
and use of proper feeding methods determine the success or
failure of individual feeders. Our national welfare depends
on a general adaptation of good feeding practices.” Address:
Member Soybean Research Council.
2958. Mayo, J.K. 1945. Soya beans in Nigeria. Tropical
Agriculture (Trinidad) 22(12):226-29. Dec. [10 ref]
• Summary: “The first recorded trial of soya beans was made
in 1910 at Ibadan. The crop was a failure.
“In 1928, in response to requests to the United States
and Southern Rhodesia for fodder legumes likely to succeed

in Nigeria, the Department of Agriculture received several
varieties of soya beans. These were grown for some years
at Kano, Zaria, Yandev and Ibadan. Yields up to 500 lb. per
acre were recorded at Zaria in small scale trials and nodules
developed without inoculation. As a fodder plant it was
found inferior to other plants, as an export crop it had no
prospect at that time in competition with Manchuria, and
as a food for human beings it was not seriously considered.
Trials were discontinued in 1933. The best of these varieties
seemed to be Otootan (black seed) which gave 500 lb. per
acre at Zaria and 430 lb. at Yandev in 1930 and 1932. Five
varieties from Russia were discarded after two years’ trial.
“The Missions, especially the Church of the Brethren
Mission at Garkidda on the plateau and the Leper Settlement
in Itu in the Eastern Provinces have, from time to time,
introduced and tried a number of varieties. They grow the
crop solely as a food for human beings
“In 1937, tropical varieties were introduced and tried by
the Botanist at Ibadan and Zaria. These varieties came from
Trinidad, British Guiana, Malaya, India, the Philippines,
Ceylon, the Dutch East Indies, the United States and South
Africa... From 1940 onward the more promising varieties
were grown at most of our farms with very variable
success... variable yields were recorded sometimes as high as
800-1,200 lb. seed per acre, the best yielders being Malaya
and Benares... In the Cameroons soya beans have been tried
at Bamenda (4,500 ft.) and Esosong (3,300 ft.) which lies on
a slope of Mount Kupe...
“The peasants have not begun to grow soya beans
in Nigeria, except here and there under the direct
encouragement and example of Europeans, e.g. at Yandev
and Ilorin, in the Anchau ‘corridor’ in Zaria Province, and
near Bamenda...
“Dr. Ogle carried out a controlled experiment on school
children in Lagos in 1942 using soya bean milk and flour.
She concluded that ‘it is dangerous as well as difficult to
interfere with native diets’ and recommended that further
tests with steamed flour and soya bean milk be carried out
and beans distributed to teachers and health workers for
trial in their homes... The army tried soya beans as part of
the rations of West African troops in 1944, but further trials
by the Medical Department are needed.” Address: Senior
Botanist, Dep. of Agriculture, Nigeria.
2959. Lager, Mildred. 1945. Preface (Document part). In:
Mildred Lager. 1945. The Useful Soybean: A Plus Factor in
Modern Living. New York and London: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc. xii + 295 p. See p. vii-ix.
• Summary: “We of the occidental world are just discovering
that soybeans are indeed nuggets of gold in our modern
civilization. During the last twenty-five years [i.e., since
1920], they have mushroomed from an almost unknown
forage crop to one of our most important cash crops, vital to
the fields of agriculture, commerce, nutrition, and industry.
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Nutritionally soybeans have become a vital food for a world
at war and a postwar world at peace. Industrially they are a
challenge to the chemists’ flasks and test tubes; for more than
two hundred commercial products have been made from the
little beans. Hence soybeans and soybean products are indeed
destined to be a vital plus factor in our world of tomorrow.
“Food has always been my hobby. When Fate, that
unseen hand that sometimes guides us to our rightful groove
in life, gave me firsthand experience with the miracles of
proper diet, teaching fundamental facts on nutrition became
my goal. I have tried to pass on the message of better eating
via the platform, the printed page, and the radio, and for the
last dozen years have enjoyed the unusual opportunity of
occupying a vantage point on a busy crossroad of nutrition.
I have seen, too, the value of soybeans in the so-called
‘corrective regime,’ and it has convinced me of their rightful
place in the average diet.
“I experimented with soy as a food, secured special soy
products for special diets, made up recipes, and in my classes
taught the cooking of soybeans when they were practically
unknown, when soy was eaten because it was soy and
regardless of taste or palatability. In 1942, when soybeans
became prominent as a war emergency food, a collection of
these recipes was published under the title of ‘150 Ways to
Use Soybeans.’”
“Because my main interest in soybeans and soy products
is nutritional, the purpose of this book is to help bridge the
gap from the unusual to the usual. I have tried to present the
story of Asia’s ancient food in a true, authentic manner–to
give credit where credit is due. I am not a vegetarian, not
affiliated with any organization or group advocating a
meatless diet. I believe that proper nutrition and commonsense living are man’s best medicine.”
“I want to acknowledge the material, encouragement,
and help that I have received from the men and women
of medicine, research, industry, and business as well as
homemakers and friends. I am especially grateful to
“Edward J. Dies, Soy Flour Association, Chicago,
Illinois.
“E.L. Rhoades, Soy Flour Association, Chicago, Illinois.
“Kent Pellett, Soybean Digest, Hudson, Iowa.
“Edward Kahl, Los Angeles, California.
“National Soybean Processors Association, Chicago,
Illinois.
“Dr. Walter C. Alverez, Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
Minnesota.
“Dr. Francis Pottenger, Jr., Monrovia, California.
“Dr. Irving D. Ewart, Hollywood, California.
“Dr. J.A. LeClerc, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C.
“W.J. Morse, Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D.C.
“Dr. Louise Stanley, Chief, Bureau of Home Economics,
Washington, D.C.

“Donald S. Payne, Chief of Soya Products Section, Food
Distribution Administration, Washington, D.C.
“Dr. Clive M. McCay and Mrs. Jeanette McCay, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York.
“Dr. H.W. Miller, International Nutrition Laboratory,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
“Col. Rohland A. Isker, Quartermaster Corps, Chicago,
Illinois.
“Prof. Oscar Erf, The Ohio State University, Columbus,
Ohio.
“National Farm Chemurgic Council, Columbus, Ohio.
“Agricultural Experiment Station, University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois.
“Agricultural Experiment Station, Iowa State College,
Ames, Iowa.
“Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana.
“College of Agriculture, University of California,
Berkeley, California.
“Department of Home Economics, University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois.
“Bureau of Home Economics, U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
“A.A. Levinson, Glidden Company, Chicago, Illinois.
“H.A. Olendorf, Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc., Decatur,
Illinois.
“James L. Doig, Floya Milling Company, Montreal,
Canada.
“J.A. Audiss and L.E. Bauer, Loma Linda Food
Company, Arlington, California.
“Russell G. East, The Pennsylvania Railroad, Richmond,
Indiana.
“Ollie Jones, Los Angeles, California.
“Madison College, Madison College, Tennessee.
“Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan.
“The Fox Valley Canning Company, Hortonville,
Wisconsin.
“The Michigan Paper Company, Plainwell, Michigan.
“I.F. Laucks, Inc., Seattle, Washington.
“The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Baltimore, Maryland.
“John Deere, Moline, Illinois.
“Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association, Honolulu,
Hawaii.
“Maren Elwood, Hollywood, California (for her help in
editing the manuscript).
“Ellender McGraw, my secretary.” Address: Southern
California.
2960. Löbbe, Henrique. 1945. Cultura da soja no Brasil. 7th
ed. [Culture of soybeans in Brazil. 7th ed.]. Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil: Directoria de estatistica da produccao, Ministerio da
Agricultura. 74 p. Illust. 2nd ed. was 1935. [Por]
• Summary: This 7th edition (1945) contains more than
twice as many pages as the 6th edition (1942). There are no
references and no English abstract.
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Contents: Historical. World production of soybeans.
Economic importance of soy production in the Far East.
Economic importance of soy cultivation in the United
States. Markets. Trade in soy and its by-products. Botanical
description.
Varieties (500 varieties exist; list of names of very
early–80 to 90 days; early–90 to 100 days; semi-early–100 to
110 days; semi-late–120 to 130 days; late–130 to 150 days).
Experiments.
Copy of letter from William Morse of USDA dated 28
Sept. 1926. “In accordance with a promise made to you on
your visit to Arlington Farm [Virginia], I am taking pleasure
in sending you one ounce each of the following varieties of
soybeans, and one ounce each of the following varieties of
cowpeas:
“Soybeans: Haberlandt, Minsoy, Ilsoy, Mammoth
Brown, Ito San, Sooty, Yokoten, Mandarin, Midwest, Merko,
Hongkong, Virginia, Wea, Easycook, Barchet, Ebony, Hahto,
Chiquita, Dixie, Medium Green, Laredo, Hoosier, Aksarben,
Wilson-five [Wilson Five], Brooks, Mikado, Sherwood,
Mammoth Yellow, Morse, George Washington, Habaro,
Old Dominion, Peking [Pekin], Austin, Goshen Prolific,
Chestnut, Jet, Hamilton, Dunfield, Arlington, Wellmann,
Hermann, Tokio, Southern Prolific, Lexington, Tarheel,
Black [Tarheel Black], Pinpu.”
Climate and soil. Soil preparation. Seeding,
Bacterization of the soil. Chemical fertilizer. Cultural care.
Diseases and insects. Harvest and threshing. Yield. Crop
rotation. Cost of production. Chemical composition of seeds.
Green manure. Byproducts of the soybean: oil, soybean
cake. soy casein, soy fiber, plastic substances, silage, hay
and pasture. Nutritional value of the soybean. Feeding the
animals. Soy for human consumption. Conclusion.
The section on Soy for human consumption mentions
the following: In the Orient, the soybean (a soja) is always
used as human food, to complement the rice diet, as a
substitute for meat, milk and eggs, by virtue of its richness
in protein and oils. Specific foods from the soybean include:
Dry seeds (Sementes sécas); easy varieties to cook include
Easycook, Hahto, Chusei, Rokusun, Jogun, Hokkaido, and
Kauro. Green seeds (Sementes verdes); the most popular
varieties include Hahto Easycook, Willomi, Imperial, Shiro,
Nanda and Tunk.
Soy sauces (Môlho de soja); miso (Misso) and shoyu
(Shôyu). Soy milk (Leite de soja). Soy cheese (Queijo
de soja) called To-fu [tofu] in Japanese. Koji is used to
make miso and shoyu. Yuba is a film that forms atop soy
milk. Soybean curd (Coalhada de soja) made by adding
magnesium or calcium salts to hot soy milk. The curd is
made into tofu. Soy flour (Farinha). Bread for diabetics (Pâo
para os diabéticos). Soy sprouts (Grelos de soja). Address:
Eng. Agronomo, Brazil.
2961. U.S. Congress. House Committee on Appropriations.

1945. First supplemental National Defense Appropriation
Bill for 1944. Hearings... 78th Congress, 1st session.
Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. 1,638 p.
*
• Summary: Includes appropriations for emergency rubber
project. Farm Security Administration, increasing yield of
turpentine, etc., from gum trees, agricultural engineering
investigations, use of jeeps for agricultural works, forage
crops and diseases, and production and utilization of
soybeans.
2962. Warren, Forest Glen. 1945. Economic significance
of the futures market for soybeans. PhD thesis, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 10 + 262 + lxxvii
leaves. Illust. Maps. 29 cm + abstract (16 p.). In: Doctoral
Dissertations Accepted by American Universities, 1946. *
• Summary: Contents: Development of the soybean
marketing machinery. Establishment of the soybean futures
market. Volume of trading in soybean futures. Reason for
increase in volume of trading. Open contracts in soybean
futures. Types of traders and their economic functions. The
general public and the futures market. Pit traders and the
futures market. Measures of speculative activity. Futures
prices versus cash prices. Effect of the soybean futures
market on prices received by farmers. Advantages of the
soybean futures in the soybean marketing system.
“Previous to 1924 the market for soybeans was almost
entirely supported by the use of soybeans for seed, as
the soybean was then a relatively unimportant crop for
use other than forage. One of the earliest attempts in the
direction of organized soybean marketing was the ‘Linn
County Soybean Growers’ Association’ organized in 1921 in
Missouri for the marketing of seed beans. This was followed
by the establishment of the Tolono Soybean Association in
Illinois in 1924, which was also interested primarily in seed
marketing.” Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
2963. Wilcox, Earley Vernon. 1945. Modern farmers’
cyclopedia of agriculture. New York, NY: Orange Judd
Publishing Co. xiv + 497 p. See p. 95-98, 272, 296, 351.
Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Contains a general introduction to the
“soy bean,” which is said to have arrived in America in
Pennsylvania in the early 1800s. Address: Formerly Farm
Management Specialist, USDA.
2964. Soroa, José Maria de. 1945? La soja. Su cultivo y
aplicaciones. Segunda edicion, corregida y aumentada [The
soybean. Its cultivation and utilization. 2nd ed.]. Madrid,
Spain: Ministerio de Agricultura. Seccion de Publicaciones,
Prensa y Propaganda. 87 p. Undated. No index. 16 cm. First
ed. was by Abadal and Soroa, 1932. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: The soybean. Recent history.
Some antecedents to the present trials conducted in Spain.
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Agronomic notes (incl. soybean varieties). Preparation of the
soil. Utilization of soybeans. Food uses. Other applications
of the seed. Industrial uses. Soybean oil. Use of the soybean
plant as feed. Forage. Use of soybean in clinical analysis
(urease). Appendix: Soybean production worldwide in 19251929 and 1933 (from IIA, Rome).
For some years the author has been dedicated to the
economic propagation of this legume (la soja) in Spain. He
has succeeded in calling attention to its merits, both with the
first edition of this book (1932) and with subsequent work
and demonstrations; a number of farmers have experimented
with the crop. He was asked to do a new edition of this
booklet by the Ministry of Agriculture’s Department of
Publications, Press, and Propaganda / Advertising, in order to
synthesize some observations of recent years and to give an
opinion on the possibilities and economic advantages of ‘la
soja’ in Spain. The author reflects that the days of hunger in
the ‘red zone’ are not far away (p. 5).
The Station of Cereal Culture (Estación de
Cerealicultura) and the Institute of Agronomic Investigations
(Instituto de Investigaciones Agronómicas) are already
working on soybean cultivation. The author offers to the
Superior Council of Scientific Investigations the subject of
the use of soy in the diet, and how to perfect the soybean,
lower its price, and employ its derivatives in as many
technical fields as other countries already do. In effect, not
alone did Russia start giving maximum attention to the
soybean (p. 7).
In southeast Spain, soybeans have been cultivated on
the farms of Jerez de la Frontera by the author’s esteemed
teacher and the director of the Center D. Eduardo Noriega
Abascal (p. 8). A graph on page 10 shows soybean imports
and exports for 1934 for various countries.
Some antecedents to the present trials conducted in
Spain: In 1917 the Spanish council in Shanghai, don Julio
Palencia, sent to the Spanish Department of State a study on
the cultivation of soybeans, proposing that trials be made to
acclimatize the valuable legume to their country.
In Motril (a city in south central Spain on the
Mediterranean) and then in the Southern Agricultural Station
at Malaga (a town just to the west of Motril, also on the
Mediterranean), soybeans started to be cultivated about 10
years ago (c. 1931). by the agronomic engineer D. Arsenio
Rueda, in parcels of 5 ares = 0.5 ha, from which he obtained
yields each of 60 litres (.78kg/liter), so 46.8 kg per 5 ares.
Both white and black varieties have given good results,
but the white was better, and the seeds obtained have been
divided among agriculturists...
In Spain, besides the trials cited above, for more than
25 years (since ca. 1916) the soybean has been cultivated
with excitement thanks to the zeal and the interest, realized
in patriotic labor on the farm in Jerez (southeast Spain),
of the agronomical engineer Eduardo Noriega, and also of
Mr. Oritz, comrade of the former. They shared yellow and

black varieties with Valencian farmers; Valencia is on the
Mediterranean. Cultivation has since been accomplished
in the central Spanish region. There is also a record of the
cultivation of soybeans in Lerida in the years 1925-26 by the
doctor don Jose Abdal, an illustrious pharmacist.
The sowing was done with seeds procured from Japan
of the variety soja hispida, yellow seeded, with the object
of seeing if it would grow in this province. The seeds were
soaked for 10 hours in water, then planted in a garden
without more security or care than they would take with any
other plant. They were sown at the end of April and most
of the seeds germinated, reaching a height of 65 cm. They
developed and flowered perfectly, and were completely
developed by the end of August. This small trial can only
demonstrate that the soybean will grow in irrigated terrain,
on a warm site, and without much care (p. 12-14).
The agronomic engineer Jesus Andreu, 20 years ago, did
tests on the culture of soy as a forage plant in the province
of Pontevedra with good results. There is also news, if
incomplete, of other successful tests in the provinces of
Madrid and Toledo.
As a consequence of this news–and perhaps of the
spreading of these and of the foreign trials, and of the
experiences of the National Agronomic Institute–soybeans
have been divided among individuals and farms for the last
10 years by the General Direction of Agriculture. And the
Institute of Cereal Culture has resumed trials with seeds of
Japanese origin. The author’s companions, don Felix Sancho
Penasco and don Fernando Gaspar are studying a hundred
varieties, and will determine the requirements of each variety
in order to select the ones appropriate for each region (p. 15).
Address: Ingeniero Agronomo, Madrid, Spain.
2965. Crops and Markets (USDA). 1946. Statistics of
important crops by state, 1944 and 1945, with comparisons.
23(1):11. Jan.
• Summary: This publication of the USDA Bureau of
Agricultural Economics has a half-page table divided into
3 main parts: (1) Soybeans for beans. (2) Soybeans for
hay. (3) Soybeans grazed or plowed under. Statistics are
given for all of the following states: New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Nebraska, Kansas, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana,
Oklahoma, Texas.
Under the first two of the three main parts are given:
Acreage harvested, yield per acre, and production. And
under each of these are given statistics for: Average 1934-43,
1944, 1945. Concerning soybeans grown for their beans, the
states with the largest production (in 1,000 bu) in 1945 are:
Illinois (74,100), Iowa (34,848), Indiana (27,924), and Ohio
(20,072).
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2966. Honduras Agricola. 1946. La soya: Excellente
alimento para el hombre como para el ganado y valiosa
materia prima de numerosos usos industriales [The soybean:
Excellent food for people and for livestock and valuable raw
material with numerous industrial uses]. No. 14 & 15. p. 7-9.
Jan/Feb.; No. 16. p. 10-11. March; No. 17. p. 16-17. April;
No. 18. p. 18-19. May; No. 19 & 20. p. 17-18. June/July; No.
21. p. 10-13. Aug. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents continued: No. 14 & 15: Varieties.
Fertilizer and manure to prepare the soil. Inoculation with
bacteria. Time of sowing. Methods of sowing. Plant density.
Depth of sowing.
No. 16: Tillage (Labores). Rotations. Mixed cultures:
Soya and maize, soya and Sudan grass pasture, Soya and
sorghum (zahina). Harmful animals (especially insects).
Diseases. II: The harvest. Introduction. Cutting and
preparation of soya for dry forage or hay. Time of harvest
and reaping
No. 17: Method of harvest. Curing the pasture or
hay. Baling the hay. Exhaustion of the soil. Harvest and
preparation of the grain. Time of gathering. Methods of
reaping. Curing and manipulation. Threshing.
No. 18: Special machines. Exhaustion of the soil.
Storage of the seeds. II. Uses of soybeans. Introduction:
The plant. The flour made from the seed. Green vegetable
soybeans and sprouts (Las soyas verdes y grillos). Dry
soybeans (Las soyas secas) and products made from
them. The oil and its uses. The soybean as a human food:
Introduction, dry soybeans, green vegetable soybeans (Soyas
frescas). Soy sprouts.
No. 19 & 20: Introduction. Flour. Oil. Soy sauce.
Soymilk. Soy curds or tofu (Cuajada o requesón de soya).
Soybeans as food for animals. Soy oil. Extraction of soy oil.
Issue No 21: Uses of the oil. Soybean meal (pulpa, o
bagazo de soya; which remains after extraction of the oil).
Use of soy meal [or flour] in human foods. The meal as a
feed for livestock, for poultry, and as a fertilizer. Soy hay:
For fattening cattle, for dairy cows, for mules and horses, for
other animals. Soya pastaderos. Fresh soy forage. Soya for
ensilage. Soy straw. Soya as a green manure.
On page 10 of this last part is a full-page cartoon of a
woman with fruits and a cooked chicken. “Soya is the ideal
food for children; it nourishes more and costs less. It is a
good source of proteins, oils, carbohydrates, and vitamins.
It can serve as a substitute for milk, eggs, meat, fruits,
and pulses or vegetables (legumbres).” Page 11 states that
people interested in planting soybeans can contact Prof.
Raul Zaldivar, Director of the Rural School at Toncontin
for Training Elementary Teachers (Director de la Escuela
Normal Rural de Toncontin), Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
Address: Honduras.
2967. Soybean Digest. 1946. “Soybean” Briggs of Wisconsin

(Photo caption). March. p. 17.
• Summary: “A candid camera reveals George M.
(Soybean) Briggs, University of Wisconsin agronomist, at
his desk. Briggs was the subject of a recent feature story
by a Milwaukee Journal writer who called him the U. of
Wisconsin professor best known to the state’s farmers. He
acquired the nickname ‘Soybean’ years ago by promoting
soys as a forage crop. But, being a loyal son of a leading
dairy state, he isn’t always too pleased at the frequent sharp
competition between soybean oil and butterfat.” The large
photo of Briggs is reprinted from The Milwaukee Journal.
2968. U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory. 1946. Second
work planning conference of the U.S. Soybean Regional
Laboratory for the Southern States region, Stoneville,
Mississippi, February 13-15, 1946 (Continued–Document
part II). RSLM (U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory
Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 133. April 8. 19 p.
• Summary: (Continued): Page 9: “Special Topics.
“Discussion of General Soybean Fertility Problems by
E.E. Hartwig–The experiments on soybean fertilization being
conducted in North Carolina by W.L. Nelson were discussed
by E.E. Hartwig.
“In some areas of North Carolina very low soybean
yields have been obtained. Experiments are being conducted
in which a program of soil testing together with fertilizer
and varietal experiments are integrated in an effort to find
the best method to increase the yield of soybeans to an
economical level.
“Experiments have shown that in many soils
applications of lime are necessary. In experiments on five
soil types where the pH ranged from 5.0 to 4.1, broad-cast
applications of 2000 to 9600 pounds per acre of dolomitic
limestone increased the yield in each case. The average
increase was 10.9 bushels per acre. It has been found that
manganese deficiency will result on some of the dark poorly
drained soils in the lower coastal plain if brought above pH
5.8 to 6.0.
“Potash experiments were conducted on seven soil types
in which the available K20 ranged from 28 to 535 pounds per
acre. Substantial increases were obtained in all cases where
the available K20 was 103 pounds per acre or less when
60 to 120 pounds per acre of K20 was side-dressed at first
cultivation.
“Phosphate experiments were conducted at seven
locations on six soil types. Treble superphosphate was
applied in the row at planting at the rate of 40 to 60 pounds
per acre of P205. In one case where the soluble P205 was
32 pounds per acre, an application of phosphate increased,
the yield from 6.4 to 33.6 bushels. In five cases where the
soluble P205 ranged from 50 to 228 pounds per acre an
application of phosphate increased the yield, on the average.
from 27.5 to 29.4 bushels.
“As a result of these fertilizer trials, it is planned to
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conduct fertilizer-varietal experiments on farm fields where
the yield of soybeans has been less than 20 bushels per acre.
In these experiments, lime and phosphate will be applied
where needed, before or at planting time, and 150 pounds
of muriate of potash will be applied soon after emergence.
Ogden, Roanoke and a local variety will be used.
“Studies on Soil Losses with Soybean and Cotton
Rotations at the Southern Piedmont Conservation
Experiment Station, Watkinsville, Georgia by W.E. Adams–
The following report gives the soil losses in soil erosion
studies for soybean and cotton rotations for the year 1942.
The 57-year average annual rainfall for Watkinsville,
Georgia, is 49.48 inches. The 1942 total rainfall was 50.09
inches; or 0.51 inch excess. Rainfall is generally fairly
well distributed except for a drop in the spring and fall.
The periodic soil losses based on continuous cotton are as
follows:
“September-February 13% of year’s total soil loss
“March-May 20%
“June-August 67%
“The heavy soil losses during the March-August period
are due to the excessive rains which occur during this period.
Generally about 6 rains cause approximately 90 percent of
the annual soil losses.
Page 10: “Following is the runoff and soil loss summary
for 1945 from a 3-year Kudzu-corn rotation on 11 percent
slope, Class IV land;
“Crop; Runoff, percent; Soil loss, Tin
“1. Kudzu (no hay) 6.2 .24
“2. Kudzu (no hay) 5.1 .29
“3. Corn–Kudzu 6.4 1.04
“The following 3-year corn-Kobe lespedeza rotation
also on Class IV land when compared with the corn-kudzu
rotation, illustrates the effectiveness of kudzu in controlling
soil and water losses.
“1945 data (average of 2 plots). Crop; Runoff (%); Soil
loss (T/ac.)
“1. Oats (seed)–Kobe lesped. for seed 15.5 4.69
“2. Volunteer Kobe lesped. for seed 16.9 2.51
“3. Corn–Oats 14.1 5.48
“Soybean Production in the United States, Past and
Future by E.G. Strand–The soybean is a relatively new crop
in American agriculture. Fifty years ago the soybean in the
United States amounted to little more than a garden curiosity.
However, the merits and possibilities of the plant were
recognized by some workers in the United States Department
of Agriculture and at some of the State Agricultural
Experiment Stations. Consequently, in 1898, there was
begun a program of introducing large number of soybean
varieties into this country, primarily from eastern Asia, and
this was accompanied by a program of improvement through
selection and breeding. Thousands of soybean selections
were brought in for study and experiment. During the last 40
years the rise of the soybean as an American crop has been

dramatic. The acreage grown for all purposes expanded from
50,000 acres in 1907 to 460,000 acres in 1917. By 1924
the planted acreage was approaching 2 million, in 1934 it
was over 6 million, and in 1943 it was almost 16 million
acres. Since 1942 soybeans have ranked seventh among
American crops, exclusive of hay and pasture, in acreage of
land occupied. In some counties in the Corn Belt soybeans
have occupied more than one-third of the cropland during
the war. A substantial industry based on soybeans has been
developed, during the last decade.
“From the early part of the century until less than 20
years ago most of the soybeans in this country were grown
in the eastern states and in the South. A rapid expansion
began in the North Central States in the 1920’s, and by 1934
the two leading states were Illinois and Indiana. In 1944 the
five leading states were Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, and
Missouri, and these five states accounted for 84 percent of
the acreage harvested for beans in the United States that year.
The five leading states in the South in soybeans harvested
for beans are now Arkansas, North Carolina, Virginia,
Mississippi, and Tennessee.
“At first and for several years, soybeans in the United
States were grown primarily as a forage crop. With the
adoption of improved varieties for bean production a gradual
increase in the proportion harvested for beans began to get
underway. The proportion grown for this purpose increased
rapidly during World War II. In 1944, 72 percent of the total
planted acreage was harvested for beans.
“There has been a strong upward trend in yields of
soybeans in the United States as a whole since 1924. The
yields obtained in the Corn Belt have been the major factor
in the national average. Average yields in the Delta fluctuated
moderately from 1924 to 1937, and since then have moved
upward to a level higher than average yields in the Atlantic
Coast region. In the Atlantic Coast region yields have shown
little trend since 1931 although the direction was downward
before that time. Yields in the five Corn Belt States averaged
60 percent higher than yields in the other two regions during
the four years 1941-44.
“The principal uses of soybeans (i.e., the beans) are for
processing, for seed, and for feed. Processing for oil and
meal constituted a minor use of soybeans until about 1930,
and it was not until 1936 that as much as one-half of the
domestic production was so used. The volume of processing
increased rapidly during the last 10 years. In 1943-44 it was
equal to 74 percent of the production.
“From 90 to 98 percent of the soybean oil meal
produced in the United States is used for livestock feed.
The total quantities used in making soya flour and in the
manufacture of industrial products has never been but a
minor proportion. As for soybean oil, by far the greatest
proportion is used for food purposes (principally in
shortening and margarine) but substantial quantities were
also used in paints and other industrial products before the
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war. In 1939 soybean oil comprised 5.6 percent of the total
production of fats and oils (including butter, lard, tallow,
and all vegetable oils) from domestic materials in the United
States. In 1943, the proportion accounted for by soybean oil
was 11.4 percent.
“The important elements in the price of soybeans
are the prices of soybean oil and of soybean oil meal.
Prices of soybeans in the years ahead will therefore be
intimately affected by the general market situation for highprotein feeds and for all fats and oils, for these are highly
competitive fields. The factor that will affect the market
situation most will be the level of economic activity and
employment in the nation. A conservative estimate for the
postwar period might be an annual domestic disappearance
in the United States of 11 billion pounds of all fats and oils
and an annual domestic production of 10 billion pounds. If
we assume that soybean oil will account for 8.5 percent of
the total domestic production of fats and oils it would mean
the harvesting of about 6,850,000 acres of soybeans for
beans annually in the postwar period. (This estimate also
involves the following assumptions: that yields will average
20.5 bushels per acre, that 70 percent of the soybeans
produced will be processed for oil and meal, and, that the
average yield of oil per bushel of soybeans processed will
be 9.5 pounds. The acreage of cotton assumed in connection
with this estimate was about 24 million acres). In addition
to the soybeans harvested for beans about 3 million acres of
soybeans would perhaps be grown for hay and other uses”
(Continued). Address: U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial
Products Lab., 205 Old Agricultural Building, Urbana,
Illinois.
2969. Probst, A.H. 1946. Third work planning conference of
the North Central States Collaborators of the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois, February 20, 21, 22,
1946 (Continued–Document part IV). RSLM (U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 135.
April 29. 37 p.
• Summary: (Continued): Page 15:
“Selecting of Entries for Uniform Test Group IV
“The group agreed to drop Boone, Macoupin, and S5510 from the Uniform Test. Illinois will continue to grow
Macoupin and Missouri will continue to grow Boone.
“C508 was the only new entry in the test.
“Mr. Probst objected to growing S100 on the basis that it
is too late for southern Indiana conditions and other northern
Areas of Group IV territory where it is being grown, and
because of its low oil content. He said the average yield has
been good but it has been badly frosted in some cases with
resulting low yields.
“The varieties and strains chosen for this test, along with
the name of the state that is to furnish 10 pounds of cleaned
seed to the Laboratory by March 15, are as follows:
“Strain, Seed Origin, Seed source

1. Chief, Mini x Manchu, Illinois
2. C101, Dunfield x Manchu, Indiana
3. C425, T117 x Mansoy, Indiana
4. C439, Dunfield x Mansoy, Indiana
5. C447, Dunfield x Mansoy, Indiana
6. C453, Dunfield x Mansoy, Indiana
7. C458, Dunfield x Mansoy, Indiana
8. C461, Dunfield x Mansoy, Indiana
9. C463, Dunfield x Mansoy, Indiana
10. C464, Dunfield x Mansoy, Indiana
11. C470, Rogue from P.I. 54592, Indiana
12. C508 (LX590-13), Patoka x L7-1355, Indiana
13. Gibson, Midwest x Dunfield, Indiana
14. Patoka, P.I. 70218-2, Indiana
15. S55-19, Virginia x P.I. 37062, Missouri
16. S100, Rogue from Illini, Missouri
“Increase and Distribution of New Varieties
“Suggestions for recommendations of new and
superior strains to be released were requested, and Mr.
Kalton suggested the strain designated A4-107-12 from
the cross Mukden x Richland, which had been developed
cooperatively by the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station
and the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory. Mr. Kalton
submitted his recommendations in the form of a report by the
Committee on the Distribution of Seed and. Plant Material of
the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station.
Page 26:
“This recommendation reads as follows:
“Committee on the Distribution of Seed and Plant
Material
“Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station
“Approval is hereby requested for distribution of the
following under the rules of the Committee:
“Identification (Name and/or number):
“Hawkeye soybean
“Pedigree No. A4-107-12
“Pedigree:
“1938–Hybrid No. 1415. (Mukden x Richland) Final
pedigree No. A4-107-12.
“Origin: Hawkeye (A4-107-12) originated as a single
plant selection in a F5 row of the cross. Mukden x Richland,
made in 1938 by Dr. M.G. Weiss. Plant selections from the
progeny of this cross were made each year from the F2 to
the F5 generation. Yield tests were conducted from the F3
to the F5 generation on a plant-progeny basis, in this way
obtaining a good preliminary evaluation of the progenitors
of this strain. The final plant selection was made in a F5
row of A3-107, by C.R. Weber in 1943. The plants in the F6
progeny row were bulked in 1944, to constitute the original
foundation seed of Hawkeye (A4-107-12) for increase.
“Description (Taxonomic):
“Plant–Flower color–purple
“Pubescence color–gray
“Type of growth–determinate
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“Plant height–medium–averages 3-4” taller than
Richland
“Erect growth with few short branches at basal portion
of stem.
“Seed–Size–about 2600 seeds per pound; slightly larger
than Richland.
“Shape–ellipsoidal
“Color–light yellow
“Hilum color–light brown margin, grayish black center
“Pods–turn light brown at harvest, like Mukden parent
predominantly 3 seeded.
“The characteristic hilum color is such as to distinguish
this variety from other commercial varieties now available.
Page 31: “Messrs. Torrie, Lambert, Williams. and
Probst were to organize strains for a HLT II with A3K-884,
Earlyana, Wisconsin Manchu 3, Richland and A4-107-12 as
check varieties.
“The possibility of having a HLT III was mentioned
but no plans were made. Dr. Williams, after previous
consultation with Dr. Milner, Mr. Collins, and Mr. Krober,
suggested the elimination of protein and iodine number
analyses and not regrinding for oil analyses on all early
generation strains, that is, those not entered in the uniform
tests, in order to run more samples for oil analyses. Those
present were agreeable to this suggestion.
“Friday, February 22–H.W. Marston, Chairman
“The Place of Soybeans in the Soil Conservation
Program by C.A. Van Doren, Soil Conservation Research–
The belief is prevalent among farmers that the production
of soybeans contributes directly to an increased loss of
soil from cultivated land. Actual measurements of soil
loss from soybeans, as compared with losses from other
cultivated crops, do not consistently show greater losses
from soybeans than from many other cultivated crops. Under
some conditions, the type of physical structure developed
on soybean ground may increase infiltration, thus reducing
soil losses. Table I shows the relative losses from corn
and soybeans from plots located on a four percent slope at
Urbana, Illinois.
“Table I. Relative Soil Losses from Soybeans and Corn
as Affected by Surface Mulches (1)–Artificial Rain–1.75
inches in one hour.
A table has 7 columns: (1) Date and loss of soil in lb/
acre. (2-3) Bare (2) soybeans or corn. (4-5) Straw mulched
(3) soybeans or corn. (6-7) Residue (4) soybeans or corn.
Oct. 1941. Bare: 1800 vs. 3100. Straw mulch: 97 vs. 94.
Residue: 605 vs. 251. Oct. 1942. Bare: 3400 vs. 4100. Straw
mulch: 26 vs. 36. Residue: 722 vs. 159.
“(1) All tests were made on plots in quadruplicate on a
four percent slope.
“(2) Bare plots were clean-tilled during growing season
and all crop residues removed at harvest time: corn as fodder,
soybeans as hay.
“(3) Straw-mulched plots were plowed in the spring and

mulched after planting with 2 tons par acre of wheat straw.
“(4) Residue plots were clean-tilled during growing
season with soybean straw and corn stover returned after
harvest to the respective corn and soybean plots.
“Farmers want to produce soybeans. We should
therefore attempt to tell them how they may be produced
with a minimum loss of soil by erosion. Four considerations
should be kept in mind in producing soybeans. We should
first consider the land use phases of production. Continued
use of any field for cultivated crops such as corn and
soybeans will eventually bring about a depletion of plant
food nutrients, poor physical condition of the soil, low
organic matter content, and reduced yields. Instead of
substituting soybeans for a grain or clover crop in our Corn
Belt rotations, soybeans should be placed in a rotation
instead of a cultivated crop.” Address: U.S. Regional
Soybean Lab., Lafayette, Indiana.
2970. Calland, J.W. 1946. Cultural practices in Ohio.
Soybean Digest. April. p. 14-16.
• Summary: Editor’s note: “The third of three articles on
soybean cultural practice surveys by Mr. Calland. Reports on
the Indiana and Illinois surveys appeared in the February and
march issues.”
“Fifteen hundred soybean growers in 18 of the
principal soybean counties of northwestern Ohio answered
questionnaires on how they grew their 1944 soybean crop
(Note: The counties were: Auglaize, Champaign, Delaware,
Hancock, Henry, Huron, Logan, Lucas, Marion, Mercer,
Morrow, Paulding, Putnam, Sandusky, Seneca, Union, Van
Wert, and Wood). This information was requested by the
county agents. The growers reports cover 50,000 acres of
soybeans. By summarizing these reports we can get a good
look at the cultural practices used in these 18 counties which
grow 54 percent of Ohio’s soybeans.
“The average soybean grower in these counties grew
33 acres of soybeans and harvested 21½ bushels to the acre.
Ninety-one percent planted their soybeans solid with a yield
of 21.3 bushels, while 9 percent planted in rows and got 22.7
bushels–1.4 bushels extra. In 13 of the 18 counties row beans
gave better yields than solid plantings. Weeds were much
worse in solid fields in 1945 and the yield advantage of row
beans was doubtless still greater than it was in 1944. In some
solid fields in 1945 weeds reduced the soybean yield by as
much as 10 bushels per acre.
“Growers in Morrow, Huron and Marion Counties
very definitely favor solid plantings with 99, 97 and 95
percent solid. On the row side of the picture Mercer County
leads with 27 percent in rows, followed by 20 percent in
Champaign and 18 percent in Lucas.
“Growers planting solid used 1.86 bushels of seed per
acre while row planters used 1.07 bushels. The reasons
given in other soybean growing areas for the decided swing
from solid to row planting have not caused Ohio growers to
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change their seeding methods. However, it is to be expected
that the serious weed conditions of 1945 will influence a
larger proportion of farmers to plant in rows.
“Thirty-four of each 100 growers planting solid
cultivated their soybeans after planting. The other 66 did
not. This survey does not show what steps were taken to kill
weeds before planting, but the growers who cultivated their
solid beans harvested 0.9 of a bushel more beans per acre.
The greatest gain in yield for cultivation was 4.3 bushels
for Seneca County, while with growers in Logan, Sandusky,
Henry and Wood the increase for cultivating solid soybeans
ranged between 3 and 4 bushels per acre.
“The rotary hoe was used for 64 percent of the
cultivating done on solid beans, the spike-tooth harrow 27
percent, the weeder 7 percent and the cultipacker 2 percent.
Sixty-eight out of each 100 growers cultivated but once, 26
cultivated twice and six cultivated three times.
“Fifty-seven out of each 100 growers planting in rows
used the corn planter, 23 the grain drill and 20 used the
beet and bean drill. An interesting comparison appears
here. Beans planted with the corn planter had an average
row-width of 38 inches and a yield of 20.9 bushels; rows
planted with grain drill averaged 24 inches wide with a 24.4
bushel yield; while rows planted with the beet and bean drill
had an average row-width of 21 inches and a yield of 26.9
bushels. It seems that this difference in yield per acre is due
to row-width rather than to the implement used for planting
row beans; since we get similar results by grouping the rowwidths, regardless of implements used, into narrow, medium
and wide rows. See Table 1.
“Eighteen percent of the row beans got one cultivation,
36 percent got two, and 46 percent got three, 59 percent
of the cultivating was done with the regular cultivator, 30
percent with the rotary hoe, 7 percent with the harrow and 4
percent with the weeder.
“The Manchu, a variety in many instances so badly
mixed as to have almost lost its identity, continued to hold
first place in acreage planted in Ohio in 1944 with 38 percent
of the growers planting it. The stiff-stemmed Richland
was next in favor with 30 percent planting it, followed by
Dunfield, Mandell and Mingo. These five varieties account
for 90 percent of the soybean acreage in 1944.
“Only three varieties are recommended by the College
of Agriculture and the Experiment Station for planting in
Ohio in 1946.
“(1) Earlyana for the northern part of the state when
wheat is to follow soybeans;
“(2) Richland for use on fertile fields where other
varieties might go down;
“(3) Lincoln to replace all other mid-season varieties
such as Dunfield, Illini, Mandell, Manchu, Scioto and
Mingo.
“The kind of soil planted to soybeans very definitely
affected yields. Growers were asked to classify the soil as

dark, mixed or light. Twenty-six of each hundred growers
planted on dark soil with an average yield of 24.2 bushels,
61 classed the soil as mixed with a 21.2 bushels yield, and
13 said light soil and 20.6 bushels. This spread of 3.6 bushels
per acre between dark and light soils while not as large as
might have been expected still points out that while soybeans
may yield comparatively better than other crops on light soils
they also respond well to improved fertility. Similar surveys
gave an increase in yield of 7 bushels per acre for dark soils
over light in Illinois and 4.3 bushels in Indiana.
“Soil preparation did not greatly affect yield. Eightythree percent plowed their fields and took off 0.3 of a bushel
more beans per acre than the growers who used the disk
rather than the plow.
“Apparently the fields in most of these 18 counties
now carry almost sufficient amounts of soybean inoculating
bacteria. It is quite generally agreed that the cost of properly
inoculating soybean seed is so low and the insurance value
so high that it is only good business to inoculate. Moreover,
the soybean may not be able to add to the soil’s nitrogen
supply unless these bacteria are present in sufficient
quantities. Growers in Ohio quite generally inoculate.
Eighty-eight percent of them inoculated in 1944 although the
increase in yield for inoculation was only 0.4 of a bushel per
acre.
“Table 3 indicates that the soybean has a long planting
season. It appears that, in 1944 at least, there was very little
difference in yield due to planting date for the eight weeks of
May and June. However, date of planting records for other
years definitely show a reduction in yield for mid-season
varieties when planted much after June 1, while the yield
of early maturing varieties is usually not much effected by
planting date any time in May or June.
“The place of soybeans in the rotation is always a moot
question. These growers were asked to name the crop which
preceded soybeans and the crop which would follow the
soybeans. Both the preceding and following crops are listed
in Table 4. While this does not, of course, show the entire
rotation scheme, it does show the place where soybeans
occur in the rotation.
“Corn seems to have preceded soybeans in about 55
percent of the fields and to have followed the soybean crop
in only 15 percent of the fields. Soybeans preceded soybeans
on one out of four fields and followed soybeans on one out
of five. Oats followed soybeans in one-third of the fields and
wheat in one-fourth. Thus a rather definite crop sequence of
corn, soybeans, small grain is indicated on about one-half of
the farms.
“One out of five growers fertilized the soybean crop, the
average application was 157 pounds to the acre. Seventy-one
percent of the fertilizer was applied in the rows, 22 percent
broadcast and seven percent plowed down. Fifty-one percent
of the growers who use fertilizer said the results were good,
10 percent fair, 27 percent poor and 11 percent gave results
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as ‘unknown’.
“One out of three fields were fertilized in Delaware,
Huron, and Sandusky Counties, while only one grower out of
52 used fertilizer in Paulding County. The brands of fertilizer
used indicate that most growers fertilizing soybeans favor the
kind they have been accustomed to use on the corn crop.
“One-half of the growers own combines and 88 percent
say that the combine scatters the straw. The balance say their
straw is left in bunches. Combine manufacturers should
carefully study the proper disposal of soybean straw as it
comes from the combine. A great many farmers complain
about the difficulty of plowing down soybean straw. Table
5 shows the popularity of the 5 and 6 foot cuts, more than
three-fourths of the combines are of these two sizes.
Photos: (1) A man driving a tractor pulling a harrow.
Caption: “An early cultivation with the rotary hoe or
harrow is important for weed control. (2) A man driving a
tractor pulling a row planter. “Advantages of row-planting
soybeans: 1. Less seed. 2. Better weed control. 3. Earlier
harvest. 4. Better yields.
Tables: (1) Comparative yield of row soybeans (120
growers). The yield is highest (26.9 bu/acre) when the
planter used is a “beet & bean drill,” and when the width
between rows is all small (20-28 inches). (2) Choice of
variety and variety yields. The three most popular varieties
are Manchu, Richland, and Dunfield. (2a) Summary of
soybean cultural practices, 1944 crop, for the 3 states of
Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. This vertical table, two-thirds
of a page wide, contains a massive amount of data on every
conceivable cultural practice.
(3) Yields based on various planting dates, for 8 different
dates from early May to early July. (4) Preceding crops
and following crops (in a rotation). (5) Number and size of
combines owned. Address: Director of Agronomic Research,
Central Soya Co.
2971. Araque, Ricardo. 1946. Alimentacion de las aves de
corral [Feeding barnyard poultry]. Agricultor Venezolano
(El) (Ministerio de Agricultura y Cria, Caracas) 10(114):1416. April/May. [Spa]
• Summary: Table 2 (p. 15) gives nutritional analyses
of feeds fed to barnyard poultry. These include alfalfa,
cottonseed flour, sesame seed flour, peanut flour, fish flour,
soy flour (harina de soya), and soy hay (soya heno).
Table 3 (p. 16) gives rations for layers and breeders
(reproductores). Some rations include soy flour, sesame seed
flour, and cottonseed flour.
2972. Pinck, L.A.; Allison, F.E.; Gaddy, V.L. 1946. The
effect of straw and nitrogen on the yield and quantity of
nitrogen fixed by soybeans. J. of the American Society of
Agronomy 38(5):421-31. May. [6 ref]
• Summary: “One of the most practical methods of
utilizing undecomposed carbonaceous crop residues for

the maintenance of soil organic matter is to seed the soil
to legumes after returning the plant residues to the soil.
Properly inoculated leguminous plants usually make about
the same amount of growth when grown on a nitrogenfree medium as when abundantly supplied with combined
nitrogen.” Address: 1. Assoc. Chemist; 2. Senior Chemist; 3.
Assoc. Chemist. All: Div. of Soils, Fertilizers, and Irrigation,
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering,
Agricultural Research Administration, USDA, Beltsville,
Maryland.
2973. Morse, W.J. 1946. The Pacific story. Radio broadcast.
NBC. Hollywood, California. June 2. John Baker OI, Radio
Service. 4 p. transcript
• Summary: The broadcast [written by Morse, apparently for
East Asia] begins: “This Pacific program means a great deal
to me. It is an impressive justification of the late Dr. Charles
V. Piper of the Department of Agriculture who was my boss
nearly 40 years ago when I started working on soybeans.”
It was his vision of the possibilities in the United States
of this great crop of the East that started the development
that has made it a team mate for our native Indian earn. It
was in 1907 that Dr. Piper said to me, “this plant has great
possibilities for our agriculture and industry,” He soon
backed up his faith with action. Not only did we work on
collecting new varieties from every possible source but he
sent me out to look over cottonseed-oil mills as possible
outlets for the flood of soybeans he felt sure would come.
“It has been my wish many times that Dr. Piper could
have lived to see these later days, especially the present ones
when the United States as a soybean producer has occupied
second place, headed only by China. It is pleasing to us now
that products of American-grown soybeans are a part of the
bread that is returning across the Pacific to those people [in
China] who gave us generously of breeding material.
“We began collecting new varieties and strains from the
Orient about 1908. A few varieties had been brought over a
hundred years before but during that century it was merely
a garden oddity. In those years we were living beside an
undiscovered gold mine, you might say. But now we know
we have something–the most valuable of the many p1ant
gifts out China and perhaps the most versatile plant known.
“When I recite what we consider the virtues of the
soybean, it may sound to the people on the other side of the
Pacific like a school boy at the supper table announcing his
discoveries of the day. Nevertheless, this is a good place to
say that on both sides of this ocean and in Europe, too, it
really deserves its name of “Wonder Bean”–a valuable aid
to good farming, a protein feed for livestock, a big-tonnage
raw material for industry, and a nutritious human food that is
winning a high place in the diet. The war greatly emphasized
its usefulness.
“In the United States the acreage of this crop had
reached sizeable proportions before the war and it had a
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place on the grain exchange–along with such mainstays
of our life as wheat and corn. But in 1907, when Dr. Piper
visioned its future, the total acreage in the United States was
only 50,000, Three years ago it reached a peak of nearly
16,000,000 acres. The production of soybeans in 1917 was
about 70,000 tons. By 1945 it had increased almost 100 fold.
“We needed the soybean–farmers, manufacturers, and
consumers–and, with great merit to start with, it was made to
fit more exactly into various uses.
“Testing and selection are going on now at perhaps
a greater rate than ever before, using types and strains
brought in by the thousands from China, Japan, Korea,
and Manchuria. More than 15 years ago I spent 2 years in
those countries. I have pleasant recollections of the people
who proudly brought in their favorite beans from farms and
village garden plots. We now have under test more than
2,500 varieties, types, and strains, with about 100 varieties
commercially available. Some of them, bred or selected for
the north country, mature in 75 days and some, suitable for
southern states, take 175 days.
“Until recent years the farmer has looked on the soybean
mostly as a forage crop. Of late years it has gained in food
and industrial uses. Today more than 100 oil mills are
crushing soybeans; 200 concerns are manufacturing soybean
food products; and more than 100 manufacturers are turning
out various industrial products, including plastics and oils for
paint and other uses. Now it is a $500,000,000 industry.
“Not only has Federal and State research widened the
fields of usefulness of the soybean, but recently there has
been much research by commercial interests.
“The soybean food list includes scores of products but
those now getting most attention are soy flour, grits, flakes,
and meat substitutes. Soy flour’s greatest usefulness is in
adding value to other foods.
“In industry the soybean is on a good and broad
foundation, with about 70 percent or our production
processed by oil mills. Industry uses the oil for the
manufacture of cooking fat and many industrial products.
The remaining high-protein meal is used for stock feed, flour,
plastics and other industrial products.
“Altogether we have learned a lot about the soybean–
from its home countries of the Orient and through our own
efforts–and it has become so important as to be almost
indispensable. Our plant pot is really a melting pot.”
Address: USDA.
2974. Wilcox, Roy Harold; Harris, J.R.; Ruwe, A.C. 1946.
Complete costs and farm business analysis on 24 farms
in Champaign and Piatt Counties, Illinois, 1945 (Grainfarming section). University of Illinois, Dep. of Agricultural
Economics. Aug. AE2410.
• Summary: “Soybeans were produced on 38.4 percent of the
cropland in the 24 farms, or within 3.2 percent of the acreage
in corn. The acreage in soybeans for grain has progressively

increased since the early 1920’s, reaching its high point
on these farms in 1945. The average net cost of producing
an acre of soybeans was $20.33 after deducting credit for
pasture was $22.14 in 1945; $20.3 in 1944; and $18.84
in 1943.” Soybean yields on these farms are gradually
decreasing due to “heavy cropping of the land and failure to
put fertility back into the soil either by means of livestock
manure, commercial fertilizers, or by plowing under legume
crops. Although for a good many years the soybean crop has
been second to corn as a high-profit crop, it will lose its place
to alfalfa hay (a close third) unless the farmers reduce the
proportion of their cropland in crops that draw as heavily on
soil fertility as corn and soybeans do” (p. 4-5). Soybean hay
was cut on only five of the farms. (p. 5).
Pages 12-14 give a detailed analysis of the cost of
producing soybeans per ace on 24 farms (2,324 acres,
53,255 bushels). The net profit per acre of soybeans (average
24 farms) was $24.62 in 1945, $30.43 in 1944, $26.69 in
1943, and $22.58 in 1942. Address: Dep. of Agricultural
Economics, Agric. Exp. Station, College of Agriculture,
Uniov. of Illinois.
2975. Soybean Digest. 1946. W.E. Riegel soybean pioneer.
Oct. p. 24.
• Summary: W.E. Riegel of Tolono, Illinois, died
unexpectedly on September 2 at age 63. The following
sentiment was uttered by Dr. W.L. Burlison, head of the
department of agronomy of the University of Illinois shortly
after his passing: “The death of Mr. Riegel is a tremendous
loss to the University and to the agricultural college in
particular. He was one of the most outstanding agricultural
leaders in the state and nation, a leader who stood for
progressive education, and certainly one of the most
prominent contributors to farming practices in the Cornbelt.”
Mr. Riegel had not been in the best of health during the
past year, but was thought by his friends to be improving.
“In company with Mrs. Riegel and Mrs. Charles Meharry, he
had attended the American Soybean Association convention
in St. Louis [Missouri] the week before his death. He drove
a tractor to the field on the morning of September 2, when he
suddenly became ill. He died late that evening.
“W.E. Riegel was a true soybean pioneer. He had been
association with soys in Champaign County for over 30
years. Champaign leads the world in soybean production, is
regarded as the very heart of the soybean belt.
“He was given much credit for the fact that soys became
a major crop in the Midwest. He began growing them ‘and
hogging and cattling them down’ long before there was any
hint of a soybean industry. It was a decade and more later
when processing plants were built, the combine came east
from the wheat belt, and the American Soybean Association
was born.
“Riegel helped found ASA. The second meeting of the
Association was held in Champaign County in 1921 and
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he was elected president. He was active in the Association
throughout his 26-year history.
“Mr. Riegel did not go to high school. Instead, he made
the long jump from grade school to the University of Illinois
in the fall of 1905. ‘Compared to other students I learned
very little, but compared to what I knew when entering
college, I learned much,’ he said. The first part of this
statement must be taken as coming from a modest man.
“Though he did not graduate, he maintained a close
relationship with his alma mater after he left the university.
He served on the agronomy advisory committee as well as
the general advisory committee of the University for many
years. His two daughters and son are all graduates of U. of I.
“Following graduation and marriage and a few years
on his father’s farm, Mr. Riegel went as manager to the C.L.
Meharry farm two miles southeast of Tolono in 1913. He was
still actively managing the 1,200 Meharry acres at the time
of his death.
“Meharry had been growing soybeans since 1908. He
had planted 19 acres of them in 1909 to the astonishment
of his manager, who could not understand what he could do
with so many soys. Riegel began growing the crop 3 years
before he went with Meharry [i.e., Riegel began growing
soybeans in about 1910]. Now together they pioneered
in soybeans as well as lespedeza in Illinois. They were
generally credited with introducing lespedeza into that part
of Illinois.
“Riegel helped introduce soybean into many Illinois
counties. For years he was in demand by county farm
advisors to speak on soys. Once he spent almost a week in
Chicago speaking on the subject daily or oftener over Radio
Station WLS.
“The Meharry farms still grow big crops of soybeans,
as well as large acreages of corn and wheat. Lespedeza
furnishes extensive pastures for cattle.
“Riegel was instrumental in securing protection for the
growing industry in the tariff act of 1929. With Meharry
and that other well known soybean pioneer of Tolono, John
T. Smith, he testified before a congressional committee in
Washington [DC] in favor of such protection. It was duly
accorded to soybeans, soybean oil and oil meal. Under the
protecting wing of the government, which shut out huge
importations of soy products from the Orient, acreage
expanded rapidly in the 30’s.
“In recognition of his ability as a farmer, Riegel was
named ‘Master Farmer’ by Prairie Farmer, and ‘Champion
Farmer by Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
“But he did not confine his efforts to soybeans or even
the Meharry farms. The names of the groups in which he
was active read like a catalog of Champaign County service
organizations.
“To list a few: he was a member of the board of
directors of a Tolono bank and member of the school board;
president of Champaign County Farm Bureau; an organizer

of Champaign County Service Co.; president, secretary, and
member of board of Illinois Crop Improvement Association;
trustee of Farm Foundation; director of Farm Security
Administration; agricultural chairman war bond drive for
Champaign County; member board of Alumni Association
of University of Illinois; and on the boards of Wesley
Foundation and Young Men’s Christian Association.”
“If Champaign County leads the nation in soybean
production and is more progressive in other ways than most
counties it must be due in some degree to Mr. Riegel’s
efforts.”
A portrait photo shows W.E. Riegel.
2976. Portères, Roland. 1946. Observations sur les
possibilités de culture du soja en Guinée forestière
[Observations on the possibilities of growing soybeans in
the forested parts of French Guinea]. Bulletin Agronomique
(Ministere de la France d’Outre Mer, Direction de
l’Agriculture, de Elevage et des Forets) No. 1. 80 p. Nov.
[Nogent-sur-Marne (Seine), France]. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Table showing the
climate of the Sérédou [Seredou] station. 1. Varieties tried
at the Sérédou Station: Introduction of soybean varieties (in
1935 [from Manchuria, and Japan], in 1938 [from Annam,
Cochinchine, and Cambodia], in 1939 [from Tonkin, Java,
USA, and France], and in 1940 [from French Cameroon,
Poland, Argentina, Netherlands, Italy], new acquisitions in
1939 and 1940, multiplicity of varieties), classification of
the soybeans at Sérédou, agro-botanical observations on
the varieties, attempt at classification (general, botanical
classification, classification of seed varieties), principal
characters (incl. name and place of origin) of the soybean
varieties cultivated at Sérédou in 1940.
2. Ecology: The ecological behavior of some (39)
varieties, general ecological behavior (the phases of
vegetation and critical periods), soya for forage, soybean
seeds and their selection, facilities needed for cultivation and
production during the year, inoculation of the seeds, quality
of the soil, enemies of the soybean including parasites and
diseases.
3. Plan for production of soybeans in a forested tropical
zone: Organization of cultivation, map of precipitation
in West Africa (Sérédou receives about 2,000 mm/year),
exports (3-4 crops a year can be grown), cropping patterns,
growing soybeans for use as food.
4. Modifications of indigenous methods: The need to
introduce soya as an indigenous food and badly needed
source of protein, difficulty of cooking soybeans, selecting
varieties best suited to cooking, soaking, washing and
cooking, cooking by the local people, times of year favorable
for introducing soya into the diet, place of soya in the crop
rotation.
5. The nutritional composition of soybeans grown in
West Africa (analyses of varieties cultivated at Sérédou
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were made by M. Nguyen Van Cuc, a chemist at Nogentsur-Marne), graph showing that oil content and protein
content are inversely related. 6. General conclusions based
on the first trials: Based on the 1939 and 1940 trials one can
conclude that in the forested areas of [southeast] Guinea
(Gueckedou, Macenta, N’Zerekore [Nzerekore]), and the
sub-forested areas (Kissidougou, Beyla), soybeans can be
grown with good results, and every effort must be made in
this direction in the years to come. Soybeans can help meet
the food shortages that exist in June, July, and part of August.
The preface (p. 3) states: “Sporadic attempts at the
introduction of soybean cultivation have been in French West
Africa since 1900. They have been conducted on a small
scale in the various stations of Dahomey [later Benin], Ivory
Coast, Upper Volta, French Guinea, French Sudan (Soudan
français [Mali]), Upper Senegal-Niger (Haute-Sénégal-Niger
[Mali]), and at the Office of Niger (Soninkoura [probably
Soninnkoura in the Segou region of Mali on the Niger
River], using irrigated cultivation). Practical results have
been obtained in forested Guinea (at the Sérédou Station)
and in the upper Ivory Coast. This study focuses on the
results of trials conducted at Sérédou in 1939 and 1940.
The section on “Introduction of soybean varieties at
the Sérédou Station” (p. 5) states that in 1935 five varieties
were tested at Macenta by M. Barthes. They were Nogent
2856–Black Wou T’ecu, from Manchuria. None germinated
(ne germèrent pas). Nogent 2855–Black Hoi T’ecu, from
Manchuria. None germinated. Nogent 2852–Yellow Huen
T’ecu, from Manchuria. 102 plants matured. Nogent 2817–
Yellow of Japan. 17 plants matured. Nogent 2853–Green
Tsing T’ecu, from Manchuria. 1,000 plants matured. Of
these five, only No. 2853, the green-seeded soybean from
Manchuria did well, and was kept and appreciated, but its
cultivation was continued until 1939.
The best The best period for vegetation is from October
to March in low irrigated lands, and until June in high lands.
The vegetation period varied from 80 to 160 days for the
different varieties (in the short cycle varieties branching is
very reduced). Soybeans can be cultivated for export or for
local consumption, both as forage and as food for the natives.
Soybeans for export must be harvested during March-April
and exported during the dry season. As a food for the natives
it can be a supplement during the food-short months of June
and July. Since soybean seeds lose their germination power
quickly during the rainy season, it is necessary to have a
little cultivation during June, August, and September in order
to produce the necessary seeds for export. This cultivation
cannot be integrated into the cultivation for food as it
produces in a season when rice, which is preferred by the
natives, is available.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021)
concerning soybeans in Upper Volta (renamed Burkina Faso
in 1984), or the cultivation of soybeans in Upper Volta.
Note 2. This is the earliest reliable document seen

(March 2021) concerning soybeans in Dahomey (renamed
Benin in 1975), or the cultivation of soybeans in Dahomey.
Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in French Guinea, or the cultivation of soybeans
in French Guinea (1935). The source of these soybeans was
Manchuria and Japan. Address: Ingénieur d’Agronomie
Coloniale, Licencié ès Sciences.
2977. Soybean Digest. 1946. Eugene Staley hated farming–
Founded Staley’s at 50! Nov. p. 8, 34.
• Summary: Rod Hendrickson in ‘This Business of Living’
on WEAF, New York City:
“’We hear so much about the age of gray-hair–the age
when we of 50 are supposed to be slowing down with hints
on all sides that our places are being taken by the young and
up-and-coming and we’d better look for a soft spot to light.
“’Well–let’s take a look. I assure you I have seen some
very potent examples that Life begins at 50.
“’We are about to tell you a story about One man in
particular–a man of 50 and how the world looked to him and
what he did about it.
“’Did you ever hear of Eugene Staley? As a boy he lived
on a red-clay farm and he veritably hated it–this farming I
mean–and yet, he did more for the American farmer than
almost any other man alive.
“’Eugene Staley had seen a returned missionary from
China give his father a few seeds as a curiosity–had, as a
seven year old lad, planted them and saw them come up–
and soybeans, for this is what they were, were added to the
scanty diet of this farming family.
“’But as I say, the lad hated farming, so at the age of 17,
he left his folks’ North Carolina farm and became a traveling
salesman. He sold books, he sold flavoring extracts, baking
powder and starch–until he was buying starch in bulk and
packaging it himself. Then he began to make his own starch,
buying corn close to his little plant in Decatur, Illinois, to
save freight–and all the time trying to think of some means
of improving the yield of the cornfields. At last it came back
to him, those soybeans of his youth–for in addition to being
feed for both man and animal–they would enrich the soil
by adding nitrogen to it. Then he looked further–to find that
we were importing some 15,000 tons a year of soybean oil,
and cake and meal. Why not quit this business of selling
odd and sundry articles and sell the farmers on the raising of
this product with the Chinese name? And so he did, and the
farmers listened, and the soybean acreage began to climb,
slowly, but a few thousand acres a year–and it was sold for
hay and for forage and for fertilizer, but the beans themselves
were only used as seed.
“’Now all this didn’t happen as fast as I am telling it–but
we suddenly find Mr. Staley now 50 years old and he’s still
alive and on his toes, and so he talked his associates into
the idea of building a soybean mill. Then he put salesmen
into the field to talk to farmers in school-houses, in court
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houses. He bombarded them with literature and pamphlets
and put articles in the farm journals, and most important he
guaranteed to buy all the soybeans the farmers would raise.
“’He Set New Record: Now that’s a pretty big order–but
he meant it, and it worked, for in the fall of that year, his mill
crushed more soybeans into oil and meal than the state of
Illinois had ever handled before.
“’Then he began to have paint and lacquer
manufacturers see how this oil could profitably be used by
them–and his market grew. He worked with seed firms to get
better seed, with machinery makers to get cheaper cultivating
and harvesting implements–got the Illinois Central railroad
to run a special soybean demonstration train which traveled
2,500 miles and was visited by more than 34,000 people. In
three years, the soybean acreage was 10 times what it had
been and still he was buying all the beans farmers could
produce.
“’The oil made fine margarine and salad dressings–
the farmers were happy–the plant was growing–new uses
came further into being. Sounds like a dream, but here
it is; a dream which Mr. Staley lived to see, although he
passed away in December of 1940. However, his son, A.E.
Staley, Jr., is carrying on in his father’s place–and last year
completed construction of the nation’s largest soybean oil
hexane extraction plant, as well as a $250,000 laboratory
to further expand research in another stride toward greater
utilization of soybeans and corn.
“’Government [USDA] figures indicate that the United
States production of soybeans is expected to total more than
190 millions of bushels this year–a figure higher than that of
even Manchuria. Illinois has now become the soybean center
of our country, to last year produce alone, over 70 million
bushels–a product of prime importance to industry.
“’This boy who hated farming, at the age of 50 probably
did as much for the American farmer as any other living
person.
“’We can’t or probably don’t all desire to become
farmers, or the tillers of soybeans, but we have told this
story to bear out this fact, that at 50 we are positively NOT
through, nor are we devoid of ideas which might give us
a start for this older security which we at that age all so
hopefully seek.’”
A portrait photo shows the late A.E. Staley.
2978. Elliott, H.G. 1946. The soybean. Its possibilities
in W.A. [Western Australia]. J. of Agriculture, Western
Australia 23(4):285-93. Dec. Summarized in Soybean
Digest, Nov. 1947, p. 34.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Economic position.
Soybean oil. Uses of oil. Origin. Uses in Western Australia.
Name and origin. Description. Climate. Soils. Cultivation.
Fertiliser. Inoculation. Sowing. Intercultivation. Harvesting.
Varieties. Summary of soybean trials in W.A. (using mostly
American or Canadian varieties). Some edible varieties of

soybeans (as a green vegetable, a cooking dried beans).
“In Australia, the acreage grown is as yet only small
and up to the present time has been mainly experimental.” In
Western Australia it is doubtful if the soybean could compete
as a fodder with other summer-grown fodders.
Varieties: The “Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research have obtained best results with Charlee,
Haberlandt, Creole and Georgian varieties in Queensland,
whilst Manchu Yellow and Haberlandt have been grown with
some success in Western Australia and yields as high as 35
bushels per acre have been obtained experimentally.
“Summary of soybean trials in W.A.: The Department
of Agriculture of this State has for many years introduced
numerous varieties of soybeans for trial at various centres
over a wide range of soil and climatic conditions, from as
far North as Ord River in the Kimberleys to Albany on the
South coast, and the results to date have not been completely
successful. The early trials did not meet with much success
because of three main factors–1. Inability to obtain good
inoculation on plants as a suitable strain of bacteria for
inoculation of seeds was not available. 2. Suitable strains and
varieties of soybeans were not available as those tried were
too long in maturing. 3. Low germination of seed imported
for trial. In recent years better results have been obtained”
since these problems are been solved. “Of the varieties
grown in the South-West, Manchu Yellow, Haberlandt,
Arysoy, Easy Cook, Harrow Mammoth Brown [Harrow,
Mammoth Brown?], Kenway and Q1463 have all given
reasonable results, with yields of up to 30 bushels per acre of
seed.
A table (p. 292-93) shows that at present in Western
Australia some 51 soybeans varieties from the USA and
18 varieties from Canada are under trial at various centers.
For each variety the following information is given: name,
average number of days to mature (range: 89-126), yield (6
varieties have yields from 35.0 to 37.44 bushels/acre), and
whether or not the seed color is yellow.
Named American soybean varieties under trial: Ito
San, Ohio 9100, Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Elton, Aksarben,
White Eyebrow, Wilson 89, Ohio 9035 (Hamilton), Ohio
7490, Ohio 9016, Wilson, Ebony, Medium Green, Habaro,
Haberlandt, Mikado, Royal, Peking Sel 1-21-8, Peking Sel
1-21-5, Peking Sel 1-21-7, Peking Sel 1-21-3, Sherwood,
Virginia, Peking, Shingto, Chestnut, Early Yellow, American
Coffee Berry, Early Black, Sable, Wisconsin Black, Medium
Early Yellow, Medium Early Brown, Medium Early Black,
Ohio 7046, Mongol, Taha, Jet, Haberlandt, Chernie, Nuttall,
Ohio 7476, Medium Green, Amherst, Mever [Meyer], Cloud.
Named Canadian soybean varieties under trial: St.
Anne’s No. 92, Early Brown, Mandarin, Yellow 210, Yellow
17, Chinaton Echo, Italian, O.A.C. No. 211, O.A.C. No. 81,
Summerland, Black (China), Early Korean, Green, Manchu,
Black Eyebrow, Ito San, Golden, A.K.
Varieties grown experimentally in New Zealand and
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having an average yield of 23 bushels: Early Yellow, O.A.C.,
Black Ontario, Manchu (Hudson), Manchu (Ottawa),
Cayuga.
Edible varieties of soybeans that are good for use
as a green vegetable: Agate, Hahto, Easycook, Rokusen
[Rokusun], Funk Delicious, Kura, Aoda, Bansii [Bansei],
Shiro, Hokkaido, Chusei, Higan, Janro [Kanro?], Willoni
[Willomi], Nanda, Jogun.
Edible varieties of soybeans that are good for use for
cooking as dried beans: Easycook, Chusei, Rokusen, Jogun,
Hokkaido, Janro [Kanro].
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013)
that clearly mentions the soybean varieties Chinaton Echo or
Early Korean. Address: Agrostologist, Western Australia.
2979. Starke, J.S. 1946. Summer crops under irrigation
for grazing and hay production. Farming in South Africa.
21(249):803-20. Dec. [4 ref]
• Summary: Page 804: “The annual crops planted included
the summer cereals, Sudan grass and babala and the
following legumes: cowpeas (upright and procumbent
types), soya beans, velvet beans and sunn hemp. The upright
cowpeas and soya beans were of the varieties developed at
the Potchefstroom College of Agriculture.”
“The following rates of seeding were found to be
satisfactory at Losperfontein:”
“Soya beans (34.S.256)–40 lb. per morgen.
“The Sudan grass, babala and sunn hemp were either
broadcast by hand or drilled in. The cowpeas, soya beans
and velvet beans were planted in rows, 2 ft. 6 in. apart, by
means of a mealie planter with suitably adjusted plates. For
the soya beans and Iron cowpeas a plate with 20 holes of 3/8
in. diameter was used;” Considerable difficulty was at first
experienced in obtaining a good stand of soya beans, but the
germination was appreciably improved by shallow planting.
No trouble was experienced with the germination of the
other crops.
Page 805: Table 1, “Total grazing capacity” has 7
columns. (1) Crop: Soya beans. (2) Number of camps: 4. (3)
Area (morgen): 7.4. (4) Growth period before first grazing
(days): 99. (5) Times grazed: 1. (6) Cropping period (days):
109. (7) Sheep days per morgen. = lb. S.E.: 1,151.
Soya beans are discussed throughout this article, on
pages 806, 808, 809, 810, 812, 817, and 820. Address: Dep.
of Animal Husbandry, Agricultural Research Inst., Univ. of
Pretoria.
2980. Frye, Jennings B., Jr. 1946. Influence of soybeans
on the flavor of milk, cream and butter and on the body
and texture of butter. PhD thesis, Iowa State University. In:
Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by American Universities,
1946. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

2981. Roque, Arturo. 1946. Soybeans. University of Puerto
Rico (Rio Piedras, San Juan) Agricultural Experiment
Station, Annual Report p. 47-50, 67. For the years 19431944. [Eng]
• Summary: “Soybean variety tests.–The work on soybeans
has been continued this year with a number of variety tests
which are established in different regions of the Island and in
different seasons. The tests were established to determine the
effect of variety, season, and distance of planting on the yield
and composition of soybean forage and grain. To-date a total
of 22 grain and forage tests has been established, 14 of which
have been finished.
“The results of these tests–indicate that Seminole,
Otootan, and Palmetto are better than Mammoth Yellow both
as regards hay and grain production (table 20).
“Best planting distance for soybeans.–The results
presented in tables 20, 21, and 22 show that a distance of
one foot between rows is decidedly better than a distance of
two feet as regards hay production of soybeans. This is also
true with respect to grain production. Yields obtained at a
distance of one foot exceeded those obtained at a distance of
two feet by amounts ranging from 20 to 50 per cent.
“Protein content of soybeans.–As in the case of other
crops, the protein content of soybeans varies with the place
where they are grown. The total protein content of several of
the experimental plantings of soybeans are presented in table
20. The analyses of results presented in table 20 have shown
differences as high as six per cent on the protein content of
the same variety in different regions of the Island.
“Effect of length of day on soybean yields.–To study the
effect of length of day on soybean yields, an experiment was
conducted with the Palmetto, Otootan, and Seminole soybean
varieties. The plants were grown in 12-inch clay pots filled
with equal amounts of a 6:3:2 mixture of silt, sand, and wellrotted filter-press cake. Each pot contained five plants and
each treatment was replicated four times. The pots were kept
for three weeks under natural light conditions, after which
they were subjected to the following lengths of day by means
of light treatments: 7, 9, 11, 14, 16, and 18 hours.
“Under the 7, 9, and 11 hour day-length treatments, all
three varieties flowered in 36 days and had one-inch pods by
the 46th day after planting. Very little flowering was noticed
under the 14, 16, and 18-hour day-length treatments, and no
pods had been produced three months after planting. The
mean yields obtained as a result of this test are indicated in
table 23.”
Contains 4 large tables as indicated.
On page 67 is a large table titled “Plant introduction.”
It states that 8 varieties of the soybean (Soja max (L.) Piper)
were received from Hawaii. Their use was “Economic.”
Address: Director.
2982. Fisher, John. 1947. Grow more leguminous crops.
Farming in South Africa. 22(251):33-38, 40. Jan.
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• Summary: “There are several reasons why it is absolutely
imperative that more leguminous crops should be grown.
In the first place, the continued shortage of nitrogenous
fertilizers has made it more difficult than ever to produce
pasture grasses with a high protein for the feeding of dairy
cows...”
Table 1, “Percentage composition of feeds,” gives a
nutritional analysis of the major cereal grains, oil seeds
(cotton seed and flax seed), leguminous grains (including
soya beans), and legume hays (including soya beans).
Table 2 lists the “Percentage composition of grasses.”
The section on “Soil and climatic requirements of
legumes” begins: “Soil.–It is frequently stated that legumes
will not grow in acid soils. This, however, is not true, as
there are certain legumes which are quite tolerant of acid
soils. Mention can be made of vetches, lupins, soya beans
and some clovers, particularly wild white clover, best of the
grazing clovers. Lucerne and cowpeas are more particular
and do not tolerate the same acidity... If the bacteria absent,
however, the legumes will not thrive, perhaps not even grow.
It has come to be generally accepted that soya beans are
better for sourveld areas, whilst cowpeas may do better on
sweet soils.”
“The cowpea and soya bean are summer legumes for the
midlands and even the high veld. There, the planting time
of these crops can be so regulated that they will be ready for
making into hay when the dry weather sets in, and the soil is
dry.”
“Much more attention should be given to soya beans
and cowpeas in the summer-rainfall areas where perennial
legumes like lucerne and kudzu do not grow well... The soya
bean is our most healthy summer legume, as it is seldom
subject to leaf blights, and is not attacked by weevils in the
seed. It should therefore he grown on a scale many times
greater than it is to-day.
“As will be seen from the tables, the protein percentage
of soya beans is roughly 3½ times that of maize. So, for
example, 5 bags of soya beans (200 lb. per bag) will contain
365 lb. of protein, whereas 5 bags of maize (200 lb. per bag)
will contain only 101 lb. of protein, while a comparable
weight of soyabean hay (1,000 lb.) will contain as much as
160 lb. of protein.”
“Points to Bear in Mind:... All legume crops should
have large numbers of nodules on their roots if they are to
enrich the soil as well as give hay and grain with a high
protein content, but they do not all have the same strain of
nodule organisms on their roots. Some nodule organisms can
function on several legumes, but others are specific to certain
legumes. The soya bean requires its own special organism
which is not found in our South African soils until they have
been inoculated with it.”
The author closes with a discussion of the various
“Cross-inoculation” groups. Soya beans are in their own
group. Address: Principal, College of Agriculture, Cedara.

2983. Adair, C. Roy. 1947. Third work planning conference
of the U.S. Soybean Regional Laboratory for the Southern
States region, Memphis, Tennessee, February 5-7, 1947
(Continued–Document part II). RSLM (U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 142.
29 p. Feb. 7.
• Summary: (Continued): “Work on soybean oil for
protective coatings continues. Norelac, a rubber substitute,
and Norepol, a polyamide useful for heat-sealing and paper
coating, are two products of the Northern Laboratory that
have received commercial trials. New catalysts have been
found to have increased conjugation to soybean oil, and can
[page 4] produce a product which dries to a wrinkled film in
one hour without metallic drier. Lime (5 percent) in soybean
oil paints has been found to be very beneficial. Applications
of soybean protein to paper coating and shotgun shell casings
have been made.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017) that
mentions the use of soy protein as a glue for shotgun shell
casings.
“Report of Collaborators
“Each of the collaborators presented a report on the
accomplishments of the soybean research program during
the past season and described the position of soybeans in
the general farming system of his state. Mr. E.F. Schultz,
the collaborator from Alabama, was unable to be present
but submitted a statement of progress to be included in the
report. A report covering research in southeast Missouri is
also included.
“Alabama report by E.F. Schultz–Uniform nursery
groups VI, VII, and VIII were planted at Fairhope,
Crossville, Belle Mina, and. Tallassee. All tests were
harvested except Group VIII at Tallassee.
“The Alabama nursery was reduced from about 300
strains to 45. Of these 45 strains, 3 that had showed promise
were planted adjacent to the regional nurseries at all four
locations in Alabama so that their yields could be compared
with those of the varieties in the regional tests. The yields of
the three strains were no better than those of the varieties in
the regional tests but still as good as the rest of the Alabama
nursery.
“It is entirely probable that, since our best strains do not
seen better than commercially available varieties, soybean
breeding work in Alabama may be set aside for a while.
“Other work with soybeans has already been
discontinued in Alabama, the regional nurseries and the
Alabama nursery being the only soybean work in progress
during the past year.
“Arkansas report by C.R. Adair–The estimated acreage,
yield per acre and total production in Arkansas in 1946
increased 256, 143, and 368 percent, respectively, compared
with the averages for 1935-1944. The acreage harvested for
seed during the period 1935-44 was 115,000 acres; for 1945
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it was 209,000 acres; and for 1946 it was 295,000 acres. The
average yields per acre were: for 1935-44, 12.9; for 1945,
16.0; and for 1946, 18.5 bushels. The total production for
those periods was: 1935-44, 1,484,000; 1945, 3,344,000; and
1946, 5,458,000 bushels.
“The increase in acreage, yield per acre, and, total
production has been brought about by the demand for oil
seed crops and the resulting increase in price per bushel, the
introduction of higher yielding varieties, growing soybeans
on the better land instead of other cash crops, and the use of
better cultural practices.
“The 1946 season was one of contrasts in Arkansas.
At most places where the tests were conducted there was
excessive rainfall during May. Near drought conditions
prevailed in late summer at Stuttgart, Marianna, and Desha
county; and there was insufficient rainfall at Fayetteville in
August. The mean daily temperatures were below normal
throughout most of the season.”
Page 14: South Carolina report by W. R. Paden–
Soybeans have been grown in South Carolina for many
years. Most of the crop has been grown for forage but during
the past few years the proportion grown for seed has been
increasing. An average of 28,000 acres was grown for forage
in the ten-year period, 1935-44; 20,000 acres in 1945; and
24,000 acres in 1946. The acreage grown for seed during
these same periods was 10,000; 8,000; and 16,000 acres,
respectively. The yields per acre were 6.9, 7.0, and 6.0
bushels for the same period, respectively. This increase in
acreage planted for beans and increase in yield per acre is
undoubtedly a result in the use of improved bean varieties.
“The uniform nursery tests have been conducted each
year at Clemson [South Carolina] and at two of the branch
stations, Pee Dee and Edisto, since the tests were first
started. Both early and late plantings on Cecil sandy loam
(upland) soil last year at Clemson and one medium early
planting on Congaree silt loam (bottomland) soil were made.
The average yield of ten varieties (Group VII) on the Cecil
soil was 17.3 bushels for the early planting in comparison
with 13.0 bushels for the late planting. The protein and oil
contents were also slightly higher from the earlier planting.
The highest yield from the early planting was made by the
N44-92 variety with 20.6 bushels and from the late planting
by Volstate with 23.0 bushels. Wood’s Yellow produced the
highest yield, 40.2 bushels on the Congaree silt loam. Field
tests with the Ogden variety showed that this variety was a
high producer of seed; but due to its heavy shattering, it is
necessary to harvest immediately after maturity especially on
the light soils. Two dates of planting were made at the Edisto
Station with an average yield of 24.8 bushels for the early
and 22.2 bushels for the late planting. The highest yield from
the early planting was made by the N44-774 variety with
32.1 bushels and from the late planting was N44-92 with
27.6 bushels per acre.
“No breeding or selection work is being done by the

experiment station other than the testing of selected strains
by Dr. Hartwig at the Pee Dee Station. Coker’s Pedigreed
Seed Company at Hartsville, South Carolina, has some
soybean breeding underway and appears to have one or two
promising varieties which should soon be ready for release.
“Tennessee report by O.H. Long–According to Release
No. 696 of the Department of Agriculture Statistical Service,
Nashville, soybeans for seed were harvested from 45,000
acres in Tennessee in 1946 with an average acre yield of
18.0 bushels. The average yield compares with 14.5 bushels
obtained in 1945 and 8.2 bushels for the 10-year period,
1933-1942. It is believed that this increase in acre yield was
due to favorable growing conditions generally throughout
the State in 1946, as well as the increased use of improved
varieties, particularly the varieties Ogden and Volstate which
were developed by the Tennessee Agricultural Experiment
Station.
“A release from the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Production and Marketing Administration, Nashville, has
suggested a goal of 80,000 harvested acres of seed soybean
in 1947 with a total production of 1,120,000 bushels.
“Uniform Soybean Nurseries, Groups IVS and VI,
were grown at three locations in Tennessee in 1946. These
were located at Knoxville, Crossville in East Tennessee, and
Jackson in West Tennessee. The highest yields were obtained
at Jackson, the mean yield being slightly over 30 bushels as
an average of the two groups. The next highest yields were
obtained at Knoxville where the mean yield was slightly...”
(Continued). Address: Secretary of the Conference,
Memphis, Tennessee; U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Urbana,
Illinois.
2984. Adair, C. Roy. 1947. Third work planning conference
of the U.S. Soybean Regional Laboratory for the Southern
States region, Memphis, Tennessee, February 5-7, 1947
(Continued–Document part V). RSLM (U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 142.
29 p. Feb. 7.
• Summary: (Continued): Attachment #1.
“Bureau of Plant Industry. Soils and Agricultural
Engineering.
“Preliminary Project Estimate
“Fiscal Year 1947, under H.R. 6932 (Flannagan-Hope
Marketing-Research Bill)
“Act Title: Title I, Sec. 10 (b) Amount: $75,000
“Short Title: Develop improved strains and methods of
culture of soybeans for food, forage, and industrial purposes
in the Southern States.
“Objective: Research with soybeans in the Southern
States at present is in cooperation with the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory of the North Central States. Due to the
original regional setup (twelve North Central States) of the
Laboratory, only limited and temporary financial support
could be made available for cooperative work outside of the
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specified region. In view of this status and the continued
need for an increasing acreage of soybeans for industrial
and forage purposes, southern collaborators feel that the
soybean program should be on a more permanent basis.
The development of superior varieties, especially for high
oil content and high yield, adapted to the wide range of soil
and climatic conditions in the Southern States and improved
methods of culture are essential for increased acreage and
a more economical production of the crop. The improved
strains should be tested over a wide area to determine their
resistance to diseases, insects, drought, and factors affecting
quality and storage of seed. Studies are also needed to
determine the effect of various soil types, fertilizer practices,
stage of growth of the plants, diseases, and other factors on
growth and yield of plants and composition and quality of
seed.
“Plan: These investigations are to be conducted in
cooperation with the state agricultural experiment stations in
twelve southern states and will be integrated with existing
State and Federal programs in those states, and with the
U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory at Urbana, Illinois.
Selected progenies will be studied for chemical composition,
disease and insect resistance, superior seed and forage
qualities under different environmental conditions, and
factors affecting production and quality of seed in the humid
areas of the South. The investigations will be conducted in
the field, laboratory, and greenhouse. Relative-producing
ability and, quality will be determined and superior strains
recommended for commercial use.
“Financial Requirements: It is estimated that the annual
cost will be $75,000 distributed in the first year as follows:
“Personal Services–$57,900
“Travel–4,000
“Equipment–4,000
“Land and Structures “All Other–9,100 Total: $75,000
“After the first year, it is estimated that approximately
$60,000 will be required for personal services and $15,000
for other expenses. Duration of the project is indefinite.
“Amount Available, 1947, for same objective: None.
Attachment #2.
“Bureau of Plant Industry. Soils and Agricultural
Engineering.
“Preliminary Project Estimate
“Fiscal Year 1947, under H.R. 6932
“(Flannagan-Hope Marketing-Research Bill)
“Act Title; Title I. Sec. 10 (b) Amount __
“(Supplemented from Sec. 9b, (1), (2), and (3))
“Short Title: Harvesting, storing, and marketing of
soybeans, lupines, and other legume seeds in the southern
region.
“Objective: To determine the factors affecting quality
and viability of soybeans, lupines, and other legume seeds
during harvesting, storage, and marketing in the southern

region. To develop improved marketing methods with the
purpose of increasing returns to the grower.
“Plan; These investigations will involve the cooperation
of the following State and Federal agencies:
“(1) State Agricultural Experiment Stations in the
region.
“(2) Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering.
“(3) U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory.
“(4) Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
“(5) Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine.
“(6) Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry.
“(7) Such other State, Federal, and private agencies as
may be able to contribute to the project.
“The contemplated research which will be integrated,
with the project on improved strains and methods of culture,
involves the following phases: (1) a study of harvesting and
storage methods needed to maintain good seed quality and
viability; (2) a study of methods and, procedures of selling
on basis of oil quantity and quality, and any other factors that
should reflect increased return to the grower; (3) a study of
methods of improving market news service; (4) a study of
trade channels.
“Financial Requirements: It is estimated that the annual
cost will be distributed in the first year as follows:
“(To be determined by the various cooperating agencies)
“After the first year, it is estimated that approximately
$__ will be required for personal services and $__ for other
expenses. Delay in filling positions during the first year is
reflected in the increased amount for other expenses to be
used to provide storage houses and other equipment needed
to initiate the project. The duration is estimated to be five
years.
“Amount Available, 1947, for same objective; None
for work in southern region.” Address: Secretary of the
Conference, Memphis, Tennessee; U.S. Regional Soybean
Lab., Urbana, Illinois.
2985. Englehorn, A.J.; Lawton, K.; Meldrum, H.R.; Norman,
A.G. 1947. Effect of straw and cornstalks on the yield of
soybeans. J. of the American Society of Agronomy 39(2):8992. Feb. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: The incorporation of straw or
cornstalk residues into prairie soils of average fertility
(Clarion loam and Marshall silt loam) did not result in any
reduction in the yield of threshed soybeans in three wellreplicated field experiments.” Address: 1. Research Asst.
Prof.; 2. Research Associate; 3. Research Asst. Prof.; 4.
Research Prof. All: Iowa Agric. Exp. Station, Ames, Iowa.
2986. Armour, M.L.; Lambert, J.W. 1947. Soybeans for
Minnesota. Minnesota Agricultural College, Extension
Bulletin No. 134. 8 p. March. Revised. Revised Jan. 1956.
• Summary: Contents: A crop of many uses: As a cash crop,
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grain for feed, emergency hay, pasture, straw, green manure.
Soybeans and the soil: Introduction, inoculation is insurance,
produce well on most soils. Growing and harvesting:
Choosing the variety, inoculating the seed, prepare seedbed
well, early planting best, plant thick and shallow, planting
not difficult, cultivate to control weeks, harvest at 14 per cent
moisture. Address: Minnesota.
2987. Department of Agronomy and Soils. 1947.
Recommended varieties of farm crops for Montana, 1947.
Montana Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular No. 188.
32 p. March. Revision of Circular No. 182.
• Summary: Pages 6-7 note: “Soybeans. Irrigated land only
(where corn matures satisfactorily): For seed production:
Minsoy. For hay: Minnesota Manchu... Annuals–(for forage).
Irrigated plains areas. Soybeans: Manchu.
Pages 20-21 note: “Soybeans are not generally
recommended for Montana. They have a limited adaptation
in the State because they must be grown under irrigation, in
areas where corn matures satisfactorily. Other annual forages
usually produce higher yields of hay and are more easily
cured than soybeans.” Manchu or Minsoy are recommended
if this crop is to be grown. A description of each is given.
Varieties of soybeans not recommended for Montana
are Goldsoy, Kabott, Richland, Lincoln, and other Corn
Belt varieties which are too late to be grown in Montana.
Vegetable varieties were tested but none were recommended.
Note: A.H. Post is listed first among the members of
the Dept. of Agronomy and Soils at Bozeman who are
responsible for these varietal recommendations. Address:
Bozeman, Montana.
2988. Soybean Blue Book. 1947. Soybean production
[statistics, USA]. p. 20-32.
• Summary: This section consists of many tables of U.S.
soybean acreage, yield, and production statistics: (1)
Soybean production in the United States, 1924-1946. Source:
Div. of Agricultural Statistics, Bureau of Agricultural
Economics, USDA. For each year the following 10 columns
are given: Acres planted: Grown alone, interplanted,
equivalent solid. Acres harvested: For beans, for hay,
grazed, plowed under or abandoned. Average yield per
acre harvested: For beans (bushels), for hay (tons). Total
production: For beans (thousand bushels), for hay (thousand
tons). Total production of soybeans grew from 4.9 million bu
in 1949 to 196.7 million bu in 1946.
(2) Soybeans: Supply and utilization in the United
States, 1924-1946 (1,000 bushels). For each year, beginning
October 1, the following 10 columns are given: Supply: Total
stocks Oct. 1, production, imports, total supply. Utilization:
Seed, feed, processing, exports, other uses, carryover Sept.
30.
(3) Soybeans: Acreage, yield and production 1924-1946
by states. The columns given for each state are the same as

those for table (1). A complete table is given for each of the
following states (which appear alphabetically by state name):
Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan,
Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, Wisconsin. Minnesota
(1933-1947). Other states, 1946 only: West Virginia, Texas,
Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
South Dakota.
2989. Soybean Digest. 1947. USDA men who have
contributed to soybean development: Probst is federal
soybean breeder in his home state. March. p. 29.
• Summary: “Albert H. Probst, a member of the scientific
staff of the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory for Indiana,
has been doing agronomic work for this organization since
May 1, 1936, all of the time in Indiana. In cooperation with
Purdue University he has done work of great importance in
developing the crop in that state.
“Probst and Dr. G.H. Cutler of the Indiana Agricultural
Experiment Station, working cooperatively, have developed
three new superior varieties–Gibson, Patoka, and Earlyana.
Gibson and Patoka are good oil varieties. In the southern and
south central parts of Indiana, where only forage types were
grown until recently, they are providing a new cash crop.
Probst and Cutler developed the Earlyana, a quick-maturing
industrial type, for northern sections of the Cornbelt which is
now doing well there.
“By developing these new heavy yielders with a
high percentage of good quality oil, Probst and the other
agronomists with whom he has worked have not only helped
greatly in stabilizing Indiana agriculture but have given the
entire soybean industry a better foundation.
“Mr. Probst was born in Indiana, at Lawrenceburg in
1912. He has the degrees of B.S. and M.S., both from Purdue
University. He lives at Lafayette.”
A portrait photo shows Albert H. “Al” Probst.
2990. Gaspar, F. 1947. Cultivo de la soja [Cultivation of
soybean]. Agricultura (Madrid, Spain) 16(180):201. April.
[Spa]
• Summary: Gives instructions for cultivating the Early
Yellow variety of soybean in Spain. In southern Spain,
planting time is April, when the frosts are over. The furrows
should face the south so that the new plants have protection
from the north wind. Rows should be spaced 40 cm apart,
and holes in each row should be 25 cm apart. Place 2
seeds in each hole to a depth of 3 cm and cover with earth
without pressing. Two irrigations are generally sufficient;
no irrigation must be done after flowering. Soybeans can be
used for human food, and they are also ground into flour and
mixed with other products for feeding livestock. Address:
Ingeniero agrónomo.
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2991. Feist, Ludwig. 1947. Die Sojabohne im Familiengarten
[The soybean in family gardens]. In: Dr. Wolfgang von
Schuh, ed. 1947. Bericht Ueber die Erste Deutsche
Soja-Tagung in Weissenburg, Bayern, 28-31 Aug. 1947.
Heilsbronn bei Ansbach, Mittelfranken: Arbeitskreis fuer
Landwirtschaft, Deutsche Arbeitsgemeinschaft Soja. 24 p.
See p. 8-10. [Ger]
• Summary: Discusses the importance of family gardens in
helping to alleviate Germany’s present food shortages, and
the importance of growing soybeans in those gardens. The
soybean, reach in nutrients, can provide a valuable early
vegetable, and its straw makes good fodder for livestock.
Address: Steuerberater, Bad Godesberg, Vennerstr. 7.
2992. Matagrin, Am. 1947. Les méthodes culturales et
la motoculture du soja aux États-Unis (labours, semis,
entretien, recolté) [Methods of cultivation and motorized
cultivation of soybeans in the United States (plowing
/ tillage, planting, crop maintenance, harvest)]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 7(41-42):80-89. July/Aug.; 7(4546):132-34. Nov/Dec.; 8(47):10-14. [16 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Notice the interesting French word motoculture.
American farming is becoming increasingly motorized,
without horses used previously, especially with the advent of
the tractor, combine, and automobile.
I. Mechanical preparation of the soil for soybeans. 1.
American methods of preparation for soybean forage or
soybean seeds. 2. Plows and tractors or winches; equipment
used to disk and subsoil. II. American practices and material
for planting soybeans. 1. Seeds and planting of soybeans
in the USA: spacing, depth, and inoculation. Elimination
of defective seeds. 2. American seeders and distributors of
chemical fertilizer; rolls.
2993. Burlison, W.L.; Woodworth, C.M. 1947. Research on
soybeans. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 56, 58-59.
• Summary: From a paper presented at the Soybean
Conference–Northern Regional Research Laboratory, Peoria,
Illinois, Feb. 27-28, 1947.
Begins with a quotation from King George VI of
England: “’We cannot all think alike amid the dilemmas of
a changing world. Nor is it right that we should. Opinion
striking against opinion ignites the spark that can kindle the
lamp of truth.’”
“This quotation is not given to suggest that there is
a conflict of opinion among experiment station workers
regarding the phases of soybean production to be
investigated, but rather to suggest that the problems and
needs of our widely scattered states are varied and divergent
and that they themselves thus account for the wide variety of
researches being undertaken.
“On March 14, 1936, a ‘list of the currently active
research projects concerned with soybeans at the several
state agricultural experiment stations was compiled in

response to action taken at the organization meeting of
the Soybean Council, held December 5, 1935 in Chicago,
Illinois.’ This list of projects was brought together by Henry
H. Steece, senior experiment station administrator, U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
“In this first report on soybean projects in this country,
206 titles are listed. At that time five states only were
indicated as not doing research of any kind on soybeans. Our
outlying possessions, as Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico,
had a few active projects. The 1936 report was revised as
of May 20. 1937. This report listed 249 active projects–an
increase of 43. A third revision of soybean projects of the
experiment stations was released February 1, 1944. This
revision included 401 active studies on soybeans, an increase
of about 150 during a period of 8 years (1937-1944). As a
basis for this brief discussion we have used Mr. Steece’s
1941 report. On February 5 of this year Mr. Steece sent us
a partial revision of the 1944 outline of soybean projects.
A few projects have been dropped or made inactive. So far
as we can determine now, the number of active soybean
projects stands at about 370, a decline of 30 titles. It is
doubtful if this represents a decline in research on soybeans
but, rather, a revision and regrouping of projects for greater
efficiency and better coordination. Publications growing
out of these projects would help to indicate the particular
problems being investigated, but time does not permit us to
go that far into the subject today.
“If we classify soybean research studies by departments,
the list stands about as follows:
“Agronomy 193
“Animal Husbandry and Dairy Husbandry 135
“Horticulture 25
“Chemistry 17
“Home Economics 17
“Botany, Physiology, Ecology 13
“Agricultural Engineering 8
“Entomology 5
“Pathology 5
“Bacteriology 4
“Agricultural Economics 3
“This list does not include any USDA projects; hence,
cannot be taken as a complete catalog of investigations in
the United States. However, many state projects are noted as
cooperative with the USDA.
“Another Classification: A second classification based
upon the various problems encountered in producing
and using soybeans on the farm is as follows: 1. Testing
varieties–adaptation, maturity; 2. breeding–selection,
hybridization; 3. diseases; 4. insects; 5. soil type
(topography); 6. seedbed preparation; 7. time of planting;
8. method of planting–solid drilling vs. in rows; 9. amount
of seed per acre; 10. inoculation; 11. cultivation; 12.
physiology-ecology; 13. place of soybeans in the rotation;
14. soil treatment; 15. harvesting–for hay and seed; 16.
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storage of seed; 17. farm utilization–feeding; 18. edible
purposes–green vegetable, sprouts; 19. cost of production;
20. marketing; 21. soybeans and soil conservation; 22.
industrial utilization–oil and other products.
“Since the shift in the center of soybean production from
the southeastern states to the Cornbelt, there has been a very
large increase in research on many phases of this crop.
“A careful study of soybean projects indicated that they
may be divided into two main groups on the basis of number
of times the projects are listed by the various states. One
group includes those phases that occur frequently, and the
other group includes those that are represented by relatively
few projects.
“I. Phases or Problems Being Investigated by Many
Stations–The testing of varieties is one of the commonest
projects, there being 42 of them. Varieties differ greatly in
maturity, lodging resistance, tendency to shatter, as well as
yield, and all the stations need tests to enable them to answer
questions about varieties and make recommendations to
farmers. There were also 27 projects on breeding soybeans.
These likely have to do primarily with selections, although
we know that many states are making and studying hybrids.
“There is much interest in soil treatment studies as
evidenced by the fact that 44 projects were listed under
this heading. Higher yields have been much sought after,
especially during the war period. High fertility levels have
been found in general to give high returns but soybeans
have not always responded to certain soil treatments as have
other crops. Also, results are sometimes inconclusive and
conflicting.
“Probably no phase of soybean research is receiving
more attention than cropping systems or rotations which
include soybeans. Forty-two projects were recorded under
this heading. Like soil treatment studies, much more work
will be required on rotations. No single topic is more
frequently discussed than the effect of soybeans on the soil.
This important line of activity should be greatly expanded
along with investigations on soybean management practices
in relation to erosion control. The Soil Conservation Service
is very active in trying to clear up the problem.
“Research on Farm Usage: Research having to do
with the utilization of soybeans on the farm has expanded
enormously during the last 10 years. About 120 specific
projects are listed in this category, distributed about as
follows: Poultry, 53; swine, 20; general, 17; dairy cattle, 13;
turkeys, 9; cattle, 5; sheep, 2.
“This is a good showing, but more fundamental work of
this kind will be done by the stations rather than less, with
the ever-increasing use of soybean meal as a high-protein
feed for livestock. There is need for more information on the
use of soybeans as hay, pasture, and silage.
“A group of projects–29 in number–on the use of
soybeans for edible purposes is now in progress. Work of
this nature is expanding rapidly. The public seems to grow

hot and cold on the use of soybeans for human food. Note
the following: ‘The soybean in itself does not sell well alone.
The consuming people do not like to eat the soybean as
a soybean. However, when there is a small percentage of
soybeans mixed with cut-off whole kernel corn and frozen, it
does make a nice product and sells relatively well.’ (Letter
from Fairmont Canning Company–H.E. Blesi).
“There is not much doubt in our minds that in time,
soybeans will be used to a considerable extent in the human
diet. ‘Changes in eating habits in which the soybean plays an
important part as a green or dried vegetable and as a protein
food to supplement animal products like meat, eggs, milk and
cheese, have provided many problems for station research.’
(Soybean Projects of the State Agricultural Experiment
Station–{Explanatory Note} 1944 Report H.M. Steece).
“II. Phases or Projects Being Investigated by Few
Stations–There are very few projects on specific phases
of production such as seedbed preparation, method, date
and rate of planting, and cultivation. Some of these may
be included under such general titles as cultural practices,
soybean production, etc.
“So far, very little work has been done by the state
stations on soybean diseases, including seed treatment.
Only six projects are listed. The same seems to hold true
for insects, also. Surely these lines will be considerably
strengthened during the coming years. A very splendid
disease research program by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture is getting well under way. This is fortunate
because diseases are taking a greater toll every year, and
the number of diseases is increasing rapidly. The longer
soybeans are grown in this country, the more trouble we
shall expect from diseases! Research on control methods is
therefore greatly needed.” (Continued). Address: Univ. of
Illinois.
2994. Lambert, W.V. 1947. Improvement and industrial
utilization of soybeans: Research under the Soybean
Laboratory program. USDA Miscellaneous Publication No.
623. 26 p. Sept. Summarized in Soybean Digest, Nov. 1947,
p. 35. [148 ref]
• Summary: Page 1: “Prepared in the Office of the
Administrator of the Agricultural Research Administration
in collaboration with those responsible for the research
described.”
Contents: Introduction. Background of soybean
problems. Organization of the Laboratory. The cooperative
research program. Accomplishments of the research work:
Soybeans and their industrial uses, protein content of
soybeans, oil content of soybeans, improvement of soybean
varieties (the new Lincoln variety, extending the range of
soybean production, basic information on varieties and
strains, physiological studies), disease-control studies,
extension of the cooperative program to the South, storage
of soybeans, establishment of standards and studies of
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composition and use, research services to growers and
processors, improving industrial products from soybean
meal, improving industrial products from soybean oil.
Publications of the soybean laboratory and cooperators.
The lengthy bibliography is titled “Publications of
the Soybean Laboratory and Cooperators.” It includes the
research of the Laboratory prior to its transfer to Peoria in
1942. This publication is one of a series of nine covering the
regional laboratories established under the Bankhead-Jones
Act of 1935.
This publication begins: “Establishment of a new
laboratory to study ‘America’s fastest expanding crop’ was
announced by the Secretary of Agriculture on March 16,
1936. ‘Twelve North Central States and the U.S. Department
of Agriculture have opened a cooperative soybean industrial
research laboratory at Urbana, Illinois,’ the announcement
reported. The 12 participating States were Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska,
Kansas, Missouri, North Dakota, and South Dakota (fig. 1).
“Representatives of the Department and of the
experiment stations of these States had met in Chicago
February 7, 1936, to give joint consideration to the
establishment and planning of a regional laboratory under
the provisions of the Bankhead-Jones Act. Suggestions for
research received from the States were used in outlining
a proposed program for the consideration of the joint
conference, which recommended approval of a soybean
laboratory for the region and agreed to the general
objectives.
“Background of Soybean Problems: During the
period 1926-35 the acreage of soybeans harvested for
beans increased from 466,000 to 2,915,000 acres, and the
production of beans rose from 5,239,000 to 48,901,000
bushels. Much of this expansion took place in States of the
north-central region. The research and educational programs
of State agencies and the Department contributed to this
growth. The availability of new varieties of soybeans suited
to differences in soil fertility and length of growing season
was an important factor in the expansion of production into
new areas. The study and distribution by the Department of
thousands of new introductions of soybeans from the Far
East provided material for this expansion.
“The demand for food and feed crops in the years
1915-25 had given considerable impetus to the growing of
soybeans for hay and grazing, which created a demand for
seed beans. As better adapted varieties were established, seed
production expanded into new areas, and attractive prices for
the seed stimulated seed growing in areas that had previously
depended on outside sources.
“The use of soybeans for hay and grazing familiarized
many farmers with the crop. Soybeans proved resistant to
drought and provided a legume for use on lands unsuited to
the production of red clover. On other lands where red clover
frequently failed, the soybean was used as a catch crop. It

also fitted into the primary cropping system of certain areas
of the region, replacing grain, particularly oats. The period
1925-35 was marked by diminishing export outlets for grain,
and growers were looking for new crops.
“According to the annual report of the Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station for 1935-36, on 102 farms
in the heavy soybean-producing area in Illinois, soybeans
in 1935 occupied 36 percent of the total farm area and 42
percent of the area in harvested crops, as compared with
about 16 percent and 20 percent, respectively, in 1928
and 1929. This rapid increase came about largely because
farmers substituted soybeans for a part of their grain crops.
In 1928 and 1929 the acreage of soybeans on these farms
was second to that in corn; in 1935 there was more land in
soybeans than in corn.
“Reduced domestic production of other oil-bearing
seeds and increase of duty on imported vegetable oils
were favorable to the expanding commercial production of
soybeans for oil. Cottonseed production was down because
of diminishing export outlets for cotton and increasing
hazards from boll weevil in the cotton States, resulting in
reductions in cotton acreage.
“Prices in 1915 and 1925 were favorable to expansion
in soybean seed production. The adaptation of the combine
to harvesting and improvements in varieties and in cultural
methods stimulated production of seed. By 1928 growing
of soybeans for processing was accelerated in Illinois by
an offer by processors of contracts for commercial seed
production up to 50,000 acres with a guaranteed price of
$1.35 per bushel for No. 2 beans delivered at two points in
the State. These market contracts and the later development
of a growers’ marketing organization gave a measure of
stability to commercial production.
“When a soybean laboratory was under consideration in
1935, considerable industrial technology on the utilization
of soybean products had already been developed. Industries
had gained some experience through the use of limited
domestic supplies and large importations of soybeans during
World War I. A measure of the previous developments in
the technology of the crop is the fact that 206 patents were
issued on soybean products and processes in the United
States between 1905 and 1936. The patents included 107
pertaining to food uses, 52 to general processes, and 47
to nonfood industrial processes. Various industries in the
north-central region were ready to use the soybean and its
products. The soap industry with its expanding markets,
paint and varnish manufacturers, vegetable-shortening and
oleomargarine processors, casein and glue producers, and
plastics manufacturers were established in the region. There
was no lack of an industrial market for soybean oil, and
the demands for meal in industrial products and food were
growing.
“The background conditions which have been described
were largely favorable to the expansion of the soybean crop.
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The crop and its associated industries, however, had made
progress in the face of many difficulties, and the outlook in
1935 was far from favorable in all respects.
“Returns to growers had been unsatisfactory. The Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station reported that during the
decade 1921-30 soybeans were less profitable on the better
land of the Corn Belt than corn, wheat, alfalfa, or red clover,
though they were more profitable than oats or timothy. It
was further reported that ‘during this period the returns
from soybeans, including seed and mill beans, and straw
lacked 17 cents an acre of being sufficient to pay growing
and harvesting costs and taxes and interest on the land.’
Varieties of beans better suited to industrial utilization and
further economies in the cost of production were considered
necessary. Those most familiar with the agronomic phases
of the crop saw opportunities to improve its position through
breeding and introducing varieties better adapted to the
region and to industrial uses.
“At the time of the establishment of the Soybean
Laboratory, the expansion in processing facilities had
kept pace with the increased production of beans, and the
products were finding ready market outlets. The equipment
and processes used had been developed for handling other
oilseeds, however, and they needed adjustment to be
effective in processing soybeans. Soybean products were
supplying a market made available by the shortage of lard,
cottonseed, flaxseed, and casein and were looked upon as
inferior substitutes. If the primary products should regain
their normal rate of production, it was feared that soybeans
would lose this market. Those most familiar with the
industry and its problems felt that the future competitive
position of soybeans could be strengthened through
improvement of the industrial processes and modification of
the products. There was a need for adequate market grades
as a basis for dealing with growers. Shortening made from
soybean oil had poor keeping quality and unpalatable flavors.
Soybean oil for paints and varnishes needed improvement
in drying properties and uniformity of quality. Soybean
protein was being used to some extent, but basic information
on its recovery, natural properties, and opportunities for
modification was largely lacking” (Continued). Address:
Administrator of Agricultural Research.
2995. Pastor Rodriguez, Juan. 1947. Soybean trials in Puerto
Rico. Puerto Rico Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 74. 17 p. Sept. Summarized in Soybean Digest, Nov.
1948, p. 38. [10 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Previous work done in Puerto Rico: During the
last 27 years several attempts have been made to introduce
and establish soybean culture in this Island. In 1917 the Food
Commission (1918) distributed soybeans for trial in various
places in the island. In its first annual report the results
recorded with soybeans were uniformly good, but neither the
data nor the names of the varieties tried were published.

“In 1918 Acosta Henríquez (1919) at Mayagüez
[Mayaguez] planted the following soybean varieties:
Mammoth Yellow, Ito Sam [sic, Ito San], Wilson Five,
Tokyo, Haberlandt, Manchu, Virginia, and Early Green.
With these introductions an average production of 1.128
tons of dry hay per acre were obtained. Bregger, (1921-23)
working as a Plant Breeder in Mayagüez, performed some
experimental work with some soybean varieties of recent
introduction. Of six varieties of soybean tried, Biloxi and
Otootan set a large number of pods but were attacked by a
disease which caused practically all of the seeds to shrivel
in the pods. Individual selections of the Hahto variety were
made in the hope of obtaining a strain more adaptable
to Puerto Rico. This variety has fairly large, flat seeds
suggestive of lima beans and might be useful in the human
dietary as a substitute for the latter, either dry or green.
“The Puerto Rico Agricultural Experiment Station
started in 1935 the importation of a large number of soybean
varieties. Among the several hundred varieties introduced
and planted at Mayagüez, the Station recommended the
Seminole as an outstanding variety among the edible
soybean varieties tried. No experimental data were published
on comparative yields showing the superiority of the
Seminole variety. Méndez, (1935) at Río Piedras, started
preliminary work with soybeans in 1934.
“In a varietal test performed in 1937-1938, the Biloxi
variety outyielded the Wilson Black, the Manloxi [sic,
Mamloxi] and the Laredo varieties... The Otootan variety
continued to be the best as regards green forage production.
The following year, the Otootan, Biloxi, Clemson, and Pee
Dee were the top-ranking, forage-yielding varieties of a
group of 24 varieties tried.
“In 1941-1942, the results of preliminary tests of
previous years were again confirmed with higher yields of
forage being obtained in the summer plantings.
“Varieties as Rokusum [Rokusun], Easy Cook
[Easycook] and Mammoth Yellow were recommended to be
used as green vegetable or dry grain. Méndez’s work was
extended to Isabela where 28 varieties already tried at Río
Piedras were tested under irrigation conditions at the Isabela
Agricultural Substation. Trials were started at this Substation
in 1939, with soybean varieties suited for grain and for hay,
or green forage. The samples were planted on a variety test
for yields. The best yielder under Isabela conditions were
Avoyelle, Palmetto, Otootan, Clemson and U.S.D.A. 86722.
With these varieties a trial was started on June 13, 1941...”
Note: This bulletin was also published in Spanish as
no. 75, one month later. Address: Assoc. Agronomist, Rio
Piedras, Puerto Rico.
2996. Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois). 1947. 25th
anniversary of our soybean operations (Continued–
Document part II). Sept. p. 4-9.
• Summary: (Continued): “The next year an educational
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campaign was put on in Ohio similar to the one that had been
staged in Illinois in 1921, and in the autumn of 1939 the
company opened a new soybean plant at Painesville, Ohio.
Later the grind there was increased considerably.
“In 1945 the company completed another new plant
in Decatur. This plant, built to the east of the corn products
plant, uses the extraction method instead of the expeller
method used in the other two Staley soybean mills. It is
completely modern and is the largest soybean extraction
plant in the world.
“Three Mills Now: Now, with its three big soybean mills
operating the Staley company uses more beans in a day than
the men who operated the original mill ever dreamed would
pass through here. As the mills have been built, and capacity
has increased, some of the obstacles Mr. Staley mentioned in
that letter in 1924, have been removed. Farmers have learned
the value of planting beans, and they have learned they can
depend upon the Staley company.
“In June, 1934, when an early season drouth indicated
a poor corn crop for the year, the Staley company sold seed
beans to the distressed farmers at a low price, asking only
that they promise not to use them for a forage crop. It was
estimated that at least 100 growers took advantage of the
offer. Beans could still be planted that month and mature
before frost. Probably many of the men who bought beans
at that time were planting them for the first time, but learned
that year to use them as a dependable crop in the future.
“Stock men have learned the value of feeding soybean
oil meal, and for many years now the Staley feed sales
department has included on its staff a feed nutritionist
whose advice on feeding problems is always available. And
the doubt which seemed to exist in Mr. Staley’s mind that
soybean oil could ever be properly refined, has long ago been
dispelled.
“The Staley company has never regarded the soybean
nor its products as novelties. Our research department is
constantly working on finding new products or new uses for
old products.
“Other Products: Early in our soybean history a flour
was made, which everyone agreed might be what the
customer who ordered it wanted, but not what most people
wanted. Later, after considerable research, an excellent
flour was produced. Now Staley soy flour is recognized as a
product of the highest order for which innumerable uses are
being discovered. Soy sauce has also been developed here to
such a degree of perfection that packers have cut their buying
of imported sauce to the minimum.
“While soy products were, in the early yards [years?],
thought of chiefly as food products or feed, the industrial
uses to which they are being put are increasing yearly. Not
only do food manufacturers and packers use the products, but
paint, varnish, paper and many other manufacturers are using
soybean products in increasing quantities.
“So when the Staley company observes the 25th

anniversary of the opening of its first soybean mill, the
occasion would seem to be one for celebration not only for
the company, but for the world at large. Someone else might
have come along eventually and started the industry, but no
one did. It is hardly probable that many others would have
gone into the promotion as thoroughly as did Mr. Staley, nor
that they would have stuck with the idea in the face of the
discouragements he encountered during the first years of his
venture.”
2997. Willard, C.J. 1947. Controlling weeds in soybeans.
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 32-33, 48.
• Summary: “Those of you who were on the field trip
Thursday saw demonstrated in the field most of what can
profitably be said about weed control in soybeans. This paper
will largely summarize what you saw there.
“Not many of you here today were at the meeting of
the American Soybean Association at the Johnson Farms in
Williams County, northwestern Ohio, in 1921. Your speaker
was at that magnificently staged demonstration of soybean
culture and possibilities, and “Soybean” Johnson showed
what was then and still is the most nearly perfect answer
to the weed problem in soybeans. The Johnson Farms
believed in growing soybeans in rows and cultivating them.
They believed in it so strongly that they grew soybeans
for hay in this manner. Incidentally, they grew soybeans in
21-inch rows and cultivated them with beet machinery–a
combination that is hard to beat for maximum results.
“How well they succeeded in keeping down weeds in
the soybeans is shown by the fact that in 1922 they entered a
field of corn in the 100-bushel corn contest which followed
first year sweet clover preceded by several years of soybeans.
This field made 106 bushels of corn per acre without ever
being touched by an implement after the corn planter left
the field. There was no cultivation of any kind, rotary hoe,
harrow, or cultivator, and a yield of 106 bushels per acre
is not obtained with weed competition. The growing of
soybeans in well-cultivated rows had so thoroughly cleaned
that ground of weed seeds that it was possible to grow the
corn crop without any cultivation whatever.
“It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss in detail the
many problems involved in the question of growing soybeans
in rows or drilling them solid. The writer feels that growing
in cultivated rows is in most respects the basic solution for
the weed problem in soybeans. It is his conviction that on
most farms, if we are to introduce soybeans into the rotation
as a regular year-in and year-out crop, they must be grown in
cultivated rows to give satisfactory results.
“However, for a variety of reasons, a large acreage of
soybeans will continue to be drilled solid. It is here that our
most serious weed control problems arise.
“Superior for Smother Crop: Once established, soybeans
are a superior weed smother crop. If we can establish a solid
cover of soybean leaves above the soil, we need not worry
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about most of the weeds that germinate thereafter. Practically
no weeds can survive under such a canopy, Our problem is to
put this cover on top of the weeds.
“We obtain this, first of all, by preparing the soybean
land early and keeping it worked from time to time so that
it is well settled, and free of weeds seeds up to the time of
planting the soybeans and with a high percentage of the
weed seeds in the surface layer germinated. Then we work
this well-settled seed bed shallow in order to bring up as
few new weed seeds as possible, plant the beans shallow in
moist soil when the ground is sufficiently warm so that they
germinate in a minimum time. This is especially important.
Beans planted early fall behind many weeds which can grow
vigorously at lower temperatures than soybeans. Soybeans
can endure fairly low temperatures, but they do not grow
well at them.
“This, of course, means later planting of the beans. In
practice, the loss from this is small. In his study of the life
history of soybeans, Dr. Borst found that the development of
beans planted from April 25 to May 25 at Columbus, Ohio,
was practically identical. There is a slight gain in yield for
early planting where weeds are sufficiently controlled, but
compared to the loss from weeds, it is unimportant. If we are
to drill beans solid, we must not drill them until the ground
is warm enough so that the beans can start with maximum
speed.
“Shallow planting is, of course, always a necessity in
planting beans, and is particularly necessary for the rapid
start necessary to get ahead of weeds.
“Thick planting is also important, for a number of
reasons. Thick-planted beans break through a crust more
certainly than thin-planted. Any cultivation will kill a certain
proportion of the beans and extra seed must be planted
to make up for this. The more plants on a given area, the
sooner there is sufficient shade to keep down weed seedlings.
Furthermore, thick-planted soybeans grow tall and so get
above the weeds more rapidly than thin-planted beans. In
Dr. Borst’s studies, 6 weeks after planting, soybeans planted
thick averaged 3 inches taller than thin-planted soybeans of
the same age.
“On warm, well-prepared soil, the weeds as well as the
beans will sprout rapidly. The weeder, harrow, or rotary hoe
is recommended to control these weeds in the early stages.
The rotary hoe is the best implement under most conditions.
It will break crusts on any soil if sufficient speed is given it,
and it gets small weeds with less damage to the bean plants
than the harrow. The weeder is a beautiful tool on the loose,
highly organic soils to which it is adapted. On heavier soils,
after a rain, it is useless.
“These tools should be used when the weeds are quite
small–when the weeds are ‘in the white’–just coming
through–if possible. It is impossible to overstress the
importance of timeliness. Cultivation when the weeds are
‘in the white’ will do the most damage to the weeds–and

also to the beans, but that cannot be helped. I have been
asked on how large beans we can use a harrow or rotary
hoe. Experimentally, we have harrowed beans 10 inches
high without appreciable injury, but this makes no practical
sense. A good solid stand of beans 10 inches high is in no
danger from any weeds which can be killed by a harrow
or rotary hoe. At the Sinclair farm Thursday, you noted the
outstanding results from one well-timed rotary hoeing.
“However, there will be seasons when the ground will
be wet at the time when the rotary hoe should be used and
the weeds will get so much of a start that they cannot be
controlled in this way. That is the fundamental hazard of
drilling beans solid and nothing can completely get away
from it. Late shallow planting on an early prepared seed bed
is the surest insurance. That is even more important than the
rotary hoe.
“Rotary Hoe in Valuable: The rotary hoe is also valuable
in the culture of beans in cultivated rows. No shovel
cultivator will get the weeds in the bean rows, and an initial
rotary hoeing or harrowing at the right time helps greatly in
obtaining a clean bean field.
“An important method of reducing the amount of weeds
in soybeans is to reduce the amount of weed seeds and
perennial weeds in the soil in which they are growing. This
means that we must consider the rotation in which soybeans
are grown. Soybeans have now been grown as a regular crop
long enough so that the rotation pattern into which they fit is
becoming apparent. Soybeans compete directly with corn for
a place in the rotation. Even when drilled solid, we cannot
replace wheat or oats with soybeans in the eastern Cornbelt
because the hay crop cannot be sown in them. The similarity
of soybeans to corn is obvious if they are sown in cultivated
rows, and soybeans continue to compete with corn as a cash
crop, when they are sown solid. Undoubtedly, erosion is less
in a well-established solid stand of soybeans than it is in a
cultivated crop, either corn or soys.
“We can hardly afford to leave corn out of Cornbelt
rotations. Consequently, our problem is to fit corn, soybeans,
small grain to provide same return from the land in the year
the legumes and grasses are sown, and the soil-building
legumes and grasses into the rotation.
“Soybeans Best After Corn: Except for special cases,
these units in the Cornbelt rotation will best be arranged in
that order. No material advantage to soybeans has appeared
when they follow sod. Soybeans after one year of corn
do as well or almost as well as soybeans after sod. Corn
after soybeans does not do nearly as well as corn after sod.
Consequently, the economical order is sod, corn, soybeans.
“The loss of soil organic matter in this rotation may be
reduced by sowing rye-grass, yellow sweetclover, (not white
sweetclover) or a mixture of the two, in the corn which is to
be followed by soybeans. This can be plowed under early
and furnishes a remarkable amount of organic matter.
“Following corn with soys gives a chance to control
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weeds in the corn. This usually is more effective than
controlling weeds in soybeans. There should not be an
accumulation of weeds and weed seed from the sod.
Production of weed seed in the small grain stubble may be
prevented by proper clipping. With this rotation in effect,
there will be less of a burden to control in the soybeans”
(Continued). Address: Weed expert, Ohio State Univ.
2998. Ryzhikov, Nikolai. 1947. Utilization and cultivation of
soybeans in the U.S.S.R. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 12.
• Summary: Before the Russian Revolution of 1917, the
soybean was cultivated in only small areas of the Soviet Far
East. But after the establishment of Soviet rule, the soybean
began to be planted over larger areas.
Before World War II “there were large soya plantations
on the collective farms of the Ukraine, Georgia and North
Caucasus, while in the main soya-growing districts of
the Soviet Far East the plantations increased in size four
times between 1926 and 1943, and many times more in
Khabarovsk territory.”
The war inflicted great damage on the USSR and
its crops. “The areas sown to soya in the Ukraine, North
Caucasus and Moldavia decreased considerably as a result
of the war and the temporary occupation. In the Ukranian
SSR the area of these plantations decreased by 80 percent,
in the North Caucasus by 83 percent and in Moldavia by 77
percent.
“With the coming of peace the cultivation of industrial
crops was recommenced immediately. By a decision of the
Soviet government, the area sown to soya is to be increased
by 52,000 hectares this year in order that next year the
plantations be brought up to prewar level. In the Soviet Far
East, where soya is one of the chief industrial crops grown, it
will cover 20 percent of the entire area in some districts.
“The propagation of early-ripening varieties of soya
is of great importance from the point of view of advancing
this crop further north. Only recently have crop breeders
succeeded in combining the properties of a high crop yield
and early ripening in one variety.
“In the Soviet Union with its vast territory and varied
climatic conditions special care is needed in choosing good
varieties for each district. The varieties of soya which grow
well and yield excellent crops in the North Caucasus may

prove unsuitable for the Ukrainian SSR Imported varieties,
including the American, yield less in their unaccustomed
environment than they did in their own country.
“Russian varieties: The successes of Soviet agricultural
science in the spheres of selection, seed propagation and
agrotechnics have helped the farm to achieve high crop
yields. Tested varieties have already been selected with
average ripening and yield properties, suitable for cultivation
on large farms in different districts of the USSR. The
varieties most widely propagated in the USSR are” the
Amurskaya Zheltaya 041 and 042 (developed at the Amur
Selection station), Ussuriiskaya 029, Staroukrainskaya,
Kharkovskaya 149, Kharbinskaya 231-a, and Kubanskaya
276. Grown in different regions of the USSR, all these
varieties are distinguished by their high crop yield and rich
albumen [protein] and fat content.”
On the large farms of the Soviet Union, soya is generally
sown by tractor-drawn grain seeders and cultivation is done
by tractors. Only weeding is done by hand. Soya is chiefly
harvested by combines especially equipped for this purpose.
Soybeans are bred so that the lowest beans grow at least 1215 cm from the ground.
In 1947, 20% of the actual sown areas was set aside for
seed, thus ensuring an adequate supply of high grade seeds.
On leading farms the yield is over 30 centners per
hectare. Note: One centner in the USSR is 220.46 lb. “Even
last year, when meteorological conditions were highly
unfavorable, the May 1st Collective Farm in Khabarovsk
territory grew a crop yield of 30.6 centners per hectare.”
They hope for a yield of 45 centners/ha this season.
“The All-Union Research Institute of Soya and CastorOil Plants has carried out a great deal of work connected
with the adaptation of the existing combines for soya
harvesting...”
“Soya has many varied uses in the national economy.
Numerous food-stuffs are made with it, while its refined
products are widely used in the aviation, automobile, rubber,
lacquer and dyes, butter, soap and casein industries.” Fodder
varieties and concentrates made of soya waste [probably
soybean meal] are widely used on livestock farms.
A photo shows many workers threshing grain on a
Russian farm. Address: Head of the dep. of soya and castoroil plants in the Ministry of Agriculture, USSR.
2999. Staten, Glen; Hinkle, D.A. 1947.
Maintaining cotton yields: Through
fertilizer and crop rotation. New Mexico
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 340. 15 p. Oct. [4 ref]
• Summary: Alfalfa and similar legumes
such as sweet clover and sour clover
tended to increase cotton yields in most
cases. However soybeans, cowpeas,
and sesbania did not produce profitable
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increases in yield when a full crop year was devoted to their
production.
Table 4 titled “Effect of annual legume and non-legume
crops on yield of the following crop” (p. 11) includes
soybean hay. Address: 1. M.S.A., Assoc. Agronomist; 2.
Formerly asst. agronomist. Both: New Mexico Agric. Exp.
Station.
3000. Hartwig, E.E.; Nelson, W.L. 1947. Soybeans in North
Carolina. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 11-13.
• Summary: “In 1882 a soybean later designated as
Mammoth Yellow was introduced into the northeastern
section of North Carolina. This variety proved to be well
adapted to the Tidewater area of North Carolina and Virginia
and the soybean gained a foothold in America. Soybean
production in that area was for the purpose of forage
production or for seed to be sold in other areas.”
Note the interesting sentence above that Mammoth
Yellow originated in 1882 in North Carolina. Yet the earliest
known soybeans in North American were grown near
Savannah, Georgia, in 1765–brought by Samuel Bowen. Yet
none of these had varietal names until Dec. 1890.
“Many of these seeds were planted in more northern
states where the variety would not mature. Consequently,
it could be used for forage purposes only and growers had
to come back to North Carolina for seed stocks each year.
This market was lost when earlier maturing varieties were
introduced into the Cornbelt. However, in 1915, 200,000
bushels of North Carolina grown beans were crushed by
local cottonseed mills.
“The first statistics for the soybean crop were in 1909
when it was reported that 12,000 acres were grown in North
Carolina with an average yield of 12 bushels per acre. A
survey made in 1916 of 50 farms in the Tidewater area on
which soybeans were grown found yields ranging from 4 to
39 bushels per acre with an average yield of about 19 bushels
per acre.
“In the early years of soybean production, harvesting for
seed presented a difficulty. The mule drawn one-row beater
was developed for row planted beans, and under favorable
conditions saved from 50 to 75 percent of the crop. With the
development of the combine harvester most of the one-row
beaters have been replaced.
“Soybean production in the Carolinas is confined largely
to the Coastal Plain area. Here a large part of the crop is
planted in rows and is harvested for seed. The Coastal Plain
can be divided into the Tidewater area immediately along
the coast in which the soils are rather low lying and high in
organic matter, and the upper part of the Coastal Plain which
has lighter soils. The Tidewater area is not as well suited
to the culture of tobacco, cotton, or peanuts as the upper
part of the Coastal Plain so soybeans have occupied a much
larger percentage of the cultivated acreage. In some of the
Tidewater counties of North Carolina, 35 to 45 percent of the

cultivated acreage is planted to soybeans. Although soybeans
are usually considered better adapted to the Tidewater area,
equally good yields have been obtained on the sandier soils
of the Upper Coastal Plain. In the Piedmont area a large
portion of the beans grown are seeded solid after small grain
and cut for hay.
“In the Tidewater area soybeans are planted to occupy
the land for the full season or after mid-June following Irish
potatoes. When grown as a full season crop they are usually
grown in rotation with corn. Farmers in this area consider
that soybeans have a definite beneficial effect on the physical
condition of their soils. In the more southern sections of
the state and in South Carolina, soybeans are often planted
after small grain is harvested. Excellent seed yields can be
obtained with the late plantings but yields will decrease
sharply in most years if the crop is planted after June 20.
“Relatively few varieties have gained prominence in
North Carolina. The Mammoth Yellow variety which grew
so well in the region produced seed relatively low in oil
content, and shattered its seed quite readily upon maturity.
Mammoth Yellow matured in late October. About 1907 the
Tokyo and Haberlandt varieties were introduced. Neither
of these varieties offered any improvement in seed holding
but Haberlandt did have a higher oil content. Tokyo matures
in late October and Haberlandt matures in early October.
About 1936 the T.W. Wood Seed Co. of Richmond, Virginia,
introduced a variety named Woods Yellow which was
reported to be a selection from Mammoth Yellow. Woods
Yellow holds its seed fairly well, has a rather low oil content,
and produces a rank, coarse plant somewhat difficult to
combine. In recent years Woods Yellow has been the most
popular variety, although Tokyo and Haberlandt have been
quite popular in some areas.
“CNS Popular: Another of the old varieties is Biloxi,
a late, rank-growing, brown-seeded type. Biloxi has been
largely interplanted with corn for soil improvement or for
grazing. Several varieties, Palmetto, Missoy, Clemson,
Nanking, and CNS, derived from introductions from
Nanking, China, make excellent growth in the Upper Coastal
Plain of South Carolina and Georgia. All of these varieties
have low oil content and with the exception of CNS shatter
quite badly. CNS is now grown to greater extent than any
other variety in this group.
“Varieties now recommended for North Carolina are
Ogden and Roanoke. Ogden, developed by the Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station, was first grown on a field
scale in North Carolina in 1944, and has been well received
by soybean growers. Ogden has a medium growth type,
stands very well, has a good oil content, and shatters less
than Tokyo and Haberlandt. Ogden will usually hold its
seed at least 2 weeks after it has reached combine maturity.
It matures about October 10 to 15. During the 1946 season
Ogden demonstrated that it could tolerate an excess of
moisture better than some other varieties on the low lying
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poorly drained soils.
“In the spring of 1946, the variety Roanoke was released
from the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station
as a result of cooperative research with the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory. Roanoke is a late-October-maturing
bean, medium tall in growth habit, holds its seed extremely
well, and has the highest oil content of any soybean adapted
to the southern states. Its average oil content for the past 3
years at the Experiment Station farm near Raleigh is 21.9
percent as compared with 19 percent for Woods Yellow.
Roanoke can be expected to give higher seed yields than
Woods Yellow if plant nutrient requirements are adequately
supplied. Since Roanoke is a taller growing variety than
Ogden it has a greater tendency to lodge, especially on
heavier soils. However, the added height is usually an
advantage in the Upper Coastal Plain. Roanoke is also well
adapted to the Coastal Plain of South Carolina.
“A rather extensive breeding program was initiated in
1942 to develop better adapted varieties. This program was
expanded in 1943 in cooperation with the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory. In addition to high yielding ability,
improvement in seed holding, lodging resistance, chemical
composition, seed quality, and disease resistance are
considered highly important. During the past season (1946)
approximately 25,000 F2 plants and over 4,000 single
plant progeny rows were grown for selection purposes.
Approximately 500 new strains, mostly selections from
crosses, were grown in replicated yield trials at several
different locations. Some of these strains give promise of
improvement over existing varieties.
“There is little hope for raising the low average yield for
North Carolina to any appreciable extent by breeding alone.
The production of a profitable yield of soybeans demands
an adequate supply of plant nutrients and the success of
soybeans in the Southeast will depend upon satisfying the
nutrient demands. Unfortunately the soybean early gained
the reputation of getting along without any fertilizer. In
addition to being grown without the addition of any fertilizer,
soybeans are also quite often grown in rotation with crops
receiving only light applications of fertilizer.
“When one drives through the Coastal Plain area in
mid-summer potash deficiency as shown by foliar symptoms
is readily apparent and wide spread. However, numerous
experiments during the past few years have demonstrated
that yield responses can be expected from potash
applications even when plants appear to be making normal
growth and show no foliar symptoms. Not so conspicuous
but equally widespread is the need for limestone. Many
of the soils of the Tidewater area have a pH value of 5 or
below. These soils give excellent responses to applications
of dolomitic limestone. However, liming in excess of pH 6.0
will cause manganese deficiency on some soils. Most of the
Coastal Plain soils are better supplied with phosphate than
with limestone or potash, but phosphate is equally necessary

in producing satisfactory seed yields.
“The present fertilizer recommendations for soybeans in
North Carolina are as follows:
“(1) Lime in accordance with needs as determined by
soil analysis and
“(2) Apply 400 pounds of 0-10-20 fertilizer per acre,
unless beans are grown in rotation with a heavily fertilized
truck crop.
“A 40-bushel crop of beans removes approximately
30 pounds of P205 [phosphoric anhydride / phosphoric
acid] and 60 pounds of K20 [potassium oxide] from the
soil. Results during the past few years indicate that 30 to
40 bushels of beans per acre can be safely expected with
the use of an adapted variety and a complete fertilization
program” (Continued). Address: 1. Associate Agronomist,
U.S. Regional Soybean Lab., Bureau of Plant Industry,
Soils & Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural Research
Administration, USDA; 2. North Carolina Agric. Exp.
Station.
3001. Leon, Jorge. 1947. Soybeans in Costa Rica. Soybean
Digest. Dec. p. 20.
• Summary: “Soybeans were introduced into Costa Rica
as early as 1904. However the plantings amounted to little
more than field trials and today the total acreage planted to
soybeans is relatively insignificant.
“There are a number of reasons why the introduction of
soybeans into Costa Rica would greatly assist in solving the
problems: 1. They constitute an excellent source of vegetable
protein which would greatly improve the diet of the Costa
Rican, a diet which is strikingly deficient in protein. 2. The
country is not self-sufficient in edible oils and relatively large
quantities are consumed. 3. Livestock suffer from a lack
of protein which could be readily supplied from soybeans
grown as hay and pasturage or from soybean residues after
edible oils have been extracted.
“Field trials: Field trials in Costa Rica have been
conducted by certain people such as F.C. Wallace, formerly
of Des Moines, Iowa, and now living in Santa Ana, Costa
Rica; by the Inter-American Institute of Agricultural
Sciences in Turrialba (see report ‘Edible Soybeans in the
American Hemisphere’ by A. Viehover, Coordinator InterAmerican Affairs, June, 1944); and by the Goodyear Rubber
Co. in its plantations on the Atlantic coastal zone in Costa
Rica.
“The food supply division of the Institute of InterAmerican Affairs has introduced more than 70 edible
varieties during the past 3 years in order to determine those
best adapted to climatic and soil conditions. During 1945
and 1946 some 225 pounds of seed of a variety called
‘Wallace’ (scientific name unknown) were distributed by the
Institute in the major productive regions of Costa Rica. Small
quantities were sent to Nicaragua for trials in that country.
In cooperation with Mr. and Mrs. F.C. Wallace, some
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cooking demonstrations of soybeans were conducted in rural
schools.”
Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen
for soybeans in Costa Rica, or the cultivation of soybeans in
Costa Rica (1904). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
Note 2. This may be the earliest document seen (Feb.
2009) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Nicaragua.
The soybeans probably arrived in Nicaragua and were
probably cultivated–but we cannot be sure. Moreover, we
know of no clear report of soybean cultivation in Nicaragua
before 1968.
3002. Brillmayer, Franz Anton. 1947. Die Bedeutung der
Soja fuer die Ernaehrung Oesterreichs [The significance of
the soybean for the nutrition of Austria]. Vienna, Austria:
Wilhelm Frick Verlag. 103 p. Illust. 21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Austria’s food situation: The
country cannot feed itself. 2. The human organism as a
motor (with certain fuel / nutritional / food needs). 3. How
do we feed ourselves? How to grow enough food when the
percentage of agricultural land is constantly shrinking. 4. The
soybean (Die Soja) as a nutritional factor: The soybean is
the most concentrated foodstuff, and is also called “meatless
meat.” Comparison of the nutritional value of soybeans with
animal products. Protein and fat.
5. Soya in our kitchen: 20 years ago the use of soya in
Austria was promoted in the form of Edelsojamehl (Edelsoja
flour), made largely from foreign-grown soybeans. Products
now made from soya (dry egg substitute, soybean paste
(Sojabrei), soya nuts, soya almonds, cocoa, coffee {the last
3 are roasted}). Debittering of soybeans (Sojaentbitterung).
How does one cook with soya? Green vegetable soybeans
(Gruene Sojakoerner; similar to green peas in the pods),
soy sprouts, soya tea. Soybean recipes for 6 people by Frau
Friedl Brillmayer (17 pages of Austrian-style recipes).
6. Soybean production in Austria and the possibilities
for its expansion: Statistics on increase in planted hectares
and number of growers from 1937-1944. 7. Possibilities for
industrial uses of soybeans. 8. Soya as a fodder plant: Green
fodder, hay, silage, ground soybeans (Sojapflanzenmehl),
straw and chaff, soybean cake and extracted meal, industrial
waste. 9. The effect on agriculture, the nutrition of the
people, and maintenance of their good health: Measures
needed for gaining acceptance and success in Austria.
Pages 68-73: The soybean pioneer in Austria was
Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt of Vienna, starting in 1878. His
interest in the significance and relevance of soya for Austria
was inspired by the Chinese booth at the Vienna World
Exhibition (Wiener Weltausstellung). In the following years
he worked successfully to introduce the plant and make it
better known. On the basis of extensive variety trials, he
confirmed his hypothesis, that the soybean would do well
wherever maize (corn) would ripen. At that time, however,
the soybean varieties used did not ripen as early as today’s

varieties especially bred for spring maturity, and because of
this the main areas where trials were conducted lay in south
Hungary, Croatia [before 1991 a republic of Yugoslavia; the
capital is Zagreb], and Dalmatia [a region on the Adriatic
coast of Yugoslavia, and a former Austrian crownland].
Haberlandt’s varieties ripened too late to be grown in
the area that is today Austria. And since the Monarchy had
enough food, the soybean soon disappeared and came to be
forgotten.
In 1920 in Austria, after a long pause, the first soya
acclimatized in Austria was planted. Once again soybean
production began in this country.
Starting in 1921 Prof. Dr. Drahorad and I
began cooperative work at Platt in lower Austria
(Niederoesterreich). The varieties we used were adapted over
a number of years using strict selection processes. Then in
the following years we initiated preliminary trials in all the
Austrian provinces (Bundeslaendern).
In 1929 the first soybean exposition was held in the
banquet hall of the country villa at Linz (Landhaus in
Linz), sponsored by the Austrian Department of Agriculture
(Landwirtschaftskammer), and there were already more
than 100 samples exhibited, all from upper Austria
(Oberoesterreich).
Up until 1937 about 1,400 farmers in Austria were
registered, part of them grew soybeans experimentally and
part of them expanded their production area year after year.
But there was no ready market. The soybean was so
cheap on the world market, that its production in Austria was
not profitable. The world market price dropped to its lowest
level in 1933, £6.07 sterling per tonne! The unassuming and
easily satisfied Chinese peasant could produce soybeans so
cheaply that the nutritional value of a kg of meat cost 5 times
as that from a kilogram of soya...
The Viennese soybean industry that existed at the time
using primarily imported soybeans, decided to support and
buy Austrian-grown soybeans and voluntarily paid the higher
price. Nevertheless, because of the low world market price,
the possibilities for sale were at hand, but the price offered
no incentive to expand soybean acreage.
Contrary to this was the promotion I did for soya as
being excellent fodder, and defatted soybean meal soon came
to be widely used in this way.
Thus did the soybean breeding work, with financial
support, start again. We then succeeded in moving our Platt
breeding operation partially to foreign countries, to Voorburg
in Holland, to St. Sylvain d’Anjou in France, and to
Casablanca in Morocco. On a modest scale, soybeans grown
in Austria could also be exported. Also several large batches
were dispatched. So to Turkey and Greece, to Dobruja [a
region now in southeast Romania and northeast Bulgaria], to
Persia, Holland, and France, and a shipment of 15,000 kg of
Platter gelben Riesen to Morocco.
In 1937 the Austrian soybean growers formed a “Soya
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Ring” (Sojaring) in order to better represent their position
as a solid organization. Soon new soybean breeding places
developed, and from them came new varieties: the Angerner
and the Wolfsthaler. The Soya Ring continues to expand.
During World War II, I.G. Farben had large areas planted
to soya in Romania, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia. This total area
reached a peak of about 150,000 hectares in 1942.
In 1937 in Austria, only 16 farms (Betriebe) grew 68.14
hectares yielding 83,521 kg of soybeans (1,226 kg/ha).
In 1940 this increased to 315 farms growing 1,526.99 ha
yielding 957,809 kg of soybeans (627 kg/ha). In 1944 868
farmers grew a record 2,461.17 ha of soybeans (production
not given for 1944). The four main growing areas, in
descending order of number of hectares grown in 1944,
are: Lower Austria and Burgenland 1,311.67, Kaernten and
Steiermark 71.54, Vienna 46.27, and Upper Austria 1.24.
The climate in Austria varies widely from region to region.
Production is measured in units of Doppelzentner (dz); 1
Doppelzentner = 100 kg. In 1943 the best yield in one region
was 28.00 dz/ha (2800 kg/ha or 41.6 bu/acre) in Lower
Austria. The best yields per region rose from 2,100 kg/ha in
1937 to 2,800 kg/ha in 1943, both in Lower Austria.
Figures: (1) Austria is 25.2% cultivated land, 27%
grassland, 37.3% forests, and 10.5% unproductive (p. 4). (2)
Area in Austria used to grow: Wheat 12%. Rye 17%. Barley
8%, Oats 13%, Potatoes 10%. Beets 3%. Sugar beets 1.8%.
Gardens 4.5%, Vineyards 1.8% (p. 6). (3) Graph shows
Austrian domestic-production + imports of wheat, rye,
barley, oats, maize, and potatoes (p. 7). (4) Food needs (in
million dollars): Cereals 120. Swine 60. Cattle 15. Flour 12.
Coffee, tea & semi-tropical fruit 35. Fruit 20. Vegetables 10.
Beer 10. Poultry 10. Rice 8. Oil 5 (p. 11).
(4) Photosynthesis drives the human motor (p. 13).
(5) The human motor needs carbohydrates and protein. (5)
Austrian population in 1875 was 61% rural, 33% towns, 6%
cities; in 1900 46% rural, 28% towns; 16% cities; 1925 was
36% rural, 37% towns, 27% cities (p. 25). (6) In 1942 about
150,000 ha of soybeans were planted in southern Europe. In
the USA it was 1,389,000 ha in 1940, 3,960,000 ha in 1941
and 5,660,000 ha in 1942.
(7) Composition of the soybean shown graphically (p.
33). (8-9) The many different foods that can be made from
the soybean (p. 44 & 67).
(10) Increase in soybean cultivation area and production
of the Soya Ring (Sojaring) (in hectares) from 1937-1944 (p.
72-73; see above). (11) Industrial products that can be made
from the soybean (p. 83).
Photos: (1) A single soybean plant, with pods, of the
Austrian breed Platter 458 (p. 30). (2) Austrian soybean
varieties being raised in the Platt breeding nursery and
several experiments are underway (p. 69). (3) Trials with
varieties, row width, and time of planting in Casablanca,
Morocco. Two white house (one having two stories) are
visible behind the fields of soybeans (p. 70).

(4) A soybean purification and drying facility. The next
step will be to process the soybeans into soy oil and soybean
meal at the factory of Dr. Winkler & Co. in Vienna, XII,
in the year 1946. (5) Making soybean silage (p. 77). (6) A
soybean debittering apparatus (p. 78).
(7) Hydraulic presses with which part of the oil is
pressed from the soybeans. (8) Lehmann milling machinery.
(9) Soybean cleaning equipment; an aspirator (p. 81).
(10) One of the large soybean meal warehouses in which
is meal is stored in sacks. (11) Round, pressed soybean
cakes. Half of the oil remains in the cakes and, after milling,
ends up in the meal (p. 82). (12) High-growing fodder
soybeans, suited for making hay or silage. A smiling lady
with two long braids, holding up a rake in her right hand,
stands waist-deep in the tall plants (p. 88).
(13) Soybean plant-meal (Soja-Pflanzenmehl, slightly
enlarged) (p. 90). Address: Austria.
3003. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Wunderpflanze “Soja”
[Wonder plant, “soya]”. Vienna, Austria: Wilhelm Frick
Verlag. 64 p. Gruene Buecherei series, Vol. 14, Anton
Eipeldauer, editor. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: What is the soybean? Is our current
food reform sound? The soybean as a source of food. The
soybean in our cookery: Debittering soybeans, how do I cook
soya? (recipes for whole soybeans, soy grits {Sojagriess},
cooked ground soybeans {Sojamasse}, mashed soybeans
{Sojabrei}, green vegetable soybeans harvested in the pods
{Grüne Sojakörner}, soy sprouts {Sojakeime}, soya tea
{Sojatee} made from soybean leaves). Soybean botany,
varieties, and the goals of breeding. Where soybeans can
be grown in Austria (map). Soybean cultivation. Industrial
possibilities (soybeans for oil, meal, and lecithin; Hansa
Muehle; non-food industrial products). Soybean as fodder
and feed. Economic prospects.
Contains a detailed history of the introduction of
the soybean to France. The first soybeans in France were
grown in the Jardin des Plantes in Paris in 1779, mainly
for scientific interest. In 1857-58 the National Society for
Acclimatization conducted agronomic trials in Vitry sur
Seine, obtaining good results. Seeds were planted May 1012, they set flowers on 25 July, were harvested at the end of
October, and yielded an average of 183 seeds per plant. In
1859 the House of Vilmorin-Andrieux had a bad harvest with
late varieties from China.
After the 1873 Vienna Exposition, the work and writings
of Haberlandt had their effects in France. Address: Austria.
3004. National Soybean Processors Association. 1947.
Soybean farming. Chicago, Illinois: Soybean Crop
Improvement Council. 43 p. Second ed., July 1951 (43 p.).
Third ed., March 1955 (43 p). Fourth ed., April 1958. Fifth
ed., April 1961, 40 p. Sixth ed., Dec. 1966. [9 ref]
• Summary: Written by J. Ward Calland, this booklet
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provides a good overview of the subject.
“Foreword: The soybean processing industry and the
soybean growers of America have a mutual interest in the
soybean crop. Both share the responsibility and advantage
of maintaining soybeans as a profitable farm crop. This
responsibility can best be met by cooperative effort. Each
needs the other. The farmer needs a dependable market
for his crop. The industry must have a dependable source
of soybeans from which to manufacture the basic soybean
products which in turn provide the market.
“Ninety-five per cent of all soybeans harvested on
farms go directly for processing or for seeding the next crop.
The soybean with its multitude of uses and the processing
industry which provides its market have done much to
stabilize the farm income–they promise to do even more in
the years ahead.
“And just as the profitable growing of grain crops is
closely associated with a large and prosperous livestock
industry, so is the production of soybeans–our most
important oilseed crop–closely related to livestock and
poultry production. A thriving livestock industry needs
protein. Each bushel of soybeans produces 48 pounds of high
protein feed–soybean oil meal.
“Progressive farmers do not measure farm income from
crops by the price per bushel at harvest time, but by the
average income of their total farm enterprise over their full
rotation or crop production period. During the past five years,
soybeans have been grown for the first time on thousands of
American farms. Soybean growers want to know the facts
about this new crop–its relation to soil productivity–to other
crops in the rotation–to soil conservation-the place soybeans
should occupy in their farming scheme.
“This booklet is published by the Soybean Crop
Improvement Council to give the growers a short, easy to
read report of the answers to questions about the soybean
crop.
“The information given here is gleaned mostly from
reports, bulletins, circulars, and articles prepared by the
men working with soybeans at our agricultural colleges,
experiment stations, and the United States Department of
Agriculture. Their helpful assistance in the preparation of
this material is gratefully acknowledged.”
Page 3-5: Summary:
“Good Cultural Practices Pay Dividends: Results of
experiments as well as reports made by more than 8,000
cornbelt soybean growers show that the present average yield
of below 20 bushels per acre could be increased to 25 or
more bushels per acre and the cost of production per bushel
reduced, if all farmers would adopt the best known practices
in growing the crop.
“Use Best Varieties: Agronomists and plant breeders
say that in addition to raising yields per acre, many of the
problems connected with shattering, lodging, late harvesting,
high moisture, poor quality and low oil content can be very

largely eliminated by growing the right varieties (see list of
recommended varieties on page 32).
“Soybeans and Soil Productivity: The soybean crop,
inoculated and well handled, takes less from the soil than
corn or the small grain crops. Its tilth improving action is not
so great as that of clover and alfalfa, but it takes a smaller
total of nutrient elements from the soil. In many cases
soybeans tend to increase the yield of the crop following in
the farm rotation.
“Relation of Soybeans to Erosion: When handled
properly, soybeans permit less erosion than most other rowcrops. The tilth improving action of the soybean crop makes
the soil loose and granular and increases the water intake,
thus reducing the amount of water available for transporting
soil particles off the field. Some recent experiments show
definitely less soil-loss from soybeans than from corn under
similar conditions.
“Fertilization of Soybeans: Unlike corn, wheat, and
clover, soybeans do not respond well to direct applications of
fertilizer at planting time on most cornbelt soils, but they do
respond well to increased fertility levels. Hence the general
recommendation for fertilizing soybeans is to increase the
productivity of the soil by means of lime, clover, manures,
and crop residues; putting the fertilizer on the other crops
in the rotation. However, on low fertility soils which have
not been well treated, particularly soils low in potash,
good results may be expected from fertilizer high in potash
properly applied to the soybean crop.
“Relation of Soybeans to Cover Crops: The claim
sometimes advanced that the soybean is responsible for poor
clover crops is not supported by long-time results found
at midwest experiment stations, nor by results obtained in
special trials of clover seedings over the past three years at
many locations in Ohio and Indiana. These trials indicate that
there are no special clover problems arising from growing
soybeans in well-fertilized rotations.
“Soybeans and Rotations: Soybeans fit well into cornbelt
rotations. The requirements usually listed for a good rotation
are that it include cultivated row crops, close growing small
grain crops and deep-rooted legume sod crops. Such a
rotation, much used in the cornbelt, includes corn, soybeans,
small grain and legume hay. Soybeans are useful in adapting
a rotation to corn borer control. Highest soybean yields may
be expected in balanced, well-fertilized crop rotations similar
to those giving highest corn yields.
“Adequate Weed Control: Whenever possible, kill
a weed crop before soybeans are planted. Whether the
soybeans are planted solid or in rows, early cultivation
should be made with the rotary hoe, spike-tooth harrow or
weeder when the weeds are quite small or, “in the white.”
When a crust forms before the soybean seedlings emerge,
the crust should be broken with any suitable tool available to
help the plants through.
“Inoculation Essential: On fertile soil, inoculated
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soybeans frequently yield 4 to 5 bushels per acre more than
plants without nodules on the roots. Inoculation is even more
important on soils low in nitrogen, where soybeans without
nodules may yield only one-third as much as well inoculated
plants.
“Soybeans Vastly Important to Agriculture: The soybean
is one of our most versatile farm crops. While the soybean
is produced for industry, yet approximately 90 per cent of
all the soybean oil meal comes back to our farms as highprotein feed to save millions of dollars annually in the cost
of properly feeding our livestock and poultry. Soybean oil
has been supplying close to one-half of all the fats used in
shortening and margarine. Soybeans already have hundreds
of uses, but no other farm crop offers such a rich field for
continued research for the development of new and useful
products.
Page 6: Popularity of the Soybean Crop: Crop
authorities agree that these reasons have influenced
expansion of soybean acreage:
“A Valuable Crop for Cornbelt Rotations: Has a long
period of time for planting. Adapted to a wide variety
of cornbelt soils. Easy crop to produce. Handled with
equipment used for corn and grain. Lends itself to high
degree of mechanization. Better cash returns than wheat or
oats.
“A Crop of Many Uses: Rapid growing hay and feed
crop. Fits well in a corn borer control rotation. Fits well as
a late planted crop. Provides excellent seedbeds for small
grains. Better distribution of farm labor on many farms.
Beneficial loosening effect on tight, heavy textured soils.
“A Crop That Can Take It: More resistant to low
temperatures than corn. Relative freedom from insects and
disease. Grows on both acid and sweet soils but responds
well to lime. Adapted by late planting to poorly drained
fields. Relatively resistant to drought.” A map (p. 40) shows
that in 1944 most of the soybeans harvested for beans in
America were grown in Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio.
Page 41 shows that 1924 was the first year that statistics on
soybean production and utilization began to be kept in the
USA. In 1946 they were kept by the Division of Agricultural
Statistics, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, USDA. In
1924 the average yield per acre for beans was 11.0 bushels.
448,000 acres were harvested for beans, 1,147,000 acres
were harvested for hay, and 187,000 acres were grazed,
plowed under, or abandoned. Some 325,000 copies of this
publication had been sold by Nov. 1961 (Soybean Digest).
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2019)
that mentions the Soybean Crop Improvement Council–but
missing the word “National” at the beginning.

3006. Schneider, Burch H. 1947. Feeds of the world: Their
digestibility and composition. Morgantown, WV: West
Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station. 299 p. [38 soy ref]
• Summary: Includes an excellent early bibliography,
nicely classified by animal and feed types. Address: Prof. of
Animal Husbandry, West Virginia Univ., Morgantown WV;
Formerly Prof. of Animal and Dairy Husbandry, Allahabad
Agricultural Inst., India.

3005. Roberts, William; Singh, S.B.S. Kartar. 1947. A text
book of Punjab agriculture. Lahore: Civil and Military
Gazette, Ltd. x + 588 p. See p. 287, 294-96, 456, 473. Illust.
Maps. Index. 23 cm. [2 soy ref]

3007. Spitzer, Robert R. 1947. Growth, reproduction, and
lactation studies with rats fed corn-soybean rations. PhD
thesis, The University of Wisconsin–Madison. In: Doctoral
Dissertations Accepted by American Universities, 1947. *

• Summary: Chapter 12: Foodgrains–Pulses, Natural Order–
Leguminosae, contains information on the “soya bean.”
“The U.S.A. began to explore the possibilities of growing
soya bean in 1920. In 1930 the area was 4½ million acres
and rose to 9 million acres in 1944. This indicates the rapid
progress made by U.S.A. in the cultivation of soya bean. It
thus appears that there is a need for more thorough research
in India on this crop...
“In India average yield of about 800 pounds per acre
is considered fairly good, though in Manchuria yields up to
double this amount are commonly obtained. It has been tried
in the Punjab very successfully on experimental farms of the
Agricultural Department. A yield of about 12 to 16 maunds
[1 maund = 82.28 lb] of grain per acre has been obtained.
Two varieties namely ‘Chocolate’ and ‘Yellow’ have been
successfully cultivated. Unfortunately there is no market for
the crop. Those, who grew it, were compelled to feed the
produce to the cattle...
“The soya bean is free from nucleo proteins, and,
therefore, it does not form uric acid and in consequence
does not encourage gout. Gout is unknown in China, which
is the home of the soya bean... The soya bean has got many
industrial uses. A very large number of Indian and European
dishes can be prepared from soya bean. A large number of
recipes for preparing different types of dishes are given in
the book Soya Bean by F.S. Kale.”
Chapter 16, “Fodder Crops” states (p. 473): “Soyabeans.
Natural order–Leguminosæ. Botanical name–Glycine
hispida. The cultivation is similar to that for cowpeas. The
seed rate is 12 to 15 seers... Three to four irrigations must be
given before the crop is ready. A crop will yield 200 maunds
of fodder per acre when sown alone. In case of mixture
higher yield is obtained. When matured for seed, yield is
about eight maunds per acre.”
An interesting glossary is included. Note: The second
author actually has no surname. His first name is Kartar; the
name Singh is taken by all Sikh males as a middle name.
Address: 1. Sir, late Principal and Prof. of Agriculture,
Lyallpur [in today’s Pakistan]; 2. Late Prof. of Agriculture,
Lyallpur and Asst. Director of Agriculture, Punjab, Lahore.
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Address: The Univ. of Wisconsin–Madison.
3008. Matrone, G.; Weybrew, J.A.; Peterson, W.J. 1948. The
influence of phosphate fertilization on the soybean plant
(Abstract). Proceedings of the Annual Convention of the
Association of Southern Agricultural Workers 45:87.
• Summary: On the cover: “45th Annual Convention held
in Washington, DC, Feb. 12, 13, 14, 1948.” This abstract
is in the “Agronomy” section. “Chemical, botanical. and
biological measurements have been made to study the effect
of phosphate fertilization on the soybean plant. Data are
presented to show that a proper assessment of nutritive value
in studies of this kind must include control or measurement
of (a) biological variations arising from gradients in soil
fertility. (b) differences in forage composition due to
contamination with other species. and (c) differences in
animal response. The results of animal studies indicate that
replications kept intact from the soil to the animal assist both
in estimating true differences and in evaluating the causative
factors. Application of the equivalent of 40 pounds P2O5 per
acre to a Bladen type soil deficient in phosphorus increased
the yield of soybean hay 100 per cent but did not result in a
significant difference in plant composition as measured by
the standard feedingstuffs analysis.” Address: U.S. Plant,
Soil, and Nutrition Laboratory, Ithaca. New York, and North
Carolina State College, Raleigh, North Carolina.
3009. Wing, David G. 1948. A farmer looks at chemurgy.
Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 12-13.
• Summary: “As far back as 1904 when the soybean was
first imported from the Orient, my father and his 2 brothers
[near Mechanicsburg, Ohio] started raising a few soybeans,
which we laboriously cut by hand, threshed, and sold
for seed, mostly to farmers who raised them for hay and
silage... ‘What will happen to the price of soybeans when the
cheaper coconut and palm oils come back from the South
Pacific?’ That, of course, is the $64 question.” Address:
Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
3010. Soybean Digest. 1948. Grits and flakes... from the
world of soy: Illinois Farm Acreage Census for 1946 reports
soybeans for beans, hay, and soybeans plowed under by
counties. March. p. 42.
• Summary: The report is released by A.J. Surratt,
agricultural statistician, Springfield, Illinois.
3011. Arnold, H.C. 1948. Soya beans. Rhodesia Agricultural
Journal 45(2):147-68. March/April. Bulletin No. 1217,
reprinted.
• Summary: Notes on cultivation. Edible and manufacturing
varieties. Strain trials. Hernon No. 18 and 107. Soil and
rainfall conditions. The humus content of the soil seems to be
of great importance. Fertiliser trials. Inoculation with specific
bacteria. Material for inoculating the seed. Seed inoculation:

The dry soil method, the muddy-milk method. Sowing the
seed: Early sowing is best, how to sow, distance planting
trials, depth of sowing, weeding, harvesting. Comparison of
yields of soya beans with those of maize. Market prospects.
Method of using and nutritive value. Soya beans produce
more protein per acre than other food crops. Palatability
trials. Green soya beans as vegetables. Fodder varieties:
Jubiltan (black-seeded) and Hernon strains. Rate of sowing.
Harvesting: The retention of seeds in the pods. Summary.
Address: Manager, Agric. Exp. Station.
3012. Ferrara, Antonio. 1948. Oleaginose ed oli vegetali in
Cina e Manciuria [Oilseeds and vegetable oils in China and
Manchuria]. Olearia, Rivista delle Materie Grasse 2(5):33042. May. [Ita]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultivation of oilseeds.
Map of China. The oil industry. Commerce and trade in
oilseeds. Commerce and trade in vegetable oils. The soybean
occupies about 9% of the cultivated area of China. In 1935
about 55% of the crop was used directly for human food,
27% for extraction of oil, 10% for livestock feed, and
1.8% for seed. Address: Prof., Vice-Direttore dell’Istituto
Agronomioco per l’Africa Italiana (Firenze).
3013. Morse, W.J. comp. 1948. Soybean varietal names used
to date. Washington, DC: Appendix to the mimeographed
report of the Fourth Work Planning Conference of the North
Central States Collaborators of the U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois. RSLM 148. 9 p. May 26.
• Summary: This is a 9-page two-column table. Column
1 is “Variety name.” Column 2 is “Source.” P.I. refers
to the Plant Introduction number. Acadian–Louisiana
Experiment Station 40-293. Acme–P.I. 14954. Adams–A52683 (A3-176). Agate–P.I. 81037. A.K.–Manchuria 1912.
A.K. (Harrow)–Dominion Exp. Station, Canada. Akasoya–
Japanese variety (Indiana). Aksarben–P.I. 36576. Allison
Black–D.T. Allison, Tennessee. American Oil King–Same as
Midwest. Amherst–P.I. 17275. Anwei–La Choy Co. (Ohio).
Aoda–P.I. 81043. Arikara–O. Will Co. (North Dakota).
Arisoy–P.I. 86736. Arkan–P.I. 87050. Arksoy–P.I. 37335.
Arksoy 2913–Arkansas Exp. Station (Marianna). Arlington–
P.I. 22899. Armredo–Arizona Station selection. Auburn–P.I.
21079A. Austin–P.I. 17263. Austrian Green–Same as Tokyo.
Avoyelles–Avoyelles Parish, Louisiana, selection. Baird–P.I.
22333. Bakaziro–Same as Amherst. Banner–Same as
Midwest. Bansei–P.I. 81031. Barchet–P.I. 23232. Bavender
Special–Bavender selection (Iowa). Bell–Same as Midwest.
Best Green–Same as Hope. Best White–Same as Amherst.
Biloxi–P.I. 23211. Biltan–Otootan selection (South Africa).
Black–Same as Buckshot. Black Beauty–Same as Ebony.
Black Champion–Same as Peking. Black Eyebrow–P.I.
30744. Blackhawk–A6K-937 (A3K-884). Black Sable–Same
as Peking. Boone–P.I. 54563-3. Bopp–Same as Chernie.
Brindle–P.I. 20407. Brooks–P.I. 16789. Brown–Same
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as Mammoth Brown. Brown Otootan–Same as Tanner.
Brownie–P.I. 17256.
Buckeye Cross (BX)–Same as Mt. Carmel. Buckshot–
P.I. 17251. Burnette–Farmville, North Carolina, selection.
Buster Brown–Same as Trenton. Butterball–P.I. 17273.
Capital–Central Exp. Farm (Canada). Cayuga–P.I. 65393.
Chame–P.I. 80473. Chang–P.I. 54610-2. Charlee–P.I. 71663.
Chernie–P.I. 18227. Cherokee–P.I. 93057. Chestnut–P.I.
20405B. Chief–Illinois Exp. selection. Chinaton Echo–
Harrow, Canada. Chiquita–P.I. 27707. Chuku–La Choy Co.
Chusei–P.I. 80472. Cibao–Salvador variety. Clay–Same
as Midwest. Claybank–Same as Midwest. Clemson–P.I.
71659. Cloud–P.I. 16790. Cluster Bean–Same as Midwest.
C.N.S.–J.E. Wannamaker (South Carolina). Coker’s Black
Beauty–Same as Oloxi. Coker’s 31-15–Same as Pee Dee.
Columbia–P.I. 22897. Columbian–Same as 22897. Creole–
P.I. 71614. Delnoshat–Delta Station selection 6679. Delredo–
Mississippi selection. Delsoy–P.I. 85355. Delsta–Delta
Station #6677. DeSoto–Reported by Ohio grower. Dixie–P.I.
37330. Dortchsoy #2–Dortch Co., Arkansas. Dortchsoy #6–
Dortch Co., Arkansas. Dortchsoy #7–Dortch Co., Arkansas.
Doxie–Georgia Exp. Station. Duggar–P.I. 17268C. Dunfield–
P.I. 36846. Dunland–Ohio report (Dunfield?). Dwarf
Brown–Same as Ogemaw. Dwarf Early Yellow–Same as Ito
San. Dwarf Green–Same as Guelph. Earlyana–Indiana Exp.
Station C-28. Early–Same as Ito San. Early Black–Same as
Buckshot. Early Brown–P.I. 25130 & 25161. Early Green–
Same as Medium Green. Early Indiana Laredo–Same as
Norredo. Early Japan–Same as Butterball. Early Korean–No
source given.
Early Laredo–Same as Norredo. Early Mammoth Black–
Same as Buckshot. Early Mandarin–Same as Mandarin.
Early Virginia Brown–Same as Virginia. Early White–Same
as Ito San. Early White Eyebrow–Source unknown. Early
Wilson–Same as Wilson. Early Wilson Black–Same as
Wilson. Early Wisconsin Black–Same as Wisconsin Black.
Early Woods Yellow–No source given. Early Yellow–Same
as Ito San. Easycook–P.I. 34702. Ebony–P.I. 17254. Eda–P.I.
17257. Eda Mame–Ito San and Eda. Edgecombe–R.P.
Cocke, Williamsburg, Virginia. Edna–P.I. 17252C. Edsoy–
Changed to Delsoy. Edward–P.I. 14953. Elton–P.I. 20406.
Emperor–P.I. 97155. Essex–Same as Peking. Etampes–Same
as Ito San. Etum–P.I. 86100. Extra Early Black–Same as
Buckshot. Fairchild–P.I. 19184. Farnham–P.I. 22312. Feed
All–A.M. Johnson (North Carolina). Feeser’s Prolific–Same
as Midwest. Flambeau–Wisconsin selection 839-14. Flat
Black–Same as Flat King. Flat King–P.I. 17252. Flava–P.I.
16789A. Foster’s Prolific–Same as Midwest. Fungi–P.I.
81029. Funk Delicious–Funk Brothers (Illinois). Funman–
Funk Brothers (Illinois). Gala–Georgia Exp. Station.
Galaway–Same as Midwest. Gatan–Georgia Exp. Station.
Gem–P.B. Hutchins (Missouri). George Washington–Virginia
selection. Georgian–P.I. 71583. German Coffee Berry–Same
as Ito San. Giant Brown–Same as Mammoth Brown. Giant

Green–Illinois Exp. Station. Giant Yellow–P.I. 22415.
Gibson–Indiana Exp. Station. Goku–P.I. 80480. Golden–
Canada Exp. Station, Harrow. Goldsoy–Ontario Station,
Canada. Gosha–Same as Manhattan. Goshen Prolific–Farmer
selection (North Carolina).
Granger–Ohio selection 31-4. Green–Same as Guelph.
Green and Black–P.I. 84784. Greenfield–Probably Illini.
Green Samarow–Same as Samarow. Guelph–P.I. 17261.
Habaro–P.I. 20405. Haberlandt–P.I. 17271. Hahto–P.I.
40118. Hakote–P.I. 81039. Hamilton–Ohio-9035. Hankow–
P.I. 6559. Hansen–P.I. 20409. Harbinsoy–P.I. 54606-3.
Harman–Canada Exp. Station. Hawkeye–Iowa A45-251.
Hay Boy–Farmer selection (North Carolina). Hayseed–P.I.
71525. Herman–North Carolina selection. Hidatsa–P.I.
81038. Higan–P.I. 80475. Hiro–P.I. 86038. Hokkaido–P.I.
85666. Hollybrook–Wood Seed Co. (Virginia). Hollybrook
Early–Same as Midwest. Hongkong–P.I. 22406. Hoosier–P.I.
30746. Hope–P.I. 17267. Hudson Manchu–T.B. Macauley
[sic, Macaulay] (Canada). Hurrelbrink–Farmer selection
(Illinois). Ignotum–E.E. Evans (Michigan). Illington–Source
unknown. Illini–Illinois Exp. selection. Illinois 13-19–Same
as Ilsoy. Illinois Champion–Same as Midwest. Ilsoy–Same
as Merko. Imperial–P.I. 81780. Indiana Hollybrook–Same
as Midwest. Indiana Meadow–Ohio Report. Italian–Canada
Exp. Station. Ita Mame–Same as Tokyo. Ito San–P.I. 17268.
Jackson–P.I. 82581. Japanese #15–Same as Kingston. Japan
Pea–Same as Ito San. Jefferson–P.I. 82202. Jet–P.I. 17861.
Jogun–P.I. 87615. Johnsoy–A.E. Johnson (North Carolina).
Kabott–Canada Exp. Station. Kagon–Source unknown.
Kanro–P.I. 84928. Kanum–P.I. 84668-1.
Kentucky A–Kentucky Exp. Station selection. Kia–
Illinois Exp. Station selection. Kingston–P.I. 17255.
Kingwa–West Virginia Exp. Station selection. Kirin–La
Choy Co. Kungchuling–Manchuria selection. Kura–P.I.
81042. Laredo–P.I. 40658. Large Black–Same as Buckshot.
Large Brown–Same as Mammoth Brown. Large Yellow–
Same as Mammoth Yellow. Late–Same as Mammoth Yellow.
Late Ita Mame–Same as Tokyo. Late Yellow–Same as
Mammoth Yellow. Lexington–P.I. 17862E. Lincoln–Illinois
Exp. Station selection. Little Wonder–Farmer selection
(Missouri). Looney #2–Farmer selection (Tennessee).
Lowrie–P.I. 22898A. Loxitan–Delta Exp. Station selection.
Ludeke–Farmer selection (North Carolina). LZ–Louisiana
Exp. Station selection.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013)
that mentions the soybean varieties Brown Otootan, Early
Mammoth Black, or Hidatsa.
Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013)
which states that Black Champion is the same as Peking, or
that Best Green is the same as Hope, or that Brown Otootan
is the same as Tanner, or that Early Mammoth Black is the
same as Buckshot, or that Hollybrook Early is the same
as Midwest. Continued. Address: USDA, Bureau of Plant
Industry, Soils & Agricultural Engineering, Div. of Forage
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Crops & Diseases [Beltsville, Maryland].
3014. Morse, W.J. 1948. Soybeans yesterday and today.
Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service)
12(5):91-95. May. Summarized in Soybean Digest, June
1948, p. 32.
• Summary: A good overview of soybeans and their history
in China, Manchuria, Korea, and Japan (the principal
regions of world soybean production), plus thoughts on their
relatively recent introduction to the Western world.
“In China, the soybean is one of the leading and most
ancient of crops, ranking fifth in extent of culture and
occupying about 9% of the total cultivated area. Although
grown everywhere in China, about 60% of the soybean
acreage and production is confined largely to 3 northern
Provinces, Shantung, Kiangsu, and Honan. China consumes
practically all its production, estimates indicating 55% for
food, 27% for oil extraction and other purposes, 10% for
stock feed, and 8% of the total cultivated area of Manchuria
and is a dominating factor in the life of that country. As a
cash crop, it provides fully half the total volume of freight
handled by Manchurian railroads. Estimates have indicated
that from one-third to two-thirds of the production of
soybeans was exported; 15 to 20% utilized for food, feed,
and planting; and the remainder processed for oil and oil
meal.
“Korea occupies third place among the soybeanproducing countries of Asia. Acreage and production are
confined largely to the central and northern areas, because
southern Korea, growing chiefly cotton and rice, seems less
well adapted to soybean-seed production. The entire seed
production is used for food, stock feed, export, and planting,
none being used for oil extraction.
“Japan, although a large producer of soybeans, has
consumed all its own production and imported large
quantities of seed from Manchuria and Korea. Since World
War I, production of soybeans in Japan has decreased to
some extent, more emphasis being placed on the greater
production of rice. The proportion of soybeans used by Japan
for various purposes was: Miso (soybean-rice fermented
paste), 22%; soy sauce, 22%; oil and oil cake, 21.5%;
bean curd, 15.5%; confections, 7.2%; forage, 6.2%; green
manure, 2.5%; seed, 1.8%; green vegetable beans, 0.8%; and
miscellaneous 0.5%.
“In the Soviet Far East the soybean is said to be one of
the chief industrial crops and in some districts to constitute
20% of the cultivated area. Acreage and production have
increased markedly since 1926, especially in the Khabarovsk
territory.
“Previous to 1935 soybean oil in the United States was
utilized chiefly in soap, paint, and varnish. Since that time,
however, 70 to 85% of the soybean-oil supply has been used
in the food industries... The soybean has become one of the
most valuable, if not the most valuable, of China’s gifts to

the Western World.”
Photos show: (1) Manchurian soybean in bags being
loaded on a freighter at the Dairen wharves for shipment
to European oil mills. (2) Two horses pulling a plow, and a
2nd man planting soybeans on ridged rows in Manchuria.
(3) Soybean plants growing along the edges of rice paddies,
as is common in oriental countries; the green beans will be
used for home consumption. (4) Two Korean men threshing
soybean plants in a courtyard with bamboo flails. “In Korea,
as well as in many other oriental countries, bamboo flails
are used in threshing soybeans.” (5) A man with a sickle in
a field of dried soybean plants. “Soybeans are harvested by
hand in all the soybean-producing countries of the Orient.”
(6) A combine harvesting soybeans in the USA. It has “been
one of the important factors in the economic production
of soybeans in the United States.” (7) “General view of a
Chinese oil-mill yard in Manchuria, showing mill, storage of
soybeans in osier bins, and steel tanks.” Address: Principal
Agronomist, USDA Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases,
BPI [Bureau of Plant Industry], SAE [Soils and Agricultural
Engineering], ARA, Beltsville, Maryland.
3015. Ramos Nuñez, Guillermo. 1948. Por qué no siembran
la soya los agricultores colombianos? [Why don’t Colombian
farmers plant soya?]. Agricultura Tropical (Colombia)
4(7):9-10. July 15. [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: The author has conducted soybean experiments
for 12 years, and has published a bulletin on the subject. This
bulletin has gone through two editions and a third is about
to appear. The article begins: “Consider that we are almost
a century behind when it comes to our knowledge of the
magnificent soybean. It has been cultivated continually since
March 1929 at the Palmira Agricultural Experiment Station,
in spite of the indifference of farmers and industrialists, as
part of the annual planting programs.”
The Station now has seven commercial varieties
which produce very well in the Cauca Valley [of western
Colombia]. A table (p. 10) lists these varieties: Mammoth
Yellow, Aksarben, Hollybrook, Biloxi, Laredo, Missoy, and
81044. For each variety is given: Vegetative period in days,
yield in kg/ha (ranges from 1,601 for 81044 and 1,562 for
Aksarben down to 976 for Biloxi), percentage of oil and of
protein in the seeds, uses (G = seeds (granos), PV = green
forage / pasture (pasto verde), PH = hay (pasto heno)). These
figures are based on data obtained by the Palmira Station
in 1945. An illustration shows a soybean plant, heavy with
pods, and a cluster of 4 pods to the upper left of the plant.
Address: Ingeniero Agrónomo, Jefe del Departamento de
Caña en la Estación Agrícola Experimental de Palmira.
3016. Lagos U., José Angel. 1948. Cultivo de la soya
[Cultivation of the soybean]. Revista de Agricultura (Costa
Rica) 20(9):365-67. Sept. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botanical
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characteristics. Climate. Soil. Planting. Cultivation. Rotation.
Fertilizers (including importance of root nodules with
nitrogen fixing bacteria, and use as green manure {abono
verde}). Harvest. Utilization. Hay (and silage).
The soybean is known by various names: Soya or soja,
frijol chino (Chinese bean), frijol japonés (Japanese bean),
and haba de Manchuria (Manchurian bean).
Utilization: It has many uses. Its oil has practical
application in manufacturing industries. The seeds or beans
are used for human food. It can be used to make delicious
dishes, salads, etc.
Note 1. No mention is made of soybean cultivation in
Costa Rica.
Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document
seen (March 2012) that gives the name of the soybean as
frijol chino or frijol japonés or haba de Manchuria. Address:
Nicoya [Costa Rica].
3017. Dimmock, F. 1948. Korean soybeans (Letter to the
editor). Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 7.
• Summary: Concerns an article titled “The Rickard
Koreans” in the August issue of this magazine (p. 13, 28).
The writer is interested in the origin of the Early Korean
variety insofar as the Dominion Experimental Station at
Harrow, Ontario, is concerned. Dimmock writes: “I was in
charge of corn and soybean breeding work at this station
from 1924 to 1929. In 1924 I received envelope samples
of seed of several lots of soybeans and one of them was
labelled ‘Early Korean,’ China. I do not remember how these
envelopes came into my possession, but I grew all the seed
in short rows in 1924, sufficient to have enough for testing
purposes in 1925.”
“These tests were run for several years. I left Harrow to
come to Ottawa in 1929 and they were still being conducted
at that time. During this period, I made two selections which
were licensed as varieties in Canada, one from the A.K.
variety, which was named A.K. (Harrow) and the other from
Mandarin, which was named Mandarin (Ottawa). Both of
these varieties are still being grown here.
“Early Korean was among the highest yielders in our
tests. It was strong in the straw, but was rather short for a
fairly late variety. It was not quite as late as A.K. (Harrow),
but neither was it as tall and it did not yield quite as well. I,
therefore, selected A.K. (Harrow) as the better variety for
southwestern Ontario and Mandarin (Ottawa) as an early
variety for central and eastern Ontario, where the season is
shorter.
“I had several times thought of releasing ‘early Korean’
as a variety, but there was practically no interest in Canada in
growing soybeans at that time and even until the beginning
of the war in 1939 the total acreage did not average more
than 9,000 to 10,000 acres annually. During the war period
and since its close the acreage of soybeans has shown a
steady increase until this year 1948, it is estimated to be

about 100,000 acres.
“As your article was not clear on the origin of the
Early Korean variety, I thought that you might like to know
something of its early history at Harrow, Ontario.” Address:
Central Experimental Farm, Dep. of Agriculture, Ottawa
[ONT, Canada].
3018. Fairchild, David. 1948. Early experiences with the
soybean. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 14-15. [2 ref]
• Summary: “It was not until 1897 that I first saw soybeans
growing... I found my friend Merton B. Waite had been
trying to grow soybeans on his farm outside Washington
[DC, in Maryland; see Fairchild, Oct. 1948], but with little
success. They had been sent in by some American consul
or missionary, I believe. At about the same time Dr. George
T. Moore [who by 1903 was Physiologist in Charge of the
Lab. of Plant Physiology, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA,
working on soybean root bacteria] in working on the root
nodules of leguminous plants had discovered that the nodules
contained bacteria. Waite and I talked over the matter of the
failure of his soybeans and wondered if they might require
special bacteria, so I wrote out to Japan and imported several
pounds of soil from a soybean field.
“We made a little experiment, planting alternate rows of
soybeans with and without the addition of this Tokyo soil.
The effect of the imported soil was immediately apparent as
the plants grown in it made a far better growth and had their
roots covered with bacterial nodules, whereas the control
were practically without any.
“Photographs had yet to come into any general use as
records of agricultural experiments, but Waite had taken up
photography as a hobby and made excellent photographs
with his stand camera. So at harvest time he pulled up an
equal number of soybean plants from the soil-treated rows
and from the controls, and the only photographic record
in existence of this little experiment (the first of its kind, I
suppose, in the world) is this negative taken by Waite in the
autumn of 1897.
“Although these experiments did not at the time lead
to more extensive trials, they indicate the awakening of our
interest in soybeans.
“In that fall of 1897 it was my privilege to organize the
office of plant introduction in the Department of Agriculture.
We began introducing a great number of different kinds of
plants, among them, as I see from our inventories printed
at the time, occasional small collections of soybeans from
China and Japan. They were obtained mostly through
correspondence with missionaries and consuls stationed
there.
“At that time the Department had no testing ground near
Washington where we could grow miscellaneous vegetables,
including these soybean collections. It was not until several
years had passed that facilities were provided on the socalled ‘Potomac Flats’ [in Washington, DC] and James H.
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Beattie, an enthusiastic young horticulturist, took over the
planting of our introduced seeds.
“The soybeans did well and Beattie soon had on his
hands a quantity of seeds. But we didn’t know just what to
do with these strange beans. When cooked in the way other
beans were prepared they had a strange flavor that nobody
seemed to like...
“It was not, I think, until the office of forage crop
investigations was organized and C.V. Piper took charge
that the soybean as a forage crop attracted attention and
Beattie’s experiments came to be looked upon as important.
We planted larger patches of soybeans on a tract of land near
Bethesda, MD...
“And then we ran into the difficulty of harvesting
the soybeans. P.H. Dorsett of the office, one of the most
ingenious and most indefatigable workers I have ever
known, and his friend Rankin, who was running the little
experimental farm, put their heads together and adapted
a bean picker then in use–in California I think–and
discovered that it was perfectly possible to harvest soybeans
mechanically...
“I went out exploring again and my travels with Mr.
Lathrop this time took me into the soybean fields of Japan.
The tremendous importance of the crop as I saw it there
made a great impression on me. Also the almost universal
use of soy sauce, which Americans were just beginning to
appreciate, fixed my interest...
“Dr. Yamei Kin, an extraordinary Chinese woman whose
acquaintance I had made on the boat returning from Japan
[in Aug. 1902], made a visit to Washington and captivated
us all by her enthusiasm over soybeans. She introduced us to
‘tofu,’ a delicate cheese which has not even yet attracted the
attention it deserves from the American public.
“In 1903 A.J. Pieters came to me one day and told me
of an amazing young Hollander who had been a gardener
of the great geneticist, Hugo de Vries. He was then on his
way back from a trip on foot to Mexico, and I wired him to
come to Washington. For 13 years, as agricultural explorer of
our office, Frank N. Meyer tramped from village to village
over much of China. He gathered soybeans whenever he
saw them, for he felt it was important to secure all the local
varieties he could for our plant breeders before they should
have disappeared as the result of the spread of standard
varieties he thought was bound to come.
“The importance of getting as many as possible of these
local varieties and these, or selections from them, form, I
believe, the basis of the very extensive soybean breeding that
has been done by the various plant breeders of America.”
Note: According to Vivian Wiser of the USDA and to
the Washington D.C. Historical Society (13 Feb. 1991; phone
301-785-2068, Mrs. Offut), in 1897 Merton Waite lived in
downtown Washington, D.C. in a built-up area. There is no
record of his owning a farm outside Washington D.C., but
he may have owned the farm as a sort of summer home or

he may possibly have worked with the group at the USDA
farm at Somerset, Montgomery County, Maryland. He was
a plant pathologist and physiologist, in charge of diseases of
orchard fruit trees, especially pears and peaches. There is a
collection of David Fairchild’s materials at Coconut Grove.
His personal residence, The Kampong near Coconut Grove,
is still (as of 1998) well preserved and open to the public.
Address: “The Kampong,” Coconut Grove, Florida.
3019. Strand, Edwin Gustaff. 1948. Soybeans in American
farming. USDA Technical Bulletin No. 966. 66 p. Nov. [50
ref]
• Summary: An excellent overview. Contents: Introduction.
Rise of soybean production: Early developments, recent
trends, geographic pattern. Factors affecting trends: Prices
and market outlets, adaptation to climate and soils, variety
improvement, intercrop competition (competition between
corn, oats, wheat, barley, tame hay, and soybeans for beans),
yield per acre, mechanization, relative costs and returns.
Estimates of future supply: Alternative price relationships,
balancing permanent cropping systems, relative trends in
production costs, supply estimates. Long-time demand
and market outlook: Market outlets for fats and oils,
role of technology, market outlets for high protein feeds.
Comparison of prospective supply and demand. Summary.
Basic statistical tables. Literature cited.
Figures: (1) Graph of soybean acreage–total for all
purposes: Harvested for beans, harvested for hay, and
grazed or plowed under, United States, 1924-47. (3) Map
of soybeans harvested for beans in the USA, acreage, 1944.
90% of soybean acreage is in the North Central region.
(4) Map of farms reporting soybeans harvested for
beans, as a percentage of all farms, United States, 1944. The
heaviest concentration of farms growing soybeans is in the
North Central region. (5) Map of soybeans harvested for
beans, as a percentage of all land used for crops, 1946 (by
county). Soybeans for beans occupied 20% or more of the
cropland in 52 counties in 1946. (6) Graph of prices received
by farmers for soybeans, corn, and oats, United States,
season average, 1924-47. Soybeans received the highest
prices followed by corn then oats.
(7) Graph of acreage of soybeans for beans and other
specified crops harvested in Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa,
1924-47. Soybeans take up a small percentage of the total
acreage. (8) Graph of trends in yield per acre of soybeans for
beans, corn, oats, and winter wheat, in five Corn Belt States
(Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri), 1925-47. 5-year
moving average (1925-29 = 100). Yields of soybeans have
increased the most (in 1940 they were 50% above 1929),
followed by corn, winter wheat, oats. “The principal factors
influencing the upward trend in yield of soybeans appear to
have been improvement of varieties and mechanization of
harvesting operations [which has reduced harvesting losses].
Additional factors were experience with the crop, better
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management of soils, more timely operations,... and other
phases of mechanization... plus increased use of inoculation,
row planting, and improved cropping systems” (p. 27-28).
(9) Map of soybeans: Yield per acre, 3-year average,
1942-44. Areas of highest yields of soybeans for beans
coincide closely with the areas of heaviest concentration of
soybean acreage. There are some exceptions: Illinois is north
west of the area of heaviest acreage concentration, Iowa is
the highest yielding area southeast of the most concentrated
acreage. (10) Graphs of production of vegetable oils (crude
basis) and oilseed meals (including cake) from soybeans and
other oil crops, domestic materials only, United States, 192446.
Tables: (1) Acreage of soybeans planted for all purposes,
United States, and selected groups of States, averages 192529, 1930-34, and 1935-39, and each year from 1940 to 1947.
The groups of states are: Corn Belt, Lake States (Minnesota,
Wisconsin Michigan), Plains States (Kansas, Nebraska,
South Dakota, North Dakota), Delta States (Arkansas,
Mississippi, Louisiana), Atlantic States (North Carolina,
Virginia, Maryland, Delaware), All other states. (2) Acreage
of soybeans harvested for beans, United States and selected
groups of States, averages 1925-29, 1930-34, and 1935-39,
and each year from 1940 to 1947.
(3) Plant-food elements added or removed by selected
crops. Soybeans grown for beans add 16 pounds of nitrogen
per 20 bushels harvested. The elements removed are nitrogen
(N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), calcium (Ca) and
magnesium (Mg). (4) Average yields of corn, soybeans, oats,
and wheat in the first year after soybeans and other specified
crops, Indiana experiments, 19 years, 1922-1940.
(5) Yields per acre of corn following corn and following
soybeans, Iowa experiments, 1942. (6) Percentages of total
cropland from which specified crops were harvested, and
percentages in pasture and in other uses, five Corn Belt
States, 1947.
(7) Corn-soybean yield rations in five Corn Belt States,
averages 1925-29, 1935-39, 1942-46. (8) Soybeans, corn,
oats, and winter wheat: Average net returns per acre on
farms keeping farm-account records in Champaign and Piatt
Counties, Illinois, specified years, 1937-1946. (9) Average
value per acre for soybeans, corn, and oats, Illinois, 1925-29,
1930-34, 1935-39, and annual 1940-47 and index numbers
(1935-39 = 100).
(10) Labor and power inputs per acre for soybeans on
farms keeping cost records in Champaign and Piatt Counties,
Illinois, averages 1924-26, 1937-39, and 1944-46. (11)
Acreage, yield, and production of soybeans harvested for
beans, Illinois and Iowa, averages 1935-39, 1942-45, and
estimated 1955 at alternative price ratios. (12) Acreage of
soybeans harvested for beans, United States and specified
groups of States, averages, 1935-39, 1942-45, and estimated
1955 at alternative price ratios.
(13) Acreage, yield, and production of soybeans

harvested for beans, United States, averages 1935-39, 194245, annual 1946-47, and estimated, 1955, at alternative price
ratios. (14) Fats and oils produced from domestic materials,
and net trade, United States, average 1935-39 and annual
1943-46. (15) High-protein feeds produced from domestic
materials, and net trade, United States, average 1935-39,
annual 1943-46.
(16) Acreage, yield, and production of soybeans in the
United States, 1924-47. (17) Percentage that the acreage of
soybeans harvested for beans is of the acreage planted for
all purposes, United States and selected groups of States,
averages 1925-29, 1930-34, and 1935-39, and each year from
1940 to 1947. (18) Supply and utilization of soybeans in the
United States, 1924-1947. Supply: Total stocks, production
(bushels), imports, total supply. Utilization: Seed, feed,
processed for oil and meal, exports, other uses, carryover.
(19) Utilization of soybean oil by classes of products,
United States, 1931-17. Food products: Margarine,
shortening, other (mainly in salad and cooking oils,
mayonnaise, and salad dressings, and direct use in homes,
bakeries, restaurants, and institutions), total. Nonfood
products: Soap, paint and varnish, other drying oil products,
miscellaneous nonfood products, loss including oil in foots,
total, total domestic disappearance.
(20) Supply and utilization of soybean-oil meal and
cake, United States, 1924-46. Supply: Domestic production,
imports, total supply. Utilization: Feed, food, industrial
and other, exports. (21) Average yield per acre of soybeans
harvested for beans, United States and specified groups of
States, averages 1935-39, 1942-45, and estimated 1955 at
alternative price ratios. Note: The highest yields were in the
Corn Belt; 19.2 bu/acre in 1935-39 and 19.6 bu/acre in 194245.
(22) Production of soybeans in the United States and
specified groups of States, averages 1935-39, 1942-45,
and estimated 1955 at alternative price ratios. (23) Seasons
average prices of soybeans, soybean-oil meal, and other
specified vegetable oils and oil meals in the United States,
1924-46 (incl. peanut, cottonseed, and linseed oils). Address:
Agricultural Economist, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
USDA.
3020. Baldoni, Remigio. 1948. Prove sperimentali sulla
coltivazione della soia [Trials on soybean cultivation]. Annali
della Sperimentazione Agraria (Rome) 2(5):603-42. [32 ref.
Ita; eng]
• Summary: The Institute of Agronomy at the University of
Bologna has conducted soybean trials for several years in
different regions of Italy. Tests were conducted on varieties,
plant density, planting time, use of phosphate manure,
inoculation with bacteria, intercropping, and catch cropping
for forage. The author believes that, in the regions examined,
nothing is to be gained from expanding soybean cultivation
since it would take the place of corn (during spring and
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summer), and corn is a more productive crop–especially
where other leguminous plants are largely grown in rotation.
A small extension of soybean cultivation is foreseen only
on sub-acid soil, where it is difficult to grow other legumes.
As a summer forage crop, on irrigated land, the soybean can
be substituted for maize and sorghum. Address: Istituto di
Agronomia generale e Coltivazioni erbacee dell’Università
Bologna.
3021. Brillmayer, Friedl; Cornides, Henriette. 1948. Wiener
Soja-Kueche [Viennese soya cookery]. Vienna, Austria:
Scholle-Verlag. 65 p. Scholle-Buecherei vol. 158. With 30
illust. Recipe index. 22 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. I. Soya–a new foodstuff
(Nahrungsmittel): Value and nutritional value. The wonderplant (die Wunderpflanze). II. Basics (Grundstoffe): Various
possibilities for using soya as food, fresh green soya
juice (Sojasaft), soya leaf tea (Sojatee), green vegetable
soybeans (Soja-Grünkorn, Soja-Grünkorngemüse or grüen
Sojakoerner), uses of whole soybeans (reifen Sojakörner)
and how to grind and cook them to make dried soya egg
replacer (Sojaei), soya meat alternative (Sojafleisch), soya
plantmeat (Soja-Pflanzenfleisch), soynuts (Sojanuss), soya
almonds (Sojamandel), soya cocoa (Sojakakao), soya
coffee (Sojakaffee), and soya paste (Sojabrei). Soy sprouts
(Sojakeimlinge, Sojakeimgemuese). How does one cook
soya?
3. Remarks (p. 28). 4. Soya recipes (Sojaspeisen) (p.
30).
The author is the wife of soybean breeder Franz Anton
Brillmayer. This is a very interesting and creative Austrian
cookbook. It contains 12 basic preparations plus 74 Austrianstyle recipes. These recipes often use soya as a meat
substitute or extender, but this is not a vegetarian cookbook;
it calls for the use of liver, sausage, and fish. It does not use
any Asian soyfoods, such as tofu, soymilk, or soy sauce. The
innovative recipes sound delicious: Soy mayonnaise (p. 3436, 3 types), strudels, noodles, soya chestnut soufflé, soya
almond cake, chocolate cake, nut cake, Linzertorte, Apple
tart, etc.
The foreword, written in March 1948, addresses “friends
of soya” (Sojafreundin), and refers to the soybean as either
soya seeds (Sojakorn) or soya (Die Soja), never using the
term “bean.” Soya makes better use of the earth’s ability
to provide us with protein than do livestock. “A hectare of
farmland planted to soya provides us with 7 times as much
complete protein as the same hectare planted to fodder that
must first be transformed into milk or meat protein.” Soya is
nutritious, healthful, and inexpensive. Unlike most modern
foods, it is a basic rather than an acidic food. It contains
lecithin, which helps build nerves. It is practically free of
substances that create uric acid and is a complete protein
(vollwertiges Eiweiss).
The following are details on some of the author’s basic

preparations: from above II. Fresh green soya juice (SojaSaft): Chop up the whole plant just as it starts to bloom and
run it through a juice press; the clear green liquid that comes
out first is good for therapeutic diets.
2. Soya leaf tea (Soja-Tee): Cut the plants when
flowering, pile in a heap and allow a natural fermentation for
6-12 hours according to the smell. Dry quickly in an oven at
120-140ºC, then seal in tins. Steep the nutrient-rich leaves in
hot water for a short time to give a pleasant tasting medicinal
or breakfast tea. 3. Green vegetable soybeans (SojaGrünkorn) 4. Debittering whole soybeans: Place the soya
in a container and cover with hot water at 70-80ºC. Cover
and let stand on the table for 15 minutes. Pour off the water,
which will be brown and bitter, then cook the soybeans. 4.
Cooking whole soybeans: Debittering (Sojaentbitterung).
Place soybeans in a pot with twice their volume of water
(ideally soft water), and allow them to soak for 12-16 hours.
Cook in this water for 2-3 hours, or until soft. Longer
cooking makes them harder. Skim off hulls during cooking.
5. Dry soy-based egg substitute: Dry but do not roast
debittered soybeans, then run through a coffee mill; 1
tablespoon = 1 egg.
6. Soya plantmeat: Run cooked, debittered soybeans
through a meat grinder. Season the bland-tasting paste with
onion, garlic, pepper, lovage, and marjoram.
7. Soy nuts, almonds, cocoa, and coffee are each made
by progressively darker and longer roasting. The nuts are
the lightest and the coffee the darkest. For the nuts, cook
debittered soybeans until 3/4 soft, then roast at medium heat
in an oven.
8. Soybean paste: Rub cooked soybeans through a sieve
while hot. Use for thickening or nutritionally fortifying
cremes, mayonnaise, jams (Marmeladen), or chestnut butter.
9. Soya sprouts: Grow in a layer of sand. Serve as a
fresh vegetable in winter. 1 kg of soya yields 4 kg of sprouts.
Address: Wien-Braunsdorf, Austria.
3022. Hutcheson, Thomas Barksdale; Wolfe, Thomas
Kennerly; Kipps, Michael Smith. 1948. The production of
field crops: A textbook of agronomy. 3rd ed. New York, NY:
McGraw-Hill Book Co. xv + 430 p. Illust. Maps. Index. 24
cm. [8 soy ref]
• Summary: The chapter on “Harvesting and storage of
grain crops” has two sections (p. 124, 131) on soybeans; the
second concerns shrinkage during storage.
The chapter on “Haymaking” has a section on legumes
which states (p. 137): “Soybeans may be cut for hay over a
period of several weeks with good results. Other things being
equal, soybeans are best harvested when the seeds are well
formed and before the lower leaves turn yellow.”
Chapter 25, titled “Soybeans (Soja max)” has the
following contents (p. 253-62): Introduction. World
production. Production in the United States. Historical.
Varieties and their distribution. Classification of varieties
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(based on Morse and Cartter 1939) based on earliness of
maturity and four uses of the seed. Composition. Botanical.
Uses: Food, oil, hay, silage. Culture: Seeds, time of seeding,
rate of seeding, depth of seeding, inoculation, fertilization
(with phosphorus and potassium), methods of seeding.
Cultivation. Time of cutting for hay. Curing soybean hay.
Time of cutting for seed (The best varieties yield from 2540 bu/acre). “Maximum yields of 50 or more bushels to the
acre have been reported from North Carolina and Tennessee
(Morse 1929). Methods of harvesting seed. Topics for
discussion.
Facing the title page is a full-page map (from the
USDA Yearbook, 1943-47) showing “Agricultural research
in the United States.” It shows: (1) Headquarters of State
Agricultural Experiment Stations. (2) Regional laboratories.
(3) Bankhead-Jones laboratories. (4) Other research centers.
Another large map (p. 253), based on figures from
the Bureau of the Census shows soybean acreage in the
United States in 1939. Most of the acreage is concentrated
in the Corn Belt states and along the Mississippi River into
southern Louisiana. A secondary center is in eastern North
Carolina. Practically no soybeans are grown west of 97
degrees longitude.
Thomas K. Wolfe was born in 1892. Address: 1. Dean
of the School of Agriculture, Formerly Agronomy Dep.
Head, Virginia Polytechnic Inst.; 2. Director of Distribution,
Southern States Cooperative, Formerly Prof. of Agronomy,
Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and Agronomist, Virginia
Agric. Exp. Station; 3. Assoc. Prof. of Agronomy, Virginia
Polytechnic Inst. All: Blacksburg, Virginia.
3023. Matrons, G.; Weybrew, J.A.; Peterson, W.J. 1948. The
influence of phosphate fertilization on the soybean plant
(Abstract). Proceedings of the Annual Convention of the
Association of Southern Agricultural Workers 45:87.
• Summary: On the title page: “Proceedings, Association of
Southern Agricultural Workers. 45th Annual Convention held
in Washington, D.C., Feb. 12, 13, 14, 1948.” This abstract is
in the “Agronomy Section.”
“Chemical. botanical, and biological measurements have
been made to study the effect of phosphate fertilization on
the soybean plant. Data are presented to show that a proper
assessment of nutritive value in studies of this kind must
include control or measurement of (a) biological variations
arising from gradients in soil fertility, (b) differences in
forage composition due to contamination with other species,
and (c) differences in animal response. The results of animal
studies indicate that replications kept intact from the soil
to the animal assist both in estimating true differences
and in evaluating the causative factors. Application of
the equivalent of 40 pounds of P2O5 per acre to a Bladen
type soil deficient in phosphorus increased the yield of
soybean hay 100 per cent but did not result in a significant
difference in plant composition as measured by the standard

feedingstuffs analysis.” Address: U.S. Plant, Soil, and
Nutrition Laboratory, Ithaca, New York, and North Carolina
State College, Raleigh, North Carolina.
3024. Morrison, F.B. 1948. Feeds and feeding. A handbook
for the student and stockman. 22nd ed. New York, NY: The
Morrison Publishing Co. 1200 p. 22nd ed., 1956, 1165 p. See
also W.A. Henry. [100+* ref]*
Address: Prof. of Animal Husbandry & Animal Nutrition,
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.
3025. Squibb, Robert L. 1948. Effect of soybeans and
soybean products on carotene and vitamin A utilization of
dairy cows. PhD thesis, Iowa State University. In: Doctoral
Dissertations Accepted by American Universities, 1948. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.
3026. Morse, W.J. 1949. Fourth work planning conference
of the Southern States Collaborators of the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory, Birmingham, Alabama, March
2-4, 1949. RSLM (U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory
Mimeograph, Urbana, Illinois) No. 152. March 4. 25 + 9 p.
• Summary: “The Fourth. Work Planning Conference of the
Southern States technical collaborators of the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory was held in Birmingham, Alabama,
on March 2-4, 1949, to review the accomplishments of
the cooperative soybean research conducted during the
past season and to plan future investigations. Birmingham
was chosen for the meeting this year on a trial basis, as it
appeared to be centrally located for all collaborators.
“Wednesday, March 2–Edgar E. Hartwig, Chairman
“The conference was called to order at 9:00 a.m. in a
conference room of the Hotel Bankhead. The following were
in attendance:
“Adair, C.R., Agronomist, U.S.D.A., Rice Branch
Station, Stuttgart, Arkansas
“Allison, J.L., Sr. Pathologist, Forage Crops and
Diseases, U.S.D.A., Beltsville, Maryland
“Canode, G.L. Agronomist, Oklahoma Experiment
Station, Stillwater, Oklahoma
“Carr, R.B., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Stoneville, Mississippi
“Cartter, J.L., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
“Collins, F.I., Chemist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
“Cowan, J.C., Head, Oil & Protein Div., Northern
Regional Research Laboratory, Peoria, Illinois
“Craigmiles, J.P., Agronomist, Georgia Experiment
Station, Experiment, Georgia
“Feaster, C.V., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Columbia, Missouri
“Gore, U.R. Agronomist, Georgia Experiment Station,
Experiment, Georgia
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“Gray, J.P. Agronomist, Louisiana Experiment Station,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
“Hartwig, E.E., Agronomist, Delta Experiment Station,
Stoneville, Mississippi
“Johnson, H.W., Agronomist, North Carolina
Experiment Station, Raleigh, North Carolina
“Johnson, H.W., Pathologist, Forage Crops & Diseases,
U.S.D.A. Stoneville, Mississippi
“McAlister, D.F., Physiologist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
“Miley, D.G., Superintendent, Delta Branch, Mississippi
Experiment Station, Stoneville
“Morse, W.J., Agronomist, Forage Crops & Diseases,
U.S.D.A., Beltsville, Maryland
“Myers, W.M. Agronomist, Forage Crops & Diseases,
U.S.D.A., Beltsville, Maryland
“Nelson, W.L., Agronomist, North Carolina Experiment
Station, Raleigh, North Carolina
“O’Kelly, J.F., Agronomist, Mississippi Experiment
Station, State College, Mississippi
“Paden, W.R., Agronomist, South Carolina Experiment
Station, Clemson, South Carolina
“Pitner, J.B., Agronomist, Rockefeller Research
Institution, Mexico City, Mexico
“Potts, R.C., Agronomist, Texas Experiment Station,
College Station, Texas
“Simmons, C.F., Agronomist, Alabama Experiment
Station, Auburn, Alabama
“Skold, L.N., Agronomist, Tennessee Experiment
Station, Knoxville, Tennessee
“Smith, R.L., Agronomist, North Florida Experiment
Station, Quincy, Florida
“Smith, T.J., Agronomist, Virginia Experiment Station,
Blacksburg, Virginia
“Williams, L.F., Agronomist, U.S. Regional Soybean
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois
“Reports of Research Dr. Edgar E. Hartwig opened the
conference with an outline of the subjects to be covered
during the meeting. The morning was to be devoted to brief
reports by the collaborators on high-lights of the work in
their state and factors of importance in determining the types
of research that should be outlined for the coming season.
“Arkansas report by C.R. Adair–The estimated acreage
of soybeans harvested for seed in Arkansas in 1948 was
264,000 acres, which was 19,000 acres less than in 1947 but
106,000 acres more than the 1937-46 average. The average
yield per acre in 1948 was 19.5 bushels which was 7.5
bushels more than 1947 and 5.5 bushels more than the 193746 average. The total production in 1948 was 5,148,000
bushels compared with 3,396,000 bushels in 1947 and an
average of 2,296,000 bushels for the 1937-46 period.
“Conditions at planting time were unfavorable because
of excessive rainfall. However, conditions improved as the
season advanced. There was ample summer rainfall in most

sections of the state for development of a good crop. Yields
were reduced by a lack of rainfall on light sandy soils in the
southwestern part of the state.
“The principal areas of soybean production in Arkansas
are the Mississippi Delta in the eastern part of the state,
Grand Prairie and in the Arkansas, lower White, Red and St.
Francis river valleys.
“In the northeastern part of the state Ogden is the
principal variety although there seems to be an increasing
interest in earlier varieties such as S100. Later varieties such
as Roanoke and Volstate have not produced as well as Ogden
and the growers do not like the later varieties because of
danger of rain before harvest.
“In the southeastern part of the state Ogden is the
leading variety although Volstate and Roanoke are grown on
a limited acreage. There is some interest in S100 to be grown
and followed by fall sown oats.
“In the Grand Prairie area Ogden, Arksoy, Tanner and
Volstate are the leading varieties. S100 is grown on a limited
acreage in rotation with fall sown oats. The later (Group VII)
varieties are more popular in this section because S100 and
to some extent Ogden conflict with rice harvest.
“Groups V, VI and VII are made up of varieties most
widely adapted in Arkansas. Varieties in Group IV can be
grown in the northern part of the state but those varieties
produce less than Group V varieties on the average. The
varieties in Group VIII can be grown in the southern part
of the state but those varieties produced less than the better
varieties in Groups VI and VII. It is planned to devote most
time testing Groups V, VI and VII. Any breeding work that
is done will be to develop strains within the maturity range
of those three groups. Groups IV and VIII will probably
be grown at one place in the state so there will he some
information on new strains in those groups.
“Pod and stem blight and wildfire caused damage in
local areas. Bacterial pustule was quite serious probably
because of the frequent showers during the summer. Varieties
resistant to these diseases would be very beneficial.
Page 12: “November rainfall was above normal in most
sections of the State and seriously hampered harvesting of
soybeans. Fields were so wet that the harvest in December
was also delayed resulting in poor quality beans for many
farmers. An estimated 20% of the crop remained unharvested
on January 1.
“The Experiment Station has received more requests
than in previous years and farmers have shown more interest
in a high yielding early bean in middle and eastern Virginia.
This allows early hogging down where desired and also
permits beans to be harvested for grain in time for seeding
winter cover crops. The best early bean to date is S100
although it is not early enough in some sections.
“The S100 bean is ten days to two weeks earlier than
Ogden in Eastern Virginia. One of its best characteristics is
the excellent quality of the beans. The beans do not mold or
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deteriorate to any degree oven though they may be left in the
field six weeks or two months after maturity.
“Several of the newer strains which have been tested in
the past 2-3 years look very promising.
“Report of Soybean Work in Mexico Being Conducted
by John B. Pitner–Dr. Pitner, working on soybean breeding
and production problems for the Rockefeller Institute at
Mexico City, reports that they are enthusiastic about the
prospects of developing the crop. One of the reasons for their
interest is that Mexico imports much vegetable oil, mainly
cotton seed, and would like to develop local oil production
that would give badly needed protein for the people of
Mexico. One of the problems in this area is that they have
a rainy season and a dry season with the rains coming in
late June and ending in October. The soybean appears
to fit in well with wheat in a rotation and applications of
nitrogen are important in securing good yields. A vide range
of soybean selections have been studied under conditions
at the high altitudes near Mexico City and also at one of
their experiment stations at 1500 feet elevation. Selections
in Group V, VI, and VII maturity look best under these
conditions and strain S-100 has given good results. Plantings
at 5000 feet elevation have given the best yields so far.
Introducing a new crop is always a problem, but they are
hoping to build up an acreage and expect yields of around
25 bushels per acre without too much difficulty. Increase
plots of 3-100 and Ogden are now being grown to get a start
toward commercial production.
“Wednesday afternoon, March 2–W.R. Paden, Chairman
“Fertilizer Treatment and Placement Responses by W.L.
Nelson–Soybeans are heavy feeders on the soil, soybeans
and peanuts removing about the same amount of mineral
nutrients. They remove about 60 pounds per acre K2O
[potassium oxide] with tobacco and cotton removing 35
pounds. Soybeans remove about 33 pounds per acre P2O5
[phosphoric anhydride] with tobacco removing only 5
pounds. In North Carolina soybeans give a marked response
to dolomitic limestone and soil at pH 4.5 may need 3½
tons limestone per acre. Some Manganese deficiency is
now showing up, the symptoms being green veins with the
interveinal area yellow. Much of this manganese deficiency
is due to over enthusiastic liming” (Continued). Address:
Secretary to the Conference, Agronomist, Forage Crops &
Diseases, U.S.D.A., Beltsville, Maryland.
3027. Binkert, Henri. 1949. La situation du soja dans
le plantes olégineuses et aperçu de son emploi dans
l’alimentation humaine et animale, dans l’industrie et dans la
therapeutique [The soybean situation as an oleaginous plant
and an overview of its human and animal feeding, in industry
and in therapeutics]. Revue Internationale du Soja 9(50):1013. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Historical. Industrial utilization. Use
in the army (in World War II; USA, Germany, France). As

human food. Use of soybeans on the farm. Soybean seeds.
The soybean as forage. Soybean cake. Soybean milk on the
farm. Increasing the richness of the soil in nitrogen. The
soybean in the French colonies. Soybean in therapeutics.
The necessity of finding a concentrated food for the
future (related to population growth). Development of the
cultivation of soybeans since 1940. Address: Directeur de la
Societe Agricole et Industrielle du Soja.
3028. Soybean Digest. 1949. Conducts soybean trials in
Britain. March. p. 34. [3 ref]
• Summary: J.C. Ferree, director of Soya Foods, Ltd.,
London, believes that the question of growing soybeans in
the British Isles should be reconsidered.
He has been growing a number of varieties
experimentally; they come from Yugoslavia, Manchuria,
Canada, the USA, etc.
Henry Ford’s Fordson Estates grew soybeans in Essex,
England, in the early 1930s on a significant scale. “The crop
was successful agriculturally but not economically.”
Photos show: (1) A Yugoslavian variety that matured and
produced small yellow seeds in 1948; it was suggested for
use as forage and silage. (2) Canadian Mandarins, which also
matured in 1948; a 100-day variety in Canada, they took 160
days to mature in England.
3029. Banks, G.H. 1949. Soybeans for industry in the South.
Chemurgic Digest. May. p. 24-25.
• Summary: “Most of us know the first U.S. crushing
of soybeans took place in a cottonseed oil mill in North
Carolina during the vegetable oil shortage of World War I.
But not many know the struggles of the early crushers to find
a market for the oil, and still fewer know the impasse that
occurred in disposing of the soybean meal. Nobody knew
anything for sure about it; maybe it would poison livestock;
‘safety first’ prevailed and it was used as fertilizer. And it’s
still a mighty good fertilizer; highly prized by the growers of
certain types of tobacco. But the scientist, the industrialist,
and the chemurgist found literally hundreds of uses for
soybean meal, which make the product far too valuable to
have a practical and economic place in the preparation of
mixed fertilizers.
“The saga of the soybean in American industry is
well-known to this group. Shifting from a forage crop in
North Carolina and nearby parts of the South, the soybean
became first a minor, later a major crop in the great midwest.
It would seem that the cotton-seed oil mills, with several
months idle time each year, would have been the logical
processing plants; but first at Chicago Heights, then the
Staley development at Decatur, and later all over the
Midwest soybean processing became common. Many factors
were involved, including (1) the Southern farmer’s tendency
to use too much hand-labor in production; (2) the cottonseed
crusher’s devotion to the status quo; (3) the work of such
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pioneers as Morse and Burlison making available soybean
varieties adapted to the shorter growing season of Illinois
and neighboring states.
“During the late twenties and early thirties Illinois
took and still holds the lead in production. A little later
Iowa passed Indiana and into second place. Still more
recently Minnesota has been giving Missouri a real battle
for fifth place, while North Carolina, an early leader, has
now assumed eighth place. But in the mid-thirties, under
the stimulus of cotton acreage control, the cotton-growing
part of the Mississippi Valley took a new look at soybeans.
With cotton production reduced, oil-mills became interested
in beans for crushing. No actual statistics are available, but
among the mills which started crushing beans about 1935
were Osceola Cotton Oil Company, of Osceola, Arkansas,
Rose City Oil Mill of Little Rock; and the Tunica Cotton Oil
Company, Tunica, Mississippi.
“With a ready market for beans, farmers increased
their acreage, more hydraulic mills turned to beans for a
supplemental crush, and occasional expeller plants appeared.
Eventually the solvent process entered the picture and we
see such complete chemurgic developments as that in the
Osceola-Wilson area, with solvent extraction for beans and
cotton-seed; a vegetable oil refinery, and two margarine
factories (the latter under construction). From Cairo to the
Gulf of Mexico beans are being processed by one or more of
the three accepted systems.
“Including the cotton-growing Southeast tip of Missouri,
this delta country produces approximately 21.000,000
bushels of soybeans. Arkansas is now the 7th ranking state
in bean production; Mississippi is 10th; Kentucky, 11th;
Tennessee 13th. And while Louisiana goes in more for the
hay-type of bean, that state’s production in 1948 was the
not inconsiderable amount of 490,000 bushels of harvested
beans. In this same area was produced in 1948 about four
and one-half million bales of cotton, with its concomitant
crop of cotton seed resolving itself eventually into cottonseed oil and cotton-seed meal. Taken together the two crops’
production of vegetable oil and protein concentrates is highly
significant. Cotton may be King but the soybean has reached
at least the status of ‘Prime Minister.’
“Soybeans are well-established; farmers have suitable
combines and tractors; the bean handlers have made larger
strides in making the marketing convenient and consistent;
and both the farmer and the handler have a lot of ‘know-how’
when it comes to growing and marketing the crop. We need
more funds for fighting the soybean’s battle in Congress but
that’s a story you will hear more about in the near future.
It calls for a little more of that co-operative spirit that is so
characteristic of this fine country, and has accomplished so
much for the Cotton Council. This group doesn’t need any
talk about the uses of soybean oil, soybean meal, cotton seed
oil or cotton seed meal. Vegetable oils, especially edible
vegetable oils, have assumed national and even international

importance in recent years, and our two crops produce
an abundance of highest quality vegetable oil. (About
110,000,000 gallons annually). Our entire national livestock
program is based on the balancing of carbohydrates with
protein concentrates. the latter of which we produce about
1,400,000 short tons.
“Growing a lot of good cotton is not entirely unique;
other sections of the South do this. Growing this large
volume of beans is not distinctive; sections of Illinois and
Iowa have concentrated pretty much on soybeans. The thing
which sets our country apart from the rest of the world is
that our farmers alone grow both these crops. When Texas
or Georgia cotton farmers rotate, they use several different
crops, but seldom is there seen a cotton-soybean rotation.
The soybean farmer of Illinois rotates but the alternate crop,
be what it may, is not a producer of (1) vegetable oil, and (2)
protein concentrate.
Our distinctiveness lies, therefore, in that all our
acres come close to producing vegetable oil and protein
concentrates every year. It is growing both these crops that
make us so economically important to the nation and to the
world. Our farmers, and our acres, are not content to grow
cotton-seed or soybeans; theirs is a double duty, to produce
cotton-seed and soybeans. No other section does this on a
comparable scale.
“The operation with which I am connected grew about
ten thousand acres of soybeans in 1948 and an equal acreage
in cotton. Ours is largely a two-year rotation; the bean land
of 1948 will be in cotton in 1949 and vice versa. We and
our neighbors do a very good job of producing, but are the
first to recognize our debt to the science of chemurgy for
developing new uses for our crops.”
A small portrait photo shows George Heartsill Banks.
Address: Director of Agricultural Research, O.H. Acom
Farms, Inc.
3030. Binkert, Henri. 1949. Le soja fourrager [The soybean
as a forage plant]. Revue Internationale du Soja 9(51):32.
[Fre]
Address: Directeur de la Societe Agricole et Industrielle du
Soja.
3031. Large, Alix. 1949. Le soja dans l’alimentation
Hatienne [The soybean in the Haitian diet]. Revue
Internationale du Soja 9(51):37. [Fre]
• Summary: “The trials conducted at the Section of
Horticulture and Agronomy have revealed that certain
varieties of soya [Seminole, and Venezuela] are perfectly
adapted to the Haitian ecology. This conclusion refutes the
assertion often set forth that the tropics are not suited for the
exploitation of this legume. While waiting for the industrial
utilization of the plant, it is in our highest interest to use
the recommended varieties starting now. We have already
confirmed their adaptation to our climate. Other than their
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great potential for forage, they can be planted during the
summer season when all other legumes and many other
legumes are under attack from stink bugs (punaises). Their
hardiness is combined with their remarkable prolificness, for
in bad seasons we have obtained yields of 3,000 lb/ha (1,364
kg/ha). If their low oil content (15-17% in our laboratory)
does not designate them as an oil source, their high protein
content (35%) recommends them especially in the Haitian
diet...
“When soaked overnight in fresh water then boiled for
3-4 hours, they were edible. When soaked in salted water,
the cooking took less time the following day, especially if
some bicarbonate was added. The seeds do not become soft
and form a sauce like most other legumes, but they can easily
be prepared with rice or corn. They had a nutty aftertaste,
but were rather agreeable to eat. Most of the workers and
the employees of my Section have eaten them and found
them to taste rather good. Granted, the difficulty of cooking
them won’t satisfy the delicate palate of city dwellers, who
have easy access to the other legumes that they are used
to enjoying. But the poor of the plains, who often undergo
terrible famine and whose diet is deficient in protein and fat
would be very happy to find soya in difficult times...
“Soya, with its combination of 35% protein and 15%
fat, seems to us ideal to balance and complement the
peasant diet, and possibly the diet of all Haitians. If so many
countries are already using this legume (fève), why can’t
we do the same. It is used to prepare soups, boiled in water,
made into a souffle, a salad, etc. We could do the same thing.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2008)
concerning soybeans in Haiti, or the cultivation of soybeans
in Haiti. This document contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Haiti, or the cultivation of soybeans in Haiti
(1949). The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address:
Chef de la Section d’Horticulture et d’Agronomie de Port au
Prince.
3032. Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L.; Williams, L.F. 1949.
Soybeans: Culture and varieties. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 1520 (Revised ed.). 38 p. Aug. Revision of 1927 and
1939 editions.
• Summary: Contents: History. Description. Distribution and
production. Climatic adaptations. Varieties. Description of
varieties. Improved varieties. Soil preferences. Soil erosion.
Preparation of seedbed. Fertilizers and lime. Inoculation.
Time of seeding. Methods of seeding. Rate of seeding. Depth
of seeding. Cultivation. Soybeans in rotations. Soybeans
in mixtures: Soybeans and corn, cowpeas, Sudan grass,
millet, sorghum. Insect enemies of soybeans: Grasshoppers,
velvetbean caterpillar, leafhoppers, blister beetles, bean
beetles, Japanese beetles, other beetle enemies, army
worms and other caterpillars, chinch bugs. Diseases of the
soybeans. Other enemies of soy beans (rabbits, pigeons, deer,
woodchucks).

The section on “History,” states (p. 2): “Since 1890 most
of our agricultural experiment stations have experimented
with soybeans, and many bulletins treating of various phases
of the crop have been published. In 1898, the United States
Department of Agriculture began the introduction of a large
number of soybeans from Asiatic countries. Since that time
the acreage of soybeans has increased nearly three-hundredfold–from less than 50,000 acres in 1907 to 12,427,000
acres in 1946. Increase of acreage and production has been
closely correlated with the introduction of varieties and
their improvement through selection. Remarkable progress
has been made in the last few years in developing food and
industrial uses.”
The section on “Varieties” (p. 5-7) states: “Soybean
varieties have been classified as early or late, depending on
when they ripen under the latitude and climatic conditions
at the location where they are grown. Another means of
expressing maturity that is coming into general use among
plant breeders is a classification according to the relative
maturity groups. The varieties being grown in the United
States have been divided into nine maturity groups (0
through VIII), group 0 and I being adapted to the northern
part of the country. The succeeding groups are adapted
further south, group VIII being grown in the Gulf-coast
region. A map of the United States (fig. 3) shows the
areas “where varieties in each of the soybean maturity
classification groups are adapted as a full-season crop.
A full-page chart (p. 7) shows the varieties in each of
the 9 maturity groups. Within most groups, the varieties
are divided into commercial, forage, and vegetable, and the
vegetable group is further divided into “green bean” and
“mature bean.” Group 0: Commercial–Capital, Flambeau,
Goldsoy, Kabott, Minsoy, Montreal Manchu, Norsoy,
Pagoda, Pridesoy. Green vegetable–Agate, Sac, Sioux.
Group I: Commercial–Blackhawk, Cayuga, Habaro, Manchu
3, Manchu 606, Manchukota, Mandarin, Mandarin (Ottawa),
Mandarin 507, Monroe, Ontario, Wisconsin Black. Forage–
Cayuga, Wisconsin Black. Green vegetable–Green Giant,
Hidatsa.
Group II: Commercial–Bavender Special, Earlyana,
Granger, Harman, Hawkeye, Mandell, Mingo, Mukden,
Richland, Seneca. Vegetable: Green bean–Bansei, Etum,
Hakote, Jogun, Kanro, Kanum, Mendota, Sato, Sousei.
Vegetable: Mature bean–Bansei, Etum, Jogun, Kanro,
Kanum, Mendota, Sousei. Group III: Commercial–Adams,
Chief, Dunfield, Illini, Lincoln, Manchu, Pennsoy, Scioto,
Viking. Vegetable: Green bean–Chusei, Hokkaido, Kura,
Tastee, Willomi, Wolverine. Vegetable: Mature bean–Chusei,
Hokkaido, Willomi, Wolverine.
Group IV: Commercial–Boone, Gibson, Hongkong,
Macoupin, Mansoy, Midwest, Morse, Mount Carmel, Patoka,
Wabash. Forage–Ebony, Kingwa, Norredo, Peking, Virginia,
Wilson. Vegetable: Green bean–Aoda, Chame, Emperor,
Funk Delicious, Imperial. Vegetable: Mature bean–Emperor,
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Funk Delicious, Imperial.
Group V: Commercial–Haberlandt, Herman,
Hollybrook, S100. Vegetable: Green bean–Easycook, Hahto,
Higan. Vegetable: Mature bean–Easycook, Higan.
Group VI: Commercial–Arkan, Arksoy, Arksoy 2913,
Armredo, Delsoy, Dortchsoy 2, Magnolia, Mamredo, Ogden,
Ralsoy, Rose Non Pop. Forage–Laredo. Vegetable: Green
bean–Rokusun, Delsoy. Vegetable: Mature bean–Rokusun,
Delsoy.
Group VII: Commercial–Charlee, Clemson, C.N.S.
(Clemson Nonshattering), Georgian, Hayseed, Mammoth
Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Missoy, Monetta, Palmetto,
Roanoke, Tennessee Non Pop, Tokyo, Volstate, Woods
Yellow, Yelredo.
Group VIII: Commercial–Acadian, Arisoy, Creole,
Delsta, LZ, Mamloxi, Mamotan, Nanking, Pelican,
Seminole, Yelnando. Forage–Avoyelles, Biloxi, Creole,
Gatan, Otootan. Forage–Avoyelles, Biloxi, Creole, Gatan.
Otootan. Vegetable: Green bean–Cherokee, Nanda,
Seminole. Vegetable: Mature bean–Nanda, Seminole.
Description of varieties: Each of the varieties listed
above is described here in detail in alphabetical order.
The following synonyms are also included: Black Beauty
(Same as Ebony). Brown Otootan (Same as Tanner). Early
Green (Same as Medium Green). Early Indiana Laredo
(Same as Norredo). Early Laredo (Same as Norredo). Early
Mandarin (Same as Mandarin). Early Virginia Brown (Same
as Virginia). Early Wilson (Same as Wilson). Early Wilson
Black (Same as Wilson). Early Wisconsin Black (Same
as Wisconsin). Early Woods Yellow (Same as Arksoy).
Early Yellow (Same as Ito San). Edsoy (Renamed Delsoy).
Giant Brown (Same as Mammoth Brown). Green (Same
as Medium Green). Guelph (Same as Medium Green).
Hollybrook Early (Same as Midwest). Illinois VC-VT (Same
as Ilsoy). Indiana Hollybrook (Same as Midwest). Japan
Pea (Same as Ito San). Large Brown (Same as Mammoth
Brown). Large Yellow (Same as Mammoth Yellow).
Late (Same as Mammoth Yellow). Late Yellow (Same as
Mammoth Yellow). McClave (Same as Midwest). Mammoth
(Same as Mammoth Yellow). Manchuria (Same as Pinpu).
Medium Early Green (Same as Medium Green). Medium
Early Yellow (Same as Ito San). Medium Yellow (Same as
Midwest). Mongol (Same as Midwest). Northern Hollybrook
(Same as Midwest). Ohio 9035 (Same as Hamilton). Purredo
(Same as Norredo). Red Otootan (Same as Tanner). Red
Tanner (Same as Tanner). Roosevelt (Same as Midwest).
Sable (Same as Peking). Shanghai (Same as Tarheel Black).
Southern (Same as Mammoth Yellow). Southern Medium
Green (Same as Tokyo). Tarheel (Same as Tarheel Black).
Tarheel Brown (Same as Mammoth Brown). Vanderburg
Black (Same as Norredo). Virginia Brown (Same as
Virginia). Virginia Early Brown (Same as Virginia). Wilson
Black (Same as Wilson). Wilson Early Black (Same as
Wilson). Wisconsin Early Black (Same as Wisconsin Black).

Yellow (Same as Mammoth Yellow).
Footnote (p. 8): The following varieties of soybeans do
not appear in the present publication as they are no longer
handled by growers and seedsmen and have been superseded
by improved varieties: A.K., Aksarben, Arlington, Austin,
Black Eyebrow, Chernie, Chestnut, Chiquita, Columbia,
Delnoshat, Dixie, Early Brown, Elton, Fuji, George
Washington, Goku, Goshen Prolific, Hamilton, Harbinsoy,
Hiro, Hoosier, Hurrelbrink, Ilsoy, Ito San, Jet, Lexington,
Medium Green, Merko, Mikado, Ogemaw, Old Dominion,
Oloxi, Osaya, Ozark, Pee Dee, Pine Dell Perfection, Pinpu,
Shiro, Sooty, Southern Green, Southern Prolific, Soysota,
Suru, Tarheel Black, Toku, Waseda, Wea, White Biloxi,
Wilson-Five, and Yokoten.
Note: The term “maturity group” was first used in
1936 by L.E. Kirk, but with a somewhat different meaning
than it now has. This is the 2nd earliest document seen
(June 2009) that uses the term “maturity group” in the
sense that has come to be widely used since 1946, and
the earliest document seen (June 2009) that discusses
the concept in detail. Address: 1. Principal Agronomist;
2. Senior Agronomist; 3. Assoc. Agronomist. All: Div.
of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural Research
Administration [USDA].
3033. Browning, G.M. 1949. Soybeans and the fertility level.
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 58, 61.
• Summary: “It is common opinion that soybeans are an
erosion hazard on sloping land. They are, but so are all other
clean-tilled crops such as corn, tobacco and cotton. The real
question is: are they more of an erosion hazard than other
clean-tilled crops? Studies in Iowa, Missouri and Illinois
show that land in soybeans is no more erosive than land
in corn if they occupy the same place in the rotation. The
Soil Conservation Service and the Missouri Agricultural
Experiment Station found that when both soybeans and corn
followed meadow in the rotation that soil loss was actually
somewhat less from soybeans than from corn.
“Why, then, is it a common opinion that soybeans
cause more erosion than corn? They usually follow 1, 2 or
more years of corn in our rotations. Studies throughout the
country show that there is from one-fourth to twice as much
erosion from second-year corn land as from first-year corn.
The actual amount depends on the soil slope and rainfall
conditions. The larger soil loss from second-year corn is easy
to understand if we remember that improved soil tilth from
meadow in the rotation largely disappears during the first
year of corn.
“What we have done is to say that soybeans are more
erosive than corn while what we should have been saying
was that the greater soil loss from soybeans is due to the
place they are grown in the rotation rather than a direct effect
of the soybeans themselves.
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“Let’s look at some of our Iowa data. Over a 4-year
period on Marshall soil soybeans cause less erosion than
corn when grown under comparable conditions. We
compared runoff and erosion from corn and from soybeans
with different methods of planting and tillage practices.
These results are shown in Table I. When corn and soybeans
were listed up and down the hill, 19.5 tons per acre of soil
were lost from corn and 7.8 tons from soybeans–more than
twice as much from corn as from soybeans. On the contoured
plots the soil loss was 3.3 tons per acre from corn and 2.7
tons from soybeans.
“In both cases erosion from soybeans was less than from
corn. Perhaps the most important point here is that erosion
from contoured land is only 17 percent as much from corn
and 35 percent as much from soybeans on land farmed up
and down hill.
“Another point of interest in this table is that there is
more-erosion from soybeans surface-planted in 40-inch rows
than when they are planted with the lister. Unfortunately,
listing isn’t practical on soils where most of the soybeans are
grown. It will work and is the common practice in Western
Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska.
“The lowest soil loss of any method of planting
soybeans is when they are drilled solid in 7-inch rows. It
is easy to see why erosion is not so serious when soybeans
are planted with the grain drill. Within a few weeks after
the beans are drilled, the plants completely cover the
ground. This protects the soil from the beating action of the
raindrops. The surface isn’t sealed and crusted over. More of
the rainfall is absorbed and less erosion occurs.
“Studies over a period of years have shown that there is
a large reduction in runoff and erosion if the soil is protected
from intense rains by vegetation or by plant residues on the
surface. This is what we would expect because if water goes
into the ground it doesn’t run off; if it doesn’t run off, then
there is no erosion. I should have mentioned earlier that in
our studies in Iowa the soybean straw was all returned to
the surface when the beans were combined. This is a very
important point which I should like to emphasize.
“Don’t Burn Straw: Anyway you look at it the straw
from soybeans should go back on the land. I become very
much concerned when I see farmers raking and burning
soybean straw or any other plant residue. It costs money
to rake and burn. Even more important is that a ton or ton
and one-half of badly needed organic matter is not returned
to our soils to say nothing of the 20 or more pounds of
nitrogen that is liberated into the air and of no benefit to the
succeeding corn or oat crop.
“I can understand why farmers rake and burn soybean
straw when it is in large bunches rather than spread
uniformly over the entire field with a good spreader on the
combine. Any of you that have tried to plow through large
bunches of soybean straw after they have been soaked with
water understand why farmers burn instead of plowing it

down. Good spreaders on combines and rolling coulters
on plows help eliminate the need to burn. I don’t know if
we have the right kind of spreaders. What about a shredder
attachment on the combine to chop the straw? The power
may limit such a possibility on combines driven from the
power takeoff. This shouldn’t be a factor on combines
with an auxiliary motor. Maybe this isn’t practical but our
agricultural engineers and machinery manufacturers surely
could give us this answer.
“Leave Soil Loose: I know that most of you have
observed how loose and mellow the soil under soybeans is
as compared to adjacent fields of corn. Why is this and is
it good or is it bad? On light-textured. soils low in organic
matter and where the soybean residue is removed or not
spread, it can be bad. Erosion may be very serious. But if
the straw is there to protect the soil during hard, driving
rains, the surface being loose and open allows the water to
penetrate rapidly and erosion will not be serious.
“On heavy clay soils the loosening effect of soybeans is
good under our present farming practices with high acreages
of intertilled crops that leave the soil cloddy and hard to
work. Legumes and grasses regularly in the rotation will help
to mellow up the soil but we haven’t used enough of them
and probably won’t for some time.
“A crop of soybeans helps mellow up these soils. Why?
In the first place, soybeans make a rapid growth. The soil
surface is soon protected from the beating action of the
raindrops.
“The second way soybeans loosen the soil is through
their effect on soil moisture. The root system of the soybean
plant is not as extensive as the corn plant. They make very
rapid growth in July and August. With the rapid growth
and limited root system, the moisture content of the soil is
depleted faster than under corn. We found soil moisture from
5-7 percent less under soybeans than under corn. The soil
is dried out by the soybeans. Then it rains. This wetting and
drying, if repeated several times during the season, breaks
down the large clods into smaller granules. This has the
same effect on the soil as freezing and thawing. That is why
we plow heavy clay soils in the fall. If plowed in the spring,
heavy clay soils are cloddy and difficult to work down
into a good seed bed. When plowed in the fall, alternate
freezing and thawing breaks down large clods into smaller
clods or granules. By spring the soil has better tilth and it
is much easier to prepare a good seed bed. The third way
that soybeans loosen soil is through the action of nodules
and roots. The nodules are very high in nitrogen. They form
and disintegrate throughout the entire growing season. The
nitrogen liberated serves to stimulate activity of the millions
of organisms that are in the soil. The remains from these
organisms furnish a supply of material to help bind small
particles together into granules. This effect is similar to the
bind action of grass and legume roots.
“We would conclude, then, that in most cases soybeans
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are more favorable to soil tilth than corn. The exception
may be on our light soils low in organic material where the
soybeans leave the soil too fine and too loose for good soil
tilth. We should remember, though, that in general intertilled
cropping destroys soil structure–grasses and legumes are
structure builders” (Continued). Address: Iowa State College.
3034. Browning, G.M. 1949. Soybeans and the fertility level
(Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 58,
61.
• Summary: (Continued): “Soil Fertility: From the
standpoint of erosion the least we can say is that any cleantilled crop on sloping land is an erosion hazard. It doesn’t
mean that we have to quit growing them to control erosion
and maintain soil productivity. There is plenty of evidence
to show that the right rotation with lime, fertilizer, and
supporting conservation practices such as contouring, strip
cropping and terraces if and when needed, will control
erosion and maintain soil productivity indefinitely.
“Legumes After Soybeans: A common belief among
farmers is that grass and legume seedings following
soybeans fail more often than seeding after corn. Is this the
case? It may be in dry years when the land is not firmed
with a cultipacker. There is no question that soybeans leave
the land loose. It is easier to get a good seed bed after
soybeans than on corn stalk land. But if it is loose and dry
weather occurs, the surface 2 or 3 inches of soil dries out and
seedings may fail.
“Over a period of years meadow seedings on our
experimental farms have been better following soybeans
than following corn. We always use a cultipacker to firm the
soil at seeding time. This results in better stands and helps
eliminate the danger of seeding failures during extended
periods of drouth.
“Corn Following Soybeans: We have many reports
from farmers that corn doesn’t yield as well after soybeans
as after corn. In Iowa in 1942 and 1943 we compared the
yields of corn following corn and following soybeans on 30
different fields. We selected sites where part of the field was
in corn and part in soybeans. The entire field was planted to
corn the year yields were taken. The soils were Clarion and
Webster of northern Iowa. These same soils are also found
in southern Minnesota and the results should apply equally
well there. We found that on 16 fields on the Webster soils
that corn following soybeans outyielded corn following
corn by an average of 8.4 bushels to the acre. On 14 fields
of Clarion soil the increase was 7 bushels per acre in favor
of corn following soybeans. The increases for industrial
fields varied with past soil management practice, but in no
case were the yields higher following corn than following
soybeans. The higher yields of corn after soybeans than
after corn is probably due to more nitrogen being available
after soybeans. Soybeans are a legume and if inoculated
fix nitrogen from the air. Studies show that if the beans are

removed and the straw returned to the land, the amount of
nitrogen fixed by the plant is about equal to that sold in the
beans. So we break even. This is small compared to a 50-100
pound per acre increase in nitrogen from a sweet clover or
alfalfa crop but it helps.
“What about corn? It is a non-legume crop and gets all
of its nitrogen from the soil. If the stalks are returned and the
grain sold, a 60-bushel corn crop removes about 60 pounds
of nitrogen from the soil. This is equivalent to the nitrogen in
180 pounds of NILMO3 at a cost of about $7.
“Oats Following Soybeans: We also have information
on the effect of soybeans on the yields of oats following
corn in contrast to oats following soybeans. In years when
temperature and rainfall conditions are normal, there usually
is little or no noticeable difference in the growth or color
of the oat crop after corn or soybeans. In northern Iowa,
southern Minnesota and, other places through the Cornbelt,
cold, wet springs are common. Biological activity is limited.
Nitrogen is not liberated. The oats turn yellow and make
little growth. This spring, 1949, was an excellent example of
this. You will all recall how poor most of the oat crop looked
early this spring. The yields weren’t as high as usual either.
I imagine that you noticed just as I did that there would be
an occasional field of oats that was dark green and making
excellent growth. Had you bothered to check you probably
would have found that these oats were on land that had been
well managed and with legumes and manure regularly in the
cropping system. Or perhaps they received nitrogen fertilizer.
In some several cases you would have found that the good
fields of oats were on soybean land or on land that had been
plowed.
“The better growth of oats after soybeans may be
explained this way. Soybeans leave the soil loose, it dries out
quicker, and warms up faster than land that was in corn. This
stimulates biological activity. This liberates the nitrogen in
the soybean straw for plant growth. Our studies on Marshall
soils in southwestern Iowa show the yield of oats to be 4 or
5 bushels higher after soybeans than after corn in years when
growing conditions are unfavorable.
“Conclusions: Soybeans are an erosion hazard but no
more than any other clean-tilled crop. By using rotations,
lime, fertilizer and mechanical conservation practices if and
when needed on sloping land, there is no reason why we can
not continue to grow any or all of our intertilled crops and
still maintain soil productivity.
“Don’t burn soybean straw or any crop residues. Our
soils need the nitrogen and organic matter. Soybeans fit well
into Cornbelt rotations. They are here to stay. The time of
planting and harvesting soybeans fits well into a farming
system with corn and oats and meadows. Soybeans require
soil nutrients just as any other crop. But they are a legume
and fix some nitrogen from the air. If the straw is returned,
the nitrogen removed is about equal to that sold in the seed.
Corn and other non-legume crops take all of their nitrogen
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from the soil. The yield of crops following soybeans are
almost always as good and usually better than when they
follow corn. Soybeans leave the soil loose. This is usually a
better seed bed for grasses and legumes than after corn. But
regardless of the crop grown, a cultipacker to firm the soil is
good insurance of getting stands of grasses and legumes–the
key to soil fertility.
“Soybeans are one of the important crops in our cornbelt
agriculture. They fit well in a good crop, soil and livestock
management system that will increase soil fertility, control
erosion, and maintain high soil productivity for a permanent
agriculture.”
A portrait photo shows G.M. Browning.
Table 1 is titled “Soil erosion from corn and soybeans
with different tillage practices, Marshal Silt Loam, Soil
Conservation Experimental Farm, Clarinda, Iowa, 19441947.” Address: Iowa State College.
3035. Soybean News (NSCIC). 1949. Many soybeans wasted
at harvest time: Some tips for cutting harvesting losses.
1(1):1, 2. Sept. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The first essential is a good combine,
the second is to follow the manufacturer’s general
recommendations for adjusting the combine to efficiently
thresh soybeans, and the third is to harvest the crop at the
right time. A combine that will not properly scatter the
soybean straw is certainly a nuisance.
“Iowa investigators’ point out five common direct losses
in combining soybeans:
“1. shatter losses
“2. cutter bar losses
“3. cylinder losses-damaged beans
“4. separating losses
“5. cleaning losses.
“They report that while total losses may sometimes be
as low as 3 percent when conditions are just right, yet losses
may be as high as 25 percent. Rather a startling figure isn’t
it? Surely a loss of but 3 to 5 bushels per acre is serious
enough to demand doing something about it.
“It never pays to run a combine too fast. This always
leads to lost time and lost beans. With heavy or lodged beans
it may be necessary to reduce the width of the cut. You can’t
overfeed the cylinder and the cleaning units and expect a
good job. The adjustments are only satisfactory for one
speed; the combine needs to be fed uniformly.
“Shatter losses-beans on the ground–may be as low as
one percent, or they may be discouragingly high. To avoid
this, harvest before the beans get too dry.
“Cutter bar losses are usually under 5 percent, but if
pods are set low on the stalk, if the beans are ridged from
cultivation, and if lodged beans fall between the ridges, then
the cutter bar passes over them and losses may be as high as
20 percent. Varieties that stand up well and less ridging in
cultivation will help in controlling these losses.

“Separating losses–beans riding over with the straw is
usually a result of rack losses or sieve losses. The rack may
be operating too slowly or it may be overloaded with straw
or weeds. The opening in the sieve must be adjusted and the
right wind blast determined.
“Cleaning losses. Excessive tailings will result in
cracked and broken beans. If sieves are not opened enough,
beans will ride over and go back to the cylinder again. If they
are opened too much, dirt and other material will fall through
with the beans and make cleaning difficult. Too much wind
will blow beans over. Normally, after leaving the sieves the
soybeans are passed over a screen that removes the weed
seeds, broken beans, and other material that is smaller than
whole beans. This material, mainly weed seeds, must be
caught, of course, and not scattered back on the ground.
“Cylinder losses are either un-threshed pods in the straw
or bruised and damaged beans. Careful adjustments should
hold losses from un-threshed pods to less than one percent
and cracked beans below 5 percent. Basic adjustments for
cylinder speed and clearance should be made before going
to the field, but only after a trial run can final adjustments
be made to fit field conditions. Cylinder speed, clearance
between cylinder and concave bars, and the number of bars
in cylinder and concave are the important things to check
in this final field adjustment. If beans are quite dry when
harvested, serious damage to germination may be caused
by over-threshing in the combine. Injured seeds may not
germinate at all, or they may produce only stunted plants.
“When Are Soybeans Ready to Combine? If soybeans
are combined before they are matured, the machine will not
do a good job of threshing and a lot of beans may be lost
with the straw. Moreover, the moisture will be too high for
the beans to keep in storage. If they are too ripe, serious
shattering and mechanical damage may occur. Beans can be
combined at 14 percent moisture or higher, but they are not
safe to store until the moisture is 13.5 [percent] or below.
“Pods will split open when squeezed between thumb and
forefinger when ready for combining. Dry beans will break
entirely across when you bite them. If they are still ‘cheesy’
the moisture is likely too high for safe storing.
“With, soybeans worth from 2 to 3 dollars a bushel,
time spent on making sure that your combine is saving every
bushel possible will pay big dividends. If a custom operator
harvests your soybean crop for you, then some time spent
in the field with him when he starts the job may save many
dollars worth of beans.
See: “Harvest Losses in Soybeans”, by E.L. Barger &
C.R. Weber, Iowa Farm Science, June, 1949.
A small photo shows a combine.
3036. Illinois Central Magazine. 1949. Soybeans: The
miracle crop. Illinois Central helped establish crop in Illinois,
which today leads the entire country in production. 38(5):89. Nov.
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• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Once little known in
America. Railroad took lead. Illinois raises big third. Is
leading vegetable oil. Widespread medicinal use. Harvest is
one of greatest.
Not many years ago, the soybean “was known to [most]
Americans only as the zestful Chinese sauce used to pour
over chow mein and chop suey.
“In less than two decades soybeans have become a
heavy tonnage crop for the railroads. Soybean traffic on the
Illinois Central has continued to grow by leaps and bounds
during the past 14 years. In 1935 the railroad handled
approximately 175,000 tons of beans amounting to 4,300
cars with a revenue of $367,000. By 1948, soybean tonnage
had reached the astounding total of more than a million tons
loaded in more than 20 thousand cars with a revenue of
$2,701,453, an all-time high.”
“This phenomenal growth in tonnage is a tribute to the
early faith and efforts of the Illinois Central in promoting
soybean cultivation among the farmers along its lines. Grown
on only a few thousand acres in 1922, soybeans advanced
in the succeeding 25 years to become the fourth largest cash
grain crop in the United States.
“The leguminous plant, identified with the history of
China as a source of food for man and beast for thousands of
years, was introduced into this country in 1804. However it
remained only a curiosity for more than a century. A shortage
of vegetable oils during World War I focused attention to the
soybean as a possible source for an oil substitute. After that
war the first commercial plantings were established in North
Carolina. However, soybean cultivation migrated westward
to become firmly developed in the Corn Belt states of the
middle west, where more favorable growing conditions were
found.
“Railroad Took Lead: During the initial period of
development of the soybean industry, the Illinois Central
took a key part in promoting its expansion in the Corn Belt
states. The first step in this direction occurred in 1927,
when a special ‘Soybean Train’ was operated in Illinois
under the supervision of the Agricultural Department in
co-operation with the University of Illinois and several
soybean processing establishments. This train attracted great
attention. More than 33,000 farmers visited it to learn of the
economic value of soybeans as a cash crop for their farms.
Farmers soon turned from growing a few acres of beans
for hay to planting thousands of acres for threshing and
shipment of carload volumes at harvest time. The greenishyellow beans went to processing mills, where chemists were
busy discovering more and more commercial and industrial
uses. Corn Belt states, which at times have suffered from
a one-crop system, welcomed this supplemental crop that
promised to bring new-found wealth.
From this introductory step, interest in the soybean
cultivation expanded rapidly. In 1940 two special Illinois
Central trains toured Illinois and Iowa bringing further

information about soybean cultivation to farmers in those
states to aid them in obtaining maximum yields. As a result,
Illinois today is the leading soybean producer in country,
followed by Iowa and Indiana.
Illinois Raises Big Third: In Illinois alone, production
rose from less than 2½ million bushels in 1927 to almost
50 million bushels in 1941. The high peak came last year
when 78½ million bushels flowed like a green-gold river to
processing mills.
“Last year national production reached 220 million
bushels, Illinois’ share was one-third of the total. The four
Corn Belt states of Illinois, Iowa, Indiana and Ohio produce
the greatest part of the national crop, although there are
some commercial plantings in North Carolina and along
the Mississippi River where the four states of Missouri,
Arkansas, Kentucky and Tennessee meet. Since 1927, the
Illinois Central’s percentage of carloadings from the national
production of soybeans has averaged 15 per cent. One year,
in 1939, the railroad hauled 20 per cent, or one-fifth of all
soybean carloadings.”
A photo (p. 9) shows an aerial view of Decatur,
Illinois: “Hungry Mills–Long strings of freight cars, poured
millions of bushels of soybeans into the maws of Decatur’s
processing mills last month as the harvest hit its peak. In
the foreground above is the A.E. Staley Manufacturing
Company. The Spencer Kellogg and Sons plant is in the
background and behind it is the Archer-Daniels-Midland
Company. Another soybean processor, the Decatur Soya
Products Company, is not in the picture. Photograph by
Decatur Newspapers, Inc.”
3037. Johnson, E.F. “Soybean”. 1949. History and
accomplishments of the American Soybean Association.
Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 28, 30-31.
• Summary: This article is from a talk before Ohio soybean
producers. “The American Soybean Association was
organized in the fall of 1920 at a meeting of some 600
soybean enthusiasts at Taylor Fouts Farms at Camden,
Indiana. The 1921 meeting was held on Riegel–The Meharry
Farms at Tolono, Illinois.
“In this same year a sectional meeting was held in
Williams County, Ohio, on my farm. This was the first
soybean meeting for demonstration of farm practices for
growing soybeans ever held in Ohio. Many of you may recall
this meeting. That was back in the days when the Ito San was
still a base variety, and Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Medium
Green, Peking, Elton and A.K. were major varieties.
“For many years the Association existed mainly through
the untiring efforts of W.J. Morse of the USDA.” Now
rightfully recognized as the ‘daddy’ of soybean production
and promotion in America, he was ably assisted by many
other university agronomists. “In this honor roll must appear
such names as W.L. Burlison and J.C. Hackleman of Illinois,
Keller Beeson of Purdue [Indiana], Hanger and Parks
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of Ohio State, Hughes and Dyas of Iowa, and Briggs of
Wisconsin.
“The early problems of the Association were mainly
varieties, adaptation of existing machinery to growing the
crop, and harvesting and threshing. Most of the harvested
crop moved for seed, partly for emergency hay crops, partly
for silage, and partly to new growers interested in the crop.
“For 18 years, the officers of the Association were
agronomists from various universities in the Cornbelt. The
presidency was usually extended to the ranking soybean
professor in the state where the next annual meeting would
beheld. A review of the papers presented at many of these
meetings gives one a clear insight into what were then the
problems of the soybean grower.
“Every year one or more papers were presented on the
use of soybean oil. Could it be used in paint? Would it work
in food products? How did soybean oil meal compare with
other proteins as a feed for hogs, cattle, sheep and chickens?
Frequent papers appeared questioning the possible expansion
of the soybean crop. Even I in 194O wondered if the
anticipated crop of 110 million bushels of soybeans could be
successfully marketed.
“It is conceded today that the activities of your
Association had much to do with the adaptation of the large
combine to soybeans. All of us today realize that without the
adaptation of the combine, the soybean industry as we know
it could not have existed...
“The 1940 annual meeting of the Association held at
Dearborn, Michigan, as guests of Henry Ford, was perhaps
the most significant of all meetings of the Association to that
date. As I read the published report printed after the meeting,
I find in rather small print two significant statements. ‘Two
definite suggestions were made to by developed by the board
of directors, namely that the Association make plans to
employ an executive secretary, and that a soybean periodical
be published as an official organ of the Association.’ That,
my friends, marks the official birth of Geo. Strayer, and the
Soybean Digest, as far as the American Soybean Association
is concerned.
“The policy of having a university agronomist serve
as chief officer of the Association had been abandoned
the previous year. Much of the reorganization and solid
foundation built was due to the able leadership of Glen
McIlroy who served as president for 3 consecutive years
during this period. Since 1940 the American Soybean
Association has driven ahead day after day for those things
that were best not only for the soybean grower, but for the
soybean user and the nation as well. The only reason it has
not done more is due to lack of enough membership of active
interested growers, and lack of finances to meet an ever
increasing demand on its activities.
“The past relationship of the growers’ association to the
soybean processors has always been one of mutual interest
and concern over vital problems of each group. For years

the Association has taken the leadership in working out a
more orderly marketing of soybeans. Like any new crop,
growers expanded their acreage, with no thought of a similar
expansion of storage facilities. During World War II, 90
percent of the soybeans moved direct to processors at harvest
time. Your Association recognized the tremendous burden
such marketing gave the processors.
“The largest field of your Association activities has
been in the legislative field. The officers have been alert to
every congressional move that would reduce the market for
soybeans or the resulting products, and in turn would have its
effect on prices paid to growers.
“The first gigantic problem that faced the Association
was the threatened repeal of the reciprocal trade agreement
over the stubborn determination of Secretary of State Hull.
A fats and oils council was formed largely through the
efforts of the soybean and cotton associations. McIlroy and
Wing spent about 2 weeks in Washington [DC] as official
representatives of the Soybean Association. For the first time
in farming history the dairy associations and all the livestock
associations joined in a protest against lowering duties on
foreign fats and oils. Although your Association did not win
a complete victory, they were able to save a portion of the
things demanded which have meant millions of additional
dollars to every producer of oil or fat in the United States.
“During the last 2 years your Association’s activities
have been correctly directed against the margarine taxes
levied by federal and state laws.
“With the exception of the years we were engaged in
World War I and II and a short postwar period, foreign fats
and oils have been the largest single factor in determining
the price of fats and oils in the United States. To better
understand the seriousness of this importation, it is necessary
to understand that these imports include two types of
products. The most important group included those fats and
oils that are the products of natural flora of the country from
which they originate.”
A photo shows E.F. Johnson standing in the office of
Delphos Grain and Soya Products Co. Address: Delphos
Grain and Soya Products Co., Delphos, Ohio.
3038. Johnson, W.; Forge, Regina. 1949. Soybeans as a
green fodder for poultry: Poultry notes. Agricultural Gazette
of New South Wales 60(12):663-64. Dec. 1.
• Summary: Describes details of a trial at Seven Hills where
soybeans were first grown (planted on 5 Nov. 1947), then
cut, chaffed, and fed to chickens just before flowering to the
stage at which the pods were three inches long; “throughout
the trial it was readily eaten by the birds.” Results: The
“soybean plant is a very useful summer green feed crop. It
is, however, somewhat slow maturing and does not make
second growth after cutting.” Address: 1. Foreman; 2. Field
Asst. Both: Experiment Farm, Seven Hills.
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3039. Rompietti, A.; Rocchetti, Giuseppi. 1949. Prove
di orientamento e ricerche sulla Soia. Nota preliminare
[Indicative trials and investigations on soybean. Preliminary
note]. Rivista di Agricoltura Subtropicale e Tropicale
(Florence) 42(10-12):228-53. Oct/Dec. [25 ref. Ita; eng]
• Summary: Insufficient summer rainfall is the main problem
affecting this crop in Italy. Some soybean cultivation has
developed in northern Italy. Discusses the results of trials
conducted in Tuscany in 1947 and 1948 with 28 varieties
(early, medium, and late), including agricultural and
vegetative behavior, seed and straw production, and seed
quality. Trials are expected to continue. Address: Istituto
Agronomico per l’Africa Italiana, Firenze, Italy.
3040. Balzac, S.S.; Vasyutin, V.F.; Feigin, Ya. G. eds. 1949.
Economic geography of the USSR. American edition, edited
by Chauncy D. Harris, translated from the Russian by Robert
M. Hankin and Olda Adler Titelbaum. New York, NY:
Macmillan Co. xlv + 620 p. See p. 341, 391, 404-05. Preface
by John A. Morrison. 22 cm. [30+* ref. Eng]
• Summary: The section on the soybean is in Chapter VI,
“Distribution of Agriculture in the USSR,” under Section 6.
“Distribution of Industrial Crops.” “The soybean is a new
crop. It has highly diverse uses in the food industry. Edible
and industrial oils, flour, milk products, and other products
are made from its seeds. Unripened soybeans are suitable
for canning. The young plants serve as fodder for livestock.
Before the Revolution sowings were insignificant. In 1937,
173,000 hectares were sown in the USSR. The soybean
requires much heat–an annual total of daily temperatures not
less than 2,500º. The chief regions of its distribution are the
Far East (about half of all sowings), the southern part of the
Ukrainian SSR, and Krasnodar Kray.”
3041. Dominion Experimental Farm, Progress Report
(Nappan, Nova Scotia). 1949. 66 p. For the years 1937-1947.
• Summary: The section titled “Forage Crops” (p. 43-49) has
one subsection on “Annual Crops for Hay” which mentions
soybeans in passing on p. 48. Another subsection titled
“Soybeans for Seed” (p. 49) states: Of the numerous varieties
and strains tested, Manitoba Brown has the most satisfactory
maturity and is a good yielder. Most of the higher yielding
varieties, such as Mandarin and Kabott, are in danger” of
being killed by frost before maturing.
The section on “Active Projects” (p. 65) at Nappan on
31 Dec. 1947 has a subsection on “Forage Plants” (p. 66);
one of these is “Soybeans–Variety test for seed (Ag. 181).”
Address: Nappan, Nova Scotia, Canada.
3042. Hurwitz, S.; Volcani, R.; Goldin, E. 1949. Matconet
hachomer hayavesh b’tzimchay hamispoh hayarok [Dry
matter content in green fodder]. Tel Aviv, Israel: Sifriat
Hasadeh (Hassadeh). [Heb]*
• Summary: “Introduction of Soybean into Israel and its

Problems” (Hurwitz and Goldin, 1950, p. 73) contains the
following in Hebrew: Table 19 (titled ‘Dry matter content
of soybean plants’) gives test data from experiments
conducted in 1941 concerning the dry matter only. It can
be said that at certain ages one can see in the dry matter a
pattern to evaluate the quality of the green matter. Among
the external factors that influence the composition of the
dry matter, the soil moisture and the last watering time
are the most important. Across the top of Table 19 are dry
matter content (%), growing period (days), interval after last
watering (days), and date of sampling. Figures are given
for two soybean varieties (Jaune Grain, and Biloxi), each
at 3 different plant development stages: budding, partial
blossoming, and full blossoming leaf shedding. The dry
matter content of the soybean plants was highest (26.3% and
25.9%) for the two varieties at the last stage. For Jaune Grain
this was a growing period of 78 days, and for Biloxi 94 days.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2007)
concerning soybeans in Israel (after the nation was created
in 1948), or the cultivation of soybeans in Israel. But a
1936 document by the International Institute of Agriculture
(Kaltenbach and Legros) discusses soybeans in the country
when it was named Palestine. Note 2. In the Hebrew citation,
the date of publication of this work appears to be 1942, i.e.
5709 in the Hebrew calendar. Address: Israel.
3043. Lander, Percy Edward. 1949. The feeding of farm
animals in India. Calcutta, Bombay, Madras & London:
Macmillan & Co., Ltd. xii + 492 + xiii-lii p. See p. 165,
175-76, 184, 451, 467. Appendix I, p. xii. Illust. Series title:
Animal Husbandry Manuals. Issued by the Indian Council of
Agricultural Research. [111* ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 6, “Feeding stuffs,” is a section (p.
165) titled “Soybean straw (Glycine hispida).” This straw
has a “low feeding value as it consists mostly of coarse stems
with but a few leaves...” It should be combined with a good
legume hay.
In the same chapter is a section (p. 176-77) titled
“Soybean cakes and meals.” It begins: “Soybeans are not
grown extensively in India, and the cake and meals are not
used to anything like the extent they are in foreign countries.
They differ in composition from ordinary peas and beans in
that they contain nearly twice as much protein,...”
In the same chapter is a section (p. 184) titled
“Soybeans,” which refers to whole soybeans, which “provide
proteins of better quality than most other seeds or their byproducts, and are excelled in the quality of their proteins
only by feeding stuffs of animal origin.” “Trials at Lyallpur
showed that dairy cattle relished soybeans which caused no
digestive disturbances. Soybeans are as satisfactory a protein
supplement as cotton seed meal for dairy cattle, sheep and
horses, but if fed to pgs for any length of time they cause
the lard to become unduly soft and damage the quality of
the pork.” Groundnut cake, linseed cake and linseed, and
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sunflower seed are also discussed in this chapter.
In Chapter 14, “Pigs,” is a section (p. 451) titled
“Soybeans,” which refers to whole soybeans and carries the
same basic cautions expressed on page 184. Whole soybeans
should not constitute more than 10% of the total ration fed to
pigs. They are best if cooked before feeding.
Chapter 15, “Feeding of poultry,” has a section (p. 467768) titled “Vegetable protein supplements” which begins:
“Soybean meal is generally regarded as one of the best
vegetable protein rich supplements. The extracted meal is
said to give better results than whole soybean meal but the
most recent trials at Izatnagar do not support this.”
References appear at the end of each chapter. Address:
M.A., D.Sc., F.R.I.C., I.A.S., Late Agricultural Chemist to
Government, Punjab, and Late Principal, Punjab Agricultural
College, Lyallpur.
3044. Adair, C. Roy; McClelland, C.K.; Cralley, E.M.
1950. Soybean research in Arkansas, 1936-48. Varietal tests
for seed and hay and studies in disease control. Arkansas
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 490. 62 p. Jan.
[11 ref]
• Summary: Introduction: Material and Methods. Results
of Varietal Tests: Main Experiment Station, Fayetteville,
Rice Branch Experiment Station, Stuttgart, Cotton Branch
Experiment Station, Marianna, Delta Farm, Soudan, Delta
Substation, Cotton Branch Experiment Station, Clarkedale,
Mississippi County, Desha County, Miller County, Fruit
and Truck Branch Experiment Station, Hope, Livestock and
Forestry Branch Experiment Station, Batesville. Discussion.
Disease Control Studies. Seed Treatments. Leaf Diseases.
Summary. Literature Cited. Appendix.
Introduction: “During the past 25 or 30 years the
soybean has become an important crop plant in Arkansas. At
first soybeans were grown primarily for hay production. The
first record of soybeans being harvested for the seed was in
1924 when 1,400 acres were cut and threshed. The average
yield reported in that year was 14 bushels per acre. The
total acreage of soybeans increased in most years until 1943
when 620,000 acres were planted and 267,000 acres were
harvested for seed. The total acreage has declined since 1943
but the trend in acreage for seed production has continued
up.
“There was a rapid increase in the acreage harvested
for seed from 1941 to 1948, brought about largely by the
demand for oil seeds. Accompanying the increase were the
development of adequate harvesting machinery, the use of
better soils for growing soybeans, and the development of
varieties which produce high yields of seed under Arkansas
conditions.
“There has been an increase in the reported yields of
seed for the 25-year period. The yields have varied from year
to year because of environmental factors, but 5-year average
yields show an upward trend. The average yield for 1924 to

1928 was 10.2 bushels per acre; for 1929 to 1933 it was 10.6
bushels; for 1934 to 1938 it was 10.5 bushels; for 1939 to
1943 it was 12.8 bushels, and for 1944 to 1948 it was 16.3
bushels.” Address: 1. Agronomist, USDA; 2. Emeritus Prof.
of Agronomy, retired; 3. Plant pathologist, Arkansas Agric.
Exp. Station.
3045. Reed, E.P.; Slipher, J.A.; Beard, D.F. 1950. Putting
soybeans into permanent farming. Ohio State Univ.
Agricultural Extension Service, Bulletin No. 311. 31 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: An Accepted Newcomer: From
East to West, Sudden Surge, Production, Distribution. A
Crop of Many Uses: Oil to Humans, Meal to Animals, A
Forage Excelled by None, As a Green Manure, Cash Crop
of Worth. Land and the Soybean Enterprise: Supplant Corn
on the Graylands, Share With Corn on Mottled Soils, In
Sequence on Dark Soils, Without Honor Elsewhere. Effect of
Soybean on Soil Productivity: To Soybean a Mild Debit, A
Constant Threat: Erosion, After Harvest What? The Soybean
in Rotation Patterns: Yield Potential, Liming to Supply
Nutrient Lime. To Fertilize or Not to Fertilize: Comparison
in Uptake, Able Feeder, Yield Leans on Fertilizer Bag,
A Fertilizer Schedule, Proof of Performance. Soybean
Varieties Adapted to Ohio. Inoculation: To Tap Air Nitrogen:
Is Microbe Missing? Rootbed Architecture. How Plant
on Sloping Land: For Safety-Plant Solid, Terracing Fits
Profiles. On Level Land: Row or Drill: Not a Closed Issue.
Time and Rate of Planting. Gauge Planting Depth by Soil.
Invitation to Air and Water: Cultivation, Tilth by Tillage,
Achilles Heel, Forethought and Technique in Harvesting:
One Guide: Moisture, Hay Not Excelled, Haying Formula
Peculiar to Soybean. Defoliation Advances Date of Harvest.
Land Management Following Soybeans: Disposal of Haulm,
Haulm–Fertilizing Value, Fertilizing the Succeeding Crop,
Legume Seedings Following Soybeans. Market Grades of
Soybeans.
“The soybean was first introduced into the United States
in 1804, but attracted little attention until 1900, at which time
the United States Department of Agriculture began planting
and testing a large number of varieties.
“In Ohio, the farmer’s interest in growing the crop began
in the early 1920’s. During the following 10 to 15 years,
the soybean was grown chiefly for forage and, to a lesser
extent, for seed and market grain. It was due largely to lack
of a ready market for soybean grain that the acreage failed to
expand more rapidly.
“Sudden surge: However in the last 10 years there has
been a remarkable increase in Ohio’s soybean acreage (Fig.
1)...”
A large table (p. 4) shows “The acreage and production
of soybeans in Ohio for the past 24 years” (from 1924
to 1949). The columns are: Total acres. Acres for grain
[soybeans]. Acres for hay. Yield (bushels per acre). Total
grain production (in bushels).
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Total acres increased from 66,000 in 1924 to a peak of
1.484 million in 1944, falling to 902,000 in 1949. Total grain
production rose from 230,000 bu in 1924 to 20.592 million
bu in 1949. Address: 1. Extension Agronomist; 2. Extension
Soil Conservationist; 3. Extension Agronomist. All: The
Ohio State Univ.
3046. Field Crop Abstracts. 1950. Argentina: Soybean
growing. April. p. 126 (Abst. #0690). [1 ref]
• Summary: In 1946-47, soybeans were grown on 1,650
hectares, 460 of which yielded a total grain/seed harvest of
572 tons (average yield = 1.24 tons/ha), while the remaining
1,190 acres were used as fodder, plantation cover, etc. R.
Nieves, Head of the Oil Plants Division of the Argentine
Ministry of Agriculture, urges an extension of the area
in view of Argentina’s own need of proteins and plant
oils, and of the export opportunities given by the present
disorganization of the normal world sources of soybeans.
Address: Almanaque Ministry of Agriculture, Argentina.
3047. Canode, Chester L. 1950. Growing soybeans in
Oklahoma. Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin. B-347. 19 p. May. [4 ref]
• Summary: Uses of Soybeans: Feed for Livestock, Food
for Human Consumption, Industrial Uses. Soil and Climatic
Adaptation: Effect of Soybeans on the Soil, Nitrogen,
Other Plant Nutrients, Erosion. Fertilization and Liming.
Inoculation. Varieties Seedbed Preparation. Planting:
Methods, Depth of Seeding, Planting Date Rate of Planting
(For seed Production, For Hay Production). Cultivation.
Harvesting: For Seed, For Hay. Soybean Enemies: Diseases,
Insects, Rabbits (Control by Poisoning). Address: Asst.
Agronomist.
3048. Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L.; Hartwig, E.E. 1950.
Soybean production for hay and beans. Farmers’ Bulletin
(USDA) No. 2024. 15 p. Sept. Supersedes Farmers’ Bulletin
1605, Soybean hay and seed production.
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Soybean hay
production: Varieties for hay, methods of planting for hay,
time of cutting, method of cutting, curing, artificial drying,
storage and baling, yields of hay. Soybean production: Time
of harvesting, defoliation, methods of harvesting, weatherdamaged beans, yields of soybeans. Storage. Grading and
marketing.
Summary: “Soybeans have gained rapidly in importance
as a bean crop with the development of improved varieties
and more efficient cultural practices. They are important also
as a supplementary hay crop. Soybeans are best fitted for hay
when the seeds are about one-half developed. Soybean hay
is a little more difficult to cure than hay from other legumes
but may be handled successfully by practically the same
methods. It requires thorough curing before being stacked,
housed, or baled, since danger of molding occurs when the

hay is stored too soon after a rain or baled too green.
“Unless a special harvester or combine is used, soybeans
should be cut for seed when the beans are in the hard-dough
stage. The most successful method of harvesting is with a
combine-harvester. Cylinder speed should he reduced and
concaves adjusted to prevent cracking of the beans. The
ordinary grain separator can be adjusted to thresh soybeans
without cracking or splitting them. Special bean and pea
separators are also extensively used.
“Soybeans should be thoroughly dried before storing.
Under exceptional conditions only are soybeans attacked by
weevils.
“United States standards are now used extensively for
grading and marketing soybeans.
“This bulletin supersedes Farmers’ Bulletin 1605,
Soybean Hay and Seed Production.”
“Introduction: The soybean, an annual legume, has
found a permanent place as a bean and forage crop in many
farming systems, especially in the eastern half of the United
States. At first the acreage of soybeans harvested for hay
was larger than the acreage harvested for beans. The reverse
has been true since 1935 in the Corn Belt States, 1941 in the
United States as a whole. Although it has continued to grow
in use as a forage crop, a greater percentage of the increased
acreages during recent years has been for the commercial
production of beans. In 1929, 63 percent of the total acreage
devoted to soybeans was harvested for hay; in 1943, 21
percent, and in 1948, 10 percent.
“The methods employed in the production of soybean
hay and beans vary with the farming practices. Increased
acreage and greater utilization of the soybean have brought
about more efficient and economical methods of production
and new or improved types of machinery. Perhaps no greater
advance has been made in any farm practice than in the
production of the soybean crop. The combine-harvester has
been one of the most important factors in the economical
production of soybeans.” Address: 1. Formerly Principal
Agronomist; 2. Senior Agronomist; 3. Agronomist. All: Div.
of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry,
Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural Research
Administration [USDA].
3049. Kendall, K.A.; Salisbury, G.W.; Vandemark, N.L.
1950. Sterility in the rabbit associated with soybean hay
feeding. J. of Nutrition 42(4):487-500. Dec. 11. [19 ref]
• Summary: “Partial reproductive failure in the New
Zealand white rabbit characterized possibly by a failure
in implantation or early fetal death, decreased litter size,
stillbirths, frequent vascular breakdown, particularly in
the uterus, numerous partial fetal resorptions, and some
partial paralysis of does [females] has been observed as a
consequence of soybean hay feeding.” Additional research is
needed to identify the specific factor or factors contributing
to this impaired reproduction. The authors speculate that
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lipoxidase, which can destroy provitamin A, could be one
cause of the problem.
Note 1. Neither estrogens nor isoflavones are mentioned
in this article. Note 2. It was later found that soybean hay
has sufficient estrogenic activity to cause sterility in rabbits.
Address: Dep. of Dairy Science, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.
3050. Farming in South Africa. 1950. Annual report of the
Department of Agriculture (South Africa) for the year ended
31 August 1950. 25(297):448-504. Dec. See p. 457, 459.
• Summary: In the section titled “Colleges of agriculture”
(p. 457+) the subsection on the “College of Agriculture,
Potchefstroom” (Principal: L.J. Henning, B.Sc. Agric.
(S.A.), M.Sc. Agric. (N.C.), M.Sc. (Cornell)) states (p. 457)
that agricultural research there includes varietal trials on
soybeans, kaffircorn [kaffir corn], groundnuts [also called
peanuts], and sunflower. “An outstanding characteristic of
the [soybean] crop is its ability to resume flowering and seed
production after protracted droughts. Commercial quantities
of seed of the Blyvoor variety are now available.”
The subsection on the “College of Agriculture, Cedara,
Natal” (Principal: H.H. Cornell, B.A.) describes (p. 458-59)
experiments on interplanting maize with soybeans for hay (p.
459).
3051. Hurwitz, S.; Goldin, E. 1950. Ba’ayot iklum hasoya
b’Yisrael [Introduction of soybean into Israel and its
problems]. Jewish Agency for Palestine, Agricultural
Research Station, Bulletin No. 56. p. 41-76. (Rehovot).
English-language summary p. 13-17. Dec. Published in
Ktavim. Vol. 1. 1950. [19 ref. Heb; eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Varieties: Plant
development, growing period, splitting of pods, nodulation,
yields. Sowing methods: Viability of seeds, time of sowing,
vernalization and photoperiodism, sowing depth, rate of
sowing. Time of harvest. Feeding value of the herbage.
Page 1: “Experiments in soybean cultivation were
conducted in the Rehovot Research Station from 1935
to 1944. The main objects were: selection of varieties,
determination of sowing methods and the correct time of
harvesting, and, finally, an assessment of the feeding value of
the herbage.”
Particular points studied were pod splitting, seed
viability, and seed vernalization. Seventy soybean varieties
were imported from various countries for this investigation.
The highest soybean yields under irrigation were obtained
from the varieties Wood’s Yellow, Haberlandt, Creole, Jaune
Grain, White Biloxi, Palmetto, and Missoy; and without
irrigation from the early varieties Dunfield, Macoupin, and
China.
Note: This is the earliest document with an Englishlanguage summary seen (Dec. 2007) concerning soybeans
in Israel (after the nation was created in 1948), or the
cultivation of soybeans in Israel. But a 1936 document by

the International Institute of Agriculture (Kaltenbach and
Legros) discusses soybeans in the country when it was
named Palestine. This document contains the earliest date
seen for soybeans in Palestine/Israel, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Palestine/Israel (1935; one of two documents).
The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: Div. of
Agronomy and Seed-Breeding.
3052. Burtis, E.L. 1950. World soybean production and
trade. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean
Products. Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John
Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 61-108. [17 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Historical summary. 2. The
Far East: China, Manchuria, Korea, Japan, Netherland
Indies, other countries of Asia, net foreign trade of Asia. 3.
Europe: Production, foreign trade. 4. United States: Varietal
development, trends in planted acreage, soybeans for seed,
acreage and production of soybeans for hay, vegetabletype soybeans, growth of the soybean-processing industry,
soybean oil production, trade, and utilization, production and
utilization of soybean oil foots (the residue from refining),
soybean meal and other soybean protein products (incl.
soybean flour, soybean glue, and other industrial soybean
products). 5. Minor world areas.
Korea: Soybeans are a major crop, especially in the
northern part of the country.
Tables: (2) Soybean production in leading countries
and estimated world total, 1922-1948. Statistics are given
for China (excluding Manchuria), Manchuria, Korea, Japan,
Formosa [Taiwan], Netherlands Indies [Dutch East Indies,
later Indonesia], United States, Canada (1936 on), USSR
(1928-1938), 5 Danubian countries (Austria, Yugoslavia,
Hungary, Rumania, and Bulgaria, 1934 on, partly estimated
by author).
(3) Net exports or imports of soybeans (million bushels)
by major exporting and importing countries, 1909-1913 and
1922-1948. China and Manchuria (combined) dominate
world soybean exports from 1910 to 1940, with the peak
year being 1929 (100 million bushels) and with more than
50 million bushels being exported every year from 1926
to 1939. But by 1941 exports as fallen to almost zero. The
only other exporter was the USA, which had its first net
soybean exports in 1932 (4.2 million bu); this rose to a
peak of 10.5 million bu in 1939 then dropped to almost zero
during World War II. Europe was the largest a net importer
of soybeans from 1910 to 1948; the peak years were 1929
and 1933, when 62.6 million bushels were imported. Japan
was the second largest net importer of soybeans from
1910 to 1948; the peak year was 1938, when 29.8 million
bushels were imported. The Netherland Indies (today’s
Indonesia) is the only country from Southeast Asia in this
table. The country imported 2.0 million bushels in 1913.
Imports steadily decreased from 4.2 million bushels in
1922 to less that 50,000 bushels in 1936. Then the country
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switched to being an exporter, with 400,000 bushels in
1937, and averaging about 300,000 bushels per year from
1937 to 1941. Trade stopped during World War II (19421947) then resumed again in 1948 with 200,000 bushels of
exports. Other countries mentioned in Table 3 include Korea,
Formosa, United Kingdom, Germany, France, Belgium and
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Italy,
Danubian countries (Yugoslavia 1931-39, Bulgaria 1934-45,
Rumania 1935-38).
(4) Net exports or imports of soybean oil (million
pounds) by major exporting and importing countries, 19091913 and 1922-1948. (5) Net exports or imports of soybean
cake and meal (thousands of metric tons) by major exporting
and importing countries, 1929-1948. (6) Net exports or
imports of soybean oil and soybean in terms of oil (million
pounds) by major exporting and importing countries, 19091913, 1922-1948.
(7) Net exports or imports of soybean cake and meal
and soybeans in terms of meal (thousands of metric tons)
by major exporting and importing countries, 1929-1948. (8)
Apparent consumption of soybean oil and soybean cake and
meal by principal European countries, 1929-1938 (based on
tables 3-7). (9) Soybean acreage grown in the United States
for all purposes (equivalent solid acreage), by states and
groups of states, 1924-1948 (1,000 acres).
(10) Soybean acreage harvested for beans in the United
States, 1924-1948 (1,000 acres). (11) Soybean production in
the United States, by states and groups of states, 1924-1948
(1,000 bushels). (12) Soybean supply and disposition in the
United States, 1924-1948 (1,000 bushels).
(13) Acreage and production of soybeans, soybeans
processed for oil and meal, and soybean oil produced in
the United States, 1924-1948. (14) Soybean oil production,
trade, (imports and exports), stocks (crude basis), and
domestic disappearance in the United States, 1910-1948
(1,000 pounds; compiled from reports of the Bureau of the
Census). (15) Soybean oil utilization by classes of products
in the United States, 1931-1948. Food products: Margarine,
shortening, other, total. Nonfood products: Soap, paint
and varnish, other drying oil products, miscellaneous nonfood products, loss, incl. oil in foots, total. Total domestic
disappearance. One table is in 1,000 lb.; a 2nd is in per cent
of total.
(16) Supply and utilization of soybean protein products
(meal basis) in the United States, 1921-1947 (1,000 metric
tons). For each year is given: Estimated production, imports
or soybean cake and meal, total supply, exports of soybean
cake and meal. Domestic utilization in: Full-fat soybean
flour, low- and medium-fat soybean flour, soybean glue for
softwood plywood, soybean glue for hardwood plywood,
other uses (largely feed for livestock).
A map (p. 90) shows soybeans harvested for beans in the
USA, 1944. Each dot represents 2,000 acres.
A graph (p. 105) shows tonnage of high-protein feeds

fed to livestock, 1926-1947. Within this are four graphs for:
Soybean cake and meal, other oilseed cake and meal (mostly
cottonseed), tankage and meat scraps, fish meal, dried
milk products, gluten feed and meal, and (beginning 1935)
brewers’ and distillers’ dried grains, and total.
A graph (p. 66) shows world soybean production from
1922 to 1949. The data is from Table 2. Within this are
graphs for USA and for East Asia (incl. China, Manchuria,
Korea, and Japan).
One bar chart (p. 73) shows domestic consumption
and net exports of soybeans and soybean oil, in terms of
oil (million lb.), by principal consuming countries, annual
average, 1929-1938 (Based on tables 2-4. Oil equivalent of
soybeans calculated at 8.4 pounds per bushel). By far the
biggest consumer is China. By far the biggest exporter is
Manchuria. Others: Japan, Germany, United States, Korea,
Netherlands Indies, United Kingdom, Netherlands, Denmark,
Other Europe (except U.S.S.R.).
Another bar chart (p. 74) shows domestic consumption
and net exports of soybeans and soybean meal, in terms of
meal (1,000 metric tons), by principal consuming countries,
annual average, 1929-1938 (Based on tables 2, 3, 5, and
7. Meal equivalent of soybeans calculated at the rate of
0.02117 metric tons per bushel). The biggest consumer is
China, followed by Japan. By far the biggest exporter is
Manchuria. Other small exporters: Germany, United States,
Korea, Formosa, Netherlands Indies, Denmark, United
Kingdom, Other Europe (except U.S.S.R.). Address: Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, USDA, Washington, DC.
3053. Morse, W.J. 1950. History of soybean production. In:
K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products.
Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John Wiley &
Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 3-59. [59 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Origin. 2. Ancient history. 3.
Modern history. 4. Description of soybean plant. 5. World
distribution. 6. Climatic adaptations. 7. Soil preferences.
8. Soil erosion and practices. 9. Varieties and variety
improvement. 10. Fertilizer and lime requirements. 11.
Inoculation. 12. Cultural methods: Preparation of seedbed,
methods of seeding, time of seeding, rate of seeding, depth
of seeding, cultivation. 13. Rotations. 14. Mixture with other
crops. 15. Hay production. 16. Seed production. 17. Soil
improvement. 18. Diseases. 19. Insect enemies. 20. Other
enemies (rabbits, pigeons, pheasants).
This chapter contains many original, interesting photos
and a map. Figures (photos unless otherwise indicated)
show: (1) Wild soybeans, cultivated soybeans, and Glycine
gracilis. (2) Unloading soybeans from farm carts and storing
the seed in osier bins in a Chinese merchant’s storage yard–
Manchuria. (3) Map of the principal soybean seed producing
areas and countries of the world. (4) A soybean grain market
in Korea. (5) “Fertilizer used for soybeans by Manchurian
farmers is compost placed in piles in the field and scattered
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between rows of previous year’s crop just before planting
soybeans.” (6) Roots of soybean plant (2 photos) showing
abundant development of nodules. (7) Ordinary grain drill
(pulled by a tractor) may be used in sowing soybeans in
rows or close drills. (8) Soybeans sown by hand on ridges
in rows about 21 inches apart in Manchuria. Two horses
pull a wooden plow. (9) Korean woman planting soybeans
along ridged rows. (10) Soybeans planted along edges of
rice paddies in Japan, China, and Korea are used for home
consumption. (11) Cultivating soybeans in rows, using a
tractor-pulled rotary hoe, weeder, or harrow, in the Corn
Belt. (12) Hand-cultivation of soybeans in Manchuria. (13) A
field of plants: “The Korean farmer grows many other crops
with soybeans: millet, mung beans, buckwheat, sesame, susu,
or castor beans.” (14) A field of soybeans and Kaoliang in
China planted in alternate hills. (15) The combine has been
one of the most important factors in the economic production
of soybeans in the United States. (16) Harvesting soybeans
by hand methods in Manchuria. (17) Threshing soybeans
in Manchuria using a stone roller pulled over the plants by
horse or donkey. (18) Primitive wind method of separating
soybean seed from threshed plant material in Manchuria.
(19) Korean farmers threshing soybeans with bamboo
flails on the home threshing ground. (20) Japanese farmers
turning under soybeans in a rice paddy for soil improvement.
Address: 6809 Fifth St. N.W., Washington, DC; formerly
Principal Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases,
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.
3054. Morse, W.J. 1950. History of soybean production: 5.
World distribution (Document part). In: K.S. Markley, ed.
1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products. Vol. I. New York:
Interscience Publishers or John Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p.
See p. 10-14.
• Summary: “The production of soybeans, which for many
centuries was confined to the countries of Asia, spread
rapidly after World War I to the western world, and since
World War II practically all leading nations have become
more and more interested in the culture and production of the
crop. Agricultural experiment stations throughout the world
have become engaged in the development of varieties suited
to their soil and climatic conditions through introduction,
selection, and hybridization. Successful results have been
obtained in many countries and, in a few, acreage and
production have increased to the extent that the crop has
become an important factor in that nation’s agriculture. This
is especially true of the United States, Netherland Indies,
Rumania, U.S.S.R., Austria, Bulgaria, and Poland.
“The principal zones of soybean production in the Orient
are China, Manchuria, Korea, and Japan. In Manchuria, the
soybean occupies about 25% of the total cultivated area and
is a dominating factor in the economic life of the country. As
a cash crop it provides fully half the farm income in the north

and more than half the total volume of freight handled by the
railroads. It is estimated that from one- to two-thirds of the
production of soy beans is exported; 15 to 20% is utilized
for food, feed, and planting, and the remainder is used for oil
extraction.
“In China, the soybean is one of the principal and
most ancient of crops, ranking fifth in extent of culture and
occupying about 9% of the total cultivated area. Although
grown everywhere in China, about 60% of the soybean
acreage is confined to three northern provinces, Shantung,
Kiangsu, and Honan. China consumes practically all of her
production, estimates indicating more than 50% for food,
27% for oil extraction and other purposes, 10% for stock
feed, and 8% for planting.
“Korea occupies third place among the soybeanproducing countries of Asia. Acreage and production are
confined largely to central and northern Korea, as southern
Korea, which grows principally cotton and rice, seems to
be less suited to the successful production of soybeans.
The entire Korean production is used for food, stock feed,
planting and export, and none is used for oil extraction.
“Japan, although a large producer of soybeans, has
consumed all her production and has imported large
quantities from Manchuria and Korea. Acreage and
production of soybeans in Japan have decreased since
World War I and greater emphasis has been placed on
increased production of rice. The proportions of soybeans
used by Japan for various purposes are: ‘miso’ (soybeanrice fermented paste), 22%; soy sauce, 22%; oil and oil
cake, 21.5%; soybean curd [tofu], 15.5%; confections,
7.2%; forage, 6.2%; green manure, 2.5%; seed, 1.8%; green
vegetable beans, 0.8%; and miscellaneous, 0.5%.
“In the Soviet Far East, the soybean is said to be one of
the chief industrial crops and in some districts constitutes
20% of the cultivated area. Acreage and production have
increased markedly since 1926, especially in Khabarovsk
territory, the largest seed-producing area.
“South of China, the soybean is cultivated to some
extent in the Netherland Indies, India, Siam, Cochin China,
Philippines, and Australia. Until 1932, the production of
soybeans in the Netherland Indies was not sufficient to meet
the domestic demand. Since then, acreage and production
have gradually increased until soybeans began to be exported
to Holland about 1936. The soybean has been widely
cultivated for a long time by the natives of the hilly regions
from the borders of Afghanistan eastward to Burma, to
northern Siam, and French Indo-China. The crop in India
has been grown for its forage and food value rather than for
commerce. Although successful results have been obtained
in some of the provinces with varieties of good oil content,
the growing of the crop as an oil seed does not appear to
have been popular with the native farmers. In Australia
successful results with American varieties have greatly
increased acreage and production, especially in the states of
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Queensland, New South Wales, and Victoria.
“Although attempts to grow soybeans in European
countries have extended over many years, it is only within
the past few years that there has been any appreciable
production. At present, production is confined largely to
European U.S.S.R., Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Austria, Rumania,
and Czechoslovakia, production being largest in Rumania,
Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia. In the development of adapted
varieties, some progress has been made in Sweden, Poland,
Netherlands, and Hungary. Because of the economic
importance of the soybean, scientists of the U.S.S.R. have
carried on extensive experiments with it, especially in the
development of adapted varieties and utilization. At present,
the principal areas of production are Ukraine, Moldavia, and
certain regions in the North Caucasus.
“Experiments have been conducted with the soybean
in nearly all regions of Africa but as yet it is an unfamiliar
crop to the majority of African farmer. It has been grown
successfully in the upland, midlands, and coastal districts of
Natal [South Africa] and throughout Gambia, Nigeria, Egypt,
the Gold Coast Colony, and also in the corn- and cottongrowing districts of the Belgian Congo.
“Although the soybean has been the subject of
considerable experimental work in practically all countries
of the Americas, little progress has been made in commercial
culture except in the United States and Canada.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) that
clearly refers to soybeans in Afghanistan, or the cultivation
of soybeans in Afghanistan. This document contains the
earliest clear date seen for soybeans in Afghanistan, or
the cultivation of soybeans in Afghanistan (long before
1950). The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address:
6809 Fifth St. N.W., Washington, DC; formerly Principal
Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, USDA,
Beltsville, Maryland.
3055. Morse, W.J. 1950. History of soybean production: 3B.
Modern history [in the United States] (Document part). In:
K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products.
Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John Wiley &
Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 6-9.
• Summary: “The first mention of the soybean in the United
States is by Mease in 1804, who stated that ‘the soybean
bears the climate of Pennsylvania very well and should
be cultivated.’ In 1829, Thomas Nuttall grew a variety in
the botanic gardens at Cambridge, Massachusetts. From
observations he wrote, ‘Its principal recommendation at
present is only a luxury, affording the well-known sauce, soy,
which at this time is only prepared in China and Japan.’ The
Perry expedition to Japan in 1854 brought back two varieties
of soybeans which were distributed by the United States
Commissioner of Patents. Frequent references to the soybean
occurred thereafter in agricultural literature under such

names as Japan pea, Japan bean, and Japanese fodder plant.
“The Mammoth Yellow variety, cultivated extensively in
the southern states for many years, is said to have originated
from seed sent from China by missionaries in 1873. In 1878,
G.H. Cook of New Brunswick, New Jersey, obtained seed
of the soybean from the Bavarian station and James Neilson
obtained several varieties from Vienna. Crops of these
varieties were harvested in 1879. Undoubtedly these varieties
were some of those grown and distributed throughout Europe
by Haberlandt. In 1890, C.C. Georgeson of the Kansas
Agricultural Experiment Station brought in three varieties
from Japan and in 1889 W.P. Brooks of the Massachusetts
Agricultural Experiment Station brought back several
varieties from the same country.
“Previous to the numerous introductions by the United
States Department of Agriculture beginning in 1898, there
were not more than eight varieties of soybeans grown in
the United States and these with quite limited adaptation
to soil and climatic conditions. With the introduction and
development of new and improved varieties adapted to
a greater range of soil and climatic conditions and uses,
acreage and production gradually increased. Until about
20 years ago, most of the soybeans in this country were
grown in the southern and eastern states. In 1919, the five
leading states in soybean acreage were North Carolina,
Virginia, Mississippi, Kentucky, and Alabama. By 1924,
the relatively more rapid expansion of the crop in the
north central region of the country brought Illinois into the
leading position, followed by Indiana, Tennessee, North
Carolina, and Missouri. Illinois has held the lead in acreage
and production ever since, and the north central region has
grown in importance as a region of soybean production and
processing.
“Soybeans at first, and for several years, were grown
primarily as a forage and pasture crop. Previous to 1930
the acreage harvested for seed was less than one-fourth
the total acreage grown for all purposes. With the adaption
[adoption] of improved methods of culture, improvement of
machinery for planting, cultivating, and harvesting, adapted
improved varieties for processing for oil, and with the
development of markets for soybeans for crushing purposes,
a gradual increase in the proportion of acreage harvested
for soybeans took place. In 1939, 40% of the total soybean
acreage was harvested for seed. The proportion for this
purpose increased rapidly during the war years. In 1944,
72% of the total planted acreage was harvested for seed and
in 1947, 84.5%. An important factor in the marked increase
in acreage of soybeans in 1934 was the severe drought,
which ruined large acreages of corn, small grains, and tame
hay in the early season of the year–as a result of which
soybeans were planted as an emergency crop. The program
of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, United States
Department of Agriculture was a stimulus to the expansion
in acreage of soybeans in the last half of the 1930’s. Corn
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acreage limitations and allotments restricted the acreage of
corn and so increased the acreage of cropland available to
other crops. Soybeans for seed, although classified as a soildepleting crop in the principal producing regions, competed
effectively for part of this acreage. The greatest annual
increase in acreage of soybeans harvested for seed occurred
in 1942, in response to the urgent appeal by the Government
early that year for a large increase in soybean production
to meet wartime demands for oil and fats. Programs of
production goals and guaranteed support prices have
contributed to maintaining production at a high level since
1942. The Government program for soybean processors,
which greatly reduced their risks, was also of importance.
“Standards for use in grading and marketing soybeans
were set up by the United States Department of Agriculture
as early as 1925 and in 1936 a future [futures] market for
soybeans was established in Chicago. In 1929, a soybean
laboratory was established in Ohio by the United States
Department of Agriculture to conduct research toward the
development of high-oil and high-protein varieties. In 1936,
the United States Regional Soybean Industrial Products
Laboratory was located at Urbana, Illinois, and in cooperation with the experiment stations of the 12 north central
states began agronomic investigations in the development
of new improved varieties for industrial purposes and
chemical research on the development of new industrial
uses for soybeans. In 1942, the laboratory work devoted to
industrial uses was transferred from Urbana to the Northern
Regional Research Laboratory at Peoria, Illinois. At this
time the agronomic research remaining at Urbana was
designated the United States Regional Soybean Laboratory
and was expanded to include 12 southern states in addition
to the 12 north central states originally served. The Regional
Research Laboratory at Peoria conducts research on soybean
processing and on processing and utilization of the oil and oil
meal for food and industrial purposes.
“Numerous commercial concerns as well as many
public research institutions, are conducting research
designed to develop more efficient techniques in processing
soybeans for food and industrial uses. Much research is
also being conducted on methods for improving the quality
of oil and flour, and for adapting these products to specific
uses.” Address: 6809 Fifth St. N.W., Washington, DC;
formerly Principal Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and
Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural
Engineering, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.
3056. Morse, W.J. 1950. History of soybean production: 9.
Varieties and variety improvement (Document part). In: K.S.
Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products. Vol. I.
New York: Interscience Publishers or John Wiley & Sons.
xvi + 1145 p. See p. 17-23.
• Summary: “Varieties of soybeans are very numerous
[especially in East Asia], no doubt because of the fact that

the soybean seems to be peculiarly sensitive to changes of
soil and climatic conditions.” Differences in behavior of
the same pure-line variety in different locations are often
so striking that it is difficult to believe that the variety is the
same.
In China, soybean varieties are quite numerous and “are
classified according to color, size, shape, time of planting,
method of planting and use. The local names of varieties
differ in different localities so that it is very difficult to obtain
a variety which is widely known.” There has not been much
organized research on soybean varietal improvement in
China. “The University of Nanking has done more work of
this kind than any other organization.”
Although many soybean varieties are grown in
Manchuria, only three types are distinguished: yellow, green
and black. This has apparently been found adequate for
commercial purposes. In detail, these three groups are:
(1) Hwang Tou–yellow beans. (a) Pei Mei (white
eyebrow, pale hilum). (b) Chin Huang (golden yellow or
golden round). (c) Hei Chi (black belly), dark hilum. These
three varieties are highly prized for the quality of their oil,
but Pei Mei and Chin Huang are also valued for the soybean
curd [tofu] made from them.
(2) Ching Tou–green beans. (a) Green with yellow germ
or cotyledon. (b) Green with green germ or cotyledon. The
green bean with the yellow germ yields more soybean curd
but of an inferior quality compared to that of the yellow
varieties. The green bean with the green germ is preferred for
making sprouts.
Hei Tou or Wo Tou–black beans. (a) Ta Un Tou (large,
black), green germ. (b) Hsia Un Tou (small, black), yellow
germ. (c) Puen Un Tou (flat, black), yellow germ. The Ta
Un Tou is used for oil, the Hsia Un Tou for oil and Horse
feeds, and the Puen Un Tou for salted fermented soybeans
[fermented black soybeans].
“Most of the varieties grown by Manchurian farmers
consist of a mixture of varieties of which more than 90%
are yellow-seeded types.” The distribution throughout
Manchuria of the various types is discussed. Native Korean
soybean are classified into eight different groups.
Since 1898 the USDA had brought into the United States
more than 10,000 introductions from China, Manchuria,
Korea, Japan, India, Netherland Indies [Indonesia], South
Africa, and several European countries.
Table 1 (two pages) shows the “Characteristics of
soybean varieties most generally grown in the United
States,” arranged into seven groups from very early to very
late maturity. For each variety in every group is given: Seed
color (black, brown, green, olive or greenish yellow, straw
yellow), hilum color (black, brown, dark brown, light brown,
pale), seeds per lb., oil %, protein %, iodine value (range:
119 to 140), pubescence color (gray, or tawny), flower
color (purple, white, or purple & white), shattering (little,
medium, or much), and use (commercial {grain or oil and
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meal}, forage, or vegetable). The groups are: (1) Very early:
Agate, Capital, Cayuga, Flambeau, Goldsoy, Habaro, Kabott,
Mandarin, Mandarin 507, Mandarin (Ottawa), Minsoy,
Ontario [developed in USA], Pridesoy, Sac.
(2) Early: Adams, Bansei, Earlyana, Hawkeye,
Illini, Kanro, Lincoln, Manchu, Manchu 3, Manchu 606,
Manchukota, Mendota, Montoe, Richland, Seneca.
(3) Medium Early: Chief, Dunfield, Hokkaido,
Hongkong, Jogun, Mandell, Mingo, Mukden, Scioto, Viking.
(4) Medium: Aoda, Boone, Funk Delicious, Gibson,
Kingwa, Macoupin, Mount Caramel, Patoka, S100, Virginia,
Wabash, Wilson.
(5) Medium late: Arksoy, Arksoy 2913, Haberlandt,
Laredo, Ogden, Ralsoy.
(6) Late: CNS, Mamloxi, Mammoth Yellow, Palmetto,
Roanoke, Tanner, Tokyo, Volstate, Woods Yellow.
(7) Very late: Acadian, Avoyelles, Gatan, Otootan,
Pelican, Seminole, Yelnando.
“Varieties now grown in the United States may be
divided into three general groups, namely commercial
(grain), vegetable, and forage. Varieties for commercial seed
production are preferably yellow-seeded and are used largely
for processing for oil, meal, and soybean flour, but these
varieties may also be used for forage purposes if heavier
rates of seeding are used. The varieties used principally for
forage and green manure are the black- and brown-seeded
varieties, which for the most part are low in oil but yield a
finer and heavier forage than the commercial and vegetable
varieties.
“The term ‘vegetable varieties’ has been applied to
varieties introduced from oriental countries where they
are used solely as green vegetable or dry, edible soybeans.
In extensive tests of the quality of the green and dry
beans made by the Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home
Economics, Department of Agriculture, and by departments
of home economics of various agricultural colleges, the
vegetable varieties have proved much superior to the field or
commercial varieties in flavor, texture, and ease of cooking.
Many of these vegetable types have been found through
experiments to be superior to commercial types for soybean
milk, soybean flour, soybean curd, salted roasted soybeans,
and other food products. (See Chapter XXV). The varieties
used for processing and forage purposes usually do not cook
easily and have a raw ‘beany’ flavor. Nearly all vegetable
varieties cook easily and have a sweet or bland nutty flavor.
The most suitable vegetable varieties are those with strawyellow, greenish-yellow, or green seed, although a few black,
brown, and bicolored varieties do have superior qualities as
green shelled beans. Vegetable varieties, ranging in maturity
from 75 to 175 days, have been developed for all soybeanproducing areas in the United States.
“Several commercial companies have canned large
packs of the green shelled beans of the vegetable varieties.
Quick-frozen green shelled beans alone and in succotash

have been placed on the market by several companies, the
frozen product being highly satisfactory in color, texture, and
flavor. For canning or quick freezing in the green stage, the
yellow- and green-seeded varieties make a more attractive
product than the black-, brown-, or bicolor-seeded varieties.
Vegetable varieties have also become quite popular with
the home gardeners and many seedsmen in various sections
handle two or more varieties” (p. 22).
Listed from very early to very late, vegetable varieties
include: Agate, Sac, Bansei, Kanro, Mendota, Hokkaido,
Jogun, Aoda, Funk Delicious, and Seminole. Address:
6809 Fifth St. N.W., Washington, DC; formerly Principal
Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, USDA,
Beltsville, Maryland.
3057. Stevenson, T.M. 1950. Division of Forage Plants,
Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa: Progress Report 19371948 (Continued–Document part II). Ottawa, Canada. 89 +
[9] p. For the years 1937-1948.
• Summary: (Continued): “Soybeans... Varieties for seed:
Seed production tests have included for the most part
varieties and strains from outside sources, and superior
strains developed in the breeding program at Ottawa.
Standard varieties of known maturity and performance have
been included in all tests for purposes of comparison, and to
assist in the evaluation of new material. The average results
obtained in the uniform tests for the 4-year period, 19381941, are shown in Table 15.
“The data show that good productive varieties in the
124 to 127 day maturity class can be expected to produce the
highest average yields at Ottawa and in areas with similar
conditions. From a yield standpoint, the results indicate
very definitely the importance of adaptation. Mandarin,
Manchu and Selection 171 were able to mature normally and
make use of the full season for maximum production. They
are potentially high yielders. Certain of the other varieties
requiring about the same period in which to mature, were
definitely lower in yield potentiality. O.A.C. No. 211 proved
to be too late and its yield suffered accordingly, while the
yields of other varieties were low because of earliness. The
earlier varieties, including Pagoda, Moscow, Kabott and
Goldsoy indicate adaptation to areas of shorter season in
accordance with their maturity periods.
“The chemical analyses represent what may be expected
from soybean varieties produced at Ottawa and under similar
conditions of environment elsewhere. The oil content was
not particularly high, although those above 19 per cent could
be regarded as satisfactory for processing purposes. With
one exception (Manchu), protein content was quite good,
while the iodine values were well within the range normally
found in soybeans. While there was a definite tendency for
high protein and low oil, and low protein and high oil to be
associated, there was no definite trend of association between
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iodine value and either protein or oil.
“In Table 16 are presented the average protein, oil and
iodine number for all of the above nine varieties for each of
the 4 years, 1938 to 1941
“The data show that seasonal conditions have profound
effects upon the chemical composition of the soybean. Dry
seasons tend to increase the percentage of protein and lower
the oil, while under conditions of high moisture the reverse
seems to be true. As mentioned before, high oil appears to
be associated with low protein and vice versa. In 1940, the
iodine number was definitely low in comparison with the
other years, while the average protein percentage was the
highest. Iodine number and percentage protein do not show
any definite association in the other three years.
“In addition to the testing of varieties and selections,
a number of strains have been selected from the breeding
nursery from time to time for testing for seed production
each year. An endeavour has been made to arrange the
strains in uniform groups on a maturity basis and extend
the testing to several of the branch farms. The following
branch farms have co-operated in carrying tests of the earlier
strains: Nappan, Nova Scotia; Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere,
Quebec; Fredericton, New Brunswick; Lennoxville, and
L’Assomption, Quebec; Brandon and Morden, Manitoba;
Indian Head and Swift Current, Saskatchewan; Lethbridge,
Alberta; and Agassiz, British Columbia. Summary reports
of these tests will be made by the individual stations. These
widely distributed tests have assisted greatly in evaluating
the strains from the standpoint of adaptation, etc., and
information has been obtained that could he secured in no
other way. The number of strains tested in different years has
varied considerably. In 1939, the same 32 strains were tested
on 8 stations, including Ottawa. As most of these strains have
since been discarded for various reasons, no purpose would
be served by summarizing the field data, but as the chemical
analysis of the seed was made of all varieties from all
stations, a summary of the analytical data is given in Table
17. This summary is important because it shows the effect
of environment upon the protein and oil content and the
iodine number. “The following figure presents a graphical
illustration of the effect of environment upon the percentages
of protein and oil, and the iodine number of the oil from
soybean seed grown at the 8 different experimental stations.”
Soybeans are also mentioned in the section titled
Seed Production (p. 37-46) under the heading “Influence
of Maturity and Time of Threshing Upon the Quality of
Soybean Seed” (p. 44-46). Discusses the influence of stage
of maturity and time of threshing on the quality of soybean
seed.
Soybeans are also mentioned in the section titled “List
of Forage Crop Projects at the Division of Forage Plants,
Central Experimental Farm Ottawa, and at Branch Units
Across Canada” (p. 89 and the following eight unnumbered
pages).

Soybeans are mentioned in the large table [on the eight
unnumbered pages] on the second unnumbered page and the
fifth unnumbered page (after the section title on page 89).
Address: B.S.A., M.Sc., Ph.D., Dominion Agrostologist,
Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Canada.
3058. Chemurgic Digest. 1951. Paper from soybean
straw. Farmers receive $15 a ton for bales. 10(2):11. Feb.
Summarized in Economic Botany. Apr/June 1951, p. 205.
• Summary: “After 5 years of research, the Alton Box Board
Company of Alton, Illinois, is now buying waste soybean
straw from farmers and converting it into boxboard, thus
providing a market for this hitherto waste material and
reducing the drain on timber as a source of paper pulp.”
Farmers were offered $15 a ton for soybean straw delivered
to Alton. “This paper is corrugated and glued between 2
sheets of boxboard to make corrugated boxes... Soybean
straw makes a stiffer, thus better paper for the purpose, than
wheat straw.”
3059. Chemurgic Digest. 1951. Friend of Chemurgy: David
G. Wing. July. p. 1.
• Summary: Woodland Farm was settled by David Wing’s
grandfather, who went to Ohio from New York during
the Civil War. David’s father, Joseph E. Wing, took over
the farm in due course, and soon won the title of “Alfalfa
Joe.” He gained that name by starting alfalfa on the farm
in 1888, recorded as the first alfalfa to be grown east of the
Mississippi River.
David was born at Woodland Farm on 17 March 1896,
and is now the farm’s third generation owner. In 1904 Joseph
E. Wing (David’s father) and his two brothers started raising
a few soybeans on their Woodland Farm at Mechanicsburg,
Ohio. They laboriously cut the plants by hand, then threshed
and sold the soybean seed, mostly to farmers who raised
them for hay and silage. One of David’s first recollections
of a soybean field was when he was about 12 years old
[about 1908]. He “tried to keep up with the hired men while
they cut off the almost ripe soybeans at the ground with a
hoe, rather than with a mower or binder, because the beans
shattered so badly.” They then shocked the plants with a fork
and threshed them when they were dry.
In 1921 David received his Bachelor of Science
degree in Agriculture from Ohio State University in 1921.
Before that, his education was interrupted by two years of
service in the Navy during World War I. He started farming
Woodland Farm during the 1922 depression. He has served
as president of the American Soybean Association (ASA) for
two terms, has been on the board of directors for 10 years,
and was voted an honorary life member. He has appeared
in Washington, DC, many times as a representative of the
ASA. David and his wife have two sons, David and John;
a daughter, Mrs. William Kerns; and two grandchildren. A
photo shows David Wing at his desk on Woodland Farm.
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Note that there were many soybean devotees active in
the National Farm Chemurgic Council. In 1951, for example,
David Wing and Howard Roach were on its Board of
Governors.
3060. Burger, O.J.; Hauge, S.M. 1951. Relation of
manganese to the carotene and vitamin contents of growing
crop plants. Soil Science 72(4):303-13. Oct. [37 ref]
• Summary: Studies were made with wheat, oats, corn, and
soybeans. “Manganese deficiencies in plants have been
observed in many farms in Indiana. The production of
soybean hay and grain has been severely reduced in fields
exhibiting chlorosis.”
“The effects of MnSO4 on the carotene content,
carotene-destroying enzyme system, protein, choline,
and tocopherol contents of plants grown on manganesedeficient soils in northern Indiana were investigated. Plants
from untreated plots exhibited symptoms of chlorosis and
necrosis, which were accompanied by lowered contents
of carotene, carotene-destroying enzymes, protein, and
tocopherol, but higher choline. Manganese fertilization
increased the carotene content of the leaves of soybeans,
corn, wheat, and oats. It significantly increased the carotenedestroying enzyme activity and the tocopherol content of
soybean leaves. Manganese sulfate treatments produced a
reduction in the choline content of leaves of soybeans and an
apparent increase in the stems.
“These experiments indicate that after the manganese
deficiencies have been corrected, additional amounts of
manganese have no stimulatory effect on the production of
carotene and the other constituents studied.” Address: Purdue
Univ. Agric. Exp. Station.
3061. Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1952. Soybeans for feed,
food, and industrial products. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA)
No. 2038. 41 p. Feb. Supersedes Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1617
(Morse 1930, 1932).
• Summary: Contents: Importance of the soybean and its
byproducts. Direct use of soybeans on the farm: Soybean hay
(for dairy cattle, beef cattle, horses and mules, sheep, swine,
poultry), soybeans for pasturage (hogging down soybeans,
sheep, beef and dairy cattle, poultry on soybean pasturage),
soybean for soilage, for silage, for soil improvement, for
livestock feed (feed for swine, dairy cattle, beef cattle,
horses, sheep, poultry, wild game {quail, pigeons}), soybean
straw (feeding value, fertilizing value).
Soybeans processed for meal and oil: Processing
methods, meal for livestock (for dairy cattle, beef cattle,
poultry, swine, sheep, dogs {in dog-food industry}, rabbits,
fur-bearing animals, quail and pheasants), meal as fertilizer,
for industrial purposes, in food products, use of oil (in food
products, industrial uses such as paints and varnishes).
Soybeans and products for human consumption: Vegetable
soybeans, dry soybeans (“Other uses of the dry soybean

{principally of oriental origin} are in the preparation of
soybean milk, soybean curd, soybean sprouts, beverages,
salted, roasted soybeans), soy flour, grits, and flakes, Oriental
soybean foods, soy milk, soy curd, soy sauce, soy sprouts,
soy beverages. Miscellaneous uses of the soybean: Honey
production (the soybean as a honey plant, soy flour for honey
bees), soy flour and grits in dog food, soy flakes in brewing
beer, soy flour for insecticides.
Under “Soybean utilization,” page 3 notes: (1) The roots
and coarse stems are used as fuel in China, Manchuria, and
Korea. (2) In many parts of China the plants, when 3 to 4
inches high, are used as greens. (3) In Manchuria and Korea,
the leaves are cured and smoked as tobacco.
Under “Soy milk,” page 38 states: “The ground soybean
pulp or mash [okara] left after separating the liquid from the
solid material is still of good nutritive quality, but it has very
little flavor. It can be dried and made into flour for human
food, combined with foods of more pronounced taste, or
used for animal feed.”
Under “Soy curd” [tofu], page 38 states: “Chinese and
Japanese markets and restaurants in many cities in the United
States sell fresh soy curd. Several firms in the United States
can soy curd.”
Under “Soy sprouts,” page 40 states: “Soybeans and
several other species of beans, especially the mung bean,
are sprouted and used as a green vegetable in the Far East.
Soy sprouts (fig. 18, D) can be produced successfully in the
home, and a year-round fresh vegetable that may be used raw
or cooked can be obtained by sprouting soybeans in a flower
pot, a glass fruit jar, or a strainer.
“In producing sprouts, select a stock of clean, bright
beans of the latest crop. Any of the field varieties may be
used, but the yellow-seeded varieties have less conspicuous
skins, though black-seeded varieties, such as the Cayuga,
Peking, Wilson, and Otootan, seem to germinate more
quickly and uniformly. Carefully hand-pick the seed,
discarding everything except the clean, whole beans. Wash
the beans thoroughly, cover with lukewarm water, and allow
them to soak for a few hours (or at most overnight) until
they are swollen. Place the beans in a container and cover
them with dampened cheesecloth. Rustproof wire-mesh
screening or cheesecloth can be used to cover the bottom
of the container to allow for drainage. In using a glass fruit
jar, cover the top with a piece of cheesecloth and tie it on
securely. Invert the jar and place it in a dark spot at room
temperature.
“Tilt it slightly so that excess water can drain away
promptly. Pour plenty of water on the beans 3 to 4 times a
day, thereby insuring thorough washing. The beans may be
sprinkled each evening with chlorinated lime solution (1
teaspoon of calcium hypochlorite dissolved in 3 gallons of
water) to keep down mold growth and spoilage. Chlorinated
limewater is not needed to kill fungus growth if the seed is of
good quality. In 3 to 4 days the sprouts will be 1 to 2 inches
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long and ready to use. Bean sprouts increase about six times
their original volume. The commercial production of soy
sprouts proceeds along the same, lines, except that larger
sprouting tanks or trays are used and the process is more
carefully controlled.
“Soybean sprouts can be used in many ways and are
cooked and served with the bean attached. They are a fair
source of thiamine, riboflavin, and ascorbic acid. The sprouts
may be served raw in salads, cooked in various ways, and
used in such dishes as omelets, stews, fricassees, and chop
suey. They are very tender and lose their crispness if put into
hot dishes more than a few minutes before serving.
“A few companies have successfully canned soy
sprouts [in the USA]. The New York (Cornell) Agricultural
Experiment Station found that sprouts lend themselves
admirably to quick-freezing.” Address: USDA.
3062. D.M. 1952. Spravljanje sena od soje i njen znacaj
za ishranu stoke [Preparing hay from soybeans and its
importance for feeding cattle]. Vojvodanski Poljoprivrednik
(Vojvodina Farmer) 8(10):3. June. [Scc]
Address: Yugoslavia.
3063. Dabadghao, P.M.; Gandhi, R.T. 1952. Grassland
research. I. Some promising grasses and legumes at the
Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi. Indian J.
of Agricultural Science 22(III):279-91. Sept. See p. 289-90.
[3 ref]
• Summary: In the section on “Kharif legumes” is a
subsection titled “American soybeans–Glycine max,” which
states that “Soybeans are growing in importance both as a
human and cattle food. The plants show very high content of
protein. A very highly nutritive product of soybean known
as Soya milk is prepared out of the seeds... The American
varieties of soybeans at Delhi, are very early maturing and
are ready for grain in about 2 months time and in about 45
days for fodder. Thus when sown in August, the crop can be
harvested for grain in early October. Out of 24 varieties in
the collection 5 have been found to possess better growth
and are under study. These are Palmetto, Clemson, Monetta,
Creole and Charlee. The grain is bolder than the local
varieties and grain yield of about 10 md. [maunds] per acre
can be had. If cut for fodder, about 150 md. of very highly
nutritious fodder could be obtained.
“The earliness of these varieties is a character which
can be used very profitably. For example, in the rainfed
tracts where wheat is taken, the farmers generally keep the
land fallow during the kharif season. These early maturing
soybeans can very profitably be used as a catch crop in
rotation with wheat.”
The Kudzu vine (Pueraria hirsuta Scheid Syn. P.
thunbergiana) is discussed on p. 290. “The plant was first
introduced in India at Pusa in 1925 and has shown good
promise as a fodder.” Address: Indian Agricultural Research

Inst., New Delhi.
3064. Boletim de Agricultura, Departmento de Producao
Vegetal (Belo Horizonte). 1953. Notas, os valores nutritivos
da torta e do feno de soja [Notes on the nutritive value of the
cake and hay of soya]. 2(3/4):77-78. March/April. [Por]
• Summary: One table shows the average nutritional
composition of soybean cake, and another the average
composition of the hay harvested when the soybean plant is
flowering.
3065. Whyte, R.O.; Nilsson-Leissner, G.; Trumble, H.C.
1953. Legumes in agriculture. FAO Agricultural Studies No.
21. 367 p. April. [97 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Part I. 1. Economic botany of
legumes. 2. Ecological and biotic relationships. 3. Relation
to soil fertility. 4. Alternate Husbandry. 5. Association with
grasses. 6. Use as animal feed. 7. Tropics and sub-tropics. 8.
Poisonous plants and weeds. 9. The significance of symbiotic
nitrogen fixation. 10. Plant introduction and exploration. 11.
Adaptation, strain variation and breeding. 12. Investigation
and testing of improved strains. 13. Production of seed.
Soyabeans and the genus Glycine are discussed in detail
on pages 275-78; they are grown in the Philippines, Siam,
India, the East Indies, Natal, Transvaal, Argentina (incl.
the northeastern province of Corrientes), Uruguay. “The
most widespread species is Glycine javanica (East Indies,
Manchuria, tropical Asia, Abyssinia [Ethiopia], tropical
East Africa, and parts of South Africa). In Queensland,
this perennial slender species is an outstanding slender
legume among more recent introductions, possessing
all the characteristics of a good pasture species, since it
makes good growth, is palatable, and seeds prolifically.
It has also shown great promise in Paraguay. In Africa, it
is an excellent substitute for kudzu with similar climatic
requirements. It does not yield so much, but sets seeds
readily and is therefore easier to propagate... Glycine falcata
is a herb occurring in the semi-arid grasslands of Queensland
and is considered a promising pasture plant. It produces
underground pods.”
Soyabeans are discussed briefly at a number of countries
where they are grown, including in the tropics and subtropics. In Jamaica (p. 105), soyabeans are recommended in
a 1-year rotation with maize in higher lands with terra rossa.
In Nicaragua (p. 108) soyabeans appear to be well adapted.
In El Salvador (p. 108-09) the National Centre of Agronomy
recommends soyabeans as a source of fodder. In Northern
Nigeria (p. 119) the soyabean is used as young green
fodder; its composition is given. In South Africa (p. 13839) soyabeans have been well-established since 1926, when
A.R. Saunders at Potchefstroom began a breeding program.
“Hitherto, soyabean production has been approximately
700 short tons per annum. Imported and locally produced
seed are used in the diet of native mine labourers and more
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particularly by convalescents. The oil content is too low for
profitable extraction by ordinary crushing methods which
leave about 6 per cent of oil in the cake. Facilities for the
solvent extraction and fractionation of vegetable oils have
led to a greater demand for soyabeans.
“Soyabeans are frequently grazed or used as hay... It
is an important hay crop, but difficult to cure.” Apart from
lupins (Lupinus albus, L. luteus, and L. angustifolius) planted
in late summer, soyabeans are the best annual legume used at
the Dohne Research Station.
In Madagascar (p. 142-43) soyabeans have given
good results at the Station agronomique du Lac Alaotra. In
Pakistan, in East Bengal (p. 145) soyabeans are being grown
on an experimental basis. A number of improved varieties
have been developed and are being distributed to growers.
In Burma (p. 148) and in Thailand (p. 149) soyabeans are
cultivated.
“Plant introduction in Australia (C.S.I.R.O.): Almost
immediately after the establishment of the Division of Plant
Industry (then the Division of Economic Botany) in 1928,
a Plant Introduction Section was formed to rationalize the
introduction and testing of plants for all parts of Australia.
Among the many other plants discussed are peanuts
(Arachis, p. 254-55), milk vetches (Astragalus, p. 255,
incl. Genge), Derris (= Deguelia, p 268), kudzu (Pueraria,
p. 317-21), including long sections on regular kudzu (P.
thunbergiana = P. hirsuta = P. triloba = Dolichos japonicus
= Pachyrhhizus trilobus) and on tropical kudzu or puero (P.
phaseoloides = P. javanica), and Voandzeia (the Bambarra
groundnut, Madagascar peanut, Juga bean or earth pea;
Voandzeia subterranea is a native of Africa). Address: Plant
Production Branch, Agriculture Div., FAO, Rome, Italy.
3066. Owen, C.W. 1953. Harosoy new variety [of soyabean]
for Ontario. Soybean Digest. June. p. 11.
• Summary: Harosoy is a new soybean variety adapted to
most of Ontario Province. It is expected to largely replace
Harman, compared with which it is earlier in maturing, has
stiffer straw, a higher oil content, and a pure yellow seed.
A table shows a summary of 6 years’ trials at Harrow of
Harosoy and 3 other soybeans. Harosoy gave an average
yield of 28.1 bushels/acre, compared 25.1 for Harman, 24.4
for Earlyana, and 23.1 for Hawkeye. A photo shows a man
standing in a large field of Harosoy soybeans in Middlesex
County, Ontario, on 24 July 1952. Address: Asst., Forage
Crops, Dominion Experimental Station, Harrow, Ontario,
Canada.
3067. Muller, H.M. 1953. Soybean production. Farming in
South Africa 28(328):245-48. July. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description of the plant.
Climatic requirements. Soils and fertilizers. Inoculation.
Soybeans in rotations. Soil preparation. Planting time.
Method of planting. Seed treatment (treatment with a

protectant is beneficial; do not use protectants containing
mercury since they are poisonous to nitrogen-fixing bacteria
in inoculants. “When both a protectant and inoculant are
used... plant the treated seed without delay”). Harrowing,
cultivation, and weeding. Varieties. Harvesting. Seed yields
(vary from 42 bags per morgen on irrigated land to 8-25 bags
per morgen on dry weight. [One morgen = 2.1165 acres; one
bag weighs 200 lb.]). Harvesting for hay and silage. Yields
for hay and silage material (For green silage material, it is
estimated that, depending on variety and spacing, one ton
can be obtained for every 300 lb of seed, or 5-13 tons of hay
per morgen). Utilization of soybeans. Acknowledgement.
Photos show: (1) Soybean seedlings with broken
“necks” when the soil in the rows has been compacted, and
also as a result of wide spacing. (2) Nodules formed on
soybean roots. (3) Soybeans being harvested with a combine.
(4) A man standing in a field of a hay type of soybean at
Potchefstroom; it grew to a height of 4 feet. Address: College
of Agriculture and Experiment Station, Potchefstroom.
3068. Thorpe, H.C. 1953. Annual report of the senior plant
breeder, 1951. Kenya Department of Agriculture, Annual
Report (Nairobi). For the year 1951. Vol. 2–Record of
Investigations. See p. 32, 46, 59.
• Summary: A section titled “Soya Beans” states: “The aim
of the soya bean work has been the testing both of local
and introduced varieties chiefly for suitability to European
mechanized farming methods. This necessitates even
ripening, non-shattering, and the production of pods high up
on the plant to enable the crop to be combine harvested.
“None of the varieties tested has been found successful
and, in the absence of any hybridization which cannot
be carried out at the moment, the work has now been
discontinued. It is possible that some of the varieties may
be useful as hay or fodder crops and this aspect is being
followed up.” Address: Senior Plant Breeder, Nairobi,
Colony and Protectorate of Kenya.
3069. Matrone, Gennard; Weldon, V.B.; Smart, W.W.G.,
Jr.; Sherwood, F.W.; Smith, F.H.; Wise, G.H. 1954. Effects
of phosphate fertilization and dietary mineral supplements
in the nutritive value of soybean forage. J. of Nutrition
52(1):125-36. Jan. [7 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: 1. Data from two crops (1948 and
1950) showed that phosphate fertilization doubled the yield
of soybean forage and produced a plant (+ P) having a higher
concentration of calcium and phosphorus but a lower leaf
percentage, by weight, than the plants grown on soil not
fertilized with phosphate (- P).
“2. A rabbit assay is described which was successfully
employed in the study of the relative nutritive value of
these crops. Rabbits fed diets containing the–P forage made
smaller gains and had a lower level of inorganic phosphorus
in the blood serum, and bones of greater fragility, than did
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those fed the diets containing the + P forage...” Address:
Dep. of Animal Industry, North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station,
Raleigh, and U.S. Plant, Soil and Nutrition Lab., Ithaca, New
York.
3070. Blanchard, Marcel. 1954. L’intérêt du soja en élevage
en Algérie [The importance of soybeans for raising livestock
in Algeria]. Revue Horticole de L’Algerie 57(4):134-39. May.
[5 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Discusses the use of the soybean for green
forage, silage, hay, seed, and soymilk in raising livestock in
Algeria. Soymilk is especially important for rearing calves.
Address: Ingenieur Agronome, Chef de Travaux au Service
de l’Experimentation Agricole en Algerie, Maison-Carrée.
3071. Matrone, Gennard; Smith, F.H.; Weldon, V.B.;
Woodhouse, W.W., Jr.; Peterson, W.J.; Beeson, Kenneth C.
1954. Effects of phosphate fertilization on the nutritive value
of soybean forage for sheep and rabbits. USDA Technical
Bulletin No. 1086. 95 p. May. [59 ref]
• Summary: “An investigation concerned with the effect
of phosphate fertilization on the nutritive value of soybean
forage was carried on over a period of 5 years (1945-49).
At extremely low levels of soil phosphorus, phosphate
fertilization brought about numerous changes in the chemical
composition of the soybean plant, with noticeable increases
in the phosphorus, calcium, and protein concentration.
Phosphate fertilization increased the yield of soybean hay by
twofold or threefold. Phosphate fertilization increased the
nutritive value of soybean hay as indicated by the growth
of lambs and the growth and bone formation in rabbits fed
phosphate-treated soybean hay.
“The cause of the increased growth in sheep fed the
phosphate-treated soybean hay appears to be the extra
phosphorus in the phosphate-fertilized hay. In the 1947
crops, the protein and phosphorus factors were eliminated in
the case of the rabbits, but differences in the nutritive value
in favor of the forage grown on the phosphate-fertilized plots
remained unexplained. No evidence was obtained that either
the availability of the phosphorus or the quality of the protein
of the soybean hays for either rabbits or lambs was altered
by phosphate fertilization. Methods were illustrated and
developed for an integrated attack on fertilization problems
from the soil to the animals.” Address: North Carolina Agric.
Exp. Station.
3072. Klosterman, E.W.; Bentley, O.G.; Moxon, A.L.;
Kunkle, L.E. 1954. Relationships between quality of hay,
molasses and amount of soybean oil meal fed to fattening
calves. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, Animal
Science Mimeograph Series No. 87. p. 4-7. *
3073. Strizic, Marcel; Vincek, Cvijeta. 1954. Soja. Njeno
znacenje u ishra ni stoke [Soybeans: Its importance

in feeding livestock]. Stocarstvo (Cattle Breeding)
8(11/12):559-75. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3074. Thorpe, Jocelyn Field; Whiteley, M.A. 1954. Soya
bean. In: J.F. Thorpe and M.A. Whiteley. 1937-1956.
Thorpe’s Dictionary of Applied Chemistry. 12 vols. 4th ed.
London, New York, Toronto: Longmans, Green & Co. See
vol. XI, p. 46-48. 23 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soya Bean” has the
following contents: Introduction. Composition of soya beans.
Soya-bean products: Oil, cake and meal, flour, milk, soy
sauce (“known in Japan as ‘Shoyu’ and in the west under
such names as ‘Worcester Sauce,’...”), miso, tofu, immature
soya beans, roasted soya beans (eaten like peanuts), coffee
substitute, chocolate substitute. Agricultural uses (green
fodder, hay, silage, bean pods and straw). Sir Jocelyn Field
Thorpe lived 1872-1940.
3075. Oyenuga, V. Adenuga. 1955. Nigeria’s foods and
feeding-stuffs: Their chemistry and nutritive value. Univ.
of Ibadan, Faculty of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin No. 1.
53 p. March. 2nd ed. 1959 (65 p.). 3rd ed. 1968 (vi + 99 p.).
[64* ref]
• Summary: The Introduction begins: “There are more
than eight million head of cattle and approximately the
same number of sheep and goats in Nigeria.” There is also
a large and rapidly increasing number of pigs, donkeys,
asses, horses and camels, and a large number of fowl, ducks,
turkeys, guinea-fowl and other domestic birds.
A table (p. 12-13) gives the average chemical
composition (per cent. of dry matter) of various feeding
stuffs used in Nigeria, including the scientific name of the
feed, the calculated digestible nutrients, and various values
calculated from the digestible nutrients (per 100 lb. of dry
food). For example: Soya bean: Glycine max, Merr. (see
Errata), 93.23% dry matter, 44.08% crude protein, 40.81%
true protein, 19.10% ether extract [oil], 5.71% crude fibre,
26.05% nitrogen free extract, 5.06% total ash, and 4.40%
silica free ash. 39.23% digestible crude protein, 36.32%
digestible true protein, 16.81% digestible (oil) ether extract,
4.17% digestible fibre, 17.45% digestible nitrogen free
extract. Nutritive ratio 1.54. ‘V’ correction factor 98, protein
equivalent 35.22, starch equivalent 90.46, total digestible
nutrient 91.99.
The section (p. 44-46) titled “Glycine max Merr. (The
soyabean)” states: “Soyabean has not been successfully
in Nigeria or in any other part of West Africa, where its
cultivation in native agriculture seems totally unknown.”
Footnote: “Within the past few years, however, soyabean
has become fairly well established in Nigeria. Just under
9,000 tons of soyabeans were exported in 1953-54 (Nigeria
Trade Journal, Vol. 3, No. 1. 1955).”
“Climatically West Africa would appear a suitable area
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for soyabean production and the importance of the crop in
commerce as well as its high nutritive value seem sufficiently
great to justify the amount of labour and money that may
be necessary in any determined attempt for its successful
establishment. China (particularly Manchuria), Korea, Japan
and the United States are the world’s leading producing
countries. The crop is also grown in the Philippines, Siam
[Thailand], and the East Indian islands [probably today’s
Indonesia].”
Discusses the use of soyabeans for food, feed, and as a
forage crop (including soilage and hay crop), its chemical
composition (see table 8, p. 45), and the biological value of
the protein of soyabean oil meal. Conclusion: “Soyabean
and soyabean oil meal.” Address: B.Sc., Ph.D., A.R.I.C.
[Associate of the Royal Inst. of Chemistry?], Lecturer in
Animal Nutrition, University College, Ibadan, Nigeria.
3076. Vennes, L.A. 1955. The Ohio Valley Soybean
Cooperative. Rural Kentuckian 8(11):16-17, 20. Nov.
• Summary: Describes how and why farmers in the
Henderson area established America’s first soybean
processing and marketing cooperative. The cooperative
crushing plant has been a success. Henderson is located in
the fertile Ohio Valley, 150 miles southwest of Louisville,
Kentucky, where the production of corn and livestock
have been major farm enterprises for more than a century.
Soybeans, a relative newcomer by those standards, have
done much to improve the economy of the area. Local
farmers now market more than $2 million worth of soybeans
a year.
Much of the bottomland around Henderson is covered
by overflow waters from the Ohio River each winter and
early spring. This the soil is rich and well adapted to growing
cash crops. Prior to 1938 most of the soybeans grown in
the area were sold as seed to farmers growing soybean hay.
But starting in 1938 soybeans began to be produced in large
enough quantities to be considered a cash grain crop.
“Farmers then raised this question: ‘Would it be
profitable and possible to establish a soybean crushing
plant within this general area?’ To answer this question
the Extension Service of the University of Kentucky was
consulted and a detailed survey of the situation was made.”
It was concluded that such a mill would be possible and
profitable. And it could supply high-protein feeds very
economically to livestock farmers in the area. A program
of acquainting local farmers with the facts of the situation
was started. “Money was raised by stock subscription from
farmers on the basis of $1.00 share of stock for each acre of
soybeans grown over a two year period. In addition to the
common stock which was sold only to soybean growers,
$15,000 of the preferred stock was offered to the public.
“And so the first cooperative soybean processing plant
in America was organized late in 1940.
“By the time the necessary remodeling of the storage

elevator had been accomplished, the processing plant built,
and new machinery installed, months had passed and it
was in the summer of 1941 before the plant was ready for
operation. By this time most of the 1940 crop of soybeans
had been marketed, and only enough beans from that crop
were processed to test out the machinery and iron out the
many operating problems that a new organization may
expect to encounter.
“The first year only 19,179 bushels of beans were
processed.”
A table (p. 20) shows the amount of soybean handled
and the value of the products in fiscal year 1941, 1945, and
1954 (each year ending July 31). The number of bushels of
soybeans handled increased from 19,179 in 1941 to 631,248
in 1945, to 700,225 in 1954. The total value of the products
grew from $28,895 in 1941 to $1,399,911 in 1945, to
$2,055,085 in 1954.
Photos show: (1) An aerial view of the Ohio Valley
Soybean Cooperative facilities at Henderson. (2) Receiving
soybeans at the soybean co-op, as a truck dumps its load into
an underground hopper. Address: Marketing Specialist, Univ.
of Kentucky.
3077. Rodale, Jerome Irving. 1955. Organic gardening: How
to grow vegetables, fruits, and flowers using nature’s own
methods. Garden City, New York: Hanover House. 224 p.
See p. 87, 197. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: J.R. Rodale started the organic gardening
and farming movement in America. Soybean hay is
recommended as a high nitrogen fertilizer (p. 87). If
soybeans are grown as a companion crop with corn, they
shade the bases of the corn plants and this protects them
from highly destructive chinch bugs.
Note: The Library of Congress catalogued this book
under the main subject heading “Organiculture.” Other books
by the author include: Organic Gardening. Pay Dirt. The
Healthy Hunzas. The Health Finder. The Word Finder. The
Phrase Finder.
Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2020)
concerning with work of J.I. Rodale with soy. Address:
Rodale, Pennsylvania.
3078. Rodrigo, P.A. 1955. Brief directions for growing
soybeans (Leaflet). Manila: Philippine Dep. of Agriculture
and Natural Resources, Office of Agricultural Information. 2
p. Revised ed. July 21. [Eng]
• Summary: The author concludes: “The soybean crop is
ready to be harvested in 120 to 150 days after planting,
depending upon the variety and the season when grown.
For general purposes, the crop can be harvested when
about 90% matured, especially when there is danger of bad
weather. If intended for seeds, however, the crop should be
thoroughly matured. In the absence of a binder the plants
may be pulled off and tied into small bundles. These bundles
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may be set into stacks and threshed as soon as dry. The
Japanese portable rice thresher is also an efficient soybean
thresher. When there is danger of continuous rain the crop
should be harvested and placed in the shade before it gets
wet. At this stage, the soybean is easily spoiled; the beans
rot with great rapidity. Soybean for seed purposes should be
threshed as soon as practicable and the grains immediately
and thoroughly dried. The seeds which should be completely
air-dried are then stored in sealed containers. The straw
and other by-products of threshing should be spread in the
field for manurial purposes.” Address: Chief, Horticulture
Research Section, Bureau of Plant Industry, Philippines.
3079. Wannamaker, John E. 1955? Soybeans: Quality seeds
in choice strains (Seed catalog, mail order). St. Matthews,
South Carolina. 4 p. 19 x 10 cm.
• Summary: On page 1 is a paragraph on each of the
following: Importance of soybeans, date of planting (May
20 to June 20), lime (to pH of about 6), fertilizer (potash
is very important), planting & cultivating, best variety, our
policy. “Importance of soybeans: Soybeans are gaining in
importance as a soil improving cash crop following fall
grain. The oil is of great importance. Soybeans are a very
valuable fall grazing crop for all livestock, turkeys, etc.”
“Our policy–We offer these choice seeds at reasonable
prices, making the cost of seeding an acre only about the
price received for a bushel of oil mill seed.
“Get dependable seed from the originator and breeder.
The crop and the year’s work depends on the quality of
planting seed–The cheapest seed often turns out to be the
most expensive.”
Page 2 lists varieties with a brief description of each:
“’CNS’–Strain 1–A good general purpose bean. Probably
most widely planted of the ‘CNS’ strains. The U.S.
Department of Agriculture Yearbook states that ‘CNS’ is
used by a number of breeders in their breeding work because
of its freedom from disease and other good qualities such as
high yield, uniformity, and considerable shatter resistance.
“’CNS’-24. Tall, especially good for hay. ‘CNS’-N–
Very prolific new strain. ‘J.E.W.’-5–High yielding oil bean.
Combines easily [easily harvested with a combine]. Suitable
for planting in corn and for this purpose is replacing Biloxi
to a considerable extent on account of its high yield.”
“Roanoke–Good early oil bean. Roanoke and
‘J.E.W.’-45 are high yielding, shatter resistant, easy to
combine. They make an ideal pair for spreading the harvest
time. ‘J.E.W.’–Otootan–Extra high yielding hybrid.”
Note: All these varieties except Roanoke were originated
by us.
Prices: (All varieties except ‘J.E.W.’ Otootan which is
$7.50/bu). 1-10 bushels for $4.00 per bu. 10-20 bu = $3.90.
20-50 = $3.80/bu.
On the back: “A Chinese writer 4000 years ago giving
descriptions for growing soybeans stated, ‘Plant the shu (or

bean) to moisture.’ This is still good advice.” Address: St.
Matthews, South Carolina.
3080. Gandhi, R.T. 1956. The new soybeans for your farm.
Indian Farming 5(10):7-8. Jan. Series 2.
• Summary: The new varieties Monetta, Clemson, and
Palmetta are of American origin. Green fodder is usually
available from these varieties in 45-50 days, and seed in
65-70 days after planting. A crop of these varieties planted
in August matures by mid-October, leaving time to prepare
land for the planting of rabi crops. The local yellow soybean
varieties take from 145-160 days to mature. The seeds of the
new varieties are straw yellow in color and larger in size than
those of the local variety (3,450 seeds/lb vs. 9,550 seeds/lb).
Address: Indian Agricultural Research Inst., New Delhi.
3081. Jensen, E.H.; Lambert, J.W.; Caldwell, A.C.;
Kernkamp, M.F. 1956. Soybeans for Minnesota. Minnesota
Agricultural College, Extension Bulletin No. 134. 20 p. Jan.
Revised. Earlier versions: 1934, March 1947.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Growing, harvesting,
storage: Choosing the variety, seedbed preparation,
fertilization, inoculation with nitrogen bacteria, seed
treatment, planting (time, row spacing, rates, depth),
weed control, harvesting, storage. Soybeans and the soil:
Adaptation, effect on the soil (chemical, physical), cropping
sequences. Special uses: Emergency hay crop, silage, grain
for feed. Diseases of soybeans: Summary.
This Extension Bulletin begins: “Soybeans were a minor
Minnesota crop only 15 years ago. Today they rank among
the state’s top cash grain crops. Where production totaled
only about 800,000 bushels in 1940, more than 45 million
bushels were produced in 1955. The same period saw a shift
in emphasis in soybean production. Three-quarters of the
1940 acreage was grown for hay. All but an insignificant part
of 1955’s two-and-a-quarter million acres was grown for
seed and grain.
“There were many factors contributing to this rapid
expansion of soybean production in Minnesota. Some of
them were:
“1. Wartime and postwar needs for domestic oils.
“2. Greatly expanded uses of soybean oil meal in
livestock and poultry feeds.
“3. Availability of new and improved varieties.
“4. Realization that soybeans can be produced rather
easily without costly additions to existing farm equipment.
“5. Realization that soybeans can help smooth out the
labor peaks during the production season.
“6. The fact that soybeans can provide a cash crop which
is often more profitable than barley, oats, or flax.
“Almost all of the soybean crop, other than seed held
back for planting, finds its way into the processing [crushing]
plants.
“Oil and meal are the two principal soybean products.
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Oil makes up a sixth or more of the bean and usually
brings two to three times as much per pound as the meal.
Soybeans of a high oil percentage are, accordingly, preferred
by processors. Oil percentages will vary not only with the
variety, but also with the location and year in which the
soybeans are grown.
“Much of the oil produced goes into human foods
such as shortenings, margarines, and salad oils. There are
important industrial uses for soybean oil, however, in paints,
soaps, linoleum, synthetic resins, and similar products.
“A very high proportion of the soybean meal produced
is used for animal feeds. It is of special value because of
its high percentage of digestible protein. Relatively small
amounts of the meal are used in human food or in such
industrial products as plastics, glue, and emulsifiers.”
Address: Minnesota.

result in improved stands. “The best time to treat seed is
when it is being bagged from the cleaner.”
Cultivation should be only deep enough and often
enough to control weeds. Fields which are free of weeds
will look better, be easier to harvest, and will produce higher
yields of better-quality soybeans.
It is very important to adjust your combine to obtain
high yields. Moisture content of the beans should be 13½
per cent or less for efficient combining and storage. A rotary
cleaner and a straw shredder should be on all combines
harvesting soybeans. The shredder distributes the soybean
straw evenly over the soil so that it can be readily worked
into the soil.
A small portrait photo shows Dr. Edgar Hartwig.
Address: PhD, Delta Branch Experiment Station, Stoneville,
Mississippi.

3082. Baldwin, W.O. 1956. Agricultural change: The rise
in soybean output. Current Economic Comment (Urbana,
Illinois) 18(1):53-61. Feb. Summarized in Soybean Digest,
June 1956, p. 28-29. [12 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Early history. Acreage
increases. Return per acre. Decline of competing crops.
Other advantages. Conclusion. Address: Asst. in Geography,
Univ. of Illinois.

3084. Committee on Feed Composition of the Agricultural
Board. 1956. Composition of concentrate by-product feeding
stuffs. National Academy of Sciences, National Research
Council, Publication No. 449. 126 p.
• Summary: Introduction: explanations and conversions.
Feed information summaries: A. Grasses. B. Legumes.
C. Miscellaneous fodder plants. D. Fruits and vegetables. E.
Root crops. F. Cereals. G. Oil-bearing seeds and oilcakes. H.
Feeds of animal origin. I. Miscellaneous feedstuffs.
Appendix: Table 1. Amino-acid content of feedstuffs.
Table 2. Metabolizable energy in feedstuffs for poultry.
Glossary.
References.
Index of botanical names.
General index. Address: Washington 25, DC.

3083. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1956. Latest soybean production
data for Delta outlined: profitable and dependable crop
if only handled right. Delta Farm Press (Clarksdale,
Mississippi). April 19. p. 11.
• Summary: “Soybeans can be a profitable and dependable
crop in the Delta. However to be profitable and dependable,
soybeans must be treated as a crop from which returns
[profits] are expected.
“Most production practices which have proved best
for soybeans are compatible with good cotton production
practices.
“For 1956 plantings, the new Lee variety should receive
primary consideration. Adequate seed stocks are available
at reasonable prices. Lee has been tested in the Delta area
since 1950 and has consistently produced high yields of high
quality seed.”
In 1955, Lee yielded 5 bushels per acre more than
Ogden, and it held its seed better with less shattering for 6-8
weeks after maturity. Lee has a yellow seed coat. Dorman,
which is suggested as a companion variety to Lee, will
mature on about Sept. 20, or about 3½ weeks earlier than
Lee.
Roanoke matures in late October, later than Ogden.
Jackson is another new variety which will usually produce
seed yields comparable to Lee.
Planting time: For best results, soybeans should be
planted after May 1.
Seed treatment with Arasan or Spergon will usually

3085. INEAC. 1956. [Soyabeans]. Institut National pour
l’Etude Agronomique du Congo Belge, Rapport Annuel
(Bruxelles) 567 p. For the year (l’exercice) 1955. See p. 11314, 400, 414, 444-45, 514-15, 525. [Fre]
• Summary: All these soybean trials were conducted in
the Belgian Congo (today’s Zaire). In Part 3, the Research
Center at Yangambi, under 4. Division of Food Plants (p.
113-15) the early soybean varieties Otootan, Palmetto, and
SH162 yielded over 1,200 kg/ha of soybeans, but the more
productive, late-maturing variety trials were complicated by
soil fertility variations.
In Part 6, the Northern Sector, under 1. Experiment
Station at Gandjika (p. 400) SHE81, Otootan, and SHE35
yielded about 800 kg/ha, while under 2. Experiment Station
at Kiyaka (p. 414) 8 Java 3334 and K92/6/2/2/3 outyielded
Otootan 70.
In Part 8, the Katanga Sector, under 1. Experiment
Station at Keyberg (p. 444-45) soybean varieties 34 S 51 and
SH 031 had yields of 1,073 and 1,071 kg/ha respectively.
In Part 10, the Ituri Sector, under 2. Experiment Station
of Mt. Hawa (p. 514-15), yields of 1,046 to 1,167 kg/ha were
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obtained at two seasons for several varieties, while yields
of up to 9,300 kg/ha of green forage were collected in other
trials from Haberlandt, Mammoth, etc.
In Part 11, the Ruanda-Urundi [Rwanda-Burundi]
Sector, under Part 1, the Agronomic Research Station at
Rubona (p. 525-26), soybean yields of over 2,000 kg/ha were
recorded in the first season (trial 1) for 7 varieties, while
in trial 2 the varieties Dixie, Easy Cook, Nanda, Palmetto,
Imperial, Yogun [Jogun] and Chosen Yoshin [Chosen =
Korea] gave yields of 1,854 to 1,431 kg/ha. In the second
season, yields ranged from 1,976 kg/ha to 1,104 kg.
Also discusses: Peanuts (Arachides), bambarra
groundnuts (Voandzou; Voandzeia subterranea), rice, maize,
and Job’s tears (coix) in this annual report.
3086. National Agricultural Library. comp. 1956--. Feed
composition data bank (Computerized statistical database).
Beltsville, Maryland.
• Summary: This database was initially developed at Utah
State University, International Feedstuffs Institute. Supported
by USDA Agricultural Research Service. Conceived in 1952,
it contains statistical information on the composition of
feeds, plants, and some foods used as feeds. Current data is
emphasized. Address: NAL, Beltsville, Maryland.
3087. Soybean Digest. 1957. May quarantine soybean
nematode. Feb. p. 22.
• Summary: “A public hearing on a U.S. Department of
Agriculture proposal to quarantine the states of Missouri,
North Carolina and Tennessee for the soybean cyst nematode
or ‘yellow dwarf’ disease was held by USDA in Washington
[DC] Jan. 31.
“The Department announced the hearing on Jan. 14 and
interested people were given a chance to appear and express
their views on the proposal.
“The quarantine, if established will restrict or prohibit
the movement of: soil, nursery stock, bulbs and tubers,
soybeans and soybean hay, farm implements, construction
and maintenance equipment, used boxes, bags and other
containers, trucks, wagons, railway cars and boats and other
articles that might spread the soybean cyst nematode from
the infected areas.
“The soybean cyst nematode is taken seriously as a
threat to the soybean crop, since it is capable of causing
complete destruction to the crop in an area.
“The disease caused by the nematode was first called
‘yellow dwarf’ disease in Japan, Korea, and Manchuria,
where it has its only known habitat outside of the United
States.
“In this country, the pest has been found in Pemiscot
County, Missouri, New Hanover and Pender Counties, North
Carolina, and Lake County, Tennessee.
“Seen as Serious Missouri Threat: The soybean
cyst nematode, discovered in southeast Missouri late in

1956, may prove to be a most serious threat to soybean
production, say University of Missouri extension and survey
entomologists Stirling Kyd and George Thomas.
“Undiscovered in this country until 1954 when it was
found in North Carolina, the soybean nematode was noticed
late last year in Lake County, Tennessee, just across the
Mississippi River from Pemiscot County. Missouri surveys
were started immediately and the nematode was easily found
in the southeast part of the state.
“Surveys are continuing and it looks as though the
infestation may be fairly general throughout southeastern
Missouri, the two entomologists say. The State Department
of Agriculture and the United States Department of
Agriculture are conducting the surveys in southeast Missouri.
The soybean cyst nematode has been a pest in the beanproducing areas of Japan, Korea, and Manchuria for 40 years
or more. It’s one of the numerous, tiny, almost transparent
eelworms that infest soil, plants, and animals all over the
world.
“Soybeans are the principal host plant and most
attention has been given to the nematode’s attack on that
legume. However, North Carolina studies show the nematode
willingly attacks annual lespedeza also.
“Consequently, the soybean cyst nematode must also be
considered a potential serious threat to Missouri’s 10 million
acres of lespedeza. Common vetch and garden beans also
succumb to the nematode’s attack.
“Since the nematode is unable to move under its own
power, infestations occur via moving soil. Farm machinery
is probably the most common means of spread–custom
machinery can spread the nematode over wide areas. The
nematode can also be spread by normal surface drainage,
blowing soil, flood, man and animals carrying infested soil
on their feet, cars driving through fields, and through any
other soil movement.
“To counter this dark picture, Kyd and Thomas point out
that the nematode discovery doesn’t mean it’s new. They say
the nematode has probably been active in Missouri for 15 to
25 years.
“As for methods of holding the pest in check, chemical
control is completely out of the question at the present time.
Costs are prohibitive from a crop protection standpoint and
treatment isn’t effective enough to be used in an attempt to
do away with the nematode.
“For the 1957 growing season, Kyd and Thomas suggest
that bean producers in southeastern Missouri plant soybeans
on land that hasn’t been used for beans, lespedeza, or vetch
during the past 3 or 4 years. Although there hasn’t been time
to complete research, they believe that a 3 or 4-year rotation
may significantly reduce the nematodes’ ability to damage a
soybean crop.
“And, the two entomologists point out that, under
no conditions, should soil samples be taken from fields
suspected to be infested with the nematode. Any such
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samples taken would only make the situation worse by
having a flood of potentially infested samples being sent over
the state.”
3088. Keim, Myron M. 1958. Fertilize soybeans for
maximum profits. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 14-16.
• Summary: Editor’s summary: “Dr. Keim says every
producer should aim at 40 or more bushels per acre. Building
up the soil’s fertility level is a necessary step toward that
goal.”
“During the past 20 years, average soybean yields in
the United States have increased from 14 bushels per acre
in 1936 to 21.8 bushels per acre in 1956, or more than 50%.
Progress of this magnitude reflects the use of fertilizer which
has more than tripled during this same period. The increasing
importance of the soybean crop demands that we recognize
the fertility requirements of soybeans if maximum yields are
to be obtained.
“Soybeans are less responsive to direct fertilizer
treatments than are other farm crops such as corn, wheat, and
cotton. Thus, the impression has been created that it doesn’t
pay to fertilize soybeans. This is far from the truth, except on
highly fertile soils or where preceding crops in the rotation
have been liberally fertilized.
“A great number of soils are lacking in fertility and
are producing low or only moderate yields of beans. It is
under these conditions where fertilizers can be used most
advantageously to insure high yields and increase profits
from this important crop.
“Plant Food Requirements: A 40-bushel yield of
soybeans contains, in the grain alone, 150 pounds of
nitrogen, 35 pounds of phosphorus (P205), and 55 pounds
of potash (K20). Thus, a soybean yield of this size removes
as much phosphorus and more than twice as much potash
as 100 bushels of corn. Two tons of soybean hay contain
90 pounds of nitrogen, 20 pounds of phosphate, and 50
pounds of potash. When grown on soils that will not supply
plant nutrients as needed, soybean yields will be decreased
accordingly.
“Balanced nutrition is essential for maximum soybean
yields. On acid soils deficient in phosphorus and potash,
a mixed fertilizer containing both phosphorus and potash
produces much higher yields than either one applied alone.
Progressive farmers striving for top yields have used mixed
fertilizers advantageously.
“It is interesting to note from a recent Purdue
publication that 793,402 acres of soybeans were fertilized
in Indiana in 1954. This represented 41% of the acreage
harvested. Of the acreage fertilized, soybeans received an
average of 163 pounds of fertilizer containing 24 pounds of
P205 and 26 pounds of K20 per acre.
“Soil Tests: Every soybean grower should have his
soil tested and plan his fertility program accordingly.
There is little reason to guess about the lime and fertilizer

requirements of the soybean crop. Soil tests can be the best
investment a farmer can make.
“Lime the soil as indicated by soil tests. Although
soybeans do not require as much lime as alfalfa, sufficient
limestone should be applied to satisfy the requirements
of all crops in the rotation. This will normally be a pH of
about 6.5 on most soils, but on dark poorly drained soils, it
may be advisable to stay below pH 6.3 to avoid manganese
deficiency. Liming with dolomitic limestone is a satisfactory
way of supplying needed magnesium.
“Liming: Liming is especially important for soybean
production. Some of the benefits attributed to adequate
lime are: Increases the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by
bacteria in the nodules on the roots of soybean plants.
“Supplies essential plant foods–calcium and magnesium.
“Increases the availability of fertilizer and soil
phosphate.
“Reduces Manganese toxicity. Benefits other crops in
the rotation.
“Inoculation is always good insurance in growing
soybeans. Being a legume, this crop contains nodules on
its roots in which bacteria are able to take nitrogen from
the atmosphere and change it into forms which the soybean
plants can use. However, these miniature nitrogen factories,
so important for high soybean yields, are made ineffective on
strongly acid soils.
“Phosphorus and Potash: Phosphorus fertilizer, on lowphosphorus soils, gives young soybean plants a faster start.
This helps overcome the weed problem by making possible
quicker cultivation. Rapid early growth and the hastening of
maturity are especially important where soybeans are planted
late as the second crop after small grain harvest.
“Phosphorus starvation is normally indicated by stunted
and slender growth. Adequate phosphorus helps overcome
deficiency by producing full growth and top yields.
“A sufficient supply of potash is often one of the most
important keys to high and profitable soybean yields.
A potash deficiency is often indicated by the following
symptoms:
“Brown leaf margins, with perhaps uneven edges later
on in the season.
“Slow maturity and delayed defoliation.
“Soybean pods fail to fill and mature normally.
“Discolored and shriveled seeds of poor quality.
“Reduced yields.
“Soybean yields are often considerably reduced by a
potash deficiency even before symptoms are noticeable.
Therefore, it is unwise to wait for potash deficiency
symptoms to appear before applying fertilizer.
“It is apparent from the above chart that maximum
net returns were obtained when money was spent for lime,
phosphate, and potash. A soil test will help determine what
combination of these three important essentials are required
for any particular condition.
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“Adequate fertilization of soybeans, as recommended
by the various agricultural experiment stations can mean
producing additional soybeans for considerably less than $1
per bushel. It also provides an opportunity for realizing an
additional $10 to $20 profit per acre. As the yields go up,
cost of production per unit is decreased.
“For Maximum Profits: The goal of every soybean
grower should be to produce 40 bushels or more of good
quality soybeans per acre. Important steps to follow in
achieving this goal are:
“Test soil and apply sufficient limestone to correct
acidity to approximately pH 6.5.
“Build up fertility level of the soil by applying
phosphate and potash as needed, sufficiently for growing 80
to 100 bushels of corn or 40 to 45 bushels of wheat per acre.
“Inoculate seed each year soybeans are planted.
“Choose adapted soybean varieties recommended by
your agricultural experiment station.
“Fertilizer Recommendations: Soybeans have the
ability to produce some yield at low fertility levels and
are sometimes referred to as a ‘poor land crop.’ Because
soybeans often benefit from residual fertilizer and can pick
up plant foods applied previously, they are noted for being
good plant food ‘scavengers.’ Both of these factors, while
advantageous, have misled many farmers into believing that
soybeans do not require, or would not benefit from, direct
fertilization. However, fertilizing soybeans pays handsome
dividends under many conditions.
“Most states suggest fertilizer for the soybean crop
when the soil tests low in phosphorus or potassium. If only
small amounts of fertilizer, ranging from 100 to 200 pounds
per acre, are to be applied, then row fertilization with safe
placement equipment would be preferred.
“When larger applications of fertilizer are required than
can be safely applied near the row, which is perhaps 150 to
200 pounds per acre, then it is advisable to broadcast some
fertilizer ahead of planting.
“Rotational Fertilization: When and how farmers apply
fertilizer for soybeans may depend on the crop rotation,
machinery on hand for safe fertilizer placement, and labor
and capital available. Farmers who have built their soil
to a high fertility level and are fertilizing to strive for 80
to 100 bushels of corn or 40 to 45 bushels of wheat per
acre, etc., may prefer to let their soybeans eat at the second
table. In this case, they are actually fertilizing the soybean
crop by liberal additions to the other crops in the rotation”
(Continued). Address: Head Agronomist, Virginia-Carolina
Chemical Corp.

preferred climate and soils, cultivation (as for maize),
harvesting, and major uses. Concerning the latter: “Beans for
human consumption, green manure, green fodder, hay and
silage. Soya bean meal is valuable stock feed. Soya bean oil
has various industrial uses.”
Page 9 states that soya beans, seeded at the rate of 2030 lb/acre should give yields of 800-900 lb/acre, 4½ months
after planting. Address: Dep. of Agriculture, Kenya.

3089. Savile, A.H.; Wright, W.A. 1958. Notes on Kenya
agriculture. III. Oil seeds, pulses, legumes, and root crops.
East African Agricultural Journal 24(1):1-9. July. See p. 3-4,
9.
• Summary: The section on the soya bean discusses its

3093. Jennings, Ralph D. 1958. Consumption of feed by
livestock, 1909-56: Relation between feed, livestock, and
food at the national level. USDA Agricultural Research
Service, Production Research Report No. 21. 128 p. Nov. [55
ref]

3090. Magee, A.C.; Matrone, G. 1958. Estrogenic activity of
soybean forage. J. of Animal Science 17(3):787-91. Aug. *
• Summary: Biochemistry of green soybean forage harvested
in early bloom stage. Fractions were tested by the mouse
uterine weight technique.
3091. Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, Ministry of
Agriculture, Department of Agricultural Research. 1958.
Seventh annual report of the Deir Alla Research Station.
Amman, Jordan. 73 p. [Eng]
• Summary: The section titled “Fodder and forage crops
1958” (p. 54) states: “Introducing such legumes like
Berseem, Alfalfa, Vetches, Soya Beans, etc. helps to reserve
soil fertility... The trials on forage and fodder crops were
carried out on the following sites: Deir Alla. Wadi Yabis...”
On page 58 we read: “Forty five varieties of grasses and
legumes were sown at Deir Alla on 14.11.77 [i.e. 14 Nov.
1957]. They included some of the varieties which were tried
in the past and proved doubtful. The following varieties
gave best growth while the other varieties which are not
mentioned, either gave poor yields or could not continue
growing: (Appendix 10).
There follows table 37 (p. 58) titled “Deir Alla 1958.”
The names of 20 varieties are listed including “Coja max
[Soja max] (Soya bean),” Medicago sativa (alfalfa / lucerne)
from 9 different countries, etc. For each variety is given the
height (45 cm for soya bean) and the green yields in kg/
square meter (1.2 for soya bean). Note: This is the earliest
document seen (Dec. 2007) that gives a clear date for the
earliest cultivation of soybeans in Jordan, 14 Nov. 1957. But
the sixth annual report strongly implies that soya beans were
planted before Sept. 1957. Address: Deir Alla, Jordan.
3092. Neme, N.A. 1958. Soja perene–Leguminosa para
forragem e conservacao do solo [Perennial soybeans–
Legumes for forage and soil conservation]. O Agronomico
(Campinas, SP, Brazil) 10(9/10):20-23. Sept/Oct.
Summarized in Herb. Abstr. 30(27):122. [Por]
Address: Eng. Agr.
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• Summary: In the section titled “Consumption of Feed in
the United States” soybeans and soybean meal are discussed
on pages 6-11. The subsection on “Commercial byproduct
feeds” (p. 8) notes that “the most important of these feeds is
soybean meal. During the last 3 years it made up more than
60 percent of all oil meals fed; just before World War II, it
accounted for only a third of the total.” In addition, we read
(p. 10). “Formula feeds: Very few statistics on the formulafeed industry are available. The industry had its beginnings
early in this century, but it did not become important until
the 1920’s. By 1939, according to the census, 13 million tons
of prepared feeds were manufactured. During World War
II, there was a tremendous increase in volume. In 1943, an
estimated 29 million tons were produced.”
“Hay, silage, and other harvested roughages: Clover
and timothy formerly were the two most important kinds of
hay. In recent years, tonnage of alfalfa or alfalfa mixtures
has greatly exceeded that of clover and timothy, and it has
accounted for about 40 percent of the tonnage of all hay” (p.
11).
Note: This document does not discuss the rise of
the feedlot in the United States. Address: Agricultural
Economist, ARS.
3094. Tennessee, State Department of Agriculture. 1958.
Agricultural trends in Tennessee, 1866-1958. 3rd ed.
Nashville, Tennessee: Department of Agriculture, State of
Tennessee. 176 p. Nov. Map. 23 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “Soybeans” states (p. 8085): “Tennessee’s soybean acreage increased from 185,000
equivalent solid acres in 1924 to a record 432,000 acres in
1952. Since that year there has been some decline, mainly in
the interplanted acreage. The acreage interplanted with other
crops reached 304,000 acres in 1943, nearly 5 times the 1929
total of 62,000 acres. An almost uninterrupted decline after
1943 carried the acreage down to 36,000 in 1957. Acreage
planted alone was at a peak of 276,000 acres in 1943.
This figure was not equalled again until 1951 but has been
exceeded every year since.
“Soybeans are grown throughout the State as a hay crop
but commercial production for beans is largely concentrated
in the northwestern corner of the State. The acreage saved for
beans averaged about 20,000 acres for the ten years ending
in 1941 but the next fourteen years saw a rapid expansion
which pushed the acreage to a record 250,000 acres in 1955.
Soybeans harvested for beans in 1957 had a farm value of
$8,753,000 and was the State’s fifth crop in value.
“The ten leading counties in 1954 in acreage harvested
for beans were: Dyer, Obion, Lake, Gibson, Tipton,
Lauderdale, Weakley, Shelby, Haywood and Coffee. The ten
counties having the largest acreage of soybeans harvested for
hay in 1954 were: Gibson, Coffee, Tipton, Weakley, Obion,
Shelby, Lawrence, Putnam, Franklin, and Carroll.
Page 80: Tables (1) “Soybeans for beans–Ten leading

counties (based on 1946-55 averages). (2) State data–
Soybeans for beans.
Page 81: A full-page table shows “Soybeans: Acreage
(1924-1957). The four main columns are: Year, Acreage
planted, Acreage harvested, and Acreage used for other
purposes.
Page 82: A full-page table shows “Soybeans for beans:
Acreage, yield, production, and value” (1924-1957). The
columns are: Year, Acreage harvested, Yield per acre, total
production (thousand bushels), Season average price, Total
farm value (thousand dollars), and Average value per acre
(dollars). The early values for total production are:
1924–85,000 bu
1925–60,000 bu
1926–100,000 bu
1927–72,000 bu
1928–128,000 bu
1929–128,000 bu
1930–150,000 bu
1931–195,000 bu
1932–147,000 bu
1933–142,000 bu
1934–129,000 bu
1935–117,000 bu
Page 83: A large table shows “Soybeans: Prices received
by farmers” (1932-33 to 1957-58).” The columns are: Market
year, Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec., Jan., Feb., Mar., Apr., May,
June, July, Aug., Sept., Average.
Page 84: Two half-page tables show: (1) “Soybeans for
beans: Production, disposition, and value” (1939-1957). (2)
“Quarterly soybean stocks on farms, 1942-1957.”
Page 85: A full-page table shows: “Tennessee soybeans:
Acreage harvested for beans, yield and production by
counties” (1955-1956). Note: These counties are divided into
6 districts. Across the bottom is the state total.
Note: Soybeans are also mentioned on pages 13 (usual
planting and harvest times for soybeans as beans; main
plantings May 10 to June 20; Bulk of harvest Oct. 1 to Nov.
15; also soybean hay), p. 14, p. 15-16 (Tennessee’s top 3
crops ranked according to value in 1957 are cotton, tobacco,
and corn; hay is No. 4 and soybeans for beans are No. 5), p.
19, p. 47, p. 71 (Hay), and 77.
There is also a substantial section on peanuts (p. 89-90).
Address: Nashville.
3095. Soybean Digest. 1958. Publications: Most Russian
beans in Soviet Far East. Dec. p. 24.
• Summary: This is a review of the book: Soybeans–A HighGrade Protein, Oil and Forage Crop, by I.A. Minkievich,
Soviet doctor of agricultural science. Translated from the
Russian original by O. Fua.
“By far the greater part of Russian soybean acreage is
found in the Soviet Far East where the soybean is produced
for both grain and forage, according to I.A. Minkievich,
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Russian doctor of agricultural science.
“In this area, according to Dr. Minkievich, a significant
increase in seedings is hardly practicable, since the crop
already takes up large acreages as compared with other
crops. For instance, in the Amur province and in the
Primorsky region many state farms keep two and even three
fields in soybeans, in rotation.
“Efforts to develop soybean cultivation in regions
farther to the North, in the left-bank plains of the Ukranian
Republic, as well as in the Southeast and the central ‘nonblack earth’ strip have up to now been unsuccessful because
of lack of adequate rainfall. Attempts to introduce the
soybean into Western Siberia and in the non-black earth strip
have failed also because of lack of adapted varieties.
“However, some new early maturing varieties have
been developed which should make it possible to introduce
soybean culture into northern districts of the Far East and
certain areas of Siberia with adequate rainfall according to
Minkievich.
“Soviet soybean production can be expanded materially
in the next few years by improving acreage yields on land
where the legume is already grown and by putting large areas
of new territory into the crop, he says.
“’The introduction of soybean culture into vast new
territories will enable us to obtain sufficient crops for grain
and forage, as well as for green manure,’ says Minkievich.
‘This will of course be an important factor in improving the
level of agricultural and livestock raising operations in those
areas.
“’We must recommend that large-scale experimental
seedings of soybeans with corn and millet for forage and
silage be carried out in the districts of the `non-black earth’
strip, in the Baltic Republic [sic], where the day is long
and rainfall heavy, seedings of soybeans with corn in the
districts with sufficient moisture (Northern Caucasus), and
again seedings of soybeans with corn and foxtail millet in
the southern districts of the Altaic region with adequate
moisture, as well as in some other Siberian provinces.”
Note 1. Where is the “Baltic Republic”? Is he referring
to Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.
Note 2. Where is “the Altaic region”? It seems to be a
province in southern Siberia.
3096. Institut National pour l’Étude Agronomique du Congo
Belge. 1958. Soyabeans. Rapport Annuel (Bruxelles) 548 p.
Pour l’exercice 1956. See p. 107-09, 387, 419, 504, 509. [84
ref]*
• Summary: At Yangambi, 16 varieties of soybeans were
sorted into maturity groups, but seasonal differences
complicated relative yield assessments (p. 107-09).
At Kiyaka, 3 varieties of K 92, as well as Otootan 70
and 8 Java 3334, yielded more than 1,000 kg/ha in each of 2
consecutive seasons (p. 387).
At Keyberg, SH 034, Yellow 1151, and SH 031 yielded

more than 10,000 kg/ha of green forage (p. 419).
At Rubona, first-season yields were 1,188 to 1,556 kg/
ha, followed by second-season yields of 721 to 1,118 kg/
ha (p. 504), while the best variety, Palmetto, under peasant
conditions yielded 1,498 kg/ha of dried beans in the first
season (p. 509).
3097. Keleny, G.P. 1958. Report to the Government of
Indonesia on the development of leguminous crops. FAO
Report No. 1094. 48 p. [33 ref]*
• Summary: The author visited Indonesia from Oct. 1956 to
March 1958 to advise the government of that country on a
program of research and demonstration work with legumes.
He visited the islands of Java, Sumatra, and the Lesser
Sumba. His recommendations concerned mainly soybeans
and groundnuts, but they also included legumes for fodder
and green manure. Discusses the climate of Java and the
cultivation of soybeans, groundnuts and legumes for green
manure and fodder in Indonesia, as well as trials to test many
introduced varieties of soybeans and groundnuts, many of
which yielded more than the local varieties.
3098. Miller, Donald F. 1958. Composition of cereal grains
and forages. National Academy of Sciences, National
Research Council, Publication No. 585. 661 p. Prepared
under the auspices of the Committee on Feed Composition of
the Agricultural Board. [867* ref]
• Summary: Members of Committee on Feed Composition.
Acknowledgment. Preface. Guide for Use of Tables.
Designated Regions of Origin. States Within Regions of
Origin. Tables on Composition: Proximate Composition,
Mineral Composition, Vitamin Composition, Amino Acid
Composition, Energy and Carbohydrate Composition.
Genus-Species Nomenclature and Classification: Applicable
to Domestic Cereal Grains and Forages. Plant Nomenclature
by Common Name. Plant Nomenclature by Scientific Name.
Published Data. Literature Sources. Unpublished Data.
Address: Washington 25, DC.
3099. Minkievich, Ivan A. 1958. Soybeans: A highgrade protein, oil and forage crop. Translated by O. Fua.
Summarized as “Most Russian Beans in Soviet Far East” in
Soybean Digest, Dec. 1958, p. 24. *
• Summary: The greater part of Russian soybean acreage is
found in the Soviet Far East where the soybean is produced
for both grain and forage. In this area, according to Dr. I.A.
Minkievich, a significant increase in seedings is hardly
practicable, since the crop already takes up large acreages as
compared with other crops. In the Amur province and in the
Primorsky region, for instance, many state farms keep two
and even three fields in soybeans, in rotation. Dr. Minkievich
says Soviet soybean production can be expanded materially
in the next few years by improving acreage yields on land
where the legume is already grown and by putting large areas
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of new territory into the crop.
Note: It is not clear whether this is a book, an article, or
a report. Address: Soviet doctor of Agricultural Science.
3100. Johnson, Herbert W.; Cartter, J.L.; Hartwig, E.E. 1959.
Growing soybeans. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 2129. 12
p. Feb. Summarized in Soybean Digest, May 1959, p. 32.
Supersedes Farmers’ Bulletin 2024 and Farmers’ Bulletin
1520. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Uses. Soils: Rotations, seedbed,
fertilizers, lime. Varieties. Seed treatment. Inoculation.
Planting: When to plant, how to plant. Weed control:
Cultivation, chemicals. Irrigation. Harvesting: When to
harvest, adjusting the combine, yields. Storage. Soybeans for
hay: Feed value, forage varieties, time to cut, curing. Insects
and diseases.
“Seed treatment: Chemical seed treatments protect
the seed from soil-borne diseases. They generally result
in improved stands, especially if low-germinating seeds
are used. Seed treatment is not a substitute for good seed.
It does not increase yields in proportion to the increase
in stand. Seed can be treated any time before planting–
even in the preceding fall at harvest. Chemical treatment
reduces effectiveness of inoculation, but treated seed can be
inoculated successfully. It does not reduce effectiveness of
nitrogen-fixing bacteria already in the soil.” Address: Crops
Research Div., ARS.
3101. Rattray, A.G.H. 1959. The soya bean in Rhodesia.
In: Legumes in Rhodesian Agriculture: Proceedings of
the Fourth Conference of Specialist Officers. Ministry of
Agriculture, Salisbury. 131 p. See p. 34-43. Held 9-11 June
1959 at the University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.
[3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botanical classification.
Climatic conditions. Soil requirements. Position in the
rotation and effect on the soil. Preparation of seed bed. Time
of planting. Depth of planting. Spacing and rate of seeding.
Manuring and fertilizing. Cultivation. Harvesting. Yields.
Diseases. Insect pests. Varieties. Chemical analyses. Use of
soya beans. Production of soya beans. Prices and marketing.
The future of soya beans in Rhodesia. Summary. Discussion.
“In spite of its great potential value, and the fact that for
fully twenty years it has been grown successfully on research
stations and been found well suited to Rhodesian conditions,
the soya bean is today planted on few farms in this country.
This neglect seems surprising when one considers the lack
of, and the search for, additional cash crops to maize which
can be cultivated on the more fertile soils in the higher
rainfall areas. It seems, and is, inexplicable when one
considers that many of the other leguminous crops, planted
on an extensive scale both for green manure and fodder
purposes, are today proving increasingly difficult to cultivate
successfully, and farmers cry out for suitable substitutes. If

this paper, intended as a summary of soya bean cultivation
experience on the Salisbury Experiment Station over the
last twenty years, helps in any way to popularize the crop
and indicate how it can be grown more widely, it will have
served some purpose.” Note 1. 1 bag of soybeans weighs
200 lb. Total soybean acreage increased from 1,902 acres
in 1954-55 to 4,658 acres in 1956-57. Note 2. This paper
was presented at the Fourth Conference of the Department
of Research and Specialist Services. Address: Salisbury,
Rhodesia.
3102. Chemurgic Digest. 1959. Soybran flakes... Versatile
product of a miracle crop. July. p. 4-5.
• Summary: This product, made from soybean hulls by
a special process, is used primarily in feeds for ruminant
animals such as cattle and sheep. It has a low bulk density
and high digestibility. The hulls are cooked under controlled
conditions then flaked at high pressure. “This process
completely changes the structure of the hull’s three layers–
the outer palisade cells, the middle ‘hourglass’ cells, and
the inner aleurone cells... The processed Soybran Flake is
flat and thin, with a fractured surface and a soft, translucent
appearance.” A patent on the process is expected to be issued
shortly.
Four main uses have been developed for the product:
1. In complete dairy, beef, and sheep feeds, flakes can be
added in amounts of 10-25% to add bulk to the ration. 2. As
a roughage extender, flakes can be mixed with wheat bran,
molasses, etc. 3. As a molasses carrier. 4. In grass silage,
flakes are useful as an additive to absorb liquids and prevent
run-off.
3103. Braun, Dick. 1959. Cook your own soybeans and feed
‘em? Farm Journal (Eastern Ed.) 83(8):67. Aug.
• Summary: “Fat is added to broiler rations to get higher
gains and efficiency. Soybeans have about 12 pounds oil per
bushel, which is extracted when processors make soybean
meal. ‘Why take it out and then put it back in broiler
rations?’” Cooking your own whole soybeans for about 45
minutes at 217º can save you 20% over buying a protein
supplement.
3104. Sapin, P. 1959. Le soja dans le monde [The soybean in
various countries of the world]. Bulletin Agricole du Congo
Belge et du Ruanda-Urundi 50(4):897-948. Aug. [39 ref. Fre;
dut]
• Summary: This article focuses on soya at Yangambi in
the Belgian Congo. Content: Introduction. 1. Historical and
worldwide distribution. 2. Climatic adaptation: Comparison
of the climates in Harbin (central Manchuria) and Yangambi
(near the equator), photoperiodic and thermal characteristics
of soybeans, comparative study of the behavior of soya at
Yangambi and its main zones of cultivation, eco-climatic
chart of soya, classification of soybeans (des sojas) into
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fundamental climatic types and directives for the realization
of their introduction to Yangambi.
3. Selection: Classification of the soybean varieties,
genetics, and selection. 4. The cultivation of soya.
5. Characteristics of forage and utilization: Green
manure (engrais vert), pasture, green forage, silage, hay,
grain. 6. Characteristics of the seed and its utilization:
Composition of the seed, Oriental preparations based on soya
(soy sprouts, soymilk, tofu, natto, Hamanatto, yuba, miso,
soy sauce or shoyu), soy oil and by-products, soybean cake,
use of soya in the West.
7. A glance at soybean production. 8. The situation in the
Belgian Congo.
The author identified a number of soybean varieties
adapted to different ecological zones in the tropics, which
helped soybeans spread to tropical countries, especially in
Africa. Tables: (1) Utilization of soybeans (full page, p.
922). (2) Alphabetical list of the soybean varieties introduced
into Yangambi (p. 944-48). The table has two columns. (a)
The names of the varieties listed alphabetically in French.
(b) The country or U.S. state of origin, including Algeria,
Australia, Borneo (divided among Indonesia {73%} to
the south, Malaysia, and Brunei) Brazil, China (northern),
Congo Republic (incl. Nioka), Cuba, Cyprus (Chypre in
French), Dahomey, France, Iraq, Jamaica, Japan, Lithuania,
Mauritius, Morocco (Rabat), Nigeria, Republic of the
Congo (incl. Brazzaville), Rhodesia, Rwanda (Rubona),
Spain, Tanganyika, Trinidad, USA (incl. Alabama, Arizona,
Arkansas, Maryland). Address: Assistant à la Division des
Plantes Vivrières de l’INÉAC, à Yangambi [Belgian Congo].
3105. Soybean Digest. 1959. Press visits Wayne Research
Farm. Aug. p. 22.
• Summary: “The average grower of soybeans and user
of soybean products can have but a faint conception of
the vast amount of research and development involved
in the conversion of soybeans into finished products. The
group of magazine and newspaper editors, radio and TV
commentators who assembled at Wayne Research Farm
June 30 had an eye-filling day, and a firsthand picture of the
technical operations involved in the conversion of soybeans
into finished feed products for livestock and poultry.
“The feed manufacturing industry now rates among
the top 10 industries in America. How did it get that way?
Research, foresight, investment, publicity, all contributed to
its growth–but the foundation was proper research.
“The Wayne Research Farm, owned by Allied Mills,
Inc., located near Libertyville, Illinois. When visiting the
Wayne Farm, livestock and poultry farmers are impressed
with the fact that here is a ‘working’ farm, not a ‘showplace’
or a ‘demonstration’ farm. Certainly it is neat and well
kept; and the various Wayne feeding programs are always
in evidence. These serve only as comparisons for hundreds
of attempts at improvements, either in terms of production

rate, growth rate, feed conversion, or most important of all,
lower cost production. If a new ‘miracle’ ingredient does not
contribute to lower cost production, it is shelved in favor of
more economical production.
“The story of Wayne research is a description of many
activities, ranging all the way from the inception of a new
feeding or management idea to the marketing of the birds
or animals used in feeding experiments. Most of these
activities take place at the 620-acre Research Farm, under
the leadership of J.E. Hunter, vice president and director of
research. As described by Dr. Hunter, the research conducted
by his staff of nutritionists, chemists, and livestock and
poultry specialists not only involves practical feeding
tests, but delves into the area of the unknown–to such an
extent there is a good foundation for the slogan “Building
Tomorrow’s Feeds Today.”
“The visitor to Wayne Research Farm sees the whole
operation for himself–laboratory testing, feed ingredients,
the actual mixing of feeds, feeding practices, and the ‘true
demonstrators’–hogs, dairy and beef cattle, chickens,
turkeys, dogs, rabbits, mice!
“The soybean has played a major part in Allied Mills’
development. In “1925 the American Milling Co. (which
merged to form Allied Mills in 1929), converted its
equipment to soybean crushing and oil extraction.” Soybeans
became a popular crop in the Midwest, especially in Illinois.
Up to this time only enough soybeans had been produced
annually to supply seed beans for hay crops. It now became
evident that Illinois farmers could easily grow increased
acreages, if a commercial outlet or market could be secured.
Members of the University of Illinois’ agronomy
department, who had been boosting the growing of soybeans,
approached H.G. Atwood, president of the American
Milling Co. In 1929 with some close associates, he agreed
to guarantee a fair price ($1.50 per bushel) to all commercial
growers of soybeans in Illinois and the Cornbelt.
“This company was a pioneer in encouraging
commercial production of the crop, in processing the
beans, in promoting the use of soybean meal in livestock
and poultry rations, and in making soy flour for human
consumption. It now operates a large processing plant at
Taylorville, Illinois. A new soybean solvent extraction plant,
with a capacity of 500 tons of 50% meal daily, is under
construction at Guntersville, Alabama. It should be ready for
operation early in 1960.”
A large photo shows an “experimental growing-finishing
swine unit on Wayne Research Farm, Libertyville, Illinois
Over 2,500 experimental rations for livestock and poultry are
tested.”
3106. Hall, John P.; Paulus, Albert J. 1959. Soybean
production for beans. University of Tennessee, College
of Education, Subject Matter Mimeo No. 29. 176 p. Oct.
(Knoxville; spiral bound). [140 ref]
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• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Acknowledgement.
Introduction. Ode to the soybean. 1. Deciding on the acreage
of soybeans to grow. 2. Selecting the land for soybeans. 3.
Selecting the variety and procuring the seed. 4. Preparing
a suitable seedbed. 5. Inoculating the seed. 6. Planting
the crop. 7. Fertilizing the crop. 8. Controlling weeds. 9.
Controlling insects and diseases. 10. Harvesting the beans.
11. Storing the beans. 12. Marketing the beans.
“Foreword: This Mimeo deals with a crop of
considerable importance in Tennessee. It is grown in every
county from a few farms to as high as 54% of the farms
in Lake County. It is harvested for beans in 85 of the 95
counties. The crop is 5th in source of cash and represents
nearly 4% of the total value of all crops in the State.
“Most of the acreage (89%) is grown alone. Of the 276
thousand Tennessee acres grown in 1958, 58% were grown
for beans, 28% for hay, 12% for silage and grazing and
2% for a green cover crop. While the center of commercial
production is along the western border of our State the
crop is widely adapted and can replace other cash crops in
response to government regulations and price shifts.
“The importance of soybean meal in the feed industry
and its ever expanding use in the human diet provide
considerable assurance for a steady market in the future.
During the last few years the demand for meal has pushed
production ahead of ready uses for the oil. How to bring the
two into better balance is now one of the bigger challenges to
the industry.
“Some of the special advantages of the soybean crop are
its ready market; lends itself to regular tillage, seeding and
harvesting equipment; no limit in acreage; easily substituted
for other summer cash crops and so far, diseases and insects
have been less a problem than with longer established crops.
“The content of this Mimeo was guided by fellow
teachers in the soybean producing areas of our State. The
fact that it is co-authored by one of them should have a
special meaning. The other author needs no introduction to
this group. The content follows a familiar pattern which has
proved its worth many times over in the 28 mimeos which
preceded this one. As always the College of Agriculture has
checked the technical accuracy.
“I am happy to say that our Department is providing a
copy for every teacher in the State, and multiple copies to
those who will be teaching the crop to the boys, young and
adult farmers in their classes. For their sake study this latest
addition to our mimeo family most carefully and then teach
it with the vigor and enthusiasm which you know will bring
results.
“J.W. Carney, State Supervisor, Vocational Agriculture.”
“Acknowledgement: This publication is the 29th in the
Mimeo series. It consists primarily of quotations and tabular
data from agricultural experiment stations and extension
service publications. The users of this Mimeo are indebted
to the many institutions and people who supplied the needed

information.”
Introduction (by Paulus): “Many things have happened
in the soybean world since the publication of Mimeo 9,
‘Increasing the Production of Soybeans for Wartime Needs,’
in February, 1944. That publication of 39 pages seemed
to bring together most of the information on soybean
production which was then available.
“The rapid expansion of the feed industry and the
many new uses for the bean in industry and for human
consumption has almost completely changed the picture
during the last 15 years. This Mimeo attempts to cover these
changes and to provide the sort of information which will
permit the individual producer to fit his own farm operations
into the larger picture.” Address: 1. Teacher of Vocational
Agriculture, Martin, Tennessee; 2. Prof. and Subject Matter
Specialist, Dep. of Agricultural Education.
3107. Boletin de Divulgacion (Bogota, Colombia). 1959. La
soya [Soyabeans]. No. 18-19. p. 14-16. [Spa]*
• Summary: Soybeans appear to have the potential to
become an important crop in the cotton-growing area of
Colombia, especially in the Cauca Valley, where they could
be introduced into the crop rotations. Preliminary results
from varietal trials are summarized. The variety Pelícano
showed good adaptation and yielded 1,529 kg/ha of seed.
Wabash is considered suitable for green manure only and
Otootan for fodder.
3108. Kiss, B. 1959. A szojas silokukorica nagyuzemi
termesztese [Large-scale cultivation of soybean-and-corn
silage]. PhD thesis (Doktori ertekezes). [Hun]*
3109. Kurnik, Erno. 1959. A szojatermesztes es felhasznalas
nehany kerdese. Mezogazdasagunk a belterjesseg utjan [A
few questions about soybean cultivation and utilization.
Our agriculture on the path of intensification]. Budapest:
Mezogazdasagi Konyvkiado. See p. 96-105. [Hun]*
Address: Hungary.
3110. Raheja, P.C. 1960. So many uses has the soybean.
Indian Farming 9(10):18-19. Jan. Series 2.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Green manure. As
fodder. Soybean oil and cake. As human food. Food include
“the green pods,” soybean flour, soy milk, and “soy curd” or
tofu. “Soy curd is prepared out of soy milk by adding milk
curd to it. You can also add acetic acid instead of milk curd.”
Address: Indian Agricultural Research Inst., New Delhi.
3111. Kerr, J.A. 1960. Growing soybeans in Queensland.
Queensland Agricultural Journal 86(3):153-57. March 1.
Summarized in Soybean Digest, Jan. 1962, p. 31.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean plant. Varieties
(Nanda, Yelnando, Clemson non-shatter, and Pelican are
most promising for commercial seed production; Avoyelles,
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Otootan, and Gatan for green manure or fodder). Time of
planting. Planting. Depth of planting. Hay stands. Crop
cultivation. Damage by hares and wallabies. Harvesting.
Yields. Storage of seed. Soybean hay. Green fodder or
ensilage. Crop prospects.
“The Queensland Department of Agriculture and Stock
has been working for 25 years [i.e., since about 1935] on
the selection and testing of soybeans in the South Burnett
district.”
“Soybeans have been produced in commercial quantities
in Queensland for the past 10 years and there are indications
that the acreage planted will expand considerably during the
next few years” (p. 157).
The plant breeding program conducted by the
Department of Primary Industries at Kingaroy resulted in
the adaptation of several progenies and varieties, including
Nanda. Yields of 36 bu/acre have been harvested from
commercial stands in South Burnett, but the average is about
15-18 bu/acre. Yields from irrigated areas will normally
exceed yields from rain-grown crops by up to 50%.
A photo shows soybeans being harvested with an
autoheader.
Note from Paul Smith of Soy Products of Australia Pty.
Ltd. 1995. April 11 (p. 2). “Archie Kerr was a well know
agronomist who was extremely active in the Kingaroy areas.
In the late 1940s and early 1950s the farmers in Kingaroy
were particularly progressive and innovative, pioneering
the growing of navy beans, haricot beans, peanuts and
soybeans–urged on by people like Kerr and my father” [Ron
Smith of SPA]. Address: Plant breeder, Queensland Dep. of
Agriculture, Australia.
3112. Washko, J.B. 1960. Soybean varieties for forage and
grain in Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment
Station, Bulletin No. 666. 9 p. April.
• Summary: “Several soybean varieties were evaluated at
University Park and Landisville over the 6-year period,
1951-56, for both forage and grain production.” At
University Park, in the early maturity group, the top 4 seed
yields were given by Blackhawk, Chippewa, Earlyana, and
Monroe. Top four in the midseason maturity group were
Adams, Lincoln, Harosoy and Hawkeye.
The 1954 Census shows that only 42,000 acres of
soybeans were produced in Pennsylvania. “This acreage
was distributed among the following uses: 21,000 for grain,
10,000 for hay, 9,000 for grazing, hogging down, and silage,
and 2,000 for green manure. During the 10-year period,
1946-1955, soybean grain yields averaged 17.4 bushels;
and hay yields, 1.66 tons per acre, according to the 1957
Pennsylvania Crops and Livestock Annual Summary.”
Address: Prof. of Agronomy, University Park, Pennsylvania.
3113. Rattray, A.G.H. 1960. The soya bean in Rhodesia.
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 57(3):179-85. May/June. [3

ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botanical classification.
Climatic conditions. Soil requirements. Position in the
rotation and effect on the soil. Inoculation. Preparation of
seed bed. Time of planting. Depth of planting. Spacing
and rate of seeding. Manuring and fertilizing. Cultivation.
Harvesting. Yields. Diseases. Insect pests. Varieties.
Chemical analyses. Use of soya beans. Production of soya
beans. Prices and marketing. The future of soya beans in
Rhodesia.
“In spite of its great potential value, and the fact that for
fully twenty years it has been grown successfully on research
stations and been found well suited to Rhodesian conditions,
the soya bean is to-day planted on few farms in this country.
This neglect seems surprising when one considers the
lack of, and the search for, additional cash crops to maize
which can be cultivated on the more fertile soils in the
higher rainfall areas. It seems, and is, inexplicable when
one considers that many of the other leguminous crops,
planted on an extensive scale both for green manure and
fodder purposes, are to-day proving increasingly difficult
to cultivate successfully, and farmers cry out for suitable
substitutes. If this paper, intended as a summary of soya bean
cultivation experience on the Salisbury Experiment Station
over the last twenty years, helps in any way to popularize the
crop and indicate how it can be grown more widely, it will
have served some purpose.
“In Rotation F2 on the Salisbury Experiment Station,
soya beans and maize have been grown alternately since
1940...”
Table 10 shows acreages and yields of soybeans in
Southern Rhodesia from 1954-55 to 1957-58. During this
period total acreage rose from 1,902 acres in 1954-55, to
a peak of 4,658 acres in 1956-57, falling to 2,871 acres in
1957-58. In the peak year, 41% of the acreage was for use as
green manure, 38% for hay or silage, and 21% for seed.
The last 2/3 page of this article is titled “Soya beans in
Nyasaland,” written with help from Mr. S.T. Hoyle, Chief
Agricultural Research Officer, Nyasaland. Contents of
Nyasaland: Variety. Inoculation. Fertilizers. Time of planting.
Spacing. Acknowledgments.
“A number of attempts have been made to introduce
soya beans into the local diet [of Nyasaland] on account
of their high nutritive value but none of these has been
successful. Production of soya for export has always been
on a limited scale and has never exceeded 700 tons per
annum. Soya grows well in most parts of the country and in
some, characterized by higher than average rainfall the beans
grow exceptionally well.” In one soybean variety trial at
Bvumbwe, the variety Volstate gave the best yield, 15.7 bags/
acre. Note: 1 bag weighs 200 lb, so 3,140 lb/acre or 52.3 bu/
acre, an outstanding yield. Address: Salisbury, Rhodesia.
3114. Soybean Digest. 1960. Control of insect pests:
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soybeans often sustain severe damage without appreciable
reduction in yield. June. p. 14-16.
• Summary: “The problem of insect pests on soybeans is
seasonal and regional and even local in nature. In general,
Northern States have not looked on pests as a major problem
for the soybean grower. In the South, pests are far more
serious.
“The range of severity of the insect problem is indicated
by the fact that it can be disregarded in some northern areas
but in some places in the South a crop cannot be produced
unless the insects are controlled.
“Says Wayne J. Colberg, extension entomologist, Fargo,
North Dakota: ‘We have no serious insect problems in
soybeans.’ William J. Hantsbarger, extension entomologist
at Brookings, S. Dakota, says soybeans have fewer
insect problems in South Dakota than any other crop
except sorghum, though some pests do attack soybeans
and occasionally cause widespread damage. And R.P.
Holdsworth, Jr., extension entomologist, Columbus, Ohio,
writes that insect pests on soybeans have not been of enough
economic importance so that recommendations for their
control have been issued.
“On the other hand, W.C. Nettles, leader, extension
entomology, Clemson, S. Carolina, states in the
comprehensive Circular 450, ‘Soybean Insects and Their
Control,’ that successful production of soybeans in South
Carolina depends largely on control of certain insects that
infest the crop, and that soybeans became a multimillion
dollar industry in that state only when effective insecticides
were developed. This situation is true of other southern
soybean states in some degree.
“Many different insects now damage soybeans, with the
amount of damage varying from year to year. Insects can
usually be controlled through the use of a good insecticide
properly timed.
“But there are some points to remember concerning
control of insects on soybeans:
“1–Soybeans are a comparatively low-value-per-acre
crop and producers should hesitate to go to great expense for
insect control unless necessary.
“Quoting Grover C. Dowell, extension entomologist,
University of Arkansas: ‘Low return per acre makes a farmer
cautious about spending unnecessary money for control of
insects... If a person applies insecticides indiscriminately, he
will lose his shirt.’
“Says George D. Jones, in charge entomology extension,
North Carolina State College: ‘We have one area in the
state... in which soybeans when planted as a double crop for
a given year, can be very seriously infested with the Mexican
bean beetle. In this part of the state it is definitely a question
of the number of applications of insecticides that a grower
can afford to apply to the crop. In other words, with a yield
of 30 to 40 bushels per acre at a value of $50 to $60 per acre,
a grower cannot afford to put on from 6 to 10 applications

of an insecticide and pay some $25 to $30 for the insecticide
bill.’
“2-Soybeans can stand heavy damage, at least at certain
periods of their growth, without great loss in yield. This is
true both of the seed or seedlings and of the foliage.
“Floyd D. Miner, University of Arkansas entomologist,
reports that in one experiment 75% mechanical defoliation
to simulate bean leaf beetle damage during the early part of
the flowering period did not significantly affect the yield.
Defoliation at a later period did affect yield, but the figures
were variable.
“Dr. Miner tells of another experiment in which stands
of soybeans were artificially thinned at various rates and
dates to indicate possible effects on yield by three-cornered
alfalfa hoppers. Stands were thinned from 15% to 45%, but
the reduction in yield due to thinning was not statistically
significant.
“Dr. Miner says the test on defoliation is being
continued.
“Harold Gunderson, Iowa State University entomologist,
reports Iowa work that indicates seed corn maggots may
destroy up to half of the planted seeds without affecting
yields.
“Says Dr. Gunderson: ‘I have seen severe early damage
from grape colaspis and clover root curculio larvae but
at harvest time yields appeared to be quite satisfactory.
Cutworms attack soybeans rather severely in the Missouri
River bottoms but again farmers indicate that there doesn’t
seem to be a loss in yield as a result of the reduction in
stand.’
“Quoting Melvin Burton, assistant entomologist,
Mississippi State University: ‘I feel that damage attributed to
insects on soybeans has often been exaggerated. Experiments
conducted by the entomology department here in Mississippi
have indicated that the bean leaf beetle can eat half of
the foliage and yet cause only 15% to 20% reduction in
yield. Field infestations of this magnitude have never been
reported.’
“Such reports do not mean that control of insects is
never needed, but that damage does need to be evaluated
before the expense of control is undertaken. In Arkansas the
general recommendation is that soybeans be treated where
40% of the foliage has been consumed by insects providing
insects are actually present and damage is still going on.
“Again quoting Dr. Burton: ‘Generally speaking, when
only one of the insect pests is present damage is not severe
because such factors as environmental conditions, parasites,
and predators tend to keep populations below economic
levels. When conditions favor the buildup of several of these
it may be necessary to take rapid action to harvest a normal
crop.’
“3–The rank growth of soybeans on some fertile soils
makes it impossible to use tractor-mounted dusters or
sprayers and prevents good penetration of insecticides when
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applied by airplane.
“Dr. Miner points out that extensive research has not yet
been done on soybean pests. For instance, the effect of DDT
is not well known. In Arkansas tests it was found that DDT
controlled the bean leaf beetle, but sprayed plots had put out
no new leaf growth several weeks after spraying. DDT is
known to stunt both garden beans and soybeans. Extensive
research programs on soybean pests are now under way at
some southern state experiment stations.
“Dr. Burton points out some of the problems: ‘We are
cooperating with a number of farmers in seeking the best
insecticidal controls that can be applied with the least cost.
When this is completed most likely the insects will develop
resistance to the recommended chemicals and the cycle will
have to be completed. Insects are man’s chief competition
and there is no evidence that the struggle will diminish as
time passes on.’
“Methods of Application: Insecticides can be applied
either as sprays or dusts, the sprays generally being
considered more satisfactory due to the better equipment
available. Sprays give slightly better control than dusts and
have a longer residual action.
“Tractor-mounted sprayers (low-gallonage, low-pressure
weed-type) can be used. Some of the soybeans will be lost
when they are pushed down under the wheels. Quoting J.O.
Rowell, agricultural extension service, Blacksburg, Virginia:
‘Apply the recommended amount of the insecticide in 20 to
30 gallons of water. Sprayers should be calibrated accurately
before starting the spraying operation. With proper spray
nozzles, from 30 to 40 pounds of pressure is sufficient.’
“Airplanes are used for spraying to control insect
outbreaks over large areas. Extension men and growers
frequently work together to bring such outbreaks under
control.
“In eastern Virginia in 1959 there was such a bad
outbreak of corn ear-worms, with some other caterpillars
present, that it looked like most of the soybeans following
small grains would be a total loss. In 15 of the most heavily
infested counties about 43,000 acres were treated, using both
airplanes and ground equipment. DDT and toxaphene were
used in combination to control the complex of caterpillars
present. Seven out of eight of the farmers who sprayed felt
they got their money’s worth in increased yield.
“Growers are warned against using soybeans that have
been sprayed with most chemicals for grazing, hay or silage.
Entomologists specifically mention that beans treated with
aldrin, dieldrin, toxaphene, BHC or DDT should not be fed
to animals. Methoxychlor may be used to control insects on
beans intended to be used for forage.
“Also, soybeans should not be harvested too soon after
treatment with some insecticides. Check label directions for
proper waiting periods before harvest. Whether soybeans are
intended for forage or seed production will largely determine
what insecticides may be used safely and what waiting

periods are necessary.”
Four illustrations from North Carolina Extension
Circular 450 show “Mexican bean beetle: a, larva; b, adult;
c, pupa; d, eggs.”
Photos show: (1) “Velvetbean caterpillar: a, eggs; b,
larva, c, pupa; d, adult.” (2) Grape colaspis adult, 10 times
normal size. (3) Larvae and adults of the Mexican bean
beetle and typical injury to bean leaf. Twice natural size.
(4) Japanese bean beetle adult. A little more than four times
natural size. (5) Striped blister beetles feeding on soybean
foliage. (6) Common white grub. About three times natural
size. (7) Corn earworm, about 1½ times natural size. (8) Fall
armyworm, a little over natural size.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2020) that
mentions soybeans planted as a “double crop.” The context
(in North Carolina) seems to imply that two soybeans crops
are planted consecutively on the same field. If so, this would
be the first document to state this.
3115. Budisic, Marko. 1960. Pokus s uzgojem zdruzenog
usjeva kukuruza i soje za zrno i silazu u 1959. godini
[An experiment in cultivating corn and soybeans together
for seeds and silage in 1959]. Agronomski Glasnik (The
Agronomy Journal) 10(7/8):349-358. [Scr]
Address: Zavod za unapredenje poljoprivrede Osijek,
Yugoslavia.
3116. Novak, Aleksandr Grigor’evich. 1960. Soya na
Dal’nem Vostoke [Soybeans in the Far East {USSR}].
Vladivostok: Primorskoe Knizhnoe Izdatel’stvo. 303 p. [140
ref. Rus]
• Summary: Contents:
Foreword
Chapter I. Significance of soybean for the national
economy
Chapter II. History of soybean cultivation and future
prospects for developing soybean farming in the Far East
Chapter III. Biology of soybean in connection with
the conditions for its cultivation in the Far East: Soybean’s
response to a watering regimen (29). Soybean’s response
to warmth (43). Soybean’s response to fertilizers and
environmental reactions (48). Soybean’s response to soil
acidity (69)
Chapter IV. Varieties and questions of soybean
seed breeding: Characteristics of varieties by regional
classification (73). Tasks for selection (84). Seed breeding
questions (97)
Chapter V. Soybean agrotechnology: Soybean’s role
in crop rotation (101). Soybean as a preceding crop (112).
Preparing the soil (126).
Chapter VI. Soybean fertilization: Inoculation of
soybean (149). Use of fertilizers on soybean (153)
Chapter VII. Planting: Planting time frame (158).
Sanitizing seeds before planting (167). Planting methods
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(168). Seed planting norms (190). Mechanization of soybean
planting (192)
Chapter VIII. Crop maintenance: Activity plan for crop
maintenance (196). Fighting pests (206). Mechanization of
soybean crop maintenance (208)
Chapter IX. Gathering the harvest and storing seeds
Chapter X. Soybean as animal fodder: Agrotechnology
of fodder soybean and soybean mixtures with hay (225).
Planting soybean for green fodder in pure form (233).
Planting soybean for green fodder in mixed plantings (236).
Planting soybean for green fodder and silos in a mixture with
barnyard grass (payza), Sudan grass (sudanka), Siberian
millet (chumiza) and oats (240). Using soybean for pasturing
(243).
Chapter XI. Soybean for green manure.
Chapter XII. Economics of soybean production:
Marketability of soybean and strengthening the economies
of collective farms and state farms (258). Monetary income
from soybean sales for collective farms (264). Labor costs
for soybean production and ways to reduce them (273).
Production cost of soybean and ways to reduce it (282).
Organizing and paying for labor in growing soybean (289).
Literature consulted.
Note: Translated by Shelley Fairweather-Vega, Seattle,
Washington. Address: USSR.
3117. Ford Motor Co. 1960? Chemical Laboratory (#95)
(Leaflet). Dearborn, Michigan. 1 p. Undated.
• Summary: “I. Built in Greenfield Village early in 1929 as
a chemical laboratory. A. Henry Ford had long sought a link
between agriculture and chemistry. 1. Many experiments
with farm products conducted to find basis for durable plastic
material. 2. In 1931 soybeans found to have best plastic
potential... Soybeans today yield many products–have many
uses. (1) Oil: extracted for paints, printer’s ink, explosives,
butter and rubber substitutes. (2) Meal: basis for plastics,
glue, food for animals and people (flour–bread). (3) The
plant itself is used for livestock silage and fodder.
“B. Laboratory experiments produced hard plastic
material from soybean meal. 1. 1933–used to make horn
buttons, gearshift knobs for Ford cars. 2. By 1941–soybean
plastic produced distributor caps, coil cases, accelerator
pedals. 3. About 1941, soybean plastic industry moved to
more adequate quarters at Ford Rouge Plant- shortly after, all
work terminated, due to World War II.
“II. Building now used as shipping and receiving depot
of The Edison Institute.
III. Building is significant as site of one of Henry Ford’s
many activities and as essentially the world’s first industrial
plastics laboratory.”
Note 1. An earlier but less complete version of this
leaflet, with the same title, is No. 84, dated Feb. 1956.
Note 2. Interpretation by Ford R. Bryan (of Henry Ford
Museum & Greenfield Village) in letter to William Shurtleff

(29 Sept. 1993). “This sheet... was written as information
for interpreters as they toured the Village with groups of
visitors during winter months. The visitors did not go into
the buildings. This might have been about 1960. The public
was never invited inside the Chemical Laboratory, winter
or summer. For several years the Laboratory was used as a
shipping-receiving warehouse. Now it serves as a railroad
ticket office.” Address: Dearborn, Michigan.
3118. Diser, Gleason M. comp. 1961. Glossary of soybean
terms. Soybean Blue Book. p. 61-64.
• Summary: This is the earliest known glossary with this title
in the Soybean Blue Book. However in the first Blue Book
(1947, p. 17-19) there was a somewhat similar section titled
“Terminology: Definitions and product descriptions for the
soybean industry.”
The following terms are defined in this glossary:
Soybean(s), soybean processor, soybean processing (solvent
extraction, mechanical pressing, hydraulic pressing),
soybean oil, crude soybean oil, edible crude soybean oil,
refined soybean oil, edible refined soybean oil, hydrogenated
soybean oil, degummed soybean oil, winterized oil, technical
grade refined soybean oil, soybean fatty acids, soybean
soapstock, acidulated soybean soapstock, soybean lecithin,
break material, sludge.
Soybean products: Ground soybeans, soybean hay meal,
soybean flakes, 44% protein soybean oil meal, dehulled
soybean flakes, 50% protein solvent extracted soybean oil
meal, soybean proteins, soy flour, soy grits, soybean oil meal,
defatted soy flour, low-fat soy flour, high-fat soy flour, fullfat soy flour, lecithinated soy flour, protein, isolated protein,
toasting. Oriental soy foods: Soy sauce (shoyu), soy milk,
miso, frozen tofu, aburaage, kinako, namaage, ganmodoki,
tempeh, natto, yuba, moyashi (soybean sprouts). Address:
Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
3119. Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, Ministry of
Agriculture, Department of Agricultural Research. 1961.
Ninth annual report, 1960, of the Deir Alla Research Station.
Amman, Jordan. 54 p. [Eng]
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in three places in this
annual report. Section III, titled “Industrial Crops,” (p. 26,
27, and 34) describes work supervised by Y.A. Attiyeh,
research officer. He begins by giving 5 reasons that research
work on oilseeds is continuing. “(1) Jordan spends about
1.5 million J.D. for buying vegetable oils and vegetable
ghee... (3) By growing oilseeds locally, Jordan can save the
valuable olive oil for export, thus providing the country with
some foreign currency.” Linseed, safflower, castor beans,
sunflower, and soybeans were tested. The best planting dates
for soybeans were tested at Deir Alla.
The section titled “Soybeans” (p. 34) states: “Because
of the high feeding value of the soybeans and because of the
plans to encourage more livestock in the Jordan Valley, in
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addition to the many other uses of the Soybeans in feeding
poultry and human beings and in oil production; the Station
has included in its programme the study of the possibility of
growing soybeans in the Jordan Valley. It has introduced the
variety Lee from the U.S.A.
“A preliminary test for sowing dates was designed at
Deir Alla on the arrival of the seeds. It started on the 18.2
then sowing was done every month until 17.5. The seeds
were sown in ridges spaced 70 cms apart and the seed holes
15 cms within the ridge. 2.5 kgs were used per dunum [or
dunam, a unit of land area used in and around Israel equal to
1,000 square meters or about ¼ acre] in a randomised block
design replicated four times.
“It seems that the dates were not suitable for the
variety used because, in spite of the good vegetative growth
especially in the last two sowings the yield of grain was very
poor in the first sowing while the third and fourth sowings
gave no seeds. The vegetative growth was good and the yield
of about one tonne per dunum of green fodder was obtained.
This fodder was found very palatable and cows liked it.
“The results indicate that further detailed trials to study
the varieties that might be suitable for our conditions, and
the most suitable sowing dates in addition to the water
requirements should be made.”
Section IV, titled “Fodder and Forage” (p. 35),
supervised by S.H. Dajani and F. Damati, states: “A series
of comparative yield trials on sorghums was started in
cooperation with F.A.O. [FAO]. The Station has also started
to study the possibilities of introducing of maize, soybeans,
and fodder legumes like vetches and cowpeas.”
Section V, titled “Rotations” (p. 43), supervised by M.H.
Salim (Director of the Station) and Z. Ghosheh, states: “The
soil of the Jordan Valley is deficient of humus because of
the high temperature which helps to deteriorate any organic
matter that might be added, and even with this case present,
very little organic matter is actually added because of the
lack of livestock on the farms. The Station has, therefore, in
an effort to restore the fertility of the land, recommended the
encouragement of rearing livestock on all the proposed units
of the East Ghor Canal through encouraging the industrial
crops (which give concentrated fodder as a by-product), and
forage crops as berseem, cowpeas, alfalfa, soybeans, sudan
grass and fodder sorghum (which all proved well under the
Jordan Valley conditions, and give more income than the
vegetables)...”
On the last page of this report is an “Acknowledgement”
dated May 1961, written by Mohammad H. Salim, Director
of the Station at Deir Alla. Address: Deir Alla, Jordan.
3120. Dajani, Shehadeh H. 1961. Investigations of forage
and fodder production in the Jordan Valley, 1955-1958.
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, Ministry of Agriculture,
Department of Agricultural Research, Research Bulletin No.
2. 21 p. July. [Eng]

• Summary: The Introduction begins: “It is a well-known
fact that good forage, green or preserved, is the foundation
of efficient livestock production. The need for more forage
in Jordan in both the irrigated and rainfed areas has been
emphasized by the past three years drought as an urgent
matter for all concerned.”
Table 1, titled “Strains of grasses and legumes tested at
Deir Alla, 1956-1958” (p. 6-9) contains a one-line entry on
page 9 for “Soja max (Soya beans).” Height attained: 45 cm.
Green weight of 1 square meter: 1.20 kg. Grade: Promising.
The Forward (by Salim Nashef, Director of Research)
begins: “This Research Bulletin is adapted from a paper
presented to the Agricultural Research Seminar composed
of the agricultural Research and technical personnel of the
Ministry of Agriculture and the agricultural advisors of the
United States Operations Mission to Jordan and experts of
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
[FAO]. The information presented in this bulletin is based
on original research work conducted by the author at Deir
Alla...” Address: Forage Crops Research Officer, Deir Alla
Agricultural Research Station, Ministry of Agriculture,
Jordan.
3121. Rohlf, John. 1961. Heated whole soybeans, good hog
feed. Farm Journal 86:44, 46. Oct.
• Summary: Last week Purdue University in Indiana
reported the latest results on feeding heated and ground
whole soybeans to hogs; they make better feed than soybean
meal. Address: Livestock Editor.
3122. Feedstuffs. 1961. Soybean processing procedure
explained. 33(44):42. Nov. 4.
• Summary: “There has been a great deal of interest in
the possibilities of using heat-treated full-fat soybeans in
feeding. Also, there is increasing interest in the use of an
expansion pelleting process for feedstuffs.”
“The equipment used for preparation of the ground
heated unextracted soybeans in the Purdue work is shown
in the accompanying picture. The unit is a Wenger 100 h.p.
Multi-Duty pellet mill, complete with steam jacketed twostage preconditioner (acting as the feeder also for the pellet
mill), and equipped with the Wenger expansion continuous
cooking extruder assembly. This is the pellet mill in which
the soy is cooked.
“The complete process consists of grinding whole
soybeans, elevating them into a bin above the preconditioner,
applying steam to the ground beans to injection into the
preconditioner, and by steam jacketing the preconditioner.
The preconditioner is equipped with a variable speed drive
motor, and therefore also acts as the feeder for the pellet
mill. In the high speed mixer, additional steam is applied,
and the product is then extruded through the continuous
cooking expansion pelleting assembly. The beans are cooked
continuously and reach temperatures of approximately 250º
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in this process. It may be noted that the expansion pellet head
is also steam jacketed.
“As the pellets are discharged from the expansion pellet
head, they are run into a cooler where they are rather easily
cooled, and are thereafter run over crumble rolls to reduce
them to granular form, and thereafter the material may be
incorporated into complete feeds or concentrates as required.
“It is felt at Lafayette that the process is a significant one
and that continuing feeding tests will bear this out.
“It is noted that the expansion pelleting assembly in the
equipment used is a component of the Wenger Multi-Duty
pellet mill; this unit thus also may be used to produce hard
pellet or high-molasses pellets.”
A photo shows “Equipment used for preparation of
heated unextracted soybeans.” As noted above, the unit used
is a “Wenger 100 h.p. [horsepower] Multi-Duty pellet mill,
complete with steam jacketed two-stage preconditioner...”
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001)
that mentions Wenger [Wenger Manufacturing, Inc.] in
connection with soybean extrusion.
Note 2. The Official Program: Annual Convention of
the Association of Operative Millers (1960) states: From
“the People who pioneered extrusion cooking Wenger’s new
X-15 Snack Extruder was designed by Wenger engineers...”
Address: Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.
3123. Jimenez, A.A.; Perry, T.W.; Pickett, R.A.; Beeson,
W.M. 1961. Effect of feeding raw or heated ground soybeans
on gains, feed efficiency and carcass quality of swine.
Feedstuffs 33(44):42, 60. Nov. 4.
• Summary: This article is a progress report on swine
feeding research at Purdue University, presented at the 1961
Purdue Swine Day. “Developments in the use of full-fat
soybeans and an expansion pelleting process are regarded as
significant.” The research was supported in part by a grantin-aid from Wenger Mixer Mfg., Sabetha, Kansas.
See also sidebar titled “Soybean processing procedure
explained,” which contains a photo of the equipment used for
preparation of heated unextracted soybeans.
Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020)
concerning the Wenger Mixer Manufacturing Co. in
connection with soy.
Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2020) that mentions “pelleting” in connection
with soybeans. Address: Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana.
3124. Allen, G.H. 1961. Glycine: A pasture legume for
Queensland. Australia. Department of Agriculture and Stock,
Division of Plant Industry, Leaflet No. 596. p. 1-3. *
3125. Budisic, Marko. 1961. Soja i kukuruz u proizovodnji
zelene bjelancevinaste krme [Soybeans and corn in the
production of green high-protein fodder]. Osijek. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.

3126. Girenko, A.P.; Livenskii, A.I. 1961. Zmishani posivy
kukurudzy z soieiu na sylos [Hybrid corn and soybean seeds
in silage]. Dnipropetrovs’k: Dnipropetrovs’kke Knyzhkove
Vyd-vo. 26 p. (Bibliotechka kukurudzovoda). [Rus]*
Address: USSR.
3127. Lebedev, Ivan Aleksandrovich. 1961. Soia: Tsennaya
kormovaya kul’tura [Soya: A valuable fodder plant].
Moscow, USSR: Selkhozgiz.. 120 p. 20 cm. [Rus]
• Summary: Contents:
Increasing production of fodder protein by expanding
soybean plantings
Soybean cultivation regions
Agrotechnology of cultivating soybean for fodder
Dense mixed plantings of soybean and grain crops
Raising local varieties of soybean for fodder
Using soybean for green fodder
Quality of soybean as a pasture crop
Soybean hay
Preparing and using soybean silage
Soybean presscake (zhmykh) and soybean meal (shrot)
Fodder value of the soybean seed and soy milk
Qualities of soybean straw and chaff (myakina).
Note 1. Translated by Shelley Fairweather-Vega, Seattle,
Washington.
Note 2. The Russian title is also written: Soja: Cennaja
kormovaja kul’tura. Address: USSR.
3128. Rodale, J.I. ed. 1961. How to grow vegetables and
fruits by the organic method. Emmaus, Pennsylvania: Rodale
Books, Inc. 926 p. See p. 507-09. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
Reprinted in 1974.
• Summary: In the large Section 2, “Organic vegetable
culture: A complete listing,” is a subsection titled “Soybean”
(p. 507-09) with the following contents: Introduction, brief
history [inaccurate], and nutritional value. Range and soil.
Seed. Planting. Enemies. Harvest. Focuses on how to grow
“vegetable soybeans” using the organic method.
“Two types of soybeans are now cultivated in this
country, out of the hundred or more varieties of the Orient.
Field soybeans are used to make hay, for seed, for green
manure and in combination with sorghum, for silage. The
seed is a rich source of oil which has industrial as well as
culinary uses. Vegetable soybeans are used green like peas or
lima beans; dried, like navy beans, or are sprouted like Mung
beans. Soybean protein is more complete than the protein
found in any other vegetable. Soy flour is a valuable protein
additive to baked products and is used for diabetics because
it is low in carbohydrates. Soy milk and cheese [tofu] are
useful for babies and children suffering from cow’s milk
allergies. Soy meal, like cottonseed meal, is a rich source of
nitrogen when used as a fertilizer.”
“Tests at Iowa State have shown that the best way to
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plant soybeans is to plant several varieties, maturing in
different periods, at the same time. Judging by gustatory
as well as horticultural standards, Iowa State recommends
Sac, maturing in 9 weeks, Kanro, maturing in 10 weeks and
Jogun, maturing in 12 weeks. These may be expected to
supply green beans for the table during the late summer.”
Photos show: (1) Wilbert Walker, a Pennsylvania
organic gardener, with a sprawling vegetable soybean plant
in his garden. (2) A close-up of soybean pods on a soybean
plant. Address: Editor-in-Chief, Rodale Books Inc., Emmaus,
Pennsylvania.
3129. Evans, E.J.; Dekker, A.J. 1962. Comparative SR90
[strontium-90] content of agricultural crops grown in a
contaminated soil. Canadian J. of Plant Science 42(2):25258. April. [9 ref]
• Summary: Strontium-90 “is generally recognized as one
of the most hazardous of the fission products which have
contaminated the biosphere since the advent of nuclear
fission. Attention has, therefore, been focused on the factors
which influence its entry into food consumed by man. One
of the important paths of entry of Sr90 into the diet is its
absorption by plants from the soil.” Moreover: “Different
parts of the same plant species may differ in Sr90 content.”
The soybean was one of 36 plant species grown in soil
contaminated with Sr90. Considerable variation was found in
the Sr90 content of samples of botanically unrelated species;
it was found to vary directly with the content of the plant
samples. Legumes, as a group, “contained higher amounts of
both Ca and Sr90 than did grasses, straw, or cereal grains.”
High strontium-90 concentrations were associated with
high calcium (Ca) and high magnesium (Mg) contents.
Likewise, low strontium-90 concentrations were associated
with low calcium (Ca) and low magnesium (Mg) contents.
Table 2 (p. 255) shows the strontium-90 content of
selected forage crops and tobacco (oven-dry sample).
Soybean straw contained 99.16 milli-micrograms per gram
of strontium-90 (relatively high) whereas soybean seed
contained 10.82 milli-micrograms per gram of strontium-90
(relatively low). Address: Canada Dep. of Agriculture,
Ottawa, Ontario.
3130. Alexander, Morris W.; Genter, C.F. 1962. Production
of corn and soybeans in alternate pairs of rows. Agronomy
Journal 54(3):233-34. May/June. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Intercropping in corn dates back to the early
American Indian tribes and has been used with alternate
rows of corn and peanuts in the South for many years. In
the eastern (Tidewater) area of Virginia where corn is one of
the major crops, corn is often interplanted in the same row
with soybeans. The corn is usually harvested for grain and
the soybeans and missed corn are ‘hogged off.’ The yield of
interplanted soybeans is generally low.”
Corn intercropped with soybeans yielded approximately

30% more (for area actually in corn) than when planted
alone. Address: 1. Asst. Prof. Virginia Agric. Exp. Station,
Holland, VA; 2. Prof. of Agronomy, Virginia Agric. Exp.
Station, Blackburg, VA.
3131. Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Rhodesia. 1962.
Maize: What’s the alternative crop? 2: Soya beans. Rhodesia
Agricultural Journal 59(6):309, 339. Nov/Dec. [1 ref]
• Summary: Rhodesia’s Federal Ministry of Agriculture
recently published a bulletin titled “Some Alternative Crops
to Maize.” It examined the economical aspects of six crops
which maize farmers can grow to diversify their production.
Soya beans were one of these crops. This article discusses
soybean cultivation. Contents: Varieties (Hernon for seed;
Hernon and Biltan for hay). Fertilizer requirements. Time
of planting. Seeding rates. Harvesting procedure: Hay, seed.
Treatment for pests [treat plants for insects or diseases].
General notes.
“High yields are absolutely essential if worthwhile
profits are to be made.” Seed yields should average 7 to 8
bags per acre (1 bag = 200 lb, so 1,400 to 1,600 lb or 23.3 to
26.7 bushels per acre), and may be as high as 15 bags (3,000
lb or 50 bushels) per acre. Address: Rhodesia.
3132. Nagata, Tadao. 1962. Report to the government of
Yugoslavia on improvement of soybean cultivation. FAO
Expanded Technical Assistance Program, Report No. 1465.
22 p. [Eng]
• Summary: The author served FAO in Yugoslavia for
4 months, from July to Nov. 1961. He travelled in most
of the soybean growing areas of Yugoslavia, and visited
many institutes and experiment farms, several faculties of
agriculture and many farms.
Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Historical review. 3.
Climatic and soil conditions. 4. Present Aspect: Cropping
systems, varieties and breeding, soil management, fertilizer
and nitrogen bacteria, rate and time of sowing, cultivation
and weed control, disease and insect damage, drought
and hail damage, harvesting and yield, interplanting,
cultivation for fodder, cultivation after wheat. 5. Future
Prospects: Cultural practice (cropping system, varieties, soil
management, nitrogen bacteria inoculation and fertilizer
application, rate of sowing, cultivation and weed control,
counter measures against drought, disease and pest control,
practical suggestions), research (cropping system, varieties
and breeding, growing for seed, nitrogen bacteria, fertilizers,
rate of sowing, cultivation and weed control, control of
insect damage, drought damage, machines for planting and
cultivating, yield capacity of soybeans, organization of
research). 6. Recommendations.
Note: This is earliest English-language document
seen that uses the term “pest control” in connection with
soybeans. Address: Hyogo Univ. of Agriculture, Sasayama,
Hyogo-ken.
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3133. Bally, W. 1962. [Oil plants]. In: Tropische und
Subtropische Weltwirtschaftspflanzen, ihre Geschichte,
Kultur und volkswirtschaftliche Bedeutung. II. Teil,
Oelpflanzen: Stuttgart: Enke Verlag. 441 p. Illust. 24 x 16
cm. [698* ref. Ger]*
3134. Jimenez, Antonio Alcides. 1962. Studies on the
nutritive value of raw and cooked soybeans for growing
rats and swine and their effect on fat firmness. PhD thesis,
Purdue University. 190 p. Page 2278 in volume 23/07 of
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.
3135. Kurnik, Erno. 1962. A szoja [The soybean]. Budapest,
Hungary: Akademiai Kiado [Academy Publishing House].
377 p. (Budapest: Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia.
Agrartudomenyok Osztalya. Monografiai Sorozat [Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, Division of Agricultural Science,
Monographs]). [381 ref. Hun; eng]
• Summary: Contents (in English): Foreword. Part I:
Distribution of the soybean. 1. Historical: Denominations,
legendary world of the soybean, soybean and religious cults,
descent and centre of origin of the soybean, soybean growing
in Asia, introduction of soybean growing into Europe,
soybean growing in the USSR, history of soybean growing in
the USA. 2. Soybean growing in the world and particularly
in Hungary: Situation of soybean growing in Hungary.
Part II: Taxonomic place and morphology of soybean.
1. Taxonomic place of soybean and of related species. 2.
Botanical description of soybean: Morphology of soybean,
anatomical structure of soybean, chromosome number of
soybean.
Part III: Physiology of soybean. 1. Germination
of soybean: Conditions of germination, stimulation of
germination, inhibition of germination, biochemical
processes of germination, carbo-hydrate metabolism
of germination, amino acid and protein metabolism of
germination, lipid metabolism of germination. 2. Physiology
of soybean. 3. Developmental physiology of soybean:
Developmental phenomena of soybean, growth of soybean,
soybean and photoperiodism. 4. Ripening of soybean:
Protein synthesis, oil synthesis, respiration–cell respiration.
5. Chemical composition of soybean seed: Proteins, oils
and phosphatides, carbo-hydrates, vitamins. 6. Biology of
flowering.
Part IV: The growing of soybean. 1. Climatic and
soil requirement of soybean: Ecologic constitution and
adaptation of soybean, climatic requirement of soybean,
soil requirement of soybean, soybean growing regions of
Hungary. 2. Cold and drought resistance of soybean: Cold
resistance of soybean, drought resistance of soybean, drought
endurance of different varieties. 3. On soybean growing in
general: Preceding crops to soybean, soybean as a preceding

crop, place of soybean in crop rotation. 4. Fertilization
of soybean: Organic manuring of soybean, application of
commercial fertilizers to soybean, effect of liming, foliar
nutrition of soybean.
5. Inoculation of soybean: fixation of atmospheric
nitrogen by nodule bacteria, effect of daylength on nodule
formation, relationship of nutrient supply and nodule
formation, interrelation between time of infection and nodule
formation as well as effectiveness of inoculation, relationship
of nodule formation and surplus yield, yield quantity and
quality as affected by inoculation, effect of inoculation on
some soybean varieties, correlation between the age and the
nitrogen assimilation capacity of Rhizobia. The problem
of repeated inoculations, correlation between effectiveness
of inoculation and climatic conditions, the practice of seed
inoculation in soybean, experiences obtained in the domain
of soybean seed inoculation.
6. Soil preparation. 7. Sowing and emergence of
soybean: Time of sowing, row and plant distance, depth of
sowing, seeding rate, methods of sowing. 8. Plant cultivation.
9. Chemical weed control. 10. Pests and diseases of soybean:
Animal pests, virus diseases, fungus diseases. 11. Harvest
of soybean. 12. Yield of soybean. 13. Storage of soybean.
14. Seed production of soybean. 15. Yield assessment of
soybean. 16. Soybean grown for forage: Soybean grown
for green fodder and hay, soybean grown with silo maize,
association of soybean with other forage crops. 17. Irrigation
of soybean: Soil requirement, place in the crop rotation,
fertilization, soil preparation, varietal problem, sowing, plant
cultivation, irrigation, yields.
Part V: Breeding and varieties of soybean. 1. Problems
of soybean breeding: History of soybean breeding in
Hungary, objectives of soybean breeding, initial material
of breeding, inheritance of morphological and qualitative
plant characters, correlation of plant characters and their
significance in breeding, mutations, breeding methods,
breeding practices, artificial variety mixtures. 2. Varietal
taxonomy of soybean: Ssp. gracilis (Skv.) Enk, ssp. indica
Enk, ssp. chinesis Enk, ssp. manshurica Enk, ssp. korajensis
Enk, ssp. slavonica Kov. et Pinz. 3. Some important soybean
varieties: Improved Hungarian soybean varieties, varieties
bred recently in Ireg, other Hungarian varieties, Soviet
varieties, other foreign varieties, American soybean varieties.
Part VI: Utilization of soybean. What is made of
soybean: Soybean as human food, medical aspects of
soybean, utilization of soybean in Hungary, prospects in
soybean utilization.
Annex: List of figures, list of coloured tables, list of
tables, author index, subject index. Address: Hungary.
3136. Romans, Bernard. 1962. A concise natural history of
East and West Florida; A facsimile reproduction of the 1775
edition with introduction by Rembert W. Patrick. Gainesville,
Florida: University of Florida Press. 342 + lxxxix p. See p.
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130-31. With preface, introduction, and index added. 19 cm.
Floridiana Facsimile & Reprint Series. The 1775 ed. was 342
p., printed in New York for the author.
• Summary: Page 130 notes that Samuel Bowen’s Chinese
vetches were a species of Dolichos. “6thly, A species of
Dolichos lately introduced into Georgia from China although
not properly a grass, yet as it thrives to admiration there and
yields four or five crops per annum, i think it not improper to
recommend, as deserving cultivation for feeding cattle, the
more so as all kinds are fond of it.”
“X. Sago might be here produced as well in Georgia, for
the tree from which the basis of this drug is taken abounds
particularly is East Florida; every body knows of what vast
use it is.
XI. Sesamen or oily grain [sesame].
Page 131 discusses the peanut: “The ground nut also
introduced by the Blacks from Guinea, is next after this for
its easy cultivation.” For details see Bernard Romans, 1775.
Address: Florida.
3137. Timaru, G.; Pînzaru, D.; Costache, I.; Rusanocski,
V.; Petrovivi, P.; Melania Dalas, -; Dumitrescu, N. 1963.
Contributi la stabilirea agrotehnicii soiei in Depresiunea
Jijia-Bahuli [Contributions to the determination of the
agrotechnics of soybean growing in the Jijia-Bahlui
depression]. Probleme Agricole (Bucuresti, Romania)
15(5):26-33. May. [6 ref. Rom; eng; fre; rus]
• Summary: The best varieties for grain were Chippewa,
Hardone, Capital, Norchief, and Amurskaia 41; best for
silage were Lincoln and Iasi 10. Address: Station Exp. Podu
Iloaie, Romania.
3138. Houck, James P. 1963. Demand and price analysis of
the U.S. soybean market. Minnesota Agricultural Experiment
Station, Technical Bulletin No. 244. 80 p. June. [78 ref]
• Summary: Page 3: “Soybeans are an important and
relatively unique commodity in U.S. agriculture. The rise
of soybeans to this importance is a recent development.
Although soybeans were cultivated in the Far East for
thousands of years, little was known about them in the
United States before the 1930’s. Until 1941 over half of the
planted soybean acreage was harvested for hay, grazed, or
plowed under. But the World War II need for fats and oils
stimulated production increases. At the war’s end acreage
harvested for beans was approximately double the immediate
prewar level.
“In the 1946-60 period soybean production and
utilization expanded more than 200 percent. Farmers’ cash
receipts from soybeans increased from 1.9 percent of all
commodity receipts to 3.2 percent, placing soybeans fifth
among the nation’s cash crops. In 1960 only cotton, wheat,
corn, and tobacco returned more cash income to farmers and
1961 data indicate that soybeans replaced tobacco in fourth
place.

“Other than flax, soybeans are the only major U.S. crop
produced chiefly as an oilseed. When processed, soybeans
yield relatively fixed proportions of two joint commodities–
meal and oil. Historically the value of these commodities per
bushel of soybeans was approximately equal. Unlike other
major cash crops both foreign and domestic markets for
soybeans and soybean products expanded rapidly in recent
years.
“Objectives and Method of Analysis Most past economic
research on soybeans and soybean products emphasized
the production, marketing, and export potential of these
commodities (see Bibliography). Little statistical price
analysis was done. Apparently there is no published study
analyzing the pricing of soybeans and soybean products
as an interrelated simultaneous process. Consequently, the
central objective of this study was to compute and analyze
empirical estimates of the parameters in a simultaneous
statistical model of the U.S. soybean market.
“Development of an appropriate statistical model
implied the need for a theoretical framework providing a
fairly general expression of the important price-making
relationships for soybeans and soybean products. The total
farm level demand for soybeans is expressed by linking
demands for meal and oil to demands for bean exports and
storage. The farm supply function is shown to interact with
the total farm demand function to establish the price of
soybeans, the volume moving into each outlet, the crushing
and handling margin, and prices of meal and oil.
“An eight-equation linear statistical model of the U.S.
soybean market,” was developed.
3139. Maun, M.A. 1963. Effect of row-width on yield and
other characteristics of forage crops. MSc thesis, Faculty of
Agricultural Sciences, American University of Beirut. *
• Summary: Includes statistics on forage yield and protein
content of soybeans and corn-soybean mixtures. For
details, see: Worzella, W.W.; Abu Shakra, S.; Bray, D.W.
1964. “Forage production trials in the Beqa’a, Lebanon,
1958-1963.” American University of Beirut, Faculty of
Agricultural Sciences, Publication No. 25. 23 p. Feb. See p.
10-11, 21.
3140. Flumerfelt, Walter E. 1964. Sammy Soy grows up.
Soybean News (NSCIC) 15(2):1-3, 6. Jan.
• Summary: “The first full tankcar of domestic soybean
oil was made by Otto Eisenschiml in 1918 or 1919 at the
original solvent extraction plant of the Chicago Linseed Oil
plant. Dr. Eisenschiml, now in his 80’s and still vigorous,
was really the pioneer in the utilization of soybean oil
industrially.
“In the early 1930s, Mr. Henry Ford had publicized
his pet, the soybean. Everywhere people discussed and
wrote about the ‘miracle bean.’ This newcomer to Midwest
agriculture had potential, but it took a Second World War to
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really give the soybean the boost that put it ‘over the top.’
Back in 1937 the American Chemical Society was having its
Midwest Regional meeting at Omaha, Nebraska. At that time
I had built and was managing the soybean processing plant at
Waterloo, Iowa. Dr. O.R. Sweeney, Professor of Agricultural
Chemistry at Iowa State College, asked me to talk about
soybeans at one of the food symposiums at this ACS
Convention. My theme was ‘Let Sam Soy Do It’ and my
paper embraced an enthusiastic discourse regarding “Sam
Soy,” a name chosen to personify our American soybean. We
discussed the growth and possibilities of soybeans in relation
to agriculture and industry and tried to show how this rugged
Oriental immigrant has thrived in Uncle Sam’s environment.
“Now let’s try to note some of the things which have
materialized as soybeans have developed. Just 47 years
ago, as a young fellow on a New York State dairy farm, my
father and I began planting soybeans with corn for silage.
Dad had read about this new legume plant, how it added
nitrogen to the soil and how the soybeans as hay or silage
would increase milk production. So, we sent three dollars to
a seed house in Virginia and got in return one peck of brown
soybean seeds along with a little can of black inoculation
dirt. The soybeans grew very well, seemed to increase
feeding values, and our milk checks, based on fat premiums,
were always tops.
“So, in the late 1920s, after following Horace Greeley’s
advice to ‘Go West, young man, Go West,’ soybeans were
not strange to me when I encountered them as a cash crop
getting under way in the Midwest cornbelt states.
“My own initiation into the soybean processing business
was in 1929 operating a small solvent extraction plant at
Monticello, Illinois, and since that time we have seen the
annual crop develop in the United States from 9 million
bushels in 1929 to over 700 million bushels in a short 34
years.”
A portrait photo shows Walter E. Flummerfelt. Address:
Director of Marketing Oilseeds Operations, Specialty
Products Div., General Mills, Inc.
3141. Worzella, W.W.; Abu Shakra, S.; Bray, D.W. 1964.
Forage production trials in the Beqa’a, Lebanon, 1958-1963.
American University of Beirut, Faculty of Agricultural
Sciences, Publication No. 25. 23 p. Feb. See p. 10-11. [7 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: A system of farming which uses forages in
the production of livestock is superior to one which uses
grain or specialized cash crops. A forage system helps to
maintain soil productivity and economic stability. Yet in the
Middle East, research on forage crops is very limited. These
experiments were conducted at the Agricultural Research and
Education Center located in Lebanon’s north central Beqa’a
plain.
In the section titled “Irrigated experiments” is a
subsection on “Trials with different crops” (p. 10-11).

Soybeans and a corn-soybean mixture were grown under
irrigation during the 2-year period 1962-63. The results
(based on data from a 1963 M.S. Thesis by Maun) are shown
in two tables. Table 4 gives the average yield (air-dry) of
four different forage crops during 1962 and 1963: Sorghum,
corn, soybean, and corn-soybean. Sorghum gave the highest
yield (2.96 tons/dunum avg.), followed by corn (2.04), cornsoybean (1.60), and soybean (0.90).
Table 5 gives the protein content of these same four
crops: Sorghum 5.45%, corn 6.28%, corn-soybean 7.45%,
and soybean 11.76%. This protein content is approximately
inversely proportional to yield. Total protein produced per
dunum was: Sorghum 161.3, corn 128.1, corn-soybean
119.2, and soybean 105.8. Address: 1. Prof. of Agronomy;
2. Instructor of Agronomy; 3. Assoc. Prof. of Plant Breeding
and Plant Genetics. All: Faculty of Agricultural Sciences,
American Univ. of Beiruit, Beirut, Lebanon.
3142. Estacion Experimental Agricola de Los Llanos, Boletin
Informativo. 1964. La investigacion agrícola en la Estación
Experimental Agrícola de Los Llanos: Results and general
recommendations [Agricultural investigation at the “Los
Llanos” Agricultural Experiment Station in Bolivia: Results
and general recommendations]. No. 3. 64 p. March. [Spa]
• Summary: This bulletin was published by the Servicio
Agrícola Interamericano, Ministerio de Agricultura,
Ganadería y Colonización, Santa Cruz, Bolivia. (General
Saavedra). The section in oilseeds by Jose E. Rocabado, the
soybean is detail (p. 10-11) under the following headings:
Introduction, varieties, time of planting. Density of planting.
Planting itself. Labor and cultivation. Harvest. Peanuts are
also discussed.
The section on Pastures (p. 15-16, 20), by Gover
Barja, discusses the use of the soybean (Glycine max) as a
forage crop. Also discussed are tropical kudzu (Pueraria
phaseoloides), and kudzu (Pueraria javanica).
The section on plant pathology (p. 41), by Jose Candia
and Oscar Tapia, discusses root knot (Nudos de la raiz),
which is caused by nematodes. One way of combating this
problem is to rotate the infected crop with soybeans, corn,
sorghum, or peanuts. Address: Casilla correo 247, Santa
Cruz, Bolivia.
3143. Miller, T.B.; Rains, A.B.; Thorpe, R.J. 1964. The
nutritive value and agronomic aspects of some fodders in
Northern Nigeria. III. Hays and dried crop residues. J. of the
British Grassland Society 19(1):77-80. March. [11 ref]
• Summary: Digestibility data is given for soybeans as
fodder. Address: Regional Research Inst., Ministry of
Agriculture, Samaru, Zaria, Northern Nigeria.
3144. Pritchard, A.J.; Wutoh, J.G. 1964. Chromosome
numbers in the genus Glycine L. Nature (London)
202(4929):322. April 18. [5 ref]
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• Summary: The authors are conducting a breeding
programme with the introduced forage legume Glycine
Javanica (L.), a species with great potential over large areas
of Queensland.
Table 1 lists the following species in the genus Glycine
with their diploid chromosome number and seed source:
G. javanica (22 or 44; India, Brazil, Northern Rhodesia,
Tanganyika, Kenya), G. clandestina (40; Queensland),
G. falcata (40; Queensland), G. tabacina (80; New South
Wales), G. tomentella (40; New South Wales), G. max (40;
Nigeria). Address: 1. CSIRO, Div. of Tropical Pastures,
Cunningham Lab., St. Lucia, Brisbane, Australia; 2. Dep. of
Agriculture, Univ. of Queensland, St. Lucia, Brisbane.
3145. Humphreys, J.R. 1964. A case for expansion of soya
bean production in Rhodesia. Rhodesia Agriculture Journal
61(2):23-24, 26. March/April. Summarized in Soybean
Digest, June 1965, p. 28.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production and markets:
Major world importers and exporters. A place for soya
beans in Rhodesia’s agricultural economy. Crop credentials.
Problems to be studied if efficient expansion is to be
achieved. Bulking up of seed.
The author believes that there is a potential export
market and a domestic market for soybean oil and meal.
“A crop of sufficient magnitude could well influence the
establishment of a solvent extractor unit.” Address: Seeds
Officer, Dep. of Research & Special Services, Rhodesia.
3146. Vieweg, B.K.H.; Botha, T.B. 1964. Soybeans–for
the Eastern Transvaal Highveld. Farming in South Africa
40(1):34-35, 44. April. Summarized in Soybean Digest, April
1965, p. 39.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Experiments conducted.
Seed yields in bags per morgen. [One morgen = 2.1165
acres; one bag weighs 200 lb.] Hay yields. “Since 1959
experiments on soybeans have been carried out at the
Nooitgedacht Agricultural Research Station.” In years of
favorable weather, seeds yields have reached 12.95 bags/
morgen (2,590 lb/morgen = 1,224 lb/acre = 20.4 bushels/
acre). Address: Nooitgedacht Agricultural Research Station,
Transvaal, South Africa.
3147. Moga, Iuliu; Slusanschi, H. 1964. [Contributions to the
study of intercalary crops of silo maize and soyabeans under
the Baragan plain conditions]. Probleme Agricole (Bucuresti,
Romania) 16(5):4-14. May. [12 ref. Rom; eng; fre; rus]
• Summary: Intercalary crops are those inserted between
other crops, or intercropped. Experiments conducted “at the
Marculesti stations on intercalary maize and silo soybean
crops in 1961 (rather rainy) and 1963 (droughty) led to the
following conclusions: (1) Successful intercalary maize and
silo soybean crops involve the use of medium early double
hybrids under the Baragan Plain conditions.” (2) The yield

obtainable from such crops is practically equivalent to that
of pure maize crops, but the protein content is significantly
higher. (3) The optimum plant density is 40,000 plants per
ha for maize (100 x 25 cm) and 30-50 soybean seeds per
square meter. (4) Intercalary maize-soybean crops ensure a
production [yield] of over 35,000 kg of green matter per ha
of which 25-30% is soya. Address: 1. Marculesti Experiment
Station; 2. Institutl de ceretari pentru cereale si plante
technice. Both: Romania.
3148. Andric, Mira; Delic, Ilija; Lazar, Miron. 1964.
Suncokretova isojina sacma kao izvori proteina uhrani
za pilice [Sunflower seed and soybean grits as sources
of protein in chicken feed]. Stocarstvo (Cattle Breeding)
18(1/2):80-87. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3149. Budisic, Marko. 1964. Nase mogucnosti uzgoja soje
za koristenje u zelenomstanju te utvrdivanje optimalnog
vremena kosnje s obzirom na kolicinu i kakvocu prinosa
zelene mase [Our possibilities in cultivating soybeans for
use in the green state at the established optimal mowing time
with regards to the quantity and quality of the yield of the
green biomass]. Krmiva (Feed) 6(6):126-30. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.
3150. Salontai, A.; Cernea, S. 1964. [Report on scientific
work, 1964: Experimental results obtained with silo plants
(maize for silage with or without beans or soyabeans)
preceding winter wheat crops]. Institutul Agronomic “Dr.
Petru Groza”, Lucrari Stiintifice. Institutl Agronomic Cluj.
Seria Agricultura. Vol. 20. 183 p. See p. 133-38. [8 ref. Rom;
eng; rus]*
3151. Salontai, A.; Cernea, S.; Calancea, L. 1964. [Report
on scientific work, 1964: The effect of intercrops for silage
corn and annual leguminous plants (i.e. maize grown with or
without horse beans or soybeans)]. Institutul Agronomic “Dr.
Petru Groza”, Lucrari Stiintifice. Institutl Agronomic Cluj.
Seria Agricultura. Vol. 20. 183 p. See p. 139-47. [11 ref.
Rom; eng; rus]*
3152. Yates, Jerome Douglas. 1964. The feeding of unheated
soybeans to poultry. PhD thesis, Michigan State University.
124 p. Page 2135 in volume 25/04 of Dissertation Abstracts
International. *
• Summary: Toasted soybean meal is preferable, however
small amounts of unheated soybeans can be used. Address:
Michigan State Univ.
3153. Avramovic, Teodor; Lazic, Milenko; Lazic, Zora.
1965. Ispitivanja vigne i soje u proizvodnji stocne hrane
sa agroekonomskog i agrotehnickog gledista [Study of the
production of vigna (cowpea) and soybeans for use in animal
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feeds from an agro-economic and cultural point of view].
Savremena Poljoprivreda (Contemporary Agriculture)
13(3):207-22. March. [12 ref. Scr; eng]
• Summary: Yugoslavia has a shortage of high-quality
animal feeds. Five vigna varieties and 6 soybean varieties
were tested in combination with silo corn. Soybeans and
vigna were found to give good fresh yields of forage and
hay of high quality. Address: Inst. of Agricultural Research,
Faculty of Agriculture, Novi Sad, Vojvodina autonomous
region, Serbia, Yugoslavia.
3154. Bredt, H.; Ciorlaus, A.; Timpeanu, I.; Margineanu, T.
1965. [Experimental results concerning the intercropping
of fodder maize and annual Leguminosae under the
Transylvanian Sylvosteppe conditions]. Probleme Agricole
(Bucuresti, Romania) 17(4):28-39. April. [12 ref. Rom; eng;
fre; rus]
• Summary: Corn and soybeans were grown separately in
alternating rows and in mixed rows. The best qualitative and
quantitative yields for silage resulted from single alternating
rows, or from double alternating rows (i.e. 2 rows of corn, 2
rows of soybeans, etc.). For green fodder, intercropping was
not recommended, but planting in close rows was advised.
Address: Turda Agricultural Experiment Station, Turda,
Romania.
3155. Zahan, P. 1965. Influenta densitatii si distantei de
demanat asupra productiei la soia pentru boabe si siloz
[Influence of sowing density and spacing on yield of
soybeans for seed and silage]. Probleme Agricole (Bucuresti,
Romania) 17(5):13-23. May. Summary in Field Crop
Abstracts 19(2):128 (1966). [6 ref. Rom; eng; fre; rus]
• Summary: These trials were conducted on a moderatelystrongly podzolised forest soil at the Livada Experimental
Station in 1962-1964. The greater the density of soybean
plants, the higher each plant, and the lower the number of
branches, pods and seeds, and seed weight. The seed yield of
the soybean variety Chippewa was not significantly affected
by the plant density within the limits of 30-70 germinable
seeds per square meter. Address: Statiunea experimentala
agricola Livada, Romania.
3156. Winters, Rhett Y. 1965. Charles William Dabney:
Educator, administrator and scientist. North Carolina
State University at Raleigh, School of Agriculture and Life
Sciences, History Series. No. 2. 23 p. July. [6 ref]
• Summary: A oval portrait photo inside the front cover
shows Dr. Dabney. The following biographical sketch was
written by Dr. J.D. Eggleston, President Emeritus of the
college. He viewed Dabney as a “specific shining example of
a college product.”
Dabney was born in Hampden-Sydney, Virginia on 19
June 1855. He graduated at Hampden-Sydney College in
1873 with the degree of Bachelor of Arts. In order to have

funds to enter the university, he taught at a country public
school, where he prepared boys for college.
“Following the war of 1861-65, and the depleting days
of Reconstruction, the South was financially prostrate.
Young Dabney’s father, a minister and classical scholar, who
had been Stonewall Jackson’s Chief-of-Staff, and Dr. L.L.
Holliday, his science teacher at Hampden-Sydney, impressed
upon the young man the necessity for upbuilding the South
by the development of its material and human resources. He
therefore determined to specialize in the natural sciences, to
which he had had only an introduction at Hampden-Sydney.
Starting in 1874: “He spent three years at the University
of Virginia, studying chemistry, physics, and mathematics.
He was fortunate in having as his teacher in chemistry the
famous John W. Mallet (an Englishman who had studied in
Germany and who had introduced laboratory work at the
University). As Dabney intended to study in Germany he
studied French and German under Schale de Vere, who spoke
both languages. Diplomas not being given at that time, he
received certificates of graduation in all these subjects. To
prepare himself for public speaking, he did active work in
the Jefferson Literary Society, as he had done at HampdenSydney.
“After one year of teaching the sciences at Emory
and Henry, Virginia, where he introduced laboratory work
in chemistry and physics, he studied at the University
of Gottingen and during the holidays, attended lectures
at Berlin, under Friedrich Woehler [lived 1800-1882],
then considered the foremost chemist in Germany; under
Hoffman, under Von Helmhotz and under Du Bois Reymond.
With great physical strength and health, with a mind as
strong as oak, he put forth his utmost efforts to improve
every minute in his studies in organic and inorganic
chemistry; in mineralogy, and gave time to the study of
agricultural chemistry. He took his degree of Doctor of
Philosophy, magna cum laude, in two years.
“In Europe Dabney had visited and studied at the
Agricultural Institute in Goettingen and had added to his
knowledge of scientific field work in agriculture by studying
the reports of the Director of the Rothamsted Farm in
England.” (1)
“Charles Dabney returned home to pursue the purposes
outlined by his father and teacher. There were few men in
this country with such basic training in the sciences relating
to agriculture at that time and few positions for such men
except as professors in a small number of institutions of
higher learning. Industries had not yet learned the value of
such men and salaries were very low. Few public leaders
and very few politicians were aware of the opportunities for
improving agriculture through the application of the natural
sciences. Some thought the hoe and the plow more important
instruments than the test tube for solving problems of the
farmer.
“In North Carolina public and political opinion
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invisioned [envisioned] the new land grant college as a trade
school for farmers and mechanics. But President Battle of the
University called attention to the need for higher education
for farmers which would lead them to take their positions
with other learned professions such as doctors and lawyers.
(2)
Also contains detailed sections on Dr. Dabney as: The
Educator (In 1887 he went to Knoxville to take charge of the
University of Knoxville. He established a new vision of the
goal of education in the South, and one that was pursued).
The Administrator. The Scientist. The Man.
Page 21: “The soybean received its first study at this
station, as to varieties, soil, fertilizers, cultivation, and yield.
Chief interest in the bean at this time was as a livestock feed
and parts of the plant were compared with cow peas and
other fodders.” Note 1. In the Station’s 1883 Annual Report,
Dr. Dabney wrote a detailed section titled “The soja bean–
Soja hispida” (p. 116-27).
Note 2. This 1883 Report is the earliest scientific
publication seen on the soybean in North Carolina (May
2017) and the earliest publication seen on soybeans from a
North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station. It is also the
earliest document seen (May 2017) that clearly referred to
the cultivation of soybeans in North Carolina. This document
contained the earliest clear date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in North Carolina (1882).
Dr. Dabney saw the need for establishing a separate
land-grant college in North Carolina, apart from the
University in Chapel Hill, and took an active role among
the leaders of the state who promoted the approval of the
legislation of 1887 to establish in Raleigh the North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts (known today
as North Carolina State University). In fact, in early 1887
he wrote the bill that established the college. The bill was
enacted into law on 3 March 1887 and the college opened on
3 Oct. 1889. Dabney Hall, which houses the Department of
Chemistry, was later named in his honor.
Dr. Dabney did not remain in the state to see the
opening of A&M on October 3, 1889. In 1887 he became
President of the University of Tennessee (Knoxville) and
served there until 1904. “While serving as president of the
University of Tennessee, Dr. Dabney accepted President
Grover Cleveland’s appointment as Assistant Secretary
of Agriculture and was granted temporary leave from the
University [he was gone from 12 Dec. 1893 to 27 March
1897]. When McKinley succeeded Grover Cleveland
as President [in 1897], he invited Dr. Dabney to remain
as Assistant Secretary, and as an added inducement the
appointment carried the title Director of Scientific Research
with continuing status when new administrations came into
office.” While serving as Asst. Secretary of Agriculture,
Dabney introduced soybeans to Seventh-day Adventist
soyfoods pioneer Dr. John Harvey Kellogg of Battle Creek,
Michigan.

From 1904 until 1920 Dr. Dabney was President of the
University of Cincinnati. Honorary degrees were conferred
upon Dabney by Davidson College in 1899, Washington
and Lee University in 1900, Yale University in 1901, Johns
Hopkins University in 1902, and the University of Cincinnati
in 1937.
Note 3. Dr. Dabney died on 15 June 1945 (Friday)
of acute coronary thrombosis at age 89 in a hospital in
Asheville. He was buried in Spring Grove Cemetery at
Cincinnati, Hamilton County, Ohio (Garden LN, Section
118, Lot 26, Space 1C), He was survived (in 1945) by two
daughters, Mrs. Alexander Thompson and Mrs. John Ingle.
For about 3 years Dr. Dabney had maintained a summer
home in Montreat, near Asheville, North Carolina. During
the winter, he resided at Winter Park, Florida, and was en
route from there when he suffered the fatal attack. Address:
Director, North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, 1925-1937.
3157. Hodges, Earl F. 1965. Urea–and natural high protein
feeds–economic implications. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 4144.
• Summary: “What Is Urea? How Does It Work? Urea is
a nonprotein nitrogen compound which is changed in the
rumen into complex proteins by microorganisms which
convert this material into their own cellular structure. The
microorganisms are then digested by their ruminant host
thereby supplying protein for the body tissues of this host.
Urea furnishes no energy, vitamins, or minerals in the diet.
“Scientific literature over the last 50 years contains
hundreds of references stating the usefulness of urea in
feeding cattle, sheep, and other ruminants, so that there is no
longer any doubt as to the efficacy of its use, assuming it is
properly mixed at recommended levels with the other feed
ingredients of the ration.
“At least two or possibly three grades of urea are
commercially available. Only two grades were listed in the
statistics of the Tariff Commission -a fertilizer grade (46%
nitrogen), and feed grade (42% nitrogen). Today, there
appear to be three grades on the market–46% nitrogen, 45%
nitrogen, and 42% nitrogen. The terms ‘fertilizer’ and ‘feed’
grade seem to be passing out of the picture with urea being
designated only by the percentage of its nitrogen content.
The 46%-nitrogen urea is nontoxic to plants and ruminant
animals but the 42% urea may be toxic to some plants.
Plant toxicity in the 42% urea depends on whether or not
biuret is present. Biuret is a double molecule of urea which
sometimes occurs in urea if the temperatures are sufficiently
high in the urea manufacturing process. Biuret is nontoxic to
ruminants as is urea when fed at recommended levels.
“Ordinarily, 1 pound of urea plus 6 pounds of corn (or
other equivalent feed grain) is considered equivalent to and
can be substituted for 7 pounds of 44% soybean meal or
cottonseed meal. In some supplemental rations, molasses
is substituted for feed grain, particularly if the quality of
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other feed available is relatively low. For example, molasses
plus urea can be fed with various kinds of silage, or with
relatively poor quality hay, or with just corn cobs. Acceptable
weight gains considering the low feed cost can be achieved.
“Regulation of Urea Sales: Sale of urea as a feed
supplement is regulated under feed control laws in most
states. In general, if equivalent protein from urea exceeds
one-third of the total crude protein in the feed formula, the
feed label shall bear a statement of proper usage and the
following statement: ‘Warning: This feed should be used
only in accordance with directions furnished on the label.’
Most feed manufacturers keep the amount of urea below the
level for which the warning is required.
“How Much Should Be Used? The amount of urea used
in milk cow rations (complete feeds) probably should not,
and need not, exceed 2% of the concentrate ration. For beef
cattle and sheep, the amount of urea need not exceed 1% of
the concentrate ration. In general, during the past few years,
when the feeding of urea was discussed, most nutritional
authorities emphasized the need for urea to be thoroughly
and uniformly mixed throughout the feed ration. This point
has been so strongly emphasized that probably many farmers
felt that their own feed mixing equipment was inadequate for
mixing urea. Unless they were buying urea in feeds already
mixed, they did not use it.
“More recently however, some farmers, having become
familiar with the use of other chemicals and medicinals,
have fed urea using their own feed mixing equipment. For
instance, some farmers cutting dry silage in the winter
months add a bucket of urea per wagon load pouring it along
the middle of the wagon. In this case the mixing occurs as
the material is blown into and distributed in the silo. These
farmers indicated that they have achieved over several years
very satisfactory results with lower feed costs.” Address:
Agricultural Economist, Farm Production Economics Div.,
USDA, Washington, DC.
3158. Sellschop, J.P.F.; Niekerk, B.F. van. 1965. Soybeans
are in demand. Farming in South Africa 41(6):52-55. Sept.
[2 ref]
• Summary: In South Africa roasted soybean meal “used
to be generously included in the diet of certain classes
of labourers in gold and coal mines. They are now used
largely for the manufacture of certain patent foods, and
the extraction of oil. The oil is processed for cooking
purposes, for use in paints, and for other industrial purposes.
The protein-rich meal is used to feed livestock. “Shelled
immature soybeans are sometimes used, as a vegetable.”
Soybeans are a good crop to rotate with maize, kaffir
corn, and wheat to help prevent root and stem diseases. They
are an important hay crop in humid localities, they smother
weeds (such as watergrass), and they are not attacked by the
witchweed plant parasite. Soybeans are more resistant to
frost than cowpeas, velvet beans, and groundnuts. The most

suitable areas for soybean production are the warmer, more
humid maize-producing areas of South Africa, where the
annual rainfall exceeds 550 mm (22 inches) per annum, and
where the elevation is less than 5,000 feet above sea level.
“Areas that have produced considerable quantities of
soybeans recently are the districts of Piet Retief, WatervergPotgietersrus, Delmas, Lydenburg, Klerksdorp-Fentersdorp,
and Richmond and Ixopo in Natal.” A map with dots shows
the main soybean producing areas in South Africa; they are
in the northeast, in Transvaal and Natal.
Details on soybean cultivation are given: Soil, fertilisers,
inoculation of the seed, soil preparation, planting time,
implements, seed quality, harrowing and cultivation,
harvesting, storage, yields, hay and silage, disposal [sale].
On dryland, yields of beans average 2,000 to 2,400 lb per
morgen (1 morgen = 2.1165 acres). The yield of hay is about
3 to 8 tons per morgen and the yield of green silage material
about 5 to 15 tons. Address: Agricultural Research Inst.,
Potchefstroom, South Africa.
3159. Swinford, P.N. 1965. Seedbed preparation, planting,
fertilization: machinery for efficient soybean production.
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 47, 50.
• Summary: “My first contact with the soybean was on my
father’s farm back during the 1930’s. We grew them for hay
for the dairy herd. You may have made some soybean hay
and, know what that’s like. To make matters worse, we ran
the stuff through a stationary hay chopper. After a day of
that under 85º sunshine, 10 fingers could not begin to scratch
with sufficient intensity to relieve the itching. What an
enlightening day when we discovered that you are supposed
to combine this valuable crop.
“Soybean growing techniques have changed a great deal
since the crop was grown primarily for hay. These techniques
have brought about many modifications and refinements in
the equipment to prepare the seedbed and plant and fertilize
the crop.
“Seedbed Requirements: First, we should consider the
requirements of the soybean for a seedbed. Seed in contact
with moist soil and shallow, uniform depth is most important.
The requirement for shallow, uniform depth dictates the need
for fairly fine soil particles, since it is next to impossible
to achieve uniform seed coverage at minimum depth with
coarse cloddy soils. These requirements will largely govern
the type of equipment and number of operations.
“The conventional equipment for seedbed preparation
hasn’t changed much. Moldboard and chisel plows will
predominate the scene for some time. Tillage machines such
as the disc harrow, peg tooth, spring tooth, and coil tine
harrows, mulcher-packers, and the like will likely still be
around for a long time.
“Probably the best way to gain efficiency with these
tillage tools is to equip ourselves with larger units or
combine two or more operations into one, thereby utilizing
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the power of the new 90-HP and larger tractors which have
gained such wide acceptance so quickly.
“This table shows a study made in Iowa comparing
the costs of owning and operating two 3-plow tractors with
one 6-plow model. Field capacity, whether plows or tillage
equipment, is comparable.” The 6-plow model offers a
savings of $565.00.
“While I doubt that many of you are using three-plow
tractors, the point here is that we must put those big tractors
to work if we are to realize the efficiency that they are
capable of.
“A new method which appears to offer a great deal in
increased efficiency is the PTO-driven rotary strip tillers
used in combination with planting units. I’m not prepared to
say whether few or many soil types will respond favorably
to this type of tillage since we at Allis-Chalmers have not
taken this approach. The method does qualify in that it will
decrease the number of trips necessary and better utilize
horsepower by combining operations. In heavier soils,
plowing may still be required, but multiple tillage operations
could be eliminated.
“Here the final tillage and planting operations have
been combined with a simple tow hitch between the field
cultivator and planter. The implement could just as well be
a chisel plow, disc harrow, or other machine. The important
thing is that one man and one tractor are doing what would
otherwise require two.
“Minimum tillage systems are increasing in acceptance
everywhere and perhaps merit your consideration as a way
to cut costs in your operation. At Allis-Chalmers, we’ve
had quite a bit of experience with wheel-track planting for
corn. By merely plowing and wheel-track planting, we were
able to get the crop into the ground in only two operations
at a savings of $5 to $7 per acre. Our users across the
Cornbelt soon put the system to test with soybeans. One such
customer says that he can count on 10 to 12 bushels per acre
more soybeans, and has the initial savings in cost besides.
This is at least $30 more profit per acre; part of it from the
system, part from narrow 30-inch rows.
“Which brings us to another phase of our discussion–
narrow rows. Just how much narrow-row planting will
increase soybean yields depends on which experiment
station you’re tuned to. I’m sure they all agree that there
are increases. I’ve talked to many farmers who’ve used
narrow rows for beans and all report increases and would not
consider returning to wide-row planting.
“Narrow-Row Crops: Again in the Cornbelt the sudden
and meteoric increase in the acceptance of narrow-row corn
and soybeans caused a sellout of narrow-row planters and
cultivators for all manufacturers this past spring. Obviously,
the ability to use the same equipment for both crops was a
significant factor.
“Since cotton rows are pretty well established at 38
inches and 40 inches, you growers here in the Delta cannot

have this common use in both crops without adjustment of
the equipment, and this is not very desirable during the peak
season. However, if you grow only as much as 200 acres,
with the very modest increase of only 2 bushels per acre
(much less than average increases), the added profits would
pay for your new six- or eight-row mounted unit type planter
without fertilizer attachment the first year. The planter shown
here planted about 500 acres of corn in 20-inch rows this
year in central Illinois and will double, as a bean planter.
In the hands of a good operator, it should easily plant 75
acres or more per day, allowing time permitting chemical
application.
“Many bean growers prefer to have their unit planters
equipped with double disc openers with depth bands for
precision depth control, resulting in more even stands.
“We’ve mentioned both 30-inch and 20-inch rows, and
the obvious question is, ‘Which is best?’ I believe most tests
favor the 20-inch spacing in yield trials. If chemical weed
control is complete and the particular soil doesn’t require
cultivation for aeration, 20-inch rows should be all right. If
cultivation would become necessary for weed control, then
all except the smallest tractors would require changing to
narrower rear tires. Use of the typical tricycle tractor is out
of the question. Twenty-eight or 30-inch rows generally give
nearly as much yield increase and can be cultivated with
tractors having normal tire equipment, but preferably with
the adjustable front axles.
“Whether you fertilize your soybeans is dependent on
many factors–soil types, fertilization rate of the preceding
crop, and others. If you do fertilize with nominal amounts
of starter, equipment is available to place the material below
and to the side of the seed, but separated from the seed by
only the amount of soil you select. To keep the efficiency up,
use big hoppers on the planter to cover more land between
refills. Mechanize the handling with bulk materials and auger
conveyors to hold the refill time to a minimum.
“The practices and methods I have mentioned are
only general recommendations. They have been tried and
work successfully for someone somewhere. Analyze your
efficiency problems and select the practices which would
appear to have bearing on them. Then give the practice a
test on your farm, in your conditions. This is the only way
to know if it will work for you. The important thing is to try
new methods to improve your efficiency. Remember, you
may be on the right track, but if you don’t move, you will
still get run over.”
A small portrait photo shows P.N. Swinford. Address:
Supervisor, Tractor Sales, Farm Equipment Div., AllisChalmers Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
3160. Wilson, E.H. 1965. Soyland–Home of soybeans.
Hoosier Farmer (Indianapolis, Indiana) 50(11):17. Nov.
• Summary: Soyland, a farm in Carroll county, is the
birthplace of soybeans in Indiana, and of the national
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organization devoted to this money-making crop. For 61
years soybeans have been produced on this farm. In 1898
Solomon Fouts, father of Taylor Fouts, brought soybeans
to Carroll County. That same year his son, Taylor Fouts,
entered Purdue University. In 1902 Taylor graduated from
Purdue’s school of agriculture, and in the spring of 1904 four
varieties of soybeans–Ogemaw, Ito San, Early Brown, and
Hollybrook–were grown on the farm.
In 1920 the first midwest soybean convention was held
at Soyland and on September 3 of that year the American
Soybean Association (ASA) was born. During the 1920s the
soybean failed to impress midwest farmers. “Anyone who
has handled loose soybean hay or tried to ‘fork’ the stems
from a tramp-shed knows well the ‘why’ of its unpopularity.
In 1925 Fouts developed one of the first combines for
soybeans in central Indiana. From that time on soybeans
became one of Hoosierland’s finest cash crops as a protein
supplement.”
Leo Bowman married Mary Margaret Fouts. Today
Soyland still grows soybeans and operates as a general
livestock farm. This year, Leo is growing Lindarin soybeans.
He is also testing a plot of Harosoy 63.
Photos show: (1) Taylor and Finis Fouts in 1915,
standing in front of their barn (on which is written “Soyland–
Taylor Fouts) and examining new soybean varieties. (2) Leo
and Mary Fouts Bowman standing in front of their barn (on
which is written “Soyland–L.D. Bowman) and examining a
Harosoy 63 soybean plant.
Note: This is the second earliest document seen (Oct.
2012) which states that Solomon Fouts brought soybeans to
Carroll County, and that he did so in 1898. The source of this
information may have been Taylor Fouts, or the following
article: Fouts, Taylor. 1944. “Soyland saga.” Soybean Digest.
Sept. p. 15-16.
3161. Përmeti, Mentor. 1965. Disa konsiderata paraprake
mbi sojën në kushtet e Myzequsë [Some preliminary
considerations about soybeans in the Myzeqe conditions].
Buletini i Shkencave Bujqesore (Bulletin of Agricultural
Science–Albania) 4(3):40-48. [6 ref. Alb; eng]
• Summary: Based on two years of trials, the authors discuss
the behavior of three Hungarian and two Chinese soybean
varieties in the low coastal areas of Albania, as well as
their possibilities to produce grain / seed, oil, and fodder.
They conclude: 1. The soybean varieties imported from
Hungary (especially Ireqi Sgirkabarat and Ireqi I.S.Z.–1)
are interesting for oil extraction. 2. The soybean varieties
imported from the People’s Republic of China may be of
interest for growing fodder. 3. The soybean varieties that
have been tested are not of interest if sown mixed with maize
(corn). Address: Në Stacion e Foragjereve, Fushë-Krujë,
Albania.
3162. Petrakieva, Irina. 1965. Za nachina na zasiavane na

smesen posev ot tsarevitsa i soia za silazh pri nepolivni
usloviia [On the method of interplanting corn and soybeans
for silage under dry farming conditions]. Rastenievudni
Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria) 2(6):103-12. [15 ref. Bul;
rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: Results are presented from studies
on methods of planting combined maize-soybean crop
for silage under dry-farming conditions. To elucidate the
problem trials were carried out over the period 1961-1963
at the experimental field of the Forage Research Institute in
Pleven.
“It is ascertained that mixed crops of maize and
soybeans harvested for silage at milk-dough stage are
inferior to maize alone in green mass yield by 3.9 to 16.4
per cent, in dry matter yield by 4.6 to 13.3 per cent but it is
superior to maize alone in crude protein yield by 6.4 to 28.1
per cent. Highest yields of green material and absolute dry
substance are obtained in the fifth variant with combined
maize-soybean crop, followed by the fourth and second
variants, while highest yield of crude protein is obtained in
the second variant.
“Soybean participation in overall yields of crop mixtures
depends on the number of maize and soybean plants to the
hectare and on the method of planting. A larger number of
soybean plants to the hectare secures a greater percentage
of soybeans in the total yields of green mass and absolute
dry substance. Soybean yield lowers when the number of
soybean plants remains the same with increasing portion of
maize and both components are planted at the same time.
“Both plants influence each other when grown in
combination, affecting their heights, weights, morphological
structures and chemical compositions. Maize and soybeans
have best developed and possess highest percentage of ears
and pods respectively, when grown alone. Mean weights
of maize and soybean plants, planted at the same time as a
mixture crop, as well as mean weights of ears and pods per
plant respectively, diminish with the increasing of number
of plants per unit of area.” Address: Forage Research Inst.,
Pleven, Bulgaria.
3163. James, Isabel. 1966. The use of whole foods. British
Vegetarian. March/April. p. 141-48.
• Summary: This is the revised text of a lecture given by the
author at the 18th International Vegetarian Union Congress at
Swanwick in 1965. After defining whole foods she discusses
vegetarian protein foods, including nuts, pulses, and yeast.
Under Pulses, the main variety discussed is the soya bean.
“This is truly a Wonder Bean!” It can be used to make flour,
milk, curds and cheese [tofu], and soy sauce. Or the beans
themselves can be soaked and cooked for a long time. “The
by-products of the bean are also valuable for pasturage, dry
fodder and silage. It seems a pity that such a valuable food
should also be used for the production of soap, paint and
high explosives!” Address: B.A.
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3164. Marquette, J. 1966. Possibilité et intérêt de la culture
du Soja noir au Lac Alaotra [Possibilities of, and interest
in, the cultivation of black soybeans at Lake Alaotra,
Madagascar]. Agronomie Tropicale (France) 21(9):1049-53.
Sept. [Fre; eng; spa]
• Summary: A study of the possibilities of cultivating black
soybeans was conducted from 1 July 1959 to 30 June 1961 at
the Lac Alaotra Station. The trial was conducted in rice fields
which are used from December to May for the production
of paddy. The trial showed that these fields could be used
during the remaining months to cultivate soybeans as an
off-season fodder crop. If the soybeans are planted in May
or June, soybean production for fodder will be at a peak in
September and October, both months when livestock most
lacks green fodder. Address: Ingénieur de Travaux Agricoles
(IRAM-IRAT).
3165. Burkill, I.H. 1966. Dictionary of the economic
products of the Malay Peninsula, 2nd ed. 2 vols. Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia: Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives. xiv + 2444 p. See vol. 1 (A-H), p. 1098-1103.
Index. 24 cm. [11 ref]
• Summary: Information on the soy bean (Glycine max) is
found under Glycine. Contents: Origin. Man has selected
the more tropical races and is still selecting. Search for a
race suitable for Malaya. Java, long ago, found one suitable
for the drier parts of the island. Secondary uses as fodder,
a cover crop, and green manure. High food-value of the
seed. The seed, ripe or nearly ripe, as food. Its special use
in diabetes. Artificial milk. Vegetable casein [for industrial
uses]. substitute for coffee. Seedlings [sprouts] eaten. Sauces,
&c., from the bean. Témpé made in Malaysia with the aid
of a fungus. Teou-fu [tofu] prepared by the Chinese. Taocho prepared [in Java] with the aid of fungus. Sho-yu or soy
kechap. Miso, a Japanese preparation. The making of soy
kechap in Java. Organisms in fermentation. Oil [soy-bean
oil, or kachang oil]. Criminal use (hairs on the pods cause
irritation within the digestive tract). Fibre (in the stem). Joss
sticks (Ash of the stem is said to be used in joss-sticks in
Indo-China). The soybean is frequently cultivated in Burma
and Siam.
A photo (frontispiece) facing the title page shows Isaac
Henry Burkill (1870-1965). This second edition is only
slightly different from the original 1935 edition of which
2,000 copies were sold. This edition was published on
behalf of the governments of Malaysia and Singapore by the
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. Address: Director of Gardens, Straits Settlements
(Singapore; 1912-1925).
3166. Hooks, Robert Dave. 1966. Effect of raw soybeans
upon pancreatic function and performance of pigs. PhD
thesis, Iowa State University. 151 p. Page 3733 in volume

27/11-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.
3167. Kovacheva, I. 1966. Sravnitelno izpitvane na niakoi
sortove soia pri nepolivni usloviia [Comparative testing
of some soybean varieties under dry-farming conditions].
Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria) 3(4):53-57. [6
ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: Varietal trials were carried out
in 1961-1962 at the Agricultural Institute near Russé with
the purpose to establish the most suitable grain soybean
variety for cultivation under dry-farming conditions.
Eleven varieties are comparatively tested, nine of which
are American–Adams, Lincoln, Shelby, Chippewa, Clark,
Harosay [Harosoy], Hokey, Comet and Mandarin and two
Hungarian–Iregy and Korona.
“The trials are run on leached chernozem soil type with
35 germinating seeds per sq. meter, planted in rows at 50 cm
apart.
“The following conclusions may be drawn:
“1. Unirrigated soybeans grown under Obraszov Chiflik
conditions give unstable yields, strongly dependent on
rainfalls and their distribution throughout the vegetation
period.
“2. The early varieties Iregy and Comet are proven as
best adapted for grain production in the area, yielding 1,470
and 1,310 kgs grain to the hectare on a three-year average.
“3. The late varieties are suitable for silage production.
Clark and Lincoln soybean varieties yield 20,790 and 20,220
kg/ha fresh mass respectively in 1963.” Address: Agricultural
Inst. “Obraszov Chiflik”, Russé, Bulgaria.
3168. Marinov, M.; Marinova, R. 1966. Po vaprosa za
smesenoto otglejdane na tsarevitsa za silaj vraiona na Vidin
[Maize and soybeans grown in a mixture for silage in the
Vidin area]. Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria)
3(9):119-27. [11 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: A trial is conducted over the period
1961-1963 at the Complex Experiment Station in Vidin with
the purpose to determine the most proper method of planting
a mixed crop of maize and soybeans.
“Planting in rows spaced at 50, 60 and 70 cm, maize
planting in two-row bands and planting soybeans, in threerow bands, both bands and rows spaced at 50 cm, as well
as checked in hills at 60/60 cm and 70/70 cm with two and
three maize kernels and five soybean grains per hill and
maize and soybeans grown alone as variants of the trial are
experimented.
“Experimental results and other investigations indicate
that:
“1. Green mass yield of soybean-maize mixture is equal
to that of maize alone in years with normal rainfalls, namely
from 44,750 to 46,020 kg/ha. Yield of the mixture in years
with scantier rainfalls, however, is 15-23% lower.
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“2. Maize alone, planted in rows 60 cm apart at the
hectare seed rate of 60 kg, yields on medium rich soils with
favourable soil-water relations 46,000 kg green mass or
14,380 feed units and 690 kg digestible protein.
“Yield of the mixed crop grown under the same
conditions in rows 50 and 60 cm apart at the rate of 60 kg
maize seed and 60 kg soybean seed per hectare averages to
44,240 and 44,750 kg green mass or 13,200 and 13,310 feed
units or 930 and 960 kg digestible protein respectively to the
hectare.
“3. A mixture checked in hills returns 8-14% less green
mass and 16-22% less digestible protein than a mixture
planted in rows.” Address: Complex Experiment Station,
Vidin, Bulgaria.
3169. Marinova, Radka; Marinov, M. 1966. Izpitvane na
razlichni sortove soia za savmestno otglejdane s tsarevitsa za
furaj [Testing different soybean varieties for mixed growing
with maize for silage]. Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science,
Bulgaria) 3(8):117-26. [11 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: Field tests are conducted over the
period 1961-1963 in the Complex Experiment Station in
Vidin with the purpose to ascertain the most suitable soybean
varieties for mixed growing with maize for silage. The maize
varieties WIR-42 (medium-early) and Wisconsin 641-AA
(medium-late) and the soybean varieties Adams, Shelby,
Lincoln, Clark, Chippewa and Furajna are experimented as
non-irrigated crops on meadow-carbonate soil of the flood
land of the Danube river. Maize is planted at the hectare rate
of 60 kg and soybeans with 300,000 to 350,000 germinative
grains on a hectare in rows spaced 60 cm apart. Seeds of both
crops are mixed prior to planting. The following conclusions
are drawn from the obtained experimental results:
“1. Mixture of soybeans and medium late Wisconsin
641-AA maize hybrid yields 8% more green mass for silage
than mixture of soybeans and medium early WIR-42 hybrid.
“2. The medium late soybean varieties Clark, Adams,
Lincoln, and Shelby develop larger vegetative mass and have
a greater percentage of total green mass yield and are most
suitable for mixed growing with medium late maize hybrids.
“3. Soybean mixtures with the maize hybrid WIR42 furnish lower green mass yields but on the other hand
they may be reaped about ten days earlier than those with
Wisconsin 641-AA.
“4. The soybean varieties Furajna, Clark and Chippewa
prove more suitable for growing in mixtures with medium
early maize hybrids.” Address: Complex Experiment Station,
Vidin, Bulgaria.
3170. Petrakieva, Irina. 1966. Prouchavane na niakoi
biologichni i morfologichni kachestva na razlichni sortove
soia, otglezhdani za zelena masa [Study of some biological
and morphological qualities of different soybean varieties
grown as silage crops]. Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science,

Bulgaria) 3(2):25-34. [7 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: Results are reported from studies
conducted over the period 1960-1963 under dry farming
conditions at the Forage Research Institute in Pleven with
seventeen soybean varieties grown as silage crops. Duration
of the more important stages of development, height of
plants, morphological structure and mean weight of plants,
chemical composition and yield of the green mass, and its
dry matter and crude protein contents are investigated.
“Comet (of American origin), Iregy (of Hungarian
origin) and the Bulgarian varieties Pavlikeni 1, Pavlikeni 2,
Pavlikeni 502 and Pavlikeni 519 are under the conditions
of Pleven area earliest, and Harosay [Harosoy], Adams and
Hokey–all of American origin–latest varieties.
“Highest green mass yields ranging from 20,690 to
22,140 kg to the hectare, and dry matter yields ranging from
5,784 to 6,236 kg to the hectare are obtained on a three-year
average from the varieties Shelby, Clark, Harosay, Adams,
Hokey and Lincoln. These yields, however, are considered
as unsatisfactory and for this reason soybeans should not
be grown alone but in mixtures with maize or other high
yielding late spring forage crops.” Address: Forage Research
Inst., Pleven, Bulgaria.
3171. Petrakieva, Irina. 1966. Rezultati ot sravnitelnoto
prouchvane na razlichni sortove soia v smeski s tsarevitsa za
silazh [A comparison of soyabean cultivars grown in mixture
with maize as silage crop]. Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant
Science, Bulgaria) 3(3):71-80. [10 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: Results are presented from a
comparative study of seven soybean varieties (Chippewa,
Staroukrainska, Harosay {Harosoy}, Adams, Lincoln, Shelby
and Clark) grown with two double cross maize hybrids
(WIR-42 and Wisconsin 641 AA) in mixed crops harvested
at the milk-dough stage of maize. The trials are carried out
during the three year period 1962-1964 under dry-farming
conditions at the first experimental field of the Forage
Research Institute in Pleven. The rain amounts of the period
June-August of the respective test years are low (148.7,
88.0, and 142.2 liters/sq.m.) and the daily temperatures and
relative air humidity are high.
“The test results show that with respect to the
developmental stages the medium late varieties Adams and
Harosoy are most suitable for growing in mixed crops with
WIR-42, while Wisconsin 641 AA fits at the first place in the
combination with Clark and secondly with Adams variety.
Total green mass and dry matter yields of these mixtures
almost even up or little excel those of the other mixtures,
while with regard to content and total protein yield they
rank first and are 14.3 to 16.8 per cent higher than those
of the mixtures with earliest soybean variety–Chippewa
as component.” Address: Forage Research Inst., Pleven,
Bulgaria.
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3172. Smith, Christo A. 1966. Common names of South
African plants. Botanical Survey of South Africa, Memoir
No. 35. 642 p. See p. 51-52, 354, 428-30, 571. [392* ref]
• Summary: The soybean is called soya bean, sojaboontjies,
olieboontjie, and soooiboontjie in Natal and Eastern
Transvaal. Page 430 notes that cultivated Glycine soya is “A
bushy hairy annual with long hairy pods. Excellent as a cattle
fodder or for green manuring. The pods may be used as a
vegetable and oil is extracted from the seeds. Occasionally
found as an escape from cultivation.” Address: South Africa.
3173. Johnson, Herbert W.; Cartter, J.L.; Hartwig, E.E. 1967.
Growing soybeans. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 2129
(Revised ed.). 12 p. Feb.
• Summary: This edition is only slightly revised from 1959
edition. This bulletin supersedes Farmers’ Bulletins No. 1520
and No. 2024. Address: Crops Research Div., USDA ARS.
3174. Harper, J.C. 1967. Soyabeans (Glycine max (L.) Merr).
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 64(2):27-34. March/April.
[16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Utilisation. Soybeans as
a human food. Climatic and altitude requirements. Varieties.
Soil requirements and rotations. Fertilizer requirements
(and relationship to inoculation). Seed and seed treatment.
Planting. Management. Chemical weed control. Harvesting:
For forage, or seed. Yields: Seed, hay, silage. Pests. Diseases.
Marketing. Economics of production. Analyses (soyabean
oil meal, expeller or hydraulic process; soyabean forage).
Acknowledgements. Summary.
“Rhodesian soyabean production is very small, varying
from one to two thousand acres with an average yield level
of between 1.8 and 3 bags (200 lb/bag) of seed per acre. The
acreage grown for fodder production as distinct from seed
has varied in the past from about 1,600 to 3,000.
“Utilization: Soyabeans are used widely [outside of
Africa] as green shelled beans and dry beans for human
consumption.” “Soyabean oil is used for shortening and
margarine manufacture, as a salad oil, in the making of
candles, core oil, disinfectants, electric insulation, enamels,
glycerin, insecticides, linoleum, paints, printing inks, soaps
and many other products.”
“Depending upon the variety and the locality, time of
planting will vary from the second half of November to the
middle of December... There is no control over the marketing
of soyabeans in this country; the Grain Marketing Board acts
as a residual buyer. It is commonly accepted that there is
little profit in growing the crop until a yield of about 5 bags
per acre is obtained.” Address: Chief Agronomy Extension
Officer, Dep. of Conservation and Extension, Rhodesia.
3175. Kalaidzhieva, Stanka. 1967. Vzaimootnoshenia mejdu
tsarevichnite hibridi VIR-42, Ohio C-92 i razlichivite sortove
soia pri otglejdaneto im v smeski za silaj [Interrelations

between the corn hybrids WIR-42 and Ohio C-92 grown
for silage in mixtures with different soybean varieties].
Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria) 4(7):99-109.
[11 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: Results are presented from fouryear field trials with growing of the hybrids WIR-42 and
Ohio C-92 in mixtures with different soybean varieties. They
are conducted on chernozem smolnitsa soil in the Sofia area.
“Growing of medium early hybrid WIR-42 in a mixed
crop with soybeans under the conditions prevailing in the
Sofia plain contributes to improvement of the silage quality.
Lincoln soybean variety is established as most suitable
component of the mixture. Its participation brings about
11.3% more feed units and 46% more protein in comparison
with WIR-42 grown alone.
“The late hybrid Ohio C-92 requiring more moisture
reacts adversely to growing together with the tested soybean
varieties. Both species suppress each other in a mixture.
As a result of this mixed crop yields are lower and the
feeding value of the green mass is not improved. The highyielding mixture of Ohio C-92 and Lincoln is superior to the
pure culture by 6.7% in feed units and by 8.8% in protein
content.” Address: G. Dimitrov Higher Inst. of Agriculture,
Sofia, Bulgaria.
3176. Menegário, Alaor. 1967. A soja perene em pastagens
[The perennial soybean in pastures. 3rd ed.]. Campinas,
Sao Paulo, Brazil: Directoria de Publicidade Agricola.
80 p. (Secretaria da Agricultura do Estado de Sao Paulo.
Departamento da Producao Vegetal. Divisao de Assistencia
Tecnica Especializada. Seccao de Leguminosas). [Por]
Address: Campinas, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
3177. FIR (Sao Paulo). 1968. Soja moida para gado leiteiro
[Ground soybeans for dairy animals]. 10(6):60-61. Feb.
[Por]*
3178. Watson, Vance H.; Thurman, Wes; Ward, Coleman T.
1968. Good results in soybean hay tests. Mississippi Farm
Research 31(4):1, 4. April.
• Summary: “Good hay is a critical need for Mississippi
livestock. Although many acres are used in producing grass
hay, legume hay is scarce. Soybeans produce an excellent
quality hay when properly handled, and are considered
among the best of the supplementary hays crops. The
nutritive value approximates that of alfalfa when cut at the
proper stage of maturity.
“Higher yields and better quality of hay have been
sought in forage experiments with soybeans conducted at
State College, Mississippi over the past 4 years. The affects
of row spacing, date of planting, seeding rates, and stage of
growth on the yield and quality of soybeans grown for hay
have been studied.
“Date of Planting, Row Spacing, and Stage of Growth:
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Lee soybeans were planted June 15, July 5, and July 19,
1967 in 12 and 24 inch rows at the rate of two bushels per
acre. Forage was harvested at the bud, bloom, pod, and seed
stages of maturity. Plots were fertilized with 60 pounds per
acre of P2O5 and K2O at the time of planting. The effects
of these treatments on dry matter yield and crude protein
content were measured.
“Results–Dry matter yields were significantly
different for each planting date and row spacing (Table
1). Average dry matter yields were 4,253, 2,797, and
2,046 pounds per acre for the June 15, July 5, and July 15
plantings respectively. Twelve-inch row spacing produced
approximately 700 pounds more hay per acre than plots with
24-inch spacings regardless of the date of planting.
“Table 1 also shows that dry matter production increased
significantly with each advancing stage of maturity.
Generally, 600 to 1,000 pounds increases were noted for
each increase in stage of growth (bud, bloom, pod, and seed).
“Composite forage samples from each row spacing were
used for determining crude protein content. Table 2 shows
that differences in percent crude protein were not great for
planting date or stage of maturity. Crude protein decreased
about 5 percent from the bud to seed stage of maturity at
each planting date. The pod stage of growth produced the
most protein per acre at each planting. Crude protein yield
obtained for the pod stage ranged from 600 pounds of crude
protein per acre for the July plantings to 1,000 pounds per
acre for the June 15 planting.
“Method and Rate of Seeding Study: Lee soybeans
were planted broadcast and in 30-inch rows during 1964.
Seeding rates for each method of seeding were 0.5, 1.0,
and 2.0 bushels per acre. The Leeper fine sandy loam soil
was fertilized at the time of planting with 0-60-60 pounds
per acre (NP2O5-K.2O). Forage was harvested when the
soybeans reached the pod stage of maturity.
“Results–Average dry matter yields increased about
500 pounds per acre as seeding rate increased from 0.5 to
2.0 bushels per acre. Soybeans drilled in rows grew more
rapidly as seedlings and were nodulated better than broadcast
seedings, but there was no difference in yield.
“Rate of Seeding and Stage of Maturity Study: Lee
soybeans and Mississippi Crowder cowpeas were planted in
30-inch rows using seeding rates of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 bushels
per acre. Forage was harvested when the crops reached the
early bloom, early pod, and full pod stage of growth.
“Results–Table 4 shows that the average dry matter
yield was 5,148 pounds per acre for Lee soybeans and 4,470
pounds per acre for Mississippi Crowder peas. Dry matter
yields increased for both species as the seedling rate was
increased from 0.5 to 2.0 bushels per acre. Although cowpeas
produced a good quality forage, high seed costs tend to limit
their use in a forage program.
“Soybean and Cowpea Variety Trial: Nine varieties of
soybeans and cowpeas were evaluated for forage production

at State College during the summer of 1962. The varieties
were grown on a Leeper fine sandy loam fertilized with 0-6060 pounds per acre (NP205-K20) at the time of planting.
Seeding rate was one bushel per acre and forage was
harvested at the pod stage of maturity.
“Results–Average dry matter yields ranged from 1,600
to 3,700 pounds per acre depending on the variety. Lee
soybeans and Brahman cowpeas produced 400 to 1,500
pounds more forage per acre than the other entries in the test.
Variety trials are planned for the summer of 1968 to evaluate
varieties released in recent years.
“Summary: Soybeans produce good yields of excellent
quality hay when properly handled.
“The earliest planting, June 15, produced highest yields.
“Highest yields of dry matter and crude protein were
obtained concurrently from Lee soybeans drilled in 12-inch
rows and harvested at the pod stage of maturity.
“A seed rate of two bushels per acre resulted in higher
yields and finer stemmed forage than lower seeding rates.
“Soybeans planted with a drill grew more rapidly as
seedlings than broadcast planting.
Tables: (1) “Average dry matter yield in pounds per acre
for Lee soybeans planted on three dates in two row spacings
and harvested at four stages of maturity at State College,
Mississippi, 1967.” The three planting dates are June 15, July
5, and July 15.
(2) “Average per cent crude protein and pounds of crude
protein per acre for Lee soybeans planted on three dates and
harvested at four stages of maturity at State College, Miss.,
1967.”
(3) “Average dry matter yield in pounds per acre for Lee
soybeans grown under two methods of seeding and three
rates of seeding at State College, Miss. 1964.”
(4) “Average dry matter yields in pounds per acre for
Lee soybeans and Mississippi Crowder cowpeas grown
under three seeding rates and harvested at three stages of
maturity at State College, Miss. 1963.”
(5) “Average dry matter yields in pounds per acre for
nine soybeans and cowpea varieties grown at State College,
Miss. 1962.” The 9 varieties are: Brabham cowpeas. Lee
soybeans. Wilson soybeans. O-too-tan [Otootan] soybeans.
Laredo soybeans. Mississippi 775 cowpeas. Clay-Iron
cowpeas. Pelican soybeans. Mississippi crowder cowpeas.
The seeding rate for all is 60 lbs./acre. Address: 1-2. Asst.
Agronomist; 3. Agronomist. All: Mississippi Agric. Exp.
Station, State College.
3179. Sellschop, J.P.F.; Niekerk, B.P. van; Le Roux, P.M.;
Heenhop, C.H.; Lesch, S.F.; O’Connel, J.P. comps. 1968.
The production and utilization of soya-beans on the farm and
in the industries. South Africa, Department of Agricultural
Technical Services, Leaflet No. 34. 12 p. Summarized in
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 66:46. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climatic requirements.
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Characteristics of the soybean plant. Soil requirements.
Fertilizers. Inoculation of the seed. Seed quality. Time
and method of planting. Weed control. Harvesting. Yields.
Storage of soybeans. Marketing and grading of soybeans:
Grading, hay, silage. Diseases. Micro-element deficiency
conditions: Molybdenum, zinc, manganese, iron. Insects and
their control. Soybeans and soybean meals as animal feeds.
Address: Potchefstroom and Pretoria, South Africa.
3180. Williamson, A.J.P. 1968. Soybean well worth greater
attention. Queensland Agricultural Journal 94(11):655-63.
Nov.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Ancient crop. Varieties
(suited for 5 different parts of Australia). Rotation. Soils and
fertilizers. Varietal descriptions. Land preparation and tillage.
Time of planting. Row spacings. Planting rates. Planting.
Crop cultivation. Pests and diseases. Harvesting. Yields.
Storage of seed. Soybean hay. Green fodder or silage. Crop
prospects.
Page 637: Soybean is a crop of promise in Queensland
agriculture, and production this season is expected to be a
record 1,600 tons. A full account of producing the crop under
Greenland conditions is given in this article.
Contains 4 photos.
Tables: (1) Promising varieties for commercial
production in 5 districts in Queensland: North Queensland,
Dawson-Callide, South Burnett, Lockyer Valley, and Darling
Downs.
(2) Varietal descriptions. For each of 22 varieties is
given: Maturity period in days. Growth habit (vining, erect,
or semi-erect). Average height. Height of lowest pods.
Flower colour. Seed colour. Number of seeds per pound.
Shattering, degree of.
(3) Recommended planting dates for various districts
(Nov. to Dec.). Address: Agronomist, Australia.
3181. Bickoff, E.M. 1968. Oestrogenic constituents of forage
plants. Commonwealth Bureau of Pastures and Field Crops,
Review Series No. 1. 38 p. [169 ref]*
• Summary: A review of research on forage plant estrogens
that include early studies, detection, measurement, effects in
animals, inhibition, factors affecting activity, and beneficial
effects.
3182. Piquin, Alberto. 1968. Soja: cultivo del futuro
argentino [Soybean: The crop of the future in Argentina].
Revista de la Bolsa de Cereales (Buenos Aires, Argentina)
No. 2811. p. 38-43. [8 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Characteristics of the
species. Early history in Argentina (from 1956). Quality of
the raw material. Uses of soybeans: The plant (green forage,
green manure, silage), green vegetable (grano verde), whole
dry soybeans, vegetable milk (incl. curds, dry powder,
condensed), powdered milk, flour, oil. Labor requirements.

Varieties suited for 5 ecological zones in Argentina.
Mechanical harvesting. Introduced varieties. Diseases and
insect pests. Yields. Promotion of cultivation. Address: Ing.
Agr., Coordinador Nacional Programa Soja, Salta, Argentina.
3183. Kovacheva, Ivanka; Dimitrov, Dimitr. 1968.
Prouchvane vurkhu nachina na zasiavane na smesen posev
ot tsarevitsa i soia za silazh pri polivni usloviia [Study on the
method of maize and soybean planting in mixed silage crops
grown under irrigation]. Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science,
Bulgaria) 5(5):85-94. [20 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: Different methods of maize and
soybean planting and various ratios between the numbers of
their plants in mixtures grown for silage under irrigation are
studied in the years 1964-1966 in the Institute’s experimental
field located in the village Slivo polé. Maize crop stands of
55,000, 80,000 and 110,000 plants per hectare and soybean
crop stands of 300,000 to 350,000 and 150,000 to 180,000
plants per hectare are tested on leached chernozem soil at
soil moisture of over 70% of field capacity maintained by
furrow irrigation in the root zone of 0.8 m. Three methods of
maize and soybean planting are experimented, namely both
components planted in rows standing at 60 cm apart, each
component planted alone in rows at 45/15 cm in bands and
hill planting in rows. Maize hybrid Wisconsin 641 AA and
soybean variety Adams are tested.
“The following conclusions are drawn:
“1. A stand of 55,000 maize plants and 300,000 to
350,000 soybean plants grown on a hectare in mixed rows
standing at 60 cm apart is most suitable under irrigation
conditions.
“2. Growing together of maize and soybean for silage is
superior to the growing of each component alone. A mixed
crop saves additional labour which would be needed for
mixing at ensiling of two crops grown alone and it requires
less area for the same amount of produce than the total area
of both components grown separately.
“3. The green mass yield of a maize-soybean mixed crop
is 6.6% to 12.9% lower and the carbohydrate yield is 12.4%
to 18.7% lower but the crude protein yield is 13.3% to 32.7%
higher than the respective yields of maize grown alone.
“4. Dry matter of mixed crops contains from 21.6%
to 44.6% more crude protein, from 7.1% to 9.0% more
crude fats, from 5.0% to 9.1% more raw cellulose and from
9.8% to 16.4% more mineral substances and from 6.7% to
11.0% less carbohydrates in comparison with maize grown
alone.” Address: Agricultural Inst. Obraztsov Chiflik, Russé,
Bulgaria.
3184. Petrakieva, Irina. 1968. Rezultati ot sravnitelno
izpitvane na smeski ot tsarevitsa i zakharna metla sus soia i
bakla pri polivni usloviia [Results from a comparative study
of forage made from a mixture of maize and sweet sorghum,
grown under irrigation with soybeans and broad beans].
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Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria) 5(7):45-54.
[22 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: Summary: Mixtures of maize and sweet
sorghum with soy- and broad beans were comparatively
tested under irrigation at the Institute in the years 1964-1966.
Data are presented on meteorological and soil conditions
under which the tests were run, on the botanical and
chemical composition, feed value, dry matter content of the
green forage, on yields of green forage, dry matter, feed units
and digestible protein. Data show that the feed unit yield
of maize grown alone levels up with that of maize-soybean
mixtures. Digestible protein yield per hectare of maizesoybean mixtures is from 82.2 to 117.5 per cent higher than
that of maize grown alone (Table 9). The other mixtures are
low-yielding and unpromising.
“Separate planting of maize and soybean for silage is
less advantageous than combined planting of both crops. In
the former case of planting the mixed crop produces less feed
units and digestible protein.
“Growing maize under irrigation for silage together
with soybean results in 2,730 to 3,900 kg more digestible
protein produced per hectare against an input of 500 to 600
kg/ha of soybean seed planted. This mixture is found to be of
economic advantage in producing green forage for silage.”
Address: Forage Research Inst., Pleven, Bulgaria.
3185. Tanev, Valko. 1968. Izpitvane na soiata kato beltuchna
khrana pri mladi svine, ugoiavane za meso [The soybean
as a protein fodder for young swine being raised for meat].
Nauchni Trudove–Vissh Selskostopanksi Institut “Vasil
Kolarov” (Scientific Works–Vasil Kolarov Higher Institute of
Agriculture) 17:459-65. [11 ref. Bul; ger]
• Summary: The German-language title of this article is “Die
Sojabohne als Eiweissfutter für junge Schweine bei deren
Fleischmast.” Address: Bulgaria.
3186. Hymowitz, Theodore. 1969. The soybeans of the
Kumaon Hills of India. Economic Botany 23(1):50-54.
March. [10 ref]
• Summary: In 1967, in an attempt to transfer information
about soybean production and use to India, the University
of Illinois, Uttar Pradesh Agricultural University, Jawaharlal
Nehru Agricultural University and USAID signed an
agreement “to develop the soybean as a new protein food
source in India.”
From September, 1965, to the end of the 1967 calendar
year, over 200,000 metric tons of soybean oil was imported
into India by the State Trading Corporation [STC]. Most of
the oil was processed into vanaspati (hydrogenated vegetable
shortening). In the same period, over 28,000 metric tons of
soybean oil was imported into India by international agencies
such as CARE. Soybean meal is currently being used by
Indian industry as a high protein supplement in baby foods
and in the preparation of enriched flour.

“Today, soybeans are being grown in minor acreages in
several locations in India. These areas are (a) the Kumaon
Hills, (b) Seone, Chinndwara, Nagpur region of Madhya
Pradesh, (c) Poona district of Maharastra (d) Kaira District
of Gujerat (e) isolated areas of the Punjab and (f) in the Naga
Hills and Manipur.
“Most of the varieties grown in the plains are black
seeded, have a procumbent growth habit and a long duration
of growth. These soybeans are almost exclusively used for
forage...
“Historically soybeans never succeeded in India as a
commercial crop because there were no markets for the
beans. The farmers who grew the crop were compelled to
feed the beans to their cattle.”
In the Kumaon Hills Division of Uttar Pradesh in
northwest India, the vernacular name of the soybean is
“bhat” and it has been grown quite extensively by the hill
farmers for over 100 years.
Two maps show the Kumaon Hills: (1) A political map
of India and Ceylon. The Hills are located in the northwest
corner of Uttar Pradesh on a part of the southern outer spurs
of the Himalaya Mountains. The region is bounded by Nepal
on the southwest, Tibet on the north and east, and plains
of Uttar Pradesh on the south. (2) The Kumaon Hills; the
collection trip, starting and ending at Patnagar, is shown by a
dotted line.
For five days, from Oct. 16 to Oct. 20, 1967, Prof.
Hymowitz and Mr. I.D. Joshi (a Kumaoni) crisscrossed the
Kumaon Hills collecting soybeans. Table 1 shows the 30
varieties of the annual cultivated soybean (Glycine max)
they collected. For each is given the Plant Introduction (P.I.)
Number assigned, village where collected, name of the
farmer, and altitude (ranging from 3,600 to 7,500 feet).
“Kumaonis were found to use the soybeans in these
ways: 1. Grinding the seed and mixing with wheat flour. 2.
Boiling the immature pods which contain green seed and
eating the green seed. 3. Using the dried seed in the same
manner as a lentil. 4. Roasting the individual seed and eating
as such. 5. Using the seed in a spiced rice dish (pulao). 6.
Feeding the green leaves to milch cows. 7. Feeding the straw
to milch cows. 8. Boiling the seed and feeding to milch
cows. 8. Boiling the seed and feeding to milch cows. 9.
Grinding the seed, mixing with other grains and feeding to
milch cows.
“All these uses were based upon the nutritional value of
the crop. Kwashiorkor disease (protein deficiency), which
is so prevalent in India, was rarely seen among the Kumaon
Hill children.
“Excellent clues to the antiquity of a cultivar in India
can be found in its use in religious ceremonies, in its use
in the various indigenous systems of medicine or in its
having many vernacular names. Except for the kulti of
Central India, bhat of the Kumaon Hills and gari-kalai of
Bengal, Glycine max Merrill is commonly called soybean
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or soyabean throughout India. Soybeans are not used in any
of the indigenous systems of medicine nor in any religious
ceremonies of any of the major religions in India. Therefore,
it must be assumed that the soybean is a recent introduction
into India. It was probably introduced into India from Burma
via the Naga Hills and Manipur.
“Over 90% of the soybeans were black seeded, with a
procumbent habit of growth. The pods shattered severely
upon maturity, and the plants had extremely poor yields.
Although Glycine wightii (G. javanica L.) and Paraglycine
pentaphylla (Dalz. in Hook.) F.J. Herm. (G. pentaphylla
Dalz.) are indigenous to India, only Glycine max was being
cultivated by the hill farmers...
“The beans were planted during the first 15 days in
June and were harvested during the second or third week of
October.
“The farmers knew of the yellow seeded types, but they
preferred the black seeded beans. They believed the black
beans grew better, produced better yields and were tastier
than the yellow types.” Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of
Illinois.
3187. Gay, Nelson; Thompson, L.E. 1969. When does it
pay to feed soybeans or wheat? Crops and Soils Magazine
22(1):16-17. Oct.
• Summary: Discusses the use of whole soybeans as a
livestock feed. Address: 1. Livestock Specialist; 2. Editor at
Iowa State Univ.
3188. Përmeti, Mentor. 1969. Shtimi i proteinave në masën
e gjelbër të bimëve foragjere të verës misër e sorgum me
anë të përzierjes së tyre me bimë bishtajore [The increase
of proteins in the green bulk of summer crops, maize and
sorghum, through intercropping with bean plants]. Buletini
i Shkencave Bujqesore (Bulletin of Agricultural Science–
Albania) 8(2):96-111. [11 ref. Alb; eng]
• Summary: “In this article, the author presents the severalyear long data obtained from experimentation as well as
from some production economies and has reached some
conclusions.
The maize and sorghum crops, which make up the
foundation of green fodder for livestock during the JuneOctober period and the main silage fund, should more
efficiently be sown mixed with soya and vinja [Vigna?] bean
plants. From the mixture (sowing them together or separately
but mixing their green bulk) a protein-rich fodder is obtained
which is well eaten by the animals and is better remunerated
by the products secured.
“In this country’s specific conditions, among the tested
soyas, the Chinese Chan-Nunj 2 soya has proved to be the
best. The maize mixed with this soya had yielded in coastal
areas by 6-10% more fodder than the maize sown as simple
crop and 12-25% of the mixed fodder bulk is made up of
the soya bulk. The Chan-nunj 2 soya sown as simple crop

in the four points where the test was carried out has yielded
60-90% of the fodder production that can be yielded by
the maize sown as a simple crop. About 20% of the fodder
given by Chan-nunj 2 soya are made up of green beans with
various degrees of ripening which are a special food for
the animals. The Chan-nunj 2 soya in a 5 month period has
given 16-27 quintals per hectare in all the country’s coastal
areas. The securing of such yields ensures the sowing of
areas assigned for green fodder also for the needs of protein
concentrates which are very useful both to human and animal
food.
“Green fodder yields, sown together with the maize
and sorghum are given also by Nova Era vinia [New Era
cowpea? Vigna?].
“The results achieved in this study open prospects for
the beginning of other studies in the same field with a view
to increasing fodder and improving its quality.”
3189. Ohio Report on Research and Development. 1970.
Special Report: Soybean Research. 55(1):1-24. Jan/Feb.
• Summary: Contains various articles by different authors,
each of which is cited separately. Address: Wooster, Ohio.
3190. Oster, Merrill J. 1970. Cooked soybeans create
industry stir Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 14-17.
• Summary: Editor’s introduction: “Farm-sized soybean
processing devices that put soybeans into more digestible
form for livestock and poultry are now on the market. Here’s
a progress report on how industry leaders view the potential
of soybean cookers:
“Soybean Cookers released by two commercial firms
have caused more stir in the industry than any new idea in
a long time. The idea of cooking soybeans long enough to
deactivate enzymes that are growth inhibitors is not a new
thought. But practical machines which can do the job are
new. Mix Mill Inc. of Bluffton, Indiana, and Triple “F”
Feeds of Des Moines, Iowa, have each developed processing
machines which are now on farms.
“The Mix-Mill machine uses dry, pulsating heat from a
250,000 btu gas burner. Because of moisture inside the bean,
it cooks from the inside out. In the boiling process growthinhibiting enzymes are killed. The cooked bean is then
ground into rations.
“The cooker developed by Triple “F” Feeds in Des
Moines is an extruder that forces beans through a small
opening. In the process friction and pressure cause
temperature of the bean to rise destroying the enzymes. The
extruded product resembles a liquid when it comes out of the
machine, but the oil is quickly absorbed and it forms a meal
that can be augured. The meal is ready for mixing without
further grinding. These machines could be an important
breakthrough in two key areas: 1–If farmers can achieve
a lower cost of gain by cutting feed costs, it offers profit
potential, by making an acre of soybeans worth more. 2–If
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the underdeveloped nations which now don’t have ready
access to processing could use this process efficiently, they
could import soybeans and convert them to meat through
livestock feeding and improve their diet and their national
economies.
“The soybean cooker could have a big impact on the
industry if it became widely accepted, as evidenced by the
concern expressed by an executive of the soybean division of
one of the nation’s largest feed companies. He told a group
of fellow processors that the biggest threat to processors is
not a new protein developed from petroleum, but the trend
where farmers eliminate processors from the manufacturing
chain by processing their own soybeans and feeding them as
full-energy soybeans.
“But, there are many farmers and economists who
believe this concern is unwarranted, because they claim
there are few advantages for farmers, and that there are some
missing links that need to fit into the picture before soybean
cookers are widely used. Because of the surge of interest in
full-energy soybean processing units, many research projects
are underway in universities. These will answer some of the
unknowns we have today. But here are the basic facts on this
trend as they stand today:
“Economic advantage of soybean cookers. You get
two entirely different economic stories talking with the
developers of the processing units on one hand, and
university researchers on the other. A farmer gets about
$76.50 a ton for soybeans when he sells them at $2.30 per
bushel. Yet, he pays $95 per ton of soybean meal. Even after
subtracting $5 a ton for processing his own soybeans into
meal, the farmer saves about $13.50 per ton over buying
soybean meal, reasons one manufacturer.
“One of the companies producing a cooker adds the
value of the fat which is sold with the beans, but not returned
with the meal in their sales pitch. By adding $28 in fat value
lost by selling soybeans this gives the farmer total advantage
of $41.50 per ton for processing his soybeans instead of
buying soybean meal.
“But nutritionists reason that a farmer does not have to
buy fat; but can use corn for energy at a much lower cost.
Also a ton of beans has only 720 to 740 pounds of protein,
and a ton of meal has 880 to 900 pounds; therefore a pound
of protein is cheaper in the meal form.
“And, most big hogmen who would consider a cooker
on their own farm are already buying their soybean meal in
bulk for about $90 to $95. Some of the commercial literature
uses higher prices in their examples, but these are Jan. 1,
1970, Midwest prices.
“Emmett Stevermer, hog specialist at Iowa State
University, who has been bombarded by questions on the
soybean cooker by farmers, points out that using actual
ration and substituting the full-fat soybean product is a
much more realistic method of calculating the savings. The
calculations, using 2¢/lb for corn ($1.12/bu), 3.8¢/lb for

soybeans ($2.30/bu) and 4.5¢/ lb for soybean meal ($90/ton)
are at top of page 15. But the full-fat soybean ration has 5%
more energy per lb., and you should be able to expect a 5%
improvement in feed efficiency. This means it will take 2,100
lbs. of the corn-soybean meal ration to give as much weight
gain as 2,000 lbs. of the full-fat soybean ration. In other
words, $56.70 worth of the soybean meal ration ($53.20
plus 5%) will produce as much weight gain as $54.25 worth
of the full-fat soybean ration. A hog eats 770 lbs. of feed or
38% of a ton so the difference is 93¢ extra per hog.
“Of course this difference in profit per hog changes
widely, depending on some of the assumptions you use for
soybeans and meal price and feed efficiency. For example,
Leroy Hansen of Triple “F” gives an advantage of 8¼%
where 5% was used above. Further research is needed to
establish good efficiency figures.
“There are several other important factors that could
influence these economic arguments:
“Price relationships: Another method of determining the
value of whole soybeans is to use Morrison’s feed constants,
based on net energy and digestive protein content. The
real key factor in determining the usefulness of the full-fat
soybean idea is to compare the price of energy. In this basis,
it takes 0.352 lbs. of corn and 0.746 lbs. of 44% soybean
meal to equal 1 lb. of whole beans.
“The chart at bottom page 15 shows that when corn is
priced at $1.15 and soybean meal is selling for $90 per ton
the equivalent value of soybeans per bushel is $2.45. If you
can sell your beans for $2.50, you’d be money ahead. But if
the selling price for soybeans is $2.30, you would earn 15¢
per bushel by feeding your own soybeans. This does not take
into account the cost of processing the full-fat meal or cost to
truck soybeans to market and hauling meal back to the farm.
The question then would be-how much difference in price
does there have to be to make a soybean cooker profitable?
“One of the big problems in making an investment in
a cooker is that the profit factors would change constantly.
During periods of low bean, low oil and high meal price,
the investment looks better than when the opposite cost
relationships are true. These charts point out how much price
changes would influence the profitability of an investment
in a soybean cooker. But there are several other factors that
affect your decision:
“Cost of cooker: The least expensive machine available
on the market (Mix-Mill’s unit) costs about $4,000 now,
not including the building it is housed in or some of the
complementary equipment such as augurs. One comment
farmers make is the cost figures companies give don’t
include everything. The Mix Mill unit sold with a feed
processing center makes it an $8,000 to $10,000 investment.
And the Triple “F” machine including blower to cool the
extruded meal runs about $10,000.
“Size of operation: It would take a sizable livestock
operation just to use the cooked soybeans from 100 acres of
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production. Assuming a 35-bushel-per-acre yield, you would
have 3,500 bushels. That would be enough soybeans for
nearly 8,500 broilers, 17,000 turkeys, 3,000 hogs (25 lbs. to
200 lbs.), 1,000 steers (650 lbs. to 1,100 lbs.), or 250 dairy
cows. “In most cases the cookers are being used on very
large farming operations or are being used jointly by several
farmers,” says Leroy Hansen of Triple “F” who reports the
company had 60 cooker units sold and about 20 in operation
as of Jan. 1” (Continued).
3191. Oster, Merrill J. 1970. Cooked soybeans create
industry stir (Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest.
Feb. p. 14-17.
• Summary: “Farmer experience: To date farmer experience
is too limited to draw any conclusions. ‘I had one of the first
Triple ‘F’ units on trial,’ says Wally Wright, Elma, Iowa.
‘But before I go into an investment of this size I will buy
the extruded product and run some more tests on my farm.
To date it looks like gains are more efficient using full-fat
soybeans, but my tests haven’t been extensive enough that
I’m willing to invest $10,000 just yet. Ask me again in 6
months when I’ve had a chance to feed out more cattle on the
extruded meal.’
“Bill Tjelemand of Roland, Iowa, is one of the early
owners of the Mix-Mill Roast-a-Tron. He says operating
costs alone run $5 per ton, but he is spreading his total
$9,000 investment over a large volume by cooking soybeans
for neighboring farmers for $15 per ton. He is running 30
tons per week through his machine and has experienced only
a few minor mechanical difficulties. ‘My feed conversion
in hogs is running right at 300 pounds of feed per 100
pounds of gain, and hogs are gaining 2 pounds per day at
the finishing end,’ Tjelemand said recently. He did not have
any control groups on soybean meal to compare the cooked
soybeans.
“’The $9,000 investment includes a Mix-Mill which
allows me to build my own ration, using a vitamin premix,’
says Tjelemand. ‘That saves me some money over having to
buy a commercial supplement, so you can’t count the $9,000
investment against the cooker.’
“Research trials: There have already been some studies
on the full-energy soybean, but there are several more
research projects underway now. Here are some results to
date:
“Hogs gained 10% faster on 10% less feed on whole
cooked soybeans in a Purdue University test conducted
by T.W. Perry. Pigs used 12% less feed from 56 pounds
to market in University of Illinois tests by D.E. Becker.
University of Arkansas researcher Paul R. Noland says tests
are continuing there on both poultry and livestock, but based
on early trials he predicts that many producers in soybeangrowing areas will incorporate cooked full-energy soybeans
into their rations in the years ahead.
“At least one chemist, R.W. Lehman of Eastman

Chemical Products, believes that the cooking process may
affect the nutritional balance of the meal. ‘Cooking soybeans
may increase the need to supplement rations with vitamin E,’
Lehman believes.
“Researcher T.W. Perry of Purdue believes one factor
he has uncovered could be a ‘sleeping giant’ for the pork
industry. He says that feeding full-energy soybean meal
to hogs resulted in production of lard which contained
10% higher unsaturation of fats. ‘Farmers and influential
nutritionists haven’t really taken hold of this idea, because
they remember the soft pork produced by pigs on rations that
were almost 100% soybeans in the 1930’s,’ says Perry.
“’But,’ he adds, ‘at the recent White House conference
on food, nutrition and health high priority was placed on
discussion of saturated fats and foods containing them. This
could be a real ‘ace in the hole’ for pork producers in the
future.
“What are the alternatives? ‘A man has to look at his
alternative uses for the $4,000 to $10,000 investment it takes
to install a cooker and the equipment that must go along with
it,’ says Ray Powell, area extension economist for Iowa State
University. ‘After carefully budgeting through a soybean
cooker investment for a hogman who sells about 2,000
head a year, we found that he could get a 20% return on his
investment.
“’But there are lots of things a farmer can do to get a
20% return. Use of more fertilizer on his crops returns 200%
or 300%, so a man has to decide if he has taken advantage
of all the 200% return items on his farm before he makes
investments in 20% return items.
“’Another alternative for many of our hogmen is simply
to use that money to expand their hog business, and that’s
what I advised this 2,000-head-per-year hogman to do.’
“The soybean cooker boils down to a very individual
investment decision. There are no flat answers that
apply to every situation. Because this is such a new idea,
developments in the next year will be important to your
decision. Soybean Digest will follow these and report them
to you.
Photos show (pages 15-16): Two views of the Triple “F”
machine in operation. A side view of the Mix-Mill Roast-aTron, which converts raw soybeans into palatable feed using
infrared heat.
Note. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2020)
concerning the use of low-cost extrusion cookers to process
soybeans.
3192. Briggs, George M. 1970. Memories of an “oldtimer.”
Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 50-53.
• Summary: “My personal interest in soybeans has spanned
nearly 60 years–from September 1912 to the present.
My introduction to the crop came when, with a fellow
agricultural student at the University of Minnesota, we
attempted to thresh out some soybeans with old fashioned
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flails in a high-sided boarded wagon box at the University
Farm. In a half-hour’s time we harvested about 10 pounds of
little soybeans!”
“Following my graduation from the College of
Agriculture of the University of Minnesota, I became the
14th county agricultural agent in Wisconsin, serving for 3½
years in Burnett County.
“This county has a large proportion of light, sandy
soils. People needed a cash crop, as well as a legume hay.
Soybeans seemed to offer an answer to the problem of
producing cheaper feed. So, it was natural that we had
considerable interest in the development of a program that
would answer the needs of the farmer.
“During my Burnett County years, and later, in my
years of agricultural extension work at the University of
Wisconsin, it was my privilege to advise and counsel with
people on farm crop culture. An attempt was made to
establish a recommendation that farmers plant soybeans
according to the rule of 1 acre for hay, 1 acre for seed, and 1
acre to plow under as green manure.”
“The production of soybeans in Wisconsin, as well as in
the whole country, was never too great until the combine was
perfected.” Dr. Harry Miller, an ASA member from Ohio,
had been a missionary in China. “He related to me how he
helped develop and distribute a soybean milk for Chinese
infants who were deprived of nutritional foods.
“Soybean milk was introduced in many parts of this
country. Over 50 years ago, one of my nephews in Minnesota
was nurtured to health and growth by its use when regular
milk could not be assimilated properly. The use of soybean
milk as a regular milk substitute in special diets is now well
established.”
“The year was 1920 and the time was ripe to center
attention on problems of imports, problems of sanitation,
problems of production and distribution, of advertising and
marketing. There were more than enough problems to stump
any promoter.
“What varieties will fit in with our growing conditions,
which ones have desirable oil content, which show
nonshattering tendencies, good yields, strength of stand
ability? What about inoculation?
“Will soybeans require a whole setup of new machinery
for producing, care, and harvesting? Will the coarse stalks
be of any account in livestock feeding? What about uses of
soybean oil in other ways than in margarine? What to do
with surpluses?
“With so many questions and problems, 1920 was the
date when the American Soybean Assn. was organized to
help find some of the answers and solutions. Here were
assembled a group of north central soybean growers,
agricultural agents, university faculty, and others–all
interested in meeting the challenge to seek the truth, and
doing what they felt was their duty in protecting their
agricultural industry.

“It was my good fortune to have served as the
Association’s president in 1923 and it has only been in recent
years that I have not regularly attended the annual meetings.
It is my great hope that my own contributions to the industry
and to the Association have been worthy.
“Most of the problems that faced us 50 years ago have
long since been answered, but new ones constantly arise.
“For as long as I have been associated, with soybean
production, my personal ‘calling card’ has been a soybean
and I continue to have them handy for distribution. They
have never failed me!”
Also discusses early problems of soybean production,
soybean hay which was piled in cocks then fed to dairy
cows to increase their milk production, the slow acceptance
of soybean meal for livestock feeding in America, how
I.C. Bradley educated farmers about soybean meal, why
Wisconsin didn’t favor margarine, and work with the ASA.
Photos show: (1) Early shocks of soybean hay in a field.
(2) Soybean pioneer V.P. Atwell (Stevens Point, Wisconsin)
harvesting soys with an old-fashioned reaper. (3) Portrait:
“George ‘Soybean’ Briggs was one of the founders of the
American Soybean Association, and its fourth president.
In fact, he may be the only living member who was at the
first meeting at Camden, Indiana” [at the Fouts Bros. farm].
Address: Univ. of Wisconsin, Agric. Exp. Station.
3193. Buescher, W.M. 1970. Farm machinery and the
soybean. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 84-86.
• Summary: “Ironically, not one single machine has ever
been designed specifically for soybeans. Yet this miracle
crop is today America’s No. 1 cash export.” The soybean
has always used hand-me-down machinery. In the 1930s,
the grain drill (designed for planting grain) was used to drill
soybeans as well. When the failure of drilled beans was
obvious, a corn-planting machine was used as a substitute;
with a few alterations (like adding a soybean plate and
stuffing a gunny sack in two out of every three holes of the
drill) it worked to give soybeans planted in 21-inch rows. In
the preherbicide days of the 1930s, drilled soybeans were
lost to weeds.
Or take the cultivator. Corn had always been planted in
rows 42 inches apart because that was the width of the rear
end of the horse or mule that had to cultivate it. So when
corn planters were used to plant soybeans, the soybeans
were planted in 42-inch rows. But soybeans led the switch to
narrow rows, because turning a 42-inch cultivator into a 21inch cultivator was easy.
The thresher was designed to thresh grain, and for
years nobody thought of using it for soybeans–which were
considered a hay crop then anyway, harvested with hay
machinery.
Then along came the combine, which was also designed
to harvest and thresh grain, such as wheat. Nobody thought
of using the early combines to harvest soybeans or corn.
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Then some enterprising farmers discovered that soybean
seeds could be sold as a cash crop, and the hand-me-down
grain combine was found to work in soybeans.
At first glance all this sounds pretty bad. But maybe
it was actually part of the soybean’s success story. “A
wonderful new crop that did not need expensive singlepurpose machinery.”
The Great Depression began on 29 Oct. 1929 when the
stock market crashed. The “baby combine and the soybean
marched on the depression scene together and things have
never been the same since. This new machine, in 1933
dubbed the Corn Belt Combine and shown at the Chicago
‘Century of Progress’ World’s Fair, was destined to change
things. ‘Corn Belt’ was too restrictive, so it was renamed
the ‘High Speed’ Combine and that put all the servicemen to
work.
“When enterprising farmers found that it would thresh
not only wheat, barley, rye, and oats–but would thresh
birdseed and soybeans as well–the name All-Crop Harvester
was born.”
“Floating headers will work in almost all crops, but it
was the soybean that brought the floating header.”
Photos show: (1) A 17-inch-wide display of farm
machinery at a big soybean field day in Indiana in the early
1930s. Photo courtesy “Lloyd Hahn, president of Hahn Inc.,
Evansville, Indiana. He says his father, Christ J. Hahn, one
of the first soybean growers in southwestern Indiana, helped
to arrange the field day and the machinery display. Christ
Hahn bought his first combine in 1928.” (2) Harvesting
Laredo soybeans at Mississippi State University in about
1920. Photo courtesy E.E. Hartwig. (3) Allis-Chalmers AllCrop Harvester in soybeans about 1940. (3) New Holland
“Haybine” harvests an early crop of soybean hay. (4) AllisChalmers rear-mounted three-row cultivator behind a tractor
in 1944. Address: Allis-Chalmers.
3194. Probst, A.H. 1970. Fifty years of soybean variety
improvement. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 66-70.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The trend to yellow
seed. Common objectives of soybean breeders: High yield,
high oil content, high protein content, disease resistance,
improved seed quality, maturity to fit rotations, shattering
resistance, desirable plant height, lodging resistance, high
podding from soil level. Threat of root rot. Reasons for
yields of 100 bushels/acre.
“Soybean varieties have played a vital role in the
expansion of soybean production and in the development of
a soybean industry which has been favorable to the producer,
the processor, and the consumer in the U.S. Soybeans were
scarcely known in the U.S. before the beginning of the 20th
century. Prior to the numerous introductions by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture beginning in 1898, there were not
more than eight varieties grown in the U.S.
“The slow but steady growth of the soybean crop in

the early part of this century, especially up. to 1920, was
tied mainly to its use as a forage crop. The crop was used
extensively for hay, and to a lesser extent for soilage, silage,
green manure, lambing- or hogging-off when grown as a
companion crop with corn, and for direct feeding of the
beans.
“The importance of soybeans as grain in this early
period related primarily to production of seed for the above
purposes. When official production estimates of the crop
became available in 1924, of the 1,782,000 acres produced,
only 448,000, or 25%, were harvested for beans. It was not
until 1941 that 5,881,000 acres harvested for beans surpassed
the 5,510,000 acres grown for all other purposes.
“The development of the soybean processing industry
was nudged into being mainly by World War I when
there was such a shortage of fats and oils in the U.S. that
it was necessary to import Manchurian soybean oil. The
industrialization of an otherwise entirely farm crop in the
U.S. began to take place.
“Although a processing industry was emerging, the need
of high-oil-type soybeans continued to have competition
from hay-type soybeans. The acreage for hay reached
4.8 million acres in 1940 and then declined very rapidly.
Production of soybeans for processing increased at a
phenomenal rate following the start of World War II in 1941.
“Thus, through the first 15 to 20 of the past 50 years
there was still considerable work done in the development
of soybean varieties for hay and nongrain uses. There was
an increasing emphasis on development of varieties with
a high-oil content as well as emphasis on the development
of vegetable varieties for human consumption. In this early
period there was a shift in emphasis from black- or brownseeded hay types to yellow-seeded varieties which were thinstemmed and would serve a dual purpose for both hay and
processing for oil and meal.
“The trend to yellow seed: There was a trend to
produce meal only from yellow-seeded soybeans to give a
uniform-appearing product. This trend was a factor in t h e
development of yellow-seeded varieties.
“Of major importance in variety development in the
past 50 years has been the introduction of many varieties and
types from the Orient and other areas of the world.
“Well over 10,000 introductions have been brought into
the U.S. since 1898. Approximately 4,775 introductions were
brought in by W.J. Morse and P.H. Dorsett who spent 2½
years during 1929-1931 on an agricultural exploration trip in
Japan, Korea, and Manchuria.
“The germplasm collection today numbers about 3,200
types plus nearly 300 named varieties. These introductions
range from very early to very late in maturity and serve as a
base for the development of superior varieties.
“Through 1940 most varieties were released either as
direct introductions, rogued introductions, or selections
from introductions. Some selections from introductions may
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have been of hybrid origin. A few varieties developed from
introductions which played an important role in the rapid
expansion of acreage planted for processing 20-50 years
ago included Dunfield, Illini, Manchu, Richland, Mukden,
Mandarin, Habaro, Boone, Patoka, and Roanoke. All
vegetable-type varieties up to 1956 were introductions.
“Only a few varieties released through 1940 are
known to have come from artificial hybridization-breeding
programs. These include Mamloxi, Mamotan, Mamredo,
Ogden, Volstate, Tennessee Non-pop, Oloxi, Pee Dee, and
Yelredo.
“Of this group, only Ogden, with numerous good
qualities sought in varieties today, was grown extensively for
a long period. The popularity of Ogden was such that nearly
30 years after its release in 1941 some of it was still being
grown commercially.
“Following 1940, and especially after 1950 there have
been few varieties released which have come directly from
introductions. A few varieties, developed mainly by farmers
or seedsmen, have originated as selections from released
varieties. These varieties have seldom, if ever, been a distinct
improvement over the best varieties recommended by
experiment stations at the time of their release.
“The establishment of the U.S. Regional Soybean
Industrial Products Laboratory (now the U.S. Regional
Soybean Laboratory) in 1936 at Urbana, Illinois, brought
about a tremendous increase in soybean breeding. Variety
development immediately lost its provincialism and went
‘big league’ to have an immediate impact nationally and
eventually internationally. Today, the efforts of personnel
working both within the agricultural experiment stations and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture are reflected in better
varieties in many parts of the world, including some areas
where the soybean originated.
“Soybean breeders generally have had a common set of
objectives in developing new varieties which include:
“High yield
“High oil content
“High protein content
“Disease resistance
“Improved seed quality
“Maturity to fit rotations
“Shattering resistance
“Desirable plant height
“Lodging resistance
“High podding from soil level
“These objectives in total add up to the development
of higher yielding, higher protein, and higher-oil-content
varieties–all of which are direct benefits to the producer, the
processor, and the consumer.
“Threat of Root Rot: During the American Soybean
Assn.’s 50-year period there have been times when soybean
breeders have had to make a quick change in direction to
meet emergencies. The inroad on yield and the threat to

eliminate soybeans as a crop created by phytophthora rootrot, especially in parts of Ohio, Indiana, Ontario [Canada],
the [Mississippi] Delta area, and elsewhere, dictated
immediate action. Phytophthora root-rot-resistant varieties
were developed and released in the early 1960’s. There has
been a succession of resistant varieties since to minimize
effects of the disease. Resistance to other diseases are
available in numerous other varieties to minimize losses and
avoid emergencies.
“The emergency created by the presence and spread
of the cyst nematode required a crash breeding program.
Obstacles were overcome and varieties were developed
quickly which changed the emergency into ‘production as
usual.’ New resistant varieties are now a part of breeding
programs where the cyst nematode is a problem.
“Several extensive soybean breeding programs are
devoted now to the development of brown-stem-rot-resistant
varieties and to improve quality of seed in varieties. These
are major problems in extensive soybean-producing areas.
“Soybean breeders have recognized the need for
special-purpose varieties, especially for foreign markets.
Several vegetable-type and high-protein varieties have been
developed.
“Today, there are many excellent varieties available to
fit any production area from about 27º latitude in Florida to
near 50º latitude in Canada. A recent listing of the leading
soybean varieties for the U.S. and Canada included 39, plus
seven special-use varieties, five of which were vegetable
types and two were high-protein types.
“Since 1943 over 80 varieties have been or are in the
process of registration by the American Society of Agronomy
or, more recently, the Crop Science Society of America.
“The major part of soybean-variety development in the
past has been accomplished by public agencies, particularly
the agricultural experiment stations and the U.S. Department
of Agriculture. At least one private company has been
breeding soybeans for many years; a few for shorter periods”
(Continued). Address: USDA Research Economist, and Prof.
of Agronomy, Purdue Univ. [Indiana].
3195. Probst, A.H. 1970. Fifty years of soybean variety
improvement (Continued–Document part II). Soybean
Digest. Aug. p. 66-70.
• Summary: (Continued): “During the past few years, a
few number of private companies have entered the field of
soybean breeding and the development of private-brand
soybean varieties, some rather extensively and others to a
lesser extent. Still other companies may become active in
this endeavor if Congress passes the Plant Variety Protection
Bill. This recent activity in soybean breeding is certain to
bring many new varieties on the market. Much progress has
been made in soybean-variety improvement in the past 50
years. Yield, one of the best criteria with which to measure
progress, has increased from a national average of 11 bu/a in
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1924 to the all-time high of 27.3 in 1969.
“The impact of recently released, improved varieties
should put the national yield average above 30 bu/a in a few
years. Some individual state yields have risen from a lowly
11-to-12 bu/a in 1924 to 33 to 33.5 in 1969, which are alltime highs.
“Reasons for the 100-bu. yields: In recent years a
number of top soybean growers, who have put all their
know-how into production, have consistently produced
above 60 bu/a. Some have reported just above 100 bu/a.
This yield progress is not due to better varieties alone. Yield
depends also on many cultural improvements. But today’s
varieties do have the genetic potential to produce!
“As an average overall of today’s varieties, there has
been a reasonably good improvement in oil and protein
content over varieties developed and used in the past several
decades. Natural shattering losses of seed are of little or no
concern in today’s varieties. Many varieties have a marked
resistance to lodging. Also, many varieties pod well above
the ground, which helps to minimize seed loss. Most of
today’s varieties have resistance to one or even several
important diseases.
“No review of the past 50 years of soybean improvement
would be complete without recognizing those men who have
administered the work. This includes all the administrators
in many agricultural experiment stations and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture who have quietly, but effectively,
helped bring the soybean crop to its place of prominence. Of
particular note are those men who have guided the soybean
improvement program as USDA soybean project leaders,
including the late W.J. Morse, 1907-1949, who probably
did more than any other man to bring soybeans to their state
of improvement and prominence today; Dr. M.G. Weiss,
1950-1953, now assistant to deputy administrator, Farm
Research. USDA; Dr. H.W. Johnson, 1953-1964, now head,
department of agronomy and plant genetics, University
of Minnesota; Dr. R.W. Howell, 1964-1965, now chief,
oilseed and industrial crops research branch, crops research
division, Agricultural Research Service, USDA; and Dr. B.
E. Caldwell, 1966-present.
“Also playing an important role in soybean development
are those men who have directed the work of the U.S.
Regional Soybean Laboratory at Urbana, Illinois. These
include J.L. Cartter, 1936-1965; Dr. R.L. Bernard, interim
geneticist-in-charge, 1966; and Dr. R.L. Cooper, 1967 to
present.
“Dr. E. E. Hartwig has coordinated the work in the
southern states since 1948 and has contributed immeasurably
to variety development in that area.”
A large portrait shows: George Kimmons (Ozark,
Missouri; the first person to get 100 bu/acre yields, in 1968
with 109.6 bu/acre).
Small portrait photos across the top of page 70 show:
W.J. Morse. M.D. Weiss. H.W. Johnson. R.W. Howell. B.E.

Caldwell. J.L. Cartter. R.L. Bernard. R.L. Cooper. E.E.
Hartwig. Address: USDA Research Economist, and Prof. of
Agronomy, Purdue Univ. [Indiana].
3196. Bohác, J.; Sprtelová, B. 1970. [A study of the
suitability of some varieties of soya for the silage mixture
with maize]. Pol’nohospodarstvo 16(5):380-86. [13 ref. Slk;
eng; rus]*
Address: Agricultural Univ., Nitra, Czechoslovakia.
3197. Lafferty, Donald Truitt. 1971. Full-fat soybeans
for growing-finishing swine. PhD thesis, Kansas State
University. 73 p. Page 6757 in volume 32/12-B of
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Kansas State Univ.
3198. Littlejohns, D.A.; Frayne, L.I.; Buzzell, R.I. 1971.
Soybean production in Ontario. Ontario Department of
Agriculture and Food, Publication No. 173. 15 p. AGDEX
141/10. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Growing soybeans:
Selecting varieties, planting, seedbed preparation, row
width, seeding rate, seed treatment, inoculation, fertility,
weed control, soybean diseases, insects, harvesting, storage,
production costs, marketing soybeans as a cash crop, feeding
soybeans. Ontario Soybean Committee. Sources of additional
information. Address: Ridgetown College of Agricultural
Technology, Ridgetown, ONT, Canada.
3199. Olsen, Ellen Marie. 1971. Effect of roasting, particle
size and dietary protein level on the utilization of soybeans
by pigs. PhD thesis, University of Guelph, Canada.
Page 4695 in volume 32/08-B of Dissertation Abstracts
International. *
Address: Univ. of Guelph, Canada.
3200. Subcommittee on Feed Composition, Committee on
Animal Nutrition, Agricultural Board, National Research
Council, USA. Committee on Feed Composition, Research
Branch, Dep. of Agriculture, Canada. 1971. Atlas of
nutritional data on United States and Canadian feeds.
Washington, DC: National Academy of Sciences. 772 p. See
p. 621-34. Generated from Feed Composition DataBank.
• Summary: Gives detailed nutritional data in tabular
form on many types of soybean feeds including: Soybean
hay, dehydrated. Soybean hay, dehydrated, dough stage.
Soybean hay, fan air dried. Soybean hay. Soybean hay, full
bloom. Soybean hay, milk stage. Soybean hay, dough stage.
Soybean hay, mature. Soybean hay, over ripe. etc. Address:
Washington, DC.
3201. Lupashku, M.F. 1972. [Some results and long-range
plans of field fodder production in the Moldavian SSR].
Doklady Vsesoyuznoi Akadademii Sel’skokhozyaistvennykh
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Nauk Imeni V.I. Lenina (Proceedings of the All-Union V.I.
Lenin Academy of Agricultural Sciences) No. 12. p. 9-10.
[Rus]*
3202. Permeti, Mentor; Shkodra, Mustafa. 1972. [Optimum
seed mixtures of summer Gramineae (maize and sorghum)
and soyabeans for increasing the production and protein
content of fodder]. Buletini i Shkencave Bujqesore 11(3):147153. [2 ref. Alb; rus; fre; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: On the basis of the 3-year long
study carried out on the lands of the Agricultural Research
Station of the higher State Institute of Agriculture at Kamzë,
the authors have arrived at the conclusion that the best norm
of the soya seed mixed with maize is 60 kg. per hectare. This
norm has contributed also to the best botanical composition
of the fodder bulk (content of nutritive substances) because
its plants account for almost 18.4 per cent of the total fodder
production. On the contrary, the sorghum gives the largest
quantity of the fodder bulk when planted as a pure culture
[monoculture]. Thus, for the agroecological conditions of the
Tirana and Kruja areas, the sowing of maize accompanied
with soya seed at the rate of 60 kg. per hectare not only
creases the production of the total fodder bulk, but
satisfactorily improves also its quality.” Address: Instituti i
larte shteteror i bujqesise, Kamze, Albania.
3203. Smith, A.K.; Circle, S.J. 1972. Appendixes: Glossary
of soybean terms: Terms used in conjunction with the
processing of soybeans and the utilization of soy products.
Official standards of The United States for soybeans. In:
A.K. Smith and S.J. Circle, eds. 1972. Soybeans: Chemistry
and Technology. Westport, CT: AVI Publishing Co. xiii + 470
p. See p. 438-56. Appendix. [4 ref]
• Summary: Glossary: Soybean(s), soybean processor,
soybean processing (solvent extraction, mechanical
processing, pre-press solvent processing), soybean oil,
crude soybean oil, edible crude soybean oil, refined soybean
oil, edible refined soybean oil, hydrogenated soybean oil,
degummed soybean oil, winterized oil, technical grade
refined soybean oil, soybean fatty acids, soybean soapstock,
acidulated soybean soapstock, soybean lecithin, break
material, sludge.
Soybean products: Ground soybeans, ground soybean
hay, soybean hulls, solvent extracted soybean feed, soybean
meal, dehulled solvent extracted soybean meal, soybean mill
feed, soybean mill run, heat processed soybeans, nitrogen
free extract (N.F.E.).
Standard specifications: Soybean chips, soybean cake,
41% protein soybean meal, soybean flakes, 44% protein
soybean meal, dehulled soybean flakes, 50% protein solvent
extracted soybean meal.
Soybean proteins: Soy flour, soy grits, soybean meal,
defatted soy flour, low-fat soy flour, high-fat soy flour, fullfat soy flour, lecithinated soy flour, protein, isolated protein,

toasting, textured protein products (TPP), meat analogs.
Definitions: Soy grits and/or soy flour, isolated soy protein,
soy protein concentrate.
Vegetable fats: Margarine, vegetable shortening.
Oriental foods: Soy sauce (shoyu), soy milk, miso, tofu,
dried tofu, aburaage, kinako (“Ground toasted soybeans,
used for making Japanese-style cakes” [confections]),
namaage, ganmodoki, tempeh, natto, yuba, moyashi
(soybean sprouts), vanaspati, ghee.
Official standards of the U.S. for soybeans. Soy
flour standards. Analytical data range of commercial soy
protein. Some U.S. companies marketing soy protein
food ingredients. Nitrogen solubility index (NSI). Protein
dispersibility index (PDI). Urease activity. Water absorption
of soy flour. Address: 1. Oilseeds Protein Consultant, New
Orleans, Louisiana; 2. Director, Protein Research, Anderson
Clayton Foods, Richardson, Texas.
3204. Villegas, Francisco J. 1972. Performance and carcass
characteristics of pigs fed diets containing whole roasted
soybeans or soybean meal. PhD thesis, The University of
Missouri–Columbia. 128 p. Page 932 in volume 34/03-B of
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: The Univ. of Missouri–Columbia.
3205. Beard, B.H. 1973. Soybean research in California:
Summary and conclusions. California Agricultural
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 862. p. 63-65. June. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans, originally introduced into the U.S.
from the Orient about the turn of the century [sic, in 1765]
is an extremely important crop in many areas. Even though
the cattle and poultry industries, and other consumers in
California use 600,000 to 700,000 tons of soybeans or
soybean products annually at a freight cost of approximately
$22 million, the crop has not become established in
California. A small acreage of soybean is grown for hay,
silage, forage or as a green manure, but even for these uses
the crop is of minor importance in California...
“Unfortunately yields over 2,500 pounds [41.7 bu] per
acre have been rare in California, even though many tests
have been conducted throughout the state...
“The first time the crop is sown in a field soybean
seed should always be inoculated with the soybean type
of Rhizobium bacteria. It is usually advisable to inoculate
again if more than a year has passed since the last time
soybeans were grown or if the soil was allowed to become
completely dry between crops. Inoculation may be done in
a farm building or in a shady spot in the field by sprinkling
3/4 to 1 pint of water on 60 pounds of seed in a wash tub;
the recommended amount of inoculum is then added and
stirred by hand until all the seed is almost black with the
inoculum. The inoculated seed should be kept in a shady spot
and covered with a damp cloth. It is best to place only small
amounts of seed in the planter boxes and the inoculated seed
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should be sown immediately.
“Selection of the proper variety for the location is very
important. We have divided California into four areas based
on the maturity of the varieties that should be grown... South
of the Tehachapi Mountains maturity groups V, VI and VII
should be grown; in southern San Joaquin Valley maturity
groups IV or V; in the central San Joaquin Valley maturity
groups II and III are best; and in the southern Sacramento
Valley maturity groups 0 or I have given the highest yields...
“Spider mites are always a potential threat to soybean
production throughout California. Research has indicated
that chemical control is possible but is generally too
expensive...
“Depending on soil characteristics, the crop will require
from 20 to 30 inches of water during the growing season...
“Soybeans should be combine harvested as soon as the
beans in the field average 14 per cent moisture. Do not wait
because beans will begin to shatter from the pods at less than
8 percent moisture.
“Acknowledgments: A publication of this kind, which
summarizes experiments over a period of years, does
not include as authors many people who have helped
with various phases of the research. We acknowledge
contributions made by O.P. Gautom, and Mark Campney,
Department of Agronomy and Range Science, Davis; by
Terry Braun, Michael Gaffrey, William Kester, and John
Campbell, Department of Entomology, Davis; and by Farm
Advisors W.G. Lyon and Roy Jeter (Glenn County), W.R.
Sallee and R.F. Miller (Tulare County), L.K. Stromberg
(Fresno County), O.D. McCutcheon (Kings County), M.D.
Morse (Butte County), and Roy Barnes (Kern County). We
also acknowledge help from Richard Hoover, Fred Fisher,
and Richard Munez, West Side Field Station, Five Points;
and Richard Reynoso and Mrs. Robert Wagner, Imperial
Valley Conservation Research Center, Brawley. Mr. Audie
Bell (J.G. Boswell Company, Corcoran), Dr. W.R. Powell
(Kern County Land Company, Bakersfield), and Les
Hefferline (Pacific Vegetable Oil, Woodland) helped conduct
some of the yield tests, and George Cavanagh and R.E. Pruitt
(Ranchers Cotton Oil, Fresno) made oil and protein analyses
of many yield test samples.
“Several companies furnished financial assistance to
support soybean research from 1955 through 1957. We
acknowledge this support with gratitude:
“Albers Milling Company, Los Angeles
“J.G. Boswell Company, Corcoran
“Cargill, Incorporated, San Francisco
“Kingsburg Cotton Oil Company, Kingsburg
“Pacific Vegetable Oil Corporation, San Francisco
“Poultry Producers of Central California, San Francisco
“Producers Cotton Oil, Fresno
“West Coast Oilseeds Development Committee, Arizona
and California
“Several companies have furnished chemicals for use in

soybean experiments. We herewith thank:
“The Dow Chemical Company
“Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co.
“General Chemical Division
“Niagara Chemical Division
“Hercules Powder Company
“Stauffer Chemical Company
“Chemagro Corporation
“California Spray Chemical Corp.
“American Cyanamid Company
“Rohm and Haas Company.” Address: Univ. of
California at Davis.
3206. Miller, M.D.; Edwards, R.T., IV; Williams, W.A.
1973. Soybeans for forage and green manure. California
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 862. p. 60-63.
June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Forage varieties, time
to cut. Hay experiments. Silage experiments. Soybeans for
green manure.
“Soybeans for Green Manure: Adapted soybean varieties
may be used as a summer cover or green manure crop in
should not be allowed to become too mature before being
turned under. USDA tests indicate that the highest nitrogen
content and approximately the highest yield of green and
dry matter are obtained when soybeans are in full bloom
(Morse and Carter, 1952). Where a summer grown soybean
green manure crop was turned under between each potato
crop in a Kern County experiment, the potato marketability
never dropped below 99 per cent in 7 successive crop
years, whereas in other treatments there was a highly
significant increase in unmarketable scabby potatoes (due to
Streptomyces scabies) (Oswald et al., 1956). The effect on
scab of growing soybeans to maturity and turning under the
dry straw was not determined.” Address: Univ. of California,
Davis.
3207. Aprahamian, Simon. 1973. Protein nutrition and
metabolism after raw soybean feeding. PhD thesis, The
University of Nebraska–Lincoln. 73 p. Page 3327 in volume
34/07-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: The Univ. of Nebraska–Lincoln.
3208. Gupta, Baldev Sahai. 1973. Utilization of soybean
stover by ruminants. PhD thesis, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. 138 p. Page 7 in volume 34/01-B of
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
3209. Howell, R.W. 1973. A history of soybean research
at Illinois. In: Proceedings, INTSOY Steering Committee.
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana. See p. 1-8. Also reprinted by
Windish 1981. p. 111-118 (College of Agric., Univ. of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
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• Summary: This detailed history is one of the best ever
written on the subject. “It is a privilege to be able to review
with the members of the International Soybean (INTSOY)
Resource Base Steering Committee our concepts and plans
for an international soybean program based at the University
of Illinois.”
“The history of soybeans in Illinois and at the University
of Illinois goes back more than three-quarters of a century.
Bulletin 43, April 1896, reported studies in 1895 on the
composition and digestibility of ‘soja bean ensilage’ feed to
steers. The soybean ensilage was not eaten by the steers as
readily as cow pea ensilage, and it had a lower digestibility.
“Nevertheless, interest in soybeans and soybean
production was aroused. The first report, that we know of,
on soybean production from the Illinois station is Circular 5,
‘The Cow Pea and the Soja Bean,’ December 1, 1897. The
common varieties were Black Medium and Early White, or
Improved White.
“Influence of the University’s work on soybeans was
quickly evident. W.H. Stoddard, a farmer and seedsman at
Carlinville, in west central Illinois, read a paper before the
Macoupin County Farmers’ Institute on December 21, 1898:
‘Soy, or Soja Beans, What They Are... How to Grow Them,
and What They Are Good For.’...
“Illinois has been the leading state in soybean
production for more than half a century. This is not just
fortuitous. It reflects the vision of agricultural leaders in
the University on the eve of the twentieth century, and the
continued support of the College of Agriculture’s and the
University’s top administrators through the ‘teens,’ twenties,
thirties, and into the modern era.
“The second report from the Illinois experiment station
on soybeans, Circular 69, was issued in April 1903. The
modern word ‘soybean’ had come into use, replacing ‘soja
bean.’ More significantly, in 1903 the first planting of
soybeans for production research was made at the Agronomy
South Farm on the campus. Soybeans have been grown there
every year since then.”
Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2005)
concerning INTSOY–the International Soybean Program
at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. Address:
Head, Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.
3210. Mavrogenis, A.; Louca, A.; Lawlor, M.J. 1973. The
use of grape pulp, grape seed meal and barley straw in lamb
fattening diets. Agricultural Research Institute, Ministry
of Agriculture and natural Resources, Niocsia, Cyprus,
Technical Bulletin No. 12. 8 p. *
• Summary: Soy is mentioned only once in this document.
Table 1 (p. 4) gives the composition (%) and analysis (%) of
the diets (Trials 1 and 2). Ingredients (%) include: Crushed
barley. Soya bean meal.
3211. Schuster, W.; Asenime, E. 1974. Versuche

zum Gemengeanbau von Mais und Sojabohnen zur
Silagegewinnung [Trials with mixed sowing of maize and
soya beans for silage production]. Zeitschrift fuer Acker- und
Pflanzenbau (J. of Agronomy and Crop Science) 139(1):1-24.
Feb. [27 ref. Ger; eng]
• Summary: “The suitability of a mixed crop of maize and
soya bean under the conditions of Central Europe was tested
in studies carried out over two years at two distinct sites in
three series of tests: a trial of mixtures, a trial of different
times of cutting and a trial of weed control. The results can
be briefly summarized as follows:
“1. In the trial of mixtures, the highest mean yields of
dry matter for the two years and sites were given by sowing
12 maize and 40 soya-bean plants per square meter (=
effective plant number of 7 maize and 23 soya-bean plants),
which produced 121.3 dz/ha. The yields from effective plant
numbers of 8 maize and 29 soya plants and 7 maize and 17
soya plants in one row did not however show statistically
significant differences. From the point of view of ease of
sowing and harvest operations, preference can be given to
sowing in one row (mixed seeding).
“2. The highest yields of crude protein could also be
attained from the above mixtures...
“3. The crude-oil content of the soya-bean pods at the
stage of milk ripeness, at 11.4%, was markedly higher than
that of maize ripe for ensilage, at 4.2%. The yields of crude
oil in the individual mixture variants however ranged only
from 2.4 dz/ha crude oil for pure soya beans to 2.8 dz/ha
for the mixture with effectively 7 maize and 23 soya-bean
plants. The crude-fibre contents also ranged in all variants
only from 23.5 to 25.2% (= pure soya bean). The pure maize
had a crude fibre content of 24.9%.
“5. In the trial of times of cutting, the highest yields of
dry matter, crude protein and crude ash were given by cutting
soya beans at the stage of milk ripeness, that is, before
yellowing and leaf fall had set in. The crude-protein content
at this stage, at 15.9% (dry weight), was 3.6% lower than on
cutting at the height of flowering. The yield of crude protein
however, owing to a considerably higher yield of dry matter,
reached 10.3 dz/ha at the stage of milk ripeness.
“6. Weed control in maize-soya mixture is most suitably
carried out with 1.5 to 2 kg/ha of the herbicide ‘Afalon.’
Though it was effective in controlling weeds, no injury
occurred in either plant species.” Address: 1. Institut fuer
Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung der Universitaet,
Ludwigstrasse 23, 63 Giessen, West Germany.
3212. Merchier, Georges. 1974. Cette crise mondiale des
protéines: Quand tout le monde rêve de son steak quotidien
[This worldwide protein crisis: When everyone dreams of a
daily steak]. L’Aurore (France). March 5. Tuesday. [Fre]
Address: France.
3213. Musa, M.M.; Burhan, H.O. 1974. The relative
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performance of forage legumes as rotational crops in the
Gezira. Experimental Agriculture (England) 10(2):131-140.
April. [15 ref]
• Summary: The experiments were conducted at the Gezira
Research Station (in Sudan) in four successive seasons, from
1969/70 to 1972/73 on a heavy, alkaline, cracking clay soil
low in nitrogen. Eight leguminous crops were included, six
of which were grown exclusively for forage crops [incl.
soyabean variety Hernon 273, phillipesara, clitoria, and
lubia], and two (Ashford and Barberton groundnuts) as both
oil-seed and forage crops. Only the soyabean was inoculated
with ‘Nitragin.’ Nodule formation was slowest in soyabeans.
Groundnut, cowpea, and soyabean, which are also
known as seed crops, produced comparatively poor forage
yields. Address: Agricultural Research Corp., Medani,
Sudan.
3214. Malynicz, G.L. 1974. Whole soyabeans, a protein
supplement for sweet potato in pig rations. Papua New
Guinea Agricultural Journal 25(1-2):15-17. Aug. [10 ref.
Eng]*
• Summary: In these feeding trials with 46 pigs in Papua
New Guinea, sorghum was used as the control diet. Cooked
soya beans performed better than raw ones, but in both cases
the control diet performed better. Adding salt improved the
results. Address: Tropical Pig Breeding and Research Centre,
Dep. of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries, Goroka, Papua
New Guinea.
3215. Sisifa, A.F. 1974. A critical look at livestock
improvement in Tonga. South Pacific Bulletin (Noumea, New
Hebrides) 24(4):42-44. Fourth quarter.
• Summary: One-third of all imports into Tonga consists of
foodstuffs. The Kingdom spends more than $500,000/year
on imports of meat and meat products. The need to increase
local meat production cannot be overemphasized. Tonga also
needs to develop balanced feeds and a system of scientific
feeding.
“Soybean has been shown to do well under local
conditions and should provide a good return to growers. In
the future, soybean may completely replace meat meal as the
major protein source in feed.”
Tonga has done very little work in improving its
pastures. Glycine is one of the various pasture species that
has been tried with some success.
Note: This periodical is the “Official Journal of the
South Pacific Commission.” Address: Livestock Officer,
Dep. of Agriculture, Tonga.
3216. Butler, T.M. 1974. Protein supplementation of
grass silage for dairy cows. Irish Grassland and Animal
Production Association Journal 9:101. *
• Summary: Concentrate rations based on barley and soya
bean meal, formulated to contain 12%, 15%, and 18%

crude protein, were fed at 3, 5.5, and 8 kg/day to lactating
cows for 8 weeks. Increasing the concentrate protein to
15% from 12% resulted in an increased milk yield at the 3
levels of feeding, but increasing the protein to 18% from
15% increased milk yield only at the higher level of feeding.
Protein content of the concentrate had no consistent effect
on milk fat or protein content. Address: Agricultural Inst.,
Moorepark, Fermoy, County Cork, Irish Republic.
3217. Granier, P. 1974. The present state of forage production
in Madagascar (Malagasy Republic). In: J.E. Salette and
M. Chenost, eds. 1974. Colloque sur l’Intensification de la
Production Fourragere en Milieu Tropical Humide et Son
Utilisation par les Ruminants (Conference on the Intensive
Management of Forage Production in the Humid Tropics,
and Its Utilization by Ruminants). Versailles, France: Inst.
National de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA). viii + 266 p.
Held 24-29 May 1971. *
• Summary: Forages include Glycine soja, Desmodium
intortum, Stylosanthes gracilis, and Vigna sinensis
[cowpeas].
3218. Babich, Anatolii A. 1974. Soya na korm [The soybean
as feed]. Moscow, USSR: Kolos. 112 p. (Bibliotechka po
proizvodstvu kormov). [Rus]
Address: USSR.
3219. Dreyer, Christiaan Johannes. 1974. Die
voedingswaarde van sojabohne (Soja max Piper) vir kleinvee
[The nutritive value of soybeans for small livestock]. MSc
thesis, Universiteit van Pretoria, South Africa. 110 p. March.
29 cm. [88 ref. Afr; eng]
• Summary: Part A reports the results of a study on the
feeding value of heat-treated, full-fat soybeans for sheep.
Part B reports investigations on the nutritive value of
“soybean oilcake-meal” for sheep. Address: Pretoria, South
Africa.
3220. Lupashku, M.F. 1974. [Obtaining three yields of
fodder crops in Moldavia on the basis of full utilization
of solar energy]. In: 1974. Problemy fotoenergii rastenii.
Kishinev, Moldavian SSR: Shtiintsa. See p. 244-249. [Rus]*
3221. Mamedov, T.G.; Mirizade, A.R. 1974. [Effect of
sowing methods and stand density of cereal/legume mixtures
on yield and chemical composition of fresh fodder]. Trudy,
Azerbaidzhanskii Institut Kormov, Lugov i Pastbishch 1:613. [Rus; aze]*
• Summary: Fresh fodder yields were higher in sorghum/
soybean and maize/soybean mixtures than in their pure
stands. Data on the chemical composition of fodders in
mixtures and pure stands are given.
3222. Panday, M. 1975. Soybeans in Nepal. INTSOY Series
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No. 6. p. 221-22. D.K. Whigham, ed. Soybean Production,
Protection, and Utilization: Proceedings of a Conference
for Scientists of Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “Soybean is the centuries-old crop in Nepal.
Growing of soybean with maize and millet in intercropping
is an old practice in Nepal. Not only soybeans, but almost all
kinds of edible summer and winter legumes, are grown in an
intercropping pattern...
“Due to lack of marketing facilities, our farmers grow
the soybeans only for their self-sufficiency, leaving a very
little amount to sell in the market. Our farmers feed the
soybean flour to their cattle, especially cows and buffalo,
during their lactating period in order to get more milk.
“Local methods of using soybeans in the human diet are:
(a) Roasted soybeans mixed with roasted corn are eaten in
the daily tiffin. (b) Roasted soybean cotyledons mixed with
garlic, onion pieces, salt, and chili are served as a cocktail.
(c) Sprouted soybeans mixed with other sprouted pulses are
used in vegetable soup. (d) Green soybean pods are eaten
after steaming.
“Nowadays the soybean eating habits have been
changed by the people. Some have started preparing milk,
yogurt, and the like from soybean. Rice cooked in soya milk
with some coconut pieces is becoming popular. People have
started using soybean flour in their baby food.” Address:
Dep. of Agriculture, Education and Research, Khumaltar,
Lalipur, Nepal.
3223. Kaz’min, Grigorii T.; Gritsun, A.T.; Sirotkin, V.I.;
Baranova, M.M. 1975. Soybean research in the Soviet Far
East. Arlington, Virginia: U.S. Joint Publications Research
Service. 29 p. Originally published in Russian in Sibirskiy
Vestnik Sel’skokhozyayst-Vennoy Nauki, No. 3, 1975. p.
1-5, 26-31, 47-51, 58-62. [Eng]
• Summary: This report contains four different publications,
each by a different author, each first published in Russia,
They are:
(1) “Soy and protein,” by G.T. Kaz-min. “In the USSR
soy began to be planted on a mass scale in 1927. In 1932
323,000 hectares were planted in soy, including 150,000
in the Ukraine. This crop was planted on large areas in the
Krasnodarskiy and Stavropollskiy krays, in Rostovskaya
Oblast, in the TsChO [Central Chernozem Zone]; In
subsequent years the sowing area in the European part of the
country began to decrease systematically. Only in the Far
East did they expand.”
“Experiments of rapidly-maturing soy varieties have
been successfully completed in Altayskiy Kray, Omskaya,
Novosibirskaya and Kemerovskaya oblasts. The figures from
extensive experiments showed that rapidly-maturing soy
varieties can be grown in the area of the south of Novosibirsk
and Omsk and can yield an average of 10 quintals [1 quintal
= 100 kg] per hectare and more grain. At the Barnaul’skiy

Variety Plot the average yield of rapidly-maturing varieties
over 4 years equalled 13-14 quintals per hectare. According
to figures of the Pospelikhinskiy Variety Plot, in the dry zone
of the Altay Steppe, the soy yield comprised 7-8 quintals per
hectare.”
(2) “Local-band method of fertilizing,” by A.T. Gritsun.
(3) “Food quality of soy,” by V.I. Sirotkin. Note: This
section is entirely about feed for animals, not food for
humans.
(4) “Use of herbicides on soy,” by M.M. Baranova, et al.
Address: 1000 North Glebe Rd., Arlington, Virginia 22201.
3224. Cerne, Vasili; Sintes Pros, Jorge. 1975. La soja:
Su cultivo, su exceptional valor nutritivo y sus virtudes
dieteticas y curativas [The soybean: Its cultivation, its
exceptional nutritive value, and its dietetic and curative
virtues]. Barcelona, Spain: Editorial Sintes. 224 p. Illust.
Series: Biblioteca Naturista. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Origin and general
information. 2. Botanical characteristics. 3. Species and
varieties. 4. The soybean plant’s nitrogen-rich nodules.
5. Surroundings and soil. 6. Preparation of the terrain. 7.
Selection. 8. Planting and germination. 9. Cultural care.
10. Crop rotations using the soybean. 11. Intercropping
with soybeans. 12. Harvesting the pods. 13. Harvesting
the soybean as forage. 14. Yields. 15. The red beetle (el
coleóptero rojo, family Elateridae). 16. Soy oil: Lecithin
and soy oil extraction using the Hansa-Muehle system.
17. Soya (la soja), the exceptional food: Soya in human
nutrition, nutritional composition of the seeds, minerals and
vitamins in soya, soya in the kitchen, soy sprouts, soymilk,
soy casein, curds and soy cheese (requesón y queso de soja),
soy flour, soy bread, defatted soy flakes? (copos de soja),
soy meat (carne de soja), soy sauce. 18. The dietetic and
therapeutic value of soya: Soya–the vegetable meat, soy
proteins, soy oil, soy carbohydrates, digestibility, therapeutic
uses, summary of properties and indications, soya in the
macrobiotic diet. Appendix: A revolutionary food: The bread
of Soyuva (3,600 calories, in existence by June 1974).
“In 1917 soybeans started to be cultivated in Spain
thanks to the efforts of an architect from Tortosa, don
Juan Abril Guanyabens, who was sick with diabetes. His
physician, Dr. Maneget, director of the resort Caldes de
Malavella (Gerona) had recommended this new food to
counteract his diabetes. The magazine Consejos para Vivir
(Advice for Living) stated in its issue no. 106 of March
1971 that the above-mentioned doctor, in 1918, published an
article on the spectacular results of this plant and its healthy
nutritional effects in the Barcelona periodical La Veu de
Catalunya.”
“In about the 1930s a Spanish farmer grew soybeans and
found himself with big difficulties in selling the harvest, even
though in other countries it was produced and consumed in
huge quantities, due to its high nutritional value, its richness
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of protein, and its ability to enrich the soil with nitrogen.
Nonetheless, there is no doubt that the cultivation of this
plant can also provide Spain with substantial economic
benefits.
“For this reason in 1934 the Ministry of Agriculture, as
indicated by the engineer from Montes, don Juaquín Martín
Laplaza, in an interesting work, gave 4 kg of seeds to the
Division of Hydrology and Forests (División Hidrológica
Forestal) to that the latter would conduct the appropriate
tests concerning the cultivation of this plant. This was done,
and care was taken to vary the locality, type of soil and
terrain, climate, and irrigation.
“The locations chosen were: (1) a nursery in the
mountains of Prades, between the city of Montblanch and the
town of Rojals (province of Tarragona); (2) the city of Seo de
Urgell, and (3) in la sierra del Cadí. These test plots were set
on the outermost edges of the agricultural pastures and near
the forest areas of high altitude, the very areas most likely to
be unfavorable for growing soybeans.” But despite this, the
soybean plants gave good yields of both seeds and forage (p.
6-8). Address: Spain.
3225. Mamedov, T.G.; Miri Zade, A.P. 1975. [Green fodder
mixtures of maize or sorghum with soyabean]. Vestnik
Sel’skokhoziaistvennoi Nauki (Journal of Agricultural
Science, Moscow) No. 1. p. 65-68. [Rus; eng; ger; fre]*
• Summary: Irrigated field trials were conducted in the
Apsheron peninsula of the East Caucasus. Note: This
peninsula in eastern Azerbaijan projects into the Caspian
Sea. About 400 square miles (1,036 square km) in area, it
contains extensive oil fields; Baku is on the southwest coast.
Maize grown alone yielded 36.3 tonnes/ha of green
fodder (7270 feeding units–FU) and 250 kg/ha of digestible
crude protein (DCP). Sweet sorghum yielded 32,1-37.6
tonnes/ha of green fodder and 220-260 kg/ha of DCP.
Soybean yielded 1.14-1.30 tonnes/ha of green fodder and
410-470 kg/ha of DCP. Each crop was cut at the milk-wax
stage of maturity.
Mixtures of maize or sorghum with soybean yielded
36.6-47.2 tonnes/ha of green fodder and 530-650 kg/ha of
DCP. When cut at the stage of panicle emergence, the FU
yields were considerably lower but those of DCP higher and
reached up to 710 kg/ha. Planting in hills spaced 70 x 70
cm apart and containing 2 plants of maize or sorghum and
2 or 6 plants of soybean resulted in higher yields than row
planting. Address: Azerbaidzhanskii Institut Kormov, Lugov
i Pastbishch, Baku, Azerbaidzhan SSR.
3226. Yen, Jong-Tseng. 1975. Factors affecting the utilization
of raw soybeans by some monogastric animals. PhD thesis,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 122 p. Page 171
in volume 36/01-B of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

3227. Chah, C.C.; Carlson, C.W.; Semeniuk, G.; Palmer,
I.S.; Hesseltine, C.W. 1976. Further investigation and
identification of growth promoting effects of fungusfermented soybeans for broilers. Poultry Science 55(3):91117. May. [7 ref]
• Summary: Whole soybeans fermented with Aspergillus
oryzae NRRL 506 showed increases in lysine which were
thought to have contributed to improved weight gain and
feed efficiency of broiler chickens. Address: 1-4. Depts.
of Animal Science, Plant Science, and Biochemistry,
respectively, South Dakota State Univ., Brookings, South
Dakota 57006; 5. Northern Regional Research Lab.,
Agricultural Research Service, USDA, Peoria, Illinois
61604.
3228. Hanson, Leroy J. 1976. Manufacturer’s experiences
with LEC’s: The Insta-Pro Extruder. LEC Report No. 1.
p. 31-33. D.E. Wilson, ed. Low-Cost Extrusion Cookers:
International Workshop Proceedings. (Fort Collins, CO: Dep.
of Agric. and Chemical Engineering, Colorado State Univ.).
• Summary: “Today, I would like to explain what led to the
development of the Insta-Pro Extruder and also, review far
you the development of the soybean.
“Originally, soybeans were raised in the United States
and around the world for their oil content. Soybeans were
brought to the United States as ballast for ships and were
grown as a legume for hay. During World War II, the price
of fat became very high and we started extracting oil from
the soybeans. Thus, for approximately the past 20 years, the
soybean was raised primarily for its oil content.
“However, during the 30-year period from the early
1940’s, the price of oil fluctuated from 40 to 50 cents down
to a low of 7 cents per pound. When oil is low in price,
the meal or protein fraction of the soybean must carry the
major portion of the soybean cost. In the late 1960’s, the
farmer was raising soybeans, selling them to a processor
who removed the oil and then buying back the meal with the
oil removed for more than he originally received for them.
Transportation costs have also become a more significant
cost, in addition to shrink.
In 1961, Triple “F”, Inc. decided to do something about
what appeared to be an inequity to the farmer. We thought
about it, watched the oil price, and developed supplemental
products to use with high-energy soybeans, but it wasn’t
until 1964 that work started with the infrared process, now
called the dry roasting process.
“Dry roasting involves a process where beans are
roasted whole with no mechanical processing such as
grinding. We worked with that process for five years on the
premise that if you ground the soybean it would turn rancid.
Later, it was found that if the oil cells are ruptured they
release a phospholipid known as lecithin, which acts as a
natural antioxidant and keeps the bean from turning rancid.
“In 1969, Mr. Wayne Fox, President of Triple “F”,
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thought of the idea of dry extrusion, and we built an extruder
for soybeans and began selling a commercial soybean
extruder in the fall. The soybeans did not turn rancid because
in the extrusion process enough lecithin was released from
the oil to keep that from happening.
“The reason that high-energy soybeans are so good for
livestock is that the oil is used for energy, thus improving
the animals’ efficiency significantly, usually about 10%. Not
only do whole soybeans contain 38% protein, but they also
contain 18-20% oil. The lecithin is present in the oil fraction
at approximately 4% of the oil.
“Recent work at the University of Georgia by Dr. M.E.
McCullough has shown a synergistic effect when whole
extruded soybeans are fed with the whole corn plant. This
work is in its infancy, but it indicates that when whole
soybeans are fed with corn silage, the response is greater
than the apparent energy contribution of the ration. This is
very important from an economic standpoint for livestock
production. Phospholipids are also important for human
nutrition, because they have to do with uptake of fat in the
intestinal tract and are contained in all living cells.”
Figure 1 shows an Insta-Pro Extruder. Address: Triple
“F” Feeds, Des Moines, Iowa.
3229. Soybean Digest. 1976. On-farm processing equipment.
Oct. p. 15.
• Summary: “Numerous models are available on the market
for processing full-fat soybeans. These generally fall into two
basic categories. In the extruder process, beans are forced
through small die holes in an expander-extruder. Heat from
friction and, in some models, externally applied steam, is
used to cook the bean to inactivate trypsin inhibiters found
in raw soybeans. The resultant product is a powdery material
that does not need additional grinding. Depending upon the
model, some cooking or drying may be necessary especially
if the material is to be stored prior to use.
“The other type of system may generally be referred to
as dry heat cooking, in which the whole bean is subjected
to a gas flame for brief intervals to accomplish the cooking.
The cooking process does not disrupt the bean which may be
stored whole and usually must be ground prior to mixing into
the diet.
“Following are several models of full-fat soybean
processing equipment available. This is not meant to be a
complete list but to summarize some of the equipment types
and features.
“Brady Crop Cooker. Koehring Farm Equipment,
P.O. Box 1456, Des Moines, Iowa 50305. An extruder
powered by a tractor PTO requiring no electricity or LP gas.
Manufacturer’s ratings based on size of tractor used. Will
produce 800 lb/hr at 55 hp, 1,400 lb/hr at 90 hp and 2,000 lb/
hr at 150 hp. Cooler and dryer attachment optional. Photo not
available.
“A. Insta-Pro Extruder. Triple “F” Feeds, Insta-Pro

Division, 10104 Douglas Ave., Des Moines, Iowa 50322.
Model 500 powered by a 50 hp electric motor and rated at
1,000 lb/hr. A larger model requires 100 hp motor and will
produce 2,000 lb/hr. A gasoline engine can also be used to
supply power. Optional cooler and exhaust system available.
Multiple die heads available to form products in various
shapes and sizes, and a variable speed cutter available to
adjust particle size.
“B. Jet-Sploder. California Pellet Mill Co., 1114 E.
Wabash Ave., Crawfordsville, Indiana. 47933. Will produce
about 5 tons/hr of full-fat soybeans, using a dry heating
system followed by rolling. Processed material does not
require additional drying. LP or natural gas needed for
heating and a 40 hp motor needed for the rollers. Controls
available for automated operation.
“C. Wenger Continuous Extrusion Cooker. Wenger Mfg.
Co., Sabetha, Kansas 66534. Several models range in size
from the X-25CF to the X-200 with capacity of 1 to 6 tons/
hr. Powered by electric motors from 60 to 250 hp. Steam
used to precondition material before it enters extrusion
chambers. May be equipped with optional automatic control
panel for operation with limited supervision. Auxiliary
equipment-grinders, coolers and dryers-also available.
“D. Mix-Mill Roast-A-Tron-dry heat cookers. Mix-Mill
Inc., Bluffton, Indiana. 46714. The smaller Roast-A-Tron
model is powered by LP or natural gas and will process
about 1,500 lb/hr. Raw beans are cleaned and flow through
a cooking chamber at a regulated rate adjusted for moisture
content or other factors. Processed beans are whole and
intact and must be ground before they are included into the
diet. A larger model–Rotapulse–will process 2.5 to 3.5 tons/
hr, also using LP or natural gas to cook the whole bean. Both
machines have controls for unattended operation.”
Photos (p. 14-15) show: (A) Insta-Pro Extruder. (B) JetSploder. (C) Wenger Continuous Extrusion Cooker. (D) MixMill Roast-A-Tron. Address: Univ. of Kansas.
3230. Waldroup, Park. 1976. Full-fat soybeans a potential
livestock feed. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 12-15.
• Summary: “For many years farmers, livestock producers
and feed manufacturers have been interested in the potential
usage of whole, unextracted soybeans in livestock diets.
Since soybeans contain not only high quality protein but
are also a rich source of energy due to their oil content, it is
only natural that they should be considered a potential feed
ingredient. Coupled with this is the fact that many states that
are leading producers of soybeans are also leading areas of
livestock and poultry production, so that a ready source of
feed ingredients appears to be available with a minimum of
shipping costs. Numerous studies have been conducted on
the economic potential of using whole soybeans for livestock
feeds, and feeding trials at a number of leading universities
have demonstrated the effectiveness of full-fat soybeans
in diets for poultry, hogs, beef and dairy animals. Yet, only
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a relatively small amount of soybeans are utilized in this
manner.
“First of all, the economics of their use must be carefully
considered. When a 60 lb. bu. of soybeans is processed,
about 11 lb. of edible oil and 48 lb. of soybean meal are
obtained. These two products must share the cost of the
soybeans. If the price of edible oil is depressed, either from
an oversupply or due to competition from other oils, soybean
meal must bear a greater share of the cost of the soybeans.
It is usually under such circumstances that feeding whole
soybeans becomes attractive from an economic basis.
“If livestock feeders or feed manufacturers have access
to linear programming facilities, such as many college or
universities now have available for a modest fee, it is quite
easy to determine if the use of whole soybeans is profitable.
For those who do not have access to such facilities or who
wish to make a rapid determination, USDA has developed
the following formula to determine the cost advantage for
using cooked whole soybeans: A = (0.8636 x Y) + (W x
1.292) x (Z)–(S + 5.00).
“A is the cost advantage or disadvantage for making
cooked soybeans. Y is the local cost per ton for 44% soybean
meal and the 0.8636 factor is the protein relationship
between whole soybeans (38% protein) and the 44% meal. If
price comparisons are to be made between 49% protein meal,
this factor should be adjusted to 0.7755. W is the percentage
of oil in the whole soybeans (usually around 18.5%, minus
0.5% to account for the residual oil left in the solvent
processed meal) and 1.292 is the relative relationship of the
energy value of soy oil to animal fat. Z is the local cost per
pound for feed-grade fat and S is the price per ton received
by farmers for soybeans (potential selling price) or the costs
to purchase a ton of soybeans for processing. The $5 constant
is the estimated cost of processing a ton of whole soybeans.
This value will vary depending upon the type of machine
used or the volume of beans processed, and each individual
must adjust this figure to meet his own situation.
“A valuable contribution whole soybeans can make to
a livestock diet is the high-energy fat they contain. Broiler
producers have long recognized the value of added fats for
increasing the rate of growth and in proving the utilization
of feed. However, many smaller producers or feeders do not
have the equipment or facilities to add conventional fats to
their feeds or have the volume of feed production necessary
to justify bulk purchases or handling of fats. Thus, the whole
soybean offers a means of increasing the energy level of the
diet without the expense of fat handling. A common response
to full-fat soybeans frequently seen in feeding trials is an
improvement in feed conversion efficiency due to the higher
energy of the whole soybean as compared to the soybean
meal and corn that it usually replaces. Processed full-fat
beans have a granular texture, flow and handle well in feed
mixing equipment and aid in making a durable, high energy
pellet. They have a good ‘shelf life’ or storage potential so

they may be stored for a considerable period of time without
fear of getting rancid.
“Full-Fat Soybeans in Diets for Poultry
“1. Broilers: Research has been in progress for many
years at the Univ. of Arkansas to study usage of full-fat
soybeans in poultry diets. Studies outlined the heating
conditions necessary for optimum nutritive value of
autoclaved soybean products and demonstrated that extruded
and infra-red cooked beans could be used satisfactorily in
broiler diets. It was observed in these studies, in which fullfat soybean products completely replaced solvent-extracted
soybean meal, that pelleting of the diets appeared to be
necessary. This may have been related either to the reduction
in bulkiness of the diet or to increased shear force on the
cell of the soybean to allow for greater release of the oil and
protein.
“Since many persons who wish to utilize full-fat
soybeans into broiler diets do not have the capability of
pelleting the diets to control bulkiness or increase cell
rupture, a study was conducted recently at the Univ. of
Arkansas in which diets were formulated combining from
0 to 40% of whole soybeans processed by dry roasting or
extruding with and without steam. The results of this study
indicated that if diets are to be fed in mash form, no more
than 25% full-fat beans cooked by the procedures mentioned
above should be included in the diet.
“2. Laying Hens: In layer hen studies with full-fat
soybeans, some controversy exists regarding the necessity of
cooking or heat-treating whole soybeans in order to obtain
maximum utilization of the nutrients. In some of the early
studies, raw extracted flakes were used and in other studies
raw unextracted flakes or whole raw beans were used.
“Raw unextracted soybeans were compared with 44%
protein soybean meal in layer diets in a test conducted in
Canada. On the basis of equal protein levels, raw whole
soybeans could completely replace all of the soybean meal
in diets containing 14% or 16% protein with no adverse
effects on egg production, feed efficiency or egg quality.
Pancreas weights were markedly increased as the level of
raw soybeans increased, but mortality levels were small and
not influenced by dietary treatment.
“Studies at Purdue Univ. [Indiana] have also
demonstrated that raw unextracted soybeans cannot
adequately support layer performance. In 2 years of
study, hens fed diets in which raw unextracted soybeans
served as the major protein source suffered from reduced
egg production and poor feed utilization. On the other
hand, steam-cooked unextracted soybeans supported egg
production at a rate comparable to commercial soybean meal
and improved the feed conversion efficiency.
“In a recent study conducted at Ohio State Univ., roasted
soybeans were compared to 44% protein solvent extracted
soybean meal as a source of protein for laying hens. At equal
protein and energy levels in the diet, hens fed either roasted
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whole soybeans or soybean meal plus oil produced equally
well, with no differences in egg production, egg weight, feed
conversion, mortality or body weights.
“Whole soybeans that had been dry-roasted using the
Roast-A-Tron or extruded using the Brady Crop Cooker
were compared to solvent extracted soybean meal in layer
diets at the Univ. of Arkansas. A diet utilizing raw soybeans
fortified with an additional 0.50% methionine was also
compared. Diets were fed to hens once a 4-month laying
period and various measurements made. The results of this
study demonstrated that the rate of egg production of hens
fed the roasted whole soybeans was equal to that of hens
fed the control diet containing solvent extracted soybean
meal, while production on the diet containing extruded beans
was superior to both. Pounds of feed per dozen eggs were
also improved by feeding the extruded soybeans. The use
of raw, uncooked soybeans, even with the addition of extra
methionine, was extremely detrimental to layer performance”
(Continued). Address: Univ. of Kansas.
3231. Waldroup, Park. 1976. Full-fat soybeans a potential
livestock feed (Continued–Document part II). Soybean
Digest. Oct. p. 12-15.
• Summary: (Continued): “It may be concluded that heattreated whole soybeans may be used successfully in diets
for laying hens with no adverse effects on performance. In
some trials, rate of lay has even been increased, perhaps
as a consequence of increased dietary energy levels. These
increased energy levels have also been reflected in increased
egg size or improved feed utilization.
“Although some studies have suggested that raw or
unprocessed whole soybeans might be used as part or all
of the major protein source, production on these studies
has quite often been low even for those fed the control
diets, although some exceptions can be found. However,
it cannot be considered by the authors of this review as a
recommended practice for layer hen diets.
“No major health hazards to the hen have been noted
from the inclusion of heat-treated soybeans. Mortality rates,
incidence of liver fat, body weights and other indicators of
metabolic or physiological health all support the view that
properly processed full-fat soybeans may be an effective
protein source for layer diets if economically justified.
“Full-fat Soybeans in Ruminant Diets: During its first
6 to 12 weeks of life, the ruminant animal (cow, sheep,
goat, etc.) undergoes a transition in its digestive system
from one similar to the mono-gastric (pig, chicken, etc.)
to one having an active microbial fermentation vat, the
reticulo-rumen. Once the reticulo-rumen becomes functional,
micro-organisms (bacteria and protozoa) account for a large
percentage of the breakdown of ingested feed of the ruminant
animal.
“Soybean oil meal has been used as a source of protein
in ruminant diets for several years. However, limited

amounts of full-fat soybeans have been used in ruminant
rations. This. has been due in part to (1) the economics of
feeding full-fat soybeans in comparison to soybean meal or
other sources of protein; (2) the fear of poor utilization or
digestion of unheated soybeans due to the trypsin inhibitor;
and (3) to the poor utilization of fats when fed at high levels
in ruminants diets. Maynard and Loosli observed that high
amounts of fatty acids in the diet of cattle formed insoluble
calcium and magnesium salts and were excreted undigested
via the feces.
“Univ. of Arkansas studies have evaluated roasted and
extruded full-fat soybeans as the major source of protein in
calf starter rations. These workers fed thirty Jersey heifer
calves free choice starter rations containing soybeans which
were roasted in an infra-red type cooker for 2 minutes at
250ºF, extruded through a Brady farm cooker at 275ºF, or
soybean oil meal plus 2% added animal fat. No differences
were observed in average daily gains from 3 to 46 days of
age. However, during this period, all calves were fed whole
milk daily. Calves receiving the diet containing roasted
soybeans grew slower than those fed either the extruded
soybeans or soybean oil meal rations from 46 to 112 days of
age. Overcooking of the roasted soybeans may have occurred
which altered the protein quality. No differences in rate
of growth during the 46 to 112 day period were observed
among calves fed rations containing extruded soybeans or
soybean oil meal but calves fed the extruded soybeans were
more efficient.
“However, in Arkansas studies on the use of full-fat
soybeans in diets of growing cattle, animals fed full-fat
soybeans did not have as desirable feed-to-gain ratio as
those fed the ration containing soybean meal. The ration
containing raw soybeans was lower in apparent digestible
dry matter, protein and energy than were the other rations.
These workers concluded that in young growing dairy cattle,
the naturally occurring trypsin inhibitor is not completely
destroyed in the rumen as evidenced by the lower apparent
digestibility of dry matter, protein and energy. Considerable
research has been done on the use of full-fat soybeans in
the diets of lactating dairy cows. Several studies report that
raw soybeans, when fed in diets of lactating dairy cows,
increased the percent of milk fat. Others have reported that
dairy cows fed raw soybeans exhibited milk production
equal to that obtained from cows fed soybean oil meal, and
fat content of the milk was increased when raw soybeans
were fed. However, another researcher observed lower
milk production in dairy cows fed diets containing raw
soybeans. He concluded that the trypsin inhibitor was not
completely destroyed in the rumen if more than 5 lb. of raw
soybeans were fed per day. A study found that when all of
the protein was furnished by full-fat heat treated soybeans,
cows produced 3.5 lb. more milk daily than cows fed rations
containing soybean oil meal.
“In summary, it appears that full-fat soybeans, properly
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cooked, can be utilized efficiently by young growing
ruminants and lactating dairy cows. However, if large
quantities of raw full-fat soybeans are fed, the trypsin
inhibitor is probably not completely destroyed in the rumen
and poor performance by the animal may occur.
“Feeding Cooked Soybeans to Pigs: Properly cooked
soybeans provide an excellent source of protein for swine.
Uncooked soybeans are a poor source of protein for pigs.
In an Arkansas trial conducted a number of years ago, it
was demonstrated that growing pigs fed uncooked soybeans
gained only 67% as fast and required 10% more feed to
make a pound of gain as contrasted to pigs fed a properly
processed soybean meal. Numerous other researchers have
shown even larger differences in the performance of pigs fed
uncooked soybeans and soybean meal.
“Adequate cooking of soybeans prior to feeding to
pigs is absolutely essential if optimum feeding value is
to be obtained from the soybeans. Cooking accomplishes
several objectives. These include the destruction of a
substance in raw soybeans which inhibits the action of the
digestive enzyme, trypsin. Proper cooking also improves
the availability of the amino acids in the soybean protein.
It is essential that the soybeans be cooked carefully
since overcooking can also reduce the protein quality by
destroying or reducing the digestibility of the amino acid
lysine in the soybean protein.
“Several experiments were conducted during the 1930s
in which soybeans were fed as the only source of energy and
protein. Since soybeans contain approximately 18% oil and
37% protein, this practice results in a ration which contains
too much protein, and the high oil content is likely to result
in a pork carcass with soft fat.
“About 15 to 20 years ago interest was renewed in
studying various means of preparing whole soybeans so they
provide the primary source of protein in swine rations. This
practice becomes economical when the value of the cooked
soybean on the farm is equal to or less than the cost of an
equal quantity of protein purchased in soybean meal.
“Most of the processing procedures involve the use
of either a dry heat cooker or an extruder to properly heat
the whole soybeans. Usually the beans are ground after
processing to reduce particle size”
“Experimental Findings With Full-Fat Soybeans:
Several research workers at various experiment stations have
contributed to the information currently available concerning
the processing of full-fat soybeans for use in swine rations”
(Continued): Address: Univ. of Kansas.
3232. Waldroup, Park. 1976. Full-fat soybeans a potential
livestock feed (Continued–Document part III). Soybean
Digest. Oct. p. 12-15.
• Summary: (Continued): “Georgia workers have reported
that 65 lb. pigs fed to a final weight of 210 lb. gained just as
fast and as efficiently when fed extruded soybeans as when

soybean meal was used as the protein source. Inferior results
were obtained in both rate and efficiency of gain when the
full-fat soybeans were extruded at temperatures less than
143ºC (289ºF). It was also reported that the carcasses of
pigs fed the rations containing soybeans extruded at 115ºC
(239ºF) had more backfat and a lower percent of lean cuts
than pigs fed rations with soybeans, extruded at either 270º
or 289ºF. The carcass fat of the pigs fed extruded soybeans
contained less saturated fatty acids and a higher percentage
of unsaturated fatty acids than the carcasses of pigs fed
soybean meal. Taste panel tests indicated there were no
differences in the flavor, tenderness or juiciness of muscle
from pigs which had been fed either soybean meal or
extruded soybeans.
“Studies compared the performance of pigs fed either
soybean meal or full-fat soybeans processed in a RoastA-Tron (dry heat cooker) in which the exit temperature of
the beans was 110ºC (230ºF). Pigs were fed from an initial
weight of 46 lb. to a final weight of 222 lb. There was no
difference in the performance of pigs fed either source
of protein with either corn or wheat. Efficiency of feed
utilization and rate of gain was significantly improved (P <
.05) over soybean meal when the roasted full-fat soybeans
were added to a barley ration. The roasted beans promoted
significantly faster and more efficient gains during the
finishing period than did soybean meal. Carcasses of pigs
fed corn and roasted soybeans were shorter and had a lower
percentage of lean cuts than those from pigs fed corn and
soybean meal. Protein source had no significant affect on
carcasses from pigs fed either wheat, barley or milo.
“Based on these and other studies the following
recommendations can be made with respect to feeding
cooked soybeans:
“1. Properly processed soybeans can be used as a
complete replacement for soybean meal in growing and
finishing rations.
“2. Soybeans can be adequately processed for pigs by
either extrusion or dry heat (Roast-A-Tron) cooking.
“3. If flaked soybeans are cooked with steam pressure,
the cooking time should not exceed 36 minutes at 10 lb.
pressure.”
Note: At the end of this article is a long sidebar titled
“On-Farm Processing Equipment.”
Page 12: Photos by Mark Roeher show: (1) Cooked
soybean in a metal trough coming out of a cooker. The
caption: “If soy oil prices are depressed, forcing soybean
meal to bear a greater share of the soybean cost, feeding
soybeans on farm can become economically attractive.
(2) A Brady Crop Cooker hooked up to a power drive.
The caption: “Soybeans extruded at higher temperatures in
on-farm cookers and fed in hog rations produced carcass fat
containing less saturated fatty acid than the carcasses of pigs
fed soybean meal.” Address: Univ. of Kansas.
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3233. Walsten, Mike. 1976. Economics may favor cooking
soybeans for hogs. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 9-10.
• Summary: “Sell soybeans or cook ‘em and feed ‘em.
Growers who also produce pork have that marketing choice
each year. Except for a brief period in 1973, the economics
of cooking soybeans have favored selling soybeans and
buying back the meal. But now the pendulum appears to
be swinging in favor of cooking and feeding home grown
soybeans.”
3234. Littlejohns, D.A.; Brooks, A.K.; Buzzell, R.I. 1976.
Soybean production in Ontario. Ontario Department of
Agriculture and Food, Publication No. 173. 15 p. AGDEX
141/10. [5 ref]
• Summary: This document is almost identical to one
issued under the same title and number in 1971. Address:
Ridgetown College of Agricultural Technology, Ridgetown,
ONT, Canada.
3235. Omar, E.M.; El-Kotoury, M.I.; Kamar, G.A.; Ahmed,
N.A. 1976. The effect of amino acid supplementation to
raw soybeans and cotton-seed meal on the growth and body
composition of growing chicks. Libyan J. of Agriculture
5:147-154. [19 ref. Eng; ara]*
Address: Tripoli University, Libyan Arab Republic.
3236. Schweizer, Edgar W. 1977. Soja als schweizerische
Kulturpflanze? [The soybean as a Swiss crop plant?]. Neue
Zuercher Zeitung No. 126. p. 33. June 1. [Ger]
• Summary: Over the years America developed a virtual
(world) monopoly on soybean production. Only with the
beginning of the “protein crisis” in the early 1970s and
the American export embargo (1973) did other countries
recognize their great dependence on America and start to do
something about it.
The interest of Switzerland in its own soybean
cultivation lies on two levels. The first concerns peacetime
economy. Since the Swiss economy is notorious for
overproduction of milk and meat and must fight against this,
it is the clearly stated goal of our agrarian policy to expand
our agriculture / farming. The soybean offers itself as a
welcome alternative to corn, cereal grains, and root crops.
Second, in a wartime economy, we must remember
that with a yield of 2 tonnes per ha gives 25% more human
usable protein than from milk from natural fields, and 200300% more than animals fed on silo [silage].
Although soybeans were grown in Switzerland during
the last century and periodically (especially during wartime)
surfaced again, its wider propagation was restricted by lack
of research. Soybean cultivation in Europe was undertaken
in the 1920s by Prof. von Boguslawski at the University
of Giessen. The varieties Caloria and Gieso are suited for
Switzerland under certain conditions. In 1968 Prof Dr. E
Keller aroused new interest and since that date a Swiss

seed company working together with a US breeding firm
undertook a breeding / culture program which developed
the variety Swissoy. There were also unsolved problems of
agricultural technology. On the basis of a petition from the
Association of Swiss Soybean Producers (VSSP) in 1976 the
Swiss research establishments put into action a large research
program. Therefore the experiments, in spite of relatively
favorable conditions in 1977, on the basis of far-reaching
scarcity of personnel and money, were abandoned. What a
shame. Of course soybeans can be produced less expensively
in America. But importing them places a big drain on Swiss
foreign exchange. Address: Dipl. Ing., Thun, Switzerland.
3237. Schuster, W.; Jobehdar-Honarnejad, R. 1977.
Untersuchungen ueber die Leistungsfaehigkeit der Sojabohne
als Gruenfutterpflanze in Mitteleuropa [Investigations into
the performance of soybeans as a green fodder plant in
central Europe]. Bodenkultur (Die) 28(3):245-62. Aug. [11
ref. Ger]
• Summary: The adaptation of 10 soybean varieties from
different parts of the world was studied in 1972 and 1973 at
different planting times in two locations: Gross-Gerau and
Rauisch-Holzhausen.
Soybean gives its best yields as a fodder crop when
the seeding date is relatively early, until the middle of May.
Significant differences among the varieties was observed.
Fodder quality is dependent on a high proportion of leaves
and pods; in the stems, the crude protein content is much
lower (10%) and the crude fiber content much lower.
Address: 1. Institut fuer Pflanzenbau und Pflanzenzuechtung,
Ludwigstrasse 23, D-6300 Giessen, West Germany; 2.
Teheran [Tehran]-Tajrich, Iran.
3238. Hymowitz, T.; Newell, C.A.; Carmer, S.G. 1977.
Pedigrees of soybean cultivars released in the United States
and Canada. INTSOY Series No. 13. 23 p. Nov. (College of
Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [17 ref]
• Summary: Contents. Introduction. Abbreviations.
Pedigrees of soybean cultivars released in the United
States and Canada (Five-column table, p. 4-15). Strain
identification. Parentage of strains. Registration of soybean
cultivars. References.
The 337 soybean varieties listed in this publication,
named or released from 1889 to 1976, are currently (1977)
in the USDA germplasm collection, and were released in
the USA and Canada. “Cultivars having an experimental
strain pedigree and preceded by an asterisk, and the strain is
underlined” (e.g., Beeson, Bonus, Bragg). This information
was compiled from many sources, including USDA Bureau
of Plant Industry Bulletins.
In the information on early soybean varieties below
(adapted from the 12-page “Pedigrees” table), column 1 is
the year introduced to the USA, column 2 (separated by a
comma) is the cultivar name, 3 is the Maturity Group, 4 is
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the pedigree (P.I. is the “Plant Introduction” number and
F.C. is the “Forage Crop” number, both from the USDA,
Beltsville, Maryland), and column 5 is the year named or
released. Only the early (pre-1915) introductions are listed
here, in chronological order:
1889, Medium Green or Guelph, III, 1903 and 1907.
1889, Kingston, IV, P.I. 17255 (From Japan), by 1907.
1894, Easycook, VI, P.I. 34702 (From Shantung Prov.,
China), by 1923.
1900 or before, Mammoth Yellow, VII, Unknown,
Unknown.
1900, Wisconsin Black, I, P.I. 5039 (From Paris,
France), by 1910.
1901, Austin, V, P.I. 17263 (From Pingyang [Pyongyang
/ P’yongyang], Korea), by 1910.
1901, Ebony, IV, P.I. 6386 (From Pingyang, Korea), by
1907.
1901, Haberlandt, VI, P.I. 6396 (From Pingyang, Korea),
by 1910 [sic, 1905].
1901, Midwest, IV, P.I. 6556 (From Central China), by
1922.
1901, Tokyo, VII, P.I. 8424 (From Yokohama, Japan), by
1910.
1902, Hollybrook, V, Rogue in Mammoth Yellow, by
1910.
1905, Cloud, III, P.I. 16790 (From Hangchow, China),
by 1910.
1905, Tarheel Black, VIII, P.I. 14952 (From Shanghai,
China), by 1923.
1906, Elton, I, P.I. 20406 (From Khabarovsk, USSR), by
1910.
1906, Habaro, I, P.I. 20405 (From Khabarovsk, USSR),
by 1913.
1906, Morse, IV, P.I. 19186 (From Newchang, or
Yingkow [Newchwang or Ying-k’ou / Yingkou], Manchuria),
by 1910.
1906, Peking, IV, P.I. 17852B (From Peking, China), by
1910.
1906, Wilson, IV, P.I. 19183 (From Newchwang,
Manchuria), by 1910.
1907, Chestnut, III, Selection from Habaro, by 1910.
1907, Shingto, III, P.I. 21079 (From Teiling,
Manchuria), 1910.
1907, Virginia-N, IV, P.I. 19186D (Selection from
Morse), by 1920.
1907, Virginia-S, V, P.I. 19186D (Selection from
Morse), -.
1908 [sic, ca. 1943], Acadian, VIII, P.I. 60406 x F.C.
04910, 1943.
1908, Arisoy, VIII, P.I. 86736 (From Konosu, Japan),
1930.
1908, Arlington, V, P.I. 22899 (From Paotingfu [later
Baoding, Hebei], China), by 1910.
1908, Barchet, VIII, P.I. 23232 (From Shanghai, China),

1923.
1908, Biloxi, VIII, P.I. 23211 (From Tangsi, China), by
1917.
1908, Columbia, III, P.I. 22897 (From Paotingfu,
China), by 1910.
1908, Hong Kong, IV, P.I. 22406 (From Hong Kong), by
1910.
1910, Manchuria, I, P.I. 28050 (From Harbin,
Manchuria), by 1912.
1910, Minsoy, 0, P.I. 27890 (From Paris, France), ca.
1926.
1910, Soysota, I, P.I. 28019 (From Naples, Italy), by
1923.
1911, Black Eyebrow, II, P.I. 30744 (From Wulukai,
Manchuria), by 1917.
1911, Hoosier, I, P.I. 30746 (From Wulukai, Manchuria),
by 1927
1911, Manchu, III, P.I. 30593 (From Ninguta,
Manchuria), by 1917
1911, Mandarin, I, P.I. 36653 (From Pehtuanlintza,
Manchuria), by 1920.
1911, Otootan, VIII, (From Taiwan via Hawaii), by
1923.
1911, Wea, II, P.I. 30600 (From Shuangchengpu,
Manchuria), ca. 1926.
1912, A.K. (F.C. 30761), IV, Selection from A.K., by
1940.
1913, Dunfield, III, P.I. 36846 (From Fanchiatum Sta.,
Manchuria), by 1923.
1914, Arksoy, VI, P.I. 37335 (From Pingyang, Korea), -.
1915, Hahto, VI, P.I. 40118 (From Wakamatsu, Japan),
by 1921.
Talk with Ted Hymowitz. 1998. July 5. Ted and his
colleagues created a computerized database, with the data
entered on 80-column paper punch cards, using software that
Sam G. Carmer borrowed from Washington State University.
In hindsight, Ted wishes he had divided the column titled
“Year named or released” into two. The first would be “Year
named” and the second would be “Public release.” This
database no longer exists. The many thousands of punch
cards were discarded after Sam Carmer died. Address: Dep.
of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.
3239. Walsten, Mike. 1977. When is feeding cooked
soybeans to swine your best bet? World Farming 19(11):6-7,
26-27. Nov.
• Summary: Economics generally favor selling soybeans and
buying back the meal, but there are times when extrusion
cooking the soybeans on-farm may save you money.
3240. Ministry of Agriculture–France. 1977. Spécial
protéines: Rapport sur les possibilités de réduire
notre dépendance en matière de protéines destinées à
l’alimentation animale [Special proteins: Report on the
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possibilities of reducing our dependence on protein materials
used as animal feeds]. Paris. 20 p. Dec. [13 ref. Fre]
• Summary: At the top of title page: bulletin d’information
du ministère de l’agriculture. By far the main source of such
proteins is soya meal and cake imported from the USA.
Address: Agronomy Station, INRA Toulouse-Auzeville BP.
12, 31320 Castanet Tolosan.
3241. Dimitrov, Dimitr As.; Kovacheva, Ivanka. 1977.
Vazmojnosti za otglejdaneto na soia za zarno kato
vtora kultura pri napoiavane [Possibilities of growing
grain soybeans as a post-stubble crop under irrigation].
Rastenievudni Nauki (Plant Science, Bulgaria) 14(7):29-38.
[11 ref. Bul; rus; eng]
• Summary: “Summary: A field trial with 3 soybean varieties
was conducted in 1973-75. The varieties were Seka-2 (early),
Merit (medium early), and Wine (late). All were grown as
main green feed crops (sowing in the third ten-day period of
April), after spring pea for green feed (sowing in the third
ten-day period of May), as second crop following barley
(sowing in the third ten-day period of June) and following
wheat (sowing in the first ten-day period of July). Nearly
optimum soil moisture conditions were maintained through a
regular irrigation of all experimented crops.
“Results showed a speeded up plant growth of all
varieties tested, a reduced growing season and a reduced
plant height in contrast to the main (first) crop. The
vegetative period was curtailed at the expense of the phases
included between the planting and the end of flowering.
Parallel with its reduction in days, the temperature amount
for its fulfillment also decreased. The greater the degree of
the pointed out changes, the later the variety and later the
planting date. The conditions prevailing in the region usually
secured a complete heat amount required by the Wine
variety, grown as a main crop and of the varieties Seka-2
and Merit cultivated as post-harvest crops following spring
green pea as a predecessor forage crop. In over 80% of the
cases, in which the Wine soybean variety was grown after
spring forage pea and Seka-2 and Merit grown after barley as
predecessors, were also well supplied with heat.
“Despite the noted reduced water use, due to a shortened
growing season, the conditions of natural water supply,
particularly after wheat and barley as predecessors worsened
substantially. For that reason a timely irrigation proved to be
of considerable importance in growing soybean as a postharvest crop.
“The productivity of the Wine soybean variety declines
substantially after a spring forage pea and that of Seka-2
Merit–after a wheat predecessor. For this reason as well
as of not always sufficient temperature supplies during the
period following July 10, the soybean as post-harvest crop
after wheat cannot be considered as a secure one. Merit
variety proved most productive.” Address: Inst. of Cereal and
Legume Crops “Obraztsov Chiflik”, Roussé, Bulgaria.

3242. Martinez de Acurero, Mirian. 1977. Laboratory studies
on varietal differences in the nutritional value of soybean
stover. MSc thesis, University of Illinois. 45 p. *
Address: Venezuela.
3243. Shivashankar, K.; Vlassak, K. 1978. Influence of straw
and CO2 on N2-fixation and yield of field-grown soybeans.
Plant and Soil 49(2):259-66. April. [11 ref]
• Summary: Incorporation of straw, with or without CO2
enrichment, markedly influenced N2-fixation and yield.
Nitrogenase activity was increased up to four-fold by straw
at 4 t/ha alone or straw 2 t/ha + CO2. This study confirms
that straw can be considered to provide a partial substitute
for expensive CO2-enrichment for improving nitrogen
fixation. Address: Lab. of Soil Fertility and Soil Biology,
Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven, B-3030 Heverlee, Belgium.
3244. Sudweeks, E.M.; Ely, L.O.; Sisk, L.R.; McCullough,
M.E. 1978. Effect of roasting sorghum and soybeans on
gains and digestibility. J. of Animal Science 46(4):867-72.
April. [12 ref]
• Summary: Roasting soybeans for beef cattle has no effect
on weight gains. Address: Dep. of Animal Science, Georgia
Agric. Exp. Station.
3245. Desai, Girish N.; Peng, Andrew C. 1978. Investigation
of protein content of Ohio grown soybeans. Ohio
Agricultural Experiment Station, Research Circular No. 240.
p. 37-39. Aug. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: Soybean has been the number
one cash crop in the U.S., surpassing both wheat and corn
for several years. This year, according to a USDA report (5),
soybean plantings will set a new high, 63.9 million acres.
This is also expected to set a new production record, 1.74
billion bushels as compared to 1.72 billion bushels in 1977.
“Soybeans in the United States were originally mainly
used as hay and silage before their value with respect to oil
and protein content was realized. The good quality of oil
and proteins and high quantity of unit production made the
soybean itself a success in the food and feed market.
“The protein content of soybeans is affected by many
factors, such as variety, cultural practices, environment,
etc. This study was undertaken to investigate the protein
content of 30 varieties of Ohio-grown soybeans and their
milk derivatives in order to provide such information to the
Ohio soybean food industry and others who are interested.
Soybean milk has been adopted by the food industry as a
milk substitute for infants who are allergic to cow’s milk, or
where cow’s milk is either unavailable or too expensive.”
Address: Former Graduate Student and Prof., Dep. of
Horticulture, Ohio State Univ. and Ohio Agricultural
Research and Development Center.
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3246. Soyanews (Sri Lanka). 1978. The seed that meets a
million needs. 1(1):3. Sept.
• Summary: Gives a brief history of the soyabean worldwide
(except in Sri Lanka) and its many uses are described briefly
in the following categories: Mature beans: Whole, sprouts,
flour, curds, roasted, milk, feeds. Oil. Lecithin: Food and
non-food. Meal: Food products, feeds, industrial protein.
Plants (incl. forage as silage, hay, and soilage). Immature
beans (canned, dehydrated, fresh, quick-frozen, pickled,
succotash).
Above each of the following words or terms is a photo:
Infant foods. Cereal foods. Pharmaceuticals. Building
materials. Adhesive. Feed (shows cows).
3247. Carey, Ann E.; Gowen, J.A.; Tai, H.; Mitchell, W.G.;
Wiersma, G.B. 1978. Pesticide residue levels in soils and
crops, 1971–National Soils Monitoring Program (III).
Pesticides Monitoring Journal 12(3):117-36. Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: Lists pesticide residues for DDT, DDE,
Dieldrin, Endrin, Heptachlor epoxide and Toxaphene (ppm
averages, minimums, maximums) in soybeans and soybean
hay. Address: Ecological Monitoring Branch, Benefits
& Field Studies Div., Office of Pesticide Programs, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, TS-768, Washington, DC
20460.
3248. Montiel, N.; Borra, E. 1978. Sustición del pienso por
pellets de soya en vacas de mediana producción [Substitution
of fodder by soya pellets fed to cows in average production].
Havana, Cuba: Empresa Agropecuaria-Genética del
Este. Archival report (Informe de archivo). Unpublished
manuscript. [Spa]*
• Summary: The authors prepared and analyzed made from
various dehydrated forages ground to a powder. Soybeans
were harvested at the seed-forming stage. Soy pellets had
twice as much protein as those made from Bermuda cruzada
(16.9% vs. 8.2%).
Note: Factories for the dehydration of forages were
installed in different municipalities of Cuba. Address: Cuba.
3249. Ford, Barbara. 1978. Future food: Alternate protein
for the year 2000. New York, NY: William Morrow and
Company, Inc. 300 p. Index. 22 cm. [40+ ref]
• Summary: The author concludes that soybeans are most
likely to be the protein source of the future. Chapter 2, “The
Cinderella Bean” (p. 32-53) and Chapter 3, “Soybeans,
Oriental Style” (p. 54-71) both discuss the benefits of
soybeans. Pages 37-38 note that soybeans were once called
“haybeans” and their hay was called “haybean hay.”
Note: This is the earliest English-language document
seen (Oct. 2011) that which uses the term “haybean” or
“haybeans.”
The work of the USDA Northern Regional Research

Lab. (NRRL) with soyfoods is described at length. While at
the NRRL she first encountered “sufu.” In “Chinese markets,
sufu is not called sufu but ‘bean curd’ or ‘bean cake.’ As
soon as I saw sufu I realized it has an image problem–not
as unappetizing as natto, but distinctly unpleasant. Picture
grayish chunks of some odd-looking material floating in a
murky liquid, like biology specimens in a bottle, and you
have a typical bottle of sufu.
“Sufu looks so bad that my husband, who has faithfully
eaten a number of odd-looking sources of protein that I have
purchased over the years, refused it. It took a little courage
for me to tackle one of the grayish lumps myself but I finally
ate one. To my surprise, it was good, rather like a tangy dairy
cheese but with a distinctive, nonbeany flavor of its own” (p.
60-61).
Chapter 6, “It Ain’t (Just) Hay,” is about alfalfa leaf
protein and leaf protein concentrate. Research on leaf protein
“really started during World War II, when British scientist
N.W. Pirie suggested the use of leaves to augment dwindling
meat supplies... Pirie’s proposal never got underway during
the war because of the costs involved, but after the war he
was given a laboratory where he carried out most of the
pioneering work on leaf protein.”
Chapter 9, “SCP: Promises, Promises,” is about
single-cell proteins such as the bacteria Cellulomonas and
Pseudomonas (the champion, which can double its weight
in 9 minutes). A probable culprit in SCPs is “nucleic acids,
which have been shown to cause elevated uric acids in
humans if used over an extended period of time. Raised uric
acid levels lead to gout, kidney stones, and gallstones. Some
bacteria contain from 15 to 16 percent nucleic acids, a fairly
high level. Yeasts and fungi contain from 6 to 11 percent,
still a high level. Algae have less.” It is recommended that
humans not consume more than 2 grams (0.7 ounces) of
nucleic acids per day. Address: USA.
3250. Hobson, Phyllis. 1978. The soybean book. Growing
and using nature’s miracle protein. Charlotte, Vermont:
Garden Way Publishing. iv + 172 p. Illust. by Andrea Gray.
Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Why soybeans? How to grow,
harvest, and store soybeans: Selecting seed (edible varieties
and time to maturity for fresh soybeans and dried beans),
sources of seed, how much seed, planting the seed,
inoculation, germination, the developing plant, the harvest,
storing beans. Saving seed. How to process soybeans: Fresh
soybeans (in the pods), dried soybeans, soy grits, soy pulp
(cooked, mashed dehulled soybeans), soy flour, soy milk
(from whole soybeans or from soy flour; the remaining
“pulp” may be added to meat loaves or casseroles), soy
curd (tofu), soy sprouts. Recipes–Soybean “meats.”
Roasted soybeans. Fermented soybean cakes (tempeh). Soy
beverages. Soy breads. Soy cereals. Soy desserts. Soybeans
with eggs. Soy salads. Soy spreads. Soy snacks. Candy and
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cookies. Soy soups. Soymeat dishes. Soybeans with meat.
Soybean vegetable dishes. Supper dishes. Growing soybeans
for animal feeds. Homemade dog and cat food. Using
soybeans for soil improvement.
Note: The chapter on how to grow soybeans (p. 6-20) is
especially useful. Address: USA.
3251. Zamora, Regalado Garabiles. 1978. Fermented whole
soybeans for swine and weanling rats. PhD thesis, University
of Missouri–Columbia. 98 p. Page 3610 in volume 39/08-B
of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Missouri–Columbia.
3252. Feedstuffs. 1979. Chemical aids digestion of soy,
cornstalk residues. 51(31):12. July 30. *
3253. Judd, Robert W. 1979. National Soybean Crop
Improvement Council 1941-1979. In: R.W. Judd, ed. 1979.
50 Years with Soybeans. Urbana, IL: National Soybean Crop
Improvement Council. 86 p. See p. 81-86.
• Summary: “The National Soybean Processors Association
was organized in 1928 [sic, May 1930]. Farmers harvested
579,000 acres of soybeans for beans that year yielding 13.6
bushels per acre. They also had 1,860,000 acres for hay,
grazing or plowing under for green manure. By 1940 the
acreage harvested for beans increased to 4.8 million yielding
16.2 bushels per acre. Soybeans for other purposes totaled 7
million acres.
“In 1941 the processors established our National
Soybean Crop Improvement Council to assist in wartime
expansion of soybean production. It was also a significant
year because, for the first time, farmers harvested more
acreage for beans than for hay, pasture or other uses. Their
5.9 million acres yielded 18.2 bushels per acre.
“The Council consisted of N.S.P.A. members interested
in serving on the standing committee to promote production
of the industry’s raw material. Council members recognized
a need for a soybean bulletin containing recommended
cultural practices and other information about the minor
crop. They published a booklet named Soybean Farming in
1947 for distribution to farmers in all soybean producing
states. There were 200,000 copies of the first edition
distributed on request to farmers, school children, college
students, libraries, land owners, farm youth groups and
others. It was revised several times. A total of 385,000 copies
had been distributed when the publication was terminated
after the April 1969 revision.
“The industry did not grow from 1942 thru 1949. There
wasn’t a million acres difference in the acreage harvested for
beans between 1942 and 1949. The Processors Association
appraised the situation and employed Ward Calland as a fulltime managing director of their Crop Improvement Council
in 1948. Several of you here today knew Ward Calland. One
of the recently developed soybean varieties was named in his

honor.
“The purpose of the Crop Improvement Council has
not changed since its inception. Our function is to cooperate
with agricultural interests to encourage the growing
of soybeans in the United States, and to encourage the
expansion of soybean production research at federal, state
and private research centers. We cooperate with colleges and
experiment stations, the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
and all segments of the soybean industry to encourage
scientific research for the purpose of increasing soybean
yields, reducing unit production costs, and provide improved
varieties for producers, processors and other consumers. Our
educational activities promote these stated objectives.
“Ward Calland’s initial activities to fulfill the purpose of
our NSCIC were to dissipate unfair criticisms of the soybean
crop and promote its advantages. The labels ‘emergency
substitute’ and ‘poor man’s crop’ were applied to the golden
bean. Even some college professors saw no future for
soybeans in U.S. agriculture and let their views be known.
Opposition to the crop had to be actively discredited before
the industry could expand toward its potential. Mr. Calland
encouraged farmers to start producing soybeans. He told
professors, farm managers, bankers, and other persons who
influenced farmers’ decisions that the soybean had a bright
future.
“In 1949 a 6-page pamphlet named Soybean News
was published by our Crop Improvement Council to relate
pertinent, factual information about soybeans from research
findings at Agricultural Experiment Stations, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and growers’ experiences. The
first issues were sent to university personnel, county farm
officials, grain handling stations, agricultural leaders, and
anyone who might be interested in the crop or industry.
Soybean News is currently published three times a year and
is mailed without charge to the 8 to 9 thousand persons who
have requested it.
“In 1950 the Crop Improvement Council contracted
with a motion picture production company to produce a
sound motion picture, 27 minutes in length with color. The
film was designed to give an interesting, educational story
of the soybean crop and its place in American agriculture.
‘Soybeans–The Feature Story’ was released in 1951 through
several universities and our own organization. Three years
later it was released in black and white for television
showing. Over 30 million persons saw the black and white
film on television and several hundred thousand saw the
color film. The production, excellent distribution, and
utilization of the film resulted in an increased awareness of
soybeans as a potential, profitable crop for U.S. farmers with
products saleable in both domestic and foreign markets.
“In addition to speeches, the publication of Soybean
Farming and Soybean News, and the film ‘Soybeans–The
Feature Story,’ the director of the Crop Improvement Council
made displays extolling the virtues of soybeans for exhibit
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at fairs and other agricultural meetings. He encouraged
companies associated with the soybean industry to create
informational brochures about the crop and products.
“Our Advisory Board was established in 1949. A letter
from Ward dated September 21, 1949 to radio stations’ farm
program directors announced the first issue of Soybean
News and had these men listed as Advisory Board members:
Burlison of Illinois, Etheridge of Missouri, Hayes of
Minnesota, Hinkle of Arkansas, Hoover of Mississippi,
Keim of Nebraska, Kenney of Kentucky, Myers of Kansas,
Peterson of Purdue [University, West Lafayette, Indiana],
Pettigrove of Michigan, Pierre of Iowa, Skold of Tennessee,
and Volk of Ohio. We bade farewell to Hinkle and Volk at
our annual meeting in 1975.
“Our current Board consists of 31 members including a
temporary vacancy for Louisiana. Our group consists of 24
university department heads, 4 from USDA representing AR
[Arkansas] and CR, 1 research center director, 1 representing
private breeders, and 1 from the growers’ organization.
Although we meet only once a year, I depend on you for
valuable counsel.
“During the first 10 years of Ward Calland’s tenure
as NSCIC director, his primary objective was to stimulate
growers’ interest in soybean production. The success of the
effort has been evident from 1948 to date. Soybean acreage
increased 25 out of the past 30 years in this country: It
would be foolish for our Council to take complete credit for
that happening in history. However, we do believe our total
effort was a contributing factor which resulted in production
paralleling the growth in demand.
“In the late 1950’s, the Council entered a transition
period which lasted from 1958 to 1963. The transition
in major effort was from stimulating grower interest in
the crop to providing for increased agronomic research
support. Ward Calland retired in 1961 and I was employed
as managing director of the Council. We have been working
diligently to encourage the employment of more soybean
production research scientists by AR and State Experiment
Stations. I presented our requests for more research funds to
Congress from 1961 to 1971. Then for a few years we had
an agreement with the American Soybean Association in
that they would present the request with us. We attempted
to take advantage of the added political clout growers have
compared to the processors. Recently we have testified
separately to give a double-barreled impact while we
continue to tell the same message.
“You might be interested in the rather recent evolution
of the soybean processing industry. In 1961 there were 58
companies who were members of the NSPA. The American
Soybean Association Blue Book listed 148 U.S. plants
processing soybeans that year. Today there are 28 companies
in the NSPA membership processing over 95% of the crush
in this country. The capacity of their 87 plants has enabled
U.S. processing to double its volume since 1959.

“Our goal is to raise soybean yields and profits through
research. Back in 1960, ARS had $468,326 for 18SYs [sic]
working in soybean production research. Our continued
requests to Congress for more funds in subsequent years
resulted in $2,343,000 added for Agricultural Research and
$500,000 for Cooperative Research. These figures do not
include cost of living and other types of increases granted.
AR has been limited in adding scientists during the last
few years. Their SY total for soybean production research
increased from 18 in 1960 to 64 in 1979. The number of
AR scientists tripled while funds invested increased sixteen
times. The cost of doing business was cheaper any [sic]
yesterday.
“It was difficult to arouse concern about soybean
research because acreage increased to meet expanded
demand for protein and oil. Congressmen finally acted on the
belief that it was less expensive to maintain the health of the
young giant soybeans with additional research investment, so
acreage would increase. Otherwise they might be forced to
purchase the medicine of controlled production for millions
of acres of our other crops which had a sickness of surplus.
Can you imagine our plight if 70 million acres today was not
used to produce soybeans?” (Continued). Address: Managing
Director, National Soybean Crop Improvement Council.
3254. Scott, Walter O. 1979. Cooperative extension efforts in
soybeans. In: R.W. Judd, ed. 1979. 50 Years with Soybeans.
Urbana, IL: National Soybean Crop Improvement Council.
86 p. See p. 64-67.
• Summary: The Smith Lever Act officially established
the Extension Service in 1914. But prior to 1914 the word
“extension” was already an accepted word at U.S. colleges.
Cornell [Ithaca, New York] had established a Department of
Extension in 1900. Illinois organized an extension staff in
1901, and these people worked through Farmers’ Institutes.
William J. Morse “probably deserves more credit than
any other one person for the establishment of soybeans in the
U.S. Even though he was a member of the USDA research
staff, he was a tremendously effective extension educator...
I have heard the late J.C. Hackleman talk about him on
many occasions. In 1974 Martin Weiss wrote Dr. Howell
the following: ‘... on rare occasions he (Morse) would let
his hair down and describe some of the early experiences–
how he would take a few bushels of soybeans with him as
he traveled by train into the southeast; how he would hire
a spring wagon and team of horses at the livery stable and
strike out across country; how he would induce them to plant
a few rows from the seed he had.’ This is how he found some
of the strong cooperators, such as the family at Monetta,
South Carolina.’” Note: In 1936 a soybean variety was
named “Monetta.”
The “beginning of real acceptance of soybeans by
American farmers started in the late teens. Notes made by
J.C. Hackleman state that the soybean acreage in Illinois
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increased from 500 acres in 1914 to 3,288 acres in 1919. The
persons who are linked with the early history of soybeans
were mostly on the job before 1929 and had already fallen
in love with soybeans. By 1929 they had developed their
extension education program to promote soybean production.
In the Midwest these would include the familiar names of
J.C. Hackleman in Illinois, Keller Beeson in Indiana, Ed
Dyas in Iowa, and George ‘Soybean’ Briggs in Wisconsin.”
In the early days you had to sell soybeans to farmers. These
extension pioneers were “soybean evangelists.”
“The popularity of soybeans really took an upward turn
in about 1920. The first Corn Belt Soybean Day was held on
the Fouts Brothers farm near Camden, Indiana, September
3, 1920. Over 1,000 people from Indiana, Ohio, Illinois,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Kentucky and the USDA attended.
The following year the second annual Soybean Day was held
on the A. P. Meharry farm on which there were 400 acres
of soybeans, of which 300 were for seed and hay, and 100
acres of corn. This farm was near Tolono, Illinois. About
1600 attended that meeting... As you might expect, Morse
was at both of these events. The National Soybean Grower’s
Association was organized at the Fouts farm in 1920. The
name was changed to American Soybean Association in
1925.
“An extension educational program needs practitionersfarmers who believe in the program. The late J.C. Hackleman
mentioned two farmers more than any others; these were
W.E. Riegel of Tolono, Illinois and John T. Smith also of
Tolono. There were many others including Frank Garwood
and T.H. Lloyd.
“Growers and university people who spoke at the
meeting in Illinois included:
“Edward E. Evans–Michigan
“Ralph Kenney–Kentucky–maybe have been University
of Kentucky
F.S. Wilkins–Iowa–I am sure he was on the staff of Iowa
State
“Taylor Fouts–Indiana–whose farm was the first
Soybean Day site
“F.E. Russell University–Columbia, Missouri–may have
been from the University of Missouri
“George Briggs–Wisconsin–definitely University of
Wisconsin
“C.B. Newton–Ohio
“W.E. Riegel–Illinois
“An extension program then and now is no better than
the research program. Illinois was fortunate in this respect.
Dr. W.L. Burlison, who joined the department in 1912 and
became head in 1920, was an enthusiast about soybeans. He
told me once that Dr. C.W. Woodworth was his first major
appointment. Woodworth developed Illini and Lincoln. At
one time Lincoln was the most popular variety in the Corn
Belt.
“Soybean research dealing with fertility and cultural

practices such as row width, seeding rate, etc. began soon
after the turn of the century but really got underway in the
teens. The first Illinois soybean bulletin was published in
1928 reporting results of research from 1910 to 1926. This
research information was the foundation for a good extension
program.
“Extension programs were similar yet different.
As I reported earlier, the first use for soybeans was as a
high protein (legume hay). In J.C. Hackleman’s annual
reports soybeans were always included in his section titled
legumes. While he discussed bean yields he also always said
something about soybean hay.
“Inoculation was an important topic. Starting in 1920
J.C. put out inoculation demonstrations for several years.
In the circular released in 1928 and later revised in both
1934 and 1938, the use of soil and muddy water to inoculate
soybeans was discussed even though commercial inoculants
were available in 1938.
“Soybean variety demonstrations were used. J.C. wrote
in his 1922 report that ‘The effectiveness of demonstrations
to increase the use of soybeans was even more marked than
hoped. The acreage increased in the counties where plots
were located by nearly 5 times.’
“Also of interest was a separate note attached to a page
of a 1922 report which said Charles Vulgarnot of Oakley
furnished the first load of soybeans to A.E. Staley Company
in Decatur. Staley processed the beans and reported it was
not successful–they gummed up the machine. The main
thrust of programs of course was yield of hay or beans. The
encouragement of processors to process soybeans was also a
part of the programs.
“Methods were about the same but differed. During
the twenties and thirties Hack used project leaders. These
were men who were interested in corn or soybeans and
would establish demonstrations on farms and help with field
meetings. They were given special instruction by Hack and
others on the staff. Winter meetings and field demonstrations
were the backbone of the program.
“Seed quality was mentioned on more than one
occasion. Hack worked closely with the growers of certified
seed.
“Hack mentioned a soybean train [organized by A.E.
Staley] in one report. I remember Hack and Clyde Lindsay
talking about the project trains when I first moved to Illinois.
“Probably the greatest difference between the soybean
extension program of 50 to 70 years ago was that you had to
sell soybeans to farmers. Hack, Keller, Dyas, and ‘George
Soybean Briggs’ were soybean evangelists. They and many
others like them were directly responsible for the increased
use of soybeans on corn belt farms.
“I would say that since the war the extension educational
program has not been so much selling the crop as it has been
to provide farmers with the most recent research information.
Immediately following World War II there was an influx of
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young farmers, fellows my age or younger. Many went to
college before they started farming. These fellows did not
have to be sold; they recognized the value of information
from the college and our main problem has probably been to
keep them from putting the whole farm in a new variety.
“When soybeans started their dramatic increase in
acreage, one of the great changes has been the greater
cooperation between agronomists and agricultural economics
men. This has resulted in the systems approach such as the
economic trade-off of one practice against another: narrow
rows; how narrow. Perhaps farmers have been reluctant to
move to solid seeding because it may not be economically
competitive with 30 inch rows. Corn still sets the style; when
someone can show an advantage for 15 to 20 inch rows over
30 inch rows for corn, we will grow soybeans in 15 or 20
inch rows. Until that time things will stay as they are.
“I must mention the help of two people who are not
members of any state extension staff but who have had a
tremendous influence on the acceptance and use of soybeans.
These are Ward Calland who was the first director of the
National Soybean Crop Improvement Council and Bob Judd
who currently holds this position. Both have contributed
much’ to the development of soybeans in the U.S.” Address:
Univ. of Illinois.
3255. Smith, Keith J. 1979. American Soybean Association
(1920-1979). In: R.W. Judd, ed. 1979. 50 Years with
Soybeans. Urbana, IL: National Soybean Crop Improvement
Council. 86 p. See p. 75-80.
• Summary: “The American Soybean Association (ASA)
was founded in 1920 at a meeting of some 600 soybean
enthusiasts at Taylor Fouts Farms at Camden, Indiana. For
many years the Association existed mainly through the
untiring efforts of the late W.J. Morse of the United States
Department of Agriculture. He was recognized by some as
the ‘daddy’ of soybean production in America.
“During the early years, officers of the Association
were agronomists from various universities in the Corn Belt.
Many of these early names include such distinguished people
as W.L. Burlison and J.C. Hackleman of Illinois, Keller
Beeson of Purdue, J.B. Park of Ohio State, H.D. Hughes
and E.S. Dyas of Iowa, G.M. Briggs of Wisconsin and many
more. The presidency was usually extended to the ranking
soybean professor in the state where the next annual meeting
was to be held. A review of the papers presented at many of
these early meetings provides some insight into what were
then the production problems of the soybean grower.
“The problems concerning the Association during
these years were mainly adaptation of existing varieties and
machinery needed to grow and harvest the crop. Most of the
harvested crop in the early days was for seed, which was
used to establish emergency hay crops, or for silage.
“In the 1940 annual meeting of the Association held
at Dearborn, Michigan, two suggestions were approved by

the board of directors: the Association employ an executive
secretary, and a soybean periodical be published as an
official organ of the Association. Shortly thereafter, George
M. Strayer, a seedsman from Hudson, Iowa, was hired as the
executive secretary, and the Soybean Digest became part of
the American Soybean Association.
“Since 1940, ASA goals and objectives have been to
work continuously for those things that are best not only for
the soybean grower, but for the soybean user and the nation
as well. The relationship of the growers association to the
soybean processors has always been one of mutual interest
and concern over vital problems of each group.
“Since its founding, ASA has held an annual convention
or conference. The sole exception was in 1945, during
World War II, when travel restrictions made a convention
impractical. These conferences, over the years, have served
as a meeting place not just for the growers but for the entire
soybean industry.
“The problems dealt with have gradually shifted from
those connected with production to selling and marketing
the crop, and to relations with government. Often the
Association has held field days in conjunction with its
conferences, especially when meetings were held at or close
to state experiment stations.
“Every year one or more papers were presented on the
use of soybean products. Could soy oil be used in paint?
Would soy oil work in food products? How did soybean oil
meal compare with other proteins as a feed for hogs, cattle,
sheep and chickens? (In 1940 the big question was whether
the anticipated crop of 110 million bushels of soybeans could
be marketed successfully.)
“One of the early activities of the Association was
to encourage soybean yield contests through which
comparisons of growing practices and varieties were
possible.
“One of the most effective Association activities has
been government relations. The officers have been alert
to every congressional move that would reduce growers’
freedom to produce and market soybeans and thereby
adversely affect the market and price for soybeans / soybean
products.
“In 1940, the Association adopted a resolution pledging
‘support and active cooperation in seeking the repeal of
all federal and state laws imposing unnecessary and unfair
restrictions upon the sale of oleomargarine made of domestic
fats and oils.’ Federal and state restrictive legislation has
been repealed and margarine is now as common as the
‘other’ spread.
“In the fall of 1949, it was announced there would be
acreage controls on 1950-crop soybeans. A delegation of
ASA directors conferred with the USDA officials and with
Secretary of Agriculture Brannan, and convinced them that
no acreage controls were needed in 1950 for soybeans. No
controls were imposed. This allowed the soybean acreage
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to be responsible to supply/demand factors and free of
government controls. Many people are convinced that this
decision has been one of the primary factors responsible for
the rapid growth in U.S. soybean production.
“Other accomplishments in 1950 included a request to
USDA Secretary Brannan for announcement of a support
price on 1950-crop soybeans before harvest; promotion of
soybean exports; opposition to a freight rate increase by
Southern railroads on soybeans shipped to New Orleans
for export; work for repeal of federal margarine laws, and
changes in the federal bread standards favorable to increased
usage of soy products in baked goods.
“Hearings were held in 1950 to consider proposals by
the ASA and the National Soybean Processors Association
(NSPA) to amend the U.S. soybean grading standards. Their
suggestions have since been adopted.
“At the 1952 convention, a resolution was passed calling
for adequate appropriations for soybean research in USDA
in line with the expanding importance of the crop. The
resolution called for earmarking of federal funds to insure
that funds so voted would be used for basic research. Since
the early 1950s, ASA and NSPA have been great supporters
of increased agricultural research appropriations. One of the
most successful years was 1977, when funding of soybean
research by USDA was increased by $2.78 million.
“In 1953, another service was added for Association
members when publication began of a newsletter to bring the
latest available information on soybean crops and markets.
Today 20,000 ASA members receive the weekly Soybean
Update, a market newsletter.
“In 1954, ASA Secretary-Treasurer George M. Strayer
was a member of a trade mission sent to Europe by the
United States Department of Agriculture to investigate
possibilities of increasing trade in agricultural products.
In March 1954, USDA announced it would cooperate
with ASA in developing and promoting markets for U.S.
soybeans abroad. This was the beginning of a vast, market
development program entered into first by ASA and joined
later the Soybean Council of America, Inc.
“In 1956, ASA started a market development project
in Japan in cooperation with the Foreign Agricultural
Service, USDA. This program is still in effect and is largely
responsible for the increased Japanese importation of
American soybeans from 250,000 tons per year to over 4.2
million metric tons per year.
“The market development activities were designed to
promote the increased consumption of soybeans in Japan
and thus increase their importation needs. ASA market
development activities are designed to service the foreign
buyer as well as the American shipper of soybeans. They
have one aim in mind–to increase tonnage of soybeans
exported to Japan. It is interesting to note that Japan
imported 141 million bushels of soybeans from the United
States in 1978. This makes them by far our largest foreign

buyer.
“After several years of organizational contact work
by members and officials of ASA, a joint committee was
appointed from ASA and NSPA, in August 1955, to work
on proposed articles of incorporation and bylaws for a joint
industrywide organization of the soybean industry. On June
5, 1956, the Soybean Council of America, Inc. was born...
[It] was a nationwide nonprofit commodity group for the
soybean industry. Its basic purpose was to further expand
the markets for soybeans and soybean products and keep
soybeans out of a surplus position through the efforts of the
producers, handlers, processors and others.
“The Board of Directors of the Soybean Council
consisted of producer, processor and grain handler
representatives.
“With funding from the FAS/USDA and NSPA, the
Soybean Council of America grew rapidly. Offices were
opened in numerous countries to promote the use of
soybean meal and soy oil. Their influence on U.S. soybean
production was tremendous. They were so successful that
many foreign countries began to encourage construction of
soybean processing plants to reduce dependence on imports
of soybean products and concentrate on their soybean
imports. With increased emphasis of soybean imports, came
a decision to phase out the Soybean Council of America
offices and establish ASA offices in key locations.
“The establishment of ASA offices was aided by the
passage of self-help grower investment checkoff programs
in several states [starting with the organization of the
Minnesota Soybean Association on 6 Dec. 1962]. The ASA
Market Development program has grown; in FY80 ASA will
have:
“–10 foreign offices (in Tokyo, Taipei, Brussels,
Hamburg, Mexico City, Vienna, Madrid, Paris, Seoul and
Singapore.)
“–over 150 individual market development activities in
76 countries.
“–a budget of $12.2 million ($4.8 million grower
funds, $2.8 million FAS/USDA and $4.6 million third party
cooperators).
“The aggressive market development program has
been one of the main factors responsible for the tremendous
growth in the soybean export market.
“The American Soybean Association Research
Foundation (ASARF) was formally incorporated in
November 1965. Early Foundation objectives were in
part to ‘secure all available funds by any legal means in
order to conduct and finance scientific research for the
benefit of the soybean industry including production,
processing, marketing and utilization throughout the world’”
(Continued). Address: Director of Research, American
Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, Missouri.
3256. Gorelov, E.P.; Ermatova, D. 1979. [Soyabean in
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Uzbekistan]. Korma (Fodder) No. 2. p. 31. [Rus]*
• Summary: Discusses the production of soybeans for fodder
production in Uzbekistan. Yields of 22.2- 23.9 tonnes/ha
were obtained.
Note: This is the second earliest document seen in
connection with Uzbekistan with the word “Soybean” in the
title. Address: Sel’khozinstitut, Smarkand, Uzbek SSR.
3257. Muradov, K.M.; Ivantsova, M.A.; Kazantseva, V.N.
1979. [Soyabean in Turkmenia]. Korma (Feeds) No. 6. p.
29-30. [Rus]*
• Summary: In 1972-78, in irrigated trials under dryland
conditions in south Turkmenia, late-maturing soybean
varieties yielded 30-50 tonnes/ha of fresh fodder and 1.7
to 2.1 tonnes/ha of seeds. Mid-season varieties yielded 2030 and 1.2 to 1.5 tonnes respectively, and early-maturing
varieties yielded 9-15 and 1 to 1.2 tonnes respectively.
Depending on the variety, the plants contained 28.6 to
32.1% crude protein [CP] at the flower initiation stage, 26.5
to 27.2% CP at the full-bloom/early pod formation stage,
and 21.4 to 22.3% CP at the pod formation stage. Also
gives information on biological characteristics of soybeans
under Turkmenian conditions. Address: Institut Botaniki,
Ashkhabad, Turkmen SSR.
3258. Nutelet, R. 1979. Les resources fourrageres dans
l’Union Economique Belgo-Luxembourgeoise; la production
et les prix des aliments composes en Belgique [Feed supplied
in the Belgian-Luxembourg Economic Union: production
and prices of compound feeds in Belgium]. Cahiers de
l’Institut Economique Agricole, Ministere de l’Agriculture
No. 205. 47 pp. [Fre]*
3259. Lawn, R.J.; Byth, D.E. 1979. Soybean. In: Alec
Lazenby and J.V. Lovett, eds. 1979. Australian Field Crops.
Vol. II. Sydney: Angus and Robertson. 328 p. See p. 198231. [152 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses. Taxonomy,
origin and distribution. Morphology. Crop growth and
development: Seedling establishment, vegetative growth and
development, reproductive growth and development, root
growth, nodulation and nitrogen fixation, Eco-physiological
basis of adaptation: Photoperiod, temperature, soils, water
requirements. Soybean improvement in Australia: Plant
introduction, cultivars in Australia, soybean breeding,
priorities for breeding in Australia. Agronomic principles
and practice: Planting date, plant population and row width,
planting, weed control, pests and diseases. Research needs.
“The potential of the soybean in Australia has been
recognized for several decades. A Commonwealth mission
to the U.S.A. in 1946 recommended governmental action to
assist oilseed crop development in Australia, with particular
reference to soybeans. A number of short-term soybean
investigations were initiated, particularly in southern

Australia, and were largely unsuccessful. Gray (1955)
recommended that introduction activity should center on
regions of lower latitude than those of the existing major
soybean areas of the world. The first formal breeding
program was started in 1958 by C.S.I.R.O. in southeastern
Queensland, although useful selection was practised
previously by the Queensland Department of Primary
Industries. Only limited soybean areas existed (500-2000
ha), until the late 1960s, mainly in the South Burnett region.
Major expansion began in 1970-71 and has continued so
that Australian production is approaching local demand
and exports from Australia are conceivable in the near
future. Most of the current commercial production occurs in
Queensland, in the eastern Darling Downs and St. George,
the Fassifern, Lockyer and Brisbane Valleys, and the South
Burnett region. The major area of production in New South
Wales is centered in the Gwydir and Namoi Valleys on
the north-western plain, with smaller areas in the coastal
Northern Rivers District, and in the Lachlan and Macquarie
Valleys of the central west. Irrigated farms account for most
of the area, particularly in New South Wales. Concentration
on irrigated production in the major grain-producing areas of
both States appears likely to continue, although expansion of
dryland production is occurring in the coastal and sub-coastal
areas, and in northern Queensland.
Table 9.1 shows (1) Australian imports of soybean
cake and meal, non-defatted meal, whole soybeans, oil,
epoxydized oil, other oil, and total imports yearly from 1967
to 1974; (2) total hectarage and production in Queensland,
New South Wales, and total Australia for the same time
period. About 70-80% of the country’s soybeans are
produced in Queensland, and the rest in New South Wales.
Most of the current soybean production in Australia is
carried out under contract to the major processors, and is
used primarily for oil and meal production.
Soybean improvement in Australia has paralleled the
pattern which occurred earlier in the U.S.: Introduction,
selection among and within accessions, and hybridization.
The majority of cultivars in Australia are direct introduction,
unlike the U.S., where locally improved cultivars are used
exclusively. The availability of improved cultivars from
the southern areas of the U.S. was a major factor in the
substantial expansion of soybean culture commencing in
1970-71. Regional experimentation has shown that a number
of these cultivars are capable of high yields in sub-tropical
Australia. Plant introduction has been active in Australia and
over 1000 accessions have been obtained since the 1930s.
The primary objective of soybean breeding in the
U.S. has been and continues to be the development for
each region of pure-line cultivars capable of producing
high harvestable yields of seed with suitable quality
characteristics (oil and protein percentage and composition).
A great deal of attention has been given to lodging, shatter
resistance and seed pigmentation because of their agronomic
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or marketing importance. There is increasing emphasis on
disease and pest resistance.
Expansion of soybean production in the immediate
future will most likely occur primarily in irrigated areas.
Present production areas are largely between 16ºS and 33ºS,
and most of the anticipated expansion in the near future is
expected to occur in this region. Address: CSIRO Div. of
Tropical Crops and Pastures, Brisbane; Dep. of Agriculture,
Univ. of Queensland.
3260. Fowler, L.G. 1980. Substitution of soybean and
cottonseed products for fish meal in diets fed to chinook and
coho salmon. Progressive Fish-Culturist 42(2):87-91. April.
[16 ref]
• Summary: Feeding trials were conducted with chinook
salmon and coho salmon “to determine whether full-fat
soybeans, commercial dehulled soybean meal, or solventextracted cottonseed meal could be used in an Abernathy
diet as a partial replacement for fish meal with limited
supplementation.”
Inclusion of full-fat soybeans in the diets markedly
reduced weight gain and increased mortalities. Commercial
soybean meal reduced weight gains in both species of
salmon. The reason for the inadequacies of the soybean
products was not determined.
Note: It is suggested that the soybean meal be given
various heat treatments and be supplemented with various
amino acids (such as methionine and/or cystine) to determine
which works best for different fish species. Address: U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, Abernathy Salmon Cultural
Development Center, Longview, Washington 98632.
3261. Ivantsova, M.A.; Muradov, K.M.; Kazantseva, V.M.
1980. Itogi introduktsii soi i dolikhosa v Turkemenii [Results
of the introduction of soybeans and Dolichos lablab cultivars
into the Turkmenistan SSR, USSR]. Izvestiia Akademii Nauk
Turkmenskoi SSR, Seriya Biologicheskikh Nauk (Proceedings
of the Academy of Sciences of the Turkmen SSR, Biological
Sciences Series) No. 6. p. 71-74. [10 ref. Rus]
• Summary: From 1962 to 1979 some 263 soybean varieties
and 334 Dolichos lablab [Lablab purpureus] varieties
were introduced and studied to investigate their potential
productivity as soiling, silage and grain, and prospects
for selection or agricultural production. The results are
summarized. Data are presented on the productivity of a
new cultivar of each species. From K1487, a new midseason
soybean variety from the USA, was bred by individual
selection and called Bakhar 2. It is resistant to high
temperatures, low humidity, lodging, shedding and fungal
diseases. In trials from 1977-79 it yielded 45.5 to 50.9 kg/ha
of green matter and 1.8 to 2.0 tonnes/ha of seeds. The green
matter contained 26.5 to 27.2% protein.
These cultivars may be recommended for cultivation
in regions with a long frost-free period and high summer

temperatures. They are valuable as silage.
The title page of this issue reads: Turkmenistan SSR
Ylymlar Akademijasynyn Habarlary, Biologik Ylymlaryn.
Izvestiia Akademii Nauk Turkmenskoi SSR, Seriya
Biologicheskikh Nauk. Address: Institut Botaniki, Acad. Sci.,
Ashkhabad, Turkmen SSR.
3262. MacDonald, Harry A. 1981. Re: History of soybean
production in New York: Agronomic aspects. Letter to
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Jan. 13. 3 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean production in New York had its
beginning in 1909 when one farmer reported producing
a crop for grain (Wiggans, 1929). The variety was not
reported. Ten years later 900 growers reported small acreages
grown for pasture, hay, green manure and grain. Following
this period there was a general decline in soybean production
through the 1920’s. As reported by Wiggans (1929) it was
considered that, ‘The only profitable use of the plant in
New York State, if there is any, must be in the utilization
of the entire plant in the form of forage for livestock or as
green manure in orchards or on lands where it is desirable to
increase the nitrogen and organic contents by turning under
the green crops.’ It was considered at that time that soybeans
could best be used for forage either as hay, silage, or pasture.
Soybean mixtures with corn (maize) were widely studied
at Cornell University Experiment Station in the 1920s and
early 1930s. While the mixture slightly increased the protein
content of the crop, the total yield was not significantly
increased on land which would produce a good crop of corn.
“Many introduced soybean varieties were evaluated
at different locations in New York by Wiggans and others
during the period 1922 to 1929...” Address: Prof.-Emeritus,
Dep. of Agronomy, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.
3263. Whisker, Ray G. 1981. Re: Breeding and growing
soybeans in soybeans in the U.K. Letter to William Shurtleff
at Soyfoods Center, Feb. 21. 1 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: Dear Bill, Thanks for your letter.
“The soy seldom gets publicity in the U.K., and this is
usually confined to its use in tvp products which are not too
popular. Soybeans can never become a viable farm crop in
U.K. as climatic conditions are generally unfavorable. But
is has potential as a home-garden high protein vegetable
and, perhaps, as a supplemental feed crop for very smallscale farmers. I am thinking primarily of certain small-leaf
overseas strains which cannot flower in Britain, and thus
make extra foliage as compensation for lack of flowers.”
“Found your catalog most interesting and hope your
work and literature will continue to flourish and prosper. I
make soymilk from a 1940 Canadian recipe, and we use the
leftover mash in cakes and stews etc. It must be the most
versatile vegetable on earth. Where else can you find a plant
which provides `meat’ ‘milk’ ‘Cheese’ and Oil.” Address:
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Soybean Breeder, East Molesey, Surrey, England.
3264. McDonnell, Kathleen. 1981. From fodder to fast food:
Soybeans crop up more than ever on farms and in stores.
Maclean’s (Canada). March.
• Summary: Recently soybean breeders have created earlymaturing varieties which are enabling soybeans to spread
northward “beyond their traditional growing area in extreme
southern Ontario, which now produces more than 90 per
cent of Canada’s total harvest.” This year substantial acreage
will be seeded in Alberta, Manitoba, P.U.I. [Prince Edward
Island], Quebec and eastern Ontario.
“With last year’s harvest of 26.2 million bushels worth
more than $200 million, Canada has now moved into fifth
place among world soybean producers–after the U.S., Brazil,
China, and Argentina.
Human consumption of soybeans is definitely catching
on in Canada. At one health food store in Vancouver, BC,
the most popular item is tofu, or soybean curd, which is
now “being touted as the ‘yogurt of the ‘80s.’ Packaged tofu
is now being sold in major supermarket chains across the
country...”
The largest consumers of soy products by far are
vegetarians. Elsie Sokol, chief dietitian at Toronto’s
Branson Hospital (run by Seventh-Day Adventists)
“receives ‘thousands’ of requests from across the country
for information about soybeans and gives lectures on their
nutritional value and preparation.” She believes the day will
come when people in general will praise soybean growers.
Mary Anderson, who shares her enthusiasm, is one of
three partners who run a soy-food restaurant named Soja in
Kensington Market. A photo shows Mary, with a tray of soy
cheesecake and burgers, in front of her restaurant’s sign.
3265. Product Name: Bibbysoy [Full Fat Soya Meal for
Use in High-Energy Poultry and Livestock Feeds].
Manufacturer’s Name: Bibby (J.) & Sons, Edible Oils Div.
Manufacturer’s Address: Liverpool, England.
Date of Introduction: 1981 June.
New Product–Documentation: Spot in Agricultural Supply
Industry (UK). 1981. June 5. p. 2. “J. Bibby launches a full
fat soya meal.” This product, named Bibbysoy, contains on
average 38% protein and 19% oil. The meal “is produced
by a carefully controlled process which is claimed to ensure
that protein and amino acid availability are not affected. It
has a linoleic acid content of over 9% while the high oil level
makes it particularly suitable for high energy poultry, pig and
ruminant diets. Bibbysoy is made from whole soya beans
which are toasted and dried before being ground into a freerunning meal for easy mixing into compound feeds.”
3266. Hartwig, Edgar E. 1981. Re: History of soybeans in
North Carolina. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods
Center, Nov. 2. 4 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.

• Summary: “In my early years working with soybeans in
North Carolina, I traveled with Mr. W.J. Morse on several
occasions and he gave me some of the early history of
soybeans. One of the men that he mentioned as having an
active interest in soybeans in North Carolina was Mr. Fred
P. Latham of Belhaven, North Carolina. I wonder if you
have the proceedings of the American Soybean Association
Volume 1 covering the years 1925-1925. Mr. Latham
was active in the early years of the American Soybean
Association. In a report he made in 1924, he indicated that
he had been growing soybeans for 16 years. He credited W.J.
Morse with activating his interest in soybeans. I believe that
it was in the fall of 1950, the last years before Mr. Morse
retired, we visited Mr. Latham on his farm in eastern North
Carolina. He also had retired from active farming. They
enjoyed their visit discussing some of the early years with
soybeans. I believe members of the Latham family are still
farming and growing soybeans in eastern North Carolina.
“C.B. Williams was head of the Agronomy Department
at North Carolina State for many years. He had retired at the
time I began my work in 1943, but I did have an opportunity
to visit with him. He also had worked closely with Mr.
Morse in getting soybeans established in North Carolina.
Mr. Williams recognized the importance of nodulation on
soybeans for successful production and developed a system
of collecting soil from fields that had grown well-nodulated
soybeans to distribute to areas where soybeans were to be
planted the first time.
“As to why soybeans became established in North
Carolina more successfully than other areas is a matter
of several assumptions. I have assumed that some of the
early ships bringing material from Japan had used soybean
material for ballast in their ships, and in docking at ports
such as Norfolk, Virginia or Elizabeth City, North Carolina
had thrown out some of the soybeans that were in excess,
and types such as Mammoth Yellow were at a maturity that
they were well adapted for northeastern North Carolina
and fit into their agricultural practices. I could furnish you
a picture of some of the early harvesters should you desire
this. As to other pioneers in the field, I do not have any other
names to suggest.
“Fertility studies were conducted with soybeans in
North Carolina in the late 1920’s. Dr. S.G. Lehman, who I
have discussed somewhat in the plant pathology work, was
a pioneer in the identification and describing of the diseases
of soybeans. It seems that in introducing soybeans from
the Orient, they introduced most of the diseases attacking
the crop in China and Japan. Although soybeans were a
relatively unimportant crop in the state, Dr. Lehman and
some of his co-workers described many of the diseases that
we now recognize as important problems in the production
of soybeans. He gave me considerable assistance in learning
to identify diseases and recognizing the type of injury which
they caused.
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“There was no active breeding program concerning
soybeans in the area until I began my work in 1943. The
varieties Mammoth Yellow, Tokyo, Haberlandt, and Woods
Yellow were major varieties. I am assuming that Mammoth
Yellow was distributed as coming from ballast material
on ships. Tokyo was introduced from Japan in the early
1900’s, and Haberlandt was from Korea. I assume that Mr.
Morse distributed seed of these to people like Mr. Latham.
Woods Yellow was selected as a somewhat later maturing
type out of the Mammoth Yellow variety. Later such black
seeded types as Laredo and Otootan were introduced for hay
production. It was the enthusiasm of people like W.J. Morse,
C.B. Williams, and Fred Latham, who, in their contacts with
farmers, suggested to them that they might try this crop.
There was little attention from extension agronomists or
research projects to stimulate the interest in the crop.
“In 1979 the Soybean Processors Association in their
annual meeting recognized the 50 years of existence as an
organization. The Soybean Crop Advisory Committee in
their meeting recognized some of the achievements and
activities over the period. I am enclosing a copy of the report
which was prepared from this meeting.
“I assume that you have read my chapter on varietal
development, but I am enclosing a reprint. I am returning the
copies you sent with some modifications and additions.
“I would not classify Mr. W.J. Morse as a soybean
breeder, but rather as an agriculturist. He began working for
the Department of Agriculture in 1907. Research was at a
different level from what it is now. His job was to become
familiar with the crop and see where it might fit into the
U.S. Agricultural system. In the early years, the crop was
considered as a forage crop and also a crop that might be
grown and turned under for soil improvement. But I believe
it was in the mid-1920’s that Piper and Morse stated that the
future of soybeans was not as a forage crop, but as a seed
crop for producing protein and oil. Since this was a crop in
which very few were interested, the early introductions from
Asia were grown and looked at and if they did not appear
to fit an immediate purpose there was no need or really no
system to retain them. You may have mentioned it, but I
might repeat that it was not until 1941 that as many acres
of soybeans in the U.S. were harvested for seed as were
grown for forage. With regard to introductions, we received
a large number from Japan after World War II when the U.S.
Army of Occupation took over. I believe that essentially all
soybean introductions received into the U.S. since 1948 are
in our collection and many of their characteristics described
and many have been utilized in the breeding program.
“From a machinery standpoint, the development of
the combine harvester was a very important aspect in the
development of soybean production. The grain binder and
stationary thresher was used for small grains and was not
as satisfactory for harvesting soybeans. The early beaters
developed for harvesting in North Carolina were rather

unsatisfactory. This was pulled through the field by a pair of
mules and the beaters hit the soybean plants and a portion of
the beans went into the box behind the beaters and many of
the beans flew into the air in all directions. These beaters, to
be moderately successful, required varieties that shattered
rather readily. Thus, the beans had to be harvested at a very
short time after they were ready to be harvested. If they
were not harvested at this time, then seed would be lost to
shattering. The Asiatic farmer usually grew only a very small
area with soybeans. He cut these by hand and tramped them
out. This system was certainly not satisfactory for American
agriculture.
“In South Carolina Mr. John Wannamaker became
interested in soybean production in the early 1930’s. I visited
his farm in 1943. He was growing some material that traced
to introductions from Nanking, China that were distributed
by W.J. Morse. Mr. Wannamaker was very enthusiastic about
soybeans and made selections from the original seed lots that
he received and distributed them to farmers in his area. His
activities and enthusiasm helped get soybeans started in the
coastal plains area of South Carolina.
“W.J. Morse seemed to have an ability to hear of
anyone that was interested somewhat in soybeans. Professor
Tracy had retired as director of the Mississippi Agricultural
Experiment Station and had a home on the Mississippi Gulf
Coast. Mr. Morse regularly sent him new introductions
that were received from parts of Asia that he thought might
be suitable for that latitude. One of the introductions that
Professor Tracy thought well suited for the area, he gave
the name Biloxi. For many years the variety Biloxi was
widely grown for interplanting with corn in the southeast,
and then grazed after corn was harvested by turning hogs or
cattle into the fields. One of the major interests with regard
to the variety Biloxi is that this variety was used by Garner
and Allard in their studies in describing photoperiodism in
plants. Plant physiologists all over the world still request
seed of Biloxi from us when they are conducting photoperiod
experiments.
“I trust these comments will be of help to you. Should
you have further questions which you think I might be able
to give you assistance, feel free to contact me at any time.
“Sincerely,...” Address: Research Agronomist,
Soybean Production Research, Delta Station, P.O. Box 196,
Stoneville, Mississippi 38776.
3267. Stele, Franc. 1981. Soja si pocasi utira pot na
slovenske njive: skromni praporscak zelene revolucije
[Soya slowly makes its way to Slovene fields: The Green
Revolution’s modest banner]. Nedeljski Dnevnik (Sunday
Journal). Dec. 6. p. 8. [Slv]
• Summary: Soya is one of many crops that can help us to
improve the currently unfavorable food production energy
bill.
Text box one: [intro to article, no heading]
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Down on the outskirts of the Zadlog plains (Zadloska
planjava), a stone’s throw from a homestead which leans
against a wooded hillside, a strange plant is growing in the
fields this summer. Beautiful green leaves, and bushy stalks
with pods. Not a bean (fizol), nor pea, nor broad bean (bob)...
[Beginning of main article]
In Zadlog, by Crni Vrh, Idrija, 39 year-old farmer
Zdravko was glad to explain, along with his wife Metoda,
what sort of plant this was. He first acquired the seed three
years ago, from a specialist at the Biotechnical Faculty in
Ljubljana, where they deal with the plant which is, by our
standards, interesting and new. There are other test plots
elsewhere across Slovenia. The plant in question is soya
(Glycine max L. Merr.), of the Papilionaceae family, a name
which is not likely to mean anything to most people, but
which may be recognizable to stock farmers, from the labels
on bags of protein animal feed, which also contain soya meal
(sojina moka). Some will also almost certainly remember it
from the post-war days of UNRRA relief.
Portrait photos show Andrej Lukan and Franc Rupnik.
“This really is an excellent plant,” says Zdravko Likar.
“It grows fantastically well and is even successful in our
atmospheric conditions, which are not exactly ideal, and at
this considerable height above sea level. One bean produced
over 75 more, and the highest yield was some 95 beans. It
tolerates frost, and is not bothered by rust fungus [uromyces
appendiculatus] or black bean aphids [aphis fabae]. It also
makes an excellent meal. We prepare it with eggs, as we
would with brains, and also as a sauce, in minestrone, for
stuffed cabbage leaves and peppers, and also as an addition
to other dishes; bread made from a mix of wheat and soya
is excellent.” Yet for stuffed cabbage leaves or peppers, as
well as rice, we also need meat! And here is the thing: soya is
incredibly rich in proteins (36-40% and up to 20% oil), and
has more of them than any other plant. Which is why we can
replace meat with soya, or rather with soya proteins (sojina
beljakovina). What is more, these proteins are of a very high
quality: they contain all the necessary amino acids that the
human organism needs, which is why there is no difference
between soya protein and animal-based protein.
A Farm that Knows What it’s Doing: here is, however,
a substantial difference in the cost of extracting different
types of protein. Meat-based proteins are considerably
more expensive than those derived from soya. According to
international figures, the same quantity of soya can produce
up to twenty times more digestible protein than an animal
nourished with feed produced on the same quantity of land.
And of course, soya is excellent nutrition for livestock, both
as a grain, or as a green crop or silage. It is therefore no
surprise that Zdravko Likar assures:
“A seed sowing machine has now already been
purchased in Ljubljana and so I’ll most likely begin to grow
soya on a larger plot, on around a hectare of land.”
Likar knows what he is doing by now. On the estate

which has existed since the second division of land in 1872
(a beam inside the house is even inscribed with the year
1815), there is twenty-four head of livestock, of which 17 are
cows. 150 to 200 litres [of milk] are produced daily. Yet such
productivity does not come without substantial feed. And
Zdravko has known for some time that protein feeds are very
expensive, and which is why soybean silage (sojina silaza)
has come at just the right time.
The soybean seeds (seme soje) which Zdravko Litkar
and other farms in Slovenia are (experimentally) sowing
are the fruit of specially selected crops that grew to a
large average seed thickness, and so they are estimating
around 30 hundredweight [one metric hundredweight =
100 kg] of produce per hectare. Its production is not just
important in maintaining both humans and livestock, but also
agrotechnology. The well-developed and deep root system
of the soya plant impacts upon, and improves, the structure
of the soil. Thanks to the symbiosis between the roots and
specific bacteria, both the roots and the earth are enriched
with nitrogen. For this reason, soya is an important plant for
the fertilization of other crops, particularly cereal grains. It is
also relatively self-sufficient and can be sowed successively
for many years on the same land. This could be of particular
value at times when, in exceptional circumstances, there may
not be capacity to work all areas of land. Because of this, and
because of its frugality and range of uses, soya must surely
earn its place in our preparations with regard to the total
national defense concept.
A Specialist Sowing Program: For the meantime, soya is
of course only finding its way. Just as in the fields of France
Rupnik from Hotedrsica. Rupnik is also a cattle farmer for
the main part; he produced 16,000 litres of milk last year.
“Two years ago, Andrej Lukman came to visit and
said that a specialist from Ljubljana had contacted him and
offered some soybean seeds, for us to try sowing. And so,
following a specialist program, we ploughed, fertilized and
sowed the land. The first time we sowed just a kilogram
of seeds. The results were good. This year we sowed
more seeds. There were a few issues with the seed-sowing
machine, which initially sowed the seeds too densely, and
a section of crop was too dense and withered away. But, in
spite of that, we produced more than twenty hundredweight
on that portion of land per hectare, and almost thirty
hundredweight where seeds were sown with greater spacing.
Andrej Lukan from Hotedrsica (whose farm produced
20,000 litres of milk last year) has also been working
with soya for two years. This year he has sowed soya on
approximately ten ares [1 are = 100 square meters]. “The
harvest is more substantial in comparison to beans, and it’s
resistant to frost,” says Lukan, while his wife adds: “we eat it
just warm, as a bean, but we’ve also tried it sweet. There’s a
booklet about soya due out, and we’ll be able to try out some
other dishes.”
How to Feed a Million Hungry Mouths? Worldwide and
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domestic results have, up to now, shown beyond doubt that
soya deserves a more prestigious role in the general fight for
food. Which is to say, that the potential yield of nutritional
material per hectare of increasingly costly land has been a
significant issue for some time. Experts say that we are in
effect consuming oil, as current food production methods
and efficacy levels (particularly with cattle) are using a lot
of energy per hectare, in some places as much as 500 litres
of oil and more. Such waste at a time of a global energy
crisis undoubtedly demands new endeavors, directions and
means of economizing. And soya is one such crop which can
help us reduce our energy expenditure, which is less than
favourable at present.
The world is trying to avoid food shortages with the
so-called Green Revolution, an incentive for increased food
production. Animal proteins are expensive nutrition and
will be increasingly hard to come by in this form. In coming
years we can expect to need new protein sources and that
soya proteins in particular will be critical for our economy
and in providing food for people and animals [end of main
body of article].
As such, soya offers itself as a small and humble, yet
courageous, sustainable and important ensign of the green
revolution: it is one which, here in Slovenia too, could
enable us to make the most of the land, keep production
costs down and limit our dependence on food imports as
much as possible. Plans like this, and similar, help to reduce
the gulf between the developed and non-developed [worlds]
and are signposts as to how to feed the millions and millions
of hungry mouths who are lacking, above all, high protein
foods.
Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2020)
concerning sustainable agriculture in connection with
soybean production. (Continued). Address: Slovenia.
3268. Bickerstaffe, R. 1981. Amino acid composition of
some New Zealand animal feedstuffs. New Zealand J. of
Science 24(3-4):281-86. *
3269. Ortiz-Monasterio R., J.I.; Banafunzi, N.M.S.;
Marquez B., S.R. 1981. Rendimiento de proteína del follaje
de once nuevos genotipos de soya en una zona elevada,
Querétaro, México [Yield of protein in the foliage of eleven
new soybean genotypes in an elevated zone of Queretaro,
Mexico]. Presented at: Primer Simposium Latinoamericano
sobre Fuente Energéticas Tropicales. Cuernavaca, Morelos,
Mexico. [Spa]*
3270. Goehl, Bo. 1981. Tropical feeds: Feed information
summaries and nutritional values. FAO Animal Production
and Health Series. No. 12. xviii + 529 p. See p. 366-68.
(Rome). [1 ref]
• Summary: The section about the soybean begins on p. 366:
“G16 Glycine max (L.) Merr. (G. soja Sieb & Zucc.)

“Soybean, soya bean, soja bean or Manchurian Bean.
“Useful reference: 108
“One of the world’s most important oilseed crops and
a staple food of the Orient. Indigenous to the Far East, it is
now cultivated elsewhere, particularly in the United States.”
Contents: Introduction, description of the plant, and
its meal. Trypsin inhibitor. Seeds. Soybean meal (or cake).
Hulls. A table at the end shows the composition of 8 different
soybean products. Address: International Foundation for
Science, Stockholm, Sweden.
3271. Windish, Leo G. 1981. Jacob Hartz, Sr.: Pioneer
seedsman, soybean processor, trailblazer and crusader in
the Midsouth (Document part). In: Leo Windish. 1981. The
Soybean Pioneers: Trailblazers, Crusaders, Missionaries.
Galva, Illinois: Published by the author. viii + 239 p. See p.
91-95. Chap. 18.
• Summary: A good history of this pioneer seedsman. “Few
soybean pioneers worked harder than Hartz to promote
soybeans in the south.” “As early as 1925 the Hartz-Thorell
Co. brought in forage types of soybeans and, with the
assistance of the People’s National Bank, gave soybeans to
key farmers on a trial basis to find out if they were suitable
for production in Arkansas county. The forage varieties
were used principally for hay, silage, and for turning under
as a green manure crop. Hartz had several motives in mind
in inaugurating a new crop in the area.” First, he saw at a
very early date that rice farmers in the area “were badly in
need of a crop to help change the rotation, help rid the land
of the plague of watergrasses, and, perhaps of even greater
importance, to restore nitrogen to the soils.” Second, HartzThorell was in the farm machinery business and wanted to
create a need and demand for row-crop equipment.
Among the more popular soybean varieties in the South
in the early 1930s were Otoosan, Virginia, Laredo, Biloxi,
and Mammoth Brown. Soybeans seemed to be an ideal crop
for rotating with rice, and they gave the rice farmer a second
cash crop.
“Production of soybeans for seed and forage in Arkansas
county continues to grow in the early 1930’s, and it was
necessary for marketing facilities to be provided, rather than
storage on the farm and hit-and-miss buying and selling.
The Hartz-Thorell Supply Co. in 1936 undertook building
the first elevator, principally for seed, in time for the fall
harvest.” This elevator, with a capacity of approximately
70,000 bushels, was completed at a cost of $40,000 in
time for the harvest. By 1937 more than 60,000 acres were
planted to soybeans in the Stuttgart area. Hartz said: “From
the start we promised our farmers a cash market for all beans
they would bring to us in marketable condition and suitable
for seed purposes.”
“Hartz shipped the first carload of soybeans for
processing and milling purposes in June 1937, and Hartz
reported in an address later that they expected to ship 25
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carloads or more above seed requirements.”
In 1937 Hartz predicted in an address: “In my opinion,
I see soybeans as one of the major crops in the South in the
next ten years.” Note: He was one of the first to realize this,
and his prediction came true. “Our basis of prediction for
soybeans being one of the major coming crops of the south
was based on three fundamental facts: First the adaptability
of the plant in all cotton- and corn-growing sections of the
south; second, the recognized value of soybeans by farmers
as a land-builder and forage crop; and third, the cottonseed
crushing industry of the south was highly over-industrialized
and was clamoring for an auxiliary product which would
keep their plants operating through the off-season and slack
periods. This situation was even more pronounced since the
Farm Bill was passed, curtailing the cotton acreage about one
third.”
Jacob Hartz worked closely with his friend George
Heartsill Banks, who was director of field service for the
Arkansas Cotton Growers Cooperative Association from
1921 to 1926 in Little Rock, Arkansas. He was Director in
Charge of the Rice Branch Experiment Station at Stuttgart,
Arkansas, from 1926 to 1937. He was with Ralston Purina
Co. at Osceola, Arkansas and Kansas City, Missouri, from
1937-1946. Banks liked to refer to soybeans “as being the
triple-threat crop of legume plants, first as a soil builder,
second as a forage crop, and third as a grain crop.”
In 1965 Hartz had 110 certified growers, primarily in
Arkansas, supplying the company with certified soybean
seed. Address: 101 Exchange St., Galva, Illinois 61434.
3272. Windish, Leo G. 1981. August [sic, Augustus] Eugene
Staley, Sr. (Continued–Document part III). In: Leo Windish.
1981. The Soybean Pioneers: Trailblazers, Crusaders,
Missionaries. Galva, Illinois: Published by the author. viii +
239 p. See p. 59-70. Chap. 15.
• Summary: (Continued): “In the years that followed, Staley
became one of the nation’s most daring entrepreneurs.
He unleashed his selling techniques with all sorts of
promotions to get the soybean introduced in the corn belt.
At that time there was no place that a farmer could sell a
bushel of soybeans except for seed purposes. There were no
commercial outlets for them. So an educational program of
great magnitude had to be undertaken to sell the farmers on
the merits of this new oilseed crop.
“Staley, the supersalesman, had an affinity for
remembering people’s names, especially their first names,
and faces. In the business world this is a tremendous
attribute. His friends said that along with this gift, he had a
magnetic personality. With these traits going for him he was
able to sell his program to Corn Belt farmers.
“Eighteen years after the Staley company built its
first soybean processing plant, and founded a thriving new
industry, soybeans had become a $100,000,000 annual crop
in the U.S., at that time about one-third of the world’s total

production. Manchuria, which had been a world leader, was
overtaken by the U.S. in 1942, and the U.S. has led the world
in production of oil-seed crops since. The soybean is the only
new crop that the American farmer has tried in recent years
that has achieved major importance.
“Staley also remembered that, in addition to being food
for man and beast, soybeans enriched the soil by adding
nitrogen. Almost every Sunday afternoon found Staley
stopping at farm houses to put in a good word or plug for the
soybean (13). Later we shall tell the fruits of this soybean
crusader’s efforts and how well they paid off.
“World War I caused Illinois cornland to be ‘corned to
death,’ said one veteran seedsman. Chinch bugs had arrived
in hordes to ruin the farmer’s small-grain crops, so by this
time the farmers were beginning to listen to this soybean
evangelist. At first, the soybean acreage climbed at what
seemed a snail’s pace, maybe 1,000 acres a year. But still
there was no commercial market. Farmers raised soybeans
for hay, forage, and fertilizer, but the soybeans themselves
could only find a market as seed.
“No crop of any magnitude was possible unless someone
would build a plant and process soybeans. Meanwhile the
U.S. was importing 15,000 tons of soybean cake and meal
every year (14). Staley was in complete control of his starch
factory, but rather than badger his associates into starting
a processing plant, he used his expertise in selling them
on the idea and very quickly they too became enthusiastic
proponents.
“In 1922, Staley announced through the media that
he would start processing soybeans that fall. Again he
unleashed a great selling effort. He had his salesman talk
to farmers in their fields and in their homes at night. He
hired a representative to talk to groups in school houses,
courthouses, school gymnasiums, or wherever they could get
a crowd together that would listen. He left no stone unturned
in this all-out promotion. He used letters, buttons, pamphlets,
news stories, and articles in the popular farm magazines to
spearhead his crusade.
“Perhaps one of the most important thrusts to come from
his campaign was the statement that he would give farmers
contracts guaranteeing to buy all the soybeans they could
grow. The Staley plant began operations as he had promised
in the fall of 1922. The first carload of soybeans was brought
in on Sept. 28, 1922, from the Andrews Grain Co. of Walker.
The car contained 1,547 bushels and the shippers were paid
99 3/4 cents per bushel. They were processed two days later.
Many soybeans were received from farmers by team and
wagon.
“In 1911 the U.S. imported 41 million pounds of
soybean oil. By 1918 this figure had jumped to 343 million
pounds. During the first World War China was the leading
exporter of soybeans. To Staley there was some powerful
logic in those figures. Time was when soybeans and rice fed
China’s teaming population for 5,000 years.
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“With a processing plant assured, all that was needed
was a soybean crop and a market for the resulting oil, meal,
and refined products. During the winter and early spring
of 1922, Staley’s selling ‘blitz’ began paying off. Letters
had come in from 60 Illinois towns, and even a few from
neighboring states, inquiring about soybean processing.
Staley answered all the letters personally, outlining his
plans and probable prices. He suggested those interested
in soybean culture contact the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture for the best agronomic methods and
recommended alternate varieties to use. Staley stated in his
letters that if his plant should prove successful, he would
increase the size and capacity to meet needs.
“That spring Illinois farmers planted more than 135,000
acres of soybeans, more than five times as many as the
previous year. That summer Staley sent representatives out
along the country roads to see how the soybean crop was
progressing. During the summer Staley’s men talked with
125 farmers, 137 grain elevator operators, 11 seed houses,
25 county extension advisers, and a large number of bankers
and the news media. Everywhere they went, they left
pamphlets expounding the virtues of the soybean as the great
crop of the future.
“Perhaps the most novel of the promotions in which the
Staley company participated was a train known as ‘The Soil
and Soybean Special.’ F.A. Wand of the Staley company
recounts the itinerary of this special train through the Bean
Belt. We will include some of the highlights of the tour from
a transcript that Wand prepared.
“The Illinois Central Railroad, in cooperation with the
A.E. Staley Co. and the University of Illinois College of
Agriculture, operated a train known as the ‘Soil and Soybean
Special’ over the Company’s lines from March 28 until April
16, 1927. The train made 105 scheduled stops at towns along
the Illinois Central lines from Freeport to Galena in the
northern part of the state, to Mounds and Metropolis in the
southern part.
“The train had six cars: an office with eating and
sleeping quarters for the officials who were in charge, a car
containing an exhibit of soybean products prepared at the
Staley plant in Decatur, a car containing a soil, soybean,
and corn borer exhibit prepared by the University of Illinois
College of Agriculture, two motion picture cars, and a lecture
car.
“According to H.J. Schwietert, general agent of the
Illinois Central Railroad, the train was operated to encourage
farmers to grow more soybeans. Illinois Central officials
believed the results justified the project. A total of 33,939
people passed through the train during its operation and the
distance traveled was 2478 miles.
“The soybean exhibit car contained 34 products of
soybean origin. This car had been prepared under the
direction of Howard File, chief chemist for the A.E. Staley
Manufacturing Co. The products were displayed in large

glass jars, along with the varieties best adapted to Illinois soil
and climatic conditions. Four grades of soybeans prepared
by government inspectors and placards depicting the feeding
value and merits of soybean hay were also on display. Other
displays expounded on the benefits in feeding soybean
oilmeal, fertilizing value of soybean straw, importance of
soybeans, and the versatile end products.
“In the center of the car, a house had been painted with
soyoil paint. Also shown were two miniature trains with a
limestone shed. Demonstrations had shown that larger yields
of soybeans were obtained in southern Illinois by applying
limestone to the soil.
“The 49 counties visited were divided into seven
districts, and one lucky farmer in a drawing in each district
would receive a carload of limestone, provided he would
agree to grow clover or soybeans on the land after applying
his limestone. The soybean exhibit was prepared under
the supervision of Dean H.W. Mumford of the College of
Agriculture, University of Illinois. Prof. J.C. Hackleman was
in charge of the soybean exhibit.
“A very large number of university bulletins concerning
soil treatment, soybean growing, and information on
cornborer control, was distributed by Prof. J.C. Hackleman
and his colleagues. The cornborer bulletins were of very
special interest to all the farmers. Of the ten suggested
controls, nine recommended soybeans.
“The lecture car was used most extensively in southern
Illinois, and was handled there by speakers from Southern
Illinois State Normal University at Carbondale. The train
made six or seven stops a day, averaging about two hours
a stop. Much interest was shown in soybean growing
throughout the entire trip. Afterwards, the Gibson City
Courier made this observation: ‘This train furnished a visible
demonstration and accomplished more in an educational way
than could have been achieved in a year in any other form of
agricultural publicity’” (Continued). Address: 101 Exchange
St., Galva, Illinois 61434.
3273. Windish, Leo G. 1981. Archer-Daniels-Midland
Company, Inc.: Pioneer soybean processors who rank among
the giants in the industry (Document part). In: Leo Windish.
1981. The Soybean Pioneers: Trailblazers, Crusaders,
Missionaries. Galva, Illinois: Published by the author. viii +
239 p. See p. 97-103. Chap. 19.
• Summary: The western world was slow to realize the
possibilities of the soybean, which has been a mainstay of
the Chinese diet since time immemorial, and has a recorded
history dating back 5,000 [sic, about 3,000] years. Until
nearly 1900, soybeans were grown only as a curiosity in
botanical gardens or at agricultural experiment stations.
“The introduction of the soybean can be considered to
date from 1898, when the Department of Agriculture started
a program of research and began importing many varieties.
It took a long time for farmers to become aware of the
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value of the plant, not only as silage but for its soil-building
properties, as green manure. The nutritional value of the bean
was not stressed, but in 1915 enough beans were harvested
so that a cottonseed oil mill was able to use its presses on
soybeans during a shortage of cottonseed. This experiment
was the first attempt to crush domestic soybeans; however,
imported soybeans had been crushed by a mill as early as
1910 on the Pacific coast.
“The soybean first came into prominence after the
United States entered World War I. Research on proteins
resulted in a big increase in acreage, but it was 1924 before
soybeans were available in commercial quantity, and
another ten years before more than one-third of the crop was
harvested as beans. The ratio did not exceed 50 percent until
1940, but as a result of great demand for soybeans during
World War II, 90 percent of the crop was being harvested as
beans in 1950.
“The first soybeans were raised on North Carolina
farms, and they remained primarily a southern crop until the
center of production shifted to the corn belt in the 1920’s.
Since soybeans thrive on the same climate and soil as corn,
this area now produces over three-fourths of the total crop.
“Intensive research by agricultural experiment stations
has aided tremendously in furthering the production of
soybeans. The development of special strains for specific
areas has been extremely important because soybeans are
acutely sensitive to soil and climate. Research has singled
out varieties that fill demands for higher oil content, earlier
maturity, or greater yield. The average yield, which doubled
between 1925 and 1950, is now 22 bushels per acre. Of
more than 10,000 varieties introduced by the Department of
Agriculture, only about 100 are grown to any great extent.
“Soybeans are borne in typical legume-family seed pods
containing one to four roundish seeds or beans, ranging in
color from yellow through green to black. Darker-seeded
varieties that contain less oil are still grown occasionally in
the south, but for processing purposes the yellow-seeded
types are preferable because of their higher oil content and
lack of pigment which discolors the oil and flour.
“The development of the soybean industry, greatly
stimulated by both world wars, stems directly from World
War I. Such a shortage of fats and oils developed in 1918
that 336 million pounds of poor-quality Manchurianpressed soybean oil was imported. After the war fats and
oils continued to be in high demand, and made it seem
worthwhile to try to crush domestic soybeans. The fact that
the first processor could only obtain enough beans to make
four tank cars of oil in 1920, did not deter another firm from
entering the business in 1922.
“Those pioneer soybean processors were a determined
lot who overcame seemingly insurmountable odds. It was
extremely difficult, to get an adequate supply of soybeans,
and just as difficult to dispose of the soybean oilmeal and
flour, which no one would buy and few would accept as a

gift. It was even difficult to sell oil because it was considered
inferior to the imported variety.
“Though production rose to 5 million bushels in 1924,
farmers still had to be prodded into raising soybeans as
late as 1928, when one of the processors, to be sure of an
adequate supply, contracted to pay a set price for all of
the soybeans planted on 50,000 acres. Production climbed
very slowly until a 50 percent increase boosted the crop to
14 million bushels in 1930. Once processors realized that
soybeans had a promising future they began to expand their
facilities, and the public cooperated by readily accepting the
new products.
“Not even the worst depression in history could hold
back the soybean industry, that made its greatest strides when
economic conditions were at their worst. Convinced that
soybeans were a profitable crop, farmers boosted production
more than three-fold to 49 million bushels in 1935, and
nearly double that figure with the 99-million-bushel harvest
of 1939. During the war years of 1942 through 1945 the
crop ran nearly 200 million bushels, and by 1950 another
50 percent gain raised production to just under 300 million
bushels.
“This tremendous increase in the crop reflected a
corresponding increase in the demand for soybean products.
In 1950, nearly 2½ billion pounds of oil and over 5% million
tons of soybean meal were produced. Creating the demand
to warrant such an output was a remarkable achievement,
particularly since it was accomplished in a relatively short
time. In 1924, when 950 thousand pounds of oil were
produced, soybean oil was considered an inferior product,
an adulterant, or a substitute drying oil used in the paint
industry in place of the higher-priced linseed oil.
“None of the oil was of edible quality in the 1920’s,
but farsighted importers had begun experiments in refining
and clarifying Manchurian oil. The first large-scale use
of soybean oil for edible purposes was by the margarine
makers in 1930. It proved so successful that the next year’s
consumption of oil showed a 275 percent increase. By 1939
margarine shortening and salad oil accounted for 80 percent
of the half-billion-pound output. Though six times as much
oil is now produced, 85 percent of it is used for edible
purposes. Soybean oil has become the leading edible oil, and
ranks as the greatest competitor of butter, since it furnishes
nearly two-thirds of the margarine output.
“Practically all of the 6½ million tons of soybean oil
meal now produced each year is used in livestock and
poultry feeds. The meal is also made into soy flour, an
important ingredient in ice cream, candy, baked goods,
prepared mixes, macaroni products, and high-protein bread.
Although industrial uses of the soybean have been highly
publicized, they consume only a minute portion of the
output. Nevertheless, the soybean is an important ingredient
in a host of products as varied as plastics, cosmetics,
wallboard, paper coatings, insecticides, paint, ethyl gasoline,
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and plywood.
“For nearly 100 years, there was little or no change in
the method of extracting oil from seeds. The large crushers
continued to use the hydraulic press that had been patented
in 1850. Each of the two other methods of processing had
very serious drawbacks. The early-day expeller, a continuous
screw press that operated on the same principal as a meat
grinder, was not suitable for large-scale production of linseed
oil but was used successfully in processing small quantities
of other oils. The solvent process was commercially feasible
as far as crushing was concerned, but since the meal was
strongly impregnated by the fumes of naphtha used as a
solvent, this ‘New Process’ meal was extremely hard to sell.
In those days, purchasers naturally preferred ‘Old Process’
meal produced by the hydraulic press.
“There were no drastic improvements in any of the
processes until the 1930’s, when technical advances
were made in all three to such a degree that there was a
complete upheaval in the industry. An automatic cakeformer eliminated some of the hand labor in the hydraulic
process, yet the presses still had to be filled and emptied
manually. Until 1935 the supremacy of the hydraulic press
was unchallenged, but within a few years it was well on its
way to becoming obsolete. An improved expeller press came
on the market in 1935 that gave better results on soybeans
than the hydraulic press. Three years later a further improved
model produced superior results on flaxseed. Since this new
expeller press left only a 4 percent oil content in the meal as
compared with 5 to 7 percent left by the hydraulic press, the
flaxseed industry began to convert to expellers” (Continued).
Address: 101 Exchange St., Galva, Illinois 61434.
3274. Soybean Digest. 1982. Europeans feed full-fat
soybeans. Feb. p. 94.
• Summary: “More European livestock and poultry
producers are turning to full-fat soybean meal due to recent
ASA education and promotion efforts. The program began
in 1979 to help reduce surplus vegetable oil in the European
Common Market. It resulted in a 5-million bushel increase
in consumption of full-fat soybeans in one year. Full-fat
soybean utilization eliminates the oil extraction process and
requires only heat treating the whole bean. It’s expected
to create a 180-million bushel soybean market by 1985.
Currently, about 10-million bushels of soybeans are used in
producing full-fat soybeans. Use of full-fat soybeans means
less soybean oil to compete in an already crowded market.
ASA feeding trials on European farms show full-fat soybeans
increase feed efficiency, lower mortality and improve carcass
grade.”
3275. Aboaysha, A.M.; Omar, F.E.; Razzaque, M.A. 1982.
Olive oil cake as animal feed (C): Use of olive oil cake
supplemented with soybean seeds in the rations of growing
barbary lambs. Libyan J. of Agriculture 11:69-74. [14 ref]*

Address: Dep. of Animal Production, Faculty of Agriculture,
University of Al-Fateh, Tripoli, SPLAJ, Libya.
3276. American Soybean Assoc. 1982. Full fat soybean
feeding helping to cut soybean oil surplus in Europe.
Checkoff Successfile. Europe #401. 2 p.
• Summary: “Summary: An intensive education and
promotion program in Europe sponsored by the American
Soybean Association has produced a dramatic increase in
consumption of full fat soybeans in livestock rations. The
program is helping reduce the surplus of vegetable oil in
the EEC and is creating another market for soybean oil.
Since the start of an ASA campaign in 1979 to increase
the familiarity of European livestock producers with the
advantages of using full fat soybeans, consumption increased
over 5 million bushels in one year alone. Consumption is
projected to jump to around 180 million bushels by 1985, up
dramatically from the 1980 level of 18 million bushels.
“The bottom line in this utilization increase is that more
soybean oil will be used in feed rations and not added to
the glut of oil on the European market. In 1980, the use of
full fat soybeans represented 189 million pounds of oil. By
1985, the use of full fat soybeans is expected to represent
almost 2 billion pounds of soybean oil–requiring soybean oil
production from approximately 8 million acres.” Address: St.
Louis, Missouri.
3277. Djoukam, J.; Agbede, G.; Salez, P. 1983. Utilisation
des graines cuites et broyées de soja en alimentation animale:
Compte rendu d’expérimentations menées du 29 juillet 1982
au 5 août 1983 [Utilization of cooked and ground soybean
seeds in animal feeding: Report of experiments conducted
from 29 July 1982 to 5 Aug. 1983]. Yaoundé: C.V.D.S.;
I.T.A.–U.C.C.A.; Projets Soja–Dschang: IRA [Institut de la
Recherche Agronomique]. [Fre]*
Address: Dschang, Cameroon.
3278. Thano, P.; Mara, V. 1983. Vlera aminoacidike e
proteinave ne disa nga ushqimet kryesore qe perdoren ne
ushqimet e kombinuara te kafsheve [The amino acid value of
the proteins in some important feeds for livestock]. Buletini
i Shkencave Zooteknike e Veterinare (Bulletin of Zoological
and Veterinary Sciences, Albania) No. 1. p. 107-111. [5 ref.
Alb; eng; fre]*
Address: Inst. Kerkimeve Blegtorale, Tirana, Albania.
3279. Gotoh, K. 1984. Historical review of soybean
cultivation in Japan: Scientific approaches (1946-1977)
(Document part). Tropical Agriculture Research Series No.
17. p. 138-40. March.
• Summary: “1. Characteristics of this period: Extensive
research work on soybean breeding and cultivation started
after World War II. Nagata (1955) wrote a book on soybeans
in a comprehensive manner, based on domestic and foreign
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information. It may be said that Nagata’s publication was the
first well written Japanese book on soybeans.
“The progress of research works was compiled by Saito
(1972; breeding), by Kaizuma and Fukui (1972; quality
breeding), by Konno (1972; physiology) and by Matsumoto
and Ohba (1972; production techniques) in the Proceedings
of the Symposium on Food Legumes held at the Tropical
Agriculture Research Center in 1972.
“In the early stage of this period, production of soybeans
for oil was attempted. However, since the quantity of
soybeans imported from the USA increased, especially after
1961 when the Japanese market was opened for soybean
importation, production became restricted to protein use or
food.
“During this period the constraints on soybean
production were analysed in each area in Japan...
“Thus breeding for overcoming these hazards was
undertaken and cultivars showing cool weather tolerance,
cyst nematode resistance, virus disease resistance, resistance
to several important diseases, and lodging resistance were
released in each location.
“One of the important objectives of breeding was to
obtain cultivars with white hilum of grains which was
requested from the processing industry, especially for miso
production. Thus, 30 of a total of 43 cultivars released from
1961 to 1977 had white hilum. As mentioned previously,
large seed size was preferred for consumption, and the
cultivars with large seed size became predominant. However,
several cultivars with small seeds were maintained for natto
production.
“2. Genetic resources: During the period 1952-1954
surveys on land races of soybeans were conducted and the
data were summarized in 1957. According to the results,
Tohoku had abundant genetic resources. Almost all of the
land races were grown in dikes surrounding paddy fields and
some were used for soiling under alluvial and diluvial soil
conditions and for the cultivation of vegetable beans.
“It was well known that the wild soybean (Glycine
soya Sieb. et Zucc.) is native to Japan, except for Hokkaido.
However, in 1973 this variety was observed along the river
Saru in the Hidaka area of Hokkaido and thereafter along
several rivers there...
“3. Cultivation practices recommended: Several research
workers attempted to introduce modern technology for the
management of soybeans...
“4. Physiological studies: Fukui and Arai (1951)
classified cultivars, based on the length of growth from
germination to flowering and flowering to maturity. This
classification which does not correspond with the maturity
groups of the USA is widely used in Japan. Groups Ia, Ib,
and IIa belong to the so-called summer type, IIb, IIc, IIIb,
and IIIc to the intermediate type, and IVc and Vc to the
autumn type, respectively...
“5. Plant density: Although progress has been made in

the understanding of soybean characteristics as a crop, the
cultivation of soybean in practice is still based on sparse
planting on an individual plant basis. This concept may
be due to the fact that under the hot and humid conditions
prevailing in Japan luxuriant growth and severe lodging
are likely to be associated. Thus plant growth must be
inhibited and the number of branches must be increased
for increasing the number of nodes in turn results in the
increase in the number of pods. Consequently, cultivars
bred before 1960 were generally adapted to such growing
conditions. However, several cultivars bred after 1961 had a
stiff stem and seemed to be adapted to dense planting. These
findings suggest that the plant type has been changing from
the branching type to the main stem type in which a larger
proportion of pods occurs on the main stem, and lodging
resistance becomes far more important.
“6. Differences between record yields and average
yields: During this period record yields were obtained in
several Agricultural Experiment Stations and in some yield
contests as outlined in the paper of Gotoh (1982). However,
the average yield of soybeans was low as usual, namely, less
than 1.5 tons.” Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Hokkaido
Univ., Nishi 9, Kita-ku, Sapporo, Japan.
3280. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1984. Inside
AOCS: Focus [History of the American Oil Chemists’
Society and of oils in America]. 61(9):1428-37. Sept.
• Summary: “Until the mid-1800s, the majority of U.S.
edible fats and oils came from animals in the forms of
butter, lard, and edible tallow.” The Interstate Cotton Seed
Crushers’ Association was formed in July 1897 and formally
incorporated in 1898. In May 1909 the Society of Cotton
Products Analysts was founded; it was officially named
and organized in May 1910, and it changed its name to
the American Oil Chemists’ Society in 1920. In the early
1900s cottonseed oil was the main vegetable oil used in
America. In 1911-12 some 446 million lb were used in lard
compounds (shortening) and 179 million lb for cooking and
baking. These two uses accounted for 2/3 of the total. Of the
remainder, 19% was used for soap making, 9% for salad oil,
3% for margarine, 1% for sardine packing, and 1% for other
uses.
“It was not long before society officials realized
cottonseed was only part of their future. One indication
was the growing interest in soybeans. Although soy oil was
introduced commercially to the U.S. between 1910 and 1919,
there was little interest initially in growing soybeans as a
source of oil and meal. Instead, they were grown for fodder
and soil improvement. Most soy oil at this time was imported
as crude oil and used for industrial purposes–soft soaps and
paints–or refined and deodorized for such edible purposes as
shortening and margarine.
“The demand for soy oil and for all food grade and
industrial oils increased dramatically following the outbreak
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of World War I...
“The society changed its name to the American Oil
Chemists’ Society in 1920.”
3281. Apfel, Roberta J.; Fisher, Susan M. 1984. To do no
harm: DES and the dilemmas of modern medicine. New
Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press. x + 199 p. Index.
22 cm. *
• Summary: DES is diethylstilbestrol. A compelling
reminder of the potential chronic effects of endocrine
system disrupting compounds is the estrogenic drug,
diethylstilbestrol (DES). Treatment with DES continued
over 20 years before physicians fortuitously made the
association between its use and the incidence of a rare type
of malignancy in DES daughters.
3282. Rules, Daniel Clark. 1984. Use of full-fat soybeans
as a source of rumen bypass polyunsaturated fatty acids for
beef cattle finishing diets. PhD thesis, Iowa State University.
198 p. Page 10 in volume 46/01-B of Dissertation Abstracts
International. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.
3283. Agbede, G.; Djoukam, J.; Mogavero, J.-P.; Salez,
P. 1985. Utilisation des graines cuites et broyées de soja
en alimentation animale: synthèse des premiers résultats,
expérimentations 1983-1984 [Utilization of cooked and
ground soybean seeds in animal feeding: Summary of the
first results from experiments in 1983-1984]. Dschang,
Cameroon: IRA [Institut de la Recherche Agronomique]. 29
p. [Fre]*
Address: Dschang, Cameroon.
3284. Aman, D.; Sultoni, A.; Hidajat, N.; Dauphin, F.;
Morooka, Y.; Rachim, A.; Bottema, Taco (chief editor). 1985.
The soybean commodity system in Indonesia. CGPRT No. 3.
xvi + 83 p. 25 cm. Includes 40 tables and 19 figures. [32 ref.
Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Forward; Summary; 1. Introduction;
2. Trends in Soybean Production; 3. Farm Production
Practices; 4. Input and Output Relations; 5. Marketing and
Price Situation; 6. Utilization and Processing (Indonesian
soybean foods; Traditional processing industry; Function
and role of KOPTI; The feed industry); 7. Demand and
Consumption; 8. Government Policy, Regulations and
Support Programmes; 9. Discussion and Conclusion;
Appendix; Glossary; References. Address: Regional Coordination Centre for Research and Development of Coarse
Grains, Pulses, Roots and Tuber Crops in the Humid Tropics
of Asia and the Pacific, Jalan Merdeka 99, Bogor 16111,
Indonesia.
3285. Karaj, Selim. 1985. Probleme të kultivimit të sojës në
zonën e ulët bregdetare të vendit tonë [Problems with the

soybean cultivation in low littoral areas of Albania]. FushëKrujë, Albania: Instituti Kërkimeve Foragjere e Kullotave.
24 p. 24 cm. [Alb]
• Summary: This booklet is based on the author’s 1985 PhD
thesis. The soybean was cultivated in Albania for the first
time in 1942 at Korça as an experiment on a certain small
piece of land.
During 1960-1970 the Institute of Agricultural Research
at Lushnja started some soybean trials, and found that a yield
of not more than 10 kv/ha could be expected. This was not
sufficient or economically profitable. [Note that kv = quintal;
1 quintal = 100 kg or 220.46 lb.].
In 1973 the Institute of Fodder and Pasture Research at
Fushë-Kruja conducted further soybean trials. This Institute
received or inherited from the Institute of Agricultural
Research at Lushnja all the latter’s results, studies,
publications, and soybean seeds. Selim Karaj, a specialist at
the Institute of Fodder and Pasture Research at Fushë-Kruja,
studied the possibilities of soybean cultivation in Albania
for many years, from 1973 to 1992. In 1985 he defended his
degree thesis titled “Problems with the soybean cultivation in
low littoral areas of Albania.” This thesis is composed of two
parts: Part 1 gives basic information on the soybean plant,
its origin, history in Albania, benefits, dissemination, and
morphological and biological characteristics. Part 2 describes
the author’s experiments in the low littoral areas of Albania,
including his methods and results, plus the characteristics of
some of the best soybean varieties, and conclusions about the
potential of soybeans in Albania. His experiments showed
that the best soybean varieties for Albanian conditions are
Çipeva, Floria, Violet, Vnimk, Vaine, and Vatvorth.
Note 1. On the title page and cover is written:
“Autoreferat–I Disertacionit Për Gradën Shkencore–
Kandidat I Shkencave. Udhëheqës Shkencor, Arian Babo,
Bashkëpuntor i Vjetër Shkencor.”
Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen
(Oct. 2019) for soybeans in Albania, or the cultivation of
soybeans in Albania (1942). The source of these soybeans
is unknown. Address: Bashkëpunëtor Shkencor, Instituti
Kërkimeve Foragjere e Kullotave, Fushë-Krujë, Albania.
3286. Audrain County Historical Society. comp. and pub.
1986. History of Audrain County, Missouri: An update 19361986. 1st ed. Mexico, Missouri: ACHS. vi + 599 p. Illust.
Index. 29 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “Active history” notes (p. 9)
that one of major fires during the half century covered by this
book “destroyed the main feed mill and elevator building of
the MFA (Missouri Farmers Association) at 400 East Holt
Street on March 17, 1944.” Flames and sparks, rising 150
feet into the night sky, were seen from nearby towns, whose
firemen helped to fight the fire. “Loss of the former W.W.
Pollock Mill, remodeled by the MFA for soybean processing,
was estimated at $280,000. MFA rebuilt, and the location is
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now operated by Archer-Daniels-Midland.”
An updated history of the MFA (which started on
10 March 1914) (p. 252-52) states that one of the first
cooperative soybean processing plants in the USA was
located in Mexico, Missouri, owned and operated by the
MFA. On 21 May 1943 the MFA purchased the W.W.
Pollock Milling and Elevator Company of Mexico, Missouri.
“It consisted of a 60,000 bushel wooden elevator and a 4
story brick building that housed flour milling machinery. The
M.F.A. immediately began converting the mill into a soybean
processing and feed manufacturing plant. They had installed
all the feed mixing equipment and about half of the soybean
processing equipment when it was destroyed by fire on
March 17, 1944. By the end of the year plans for rebuilding
were progressing.
“The new M.F.A. Soybean Mill was dedicated on
November 2, 1946. It was the only such plant in outstate
Missouri. With the completion of this plant was born a brand
new industry in the northeast quarter of the state where
soybean production had been expanding during the past five
years with no suitable markets at hand.
“In a radio broadcast at the dedication ceremonies,
F.V. Heinkel pointed out that fourteen counties in Northeast
Missouri, all within a radius of 50 miles of the Mexico
Mill, produced a half-million bushels of soybeans in 1941,
worth $752,000. But this year (1946), he disclosed, the same
counties increased production of soybeans to 3,600,000
bushels [up 7.2 fold] valued at approximately $9 million [up
12.0 fold]. (Revised government figures for that year show
production of 3,109,700 bushels, valued at $7,929,735.) The
counties he named were Audrain, Randolph, Montgomery,
Callaway, Boone, Howard, Warren, Shelby, Marion and
Macon. Until 1946 practically the only markets afforded this
new crop were at Quincy, Illinois and St. Louis [Missouri].
In his speech, Heinkel said “We dedicate this plant in
the name of progress and advancement to the rendering of
service to the soybean producers, livestock feeders, and
poultry raisers of this fine agricultural area with the objective
of increased prosperity for the farmers and townspeople of
Audrain and surrounding counties.’
Heinkel then introduced E.W. Lierheimer, who produced
soybeans in Audrain County and who helped raise money to
build the new plant. “Lierheimer recalled the late William
Hirth had often told him that he had longed to have a major
M.F.A. plant located in Mexico, county seat of his home
county... Lierheimer also said that this plant didn’t grow
up or wasn’t built overnight. ‘It is the result of longrange
thinking and careful planning on the part of a lot of people.’”
The Mayor of Mexico, Missouri, Hon. Robert Finley,
also appeared on the program and welcomed the new mill.
Several days before the dedication ceremonies, the Mexico
Ledger published a special edition devoted to the MFA, and
especially telling all about the new soybean mill. Mitchell
White, the editor of this newspaper–published both daily and

weekly–appeared on the program. He “recalled a time many
years ago when County Agent, Earl Rusk, began to talk of
soybeans and their possibilities, and of a mill to process
them.” Today, he declared, “this dream has become a reality
through the splendid plant of the M.F.A.”
The section titled “Agriculture: A history of agriculture
in Audrain County–Emphasis 1933-43” (p. 280-83, by Glen
Mutti), begins with an excellent analysis of the effects of the
Great Depression on local farmers. Surpluses of agricultural
products, low farm prices for these products, terrible summer
droughts (1930, 1934, 1936), plagues of grasshoppers
and chinch bugs, heavy debt, many farm foreclosures,
and almost no agricultural credit. “The year 1933 ushered
in the first huge U.S. government farm program, The
Agricultural Adjustment Administration” (called The Triple
A or AAA); its goal was to reduce acreages of basic crops
thereby reducing production in that hope that depressed
farm prices would improve. It was followed by a host of
other government programs designed to help farmers. By
1939 the Rural Electrification Administration (REA) and
farm mechanization (tractors and combines) had begun to
transform farm life. “Rural Electrification and Soybeans, for
Processing have probably had more impact than anything
else on the Agriculture and standard of living of rural
Audrain Countians.
“Soybeans introduced in the 1920s were first used
mostly for hay. the crop was harvested with a grain binder
tying the beans into bundles, which were shocked up in the
field,” and left until they were hauled to the farmstead and
fed to cattle. “A few farmers fed threshed soybeans to hogs
as a protein supplement to corn. The result was soft pork and
a lower price to the farmer for his hogs.
There became a demand for both oil and meal from
processed yellow soybeans. In 1936 experimental test plots
were set up by the Extension Service on seven Audrain
County farms using the best known soybean varieties to
determine those which were superior. The Alton Railroad
cooperated with the Audrain County Agricultural Agent by
furnishing farmers with seed beans. The work was continued
into the early 1940s, then in March 1942, meetings were held
at Laddonia, Vandalia, and Mexico [cities in Audrain Co.] to
discuss the possible establishment of a commercial plant for
processing (extraction of oil and meal) of soybeans.
“In 1945 the M.F.A. completed construction of the first
soybean processing plant in northeast Missouri. The plant,
now A.D.M., is still operative in 1985.
“One third of the land area of Audrain Co., about
145,000 acres, has been planted to soybeans–1974-1984. For
more than 25 years soybeans have been the largest crop of
the county.”
“The use of agricultural lime in Audrain increased from
180 tons in 1934 to 55,000 tons in 1942.” This expanded use
had the most important impact of farming practices during
this period.
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After World War II began, it was “impossible to replace
worn out farm machinery with new equipment. It was patch
it up and try to keep it running.” As farmers’ sons entered
the military, there was a shortage of farm labor. Many older
farmers and their wives shouldered the burden, becoming a
“loyal, patriotic, and dedicated work force.” The slogan was
“Food for Freedom.” Fortunately the years from 1940 to
1955 were outstanding one for farmers, with record highs in
farm income, crop prices, and general prosperity.
Contains detailed federal time series data for each of
the following in Audrain County: Number of farms, average
size of farm, land prices per acre, percentage of land tenants
(renters), number of horses and mules (work and draft),
tractors, combines, yields of corn, soybeans, and wheat (p.
282).
The section on “Irrigation” (p. 283) discusses the
importance of irrigation to first crop and double crop soybean
yields in Audrain Co., and gives yield statistics. Address: 501
South Muldrow, Mexico, Audrain Co., Missouri.
3287. Rule, D.C.; Beitz, D.C. 1986. Fatty acids of adipose
tissue, plasma, muscle and duodenal ingesta of steers fed
extruded soybeans. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society
63(11):1429-36. Nov. [38 ref]
• Summary: “Results indicate that feeding steers enough
extruded soybeans to raise the fat content of the diet to
6% increases the proportion of polyunsaturated fatty acids
of tissue lipids of cattle, and that this altered composition
results from an increased amount of these fatty acids being
available for absorption by the small intestine.” Address:
Nutritional Physiology Group, Dep. of Animal Science, Iowa
State Univ., Ames, IA 50011.
3288. Roger, Diallo. 1986. Soybean in the Ivory Coast.
In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W. Sulzberger, eds.
1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical Cropping
Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable Research and
Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 427-28.
• Summary: “The policy of the government of the Ivory
Coast is to improve soybean production so as to: (1)
diversify food crop production in the country’s savannah
zone; (2) increase farm incomes; (3) stimulate the settlement
of itinerant farmers; (4) achieve national self-sufficiency in
protein foods; and (5) provide a stable source of high protein
feed for livestock.
“To encourage soybean production, government–in
cooperation with Brazilian experts–established a soybean
production plan in 1978. The plan called for the creation
of four 2000-ha mechanized seed farms. The government
has also taken the responsibility for soybean research,
production, and processing, and plays a role in input supply.
“Government policy emphasizes manual production
practices so as not to displace farmers from their land. The
soybean production area in 1980-82 exceeded 2,000 ha;

average yields were about 1.5 tonnes/ha. The official price of
soybean is US $150/tonne.”
Varietal Adaptation: “Soybean production in the Ivory
Coast is principally located in the Savannah zone...”
“The Ivory Coast Soybean Project is responsible for
introducing and adapting high yielding cultivars.” Address:
Soybean Project, Ministry of Agriculture, Abidjan, Ivory
Coast.
3289. Satari, G. 1987. Keynote address: Research policies
relating to soybean development. CGPRT No. 10. p. 1115. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and G. Gijsbers, eds.
Soybean Research and Development in Indonesia. [6 ref]
• Summary: About 75% of Indonesia’s population is directly
dependent on agriculture for its livelihood. Indonesia
attained self-sufficiency in rice in 1983, after being the
biggest rice importer in the world for years. There has been
a growing consensus in Indonesia since 1979, that palawija
crops must be incorporated in a comprehensive national
food policy. Among these palawija crops, soybean has
received special attention in response to Indonesia’s growing
dependence on substantial soybean imports. Demand for
soybean increased by approximately 18% per annum during
the last 7 years due to rising per capita human consumption
as well as to growing need for feed.
“Despite annual fluctuations, progress in soybean
production was made during the PELITAs. In 1968, one year
before PELITA (5 year development), domestic soybean
production was 419,000 tonnes and the average yield was
0.62 tonnes/ha. In 1986, domestic production increased
dramatically to 1.1 million tonnes as compared to 817,000
tonnes in the previous year and the average yield was around
1.0 tonnes/ha.” Address: Director General, AARD.
3290. Soybean Update. 1987. In April, ASA is hosting a fullfat soybean research conference in Milan, Italy. April 6.
• Summary: Covers processing full-fat soybeans for feeds.
This is the American Soybean Association’s first full-fat
conference in the Mediterranean. Previous conferences
stimulated interest in U.K., Netherlands and France. 18.4
million bushels are now consumed in Northern Europe.
3291. Soybean Update. 1987. More than 200 people from 24
countries at ASA’s first full fat soybean research conference
in Milan, Italy. May 11.
• Summary: Many questions about use of full-fat soybeans
in poultry, swine, rabbit and fish feed.
3292. Beuerlein, Jim; Jeffers, D.L.; Eckert, D. eds. 1987. The
soybean in Ohio. Ohio Extension Bulletin No. 741. iv + 128
p. May. Illust. 28 cm.
• Summary: Bound as a paperback book with a full-color
cover, this is a collection of chapters covering all aspects
of soybean production, with two chapters on feeds and
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one on food uses (largely modern soy protein products).
A color photo of each author is given. Contents: 1. Origin
and history of Ohio soybean industry, by Brian McBlain. 2.
Development and growth, by Daniel L. Jeffers. 3. Variety
development, by S.K. St. Martin. 4. Seed quality, by
Miller McDonald. 5. Variety selection, by Jim Beuerlein.
6. Tillage practices, by Donald Eckert. 7. Soil fertility and
crop nutrition, by Jay Johnson. 8. Cultural practices, by
Jim Beuerlein. 9. Growing semidwarf varieties, by Richard
L. Cooper. 10. Disease control, by A.F. Schmitthenner. 11.
Weed control, by Kent Harrison and Ed Stroube. 12. Insect
control, by Ronald Hammond. 13. Multiple cropping, by
Daniel L. Jeffers. 14. Harvesting, drying, handling and
storage, by Bill Schnug and Jim Beuerlein. 15. Production
economics, by Darrel Acker. 16. Soybean marketing
alternatives, by Dean Baldwin. 17. Feeding soybean products
to livestock, by John Staubus, Steve Loerch, Don Mahan,
and Ed Naber. 18. Soybeans as a forage crop, by Robert
Van Keuren. 19. Soybean food products, by Andrew Peng.
20. Problem identification and solution, by Jim Beuerlein.
Glossary. Appendix.
Note: This publication was issued by the Ohio
Cooperative Extension Service, not by OARDC (Ohio
Agricultural Research and Development Center, which is
the successor to the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station,
starting in 1965). Address: Ohio State Univ.
3293. McBlain, Brian. 1987. Origin and history of Ohio
soybean industry. Ohio Extension Bulletin No. 741. p. 1-7.
May. Beuerlein et al. eds. The Soybean in Ohio. iv + 128 p.
• Summary: Contents: Domestication and dispersal of the
soybean in the Orient. Introduction of the soybean to Europe
and North America. Development of soybeans in the United
States and Ohio. The soybean as food. Industrial uses. The
future.
A.H. Ernst said that the soybean “had come to Illinois
and Ohio from San Francisco in [actually after] 1850...
In 1882 the first annual report of the Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station (OAES) reported that the species was
grown that spring and had potential as a soiling crop (greenchop) and for green manure. The 1893 OAES Annual Report
included a positive report on the adaptation of the crop to
Ohio. Soybeans were grown annually by the OAES from
1892 and by 1904 were being grown on 14 acres... In 1900
OAES Report No. 206 recommended solid seeding the crop
for forage and use of the crop as a replacement for clover...”
“The USDA played a key role in the development of
this crop in the United States in cooperation with the state
agricultural experiment stations. In 1907 the crop was one
of the responsibilities of C.V. Piper, who was head of the
USDA’s Office of Forage Crops. Piper was called “the
Prophet” by his colleagues; he felt that soybeans were a
neglected crop that needed promotion. That year he hired
W.J. Morse as the first full-time soybean researcher in the

United States and possibly in the world. He was to evaluate
soybean introductions for potential cultivation in the United
States.”
Note: We can find no evidence that Morse was hired by
Piper as a “full-time soybean researcher.” The soybean is not
even mentioned in the correspondence leading up to Morse’s
hiring. Morse was told that he would be working with
various forage crops. During his first two years on the job,
he focused on comparing cowpeas and soybeans, but as late
as 1928 he was still working with and writing articles about
kudzu, velvet beans, and pigeon peas. Before long, however,
his interest increasingly shifted toward soybeans; by 1909
he may well have been devoting at least half of his time to
them; by 1921 he was considered USDA’s “soybean expert”
and in March 1931 a document first stated that he was “in
charge of soybean investigations” at USDA’s Bureau of Plant
Industry.
“In 1908 the OAES received two dozen strains for
evaluation from William Morse.”
“In 1916 there were 4,921 acres of soybeans in Ohio,
and by 1923 some 128,000 acres were grown as a hay crop.”
“The first soybean varietal releases from OAES were
four unspecified selections from varieties available before
1898. They were released as small seed lots in 1916. The
variety Hamilton was first selected at OAES in 1909 from
Medium Brown. Hamilton was named by 1922, but it was
likely one of the four lines released in 1916. It was a latematuring, brown-seeded hay type. John Wing, a seedsman
from Irwin, Ohio, apparently sold the first private soybean
variety in the state by 1925 and possible before 1912. The
variety was called Wing Jet and was a black-seeded hay
type.”
Note: Wing Seed Co. started selling soybeans in its
1909 catalog–with high praise for the relatively new crop.
Four varieties were offered: Medium Early Yellow, Ito San,
Ogemaw, and Brownie. By 1910 the company was offering
three soybean varieties it had developed by itself, through
selection: Wing’s Mikado, Mongol, and Sable. In its 1911
catalog Wing first offered a soybean variety named Jet.
“The USDA and state agricultural experiment stations
had evaluated more than 800 accessions from various
countries by 1925. Morse, as head of the USDA Office of
Soybean Investigations, directed development of soybean
varieties for the Midwest and selected many of the first
ones. Varieties were evaluated and other USDA agronomic
research on soybeans continued mostly at the Arlington
Experimental Station [in Virginia] through 1927.
“Most varieties grown in Ohio up to the present are
descendants of six selections from the original 800. These
six were yellow-seeded varieties, a necessary trait for
the production of light-colored soybean oil. Two of these
varieties, Manchu and Manchuria, and selections from
them began to supplant the pre-1890’s variety, Ito San, in
Ohio by 1923. Scioto and Mingo, selected in the mid-1920s
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from Manchu, were yellow-seeded and released in the mid1930s by OAES. Two varieties selected from Manchuria in
1913 and 1920 and called Manchuria 13177 and Manchuria
20173, respectively, may have been informally released by
OAES in the 1930s.”
Note: In a letter to Soyfoods Center dated 23 Aug. 1989,
McBlain acknowledged that the first sentence above should
have read “from San Francisco after 1850...”
A color map shows the location of soybean production
in the United States in 1975; it was prepared from county
yield data. Address: Asst. Prof. of Agronomy, Ohio State
Univ.
3294. Bell, Ned. 1987. Soybean touched by Midas. Blade
(Toledo, Ohio). June 7.
• Summary: It took a century for the soybean to be
recognized as a field crop rather than as a curiosity plant
from Asia. In 1925 soybeans ranked 40th among U.S. crops
by value, and then it was used primarily for hay. Since 1964
soybeans have been second only to corn as the leading U.S.
cash crop. Today only 2.5% of the oil goes for industrial
uses. Crude soybean fatty acids are used to make adhesive
tape, shaving compounds, textile water repellants, carbon
paper, and typewriter ribbons. In 1986 225,000 tonnes of
whole soybeans were exported to China.
3295. Soybean Update. 1987. Turkey’s largest poultry
producer–the Turkish Development Foundation–is
purchasing 11 extruders to make full-fat soybean meal for
poultry feed. Sept. 14. p. 3. Also in Soybean Digest. Oct. p.
28.
• Summary: With the extruders the Foundation can generate
25,000 tonnes/year (918,500 bu/year) of extruded full-fat
soybeans. The Foundation raises more than 30 million
birds yearly. For 4 years the American Soybean Association
has encouraged the Turkish poultry industry to use more
soybeans.
3296. Feed Industry Red Book (Eden Prairie, Minnesota).
1987. Feed ingredients: Soybeans are a staple. p. 78-80.
• Summary: “The most widely used protein concentrate
in the feed industry is soybean meal.” Contains technical
descriptions of ground soybeans; soybean meal, mechanical
extracted and solvent extracted; kibbled soybean meal; soy
grits; soybean meal, dehulled, solvent extracted; soybean
hulls, soybean mill feed; soybean mill run; ground soybean
hay; soy protein concentrate; ground extruded whole
soybeans; soy flour. Address: Minnesota.
3297. Khadka, Bed B. 1987. Coarse grains and pulses in
Nepal: Role and prospects. CGPRT No. 6. 35 p. [47 ref]
• Summary: Production and yield of major grain legumes
in Nepal in 1983 was: Grasspea (18,700 tonnes; 380 kg/
ha), lentil (17,000; 382), chickpea (13,100; 381); soybean

(10,100; 548), horsegram (7,900; 381). Note that soybean is
by far the highest yielding.
“Soybean cultivation, formerly limited to the midhills, is now extending to inner and outer tarai. In the hills
and valleys soybean is cultivated in association with or
intercropped with maize. Mono-cropped soybean is grown
only in small areas, and sometimes it is grown on paddy
bunds. Soybean is a popular leguminous food in the hills,
where roasted soybean is taken along with puffed maize as
a morning or midday snack. Green pods are boiled and the
seeds are eaten as such, or fried or made into curry. Some
soybean is used for its oil, and the cakes are then used in
feeds. In recent years, small industries have been set up to
convert soybean into soymilk, soybean curd [tofu], and other
products.” Research has been carried out in collaboration
with INTSOY, IITA, AVRDC and other agencies. Address:
Nepal.
3298. Malinovskii, B.N.; Shnurnikova, G.V. 1987.
[Increasing protein content in fodder of mixed stands of
grain sorghum with grain legumes]. Doklady Vsesoyuznoi
Ordena Lenina i Ordena Trudovogo Krasnogo Znameni
Akademii Sel’skokhozyaistvennykh Nauk Imeni V. I Lenina
No. 8. p. 11-12. [Rus]*
3299. Chicago Herald (Arlington Heights Ed.). 1988. Better
pork [Rich in Omega-3 fatty acids]. Jan. 7.
• Summary: Dramatic increases in the Omega-3 fatty acid
content of pork can be accomplished by feeding pigs a diet
containing of 20% extruded full-fat soybeans instead of the
standard defatted soybean meal, according to a study funded
by INTSOY.
3300. Herald-Arlington Heights Ed. (Chicago, Illinois).
1988. Tricks with a blender make cooking easier: Better
pork. Jan. 7.
• Summary: You may soon be buying pork that has three
or four times as much Omega-3 fatty acids as standard
ham and loin cuts. It is now generally accepted that high
levels of Omega-3 fatty acids have a positive effect on
cardiovascular health. The dramatic increase in Omega-3 can
be accomplished by feeding pigs a diet consisting of 20%
extruded soybeans instead of the standard diet of corn and
solvent-extracted meal, according to a study funded by the
International Soybean Program at the University of Illinois.
3301. Muendel, H.-H. 1988. Soybeans: Current status and
potential. Agriculture Canada Research Station, Lethbridge,
Weekly Letter No. 2819. Feb. 24. 1 p.
• Summary: “Over the past decade a number of southern
Alberta growers have tried growing small areas of soybean.
Yields have been variable, depending on variety, time and
depth of seeding, weed control, and harvesting equipment.
In excess of 2 tonnes per hectare (30 bushels per acre) were
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achieved commercially. The major problem encountered was
the lack of ready markets at sustained attractive prices.
“Several early maturing varieties suitable for production
under irrigation in southern Alberta have been released
in recent years: Maple Ridge and Maple Amber from the
Agriculture Canada Research Station at Ottawa and KG20 by
King Grain Limited.
“Research by Agriculture Canada at the Lethbridge
Research Station and Vauxhall Substation and by Alberta
Agriculture at Brooks and Bow Island has determined
some of the agronomic requirements and characteristics of
soybean.
“A number of commercial enterprises are now showing
interest in Alberta-grown soybean. Recent developments of
test processing and whole bean extrusion for animal feed are
encouraging and other commercial processing interests as
well as marketing into the tofu-tempeh human food markets
are being explored. Whereas farmers in southern Alberta had
no ready market for their soybeans in the past, this major
obstacle to local production may soon cease to exist.”
Note: As of April 1991, Dr. Hans-Henning Muendel
was on official leave with an assignment to the organization
of BARD project (Barani [Rainfed] Agricultural R&D)
in Pakistan, administered by Agriculture Canada. He is
at G.P.O. Box 1785, Islamabad, Pakistan. Address: Plant
Breeder, Lethbridge, ALB, Canada. Phone: 403-327-4561.
3302. Smith, Keith J. 1988. Soybean meal, hull and fullfat soybean utilization. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean
Utilization Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota
Center for Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p.
21-34. [100 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Soybean meal utilization:
Composition, meal utilization. Soybean hull utilization.
Soybean (full-fat) utilization. The consumption of feed by
different kinds of livestock in 1985 was as follows: Dairy
animals consumed 1.7 million tonnes of soybean meal and
33.1 million tonnes of all feeds. Cattle on feed took 0.9
million tonnes of soybean meal and 35.9 million tonnes of all
feeds. Other beef cattle took 0.8 million tonnes of soybean
meal and only 9.5 million tonnes of all feeds. Broilers
consumed 4.1 million tonnes soybean meal, and 20.9 million
tonnes of the total. Turkeys had 1.8 million tonnes soybean
meal, 6.5 million tonnes total. Other poultry used 1.9 million
tonnes soybean meal, and 12.0 million tonnes of all feeds.
Hogs only consumed 5.2 million tonnes of soybean meal,
but ate up 51.7 million tonnes of the total available feed.
The other category consumed 1.8 million tonnes of soybean
meal and 15.1 million tonnes of the total feed. All in all 18.2
million tonnes of soybean meal was consumed by livestock
in 1985 and the total of all feeds available to livestock in that
year was 184.4 million tonnes.
Approximately 80% of the soybean meal in the U.S.
is fed to non-ruminants. Swine consumed about 29% of

the soybean meal; broilers, 23%; layers, 10%; turkeys,
10%; dairy, 9%; beef, 9%; and other, 10%. Much of this
information was taken from the Feed Outlook and Situation
Rept., USDA Economic Research Service (ERS), FdS-298
(1985). Address: Animal nutritionist, American Soybean
Assoc., P.O. Box 27300, St. Louis, Missouri 63141.
3303. Stern, Marshall D.; Illg, Daniel J. 1988. Full fat
soybean use in ruminants. In: L. McCann, ed. 1988. Soybean
Utilization Alternatives. St. Paul, MN: Univ. of Minnesota
Center for Alternative Crops and Products. vi + 429 p. See p.
215-26. [30 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Full fat soybeans as a protein source
for ruminants: Protein metabolism in ruminants, protein
protection from ruminal degradation, protection methods,
ruminal protein degradation and intestinal amino acid supply
at full fat soybeans. Full fat soybeans as a lipid source for
ruminants. Influence of full fat soybeans on animal growth.
Influence of full fat soybeans on milk production: Heat
processed soybeans vs. raw soybeans and soybean meal,
milk composition, feeding guidelines. Address: Dep. of
Animal Science, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108.
3304. INTSOY Newsletter (Urbana, Illinois). 1988. INTSOY
co-sponsors Illinois forum on full-fat soybeans in swine
nutrition. No. 39. p. 2-4. April.
• Summary: The one-day session, which was held March
25, 1988, at the Univ. of Illinois, drew together more than 70
participants. INTSOY is a unique program that encourages
research on alternative processing techniques and provides
an opportunity to keep current on developments around the
world in soybean processing. Swine nutrition systems are
based on the availability of energy. Full-fat soybeans, in
particular, can be used to increase energy density in the diet
so that more calories can be packed into a given quantity of
feed. Whole-herd feed conversion by using full-fat soybean
meal averaged from 3.3 to 3.4 without the extruder. With the
extruder, whole-herd feed conversion broke the 3.0 barrier.
3305. Soybean Update. 1988. Turkish poultry industry is
growing. May 16.
• Summary: Since ASA (American Soybean Association)
started working in Turkey in 1984, import tariffs for soy
products have been reduced and the country has imported a
total of 80,000 tonnes of soybeans. Turkey is short of every
raw material for feeds, especially proteins. Feed producers
there are now looking at full-fat soy as a solution. When they
decided to proceed last year, they purchased 10 extruders.
ASA produced a 20-minute training video for village boiler
growers in 1986. In June of 1987, Turkey received its first
shipment of soybean meal from the U.S.
Total Italian usage of full-fat soy is currently running
at 15,000 to 18,000 tonnes a month, equalling 180,000 to
216,000 tonnes a year. Italy’s usage has increased 400% in 2
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years. When ASA started promoting full-fat soy 4 years ago,
it was virtually unknown.
3306. CDS, PAN, MINSA (Ministry of Health, and Ministry
of Agriculture). 1988. Cuaderno de nuestra olla [Soya
cookbook]. Managua, Nicaragua. 24 p. 28 x 19 cm. [Spa]
• Summary: This Spanish-language health comic booklet,
whose title means literally “Notebook of our stewpot,” is
the first book on soya in Nicaragua. From a talk with Annie
Souter we learn that: CDS is the Comité de Defense Salud,
a health education group from the Ministry of Health found
on many barrios. PAN (which also means “bread”) is a
department within the Ministry of Agriculture. And MINSA
is the Ministry of Health (Salud). Before this edition, the
book existed as small photocopied leaflets provided by the
Ministry of Health. Annie Souter had 1,000 copies printed
by Ross Newport in Santa Cruz, California, and sent down to
Nicaragua for use on her soy project.
This is an introduction to cooking with soya in
Nicaragua, filled with cartoons and the message often in
comic-book style captions. The little soybean is, itself, a
cartoon character. The introduction explains that, in these
times of hardship during the Contra war and after the great
hurricane, soy is an excellent supplement to corn and rice
(used in the ratio of 1:4 soy to corn), and a good replacement
for eggs, meat, and milk. Illustrated instructions show and
tell how to make basic soyfoods: Soymilk, soya-meat or
payana (okara), tofu (cuajada y queso de soya) coagulated
with lemon juice and often seasoned with garlic, soy-fortified
tortillas, whole soybeans cooked with regular beans, and
soy flour. The recipe section contains 38 Nicaraguan-style
recipes including soy mayonnaise, tofu guacamole, and
tofu with tomatoes. The book concludes with 1 page each
on kitchen sanitation, growing soybeans in Nicaragua, their
potential uses as oil and fodder, and a reminder: “Combining
soybeans with other popular foods will give better nutrition
for all the people. And our children will grow healthy and
strong. Remember that they are the future of our country.
‘Let’s eat better without spending any more!’” Address:
Managua, Nicaragua.
3307. Bernard, Richard L.; Juvik, Gail A.; Hartwig, Edgar
E.; Edwards, Calton J., Jr. 1988. Origins and pedigrees of
public soybean varieties in the United States and Canada.
USDA Technical Bulletin No. 1746. 68 p. Oct. [20 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Old domestic varieties. Modern
domestic varieties from public institutions. Germplasm
resources information network. Tables: 1. Number of
U.S. and Canadian soybean varieties by maturity group.
2. Number of U.S. and Canadian soybean varieties by
country of origin. 3. Origins and pedigrees of old domestic
soybean varieties. 4. Lost old domestic soybean varieties. 5.
Literature on old domestic soybean varieties in chronological
order. 6. Origins and pedigrees of modern domestic soybean

varieties from public institutions. 7. Genetic information
on backcross-derived public soybean varieties. 8. Genetic
information on backcross-derived soybean parental lines.
9. Public soybean variety registrations and licenses. 10.
Corrections to published pedigree information.
Abstract: “In this report are described the origins of the
440 U.S. and Canadian soybean varieties that are maintained
in the USDA Germplasm Collection at Urbana, Illinois, and
Stoneville, Mississippi. Varieties in commercial use before
the mid-1940’s were mostly introductions, and this report
includes for each the geographic place of origin, the person
or institution that provided the seeds, the foreign variety
name (if any), as well as information about when it was
released and who released it in the United States or Canada.
Modern varieties have been developed by hybridization and
selection. In this bulletin, the pedigree is specified and where
and when each variety was developed and released. This
information allows researchers and breeders to trace modern
soybean varieties back to their introduced ancestors and
facilitates breeding plans and evaluation of the germplasm
base of the current commercial soybean crop.”
Table 4, titled “Lost old domestic varieties,” lists the
source of each: Acme–PI 14.954 from Shanghai, China, in
1905. Akasoya–From Japan via Indiana. Allison Black–D.T.
Allison, Tennessee. Amherst–PI 4.913 (PI 17.275) from
Japan in 1900. Arikara–O. Will Company, North Dakota.
Arkan–PI 87.050 from Niummen, Keisho Nando, Korea, in
1930. Arksoy 2913–Arkansas Experiment Station, Marianna
(similar to ‘Arksoy’). Auburn–PI 21.079A from Tieling,
Manchuria, China, in 1907. Baird–PI 6.414 (PI 22.333) from
Pyongyang [P’yongyang], Korea, in 1901. Biltan–Selection
from ‘Otootan’, South Africa.
Brindle–PI 20.407 from Merkoechofka, Siberia, in
1906. Brooks–PI 16.789 from Hangchow, China, in 1905.
Brownie–PI 6.414 (PI 17.256) from Pyongyang, Korea, in
1901. Buckshot–PI 6.334 (PI 17.251) from Tokyo, Japan, in
1901. Burnette–From Farmville, North Carolina. Butterball–
PI 8.433 (PI 17.273) from Japan in 1902, via Rhode Island
AES [Agricultural Experiment Station] in 1903. Chame–PI
80.473 from Tokyo, Japan, in 1929. Chang–PI 54.610-2 from
Changchun, Kirin, China, in 1921. Chernie–PI 18.227 from
Khabarovsk, Siberia, in 1906. Chinaton Echo–From Harrow,
Ontario, Canada.
Chiquita–PI 27.707 from Hankow, China, in 1910.
Chuku–La Choy Company, Ohio. Cibao–From El Salvador.
Delnoshat–Delta Station selection 6679, Mississippi.
Delredo–From Mississippi. DeSoto–Ohio farmer. Dortchsoy
No. 2–Dortch Seed Company, Arkansas (selected from
‘Ogden’, similar to ‘Ogden’). Dortchsoy No. 6–Dortch Seed
Company, Arkansas. Dortchsoy No. 7–Dortch See Company,
Arkansas. Doxie–Georgia Experiment Station.
Duggar–PI 17.268C, a selection from ‘Ito San.’ Early
Brown–PI 25.130 and PI 25.161 from Tennessee AES and
Indiana AES in 1909. Eda–PI 17.257 from Japan in 1890.
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Edgecombe–R.P. Cocke, Williamsburg, Virginia. Edna–PI
6.312 (PI 17.252C) from Tokyo, Japan, in 1901. Edward–PI
14.953 from Shanghai, China, in 1905. Fairchild–PI 19.184
from Newchwang, Manchuria, China, in 1906. Farnham–
PI 22.312 from Shanghai, China, in 1908. Feed All–A.M.
Johnson, North Carolina. Flat King–PI 6.312 (PI 17.252)
from Tokyo, Japan, in 1901.
Flava–PI 16.789A from Hangchow, China, in 1905.
Gala–Georgia Experiment Station. Gem–P.B. Hutchins,
Missouri. George Washington–From Virginia. Giant Yellow–
PI 22.415 from Naples, Italy, in 1908. Golden–Harrow
Experiment Station, Ontario, Canada. Goshen Prolific–
Farmer selection, North Carolina. Hamilton–From USDA
number 23 by Ohio Experiment Station in 1909. Hankow–PI
6.559 from beyond Chiu Niu, China, in 1901. Hansen–PI
20.409 from Merkoechofka, Siberia, in 1906.
Hay Boy–Farmer selection, North Carolina. Herman–
From North Carolina. Hiro–PI 86.038 from Obihiro,
Hokkaido, Japan, in 1930. Hope–PI 6.335 (PI 17.267) from
Tokyo, Japan, in 1901. Ignotum–E.E. Evans, Michigan.
Italian–Canada Experiment Station. Ito San–PI 17.268
from Japan in 1890. Jet–PI 17.861 from Sachon, China, in
1906. Johnsoy–A.E. Johnson, North Carolina. Kentucky A–
Kentucky Experiment Station selection.
Kia–Illinois Experiment Station selection. Kungchuling–
From Manchuria, China. Looney No. 2–Farmer selection,
Tennessee. Lowrie–PI 22.898A from Paotingfu, Chihli,
China, in 1908. Loxitan–Delta Experiment Station selection,
Mississippi. Ludeke–Farmer selection, North Carolina. LZ–
Louisiana Experiment Station selection. Mammoth Brown–
Unknown. Manhattan–PI 6.333 (PI 17.277) from Tokyo,
Japan, in 1901. Matthews–Farmer selection, Georgia.
Merko–PI 20.412 from Merkoechofka, Siberia, in 1906.
Meyer–PI 17.852 from Peking, China, in 1906. Midunk–
Funk Brothers Seed Company, Illinois. Mikado–Farmer
selection, Indiana. Misstucky–Farmer selection, Kentucky.
Morgan–PI 22.633 from Sheklung, Kwongtung [Kwangtung
/ Guangdong], China, in 1908. Mount Carmel–PI 70.218-2
from Wuchiatzu, Manchuria, China, in 1926. Mukden No. 4–
Wisconsin Experiment Station selection. Nanking–PI 71.597
from Nanking, China, in 1927 (see CNS, p. 6). Nanksoy–PI
104.881 from Nanking, China, in 1934.
Nansemond Early–Farmer selection, Virginia. Natsu–PI
19.984 from Yokohama, Japan, in 1907. Nemo–PI 19.985
from Yokohama, Japan, in 1907. Nielsen–PI 22.644B from
Hangchow, Chekiang, China, in 1908. Nigra–PI 22.407 from
Hong Kong, China, in 1908. Nuttall–PI 6.416 (PI 17.253)
from Pyongyang, Korea, in 1901. Okute–PI 19.986 from
Yokohama, Japan, in 1907. Oloxi–Coker’s Seed Company,
South Carolina. Otoxi–From South Africa. Ozark–PI 37.272
from Kogen Province, Korea, in 1914.
Pee Dee–Coker’s Seed Company, South Carolina.
Pingsu–PI 18.259 from Tschang-ping-tsu, China, in 1906.
Preston–Virginia Experiment Station selection. Quillian–

Farmer selection, Oklahoma. Rattlesnake–Kentucky
Experiment Station selection. Riceland–PI 20.797 from
Shanghai, China, in 1907. Rila–Marsh Foundation,
Ohio. Sainte Anne–Canada Experiment Station selection.
Samarow–PI 17.260 from J.M. Thorburn and Company in
1902. Saskatoon–Farmer selection, Canada.
Sedo–PI 23.229 from Tientsin, Chihli, China, in
1908. Sherwood–PI 17.862 from Tientsin, China, in 1906.
Southern Green–PI 62.839 from Nanking, China, in 1925.
Southern Prolific–PI 37.250 from Keiki Province, Korea, in
1914. Stuart–PI 22.644 from Hangchow, Chekiang, China,
in 1908. Summerland–Canada Experiment Station selection
[British Columbia]. Suru–PI 89.128 from Kyojo, Korea, in
1930. Swan–PI 22.379 from Canton, Kwangtung, China,
in 1908. Taha–PI 21.999 from Boshan, Shantung, China, in
1907. Tanloxi–Delta Station selection 483, Mississippi.
Tashing–PI 20.854 from Harbin, Manchuria, China,
in 1907. Tensas–PI 104.881 from Nanking, China, in
1934 (same as Nanksoy). Texoil–Farmer selection, Texas.
Tinzan–From Australia. Trenton–PI 24.610, a selection
from ‘Mammoth (Yellow)’ in Kentucky in 1904. Trinitaria–
From El Salvador. U.S.-5–PI 54.563-5 from Jungchiangko,
Shengking [Liaoning], China, in 1921. Vilnensis–From
Poland. Vireo–PI 22.874 from Tokyo, Japan, in 1908. White
Eyebrow–PI 30.745 from Wulukai, Kirin, China, in 1911.
Yellow Biloxi–North Carolina Experiment Station
selection. Yokotenn–PI 19.981 from Yokohama, Japan, in
1907. Yosho–PI 6.314 (PI 17.262) from Tokyo, Japan, in
1901.
Talk with Dr. Richard Bernard. 1998. July 12. He
considers this to be his best publication on this subject, but
it is quite similar to INTSOY Series No. 30 titled “USDA
soybean germplasm collection inventory. Vol. 1,” published
in August 1987. Address: 1-2. Urbana, Illinois; 3-4.
Stoneville, Mississippi.
3308. Soybean Digest. 1989. Energize your livestock feed.
Jan. p. 58-59.
• Summary: Whole soybeans are run through an extruder;
the resulting product, called full-fat soybeans or FFSB,
improves breeding and feeding efficiencies in the rations of
pigs, dairy cows, broilers, turkeys, and rabbits.
3309. Han, I.K.; Choi, Y.J.; Chu, K.S. 1989. The utilization
of full fat soybean for egg production and egg quality in
the laying hens. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. World Soybean
Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: Continuing
Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 1861-65. [24 ref]
• Summary: “Extruded full fat soybean can serve as effective
protein source for layer diets if economically justified.”
Address: College of Agriculture, Seoul National Univ.,
Suweon 440-744, Korea.
3310. Hanson, Leroy J. 1989. Low cost dry extrusion of
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feeds. In: L.A. Johnson, ed. 1989. New Technologies for
Value-Added Products from Protein and Co-Products:
Symposium Proceedings. Ames, Iowa: Center for Crops
Utilization Research. 312 p. See p. 127-35. Unnumbered.
• Summary: “Three models of Insta-Pro Extruders are
available, all dependent upon the motor size, i.e. 50, 75, 125
Horse Power... The Insta-Pro Extrusion process is considered
low cost for several reasons: Low capital investment. Low
energy requirement. A simple process. Flexible. Training.
Maintenance. Safety.” Address: Triple “F”, Inc., Des Moines,
Iowa 50322.
3311. Rokey, Galen J. 1989. Extrusion of high energy
feedstuffs. In: L.A. Johnson, ed. 1989. New Technologies
for Value-Added Products from Protein and Co-Products:
Symposium Proceedings. Ames, Iowa: Center for Crops
Utilization Research. 312 p. See p. 137-43. Unnumbered. [8
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Raw material
formulation. System configuration. Processing conditions.
Final product specification. Summary. Address: Manager,
Technical Center, Wenger Manufacturing, Inc., Sabetha,
Kansas 66534.
3312. Satter, Larry D.; Faldet, M.A.; Cadorniga, C. 1989.
Utilization of full-fat oilseeds and oilseed meals in dairy
feeding. In: L.A. Johnson, ed. 1989. New Technologies
for Value-Added Products from Protein and Co-Products:
Symposium Proceedings. Ames, Iowa: Center for Crops
Utilization Research. 312 p. See p. 203-12. Unnumbered. [12
ref]
• Summary: “Utilization of cottonseed in dairy diets has
increased dramatically over the years. Interest in full-fat
soybeans is increasing, particularly roasted soybeans.
Oilseeds have special appeal, for they provide a concentrated
source of supplemental energy as well as protein, both of
which are needed by the dairy cow in early lactation. Heat
processing of oilseeds can improve protein utilization by the
dairy cow. However, current commercial processes do not
provide enough heat to obtain maximum benefit. Feeding oil
seeds to lactating cows can change the fatty acid composition
of milk in a direction that appears favorable for human
health. This may be another incentive for feeding oilseeds
to dairy cows as consumer awareness of dietary fatty acids
increases.” Address: U.S. Dairy Forage Research Center,
USDA-Agricultural Research Service and Dairy Science
Dep., Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706.
3313. Kirkegaard, Colin. 1989. Nutritional and
antinutritional considerations of soybean processing for
swine. In: Thomas H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings
of the World Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization
in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL:
American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. See p. 303-07.

Contains 8 tables. [19 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Antinutritional
factors: Growing and finishing swine, gestating and lactating
sows, weanling pigs. Quality control. A photo shows
Colin Kirkegaard. Address: Triple F Inc., P.O. Box 3600,
Urbandale Branch, 10104 Dougland Ave., Des Moines, Iowa
50322.
3314. Schumacher, Heinz. 1989. Technology for full-fat
soya products and extracted soymeal with different contents
of water soluble protein. In: Thomas H. Applewhite, ed.
1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable
Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs.
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p.
See p. 91-93. Contains 7 graphs and diagrams. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Today’s conventional method of producing
toasted full fat soya (FFS) products are described. From
literature it is known that young chickens and young hogs
digest water soluble protein more efficiently than denatured
protein. For that reason production methods are described
and suggested on how to keep proteins in the natural native
state, e.g., water soluble, during processing. Trypsininhibitor will be reduced sufficiently during heat treatments
while desolventizing or toasting FFS.” A photo shows H.
Schumacher. Address: Schumacher Consulting Engineers,
Hoeperfeld 26, 1050 Hamburg 80, West Germany.
3315. Sera, Karl H.G. 1989. Utilization of full-fat soybeans
for dairy cattle. In: Thomas H. Applewhite, ed. 1989.
Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable Protein
Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs.
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p.
See p. 308-11. Contains 4 graphs. [16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Limitations on
concentrate feeding: Protein feeding, body condition scores,
nutritional management factors to consider, ideal period
for feeding full-fat soybean, factors to consider in feeding
rumen non-degradable protein. Summary on utilizing full
fat soybean. A photo shows Karl Sera. Address: American
Soybean Assoc., Akasaka Tokyu Building, 11th Floor, 2-14-3
Nagata-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan.
3316. Sera, Karl H. 1989. The use and outlook of full-fat
soybean and soybean meal in Japanese commercial feeds.
In: Thomas H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the
World Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human
Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil
Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. See p. 408-09. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction: Soybean meal
for feed use, soybean meal, a major protein ingredient in
feed, full fat soybeans for feed. Future of feed and livestock
industry. Future of soybean meal and soybean use for feed.
A shows Karl Sera. Address: American Soybean Assoc.,
Akasaka Tokyu Bldg., 2-14-3 Nagata-cho, Chiyoda-ku,
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Tokyo 100, Japan.
3317. Welby, Thomas F. 1989. Low cost dry extrusion of
feeds. In: Thomas H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings
of the World Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization
in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL:
American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. See p. 94-95.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Dry extruders.
Working action. Dry extrusion from a mechanical viewpoint.
Advantages of dry extrusion: Cooking, sterilization,
expansion, dehydration, stabilization. Effects of dry
extrusion. Address: Triple F Inc., P.O. Box 3600, Urbandale
Branch, 10104 Dougland Ave., Des Moines, Iowa 50322.
3318. Bodis, Laszlo. 1990. Re: The work of FTTE with
tofu, soymilk, and soy protein products in Hungary. Letter
to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, April 2–in reply to
inquiry of Jan. 25. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
[Eng]
• Summary: “FTTE is an engineering, research, and
development enterprise rather than a manufacturing one.
Technologies worked out by our technicians for producing
feed and food products are then tried and used by companies
producing food or feeds. Thus in the introduction and spread
of tofu, we did all the initial work (conceiving the idea,
drawing up the technology, sizing up demand, ‘digging out’
consumption, etc.) except for direct manufacturing... At
present the manufacturer of the tofu developed by FTTE is
Pest-Budai Vendeglato-Ipari Vallalat. We are talking with
other companies about scaling up production.
Besides tofu, we cooperate in the production of a
soymilk and sour cherry beverage mixture, soybean flakes,
soy-cubes, TVP, soy-meal, lecithin, and UNIPRO–a feed
made from whole (non-defatted) soybeans.
An undated 4-page color leaflet accompanying
this letter, titled “FTTE–a bridge between research and
application,” notes that FTTE stands for “The Association
for Protein Research Technology and Production.” It was
founded by OMFB (the National Technical Development
Board) in 1983.
Also accompanying the letter are photocopies of pages
from a publication: Unipro–a high-energy feed made from
whole cooked soybean. Vetomag–a new variety of soybean.
OMFB advisory service for growing pulses. Feherje
(Protein) a quarterly magazine published in Budapest by
3 organizations. The chief editor is Kralovansky U. Pal.
Dr. Laszlo Bodis is on the editorial board. It covers all
aspects of proteins. Pronutti, soy-based products for food
from Proteinvest. Szoja feldolgozas soybean processing.
Takarmanygyar feed mixing plant. Szolnok Megyei (a
company that produces and distributes soybean meal).
KEKI (Kozponti Elelmiszeripari Kutato Intezet; the Central
Institute for Food Research in Budapest) provides expertise
for developing soybean applications. Address: Director,

Feherjetechnologiai Tudomanyos Termelesi Egyesules,
Budapest XII., Goldmark K. u. 3. Budapest Pf: 340 1536,
Hungary. Phone: 155-5202.
3319. Leggott, Merton. 1990. Flakee Mills Infranizer
uses new electronic process for infrared processing of
seeds, including soybeans for foods and feeds (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. June 21. Conducted by William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Mr. Leggott of Flakee Mills in Lincoln,
Nebraska, developed this new machine and several new
processes and began to market the machine in about May
1989. The new process is called infranizing. His machines
are now in operation in the USA, Canada, and Europe, and
some are used to process soybeans, especially for textured
livestock feeds. He has patents pending on both the process
and the equipment. He feels that his equipment is much
more efficient than an extruder to make livestock feeds from
whole (full-fat) soybeans. He can also increase the capacity
of an extruder by placing his machine upstream from it. He
feels that his machine makes a product that is far superior
to an extruded product in terms of nutritional value and
palatability, etc. Much of the problem with extrusion is the
cost of maintenance on the extruder. Any time you use heat
you are using infrared radiation. One old process used gas
(propane or natural gas) as the energy source. His source is
electric, but both give infrared energy, as does the sun. The
key to his process is the intensities/wave lengths of infrared
that he is working with. His process cooks the product from
the inside out. Rick Williams is his sales manager. Address:
Owner, Flakee Mills Inc., 4343 N.W. 38th St., Lincoln,
Nebraska 68524. Phone: 402-470-2188.
3320. Martin, Ralph C.; Voldeng, H.D.; Smith, D.L.
1990. Intercropping corn and soybean for silage in a cooltemperature region: yield, protein and economic effects.
Field Crops Research (Amsterdam) 23(3-4):295-310. June.
[33 ref]
• Summary: “The concentration of crude protein was
significantly higher in intercropped than monocropped
silage in both years.” Address: 1&3. Plant Science Dep.,
Macdonald College of McGill Univ., Ste. Anne de Bellevue,
Que. H9X 1C0 (Canada).
3321. Lundh, Torbjoern J.-O.; Petterson, Hans I.; Martinsson,
Kjell A. 1990. Comparative levels of free and conjugated
plant estrogens in blood plasma of sheep and cattle fed
estrogenic silage. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry
38(7):1530-34. July. [24 ref]
• Summary: “Plasma concentrations of the plant estrogens
formononetin, daidzein, and their metabolite equol were
determined in blood samples from dairy cattle and sheep
(wethers), fed on red clover/grass silage.”
“The concentrations of total (free and conjugated) and
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free formononetin and daidzein were almost similar in the
cattle and the sheep. The plasma level of total equol was
lower in sheep than in cattle at the beginning of the feeding
period, but reached the same level as in the cattle after about
2-3 hours. The concentration of free equol was about 10
times higher in the bovine [cattle] than in the ovine [sheep]
plasma during the whole experimental time.”
The main estrogenic compound in red and subterranean
clovers is the isoflavone formononetin (pronounced FORmuh-no-net-in). Address: 1. Dep. of Animal Nutrition and
Management, Swedish Univ. of Agricultural Sciences, Box
7024, S-750 07 Uppsala. Sweden.
3322. Hymowitz, Theodore. 1990. Soybeans: The
success story. In: Jules Janick and James E. Simon, eds.
1990. Advances in New Crops: Proceedings of the First
National Symposium New Crops: Research, Development,
Economics. Portland, Oregon: Timber Press. xxii + 560
p. See p. 159-63. Symposium held 23-26 Oct. 1988 at
Indianapolis, Indiana. [10 ref]
• Summary: Perhaps the best brief history seen on the
origin and dissemination of the soybean, its introduction
to America, and the reasons for its success. Contents:
Introduction. Paths of dissemination–Old World.
Paths of dissemination North America (Early Period
[1765-1859]; James Mease {1804}, Samuel Bowen aided by
Henry Yonge {1765}, Bowen makes soy sauce, Benjamin
Franklin {1770}, Thomas Nuttall {1829}, introduction
of soybeans to Illinois {1851} via Japanese in the barque
Auckland and Dr. Benjamin Franklin Edwards, John H.
Lea in Alton, Illinois {1851}, J.J. Jackson in Davenport,
Iowa {1852}, A.H. Ernst in Cincinnati, Ohio {1852},
Commissioner of Patents, Commodore Matthew Perry’s
Expedition to Japan {1854}).
Paths of dissemination North America (Middle Period
[1878-1898]; George H. Cook and James Nielsen of New
Jersey, McBryde of Tennessee, Sturtevant of Cornell Univ.,
Brooks of Hatch, Massachusetts, Georgeson of Kansas,
Hellriegel & Wilfarth in Germany (in 1888 they showed
that legumes fix nitrogen when nodulated by a certain soil
microorganism) W.P. Brooks’ experiments in 1893 with
soybean nodulation (he “reported that soybean yields were
highest when nodules were most abundant”), USDA’s Office
of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction).
Paths of dissemination North America (Late Period
[1907-1920]; William J. Morse, Dr. Charles V. Piper, Frank
N. Meyer, Osborne & Mendel, Garner & Allard, today’s 13
maturity groups). Success [due to the development of new
cultivars and the rise of a processing industry]. Summation.
This paper notes that in 1804 soybeans were planted
near Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia [Note: Dubrovnic has been in
Croatia since 1991]. They were “harvested, cooked, mixed
with cereal grain and then fed to chickens for increased egg
production.”

“In 1878, while in Europe, Dr. George H. Cook and
James Neilson of the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment
Station obtained soybean seed at the Bavarian Agricultural
Experiment Station and at the Vienna Exposition. The
seeds were planted at the College Farm in May 1879 and
harvested in October. The results were encouraging. This is
the first report of soybeans having been tested at a land grant
institution in the United States. Within a short time, soybean
seeds were introduced from Japan by McBryde (Tennessee),
Sturtevant (Cornell Univ., New York), Brooks, (Hatch,
Massachusetts), and Georgeson (Kansas).”
Tables: (1) USDA soybean germplasm collection and
number of strains in each group, 1988. The groups and
number of strains are:
Public cultivars 454
FC and PI strains 11,133
Genetic types (T-lines) 113
Genetic isolines 457
Wild soybeans (G. soja) 678
Perennial Glycine species 522
The article is dedicated to the memory of the author’s
friend and colleague Prof. dr. Bogdan Belic [pronounced
BEL-itch], Novi Sad, Yugoslavia.
Note: Dr. Hymowitz, in a letter to William Shurtleff of
Soyfoods Center dated 22 Dec. 1984, states: “A colleague
of mine [Belic], while meandering through a library in a
monastery in Yugoslavia, came across an early 1800s citation
of soybeans in that area. Apparently the beans were brought
to the Zagreb area by a ship captain from China.”
Talk with Ted Hymowitz. 1993. April 25. Ted has a
copy of the 1804 document by Buconjic that mentions
soybeans being planted near Dubrovnik. It was sent to him
by his friend and colleague Prof. Dr. Bogdan Belic of Novi
Sad, Croatia, Yugoslavia. Dr. Belic, who knew that Ted was
interested in the early history of the soybean, photocopied
the document and translated that portion which dealt with
the soybean. Ted does not have an 1826 article by Simic
that cites the 1804 document by Buconjic. Address: Dep. of
Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
3323. Esmail, S.H.M. 1990. Fermentation studies
on inoculated grain sorghum and soybean silages.
Agribiological Research (Germany) 43(2):95-102. [9 ref.
Eng; ger]*
Address: P.O. Box 11525, Sana’a, Yemen Arab Republic.
3324. Knox, Steven. 1991. Cultivation of soybeans in
Wyoming (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 5. Conducted
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [3 ref]
• Summary: Steven and his coworkers James Krall and Jerry
Nachtman have done soybean variety research for the last
3 years in Wyoming, and published a report each year. His
group first grew soybeans in the spring of 1988. Someone
may have planted a small plot in 1987. As far as he now
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knows, these are the earliest reports concerning soybeans in
Wyoming.
However he heard that soybeans were being grown in
Wyoming in the 1950s. At one of the field days, when he
started investigating soybeans in Wyoming, a little elderly
lady brought him a photo of soybeans and explained that her
family used to raise soybeans in the 1950s and to use them
as green forage. He is interested in the question of when
soybeans were first grown in Wyoming and he will look back
through the Wyoming Agric. Exp. Station publications to see
what he can find.
Note: On 4 March 1991 he sent photocopies of reports
from 1937 to 1950 from the Univ. of Wyoming Sheridan
Research and Extension Center showing that soybean trials
had been conducted during those years. For details, see
the 1937 publication. Then on 3 Sept. 1991 he sent a 1923
publication showing that soybeans had been first cultivated
in Wyoming in 1922. Address: Superintendent, Torrington
Research and Extension Center, Route 1, Box 374,
Torrington, Wyoming 82240. Phone: 307-532-7126.
3325. Sistachs, M.; Padilla, C.; Gomez, I.; Barrientos,
A. 1991. Intercropping of forage sorghum, maize and
soybean during establishment of different grasses in a
montmorillonitic soil. II. Guinea grass (P. maximum Jacq.).
Cuban J. of Agricultural Science (Cuba) 25(1):83-87. March.
[10 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The highest accumulated yield (18.86 tonnes
of dry matter per hectare) was achieved when sorghum was
intercropped with guinea grass, followed by a soybean/
guinea grass system (12.15 tonnes dry matter/ha). Soybeans
offered the highest percentage of protein, digestibility, and
content of calcium and phosphorus. Address: Instituto de
Ciencia Animal, San Jose de las Lajas, Havana, Cuba.
3326. MacLeod, John A. 1991. The history and rapid rise
of soybeans on Prince Edward Island, Canada (Interview).
SoyaScan Notes. April 12. Conducted by William Shurtleff
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: John, whose main interest is in soils, arrived
at his present work on Prince Edward Island (PEI) in the
fall of 1971. He has been told (but has never been able to
verify it) that during the 1930s or 1940s a little soybean
evaluation was conducted on PEI. The station librarian
may be able to find something published on this. He is
quite sure that soybeans arrived on PEI in the early 1970s.
The testing of early varieties at that time was conducted by
J. Brian Sanderson; he would have written up the results
which would have been published in the Station’s Research
Summary. John has never heard of soybeans being grown in
the Northwest Territories. In 1978 soybeans first started to
be grown commercially on PEI; it was a cooperative project
involving three private farmers and the experiment station.
The crop did well and was used for seed to grow a bigger

crop the next year.
A new era for soybeans in the Canadian Maritime
Provinces began in the 1970s when Mr. Jerry Smeltzer,
who was working at the Kentville research station in Nova
Scotia, evaluated some varieties developed/bred by Dr.
Harvey Voldeng, Canada’s leading soybean breeder at the
Agricultural Canada Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada. Mr. Smeltzer has retired and is living in
Kentville.
The big change in the soybean situation has been in the
last 5-10 years with the introduction of some early varieties
that have cold tolerance. The first promising variety was
Maple Presto, which was very early maturing but a little
low yielding. From that they learned that tolerance to cold
was more important than earliness. New varieties, which
are much better than Maple Presto and Maple Ridge, have
taken soybeans from a “nothing crop” on PEI five years ago
to an extremely important expanding acreage crop today.
About 6,000 acres of soybeans were grown on PEI last
year. The new varieties are Maple Isle and Maple Amber
(developed by Dr. Voldeng), KG-20 (from King Grain),
Baron, and Bicentennial (from the breeding program at Univ.
of Guelph). Production guides for soybeans in the Atlantic
Region, a soybean production bulletin, and a general crop
production guide have been published. Statistics Canada
still does not recognize soybeans as a crop here, so there are
no good statistics, but there are estimates. These should be
available at his station’s library. 1985 was a very good year,
and 1990 was even better. The soybeans are harvested as
seed with a standard grain combine (using a different flexible
header), roasted (for non-ruminants), then ground, mixed
with minerals, and fed to livestock, mainly hogs, together
mainly with barley. The arrival of the roaster played a major
role in helping the crop to grow. Soybeans are not hogged
down because the beans ripen too late in the fall and the hogs
are all housed.
Note: R.K. Downey, head of the Oilseeds Section,
Agriculture Canada Research Station, Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan, notes that Prince Edward Island has a very
desirable climate and is a highly sought after summer resort
area. The soils are very fertile and deep. Soybeans have not
become a larger crop there mainly because of the difficulty
of transporting a small amount of seed to a crusher or a
major livestock market. Address: Research Scientist, Soils &
Crops, Agriculture Canada, Charlottetown Research Station,
P.O. Box 1210, Charlottetown, PE C1A 7MB, Canada.
Phone: 902-566-6848.
3327. Smeltzer, Gerald G. 1991. Work with soybeans
in Nova Scotia (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 25.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jerry worked at the Agricultural Research
Center at Kentville, Nova Scotia. From 1938 to 1953
he worked there for the Nova Scotia government doing
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extension work. He worked there for the Canadian federal
government from 1953 to 1978, and started working with
soybeans in 1954. He now lives in Kentville about 2 miles
from the station.
He thinks that soybeans were introduced at Kentville
in about 1915; that was when the station began its work and
they tested many crops in those early years. A history of the
Kentville station may contain that information. When he
started his work with soybeans in 1954, one or two farmers
were growing small plots of soybeans commercially. He
got his germplasm from Dr. Harvey Voldeng at the research
center in Ottawa. He worked with varieties like Altona and
Maple Arrow. Soybean acreage in Nova Scotia reached its
peak of about 4,000 to 5,000 acres in about 1985. Today
he thinks that less than 1,000 acres are grown, and they are
slightly subsidized. The soybeans are mostly run through
a extruder and used only in feeds for dairy cattle. No oil
is extracted. The main two barriers to expansion of the
crop are killing frosts (in mid-May or mid-September) and
economics. As far as he knows, no research work is presently
being done with soybeans in Nova Scotia. Some work was
done by Jim Langille (who was his counterpart at Nappan
[pronounced nuh-PAN], but who has passed away).
Smeltzer (who retired in 1978 and now raises honey
bees) wrote an unpublished 60-page summary of his research
on soybeans (especially variety trials) in Nova Scotia during
his 27 years with the federal government. After he retired
they shredded almost every copy except one, which he now
has and would like to share. Dr. George Jones, formerly from
the University of Guelph and now working with soybeans in
Prince Edward Island, also has a copy and he made copies
for his coworkers. Smeltzer also published an article on
soybean fertility. Address: 148 Belcher St., Kentville, NS
B4N 1C9, Canada. Phone: 902-678-2793.
3328. Esmail, S.H.M. 1991. Benefits of intercrops as feed
sources for livestock. Rangelands 13(4):193-195. [14 ref]*
Address: P.O. Box 11525, Sana’a, Republic of Yemen.
3329. Oplinger, Edward S. 1991. Development of new
agronomic crops in the Midwest. In: Jules Janick and James
E. Simon, eds. 1991. New Crops. New York: John Wiley and
Sons. xxi + 710 p. See p. 92-94. Proceedings of the Second
National Symposium, New Crops: Exploration, Research,
and Commercilization. Indianapolis, Indiana, 6-9 Oct. 1991.
[3 ref]
• Summary: Concerning utilization research: “Much of the
new uses or value added research is being conducted on
more traditional crops,” especially maize, soybean, and small
grains. “Recent research at Wisconsin has demonstrated
the value of feeding unprocessed soybeans to dairy cows.
This resulted in a 25% increase in the state’s hectarage
and production in 1991, with the majority of the increase
being grown by first time producers. Thus, for some

producers, soybean is a new or alternative crop in Wisconsin.
Development of soybean cultivars with reduced levels of
trypsin inhibitors is creating expanded feed uses for the
crop.”
“Significant advances in the development of new
agronomic crops in the Midwest during the past 3-5 years
have occurred primarily with canola, white lupin, amaranth,
crambe, spelt, triticale, and wild rice.” A map (p. 94) shows
commercial production of alternative crops in the Midwest in
1991. Address: Univ. of Wisconsin.
3330. Rehm, Sigmund; Espig, Gustav. 1991. The cultivated
plants of the tropics and subtropics: cultivation, economic
value, utilization. Translation of Die Kulturpflanzen der
Tropen und Subtropen. Weikersheim, West Germany: Verlag
Josef Margraf. viii + 552 p. Illust. (101 figures). Index. 21
cm.
• Summary: The soybean is discussed in detail on pages
94-97. It is also mentioned on pages 76-79, 81-82, 102, 112,
121, 124-25, 157, 167, 308, and 401.
Pages 76-79: Worldwide production of soya beans is
almost twice as large as the next largest oilseed, coconuts.
Fig. 19 shows world production of oilseeds, 1979-1988.
More than 90% of the oil plants are produced in the tropics
and subtropics. Fig. 20 shows world production of oils
from the most important oil crops. Soya oil is by far No. 1
followed by palm oil, sunflower oil and rapeseed oil. “The
characteristics of an oil are governed by the chain length of
the fatty acids, the proportion of unsaturated fatty acids, and
the number and position of double bonds in the chain.
Page 81: Soya oil is part of the linolenic group, one of
seven major plant oil groups. Vegetable oils are produced
from seeds. By-products of refining soya oil are phosphatides
[lecithin], phytosterols, tocopherols and protein; it contains
30-40% protein and about 18% oil.
Page 82: The largest producers of palm oil (from the
African oil palm) in 1988 are Malaysia (5.0 million metric
tons), Indonesia (1.37 million), Nigeria (0.75 million) and
Cote d’Ivoire (0.235 million). Palm kernel oil is a separate
product; the largest producer by far is Malaysia 0.53 million
tons exported.
Page 94-97: The section on soya bean has these
contents: Introduction. Morphology. Ecophysiology (“The
part of the subtropics which are always humid provide the
best climate for the soyabean, The optimal temperature
is 24-25ºC.” Since soya has a pronounced sensitivity to
photoperiod, most varieties only bloom when the daylength is less than 14 hours. “Very short days (12 hours or
less) lead to premature flowering, so that the plants remain
small and have reduced yields”). Cultivation. Diseases and
pests. Harvesting and processing (“More than any other
oilseed, soya is a plant with a dual purpose:” oil and protein.
“The unripe seeds are eaten in East Asia and the USA as
a vegetable [edamamé or green vegetable soybeans], like
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peas and beans. The ripe seeds are difficult to digest, and
in the raw state, they contain toxic compounds (saponins,
goitrogens, protease inhibitors), and they also have an
unpleasant taste. It is therefore difficult to introduce them as
a foodstuff in new regions. They must be soaked and cooked
for a long time before they are edible. In East Asia, a range
of other preparation techniques are common which produce
valuable foods such as tempe [tempeh], shoyu (soy sauce)
and other products obtained by microbial processes, as well
as soya milk, from milled beans, and tofu (soya bean curd,
which is soya precipitated using acid and salt) (815, 1074).
Finally, soya bean sprouts are an important vegetable in East
Asia. The green plants can be used for grazing, or given to
animals as green forage. It is well suited to silaging).
There are also similar sections on groundnuts, sunflower,
sesame, and others.
Page 121: In the chapter on “Protein Providing Plants,”
table 20 gives “Production of crude protein by the most
important food plants.” Cereal grains supply 69.9% of total
crude protein, soya beans 13.5%, other oilseeds 7.7%, pulses
5.0% and root crops 3.9%.
Page 124: Table 22 gives “Rhizobia groups of important
legumes.” The 5 main groups are:
Bradyrhizobium japonicum: nodulating Glycine (soya)
and Macroptilium.
Bradyrhizobium sp. nodulating many different legume
genera.
Rhizobium leguminosarum: nodulating 7 well-known
legume genera.
Rhizobium loti: nodulating 10 well-known legume
genera.
Rhizobium meliloti: nodulating 3 well-known legume
genera.
Page 308: “Steroid hormones: The most valuable of
the chemical compounds of plant origin which are available
from the pharmaceutical industry are the steroid hormones,
with an annual production of much more than 1000 tonnes of
pure substance. This development was initiated in the 1940s,
after the discovery that cortisone could be obtained from
diosgenin from Dioscorea species, Dioscoreaceae, through
the action of fungi and by chemical transformations. Then,
chemists and microbiologists discovered methods, whereby
sex hormones could be created from the same raw materials
which have formed the basis of hormonal contraception (307,
794). A small part of the steroid hormones are synthesized
from cholic acid or cholesterol, or by total chemical
synthesis, but over 90% originate from plant steroid saponins
and steroid alkaloids. At present, the most important sources
are diosgenin from Dioscorea species, mainly from Mexico
and Central America (“barbasco”, D. macrostachya Benth.,
D. floribunda Martens et Gal., D. spiculiflora Hemsl.),
and Asia (D. deltoidea Wall., D. prazeri Prain et Burk.),
stigmasterol from soya (USA),...”
Page 401: Soya is widely used for fodder (hay, straw,

residues, etc.) and for human food. Address: IAT, Inst. of
Agronomy in the Tropics, Univ. of Goettigen, Lower Saxony,
Germany.
3331. Diaz Carrasco, Humberto; Busto Garcia, I.; Velazquez
Diaz, O.; Fernandez Diaz-Silveira, M.; Gonzalez Mauri, J.;
Ortega Herrera, J. 1992. El cultivo de la soya para granos y
forrajes [The cultivation of the soybean for its seeds and as a
forage]. Havana, Cuba: Ministerio de la Agricultura, Instituto
de Investigaciones Fundamentales en Agricultura Tropical
[INIFAT]. 16 p. Nov. [37 ref. Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Origin and distribution of the
soybean. Importance worldwide. Soya in Cuba. Morphology.
Physiological aspects. Favorable attributes of the soybean.
Main issues to consider in planting, management, harvest,
and benefitting/profiting from the soybean. Rotations with
soya.
The section titled “Soya in Cuba” (p. 4-7) states: “The
first annual report of the Agricultural Experiment Station at
Santiago de las Vegas (Estación Experimental Agronómica
de Santiago de las Vegas), mentioned the acclimatization of
50 varieties of soya. Today this station is INIFAT (Instituto
de Investigaciones Fundamentales en Agricultura Tropical)
of the Cuban Ministry of Agriculture (MINAG). Note 1.
Santiago de las Vegas is a town located 10 miles south of
Havana in Habana Province. Note 2. This report, published
in June 1906, covers work done during the period 1 April
1904 to 30 June 1905. It contains the earliest date seen for
soybeans in Cuba, or the cultivation of soybeans in Cuba
(1905; one of three documents).
“During the period 1917 to 1920 Calvino issued
information on the study of soybeans in Cuba; he indicated
that the variety Biloxi did well in Cuba. At the end of the
1920s, Francisco B. Cruz studied 8 varieties of soybeans. In
1937 the forage characteristics of the variety Otootan were
evaluated. In 1952 Calzadilla Cabrales delivered seeds of
the variety Improved Pelican to the Agricultural Experiment
Station at Santiago de las Vegas; this unique commercial
variety was used in Cuba until 1978. In 1955 a pamphlet
titled The cultivation of soybeans (El cultivo del frijol soya)
was published by this same station (Muller 1955).
“In 1958 the Cuban Bank for Agricultural and Industrial
Promotion (Banco de Fomento Agrícola e Industrial de
Cuba–BANFAIC), in cooperation with the Agricultural
Experiment Station at Santiago de las Vegas, published a
bulletin titled The cultivation of soybeans (El cultivo del
frijol soya) (Gonzalez et al. 1958). This bulletin described
the areas of soybean extension located in the savannah areas
of Santo Domingo (province of Villa Clara), in the estate
‘Pablo’ (Ciego de Avila), and in the rice-growing area of
southern Pinar del Rio. Other key documents published from
1968 to 1989 are cited and summarized.
“In 1978 at San Nicolás de Bari, in Havana province,
the first Cuban soy sauce (salsa soya) factory was started at
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an investment cost of more than 4 million pesos and with an
annual production capacity of 2,000 tonnes/year.
“At the Food Research Institute of the Ministry of Food
Industry (Instituto de investigaciones para la Industria
Alimentaria del Ministerio de la Industria Alimenticia
(MINAL)), situated in El Guatao, there was installed [in
1984] the so-called “Mechanical Cow” (vaca mecánica).
This piece of equipment was acquired in Brazil for extracting
soymilk; it had a capacity of 200 liters/hour. The Food
Research Institute made soymilk (leche de soya) in vanilla,
chocolate, and strawberry flavors.
“As part of a continuation of previous investigations,
during the period 1981-1991, at INIFAT and at the “El
Tomeguín” Seed Station (Estación de Granos), both part
of the Cuban Ministry of Agriculture (MINAG), work was
undertaken on genetic improvement and introduction, with
the objective of obtaining soybean varieties that could be
planted at different seasons of the year to produce seed,
forage, or both, that were easy to harvest mechanically, and
were less susceptible to the principal diseases and pests
which attack this crop.
“As a result of this work, the following varieties are
now available for spring planting: Cubasoy-23, 42, Williams,
and Duocrop. The varieties IGH-24, R-315, INIFAT-112,
INIFAT-V9, Cubasoy-120, and 96 can be planted during the
months of July and August, and the varieties INIFAT-382,
INIFAT-V9, and Cubasoy-120 can be planted during the
months of December and January.
“In parallel to the work described above, within the
“Principal State Problem of Beans and Soybeans” (Problema
Principal Estatal de Frijol y Soya), in various Cuban
institutions (National Institute of Agricultural Science
{Instituto Nacional de Ciencia Agrícola, INCA}, Institute of
Animal Science {Instituto de Ciencia Animal, ICA}, INIFAT,
and others), investigations were conducted that made it
possible to maximize the utilization of the new crops. Among
these were rotation and intercropping with sugar cane,
citrus crops, tobacco, potatoes, and rice, rhizobium biology,
mineral nutrition, irrigation, mechanization, incidence and
control of pests, diseases, and weeds, uses and storage of the
seed, production of elite seed varieties, etc. which permit
integral crop management of the soybean under Cuban
conditions.” Address: Havana, Cuba.
3332. Faulkner, W.L.; Egan, L.A.; Anderson, D.M. 1992.
Apparent and true digestibility of dry matter, crude protein
and amino acids in diets for mature silver foxes. In:
1992. Progress in Fur Animal Science. Norwegian J. of
Agricultural Sciences. Suppl. 9, p. 268-274. [9 ref. Eng]*
Address: Nova Scotia Agricultural College, Dep. of Animal
Science, P.O. Box 550, Truro, NS B2N 5E3, Canada.
3333. Sanderson, J. Brian. 1993. The history of soybeans on
Prince Edward Island, Canada (Interview). SoyaScan Notes.

Feb. 25. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Brian is sure that soybeans were tested
on Prince Edward Island (PEI) as a forage crop at the
Agriculture Canada Research Station in 1934. This
information is in the Charlottetown Research Station
Progress Report 1932-1936 inclusive (which he will send)
but the first year of testing is not clearly stated. However
knowing the way that Agriculture Canada often worked,
sending seed for testing to various stations at the same time,
they may have been tested on PEI a year or two earlier, as
they were at Lennoxville, Quebec (1933) and Fredericton,
New Brunswick (1933).
In the summer of 1974, Brian reintroduced soybeans to
PEI using some numbered varieties developed by Dr. Harvey
Voldeng’s breeding program. No soybeans had been grown
on PEI for many years before that time.
During the last few years, soybean acreage on PEI
has increased substantially because of new short-season
varieties which came out of the Voldeng breeding program.
Brian ran the program until the end of the season in 1978,
then he went back to the University. In 1979 Dr. George
Jones took over Brian’s work with soybean breeding and
development on PEI. At that time, as Brian recalls, there
was no commercial soybean acreage on PEI; they were
still in the testing phase with one extremely early variety
available to them–Maple Presto. That was the variety that
really started soybeans on PEI. Maple Presto is no longer
being used because it was found to be too early for PEI! In
about 1982-83 soybeans were first grown commercially on
PEI. In 1991 approximately 6,000 acres of soybeans were
grown on PEI, and in 1992 an estimated 9,000 acres were
grown; this acreage is steadily increasing. The soybeans
are grown mainly for their seeds which are used in hog and
dairy rations on farms. In the early days, whole (full-fat)
soybeans which had not been heat treated were fed to dairy
cattle (ruminants). The unheated soybeans were first ground
in a mill (the type used for cereal grains) then fed fairly soon
to the cattle before the oil could go rancid. Then extrusion
cookers started to be used in about 1988-89; this made it
possible to feed soybeans to hogs and chickens.
Dr. George Jones is a native islander and thus might
know some of the early history. He has been a teacher for
about 40 years; he started off specializing in corn but in later
years he has been into soybeans. He is probably a wealth of
information on both PEI and Ontario. Two other key men
in Ontario are Wally Beversdorf in Guelph and Dr. Voldeng
of Agriculture Canada in Ottawa. Address: P.Ag., Biologist,
Potato Management, Agriculture Canada, Charlottetown
Research Station, P.O. Box 1210, Charlottetown, PE C1A
7M8, Canada. Phone: 902-566-6842.
3334. Tanner, Jack W. 1993. The first one hundred years
(Continued–Document part II). Paper presented at Soybeans
in Canada: Beyond 100 Years, a symposium organized by
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the Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 6 p. Held
28-30 March 1993 in Toronto, Ontario, Canada at the Regal
Constellation Hotel.
• Summary: Continued from page 3. “Honours of C.A.
Zavitz: First Degree Class of OAC, 1888. First Head of
Department of Field Husbandry, 1904. Published in Volume
1 of Agronomy Journal, 1907, 1908, 1909. First Canadian
Fellow of American Society of Agronomy, 1915. Doctor
of Science (Hon.), University of Toronto, 1916. Doctor
of Laws, University of Western Ontario, 1935. Inductee,
Canadian Agricultural Hall of Fame, 1977.”
After Zavitz’s introduction in 1893, William Saunders
began soybean research at the Central Experimental Farm
(CEF) in Ottawa, Ontario. In 1923 Fred Dimmock started
the Harrow soybean program; when he moved to Ottawa,
Cass Owen took over the soybean research at Harrow. By the
end of the 1930s, six soybean varieties had been registered
in Canada: OAC 211 (1923), AK (Harrow) (1933, Harrow),
Mandarin (Ottawa) (1934, CEF), Kabott (1937, CEF),
Goldsoy (1938, OAC), and Pagoda (1939, CEF).
In 1932 some 7,781 acres of soybeans were reported in
Canada, increasing to 10,000–11,000 acres by 1940.
“The first record of commercial soybean production
occurred in Essex and Kent counties in 1925. The first
Ontario Department of Agriculture extension bulletin to
mention soybeans in 1932 listed its uses for hay, soiling
crop, pasture, ensilage, seed for oil and meal, and straw. The
crop was perceived by farmers as an excellent annual forage.
Beans for were shipped to the Dominion Linseed Oil mill
in Baden and to the first soybean crushing plant in Chatham
which opened in 1934... Victory Soya Mills, constructed in
1944 in Toronto, played a key role in the development of
soybeans in Ontario. The company aggressively promoted
the crop in late 1940s and 1950s. The company produced
bulletins, conducted yield competitions, and produced
newspaper articles, movies and newsletters. It also provided
extension persons, Ivan Roberts and Ralph Chamberlain to
promote the crop. However, the crop was slow to expand out
of the traditional 5-country area of the southwest part of the
province.
“One of the most momentous occurrences in soybean
development dates back to 1936 when Cass Owen at the
Harrow Research Station made the original cross that
ultimately resulted in the variety Harosoy. Released in 1951,
Harosoy dominated the Canadian acreage for more than 35
years. It became the major variety in the U.S. and constituted
26% of the total U.S. acreage in 1966, including 42% of the
crop in Illinois, 48% in Indiana, 46% in Ohio and 58% of
Michigan’s crop. Subsequent varieties developed by Buzzell
at Harrow have continued to provide outstanding varieties to
the farmers of that area.
“Another milestone in the evolution of the soybean crop
in Ontario came in January 1949 with the establishment
of the Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board.

Established initially to improve marketing procedures to
reduce price instability, the Board’s role now includes
negotiations with the trade, provision of market information
relating to the oilseed industry to its members, government
lobbying, market development both domestically
and internationally, creation of promotional material,
administration of government programs and support of
research. With regard to the latter, the Board has provided
approximately $1.3 million in research support in the past 10
years. The initial membership of the Board has grown from
1722 in 1949 to 17,272 in 1991.”
Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, “much effort was
put forward towards expanding the soybean acreage into
the shorter season parts of the Province. While recognizing
that weed control, lack of decent nodulation and appropriate
equipment were deterrents, the major limitation was the
lack of decent varieties. Bluntly put, they were dogs. The
release of Maple Arrow by Harvey Voldeng from the Ottawa
program represented the break that was needed to move the
crop. The cross, between Harosoy and an early Swedish
line, 840-7-3, was made by Buzzell for Lorne Donovan, the
breeder at Ottawa who had preceded Voldeng. Dave Hume at
Guelph with major support from the OMAF Plant Industry
Branch mounted major research and extension programs for
expansion of the crop. The crop has since created its own
momentum, fueled by a whole series of outstanding early
varieties developed by Voldeng at Ottawa and Beversdorf at
Guelph.
“A few other names require mention. George Jones,
an early promoter of the crop, weed control wizard and
successful breeder, Baldur Stefansson in Manitoba who
laboured for 20 years attempting to establish the crop in
the west, abandoned the idea and subsequently became one
of the fathers of the canola industry; and Brian Buttery at
Harrow who has worked to improve our understanding of
yield in soybeans.
“Special mention should be made too of the contribution
of the Colleges of Agricultural Technology, especially
Ridgetown. RCAT has, since its inception, provided
excellent production and varietal information to the farmers
of the area.
“The first private line, XK 505, was supported for
registration in 1973. There are currently 4 public and 4
private full-time breeding programs in Ontario. In addition,
several American-based companies evaluate and submit
lines for registration. The list of excellent varieties available
augers well for the future.
“My role at this conference was to look back. It has
been an eventful and exciting 100 years for the soybean crop
and those dedicated to its expansion. But times are changing
and, I expect, ‘we ain’t seen nothing yet’. The 20% oil 40%
protein bean has served us well but there are already changes
afoot in the marketplace. The soybean which was one of the
first truly industrial crops must be modified to compete in
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the future. The development of natto beans at Ottawa and
the shift of Harrow to concentrate on edible beans for export
are but the beginning. Compositional changes in fatty acid
distribution and protein are already underway. Changes in
morphology and growth habit of the plant appear to offer
new promise for higher yielding, more broadly adapted
varieties. The new technologies of molecular genetics, while
slow to reach soybeans, are on the verge of enabling the
development of beans whose attributes may be limited only
by the imagination of those of us who are over 30 years old.
The future starts tomorrow. Somehow, I feel that Zavitz
is looking down at all this, and, I suspect, he is smiling.”
Address: Crop Science Dep., Univ. of Guelph, Guelph,
Ontario, Canada.
3335. Derevyanskii, Victor P. 1994. Soya [Soybean]. Kiev,
Ukraine (Ukrintei): Ukranian Academy of Agricultural
Sciences (Ukrainskaya Akademiya Agrarhykh Nauk). 216 p.
20 cm. [358 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction, p. 3
History, development and dissemination of soy (soya)
cultivation in various countries of the world, p. 5
Growing soy in Ukraine, p. 16
Botanical and biological features of soy, p. 20
Trends in soy breeding and cultivars, p. 23
Growing soy for grain / beans, p. 30
The place of soy in the crop rotation, p. 30
Basic and pre-planting soil tillage, p. 34
Soil-protective tillage, p. 38
Use of fertilizers and growth regulators, p. 44
Seed preparation for sowing, p. 61
Sowing schedules, methods and rates. Sowing machines,
p. 71
Harvesting, post-harvesting, and storage of soy grain, p.
96
Mixed plantings of soy, p. 108
Strip and coulisse plantings, p. 118
Protection of soy plantings from weeds, pests and
diseases, p. 127
Use of soy in fodder production, p. 165
Full-fat soy, p. 165
Soy flour, p. 174
Soymilk, 177
Soy meal and cake, p. 181
Herbage and silage, p. 188
Cost-effectiveness of the production of soy grains, p.
191
Bibliography, p. 201
The author has spent many years studying soybean
biology and production technology in the conditions of
the Western Wood-Steppe of Ukraine (Chernovitskii and
Khmelnitskii). He also has an excellent knowledge of both
the foreign and domestic scientific literature on soybeans,
as reflected in this book’s large bibliography. This book is

recommended for scientists, students at agricultural colleges
and universities, specialists at agricultural organizations, and
farmers.
Note that this book is written in Russian. According to
Wikipedia: According to the constitution, the state language
of Ukraine is Ukrainian. Russian is widely spoken, especially
in eastern and southern Ukraine. According to the 2001
census, 67.5 percent of the population declared Ukrainian
as their native language and 29.6 percent declared Russian.
Most native Ukrainian speakers know Russian as a second
language. Address: Director, Khmelnitskii State Experiment
Station, Samchyky Village, Starokonstantyniv Region,
281132 Khmelnitskii District, Ukraine.
3336. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board
Newsletter. 1994. Soybean feeding on the farm. 12 p.
Supplement 1993/94.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (raw soybeans,
importance of proper and optimal heating, under-heated
soybeans, over-heated soybeans). Common methods of heat
processing: Roasting “moldy or musty” grain, extrusion,
micronization, microwaving. Dairy and beef cattle:
Whole roasted soybeans for dairy, roasted soybeans for
beef. Poultry: Laying hens, Kunitz-free soybeans [trypsin
inhibitor], broilers and turkeys, poultry meat, fat and
carcass characteristics. Swine: Seasonal effects, Kunitzfree soybeans for feeding swine, high protein soybeans for
feeding swine.
A table shows: Ontario heat processors: Extruders,
retailers, roasters, custom roasters. Equipment. Premix
suppliers. Others. Maritimes. Quebec heat processors:
Extruders, micronization, roasters.
Illustrations show the various types of animals fed
soybeans. Address: Box 1199, Chatham, ONT, Canada N7M
5L8.
3337. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board
Newsletter. 1995. Profiles: Dennis Jackson, owner of Jackson
Seed Service Ltd. at Dresden, Ontario, Canada. Oct. p. 7.
• Summary: Over the past 15 years a small but steadily
growing proportion of Ontario’s soybean crop has been
going to small processors who use roasting, extruding, or
micronizing to make “full-fat soy feeds.” Ontario now has
three such companies: Cold Springs Farm at Thamesford,
Underwood Farms at Wingham, and Jackson Seed Service
at Dresden. “The high-energy soymeal is good news for
livestock producers and soybean growers alike,” says
Jackson. It is most widely used to feed hogs/swine, where it
translates into faster growth rates and more economic meat
output per square foot of barn space. Jackson’s “partialfat soymeal” typically contains 9% oil and 44% protein,
and sells at a premium of $15 per tonne over typical 48%
protein soymeal. Jackson also sells full-fat soymeal, but at a
premium of about $100 a tonne over 48% soymeal, since the
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processor loses his potential income from selling the oil. It
has gained a good market on dairy farms where it is fed as a
small portion of the total diet.
To date, Jackson has been selling his crude,
partially degummed soybean oil through brokers to feed
manufacturers, who add it to high-energy chicken and horse
rations. But he is looking for value-added markets ranging
from specialty vegetable-oil products to new hydraulic oils,
industrial lubricants, and for use as an additive for on-farm
tank-mixing with chemical sprays. A photo shows Dennis
Jackson. Address: Box 1199, Chatham, ONT, Canada N7M
5L8.
3338. American Soybean Association; United Soybean
Board. 1996. Second International Fullfat Soya Conference:
Processing, quality control, utilization. Budapest, Hungary
August 21-24, 1996. Preliminary programme & registration
forms. Vienna, Austria: American Soybean Assoc. 18 p. 30
cm.
• Summary: Tentative technical programme: Session 1.
Welcome. 2. Maximising nutrient utilisation in fullfat soya.
3. Developments in processing technology. 4. Quality
assurance. 5. Soya in human and pet nutrition. 6. Fullfat soya
in aquaculture, 7. Fullfat soya in poultry nutrition. 8. Role of
fullfat soya in ruminant nutrition. 9. Benefits of fullfat soya
to swine producers. 10. Markets and marketing experience.
Address: Gatterburggasse 18/2, A-1190 Vienna, Austria.
Phone: 369 82 18.
3339. Swick, Robert A. 1996. Feeding full-fat soybean meal
to swine. In: Alex Buchanan, ed. 1996. Proceedings of the
Second International Soybean Processing and Utilization
Conference: 8-13 January 1996, Bangkok, Thailand.
Bangkok, Thailand: Printed by Funny Publishing Limited
Partnership. Distributed by The Institute of Food Research
and Product Development, Kasetsart University. xviii + 556
p. See p. 418-27. [19 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Nutritional characteristics
of soybeans. Anti-nutritional factors (most of which are
destroyed by heat). Full-fat soybean meal processing:
Water cooking, dry roasting expansion / extrusion. Quality
control: proximate analysis, free fatty acids and amino acid
determinations, urease test, cresol red test, protein solubility
in 0.2% KOH [potassium hydroxide; caustic potash].
Feeding full-fat soybean meal to swine: prestarter / starter
period, grower / finisher, carcass effects (“If a firm carcass
is desired, full-fat soybean meal should be limited to about
10% of the feed during the last 25 days of growout as today’s
genetically lean pigs may be more prone to softer fat than
pigs studied 20 years ago”), gestation / lactation, diets using
full-aft soybean meal. Summary. Contains 9 tables. Address:
American Soybean Assoc., Singapore.
3340. SoyaScan Notes. 1996. Black soybean varieties in

North America: A brief early history (Overview). Nov. 3.
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Since the late 1970s, almost all of the soybeans
in the USA have had yellow seed coats. Most Americans,
including soybean farmers, have never heard of soybeans
that were black, green, brown, white, red, bicolored, or
mottled. But have yellow soybeans always predominated in
America?
“Previous to the numerous introductions by the United
States Department of Agriculture beginning in 1898, not
more than eight varieties of soy beans were grown in the
United States, namely, Ito San, Mammoth, and Butterball,
with yellow seeds; Buckshot and Kingston, with black seeds;
Guelph or Medium Green, with green seeds; and Eda and
Ogemaw, with brown seeds.” Thus of these eight pre-1898
varieties, 3 varieties (37.5%) had yellow seeds, 2 varieties
(25%) had black seeds, 2 varieties (25%) had brown seeds,
and 1 variety (12.5%) had green seeds (Source: Piper &
Morse 1910, “The soy bean: History, varieties, and field
studies,” p. 27).
In this same important 84-page report, the authors
describe in great detail the 285 soybean varieties that have
been introduced into the United States as of 1909. Of these
285 varieties, 152 varieties (53.3%) have yellow (strawyellow or olive-yellow) seeds, 55 varieties (19.3%) have
black seeds, 44 varieties (15.4%) have brown seeds, 24
varieties (8.4%) have green seeds, and 10 varieties (3.5%)
are bicolored (p. 37-39).
Thus, as late as 1910, only about half of all soybean
varieties in the United States had yellow seeds. But yellow
soybeans were already coming to be preferred. Why?
“Yellow or green seeds are preferable to darker colors, as the
shattered seeds are more easily found by hogs pasturing the
field or stubble” (p. 36).
The first black-seeded soybean was probably introduced
to the USA from Japan in 1889 by Prof. W.P. Brooks of
the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station, who
traveled to Japan to collect seeds. He had named this variety
“Medium Black” by 1895 and in 1893 it was grown at the
Rhode Island Agricultural Experiment Station, from which
the U.S. Department of Agriculture received it in 1903 under
the name “Japanese No. 15.” By 1910 it had been officially
named “Kingston” (p. 31).
In 1910 the following named, black-seeded (or partly
black) soybeans (listed alphabetically) were being grown in
the USA: Arlington, Auburn, Black Beauty, Brindle (brown
and black), Buckshot, Chernie, Cloud, Early Black, Ebony,
Extra Early Black, Fairchild, Flat King, Hankow (brown
banded with black), Hongkong, Jet, Kingston, Large Black,
Medium Black, Medium Early Black, Meyer (black and
brown), Nigra, Nuttall, Peking, Pingsu, Riceland, Shanghai,
Taha (black with olive saddle), Wilson, Wisconsin Black (p.
39-74).
In 1899 Walter Blasdale, Instructor in Chemistry at
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the University of California, studied the vegetables sold at
Chinese markets in San Francisco. He reported that year in
USDA OES Bulletin No. 68 that two varieties of soy beans
were found, a yellow and a black. “The black is known
as ‘hak tau,’ and is designated by the characters ‘black’ +
‘bean.’ Both varieties obtained from the Chinese market in
San Francisco grew readily in Berkeley, attaining a height of
about 3 feet, and in spite of a very dry season produced an
abundant crop of seeds.” In this bulletin, Blasdale included
a good, full-page photo of “The upper portion of a plant
of the black soy bean.” He then analyzed the nutritional
composition of both the original Chinese soy beans and their
progeny grown in Berkeley, and presented his results in
tabular form. On a dry-weight basis, the original black soy
beans contained, on average, 0.35% more protein (39.62%
vs. 39.27%) and 0.72% less fat (18.77% vs. 19.49%) than the
yellow soy beans.
On 28 August 1906 the USDA, as part of its major seed
and plant introduction, received the first black soybean [SPI
#19184] noted for its food use. It came from Newchwang,
Manchuria, from Plant Explorer Frank N. Meyer, who wrote:
“A large variety of the black soy bean. This is a very rare
variety and is used for food: also for making a superior oil.”
The first American recipe for using black soybeans was
published in May 1917, during World War I, in the Wisconsin
Agricultural College, Extension Circular No. 79, titled “How
to Cook Soy Beans,” by the University of Wisconsin Home
Economics Department. The one recipe titled “Black soy
bean soup” called for “1 pint black soy beans.” This same
recipe appeared the next month, in the June issue of the
Journal of Home Economics in an article titled “Soy Bean
Cookery,” by Nell Beaubien, of the University of Wisconsin
Home Economics Department.
In 1960 the first recipe for black soybeans [called “black
beans” after the Japanese term kuro mamé which means
“black soybeans”] appeared in America in a cookbook,
Zen Macrobiotics, by George Ohsawa. It was recipe No.
118 for Boiled soy beans. But the “black beans” were used
only as an alternative ingredient. Most of the recipes for
black soybeans in American cookbooks after 1960 were
in macrobiotic cookbooks, where they were consistently
called “black beans” rather than black soybeans–and one
can only wonder if the authors realized that their recipes
were really calling for black soybeans. The first macrobiotic
recipe calling for “Black soy beans” was published in 1973
by Chico-San in a product catalog which contained many
recipes. The first real macrobiotic cookbook to use the
term “black soybeans” in a recipe title was Aveline Kushi’s
Complete Guide to Macrobiotic Cooking, published in 1985
by Warner Books (see p. 257-58).
The first packaged black soybeans sold in America
for food use appeared in 1959 in New York City. They
were imported from Japan by the Oriental Food Shop, and
received a write-up in the May 1959 issue of House Beautiful

magazine.
In 1962 Chico-San Inc., in Chico, California, one of
America’s first macrobiotic- and natural foods companies,
began selling “Black Soybeans,” imported from Japan. By
January 1970, Erewhon Trading Co. in Boston had followed
with a similar product named “Kuromame, a black soy bean
import.”
In August 1996 Eden Foods introduced America’s first
canned black soybeans–which were also organically grown
in Michigan.
The following is a list of 65+ black soybean varieties
introduced before about 1940 to North America, arranged
alphabetically by name, with the earliest known date of
introduction given in parentheses: Arlington (1910), Auburn
(1910), Avoyelles (1931), Black (1900), Black Beauty
(1910), Black Ebony (1918), Black Eyebrow (1915), Black
Ontario (1927), Black Round (1902), Black Sable (1927),
Bopp (1927), Buckshot (1907), Cayuga (1933), Chernie
(1910), Claud (1914), Cloud (1909), Coker 31-15 (1934),
Coker’s Black Beauty (1931), Early Black (1902), Early
Wilson (1927), Early Wisconsin Black (1927), Ebony (1907),
Edna (1914), Essex (1927), Extra Early Black (1902), Extra
Early Black Eyebrow (1927), Extra Select Sable (1927),
Fairchild (1910), Flat Black (1904), Flat King (1907), Hiro
(1936), Honkong / Hong Kong (1909), Jet (1909), Kingston
(1907), Kingwa (1935), Kura (1936), Laredo (1920), Large
Black (1907), Mammoth Black (1927), Medium Black
(1894), Medium Early Black (1897), Medium Late Black
(1897), Meyer (1907), Nigra (1910), Norredo (1935), Nuttall
(1907), Oloxi (1937), Otootan / O-too-tan (1914), Pee Dee
(1937), Peking / Pekin / Peking S (1910), Pekwa (1932),
Pine Dell Perfection (1937?), Pingsu (1909), Red Sable
(1927), Riceland (1907), Royal (Morse 1918), Sable (1914),
Sato (1936), Shanghai (1910), Sooty (1912), Taha (1909),
Tarheel / Tar-Heel / Tar Heel (1914), Tarheel Black (1915),
Watson Black (1936), Wilson (1909), Wilson-Five (1918),
Wing’s Extra Select Sable (1911), Wing’s Pedigree Sable
(1916), Wing’s Sable (1910), Wisconsin Early Black (1927),
Wisconsin Black (1903), Wisconsin Pedigreed Black (1927).
3341. Hagen, Dick. 1997. Soybeans are hot in dairy country:
Wisconsin dairy farmers like roasted soybeans. Soybean
Digest. Feb. p. 12, 16.
• Summary: Dairy farmers grow their own soybeans than
take them to a custom roaster, or rent or buy their own
roaster. They mix the ground whole soybeans into their dairy
feed to reduce their feed costs.
3342. Goloenko, Denis V. 1997. Re: Documenting the early
history of soybean cultivation in Belarus. Letter (fax) to
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Oct. 30. 2 p. Typed,
with signature on letterhead. [4 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The article by Strazh and Myatel’ski (1930)
did not state that soybean cultivation in Belarus began in the
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year 1880; rather, they said it began during the decade of the
1880s.
The earliest document we have seen that describes
soybean cultivation in what is now Belarus was an article
published in 1886, and titled “The experience of soybean
cultivation,” by G. Tupikova and V. Hodasevich. This article
is cited by Strazh and Myatel’ski (1930, p. 68, footnote No.
3). According to this article, the soybean was first introduced
to Belarus in 1885 and first cultivated that year in the Gorky
Botanical Garden (Mogilev region) by Mr. V. Hodasevich.
Unfortunately the author doesn’t mention the source of
these soybeans–but they may have been obtained from an
agricultural exhibition held in 1884 in Odessa (which is now
located in southern Ukraine). This supposition is based on
a statement in “Soybeans and raw materials of the world
industry” by Victor Popov (1927) in which he says that
various soybean plants, seeds, and soyfoods were presented
at this 1884 agricultural exhibition.
In 1885 Hodasevich planted a small plot of early yellowseeded soybeans in the field and a similar plot in a green
house. The soybean plants in the field did not mature. Thus,
the first soybean trials in Belarus were not successful.
The second earliest attempt to cultivate soybeans in
Belarus, as far as we can find, was in 1893. An article titled
“The early soybean of Ovsinsky,” published in 1899, states
that in 1893 Mr. I.E. Ovsinsky brought some early soybean
varieties from Asia; they were successfully tested in the
Grodno and Mogilev regions. One of these varieties had a
vegetation period of 118 days. Unfortunately no information
was given about the areas planted or yields of these trials.
From the article “The early soybean,” by Mr. L’ucian
Yurkevich (1999) we found out that in 1894 the author
brought some soybean seeds from North Korea; these also
were tested in the Grodno and Mogilev regions, where they
matured. There is no additional information about the areas
planted or yields. Despite the test results, there was no real
interest in soybeans in Belarus until 1930, when Strazh and
Myatel’ski tested 17 soybean varieties at the Belarussian
State Academy of Agriculture in Gorky (Mogilev region).
In general, they were interested in cultivating soybeans for
green fodder. They investigated the possibility of soybean
cultivation in Belarus, optimum planting period, plant
density, and influence of mineral fertilizers and chalk. The
area of the trials was not more than 100 square meters. The
majority of varieties matured. The average productivity was
60 seeds per plant. Address: Soya-North Co. Ltd., 220067,
Belarus, Minsk, Zhodinskaya str. 14. Phone: (017) 263 58
27.
3343. Soya Bluebook Plus. 1997. Oilseed glossary:
Definitions and terms commonly associated with oilseed
products or processing. 1998. p. 354-60.
• Summary: Acidulated soapstock, activated, amino acids,
antioxidant, biodiesel, biotechnology, bleaching, bleaching

earth, bolls, Bowman-Birk trypsin inhibitor, bran, break
material, cake, canola, canola meal, catalyst, coconut,
coconut–desiccated, coconut milk, coconut meal, cold
pressed soy oil, cold test, confection sunflower, cooking oil,
copra, copra meal, corn bran, corn feed meal, corn flour,
corn germ meal (wet milled), corn gluten feed, corn gluten
meal, corn grits, cotton linters, cotton plant by-product,
cottonseed–glandless, cottonseed cake (or cottonseed
flakes)–mechanical extracted, cottonseed meal–solvent
extracted, cottonseed screenings, cotyledon, cracked corn,
cracking, crude cottonseed oil, crude soy oil, defatted soy
flour, degermed, dehulled–dehulling, degummed soy oil,
degumming, deodorized, desolventizer-toaster, diglyceride,
drying oil, edamame, edible crude soy oil, edible refined
soy oil, emulsifier, endosperm, esterification, expanded–
expanding, expeller, extracted–mechanical, extracted–
solvent, extruded, extruder, extrusion, fat, fatty acid, feed
(feedingstuff), feed grade, fermented–fermenting, flaking,
flour, free fatty acid (F.F.A.), full-fat soy flour (enzyme
active or heated/toasted), fully refined soy oil, genetic
engineering, germ, ghee, gossypol, grain, green vegetable
soybeans, grits, groundnut, gumming, high-fat flour, hilum,
hulls, hydrogenated vegetable oil, hydrogenization [sic,
hydrogenation], hydrolyzed corn protein, hydrolyzed soy
protein, isolated soy protein, kibbled soybean meal, Kunitz
trypsin inhibitor, lecithin, lecithinated soy flour, linseed meal,
linters, lipoxygenase, low gossypol cottonseed meal, low-fat
soy flour, malto dextrins [maltodextrins], margarine, maturity
groups, meat analogs [meat alternatives], meat extenders,
melting point, methyl esters, miso, monoglyceride, natto,
nutraceuticals, oil, okara, once refined soy oil, oxidation,
palm kernel oil, palm olein, palm stearin, peanut hulls,
peanut meal, peanut skins, pellets, polymerization,
processing or extraction of oilseeds (also called “crushers” or
oil mill operations–solvent extraction, continuous pressing,
batch pressing), protein, pulses, raffinose, rancidity, rapeseed
meal–mechanical extracted, refining, refractive index (R.I.),
rolled or rolling, salad oil, shortening, soapstock, solvent
extracted, solvent extracted soybean flakes, soy flour, soy
grits, soy protein concentrate, soy protein isolate, soy
sauce (incl. that hydrolyzed with hydrochloric acid), soy
sprouts, soya, soya lecithin, soybean(s), soybean ground,
soybean cake, soybean curd, soybean fatty acids, soybean
feed–solvent extracted, soybean flakes and 44% protein
soybean meal, soybean flakes and high protein or solvent
extracted soybean meal, soybean hay sun-cured ground,
soybean hulls (or seed coats), soybean meal, soybean
meal–dehulled–solvent extracted, soybean meal–dehulled–
mechanical extracted, soybean mill feed, soybean mill run,
soybean processor, soybean protein product–chemically
modified, soybean seeds–extruded ground, soybean seeds–
heat processed, soybean solubles–condensed, soybean
solubles–dried, soyfoods, soymilk, soynuts, spinning (to
texturize soy protein isolate for food or industrial use),
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stachyose, steepwater, sterols, sunflower hulls, sunflower
meal–dehulled–mechanical extraction, sunflower meal–
dehulled–solvent extracted, sunflower meal–mechanical
extracted, sunflower meal–solvent extracted, sunflower seed–
oil varieties, technical grade refined soy oil, tempeh, textured
soy concentrate, textured soy flour, textured soy protein,
toasting, tofu, transgenic, triglyceride, trypsin inhibitors,
unsaponifiable matter, unsaturation, vanaspati–vegetable
ghee, wet-milled, whole-pressed cottonseed–mechanical
extracted, winterized oil, yuba. Address: 318 Main St., P.O.
Box 84, Bar Harbor, Maine 04609. Phone: 207-288-4969.
3344. Jones, Jacob. 1998. Thoughts on seed and plant
introduction (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 11.
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The archival records of the Bureau of Plant
Industry (Record Group 54) are now located at the second
National Archives building in College Park, Maryland; they
were moved there recently from the National Archives main
building in Washington, DC.
During the late 1800s and early 1900s, when plant
explorers scoured the globe for new or valuable species, it
is quite remarkable that they were generally given whatever
they asked for. One of Russia’s biggest crops was durum
wheat, used to make pasta. Yet Russia gave away these
precious varieties to American explorers, enabling America
to eventually pass Russia as the world leader in hard wheats.
Why were the Manchurians and Japanese so willing
to give Dorsett and Morse all the soybeans they asked for?
Were they short-sighted? Were they not afraid that the
Americans would take over their soybean export business?
In fact, they sometimes asked Dorsett and Morse about this.
The key is to remember that at that time in the USA soybeans
were grown largely as a forage crop–not for their seeds. It
was not until 1941 that the acreage of soybeans harvested
for beans (seeds; 5.889 million acres) surpassed the total
of that harvested for hay (forage; 3.546 million acres) or
grazed or plowed under (for green manure; 1.910 million
acres). Moreover, since the Americans were not collecting
germplasm in their own colonies, they cannot fairly be
accused of imperialistic plant collecting. Nor were they
involved in germplasm theft, since they were given what
they requested.
The Division of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction
sent out something like fifty plant exploration expeditions,
but they did not start keeping official trip reports until
fairly late in the process. Jacob is not sure why. Maybe a
politician demanded to know how the taxpayers’ funds were
being spent. Or maybe it took a long time for leaders of the
Division to fully understand the importance of what they
were doing and the need to document it fully.
David Fairchild continued to be a student of Barbour
Lathrop’s throughout their relationship. At the Fairchild
archives in Miami, Florida, Jacob found several pocket

notebooks that Fairchild kept for 60 years. One whole
notebook is filled with detailed instructions that he wrote for
himself, based on Lathrop’s teachings, of how he should act
under different circumstances in various countries around
the world. For example: If you (Fairchild) are with a South
American gentleman who is superior to you in age and
rank, you should stand up, bow slightly when he is ready to
leave, pick up his gloves and cane, present them graciously
to him,... etc. Address: Graduate student, Purdue Univ., P.O.
Box 132, Lafayette, Indiana. Phone: 765-742-8530.
3345. Wing, John C. 1998. Re: Wing Seed Co. Letter to
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Nov. 10–in reply to
inquiry. 1 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: David G. Wing, who was John’s father, was
soybean pioneer in Ohio. “I apologize that I know little
about the Wing Seed Company. My father talked about it
to some degree. He stated that it was the introduction, by
his Uncle Charles, of small garden and flower seeds that
drove the company to its demise. Indeed, Charles did have
considerable nursery stock, some of which is still in evidence
on the present farm. Dad talked about a rather large field of
peonies located along a main highway, that when blooming,
drew hundreds of admirers. I suspect the post World War I
depression sent the company reeling.
“In regard to soybeans I remember Dad talking about
making hay from soybeans. The dust was almost unbearable
but at the time there was little other use for the plant. He also
talked about going to the field where soybeans had grown
and bagging soils that contained rhizobia nitrogen fixing
bacteria. This soil was then shipped all over the country since
in many cases the bacteria was not available in most soils.
“My grandfather, Joseph E. Wing, was a pioneer in
growing alfalfa east of the Mississippi River. He learned
alfalfa needed a ‘sweet’ (high pH) soil and was successful in
growing alfalfa here in the midwest. He wrote and traveled
extensively promoting alfalfa all over the country. The
enclosed catalog, which incidentally was printed the year
he died, has a section on alfalfa and soybeans.” Address:
Woodland Farms, Inc., 11386 Rosedale Rd., Mechanicsburg,
Ohio 43044. Phone: 937-834-2037.
3346. Edmondson, John Robert. 2000. J.B. “Ben”
Edmondson, soybean pioneer in Hendricks County, Indiana
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 9. [1 ref]
• Summary: John, who is the son of J.B. “Ben” Edmondson,
was born in 1914 (the same year his father started to grow
soybeans) and so is now age 86, but his memory is excellent.
He lives on his father’s farm near Clayton, the same farm
on which he was born. This farm, now several hundred
acres, straddles the Hendricks-Morgan county line, and his
father was born on the Morgan County part. His parents
had only two children; John was four years older than his
sister, Marian. His mother was Amanda Pearl Richardson;
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everyone called her “Pearl.” She was born near Hazlewood
in Hendricks County, about 1½ miles north of J.B.’s farm.
John knew Taylor Fouts better than the other Fouts brothers.
“They were primarily seedsmen.”
Each August, just prior to harvest, J.B. Edmondson (who
graduated from a 4-year course at Purdue in 1911) and his
brother Ralph (who was not a college graduate) would have
a soybean meeting on one of their farms; this greatly helped
to develop interest in soybeans. They always had a variety
plot each year on one of the two farms. They would invite
local farmers plus Keller Beeson and M.O. (Merville Oleo)
Pence, extension agronomists and soybean specialists at
Purdue University, to speak about soybeans. Typically 35-50
men attended. The Edmondsons would serve lemonade (John
had to squeeze the lemons) and all the men would spend the
afternoon discussing soybean varieties, especially varieties
and cultural practices. These annual meetings began in about
1920, several years before the founding of the Mid-State Soy
Bean Association, and they continued after the Association
was founded.
Dunfield variety soybeans were grown mostly in
Hendricks and Morgan counties. In about 1925 John’s
dad, two of his four brothers, and some other men who
lived nearby organized the Mid-State Soy-Bean Growers’
Association, to promote yellow Dunfield soybeans and to
have them certified. Ralph Edmondson was one of J.B.’s
brothers who lived on the adjacent farm; he and J.B. were
the co-founders of the Mid-State Association. Clarence
Edmondson, J.B.’s elder brother, grew soybeans nearby and
was a member of Association, but was not very involved
with its activities. J. Frank Edmondson, a first cousin of J.B.
Edmondson, was a Purdue graduate, farmed in this area,
and helped to develop the Association. Then he contracted
tuberculosis and decided to move to California. So he quit
farming, went to a local college, got a teacher’s certificate,
and moved to Merced, California, in 1930; he taught
vocational agriculture until he died.
Each year the Edmondsons went to the International
Live Stock and Grain Show in Chicago, Illinois; they had
a booth and promoted their certified Dunfields. There were
about as many farmers interested in soybeans for hay as for
grain. Soybeans were never a very good hay crop, because
they came in the fall when it was dusty and that was an
aggravation to animals. In those days they were always full
of weeds, stems, and other stuff. The Mid-State Association
promoted soybeans as a supplement to corn for hogs–
enabling hog farmers to grow their own feed and become
independent of feed mills–and of the need for cash. But then
the soft-pork problem arose because mostly full-fat soybeans
were used with the corn. That problem was solved by the use
of defatted soybean meal.
The American Soybean Association held part of their
ninth annual meeting on the Edmondson farm in about 1928.
“Prairie Farmer had little old biplane and they flew that

thing down here and landed on our field. That was really
something for the books!” John recalls that they baked
soybeans like Boston Baked Beans for about 3 days in a
Dutch oven, then served them to those attending. The local
women’s organization furnished the meal, and they made
everybody take a serving of those soybeans–which not
everybody liked.
Prairie Farmer absorbed the Farmer’s Guide of
Huntington, Indiana. J.B. was the associate editor of the
Farmer’s Guide for a year or two–1912 and 1913–after
he graduated from Purdue. He and John’s mother lived in
Huntington before they moved to the farm where John now
lives and started farming. They started by purchasing 10
acres adjacent to brother Ralph’s farm from an outsider (a
non-relative). They added 80 acres the next year, then 65
more acres 3-4 years after that.
J.B. carried on a very active correspondence. For
example, he was one of the 4-5 founders of the Indiana state
Farm Bureau in about 1919 or 1920. “He was also very
strong in the Presbyterian church, and he worked with its
general assembly.” Most Edmondsons were Presbyterians.
Politically, J.B. was a Democrat. And of course he wrote
in connection with soybeans. “His old typewriter would
be rattlin’ when I’d go to bed, and he made a carbon copy
of every letter he wrote, and kept everything neatly filed.
But after he retired from farming, he and his wife moved to
Danville, Indiana, and moved all his files into the basement
of an old house. He died in 1962 and his wife died in
1983. “Some twenty or more boxes of files in the basement
deteriorated (from water and mold/mildew) to the point that
we had to take it all to the dump. Everything smelled awful.
It was just a catastrophe.” Ralph Edmondson lived until
about 1960, but he was not the kind to keep records.
John does not know when or how the soybean was first
introduced to Indiana. When asked if he has ever heard of a
man named Parsons, he replies that he knew a man named
Adrian Parsons who lived in northern Hendricks County.
John also knew Adrian’s grandson, who was also named
Adrian. John recalls that Adrian Parsons was a friend of
his dad’s but he does not recall Adrian coming to annual
meetings on the Edmondson farms. Adrian did nothing to
promote soybeans as far as John can recall.
When John was a student at Purdue, an agronomy
professor named Fred Robbins (who had graduated from
Purdue in about 1912) did more experimentation on the food
qualities of soybeans than anyone else. He made soybean
milk, and roasted soybeans like peanuts. In the late 1920s
there was also a company in Chicago named Kato Nuts;
they bought several truckloads of soybeans from J.B. They
retailed them for 5 cents a bag in little cello bags. Another
company in Chicago made a soy-based malted milk powder
that, when mixed with milk, made a sort of chocolate milk.
“Since dad furnished them with soybeans, they furnished
us with samples.” Address: 10725 Hodge Rd., Clayton,
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Hendricks Co., Indiana 46118-9171. Phone: 317-539-2349.
3347. SoyaScan Notes. 2002. Growth habit of the soybean:
Viny vs. erect, the wild annual soybean, and its wild
perennial ancestors (Overview). Nov. 18. Compiled by
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The ancestors of the cultivated soybean (all wild
perennial Glycine species) were all very viny, twining, and
procumbent in growth habit (having stems that trail along
the ground), with very small black seeds. The wild soybean
(Glycine soja), which is an annual, is also viny, twining and
procumbent with small black seeds that shatter terribly; it
is intermediate between the wild perennial soybeans and
the domesticated soybean (Glycine max). Because of this
ancestry, most of the world’s early domesticated soybeans
were of viny growth habit and had black seeds. Thus, it
would not be surprising to find a viny soybean in a farmer’s
garden in Ming dynasty, China. If it were a wild soybean
(Glycine soja), it would probably reseed itself each year;
the farmer would simply tend it. If it were a domesticated
soybean (Glycine max), it would probably have larger seeds
than its wild relative and might be erect, since farmers over
many generations selected for large seed size and erectness;
however, the growth habit might still be viny.
A small percentage of the early soybean varieties grown
in the United States were viny–like cowpeas. The vines
were either cut and used as forage for livestock, or left uncut
and used as pasture (including hogging off). These viny
soybeans, when interplanted with corn, would often climb
up the corn plant to the top. Soybean varieties adapted to
Southern U.S. daylengths but grown in the north, would
continue to grow–in a viny way–until they were killed by the
cold.
In 1910 Piper & Morse (in “The soy bean: History,
varieties, and field studies.” USDA Bureau of Plant Industry,
Bulletin No. 197) classified all 285 soybean varieties
introduced to the USA to date. The major grouping (p. 3739) was by habit of growth: (1) Plants bushy, the branches
without tendency to twine, the terminals rarely elongated:
202 introductions or 71% of the total. (2) Plants more
or less twining, especially the long slender terminals: 83
introductions or 29% of the total. Of this latter twining group
there were two subgroups: (2a) Plants erect or suberect,
slender, the internodes long; pods medium to small: 76 or
26.7% of the total. (2b) Plants procumbent, rather coarse;
pods small; very late: 7 varieties or 2.4% of the total. Of
these 7 varieties, none had a name. Four were from India,
and one each from Soochow (southeast China), Taihoku
(Formosa), and Tokyo (Japan; a wild soybean from the
Botanical Garden).
Thus by 1910 Asian farmers had been quite successful in
selecting for erect habit of growth (and large seed size).
In 1923 Piper and Morse (in their classic book The
Soybean, p. 162-70) described the main characteristics of

the 43 varieties “that have been found agriculturally the
most valuable under American conditions up to 1922.”
A tabulation of the growth habit of the plants shows the
following: Erect and stout (and usually bushy): 34
Erect and slender: 7 (Laredo, Minsoy, Otootan, Peking,
Virginia, Wilson, and Wilson-Five).
Semi-erect with twining terminals: 1 (Chiquita). Rather
inclined to lodge (fall over) in rich soil: 1 (Barchet).
In summary: 80% were bushy and stout (like most
modern varieties), and 95% were erect. None were described
as “viny,” “vining,” “twining,” or “procumbent.”
The advent of the use of the combine (combined
harvester-thresher) to harvest soybean seeds in about 1924
created a new incentive for breeders to develop plants with
upright, stout, and bushy growth habit.
However in the USA most soybeans continued to
be used as forage, until 1941 when the number of acres
planted for seed first surpassed the number of acres planted
for forage. Address: Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. of Crop
Sciences, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
3348. Altinok, Susan; Erdogdu, I.; Rajcan, I. 2004.
Morphology, forage and seed yield of soybean cultivars
of different maturity grown as a forage crop in Turkey.
Canadian J. of Plant Science 84(1):181-86. Jan. [21 ref. Eng;
fre]
• Summary: “Soybean... has long been used as a forage
crop but its morphological development and forage potential
have not been studied extensively. A study was conducted
using oilseed soybean cultivars of different maturity to
determine their morphological development, forage yield,
seed components and seed yield at the University of Ankara,
Turkey.” Address: 1-2. Dep. of Field Crops, Faculty of
Agriculture, Univ. of Ankara, 06110 Diskapi-Ankara,
Turkey; 3. Guelph, Ontario, Canada.
3349. Hinners, John. 2004. Sizing up the competition. Iowa
Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean Association, Urbandale,
Iowa) 15(5):16-17. Feb.
• Summary: Brazil is poised to become the world’s largest
exporter of beef in 2004. In 1999 Brazil exported 464,000
tons of beef; in 2004 the country is projected to export 1.4
million tons–an “explosive increase.” It is likely that pork
production and exports will follow the same pattern. In 2003
pork exports from Brazil rose 99% (almost double).
A pie chart titled “U.S. soybean use by livestock”
shows: Poultry 50%, swine 25%, beef 13%, dairy 6%,
petfood 3%, and other 3%.
Mexico and Japan are the two largest consumers of
U.S. red meats. Tables show that in 2001, the U.S. exported
to Japan 513,174 tons of beef and beef variety meats worth
$1,245.8 million. Also in 2001 the U.S. exported to Mexico
311,404 tons of beef and beef variety meats worth $546.2
million.
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More than 33 million bushels of U.S. soybeans are used
to produce U.S. red meat exports. For more: www.usmef.
org. Address: Director: Industry Relations, U.S. Meat Export
Federation.
3350. Urpi-Sarda, Mireia; Morand, Christine; Besson, C.;
Kraft, G.; Viala, D.; Scalbert, A.; Besle, J.M.; Manach,
C. 2008. Tissue distribution of isoflavones in ewes after
consumption of red clover silage. Archives of Biochemistry
and Biophysics 476(2):205-10. Aug. 15. [52 ref]
• Summary: When isoflavones were discovered in the 1950s,
they were suspected of provoking infertility syndrome
in sheep grazing on clover. Many other effects of these
phytoestrogens have since been documented. “To determine
the distribution of isoflavone metabolites in ewe tissues and
look for a link with their physiological impact, two ewes
were fed a diet containing 50% red clover silage (variety
Pawera) for one month with a daily intake of 157.6 mg/kg”
of body weight of total isoflavones. “Only aglycones were
fed due to the fermentation stage of the silage.”
After being killed, “isoflavone metabolites and
aglycones were analyzed in blood, liver, kidney, lung, heart,
muscle, ovaries, uterus, mammary glands, suprarenal glands,
thymus, aorta, thyroid, pituitary gland, cerebellum, olfactory
lobes, and brain hemispheres... The major compounds
recovered in tissues were equol and daidzein, present as
glucuronides. Kidney concentrations were 10-fold higher
than in other tissues. Penetration in brain was very limited.
Reproductive organs contained higher concentrations of
isoflavones than heart, muscle, or thymus. Distribution of
isoflavones in ewe tissues is unequal and may reflect specific
impact in some target tissues.” Address: 1. Nutrition and
Food Science Dep., XaRTA, Pharmacy Faculty, Univ. of
Barcelona, 08028 Barcelona, Spain.
3351. American Soybean Association. 2010. 90 years: A
history of the American Soybean Association. Founded in
1920. Still going strong in 2010. St. Louis, Missouri: ASA.
20 p. Illust. 22 cm.
• Summary: Contents: In the beginning. Through the years:
1920s. 1930s. 1940s. 1950s. 1960s. 1970s. 1980s. 1990s.
200s. ASA presidents since 1920.
Photos show: (1) “The three Fouts brothers (left to
right), Taylor, Finis and Noah, at Soyland Farm during
the first Corn Belt Soybean Field Day, Sept. 3, 1920, in
Camden, Indiana, the birthplace of the American Soybean
Association.” (2) An early horse-drawn soybean harvester.
(3) Cultivating soybeans in 1923 in Camden, Indiana, on
the farm of Taylor Fouts. (4) A typical early soybean hay
field. (5) The cover of the first issue of Soybean Digest (Nov.
1940) and of the Soybean Blue Book (1947).
(6) George Strayer (left) and Ersel Walley (ASA
President 1947-48) shaking hands in front of the ASA
Office in Hudson, Iowa, in 1956. (7-9) Three oval close-ups

of some of the 1,000 people who attended first Corn Belt
Soybean Field Day on Sept. 3 at Taylor Fouts’ Soyland Farm
in Camden, Indiana. (10) ASA’s new world Headquarters
at St. Louis, Missouri in 1978. (11) The ASA logo from the
1970s and 1980s.
Note: This booklet was compiled by Jill Wagonblast,
although her name does not appear on it. ASA has a large
archive of photographs. There was so much there that Jill
only got through a little bit of it. She organized information
about each of the past presidents and some of the specific
history. She has that all in files now that are online. She
scanned only the photos she used in the 90th anniversary
commemorative booklet. To scan all the old photos would
be a full-time year-long project. The compiled this booklet
in addition to her normal job of marketing at ASA. She
met with Larry Krueger and give him some extra copies.
Address: St. Louis, Missouri.
3352. Tubbs, R. Scott; Gallaher, R.N. 2010. Row spacing
and cultivar effects on yield and forage quality of fall-grown
soybean. Crop Management 9(1). Dec. doi:10.1094/CM2010-0316-01-RS [25 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Soybean... first came to the USA
as a forage, but is rarely used for that purpose today. Long
growing seasons in sub-tropical climates and lack of highquality forages in the fall may present new opportunities
for soybean as forage.” Address: 1. Dep. of Crop and Soil
Sciences, Univ. of Georgia, Tifton, GA 31793.
3353. Against the Grain. 2017. 20 years of GM soy in the
southern cone of Latin America, 20 reasons for a definitive
ban. May 17. https://grain.org/en/article/5722-20-years-ofgm-soy-in-the-southern-cone-of-latin-america-20-reasonsfor-a-definitive-ban [Eng; Spa]
• Summary: “The International Service for the Acquisition
of Agri-biotech Applications (ISAAA) has just published
its annual report, which confirms that the Southern Cone
of Latin America is the region of the world producing the
largest quantity of GMOs and having the largest land area
under a single monoculture (over 54 million hectares of GM
soy in Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay, and southern
Bolivia).
“What the ISAAA does not discuss, since it is merely
a propaganda arm of the large biotech corporations, are the
impacts that this model has had throughout the region and
around the world as it completes its twentieth harvest this
year.
“GRAIN, along with hundreds of other organisations,
has been monitoring and reporting on the socioenvironmental consequences of the GMO model of industrial
agriculture since even before it was put into practice.
“With the twentieth harvest of glyphosate-resistant
GM soy in the Southern Cone (approximately 175 million
tonnes) now underway, we have prepared this poster in order
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to present twenty arguments for the eradication of this crop,
once and for all.
“Download the poster [700KB] and share it.
“1. In Argentina, it was approved illegitimately by an
agency (the National Advisory Commission on Agricultural
Biotechnology, or CONABIA) stacked with representatives
of the chemical corporations. And as for its expansion into
Brazil and Paraguay, the technology was never subjected to
democratic debate in these countries–it was simply planted
illegally on a mass scale.
“2. Its imposition resulted in a green desert extending
over 54 million hectares, christened the ‘United Republic of
Soybeans’ by the multinationals.
“3. With the introduction of GM soy, the use of
glyphosate (recently reclassified by the World Health
Organization as a probable carcinogen) in the region
rocketed to over 550 million litres per year, with dramatic
consequences for the health of its inhabitants.
“4. Millions of peasants were displaced and thousands
more had to give up producing local food, being unable to
coexist with GM soy.
“5. Hundreds of peasants were criminalised, persecuted,
and murdered in their struggle to defend the land from being
taken over by soy monoculture.
“6. Millions of hectares of native forest were destroyed
throughout the Southern Cone, logged and ploughed to make
way for soybeans.
“7. Monsanto pushed (and is still pushing) for
amendments to seed laws so that it can control and
monopolise seeds. In Argentina, it has waged a fifteen-year
lobbying campaign for amendments allowing it to collect
royalties from every grower who saves seed for replanting.
“8. Disease and death have spread through the region
due to the increased use of agrotoxins, arousing resistance on
the part of the ‘sprayed communities’.
“9. Governments that attempted to rein in the spread of
soy and GM crops were outmaneuvered, Paraguay being a
paradigmatic case of such political interference.
“10. Soils have been depleted and destroyed by this
extractive form of agriculture, with an unprecedented loss of
nutrients.
“11. Land ownership has become highly concentrated.
The paradigmatic case is again that of Paraguay, where 0.4%
of landowners have grabbed 56% of the land.
“12. Grazing, formerly practiced in rotation with
agriculture, has been displaced into much more fragile
ecosystems (the Amazon, the Paraguayan Chaco, wetlands,
etc.), causing devastation in these areas.
“13. An alliance between the corporate groups rolling
out soybean monoculture and the mass media has been
consolidated, with the result that there has been little debate
or publicity about the impacts of this model.
“14. Herbicide-resistant crops have proven to be
an agronomic failure. Dozens of weeds have developed

glyphosate resistance, requiring the spraying of ever larger
quantities of this and other herbicides.
“15. The science underpinning the development of
GM crops has been widely questioned for its mechanistic
approach and oversimplification of complex genomic
systems.
“16. Every comparative study performed to date
has found GM soy varieties to be less productive than
conventional varieties.
“17. The food safety of GM soybeans has never been
demonstrated. Doubts have not been quelled by the biased
studies submitted by the corporations. Every day, the fallacy
of ‘substantial equivalence’ becomes harder to maintain.
“18. The mass production of GM soy has driven
an expansion in industrial meat production, with grave
worldwide environmental, health, and climate impacts.
“19. Hundreds of millions of consumers around the
world have essentially been force-fed GM soy, since it has
been incorporated into highly processed foods without their
knowledge or consent.
“20. The whole GM soy production chain has caused
greenhouse gas emissions to skyrocket, exacerbating the
worldwide climate crisis.”
3354. Tripathi, M.K.; Srivastava, Rahul. 2017. Processing
and utilization of soy food by-products. In: Anil Kumar
Anal, ed. 2017. Food Processing By-Products and Their
Utilization. Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
570 p. See p. 231-76. Chap. 11. Series: IFST Advances in
Food Science.
• Summary: Contents: “Introduction: Soybean: Global
Scenario and its Future, Post-Production Management of
Soyabean, Soybeans Product History. Nutrient Composition
Soyabean.
Soy Products and Human Diet: Nutritionally Balanced
Diets, Lipid Metabolism, Glucose Tolerance, Caloric
Reduction, Zinc Bioavailability, Iron Bioavailability,
Functionality of Soyabean in Various Food Products,
Fermented Products, Dairy Type Products, Cereal-Based
Products.
“Meat and Seafood Products.
“Beverages.
“Daily Intake.
“Soybean in Meals.
“Processing and Soyabean Composition: Proteins,
Soybean Processing and Trypsin Inhibitors, Soybean
Processing and Phytic Acid Composition, Soybean
Processing and Saponins Composition, Soybean Processing
and Isoflavones.
“Raw Soy and Soybean Inhibitors in Digestive Enzymes
of the Pancreas.
“Soybean Inhibitors and Inactivation of Digestive
Enzymes.
“Beneficial Effects of Soy-Containing Diets:
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Cholesterol-Lowering, Soybean Bowman Birk Inhibitor as
an Anticarcinogen, Soybean Lectins.
“Traditional Soy-Foods: Tofu, Soy Milk, Green
Vegetable Soybeans, Tempeh, Miso, Soy Sauce, Natto,
Okara, Soy Sprouts, Soybean Oil, Second-Generation SoyFoods, Soy Nuts, Meat Alternatives, Cheese Alternatives,
Soymilk Yogurt, Non-Dairy Frozen Desserts.
Source of Various Enzymes having Industrial
Significance: Cellulases, Alpha- and Beta-Amylases,
Proteases, Phytases, Transglutaminases, Ureases,
Peroxidases, Alpha-Gatactosidases.
Major Soybean By-Products: Okara and its Uses,
Livestock Fodder, Organic Compost, Pet Food, Soysage,
Baked Goods, Okara Tempeh, Okara Party Mix, Soysage
Pate, Okara and Vegetable Saute, Okara Burgers, Okara
Onchom, Other Food Uses.
Tofu Whey and its Uses: Natural Organic Soap.
Livestock Fodder. Organic Fertilizer, Fuel Alcohol, Soymilk
Curds, Soybean Hulls or Seed Coats.
Applications of important soybean products: Okara as
Source of Dietary Fiber in Functional Food Development,
Okara as Source of Protein in Functional Food Development,
Production of Natural Cellulose Fibers from Soybean Straw,
Recovery of Phytosterols from Waste Residue of Soybean
Oil Deodorizer Distillate, Production of alpha-Gatactosidase
from Soybean Vinasse [has a viscosity comparable to
molasses], Production of Bio-Ethanol from Soybean
Molasses, Production of Citric Acid from Okara, Antioxidant
Extraction from Soybean By-Products. Address: 1. Agro
Produce Processing Div., ICAR-CIAE, Nabi Bagh, Bhopal,
MP, India 2. Maulana Azad National Inst. of Technology,
Bhopal, MP, India.
3355. Acikgoz, Esvet; Goksoy, A.T.; Wietgrefe, G.; Azun,
A.; Sincik, Mehmet. 2019. Breeding forage soybean
genotypes: yield, characteristics, and selection criteria when
spring seeding and double cropping. Researchgate. Jan. doi:
10.13140/RG.2.2.29626.03521. [27 ref]
• Summary: The tried and tested soybean forage variety
is Laredo, which was introduced into the USA from
Yangping, China in 1914 as PI40658, and first planted here
in 1915. Address: 1-2, 4-5. Dep. of Field Crops, Faculty of
Agriculture, Uludag Univ., 16059 Bursa, Turkey.
3356. Norberg, Matilda Baraibar. 2019. Agrofood
globalization: the global soybean and beef commodity
chains. In: The Political Economy of Agrarian Change in
Latin America. See p. 117-63. Chap. 3.
• Summary: “Increased global demand for meat, and thus for
farmlands–for soybeans and livestock grazing–is the ultimate
driver behind recent agrarian change. This chapter presents
the intertwined global soybean and beef commodity chains,
using the lens of Global Commodity Chain analysis. The
chapter explains how the soybean was converted into a main

ingredient in the meat production systems in the US and how
this model spread throughout the world.” Address: Dep. of
Economic History and International Relations, Stockholm
Univ., Stockholm, Sweden. Phone: 00075 + 75 endnotes.
3357. SoyaScan Notes. 2021. Chronology of Charles
Christian Georgeson (1851-1931) of Kansas and Alaska.
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: 1851 June 26–Born in Denmark on the island of
Langeland.
1872–Emigrated to the USA.
1878–Graduated from Michigan Agricultural College
with a B.Sc. degree.
1878-1880–Associate editor for the Rural New Yorker of
New York City.
1880 fall–Chosen professor of agriculture and
horticulture at the Texas Agricultural and Mechanical
College.
1882–Received an MSc degree from the same College.
1885–Invited to teach in Japan.
1886-1889–From early 1886 to late 1889 he is employed
by the Japanese government for 4 years as Professor of
Agriculture at the Imperial College of Agriculture and
Dendrology at Komaba, near Tokyo, Japan.
1887 Dec. Publishes “Fertilizer Experiments with
Rice,” which is Bulletin of the College of Agriculture, Tokyo
Imperial University No. 1.
1889 fall–He returns to the United States. Very
shortly thereafter he is offered the position of professor of
agriculture in the Kansas Agricultural College at Manhattan,
Kansas.
1890 Jan.–He accepts the offer and remains at the
college for nearly 8 years until Sept. 1897, when the final
dispersion of the old faculty took place at the hands of the
Populist party.
1890 April–He receives a considerable consignment
of seeds directly from Japan for experimental trial in
Kansas. Among these seeds are three varieties of soya beans
(including one later identified as the famous Ito San) and one
or two varieties of adzuki beans.
1890 June 7–Writes his first article, titled “Farm Notes,”
that mentions soya beans in The Industrialist (Manhattan,
Kansas). He reports that he grew both his Japanese and
American (“home-grown”) soybeans. “In all cases we find
that home-grown seed has given us the best stand.”
1890 Dec.–Writes his first article about testing azuki
beans in Kansas.
1893 Jan.–Sent to Europe by the U.S. Secretary of
Agriculture to investigate the thriving dairy industry in
Denmark.
1898 March–Appointed special agent in Charge of the
Alaska agricultural investigations, and at once started for
Sitka, Alaska.
1925 Jan.–Publishes the earliest document seen about
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soybeans in Alaska or the cultivation of soybeans in Alaska.
It appears in “Report of the Agronomist in Charge,” Alaska
Agric. Exp. Stations, Annual Report. The soybean varieties
Mandarin and Pekin [Peking] were planted on 15 May 1923
for use as silage.
1927–He retires.
1931 April 1–Dies at his home in Seattle, Washington.
He is nearly 80 years of age.
3358. SoyaScan Notes. 2021. Chronology of the Fouts
family’s work with soybeans in Indiana: Solomon, Taylor,
Noah, and Finis. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo
Center.
• Summary: 1896 or 1898–Solomon Fouts (father of
Noah, Finis, and Taylor Fouts) receives two varieties of
soybean seeds, free of charge from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. He plants these in rows across a cornfield on
his farm near Deer Creek, Carroll County, Indiana. These
were probably the first soybeans grown in Carroll County.
Note: Soybeans were being grown experimentally in Indiana
by 1888, and perhaps as early as 1856. In 1892 they were
first grown at the Purdue Agricultural Experiment Station
(Lafayette, Tippecanoe Co., Indiana; see Plumb 1894).
Solomon’s soybeans attract considerable attention as a
legume that grows upright (erect) and produces abundant
seeds. A lasting impression was made on Taylor Fouts (born
14 Dec. 1880), the youngest of Solomon’s eight living
children.
1902–Taylor Fouts graduates from Purdue University
(which is Indiana’s state agricultural college) with a bachelor
of science degree in agriculture; he was the only member of
the Fouts family to graduate from college. During the early
1900s, several faculty members in the Purdue College of
Agriculture were very interested in soybeans; these included
W.C. Latta, John H. Skinner, Alfred T. Wiancko, and C.O.
Cromer. Taylor was now “convinced that the whole Cornbelt
needed soybeans and would like them for keeps.”
1904 spring–Taylor Fouts collects soybean seed from the
Indiana Experiment Station and “Soybean” Smith–an Indiana
soybean pioneer from Warren County–enough to plant 4
acres, 1 acre each of the Ogema, Ito San, Early Brown and
Hollybrook varieties. Since he planted them incorrectly, only
a few grew, but he saved that seed for another trial in 1905.
Each year he planted more “soys” and by 1907 his varieties
were Ito San and Hollybrook.
1907 Feb.–The first published report of Taylor Fouts’
growing of or experiments with soy beans appears in the
Indiana (Purdue) Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin
No. 117. Titled “Results of cooperative tests of varieties
of corn, wheat, oats, soy beans and cow peas.” by A.T.
Wiancko, it describes variety trials conducted in Indiana
during 1906. One of the three experimenters in northern
Indiana was Taylor Fouts of Camden, Carroll Co. He tested
Ito San, Early Brown, and “Soy Bean 12339.” Since his

yields were significantly lower than those of the other two
growers, they were not included in the averages.
1907 April 2–Solomon Fouts (born 16 Dec. 1826 in
Montgomery Co., Ohio) dies at his home near Deer Creek,
Indiana. He is buried at Deer Creek Cemetery, near Deer
Creek, Carroll County, Indiana.
1907 Oct. 24–Taylor is married to Lillie May Wagoner
(born 4 Nov. 1883) at Flora, Carroll Co., Indiana. Lillie
May was obliged to postpone their wedding day until Taylor
finished threshing his soybeans. “We finally set October 24
as being amply late, but I just finished threshing at noon that
day. We were married at 3 p.m. and were off for the longplanned honeymoon.” Taylor now had 200 bushels of seed
soybeans–a unique possession.
1908 spring–Noah Fouts (born 25 Jan. 1864 in Indiana)
and Finis Fouts (pronounced FAI-nus, born 21 Nov. 1866),
join Taylor for the first time in planting soybeans. “We
ventured drilling soybean with the corn so that our western
lambs, to be purchased in September, would have a more
balanced ration. My two older brothers took readily to this
plan and thereafter grew soybeans as a habit.”
1908 April 1–Nellie M. Pottenger, Finis’ wife, dies in
California at age 35. Finis had gone with her to California to
help with her care, and he suffered a “nervous collapse” after
her death. He was in critical condition for a while, then left
to raise their five children. devastated by her death.
1909 April 21–Pauline Fouts, the first child of Taylor
and Lillie May Fouts is born at their home near Deer Creek.
They would have two more children: Frederic Fouts (born 20
Sept. 1910) and Mary Margaret Fouts (born 26 Dec. 1919).
1909 June–Taylor writes his first article for an
agricultural journal, the Purdue Agriculturist (p. 3-5). Titled
“Opportunities on the farm for the trained man,” it discusses
the many benefits of an agricultural education, but does not
discuss soybeans–or any other crops. He will later write four
more articles in various other ag periodicals.
1910 Sept.–The first “Soybean day” in Indiana is held
at Taylor Fouts’ farm–sponsored by the Purdue agricultural
extension department and the Carroll County agent. “It
proved quite a help in creating interest in the crop. Report of
this demonstration reached Illinois and a few days later in
drove two ‘suckers’–Chas. L. Meharry and Wm. Riegel, all
the way from Tolono.” They soon became close friends and
soybean pioneers in Illinois.
1914–Taylor buys an old pioneer-type elevator at
Camden. It is remodeled and equipped with a recleaning
and grading mill for preparation and storage of the growing
amount of seed beans. “This was perhaps the first soybean
elevator devoted exclusively to the handling and shipping of
soybeans in the U.S.”
1915 Jan.–Taylor writes his first article about soy
beans, titled “Soy beans–A coming crop,” in the Purdue
Agriculturist (p. 9-13). He discusses four advantages of
planting corn and soy beans (especially the Hollybrook
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variety) together. Three photographs accompany the article–
including one of “hogging off” soybeans.
1916 fall–A second soybean day is held at the “Fouts
Bros. Farms–more acres, varieties, and experiences, and
more folks to see and talk.” Interest in the new crop is
growing.
1918–”The name Soyland was adopted for the farm
and seemed to fit.” The Fouts brothers soon find themselves
working as seedsmen, selling soybean seeds. For many years
the price had stayed around $2.00 to $2.50 a bushel, but in
1917, because of demand and shortages during World War
I, the price rose to $3.00, climbing to $5.00 in 1918, then
$6-8/bushel in 1919. “At the end of that period we were
offered $10.00 per bushel so we scoured the community for
remnants from seeding and shipped 30 bushels for $300.00.”
1920 Sept. 3–The biggest event in the history of the
soybean in America to date takes place on Taylor Fouts’
farm, Soyland. It’s “The Corn Belt Soy-bean conference,”
organized by W.A. Ostrander, of the soils and crops
department at Purdue University, and A.L. Hodgson, County
Agent at the Carroll County Farm Bureau, in co-operation
with the Fouts brothers, who planted a number of variety
test plots for the occasion; they grew 150 acres designed
for seed and hay, and planted soybeans in over 200 acres
of their corn. One thousand people attend and have a
great time. Taylor demonstrated a “small direct harvesting
machine” for soybean which he apparently developed or
invented. W.E. Riegel wrote of this machine in 1944 as a
forerunner of the combine, first used to harvest soybeans
in 1924 (in Illinois). The combine revolutionized soybean
production in America. Taylor wrote a song about soybeans,
which is sung by a quartet of local growers. Lunch includes
soybean salads and crunchy roasted and salted soybeans–”a
rare treat.” A panoramic photograph is taken showing all
attendees with the Fouts home in the background. Another
photo shows the three Fouts brothers, each wearing a hat,
coat, and tie, standing in front of the “Soyland” barn. The
National Soybean Growers’ Association is formed at this
meeting. Taylor Fouts is elected its first president and W.A.
Ostrander is elected secretary. It is unanimously agreed that a
soy bean field day be held each year as a vital activity of the
association.
1923–A 24-page mail-order seed catalog titled “Soyland
Seeds: Soybeans our specialty” is published by the “Fouts
Brothers” (company name) of Camden, Indiana. It describes
many soybean varieties that are for sale and gives details on
growing and harvesting soybeans. They also sell Michikoff
seed wheat, Victory Oats, Calico Seed Corn, and clover
seeds. By 1925 they have added Red Star fertilizer to their
product line.
1925 Sept.–Taylor writes an article titled “Putting
soybeans on the hoof,” published in the Proceedings of
the American Soybean Assoc. (p. 123-26). In late 1925
Taylor is one of four members of a committee that draws

up a constitution and by-laws for the reorganized The
National Soybean Growers’ Association, which is renamed
the “American Soybean Association” (ASA). Today it is
considered one of the world’s most powerful agricultural
commodity associations.
1927 Jan. 14–Taylor Fouts is one of the first ten Indiana
Master Farmers honored by Prairie Farmer (Indiana)
magazine. He receives the prestigious Master Farmer award
and a gold medal in a public ceremony.
1927 Nov. 28–Taylor Fouts is elected president of the
ASA for a second time. He is the second person ever elected
to the ASA presidency for two terms; the first was William J.
Morse of the USDA in 1923-24, and 1924-25. Taylor, Noah,
and Finis write a light and witty article titled “Soyland–Fouts
Bros., Camden, Indiana,” published in the Proceedings of the
American Soybean Assoc. (p. 92-97).
1928–The Fouts brothers have sold their seed business,
Soyland Seeds, with its office by the railroad tracks in
Camden, to Roy M. Caldwell and Chester Joyce, who
rename the company Soy Seed Co. Soyland Seeds’ office
had been run by Rufus Fouts (son of Finis) until his untimely
death on 25 July 1926, at age 24 years and 8 months.
1929 March 5–Taylor Fouts home (built by his father,
Solomon, in about 1876-1877) burns to the ground. In 1930
Taylor and a hired man finish building a new house on the
foundation of the old one.
1938 Feb. 24–Noah Fouts dies in Dallas, Texas, as he is
returning home from a trip to California.
1943 April 3–Finis Fouts dies in Logansport, Cass Co.
1944 Sept.–Taylor writes “Soyland saga,” published
in Soybean Digest (p. 15-16). This is the single best history
of the Fouts brothers’ pioneering work with soybeans. It
contains two good photographs and the lyrics to the song he
wrote about soybeans in 1920.
1950 Aug. 29–Taylor Fouts is honored at the 30th annual
convention of the American Soybean Association, where
he is named an honorary life member and presented a goldplated medallion for his contribution to the soybean industry.
ASA’s first honorary life members were chosen in Sept. 1946
and 2-3 were named each year.
1952 Dec. 11–Taylor Fouts dies at his home near Deer
Creek, Carroll Co., Indiana. He had grown soybeans on his
farm for 49 consecutive years–longer than any other farmer
in America.
As of Oct. 1999 his son-in-law, Leo Bowman, continues
that tradition; soybeans are still being grown each year on
that farm.
As of Oct. 2012, soybeans are still being grown each
year on that farm, as part of a corn and soybean rotation.
The family farm is still a Hoosier Homestead, having been
owned by the same family for 100 years or more. Taylor’s
granddaughter, Mara Hendress, still lives in the house once
once owned by Tarlor. Dave Minich, the farmer who grows
the soybeans, has been recognized for his excellence as a
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farmer both in Indiana and nationally.

An asterisk (*) at the end of the record means that SOYINFO
CENTER does not own that document. A plus after eng
(eng+) means that SOYINFO CENTER has done a partial
or complete translation into English of that document. An
asterisk in a listing of number of references [23* ref] means
that most of these references are not about soybeans or
soyfoods.
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SUBJECT/GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX BY RECORD
NUMBERS

People’s Republic of the Congo. Also known as Congo-Brazzaville.
Called Middle Congo {Moyen-Congo} from about 1880 to 1960.
Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910 to 1958) 1880

.Aburagé. See Tofu, Fried
Acid-base balance in diet and health. See Nutrition–Acid-Base
Balance
Acidophilus soymilk or soy acidophilus milk. See Soymilk,
Fermented
Adhesives, Asphalt Sealants and Preservation Agents, Caulking
Compounds, Artificial Leather, Foam, Polyols, and Other Minor or
General–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 231, 449, 1464,
1841, 3343
Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building
Materials, Etc.–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins (Including Soy
Flour) 1195, 1424, 2296, 2345, 2369, 2515, 2522, 2524, 2592,
2632, 2677, 2684, 2689, 2807, 2817, 2824, 2858, 2882, 2902, 2959,
2994, 3052, 3081, 3117, 3246
ADM. See Archer Daniels Midland Co.

Africa–Cote d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast until Oct. 1985; Part of French
West Africa from 1895-1959) 2806, 2976, 3288
Africa–Egypt. Named United Arab Republic (UAR) from 19581971 426, 557, 1149, 1249, 1932, 2030, 2041, 2100, 2197, 2232,
2281, 2468, 2681, 2698, 2788, 2798, 2806, 3053, 3054
Africa–Eritrea (Part of Ethiopia PDR from 1952 to May 1993)
2362, 2698
Africa–Ethiopia (Including Eritrea in Ethiopia PDR from 1952 to
May 1993. Formerly Part of Italian East Africa) 2362, 2698, 3065
Africa–Gambia (The). Includes Senegambia.. 1050, 1153, 1156,
1163, 1266, 1829, 2030, 2041, 2681, 2683, 3053, 3054
Africa (General) 353, 634, 994, 1012, 1080, 1154, 1932, 1948,
1988, 2028, 2632, 2666, 2699, 2703, 2736, 2738, 2744, 2806, 2861,
3012, 3165
Africa–Ghana (Gold Coast before 1957) 1156, 1266, 1829, 2030,
2041, 2681, 2683, 2806, 3054

Adulteration of Foods and its Detection 1077
Adulteration of Foods and its Detection–Soy Oil Used as an Actual
or Potential Adulterant in Other Oils 1080

Africa–Guinea (French Guinea before 1958; Guinée in French; Part
of French West Africa from 1895-1958) 25, 2976, 3136

Adventists, Seventh-day. See Seventh-day Adventists
Adzuki bean. See Azuki Bean

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain African country 738, 880, 1057,
1880, 2157, 2362, 2681, 2698, 2976

Africa–Algeria, Democratic and Popular Republic of 137, 157, 161,
181, 255, 554, 600, 601, 645, 761, 762, 807, 1069, 1625, 1727,
1741, 1779, 1932, 2197, 2293, 2524, 2654, 2681, 2698, 2703, 2716,
2788, 2797, 2798, 2806, 2807, 2840, 2877, 2878, 2941, 3070, 3104

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not yet in)
a certain African country 811, 1137, 1829, 2362

Africa–Angola 2774
Africa–Benin (Bénin in French; Dahomey before 1975; Part of
French West Africa from 1904-1960) 2806, 2976, 3104
Africa–Burkina Faso (Upper Volta before 4 Aug. 1984) 2976
Africa–Burundi (Part of the Belgian trust territory of RuandaUrundi or Belgian East Africa until 1962) 1829, 2848, 3085
Africa–Cameroon (Spelled Kamerun from 1884-1916; Cameroun in
French) 2958, 2976, 3277, 3283
Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Officially Democratic Republic of
the Congo (DRC or DR Congo). Also known as Congo-Kinshasa.
Named Zaire from Oct. 1971 to May 1997. Named Congo Free
State from 1855-1908, Belgian Congo (Congo Belge in French)
from 1908-1960, Republic of the Congo from 1960 to 1964, then
Democratic Republic of the Congo from 1964-1971 1829, 2681,
2694, 2698, 2848, 2862, 3054, 3085, 3096, 3104
Africa–Congo Republic (Officially Republic of the Congo or

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African country
738, 880, 1057, 1880, 2157, 2362, 2681, 2698, 2976
Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain African country 738,
880, 967, 1057, 1829, 1880, 2157, 2362, 2681, 2694, 2698, 2774,
2976
Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African
country 738, 880, 967, 1057, 1829, 1880, 2157, 2362, 2681, 2683,
2694, 2698, 2774, 2976
Africa–Kenya (British East Africa Protectorate from 1895.
Renamed Kenya Protectorate in 1920) 2848, 3068, 3089, 3144
Africa–Libya (Including Tripoli, Tripolitania, and Cyrenaica; Also
Spelled Libia) 2362, 2683, 2698, 3235, 3275
Africa–Madagascar (Malagasy Republic or Republique Malgache
before 1975) 1616, 2681, 2698, 3065, 3164, 3217
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Africa–Malawi (Nyasaland from 1891-1964) 2550, 2694, 2848,
3101, 3113
Africa–Mali (Part of French West Africa from 1895-1960. Senegal
& Sudanese Republic from June 20 to August 20, 1960. Formerly
also called French Sudan (Soudan français, created on 18 Aug.
1890) and Upper Senegal-Niger (Haute-Sénégal et Niger)) 2157,
2681, 2976

East Africa 1895-1946. Tanganyika existed 1920-1961. Created in
1964 by Merger of Tanganyika and Zanzibar) 1082, 1968, 2848,
2856, 3104, 3144
Africa–Togo (Togoland until 1914) 2806
Africa–Tunisia 86, 157, 1139, 1779, 2100, 2683, 2698, 2703, 2806,
2896, 2898
Africa–Uganda 2808, 2848

Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice, Including Rodriguez, in the
Mascarene Islands, 450 Miles East of Madagascar) 1057, 1148,
1153, 1163, 2030, 2041, 2694, 2698, 3104
Africa–Morocco, Kingdom of (Including Western Sahara. Divided
into French Morocco and Spanish Morocco from 1912-1956) 2681,
2698, 2703, 2776, 2797, 2806, 3002, 3104
Africa–Mozambique (Moçambique; Portuguese East Africa before
1975) 1137, 1193
Africa–Nigeria, Federal Republic of 1156, 1266, 1829, 2030, 2041,
2681, 2683, 2806, 2958, 3053, 3054, 3065, 3075, 3104, 3143, 3144,
3330

Africa–Zambia (Northern Rhodesia from 1899-1964) 811, 820,
1129, 1142, 1144, 1959, 2806, 3104, 3131, 3144
Africa–Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia from 1923-1970, Rhodesia
from 1970-79) 811, 820, 880, 1129, 1130, 1142, 1144, 1932, 1959,
2294, 2330, 2383, 2438, 2486, 2550, 2643, 2681, 2698, 2806, 2819,
2834, 2851, 2854, 2880, 2958, 3011, 3101, 3113, 3131, 3145, 3174,
3179
Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA). See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Adjustment
Administration

Africa–Reunion (Réunion is a Department of France, in the
Mascarene Islands, 425 Miles East of Madagascar) 2698

Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering, Bureau. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and
Industrial Chemistry

Africa–Rwanda (Part of the Belgian trust territory of RuandaUrundi or Belgian East Africa until 1962) 1829, 2848, 3085

Agricultural colleges and universities, state. See Land-Grant
Colleges and Universities

Africa–Senegal (Part of French West Africa from 1895-1959.
Sénégal & Sudanese Republic from June 20 to August 20, 1960.
Includes Senegambia) 2845

Agricultural Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural Economics

Africa–Sierra Leone 1156, 1266, 1829, 2030, 2041, 2681, 2683,
2694
Africa–Somalia. (Formed in 1960 by the Union of British
Somaliland and Italian Somaliland. Formerly Part of Italian East
Africa) 2362
Africa–South Africa, Republic of (Including four former
Homelands–Bophuthatswana, Transkei, Venda, and Ciskei). Named
Union of South Africa from May 1910 to May 1961 738, 834, 841,
852, 880, 886, 895, 934, 967, 978, 1009, 1022, 1050, 1067, 1077,
1129, 1130, 1132, 1137, 1153, 1156, 1163, 1224, 1231, 1246, 1265,
1266, 1373, 1481, 1841, 1926, 2030, 2041, 2046, 2082, 2083, 2252,
2281, 2305, 2366, 2415, 2458, 2491, 2529, 2537, 2640, 2683, 2698,
2702, 2767, 2798, 2806, 2808, 2819, 2834, 2839, 2848, 2851, 2862,
2867, 2915, 2958, 2979, 2982, 3013, 3050, 3054, 3056, 3065, 3067,
3146, 3158, 3172, 3179, 3219, 3307
Africa–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses 3065, 3288
Africa–Sudan (Anglo-Egyptian Sudan from 1899-1956) 2683,
2698, 3213
Africa–Tanzania, United Republic of (Formed the Bulk of German

Agricultural Experiment Stations in the United States 182, 184,
188, 194, 199, 204, 213, 214, 217, 220, 222, 234, 251, 256, 257,
262, 263, 264, 265, 268, 269, 270, 273, 274, 275, 278, 280, 282,
284, 288, 289, 290, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 301, 304, 305, 306,
307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 319, 322, 323, 325, 329, 330,
334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341, 342, 344, 346, 347, 348,
353, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374,
375, 376, 377, 378, 380, 383, 386, 388, 389, 390, 391, 393, 394,
395, 397, 398, 399, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 408, 412, 413,
415, 418, 419, 423, 424, 425, 429, 431, 432, 433, 434, 439, 441,
442, 447, 448, 449, 450, 451, 452, 453, 454, 458, 459, 461, 463,
465, 466, 467, 468, 473, 478, 479, 480, 481, 482, 487, 488, 489,
492, 494, 495, 500, 504, 505, 506, 511, 512, 513, 514, 517, 524,
527, 530, 535, 537, 538, 540, 541, 542, 544, 547, 548, 552, 558,
563, 564, 565, 567, 571, 574, 583, 584, 588, 590, 591, 594, 609,
619, 621, 624, 625, 627, 635, 636, 638, 642, 644, 650, 651, 655,
659, 662, 668, 671, 672, 680, 681, 685, 686, 687, 692, 697, 698,
702, 704, 708, 709, 721, 722, 726, 729, 730, 733, 734, 739, 741,
742, 744, 748, 749, 753, 759, 763, 764, 765, 767, 770, 772, 774,
778, 781, 783, 784, 785, 789, 790, 795, 796, 797, 798, 799, 800,
802, 803, 804, 809, 810, 831, 835, 838, 845, 850, 851, 854, 857,
863, 869, 872, 873, 874, 875, 881, 885, 893, 894, 897, 901, 902,
906, 907, 908, 910, 911, 914, 915, 916, 923, 928, 930, 931, 937,
938, 941, 946, 950, 951, 956, 957, 958, 960, 961, 962, 964, 968,
969, 970, 972, 973, 974, 980, 982, 989, 991, 995, 996, 997, 998,
999, 1000, 1004, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1010, 1011, 1013, 1017, 1018,
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1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1035, 1037, 1061, 1074, 1081, 1086, 1090,
1091, 1100, 1106, 1107, 1108, 1110, 1113, 1118, 1124, 1128, 1135,
1136, 1145, 1146, 1166, 1168, 1169, 1171, 1172, 1174, 1175, 1180,
1181, 1184, 1188, 1189, 1190, 1194, 1197, 1200, 1201, 1202, 1205,
1213, 1225, 1229, 1230, 1232, 1233, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1241, 1242,
1243, 1247, 1248, 1255, 1256, 1258, 1259, 1264, 1267, 1268, 1270,
1276, 1277, 1278, 1280, 1281, 1284, 1287, 1288, 1289, 1290, 1291,
1297, 1299, 1301, 1303, 1304, 1305, 1306, 1307, 1313, 1318, 1319,
1322, 1324, 1329, 1331, 1332, 1333, 1334, 1335, 1342, 1351, 1352,
1353, 1359, 1360, 1361, 1368, 1374, 1377, 1378, 1380, 1381, 1385,
1387, 1388, 1392, 1401, 1407, 1411, 1417, 1419, 1420, 1422, 1432,
1433, 1438, 1441, 1442, 1443, 1449, 1452, 1456, 1458, 1459, 1466,
1467, 1468, 1469, 1470, 1472, 1473, 1474, 1475, 1478, 1479, 1482,
1483, 1488, 1494, 1498, 1499, 1505, 1506, 1507, 1508, 1510, 1517,
1520, 1521, 1522, 1523, 1525, 1534, 1535, 1536, 1537, 1538, 1541,
1547, 1553, 1560, 1561, 1562, 1567, 1568, 1570, 1578, 1586, 1588,
1592, 1597, 1611, 1614, 1617, 1618, 1620, 1622, 1623, 1624, 1626,
1628, 1631, 1637, 1639, 1647, 1653, 1666, 1667, 1668, 1670, 1674,
1676, 1678, 1680, 1681, 1683, 1685, 1703, 1707, 1708, 1712, 1713,
1714, 1715, 1728, 1729, 1736, 1745, 1747, 1748, 1750, 1752, 1756,
1761, 1762, 1763, 1768, 1769, 1771, 1772, 1776, 1787, 1790, 1791,
1792, 1795, 1796, 1800, 1802, 1803, 1804, 1806, 1807, 1809, 1813,
1815, 1818, 1824, 1827, 1828, 1830, 1832, 1833, 1834, 1835, 1837,
1838, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1845, 1847, 1848, 1852, 1853, 1855, 1863,
1864, 1865, 1866, 1869, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1884, 1886, 1890, 1891,
1892, 1898, 1901, 1906, 1908, 1909, 1912, 1914, 1917, 1920, 1922,
1924, 1925, 1934, 1935, 1938, 1940, 1941, 1943, 1944, 1954, 1958,
1960, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1971, 1974, 1975, 1977, 1978, 1981,
1985, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1996, 1997, 1999, 2000, 2006, 2007,
2008, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2014, 2015, 2018, 2023, 2027, 2029, 2031,
2033, 2039, 2045, 2046, 2047, 2048, 2050, 2051, 2053, 2055, 2056,
2058, 2059, 2062, 2064, 2065, 2066, 2070, 2072, 2075, 2076, 2078,
2079, 2085, 2086, 2087, 2088, 2090, 2091, 2093, 2094, 2097, 2104,
2107, 2108, 2112, 2118, 2121, 2122, 2123, 2125, 2126, 2127, 2130,
2131, 2133, 2134, 2135, 2142, 2143, 2144, 2146, 2147, 2151, 2154,
2155, 2159, 2160, 2163, 2165, 2166, 2167, 2169, 2170, 2171, 2174,
2175, 2181, 2182, 2183, 2184, 2185, 2186, 2187, 2188, 2189, 2190,
2191, 2193, 2196, 2198, 2199, 2200, 2201, 2203, 2204, 2206, 2207,
2208, 2209, 2210, 2212, 2213, 2215, 2216, 2221, 2231, 2236, 2238,
2239, 2241, 2242, 2243, 2244, 2245, 2246, 2248, 2249, 2250, 2251,
2254, 2255, 2256, 2258, 2259, 2260, 2261, 2262, 2266, 2267, 2274,
2275, 2281, 2282, 2283, 2288, 2289, 2290, 2291, 2292, 2295, 2296,
2298, 2299, 2301, 2302, 2303, 2304, 2307, 2315, 2316, 2317, 2318,
2325, 2326, 2327, 2333, 2334, 2335, 2341, 2342, 2344, 2345, 2346,
2355, 2356, 2359, 2360, 2361, 2367, 2368, 2370, 2373, 2382, 2384,
2385, 2386, 2387, 2392, 2395, 2400, 2406, 2407, 2408, 2409, 2411,
2417, 2419, 2420, 2421, 2425, 2432, 2434, 2435, 2436, 2442, 2444,
2456, 2457, 2459, 2460, 2462, 2464, 2471, 2472, 2473, 2474, 2475,
2476, 2477, 2478, 2479, 2482, 2483, 2485, 2487, 2489, 2492, 2496,
2497, 2498, 2500, 2502, 2503, 2504, 2505, 2514, 2515, 2516, 2519,
2521, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2526, 2530, 2535, 2536, 2539, 2540,
2543, 2544, 2546, 2547, 2549, 2552, 2559, 2564, 2567, 2568, 2574,
2575, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2586, 2587, 2588, 2593, 2598, 2610, 2614,
2619, 2620, 2621, 2623, 2625, 2629, 2630, 2631, 2633, 2635, 2636,
2641, 2642, 2644, 2647, 2649, 2650, 2652, 2655, 2656, 2657, 2658,
2673, 2688, 2696, 2697, 2701, 2706, 2707, 2708, 2712, 2714, 2717,
2718, 2719, 2720, 2723, 2724, 2727, 2729, 2733, 2739, 2741, 2742,
2743, 2745, 2747, 2748, 2750, 2751, 2753, 2756, 2760, 2761, 2762,
2763, 2772, 2775, 2779, 2782, 2783, 2789, 2790, 2791, 2792, 2796,
2806, 2807, 2809, 2810, 2818, 2820, 2822, 2823, 2824, 2826, 2843,

2853, 2863, 2871, 2872, 2875, 2876, 2879, 2881, 2889, 2891, 2899,
2900, 2903, 2904, 2905, 2908, 2909, 2919, 2920, 2923, 2924, 2926,
2927, 2931, 2935, 2936, 2940, 2943, 2944, 2946, 2948, 2951, 2952,
2953, 2954, 2959, 2967, 2974, 2981, 2986, 2987, 2993, 2994, 2995,
2997, 2999, 3000, 3006, 3013, 3022, 3032, 3044, 3045, 3047, 3055,
3061, 3071, 3072, 3076, 3081, 3112, 3130, 3138, 3156, 3178, 3189,
3192, 3194, 3195, 3205, 3209, 3244, 3245, 3254, 3262, 3266, 3271,
3286, 3292, 3293, 3307, 3322, 3324, 3340, 3346, 3357, 3358
Agricultural Research Service of USDA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Research Service
(ARS)
Agronomy, soybean. See Cultural Practices, Soybean Production
Alfalfa or Lucerne / Lucern (Medicago sativa) 102, 144, 220, 227,
264, 275, 280, 326, 329, 340, 367, 377, 389, 396, 401, 403, 412,
441, 452, 456, 462, 524, 583, 599, 624, 627, 647, 648, 650, 653,
662, 679, 686, 697, 708, 715, 725, 740, 748, 755, 756, 767, 770,
778, 781, 796, 802, 831, 839, 850, 861, 864, 875, 880, 884, 930,
941, 944, 948, 966, 967, 968, 983, 984, 1008, 1021, 1025, 1026,
1064, 1076, 1085, 1091, 1092, 1096, 1097, 1108, 1117, 1158, 1160,
1174, 1184, 1194, 1196, 1213, 1222, 1234, 1237, 1238, 1247, 1250,
1263, 1273, 1278, 1279, 1283, 1286, 1290, 1307, 1308, 1313, 1317,
1319, 1343, 1380, 1393, 1395, 1402, 1417, 1418, 1420, 1449, 1454,
1459, 1467, 1469, 1492, 1497, 1508, 1512, 1514, 1517, 1523, 1531,
1536, 1557, 1558, 1560, 1585, 1594, 1617, 1626, 1635, 1645, 1682,
1708, 1712, 1718, 1725, 1762, 1782, 1786, 1800, 1810, 1816, 1825,
1837, 1850, 1855, 1871, 1879, 1884, 1949, 1955, 1958, 1966, 1984,
2000, 2010, 2039, 2051, 2055, 2059, 2066, 2068, 2069, 2072, 2079,
2093, 2121, 2122, 2133, 2139, 2142, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2163, 2183,
2200, 2217, 2239, 2244, 2245, 2266, 2275, 2276, 2277, 2278, 2286,
2291, 2294, 2346, 2353, 2361, 2380, 2392, 2416, 2421, 2428, 2466,
2483, 2505, 2514, 2538, 2540, 2564, 2591, 2624, 2644, 2654, 2672,
2717, 2751, 2775, 2777, 2818, 2823, 2866, 2882, 2974, 2999, 3059,
3091, 3093, 3119, 3345
Alfalfa or Lucerne / Lucern (Medicago sativa)–Other Uses for
Human Food or Drink, Including Tea, Flour, Tablets, and Leaf
Protein Concentrate (LPC). See Also Alfalfa Sprouts 3249
Alkaline food, ash, reaction, or balance in diet and health. See
Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance
Allergies. See Nutrition–Allergens
Allied Mills, Inc. (Formed 6 Aug. 1929) by the Merger of American
Milling Co. (Peoria, Illinois) and McMillen Feed Co. Maker of
Wayne Feeds 2405, 2488, 2627, 2685, 2872, 2932, 3105, 3192
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. (Milwaukee, Wisconsin). Made
Farm Equipment (Tractors, Combines) and Soybean Processing
Equipment (Driers, Rolling and Flaking Mills, Solvent Extraction
Units) 3159, 3193
Almond Milk and Cream. See also: Almonds Used to Flavor
Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc.. 1040, 1583, 2561
Almond Oil 35, 1253
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Almonds (Prunus dulcis syn. P. amygdalus)–Especially Origin and
Early History of the Almond. Including Almond Bread, Almond
Meal, and Almonds Seasoned with Soy Sauce / Tamari 99, 219,
396, 428, 508, 899, 1019, 1158, 1227, 1253, 1279, 1449, 2538,
3002
Amaranth, Grown for Grain / Seed (Amaranthus hypochondriacus,
A. caudatus, and A. cruentus. Genus formerly spelled Amarantus)
2802, 3329
Amazake. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake
American Lecithin Corp. (Incorporated 1930), American Lecithin
Company (Re-incorporated 1934-35), and Joseph Eichberg,
President of Both 2807

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Members and Membership
Statistics 2262, 2343, 2932, 3255
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Officers, Directors (Board),
and Special Committees 2204, 2205, 2206, 2262, 2343, 2872, 2900,
2951, 2975, 3037, 3059, 3358
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Periodicals, Including
Soybean Digest, Proceedings of the American Soybean Assoc.,
Soybean Blue Book, Soya Bluebook, Late News, etc.. 2195, 3037,
3118, 3255
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Soybean Council of
America (June 1956-1969). Replaced by American Soybean
Institute (Est. 11 July 1969) 3255

American Milling Co. See Allied Mills, Inc.
American Soy Products (Michigan). See Natural Foods Distributors
and Manufacturers in the USA–Eden Foods
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities in the United
States and Canada, and General Information (Headquarters in
St. Louis, Missouri. Established 3 Sept. 1920. Named National
Soybean Growers’ Association until 1925) 1846, 1851, 2153, 2207,
2250, 2286, 2338, 2513, 2872, 2900, 2932, 2951, 3037, 3118, 3192,
3254, 3255, 3338, 3351
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offices, and
Influence in Asia 3295, 3305, 3315, 3316, 3339
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offices, and
Influence in Europe (Western and Eastern) 3290, 3291, 3338
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offices, and
Influence in Latin America 3349
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offices, and
Influence Worldwide (General) 3349
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Checkoff Programs
(Legislated / Mandatory Funding. State Programs Starting in North
Carolina in Sept. 1966, National Programs–SPARC–Starting in
1989-1991), and State Promotion Boards (Research & Promotion
Councils) 3255, 3276
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Funding and Fundraising
Before Checkoff Program or 1971. Voluntary or from USDA (FAS
or ARS) 2262
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Honorary Life Members
3059, 3358
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Legislative Activities 3255
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Meetings / Conventions
(Annual) and Meeting Sites 1846, 1848, 1851, 1855, 1887, 1924,
1925, 1934, 2052, 2087, 2089, 2165, 2195, 2203, 2204, 2205, 2206,
2260, 2262, 2337, 2343, 2393, 2909, 2931, 2951, 2975, 3037, 3160,
3346

American Soybean Association (ASA)–State Soybean Associations
and United Soybean Board–Activities Related to Food Uses of
Soybeans / Soyfoods, or Soy Nutrition, in the United States (Not
Including Soy Oil or Edible Oil Products) 1846, 1855, 2089, 2203,
2204, 2343, 2909, 2931, 3118
American Soybean Association (ASA)–Strayer. See Strayer Family
of Iowa
American Soybean Association (ASA)–United Soybean Board
(USB, Established 1991, Chesterfield, Missouri) 3338
American Soybean Association–Research Foundation (ASARF,
1965-1980), Market Development Foundation (ASAMDF, ASMDF,
1977-1980), and American Soybean Development Foundation
(ASDF, Dec. 1980--1991) 3255
Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition and Content. See also
Nutrition–Protein Quality; Soy Sauce, HVP Type 1342, 1376, 1583,
1787, 2038, 2048, 2541, 2597, 2606, 2646, 2668, 2687, 2796, 2824,
2850, 2946, 3098, 3135, 3227, 3235, 3260, 3268, 3278, 3303, 3332,
3339
Anatomy, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and
Anatomy
Anderson International Corp. (Cleveland, Ohio). Manufacturer of
Expellers for Soybean Crushing, Solvent Extraction Equipment, and
Extrusion Cooking Equipment. Formerly V.D. Anderson Co. and
Anderson IBEC 1396, 1989, 2158, 2271, 2375, 2447, 2650, 2931
Ang-kak. See Koji, Red Rice
Ang-kak or angkak. See Koji, Red Rice
Antinutritional Factors (General). See also: Allergens, Estrogens,
Goitrogens, Hemagglutinins (Lectins), Trypsin / Protease Inhibitors.
See also: Phytic Acid 3122, 3123, 3134, 3152, 3207, 3226, 3313
Antioxidants and Antioxidant / Antioxidative Activity (Especially in
Soybeans and Soyfoods) 2661, 3343
Aquaculture. See Fish or Crustaceans (e.g. Shrimp) Fed Soybean
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Meal Using Aquaculture or Mariculture
Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM) (Decatur, Illinois;
Minneapolis, Minnesota until 1969) 2488, 2650, 2685, 2687, 2768,
2850, 3036, 3118, 3263, 3273, 3286, 3318
Argentina. See Latin America, South America–Argentina
Arlington Experimental Farm. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Arlington Experimental Farm

2887, 2888, 2892, 2964, 2973, 3003, 3012, 3014, 3017, 3018, 3052,
3053, 3054, 3055, 3056, 3061, 3079, 3136, 3161, 3192, 3238, 3294,
3307, 3322, 3347, 3352
Asia, East–China–Shennong / Shên Nung / Shen Nung–The
Heavenly Husbandman and Mythical Early Emperor of China 1, 3,
267, 1219, 1799, 1988, 2693, 2738, 2740, 2798, 2882
Asia, East–China–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 1088, 2030, 2099, 2100, 2271, 2736, 2847,
3052

Asia, Central (General) 157, 1320
Asia, Central–Kazakhstan / Kazakstan (Formerly Kazakh SSR, a
Central Asian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 3298
Asia, Central–Turkistan / Turkestan. Its Western Part (Russian
Turkestan or West Turkestan) late 1800s to 1924. Its Eastern Part
(Chinese Turkestan, Kashgaria, or East Turkestan) 1700s to ca.
1884, when it Became Sinkiang 1927, 1988, 2806

Asia, East–Chinese overseas. See Chinese Overseas, Especially
Work with Soy (Including Chinese from Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Singapore, etc.)
Asia, East (General) 17, 18, 798, 877, 1274, 1354, 1491, 1540,
1568, 1829, 1875, 2036, 2108, 2182, 2204, 2382, 2410, 2527, 2618,
2861, 2932, 2975, 3009, 3052, 3118, 3203, 3293

Asia, Central–Turkmenistan (Formerly Turkmen SSR, a Central
Asian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 3257, 3261

Asia, East–Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR)
(British Colony until 1 July 1997, then returned to China) 61, 981,
1009, 1086, 1153, 1163, 3238, 3307

Asia, Central–Uzbekistan (Formerly Uzbek SSR, a Central Asian
Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 3256

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain East Asian country 68

Asia, East–China–Chinese Restaurants Outside China, or Soy
Ingredients Used in Chinese-Style Recipes, Food Products, or
Dishes Outside China 1989, 2538, 2677, 2869

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain East Asian
country 68

Asia, East–China–Early Foreign Travelers in–Before 1850 23

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning
East Asia 86

Asia, East–China–English-Language Documents that Contain
Cantonese Romanization, Transliteration, or Pronunciation
of Numerous Soyfood Names. There Is No Standard Way of
Romanizing Cantonese 1005
Asia, East–China (People’s Republic of China; Zhonghua Renmin
Gonghe Guo). See also Hong Kong, Manchuria, and Tibet 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 35, 53, 56, 61, 65, 68, 70, 72, 73, 74, 76, 78, 79, 81, 84,
86, 98, 99, 100, 105, 108, 110, 111, 113, 118, 124, 125, 132, 137,
138, 139, 141, 142, 143, 145, 150, 151, 153, 156, 157, 164, 169,
176, 178, 187, 189, 191, 192, 194, 200, 201, 202, 205, 207, 211,
212, 218, 219, 223, 225, 227, 230, 231, 232, 233, 240, 241, 245,
247, 248, 249, 255, 267, 287, 292, 302, 379, 417, 448, 449, 503,
515, 523, 554, 573, 576, 583, 590, 593, 612, 634, 645, 657, 658,
668, 684, 753, 790, 791, 843, 908, 916, 921, 936, 944, 977, 981,
984, 985, 992, 1001, 1008, 1014, 1020, 1028, 1050, 1054, 1067,
1069, 1080, 1082, 1086, 1088, 1099, 1105, 1125, 1131, 1134, 1192,
1195, 1210, 1219, 1233, 1260, 1320, 1386, 1398, 1406, 1415, 1464,
1482, 1483, 1484, 1488, 1525, 1552, 1555, 1583, 1584, 1593, 1625,
1661, 1779, 1799, 1885, 1926, 1927, 1932, 1933, 1947, 1948, 1988,
2004, 2005, 2030, 2034, 2043, 2044, 2068, 2071, 2099, 2100, 2158,
2168, 2226, 2271, 2281, 2296, 2309, 2316, 2320, 2349, 2354, 2369,
2418, 2424, 2427, 2433, 2437, 2439, 2447, 2453, 2461, 2506, 2522,
2524, 2525, 2528, 2561, 2563, 2576, 2604, 2609, 2618, 2627, 2660,
2666, 2668, 2680, 2693, 2694, 2698, 2699, 2703, 2716, 2720, 2736,
2738, 2740, 2744, 2798, 2806, 2814, 2846, 2862, 2864, 2872, 2873,

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain East Asian country 68
Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain East
Asian country 68
Asia, East–Japan–Early Foreign Travelers in–Before 1850 20
Asia, East–Japan (Nihon or Nippon) 20, 30, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 43,
45, 46, 50, 51, 53, 61, 65, 70, 72, 73, 75, 81, 86, 96, 97, 99, 100,
113, 118, 123, 124, 130, 132, 134, 137, 138, 141, 143, 145, 161,
163, 164, 171, 178, 179, 181, 185, 187, 188, 189, 192, 193, 200,
212, 218, 223, 230, 231, 232, 235, 236, 240, 241, 242, 243, 249,
252, 253, 259, 263, 267, 280, 282, 283, 285, 291, 292, 298, 319,
321, 329, 334, 338, 361, 366, 377, 378, 379, 380, 390, 393, 395,
401, 409, 419, 424, 425, 426, 441, 448, 449, 456, 478, 487, 497,
500, 503, 515, 523, 548, 557, 573, 576, 583, 590, 595, 596, 604,
619, 621, 634, 652, 655, 656, 657, 660, 662, 668, 680, 685, 700,
714, 745, 762, 766, 790, 791, 799, 843, 853, 871, 890, 906, 916,
918, 920, 975, 980, 981, 984, 992, 1001, 1008, 1009, 1012, 1014,
1020, 1023, 1024, 1050, 1066, 1067, 1069, 1077, 1080, 1082, 1084,
1086, 1088, 1105, 1133, 1135, 1142, 1153, 1155, 1156, 1163, 1171,
1178, 1179, 1194, 1195, 1203, 1210, 1219, 1260, 1266, 1270, 1291,
1309, 1320, 1353, 1384, 1389, 1409, 1415, 1424, 1438, 1464, 1481,
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1482, 1483, 1484, 1554, 1583, 1584, 1593, 1679, 1681, 1737, 1761,
1779, 1799, 1883, 1885, 1904, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1947, 1948, 1953,
1988, 2030, 2043, 2044, 2046, 2047, 2048, 2049, 2098, 2099, 2100,
2148, 2149, 2150, 2151, 2158, 2168, 2226, 2271, 2281, 2296, 2301,
2309, 2316, 2320, 2349, 2354, 2394, 2397, 2401, 2408, 2416, 2418,
2424, 2427, 2430, 2431, 2433, 2439, 2447, 2461, 2467, 2470, 2494,
2520, 2523, 2524, 2528, 2563, 2576, 2609, 2613, 2618, 2670, 2689,
2694, 2698, 2699, 2702, 2703, 2720, 2731, 2736, 2738, 2740, 2741,
2744, 2798, 2806, 2807, 2814, 2847, 2859, 2862, 2864, 2873, 2900,
2946, 2964, 2973, 2976, 3014, 3016, 3018, 3052, 3053, 3054, 3055,
3056, 3078, 3132, 3194, 3195, 3238, 3255, 3279, 3307, 3315, 3316,
3322, 3340, 3344, 3347, 3349, 3357
Asia, East–Japan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 981, 1080, 1932, 2030, 2099, 2100, 2271,
2494, 2847, 2873, 3052
Asia, East–Japanese overseas. See Japanese Overseas, Especially
Work with Soy
Asia, East–Korea (North and South; Formerly Also Spelled Corea
and Called “Chosen” by the Japanese [1907-1945]) 3, 919, 981,
1050, 1086, 1105, 1166, 1210, 1233, 1406, 1464, 1482, 1483, 1484,
1555, 1556, 1557, 1904, 1932, 1947, 1948, 1988, 2030, 2044, 2099,
2100, 2168, 2227, 2271, 2281, 2296, 2316, 2349, 2354, 2398, 2399,
2403, 2427, 2430, 2439, 2440, 2443, 2494, 2523, 2524, 2563, 2609,
2618, 2698, 2720, 2731, 2736, 2740, 2744, 2798, 2806, 2811, 2814,
2847, 2861, 2873, 2973, 3014, 3017, 3052, 3053, 3054, 3056, 3061,
3075, 3085, 3194, 3195, 3238, 3266, 3307, 3309, 3342
Asia, East–Korea–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 1932, 2099, 2100, 2271, 2398, 2811, 2873,
3052

3052, 3053, 3054, 3056, 3061, 3065, 3104, 3238, 3307, 3344
Asia, East–Manchuria–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 1014, 1932, 2030, 2048, 2099,
2100, 2271, 2494, 2736, 2873, 3052
Asia, East–Mongolia (Mongol Uls; Outer and Inner Mongolia
Before 1911; Mongolian People’s Republic until 1992) 15, 68, 70,
75, 77, 86, 113, 121, 130, 137, 188, 377, 378, 441, 1001, 1153,
1163, 1195, 1272, 1939, 1981, 2102, 2126, 2281, 2660
Asia, East–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production and
Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 994
Asia, East–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses 2710
Asia, East–Taiwan (Republic of China. Widely called by its
Portuguese name, Formosa, from the 1870s until about 1945) 981,
1086, 1932, 1947, 2030, 2099, 2100, 2349, 2354, 2563, 2609, 2613,
2744, 2806, 2873, 3052, 3238, 3297
Asia, East–Taiwan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 981, 1932, 2099, 2100, 3052
Asia, East–Tibet (Conquered by China in 1950; Also called Thibet
or, in Chinese, Sitsang) and Tibetans Outside Tibet 3186
Asia (General, Including East, Southeast, South, Middle East, and
Central) 2806, 3135
Asia, Middle East–Afghanistan, Islamic State of 1988, 3053, 3054
Asia, Middle East–Bahrain, State of (Also spelled Bahrein) 1932

Asia, East–Macao / Macau (Portuguese Colony, then Overseas
Territory. Returned to China in 1999) 23
Asia, East–Manchuria. See South Manchuria Railway and the South
Manchuria Railway Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K.)
Asia, East–Manchuria (Called Manchoukuo or Manchukuo by
Japanese 1932-45; The Provinces of Heilongjiang [Heilungkiang],
Jilin [Kirin], and Liaoning Were Called Northeast China after 1950)
61, 130, 156, 176, 191, 231, 361, 593, 773, 791, 908, 936, 966, 981,
992, 994, 1001, 1009, 1012, 1014, 1020, 1050, 1054, 1067, 1080,
1084, 1086, 1088, 1105, 1133, 1134, 1142, 1149, 1153, 1156, 1163,
1166, 1177, 1179, 1183, 1205, 1233, 1239, 1246, 1249, 1265, 1266,
1292, 1314, 1320, 1351, 1359, 1373, 1380, 1389, 1406, 1409, 1424,
1438, 1445, 1464, 1481, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1487, 1507, 1527, 1552,
1554, 1557, 1572, 1582, 1583, 1625, 1679, 1696, 1814, 1904, 1931,
1932, 1947, 1948, 1969, 1973, 1988, 1989, 2000, 2024, 2030, 2041,
2044, 2045, 2046, 2048, 2058, 2068, 2098, 2099, 2100, 2101, 2158,
2168, 2197, 2271, 2281, 2287, 2293, 2296, 2301, 2309, 2310, 2311,
2312, 2314, 2316, 2349, 2354, 2362, 2363, 2369, 2375, 2413, 2418,
2427, 2430, 2431, 2433, 2437, 2439, 2447, 2453, 2461, 2467, 2484,
2487, 2494, 2506, 2520, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2529, 2563, 2570,
2592, 2609, 2613, 2618, 2654, 2660, 2670, 2681, 2683, 2689, 2698,
2702, 2703, 2710, 2716, 2720, 2731, 2736, 2737, 2738, 2740, 2744,
2771, 2786, 2798, 2805, 2806, 2813, 2814, 2827, 2847, 2859, 2861,
2862, 2865, 2868, 2873, 2882, 2888, 2960, 2977, 3012, 3014, 3016,

Asia, Middle East–Cyprus 2698, 3210
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain Middle
Eastern country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported by
that date in this country 1014
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain
Middle Eastern country. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported
by that date in this country 1014
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Middle Eastern country 2698,
3042, 3051, 3054
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not
yet in) a certain Middle Eastern country 2698
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Middle
Eastern country 2698, 3042, 3051, 3054
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
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contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Middle
Eastern country 3051, 3054
Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Middle Eastern country 3051, 3054
Asia, Middle East–Iran, Islamic Republic of (Jomhori-e-Islami-eIrân; Persia before 1935) 157, 224, 1932, 2806, 3002, 3237
Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism (State of Israel, Medinat
Israel; Established May 1948; Including West Bank, Gaza Strip, and
Golan Heights Since 1967) 2698, 3042, 3051
Asia, Middle East–Jordan, Hashemite Kingdom of (Transjordan
until 1949) 3091, 3119, 3120
Asia, Middle East–Lebanon (al-Jumhouriya al-Lubnaniya) 3139,
3141
Asia, Middle East–Palestine (Divided between Israel and Jordan in
1948-49) 2698, 3051
Asia, Middle East–Turkey (Including Anatolia or Asia Minor) 1014,
2698, 3002, 3295, 3305, 3348, 3355
Asia, Middle East–Yemen (Formed in May 1990 by the Merger of
Pro-Soviet South Yemen [People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen,
Including Aden] and Pro-Western North Yemen [Yemen Arab
Republic]) 3323, 3328
Asia, South–Bangladesh, People’s Republic of (East Bengal [See
India] from 1700s-1947, and East Pakistan [See Pakistan] from
1947-1971) 2680, 2698, 3065

Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in a certain South Asian country 2680
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not yet in)
a certain Southeast Asian country 1001
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain South Asian
country 2680
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning
South Asia 853, 3186
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains
the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain South Asian country
2680
Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains
the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain
South Asian country 2680
Asia, South–Nepal, Kingdom of 291, 361, 1001, 1151, 2680, 2698,
2737, 3186, 3222, 3297
Asia, South–Pakistan, Islamic Republic of (Part of British India
until 1947. Divided into West Pakistan and East Pakistan 19471971, when East Pakistan Became Independent as Bangladesh) 241,
853, 1001, 1153, 1163, 1302, 1476, 2680, 2682, 2694, 2698, 2737,
3005, 3043, 3065
Asia, South–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 994, 2680, 2737, 3297

Asia, South–Bhutan, Kingdom of 1001, 2680, 2698, 2737
Asia, South–India (Bharat, Including Sikkim, and Andaman and
Nicobar Islands) 29, 35, 61, 62, 63, 84, 98, 99, 109, 113, 137, 157,
169, 178, 200, 202, 231, 235, 241, 248, 249, 283, 291, 292, 338,
361, 379, 417, 515, 678, 843, 853, 884, 916, 939, 945, 981, 984,
994, 1001, 1008, 1009, 1012, 1040, 1066, 1068, 1069, 1080, 1086,
1089, 1094, 1115, 1131, 1142, 1151, 1153, 1163, 1178, 1195, 1203,
1210, 1233, 1302, 1320, 1353, 1437, 1476, 1583, 1625, 1652, 1926,
1933, 1968, 1988, 2030, 2043, 2044, 2048, 2161, 2232, 2281, 2490,
2556, 2563, 2609, 2670, 2675, 2679, 2680, 2681, 2682, 2683, 2694,
2698, 2699, 2702, 2720, 2736, 2737, 2738, 2744, 2798, 2806, 2838,
2839, 2848, 2862, 2958, 2994, 3005, 3006, 3043, 3053, 3054, 3056,
3063, 3065, 3080, 3110, 3144, 3186, 3243, 3347, 3354
Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The Contiguous Seven
Sister States and Sikkim–Which are Ethnically Distinct. The States
are Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram,
Nagaland, and Tripura 241, 291, 853, 984, 1001, 1086, 1094, 1151,
1153, 1233, 1476, 2680, 2694, 2698, 2737, 2806, 2838, 2839, 3186
Asia, South–India. Work of the Indian Agricultural Research
Institute (IARI, New Delhi) with Soyabeans in India. Established
in 1905 as the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute (Pusa
Samastipur, and Bihar) 2675, 3063, 3080, 3110

Asia, South–Sri Lanka, Democratic Socialist Republic of (Ceylon
before 22 May 1972. Serendib was the ancient Arabic name) 178,
191, 231, 248, 515, 743, 843, 1086, 1094, 1134, 1163, 1353, 1932,
1968, 2362, 2694, 2698, 2744, 2806, 2958, 3246
Asia, Southeast–Cambodia, Kingdom of (Kampuchea from 1979
to the 1980s; Also Khmer Republic) 942, 1040, 1050, 1582, 1932,
1988, 2681, 2683, 2698, 2806, 2976
Asia, Southeast (General) 60, 280, 500, 567, 655, 726, 1008, 1009,
1012, 1080, 1652, 2740
Asia, Southeast–Indonesia (Netherland(s) Indies, Netherlands East
Indies, or Dutch East Indies before 1945) (Including Islands of
Java, Borneo, Celebes, Lesser Sunda, Moluccas, New Guinea [West
Irian], and Sumatra) 35, 73, 76, 98, 113, 134, 137, 138, 143, 184,
185, 195, 231, 232, 249, 379, 409, 583, 604, 853, 916, 984, 990,
1001, 1002, 1016, 1050, 1086, 1129, 1131, 1195, 1203, 1210, 1219,
1445, 1476, 1885, 1932, 1947, 1988, 2030, 2043, 2168, 2232, 2281,
2349, 2354, 2523, 2563, 2613, 2618, 2648, 2682, 2694, 2698, 2720,
2731, 2736, 2737, 2740, 2744, 2798, 2814, 2859, 2861, 2862, 2873,
2886, 2958, 2976, 3052, 3053, 3054, 3056, 3097, 3104, 3165, 3284,
3289
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Asia, Southeast–Indonesia–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 2099, 2100, 2736, 2873, 3052
Asia, Southeast–Indonesians overseas. See Indonesians Overseas,
Especially Work with Soy

Asia, Transcaucasia–Azerbaijan (Azerbaijani Republic; Formerly
Azerbaijan SSR, a Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1917 to
Dec. 1991. Also spelled Azerbaidzhan, Aderbijan) 3221, 3225

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Southeast Asian country 943

Asia, Transcaucasia–Georgia, Republic of (Formerly Georgian
SSR, a Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1921 to Dec. 1991)
2998

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Southeast
Asian country 943, 1640

Asia, Transcaucasia (Presently Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia.
Formerly Transcaucasian Soviet Republics from about 1917 to Dec.
1991) 86, 113, 188, 2671, 2862

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Southeast
Asian country 942, 943

Asparagus bean. See Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Southeast Asian country 943, 1640

Atlantic Ocean islands. See Oceania
Australasia. See Oceania

Asia, Southeast–Laos 943, 1195, 1445, 1582, 1988, 2698

Australia. See Oceania–Australia

Asia, Southeast–Malaysia, Federation of (Including East Malaysia
Composed of Sarawak and Sabah. British Borneo or North Borneo
from about 1881 to 1963). Federation of Malaya before 1963 113,
231, 248, 379, 1014, 1115, 1932, 1988, 2030, 2281, 2698, 2806,
2862, 2882, 2958, 3165

AVRDC–The World Vegetable Center. Named Asian Vegetable
Research and Development Center (AVRDC) from 1971 to 2008
(Shanhua, Taiwan) 3297

Asia, Southeast–Myanmar / Burma. Officially Union of Myanmar
241, 291, 515, 853, 984, 1001, 1086, 1094, 1153, 1163, 1233, 1927,
2030, 2679, 2680, 2694, 2698, 2737, 2806, 2861, 3053, 3054, 3065,
3165, 3186
Asia, Southeast–Philippines, Republic of the 125, 231, 1094, 1131,
1383, 1438, 1445, 1581, 1640, 1933, 1988, 2030, 2043, 2694, 2698,
2725, 2798, 2801, 2806, 2862, 2958, 3053, 3054, 3065, 3078, 3165
Asia, Southeast–Singapore (Part of the Straits Settlements [British]
from 1826 to 1946) 35, 1014, 1115, 1125, 1640, 1932, 2806, 3165,
3339
Asia, Southeast–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 2618
Asia, Southeast–Thailand, Kingdom of (Siam before 1939) 20, 231,
1203, 1932, 2698, 2798, 2806, 3053, 3054, 3065, 3075, 3165

Aspergillus oryzae. See Koji, Miso, or Soy Sauce

Azuki Bean–Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates/
Relatives in Various Languages 3, 20, 97, 171, 340
Azuki Bean. Vigna angularis (Willd.) Ohwi & H. Ohashi. Also
called Adzuki, Aduki, Adsuki, Adzinki, Red Bean, Chinese Red
Bean, Red Mung Bean, Small Red Bean. Japanese–Kintoki,
Komame, Shôzu. Chinese–Xiaodou, Chixiaodou, Hsiao Tou [Small
Bean], Ch’ih Hsiao Tou [Red Small Bean]. Former scientific names:
Phaseolus radiatus (L.), Dolichos angularis (Willd.), Phaseolus
angularis (Willd.) Wight, or Azukia angularis (Willd.) Ohwi 1, 3, 4,
6, 8, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 35, 97, 145, 171, 201, 231,
232, 243, 267, 282, 331, 332, 333, 338, 340, 346, 363, 370, 375,
377, 378, 390, 393, 394, 402, 424, 432, 467, 849, 861, 916, 930,
981, 1020, 1131, 1155, 1190, 1227, 1287, 1290, 1309, 1331, 1555,
1556, 1762, 2030, 2047, 2150, 2398, 2399, 2403, 2427, 2440, 2443,
2542, 3357
Bacon or bacon bits, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless
Bacon, Ham, Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products
Bambarra groundnuts (Voandzeia subterranea). Also spelled
Bambara 232, 241, 1209, 1616, 2461, 2802, 2808, 3065, 3085

Asia, Southeast–Timor-Leste (East Timor) 2618
Asia, Southeast–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil,
and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International)
3052

Barges used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of Soybeans
or Soy Products to Market by Water Using Barges, Junks, etc
Battle Creek Food Co. See Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.)

Asia, Southeast–Vietnam / Viet Nam, Socialist Republic of
(North and South) (Divided by French into Tonkin, Annam, and
Cochinchine from 1887-1945) 98, 137, 156, 231, 248, 249, 409,
503, 849, 853, 942, 943, 984, 992, 1002, 1040, 1043, 1050, 1086,
1195, 1445, 1582, 1932, 1988, 2030, 2099, 2100, 2698, 2703, 2732,
2744, 2798, 2806, 2862, 2886, 2937, 2976, 3053, 3054

Bean curd. See Tofu
Bean curd skin. See Yuba
Bean curd sticks, dried. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks
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Bean paste. See Miso
Beef alternatives. See Meat Alternatives–Beef Alternatives,
Including Beef Jerky, etc. See also Meatless Burgers

Bowen, Samuel (1732-1777)–He Introduced the Soybean to North
America in 1765. See also: (1) His Ancestors and Descendants. (2)
James Flint 22, 23, 24, 25, 3136
Boyer, Robert. See Ford, Henry

Bees, Honeybees (Apis mellifera), and Apiculture–Making Honey
from Nectar in Soybean Flowers and Pollinating the Flowers 1290,
1291, 2151, 2401, 2740
Bees, Honeybees (Apis mellifera), and Apiculture–Soy Flour Fed in
Pollen Substitutes or Supplements 3061

Brady Crop Cooker. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low
Cost–Brady Crop Cooker
Bran, soy. See Fiber, Soy
Brassica napus. See Rapeseed

Benni, Benne, Benniseed. See Sesame Seed
Brassica napus (L.) var. napus. See Canola
Benzene / Benzine / Benzol solvents for extraction. See Solvents
Brazil. See Latin America, South America–Brazil
Berczeller, Laszlo (1890-1955) 2528, 2583, 2602, 2805, 3002
Bibliographies and / or Reviews of the Literature (Contains More
Than 50 References or Citations) 112, 137, 138, 139, 1043, 1195,
1276, 1320, 1583, 1584, 1885, 1940, 2030, 2168, 2232, 2426, 2554,
2613, 2698, 2736, 2738, 2740, 2744, 2806, 2807, 2823, 2861, 2994,
3019, 3053, 3065, 3071, 3093, 3096, 3106, 3116, 3135, 3138, 3219,
3259, 3302, 3335

Breeding of soybeans. See Genetic Engineering, Transgenics,
Transgenic Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech, Variety
Development and Breeding
Breeding of Soybeans and Classical Genetics 1746, 1940, 1947,
1948, 2030, 2216, 2258, 2460, 2649, 2660, 2663, 2664, 2670, 2671,
2679, 2680, 2681, 2682, 2683, 2698, 2740, 2741, 2861, 3017, 3104,
3135, 3144, 3253, 3259, 3320

Biloxi soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Biloxi
Brew flakes, soybean. See Soy Flour or Flakes–Use in Brewing
Binder for Sand Foundry Cores / Core Oil–Industrial Uses of Soy
Oil as a Drying Oil 2036, 2271, 2484, 2515, 2523, 2524, 2557,
2570, 2684, 3174
Biographies, Biographical Sketches, and Autobiographies–See also:
Obituaries 604, 1023, 1357, 2226, 2358, 2416, 2505, 2539, 2775,
2803, 2977, 3156, 3272, 3337, 3358

Briggs, George M. (1884-1970, Univ. of Wisconsin) 1800, 1837,
1842, 1843, 1855, 1864, 1884, 1886, 1924, 1925, 1934, 2055, 2087,
2127, 2147, 2182, 2203, 2204, 2205, 2206, 2262, 2382, 2540, 2872,
2931, 2951, 2967, 3037, 3192, 3254
British Columbia. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–British
Columbia

Biological control. See Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
Biotechnology applied to soybeans. See Genetic Engineering,
Transgenics, Transgenic Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech
Black Gram or Urd. Vigna mungo. Formerly Phaseolus mungo 283,
984, 1290
Black soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Black, Soybean Seeds–Black
in Color, Soybean Seeds–Black in Color–Etymology

Broad Bean. Vicia faba L., formerly Faba vulgaris, Mönch.
Also called Faba Bean, Fava Bean, Double Bean, Horse Bean,
Horsebean. Chinese–Candou (“silkworm bean”). Japanese–
Soramame. German–Ackerbohne, Saubohne or Buschbohne.
French–Grosse Fève, Fève de Marais, Féverole, Faverole, Gourgane
8, 103, 104, 109, 113, 122, 142, 145, 157, 171, 222, 243, 267, 296,
308, 309, 340, 553, 585, 599, 637, 642, 655, 756, 790, 840, 843,
864, 865, 884, 913, 984, 1290, 1762, 1767, 3151, 3184
Brown soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Brown

Black-eyed pea. See Cowpea–Vigna unguiculata
Buckeye Cotton Oil Co. See Procter & Gamble Co.
Books containing early formulas for basic food ingredients. See
Cookery Books
Boone Valley Cooperative Processing Association (Eagle Grove,
Iowa) 2944
Botany–Soybean 30, 98, 137, 212, 218, 231, 361, 601, 634, 658,
852, 853, 943, 978, 1086, 1156, 1195, 1223, 1228, 1290, 1291,
1587, 1829, 2013, 2030, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2151, 2407, 2414, 2510,
2660, 2698, 2699, 2703, 2732, 2736, 2738, 2778, 2802, 2806, 2812,
2861, 2862, 2942, 2960, 3101, 3135

Building materials. See Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other
Woods, Wallpaper, or Building Materials
Bureau of Crop Estimates (USDA). See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Statistical Reporting Service (SRS)
Burgers, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and
Patties
Burlison, William Leonidas (1882-1958, Univ. of Illinois) 584, 915,
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1442, 1521, 1703, 1842, 1843, 1848, 1855, 1924, 1925, 2203, 2258,
2275, 2334, 2335, 2444, 2515, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2782, 2810,
2872, 2931, 2944, 2948, 2975, 2993, 3029, 3037, 3254
Burma. See Asia, Southeast–Myanmar

Canada–Soybean crushers, early. See Soybean Crushers (Canada),
Early (Before 1941)
Canada–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses 2004, 2262, 2422, 2605, 2613, 2674, 3052, 3264,
3334

Butter-beans. See Lima Bean
Cajanus cajan. See Pigeon Pea, Pigeonpea or Red Gram

Canada–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 1932

Cake or meal, soybean. See Soybean Meal
Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybeans, and
Soybean Foods and Feeds 257, 268, 269, 294, 346, 370, 402, 1243,
2320, 2712, 2905
Calf, Lamb, or Pig Milk Replacer
Replacers 1880, 1947, 1948, 2768

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Alberta 2328, 2520, 2605,
2613, 2672, 2852, 3264, 3301
Canadian Provinces and Territories–British Columbia 438, 598,
683, 865, 1154, 2225, 2520, 2605, 2607, 2689, 2800, 2852, 3264,
3307
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Manitoba 585, 592, 637, 2328,
2520, 2605, 2607, 2613, 2672, 2674, 2702, 2729, 2730, 2733, 2739,
2753, 2777, 2779, 2800, 2813, 2852, 2861, 3041, 3264, 3334

California. See United States–States–California
Canada 36, 37, 375, 407, 416, 435, 438, 469, 484, 501, 553, 557,
572, 585, 592, 596, 597, 598, 599, 637, 643, 646, 648, 655, 656,
667, 672, 677, 682, 683, 687, 688, 699, 719, 720, 731, 741, 756,
759, 760, 772, 790, 805, 806, 814, 864, 865, 891, 896, 900, 912,
989, 1008, 1014, 1027, 1090, 1097, 1121, 1142, 1154, 1161, 1250,
1262, 1290, 1291, 1310, 1319, 1390, 1409, 1438, 1591, 1618, 1661,
1690, 1801, 1872, 1890, 1932, 1942, 1947, 2004, 2030, 2042, 2100,
2109, 2128, 2151, 2207, 2225, 2238, 2262, 2263, 2301, 2354, 2362,
2393, 2394, 2415, 2422, 2512, 2515, 2520, 2522, 2523, 2571, 2583,
2592, 2605, 2607, 2613, 2617, 2670, 2671, 2672, 2674, 2681, 2683,
2689, 2698, 2702, 2714, 2729, 2730, 2733, 2739, 2740, 2749, 2753,
2777, 2779, 2798, 2800, 2813, 2852, 2861, 2883, 2919, 2931, 2941,
2959, 2978, 3013, 3017, 3028, 3041, 3052, 3054, 3057, 3066, 3129,
3194, 3195, 3198, 3199, 3200, 3234, 3264, 3301, 3307, 3319, 3320,
3326, 3327, 3332, 3333, 3334, 3336, 3337, 3348
Canada. See Ontario Soybean Growers (Marketing Board)
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans in Canada or a certain Canadian province 36,
585, 592, 596, 598, 2605
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not yet in)
Canada or a certain Canadian province 484, 731
Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Canada or a certain
Canadian province 585, 592, 596, 598, 2605

Canadian Provinces and Territories–New Brunswick 731, 2605,
2729, 3333
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Northwest Territories 3326
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Nova Scotia 596, 864, 2605,
2730, 2800, 2852, 3041, 3057, 3326, 3327, 3332
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario 375, 407, 416, 435,
469, 553, 557, 572, 596, 597, 599, 646, 648, 655, 656, 682, 687,
688, 719, 720, 731, 759, 760, 772, 805, 806, 814, 900, 912, 989,
1008, 1027, 1097, 1121, 1161, 1250, 1262, 1290, 1291, 1310, 1390,
1591, 1618, 1690, 1801, 1872, 2004, 2042, 2109, 2128, 2151, 2238,
2262, 2263, 2301, 2393, 2394, 2422, 2512, 2520, 2571, 2605, 2607,
2613, 2672, 2674, 2749, 2800, 2813, 2852, 3017, 3057, 3066, 3129,
3194, 3198, 3199, 3234, 3264, 3301, 3307, 3326, 3327, 3333, 3334,
3336, 3337, 3348
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Prince Edward Island 2605,
2733, 3264, 3326, 3327, 3333
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec (Quebec) 484, 501,
741, 1250, 1310, 1319, 1409, 1438, 1661, 1690, 2301, 2592, 2605,
2607, 2613, 2672, 2739, 2777, 2800, 2813, 2852, 2948, 2959, 3057,
3264, 3320, 3333, 3336
Canadian Provinces and Territories–Saskatchewan 592, 643, 667,
677, 699, 1890, 2328, 2613, 2672, 2674, 3326

Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for soybeans in Canada or a certain Canadian
province 36, 585, 592, 596, 598, 2672

Canadian soybean varieties. See Soybean Varieties Canada

Canada–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in Canada or a
certain Canadian province 585, 592, 596, 598, 2672

Canavalia gladiata. See Sword Bean

Canada soy pioneers. See Zavitz, Charles Ambrose (1863-1942)

Canavalia ensiformis. See Jack Bean (Canavalia ensiformis)

Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as
an Hydrogenated Oil 1115, 1156, 1195, 2197, 2561, 2592, 2632,
2638, 2887, 3174
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Oct. 2002 by Bunge 2970, 3102, 3105
Cannabis sativa. See Hemp
Certification of soybean seeds. See Seed Certification (Soybeans)
Canola (Brassica napus (L.) var. napus)–An Improved Variety of
the Rape Plant or Rapeseed Having Seeds with Little or No Erucic
Acid 3329, 3334, 3343
Cantonese. See Asia, East–China–English-Language Documents
that Contain Cantonese Romanization / Transliteration

Ceylon. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka
Checkoff programs (state and national). See American Soybean
Association (ASA)–Checkoff Programs
Cheese. See Soy Cheese

Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber (Including Complex Carbohydrates,
Bran, Water-Soluble and Water-Insoluble Fiber) 58, 61, 69, 71, 72,
79, 83, 84, 92, 99, 103, 110, 111, 130, 131, 135, 141, 153, 156, 157,
163, 178, 182, 200, 213, 224, 234, 235, 236, 242, 244, 251, 252,
259, 262, 265, 266, 268, 270, 278, 280, 282, 291, 294, 303, 332,
339, 340, 346, 370, 391, 393, 397, 398, 399, 425, 429, 431, 432,
450, 464, 499, 504, 506, 510, 567, 588, 614, 657, 698, 756, 773,
810, 855, 901, 946, 1001, 1019, 1058, 1088, 1107, 1170, 1225,
1373, 1387, 1471, 1546, 1578, 1762, 1799, 1935, 2038, 2067, 2496,
3075
Carbohydrates (General). See also: Starch, Dietary Fiber, and
Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars) 109, 113, 134, 158, 182, 194,
219, 257, 332, 397, 419, 429, 431, 450, 524, 579, 625, 671, 702,
712, 756, 855, 877, 902, 968, 1009, 1091, 2030, 2457
Cargill, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis) 3205
Caribbean. See Latin America–Caribbean
Cartoons or Cartoon Characters 2738, 2938, 2966, 3306
Carver, George Washington (ca. 1864-1943, Tuskegee Inst.,
Alabama)–Work with Soybeans, Soyfoods, Peanuts, or Chemurgy,
and the Carver Laboratory in Dearborn, Michigan 744, 874, 1081,
1200, 1522
Catsup or Catchup. See Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop,
Ketchap, Katchup, etc. Word Mentioned in Document
Cattle, Bullocks, Bulls, Steers, or Cows for Beef / Meat or
Unspecified Uses Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake
or Meal as Feed 12, 51, 83, 94, 113, 164, 171, 241, 244, 267, 273,
292, 318, 374, 448, 512, 573, 583, 612, 619, 718, 752, 789, 870,
877, 969, 1019, 1153, 1203, 1212, 1241, 1273, 1278, 1281, 1297,
1374, 1377, 1472, 1524, 1547, 1571, 1603, 1720, 1744, 1752, 1803,
1847, 1854, 1950, 1976, 2169, 2193, 2277, 2295, 2321, 2418, 2433,
2448, 2451, 2478, 2525, 2536, 2552, 2555, 2564, 2598, 2636, 2700,
2724, 2769, 2820, 2822, 2853, 2881, 2957, 3024, 3061, 3244, 3282

Cheese–Non-Soy Non-Dairy Cheeses Made from Plants (Such as
Peanut / Groundnut Cheese, Almond Cheese, etc.) 1069
Cheesecake or cream pie. See Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie
Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis of Seeds, Plants,
Foods, Feeds, Nutritional Components 61, 62, 63, 69, 71, 72, 75,
76, 77, 79, 81, 83, 84, 86, 87, 88, 92, 95, 99, 100, 103, 105, 109,
110, 111, 113, 114, 115, 124, 125, 130, 131, 134, 135, 137, 138,
139, 141, 142, 144, 150, 153, 156, 157, 161, 162, 163, 166, 169,
171, 178, 181, 182, 184, 186, 192, 194, 195, 196, 200, 205, 213,
214, 217, 218, 219, 220, 224, 227, 232, 234, 236, 237, 241, 242,
244, 248, 251, 252, 255, 257, 259, 262, 263, 265, 266, 268, 269,
270, 273, 274, 275, 277, 278, 280, 282, 284, 288, 289, 291, 294,
295, 296, 297, 302, 303, 306, 308, 309, 313, 319, 332, 335, 339,
340, 346, 347, 363, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 374, 379, 382, 391,
395, 396, 397, 398, 399, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 409, 424, 425,
428, 429, 431, 432, 442, 449, 450, 458, 463, 464, 467, 478, 499,
500, 504, 506, 508, 510, 512, 524, 537, 560, 567, 579, 583, 588,
589, 593, 594, 599, 613, 614, 636, 638, 645, 657, 668, 669, 678,
698, 702, 709, 711, 712, 735, 736, 752, 756, 773, 789, 790, 791,
831, 847, 848, 849, 855, 859, 884, 888, 889, 910, 915, 942, 944,
946, 960, 977, 980, 1001, 1008, 1009, 1012, 1019, 1026, 1040,
1045, 1048, 1050, 1054, 1068, 1069, 1076, 1080, 1087, 1088, 1103,
1104, 1105, 1137, 1141, 1152, 1154, 1156, 1195, 1203, 1204, 1205,
1216, 1220, 1225, 1227, 1228, 1239, 1247, 1252, 1299, 1319, 1332,
1351, 1373, 1387, 1389, 1409, 1417, 1423, 1449, 1464, 1471, 1505,
1510, 1547, 1578, 1582, 1583, 1592, 1636, 1744, 1759, 1762, 1778,
1799, 1821, 1829, 1841, 1873, 1917, 1942, 1947, 1948, 1991, 2030,
2048, 2100, 2152, 2168, 2335, 2347, 2510, 2512, 2516, 2538, 2560,
2583, 2592, 2602, 2732, 2744, 2776, 2788, 2806, 2861, 2888, 2912,
2925, 2960, 2976, 3064, 3074, 3075, 3200, 3221, 3339
Chemistry and Soils, Bureau. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial
Chemistry

C.E. Cole. Seedsman (Buckner, Missouri). Seller of Cole’s
Domestic Coffee Berry–at high prices 334, 363, 455, 710

Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic Movement, and the Farm
Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to 1950s, Including Wheeler
McMillen, William J. Hale, and Francis P. Garvan) 2684, 2726,
2817, 2831, 2832, 2859, 2919, 2927, 2959, 3009, 3029, 3059

Central America. See Latin America–Central America

Chenopodium quinoa Willd. See Quinoa

Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne, Indiana). Maker of Master Mix
Feeds. Acquired in Oct. 1987 by the Ferruzzi Group in Ravenna,
Italy. In 1991 became part of CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. [a holding
company], operating as a member of the Eridania / Beghin-Say
agro-industrial group, within Ferruzzi-Montedison. Acquired in

Chiang, soybean (from China). See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste
Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT, organized in April 1848) 2745
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Chicago Heights Oil Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois; Started by I.C.
Bradley and George Brett) 1997, 2375, 2650, 2931, 3029
Chickens (esp. Layers & Broilers) Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage,
or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 28, 36, 37, 112, 173, 409, 462,
472, 563, 689, 718, 790, 889, 961, 990, 1303, 1446, 1467, 1490,
1557, 1676, 1786, 1787, 1874, 2007, 2014, 2021, 2128, 2292, 2302,
2303, 2340, 2442, 2464, 2479, 2492, 2515, 2535, 2549, 2564, 2649,
2656, 2669, 2765, 2850, 2881, 2971, 3038, 3103, 3148, 3152, 3190,
3191, 3227, 3235, 3265, 3295, 3302, 3305, 3308, 3309, 3314, 3322
Chickpea / Chickpeas / Chick-Peas, Garbanzo / Garbanza Beans.
Cicer arietinum L. Including Hummus / Hummous 62, 243, 267,
509, 1252, 1290, 2293, 2681, 2837, 3297
Chickpea / Chickpeas / Chick-Peas, Garbanzo / Garbanza Beans.
Cicer arietinum L. Including Hummus / Hummous. Etymology of
These Terms and Their Cognates/Relatives in Various Languages
267
Chico-San Inc. (Chico, California). Maker and Importer of
Macrobiotic and Natural Foods. Founded in March 1962 3340
China. See Asia, East–China

Erdmandel. Italian: Cipero comestible 54, 232, 305, 367, 448, 455,
546, 547, 555, 569, 586, 610, 649, 775, 856, 972, 984, 1074, 1131,
1196, 1202, 1290, 1312, 1631, 1639, 1792, 1825, 2177
Cicer arietinum. See Chickpeas or Garbanzo Beans
Civil War in USA (1861-1865) 187, 717, 2273, 2416, 2539, 2553,
2561, 3059, 3156
Cleaning soybean seeds. See Seed Cleaning–Especially for Food or
Seed Uses
Coconut Milk and Cream. Or Coconuts Used to Flavor Soymilk,
Rice Milk, etc.. 3343
Coffee, soy. See Soy Coffee
Coffee Substitutes or Adulterants, Non-Soy–Usually Made from
Roasted Cereals, Chicory, and / or Other Legumes 219, 232, 861,
1583, 1744
Coix lachryma-jobi. See Job’s Tears
Coker Pedigreed Seed Co. (Hartsville, South Carolina) 2572, 2741,
2798, 2922, 2983, 3307, 3340

China–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 1080
Chinese Medicine, Traditional, Including Heating-Cooling or HotCold Foods and Medicines 1, 3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 16, 18, 21, 124, 132,
201, 231, 245, 1028, 1069, 2609, 2627
Chinese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy (Including Chinese
from Manchuria, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, etc.) 409, 840,
921, 1028, 1079, 1098, 1099, 1139, 1141, 1195, 1219, 1351, 1424,
1582, 1584, 1625, 1661, 1677, 1885, 2861, 3018, 3165
Chinese restaurants outside China, or Chinese recipes that use
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese
Restaurants Outside China
Chinese Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names 3, 992,
1406, 1555, 2861, 3056
Chinese-style soy sauce made with a significant proportion of
wheat. See Soy Sauce, Chinese Style. Made with a Significant

Cold tolerance / hardiness in soybeans. See Soybean–Physiology–
Tolerance to Cold
Color of soybean seeds. See Seed Color (Soybeans)–Specific
Varieties), Soybean Seeds (of different colors)
Combines. Also called the Combined Harvester-Thresher in the
1920s and 1930s (Combine) 851, 1435, 1567, 1633, 1731, 1745,
1818, 1879, 1912, 1989, 2024, 2036, 2045, 2058, 2063, 2085, 2156,
2253, 2258, 2260, 2262, 2288, 2317, 2326, 2328, 2334, 2335, 2339,
2345, 2346, 2360, 2371, 2387, 2388, 2389, 2392, 2411, 2420, 2447,
2450, 2456, 2464, 2523, 2525, 2572, 2587, 2639, 2652, 2667, 2692,
2693, 2701, 2722, 2826, 2827, 2828, 2829, 2830, 2832, 2900, 2903,
2931, 2932, 2944, 2950, 2975, 2998, 3037, 3053, 3068, 3079, 3100,
3160, 3192, 3193, 3194, 3195, 3205, 3326, 3347, 3358
Combines or Combined Harvester-Thresher–Etymology of This
Term and its Cognates 1435, 2058, 2253, 2258, 2260, 2288, 2326,
2328, 2827

Chocolate or cocoa substitute made from roasted soybeans. See Soy
Chocolate

Commercial fermneted black soybeans. See Fermented Black
Soybean Production–How to Make Fermented black Soybeans on a
Commercial Scale

Chocolate substitute made from roasted peanuts. See Peanut
Chocolate

Commercial natto. See Natto Production–How to Make Natto on a
Commercial Scale

Cholesterol. See Lipids–Effects on Blood Lipids

Commercial Soy Products–New Products, Mostly Foods 3265

Chronology / Timeline 3357, 3358

Commercial soy sauce. See Soy Sauce Production–How to Make
Soy Sauce on a Commercial Scale

Chufa / Chufas (Cyperus esculentus). Also Called Earth Almond,
Tiger Nuts/Tigernut, Nut Grass, Ground Almond, Hognut, Earth
Nut, Rush Nut, Zulu Nut. French: Voandzou, Souchet. German:

Commercial tofu. See Tofu Production–How to Make Tofu on a
Commercial Scale
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Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Office and
Commissioner of Patents (Forerunners of USDA)
Composition of soybeans, soyfoods, or feeds. See Chemical /
Nutritional Composition or Analysis
Computer Software, Computerized Information Services, and
Modeling / Simulation Related to Soy 3238
Computerized Databases and Information Services, Information or
Publications About Those Concerning Soya 3086, 3238
Concentrated soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)
Condensed soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)
Congee or gruel made from whole soybeans. See Whole Dry
Soybeans Cooked with Plenty of Water for a Long Time to Make
Soybean Congee or Gruel
Conservation of soils. See Soil Science–Soil Conservation or Soil
Erosion
Cookery Books Containing Early Formulas for Basic Food
Ingredients, Such As Jiang, Miso, Soy Sauce, Tofu, 3, 4
Cookery, Cookbooks, Cooking Videos, and Recipes–Mostly Using
Soy, Mostly Vegetarian. See also: the Subcategories–Vegetarian
Cookbooks, Vegan Cookbooks 13, 14, 46, 50, 99, 108, 153, 166,
219, 377, 378, 386, 612, 888, 1252, 1314, 1415, 1462, 1510, 1552,
1603, 1626, 1921, 1947, 1948, 2006, 2030, 2309, 2343, 2699, 2703,
2736, 2737, 2738, 2845, 2850, 2868, 2886, 2915, 2918, 2925, 2946,
3002, 3003, 3021, 3250, 3306
Cooperative Enterprises, Ventures, Research, or Experiments, and
Cooperatives / Co-ops, Worldwide. See also: Soybean Crushers
(USA)–Cooperative Crushers 655, 656, 688, 719, 720, 744, 759,
760, 806, 900, 957, 995, 1035, 1067, 1097, 1110, 1161, 1181, 1262,
1329, 1390, 1507, 1591, 1596, 1683, 1690, 1790, 1872, 1972, 2042,
2061, 2079, 2108, 2133, 2206, 2394, 2405, 2512, 2613, 2672, 2720,
2772, 2782, 2783, 2876, 2948, 2994, 3002, 3165, 3271, 3292, 3326,
3358
Cooperative soybean crushers. See Soybean Crushers (USA),
Cooperative
Corn / Maize (Zea mays L. subsp. mays)–Including Corn Oil, Corn
Germ Oil, Meal, Starch, and Corn Gluten 20, 27, 29, 33, 34, 36, 37,
45, 48, 49, 51, 53, 62, 75, 113, 125, 144, 148, 150, 159, 162, 163,
164, 171, 175, 184, 202, 206, 223, 224, 232, 234, 257, 263, 273,
275, 276, 284, 290, 295, 296, 297, 298, 303, 304, 313, 319, 325,
329, 334, 335, 340, 346, 347, 353, 364, 369, 370, 373, 374, 377,
389, 393, 395, 401, 402, 403, 404, 412, 417, 419, 424, 431, 432,
442, 447, 451, 454, 455, 456, 462, 465, 467, 478, 486, 494, 499,
500, 504, 505, 506, 509, 510, 512, 524, 538, 542, 547, 552, 558,
560, 563, 564, 567, 569, 573, 574, 579, 583, 586, 588, 590, 591,

599, 604, 609, 619, 625, 629, 648, 653, 659, 662, 668, 673, 681,
692, 693, 709, 712, 718, 721, 729, 734, 744, 750, 753, 755, 756,
759, 765, 767, 770, 772, 774, 778, 784, 789, 794, 795, 796, 798,
800, 803, 804, 835, 838, 845, 849, 857, 862, 867, 874, 875, 877,
879, 883, 885, 892, 896, 897, 902, 903, 907, 910, 914, 923, 925,
930, 936, 940, 948, 957, 964, 968, 969, 970, 972, 980, 989, 995,
997, 998, 1003, 1004, 1008, 1011, 1019, 1021, 1022, 1035, 1061,
1074, 1085, 1090, 1091, 1092, 1097, 1106, 1108, 1110, 1117, 1133,
1136, 1150, 1158, 1159, 1164, 1168, 1169, 1171, 1174, 1175, 1177,
1181, 1188, 1190, 1196, 1199, 1208, 1213, 1214, 1217, 1218, 1222,
1232, 1236, 1237, 1238, 1241, 1242, 1243, 1245, 1247, 1255, 1263,
1264, 1267, 1268, 1272, 1274, 1276, 1278, 1279, 1280, 1281, 1283,
1286, 1288, 1290, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1306, 1308, 1311, 1313, 1314,
1317, 1319, 1321, 1322, 1323, 1324, 1330, 1332, 1337, 1338, 1343,
1351, 1364, 1374, 1377, 1379, 1380, 1381, 1382, 1387, 1393, 1396,
1399, 1402, 1403, 1406, 1414, 1417, 1418, 1420, 1422, 1426, 1428,
1429, 1432, 1434, 1436, 1440, 1447, 1453, 1454, 1455, 1456, 1457,
1459, 1465, 1467, 1469, 1470, 1472, 1474, 1475, 1478, 1479, 1489,
1493, 1497, 1498, 1505, 1506, 1507, 1508, 1509, 1510, 1512, 1513,
1515, 1516, 1517, 1522, 1524, 1529, 1531, 1533, 1536, 1537, 1539,
1543, 1547, 1548, 1552, 1558, 1559, 1561, 1562, 1568, 1571, 1576,
1577, 1578, 1579, 1585, 1586, 1588, 1594, 1596, 1597, 1600, 1601,
1602, 1604, 1620, 1626, 1631, 1633, 1634, 1638, 1639, 1641, 1644,
1650, 1652, 1658, 1661, 1665, 1667, 1673, 1674, 1675, 1676, 1680,
1684, 1687, 1693, 1695, 1696, 1702, 1703, 1704, 1708, 1711, 1712,
1713, 1716, 1717, 1718, 1720, 1722, 1723, 1724, 1728, 1732, 1733,
1743, 1745, 1746, 1752, 1758, 1760, 1762, 1763, 1764, 1765, 1766,
1767, 1768, 1771, 1772, 1774, 1775, 1780, 1781, 1782, 1785, 1786,
1787, 1792, 1794, 1795, 1797, 1798, 1800, 1801, 1802, 1804, 1806,
1807, 1809, 1810, 1812, 1813, 1814, 1816, 1817, 1820, 1822, 1825,
1826, 1828, 1830, 1833, 1834, 1835, 1836, 1837, 1838, 1839, 1840,
1842, 1843, 1846, 1854, 1855, 1860, 1863, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1871,
1877, 1878, 1884, 1886, 1887, 1889, 1890, 1895, 1898, 1900, 1901,
1909, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1916, 1917, 1924, 1925, 1930, 1934,
1935, 1936, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1941, 1950, 1951, 1952, 1954, 1955,
1956, 1957, 1958, 1961, 1965, 1967, 1968, 1970, 1972, 1974, 1977,
1979, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1992, 1993, 1995, 1996, 1997,
1999, 2000, 2003, 2004, 2011, 2015, 2020, 2021, 2025, 2026, 2029,
2033, 2035, 2036, 2039, 2044, 2052, 2053, 2056, 2058, 2060, 2062,
2063, 2065, 2067, 2068, 2069, 2070, 2076, 2077, 2079, 2084, 2087,
2089, 2093, 2101, 2104, 2107, 2108, 2109, 2110, 2112, 2114, 2123,
2126, 2127, 2131, 2133, 2141, 2143, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2154, 2160,
2165, 2166, 2167, 2169, 2175, 2176, 2177, 2178, 2181, 2182, 2184,
2188, 2189, 2193, 2196, 2200, 2205, 2206, 2208, 2211, 2212, 2218,
2223, 2224, 2243, 2246, 2249, 2260, 2261, 2262, 2274, 2275, 2277,
2279, 2280, 2281, 2285, 2286, 2290, 2297, 2301, 2317, 2334, 2335,
2340, 2341, 2346, 2360, 2363, 2367, 2370, 2373, 2378, 2382, 2387,
2388, 2389, 2391, 2406, 2411, 2416, 2421, 2456, 2462, 2464, 2469,
2478, 2488, 2489, 2497, 2498, 2503, 2519, 2520, 2523, 2526, 2530,
2532, 2539, 2540, 2561, 2562, 2564, 2575, 2581, 2619, 2621, 2624,
2630, 2634, 2635, 2647, 2649, 2652, 2653, 2667, 2696, 2706, 2719,
2733, 2742, 2745, 2753, 2775, 2783, 2796, 2809, 2818, 2821, 2826,
2847, 2889, 2910, 2931, 2932, 2952, 2974, 2975, 3007, 3032, 3054,
3055, 3076, 3077, 3079, 3108, 3115, 3125, 3126, 3130, 3131, 3147,
3150, 3151, 3154, 3162, 3168, 3169, 3171, 3175, 3183, 3184, 3188,
3194, 3195, 3196, 3202, 3211, 3225, 3262, 3271, 3286, 3294, 3300,
3325, 3343, 3346, 3347
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), and New York State
Agric. Experiment Station (Geneva, NY)–Soyfoods Research &
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Development 2872, 2946, 3050, 3061, 3254, 3262, 3322
Costs and/or Profits / Returns from Producing Soybeans 345, 619,
765, 910, 968, 969, 1011, 1014, 1322, 1385, 1824, 2029, 2246,
2267, 2275, 2450, 2696, 2722, 2725
Cotton Cloth, Fabric, Textile, Yarn, Fibers or Raw Cotton in Bales,
All from the Boll of the Cotton Plant (Gossypium sp. L.) 97, 141,
379, 790
Cotton Plant and Crop (Gossypium sp. L.). See also Cottonseed Oil,
Cake, and Meal 53, 57, 66, 283, 325, 505, 574, 783, 863, 874, 1092,
1137, 1142, 1153, 1193, 1196, 1402, 1507, 1829, 2099, 2100, 2322,
2999
Cottonseed and Cotton (Gossypium sp. L.). See also Cottonseed
Oil, Cake, and Meal 353, 417, 526, 1371
Cottonseed Flour. Previously Spelled Cotton-Seed Flour 1829
Cottonseed Meal and Cake (Defatted). Previously Spelled CottonSeed Cake 113, 141, 275, 276, 288, 303, 313, 335, 347, 348, 369,
393, 404, 440, 448, 449, 456, 478, 483, 484, 494, 502, 524, 537,
560, 563, 567, 575, 625, 627, 671, 692, 693, 702, 712, 718, 719,
759, 767, 775, 778, 779, 796, 810, 855, 867, 891, 896, 900, 968,
972, 1008, 1014, 1021, 1052, 1068, 1070, 1078, 1080, 1091, 1105,
1106, 1124, 1161, 1201, 1204, 1205, 1212, 1213, 1214, 1227, 1239,
1241, 1244, 1247, 1256, 1281, 1297, 1301, 1314, 1319, 1323, 1353,
1355, 1374, 1380, 1389, 1394, 1396, 1402, 1409, 1420, 1427, 1429,
1435, 1459, 1460, 1464, 1467, 1468, 1490, 1503, 1524, 1539, 1546,
1558, 1561, 1585, 1594, 1633, 1646, 1657, 1666, 1670, 1675, 1712,
1740, 1752, 1767, 1774, 1778, 1803, 1816, 1847, 1854, 1872, 1906,
1915, 1941, 2008, 2048, 2055, 2057, 2067, 2089, 2094, 2133, 2142,
2169, 2172, 2174, 2193, 2204, 2216, 2245, 2295, 2341, 2369, 2370,
2421, 2442, 2489, 2515, 2524, 2525, 2613, 2669, 2758, 2783, 2796,
2818, 2842, 2873, 3043, 3128, 3235, 3260, 3343
Cottonseed Oil. Previously Spelled Cotton-Seed Oil or Cotton Oil
17, 18, 61, 219, 243, 303, 448, 1014, 1019, 1050, 1080, 1105, 1205,
1281, 1351, 1396, 1411, 1420, 1435, 1438, 1568, 1679, 1696, 1699,
1875, 1932, 1989, 2024, 2048, 2101, 2255, 2363, 2369, 2375, 2422,
2523, 2524, 2525, 2632, 2650, 2758, 2847, 3019, 3280, 3343
Cottonseeds / Cotton Seeds–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates/Relatives in English 113, 141, 217, 275, 276, 313, 692,
1052
Cottonseeds / Cottonseed. Previously Spelled Cotton Seeds / Seed
217, 244, 517, 627, 693, 1255, 1266, 1452, 1572, 2024, 2561, 2745,
2872
Cover Crop, Use of Soybeans as. See also: Intercropping 758, 873,
883, 917, 919, 920, 1025, 1057, 1229, 1235, 1236, 1239, 1382,
1391, 1479, 1497, 1623, 1778, 2199, 2250, 2251, 2315, 2406, 2553,
2694, 2756, 3106, 3165
Cowpea / Cowpeas / Black-Eyed Peas–Etymology of These Terms
and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 217, 280, 393,
883, 1003

Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea. Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp. Formerly
spelled Cow Pea. Also called Blackeye Pea, Cowpeas, Pea Bean,
Yardlong Cowpea. Chinese: Jiangdou. Previous scientific names:
Vigna sinensis (L.) (1890s-1970s), Vigna catjang (1898-1920),
Vigna Katiang (1889) 8, 42, 145, 167, 170, 171, 172, 188, 204, 217,
220, 222, 256, 260, 275, 280, 288, 290, 299, 305, 306, 309, 312,
319, 325, 335, 336, 340, 341, 347, 353, 363, 364, 365, 366, 377,
380, 385, 387, 389, 390, 393, 394, 398, 403, 412, 420, 422, 423,
441, 442, 462, 473, 479, 489, 494, 500, 501, 505, 506, 510, 526,
539, 542, 545, 548, 552, 553, 556, 563, 569, 574, 580, 583, 590,
591, 595, 599, 604, 620, 625, 627, 629, 634, 635, 642, 647, 648,
651, 653, 659, 676, 679, 681, 684, 687, 697, 698, 700, 702, 704,
707, 711, 714, 715, 718, 720, 721, 722, 727, 729, 730, 733, 737,
739, 740, 742, 748, 755, 756, 758, 760, 765, 767, 770, 774, 775,
779, 781, 783, 788, 790, 792, 796, 799, 802, 806, 810, 831, 839,
854, 862, 863, 866, 867, 874, 875, 877, 878, 879, 880, 883, 884,
893, 894, 899, 904, 907, 910, 912, 913, 915, 923, 930, 933, 940,
941, 944, 948, 952, 953, 957, 962, 963, 966, 968, 969, 972, 975,
976, 979, 980, 982, 984, 986, 989, 991, 995, 997, 998, 1000, 1003,
1005, 1008, 1011, 1015, 1016, 1020, 1021, 1025, 1035, 1046, 1052,
1057, 1062, 1063, 1064, 1065, 1068, 1070, 1072, 1074, 1075, 1078,
1081, 1086, 1091, 1092, 1094, 1096, 1097, 1100, 1107, 1108, 1110,
1112, 1116, 1120, 1123, 1126, 1127, 1128, 1129, 1130, 1137, 1138,
1139, 1144, 1148, 1158, 1159, 1171, 1173, 1175, 1176, 1177, 1181,
1184, 1185, 1186, 1191, 1192, 1193, 1195, 1196, 1199, 1200, 1202,
1208, 1213, 1215, 1218, 1222, 1227, 1234, 1236, 1237, 1240, 1244,
1252, 1255, 1263, 1264, 1270, 1272, 1273, 1275, 1277, 1278, 1279,
1283, 1284, 1285, 1286, 1287, 1290, 1294, 1302, 1307, 1313, 1318,
1321, 1322, 1324, 1329, 1331, 1334, 1335, 1338, 1339, 1341, 1343,
1345, 1349, 1353, 1377, 1379, 1380, 1388, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1403,
1411, 1413, 1418, 1427, 1429, 1430, 1431, 1432, 1436, 1448, 1449,
1457, 1459, 1467, 1470, 1473, 1474, 1476, 1479, 1492, 1497, 1502,
1505, 1506, 1509, 1515, 1518, 1521, 1522, 1531, 1533, 1534, 1549,
1557, 1558, 1559, 1562, 1565, 1566, 1567, 1568, 1571, 1590, 1604,
1611, 1613, 1614, 1617, 1625, 1631, 1632, 1633, 1638, 1639, 1646,
1649, 1651, 1652, 1655, 1657, 1664, 1667, 1668, 1670, 1686, 1687,
1692, 1703, 1712, 1713, 1719, 1721, 1723, 1745, 1747, 1761, 1762,
1767, 1769, 1788, 1792, 1793, 1802, 1814, 1819, 1825, 1828, 1829,
1841, 1849, 1850, 1858, 1869, 1879, 1891, 1900, 1901, 1905, 1912,
1923, 1926, 1936, 1940, 1949, 1962, 1967, 1968, 1975, 1987, 1999,
2010, 2011, 2013, 2015, 2016, 2023, 2026, 2029, 2030, 2048, 2069,
2078, 2082, 2083, 2086, 2088, 2093, 2097, 2104, 2107, 2116, 2126,
2129, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2166, 2177, 2180, 2181, 2199, 2212, 2217,
2218, 2233, 2238, 2260, 2261, 2265, 2270, 2280, 2281, 2290, 2305,
2317, 2321, 2335, 2351, 2362, 2370, 2411, 2432, 2456, 2505, 2516,
2539, 2556, 2564, 2579, 2590, 2637, 2640, 2653, 2775, 2783, 2801,
2802, 2813, 2888, 2944, 2999, 3005, 3032, 3119, 3153, 3156, 3158,
3209, 3213, 3217, 3293, 3358
Cows / Cattle for Dairy Milk and Butter Fed Soybeans, Soybean
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 61, 113, 162, 163, 178,
224, 234, 263, 266, 276, 295, 296, 297, 311, 313, 335, 341, 347,
369, 373, 390, 393, 395, 401, 404, 431, 442, 448, 456, 468, 478,
494, 503, 506, 542, 552, 554, 560, 569, 573, 583, 586, 591, 601,
604, 612, 619, 640, 642, 647, 648, 662, 668, 673, 692, 712, 718,
721, 730, 749, 761, 767, 772, 778, 796, 798, 802, 803, 872, 879,
881, 894, 896, 906, 923, 968, 983, 1008, 1014, 1021, 1033, 1054,
1068, 1077, 1080, 1085, 1091, 1101, 1105, 1214, 1226, 1247, 1248,
1266, 1280, 1288, 1301, 1380, 1396, 1436, 1440, 1467, 1470, 1498,
1509, 1516, 1524, 1537, 1557, 1572, 1583, 1585, 1594, 1595, 1600,
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1674, 1697, 1711, 1716, 1758, 1766, 1774, 1782, 1786, 1829, 1872,
1899, 1917, 1918, 1950, 1958, 1980, 1984, 2030, 2035, 2036, 2057,
2066, 2069, 2071, 2072, 2088, 2115, 2122, 2138, 2142, 2183, 2191,
2197, 2214, 2216, 2221, 2223, 2235, 2244, 2245, 2266, 2276, 2282,
2342, 2353, 2379, 2391, 2400, 2449, 2477, 2495, 2531, 2567, 2585,
2588, 2594, 2601, 2633, 2636, 2641, 2644, 2651, 2671, 2676, 2686,
2698, 2700, 2728, 2735, 2752, 2757, 2760, 2768, 2790, 2881, 3024,
3025, 3061, 3177, 3216, 3302, 3315
Crayons. See Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax
Cream, soymilk. See Soymilk Cream
Crop Rotation Using Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement 113,
114, 133, 194, 329, 390, 433, 497, 593, 609, 621, 625, 647, 744,
750, 763, 783, 790, 891, 893, 915, 940, 985, 1018, 1020, 1029,
1031, 1067, 1092, 1150, 1167, 1169, 1181, 1218, 1240, 1264, 1270,
1272, 1274, 1277, 1302, 1317, 1329, 1331, 1347, 1351, 1375, 1377,
1382, 1393, 1420, 1430, 1436, 1459, 1479, 1498, 1529, 1568, 1621,
1643, 1715, 1782, 1792, 1806, 1812, 1816, 1829, 1833, 1834, 1841,
1860, 1879, 1887, 1900, 1906, 1912, 1924, 1925, 1928, 1930, 1934,
1965, 1983, 1992, 2008, 2020, 2041, 2058, 2059, 2068, 2084, 2088,
2091, 2108, 2110, 2114, 2126, 2133, 2134, 2143, 2154, 2160, 2189,
2208, 2210, 2212, 2261, 2262, 2264, 2267, 2299, 2346, 2382, 2387,
2390, 2406, 2410, 2458, 2491, 2512, 2539, 2574, 2589, 2618, 2640,
2648, 2652, 2679, 2680, 2682, 2684, 2694, 2726, 2745, 2774, 2813,
2834, 2862, 2866, 2895, 2924, 2931, 2953, 2969, 2976, 2993, 2997,
2999, 3020, 3029, 3063, 3065, 3099, 3101, 3113, 3135, 3142, 3158,
3271, 3331, 3358
Cropping Systems: Intercropping, Interplanting, Mixed Cropping
or Mixed Planting (Often Planted in Alternating Rows with Some
Other Crop) 148, 534, 588, 692, 742, 790, 798, 816, 818, 819, 830,
930, 1009, 1012, 1025, 1050, 1057, 1082, 1085, 1120, 1135, 1139,
1195, 1203, 1279, 1324, 1330, 1331, 1337, 1422, 1470, 1479, 1508,
1509, 1524, 1536, 1537, 1576, 1579, 1631, 1633, 1634, 1638, 1650,
1673, 1685, 1687, 1693, 1712, 1743, 1746, 1760, 1765, 1792, 1800,
1828, 1829, 1837, 1843, 1855, 1884, 1901, 1977, 1985, 1993, 2013,
2044, 2056, 2062, 2068, 2081, 2084, 2099, 2100, 2126, 2128, 2131,
2154, 2188, 2189, 2215, 2216, 2217, 2231, 2265, 2281, 2290, 2300,
2334, 2335, 2362, 2392, 2399, 2421, 2437, 2440, 2443, 2447, 2456,
2523, 2525, 2581, 2584, 2617, 2621, 2637, 2652, 2667, 2771, 2807,
2837, 2861, 2868, 2938, 2941, 2966, 2988, 3020, 3050, 3053, 3077,
3116, 3127, 3130, 3132, 3147, 3154, 3162, 3183, 3188, 3194, 3195,
3211, 3221, 3222, 3224, 3297, 3320, 3325, 3331, 3335, 3347
Crushing, soybean–equipment manufacturers. See Allis-Chalmers,
Anderson International Corp., French Oil Mill Machinery Co.
Crushing statistics for soybeans, and soy oil and meal production
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia,
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations
within each region
CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. See Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne,
Indiana)
Cultural Practices, Cultivation & Agronomy (Including Crop
Management, Erosion, Planting, Seedbed Preparation, Water
Management / Irrigation) 3, 4, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 28, 32, 34, 36,

37, 38, 42, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50, 51, 56, 60, 65, 68, 69, 70, 71, 73, 74,
79, 81, 82, 83, 84, 86, 88, 89, 94, 95, 96, 102, 103, 107, 108, 121,
122, 123, 126, 129, 130, 139, 142, 147, 148, 153, 158, 161, 162,
163, 164, 166, 168, 175, 176, 181, 182, 186, 203, 206, 220, 223,
224, 232, 236, 241, 243, 256, 261, 265, 270, 286, 290, 293, 306,
320, 326, 327, 329, 334, 341, 345, 359, 364, 375, 377, 386, 389,
390, 391, 394, 395, 413, 419, 424, 431, 437, 441, 447, 466, 478,
495, 500, 503, 505, 508, 512, 517, 538, 554, 558, 560, 563, 564,
583, 585, 591, 596, 597, 601, 604, 609, 613, 614, 616, 619, 621,
629, 630, 637, 643, 645, 646, 647, 648, 657, 659, 661, 662, 663,
665, 677, 682, 683, 693, 695, 696, 699, 702, 712, 718, 726, 733,
742, 743, 749, 758, 760, 763, 772, 774, 790, 791, 797, 798, 802,
805, 809, 813, 814, 837, 843, 844, 862, 864, 865, 869, 883, 888,
889, 896, 906, 907, 910, 924, 926, 939, 940, 944, 951, 958, 960,
963, 966, 975, 978, 980, 989, 994, 997, 1001, 1008, 1009, 1020,
1022, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1048, 1049, 1053, 1056, 1059, 1066, 1077,
1083, 1085, 1102, 1103, 1107, 1111, 1121, 1129, 1132, 1134, 1137,
1139, 1147, 1148, 1149, 1152, 1154, 1156, 1157, 1169, 1171, 1178,
1179, 1181, 1192, 1193, 1195, 1203, 1207, 1211, 1214, 1218, 1222,
1223, 1232, 1235, 1239, 1249, 1253, 1254, 1257, 1258, 1271, 1272,
1274, 1279, 1280, 1284, 1290, 1291, 1293, 1299, 1305, 1306, 1308,
1311, 1312, 1313, 1314, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1325, 1329, 1330, 1331,
1334, 1335, 1340, 1353, 1360, 1381, 1382, 1385, 1386, 1388, 1393,
1394, 1395, 1399, 1402, 1406, 1409, 1411, 1415, 1417, 1420, 1421,
1422, 1423, 1426, 1428, 1434, 1436, 1439, 1442, 1447, 1448, 1459,
1465, 1469, 1471, 1472, 1474, 1475, 1479, 1487, 1492, 1496, 1497,
1498, 1499, 1503, 1504, 1505, 1506, 1507, 1508, 1509, 1510, 1514,
1516, 1517, 1518, 1520, 1521, 1523, 1524, 1529, 1535, 1536, 1538,
1540, 1543, 1544, 1548, 1553, 1557, 1568, 1572, 1573, 1581, 1585,
1599, 1606, 1607, 1608, 1609, 1610, 1612, 1617, 1619, 1622, 1623,
1624, 1625, 1626, 1637, 1638, 1641, 1644, 1646, 1652, 1663, 1668,
1670, 1674, 1678, 1684, 1685, 1687, 1693, 1694, 1697, 1702, 1708,
1712, 1713, 1718, 1720, 1721, 1724, 1725, 1731, 1732, 1733, 1745,
1746, 1747, 1749, 1758, 1768, 1769, 1776, 1779, 1780, 1786, 1791,
1797, 1798, 1800, 1801, 1802, 1804, 1806, 1807, 1808, 1811, 1814,
1815, 1816, 1818, 1819, 1821, 1822, 1835, 1837, 1843, 1845, 1856,
1857, 1860, 1863, 1867, 1873, 1874, 1879, 1884, 1886, 1889, 1890,
1892, 1899, 1900, 1907, 1911, 1912, 1915, 1919, 1920, 1923, 1930,
1936, 1938, 1943, 1944, 1946, 1950, 1951, 1955, 1957, 1960, 1963,
1965, 1968, 1969, 1980, 1981, 1983, 1985, 1990, 1992, 2003, 2005,
2008, 2011, 2013, 2015, 2026, 2028, 2030, 2035, 2039, 2044, 2050,
2051, 2052, 2054, 2058, 2059, 2069, 2084, 2087, 2088, 2089, 2092,
2096, 2104, 2107, 2109, 2114, 2117, 2118, 2119, 2125, 2126, 2127,
2128, 2131, 2132, 2134, 2135, 2137, 2141, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2151,
2152, 2153, 2155, 2164, 2169, 2171, 2180, 2187, 2188, 2189, 2196,
2199, 2203, 2209, 2210, 2213, 2214, 2215, 2216, 2219, 2221, 2234,
2236, 2240, 2248, 2249, 2256, 2258, 2264, 2267, 2274, 2276, 2279,
2280, 2281, 2285, 2286, 2290, 2305, 2317, 2327, 2332, 2346, 2360,
2364, 2370, 2371, 2382, 2384, 2387, 2392, 2410, 2411, 2414, 2417,
2421, 2425, 2428, 2429, 2443, 2456, 2459, 2464, 2487, 2498, 2499,
2501, 2506, 2507, 2508, 2509, 2511, 2512, 2516, 2517, 2518, 2519,
2520, 2527, 2528, 2533, 2534, 2535, 2537, 2540, 2545, 2551, 2556,
2560, 2564, 2567, 2574, 2581, 2583, 2587, 2590, 2593, 2602, 2604,
2605, 2609, 2613, 2615, 2617, 2618, 2625, 2632, 2637, 2643, 2645,
2647, 2648, 2649, 2654, 2657, 2658, 2666, 2667, 2672, 2690, 2694,
2698, 2699, 2704, 2705, 2706, 2709, 2711, 2713, 2716, 2717, 2722,
2723, 2736, 2737, 2738, 2746, 2753, 2756, 2759, 2763, 2764, 2767,
2771, 2774, 2776, 2778, 2780, 2782, 2783, 2791, 2793, 2797, 2798,
2800, 2801, 2806, 2810, 2813, 2815, 2833, 2834, 2837, 2840, 2849,
2855, 2858, 2861, 2862, 2864, 2867, 2868, 2877, 2878, 2879, 2880,
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2883, 2886, 2888, 2893, 2896, 2907, 2912, 2914, 2915, 2917, 2923,
2926, 2937, 2938, 2941, 2942, 2943, 2949, 2954, 2958, 2964, 2966,
2970, 2978, 2979, 2986, 2990, 2992, 2998, 3004, 3005, 3011, 3015,
3016, 3032, 3033, 3034, 3044, 3047, 3051, 3053, 3078, 3081, 3100,
3101, 3104, 3106, 3108, 3109, 3111, 3113, 3115, 3131, 3132, 3135,
3141, 3146, 3155, 3158, 3159, 3161, 3164, 3167, 3173, 3175, 3176,
3179, 3184, 3189, 3198, 3213, 3223, 3224, 3234, 3241, 3250, 3254,
3259, 3279, 3285, 3288, 3292, 3331, 3352, 3355
Cultures of nitrogen fixing bacteria for soybeans. See Nitrogen
Fixing Cultures
Curds Made from Soymilk (Soft, Unpressed Tofu) as an End
Product or Food Ingredient. In Japanese: Oboro. In Chinese:
Daufu-fa, Doufu-hua, Doufu-hwa, Douhua, Toufu-hwa, Tow-foofah (“Bean Curd Flowers”) or Doufu-nao, Fu-nao (“Bean Curd
Brains”). In Filipino: Taho (Often Served as a Dessert with a Sugary
Syrup) 2030, 2736
Cyperus esculentus. See Chufa. Also Called Earth Almond, Tiger
Nuts, etc.
Dairy alternatives (soy based). See Soy Cheese–Fermented, Soy
Cheesecake or Cream Pie, Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or
Mousse, Soy Yogurt, Soymilk, Soymilk, Fermented, Soymilk,
Fermented–Soy Kefir, Tofu (Soy Cheese)
Dammann & Co. (San Giovanni a Teduccio {near Naples}, Italy)
1086, 1251, 1320

3165, 3224
Dies, Edward Jerome (1891-1979) 2872, 2873, 2939
Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel, or Artificial Petroleum (Made
from Methyl Esters of Soybean Oil) 2168, 2698, 2857, 2859, 2887,
3343
Directories–Soybean Processors (Including Soyfoods
Manufacturers), Researchers, Conference Attendees, and Other
Names and Addresses Related to Soyfoods, Vegetarianism,
Macrobiotics, etc. See also Directories–Japanese American in USA
107, 2650, 2698, 2740
Diseases of Soybeans (Bacterial, Fungal, and Viral / Virus). See
also: Nematode Disease Control 121, 241, 263, 584, 662, 700, 851,
873, 916, 940, 1086, 1145, 1153, 1163, 1290, 1291, 1652, 1761,
1800, 1838, 1867, 1981, 2030, 2065, 2151, 2189, 2206, 2207, 2281,
2305, 2359, 2410, 2435, 2537, 2613, 2645, 2648, 2660, 2667, 2694,
2698, 2699, 2704, 2736, 2738, 2740, 2778, 2798, 2808, 2813, 2861,
2868, 2888, 2928, 2938, 2942, 2966, 2976, 2986, 2994, 2995, 3032,
3044, 3047, 3053, 3081, 3100, 3101, 3113, 3132, 3135, 3173, 3174,
3179, 3182, 3189, 3194, 3195, 3198, 3259, 3261, 3279, 3292, 3331,
3335
Diseases, pests, and other types of injury, plant protection from. See
Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury
(General)
Diseases, plant protection from. See Soybean Rust

Death certificates. See Obituaries, Eulogies, Death Certificates, and
Wills
Deceptive or misleading labeling or products. See Unfair Practices–
Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading Labeling, Advertising,
etc. See also: Adulteration
Delphos Grain & Soya Products Co. (Delphos, Ohio) 3037
Detection of soy oil as an adulterant. See Adulteration of Foods and
its Detection–Soy Oil
Detection of soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Detection
Detergents or soaps made from soy oil. See Soaps or Detergents
Developing countries, soybean production in. See Tropical and
Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly in
Developing nations. See Third World
Diabetes and Diabetic Diets 248, 255, 287, 343, 409, 503, 602, 603,
605, 745, 752, 888, 977, 1002, 1012, 1014, 1019, 1028, 1040, 1067,
1068, 1077, 1079, 1098, 1104, 1153, 1163, 1195, 1226, 1252, 1314,
1320, 1354, 1383, 1415, 1417, 1424, 1443, 1462, 1464, 1491, 1515,
1584, 1587, 1625, 1652, 1681, 1687, 1759, 1799, 1942, 1947, 1948,
1988, 1997, 2004, 2044, 2099, 2100, 2319, 2369, 2422, 2461, 2490,
2512, 2515, 2520, 2522, 2524, 2528, 2538, 2561, 2563, 2583, 2602,
2617, 2638, 2645, 2670, 2689, 2699, 2714, 2732, 2736, 2738, 2767,
2788, 2807, 2813, 2840, 2861, 2882, 2886, 2888, 2909, 2960, 3128,

District of Columbia. See United States–States–District of
Columbia
Documents with More Than 20 Keywords 1, 3, 4, 8, 13, 14, 16, 17,
18, 20, 22, 23, 25, 28, 30, 35, 36, 61, 65, 68, 77, 83, 85, 86, 94, 95,
97, 99, 100, 112, 113, 121, 124, 125, 130, 132, 137, 138, 141, 143,
145, 153, 157, 164, 169, 171, 178, 186, 188, 200, 202, 212, 217,
218, 219, 220, 223, 224, 231, 232, 235, 241, 243, 248, 249, 255,
267, 282, 291, 334, 338, 363, 370, 375, 377, 379, 390, 391, 393,
401, 409, 419, 424, 428, 448, 449, 456, 478, 499, 503, 512, 554,
563, 583, 590, 604, 613, 614, 619, 635, 648, 655, 656, 662, 668,
687, 693, 700, 702, 712, 718, 729, 733, 753, 757, 774, 790, 791,
798, 831, 840, 849, 852, 862, 883, 896, 907, 908, 910, 915, 916,
923, 930, 936, 940, 948, 958, 960, 967, 980, 981, 984, 989, 992,
1001, 1002, 1008, 1009, 1012, 1014, 1019, 1020, 1025, 1045, 1050,
1067, 1068, 1069, 1077, 1080, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1096, 1097, 1105,
1132, 1134, 1135, 1137, 1139, 1142, 1153, 1154, 1156, 1160, 1163,
1166, 1168, 1169, 1171, 1181, 1190, 1195, 1196, 1203, 1205, 1220,
1222, 1228, 1233, 1239, 1248, 1252, 1261, 1265, 1266, 1270, 1274,
1280, 1290, 1291, 1299, 1308, 1310, 1311, 1313, 1314, 1318, 1319,
1320, 1329, 1331, 1338, 1351, 1353, 1380, 1383, 1395, 1406, 1416,
1417, 1418, 1419, 1420, 1422, 1424, 1435, 1438, 1451, 1459, 1464,
1470, 1479, 1480, 1491, 1492, 1497, 1498, 1505, 1506, 1507, 1508,
1510, 1521, 1536, 1552, 1553, 1555, 1568, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1590,
1620, 1623, 1625, 1626, 1632, 1633, 1637, 1651, 1652, 1661, 1670,
1674, 1679, 1681, 1687, 1690, 1696, 1703, 1712, 1713, 1729, 1742,
1745, 1753, 1759, 1761, 1762, 1775, 1779, 1782, 1793, 1797, 1799,
1800, 1802, 1804, 1806, 1814, 1816, 1821, 1828, 1829, 1838, 1841,
1843, 1855, 1861, 1869, 1871, 1875, 1880, 1886, 1890, 1894, 1898,
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1901, 1912, 1924, 1925, 1930, 1932, 1934, 1942, 1944, 1947, 1948,
1953, 1972, 1973, 1977, 1978, 1981, 1988, 1998, 2000, 2004, 2008,
2017, 2030, 2031, 2034, 2036, 2041, 2042, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047,
2048, 2050, 2051, 2053, 2058, 2063, 2065, 2087, 2088, 2089, 2097,
2099, 2100, 2101, 2102, 2107, 2108, 2110, 2123, 2126, 2127, 2134,
2135, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2151, 2165, 2166, 2168, 2203, 2204, 2206,
2214, 2218, 2250, 2251, 2258, 2262, 2271, 2275, 2281, 2296, 2301,
2309, 2316, 2328, 2334, 2335, 2343, 2346, 2349, 2362, 2363, 2370,
2375, 2382, 2386, 2392, 2405, 2407, 2414, 2418, 2433, 2447, 2448,
2487, 2494, 2510, 2511, 2512, 2515, 2520, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2525,
2528, 2538, 2539, 2551, 2561, 2563, 2579, 2583, 2592, 2602, 2605,
2613, 2617, 2618, 2630, 2632, 2645, 2650, 2660, 2662, 2663, 2664,
2666, 2668, 2670, 2671, 2680, 2681, 2683, 2684, 2688, 2689, 2694,
2698, 2699, 2702, 2703, 2714, 2720, 2736, 2737, 2738, 2740, 2741,
2744, 2774, 2778, 2782, 2798, 2801, 2806, 2807, 2810, 2813, 2814,
2847, 2861, 2862, 2872, 2873, 2882, 2886, 2888, 2900, 2909, 2910,
2914, 2925, 2931, 2932, 2937, 2938, 2945, 2946, 2948, 2949, 2958,
2959, 2960, 2965, 2966, 2976, 2978, 2988, 2995, 3002, 3003, 3013,
3014, 3018, 3019, 3032, 3037, 3052, 3053, 3054, 3055, 3056, 3061,
3065, 3104, 3118, 3135, 3165, 3186, 3192, 3194, 3195, 3203, 3224,
3238, 3249, 3254, 3293, 3307, 3322, 3334, 3340, 3343, 3347, 3358
Dogs, Cats, and Other Pets / Companion Animals Fed Soybeans,
Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed / Pet Food /
Petfood 7, 1104, 2515, 2946, 3061, 3250
Domestic Science / Home Economics Movement in the United
States 325, 1491, 1495, 1507, 1629, 2884
Domestication of the soybean. See Origin, Domestication, and
Dissemination of the Soybean (General)
Dorsett, Palemon Howard (1862-1943, USDA) 916, 2349, 2354,
2397, 2398, 2399, 2403, 2427, 2430, 2431, 2437, 2439, 2440, 2443,
2453, 2467, 2470, 2542, 3018, 3194, 3195, 3344
Dorsett-Morse Expedition to East Asia (Feb. 1929 to Feb. 1931)
2349, 2354, 2397, 2398, 2399, 2403, 2427, 2430, 2431, 2437, 2439,
2440, 2443, 2453, 2467, 2470, 2542, 3194, 3195, 3344
Douchi or doushi or dow see or dowsi. See Fermented Black
Soybeans
Dried yuba sticks. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks
Dried-frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole

Economics of soybean production and hedging. See Marketing
Soybeans
Edamamé. See Green Vegetable Soybeans, Green Vegetable
Soybeans–Edamamé
Edelsoja Whole (Full-Fat) Soy flour. Developed by Laszlo
Berczeller in Austria and Launched in May 1928 2805, 3002
Eden Foods, Inc. (Clinton, Michigan; Founded 4 Nov. 1969) and
American Soy Products (Saline, Michigan; Founded Aug. 1986)
3340
Edible or food-grade soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or Edible Soybeans
Edmondson, J.B. “Ben” (1846-1929). Soybean Pioneer in Indiana,
and in Hendricks County, Indiana 2114, 2206, 2273, 2337, 2343,
2371, 2387, 2469, 2513, 2872, 2932, 3346
Efficiency of animals in converting feeds into human foods. See
Feeds–Efficiency
Efficiency of plants vs. animals in producing food. See
Vegetarianism–Efficiency of Plants... in Producing Food
Egypt. See Africa–Egypt
Eichberg, Joseph. See American Lecithin Corp.
Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North
Carolina; 1915) 1375, 1396, 1438, 1611, 2650
Embargoes, tariffs, duties. See Trade Policies (International)
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties,
Embargoes, Moratoriums
Energy, renewable, from soybeans. See Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel,
Biodiesel, or Artificial Petroleum
England. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom
Entomology and Plant Quarantine. Bureau of. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau Entomology and Plant
Quarantine
Enzyme active soy flour. See Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Enzyme
Active

Drying of soybeans. See Storage of Seeds
Earliest articles on soy in major magazines and newspapers. See
Media–Earliest Articles on Soy

Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Lipoxygenase (Formerly Called
Lipoxidase) and Its Inactivation 3049, 3343

Earliest document seen... See Historical–Earliest Document Seen
Ecology (“The Mother of All the Sciences”) and Ecosystems 2362,
2976, 3031, 3065, 3104, 3182, 3247
Economic Research Service of USDA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Economic Research Service
(ERS)

Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Other 1054, 1141, 2030, 2099, 2100,
2528, 2538, 2778, 2946
Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Urease and Its Inactivation 1383, 2099,
2100, 3203
Enzymes Produced During Fermentations Involving Koji or
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Aspergillus Oryzae (Including Enzymes in Miso and Fermented
Soy Sauce) 1885

Europe, Eastern–Bosnia and Herzegovina (Declared Independence
from Yugoslavia on 29 Feb. 1992) 1496

Enzymes Produced During Fermentations Involving Tempeh, Natto,
Fermented Tofu, or Fermented Black Soybeans 1195

Europe, Eastern–Bulgaria 1873, 2049, 2703, 2806, 2807, 2814,
2873, 3002, 3052, 3053, 3054, 3162, 3167, 3168, 3169, 3170, 3171,
3175, 3183, 3184, 3185, 3241

Equipment for making tofu. See Tofu Equipment
Equipment for soybean crushing–manufacturers. See Anderson
International Corp., French Oil Mill Machinery Co.
Equipment for Soybean Processing (Not Including Farm
Machinery) 3228
Equol–A Metabolite of Daidzein Derived by the Action of Intestinal
Bacteria on Soy Isoflavones 3321, 3350
Erewhon (Boston, Massachusetts). Founded April 1966 by Aveline
and Michio Kushi in Boston. Merged with U.S. Mills in 1986 3340
Ernst, Andrew H. (1796-1860)–Pioneer Horticulturalist and
Nurseryman of Cincinnati, Ohio 30, 31, 34, 36, 2047, 3293
Erosion of soils. See Soil Science–Soil Conservation or Soil
Erosion
Estrogens in plants. See Phytoestrogens

Europe, Eastern–Croatia (Hrvatska; Declared Independence from
Yugoslavia on 21 June 1991; Includes Istria or Istrian Peninsula and
Rijeka (formerly Fiume)) 28, 86, 94, 99, 121, 123, 157, 189, 223,
230, 1496, 1583, 2100, 2806, 3002, 3115, 3322
Europe, Eastern–Czech Republic (Ceská Republika; Including
Bohemia or Cechy, and Moravia or Morava. From 1918 until 1
Jan. 1993, Western Part of Czechoslovakia, which also included
Slovakia or Slovensko) 70, 72, 82, 85, 86, 89, 90, 93, 95, 99, 100,
101, 108, 113, 120, 122, 125, 142, 144, 153, 155, 157, 164, 165,
179, 188, 206, 255, 669, 1195, 1471, 1496, 1584, 2671
Europe, Eastern–Czechoslovakia (From 1918 until 1 Jan. 1993;
then divided into The Czech Republic [formerly Bohemia and
Moravia], and Slovakia [officially “The Slovak Republic”]) 1988,
2357, 2423, 2463, 2531, 2578, 2596, 2601, 2603, 2671, 2698, 2744,
2749, 2755, 2771, 2798, 2805, 2816, 2861, 2862, 2873, 3053, 3054,
3196
Europe, Eastern–Estonia (Formerly Estonian SSR, a Soviet
Republic from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991; Also Spelled Esthonia)
1932, 2805, 2816

Ethanol (ethyl alcohol). See Solvents
Etymology. See the specific product concerned (e.g. soybeans, tofu,
soybean meal, etc.)
Etymology of the Word “Soyfoods” and its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 499, 1351, 1583
Etymology of the Words “Soya,” “Soy,” and “Soybean” and their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 14, 20, 22, 23, 25, 30,
33, 45, 51, 56, 61, 65, 68, 79, 83, 109, 113, 118, 131, 132, 164, 171,
187, 188, 204, 212, 217, 218, 252, 267, 275, 282, 285, 291, 292,
317, 338, 340, 363, 376, 377, 379, 380, 390, 395, 406, 428, 429,
441, 455, 478, 583, 590, 595, 604, 610, 619, 634, 639, 645, 687,
702, 719, 726, 730, 759, 814, 831, 874, 885, 916, 936, 960, 992,
1008, 1045, 1066, 1069, 1086, 1159, 1226, 1239, 1272, 1274, 1306,
1314, 1320, 1329, 1420, 1437, 1438, 1507, 1513, 1532, 1540, 1552,
1603, 1652, 1661, 1742, 1744, 1787, 1835, 1855, 1857, 1864, 1894,
1969, 1998, 2005, 2030, 2033, 2047, 2060, 2202, 2271, 2278, 2281,
2343, 2512, 2556, 2561, 2583, 2602, 2648, 2666, 2667, 2698, 2699,
2702, 2778, 2784, 2837, 2888, 2931, 2942, 3016, 3055, 3061, 3101,
3113, 3136, 3172, 3209, 3249

Europe, Eastern (General) 3052
Europe, Eastern–Hungary (Magyar Köztársaság) 70, 72, 75, 84, 85,
86, 94, 95, 99, 100, 112, 113, 121, 123, 125, 131, 136, 137, 143,
147, 153, 164, 178, 188, 189, 202, 206, 223, 230, 232, 235, 267,
286, 379, 449, 478, 888, 978, 1001, 1002, 1069, 1195, 1228, 1320,
1496, 1583, 1880, 2030, 2281, 2364, 2413, 2671, 2698, 2805, 2806,
2807, 2814, 2816, 2860, 2862, 3002, 3052, 3053, 3054, 3108, 3109,
3135, 3161, 3167, 3170, 3318, 3338
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Eastern European country 28,
72, 85, 121, 1496
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Eastern
European country 28, 72, 85, 121, 1496, 1988
Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Eastern
European country 28, 72, 85, 86, 90, 94, 121, 1496, 3285

Etymology of vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism–Etymology
Europe, Eastern–Albania (Republika e Shqipërisë / Shqiperia) 3161,
3188, 3202, 3278, 3285
Europe, Eastern–Belarus (Formerly Byelorussian SSR, a Soviet
Republic from 1922 to Dec. 1991). Named Belorussia, Byelorussia,
or White Russia before 1991 3342

Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Eastern European country 28, 72, 85, 86, 90, 94, 121, 1496,
1988, 3285
Europe, Eastern–Latvia (Formerly Latvian SSR, a Soviet Republic
from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991) 2805, 2816
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Europe, Eastern–Lithuania (Formerly Lithuanian SSR, a Soviet
Republic from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991) 2100, 2805, 2816, 3104

3054, 3062, 3095, 3099, 3104, 3116, 3126, 3127, 3135, 3201, 3218,
3220, 3221, 3223, 3225, 3238, 3256, 3257, 3261, 3298, 3307, 3344

Europe, Eastern–Moldova (Moldavia until Aug. 1991; Formerly
Moldavian SSR, a Soviet Republic from 1917 to 26 Dec. 1991)
224, 2703, 2807, 2862, 2998, 3054, 3201, 3220

Europe, Eastern–Yugoslavia. Existed from 1918 to Jan. 1992.
Composed of Serbia / Servia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Slovenia, Macedonia, and Montenegro. Included Carnaro, Fiume /
Rijeka / Rieka 1947-1992; Formerly Also Spelled Jugoslavia. See
also Serbia and Montenegro 1932, 2100, 2648, 2728, 2806, 2807,
2814, 2836, 2841, 2873, 2885, 2890, 3002, 3028, 3052, 3053, 3054,
3062, 3073, 3115, 3125, 3132, 3148, 3149, 3153, 3267, 3322

Europe, Eastern–Poland 75, 80, 82, 85, 86, 95, 100, 105, 106, 110,
111, 112, 113, 122, 130, 149, 183, 188, 224, 593, 613, 614, 616,
801, 1320, 1471, 1988, 2030, 2670, 2671, 2698, 2703, 2705, 2744,
2749, 2755, 2805, 2806, 2814, 2816, 2861, 2862, 2873, 2976, 3053,
3054, 3307
Europe, Eastern–Romania (Including Moldavia and Bessarabia
until 1940-44). Also spelled Rumania 72, 85, 95, 1320, 1932, 1988,
2364, 2648, 2654, 2671, 2698, 2703, 2798, 2805, 2806, 2807, 2814,
2816, 2862, 3002, 3052, 3053, 3054, 3137, 3147, 3150, 3151, 3154,
3155
Europe, Eastern–Russian Federation (Russia); Formerly Russian
SFSR, a Soviet Republic from 30 Dec. 1922 to Dec. 1991) 71, 102,
143, 157, 162, 163, 211, 224, 227, 327, 593, 603, 612, 613, 614,
657, 773, 801, 936, 1001, 1009, 1012, 1014, 1020, 1050, 1067,
1080, 1086, 1105, 1142, 1156, 1166, 1195, 1210, 1228, 1233, 1265,
1266, 1270, 1320, 1386, 1464, 1481, 1554, 1556, 1625, 1779, 1927,
1932, 1988, 2030, 2099, 2100, 2281, 2301, 2532, 2533, 2534, 2618,
2664, 2694, 2699, 2703, 2720, 2736, 2738, 2792, 2806, 2861, 2958,
2998, 3014, 3040, 3054, 3095, 3099, 3116, 3127, 3218, 3223, 3238,
3307, 3344
Europe, Eastern–Serbia (Republic of Serbia since 6 June 2006).
Including Belgrade, Novi Sad, Sajkaska, Vojvodina, and disputed
Kosovo. Formerly part of the loose State Union of Serbia and
Montenegro (2003-2006) 72, 3062, 3153, 3322
Europe, Eastern–Slovakia (Slovak Republic, or Slovensko; Eastern
Part of Czechoslovakia from 1918 until 1 Jan. 1993) 85, 86, 286,
2423, 2596, 2601, 3196
Europe, Eastern–Slovenia (Slovenija; Declared Independence from
Yugoslavia on 21 June 1991) 77, 78, 85, 86, 95, 99, 100, 148, 157,
162, 223, 1496, 1583, 2806, 2807, 3267
Europe, Eastern–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 1932, 2671, 2703, 3040, 3052
Europe, Eastern–Ukraine (Ukrayina; Formerly Ukranian SSR, a
Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 72, 75, 82, 85, 86, 95,
100, 102, 122, 139, 159, 162, 163, 211, 224, 593, 602, 603, 605,
612, 613, 614, 633, 732, 735, 736, 752, 801, 1069, 1195, 1320,
1625, 2030, 2100, 2608, 2671, 2703, 2806, 2807, 2862, 2998, 3054,
3095, 3223, 3335, 3342

Europe–Soybean crushers (general). See Soybean Crushers
(Europe)
Europe, Western 41, 178, 257, 363, 382, 449, 478, 523, 916, 1008,
1045, 1314, 1380, 1464, 1491, 1589, 2044, 2197, 2262, 2418, 2433,
2520, 2522, 2609, 2627, 2693, 2802, 2862, 2888, 3052, 3053, 3274,
3276, 3293
Europe, Western–Austria (Österreich) was independent before 8
June 1876 when the dual monarchy was formed. As the AustroHungarian Empire began to break up, the Republic of Austria
declared independence on 12 Nov. 1918 1749, 1947, 1948, 1988,
2030, 2047, 2048, 2099, 2100, 2151, 2158, 2300, 2364, 2376, 2410,
2413, 2501, 2506, 2507, 2508, 2517, 2518, 2524, 2539, 2651, 2664,
2670, 2671, 2698, 2699, 2703, 2736, 2738, 2744, 2774, 2785, 2805,
2806, 2816, 2861, 2862, 2873, 3002, 3003, 3021, 3052, 3053, 3054,
3055, 3237, 3255, 3322, 3338
Europe, Western–Austria-Hungary (Austro-Hungarian Empire).
Officially Dissolved on 12 Nov. 1918 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75,
76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93,
94, 95, 96, 99, 100, 101, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 112, 113, 114,
116, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 128, 129, 130, 131,
132, 133, 134, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 142, 143, 147, 148, 152,
153, 155, 157, 158, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 168, 169, 173, 178,
179, 182, 188, 189, 194, 195, 202, 203, 205, 206, 208, 214, 217,
223, 224, 227, 230, 232, 235, 236, 243, 247, 248, 253, 261, 267,
272, 286, 379, 409, 428, 449, 478, 508, 612, 613, 614, 616, 669,
849, 861, 888, 978, 1001, 1002, 1009, 1012, 1054, 1069, 1086,
1195, 1228, 1253, 1320, 1415, 1464, 1471, 1496, 1519, 1530, 1583,
1584, 1625, 1679, 1779
Europe, Western–Belgium, Kingdom of 144, 503, 840, 1012, 1050,
1226, 1320, 1464, 1779, 1829, 2030, 2100, 2527, 2681, 2683, 2694,
2698, 2749, 2814, 2862, 3054, 3104, 3258
Europe, Western–Denmark (Danmark; Including the Province of
Greenland [Kalaallit Nunaat]) 396, 1014, 1023, 1033, 1101, 1177,
1320, 1464, 1869, 1932, 1947, 2030, 2097, 2099, 2100, 2271, 2484,
2510, 2524, 2613, 2736, 2806, 2883, 3052, 3357
Europe, Western–Finland (Suomen Tasavalta) 2805, 2816

Europe, Eastern–USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics or
Soviet Union; called Russia before 30 Dec. 1922. Ceased to exist
on 26 Dec. 1991) 2030, 2099, 2100, 2263, 2281, 2301, 2309, 2310,
2311, 2312, 2314, 2316, 2398, 2430, 2532, 2533, 2534, 2608, 2664,
2671, 2694, 2698, 2699, 2703, 2720, 2731, 2736, 2737, 2738, 2744,
2749, 2792, 2798, 2805, 2806, 2807, 2814, 2816, 2845, 2861, 2862,
2864, 2873, 2898, 2902, 2958, 2964, 2998, 3014, 3040, 3052, 3053,

Europe, Western–France (République Française) 55, 56, 57, 58, 59,
86, 97, 98, 100, 109, 112, 125, 126, 131, 134, 135, 137, 138, 139,
142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 150, 151, 153, 154, 155, 156, 160, 161,
162, 163, 164, 166, 169, 173, 174, 175, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181,
185, 186, 189, 190, 196, 197, 198, 201, 202, 205, 206, 218, 223,
224, 228, 229, 231, 232, 233, 235, 248, 249, 254, 255, 261, 287,
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343, 379, 409, 428, 449, 503, 516, 554, 573, 579, 593, 600, 601,
602, 603, 605, 633, 645, 648, 718, 725, 732, 735, 736, 745, 752,
761, 762, 766, 781, 801, 807, 840, 849, 855, 888, 889, 909, 921,
942, 943, 977, 1001, 1014, 1025, 1028, 1040, 1043, 1050, 1051,
1054, 1057, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1077, 1079, 1080, 1086, 1098, 1102,
1105, 1111, 1139, 1141, 1149, 1195, 1209, 1226, 1228, 1245, 1312,
1320, 1351, 1424, 1445, 1453, 1464, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1616, 1625,
1687, 1696, 1727, 1741, 1744, 1759, 1779, 1799, 1862, 1880, 1932,
1937, 1942, 1946, 1947, 1948, 1988, 2028, 2030, 2099, 2100, 2157,
2197, 2281, 2293, 2306, 2362, 2461, 2510, 2524, 2600, 2612, 2618,
2632, 2638, 2645, 2654, 2670, 2681, 2683, 2698, 2699, 2703, 2705,
2716, 2732, 2736, 2738, 2741, 2744, 2746, 2754, 2767, 2774, 2776,
2780, 2797, 2798, 2806, 2807, 2814, 2833, 2835, 2840, 2845, 2846,
2849, 2855, 2857, 2858, 2859, 2861, 2868, 2874, 2877, 2878, 2883,
2886, 2887, 2892, 2893, 2896, 2898, 2901, 2902, 2907, 2912, 2917,
2925, 2937, 2941, 2942, 2976, 2992, 3002, 3003, 3027, 3030, 3054,
3070, 3104, 3164, 3212, 3217, 3238, 3240, 3290
Europe, Western–Germany (Deutschland; Including East and West
Germany, Oct. 1949–July 1990) 20, 58, 61, 62, 63, 75, 80, 82, 85,
86, 87, 88, 91, 92, 94, 95, 96, 103, 104, 107, 110, 111, 112, 113,
115, 117, 123, 124, 127, 130, 132, 138, 141, 143, 149, 153, 157,
162, 163, 166, 168, 176, 182, 183, 188, 195, 200, 202, 217, 219,
221, 224, 235, 236, 242, 243, 244, 252, 255, 259, 266, 267, 302,
303, 367, 396, 399, 426, 428, 455, 457, 508, 524, 532, 697, 761,
766, 790, 791, 807, 859, 861, 947, 1001, 1014, 1033, 1050, 1054,
1080, 1082, 1084, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1091, 1093, 1095, 1101, 1212,
1216, 1223, 1226, 1252, 1253, 1266, 1293, 1313, 1320, 1354, 1362,
1400, 1423, 1464, 1471, 1485, 1496, 1509, 1532, 1583, 1584, 1625,
1641, 1759, 1779, 1932, 1947, 1948, 1988, 1989, 2005, 2030, 2047,
2099, 2100, 2158, 2168, 2222, 2269, 2271, 2293, 2300, 2413, 2414,
2499, 2510, 2524, 2539, 2545, 2560, 2613, 2616, 2617, 2648, 2650,
2664, 2670, 2698, 2699, 2702, 2703, 2731, 2736, 2738, 2740, 2744,
2749, 2770, 2771, 2792, 2798, 2805, 2806, 2807, 2814, 2816, 2831,
2840, 2845, 2861, 2865, 2868, 2930, 2937, 2991, 3003, 3027, 3052,
3055, 3133, 3211, 3224, 3237, 3255, 3314, 3330
Europe, Western–Greece (Hellenic Republic–Elliniki Dimokratia–
Hellas. Including Crete, Kríte, Kriti, or Creta, and Epirus or
Epeiros) 220, 2806, 3002
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain western
European country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in
this country 1014
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Western European country
840, 2645
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not
yet in) a certain Western European country 85, 95
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Western
European country 503, 2645
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning

Western Europe 95, 147, 169, 184
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Western
European country 143, 2645
Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Western European country 143, 503, 2645
Europe, Western–Ireland, Republic of (Éire; Also Called Irish
Republic) 1014, 1932, 1947, 2100, 3216
Europe, Western–Italy (Repubblica Italiana) 81, 85, 86, 95, 100,
138, 143, 157, 169, 178, 202, 220, 223, 232, 235, 236, 449, 837,
844, 848, 981, 1014, 1025, 1050, 1086, 1228, 1251, 1320, 1408,
1424, 1453, 1464, 1509, 1932, 1947, 1948, 1988, 2030, 2099, 2100,
2151, 2164, 2281, 2293, 2362, 2413, 2524, 2613, 2670, 2694, 2698,
2699, 2703, 2736, 2738, 2741, 2744, 2798, 2806, 2807, 2840, 2861,
2901, 2976, 3012, 3013, 3020, 3039, 3065, 3238, 3290, 3291, 3305,
3307
Europe, Western–Liechtenstein, Principality of 85, 95
Europe, Western–Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of (Occasionally
spelled Luxemburg) 1932, 2100, 3258
Europe, Western–Netherlands, Kingdom of the (Koninkrijk der
Nederlanden), Including Holland 20, 76, 86, 98, 117, 143, 212, 248,
379, 409, 990, 1014, 1016, 1050, 1105, 1177, 1195, 1203, 1210,
1320, 1464, 1625, 1932, 1947, 1948, 1988, 2030, 2099, 2100, 2271,
2293, 2412, 2510, 2523, 2524, 2613, 2618, 2664, 2670, 2681, 2683,
2698, 2731, 2736, 2740, 2744, 2798, 2806, 2814, 2861, 2873, 2883,
2941, 2976, 3002, 3052, 3053, 3054, 3056, 3290, 3322
Europe, Western–Norway, Kingdom of (Kongeriket Norge) 1014,
1086, 1932, 2100, 2736, 2883, 3332
Europe, Western–Portugal (República Portuguesa; Including Macao
/ Macau {Until 1999} and the Azores) 23, 1137, 1932, 2645, 2774
Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom since 1707)
1014, 1115, 2803
Europe, Western–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics,
Trends, and Analyses 3002, 3052
Europe, Western–Spain, Kingdom of (Reino de España) 125, 184,
353, 510, 781, 840, 1014, 1025, 1933, 2099, 2100, 2293, 2362,
2363, 2528, 2604, 2645, 2698, 2798, 2864, 2964, 2990, 3104, 3224,
3350
Europe, Western–Sweden, Kingdom of (Konungariket Sverige) 117,
801, 1014, 1320, 1464, 1932, 1947, 2030, 2099, 2100, 2510, 2524,
2613, 2763, 2764, 2806, 2814, 2883, 3053, 3054, 3270, 3321, 3334
Europe, Western–Switzerland (Swiss Confederation) 86, 137, 147,
148, 499, 1077, 1583, 1584, 1625, 1759, 1946, 2030, 2099, 2100,
2414, 2670, 2698, 2744, 2806, 2840, 2862, 2912, 3236
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Europe, Western–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil,
and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International)
1012
Europe, Western–United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland (UK–Including England, Scotland, Wales, Channel Islands,
Isle of Man, Gibraltar) 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 35, 61, 88, 137,
171, 176, 178, 200, 230, 235, 236, 241, 249, 291, 361, 428, 653,
726, 790, 791, 810, 840, 843, 852, 884, 941, 981, 984, 994, 1009,
1012, 1014, 1025, 1033, 1044, 1050, 1054, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1077,
1080, 1084, 1088, 1089, 1103, 1105, 1115, 1125, 1133, 1142, 1153,
1155, 1156, 1163, 1167, 1179, 1203, 1205, 1210, 1212, 1219, 1220,
1223, 1227, 1246, 1266, 1270, 1320, 1353, 1362, 1383, 1400, 1409,
1424, 1464, 1583, 1584, 1625, 1640, 1761, 1829, 1931, 1932, 1942,
1947, 2016, 2030, 2041, 2099, 2100, 2168, 2270, 2271, 2293, 2319,
2510, 2524, 2525, 2527, 2537, 2550, 2583, 2613, 2617, 2661, 2663,
2664, 2665, 2670, 2679, 2683, 2694, 2698, 2699, 2702, 2736, 2738,
2740, 2744, 2763, 2764, 2767, 2792, 2798, 2803, 2805, 2814, 2816,
2862, 2902, 2907, 2937, 3028, 3052, 3074, 3143, 3163, 3165, 3249,
3263, 3265, 3290
European Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names 2771,
2861

3232, 3310, 3313, 3317
Extruders, Extrusion Cooking, Extrusion Cookers and Expanders.
See also Low Cost Extrusion Cookers (LEC / LECs) 3122, 3123,
3239, 3287, 3295, 3296, 3299, 3300, 3301, 3304, 3305, 3308, 3309,
3311, 3319, 3327, 3333, 3336, 3337, 3339, 3343
Extru-Tech, Inc. See Extruder / Extrusion Cooker Manufacturers–
Wenger International, Inc.
Faba bean or fava bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)
Fairchild, David (1869-1954). In 1897 founded Section of Foreign
Seed and Plant Introduction. After March 1901, Renamed Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction, then Office of Foreign Plant
Introduction, then Division of Foreign Plant Introduction 401, 916,
1210, 2553, 2660, 3018
Family history. See Genealogy and Family History
FAO. See United Nations (Including UNICEF, FAO, UNDP,
UNESCO, and UNRRA) Work with Soy
Farbenindustrie, I.G. See IG Farben

Evans Seed Co. (West Branch, Ogemaw County, Michigan) and Mr.
Edward Ellsworth Evans (1864-1928) 702, 714, 716, 733, 753, 757,
774, 790, 798, 858, 898, 908, 936, 1359, 1804, 1924, 1925, 1944,
1953, 1973, 2714, 2741, 2813, 2932, 3307
Exercise. See Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, and Exercise
Expellers. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and
Expellers
Experiment Stations, Office of. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Office of Experiment Stations
Experiment stations (state) in USA. See Agricultural Experiment
Stations in the United States

Farm machinery. See Tractors
Farm Machinery–Etymology of Related Terms and Their Cognates
66, 332, 385, 419, 440, 444, 478, 495, 527, 528, 570, 604, 615, 646,
737, 798, 852, 1168, 1171, 1329, 1340, 1665, 1674, 1732, 1745,
2253, 2328, 2392, 2692, 2950
Fatty Acids for Non-Drying or Drying Applications (As in Hot-Melt
Glues or the Curing Component of Epoxy Glues)–Industrial Uses of
Soy Oil 2168, 2859, 3294, 3343
Fearn, Dr. Charles E. (-1949), and Fearn Soya Foods / Fearn
Natural Foods 2617, 2807
Feed manufacturing companies. See Ralston Purina Company

Explosions or fires. See Soybean Crushing–Explosions and/or Fires
in Soybean Solvent Extraction Plants
Explosives Made from Soy Oil or Glycerine–Industrial Uses of Soy
Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 1156, 1265, 1652, 1679, 1696, 1761, 2036,
2044, 2369, 2689, 2788, 2807, 2882, 3117, 3163
Exports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual
Soyfoods Exported
Extruder / Extrusion Cooker Manufacturers–Wenger International,
Inc. (Kansas City, Missouri; Sabetha, Kansas), Incl. Extru-Tech,
Inc.. 3122, 3123, 3229, 3230, 3231, 3232, 3311
Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low Cost–Brady Crop Cooker,
Thriposha, etc.. 3229, 3230, 3231, 3232
Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low Cost–Including Triple “F”
Inc., Insta-Pro International, Soy Innovations International, and
Heartland Agri Partners, LLC 3190, 3191, 3228, 3229, 3230, 3231,

Feeds and Feedstuffs–General 129, 616
Feeds–Efficiency of Animals in Converting Feeds into Human
Foods 2897, 3021, 3093, 3122, 3123, 3304, 3308
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay (Whole Dried Soybean
Plants, Foliage and Immature Seed Included) 23, 24, 60, 64, 66, 77,
109, 110, 111, 144, 164, 165, 168, 202, 205, 214, 215, 231, 235,
237, 241, 242, 244, 247, 252, 268, 279, 280, 288, 291, 294, 295,
297, 299, 302, 305, 310, 318, 320, 326, 328, 332, 333, 334, 338,
339, 340, 346, 347, 358, 362, 368, 370, 371, 377, 380, 382, 384,
387, 388, 389, 393, 396, 399, 402, 404, 406, 414, 419, 420, 425,
428, 434, 437, 441, 446, 464, 465, 470, 472, 475, 476, 478, 482,
488, 492, 495, 496, 497, 498, 499, 500, 501, 503, 505, 509, 510,
512, 515, 520, 521, 523, 524, 527, 534, 538, 543, 548, 549, 553,
554, 558, 561, 562, 563, 564, 567, 569, 571, 573, 574, 579, 582,
583, 585, 589, 590, 595, 598, 604, 619, 620, 621, 622, 624, 625,
626, 627, 628, 629, 630, 632, 635, 644, 647, 651, 655, 656, 658,
659, 661, 662, 663, 664, 665, 666, 672, 673, 675, 676, 680, 681,
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684, 685, 691, 693, 695, 697, 698, 700, 701, 702, 703, 710, 716,
717, 718, 723, 725, 726, 729, 730, 733, 736, 737, 738, 739, 741,
742, 747, 748, 750, 752, 753, 757, 758, 767, 775, 778, 779, 781,
782, 787, 788, 792, 794, 797, 798, 799, 804, 822, 824, 826, 837,
841, 842, 844, 852, 860, 862, 863, 868, 875, 876, 877, 880, 882,
883, 887, 896, 904, 907, 911, 912, 914, 915, 923, 924, 925, 926,
930, 933, 934, 935, 937, 938, 940, 948, 949, 952, 953, 956, 958,
960, 963, 967, 968, 975, 976, 977, 978, 980, 983, 985, 991, 998,
999, 1003, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1017, 1020, 1021, 1026, 1030, 1032,
1033, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1037, 1038, 1045, 1047, 1048, 1049, 1052,
1053, 1055, 1058, 1060, 1063, 1064, 1067, 1068, 1071, 1072, 1074,
1075, 1077, 1078, 1081, 1082, 1084, 1087, 1093, 1096, 1100, 1101,
1102, 1108, 1110, 1111, 1112, 1114, 1116, 1118, 1120, 1121, 1123,
1124, 1129, 1132, 1133, 1137, 1140, 1141, 1144, 1146, 1147, 1149,
1150, 1152, 1153, 1154, 1156, 1160, 1164, 1166, 1168, 1169, 1171,
1174, 1176, 1177, 1180, 1181, 1183, 1184, 1185, 1190, 1191, 1193,
1195, 1196, 1197, 1200, 1201, 1202, 1207, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1220,
1222, 1223, 1225, 1227, 1229, 1232, 1233, 1235, 1236, 1237, 1239,
1240, 1244, 1246, 1247, 1250, 1256, 1259, 1261, 1263, 1266, 1270,
1271, 1272, 1273, 1274, 1276, 1277, 1278, 1279, 1280, 1281, 1283,
1286, 1289, 1290, 1291, 1296, 1299, 1304, 1306, 1308, 1311, 1313,
1314, 1315, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1320, 1325, 1327, 1328, 1329, 1331,
1334, 1340, 1341, 1343, 1344, 1346, 1347, 1348, 1350, 1351, 1353,
1356, 1358, 1359, 1360, 1361, 1371, 1372, 1373, 1377, 1379, 1380,
1381, 1382, 1386, 1389, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1394, 1395, 1397, 1402,
1403, 1407, 1410, 1411, 1415, 1418, 1420, 1422, 1425, 1427, 1429,
1433, 1435, 1436, 1439, 1440, 1444, 1448, 1449, 1456, 1457, 1459,
1460, 1461, 1462, 1463, 1465, 1467, 1468, 1470, 1474, 1477, 1479,
1481, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1489, 1492, 1493, 1494, 1497, 1498, 1499,
1500, 1503, 1504, 1505, 1506, 1507, 1508, 1510, 1514, 1517, 1521,
1525, 1527, 1528, 1529, 1534, 1536, 1537, 1538, 1542, 1545, 1546,
1549, 1553, 1558, 1560, 1567, 1569, 1570, 1573, 1578, 1580, 1585,
1587, 1589, 1590, 1592, 1599, 1604, 1606, 1607, 1610, 1612, 1613,
1614, 1617, 1618, 1620, 1621, 1622, 1623, 1624, 1632, 1633, 1634,
1635, 1636, 1638, 1640, 1642, 1643, 1645, 1647, 1648, 1649, 1651,
1652, 1655, 1656, 1660, 1661, 1662, 1663, 1664, 1665, 1668, 1670,
1674, 1675, 1678, 1683, 1684, 1685, 1686, 1687, 1688, 1691, 1692,
1694, 1695, 1696, 1697, 1698, 1702, 1703, 1704, 1705, 1708, 1710,
1712, 1713, 1715, 1716, 1717, 1718, 1721, 1725, 1729, 1733, 1734,
1736, 1737, 1740, 1742, 1745, 1746, 1747, 1750, 1751, 1753, 1756,
1762, 1767, 1768, 1769, 1770, 1773, 1775, 1776, 1778, 1780, 1782,
1783, 1785, 1786, 1788, 1789, 1793, 1794, 1798, 1800, 1802, 1804,
1806, 1809, 1810, 1814, 1815, 1816, 1817, 1818, 1819, 1822, 1824,
1825, 1827, 1829, 1831, 1832, 1833, 1834, 1835, 1837, 1838, 1847,
1851, 1852, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1857, 1859, 1864, 1867, 1868, 1870,
1879, 1881, 1884, 1886, 1887, 1890, 1892, 1896, 1900, 1901, 1904,
1906, 1907, 1909, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1915, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922,
1923, 1924, 1925, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1934, 1938, 1939, 1947, 1948,
1949, 1951, 1955, 1959, 1960, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968,
1972, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1980, 1981, 1983, 1984, 1987, 1990,
1991, 1994, 1997, 1998, 2000, 2002, 2005, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011,
2013, 2015, 2017, 2020, 2023, 2025, 2026, 2030, 2031, 2032, 2033,
2035, 2039, 2041, 2044, 2045, 2048, 2050, 2051, 2052, 2053, 2055,
2058, 2061, 2063, 2064, 2066, 2068, 2069, 2072, 2074, 2076, 2077,
2078, 2080, 2084, 2087, 2088, 2089, 2091, 2092, 2093, 2095, 2096,
2100, 2102, 2103, 2104, 2105, 2106, 2107, 2108, 2109, 2110, 2112,
2113, 2114, 2118, 2119, 2121, 2122, 2123, 2125, 2126, 2127, 2128,
2131, 2132, 2133, 2134, 2135, 2136, 2137, 2138, 2139, 2140, 2142,
2146, 2147, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2151, 2152, 2163, 2165, 2166, 2167,
2168, 2169, 2171, 2175, 2178, 2180, 2181, 2182, 2186, 2187, 2188,

2189, 2190, 2191, 2192, 2194, 2195, 2198, 2199, 2200, 2202, 2203,
2204, 2205, 2206, 2209, 2210, 2211, 2213, 2214, 2215, 2216, 2217,
2219, 2220, 2221, 2231, 2233, 2236, 2239, 2240, 2241, 2242, 2243,
2244, 2245, 2246, 2249, 2250, 2251, 2254, 2255, 2256, 2257, 2258,
2259, 2260, 2261, 2262, 2264, 2266, 2267, 2270, 2272, 2273, 2274,
2276, 2277, 2278, 2279, 2280, 2281, 2283, 2284, 2285, 2286, 2289,
2291, 2294, 2296, 2298, 2299, 2305, 2308, 2313, 2315, 2316, 2317,
2324, 2325, 2326, 2327, 2329, 2330, 2332, 2334, 2335, 2336, 2337,
2338, 2341, 2342, 2343, 2347, 2348, 2349, 2350, 2352, 2355, 2356,
2360, 2361, 2364, 2368, 2370, 2371, 2372, 2374, 2376, 2377, 2378,
2379, 2380, 2381, 2382, 2383, 2384, 2386, 2387, 2388, 2389, 2390,
2391, 2392, 2393, 2395, 2396, 2397, 2399, 2400, 2402, 2404, 2406,
2410, 2412, 2413, 2416, 2417, 2418, 2419, 2420, 2421, 2425, 2428,
2432, 2433, 2435, 2438, 2441, 2444, 2445, 2446, 2448, 2449, 2450,
2451, 2453, 2456, 2462, 2464, 2466, 2467, 2469, 2471, 2472, 2474,
2475, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2479, 2480, 2481, 2484, 2485, 2487, 2496,
2497, 2498, 2501, 2504, 2511, 2512, 2513, 2523, 2524, 2529, 2530,
2533, 2535, 2536, 2537, 2540, 2555, 2564, 2567, 2571, 2572, 2574,
2576, 2581, 2582, 2587, 2598, 2599, 2605, 2617, 2621, 2623, 2626,
2628, 2629, 2633, 2639, 2642, 2644, 2649, 2652, 2657, 2658, 2659,
2667, 2669, 2673, 2674, 2678, 2689, 2693, 2696, 2697, 2700, 2701,
2706, 2708, 2717, 2718, 2721, 2722, 2723, 2724, 2726, 2727, 2729,
2730, 2731, 2734, 2735, 2742, 2750, 2753, 2756, 2758, 2760, 2761,
2768, 2773, 2774, 2775, 2777, 2778, 2779, 2781, 2783, 2787, 2791,
2793, 2796, 2804, 2810, 2813, 2817, 2824, 2826, 2828, 2837, 2849,
2854, 2855, 2861, 2867, 2871, 2886, 2898, 2903, 2907, 2913, 2919,
2926, 2929, 2931, 2933, 2938, 2943, 2945, 2946, 2952, 2953, 2955,
2965, 2966, 2974, 2979, 2982, 2987, 2994, 2997, 2999, 3008, 3010,
3013, 3016, 3022, 3023, 3024, 3036, 3041, 3044, 3045, 3047, 3048,
3049, 3050, 3052, 3053, 3060, 3061, 3062, 3064, 3071, 3072, 3075,
3076, 3077, 3087, 3088, 3094, 3100, 3105, 3111, 3118, 3127, 3131,
3146, 3159, 3160, 3178, 3180, 3192, 3193, 3200, 3203, 3206, 3247,
3249, 3253, 3254, 3272, 3296, 3307, 3343, 3345, 3346, 3351
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds (Including
Forage, Fodder {Green Plants}, or Ground Soybean Seeds) 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 58, 59, 61, 62, 63, 65, 67, 68,
83, 87, 88, 91, 97, 98, 102, 118, 122, 123, 124, 126, 130, 132, 134,
136, 141, 142, 143, 145, 146, 147, 150, 151, 154, 155, 156, 160,
162, 166, 167, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 176, 177, 179, 182,
185, 186, 187, 188, 190, 191, 196, 197, 201, 203, 207, 208, 210,
212, 213, 216, 218, 220, 222, 223, 227, 228, 229, 230, 232, 233,
238, 239, 240, 245, 249, 251, 253, 254, 255, 258, 259, 260, 261,
262, 264, 265, 269, 270, 271, 274, 276, 278, 281, 282, 285, 287,
289, 290, 292, 293, 298, 303, 307, 309, 311, 312, 314, 317, 319,
322, 329, 330, 331, 336, 342, 343, 351, 354, 359, 360, 361, 365,
366, 367, 375, 376, 378, 379, 381, 383, 385, 386, 392, 397, 398,
405, 409, 410, 415, 416, 417, 418, 423, 426, 427, 429, 435, 438,
444, 448, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 457, 458, 460, 461, 463, 469,
473, 485, 489, 491, 504, 511, 514, 518, 519, 522, 526, 528, 530,
535, 536, 539, 540, 541, 544, 545, 546, 547, 555, 557, 559, 565,
576, 577, 578, 580, 581, 584, 588, 592, 594, 596, 597, 600, 601,
603, 605, 607, 608, 611, 612, 613, 614, 616, 631, 633, 634, 645,
649, 650, 652, 654, 657, 660, 669, 670, 671, 674, 678, 682, 683,
686, 689, 694, 696, 699, 704, 705, 715, 719, 722, 727, 732, 734,
735, 740, 743, 744, 745, 751, 754, 761, 762, 764, 766, 770, 773,
774, 786, 793, 795, 800, 801, 807, 809, 814, 827, 835, 836, 838,
839, 840, 843, 845, 846, 848, 849, 851, 853, 854, 856, 857, 861,
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864, 865, 866, 871, 873, 878, 879, 884, 885, 888, 890, 892, 894,
897, 898, 901, 905, 908, 909, 910, 913, 916, 921, 927, 928, 929,
931, 932, 936, 939, 942, 943, 944, 945, 947, 951, 957, 959, 961,
962, 964, 966, 969, 970, 971, 973, 974, 979, 981, 982, 984, 986,
990, 992, 993, 994, 995, 996, 1001, 1002, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007,
1013, 1014, 1015, 1018, 1019, 1023, 1024, 1027, 1028, 1039, 1040,
1043, 1044, 1046, 1050, 1051, 1054, 1056, 1057, 1061, 1069, 1070,
1076, 1079, 1080, 1083, 1088, 1089, 1098, 1099, 1103, 1104, 1105,
1109, 1113, 1119, 1122, 1126, 1128, 1131, 1134, 1135, 1136, 1139,
1142, 1143, 1148, 1155, 1162, 1163, 1165, 1167, 1178, 1179, 1186,
1192, 1203, 1205, 1209, 1210, 1212, 1219, 1221, 1226, 1228, 1230,
1234, 1238, 1242, 1243, 1249, 1251, 1252, 1257, 1258, 1260, 1265,
1267, 1275, 1284, 1285, 1294, 1297, 1298, 1301, 1302, 1303, 1307,
1309, 1310, 1312, 1322, 1332, 1339, 1342, 1345, 1349, 1354, 1357,
1362, 1366, 1368, 1369, 1375, 1376, 1378, 1383, 1384, 1388, 1396,
1398, 1399, 1400, 1401, 1406, 1408, 1409, 1413, 1416, 1421, 1423,
1424, 1431, 1437, 1438, 1441, 1443, 1445, 1446, 1447, 1455, 1458,
1464, 1466, 1469, 1476, 1478, 1485, 1487, 1490, 1491, 1495, 1496,
1501, 1502, 1511, 1513, 1520, 1532, 1535, 1539, 1540, 1543, 1548,
1551, 1552, 1554, 1555, 1556, 1557, 1559, 1563, 1564, 1568, 1571,
1572, 1574, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1593, 1597, 1603, 1605, 1608,
1609, 1611, 1615, 1616, 1619, 1625, 1626, 1627, 1628, 1629, 1630,
1637, 1641, 1653, 1657, 1666, 1669, 1677, 1679, 1681, 1682, 1689,
1690, 1693, 1699, 1700, 1701, 1709, 1719, 1726, 1727, 1730, 1731,
1732, 1738, 1739, 1741, 1743, 1744, 1748, 1754, 1755, 1757, 1759,
1760, 1761, 1763, 1764, 1765, 1771, 1779, 1787, 1791, 1792, 1796,
1799, 1803, 1805, 1808, 1811, 1812, 1813, 1821, 1836, 1841, 1842,
1843, 1850, 1853, 1858, 1860, 1862, 1865, 1869, 1871, 1872, 1873,
1874, 1875, 1876, 1878, 1882, 1883, 1885, 1891, 1894, 1899, 1905,
1908, 1914, 1917, 1918, 1926, 1927, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1936, 1940,
1942, 1945, 1950, 1954, 1957, 1962, 1969, 1970, 1971, 1973, 1979,
1988, 1989, 1996, 1999, 2003, 2004, 2006, 2007, 2012, 2014, 2016,
2018, 2019, 2024, 2028, 2034, 2037, 2038, 2040, 2042, 2043, 2047,
2049, 2054, 2056, 2057, 2059, 2067, 2071, 2073, 2075, 2083, 2086,
2090, 2094, 2097, 2098, 2099, 2101, 2115, 2116, 2117, 2124, 2130,
2137, 2145, 2153, 2154, 2155, 2157, 2158, 2159, 2161, 2162, 2164,
2173, 2174, 2176, 2177, 2183, 2184, 2185, 2193, 2197, 2207, 2212,
2218, 2222, 2225, 2226, 2227, 2228, 2229, 2232, 2234, 2235, 2237,
2238, 2243, 2248, 2252, 2254, 2263, 2268, 2269, 2271, 2282, 2292,
2293, 2295, 2301, 2302, 2303, 2304, 2306, 2307, 2309, 2310, 2311,
2312, 2314, 2318, 2319, 2320, 2321, 2322, 2323, 2331, 2333, 2340,
2342, 2344, 2351, 2353, 2354, 2357, 2358, 2359, 2362, 2363, 2365,
2367, 2373, 2385, 2394, 2401, 2407, 2408, 2409, 2411, 2414, 2423,
2424, 2426, 2427, 2429, 2430, 2431, 2434, 2436, 2442, 2445, 2454,
2455, 2463, 2465, 2468, 2473, 2482, 2483, 2488, 2489, 2490, 2491,
2492, 2493, 2494, 2495, 2500, 2502, 2503, 2508, 2510, 2514, 2515,
2520, 2522, 2527, 2528, 2531, 2534, 2538, 2541, 2542, 2543, 2544,
2545, 2546, 2548, 2549, 2552, 2553, 2554, 2556, 2558, 2562, 2565,
2566, 2568, 2569, 2573, 2575, 2578, 2579, 2580, 2585, 2586, 2588,
2589, 2590, 2591, 2592, 2593, 2594, 2595, 2596, 2597, 2600, 2601,
2604, 2606, 2607, 2608, 2609, 2610, 2612, 2614, 2615, 2616, 2618,
2620, 2624, 2625, 2627, 2631, 2632, 2634, 2635, 2637, 2638, 2640,
2641, 2643, 2646, 2650, 2654, 2655, 2656, 2660, 2661, 2662, 2663,
2664, 2665, 2670, 2671, 2672, 2675, 2679, 2680, 2681, 2682, 2683,
2684, 2685, 2687, 2690, 2694, 2695, 2699, 2702, 2703, 2704, 2705,
2707, 2710, 2711, 2712, 2713, 2715, 2719, 2728, 2732, 2736, 2738,
2739, 2741, 2743, 2744, 2745, 2746, 2747, 2748, 2749, 2754, 2755,
2757, 2761, 2762, 2763, 2765, 2766, 2767, 2772, 2776, 2780, 2782,
2784, 2786, 2788, 2789, 2790, 2792, 2797, 2798, 2800, 2802, 2803,
2806, 2807, 2809, 2812, 2819, 2822, 2833, 2834, 2835, 2836, 2838,

2839, 2840, 2841, 2842, 2843, 2844, 2845, 2846, 2848, 2850, 2851,
2852, 2853, 2856, 2858, 2860, 2863, 2864, 2865, 2866, 2869, 2870,
2872, 2873, 2874, 2876, 2877, 2878, 2879, 2880, 2882, 2884, 2885,
2887, 2888, 2890, 2891, 2892, 2893, 2894, 2895, 2896, 2897, 2900,
2901, 2902, 2905, 2906, 2908, 2909, 2910, 2911, 2915, 2918, 2921,
2922, 2923, 2925, 2927, 2928, 2929, 2930, 2934, 2939, 2942, 2947,
2948, 2949, 2950, 2951, 2956, 2958, 2959, 2961, 2962, 2963, 2964,
2967, 2968, 2971, 2973, 2976, 2977, 2978, 2980, 2981, 2983, 2984,
2989, 2990, 2992, 2995, 2996, 2998, 3003, 3005, 3006, 3007, 3011,
3012, 3014, 3018, 3020, 3021, 3025, 3027, 3029, 3030, 3031, 3032,
3038, 3040, 3042, 3046, 3051, 3054, 3056, 3057, 3063, 3065, 3068,
3069, 3071, 3073, 3080, 3082, 3084, 3085, 3086, 3090, 3091, 3092,
3096, 3097, 3098, 3099, 3101, 3103, 3107, 3109, 3110, 3119, 3120,
3121, 3122, 3123, 3124, 3125, 3132, 3133, 3134, 3136, 3139, 3141,
3143, 3144, 3145, 3148, 3149, 3152, 3156, 3161, 3164, 3165, 3166,
3172, 3173, 3176, 3177, 3181, 3185, 3187, 3189, 3190, 3191, 3197,
3198, 3199, 3201, 3202, 3204, 3207, 3208, 3210, 3212, 3213, 3214,
3215, 3217, 3218, 3219, 3220, 3221, 3222, 3223, 3224, 3225, 3226,
3227, 3229, 3230, 3231, 3232, 3233, 3234, 3235, 3237, 3238, 3239,
3240, 3242, 3244, 3248, 3250, 3251, 3252, 3256, 3257, 3258, 3259,
3260, 3263, 3264, 3265, 3268, 3269, 3270, 3274, 3275, 3276, 3277,
3278, 3280, 3281, 3282, 3283, 3284, 3285, 3286, 3287, 3288, 3289,
3290, 3291, 3292, 3294, 3295, 3297, 3298, 3299, 3300, 3301, 3302,
3303, 3304, 3305, 3306, 3308, 3309, 3310, 3311, 3312, 3313, 3314,
3315, 3316, 3317, 3318, 3319, 3322, 3324, 3325, 3327, 3328, 3329,
3331, 3332, 3333, 3336, 3337, 3338, 3339, 3341, 3342, 3348, 3349,
3352, 3355
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging
57, 139, 248, 471, 478, 487, 507, 513, 521, 527, 550, 561, 563, 564,
571, 572, 583, 590, 604, 610, 619, 629, 639, 641, 647, 648, 656,
667, 679, 687, 690, 693, 711, 714, 747, 750, 783, 787, 841, 874,
891, 893, 925, 930, 950, 952, 953, 955, 960, 972, 978, 989, 1008,
1011, 1015, 1025, 1031, 1034, 1036, 1045, 1062, 1065, 1068, 1073,
1074, 1077, 1078, 1081, 1086, 1091, 1094, 1106, 1108, 1127, 1130,
1133, 1137, 1150, 1154, 1171, 1175, 1177, 1181, 1189, 1190, 1193,
1194, 1196, 1198, 1199, 1202, 1204, 1211, 1213, 1215, 1217, 1222,
1269, 1280, 1282, 1314, 1316, 1318, 1319, 1331, 1333, 1335, 1338,
1352, 1353, 1364, 1379, 1380, 1381, 1394, 1405, 1414, 1418, 1420,
1430, 1440, 1450, 1452, 1456, 1470, 1498, 1505, 1507, 1517, 1521,
1522, 1523, 1531, 1536, 1537, 1542, 1562, 1568, 1579, 1585, 1586,
1599, 1623, 1624, 1631, 1638, 1639, 1652, 1659, 1665, 1672, 1674,
1675, 1676, 1686, 1687, 1692, 1713, 1728, 1735, 1745, 1769, 1772,
1793, 1800, 1825, 1829, 1830, 1849, 1861, 1880, 1893, 1901, 1902,
1934, 1968, 1972, 1978, 2026, 2030, 2039, 2044, 2056, 2063, 2065,
2079, 2082, 2091, 2093, 2096, 2112, 2113, 2121, 2148, 2149, 2150,
2199, 2200, 2201, 2204, 2236, 2240, 2242, 2247, 2250, 2251, 2255,
2264, 2265, 2280, 2281, 2296, 2313, 2321, 2324, 2366, 2370, 2392,
2418, 2433, 2446, 2448, 2512, 2522, 2523, 2546, 2551, 2553, 2559,
2562, 2563, 2568, 2577, 2582, 2583, 2584, 2593, 2602, 2610, 2613,
2636, 2655, 2666, 2667, 2668, 2688, 2698, 2700, 2706, 2707, 2720,
2737, 2740, 2748, 2778, 2816, 2837, 2862, 2881, 2898, 2914, 2936,
2938, 2945, 2954, 2966, 2979, 2986, 2988, 3000, 3001, 3004, 3015,
3019, 3024, 3055, 3079, 3138, 3142, 3241, 3266, 3330, 3334, 3340,
3344, 3347, 3353, 3356
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Pastures & Grazing–Hogging
Down / Off, Pasturing Down, Grazing Down, Lambing Down / Off,
and Sheeping-Down / Off 478, 486, 527, 556, 619, 693, 711, 729,
754, 783, 787, 790, 893, 903, 917, 925, 950, 953, 972, 978, 993,
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1000, 1008, 1011, 1068, 1074, 1077, 1086, 1106, 1108, 1127, 1152,
1173, 1175, 1189, 1190, 1194, 1202, 1217, 1236, 1264, 1274, 1277,
1280, 1296, 1313, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1324, 1325, 1326, 1330,
1333, 1335, 1336, 1337, 1340, 1346, 1356, 1363, 1365, 1370, 1379,
1380, 1381, 1393, 1404, 1405, 1410, 1412, 1418, 1420, 1422, 1426,
1432, 1434, 1435, 1436, 1440, 1453, 1470, 1479, 1486, 1488, 1498,
1505, 1517, 1521, 1523, 1526, 1529, 1537, 1550, 1568, 1576, 1585,
1586, 1604, 1624, 1631, 1632, 1638, 1639, 1644, 1654, 1665, 1667,
1671, 1676, 1687, 1688, 1692, 1702, 1712, 1717, 1720, 1724, 1728,
1735, 1743, 1745, 1760, 1764, 1765, 1766, 1768, 1771, 1772, 1773,
1781, 1782, 1785, 1790, 1792, 1794, 1797, 1802, 1804, 1806, 1816,
1817, 1830, 1835, 1839, 1840, 1843, 1846, 1855, 1866, 1867, 1868,
1876, 1877, 1881, 1884, 1890, 1899, 1903, 1909, 1912, 1915, 1916,
1919, 1921, 1925, 1928, 1930, 1937, 1939, 1941, 1943, 1944, 1972,
1981, 1982, 1983, 1985, 1992, 1997, 2000, 2010, 2026, 2029, 2030,
2036, 2053, 2056, 2058, 2060, 2062, 2063, 2064, 2068, 2076, 2081,
2082, 2084, 2087, 2108, 2110, 2113, 2119, 2120, 2123, 2126, 2127,
2131, 2133, 2135, 2143, 2160, 2167, 2172, 2182, 2190, 2196, 2200,
2203, 2204, 2206, 2211, 2214, 2215, 2217, 2272, 2278, 2290, 2297,
2317, 2344, 2375, 2382, 2388, 2389, 2391, 2418, 2421, 2433, 2448,
2452, 2456, 2504, 2511, 2519, 2546, 2561, 2563, 2568, 2610, 2655,
2706, 2707, 2713, 2758, 2759, 2831, 2832, 2847, 2907, 2931, 2975,
3026, 3061, 3112, 3130, 3194, 3195, 3326, 3340, 3347, 3358
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Silage / Ensilage Made in a
Silo 125, 131, 137, 144, 161, 164, 175, 181, 198, 199, 206, 209,
226, 234, 250, 256, 257, 263, 272, 273, 277, 279, 280, 284, 296,
300, 301, 304, 306, 308, 310, 313, 316, 321, 323, 324, 325, 326,
328, 332, 335, 337, 340, 344, 346, 347, 348, 349, 352, 353, 355,
356, 357, 363, 364, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 377, 380,
388, 390, 391, 393, 401, 402, 403, 408, 412, 413, 419, 421, 424,
425, 430, 431, 432, 433, 434, 436, 439, 442, 445, 446, 447, 450,
456, 459, 462, 464, 467, 468, 474, 475, 477, 478, 479, 480, 483,
484, 490, 494, 496, 497, 499, 506, 509, 510, 512, 516, 517, 523,
524, 527, 529, 531, 532, 533, 534, 537, 538, 551, 553, 560, 561,
562, 563, 564, 566, 567, 568, 569, 571, 573, 575, 585, 586, 587,
590, 599, 602, 615, 617, 618, 622, 623, 629, 636, 637, 638, 640,
641, 643, 646, 647, 648, 651, 653, 656, 668, 672, 673, 692, 695,
697, 701, 702, 703, 707, 709, 710, 712, 713, 714, 716, 718, 720,
721, 723, 724, 728, 729, 731, 737, 746, 753, 755, 756, 757, 759,
760, 765, 767, 769, 771, 772, 776, 777, 780, 782, 784, 785, 787,
789, 790, 794, 796, 798, 803, 805, 806, 808, 810, 812, 815, 817,
818, 819, 820, 821, 822, 823, 825, 826, 828, 829, 830, 831, 832,
833, 834, 841, 847, 852, 858, 862, 870, 875, 880, 881, 886, 889,
891, 895, 896, 899, 902, 917, 918, 919, 920, 922, 924, 925, 930,
934, 940, 946, 948, 952, 954, 960, 967, 968, 978, 987, 988, 997,
1008, 1009, 1012, 1042, 1045, 1048, 1049, 1058, 1059, 1067, 1068,
1077, 1082, 1085, 1090, 1091, 1095, 1096, 1097, 1117, 1129, 1138,
1144, 1154, 1156, 1157, 1158, 1159, 1164, 1168, 1169, 1170, 1171,
1177, 1181, 1187, 1196, 1197, 1201, 1204, 1207, 1208, 1213, 1214,
1223, 1224, 1231, 1236, 1237, 1239, 1241, 1245, 1246, 1247, 1248,
1254, 1255, 1256, 1263, 1266, 1268, 1274, 1278, 1280, 1283, 1286,
1287, 1288, 1290, 1291, 1292, 1293, 1295, 1306, 1313, 1314, 1315,
1317, 1319, 1320, 1321, 1323, 1324, 1327, 1329, 1331, 1337, 1340,
1341, 1355, 1360, 1361, 1367, 1370, 1374, 1380, 1386, 1387, 1389,
1392, 1394, 1403, 1410, 1415, 1420, 1422, 1426, 1427, 1428, 1434,
1435, 1440, 1449, 1454, 1456, 1465, 1468, 1470, 1472, 1473, 1475,
1479, 1480, 1481, 1498, 1500, 1505, 1506, 1507, 1508, 1510, 1512,
1515, 1516, 1517, 1524, 1533, 1534, 1536, 1537, 1541, 1542, 1546,
1547, 1561, 1577, 1578, 1580, 1585, 1587, 1588, 1592, 1594, 1595,

1596, 1598, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1620, 1622, 1623, 1624, 1632, 1638,
1646, 1650, 1651, 1652, 1658, 1663, 1673, 1680, 1684, 1687, 1692,
1702, 1704, 1706, 1707, 1708, 1711, 1712, 1713, 1714, 1717, 1720,
1722, 1723, 1724, 1729, 1740, 1742, 1746, 1752, 1758, 1762, 1766,
1767, 1768, 1769, 1774, 1775, 1777, 1781, 1782, 1786, 1790, 1793,
1794, 1795, 1797, 1798, 1800, 1801, 1802, 1804, 1806, 1807, 1810,
1816, 1817, 1820, 1823, 1825, 1826, 1827, 1828, 1829, 1838, 1844,
1845, 1846, 1848, 1852, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1863, 1864, 1867, 1868,
1884, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1895, 1897, 1898, 1900, 1902, 1904,
1906, 1907, 1910, 1912, 1915, 1919, 1920, 1925, 1928, 1930, 1934,
1941, 1944, 1946, 1951, 1952, 1953, 1956, 1958, 1960, 1961, 1964,
1967, 1972, 1976, 1977, 1981, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1990, 1992,
1993, 1995, 1998, 2000, 2001, 2017, 2020, 2021, 2027, 2030, 2032,
2039, 2044, 2045, 2048, 2051, 2052, 2053, 2058, 2063, 2064, 2065,
2069, 2084, 2087, 2091, 2103, 2104, 2108, 2109, 2110, 2118, 2119,
2123, 2126, 2127, 2128, 2129, 2135, 2141, 2144, 2148, 2149, 2150,
2151, 2166, 2170, 2172, 2179, 2181, 2182, 2187, 2188, 2189, 2190,
2202, 2206, 2208, 2215, 2223, 2224, 2230, 2240, 2242, 2250, 2251,
2259, 2277, 2279, 2280, 2281, 2296, 2300, 2305, 2313, 2315, 2316,
2335, 2349, 2364, 2369, 2375, 2376, 2382, 2383, 2384, 2386, 2403,
2410, 2415, 2418, 2419, 2422, 2433, 2437, 2439, 2440, 2443, 2447,
2448, 2449, 2451, 2452, 2456, 2457, 2459, 2460, 2461, 2467, 2477,
2478, 2486, 2499, 2505, 2506, 2507, 2509, 2511, 2512, 2516, 2517,
2518, 2519, 2521, 2526, 2529, 2532, 2540, 2547, 2550, 2551, 2557,
2560, 2563, 2567, 2570, 2577, 2582, 2583, 2584, 2602, 2611, 2613,
2619, 2622, 2630, 2636, 2647, 2648, 2651, 2653, 2666, 2667, 2674,
2676, 2677, 2686, 2688, 2698, 2700, 2706, 2709, 2714, 2716, 2720,
2733, 2740, 2751, 2752, 2760, 2764, 2778, 2785, 2793, 2794, 2795,
2796, 2799, 2801, 2805, 2811, 2813, 2814, 2815, 2818, 2820, 2821,
2823, 2825, 2827, 2828, 2829, 2830, 2837, 2862, 2867, 2868, 2889,
2898, 2899, 2904, 2907, 2912, 2914, 2917, 2935, 2937, 2938, 2940,
2941, 2944, 2953, 2954, 2957, 2960, 2966, 2986, 2993, 3002, 3009,
3016, 3022, 3024, 3028, 3037, 3059, 3061, 3067, 3070, 3074, 3081,
3089, 3093, 3095, 3102, 3104, 3106, 3108, 3111, 3112, 3113, 3114,
3115, 3116, 3117, 3126, 3127, 3128, 3135, 3137, 3140, 3147, 3150,
3151, 3153, 3154, 3155, 3157, 3158, 3162, 3163, 3167, 3168, 3169,
3170, 3171, 3174, 3175, 3179, 3180, 3182, 3183, 3184, 3188, 3194,
3195, 3196, 3205, 3206, 3209, 3211, 3216, 3228, 3236, 3245, 3246,
3255, 3261, 3262, 3267, 3271, 3273, 3320, 3321, 3323, 3334, 3335,
3350, 3357
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Soilage and Soiling (Green
Crops Cut for Feeding Confined Animals) 204, 306, 315, 332, 341,
344, 350, 363, 377, 382, 390, 393, 395, 400, 411, 422, 439, 440,
441, 443, 445, 449, 475, 476, 478, 481, 493, 496, 525, 538, 542,
552, 553, 564, 571, 585, 590, 591, 606, 615, 622, 626, 628, 629,
630, 642, 647, 648, 667, 668, 680, 684, 697, 702, 706, 708, 731,
746, 749, 756, 787, 802, 810, 811, 813, 816, 834, 841, 850, 872,
880, 891, 899, 902, 906, 925, 930, 934, 940, 952, 960, 965, 978,
1029, 1041, 1042, 1048, 1058, 1077, 1085, 1101, 1107, 1145, 1157,
1164, 1168, 1171, 1172, 1181, 1182, 1236, 1237, 1254, 1280, 1314,
1315, 1319, 1338, 1340, 1343, 1353, 1360, 1361, 1389, 1394, 1417,
1420, 1427, 1435, 1440, 1456, 1498, 1506, 1507, 1508, 1509, 1510,
1521, 1529, 1536, 1587, 1624, 1652, 1674, 1713, 1769, 1784, 1825,
1856, 1968, 2022, 2030, 2039, 2044, 2048, 2052, 2149, 2179, 2189,
2190, 2242, 2296, 2315, 2370, 2386, 2418, 2433, 2448, 2458, 2512,
2539, 2563, 2613, 2667, 2668, 2764, 2813, 2815, 2920, 3061, 3075,
3194, 3195, 3246, 3261, 3279, 3293, 3334
Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw (Stems of Whole Dried
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Soybean Plants). Also Fertilizing Value, Other Uses, Yields, and
Chemical Composition 10, 26, 27, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77,
78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 90, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 99, 100,
101, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114,
115, 116, 117, 119, 120, 121, 127, 128, 129, 133, 135, 138, 140,
144, 148, 149, 152, 153, 157, 158, 159, 163, 168, 178, 180, 183,
184, 188, 189, 192, 193, 194, 195, 200, 202, 211, 217, 219, 221,
224, 225, 235, 236, 243, 244, 246, 257, 266, 267, 275, 283, 286,
288, 294, 302, 326, 327, 340, 345, 346, 347, 370, 394, 396, 399,
402, 407, 428, 430, 432, 466, 467, 499, 502, 508, 524, 567, 570,
593, 598, 609, 656, 676, 677, 681, 688, 702, 703, 720, 760, 763,
768, 791, 806, 831, 855, 859, 867, 869, 900, 930, 941, 967, 968,
983, 1016, 1021, 1022, 1066, 1082, 1087, 1092, 1114, 1115, 1125,
1151, 1161, 1171, 1188, 1195, 1206, 1216, 1227, 1239, 1253, 1259,
1262, 1286, 1300, 1304, 1305, 1320, 1351, 1385, 1390, 1419, 1442,
1451, 1471, 1474, 1510, 1518, 1519, 1521, 1530, 1544, 1565, 1566,
1575, 1578, 1591, 1592, 1620, 1652, 1670, 1749, 1762, 1776, 1834,
1868, 1912, 1923, 1935, 1980, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2048, 2070, 2085,
2100, 2111, 2112, 2118, 2138, 2156, 2169, 2171, 2175, 2178, 2182,
2200, 2253, 2267, 2275, 2287, 2288, 2289, 2325, 2328, 2334, 2335,
2339, 2345, 2346, 2364, 2376, 2378, 2392, 2398, 2399, 2402, 2405,
2413, 2418, 2433, 2447, 2448, 2451, 2453, 2470, 2476, 2481, 2512,
2524, 2525, 2529, 2567, 2603, 2613, 2617, 2636, 2645, 2691, 2692,
2722, 2725, 2769, 2770, 2771, 2778, 2808, 2810, 2813, 2837, 2855,
2857, 2859, 2875, 2883, 2898, 2907, 2916, 2924, 2932, 2938, 2966,
2969, 2970, 2972, 2985, 2986, 2991, 3002, 3017, 3033, 3034, 3035,
3039, 3043, 3058, 3061, 3066, 3074, 3078, 3083, 3127, 3129, 3186,
3243, 3272, 3334, 3354
Feeds Made from Soybean Meal (Defatted) 29, 176, 241, 266, 515,
855, 984, 1009, 1014, 1080, 1087, 1154, 1155, 1156, 1195, 1212,
1380, 1435, 1464, 1473, 1474, 1491, 1495, 1551, 1586, 1592, 1611,
1687, 1748, 1813, 1865, 1880, 1941, 1954, 2014, 2070, 2071, 2072,
2099, 2100, 2142, 2175, 2197, 2200, 2254, 2282, 2302, 2303, 2309,
2310, 2311, 2314, 2317, 2319, 2325, 2341, 2370, 2434, 2442, 2448,
2463, 2484, 2502, 2504, 2516, 2520, 2528, 2531, 2552, 2562, 2564,
2588, 2609, 2610, 2614, 2628, 2633, 2655, 2669, 2685, 2700, 2703,
2714, 2724, 2728, 2748, 2768, 2769, 2772, 2789, 2820, 2822, 2840,
2844, 2853, 2881, 2897, 2914, 2957, 2990, 3006, 3024, 3025, 3043,
3061, 3072, 3075, 3084, 3086, 3093, 3098, 3102, 3105, 3157, 3200,
3204, 3216, 3218, 3219, 3270, 3284, 3289, 3296, 3297, 3305, 3316,
3337
Feeds, Other Types (Okara, Calf Milk Replacers, Soybean Hulls,
etc.) 1744, 3249
Feeds–Soybeans, soybean forage, or soy products fed to various
types of animals. See The type of animal–chickens, pigs, cows,
horses, etc.
Feminization. See Reproduction / Reproductive, Fertility, or
Feminization Problems
Fermented Black Soybean Extract (Shizhi / Shih Chih), and
Fermented Black Soybean Sauce (Mandarin: Shiyou / Shih-yu.
Cantonese: Shi-yau / Si-yau / Seow. Japanese: Kuki-jiru). See also
Black Bean Sauce 3, 13, 292
Fermented Black Soybean Production–How to Make Fermented
Black Soybeans on a Commercial Scale 2801

Fermented Black Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 2801
Fermented Black Soybeans–from The Philippines–Tau-si, Tausi,
Tao-si, Taosi 2801
Fermented Black Soybeans–Whole Soybeans Fermented with
Salt–Also called Fermented Black Beans, Salted Black Beans,
Salty Black Beans, Black Fermented Beans, Black Beans, Black
Bean Sauce, Black Bean and Ginger Sauce, Chinese Black Beans,
Preserved Black Beans or Preserved Chinese Black Beans. In
Chinese (Mandarin): Shi, Doushi, or Douchi (pinyin), Tou-shih,
Toushih, or Tou-ch’ih (Wade-Giles). Cantonese: Dow see, Dow si,
Dow-si, Dowsi, or Do shih. In Japan: Hamanatto, Daitokuji Natto,
Shiokara Natto, or Tera Natto. In the Philippines: Tausi or Taosi
/ Tao-si. In Malaysia or Thailand: Tao si. In Indonesia: Tao dji,
Tao-dji, or Tao-djie 1, 3, 9, 13, 15, 16, 21, 137, 186, 231, 292, 379,
1195, 1948, 2030, 2048, 2168, 2414, 2698, 2736, 2801, 2886, 3056,
3104
Fermented Soyfoods and Their Fermentation (General). See also:
Microbiology and Bacteriology–History of Early Discoveries 3251
Fermented Specialty Soyfoods–Soy Wine, Cantonese Wine Starter
(Kiu-Tsee / Tsée), Soy Fermentation Pellicle or Bean Ferment (Tou
Huang), Soyidli / Idli, Dosa / Dosai, Dhokla, and Soy Ogi 231, 248,
1195, 2806, 2887
Fermented tofu. See Tofu, Fermented
Fermented whole soybeans. See Natto, Dawa-dawa, Kinema, Thuanao
Fertilizer, soybean meal used as. See Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber
(as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as a Fertilizer or Manure for
the Soil
Fertilizers / Fertilizer (Incl. Foliar Sprays), Fertilization, Plant
Nutrition, Mineral Needs, and Nutritional / Physiological Disorders
of Soybeans (Including Chlorosis) 78, 168, 217, 256, 345, 363, 364,
366, 371, 372, 390, 394, 408, 433, 452, 466, 495, 512, 534, 549,
564, 571, 591, 609, 622, 661, 675, 703, 726, 732, 736, 763, 786,
809, 831, 837, 869, 941, 951, 967, 983, 1011, 1025, 1036, 1052,
1053, 1056, 1058, 1082, 1129, 1139, 1171, 1178, 1181, 1190, 1201,
1222, 1240, 1264, 1277, 1306, 1314, 1315, 1340, 1353, 1360, 1370,
1372, 1385, 1386, 1405, 1406, 1407, 1442, 1451, 1479, 1507, 1553,
1599, 1617, 1620, 1622, 1633, 1652, 1678, 1687, 1705, 1708, 1747,
1776, 1804, 1833, 1834, 1850, 1867, 1911, 1915, 1965, 1990, 2026,
2059, 2093, 2105, 2111, 2121, 2126, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2206, 2216,
2242, 2249, 2281, 2289, 2370, 2412, 2487, 2517, 2617, 2618, 2679,
2727, 2729, 2875, 2910, 2942, 2968, 3000, 3008, 3023, 3045, 3047,
3053, 3071, 3088, 3135
Fiber. See Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates
/ Relatives in Various Languages 16, 240, 259, 409, 849, 2433,
2806
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Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, from Making Soymilk or Tofu–Value
Added Uses (Not Including Livestock Feeds) and Solutions to
Disposal Problems 16, 259, 840, 849, 1532, 3061
Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, the Residue Left from Making Soymilk
or Tofu. Also called Bean Curd Residue, Soybean Curd Residue,
Dou-fu-zha (Pinyin) 16, 240, 259, 379, 409, 503, 840, 849, 921,
981, 1195, 1532, 1661, 1799, 1841, 1947, 1948, 2030, 2418, 2433,
2806, 3061, 3250, 3306, 3343, 3354

Flour, soy–Industrial uses of. See Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–
Other
Fodder, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or FullFat Seeds
Food and Drug Administration (FDA, U.S. Dept. of Health and
Human Services) 1019

Fiber–Presscake, Residue or Dregs from Making Soy Sauce 97,
141, 791, 1088, 2801

Food Production and Distribution Administration of USDA. See
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food
Administration (WFA)

Fiber, Soy–Bran–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 2030

Food uses of soybeans in the USA, early. See Historical–Documents
about Food Uses of Soybeans (or Recipes) in the USA before 1900

Fiber, Soy–Bran (Pulverized Soybean Hulls / Seed Coats) and Other
Uses of Soybean Hulls 153, 1744, 2030, 3102, 3302

Forage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants, Feeds /
Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds

Fibers (Artificial Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein
Fiber, Including Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)–Industrial
Uses of Soy Proteins 2668, 2698, 2786, 2840, 2902, 3343

Ford, Henry (1863-1947), and His Researchers–Work with Soy–
Robert Boyer, Frank Calvert, William Atkinson, Edsel Ruddiman,
Bob Smith, Holton W. “Rex” Diamond, and Jan Willemse 2195,
2553, 2557, 2570, 2590, 2613, 2617, 2650, 2684, 2691, 2693, 2702,
2736, 2767, 2786, 2799, 2807, 2814, 2874, 2882, 2898, 2907, 2919,
2959, 2960, 3028, 3037, 3117, 3255

Fiji. See Oceania–Fiji
Fires or explosions. See Soybean Crushing–Explosions and/or Fires
in Soybean Solvent Extraction Plants
Fish or Crustaceans (e.g., Shrimp) Fed Soybean Meal or Oil as Feed
Using Aquaculture or Mariculture 3260, 3338, 3349

Foreign Agricultural Service of USDA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Foreign Agricultural Service
(FAS)
Formulas (early) for basic food ingredients. See Cookery Books

Fitness. See Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, and Exercise
Foundry cores, binder. See Binder for Sand Foundry Cores
Flakes, from whole soybeans. See Whole Soy Flakes
Flatulence or Intestinal Gas–Caused by Complex Sugars (As the
Oligosaccharides Raffinose and Stachyose in Soybeans), by Fiber,
or by Lactose in Milk 245, 3343
Flavor / Taste Problems and Ways of Solving Them (Especially
Beany Off-Flavors in Soy Oil, Soymilk, Tofu, Whole Dry
Soybeans, or Soy Protein Products, and Ways of Masking or
Eliminating Them) 379, 803, 1205, 1226, 1424, 1598, 1661, 1696,
1799, 2363, 2668, 2884, 2910, 3002, 3003, 3021, 3053

Fouts Family of Indiana–Incl. Taylor Fouts (1880-1952), His
Brothers Noah Fouts (1864-1938) and Finis Fouts (1866-1943),
Their Soyland Farm (1918-1928), and Their Father Solomon Fouts
(1826-1907) 695, 907, 1229, 1274, 1317, 1325, 1330, 1337, 1422,
1434, 1493, 1770, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1845, 1846, 1848, 1851, 1855,
1887, 1922, 1924, 1925, 1934, 1969, 1980, 2025, 2036, 2088, 2108,
2200, 2203, 2204, 2262, 2272, 2308, 2343, 2388, 2389, 2393, 2775,
2872, 2931, 2932, 3037, 3160, 3192, 3254, 3346, 3351, 3358
France. See Europe, Western–France

Flax plant or flaxseed. See Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, or the
Flax / Flaxseed Plant

Frankfurters, hot dogs, or wieners–meatless. See Meat Alternatives–
Meatless Sausages

Flint, James. Translator, Agent and Resident Administrator
(Supercargo) in China of the East India Company (England) in the
Late 1700s. Died 1793. Chinese Name–Hung Jen. See also: Samuel
Bowen 23

French Oil Mill Machinery Co. (Piqua, Ohio). Maker of Soybean
Crushing Equipment. Also Named French Oil Machinery Co.. 2447

Flour, cottonseed. See Cottonseed Flour

Frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-Frozen, or Dried Whole

Flour, soy. See Soy Flour

Functional Foods, Nutraceuticals / Nutriceuticals, Designer Foods,
or Medicinal Foods 3343

Flour, soy–Imports, Exports. See Soy Flour–Imports, Exports,
International Trade

Frozen desserts, non-dairy. See Soy Ice Cream

Funk Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois). Founded in 1901
by Eugene D. Funk, Sr. (1867-1944). Started selling soybeans in
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1903. Started Crushing Soybeans in 1924. Renamed Funk Seeds
International, Inc. by 1972. Controlled by Ciba-Geigy by 1974 750,
854, 1150, 1585, 1856, 1939, 2102, 2165, 2214, 2346, 2375, 2405,
2488, 2496, 2650, 2678, 2782, 2798, 2872, 2873, 2949, 2978, 3032,
3053, 3056, 3307

Gluten. See Wheat Gluten
Glycerine, explosives made from. See Explosives Made from
Glycerine
Glycine javanica or Glycine wightii. See Neonotonia wightii

Fur-Bearing Animals Such as Foxes or Mink Fed Soybeans,
Soybean Forage or Soybean Cake or Meal as Fed to Make Fur 3332

Glycine soja. See Wild Annual Soybean

Gandhi, Mohandas K. (“Mahatma”) (1869-1948). Vegetarian
Pioneer Worldwide, and in India and England 2699, 2736, 2738

Glycine species, wild perennial. See Wild, Perennial Relatives of
the Soybean

Ganmodoki. See Tofu, Fried

Goats Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as
Feed 145, 335, 368, 1249, 1615, 2041, 2217, 2528

Ganmodoki and Hiryozu. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional
Asian)–Ganmodoki and Hiryozu

Goitrogens / Goitrogenic Substances (Which Can Affect Thyroid
Function and Cause Goiter) 3330

Garbanzo beans, etymology. See Chickpea, Etymology
Golbitz, Peter. See Soyatech (Bar Harbor, Maine)
Gardner, Henry A. See Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S.
Gossypium sp. See Cottonseed and Cotton
Gas, intestinal. See Flatulence or Intestinal Gas
Geese, Ducks, Pheasants, and Other Poultry Fed Soybeans,
Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 3, 4, 379, 409,
790, 2784
Gene banks. See Germplasm Collections and Resources, and Gene
Banks
Genealogy and Family History. See Also: Obituaries, Biographies
20, 25, 96, 124, 132, 143, 187, 207, 242, 243, 285, 291, 302, 532,
604, 679, 712, 859, 943, 1023, 1080, 1093, 1159, 1216, 1445, 2022,
2030, 2232, 2269, 2539, 2803, 2868, 2975, 3074, 3156, 3337

Government policies and programs effecting soybeans. See Policies
and programs
Grades and grading of soybeans. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material,
Damage, etc.)
Graham, Sylvester (1794-1851). American Health Reformer and
Vegetarian (Actually Vegan) (New York) 1464
Grain Farmers of Ontario (GFO). See Ontario Soybean Growers
(Canada)

General Mills, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis) 3140

Granules, from whole soybeans. See Whole Soy Flakes

Genetic Engineering, Transgenics, Recombinant DNA, Transgenic
Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech 3343

Grazing green soybean plants. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean
Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging

Genetics, soybean. See Breeding of Soybeans and Classical
Genetics

Green Manure, Use of Soybeans as, by Plowing / Turning In
/ Under a Crop of Immature / Green Soybean Plants for Soil
Improvement 14, 65, 67, 271, 279, 285, 310, 333, 385, 400, 424,
433, 441, 473, 478, 482, 485, 512, 574, 583, 600, 604, 621, 622,
624, 629, 634, 647, 667, 678, 681, 696, 702, 718, 733, 737, 787,
831, 843, 878, 880, 883, 884, 912, 914, 919, 934, 941, 951, 978,
981, 994, 997, 1018, 1021, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1036, 1067, 1079,
1082, 1094, 1099, 1135, 1137, 1146, 1151, 1153, 1154, 1163, 1169,
1181, 1205, 1220, 1222, 1229, 1239, 1245, 1252, 1265, 1266, 1270,
1274, 1275, 1280, 1300, 1314, 1315, 1319, 1340, 1356, 1361, 1372,
1381, 1382, 1384, 1386, 1393, 1403, 1404, 1405, 1411, 1414, 1417,
1420, 1427, 1461, 1479, 1506, 1517, 1521, 1529, 1568, 1588, 1623,
1632, 1644, 1651, 1652, 1675, 1677, 1678, 1706, 1712, 1715, 1734,
1742, 1746, 1800, 1804, 1827, 1838, 1869, 1884, 1901, 1944, 1980,
1987, 2010, 2016, 2030, 2077, 2093, 2104, 2108, 2151, 2168, 2186,
2190, 2196, 2242, 2263, 2265, 2270, 2315, 2330, 2349, 2354, 2362,
2369, 2388, 2389, 2392, 2396, 2410, 2431, 2437, 2456, 2461, 2481,
2487, 2494, 2522, 2523, 2529, 2550, 2551, 2556, 2583, 2602, 2612,
2613, 2620, 2630, 2637, 2649, 2652, 2663, 2667, 2668, 2681, 2683,
2688, 2690, 2694, 2695, 2704, 2711, 2716, 2723, 2737, 2742, 2756,

Georgeson, Charles Christian (1851-1931) of Kansas and Alaska
276, 282, 298, 303, 326, 329, 331, 332, 333, 334, 337, 338, 362,
375, 377, 389, 395, 419, 423, 451, 454, 465, 478, 488, 489, 524,
537, 655, 687, 753, 790, 798, 1015, 1023, 1045, 2047, 2170, 2301,
3055, 3322, 3357
Germany. See Europe, Western–Germany
Germination / viability of seeds. See Seed Germination or Viability–
Not Including Soy Sprouts
Germplasm Collections and Resources, Gene Banks, and Seed
Stores 2937, 3194, 3195, 3238, 3259, 3307, 3322
Glidden Co. (The) (Chicago, Illinois, and Cleveland, Ohio). Incl.
Durkee Famous Foods. See also: Julian, Percy 2684, 2831, 2959
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2774, 2776, 2793, 2796, 2804, 2814, 2817, 2831, 2862, 2865, 2868,
2888, 2916, 2938, 2940, 2945, 2960, 2965, 2966, 2974, 2986, 2988,
2999, 3004, 3014, 3016, 3019, 3045, 3053, 3054, 3056, 3089, 3095,
3097, 3101, 3104, 3107, 3110, 3111, 3112, 3113, 3116, 3128, 3165,
3172, 3182, 3192, 3194, 3195, 3205, 3206, 3253, 3262, 3271, 3293,
3335, 3344

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or
Edible of Food-Grade Soybeans, General Information About,
Including Use As Green Vegetable Soybeans 1652, 1704, 1882,
2542, 2701, 2740, 2744, 2782, 2798, 2910, 2923, 2940, 2946, 2956,
3032, 3052, 3053, 3056, 3061, 3128
Grilled tofu. See Tofu, Grilled. Chinese

Green soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Green
Green Vegetable Soybeans (Edamamé)–Machinery or Equipment
Used for Harvesting or Picking, Sorting, Cleaning, and / or
Shelling, Threshing, or Depodding 2691, 2782

Grits, roasted soy. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark
Roasted with Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits
Groundnuts. See Peanut, Peanuts

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 36, 49, 282, 1314, 1507,
1652, 1742, 1894, 2414, 2448, 2528, 2551, 2583, 2778, 2782, 3074

Guam. See Oceania–Guam

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Horticulture–How to Grow as a Garden
Vegetable or Commercially 49, 50, 223, 232, 1069, 1195, 2281,
2401, 2701, 2778, 2782, 2899, 2923, 2991, 3128, 3250

Haberlandt, Friedrich J. (1826-1878, Hochschule fuer Bodencultur,
Vienna, Austria) 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80,
81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 90, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 99, 100, 104,
105, 106, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 116, 118, 119, 120,
121, 128, 129, 130, 133, 134, 135, 137, 139, 140, 143, 147, 153,
157, 166, 168, 182, 183, 186, 188, 194, 205, 206, 214, 217, 219,
224, 227, 231, 235, 243, 248, 253, 255, 261, 478, 508, 613, 614,
669, 919, 920, 978, 992, 1002, 1045, 1087, 1253, 1415, 1471, 1583,
1584, 1625, 1679, 1947, 1948, 2030, 2047, 2410, 2413, 2506, 2507,
2508, 2670, 2806, 3002, 3053

Green Vegetable Soybeans Industry and Market Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses–By Geographical Region 2494, 2691
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible
Soybeans, General Information About, Not Including Use As Green
Vegetable Soybeans 2407, 2667, 2918, 2987, 3001, 3194, 3195
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Leaves of the Soybean Plant Used as
Food or Medicine. Called Huo in Chinese 2, 8, 16, 2627, 3021,
3061
Green Vegetable Soybeans–Soybean Seedlings or Their Leaves
Served as a Tender Vegetable. Called Doumiao or Tou Miao in
Chinese 16
Green Vegetable Soybeans–The Word Edamame (Japanese-Style,
in the Pods), Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type Soybeans–
Appearance in European-Language Documents 282, 338, 375, 424,
2542, 3343
Green Vegetable Soybeans, Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type
Soybeans 13, 36, 37, 45, 49, 50, 56, 67, 99, 130, 132, 137, 143, 186,
202, 208, 218, 223, 232, 249, 282, 320, 338, 354, 359, 375, 377,
378, 421, 424, 503, 513, 697, 843, 936, 1002, 1040, 1062, 1065,
1067, 1069, 1195, 1252, 1265, 1314, 1315, 1383, 1418, 1491, 1507,
1510, 1515, 1532, 1540, 1552, 1613, 1629, 1652, 1661, 1681, 1687,
1704, 1726, 1737, 1742, 1755, 1759, 1841, 1882, 1883, 1894, 1906,
1942, 1947, 1952, 1989, 2016, 2030, 2270, 2281, 2300, 2319, 2334,
2335, 2369, 2398, 2401, 2414, 2418, 2433, 2440, 2447, 2448, 2461,
2494, 2528, 2542, 2551, 2563, 2577, 2580, 2582, 2583, 2602, 2613,
2617, 2627, 2638, 2649, 2660, 2662, 2668, 2691, 2694, 2698, 2701,
2706, 2714, 2720, 2741, 2742, 2744, 2776, 2778, 2779, 2782, 2786,
2792, 2796, 2798, 2801, 2806, 2811, 2812, 2813, 2815, 2858, 2862,
2867, 2869, 2873, 2880, 2884, 2887, 2889, 2894, 2899, 2906, 2909,
2910, 2912, 2914, 2923, 2938, 2940, 2942, 2946, 2956, 2966, 2978,
2991, 2993, 3002, 3003, 3011, 3014, 3021, 3032, 3040, 3052, 3053,
3054, 3056, 3061, 3074, 3110, 3128, 3158, 3172, 3174, 3182, 3186,
3222, 3246, 3250, 3330, 3343, 3354

Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany) 1086, 1320

Haberlandt soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Haberlandt
Hackleman, Jay C. (1888-1970, Extension Agronomist, Univ. of
Illinois) 584, 1318, 1334, 1790, 1835, 1844, 1855, 1909, 1924,
1925, 1934, 1975, 1978, 1981, 2033, 2075, 2076, 2079, 2091, 2093,
2121, 2165, 2204, 2258, 2289, 2334, 2335, 2747, 2810, 2872, 2931,
2932, 3037, 3254
Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from Japan. In Japan called
Hamanatto or (formerly) Hamananatto 2030, 2048, 2168, 2414,
2736, 3104
Hamanatto / Hamananatto. See Hamanatto Fermented Black
Soybeans–from Japan
Hansa Muehle AG. See Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg,
Germany)
Hansa Muehle / Hansa Mühle (The Hansa Mill) and Hanseatische
Muehlenwerke AG. Incl. the Work of Hermann Bollmann and
Bruno Rewald, PhD 2499, 2510, 2650, 3003, 3224
Harry N. Hammond Seed Co. (Decatur, Michigan) 550, 610, 639
Hartwig, Edgar Emerson (1913-1996, North Carolina and
Mississippi). Soybean Breeder for the U.S. South 2921, 2922, 2968,
2983, 2984, 3000, 3026, 3048, 3083, 3100, 3173, 3193, 3194, 3195,
3266, 3307
Harvester, pre-Combine 527, 530, 626
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Harvesting and Threshing Soybeans (Including Use of Chemical
Defoliation and Defoliants to Facilitate Harvesting) 3, 66, 134, 136,
137, 150, 153, 157, 189, 211, 214, 260, 478, 527, 530, 558, 563,
564, 569, 570, 571, 604, 612, 619, 626, 630, 647, 648, 651, 661,
662, 663, 665, 666, 668, 691, 692, 693, 695, 702, 703, 723, 724,
729, 771, 774, 791, 798, 819, 825, 828, 882, 883, 908, 915, 925,
928, 929, 937, 940, 944, 948, 952, 960, 969, 978, 980, 1003, 1006,
1008, 1014, 1043, 1045, 1051, 1063, 1064, 1067, 1075, 1077, 1121,
1132, 1133, 1134, 1139, 1153, 1154, 1156, 1157, 1163, 1168, 1169,
1171, 1181, 1195, 1197, 1201, 1206, 1222, 1228, 1254, 1256, 1258,
1263, 1266, 1274, 1277, 1279, 1280, 1284, 1293, 1299, 1307, 1308,
1313, 1315, 1317, 1325, 1329, 1330, 1331, 1344, 1346, 1353, 1382,
1393, 1395, 1420, 1427, 1428, 1435, 1437, 1439, 1455, 1459, 1474,
1479, 1489, 1493, 1498, 1503, 1505, 1508, 1510, 1516, 1524, 1535,
1536, 1537, 1539, 1549, 1557, 1565, 1566, 1567, 1568, 1589, 1592,
1594, 1599, 1605, 1614, 1620, 1622, 1623, 1624, 1626, 1633, 1635,
1637, 1652, 1659, 1661, 1662, 1665, 1670, 1674, 1680, 1684, 1687,
1700, 1702, 1713, 1716, 1721, 1731, 1732, 1742, 1745, 1754, 1768,
1769, 1775, 1778, 1780, 1791, 1802, 1804, 1806, 1809, 1811, 1814,
1818, 1821, 1829, 1856, 1871, 1879, 1887, 1890, 1912, 1921, 1922,
1924, 1925, 1947, 1948, 1959, 1963, 1965, 1968, 1970, 1977, 1981,
1984, 1990, 2002, 2008, 2024, 2030, 2031, 2036, 2044, 2045, 2050,
2051, 2052, 2053, 2058, 2063, 2065, 2069, 2076, 2084, 2085, 2088,
2106, 2108, 2117, 2118, 2119, 2125, 2126, 2133, 2146, 2147, 2156,
2159, 2178, 2182, 2188, 2190, 2192, 2194, 2196, 2202, 2204, 2205,
2211, 2214, 2216, 2235, 2240, 2242, 2249, 2251, 2253, 2258, 2260,
2262, 2273, 2274, 2288, 2296, 2305, 2315, 2328, 2334, 2335, 2339,
2345, 2355, 2370, 2374, 2382, 2387, 2388, 2389, 2392, 2402, 2414,
2420, 2425, 2435, 2439, 2441, 2447, 2450, 2453, 2485, 2512, 2516,
2525, 2534, 2540, 2559, 2574, 2583, 2588, 2593, 2602, 2605, 2613,
2617, 2632, 2652, 2667, 2679, 2681, 2683, 2692, 2696, 2703, 2706,
2714, 2721, 2747, 2756, 2782, 2783, 2800, 2813, 2834, 2837, 2840,
2845, 2861, 2862, 2879, 2880, 2888, 2896, 2898, 2900, 2903, 2912,
2914, 2932, 2950, 2954, 2978, 2992, 3000, 3011, 3022, 3035, 3048,
3051, 3053, 3067, 3078, 3089, 3100, 3101, 3111, 3113, 3131, 3135,
3158, 3174, 3179, 3180, 3193, 3224, 3250, 3266, 3292, 3330
Hawaii. See United States–States–Hawaii
Hay, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay
Health and Dietary / Food Reform Movements, especially from
1830 to the 1930s 3003
Health–Domestic science. See Domestic Science / Home
Economics Movement in the United States
Health Foods Movement and Industry in the United States–General
(Started in the 1890s by Seventh-day Adventists) 2959
Health foods movement in Los Angeles, California. See Irvine,
Clarke
Hemagglutinins (Lectins or Soyin) (Proteins Which Agglutinate
Red Blood Cells) 3354
Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil (from the seeds of Cannabis sativa) 1,
4, 13, 35, 219, 231, 243, 428, 1932, 2363
Hemp (Cannabis sativa)–Used as a Source of Fiber for Textiles or

Paper, Protein (Edestin), or Seeds (Asanomi). Includes Marijuana
/ Marihuana. See Also Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil. Does NOT
include Wild Hemp (Sesbania macrocarpa) or Sunn Hemp
(Crotolaria juncea) or Manila hemp (Musa textilis, a species of
plantain) 3, 4, 6, 14, 16, 18, 21, 24, 35, 58, 97, 231, 244, 267, 283,
303, 311, 396, 428, 532, 855, 944, 966, 1090, 1093, 1309, 1342,
1389, 1617, 1897, 1932, 2101, 2538, 2802
Herbicides. See Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use
Hexane. See Solvents
Historical–Documents about Food Uses of Soybeans (or Recipes)
in the USA before 1900 23, 30, 31, 33, 34, 36, 37, 40, 42, 44, 45,
46, 48, 49, 50, 52, 54, 64, 65, 66, 113, 132, 184, 187, 188, 192, 217,
220, 222, 247, 257, 325, 330, 334, 358, 363, 377, 378, 383, 449,
499, 533, 583, 589, 590, 1340
Historical–Documents on Soybeans or Soyfoods Published Before
1900 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55,
56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73,
74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91,
92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106,
107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120,
121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133,
134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146,
147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159,
160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172,
173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185,
186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198,
199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211,
212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224,
225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237,
238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250,
251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263,
264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276,
277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289,
290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302,
303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315,
316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328,
329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341,
342, 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352, 353, 354,
355, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 367,
368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378, 379, 380,
381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392, 393,
394, 395, 396, 397, 398, 399, 400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406,
407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419,
420, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 428, 429, 430, 431, 432,
433, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441, 442, 443, 444, 445,
446, 447, 448, 449, 450, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458,
459, 460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 466, 467, 468, 469, 470, 471,
472, 473, 474, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481, 482, 483, 484,
485, 486, 487, 488, 489, 490, 491, 492, 493, 494, 495, 496, 497,
498, 499, 500, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510,
511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 519, 520, 521, 522, 523,
524, 525, 526, 527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536,
537, 538, 539, 540, 541, 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547, 548, 549,
550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 557, 558, 559, 560, 561, 562,
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563, 564, 565, 566, 567, 568, 569, 570, 571, 572, 573, 574, 575,
576, 577, 578, 579, 580, 581, 582, 583, 584, 585, 586, 587, 588,
589, 590, 591, 592, 593, 594, 595, 596, 597, 598, 599, 600, 601
Historical–Documents on Soybeans or Soyfoods Published from
1900 to 1923 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612,
613, 614, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619, 620, 621, 622, 623, 624, 625,
626, 627, 628, 629, 630, 631, 632, 633, 634, 635, 636, 637, 638,
639, 640, 641, 642, 643, 644, 645, 646, 647, 648, 649, 650, 651,
652, 653, 654, 655, 656, 657, 658, 659, 660, 661, 662, 663, 664,
665, 666, 667, 668, 669, 670, 671, 672, 673, 674, 675, 676, 677,
678, 679, 680, 681, 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 687, 688, 689, 690,
691, 692, 693, 694, 695, 696, 697, 698, 699, 700, 701, 702, 703,
704, 705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 710, 711, 712, 713, 714, 715, 716,
717, 718, 719, 720, 721, 722, 723, 724, 725, 726, 727, 728, 729,
730, 731, 732, 733, 734, 735, 736, 737, 738, 739, 740, 741, 742,
743, 744, 745, 746, 747, 748, 749, 750, 751, 752, 753, 754, 755,
756, 757, 758, 759, 760, 761, 762, 763, 764, 765, 766, 767, 768,
769, 770, 771, 772, 773, 774, 775, 776, 777, 778, 779, 780, 781,
782, 783, 784, 785, 786, 787, 788, 789, 790, 791, 792, 793, 794,
795, 796, 797, 798, 799, 800, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806, 807,
808, 809, 810, 811, 812, 813, 814, 815, 816, 817, 818, 819, 820,
821, 822, 823, 824, 825, 826, 827, 828, 829, 830, 831, 832, 833,
834, 835, 836, 837, 838, 839, 840, 841, 842, 843, 844, 845, 846,
847, 848, 849, 850, 851, 852, 853, 854, 855, 856, 857, 858, 859,
860, 861, 862, 863, 864, 865, 866, 867, 868, 869, 870, 871, 872,
873, 874, 875, 876, 877, 878, 879, 880, 881, 882, 883, 884, 885,
886, 887, 888, 889, 890, 891, 892, 893, 894, 895, 896, 897, 898,
899, 900, 901, 902, 903, 904, 905, 906, 907, 908, 909, 910, 911,
912, 913, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 920, 921, 922, 923, 924,
925, 926, 927, 928, 929, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934, 935, 936, 937,
938, 939, 940, 941, 942, 943, 944, 945, 946, 947, 948, 949, 950,
951, 952, 953, 954, 955, 956, 957, 958, 959, 960, 961, 962, 963,
964, 965, 966, 967, 968, 969, 970, 971, 972, 973, 974, 975, 976,
977, 978, 979, 980, 981, 982, 983, 984, 985, 986, 987, 988, 989,
990, 991, 992, 993, 994, 995, 996, 997, 998, 999, 1000, 1001, 1002,
1003, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013,
1014, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1018, 1019, 1020, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024,
1025, 1026, 1027, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035,
1036, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1041, 1042, 1043, 1044, 1045, 1046,
1047, 1048, 1049, 1050, 1051, 1052, 1053, 1054, 1055, 1056, 1057,
1058, 1059, 1060, 1061, 1062, 1063, 1064, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068,
1069, 1070, 1071, 1072, 1073, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1079,
1080, 1081, 1082, 1083, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1090,
1091, 1092, 1093, 1094, 1095, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1099, 1100, 1101,
1102, 1103, 1104, 1105, 1106, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1110, 1111, 1112,
1113, 1114, 1115, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1119, 1120, 1121, 1122, 1123,
1124, 1125, 1126, 1127, 1128, 1129, 1130, 1131, 1132, 1133, 1134,
1135, 1136, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1145,
1146, 1147, 1148, 1149, 1150, 1151, 1152, 1153, 1154, 1155, 1156,
1157, 1158, 1159, 1160, 1161, 1162, 1163, 1164, 1165, 1166, 1167,
1168, 1169, 1170, 1171, 1172, 1173, 1174, 1175, 1176, 1177, 1178,
1179, 1180, 1181, 1182, 1183, 1184, 1185, 1186, 1187, 1188, 1189,
1190, 1191, 1192, 1193, 1194, 1195, 1196, 1197, 1198, 1199, 1200,
1201, 1202, 1203, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1207, 1208, 1209, 1210, 1211,
1212, 1213, 1214, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219, 1220, 1221, 1222,
1223, 1224, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1229, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1233,
1234, 1235, 1236, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1241, 1242, 1243, 1244,
1245, 1246, 1247, 1248, 1249, 1250, 1251, 1252, 1253, 1254, 1255,
1256, 1257, 1258, 1259, 1260, 1261, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1265, 1266,

1267, 1268, 1269, 1270, 1271, 1272, 1273, 1274, 1275, 1276, 1277,
1278, 1279, 1280, 1281, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1285, 1286, 1287, 1288,
1289, 1290, 1291, 1292, 1293, 1294, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1298, 1299,
1300, 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304, 1305, 1306, 1307, 1308, 1309, 1310,
1311, 1312, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1320, 1321,
1322, 1323, 1324, 1325, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1331, 1332,
1333, 1334, 1335, 1336, 1337, 1338, 1339, 1340, 1341, 1342, 1343,
1344, 1345, 1346, 1347, 1348, 1349, 1350, 1351, 1352, 1353, 1354,
1355, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1359, 1360, 1361, 1362, 1363, 1364, 1365,
1366, 1367, 1368, 1369, 1370, 1371, 1372, 1373, 1374, 1375, 1376,
1377, 1378, 1379, 1380, 1381, 1382, 1383, 1384, 1385, 1386, 1387,
1388, 1389, 1390, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1394, 1395, 1396, 1397, 1398,
1399, 1400, 1401, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1405, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1409,
1410, 1411, 1412, 1413, 1414, 1415, 1416, 1417, 1418, 1419, 1420,
1421, 1422, 1423, 1424, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430, 1431,
1432, 1433, 1434, 1435, 1436, 1437, 1438, 1439, 1440, 1441, 1442,
1443, 1444, 1445, 1446, 1447, 1448, 1449, 1450, 1451, 1452, 1453,
1454, 1455, 1456, 1457, 1458, 1459, 1460, 1461, 1462, 1463, 1464,
1465, 1466, 1467, 1468, 1469, 1470, 1471, 1472, 1473, 1474, 1475,
1476, 1477, 1478, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1485, 1486,
1487, 1488, 1489, 1490, 1491, 1492, 1493, 1494, 1495, 1496, 1497,
1498, 1499, 1500, 1501, 1502, 1503, 1504, 1505, 1506, 1507, 1508,
1509, 1510, 1511, 1512, 1513, 1514, 1515, 1516, 1517, 1518, 1519,
1520, 1521, 1522, 1523, 1524, 1525, 1526, 1527, 1528, 1529, 1530,
1531, 1532, 1533, 1534, 1535, 1536, 1537, 1538, 1539, 1540, 1541,
1542, 1543, 1544, 1545, 1546, 1547, 1548, 1549, 1550, 1551, 1552,
1553, 1554, 1555, 1556, 1557, 1558, 1559, 1560, 1561, 1562, 1563,
1564, 1565, 1566, 1567, 1568, 1569, 1570, 1571, 1572, 1573, 1574,
1575, 1576, 1577, 1578, 1579, 1580, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1585,
1586, 1587, 1588, 1589, 1590, 1591, 1592, 1593, 1594, 1595, 1596,
1597, 1598, 1599, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1604, 1605, 1606, 1607,
1608, 1609, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613, 1614, 1615, 1616, 1617, 1618,
1619, 1620, 1621, 1622, 1623, 1624, 1625, 1626, 1627, 1628, 1629,
1630, 1631, 1632, 1633, 1634, 1635, 1636, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1640,
1641, 1642, 1643, 1644, 1645, 1646, 1647, 1648, 1649, 1650, 1651,
1652, 1653, 1654, 1655, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1659, 1660, 1661, 1662,
1663, 1664, 1665, 1666, 1667, 1668, 1669, 1670, 1671, 1672, 1673,
1674, 1675, 1676, 1677, 1678, 1679, 1680, 1681, 1682, 1683, 1684,
1685, 1686, 1687, 1688, 1689, 1690, 1691, 1692, 1693, 1694, 1695,
1696, 1697, 1698, 1699, 1700, 1701, 1702, 1703, 1704, 1705, 1706,
1707, 1708, 1709, 1710, 1711, 1712, 1713, 1714, 1715, 1716, 1717,
1718, 1719, 1720, 1721, 1722, 1723, 1724, 1725, 1726, 1727, 1728,
1729, 1730, 1731, 1732, 1733, 1734, 1735, 1736, 1737, 1738, 1739,
1740, 1741, 1742, 1743, 1744, 1745, 1746, 1747, 1748, 1749, 1750,
1751, 1752, 1753, 1754, 1755, 1756, 1757, 1758, 1759, 1760, 1761,
1762, 1763, 1764, 1765, 1766, 1767, 1768, 1769, 1770, 1771, 1772,
1773, 1774, 1775, 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, 1780, 1781, 1782, 1783,
1784, 1785, 1786, 1787, 1788, 1789, 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794,
1795, 1796, 1797, 1798, 1799, 1800, 1801, 1802, 1803, 1804, 1805,
1806, 1807, 1808, 1809, 1810, 1811, 1812, 1813, 1814, 1815, 1816,
1817, 1818, 1819, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826, 1827,
1828, 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833, 1834, 1835, 1836, 1837, 1838,
1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1845, 1846, 1847, 1848, 1849,
1850, 1851, 1852, 1853, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1860,
1861, 1862, 1863, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1867, 1868, 1869, 1870, 1871,
1872, 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881, 1882,
1883, 1884, 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893,
1894, 1895, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901, 1902, 1903, 1904,
1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915,
1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926,
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1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1935, 1936, 1937,
1938, 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, 1945, 1946, 1947, 1948,
1949, 1950, 1951, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957, 1958, 1959,
1960, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970,
1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981,
1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992,
1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003,
2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014,
2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025,
2026, 2027, 2028, 2029, 2030, 2031, 2032, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2036,
2037, 2038, 2039, 2040, 2041, 2042, 2043, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047,
2048, 2049, 2050, 2051, 2052, 2053, 2054, 2055, 2056, 2057, 2058,
2059, 2060, 2061, 2062, 2063, 2064, 2065, 2066, 2067, 2068, 2069,
2070, 2071, 2072, 2073, 2074, 2075, 2076, 2077, 2078, 2079, 2080,
2081, 2082, 2083, 2084, 2085, 2086, 2087, 2088, 2089, 2090, 2091,
2092, 2093, 2094, 2095, 2096, 2097, 2098, 2099, 2100, 2101, 2102,
2103, 2104, 2105, 2106, 2107, 2108
Historical–Earliest Document Seen Containing a Particular Word,
Term, or Phrase 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 13, 17, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26, 30, 33, 34,
35, 36, 45, 47, 50, 52, 61, 62, 65, 70, 73, 76, 83, 86, 97, 99, 104,
105, 106, 109, 113, 131, 137, 138, 141, 143, 164, 168, 169, 171,
178, 184, 187, 194, 199, 202, 204, 212, 217, 218, 219, 220, 229,
231, 234, 236, 240, 241, 243, 248, 251, 252, 255, 256, 257, 259,
263, 267, 268, 270, 271, 275, 276, 280, 282, 284, 291, 295, 296,
297, 303, 313, 317, 319, 326, 334, 335, 340, 347, 350, 363, 366,
368, 369, 370, 377, 379, 382, 390, 393, 395, 403, 404, 405, 409,
419, 424, 448, 449, 455, 463, 471, 478, 482, 499, 512, 524, 527,
530, 542, 554, 563, 583, 590, 600, 604, 619, 646, 647, 655, 662,
679, 680, 692, 695, 702, 729, 733, 740, 750, 757, 763, 767, 790,
796, 798, 814, 835, 849, 862, 866, 867, 874, 878, 883, 885, 893,
896, 913, 915, 916, 921, 929, 936, 940, 960, 962, 967, 981, 992,
994, 1000, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1009, 1014, 1020, 1045, 1050, 1052,
1067, 1086, 1087, 1091, 1104, 1135, 1137, 1141, 1142, 1153, 1154,
1159, 1168, 1171, 1203, 1220, 1228, 1238, 1239, 1252, 1264, 1272,
1274, 1290, 1291, 1296, 1314, 1320, 1329, 1351, 1380, 1396, 1407,
1435, 1438, 1439, 1467, 1507, 1540, 1552, 1555, 1579, 1583, 1603,
1626, 1629, 1633, 1652, 1661, 1665, 1668, 1674, 1700, 1732, 1744,
1755, 1786, 1787, 1797, 1799, 1813, 1837, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1846,
1848, 1855, 1865, 1894, 1909, 1928, 1940, 1942, 2004, 2014, 2030,
2039, 2058, 2108, 2151, 2168, 2195, 2203, 2204, 2237, 2258, 2320,
2326, 2397, 2405, 2414, 2428, 2433, 2448, 2515, 2520, 2538, 2551,
2561, 2573, 2576, 2583, 2595, 2606, 2613, 2668, 2678, 2698, 2699,
2774, 2778, 2782, 2801, 2882, 2909, 2910, 2946, 3032, 3114, 3123,
3249
Historical–Earliest Document Seen of a Particular Type 22, 23, 113,
584, 3086
Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Geographical
Area–a Nation / Country, U.S. State, Canadian Province, or
Continent 3, 22, 28, 30, 33, 36, 38, 42, 53, 61, 65, 68, 72, 77, 85,
86, 94, 113, 121, 125, 143, 192, 200, 217, 231, 290, 307, 332, 338,
363, 376, 391, 406, 419, 503, 505, 513, 553, 583, 585, 592, 596,
598, 658, 852, 880, 942, 943, 979, 1014, 1057, 1096, 1126, 1203,
1220, 1248, 1320, 1829, 1869, 1880, 1988, 2086, 2097, 2157, 2170,
2362, 2415, 2583, 2605, 2645, 2663, 2664, 2680, 2681, 2698, 2949,
2976, 3001, 3031, 3042, 3051, 3054

8, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23, 28, 29, 36, 49, 51, 57, 61, 65, 66,
70, 99, 124, 141, 148, 162, 163, 176, 182, 188, 225, 276, 338, 339,
341, 345, 359, 374, 375, 379, 478, 492, 499, 527, 550, 604, 655,
656, 662, 679, 750, 814, 836, 840, 907, 916, 1002, 1019, 1077,
1088, 1104, 1115, 1135, 1156, 1171, 1218, 1270, 1309, 1334, 1435,
1442, 1459, 1493, 1652, 1669, 1800, 1843, 1846, 1880, 1932, 2004,
2114, 2195, 2271, 2286, 2392, 2405, 2422, 2488, 2494, 2573, 2623,
2680, 2691, 2801, 3077, 3122, 3123, 3190, 3191, 3209, 3267
Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject 1, 2, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 25, 28, 29, 30, 33, 34, 35,
36, 38, 39, 42, 45, 49, 51, 53, 57, 58, 60, 61, 63, 65, 66, 68, 70, 71,
72, 76, 77, 83, 85, 86, 95, 99, 110, 111, 113, 125, 132, 137, 143,
144, 148, 149, 157, 162, 163, 167, 170, 172, 176, 187, 192, 204,
217, 220, 224, 231, 240, 241, 248, 261, 268, 275, 282, 284, 290,
307, 313, 326, 331, 334, 338, 339, 341, 345, 347, 359, 363, 366,
368, 369, 370, 374, 375, 376, 379, 390, 391, 395, 403, 404, 406,
419, 426, 448, 449, 455, 456, 478, 482, 484, 503, 505, 512, 513,
542, 546, 550, 553, 554, 555, 558, 563, 583, 585, 588, 590, 592,
593, 596, 598, 600, 604, 619, 635, 646, 647, 655, 656, 658, 662,
664, 673, 679, 693, 695, 700, 702, 712, 714, 716, 729, 732, 733,
750, 753, 757, 765, 767, 774, 790, 791, 798, 799, 835, 836, 840,
849, 852, 856, 867, 868, 874, 880, 885, 905, 907, 910, 915, 916,
920, 927, 940, 942, 943, 948, 958, 960, 967, 979, 981, 1001, 1002,
1008, 1014, 1019, 1040, 1045, 1050, 1057, 1074, 1077, 1080, 1086,
1088, 1096, 1104, 1119, 1126, 1135, 1137, 1149, 1156, 1159, 1160,
1168, 1169, 1171, 1190, 1203, 1214, 1218, 1220, 1229, 1239, 1248,
1261, 1264, 1270, 1272, 1274, 1299, 1309, 1310, 1314, 1317, 1329,
1331, 1334, 1338, 1351, 1359, 1395, 1396, 1403, 1411, 1416, 1419,
1420, 1435, 1438, 1442, 1459, 1464, 1467, 1493, 1496, 1508, 1513,
1521, 1554, 1555, 1583, 1590, 1603, 1625, 1633, 1637, 1640, 1652,
1661, 1665, 1669, 1674, 1679, 1690, 1708, 1732, 1740, 1745, 1779,
1786, 1800, 1802, 1828, 1829, 1835, 1837, 1842, 1846, 1853, 1855,
1858, 1869, 1880, 1890, 1894, 1898, 1901, 1909, 1930, 1932, 1940,
1942, 1981, 1988, 1989, 2004, 2008, 2025, 2030, 2031, 2036, 2039,
2058, 2076, 2097, 2099, 2100, 2108, 2114, 2156, 2157, 2170, 2195,
2200, 2250, 2251, 2253, 2258, 2260, 2262, 2271, 2272, 2281, 2286,
2288, 2289, 2296, 2301, 2305, 2326, 2334, 2343, 2345, 2362, 2363,
2388, 2389, 2392, 2405, 2415, 2422, 2428, 2488, 2494, 2515, 2520,
2551, 2561, 2573, 2579, 2583, 2605, 2607, 2613, 2623, 2630, 2632,
2645, 2662, 2663, 2664, 2680, 2681, 2691, 2698, 2740, 2741, 2742,
2778, 2782, 2806, 2813, 2852, 2854, 2882, 2944, 2948, 2949, 2976,
2978, 3013, 3031, 3042, 3054, 3066, 3077, 3091, 3122, 3123, 3190,
3191, 3209
Historical–Earliest Document Seen That Mentions a Particular
Soybean Variety 282, 390, 391, 455, 456, 478, 583, 619, 635, 662,
700, 702, 712, 716, 729, 753, 757, 765, 774, 790, 799, 868, 910,
916, 960, 967, 1096, 1160, 1229, 1239, 1261, 1270, 1272, 1274,
1299, 1310, 1331, 1338, 1351, 1395, 1416, 1419, 1438, 1508, 1521,
1637, 1652, 1674, 1690, 1745, 1802, 1828, 1838, 1890, 1898, 1930,
1981, 2004, 2008, 2031, 2281, 2301, 2343, 2520, 2605, 2630, 2741,
2782, 2813, 2852, 2948, 2949, 3013
Historical–Important Documents (Published After 1923) About
Soybeans or Soyfoods Before 1900 3322
Historically Important Events, Trends, or Publications 3, 161, 181,
186, 473, 873, 1195, 1651, 1742, 1842, 2089, 2850

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject 1, 3, 7,
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History–Chronology. See Chronology / Timeline
History of the Soybean–Myths and Early Errors Concerning Its
History 267, 379, 1679, 1799, 2740, 2882
History. See also Historical–Earliest..., Biography, Chronology /
Timeline, and Obituaries 2, 5, 6, 7, 20, 28, 77, 97, 137, 143, 164,
207, 218, 220, 223, 224, 231, 232, 240, 409, 428, 431, 584, 604,
648, 708, 717, 756, 784, 798, 851, 884, 910, 984, 1002, 1012, 1023,
1025, 1069, 1080, 1086, 1087, 1154, 1158, 1195, 1222, 1268, 1277,
1279, 1284, 1290, 1291, 1320, 1351, 1353, 1382, 1424, 1456, 1464,
1471, 1493, 1503, 1505, 1548, 1592, 1625, 1679, 1682, 1742, 1745,
1758, 1761, 1779, 1791, 1799, 1849, 1856, 1869, 1894, 1895, 1942,
1947, 1948, 1988, 1998, 2022, 2030, 2047, 2088, 2091, 2093, 2097,
2099, 2100, 2110, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2151, 2168, 2203, 2204, 2205,
2206, 2232, 2262, 2271, 2279, 2281, 2286, 2287, 2301, 2306, 2328,
2334, 2335, 2343, 2375, 2392, 2410, 2414, 2416, 2505, 2506, 2507,
2508, 2512, 2516, 2522, 2528, 2539, 2551, 2553, 2556, 2604, 2617,
2632, 2648, 2660, 2698, 2699, 2702, 2703, 2714, 2736, 2738, 2740,
2744, 2745, 2749, 2759, 2775, 2780, 2798, 2806, 2810, 2826, 2846,
2861, 2919, 2925, 2931, 2932, 2944, 2950, 2958, 2960, 2967, 2968,
2975, 2977, 2978, 2998, 3000, 3003, 3018, 3037, 3052, 3053, 3054,
3055, 3076, 3140, 3156, 3186, 3192, 3194, 3195, 3205, 3209, 3238,
3246, 3253, 3254, 3255, 3259, 3262, 3266, 3271, 3273, 3279, 3280,
3286, 3291, 3293, 3307, 3322, 3326, 3327, 3333, 3334, 3340, 3342,
3344, 3345, 3346, 3351, 3354, 3357, 3358
Hogging down soybeans. See Forage from Soybean Plants–
Hogging Down

663, 665, 718, 738, 787, 790, 801, 819, 842, 846, 865, 888, 889,
908, 914, 977, 992, 1048, 1058, 1067, 1121, 1206, 1273, 1325,
1331, 1350, 1380, 1406, 1415, 1422, 1423, 1501, 1514, 1590, 1605,
1619, 1697, 1729, 1767, 1816, 1874, 1899, 1921, 1946, 1980, 1986,
2036, 2052, 2112, 2172, 2217, 2222, 2242, 2249, 2264, 2267, 2291,
2378, 2397, 2418, 2433, 2453, 2467, 2475, 2516, 2581, 2608, 2627,
2636, 2685, 2698, 2716, 3075
Horvath, Artemy / Arthemy Alexis (1886-1979) and Horvath
Laboratories. See also Soya Corporation of America and Dr.
Armand Burke 2287, 2309, 2310, 2311, 2312, 2320, 2576, 2870
Hulls, soybean, uses. See Fiber, Soy
Human Nutrition–Human Trials 255, 657, 1002, 1104, 2030, 2627,
2668
Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality
Worldwide 5, 7, 16, 612, 1799
HVP type soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, HVP Type (Non-Fermented or
Semi-Fermented)
Hyacinth Bean. Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet; formerly Dolichos
lablab. Also Called Bonavist Bean, Egyptian Kidney Bean,
Egyptian Lentil. In South and Southeast Asia Called Lablab Bean.
Chinese–Biandou (W.-G. Pien Tou) 1, 8, 62, 109, 143, 913, 1020,
1290, 1302, 1476, 2321, 2383, 2438, 3261

Holland. See Europe, Western–Netherlands

Hydraulic presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic
Presses

Home Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home
Economics

Hydrogenated Products (Margarine, Shortening, Soy Oil) Industry
and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical
Region 2515, 2522, 2524, 2592, 2634, 2883, 3186, 3280

Home economics movement. See Domestic Science / Home
Economics Movement in the United States

Hydrogenation. See Margarine, Margarine, Shortening, Trans Fatty
Acids, Vanaspati, also Margarine and Shortening

Homemade soy sprouts. See Soy Sprouts, Homemade–How to
Grow at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand

Hydrogenation–General, Early History, and the Process. Soy is Not
Mentioned 2831

Homemade tofu. See Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or
on a Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand

Hydrogenation of Soybean Oil, Soy Fatty Acids, or Soy Lecithin
2363, 2427, 2638, 2807, 3118, 3186, 3203

Honeybees. See Bees

Hymowitz, Theodore (Soybean Historian and Prof. of Plant
Breeding, Univ. of Illinois) 3186

Hong Kong. See Asia, East–Hong Kong
Ice cream, soy. See Soy Ice Cream
Hormones from soybeans. See Sterols or Steroid Hormones
IG Farben (I.G. Farbenindustrie), the German Dye and Chemical
Trust 2807, 3002

Horse bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)
Horses, Ponies, Mules, Donkeys or Asses Fed Soybeans, Soybean
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 1, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14,
15, 17, 18, 21, 26, 27, 51, 97, 98, 118, 124, 132, 138, 150, 151, 154,
156, 160, 167, 170, 172, 173, 174, 180, 189, 190, 194, 196, 200,
201, 202, 205, 206, 207, 208, 212, 216, 218, 223, 224, 231, 232,
235, 240, 243, 245, 253, 255, 267, 322, 331, 358, 415, 472, 492,
498, 503, 516, 529, 533, 543, 549, 598, 602, 612, 614, 628, 633,

IITA (Nigeria). See International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
(IITA) (Ibadan, Nigeria)
Illinois. See United States–States–Illinois
Illinois, University of (Urbana-Champaign, Illinois). Soyfoods
Research & Development 2535, 2564, 2649, 2701, 2742, 2782,
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2796, 2889, 3209
Illumination or Lighting by Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps
Like Kerosene–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 29,
124, 132, 145, 150, 231, 981, 992, 1002, 1009, 1080, 1087, 1154,
1265, 1491, 1652, 1681, 2036, 2044, 2158, 2168, 2369, 2632, 2693,
2859
Illustrations (Often Line Drawings) Published before 1924. See also
Photographs 9, 14, 20, 65, 77, 125, 137, 146, 186, 188, 225, 240,
241, 243, 255, 361, 367, 368, 377, 448, 456, 478, 499, 508, 509,
512, 546, 554, 555, 569, 586, 601, 619, 634, 640, 649, 651, 654,
692, 710, 712, 716, 718, 756, 757, 772, 794, 849, 852, 856, 861,
862, 868, 896, 912, 915, 916, 1008, 1015, 1045, 1068, 1069, 1077,
1087, 1090, 1107, 1132, 1155, 1156, 1159, 1164, 1169, 1195, 1197,
1209, 1251, 1261, 1275, 1280, 1290, 1291, 1307, 1470, 1492, 1497,
1567, 1582, 1625, 1670, 1675, 1687, 1775, 1779, 1829, 1911, 1947,
1948, 1966, 2044, 2049, 2103, 2151, 2152

2977, 3000, 3001, 3013, 3019, 3031, 3032, 3042, 3051, 3052, 3053,
3054, 3066, 3077, 3091, 3122, 3123, 3161, 3186, 3190, 3191, 3194,
3195, 3209, 3255, 3267, 3285, 3307, 3322, 3331
Important Documents #2–The Next Most Important 83, 97, 112,
161, 186, 202, 223, 255, 270, 284, 295, 297, 313, 326, 369, 370,
382, 403, 404, 405, 409, 424, 484, 542, 563, 600, 625, 646, 763,
767, 778, 796, 798, 893, 936, 992, 1040, 1043, 1134, 1139, 1141,
1149, 1159, 1168, 1214, 1226, 1234, 1236, 1296, 1407, 1467, 1491,
1540, 1552, 1567, 1579, 1625, 1626, 1661, 1665, 1747, 1786, 1813,
1814, 1837, 1841, 1858, 1940, 1942, 2045, 2046, 2052, 2260, 2288,
2401, 2414, 2428, 2512, 2528, 2561, 2607, 2617, 2699, 2702, 2736,
2738, 2740, 2771, 2808, 2846, 2850, 2861, 2882, 2900, 2910, 2960,
3003, 3056, 3135, 3141, 3192, 3259
Imports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual
Soyfoods Imported
India. See Asia, South–India

Illustrations Published after 1923. See also Photographs 2447,
2461, 2470, 2538, 2645, 2692, 2738, 2740, 2802, 2803, 2861, 2938,
2946, 2966, 3015, 3306, 3336
Implements, agricultural. See Machinery (Agricultural),
Implements, Equipment and Mechanization
Important Documents #1–The Very Most Important 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 25, 28, 29, 30, 33, 36,
38, 42, 49, 51, 53, 57, 58, 60, 61, 65, 66, 68, 70, 72, 76, 77, 80, 85,
86, 90, 94, 95, 99, 100, 110, 111, 113, 121, 124, 125, 129, 130, 137,
139, 141, 142, 143, 144, 148, 153, 157, 162, 163, 176, 182, 184,
187, 188, 192, 200, 204, 212, 217, 218, 220, 224, 225, 231, 234,
240, 241, 243, 248, 256, 257, 259, 261, 263, 268, 275, 276, 282,
290, 291, 307, 330, 332, 334, 335, 338, 339, 341, 345, 347, 359,
363, 366, 368, 374, 375, 376, 377, 379, 390, 391, 395, 397, 401,
406, 419, 426, 442, 449, 455, 456, 471, 473, 478, 482, 492, 499,
503, 505, 513, 527, 546, 550, 553, 555, 558, 583, 585, 592, 593,
596, 598, 604, 613, 614, 619, 621, 635, 647, 655, 656, 658, 662,
664, 673, 679, 695, 700, 702, 712, 714, 716, 729, 738, 750, 753,
757, 765, 774, 790, 791, 799, 814, 835, 836, 840, 849, 852, 856,
867, 868, 873, 874, 880, 885, 905, 907, 910, 916, 920, 927, 942,
943, 948, 960, 967, 979, 989, 1001, 1002, 1008, 1014, 1019, 1050,
1057, 1067, 1074, 1077, 1086, 1088, 1096, 1099, 1104, 1108, 1115,
1119, 1126, 1135, 1137, 1150, 1153, 1154, 1156, 1160, 1171, 1195,
1203, 1218, 1220, 1229, 1235, 1239, 1248, 1264, 1266, 1270, 1272,
1274, 1290, 1291, 1299, 1309, 1310, 1314, 1320, 1329, 1331, 1334,
1338, 1351, 1359, 1395, 1396, 1403, 1411, 1416, 1419, 1435, 1438,
1442, 1459, 1493, 1496, 1508, 1521, 1583, 1584, 1585, 1603, 1629,
1632, 1633, 1640, 1652, 1669, 1674, 1679, 1690, 1732, 1740, 1745,
1799, 1800, 1802, 1828, 1829, 1835, 1838, 1846, 1853, 1855, 1869,
1873, 1880, 1890, 1894, 1898, 1909, 1930, 1932, 1981, 1988, 1989,
2004, 2008, 2025, 2030, 2031, 2039, 2058, 2076, 2086, 2097, 2108,
2114, 2151, 2156, 2157, 2170, 2195, 2200, 2232, 2250, 2251, 2253,
2258, 2265, 2271, 2272, 2273, 2281, 2286, 2289, 2301, 2305, 2326,
2328, 2334, 2335, 2343, 2345, 2362, 2388, 2389, 2392, 2405, 2407,
2410, 2415, 2422, 2470, 2488, 2494, 2515, 2520, 2522, 2523, 2539,
2551, 2573, 2583, 2605, 2613, 2623, 2630, 2645, 2660, 2662, 2663,
2664, 2670, 2671, 2672, 2679, 2680, 2681, 2682, 2683, 2691, 2694,
2698, 2703, 2731, 2733, 2741, 2742, 2774, 2775, 2782, 2801, 2806,
2810, 2813, 2852, 2854, 2931, 2932, 2944, 2946, 2948, 2949, 2976,

Indian Agricultural Research Institute. See Asia, South–India. Work
of the Indian Agricultural Research Institute (IARI, New Delhi)
with Soyabeans in India
Indiana. See United States–States–Indiana
Indiana Soy Pioneers. See Central Soya Co., Fouts Family, Meharry
Indonesia. See Asia, Southeast–Indonesia
Indonesians Overseas, Especially Work with Soy 2664
Indonesian-style fermented soybean paste. See Tauco–IndonesianStyle Fermented Soybean Paste
Indonesian-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or
from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap)
Ketchup / Catsup
Industrial uses of soy oil. See Fatty Acids for Non-Drying or Drying
Applications (As in Hot-Melt Glues or the Curing Component of
Epoxy Glues)
Industrial uses of soy oil as a drying oil. See Adhesives, Asphalt
Preservation Agents, Caulking Compounds, Artificial Leather, and
Other Minor or General Uses, Ink for Printing, Paints, Varnishes,
Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective / Decorative Coatings,
Rubber Substitutes or Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)
Industrial uses of soy oil as a non-drying oil. See Lubricants,
Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil (General) 156, 1009, 1320, 1389, 1422,
1626, 1679, 1942, 2000, 2319, 2345, 2510, 2520, 2627, 2628, 2638,
2650, 2693, 2702, 2778, 2799, 2855, 2861, 2862, 2874, 2925, 2960,
3040, 3089
Industrial uses of soy proteins. See Fibers (Artificial Wool or
Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including Azlon,
Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk), Paints (Especially Water-Based
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Latex Paints), Paper Coatings or Sizings, or Textile Sizing, Plastics
(Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic Film, Disposable Eating
Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to Plates, and Packaging
Materials)

Ink for Printing–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 1156,
1351, 1480, 1491, 1500, 1587, 1652, 1681, 1995, 2036, 2044, 2158,
2271, 2315, 2363, 2369, 2512, 2515, 2523, 2561, 2592, 2632, 2634,
2638, 2742, 2873, 2882, 3117, 3174

Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 2668

Inoculum / inocula of nitrogen fixing bacteria for soybeans. See
Nitrogen Fixing Cultures

Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins–General and Minor Uses–Galalith,
Sojalith, Celluloid, Cosmetics (Lotions and Soaps), Rubber
Substitutes, Insecticides, etc. See also Culture Media as for
Antibiotics Industry 1947, 1948, 2099, 2100, 2168, 2319, 2345,
2510, 2628, 2632, 2638, 2855, 2861, 2862, 2874, 2882, 2886, 2887,
2925, 2960, 2994, 3052, 3055, 3165

Insects–Pest Control. See also: Integrated Pest Management 16, 73,
83, 86, 90, 93, 94, 100, 113, 121, 134, 141, 144, 236, 241, 377, 527,
558, 565, 583, 589, 604, 619, 630, 662, 693, 697, 888, 940, 974,
1115, 1138, 1139, 1148, 1153, 1163, 1195, 1290, 1291, 1311, 1330,
1338, 1423, 1464, 1593, 1646, 1652, 1703, 1734, 1757, 1788, 1831,
1867, 1891, 1905, 1981, 2010, 2030, 2060, 2081, 2086, 2088, 2116,
2148, 2149, 2150, 2151, 2154, 2189, 2195, 2207, 2281, 2300, 2411,
2430, 2516, 2528, 2564, 2595, 2648, 2649, 2667, 2698, 2699, 2701,
2704, 2721, 2736, 2738, 2782, 2791, 2798, 2813, 2827, 2828, 2829,
2830, 2861, 2888, 2891, 2921, 2922, 2936, 2938, 2966, 3032, 3047,
3048, 3053, 3061, 3077, 3100, 3101, 3106, 3113, 3114, 3131, 3132,
3135, 3173, 3174, 3179, 3180, 3182, 3198, 3205, 3259, 3272, 3292,
3330, 3335

Industrial uses of soy proteins (including soy flour). See Adhesives
or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, or Building
Materials
Industrial uses of soybeans. See Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic
Movement, and the Farm Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to
1950s) Including, Lecithin, Soy–Industrial Uses, New Uses
Movement (USA, starting 1987), Successor to the Farm Chemurgic
Movement (1930s to 1950s), Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–Other,
Soy Protein, Industrial Uses of–Other, Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber
(as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as a Fertilizer or Manure for
the Soil
Industrial Uses of Soybeans (General Non-Food, Non-Feed) 1469,
1510, 2099, 2100, 2401, 2677, 2689, 2695, 2703, 2714, 2758, 2909,
2914, 2938, 2942, 2966, 3002, 3058, 3140, 3246, 3293, 3329
Industrial Uses of Soybeans (Non-Food, Non-Feed)–Industry and
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical Region
1156, 1435, 2197, 2255, 2515, 2522, 2524, 2592, 2628, 2634, 2758,
2847, 3014, 3019, 3052, 3280, 3294
Industrial Uses of Soybeans (Non-Food, Non-Feed)–Industry and
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Larger Companies (Ford
Motor Co., I.F. Laucks, O’Brien Varnish Co., The Drackett Co.,
ADM, General Mills, etc.) 2684, 2693
Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics–Market Studies 1932,
3138
Infant Foods and Infant Feeding, Soy-based. See Also Infant
Formulas, Soy-based 1252, 1462, 2522, 2583, 2602, 3186, 3222
Infant Formula / Formulas, Soy-based, Including Effects on Infant
Health (Alternatives to Milk. Usually Fortified and Regulated.
Since 1963 Usually Made from Soy Protein Isolates) 1002, 2099,
2100

Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT–Tropical
Institute of Agronomic Research) 3164
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and Biological Control 3335
Intercropping–use of soybeans in. See Cropping Systems:
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping
International Institute of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome) 1309, 1453,
1932, 2101, 2660, 2663, 2664, 2670, 2671, 2679, 2680, 2681, 2682,
2683, 2694, 2698, 2736, 2864, 2964
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) (Ibadan,
Nigeria) 3297
International Nutrition Laboratory. See Miller, Harry W. (M.D.)
(1879-1977)
International soybean programs. See AVRDC–The World Vegetable
Center (Shanhua, Taiwan), INTSOY–International Soybean
Program (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois), International Institute
of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome), International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture (IITA) (Ibadan, Nigeria), United Nations (Including
UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, UNESCO, and UNRRA) Work with Soy,
Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT–Tropical
Institute of Agronomic
International Vegetarian Union (IVU. Founded 1908; and its British
Predecessor the Vegetarian Federal Union, founded 1889), and
Other International Vegetarian Societies, Conferences, Congresses,
and Unions 3163

Information. See Computer Software and Modeling / Simulation
Related to Soya

Internet. See Websites or Information on the World Wide Web

Information, computerized. See Computerized Databases and
Information Services, and Websites, Websites or Information on the
World Wide Web or Internet

Introduction of foreign plants to the USA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and
Plant Introduction
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INTSOY–International Soybean Program (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana,
Illinois). Founded July 1973. Initially (from 1971) named Program
for International Research, Improvement and Development of
Soybeans (PIRIDS) 3209, 3238, 3297, 3299, 3304, 3307

Japanese Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names 97, 137,
141, 145, 171, 212, 218, 231, 243, 267, 282, 363, 375, 393, 424,
662, 700, 916, 992, 1067, 1652, 2030, 2098, 2301, 2662, 2741,
2798, 2861, 3307

Iodine number. See Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number
Jiang (Chinese-Style Fermented Soybean Paste), Made with a
Significant Proportion of Wheat or Barley 15

Iowa. See United States–States–Iowa
Iowa State University / College (Ames, Iowa), and Univ. of Iowa
(Iowa City) 2650, 3287
IRAT. See Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT)

Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented Soybean Paste / Miso (Soybean
Jiang {doujiang} or Chiang / Tou Chiang [Wade-Giles]). Includes
Tuong from Indochina, Tao-Tjiung and Tao-Tjiong from Indonesia
1, 3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 849, 1050, 1195, 1320, 1582,
1841, 2309, 2645, 2698, 2732, 2886, 2937

Iron Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybean Foods and
Feeds 205, 236, 257, 259, 268, 269, 294, 346, 370, 402, 1088, 1373,
2347, 2538, 2617, 2849, 2882, 2886, 2946, 3354

J.M. Thorburn & Co. (New York City, New York) 234, 332, 363,
364, 371, 391, 403, 697, 716, 757, 1067, 3307

Irvine, Clarke (1893-1975). Founder, Editor, and Publisher of
California Health News (1933-1937, newspaper), Health News
(1937-1942, newspaper), and Let’s Live (1942 to Present, magazine)
2870

Job’s Tears (Coix lachryma-jobi; formerly Coix lacryma). Called
Hatomugi or Hato Mugi in Japanese, and Adlay in South Asia.
Sometimes mistakenly called “Pearl Barley” (Since it is unrelated
to Barley) 231, 282, 1131, 1999, 2538, 3085

Isoflavones in soybeans and soyfoods. See Estrogens, Incl.
Genistein, Daidzein, etc.

John E. Wannamaker (St. Matthews, South Carolina) 3079, 3266

Isolated soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates
Israel. See Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism
Ito San soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San

Johnson Family of Stryker, Williams County, Ohio. Including (1)
Edward Franklin “E.F. Soybean” Johnson (1889-1961) of Johnson
Seed Farms (Stryker, Ohio), Delphos Grain and Soya Processing
Co. (Ohio), and Ralston Purina Company (Missouri); (2) Elmer
Solomon Johnson (1879-1920); (3) Perhaps E.C. Johnson and Hon.
Solomon Johnson (1850-1918) 1459, 1775, 1846, 1859, 1930,
1973, 2058, 2087, 2203, 2872, 3037

Ivory Coast. See Africa–Côte d’Ivoire
Jack Bean. Canavalia ensiformis (L.) D.C. Also Called Sword Bean
(Erroneously; it is Canavalia gladiata) and Horse Bean (Rarely).
Chinese–Daodou (pinyin); formerly Tao-tou (Wade-Giles) 1234,
1290

Johnson & Stokes (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 225, 271, 460, 507,
556, 641, 662, 714, 858, 898, 1215
Kaempfer, Engelbert (1651-1716)–German physician and traveler
20, 86, 137, 223, 232, 1069, 1086, 2030, 2802, 3322

Jackson, James Caleb (1811-1881). American Health Reformer and
Vegetarian (New York) 1035

Kanjang / Ganjang–Korean-Style Fermented Soy Sauce. Also
spelled Kan Jang / Gan Jang 1555

Jacob Hartz Seed Co. (Stuttgart, Arkansas). Founded by Jacob
Hartz, Sr. (1888-1963) in 1942. Continued by Jake Hartz, Jr.
(1920- ). Acquired by Monsanto in April 1983. Headquarters at Des
Moines, Iowa, since Jan. 1998 2745, 2900, 3271

Kecap, Kechap, Ketjap, Ketchup. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style
or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap,
Kétjap)
Kefir, soy. See Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefir

James J.H. Gregory (Marblehead, Massachusetts) 188, 234, 410,
456, 662, 751, 793, 856
Jang–Korean-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Includes Doenjang,
Denjang / Dwenjang / Doen Jang / Daen Chang / Toenjang 1555

Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) (1852-1943), Sanitas Food Co.,
Sanitas Nut Food Co., Battle Creek Sanitarium Health Food Co.,
and Battle Creek Food Co. (Battle Creek, Michigan). Battle Creek
Foods Was Acquired by Worthington Foods in 1960 1359, 1603,
1942, 2792, 3018, 3156

Japan. See Asia, East–Japan
Japan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 1080

Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop, Ketchap, Katchup, Kitjap, etc.
Word Mentioned in Document 232, 249, 379, 1195, 1921, 2698
Kidney / Renal Function 1, 2627

Japanese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy or Macrobiotics 97,
1014, 2168, 3061, 3340

Kikkoman Corporation (Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and
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Worldwide). Incl. Noda Shoyu Co. and Kikkoman International
Inc., and Kikkoman Shoyu Co.. 141
Kin, Yamei. See Yamei Kin (1864-1934)
Kinako. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with
Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits

Lager, Mildred (Los Angeles, California) 2959
Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, and Their Origin with the
Land Grant Act of 1862 (the so-called Morrill Act) 113, 204, 1791,
1814, 2539, 3156, 3322

Kiribati. See Oceania

Large-seeded soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–LargeSeeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans

Kloss, Jethro. See Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and Their
Authors

Latin America–Caribbean–Antigua and Barbuda (Including
Redonda) 979, 2698

Koji (Cereal Grains {Especially Rice or Barley} and / or Soybeans
Fermented with a Mold, Especially Aspergillus oryzae) or Koji
Starter. Chinese Qu / Pinyin or Ch’ü / Wade-Giles 3, 4, 15, 17, 18,
125, 141, 243, 849, 1087, 1228, 1583, 1584, 1885, 2703, 2744,
2886

Latin America–Caribbean–Barbados 979, 2698

Koji, Red Rice. (Also Called Fermented Red Rice, Ang-Kak /
Angkak, Hongzao or Hong Qu / Hongqu in Chinese / Pinyin, Hung
Ch’ü in Chinese / Wade-Giles, or Beni-Koji in Japanese). Made
with the Mold Monascus purpureus Went, and Used as a Natural
Red Coloring Agent (as with Fermented Tofu) 15, 17, 18, 137

Latin America–Caribbean–Bermuda (A British Dependent
Territory) 2016, 2270, 2663, 2698
Latin America–Caribbean–British Dependent Territories–Anguilla,
Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands, Montserrat, Turks and
Caicos Islands. See also: Bermuda 2698
Latin America–Caribbean–Cuba 1894, 1932, 2030, 2415, 2433,
2448, 2516, 2582, 2698, 2711, 2798, 3248, 3325, 3331

Koji, Soybean (Soybeans Fermented with a Mold, Especially
Aspergillus oryzae), Such as Miso-dama or Meju 15, 2399

Latin America–Caribbean–Dominican Republic (Santo Domingo or
San Domingo before 1844) 2415, 2698

Korea. See Asia, East–Korea

Latin America–Caribbean–French Overseas Departments–
Guadeloupe, and Martinique (French West Indies). Guadeloupe
(consisting of two large islands–Basse-Terre and Grande-Terre)
administers 5 smaller dependencies–Marie-Galante, Les Saintes, La
Désirade, St.-Barthélemy, and St. Martin (shared with Netherlands
Antilles) 2632, 2698

Korean-style fermented soy sauce. See Kanjang–Korean-Style
Fermented Soy Sauce
Korean-style fermented soybean paste. See Jang–Korean-Style
Fermented Soybean Paste including Doenjang

Latin America–Caribbean–Haiti 3031
Kudzu or Kuzu–Tropical Kudzu or Puero (Pueraria phaseoloides)
(Roxb.) Benth. Formerly Pueraria javanica 3065, 3142
Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria montana var. lobata. Formerly Pueraria
lobata, Pueraria thunbergiana, Pachyrhizus thunbergianus,
Dolichos lobatus). For Rhodesian Kudzu Vine see Neonotonia
wightii. See also Tropical Kudzu or Puero (Pueraria phaseoloides)
4, 97, 171, 231, 232, 243, 266, 267, 302, 1020, 1290, 1379, 1475,
1751, 1756, 1825, 1943, 2083, 2149, 2169, 2294, 2330, 2349, 2383,
2467, 2538, 2579, 2694, 2968, 3063, 3065, 3142, 3293

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain Caribbean
country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in this
country 2415
Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soy Products to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in
a certain Caribbean country. Soybeans as such had not yet been
reported by that date in this country 2415

Kushi, Michio (17 May 1926 to 28 Dec. 2014) and Aveline (27 Feb.
1923 to 3 July 2001)–Their Life and Work with Macrobiotics, and
Organizations They Founded or Inspired 3340

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybeans in a certain Caribbean country
979, 1869, 2097, 3031

Kuzu. See Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria...)

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain
Caribbean country 979, 1869, 2097, 3031

La Choy Food Products, Inc.–LaChoy Brand–Purchased in Sept.
1943 by Beatrice Creamery Co.. 2515, 2522, 3013, 3307
La Sierra Industries (La Sierra, California). See Van Gundy,
Theodore A., and La Sierra Industries

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain
Caribbean country 979, 1869, 2097, 3031, 3331

Lablab purpureus or Lablab bean. See Hyacinth Bean

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
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document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in a certain Caribbean country 979, 1869, 2097, 3031,
3331
Latin America–Caribbean–Jamaica 2698, 3065

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in
connection with (but not yet in) a certain Central American country
1080, 2551

Latin America–Caribbean–Lesser Antilles–Virgin Islands
(Including British Virgin Islands and Virgin Islands of the United
States–St. Croix, St. John, and St. Thomas), Leeward Islands
(Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda [Including Redonda], Dominica,
Guadeloupe, Montserrat, Saint Kitts [formerly Saint Christopher]
and Nevis), Windward Islands (Barbados, Grenada, Martinique, St.
Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago), and
Netherlands Dependencies (Including Aruba, Curaçao or Curacao,
and Bonaire off Venezuela, and Saba, St. Eustatius, and southern
St. Martin / Maarten in the Lesser Antilles). Note–Guadeloupe and
Martinique and the five dependencies of Guadeloupe, which are
French Overseas Departments in the Lesser Antilles, are also called
the French West Indies, French Antilles, or Antilles françaises 979,
1869, 1932, 2097, 2632, 2694, 2698, 2808

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain Central American country 2664, 2698, 2949, 3001

Latin America–Caribbean or West Indies (General) 790

Latin America–Central America–Nicaragua 2551, 2602, 3001,
3065, 3306

Latin America–Caribbean–Puerto Rico, Commonwealth of (A SelfGoverning Part of the USA; Named Porto Rico until 1932) 965,
1234, 1742, 1999, 2664, 2698, 2720, 2766, 2863, 2981, 2995

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain
Central American country 125, 2664, 2949, 3001
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
This document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in a certain Central American country 2664, 2949, 3001
Latin America–Central America–Mexico 125, 131, 790, 1009, 1102,
1111, 1154, 2447, 2577, 2584, 2664, 2698, 2798, 3026, 3269, 3349

Latin America–Central America–Panama 1080
Latin America (General) 1142, 2240, 2522, 2861, 2938

Latin America–Caribbean–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 2632
Latin America–Caribbean–Trinidad and Tobago 2694, 2698, 2808,
2958
Latin America–Caribbean–Virgin Islands of the United States–St.
Thomas, St. John, and St. Croix (Danish West Indies before Jan.
1917) 1869, 2097
Latin America–Central America–Belize (Named British Honduras
from 1840 to about 1975, Belize before 1840) 2698
Latin America–Central America–Canal Zone including the Panama
Canal (Opened 1914, Owned and Operated by the USA. Returned
to Panama on 31 Dec. 1999) 1080
Latin America–Central America–Costa Rica 2698, 2949, 3001,
3016
Latin America–Central America–El Salvador 2664, 2698, 3013,
3065, 3307
Latin America–Central America (General). Includes Mexico and
Mesoamerica.. 1439, 1932
Latin America–Central America–Guatemala 2698, 2837

Latin America–South America–Argentina (Argentine Republic)
261, 1126, 1143, 1220, 1266, 1481, 1932, 2030, 2663, 2698, 2798,
2914, 2976, 3046, 3065, 3182, 3353
Latin America–South America–Argentina–Soybean Production,
Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 2663, 3046
Latin America–South America–Bolivia 3142, 3353
Latin America–South America–Brazil, Federative Republic of 220,
243, 360, 448, 717, 1228, 1481, 1932, 2013, 2569, 2583, 2594,
2663, 2664, 2698, 2888, 2911, 2960, 3064, 3092, 3144, 3176, 3177,
3288, 3331, 3349, 3353
Latin America–South America–Chile (Including Easter Island) 220,
1025, 2663, 2698, 2778
Latin America–South America–Colombia 2583, 2602, 2698, 3015,
3107
Latin America–South America–Ecuador (Including the Galapagos
Islands. Formerly also called Equator, the English translation of the
Spanish “Ecuador”) 2698
Latin America–South America–French Guiana (A French Overseas
Department, Guyane or Guyane française, formerly occasionally
called Cayenne) 1932

Latin America–Central America–Honduras 2949, 2966
Latin America–South America (General) 1142, 1932, 2044, 2281
Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans in a certain Central
American country 2664, 2698, 2949

Latin America–South America–Guyana (British Guiana before
1966) 790, 1932, 2030, 2664, 2698, 2958
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Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans in a certain South
American country 1126, 1203, 2583, 2663, 2664
Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in
connection with (but not yet in) a certain South American country
261
Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to.
Earliest document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain South American country 1203, 1220, 2583, 2663, 2664

Lecithin Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 2592
Lecithin, Non-Soy References, Usually Early or Medical, Often
Concerning Egg Yolk or the Brain 219, 1383
Lecithin, Soy 1276, 2030, 2369, 2507, 2510, 2517, 2538, 2592,
2617, 2661, 2668, 2674, 2689, 2698, 2726, 2740, 2744, 2778, 2806,
2813, 2814, 2840, 2850, 2855, 2859, 2861, 2865, 2874, 2883, 2902,
2925, 2937, 3003, 3021, 3118, 3135, 3203, 3224, 3228, 3246, 3318,
3330, 3343
Lecithin, Soy–Industrial Uses 2632, 2668, 2689, 2937, 3003

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to or
Dissemination of Soybeans from. Other or general information and
leads concerning South America 2694
Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain
South American country 1220, 1266, 2663, 2664

Lectins. See Hemagglutinins (Lectins or Soyin)
Legislative activities. See American Soybean Association (ASA)–
Legislative Activities
Lens culinaris or L. esculenta. See Lentils

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of
soybeans in a certain South American country 1220, 1266, 2663,
2664

Lentils. Lens culinaris. Formerly: Lens esculenta and Ervum lens
20, 83, 99, 104, 109, 112, 126, 142, 157, 164, 169, 179, 180, 200,
219, 235, 241, 243, 267, 417, 509, 515, 790, 843, 967, 1069, 1947,
1948, 2681, 3186, 3297

Latin America–South America–Paraguay 3065, 3353

Lever Brothers Co. See Unilever Corp.

Latin America–South America–Peru 220, 448, 2664, 2694, 2698

Latin America–South America–Suriname (Also Surinam before
1978; Dutch Guiana before 1975) 1203, 2664, 2698

Li Yü-ying (Li Yu-ying; Courtesy Name: Li Shizeng (pinyin), Li
Shih-tseng (W.-G.); Chinese Soyfoods Pioneer in France; born
1881 in Peking, died 1973 in Taipei, Taiwan) and Usine de la
Caséo-Sojaïne (Les Vallées, Colombes (near Asnières), a few miles
northwest of Paris, and China) 840, 921, 1028, 1050, 1079, 1098,
1139, 1141, 1195, 1320, 1351, 1424, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1625, 1779,
1947, 1948, 1988, 2030, 2306, 2528, 2698, 2806, 2807, 2846, 2861,
2925

Latin America–South America–Uruguay, Oriental Republic of
2664, 2698, 3065

Libraries. See National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville,
Maryland)

Latin America–South America–Venezuela 2664, 2690, 2695, 2825,
2971, 3031, 3242

Lighting by burning soy oil. See Illumination or Lighting by
Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps Like Kerosene

Laucks (I.F.) Co. (Seattle, Washington). Founded by Irving Fink
Laucks (3 July 1882 to 9 March 1981) 2515, 2684, 2689, 2959,
3052

Lima Bean or Limas. Phaseolus limensis. Formerly: Phaseolus
lunatus. Also called Butter Bean 222, 420, 913, 933, 1094, 1275,
1314, 1403, 1418, 1507, 1513, 1515, 1532, 1540, 1552, 1564, 1652,
1661, 1687, 1755, 1882, 1930, 2408, 2617, 2691, 2782, 2946, 2995

Latin America–South America–Soybean Production, Area and
Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. See also Argentina and
Brazil 3356

Lea & Perrins. See Worcestershire Sauce
Leaf Proteins and Leaf Protein Concentrate (LPC) As Alternative
Protein Sources 3249
Leaves of the soybean plant used as food. See Green Vegetable
Soybeans–Leaves of the Soybean Plant Used as Food or Medicine
Lecithin companies. See American Lecithin Corp.
Lecithin–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 2778

Linolenic Acid and Linolenate Content of Soybeans and Soybean
Products. See also Omega-3 Fatty Acids 2247
Linolenic Acid–Omega-3 (Alpha-Linolenic Acid) Fatty Acid
Content of Soybeans and Soybean Products 3299, 3300
Linoleum, Floor Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 1265, 1351, 1480, 1491,
1500, 1568, 1587, 1611, 1652, 1679, 1681, 1696, 1761, 1856, 1995,
2036, 2044, 2068, 2158, 2159, 2168, 2255, 2271, 2296, 2315, 2349,
2363, 2369, 2515, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2553, 2561, 2592, 2628, 2632,
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2634, 2689, 2693, 2698, 2742, 2847, 2873, 2882, 2902, 3081, 3174
Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, Lintseed, or the Flax / Flaxseed
Plant (Linum usitatissimum L.) 8, 35, 58, 62, 63, 124, 132, 164,
219, 244, 276, 283, 295, 297, 303, 311, 313, 388, 393, 404, 405,
419, 456, 482, 501, 524, 537, 558, 563, 565, 567, 583, 619, 621,
625, 671, 692, 702, 729, 775, 778, 779, 855, 867, 891, 896, 923,
931, 970, 1019, 1023, 1050, 1080, 1093, 1097, 1142, 1146, 1156,
1175, 1187, 1188, 1204, 1205, 1220, 1227, 1239, 1256, 1265, 1266,
1279, 1300, 1307, 1319, 1320, 1343, 1351, 1389, 1438, 1459, 1460,
1464, 1467, 1468, 1480, 1500, 1524, 1546, 1551, 1558, 1561, 1613,
1617, 1661, 1666, 1679, 1696, 1712, 1748, 1762, 1767, 1778, 1813,
1816, 1845, 1847, 1917, 1923, 1932, 1942, 2036, 2038, 2055, 2057,
2068, 2070, 2089, 2101, 2133, 2139, 2166, 2185, 2214, 2255, 2269,
2298, 2345, 2363, 2380, 2405, 2421, 2473, 2514, 2515, 2523, 2524,
2525, 2535, 2538, 2553, 2555, 2557, 2570, 2613, 2632, 2669, 2674,
2684, 2758, 2783, 2805, 2816, 2873, 3019, 3119, 3140, 3334, 3343
Lipid and Fatty Acid Composition of Soybeans (Seeds or Plant),
or Soybean Products (Including Soy Oil), and Lipids in the Human
Diet 69, 72, 79, 84, 88, 92, 105, 130, 131, 137, 138, 161, 169, 181,
184, 196, 205, 213, 219, 220, 227, 232, 244, 251, 252, 257, 259,
265, 277, 399, 510, 516, 537, 593, 602, 614, 645, 657, 678, 853,
1001, 1028, 1137, 1141, 1153, 1163, 1193, 1228, 1268, 1373, 1383,
1498, 1670, 1829, 1942, 2041, 2216, 2247, 2573, 2663, 2681, 2683,
2910, 2976, 3265
Lipids. See Linolenic Acid–Omega-3, Linolenic Acid and
Linolenate
Lipids–Effects of Dietary Lipids (Especially Soy Oil and Lecithin)
on Blood Lipids (Especially Cholesterol) 3287, 3299, 3300
Lipolytic enzymes in the soybean. See Enzymes in the Soybean–
Lipoxygenase and Its Inactivation
Lipoxygenase. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Lipoxygenase and Its
Inactivation
Lists and Descriptions (Official and / or Extensive) of Early U.S.
Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers and Synonyms 916,
1008, 1086, 1652, 2030, 2281, 2660, 2662, 2741, 2782, 2798, 3013,
3032, 3238, 3307
Loma Linda Foods (Riverside, California). Named La Loma Foods
from Feb. 1989 to Jan. 1990. Acquired by Worthington Foods in
Jan. 1990 2959

Lupins or Lupin (Also spelled Lupine, Lupines, Lupinseed; Lupinus
albus, L. angustifolius, L. luteus, L. mutabilis) 20, 30, 31, 58, 61,
62, 63, 68, 71, 109, 127, 153, 157, 204, 219, 235, 243, 244, 267,
275, 284, 293, 296, 302, 305, 307, 309, 363, 364, 370, 371, 382,
390, 396, 399, 403, 428, 448, 452, 508, 569, 613, 614, 642, 648,
649, 790, 855, 861, 947, 967, 989, 1069, 1093, 1156, 1227, 1290,
1379, 1383, 1583, 1617, 1762, 2269, 2351, 2694, 3065, 3268, 3329
Macao / Macau. See Asia, East–Macao / Macau (Portuguese
Colony)
Machinery (Agricultural), Implements, Equipment, and
Mechanization (Binders, Cultivators, Cutters, Harvesters, Mowers,
Pickers, Planters, Reapers, Separators, Thrashers, or Threshers).
See also: Combines and Tractors 66, 129, 158, 177, 263, 284, 286,
327, 332, 353, 366, 385, 408, 419, 440, 441, 444, 465, 478, 495,
508, 517, 527, 528, 529, 530, 539, 569, 570, 604, 615, 619, 626,
627, 628, 630, 636, 638, 642, 646, 651, 661, 662, 663, 665, 666,
692, 693, 695, 702, 703, 723, 724, 728, 729, 737, 738, 749, 750,
756, 767, 771, 774, 790, 792, 798, 802, 819, 825, 828, 844, 852,
880, 882, 883, 887, 910, 912, 915, 925, 928, 929, 937, 948, 953,
960, 963, 969, 978, 980, 1003, 1008, 1036, 1045, 1048, 1049, 1051,
1075, 1086, 1096, 1121, 1129, 1133, 1134, 1137, 1152, 1168, 1169,
1171, 1177, 1181, 1195, 1197, 1201, 1206, 1217, 1229, 1255, 1258,
1263, 1271, 1272, 1274, 1277, 1280, 1289, 1313, 1315, 1317, 1318,
1321, 1325, 1329, 1330, 1331, 1340, 1346, 1350, 1356, 1360, 1361,
1379, 1382, 1385, 1393, 1414, 1420, 1436, 1437, 1439, 1455, 1459,
1474, 1475, 1479, 1487, 1498, 1499, 1504, 1509, 1510, 1516, 1521,
1536, 1539, 1542, 1549, 1565, 1566, 1568, 1599, 1606, 1608, 1610,
1612, 1614, 1620, 1623, 1624, 1642, 1646, 1647, 1652, 1661, 1662,
1665, 1670, 1674, 1680, 1685, 1694, 1695, 1700, 1716, 1717, 1720,
1721, 1724, 1732, 1754, 1765, 1777, 1778, 1780, 1798, 1806, 1810,
1811, 1814, 1816, 1817, 1820, 1822, 1849, 1860, 1863, 1867, 1868,
1874, 1886, 1887, 1889, 1915, 1919, 1921, 1924, 1925, 1936, 1955,
1956, 1968, 1969, 1970, 1978, 1981, 1990, 1992, 1994, 2002, 2029,
2032, 2044, 2051, 2054, 2063, 2065, 2076, 2084, 2088, 2106, 2126,
2127, 2135, 2178, 2192, 2196, 2202, 2204, 2205, 2211, 2215, 2217,
2221, 2251, 2252, 2267, 2273, 2274, 2281, 2286, 2289, 2296, 2315,
2330, 2339, 2346, 2390, 2391, 2392, 2394, 2402, 2430, 2437, 2438,
2441, 2464, 2486, 2507, 2511, 2512, 2517, 2518, 2524, 2536, 2564,
2576, 2622, 2679, 2680, 2691, 2703, 2726, 2729, 2756, 2759, 2774,
2777, 2782, 2785, 2795, 2796, 2807, 2810, 2832, 2867, 2880, 2887,
2922, 2938, 2966, 2979, 2992, 3000, 3004, 3018, 3035, 3048, 3067,
3078, 3158, 3159, 3193, 3266, 3286, 3351
Machinery, farm. See Combines

Los Angeles–City and County–Work with Soyfoods, Natural /
Health Foods, and / or Vegetarianism 2589, 2869

Macrobiotics. See Kushi, Michio and Aveline–Their Life and Work,
Ohsawa, George and Lima

Low-cost extrusion cookers. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking,
Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low Cost

Macrobiotics. See also: George Ohsawa, Michio and Aveline Kushi,
Herman and Cornellia Aihara 3224, 3340

Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 124, 132, 1002,
1142, 1177, 1252, 1265, 1491, 1587, 1652, 1681, 1761, 2036, 2044,
2158, 2315, 2369, 2632, 2638, 2788, 2882, 3337

Madison Foods and Madison College (Madison, Tennessee).
Madison Foods (Then a Subsidiary of Nutritional Corp.) Was
Acquired by Worthington Foods in Aug. 1964 1669, 1704, 1722,
1755, 2396, 2646, 2715

Lucerne / lucern. See Alfalfa or Lucerne

Maggi (Kempthal / Kemptal, Switzerland) 1583
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Markets and Crop Estimates, Bureau of. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural
Economics

Maize. See Corn / Maize
Malnutrition, hunger, famine, and food shortages. See Hunger,
Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality
Mame-maki. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)

Massachusetts. See United States–States–Massachusetts
Maturity groups. See Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry–
Maturity Groups

Mammoth Yellow soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow

Mauritius. See Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice)

Manchu soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Manchu

McCay, Clive M. and Jeanette (Cornell Univ.) 2946, 2959

Manchuria. See Asia, East–Manchuria

Meal or cake, soybean. See Soybean Meal

Manchuria–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and /
or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 1080

Meals for Millions Foundation (Los Angeles, California), MultiPurpose Food (MPF), and Freedom from Hunger 3140

Map / Maps 662, 1168, 1195, 1296, 1464, 1632, 1638, 1652, 1905,
1924, 1925, 2040, 2044, 2108, 2217, 2267, 2466, 2522, 2525, 2626,
2847, 2861, 2948, 2976, 3003, 3004, 3012, 3019, 3032, 3053, 3158,
3329

Meat Alternatives–Beef Alternatives, Including Meatless Beef
Jerky, Chili Con Carne, Goulash, Lasagna, Meat Balls, Mince,
Mincemeat, Sloppy Joes, Spaghetti Sauce, Steak, Veal, etc. See also
Meatless Burgers 2551

Margarine 1471, 1875, 1888, 2000, 2030, 2255, 2271, 2512, 2515,
2522, 2527, 2592, 2617, 2632, 2668, 2698, 2726, 2788, 2818, 2831,
2840, 2968, 3004, 3052, 3192, 3203, 3255, 3280

Meat Alternatives–Documents About (Meatlike Meatless Meat,
Poultry, or Fish / Seafood Analogs. See Also Meat Extenders) 1661,
3306

Margarine–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 1154

Meat Alternatives–General and Other Meatless Meatlike Products.
See Also Meat Extenders 1226, 1583

Margarine Made with Soy 1009, 1105, 1154, 1265, 1320, 1415,
1423, 1500, 1652, 1661, 1761, 1928, 1995, 2036, 2044, 2048, 2158,
2159, 2168, 2349, 2363, 2369, 2523, 2524, 2814, 2847, 2873, 2883,
2977, 2994, 3019, 3029, 3037, 3174, 3343

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Bacon Bits, Ham, Chorizo,
and Other Pork-related Products. See also Meatless Sausages 1947,
1948, 1988, 2306
Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties. See Also Meat
Extenders 3118, 3264

Margarine Made without Soy Oil 1019
Mark W. Johnson (Atlanta, Georgia) 65, 392
Market statistics. See the specific product concerned, e.g. Tofu
Industry and Market Statistics
Market statistics on soybean production. See Soybean Production
and Trade–Industry and Market Statistics,

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages (Including Frankfurters, Hot
Dogs, Wieners, Salami, Pepperoni, Breakfast Pork Sausage, etc.).
See Also Meat Extenders 99, 1195
Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian)–Ganmodoki/Gammodoki and
Hiryozu (Deep-Fried Tofu Burgers and Treasure Balls) 3118, 3203
Meat Products Extended with Soy Protein, or Meat Extenders
(Marketed as Such) 99, 162, 163, 169, 224, 2515, 2522, 2592, 2665,
2689, 2778

Market studies. See Industry and Market Analyses
Marketing Association, Soybean. See Soybean Marketing
Association (1929-1932)

Media–Earliest Articles on Soy in Major Magazines and
Newspapers 1552

Marketing soybeans. See Chicago Board of Trade
Marketing Soybeans, Market Development, and Economics
(Including Futures Markets, Hedging, and Mathematical Models)
373, 374, 1293, 1351, 1422, 1447, 1487, 1548, 1686, 1705, 1709,
1710, 1740, 1753, 1962, 1970, 1998, 2024, 2110, 2155, 2198, 2283,
2346, 2352, 2363, 2370, 2387, 2405, 2427, 2485, 2522, 2788, 2826,
2861, 2952, 2962, 2974, 3005, 3082, 3189, 3198, 3234, 3276, 3284,
3288, 3292

Media, Popular Articles on Soyfoods in the USA, Canada, or
Related to North Americans in Asia 1552, 2894, 2918
Medical aspects of soybeans. See Diabetes and Diabetic Diets,
Kidney / Renal Function
Medical aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian Diets–Medical
Aspects
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Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Effects / Aspects (General)
23, 255, 291

Milk, rice. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)
Milk, soy. See Soymilk

Medicine, Chinese Traditional. See Chinese Medicine
Meharry, Charles Leo (1885-1937), the A.P. Meharry Farms (One
Near Tolono, Champaign County, Illinois, and Three in Indiana),
and William E. Riegel, Meharry Farm Manager and Independent
Soybean Grower in Tolono, Illinois 1493, 1529, 1701, 1717, 1780,
1816, 1822, 1835, 1842, 1843, 1860, 1924, 1925, 1928, 1934, 1955,
1969, 1981, 2203, 2204, 2205, 2206, 2262, 2331, 2343, 2392, 2393,
2522, 2872, 2931, 2932, 2975, 3037, 3254

Miller, Harry W. (M.D.) (1879-1977) and International Nutrition
Laboratory (Mt. Vernon, Ohio) 2959, 3192
Minerals. See Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soy
Minerals (General) 1141, 1195, 1276, 1996, 2030, 2176, 2381,
2849, 2905
Minnesota. See United States–States–Minnesota

Mei Dou Za / Mei-Tou-Cha / Meitauza. See Tempeh, Okara
Mesoamerica. See Latin America–Central America

Miso–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 20, 141, 2737

Mexico. See Latin America, Central America–Mexico

Miso–Imports, Exports, International Trade 981, 1135

Meyer, Frank N. (1875-1918). USDA Plant Explorer in Asia 916,
936, 992, 1002, 1020, 1099, 1406, 1464, 1488, 1679, 1927, 2044,
2349, 2431, 2553, 3018, 3340

Miso–Indonesian-style. See Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste
Miso Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 981, 1583, 2494, 3014, 3054

Michigan. See United States–States–Michigan
Microalgae. See Single Cell Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic)
Microbiological Problems (Food Spoilage, Sanitation, and
Contamination). See also: Nutrition–Toxins and Toxicity in Foods
and Feeds–Microorganisms, Especially Bacteria, as Causal Agents
3129
Microbiology and fermentation. See Fermented Soyfoods and Their
Fermentation
Microscopic analysis and microscopy. See Soybean–Morphology,
Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its Seeds as Determined by
Microscopy or Microscopic Examination
Middle America. See Latin America–Central America; and Latin
America–Caribbean or West Indies, Latin America, Central
America, and Latin America, Caribbean or West Indies

Miso (Japanese-style Soybean Paste). See also: Jiang–for Chinesestyle Miso. Jang–for Korean-style Miso. And Taucho, Tauceo, Tau
Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho, or Taoetjo for Indonesianstyle Miso (Soybean Chiang, or Jiang [pinyin]) 20, 35, 73, 97, 99,
125, 137, 138, 139, 141, 143, 145, 153, 157, 164, 166, 171, 186,
187, 200, 202, 211, 212, 218, 219, 227, 231, 235, 236, 241, 243,
252, 253, 255, 267, 287, 291, 361, 449, 499, 503, 515, 554, 612,
613, 614, 656, 843, 871, 947, 981, 984, 1002, 1014, 1018, 1024,
1084, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1135, 1156, 1219, 1223, 1228, 1252, 1270,
1320, 1415, 1464, 1471, 1491, 1495, 1583, 1584, 1681, 1779, 1989,
2030, 2048, 2099, 2100, 2168, 2300, 2309, 2399, 2403, 2414, 2418,
2424, 2433, 2447, 2494, 2510, 2528, 2538, 2556, 2563, 2698, 2703,
2736, 2737, 2744, 2801, 2806, 2811, 2865, 2874, 2886, 2912, 2925,
2937, 2960, 3014, 3054, 3074, 3104, 3118, 3203, 3249, 3279, 3343,
3354
Miso Soup–Mainly Japanese 253

Miles Laboratories. See Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington,
Ohio)

Miso, soybean–Chinese-Style. See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste

Milk, almond. See Almond Milk and Cream. Also–Almonds Used
to Flavor Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc.

Miso, soybean–Korean-style. See Jang–Korean-Style Fermented
Soybean Paste including Doenjang

Milk, coconut / cocoanut. See Coconut Milk and Cream

Missouri. See United States–States–Missouri

Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and Creams Made from Nuts,
Grains, Seeds, or Legumes, Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews,
Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts, Hemp Seeds, Pecans, Pine Nuts,
Pumpkin Seeds, Sunflower Seeds, Walnuts, etc. See also: Almond
Milk, Amazake / Rice Milk, Peanut / Groundnut Milk, Sesame Milk
1040, 1583, 2561, 3343

Missouri Farmers Association (MFA), Mexico and Columbia,
Missouri–Cooperative Soybean Crushers 3286
Mitsui & Co., Ltd. (Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, Japanese Trading Co.,
founded 1876) 1014, 1050, 2736
Moldavia. See Europe, Eastern–Moldova

Milk, peanut. See Peanut Milk
Monticello Co-operative Soybean Products Co. (Monticello, Piatt
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Co., Illinois). Later also called Piatt County Soybean Cooperative
Co., and Viobin (Maker of Wheat Germ Oil) 2025, 2036, 2375,
2931
Morphology, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure,
Anatomy, Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy
Morrill Act. See Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, and Their
Origin with the Land
Morse, William Joseph (1884-1959, USDA Soybean Expert) 584,
851, 905, 927, 973, 987, 988, 1005, 1086, 1113, 1128, 1166, 1210,
1230, 1233, 1249, 1285, 1287, 1292, 1294, 1314, 1315, 1338, 1349,
1359, 1366, 1368, 1369, 1394, 1398, 1401, 1418, 1441, 1458, 1463,
1464, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1488, 1494, 1507, 1511, 1525, 1532, 1565,
1566, 1574, 1618, 1628, 1652, 1659, 1669, 1679, 1687, 1704, 1706,
1729, 1750, 1751, 1755, 1756, 1759, 1779, 1783, 1790, 1796, 1849,
1850, 1853, 1855, 1859, 1875, 1882, 1883, 1888, 1894, 1897, 1925,
1930, 1934, 1940, 1942, 1952, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1978,
2000, 2001, 2030, 2034, 2040, 2041, 2042, 2043, 2044, 2045, 2046,
2047, 2048, 2060, 2061, 2063, 2065, 2074, 2075, 2079, 2091, 2136,
2144, 2173, 2179, 2195, 2202, 2203, 2204, 2206, 2217, 2220, 2230,
2232, 2250, 2251, 2281, 2296, 2315, 2316, 2324, 2336, 2343, 2349,
2354, 2369, 2393, 2397, 2398, 2399, 2402, 2403, 2408, 2418, 2424,
2426, 2427, 2430, 2431, 2433, 2437, 2439, 2440, 2443, 2447, 2448,
2453, 2456, 2467, 2470, 2494, 2510, 2542, 2561, 2563, 2577, 2582,
2584, 2606, 2617, 2627, 2660, 2662, 2677, 2689, 2702, 2720, 2740,
2741, 2763, 2782, 2798, 2872, 2882, 2888, 2909, 2919, 2923, 2931,
2948, 2956, 2959, 2973, 3013, 3014, 3018, 3026, 3029, 3032, 3037,
3048, 3053, 3054, 3055, 3056, 3061, 3194, 3195, 3238, 3254, 3266,
3293, 3322, 3340, 3344, 3347
Morse, W.J., on expedition to East Asia. See Tofu Dorsett-Morse
Expedition to East Asia (1929-1931)

Naphtha solvents for extraction. See Solvents
Nashville Agricultural and Normal Institute (NANI). See Madison
Foods and Madison College
National Agricultural Library (USDA, Beltsville, Maryland) 587,
640, 772, 790, 794, 896, 1164, 1215, 1784, 2022, 2103, 2572, 3086
National Agricultural Library (USDA, NAL, Beltsville, Maryland)
3086
National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR)
(USDA-ARS) (Peoria, Illinois). Named Northern Regional
Research Laboratory prior to July 1976. Named Northern Regional
Research Center prior to 28 Dec. 1991 2922, 2994, 3022, 3026,
3055, 3227, 3249
National Oilseed Processors Assoc. (NOPA) (National Soybean
Oil Manufacturers Association from May 1930 to 1935; National
Soybean Processors Assoc. (NSPA) from June 1936 to July 1989.
Washington, DC. Including Soy Flour Assoc. [1936-1949], Soya
Food Research Council [1936+], and Soybean Nutritional Research
Council [1937+]) 2195, 2484, 2522, 2628, 2768, 2769, 2817, 2824,
2932, 2939, 2959, 3004, 3253, 3254, 3255
National Soybean Crop Improvement Council. Organized March
1948 3004, 3253, 3254
Natto–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 2099, 2100, 2168
Natto, Hamana. See Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from
Japan
Natto Production–How to Make Natto on a Commercial Scale 449

Motion Pictures or References to Motion Pictures. Also called
Movies, Films, or Documentaries 2289, 3253
Mottled, speckled, or spotted soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–
Mottled
Movies or films. See Motion Pictures
Mucuna pruriens. See Velvet Bean
Mung Bean / Mungbean and Mung Bean Sprouts. Vigna radiata
L. Formerly Phaseolus aureus. Also called Green Gram. Chinese
(Mandarin)–Lüdou. Chinese (Cantonese)–Dau Ngah / Dow Ngaah.
Japanese–Moyashi. Indonesian: Kacang / katjang + hijau / ijo /
hidjau. German–Buschbohne. French–Haricot Mungo 9, 13, 14, 23,
35, 42, 125, 283, 325, 377, 420, 962, 984, 990, 1014, 1050, 1290,
1406, 1555, 1942, 1947, 1948, 1988, 2044, 2048, 2349, 2579, 2737,
2801, 2886, 3053, 3061, 3128
Myths of soybean history–debunking / dispelling. See History of the
Soybean–Myths and Early Errors Concerning Its History
Names for soybeans–Fanciful. See Soybean Terminology and
Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and Names

Natto (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus natto) 449, 499,
613, 614, 656, 984, 1002, 1014, 1050, 1156, 1195, 1219, 1252,
1320, 1383, 1464, 1491, 1495, 1552, 1583, 1584, 1681, 1841, 1947,
1948, 2030, 2048, 2099, 2100, 2168, 2414, 2510, 2528, 2538, 2645,
2703, 2736, 2744, 2806, 2865, 2874, 2886, 2912, 2925, 3104, 3118,
3203, 3249, 3279, 3334, 3343, 3354
Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors (USA). See
Eden Foods, Inc. (Clinton, Michigan). Founded 4 Nov. 1969,
Erewhon (Boston, Massachusetts)
Near East. See Asia, Middle East
Nematodes–Disease Control (Nematodes). Early Called Eelworms
/ Eel-Worms or Gallworms / Gall-Worms that Caused Root-Knot
or Root-Gall 426, 700, 940, 1086, 1145, 1290, 1291, 1637, 1652,
1670, 1746, 1761, 2030, 2044, 2151, 2281, 2398, 2456, 2921, 2922,
3053, 3087, 3142, 3194, 3279
Neonotonia wightii (Also called Rhodesian Kudzu Vine, Perennial
Soybean, or Soja perene / Soya Perenne; Formerly Glycine javanica
or Glycine wightii) 241, 3065, 3144, 3186
Nestlé (Nestle–The World’s Biggest Food Group) 2736
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Netherlands. See Europe, Western–Netherlands
New Caledonia (French Territory of). See Oceania–Pacific Ocean
Islands that are Part of France–Territory of New Caledonia and
Dependencies
New Uses Movement (USA, starting 1986)–Industrial Uses of
Soybeans. Successor to the Farm Chemurgic Movement (1930s
to 1950s). And Value-Added Industrial Applications. See also:
Research & Development Centers–USDA-ARS National Center for
Agricultural Utilization Research (Peoria, Illinois) 3337
New York. See United States–States–New York
New York State Agric. Experiment Station (Geneva, NY). See
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York)
New Zealand. See Oceania–New Zealand
Nigeria. See Africa–Nigeria

2069, 2083, 2087, 2088, 2093, 2096, 2100, 2102, 2108, 2114, 2116,
2118, 2121, 2125, 2126, 2127, 2131, 2133, 2137, 2144, 2148, 2149,
2150, 2151, 2154, 2159, 2166, 2182, 2186, 2196, 2203, 2204, 2206,
2211, 2213, 2214, 2216, 2218, 2221, 2242, 2250, 2251, 2256, 2258,
2262, 2274, 2281, 2286, 2296, 2300, 2305, 2317, 2331, 2334, 2335,
2360, 2362, 2363, 2366, 2370, 2371, 2372, 2382, 2387, 2388, 2389,
2392, 2405, 2410, 2411, 2413, 2416, 2417, 2418, 2422, 2428, 2432,
2433, 2435, 2452, 2456, 2464, 2481, 2487, 2496, 2498, 2509, 2511,
2512, 2516, 2526, 2537, 2551, 2567, 2576, 2581, 2583, 2584, 2587,
2588, 2590, 2593, 2602, 2605, 2611, 2617, 2620, 2629, 2637, 2640,
2643, 2645, 2648, 2652, 2654, 2658, 2667, 2669, 2690, 2698, 2699,
2701, 2702, 2703, 2706, 2709, 2711, 2714, 2717, 2723, 2726, 2729,
2730, 2736, 2737, 2738, 2742, 2745, 2754, 2756, 2763, 2771, 2778,
2780, 2782, 2783, 2791, 2796, 2798, 2800, 2804, 2808, 2813, 2814,
2818, 2825, 2834, 2837, 2845, 2855, 2861, 2862, 2868, 2879, 2880,
2886, 2887, 2888, 2889, 2892, 2893, 2896, 2898, 2901, 2907, 2910,
2914, 2916, 2923, 2937, 2938, 2941, 2942, 2944, 2949, 2954, 2958,
2960, 2966, 2970, 2972, 2976, 2978, 2982, 2986, 2992, 3011, 3016,
3018, 3019, 3020, 3022, 3032, 3047, 3051, 3053, 3065, 3067, 3081,
3100, 3106, 3113, 3132, 3135, 3140, 3158, 3174, 3179, 3198, 3205,
3213, 3224, 3243, 3250, 3254, 3259, 3266, 3271, 3322, 3330, 3331,
3334, 3345

Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) 2427
Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company 598, 941, 1146,
1313, 1423, 1584, 1871, 2083, 2629, 2804, 2845, 3213
Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and Nodulation by
Rhizobium Bacteria 275, 296, 319, 331, 333, 363, 368, 369, 377,
387, 393, 401, 413, 417, 426, 431, 433, 449, 478, 479, 484, 500,
512, 526, 528, 532, 551, 554, 560, 575, 586, 587, 589, 598, 601,
621, 624, 626, 630, 634, 641, 642, 651, 659, 662, 668, 676, 697,
698, 702, 703, 708, 710, 712, 714, 715, 723, 726, 740, 745, 750,
753, 761, 762, 766, 772, 790, 798, 807, 824, 826, 831, 835, 852,
856, 862, 872, 875, 876, 878, 883, 884, 896, 906, 912, 914, 923,
924, 929, 938, 940, 941, 948, 949, 952, 981, 983, 1000, 1008, 1009,
1012, 1017, 1025, 1045, 1049, 1056, 1059, 1067, 1068, 1077, 1085,
1090, 1092, 1107, 1128, 1132, 1137, 1139, 1146, 1148, 1152, 1154,
1156, 1159, 1160, 1164, 1165, 1168, 1169, 1171, 1173, 1176, 1179,
1181, 1182, 1192, 1193, 1195, 1196, 1201, 1203, 1206, 1207, 1211,
1214, 1215, 1222, 1224, 1229, 1231, 1235, 1239, 1240, 1256, 1258,
1261, 1264, 1266, 1268, 1270, 1272, 1274, 1277, 1280, 1289, 1290,
1291, 1300, 1303, 1306, 1307, 1308, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1319, 1325,
1327, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1331, 1346, 1350, 1351, 1353, 1360, 1365,
1367, 1372, 1380, 1381, 1386, 1389, 1391, 1393, 1394, 1395, 1402,
1403, 1404, 1409, 1411, 1414, 1417, 1420, 1423, 1430, 1434, 1436,
1439, 1451, 1459, 1461, 1470, 1473, 1479, 1492, 1496, 1497, 1498,
1499, 1505, 1506, 1507, 1508, 1510, 1516, 1521, 1529, 1535, 1536,
1537, 1538, 1540, 1548, 1571, 1576, 1584, 1587, 1599, 1602, 1620,
1621, 1623, 1624, 1625, 1633, 1635, 1637, 1641, 1647, 1652, 1653,
1659, 1670, 1673, 1674, 1677, 1678, 1683, 1685, 1687, 1692, 1693,
1697, 1701, 1702, 1703, 1708, 1712, 1713, 1718, 1720, 1721, 1723,
1724, 1731, 1732, 1734, 1746, 1747, 1759, 1765, 1768, 1775, 1776,
1777, 1778, 1780, 1781, 1785, 1786, 1789, 1800, 1802, 1804, 1806,
1807, 1808, 1810, 1812, 1816, 1818, 1823, 1829, 1834, 1835, 1841,
1843, 1856, 1864, 1867, 1871, 1874, 1880, 1886, 1887, 1889, 1890,
1892, 1895, 1896, 1906, 1907, 1911, 1912, 1915, 1919, 1921, 1922,
1931, 1934, 1936, 1947, 1948, 1955, 1956, 1965, 1966, 1968, 1970,
1977, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1984, 1990, 1992, 1997, 2001, 2003, 2004,
2008, 2010, 2013, 2016, 2030, 2044, 2048, 2049, 2050, 2052, 2059,

Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and Nodulation–
Etymology of Related Terms and Their Cognates 275, 296, 426, 740
Nitrogen Fixing Cultures / Inoculants (Commercial and
Noncommercial from government), of Rhizobium Bacteria for
Soybeans (Culture / Inoculant / Inoculum / Inocula) 598, 697, 852,
856, 862, 941, 1017, 1146, 1313, 1417, 1584, 1775, 1807, 1871,
2083, 2195, 2218, 2464, 2498, 2629, 2804, 2818, 2845, 3018, 3213
Noblee & Thoerl GmbH (Hamburg, Germany) 1583, 1584
Nodulation. See Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and
Nodulation by Rhizobium Bacteria
Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and
Confusion Concerning Names 916, 1008, 1086, 1416, 1652, 2030,
2281, 2660, 2662, 2741, 2782, 2798, 3013, 3032, 3238, 3307
Non-dairy, non-soy milk. See Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and
Creams Made from Nuts, Grains, Seeds, or Legumes
North America. See United States of America, and Canada. For
Mexico, see Latin America, Central America
North Carolina. See United States–States–North Carolina
Northeast India. See Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The
Contiguous Seven Sister States and Sikkim
Northern Regional Research Center (NRRC) (Peoria, Illinois). See
National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR)
(USDA-ARS)
Nut milk or cream. See Milk–Non-Dairy Milks and Creams Made
from Nuts
Nutraceuticals. See Functional Foods or Nutraceuticals
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Nutrition. See Carbohydrates (General). See also Starch, Dietary
Fiber, and Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars), Carbohydrates–
Dietary Fiber, Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis,
Flatulence or Intestinal Gas, Functional Foods or Nutraceuticals,
Human Nutrition–Human Trials, Lipid and Fatty Acid Composition
of Soy, Lipids–Effects on Blood Lipids, Microbiological Problems
(Food Spoilage, Sanitation, and Contamination), Minerals
(General), Protein Quality, Protein Quality, and Supplementation,
Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–General, Vitamin E
(Tocopherol), Vitamins (General)
Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance in Diet and Health, or Individual
Foods, or Acid-Alkaline Ash in Diet, or Acid-Forming and BaseForming Elements in Foods 2661
Nutrition–Allergens, Allergy / Allergies, and Allergic Reactions
Caused by Soy 2573
Nutrition–Biologically active phytochemicals. See Antioxidants,
Reproductive / Fertility Problems, Saponins, Trypsin / Protease /
Proteinase Growth Inhibitors

Biographies, Biographical Sketches and Autobiographies 2225,
2226, 2229, 2232, 2268, 2358, 2975
Oceania–Atlantic Ocean Islands that are Part of the United
Kingdom–Ascension (in south Atlantic), British Antarctic Territory
(Including South Shetland Islands and South Orkney Islands in
south Atlantic), Channel Islands (in English Channel), Falkland
Islands {or Islas Malvinas} and Dependencies (in south Atlantic),
Isle of Man (in Irish Sea), South Georgia Islands (in South
Atlantic), St. Helena (1,200 miles off the west coast of Africa) 1932
Oceania–Australia, Commonwealth of (Including Tasmania, Cocos
(Keeling) Islands, Christmas Island, Coral Sea Islands Territory,
Norfolk Island, Territory of Ashmore and Cartier Islands, and
Australian Antarctic Territory) 241, 254, 359, 420, 486, 509, 517,
539, 545, 566, 577, 580, 629, 631, 634, 672, 707, 786, 845, 853,
975, 976, 1062, 1065, 1078, 1083, 1103, 1109, 1122, 1134, 1138,
1153, 1163, 1167, 1192, 1193, 1198, 1203, 1219, 1265, 1464, 1932,
1987, 2010, 2030, 2040, 2264, 2321, 2351, 2365, 2454, 2455, 2590,
2615, 2653, 2666, 2698, 2699, 2736, 2738, 2744, 2806, 2913, 2934,
2978, 3038, 3053, 3054, 3065, 3111, 3124, 3144, 3180, 3259, 3307
Oceania–Fiji 1932, 2698

Nutrition–Biologically active substances. See Antinutritional
Factors (General), Goitrogens and Thyroid Function,
Hemagglutinins (Lectins or Soyin)

Oceania (General, Also Called Australasia, or Australia and Islands
of the Pacific / Pacific Islands) 359, 1932

Nutrition–Carbohydrates. See Oligosaccharides, Starch

Oceania–Guam 1932

Nutrition (General) 132, 158, 183, 193, 267, 542, 543, 800, 1224,
1424, 1530, 1537, 1546, 2007, 2434, 2492, 2549, 2614, 2656, 2661,
2676, 2699, 2712, 2736, 2738, 2742, 2766, 2778, 2790, 2796, 2820,
2865, 2889, 2911, 3002, 3031, 3143, 3219, 3224, 3242, 3249, 3350

Oceania–Kiribati (Gilbert Islands until 1979) 1932

Nutrition, human, USDA bureau of. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home
Economics
Nutrition–Lipids. See Linolenic Acid and Linolenate, Sterols or
Steroid Hormones
Nutrition–Medical Aspects. See Cancer Preventing Substances in
Soy, Diabetes and Diabetic Diets, Kidney / Renal Function, Medical
/ Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Aspects (General)
Nutrition–Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Aspects. See Chinese
Medicine, Traditional
Nutrition–Minerals. See Calcium Availability, Absorption, and
Content of Soy
Nutrition–Protein. See Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition
and Content

Oceania–New Zealand–Including Stewart Island, Chatham Islands,
Snares Islands, Bounty Islands, and Tokelau (formerly Union
Islands) 479, 480, 517, 523, 575, 672, 871, 890, 1119, 1142, 1162,
1186, 1187, 1451, 1932, 2698, 2798, 2806, 2978, 3268
Oceania–Pacific Ocean Islands that are Part of France–Territory
of New Caledonia (Nouvelle Calédonie) and Dependencies.
Dependencies are the Loyalty Islands (Iles Loyauté), Isle of Pines
(Ile des Pins–Kunié), Belep Archipelago (Iles Bélep), and Huon
Islands (Ile Huon) 1932, 2698
Oceania–Papua New Guinea, Independent State of (British New
Guinea from 1888, then Territory of Papua and New Guinea until
Sept. 1975. The northeast was German New Guinea from 1884 to
1914, then Trust Territory of New Guinea) 1932, 2806, 3214
Oceania–Solomon Islands (British Solomon Islands Protectorate
until July 1978) 1932
Oceania–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends,
and Analyses 3259
Oceania–Tonga, Kingdom of 1932, 3215

Nutrition–Protein–Early and basic research. See Protein–Early and
Basic Research

Oceania–Tuvalu (The Ellice Islands part of the Gilbert and Ellice
Islands Colony before 1976) 1932

Nuts made from roasted soybeans. See Soynuts
Obituaries, Eulogies, Death Certificates, and Wills. See Also:

Oceania–Vanuatu, Republic of (Named New Hebrides until 1980)
1932
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Oncom, Onchom, or Ontjom. See Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives
Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany). Founded in 1965
by incorporating Stettiner Oelwerke AG (founded 1910), Toeppfer’s
Oelwerke GmbH (founded 1915), and Hansa-Muehle AG (founded
1916 as Hanseatische Muehlenwerke AG) 2499, 2510, 2650, 3003,
3224
Off flavors. See Flavor Taste Problems

Ontario. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario
Ontario Soybean Growers (Canada: Name Changes–Ontario
Soybean Growers Association, Nov. 1946 to 1949. Ontario SoyaBean Growers’ Marketing Board, 1949 to 1989. Ontario Soybean
Growers’ Marketing Board, 1989 to 1 Dec. 1999). Merged into
Grain Farmers of Ontario 2010 Jan 1 3334, 3336

Ohio. See United States–States–Ohio
Ohio Valley Soybean Cooperative (Henderson, Kentucky). Started
June 1941 3076
Ohsawa, George and Lima–Their Life and Work with Macrobiotics
(Also Sakurazawa Nyoichi, or Georges Ohsawa) 3340
Oil, soy. See Soy Oil
Oil, soy, constants. See Soy Oil Constants

Organic Farming and Gardening (General; Part of Natural Foods
Movement). See also: Organic Soybean Production (Commercial).
See also: Soybean Production: Organically Grown Soybeans or
Soybean Products in Commercial Food Products 3077, 3128
Organic Soybean Production (Commercial). See also: Soybean
Production: Organically Grown Soybeans or Soybean Products in
Commercial Food Products 3077, 3128
Organoleptic evaluation. See Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or
Sensory / Organoleptic Evaluation

Oil, soy–industrial uses. See Industrial Uses of Soy Oil
Oil, soy–industrial uses of. See Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, Paint
Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Incl. Henry A. Gardner,
L.P. Nemzek and Industrial Uses of Soybeans
Oil, soy, industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Industrial Uses of
Soy Oil

Origin, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of Soybeans
(General) 34, 49, 86, 164, 200, 417, 425, 526, 583, 658, 668, 936,
984, 1153, 1163, 1195, 1202, 1353, 3003, 3018, 3293
Origin, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of the
Soybean (General) 47, 148, 153, 161, 166, 181, 188, 360, 500, 916,
1933, 1968, 1988, 2528, 3053, 3322

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Binder for Sand
Foundry Cores, Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, Linoleum, Floor
Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods, Resins, Plastics, and
Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–ESO), Rubber Substitutes
or Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)

Ostrander, Ward Adelbert (1888-1953, Purdue Univ., Indiana) 1843,
1845, 1846, 1848, 1855, 1922, 1997, 2035, 2036, 2052, 2065, 2089,
2203, 2205, 2387, 2872, 2931, 3358

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a hydrogenated oil. See Candles,
Crayons, and Soybean Wax

Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Incl. Henry A.
Gardner, L.P. Nemzek and Industrial Uses of Soybeans 1239, 1268,
1438

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a non-drying oil. See Diesel Fuel,
SoyDiesel, Biodiesel or Artificial Petroleum, Explosives Made from
Glycerine, Illumination or Lighting by Burning Soy Oil in Wicked
Oil Lamps Like Kerosene, Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and
Axle Grease for Carts, Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or
Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, and Other Minor or
General Uses, Soaps or Detergents
Okara. See Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp
Okara tempeh. See Tempeh, Okara
Oligosaccharides (The Complex Sugars Raffinose, Stachyose, and
Verbascose) 3343
Olive Oil 112, 124, 132, 219, 249, 503, 1019, 1281, 1351, 1696,
1845, 1932, 2101, 2363, 2523, 2632, 2797, 2847, 3119, 3275
Omega-3 fatty acids. See Linolenic Acid–Omega-3 Fatty Acid
Content of Soybeans and Soybean Products

Pacific Islands. See Oceania

Paints (Especially Water-Based Latex Paints)–Industrial Uses of
Soy Proteins 2345, 2515, 2817
Paints, Varnishes, Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective /
Decorative Coatings–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil
124, 132, 1009, 1080, 1105, 1146, 1154, 1156, 1177, 1195, 1205,
1265, 1270, 1279, 1314, 1320, 1351, 1422, 1438, 1464, 1480, 1491,
1500, 1507, 1551, 1568, 1572, 1587, 1593, 1611, 1613, 1623, 1646,
1652, 1661, 1679, 1681, 1696, 1740, 1761, 1811, 1845, 1856, 1875,
1888, 1995, 2010, 2030, 2036, 2044, 2068, 2089, 2158, 2159, 2168,
2172, 2190, 2197, 2204, 2214, 2255, 2271, 2289, 2296, 2315, 2345,
2349, 2363, 2369, 2375, 2405, 2427, 2444, 2484, 2512, 2515, 2520,
2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2535, 2553, 2557, 2561, 2564, 2570, 2592,
2613, 2628, 2632, 2634, 2638, 2645, 2649, 2668, 2677, 2684, 2689,
2698, 2701, 2720, 2742, 2807, 2818, 2824, 2840, 2847, 2873, 2882,
2883, 2887, 2902, 2968, 2973, 2983, 2994, 2996, 2998, 3014, 3019,
3052, 3061, 3081, 3117, 3158, 3174, 3280
Pakistan. See Asia, South–Pakistan
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Paper Coatings or Sizings, or Textile Sizing–Industrial Uses of Soy
Proteins 1424, 2345, 2592, 2668, 2817, 2983
Papua New Guinea. See Oceania–Papua New Guinea
Parsons, Adrian Alkanh (1846-1929). Soybean Pioneer in Indiana,
and in Hendricks County, Indiana 664, 666, 673, 691, 693, 708,
723, 860, 1182, 1274, 1308, 1311, 1313, 1882, 1913, 1952, 1972,
1973, 2019, 2061, 2063, 2065, 2273, 2337, 2343, 2416, 2741, 2775
Pasture from green soybean plants. See Feeds / Forage from
Soybean Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging
Pasture from soybeans. See Forage from Soybean Plants–Hogging
Down

2261, 2263, 2287, 2330, 2363, 2370, 2383, 2397, 2453, 2456, 2461,
2489, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2527, 2538, 2613, 2647, 2694, 2718, 2734,
2735, 2776, 2801, 2802, 2807, 2845, 2887, 2949, 2971, 3019, 3050,
3065, 3085, 3097, 3111, 3130, 3136, 3142, 3158, 3213, 3343, 3346
Peanuts–Historical Documents Published before 1900 25, 97, 99,
171, 207, 219, 231, 232, 235, 241, 243, 244, 252, 266, 267, 305,
319, 320, 353, 368, 396, 399, 402, 403, 404, 405, 423, 428, 434,
448, 455, 467, 478, 486, 508, 509, 510, 512, 523, 524, 545, 547,
548, 569, 573, 580
Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea or A. hypogæa)–Peanut Production,
Area, and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 717
Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea or A. hypogæa)–Yield Statistics on
Peanut Production 717

Patent Office and Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. See United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Office and
Commissioner of Patents (Forerunners of USDA)

Peking / Pekin soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow

Patents–References to a Patent in Non-Patent Documents 1420,
1583, 1799, 2045, 2063, 2650, 3102, 3319

Pellets Made from Soybean Meal or Cake. Also Called Soybean
Pellets 3122, 3123, 3248

Patties, meatless. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian), Meat
Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties

Peoria Plan of 1928-29 for Growing, Selling, and Processing
Soybeans. Initiated in Illinois by American Milling Co., Funk Bros.
Co., and Grange League Federation (GLF) Exchange, New York
2343, 2345, 2346, 2375, 2405, 2522, 2932, 3105

Peanut Brittle–A Brittle Toffee Containing Roasted Peanuts 2036
Peanut Butter 2801

Periodicals–American Soybean Association. See American Soybean
Association (ASA)–Periodicals

Peanut Chocolate (Roasted Ground Peanuts Used as a Chocolate
Substitute) 99

Pesticides–their Use and Safety (General) 3247

Peanut Meal or Cake (Defatted) 241, 399, 402, 428, 448, 467, 855,
1449, 1639, 1646, 1762, 1767, 1914, 1917, 2174, 2897, 3043

Pet food. See Dogs, Cats, and Other Pets / Companion Animals Fed
Soy

Peanut Milk 1583

Peter Henderson & Co. (New York City). Founded 1847 282, 285,
363, 532, 551, 553, 560, 585, 586, 587, 592, 597, 598, 615, 640,
662, 712, 772, 784, 794, 896, 967, 1090, 1156, 1164, 1774, 1784,
2022, 2103, 2782

Peanut Oil 25, 97, 219, 231, 241, 243, 981, 1019, 1050, 1383, 1546,
1613, 1696, 1932, 2068, 2101, 2363, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2613, 2847
Peanut / Peanuts / Groundnuts–Etymology of These Terms and
Their Cognates/Relatives in Various Languages 25

Phaseolus limensis or P. lunatus. See Lima Bean
Philippines. See Asia, Southeast–Philippines

Peanut / Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea or A. hypogæa)–Also Called
Groundnut, Earthnut, Monkey Nut, Goober / Gouber Pea, Ground
Pea, or Pindar Pea / Pindars 25, 97, 99, 171, 207, 231, 232, 235,
241, 243, 244, 252, 266, 267, 305, 319, 320, 353, 368, 396, 399,
402, 403, 404, 405, 423, 428, 434, 448, 455, 467, 478, 486, 508,
509, 510, 512, 523, 524, 545, 547, 548, 569, 573, 580, 610, 639,
647, 649, 651, 681, 717, 748, 775, 783, 790, 839, 852, 855, 861,
862, 880, 891, 930, 939, 944, 945, 966, 972, 973, 1011, 1015, 1018,
1024, 1040, 1050, 1061, 1068, 1074, 1090, 1091, 1117, 1145, 1156,
1196, 1199, 1202, 1209, 1213, 1227, 1252, 1253, 1270, 1279, 1290,
1302, 1307, 1356, 1378, 1379, 1380, 1383, 1389, 1402, 1447, 1449,
1457, 1464, 1472, 1481, 1491, 1492, 1502, 1520, 1522, 1531, 1546,
1562, 1568, 1571, 1586, 1617, 1631, 1632, 1638, 1639, 1657, 1661,
1667, 1676, 1696, 1739, 1762, 1767, 1772, 1792, 1825, 1855, 1914,
1923, 1932, 1942, 1968, 1987, 2010, 2023, 2048, 2068, 2099, 2100,
2101, 2126, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2166, 2174, 2177, 2201, 2217, 2247,

Photographs, Not About Soy, Published before 1924. See also
Illustrations 1020, 1357
Photographs Published after 1923. See also Illustrations 2125,
2126, 2127, 2159, 2165, 2166, 2168, 2203, 2204, 2205, 2206, 2214,
2217, 2218, 2231, 2242, 2258, 2260, 2267, 2268, 2272, 2273, 2275,
2280, 2281, 2286, 2288, 2301, 2315, 2316, 2317, 2328, 2331, 2333,
2334, 2335, 2337, 2338, 2339, 2343, 2346, 2371, 2375, 2386, 2387,
2388, 2389, 2390, 2391, 2392, 2397, 2398, 2399, 2401, 2402, 2403,
2404, 2405, 2407, 2416, 2418, 2419, 2424, 2428, 2430, 2431, 2433,
2437, 2439, 2440, 2443, 2444, 2445, 2447, 2450, 2453, 2456, 2469,
2470, 2472, 2484, 2485, 2488, 2490, 2496, 2500, 2505, 2509, 2511,
2512, 2520, 2522, 2525, 2537, 2539, 2549, 2557, 2561, 2570, 2572,
2576, 2578, 2581, 2609, 2617, 2629, 2637, 2645, 2650, 2677, 2689,
2690, 2691, 2692, 2693, 2695, 2699, 2700, 2702, 2703, 2719, 2737,
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2738, 2740, 2754, 2756, 2767, 2775, 2777, 2795, 2799, 2825, 2827,
2828, 2829, 2830, 2868, 2869, 2884, 2908, 2916, 2918, 2920, 2924,
2931, 2932, 2941, 2944, 2949, 2950, 2951, 2967, 2975, 2989, 2998,
3002, 3014, 3018, 3024, 3028, 3029, 3036, 3037, 3053, 3059, 3066,
3067, 3076, 3105, 3111, 3114, 3122, 3123, 3128, 3140, 3156, 3160,
3165, 3190, 3191, 3192, 3193, 3194, 3195, 3246, 3264, 3267, 3292,
3313, 3314, 3315, 3324, 3337, 3340, 3351, 3358
Photographs Published before 1924. See also Illustrations 86, 217,
243, 338, 371, 394, 407, 441, 538, 542, 548, 560, 590, 602, 642,
644, 647, 648, 649, 659, 660, 662, 680, 684, 697, 698, 714, 726,
729, 750, 753, 765, 772, 790, 795, 798, 835, 849, 867, 868, 894,
895, 910, 916, 923, 949, 958, 968, 969, 980, 983, 986, 987, 988,
989, 1002, 1008, 1011, 1017, 1018, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1068, 1086,
1090, 1096, 1103, 1126, 1132, 1134, 1135, 1150, 1156, 1158, 1159,
1160, 1165, 1168, 1170, 1171, 1174, 1181, 1189, 1195, 1214, 1216,
1217, 1220, 1222, 1236, 1239, 1240, 1249, 1261, 1270, 1273, 1274,
1277, 1279, 1280, 1284, 1290, 1291, 1303, 1308, 1313, 1317, 1319,
1329, 1330, 1331, 1337, 1344, 1350, 1351, 1353, 1357, 1364, 1377,
1395, 1402, 1404, 1411, 1417, 1418, 1420, 1422, 1432, 1435, 1436,
1446, 1455, 1456, 1459, 1464, 1470, 1479, 1496, 1498, 1506, 1508,
1510, 1514, 1516, 1529, 1532, 1537, 1538, 1539, 1540, 1548, 1549,
1554, 1565, 1566, 1567, 1568, 1576, 1583, 1584, 1589, 1590, 1611,
1619, 1624, 1626, 1631, 1633, 1641, 1652, 1661, 1665, 1674, 1681,
1682, 1685, 1690, 1702, 1703, 1712, 1713, 1723, 1724, 1730, 1732,
1743, 1745, 1746, 1747, 1759, 1768, 1774, 1775, 1778, 1780, 1781,
1786, 1789, 1792, 1797, 1801, 1804, 1806, 1809, 1810, 1812, 1813,
1814, 1822, 1829, 1837, 1851, 1855, 1860, 1864, 1871, 1879, 1884,
1885, 1886, 1887, 1892, 1893, 1906, 1910, 1911, 1914, 1919, 1928,
1930, 1934, 1936, 1939, 1944, 1951, 1961, 1966, 1968, 1969, 1977,
1979, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1990, 1998, 2003, 2008, 2013,
2019, 2020, 2024, 2025, 2031, 2036, 2039, 2044, 2045, 2049, 2050,
2051, 2052, 2053, 2054, 2055, 2059, 2062, 2066, 2069, 2076, 2084,
2088, 2089, 2092, 2099, 2100, 2102, 2103, 2108, 2151
Photoperiodism. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiodism /
Photoperiod and Photoperiodic Effects, Soybean–Physiology and
Biochemistry
Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, Exercise, Endurance, Athletics,
and Bodybuilding 171
Phytochemicals in soybeans and soyfoods. See Cancer Preventing
Substances in Soybeans and Soyfoods
Phytoestrogens (Estrogens in Plants, Especially in Soybeans and
Soyfoods), Including Isoflavones (Including Genistein, Daidzein,
Glycetein, Coumestrol, Genistin, and Daidzin), Lignans, and
Coumestans 2623, 3049, 3090, 3181, 3281, 3321, 3350, 3354
P.I. numbers of soybeans. See Lists and Descriptions (Official and
/ or Extensive) of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I.
Numbers and Synonyms
Piatt County Soybean Cooperative Co. See Monticello Co-operative
Soybean Products Co.
Pigeon Pea, Pigeonpea or Red Gram. Cajanus cajan (L.)
Millspaugh. Formerly Cytisus cajan 30, 31, 62, 420, 1094, 2766

Pigs, Hogs, Swine, Sows, Boars, Gilts, or Shoats / Shotes Fed
Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to
Make Pork 3, 4, 17, 18, 29, 30, 31, 35, 36, 37, 39, 46, 49, 51, 60,
121, 202, 259, 266, 326, 329, 334, 428, 451, 454, 465, 475, 478,
535, 544, 546, 547, 555, 558, 563, 583, 590, 604, 612, 619, 621,
662, 686, 693, 711, 718, 729, 734, 748, 754, 783, 790, 795, 835,
845, 849, 857, 865, 883, 885, 889, 892, 893, 896, 897, 913, 917,
925, 953, 970, 972, 974, 975, 976, 978, 993, 1000, 1004, 1008,
1011, 1013, 1023, 1025, 1054, 1061, 1062, 1068, 1074, 1077, 1083,
1086, 1106, 1108, 1127, 1136, 1175, 1189, 1190, 1194, 1196, 1202,
1213, 1217, 1236, 1238, 1242, 1243, 1264, 1266, 1267, 1269, 1270,
1273, 1274, 1276, 1277, 1280, 1282, 1286, 1296, 1304, 1313, 1316,
1317, 1318, 1319, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1332, 1333, 1335,
1336, 1337, 1363, 1365, 1367, 1378, 1379, 1381, 1393, 1404, 1405,
1410, 1418, 1420, 1422, 1426, 1430, 1432, 1434, 1435, 1436, 1439,
1440, 1450, 1453, 1455, 1470, 1478, 1479, 1486, 1498, 1501, 1505,
1517, 1521, 1523, 1529, 1537, 1550, 1568, 1571, 1576, 1585, 1586,
1590, 1597, 1604, 1616, 1624, 1627, 1630, 1631, 1632, 1633, 1638,
1639, 1641, 1644, 1664, 1665, 1674, 1676, 1687, 1692, 1693, 1695,
1700, 1702, 1712, 1717, 1719, 1720, 1724, 1728, 1731, 1732, 1735,
1736, 1743, 1745, 1748, 1760, 1763, 1764, 1765, 1766, 1768, 1771,
1772, 1780, 1781, 1782, 1785, 1786, 1790, 1792, 1797, 1799, 1802,
1804, 1805, 1806, 1813, 1814, 1816, 1817, 1829, 1830, 1835, 1840,
1842, 1843, 1846, 1849, 1855, 1865, 1866, 1874, 1877, 1878, 1880,
1884, 1887, 1890, 1899, 1908, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1916, 1930, 1936,
1937, 1939, 1941, 1947, 1948, 1950, 1954, 1969, 1972, 1979, 1982,
1983, 1985, 1992, 1996, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2019, 2024, 2026, 2029,
2030, 2033, 2036, 2053, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2062, 2063, 2068, 2076,
2082, 2084, 2087, 2089, 2090, 2094, 2108, 2110, 2113, 2114, 2118,
2119, 2128, 2130, 2135, 2143, 2154, 2160, 2176, 2177, 2184, 2197,
2200, 2203, 2205, 2214, 2237, 2243, 2258, 2297, 2304, 2307, 2323,
2333, 2344, 2367, 2373, 2388, 2389, 2391, 2411, 2418, 2433, 2434,
2436, 2445, 2448, 2462, 2474, 2482, 2488, 2489, 2497, 2502, 2503,
2520, 2530, 2543, 2544, 2546, 2562, 2564, 2565, 2566, 2568, 2575,
2610, 2614, 2616, 2631, 2654, 2655, 2661, 2665, 2671, 2707, 2719,
2748, 2761, 2762, 2841, 2842, 2881, 2885, 2905, 3123, 3134, 3166,
3185, 3197, 3199, 3204, 3214, 3313, 3346
Piper, Charles Vancouver (1867-1926, USDA) 513, 836, 905, 911,
912, 916, 928, 929, 932, 935, 956, 959, 973, 987, 991, 996, 999,
1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1010, 1020, 1026, 1030, 1032, 1037, 1048,
1049, 1086, 1131, 1180, 1230, 1233, 1287, 1290, 1291, 1329, 1349,
1357, 1359, 1398, 1458, 1464, 1492, 1497, 1555, 1659, 1706, 1783,
1859, 1875, 1888, 1945, 2001, 2030, 2040, 2041, 2042, 2043, 2044,
2045, 2046, 2047, 2048, 2074, 2075, 2079, 2091, 2124, 2148, 2149,
2150, 2151, 2152, 2166, 2173, 2179, 2217, 2220, 2225, 2226, 2227,
2228, 2229, 2232, 2250, 2251, 2268, 2296, 2358, 2431, 2617, 2702,
2740, 2872, 2973, 3018, 3266, 3293, 3322
Plant Industry, Bureau of. See United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Plant Industry
Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury
(General) 159, 1171, 1742, 1841, 1947, 1948, 1990, 2236, 2551,
2618, 2837, 2845, 2898, 2912, 2914, 2986, 3081, 3128, 3223, 3292
Plastics (Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic Film, Disposable
Eating Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to Plates, and
Packaging Materials)–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins 2159, 2557,
2570, 2592, 2674, 2677, 2684, 2693, 2767, 2786, 2788, 2802, 2806,
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2814, 2817, 2824, 2874, 2882, 2902, 2915, 2937, 2994, 3117
Plastics, plasticizers and resins. See Resins, Plastics, and
Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–ESO)
Plums (salted / pickled), plum products, and the Japanese plum tree
(Prunus mumé).. See Umeboshi
Policies and Programs, Government, Effecting Soybean Production,
Marketing, Prices, Price Support Programs, Subsidies, Support
Prices, or Trade 2363, 2745, 3055, 3284, 3288, 3289, 3327, 3334
Pollination, Soybean (Self-Pollination, Cross-Pollination, etc.)
1002, 1086, 1290, 1291, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2151, 2401, 2666
Pork, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Ham,
Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products
Poultry fed soybeans. See Chickens, or Turkeys, or Geese & Ducks,
Chickens, or Turkeys, or Geese, Ducks, Pheasants, etc.
Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce, or Early So-Called
Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy Sauce) 35, 981
Price of Soybeans, Soybean Seeds, and Soybean Products–Except
Sauces (Which See) 58, 59, 144, 146, 180, 197, 225, 228, 248, 260,
271, 285, 295, 297, 313, 319, 347, 363, 364, 366, 371, 392, 402,
404, 451, 455, 456, 460, 507, 516, 532, 546, 550, 551, 555, 556,
560, 564, 583, 586, 587, 591, 602, 603, 610, 633, 639, 641, 679,
681, 710, 712, 714, 716, 718, 733, 750, 751, 757, 772, 790, 793,
794, 801, 835, 840, 856, 858, 868, 888, 896, 898, 949, 968, 1004,
1011, 1012, 1021, 1026, 1090, 1164, 1205, 1215, 1251, 1301, 1308,
1312, 1313, 1395, 1409, 1420, 1579, 1651, 1675, 1719, 1774, 1784,
1862, 1898, 2022, 2033, 2102, 2103, 2265, 2271, 2294, 2343, 2346,
2375, 2405, 2797, 2900, 3105, 3138
Problems, urban, worldwide. See Urban Problems Worldwide
Processing capacity of individual soybean crushing plants. See
Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of
Individual Plants–Statistics
Procter & Gamble Co. (Cincinnati, Ohio). Including the Buckeye
Cotton Oil Co.. 2488

Protein–Early and Basic Research 61, 62, 113, 128, 141, 178, 182,
184, 213, 217, 220, 234, 235, 236, 241, 242, 251, 252, 259, 262,
265, 276, 280, 289, 319, 387, 449, 817, 902, 1104, 1141, 1490,
1513, 1603, 1787, 2030, 2542, 3099, 3245
Protein products, soy. See Soy Protein Products
Protein Quality, and Supplementation / Complementarity to
Increase Protein Quality of Mixed Foods or Feeds. See also
Nutrition–Protein Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition 1104,
1787, 1918, 1942, 2067, 2174, 2451, 2503, 2576, 2606, 2608, 2646,
2685, 2686, 2687, 2769, 2796, 2824, 2850, 2867, 2946, 3075, 3214
Protein Quality–Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 1104, 2606
Protein sources, alternative, from plants. See Amaranth, Azuki
Bean, Bambarra groundnuts, Chufa (Cyperus esculentus) or Earth
Almonds, Cottonseed and Cotton, Leaf Proteins, Lupins or Lupin,
Peanut & Peanut Butter, Peanuts & Peanut Butter, Quinoa, Single
Cell Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic), Sunflower Seeds, Wheat
Gluten & Seitan, Winged Bean
Protein supplementation / complementarity to increase protein
quality. See Nutrition–Protein Quality
Psophocarpus tetragonolobus. See Winged Bean
Pudding. See Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually
made from Soymilk or Tofu)
Pueraria. See Kudzu or Kuzu
Puero. See Kudzu or Kuzu–Tropical Kudzu or Puero (Pueraria
phaseoloides)
Quality and grades of soybean seed. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material,
Damage, etc.)
Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa Willd.). Also spelled Quinua 232,
2802
Québec. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec
Rabbits as pests. See Rodent and Birds–Pest Control–Especially
Rabbits and Woodchucks

Production of soybeans. See Soybean Production
Products, soy, commercial (mostly foods). See Commercial Soy
Products–New Products
Protease inhibitors. See Trypsin / Protease
Proteinase Growth Inhibitors
Protection of soybeans. See Insects–Pest Control. See also:
Integrated Pest Management, Nematodes–Disease Control,
Pesticides (General), Rodents and Birds–Pest Control–Especially
Rabbits and Woodchucks

Railroad / railway / rail used to transport soybeans. See
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad
Railroads / Railways and Special Trains and/or Exhibit Cars Used
to Promote Soybeans and Soybean Production 2180, 2289, 2346,
3036
Ralston Purina Co. (St. Louis, Missouri). Maker of Purina Chows.
Including Protein Technologies International, a Wholly Owned
Subsidiary from 1 July 1987 to 3 Dec. 1997 2488, 3271

Protection of soybeans from diseases. See Diseases of soybeans
Rapeseed Meal 35, 61, 141, 236, 241, 399, 3343
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Rapeseed Oil 17, 18, 112, 138, 219, 243, 1019, 1080, 1558, 1696,
1932, 2101

Reviews of the literature. See Bibliographies and / or Reviews of
the Literature
Rewald, Bruno (1883-1947) and Relatives. Lecithin Pioneer in
Germany, the United States and the United Kingdom 2499

Rapeseed or the rape plant. See Canola
Rapeseed, the Rape Plant (Brassica napus), or Colza. See also
Canola 3, 17, 18, 58, 112, 138, 141, 244, 365, 370, 391, 399, 401,
441, 452, 455, 460, 469, 508, 509, 546, 555, 556, 578, 610, 642,
659, 687, 693, 734, 750, 802, 804, 893, 948, 981, 989, 998, 1050,
1080, 1150, 1175, 1189, 1215, 1253, 1290, 1296, 1335, 1343, 1478,
1523, 1531, 1539, 1562, 1631, 1696, 1703, 1760, 1785, 1830, 1890,
1932, 1979, 2062, 2068, 2099, 2100, 2101, 2166, 2579, 2784, 2807,
3268

Rhizobium bacteria. See Soybean Production–Nitrogen Fixation
Rice koji. See Koji
Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake, Made with Rice Koji in the
Traditional Way (Without Adding Commercial Enzymes). Also
called Rice Milk or Rice Drink 17, 18, 141
Rice, Red Fermented. See Koji, Red Rice 15, 137

Recipes. See Cookery
Rice Syrup and Yinnies (Called Mizuamé or Amé in Japan) 141
Red rice koji. See Koji, Red Rice
Rice wine. See Sake
Red soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Red
Riegel, William E. See Meharry, Charles Leo (1885-1937)
Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois).
See U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana,
Illinois). Founded April 1936)
Regulations or Laws Concerning Foods (Use, Processing, or
Labeling), Especially Soyfoods and Food Uses of Soybeans 3281
Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or Asphalt, Industrial
Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, Antimicrobial Agents, and Other Minor
or General–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 1156,
1464, 2168, 3061
Reproduction / Reproductive, Fertility, or Feminization Problems
in Animals Caused by Phytoestrogens, Isoflavones, or Unknown
Causes 2623, 3049

Roads or highways used to transport soybeans. See Transportation
of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or Highways
Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame) Used in the Bean-Scattering
(Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun (Lunar New Year) in Japan
2470
Roasted Soy Flour–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 291
Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with Dry Heat,
Full-Fat) and Grits 8, 97, 138, 186, 291, 848, 849, 2168, 2408,
2494, 2563, 2699, 2736, 2738, 2886, 2942, 3118, 3158, 3203
Robert L. Dortch Seed Farms (Scott, Arkansas) 3013, 3032, 3307

Republic of China (ROC). See Asia, East–Taiwan
Roberts, F.G. See Soy Products of Australia Pty. Ltd.
Research & Development Centers. See Cornell University (Ithaca,
New York), and New York State Agric. Exp. Station, Illinois,
University of (Urbana-Champaign, Illinois). Soyfoods, Iowa State
University / College (Ames, Iowa), and Univ. of Iowa (Iowa City),
National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR)
(USDA-ARS) (Peoria, Illinois), U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial
Products Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois). Founded April 1936)
Research on Soybeans 68, 70, 79, 83, 86, 89, 90, 94, 95, 96, 99,
100, 101, 103, 107, 110, 111, 217, 256, 289, 2079, 2858, 2993,
3044, 3189, 3205, 3209, 3223, 3288, 3289, 3334
Resins, Plastics, and Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–
ESO)–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 2983, 3081
Restaurants, Chinese, outside China, or Chinese recipes that use
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese
Restaurants Outside China
Reunion. See Africa–Reunion (Réunion is a Department of France)

Rodents and Birds–Pest Control–Especially Rabbits, Jackrabbits /
Jack Rabbits, Hares, Woodchucks, Pigeons and Pheasants 70, 72,
74, 85, 105, 106, 112, 121, 159, 286, 558, 615, 662, 932, 938, 940,
962, 991, 1008, 1020, 1057, 1134, 1139, 1192, 1196, 1290, 1291,
1311, 1315, 1417, 1443, 1492, 1497, 1505, 1520, 1650, 1652, 1673,
2010, 2086, 2151, 2189, 2264, 2281, 2351, 2421, 2425, 2579, 2653,
2667, 2702, 2813, 2855, 2876, 2907, 2923, 2927, 3032, 3053, 3111
Rouest, Léon (1872-1938). Soybean Pioneer in France 1779, 1880,
1946, 1947, 1948, 2028, 2099, 2100, 2670, 2703, 2705, 2806, 2807,
2845, 2846, 2861, 2868, 2898, 2902, 2907, 2937, 2941
Royal: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonym: Wilson-Five
(Morse 1948) 1311, 1536, 1652, 1753, 1912, 1981, 2126, 2281,
2407, 2660, 2978, 3340
Rubber Substitutes or Artificial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 1265, 1491, 1583, 1584,
1587, 1652, 1681, 1761, 1995, 2036, 2044, 2159, 2296, 2315, 2349,
2369, 2512, 2515, 2632, 2689, 2698, 2882, 2902, 2983, 2998, 3117
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Russian Federation (Russia). See Europe, Eastern–Russian
Federation
Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–Soybeans and Soyfoods 1012,
1080, 1156, 1557, 1583, 1679
Rust, soybean. See Rust, Soybean
Sake–Rice Wine. In Japanese also spelled Saké, Saki, Sakki, Sacke,
Sackee, Saque. In Chinese spelled Jiu (pinyin) or Chiu (WadeGiles) 141, 1885
Sanitation and spoilage of food. See Microbiological Problems
(Food Spoilage, Sanitation, and Contamination)
Saponins (Bitter Carbohydrates / Glucosides That Cause Foaming)
2538, 3330, 3354

1306, 1312, 1314, 1345, 1420, 1477, 1499, 1579, 1585, 1625, 1675,
1719, 1747, 1774, 1775, 1777, 1784, 1795, 1862, 1867, 1868, 1939,
1942, 1973, 2022, 2028, 2102, 2103, 2108, 2110, 2126, 2151, 2165,
2214, 2221, 2250, 2316, 2452, 2496, 2529, 2645, 2702, 2720, 2846,
2900, 3003, 3194, 3209, 3255
Seed companies, soybean. See Burpee, Coker Pedigreed Seed Co.
(Hartsville, South Carolina), Cole (C.E), Dammann & Co. (San
Giovanni a Teduccio {near Naples}, Italy), Dortch Seed Farms,
Evans Seed Co. (West Branch, Ogemaw County, Michigan) and
Mr. Edward Ellsworth Evans (1864-1928), Funk Brothers Seed Co.
(Bloomington, Illinois), Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany), Harry
N. Hammond, Hartz (Jacob) Seed Co. (Stuttgart, Arkansas), James
J.H. Gregory, Johnson & Stokes (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania),
Mark W. Johnson (Atlanta, Georgia), Peter Henderson & Co. (New
York City), T.W. Wood & Sons (Richmond, Virginia), Thorburn,
Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. (France), Wannamaker (John E.) (St.
Matthews, South Carolina), Wing Seed Co. (Mechanicsburg,
Champaign County, Ohio)

Sauce, soy nugget. See Fermented Black Soybean Extract
Sausages, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages
Scotland. See Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom)

Seed Companies, Soybean–Other (Small) and Lists–Especially
USA, Not Very Early 1674

Screw presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses
and Expellers

Seed Germination or Viability–Not Including Soy Sprouts 99, 280,
940, 1043, 1139, 1156, 1195, 1236, 1290, 1291, 1585, 1627, 1640,
1652, 1674, 1729, 1841, 1912, 1926, 2010, 2026, 2041, 2045, 2099,
2100, 2126, 2151, 2387, 2456, 2505, 2737

Sea Vegetables or Edible Seaweeds, Often Used with Soyfoods 1,
97, 141, 171, 207, 219, 243, 267, 984, 1379, 1744, 2397, 2801

Seed Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 1096, 1160

Seaweeds, edible. See Sea Vegetables

Seed Quality of Soybeans–Condition, Grading, and Grades
(Moisture, Foreign Material, Damage, etc.) 2168, 2206, 2289, 2346,
2352, 2405, 2522, 2524, 2609, 2872, 2931, 3048, 3055, 3203

Seed and plant introduction to the USA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and Plant
Introduction
Seed Certification and Certified Seeds (Soybeans) 1835, 2030,
2045, 2108, 2218, 2273, 2343, 2387, 2392, 2469, 2931, 2932
Seed Cleaning–Especially for Food or Seed Planting Uses 1151,
1633, 1674, 1740, 1775, 2024, 2044, 2260, 2392, 2524, 2691, 3358
Seed Color (Soybeans)–Gives the Color of Seed (and Often Hilum)
for Various Specific Varieties. See also: Soybean Seeds of Different
Colors 145, 212, 218, 231, 243, 267, 282, 456, 478, 790, 916, 992,
1009, 1067, 1086, 1132, 1290, 1291, 1319, 1331, 1338, 1451, 1479,
1480, 1508, 1521, 1555, 1712, 1806, 1821, 1838, 1947, 1988, 2065,
2123, 2126, 2151, 2301, 2386, 2407, 2537, 2587, 2605, 2607, 2660,
2662, 2714, 2740, 2741, 2782, 2791, 2800, 2810, 2813, 2861, 2873,
2978, 3053, 3056, 3080
Seed Companies and Seedsmen, Early Soybean, Worldwide
(Especially Before 1925) 79, 125, 143, 164, 169, 174, 180, 188,
197, 206, 223, 228, 231, 232, 255, 282, 285, 338, 341, 359, 516,
527, 532, 538, 551, 553, 560, 583, 585, 586, 587, 592, 597, 598,
602, 603, 605, 615, 621, 625, 630, 633, 640, 662, 710, 712, 750,
772, 774, 784, 794, 799, 801, 852, 896, 916, 967, 992, 1002, 1008,
1069, 1082, 1086, 1090, 1112, 1150, 1156, 1164, 1211, 1290, 1291,

Seed sellers. See Soybean seed sellers
Seed Treatment with Chemicals (Usually Protectant Fungicides)
for Protection. (For Treatment with Nitrogen-Fixing Bacteria see–
Soybean Production–Nitrogen Fixation & Inoculation) 2986, 3067,
3081, 3100, 3174, 3198
Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight of 100 Seeds / Grains
in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound or Per Kilogram, and
Agronomic Significance of Seed Weight 70, 83, 95, 137, 153, 280,
613, 614, 735, 910, 1009, 1043, 1139, 1319, 1331, 1451, 1508,
1821, 2048, 2123, 2166, 2281, 2386, 2511, 2587, 2605, 2667, 2740,
2741, 2782, 2791, 2800, 2810, 2861, 2873, 3013, 3056, 3080, 3155,
3347
Seedlings, soybean. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–Soybean
Seedlings or Their Leaves Served as a Tender Vegetable. Called
Doumiao in Chinese
Seeds, soybean–Variety development and breeding of soybeans. See
Variety Development and Breeding
Sensory evaluation. See Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or Sensory /
Organoleptic Evaluation
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Serbia. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia
Sesame Meal or Cake (Defatted) 141, 399, 428, 855, 1380, 1762,
2971
Sesame Oil 14, 17, 18, 35, 97, 138, 219, 231, 243, 1019, 1050,
1383, 1583, 1696, 1932, 2101, 2363
Sesame Seed (Sesamum indicum, formerly Sesamum orientale).
(Also Called Ajonjoli, Benne, Benni, Benniseed, Gingelly, Gingely,
Gingelie, Jinjili, Sesamum, Simsim, Teel, Til). Including Sesame as
an Oilseed, Sesame Flour, Sesame Tofu (Goma-dofu), and Sesame
Salt / Gomashio. See also Sesame Butter / Tahini, Sesame Cake or
Meal, Sesame Milk, and Sesame Oil 3, 4, 14, 16, 17, 18, 25, 26, 27,
35, 58, 97, 141, 145, 146, 197, 219, 231, 243, 244, 266, 267, 283,
302, 396, 399, 428, 508, 855, 861, 981, 1019, 1050, 1093, 1209,
1227, 1253, 1302, 1312, 1380, 1383, 1583, 1696, 1932, 2099, 2100,
2101, 2363, 2369, 2461, 2538, 2776, 2801, 2802, 2807, 2887, 2914,
3053, 3136
Sesame / Sesamum / Benné or Benne / Gingelly or Gingili / Til or
Teel–Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates/Relatives in
Various Languages 25, 141

1329, 1330, 1331, 1337, 1365, 1367, 1379, 1380, 1422, 1470, 1521,
1561, 1578, 1641, 1644, 1665, 1666, 1687, 1764, 1780, 1797, 1806,
1816, 1829, 1842, 1843, 1855, 1887, 1893, 1913, 1939, 1969, 1980,
1983, 2030, 2036, 2037, 2041, 2044, 2052, 2070, 2089, 2108, 2154,
2163, 2175, 2200, 2203, 2214, 2216, 2217, 2221, 2241, 2272, 2325,
2341, 2343, 2361, 2476, 2483, 2564, 2623, 2724, 2769, 2770, 2881,
3071, 3210, 3275
Shellabarger Grain Co. / Shellabarger Soybean Mills (Decatur,
Illinois) 2488
Shennong / Shen Nung. See Asia, East–China–Shennong / Shên
Nung / Shen Nung
Shortening–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 1014, 2515, 2520
Shortening Made with Soy Oil 2349, 2515
Shortening (Usually Hydrogenated) 1014, 1019, 1652, 1679, 1761,
1875, 1888, 1995, 2036, 2044, 2048, 2168, 2190, 2247, 2271, 2296,
2309, 2363, 2369, 2422, 2512, 2515, 2520, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2592,
2634, 2668, 2726, 2758, 2831, 2847, 2873, 2968, 2994, 3004, 3019,
3052, 3186, 3203, 3280, 3343

Sesamum indicum. See Sesame Seed
Shoyu. See Soy Sauce
Setsubun. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)
Siebold, Philipp Franz von (1796-1866)–German Physician and
Naturalist in Japan (1823-1829) 86, 212, 218, 338, 478

Seventh-day Adventist work with vegetarianism. See
Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with
Seventh-day Adventists. See Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) (18521943), Sanitas Nut Food Co. and Battle Creek Food Co., Loma
Linda Foods (Riverside, California), Madison Foods and Madison
College (Madison, Tennessee), Miller, Harry W. (M.D.) (18791977), Van Gundy, Theodore A., and La Sierra Industries (La Sierra,
California), Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington, Ohio)
Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and Their Authors, Dietitians
and Nutritionists–Ella E.A. Kellogg (1852-1920), Anna L. Colcord
(1860?-1940?), Jethro Kloss (1863-1946), Almeda Lambert (18641921), Lenna Frances Cooper (1875-1961), Julius G. White (18781955), Frances Dittes (1891-1979), Edyth Cottrell (1900-1995),
Dorothea Van Gundy Jones (1903-1979), Philip S. Chen (19031978), Frank & Rosalie Hurd (1936- ), etc.. 2646

Silage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Forage
Used for Silage / Ensilage
Single Cell Proteins (Photosynthetic, Including Algae / Microalgae
Such as Spirulina, Chlorella, and Scenedesmus) 3249
Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Rarely
called Chinese-Japanese War 1932
Size of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight
of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound
Sizings for paper or textiles. See Paper Coatings or Sizings, or
Textile Sizing
Skin Health 1002

Seventh-day Adventists–General and Historical 610
Smoked tofu. See Tofu, Smoked
Seventh-day Adventists–Influence Today of Seventh-day Adventist
Affiliated Organizations in the Fields of Vegetarianism, Health, and
Soyfoods (Not Including Original Medical Research on Adventists)
3264
Sheep, Lambs, Ewes, or Rams Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or
Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to Make Wool or Mutton 51, 97,
110, 111, 112, 145, 149, 164, 200, 202, 221, 225, 242, 252, 302,
405, 428, 461, 504, 511, 563, 589, 594, 621, 647, 648, 662, 679,
693, 734, 750, 764, 789, 790, 799, 800, 810, 865, 867, 901, 902,
925, 948, 986, 1008, 1054, 1068, 1087, 1091, 1103, 1124, 1150,
1188, 1202, 1213, 1221, 1249, 1266, 1274, 1280, 1317, 1327, 1328,

Soaps or Detergents–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying
Oil–Soap, Detergent 1009, 1054, 1080, 1087, 1098, 1099, 1105,
1115, 1142, 1154, 1156, 1177, 1195, 1205, 1265, 1279, 1314, 1320,
1464, 1481, 1491, 1500, 1507, 1568, 1572, 1587, 1593, 1611, 1646,
1652, 1661, 1679, 1681, 1696, 1761, 1856, 1875, 1888, 1932, 1995,
2010, 2030, 2036, 2044, 2048, 2089, 2158, 2159, 2168, 2172, 2190,
2197, 2204, 2255, 2271, 2315, 2345, 2363, 2369, 2375, 2405, 2427,
2484, 2512, 2515, 2520, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2527, 2537, 2557, 2561,
2570, 2592, 2613, 2628, 2632, 2634, 2645, 2689, 2698, 2767, 2788,
2806, 2807, 2847, 2873, 2882, 2887, 2902, 2994, 2998, 3014, 3019,
3052, 3081, 3174, 3280, 3354
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Daidzein) 3354
Society for Acclimatization (Société d’Acclimatation, France) 57,
86, 112, 134, 137, 138, 139, 142, 143, 144, 145, 150, 151, 155, 156,
160, 164, 179, 186, 190, 196, 201, 223, 231, 232, 248, 249, 261,
1069, 1424, 1625, 1727, 1779, 1880, 2028, 2306, 2732, 2806, 2807,
2846, 2861, 3003

Soy bran. See Fiber, Soy
Soy Cheese–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives
in Various Languages 840

Soil Science 94, 121, 178, 217, 241, 893, 951, 1232, 1240, 1407,
1422, 1553, 1604, 1617, 1782, 1833, 1975, 2289

Soy Cheese–Fermented, Western Style, That Melts. May Contain
Casein (Cow’s Milk Protein) 840

Soil Science–Soil Erosion and Soil Conservation 2270, 2581, 2694,
2889, 2916, 2924, 3032, 3053, 3092

Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie, Usually Made with Tofu 3264

Soilage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Soilage
and Soiling
Solomon Islands. See Oceania–Solomon Islands
Solvent extraction equipment. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–
Solvent extraction
Solvents. See Soybean Crushing–Solvents
Solvents–Ethanol (Ethyl Alcohol)–Used for Soy Oil Extraction, or
Washing / Purification of Soy Products (Protein, Lecithin, Saponins,
etc.) 2882
Solvents–Hexane–Used Mainly for Soy Oil Extraction 2874
Solvents, industrial. See Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or
Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, and Other Minor or
General Uses
Solvents–Trichloroethylene (Trichlorethylene, Trichlor) 2650
Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans: Benzene
/ Benzine / Benzol / Benzin (petrol, gasoline) 1205, 1572, 1914,
2363, 2375
Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans (General,
Type of Solvent, Unspecified, or Other). See also Ethanol, Hexane,
and Trichloroethylene Solvents 61, 220, 449, 994, 1087, 1142,
2325, 2522, 2531, 2617, 2668, 2789, 2820, 3065, 3105, 3118, 3203,
3296

Soy Chocolate or Cocoa (Toasted Soy Flour) (Also includes use of
non-roasted Soy Flour or Soymilk in Making Chocolate) 99, 157,
162, 163, 224, 1195, 1203, 1583, 1584, 1947, 1948, 2099, 2100,
2410, 2414, 2528, 2583, 2592, 2602, 2645, 2703, 2744, 2767, 2806,
2855, 2887, 3021, 3074
Soy Coffee–Made from Roasted Soy Flour or Ground Roasted
Soybeans 83, 84, 86, 91, 95, 99, 137, 143, 148, 150, 153, 156, 157,
159, 162, 163, 166, 169, 178, 189, 202, 223, 224, 227, 230, 232,
236, 249, 253, 330, 334, 363, 377, 378, 386, 391, 395, 410, 441,
448, 455, 456, 497, 499, 507, 509, 512, 523, 529, 550, 556, 575,
590, 610, 612, 619, 634, 639, 641, 655, 661, 662, 665, 687, 696,
710, 726, 743, 751, 788, 805, 861, 877, 923, 924, 933, 977, 1002,
1067, 1068, 1069, 1077, 1086, 1115, 1125, 1153, 1156, 1163, 1165,
1195, 1203, 1265, 1314, 1315, 1329, 1353, 1354, 1362, 1400, 1415,
1423, 1471, 1491, 1507, 1510, 1540, 1552, 1583, 1584, 1587, 1613,
1625, 1646, 1652, 1687, 1759, 1925, 1947, 1948, 1989, 2030, 2036,
2044, 2099, 2100, 2158, 2204, 2300, 2334, 2369, 2401, 2410, 2414,
2416, 2418, 2433, 2461, 2510, 2520, 2528, 2551, 2561, 2563, 2577,
2582, 2583, 2584, 2602, 2617, 2645, 2698, 2703, 2714, 2715, 2732,
2744, 2774, 2801, 2806, 2840, 2855, 2868, 2874, 2882, 2887, 2894,
2896, 2909, 2910, 2912, 2923, 2925, 2937, 2942, 3002, 3021, 3061,
3074, 3165
Soy Coffee (Roasted Soy Flour)–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 178, 1203, 1329, 1552,
2099, 2100, 2774
Soy fiber. See Fiber
Soy flour companies (Europe). See Spillers Premier Products Ltd.
(Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, England)

Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans: Naphtha /
Naphthas. Also spelled Naptha / Napthas 1009, 1914, 2561

Soy flour companies (Oceania). See Soy Products of Australia Pty.
Ltd

Soup, miso. See Miso Soup

Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Enzyme Active (Whole / Full-Fat,
Unheated) 3343

South Africa. See Africa–South Africa
South America. See Latin America–South America

Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Use in Brewing Beer, Such as ADM
Pro-zyme Flakes and Soybean Brew Flakes 2689, 3061

South Manchuria Railway and the South Manchuria Railway
Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo Kabushiki Kaisha) 1406, 2168,
2427, 2430, 2431, 2437, 2453, 2520

Soy Flour, Grits and Flakes (Usually Defatted)–Etymology of
These Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages
99, 1014, 1067, 1104, 1154, 1228, 1351

Soy and Cancer Prevention; Cancer Preventing Substances in
Soybeans and Soyfoods (Such as the Isoflavones Genistein and

Soy Flour, Grits, Meal, Powder, or Flakes–For Food Use (Usually
Defatted or Low-Fat). See also Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat 135,
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287, 343, 450, 508, 762, 992, 1002, 1009, 1012, 1014, 1019, 1028,
1040, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1077, 1079, 1087, 1088, 1104, 1115, 1125,
1148, 1154, 1156, 1177, 1195, 1203, 1220, 1226, 1228, 1252, 1265,
1314, 1315, 1320, 1351, 1354, 1362, 1383, 1400, 1415, 1418, 1423,
1424, 1435, 1462, 1471, 1491, 1507, 1510, 1515, 1532, 1540, 1552,
1568, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1587, 1593, 1611, 1613, 1622, 1625, 1626,
1648, 1652, 1661, 1679, 1681, 1687, 1740, 1742, 1759, 1761, 1773,
1799, 1841, 1875, 1894, 1906, 1933, 1947, 1948, 1989, 1997, 2004,
2030, 2044, 2048, 2089, 2099, 2100, 2158, 2168, 2200, 2204, 2250,
2251, 2293, 2296, 2300, 2309, 2315, 2319, 2334, 2335, 2345, 2369,
2410, 2418, 2427, 2433, 2447, 2448, 2461, 2470, 2490, 2510, 2512,
2515, 2520, 2522, 2524, 2527, 2537, 2538, 2551, 2561, 2576, 2577,
2582, 2583, 2584, 2592, 2602, 2605, 2613, 2617, 2618, 2626, 2638,
2645, 2650, 2654, 2665, 2668, 2677, 2689, 2693, 2695, 2698, 2699,
2701, 2703, 2714, 2720, 2726, 2732, 2736, 2738, 2740, 2756, 2768,
2774, 2776, 2778, 2788, 2800, 2801, 2806, 2807, 2813, 2817, 2837,
2840, 2855, 2861, 2862, 2864, 2865, 2868, 2869, 2874, 2882, 2886,
2887, 2888, 2892, 2894, 2909, 2910, 2912, 2914, 2915, 2918, 2924,
2925, 2937, 2938, 2942, 2949, 2958, 2959, 2966, 2968, 2971, 2973,
2990, 2996, 3003, 3014, 3021, 3040, 3052, 3053, 3055, 3056, 3061,
3074, 3105, 3110, 3117, 3128, 3163, 3174, 3182, 3186, 3200, 3203,
3222, 3224, 3228, 3246, 3249, 3250, 3296, 3306, 3310, 3317, 3335,
3343
Soy Flour–Imports, Exports, International Trade 2767
Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–Other. See also: Adhesives or Glues
for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building Materials, Etc..
2515, 2689, 2959, 3052
Soy Flour or Defatted Soybean Meal in Cereal-Soy Blends, with
Emphasis on Dry Products Used in Third World Countries, Often
Used as Weaning Foods (such as CSM, WSB, etc.) 99, 2422

231, 232, 233, 235, 236, 241, 243, 245, 248, 249, 266, 287, 291,
292, 379, 448, 449, 503, 508, 509, 515, 523, 554, 612, 657, 773,
791, 843, 908, 943, 961, 977, 981, 984, 992, 994, 1002, 1008, 1009,
1012, 1014, 1019, 1050, 1054, 1067, 1068, 1077, 1079, 1080, 1082,
1087, 1088, 1098, 1103, 1105, 1115, 1122, 1125, 1132, 1133, 1142,
1153, 1154, 1156, 1163, 1167, 1181, 1195, 1203, 1205, 1220, 1265,
1266, 1274, 1279, 1317, 1320, 1351, 1354, 1360, 1361, 1362, 1375,
1380, 1389, 1396, 1406, 1411, 1420, 1424, 1435, 1438, 1439, 1440,
1464, 1481, 1487, 1491, 1495, 1500, 1505, 1506, 1510, 1540, 1552,
1555, 1558, 1564, 1568, 1572, 1577, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1592, 1593,
1603, 1611, 1613, 1620, 1623, 1640, 1661, 1679, 1681, 1687, 1696,
1719, 1759, 1761, 1769, 1799, 1814, 1829, 1845, 1875, 1888, 1894,
1902, 1906, 1925, 1932, 1933, 1947, 1948, 1972, 1981, 1989, 1991,
1997, 2000, 2010, 2024, 2025, 2030, 2032, 2033, 2036, 2041, 2044,
2048, 2049, 2050, 2065, 2068, 2087, 2089, 2091, 2093, 2094, 2099,
2100, 2101, 2105, 2106, 2158, 2159, 2172, 2195, 2200, 2204, 2205,
2206, 2249, 2250, 2251, 2255, 2271, 2293, 2306, 2309, 2314, 2319,
2325, 2334, 2335, 2345, 2349, 2363, 2369, 2370, 2375, 2383, 2392,
2405, 2415, 2418, 2422, 2426, 2427, 2430, 2431, 2433, 2437, 2447,
2448, 2453, 2465, 2467, 2484, 2486, 2490, 2494, 2508, 2512, 2515,
2520, 2522, 2524, 2525, 2528, 2551, 2554, 2561, 2563, 2573, 2577,
2582, 2583, 2584, 2602, 2605, 2609, 2613, 2618, 2627, 2628, 2638,
2650, 2654, 2660, 2663, 2673, 2684, 2691, 2700, 2701, 2702, 2703,
2708, 2710, 2714, 2716, 2720, 2731, 2732, 2736, 2738, 2740, 2742,
2744, 2747, 2758, 2767, 2774, 2776, 2786, 2790, 2797, 2800, 2805,
2806, 2813, 2818, 2819, 2820, 2831, 2837, 2844, 2847, 2862, 2864,
2873, 2882, 2883, 2887, 2888, 2889, 2894, 2900, 2914, 2915, 2917,
2932, 2938, 2941, 2960, 2964, 2966, 2967, 2975, 2978, 2994, 3012,
3014, 3019, 3024, 3029, 3037, 3040, 3052, 3054, 3055, 3056, 3061,
3074, 3099, 3104, 3105, 3118, 3140, 3145, 3165, 3172, 3174, 3194,
3195, 3203, 3224, 3259, 3276, 3280, 3297, 3306, 3330, 3337
Soy oil as an adulterant. See Adulteration of Foods and its
Detection–Soy Oil

Soy flour, roasted. See Roasted soy flour
Soy Flour, Textured (Including TVP, Textured Vegetable Protein)
3203, 3263, 3318, 3343

Soy Oil Constants. Includes Index of Refreaction, Refreactive
Index, Solidification Point (Erstarrungspunkt), Specific Gravity.
See also Iodine Number 449, 1156, 1205, 1480, 2524, 2544, 2631,
2761, 2810, 3343

Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat 1, 6, 8, 9, 99, 153, 162, 163, 166, 207,
211, 219, 224, 227, 248, 249, 260, 463, 503, 554, 602, 603, 605,
612, 888, 977, 1104, 1741, 2515, 2522, 2528, 2550, 2583, 2602,
2617, 2661, 2668, 2736, 2767, 2771, 2805, 2883, 2946, 3002, 3052,
3118, 3203, 3335, 3338

Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number / Value 449, 1009, 1019, 1205,
1383, 1438, 1480, 2524, 2543, 2544, 2720, 2810, 2852, 2859, 2926,
2969, 3056, 3057

Soy Flour, Whole or Full-fat–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 1, 99, 153, 162, 163,
463

Soy Oil–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 8, 29, 35, 61, 137, 157, 524, 1067, 1154, 1351,
1438, 2561, 2774
Soy oil–industry and market statistics. See Soybean Crushing

Soy Ice Cream (General–Usually Non-Dairy) 1661, 2515, 2522
Soy Products of Australia Pty. Ltd. (Bayswater, Victoria, Australia).
Formerly F.G. Roberts Health Food Products (Melbourne) 3111

Soy infant formula. See Infant Formula, Soy-based
Soy lecithin. See Lecithin, Soy
Soy Oil as a Commodity, Product, or Ingredient for Food Use (in
Cookery or Foods). Its Manufacture, Refining, Trade, and Use. See
Also: Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, and Nutrition: Lipids 8, 16, 17, 18,
29, 35, 61, 68, 86, 88, 99, 105, 112, 130, 131, 132, 137, 138, 145,
157, 169, 176, 178, 183, 186, 189, 191, 200, 202, 213, 223, 230,

Soy Protein and Proteins–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 61, 62, 109, 113, 141,
178, 220, 251, 252, 319, 848, 1104, 1137, 1141, 1154, 1220, 1603,
1787, 2946
Soy protein companies (USA). See Glidden Co. (The), Laucks (I.F.)
Co.
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Exports, International Trade 20, 35, 112, 130, 379, 409, 853, 981,
1014, 1088, 1135, 1153, 2296

Soy Protein Concentrates, Textured 3343
Soy Protein, Industrial Uses of–Other. Shotgun Shell Casings 2983
Soy Protein Isolates, Textured (For Food Use Only, Including Spun
Soy Protein Fibers or Soy Isolate Gels). See also: Industrial Uses of
Soy Proteins–Fibers (Artificial Wool Made from Spun Soy Protein
Fibers) 3249, 3343
Soy Protein Products (General, or Modern Products). See also:
Nutrition–Protein, Protein Quality, and Amino Acid Composition
1947, 1948, 2882, 2994, 3224, 3249, 3292
Soy Proteins–Concentrates 3203
Soy Proteins–Detection When Added to Other Food Products (Such
as Meat or Dairy Products, Wheat Flour or Baked Goods) 2613
Soy Proteins–Isolates–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 2668
Soy Proteins–Isolates, for Food Use. See also: Isolates, for
Industrial (Non-Food) Use 2030, 3118, 3189, 3203, 3224, 3343
Soy Proteins–Properties (Including Types {Globulins, Glycinin,
Beta- and Gamma-Conglycinin}, 7S & 11S Protein Fractions and
Subunits, Sedimentation Coefficients, Nitrogen Solubility, and
Rheology) 141, 202, 229, 235, 240, 243, 259, 267, 379, 1069, 1154,
1195, 1219, 1389, 1406, 1947, 2541, 2668, 3203
Soy Proteins, Textured (General) 3224, 3319

Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu). See Also Tamari, Teriyaki Sauce,
and Traditional Worcestershire Sauce 9, 14, 20, 35, 61, 65, 88, 97,
112, 118, 124, 125, 130, 132, 137, 138, 139, 141, 142, 143, 144,
145, 153, 157, 164, 166, 169, 171, 178, 184, 186, 187, 188, 189,
202, 207, 211, 212, 215, 218, 219, 229, 230, 231, 233, 235, 241,
243, 249, 252, 253, 255, 267, 287, 291, 292, 338, 361, 363, 379,
406, 409, 449, 478, 499, 503, 508, 515, 522, 529, 554, 612, 613,
614, 656, 672, 791, 843, 849, 853, 871, 981, 984, 1002, 1014, 1018,
1024, 1028, 1050, 1067, 1069, 1077, 1080, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1094,
1105, 1115, 1125, 1135, 1153, 1156, 1163, 1195, 1203, 1209, 1219,
1220, 1223, 1228, 1250, 1252, 1265, 1270, 1320, 1354, 1383, 1415,
1424, 1438, 1488, 1491, 1495, 1510, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1622, 1629,
1640, 1652, 1661, 1679, 1681, 1761, 1779, 1799, 1841, 1885, 1894,
1942, 1947, 1988, 1989, 2030, 2044, 2047, 2048, 2099, 2100, 2168,
2204, 2250, 2251, 2296, 2300, 2306, 2309, 2314, 2315, 2369, 2397,
2399, 2401, 2403, 2408, 2414, 2418, 2427, 2433, 2439, 2447, 2448,
2461, 2467, 2494, 2510, 2512, 2515, 2522, 2527, 2528, 2538, 2551,
2556, 2563, 2576, 2577, 2582, 2583, 2584, 2602, 2613, 2617, 2627,
2638, 2645, 2677, 2698, 2703, 2714, 2732, 2736, 2737, 2744, 2767,
2774, 2788, 2801, 2806, 2811, 2855, 2862, 2868, 2869, 2874, 2882,
2886, 2887, 2888, 2909, 2910, 2912, 2914, 2925, 2937, 2938, 2946,
2960, 2966, 2996, 3014, 3018, 3054, 3055, 3061, 3074, 3104, 3118,
3163, 3165, 3203, 3224, 3322, 3330, 3331, 3343, 3354
Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap,
Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap). See also Ketchup / Catsup 137,
231, 232, 249, 1195, 2698, 2744, 2886, 3165
Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 35, 503, 843, 981, 1080, 1583, 2494, 3054

Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually made from
Soymilk. Non-Dairy Milk, or Tofu). See also Soy Yogurt–Not
Fermented 1661, 1799, 2401, 2528, 2703
Soy sauce. See Tamari, Worcestershire Sauce
Soy Sauce and Shoyu–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 20, 97, 137, 141, 145,
164, 184, 231, 292, 1320, 1894, 2774, 2869
Soy Sauce, Chinese Style, Made with a Significant Proportion of
Wheat or Barley 35, 231, 249
Soy sauce companies (Asia & USA). See Yamasa Corporation
(Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon)
Soy sauce companies (international). See Kikkoman Corporation
(Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and Worldwide)
Soy sauce companies or brands (USA). See La Choy
Soy Sauce, HVP Type (Non-Fermented or Semi-Fermented, Made
with Acid-Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein; an Amino Acid Seasoning
Solution Rich in Glutamic Acid). Also Called Pejoratively Chemical
Soy Sauce 3343
Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu and Worcestershire Sauce)–Imports,

Soy sauce–Korean-style. See Kanjang–Korean-Style Fermented
Soy Sauce
Soy sauce, price of. See Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce,
or Early So-Called Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy
Sauce)
Soy Sauce Production–How to Make Soy Sauce on a Commercial
Scale 130
Soy sauce residue or dregs. See Fiber–Residue or Dregs from
Making Soy Sauce
Soy sauce used in Worcestershire sauce. See Worcestershire Sauce–
With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient
Soy Sprouts–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives
in Various Languages 449, 1661, 1894, 2099, 2100, 2168, 2320,
2433
Soy Sprouts, Homemade–How to Grow at Home or on a Laboratory
Scale, by Hand 2910, 2946, 3061
Soy Sprouts (Sprouted or Germinated Soybeans) for Food Use 1, 8,
9, 21, 23, 230, 449, 992, 1002, 1014, 1098, 1195, 1252, 1320, 1406,
1424, 1555, 1556, 1661, 1679, 1799, 1894, 1926, 1942, 1947, 1948,
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1988, 2030, 2044, 2048, 2099, 2100, 2168, 2320, 2401, 2408, 2414,
2418, 2433, 2439, 2448, 2510, 2515, 2563, 2577, 2582, 2583, 2584,
2602, 2617, 2627, 2677, 2699, 2703, 2720, 2732, 2736, 2738, 2778,
2801, 2806, 2813, 2840, 2855, 2868, 2869, 2874, 2884, 2886, 2906,
2909, 2910, 2914, 2918, 2925, 2937, 2938, 2942, 2946, 2966, 3002,
3003, 3021, 3056, 3061, 3104, 3118, 3128, 3165, 3203, 3222, 3224,
3246, 3250, 3343

Minneapolis), Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne, Indiana), Chicago
Heights Oil Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois), Delphos Grain & Soya
Products Co. (Delphos, Ohio), Procter & Gamble Co. (Cincinnati,
Ohio). Including the Buckeye Cotton Oil Co., Ralston Purina
Co. (St. Louis, Missouri), Shellabarger Grain Co. / Shellabarger
Soybean Mills (Decatur, Illinois), Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc.
(Buffalo, New York), Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. (Decatur,,
Swift & Co. (Illinois)

Soy wine. See Fermented Specialty Soyfoods
Soy Yogurt–Fermented / Cultured 1195, 2806, 2886, 2925, 3222,
3249
Soy Yogurt (Generally Non-Dairy) 2912
Soya Foods Ltd [Named Soya Flour Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (192942), and Soya Foods Ltd. (1933)]. See Spillers Premier Products
Ltd.
Soya–Soybean Production and Soy Products 1167, 1841, 2609,
2861, 2998, 3110, 3135
Soyanews: Monthly Newsletter Published by CARE in Colombo,
Sri Lanka (1978-1990) 3246
Soyatech (Publisher of Soya Bluebook and Soya Newsletter, Bar
Harbor, Maine. Note: In March 1980 Peter Golbitz and Sharyn
Kingma started Island Tofu Works, a tofu manufacturing company,
in Bar Harbor, Maine) 3343
Soybean Council of America. See American Soybean Association
(ASA)–Soybean Council of America
Soybean crushers (Asia). See Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan)
Soybean crushers (Canada). See Victory Soya Mills Ltd. (Toronto,
Ontario)
Soybean Crushers (Canada), Early (Started Before 1941)–Milton
Oil Refineries Ltd. (Milton, Ontario; March 1930–Renamed
Canadian Soyabeans Ltd. by Nov. 1932), Dominion Linseed Oil
Co. (Baden, ONT; 1932), Soy Bean Oil and Meal Co-operative
Company of Canada, Ltd. (Chatham, ONT; 1932), Dominion Soya
Industries / Dominion Soya Products Co. (Montreal, Quebec; spring
1935), Soya Mills Limited (Stratford, ONT; Jan. 1936), Edgar
Soya Products (Belle River, Ontario; 1936), Toronto Elevators Ltd.
(Toronto, ONT; 1938) 2422, 2613, 2674, 3334
Soybean Crushers (Europe). See Unilever Corp., Lever Brothers
Co., Unimills B.V. (Netherlands)
Soybean crushers (Europe). See Hansa Muehle (Hamburg,
Germany), Noblee & Thoerl GmbH (Hamburg, Germany),
Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany), Stettiner Oelwerke
(Stettin, Germany)
Soybean Crushers (Europe)–General 1068, 3265
Soybean crushers (USA). See Allied Mills, Inc., Archer Daniels
Midland Co. (ADM) (Decatur, Illinois), Cargill, Inc. (Minneapolis,

Soybean Crushers (USA). See Seed Companies, Soybean–Funk
Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois)–After 1924
Soybean crushers (USA), Cooperative. See Boone Valley
Cooperative Processing Association (Eagle Grove, Iowa), Missouri
Farmers Association (MFA), Monticello Co-operative Soybean
Products Co. (Monticello, Piatt Co., Illinois), Ohio Valley Soybean
Cooperative (Henderson, Kentucky)
Soybean crushers (USA), Early. See Elizabeth City Oil and
Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North Carolina; 1915)
Soybean Crushers (USA), Early–Pacific Oil Mills and Albers
Brothers Milling Co. (Seattle, Washington; 1911), Elizabeth City
Oil and Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North Carolina; 1915. By
1917 six other North Carolina oil mills were crushing soybeans),
Chicago Heights Oil Mfg. Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois; 1920),
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. (Decatur, Illinois; 1922), Piatt County
Cooperative Soy Bean Co. (Monticello, Illinois; 1923–batch
solvent), Blish Milling Co. (Seymour and Crothersville, Indiana;
1923), Eastern Cotton Oil Co. (Norfolk, Virginia; 1924–continuous
solvent) 1194, 1375, 1396, 1420, 1435, 1438, 1464, 1572, 1611,
1989, 1997, 2000, 2025, 2036, 2289, 2346, 2375, 2650, 2931, 3140
Soybean Crushers (USA), Small Crushers–Arkansas Grain Corp.
(Helena & Stuttgart, Arkansas, 1958), Hemphill Soy Products
(Kennett, Missouri, 1944), Old Fort Mills (Marion, Ohio, 1936),
Sioux Soya Co. (Sioux City, Iowa, 1943), Soy Bean Processing
Co. (Waterloo, Iowa, 1937), Soybean Products, Inc. (Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, 1934), Southern Soya Corp. (Cameron, South Carolina,
1963), Soy-Rich Products (Wichita, Kansas, 1944), Toledo Soybean
Products (Toledo, Ohio, 1940) Western Soybean Mills (Sioux Falls,
South Dakota, 1944), etc.. 2375
Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic Presses 1080, 1087,
1105, 1572, 1989, 2158, 2168, 2271, 2325, 2375, 2422, 2522, 2617,
2631, 2650, 2684, 2738, 2761, 2762, 2805, 2820, 2931, 3002, 3029,
3118, 3174, 3337
Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and Expellers
(Continuous, Mechanical) 1396, 1989, 2158, 2159, 2271, 2325,
2375, 2392, 2447, 2522, 2525, 2543, 2576, 2631, 2650, 2684, 2707,
2761, 2762, 2820, 2822, 2853, 2931, 3029, 3174, 3343
Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Solvent Extraction 1009, 1087,
1142, 1205, 1572, 1914, 2030, 2158, 2325, 2363, 2369, 2375, 2522,
2531, 2561, 2617, 2631, 2650, 2761, 2762, 2765, 2789, 2796, 2820,
2822, 2853, 2882, 3029, 3065, 3105, 3118, 3140, 3145, 3203, 3260,
3296, 3343
Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Wedge Press and Hand-Turned
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Screw Press (Early Technology from China and Manchuria) 14, 29,
2430
Soybean Crushing–Explosions and/or Fires in Soybean Solvent
Extraction Plants (Making Soy Oil and Soybean Meal) 2490, 3286
Soybean Crushing (General: Soy / Soybean Oil and Soybean Meal)
1084, 1452, 1474, 1625, 1699, 2168, 2214, 2249, 2296, 2315, 2346,
2410, 2421, 2557, 2570, 2592, 2595, 2648, 2713, 2745, 2931, 2947,
3004, 3065, 3076, 3249, 3253, 3271, 3274
Soybean Crushing, Including Production and Trade of Soybean
Oil, Meal or Cake, Margarine, or Shortening–Industry and Market
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–1080, 1435, 1568, 1696, 1814,
1932, 2025, 2030, 2101, 2168, 2197, 2255, 2271, 2363, 2370, 2375,
2484, 2494, 2510, 2515, 2523, 2527, 2592, 2628, 2684, 2710, 2758,
2847, 2873, 3052, 3093, 3105, 3186, 3259, 3280, 3295, 3302, 3305
Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of
Individual Plants–Statistics 2405
Soybean crushing–solvents. See Solvents
Soybean–General Comprehensive and Basic Important Publications
about Soybeans 86, 2030, 2803
Soybean koji. See Koji, Soybean
Soybean Marketing Association (1929-1932). Organized at Decatur,
Illinois on 16 Oct. 1929 2405, 2522, 2525
Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber (as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as
a Fertilizer or Manure for the Soil or for Fish Ponds–Industrial Uses
16, 17, 18, 29, 35, 112, 124, 130, 141, 176, 191, 202, 223, 232, 235,
240, 259, 292, 840, 921, 981, 992, 1009, 1014, 1077, 1079, 1105,
1154, 1156, 1195, 1212, 1265, 1270, 1274, 1361, 1380, 1396, 1435,
1438, 1439, 1464, 1555, 1687, 1761, 1856, 2030, 2036, 2048, 2158,
2159, 2168, 2349, 2369, 2418, 2427, 2433, 2447, 2467, 2484, 2609,
2613, 2617, 2645, 2660, 2669, 2698, 2710, 2744, 2865, 2886, 2914,
2938, 2966, 3029, 3061, 3128

1571, 1572, 1577, 1583, 1584, 1585, 1586, 1592, 1593, 1611, 1620,
1633, 1646, 1648, 1652, 1679, 1687, 1696, 1748, 1761, 1762, 1767,
1769, 1787, 1811, 1813, 1814, 1841, 1849, 1856, 1865, 1875, 1878,
1880, 1894, 1902, 1914, 1917, 1941, 1947, 1948, 1954, 1970, 1989,
1995, 2000, 2014, 2030, 2032, 2033, 2036, 2044, 2048, 2070, 2071,
2072, 2089, 2091, 2094, 2099, 2100, 2105, 2106, 2139, 2142, 2158,
2159, 2169, 2172, 2174, 2175, 2182, 2185, 2197, 2200, 2204, 2205,
2214, 2216, 2230, 2245, 2250, 2251, 2254, 2258, 2282, 2287, 2289,
2293, 2295, 2296, 2300, 2302, 2303, 2309, 2310, 2311, 2314, 2317,
2319, 2324, 2325, 2334, 2335, 2340, 2341, 2349, 2350, 2360, 2363,
2369, 2370, 2373, 2375, 2382, 2392, 2405, 2408, 2418, 2422, 2427,
2431, 2433, 2434, 2442, 2444, 2445, 2447, 2448, 2449, 2451, 2453,
2454, 2461, 2463, 2464, 2465, 2467, 2474, 2475, 2476, 2477, 2478,
2479, 2484, 2488, 2489, 2490, 2494, 2496, 2502, 2504, 2508, 2510,
2512, 2515, 2516, 2520, 2522, 2523, 2525, 2528, 2531, 2535, 2538,
2543, 2552, 2561, 2562, 2563, 2564, 2567, 2568, 2576, 2577, 2582,
2584, 2588, 2595, 2597, 2605, 2609, 2610, 2613, 2614, 2617, 2618,
2628, 2631, 2633, 2634, 2649, 2650, 2655, 2660, 2669, 2684, 2685,
2686, 2689, 2698, 2700, 2701, 2703, 2707, 2712, 2714, 2719, 2724,
2728, 2736, 2742, 2744, 2747, 2748, 2758, 2760, 2761, 2762, 2764,
2765, 2767, 2768, 2769, 2772, 2778, 2786, 2789, 2796, 2800, 2807,
2811, 2813, 2814, 2817, 2818, 2820, 2822, 2832, 2840, 2844, 2853,
2865, 2868, 2871, 2873, 2881, 2883, 2886, 2888, 2889, 2897, 2898,
2900, 2905, 2911, 2914, 2917, 2919, 2924, 2925, 2932, 2937, 2938,
2941, 2957, 2960, 2966, 2973, 2975, 2998, 3002, 3006, 3014, 3019,
3024, 3025, 3027, 3029, 3037, 3043, 3052, 3054, 3056, 3061, 3064,
3065, 3072, 3074, 3075, 3084, 3086, 3089, 3093, 3098, 3102, 3103,
3104, 3105, 3110, 3118, 3121, 3145, 3157, 3158, 3174, 3179, 3192,
3200, 3203, 3204, 3210, 3216, 3218, 3219, 3240, 3246, 3259, 3260,
3270, 3280, 3286, 3292, 3296, 3302, 3305, 3314, 3316, 3318, 3334,
3337, 3339, 3343, 3346
Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its
Seeds 34, 86, 100, 148, 284, 853, 1086, 1141, 2030, 2407, 2660,
3135
Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its
Seeds as Determined by Microscopy or Microscopic Examination
861, 1087, 1195, 1424, 1885, 2538
Soybean oil. See Soy Oil

Soybean Meal–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 29, 266, 1091, 1137, 1154, 1314,
1813, 1865, 2014, 2099, 2613, 3123
Soybean meal pellets. See Pellets Made from Soybean Meal
Soybean Meal (SBM) (Defatted). Formerly Called Bean Cake,
Beancake, Soybean Cake, Oilmeal, or Presscake 17, 18, 29, 35, 61,
86, 112, 130, 137, 157, 168, 176, 189, 191, 200, 219, 223, 232, 235,
236, 241, 244, 249, 266, 292, 302, 396, 428, 508, 515, 613, 614,
791, 855, 908, 981, 984, 992, 994, 1009, 1012, 1014, 1033, 1044,
1050, 1054, 1058, 1069, 1071, 1077, 1079, 1080, 1082, 1087, 1091,
1093, 1094, 1103, 1105, 1115, 1125, 1130, 1134, 1137, 1142, 1148,
1153, 1154, 1155, 1156, 1163, 1167, 1177, 1187, 1194, 1195, 1205,
1212, 1213, 1216, 1220, 1227, 1236, 1248, 1265, 1270, 1274, 1276,
1314, 1317, 1320, 1351, 1355, 1360, 1361, 1362, 1380, 1383, 1389,
1396, 1406, 1409, 1411, 1420, 1435, 1438, 1439, 1440, 1449, 1464,
1467, 1468, 1473, 1474, 1480, 1481, 1487, 1490, 1491, 1495, 1500,
1506, 1507, 1510, 1540, 1546, 1551, 1555, 1558, 1559, 1564, 1568,

Soybean oil constants. See Soy Oil Constants
Soybean–origin and domestication. See Origin, Domestication, and
Dissemination of the Soybean (General)
Soybean paste. See Miso
Soybean pellets. See Pellets Made from Soybean Meal
Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry (Including Photoperiodism,
Photosynthesis, Translocation, Plant Water Relations, Respiration,
Photorespiration) 1232, 1570, 2095, 2169, 2178, 2457, 2493, 2659,
2972, 2985, 2994, 3008, 3018, 3060, 3069, 3090, 3266, 3279, 3320
Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry–Maturity Groups 3032,
3096, 3205, 3238
Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiodism / Photoperiod, Photoperiodic
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Effects, or Photo-Thermal Responses 3051, 3104, 3135

Production, Soybean Marketing Association (1929-1932)

Soybean–Physiology–Tolerance to Cold, Chilling, or Low
Temperatures, and Cold Tolerant Varieties 3279, 3326

Soybean production–Nitrogen fixation. See Nitrogen Fixation,
Inoculation, Nodulation–Etymology of Related Terms

Soybean processing. See Soybean Crushing

Soybean production–Nitrogen Fixation and Inoculation. See
Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company, Urbana Laboratories

Soybean production. See–Fertilizers and Plant Nutrition, Cover
Crop, Use of Soybean as. See also: Intercropping, Crop Rotation
of Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement, Cropping Systems:
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping, Cultural Practices,
Green Manure, Harvesting and Threshing, Peoria Plan of 1928-29
for Growing, Selling, and Processing Soybeans, Plant Protection
from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury (General), Price of
Soybeans, Soybean Seeds and Soybean Products–Except Sauces
(Which See), Seed Germination or Viability–Not Including Soy
Sprouts, Seed Treatment, Soybean Variety Development and
Breeding–New Soybean Varieties in the USA, Yield Statistics,
Soybean

Soybean production, organic. See Organic Soybean Production
Soybean production–Plant protection. See Diseases (Bacterial,
Fungal, and Viral / Virus), Insects–Pest Control. See also:
Integrated Pest Management, Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
and Biological Control, Nematodes–Disease Control, Pesticides
(General), Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use
Soybean production–Research. See Research on Soybeans
Soybean Production–Sustainability or Sustainable Agriculture 3267

Soybean production and the soil. See Soil Science

Soybean Rust (Fungal Disease) 359, 1138, 1152, 2774, 2801

Soybean production–Costs. See Cost of Producing Soybeans

Soybean Seeds–Black in Color–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 1

Soybean production–Farm equipment. See Machinery
(Agricultural), Implements, Equipment, and Mechanization
Soybean production–Farm machinery. See Combines, Combines–
Etymology, Farm Machinery–Etymology
Soybean production–Farm Machinery. See Tractors
Soybean Production–General, and Amount Produced 12, 17, 18, 23,
30, 117, 127, 191, 200, 367, 576, 593, 625, 629, 678, 761, 791, 853,
914, 915, 1072, 1077, 1082, 1110, 1122, 1133, 1155, 1174, 1209,
1228, 1266, 1320, 1338, 1344, 1379, 1414, 1418, 1428, 1431, 1454,
1459, 1466, 1538, 1541, 1564, 1582, 1618, 1620, 1624, 1633, 1634,
1713, 1716, 1779, 1794, 1806, 1809, 1812, 1827, 1835, 1839, 1861,
1864, 1879, 1890, 1895, 1933, 1961, 1981, 2008, 2010, 2023, 2031,
2036, 2040, 2041, 2043, 2053, 2166, 2182, 2190, 2195, 2242, 2250,
2251, 2255, 2267, 2272, 2273, 2281, 2284, 2296, 2299, 2300, 2313,
2315, 2331, 2362, 2390, 2455, 2460, 2461, 2484, 2513, 2515, 2522,
2557, 2559, 2570, 2624, 2634, 2703, 2710, 2714, 2725, 2726, 2744,
2747, 2758, 2771, 2787, 2808, 2825, 2835, 2838, 2845, 2852, 2860,
2887, 2900, 2901, 2909, 2913, 2914, 2932, 2934, 2944, 2951, 2965,
2967, 2975, 3000, 3004, 3010, 3019, 3022, 3029, 3040, 3041, 3052,
3059, 3065, 3067, 3070, 3080, 3089, 3095, 3096, 3097, 3106, 3116,
3129, 3137, 3174, 3180, 3182, 3189, 3205, 3222, 3236, 3249, 3256,
3257, 3262, 3267, 3301, 3335
Soybean production in tropical and subtropical countries. See
Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly
in
Soybean Production–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses 3289, 3293, 3294, 3305
Soybean production–Marketing. See Chicago Board of Trade
(CBOT), Marketing Soybeans, Railroads / Railways and Special
Trains and/or Exhibit Cars Used to Promote Soybeans and Soybean

Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned 1, 13,
15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 61, 62, 63, 70, 77, 78, 79, 86, 94, 95, 97,
99, 100, 109, 123, 145, 148, 150, 153, 154, 156, 164, 166, 174, 176,
180, 191, 197, 202, 205, 207, 212, 218, 228, 231, 235, 236, 245,
254, 269, 270, 291, 296, 302, 312, 343, 352, 359, 364, 369, 370,
371, 390, 391, 393, 401, 402, 424, 425, 431, 432, 458, 459, 475,
477, 478, 484, 497, 500, 506, 516, 538, 557, 573, 575, 583, 590,
602, 603, 604, 605, 613, 614, 633, 635, 644, 648, 656, 658, 662,
668, 694, 700, 702, 716, 729, 732, 736, 752, 753, 757, 774, 784,
790, 798, 801, 831, 861, 875, 888, 894, 908, 910, 915, 916, 917,
923, 927, 940, 943, 958, 960, 967, 980, 993, 1001, 1002, 1008,
1009, 1051, 1063, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1081, 1086, 1097, 1103, 1105,
1132, 1135, 1137, 1146, 1151, 1153, 1156, 1163, 1166, 1168, 1169,
1181, 1190, 1193, 1196, 1214, 1229, 1233, 1239, 1248, 1261, 1273,
1274, 1280, 1290, 1291, 1299, 1305, 1306, 1308, 1310, 1311, 1312,
1313, 1314, 1315, 1318, 1319, 1329, 1331, 1337, 1338, 1351, 1373,
1395, 1399, 1406, 1411, 1416, 1417, 1418, 1419, 1420, 1421, 1422,
1437, 1438, 1445, 1451, 1464, 1465, 1470, 1479, 1480, 1492, 1497,
1498, 1505, 1506, 1508, 1509, 1510, 1514, 1516, 1518, 1521, 1525,
1536, 1539, 1552, 1553, 1555, 1556, 1565, 1566, 1589, 1590, 1620,
1623, 1625, 1626, 1637, 1652, 1663, 1670, 1673, 1674, 1679, 1682,
1683, 1687, 1690, 1703, 1708, 1712, 1713, 1715, 1716, 1725, 1727,
1730, 1745, 1753, 1761, 1762, 1775, 1778, 1779, 1781, 1782, 1786,
1790, 1797, 1798, 1800, 1801, 1802, 1804, 1806, 1815, 1817, 1820,
1821, 1828, 1829, 1837, 1838, 1852, 1869, 1871, 1875, 1886, 1890,
1898, 1899, 1901, 1909, 1912, 1913, 1927, 1930, 1934, 1939, 1942,
1944, 1947, 1948, 1953, 1960, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1977, 1978,
1981, 1987, 1988, 1994, 1998, 1999, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2017, 2022,
2023, 2026, 2028, 2030, 2031, 2034, 2042, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047,
2050, 2051, 2053, 2054, 2058, 2063, 2065, 2084, 2085, 2087, 2088,
2089, 2096, 2097, 2098, 2102, 2103, 2104, 2105, 2107, 2118, 2123,
2125, 2126, 2127, 2128, 2135, 2151, 2152, 2165, 2166, 2167, 2170,
2178, 2180, 2187, 2188, 2196, 2198, 2199, 2201, 2204, 2209, 2212,
2214, 2218, 2245, 2250, 2251, 2258, 2274, 2275, 2280, 2281, 2286,
2294, 2299, 2300, 2301, 2316, 2320, 2330, 2334, 2335, 2337, 2343,
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2351, 2364, 2370, 2377, 2382, 2383, 2395, 2405, 2407, 2428, 2432,
2435, 2438, 2446, 2485, 2486, 2487, 2496, 2500, 2511, 2512, 2520,
2521, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2528, 2540, 2550, 2551, 2553, 2556, 2561,
2563, 2572, 2579, 2580, 2587, 2588, 2604, 2605, 2607, 2613, 2621,
2630, 2643, 2649, 2652, 2653, 2660, 2662, 2663, 2664, 2666, 2670,
2671, 2681, 2683, 2688, 2692, 2710, 2714, 2729, 2730, 2733, 2737,
2739, 2740, 2741, 2745, 2750, 2753, 2771, 2778, 2779, 2791, 2793,
2798, 2808, 2810, 2813, 2843, 2854, 2861, 2864, 2871, 2873, 2878,
2880, 2896, 2913, 2934, 2937, 2958, 2960, 2964, 2978, 2995, 3011,
3013, 3015, 3032, 3037, 3056, 3079, 3085, 3096, 3107, 3111, 3164,
3193, 3194, 3195, 3209, 3238, 3266, 3271, 3293, 3307, 3331, 3340,
3347, 3357
Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Used as Food (Including in
Fermented Black Soybeans and Inyu), Beverage, Feed, or
Medicine, or Their Nutritional Value 1, 8, 9, 11, 14, 16, 26, 27, 83,
98, 137, 138, 160, 196, 200, 201, 243, 267, 379, 657, 735, 936, 984,
992, 1088, 1195, 1557, 1704, 1948, 2397, 2627, 2946, 3053, 3061,
3186, 3340
Soybean Seeds–Brown in Color. Especially Early Records 8, 11, 68,
70, 77, 78, 79, 83, 88, 89, 94, 95, 96, 103, 104, 110, 111, 114, 121,
123, 137, 145, 148, 153, 159, 164, 200, 202, 212, 218, 223, 224,
232, 244, 266, 267, 285, 302, 375, 379, 390, 393, 456, 538, 554,
613, 614, 635, 729, 733, 753, 757, 774, 790, 798, 861, 883, 907,
910, 916, 918, 936, 940, 957, 958, 960, 967, 980, 992, 995, 1002,
1008, 1009, 1026, 1035, 1063, 1068, 1086, 1088, 1110, 1132, 1134,
1137, 1151, 1153, 1156, 1161, 1167, 1170, 1193, 1195, 1233, 1261,
1262, 1274, 1290, 1291, 1299, 1310, 1329, 1331, 1351, 1390, 1399,
1406, 1422, 1430, 1451, 1470, 1505, 1521, 1536, 1555, 1556, 1590,
1591, 1625, 1652, 1679, 1690, 1700, 1702, 1713, 1717, 1720, 1724,
1732, 1745, 1761, 1775, 1782, 1804, 1806, 1812, 1816, 1828, 1829,
1869, 1872, 1874, 1886, 1890, 1901, 1912, 1930, 1942, 1956, 1981,
1988, 2004, 2031, 2037, 2042, 2045, 2047, 2097, 2102, 2151, 2165,
2218, 2257, 2281, 2299, 2301, 2512, 2520, 2537, 2613, 2630, 2652,
2660, 2683, 2688, 2702, 2714, 2741, 2750, 2778, 2779, 2798, 2813,
2873, 2978, 3013, 3032, 3053, 3160, 3271, 3307, 3340, 3358
Soybean Seeds–Green in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned. Early
Named Varieties Include Aoda, Columbia, Giant Green, Guelph or
Medium Green, Medium Early Green, Medium Green, Samarow,
Sonoma, and Tashing 3, 11, 61, 97, 109, 137, 145, 201, 212, 218,
223, 231, 232, 243, 245, 267, 272, 321, 370, 390, 391, 401, 424,
431, 432, 466, 467, 476, 478, 557, 583, 604, 635, 644, 648, 655,
656, 658, 659, 668, 687, 688, 702, 709, 712, 716, 720, 722, 726,
729, 733, 751, 757, 759, 760, 763, 764, 772, 774, 790, 805, 806,
810, 814, 831, 869, 875, 878, 883, 894, 896, 900, 901, 910, 915,
916, 918, 923, 930, 936, 940, 948, 958, 960, 967, 980, 989, 992,
1002, 1008, 1009, 1018, 1027, 1068, 1086, 1090, 1096, 1097, 1132,
1137, 1153, 1156, 1164, 1167, 1168, 1181, 1190, 1193, 1195, 1239,
1248, 1250, 1261, 1290, 1291, 1299, 1311, 1313, 1314, 1319, 1329,
1331, 1332, 1338, 1351, 1395, 1405, 1406, 1416, 1417, 1418, 1419,
1456, 1459, 1470, 1476, 1479, 1506, 1508, 1510, 1514, 1521, 1536,
1538, 1539, 1540, 1555, 1556, 1564, 1565, 1566, 1589, 1590, 1594,
1601, 1620, 1623, 1625, 1652, 1670, 1673, 1678, 1680, 1682, 1684,
1687, 1690, 1702, 1712, 1713, 1716, 1742, 1745, 1746, 1753, 1761,
1762, 1774, 1775, 1784, 1797, 1801, 1802, 1804, 1806, 1807, 1810,
1815, 1817, 1821, 1828, 1829, 1886, 1890, 1898, 1899, 1912, 1930,
1947, 1948, 1951, 1974, 1988, 1998, 2022, 2042, 2044, 2045, 2046,
2047, 2053, 2058, 2059, 2085, 2087, 2103, 2123, 2126, 2127, 2135,

2151, 2281, 2296, 2301, 2334, 2335, 2512, 2579, 2660, 2663, 2741,
2798, 2873, 2876, 2978, 2995, 3013, 3032, 3037, 3053, 3238, 3307,
3340
Soybean Seeds–Green in Color. Used as Food, Beverage, Feed, or
Medicine, or Their Nutritional Value 267, 1002, 1314
Soybean Seeds–Mottled, Speckled, Spotted, Striped, Banded,
Flecked, Variegated, or Bicolored 8, 11, 97, 137, 145, 212, 218,
231, 243, 267, 916, 1008, 1067, 1086, 1132, 1153, 1233, 1290,
1291, 1406, 1470, 1555, 1625, 2108, 2151, 3053
Soybean Seeds–Red in Color 8, 28, 100, 109, 145, 157, 212, 218,
231, 243, 267, 936, 1069
Soybean Seeds–White in Color 1, 3, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14, 28, 29, 35, 38,
61, 96, 97, 109, 127, 137, 141, 145, 156, 212, 218, 231, 240, 243,
257, 267, 269, 291, 296, 305, 312, 359, 364, 369, 370, 371, 390,
391, 393, 401, 402, 403, 424, 431, 432, 458, 459, 467, 478, 500,
557, 583, 604, 635, 662, 668, 709, 729, 784, 915, 916, 919, 958,
984, 1001, 1063, 1067, 1068, 1153, 1239, 1268, 1376, 1521, 1652,
1927, 2047
Soybean Seeds–Yellow in Color. Including Yellowish White, Cream
Colored, and Pale (Pallida). Especially Early Records. See also:
Soybean Seeds–White 3, 4, 9, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 28, 50, 52,
60, 61, 68, 70, 77, 78, 79, 83, 86, 88, 89, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 99, 100,
101, 103, 104, 110, 111, 112, 114, 121, 123, 130, 137, 143, 145,
148, 153, 157, 159, 162, 163, 164, 176, 180, 191, 197, 200, 202,
212, 217, 218, 224, 228, 231, 232, 240, 241, 243, 244, 245, 266,
267, 282, 302, 312, 327, 338, 375, 377, 379, 390, 393, 395, 407,
416, 424, 426, 435, 469, 512, 516, 554, 557, 579, 583, 602, 604,
619, 633, 635, 644, 655, 656, 657, 658, 662, 687, 693, 702, 710,
716, 718, 719, 720, 729, 733, 735, 736, 748, 752, 753, 759, 760,
765, 774, 790, 798, 799, 801, 805, 806, 814, 831, 860, 868, 875,
883, 888, 894, 899, 900, 907, 908, 910, 915, 916, 919, 920, 923,
936, 940, 948, 949, 957, 958, 960, 967, 968, 980, 989, 992, 995,
1002, 1008, 1009, 1018, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1035, 1063, 1067, 1068,
1069, 1074, 1086, 1088, 1096, 1097, 1105, 1108, 1110, 1132, 1135,
1137, 1153, 1156, 1161, 1167, 1169, 1181, 1190, 1193, 1195, 1215,
1233, 1239, 1249, 1261, 1262, 1264, 1271, 1273, 1290, 1291, 1299,
1310, 1311, 1312, 1314, 1318, 1319, 1329, 1338, 1351, 1390, 1399,
1406, 1411, 1417, 1418, 1420, 1421, 1435, 1438, 1459, 1464, 1470,
1474, 1479, 1480, 1492, 1496, 1497, 1498, 1505, 1508, 1514, 1518,
1521, 1536, 1542, 1544, 1547, 1553, 1555, 1556, 1583, 1590, 1591,
1592, 1623, 1625, 1626, 1633, 1637, 1652, 1670, 1673, 1674, 1679,
1680, 1686, 1687, 1690, 1693, 1702, 1703, 1704, 1708, 1711, 1712,
1713, 1717, 1727, 1732, 1742, 1745, 1761, 1762, 1775, 1779, 1782,
1797, 1799, 1801, 1802, 1804, 1805, 1806, 1814, 1816, 1817, 1829,
1835, 1838, 1841, 1843, 1855, 1875, 1886, 1889, 1890, 1898, 1901,
1912, 1913, 1927, 1930, 1934, 1939, 1942, 1947, 1948, 1955, 1972,
1975, 1978, 1981, 1988, 1998, 2004, 2009, 2016, 2026, 2031, 2038,
2041, 2042, 2044, 2045, 2047, 2049, 2051, 2053, 2058, 2063, 2065,
2102, 2108, 2110, 2126, 2127, 2151, 2157, 2180, 2199, 2201, 2204,
2218, 2281, 2289, 2296, 2299, 2301, 2334, 2335, 2396, 2512, 2523,
2572, 2580, 2587, 2613, 2630, 2660, 2663, 2670, 2681, 2683, 2688,
2714, 2741, 2778, 2798, 2873, 2949, 2978, 2990, 2995, 3013, 3015,
3032, 3053, 3055, 3238, 3266
Soybean Seedsmen in the Austro-Hungarian Empire 116, 119
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Type 2798, 2873, 2949, 2978, 3013, 3032, 3053, 3056
Soybean–Taxonomy / Classification 125, 241, 291, 1050, 1086,
1445, 2030, 2407, 3113, 3135, 3144
Soybean–Terminology and Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and
Names 2108, 2204, 2882
Soybean Varieties Canada–Harosoy 3066, 3112, 3167, 3170, 3171,
3334
Soybean Varieties Canada–Maple Arrow 3327, 3334
Soybean Varieties Canada–O.A.C. 111–Early Development 1690,
2042, 2301, 2512
Soybean Varieties Canada–O.A.C. 211–Early Development 2004,
2128, 2263, 2301, 2394, 2512, 2605, 2607, 2613, 2714, 2729, 2730,
2733, 2764, 2813, 2852, 2861, 2978, 3057, 3334
Soybean Varieties Canada–O.A.C. No. 81–Early Development
1310, 1591, 1690, 1872, 2042, 2978
Soybean Varieties Canada–Quebec No. 537–Early Development by
1914 1310, 1319, 1387, 1417, 1690, 2042, 2613
Soybean Varieties Canada–Quebec No. 92–Early Development
1310, 1319, 1387, 1417, 1623, 1690, 2042, 2301, 2512, 2613, 2671,
2813, 2861
Soybean Varieties Europe–Gelbe Riesen (“Yellow Giant” / Giant
Yellow)–Early Introduction 967, 1625, 2518, 3013, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Acme–Early Introduction 1030, 1086,
1131, 1135, 1145, 1196, 1264, 1351, 1505, 1521, 1670, 1901, 2031,
3013, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Agate–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2741, 2798, 2873, 2978, 3013, 3032, 3053, 3056
Soybean Varieties USA–A.K.–Early Introduction 1331, 1521, 1717,
1816, 1835, 1867, 1898, 1909, 1919, 1921, 1925, 1934, 1939, 1981,
2050, 2102, 2125, 2156, 2165, 2204, 2214, 2395, 2511, 2523, 2524,
2525, 2537, 2579, 2630, 2688, 2701, 2774, 2908, 2934, 3013, 3017,
3032, 3037, 3238
Soybean Varieties USA–Aksarben–Early Introduction 1898, 1930,
1973, 2008, 2017, 2034, 2045, 2046, 2182, 2258, 2275, 2280, 2281,
2334, 2335, 2407, 2487, 2660, 2663, 2666, 2741, 2798, 2810, 2873,
2960, 2978, 3013, 3015, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–American Coffee Berry–Early
Introduction. Renamed Ito-San by about 1902 352, 456, 529, 655,
656, 661, 687, 688, 751, 759, 805, 1329, 2978
Soybean Varieties USA–Amherst–Early Introduction 916, 928, 929,
937, 1097, 1181, 1190, 1329, 1351, 1419, 1479, 1510, 1518, 1521,
1703, 1761, 1828, 2017, 2046, 2058, 2334, 2335, 2407, 2660, 2978,
3013, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Aoda–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-

Soybean Varieties USA–Arlington–Early Introduction 1181, 1319,
1331, 1351, 1387, 1417, 1438, 1506, 1525, 1622, 1670, 1745, 1761,
1838, 1901, 1925, 1934, 1994, 2008, 2011, 2017, 2034, 2045, 2058,
2063, 2065, 2126, 2178, 2258, 2275, 2281, 2334, 2335, 2407, 2579,
2660, 2663, 2741, 2810, 2960, 3013, 3032, 3238, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Asahi–Early Introduction 662, 940
Soybean Varieties USA–Auburn–Early Selection (1907) 1086,
1166, 1168, 1274, 1311, 1327, 1331, 1372, 1392, 1416, 1419, 1422,
1438, 1451, 1510, 1528, 1625, 1761, 1806, 1828, 2017, 2034, 2046,
2058, 2407, 2660, 3013, 3307, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Austin–Early Introduction 999, 1008,
1086, 1132, 1166, 1169, 1181, 1272, 1318, 1331, 1336, 1351, 1418,
1470, 1480, 1625, 1670, 1713, 1725, 1729, 1745, 1753, 1761, 1806,
1828, 1915, 1988, 2017, 2034, 2045, 2126, 2166, 2281, 2487, 2660,
2663, 2960, 3013, 3032, 3238
Soybean Varieties USA–Baird–Early Introduction 916, 999, 1109,
1122, 1134, 1167, 1181, 1290, 1291, 1398, 1553, 1670, 2151, 2664,
3013, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Bakaziro / Bakajiro–Early Introduction.
Renamed Amherst by May 1907 700, 790, 1761, 3013
Soybean Varieties USA–Bansei–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2740, 2741, 2743, 2749, 2782, 2798, 2861, 2873, 2946,
2949, 2978, 3013, 3032, 3053, 3056
Soybean Varieties USA–Barchet–Early Introduction 999, 1086,
1135, 1196, 1314, 1315, 1338, 1351, 1464, 1492, 1497, 1525, 1652,
1670, 1679, 1687, 1761, 1779, 1783, 1901, 1938, 1947, 1948, 1988,
1990, 1999, 2034, 2045, 2104, 2107, 2166, 2167, 2250, 2281, 2300,
2407, 2660, 2663, 2667, 2737, 2741, 2750, 2778, 2798, 2873, 2960,
3013, 3238, 3347
Soybean Varieties USA–Best Green–Early Introduction. Renamed
Hope by 1910 662, 700, 916, 940, 1761, 3013
Soybean Varieties USA–Biloxi–Early Introduction 1464, 1635,
1637, 1652, 1670, 1679, 1687, 1706, 1729, 1783, 1796, 1853, 1869,
1901, 1930, 1945, 1963, 1988, 2026, 2031, 2034, 2044, 2045, 2046,
2097, 2104, 2107, 2110, 2151, 2152, 2166, 2167, 2180, 2196, 2199,
2201, 2212, 2218, 2249, 2250, 2274, 2281, 2300, 2316, 2330, 2351,
2359, 2370, 2386, 2407, 2432, 2438, 2521, 2546, 2551, 2563, 2580,
2630, 2652, 2660, 2663, 2664, 2681, 2683, 2688, 2692, 2727, 2741,
2749, 2778, 2791, 2798, 2858, 2861, 2863, 2873, 2913, 2934, 2995,
3000, 3013, 3015, 3032, 3042, 3079, 3238, 3266, 3271, 3307, 3331
Soybean Varieties USA–Black–Early Introduction. Renamed
Buckshot by May 1907 635, 644, 915, 916, 1068, 1081, 1261,
1351, 1505, 1521, 2031, 2960
Soybean Varieties USA–Black Ebony–Early Introduction 1674,
1786, 2405, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Black Eyebrow–Early Introduction 1315,
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1338, 1359, 1438, 1464, 1503, 1508, 1652, 1663, 1679, 1687, 1712,
1715, 1745, 1761, 1779, 1781, 1783, 1797, 1800, 1801, 1802, 1804,
1806, 1821, 1828, 1867, 1886, 1890, 1898, 1901, 1904, 1912, 1925,
1930, 1944, 1947, 1948, 1953, 1960, 1972, 1973, 1977, 1978, 1981,
1994, 2017, 2034, 2045, 2046, 2053, 2058, 2087, 2096, 2105, 2118,
2123, 2126, 2127, 2128, 2134, 2135, 2151, 2152, 2166, 2182, 2250,
2258, 2275, 2281, 2286, 2301, 2316, 2334, 2335, 2364, 2377, 2382,
2386, 2407, 2428, 2446, 2487, 2511, 2512, 2523, 2524, 2579, 2581,
2630, 2660, 2666, 2671, 2688, 2741, 2793, 2798, 2810, 2873, 2876,
2934, 2937, 2978, 3013, 3032, 3037, 3238, 3340

Type 2662, 2740, 2741, 2798, 2873, 2960, 2978, 3013, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Claud–Early Introduction 1299, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Cloud–Early Introduction 1049, 1086,
1097, 1181, 1319, 1329, 1351, 1387, 1392, 1417, 1419, 1498, 1505,
1506, 1510, 1553, 1626, 1668, 1713, 1838, 2046, 2058, 2407, 2459,
2660, 2978, 3013, 3238, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Black Round–Early Introduction 700, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Columbia / Columbian–Early Introduction
1181, 1930, 2034, 2258, 2275, 2281, 2316, 2330, 2334, 2335, 2407,
2446, 2487, 2511, 2660, 2741, 2798, 2810, 2873, 3013, 3032, 3238

Soybean Varieties USA–Brindle–Early Introduction 1086, 1181,
3013, 3307, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Delsoy–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2949, 3013, 3032

Soybean Varieties USA–Brooks–Early Introduction 1086, 1169,
1181, 1625, 2407, 2660, 2960, 3013, 3307

Soybean Varieties USA–Duggar–Early Introduction 1166, 2126,
3013, 3307

Soybean Varieties USA–Brown–Early Introduction 593, 1068,
1129, 1161, 1261, 1262, 1310, 1331, 1351, 1390, 1505, 1590, 1591,
1690, 1761, 1872, 2031, 2042, 2281, 2301, 2512, 2537, 2660, 2813

Soybean Varieties USA–Dunfield–Early Introduction 1973, 2008,
2017, 2034, 2063, 2250, 2251, 2258, 2262, 2273, 2275, 2281, 2286,
2334, 2335, 2337, 2343, 2346, 2386, 2387, 2391, 2395, 2428, 2435,
2469, 2485, 2509, 2511, 2523, 2524, 2581, 2586, 2630, 2649, 2660,
2663, 2666, 2671, 2688, 2714, 2740, 2741, 2749, 2756, 2764, 2778,
2798, 2810, 2871, 2873, 2895, 2926, 2934, 2943, 2948, 2960, 2969,
2970, 3013, 3032, 3051, 3056, 3194, 3195, 3238, 3346

Soybean Varieties USA–Brownie–Early Introduction 916, 928, 937,
1026, 1049, 1109, 1122, 1132, 1167, 1290, 1291, 1398, 1521, 2083,
2151, 2305, 3013, 3293, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Buckshot–Early Introduction 916, 928,
937, 958, 980, 992, 1002, 1008, 1051, 1086, 1132, 1156, 1181,
1310, 1351, 1399, 1418, 1470, 1525, 1625, 1690, 1716, 1753, 1761,
1828, 2030, 2042, 2250, 2316, 2407, 2660, 3013, 3307, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Butterball–Early Introduction 916, 992,
1086, 1132, 1181, 1625, 2030, 2316, 3013, 3307, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Black–Early Introduction. Renamed
Buckshot by May 1907 694, 700, 702, 729, 753, 774, 790, 798,
831, 894, 910, 916, 923, 958, 1146, 1280, 1329, 1399, 1521, 1525,
1663, 1683, 1761, 1778, 1800, 1804, 1806, 1852, 1953, 1960, 1981,
2084, 2407, 2660, 2714, 2813, 2978, 3013, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Chernie–Early Introduction 1086, 1097,
1181, 1248, 1290, 1291, 1310, 1329, 1331, 1625, 1690, 1828, 2017,
2034, 2042, 2126, 2151, 2152, 2281, 2407, 2660, 2741, 2798, 2873,
2978, 3013, 3032, 3307, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Brown–Early Introduction 733, 753,
757, 774, 798, 883, 907, 910, 940, 957, 958, 980, 995, 1035, 1086,
1110, 1132, 1229, 1274, 1306, 1329, 1346, 1392, 1422, 1430, 1451,
1470, 1499, 1536, 1625, 1652, 1679, 1700, 1702, 1713, 1717, 1720,
1724, 1732, 1749, 1775, 1778, 1782, 1800, 1804, 1806, 1812, 1816,
1828, 1867, 1869, 1874, 1881, 1886, 1890, 1906, 1912, 1915, 1919,
1930, 1944, 1956, 1981, 1988, 2004, 2017, 2045, 2097, 2102, 2118,
2134, 2165, 2166, 2281, 2301, 2364, 2407, 2511, 2613, 2660, 2764,
2978, 3013, 3032, 3160, 3307, 3358

Soybean Varieties USA–Cherokee–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2949, 3013, 3032

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Dwarf–Early Introduction 583, 604,
648

Soybean Varieties USA–Chestnut–Early Selection (1907) 1086,
1166, 1181, 1419, 1479, 1510, 1518, 1521, 1536, 1620, 1625, 1703,
1712, 1713, 1729, 1753, 1781, 1801, 1802, 1890, 1898, 1929, 1930,
1977, 2017, 2034, 2045, 2053, 2118, 2126, 2166, 2182, 2281, 2316,
2334, 2335, 2386, 2407, 2511, 2512, 2660, 2671, 2741, 2798, 2810,
2873, 2937, 2960, 2978, 3013, 3032, 3238

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Dwarf Green–Early Introduction
1261, 1590, 1745, 1761

Soybean Varieties USA–Chame–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2741, 2798, 2873, 3013, 3032, 3307

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Green–Early Introduction 712, 772,
774, 817, 896, 916, 923, 948, 958, 960, 967, 1090, 1156, 1164,
1168, 1181, 1652, 1663, 1742, 1774, 1778, 1784, 1886, 1912, 2022,
2103, 2281, 2407, 2660, 2798, 2876, 2995, 3013, 3032

Soybean Varieties USA–Chiquita–Early Introduction 1438, 1464,
1652, 1742, 1745, 1761, 1783, 1901, 1988, 1999, 2017, 2034, 2044,
2045, 2046, 2126, 2166, 2250, 2261, 2281, 2316, 2383, 2407, 2438,
2487, 2606, 2630, 2652, 2660, 2663, 2688, 2741, 2778, 2791, 2798,
2873, 2960, 3013, 3032, 3307, 3347

Soybean Varieties USA–Early White–Early Introduction. Renamed
Ito-San by about 1902 352, 390, 391, 401, 424, 478, 500, 529, 557,
575, 635, 694, 709, 729, 915, 916, 1239, 1315, 1521, 1652, 1762,
3013, 3209

Soybean Varieties USA–Chusei–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Yellow–Early Introduction. Renamed
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Ito San by about 1902 619, 662, 693, 702, 710, 719, 720, 759, 760,
774, 786, 798, 805, 806, 814, 900, 916, 940, 989, 1026, 1027, 1097,
1161, 1181, 1206, 1262, 1310, 1315, 1329, 1390, 1521, 1536, 1555,
1591, 1626, 1652, 1663, 1690, 1802, 1843, 1889, 1898, 2004, 2042,
2053, 2102, 2157, 2281, 2301, 2364, 2512, 2613, 2660, 2798, 2978,
2990, 3013, 3032

Soybean Varieties USA–Extra Early Dwarf–Early Introduction 456,
655, 656, 659, 662, 687, 688, 759, 805
Soybean Varieties USA–Fairchild–Early Introduction 1132, 1181,
1290, 1291, 2151, 2407, 2431, 2660, 3013, 3307, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Easycook / Easy Cook–Early Introduction.
Large-Seeded and/or Vegetable-Type 1783, 1978, 1988, 2034, 2058,
2152, 2281, 2407, 2418, 2433, 2660, 2663, 2683, 2714, 2740, 2741,
2778, 2798, 2873, 2888, 2909, 2934, 2960, 2978, 2995, 3013, 3032,
3085, 3238

Soybean Varieties USA–Farnham–Early Introduction 1086, 1480,
3013, 3307

Soybean Varieties USA–Ebony–Early Introduction 916, 937, 938,
992, 999, 1086, 1132, 1169, 1181, 1190, 1273, 1274, 1290, 1291,
1298, 1299, 1314, 1319, 1387, 1417, 1419, 1421, 1451, 1479, 1480,
1498, 1506, 1508, 1510, 1514, 1518, 1521, 1525, 1553, 1620, 1637,
1670, 1703, 1712, 1713, 1725, 1729, 1753, 1781, 1800, 1802, 1806,
1817, 1838, 1886, 1890, 1898, 1901, 1906, 1909, 1915, 1925, 1930,
1953, 1960, 1978, 1981, 2017, 2034, 2045, 2046, 2053, 2058, 2102,
2104, 2107, 2134, 2135, 2151, 2152, 2165, 2166, 2167, 2188, 2198,
2201, 2214, 2250, 2258, 2275, 2281, 2316, 2334, 2335, 2337, 2386,
2395, 2405, 2407, 2428, 2432, 2446, 2459, 2487, 2496, 2511, 2523,
2524, 2525, 2630, 2660, 2663, 2671, 2688, 2740, 2741, 2798, 2810,
2873, 2934, 2960, 2978, 3013, 3032, 3238, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Flat King–Early Introduction 916, 917,
937, 938, 999, 1086, 1132, 1181, 1521, 1670, 1806, 1838, 2126,
3013, 3307, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Eda–Early Introduction 916, 928, 1086,
1181, 2030, 2316, 2407, 2660, 3013, 3307, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Flat Black–Early Introduction. Renamed
Flat King by May 1907 774, 917, 940, 3013, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Flava–Early Selection (1907) 1086, 3013,
3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Fuji–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2741, 2782, 2798, 2873, 2946, 2949, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Funk Delicious–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2782, 2798, 2873, 2949, 2978, 3013, 3032, 3053,
3056
Soybean Varieties USA–German Coffee Berry–Early Introduction.
Renamed Ito-San by about 1902 455, 507, 550, 556, 641, 674, 3013

Soybean Varieties USA–Eda Mame–Early Introduction. Renamed
Ito San by 1910 282, 331, 338, 375, 390, 393, 407, 424, 435, 513,
635, 694, 3013

Soybean Varieties USA–Giant Green–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2782, 2923, 2940, 3013

Soybean Varieties USA–Edna–Early Introduction 1299, 1498, 1553,
1713, 1838, 2126, 2664, 3013, 3307, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Goku–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2741, 2798, 2873, 3013, 3032

Soybean Varieties USA–Edsoy–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 3013, 3032

Soybean Varieties USA–Gosha–Early Introduction. Renamed
Manhattan by May 1907 700, 790, 831, 1761, 3013

Soybean Varieties USA–Edward–Early Introduction 1086, 1135,
1480, 1505, 1525, 1628, 1637, 1670, 2031, 2407, 2580, 2660, 3013,
3307

Soybean Varieties USA–Green and Black–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 3013

Soybean Varieties USA–Elton–Early Introduction 1086, 1135,
1168, 1249, 1392, 1510, 1625, 1652, 1679, 1713, 1797, 1802, 1806,
1817, 1821, 1828, 1867, 1898, 1906, 1930, 1960, 1973, 1988, 2017,
2034, 2041, 2045, 2046, 2053, 2054, 2058, 2087, 2118, 2126, 2134,
2166, 2182, 2250, 2258, 2275, 2281, 2334, 2335, 2386, 2407, 2459,
2487, 2511, 2512, 2660, 2666, 2741, 2798, 2810, 2873, 2978, 3013,
3032, 3037, 3238
Soybean Varieties USA–Emperor–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2782, 2873, 3013, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Etum or Eatum–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2873, 2940, 3013, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Extra Early Black–Early Introduction.
Synonym: Buckshot (Ball 1907) 702, 716, 831, 916, 923, 1067,
1625, 3013, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Green–Early Introduction 749, 774, 916,
930, 958, 1058, 1068, 1886, 2281, 2407, 2579, 2660, 2978
Soybean Varieties USA–Green Medium–Early Introduction.
Renamed Guelph by May 1907 700, 1761
Soybean Varieties USA–Green Samarow–Early Introduction.
Renamed Samarow in 1907 716, 733, 757, 774, 916, 923, 936, 940,
967, 1625, 3013
Soybean Varieties USA–Guelph–Early Introduction 916, 918, 928,
929, 937, 938, 980, 1002, 1008, 1049, 1086, 1109, 1156, 1167,
1168, 1181, 1190, 1290, 1291, 1299, 1306, 1314, 1315, 1331, 1338,
1351, 1359, 1418, 1459, 1464, 1470, 1479, 1480, 1508, 1553, 1565,
1566, 1625, 1652, 1678, 1687, 1713, 1729, 1761, 1779, 1821, 1828,
1912, 1947, 1948, 1988, 1990, 2030, 2042, 2044, 2047, 2058, 2126,
2134, 2151, 2152, 2281, 2316, 2334, 2335, 2407, 2660, 2798, 2810,
3013, 3032, 3238, 3340
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Soybean Varieties USA–Habaro–Early Introduction. Also spelled
“Habara” in Canada 1097, 1166, 1310, 1329, 1419, 1480, 1510,
1521, 1626, 1690, 1802, 1872, 1898, 2017, 2034, 2042, 2045, 2046,
2053, 2058, 2118, 2250, 2262, 2281, 2301, 2334, 2335, 2386, 2394,
2407, 2511, 2512, 2586, 2660, 2663, 2666, 2671, 2741, 2753, 2798,
2813, 2873, 2948, 2960, 2978, 3013, 3032, 3056, 3194, 3195, 3238
Soybean Varieties USA–Haberlandt–Early Introduction 916, 919,
936, 980, 1008, 1049, 1086, 1132, 1169, 1181, 1190, 1196, 1264,
1290, 1291, 1298, 1314, 1315, 1329, 1338, 1351, 1360, 1369, 1392,
1418, 1420, 1438, 1464, 1470, 1476, 1479, 1480, 1492, 1497, 1498,
1505, 1508, 1518, 1521, 1599, 1620, 1622, 1625, 1626, 1637, 1652,
1670, 1682, 1687, 1703, 1704, 1713, 1729, 1742, 1745, 1761, 1779,
1782, 1797, 1806, 1821, 1828, 1838, 1841, 1867, 1879, 1886, 1890,
1901, 1912, 1925, 1930, 1934, 1947, 1974, 1978, 1981, 1987, 1988,
1994, 1999, 2010, 2017, 2031, 2034, 2045, 2046, 2050, 2063, 2065,
2088, 2105, 2106, 2125, 2126, 2135, 2151, 2152, 2166, 2180, 2204,
2209, 2211, 2213, 2218, 2242, 2250, 2258, 2275, 2281, 2316, 2330,
2334, 2335, 2386, 2407, 2432, 2438, 2487, 2511, 2523, 2524, 2537,
2579, 2630, 2660, 2663, 2683, 2688, 2741, 2774, 2791, 2798, 2810,
2873, 2878, 2934, 2960, 2978, 2995, 3000, 3013, 3032, 3051, 3056,
3085, 3238, 3266
Soybean Varieties USA–Hahto–Early Introduction. Large-Seeded
and / or Vegetable-Type 1652, 1704, 1726, 1729, 1737, 1779, 1783,
1882, 1883, 1925, 1930, 1934, 1947, 1948, 1952, 1963, 1988, 1999,
2034, 2044, 2152, 2166, 2281, 2316, 2407, 2418, 2433, 2487, 2551,
2660, 2663, 2667, 2714, 2740, 2741, 2778, 2798, 2873, 2888, 2909,
2923, 2941, 2949, 2960, 2978, 2995, 3013, 3032, 3238
Soybean Varieties USA–Hakote–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2741, 2798, 2873, 3013, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Hamilton–Early Introduction 2037, 2045,
2046, 2058, 2096, 2123, 2134, 2209, 2258, 2275, 2281, 2316, 2334,
2335, 2386, 2407, 2487, 2523, 2660, 2663, 2810, 2960, 3013, 3032,
3293, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Hankow–Early Introduction 790, 910, 911,
916, 958, 1806, 3013, 3307, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Hansen–Early Introduction 3013, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Higan–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2740, 2741, 2742, 2782, 2798, 2873, 2978, 3013, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Hiro–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2741, 2798, 2873, 3013, 3032, 3307, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Hokkaido–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2662, 2740, 2741, 2782, 2798, 2873, 2889, 2940,
2946, 2960, 2978, 3013, 3032, 3053, 3056
Soybean Varieties USA–Hollybrook Early–Early Introduction.
Renamed Midwest by 1948 868, 936, 949, 1261, 1590, 1713, 2009,
2218, 3013, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Hollybrook–Early Introduction 903, 916,
923, 937, 980, 992, 995, 998, 1002, 1008, 1010, 1035, 1051, 1056,

1074, 1086, 1110, 1114, 1129, 1132, 1135, 1144, 1156, 1169, 1181,
1190, 1229, 1235, 1239, 1274, 1290, 1291, 1298, 1299, 1314, 1315,
1317, 1319, 1321, 1330, 1331, 1337, 1338, 1346, 1351, 1360, 1372,
1387, 1392, 1414, 1416, 1417, 1418, 1419, 1422, 1434, 1438, 1451,
1459, 1464, 1470, 1472, 1476, 1479, 1499, 1505, 1506, 1508, 1510,
1521, 1524, 1553, 1576, 1592, 1599, 1620, 1623, 1637, 1652, 1670,
1673, 1679, 1680, 1700, 1702, 1713, 1717, 1720, 1724, 1725, 1729,
1732, 1745, 1753, 1779, 1782, 1783, 1797, 1804, 1806, 1812, 1816,
1828, 1843, 1855, 1867, 1881, 1887, 1889, 1890, 1898, 1901, 1906,
1909, 1912, 1913, 1915, 1925, 1930, 1934, 1939, 1944, 1947, 1948,
1953, 1955, 1960, 1972, 1974, 1981, 1987, 1988, 1990, 1994, 1997,
2008, 2010, 2016, 2017, 2020, 2045, 2051, 2054, 2058, 2102, 2107,
2108, 2126, 2127, 2134, 2151, 2166, 2281, 2301, 2337, 2343, 2392,
2407, 2432, 2485, 2487, 2660, 2664, 2671, 2711, 2741, 2778, 2798,
2873, 2931, 3013, 3015, 3032, 3160, 3238, 3358
Soybean Varieties USA–Hongkong / Hong Kong–Early
Introduction 1132, 1518, 1521, 1703, 1925, 2017, 2258, 2275,
2281, 2334, 2335, 2407, 2446, 2630, 2660, 2688, 2741, 2798, 2810,
2873, 2908, 2960, 3013, 3032, 3056, 3238, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Hoosier–Early Introduction 1806, 1973,
2034, 2258, 2275, 2281, 2316, 2407, 2487, 2660, 2663, 2741, 2798,
2873, 2960, 3013, 3032, 3238
Soybean Varieties USA–Hope–Early Selection (1905) 999, 1086,
1181, 1838, 2126, 2407, 2660, 3013, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Hurrelbrink–Early Introduction 2058,
2060, 2258, 2275, 2334, 2335, 2522, 2523, 2630, 2741, 2798, 2810,
2873, 3013, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Illington–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2782, 3013
Soybean Varieties USA–Imperial–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2782, 2798, 2873, 2960, 3013, 3032, 3085
Soybean Varieties USA–Indiana Hollybrook–Early Development
1499, 1930, 2108, 2203, 2281, 2660, 2798, 3013, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San–Early Introduction. Synonyms–
Medium Early Yellow, Early White, Early Yellow, Kaiyuski Daizu,
Kiyusuki Daidzu, Kysuki, Yellow Eda Mame, Dwarf Early Yellow,
Early, Eda Mame, Coffee Berry 702, 716, 723, 729, 733, 753, 757,
774, 790, 798, 814, 831, 883, 887, 907, 910, 915, 916, 923, 928,
936, 937, 940, 948, 957, 958, 960, 980, 989, 995, 998, 1002, 1008,
1017, 1026, 1027, 1032, 1034, 1035, 1048, 1049, 1086, 1096, 1097,
1108, 1109, 1110, 1114, 1122, 1132, 1134, 1135, 1160, 1166, 1167,
1168, 1169, 1177, 1181, 1196, 1222, 1229, 1239, 1264, 1272, 1274,
1290, 1291, 1299, 1303, 1305, 1306, 1308, 1310, 1311, 1313, 1314,
1315, 1318, 1319, 1329, 1331, 1338, 1346, 1351, 1356, 1359, 1385,
1387, 1392, 1395, 1399, 1414, 1416, 1417, 1418, 1419, 1422, 1430,
1438, 1451, 1459, 1464, 1470, 1479, 1480, 1492, 1497, 1498, 1499,
1503, 1505, 1506, 1508, 1510, 1514, 1521, 1525, 1528, 1531, 1536,
1539, 1544, 1553, 1589, 1590, 1592, 1599, 1620, 1623, 1625, 1652,
1663, 1670, 1674, 1679, 1680, 1682, 1683, 1687, 1690, 1700, 1704,
1708, 1712, 1713, 1715, 1716, 1717, 1720, 1724, 1730, 1732, 1742,
1753, 1761, 1775, 1778, 1779, 1781, 1782, 1783, 1789, 1797, 1798,
1800, 1801, 1802, 1804, 1806, 1807, 1810, 1812, 1815, 1816, 1817,
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1820, 1821, 1828, 1838, 1843, 1855, 1867, 1871, 1874, 1881, 1886,
1887, 1890, 1895, 1898, 1901, 1904, 1906, 1909, 1912, 1913, 1925,
1930, 1934, 1944, 1947, 1948, 1951, 1953, 1960, 1966, 1974, 1977,
1978, 1981, 1988, 1997, 2004, 2008, 2016, 2017, 2028, 2030, 2031,
2038, 2042, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047, 2053, 2054, 2058, 2059, 2063,
2087, 2089, 2096, 2100, 2102, 2107, 2108, 2110, 2118, 2123, 2126,
2127, 2128, 2134, 2135, 2137, 2151, 2152, 2165, 2166, 2178, 2182,
2214, 2242, 2250, 2258, 2267, 2275, 2281, 2296, 2301, 2316, 2334,
2335, 2337, 2343, 2364, 2377, 2382, 2386, 2407, 2435, 2511, 2512,
2523, 2524, 2551, 2660, 2663, 2666, 2714, 2741, 2778, 2793, 2798,
2810, 2873, 2876, 2931, 2934, 2960, 2978, 2995, 3013, 3032, 3037,
3160, 3293, 3307, 3340, 3357, 3358
Soybean Varieties USA–Jackson–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 3013, 3083
Soybean Varieties USA–Jefferson–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 3013
Soybean Varieties USA–Jet–Early Introduction 993, 1049, 1132,
1160, 1190, 1222, 1290, 1291, 1298, 1308, 1313, 1331, 1351, 1395,
1416, 1465, 1505, 1521, 1536, 1589, 1682, 1730, 1753, 1761, 1871,
1898, 1930, 1977, 2017, 2126, 2151, 2281, 2334, 2335, 2407, 2511,
2660, 2960, 2978, 3013, 3032, 3293, 3307, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Jogun–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2740, 2741, 2782, 2798, 2873, 2940, 2946, 2949, 2978,
3013, 3032, 3053, 3056, 3085, 3128
Soybean Varieties USA–Kanro–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2740, 2741, 2798, 2861, 2873, 2949, 2978, 3013, 3032,
3053, 3056, 3128
Soybean Varieties USA–Kanum–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2873, 3013, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Kentucky A–Early Selection 1828, 2017,
3013, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Kentucky–Early Introduction 1239, 1319,
1387, 1417, 1506, 1508, 1838, 2017, 2407, 2660, 3013
Soybean Varieties USA–Kingston–Early Introduction 916, 980,
1008, 1086, 1132, 1160, 1181, 1190, 1480, 2030, 2316, 2407, 2660,
3013, 3238, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Kiyusuke Daizu–Early Introduction. Also
spelled Kiyusuki, Kiuski, Kaiyuski, Kuiske, Keyuska, Kysuki 282,
338, 363, 375, 390, 393, 395, 424, 916
Soybean Varieties USA–Kura–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2740, 2741, 2743, 2782, 2798, 2873, 2949, 2978, 3013,
3032, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Laredo–Early Introduction 1783, 1930,
1963, 1988, 2023, 2026, 2031, 2034, 2110, 2151, 2152, 2166, 2167,
2180, 2196, 2199, 2201, 2211, 2212, 2218, 2220, 2245, 2249, 2250,
2251, 2261, 2274, 2281, 2316, 2337, 2343, 2349, 2370, 2407, 2432,
2487, 2523, 2561, 2563, 2572, 2580, 2604, 2630, 2652, 2657, 2660,
2664, 2666, 2688, 2692, 2740, 2741, 2745, 2749, 2750, 2778, 2787,

2791, 2798, 2808, 2810, 2873, 2896, 2934, 2960, 2995, 3013, 3015,
3032, 3056, 3178, 3193, 3266, 3271, 3340, 3347, 3355
Soybean Varieties USA–Large Black–Early Introduction 916, 3013,
3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Late Mammoth–Early Introduction 582,
583, 604
Soybean Varieties USA–Lexington–Early Introduction 1464, 1652,
1713, 1806, 1912, 1934, 1974, 1981, 2017, 2034, 2063, 2065, 2213,
2250, 2258, 2275, 2281, 2316, 2334, 2335, 2407, 2432, 2487, 2660,
2741, 2791, 2798, 2810, 2873, 2960, 3013, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Lowrie–Early Selection (1908) 1086,
3013, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth Brown–Early Introduction
1745, 1994, 2045, 2166, 2218, 2250, 2281, 2299, 2407, 2630, 2652,
2660, 2683, 2688, 2711, 2741, 2750, 2778, 2791, 2798, 2873, 2934,
2960, 2978, 3013, 3032, 3271, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth–Early Introduction 492, 693,
729, 916, 927, 929, 935, 937, 938, 956, 963, 1008, 1010, 1020,
1051, 1056, 1086, 1110, 1132, 1144, 1156, 1181, 1196, 1222, 1235,
1290, 1291, 1298, 1308, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1338, 1351, 1356, 1395,
1416, 1418, 1438, 1464, 1470, 1480, 1508, 1589, 1592, 1625, 1635,
1652, 1679, 1682, 1687, 1696, 1730, 1745, 1779, 1783, 1815, 1871,
1912, 1947, 1948, 1988, 1999, 2030, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047, 2048,
2083, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2151, 2152, 2178, 2281, 2305, 2432, 2487,
2491, 2516, 2537, 2660, 2664, 2774, 2898, 3085, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth Yellow–Early Introduction 765,
775, 779, 790, 799, 868, 903, 916, 923, 936, 940, 949, 960, 968,
980, 998, 1002, 1006, 1007, 1025, 1032, 1047, 1075, 1081, 1120,
1129, 1133, 1168, 1169, 1181, 1190, 1215, 1235, 1261, 1264, 1271,
1299, 1306, 1318, 1348, 1351, 1360, 1399, 1411, 1420, 1421, 1435,
1464, 1474, 1479, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1492, 1498, 1505, 1511, 1514,
1536, 1542, 1547, 1590, 1592, 1599, 1608, 1623, 1633, 1635, 1637,
1670, 1673, 1674, 1680, 1686, 1693, 1704, 1711, 1713, 1721, 1732,
1737, 1742, 1745, 1761, 1762, 1775, 1777, 1782, 1797, 1800, 1804,
1806, 1814, 1817, 1838, 1841, 1867, 1875, 1886, 1890, 1901, 1906,
1915, 1925, 1930, 1934, 1938, 1944, 1960, 1963, 1967, 1978, 1981,
1987, 1994, 2009, 2010, 2016, 2017, 2026, 2031, 2045, 2051, 2058,
2104, 2105, 2106, 2107, 2110, 2120, 2127, 2134, 2166, 2167, 2180,
2199, 2201, 2204, 2211, 2212, 2218, 2245, 2249, 2250, 2274, 2281,
2289, 2296, 2299, 2316, 2334, 2335, 2359, 2364, 2370, 2376, 2386,
2396, 2407, 2507, 2523, 2572, 2580, 2587, 2606, 2630, 2660, 2663,
2670, 2681, 2683, 2688, 2699, 2714, 2737, 2741, 2778, 2791, 2798,
2825, 2873, 2934, 2949, 2960, 2981, 2995, 3000, 3013, 3015, 3032,
3055, 3056, 3238, 3266
Soybean Varieties USA–Manchu–Early Introduction 1315, 1331,
1338, 1359, 1464, 1503, 1508, 1553, 1652, 1663, 1679, 1683, 1687,
1704, 1712, 1713, 1715, 1742, 1745, 1761, 1779, 1783, 1797, 1800,
1801, 1802, 1804, 1805, 1806, 1821, 1828, 1867, 1879, 1886, 1890,
1895, 1898, 1904, 1912, 1925, 1930, 1944, 1947, 1948, 1953, 1960,
1970, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1977, 1978, 1981, 1988, 1997, 2017,
2032, 2034, 2045, 2046, 2050, 2051, 2053, 2054, 2058, 2063, 2065,
2084, 2085, 2087, 2089, 2096, 2102, 2106, 2108, 2118, 2122, 2123,
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2125, 2127, 2128, 2134, 2135, 2137, 2151, 2152, 2156, 2165, 2171,
2178, 2182, 2186, 2187, 2204, 2214, 2216, 2221, 2242, 2250, 2251,
2253, 2258, 2267, 2275, 2280, 2281, 2286, 2301, 2316, 2317, 2334,
2335, 2337, 2343, 2346, 2349, 2377, 2382, 2384, 2386, 2391, 2392,
2394, 2405, 2407, 2428, 2435, 2446, 2466, 2485, 2487, 2509, 2511,
2512, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2540, 2543, 2551, 2563, 2579, 2581, 2587,
2605, 2607, 2610, 2613, 2630, 2649, 2655, 2660, 2663, 2666, 2670,
2671, 2681, 2683, 2688, 2691, 2692, 2701, 2707, 2714, 2724, 2729,
2730, 2733, 2740, 2741, 2743, 2748, 2749, 2753, 2756, 2764, 2778,
2779, 2784, 2793, 2798, 2804, 2809, 2810, 2813, 2843, 2861, 2873,
2876, 2926, 2931, 2932, 2934, 2937, 2948, 2951, 2969, 2970, 2978,
2987, 2995, 3013, 3032, 3037, 3056, 3057, 3194, 3195, 3238, 3293

1008, 1027, 1056, 1086, 1096, 1097, 1114, 1168, 1181, 1239, 1250,
1298, 1306, 1311, 1313, 1315, 1319, 1329, 1332, 1387, 1395, 1405,
1414, 1416, 1417, 1419, 1456, 1459, 1476, 1479, 1506, 1508, 1510,
1514, 1521, 1525, 1528, 1536, 1538, 1539, 1565, 1566, 1589, 1594,
1601, 1620, 1623, 1652, 1670, 1673, 1680, 1682, 1684, 1690, 1702,
1712, 1713, 1716, 1729, 1746, 1753, 1762, 1775, 1781, 1801, 1802,
1804, 1806, 1815, 1817, 1821, 1828, 1867, 1890, 1898, 1899, 1906,
1912, 1915, 1930, 1944, 1951, 1953, 1974, 2017, 2030, 2042, 2044,
2045, 2046, 2047, 2053, 2058, 2059, 2085, 2087, 2123, 2126, 2127,
2134, 2135, 2250, 2281, 2296, 2300, 2301, 2316, 2386, 2487, 2511,
2512, 2586, 2660, 2663, 2741, 2798, 2873, 2960, 2978, 3013, 3032,
3037, 3238, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Manchuria–Early Introduction 1419, 1506,
1510, 1890, 1895, 1906, 1960, 2058, 2281, 2407, 2660, 2958, 3013,
3032, 3238, 3293

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Late Black–Early Introduction
477, 478
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium White–Early Introduction 391

Soybean Varieties USA–Mandarin–Early Introduction 1783, 1806,
1890, 1895, 1904, 1925, 1930, 1934, 1953, 1960, 1988, 2017, 2034,
2045, 2046, 2058, 2118, 2152, 2170, 2250, 2280, 2281, 2301, 2316,
2334, 2335, 2382, 2407, 2511, 2512, 2551, 2605, 2607, 2613, 2630,
2660, 2663, 2666, 2671, 2714, 2729, 2730, 2733, 2739, 2740, 2741,
2749, 2753, 2777, 2793, 2798, 2810, 2813, 2852, 2861, 2873, 2896,
2926, 2937, 2960, 2978, 3013, 3017, 3032, 3041, 3056, 3057, 3167,
3194, 3195, 3238, 3357
Soybean Varieties USA–Manhattan–Early Introduction 916, 1135,
1181, 1299, 1319, 1387, 1417, 1508, 1553, 1713, 1761, 1828, 2126,
3013, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Black–Early Introduction.
Renamed Buckshot by 1948 352, 369, 370, 390, 391, 401, 402, 424,
431, 432, 478, 557, 635, 668, 916, 923, 936, 940, 1536, 1762, 2126,
2166, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Brown–Early Introduction 960,
1399, 3293
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Black–Early Introduction.
Renamed Buckshot by 1907 475, 478, 497, 648, 662, 702, 753, 790,
798, 910, 916, 958, 1329, 1778, 1806, 2978, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Green–Early Introduction.
Synonym Guelph (Ball 1907) 476, 478, 497, 648, 668, 702, 709,
716, 726, 751, 757, 771, 790, 819, 1049, 1168, 1663, 1715, 1778,
1797, 1800, 1807, 1810, 1960
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early White–Early Introduction
393
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Yellow–Early Introduction
702, 723, 753, 790, 883, 887, 907, 910, 948, 957, 958, 995, 1026,
1108, 1110, 1318, 1663, 1674, 1778, 1800, 1801, 1913, 1953, 2038,
2108, 2334, 2335, 2978, 3293
Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Green–Early Introduction 321,
352, 390, 391, 401, 424, 438, 466, 483, 484, 529, 557, 575, 635,
655, 656, 659, 687, 688, 702, 703, 720, 722, 728, 729, 733, 759,
760, 763, 764, 774, 805, 806, 810, 814, 816, 824, 831, 869, 878,
883, 894, 900, 901, 910, 915, 916, 923, 940, 958, 960, 980, 989,

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Yellow–Early Selection (1905).
Renamed Midwest by 1923 729, 894, 915, 960, 980, 1008, 1035,
1068, 1081, 1086, 1096, 1114, 1165, 1168, 1169, 1181, 1239, 1249,
1290, 1291, 1299, 1314, 1315, 1319, 1338, 1356, 1387, 1417, 1421,
1438, 1459, 1464, 1479, 1480, 1492, 1497, 1504, 1508, 1518, 1521,
1544, 1553, 1625, 1652, 1670, 1679, 1680, 1687, 1702, 1703, 1712,
1713, 1717, 1745, 1761, 1779, 1781, 1802, 1816, 1838, 1855, 1898,
1912, 1925, 1930, 1934, 1939, 1947, 1948, 1955, 1975, 1981, 1988,
1998, 2041, 2051, 2102, 2105, 2126, 2134, 2151, 2204, 2250, 2281,
2660, 2798, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Mendota–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 3032, 3053, 3056
Soybean Varieties USA–Merko–Early Introduction 1086, 1479,
1521, 1625, 1828, 1906, 1953, 2034, 2281, 2407, 2487, 2660, 2663,
2741, 2960, 3013, 3032, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Meyer–Early Introduction 916, 938, 966,
1002, 1008, 1049, 1086, 1132, 1166, 1169, 1181, 1233, 1298, 1329,
1331, 1470, 1480, 1498, 1518, 1521, 1625, 1703, 1716, 1838, 1930,
2017, 2126, 2349, 2407, 2660, 2978, 3307, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Midwest–Early Introduction 2008, 2034,
2045, 2046, 2050, 2051, 2053, 2054, 2058, 2063, 2087, 2102, 2108,
2110, 2123, 2126, 2127, 2134, 2135, 2151, 2152, 2165, 2178, 2204,
2213, 2214, 2250, 2258, 2267, 2273, 2275, 2281, 2316, 2334, 2335,
2337, 2343, 2377, 2382, 2386, 2389, 2391, 2407, 2432, 2446, 2485,
2487, 2511, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2630, 2660, 2669, 2688, 2741, 2793,
2798, 2810, 2871, 2873, 2931, 2960, 2969, 3013, 3032, 3238
Soybean Varieties USA–Mikado–Early Development 860, 1229,
1274, 1311, 1319, 1325, 1331, 1337, 1346, 1387, 1416, 1417, 1419,
1422, 1438, 1451, 1479, 1499, 1510, 1536, 1544, 1652, 1679, 1713,
1753, 1790, 1798, 1806, 1828, 1867, 1890, 1912, 1913, 1952, 1972,
1988, 1990, 2017, 2045, 2046, 2050, 2058, 2061, 2063, 2065, 2152,
2213, 2258, 2273, 2275, 2281, 2316, 2407, 2416, 2487, 2511, 2660,
2663, 2741, 2960, 2978, 3032, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Minnesota 166 and Minnesota 167–Early
Selections 1802, 1805, 2004, 2053, 2301, 2512
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Soybean Varieties USA–Minsoy–Early Introduction 1930, 2118,
2250, 2281, 2316, 2407, 2511, 2660, 2663, 2666, 2671, 2741, 2753,
2798, 2810, 2813, 2873, 2948, 2960, 2987, 3032, 3056, 3238, 3347
Soybean Varieties USA–Mongol–Early Introduction 1096, 1272,
1315, 1318, 1319, 1365, 1372, 1416, 1417, 1419, 1479, 1510, 1536,
1544, 1620, 1652, 1712, 1713, 1716, 1717, 1725, 1730, 1753, 1780,
1797, 1798, 1802, 1804, 1806, 1816, 1821, 1828, 1835, 1843, 1855,
1867, 1886, 1890, 1898, 1906, 1909, 1912, 1915, 1919, 1921, 1925,
1930, 1934, 1939, 1953, 1955, 1972, 1977, 1978, 1981, 1998, 2017,
2051, 2054, 2058, 2096, 2102, 2107, 2108, 2126, 2134, 2166, 2203,
2204, 2281, 2660, 2978, 3032, 3293

2281, 2407, 2523, 2660, 2978, 3013, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Okute / O’kute / O’Kute–Early
Introduction 1132, 1181, 1319, 1387, 1417, 1506, 1828, 2017,
2126, 2407, 2660, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Olive Medium–Early Introduction 754,
757, 774, 790, 910, 940, 958, 1806, 1953
Soybean Varieties USA–Osaya–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2741, 2798, 2873, 3032

Soybean Varieties USA–Morse–Early Introduction 1049, 1181,
1249, 1318, 1319, 1331, 1387, 1417, 1451, 1506, 1525, 1620, 1622,
1670, 1713, 1838, 1867, 1890, 1912, 1925, 1934, 1988, 1998, 2017,
2034, 2041, 2045, 2046, 2050, 2051, 2054, 2060, 2088, 2134, 2135,
2166, 2204, 2211, 2258, 2261, 2275, 2281, 2316, 2334, 2335, 2407,
2428, 2446, 2487, 2511, 2537, 2579, 2660, 2741, 2774, 2798, 2810,
2873, 2960, 3032, 3238

Soybean Varieties USA–Otootan / O-too-tan–Early Introduction
1270, 1670, 1783, 1796, 1853, 1869, 1901, 1930, 1987, 1990, 2009,
2010, 2023, 2026, 2031, 2097, 2104, 2107, 2110, 2151, 2167, 2180,
2196, 2198, 2199, 2201, 2212, 2218, 2220, 2249, 2250, 2251, 2274,
2281, 2294, 2316, 2330, 2351, 2370, 2383, 2407, 2438, 2486, 2521,
2546, 2550, 2561, 2572, 2621, 2630, 2643, 2652, 2653, 2660, 2664,
2681, 2683, 2688, 2692, 2740, 2741, 2745, 2749, 2750, 2778, 2787,
2791, 2798, 2863, 2873, 2913, 2921, 2922, 2934, 2958, 2981, 2995,
3013, 3032, 3056, 3061, 3079, 3085, 3096, 3107, 3111, 3178, 3238,
3266, 3307, 3331, 3340, 3347

Soybean Varieties USA–Nalrade–Early Introduction 662, 940

Soybean Varieties USA–Patuxent–Early Development 1838

Soybean Varieties USA–Nanda–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2741, 2798, 2873, 2960, 2978, 3032, 3085, 3111

Soybean Varieties USA–Peking / Pekin–Early Selection (1907)
1086, 1160, 1166, 1181, 1222, 1229, 1274, 1290, 1291, 1298, 1306,
1308, 1311, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1318, 1319, 1331, 1337, 1338, 1351,
1365, 1387, 1392, 1416, 1417, 1419, 1421, 1422, 1438, 1451, 1464,
1479, 1480, 1492, 1498, 1505, 1509, 1510, 1525, 1539, 1565, 1566,
1620, 1622, 1652, 1668, 1670, 1673, 1679, 1687, 1704, 1713, 1745,
1753, 1761, 1779, 1781, 1796, 1798, 1802, 1806, 1821, 1828, 1838,
1875, 1890, 1898, 1901, 1909, 1912, 1930, 1934, 1939, 1947, 1948,
1953, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1977, 1978, 1981, 1988, 2017, 2034, 2044,
2045, 2046, 2051, 2054, 2058, 2063, 2085, 2087, 2102, 2123, 2126,
2151, 2152, 2165, 2166, 2170, 2187, 2198, 2201, 2209, 2214, 2242,
2250, 2258, 2275, 2281, 2316, 2334, 2335, 2337, 2343, 2384, 2386,
2407, 2428, 2432, 2446, 2487, 2500, 2509, 2511, 2523, 2524, 2551,
2579, 2606, 2630, 2649, 2660, 2663, 2671, 2688, 2701, 2724, 2740,
2741, 2791, 2793, 2798, 2810, 2873, 2889, 2913, 2960, 2978, 3013,
3032, 3037, 3061, 3238, 3293, 3340, 3347, 3357

Soybean Varieties USA–Morgan–Early Introduction 3307

Soybean Varieties USA–Natsu–Early Introduction 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Nemo–Early Introduction 1181, 1331,
2407, 2660, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Nielsen–Early Selection 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Nigra–Early Introduction 1988, 2364,
3307, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Nuttall–Early Introduction 916, 958, 1049,
1097, 1156, 1329, 1518, 1521, 1703, 2334, 2335, 2407, 2660, 2978,
3307, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Ogemaw / Ogema–Early Development.
Synonym–Dwarf Brown (Morse 1948) 790, 831, 907, 910, 916,
923, 928, 936, 937, 940, 958, 1002, 1008, 1026, 1086, 1181, 1359,
1470, 1521, 1623, 1625, 1753, 1782, 1804, 1806, 1890, 1944, 1953,
2017, 2030, 2126, 2250, 2281, 2296, 2301, 2316, 2334, 2335, 2407,
2520, 2660, 2666, 2702, 2714, 2741, 2779, 2798, 2813, 2873, 3013,
3032, 3160, 3293, 3340, 3358
Soybean Varieties USA–Ohio 9001–Early Introduction 1419, 1510,
1753, 2046, 2058, 2407, 2660
Soybean Varieties USA–Ohio 9016–Early Introduction 1416, 1419,
1510, 2017, 2046, 2058, 2386, 2487, 2978
Soybean Varieties USA–Ohio 9035–Early Development. Renamed
Hamilton by 1923 1299, 1313, 1416, 1419, 1510, 1536, 1553, 1620,
1713, 1716, 1729, 1753, 1797, 1806, 1817, 1820, 1867, 1886, 1906,
1909, 1930, 1978, 1981, 2037, 2054, 2058, 2134, 2135, 2165, 2209,

Soybean Varieties USA–Perley’s Mongol–Early Selection (1912)
1272, 1781, 1801, 2281, 2660
Soybean Varieties USA–Pingsu–Early Introduction 1086, 1181,
1521, 2126, 3307, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Pinpu–Early Introduction 1973, 2008,
2017, 2034, 2280, 2281, 2407, 2660, 2741, 2798, 2873, 2960, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Riceland–Early Introduction 916, 927, 938,
999, 1008, 1086, 1135, 1196, 1470, 1525, 1625, 1670, 2407, 2660,
2737, 3307, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Rokugatsu–Early Introduction 700, 790,
831, 1761
Soybean Varieties USA–Rokusun–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2740, 2741, 2798, 2873, 2923, 2949, 2960, 2978, 2995,
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Soybean Varieties USA–Taha–Early Introduction 1086, 1132, 1181,
1419, 1480, 1510, 1838, 2046, 2058, 2407, 2660, 2978, 3307, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Sac–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-Type
3032, 3053, 3056, 3128
Soybean Varieties USA–Samarow–Early Introduction 916, 936,
967, 980, 1002, 1008, 1086, 1156, 1480, 1828, 2030, 3013, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Saskatoon–Early Introduction 1890, 1973,
3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Sato–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2741, 2798, 2873, 2949, 3032, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Sedo–Early Introduction 1086, 1181, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Seminole–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2873, 2921, 2981, 2995, 3031, 3032, 3053, 3056
Soybean Varieties USA–Shanghai–Early Introduction 1290, 1291,
1464, 1480, 1525, 1652, 1670, 2034, 2151, 2152, 2281, 2660, 3032,
3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Sherwood–Early Introduction 999, 1132,
1181, 1518, 1521, 1670, 1703, 1806, 1974, 2334, 2335, 2407, 2487,
2660, 2663, 2960, 2978, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Shingto–Early Introduction 1086, 1097,
1166, 1329, 1419, 1510, 1528, 1625, 2058, 2126, 2407, 2660, 2978,
3238
Soybean Varieties USA–Shiro–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2741, 2798, 2873, 2960, 2978, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Sioux–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2798, 2873, 2923, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Sooty–Early Selection 1169, 1912, 2281,
2316, 2407, 2630, 2660, 2741, 2798, 2873, 2960, 3032, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Sousei–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2740, 2741, 2798, 2873, 2940, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Southern Prolific–Early Introduction 2031,
2034, 2281, 2316, 2370, 2660, 2711, 2741, 2778, 2798, 2873, 2960,
3032, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Soysota–Early Introduction 1930, 2017,
2118, 2182, 2250, 2281, 2316, 2511, 2660, 2666, 2741, 2798, 2873,
3032, 3238
Soybean Varieties USA–Stuart–Early Introduction 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Suru–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2741, 2798, 2873, 3032, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Swan–Early Introduction 999, 1086, 1135,
1299, 1305, 1319, 1331, 1387, 1392, 1416, 1417, 1479, 1506, 1508,
1518, 1521, 1553, 1625, 1670, 1713, 1828, 1838, 1890, 2126, 3307

Soybean Varieties USA–Tamarat Sukun–Early Introduction 662,
940
Soybean Varieties USA–Tarheel Black / Tar-Heel Black / Tar Heel
Black–Early Introduction 1420, 1590, 1652, 1745, 1761, 1912,
1988, 1994, 2045, 2046, 2105, 2107, 2152, 2166, 2218, 2250, 2281,
2299, 2316, 2407, 2432, 2660, 2663, 2741, 2778, 2798, 2873, 2896,
2934, 2960, 3032, 3238, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Tarheel / Tar Heel / Tar-Heel–Early
Introduction. Renamed Tarheel Black by May 1915 1299, 1331,
1360, 1420, 1505, 1553, 1590, 1670, 1713, 1981, 2107, 2166, 2281,
2316, 2407, 2660, 2934, 2960, 3032, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Tashing–Early Introduction 1086, 1132,
1181, 1248, 1290, 1291, 1451, 1521, 1806, 1828, 2126, 2151, 2407,
2579, 2660, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Tastee–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2873, 2949, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Toku–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2741, 2798, 2873, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Tokyo / Tokio–Early Introduction 916,
920, 938, 958, 980, 998, 999, 1032, 1049, 1086, 1196, 1264, 1315,
1338, 1351, 1420, 1438, 1464, 1492, 1497, 1505, 1652, 1670, 1679,
1687, 1713, 1742, 1745, 1761, 1779, 1783, 1901, 1912, 1947, 1948,
1978, 1988, 1999, 2017, 2034, 2045, 2046, 2126, 2152, 2218, 2250,
2281, 2316, 2370, 2407, 2551, 2606, 2630, 2660, 2670, 2681, 2683,
2688, 2711, 2741, 2749, 2778, 2791, 2798, 2810, 2873, 2934, 2960,
2995, 3000, 3013, 3032, 3056, 3238, 3266
Soybean Varieties USA–Tortoise Egg–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 2946
Soybean Varieties USA–Trenton–Early Introduction 2407, 2660,
3013, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Very Dwarf Brown–Early Introduction
910, 958, 1806
Soybean Varieties USA–Vireo–Early Introduction 1086, 1625, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Virginia–Early Selection (1907) 987, 1166,
1170, 1351, 1411, 1438, 1464, 1498, 1505, 1599, 1620, 1652, 1659,
1670, 1679, 1704, 1713, 1725, 1729, 1742, 1745, 1761, 1783, 1790,
1796, 1804, 1821, 1828, 1838, 1867, 1869, 1875, 1879, 1882, 1886,
1901, 1912, 1915, 1925, 1930, 1934, 1938, 1944, 1947, 1948, 1952,
1960, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1978, 1981, 1988, 1994, 1999, 2011, 2017,
2031, 2034, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2050, 2051, 2058, 2088, 2097, 2102,
2104, 2105, 2106, 2107, 2123, 2125, 2126, 2134, 2135, 2151, 2152,
2166, 2167, 2178, 2196, 2204, 2209, 2211, 2212, 2213, 2214, 2218,
2242, 2250, 2251, 2258, 2261, 2274, 2275, 2281, 2316, 2326, 2330,
2334, 2335, 2337, 2343, 2349, 2370, 2386, 2407, 2428, 2430, 2431,
2432, 2435, 2437, 2439, 2446, 2487, 2496, 2511, 2523, 2524, 2525,
2551, 2563, 2579, 2586, 2587, 2630, 2652, 2657, 2660, 2663, 2664,
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2671, 2681, 2683, 2692, 2714, 2740, 2741, 2749, 2750, 2778, 2791,
2793, 2798, 2810, 2824, 2873, 2878, 2896, 2913, 2934, 2960, 2969,
2978, 2995, 3013, 3032, 3056, 3271, 3347
Soybean Varieties USA–Waseda–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2662, 2741, 2798, 2873, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Wea–Early Introduction 1973, 1978, 2008,
2017, 2034, 2251, 2258, 2275, 2281, 2316, 2334, 2335, 2407, 2579,
2660, 2798, 2810, 2873, 2960, 3032, 3238
Soybean Varieties USA–White Eyebrow–Early Introduction 1890,
2281, 2660, 2978, 3056, 3307
Soybean Varieties USA–Willomi–Large-Seeded and / or VegetableType 2782, 2798, 2873, 2946, 2960, 2978, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson–Early Introduction 1008, 1051,
1086, 1114, 1132, 1160, 1169, 1181, 1222, 1239, 1274, 1290, 1291,
1298, 1299, 1305, 1308, 1311, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1319, 1331, 1338,
1351, 1360, 1387, 1395, 1411, 1416, 1417, 1421, 1422, 1438, 1464,
1470, 1479, 1492, 1497, 1498, 1505, 1506, 1508, 1509, 1514, 1521,
1525, 1536, 1553, 1557, 1589, 1590, 1620, 1622, 1623, 1625, 1637,
1668, 1670, 1673, 1682, 1687, 1712, 1713, 1716, 1725, 1730, 1745,
1753, 1761, 1775, 1779, 1781, 1790, 1796, 1798, 1802, 1804, 1815,
1817, 1820, 1821, 1838, 1867, 1871, 1886, 1899, 1901, 1906, 1912,
1913, 1915, 1925, 1930, 1934, 1944, 1947, 1948, 1953, 1960, 1972,
1977, 1990, 1994, 1998, 2017, 2022, 2034, 2045, 2046, 2050, 2051,
2053, 2054, 2058, 2063, 2088, 2103, 2110, 2123, 2125, 2126, 2134,
2151, 2152, 2166, 2178, 2198, 2201, 2204, 2209, 2212, 2214, 2218,
2242, 2250, 2261, 2281, 2316, 2334, 2335, 2364, 2376, 2386, 2407,
2428, 2431, 2432, 2435, 2485, 2487, 2496, 2500, 2507, 2511, 2523,
2524, 2553, 2579, 2630, 2657, 2660, 2671, 2688, 2692, 2714, 2737,
2741, 2756, 2791, 2793, 2798, 2810, 2873, 2934, 2978, 2995, 3013,
3032, 3056, 3061, 3178, 3238, 3340, 3347
Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson-Five / Wilson Five / Wilson 5 /
Wilson-5 / Wilson V–Early Selection (1912) 1652, 1679, 1796,
1804, 1828, 1838, 1875, 1925, 1930, 1944, 1947, 1948, 1972, 1973,
1975, 1977, 1978, 1981, 1988, 1999, 2034, 2152, 2166, 2258, 2275,
2281, 2316, 2334, 2335, 2337, 2343, 2446, 2487, 2511, 2523, 2551,
2587, 2630, 2660, 2663, 2740, 2741, 2791, 2798, 2810, 2873, 2960,
2995, 3032, 3340, 3347
Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Extra Select Sable–Early
Development 1160, 1222, 1308, 1313, 1395, 1536, 1589, 1682,
1730, 1871, 3340

Soybean Varieties USA–Wisconsin Black–Early Introduction 753,
798, 1008, 1329, 1470, 1708, 1715, 1775, 1778, 1837, 1886, 1898,
1930, 1944, 1953, 1960, 1977, 1981, 1988, 2017, 2034, 2045, 2051,
2089, 2118, 2127, 2151, 2152, 2201, 2250, 2258, 2275, 2280, 2281,
2300, 2316, 2334, 2335, 2377, 2382, 2407, 2511, 2520, 2540, 2605,
2607, 2613, 2630, 2660, 2671, 2688, 2714, 2729, 2730, 2733, 2739,
2740, 2741, 2753, 2793, 2798, 2810, 2873, 2878, 2978, 3013, 3032,
3238, 3340
Soybean Varieties USA–Wolverine–Large-Seeded and / or
Vegetable-Type 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Yamagata Cha-daidzu / Yamagata
Chadaidzu / Yamagata-cha Daidzu–Early Introduction. Renamed
Eda by about 1907 331, 338, 363, 375, 390, 393, 635
Soybean Varieties USA–Yellow–Early Introduction 635, 733, 774,
831, 916, 958, 1521, 1652, 2281, 2660, 2737, 2749
Soybean Varieties USA–Yellow Soy Bean or Yellow Soy / Soja–
Early Introduction 282, 331, 338, 375, 390, 393, 416, 424, 527,
557, 655, 687, 694, 718, 719
Soybean Varieties USA–Yokoten / Yokotenn–Early Introduction
1652, 2281, 2316, 2407, 2660, 2741, 2798, 2873, 2960, 3032
Soybean Varieties USA–Yoshioka–Early Introduction. Renamed
Yosho by May 1907 700, 1761
Soybean Varieties USA–Yosho–Early Introduction 916, 1419, 1510,
1761, 2046, 2058, 2407, 2660, 3307
Soybean Variety Development and Breeding–New Soybean
Varieties in the USA 321, 475, 476, 477, 582, 754, 860, 917, 918,
919, 920, 993, 1170, 1805, 2037, 2257
Soybeans, black. See Soybean Seeds–Black in Color
Soybeans, ground (used as food). See Whole Dry Soybeans
Soybeans, whole dry (used cooked or unprocessed as feed). See
Whole Dry Soybeans
Soybeans, whole dry (used unprocessed as food). See Whole Dry
Soybeans
Soybeans, wild. See Wild Soybeans (General)

Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Mikado–Early Development 708,
1096, 1160, 1222, 1308, 1313, 1395, 1589, 1682, 1730, 1871, 3293
Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Mongol–Early Development 1096,
1160, 1222, 1308, 1313, 1387, 1395, 1506, 1589, 1682, 1730, 1871,
3293
Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Pedigreed Sable–Early
Development 1311, 1395, 1589, 1682, 1730, 1871, 3340

Soyfood products, commercial. See Commercial Soy Products–New
Products
Soyfoods (General Food Uses of Soybeans) 848, 1821, 1873, 2293,
2695, 2890, 3021, 3109, 3292
Soyfoods movement. See Soyatech (Bar Harbor, Maine)
Soyland Farm. See Fouts Family of Indiana

Soybean Varieties USA–Wing’s Sable–Early Development 1096,
1160, 1222, 1308, 1313, 1395, 3293, 3340

Soymilk. See Calf, Lamb, or Pig Milk Replacers
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Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed (Canned, Bottled, or Bulk).
Also Called Soybase or Soy Base 1009, 1195, 1491, 1552, 1582,
1652, 1681, 2030, 2044, 2528, 2551, 2668, 2806, 3182
Soymilk Cream (Rich, Thick Soymilk to Be Used Like Cream). See
also: Non-Dairy Creamer 2522, 2806, 2912
Soymilk curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk

(Lunar New Year) in Japan and Parched Soybeans 8, 21, 113, 188,
291, 1087, 1252, 1406, 1491, 1507, 1540, 1552, 1613, 1626, 1646,
1687, 1841, 1843, 1845, 1846, 1848, 1855, 1928, 1942, 2030, 2036,
2099, 2100, 2203, 2334, 2335, 2418, 2433, 2470, 2551, 2563, 2583,
2602, 2645, 2677, 2720, 2776, 2806, 2854, 2892, 2894, 2896, 2910,
2918, 2925, 2942, 2946, 3002, 3021, 3053, 3056, 3074, 3186, 3222,
3250, 3297, 3343, 3346, 3358
Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc. (Buffalo, New York) 2650, 2781,
2959, 3036

Soymilk–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 169, 229, 255, 379, 554, 921, 1002, 1009, 1154,
1203, 1351, 1629, 2774
Soymilk, Fermented, in Liquid or Viscous Form (Basic Research,
Acidophilus Soymilk or Soy Acidophilus Milk, Soy Viili,
Buttermilk, Koumiss, Lassi, Piima, etc.). See also: Soy Yogurt, Soy
Cheese, and Soy Kefir 1582, 2030, 2528, 2806, 2887, 3018
Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefir 1195, 2925

Spillers Premier Products Ltd. (Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire,
England). Including Soya Foods Ltd [Named Soya Flour
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (1929-42), and Soya Foods Ltd. (1933)].
And incorporating British Soya Products (1932) 2515, 2522, 2528,
2550, 2617, 2661, 2699, 2736, 2738, 2767
Sprouts. See Soy Sprouts
Spun soy protein fibers. See Soy Proteins–Textured Soy Protein
Isolates

Soymilk, Soy Drinks / Beverages, Soy-Based Infant Formulas, and
Nogs (Liquid, Non-Fermented). Note–For Soymilk Products See
Tofu, Yuba, Shakes, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Yogurt, and Soy Cheese
or Cheese Alternatives 138, 169, 229, 248, 249, 255, 379, 409, 449,
499, 503, 554, 840, 909, 921, 1002, 1009, 1012, 1028, 1040, 1050,
1067, 1077, 1079, 1098, 1105, 1115, 1125, 1148, 1153, 1154, 1163,
1183, 1195, 1203, 1219, 1220, 1226, 1252, 1265, 1320, 1351, 1354,
1383, 1415, 1424, 1471, 1491, 1495, 1510, 1532, 1552, 1557, 1572,
1582, 1583, 1584, 1593, 1603, 1622, 1625, 1626, 1629, 1636, 1652,
1661, 1681, 1741, 1742, 1759, 1761, 1799, 1815, 1841, 1894, 1928,
1942, 1947, 1948, 2030, 2036, 2044, 2048, 2099, 2100, 2168, 2204,
2293, 2300, 2309, 2319, 2401, 2410, 2414, 2418, 2433, 2447, 2448,
2461, 2512, 2515, 2522, 2527, 2528, 2538, 2551, 2561, 2563, 2576,
2577, 2582, 2583, 2584, 2602, 2604, 2617, 2618, 2627, 2638, 2645,
2654, 2668, 2689, 2695, 2698, 2699, 2701, 2703, 2714, 2715, 2720,
2732, 2736, 2738, 2740, 2744, 2774, 2776, 2778, 2786, 2788, 2801,
2806, 2807, 2813, 2840, 2855, 2861, 2862, 2868, 2869, 2874, 2884,
2886, 2888, 2894, 2896, 2909, 2910, 2912, 2914, 2915, 2925, 2937,
2938, 2942, 2946, 2949, 2958, 2960, 2966, 3018, 3040, 3053, 3056,
3061, 3063, 3070, 3074, 3104, 3110, 3118, 3128, 3163, 3165, 3182,
3192, 3203, 3222, 3224, 3245, 3246, 3249, 3250, 3263, 3297, 3306,
3318, 3331, 3343, 3346, 3354
Soymilk, Spray-Dried or Powdered 1195, 1947, 1948, 2030, 2510,
2528, 2583, 2602, 2638, 2668, 2689, 2806, 3346
Soynut Butter–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives
in Various Languages 2806
Soynut Butter (Soynuts / Roasted Soybeans Ground to a Paste
Resembling Peanut Butter; May Also Be Made from (Roasted) Soy
Flour Mixed with a Little Oil) 1928, 2806
Soynuts–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 8, 113, 1252, 1843, 1848, 1928, 2203, 2551,
2583, 2806
Soynuts (Oil Roasted or Dry Roasted / Toasted). See Also Irimame
Used in Bean-Scattering (Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun

Sri Lanka. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka
Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. (Decatur, Illinois; Acquired by
Tate & Lyle PLC in June 1988) 1989, 2158, 2159, 2289, 2345,
2346, 2375, 2488, 2576, 2595, 2650, 2872, 2947, 2950, 2977, 2996,
3029, 3036, 3254, 3272
Standardization of nomenclature of soybean varieties. See
Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and
Confusion
Standards, Applied to Soybeans or Soy Products 2198, 2352, 2932,
3203, 3296
Starch (Its Presence or Absence, Especially in Soybean Seeds) 61,
62, 63, 88, 131, 141, 144, 163, 169, 171, 194, 205, 217, 234, 248,
255, 287, 291, 338, 347, 379, 393, 404, 409, 449, 464, 503, 602,
603, 605, 745, 859, 977, 1001, 1002, 1012, 1019, 1040, 1054, 1067,
1091, 1137, 1141, 1195, 1252, 1314, 1383, 1443, 1449, 1462, 1471,
1515, 1652, 1687, 1942, 1997, 2048, 2512, 2538, 2561, 2617, 2638,
2689, 2813, 2861, 2909, 3075
Statistical Reporting Service of USDA. See United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Statistical Reporting Service
(SRS)
Statistics. See Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics, the
specific product concerned, e.g. Tofu Industry and Market Statistics
Statistics on crushing of soybeans, soy oil and meal production
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia,
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations
within each region
Statistics on soybean production. See Soybean Production and
Trade–Industry and Market Statistics,
Statistics on soybean production, area and stocks. See individual
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geographic regions (such as Asia, Europe, Latin America, United
States, etc.) and nations within each region

Sword Bean. Canavalia gladiata (Jacq.) D.C. Also Known as the
Knife Bean, Saber Bean 145, 1234, 1290

Statistics on soybean yields. See Yield Statistics, Soybean

Table / Tables in Document 61, 62, 69, 70, 71, 76, 79, 81, 83, 84,
89, 92, 95, 96, 99, 100, 104, 105, 106, 109, 110, 111, 113, 114, 125,
130, 135, 137, 141, 142, 144, 148, 150, 153, 156, 157, 158, 162,
163, 164, 171, 182, 183, 194, 196, 200, 205, 213, 217, 218, 219,
220, 224, 227, 235, 236, 237, 240, 242, 243, 255, 256, 257, 263,
265, 274, 275, 284, 295, 296, 297, 302, 304, 308, 309, 313, 318,
319, 321, 335, 336, 339, 347, 348, 363, 367, 368, 373, 375, 391,
396, 397, 401, 403, 404, 405, 407, 412, 424, 431, 432, 435, 442,
461, 476, 478, 482, 499, 506, 529, 537, 542, 547, 552, 567, 570,
585, 588, 591, 599, 609, 613, 614, 625, 638, 642, 656, 657, 662,
668, 671, 676, 678, 687, 688, 698, 702, 709, 711, 726, 729, 736,
748, 752, 753, 765, 767, 778, 789, 790, 798, 802, 805, 831, 848,
849, 855, 857, 884, 888, 902, 910, 915, 923, 939, 940, 941, 945,
960, 967, 981, 1008, 1009, 1012, 1014, 1026, 1035, 1050, 1069,
1097, 1098, 1102, 1104, 1132, 1137, 1141, 1152, 1153, 1154, 1156,
1181, 1188, 1194, 1195, 1216, 1219, 1220, 1224, 1227, 1239, 1241,
1242, 1247, 1252, 1262, 1264, 1270, 1276, 1286, 1290, 1291, 1300,
1309, 1310, 1313, 1319, 1332, 1351, 1377, 1383, 1389, 1390, 1403,
1417, 1432, 1451, 1460, 1464, 1468, 1471, 1479, 1480, 1498, 1506,
1510, 1547, 1553, 1561, 1583, 1588, 1591, 1613, 1622, 1626, 1632,
1666, 1677, 1690, 1696, 1745, 1759, 1762, 1767, 1778, 1793, 1804,
1824, 1828, 1829, 1830, 1832, 1841, 1861, 1877, 1879, 1890, 1894,
1912, 1917, 1923, 1932, 1942, 1947, 1953, 1962, 1981, 1993, 2017,
2151

Sterols or Steroid Hormones in Soybeans (Phytosterols–Including
Beta-Sitosterol, Campesterol, and Stigmasterol from Which
Steroids Such as Progesterone, Hydrocortisone, and Cortisone Can
Be Made) 2732, 2925, 3330, 3343, 3354
Stettiner Oelwerke AG (founded 1910), Including Toepfer’s
Oelwerke GmbH (also spelled Toeppfer’s and Toeppfer’s). In 1965
became part of Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany)
2814
Storage capacity of individual soybean crushing plants. See
Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of
Individual Plants–Statistics
Storage of Soybean Seeds, Viability and Life-Span During Storage
or Storability, and Drying of Soybeans 66, 247, 566, 589, 604, 729,
856, 980, 1008, 1068, 1134, 1139, 1156, 1169, 1181, 1184, 1197,
1266, 1280, 1314, 1329, 1331, 1351, 1459, 1468, 1470, 1507, 1565,
1566, 1624, 1670, 1687, 1731, 1742, 1815, 1829, 1841, 1965, 2030,
2045, 2050, 2085, 2125, 2126, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2166, 2168, 2382,
2402, 2414, 2430, 2525, 2534, 2535, 2537, 2605, 2617, 2618, 2740,
2800, 2862, 2889, 2907, 2912, 2936, 2993, 2994, 3053, 3078, 3100,
3111, 3135, 3158, 3179, 3250, 3292

Taiwan. See Asia, East–Taiwan
Straw, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw
Strayer Family of Iowa–Incl. George Strayer (1910-1981; executive
officer of the American Soybean Association 1940-1967), His
Father Bert Strayer (1880-1941), and His Nephew Dennis Strayer
(born 1938) 2286, 2331, 2932, 3037, 3255
Subsidies or support prices for soybeans. See Policies and
Programs, Government

Taiwan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 1932, 3052
Tamari, Including Real Tamari (Soy Sauce Which Contains Little
or No Wheat) or the Macrobiotic Word Tamari Meaning Traditional
Shoyu 1885, 2168
Taosi or tao-si or tausi or tau-si. See Fermented Black Soybeans–
from The Philippines

Sufu. See Tofu, Fermented
Sugars, complex, such as raffinose, stachyose, and verbacose. See
Oligosaccharides
Sunflower Oil / Sunflowerseed Oil / Sunoil 1019, 1383, 1696, 2101
Sunflower Seeds and Sunflowers (Helianthus annuus)–Including
Sunflowerseed Oil, Cake, and Meal. Once called the Heliotrope,
Heliotropion, and Heliotropium 16, 58, 244, 303, 353, 539, 546,
555, 610, 756, 855, 1019, 1068, 1097, 1290, 1342, 1464, 1703,
1863, 1993, 2030, 2101, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2301, 2363, 2532, 2579,
2784, 3050, 3119, 3148, 3343

Tariffs, duties, embargoes. See Trade Policies (International)
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties,
Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other Trade Barriers or Subsidies
Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or Sensory / Organoleptic
Evaluation of the Quality of Foods and Beverages 99
Taste Problems. See Flavor / Taste Problems
Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Also Spelled
Taucho, Tauceo, Tau Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho,
Taoetjo 2698, 3165

Sunsoy Products Ltd. See Victory Soya Mills Ltd.

Taxonomy. See Soybean–Taxonomy

Sustainability. See Soybean Production–Sustainability or
Sustainable Agriculture

Tempeh–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 2698

Swift & Co. (Chicago, Champaign, and Oak Brook, Illinois) 835

Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Onchom (Oncom, Ontjom)–A cake
of Peanut Presscake or Okara (Oncom Tahu) Fermented with
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Neurospora (Monilia sitophila = Oidium lupuli) molds 2698
Tempeh, Okara (Okara Tempeh), Incl. Mei Dou Za, Mei-TouCha, Meitauza from China, and Tempe Gembus (from Central and
Eastern Java) 3354
Tempeh (Spelled Témpé in Malay-Indonesian) 2698, 3118, 3165,
3189, 3203, 3249, 3250, 3301, 3330, 3343, 3354
Terminology for soybeans–Fanciful. See Soybean–Terminology and
Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and Names
Textiles made from spun soy protein fibers. See Fibers (Artificial
Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including
Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)

2448, 2461, 2494, 2510, 2527, 2528, 2538, 2551, 2556, 2561, 2563,
2577, 2582, 2583, 2584, 2602, 2613, 2618, 2627, 2638, 2646, 2662,
2668, 2695, 2698, 2703, 2714, 2720, 2726, 2732, 2736, 2737, 2740,
2744, 2774, 2776, 2778, 2786, 2801, 2806, 2811, 2813, 2815, 2840,
2855, 2862, 2865, 2869, 2874, 2882, 2884, 2886, 2888, 2894, 2896,
2906, 2909, 2910, 2912, 2914, 2915, 2925, 2938, 2942, 2946, 2949,
2960, 2966, 3014, 3018, 3053, 3054, 3056, 3061, 3074, 3104, 3110,
3118, 3128, 3163, 3165, 3182, 3203, 3224, 3246, 3249, 3250, 3264,
3297, 3301, 3306, 3318, 3330, 3343, 3354
Tofu, Braised, Grilled Broiled, or Roasted (Jian-doufu in Chinese).
Chinese-Style, Prepared in the Kitchen or at Home 13
Tofu, Criticism of, Making Fun of, or Image Problems 992, 2561
Tofu curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk

Textured soy flours. See Soy Flours, Textured (Including TVP,
Textured Vegetable Protein)
Textured soy protein concentrates. See Soy Protein Concentrates,
Textured
Textured soy protein isolates. See Soy Protein Isolates, Textured
(For Food Use Only). Including Spun Fibers
Textured soy proteins. See Soy Proteins, Textured
Therapeutic uses / aspects of soybeans, general. See Medical /
Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Aspects, General

Tofu Equipment 849, 1195
Tofu–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 61, 137, 143, 241, 379, 921, 1153, 1154, 1203,
1220, 1228, 1351, 1799, 1841, 2414, 2447, 2448, 2774, 2778, 2909
Tofu, Fermented (Also Called Doufu-ru, Toufu-ru, Furu, Fuyu,
Tahuri, Tahuli, Tajure, Tao-hu-yi, or Sufu). See also Tofu-yo 56,
112, 137, 139, 186, 208, 216, 249, 840, 909, 921, 1195, 1246, 1464,
1488, 2030, 2168, 2551, 2592, 2698, 2732, 2786, 2801, 2886, 2937,
3249

Third World / Developing Nations 2362, 2862, 3133, 3270

Tofu, Fermented–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 840, 2168, 2551

Thyroid function. See Goitrogens and Thyroid Function

Tofu, Firm (Chinese-Style) 248, 2439

Tibet. See Asia, East–Tibet and Tibetans Outside Tibet

Tofu, Fried (Especially Deep-Fried Tofu Pouches, Puffs, Cutlets, or
Burgers; Agé or Aburagé, Aburaagé, Usu-agé, Atsu-agé or Namaagé, Ganmodoki or Ganmo, Hiryôzu / Hiryozu) 13, 1661, 2030,
2168, 2736, 2786, 3118, 3203

Timeline. See Chronology / Timeline
Timor-Leste (East Timor). See Asia, Southeast–Timor-Leste (East
Timor)
Tocopherol. See Vitamin E (Tocopherol)
Tofu (Also Called Soybean Curd or Bean Curd until about 19751985). See also Tofu–Fermented, Soy Ice Creams, Soy Yogurts, and
Cheesecake, Which Often Use Tofu as a Major Ingredient 8, 9, 13,
14, 16, 17, 18, 56, 61, 97, 137, 138, 141, 143, 144, 145, 157, 162,
163, 164, 169, 176, 186, 187, 189, 191, 202, 207, 212, 216, 218,
219, 224, 229, 230, 231, 233, 235, 240, 241, 243, 245, 248, 249,
252, 253, 255, 259, 267, 285, 287, 291, 379, 409, 449, 499, 503,
508, 509, 515, 523, 529, 533, 554, 573, 612, 656, 840, 843, 848,
849, 909, 921, 936, 942, 943, 977, 981, 984, 992, 1002, 1009, 1012,
1014, 1028, 1040, 1050, 1054, 1069, 1077, 1079, 1084, 1086, 1087,
1088, 1098, 1105, 1115, 1125, 1148, 1153, 1154, 1156, 1163, 1183,
1195, 1203, 1219, 1220, 1223, 1228, 1246, 1252, 1265, 1320, 1351,
1354, 1362, 1400, 1406, 1415, 1424, 1445, 1464, 1471, 1491, 1495,
1510, 1552, 1555, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1622, 1625, 1629, 1636, 1640,
1661, 1681, 1742, 1759, 1779, 1799, 1841, 1894, 1942, 1947, 1948,
1988, 1989, 2005, 2030, 2044, 2048, 2099, 2100, 2250, 2251, 2300,
2309, 2315, 2320, 2369, 2401, 2408, 2414, 2418, 2433, 2439, 2447,

Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole (Not Powdered) 137,
138, 141, 200, 219, 236, 243, 449, 499, 981, 1014, 1087, 1088,
1220, 1583, 1779, 1841, 2030, 2168, 2309, 2736, 3118, 3203
Tofu, Frozen or Dried-Frozen–Etymology of This Term and Its
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 141, 200, 236, 243, 1087
Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory or
Community Scale, by Hand 1948
Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By
Geographical Region 2494, 3054
Tofu, Pressed, Chinese-Style (Toufukan / Doufugan / Dougan)
2439, 2806
Tofu Production–How to Make Tofu on a Commercial Scale 240
Tofu, Smoked 840, 909, 921, 1195, 1759, 1947, 1948, 2044, 2309,
2551, 2638, 2668, 2937
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Tonga. See Oceania
Trains, special. See Railroads / Railways and Special Trains and/or
Exhibit Cars Used to Promote Soybeans and Soybean Production

Touchi or tou ch’i. See Fermented Black Soybeans
Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds (General) 1155, 2222, 3247
Tractors 1718, 2036, 2052, 2242, 2260, 2288, 2328, 2339, 2387,
2388, 2389, 2392, 2447, 2450, 2587, 2617, 2689, 2692, 2722, 2787,
2826, 2827, 2828, 2829, 2830, 2889, 2944, 2950, 2970, 2975, 2992,
2998, 3029, 3053, 3114, 3193, 3229, 3286
Trade (International–Imports, Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and /
or Soybean Meal. See also Trade–Tariffs and Duties 131, 202, 508,
840, 994, 1012, 1014, 1018, 1024, 1050, 1054, 1068, 1078, 1080,
1083, 1084, 1088, 1105, 1133, 1135, 1142, 1148, 1153, 1154, 1156,
1163, 1167, 1177, 1194, 1203, 1205, 1246, 1248, 1270, 1293, 1320,
1351, 1380, 1389, 1406, 1409, 1438, 1439, 1464, 1468, 1487, 1500,
1510, 1568, 1572, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1625, 1679, 1696, 1759, 1814,
1841, 1875, 1894, 1902, 1932, 1947, 1948, 2010, 2024, 2030, 2036,
2041, 2044, 2045, 2048, 2050, 2068, 2089, 2099, 2100, 2101, 2168,
2190, 2197, 2249, 2271, 2296, 2363, 2369, 2375, 2414, 2415, 2427,
2430, 2494, 2515, 2520, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2535, 2553, 2563,
2609, 2613, 2617, 2618, 2660, 2670, 2681, 2683, 2698, 2699, 2702,
2703, 2710, 2731, 2732, 2736, 2738, 2740, 2742, 2767, 2832, 2861,
2862, 2873, 2930, 2960, 2976, 3002, 3014, 3046, 3052, 3054, 3075,
3113, 3145, 3194, 3195, 3240, 3259, 3280, 3289, 3294, 3305, 3356
Trade of Soyfoods (Import and Export, not Including Soy Oil or
Soybean Meal, but Including Lecithin and Margarine) or Soyfoods
Manufacturing Equipment. See also: Soy Sauce–Imports, Exports.
Miso–Imports, Exports 20, 35, 112, 130, 379, 409, 853, 981, 1014,
1088, 1135, 1153, 2296

Transcaucasia. See Asia, Transcaucasia (Presently Armenia,
Azerbaijan, and Georgia)
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad
/ Railway / Rail within a Particular Country or Region. See also
Railroads / Railways and Special Trains Used to Promote Soybeans
and Soybean Production 1351, 1759, 2108, 2168, 2416, 2470, 2520,
2758, 3014, 3054, 3271
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or
Highways Using Trucks, Carts, etc. within a Particular Country or
Region 176, 2044, 2168, 2387, 2447, 2617, 3053
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Water
(Rivers, Lakes) Using Junks, Barges, etc. within a Particular
Country or Region 1134, 1464, 2044, 2738
Treatment of seeds. See Seed Treatment with Chemicals (Usually
Fungicides) for Protection
Trichloroethylene. See Solvents–Trichlorethylene
Triple “F” and Insta-Pro. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking,
Low Cost–Including Triple “F”
Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly
in the Third World / developing countries) 367, 791, 2414, 2527,
2694

Trade Policies (International) Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products,
or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties, Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other
Trade Barriers or Subsidies 1014, 1080, 1320, 1464, 1583, 2271,
2296, 2363, 2375, 2405, 2415, 2465, 2515, 2520, 2522, 2523, 2617,
2758, 2832, 2932, 2975, 3305

Tropical kudzu. See Kudzu or Kuzu–Tropical Kudzu or Puero
(Pueraria phaseoloides)

Trade statistics, Canada. See Canada–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trypsin / Protease / Proteinase Growth Inhibitors 3166, 3190, 3191,
3231, 3270, 3329, 3330, 3343, 3354

Trade statistics, China. See China–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Turkey. See Asia, Middle East–Turkey

Trade statistics, Japan. See Japan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trucks or Carts used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of
Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or Highways

Turkeys Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal
as Feed 790, 3079, 3302, 3308
Turkistan / Turkestan. See Asia, Central–Turkistan / Turkestan

Trade statistics, Manchuria. See Manchuria–Trade (Imports or
Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Tuvalu. See Oceania

Trade statistics, Southeast Asia. See Asia, Southeast–Trade (Imports
or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

TVP. See Soy Flours, Textured (Including TVP, Textured Vegetable
Protein)

Trade statistics, Taiwan. See Taiwan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

T.W. Wood & Sons (Richmond, Virginia). Seedsmen since 1879
290, 418, 546, 555, 654, 718, 727, 775, 779, 815, 868, 936, 949,
1261, 1320, 1339, 1413, 1590, 1796, 2107, 2218

Trade statistics, Western Europe. See Europe, Western–Trade
(Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–
Statistics

Umeboshi or ume-boshi (Japanese salt plums / pickled plums),
Plum Products, and the Japanese Plum Tree (Prunus mumé) from
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whose fruit they are made 231
Unfair Practices–Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading
Labeling, Advertising, etc. See also: Adulteration 334, 840, 1080,
2198
Unilever Corp., Lever Brothers Co., Unimills B.V. (Netherlands),
and Margarine Union 1077, 1156, 1266, 1829, 1841, 2806, 2807
United Kingdom. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom
United Nations (Including UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, UNESCO, and
UNRRA) Work with Soy 3065, 3097, 3119, 3120, 3132, 3270
United Soybean Board. See American Soybean Association (ASA)–
United Soybean Board
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural
Adjustment Administration (AAA, 1933-1942) and Agricultural
Adjustment Agency (1942-1945) 2624, 2701, 2903, 3055, 3286
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural
Research Service (ARS, Established 1953). Including Agricultural
Research Administration (1942-1953) 2909, 2948, 2994, 3014,
3032, 3048, 3086, 3093, 3100, 3173, 3227, 3312
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Arlington
Experimental Farm at Arlington, Virginia (1900-1942) 652, 660,
737, 739, 740, 792, 854, 866, 908, 913, 929, 936, 937, 966, 987,
988, 1005, 1020, 1037, 1086, 1166, 1233, 1290, 1291, 1464, 1652,
1729, 1737, 1897, 1953, 1969, 1973, 2000, 2044, 2045, 2048, 2061,
2151, 2203, 2316, 2408, 2597, 2720, 2740, 2741, 2798, 2872, 2888,
3293
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry (1943-1953). Including
Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering (1938-1943),
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils (1927-1938), and Bureau of
Chemistry (1901-1927). Transferred to the Agricultural Research
Service (ARS) in 1953 854, 1019, 1885, 2427, 2541, 2597, 2606
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Agricultural Economics (1922-1953). Including Bureau of Markets
and Crop Estimates (1921-1922), Bureau of Markets (1913-1921),
and Office of Farm Management and Farm Economics (1905-1922).
Transferred in 1953 to USDA’s Economic Research Service 1218,
1296, 1436, 1644, 2068, 2076, 2120, 2352, 2710, 2713, 2758, 2787,
2897, 2945, 2965, 2988, 3004, 3019, 3052
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Entomology and Plant Quarantine (1934-1953). Including the
Bureau of Entomology (1904-1934). Transferred to the Agricultural
Research Service in 1953 854
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Human Nutrition and Home Economics (1943-1953). Including
Bureau of Home Economics (1923-1943), Office of Home
Economics (1915-1923), and Nutrition and Home Economics Work
in the Office of Experiment Stations (1894-1915). Transferred to the
Agricultural Research Service in 1953 499, 2720, 2884, 2959

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering (1943-1953).
Including Bureau of Plant Industry (1901-1943), Office of Plant
Industry (1900-1901), and Division of Agrostology (1895-1901).
Transferred to Agricultural Research Service in 1953 448, 478, 509,
512, 567, 569, 581, 584, 649, 684, 700, 715, 737, 739, 758, 770,
792, 799, 851, 854, 862, 866, 873, 892, 905, 908, 911, 912, 913,
916, 927, 928, 929, 932, 935, 936, 937, 938, 956, 959, 962, 963,
966, 971, 973, 974, 987, 991, 992, 996, 999, 1005, 1006, 1007,
1008, 1010, 1018, 1020, 1023, 1037, 1086, 1113, 1127, 1128, 1131,
1166, 1177, 1180, 1210, 1218, 1230, 1233, 1270, 1285, 1287, 1290,
1291, 1292, 1294, 1307, 1314, 1315, 1329, 1338, 1349, 1357, 1359,
1366, 1368, 1369, 1388, 1394, 1398, 1401, 1406, 1418, 1441, 1458,
1464, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1488, 1492, 1494, 1497, 1507, 1511, 1527,
1532, 1555, 1556, 1565, 1566, 1577, 1618, 1628, 1631, 1652, 1659,
1669, 1677, 1679, 1687, 1729, 1747, 1750, 1751, 1755, 1756, 1779,
1783, 1790, 1792, 1796, 1849, 1850, 1853, 1855, 1859, 1875, 1882,
1883, 1888, 1894, 1897, 1913, 1927, 1930, 1940, 1942, 1945, 1952,
1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1978, 2001, 2030, 2034, 2040, 2041, 2042,
2043, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047, 2048, 2061, 2063, 2065, 2074, 2075,
2079, 2091, 2093, 2098, 2124, 2136, 2144, 2145, 2148, 2149, 2150,
2151, 2152, 2173, 2179, 2195, 2203, 2204, 2206, 2217, 2220, 2226,
2227, 2228, 2230, 2232, 2233, 2250, 2251, 2268, 2280, 2281, 2296,
2315, 2316, 2324, 2336, 2349, 2354, 2397, 2402, 2403, 2408, 2418,
2427, 2430, 2431, 2433, 2437, 2439, 2447, 2448, 2453, 2467, 2470,
2494, 2510, 2542, 2553, 2561, 2563, 2577, 2579, 2582, 2584, 2591,
2627, 2637, 2662, 2677, 2702, 2706, 2720, 2727, 2740, 2741, 2743,
2782, 2798, 2849, 2872, 2882, 2884, 2900, 2909, 2910, 2923, 2928,
2931, 2948, 2956, 2973, 3000, 3013, 3014, 3018, 3026, 3032, 3037,
3048, 3053, 3054, 3055, 3056, 3061, 3078, 3194, 3195, 3238, 3254,
3293, 3322, 3340, 3344, 3347
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Economic
Research Service (ERS) (1961-) 3302
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Foreign
Agricultural Service (FAS, Est. 1953) Including Office of Foreign
Agricultural Relations (1939-1953). Foreign Agricultural Service
(1938-1939) 2710, 3014
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA; Including Federal
Grain Inspection Service [FGIS], and War Food Administration
[WFA]). See also: Agricultural Marketing Service, Agricultural
Research Service (ARS), Bureau of Plant Industry, Economic
Research Service, Food and Nutrition Service, Foreign Agricultural
Service, and Section of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction 217,
338, 387, 412, 422, 430, 464, 496, 498, 510, 576, 590, 604, 648,
652, 653, 655, 659, 660, 662, 686, 695, 697, 733, 737, 739, 740,
755, 756, 774, 784, 798, 816, 836, 856, 881, 891, 894, 927, 928,
929, 932, 937, 938, 941, 958, 959, 964, 973, 979, 985, 998, 1026,
1030, 1032, 1045, 1047, 1061, 1074, 1119, 1124, 1142, 1177, 1183,
1184, 1185, 1195, 1196, 1197, 1237, 1260, 1278, 1283, 1285, 1338,
1340, 1362, 1393, 1400, 1429, 1430, 1438, 1459, 1460, 1463, 1470,
1487, 1491, 1495, 1502, 1509, 1510, 1513, 1515, 1521, 1523, 1525,
1540, 1544, 1546, 1552, 1563, 1564, 1571, 1574, 1604, 1625, 1629,
1633, 1638, 1639, 1648, 1657, 1664, 1665, 1670, 1674, 1685, 1696,
1704, 1706, 1709, 1726, 1737, 1739, 1754, 1767, 1778, 1825, 1844,
1854, 1855, 1869, 1893, 1902, 1904, 1910, 1923, 1925, 1935, 1962,
1971, 1988, 1995, 2000, 2060, 2097, 2110, 2113, 2129, 2158, 2159,
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2162, 2177, 2195, 2202, 2204, 2206, 2207, 2225, 2226, 2229, 2230,
2237, 2243, 2247, 2265, 2277, 2283, 2297, 2301, 2309, 2323, 2343,
2358, 2369, 2376, 2386, 2407, 2416, 2452, 2482, 2631, 2689, 2692,
2731, 2752, 2763, 2806, 2807, 2866, 2908, 2910, 2919, 2921, 2922,
2936, 2963, 2968, 2969, 2972, 2983, 2984, 2989, 2995, 3022, 3037,
3044, 3056, 3071, 3079, 3087, 3156, 3157, 3200, 3245, 3249, 3254,
3255, 3266, 3307, 3357, 3358
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Office of
Experiment Stations (1888-1955). Transferred to the Cooperative
State Experiment Station Service in 1961 339, 382, 393, 397, 676,
744, 773, 2313
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Office and
Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture (Forerunners of USDA) 34,
38, 41, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 220, 2047, 2553
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction (Established 1898 within the
USDA with David Fairchild in Charge). Transferred to Bureau
of Plant Industry (1 July 1901). Later Referred to as the Office of
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction and then the Office of Foreign
Plant Introduction 573, 579, 649, 658, 685, 700, 854, 866, 908, 912,
916, 936, 992, 1002, 1020, 1086, 1099, 1210, 1233, 1406, 1464,
1555, 1556, 1679, 1927, 2034, 2044, 2098, 2349, 2397, 2398, 2399,
2403, 2427, 2430, 2431, 2437, 2439, 2440, 2443, 2453, 2467, 2470,
2553, 3013, 3018, 3238, 3344
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Statistical
Reporting Service (SRS), incl. Bureau of Markets and Crop
Estimates, BUreau of Crop Estimates, Bureau of Statistics, Division
of Statistics 1403, 1579, 1632, 1651, 1686, 1719, 1793, 1861
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food
Administration (WFA), Including the Food Production and
Distribution Administration 2900, 2909, 2924
United States of America–Activities and Influence Overseas /
Abroad 171, 503, 1083, 1476, 2264, 2349, 2354, 2397, 2398, 2399,
2403, 2427, 2430, 2431, 2437, 2439, 2440, 2443, 2447, 2453, 2467,
2470, 2542, 2577, 2582, 2584, 2702, 2730, 2733, 2739, 2862, 2913,
2976, 2978, 3063, 3080, 3091, 3119, 3167, 3170, 3194, 3195, 3261,
3290, 3291, 3295, 3305, 3315, 3316, 3338, 3339, 3344
United States of America–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal
Production and Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses
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3118, 3121, 3122, 3123, 3128, 3130, 3134, 3135, 3136, 3138, 3140,
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2988, 3026, 3055, 3104, 3105
United States–States–Alaska 1023, 2170, 2409, 2522, 2936, 2993,
3357
United States–States–Arizona 2250, 2251, 2281, 2525, 2920, 2936,
3013, 3104, 3205

United States–States–Arkansas 247, 547, 574, 666, 667, 681, 912,
932, 971, 1086, 1290, 1291, 1349, 1609, 1632, 1651, 1793, 2046,
2120, 2151, 2152, 2181, 2220, 2261, 2274, 2393, 2431, 2561, 2630,
2652, 2673, 2688, 2745, 2750, 2782, 2900, 2921, 2926, 2927, 2936,
2945, 2965, 2968, 2983, 2988, 3013, 3019, 3026, 3029, 3036, 3044,
3104, 3114, 3191, 3253, 3255, 3271, 3307
United States–States–California 30, 33, 34, 192, 193, 220, 400, 448,
502, 525, 685, 689, 836, 916, 936, 940, 1115, 1125, 1389, 1575,
1858, 1876, 1920, 2139, 2250, 2251, 2281, 2363, 2453, 2539, 2589,
2684, 2689, 2807, 2811, 2869, 2936, 2959, 3018, 3205, 3206, 3229,
3293, 3306, 3340, 3346, 3358
United States–States–Colorado 220, 376, 1019, 1587, 2193, 2525,
2782, 2927, 2936
United States–States–Connecticut 47, 207, 275, 278, 279, 281, 293,
306, 308, 309, 334, 339, 341, 344, 382, 385, 388, 397, 398, 399,
429, 439, 445, 446, 447, 461, 463, 497, 504, 511, 514, 594, 636,
638, 668, 709, 746, 785, 832, 838, 847, 971, 1086, 1104, 1199,
1239, 1319, 1343, 1359, 1387, 1414, 1417, 1443, 1446, 1454, 1506,
1512, 1541, 1544, 1546, 1598, 2046, 2047, 2048, 2100, 2190, 2208,
2254, 2539, 2703, 2763, 2784, 2803, 3281
United States–States–Delaware 358, 366, 452, 769, 824, 842, 846,
958, 1181, 1205, 1239, 1290, 1291, 1433, 1464, 1604, 1668, 1713,
1748, 1763, 2046, 2048, 2113, 2151, 2152, 2250, 2282, 2302, 2303,
2406, 2492, 2549, 2656, 2768, 2936, 2945, 2965, 2988, 3019
United States–States–District of Columbia (Washington, DC) 34,
215, 279, 393, 496, 502, 512, 567, 569, 573, 576, 579, 604, 649,
652, 658, 660, 684, 686, 708, 717, 727, 733, 737, 739, 740, 770,
771, 775, 799, 813, 873, 881, 894, 905, 908, 911, 912, 927, 928,
929, 932, 936, 937, 938, 959, 964, 971, 973, 987, 992, 993, 1005,
1008, 1020, 1030, 1032, 1047, 1061, 1086, 1113, 1124, 1166, 1177,
1183, 1184, 1230, 1233, 1260, 1285, 1287, 1291, 1292, 1294, 1295,
1313, 1314, 1315, 1339, 1345, 1349, 1357, 1359, 1366, 1369, 1398,
1406, 1413, 1418, 1430, 1438, 1441, 1458, 1463, 1464, 1482, 1484,
1487, 1488, 1492, 1497, 1502, 1507, 1511, 1532, 1555, 1556, 1565,
1566, 1574, 1629, 1648, 1652, 1659, 1669, 1679, 1685, 1687, 1690,
1694, 1706, 1737, 1747, 1750, 1751, 1754, 1783, 1853, 1859, 1868,
1875, 1882, 1883, 1885, 1888, 1894, 1897, 1911, 1925, 1927, 1935,
1945, 1973, 1978, 2001, 2030, 2034, 2040, 2041, 2042, 2043, 2061,
2065, 2074, 2075, 2091, 2098, 2124, 2136, 2144, 2148, 2149, 2150,
2151, 2152, 2173, 2179, 2205, 2217, 2220, 2225, 2226, 2227, 2228,
2230, 2232, 2247, 2250, 2251, 2268, 2271, 2273, 2281, 2296, 2301,
2315, 2316, 2324, 2336, 2349, 2352, 2358, 2363, 2393, 2397, 2398,
2399, 2402, 2415, 2418, 2433, 2439, 2440, 2443, 2447, 2448, 2453,
2465, 2494, 2512, 2563, 2577, 2582, 2584, 2627, 2662, 2702, 2731,
2740, 2741, 2798, 2806, 2872, 2884, 2909, 2924, 2932, 2956, 2959,
2961, 2975, 3013, 3018, 3037, 3052, 3053, 3054, 3055, 3056, 3059,
3087, 3247, 3344
United States–States–Florida 25, 717, 937, 1128, 1638, 1921, 2101,
2521, 2547, 2921, 2936, 3018, 3136, 3344
United States–States–Georgia 22, 23, 24, 25, 60, 65, 132, 258, 260,
319, 325, 330, 349, 353, 392, 393, 450, 510, 526, 593, 619, 704,
717, 725, 770, 781, 788, 839, 862, 904, 933, 937, 938, 971, 973,
998, 1003, 1011, 1046, 1052, 1061, 1072, 1075, 1076, 1112, 1116,
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1117, 1120, 1123, 1185, 1191, 1244, 1285, 1345, 1349, 1441, 1457,
1458, 1500, 1505, 1515, 1531, 1533, 1534, 1558, 1559, 1562, 1593,
1615, 1628, 1635, 1639, 1645, 1651, 1667, 1688, 1699, 1773, 1793,
1853, 1861, 2023, 2031, 2046, 2048, 2107, 2113, 2199, 2201, 2413,
2807, 2921, 2926, 2936, 2945, 2965, 2968, 2988, 3000, 3013, 3026,
3029, 3136, 3227, 3228, 3244, 3307, 3352
United States–States–Hawaii 518, 658, 790, 1014, 1018, 1024,
1086, 1135, 1145, 1195, 1230, 1246, 1270, 1397, 1464, 1470, 1932,
2030, 2281, 2522, 2548, 2558, 2580, 2698, 2720, 2782, 2811, 2812,
2815, 2936, 2981, 2993, 3238
United States–States–Idaho 1086, 1194, 1466, 2328, 2413, 2525,
2635, 2782
United States–States–Illinois 30, 33, 34, 199, 214, 301, 328, 370,
405, 413, 415, 439, 442, 446, 453, 472, 478, 479, 482, 487, 492,
495, 500, 517, 518, 527, 530, 536, 540, 541, 549, 563, 570, 578,
582, 583, 584, 589, 590, 595, 604, 624, 632, 662, 705, 711, 713,
729, 750, 854, 925, 928, 930, 937, 940, 941, 1000, 1008, 1045,
1086, 1092, 1095, 1117, 1128, 1136, 1147, 1150, 1152, 1217, 1218,
1252, 1273, 1292, 1293, 1324, 1334, 1343, 1376, 1381, 1382, 1393,
1399, 1401, 1431, 1442, 1462, 1464, 1468, 1469, 1493, 1504, 1518,
1521, 1529, 1585, 1632, 1651, 1674, 1689, 1701, 1703, 1712, 1717,
1718, 1725, 1729, 1738, 1756, 1758, 1780, 1790, 1793, 1794, 1816,
1822, 1835, 1839, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1848, 1855, 1856, 1859, 1860,
1861, 1906, 1909, 1919, 1921, 1922, 1924, 1925, 1928, 1929, 1934,
1939, 1945, 1949, 1950, 1953, 1955, 1969, 1973, 1975, 1978, 1981,
1986, 1989, 1995, 1997, 2000, 2004, 2021, 2025, 2030, 2033, 2036,
2038, 2046, 2048, 2060, 2065, 2067, 2070, 2073, 2075, 2076, 2079,
2080, 2081, 2089, 2091, 2093, 2102, 2107, 2112, 2113, 2121, 2135,
2152, 2156, 2158, 2159, 2162, 2165, 2169, 2171, 2172, 2175, 2195,
2203, 2204, 2214, 2216, 2219, 2221, 2224, 2238, 2246, 2250, 2253,
2258, 2262, 2271, 2275, 2281, 2284, 2288, 2289, 2291, 2296, 2315,
2317, 2325, 2328, 2334, 2335, 2339, 2343, 2345, 2346, 2350, 2360,
2369, 2375, 2378, 2386, 2392, 2395, 2404, 2405, 2411, 2412, 2430,
2431, 2444, 2445, 2446, 2449, 2450, 2451, 2452, 2460, 2464, 2465,
2474, 2475, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2479, 2488, 2496, 2498, 2502, 2504,
2511, 2515, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2535, 2559, 2564, 2576, 2595,
2613, 2630, 2631, 2649, 2650, 2660, 2666, 2667, 2668, 2669, 2678,
2681, 2683, 2688, 2689, 2696, 2698, 2701, 2714, 2719, 2721, 2722,
2723, 2724, 2726, 2731, 2741, 2742, 2747, 2768, 2769, 2781, 2782,
2786, 2792, 2796, 2804, 2807, 2810, 2814, 2817, 2824, 2826, 2827,
2828, 2829, 2830, 2831, 2847, 2872, 2873, 2875, 2889, 2897, 2900,
2903, 2906, 2919, 2921, 2922, 2924, 2926, 2927, 2931, 2932, 2936,
2939, 2944, 2945, 2947, 2948, 2950, 2952, 2959, 2962, 2965, 2968,
2969, 2970, 2974, 2975, 2977, 2983, 2984, 2988, 2993, 2994, 2996,
3004, 3010, 3013, 3019, 3026, 3029, 3036, 3037, 3049, 3055, 3058,
3082, 3105, 3140, 3186, 3193, 3194, 3195, 3208, 3209, 3226, 3227,
3238, 3253, 3254, 3255, 3272, 3273, 3286, 3293, 3304, 3307, 3322,
3334, 3346, 3347, 3358
United States–States–Indiana 324, 344, 381, 388, 410, 412, 474,
481, 482, 491, 492, 518, 520, 559, 563, 564, 568, 571, 584, 624,
625, 635, 664, 666, 673, 674, 691, 693, 694, 695, 696, 708, 723,
835, 838, 845, 860, 870, 878, 879, 883, 887, 907, 910, 916, 925,
928, 937, 950, 952, 953, 957, 958, 970, 974, 995, 1000, 1008, 1035,
1037, 1063, 1064, 1086, 1110, 1128, 1173, 1175, 1176, 1182, 1218,
1229, 1241, 1274, 1277, 1284, 1286, 1289, 1290, 1291, 1297, 1308,
1311, 1313, 1317, 1321, 1325, 1330, 1337, 1346, 1352, 1364, 1370,

1372, 1374, 1400, 1401, 1412, 1422, 1426, 1430, 1434, 1436, 1451,
1459, 1464, 1493, 1499, 1504, 1524, 1526, 1529, 1544, 1560, 1561,
1576, 1618, 1627, 1630, 1632, 1646, 1651, 1666, 1700, 1701, 1702,
1707, 1712, 1720, 1724, 1729, 1734, 1752, 1765, 1770, 1782, 1785,
1786, 1787, 1793, 1795, 1803, 1806, 1811, 1812, 1814, 1840, 1842,
1843, 1844, 1845, 1846, 1847, 1848, 1851, 1855, 1859, 1860, 1861,
1865, 1878, 1881, 1882, 1887, 1908, 1913, 1916, 1919, 1922, 1924,
1925, 1930, 1934, 1937, 1941, 1952, 1953, 1969, 1972, 1973, 1974,
1979, 1980, 1983, 1995, 1996, 1997, 2000, 2003, 2008, 2014, 2019,
2020, 2025, 2027, 2035, 2036, 2045, 2046, 2048, 2052, 2057, 2058,
2061, 2063, 2065, 2076, 2088, 2089, 2090, 2108, 2113, 2114, 2135,
2151, 2152, 2162, 2165, 2176, 2185, 2200, 2203, 2204, 2205, 2206,
2250, 2257, 2262, 2267, 2271, 2272, 2273, 2281, 2295, 2307, 2308,
2315, 2328, 2331, 2337, 2338, 2339, 2340, 2341, 2342, 2343, 2344,
2346, 2371, 2375, 2378, 2387, 2388, 2389, 2390, 2391, 2392, 2393,
2416, 2435, 2436, 2456, 2460, 2469, 2471, 2472, 2473, 2480, 2481,
2485, 2488, 2503, 2504, 2505, 2511, 2513, 2514, 2522, 2523, 2524,
2525, 2559, 2575, 2585, 2614, 2626, 2630, 2633, 2639, 2641, 2644,
2650, 2660, 2688, 2698, 2708, 2712, 2714, 2724, 2731, 2741, 2745,
2756, 2757, 2761, 2768, 2769, 2772, 2775, 2810, 2827, 2828, 2829,
2830, 2847, 2871, 2872, 2881, 2897, 2900, 2909, 2916, 2923, 2926,
2931, 2932, 2936, 2943, 2945, 2948, 2957, 2959, 2965, 2968, 2969,
2970, 2988, 2989, 2994, 3004, 3013, 3019, 3029, 3032, 3036, 3037,
3055, 3060, 3088, 3102, 3121, 3122, 3123, 3134, 3160, 3190, 3191,
3192, 3193, 3194, 3195, 3254, 3255, 3307, 3334, 3346, 3351, 3358
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybeans in a certain U.S. state 22, 30,
33, 36, 38, 42, 53, 113, 307, 332, 363, 376, 391, 406, 419, 473, 513,
583, 658, 2086, 2170
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with
(but not yet in) a certain U.S. state 25, 578
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest
document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain
U.S. state 22, 30, 33, 38, 42, 53, 65, 113, 192, 217, 290, 307, 332,
363, 376, 391, 406, 419, 473, 505, 513, 583, 1096, 1248, 2086,
2170
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain U.S. state
22, 33, 36, 38, 42, 113, 307, 338, 363, 376, 391, 406, 419, 473, 513,
583, 658, 1086, 1329, 2086, 2170, 2539
United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a
certain U.S. state 22, 33, 38, 42, 65, 113, 192, 290, 307, 363, 376,
391, 406, 419, 473, 505, 513, 583, 1086, 1096, 1235, 1248, 1329,
2086, 2170, 2539, 2775
United States–States–Iowa 33, 49, 235, 236, 322, 329, 334, 395,
419, 485, 527, 534, 563, 578, 608, 626, 710, 723, 746, 747, 1015,
1070, 1155, 1269, 1399, 1503, 1674, 1675, 1709, 1712, 1723, 1761,
1781, 1785, 1793, 1801, 1802, 1805, 1807, 1809, 1826, 1839, 1860,
1898, 1924, 1925, 1929, 1951, 1953, 1958, 1970, 1977, 1985, 2000,
2039, 2048, 2051, 2053, 2054, 2059, 2065, 2071, 2084, 2089, 2113,
2131, 2140, 2152, 2153, 2162, 2163, 2165, 2179, 2187, 2206, 2215,
2231, 2241, 2254, 2262, 2278, 2279, 2285, 2286, 2328, 2331, 2332,
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2342, 2379, 2380, 2392, 2428, 2429, 2456, 2483, 2511, 2523, 2524,
2525, 2543, 2544, 2552, 2555, 2567, 2568, 2581, 2599, 2610, 2620,
2630, 2636, 2647, 2650, 2655, 2676, 2686, 2688, 2689, 2698, 2707,
2724, 2731, 2748, 2761, 2769, 2790, 2804, 2822, 2827, 2828, 2829,
2830, 2844, 2847, 2853, 2872, 2916, 2919, 2921, 2931, 2932, 2936,
2944, 2945, 2948, 2957, 2959, 2965, 2968, 2969, 2980, 2985, 2988,
2994, 3004, 3013, 3019, 3025, 3029, 3033, 3034, 3035, 3036, 3037,
3114, 3128, 3140, 3166, 3187, 3190, 3191, 3228, 3229, 3253, 3254,
3255, 3282, 3310, 3313, 3317, 3322, 3345, 3351
United States–States–Kansas 250, 276, 282, 290, 298, 303, 326,
328, 329, 331, 332, 333, 334, 337, 338, 344, 351, 352, 354, 362,
363, 375, 377, 378, 389, 393, 395, 401, 414, 415, 416, 419, 423,
449, 451, 453, 454, 465, 471, 475, 488, 489, 496, 512, 519, 522,
524, 527, 528, 530, 535, 536, 537, 540, 541, 543, 544, 557, 558,
563, 565, 567, 583, 590, 606, 607, 619, 621, 625, 626, 628, 630,
655, 662, 667, 668, 671, 674, 684, 685, 686, 687, 715, 719, 720,
753, 759, 774, 778, 790, 798, 854, 877, 885, 891, 916, 918, 932,
938, 974, 989, 997, 1000, 1015, 1022, 1023, 1086, 1100, 1159,
1171, 1184, 1218, 1239, 1242, 1290, 1291, 1486, 1625, 1642, 1924,
1925, 1940, 1953, 2030, 2046, 2047, 2050, 2125, 2133, 2144, 2151,
2152, 2170, 2204, 2227, 2232, 2268, 2273, 2293, 2301, 2313, 2358,
2421, 2573, 2579, 2630, 2688, 2698, 2782, 2783, 2879, 2926, 2927,
2936, 2945, 2948, 2965, 2988, 2994, 3019, 3033, 3055, 3122, 3123,
3197, 3229, 3230, 3231, 3232, 3253, 3311, 3322, 3357
United States–States–Kentucky 38, 521, 685, 697, 698, 862, 875,
929, 937, 1008, 1159, 1169, 1197, 1238, 1239, 1285, 1288, 1290,
1291, 1342, 1432, 1438, 1464, 1542, 1550, 1570, 1597, 1632, 1633,
1651, 1771, 1828, 1833, 1834, 1855, 1861, 1866, 1892, 1912, 1924,
1925, 1934, 1977, 2017, 2024, 2046, 2048, 2065, 2101, 2113, 2148,
2151, 2152, 2162, 2203, 2204, 2211, 2213, 2234, 2273, 2417, 2432,
2488, 2524, 2626, 2630, 2658, 2688, 2849, 2873, 2897, 2931, 2945,
2965, 2988, 3013, 3029, 3032, 3036, 3055, 3076, 3253, 3254, 3307
United States–States–Louisiana 305, 307, 342, 482, 548, 854, 919,
927, 937, 938, 973, 985, 1010, 1159, 1196, 1285, 1287, 1349, 1394,
1439, 1472, 1474, 1475, 1534, 1579, 1635, 1751, 1756, 1796, 1938,
1943, 1945, 2011, 2015, 2029, 2104, 2107, 2113, 2167, 2201, 2206,
2328, 2524, 2536, 2598, 2621, 2921, 2926, 2927, 2932, 2936, 2939,
2945, 2965, 2988, 3013, 3019, 3022, 3026, 3029, 3253, 3255, 3307
United States–States–Maine 610, 639, 675, 734, 741, 784, 789, 804,
1268, 2401, 3343
United States–States–Maryland 44, 52, 192, 263, 265, 273, 277,
284, 301, 304, 315, 448, 648, 653, 846, 862, 868, 924, 926, 1002,
1008, 1058, 1170, 1252, 1261, 1421, 1429, 1498, 1590, 1604, 1632,
1651, 1792, 1798, 1838, 1893, 1918, 1976, 2046, 2113, 2210, 2400,
2413, 2467, 2524, 2587, 2623, 2660, 2698, 2731, 2763, 2945, 2959,
2965, 2972, 2988, 3013, 3018, 3026, 3053, 3054, 3056, 3086, 3104,
3344
United States–States–Massachusetts 30, 31, 65, 188, 220, 250, 256,
257, 268, 269, 270, 274, 294, 295, 296, 297, 300, 311, 312, 313,
316, 321, 324, 325, 332, 334, 336, 340, 344, 345, 346, 347, 352,
363, 364, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 379, 391, 393, 394, 401,
402, 403, 404, 405, 410, 417, 425, 427, 431, 432, 433, 434, 436,
445, 452, 456, 466, 467, 468, 478, 480, 481, 490, 495, 496, 517,
521, 524, 526, 527, 529, 531, 533, 557, 560, 561, 563, 586, 609,

642, 648, 653, 655, 662, 668, 672, 687, 692, 703, 712, 721, 724,
746, 751, 763, 764, 772, 790, 793, 794, 809, 810, 823, 825, 827,
829, 856, 869, 896, 901, 908, 912, 916, 918, 961, 992, 1008, 1019,
1058, 1086, 1090, 1171, 1174, 1183, 1239, 1263, 1357, 1359, 1502,
1544, 1577, 1578, 1594, 1595, 1596, 1598, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1621,
1623, 1650, 1658, 1673, 1684, 1762, 1774, 1791, 2030, 2047, 2048,
2100, 2232, 2413, 2525, 2539, 2586, 2698, 2802, 2899, 3055, 3322,
3340
United States–States–Michigan 437, 439, 472, 476, 534, 550, 610,
639, 648, 653, 680, 702, 714, 742, 753, 754, 780, 790, 798, 812,
826, 827, 831, 832, 858, 898, 908, 912, 916, 918, 930, 936, 959,
1023, 1039, 1182, 1206, 1298, 1359, 1416, 1430, 1436, 1532, 1544,
1571, 1603, 1644, 1737, 1775, 1789, 1804, 1842, 1843, 1848, 1855,
1881, 1920, 1924, 1925, 1930, 1942, 1944, 1953, 1960, 1973, 1989,
2045, 2048, 2065, 2087, 2113, 2137, 2152, 2162, 2195, 2203, 2250,
2328, 2413, 2505, 2557, 2570, 2650, 2684, 2691, 2693, 2714, 2741,
2792, 2799, 2813, 2827, 2926, 2931, 2932, 2936, 2945, 2948, 2959,
2965, 2988, 2994, 3013, 3019, 3037, 3055, 3117, 3152, 3156, 3254,
3255, 3307, 3334, 3340, 3357
United States–States–Minnesota 525, 578, 583, 604, 628, 629, 647,
648, 798, 854, 902, 964, 1008, 1086, 1157, 1254, 1256, 1292, 1300,
1307, 1331, 1438, 1801, 1802, 1805, 1807, 1863, 1881, 1940, 1956,
1960, 1989, 2004, 2046, 2087, 2109, 2118, 2179, 2202, 2298, 2328,
2329, 2375, 2409, 2460, 2511, 2524, 2525, 2650, 2717, 2782, 2850,
2926, 2936, 2945, 2948, 2959, 2965, 2986, 2988, 2994, 3019, 3029,
3081, 3118, 3138, 3192, 3303
United States–States–Mississippi 53, 60, 187, 797, 799, 863, 941,
973, 982, 1047, 1072, 1075, 1086, 1140, 1170, 1196, 1285, 1287,
1340, 1351, 1403, 1464, 1547, 1562, 1579, 1592, 1632, 1638, 1651,
1652, 1706, 1729, 1736, 1750, 1793, 1796, 1853, 1861, 1905, 1932,
1945, 2009, 2012, 2018, 2026, 2046, 2048, 2056, 2072, 2101, 2113,
2142, 2152, 2155, 2189, 2196, 2201, 2212, 2220, 2234, 2245, 2249,
2254, 2260, 2262, 2296, 2630, 2688, 2698, 2741, 2758, 2787, 2791,
2842, 2847, 2921, 2922, 2926, 2936, 2945, 2965, 2968, 2988, 3013,
3019, 3022, 3026, 3029, 3055, 3083, 3114, 3178, 3193, 3194, 3253,
3266, 3307
United States–States–Missouri 314, 316, 330, 334, 363, 530, 563,
578, 662, 839, 862, 955, 1000, 1013, 1108, 1124, 1165, 1176, 1190,
1194, 1218, 1261, 1269, 1271, 1272, 1284, 1292, 1316, 1318, 1322,
1326, 1327, 1328, 1334, 1336, 1349, 1363, 1365, 1367, 1410, 1412,
1438, 1460, 1464, 1501, 1527, 1535, 1548, 1632, 1641, 1647, 1651,
1661, 1672, 1714, 1729, 1743, 1764, 1793, 1861, 1877, 1924, 1925,
1929, 1934, 1936, 1945, 1965, 1998, 2046, 2048, 2050, 2088, 2095,
2113, 2154, 2160, 2162, 2204, 2262, 2271, 2315, 2327, 2355, 2356,
2373, 2407, 2413, 2420, 2431, 2441, 2442, 2460, 2484, 2522, 2523,
2524, 2525, 2548, 2573, 2574, 2580, 2625, 2630, 2657, 2660, 2688,
2698, 2723, 2731, 2804, 2847, 2849, 2866, 2926, 2927, 2931, 2936,
2945, 2948, 2953, 2955, 2962, 2965, 2968, 2969, 2975, 2983, 2988,
2994, 3013, 3019, 3026, 3029, 3033, 3036, 3055, 3087, 3114, 3194,
3195, 3204, 3251, 3253, 3254, 3255, 3271, 3286, 3307, 3351
United States–States–Montana 1998, 2145, 2525, 2782, 2987
United States–States–Nebraska 334, 352, 522, 533, 611, 667, 684,
873, 876, 955, 1329, 1464, 1626, 1761, 1953, 2008, 2046, 2064,
2144, 2145, 2179, 2280, 2895, 2926, 2936, 2945, 2948, 2957, 2965,
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2988, 3019, 3033, 3207, 3319

2179, 2280, 2637, 2753, 2926, 2936, 2945, 2948, 2965, 2988, 2994,
3013, 3019, 3114, 3307

United States–States–Nevada 220
United States–States–New Hampshire 452, 538, 622, 822, 1359,
1508, 1680, 2152
United States–States–New Jersey 113, 182, 188, 194, 195, 322, 401,
493, 542, 552, 591, 634, 642, 694, 706, 767, 796, 808, 894, 930,
946, 951, 1029, 1036, 1041, 1058, 1086, 1239, 1256, 1258, 1275,
1294, 1299, 1301, 1303, 1304, 1305, 1385, 1417, 1438, 1478, 1490,
1523, 1553, 1588, 1604, 1632, 1651, 1678, 1713, 1776, 1791, 2046,
2047, 2078, 2242, 2539, 2650, 2807, 2935, 2940, 2945, 2953, 2954,
2965, 2988, 3055, 3322
United States–States–New Mexico 1232, 1255, 1920, 2250, 2251,
2281, 2525, 2782, 2927, 2999
United States–States–New York 30, 31, 32, 46, 118, 167, 170, 172,
188, 199, 209, 210, 220, 222, 234, 257, 260, 269, 281, 282, 285,
314, 315, 316, 331, 332, 333, 344, 363, 371, 384, 391, 403, 411,
444, 445, 496, 498, 532, 551, 553, 560, 563, 586, 587, 597, 615,
618, 620, 634, 640, 641, 648, 653, 712, 716, 728, 729, 757, 768,
771, 772, 782, 784, 794, 812, 813, 817, 818, 819, 821, 824, 825,
851, 852, 862, 896, 899, 905, 915, 922, 944, 1023, 1029, 1031,
1038, 1058, 1059, 1067, 1071, 1085, 1090, 1096, 1104, 1160, 1164,
1166, 1168, 1183, 1197, 1214, 1233, 1252, 1275, 1292, 1329, 1380,
1392, 1416, 1456, 1460, 1464, 1473, 1480, 1532, 1542, 1557, 1632,
1730, 1774, 1784, 1823, 1920, 1973, 1989, 2022, 2069, 2096, 2103,
2132, 2137, 2141, 2339, 2345, 2386, 2413, 2522, 2525, 2526, 2539,
2559, 2588, 2611, 2619, 2650, 2670, 2688, 2698, 2700, 2709, 2714,
2763, 2764, 2768, 2779, 2789, 2803, 2814, 2817, 2872, 2894, 2938,
2945, 2946, 2948, 2959, 2965, 2988, 3008, 3023, 3024, 3059, 3061,
3069, 3254, 3262, 3322, 3340, 3357
United States–States–North Carolina 64, 124, 128, 194, 199, 213,
214, 215, 216, 217, 226, 280, 310, 317, 320, 322, 323, 325, 332,
334, 335, 344, 355, 356, 357, 358, 368, 377, 378, 380, 383, 386,
413, 442, 450, 483, 494, 623, 630, 670, 717, 718, 788, 851, 868,
887, 904, 937, 949, 971, 973, 991, 993, 1003, 1008, 1086, 1106,
1128, 1139, 1152, 1190, 1196, 1202, 1211, 1235, 1261, 1278, 1285,
1290, 1291, 1314, 1315, 1333, 1341, 1348, 1349, 1353, 1356, 1360,
1361, 1375, 1378, 1388, 1396, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1411, 1418, 1420,
1435, 1441, 1444, 1447, 1448, 1452, 1455, 1458, 1464, 1474, 1482,
1487, 1488, 1494, 1507, 1545, 1550, 1565, 1566, 1567, 1568, 1572,
1579, 1586, 1590, 1599, 1610, 1611, 1614, 1632, 1633, 1634, 1636,
1643, 1646, 1651, 1652, 1659, 1661, 1676, 1679, 1686, 1693, 1694,
1728, 1731, 1740, 1745, 1757, 1761, 1772, 1793, 1814, 1831, 1853,
1861, 1870, 1875, 1879, 1888, 1901, 1932, 1963, 1968, 1969, 1989,
1990, 1994, 2024, 2030, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047, 2048, 2065, 2076,
2091, 2092, 2101, 2105, 2106, 2110, 2113, 2120, 2151, 2152, 2159,
2162, 2180, 2190, 2198, 2201, 2202, 2255, 2271, 2281, 2296, 2299,
2315, 2318, 2323, 2359, 2361, 2369, 2370, 2375, 2393, 2413, 2460,
2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2539, 2548, 2561, 2591, 2650, 2660, 2698,
2706, 2718, 2731, 2734, 2735, 2740, 2741, 2798, 2831, 2847, 2872,
2921, 2922, 2926, 2936, 2945, 2965, 2968, 2977, 2988, 3000, 3008,
3013, 3019, 3022, 3023, 3026, 3029, 3032, 3036, 3055, 3069, 3071,
3087, 3114, 3156, 3266, 3273, 3307
United States–States–North Dakota 1208, 1438, 1960, 2144, 2145,

United States–States–Ohio 30, 31, 34, 36, 37, 39, 43, 48, 51, 54,
204, 365, 418, 441, 474, 485, 518, 563, 621, 624, 632, 661, 665,
679, 690, 691, 715, 755, 756, 867, 870, 918, 928, 931, 937, 948,
954, 960, 983, 986, 1002, 1004, 1013, 1025, 1026, 1048, 1049,
1058, 1073, 1096, 1147, 1158, 1160, 1171, 1173, 1176, 1188, 1189,
1204, 1207, 1218, 1221, 1222, 1225, 1243, 1247, 1255, 1256, 1261,
1267, 1276, 1279, 1282, 1290, 1291, 1292, 1298, 1306, 1308, 1313,
1323, 1324, 1331, 1332, 1347, 1355, 1386, 1395, 1403, 1407, 1416,
1419, 1428, 1450, 1459, 1464, 1465, 1468, 1477, 1489, 1491, 1495,
1510, 1528, 1538, 1539, 1542, 1544, 1573, 1589, 1620, 1630, 1632,
1651, 1653, 1667, 1682, 1705, 1709, 1710, 1712, 1716, 1718, 1721,
1724, 1729, 1730, 1733, 1734, 1753, 1765, 1766, 1768, 1775, 1793,
1795, 1813, 1817, 1818, 1821, 1824, 1830, 1834, 1836, 1842, 1843,
1846, 1848, 1855, 1859, 1861, 1867, 1868, 1871, 1874, 1889, 1890,
1912, 1914, 1915, 1924, 1925, 1930, 1953, 1954, 1973, 1991, 1992,
1993, 2000, 2006, 2007, 2034, 2036, 2037, 2045, 2046, 2047, 2048,
2058, 2062, 2065, 2076, 2077, 2085, 2087, 2090, 2094, 2102, 2111,
2113, 2123, 2130, 2138, 2143, 2144, 2146, 2151, 2152, 2162, 2178,
2184, 2188, 2194, 2203, 2204, 2244, 2250, 2259, 2271, 2273, 2304,
2308, 2315, 2333, 2338, 2344, 2367, 2384, 2388, 2393, 2416, 2434,
2457, 2459, 2460, 2466, 2488, 2490, 2493, 2511, 2519, 2523, 2524,
2525, 2630, 2631, 2688, 2697, 2698, 2703, 2714, 2737, 2741, 2759,
2760, 2761, 2762, 2765, 2768, 2769, 2832, 2847, 2849, 2872, 2897,
2900, 2916, 2931, 2932, 2936, 2945, 2948, 2959, 2965, 2968, 2970,
2978, 2988, 2994, 2997, 3004, 3009, 3013, 3019, 3036, 3037, 3045,
3055, 3059, 3072, 3076, 3189, 3192, 3245, 3254, 3292, 3293, 3307,
3322, 3334, 3345, 3358
United States–States–Oklahoma 487, 572, 627, 651, 667, 783, 915,
932, 937, 938, 974, 1159, 1255, 1288, 1464, 1633, 1651, 1998,
2425, 2525, 2726, 2900, 2908, 2921, 2922, 2926, 2927, 2936, 2945,
2965, 2988, 3026, 3047, 3307
United States–States–Oregon 940, 1248, 1998, 2251, 2369, 2413,
2659, 2782, 2876
United States–States–Pennsylvania 25, 40, 41, 124, 132, 225, 271,
421, 455, 460, 507, 527, 556, 641, 648, 653, 662, 714, 749, 802,
830, 832, 850, 858, 862, 898, 1034, 1053, 1107, 1114, 1166, 1201,
1215, 1233, 1298, 1308, 1313, 1321, 1405, 1416, 1438, 1449, 1479,
1514, 1537, 1546, 1632, 1651, 1718, 1775, 1808, 1815, 1820, 1861,
1899, 1900, 1906, 1973, 2027, 2046, 2047, 2048, 2117, 2134, 2239,
2277, 2304, 2326, 2328, 2408, 2413, 2650, 2763, 2784, 2820, 2945,
2959, 2963, 2965, 2988, 3055, 3077, 3112, 3128
United States–States–Rhode Island 321, 332, 344, 350, 363, 390,
394, 408, 421, 424, 445, 726, 728, 837, 916, 1086, 1359, 1544,
1828, 2048, 2763, 3307, 3340
United States–States–South Carolina 25, 42, 66, 238, 239, 246, 247,
251, 260, 262, 264, 275, 280, 288, 289, 299, 348, 363, 383, 393,
449, 450, 570, 700, 717, 718, 971, 973, 1128, 1196, 1285, 1287,
1356, 1464, 1592, 1632, 1651, 1761, 1783, 1861, 1990, 2046, 2048,
2113, 2173, 2180, 2198, 2201, 2236, 2243, 2316, 2318, 2368, 2385,
2413, 2482, 2489, 2546, 2561, 2572, 2622, 2688, 2727, 2741, 2782,
2849, 2909, 2921, 2922, 2926, 2936, 2945, 2965, 2983, 2988, 2995,
3000, 3013, 3026, 3079, 3114, 3254, 3266, 3307
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United States–States–South Dakota 419, 473, 1292, 1652, 1760,
1890, 1895, 1910, 1934, 1953, 1960, 2046, 2119, 2136, 2144, 2145,
2179, 2191, 2250, 2251, 2280, 2292, 2328, 2342, 2367, 2926, 2936,
2945, 2948, 2965, 2988, 2994, 3019, 3114, 3227
United States–States–Tennessee 65, 184, 450, 590, 659, 717, 765,
777, 785, 787, 854, 893, 929, 937, 968, 969, 971, 980, 998, 1008,
1021, 1030, 1032, 1039, 1046, 1074, 1086, 1117, 1124, 1133, 1159,
1166, 1182, 1201, 1233, 1240, 1259, 1261, 1264, 1269, 1281, 1285,
1287, 1290, 1291, 1315, 1349, 1366, 1369, 1377, 1398, 1403, 1438,
1458, 1463, 1464, 1467, 1484, 1511, 1569, 1580, 1605, 1608, 1612,
1613, 1632, 1651, 1669, 1695, 1704, 1722, 1740, 1755, 1793, 1861,
1867, 1935, 1998, 2024, 2046, 2048, 2113, 2151, 2152, 2162, 2220,
2234, 2290, 2315, 2396, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2630, 2646, 2688, 2715,
2769, 2897, 2921, 2922, 2926, 2936, 2945, 2959, 2965, 2968, 2983,
2984, 2988, 3000, 3013, 3022, 3026, 3029, 3055, 3087, 3094, 3106,
3253, 3307, 3322
United States–States–Texas 36, 37, 505, 581, 717, 962, 973, 985,
1023, 1101, 1349, 1357, 1437, 1464, 1520, 1568, 1651, 1692, 1751,
1793, 1998, 2144, 2525, 2630, 2688, 2782, 2900, 2921, 2922, 2926,
2927, 2936, 2945, 2965, 2988, 3029, 3307, 3357, 3358
United States–States–Utah 220, 497, 568, 578, 1025, 1172, 1379,
2525, 2818, 3086
United States–States–Vermont 321, 334, 344, 391, 425, 458, 459,
506, 588, 1359, 1536, 1632, 1651, 2642, 2751, 2823

830, 832, 833, 857, 872, 881, 897, 906, 914, 918, 930, 947, 1015,
1086, 1091, 1146, 1172, 1213, 1256, 1280, 1292, 1380, 1396, 1416,
1425, 1440, 1473, 1516, 1517, 1544, 1617, 1624, 1632, 1651, 1663,
1683, 1689, 1708, 1711, 1715, 1777, 1778, 1789, 1793, 1797, 1800,
1807, 1810, 1827, 1832, 1837, 1842, 1843, 1848, 1852, 1855, 1861,
1864, 1881, 1884, 1886, 1920, 1924, 1925, 1934, 1940, 1953, 1960,
1961, 1966, 1981, 1989, 2017, 2030, 2032, 2045, 2046, 2048, 2052,
2055, 2083, 2087, 2089, 2113, 2122, 2127, 2147, 2165, 2182, 2183,
2186, 2203, 2204, 2205, 2206, 2223, 2235, 2250, 2262, 2266, 2276,
2281, 2328, 2347, 2353, 2374, 2377, 2381, 2382, 2393, 2413, 2520,
2540, 2629, 2630, 2650, 2660, 2685, 2687, 2688, 2698, 2729, 2730,
2733, 2739, 2762, 2782, 2793, 2794, 2795, 2804, 2810, 2814, 2849,
2872, 2928, 2931, 2936, 2945, 2948, 2950, 2951, 2959, 2965, 2967,
2988, 2994, 3007, 3013, 3037, 3159, 3192, 3254, 3255, 3307, 3312,
3329, 3340, 3341
United States–States–Wyoming 2086, 2413, 2743, 2779, 2809,
2843, 2891, 2936, 3324
Urban Problems Worldwide, Including Tangible Problems
(Urbanization, Scarce Jobs, Money, Housing, Poor Schools, Welfare
Abuse, Drugs, Gangs, and Crime) and Values Problems (Racism,
Despair, Poor Work Habits, Lower Class Problems) Worldwide
2832
Urbana Laboratories (Urbana, Illinois), Maker of Legume
Inoculants. Founded by Albert Lemuel Whiting in 1919 2195
Urease. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Urease and Its Inactivation

United States–States–Virginia 45, 50, 247, 290, 310, 325, 332, 341,
350, 363, 418, 440, 443, 470, 471, 482, 486, 498, 509, 517, 523,
534, 546, 555, 560, 561, 562, 563, 570, 573, 584, 652, 654, 658,
660, 663, 665, 712, 717, 718, 722, 727, 733, 737, 739, 740, 743,
775, 777, 779, 792, 815, 854, 862, 866, 868, 882, 903, 908, 911,
913, 917, 919, 923, 929, 936, 937, 949, 966, 987, 1002, 1005, 1008,
1017, 1032, 1037, 1055, 1056, 1086, 1113, 1131, 1166, 1170, 1230,
1233, 1261, 1285, 1290, 1291, 1298, 1315, 1320, 1339, 1398, 1403,
1413, 1418, 1437, 1461, 1464, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1525, 1543, 1590,
1604, 1607, 1608, 1609, 1612, 1632, 1651, 1652, 1681, 1737, 1757,
1769, 1777, 1788, 1793, 1819, 1861, 1897, 1917, 1932, 1940, 1953,
1967, 1969, 1973, 2000, 2045, 2046, 2048, 2061, 2065, 2076, 2101,
2107, 2113, 2116, 2126, 2151, 2152, 2166, 2174, 2202, 2203, 2218,
2226, 2248, 2257, 2326, 2328, 2372, 2393, 2408, 2413, 2522, 2523,
2525, 2542, 2720, 2768, 2849, 2872, 2888, 2921, 2926, 2936, 2945,
2948, 2965, 2968, 2988, 3000, 3013, 3022, 3055, 3114, 3130, 3140,
3266, 3293, 3307

U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana,
Illinois). Founded April 1936. Analytical Section Merged into
Northern Regional Research Lab. (Peoria) 1 July 1942 2689, 2740,
2798, 2871, 2900, 2903, 2921, 2922, 2926, 2932, 2936, 2948, 2968,
2969, 2983, 2984, 2989, 2994, 3000, 3013, 3026, 3055, 3194, 3195

United States–States–Washington state 437, 513, 650, 940, 1194,
1252, 1357, 1989, 2046, 2226, 2227, 2228, 2232, 2268, 2358, 2413,
2426, 2515, 2554, 2684, 2689, 2782, 2932, 2936, 2959, 3238, 3260,
3357

Van Gundy, Dorothea. See Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and
Their Authors

United States–States–West Virginia 1096, 1118, 1182, 1261, 1331,
1335, 1590, 1622, 1632, 1651, 1747, 1857, 1896, 1940, 2046, 2066,
2113, 2166, 2209, 2248, 2419, 2487, 2500, 2688, 2698, 2741, 2763,
2936, 2945, 2965, 2988, 3006, 3013

USA. See United States of America
USA–Food uses of soybeans, early. See Historical–Documents
about Food Uses of Soybeans (or recipes) in the USA before 1900
USDA. See United States Department of Agriculture
USDA National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, Maryland).
See National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, Maryland)
USSR. See Europe, Eastern–USSR

Van Gundy, Theodore A. (1874-1935), and La Sierra Industries (La
Sierra, California) 2807
Vanaspati (Vegetable Shortening, Vegetable Ghee, or Vanaspati
Ghee) 3119, 3186, 3203, 3343
Vanuatu. See Oceania

United States–States–Wisconsin 210, 397, 419, 437, 462, 524, 527,
583, 604, 644, 648, 653, 680, 753, 795, 798, 800, 803, 825, 826,

Varieties of soybeans–Earliest document seen... See Historical–
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Earliest Document Seen

Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or Edible or Food-Grade Soybeans

Varieties, soybean. See Soybean Varieties, Soybean Varieties USA–
Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Diabetes and Diabetic Diets
1195

Varieties, soybean–Chinese. See Chinese Soybean Types and
Varieties

Vegetarian Federal Union (Britain). See Vegetarianism–
International Vegetarian Union (IVU. Founded 1908; and its British
Predecessor the Vegetarian Federal Union

Varieties, soybean–European Chinese. See European Soybean Types
and Varieties
Varieties, soybean–Japanese. See Japanese Soybean Types and
Varieties
Variety Development and Breeding of Soybeans (General,
Including Varieties and Seeds) 960, 1045, 1066, 1086, 1096, 1110,
1126, 1131, 1132, 1143, 1151, 1153, 1156, 1160, 1163, 1166, 1181,
1192, 1210, 1249, 1270, 1280, 1290, 1291, 1314, 1320, 1338, 1373,
1388, 1399, 1419, 1479, 1492, 1497, 1507, 1518, 1544, 1548, 1591,
1623, 1624, 1625, 1637, 1640, 1652, 1670, 1683, 1686, 1687, 1725,
1729, 1795, 1802, 1815, 1817, 1818, 1820, 1858, 1872, 1898, 1901,
1924, 1925, 1928, 1931, 1947, 1948, 1974, 1983, 1990, 2017, 2034,
2042, 2043, 2054, 2087, 2110, 2123, 2151, 2180, 2187, 2188, 2201,
2203, 2204, 2205, 2209, 2235, 2263, 2270, 2274, 2275, 2281, 2294,
2316, 2327, 2330, 2346, 2356, 2370, 2382, 2383, 2386, 2387, 2394,
2395, 2406, 2407, 2409, 2410, 2425, 2435, 2438, 2486, 2487, 2499,
2500, 2520, 2528, 2550, 2556, 2563, 2571, 2574, 2579, 2580, 2604,
2605, 2607, 2617, 2630, 2662, 2673, 2688, 2702, 2706, 2720, 2729,
2730, 2732, 2733, 2739, 2750, 2777, 2783, 2798, 2805, 2813, 2816,
2819, 2834, 2839, 2846, 2851, 2854, 2863, 2871, 2876, 2879, 2896,
2914, 2920, 2940, 2948, 2960, 2981, 2987, 2989, 2993, 2994, 2995,
3001, 3002, 3013, 3018, 3019, 3028, 3032, 3044, 3050, 3052, 3053,
3056, 3057, 3066, 3068, 3111, 3112, 3113, 3115, 3132, 3169, 3171,
3173, 3178, 3194, 3195, 3198, 3209, 3234, 3238, 3263, 3266, 3279,
3285, 3292, 3326, 3327, 3333, 3335, 3355

Vegetarian pioneers. See Gandhi, Mohandas K. (“Mahatma”)
(1869-1948), Graham, Sylvester (1794-1851), Jackson, James
Caleb (1811-1881)
Vegetarianism–Concerning a Diet and Lifestyle Free of Flesh
Foods, But Which May Include Dairy Products or Eggs. See also:
Veganism 140, 171, 409, 1195, 1252, 1661, 2306, 2737, 2792,
2806, 2886, 3163
Vegetarianism–Efficiency of Plants Much Greater Than Animals in
Producing Food from a Given Input of Energy, Land, or Water. Also
Called Political Economy 1226, 1571, 3304
Vegetarianism–Etymology of This Term, Veganism, and Their
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 20
Vegetarianism–International Vegetarian Union. See Vegetarianism–
International Vegetarian Union (IVU. Founded 1908; and its British
Predecessor the Vegetarian Federal Union
Vegetarianism: Meat / Flesh Food Consumption–Statistics,
Problems (Such as Diseases in or Caused by Flesh Foods),
or Trends in Documents Not About Vegetarianism. See Also:
Vegetarianism–Spongiform Encephalopathies /Diseases 2897, 3304
Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with 2792

Variety development of soybeans. See Breeding of Soybeans and
Classical Genetics, Germplasm Collections and Resources, and
Gene Banks

Vegetarianism–Veganism–Concerning a Plant-Based or Vegan
Diet and Lifestyle Free of All Animal Products, Including Dairy
Products, Eggs, and in Some Cases Honey and Leather 134

Variety names / nomenclature–standardization. See Nomenclature
of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of

Velvet Bean. Mucuna pruriens (L.) DC. Formerly: Mucuna utilis.
Formerly called Banana Bean (Rarely) or Velvetbean 556, 574, 581,
642, 681, 700, 704, 740, 744, 758, 790, 874, 913, 1162, 1196, 1234,
1290, 1302, 1388, 1403, 1457, 1476, 1492, 1534, 1597, 1613, 1615,
1631, 1632, 1638, 1667, 1686, 1692, 1693, 1719, 1767, 1825, 1849,
1850, 1901, 1940, 2010, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2330, 2383, 2438, 2851,
3032, 3158

Variety names of early U.S. soybeans. See Lists and Descriptions
(Official) of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers
and Synonyms
Veganism. See Vegetarianism–Veganism

Viability and life-span of soybean seeds. See Storage of Seeds
Vegetable oils. See Specific Oilseeds such as Peanut Oil, Sesame
Oil, Sunflower Oil, etc
Vegetable soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans
Vegetable-type or edible soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans, General
Information About, Not Including Use As Green Vegetable
Soybeans

Victory Soya Mills Ltd. (Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Started in Nov.
1944 as Victory Mills Ltd. Named Sunsoy Products Ltd. from 1936
to 1945. Renamed Victory Mills, Ltd. from 1945 to 1954. Owned
by (Subsidiary of) Canadian Breweries Ltd., then by Procter &
Gamble from 1954, then by Central Soya Co. from 1985) 3334
Videotapes or References to Video Tapes 3305
Vigna mungo. See Black gram or urd

Vegetable-type soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
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Vigna sesquipedalis. See Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean

Manufacturers–Wenger International Inc.

Vigna unguiculata or V. sinensis. See Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea

Wheat Gluten. Chinese–Pinyin: Mianjin / Mian-jin. Wade-Giles:
Mienchin / Mien-chin 13, 35, 243, 248, 267, 313, 369, 467, 503,
888, 1019, 1154, 1342, 1383, 1687, 1762, 2515, 2538, 2668

Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. (France). In 1975 Vilmorin joined the
Limagrain Group (Groupe Limagrain) and is now officially named
Vilmorin s.a.. 56, 58, 59, 125, 134, 143, 146, 164, 169, 174, 177,
180, 197, 206, 223, 228, 231, 232, 234, 254, 255, 516, 593, 602,
603, 605, 633, 801, 1067, 1069, 1086, 1312, 1320, 1625, 1778,
1862, 1948, 2028, 2645, 2749, 2806, 2846, 2861, 3003
Vitamin E (Eight Forms of Tocopherol, Natural Powerful
Antioxidants) 3060, 3330
Vitamins (General) 23, 990, 1787, 1799, 1841, 1926, 1942, 2030,
2039, 2168, 2617, 2641, 2644, 2661, 2701, 2708, 2712, 2732, 2742,
2796, 2884, 2889, 2909, 2910, 2925, 2946, 3025, 3098, 3135, 3191,
3224
Voandzeia subterranea or Voandzou. See Bambarra groundnuts

Wheat Gluten–Historical Documents Published before 1900 13, 35,
243, 248, 267, 313, 369, 404, 467, 503
Wheat Gluten or Seitan–Etymology of These Terms and Their
Cognates/Relatives in Various Languages 303, 347, 404
Wheat used in Chinese-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Chinese
Style, Made with a Significant Proportion of Wheat or Barley
White soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–White
Whiting, Albert Lemuel. See Urbana Laboratories
Whole Dry Soybeans Cooked with Plenty of Water for a Long Time
to Make Soybean Congee or Gruel 7, 13, 14

W. Atlee Burpee (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 455
Whole Dry Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates /
Relatives in Various Languages 2004, 2397

War, Civil, USA. See Civil War in USA (1861-1865)
War Food Administration of USDA. See United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food Administration (WFA)
War, Russo-Japanese. See Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–
Soybeans and Soyfoods
War, Sino-Japanese. See Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans
and Soyfoods
War, world. See World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods, World War
II–Soybeans and Soyfoods
Waterproof goods or cloth. See Linoleum, Floor Coverings,
Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods
Websites or Information on the World Wide Web or Internet 3349
Wedge press. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Wedge Press

Whole Dry Soybeans, Ground or Mashed to a Paste After Boiling,
or Ground Raw with Water to a Fresh Puree or Slurry (Including
Japanese Gô) 5, 83, 99, 139, 180, 255, 537, 657, 968, 1241, 1256,
1537, 1773, 2004, 2089, 2193, 2245, 2588, 2886, 2946, 3003, 3021
Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Boiled but Otherwise Unprocessed as
Food) 1, 30, 33, 36, 37, 42, 45, 50, 65, 66, 83, 99, 100, 130, 137,
148, 153, 166, 186, 188, 219, 220, 222, 223, 227, 232, 243, 247,
249, 377, 378, 386, 697, 849, 1002, 1014, 1040, 1069, 1077, 1195,
1219, 1252, 1314, 1418, 1439, 1462, 1464, 1507, 1510, 1513, 1532,
1540, 1552, 1563, 1568, 1598, 1603, 1613, 1622, 1626, 1629, 1681,
1687, 1737, 1759, 1816, 1846, 1894, 1921, 1928, 1942, 1947, 2030,
2044, 2099, 2100, 2293, 2306, 2309, 2310, 2311, 2312, 2334, 2343,
2397, 2418, 2433, 2447, 2448, 2461, 2515, 2522, 2551, 2583, 2602,
2617, 2645, 2662, 2677, 2698, 2701, 2703, 2714, 2776, 2778, 2782,
2806, 2811, 2854, 2862, 2868, 2874, 2880, 2882, 2883, 2886, 2892,
2896, 2909, 2912, 2915, 2918, 2923, 2925, 2949, 3003, 3011, 3021,
3053, 3165, 3182, 3306, 3346

Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use 18, 21, 27, 39, 56, 77, 78, 93,
121, 177, 182, 195, 241, 275, 372, 413, 495, 527, 558, 579, 619,
630, 693, 695, 723, 747, 774, 912, 948, 1058, 1152, 1159, 1207,
1311, 1325, 1329, 1344, 1360, 1406, 1439, 1443, 1459, 1599, 1720,
1820, 1835, 1846, 1864, 1874, 1889, 1912, 2044, 2051, 2052, 2054,
2127, 2148, 2149, 2202, 2215, 2221, 2256, 2270, 2285, 2286, 2288,
2332, 2335, 2377, 2384, 2387, 2390, 2391, 2392, 2413, 2440, 2443,
2456, 2496, 2509, 2511, 2559, 2581, 2652, 2692, 2694, 2698, 2703,
2717, 2724, 2745, 2756, 2763, 2796, 2834, 2861, 2880, 2887, 2954,
2970, 2986, 2997, 3011, 3044, 3053, 3081, 3100, 3132, 3135, 3158,
3174, 3179, 3198, 3211, 3223, 3259, 3292, 3301, 3331, 3334, 3335

Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Cooked or Unprocessed as Feed) 5, 6,
7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 17, 18, 150, 180, 223, 243, 266, 267, 558, 930, 992,
1921, 2403, 2503, 2698, 2841, 3043, 3061

Weight of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–
Weight of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound

Wild Annual Soybean (Glycine soja Siebold & Zuccarini, formerly
named G. ussuriensis Regel & Maack, and G. angustifolia Miquel)
98, 241, 291, 361, 478, 634, 1086, 1406, 1476, 2802, 3053, 3135,
3217, 3279

Wenger International Inc. See Extruder / Extrusion Cooker

Whole Soy Flakes (Flaked Soybeans), Grits, Granules, or Textured
Products, Made from Whole Dry Soybeans (Not Defatted). See
Also: Soy Flour: Whole or Full-fat 99, 3319
Wiancko, Alfred Theodore (1872-1949, Purdue Univ., Indiana) 907,
910, 957, 995, 1035, 1037, 1110, 1229, 1277, 1284, 1459, 1806,
1855, 1983, 2008, 2931, 3358
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Wild, perennial relatives of the soybean. See Neonotonia wightii
Wild, Perennial Relatives of the Soybean–Glycine Species (Glycine
albicans, G. aphyonota, G. arenaria, G. argyrea, G. canescens,
G. clandestina, G. curvata, G. cyrtoloba, G. falcata, G. gracei,
G. hirticaulis, G. lactovirens, G. latifolia, G. latrobeana, G.
montis-douglas, G. mycrophylla, G. peratosa, G. pindanica, G. G.
rubiginosa, G. stenophita, G. syndetika, G. tabacina, G. pullenii
tomentella) (Former Names and Synonyms Include G. sericea, and
G. tomentosa) 241, 1086, 3065, 3092, 3144, 3176, 3347
Wild Soybeans (General) 113, 583, 604, 753, 1151, 2427, 2679,
3124, 3172
Williams, Charles Burgess (1871-1947). North Carolina Soybean
Pioneer 991, 1353, 1388, 1411, 1452, 1482, 1488, 1494, 1568,
1611, 1614, 1968, 2255, 2299, 2318, 2370, 2872, 3266
Wilson soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth
Yellow
Wing Seed Co. (Mechanicsburg, Champaign County, Ohio).
Founded 1909. Including Joseph Elwyn Wing (1861-1915), Charles
Bullard Wing (1878-1949), and David Grant Wing (1896-1984)
679, 708, 867, 936, 948, 986, 1025, 1026, 1048, 1049, 1096, 1159,
1160, 1221, 1222, 1308, 1311, 1313, 1395, 1416, 1419, 1465, 1479,
1506, 1510, 1536, 1589, 1682, 1730, 1871, 1913, 2138, 2416, 2466,
2660, 3009, 3059, 3345
Winged Bean (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus) (Also Called FourAngled Bean, Goa Bean, Goabean, Asparagus Bean, Asparagus
Pea, Segidilla, Seguidilla or Seguidillas Bean, Square Podded Pea,
Square Podded Crimson Pea, Botor tetragonoloba, Dolichos-, or
Lotus tetragonolobus, Pois Carré, Kecipir or Ketjeper, Calamismis
or Kalamismis) 1094, 1290, 1927, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2801
Wing’s Royal: New U.S. domestic soybean variety 1313, 1395,
1589, 1682, 1730
Woodworth, Clyde M. (1888-1960, Plant Breeder, Univ. of Illinois)
1924, 1925, 1934, 2204, 2206, 2395, 2741, 2889, 2926, 2944, 2948,
2993, 3254
Worcestershire Sauce (Soy Sauce Was the Main Ingredient before
the 1940s). Including Lea & Perrins in England 791, 1050, 1098,
1115, 1203, 1250, 1354, 1661, 2527, 2617, 2767, 2855, 2910, 3074
Worcestershire Sauce–With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient 791,
1050, 1115, 1203, 1250, 1354, 1640, 1661, 2527, 2617, 2855, 2910,
3074
World 1132, 1195, 1932, 2030, 2271, 2369, 2414, 2663, 2664,
2698, 2704, 2744, 2861, 2960, 3006, 3052, 3053, 3054, 3104, 3356
World problems. See Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food
Shortages, and Mortality
World–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production and
Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 1014

World–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and
Analyses 2271, 2736, 2873, 2944, 3052
World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also known as the “First
World War” and “The Great War” 1354, 1438, 1485, 1513, 1552,
1574, 1583, 1584, 1589, 1595, 1603, 1625, 1641, 1657, 1667, 1696,
1744, 1759, 1761, 1780, 1799, 1871, 1948, 1988, 2024, 2093, 2099,
2100, 2101, 2197, 2204, 2560, 2617, 2693, 2742, 2884, 2930, 2956,
3014, 3054, 3194, 3195, 3280, 3340, 3345, 3358
World War II–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also Called the “Second
World War” 2832, 2868, 2869, 2870, 2871, 2876, 2879, 2882, 2894,
2900, 2903, 2909, 2910, 2916, 2919, 2923, 2924, 2946, 2956, 2959,
2998, 3002, 3017, 3052, 3054, 3055, 3093, 3117, 3194, 3195, 3249,
3253, 3254, 3279, 3286
Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington, Ohio). Including Battle
Creek Foods (Michigan) from 1960, and Madison Foods
(Tennessee) from 1964. A subsidiary of Miles Laboratories from
March 1970 to Oct. 1982. Including Loma Linda Foods from Jan.
1990 3249
Yamasa Corporation (Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon) 2168
Yamei Kin (1864-1934). First Chinese Woman to Take a Medical
Degree in the United States. Also Miss Y. May Kin and Mrs. Kin
Eca da Silva 1099, 1555, 1677, 1885, 3018
Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean–Vigna sesquipedalis (L.)
Fruw.. 1270
Yellow soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Yellow
Yield Statistics, Soybean 40, 51, 65, 68, 72, 75, 77, 80, 82, 83, 94,
95, 100, 103, 107, 113, 121, 123, 130, 144, 148, 158, 164, 182, 183,
202, 217, 225, 236, 246, 247, 257, 263, 265, 278, 280, 283, 284,
288, 289, 290, 304, 306, 308, 311, 319, 321, 326, 327, 336, 338,
345, 347, 359, 364, 366, 372, 375, 390, 391, 393, 403, 407, 412,
419, 420, 425, 431, 435, 448, 449, 458, 459, 466, 469, 475, 476,
478, 503, 505, 507, 508, 509, 512, 524, 538, 542, 550, 552, 553,
554, 556, 557, 558, 560, 563, 564, 569, 573, 585, 586, 590, 591,
592, 593, 596, 597, 598, 601, 604, 610, 619, 621, 624, 625, 635,
637, 639, 641, 642, 643, 644, 646, 653, 655, 656, 659, 662, 668,
677, 679, 680, 681, 682, 683, 687, 688, 695, 697, 710, 711, 712,
714, 715, 719, 720, 722, 729, 732, 733, 748, 749, 752, 753, 759,
760, 762, 765, 767, 770, 772, 774, 791, 794, 797, 798, 799, 803,
805, 806, 810, 814, 831, 835, 840, 844, 850, 862, 864, 865, 869,
872, 877, 894, 900, 906, 907, 910, 915, 917, 919, 920, 923, 939,
941, 945, 948, 951, 952, 957, 958, 966, 967, 975, 978, 980, 981,
989, 993, 997, 1001, 1003, 1004, 1018, 1021, 1022, 1026, 1027,
1035, 1045, 1062, 1065, 1066, 1069, 1077, 1091, 1096, 1097, 1102,
1107, 1110, 1111, 1114, 1132, 1133, 1134, 1135, 1137, 1139, 1148,
1151, 1153, 1156, 1160, 1161, 1163, 1167, 1171, 1176, 1178, 1181,
1190, 1193, 1195, 1196, 1200, 1203, 1205, 1213, 1220, 1222, 1228,
1240, 1248, 1249, 1262, 1266, 1268, 1290, 1291, 1305, 1306, 1308,
1310, 1311, 1313, 1319, 1320, 1322, 1329, 1330, 1331, 1338, 1351,
1377, 1385, 1390, 1403, 1406, 1416, 1417, 1419, 1420, 1422, 1430,
1435, 1437, 1451, 1464, 1472, 1476, 1479, 1487, 1496, 1505, 1506,
1508, 1510, 1512, 1518, 1521, 1529, 1534, 1536, 1547, 1553, 1568,
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1571, 1573, 1591, 1593, 1625, 1626, 1627, 1632, 1633, 1653, 1670,
1674, 1675, 1690, 1694, 1702, 1712, 1742, 1745, 1775, 1776, 1793,
1798, 1802, 1804, 1806, 1810, 1814, 1829, 1833, 1834, 1838, 1841,
1843, 1855, 1858, 1861, 1863, 1869, 1872, 1890, 1911, 1912, 1932,
1967, 1970, 2016, 2023, 2030, 2031, 2039, 2041, 2042, 2045, 2046,
2055, 2058, 2092, 2093, 2097, 2101, 2107, 2126, 2148, 2149, 2150,
2151, 2152, 2157, 2161, 2166, 2180, 2188, 2189, 2208, 2209, 2212,
2215, 2217, 2258, 2261, 2267, 2275, 2280, 2281, 2286, 2288, 2294,
2301, 2305, 2315, 2330, 2346, 2351, 2360, 2362, 2364, 2372, 2375,
2383, 2392, 2395, 2402, 2405, 2406, 2413, 2416, 2419, 2438, 2487,
2507, 2512, 2520, 2523, 2525, 2550, 2556, 2557, 2570, 2571, 2579,
2583, 2602, 2605, 2607, 2612, 2613, 2618, 2621, 2649, 2663, 2664,
2670, 2671, 2675, 2679, 2680, 2681, 2683, 2694, 2698, 2701, 2703,
2709, 2725, 2729, 2730, 2731, 2733, 2739, 2749, 2758, 2771, 2776,
2777, 2779, 2780, 2782, 2783, 2793, 2800, 2807, 2808, 2809, 2818,
2825, 2827, 2828, 2829, 2830, 2834, 2839, 2843, 2847, 2851, 2861,
2862, 2864, 2865, 2872, 2873, 2876, 2879, 2880, 2896, 2907, 2908,
2910, 2949, 2952, 2958, 2964, 2974, 2978, 2988, 2995, 3002, 3004,
3005, 3015, 3019, 3031, 3046, 3066, 3067, 3082, 3085, 3089, 3096,
3101, 3107, 3111, 3112, 3113, 3131, 3139, 3146, 3147, 3149, 3155,
3158, 3167, 3168, 3170, 3174, 3179, 3194, 3195, 3205, 3224, 3225,
3256, 3257, 3261, 3269, 3285, 3288, 3289, 3297, 3301, 3325
Yogurt, soy. See Soy Yogurt
Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks or Rolls, and Sweet Dried Yuba–ChineseStyle. In Chinese (Mandarin): Fuzhu (pinyin; zhu = “bamboo”). Fu
Chu (Wade-Giles). In Cantonese Chinese Foo Jook / Fu Jook / Joke
or Tiem Jook / Tim Jook / Tiem Joke. Also: Bean Curd Sticks, Bean
Curd Bamboo 1464, 2886
Yuba–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in
Various Languages 243
Yuba–Imports, Exports, International Trade 1464
Yuba (The Film That Forms Atop Soymilk When It Is Heated). In
Chinese (Mandarin): Doufu Pi (“Tofu Skin”) or Doufu Yi (“Tofu
Robes,” pinyin), Toufu P’i or Toufu I (Wade-Giles). EnglishLanguage Chinese Cookbooks and Restaurants: “Bean Curd Skin”
97, 141, 218, 243, 499, 656, 1002, 1156, 1219, 1252, 1464, 1779,
2030, 2048, 2168, 2414, 2698, 2736, 2886, 3104, 3118, 3203, 3343
Yugoslavia. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia and Montenegro
Zaire. See Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Officially Democratic
Republic of the Congo (DR Congo). Also known as CongoKinshasa
Zavitz, Charles Ambrose (1863-1942) of Ontario Agricultural
College, Canada 375, 407, 416, 435, 469, 557, 655, 656, 680, 687,
688, 719, 720, 759, 760, 805, 806, 814, 900, 989, 1027, 1097, 1161,
1250, 1262, 1310, 1390, 1591, 1690, 1872, 2042, 2128, 2263, 2301,
3334
Zea mays. See Corn / Maize
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